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Feast for Six Months
Famine for Six Months

Why?
I
T’S become a habit in this business—a feast from August to January; a

famine from January to August.

Big pictures and big theatre receipts from August to January; small pictures

and small receipts from January to August.

We analyzed the situation. We heard from scores of wise exhibitors. We
learned from our own experience. And we came to this conclusion:

Theatre receipts can be as healthy from January to August as they are from
August to January. Modern showmanship and modern theatre equipment can
overcome the spring bugaboo—PROVIDED THE SAME HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT IS

AVAILABLE IN THE SPRING AS YOU GET IN THE FALL.

And so, we have taken this pioneer step forward

:

Paramount offers you, for January-August 1926 release, a group of30 unusually
Strong productions, 15 OF WHICH ARE OF EQUAL CALIBRE WITH ANYTHING EVER
RELEASED BY PARAMOUNT OR ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE FALL.

We have spent a vast amount of money and talent on these Spring pictures
—more than we have ever spent upon any group, Spring or Fall, before. From the
speed with which they are being booked, you appreciate their sensational value.

Your enthusiastic support is a good sign. It means that other producers will
be encouraged to follow our example. It means that soon motion picture exhibit-
ing will cease altogether to be a seasonable business and high-peak receipts will
be yours all year ’round.

It is an important development worth your support and thought.

FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORP*

Paramount Pictures
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• FRANK TUTTLE PROD.- ESTHER RALSTON
LAWRENCE GRAY- MISS AMERICA AND
BATHING BEAUTIES

• HERBERT BRENON PROD. ByJ-M-BARR/E. WITHBETTY BRONSON
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and naturally you're
booking the industry's
BIG Spring Group

30 P'gzsstf
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NATURALS
foi laugh month

CHRISES
COI*tD¥»lAS

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
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“Immense”, Says Exhibitor

“After many protests ‘Our Sweetheart’ has abandoned the
taces and velvets and come bach to us as our Mary of old

(but still young) and I want to say Mary is immense.
‘Annie Rooney’ drew great, and I had the biggest mat-

inees in years. When Mary comes bach in the good
graces of Young America you can bet

she’s IN again! Thanhs, Mary, and
more power to you, and please be

‘America’s Sweetheart’ some
more.” —Joe Hewitt, the

Strand Theatre, Robin-

Ill.son

mmsr
Now Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
'Mary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D. W. Qriffifh
Joseph M.Jchenck

Chairman , ftoard of Directors.
Jiiram Qhrams,

‘President

MARY" PICKFORD
11TTLE ANN IE

"ROONEY"
Directed bv - WILLIAM BEAUDINE
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Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
'iMary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D. W. Qnffifh
Joseph M Jchenck.,

Chairman
.
ftoard of Directors

shram Qbrams,
President

“Looks Like S.R.O.”
“Looks like S.R.O. business for ‘The Eagle’.

There’s no doubt this picture will prove

fine at the box-office.” — Film Daily.

“Rudolph Valentino’s ‘The Eagle’ is big

enough for the best. Beautifully produced

and should satisfy the fans.” —M. P. News

“You can bank on Valentino and ‘The

Ea^le’ satisfuing them.” —M. P. World.

JOHN W. CONSIDINE , JP^.
presents

RUDOLPH
VALENTINO
THE EAGLE

SupportedbyVILMA BANKY and LOUISE DRESSER
Screen Stcny by HANS KRALY

A CLARENCE BROWN Production
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CLASS A

Here’s the
whole storyon

It’s cleaning up for hun-
dreds of theatres. Have

you booked it yet?

THE LAST EDITION (F. B. 0.). Here is a picture

which has literally everything. Melodrama, com-

edy, pathos, thrills—all in proper proportion. It

is entitled to be rated as a “Natural” for the fol-

lowing reasons : It is an Emory Johnson produc-

tion released by F. B. 0. This combination in

the past has meant genuine Box Office success

for the theatre owner. It is entertainment with

a capital “E,” being directed in masterly fashion

by Emory Johnson, and acted in convincing and

natural fashion by Ralph Lewis and the support-

ing cast. The theme is the sympathetic one of a

faithful pressman and his devotion to his paper.

His son, a youthful lawyer, secures a position

in the District Attorney’s office and is framed

by a crooked, bootlegging, political boss. As the

paper is being printed with this front page story

of his son’s disgrace, the old pressman discovers

it and wrecks the presses. All ends happily how-
ever. There are some wonderful fire scenes with

the fire department playing water on the flames.

These scenes are realistic in the extreme.

Ralph Lewis is perfectly cast as the old press-

man and the supporting cast lend him every aid.

The picture is entertainment plus, and lends itself

to a multitude of exploitation angles. It should

prove a potent tonic for any ailing box office.

CLASS B

^VANISHING AMERICAN (Famous Players!

Cu?*ti^wn to normal feature length, this story^of

Indian nfe in America featuring Richard^ix,
would be of very good entertainment values, and

exploited properly could be made intQ/a good

l

4

&

Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America, 1560 Broadway, N. Y. City. Exchanges Everywhere.
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More than ever~
greaterprofitsfor you

!
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William Fox Presents

Jam VUx
and TONY, the wonder horse in

with

They are all going to get a great eve-

ning of entertainment with this MIX
release.

It is the sort of picture that contains

something of interest for every mem-

ber of the family.

Book it for an early play date

!

fox film Corporation,

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
OLIVE BORDEN
ALEC FRANCIS
MARTHA MATTOX
francis McDonald

From the novel “Conquistador”
By Katherine Fullerton Geroud

Scenario by Eve Unsell

EMMETT FLYNN
production
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More than ever —
the strongest schedule

Step aside

and let me
show’ you how

it's done
"

fm
m\

YEAR
On “ the battle front

”

with a neivly married couple.

With
MATT MOORE - KATHRYN PERRY
Margaret Livingston - Frank. Currier

and a surrounding cast of Popular Screen
Favorites.

•
* i

The William Fox presentation of

JOHN GOLDEN’S great stage play
s, by Frank Craven.
Scenario bv Frances Marion.

FRANK BORZAGE Production

A big bet for any theatre.

Again,FOX has turned a

tremendous, nationally

known stage success into

a great picture.

Everywhere this picture

is shown, there will be a

large ready made audi-

ence waiting to buy

gm

FOX profits
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No. 5

For Season 1926—27
William Fox

Announces

DAVID BELASCO’S
stage triumph

TheMusicMaster
By Charles Klein

The play that immortalized DAVID WARFIELD

Who
Will

Portray

The Music Master

“THE MUSIC MASTER” played to

capacity business throughout its years

of triumph all over America!

It established new box-office records

at theatres all over the country in its

triumphal tour from Coast to Coast!

It has been revived successfully time

after time!

It set a new style and started a new
epoch on the American stage!

“The Music Master” is a household name in every home
of every city, village and hamlet throughout the country!

IT WILL BE EVEN QREATER AS A FOX PICTURE !

No. 6
Next Week

Fox Film Co rp o ratio ru



with ALMA RUBENS^ BEET LYTELL
HERBERT RAWLINSON-HUNUEY GORDON-CAROLYNNE SNOWDEN-FRANKKEENAN

scenario by BradleyKin^ ^JOHN GRIFFITH production

fox film Corporation.
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Making theatre seats pay

a greater return on your in-

vestment than ever before.

That is what FOX is doing

for exhibitors, doing it with

such business pulling mag-

nets as — “The

GILDED BUTTERFLY”

Here is the type of Story the

Public “ eats alive. ” The title

is obviously an attractive pull

for the ticket window and

the cast can be counted upon

to have many ready buyers

in any section of the country.

Make those seats of yours

pay more. You can do it with

FOX PICTURES .

blay

FOX.
for profits

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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The Bit? Show is in
tf

All the Thrills of the “Big Tent

’

All the Glamor of the Sideshow

A dramatic love story, vibrant with humor, pathos and the

highlights of “show people,” ranging from the splendors of the

Orient to the sophisticated atmosphere of London Society. A
picture that sweeps through a series of remarkable situations to

one of the most thrilling climaxes ever filmed.

00# |

This is Eugene O'Brien who im
personates Simon de C„ ;„° T
Pictunzation of William J LoclCS

Fiances "Marion, one of the great

creative geniuses of the screen,

has produced William J. Lockes

romance ot the circus arena

SIMON
CAMEO

THE

And made of it a photoplay filled

with the splendors of the Orient,

and vibrant with humor and pathos

It was directed by George Melford

and has a great cast, including

EUGENE O’BRIEN

LILLIAN RICH

EDMUND BURNS

HENRY B. WALTHALL
A Metropolitan rivture.

Release bJ Producers Dlstrlbullns Corn.

STARTS
SUNDAY

|Loh BrLdf
Lil,T Richl «

r ,a °ran« *n the Story, js a re-nowned equestrienne and circusW .

S,m°n de G« thought he
l'

ad on|y a sfort time to iive and

iemet
P
LoT

,ha
!i

d
L
OS,ti0n

- Then

LTr- anJ then found life

A "l«
AMEO i

2

i^T

Relcaied by Producen

CAMEO

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS
Foreign Distributors Producers Internstionsl Corporation

130 West 46th Street

Few York, N. Y.
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METROPOLITAN PICTURES CORP

FRANCES MAI
^ PRODUCTION

town/
A Picture That Exploits It-

self! Bill It Like a Circus—
Ballyhoo It Like a Circus!

It Will Draw Like a Circus!

EUGENE OBRIEN U LILLIAN RICH
Adapted by FRANCES MARION
From the novel by WILLIAM J. LOCKE
Directed by GEORGE MELFORD

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F«C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FL1NN, Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. Hays, Presides; -
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

LARGER

QUARTERS

SERVICE

QUALITY

WERE NECESSARY TO FURNISH THE KIND OF

OUR CUSTOMERS MUST HAVE. THE

OF OUR RAW STOCK IS THE BEST THAT MONEY
AND BRAINS CAN PRODUCE AND IS ABSOLUTELY

DEPENDABLE. THIS IS THE MOST ESSENTIAL POINT FOR THE

PRODUCERS AND OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE TO THE

LABORATORIES.

Agfa Raw Film Corporation
ALFRED WEISS, President

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

209 West 38th Street

New York

Tel. Wisconsin 2360

COAST REPRESENTATIVE

C. KING CHARNEY
6370 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.
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T°X. Jsi iut «a^ ui* i.v'i.gTg SEX

Laura La Plante, Pat O’Malley, George
Siegman, Raymond Keane and hundreds of

others.

-A. UNIVERSAL/
A Dimitri Buchoivetzki Production

Presented by Carl LaemmlePRODUCTION
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Time Feast ms
Get Ifuwxir Store and.
Enjjoijj it to the Full

.

'

'

;.-
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oAt% Invitation to Vou

YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN WITH THE THOUSANDS OF

exhibitors from all over the country who are now enjoying this

unparalleled feast of profits—fine, thick slices of profit—everything

from soup to nuts. It’s a great year for these exhibitors. They are getting

the finest box-office dishes of the season—served a la Carl Laemmle’s

white policy of white pictures, white contracts, white treatment. Get

your share. Wax fat with profits. Feed your fill of the genuine box-

office tonic. Make your reservations—get your dates set at once.

wmmmSmmm
... ....

wmmsmm

'
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SUPPOK

Directed by Harvey O. Hoyt
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FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA inc.

presents

CUA RAMBOVA

RUDOLPH

LENUNO
TED BY CLIVE BROOK AMD DISTINGUISHED CAST IN

df
FAMOUS STORY

pi pi

,
<• JJ

B

(me Qmw$ Gold
J Exclusive Foreign Dt

n

<
Exclusive Foreign Distributors.

723s'ev^^v^J
>

"New°YorK ^
Distributed by Daniel Carson Goodman

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
560 Broadway, New York. Exchanges Everywhere
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“Jones has paid off all

his notes and his ac-

count is one of our

biggest.”

L /

EXHIBITORS HERALD

‘He’s made a bigger depos-

it every week since he

changed over to Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer pictures.”

December 25, 1925

THE real money today is being made by exhibitors playing The
Quality Fifty'Two,

Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer product is bitting the mark consistently with

shows that please the crowds.

Throughout the industry, wherever film men meet you hear about the

big business that M-G-M’s showman pictures are doing.

Ask the man who’s playing The Quality Fifty*Tivo. You’ll wonder why
you didn’t wake up to your Big Opportunity sooner!
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HIS IS HAPPENING
MORE AND MORE
EVERY DAY

That’s why we’re

The Talk of the

Industry”

What You Get In

One Month (Dec.)

of The Quality 52
SALLY, IRENE AND MARY

Edmund Goulding’s production of the Broad-
way play. With Constance Bennett, Joan
Crawford, Sally O’Neill. Written and directed
by Edmund Goulding.

THE MASKED BRIDE
Starring Mae Murray. Directed by Christy
Cabanne. By Leon Abrams. Adapted by
Carey Wilson.

TIME THE COMEDIAN
Robert Z. Leonard’s production. With Lew
Cody, Mae Busch, Gertrude Olmstead. From
Kate Jordan’s novel. Adapted by Frederick
and Fanny Hatton.

HIS SECRETARY
Hobart Henley’s production. Starring Norma
Shearer with Lew Cody. And Willard Louis.
Story by Carey Wilson. Scenario by Hope
Loring and Louis D. Lighton.

DON’T
Rupert Hughes’ production of his story. With
Sally O’Neill and Bert Roach. Directed by Alf
Goulding.

SOUL MATES
Jack Conway’s production of Elinor Glyn’s
novel, “The Reason Why.” With Aileen
Pringle and Edmund Lowe. Scenario by Carey
Wilson. Directed by Jack Conway.

THE GREAT LOVE
Marshall Neilan’s production of his own story.
Adapted by Benjamin Glazer. Directed by
Marshall Neilan.

-Mayer
in Heaven "
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WELL BOYS
I T 1 S READY
TO GO! ---

Here’s a genuine 18 CARAT SLEEPER that has Rip Van Winkle and Old
King Tut backed into a ditch and covered over.

I’ve got INSIDE INFO from the HORSE HIMSELF—and he speaks SIX
LANGUAGES—including Sanskrit.

Now, listen, while I divulge some FEED BOX FACTS that will enable my
WISE CLIENTS TO WALLOW IN WEALTH.
A bunch of big and wise sugar-daddies have framed up the BIGGEST
KILLING in the history of the game.

This ROD-IN-PICKLE is “THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP.”
Everything’s ALL SET. This baby has so much REAL CLASS that he’ll

stop and do the CHARLESTON at the head of the stretch—then come in on

the chin-strap LAUGHIN’ HIMSELF SICK! It’ll be a SHAME to take

the MONEY, but you’ll all need it right after New Years.

My expert dockers have been watching this bimbo for several weeks and

THE FINAL WORD FROM THESE CONNECTIONS IS HERE.

The glad tidings which they hand me and which I am passing on to my
CLIENTS is—HOCK THE FAMILY JEWELS—MORTGAGE THE
OLD HOMESTEAD—and put the COIN on this SURE THING!

i c

IT CAN’T LOSE !!!

Remember the name

THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP”
MY THREE STAR DIAMOND RIVETED P.D.C. GUARANTEED
SPECIAL!

A WORD to the WISE is SUFFICIENT. Get your DOUGH DOWN and

REST EASY.

NUFF SEDi!

Producers Distributing Corporation
469 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY



THE chief prognosticators

of our industry said this

was going to be a season

of comedy. Probably none of

them foresaw just how thor-

oughly their predictions would
be fulfilled. Comedy, without

doubt, will soon predominate all

motion picture entertainment.

The advance of all Short Fea-

tures has kept pace with the

great strides made by Comedy
this season. The tremendous mo-

mentum with which the Laugh
Month movement is going for'

ward is striking testimony to

the bigger place that comedies

and all Short Features occupy

in the plans of exhibitors, both

as to the building of programs

and their exploitation.

Isn’t it significant that in the same

season when this trend in picture en-

tertainment is so pronounced, theatre

development and theatre building are

setting new and staggering records?

Here is a thought that should fill

us all with gratitude as the Old Year

draws to a close, and inspire us to

begin the New Year with renewed

faith and increased confidence in the

future of Motion Picture Entertain-

ment.
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An absolute sensation at the

boxoffice!

In New York and all the other Key Cities

where it has played, box-office reports

prove “We Moderns” to be not only

Colleen Moore’s biggest hit since “Flam-

ing Youth,” but one of the great money-

getters in a year of big releases. It’s a

picture for crowds! Crowds coming and

coming to enjoy Colleen Moore’s big win-

ner; to laugh with her, to thrill at the

spectacular aerial disaster of the climax.

By every standard of performance Colleen

Moore ranks first among the stars.

Foil’// learn about winners

JANUARY

FIRST
NATIONAL
l MONTH

„
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Week After Week
“Graustark

”

„
Tops the Gross !

A SELL-OUT day and^ night at the Rivoli The-
atre, Baltimore. The best
normal -week gross that

Loew’s State Theatre, Los
Angeles ever had. Examine
every exhibitor report that

has been published and the
story is the same: “Business
Tremendous

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.
hrectntc

GRAUSTARK
mi* EUGENE O'BRIEN
t, GEORGE EARR MeCUTCHEON

Screen version bi/ FRANCES MARION
A DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI PRODUCTION

9hoto%rtphu by ANTONIO GAUDlO, Art Direction by CEDRIC GIBBONS and RICHARD DAT
Wardrobe by ETHEL T. CHAFFIN, Assistant- Director WILLIAM COWAN

~}\rAi national Pictured
always booked bu country's greatest theatres/

J 9/ J Foreign Rights feontrolkd by \
Members of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America Inc.'—Will Hays .President X 3S3 Maqjwo Avenpe. New ‘XnEy
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cQtfSs Thursday, December 10, 1925

BUSINESS
By DANNY

It’s an old story: that a good
.picture always gets business.

At the little old box office. Said

this so often that it may be tire-

some. But the proof is always
interesting. For instance
“Clothes Make the Pirate,” the

novelty in which Leon Errol is

appearing. All last week at the

Strand, New York, despite ter-

rible weather, big business re-

sulted. If the weather had been
the least bit favorable a new
house record might easily have
been established.

Something gets in the atmo-
sphere about a good picture.

The public seem to “smell”
the good pictures—before they

are released. And when they

do you just cannot keep them
away. And vice versa, you
cannot force them to see one
which isn't so good.

The great mistake made is trying

to boogt a picture into public favor.

When it isn’t "there.” That is dam-
aging the good ones. When th.^y

come along. If you happen to have
a bad one to run, run it. But make
no promises.

This month is Laugh
Month. Next month is

Laugh Month. Any
month is Laugh Month
when you can play
such a hurricane of

humor as “Clothes
Make the Pirate,”
presented by Sam E.

Rork, starring Leon
Errol and Dorothy
Gish.
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Memory Lane,
Production.

*WtHT '

r can't conic
soon enough]

ta5?00.00CashPrizes for Showmanship!
SpecialFreeAccessories

!

BigPictures for aBigBusinessMonth!
and the news of FirstNationals —

- x

record-breaKinffline-up for, ' e .

r g m §

:

• \

Play These Winners From First National f

s Winner Group
Richard Bart:helmess in

Suppose.” Km
“Joanna,” thieNewspaper Serial Hit. Norma Talmadge in “Gpustark.”

“Too Much Money,” with Lewis Richard BartHelmess in “The Beau-

Stone anc^ Anna 0- Nilsson. tiful City.

Leon Errol and Dorothy Gish in
Johnny Hines in “The Live Wire ”

- - - - * ^ let raint,” with Lloyd“Clothes Make the Pirate.” ‘The Scarlet i , .

Corinne Griffith in

“The Dark; Angel, George Fitz- Sweet.
maurice Production. “TheNewCommandment,” Robert

“WhatFoolsMen”withLewisStone. Kane Production.
\ U w& ‘MBiHmr *908*' **mK, -

“Bluebeard’s §even Wives,” with
Blanche Sweet* LoisWilson, and
Bep'^yon.

Colleen Moore in |We Moderns.”

Corinne Griffith in “Infatuation.”

Milton Sills in ‘nhe Unguarded
Hour,” with Dpris Kenyon.

Richard Barthelpiess in “Shore
Leave.”

Frank Lloyd’s“Th4 Splendid Road.”

“The Girl from Montmartre.” with
Lewis Stone and Barbara La Marr.

And 2 Stupendous Specials: “The Lost World” and “Winds of Chance”

-
' v • 'L IWIftfpV
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QJie independent ^Blm Srade <§aper

Martin J. Quigley, Publisher Editor
JJ

“Dollar Press Agenting” Protested by Woodhull at Ohio Convention in Connection with

Signing of Harold Grange, Football Player, for Picture; Hays Pledge of Coopera-

tion with Exhibitors Read by Jerome Beatty ;
William James Re-elected President

—

Seider Seeks to Bring Out Facts in Grange Deal by Appealing to Associated Press

and Arrow.

Oklahoma Exhibitors at State Convention Make Offer to Settle Copyright Music Issue;

Fred Pickrell of Ponca City Elected President.

Seider Attacks Application of M. P. T. O. of Northern New York for Affiliation with

M. P. P. D. A. ; Says Northern New York Body Has Read Itself out of Truly Inde-

pendent Exhibitor Organization.

First National Furthers Unit Production System at Eastern Studio; Earl Hudson and A1

Rockett will Each have Four Units; Ray Rockett to be Business Manager.

Three Hundred Exhibitors Offer to Sell Out to Universal Chain Theatres Corporation;

Stanley Company To Increase Capitalization to Provide for New Property Acquisi-
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AND now comes the Holiday Season again! This year

L is about to slip away to take its place in the rank
of ages that have passed and the New Year prepares to

enter the scene to play its part in the drama of

mankind. . . .

Facing the New Year, the motion picture industry,

the youngest of the world’s great industries, has every

right to enjoy a spirit of confidence and optimism.

While next year, as well as all of the years that have

gone before, will not be without its uncertainties and

anxieties, there are good grounds for believing that the

industry in all of its branches has been building steadily

toward a better, firmer and healthier business.

The past year has been chiefly notable for two things

—prosperity, and rumors and alarms of monopoly.

The prosperity will continue and, very likely, the

rumors of monopoly likewise will continue. But so long

as we have only the rumor of monopoly no one will be

hurt and it may be definitely stated that the chances

of this rumor materializing into fact are gradually

lessening.

Many of the larger factors in the industry are likely

to continue to grow stronger and many of the weaker
ones may grow weaker, even to the point of being ex-

tinguished. But among the surviving factors there will

be next year—and every year—keen competition which
will be all the keener because of the strength of the

competitors.

* -X- *

TY OLLAR PUBLICITY,” a pat and highly effective

\—S phrase, is introduced into the language of the

trade by the Ohio exhibitors in their annual convention

at Columbus. The occasion for its introduction was the

denunciation of the newspaper publicity which ap-

peared during the past week in connection with an
announced contract for motion picture services of

Harold Grange, the former Illinois University gridiron

artist, who is now a factor in the amusement business.

Even those who have casually followed the fortunes

of the trade in its contact with public opinion during
the past few years have seen many evidences of the real

harm done to the motion picture business by “dollar

publicity.” The harm has been, in fact, real and not

fancied. Legislators have been pricked into hostile

legislation against the motion picture business; a de-

cidedly unfavorable attitude toward the industry has
been created in the minds of wage-earners whose con-

tributions at the box office keep the industry going, and
the industry has appeared in the light of a newly rich

institution with money to burn.

We, therefore, sympathize with the attitude of exhib-

itors who rushed to arms when they read in the news-

papers that Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of the

Arrow Film corporation, had given the ex-collegiate

football star a contract guaranteeing him $300,000 to

appear in one picture. But we regret exceedingly that

the exhibitors did not take as their target some one of

the regular and inveterate seekers after this kind of

publicity, exempting Dr. Shallenberger, who has been
with this industry since the days of its swaddling
clothes and who has contributed far more to the ad-

vancement and good repute of this industry than the

recent announcement, true or untrue, could possibly

have detracted.
* * *

(( TY ED” GRANGE, as a current newspaper celebrity,

-LV must now have a price tag tacked onto all of his

undertakings, whether he wants it or not, and this

applies to those with whom he does business as well.

In all probability all that prevented the newspapers
from talking about a “million dollar contract” was the

fact of the comparatively modest figure of three hun-
dred thousand dollars which was apparently authorized

by the principals.

Taking up a discarded practice of the circus and
stage theatre business, the picture business, almost since

its inception, has bandied about fabulous sums in its

publicity. Very few organizations and very few indi-

viduals have not stooped to attempt to conquer public

opinions with “dollar publicity.” We hope the end is

at least in sight. In the meantime, however, Dr.

Shallenberger has plenty of company with him.

* * *

O NE of the biggest opportunities for the future de-

velopment of the picture business lies in the

elimination of the seasonal feature of theatre-going.

In the earlier days of the business, progress along this

line could not be expected because theatres were not

modelled and equipped in such a way as to insure satis-

faction for patrons during hot weather. But the modem
theatre, with its commodiousness, perfect ventilating

and cooling equipment and general attractiveness, can
be made an all-year around business, without severe

fluctuations in attendance provided that the practice of

running weaker attractions during the Summer months
is eliminated.

In many cases exhibitors have been compelled to sit

hack helplessly and see the Summer slump coming on
because suitable attractions were not available.

An effort to correct this situation is announced by the

Famous Players-Lasky corporation. This company
describes the old condition as “A feast for six months,
from August to January, and a famine for six months,

January to June.” With the opening of the so-called

famine period just ahead it is particularly timely that

some definite statement should come from producers

indicating what exhibitors may expect in the way of

attraction product during the next six months.

The company noted proclaims its intention of making
available during the coming six-month period produc-

tions of a calibre that will eliminate the feast and famine

division of the year. This is a decidedly constructive

and forward-looking move. We hope that it shall be-

come the general policy among producers.
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“Dollar Press Agenting” Hit
By Woodhull at Ohio Session
Pro-Dis-Co Gives
Ohio $10,000 Fund

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, OHIO, Dec. 15.—
Pro-Dis-Co is giving the M. P. T.
O. of Ohio $10,000 as an evidence
of goodwill and to place the Ohio
organization on a firm financial

basis, it was announced here in

connection with the convention.
The Ohio exhibitors agreed that
Pro-Dis-Co. would be taken care
of in playdates, the arrangement
covering one year.

Oklahomans, At
Convention, Make

Copyright Offer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Dec. 15.—Negotia-
tions for settlement of the music copyright
tax issue in Oklahoma are centering around
a tentative offer of five cents a seat for
each theatre in the state using copvrighteJ
music, made by the Oklahoma exhibitors’

association in annual convention at the
Elks’ club here December 8 and 9. One
hundred theatre owners attended as well as

a large number of exchange representa-
tives.

Fred Pickrell of Ponca City was elected

president. Other officers named are William
Spearmond, vice-president, Edmond; John
Brown, secretary, Tulsa; Robert D. Hutch-
inson, treasurer, Oklahoma City. Directors
chosen in addition to the officers are Fred
Jackson, Pawhuska; L. W. Brophy, Mus-
kogee, and Forrest McSwain, Ada, Okla.

Addresses were given by Col. H. A. Cole,
president of the Texas M. P. T. O.

;
W. S.

Waide, Texas secretary, and S. G. Howell.

The executive committee was authorized
to act on the copyright problem. The five

cent offer was made on the recommenda-
tion of a committee composed of Pickrell,

Brown, Wallum and Jackson.

A banquet and ball at the Elks’ club,

which was largely attended, was arranged
by Fred Jackson, Wallace Walthall and Jim
McKenney. All theatres were open to the
visitors. R. E. Heffner, branch manager,
was host at a welcome ^arty the nip-fit of
December 8 at the Criterion to see Para-
mount’s “The Wanderer.”

Seider Appeals to A. P.
and Arrow to Prove
$300,000 Grange Story

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Letters were
sent to Arrow Pictures Corporation and
to Associated Press by Joseph M. Seider,
business manager of the M. P. T. O. A.,

following the Ohio convention with the
purpose of investigating the story that
$300,000 was to be paid to Harold (Red)
Grange to appear in a motion picture.
Seider requests that Arrow show evi-
dence that the story is true and requests
that Associated Press form a committee
which will act with the M. P. T. O. A.
to investigate the facts of the story.

Pledge of Hays Offered

;

James Re-elected Head
Beatty, Brylawski, Richey and Deniston Speak at

Record Convention in Columbus
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, OHIO, Dec. 15.
—

“Dollar press agenting’’ and the press

announcement that a contract “for something like $375,000” has been
signed by Harold “Red” Grange, Illinois football star, to appear in one
motion picture, were denounced by R. F. Woodhull, president of the

M. P. T. O. A., in an address featuring the fifth annual convention of the
M. P. T. O. of Ohio, conducted December 8 and 9 at the New Neil House,
Columbus. More than 150 exhibitors attended what was generally agreed
upon as the best convention in the association’s history.

Jerome Beatty delivered the promise of Will H. Hays, president of the
M. P. P. D. A., to make every effort to reach a fair solution for every
grievance brought to his attention by any exhibitor.

President William James Re-elected

President William M. James of Columbus was re-elected for the coming
year. His administration had been so successful that the members would
not take no for an answer when they urged him to become a candidate. The
re-election was unanimous.
After Woodhull had branded as “non-

sense” the report of the huge figures for
Grange’s appearance in one picture, the
association adopted a resolution protest-

P. J. Wood William James

ing “the grossly exaggerated statements
of over zealous press agents in regard to

actual salaries of film stars and actual

production costs,” opposing “the signing
of athletes for dramatic roles in our
artistic industry” and recommending co-
operation of the Hays organization “to

purge the industry of such conditions
which are wholly detrimental to the wel-
fare of the producer and the distributor

as well as the theatre owner and the
public.”

Other highlights of the convention
were

:

Absolute harmonv prevailed at

the close of the meeting following
a rather bitter fight over election
procedure.

Business Manager P. J. Wood
reported membership of the state

association had doubled in the past
year.

Association endorsed for next
year a continuation of the plan to
have a business manager to assist

the executive officers.

authorized executive committee
to take up the question of incorpo-
rating under the laws of Ohio.

Heard addresses by Woodhull;
Beatty; A. Julian Brylawski of

Washington, D. C., chairman of
the administrative committee of
the M. P. T. O. A.; H. M. Richey,
business manager of the M. P.
T. O. of Michigan, and Joseph
Deniston, past president of the
Michigan organization.

Beside President James the following
officers were elected

: J. J. Harwood of
Cleveland, vice-president-at-larpe ; H. T.
Palmer of Fairport Harbor, first vice-
president; J. A. Ackerman, Cincinnati, sec-

ond vice-president; Henry Bieberson, Jr.,

Delaware, third vice-president ; Samuel
Lind, Zanesville, treasurer, and George M.
Fenberg, Newark, secretary.

On the executive committee are F. A.
Kelly, Massillon

;
M. B. Horwitz, Cleve-

land
; A. C. Himmelein, Sandusky; John

Schwalm, Hamilton
; J. L. Damm, Wads-

worth, and C. W. Miller, Cincinnati.

“Live and Help Live”

Beattv announced the cooperation pledge
of Hays (the same he gave at the Michi-
gan convention) at the banquet Decem-
ber 8.

“To live and let live is not enough,” the

Hays message read. “We must live and
he 1 ' live. . . . There is one way for ex-
hibitor and distributor to get together and
strive shoulder to shoulder for the com-
mon good. Each must play fair with the

other. A satisfied exhibitor is a friend of
the producer. ... A distributor who is

receiving fair treatment from exhibitors
has no quarrel with exhibitors. . . . Never
has there been such general friendliness in

the industry between distributor and ex-
hibitor as there is at this time. . . . We
can reach 100 per cent confidence and co-
operation by practicing continually the pol-

icy of ‘Do unto others as you would have
others do unto you’.”

Election Made on Floor

When the matter of elections came up
there was at first dissension regarding the
method of procedure. When the associa-
tion was formed in 1921, the executive com-
mittee was authorized to draft a constitu-
tion and by-laws, which was done. This

( Continued on page 42 )
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NEW YORK.—Harvey Day, doing his

Christmas shopping early, denies that

he was seen in a Woolworth store looking

for the overcoat department. . .

J. Charles Davis, 2d, was referred to by one

of the trade papers at J. Charles Davis,

second vice-president. . . . Nat Rothstein

says he is willing to let any one guess who
renamed Mrs. Rudolph Valentino’s F. B. O.

picture “When Love Grows Cold.” . . .

Joe Seider is a pretty busy man with all

this fussing around about the Hays office,

Northern New York, M. P. T. O., Dr.

W. E. Shallenberger, “Red” Grange and a

$300,000 check. ... E. IV. Hammons is

back from Europe looking hale and hearty

after two quick ocean trips. . . . Gordon
White says he has been thinking about

nothing but short features for several

years and is glad that now he has a lot

of company. McCarthy is pre-

paring to send out ten road companies with

“Big Parade” shows. . . . Ben Amsterdam,
Tony Luchese, Gene Marcus and Oscar

Neufeld came over from Philadelphia last

week to attend the Independents’ meeting.

. . . Dick Rowland took a day off last

week and revamped the whole Eastern pro-

duction plan of First National. . .

Hugh Davis has joined Rayart as vice-

president. . . . Myer Lesser says so far

as he knows he is still with Warner Broth-

ers and several Warner brothers say the

same. . . . Sam Spring and Ned Depinet
are back from a trip over the Southern
territory. . . . Eddie Grainger has re-

turned from a Middlewest trip and says

he enjoyed the food best in Cleveland.

. . . Merritt Crawford writes that he
fears so much publicity will turn Dr.

Shallenberger’s head, but no one else who
knows the genial doctor is much worried.

. . . Elek John Ludvigh of Famous Play-

ers returned last week from a long Euro-
pean trip. . . . J. H. von Herberg, North-
west Film man, who has been ill at the

Hotel Roosevelt, is well and out. . . .

Hal Roach arrived from the Coast last

week and will look them over in New York
for a fortnight. . . . Marcus Loew is ex-

pected back from the Coast to spend Christ-

mas at his Glen Cove home. . . . Joe

Shea, long time with Fox Films, is now
referring to /. J. McCarthy as his new boss.

. . . Harry Buckley, New York repre-

sentative of Fairbanks and Pickford, has

returned from the Coast conferences where
United Artists didn’t join Metro. . . .

George Morris, elongated press agent of

Warners Theatre, has resigned to join the

staff of the Evening Telegram. . .

Nathan Burkan is another of the travelers

returned from the Coast conferences. . . .

Sidney Kent sailed last week and is said

to be running a race with Carl Laemmle
to Germany. . . . Frederick Wynne-Jones,
another film man interested in Germany,
sailed last week for the other side. . . .

Sam Krellberg has resigned as general

manager of Chadwick pictures to head a

company of his own. . . . Herbert Hall

Winslow is back from Ireland with a pic-

ture made in the country where Tommy
Meighan and others kissed the Blarney

stone.

Virginia Valli, Eugene O’Brien,

center, and Jean Hersholt have
roles in the A. E. film, “To the

Brave.”

Jean Hersholt and Cissy Fitzger-

ald in a scene from Associated
Exhibitors’ “To the Brave.”

—SPARGO.
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Seider Protests to Hays on
New York Affiliation Move

Buffalo-Albany Body Has Read Itself Out of Ranks of True

Independent Exhibitors Organization, Declares

M. P. T. 0. A. Business Manager

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—The peace and harmony move which seemed
to promise from the application of the M. P. T. O. of Northern New York
for affiliated membership in the Hays office does not seem to have ma-
terialized to any great extent.

Seider Protests To Hays

The application of the Northern New Yorkers is still on hie and is ex-

pected to be acted on by the board of directors of the Hays organization

this week. In the meantime, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America is up in arms over what it asserts is but another effort of the

producers and distributors to get control of the exhibitor organization.

Joseph M. Seider, business manager of
the M. P. T. O. A., has made a determined
protest to Mr. Hays against any affiliation

of an exhibitors organization with the as-

sociation of producers and distributors. In

a statement Mr. Seider says in part

:

“One thing is certain: Whether or not
the soealled Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of New York—Buffalo and Albany
Zones—formerly was a legitimate theatre
owners association, by this request for af-

filiation it has read itself out of the ranks
of true Independent exhibitors organiza-
tion.

“The basic status of the Independent ex-
hibitor is so remote from that of the pro-
ducer and the producer-owned theatre that

he cannot have a legitimate place in a pro-
ducer controlled organization.

Favors Cooperation

“The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America is in favor of cooperation with
Mr. Hays and his producer members. It,

however, cannot affiliate itself with them.
It cannot turn over to them its member-
ship.

“If it is the purpose of the producers
and distributors who are enrolled in the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America to cause dissension within our
ranks, and to prevent our organizing com-
pletely through the setting up of another
organization, we pray that they continue to
do so, as nothing will awaken the sleeping
theatre owner to his danger as will this

latest move. The only barrier that the
producers have had and now have is the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica. With the absorption of theatre owner
organization, likewise will the individual
theatre owner be absorbed by the very
same producers.

Fair Contract Still Awaited
“Mr. Dillon (president of the M. P. T. O.

of New York—Buffalo and Albany Zones)

Mr. Rat Is Poor Sport
in St. Louis Night Life

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15-
Night life was darkened here for
a few minutes recently when a rat

cites as one reason for the desirability of

affiliation ‘the successful operation of Arbi-
tration Boards.’ Yes, for the distributor.

A fair contract has been promised. We
believe it will materialize, but, it has not
arrived yet.

“Perhaps after all we are taking this

matter too seriously. Perhaps it is but an
effort to publicize a skeleton organization

—

that is, an organization without a large

membership.”

E. J. Smith Names More
Associated Managers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—With Asso-
ciated Exhibitors home force taking over
the entire fifth floor of the building at

35 West 45th street and several new ap-
pointments and additions being made in

the sales staff by E. J Smith, sales-

manager, further expansion of the cor-
poration has been registered in the past
week.
Eddie Heiber has been appointed man-

ager of the Washington branch. Ben
Ross now heads the Minneapolis branch
office. In San Francisco R. S. Stack-
house succeeds Ben F. Simpson, Robert
j. Murray is the new manager at Dallas,

Texas, and Jack Krause at Albany, N. Y.
Dan B. Lederman, new sales director

covering Minneapolis, Omaha, Des
Moines, Oklahoma City, Kansas City

and Winnipeg, has also been given super-
vision over the Chicago and Milwaukee
branches.

Fire Marshal Praises

Ohio Theatre Owners
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 15.—An investi-

gation into the danger of fires in motion
picture houses of this city resulted in a

favorable report by the state fire marshal.
The inquiry was started at the behest of

Dan B. Butler, member of the board of

city commissioners. Three minor defects

were corrected and the question of

whether theatre crowds are properly
limited according to capacity was left to

the police.

Lasky Night Observed
on Twelfth Anniversary

of Founding of Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—“Jesse L.
Lasky Night” was observed last night
at the Metropolitan theatre to commem-
orate the twelfth anniversary of the
founding of the Lasky studio in Holly-
wood. Frank L. Newman, managing di-

rector of Publix theatres in Los Angeles,
was in charge of the event. Officials and
directors of Paramount’s West Coast and
a group of Paramount stars took part
in the celebration.

Twelve years ago a tiny studio started
business in Hollywood as the Jesse L.
Lasky Play Company. Today it is in-

ternationally known as the Paramount
Hollywood Studio.

Clara Bow Will Marry
Keith on Christmas Day
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—It was an-

nounced last week in the Los Angeles
Examiner that Clara Bow, motion picture

actress, will marry
Donald Keith
Christmas Day.
Friends of Miss
Bow received the

announc e m e n t

shortly before the

newspaper story
was printed.

Romance has
been added to the

affair of Miss Bow
and Keith by the

fact that they have
played in films to-

gether for some
time past. Up to

a few weeks ago
both were members of B. P. Schulberg’s
producing company. At the time Schul-
berg joined Paramount he took both play-
ers with him for Paramount pictures.

N.Y. Picture Commission
Officers Prepare Budget

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 15.—Apparently
the New York State Motion Picture
Commission believes it will endure,
despite the fact that no provision has
been made for it in the governor’s re-
organization program. George H. Cobb,
chairman of the Commission, and Arthur
Levy, secretary, arrived in town from
New York last week, and spent some
time at the State Capitol in preparing
the budget which will be submitted, and
which if approved, will meet the running
expenses of the commission, if it is in

existence after July first.

Federal Film Censorship
Bill Given to Congress

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Dec. 15—
Federal film censorship is provided for in

a bill introduced in congress by Repre-
sentative Swope, Pennsylvania, creating a
federal motion picture commission and re-
quiring censorship and license of every
film, except scientific not for public exhi-
bition, entering into interstate or foreign
commerce.

Mae Marsh’s Sister Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Marguerite
Marsh, sister of Mae Marsh, died here last

week at the home of her mother.

Mr. Rat Is Poor Sport
in St. Louis Night Life

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15-
Night life was darkened here for
a few minutes recently when a rat
became tangled in a bundle of lead
wires conducting power to many
of the theatres and business
houses. Mr. Rat didn’t know what
happened but his corpse had a
deadening effect on the evening’s
entertainment until workmen at
the Cahokia Power Plant discov-
ered the interference and removed
it.

Empire Theatre Burns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO„ Dec. 15.—The
Empire theatre, the largest house in

Maryville, Mo., has been destroyed by
fire, according to word reaching Kansas
City. The house, which is said to be
valued at $30,000, was owned by Kuch
Brothers.
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AT FIRST NATIONAL’S EASTERN STUDIOS. Left to right: Earl
Hudson, A. L. Rockett and Ray Rockett.

F-N Furthers Unit Production
System at Eastern Studio

Earl Hudson and Al Rockett Will Manage Four Units Each—Ray
Rockett Business Manager

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Dec. 15.—Richard A. Rowland, general manager of

First National Pictures, Inc., announces a new policy to be put in

force at the Eastern Studios with a view to reaping the fullest

benefit from the unit system in production. Under the new arrangement,

Earl Hudson will manage four production units and Al Rockett four pro-

duction units, whereas Ray Rockett, brother of Al and co-producer of

“Abraham Lincoln,’’ will be business manager at the studios, a post held

for some time by Al Rockett.

I
N announcing the new plan of produc-

tion activity, Mr. Rowland said it is in

accord with the ideas he has been putting

into operation for some time, whereby First

National may profit by the efforts of in-

dividual producers. According to Mr.
Rowland, the last few years have shown
conclusively that the best results may be
obtained through the unit system of pro-

duction rather than the older method of

studio work which tended to curb the

genius and originality of individual pro-
ducers and authors. It is his opinion that

units should be relatively small so that the

producer can concentrate and specialize on
his pictures.

Unit Policy Furthered

Mr. Rowland pointed out that, for some
time past, the product of First National
has been about equally divided between the

output of the First National organization
and that of independent producers releas-

ing through the distribution channels of the

company. The present plan is, in effect, a

furtherance of this policy which has been
found so highly successful.

“Every picture needs individual atten-

tion,” said Mr. Rowland, “and in order to

give the best that is in him, a producer must
have the opportunity to concentrate on the

production immediately in hand. Our best

pictures have been made in this way in the

past, and it will be more than ever the case
in the future now that every picture re-

leased must, in reality, be of “special”

calibre.

“The day of the machine-made photoplay
is past.”

Fuller Scope For Hudson
Earl Hudson, who came from the Coast

in October, 1924, has shared in the respon-

sibility for many of the most successful

First National productions, including such
box office winners as “Flaming Youth” and
“The Lost World.” It is figured that un-
der the present plan, he will find fuller

scope for his unusual creative and execu-
tive abilities.

Al Rockett’s outstanding accomplishment
in the motion picture field is “Abraham
Lincoln,” produced with his brother and
recently awarded the Photoplay Magazine
Gold Medal as the best picture of 1924. Mr.
Rockett came from the Coast to act as

assistant to Mr. Rowland and for several

months past has been business manager at

the Eastern Studios in association with Mr.
Hudson.
Ray Rockett, the new business manager,

has worked in close contact with his

brother in all their picture activities, and
has a thorough knowledge of the produc-
tion end of the business.

Unable to Rob Safe,
Trio Compels Operators
to Join Wild Auto Ride

Two women and a man entered the

Royal theatre, Kansas City, Mo., December
2 after the close of the performance in

an effort to rob the safe. An attempt was
made to force the operators Earl McClel-
len and Don Klusman, to aid them. Con-
vinced that the men could not open the

safe the intruders took them on an auto-

mobile ride which resulted in a wreck.
The King Bee theatre in St. Louis, Mo.,

was held up a short time before by two
men who compelled Patrick Collins, mana-
ger, to open the safe and deliver the con-
tents. Receipts stolen totaled $557.

Sunday Shows Win
on Ruling ’79Law
Does Not Apply

The city council of Golden, Col., has
closed the issue of Sunday shows there
in its recent decision that the “blue law”
of 1879 was not passed with view to pro-
hibiting the operation of motion picture
theatres on Sunday. As a result M. W.
McFarland, owner of the Gem theatre, has
been permitted to reopen his theatre.

Other communities wrangling over the

question of Sunday shows include Wabash,
Ind., Moberly, Mo., and Ilion, N. Y. J. W.
Cotter, manager of the Fourth Street
theatre at Moberly, finally, after having
been arrested six times for operating his

house on Sunday, has consented to show
pictures but six days a week.
The taxpayers of Ilion will vote on the

question of Sunday shows the latter part

of December. It is said that the churches
have urged a boycott of any theatre com-
ing out openly in favor of Sunday morning
shows.
William M. and Percy Dickson, and

Tack Adams, all of the Eagles theatre,

Wabash, have again paid fines of $5 and
costs upon the charge of operating Sunday
shows in violation of the old “blue laws”

of Indiana. The three defendants pleaded

guilty, thus avoiding the necessity of ap-

pearing in court.

Musicians9 Demands
Stir Up Old Trouble

in St. Louis Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15.—The subject

of music is again worrying the theatre

owners of St. Louis, for the musicians’
union has let it be known that the play-

ers desire a uniform increase when the

existing contract expires next June.

May Effect New Tax
Law Early in April

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Dec 15.—The
addition which has been made to the new
revenue bill before the house of represen-

tatives provides for exemption from ad-

mission tax for any place of amusement
where legitimate spoken drama is included

in the performance. The proposed law

would become effective 30 days after its

enactment which will probably be early

in April.

200 Reserve Places for

M. P. T. O. Dinner Dance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 15.—More
than 200 reservations have already been
made for the dinner dance to be given

January 3 in the Hotel Benjamin Frank-
lin by the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey and Dela-

ware. The last day for acceptance of

reservations has been set as December
21. Special engraved souvenirs will be
presented to the guests.

G. A. Van Slyck Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LAKE GENEVA, WIS., Dec. 15—G. A.
Van Slyck, one of the pioneer motion pic-

ture house managers of Wisconsin, died

unexpectedly here.
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300 Theatres Offer Sellout
to Universal Chain Company

A. E. Fair Appointed General Manager—Stanley Stockholders

to Vote on Increasing Capitalization to Million Shares

to Provide for Expansion of Holdings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Three hundred theatres in various parts of the country have offered to

sell out to the new Universal Chain Theatres Corporation. Stockholders
of Stanley Company of America will vote tomorrow on an increase of its

capitalization from 150,000 shares to 1,000,000 to provide for acquisition

of new properties in Washington and Wilmington, Del. These two an-

nouncements from the respective companies are leading pieces of news
in the past week regarding theatre chain expansion projects.

Universal Has 25 Theatre Deals in Fire

The offers of nearly 300 theatres to sell out to Universal have been
made since the recent sale of $4,000,000 Universal Chain Theatres Cor-
poration 8 per cent preferred stock, the new company states. Twenty-five,

deals for theatres are now in active negotiation, with investigation by John
and Jas. C. Hostettler.

Will Try to Put
U. S. Slant on Term
“British Picture”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Dec. 15.—What is a

British picture? is the question that has
arisen in Canadian government circles in

connection with the proposed quota plan
in the United Kingdom to encourage the
development of the British picture in-

dustry.

Cables have been exchanged between
the Canadian capital and Hon. P. C.

Larkin, the Canadian high commissioner
in London, England, relative to the de-
finition of a “British picture,” this being
a development in connection with the.

move to require a percentage of British
pictures in cinemas of Great Britain.

It is asserted that if pictures produced
in Canada are not classed as British pic-

tures, then there will be discrimination
on the part of the mother country
against the dominion as well as against
foreign countries. There is a desire on
the part of Canadian government offi-

cials, of course, to take advantage of the
proposed quota plan in Great Britain by
encouraging United States film pro-
ducers to establish facilities in the
dominion for the making of pictures
which would be accepted under the cate-
gory of British by the mother country.

The matter is being taken so seriously
in Ottawa that tentative arrangements
have been made for a Canadian govern-
ment official to go to London in January
to discuss the situation with the British

authorities, should interim developments
warrant the action. Two things are de-
sired by the Canadian authorities. They
want United States companies to make
a fair share of pictures in the dominion
and then they want the British home
government to recognize, these pictures

as British and to grant them British

preference.

27 of Chicago Theatres
Said to Increase Realty
Values by 75 Millions

Increase of realty values by $75,000,000
is credited to 27 of the larger motion pic-

ture theatres of Chicago, in an estimate

by leading realtors. The average rise of
values approximates $3,000,000 in the im-
mediate vicinity of each theatre, or $1,000,-

000 for each 1,000 seats and more than 150

per cent over cost of construction.

Following are estimates of increased
values by owners of chains

:

Nine Lubliner & Trinz-Balaban & Katz theatres,

$21,000,000; six Ascher Brothers theatres,

$15,000,000; six Marx Brothers theatres, $20,000,-
000; three Cooney Brothers theatres, $10,000,000,
and three Fitzpatrick & McElroy projects,
$9,000,000.

Three hundred and eight theatres in the
city show only motion pictures

;
in 29 more

there is also vaudeville. Seats total 350,000.

Fire Chief Warns of
Film in Private Homes

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 15.^A
warning has been issued by the fire chief
of Indianapolis against having strips of
inflammable motion picture films about
private homes. The chief said he had
ordered an investigation of reports that
small strips of discarded films have been
taken to a number of homes for amateur
showings.

A. E. Fair has been oppointed gen-
eral manager of the Universal Chain
Theatres concern, which has as its goal
the acquisition of 1,000 theatres. Mr.
Fair was for a long time identified with
Lynch Theatrical Enterprises and later
became assistant to Harold B. Franklin,
then manager of the Famous Players
Theatres.

Stock Dividend Planned
If the special meeting of stockholders

of the Stanley company approves tomor-
row, the Stanley concern will effect an
exchange of stock with an allotment of
additional stock at $48 a share, and a
stock dividend. “The recapitalization is

to provide for future growth of the com-
pany and the stock allotment will reim-
burse the treasury for expenditures in

connection with acquisition of properties
in Washington and Wilmington and
other important expansion,” says the
Stanley statement.

The contemplated change calls for au-
thorized capital of 1,000,000 shares of no
par value and holders of present Class A
or Class B stock certificates will receive
two shares of the new stock for each
share now held, the stock certificates to
be deposited before January 2, says a let-

ter from President Jules E. Mastbaum
to stockholders. Warrants payable in

full on or before January 4, 1926, will be
mailed to stockholders day after tomor-
row. A stock dividend of 10 per cent
has been declared, subject to approval,
payable to stockholders of record of Jan.

11, 1926. Net earnings available for divi-

dends for 1926 are estimated in excess
of $2,000,000 or approximately $6 a share.

Rowland & Clark has acquired a site in

Pittsburgh, Pa., upon which one of the
finest theatre and office buildings in the
world is to be erected, starting May 1.

The plan calls for a theatre seating 5,000.

In Dallas, Texas, the Palace, Melba and Crystal
theatres, which have passed from under Southern
Enterprise control, soon will program acts devel-
oped by John Murray Anderson, creator of the

Greenwich Village Follies, it was announced by
A. M. Botsford, advertising manager of Publix
Theatres, Inc.

Hostettler Amusement Company has bought the
Odeon and Strand in Des Moines, Iowa, with the
personal authorization of Carl Laemmle of Uni-
versal. A deal is reported pending in Evansville,
Ind., whereby the Victory theatre building is to
become the property of Universal for a $1,000,000
consideration. Fitzpatrick & McElroy are lessees
of a 1,500-seat theatre to be erected at Richmond,
Ind., by Quaker City Realty Corporation at a cost
of $200,000. Finkelstein & Rubin of Minneapolis,
Minn., has taken over the Lyceum in Brainerd,
Minn., and the Lyceum and Rex in Virginia,
Minn., formerly operated by Clinton & Meyers of
Duluth. The F & R circuit includes 85 theatres.
Saxe’s new Retlaw theatre at Fond du Lac, Wis.,
opens December 25. St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany has added the Lyric and the Virginia in St.
Louis, Mo.

Peter B. Dunne at San Francisco has
bought the Coliseum theatre property
from L. R. Lurie in a deal involving
close to $2,000,000.

Thieves Get 50 Cents
But Lose $50 Coats

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 15.—The
American theatre, a residential house, got
the best of a deal with burglars recently.

Thugs broke in through a back window,
knocked the combination off the safe, but
could not get it open. Then they wrecked
an automatic towel machine from which
they got 50 cents and when they heard a
noise ran away leaving two new coats
valued at $50 each.

Thieves blew open the safe of the Bower-
sock theatre, Lawrence, Kas., on Sunday
and escaped with $1,300—Saturday night’s

receipts. The theatre is owned by Glenn
Dickinson.

Katherine Grant Hurt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—Katherine
Grant, motion picture actress, was injured
in an automobile accident and is in the
Hollywood hospital.

F. B. O. Takes Over Entire Floor of

New Building in New York Dec. 19
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Due to expansion and growth of Film Booking
Offices and increase of personnel, the home staff will move Saturday to 1560
Broadway, where the entire sixteenth floor of a new building will be occu-
pied. The New York exchange remains at 723 Seventh avenue.
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SCENES FROM “WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD”, F. B. O. production in which Natacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valen-
tino) is starred. Left: Sam Hardy and Miss Rambova. Right: Clive Brook, Russell Griffin and Miss Rambova.

Rambova F. B. O. Picture Titled

“When Love Grows Cold”
Production Based on Novel by Laura Jean Libbey—Directed by Harry

Hoyt—Adapted by Brownell

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Dec. 15.
—“When Love Grows Cold” is the title of the

production in which Natacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino)
has been starred by F. B. O. “When Love Grows Cold” was

adapted by John C. Brownell, home office scenario chief, with continuity
by Harry O. Hoyt, director of the picture, from the wellknown novel by
Laura Jean Libbey.

'T'HE production, which is said to boast
some of the most lavish sets ever con-

structed in a motion picture studio, is a
drama of modern life. Although the action
adheres closely to the Laura Jean Libbey
plot, the costumes and mountings have
been modernized. Miss Rambova provided
herself with a new wardrobe during her
sojourn abroad, and frocks, hats and shoes
from the smartest coutourieres in Paris
will be seen in the film.

Clive Brook Plays Opposite

Clive Brook, who played opposite Miss
Rambova, was lent to F. B. O. by Warner
Brothers for this F. B. O. Gold Bond pic-

NATACHA RAMBOVA

ture. Sam Hardy, stage heavy, Kathlene
Martin, late of “Sally” and “Lady, Be
Good,” Kathryn Hill, Johnnie Gough and
little Russell Griffin supported the queenly
Natacha.

The picture is now in the cutting room,
where, under the supervision of Harry O.

Hoyt and Daniel Carson Goodman, who
personally supervised the production, it is

being cut, edited and titled.

“The rushes of the picture have proved
conclusively that Miss Rambova is an

actress of charm and ability,” J. I. Schnit-

zer, vice-president in charge of production,

said before he left for the Coast studio.

“She belongs definitely to the new school

of screen artists who repress rather than

express their deepest emotions. She is a

stunning, gorgeous woman, and can wear
clothes more gracefully, I think I may say

without reservation, than any other woman
on the screen today.

Stories Widely Read
“The production is an intensely interest-

ing drama and although I have not yet

seen it in its finished state, promises to be

one of our biggest offerings in point of

star and story values.

“The works of Laura Jean Libbey, which

still have a very considerable sale in this

country and abroad, were perhaps more
widely disseminated in her heydey than

those of any other living writer. In addi-

tion to the sale of her novels, which was

tremendous, newspaper syndicates took up

the distribution of her stories. Their

author was the first writer, in fact, to

have her novels thus distributed on such

a vast scale.”

1 1 More Companies File

in New York’s Largest
Year of Incorporating

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 15.—Motion
picture companies incorporating in New
York state are doing their part toward
what will be the biggest year in the
corporation bureau of the secretary of
state’s office. During the past week,
eleven companies, showing a combined
capitalization of approximately three-
quarters of a million dollars, incor-
porated in New York state. With the
possible exception of a short period in

midsummer, the number of motion pic-

ture companies incorporating week by
week in New York state has run ahead
of a year ago. Of late the capitalization

has been much larger, although not up
to what it was three or four years ago.
The companies incorporating last week were:

Famous Attractions, Inc., capitalized at $500,000;
The Children’s Playhouse, $5,000; Roosevelt Ex-
hibition Corporation, capitalization not specified;

Oceanside Theatres, Inc., $5,000; Cinema-Realty
Corporation, $40,000; Laymon Co., Inc., $50,000;
Chanin Theatres Corporation, $25,000; R. S. P.

Amusement Co., Inc., $15,000; Academy Film
Corporation, $40,000; Rothe & Layman Studios,
Inc., $5,000; Shergil Corporation, $40,000.

Feeling Grows Among
M.P.T.O.K.M Members
Against “Outside” Cases

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 15.—The
question whether exhibitor members of the

joint board of arbitration of Kansas City

should devote time in hearing the cases of

theatre owners who are not members of the

M. P. T. O., Kansas-Missouri, has been
waxing hot in the minds of prominent ex-
hibitors for many months and may cause a

genuine upheaval in the routine working
of the joint board when the directors of

the M. P. T. O., K.-M., meet this month.
The present trend of sentiment points to

the fact that cases heard by the board may
be divided into two dockets with the ex-
hibitor members refusing to sit in on the

docket of non-members, leaving the fate of

the theatre owners entirely up to the ex-
changes.

Lukan Gets Coast Job
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Dec. 15.—
L. O. Lukan, manager of the First ational

exchange here, has been appointed district

manager for the West Coast territory by
cd Marsh of the sales cabinet.
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Famous Makes Big Plans for

‘Rough Riders’, ‘Old Ironsides’
Lasky Issues Rules for Search of Actor for Roosevelt Role

Co-authors of Frigate Constitution Picture Go
to Ranch for Preparations

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Full speed ahead is the slogan of Famous
Players-Lasky in preparation for the making of two historical epics, one

of which will trace on the screen the career of the fighting Theodore Roose-

velt in Cuba, the other the contribution of the frigate Constitution toward
American independence on the high seas. “Rough Riders” and “Old Iron-

sides” will both be roadshows.

Actor Sought for Roosevelt Role

With the hunt underway for an unknown actor to play the role of Theo-
dore Roosevelt in “Rough Riders,” Jesse L. Lasky, vice president in charge
of production, has issued four cardinal principles to determine the final

selection. Paramount studio in Hollywood has been besieged with screen

actors desiring to play the role but all have been rejected because their

faces are too well known to the public.

Elaine Hammerstein to

Marry J. W. Kays
LOS ANGELES, Dec. IS.—Elaine Alli-

son Hammerstein, star in many Columbia
productions, will be married soon to James
Walter Kays, well

known clubman, it

was announced
last week.

Their marriage
will culminate a

romance of two
years standing.

The date of the

wedding has not

been learned.

Miss Hammer-
ste, in is the
daughter of Ar-
thur Hammerstein,
New York musical

comedy producer
and impresario.

Her fiance is the head of an insurance

brokerage company. It is believed Miss
Hammerstein will continue with her screen

work following the marriage.

Boost Motion Pictures,

Educator-Censor Urges
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 15.—There is every

reason why motion pictures should be

helped, Richard E. Burton, former head
of the English department at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, said in a lecture at

the First Congregational Church here.

Burton, former city censor in Minneapo-
lis, declared the worst pictures are

nothing compared with the worst of the

spoken drama.

“Whenever we patronize a good film

we injure the power of a bad one,” Bur-

ton said. “As good citizens we must en-

courage the good ones.”

Herman Stern Honored
by Marathon Club Gift

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 15.—Herman
Stern, manager of the F. B. O. exchange
in Albany, N. Y., and a former resident

of Chicago, Omaha and other places in

the Middlewest, was presented with a

beautiful silver service by the Marathon
Club of Brooklyn last week. Mr. Stern

was one of the charter members of the

club back in 1905.

Lloyd Hamilton Signed
on Sam Sax Contract

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Sam Sax, presi-

dent of Lumas Film Corporation, has ob-

tained the signature of Lloyd Hamilton to

a long term contract and he will be under

Sax’s personal guidance, it was announced
last week. Production plans have been

completed, Sax said.

Olive Borden Signs
5-Year Fox Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Olive Borden
has been signed for five years by Fox
following her success in “The Yankee
Senor” with Tom Mix. Miss Borden is

now appearing as the heroine in “3 Bad
Men,” in which George O’Brien plays the

leading role.

First of all Mr. Lasky prefers an actor
whose face has never been seen or at least

is not wellknown on the screen, so as to

give the feeling that the character is Roose-
velt himself. The role is to be that of the

young Roosevelt who took the Rough
Riders to Cuba. A capable actor, prefer-
ably with stage experience, is required.
Finally, the aspirant must have made a
study of Roosevelt’s character.

Authors Go to Ranch
To give undivided attention to prepara-

tion of the screen play for James Cruze’s
forthcoming “Old Ironsides,” Harry Carr
and Walter Woods, co-authors of the story,

have gone to a ranch on the desert 30
miles from Palm Springs, Cal., for two
weeks.
Meantime at the West Coast studio con-

Industry at Boston Honors
“Sheriff” George Hickey

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Dec. 15 .— George
A. (“Sheriff”) Hickey has a new travel-
ing bag and all the fixin’s. How come,
sez you. Well, the gang at the Boston
Exchange of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer,
when they found out that the “Sheriff”
was to be transferred to the Philadel-
phia district, thought they would ar-
range a little party in his honor and in

that way kinda show just how they felt,

seein’ as they were losing a corking
good district chief and regular guy.
When the “Sheriff” arrived at the of-

fice after being entertained, deceitfully,
by our friendly enemy “Tom” Spry of
the First National Exchange, he was
greeted by a five piece jazz band play-
ing and the gang singing, “Hail, Hail the
Gang’s all Here” and if the writer is

any judge of expressions, the manner in

which he was received, and I might say
deceived, certainly hit the old kid right

on the button. For the moment he
could not speak. And when he collected
his scattered wits, refreshments were in

order.
Just before the serving of the dinner,

M. N. Wolf, resident manager of the
Boston office, sprung the big surprise
of the evening on the “Sheriff.” He
presented Mr. Hickey with a wonderful
buffalo hide Gladstone traveling bag and
toilet kit to match. So the "Sheriff” has
a traveling bag and he sure appreciated
the manner in which he received it . . .

and ... he has a traveling bag and
that’s that.

ferences are being conducted between Mr.
Lasky and B. P. Schulberg, associate pro-
ducer, over the plans for filming the pro-

duction. Schulberg will have direct super-

vision over the making of the picture.

“Old Ironsides” will be a special in 12

reels. According to present plans it will

be the most elaborate and costly produc-
tion ever put into production at the Para-
mount studio, the home office announced.
With the announcement that ten special

attractions will come from the Paramount
studios for release in the spring and sum-
mer of 1926, emphasis also is being placed
on “The Rainmaker,” which will be made
from the Gerald Beaumont story “Heaven
Bound,” published by Red Book. Allan
Dwan has been chosen to direct and Bessie
Love will have the leading feminine role.

A comprehensive campaign for the picture
will be launched through the syndicate
service maintained by Paramount and a
national tieup is being considered by Claud
Saunders, head of the Paramount exploita-
tion department.

Fox Purchases More
Successes of Stage;
“Holy Terror” Latest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Continuing its

policy of buying a number of stage suc-
cesses for the screen, Fox Film Corpora-
tion has purchased “The Holy Terror,”
John Golden play. The three other Golden
plays on the list for next year are “Pigs,”

“Going Crooked” and “Seventh Heaven”.
Other stage successes recently acquired

are “Is Zat So?” “Whispering Wires,”
mystery drama by Kate L. McLaurin, and
“The City,” Clyde Fitch’s last play.

Pickford Signs Long
Term Schenck Contract

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. IS.—Jack Pickford
was last week signed on a long term
contract by Joseph M. Schenck to star

in big productions. It has been known for

some time that Schenck has admired Pick-
ford’s work.

Yost Gets Fox Post
NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—The appoint-

ment of R. M. Yost as head of the Fox
West Coast publicity department was an-

nounced yesterday by James R. Grainger,

general sales manager of Fox Film
Corporation.



OHIO EXHIBITORS met at Columbus December 8 and 9 in what all agreed was the best convention of the M. P. T. O.'s
history. This picture was taken at the annual banquet the night of December 8.

“Dollar Press Agenting ” Attacked
By Woodhull at Convention in Ohio

( Continued from page 35)

constitution and by-laws were never
adopted, however, and the association con-

tinued to function without any legal docu-

ment to guide its destinies.

When the effort was made to make some
minor changes in the constitution and sub-

mit it for adoption by the convention,

strenuous objections arose on the part of

certain members as to the method of select-

ing officers. The changes provided that the

officers should be elected by the executive

committee and President James started to

carry out this plan. Following a bitter de-

bate the chanere was made back to the pro-

vision of having the election made on the

floor.

Mayor Gives Welcome
Following the registration of members,

which was held on the mezzanine floor of

the New Neil House, the meeting was
called to order at 1 p. m. December 8.

President James introduced Mayor James

J. Thomas of Columbus, who emphasized
the value of motion pictures as an educa-

tional force. Harwood, making the re-

sponse to this address, called attention to

the wonderful progress made by the motion
picture industry in Columbus during the

time Mavor Thomas has been chief execu-
tive.

President James announced his commit-
tees as follows

:

Credentials committee—-Martin Smith, chair-

man; John Damm and Charles Keuhle. Resolu-
tions—Judge G. H. Foster, chairman; Judge H. T.
Palmer and John Schwalm. Committee to greet
Governor A. W. Donahey—J. J. Harwood, chair-

man, and J. A. Ackerman. Nominating commit-
tee—Samuel E. Lind, Zanesville, chairman, and
one member from each congressional district of

Ohio.

Officers consisting of Secretary C. M.
Taylor of Columbus, Treasurer Martin
Smith of Toledo and Business Manager
Wood made their reports covering the

work of the organization during the past

’•ear. These reports showed the association

is in excellent shape in every way.

Organization Self-Sustaining
Business Manager Wood, reporting on

his first year in that office, showed that

$4,000 in obligations of the association for
the year ending in 1924 had been paid in

the last 12 months without using any of
the $10,000 which 14 exhibitors attending
an executive committee meeting January 6
of this year had agreed to contribute to

underwrite any operating deficit. A drive

for members instituted in January has in-

creased receipts more than 100 per cent and
Maced the organization on a self-sustaining
basis.

Membership was increased more than
100 per cent in the past year. At the start
there were 300 members out of the more
than 1,000 exhibitors in Ohio; when this

convention opened, there were more than
600 active members. Practically all the
larger houses in the Buckeye State have
membership.

Brylawski, speaking at the first day’s ses-
sion on “The National Organization,” told
of the accomplishments of that association
and urged all motion picture exhibitors to

become affiliated in order to keep abreast of
the times and to obtain the benefits of the
national organization work in legislative
and general matters.

Richey Tells about Michigan
“What We Have Accomplished in Michi-

gan” was the topic of Richey. He called
attention to many of the troubles the asso-
ciation as well as the individual members
encountered and told of the methods used
to iron out those troubles.

President James acted as toastmaster at
the annual banquet, at which Beatty was
the headlined speaker. Toasts were re-
sponded to by Mrs. Elmer C. Derr of
Cleveland, a member of the executive com-
mittee of The Ohio Federated Woman’s
Clubs and also an officer in the Cleveland
Cinema Club. She told of the great benefit
derived from the exhibition of motion pic-
tures and expressed belief that much of the
progress of the people today is due to the
better films being exhibited.
Other speakers were Thad H. Brown,

secretary of state; Woodhull, and Cyrus
Locher, director of the department of com-
merce, State of Ohio.
Dancing until the wee hours followed

the banquet.

Death of Moore Lamented
Special efforts were made at the conven-

tion to entertain the women. A committee
headed by Mrs. P. J. Wood, Miss Florence
Hyman and Miss Ruth Colton was in

charge. A luncheon was given for the

women and badges admitted them to any
motion picture theatre in Columbus.

Sessions were resumed Wednesday at

1 p. m. with the committee reports.

The death of George Moore of Bellevue,

a member of the outgoing executive com-
mittee, was the subject of a resolution of

condolence adopted by the convention.

Following the elections the executive
committee met at once to take up a number
of important matters and start activities for

the year 1926.

The question of incorporating under the

laws of Ohio was discussed at length and
on motion of Samuel Lind of Zanesville a

motion was passed for the executive com-
mittee to take up the ouestion and proceed.

It was urged that individual responsibility

would thus be evaded and that the cost of

incorporations was not large.

Following is a list of registrants at the

convention

:

George Settos, Lima; Phil Chakeres, Spring-
field; Stephen Toth, Columbus; Earl Evland,
McConnellsville; H. S. Spragg, Bellaire; G.
Gullia, Akron; Wm. Gerveis, Cincinnati; M. B.

Ilorwitz, Cleveland; S. H. Barck, Cleveland;
Joseph H. Solomon, Lorain; John B. Bruner,
Cincinnati; Paul Russell, Somerset; George Fen-
berg, Newark; M. H. Bryer, Akron; Harry Kap-
lan, Columbus; Caldwell Brown, Zanesville; Sam
H. Deutch, Cleveland; J. J. Harwood, Cleveland;
Max Shenker, Cleveland.

R. C. Stueve, Canton; Harry Carl, Ashland;
H. E. Horwitz, Cleveland; F. H. Staup, Delphos;

J. P. Calla, Akron; J. Stein & Son, Painesville;

P. Klingers, Cleveland; J. C. Parkison, Lakeview;
Harry Greenberger, Cleveland; H. Lustig, Cleve-

land; Sam Lind, Zanesville; C. E. Reynolds,
Columbus; Morris Kaplan, Cleveland; J. A. Ack-
erman, Cincinnati; Ii. T. Palmer, Fairport Har-
bor; Arthur Himmelein, Sandusky; C. W. Miller,
Youngstown; H. M. Miller, Youngstown.

G. H. Foster, Marion; Henry Levy, Cincinnati;
Mr. Lefkowitz, Cleveland; Joe Leavitt, Cleve-
land; C. M. Koontz, Columbus; Mrs. S. Robison,
Cleveland; Mrs. I. E. Wright, Columbus; C. E.
Oberle, Logan; H. L. Russell, Millersburg; E. P.

Mott, Wooster; H. V. Smoots, Mt. Vernon;
J. C. Platt, Mt. Vernon; C. M. Taylor, Columbus;
W. M. Skirboll, New Philadelphia; W. A. Shull,

Newark; Wm. Gallagher, Newark; Martin G.
Smith, Toledo; W. A. Partello, Mansfield; Lewis
Israel, Cleveland; Chas. A. Burton, Cleveland;

J. H. Rubens, Newton Falls; John A. Schwalm,
Hamilton; E. A. Keene, Oxford; M. White, Hills-

boro; Frank Gross, Cleveland.

Robt. Harmon, Columbus; H. Rosenthal, Ra-
venna; B. Levine, Cleveland; Henry Bieberson,
Delaware; Geo. L. Law, Portsmouth; Fred Tynes,
Portsmouth Chas. Weidner, Columbus and Cin-
cinnati; E. J. Heihle, Marietta; J. E. Scoville,

Cleveland; N. D. Schwarm, Massillon; Dave
Schumann, Cleveland; John L. Damm, Wads-
worth; Gus Lambrigger, Orrville; R. V. Erk,
Piqua; R. H. Mosher, Springfield; Geo. Chrest,
Dover; B. C. Almond, Columbus; W. J. Russell,

Columbus; A. C. Abel, New Philadelphia.
Edwin F. Allman, Dover; C. S. Brody, Cleve-

land; Wm. Petrakas, Columbus; Laurence C.

Nelson, Columbus; T. A. Pekras, Columbus; W.
F. Maginnis, Elyria; John Pekras, Elyria; Le-
motte Smith, Warren; C. A. Smith, Chillicothe;

C. B. Davis, Norwood; Lawrence Burns, Colum-
bus; T. A. Hamilton, Chauncey; G. W. Kolb,
Cincinnati; Gus Sun, Springfield; W. M. James,
Columbus; C. A. Smith, Chillicothe; Frank C.

Prinicke, Akron; Chas. Weigel, Cincinnati; Myers
Bros., Chillicothe; James Kessler, Canton; Chas.
Kuehle, Cincinnati; M. J. Gross, Athens.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Change of Practice of Cover Line Dating

Effective next week, the HERALD will be dated the Saturday

of the week in which it is issued, instead of a week from the follow-

ing Saturday, as has been the custom.

The HERALD has been enabled to discard the advance dating

practice because of arrangements, recently completed, which pro-

vide for direct mailing from our printing plant to through trains to

every section of the United States and Canada. Hereafter, the

HERALD, instead of first going to the post office, where unavoid-

able delays are inevitably encountered, will go directly from presses

to trains.

The new arrangement will effect a saving of many hours in

the distribution of the HERALD, will bring copies earlier to sub-

scribers and will permit of nation-wide delivery before the end of

the week in which the issue is published.

To effect the necessary change in the practice of cover line dat-

ing this issue of the HERALD is dated Holiday Issue, December

25, 1 925. Next week’s issue will be dated December 26. All sub-

sequent issues will carry the date of the Saturday following the

Wednesday upon which the HERALD is published in Chicago.

This is another development of the HERALD service to read-

ers and to advertisers, definitely establishing this publication as the

swiftest and best means of reaching the trade.
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LoughboroughPresents Musical
Program at Wampas Meeting

“Wampas Stars,” New Name for 13 Film Players—-Davidge Fire

Results in $50,000 Loss—$450,000 Grauman Bonds Issued

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Dec. 15.—James Loughborough of the Paramount
Theatres advertising department, acting as chairman of the enter-

tainment committee at the last meeting of the Wampas, presented

an evening of music and dancing. The program included Leo Forbestein

and his orchestra, Martin Downey, tenor, Bobby Tremaine and her dancing
girls, a trio and a double act.

WITH the announcement of the 13

feminine players selected this year as

coming stars it was stated that the title,

“Baby Stars” will be relinquished as hence-

forth they will be known as Wampas stars.

The selection consisted of the 13 names ap-

pearing in the last issue of the Herald.

They will be presented to the public at the

Shrine Auditorium, February 4.

Arthur James, editor of Motion Pictures

Today, addressed the meeting.
^

Fire Destroys Davidge Stock

The fire which broke out in the cutting

room of the Ray Davidge Film Laboratory,

6701 Santa Monica boulevard, last Wednes-
day completely gutted the building and de-

stroyed a large quantity of raw and de-

veloped film. Employees of the Metropolitan

Studio across the street left their sets and
fought the flames with hand extinguishers,

getting it under control before the fire de-

partment arrived. The loss is estimated at

$50,000. Parts of two negatives of re-

cently completed motion pictures were de-

stroyed.

George Melford, who directed the

P. D. C. production “Rocking Moon,” is

recovering from painful burns received in

the fire. Melford rescued several films

from the flames.
* * *

Ben Turpin will be discharged from the

Cottage Hospital, Santa Barbara, this week
and will return to the Sennett lot on Janu-
ary tenth.

* * *

Hold “Lasky Night”

Monday night was designated as Lasky
night at the Metropolitan theatre in honor
of Jesse L. Lasky. Many Paramount stars,

including Theodore Roberts, attended.
H< * *

Harry M. Warner, president Warner
Bros., has arrived here to confer with Jack
Warner and Bennie Ziedman on the com-
pany’s 1926-27 product.

* * *

Offers Grauman Bonds
A new issue of $450,000 of Grauman’s

Greater Theatre, Inc., first mortgage lease-

hold 6Yi per cent serial bonds have been

offered by Banks, Huntley & Company and
Dean Witter at 100 and interest to yield

6% per cent. Stockholders each holding

one-third of the stock with the exception

of the directors’ qualifying shares, will be

West Coast Theatres, Inc., Sidney Grau-
man and Joseph M. Schenck. It is esti-

mated the theatre building and equipment
will cost $906,000. It will have a seating

capacity of 2,000 and will be known as the

Grauman Chinese theatre.
* * *

Thousands of men and women extras

are awaiting the decision expected this

week from the State Industrial Welfare
commission on rules to be adopted in the

employment of these workers by the film

companies. What constitutes an eight-hour

day in fairness to the players will probably

be determined by the commission.
* * *

Eastman Founds Film Library
To meet the demand of amateur motion

picture photographers on the Pacific Coast
the Eastman Kodak Company has es-

tablished a circulating motion picture
library in Los Angeles. This gives the

Coast one of the eight motion picture
libraries in the United States. Headquar-
ters have been established at the Leavitt
Cine Picture Company, 3150 Wilshire boule-
vard.

* * *

Free Agency to Start Xmas
Central Casting Bureau, the new free

employment agency for extras, will likely

be under way before Christmas. Dave
Allen, founder and head of the Screen
Service Bureau, one of the oldest and larg-

est agencies in the country, will be casting

director for the Motion Picture Producers’
Association agency.

* * *

Funeral services were conducted last Fri-

day at the chapel of the Hollywood ceme-
tery for the late James Barrows, 80, who
died Dec. 7 at his home on Selma avenue.
Barrows was a native Californian, having
been born in Copperopolis in 1855. He
played Squire Bartlett in “Way Down
East,” in “The Signal Tower” and in “The
Sea Beast.”

* * *

Fire chiefs from all parts of the country
met at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s studio last

week and launched plans for the produc-
tion of a huge fire prevention picture to be
shown throughout America to carry their

message. The play, tentatively called

“Flames,” adapted by A1 Cohn from the

story by Kate Corberly was read to the

fire chiefs at a luncheon given by Louis
B. Mayer.

* * *

3 Big Names Changed

The Metropolitan, Million Dollar and
Rialto theatres, Paramount’s chain of

downtown houses, will hereafter be known
as the Publix Theatres. According to

Frank L. Newman, managing director,

under the new policy which has been in-

augurated with the filing of incorporation
papers the three Los Angeles playhouses
become a part of the theatres controlled

by the Publix Theatre Corporation in other

cities.
* * *

L. A. to Have Novel Bureau

Los Angeles is to have the first general

amusement information bureau in the coun-

try, as far as can be determined, according

to an announcement just made by Sol

Lesser of West Coast Theatres, Inc.

This bureau will be maintained by West
Coast Theatres, Inc., for the service of the

general public and between the hours, of

9 a. m. and 9:30 p. m. a corps of efficient

and courteous girls will be on duty to

answer any questions relative to ythe mo-
tion pictures, legitimate stage attractions

and stars at any local theatre.
* * *

Walter Anthony has again returned to

his office at the Universal studio, following

the completion of his titling of Harry
Carey’s last picture. Universal officials

have set an almost exorbitant price on him.

Warners Finish

30, Starting 3;

5 Almost Ready
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—Thirty pro-
ductions on Warner Brothers’ 1925-26

schedule have been completed, five others
are nearly finished and work is about to

start on three more, President Harry M.
Warner found on his arrival last week at

the West Coast studios.

Patsy Ruth Miller, John Patrick and
Montague Love will be featured in a new
William Beaudine picture from a scenario
by E. T. Lowe, Jr., from an adaptation by
Lowe and Phil Plein. The production is

yet to be titled. Beaudine has just re-

turned to the Warner studios after six

months of direction for the Mary Pickford
company in “Little Annie Rooney” and
“Scraps”.
Roy Del Ruth will direct a picture from

a story by A. C. Lancaster. Darryl Francis
Zanuck did the scenario. * In the cast thus
far are Dolores Costello, John Harron and
Matthew Betz.

James Flood will make “Why Girls Go
Back Home,” Marie Prevost starring.

Catherine Brody wrote the story, Sonya
Hovey the scenario.

Meyers Leaves Pathe
Post for One in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15.—The season
for the appointment of new exchange
managers has arrived here. “Dutch”
Meyers has resigned his Pathe managerial
post, accepting a similar position in the

East. Nicky Goldhammer, assistant mana-
ger of Universal has been named assistant

manager of Warner Brothers exchange.
E. A. Alperson formerly of Associated
Exhibitors has returned to St. Louis as

manager of Warner Brothers exchange.

Peggy Joyce Starts

Next Early in ’26
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—Peggy
Hopkins Joyce, star of Associated Ex-
hibitors’ “The Skyrocket,” is busy pre-

paring for her second starring vehicle

for Celebrity Pictures. Shooting is

scheduled to begin shortly.

First National Gets
Rights for

uLunatic”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Cranfield and
Clarke has disposed of its rights of “A
Lunatic at Large,” it has been announced.
The film which was made in England by
Cecil M. Hepworth will be distributed by
First National.

St. Louis Amusement Co.
Declare $1.12 ]/2 Dividend

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15.—The board

of directors of the St. Louis Amusement
Company has just announced that a

dividend of $1.12% per share on the Class

A capital stock of the company had been
declared.
This places the stock on a $4.50 an-

nual basis. When is was offered for

sale to the public it was stated that the

stock would pay $3 annaully and it was
subscribed for $37.50 a share.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of December 25

Stories Told

by

the Camera

George Sidney appears in “Part-
ners Again,” a Potash and
Perlmutter story by Samuel
Goldwyn. It will be released by
United Artists.

Mary Brian of “Peter Pan” fame
recently rounded out a year with
the Famous Players-Lasky or-

ganization. She has feature roles

though still in her teens.

Anita Stewart has signed a contract with A.
H. Sebastian to appear in the Belasco produc-
tion, “The Prince of Pilsen,” for Producers
Distributing Corporation. Her contract also

calls for another picture.

Howard Hawks, scenario writer, left, has put aside the pen and taken
up the megaphone. He is explaining his plans for directing “The
Chariot of the Gods,” for Fox, to May McAvoy and Ford Sterling who
will appear in the production. Although he will direct the picture he
is likewise the writer of the story by that name.
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Mary Philbin appears in a prom-
inent role in “The Phantom of the
Opera” which has just been released

by Universal Pictures Corporation.

Left: Mrs. Rudolph Valentino has
finished her star role in the F. B.

O. production, “When Love Grows
Cold,” by Laura Jean Libbey.

Right: John Gilbert with prints of

“The Big Parade,” Metro film, as

they were put aboard the train

bound east before the New York
premiere.

Wallace Beery, left, and Raymond Hatton, buddies in Para-
mount’s “Behind the Front,” are not to be denied their
occasional game of horseshoes during lulls in the making
of comedies for Famous Players. Beery has another
comedy role in the new picture.

King Vidor’s name was added to the Motion Picture Di-

rectors’ “list of immortals” at a luncheon in his honor re-

cently. Left to right: William Beaudine, Louis B. Mayer,
Vidor, and J. Robert Rubin. The honor was paid for

Vidor’s achievement in “The Big Parade.”
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A Christmas
nd
Jew Year

Little Robert Coogan was assured of a Merry Christmas
when plans were made by Jackie Coogan, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer star, and brother of Robert, to play Santa Claus
for the baby. Jackie’s latest production is “Old Clothes,”

written by Willard Mack,

Bebe Daniels who is appearing regularly in Famous
Players-Lasky pictures is shown diligently checking over
her shopping list. One look at the packages strewn about
her would indicate that she has forgotten nothing. She
will have her own comedy production unit next year.

Margaret Quimby, the Universal player, is staying right at

home on Christmas eve where she will get a first hand op-
portunity to make friends with Santa Claus ... if he
comes down this chimney. If he enters by some other way
those stockings may remain empty.

Pola Negri, Paramount star in “A Woman of the World,”
planned to enjoy her Christmas party in the garden of her
home in Beverly Hills, Cal. It is said that she has grown
a fir tree' there which she decorates each year with tinsel,

and places gifts on it.
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“Naked Truth” Dinner Feb. 6

Called “Eye and Hoof” Party
Rothstein to be Official Announcer—Film Star for Each Table—

Woodhull Statement Starts Gossip

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Dec. 15.—The next “Naked Truth” dinner, which takes
place February 6, will be an “Eye and Hoof Party.” This is by
official edict of a dinner committee composed of Glen Allvine, Wal-

ter Eberhardt, Charlie Einfeld, Tom Wylie, Bill Yearsley, King Fisher
and Nat Rothstein, last week.

THE matter of just what kind of a party
the affair should be was given a lot of

serious thought, and all being unanimous
that speechmaking
should be barred,

the first suggestion
that it be an
“Eye, Ear and
Hoof Party” was
chanced and the

“e a r” eliminated.

The “eye” part is

to be cared for
by something
extraordinary i n
the way of a spe-

cially made film,

while the “hoof”
part is to be made
good by the danc-
ing that will fol-

low the dinner.

One Factor Ommitted

Inasmuch as the dinner itself promised
to be one of the big features of the affair

there is considerable wonderment that some
other part of the human anatomy was not
hooked into the name of the party along
with the “eye” and “hoof.”
However, the dinner party of the “Naked

Truth Dinner” is to be made one long to

be remembered. One of the ideas brought
forth at the meeting of the committee was
to have 100 tables and 100 film stars, each
table being presided over by a star. Every
feminine player of prominence, whether
star or not in the billing of the company
she works for, will be a star for the occa-
sion and plans are now being formulated
for the bringing here of a number of
prominent players from the West Coast for
the occasion.

“Nat” Official Announcer

Nat Rothstein was chosen as the official

announcer for the evening. Two of the
most famous jazz orchestras in America
will be engaged to play so that dance music
will be constant and continue throughout
the entire evening.
Although it is nearly two months before

the event takes place, the A. M. P. A. has
already received more than 100 requests for
reservations, with cash accompanying these
requests in exactly 54 cases, an indicator
of the wide spread popularity of the A. M.
P. A. Naked Truth dinners, and particu-
larly this coming party.

Speeches Taboo

Even before the committee met and be-
fore the boys of the A. M. P. A. began to

think of the dinner more than 100 neople
had been thinking about it and had at-

tempted to reserve tables for themselves
and guests. What brought genuine en-
thusiasm from the members of the A. M.
P. A. was the suggestion of “No Speeches.”
me time taken up with useless, unneces-
sary, irrelevant speeches, will be used this

year for dancing and highpowered enter-

tainment.
It was also unanimously decided that this

year all reservations will be filled precisely

in the order they are received and in no

other way. Plans for the affair are being
developed and will be enlarged upon in the
next two meetings of the A. M. P. A.

He ^ *

Woodhull Starts Tongues W agging
“Pete” W oodhull , the genial presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. A., gave film

circles along Broadway food for a lot

of gossip when he told that Ohio ex-

hibitors convention that it was time to

eliminate “dogs, pugilists and full-

backs.” If he said it.

The consensus of opinion seems to

be that “Pete” should have laid off

the “dogs” and might have laid off

the “full-backs” as we haven’t had
enough of them in pictures as yet to

be able to dope out their histrionic

abilities or box office capabilities.

No one seems to object to the elim-

ination of “pugilists” although as a

rule any picture in tvliicli any of the

tin ear brigade is given any prom-
inence seems to have soon eliminated
itself.

* * *

Fitzgerald Delivers Print

Dallas Fitzgerald came to New York last

week from the Coast and remained long
enough to deliver the negative of “My Lady
of Whims” to Dr. W. E. Shallenberger of
Arrow and then went back home to make
another.

* * *

Porter Joins Paramount

Verne Porter has been appointed editor-

in-chief of the editorial department of
Paramount, according to an announcement
made last week by Walter Wanger, general
manager of production.
Mr. Porter goes to Paramount after

several years association with William Ran-
dolph Hearst as magazine editor and as

scenario editor of International. He was
with the latter organization at the time
William Le Baron, associate producer at

the Long Island studio of Paramount, was
director general of International.

'K

Rumors were current along Broadway,
and found their way into print in some of

the trade papers, that Sidney Olcott had
signed a contract to produce one picture

for Distinctive Pictures, but don’t you be-

lieve it. Distinctive is not producing pic-

tures and it is not on the cards for it to do
any producing for some time to come.

* * *

$2,000,000 Policy Taken on Roxy

According to official announcement life

insurance amounting to $2,000,000 with the

Roxy Theatres Corporation as beneficiary,

has been taken out by Samuel L. Rothafel,

head of the new Roxy theatre in which he
is associated with the Messrs. Sawyer and
Lubin.

* * *

Edmund Goulding, who adapted and
directed “Sally, Irene and Mary” for the

screen, arrived in New York in time to

attend the premiere of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture at the Capitol theatre.

Bebe Daniels to

Head Own Unit in

Comedies in ’26
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Bebe Daniels
has made a long term agreement with Fa-
mous Players to appear at the head of her
own production unit to star in comedies.
Stipulations in the contract call for giving

the star recognition on a par with that

of the great men comedians of the screen,

Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge
of production, declared. “Miss Brewster’s
Millions” will be her first picture under the

new policy.

A complete producing unit is now being
assembled in the program to make Miss
Daniels the supreme comedienne of mo-
tion pictures. A special staff of scenarists

and comedy constructors is included.

Hector Turnbull, associate Paramount pro-

ducer, will be in charge of the unit.

Clarence Badger will direct the star in

“Miss Brewster’s Millions” and Kenneth
Hawks will be supervising director. Shoot-
ing is expected to start this week. Badger
made two of Raymond Griffith’s recent

Paramount successes.

“Broken Hearts” Is Her
Best, Lila Lee Declares
After Private Screening

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—“Broken
Hearts,” Jaffe Art Film production which
soon will be released, is her best picture,

Lila Lee, the star, says after a private

showing.
“The photography is simply beautiful,”

Miss Lee declared. “There are some close-

ups of the old mother and father that

remind me of Millet’s paintings. There is

the marvelous atmosphere of the East
Side, and a wedding scene that is a scream.

I have more interest in ‘Broken Hearts’

than in any picture I have taken.”

Many Newspapers Print
“Keeper of the Bees”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Gene Stratton-

Porter’s “The Keeper of the Bees,” from
which J. Leo Meehan made the picture of

the same title for F. B. O., is being pub-
lished in leading newspapers of the coun-
try, says the F. B. O. office, such publica-

tions including the Kansas City Star,

Philadelphia Bulletin, New Orleans Times-
Picayune, Hackensack Evening Record,
Tacoma News-Tribune Newark Ledger,
Dallas Farm and Ranch, Chicago Corn
Belt Farm Daily, Kansas City Daily,

Drovers Telegram, Omaha Daily Journal
Stockman, Daily Live Stock Reporter of

Illinois and the Winnipeg Tribune. This
is in addition to the circulation developed
by magazine and book circulation.

Associated to Release
Bill Tilden’s Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—William Til-

den, 2d, world’s champion tennis player,

features with Marjorie Daw in “The
Highbinders,” which Associated Ex-
hibitors has acquired for release from
Worthy Pictures, Inc. It will appear in

the “Triumphant Thirty.” This is Til-

den’s debut as a motion picture attrac-

tion and the picture is based on a story

written by Tilden. It is not a tennis

story but deals of the underworld and
society.

Nat Rothstein
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National Association Voted
for Independent Exchanges

I. M. P. A. A. Authorizes Chadwick, Re-elected President, to

Appoint Committee of Three Producers

Three Exchangemen to Draft Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—At the second annual meeting of the Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Association of America, held last Friday, the

decision was reached to organize all of the independent and state right

exchanges of the country into a national association.

Chadwick To Name Committee

A resolution was adopted authorizing President I. E. Chadwick to ap-

point a committee of three producers and three exchangemen to draft a

prospective plan for the working out of this, the plan to be presented at

the next meeting of the association.

Walsh to Direct

‘What Price Glory

’

on Fox Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15—Raoul Walsh,
placed under contract to direct Fox pic-

tures beginning January 1, has been selected

to direct “What
Price Glory,” Stal-

lings- Anderson
war play, as his

first production
under the agree-
ment.

Walsh in his 10

years of directorial

history has to his

credit some of the

outstanding pic-

tures. He comes
from Famous-
Players, where his

“The Wanderer”
is hailed as a

masterpiece. One
of his earliest
triumphs was “The
Honor System,” made for Fox. He also

directed “Evangeline,” “Should a Husband
Forgive” and “From Now On’’ for Fox.

Columbia to Combat
Foreign Limitations by

Production Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Word has
been received from Joe Brandt and
Harry Cohn of Columbia Pictures Cor-
poration who left several weeks ago for
Europe that plans are being made there
for establishment of production units of
Columbia product. It is stated that the
recent movement in European countries
to reduce the importation of American
films has been the cause for Columbia’s
plan to produce abroad.
“Screen Snapshots,” which reveals film players

at work and at play has been contracted for by
De Luxe Film Company, Philadelphia, New Jersey
and Delaware; by the Exhibitors Film Exchange
for Maryland, District of Columbia; by the Lande
Film Company for the Pittsburgh, Western Penn-
sylvania and West Virginia territory; by the
American Booking Corporation for the East of
Michigan; and by the Capitol Film Exchange for
the territory of Northern Illinois and Indiana.
“The Price of Success” has been bought by

Columbia for early production.

Hoffman Scorns Pleas
That Film Industry
May Be Monopolized
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—M. H. Hoff-
man, vice president and general manager
of Tiffany Productions, classifies people
as calamity howlers, castle-in-the-air
builders, and those with their feet on the
ground in a statement given to the press
yesterday.
He scorns the suggestion that the in-

dustry may become trust controlled, add-
ing that the industry will always have
plenty of room at the top in its process
of “survival of the fittest.”

Exploitation Aid Added
to Chadwick Service
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—A well planned
exploitation department has been estab-
lished by Chadwick Pictures Corporation
for the aid of exhibitors. A press book is

being prepared by Charles Reed Jones, di-

rector of advertising. It will contain many
ideas already used by other showmen.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected,

with I. E. Chadwick, head of Chadwick
Pictures Corporation, being retained at the

head of the as-
sociation. Follow-
ing are the other
officers elected:
First vice presi-
dent, Ben Amster-
dam, Masterpiece
Films, Philadel-
phia; second vice-

president, M. H.
Hoffman, Tiffany
Productions; third

vice president, Abe
Carlos, Carlos
Productions;
treasurer, W. Ray
Johnston, Rayart
Pictures, Inc., and
recording secretary, Jack Bellman, Renown
Exchange, New York.
The meeting was representative of the

independent producers, distributors, and
exchange men with many coming from out
of town to attend.

The following were present : I. E. Chad-
wick, W. E. Shallenberger, Jack Cohn, Jack
Bellman, B. H. Mills, of Albany, Sam Sax,
L. Korsan, of Philadelphia, Joseph Klein,
Oscar Neufeld, of Philadelphia, Abe Car-
los, Wm. Shapiro, of Boston, Mr. Wallen-
stein, of Boston, Ben Amsterdam, of Phila-
delphia, Louis Weiss, Gene Marcus, of
Philadelphia, Nathan Hirsh, William
Steiner, W. Ray Johnston, A. N. Siegel,

Bud Rodgers, Herman Gluckman, M. H.
Hoffman, John Russell Lowell and Fred-
erick FI. Elliott, general manager.

In a resolution, unanimously adopted, the
I. M. P. A. A. extended thanks to the inde-
pendent distributors and exhibitors in Great
Britain, France, Germany, Australia and
Canada for their support, pledged its mem-
bers to cooperate and resolved that “inde-
pendent exhibitors throughout the United

Blank Issues Advice

Sheet for Children
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Dec. 15.—
Dorothy Day of the publicity de-
partment of the A. H. Blank
Enterprises, Inc., has issued 5,000
eight by eleven sheets giving a

list of the pictures which can be
recommended for young people to

see. The sheets are distributed
once each month to members of
the Parent-Teachers council here.
A description of the picture is in-

cluded in the report with the name
of the theatre where it may be
seen.

States and Canada and their various as-
sociations be urged to the utmost of their

capacity to keep open the avenues of trade
to the end that independent producers and
independent distributors of motion pictures
may continue in their respective businesses
and furnish to all independent exhibitors an
adequate and meritorious source of supply
and that every effort to effect monopolistic
control of our industry may be prevented.”

D. W . Griffith Starts

“Sorrows of Satan” as
His Biggest Film Soon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—D. W. Griffith

will start soon on Marie Corelli’s “The
Sorrows of Satan,” which Famous Players
says will be the biggest picture he ever
has attempted and will be produced on a
scale greater than “The Birth of a Nation”
and “Intolerance”.

Representatives of Famous are now in

England seeking a large country estate in

the Shakespearean country for a location.

William LeBaron, associate producer in

charge of the Long Island studio, says
scenes will also be made on Long Island
and in California. Forrest Halsey is pre-
paring the script in collaboration with
Griffith, who says he hopes to start pro-
duction in January.
“The Sorrows of Satan,” published in

England in 1895, has since been translated
into many languages.

Chester Conklin Wins
Featured Billing Role

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15. — Chester
Conklin, comedian in Pola Negri’s “A
Woman of the World,” has been elevated
to featured billing classification by Para-
mount. He was also held at the studio for
many added sequences by Mai St. Clair in

the Negri production. He has been signed
for a featured part in “I’ll See You To-
night,” in which Adolphe Menjou will star,

under St. Clair’s direction.

Universal Will Produce
“Star Spangled Banner”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Universal will

make a special of “The Star Spangled
Banner,” a presentation of the colorful

incidents which led up to the writing of
the national anthem by Francis Scott
Key during the siege of Fort McHenry
near Baltimore in 1814. Production will

be timed for release of the picture before
next July 4. The idea for the special was
launched by George Cochrane.

Raoul Walsh
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General Business Good, Big Long Delay Seen

Year Ahead, Says Spring in Trade Body's

All Companies Are Co-operating, Declares Chairman of First National

Sales Cabinet. After Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Dec. 15.—Finding business good all over the country,
noting a greater inclination of all companies to cooperate for stable

conditions, and enthusiastic over the prospects for First National
Month in January and all months to come, Sam Spring, secretary-treasurer

of First National and chairman of the sales cabinet, is back at his office

after his first jaunt through the states in his capacity as a sales executive.

Ruling on Famous
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Mr. Spring, who before becoming First

National’s secretary-treasurer, was an at-

torney and therefore accustomed to figuring

both sides of a case, is convinced that a

big season is ahead for the industry.

“The wheat
countries such as

Minnesota and the

Dakotas are more
prosperous than
they have been
since the war and
the show business
is doing almost as

well as during the
big war year,” Mr.
Spring said. “In
Iowa business con-
ditions are not as

good as in the

rest of the country
due tO the Slump Sam Spring

in the price of
corn. Yet generally all the exhibitors seem
to be prosperous.

“I was very much struck with the high
standing of First National pictures. It

seems that First National pictures are more
firmly established in the Middle West than
thev are even in the East. ‘Classified’ par-
ticularly has made a great impression
throughout the entire country.

All Companies Cooperating

“One of the hopeful things I found was
the greater inclination on the part of all

the companies to cooperate in order to es-
tablish stable conditions in the distribution
of film. The distribution of motion pictures
has come to be genuinely an industry to-
day and no longer a game. Branch man-
agers in all the cities are cooperating
through film boards of trade in a very
substantial manner. Unquestionably the
establishment of film boards of trade has
been a great achievement by the Hays or-
ganization and the film boards are here to
stay.

“Theatre activity is verv extensive and
those of timid spirit might well fear general
overbuilding. I believe the growth of this
country and the greater interest in motion
pictures will make it possible readily to fill

all the seats, yet unquestionably the situa-

Hughes Will Title

Warners’ “Cave Man”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK
, Dec. 15.—Rupert

Hughes has been obtained by
Warner Brothers to write the
titles for “The Cave Man,” which
is now practically completed,
starring Matt Moore and Marie
Prevost. Hughes performed the
same service for John Barry-
more’s “The Sea Beast.”
Lewis Milestone directed “The

Cave Man.” Millard Webb had
the direction of the Barrymore
picture.

tion will require even better showmanship
in the future than we have had in the past.

Theatres Add To Realty Values

“One cannot help but be impressed, when
visiting a succession of cities, with the fact

that the motion picture industry is in

reality—and not on paper—one of Amer-
ica’s most important industries; that bank-
ers, merchants, economists and business
men in general are looking upon it as such.
The establishment of a motion picture thea-
tre is to real estate men the outstanding
feature in the expansion of any neighbor-
hood, and more and more real estate

activity in this country is beginning to

center around the expansion and building
of motion picture theatres.

“I was particularly impressed by the fine

group of branch managers and salesmen
First National possesses and it was indeed
a pleasure for me to get better acquainted
with them.”

Mitchell and Griffith

Named to Aid Le Baron
and Turnhull of F. P-L

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Announcement
was made today of the appointments of
Claude H. Mitchell and W. L. Griffith as

assistants to associate producers. Mitch-
ell will aid William Le Baron while
Griffiith will aid Hector Turnbull.

Amusement Tax Costs
Ontarioans $1,470,000

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Dec. 15.—Revenue
derived by the Province of Ontario from
the Amusement Tax Act of Ontario for

the fiscal year ending Oct. 31, 1925, has an
approximate total of $1,470,000, with some
few returns yet to be tabulated. This is

practically the same as the year before, in

addition to which there is the revenue to

the province from theatre inspection and
licensing which amounted to $209,379. The
tax on theatre tickets and other amusement
admissions averages about 10 per cent of

the face value of the theatre prices.

Ascher Manager School
Will Start January 11

Ascher Brothers’ School for Managers
will start in Chicago January 11. Two
years of experience in the “front” of a

theatre are required. Successful applicants

will study six hours a day without com-
pensation for at least two months. Gradu-
ates will be given positions as managers
of Ascher theatres, which will number 21

by next spring under the $14,000,000 build-

ing program.

Society Folk Preview Sills Film
NEW YORK.—-A group of society women at-

tended the preview of First National’s “The
Unguarded Hour,” starring Milton Sills, at the

old W. K. Vanderbilt mansion in Fifth avenue
here recently.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 15.—
Several months delay in pronouncement of
the Federal Trade Commission’s decision
in the Famous Players case is indicated
by announcement that a hearing will be
held January 6 to receive arguments on
the application of the commission’s counsel
for the reopening of the case.

This action is sought in order that evi-

dence may be introduced showing the loca-
tion and capacity of all theatres in which
Famous Players or affiliated companies
have acquired any interest since Sept. 1,

1924, and to introduce such evidence ex-
cluded by the trial examiner as the com-
mission believes should have been admitted.

Mayer Signs Henley to

Direct on New Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, CAL., Dec. 15.—Louis
B. Mayer, vice-president in charge of pro-
duction for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, last

week signed Ho-
bart Henley to a
new contract.

At the present

time Henley is

making his sev-

e n t h production
for Metro, “The
Auction Block,” in

which Charles Ray
and Eleanor
Boardman are fea-

tured. Among his

recent successful

pictures are “Sin-
ners in Silk,” “So
This Is Marriage”
and “His Secre-

tary.” The latter was presented at the
Capitol theatre, New York, recently.

Landes, Allen, Melody
Are Appointed by Vital

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Along with the
appointments in the Vital organization
Harry A. Lande has been named to hold
the franchise for Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
Cleveland. I. H. Allen has been appointed
Western Canadian manager with head-
quarters in Winnipeg, Man. Vital’s offices

have been opened in Toronto with William
Melody the manager.

800 Orphans at Strand
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 15.—On the
first orphans’ day in Albany 800 were
entertained at the Mark Strand theatre
as guests of the theatre. Other organiza-
tions did their part in giving the boys
and girls a full day of pleasure.

Marston Starts Suit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Dec. 15.—A suit

has been filed in circuit court by E. H.
Marston against W. E. Tebbets, C. S. Jen-
sen, the State Amusement Co., and Ray G.
and Nellie D. Sherrett, regarding refinanc-

ing.
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AS THE HOLIDAY SEASON DAWNS
ANEW TO MARK THE COM-
MENCEMENT OF ANOTHER

YEAR OF GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY,
THE STAFF OF THE “HERALD”
EXTENDS GREETINGS TO ALL THE
PEOPLE OF THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY.

THE YEAR JUST CLOSING HAS BEEN
AN ERA OF SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS

AND DEVELOPMENT; DURING THE
PERIOD NEW THRONGS HAVE BEEN
ENLISTED AS DEVOTEES OF TIIE

MOTION PICTURE, BRINGING TO
THE INDUSTRY GREATER RESPONSI-

BILITIES AS WELL AS GREATER
OPPORTUNITIES. THESE RESPONSI-

BILITIES HAVE BEEN COURAGE-
OUSLY AND EFFECTUALLY MET.

PROVING OUR GOOD STEWARDSHIP
TO THE WHOLE WORLD.

THE “11 E R A L D” ACKNOWLEDGES
GRATEFULLY THE SPLENDID SUP-

PORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT IT HAS
RECEIVED DURING THE PAST YEAR,

ENABLING IT TO PLAY A PART IN

THE STRENUOUS DRAMA OF THE
MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS OF 1925

LOOKING TO THE COMING NEW
YEAR OF 1926, THE STAFF OF THE
“II ERALD” EXTENDS HEARTIEST
BEST WISHES TO ALL THE PEOPLE
OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY,
AND OFFERS RENEWED ASSURANCE
OK ITS EVER INCREASING PURPOSE
TO SERVE THE IDEAL OF A GREATER
INDUSTRY AND A GREATER USEFUL-

NESS FOR THE MOTION PICTURE.



THE. STREET OF G O CTO CHEER

There is a Street of Good Cheer

.

It is not marked oat in any city plan; it is not merely a thorough-

fare from one place to another.

It is not a busy artery of commerce where man and beast, by

sweat of brow, toil their heavy burdens to the market-place.

It is not a boulevard where the pleasure-mad recklessly rush

along in pursuit of vanishing rainbows.

It is not an exclusive avenue, only to be coursed by the rich

and powerful.

It is not a winding road of deceit and disillusionment which

leads only to misery and despair.

It is, instead, a broad and open highway which bids cheery

welcome to all mankind.

It leads far away from the humdrum cares of daily life.

It gladly receives the traveller, regardless of youth or age,

power or poverty, position or obscurity and leads him on to fairy

heights where the bitter world of reality is dispelled; where he

may become an Alexander of conquest and win the heart of

the story-book princess.

The bright lights of welcome are never dimmed upon this

Street; it is never barricaded against the hungry heart of

humanity, yearning for inspiration and contentment.

The portals of this Street are always ajar to bid a cordial greet-

ing of good cheer to all who would travel its way.

It is, indeed, the Street of Good Cheer, this highway whose
waysides are banked with those havens of happiness—the

Motion Picture Theatres.
—Martin J. Quigley.

[REPRINTED FROM “EXHIBITORS HERALD,” HOLIDAY ISSUE, 1924]
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The Biggest Money-Makers of 1925

I
N the following pages the Herald pre-

sents a collection of information and

data of unparalleled importance to the

whole motion picture business.

For the first time in the history of the

motion picture industry an adequate effort

has been made and carried through to de-

termine the relative box office values of the

pictures that have been booked and played

in the past year.

Because of the extraordinary position of

confidence which the Herald enjoys with

the theatre owners of America, we have

been enabled to obtain statements, based on

box office records, revealing tlie relative

standing of attractions in tbe current

market.

In the information supplied to us upon

which the following article is based, exhib-

itors employed the single test of money-

making ability. Each exhibitor cooperating

in the survey supplied to us a list of tlie ten

pictures which made the most money for

him in the year ending November 15, 1925.

These lists enabled us to compile a record

of one hundred and four pictures which

are, beyond the possibility of doubt or un-

certainty. the leading money-makers of the

past year upon which is based the present

prosperity of the industry.

It is to he noted that this service of the

Herald does not consist of any vague or

visionary effort to submit a list of the “best"

or the most “artistic” productions of the

year. Such lists, based on the personal

tastes, whims, likes and dislikes of an indi-

vidual or a group of individuals, have no

commercial significance and are a delusion

alike to exhibitor and producer.

The one thing of supreme importance to

the whole trade is the money-making ability

of an attraction. Everything else is sec-

ondary because tbe industry is a commercial

institution which will either succeed or fail

by the single test of the ability of its product

to make money, first for the exhibitor at the

box office and secondly for the producer.

The subjoined list of attractions, which

we present in their relative importance as

money-makers during the past year, affords

real guidance for the future for both pro-

ducer and exhibitor. Some commonly ac-

cepted opinions in the trade about the value

of pictures are confirmed and others are

blasted. While the list in the natural order

is not without some surprises, on the whole,

it will be. found to substantiate tbe funda-

mental principles of showmanship which,

year in and year out, are the guide of suc-

cessful theatre and successful studio.

The Herald is proud of the privilege of

rendering this vital service to the industry

and commends the following article to the

earnest and thorough consideration of

everyone connected with the motion picture

business.

—Martin J. Quigley.
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Herald Lists

MONEY MAKERS
of 1 925

EXHIBITORS HERALD herewith lists the 104 pictures that made the most money for exhib-

itors during the year ending November 15, 1925. This list, the HERALD’S first annual box

office statement of the American theatre, contains the most valuable motion picture informa-

tion ever made public.

Listed Pictures Financed Industry This Year

Pictures named in this list are the attractions financially responsible for the present condi-

tion of the motion picture business. These pictures brought into the industry through

the box office window the money now being used to carry out the greatest expansion program

in its history. Profits earned by these pictur

and the new pictures being made.

Publication of this list, which answers plainly

and emphatically the major questions of the indus-

try, is made possible by American theatreowners in

the greatest response ever accorded any proposition

laid before them for action. In a letter mailed

November 10 to exhibitor readers of the Herald,

Martin J. Quigley cited the industry’s need of indis-

putable box office information as guidance in in-

creasing the commercial value of pictures. Each

exhibitor was asked to list the ten pictures that had

made the most money for him during the period

specified. The reception accorded this suggestion is

indicated by the lists published.

Net Profit Values Shown

As a result of the conditions governing exhibitors

in submitting lists, the master list published names

the 104 biggest money makers of the year strictly

in the order of their net profit records. In reckon-

ing the actual cash-producing value of any picture

in the list it is necessary merely to consider the

length of time that attraction has been in general

distribution.

To illustrate: While “The Freshman” is named

as a biggest money maker by 140 exhibitors, whereas

“The Ten Commandments” is named by 323, it

should be considered that the latter attraction was

es are paying for the new theatres being built

in general distribution during the full twelve month
period and the former went to the theatres late in

August. By considering this single circumstance,

period of general distribution, actual profit produc-

ing value of any picture listed is readily determined.

Secondary List Names 588

In addition to the list of the 104 biggest money
makers, offered as of special value to exhibitors in

assuring themselves booking of a sufficient number
of sure fire box office attractions during the coming

year, a secondary list is published giving the titles

of 588 other pictures also named by one or more *

exhibitors among their ten biggest profit earners.

The number of exhibitors naming each of these is

given.

A partial list of exhibitors contributing names of

their biggest money makers is published on subse-

quent pages, many of those participating requesting

that their names he withheld. It is interesting to

note that the published list contains the name of

Major Edward Bowes, reporting biggest money mak-

ers for the New York Capitol, the largest theatre in

the world, and also that of Frank L. Humble, Las

Pumas theatre, Las Pumas, Cal., a town of 90 inhab-

itants, the smallest theatre on record.
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‘‘North of 36” (Paramount.)

The Biggest

MONEY MAKERS
of 1925

Herewith ore listed the 104 pictures that made the most
money for exhibitors during the year ending November 15,

1925, according to box office statements submitted to the

"Herald’' by the greatest number of exhibitors ever partici-

pating in a trade project. Details are given on the preceding

page.

‘‘Charley’s Aunt” ( Pro-Dis-Co.)

“The Covered Wagon” (Paramount.)

Numerals opposite titles in the following list indicate the

number of exhibitors who named each attraction as one of
their ten biggest money makers of the year.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 323

NORTH OF 36 249

CHARLEY'S AUNT 154

THE THUNDERING HERD 149

THE COVERED WAGON 142

THE FRESHMAN 140

ABRAHAM LINCOLN 113

SALLY 112

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE 107

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME 91

THE RAINBOW TRAIL 86

THE SEA HAWK 82

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN 82

THE LOST WORLD 81

AMERICA 74

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD 70

A GIRL OF THE L1MBERLOST 69

PETER PAN 66

HOT WATER 64

THE PONY EXPRESS 60

BLACK CYCLONE 58

GIRL SHY 57

FIND YOUR MAN 54

THE RAG MAN 53

BROKEN LAWS 52

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND 52

THE DEADWOOD COACH 51

A SON OF HIS FATHER 51

THE LAST OF THE DUANES 49

THE ALASKAN 48

THE KING OF THE WILD HORSES 46

THE IRON HORSE 45

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY 45

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA 43

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR 43

WILD HORSE MESA 41

THE CALL OF THE CANYON 39

TEETH 39

THE BORDER LEGION 38

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT 38

JANICE MEREDITH 37

THE BANDIT’S BABY 36

LET ’ER BUCK 36
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THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS 35

SO BIG 35

CLASSMATES 33

THE CODE OF THE WEST 32

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR 30

THUNDERING HOOFS 30

THE DIXIE HANDICAP 29

FEET OF CLAY 29

OH YOU TONY! 29

CAPTAIN BLOOD 28

SUNDOWN 28

THE BIRTH OF A NATION 27

THE SILENT ACCUSER 27

WHITE FANG 27

THE WHITE SISTER 27

THE RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER 26

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD 25

ROBINHOOD .. 25

WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS 25

THE GREAT DIVIDE 24

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES 24

TO THE LAST MAN 24

OH DOCTOR! 23

THE DESERT FLOWER 22

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN 22

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN 21

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY 21

SAFETY LAST •*§ 21

CHICKIE 7. 20

THE GOLDEN BED 20

THE GOLD RUSH 20

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY 20

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO 20

THE UNHOLY THREE 20

DON Q 19

THE HUMMING BIRD 19

THE LUCKY DEVIL 19

THE NAVIGATOR 19

QUO VADIS 19

SINNERS IN HEAVEN 19

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION 18

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL 18

THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT 18

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED 18

WHY WORRY? 18

DICK TURPIN 17

HER SISTER FROM PARIS 17

THE PERFECT FLAPPER 17

GRAUSTARK 16

THE LIMITED MAIL 16

SPORTING YOUTH 16

SCARAMOUCHE 16

THE CODE OF THE WILDERNESS 15

LIGHTNIN’ 15

THE LIMITED EXPRESS 15

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET 15

THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW 15

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK 14

THE LOVE MASTER 14

THE MERRY WIDOW 14

THE MIDSHIPMAN 14

An additional list of 588 pictures also named by one or

more exhibitors as biggest money makers begins upon the

folloiving page.

“The Freshman” (Pathe.)

“Riders of the Purple Sage” (Fox.)
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Ten Commandments
Biggest Money Maker

“The Tein Commandments,”
Paramount picture produced
hy Cecil B. De-
Mille, was the big- &
gest money A

maker of the ^

M

year ending MmeM
November 15,
1925, accord-

ing to exhib- jAjnpkSfiw
con-

trihuting to

the “Her- bKm^SbW|B
aid” Mir\r\.

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame" (Universal)

A
Adam's Rib 1

Adventure 2

After Six Days 4
After the Ball - 2

Against All Odds 2

Air Hawk 3

Air Mail 7

Alimony 1

Always Butting In 1

American Dancers 1

Ancient Highway 2

Arab _• i

Are Parents People 2

Argentine Love 1

Arizona Express 3
Arizona Romeo 4
As Man Desires 4
As No Man Has Loved 5

Ashes of Vengeance 2

B
Bachelor Daddy 1

Back Home and Broke 1 1

Bad Lands 1

Bad Man 1

Barbara Frietchie 2

Barriers Burned Away 2

Battling Buddy 1

Battling Orioles 2

Beau Brummel 2

Beautiful City 1

Beauty Prize 1

Bed Room Window 1

Behold This Woman 3

Beloved Brute 4
Below the Line 5

Best Bad Man 1

Best People 1

Between Friends 1

Beyond the Border 1

Big Brother 5

Big Timber 2

Birth of a Race 1

Black Beauty 1

Additional
List of Big
B. O. Winners
Five hundred and eighty-eight

pictures named by one or more
exhibitors as among their ten

biggest money makers of the

year ending November 15, 1925,

are alphabetically listed here-

with. Titles of the 104 pictures

shown to he the biggest money
makers of the year are pub-
lished upon the two pages pre-

ceding. Those titles are not
repeated in this list.

Numerals opposite titles indi-

cate the number of exhibitors

including each picture in their

biggest money maker lists.

Black Lightning 1

Black Swan 1

Blood and Sand 1

Blood and Steel 1

Bluebeard's Eighth Wife 5

Boy of Flanders 9

Boy of Mine 1 1

Branded a Bandit

Brass

Brass Bowl
Brawn of the North

Breed of the Border

Bridge of Sighs

Bringing Home the Bacon ..

Broadway After Dark

Broadway or Bust

Broken Silence

Busting Through
By Divine Right

c
Cafe in Cairo

Calgary Stampede

California in '49 -

Call of the Wild

Capital Punishment

Captain January

Changing Husbands

Charmer
Checkers

Cherokee Trail

“The Rainbow Trail" (Fox)

Circus Cyclone 1

Circus Day 10

City That Never Sleeps 2

Clash of the Wolves 1

Classified 5

Cloud Rider 1

Coast of Folly 4

Code of the Sea 2

Come on Cowboys 1

Coming of Amos 1

Coming Through 8

Conductor 1492 4
Confidence Man 3

Contraband 1

Country Kid 2

Crackerjack 9
Crashing Through 1

Crowded Hour 1

Curlytop 1

Cyclone Rider 9

D
Daddies 1

Daddy 4

Damaged Hearts 1

Dancers 1

Danger Ahead 1

Danger Signal 2

Dangerous Age 1

Dangerous Coward 2

Dangerous Innocence 2

Dangerous Odds 1

Dante's Inferno 12

Daring Chances 1

Dark Angel 6

Dark Stairway 1

7 Darling of New York 3

1 Daughters of Today 2

6 Declasse 4

1 Denial 1

6 Desert Outlaw 2

4 Devil’s Cargo 2

1 Don't Doubt Your Husband 1

1 Down on the Farm 1

1 Dr. Jack 12
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“The Sea Hawk” (First National)

“When a Man's a Man” (First National)

“The Lost World” (First National)

“America” (United Artists)

“The Thief of Bagdad” (United Artists)

Drag Harlan

Dressmaker from Paris —
Drivin' Fool

Durand of the Bad Lands

E
Eagle

Eagle Feather

Early Bird

East Is West

East of Broadway

East of Suez

Eleventh Hour
Empty Hands

Empty Saddle

Eternal City

Everlasting Whisper

Exchange of Wives

Excitement

Excuse Me
Eyes of the Forest

F
Fair Week
Faith of a Woman
Family Secrets

Fashionable Fakir

Fast Worker
Fearbound

Fighting Blade

Fighting Coward

Fighting Fury

Fighting Heart

Fighting in France

Fighting Sap

Fighting Strain

Fighting the Flames

Fire Patrol

Flaming Barriers

Flaming Forties

Flaming Youth

Flapper Wives

Flashing Spurs

Flower of the North

Flowing Gold

Flying Hoofs

Fool

Fools in the Dark

Forbidden Cargo

Forbidden Paradise

Forty Horse Hawkins

Forty Winks
Free Air

Friendly Enemies

Frivolous Sal

From the Manger to the Cross

G
Gaiety Girl

Galloping Fish

Galloping Gallagher ,

—

Galloping Vengeance

Garrison’s Finish

George Washington, Jr

Gerald Cranston's Lady

Girl in the Limousine

Girl of Gold

Girl of the Golden West

Girl on the Stairs

Girls Men Forget

Go West 1

Going Up
Gold and the Girl

Gold Heels

Good Bad Boy
Goose Hangs High

Goose Woman
Grandma’s Boy
Great White Way
Greater Than Marriage

Greed

Grit

Grumpy

H
Halfway Girl

Hard Hitting Hamilton

Havoc

Heads Win
Heart Buster

Hearts Aflame

1

5

1

1

1

1

30

2

1

1

7

1

1

4

1

9

4

1

1

4

1

6

1

1

8

1

1

2

3

1

3

1

4

5

7

1

1

2

11

1

3

3

2

2

2

8

1

1

5

3

1

1

9

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

1

1

3

10

4

1

1

7

2

1

4

1

3

1

2

3

1

6

1

7

1

“A Girl of the Limberlost” (F. B. O.)

“Hot Water” (Pathe)

“Black Cyclone” (Pathe)

“Girl Shy” (Pathe)

‘Find Your Man” (Warner Brothers)
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“The Rag Man" ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

“Broken Laws" (F. B. O.)

“The Deadwood Coach" (Fox)

“King of the Wild Horses" (Pathe)

Hearts of Oak
Her Love Story

Her Market Value
Her Marriage Vow
Her Night of Romance ...

Her Temporary Husband
He's a Prince

Hill Billy

His Buddy’s Wife
His Darker Self

His Hour
His Master's Voice

His Supreme Moment
Hold Your Breath

Hit and Run
Homeward Bound
Honor Among Men 1

Hottentot 5
How to Educate a Wr

ife 2

Human Tornado 1

Human Wreckage 4
Hunted Woman 1

Hunting Wild Came in Africa 1

Hurricane Horseman 1

Hurricane Kid 5

Husbands and Lovers 1

I

I am the Man 1

I. N. R. 1 1

I Want My Man 4
If Winter Comes 2

In Everywoman’s Life 1

In Fast Company 2
In Search of a Thrill 1

Introduce Me 2

Is Marriage a Failure 1

Isle o f Lost Ships 1

It is the Law 2

J
Jealous Husbands 1

Judgment of the Storm 8
Just a Woman 2

K
K—The Unknown 8

Kentucky Pride 4
King on Main Street 1

Kiss Me Again 1

Knockout 3
Knockout Kid ]

L
Ladies to Board 5

Lady R

Lash of the Whip 1

Last Edition 1

Last Man on Earth R

Last of the Stage Coach Bandits 1

Laughing at Danger 1

Law Forbids 2

Leader 1

Learning to Love 1

Leavenworth Case 1

Let's Go 2

Let's Go Gallagher 1

Life's Greatest Game 4
Light That Failed 1

Lights of Old Broadway 2

Lilies of the Field R

Little French Girl 4
Little Johnny Jones 2

Little Lord Fauntleroy 4
Little Robinson Crusoe R

Live Wire 1

Lone Star Ranger 7

Long Live the King R

Lord Chumley 1

Lorraine of the Lions •»

Lost Battalion

Lost Chord
Love Hour
Lovers in Quarantine
Love's Whirlpool
Love's Wilderness

Loyal Lives

Lucky Horseshoe .. -

Lure of the Yukon

M
Madame Sans Gene
Madonna of the Streets

Mail Man
Main Street

Making of O'Malley

Male and Female
Man and Maid
Man from Brodney
Man from Texas
Man Must Live

Man Next Door
Man of the Forest

Man on the Box
Man They Couldn't Hang (Canadian)

5
3
6
3
8
1

1

2

1

4
3
3
3
1

Man Who Came Back 4
Man Who Found Himself 1

Man Who Played Square
Manhandled
Manhattan
Manhattan Madness 1

Mansion of Aching Hearts 1

Manslaughter 2
Mark of Zorro 10
Marriage Cheat 1

Marriage Circle 2

Marriage Vow 2
Marry Me 1

Mask of Lopez R
Masters of Men 2
Meanest Man in the World 1

Measure of a Man 3
Merry-Go-Round - 5
Merton of the Movies 2
Miami 1

Mickey 1

Midnight Alarm 2
Midnight Mollie 1

Mighty Lak a Rose 7
Mile a Minute 1

Mile a Minute Romeo 2
Millionaire Cowboy 1

Miss Bluebeard 10
Monsieur Beaucaire 2
Monster 7
My Husband's Wives 1

My Man 1

My Son 1

My Wild Irish Rose 3
Mysterious Rider 1

Mystic 1

N
Name the Man 1

Napoleon and Josephine 1

Narrow Street 2
Near Lady 1

Ne'er Do Well 1

Never Say Die 3
Nice People 1

Night Club 2
Night Life in New York 2
Night Message 1

Ninety & Nine 2
No Gun Man 1

North of Hudson Bay 2
North of Nevada 7

Now or Never 4

o
O. U. West 2
Off the Highway 1

Old Clothes 1

Old Home Week 9
Old Homestead 9
On the Banks of the Wabash 5
On the Stroke of Three 2
On Thin Ice 1

On Time 1

One Exciting Night 3
One Law for the Women 1

Only a Shop Girl 1

Only Woman 1

Orphans of the Storm 1

Our Hospitality 3
Out of Luck 3
Out West 1

Overland Limited 1

P
Pace That Thrills 2
Paint and Powder 1

Painted People 2
Pals in Blue 1

Pampered Youth 2
Parisian Nights 2
Passion Play 1

Paths to Paradise 5
Peacock Feathers 1

Peck's Bad Boy 1

Penrod and Sam 4
Perils of the Sea 1

Phantom of the Opera 13
Pied Piper Malone 2

Pioneer Trails 11

Play Ball 1

Poisoned Paradise 2

Polly of the Follies 1

Pollyanna 1

Ponjola ^
Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood 6

Pretty Ladies 1

Price of Pleasure — *

Pride of Palomar 1

Printer’s Devil *

Prodigal Judge 1

R
Racing for Life

Racing Hearts
“The Iron Horse" (Fox)

1

1

W
v0

£>
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Racing Luck
Rags
Rainbow Rangers
Rambling Kid
Range Buzzard
Range Terror
Reckless Age
Reckless Chances
Recompense
Red Lily

Red Rider
Redeeming Sin

Revelation
Richard the Lion Hearted
Rider Up
Riders of Mystery
Ridgeway of Montana
Ridin* the Wind
Riding Thunder
Road to Yesterday
Roaring Adventure
Roaring Rails

Romola
Rose of Paris

Rosita .

Rouged Lips
Roughneck
Ruggles of Red Gap

s
Saddle Hawk
Sainted Devil
Sally of the Sawdust
Salomy Jane
Sawdust Trail

Scar Hanan
Scarlet West
Second Fiddle
Secrets

Secrets of the Night
Self Made Failure
Seven Chances
Seven Days
Seven Keys to Baldpate
Seven Steps Out
Sherlock, Jr

Shock Punch
Shore Leave
Siege

Sign of the Cactus
Signal Tower
Silent Command
Silent Pal
Silent Stranger
Silent Watcher
Silk Stocking Sal

Single Shot Parker
Single Wives
Sinners in Silk

Siren of Seville

Six Days
Slanderers
Slave of Fashion
Smilin' Through
Smooth as Satin

Smouldering Fires

Snob
Snob Buster
So This is Marriage
Society Scandal
Soft Boiled
Soft Shoes
Son of the Sahara
Son of Wallingford
Song of Love
Soul Fire

Souls for Sables
South of Santa Fe
Spaniard
Spanish Dancer
Speed
Speed Spook
Speed Wild
Spirit of the U. S. A
Spoilers

Spook Ranch
Sporting Chance
St. Elmo
Stage Struck
Steele of the Royal Mounted
Storm Daughter
Story Without a Name
Straight Through
Strangers of the Night
Street of Forgotten Men
Sun Up
Sunset Trail

Swords and the Woman

T
Taming the West
Tarnish
Tearing Through
Teaser
Temple of Venus
Ten Nights in a Barroom
Tenth Commandment

4
1

1

1

1

3
8
1

1

1

1

2
6
1

1

1

1

9
2

1

2
3
3
1

3
3
9
1

12
12
7

2

5
3
8
1

12
2

2

10
1

2

1

4
1

7

2

1

4
1

3
12
3
1

1

1

2
3

1

1

3
2
9
1

1

1

3
4
1

1

1

2

1

2
1

2

2
1

7
2

10
4
6
1

6
1

10
2

1

1

1

9
1

2
1

2
1

1

1

2
1

1

Tess of the DTJrbervilles
Thank You
That Man Jack
There's Millions in It

Thief of Paradise
Thorns and Orange Blossoms .

Those Who Dance
Three Musketeers
Three O'Clock in the Morning
Three Weeks
Three Women
Through the Back Door
Thundering Dawn
Tiger Love
Tiger Thompson
Timber Wolf
Timber Wolves
To Have and To Hold
To the Ladies
Tol'able David
Tongues of Flame
Too Many Kisses

Top of the World
Torment
Tornado
Tower of Lies

Town That Forgot God
Trail Dust
Trail of the Lonesome Pines ...

Trail Rider
Trigger Finger
Triumph
Trouble -

Trouble Shooter
Trouble with Wives
Tucker's Top Hand
Turmoil
Twenty-One
Twisted Trails

u
Unguarded Women
Unseeing Eyes
Unwritten Law

V
Valley of Silent Men
Valley of Vanishing Men
Virginian
Voice of the Minaret

w
Wages of Virtue

Wagon Trails

Waking Up the Town
Wall St. Whiz
Walloping Wallace

Warren of Virginia

Way Down East

Way of Man
Welcome Home
Welcome Stranger

West Bound Limited

West of the W'ater Tower
Western Gallop
Western Luck
What Fools Men
When Knighthood Was in Flower

Where Was I?

White Desert

White Man
W'hite Moth
White Outlaw
White Panther
White Thunder
Why Men Leave Home
Wife of the Centaur
Wild Bill Hickok
Wild Justice
Wild Wild Susan
Wildfire -

Winds of Chance
Wine
Wine of Youth
Winner Take All
Within the Law
Wizard of Oz
Wolf Tracks
Woman on the Jury
Woman Proof
Woman's Faith
Women Who Give
Worldly Goods
Wrongdoers

Y
Yankee Consul
Yankee Madness
Yolanda
Youth and Adventure

z
Zander the Great
Zaza
Zeebrugge
Zero Hour

2

2
1

2
10
1

1

8
1

2
3

3
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7
3
3
2

11
1

1

2

10

3
2

4
2

6
1

1

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
12
1

1

1

2

1

2

12
1

1

4
3
1

4
3
1

2

1

4
1

2

4
1

3
7
3
6
3
3
6
4
1

1
4
1

3
1

1

2
1

1

1

1

6
1

5
1

“Tracked in the Snow Country" (Warner Brothers)

« ( I 7\l Yi\l

“The Lighthouse by the Sea" (Warner Brothers)

“The Mine with the Iron Door" (Principal)

“Janice Meredith" ( Metro-Goldw yn-Mayer)

“Keeper of the Bees" (F. B. O.)
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“Biggest Money Makers ” List

Reveals Public Demand
Clean Pictures, Big Themes, Authors" Names, Strong Titles, Shown Basic Box Office

Factors—Exhibitors’ Claims Upheld by Public Approval Throughout Winning List

C LEAN stories embodying big themes are what the

public wants.

Wholesome comedy is the one kind that pays—

-

and it pays big.

Sex stuff is dead—dead—dead.

Plain, informative titles most efficiently serve public and

box office.

No good picture is old until the world has seen it—and

then it is new to the new generation.

These are facts established beyond question by the

Herald’s poll of American theatre box offices determining

the “Biggest Money Makers of 1925.” Throughout the

list of the 104 leading successes, and likewise through the

secondary list of 588, these points are repeatedly empha-

sized. Individuals, notably exhibitors in their writings

to the Herald, have voiced these declarations before.

This time the American box cffice states the facts and

from this court there is no appeal.

Consider the leaders

:

“The Ten Commandments”—a plainly titled picture

based upon the biggest theme in the world.

“North of 36”—a story by Emerson Hough dealing

with the conquest of the American West.

“Charley’s Aunt”—unaltered title of the most widely

known comedy in the English language.

“The Thundering Herd”—a characteristic story of the

American West by Zane Grey.

“The Covered Wagon”—an American pioneer story by

Emerson Hough running fifth among the money-makers

in its third year.

“The Freshman”-— football comedy conceded the best

work of a comedian rated second to none.

“Abraham Lincoln”—dramatized biography of Amer-

ica’s most beloved national character.

“Sally”—directly titled picturization of the most suc-

cessful American musical comedy in recent years, and

featuring the most recently established major star.

“Riders of the Purple Sage”—Zane Grey, Tom Mix and

the Old West.

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame”—Victor Hugo’s

classic, a great production, and Lon Chaney.

And what’s that old-timer on down the list there
—“The

Birth of a Nation” ? Why that must be at least twelve

years old ! Barred in whole sections of the country on

account of censorship and still among the big money-

makers ! That is a picture

!

Where are the sex pictures?

Where are the Continental dramas?

Where are the social-study mellers ? The hot-from-the-

fire vehicles of the made-by-publicity “stars” ? The

“timely” sensations fitting so snugly into public interest

stirred up by newspaper headlines? The box office “sure

things”

?

Where are the French farces? The domestic ones?

Here and there in the list of 588 pictures named by one

or more exhibitors as a biggest money maker one of these

will be found. It’s a very bad picture that can’t get the

money some place. But the figures that tell the big story

about what the public wants tell just as graphically the

story of what it doesn’t want.

Clearly it’s a bread-and-butter era. It has been a bread-

and-butter era for years. Exhibitors know it. Some pro-

ducers have refused to accept the evidence. Now the box

office presents it to them in terms that cannot be ignored.

There can be no misinterpretation of this evidence. One
exhibitor might have named a picture as a biggest money

maker because of a lucky break accompanying its exhibi-

tion. Ten would not enjoy the same break. No freak

circumstance could account for the naming of “The Ten

Commandments” by 323 exhibitors. That is unquestion-

ably the big money maker of the year, and just as un-

questionably those ranking beneath it are in proper rank.

Upsets of pet theories necessarily result from a dis-

closure of such facts as the Herald poll establishes.

Theories are properly upset in the interests of the busi-

ness. Upset of his theories is the thing necessary to prove

to the mistaken individual that he is mistaken. The

majority cannot be wrong.

Notable by their absence in the list of big money makers

are several loudly heralded “artistic” creations. Also

among those not present are quite a few vehicles of per-

sistently starred players whose general uselessness as pic-

ture performers has been acclaimed by everybody save

their employers. Neither is the list of 104 leading titles

the snappy reading that various product schedules current

a year ago provided.

The public, all chatter to the contrary notwithstanding,

does know what it wants. Through the box office, in turn

through the exhibitor and through the Herald, the public

now has stated its wants specifically. If steps toward

satisfying these wants are not made, the fault is

definitely located.
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Exhibitors Who Named the

MONEY MAKERS of 1925
EXHIBITORS HERALD herewith publishes a partial list of the exhibitors whose cooper-

ation in submitting lists of pictures that made the most money for them resulted in the first

annual box office statement of the American theatre, published on preceding pages. Names of

many who contributed lists are withheld by request. Response to the HERALD’S invitation

was the greatest ever accorded any project laid before the exhibitors for action.

A
Abbott, A. M., Abbott theatre, Stillwater, Okla.
Accola, Edwin C., Bonham theatre, Prairie du

Sac, Wis.
Adams, John G., Wa-Pa-Co theatre, Watervliet,

Mich.
Adams, Roy W., Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.
Aiquette, Isabelle M., Town Hall theatre, Parish-

ville, N. Y.
Aley, M. J., Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan.
Allen, Clyde, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
Allen, Frank, Rose theatre, Byron, 111.

Allen, H. K., American theatre, Broadlands, 111.

Anderson, A. R., Isis theatre, Dell Rapids, S. D.
Anderson, C. M., Ruth theatre, Ruth, Nev.
Anderson, Robert L., Olympic theatre. Forks,

Wash.
Andrews, C. L., Ferguson theatre, Charleston,

W. Va.
Anglemire, C. A., “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Anspach, Glen A., Thornville theatre, Thorn-

ville, O.
Antony, Bernard, Ideal theatre, Ponchatoula, La.
Arlidge, S. E., Crescent theatre, Garland, Tex.
Armentrout, Russell, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

Armistead, E. A., Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.
Armstrong, J. W., Rialto theatre, Cozad, Neb.
Atha, H. F., Grand theatre. West Mansfield, Ohio.
Attschwager, H. J., Rudalt theatre, Columbus,

Wis.
Audrey, Mary, Dome theatre, Lawton, Okla.
Awoki, Henry, Ririe theatre, Ririe, Idaho.

B
Babitz, William, Grant theatre, Cicero, III.

Bailly, Charles E., Lyric theatre, Webster, S. D.
Baird, J. W., Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.
Baker, M. F., Grand theatre, Keokuk, Iowa.
Baldensperger, H. H., Utopian theatre, Sheffield,

Pa.
Banks, James A., Lyric theatre, Saratoga, Wyo.
Barcelona, Joseph A., People’s and Grand thea-

tres, Baton Rouge, La.
Barker, V., Pastime theatre, Alburquerque, N. M.
Barnett, T. L., Finis theatre, Jewett City, Conn.
Barr, Maurice F., Saenger Theatres, Inc., New

Orleans, La.
Bauerman, C. A., Princess theatre, Earle, Ark.
Baumter, Clarence H., Kelley's Island theatre,

Kelley's Island, O.
Bays, E. C., Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.
Beach, Grant L., Variety theatre, Akron, Colo.
Bean, Sam H., Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.
Beechwood Park Co., Beechwood theatre, Mays-

ville, Ky.
Beigman, F. J., American Legion theatre, Reeds-

ville, Wis.
Beitman, F. R., Tacoma theatre, Indianapolis,

Ind.
Bellamy, Walter, Variety theatre, Tofield, Alta.,

Canada.
Bender, G. L., Royal Palm theatre. Largo, Fla.
Bennett, H. L., Victoria theatre. Parsons, W. Va.
Benson, George, Community theatre, Minneota,

Minn.
Benson, R. E., Princess theatre, Adrian, Minn.
Berry, Fred L., The Buffalo theatre, Buffalo,

Okla.
Bessier, C. A., Opera House, Eldorado Springs,

Mo.
Betts, A. C., Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Bezold, Fred E., Lotus theatre, Sheridan, Wyo.
Biddle, E. M., Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Bifarella, Peter, Family theatre, Attica, N. Y.
Biggs, W. T., Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa.
Billimayr, Rev. M., St. Peter's Church Hall,

Browerville, Minn.
Billington, R. L., Queen's theatre, Dundas, Ont.,

Canada.
Bills, C. H., Opera House, Lenora, Kan.
Black, M. J., Bijou theatre, Waverly, 111.

Blaschke, Joe, Wapato theatre, Wapato, Wash.
Bluck, Edwin, Rialto theatre, Durango, Colo.
Boch, H. L., Glenwood Opera House, Glen-

wood City, Wis.
Boeselager, Fred, Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.
Bolduc, Leon C., Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
Boles, Frank, Strand theatre, Greenfield, Mo.
Bonomy, John, St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertsville,

Iowa.

Booth & Beatty, Empress theatre, Lloydminister,
Sask., Canada.

Bosse, William, Jr., LaSirena theatre, Providence,
R. I.

Bowen & Charles Theatre Circuit, Dreamland
theatre, Castle Rock, Wash.

Bowes, Major Edward, Capitol theatre, New York
City, N. Y.

Boynton, Harry, Royal theatre, Hamilton, Tex.
Boynton, P. E., Colonial theatre, Amherst, Wis.
Bradley, Walter B., Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.
Bradt, J. A., Good Luck theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Branch, O. C., Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.
Branch, Ray J., Strand theatre, Hastings, Mich.
Braswell, C. N., Strand theatre, Marion, Ky.
Braun, Roy M., Hipp theatre, Lewellen, Neb.
Brawner, A. D., Jewel theatre. Hooker, Okla.
Brechler, E. II.

, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.
Brenner, W. H., Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Breuninger, L., Cozy-Crystal-Gem-Best theatres,

Topeka, Kan.
Brewster, A. J., Queen's theatre, Hespeler, Ont.,

Canada.
Bricker & Green, Gem theatre. Green River, Utah.
Broad, Thomas, Regent theatre, St. Marys, O.
Brown, Jay, Texas theatre, Austin, Tex.
Browning, R. L., Rialto theatre, Clinton, Okla.
Brummel, H. A., Lyceum theatre, Thief River

Falls, Minn.
Brylawski, J., Academy theatre, Hagerstown, Md.
Buchholtz, L. R., Armory & Opera House, Ab-

botsford & Dorchester, Wis.
Bucklioltz, Aug., Mermac theatre, West Bend,

Wis.
Bugie, William F., Palace theatre, Berkley, W. Va.
Burgess, W. E., Victory theatre, Scottsville, Va.
Burkett, L. J., Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.

Burford, P. J., Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.
Burr, A. J., Crystal theatre, Dodgeville, Wis.
Burton, R. C., Strand theatre, McCracken, Kan.
Buss, C. I)., Strand theatre, Easton, Pa.
Buswell, C. S., Empress theatre, Akron, Iowa.
Butler, Ed. J., Ishpeming and Butler theatres,

Ishpeming, Mich.
Byars, C. E., Valley theatre. Valley, Neb.
Byerly, C. M., Ransom theatre, Mechanicsburg, O.
Byrne, E. E., Columbia theatre, Athens, O.

C
Cairns, Jack., Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Callahan,

Tex.
E. J., Auditorium theatre, Crockett.

Callahan, S. B., Arrow theatre. Broken Bow.
Okla.

Cameron, G., Palace theatre. Wortham, Tex.
Campeau, C„ Palace theatre. Veach, Tex.
Capell, D. A., Strand theatre, Carey, Ohio.
Capitol theatre, Vancouver, B. C., Canada.
Carbonell, Juan, Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.
Carey, G., Dixie theatre, Wynne, Ark.
Carter, E. C., Dreamland theatre. Cardington, O.
Carter, J. B., Electric theatre. Browning, Mo.
Cason, W. H., Rialto theatre, Fortville, Ind.
Casselman, J. J., Colonial theatre, Tracy, Minn.
Chapel, V. C., Liberty theatre, Marlette, Mich.
Christenson, J., Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich.
Clark, F. L., Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Clary, Daniel T., Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.
Clauson, Clarence, Auditorium theatre, Tippe-

canoe City, Ohio.
Clem, A. L., Gresleam Opera House, Gresleam,

Neb.
Clow, W. B., Ogilvie theatre, Ogilvie, Minn.
Collier, L. A., Opera House, Portageville, Mo.
Community House, Greenwood. Ind.
Community Picture Show, Rothville, Mo.
Community theatre. Surprise, Neb.
Community theatres, Decota, W. Va.
Conner, W. A., Dawson Picture Show, Dawson,

Iowa.
Cook, R. E., Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.
Cooper, Charles C., New theatre, Venus, Tex.
Corder, J. W., Elk theatre, Worland, Wyo.
Cottas, William J., Seaconet theatre, Little Comp-

ton, R. I.

Cotton, C. H., Nujoy theatre, Hirschcock, S. D.
Courter, J. E., Courter theatre, Gallatin, Mo.
Cowger, Lee F., Sun theatre. Coin, Iowa.
Craffets, Ed., Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind.
Craid, O. F., Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.
Crandall, H. C., Liberty theatre, Alva, Okla.

Creal, William H., Beacon theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby. Wis.
Croucher, William G., Crescent theatre, Newark,

N. Y.
Crowell, James J., Star theatre, Middleport, N. Y.
Cupler, B. E., Bijou theatre, Washington, Pa.

D
Dailey, Vincent, Pember theatre, Granville, N. Y.

Dale, M. J., Park theatre, Newaygo, Mich.
Dalton, Serton, Dalton theatre. Pulaski, Va.

Damm, Louis, Damm theatre, Osgood, Ind.

Daniell, O. B., Palace theatre, Idalou, Tex.

H rnell. K. L., 4lamo theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Davis, C. B., Norwood theatre, Norwood, Ohio.

Davis, Irwin H., Gem theatre, Upper Alton, 111.

DeHaven, A. M., Bangor Opera House, Bangor,

Me.
DeKay, H. George. Supt. of Schools, Stuart, Neb.

Denevan, L., Bovill theatre, Bovill, Idaho.

Denning, G. J.. Beinis Auditorium, Bemis, Tenn.

Denniston, J. R., Family theatre, Monroe, Mich.

Derry, G. H., Coliseum theatre, Lamoin, Iowa.

DeRue, Billy, Opera House, Newark Valley, N. Y.

Deshazo, J. B., Rex theatre, Nowata, Okla.

Deutsch, Joseph H., Regent theatre, Cleveland,

Ohio.
Dewey, C. T., Dewey theatre, White Salmon,

Wash.
DeWitt, A. V., Vernon theatre, Sayner, Wis.

DeWulf, Charles L., Star theatre, Cedar Rapids,

Neb.
Deyo, L., Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.

Doell, O. L., Electric theatre, Eldon, Mo.
Doerschlag, W. A., Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.
Dodge, Mrs. Frank, Opera House, Montello, Wis.
Douglas, W. L., Strand theatre, Newman Grove,

Neb.
Dove, A., Star theatre, Hamilton, Kan.
Doyle, Wr

. O., Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo.
Draginis, J. E., Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.
Drowne, Harry E., West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

San Jose, Cal.

Dunphy, F. L., Dunphy Shows, Lacomba, Alta.,

Canada.
Dunsmoor, C. C., Legion theatre, Marshalltown,

Iowa.
Dutton, W. A., Plaza theatre, Manchester, Iowa.
Dworshak, M. I., Community theatre, Sheldon,

N. D.

E
Eagle Opera House, Eagle, Wis.
Easter, O. C., Forney theatre, Forney, Tex.
Eaton, Melliers, Eaton theatre, Waynoka, Okla.
Edwards & Case, Opera House. Paw Paw, 111.

Edgett, F. M., Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.

Elite theatre, Laurens, Iowa.
Elkin, W. E., Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

Elliott, W. M., Casino-Moon-Star theatres, Van-
dergrift. Pa.

Ellston Community Club, Community theatre,

Ellston, Iowa.
Emery Amusement Co., Majestic theatre, Provi-

dence, R. I.

Emery, J. A., Star theatre. Bar Harbor, Mo.
Emmert, E. A., Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
Empire theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.
Ervin, C. C., Paramount theatre, Okanogan,

Wash.
Estee, P. G., S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
Eveland, Earle, Twin City Opera House, Mc-

Connelsv ille, Ohio.

F
Face, H. M., & Sons, Elinac theatre, Maple

Rapids, Mich.
Faler, Harley V., The Wagnalis Memorial, Litho-

polis, Ohio.
Farley, J. E., Star theatre, Waucoma, Iowa.
Farrar, Steve, Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, III.

Fawks, E. L., Texas-Graford Cosy-Strawn thea-
tres, Strawn, Tex.

Faytle, M. F., Orpheum theatre, McHenry, N. D.
Feldman, L. O., Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,

Minn.
Feldmiller, J. F., San Gabriel theatre, San Gab-

riel, Cal.
Ferros, M. E., Dreamland theatre, Mayville, N. Y.
Filson, S. W., Opera House, Scott City, Kan.
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Fireco theatre, Fireoo, W. Va.
Fitzgerald, A. D., Princess theatre. Miller, S. D.
Flaa, Joseph, Auditorium theatre, Revillo, S. D.
Floyd, M. F., Star theatre, Kenton, Tenn.
Foster, E. A., Grand theatre, Rolette, N. D.
Foster, Tom, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
Fox., H. L., Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
Franck, E. L., Mission theatre, Glendora, Cal.
Frank, H. B., Royal theatre, Macomb, 111.

Frank, N. E., Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.
Frazen, E. G., Grand theatre, Pittsburg, Kan.
Freeman, Fred L., Alimar theatre, Live Oak, Fla.
Friend, W. L., Botha Hall Assn., Botha, Alta.,

Canada.
Fry, S. G., Palace theatre, Omaha, Tex.
Fuller, Clarence C., Loxley Hall theatre, Loxley,

Ala.
Furnas, Charles W., Buzz theatre. West Milton,

Ohio.

G
Gailey, Elmer E., Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Gatt, Paul, Cortland theatre, Francisco, Cal.
Gartner, George, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.
Gaver, J. F., Aurora theatre, Basil, Ohio.
Gavin, I. R., Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.
Gillette, John J., Strand theatre, Tooele, Utah.
Gillette, R. B., Milford theatre, Greene, N. Y.
Gilman, H. E., Club theatre. Weed, Cal.
Glaser, Will J., Grand theatre, Faribault, Minn.
(Hick, Frank, Fox theatre, Louisville, Miss.
Golden, E. L., Mt. Vernon theatre, Tallahassee,

Ala.
Goodwin, S. I., Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Grand theatre, Linton, Ind.
Grand theatre, Parshall, N. D.
Grant, R. J., Angus theatre, Wetaskiwin, Canada.
Gray, L. E., Drayton, N. D.
Greene, Jack, Delander & Green, New Geneseo

theatre, Geneseo, 111.

Greene, L. M., Moon theatre, Tecumseh, Neb.
Greenland, George C., Rialto theatre, Tacoma,

W’ash.
Grobaski Bros., New Mazda theatre, L’Anse, Mich.
Gruwell, J. P., Ideal theatre, Wisconsin Rapids,

Wis.
Guerin, W. R., Grand theatre, Paulding, Ohio.
Guerrein, Leo, Jr., Hippodrom theatre, Erie, Pa.
Guillanna, W. W., State theatre. Elk Point, S. D.
Gullitt, W. L.., Paris theatre, Santa Fe, N. M.
Guthrie, G. W., Community theatre, Wakita,

Okla.

H
Hageman. R. F.. Pleasure theatre, Sanborn, Minn.
Hagermaier, Charles J., Star theatre, Holton,

Hales, C., Lyric theatre, Madrid, Iowa.
Hamilton, H. B., Pastime theatre, Tuscola, Tex.
Hampton, Glenn R., Crystal theatre, Big Lake,

Tex.
Hanson, H. L., Majestic theatre, Elroy, Wis.
Hanson, W. K., Isis theatre, Aspen, Colo.
Hardman, W. H., Royal theatre, Frankfort, Kan.
Hardy Burlingham Co., Recreation Bldg., Hard-

burly, Ky.
Harris, S. H., Burley theatre, Burley, Idaho.
Hasbrouck, J. L., Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.
Hauer, J. S., Empress theatre, Hugo, Colo.
Hay, D. W., Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. D.
Hayes, W. T., Dreamland theatre, Providence,

R. I.

Held, P. G., Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Hennecke, C. A., Columbus theatre, Columbus,

Tex.
Ilenskey, Mrs. F. A., Navajo theatre, Mulliken.

Mich.
Hevel, Rex R., Empire theatre, Tekoa, Wash.
Hewes, F. M., Bonaventure theatre, Kansas City

Mo.
Hewitt & DeVauIt, American theatre, Seattle,

Wash.
Hickey, Jack, Jr., Grand & Mermac theatres.

New London, Wis.
Hickman, R. W., Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111
Hilsinger, E. V., Library Opera House, Marathon,

N. Y. ’

Hinds, Fred, Cresco theatre, Cresco, Iowa.
Hines, Robert W., Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.
Hoadley, E. C., Temple theatre, Blissfield, Mich
Hobbs, William J., Hobbs’ Hall, Lashburr, Sask.,

Canada.
Hocking. Frank Jr., Orpheum theatre. Flora, 111Hodge, H. T., Gem Theatre Co., Abilene, Tex.
Hoffman, J. J., Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb
Hoffman, Paul, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan
Hogben, F. D., Lyceum theatre, Chenoa, 111.
Holden, C. C., Lone Star theatre, Bronte, Tex.
Holdridge, George L., Pharr theatre, Pharr, Tex
Holmes, H. J., Elk theatre. Elk Rapids, Mich.Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, NebHomgan, F. W., Grand theatre, Camas, Wash.
Howe, Lloyd S., Legion theatre. Elk Mound, WisHowe, William A., Glendale theatre, Glendale

Cal.

Howell, M. B., Lincoln theatre, Rochester, N.

N
J^bbard, Lament A., Shules Auditorium, Bate

Hudson, R. W., Strand theatre. North Loup, N<
Hughes, E. F., Community Hall, Luseland, SasCanada.
Hughes, J. E., Imperial theatre. Alliance, Neb.
Hughes, M. W., Colonial theatre, Astoria, III.Hume, F. H., Kehr Promoting Co., City Squt

Iheatre, Trenton, N. J.
Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre, GuttenbeiIowa.
Hurley, O., Palace theatre, Roxboro, N. C.
Hyde, Charles Lee, Grand theatre, Pierre, S.
Hyde, H. L., Cozy theatre, Geneseo, Kan.

I
Ideal theatre, Halstead, Kan.
Ihde, S. G., Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

Ingram, E. F., Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.
Isbell & Sultz, Casino-DeLuxe theatres, Kiowa &

Elbert, Colo.

J
Jacobs, George, Grand theatre, Terre Hauto. Ind.
Jahrries, Fred J., New Castle theatre, New Castle,

Ky.
Jax, John R., Rex theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Johnson, C. C., Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.
Johnson, F. L., Johnsonian theatre, Ripley, N. Y.
Johnson, Freeman, Park theatre, Oneida, 111.

Johnson, J. P., S of N Hall & theatre, Ambrose,
N. D.

Jones, D. C., Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.
Jones, L., Star theatre, Malad City, Idaho.
Jones, W. F., Criterion theatre, Frederick, Okla.
Jordan, A. W., Recreation theatre, Jenkins, Ky.

K
Kadow, Francis M., Mikadow theatre, Manitowoc,

Wis.
Kamas Opera House, Kamas, Utah.
Karlen & Sons, H. L., Karlen theatre, Monti-

cello, Wis.
Karr, H. L., Gem theatre, Monett, Mo.
Keene, E. A., Oxford theatre, Oxford, Ohio.
Kehrberg, K. C., Lyric theatre, Sheldon, Iowa.
Keith, E. F., Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Kelly, K., Capitol theatre, Kentiville, N. S.,

Canada.
Kennedy, H. F., Lyric theatre, Broken Bow, Neb.
Kettler, O. P., Floyd theatre, Alton, Iowa.
Kimball, Kenworth L., Town Hall theatre, Wood-

bury, Conn.
King, Dr. A. C., Grand theatre, El Paso, 111.

King, C. M., Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.
Kingery, R. H., Grand theatre, Chadwick, 111.

Kingley, A. F., Elite theatre, Dayton, Ohio.
Kirts, H. L., Liberty theatre, Sainte Marie, III.

Knoblock, H. J., High School Picture Show,
Forest, Miss.

Kooker, D. A., Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
Krumholz, William, Grand theatre, Hallock, Minn.
Kuehnle, E. J., Crystal theatre, Earlville, Iowa.

L
LaFenn, W. D., Rossville theatre, Rossville, Ga.
Lambert, A. O., Monticello Opera House, Monti-

cello, Iowa.
Larmour, M. W., National theatre, Graham, Tex.
Latimer, J. S., Merit theatre, Hartford, Ark.
Lee Amusement Co., Lee theatre, Eufaula, Ala.

Lee, Frank E., Lee's theatre. Three Oaks, Mich.
Leek, Lester N., Club House theatre, Jackson,

Wyo.
LeRicheux, James, Arcade theatre, Camden, N. Y.
Lesser, Sol, New Lyceum theatre, San Francisco,

Cal.
Lester, L. T., Jr., Lester’s Ideal theatre, Colum-

bia, S. C.
Levinson, D. Charles, Hollywood theatre, Petos-

key, Mich.
Levy, E., Allen's Westmount theatre, Montreal,

Ont., Canada.
Lewis, Charles W., I. O. O. F. Hall, Grand

Gorge, N. Y.
Lighter, A. L., Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis.
Lloyd, Robert, State theatre. Midland, Pa.
Longacre, C. E., Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.
Lowery, Winton W ., Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala.
Ludeke, H. J., Ludeke theatre, St. Peter, Minn.
Luft, John R., Variety theatre, Davis, Cal.
Lukachic, A. J., Hauber theatre, Camden, Ark.
Lutz, Louis, Fischer's Appleton theatre. Apple-

ton, Wis.

M
MacDonald, J. A., I. O. O. F. theatre, Carn-

doff, Sask., Canada.
Madigan, R., Standard theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mahone, Charles, Palace theatre, Hobart, Okla.
Mahoney, L. E., Imperial theatre, Columbus,

N. D.
Mahwald, Joseph J., Alhambra theatre, Garrison,

N. D.
Majestic theatre, Madill, Okla.
Majestic Theatre Company, Majestic theatre, She-

boygan, Wis.
Malaise, Clayton L., Princess theatre, Beulah,

N. D.
Manning, M. A., Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.
Manning, W. E., Gem theatre, Wilbaux, Mont.
Marlow, George, Washington theatre, Atoka,

Okla.
Marr, N. A., Liberty theatre, Amherstburg, Ont.,

Canada.
Marshall, E. M., Royal theatre, Canton, Tex.
Martin, F. C., Empire theatre, Morenci, Ariz.
Martin, William, Patriot theatre, Patriot, Ind.
Martina, Charles, Family theatre, Mt. Morris,

N. Y.
Master, Giles, Strand theatre, Gallup, N. M.
Mathison, Carl, Bijou theatre, Ray, N. C.
Matson, P. R., Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
Maurin, Louis J., Liberty theatre, Reserve, La.
McCaskill, I. A., Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.
McCay, Theodore, Elite theatre, Golconda, 111.

McChesney, H. D., Princess theatre, Crandon,
Wis.

McClelland, E. W., Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
McDonald, D. B., Quitman Opera House, Quit-

man, Ga.
McDonald, J. R., Majestic theatre, Barron, Wis.
McDonnell, M. H., Badger Opera House, Merrill,

Wis.
McElligott, B., Nokomis theatre, Minneapolis,

Minn.
McElroy, William, Idle Hour theatre, Fowler, Kan.
McGuire, Ray, Peery theatre, Darlington, Mo.
McHenry, C. H., Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.
McLean, Duncan, McLean’s theatre, Wallowa,

Ore.

McLen, R. J., Palace theatre, Washington C. H.,
Ohio.

McLeod, Dave, Star theatre, Milton, N. D.
Mehaffy, Fred, Star theatre. North Bend, Neb.
Metcalf, Carson T., Opera House, Greenfield, 111.

Meyer & Bowen, Arcade & Star theatres, La-
Grande, Ore.

Michel, E. G., Michel theatre, Marble Falls, Tex.
Miles, A. W., Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Miller, C., Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.
Miller, E. L., Gwinn Association, Gwinn, Mich.
Milliken, Don, Gem theatre, DeWitt, Ark.
Mooman & Thomas, Jo-Jon theatre, Leitchfield,

Ky.
Mooney, Dennis J., Princess theatre, Ordway,

Colo.
Moore, F. B., Community theatre, Coldwater,

Kan.
Moore, L. R., Roma theatre, Columbus Grove,

Ohio.
Moore, O. W., Rock Lake theatre, Rock Lake,

N. D.
Morris, Ben L., Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
Morris, W. P., Foster Creek theatre, Stephenson,

Miss.
Mott, E. P., Lyric theatre, Wooster, Ohio.
Moulton, C. H., Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.
Muhleman & Koontz, Lincoln theatre. New

Martinsville, W. Va.
Muller, Fred, Montaner theatre, Taos, N. M.
Murgere, J., Grosse Tete, La.
Murphy, George, Majestic theatre, Ft. Sumner,

N. M.
Musser, Mrs. Ella G., Lyric theatre, Casey, 111.

N
Neese, A. A., Beatrice theatre. Haw River, N. C.
Nelson, John, Movie Company, Wabasso, Minn.
Nelson, T., Amus-U theatre. Grand Meadow,

Minn.
Newman, C. M., Y. M. C. A. theatre, Blacks-

burg, Va.
Nokes, H. T., Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.
Nolen, Mrs. Richard S., Nolen theatre, Seymour,

Tex.
Noreen, E. S., Rex theatre, Hutchinson, Minn.
Norton, Thomas G., Town Hall theatre, Allegany,

N. Y.
Nye, Earl, Princess theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo.

O
Oasis theatre, Marion, N. C.
Olson, H. C., Photoplay theatre, Salt Lake City,

Utah.
Ophus, Ness V., Star theatre, Erskine, Minn.
Orne, G. R., Willey Memorial Hall, Cabot, Vt.
Orpheum theatre, Red Bluff, Cal.
Osborn, I. & B., Community theatre, Mt. Hope,

Kan.
O'Toole, Mrs. Mary, Star theatre, Crystal, N. D.

P
Palace theatre, Arkansas City, Ark.
Palace Theatre Company, Inc., The Lyric the-

atre, Frostburg, Md.
Palmer, P. W., Rialto theatre, Edgerton, Wis.
Parlitz, Otto, Crystal theatre, Glencoe, Minn.
Paret, M., Garden theatre, Frackville, Pa.
Patrick, J. C., Patrick’s theatre. Crescent, Okla.
Peck, J. W., Plaza theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Pedigo, Ned, Pollard theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
Pegadiotes, Peter M., Strand & Lyric theatres,

Apollo, Pa.
Peitz, Philip B., Rialto theatre, New England,

N. D.
Perrizo, Charles, Lyric theatre, Cass Lake, Minn.
Perruzzi, John A., Butler theatre, Niles, O.
Perunko, Louis J., Sunset theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Peterie, C. N., Otsego theatre, Otsego, Mich.
Peterson, C. A., Cozy & Folly theatres, Hollis,

Okla.
Peterson, Conrad O., Royal theatre, Saxon, Wis.
Peterson, Roy R., Fad theatre, Arlington, Neb.
Peterson, W. A., Scenic theatre, Mt. Vernon, S. D.
Pfeiffer Bros., Grand Opera House, Kenton, Ohio.
Pfeiffer, R., Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Pflaum, W. G., Doric theatre, Hannah, N. D.
Phelan, R. W., Star theatre, Clendenin, W. Va.
Pillsbury, A. C., Yosemite theatre, Yosemite Na-

tional Park, Cal.
Pirtle, S. E., Orpheum theatre, Jerseyville, 111.

Poe, Allen E., Favorite theatre, Covington, Ohio.
Potter, E. C., Firemen’s theatre. New Hampton,

Iowa.
Powell, W. J., Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
Powers, James F., Bijou theatre, New Haven,

Conn.
Prickett, E. A., Olympic theatre, Sequim, Wash.
Pruett, J. F., Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.

Q
Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.

Quinlan, P. W., Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

R
Rafelski, N., Rogers theatre, Chicago, 111.

Rand, Philip, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Rapalus, Joseph S., Majestic theatre, Easthamp-

ton. Mass.
Raskow, P. M., Seeley theatre, Chicago, III.

Realart theatre, S. Tacoma, Wash.
Reasons, M. L., Dreamland theatre, Guthrie, Ky.
Rector, R. M., Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla.
Rediske, G. F., Star theatre. Decorah, Iowa.
Relf, R. J., Star theatre, Decorah, Iowa.
Renner, Ed., Eureka theatre, Zenda, Kan.
Rexnott, L. J., National theatre, National, Wash.
Reynolds, J. M., Elwood Opera House, Elwood,

Neb.
Rez, George, Grand theatre, Columbus, Ga.
Rialto theatre, Pecos, Tex.
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Rice, D. K., Capitol theatre, Salisbury, N. C.

Rich, S. H., Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.
Richardson, Kenneth, Richardson theatre, Seneca,

S. C.
Ricker, G. E., Strand theatre, Fitzgerald, Ga.

Ricordi, A. H., Majestic theatre, Hebron, Neb.

Ridout, L. M., Rialto theatre, Denison, Tex.

Riggins, W. L., Strand theatre, Jesup, Ga.

Ritter, James C., Rialto theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Robb, Forest E., Cascade theatre. Cascade, Idaho.

Roman, S. P., Grand theatre, Benld, 111.

Roob, Inn., Grand theatre, Port Washington,

Wis.
Rosenthal, M., Majestic theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.
Rothrock, G. W., Campbell theatre, Macksville,

Kan.
Roule, W. J., Columbia theatre, Mansura, La.

Rousin, Thomas, Lily theatre, Palestine, Tex.

Royal theatre, Drummondville, Que., Canada.
Ruch, E. R., Electric theatre, Claflin, Kan.
Rumey, A. W., Recreation Bldg., Century, Fla.

Ruring, G. A., Capitol theatre, Multnomah, Ore.

Russell, A. C., Iris theatre, Velva, N. D.

Russell, Mildred B., Benton (Community) the-

atre, Benton City, Mo.
Rutledge, Mrs. Bessie, Orpheum theatre, Ft.

Worth, Tex.
Ryan, Charles, Milford theatre, Chicago, 111.

S
Sabin, Frank E., Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Sams, A. F., Jr., Amuzu theatre, Winston-Salem,

N. C.
Sanders, J. R., State theatre, O'Donnell, Tex.
Sanford, Clarke A., Galli-Curci theatre, Margaret-

ville, N. Y.
Santos, J. L., Queen theatre, Wharton, Tex.
Sarah, J. J., Sarah theatre. Canon City, Colo.
Sargent, B., Opera House, West Branch, Mich.
Sarlton, Sam, Strand theatre, Frankfort, Ind.

Sartorious, C. H., Capitol theatre, Hartley, Iowa.

Saunders, Eugene, Saunders theatre, Harvard,
HI.

Scaling, S. D., Crystal theatre, Hale Center, Tex.
Schafer, S. E., Palace theatre, Greenview, 111.

Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows
Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

Schlichter, H. E., Liggett theatre, Madison, Kan.
Schmidt, Mrs. Alex, Isis theatre, Marysville, Kan.
Schmidt, Julian W., Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

Schmidt, Otto, Star theatre, Mason, Tex.
Schofield, F. S., Majestic theatre, Weed, Me.
Schubert, J. A., Schubert theatre, Gooding, Idaho.
Schuneman, A. C., Isis theatre, Webster City.

Iowa.
Schutte, E. R., Savoy theatre, New Prague, Minn.
Schwalm, John A., Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O.
Scott, G. C., Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.
Sears, W. C., Lyric theatre, Boonville, Mo.
Seberson, Clarence J., Liberty theatre, Wolf

Point, Mont.
Seegert, Fred, Regent theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Shank, E. D., Star theatre, Buchanan, Va.
Shaw, N. M., Marathon theatre, Marathon, Tex.
Sheehan, R. F., Martha Washington theatre, De-

troit, Mich.
Sheffield theatre, Sheffield, 111.

Shepherd, Frank, Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask.,
Canada.

Shuler, Nick, Majestic theatre, Ellwood City, Pa.
Shuttleworth, C. R., Princess theatre, Waynes-

boro, Mis..

Silver, Bert, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.

Silver & Son, W. H., Grand theatre, Princeton,
Mo.

Simons, Clyde W., Simons theatre. Las Animas,
Colo.

Slissman, L., Rex & Gardella theatres, Oroville,
Cal.

Smart, J. S., Royal theatre, Port Hope, Ont.,

Canada.
Smith, Bostfish Swift Co., The Capanrock theatre,

Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Smith, C. A., Sherman theatre, Chillicothe, Ohio.

Smith, C. K., Electric theatre, Morning Sun, Iowa.

Smith, E. N., The Mission theatre, Mission, Tex.

Smith, Mrs. R. B., Palace theatre, Rockmart, Ga.

Smith, S. A., Community Hall, Sugarcreek, Ohio.

Smoots, H. V., Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Souce, Sans, Watervliet, N. Y.
Sowar, Leonard S., Strand theatre, Muncie, Ind.

Spaid, C. J., Chaise theatre, Senecaville, Ohio.
Spangler, Joseph F., Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

Spears, Kerns, Randle theatre, Randle, Wash.
Spillman, B. D., Majestic theatre, Lowann, Ark.

Springer, Joseph, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown,

Ind.
Squires & Lutli, Alamo theatre, Pembine, Wis.

Stacy, L. E., Mascot theatre, Mobridge, S. D.
Stansel, H. S., Ruleville & Drew theatres, Rule-

ville & Drew, Miss.
Steadman, Richard, Ashland theatre, Kansas

City, Mo.
Steenport, John, Home theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Steggal, A. J., Cozy theatre, Fayette, Iowa.
Stettmund, H. G., Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,

Okla.
Stevens, Ira, Whynot theatre, Greenfield, Ind.

Stewart, John N., Wonderland theatre, Kaufman,
Tex.

Stine, J. B., Wabash theatre, Clinton, Ind.

Stout, L. R., Art theatre, Roswell, Okla.
Strand Amusement Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Strand theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

Strayline, J. R., Grand theatre, Geneseo, N. Y.

Sullivan, F. H., Miami Auditorium, Miami, Mo.
Suszycki, A. A., Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Suttle, L. A., Star theatre, Coolidge, Tex.
Swearingen, Aubrey, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,

Tex.
Swiercinsky, C. S., Majestic theatre, Washington,

Kan.

T
Taylor, H., King Tut theatre. Rising Star, Tex.
Taylor, S. L., Kozy theatre. Pass Christian, Miss.

Tharp, J. H., Crescent theatre, Cherokee, Kan.
Thiel, Wesley, Gem theatre. Pigeon, Mich.
Thoma, J. M., Postville theatre, Postville, Iowa.
Thompson & Company, Opera House, Platts-

burg, Mo.
Thompson, Thomas, American theatre, Perryton,

Tex.
Thurlow, D. E., Palace theatre, Rensselaer, Ind.
Tidball, L. C., Isis theatre, N. Ft. Worth, Tex.
Tipton, C. W., New theatre. Manila, Ark.
Tragsdorf, William E., Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.
Trimble, F. C., Auditorium theatre, Milford, Neb.
Troyer, G. A., Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
Turrell, Harry, Capitol theatre, Chicago, 111.

u
Ullman, Joseph R.. Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.

V
Vail, C. M., Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.
Vallier, John B., St. Ignace theatre, St. Ignace,

Mich.
Van Lauven, C., Molson theatre, Molson, Wash.
Van Hyning, E., Kelley theatre, Iola, Kan.
Van Tassell, J. F., Armory & Swan theatres,

Clarinda, Iowa.
Van Wormer, H. D.. Melvin theatre, Toledo, O.
Vaughan, George, Grand theatre, Dunnville,

Ont., Canada.

Vaughan, P. G., Maple theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Vernon, J. E., Community theatre, Sanborn, N. D.

Via, J. F., Palace theatre, Blackwell, Okla.

Violett, C. V., Royal theatre, lone. Cal.

Vuono, M. C., Strand theatre, Stanford, Conn.

w
Walker, M. I., Palace theatre, Washington, Pa.

Wallace, H. J., Lincoln Square theatre, Decatur,

HI. „ „ „
Wallis, G. F., Mainstreet theatre. Russell, Kan.

Walters, C. M., Gem theatre, No. Manchester,

Ward, J. J., High School theatre, Castle Rock,

Colo.
Warner, C. A., Warner theatre, Circeville, W. Va.

Warren, Albert, Acme theatre, Arkansas Pass,

Tex.
Watson, C. S., Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kan.

Waugh, W. T., Empress theatre, Grundy Center,

Ic wa.
Weau, E. G., Fox theatre, Fox Lake, 111.

mu.
Weddle, J. B., Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.

Weeks, G. E., Grand theatre, Pontotoc, Miss.

Welter, T. T., Grand theatre, Wausau, Wis.

Werner, A1 C., Royal theatre, Reading, Pa.

Werthein, E., Amusen theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

West, J. A., Houston theatre, Houston, Miss.

Wetz, John H., Rialto theatre, Middleton, Ind.

Wharton, E. L., Orpheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.
Whicker, R. L., Delta theatre. Delta, Utah.

White, D. A., Yale theatre, Henryetta, Okla.

White, E. P., Strand theatre, Livingston, Mont.

White, George, Starland theatre, Stockbridge,

Mich.
Whitfield, Fay, Crystal theatre, Peru, Neb.
Wilcox, B., Legion theatre, Center, N. D.
Wilcox, H. B., Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.

Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,

Iowa.
Willard, P. H., Logan Heights theatre, San

Diego, Cal.
Williams, Earle J., Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.

Williams, Harry A., Palace theatre, Lawton, Okla.

Williamson, E. G., Palace theatre, Clifton Springs,

N. Y.
Willis, Wayne, Hollywood theatre, Stanford,

Mont.
Willmon, Roy R., Victory theatre, Shawnee, Okla.
Wilson, Charles A., Gem theatre, Overton, Neb.
Wilson, Clyde V., Martz theatre, Tipton, Ind.

Wilson, M. M., Opera House, LaCrosse, Kan.
Winninger, J., Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.
Winterbottom, William, Electric theatre, Brady,

Neb.
Wiske, William, Community theatre, Red Gran-

ite, Wis.
Wood, E. L., Coliseum theatre, Edmore, Mich.
Worden, G. D., Gem theatre, Delwan, N. Y.
Worinan, Ben J., Memorial Hall, Westport, N. Y.
Worthington, A. J., Star theatre, Bluffton, Ohio.
Wright, James, Cozy theatre, Bellevue, Iowa.
Wright, J. A., Lyric theatre, Molalla, Ore.
Wygonit, M. J., Liberty theatre, Natrona, Pa.

Y
Yeaton, G. W., Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
Young, R. D., Polo theatre, Polo, 111.

Z
Zarbel, H., Delft theatre, Marquette, Mich.
Zimmerman, F. W., Palace theatre, San Marcos,

Tex.
Zirbes, George G., Zirbes theatre, Hazelton, N. D.
Zook, T. M., Dalton City theatre, Dalton, 111.

Preserve This List!
Its value to every theatre owner in the booking of pictures is too apparent to

be dwelt upon.

On the older pictures, which have not yet played your town, it is practically a

guarantee of merit. On the newer pictures which have not yet generally been re-

leased, the big successes stand out.

It will be impossible to supply duplicate numbers of this issue. The demand

for the Herald Holiday Number always exceeds the supply regardless of our prep-

arations. So, Preserve This List!
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A Theatre Calendar for 1926

January
JANUARY— a fine,]*'

J robust young v| Wy

month of 31 crisp,

healthy days— brings

the annual urge to

better things. In this month New
Years resolutions are moulded into

permanent good habits or dropped by

the wayside. In this month Mankind

attempts a long step forward. In Jan-

uary the upward or downward course

of humanity during the year is deter-

mined.

January 1926 is different from other

Januarys chiefly because it is new.

It is different also because the mo-

tion picture industry, in a great cam-

paign aimed to benefit the world by

inspiring Mankind to perseverance in

its New Years resolutions, has desig-

nated this January National Laugh

Month for the purpose of concentrat-

ing the utmost good cheer in the thea-

tre programs of the period.

Your cooperation toward this great

end is invited.

Go to the theatre in January.

February
EEBR u ary—

shortest of the Wft Hf
months and in many Ngyy,

respects best of them

the month that gave

us George Washington and Abraham

Lincoln. A big little month ably ful-

filling in 28—or 29—days its propor-

tionate responsibilities as a twelfth

division of the year.

In February the keeping of good

resolutions sustained through January

becomes habitual. It is a shorter dis-

tance to the next road marker. Four

weeks is not a long time to carry on.

Perhaps Providence ordered it so in

recognition of Mankind's need for en-

couragement.

February is a big month in the

theatre year. Patrons are accustomed

to snow, ice and cold. The fireside

has become a bit monotonous. There

is a general demand for a good place

to go to have a good time. Business

is always good in February. Accord-

ingly, theatres offer an extremely

high grade of entertainment during

this period.

Go to the theatre in February.

March
ARCH — whether

she comes in like jK& JO!

a lion and goes out
™

like a lamb or re-

verses the order of

her performance—is a stirring contri-

bution to the world’s year. March is

an essentially active month. Its

abrupt changes, its brisk winds alter-

nating with its bright sunshine, im-

part to Mankind an irresistible urge
for variation. The demand for the

different may not be denied.

Accordingly, the theatre is looked
to for variety. The good theatre sup-

plies this need by arranging bright

and sharply contrasting programs.
-Throughout the month the intelli-

gently directed playhouse provides
for its clientele a diversity of enter-

tainment in strict keeping with the
human mood.

The snow is melting today—tomor-
row another frigid wave temporarily
sets back the procession of the sea-

sons—next day a faint suggestion of

Spring is wafted in from the open
spaces. It’s always Spring in the

theatre.

Go to the theatre in March.

April
<< APRIL showers—

well, everybody

knows the purpose of

April showers. But

the prospect of May
flowers doesn’t always offset the dis-

comfort of the slush in the street, the

leak in the roof, the static in the

ether and the cold in the head.

April, dutiful harbinger of Spring

and indispensable in the annual

scheme of things, isn’t the most

pleasant of months.

But April may be escaped. At

least its more unpleasant aspects may

be avoided by the modern resident

of this very old-fashioned world.

There is a place where April is

merely a date, a place where the May
flowers are in perpetual bloom.

That place is the modern motion

picture theatre. To this refuge come

whole families, sometimes whole com-

munities, fleeing the vital but violent

rigors of the season. The good thea-

tre offers Mankind incomparable com-

forts of mind and body, the year

around.

Go to the theatre in April.

jy^JAY is the maiden fjjT

—bridesmaiden o 1 AjgEr
Spring, bride of Sum-

mer. May strews

flowers across the hills lately blank-

eted with snow. The green pushes

up through the dull brown of the

countryside.. Streams struggle with

the debris of Winter. The Winter

coat is put up in mothballs or dis-

posed of to the old clothes man. The

new outfit is ready to be worn and

the human urge is toward a place

where others may see it and others

may be seen.

In this age that place is the mo-

tion picture theatre. The good thea-

tre has become the world’s greatest

gathering place. Here the high, the

low and the in-between assemble in

common pursuit of happiness—and

capture it. Here Mankind gets to-

gether, in this or any season.

This makes May a big theatre

month, and the theatre in return

makes its shows the fresh, lively en-

tertainment Mankind seeks at this
'

time of the year.

Go to the theatre in May.

June
|
UNE is the month Ap,

J of brides—and now
wonder! June is the JSk cf jW
month of months.

June with its roses,

its velvet breezes, its perfection out-

doors and in, the season “when

Heaven tries earth if it be in tune

and over it softly her warm ear lays.”

Poets maintain that June should have

been the twelfth month, instead of

the sixth, since her eleven sisters

seem to exist but to contribute to

her idyllic completeness.

June takes Man out-of-doors, re-

kindles his belief in the eternal im-

portance of living, refreshes him after

his protracted struggle against the un-

toward agencies resultant in her per-

fection—then sends him in search of

his fellow beings to multiply his hap-

piness by sharing it with others. His

search brings him to that greatest of

all human gathering places, the mo-

tion picture theatre, where more peo-

ple assemble today than ever were

drawn together elsewhere in the long

history of the species. Here he per-

fects his enjoyment of the y ear’s

greatest gift to humanity.

Go to the theatre in June.
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July

I
ULY brings Inde-

pendence Day —
and that’s reason
enough for spe-

cial observation of

any month. Without that which In-

dependence Day commemorates, Life

would be another thing. With it,

Life is sweet, free, a glorious course

down which we may rush headlong

or dawdle indolently to the End.

Whatever pace be ours, we thrill to

the liberty granted us.

Along the course we pause, be our

progress swift or slow, to enrich our-

selves from the innumerable store-

houses lining our way. In the school

we obtain fundamentals. In the

church we gain spiritual guidance and

knowledge of our goal. In the home

we justify our presence in the van-

guard of advancing humanity.

We tarry also in the theatre. Here

we simultaneously refresh ourselves

for the journey onward and collect

the rewards of our toil. Here we

learn to know our world and its peo-

ple. July makes us realize all this.

Go to the theatre in July.

August
A UGUST and dog

days! Dog days

and indolence. A
good time to conserve

physical and mental

energy. A good time to have a good

time but a hard time to find it. Out-

door Jieat, indoor heat, day heat, night

heat, straw hats, sports clothes—still

August, hot, dusty, sultry, sticky Au-

gust—here, there, everywhere. But no

—not everywhere!

There is no August in the good

theatre. There are no dog days in-

side the perfectly ventilated auditori-

ums housing the motion picture. Sci-

entifically operated cooling systems,

psychologically correct lighting, pic-

torially and musically ideal entertain-

ment combine to produce eternal

Spring. The snow-clad Alps, frozen

Niagara, instant access to the world’s

Summer play places is the motion pic-

ture theatre’s August gift to Man.

August is June in the good theatre,

the perfect June the poets know.

Go to the theatre in August.

September
“'pHIRUY days

hath Septem-

ber—-” most of them

good football days.

All of them good theatre evenings.
The college squads round into form.
The comer lot is peopled until past

dusk with Young America pursuing
the pigskin. Physical Man is in his

element. It’s not too cold to be out

—

not too warm to stay in. Outdoors
and indoors offer well matched in-

ducements. Man wisely takes a well
balanced portion of each.

There is no finer entertainment in

the world than a well played football
game between well matched teams.
In football the worthy primitive im-
pulses survive. Player and watcher
alike are rejuvenated and sent back
from the football field into the worka-
day world better, stronger, more de-
sirable citizens.

This theatre urges its patrons to at-

tend as many football games as they
can. Important scenes from games
that you necessarily miss will be
shown you in motion pictures on our
screen every night. The football field

is the best place to go on September
afternoons; the theatre is September’s
best evening offering.

Go to the football game—and the
theatre- -in September.

October
C T O B E R ’ S

bright blue

weather” is justly

famous. An early

morning ride over the

hard, broad road to the football game

—or to just anywhere and hack—

-

leaves nothing to be desired. An
afternoon in the country, gathering

nuts or just gathering health and re-

newing the will to live, is pastime for

the gods. An evening meal satisfying

the ravenous inner man, a meal

topped off with a big, thick slice of

pumpkin pie—yes, October’s a month

worthy of its glory.

But October evenings are for indoor

enjoyment. It’s chilly out, and Octo-

ber times her wind and showers for

evening delivery. The grate fire, the

popcorn, these were ideal in their

day, but their day is past. There are

no more grates, and popcorn has be-

come a street-corner industry.

Nowadays October evenings have

become theatre evenings. Happy,

tired, Mankind rests and expands in

a comfortable chair among his fellows

before a richly burdened motion pic-

ture screen.

Go to the theatre in October.

November
jvrOVEMBER brings

' Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving brings

us up short in our

rush to the year’s end.

We survey the period elapsed since

New Years and check up on our

resolutions. If we find so many as

one of them intact we are thankful.

If not even one remains unbroken,

still we are thankful that we have

not dropped below the level of our

beginning—and that it is a short span

to the time when abandoned vows

may be renewed.

And, meantime, there’s the turkey!

The turkey is the biggest thing in

the biggest day of the month. The
turkey, the dressing, the cranberries

and all the rest of it. The family

gathering around the board, the remi-

niscences, the good old jests always

worth one more laugh, the scramble

for the most amply proportioned

chairs and the gradual drifting back
to the perpetual question of where-

to-go-tonight. And the answer, the

infallible answer to the same ques-

tion any evening in any month.

Go to the theatre in November.

December
rNECEMBER

shoulders a full

burden. There’s the

Christmas shopping to

be done. There’s the

checking up of a year’s effort.

There’s the snow to impede progress,
the cold to redden the nose, the
furnace to fire, the year’s bills to be
settled! And all this to be gotten out
of the way before the big relaxation
Christmas Day and the irresistible let-

down week that follows it and pre-
cedes the .beginning of another year.
December is a busy month.

When Man works under pressure
he demands adequate relaxation. His
necessarily fewer moments of rest

must produce maximum benefit. He
must rest mind and body at the same
time. Fatigue and worry must be
banished simultaneously.

The fact that theatre business at-

tains its height in December indi-

cates its supremacy as service enter-

tainment. Man in his extremity has
found the motion picture theatre un-

matched in satisfaction-giving merits
during December as at other times.

Man has made the motion picture

theatre the world’s chief entertain-

ment institution because it most ade-

quately serves bis needs.

Go to the theatre in December.
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Filmshows Along
“The Street of
Good Cheer 99

'T'HEATRES lining “The Street of Good Cheer” will

employ screen, stage and pit in exercises observing
the occurrence of Christmas and New Years in their

respective weeks. Citizens will move from fireside, tree

and festive board to continue their holiday enjoyment
within the comfortable auditoriums of the motion pic-

ture. The theatre again will distribute its entertain-

ment gifts impartially among rich and poor, great and
lowly, and send its visitors home made happy and
inspired.

Theatre observation of the holidays will be effected

by means of the screen in many cases, special bookings
made long in advance bringing pictures of suitable

nature. In some cases the long feature will be relied

upon; elsewhere short features will carry the burden
of the holiday exercises.

Other theatres will stage presentation
acts, most of them more elaborate than
is customary, emphasizing one or an-
other phase of the occasion. Others
will mark the occasion musically, with
orchestra, organ or vocal numbers em-
bodying the spirit of the season.
Throughout the land the theatres will

welcome the holiday entertainment
seeker and amply reward him for his

visit. Some of the programs to be staged
have been prepared far enough in ad-
vance to admit of announcement here:

FRANK NEWMAN b observation of Thanksgiving Day by presentation
staged at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles. Similar methods will be em-
ployed for Holiday Week.

Kunsky’s Capitol,

Detroit, Mich.
“Womanhandled” will be the feature

picture at the Capitol, music and pres-

entation being relied upon for the holi-

day flavor of the show. A special Christ-

mas symbolical presentation will be the

chief item, Claudius and Scarlet, a dou-
ble, also working in a Christmas setting

at another spot on the bill.

Special music will be supplied by the

Capitol Grand Orchestra and also by
Robert G. Clarke at the organ.

California Theatre,

San Francisco, Cal.

“A Kiss for Cinderella” will be the big
attraction at the California and due to its

ten-reel length the usual presentation
acts and organ solo have been shortened.
Nat Holt, managing director, writes of

the picture, “If you haven’t seen it, don’t

miss it. It is just six times better than
‘Peter Pan.’ ” Which should make it

good enough for anybody’s Christmas.
“Santa Claus’ Toy Shop,” will be a

phantasy played by the California Sym-
phony Orchestra, directed by Max Dolin.
“The Fight That Failed” is a Krazy Kat
Kartoon also on the bill.

“The Arrival of Santa Claus” will be
the staged presentation produced by Mr.
Holt.

Newman Theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.
Bruce Fowler, managing director, has

built up a holidav program that brims
with Christmas items, The overture,
played by the Newman Symphonic Or-
chestra, Mirskey directing, will be
“Stifle Nacht, Heilige Nacht,” a mixed
quartette accompanying. Then will

come the newsreel.
Earl Thursten at the Wurlitzer will

add to the merriment with a special
holiday version of “Smile a Little Bit.”
Then Lee Evans and His Happy Melody
Boys will appear in “Christmas Joys.”

“The Only Thing,” the long feature,
will be followed by Our Gang in “Good
Cheer.”

State Theatre,

Detroit, Mich.
“Stage Struck” will be the big feature

on the State program, but observation of
Christmas will be effected by a special
presentation act employing the Gold
Medal Quartette.

A special musical program will be
played by the State Super Orchestra and
an organ recital will be given by Mar-
guerite Werner.

Madison Theatre,

Detroit, Mich.
A holiday symbolical stage presenta-

tion will be staged at the Madison, and
special programs will be executed by or-

chestra and organ. “Cobra” will be the
long feature, selected short features also
embodying the spirit of the occasion.

Mark Strand Theatre,

Brooklyn, New York.
Lee S. Ferguson writes as follows con-

cerning Edward L. Hyman’s program
for Christmas week:

For our Christmas week performance,
beginning Saturday, Dec. 19, and clos-

ing Friday, Dec. 25. We have booked in

Thomas Meighan in “Irish Luck” as the

feature photoplay, and the other film

subjects of the program will be Mark
Strand Topical Review, of selected

scenes from the various news reels, and
a special film of Christmas made by
James A. Fitzpatrick, producer of the

Famous Music Master Series.

Preceding the photoplay will be a col-

orful Irish prologue in a special setting,

in which will be presented a soprano, a

baritone, a tenor, a’contralto, a featured
male dancer and ten other dancers. This
will be one of the biggest prologues ever

put on with a picture at this theatre.

There will be a special Christmas pres-

entation called “Toyland,” which will be
in a toyland setting and will introduce
fifteen artists. A high light of this pres-

entation will be novelty effects. The
Mark Strand Orchestra and the Mark
Strand Mixed Quartette will be pre-

sented in Christmas carols in two special

stage settings.

This complete show will run about

two hours and ten minutes. Practically

all of the musical presentations named
above will be given at a special

show for children on the morning of

Thursday, Dec. 24, at ten o’clock. This
performance is being presented in con-
junction with the Brooklyn Daily Times, a
leading Brooklyn newspaper.

Louis K. Sidney Plans
Unique Holiday Bill

The management of the Aldine theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has just announced the fol-

lowing as the holiday program for the
Aldine

:

Overture : Louis K. Sidney presents
“Around the Christmas Tree.” This is a
novelty overture consisting of appropriate
Christmas music introducing Herbert’s well
known “Babes in Toyland.”
We have built a Santa Claus apnroxi-

mately 14 feet high, arranged so that the
girl singing the number will be held in his
arms and placed on the stage to sing her
selections, through a mechanical arrange-
ment we have on the Santa Claus. At the
conclusion of her number, she will again
return to his arms for a finale.

This will be followed by the usual New:
and Topics of the Day, and then another
Louis K. Sidney novelty entitled “Old Time
Tin-Types.” This is a trick drop with an
old fashioned tandem bicycle, a mule, an
ancient automobile and a baby carriage.

The performers place their heads through
holes in the drop corresponding to where
they should be on the painting, and sing
their various numbers. For instance, “A
Bicycle Built for Two,” “Go ’Long Mule,”
“Ray and His Little Chevrolet,” and “Sleep,
Baby, Sleep.” Picture, if you can, the fol-

lowing :

A boy and a girl seated on an anti-

quated bicycle;

A youth riding a mule

;

Two yokels in a Chew;
An infant in a baby carriage being

perambulated by a nurse-maid.

The figures on the drop are painted to

represent eccentric characters.

We follow this with a comedy, “Bachelor
Babies.” This is a timely comedy inasmuch
as it deals with kiddies, Santa Claus, and
the general Christmas spirit.

Our next stage presentation is Elizabeth
Brice and Frank Kessler’s Music Weavers.
This act, of course, needs no introduction,

as all, no doubt, are very familiar with
Miss Brice and her versatility.

The idol of the children, Jackie Coogan,
in “Old Clothes” finishes the Christmas
week program.
We have arranged through the Kiwanis

Club to have with us on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday of that week as guests of

the theatre the children from various homes
and orphanages in and about the city.



It's pretty cold weather at the Christ-

mas season to roost atop a chimney
hut there is where Ena Gregory be-
lieves she'll gel the first sight of
Santa.

Mary Philbin , at the left , is inter-

rupted by the cameraman just as she
is preparing to browse through the
gifts that roguish old St. Nicholas
has brought the Universal stars.

It's going to take a long time for
Mildred Bragdon and Margaret
Quimby (right). Universal stars in

the picture on the right . to unpack
all the gifts strewn about the floor.

In this case Santa Claus in the person of Nigel De Brulier seems to
have been merely an onlooker while Chester Bennett

, the director of
itThe Ancient Mariner" for Fox. actually played the role . Earle Wil-
liams is the happy appearing gentleman turning the crank on the
ice cream freezer.

It is going to be a great Christmas for a lot of Hollywood children
when Cliff Bowes distributes the toys in that bag at the Educational
studios . Left to right the aids of * aSanta" Bowes are Estelle Brad-
leyt Lige Conley and Anita Garvin. All are members of Educational'

s

comedy unite.



There's nothing makes a youngster so
happy

, according to Alice Joyce ,
the Para-

mount player , as cramming a Christmas
stocking full plumb up to the top.

A’ow Hin-Tin-Tin , the Warner dog star

,

is

just as happy as he can be since he re-

ceived this basket of little “Rin-Tins" as

a Christmas gift.

Betty Bronson
,
above , has just filled the

stocking which was hung there by her little

sister. Betty's Christmas picture for Para-
mount is “A Kiss for Cinderella."

Lois Wilson, in photo at right, spent much
of her Christmas shopping time preparing
for the Christmas for her little nephew.
Miss W'ilson is a Paramount player.

Even the grown-up boys, such as Bob Cus-
ter, the F. B. O. star, below, made great
preparations for the coming of Christmas.



Claire Windsor , Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer star , spent much of her pre-
Christmas time preparing for Santa's visit to her little son , Billy.
That young man should be a happy fellow Christmas morning judg-
ing by the appearance of this stocking that is waiting for him.

Lupino Lane and Virginia Vance t the Educational star and his lead-
ing woman , are off for a New Year's frolic in Lupino's new car
which is a gift from Santa Claus. Both completed work before
Christmas upon "The Fighting Dude**

Syd Chaplin , who has been making scenes for the Warner Brothers
picture , "Oh, What a Nurse 1" has forgotten to remove his costume
while tacking up his holly wreaths for the holidays. **Holly for
Hollywood" seems the slogan for the moment.

Now we*ve caught jolly Old Santa in a mistake
, for he trimmed the

banana tree instead of the fir at the Christie studio. So Duane
Thompson , left; Natalie Joyce ,

center
,
and Molly Malone must try

to find their gifts beneath its large leaves.



MERRY A CHRISTMAS

Santa left a big Christmas doll for Al St.

John , Educational star , but when the latter

picked it up to carry it away he discovered
it was Estelle Bradley.

Norma Shearery Metro star y is an exponent of
the slogan to **do your Christmas shopping
early** as she was caught in the act while on
location a good while before Christmas.

Pola Negri, star of Famous Players-Lasky,
dressed a Christmas tree in honor of her
mother, Madame Elenora Chalupez, who
lives in Poland.

When these tots had a party at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios

Frank Currier delighted them all by reading Christmas stories.

Above appears a photograph taken when Jackie Coogan played

Santa to his baby brother Robert. Jackie is a young Metro star.



When Douglas Gilmore found his Christ-
mas tree that young Metro player realized
that Old St. Nick is a pretty kind fellow
after all.

Aileen Pringle , M-G-M star, proves by sending
us this photograph that stars are just as in-

terested in such simple ideas as Christmas trees

as the rest of the world.

Matt Moore, who is in Warner Brothers

*

**Cave Man ,*
1 planned to spend the Yule-

tide in an atmosphere where he would need
no ear muffs or mittens.



When Horace Wade, the boy reporter, visited the set at Producers
Distributing Corporation just before Christmas he found there Louise
Dresser, who told him of some of her actual experiences, interesting

ones too, of some of her Christmases in Hollywood

.

Johnny Arthur, star of Educational-Tuxedo comedies, and “Ginger,**

Harry Spear, refused to wait until Christmas morning before trying

out **their** new footer. It seems there* s going to be little chance

for Harry to blow his horn when Johnny is there to blow it for him.

**And please tell Santa to remember me,** said Mildred Davis, who
returned to the screen just before Christmas to play in Paramount
pictures. She has been absent for several months, having left fol-

lowing her marriage to Harold Lloyd, also a Paramount player.

Alberta Vaughn, who received a Christmas gift from Film Booking

Offices of a nice big three year contract, was perfectly satisfied with

the world when she also received a great big doll. The star of the
“Mazie** pictures is to begin a feature length film soon.



It teas midnight on Christmas Eve, long after her time to retire , when
Mary Brian ,

Paramount star , crept to the window where she lighted the

lone candle uihich sent a gleam of good cheer into the street

.

Below, William Collier
,

Jr., dressed as the young hero of Paramount*s **The

Golden Journey,** visited the set being used by Bcbe Daniels in her newest

picture. He was there long enough to receive a Christmas gift from Bebe.

Above, Bin-Tin-Tin, the Warner Brothers dog star, left, and Mrs. Bin-Tin-
Tin are ready to look over the menu for their Christmas meal. The festive

board is spread and their eyes ask why must they wait!

Left , June Marlow, who has appeared in many Warner Brothers pictures

recently, is putting on the finishing touches of Christmas decoration at her
Hollywood home in readiness for a jolly visit from Santa.



Norma Shearer
,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star ,

had no fear that Santa would bring her no
Christmas tree because she has raised one
right in her own yard.

December 25 was marked for a great day at

Claire Windsor's home after the .Metro star

had arranged with St. Nick for hobby
horses and other gifts for her friends.

Below are Mr. and Mrs. Clive Brook and their little

daughter , Faith , decorating their home at Beverly
Hills. Clive Brook is the well liked Warner
Brothers player.

John Roche was the lucky one Christ-
mas for his mother was with him when
time came 'round for the jingle bells of
Donner and Blitzen at the Warner Broth-
ers studio.

John Patrick
, the Warner star , was

completely happy when he received a
motor car on Christmas morning. He's
ready for his **Yule-ride" as soon as

the traffic whistle blows.
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Let’s Merge
“Gentlemen, there is just one thing for us to do.” The great

I. M. Good, founder of Uneedadapix, Inc., glared into the flushed

faces of his fellow conferencemen. “We must merge!”

It was U. Tellem, nationally advertised head of Wegottada-

pix, Inc., who recovered first. “That’s it—a merger !
!” He

strung out another reel of exclamation points, then turned to the

still stunned third member of the trio.

‘Think of it,” he shouted. “The Uneedadapix-Wegottadapix-

Youbuyadapix Enterprises, Inc. What a name. What a name!”

“Yes,” yessed O. Izzatzo, president of the lastly hyphenated

concern, “wotta name.” Then, directing his attack to Tellem, “But

what’ll it get us, Ulysses? Tell me that. Will it get us more

playdates? Will it get us rid of these mushroom Independents

we’ve got to buy every few minutes? Tell me that.”

“Gentlemen,” it was Good’s vibrant barytone, “we will settle

that very simply. We will merge the theatres to get the play-

dates. And we will merge the Independents to get the pictures.”

“Yes,” echoed Tellem’s 16-foot basso, “we’ll merge ’em!” Tellem

was always good for another exclamation point.

But Izzatzo’s tenor would not be drowned out.

“What about the Federal Trades Commission?” he challenged.

“We’ll merge it,” soothed Good.

“The Supreme Court?” Izzatso’s tenor again.

“Merge it,” thundered Tellem.

“What about— began Izzatzo, but Good cut him off.

“Gentlemen,” said Good, who was always insistent upon this

point, “this is to be no tin horn merger. I contemplate merging

the United States Senate, the House of Representatives, and the

President’s Cabinet.” He helped himself to a well earned pause,

surveyed his awestricken listeners, then continued, “I contemplate

merging the World Court, The Hague Tribunal and the League

of Nations. I contemplate merging the wide world in Uneeda-

pix-Wegottadapix-Youbuyadapix, Inc., under the laws of the

State of New Jersey. And then
—

”

“What, more yet?” gasped Tellem.

“More—yet?” choked Izzatzo.

“Yes, gentlemen, more yet,” confirmed Good, his voice becom-
ing a barely perceptible whisper as he launched into disclosure

of his thus far zealously guarded secret. “When all this is done
we’ll sell out to the board of directors at a handsome profit and
go back into the motion picture business.”

There is no longer a central luncheon place in New York
for the trade. The New York trade, people are spending more
time in making money and less time in telling others how well
they are doing.

* * *

There has been a dearth of new companies in the picture
business during the last year. This may mean that the sure-
thing men have taken the picture business out of the sucker
list.

These Charming Censor People

The Censor Bored members perked up after the cast was

flashed on the screen. Cuttem remarked:

“Oh, Lotsa Mommer’s in this, isn’t she! Probably be good

then.”

“Yeh, it probably will be too good,” Wrecksit put in.

“Can’t be,” Cuttem laughed back.

Before either of them could say more Sheer exclaimed,

“There, that’s gotta go out!”

“It is rather—well—isn’t it.” This from Hackem was a

statement, not a question.

“Say, what’s the matter with all you undertakers?” Cuttem

queried, looking about at the others with a merry glimmer in

his eyes. “All lost your speed, or what?” A waggish fellow,

Cuttem

!

Whackitup, who had not changed from eyes front, inter-

rupted to gasp, “How could they! How could they! Have
they all gone—why, this is—terrible!” He could not think

of a new one, so the old one had to serve.

“It certainly is!” Wrecksit made stern approval of Whack-
itup’s remark. “I’m glad it’s dark here; I believe I am blush-

ing.”

“Yeh, like you did at the Growlers’ stag, eh?” Cuttem
slyly suggested. “Who you tryna kid?”

“I hardly understand your attitude,” was Whackitup’s weak
reply.

“Can the jabber, now, and let’s watch this,” Wrecksit com-

manded.

“Yeh, be too bad to miss any of it,” Cuttem said. “Won’t

look like this next time we see it.”

Now a startled intaking of breath and now a small snicker

punctuated the remainder of the showing. Each member ex-

cepting Cuttem tried hard to conceal his reactions from the

others. The effort was futile, but each made it nevertheless.

Lotsa Mommer, it happened, was very much saved at the

end of the picture. Some of the members looked a shade dis-

appointed as the lights went up.

“Well, we know how much to take out of it,” Hackemup
remarked. In his tone was a broad note of pride. He had

done his duty like a man.

“Wonder what they’ll do with the other three feet of film,”

Wrecksit pondered aloud.

“Maybe they can get an idea for another film like this one

from it,” Cuttem offered. “Hope so.”

What’ll they do out in Hollywood for their stock joke about
“Ben Hur,” now that it is to be ready for THIS Christmas?

* * *

Michael Arlen, the Armenian author who out-Englishes the

Prince of Wales when it comes to being Britannic, is a cur-

rent curiosity in Hollywood. Mr. Arlen, giving the locals and
tourists something to stare at, is winning the gratitude of the

picture people.
* * *

Joseph von Sternberg, the maker of epics of the mud whom
Fairbanks, Miss Pickford and Chaplin called a great director
(but let some one else hire him) is still at liberty. And the
picture he made for M-G-M is still in the cutting room.

* * *

Harry L. Reichenbach and Lewis J. Selznick are both in

Florida. Which may or may not explain the recent cyclone.
* * *

Scientists suspect the authenticity of pre-historic relics un-
earthed in Arizona nearly two years ago. They imagine that
any day now the relics may turn out to be part of a motion
picture publicity plot. Just as if any motion picture press
agent could wait two years before rushing in with the news-
paper clippings!
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“This Is a T. N. T. Year”
“Where will I find Mr. Hoblitzel-

machen?” inquired the young man, alight-

ing from the 8:15 morning train in Atom-
ville which arrived at 10:20 this particular

morning, the cause for the delay as yet

being unknown.
“Which Mr. Hoblitzelmachen were you

looking for, August or Herman?” in-

quired the town’s oldest inhabitant whose
sporting instincts lured him to the rail-

road station each morning in the fear that

the 8:15 would be on time, and he would
not see it.

“The one that runs the theatre,” an-

swered the young man.
“Well, let me see,” at this point Atom-

ville’s oldest inhabitant scratched his head,

“usually about this time he is at the real

estate office or the lumber yard. But hold

on, you might find him at home. Seems to

me I heard him saying just last night

they were going to fill silos today. But if

he ain’t there he’ll surely be at the drug
store.”

The young man who, gentle reader, you
have perhaps already guessed was a film

salesman, flipped a coin and cocked one eye.

“He’s at the lumber yard,” he said with

great solemnity, starting on his way as the

town’s oldest inhabitant picked out one end

of a baggage truck from which point of

vantage to welcome the 11:10.

True to the coin’s judgment, Herman
Hoblitzelmachen was in the lumber yard.

“Mr. Hoblitzelmachen, I want to sell you
the T. N. T. Super Seventy,” the young man
began his onslaught, “get the laugh on your
competition right off the bat.”

“Well, eh
—

” said Atomville’s exhibitor.

“Every fillum based on the works of the

greatest authors of this or any age,” in-

terrupted the young man.
“But—”
“Thousands have read the books, millions

will see the pictures,” interjected the young
man warming to his subject.

“Yes I know, but—

—

1”

“They’re wows !”

“I don’t doubt it, but
”

“Ask the man who is playing them if

its a T. N. T. picture, it’s the best show in

town,” shouted the young man triumph-
antly. “You’ve got your competition lashed

to the mast. They’re best by test. To
think of profits is to think of T. N. T.

We’re miles and miles ahead of all.”

“Silence,” roared Herman Hoblitzel-

machen, shaking a two-by-four, menacingly,

“Young man, we never had any competi-

tion, we never had more than one theatre

in this town. It burned down last week
and its damn doubtful if we’ll rebuild.”

Only the whistle of the 11 :10 broke the

thick silence.

Film Salesman : Do you advertise your
short features?
Exhib : Sure, and twice now your com-

pany has shipped me the one I had adver-

tised.

“Gentlemen, the Congressman from
Florida”

Florida got into the Congressional
Record the other day. Heretofore, the

smart publicists from that enterprising

state have picked live publications.

If It’s Thrills

You Care for,

Here TheyAre

“THE HOWSAT OF THE
HOOSIS”

Produced by Samson.

Directed by Delilah.

Presented at the Airdome.

The Cast.

Erik, the Phantom Lon Philbin

Comte de Chagney Doug. Pickford

Carlotta Rin Tin Tin

The Mob Extras

By May Tinny

Good night!

We have a drama to sell today.
Wouldst?
Let-st

!

Ten reels of Jimmie Jimmies, folks, in

“The Howsat of the Hoosis,” and it’s a

dandy! Why, Mr. Miss Largee, you must
have liked “The Howsat of the Hoosis.”
O yes, said she, I did.

You’ll say that Jimmie is the unfortu-
natest mortal ever. Jimmie, the hero, is

lost in the Sierras and has only the cakes
of ice to eat. Until:

Belladonna, as the bartender’s daugh-
ter, who is sorry she jilted him, struggles
up the mountainside with a scuttle of

suds and he imbibes. Until:
Fie remembers his sworn duty to re-

form her, throws away the bucket, (the
beer’s stale by this time, anyway), and
takes her in his arms and carries her
down the hill, battling the elements. (It’s

snowing). Until:
Homeward bound—Jimmie gathers

Bella in his arms and breathes his vows
of love. THEN, you draw a sigh of re-

lief because you know Jimmie isn’t going
to give you the Jimmies any more.
Belladonna Blotz is clever as well as

pretty in the role of Gertrude Gush.
Hunk Beowulf is rib-tickling as the bar-
keep. The snow scenes are marvelous!
Wish I could go more into detail about
this fillum, however, for your sakes, no
can do. Butcha better see Jimmie’s latest

if you know what’s good for you. You
will all go to see it. I don’t know of
anybody who can’t get a thrill or a
chuckle out of every scene. No, it’s not
a Western or it would stack up as just
one Western more. But there can be no
two opinions about it. You’re sure to
like it.

See you tomorrow.

CLOSEUPS
William N. Selig, Chicago moving pic-

ture man, is going to California to manu-
facture pictures. He thinks that Califor-
nia offers many advantages for picture

making.

Douglas Fairbanks, who will be remem-
bered for his excellent performance in

“When Knighthood Was in Flower,” is

coming to Chicago soon in a movie called,

“The Gold Rush.”

G. D. F.—Thanks horribly for your gran’,

long letter. I was simply fascinated with
what you had to say and some day I’ll

read the whole letter. Glad you love m’-
stuff. Come again.

Why, oh why, do they do it? Las nite I

saw a new movie at the Chicago called,

“From Rags to Rolls.” In the second reel

Tillie Bloomer carried a Victorian fan in

her right hand, when every one knows that
the place for Victorian fans is the right

hand. M’gosh, isn’t it awful. . .

Daniel W. Griffith, Biogram director, is

going to make a picture .called, “The
Dearth of a Nation.” Cute title, ain’t it?

Pansy K.—Y’welcome.

In 1966
Author: I can’t see why they wanted

that story. It’s the worst I ever concocted.
Scenarist: Too bad. That author must

have been a scenarist . I’ll just pick out
the best chapters and let ’er ride.

Producer: Carte blanche for the director
on this one. If he shoots two million feet

it’s O.K. with me.
Director: This one shouldn’t run more

than five reels. If I take 50 feet more than
5,000 I’ll pay back the company for 5,050.

And I can’t see why they allowed me
$75,000 to make it. I won’t use half that

much.
Star : I’m going to get some books and

read up on acting. This picture deserves
it. I’ve been getting by with only two ex-
pressions. My art? That’s the w.k. bunk.
I never had any.

Comedian : Guess I feel a reform coming
over me. I’m going to can that one of
pushing the heroine into the rainbarrel,

even if they still do laugh at it. Think I’ll

get me a good gag man on the condition
the producers require his name be carried

in as big letters as my own.
Distributor: I’m sorry I’ve been making

the exhibitor pay so high for my product.
Hereafter he’s going to name the price.

Publicity man : The star is not wearing
a gold tooth stolen by Arabian bandits from
King Tut’s tomb and there’s no reason
for trying to make people swallow that

(not the molar).
Exchange manager: No more bum prints

go out from this office. Sawbone, Arizona,
gets a new one just the same as the loop
theatres in Chicago.
Salesman : Here’s a brand new exhib.

I don’t see why I should hold him up for

any more that the others. One price for

all and not all prices for one—that’s my
new slogan.

Exhibitor : I’ve made money on every
picture except one and I didn’t advertise

that. So it is only natural this new one is

going over big. I wouldn’t be anything
but an exhibitor anyway, and that pessi-

mism stuff is all wet.

Newspaper reviewer: This looks to me
like a dandy picture but I’m not going to

try to make anyone believe it will cause a

storm at the box offices. Nobody knows.
Author: Migosh ! The picture is better

than the story

!

Producer: We’ve bought the rights to

the “Book of Knowledge.”
Title Writer: All right, I’ve got the

title
—“She Had to Learn.”

Reel 1 : What is all the excitement over
on Seventh Avenue ?

Reel 11 : An exhibitor attending a Trade
Showing.

BED TIME STORIES

Once upon a time there was a publicity

man who never mentioned the name of the

president of his company in the publicity

he sent out.

When I leave this vale of tears.

When I’ve laid me down to die.

May my card to the pearly gates

Bear some one’s “Presented By.”
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In Hollywood with R. M.
News of the Industry in Review
Plus Comment on Timely Topics

By Ray Murray

Hollywood, calif., Dec. is—ah
picturedom was thrown into spasms
of excitement last week when Carl

Laemmle announced he had purchased a

“Schuftan Spiegelverfshren” and is now all

ready to photograph “Gulliver’s Travels”
with the original cast. In case you don’t

know what a “Schuftan Spiegelverfshren”
is, we’ll tell you. It’s a series of mirrors,

very complicated, which enables one to

photograph models which screen as giants!

Wouldn’t it be a great thing to take home
to the wife and let her look at your pay
envelope after a stiff crap game at the of-

fice.

—Merry Christmas

—

Everyone’s all set for Laugh Month.
It looks as though it would be a big
success. There’s so much to laugh at.

Especially around here.

—Merry Christmas

—

That French astronomer who says there
are 35 billion stars hasn’t begun to count.
He ought to start on the coast. Any cast-

ing director can tell you there’s almost that

many in the Hollywood constellation.

—Merry Christmas

—

Fred Thomson’s horse, “Silver King” re-

fused to pose for a Christmas photo. He

said he didn’t believe there was any Santa
Claus.

—Merry Christmas

—

Shaking the Family Skeleton: Clar-
ence Brown, the director, used to be an
electrical engineer.

—Merry Christmas

—

Vital Statistics: More dress suits are
worn to a frazzle attending picture
premieres in Los Angeles and vicinity than
at all the social functions held on Long
Island.

—Merry Christmas

—

The year’s great faux pas was the pre-
view showing of “The Gold Rush” at the
Forum theatre, after Sid Grauman had spe-
cifically announced, advertised and other-
wise broadcast that the only and original
premiere would be at the Egyptian theatre.

—Merry Christmas

—

Away back in June Gilda Gray signed a
contract with Famous Players-Lasky and so

far she hasn’t wiggled out of it.

—Merry Christmas

—

Some scientist figured out that the world
would come to an end in about 500,000,-

000,000 years. As soon as the figures were
announced the state right producers around
Poverty Row started making their 1935 and
1936 product.

—Merry Christmas

—

The picture industry is really improving.
Only 465 ingenues broke their contracts this

year as compared with 472 last year.

—Merry Christmas

—

A palpitating public was awaiting
anxiously the result of the counting of
the votes cast by the Wampas boys for
the Baby stars of 1926. Although con-
fined to one vote ordinarily, each Wam-
pas member had a personal interest in

so many stars it was necessary to cast
some 500 votes, or ten to each member.
Now that the results have been made
known there’ll probably be a lot of

press agents looking for new clients.

—Merry Christmas

—

For a town that hasn’t any cellars Holly-
wood manages to hold its standing remark-
ably well as a social centre.

—Merry Christmas

—

Inside Dope : Louis B. Mayer hates

north woods lumber stories. He used to be

a lumber jack in Maine.
—Merry Christmas

—

Even Fanny Hurst, who writes pieces for
Liberty magazine, says she likes it because
it hasn’t any rainy days, stewed prunes or
flannelette nightgowns. What’s Florida got
to offset that?

—Merry Christmas

—

Fanny, or is it “Fannie,” didn’t read the
24-sheets very closely though, else she
would have observed that Sid Grauman
spells his first name “Sid” and not “Ben.”
He’s the “Big Ben” around these parts in

the show business but we call him Sid just
the same.

—Merry Christmas

—

When word was received that the Fed-
eral authorities would not bother much with
hip pocket violators this Christmas a
mighty chorus arose: “Hip, Hip, Hurrah!”

—Merry Christmas

—

Count Gosta de Moreland refuses to be-
lieve Peggy Hopkins Joyce is suing him for
a divorce. Evidently the Count hasn’t
looked up Peggy’s record.

—Merry Christmas

—

My favorite publicity story is the one
about the actor who goes home in his
make-up and his astute German police dog

fails to recognize his master and won’t let

him in for four days, or until one or the
other starves to death.

—Merry Christmas

—

Hope the fact that Theda Bara has
written a book won’t cause a stampede
toward authorship of all the other
actresses.

—Merry Christmas

—

The last estimate shows there were 4,678
pictures made last year of departing stars
and motion picture bosses and 4,672 photos
of same stars and bosses returning to Los
Angeles. In other words “parting is such
sweet advertisement.”

—Merry Christmas

—

Fable : There once was an assistant di-

rector who said “no” to his boss. (He isn’t

an assistant director now.)
—Merry Christmas

—

The year’s worst press story was the
one which said B. P. Schulberg, independ-
ent producer, was to make eighteen pictures
this year at an expenditure of $2,800. The
press agent is still running!

—Merry Christmas

—

There’s been a great shakeup in Los An-
geles police circles. The department pur-
chased four new flivvers last month.
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Directing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

KING VIDOR FRED NIBLO EDMUND GOULDING TOD BROWNING

HOBART HENLEY ROBERT Z. LEONARD JOHN M. STAHL ARCHIE MAYO

MONTA BELL WILLIAM C. CABANNE MAURITZ STILLER VICTOR SEASTROM

MARCEL DE SANO AL RABACH JACK CONWAY BENJAMIN CHRISTIANSON



BELLE BENNETT, as Stella in JUNE MATHIS, who completed RENEE ADOREE, the girl in

“Stella Dallas,” United Artists. “The Vienese Medley” for F. N. “The Big Parade,” M-G-M.
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Year End Sees Big Production
Spurt by Eastern Studio Units
Famous Players, First National,

Leading East Coast Activity
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—A production program which will keep Para-

mount’s Long Island studio going at top speed for months to come has
just been launched. Some of the company’s biggest productions will be
made at this studio. Four pictures are now in actual production, with
several others in preliminary work in the editorial and scenario department.
Among the latter is D. W. Griffith’s spectacular production of “The Sorrows
of Satan.”

On the upper stage Frank Tuttle is directing Gloria Swanson in “Untamed”
and Herbert Brenon is making progress on “Dancing Mothers.” Below are

the “Aloma of the South Seas” company and the Paramount Junior Stars.

“Untamed” is a modern version of “The
Taming of the Shrew” which Fannie
Hurst wrote for the star. Lawrence
Gray sets a precedent in being the only
leading man to play in two of Gloria’s
pictures. He had that role in the star’s

current attraction, “Stage Struck.” The
“Untamed” company will be in the stu-

dio a short time only before going on
location.

Making “Dancing Mothers”

The last few days Brenon has had
a large group of extras working in

“Dancing Mothers,” which features
Alice Joyce, Conway Tearle and Clara
Bow. A feature of this sophisticated
drama of New York society will be two
cabaret scenes, one representing the gen-
eral conception of a Greenwich Village
cafe and the other a night club along
the Great White Way. “Dancing Moth-
ers” will be a screen version of the
Broadway play by Edgar Selwyn and
Edmund Goulding. Forrest Halsey
adapted it.

Both “Untamed” and “Dancing Moth-
ers” are scheduled for release on the

spring and summer program, “Dancing
Mothers” on March 8 and “Untamed”
on April 5.

“Glorious Youth,” the first picture to
be produced with the Paramount Junior
stars, is making rapid progress under the
direction of Sam Wood.
The students will spend the Christmas

holidays at Lake Placid where exteriors
are to be made. Greenwich Village and
a winter resort provide the background
for this picture, the story for which was
written by Byron Morgan.

“Aloma” Nearly Finished

“Aloma of the South Seas” is near-
ing completion under the direction of
Maurice Tourneur, who with Gilda Gray,
Percy Marmont, Warner Baxter, Julanne
Johnston and William Powell, returned
only recently from location at Porto
Rico.
Another picture which is now in pro-

duction under the supervision of the
Long Island studio is Thomas Meighan’s
“The New Klondike.” The star and his

company, however, are in Florida, the
locale of the story. Ring Lardner wrote
the story for this picture of baseball
and real estate. Playing opposite the
star is Lila Lee. Lewis Milestone is

directing. Tom Geraghty is supervis-
ing producer in charge of the unit.

First National Active in East

This week will see the completion of

“Too Much Money,” the screen version
of Israel Zangwill’s stage play of the

same name, at First National’s New
York studios. John Francis Dillon di-

rected this production under the super-
vision of Earl Hudson. Lewis Stone
and Anna Q. Nilsson have the featured
roles.

Shooting was started on this picture
on October 26, and Dillon finished his

work in five weeks. Officials of First
National’s eastern units are enthused
over the picture which brings Stone
onto the screen in the role of a real

comedian. He breaks his custom of
wearing well fitting dinner jackets and
will be seen in the garb of a janitor and
also of a delicatessen store clerk. Stone
and Miss Nilsson and Dillon have all

left for Hollywood, and the picture is

now in the cutting room.
The past two weeks have been fever-

ish ones for the unit doing the latest

Leon Errol starring vehicle, “The Luna-
tic at Large.” When it was announced
Ziegfeld was to take his “Louis the 14th”
musical show, in which Errol is the star,

to Boston on December 7, production
was speeded on this picture. Fred New-
meyer, who was loaned by Harold Lloyd
to direct Errol, has been working days,
nights and Sundays in an effort to fin-

ish up the sequences in which Errol
takes part.

From Birmingham, Alabama, comes
the report that the unit filming the com-
ing steel special, “Men of Steel,” is mak-
ing satisfactory progress. The first two
weeks on location found fog and rain
impeding the work of this company but
the weather has cleared and Director
George Archainbaud is making rapid
strides with the steel mill and iron mine
sequences. Business Manager Fred
Stanley is highly enthused over the co-
operation given him there by the offici-

als of the Tennessee Coal and Iron
Company in whose plants the company
is at work.
Nothing definite as to what pictures

will go into production next at the
Eastern studios has been decided. “Mis-
mates,” “Pals First,” “The Savage,” and
“The Boss of Little Arcady” are ready
as far as script is concerned, and will

be filmed during the coming winter.

“Reckless Lady” in Cutting

Director Howard Higgin finished cam-
era work last week on “The Reckless
Lady” for Robert T. Kane at the Cos-
mopolitan studio in New York. The
cutting and titling are about complete.

Bradley King, scenarist under contract to

William Fox. Miss King’s most recent work
was the preparation of the screen adaptation
of “The Palace of Pleasure,” based on the

autobiography of Lola Montez, dancer and
courtesan. Emmett Flynn directed.

The principal roles are interpreted by
an all star cast composed of Belle
Bennett, Lois Moran, Ben Lyon, James
Kirkwood, Lowell Sherman, Charlie
Murray and Marcia Harris.

Miss Bennett has the title role, that
of a mother who makes a substantial
though precarious living for herself and
her daughter through the Monte Carlo
gaming tables. The production is sub-
stantial and sustaining as to story and
lavishly mounted, the high spectacular
point in the action being reached in

the carnival scenes before the Casino
in Monte Carlo. Exteriors and interiors

of the, famous resort were reproduced
on the big stages of the Cosmopolitan
studio and Director Higgin, at times,

had as many as five hundred people
working in the scenes.

Sada Cowan made “The Reckless
Lady” adaptation from the novel of Sir
Philip Gibbs.

All preliminary details have been com-
pleted for the filming of Michael Arlen’s
story “The Dancer of Paris” which A1
Santell will direct.

Santell, now that “Bluebeard’s Seven
Wives” is finished, has been steeping
himself in Arlen for the last two weeks
and is prepared to make this story his

most ambitious screen effort.

These four pictures will complete Mr.
Kane’s first series for First National.

Laymon Making Comedies
To overcome the sameness found in

two reel comedies, Gene (Fatty) Lay-
mon has brought his whole company,
including actors, working staff and
camera men, to New York and started

the first of his new series for the inde-
pendent market with Broadway and
Wall Street backgrounds.
The Woolworth building will figure

prominently in the first subject, “The
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Production Schedules Promise
Busy West Coast Studio Year

Paramount Production Future Is

Anchored in Hollywood,
Lasky

By RAY MURRAY
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 15.—With the close of the year, a year of keenest

activity in the film capital, many ambitious plans are being mapped out for

the coming season. Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, on his return to Hollywood after an absence of four

months said: “Paramount has anchored its production future in Holly-

wood. During the coming year my company will expend $5,000,000

more than has been spent at the West Coast Paramount studios during any
similar period.”

More stages are to be built on Vine street and the old Real Art studio on
Beverly boulevard will be reopened as a part of the Paramount program.

Dorothy Arzner, who recently completed

“Gabrielle of the Red Kimono,” Mrs. Wal-

lace Reid’s production for Vital Exchanges

(Davis Distributing Division, Inc.)

Inventors,” in which Gene (Fatty) Lay-
mon and his co-star, Charles Dorety,
will get a good view of New York as

window washers a few dozen stories

above the other tall buildings. It is

these views of New York that Fatty
wants in his new series of comedies to

contrast with the competing short fea-

tures with Hollywood backgrounds.

Patheserdal Unit at Studio

The Patheserial unit, sponsored by
Schuyler Grey, which is making “Casey
of the Coast Guard” under the direction

of Will Nigh, well known feature di-

rector, has returned to the Pathe studios

in Astoria, Long Island, after several

weeks spent on location in Westchester
County, New York, and on Long Island.

Helen Ferguson, who shared honors
with Jack Mulhall in the Patheserial,

“Wild West,” is the feminine lead and
George O’Hara of “Fighting Blood”
fame is the other featured player. J.

Barney Sherry, remembered for his fine

characterization of Allene Ray’s father

in “Play Ball,” is in the cast. Jean
Jarvis plays a prominent role.

Since the increased activities of the

Coast Guard owing to rum running, this

branch of the Government has con-

stantly been in the public eye. “Casey
of the Coast Guard” offers a wealth of

thrilling plots and scenic angels, all of

which Producer Grey has made ample
use of in bringing the story to the

screen.

Arrow Making “Self Defense”

Major Maurice Campbell is actively at

work picturizing Elizabeth York Miller’s

story “Self Defense” which, when com-
pleted, will be released as one of the
twenty-four Golden Arrow first run fea-

tures. Eileen r'ercy made a special trip

here from California to appear in this

production. She arrived on the Twen-
tieth Century, Fridav, and within one

(Continued on page 118.)

Paramount also intends to send a cer-

tain number of companies abroad with
a view of producing pictures in Europe
that will be suitable for the American
market. They hope also to stimulate
efforts of producers abroad. D. W.
Griffith’s picturization of Marie Corelli’s

novel, “The Sorrows of Satan,” will be
made partly in New York and partly on
the West Coast, according to Mr. Lasky.
The Paramount organization will switch
from Westerns, which have proved
strong drawing cards, to more definite

types of productions. “Old Ironsides”
will be one of the outstanding produc-
tions of next year, directed by James
Cruze. This will be used as a road show
before generally released.

Just at present Paramount companies
are working on “The Golden Journey,”
a Raoul Walsh production, “Behind the
Front,” which Eddie Sutherland is direc-

ting, “Ace of Cads,” a Willis Goldbeck
production and “Sea Horses” an Allan
Dwan feature. Victor Fleming is also
making “The Blind Goddess” an adapted
Arthur Train story with an all-star cast.

“U” Plans Busy January

While there has not been much activ-

ity on the Universal lot, due to several
changes in executive heads, plans are go-
ing forward for a very busy month in

January. Just at present five companies
are working, with others preparing.
Svend Gade is directing an all-star cast

in “Wives for Rent”; Harry Pollard is

making “Poker Faces” with Laura La-
Plante and Edward Horton; “Rolling
Home” is Reginald Denny’s next vehicle
which William Seiter will direct; Lynn
Reynolds will direct Hoot Gibson in

“Chip of Flying U”; King Baggot will

produce Gertrude Atherton’s novel,

“Perch of the Devil,” and Herbert
Blache will soon commence “Charms of

the Armchair Club.” It is expected by
January first five other companies will be
working at Universal City.

M-G-M Studios Active

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios

presented a scene of activity upon the

arrival of Marcus Loew for his annual
business visit. “The Barrier” is gradu-
ally rounding into shape under the deft

direction of George Hill. “The Light
Eternal,” with an all-star cast under the

direction of Benj. Christiansen, will be
completed before Christmas; “Dance
Madness,” a Robert Leonard production,

and “The Mocking Bird,” a Tod Brown-
ing picture, are about finished. The Mar-

ion Davies unit is busily engaged filming

“Beverly of Graustark.” The cast has
been selected for “The Auction Block,”
which includes Charles Ray, Eleanor
Boardman and Sally O’Neil. Jack Con-
way will direct “Brown of Harvard,” an-
other big special for Metro-Goldwyn,
and Monta Bell will make “The Torrent”
also a special.

Other important productions an-
nounced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu-

dios are “Money Talks,” by Rupert
Hughes, “Monte Carlo,” an original

story by Carey Wilson, and “Flames,” a
Kate Corbaley story, now being adapted
by A1 Cohn.

Fox Making Farces

At the Fox studios work is progres-
sing on the first of a series of Charles
Hoyt’s farces, “A Trip to Chinatown,”
being directed by Robert Kerr. Rowland
V. Lee is making “Day Break,” with an
all star cast. Tom Mix’s next picture
will be “My Own Pal,” with Olive Bor-
den and little Virginia Marshall appear-
ing opposite him. “The Johnstown
Flood” will go into production soon
under the direction of Irving Cummings.
George O’Brien plays the leading role.

Buck Jones has just finished “The Gentle
Cyclone” under W. S. Van Dyke’s direc-

tion, and it is expected to be another
hit as great as “Lazybones.”
Victor Schertzinger has returned from

Arizona where he made scenes for “The
Golden Strain” and Frank Borzage has
just completed “The First Year.” A
Christmas release will be “The Ancient
Mariner,” from a scenario prepared by
Eve Unsell.

George Marshall, who has charge of
the short features, will shortly launch a

new offensive for Fox with Lex Neal
directing “A Flaming Affair.” Lou Sei-

ler is directing Imperial comedies and A1
Ray is making another O. Henry picture
at the Fox studios, called “Elsie in New
York.” Andrew Bennison and Max Gold
are co-directing “Officer of the Day.”

Three F. N. Units Working
First National has three units working

at United Studios, while others are pre-
paring. A1 Green is directing Colleen
Moore in “Irene” with a large cast and
many beautiful sets ; Sylvano Balboni is

in the midst of “The Far Cry” and Lam-
bert Hillyer has started work on “The
Second Chance,” starring Anna Q. Nils-

son. Huntley Gordon has been borrowed
(Continued on page 120)
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|IA Theatr e-Studio
^ Service Whereby Ex-

hibitors Tell Studio Peo-

ple “What the Public

What Showmen Want
Wants” According to the
Box Office. In Motion Pictures

Too Much New York and

Hollywood in Films

,

Holmberg Opinion
What the small town wants and needs is

good, clean Westerns like Fred Thomsons,
“North of ’36.” “The Thundering Herd,”

“The Pony Express.”

Good heart interest pictures like Emory
Johnsons, problem plays that are good, but

for Pete’s sake get away from New York
and Hollywood for one picture, at least.

You would think that the small town never

had problems in their homes.
Scriptural stories with a modern parallel

are mighty good for missionary work, and

this ol’ world needs that from the theatre

as well as the church. From my own ob-

servance I would say that the general trend

is toward better pictures.

—

Elmer F.

Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.

Simons’ Patrons Tell

Him Pictures Are

Growing Cleaner
My patrons tell me they are noticing very

particularly that pictures are getting

cleaner, seemingly much cleaner, even the

two reel comedies are becoming void of

suggestiveness.

My hardest boiled fans, who do not ad-

here so much to morality and are not of-

fended at the shady sots in a production,

believe in clean pictures owing to the fact

that every type of people must be suited

and. to some extent catered to, which means
success.

For the most part, Westerns seem to

lead, but Westerns of a high order, with

good plot, and an all star cast.—C. A.

Simons, Simons theatre, Las Animas, Colo.

Pictures That Create

Interest in Screen

Necessary, Bills

I want pictures that will please my pa-

trons. What I mean by this is pictures

that entertain and at the same time create

an interest in motion picture entertainment

that leaves a desire to come back again

and again.

I am in a small town and draw from
a country constituent and they are very

frank in telling me that they are not in-

terested in society stuff, nor are they in-

terested in booze parties, wild parties, wild

women and jazz or any of that sort of stuff.

A little high-life put in in the right sort

of a way is not objectionable at all and
adds spice to the picture, but the way some
producers fill a picture up with drunken
orgies and debaucheries and put it up to

the whole picture public is enough to make
any one with just a little decency disgusted

with the whole works.
The picture fan is fast becoming edu-

cated to the good and the bad pictures,

that is good stories and poor ones. Nine
out of ten adult patrons have read most
of the popular books and their mind is

made up whether they want to see a pic-

ture, long before you show it. They are
making the bad ones conspicuous by

their non attendence when an objection-

able one is shown.
They want stories that are real stories,

that are full of interest from start to

finish. No matter whether they are a

drama, melo-drama. Western or comedy-
drama, they must have a continuous run of

action from start to finish without a sec-

ond’s let up and above everything else, five

or six reel pictures must not be padded up
to eight or nine reels—and labeled spec-

ials—or super specials—and incidently

passed on to the exhibitor— over sold

and again passed on to the public to be
oversold again. That may be business

on the part of the distributoi, but they
are only killing the goose that layed the

golden eggs.
Every picture must have, regardless of

the type, action, drama, romance, comedy,
thrills, suspense and pleasing photography,

less padding, must be well directed and well

acted by people that know how. They must
be clean and well titled. Good titles are

half of the battle at the box office.

What does “The Coast of Folly” or “The
Price of Pleasure” or “The Painted Lady”
mean to the average theatre goer—in the

small towns it means just this-—they pass

up the show if there is any possible excuse

to spend the evening somewhere else. Some
of the producers are making about 50 per

cent of their products of the better class—
the other fifty are machine made with most
terrible stories and direction possible—and
they are selling them on the block plan

—

take all or none—The exhibitor pays the

price at the box office in the receipts that

he don’t get. How much longer can the

business hold it’s own at this rate? A re-

action will follow if something isn’t done

to better pictures as a whole.—C. H. Bills,

Opera House, Lenora, Kansas.

Seven Reels Absolute

Limit; F. B. O. His

Model Concern
My opinion on the length of pictures

is secured from the general comments of

my patrons, and is to this effect that
—“We

do not want anything above seven reels”

As to treatment of the exhibitor, if they

would watch and copy F. B. O., they would
do something that would help themselves.

F. B. O. is the best big producer selling

pictures today.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre,

Schoharie, N. Y.

‘7/i Cycle of Action

Pictures Now,”
Says Moore
While I find that the exchanges in the

main treat me fairly, I am unable to buy
more of the kind of pictures that I want
without accepting a lot of unfit pictures

which would not be box office bets for me.
My public wants action in a picture and,

hence, Westerns are always sure to bring
me a profit. Also good high class comedies,
such as the Lloyds, MacLeans and

“Charley’s Aunt” type, are good bets.
High class features are not wanted here
and seldom net me a decent profit for
running them.

I wish that the producers would put out
more advertising matter showing the action
appearing in the pictures. A good flashy
lobby invariably gets me very satisfactory
business. We are in a cycle of action pic-

tures now and hence I am running two-
thirds of my program with Westerns and
getting fine results.—L. R. Moore, Roma
theatre, Columbus Grove, O.

What Public Wants Is

What Counts, Says

C. C. Johnson
What do we want in motion pictures?'

You mean, what kind of pictures do our
patrons want? People want pictures with
action and comedy. Give them a fast ac-
tion picture, the hero a MAN, a partner
(or side-kick) who is a real pal and who
is willing to go through Hades with the
hero and who, incidentally, furnishes some
comedy—a heroine who doesn’t pull her
hair when the hero is getting the worst of
it, but who instead, jumps into the fracas
and makes said villyuns hair fly—thrilling
rescues.

Keep clear of lady killer trying to steal

some other fellow’s wife. Slow moving
sexy society stuff must be done away with.
Thrilling outdoor productions with lots of
motion and little posing. That’s all—C. C.
Johnson, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.

Ground Broken for

$75,000 Structure

for Ries Brothers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 15.—Work has
started on a $75,000 building in which will
be housed the business of Ries Brothers,
photographers to the motion picture studios.
Five years ago Park J., Paul, Irving and
Ray Ries were all cameramen about the
various studios. They decided to combine
their abilities and finances and the result
is what is called one of the most adequate
photograph laboratories in Hollywood.
A few weeks ago, in the presence of

several hundred business men and friends
as well as a bevy of screen beauties, in-

cluding Ethel Shannon, Joan Meredith,
Peggy Montgomery, Ena Gregory and Ynez
Seabury, ground was broken on their new
$75,000 office and store building, at Western
and Virginia avenues. The building, in

addition to housing all the Ries Brothers
photographic equipment, will have eight
stores and 22 offices, the latter to be es-

pecially equipped to attract motion picture
production companies. A complete film

laboratory, a cameraman’s repair depart-
ment free to cameramen, a camera rental

bureau and many other innovations to the
benefit of cameramen and producers in-

terested in reproduction of photography,
will be a part of the Ries construction.
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Studio Gossip—East and West
NEW YORK, December 15.

—

Tommy Meighan has a
new director in the person of Lewis Milestone, who was

borrowed from
Warner Brothers by
Paramount. Tommy
and his troupe are

now in that widely
exploited strip of

land known as Florida making exteriors for the star's

new attraction, “The New Klondike.” The purpose of

the trip was production, not real estate.

*

George Folsey, who photographed “Too Much Money”
for Earl Hudson’s First National units in New York,

has been sent to Birmingham, Alabama, to help out on

the big steel special, “Men of Steel,” which is on location

there. Roy Carpenter is head cameraman for that unit.

*

Allene Ray, Patheserial star of “The Green Archer”

and many other chapterplays under the rooster banner,

left New York this week for Hollywood, California, for

a vacation following her strenuous work as the heroine

of the screen adaptation of Edgar Wallace’s novel. Miss

Ray is expected to return to New York about New Year’s

to resume her work before the camera in a new Pathe-

serial. *

Edna Murphy, fresh from her success in “Clothes

Make the Pirate” is playing an important role in support

of Eileen Percy in Major Maurice Campbell’s pro-

duction of “Self Defense,” a Golden Arrow unit.

*

Whitman Bennett is beginning preparations to

picture “The Cleaner Flame”, a Clara Beranger, Forest
Halsey story. This production will be made in Bennett’s

Glendale Studio, and will be the sixteenth of the twenty-

four Golden Arrow first run features for 1925-26.

*

During the final week of shooting Julia Hurley,
Thomas Holding, Edwin August and Louise Beaudet
were added to the cast of “The Reckless Lady.” The
roles played by this notable quartette are small but im-

portant and the obtaining of such big names for small

parts is the actual working out of the Kane theory
;
the

best even for the smallest parts.

The chief electrician at the Cosmopolitan studio has a

skeleton in his closet which he is guarding carefully.

“Griff” they call him and it’s “Hey Griff!” and “Lights

Griff !” all day long. Griff is always on the job and most
always smiling. But there are moments when, believing

himself unobserved, Griff’s smile fades. You can catch

him watching the actors going through their paces and
cogitating considerably. You see Griff was once a leading

man on the screen. That’s the skeleton.
*

Richard Dix, mustachio and all, is lending a hand in

the cutting of his forthcoming production, “Woman-
handled,” at Paramount’s Astoria, Long Island, studio.

In addition, he is giving consideration to a new story on
which production will begin shortly.

*

A heavy cold, contracted by Sada Cowan, precipitated

a nervous breakdown last week. She was confined to

her home several days and later to a New York hospital.

Her physician states that by the times these lines appear
she will be about again.

*

Richard Dix and Percy Marmont have formed the

Mustachio Club, both having returned from location.

HOLLYWOOD, December 15.—Walter Hiers, the
Christie comedian who suffered injury to his hand recently
and was forced to

take a seven weeks
vacation, is back at

work once more on
his newest Educa-
tional short feature.

* *

“Combat,” the Universal feature starring House Peters,
will have but one woman in the cast, Wanda Hawley.
Not even an extra girl is used by Lynn Reynolds, the
director. It is a tale of the lumber country.

*

Marguerite de la Motte will play the leading feminine
role in the Cecil B. DeMille production of “Red Dice”
to be directed by William K. Howard. Rod LaRoque
has the starring role.

* *

Lucian Andriet, the French cinematographer who pho-
tographed “The Thundering Herd,” “Count of Monte
Cristo, ’ and “A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s
Court,” has been signed by Cecil B. DeMille. He will
film “Red Dice.” '

*

Universal keeps adding to its directors staff. Carl
Laemmle recently put the following under contract: Wil-
liam Seitf.r, Svend Gade, Edward Sloman, King Bag-
got, Harry Pollard, Edward Sedgwick, Herbert
Blache, Edward Laemmle, Lynn Reynolds, Clifford
Smith, Albert Rogell, and Arthur Rosson. These
twelve will make the new “White List” pictures for 1926.

*

And speaking of directors, Lewis Milestone has been
loaned by Warner Bros, to Famous Players-Lasky for one
picture. Milestone will direct Thomas Meighan’s next
picture, “The New Klondike.” He has just finished “The
Cave Man” for Warner Brothers.

*

Mack Swain has the sole comedy role in Paramount’s
picture, “Sea Horses,” which Allan Dwan is directing.
He will portray the role of “Bimbo Bomba” in the Fran-
cis Brett Young Picturization.

*

Betty Compson and her husband, James Cruze, will
witness the premiere of “The Pony Express” in Paris
this week. Miss Compson completed “The Palace of Pleas-
ure” under Emmett Flynn at the Fox Studios and left
immediately for the European trip.

*

There are two Days in the cast of “The Barrier,” the
big Metro-Goldwyn production of Rex Beach’s popular
novel, Marceline and Shannon, but they’re not related
although Shannon Day plays the part of Marceline’s
mother in the picture.

*

And speaking of “The Barrier,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios used about all the paraffine on the West Coast in

making a certain scene for this picture. The bill calls for
thirty tons of the pure white wax and every pound of
it was used in making one scene.

*

Because of her resemblance to Florence Vidor, little

Mary Elizabeth Dow was chosen by Paramount’s cast-

ing director from among 300 children who wanted to work
in Allan Dwan’s picture, “Sea Horses.”

*

Al Green is injecting “business” into the First Na-
tional production of “Irene” that was never thought of
when it was produced upon the legitimate stage.
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{TT A Personal Informa-
JJ tion Service Detailing

the Activities and
Whereabouts of Direc-

tors and Players Cur-

rently Producing.

Where They Are and
What They’re Doing

Studios

West Coast

Addresses of the principal studios, East

and West, are given below for purposes of
cross-reference in locating individuals

named in the “Players” and “Directors”

lists.

BERWILLA STUDIO, 5821 Santa Monica Blvd.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS, 1432 Gower St.

CASWELL STUDIOS, 1107 N. Bronson St.

CENTURY FILM CORP., 6100 Sunset Blvd.

CHARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS, 1416 LaBrea
Ave.

CHRISTIE STUDIO, 6101 Sunset Blvd. .

CECIL DE MILLE STUDIOS. Culver City.

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS, 7250 Santa Monica
Blvd.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP., 1520 Vine
St.

F. B. O. STUDIOS, 780 Gower St.

FINE ARTS STUDIO, 4534 Sunset Blvd.
FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS, 5431 Melrose Ave.
FOX STUDIOS, 1400 N. Western Ave.
GOODWILL PICTURES, INC., 1442 Beechwood

Drive.
GROSSMONT STUDIO, Le Mesa, Calif.

HORSLEY STUDIOS, INC., 1439 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT PICTURES, 6070 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT STUDIO, 1751 Glendale Blvd.
BUSTER KEATON STUDIOS, 1025 Lillian Way.
METROPOLITAN STUDIO, 1040 Las Palmas
Ave.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO, Culver
City.

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIO, 1845 Glendale
Blvd.

PATTON STUDIOS, 6046 Sunset Blvd.
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIO, 7100 Santa
Monica Blvd.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP., 7250 Santa
Monica Blvd.

CHARLES RAY STUDIO, 4376 Sunset Drive.
HAL ROACH STUDIOS, Culver City.
SELIG STUDIOS, 3800 Mission Road.
MACK SENNETT STUDIO, 1712 Glendale Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose Ave.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, Universal City
WALDORF STUDIO. 5360 Melrose Ave.
WARNER BROTHERS STUDIO, 5842 Sunset

Blvd.
WESTWOOD STUDIOS, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

East Coast
BIOGRAPH STUDIO, 807 E. 175th St.

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO, 127th St. and Sec-
ond Ave.

DIAMANT STUDIOS. Fort Lee. N. J.

FOX STUDIO, 55th St. and Tenth Ave.
GLENDALE STUDIO, Glendale, L. I.

JACKSON STUDIO, Bronx, N. Y.
LONG ISLAND STUDIO, Astoria, L. I.

PARAGON STUDIO. Fort Lee. N. J.

PARAMOUNT STUDIO, Astoria, L. I.

TEC-ART STUDIO, 344 W. 44th St.

TILFORD STUDIO, Miami, Fla.
UNIVERSAL STUDIO, Fort Lee, N. J.

VITAGRAPH STUDIO, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WHITMAN BENNETT STUDIO, Yonkers, N. Y.

Directors
Name of directors and titles of pictures

upon which they are working, together with
names of producer or distributor, are given
in this list. For studio location, see “Pic-

tures
t}

list

ADOLPHI, JACK—"Checkered Flag”—Banner
Prod.

APFEL, OSCAR—"Somebody’s Mother”—Paul
Gerson Prod.

ARCHAINBAUD, GEORGE—"Men of Steel”—
First National.

BALBONI, SYLVANO—"Far Cry”—First Nat’l.

BEAUDINE, HAROLD—Jimmie Adams Comedy

—

Christie.
BENNETT, WHITMAN—“The Cleaner Flame”—
Arrow.

BRENON, HERBERT—"Dancing Mothers”—
Paramount.

BROWN, CLARENCE—-"Kiki”—First National.
BROWN, H. J.—"One Punch O’Day”—H. J.

Brown.
BROWNING, TOD—“Mocking Bird”—M. G. M.
BRUNTON, W. H.—“Super Comedy"—W. H.
Brunton.

CAMPBELL, MAURICE—“Self Defense”—Ar-
row.

CHRISTIANSEN, BENJAMIN—"Light Eternal”—
M. G. M.

CLINE, EDDIE—Comedy—Sennett.
CROSLAND, ALAN—“Don Juan”—Warner.
CUMMINGS, IRVING—"Johnstown Flood”—Fox.
DARLING, SCOTT—Sweet Sixteen Comedy—Uni-

versal.
DEMILLE, CECIL B.—“Volga Boatman”—De-

Mille.
DILLON, EDW.—"Danger Girl”—Metropolitan.
DIXON, DENVER—"Paradise Trails”—Art Mix

Prod.
DWAN, ALLAN—“Sea Horses”—Paramount.
EDWARDS, HARRY G.—Comedy—Harry Lang-

don.
FLOOD, JAMES—“Why Girls Go Back Home”—
Warner.

FLYNN EMMETT—"Price of Pleasure”—Fox.
FORD, FRANCIS—“The Power God”—Ben Wil-

son.
FRANKLIN, SIDNEY—"Beverly of Graustark”

—

M. G. M.
FRANZ, JOE—“Hidden Cabin”—Marion Prod.
GADE, SVEND—“Wives for Rent”—Universal.
GOLD, MAX—“Officer of the Day”—Fox.
GOLDBECK, WILLIS—"Ace of Cads”—Para-
mount.

GOODRICH, WM.—Comedy—Lupino Lane Prod.
GRANT, JOHN—"Plum Center Comedies”

—

Briant S. Young.
GREEN, AL—“Irene”—First National.
HALPERIN, VICTOR HUGO—"In Borrowed
Plumes”—Arrow.

HAWKS, HOWARD—“Chariot of the Gods”—

-

Fox.
HENABERY, JOE—“Play Safe”—Monty Banks

Prod.
HENLEY, HOBART—“Auction Block”.—M. G. M.
HIGGIN, HOWARD—"The Reckless Lady”—First

National.
HILL, GEO.—"Barrier”—M. G. M.
HOGAN, J. P.—“King of Turf”—F. B. O.
HORNE, JIMMY—Clyde Cook Comedy—Hal

Roach.

HOYT, HARRY O—“Do Clothes Make The
Woman?”—F. B. O.

HUTCHISON, CHAS.—“Counterfeit Countess”

—

Edith Thornton Prod.

INGRAM, LLOYD—"Nut Cracker”—S. S. Hutch-
inson.

JACKMAN, FRED—“Devil Horse”—Hal Roach.
KENTON, ERLE C.

—“Broken Hearts of Holly-
wood”—Warner.

KERR, ROBERT—“Trip to Chinatown”—Fox.
KIRKLAND, DAVID—“The Laugh Guy”—Fred
Thomson.

KING, HENRY—“Potash and Perlmutter”

—

Samuel Goldwyn.
LEE, ROWLAND V.—“Daybreak”—Fox.
LEONARD, ROBERT—“Mile. Modiste”—First Na-

tional.
LEONARD, ROBT. Z—"Dance Madness”—M.

G. M.
LEWIS, EDGAR—“Silken Lady”—Arthur Beck

Co.
MALONEY, LEO—“Blind Trail”—Maloford Prod.
McCAREY, LEO—-“Mama, Be Good”—Hal Roach.
McGOWAN, J. P.—“Sbongator”—J. P. McGowan.
MEINS, GUS—Buster Brown Comedies—Century

Comedies.
MELFORD, GEO.—“Rocking Moon”—Geo. Mel-

ford.
MILESTONE , LEWIS—“The New Klondike”—
Paramount.

MILLAIS-JONES—"Up in the Air”—Rex Warmal
Prod.

MINCENTY, G. A.—“Gulliver’s Travels”—G. A.
Mincenty.

MITCHELL, BRUCE—“Double Knockout”—Her-
cules Prod.

NEILAN, MARSHALL—"Wild Oats Lane”—
Marshall Neilan.

NEWMEYER, FRED—“The Lunatic at Large”

—

First National.
NIBLO, FRED—“Ben Hur”—M. G. M.
NIGH, WILL—“Casey of the Coast Guard”—

•

Pathe.
O’CONNOR, FRANK—“Speed Limit”—Renaud
Hoffman.

PARKER, ALBERT—“Black Pirate”—Douglas
Fairbanks.

POLLARD, HARRY—"Poker Faces”—Universal.
HAYMAKER, HERMAN—“Night Cry”—Warner.
ROBERTS. STEVE—Mermaid Comedy—Mermaid
Comedy.

ROGELL, AL—“Desperate Game’’—Universal.
ROSSON, ART—“Tuneful Tornado”—Universal.
SANTELL, AL—“The Dancer of Paris”—First

National.
ST. CLAIR, MAL—"Glorifying the American

Girl”—Paramount.

SIDNEY SCOTT—“Million Dollar Handicap”—

-

Metropolitan.
SMITH, NOEL—“So This is Mexico”—Richard
Talmadge.

SULLIVAN, FRED—“In and Out”—Ray Art
Prod.

TAUROG, NORMAN—Comedy—Lloyd Hamilton
Prod.

TAYLOR, SAM—Comedy—Harold Lloyd.
TOURNEUR, MAURICE—“Aloma of the South

Seas”—Paramount.
TUTTLE, FRANK—"Untamed”—Paramount.
UNDERWOOD—“Luhuan”—Valeska Prod.
VAN DYKE, W. S.

—“Gentle Cyclone”—Fox.
WALSH, RAOUL—“Golden Journey”—Para-
mount.

WATSON, WM.—Christie Comedy—Christie.
WEST, ROLAND—“The Bat”—United Artists.
WHITE, JULES—Comedy—Cameo Prod.
WITHEY, CHET—“Bright Light”—F. B. O.
WOOD, SAM—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
WORNE, DUKE—“Help! Police!”—Duke Worne

Prod.

Players
Names of players and titles of pictures

in which they are working are given in
this list. For studio location

, see “Pic-
tures” list.

ANDREWS, ROBERT—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

ARTHUR, GEO. K.—“Beverly of Graustark.”
ASHER, MAX—“Paradise Trails.”
ASTOR, MARY—“Don Juan.”
AUGUST, EDWIN—“The Reckless Lady”—Para-
mount.

BANKS, MONTY—“Play Safe.”
BARRYMORE, JOHN—“Don Juan.”
BARRYMORE, LIONEL—“Barrier.”
BARTHELMESS, RICHARD—“Just Suppose”—

*

Inspiration.
BAXTER, WARNER—“Aloma of the South Seas”—Paramount.
BEAUDET, LOUISE—“The Reckless Lady”

—

Paramount.
BEERY, WALLACE—“Behind the Front.”
BENNETT, BELLE—“The Reckless Lady”—First
National.

BLACKTON, GREG—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

BLUE, MONTE—“Other Women’s Husbands.”
BOARDMAN, ELEANOR—“Auction Block.”
BOW, CLARA—“Dancing Mothers”—Paramount.
BOWERS, JOHN—“Danger Girl.”
BOYD, WILLIAM—“Volga Boatman.”
BRADBURY, JAMES, SR.—Glorious Youth”

—

Paramount.
BRENT, EVELYN—“Bright Lights.”
BROKAW, CHARLES—“Glorious Youth”—Para-

mount.
BROOK, CLIVE—“Do Clothes Make The
Woman ?”—F. B. O.

BUCHANAN, CLAUD— “Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

BURDETTE, JACK—“In Borrowed Plumes”

—

Arrow.
BURKE, JOSEPH—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

CARILLO, MARIO—“Dance Madness.”
CARR, MARY—-“Somebody’s Mother.”
CARTER, LOUISE—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Ar-

row.
CHANEY, LON—“Mocking Bird.”
CHASE, CHARLIE—“Mama, Be Good.”
COAD, JOYCE—“Light Eternal.”
CODY, LEW—“Mocking Bird.”
COLLIER, WILLIE, JR.—“Golden Journey.”
COLMAN, RONALD—“Kiki.”
COOK, WARREN—“The Lunatic at Large”

—

First National.
CORTEZ, RICARDO—“Torrent.”
CROWELL, JOSEPHINE—“Mama, Be Good.”
CUMMING, DOROTHY—“Dancing Mothers”

—

Paramount.
D’ALGY, HELENA—“Golden Journey.”
DALY, ARNOLD—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Ar-

row.
D’ARCY, ROY—“Beverly of Graustark.”
DAVIES, MARION—“Beverly of Graustark.”
DAW, MARJORY—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Ar-

row.
DAY, MARCELINE—“Barrier.”
DEAN, PRISCILLA—“Danger Girl.”
DONALDSON, ARTHUR—“Wives at Auction.”
DOW, MARY ELIZABETH—“Sea Horses.”
DROSTE, SEBASTIAN—“In Borrowed Plumes”

—

Arrow.
DUNN, JOSEPHINE—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

DUVAL, PAULETTE—“Beverly of Graustark.”
EARLE, EDWARD—“Irene.”

(Continued on Page 114)
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Alice Joyce
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Reason’s #nTtmp

Harry

O.

Hoyt

03 <^s *^3 Director of

“THE LOST WORLD”
(One of best ten this year.)

“WHEN LOVE GROWS GOLD”
(With Natacha Rambova.)

509 Rodeo Drive
Beverly Hills

California
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To the entire motion picture industry, Harold Lloyd extends a most cordial

wish for a

jWcrrp Christmas anti a fjappp prosperous iSeto J9ear

m
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Natacha Rambova
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Greetings of tfje Reason

Cordially,

Richard Dix

“The Lucky Devil” “The Vanishing American”

“Womanhandled”
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Hope Hampton, one of the screen’s most charming personalities, has

always been held in the highest esteem both for her artistry and per-

sonal charm. “The Marionettes,” her latest production, is done in

natural color.
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33
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l^uletitie

(greetings!

to my

€xfntutor

Jfrienbs!

Colleen Jloore

&
&
$
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Vera Steadman
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More than a billion people

have paid to see the films

made by D. W. Griffith.

“Griffith is a genuine master,”

says the London Sphere.

“His genius makes this man a

wizard of humanities”

—

London Daily Express.
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gulettbe

Greetings!

William Russell

Coming

“The Still Alarm”

Pest W\$\)eS

of tfje Reason

Helen Ferguson

Coming

Casey of the Coast Guards
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Now in Preparation

:

THOMAS
MEIGHAN

in

“The New Klondike”

A Florida Comedy-Drama by

Ring Lardner

Released in March

Recent THOMAS
MEIGHAN Paramount

productions

“OLD HOME WEEK”
By George Ade

“THE MAN WHO FOUND
HIMSELF”

By Booth Tarkington

“IRISH LUCK”

Cxtenbg I^oltbap Greetings anb

liest Mtsfjes; for a ^erp

^Prosperous! Jleto Bear
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®f)e Reason’s (greetings

from

BLANCHE SWEET
and

MARSHALL NEILAN

— 25 - 26 —

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIOS,
1845 Glendale Blvd.,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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CLARENCE BROWN

now directing

NORMA TALMADGE

in

DAVID BELASCO’S

“KIKI”

for

Joseph M. Schenck

ASK:-
RAYMOND L. SCHROCK, JOSEPH SCHENCK PRODUCTIONS
SVEND CADE, DIRECTOR WITH UNIVERSAL
CHARLES BRABIN, DIRECTOR WITH SOL LESSER
LEWIS H. MOOMAW, PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
JAMES O. SPEARING, AUTHOR-DIRECTOR WITH UNIVERSAL
WALTER ANTHONY, UNIVERSAL’S CHIEF TITLE WRITER

WHAT THEY THINK OF THEIR
PUBLICITY REPRESENTATIVE—

???????
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Harrison Ford

Paramount Pictures
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Christmas

(greetings;

MADGE
BELLAMY

(William Fox Productions)

AIN’T WE GREAT!
The United Studios is the best organized and the best managed Motion Pic-

ture Studio in the world, and the following Producers and Artists prove it by
producing their pictures there!

PRODUCERS and ARTISTS:
Edwin Garewe
First National Productions
Samuel Goldwyn
Gorinne Griffith

Harry Langdon
Sol Lesser
M. G. Levee
Frank Lloyd

June Mathis
J. E. McCormick
Colleen Moore
Sam Rork
Joseph M. Schenck
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Rudolph Valentino

UNITED STUDIOS INC.
5341 Melrose Avenue Hollywood, California

M. C. LEVEE, President
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4*

Betty Blythe

RETURNING TO AMERICA AFTER
SUCCESSFUL CONTINENTAL

PRODUCTIONS

"Chu Chin Chow”
“Southern Love”

SIR RIDER HAGGARD’S

“She”

AND THE GREATEST FRENCH PRO-
DUCTION OF RECENT YEARS

PIERRE BENOIT’S

“Jacob’s Well”
Also

MAGNIFICENT STAGE SUCCESS

London Coliseum

Theatre

ADDRESS:

ATHLETIC CLUB
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

January, 1926
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ALFRED A. COHN
Originals, Scenarios, Titles, Supervision

Now at work on

“FRISCO SAL”
Original Story and Scenario

for Metro-Golchvyn-Mayer

HOLLYWOOD 3222

and

“FLAMES”
Scenario for

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer

ALFRED A. COHN
Wrote the Scenario and Titles for

“HIS PEOPLE”
Universal’s Sensational Success.

“ONLY THE BRAVE”
For Lewis H. Moomaw’s Associated Exhibitors

Special.

Original Story, Scenario and Titles.

“FRIENDLY ENEMIES”
For Producers Distributing Corporation.

Adaptation, Scenario and Titles.

“THE COHENS and the

KELLYS”
“TWO BLOCKS AWAY”

For Universal-Pollard Special.

Adaptation and Scenario.

“PRIVATE AFFAIRS”
For Renaud Hoffman-Producers Dist. Corp.

Adaptation, Scenario, Titles.

Free Lancing—Editorial Supervision
'

5617 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD HEMPSTEAD 7264

0ur Greetings

One of the Happiest Duties
of Yuletide is to Give Ex-
pression to the Good Wishes
We Have for You Always.

Centurp $lap Co.
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Niles Welch
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Recent Releases:

“Dangerous Money”
Famous Players-Lasky

“Argentine Love”

Famous Players-Lasky

“One Way Street”

First National

MARGO GONZALEZ
K
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SAM E. RORK
First National Pictures

“CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE” with Leon Errol and
Dorothy Gish, a record breaking comedy hit.

Now in preparation, the story that has had eight million circula-

tion, “The Desert Healer,” by E. M. Hull. A Marion Fairfax produc-
tion with Lewis S. Stone.
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We Wish You Bountiful
Happiness for the Many Years to Come

MAY MeAVOY
JEAN HERSHOLT
ROBERT AGNEW
“HOOT” GIBSON
VIRGINIA BROWN FAIRE

Gladstone 6237

DAVE A. EPSTEIN
Publicity de Luxe

6404 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal.

Cfinstmns

(greeting#

to my friends

The Exhibitors

EDNA MARIAN
WITH CENTURY COMEDIES

1926 WAMPAS STAR
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C. C. Burr presents

JOHNNY HINES in

“The Live Wire” “Rainbow Riley”

“The Brown Derby”

Johnny Hines is First National’s Comedy King!
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BILL HART
WISHES ALL
THE FOLKS

Mtvvp Christmas
AND A

2|appi> Jgeto Hear

CURRENT PICTURE

“TUMBLEWEEDS”
Coming

“A Lighter of Flames”

WILLIAM S. HART
PRODUCTIONS

Released by

UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION

Spencer Bennet
Director

Pathe Serials

“The Green Archer”

- 1925 -

“Play Ball”

g
Jlterrp Christmas

anti

I|appp Jleto Hear

Ho mi
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Released Through

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHAN

“A MISFIT SAILOR”
“A GOOFY GOB”
“A SALTY SAP”

Directed by

WILLIAM WATSON

Christie Film Company
PRESENTS

BILLY DOOLEY

THE NEWEST COMEDY FIND

Lila Lee is starred in “Broken Hearts"
from which the above scene was
taken. It is being made by Jaffe Art
Film Corporation.

Where They Are and
What They’re Doing

( Continued from page 88)

EDESON, ROBERT—“Volga Boatman.”
ELLIOTT, LILLIAN—“Potash and Perlmutter.”
ERROL, LEON—“The Lunatic at Large”—First

National.
FAIR, ELINOR—“Volga Boatman.”
FAYE, JULIA—“Volga Boatman.”
FERGUSON, HELEN—“Casey of the Coast
Guard”—Pathe. 9

FITZGERALD, CISSY—“Danger Girl.”
GARBO, GRETA—“Torrent.”
GLASS, GASTON—“Wives at Auction.”
GODOWSKY, DAGMAR—“In Borrowed Plumes”
—Arrow.

GORDON, HUNTLY—“Other Women’s Hus-
bands.”

GOSS, WALTER—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
GOUDAL, JETTA—“Volga Boatman.”
GOUGH, JOHNNIE—“Do Clothes Make The
Woman?”—F. B. O.

GRAY, GILDA—“Aloma of the South Seas”

—

Paramount.
GRAY, IRIS—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
GRAY, LAWRENCE—“Untamed”—Paramount.
GRIFFITH, CORINNE—“Mile. Modiste”—First

National.
HAMMERSTEIN, ELAINE—“Checkered Flag.”
HARDY, SAM—“Do Clothes Make The Woman?”

F. B. O.
HARRIS, IVY—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
HARRIS, MARCIA—“The Reckless Lady”—First

National.
HARTLEY, IRVING—“Glorious Youth” Para-
mount.

HERSHOLT, JEAN—“Square Head.”
HINES, JOHNNY—“Rainbow Riley”—First Na-

tional.

HOLDING, THOMAS—“The Reckless Lady”—
Paramount.

HOLMES, HELEN—“Last Express.”
HOLMES, STUART—“Mama, Be Good.”
HOLT, JACK—“Sea Horses.”
HOLT, RICHARD—“Help! Police!”
HOPPER, HEDDA—“Dance Madness.”
HORTON, EDW. EVERETT—“Poker Faces.”
HOWES, REED—-“Bring Home the Bacon.”
HOXIE, JACK—“Tuneful Tornado.”
HUGHES, LLOYD—“Irene.”
HUMBERT, GEORGE—“In Borrowed Plumes”

—

Arrow.
HURLEY, JULIA—“The Reckless Lady”—Para-
mount.

JARVIS, JEAN—“Casey of the Coast Guard”

—

Pathe.
JOHNSTON, JULANNE—“Aloma of the South

Seas”—Paramount.
JOYCE, ALICE—“Dancing Mothers”—Para-
mount.

K MNS, MAURICE—“Torrent.”
KEITH, DONALD—“Dancing Mothers”—Para-
mount.

KEITH, ISABEL—“Help Police!”
KELLY, PEGGY—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Ar-

row.
KENVIN, THELDA—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

KIRKWOOD, LOWELL—“The Reckless Lady”—
First National.

LAWSON, ELSIE—“Dancing Mothers”—Para-
mount.

LEASE, REX—“Somebody’s Mother.”
LEE, DOROTHY—“Paradise Trails.”
LEE, LILA—“The New Klondike”—Paramount.
LEWIS, RALPH—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN—“Torrent.”
LOUIS, WILLARD—“Don Juan:”
LUCAS, WILFRED—“Self Defense”—Arrow.
LUDEN, JACK—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount
LYNN, JILL—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Arrow.
LYON, BEN—“The Reckless Lady”—First Na-

tional.
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The Record for 1925 of

WILLIAM K. HOWARD
(Under Contract to Cecil B. De Mille)

The Border Legion

Code of the West

Light of Western Stars

Thundering Herd

Volcano

Now “Red Dice” for Mr* De Mille
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“A Gutten Yuntiff”
To Everybody in the Picture Business

GEORGE SIDNEY
as Abe Potash in

“PARTNERS AGAIN”
SAM GOLDWYN PRODUCTION Directed by Henry King

GUS MEINS
Formerly with Mack Sennett

HAS JUST

COMPLETED
DIRECTING

A SERIES

OF

BUSTER

BROWN
COMEDIES

FOR
CENTURY
FILMS

ALICE DAY and her director, Eddie
Cline, in “Love and Kisses,” her first

featuring comedy for Mack Sennett.

MACK, CHARLES EMMETT—“Light Eternal.”
MACKAILL, DOROTHY—"The Lunatic at Large”—First National.
MALONEY, LEO—“Blind Trail.”
MARBE, GILBERT—“Dancing Mothers”—Para-

mount.
MARGE, FAY—“Dancing Mothers”—Paramount.
MARMONT, PERCY—“Aloma of the South Seas”
—Paramount.

MARSHALL, TULLY—“Torrent.”
MARTIN, KATHLENE—“Do Clothes Make The
Woman ?”—F. B. O.

MARTINELLI, EDWARD—“Somebody’s Mother.”
McAVOY, MAY—“Chariot of Gods.”
McDOWELL, CLAIRE—“Light Eternal."
McGUIRE, KATHRYN—“Somebody’s Mother.”
MEIGHAN, THOMAS—“The New Klondike”—
Paramount.

MELFORD, MARIE BETH—“Help Police!”
MILJAN, JOHN—“Light Eternal.”
MOORE, COLLEEN—“Irene.”
MORAN, LOIS—"The Reckless Lady”—First Na-

tional.
MORAN, POLLY—“Mocking Bird.”
MORENO, ANTONIO—“Beverly of Graustark.”
MORGAN, JEANNE—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

MULHALL, JACK—“Casey of the Coast Guard”
—Pathe.

MURPHY, EDNA—“Self Defense”—Arrow.
MURRAY, CHARLIE—“The Reckless Lady”—

First National.
MEYERS, CARMEL—“Light Eternal.”
NAGEL, CONRAD—“Dance Madness.”
NISSEN, GRETA—“Golden Journey.”
NOURSE, DOROTHY—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

NOVARRO, RAMON—“Ben Hur.”
OAKMAN, WHEELER—“In Borrowed Plumes”—

Arrow.
OLAND, WARNER—“Don Juan.”
OLMSTED, GERTRUDE—“Torrent.”
PALMA, MONA—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
PERCY, EILEEN—“Self Defense”—Arrow.
POWELL, WILLIAM—“Aloma of the South

Seas”—Paramount.
POWELL. WM. B.—“Sea Horses.”
PREVOST, MARIE—“Other Women's Husbands.”
RANDOLF, ANDERS—“Johnstown Flood.”
RAY, CHARLES—“Auction Block.”
REYNOLDS, VERA—“Million Dollar Handicap.”
RICHMOND, WARNER—“Wives at Auction.”
ROBERTS, BOB—“Paradise Trail.”
ROCHE, JOHN—“Don Juan.”
ROGERS, CHARLES—“Glorious Youth”—Para-
mount.

ST. POLIS, JOHN—“Far Cry.”
SEDGWICK, IRENE—“Luhuan.”
SHAFFER, MARIE—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Ar-

row.
SHAGER, MARIE—“Wives at Auction.”
SHEARER, NORMA—“Light Eternal.”
SHERRY, J. BARNEY—“Casey of the Coast
Guard”—Pathe.

SIDNEY, GEORGE—“Potash and Perlmutter.”
SIEGMANN, GEO “Poker Faces.”
SWANSON, GLORIA—“Untamed”—Paramount.
TALMADGE, NORMA— 1“Kiki.”
TALMADGE, RICHARD—“So This is Mexico.”
TAYLOR, ESTELLE—“Don Juan.”
TEARLE, CONWAY—"Dancing Mothers”—Para-
mount.

THOMSON, FRED—“Laugh Guy.”
THORNE, JACK—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Ar-

row.
THORNTON, EDITH—“Counterfeit Countess.”
TODD, THELMA—“Glorious Youth”—Paramount.
TORRENCE, ERNEST—“Golden Journey.”
TREVOR, NORMAN—“Dancing Mothers”

—

Paramount.
VALENTINO, MRS. RUDOLPH—“Do Clothes
Make The Woman ?”—F. B. O.

VALLI, VIRGINIA—“Wives For Rent.”
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Francis X. Bushman
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MARTHA MATTOX

lento i^eagon's: Greetings!

:4/7/ Show You the Town

JAY SPENCER

<§reetmgg

at

«
at

at

at

a!

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

VARCONI, VICTOR—"Volga Boatman.”
VAUGHN, ALBERTA—“Fighting Hearts.”
VIDOR. FLORENCE—“Sea Horses.”
VON SEYFFERTITZ, GUSTAVE—"Danger Girl.”

WALTHALL, HENRY B.—“Barrier.”
WEEKS, MONTE—“Monte’s Dilemma.”
WELCH, NILES—“In Borrowed Plumes”—Arrow.
WINDSOR, CLAIRE—“Dance Madness.”
WINN, SHELA—“Wives at Auction.”

Pictures
Titles of pictures in work are given in

this list, together with name of studio

where production is being made. See “Stu-
dios” list for address.
“ACE OF CADS”—Paramount.
“ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS”—Paramount.
“AUCTION BLOCK”—M-G-M.
“BAT”—United.
“BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK”—M-G-M.
“BLIND TRAIL”—Melford.
“BLACK PIRATE”—Douglas Fairbanks.
“BRIGHT LIGHTS”—F. B. O.
“BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD”—War-

ner.
“CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD”—Pathe.
“CHARIOT OF THE GODS”—Fox.
“CHECKERED FLAG”—Fine Arts.
“THE CLEANER FLAME”—Arrow.
“COUNTERFEIT COUNTESS”—Fine Arts.
“THE DANCER OF PARIS”—First National.
“DANCING MOTHERS”—Paramount.
“D* YBREAK”—Fox.
“DESPERATE GAME”—Universal.
“DANGER GIRL”—Metropolitan.
“DEVIL HORSE”—Hal Roach.
"DO CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN ?”—F.B.O.
“DON JUAN”—Warner.
“DOUBLE KNOCKOUT”—California.
“FAR CRY”—United.
“FLAMING AFFAIR”—Fox.
“GENTLE CYCLONE”—Fox.
“GLORIOUS YOUTH”—Paramount.
“GOLDEN JOURNEY”—Paramount.
“GULLIVER’S TRAVELS”—United.
“HELP! POLICE!”—California.
“HIDDEN CABIN”—Fine Arts.
“IN BORROWED PLUMES”—Arrow.
“IRENE”—United.
“JOHNSTOWN FLOOD”—Fox.
“JUST SUPPOSE”—Inspiration.
“KIKI”—United.
“LAST EXPRESS”—California.
“LAUGH GUY”—F. B. O.
“LIGHT ETERNAL”—M-G-M.
“LUHUAN”—Fine Arts.
“THE LUNATIC AT LARGE”—First National.
“MAMA. BE GOOD”—Hal Roach.
“MEN OF STEEL”—First National.
“MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP”—M-G-M.
“MLLE. MODISTE”—Metropolitan.
“MOCKING BIRD”—M-G-M.
“NEW KLONDIKE”—Paramount.
“NIGHT CRY”—Warner.
“NUT CRACKER” —F. B. O.
“OFFICER OF THE DAY”—Fox.
“ONE PUNCH O’DAY”—California.
“OTHER WOMEN’S HUSBANDS”—Warner.
“PARADISE TRAILS”—Berwilla Studio.
“POKER FACES”—Universal
“POTASH AND PERLMUTTER”—United.
“POWER GOD”—Ben Wilson.
“PRICE OF PLEASURE”— Fox.
“RAINBOW RILEY”—First National.
“THE RECKLESS LADY”— First National.
“SEA HORSES”—Paramount.
“SECOND CHANCE”- United.
“SELF DEFENSE”—Arrow.
“SHONGATOR”—California.
“SILKEN LADY”—Universal.
“SOMEBODY’S MOTHER”—California.
“SO THIS IS MEXICO”—Universal.
“SPEED LIMIT”—Metropolitan.
“SQUARE HEAD”—Universal.
“SUPER COMEDY”—Brunton.
“TORRENT”—M. G. M.
“TRAIL OF THE TIGER”—Universal.
“TRIP TO CHINATOWN”—Fox.
“TUNEFUL TORNADO”—Universal.
“UNTAMED”—Paramount.
“UP IN THE AIR”—Film Craft.
“VOLGA BOATMAN”—Cecil B. DeMille.
“WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME”—Warner.
“WILD OATS LANE”—Marshall Neilan.

Eastern Studio in

Production Spurt
(Continued from page 85)

hour was at Whitman Bennett’s Glen-
dale Studio, on the set, at work. In
order that no time be lost in securing
the proper clothes for the character
Miss Percy will play, arrangements were
made with one of the big costumers to

have a selection of dresses and other
feminine accessories at the studio from
which this popular star could make her
selection.

Hines Finishing “Riley”

Johnny Hines is on the last two
weeks’ work of production of “Rainbow
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EDDIE CLINE
and

THE PUPPY LOVERS
ALICE RUTH EDDIE DANNY
DAY TAYLOR QUILLEN O’SHEA

The One With the Double Chin Is Eddie

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
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ERLE C. KENTON
Directing

WARNER BROTHERS
CLASSICS

“RED HOT TIRES”

“THE LOVE TOY”
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HUSBANDS”
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Riley” at the Jackson Studios in the
Bronx. Production has been under way
six weeks, and delayed a great deal by
climatic conditions at Delaware Water
Gap. The weather-was so bad, in fact,

that a number of the exteriors have been
built into interiors at considerable ex-
pense.
“Rainbow Riley,” is from Thompson

Buchanan’s “The Cub,” produced on the
stage by William A. Brady, and it was,
incidentally, one of the Douglas Fair-
banks stage successes.

“Rainbow” is the nickname of Steve
Riley, a cub reporter. The action is

principally in the Kentucky mountain
regions where “Rainbow,” a cub reporter
with nerve a-plenty, goes on an assign-
ment of covering the story of a feud.

The girl is played by Brenda Bond of

“The Fool,” and she has the role of

Alice Ripper, school teacher. Maud
Sinclair and Eva Benton, recently in

Belasco productions, and FTarlan Knight,
remembered in “Warrens of Virginia,”

have parts.

Charles Hines is directing “Rainbow
Riley,” and in the cast others are: Brad-
ley Barker, Dan Mason, John Hamilton,
Herbert Standing, Ben Wilson, Lillian

Ardell, Harold Foshey, Ed Roseman,
Jim Colling, George Amy, John Gra-
ham, Walter Tatre, Harry Gosser, A.
Gaston, Walter Cameron, A1 Shannon,
Clayton Smith, Bertha Kellogg, Dorothy
Bond, Joseph Bannon, Harry O’Neill,

Ray Claymore, Tom Poland, Leslie

Hunt, Edgar Mussett, Charles Charbine,
George Williams, Jay Poole and F.

Saunders.
Barthelmess Film Completed

J. Boyce Smith, general manager for

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., announces
that “Just SupDOse” has been completed
at the Tec-Art Studio and Richard
Barthelmess is now in Florida where he
is taking a short rest before starting

work on his next Inspiration produc-
tion. In “Just Suppose,” which is an
adaptation from A. E. Thomas’ success-

ful play of that title, Barthelmess plays

the role of a young prince and Lois
Moran is his leading woman. Others in

the cast include, Geoffrey Kerr, Henry
Wibart, Harry Short, Bijou Fernandes,
and Prince Rokneddine. Inspiration re-

gards this as the greatest picture in

which Barthelmess has appeared.
When Barthelmess returns from Palm

Beach he will immediately start work
on “The Kid From Montana” which
is adapted from the novel “Q” by Kath-
erine Newlin Burt. In this picture

Barthelmess will take the part of a breezy

young cowboy who falls in love with
an aristocratic Eastern girl while she is

summering in Montana on a “dude”
ranch. The adaptation of the story was
made by Mrs. V. E. Powell and C. Gra-
ham Baker, and the scenario is by Don
Bartlett, all members of the Inspiration

scenario department.

Big West Coast Studio

Year is Anticipated
( Concluded, from page 85 )

from Warner Bros, for a role in this

production.
Work has started on “Kiki” under

Clarence Brown’s direction at United
Lot. This will be Norma Talmadge’s
next starring vehicle for First National.
Constance Talmadge has three more to

make for First National but she is

waiting on Director Erick Von Stroheim,
who has a two picture contract with
Paramount.

Warners Working on Four
At Warner Bros. Erie Kenton is direct-

ing “Other Women’s Husbands,” star-
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NOTICE
Only Police Dog appearing on

the screen by name of

LIGHTNING

The Wonder Dog heretofore

known on the screen and ad-

vertised as ‘‘LIGHTNING”
has been changed to “NAPO-
LEON.”

The famous dog heretofore known
by the name of “LIGHTNING'' had

his name changed by his owner, Harry
Marks, to “NAPOLEON," by which
name he will hereafter be known on

the screen and in all advertising and
publicity matter.

“NAPOLEON" is the only dog
that ever made the successful jump
from aeroplane to aeroplane in flight,

a record heralded by all the news-

papers throughout the country.

Harry Marks, the owner of the

famous dog, was guided by the kindly

criticism of both press and public in

making the change of name from
“LIGHTNING" to “NAPOLEON."
“NAPOLEON” is generally con-

ceded to be the most intelligent and
sagacious dog on the screen today.

“NAPOLEON" comes from the

“STRONGHEART" family, and was
bred and trained in California by his

master, Harry Marks, who likewise is

the owner and trainer of other won-
der dogs of the screen.

Harry Marks, the owner of “NA-
POLEON,” has obtained a registration

of the name in the Copyright Office

in Washington, D. C., the use of

which henceforth becomes the exclu-

sive property right of Mr. Marks, the

owner of “NAPOLEON.”

Direct all inquiries concerning
“NAPOLEON” and his screen work to

HARRY MARKS
1258 North Westmoreland

Avenue

Los Angeles, Calif.

or Tel. 595-554

ring Monte Blue and Marie Prevost;
Chuck Reisner is directing Syd Chaplin
in “Nighty Night Nurse”; Herman
Raymaker is putting Rin Tin Tin
through his paces in “The Night Cry,”
and John Barrymore is finishing “Don
Juan.” Another production soon to go
into production is “Broken Hearts of
Hollywood,” which Erie Kenton will

direct.

P. D. C. up to Schedule

The Metropolitan Studios is well
caught up on pictures and, while several
are in process of cutting, there is not
much activity of Producers Distributing
Corp. units at present. “The Million
Dollar Handicap” is being produced
starring Vera Reynolds, and Priscilla

Dean has just finished “The Danger
Girl” under Edward Dillon’s direction.

Corinne Griffith will make her next First

National production on this lot. It is

“Mile. Modiste.” Harold Lloyd is near-
ing the end of his Paramount comedy
under Sam Taylor’s direction and as Sam
says: “It’s the first seven weeks that’s

the hardest.”

F. B. O. Busy

Lefty Flynn, under Harry Garson’s di-

rection, is a policeman again in the F. B.

O. production, “The Kitten and the
King.” Fred Thomson is shooting ex-
teriors for “The Tough Guy,” an F. B.

O. Western, and Chet Withey is direct-
ing Evelyn Brent in “Bright Lights.”
Alberta Vaughn is on Episode Ten of
her “Mazie” series while Emory John-
son has started work on “The. Non-Stop
Flight,” a naval melodrama for F. B. O.

Mary and Doug Finishing

Douglas Fairbanks is on the home
stretch of “The Black Pirate.” Mary
Pickford has completed photographing

3
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DOREEN

TURNER
as

“Mary

Jane”

In the

Buster

Brown

Series
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Have your motion picture

tests made by specialists.

JOSEF RUTTENBERG EDGAR SCOTT SPARGO

This advertisement is aimed directly at those motion pic-

ture producers of the west coast who may not yet know that

there is in New York a perfectly equipped studio which spe-

cializes in making film tests of prospective screen talent. It is

operated on a business basis by specialists and for the past

year has been making tests for Metro, Universal, deMille,

Warners and a number of other big producers who have no

studios in the east. It has everything to do with and is at the

disposal of producers at reasonable cost.

SPARGO STUDIOS
131 West 45th Street New York City

EDGAR SCOTT SPARGO
JOSEF RUTTENBERG

Proprietors
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Reason’s! (ireettngs;

from

BRADLEY KING
Screen Author

Under contract to William Fox

“Scraps” another United Artists produc-
tion.

Comedy Studios Humming
Work is speeding up at the various

comedy lots. Hal Roach has seven com-
panies working, while at the Sennett lot

directors Eddie Cline, Lloyd Bacon and
Del Lord are busily engaged in making
two reelers. Work was temporarily sus-

pended on Billy Dooley’s Christie com-
edy, due to Mr. Dooley’s illness. At the
Educational studios on Santa Monica
boulevard, six companies are going full

speed. These include A1 St. John, Lloyd
Hamilton, Cliff Bowes, and Lige Conley.
Lupino Lane has left for a six months
trip to Europe.

At Century studios Gus Meins is di-

recting the “Buster Brown” comedies;
Francis Corby is directing Edna Marian,
Jess Robbins the Wanda Wiley unit and
Percy Pembroke the King-Darling com-
edy.

Seven at Fine Arts

Fine Arts studio at 4500 Sunset boule-
vard presents a scene of unusual activity
with seven companies working there.
Charles Hutchinson is making “Counter-
feit Countess” with Edith Thornton

;

Richard Thorpe is directing an all star
cast in an untitled picture; Bruce Mitch-
ell is directing Dick Grace in “The Ace”
and several other units are making in-

dependent productions.

Young at California

At the California studios Briant S.
Young is shooting his “Plum Centre”
comedies and Monte Week’s two reelers.

J. P. McGowan is making a railroad
story with Helen Holmes; and Hercules
Productions is finishing “The Double
Knockout” with Frank Merrill.

Two at Ben Wilson Plant

At the Ben Wilson studio on Beach-
wood drive, Ben Wilson is appearing in

“The Power God.” Arthur Beck is mak-
ing “The Silken Lady” under Edgar
Lewis’ direction at Universal.

Great Career Due
Rennet in Serials

Say Film People
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Spencer Bennet

was recently declared by Eastern film

people to be destined for a career of un-

questionable success in the direction of mo-
tion pictures as the result of his success

in making the Patheserial, “The Green
Archer.”
At the age of 20 his prowess had made him

the sculler of the 'Sheepshead Bay rowing club.

A trip to Canada interrupted his sporting activi-

ties. After working for a season in the North-

west he joined an expedition prospecting for gold

in the frozen Arctic. Upon his return to Mon
treal, Bennet was engaged to explore the Hudson
Bay territory for a national railroad commission.

Soon after the completion of this task returned

to New York.
A chance acquaintance led to his entering pic-

tures. In a short time his services were much
in demand both as a stunt performer and actor.

When war came Bennet joined an early con-

tingent and served as a motion picture dispatcher

in France until the armistice. After his return

from France he began am association with Frank
Leon Smith and George B. Seitz in the direction

of Patheserials. He served as associate director

on a number of important productions and was
given complete directorial charge when Seitz left

to make “The Vanishing American” for Para-

mount.

Mike Levee Believes

“Sharp Shooters” Are
Facing Tough Season

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 15.—Mike Levee,

president of United Studios, has given out

an interview of what he looks for during

the coming year with a little more frank-

ness than the subject is approached by
many. Here is what he has to say on the

future of the independent producer

:

“The only independent producer who will

be able to make any progress in the indus-

try that is worth mentioning, is that man
who has had the vision and good judgment
to tie up personalities which are establish-

ing themselves in the eyes of the public.

A great many people in this industry are

called ‘independent producers’ but in real-

ity they are nothing but ‘middle-men’ and
‘sharp-shooters,’ and as a rule these are the

first to suffer in the reorganization of any
business—and if the truth were known, the

business as a whole would be far sounder
and better for every one in it if these ‘so-

called independents’ would quit flooding the

market with the cheap, inferior quality of

pictures.

“On the other hand there are independ-
ent producers who conduct their business

along high class, dignified business lines,

with investments to justify the support of

everybody in the industry, and who have
under contract personalities with definite

box office values—and such producers need
never worry about mergers, closer under-
standings, working agreements, or anything
else of that character. In my opinion it is

business suicide for the independent pro-

ducers to attempt to compete with the big-

ger companies, ‘all star pictures.’

“The bigger companies have the best box
office supporting cast tied up on long term
contracts, so that even with money and a

good story it is almost impossible to prop-
erly cast a picture without borrowing from
them, and most of the time you can only
borrow the ‘butter and egg’ talent—but

when they will loan you a personality, it is

on a basis of giving you a ‘row boat for

a battleship’—so ‘Remember the Maine’
!”

Large Film Building
Planned for Detroit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 15.—A new film

building is to be built here on Cass avenue
near the Fox and Paramount exchanges.
It will be large enough to house all the

national and independent exchanges.

NATIONAL EVANS FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.
The largest and most complete motion picture Laboratory in America respectfully solicits your business.

Ownership Supervision

Executive Offices: 1476 Broadway, N. Y. C. Bryant 9330-9331 Laboratories: Ft. Lee, N. J. Ft. Lee 1660-1661

TOM EVANS—MARK M. DINTENFASS
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PRESEMTION ACTS
Presentation Best Field for Acts
Ascher Bros.

Will Use 50
Acts Weekly
Big Presentations Staged

Harry Beaumont, booking man-
ager for Ascher Brothers chain of

theatres, will soon be under the

necessity of signing 50 or more acts

a week for use in presentations

staged in Ascher theatres. Fifteen

Ascher houses already are using
big stage acts, and the company has

seven theatres under construction

in which presentations will be

staged. Aschers are in the market
for a wide variety of acts.

Roy McMullen, production manager for

Ascher Brothers, has already begun mak-
ing arrangements for the program that

will be offered at the dedication of Asch-
er’s Terminal theatre on Chicago’s North-
west side. The house will open Christ-

mas day. Edward L. Nikodem, manager
of Ascher’s old Terminal theatre, will

manage the new Terminal.

Lynn Hazzard, whose syncopators have
been a feature of the programs of Asch-
er’s Chateau theatre for the last eight
years, moves into the company’s recently
acquired Midwest theatre this week.

Jubilee Singers

Are Featured in

Big Presentation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Featured in the
current week’s presentation at the Capitol
theatre here are the Dixie Jubilee Singers,
who offer a medley of Southern folk songs
and negro spirituals. The group consists of
“Swanee River,” “Stand Steady,” “Golden
Slippers,” “Down South” and “Steal Away.”
The Capitol ballet corps with Doris Niles

and Jack Triesalt, and Marjorie Harcum
and William Robyn, offering “Lullaby
Song,” also are featured on the bill.

Nee Wong Headlines
Capitol Presentation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Dec. 15.—Nee
Wong, Chinese baritone singer of “blues,”
was featured in an Oriental presentation at
the Capitol here. The presentation in-

cluded Moore’s Merry Makers.

Chicago Capitol

Program
(Week Beginning December 14)

PRESENTATION
Overture: “Mignon,” Thomas , Capitol

Grand Orchestra, Albert E. Short , con-
ductor; aria sung by Lorna Doone Jack-
son.

“Waltz Dreams”: “When I Dream of the
Last Waltz with You,” ifctyette Miller,

barytone; “The Last Waltz;” “Dream
Waltz.”

“A Little Christmas Cheer,” Leo Terry at

the Capitol-Wurlitzer organ.
Loos Brothers

, radio artists.

PICTURES
“Keeper of the Bees,” F. B. O.
Capitol World Events.
“Petrified Forest,” Capitol Scenic Review.
Comedy Cartoon.

N. Y. Rivoli
Building for

Lavish Acts
Great Casts to Be Used

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Probably
the most radical policy change ever

attempted in a New York motion
picture theatre will go into effect at

the Rivoli theatre on Christmas day,

when the new and enlarged stage
will first be unveiled to public view.

Big casts of professionals and the

utmost in costumes and staging will

be the rule for the Rivoli’s weekly
change policy under the new stand-

ards.
The new stage is still under construction.

When it is completed the house will have
twice the stage area it previously had and
will be equipped with the most modern
lighting and effect apparatus. The im-
provements are being made under the per-

sonal supervision of John Murray Ander-
son, who has just signed a long-term con-
tract as director of stage production for
Publix theatres.

Stupendous Shows Planned

Anderson, who produced the original

“Greenwich Village Follies,” is said to have
even more pretentious plans for the presen-
tations at the Rivoli. The shows he will

prepare will in many respects overshadow
anything ever before staged in a motion
picture theatre.

Next Sunday the Rivoli will close its

doors to permit completion of stage re-

construction and auditorium redecoration.
On Christmas day they will open again, and
according to the management the house will

give its patrons a big surprise in the matter
of stage shows.

West Coast
Offering 15
Weeks ’ Time

18 Houses Comprise Circuit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—Fif-
teen weeks of straight booking over
a circuit of 18 theatres is currently

offered acts booked by West Coast
Theatres, Inc., for presentations
staged by Fanchon. and Marco. The
18 theatres are located in short

jumping distance of each other and
the work is steady.
West Coast presentations are staged first

in a small town just out of Los Angeles
where they run four days before being
brought into Loew’s State theatre here for
the big break. By this means acts are
whipped into the best possible shape be-

fore starting onto the circuit proper.

Big Casts Used
Casts in Fanchon and Marco presenta-

tions number as high as 30 people. Addi-
tional information reflecting the magnitude
of the West Coast presentation organiza-
tion consists of the facts that a costuming
company has been bought outright and
Fanchon and Marco have been sent to New
York to buy up-to-the-minute imported ma-
terials for costuming and equipping the

companies. The best scenic artists avail-

able on the West Coast have been brought
into the production department.
Fanchon and Marco have been signed to

a five-year contract for their services in

presentation production. The quality of
their output is nationally appreciated by
reason of past performance and with the

organization now placed at their disposal by
West Coast they are building new triumphs
for themselves weekly.

Business Shows Increase
An official of West Coast is authority for

the statement that wherever presentations

have been adopted along the organization’s

big chain of theatres business has “in-

creased tremendously.” It is upon this ex-

perience that the concern is investing

money and effort to develop a presentation

production and routing system capable of
bringing the biggest possible return from
the staged element of the picture theatre

program.

Charleston Finals Held
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Dec. 15.—A. G.
Stolte, manager of the Capitol theatre here,

ran off the finals of his Charleston contest

December 12 and awarded substantial

prizes to the winners.
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Showmen Battle Restrictive Law
“Money Well
Expended on
Presentation

”
Big Productions Needed
By “BUDDY” STUART

During this period of time—just

prior to and just after the world
war—big houses were springing up
all over the country. These new
houses began using symphony
orchestras and prologues. Except-
ing in Chicago, where real presen-

tations were used, stage shows were
prologues rather than presenta-

tions. In fact to the best of my
knowledge Roxy has always been
partial to presentations.

As I said before, the Old Mill jazz

band made a profit of $750 a week for

almost a year. Then we went into pro-

logues at the Old Mill with a 15-piece

orchestra, scoring for the pictures. In

the meantime Hulsey was building the Pal-

ace, a million dollar house, in Dallas. Then
he sold out to Lynch and changed the

name of the Hulsey Company to Southern
Enterprises, Incorporated.

Big Presentations Next

We were getting set way down South
in Texas for the real thing in big time
presentation. We opened the Palace June
11, 1921, with Don Albert as conductor of

the orchestra and your friend “Buddy” as

managing director. Don and I both had
seen many places in the meantime, having
made trips all through the United States

studying scoring and presentation, and
when we opened were all set to do big

things.

We opened under the policy of using pro-

logues when they were suitable to the pic-

tures, using presentations when the pictures

did not have atmosphere that would mean
anything in a prologue. At this time we
came back to the organ slide popular song
numbers, using a male singer from loge, box
or pit, sometimes in a spot and sometimes
out of sight. This, being new and not
remembered as anything like ihe old illus-

trateds, made a big hit down South as

well 'as elsewhere. And, by the way, it is

still one big hit if the song is timely. It

is used by houses big and little with suc-

cess.

Large Casts Used on Stage

For our Palace presentations we often

used the most popular ballad of the day
with an entire scene to fit and with a cast

of as many as 12 for atmosphere just for

this one number, taking no encores and
going straight into the picture. This is

my idea of snap.

Our orchestra of 35 men at the Palace
under Don Albert was putting on Sunday
concerts. The orchestra was becoming the

talk of Dallas and I think still is a great

feature there.

Pictures Must Be Preserved

This really brings us down to the present
day and the question, “Is money well spent

on presentation and do we need this form
of entertainment?” The answers, as 1 see

the question, are, “Yes. We do. But we
must preserve the motion picture if we are

( Continued on page 133)

Belle Forbes Cutter

Belle Forbes Cutter, one of the best

known sopranos in the country,

famous for her broadcasts over sta-

tion WEBH, who has turned to the

motion picture presentation art for

her latest means of expression. She
is under the management of Pre-

miere Attractions, Inc., Chicago, and
scored a distinct hit recently in a
presentation act for the “Phantom
of the Opera,” given its test produc-
tion at the Rex theatre in Oshkosh,
Wis.

Presentation
Has Attained
to New Level
Is Strong New Influence

Famous Players-Lasky theatre

department’s house organ, “The
Close-Up,” issue of November 28, is

a presentation number. The lead

story of this issue indicates the

elaborateness and importance of

current presentations and the high

type of men who are producing
them. The story follows:

It is only on rare occasions that there

comes to the motion picture theatre a new
influence strong enough to make itself felt

as an attraction apart from the screen show
itself. Yet at the Metropolitan theatre,

John Murray Anderson has captivated the

Hub City with his brand of presentations in

the same way that his “Greenwich Village

Follies” captured the favor of theatregoers

in New York and wherever the big ex-

travaganza has been shown on the road.

In his field, Anderson has made a name
that ranks with Ziegfeld, Dillingham and
Reinhardt. He has brought new ideas to

the staging of musical revues, and the field

is open for him to make the same sensation

(Continued on page 133)

Banning of
Stage Acts

Threatened
Ancient Law Is Invoked

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 15.

—Unreasonable legislation threat-

ens to cause Philadelphia exhibi-

tors loss of money by preventing
the use of stage acts and to detract

from the pleasure of the patrons by
forbidding showmen to use this

form of entertainment. A city or-

dinance enacted in another age but
still in force says theatres licensed

only for the showing of motion pic-

tures may not use vaudeville acts,

song pluggers, singers or any other

kind of stage show, and the ordi-

nance is being enforced despite the

fact that some houses use no kind
of inflammable or collapsible stage

props in connection with added at-

tractions.

Fire Marshal James Mulhern has an-

nounced his intention of enforcing the ordi-

nance under which amusement is curtailed.

The ordinance is one of long standing.

Mulhern and his predecessor, George W.
Elliott, now assistant director of public

safety, are keeping film exchanges and pic-

ture theatres under close surveillance in an
effort to detect violators of the ordinance.

Vaude Licenses Suggested

Mercantile appraisers have suggested that

licenses be granted for the introduction of

stage acts through the payment of the regu-

lar $500 vaudeville license. Mulhern has
taken a stand against this suggestion on
the ground that at the time building plans

for the theatres suffering under the ordi-

nance were offered for official approval it

was not stated that they would be used for

anything but the showing of pictures and
that the plans were approved with that

understanding.
Many neighborhood houses have under-

taken to increase business by the introduc-

tion of stage acts and are naturalL out-

raged by the fire marshal’s determination to

prevent their offering this kind of enter-

tainment. However, the ordinance renders
them practically helpless.

Exhibitor Calls Law Unfair

One exhibitor who has been using a

singer occasionally and now and then an
extra musical act has stated : “It seems
unfair to bridle our business in this way
when there is no scenery or other inflam-

mable material used in putting on these

acts.”

No concerted or official action on the

matter has been taken bv the exhibitors’

organization in this district.

Tenor Single Leads “Phantom”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Dec. 15.—Leon
Dashoff, tenor, appeared at the Des Moines
theatre in a prologue to “The Phantom of

the Opera.” He was the only added at-

traction, but his appearance is indicative of

local showmen’s desire to augment their

regular programs with special attractions.
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Arthur Uses

Bare Stage Show Plans
Publix Corp. Will Erect
Studio for Creation of
Elaborate Presentations

Architects’ Plans for Five-Story Building in Prepara-

tion—John Murray Anderson Will
Direct Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—A mammoth studio building, designed for the

construction and rehearsal of elaborate stage presentations and manned
by a staff which will include several of the country’s foremost experts, is

the ambitious and revolutionary project announced by Publix Theatres
Corporation. Here will be planned and developed, under the direction of

John Murray Anderson, “Greenwich Village Follies” producer, the stage

productions which are to be featured in the leading houses of the nation-

wide circuit of motion picture theatres operated by the new corporation.

The studio, which is to be a five-story building 140 feet wide and 225

feet deep, will be erected on a site directly opposite the big motion picture

producing studio of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in Long Island

City. The plans for the structure are being prepared in the office of R. E.

Hall and Co., Inc., of New York, architects and engineers, and immediately
upon their completion and final approval the contracts will be let and the

work of construction will be started.

Atmospheric
Stage Shows

Two Types More Important
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, ONT., Dec. 15.—As
director of music and presentations

for the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, Jack Arthur has done
much creative work in motion pic-

ture entertainment in Toronto. He
is still doing it, and the current sea-

son is rich in productive effort in

stage shows and musical programs.
In an interview this week Arthur
said of prologues for big pictures

:

“The idea of a prologue or prelude to a

motion picture is to create atmosphere, to

put the public in the right frame of mind
to enjoy and appreciate the picture. There
are several types of prologues, two of
which stand out as more important because
they are most familiar and are most often
used.

National Prologue Simplest
“The simplest prologue is the one that

is national in character. This is an act

that typifies Spanish, Russian, Italian or
any other people with their racial charac-
teristics and their national music. Natu-
rally, this is an attractive prologue because
in most cases the music, the costumes and
the stage settings for this kind of prologue
are popular, colorful and interesting.

“To catch the basic idea of a photoplay
is quite another matter. It must be re-

membered that what is quite clear to the

producer is not always so evident to an
audience. Usually I resort to allegory to

put over my idea. A specific instance of
this is an original prologue I created for
the Toronto Regent theatre a few years
ago.

Garden of Eden Reproduced
“The picture was ‘Forbidden Fruit,’ a

modern story, one of the first of the big
Cecil B. De Mille specialties. It occurred
to me to reproduce on the stage the Garden
of Eden by means of an ingenious cutout
showing the Garden and the Tree of
Knowledge with a single apple hanging
from it in the center of the stage.

“When the curtain was raised the stage
was in complete darkness. A voice was
heard reciting the first three stanzas of
the Book of Genesis. The rest of the story
I took from Milton’s ‘Paradise Lost.’ As
the lights came up gradually, the audience
saw Eve, portrayed as a dancer, being
tempted, following through to her fall, and
the unhappy results.”

Continuing, Arthur spoke of the things
he likes to do so well and is doing for the

current season

:

Difficulties Overcome
“This prologue was difficult because the

action had to synchronize in three ways

—

the reading, the music and the action had
to harmonize perfectly or the direst con-
fusion would have resulted. In arranging
these acts one of the most difficult things
is the care that must be given to getting
the proper setting, orchestration, costum-
ing and lighting, all of which must be
correct.

“Sometimes it takes five or six hours
(Continued on Page 133)

Plant to Be Elaborate

In it will be a full-sized stage with

complete electrical and scenic equipment,

a large paint shop and scene dock, car-

penter shop, special audition hall, six re-

hearsal rooms, music library, orchestra

rehearsal room, costume and drapery

departments, property room, picture pro-

jection theatre, ballet rehearsal rooms
and the offices of the production man-
ager, Herschel Stuart; the director of

productions, John Murray Anderson; the

musical director, Nathaniel W. Finston;

the ballet master, Boris Petroff ;
and

other members of the staff.

One of the special features of the

studio will be theatrical lighting equip-

ment of the most modern type under the

supervision of a master electrician or

engineer who thus will be afforded every
opportunity for developing new effects

in theatrical lighting, a form of visual en-

joyment which the public has come un-

consciously to accept as one of the integ-

ral and most pleasureable features of the

up-to-date motion picture theatre entain-

ment. Facilities will also be provided
for experimentation in the field of inter-

ior design and decoration of theatres.

Facilities Will Be Complete

In other words, in addition to the regu-
lar production of the stage, revues as

presentation units, the studio will offer

every facility for experimentation not
only in electrical effects but in every de-

partment of the new form of present-
day entertainment. Originality of

thought and the fuller development of

new amusement idea will find in the

studio a workshop that will lend itself

to all that is modern, constructive and
unique in the business of providing pleas-
ure and amusement for the public

through the Publix theatres.

In the screening of films in the studio’s

projection room special attention will be
given to short features, the novelty
shorter films that are an important part

of the program of motion picture thea-

tres. These films, as well as long feature

pictures, will be musically cued by the

director of music. Attention will also be

given to the development of scenic, musi-

cal and dancing novelties to be asso-

ciated as a unit with certain long and

short feature pictures.

Finston to Direct Music Work
In the master music room will be filed

the most complete music library in the

world, the combined resources of some
of the finest theatres in the United
States. The administration of this li-

brary, together with the technical work
of arrangements and orchestrations, will

be under the supervision of the director

of music, Nathaniel W. Finston.

Finston, since the days when he served

as conductor at the Rivoli theatre, New
York, has become a nationally known
figure. For some, time he was the mu-
sic director for the Balaban & Katz thea-

tres in Chicago and for the last few
weeks has been managing the musical

presentations at the new Metropolitan

theatre in Boston.

Petroff Will Direct Ballets

The dancing rehearsal rooms at the

studio will offer facilities for a ballet

school where dancers will be developed
under the direction of Boris Petroff, bal-

let master.

Petroff also comes from the Balaban
& Katz organization in Chicago, with

which he served as master of the, ballet.

Before going to Chicago he was in

charge of the Municipal School of Danc-
ing in Denver. Talented pupils in Pet-

roff’ s studio school will be utilized in

many of the ballet units which will go
out from the studio to the Publix Thea-
tres.

John Murray Anderson, who will origi-

nate and direct the productions under a
long-term contract with Publix Theatres,
first came into fame as the producer of

( Continued on Page 133)
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Presentation Obtains
Ideal Length
of Programs
Is Two Hours

Allows for Great Diversity

By EDWARD L. HYMAN
Managing Director Strand Theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

We have learned in Brooklyn
that the ideal photoplay-music pro-

gram approximates the two-hour
mark. In that time we get the

feature photoplay, the Mark Strand
Topical Review and any musical
and stage presentations the time
will allow. This plan works out
very well, as with the big, spectac-

ular films the public does not ex-

pect more than a prologue, and
with the shorter, less pretentious

productions there is the opportun-
ity to hide the film away in a di-

versified musical program which
balances things up nicely.

Short Features Used
I have been asked why we do not in-

clude more short films in our programs.
The reason is that we consider music 50

per cent of the

show, and there-

fore to give it a

proper break with
a feature running
over an hour there

is no room for
‘ fillers.’ ” By “fil-

lers” I mean the

ordinary run of

short material that

the public sees at

the less exclusive

theatres.

We always find

an opening for

exceptional short Edward , Hyman
reels, such as the

Fitzpatrick Music Master Series, sometimes
novelties such as Plastograms, and for our
own “season” reels which we make up es-

pecially for Thanksgiving, Christmas, an-

niversaries, etc. The latter are made up
from our own ideas and have an intimate

touch that could not be obtained otherwise.

Through this “differentness’ and exclusive-

ness we have built up the Brooklyn Mark
Strand until it occupies an enviable place

among photoplay-music theatres.

Stage Acts Distinguish House
Every musical presentation at this the-

atre, to give it that air and tone generally

associated with the house by our patrons,

is either created here in its entirety or
made over to conform to our ideas of

“what the public wants.” We do not book
in any acts “as is.” It is my opinion that

the photoplay-music theatre must not be-

come confused with vaudeville, and if you
take regular vaudeville acts into your pic-

ture house you no longer have a photo-
play-music theatre but a “combination”
house of films and vaudeville.

The discriminating showman knows that

his public is just as discriminating, and to

maintain the proper “class” he must create

and stage his own numbers or make over
(Continued on page 133 )

Aileen Stanley, Internationa Ily

known songstress who has played
several seasons in motion picture
theatres.

Radio Act Is

Featured in

Presentation
Stage Setting Is Simple

By F. LANGDON MORGAN

A Radio Frolic

This suggestion is intended pri-

marily for those who use the jazz

band form of entertainment and
who can book three or four good
radio names.
Curtains part disclosing a drop (hung at

curtain line) on which is painted a large

radio set and a loud speaker. This should

be painted on a transparency. Behind this

is a full stage set. A cyclorama drop, one

that is full enough that it will hang in folds,

is preferred.

A chandelier is hung center to balance

the set. On center stage should be placed

a pedestal with a broadcasting microphone
on it. There is on the market a loud
speaker called the Kodel microphone that

looks like a genuine one. No doubt it could

be borrowed from one of the radio stores

in your town. Behind the pedestal and
mike is grouped the jazz band.

At the opening of the act the front drop
is seen lighted from the front in blue. A
loud voice announces that “Station JCY
broadcasting from the stage of the

theatre will begin its program with a num-
ber by and his gang.”

The orchestra then goes into its first

number. When it is half over the lights

behind the first drop come up gradually
until the band and the full stage set are

seen through it.

Best Acts
Balls Leave
Vaude; Favor
Presentation
Their Act Is Elaborated

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Rae
Eleanor Ball, celebrated violinist,

and her brother, Michael Ball, cell-

ist and bird man, who have been
among the most popular of the big

time vaudeville headliners, are the

latest entertainment celebrities to

renounce the two-a-day in favor of

presentation acts in motion picture

theatres.

This act has been playing along
time on the big vaudeville circuits

and has recently gone under the

management of William Morris,

who is booking it into picture

houses.
Act Appeals to All

The new field permits the act scope for

elaboration, which has been taken advan-
tage of, with the result a most pleasing

Rae Eleanor Ball Michael Ball

novelty musical offering that appeals to

both the masses and the classes, which is

particularly essential when considering the

changing audiences usually met with dur-

ing the long hours most large motion pic-

ture houses operate.

Miss Ball is a pupil of Leopald Auer, the

teacher of Heifitz, Seidel, Zimbalist and
many other famous violinists. She has

given morning concerts in connection with

her theatrical work and has created a large

following throughout the country.

She records for the Edison Talking Ma-
chine Co., and also the Victor Talking

Machine Co. of Canada. Her success in

recording is due to the pureness of her

tone and a sure technique.

Johnson and Band
Play in Film House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Dec. 15.—Prior to

sailing to London, England, to fill a sea-

son’s engagement, Orville Johnston’s or-

chestra of Ottawa appeared as a special

added attraction at B. F. Keith’s theatre,

Ottawa, during the week of December 7,

when the film feature was “Lightning”.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Comics Stop Show in *

Wrong Place; Singer

and Organist Are Best
(Chicago Chieago)
“Cinderella” was the title of the big

presentation act at the Chicago theatre last

week and, save for a very weak spot in the

middle where two Joe Miller devotees tried

to hold the crowd while the chorus did a

change, it was a first rate production. The
audience didn’t get the idea that the Joe
Millers were supposed to be using jokes

dated back to the period of the drama—
if that was the idea—and it was a hard
pull to overcome this drag.

The act opened in one with medieval
musicians playing that kind of instruments.

They went offstage and on came the merry
village lasses, eight of them, to gambol on
the green until the court courier brought

the news about the slipper. It was follow-

ing their exit, to the castle, that the

comedians stopped ( !) the show.
When the girls had changed to court cos-

tume the act went to a full stage palace in-

terior. A tenor Prince Charming sang his

plaint, the courier announced his failure to

find the owner of the slipper and left to re-

new his search. The girls did a minuet.

Then the courier brought on Cinderella,

impersonated by the young lady who re-

cently won a perfect foot contest con-

ducted by the Chicago Evening American.
The slipper fitted, the tenor sang the end-

ing of his song again, the set broke out in

electric lights and the curtain came down.
The minor presentation act preceding this

was Myrtle Leonard, singing, “My Heart
of Thy Sweet Voice.” She sang it well and
got a good hand.

Jesse Crawford, organist, turned in an-

other success by use of an Apollo repro-

ducing piano set back of a scrim which
played, from a roll made by Crawford, the

other half of a dialogue participated in by

Jesse at the console. The thing was
worked out in great shape, lighting being

handled in especially effective manner, and
Jesse’s lyrics for such features are far

ahead of the common run. The ending was
novel and hit hard.

“The Midshipman” was the long feature.

Oscard, Riesenfeld,

Stage Swift, Bright
Dance Evolution Act

(Rivoli New York)
NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—The entire pro-

duction staff of the Rivoli has collaborated

with particular effort this week for an
elaborate presentation called “Dancing
Feet.” Paul Oscard, ballet master, has ar-

ranged the choreography for this stage of-

fering in eight scenes for which John Wen-
ger has created some new and original

settings.

“Dancing Feet” is a swift, bright stage

picturization of the evolution of dancing
beginning in the Garden of Eden until the

present time. The Four Rivolettes, Felecia

Sorel, Senia Gluck, Lorelei Kendler, Beth
Mutchler, August Werner, baritone, Char-
lotte Woodruff, soprano and others are the

solo and ensemble artists in this preten-

tious effort of the Riesenfeld staff. Os-
card’s ballet work at the Riesenfeld thea-
tres needs no further introduction, and
Riesenfeld’s musical accompaniment to the
offering is said to be his best effort.

Harold Ramsbottom and Frank Stewart
Adams do the honors at the organ.

Acts Reported
in This Issue

Mildred Livingston ; Billy Hutchinson and
Company; Ned Haverly ; Palermo’s Dogs;
Chain and Bronson; Paul Jacobson—
Majestic

,
Dallas.

Myrtle Leonard ; Jesse Crawford*—Chicago,
Chicago.

Helen Doty Dancers; Roy Cowan; Amy Jean
MacDonald•‘—Palace, Dallas.

Jack Bell—Capitol, Dallas.
Pantheon Singers; Adelyne Hood—Sun,

Omaha.
Donald Watson; Mildred Melrose; Charles

Oberle ; Charles Bennett
; Southland

Four; Eddie Hoffman; Harry Brader and
Orchestra; Cecilia Ederer and Raymond
Shockey; George Gregory; Louis Macklin—Rialto , Omaha.

Sandy McPherson—Slran<f, Omaha.
Adolphus and Eastman ; Franklin Record

;

Tom Terry*

—

Loew*s State, St. Louis.
Lee Sisters—Missouri, St. Louis.
Lee Evans and Melody Lads; Helen Yorke;

Earl Thurston—Newman, Kansas City.
Louis Forbstein and Royal Syncopators-

—

Royal, Kansas City.

Edna Wallace Hopper—Earle, Washington.
Ralph Pollock and Orchestra; Jack and Jill

McGee; Jesse Reese Calvert—Howard, At-
lanta.

Rome and Dunn; Harry Glaser—Metropoli-
tan, Atlanta.

J. Rinaldo—America, Denver.
Johnny Herman; George Givot ; Sammy

Lewis; Harry Judnich ; Thelma Lee; Hank
and Lill McVickers

,
Chicago.

Art Kahn and Band; Wells and Winthrop;
A1 Frye; Hanley and Dillon; Willie Stan-
ton—Senate, Chicago.

“The Ingenues;” Helen Dobbin; Johnny
Looze State, Detroit.

Edbert Van Alstyne ; Clem Dacey; Jal

Boland Capitol , Detroit.
Aldrich’s Imperial Hawaiian Singers —

Broadway Strand, Detroit.
Gino Severi and Music Masters; Jean Wins-

low; Helen Hughes; Johnnie Perkins;
Suzette Loew's State , Los Angeles

.

Edward Albano ; Mile. Klemova ; Anatole
Bourman Strand

, New York.
Doris Niles; Jack Triesalt; Dixie Jubilee

Singers; Marjorie Harcum ; William
Robyn Capitol , New York.

Joseph Turin; Louis Bave; Russian Cathe-
dral Quartette; George Dewey Washing-
ton Warners, New York.

Four Rivolettes, Felicia Sorel, Senia Gluck,
Lorelei Kendler, Beth Mutchler; August
Werner; Charlotte Woodruff; Harold
Ramsbottom ; Frank Stewart Adams
Rivoli , New York.

Bobby Tremain and Ballet; Morton Downey—Metropolitan
,
Los Angeles.

Conley-Silverman Band; Mack and Bagwell;
Anna Shadkowa Grand Central,

St.

Louis.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Donald Watson—Rialto, Omaha.
Lee Evans and Melody Lads—

-

Newman
,
Kan-

sas City.

Musical Revue Stars
Provide Good Step,

Vocal Presentation
(Loezv’s State St. Louis)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15.—-A presenta-

tion extraordinary to “The Merry Widow”
featuring Adolphus and Eastman, a good
dancing team from New York’s famous
“Artists and Models” company was one
of the big hits of the Loew’s State theatre
presentation.

Their steps were very much in keeping
with the feature picture, which did record
business throughout its: run.

The musical comedy star, Franklin
Record, a lyric tenor, sang several num-
bers that were very well received by every-
one present. He has an excellent voice and
good stage presence.

Don Albert arranged his orchestral

overture to conform to the feature picture.

Kahn’s Varied Act Is

Best in Months; All
Supports Score High

(Senate Chicago)

Last week’s stage bill at the Senate thea-
tre, Chicago, was much better than the bill

for the previous week, was one of the best

in recent months, in fact. Besides the band,
a mixture of singing and dancing talent

was featured, and each member of the
extra-band ensemble made about the same
score.

Preceding the stage show Preston Sellers

at the organ played “Down by the Winegar
Woiks.” The slides used with this were
well drawn, well colored and really funny.
Sellers did not attempt to have the audi-
ence sing. After many tries that have been
only faintly successful he seems to have
given over the singfest idea.

The stage show was titled, “A Night at

the Rounders.” The drapes parted on full

stage. The set represented a corner of a
roof garden, with the band banked against
the balustrade It was unusually colorful
and was splendidly lighted. After a brief

band introduction A1 Frye sang “You Told
Me to Go.” Frye has a good barytone
voice and the house gave him a big hand
for his offering.

Wells and Winthrop, soft shoe dance
team, were next on. These boys worked
in good harmony in a series of fast, light

steps. At the end of their dance the hbuse
broke loose and they came back for a fast

encore number. The crowd called for more
but was stopped by Kahn, announcing the
next offering, an eccentric drunk.
This inebriate stagger-dance was .good,

done to the obvious new tune, “Show Me
the Way to Go Home.” The stepper used
the old one of getting a drink to his mouth
with the aid of his tie slung across his

shoulders. But the patrons laughed loudly
and in concert, so it was new as far as
they were concerned. The band played
“The Glow Worm” next and the drunk
went through some comic business while
seated at a table, ending by making a des-
perately hurried dash for the wings.
Following this Kahn went to the piano.

When a pianist plays such an old one as
“Melancholy Rag” and knocks over the big
hand of an evening of big hands he must
be good. The big hand is what Kahn won
with this number. It was merited.
Two local girls, Hanley and Dillon, were

next up. One sang* “Save Your Sorrow,”
and the other accompanied at the piano.
This number was the basis for an encore,
for which both sang, “I’m Sitting on Top
of the World.” They had another legiti-

mate encore coming, but did not take it.

Next a young man attired as a waiter
and unnamed on the bill did some juggling.
He got off to a poor start and twice muffed
what looked from the front like easy work.
But he came back strong with some new
steel ball stuff. The ball was not large, but
it was handled deftly and swiftly, and the
juggler exited in a crash of applause.
To close the band played a blazing ver-

sion, “Everybody Stomp.” Kahn’s band is

unusually versatile. It can play “Remem-
ber,” “You Told Me to Go,” “Tie Me to

Your Apron Strings Again” and similar

numbers in the best symphonic manner and
follow with such as “Everybody Stomp,”
“Sweet Georgia Brown” and others in the

same class, blasting the atmosphere with
brays, hoots and shrieks from the brasses

and booms and crashes from the drums and
cymbals.
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Mildred Livingston’s

Act, Billed Top, Poor;
Haverly Hit of Show

(Majestic Dallas)

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 15.—Mildred Liv-
ingston is supposed to be the headliner on
the Majestic bill, but the audiences do not
agree with the management. Ned Haverly,
blackface comic single, steals the show.
Miss Livingston’s part of her act, “Cin-

derella,” is pleasing. She is assisted by
four girls who do their best to offset the

mechanical work of Billy Hutchinson, the

male member of the act. Mildred is a good
dancer and gets her gags across the lights

charmingly. In less able company she
would merit headline distinction.

Palermo’s trained dogs went over big.

Haverly is the best bet. His funny stuff

is really funny and he responds to just

enough encores to leave the house wanting
more.
Chain and Bronson in a burlesque clair-

voyant act are good mirth producers. They
are not dependent on antiques. Their stuff

is new and they put it over in snappy man-
ner.

Chain and Bronson also put over the act

of Paul Jacobson, golf expert. Paul’s act

wins with devotees of the Scotch pastime
but falls flat with the majority. Chain and
Bronson pull the comedy.
“East Lynne” is the feature picture.

Donald Watson Still

Going Strong; Stages
Flash Minstrel Show

(Rialto Omaha)

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 15.—Donald
“Monk” Watson, versatile entertainer, is

still at the Rialto, this week in Watson’s
Minstrels. Blackface is one of Watson’s
strongest points and he outdoes himself in

the entertainment offered with the pic-
ture “The Unguarded Hour.” For his min-
strels Watson recruited Charles Oberle, a
comedian who acts as endman, Charles
Bennet, tenor soloist and interlocutor, the
Southland Four, and Eddie Hoffman,
drummer. Harry Brader and his orchestra
assist in the minstrel performance.

Watson just concluded a Charleston con-
test in connection with Mildred Melrose.
The contest proved extremely popular.

Cecilia Ederer and Raymond Shockey won
first honors, George Gregory, second, and
little Louis Macklin, 6 and colored third.

Mildred Melrose, the “Original Miss
Personality,” whose Charleston act,

tied up with newspapers, has set box
offices humming in St. Louis,
Omaha and elsewhere, opens her
eastern tour the week of January 3
at Ace Berry’s Circle theatre, In-

dianapolis.

Louis Forbstein and
Syncopators Turn in

Another Good Week
(Royal Kansas City)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 15.—Louis
Forbstein and his Royal Syncopators, four-
teen musicians who are capable of anything
in the entertainment line, brought down
house after house this week with another
lively selection of jazz and other music of
the lighter variety. “The Merry Widow
Waltz,” featured as a forerunner to the
feature picture, made a decided hit with
patrons.

As has been the custom in the past, the
act was in one scene, consuming about 30
minutes. During that time Rex Newman,
the youthful trombone player, has ample
time to captivate the audience with his

unique manner in putting over song num-
bers, such as few musicians, or even pro-
fessional singers, are capable of.

Johnny Herman Best
Attraction in Fast
Song and Dance Show

(McVickers Chicago)

Paul Ash was on a vacation last week
but the McVickers show swung riotously
through the week without him. His pres-
ence was felt though he was not on the
stage.

Preluding the show the house organist
played a medley of popular numbers, some
of which the customers sang with real

enthusiasm. The organist took a long
chance with a Charleston loving clientele

and romped through “Sweet Georgia
Brown” to close.

The curtain went up on stage in one with
blackface porter doing his portering and
telling the' folks Paul was away but the
show would go on just the same. Second
curtain went up on stage in three. The
McVickers regulars—Harry Judnich, Hank
and Lill. George Givot and Thelma Lee

—

standing in huge picture frames were intro-
duced. Stage then went to full and dis-
closed the band, attired in clown costumes.
Thelma Lee started the fun with

“Cecilia,” singing it partly to Sammy
Lewis and partly to Givot to finish. The
house seemed to like Miss Lee this time.
The band led back with “Everybody

Stomp,” playing it clamorously.
Johnny Herman, the blackface, was

next with “My Sweetie Turned Me Down.”
As reported before in this section, Her-
man is a good salesman and can put tears
into any old “blues” song and make them
like it. The storm broke at the end of his

first offering and he gave “Take ’Em to

the Door Blues.” The storm mounted.
Herman came back and gave a semi-
Jolson version of “Save Your Sorrow.”
The storm reached its height. But Her-
man had worked hard and offered no more.

Givot, doing all the announcing after the
stage went to three, put on with Lewis
throughout the act the mouldy “Not Now”
gag. It was a total failure.

Sammy Lewis did a dance that was
something between a tap and a levee
shuffle. He seemed unable to decide which
to make it, and though he took an encore
he hadn’t decided when he finished. Either
the one or the other he can no doubt do
well, but the admixture was not so good.
Next up was Judnich, accordion player.

He is only so-so. He is still quite young,
and may develop speed and technic suf-
ficient to sell his hard-to-sell instrument
for good profit. “Spanish Shawl,” an ex-
tremely ambitious number for any accor-
dionist, and Ash’s “Let’s Wander Away”
were Judnich’s offering.

Givot then introduced himself. He sang
“That Certain Party,” for which he was
given a great hand. Whether he would
win so much with the same or similar

offerings in any other house is doubtful.
He encored with “I Wonder Where My
Baby Is Tonight.”
To close, Hank and Lill, Charleston team,

flung themselves all over the stage in a
frenzied version of the dance. This pair
is young and good looking, and their danc-
ing is topnotch.

“Flower of Night” and an Aesop’s Fable
were the film features.

Dance Contest Packs
Indianapolis Colonial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 15.—The
Colonial theatre management here has
found Charleston contests great house
packers. The theatre recently conducted
the first of these contests this city has had,
and the house was jammed with patrons
and participants.

Edward L. Hyman of the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn, staged an atmospheric
presentation to “The Gold Rush,” United Artists production, when it showed at

his theatre. Singing and dancing were featured in the act.
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Lee Evans’ Band
Ends Fourth Week;

Helen Yorke Hits
(Newman Kansas City)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 15.—Lee
Evans and his Melody Lads, fourteen in

number, can notch another week of triumph

on their records. Again Evans, with his

deep, colorful voice that is suited to grand

opera or jazz, as you like it, won round

after round of applauses from audiences

this week, which completed a month. Each
week the act has been in one scene, the scene

changing each week. This week saw the

company aboard the S. S. Syncopation and
there was jazz, semi-classical and Charles-

ton music aplenty. Thirty minutes of it.

Helen Yorke, coloratura soprano accom-
panied by the Newman orchestra, soon had

a large audience sniffling. Seldom will one

with the equal of her voice be found on a

novelty program. It was a splendid per-

formance she gave and the manner in

which she was received by the audiences

gives promise that she will not close her

engagement with the completion of the

week here. Her time allottment was 15

minutes.

As an additional unit in the program pre-

-eding the overture, Manager Bruce Fow-
ler has inserted a five-minute period for

Earl Thurston, virtuoso of the organ, who,
accompanied by song words flashed on the

screen, soon has the audience in a tuneful

mood.

Rome and Dunn, with
Singing Act, Score

Only Small Success
(Metropolitan — Atlanta)

ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 15.—Rome and
Dunn in “Harmony as You Like It” scored

a modest success at the Metropolitan the

week ending December 12 with a number of

new songs nut across in pleasing fashion.

The act was neither as pretentious nor as

long as most recent prologue productions at

this theatre but the pair provided every-

thing that could be expected from a pro-

logue attraction consisting solely of vocal

numbers.

“I Miss My Swiss,” sung as an encore,

was the principal hit and brought a good
hand from the audience.

A xylophone solo by Harry Glaser, mem-
ber of the Metropolitan orchestra, was used

as an addition to the program.

“The Keeper of the Bees” was the fea-

ture picture.

The feature picture was “Stage Struck.”

Despite the holiday rush, business was
equal to that of last week, which was
good.

Edna Wallace Hopper
Plays to S. R. O. with
“Women Only” Matinee
(Earle Washington)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Dec. 15.—Edna
Wallace Hopper, “The Eternal Flapper,”

last week turned in one of the greatest

weeks in the history of the Earle theatre,

where she was the principle presentation

attraction.

At the Friday morning matinee “for

women only” the usually ample capacity of

the Earle was inadequate to the crowd that

wished to see Miss Hopper’s act.

This week Miss Hopper appears at Fay’s

theatre, Providence, R. I. She will then

make an inclusive tour of Pennsylvania,

during which she will appear for a week
at the Aldine theatre, Pittsburgh.

Ruth Urban, “Singer of Personality

Songs,” who has appeared in out-

standing musical shows and in

motion picture theatre presentation.

Unique Set Created
for Show Starring
Tremaine and Ballet

(Metropolitan Los Angeles)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—Last week
was Victor Herbert week at two down-
town houses, the Metropolitan and Loew’s
State. Forbestein and his New Idea
orchestra at the Metropolitan gave a spe-
cial arrangement of a selection of Victor
Herbert’s most popular melodies, followed
by another number called the Symphonic
Jazz, “Save Your Sorrow for Tomorrow.”
Frank L. Newman also presented Morton
Downey, the sweet-voiced tenor, who sang
“Rose of Picardy” and another number.

As a prelude to the feature, “Stage
Struck,” there was presented Rain Prayer,
a Samoan dance fantasy by Bobby Tre-
maine and her twelve steppers. This con-
sisted of several barbaric dances in which
the natives offer up their choicest posses-
sions as a sacrifice, praying for rain to

relieve the famine. The dancing and gift-

offering was followed by the rain, which
concluded the colorful stage feature. It

was a decided innovation in stage presen-
tations.

Harry M. Thorne, at the console of the

Wurlitzer, offered “You’ll Find Me Wait-
ing for You,” as a solo number.

Cathedral Quartette
and Three Soloists

in Song Presentation
(Warners..., New York)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Warner’s Thea-
tre program is introduced this week with
the rendition, by Herman Heller and his

orchestra of versatile soloists, of excerpts
from the musical comedy “No, No, Na-
nette”. An excellent and very unusual
divertissement, “Songs From Home and
Abroad,” is offered, with four countries
represented.

From America, Joseph Turin gives his

interpretation of Deppen’s “In the Garden
of Tomorrow”. Italy is represented by
Louise Bave who sings “Prima Vera” in

commemoration of the 100th anniversary
of the birthday of the composer Strauss,

and is followed by the Russian Cathedral
Quartette in the “Song of the Volga Boat-
men”. George Dewey Washington from
Africa renders various songs.

Pantheon Singers’

Vocal Hookup With
Film Feature Scores

(Sun Omaha)
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 15.—Synchronizing

picture and presentation act, Manager
Ralph Goldberg, of the Sun, presented the

Pantheon Singers with “The Phantom of
the Opera.”

At one point in the presentation the

singers enacted the same scene from Faust
as was shown in the picture. Adelyne Hood
is the lyric soprano of the unit. She also

plays the violin.

The Pantheon Singers’ presentation was
one of the most successful the Sun man-
agement has staged.

“Ingenues” Acclaimed;
Dobbin, Looze, Sing

and Dance Assists
(State Detroit)

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 15.—“The In-
genues,” a jazz band made up of sixteen

girls, play all the latest hits, and make a
deep impression on audiences. The girls

play all the weird and unusual effects at-

tained by male orchestras and with just as
much snap and pep, and their work is loud-

ly acclaimed.

With the company appears Helen Dobbin,
a dancer who offers a wide variety of steps.

Johnny Looze, a youthful tenor, displays

a voice of unusual range and offers songs
that appeal.

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

RAE ELEANOR and MICHAEL BALL
in

“MOMENTS MUSICAL”
Management—William Morris
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Miniature Revue Has
Everything; McGees

and Calvert Best Hit
(Howard - .A tlanta)

ATLANTA, G/v., Dec. 15.—A miniature

revue that was surprisingly complete con-

sidering the 20 minutes allowed by the pro-

gram was the chief feature of the Howard
presentation during the week ending De-
cember 12. The affair was staged under
the direction of Ralph Pollock, who
brought a good bit of originality into play.

Ten local dancers were used, together with

Jack and Jill McGee, dancers, and Pol-
lock’s orchestra.

Opening with an oddity called “Bits from
Broadway,” built on the idea of the prob-
lems of a producer faced with getting a

production together in record time, the act

moved rapidly through two dance numbers
by the McGees; vocal selections by Jessie

Reese Calvert; jazz from the orchestra and
a grand finale tw the entire company.

In the opening the dancers impersonated
members of the cast of the supposed play
as well as articles of stage furniture. The
McGees did two Spanish dances ; Miss Cal-
vert sang “Sweetheart” from “Maytime”
and the orchestra played “Manhattan” and
"Back to Charleston” as the principal hits.

The act was well received by large audi-

ences.

“The King on Main Street” was the fea-

ture picture.

Fanchon and Marco
Use Victor Herbert
Music Theme in Act

(Loew’s State Dos Angeles)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—At Loew’s
State theatre the week just ended, Fanchon
and Marco staged a pretty tribute to Vic-
tor Herbert, presenting some of his most
popular compositions.
The stage setting was a stone terrace

with a fantastic castle background. Gino
Severi and his Music Masters were seated
on the terrace. An overture, “A Mem-
ory of Victor Herbert,” arranged by
Severi from “Naughty Marietta,” was fol-

lowed by Jean Winslow singing “I Want
What I Want When I Want It.” Helen
Hughes sang “My Gypsy Sweetheart.”
Johnnie Perkins digressed from the

Victor Herbert music to sing “If Your
Hand Itches You’re Going to Get It; If

Your Head Itches, You’ve Got It.” Eight
sunkist beauties, lead by Suzette, danced
several numbers and Jean Winslow sang
“A Kiss in the Dark.”
The presentation closed with three

visions mounted in oval frames, one show-
ing an “Antony and Cleopatra Kiss,”

another an “Old Fashioned Kiss,” and an-
other “A Child’s Kiss.” Helen Hughes and
Jean Winslow depicted a modern kiss. The
offering was well received all week.
“His Secretary” was the feature picture.

Anna Shadkowa and
Mack and Bagwell

Top Popular Show
(Grand Central St. Louis)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 15.—The Conley-
Silverman band which regularly occupies
the pit at the Grand Central took the stage
during the week of December 5 and put
over a very well arranged program of
popular hits.

They were re-inforced by Mack and
Bagwell, harmony singers of above the
average in ability, and Anna Shadkowa, an
excellent dancer.

“Joanna” was the feature picture.

4-Unit Presentation
Follows Beethoven
Symphonic Offering

(Capitol New York)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—In commemora-
tion of the 155th birthday of Ludwig von
Beethoven, Major Edward Bowes opened
the program at the Capitol theatre this

week, with the “Leonore No. 3” overture,
played by the Capitol Grand Orchestra,
under the direction of David Mendoza.

The inclusion of this number is not only
a tribute to the memory of the famous Ger-
man composer, but is also an expression of

faith in the advanced taste of the picture-

going public. The orchestra has been en-

larged to meet the special requirements of

the score, and extra rehearsals insure a

perfect performance.

The Capitol Ballet Corps presents an-

other high spot of interest. They are seen

in Waldteufel’s “The Skaters,” arranged in

modern rhythm by Herman Hand. Doris
Niles and Jack Triesalt are the principal

dancers.

Another number of interest is the Dixie

Jubilee Singers, who are heard in a series

of Southern folk songs and Negro Spiri-

tuels. The group consists of “Swanee
River,” “Stand Study,” “Golden Slippers,”

“Down South,” and “Steal Away.”

Marjorie Harcum and William Robyn
sing “Lullaby Lane,” which has been given

a special setting.

J. Rinaldo, Violinist,

Is Highly Successful

with Serio-Comic Act
(A merica Denver)

DENVER, COL., Dec. 15.—J. Rinaldo,

more widely known as “Rinaldo, the Wan-
dering Violinist,” is appearing at the

America this week. His act is one of those

which stops the show, in fact it has done
that very thing at nearly every perform-
ance in which he has appeared during the

week. Eccentric violinist, that is the term
critics apply to him. He is a master in his

line. Classical numbers are received with
generous applause, but his ability to get to

his listeners with his comedy numbers is a

finished art of which few violinists can
boast.

He is allotted 12 minutes for his part. He
appears immediately preceding the comedy.
His engagement at the America extends for

one week only, after which he will go to

the Coast.

“The Calgary Stampede” is the feature

picture.

Aldrich’s Hawaiians
Click with Song Act;
Atmospheric Set Used

(Broadway Strand. Detroit)

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 15.—Aldrich’s
Imperial Hawaiian Singers, a company of

native singers and musicians, are advertised

with almost the same prominence as the

feature picture at the Strand this week.
They sing plaintive melodies of their na-

tive home and play their own accompani-
ments on steel guitars, their native

instruments. These singers possess excel-

lent voices which blend charmingly and the

songs all have a haunting melody.

This act is made even more interesting

by the display of a film showing the beauty

soots of the Hawaiian Islands, this preced-

ing the presentation. The latter is staged

with some beautiful soft settings and a

splendidly lighted stage.

Egbert Van Alstyne,
Dacey, Boland, Win

with All-Song Show
(Capitol Detroit)

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 15.—Egbert
Van Alstyne, nationally known song writer,
is the special attraction on this week’s pro-
gram at the Capitol. He drew well all

week and has been accorded a liberal

amount of applause. Van Alstyne is the
writer of some nationally known hits
among them “In the Shade of the Old Ap-
ple Tree,” and many of these are repeated,
to the delight of the audience.

Aiding Van Alstyne are Clem Dacey and
Jal Boland, singers, who offer several of
Van Alstyne’s latest numbers, the latter
playing the accompaniment.

The Capitol orchestra also presents a
pleasing program of light and semi-classical
numbers.

Albano, Klemova and
Bourman Featured in

Plunkett Stage Act
(Strand - New York)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Joseph Plun-
kett’s program at the Strand this week is

one of his outstanding winter presentations.
The overture by the Mark Strand sym-
phony orchestra is selections from
“Chimes of Normandy” (Planquette) and
“Joy My Heart,” sung by Edward Albano.
Carl Edouarde conducts the orchestra with
Alois Reiser, associate conductor.

“In a Garden,” the second number, is a

pastel with Mile. Klemova, the Mark
Strand ballet corps and Anatole Bourman,
ballet master. “Liebestraum,” (“A Dream
of Love,”) Liszt, is the featured musical
number.

Helen Doty Dancers,
Cowan, Mac Donald

Please in Brief Act
(Palace , Dallas)

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 15.—Alexander
Keese and the Palace orchestra open the

show with Suppe’s “Pique Dame” for the
overture. The feature players in the pres-

entation for the week are a Helen Doty
ballet and Roy Cowan and Amy Jean Mac
Donald.

The dancers, trained by Helen Doty, ap-

pear in novel numbers that reflect great

credit on their tutor.

Cowan and Mac Donald offer Irving Ber-
lin’s “Remember” with song and dance.

Their number is exceptionally well re-

ceived.

“That Royle Girl” is the feature picture.

Sandy McPherson in

Song and Dance Show
Plays to Good Houses

(Strand Omaha)
OMAHA, NEB., Dec 15.—Sandy Mc-

Pherson, who for a time was featured in

Gus Edwards’ revue, was added attraction

at the Strand for the showing of “Irish

Luck.”

Sandy puts on a good act. He has a

fine burr in his speech, and his dances in

kilties are first rate. Out of deference to

the feature picture, “Irish Luck” he does a

dance in imitation of Pat Rooney.

Manager Art Cunningham reports busi-

ness good all week.
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Publix Will Erect Studio
(Continued from Page 127)

the “Greenwich Village Follies.” He was
immediately recognized as a pioneer in a

new field and his subsequent production

of “What’s in a Name?” was acclaimed

the most artistic and beautiful as well as

the most startlingly original revue ever

presented in America.

Later he went to England and pro-

duced “The League of Notions” in Lon-
don for Charles B. Cochran. This cre-

ated a furor of excitement and approval
and ran for three full years. This season,

in addition to his work as the creator of

stage presentations at the Metropolitan
theatre in Boston, he has found time to

present “Dearest Enemy” on the New
York stage—a musical comedy which,
through the charm of its romance and
the beauty of its settings and costume,
takes rank as one of the real hits of the

season.

Director Thoroughly Trained

The foundation for his training in his

chosen profession was laid by Anderson
while a pupil at Sir Beerbohm Tree’s
School of the Theatre, now the Royal
Academy, in London. There he studied

the technique of scenic design, construc-
tion and lighting, as well as that of act-

ing. It is this school, by the. way, which
has been retained in his mind as a pat-

tern for the administration of his own
new enterprise, the John Murray Ander-
son-Robert Milton School of the Thea-
tre and Dance, which, in conjunction
with Milton, he is establishing this win-
ter at 130 East 58th Street. This school
will open January 18 and it is expected
there will be a close bond of interest and
co-operation between this institution and
the new studio where the productions
will be developed for Publix Theatres.

At the Metropolitan Theatre in Bos-
ton Anderson has presented a half-dozen
or more productions, designing them
along the lines which, in general, he
means to follow in building his presen-
tations for the Publix Theatres circuit

of houses. Included among the Metro-
politan’s presentations are “The Melting
Pot,” “The Dime Museum,” “Skylarks,”
“The Garden of Kama” and “The Ange-
lus.” A brief description of “The Melt-
ing Pot” will serve as an indication of

the type of production which patrons of

Publix theatres may expect.

“Melting Pot Gorgeous”

The production was presented in four
handsomely composed episodes, each
with its appropriate background, artfully

lighted. The first scene gave a glimpse
of the American Indian before the ar-

rival of the white man. Then the Pil-

grims arrived at Plymouth Rock and the

Mayflower was seen riding at anchor in

the background. Then came character-
istic dances of six European countries,

typifying immigration. Finally, one saw
the assimilated Americans, this final

scene affording a background for some
remarkable dancing, singing and instru-

mental music. There were 25 people in

all and the presentation was gorgeous in

its effects of color and contrasting de-
signs of settings and costumes.

Herschel Stuart, who will be the pro-
duction manager of the new studio, until

recently has been associated with Famous
Players-Laslcy as theatre manager. At
the invitation of Sam Katz, president of

Publix Theatres, he recently came, to
New York from the Missouri Theatre
in St. Louis, of which he was manager,
to accept the new position.

Rosse to Design Sets, Costumes
Directly associated with Anderson as

designer of stage settings and costumes

will be Hermann Rosse, who occupies a

position in the theatrical world hardly
second to that Anderson himself. He is

recognized as one the “big five” in the
profession of stage designing. A native

of Holland, he designed the decorations
of the Peace Palace, in The Hague. For
10 years he was connected with the Art
Institute in Chicago and came to New
York two years ago. Gilbert Miller’s

production of “Casanova” and the Paris
version of Balieff’s “Chauve Souris”
were outstanding examples of his work
in stage design.

Carmine Vitola will be the foreman of

the mechanical department, supervising
the building and painting of scenery.
Vitola is widely known as a scenic ar-

tist, having been identified in such capac-
ity with the Chicago Opera, “Music Box
Revue” and other organizations.

Atmospheric Shows Used
(Continued from Page 127)

just to arrange the lighting for such pro-
logues as ‘Four Indian Love Lyrics,’

‘Moonlight Kisses’ and the prologue to

‘The Covered Wagon.’ But I get my kick
out of seeing audiences appreciate these

little acts that mean so much to me.

Ideas Borrowed From History

“Preludes such as the one used for ‘The
Sea Hawk’ have their inspiration and origin

in history. It is quite simple and interest-

ing to take the main action of a picture,

get the correct historical atmosphere, re-

produce a famous scene from history and
stage it with costumes of the period and
old time music—ballads, folk songs and
kindred selections.

Music Arranged to Fit

“I always try to catch the lighter vein
and cut out the morbid or heavy moments
in a picture. I try to catch the punch or

the climax of the action, then work back

so many bars or measures until I get the

vital punch in the music to coincide exactly

with that of the picture.

“The principal theme in the picture usu-

ally runs through the musical score. The
orchestration is worked out on Tuesday
of each week and is perfected on the fol-

lowing days, the continuity being built up
until the score is perfect, the musical ar-

rangement complete. Themes are heavy
for screen tragedy, light and airy for

comedies. The love scene in the romantic

photoplay is, of course, the most popular

with musicians and audiences.”

Ideal Length Two Hours
( Continued from Page 128)

such acts as he books in. As an instance,

not long ago we had the chance to get six

very exceptional girl harpists, who had a

good repertoire—vaudeville stuff. We took

them, arranged a new repertoire, got cos-

tumes from our costumer, put a tenor, a

soprano and six ballet dancers into the

number and built up a remarkably attrac-

tive presentation that we knew would be

exclusive to this playhouse and would em-
brace the artistry and appeal we require.

I have found that original material and
presentations created here lend the real

“class” that cannot be secured through

factory-made vaudeville acts which may
be a riot in one theatre and a failure in

another. Each theatre has its own prob-

lems to deal with, and the solution in most
cases is to study your patrons, find out

what sort of shows brings them in and
then set a goal for yourself that keeps

you always striving to make your house

“one in a thousand.”

Money Well Expended
( Continued, from Page 126)

to continue as one of the world’s largest

industries.”

By that last crack I mean we must all

urge producers on to making greater and
greater product. And each and every one
must know that without the pictures and
the public’s wholehearted interest in the

pictures there could be no one to five

million dollar theatres to stage presenta-

tions.

(The conclusion of this story will be published

in the Presentation Acts department of next
week’s Herald.)

Presentation at New Level
( Continued from Page 126)

on the stage of the motion picture theatre

that he did on the legitimate stage.

Has Been Studying for Years
As might be expected, Anderson has been

dabbling these many years in matters per-

taining to period decoration, and has be-

hind him the record of an education of the

kind which few other producers are able

to boast. He is the son of a former gover-
nor general of Newfoundland, John Ander-
son, and although he was born in St. Johns,
Newfoundland, he has spent most of his

time in England.
He was educated at Bishop’s Field col-

lege in Newfoundland, at Rugby in War-
wickshire, and at Lausanne in Switzerland.

It was his father’s plan that he should pre-

pare himself for Parliament, but this life

did not appeal to him. Instead he began to

cultivate his acquaintance in artistic circles.

To familiarize himself with something of
the practice of stage production he joined
Sir Herbert Tree’s company, remaining
with him for two years. Later he studied
for a time in Paris, and with Max Rein-
hardt in Berlin.

Unusual Props Acquired

During this time he made several trips

back and forth between Newfoundland and
England, and on one trip to Newfoundland
he picked up a quantity of antique furni-

ture, which he subsequently brought to New
York to sell. This, nearly 10 years ago,
marked his first visit to New York. While
in New York he sold to William Elliott

an unusual one-act play. Owing to some
disagreement the play was not produced.
Anderson then returned to England, but

returned a year or so later, convinced that
this country offered a greater field for the

young producer and the exploitation of un-
usual ideas.

Built, Operated, Little Theatre

At first he plunged again into the staging
of society entertainments and became quite

prominent in this field. It was he who
built and operated, for the amusement of
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish and her friends, one
of the first so-called little theatres in this

country—the Little Silver theatre in East
Thirty-Sixth street, New York. Later he
operated the Cabaret Barn for two seasons
at Bar Harbor; also, of course, a society
venture.

The illness of his wife then sent him
West, and during the next year or so he
wrote and produced a number of commu-
nity masques and pageants in Western
cities. Foremost among these was “The
Seven Ages,” a Shakespearean masque
which he produced in Denver with a cast

of 3,000 during the Shakespeare centenary.

“Follies” First Big Venture

Upon his return to New York some three
or four years ago, he became identified with,

the Palais Royal restaurant as a producer
of cabaret. His departure from this field

of work took place when he obtained the

backing for his first musical comedy pro-
duction, the “Greenwich Village Follies,”

of which there have been several annual
editions.
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“PLENTY OF FEATHERS” is right! Comedies, cartoons, big laughs and little laughs, chuckles, grins and
—alas—groans when the side begins to ache and tears blind the eyes to further proceedings. Many exhib-

itors taking active part in National Laugh Month are going to insure their audiences against the untoward
results of too much merriment. But, in a case like that, O Death, where is thy sting?
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SEEK PLEDGE SIGNERS’ AID
Trade Flocks

*

to Support of

Laugh Season
When the committee of distribu-

tors of short comedies gathered to-

gether and decided to make January
National Laugh Month they laid out

an ambitious schedule—a high goal

to reach. When the final details of

the plan had been agreed upon there

remained but a short space of time in

which to accomplish the desired re-

sults.

A broadside to exhibitors to be fol-

lowed by a press sheet containing

ideas for “pmting it over” were the

main items of the budget. The aid

of accessory manufacturers was to be
sought in the preparation of posters,

banners, pennants, slides, trailers,

buttons and advertising cuts and
mats. Each company participating

was to work with and through its own
exchanges and through its advertis-

ing and publicity department.
At the end of three weeks the commit-

tee reports to the industry
—“progress.”

But it does not report in the usual man-
ner of most committees using that word
as a stall to mean that nothing has been
done. Instead the National Laugh
Month Committee is able to report very
definitely things accomplished.

Movement Has Broadened

The movement to make January an in-

dustry affair has broadened. It has been
taken up all over the country by news-
papers, magazines and prominent indi-

viduals. Exhibitors, individually and “en
circuit,” have responded wholeheartedly.
Large picture palaces and small show
houses have stepped into line—in a word
Laugh Month is already an assured suc-
cess.

The New York daily newspapers—in

which no amount of money could buy
news space—have co-operated splendidly.
The main editorial writers and column-
ists have co-operated to the limit. A sug-
gestion of the scope and the possibilities

of the idea was all they needed and they
responded. Arthur Brisbane, probably
the best editorial writer in America if

not in the world, in his column, “Today”
says, “Why Wait for January? Every
month is laugh month in the United
States.” Frank Sullivan, a feature writer
of note, gave his entire space to the sub-
ject in one article. “F. P. A.”, whose

(Continued on Page 137)

Newsreel Concerns
to Boost Laugh Month
on Screens of Nation
The various companies releasing news

reels have made arrangements for special

material to be used in boosting January as

Laugh Month.
Pathe News editorial department has

made arrangements to shoot a group of

well-known cartoonists doing their stuff on
heads or other drawings suitable for Laugh
Month. Among those who will be filmed
are, George McManus, creator of Jiggs
and Maggie in “Bringing up Father”

;
Billy

DeBeck of Barney Google and Spark Plug
fame

;
Russ Westover who makes “Tillie”

a toiler—sometimes; Cliff Sterrett, creator
of “Polly and Her Pals,” and Harry
Hirschfield, Raconteur par excellence—also

a cartoonist of note who features Abie the

Agent and Kabibble Kabaret.

To Show Comics at Work
Kinograms, through its West Coast rep-

resentative, has arranged to take pictures of
various comedians doing special stunts
apropos of the season and of Laugh Month.
So far the following have been lined up for
the Kinogram reel: Bobby Vernon, Walter
Hiers, Harry Langdon, Floyd Hamilton,
Lupino Lane, Lige Conley, Jimmie Adams,
A1 St. John, and Johnny Arthur. By the
time the reel is ready to be shot there will

be additional names on the list.

From Fox comes the information that the
Fox newsreel is working on an idea but
they are not ready to tell about it yet. They
promise that it will be a laugh ^rovoker.

All of the newsreel companies are plan-
ning to make their releases falling between
Christmas and New Year’s so that they will

prove most effective for the Laugh Month
campaign.

“Buster” Is at Capitol
NEW YORK, Dec. 15.-—On the screen

bill of the Capitol theatre for the cur-
rent week is a “Buster Brown” comedy,
one of the series produced by the Cen-
tury Film Corporation.

140 FEATURETTES
during 1925-26

8 Distinct Series

Animated Hair Cartoons
Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes
Gems of the Screen
Out of the Inkwells
Marvels of Motion
Searchlights
Film Facts
Reelviews

729 7th Ave.

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

Letters Sent
Herald Pledge

Men by White
r

Gordon S. White, chairman of the
National Laugh Month Committee of

the Short Features Advertising As-

sociation, has mailed to exhibitors

whose names appeared in published
lists of Herald Cooperation Pledge
signers the following letter:
“Dear Sir :

“January is National Laugh Month.

“You have signed the Exhibitors Herald
pledge of cooperation in testing the real

advertising value of Short Features. Here
is the best opportunity you have had to
test this advertising value with a real as-
surance of box office profit.

“All the big companies producing or dis-
tributing short comedies are cooperating
in a campaign to make January a month
of laughs—to help the great movie public
start the year with a laugh—and to help
exhibitors laugh too because of the extra
profits at their box offices.

“A press sheet, to be mailed within a
few days, will contain many suggestions
for exploiting and advertising Laugh
Month. Special accessories which are being
made, include one-sheet and three-sheet
posters, banners and pennants. National
publicity in magazines and newspapers will
be attracting the attention of the public
everywhere to this month of laughs.
“When you signed the Herald pledge

you did it with a desire to prove the real
value of advertising and exploiting short
features—for yourself and for all exhib-
itors. Laugh Month will be your greatest
opportunity.
“We

_

will be glad to furnish any addi-
tional information you may want to ask
for.”

British Rights Sold to

Unity by Red Seal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.— “Evolution”,
the Red Seal feature which was made at
the time of the Dayton, Tenn., school-
master trial has been bought by Unity
Films for release in the United Kingdom.

West Portal House to

Open During Holidays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Dec. 15.—
The West Portal theatre here, will open
during the holidays by Samuel H. Levin as
an addition to his chain of theatres.
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S. Barret McCormick
Finds Short Features

Gaining Exploitation

By S. BARRET McCORMICK
Director of Exploitation, Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

A swing around the theatres of the big

eastern cities by the Pathe field men has

been convincing proof that short product is

being played up more than ever by the

exhibitors through their newspaper adver-

tising, lobby and theatre-front displays, bal-

lyhoos, and novelties. Showmen have

begun to see the vast possibilities of selling

complete shows instead of only the feature.

Times Have Changed

Short product that was once considered a

filler and was merely billed as “a comedy,”

or was not even mentioned, the showmen
taking it for granted tftat the patrons would

expect somethin^ of the sort, is now receiv-

ing prominent display in the advertising of

the larger houses. The titles of the come-

dies as well as the name of the star are well

displayed while the special “cornerblock”

illustrated newspaper ads on Pathe come-

dies are finding their way into print in in-

creasing numbers. Special displays of vari-

ous kinds are found on a majority of thea-

tre fronts of key houses, novelties are dis-

tributed to the public and the theatre pro-

grams contain interesting material dealing

with the shorts.

A visit to the Stanley theatre, Philadel-

phia, found them using a special trailer an-

nouncing the coming of an “Our Gang”
comedy. In it, the theatre management rec-

ommended that their patrons see it, and
vouched for its quality. In the frame of the

Stanley theatre front the “Our Gang” com-
edy headed the list of added attractions.

rvs in the Keith-Albee houses in New
York, Keith theatres everywhere are doing
everything in their power to call the atten-

tion of their patrons to the Pathe comedy
features on their vaudeville program. At
Keith’s theatre, Providence, a large frame
carried a complete black and white layout

of players in “Our Gang” as well as a

forceful announcement of the permanent
added attraction. The Keith-Albee Temple
theatre in Rochester gave “Our Gang”
space in their newspaper advertising equal

to that of the headline act.

Boost “Our Gang”
Manager Schwartz of the Savoy theatre,

Philadelphia, had a big front flash on “Our
Gang.” Manager John Sidebottom of the

New Broadway, Philadelphia, had a good
front display on the Pathe comedy played
and on Aesop’s Fables. Mr. Sidebottom
uses all the Pathe accessories on the com-
pany’s short product, including the mats of
ads which are always furnished free. The
Ritz, another Philadelphia house, had the

comedy announcement in a conspicuous
place on his theatre front. The Globe had
a large cut-out of Ben Turpin hanging
alongside the door. The Bell, under the
management and ownership of M. Fineman,
had a big front flash of short product.

Manager Joe Gans of the Globe used a
front display on Pathe comedies, including
one sheets, a cut-out of “Our Gang” and a
large cut-out of Harry Langdon at the en-
trance of the theatre. The Victoria theatre
used a double brass frame for its Roach
comedy.

The advertisements of Shea’s Hippo-
drome, Buffalo, include a good display of
the comedy features. The Capital in Buf-
falo carried a one sheet in its wall frame
on a Mack Sennett comedy they were play-
ing The Emblem, Buffalo, had a front dis-
play of “Our Gang,” Aesop’s Fables, the
Pathe serial “Play Ball” and a large head
cut-out of Mickey Daniels of “Our Gang.”

Laugh Month
Contest Rules

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees responsible for exploitation
cam paigns.
Campaign can include advertising, posters,
publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos and any form
of exploitation.
Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.
Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.
All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must
tie up with Laugh Month.
If campaign is based on a particular
comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the four
weeks

:

1st prize $100.00
2nd prize 50.00
3rd prize 25.00
4th prize 12.50
5th prize 10.00

and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
Duplicate awards will be made in cases of
equally meritorious exploitation received.

Laugh Month Releases

Include 17 Red Seal

Short Feature Films
Laugh Month will be represented by a

goodly number of short feature pictures
to be released by Red Seal Pictures Cor-
poration, according to President Edwin
Miles Fadman, who has prepared an extra
large quota of diverse featurettes for this

period.

There will be four issues of the Marcus
“Animated Hair” cartoons : three, four, five

and six. Characters depicted in the third

are : Lady Astor, David Belasco, Clara K.
Young, Billie Burke, and Larry Semon

;

the fourth includes: W. H. Taft, General
Joffre, Napoleon, Morgan, Hayakawa,
Lenin, La Follette, and Galli Curci

;
the

fifth has Shakespeare, Bebe Daniels, John
Drew, Dorothy Dalton, and Thomas
Meighan

;
the sixth includes Bryan, Briand,

Josephus Daniels, Lloyd George, Roose-
velt, Jr., Roosevelt, Sr., Clemenceau, and
Cardinal Mercier.
Two of the “Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune”

releases will consist of those well known
favorites, “Dixie” and “Sailing.” Three
“Out of the Inkwells” will be “Ko-Ko
Packs Up,” “Ko-Ko Steps Out,” and “Ko-
Ko Eats.”

At this same time such specials as “Fish
for Two” and “Soul of the Cypress,” both
“Gems of the Screen,” will be issued. Two
issues of the highly entertaining “Marvels
of Motion” : “D” and “E”

;
two issues of

“Film Facts”: “H” and “I”; and the “A”
and “B” issues of “Reelviews” and
“Searchlights” are also included for re-

lease during this month.

Comedy Will Soon Be
Predominating Factor

of Screen-Al Christie
Comedy will soon be the predominating

factor on the average motion picture pro-

gram and the whole-hearted response that
has been accorded the Laugh Month cam-
paign by exhibitors, press and public is

evidence of the increasing pace at which
the comedy movement is traveling, accord-
ing to A1 Christie.

Christie, who is one of the oldest and
one of the most successful of all motion
picture producers, has made a deep study
of the wishes of the picture theatre going
public. For the last half dozen years his
product has been confined entirely to
comedies, most of which have been short
features released by Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc. A large part of the Educa-
tional Pictures program for Laugh Month
comes from the Christie studio, among the
late December and January releases made
by Christie being the Christie comedies,
“My Swedie” with Neal Burns and “A
Salty Sap” with Billy Dooley; the Bobby
Vernon comedy “Yes, Yes, Babette”

;
the

Walter Hiers comedy . . cak but Willing”
and the Jimmie Adams comedy “For Sa-
die’s Sake.”

Importance Increasing

“The screen is passing through the same
phase as did the stage, only doing it more
rapidly,” says Christie. “The first plays
of which we have any recollection were
tragedies. Drama came later, and it was
not until the last few years that comedy,
musical shows, vaudeville (which is al-

most entirely comedy) and farces predomi-
nated the stage. There are few tragedies,

and fewer dramas today than ever before.

“The screen programs of the future will

be composed almost entirely of comedies.
The tendency that way can be seen by the

increased use of ‘comedy relief’ even now
in the screen dramas.

“The campaign for Laugh Month was
announced only a short time ago. At
best those who suggested Laugh Month
probably did not realize the tremendous
hold which the idea would take on the

imaginations of everybody. The response
has been a veritable flood of endorsements
and pledges of cooperation.

Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank
( Use this coupon to file your entry in the prize contest for the best Laugh
Month exploitation. Send entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd
Street, Neiv York City.)

Name of person responsible for campaign
Name of Theatre

Address -

City or Town
State :

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?

Seating capacity

Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing

company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited, it being

sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular

comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy—not more than three reels.)
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The exclusive rights to the distribution of these
marvelous pictures of one of the world’s greatest
historical events have been acquired for this coun-
try by International News. The pictures will arrive
in New York on board the S.S. Homeric and will be
released in International Newsreel No. 102 on
December 12.

As Usual— Without Extra Cost To Exhibitors in

INTERNATIONAL
M pWQP P P I Twice Every Week
1 1 La f f LJ IV 1^4 Mui M-i DISTRIBUTED BY UNIVERSAL
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Trade Supports Laugh Month
(Continued from Page 135)

“Conning Tower” has tremendous circu-

lation, devoted his whole column to

elaborating the idea in the Sunday edi-

tion.

Boosts Laugh Idea

“The Fun Shop” with syndicate circu-

lation in over one hundred large news-
papers, says, through Maxson F. Judell,

its editor, “A good laugh is Nature’s
cure for many an ill. And a full month
of laughter—as will be prescribed for the

month of January, 1926 by the motion
picture theatre managers—is truly a full

and complete treatment for all ills.

“It will be to the advantage of all

folks to take full advantage of the
Laugh Month prescriptions. They will

give one the needed and real mental ton-
ing up.

“ ‘The Fun Shop’—which provides
brightness and happiness all throughout
the year—endorses without reservation
the January 1926 National Laugh Month
movement.
“He Laughs Best Who Laughs First.

“Do Your Fun Shopping Early!”

Los Angeles Papers Help
The newspapers in Los Angeles heard

of the idea from the local exchange man-
agers and immediately set their adver-
tising staffs to work on two two-page
spreads. The first will be devoted to the
theatres featuring Laugh Month and the
second, to appear two weeks later, to
featuring the comedy stars. Of course
the star angle is only possible in one
spot, but papers in other parts of the
country are falling in behind the idea of
co-operative pages for the theatres.

The Milwaukee branch managers inter-

viewed a committee of newspapermen
and have received the promise of co-op-
eration from the dailies in every city and
town in Wisconsin.

By no means the least of those co-op-
erating is the King Features Syndicate.
With 180 features, including many of the
best known comic strips and cartoonists
in the world and with many of the best
known feature writers, this organization
is in thorough accord with the plan. It

is preparing to join forces with the Na-
tional Laugh Month Committee and the
added impetus which this will give will

be seen throughout the entire country.

Idea Reaches England
The idea has spread to England. Al-

ready suggestions have been made to the
trade press of the “tight little isle” for a
similar campaign and in due time we
shall hear the Laugh Month echo come
rolling back from across the Atlantic.

Theatre men everywhere are forming
special committees to push the plan vig-
orously. In Atlantic City the group
that handled “Greater Movie Season”
has been rebuilt and expect to put it

over with a bang. In Waterloo, Iowa,
Alexander Frank, president of the Frank
Amusement Company, has called a meet-
ing of all the interested people in Water-
loo, Cedar Rapids and Clinton, Iowa. In
his letter to New York headquarters he
says, “This innovation should prove a

great stimulant for the month of Janu-
ary. As a matter of fact, with proper
exploitation, it should show still greater
results than ‘Greater Movie Season.’

”

On the matter of accessories the
Sweeney Lithograph Company, who
made the posters, banners and pennants,
report that practically half the first

printing of these accessories have been
ordered. The broadsides have all been
mailed to exhibitors with the opening an-

nouncement and these will be followed

within a week, by the press sheet. This
contains a variety of material from three-
quarter inch cuts to 8 column size, sug-
gestions for local tie up, illustrations of

all cuts and accessories. One special

feature is the “Laugh Month Calendar.”
This is made in four-column size and
can be used by the local exhibitor for a

calendar, a throw-away, the back of a
herald or the center of a group of ad-
vertisements.

Every newspaper in the country is re-

ceiving proof sheets of the cuts con-
tained in the press book and will re-

ceive mats of such cuts as it can use in

co-operation with local merchants as well
as with theatre men. They are being
urged to get their advertising staffs to

work immediately and line up the mer-
chants.

Quimby Has Arranged
All-Short-Features
Laugh Month Shows

National Laugh Month, which is to be
observed in motion picture theatres all

over the United States in January, will

afford exhibitors a wonderful opportunity
to test the actual box office value of short
comedies, according to Fred C. Quimby,
short features sales manager of Fox Films.

Accordingly he has arranged a series of

all-short-feature programs, each designed
to give the widest possible range of enter-

tainment, with comedy, of course, as the

chief factor.

“The National Laugh Month committee
believes,” said Quimby, “that every ex-
hibitor should run at least one program
each week during Laugh Month composed
of all short features, and we feel sure
that with proper advertising and exploita-

tion the experiment will prove a real box
office success.

“For instance, let us say that the average
picture theatre offers a seven-reel program.
Ordinarily this would include a five-reel

feature with perhaps a short comedy, one
or two reels in length, and a news or pic-

torial reel. I suggest that, as a special

program for Laugh Month, the exhibitor
try the experiment of eliminating the regu-
lar feature and build his program entirely

of short films.

With the national publicity campaign
which has been going on for weeks and
which will continue all through the month
of January, the public already knows that

it is to be an all-comedy affair.

“In order to carry out the spirit of Na-
tional Laugh Month, I believe that a seven-
reel program should include at least four

reels of comedy. For instance, here is a

sample program which may be varied to

suit the individual needs of any exhibitor

:

“ ‘My Own Carolina,’ one reel, scenic

;

‘The Big Game Hunter,’ two reels, ‘Van
Bibber’ comedy; ‘With Pencil, Brush and
Chisel,’ one reel, novelty; ‘A Cloudy Ro-
mance,’ two reels, Imperial comedy; Fox
News, one reel, pictorial news.

“This, of course, is offered merely as a

suggestion. Each exhibitor may lay out

his program as he likes, with variety as

the keynote of the entertainment. Fox
Films will be glad to cooperate with ex-

hibitors who use Fox product in arrang-

ing appropriate programs for National

Laugh Month—and I might add that our
comedy releases for January are the best

we have ever made. Not only are they

funnier than most short comedies, but they

are produced on a scale that compares
favorably with many long feature produc-
tions.

“In addition we have prepared posters

in full color, unusually attractive lobby

displays, advertising cuts and, in fact,

everything exhibitors need to put Na-
tional Laugh Month over with a real

smash.

“The committee feels sure that every
exhibitor who tries the experiment of an
all-short-feature program will realize more
than ever before the real box office value
of good short comedies. However, we
suggest that every one take advantage of

the laugh month publicity campaign by a
tieup in his own advertising.”

Sydney S. Cohen Says

Laugh Month to Show
Short Feature’s Worth
Sydney S. Cohen, former president and

prominent leader of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, addressed the
following letter to Nat Rothstein, member
of the National Laugh Month Committee:

“It is with distinct pleasure that I attempt
to accede to your request anent LAUGH
MONTH and what it holds for exhibitors
throughout the Nation. (The capitals are
yours.) I hasten to emphasize what has
long been my constant claim, namely, that
all too frequently short subjects have been
considered solely in the light of so much
additional footage needful to round out a
two hour show. This is not as it should
be, for the many splendid sparkling minia-
ture features which abound today, and
which we have been wont to term comedies
or novelty reels, are in many instances
worthy of the place of honor on anyone’s
film program.

“LAL1GH MONTH, if its fundamental
idea is carried out faithfully, will serve to
present to the public as well as to those
theatre owners who as yet are unenlight-
ened to their worth, these miniature fea-
tures in such a manner as to establish their
real value and dignity. The fact that most
of these subjects seek to induce mirth in
the degree of giggles, chuckles or roars
need in no wise detract from the place of
real dignity they hold, for a laugh is the
universal moulder of fellowship. ‘Laugh
and the world laughs with you’ might well
be the Industry’s slogan for LAUGH
MONTH.”

5 Fox Features Ready;
Others Are Speeded;
Six Comedies Added
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 15.—Five long
feature pictures have just been com-
pleted by Fox for the midwinter pro-
gram; five more are nearing completion
for late winter release and six two-reel
comedies have been added to the list.

All will be available for National Laugh
Month.

The five completed are “The Ancient
Mariner,” released December 20; “The
Golden Strain,” December 27; “The
Gilded Butterfly,” January 3; “The
Palace of Pleasure,” January 10; and
“The First Year,” January 24. The five

now in production and well advanced
are “A Trip to Chinatown,” for January
31; “Daybreak,” for January l7; “The
Johnstown Flood,” for February 7; “My
Own Pal,” for February 7; and “The
Chariot of the Gods” (working title),

for February 14.

Among the new comedies are “A
Bankrupt Honeymoon,” “Officer of the

Day,” “The Flying Fool,” “A Flaming
Affair,” “His Own Lawyer,” “Hold for

Investigation,” “Cupid a la Carte,” and
“Elsie in New York.”
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[THE THEATRE]
j&djLdepartment of Practical Showmanship ^

CHRISTMAS IN THE

“Same to You”
“QAME to you—and to you—

-

and you— sings the door-

man all day Christmas. By night

he’s the hoarsest, tiredest, hap-

piest fellow around the theatre.

Your greetings have reborn with-

in him the faith in his fellow men
that withers a bit from standing

taking tickets all day 364 other

days in the year.

The management can’t get

around to reiterate the doorman’s
response to each of you individ-

ually, so it takes this means of

conveying the message. We've
tried to make yours a “Merry
Christmas” by giving you the

best that can be had. You’ve
made ours such a “Merry Christ-

mas,” by letting us serve you in

an entertainment way, that the

best thing we can wish you is

—

“The same to you.”

Thought

THOUGHT, forebear of Deed,
makes the world go ’round.

The Great, any Great, thought be-

fore performing the deeds that

won them greatness.

You read a book, hear a sym-
phony, view an artistic master-
piece to gain access to the

Thought back of it. In a good
motion picture performance you
reap the triple benefit of these
three media plus subsidiary prof-

its incidental to their amalgama-
tion.

Think it over.

“A laugh in time saves a tear.”

January will be National Laugh Month.

By George

!

The Ayes Have It
It seems that these peaceful cows the

artists have glorified in pastoral scenes
are tubercular and the milk we have
been getting for years is dangerous.
Well, we’re willing to go back to light

wines and beer.
% 5{C *

S’matter with Our Crooks
President Coolidge lost his overcoat

while in Chicago and got it back.
Wouldn’t it be great if Chicago’s citi-

zens could arrange to get the same kind
of treatment.

TO RED GRANGE
Twinkle, Twinkle, little star,

Riding in a parlor car.

Don’t think you’re a millionaire
Till friend Pyle deducts his share.

jfc 5fC :{«

Things Have Changed
$300,000 checks are so rare irt the

motion picture industry lately that the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners are
starting an investigation of the one Red
Grange got. We can remember way back
when it would take two more zeroes to

make the front page.

Eye Rest

T IMES have changed. Back in

the days when motion pictures

were in the experimental novelty
stage, people who saw them rubbed
their eyes. The pictures flickered,

and the light flared and glared.

How different today.

Today the theatregoer rests his

eyes upon expertly photographed
and perfectly reproduced exteriors

and interiors. The ugly, harsh,

even such unpleasant scenes as are

encountered by each of us in our
daily lives are absent.

Today the motion picture theatre

provides eye rest of incalculable

benefit to the citizens of this all but
sleepless world.

EDITORS of theatre publications are invited to use any or all copy
supplied weekly in “The Theatre Herald” in such manner as best
meets their requirements. Special subjects will be dealt with upon
request.

THEATRE
Screen Real
Year-Around
Santa Claus

“Every day is Christmas in the

theatre.” Everybody knows it and

that’s the chief reason for busin-

ness. So it’s useless to elaborate

upon the fact except to add that it

must be more than ever true this

year, else business wouldn’t be the

splendid thing it is.

But

—

It’s important to schedule in this

space several things in this issue which

exhibitors will want to use immediately:

Martin T. Quigley’s “The Street of

Good Cheer,” used by theatremen

throughout the English-speaking
.

coun-

tries since its initial publication in the

1924 Holiday Number, is reprinted in the

fore part of the paper.

“The Theatre Calendar,” also displayed

up front in the book, is made up of copy

useful for renewing theatre grip on

public interest monthly. Timely copy

also is provided on this page and the

page following.

Holiday Week programs scheduled by
many exhibitors are printed in the Holi-

day section also.
^ ^

That the holidays will work their usual

box office magic goes without saying.

There will be the inevitable pre-Christ-

mas slump and the likewise inevitable

post-Christmas leap upward. Together,

as usual, these will exert their tonic

effect and January will straighten out as

the big month of the winter.

This winter it should be bigger than

ever. National Laugh Month looks like

a wow. It has the stuff to make it one.

If it flops—but that’s no way to start a

year and showmen will see that it

doesn’t.
* * *

Holiday ceremonies in the theatre will

be conducted with the usual splendid

satisfaction. The theatre staff will work
hard, as usual, and feel that thrill which
comes of hard work performed in a good
cause. In most cases the management
will throw a party and bed will be

sought at an unmentionable hour pn an

uncomfortably full stomach. But every-

body’ll be down next day in time for tbe

matinee and the show will go on.

Yes, “every day is Christmas in the

theatre.” This statement has appeared
in every Holiday Number of the Herald
since ’way, ’way back in the beginning
and so long as Christmas and the theatre

endures it will bear repetition.
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What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

JOINS HOUSE ORGAN CIRCLE;
FINDS “HERALD” COPY USEFUL
Editor “The Theatre,”

Exhibitors Herald.

I am enclosing the latest issue of the

“Twin City Theatre News” for your in-

spection and criticism.

Although it is perhaps small in compari-
son to many which you have received, we
take great pride in its publication and the

manner in which it is received by our pub-
lic.

You will note that it is published semi-

monthly, 5,000 copies per issue, the greater

portion of which are mailed out, covering
a rural radius of approximately 20 miles

as well as a city distribution.

In the near future I hope to increase it

to a 12 page publication, which will in a

measure cut down the cost to us.

I am also enclosing the House Organ
Exchange coupon for entry in your list of

exhibitors willing to exchange organs.

As a reader of your department I have
received many valuable tips in editing our
little paper and have made excellent use of

copy contained in it.—C. R. Christensen,
Twin City Theatres, Chehalis, Wash.
Two pages from Mr. Christensen’s paper

are reproduced upon the opposite page. His
name has been added to the House Organ
Exchange.

OLSON MAILING LIST PLAN
DRAWS HEALTHY RESPONSE

I have just tried out a little stunt that is

by no means new but was the most satis-

factory kiddie contest I ever staged. If the
small town exhibitor wants to start a mail-
ing list and wants steen thousand kids to

help him get it, all he needs to do is to ask
the kiddies to make themselves each a small
book with the following message on the

front cover

:

“Majestic Theatre Reedsburg Kiddies
Contest” or words to that effect and with
the following copy on the first inside page

:

“I have been personally notified that Tom
Mix’s latest and most thrilling production,
'The Everlasting Whisper,’ will be shown
at the Majestic theatre Friday and Satur-
day.” All the children must do after in-

serting the copy in their books is to travel

around their respective neighborhoods and
have their friends and relatives sign their

names and addresses in the books.

I offered a season pass for the best book
and it might have been this generosity on
my part that caused the unusual interest.

Anyway, I sure got a powerful bunch of
names and everything was fine—even busi-

ness. H. G. Olson, Majestic theatre,

Reedsburg, Wis.

EVERYBODY’S INVITED TO
SUBMIT NEWSPAPER ADS
Possibly you might be interested in the

enclosed ad proofs for use in your weekly
layout of ads used by various theatres
throughout the country on their various
screen offerings. These ads were run in

the three Detroit Sunday papers for De-
cember 6th.—Howard O. Pierce, John H.

Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit,
Mich.

Three Kunsky ads are reproduced on the
opposite page. All showmen are invited to

submit newspaper ads for reproduction to

the end that proper progress may be made
in this most important of all fields of pro-
motional enterprise.

House Organ
Exchange

Entry of name in this list signifies will-
ingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.
BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga

Falls, O.
BENDER, A. R„ Olympia, Cleveland,

Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement

Co., Kelso, Wash.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Ha-

ven, Conn.
BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgan-
town, W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises,
Orlando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Che-
halis, Wash.

COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement

Co., Gloversville, N. Y.
EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera

House, McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford,
Tex.

GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho,
Mo.

GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, CaL
GILL, R. A., Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault,
Minn.

HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland,
Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance,
Ohio.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas
City, Mo.

KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz

Theatres, Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.
LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M„ Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich'.

MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News,

Glass Block, Marion, Ind.
MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chi-

cago.
NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement
Company, Durham, N. C.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scotts-
bluff, Neb.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lex-
ington, Ky.

PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatri-
cal EnL, Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.

RIVERS, EDWIN B., 1718 Sooth Main
Street, Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Cham-

paign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S„ Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Aumsement Co.,
The Dalles, Ore.

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexing-
ton, Va.

WESKIL, F. C., Rose, Colfax, Wash.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Thea-

tres, Inc., 134 Leavenworth St., San
Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State
Amusement Co., Uniontown, Pa.

(Name)

(Theatre)

(City)

(State)

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

“OLD STUFF”
C TORIES are new until told. Motion° pictures are stories. This is in briefest
form the explanation of “old” picture book-
ings occasionally made by this theatre. But
there is much more to the proposition.
No one can possibly know in every case

which one of two pictures will be best liked
by the public. Selecting, as we do, one
picture out of six for your entertainment,
we necessarily delay exhibition of certain
pictures which prove to be extremely suc-
cessful in theatres elsewhere. Naturally,
we arrange to bring you these pictures at

the earliest possible dates.

Reckoning strictly by day, week and
month, these may be called “old pictures,”
though they are new until seen. And when
we go back in our bookings to pick up
these pictures, setting aside newer ones
scheduled for the dates occupied, you are

doubly certain that the pictures brought
forward are good pictures.

COHAN GOT BY
EORGE M. COHAN is quoted as say-

'•^ ing, in his youth, “Say what you will

about me, but be sure to mention my name.”
It’s a good sporting philosophy and it’s

good enough for us.

Say what you will about this theatre, but

be sure to say something about it. If you
knock us it must be because we deserve it.

If you boost us it must be because we
deserve boosting. We want what we de-

serve, good or bad. George Cohan got by

on that basis and we ask no better deal.

1926

I
T’S customary to combine with the New
Year greetings a lot of optimism about

the coming year and pretty phrases about

the one just past, but this year this theatre

offers simply the greetings.

We got along first rate in 1925
,
giving

you the best return we knew how to give

for the splendid support you gave us. We’ll

do the same in 1926. better if we can, but

there’s no use talking about it as though
once a year were often enough to renew
a year-around policy.

Nevertheless—Happy New Year!

ON GETTING TOGETHER

SAVAGES get together for protection.

Man always has combined against the

common dangers. The urge to assemble is

hereditary, instinctive.

Today more people get together in the

motion picture theatre than any other

place

!

TIME

I
T takes a long evening to read a short

novel. A magazine can be read in sev-

eral brief sittings. A stage play keeps one

up until well past midnight. A symphony
concert keeps one awake—-if it keeps him
awake—until long past his bedtime.

These days time isn’t that plentiful.

The novel, short story magazine, stage

play and symphony concert are combined
for you in the motion picture theatre and
delivered in season permitting you to do
full justice to your pillow and yourself.
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YOU NEED THE THEATRE — THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

TWIN CITY YH ATRE NEWS

* The * <:Bing
>
ville* Gazette *

MONDAY. Nov. 30. 1925 : See Next Issue

BINGVILLE GAZETTE

Published Weakly ,

Entered at the Pust Offis

thru the mail slot.

Editors Office

IN A TURMOIL

Weather

FEELS LIKE WINTER

Ye Ed. took In a vodvll show
th' other night and will be ex

peeled "to pull a couple ot wise
cracks. So here goes

'Wise Crack No. I

“I met her In a revolving door,
and, we've beon goln’ round t'-

gether ever since."

Wise Crack No. 2

"She wanted to be a school
teacher, but she didn't have th'

Co Ed. also knbws a bird by
c name ot Cade who will nev-

inake a goodvfllm transporter.
* being goose shy. Any way

Buster Keaton
'Brown Eyes' (She's
first fcovlne to evei
Uoiil and. ahe does

i'hy Is It that an Insurance
i always picks on a married
i as a live prospect for

it Insurance

Some people always wor
bout how they are going to

their bills and Vo Ka. a

has to; worry about how he Is

going to dodge 'em.

Of the thousands of Inventions

(Reported at the patent office

'(this year, no one has Invented

anything as a substitute',

work. Ain't this, for Instance,

a heck of a way to earn a living

A BUNGALOW
1-onrly location Prrferand

address

.

Bachelor

I tux 000 Blngvlllc Gazette

. Golden Call, but i

i and Myrtle Collins
wanted to see their name* men-
tioned In Blngvlllc Society col-

mn tills week. So thoro It Is.

“A nut at the stcorlpg wheel,
peaoh at Ills side and a sharp
lrn Is a good recipe for fruit

dad" aez Rose Priest.

Bill Smith Informs us that the
absent-minded gent who pour-

scratched his pancake Is a hack
number. There's a bird who
poured catsup on his shoe laces

:led his spaghetti.

"Here's one place I wor
shine." sighed the flapper i

»hc powdered her nose.

customer! to sea legs.

Why my dear young lady
wasn't even lookhtT" sez I

gallant ox gob.

Oft In tha Stilly Night

"Bandits hold drinking he

In lx)« Angeles Man's cellar."

Which recalls the Abe Mar

>ald that Mayor Barncr
uliig on libvlng the Tow-
. paving torn up Can't

Bein' nobody In Blngvlllc has
f s drawbacks, hut at least a
(Her can make a fool ol himself
vlthout Inspiring headlines on
he front page.

fully. “Boy. ah all come

done cut hl« nails wll i

"Huh," replied the

Ain't so tough. Mali ole n
n plumber, an’ twlco a wi

done shave himself wlf

"shiftin' gears i

Mrs, Kit Pash wuz
un early hour this
burglars slngln' In

Ho Tried Anyway
The following story I- told ol

mi Irishman who went Into t

restaurant on Friday and asked
'Have you any stewed whale?'
Thn reply

I for a
told '

either was procurable, said

fiord knows I tried ti

i gent wanted a hazard

t 7 hells means Its lodge

ile has a bathing suit

afp from any cinaor!

f Parr Is ^stlll

ti husband i

laughing a

d and met

Holpl Holpl

When a tire salesman Is stand-
ing mound giving your rar the
ilinihlo oo he means business.

The most popular road hous

Jitney cluissls.
^

“Rainbow Trail"

With Tom Mix
L Stirring Story

Plrtiiresqiie frontier life. In

towns where gunplay was a dal-

ly oxerclse and bullets settled
arguments Instead of words. Is

vividly visualized In "The Rain-
bow Trail." Tom Mix' latest Wil-
liam Fox -lairing vohlcle, which
opens on Thur., Dei-. 3 at tlio

kl. Helens Theatre.
The Rainbow Trail," ono of

Zano Grey's pulsating and dram
atlc narratives ot the old v*C9t,

Is another of that famous auth-
or's works to be transcribed to
the screen by the noted Fox
western star It follows The
la.-t of the Duanes" and Riders
of the Purplo 6age

"

Profusely scattered through
tho plcturo are many new Mix
thrill*, l.ynn Reynolds, veteran
director of western dramas, not-

ed for Ills thoroughness and
realism directs Tom Mlx In tha
latest Zane.Grey story
Anne Cornwall. Qcorgo Ban-

croft. Diana Miller. Lucien Little

hold, Mark Hamilton. Carol
Hallouay Frod DaSilva and

other major rolos In support of

the western star.

WILUAffKK p'tUKli

StmtlHk
* ZANE GREYS

Thur. Fri. Sat., Dec. 3-4-5

It won't get you anything but
laughs. There's no use going
to It unloss you want to have
a good tlino. You might possl
hly feel nobler If you sat nome
reading some Instructive book.
But If you want to laugh. If you

time, If you are looking for siz-

zling excitement, you’ve Just got
to seo Syd Chaplin In 'The Man
on tho Box."

FRONT PAGE of C. R. Christensen’s “Twin City

Theatre News,” published for the Twin City The-
atres, Chehalis, Wash., subject of his letter on the

opposite page. Note use of line: " You need the

Theatre—the Theatre Needs You.”

PAGE FOUR of the “Tivin City Theatre News,"
showing miniature newspaper, “The Bingville Ga-
zette,’ ’one of the reader-interest features of the
paper. Mr. Christensen joins the House Organ
Exchange, making his paper available to all.

2™ BIG WEEK!
SPECIAL

ENGAGEMENT^., *

ANOTHER BIG BILL!

Eric
Von Stroheim’s

MAE
MURRAY

As the WIDOW

JOHN
GILBERT

As the PRINCE

A Regal production ol th

oious stage romance that has
charmed the whole world!

SPECIAL PRICES
WEEK DAYS"
UiiU"Im SSo Jtik 50c

IInuiIm 7 Sc ( 2 P.M ) Sic 65c

UMUAln* 91.00 (upfc ) Jut 75c

Uuii.l—ll.OO £tik 75c

HOWARD O. PIERCE, John H.
Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises, De-
troit, submits these samples of ad-
vertising done by that organisation.
Above: 3-column display for “The
Merry W i d o w,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

“THE BEST PEOPLE,” Para-

mount, advertised in three columns

by Kunsky’s State Theatre, Detroit.

“Don Q,” United Artists, was adver-

tised in three columns as above dur-

ing the third week it played Kunsky’

s

Adams theatre, Detroit. The Kunsky
display style facilitates inclusion of
adequate set copy without sacrifice of
pictorial effect or detrimental crowd-
ing.

WHAT SHOWMEN ARE DOING TO GET BUSINESS is published on the opposite page as a written-
by-exhibitors column of demonstrated service value. Showmen are invited to contribute regularly to this
column for mutual benefit of all who have at heart the development of theatre practice.
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THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box ofSce, No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

Long and short feature picture, presentation, or-
chestra conductor and individual presentation
players are featured in this ad for McVickers that

appeared in Chicago papers last Sunday.

"GOD BLESS YOU EACH
AND EVERY ONE”

In an office agog with activity set in

motion by the welcome labor involved in

compiling a special issue devoted to the

holiday season, the holiday spirit entraps

even one whose not always pleasant duty

it is to set down unpleasant facts about

certain picture people and the products of

their effort. At such a time, such a person

feels a wholly human urge to set himself

aright in the eyes of those whom his plain

speaking unhappily concerns.

It is no light thing to state in a publica-

tion of the Herald’s circulation that this

player is incompetent, that this di-

rector would do better directing traffic

or that this producer must have sneaked

in under the canvas. Such statements not

infrequently are followed by events of con-

siderable personal importance to the indi-

viduals commented upon. News of such

events is very painfully received by the

author of the statements precipitating their

inevitable occurrence.

Yet that is the job. The majority must

be served. The incompetent individual

must remove himself from the path of

the multitude’s forward march. The
hanger-on must not continue unnecessarily

long as a drag upon the procession. The
meddler-in must go his way. If plain

speaking hastens the exit of the misfit,

then plain speaking is in order under the

great system of majority right.

These are the facts about the job; but

facts and jobs become curiously insufficient

things when good-will is on a rampage. At

such a time the things that seem important

are the glad hand, the slap on the back,

the all-encompassing greetings of the

season.

I like the greetings best as phrased by

the imperishable Tiny Tim and I borrow

his words for conveyance to all who read

these columns, for whatever reason and

with whatever reaction, of the season’s

sentiments

:

“God bless you, each and every one.”

“THE MIDSHIPMAN”
PACKS THE STUFF

I GET a kick out of the idea that some

2,000 young Americans are down there

at Annapolis living Americanism in serene

disregard of the poppycock abroad in this

and other lands. I get an equally healthy

reaction from the knowledge that a parallel

condition exists at West Point. “The

Midshipman” is to Annapolis what that

Barthelmess picture was to West Point,

and just what that is perhaps is best indi-

cated by the fact that at this time I do

not even recall the name of the Barthel-

mess film. Nor its story. But I shall

never forget the scenes devoted, as are so

many in “The Midshipman” also, to the

discipline and traditions of these Ameri-

can outposts.

I have not thought so much of Ramon
Novarro until now. Now I want to see

“Ben Hur” more than ever before. And
any other picture he may happen to be in.

He’s the midshipman of the title and the

uniform of the role fits him to a “t”.

Wesley Barry, grown overnight to sleek

young manhood, and Harriet Hammond
also do good work in the picture. And
Margaret Seddon, most likeable of all

screen mothers in my estimation, contrib-

utes touches that complete the picture.

Craufurd Kent is a never very real vil-

lain, but it isn’t important that he should be.

The story’s about a midshipman’s love

affair and there’s a chase of the villain’s

yacht by a U. S. war vessel. There’s also

a graduation scene in which Secretary

Wilbur passes out diplomas. I didn’t care

much for this angle, but the audience tore

up several rows of seats at subtitle men-

tion of his name and so my vote doesn’t

count.

MONROE
ATOM?Q& AT. I AKtetirn

This advertisement for the Fox picture “The Best
Bad Man” appeared in Chicago papers last Sunday.
Good balance and strong type make the ad con-

form well with the nature of the picture.

Exhibitors running the picture prior to

its Chicago opening have written pleasant

things about it to “What the Picture Did

for Me.” If it is true that the buyers of

theatre tickets like this kind of picture I

am encouraged about America.

POLA DOES
IT AGAIN

OLA NEGRI’S current exhibition,

called “A Woman of the World,” is in

much the same vein as her last several

starts. I have not a very clear idea as to

just what this Negri series is all about.

There’s an exhibitor whisper to the effect

that Paramount is making these pictures

to bolster foreign distribution, but it

sounds like bunk. The other whisper, that

these pictures are made to hold metropoli-

tan first run business, also sounds foolish.

Paramount knows better means to either

end. Just to keep the merry guessing

game going, I’ll toss in my hunch that

Paramount has a proper appreciation of

Miss Negri’s especial qualifications but

doesn’t know just what to do with them.

All of which, of course, is but idle gossip

and essentially none of my business.

“A Woman of the World” was to have

been called “The Tattooed Countess,” if I

correctly recall an early production note

concerning it. The story is about a

countess who tattoos upon her arm the

crest of a man she loves, then flees when he

proves inconstant to visit a cousin in an

Iowa town staged in the manner of our
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, Here’i * Yoong Romance of a Voting
#

College Boy at Annapolis and HU Girl.
*

Take a Peek at the Rife They Lead at the Naval Academy,
the Fights They Tight and. the Pranks They Play.

RAMON NOVARRO
TOOAV
11t45 and 12:45

MUSICAL
HOUR

In addition to out

- regular program

Chicago Theatre

Grande Organ

Concert

DEAN FOS5LER

LOUWETAYl-Olt

SAMUEL HABER
Xyloplton’*'

Doors Open

LON CHANEY
NORMA
SHEARER

In

“The Tower
of Lie*"

Love at yon lived it when yon were
19. Sby, wild Idaaea—reckleaa ad*
venture—romance that U half hu-

,

morona and half, divine.

This picture caused a tempest of
J/% talk when it was filmed at the An*

napolis commencement last June.

Iflidshh
“CINDERELLA" STAGE

“
PRODUCTION

Starring ' MISS CINUBREL

Rest from theJStrain of

Christ i Shopping
tb« Chicago tii*atr«. an?-

_ alter your buying A
ttMderlul program to e>ve run

restful relaxation.

Come t

The beginning of the showing of “The Midship-
man,” M-G-M picture, is announced in this ad
for the Chicago theatre, Chicago. A special stage

show and individual artists are also featured.

best Broadway revues. Here she does her

stuff for the low comedy yokels and ends

by marrying the upstanding young fellow

who built the water works. Chester Conk-

lin is brought in to make the Iowa town

even more ridiculous and saves the show

frequently during the major portion of the

footage preceding the one real wallop Pola

has been permitted to put across recently.

This is a horse-whipping scene with a

meat-axe cave man finish and the

McVickers mob gasped at it and stayed

that way.

As I say, I’m at sea as to what these

Negri pictures are all about. The ex-

tremely bad news about them in exhibitor

communications is only negatively en-

lightening. But, whatever the aim may be,

this shot is straighten

AS SEEN
BY OTHERS

J J AVING completed which record of a

week during which theatre-going was

necessarily limited, I will tune you in to

other broadcasters who likewise have seen

pictures and like to write about them.—

T. O. Service.

By AL BARR
I can think of but one thing that would

make “Havoc” a better picture than the fine

picture it is. I believe that if the scenes in-

volving the women in the story were cut

to a quarter of their length as I saw them
the production would be yet stronger.

This war picture is one of the most robust
I have seen. It has all the torture, brutality,

loneliness, weakness of war. Blood streams
over beaten faces, the rain falls ceaselessly,

men grow thin and grim and then die vio-

lently. But there is no melodramatic clap-

trap. The story is real and is told to the

last realistic detail.

George O’Brien, Walter McGrail, Leslie

Fenton and Margaret Livingston have the

outstanding roles, and each does splendid

work. There is sincerity in their acting,

sincerity originating in the knowledge that

the story is big and deserves the best that

each one has.

The battlefront scenes are by far the best

in the picture. Everything is grey, wet and
shattered—fields, buildings, trees, men. On
leave, the men drink, fight and roll in the

mud. They live in a world that is ruled by

a new and unusual set of conventions and
they do not care. (C’est la guerre!) Tomor-
row they go back to hurl grenades and
thrust bayonets at men who will hurl gren-

ades and thrust bayonets at them.

Best among the scenes is the one in which
Babe (Leslie Fenton) appears at the rest

billet to demand an explanation of his su-

perior’s holding men in the line to wait

for inevitable death. Babe is maddened by

the torture of war and the knowledge of

the injustice that has been done him and his

mates. He dramatizes his madness. Dick
and Roddy dramatize their reactions to

Babe’s outburst. Roddy takes his own life.

And the others are left more stunned than
they were before.

Had all pictures as much vitality as this

one, had all as much life as this in them
—but they haven’t, and making compari-
sons will not work the change.

* * *

“The Home Maker” was adapted from a

fine novel, but because the novel is not a

fast moving story, and because slowness
and the story are so intimately connected
in the book, the picture is one of the slow-

est I have seen in months. Also it was
made with more faithfulness to the original

than any I have seen in the same period.

Alice Joyce and Clive Brook have the

principal roles. Each puts into the work a

thousand little details of action that go to

make the picture good yet fail to make it

rapid. The atmosphere of a home held to-

gether by hard work and economy could
not be better. The myriad annoyances of

scrubbing, mending, washing, carine for

ailing children and keeping up appearances
are in the picture and are so knit into its

Action is admirably portrayed in this ad for the
Orpheum theatre's showing of the Warner picture,

“The Man on the Box.” The ad is from the
Chicago Tribune for the Sunday preceding the

fourth week of the showing.
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Balance and strong typography are features of this

advertisement of the opening of Universal's “The
Phantom of the Opera” at the Roosevelt theatre,

Chicago.

structure that the viewer cannot but sav,

“This is a real home.”
The story is unusual in that it alters the

position of man and wife in the home and
in that the love story is the story of ro-

mantic love thrust far into the background
by the love lavished on the children. The
ending is happy, and decidedly different.

He * *

Gloria Swanson as a dishwasher, Gloria
Swanson as an amateur night stage per-

former, Gloria Swanson as a hobbledehoy
waitress swooningly in love with a hotcake
burner, Gloria Swanson as the most tragic

actress of all time—even if only in a day
dream—that’s “Stage Struck.” It is funny
in spots, but one’s recollections continually
bob up to spoil the fun.

After Miss Swanson, Lawrence Gray and
Gertrude Astor had finished running, jump-
ing, drowning, laughing, fighting and lov-

ing I wanted to offer some of the laurels to

Ford Sterling for being himself and some
to the technicolor experts for doing the best

color work these eyes have so far seen.

* * *

“Neat” is the aptest descriptive adjective
for “The Uneasy Three.” As comedies go,
this one goes with those in the first rank.
Charley Chase, Katherine Grant and Bull
Montana are the three. Montana in full

dress and flourishing an overlong cigarette

holder is a knockout.

The story is of the decision of the three

to collect the Kadir brooch from one whom
they think does not need it and of smoothly
acting on the decision. Two of the trio are
kid glove workers. Montana’s motto is “Get
de money, dat’s me.” On his hip he packs a
leather covered implement that is a great
aid in getting money and out of a scrape.

The three impersonate a song and dance
trio at a fashionable affair. Montana is un-
comfortable in a drawing room and is for
making a quick, if rough, cleanup and get-

away. The others restrain him until—after
they decide to go straight. Then they turn
him loose on the trick detective who has
them cornered. He pulls out the “pro-
ducer.” But the audience does not see him
swing it. The last flash, as the first, is

neat.
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NEW PICTURES
* - '

:

- '

The Only Thing
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Distributor

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: 5,700 feet

DIRECTOR JACK CONWAY
Author Elinor Glyn

PLAYERS
Princess Thyra Eleanor Boardman
Duke of Chevenix Conrad Nagel
The King Edward Connelly
Sir Charles Vane .Louis Payne
Gigberto ..Arthur Edmund Carew
Princess Erek Vera Lewis
Princess Anne ..Carrie Clark Ward
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A mythical kingdom.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man visiting the
kingdom of Chekia falls in love with a
princess who, soon after he meets her,

is wed to the king. Immediately follow-

ing the marriage the king is killed in a
revolution. The queen is captured but
the young visitor attempts to rescue her.

The rebels throw the lovers into the bay.

They escape to the young man’s yacht.

There the queen confesses her love for

her rescuer.

HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of hero
and heroine. . . . The wedding.
. . . The revolution. . . . The
hero’s attempt to rescue the heroine. . . .

Their escape from death. ... The
queen’s confession of love.

I Do
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Hal Roach Productions

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR FRED NEWMEYER
Authors Hal Roach; Sam Taylor
Cameraman Walter Lundin

PLAYERS
The Boy Harold Lloyd
The Girl Mildred Davis
The Agitation Noah Young
The Disturbance Jackie Morgan
The Annoyance Jackie Edwards

Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Boardman
in a romantic scene from “The Only
Thing,” a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-

duction.

Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis, fea-

tured in the Associated Exhibitors
release “I Do.”

TYPE: Domestic comedy.

THEME: The care of infants.

LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young married couple are

delegated to care for a relative’s two
children for a short time. Their lack of

training causes many complications,

which increase when the husband sus-

pects a burglar is lurking in his house
and starts in pursuit. The chase and
other troubles end when it is learned the
supposed burglar is the night watchman.
HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

The hero’s struggle with the infants.

. . . The chase. ... The discovery.

Joanna
Producer: First National

Distributor: First National

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR EDWIN CAREWE
Author H. L. Gates

PLAYERS
Joanna Manners Dorothy Mackaill

John Wilmore Jack Mulhall
Frank Brandon Paul Nicholson
Andrew Eggleston.. George Fawcett
James Grayson Edwards Davis
Carlotta Di Silva Dolores Del Rio
Teddy Dorminster John T. Murray
Georgie Leach Rita Carewe
Mrs. Roxana Adams Lillian Langdon
The Chauffeur Bob Hart

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Misuse of money.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A mannequin who is engaged
to a young architect learns she has been
given a million dollars by one she does
not know and is free to spend it as she
pleases. Her fiance urges her not to

accept the money. She rejects his ad-
vice and they part in anger. She is intro-

duced into a fast social set, the mem-

bers of which help her spend her million
and also almost force her to disgrace.
After numerous adventures during one
of which she almost kills an unwelcome
suitor, she returns to the man who
always has truly loved her.

HIGHLIGHTS: The splendid acting
of the principals. ... The lovers’
quarrel and the separation. ... The
heroine’s introduction into the fast so-
cial set. ... The scene in which the
heroine attacks the man who has an-
noyed her. ... The reunion of the
lovers.

The Girl from Montmarte
Producer: First National

Distributor: First National

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR ALFRED E. GREEN
Author Anthony Pryde
Adaptor Eve Unsell

PLAYERS
Emilia Barbara La Marr
Jerome Lewis Stone
Ewing Robert Ellis

Rodney William Eugene
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Island of Majorca.

TIME : The present.

STORY : The daughter of a derelict

Englishman of good family and a Spanish
woman becomes a dance hall performer
following the death of her father, while
her brother becomes an unscrupulous ad-
venturer. The girl meets a wealthy
Englishman who immediately loves her
and whose love she returns. The advent
of the Englishman causes the girl’s

brother to reform somewhat, and on one
occasion he saves the Englishman from
death. An actor who wishes to marry
the girl abducts her. The Englishman
pursues him and after a struggle rescues
the girl. They go to England and are
married.

HIGHLIGHTS : Beauty of setting
and realism of atmosphere. ... The
meeting of hero and heroine. ... The
abduction. . . . The pursuit, and the
fight between the hero and the villain.

... The reunion of the lovers.

E. H. Calvert, Lewis Stone and Barbara
La Marr in a scene from “The Girl

from Montmarte,” First National
production.
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Glenn Hunter and Constance Bennett,
co-featured in “The Pinch Hitter,” an

Associated Exhibitors release.

The Pinch Hitter
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors

Exhibitor: Oscar A. Price

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR JOSEPH HENABERY
Author _.C. Gardner Sullivan

PLAYERS
Joel Martin Glenn Hunter
Abby Nettleton Constance Bennett
Obadiah Parker Jack Drumier
Alexis Thompson Reginald Sheffield

Jimmy Slater Antrim Short

TYPE: Comedy of small college life.

THEME: Triumph of the college boob.
LOCALE: American small town.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A small town youth who is

a baseball fan becomes the butt of every-
one’s jokes at college, and the going be-
comes worse after he falls in love with
the school’s favorite waitress. He is put
on the school baseball nine as mascot,
but wins the big game and the girl when
he is sent in as pinch hitter.

HIGHLIGHTS : The hero’s arrival
at college. . . . His first prom. . . .

The big game. ... The happy ending
of the romance.

Two Can Play
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Nat Ross
DIRECTOR NAT ROSS
Author Gerald Mygatt
Adaptor Reginald Fogwell

PLAYERS
John Hammis George Fawcett
Dorothy Hammis Clara Bow
James Hadley Alan Forrest
Robert MacForth Wallace MacDonald
Mimi Allen Vola Vale

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Paternal love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A girl who is in love with a
high living but worthy young man learns

Alan Forrest, Wallace MacDonald and
Clara Bow are featured in “Two Can
Play,” released by Associated

Exhibitors.

that her father objects to the man and
favors one for whom the girl does not
care. To win her from the man he dis-

likes the father sends both men and the
girl on an airplane trip with instructions

to the man he favors to pretend a wreck
of the machine. The machine is really

wrecked and the favored one proves to

be cowardly. When the girl’s father
learns what has happened he alters his

opinion of the man he thought unworthy.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the
rival of the girl’s lover tries to catch
him in a theft. ... The trip by air-

plane. . . . The wreck. . . . The fight

between the hero and the aviator. . . .

The scene in which the girl’s father an-

nounces his approval of the man she is

to wed.

Ship of Souls
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Max O. Miller

Length: 5,416 feet

DIRECTOR CHARLES MILLER
Author Emerson Hough

PLAYERS
Langley Barnes Bert Lytell

Christine Garth Lillian Rich
Alicia Barnes Gertrude Astor
Stikeen Harry Earl Metcalf
Angus Garth Russell Simpson
Annette Garth Inez Seabury
Churchill Cyril Chadwick
Hensley Jean Perry
Durgin Pete Mauer
Atlin W. J, Miller
Radio Operator Capt. Jack Irwin
TYPE: Melodrama of far North.
THEME: New love replaces old.

LOCALE: Wilds of Northern North
America.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A man who learns his wife
is unfaithful to him denounces civiliza-

tion and seeks refuge in the Northern
wilds. There an old and half mad man
“divorces” the young man from his faith-
less wife and marries him with his
daughter, whom the young man sincerely
loves. An old acquaintance of the young
man finds him in his far off retreat and
questions his right to marry one woman
when he is not divorced from the other.
The situation clears when his acquaint-
ance sets up radio apparatus and the
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Fox News No. 20
SCOTTISH RITES NOTABLES ATTEND DEDICA-

TION OF CONSISTORY TEMPLE AT
BUFFALO, N. Y.

*

Fox News No. 21
SIXTY-NINTH CONGRESS IS CALLED TO ORDER

*

FRANK ELLIOTT WINS 250-MILE AUTO SPEED
CLASSIC AT CULVER CITY, CAL.

*

Kinograms No. 5142
“RED” GRANGE HELPS CHICAGO BEARS SEND

NEW YORK GIANTS TO 19 TO 7 DEFEAT
*

Kinograms No. 5143
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE, VISITING CHICAGO.
BROADCASTS SPEECH TO MIDWEST FARMERS

*

ALI. AMERICA FOOTBALL ELEVEN MEETS FOR
FIRST TIME, NEW YORK CITY

*

Pathe News No. 100
JOIE RAY SETS NEW RECORD IN FIVE-MILE

CROSS-COUNTRY RUN

International News No. 101
EDOUARD HOREMANS TAKES BILLIARD CHAM-

PIONSHIP TITLE FROM JAKE SCHAEFER
AT CHICAGO

Bert Lytell and Cyril Chadwick in the
big scene of “Ship of Souls,” released

by Associated Exhibitors.

man talks with his wife, who tells him
she has won a divorce and that he is

free.

HIGHLIGHTS: Attempt of the
guides to rob the storeroom. ... The
death of Garth. . . . The meeting of
Barnes and Churchill. . . . The scene
in which Barnes talks with his wife by
radio.

North Star
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Howard Estabrook
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR PAUL POWELL
Author Rufus King
Adaptor Charles Horan
Cameraman Joseph Walker

PLAYERS
North Star Strongheart
Marcia Gale Virginia Lee Corbin
Dick Robbins Stuart Holmes
Noel Blake Ken Maynard
Wilbur Gale Harold Austin
Connor William Riley
West Clark Gable
Tramps Syd Crossley, Jerry Mandi
Doctor Gregg Jack Fowler
TYPE: Melodrama of the North woods.
THEME: A dog’s service to his master.

LOCALE: An American city and the
North woods.
TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man’s friends con-
trive a plot by which he is made to be-
lieve himself a murderer. He flees to

the timber country without his two best
friends, his dog and his sister. He is

followed by a man who intends to extort
money from him. His sister and the dog
trail the villain, whom at the end the
dog pursues to death over a cliff.

HIGHLIGHTS : The hero’s escape
from the scene of the supposed murder.
. . . The pursuit of the black-
mailer. . . . Fight between hero and
villain. . . . The attack of the dog
and the villain’s plunge over the cliff.

“North Star” is an Associated Exhibi-
tors release in which the canine actor

Strongheart is starred.
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Natacha Rambova Picture Finished

The Gold Bond production starring Mrs.
Rudolph Valentino (Natacha Rambova)
has passed into the editing stage of work.
The tentative title of the picture is “Do
Clothes Make the Woman?”

Heavyweights Making “In the Air”

A Joe Rock-Standard comedy entitled

“In the Air” has just gone into work under
the direction of George Summerville. The
well known trio of heavyweights, “Fat”
Carr, “Kewpie” Ross and “Fatty” Alex-
ander, is featured, with Lois Boyd playing

the leading feminine role.

“Queen of Diamonds” Under Way
Evelyn Brent has started work on “Queen

of Diamonds,” a story of the Broadway
theatrical world. Chet Whitney is direct-

ing. Theodore Von Eltz has the principal

masculine role.

Three Western Stars Busy

Fred Thomson, Bob Custer and Tom
Tyler have pictures in production, and each
has a new picture that will go into work
as soon as his current picture is completed.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Christianson Making “Light Eternal

”

Benjamin Christianson is directing “The
Light Eternal,” which has just gone into

work. Norma Shearer has the leading role.

Others in the cast are Charles Emmett
Mack, Claire McDowell and Joyce Coad.

New Scenarist Engaged

Florence Eyerson, author of the “Bab”
series of stories and contributor to many
American magazines, has been added to the

M-G-M senario staff.

William Haines Lent to Waldorf

William Haines has been lent to Waldorf
Productions to play the leading role in

“The Thrill Hunter.”

Arthur Smith Assisting Henley

Arthur Smith has been assigned the

duties of assistant to Director Hobart Hen-
ley in the production of “The Auction
Block,” in which Charles Ray and Eleanor
Boardman are featured.

Cast of Three Enlarged

Paulette Duval has been added to the cast

of “Beverly of Graustark,” Tully Marshall
is the latest addition to the cast of “The
Torrent” and Zasu Pitts has been assigned

a role in “The Great Love.” Work on these

pictures is progressing rapidlv.

Paramount

Gloria Swanson Begins “Untamed”

Gloria Swanson has started work on
“Untamed,” which Frank Tuttle is direct-

ing. Lawrence Gray has the leading role

opposite Miss Swanson.

“Womanhandled” in Cutting Room
“Womanhandled,” Richard Dix’s latest

production, is in the cutting room. Gregory

“A Goofy Gob,” second of the 1925-26
Christie Comedies featuring Billy

Dooley for Educational , was released
November 8. Natalie Joyce is lead-

ing woman.

La Cava, who directed the picture, is edit-

ing it.

“Fresh Paint” Is Griffith's Next

Raymond Griffith has completed “Hands
Up” and will begin production of “Fresh

Paint” January 4. Griffith has just ar-

rived on the East Coast with a print of

“Hands Up.”

“Behind the Front” Cast Enlarged

Louise Lorraine and Gertrude Astor have

been added to the cast of “Behind the

Front,” in which Wallace Beery and Ray-
mond Hatton are co-featured.

MacLean Starts Another Soon

Preliminaries to the filming of “That’s

My Baby,” new Douglas MacLean vehicle,

are almost complete and filming will begin

soon.

Pathe

Notables Praise “Flashes of Past”

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News, is

in receipt of letters and telegrams from
many notables who attended the Pathe An-
niversary dinner praising the historic news-

reel “Flashes of the Past.” Prominent in the

list are the names of Curtis D. Wilbur,

Admiral W. S. Benson, Admiral W. A.

Moffett, Sydney Cohen, Colvin Brown,
Charles McDonald, Newcomb Carlton and

numerous others.

First National

Release Date Set

“The Girl From Montmarte,” featuring

Barbara La Marr and Lewis Stone, has
been scheduled for December 20 release.

Leon Errol Making Third

Leon Errol, starred in “Sally” and
“Clothes Make the Pirate,” is well along
with production of his third for First Na-
tional, “The Lunatic at Large.” Fred New-
meyer has been lent to First National to

direct the picture.

Asher to Make “Good Luck”

E. M. Asher has announced completion

of a deal under which he will produce
“Good Luck,” adapted from the stage play

of the same name, for First National.

Frank Currier in “Men of Steel”

Frank Currier has been engaged to fill

the role in “Men of Steel” that Claude
Gillingwater was forced by illness to re-

linquish. The “Men of Steel” company is

at Birmingham, Ala., shooting scenes in the

iron mines and steel mills of the United
States Steel Corporation.

“Abraham Lincoln” Bookings Heavy
First National reports that exhibitors all

over the country are booking “Abraham
Lincoln” for showing during the week of

Lincoln’s birthday.

Associated Exhibitors

“Highbinders” Obtained for Release

Associated Exhibitors has obtained for

release from Worthy Pictures, Inc., “The
Highbinders.” Marjorie Daw is starred in

this picture, and the supporting cast is

headed by “Big Bill” Tilden, world’s cham-
pion tennis player.

Arrow
“Borrowed Plumes” Finished

“Borrowed Plumes,” in which Marjorie

Daw is starred, supported by Niles Welch,

Arnold Daly and others, has been finished

and will be released early in January.

Players Chosen for Two

The players chosen for the leading roles

in “Don’t Lie to Your Wife,” which has just

gone into production, are Phyllis Haver,

Wallace MacDonald and Stuart Holmes.

The complete cast for “Self Defense,”

which also is in production, is Eileen Percy,

Moy Bennett, Jane Jennings, Jimmy Ward,
Edna Murphy, George O’Hara, Wilfred

Lucas, Jean Lebedess, Jack Raymond and

Ray Allen.

Red Seal

Two on Current Release Card

The Red Seal releases for the current

week are a Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune, “Dixie,”

and “Ko-Ko Eats,” an “Inkwell.”
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Officers of

PINELLAS FILMS
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INC,

Released by

Associated Exhibitors

Oscar Price, Pres.

ROYAL W. WETHERALD
Presents

White Mice From the story by

Richard Harding Davis

Directed by E. H. Griffith

ffW'V THITE MICE,” a Pinellas Films, Inc., production

\ \ / presented by Royal W. Wetherald, is to be re'

* * leased early in January. The cast headed by Jac-

queline Logan and William Powell.

This feature picture was filmed in Cuba.

Future productions to be made by Pinellas Films, Inc., will be

filmed at Studio Park, Florida.

Numerous reports have been circulated regarding pictures be-

ing made in Florida, to the effect that climatic conditions were

not equal to those of California. This, however, is not so.

Florida has every element necessary to make pictures. From

an exterior standpoint, it has hills, lakes and trees. For jungle,

tropical and South Seas atmosphere, the conditions are perfect.

A studio will be erected at Studio Park, two miles outside the

city limits of St. Petersburg, which is ideal for the accommo-

dation of players, numerous production props, transportation

of extras, and all other essentials required to make feature

pictures.

H. P. Carver, former general manager of Cosmopolitan Pro-

ductions, has with him in this enterprise some of the best

executive brains, both in business, financial and picture circles,

which insures the success of this undertaking.

Chester Beecroft is now at St. Petersburg arranging for the

production of “The Autocrat” by Pearl Doles Bell. He has

arranged to fly the principals to Studio Park in the large

Sikorsky passenger carrying plane. Royal W. Wetherald flew

this plane over Long Island to test its safety.

Jacqueline Logan and William Powell in “White Mice”

Proposed Studio at Studio Park, St. Petersburg, Fla. Designed by
William Thomas Towner
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“The Caretaker’s Daughter” is a two-
reel Charley Chase comedy for Pathe
with Katherine Grant. The picture
was made by Hal Roach and directed
by Leo McCarey.

United Artists

“Little Annie Rooney” Sets Record

Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney”
set a long run record at the Million Dollar
theatre, Los nngeles, with a seven-week
run, it has been announced.

“Partners Again” in Cutting Room
The final scenes of “Partners Again

—

with Potash and Perlmutter” have been
filmed and the picture is in the cutting
room.

Universal

Gade Directing “Wives for Rent”

Svend Gade is directing “Wives for
Rent,” which has just gone into work. The
leading roles are played by Virginia Valli
and Pat O’Malley.

“U” Signs George Siegmann

George Siegmann, who has played
“heavy” parts in many recent productions,
one of the latest of which was “Never the
Twain Shall Meet,” has signed a long term
contract with Universal.

Lois Weber Signs to Direct

Lois Weber has signed a contract to
direct for Universal and is working on the
script of her first story, it has been an-
nounced. Mary Philbin has been chosen to
play a leading part in Miss Weber’s first

production.

“Too Many Cooks” New Denny Story

“Too Many Cooks” is the title of a new
story selected as a vehicle for Reginald
Denny. Melville Brown is preparing the
script.

E. A. Dupont Signs to Direct

E. A. Dupont, European director who
recently completed “Vaudeville” for UFA,
has been signed to direct for Universal,
according to an announcement made by
Carl Laemmle.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Boatman” Company Home
Cecil B. De Mille and the company

making “The Volga Boatman,” have ended
a long stay on location and are now at the
studios. “The Volga Boatman” is De Milk’s

second personally directed independent pic-

ture.

Hattons Will Title “Fifth Avenue”

Frederick and Fanny Hatton have been
engaged to write the titles for “Fifth Ave-
nue,” which has just been completed. J. C.

Bruggy is editing the production.

W. K. Howard to Direct La Rocque

William K. Howard’s first production
under his new contract with Cecil B. De
Mille will be “Red Dice,” in which Rod
La Rocque will be featured.

Balzac Story to Be Filmed

Frances Marion will make “Paris at Mid-
night,” adapted from the Balzac story “Pere
Goriot,” as her second production for
Metropolitan Pictures. It will be released

by Pro-Dis-Co.

“Steel Preferred” Filming Ends

The filming work on “Steel Preferred”
has been completed and the production is

in the editing stage of work. Vera Rey-
nolds, Hobart Bosworth, William Boyd and
Charlie Murray have the leading roles.

Warner Brothers

Title Changed

“Nightie Night Nurse,” the title under
which Syd Chaplin’s latest picture was
made, has been changed to “Oh, What a

Nurse!” It will be released under this

title.

“Cave Man” Scenes Made in East

Some of the scenes for “The Cave Man,”
Matt Moore’s current picture, were made
in New York. Filming has been finished

and the production will soon be ready for

release.

Reisner Editing “Oh, What a Nurse!”

Charles Reisner, director of Syd Chaplin

in “Oh, What a Nurse!” is editing the

picture, for which the last scenes have
been filmed.

“Man Upstairs” Almost Ready

Filming on “The Man Upstairs,” Monte
Blue’s latest production, has been com-
pleted and the picture will soon be ready
for release.

Ginsberg

“Checkered Flag” Filming Completed

The last scenes of “The Checkered Flag”

have been shot and the production is in

the editing stage of work.

“Taxi Mystery” Leads Signed

Edith Roberts and Robert Agnew have
been signed for the leading roles in “The
Taxi Mystery.” Shooting will begin as soon

as the supporting cast is engaged.

Columbia

Rights to “Poor Girl” Bought

The screen rights to “Poor Girl,” a stage

play written by Guy De Maupassant, have
been acquired. Columbia will produce the

picture version of the play early next year,

it is announced.

Thomas Ricketts Signs Contract

Thomas Ricketts, who appears in “Step-

pin’ Out,” “Fate of a Flirt” and other recent

productions, has signed a contract with
Columbia to play character parts in forth-

coming pictures.

Chadwick

Joan Meredith Under Long Contract

Joan Meredith, who appears in a promi-
nent role in “Blue Blood,” has signed a long
term contract with Chadwick Pictures.

“Blue Blood” Press Book Issued

A special press book for “Blue Blood,”
starring George Walsh, has been issued. It

“Our Gang” finds a deserted studio and
proceeds to stage its own comedies
and thrillers in “Better Movies.” Hal
Roach produced this comedy for
Pathe and Robert McGowan did the
directing.

was prepared under the direction of Charles
Reed Jones, director of advertising and
publicity for Chadwick.

Fox

“Ancient Mariner’ Is

Christmas Special

“The Ancient Mariner,” recently

completed, will be released as a

Christmas special on December 20.

Raoul Walsh to Join Fox

Raoul Walsh, who for some time has
been a member of Famous Players direc-

torial staff, will joint Fox Film Corp. Janu-
ary 1, according to Winfield R. Sheehan,
vice president and general manager of Fox.

“Daybreak” Cast Augmented

Four more players have just been added
to the cast of “Daybreak.” They are Bert-
ram Marburg, Craufurd Kent, Louis Payne
and Gibson Cowland. Production of the

picture is well advanced.

“Bankrupt Honeymoon” in Work

“A Bankrupt Honeymoon,” Imperial
comedy, has gone into production under the

direction of Lou Seiler. Harold Goodwin
and Shirley Palmer head the cast.

Anders Randolf Joins “Flood” Cast

Anders Randolf, Danish actor, has joined
the cast making “The Johnstown Flood.”
The picture is being directed by Irving
Cummings.

Gotham

Production Staff Chosen

The production staff for “The Speed
Limit” has been chosen and includes Frank
O’Connor, director

;
Glenn Belt, assistant

director and production manager, and Ray
June, cameraman. The picture will be made
under the supervision of Renaud Hoffman.

Raymond McKee Heads Cast

Raymond McKee has been signed to head
the cast of “The Speed Limit,” which is an
automobile racing story.
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MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Charles Lund-

gren, formerly branch manager here for

Producers Distributing Corporation, has
been promoted to

assistant district

manager. . . . The
Fox branch is be-

ing paid a two
weeks’ visit by
John Nolan, a spe-

cial representative

from the home of-

fices, who is con-
ferring with Jack
Lorentz, branch
manager, on fur-

ther development
of the Wisconsin
territory. . . . Ro-
l a n d IVaterson ,

house manager of

Saxe’s Wisconsin theatre, has returned
after a hurried trip to Chicago for medical
consultation in the battle to help his younger
brother, Lloyd, to recover from serious in-

juries received in a fall on the railroad
tracks at Gilman, 111., where he had been
attending military school. . . . Local film-

dom mourned the death of the 12-year-old
son of Mrs. M. I. Cleeland, manager of the
Bijou theatre at Kaukauna, Wis. . . .

The Strand at Manitowoc, Wis., was
opened last week under the management
of George Herzog. Many Milwaukee film
men attended the formal opening festivi-

ties. . . . Harry Scott, general salesmanager
for Pathe, has the Milwaukee exchange on
his present itinerary. . . . Max Stahl, Mil-
waukee manager for Educational, is out
campaigning the state for Laugh Month in

January.

CLEVELAND
CLEVELAND, OHIO—Dr. B. I. Broid,

of the Broadway theatre circuit has added
the Cedar-Lee to his chain of six houses.

. . .Sam Stein, manager of the Columbia,
pulled his yearly “public wedding” for the

delectation of his patrons, last week. This
stunt went over bigger than ever. . . .

John Palfy, owner-manager of the Prin-

cess, Kent, is remodeling and enlarging his

house and will be ready for a grand open-
ing within a few weeks. . . . Miss Della
Simon, now officiates at the switchboard
of the local P. D. C. office besides holding
down the job of stenographer. . . .W

.

E. Park, manager of the Toledo branch of

the Theatre Supply company, of this city,

was a visitor at the local offices and con-

ferred with General Manager Leo Dwyer
over a big accessory contract he had
landed. . . . During the recent Jewish
holidays Jacob Makoff and Louis Israel,

owners of the Heights iheatre, Cleveland
Heights, donated their theatre to be used
as a synagog. In the annals of Cleveland,

this is the first time that o. temple of
pleasure has been turned into a temple of
prayer J. A. McMahon of the Mc-

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Holiday
season has been chosen for the
opening of two new theatres in

Wisconsin. Saxe’s new Retlaw
theatre at Fond du Lac will throw
open its doors Christmas day, with
an elaborate program under the
personal direction of Ed J. Weis-
feldt, production manager of

Saxe’s Wisconsin theatre, Milwau-
kee. The exploitation work is in

charge of Bill Cuddy, senior pub-
licity director for the Saxe or-

ganization, and exploitation ex-

perts from the Paramount and
First National district offices. The
other theatre to open in the holi-

days is Steve Doris’ new Strand
at Racine, Wis.

Todd theatre, Willoughby, was a visitor

at the Fox office this week. . . .Hazel

Mack holds down two jobs. In the daytime
she takes care of The Exhibitors Poster

Service office and in the evening she acts

as house manager of the Capitol theatre.

. . .Phil Selznick, formerly owner of a

local film exchange, is opening his second

night club, “The Castle of Paris.” His

first club, “Madrid,” opened a year ago.

. . .IV. G. Fitzpatrick, formerly manager
of the Helma theatre, Etna, Pa., and more
recently with the local Paramount office

as sales representative, has joined the local

Pathe office as special short features sales

manager. . . Leo Dowdell, former
booker at the local Universal office, now
officiates in a similar capacity at the P. D.

C. office. . . .Harry E. Klein has been

appointed exclusive representative for the

Artie Nu-Air Cooler of Chicago for this

territory. . . .Dick Deutsch, youngest of

the Deutsch brothers, who control several

theatres in this city, has joined the local

Vital office as special representative.

Los Angeles First

Runs
( Week Beginning December 6)

ALHAMBRA : “We Moderns,” First Na-
tional.

BOULEVARD: “Exchange of Wives,” Metro-
Goldicyn-Mayer.

CRITERION : “Bright Lights,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

FIGUEROA: “His People,” Universal.

FORUM : “Below the Line,” Warner
Brothers.

EGYPTIAN : “The Big Parade,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer (5th week).

LOEW'S STATE : “His Secretary,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer

.

METROPOLITAN: “Stage Struck,” Para-
mount.

MILLION DOLLAR : “Little Annie Rooney,'’
United Artists (last 4 days).

MOVIE ART: “The Wandering Jew,” Inde-
pendent.

RIALTO: “The Pony Express,” Para-
mount (2nd week).

PORTLAND
PORTLAND, ORE.—Multnomah Thea-

tres Corporation has taken over new quar-
ters in the film building recently erected.

...Jensen &
VonHerberg has
renewed activities

for completion of
the Hoi 1 y w o o d
theatre on Sandy
boulevard. Accord-
ing to the plans

this promises to be
one of the most
pretent i o u s and
unique theatres in

the North w e st.

. . . George Ekre,
formerly employed
by Fox, is now on
the road for Uni-
versal. . . . Fred
Jacks won a bet on a football game and
bought a stunning new overcoat The
Woodlawn theatre has been newly redeco-

rated by Mr. Zottman. . . . Para-

mount’s crowning glory is a new smoke-
stack which experts declare will exude
much steam during some of Paramount’s
hot sales talks. . . . Harry Linden,

leader of the Columbia theatre orchestra,

PORTLAND, ORE.—Jack Till-

man, salesman for Metro, received

the first award in a nation-wide

contest. It is rumored he will ap-

ply the $250 as first payment on

the new Ampico which his wife

bought him for Christmas.

is the proud possessor of a letter of ad-

miration which terminates with the fol-

lowing expression, “May you wield your

magic bow forever.” . . . C. M. Plyler

is rapidly recovering from injury to his

arm. . . . Messrs. Jackson, East, Cobbs,

Koerner, Beckwith, Moore, Vaughn and

Amacher, all representatives of various

film exchanges of this city, attended a joint

meeting of the Seattle and Portland Film

Boards of Trade at Longview, Wash. . . .

Pacific Poster Company has made its

initial bow to the exhibitors. . . . It is

reported a new theatre will be erected on

Holman and Union avenue, which will be

called the Arabian. . . . H. J. Upde-
draf of the Roseway theatre, announces
a special midnight matinee to establish

a relief fund for Lee Parker and family.

Mr. Parker, a former exhibitor of Min-
neapolis and Portland, has become to-

tally blind. . . . Salem, Ore., is to be
honored with two new theatres in the near

future. They are to be erected by Frank
Bligh and Geo. Guthrie. . . . By chance
five different representatives of five differ-

ent companies were in town last week. It

looked like a convention of “heads.” They
were Art Schmidt, division manager of F.

B. O. ; Lester Theuerkauf, division man-
ager of Associated Exhibitors

;
Ned Marin,

of First National; Leslie Weir, of Produc-
ers, and Jack Schlaifer, of Universal.

Ned Marin
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OMAHA
OMAHA, NEB.—E. M. Saunder, New

York, salesmanager of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, was a pre-Christmas visitor in

Omaha. . . . S. N.
Fagman, Produc-
ers Distributing
Corporation
booker, married
Bernadette M a x-

well, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Maxwell,
Omaha. The cou-

p 1 e received a

pretty tray from
Fagman’s fellow

workers. . . . Art
Cunningham, man-
ager of the Strand
theatre, received

many compli- n
ments on his handling of the “Freshman

with an orchestra from Creighton univer-

sity as the main presentation act. . . .

Mrs. Philo McCollough, wife of the screen

star, writes to girlhood friends of this city

that an hour of Charleston is the finale

of the afternoon hours of the “Wives Club”

at Hollywood. Mrs. McCollough was
formerly Lura Anson of Omaha. . . . C. D.

Hill, St. Louis district manager of Pro-

ducers Distributing Corporation, was a vis-

itor. . . . Associated Exhibitors has taken

into its sales force Ed Den Bests and Roy
Bettis. . . . Stanley B. Waite, Pathe repre-

sentative, was here from New York, and
Bennett Brandon, Pathe serial representa-

tive, also was here. . . . F. B. McCracken,
salesmanager for United Artists here, has

resigned and has left for the Coast, where
he has interests. . . . Mrs. Almyr R.

Pramer has been awarded judgment of

$10,700 against her husband, who for-

merly operated a chain of suburban mo-
tion picture theatres in Omaha. ... A
buffalo head which formerly belonged to

the Thomas Ince estate was received by
Producers Distributing Corporation. The
relic is from the Picture “The Last Fron-

tier.”

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Christmas is a day of

sorrow this year for Mrs. Leo Wyrobeck.
The salesman for Universal was fatally in-

jured when his automobile crashed into a

poultry truck near Windsor, 111. Wyrobeck
on Thanksgiving Day at Brooklyn, New
York, had claimed Miss Selma Hess as his

bride. . . . Construction contracts on a

new $60,000 theatre at Des Plaines, 111.,

have been awarded to Otto, John & Butler,

Des Plaines. The house is owned by W. C.

Brahan Magee. . . . The father of Joe

Feld, assistant manager of the local Fox
office, was buried recently. . . . Articles

of incorporation have been issued to Wells-

ton Theatres Corporation and King-Wood
Theatres Corporation. They are operating

companies controlled by William Goldman.
. . . Robert Stempel of the Strand, St.

Charles, 111., is receiving bids on his new
$100,000 theatre, which will seat 1,000.

Boiler Brothers, Kansas City, Mo., are the

architects. . . . Motion picture theatres
of St. Louis will co-operate in a crusade
to abate the smoke evil by displaying
slides appealing to citizens to properly
fire their furnaces and stoves. . . .

William Goldman celebrated his fifteenth

birthday as a motion picture exhibitor by
putting on an extra big show at his Kings
theatre the week of November 28. Part
of his program was an act in which the

winners of the Best Looking Man Contest
staged at the Film Ball took part. . . .

The Marshall theatre, Maplewood, Mo., has
opened. The theatre at Logan, 111., has
reopened. The Liberty at Freemansberg,
111., has closed for the winter. . . . L. C.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — The
Christmas program of the Indian-
apolis Indorsers of Photoplays has
been announced by Mrs. D. Y.
Byrkit, general chairman. The
program will include free showings
of pictures at various hospitals and
institutions of the city and “po-
tato and apple” matinees in certain
neighborhood houses, the proceeds
from the latter being distributed to

needy families through the Family
Welfare Society. Admission tick-

ets for the latter matinees are ap-
ples or potatoes as indicated by the
name. The houses to be used are
the Dream, Stratford, Oriental, St.

Clair, Belmont and Mecca. Shows
will be given at the infirmary, the
Indiana woman’s prison, Julietta
hospital, Detention home, City hos-
pital, Communal building, St. Vin-
cent’s hospital and the Flanner
house.

Thompson of Cleveland, new district man-
ager for Associated Exhibitors, paid his

first visit to St. Louis the past week. . . .

W. W. Watts, owner of the Princess,

Gayety and Vaudette theatres, Springfield,

111., has turned gentleman farmer. . . .

Oscar Turner, Harrisburg, 111., exhibitor,

had a narrow escape from serious injuries

when his automobile collided with a wagon.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES IOWA.—A Christmas

essay contest on “The Ancient Mariner and
Its Lesson to Humanity” was planted with
the four senior high school papers here by

John J. Gilmore, general exploitation man-
ager for William Fox, assisted by L. Robert
Brager, director of publicity for A. H.
Blank. The film opens at the Rialto De-
cember 26. . . . The fifty-one theatres

controlled by A. H. Blank have entered the

First National exploitation competition and
Blank has added $50 for the best exploita-

tion campaign on any picture in his theatres

in January. . . . The firm of Eberson &
Eberson, Chicago, was visited by A. H.
Blank when plans for the new million
dollar theatre for Des Moines were dis-

cussed. . . . M. J. Weisfeldt, division

manager for F. B. O., will be in Des
Moines for three weeks with Fred Young,
installing a new sales system in the local

exchange. ... W. E. Banford, Iowa man-
ager for Metro, issued cards announcing
removal of his offices to a new location.

... A. W. Nichols, district manager for
Famous with headquarters in Minneapolis,
visited Frank Crawford, local manager.
Exhibitor-visitors include A. D. Schune-
man, Isis, Webster City; W. W. Booth,
Strand, Belle Plaine

;
J. B. Gerbrecht, Ames

Theatre Company; H. M. Davies, Solon,
Spencer. . . . Leo Adler, traveling auditor
for Pathe, was in Des Moines inspecting

the local office December 4 . ... F. E.
Holt, Montezuma, la., purchased the Prin-
cess theatre at that place from W. M.
Thrall. . . . Charles Peterson, Windsor,
Hampton, and John Anderson, Princess,
Boone, were in Des Moines to attend the
Shrine ceremonial and the laying of the
corner stone of the new $1,500,000 temple.

ALBANY, N. Y.—James Roach,
manager of the Farash theatres in

Schenectady, is making plans for a
Christmas party to the employes
of the various theatres to be held
sometime between Christmas and
New Year in the State theatre.

E. M. Saunders

MINNEAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—“The Keeper

of the Bees,” F. B. O.’s new picture, evi-

dently was a Santa Claus gift in the stock-
ing of the Pantages theatre. It was held
over for a second week though the Pan-
tages is a vaudeville house playing week
stands only. . . . Jack Raper, veteran film

salesman, won the $150 prize award of the
local Fox branch during a sales drive. . . .

Art Gostol, former manager of the Shubert,
St. Paul, has succeeded Charles Mensing
as manager of the Lyric, Duluth. . . . Don
Alexander has been appointed head of the
advertising department for F. & R. at Du-
luth. He will be succeeded here by Eddie
Kueppers. . . . Finkelstein & Ruben has
taken over the Lyceum at Brainerd,
Minn., and the Lyceum and Rex theatres
at Virginia, Minn. These houses were
formerly operated by Clinton & Meyers
of Duluth. . . . F. & R.’s new theatre at

Eau Claire, Wis., in the heart of the busi-

ness district, is one of the finest houses on
the entire F. & R. circuit of 85 theatres. The
buildings adjoining the theatre are also new.
The combined structures are of brick with
special facing for the theatre exterior. One
of the largest electric signs in Eau Claire
will attract people to the entrance. . . .

There is a large lobby 80 ft. long and 30
ft. wide which has standing room for 500.

The house has a seating capacity of 1,400

on the main floor and balcony combined.
It has a large stage and plenty of dressing
rooms. . . . The operator’s booth is one
of the best on the circuit. The policy will

be first run pictures, with vaudeville, booked
by W. M. V. A. added on Sunday. ... A
fine Wurlitzer organ will provide the pic-

ture music. The house will be named the
State.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Redecorating of thea-

tres for the holidays is the chief occupa-
tion among exhibitors now. Alex Sayles
of the Buckley circuit was one of the early
birds and already has his three houses in

Christmas attire. . . . Stricken with heart
trouble at the State theatre in Utica, N. Y.,

Edward H. Buskey, an employe, died an
hour later. Buskey was secretary and
treasurer of the musicians union. . . .

What might have been a serious fire in the
Victoria theatre in Watertown, N. Y., was
confined to the projection booth. . . .

From now on there will be no stenographer
in attendance at the headquarters of the
Albany Zone, on account of the lack of
interest shown by exhibitors. . . . “Al”
Robbins, a brother of Nathan Robbins,
of Utica, N. Y., vice president of the
Mitchell H. Mark Realty company, is

said to be planning to erect a theatre in
Ithaca. . . . Picture City Corporation of
Miami, Fla., of which Charles L. Apfel is

president, filed papers with the secretary of
state’s office in Albany, N. Y. . . . Austin
Interrante has been named local manager
for Warner brothers, succeeding J. N
Klein. . . . Grover A. Woodward, former
manager of the Fox exchange in Albany.
N. Y., has embarked in business for him-
self and last week filed papers of incorpora-
tion of the Woodward Advertising Com-
pany. . . . Jack Krause has become the

manager of the Associated Exhibitors ex-

change, succeeding Abe Eskin. . . . Wil-
liam Benton of Saratoga Springs will take

over the Pastime theatre in Granville Janu-
ary 1. . . . Johnny Hines played the part

of host in New York City to C. H. Buck-
ley, of Albany. . . . John Doocey, of the

King theatre in Troy, entertained the

orphans of that city at a free show Satur-

day morning. . . . B. M. Harriman has
resigned as manager of the Strand in

Schenectady.
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MONTREAL, QUE.—Manager H.
W. Conover of the Imperial owned
by E. F. Albee, has arranged for the
annual theatre party for the crippled
children of Montreal at the Imperial
December 17, when a big Christmas
tree will be loaded with gifts for the
unfortunate kiddies of the city. Mr.
Conover is co-operating with the
Montreal Motorists League for the
event. After the performance, Santa
Claus will visit all the children’s
wards in local hospitals to provide
further treats.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—Manager N. K. Mil-

ler of the Pantages theatre, Toronto, made
an early start with his special New Year’s
Eve show this year. The first announce-
ment regarding the show was made Decem-
ber 5 and the seat plan was scheduled to

open December 14, all seats being reserved.

. . . Tom Logan, manager of the Capitol

London, Ont., fell in line with the special

stunt in the Dominion by presentation of
an All Canadian Program the week of
November 30 to stimulate the idea for the

making of pictures in Canada for the

British quota plan. The feature was “The
Ancient Highway”, a story of Quebec.
. . . George Vezina, proprietor of the mo-
tion picture theatre at Chicoutimi, Quebec,
has been seriously ill during recent weeks,
but his condition is now improving. Vezina,
one of the star players of the professional
hockey team of Montreal, says “out of
the medicines by Christmas.”. . . The first

Australian motion picture ever brought to

Canada is still going strong after almost
two years of presentation in the Dominion.
This is “The Man They Could Not Hang.”
At the Grand, Calgary, it was a regular
Christmas present, playing twice daily for
a week under the direction of Maynard
Joiner, manager. . . . H. M. Thomas of
Winnipeg, Western division manager of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto,
has returned to Winnipeg after a business
inspection trip through the Western Prairie
Provinces. . . . Pete Egan, manager of the
Strand, Calgary, has been appointed house
manager of the Capital, Calgary. John
Hazsa, long with the Calgary Capitol, will

continue to have supervision of that house
as well as general direction of Famous
Players houses in the Calgary district.

George McComber, manager of the Royal
Theatre at Fort William, Ontario, has been
appointed manager of the Calgary Strand.
. . .So great was the rush to see “The
Phantom of the Opera” at the Lyceum,
Winnipeg, one of the three local houses
under five year lease with Canadian Uni-
versal, that it was held over for a second
week by Manager Charles A. Meade, the
engagement terminating December 5. The
feature was shown six times daily, starting
at 10:10 A. M. Special admission prices
ranged up to 75 cents.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—For the first

time in three years, the Whynot theatre at

Greenfield, Ind., was dark one night re-

cently. A machine used to boost the elec-

tric current for use in the projecting room
broke and had to be sent to Indianapolis
for repairs. The repairs were not com-
pleted in time for the night program.
. ... A large crowd attended the recent
opening of the new Palace in Gary, Ind.
The theatre is said to be one of the finest
in northern Indiana. . . . One of the
community celebrations of interest in In-

dianapolis, was the housewarming marking
the opening of the Greater Garrick theatre,
for which the Thirtieth Street Business
Men’s Association was sponsor. The thea-
tre, which was purchased in October by W.
H. Griffin, who has been associated with the
house the last ten years, has been made over
in an extensive and elaborate fashion.
Souvenirs were given to the women. A
block of seats was reserved for members
of the association. The theatre has free
parking space adjoining, Griffin having pur-
chased the lot for that purpose. The thea-
tre has been decorated throughout in Jap-
anese effect. The walls are paneled and
painted in Japanese sketches and lantern-
like lights are softened with silk shades in
rose and blue. A soft silk curtain of dull
blue decorated with a Tapanese design in
gold and red veils the stage and screen. On
each. side of the stage are balconies with
drapings to match the curtain, with Japan-
ese vases adding a further Oriental touch
to the setting. An attractive lounge adjoins
the lobby, furnished with lacquered wicker
davenport and furniture. The upholstery
is in silver and Chinese blue.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Will H. Hays

acted as Santa Claus to Oscar Neufeld,
president of the Philadelphia Film Board
of Trade and
president of the
De Luxe Film
Corporation, when
the M. P. P. D. A.
head sent Neufeld
a letter informing
him the local
board had been ac-

corded first place
in making the

greatest contribu-
tion to the fire

prevention cam-
paign during Oc-
tober. Neufeld
was selected as Wm h. Hays
“Honor Man” by
the fire prevention committee of the Phila-

delphia Film Board of Trade for October.
. . . C. D. Buss, who has operated the

Majestic theatre in Williamsport, left for
St. Petersburg, Fla., where he will operate
three hotels during the winter and will also
conduct a large airdrome. ... In the

action brought by Universal against Morris
Feinman, owner of the Bell and State thea-
tres, the Philadelphia Board of Arbitra-
tion decided in favor of the defendant.
. . . Roger Mahan, who formerly rep-
resented P. D. C. in New Jersey and Dela-
ware, has been transferred to New Haven,
Conn., and will handle Pathe two-reel
comedies from that office. . . . George
Roberts, representing the Fox home office,

is managing the Philadelphia exchange dur-
ing the absence of Edaar Moss, who is at

Hot Springs, Va., recuperating from a se-

vere illness. . . . Miss Jessie L. Hite,
treasurer of the Opera House, Easton, Pa.,

was married to Charles Kenneck, musical
director for the Wilmer & Vincent road
show, “Helen of Troy.” . . . Wilmer
& Vincent’s Colonial Theatre, Easton, Pa.,
will have its formal opening February 1.

. . . Charles M. Rappoport, one of the
board of managers of the M. P. T. O., who
has been active in the affairs of the na-
tional organization, recently sold his thea-
tre, the Ideal, and has taken the West Phil-
adelphia agency for the Hupmobile. . . .

Joe Leon, formerly proprietor of the
Columbia, Bristol, who recently became a
member of the Independent Film Corpora-
tion sales force, has resigned to accept a
similar position with the Vital Exchange.
. . . Dave Segal and M. Levinson, of the
Vital Exchange, will attend a national con-
vention of Vital franchise holders in New
York, December 20, 21 and 22.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—A big
New Year’s party in Kansas City
with every exhibitor in Western
Missouri or Kansas, who possibly
can be there, in attendance—that is

the plan of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-
Missouri, as announced by C. E.
Cook, business manager, this week.
No details of the party will be
worked out until the number of ex-

hibitors who will attend can be as-

certained. If the attendance justi-

fies it, large space in a downtown
hotel will be reserved and many
novel features arranged. Exhibi-
tors who contemplate attendance
have been requested to write Mr.
Cook.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, KAN.—Exhibitors of

Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan.,

have tied up with the postal authorities of

the respective cities in a “mail early” cam-
paign for Christmas and are running

slides gratis in many theatres. . . .

The Grand theatre, Moberly, Mo., which
was destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt,

according to Jack Truitt, owner. Mr.
Truitt has taken over the old Grand
theatre which will be operated as the

“Babv Grand” pending construction of

the new house. The “Baby Grand” has
been equipped with Mazda equipment
and Simplex projectors. . . . Arthur
Miller, attorney for Midland Theatre Cor-
poration, went before the City Plan com-
mission in Kansas City, seeking approval

of the vacating of an alley for 200 feet in

connection with the erection of the pro-

posed $2,000,000 Midland theatre. That
Metro will control the booking of the new
house is accepted as a fact in Kansas City

film circles now, although formal announce-
ment has not yet been made. . . . The
new Baltis theatre, suburban house, is op-

erated by Potter Brothers. It seats 800 and
has been equipped with Simplex projectors

and Peerless Reflector Arc equipment.

. . . The Crystal, Ottawa, Kan., has

been sold by Bert Klock to Willard
Frazier, Kansas exhibitor. . . . E. L.

Dyson, former owner of the Palace, St.

Joseph, Mo. disposed of his interests and
is now a representative of the Kansas City

Pathe exchange. . . . An all-comedy
“circus” program an experiment by Walter
Fenny, manager of the Best theatre, Par-
sons, Kan., was a great success according
to Fenny. Seven Kansas City theatres

have contracted to try the experiment ac-

cording to /. A. Epperson, Pathe branch
manager. ... If the holiday spirit

“slowed up” Kansas City’s film row any
it wasn’t noticeable. . . . Earl Morri-
son, film veteran, has gone into the nut
business. No, don’t laugh; he is with Con-
tinental Nut Company, distributors of
pecans, etc. . . . Sam Berger, special

representative from the home office, and
C. E. Gregory, Kansas City branch man-
ager for Metro, teamed together in the ter-

ritory long enough to get some contracts.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO 1—Santa Claus stum-

bled down /. Don Meroney’s smokestack
and deposited in his lap the house manag-
ership of the Granada under Dick Weir.
Meroney has been assistant house manager.
. . .The truth will out. Edward Smith,
manager of the St. Francis theatre, which
for five weeks showed “The Merry Widow”
to crowds, at one time took part of the

Prince in the stage play and also

played on the stage with Mae Murray
for two seasons. Popular Ed has a
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fine baritone voice and for some time was
connected with musical shows. . . .

Announcement has just been made that

the $250,000 Sunset theatre now under con-
struction on Irving street, will be formally
opened February 1. It will be one of the

finest residential houses in the city. . . .

John Drinkwater, who takes the role of
Abraham Lincoln in screen productions,
speaks in this city December 4 on “An
English Dramatist’s View of Lincoln.” . . .

Ward Morris, well known motion picture

manager in California, has been appointed
manager of the Union Square Theatre in

this city. Morris, for the past two years
was with the Hippodrome at Fresno and
previous to that, for eight years, was con-
nected with Ackerman & Harris in that

city. . . . Carol Nathan, manager of the
local office of Universal, after his oper-
ation for appendicitis, recently was able to
motor to Universal City for a visit. . . .

A recent fire in the Lyric theatre, Marys-
ville, caused a shutdown for four days.
Fire started in the early hours in the rear
of the house. In four days all was fixed
up. . . W. Bascom of Mt. Shasta
City will soon open a new theatre and
F. L. Campen of Glen theatre, Mountain
View, reports a new 750 seated house will

be built by him in a few weeks. New
houses all around San Francisco.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Special presen-

tations and music programs will feature ob-
servance of Christmas in the Crandall

theatres. Prepara-
tions are already
under way on a
big scale. . . .

George A. Crouch,
treasurer of the
Crandall theatres,

has ample excuse
for the broad
smile these days.
A new daughter
has made her bow
at his home. . . .

“Madam Be-
ll a v e, ” starring

Julian Eltinge,
was booked for
anniversary week
. Harold T. Pease,

organist formerly associated with Otto F.
Beck, concert artist at the Tivoli, succeeds
George Emmons, resigned, at the Ambassa-
dor. Ida V. Clarke, formerly organist at
the Savoy, follows Pease at the Tivoli, and
Gertrude Kreiselman, pianist at the “Cran-
dall Saturday Nighters” and organist of the
Home theatre, takes the Savoy console. . . .

A large gathering of close friends helped
Harry M. Crandall celebrate his birthday
anniversary. . . . “Dreaming of a Castle
in the Air” was the recurrent theme for
Syd Chaplin’s “Man on the Box” at the
Metropolitan. The overture included selec-
tions from Verdi’s “II Trovatore.” . . .

The classes in visual instruction, conducted
by the board of education in conjunction
with the department of public service and
education of the Crandall theatre, are the
largest ever. . . . Nell Paxton and Milton
Davis, pipe organists at the Metropolitan,
have scored a decided hit with their organ
and grand piano duets

DETROIT
~ DETROIT, MICH.,—It may be a white
Christmas for these bandits but it won’t
be a yellow one. They didn’t get the
money. While Arthur Black, manager of
the Lincoln Square theatre, was counting
his Saturday night receipts, his wife sitting
nearby heard a noise in the basement of the
theatre, cautiously investigating Black

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—
Christmas cheer abounds in the
project of Gordon Thornburg and
C. C. McDermond to open a thea-
tre at Milford, Utah. They have
obtained a ten-year lease on a
location in the Atkin hotel building
there and are starting a theatre
in the holiday season after com-
pletely remodeling the building.
Thornburg operates the Blue Bird
theatre at Garfield and McDermond
is on the selling force of the local
Pro-Dis-Co. exchange.

discovered two thieves at work. He quitely
called the police, and joined them in sur-
rounding the place. The bandits opened
fire and more than 50 shots were exchanged
before they broke out of the building and
escaped. . . .Robert Rowan, manager of
the Standard Film exchange, who has been
suffering from high blood pressure for
the past three months, was taken with a
relapse last week and was ordered back
to his bed. He is reported to be in a
grave condition. . . . An attempt to

DETROIT, MICH.—Theatre man-
agers are busy preparing some un-
usual programs for Christmas and
every exchange is being ransacked
for appropriate short features to
show during the holidays.

blow the safe of the Croswcll theatre at

Adrian a few nights ago was frustrated
by a policeman who found a man in the

house with all his paraphernalia ready to

proceed. The Croswell safe was blown
and robbed of $1,000 a few weeks ago.

. . .IV. S. Butterfield, accompanied by
Mrs. Butterfield, left a few days ago for

a motor trip to Florida. They expect to be
gone about three weeks.

December 6 was the release date of the
Educational Lupino Lane comedy,
“The Fighting Dude,” in which Vir-
ginia Vance has the principal feminine
role.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEXAS— Merry Christmas!

That’s the word from The Hancock Opera
House at Austin, Texas, which will soon
be formally reopened after several months
of remodeling and repairs. The Hancock
formerly was operated by the Novy Broth-
ers, but through a court procedure Famous
Players obtained control. . . .Abe Silver-
berg of the Crown and Folly theatres in

Houston was a recent visitor along film

row. Silverberg bought new equipment
for his houses. . . . While in Dallas re-

cently to attend the M. P. T. O. conven-
tion, Jack Pickens of Harlingen purchased
quite a lot of new equipment for his new
house there. . . .Sam Jones of Altus,
Okla. has opened his new Empire theatre,

which was recently completed at a cost of
$50,000. . . . L. F. Haven of Forest City,

Ark. has purchased the Regent at Mari-
anna, Ark, and will operate this new house
as one of his chain. It is reported a $15,000
deal. . . .Warren Kindel, manager of
the Princess theatre at Weatherford, Tex.,
has announced the Princess is again opened
after repairs and remodeling. . . . W. S.

Hurt, former local film salesman, expects
to open his new theatre at Clarksville soon.

He has bought new equipment. . . .R.

B. Williams, sales director for the South-
ern district for Universal, made a short

visit at the local exchange, then departed
for Oklahoma City. G. L. Wood, El Paso
branch manager, who was in Dallas to

attend the sales meeting held during Mr.
Williams’ visit, has returned to El Paso.
. . .Jack Petit, popular film salesman in

the Southern territory, has again affiliated

with Universal, working with the Dallas
office as special representative.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH—The Rex

theatre at Hyrum, Utah, formerly owned
by H. H. Jensen, has been purchased by
A. N. Jensen. . . .

Dave Frazer, Pro-
Dis-Co. district
representative, i s

in the city. . . .

George Lindsey, of
the Star, Eureka,
Utah, was visiting

Film Row, as was
Steve Deal, owner
of the Star at

Springville.

R. D. Boomer is

now in charge of
the Associated Ex-
hibitors exchange
here. . . .All the

P a t h e salesmen,
after attending a sales conference at the

local exchange, have left for their terri-

tories and will be out until the holidays.

. . . L. A. Davis, branch manager here
for F. B. O., is having a trade showing of
“The Midnight Flyer” at the American
theatre here. All out of town exhibitors
were invited. . . . H. Bradley Fish, back
from Los Angeles where he met /. R.

Grainger, general salesmanager for Fox,
called a salesmeeting at the local office. . . .

Miss Dorothy Riggs has been added to the

local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer staff as booker.

. . . George Hayes, traveling represen-

tative for Educational Pictures, has re-

turned to Denver. . . . An exhibitor in

Hawaii is buying a Powers Projection
Machine from the Utah Theatre Supply
house. . . . L. W. Hyde has been added
to the sales-force of Greater Features here,

having been assigned the Utah and Idaho
territory, and will make his initial trip

within a few days. Hyde was formerly
wth Warner Brothers in this city.

Harry M. Crandall

at the Earle theatre. . .

J. R. Grainger
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Street, Chicago, III.

Chadwick
AMERICAN PLUCK: George Walsh—A good

picture run on a bad night. Those that saw it

said it was good. From Specialty Film Company
of Dallas. Six reels.—J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid thea-

tre, Niles, Tex.—General patronage.

BLUE BLOOD: George Walsh—Very good.
Plenty of action.—I. T. Brisco. Princess theatre,

Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

BLUE BLOOD: George Walsh—Good picture

with plenty of pep and fun. Six reels.—Isaac T.

Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General
patronage.

PAINT AND POWDER: Elaine Hammerstein
—Exhibitors, look ! At last we have a good Chad-
wick picture, and a real good one at that.

Elaine Hammerstein is wonderful in this one.

Give the Independents more like this one, if you
please. Above all, book it. Seven reels.—Clarence
F. Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

SOME PUNKINS: Charles Ray—Wow! An-
other Chadwick winner. Two in succession.

What’s going to happen? Perhaps Mr. Chadwick
read some of my past comments. If he did, I

and others perhaps have helped him change his

mind about pictures. Above all. book it. Seven
reels.—Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chi-
cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE WIZARD OF OZ: Larry Semon—A fair

comedy. Lots of impossible stuff. Seven reels.

—

D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.

—

General patronage.

THE WIZARD OF OZ: Larry Semon—A fea-
ture length slapstick. Be sure to show kids mat-
inee. The adults do not care for it. No draw-
ing power for adults.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty
theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

Film Booking Offices

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
The biggest thing about this picture is the won-
derful drawing power. I had so many strangers
to see it, so many people that I had never laid
eyes on before, that I could hardly realize I was
in my own town. The ones who seldom attend
a picture show will like it. The dyed-in-the-
wool picture fans, who know a good picture from
an ordinary one, won’t care a thing for “The
Keeper of The Bees.” However, the majority will
like it because you will have so many who rarely
ever go to a picture show. This alone will put
the picture over for you and together with its

tremendous drawing power any exhibitor will
make money with it. It’s a real chance for a
clean up. Seven reels.—R. W. Hickman, Lyric
theatre, Greenville, III.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast

—

Good picture, good business. Easy to exploit be-
cause nearly everybody has read the story. Ten
reels.—W. J. Roule, Columbia theatre, Mansura,
La.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
We “knocked ’em cold” with this one and it was
no trouble to get them in. The fact that it was
Gene Stratton Porter’s latest story was enough
to draw them. It will not only draw a big crowd
but it will please them. I consider it one of
the biggest drawing cards of the year. Buy it

and advertise it and you’ll get results. Seven
reels.—J. M. Reynolds, Opera House, Elwood,
Neb.—General patronage.

“Herald” Contributor

Breaks Into “Trib”
“Picture Punk; Patrons Told to

Stay Away” was the heading
placed upon the following story
printed in the December 10 issue
of ‘‘The Chicago Tribune”:

Shenandoah, la., Dec. 9.—(A. P.)—

•

If a moving picture house owner thinks

a picture is no good he should tell his

patrons so they can stay away. This

is the attitude of C. J. Latta, owner
of a local theatre, as outlined by him

today after he had publicly warned his

customers against seeing a picture

booked at his playhouse for a two day

run.

He not only advertised in the news-

paper his dislike for the film, but

posted a bulletin in front of the thea-

tre, advising patrons his picture was

“one of the weakest” he had ever seen.

Mr. Latta said he took this action

as a policy of honest advertising and

that he would do it again in the future

if the occasion demanded.

C. J. Latta, Empress theatre
owner, is a consistent contributor
to “Herald” departments.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Very good, but Fred Thomson had better

take good care of himself and cut out dieting.

So thin in this picture that we hardly knew him.

Silver King is better in every picture. Six reels.

—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview,

Neb.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
This picture is good, but hardly as big as they

would lead you to believe. It’s no special by
any means. Will go over and please as a regu-

lar program picture. As a drawing card for me
it was a complete failure. Didn’t have enough
the second night to justify us showing it.—R. W.
Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, III.—Gen-

eral patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr-
On account of bad weather we didn't do much on
this one. However, it’s no fault of the picture.

It’s a dandy good story and one every theatre
should run. Get behind it, don’t be afraid of it.

Seven reels.—J. M. Reynolds, Opera House, El-

wood, Neb.—General patronage.

NO MAN’S LAW : Bob Custer—This is a dandy
picture and the treatment that I get from F. B.

0. is as good as their fine pictures. Mr. Fisher,

in charge of the office, is a prince, so is the

manager, and Van isn’t anywhere behind. He’s
right up with them. Five reels.—L. Deyo, Miers

theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—After
a long wait as to who the new surprise star was
going to be, it gives me much pleasure (and I

have never used this word before in a report)

to report on this picture. Boys, here is a regular

Western. It starts where the general run of

Westerns leave off. It has a story, cast, action,

direction, comedy galore. In fact it is there one
hundred per cent. Get behind it. Congratulations
to F. B. O. and Director DeLacey. Keep up the
good work and watch this boy. Step in to the big
time. Five reels.—Steve Brown, Mission theatre,
Santa Paula, Cal.—Small town patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—Best
Western I ever had. The new star does fine and
can be bought right from F. B. O. The boy and
pony and dog help make it No. 1. Five reels.

—

Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—This is a
nice little Western and Bob sure can ride and
sling a wicked hay maker in the clinches. Five
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-
ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—Have read some
bad reports on this one, but it went over great
for us and gave satisfaction.—Lincoln theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge
—A corking good action play, sprinkled, nay rain-
ing, with comedy. It is in fact a comedy-melo-
drama, but do not get the idea that it is a cheap
affair, for it is as finely produced as any of
Paramount’s Griffith comedies, but as to interiors
and exteriors. Improbable it is, yet intensely in-

teresting throughout. Bull Montana is a scream.
Eva Novak likable and Talmadge a wonder. Dick
saves the U. S. Navy from destruction in ten
reel serial style, but as the whole thing is not
written seriously, but humorously, it goes over
with the audience in a very acceptable manner.
Book it with a two reel comedy for Friday-Sat-
urday.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—General patronage.

UNTAMED YOUTH: Special cast—Another
dandy picture from F. B. O. They seem to have
all good pictures. F. B. O. pictures should please
any audience anywhere and the prints are always
good. Five reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Scho-
harie, N. Y.—General patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mae. Wallace Reid—One of
the best drawing pictures we have played this

year. Tie up with your parent-teacher association
and they will put it across for you. Don’t be
afraid to step on this one. Seven reels.—Glen A.
Anspach, Thornville theatre, Thomville, O.

—

Small town patronage.

First National
THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Yes, it is a

special. The best roughneck, lumbering story ever
made in this picture. Sills is certainly hard-
boiled. Gave satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—This is a
wonderful scenic production with a title that fits

like a glove. Story has been done before but
the logging scenes bring it above average. Eight
reels.—M. Roob, Grand theati'e. Port Washington,
Wis.—General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone—A fairly

good picture that seemed to please. Much better

than “Fine Clothes,” which also featured Lewis
Stone. “Fine Clothes” just about killed Lewis
Stone in this town and as a result business was
off about 50 per cent on this one. Eight reels.

—

R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.

—General patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon :—If
you want to disgust your patrons, above all

don’t pass up this wonderful piece of junk. Our
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RUNNING RECORD of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors’

box office statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording

interesting comparison with local records.

patrons walked out on this. First National have

a lot of nerve to wish this on exhibitors. Seven

reels.—Clarence F. Wagner, Bugs theatre, Chi-

cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—Hurrah. A real Milton Sills picture, one that

every man, woman and child will more than en-

joy. At last they are putting Sills in the real

pictures that are cut out for him. More power

to Sills and his producer, if they keep up this

good work. Good for any neighborhood. Eight

reels —Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chi-

cago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—We did

not consider this to be more than an ordinary

Western. Did not draw or please any better

than a Jones, Mix or Fred Thomson production.

—

P. R. Matson, the Crystal theatre, Flandreau,

S. D.—General patronage.

HIS SUPREME MOMENT: Ronald Colman

—

Fair, account of snowstorm. Colored scenes at

start and finish put this production above aver-

age. Eight reels.—M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port

Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Percy Marmont—Not much

to this one. Star is not liked here. Do not

promise anything extra. Eight reels.—J. E.

Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General

patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Pro-

nounced by all who saw it as very good. A real

novelty special. Ten reels.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy

theatre, ^Vagner, S. D.—Rural patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Ronald Colman—

When you play this one just get back of it and

tell them plenty. It is a fine picture. Some

colored scenes which are beautiful.—J. E. Dragi-

nis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General

patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—
This was the best one we have had from Col-

leen from a box office standpoint. It broke our

midweek record at popular prices. All Colleen’s

are good at the cash register, but this topped

them all and satisfied the fans.—Jack Greene,

New Geneseo theatre, Genese, 111.—General patron-

age.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—

I

believe my patrons liked this one better than

"Sally.” However, I did the usual capacity busi-

ness. Six reels.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,

Detroit, Mich.—General patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—Acting and directing

perfect. Kind of a melodrama that touches the

tender spots. One of the best pictures I’ve run

for some time. Eight reels.—R. M. Fletcher,

Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.—General patron-

age.

SALLY: Colleen Moore—One of the best all

around pictures I ever played. Everyone was de-

lighted with it. It’s a combination entertainment

that will sure please anywhere. Just the kind of

picture I like. It’s a little long but you don’t tire.

Nine reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincoln-

ton, Ga.—General patronage.

SALLY, THE PERFECT FLAPPER: Colleen

Moore—Simply great and has made Colleen in our

town. Give us more like these Colleen.—-P. R.

Matson. The Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—
General patronage.

THE WHITE MONKEY: Barbara LaMarr—
As a picture it is a very poor excuse for one.

The less people see of Barbara LaMarr, I think,

the better off they are, as they always come out

kicking. Her name in electric lights means poor

business. Lay off of this one. Seven reels.

Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET: Special cast

—

Thursday to fair business. As near a special as

a program picture gets. The price on this one is

right, the film is in good condition, and I would

advise all my exhibitor friends to buy it. Seven

reels.

—

P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

FLIRTING WITH LOVE: Colleen Moore

—

Business big on Sunday. Colleen can always get

them here. Our people all like her for her never

failing effort to make her pictures worthy of the

splendid name she has established for herself as

an actress. Buy this one and all the pictures she
makes, they will all give a boost to your box of-

fice. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,

Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

SINGLE WIVES: Corinne Griffith—Same old

story, neglected wives running around with other

men. If that goes in your town, play it. It

didn’t please over ten per cent here. The title is

also a poor one. First National has some good
pictures but also have their share of lemons.

Eight reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre,

Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD:
Bryant Washburn—Nothing extra. Just a pro-

gram. Lost money on it. Six reels.—A. Cata-
lano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.—General

patronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
—This is a good comedy and pleased the few who
came. Played it two days to awful business.

Haven’t been able to get them in with her since

"Dulcy.”-—Lincoln theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge

—

One of Connie’s best ones for a long while. Every-
one seemed to like it. The women were particu-

larly pleased on account of wonderful gowns
shown. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—Picture
is a little old but is still mighty good entertain-

ment. Six reels.—D. A. Hooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

JEALOUS HUSBANDS: Special cast—Plenty

of heart interest and suspense and thrills in this

one. Will please if you get them in. Six reels.—

-

D. A. Hooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.

—General patronage.

PONJOLA: Anna Q. Nilsson—Just an ordi-

nary picture, but brought us a good crowd and
seemed to please fairly well. No kicks ; no praise.

—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—A very won-
derful portrayal by Norma and received very

favorably by our ladies, but not liked so well

by the men. All admitted, however, that it was
exceptionally well played and were satisfied, even

though the type of picture did not just exactly

please them. Nine reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star

theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patron-

age.

THE ONE WAY STREET: Special cast—Very

good feature. Our patrons did not like to see

Anna Q. in this type of role, but it was well

played and we feel sure it went over very good.

Seven reels.—Horn & Morgan. Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LILIES OF THE STREET: Corinne Griffith—

A nice little program picture that seemed to

please. Didn’t have any comments either good or

bad.—Lincoln theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

[trailers SELL SEATS
NATI0NALSCReen. service

[YOUR MOST ErrLtllvc SALcanAr
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Fox
HAVOC: Special cast—A great picture. Don’t

be afraid to step on it. Nine reels.—D. C. Jones,

Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—Best Jones we’ve played to date. A little of

everything in it. Six reels.—J. J. Hoffman, Plain-
view theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General patron-
age.

THANK YOU: Special cast—Terrible. Rather
be dark than to play a picture like this and ex-

pect to do business. Pay for it and don’t run
it. Eight reels.—W. H. Hall, Gem theatre, Mem-
phis, Tex.—Country patronage.

THE ROUGHNECK: George O’Brien—A fine

South Seas picture, but with such a dizzy title

no one with good sense could be coaxed past the
ticket window. Some of those title pickers ought
to be taken out and hung by the neck until they
are absolutely dead. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—Pleased
my Western patrons. Wish I could get Jones and
Mix from Fox without taking the rest of their

so-called specials. Lost money on all of their last

bunch. Five reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea-

tre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

SHE WOLVES: Alma Ruben—This picture is

not so bad as the title indicates. Wonder why
they didn’t call it “Female Dogs.” Either title

would draw about as well as the other. On ac-

count of the name the picture was absolutely

killed before I ever showed it. Had it bought
for two days, but only had nerve enough to use

it one. Seven reels.—R. W. Hickman, Lyric thea-

tre, Greenville, 111.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—Showed
this on Saturday with fair business. We need
action to draw them in. ’Nuf sed! Seven reels.

—A. Catalano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.

—

General patronage.

FLAMES OF DESIRE: Special casi>-Not a

bad picture. However, not a special as they sold

it to me. Six reels.—A. Catalano, Victory thea-

tre, Rossiter, Pa.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK: George
O’Brien—Played to Monday and Tuesday business

and everyone thought it one of the best pictures

they had ever seen. No adverse reports.—Philip

B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New England, N. D.

—

General patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH: Earle Foxe—
Ninety-nine and nine-tenths of the patrons liked

the picture, as it was out of the ordinary. The
others thought it a little suggestive. Personally

I thought it good comedy.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto

theatre. New England, N. D.—Small town patron-

age.

TEETH: Tom Mix—One of Tom’s best ones.

Seemed to please them all. Seven reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE WHITE DESERT: Claire Windsor—

A

very good picture. Snow scenes exceptionally fine.

Had many favorable comments. Business was
very good.—Lincoln theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—This is

the best Keaton I have played. Don’t be afraid

to book this. Print good. Six reels.—P. G. Held,

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE BANDOLERO: Special cast—Just an
average program picture made in a foreign coun-

try and hard to put across. Seven reels.—Glen

A. Anspach, Thornville theatre, Thornville, O.

—

Small town patronage.

MARRIED FLIRTS: Pauline Frederick—Not
much good for a small town. This style of pic-

ture never has made me any money. Print good.

Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE DENIAL: Claire Windsor—More good
comments on this than any feature in a week,

and I change every night. Five reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

THE DENIAL: Claire Windsor—As a drawing
card this was the bunk. I believe it pleased

fairly well. Five reels.— S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE DENIAL: Special cast—A good society

picture. A scene in this one that don’t go in a
small town. Why inject such scenes in a pic-

ture ? Why not keep the picture clean ? Print
good. Seven reels. P. G. Held, Sterling thea-

tre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE SNOB: Norma Shearer—A good society

drama. Not enough action to suit my patrons.

Print good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

CHU CHIN CHOW : Betty Blythe—Very poor

picture for my town. Did not please one-third of

my patrons. They all expected to see something
happen to interest them, but were disappointed.

Nothing to it. Six reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel

Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE RAG MAN : Jackie Coogan—I consider

this one of Coogan’s weak ones. No drawing
power. I lost money on same. Print good. Six

reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE RAG MAN : Jackie Coogan—Pretty good
story but I think the film was one of the worst
that ever traveled through a projector. We had
one clean "cumapart”, three or four breaks and
forty-eleven misframes. Six reels.—R. W. Smith,

Town Hall theatre, Wilton, N. H.—Small town
patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire Windsor—It
sure is a pleasure to play a picture like this.

Sure has some real thrills. Has lots of action and
an extra good cast. Seven reels.—Glenn A. Ans-
pach, Thornville theatre, Thornville, O.—Small

town patronage.

REVELATION : Viola Dana—A good picture

that drew average business. All who saw it were
pleased. Nine reels.—Glenn A. Anspach, Thorn-
ville theatre, Thornville. O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Janice Meredith: Marion Davies—Thursday to

very good business. If you would ask my opinion

of this picture I would say one of the best. Any-

one who is familiar with the history of our

country would enjoy it, for as the reels unroll

his memory will be refreshed, for every part of

it is historically covered and every American
should see it. Ten reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP : Special cast—Good
interesting show. Plenty of action. Should go
good in any kind of a town.—E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE WIFE: Dorothy Devore—A very
good picture, entertaining all the way through.
Little Dorothy Devore does very good acting in

this. More success to Dorothy. Print good. Seven
reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.-—Neighborhood patronage.

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE: Jackie Coogan
—Some thought this the best Jackie Coogan in a
long time. Others did not care for it. Print in

very poor condition and lots of misframes, but
we must say this is the first of this kind we
have had from the Denver exchange. Six reels.

—

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

TRUE AS STEEL: Aileen Pringle—Not a

picture for small towns, besides, it is getting

too old. Seven reels.—A. Catalano, Victory the-

atre, Rossiter, Pa.—General patronage.

Paramount
IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Tom come into

his own again in this story of a New York cop
in Ireland. It is his most satisfactory picture in

many a day and pleased everyone who crowded
in for it. The story is interesting, the double
photography marvelous, the Irish setting real and
certainly a credit to the cameraman who set for

the shots of notable Irish views. Lois Wilson
most charming and should be kept as leading

lady for Meighan. It is the type of story that

will please in any community and adds new
laurels to the star.—Ben L. Morris, Temple the-

atre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—A good

comedy, plenty of action and laughs, but just a

one day picture. As yet, Raymond Griffith is no

great star, but they charge big star prices for

him, just the same. Book it one day. Six reels.

—Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago,

111.—Neighborhood patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—If there is

a place in the other world called H— where all

QaMm
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bad things go, then that's the place for this pic-

ture. An appropriate suggestion would be to use

it for wall decoration near the chair of the devil,

so the extreme heat would make quick work of

it. It's no good to us exhibitors here. Seven

reels.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.

Rural patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—In these days of

mechanical perfection the poor photography in

this picture is absolutely inexcusable. The titles

are the only clear spots in it, the rest is hazy
and never sharply outlined. The whole thing is

draggy and Rudy simply walks through it and
acts by occasionally lifting one eyebrow. It has

not a pai-ticle of the pep and dash of former pic-

tures. It is frankly bad—though it drew a big

house—and it disappointed even his feminine ad-

mirers. No more like this, please.—Ben L. Morris,

Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronge.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—Produced in

Paramount’s usual style, but Valentino badly mis-

cast. Poor ending and some of our customers

walked out. Not a small town picture. Seven

reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ash-

land, O.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt-
Pleased fairly well and I think it would have

drawn better if the weather was not bad. As it

was it brought out quite a few. Seven reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Did a

very good business on this and, while it was a

good picture, did not come up to my expectations.

Patrons, however, seemed satisfied, so what’s the

difference what I expected?—Philip B. Peitz, Ri-

alto theatre. New England, N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Excep-
tional Western picture with a historical value to

it. If your patrons like Western action pictures

buy it. Ten reels.—R. M. Fletcher, Lyric the-

atre, Hartington, Neb.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Betty Compson—An-
other Paramount Western flop, although an ex-

ceptional picture. Very well produced. Excellent

acting by all, but all this can’t put it over at

the box office. If you do good on Westerns, don’t

pass this up. Ten reels.—Clarence F. Wagner,

Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

NEW BROOMS: Bessie Love—Very pleasing

show. Put on vaudeville with it. Don't know
how it would draw alone. Don’t think it means

much at the box office. Seven reels.—Leslie Ha-

bles, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Special cast—Fellows, here is

a good picture and the price is right.—George

Osborne, New Star theatre, Westminister, Md.

—

General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—My bunch

said this was one of the best Swansons they ever

saw and I have played them all. Seven reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swatison—I am glad

they took “Conquered” out of my contract. How
can any company pay high salary to a star, put

them in a cheap production, and expect to book

the exhibitors ? And if they do put a lot of

money in the production, who do they think

could pay the price they would have to get for

it? I think it is high time they let some of

these high priced stars give us exhibitors enter-

taining productions.—George Osborne, New Star

theatre, Westminister, Md.—General patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence Vidor
—A very good picture, but of no box office value.

Both Florence Vidor and Ford Sterling do very

good work. I would call it just a one day pic-

ture. Seven reels.—Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence Vidor
—No trouble at all, Mr. Zukor, to get them in ;

and no trouble to please them. This is the clev-

erest high class comedy-drama I ever ran. Mark
you, it is not a farce nor a burlesque action

drama, but a scintillating, wittily titled society

drama of the very highest order. The acting is

perfect. Florence Vidor soars to twinkling stellar

heights. Tom Moore smiles his way into all

hearts, and Ford Sterling makes you cry for

more. Do we want clean entertainment? Well,

here it is. ‘Verbum sap’.—Philip Rand, Rex the-

atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Men-
jou-—Fine show. Pleased them here. Can’t say
that the leading lady adds anything to this. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

Rin-Tin-Tin, the dog actor, has the star-

ring role in “The Clash of the
Wolves,” which has just been made
for release by Warner Brothers.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—My
patrons said- they were a little bit disappointed

in this. Several told me they classed it as only

an average Western. Didn’t see it myself. Seven
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

Kans.—Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Very
good. Action and comedy throughout and a pic-

ture you can boost to the skies and not worry
about whether you will please the patrons as

you will.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre. New
England N. D.—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Ex-
ceptionally good Western action picture and a

drawing card. Pleased my crowd and I did

good business. Eight reels.—R. M. Fletcher, Lyric

theatre, Hartington, Neb.—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—An-
other good one from Paramount. Almost as good

as “The Pony Express.” Play it and reap. Seven

reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum,
Tex.-—General patronage.

ARGENTINE LOVE: Special east—Holds inter-

est and has unusual ending. Bebe is popular here

since she played in “Sinners in Heaven.” Eight

reels.—W. J. Roule, Columbia theatre, Mansura,

La.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson-
Just a fair picture. The only redeeming feature

is the acting of Gloria Swanson, and some parts

of this acting are very poor. It’s not an audience

picture and above all not a box office picture. A
few more like this and Gloria will be no more.

Somebody needs jacking up. Seven reels.—Clar-

ence F. Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—

-

Neighborhood patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson—

A

good Swanson picture that pleased the star’s fa-

vorites. Gloria does some fine acting in her dual

role. Eight reels.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,

Wagner, S. D. Rural patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels-
Pleased as near 100 per cent as any picture I

ever had in the house. I did not see it myself,

but they told me as they came out how good it

was. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy the-

atre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Business
away below normal, partly on account of snow
storm and poor roads. This is a very good pro-
gram picture, but cannot qualify as a big special

at all. They charged us 60 per cent too much
for it. Print very good. Eight reels.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—A very good
picture, well produced. This sort of a Western
picture is only good for one day. You can’t get
the women in on Westerns, no matter how good
they are, and don’t forget you must have the
woman or you won’t exist. Seven reels.—Clar-

ence Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, III.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Too much
killing, horse takes too small a part, and was
too long drawn out. Would consider this a very
ordinary Western.—P. R. Matson, The Crystal
theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—A good pic-

ture but the horse action not as good as in “King
of Wild Horses.” Price Paramount asks for it

out of proportion to its real value. Eight reels.

—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England,
N. D.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-
Mille—A big picture and it made me money.
That’s what I like. Ten reels.—W. J. Roule,

Columbia theatre, Mansura, La.—General pat-

ronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith-

Corking good picture. Did not draw much of a
crowd but certainly pleased all who saw it.—O.

F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—
Crowds greatly pleased. Business held up well
although weather was unkind to Ford radiators.

The exchange (Mpls.) treated us fair on this

picture and we will run some more Griffith’s if

we can get them. Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—
A dandy comedy feature. Pleased all. Seven
reels.—W. A. Doersehlag, Strand theatre. Ransom,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith-
Extra good at the box office, also as entertain-

ment. One can’t go wrong when one books a
Raymond Griffith. Seven reels.—Robert W. Hines,
Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES: Richard Dix—A bang-
up action comedy. Title hurts this picture, as

everybody thinks it is going to be silly. It is

far from that and is one of the best comedy-
dramas we have played in a long time. Dix
comes nearer to Wally Reid’s type in this than
in anything he has played yet. Six reels.—Horn
& Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Special cast

—The picture cost too much and I did not make
any money.—George Osborne, New Star theatre,

Westminister, Md.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-
Mille—All I can say is to add to the general
commendation of this picture. It is the best one
I ever used and, while not the drawing power
that “The Covered Wagon,” yet will give better

general satisfaction. Surely a wonder film. Ten
reels.—W. A. Doersehlag, Strand theatre. Ransom,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—A good
little one day picture. Pleased all who saw it.

Not a knockout but entertaining. They won’t
kick about this one. Six reels.—Clarence F. Wag-
ner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood
patronage.

FORBIDDEN PARADISE: Pola Negri—Beauti-
ful sets ; beautiful Pola. Menjou steals the pic-

ture. Pleased some but not the majority.—Frank
E. Sabin, Mystic theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small
town patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL: Bebe Daniels—We can
always count on Bebe for a pleasing picture. This
was especially good. Six reels.—R. W. Smith,
Town Hall theatre, Wilton, N. H.—Small town
patronage.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES: Glenn Hunter—
Another dandy comedy that should take anywhere.
Those that read the story in the “Saturday
Evening Post” said it followed the story closely

and enjoyed the picture very much.—Philip B.
Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LITTLE FRENCH GIRL: Special cast—
This picture advertised itself, as those that saw
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Introducing the Paramount organization at Indianapolis. Fritz E. Wagonar, branch
manager, is the fifth from the left of those standing. (Photo by H. E. N.)

it first night sent their friends the next night.

Should go over almost anywhere. Not a feature,

but a good program.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto the-

atre, New England, N. D.—General patronage.

THE SIDESHOW OF LIFE: Special cast—
Played this on Armistice night and fitted in

nicely. Role of lover not exactly what you’d ex-

pect Torrence to play, but Torrence fans forgave
him as he did so well.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto

theatre, New England, N. D.—General patronage.

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS: Special

cast—Pleased 95 per cent. Many favorable com-
ments. Good drawing card. Eight reels.—Lester

N. Leek, Clug House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.

—

General patronage.

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS: Louise
Dresser—A dandy. Not an adverse report on it.

Many mentioned they enjoyed it very much.

—

Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New England,
N. D.—General patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Ernest
Torrence—Good picture.—H. T. Nokes, Elite the-

atre, Nixa, Mo.—Small town patronage.

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas Meighan—
Pleased very well. Star popular here. Film new.
Seven reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre,

Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:
Jack Holt—The print was in such a mutilated
condition that our patrons were greatly disap-

pointed. Unable to give opinion of merits of
picture for this reason. Seven reels.—D. A.
Hooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Special cast—They
like the wild and wooly Westerns for a change.
Seemed to give entire satisfaction. Six reels.

—

D. A. Hooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.
-—General patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL: Rudolph Valentino—This
is the first 8 reeler I’ve seen done in slow motion.
Get’s kinda tiresome, so much of it. Eight reels.

—Frank E. Sabin, Mystic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
-—Small town patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL. Rudolph Valentino—Con-
sider this good picture. Will stand raise in price.

Nine reels.—W. J. Roule, Columbia theatre, Man-
sura, La.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING COWARD: Cullen Landis—
"Simply fine !’’ my trade said. One of the best.

Enough comedy to keep you enthused from start

to finish. I wish I could get more like it. Seven
reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton,

Ga.—General patronage.

THE HUMMING BIRD: Gloria Swanson—This
is a dandy picture and evidently our folks knew
it, for we had a splendid audience. Eight reels.-

-

C. E. Hopkins, the Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.
—Small town patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—Five hun-
dred more feet of film showing how the rescued
couple came out of the submarine and were "hap-
pily united” would have made this a corker, but
it ended at the exciting moment too abruptly and,
while the hero and heroine were left down be-

neath the sea, the audience was left "up in the
air”. Griffith is the whole show, yet Viola gets

into action on the target float while the U. S.

Navy peppers away at them. Theodore Roberts
has a negligible part. This play is very good but
not as good as it might easily have been.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A first

class picture from an entertainment standpoint.
Was well liked by all. Our patrons like Griffith

if he has something to show off his wares.—Jack
Greene, Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—General
patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A good
comedy that keeps the patrons in good humor
the entire evening. Griffith well liked.—Philip

B. Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. D.

—

General patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels—This pic-

ture has lots of comedy and went over very

satisfactorily. Six reels.—D. A. Hooker, Happy
Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.—General patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels—One fat

lady said she did not care for pictures of this

sort, as she laughed so much she knew she gained
ten pounds. Everyone else said they thought it

great. Seven reels.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto the-

atre, New England, N. D.—General patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD : Bebe Daniels—This pic-

ture surprised us very much. It is a comedy
that is hard to beat. Good old fashioned comedy.

not any slap jack stuff. It certainly kept the
audience in an uproar, and drew a larger crowd
than “North of 36”, which proves once more
that it is hard to dope them out. Seven reels.

—

Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n., Schaghticoke,
N. Y.—General patronage.

A SOCIETY SCANDAL: Gloria Swanson.—

-

Gloria is losing her hold here by playing this

kind of stuff. Good acting but the rest is no
good for my audience. Seven reels.—W. A. Doer-
schlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt—This is a 100 per
cent picture in every respect but did not draw
the crowd we expected. Ran it Thanksgiving
night. No fault of the picture but cannot under-
stand why the crowd did not turn out. It is

a picture that is well advertised and you will

make no mistake in booking it. Eight reels.

—

Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n., Schaghticoke,
N. Y.—General patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—Pa-
trons liked this picture, perhaps not as well as

some other Mieghan’s, but it was good.—Frank
E. Sabin, Mystic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small
town patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—Pic-
ture very well liked, especially work of Meighan
and Barry.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New
England, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—

A

good picture but has no right to be classed with
“The Covered Wagon.” Seven reels.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—Better
liked than "Wild Horse Mesa” or "The Pony Ex-
press.” Action galore and work of Holt, Wilson
and Barry wonderful. Seven reels.—Philip B.

Peitz, Rialto theatre, New England, N. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FEET OF CLAY: Cecil B. DeMille—An ex-
ceptional production but no drawing power. Film
good. Ten reels.—W. A. Dorschlag, Strand the-

atre, Ranson, Kans.—Small town patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN: Richard Dix—Not a right
story for Dix. Pleased about 50 per cent.—A.
Catalano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.—General
patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN: Richard Dix—Very good
picture. Pleased1

--nail crowd on Wednesday night.

Seven reels.—R. W. Smith, Town Hall theatre,

Wilton, N. H.—Small town patronage.

FEET OF CLAY: Cecil B. DeMille—Did not
draw very good for us but everybody who saw it

liked it very much. Some even said it was better

than "The Ten Commandments.” Ten reels.

—

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.

—Small town patronage.

Pathe
KIVALINA OF THE ICELANDS: Special cast

-—Used this with a high school play and had a
good turnout, but the pictuure itself will not
please. Scenery beautiful but that’s all. Six
reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ran-
son, Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—As for me,
this is the last Lloyd that will be shown in my
theatre. You are forced to run them for him,
he gets all the money, and I am working for
George. How much money would the exhibitor
be short if he did not run Doug Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, Harold Lloyd, Gloria Swanson, Thomas
Meighan, Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge,
Charlie Chaplin on his balance sheet at the end
of the year ? Look over your records and you will

find they are not the ones that made you the
money. They may have taken it in at the box
office, but you have to give the most of it to the
exchange.—George Osborne, New Star theatre,

Westminister, Md.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—A good com-
edy but made money for Lloyd and Pathe only.

Well, that is what the Lloyds are made for. We
have never made anything on them yet. If all

pictures were like them, we would quit business.

We are through with Lloyd forever and a day.

—

H. M. Face & Sons, Elmac theatre, Maple Rapids,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—Best comedy
ever run in my experience. All you need to do is

get a crowd the first night and the picture does
the rest. Seven reels.—R. M. Fletcher, Lyric
theatre, Hartington, Neb.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—I believe
this is one of the best Lloyds except “Grandma’s
Boy”. Especially good in a football town. Too
much money. They gave me a split then sent a
“heavy man” to check me. Isn’t it queer so many
exhibitors need watching ? If we are really so

bad it doesn’t seeem like they would want to do
business with us. Well, we have played all of

the Lloyds and now, since he goes to Paramount,
maybe our dealings with Pathe will be better.

However, I believe we have a regular fellow as

manager of our Omaha office. Six reels.—J. M.
Reynolds, Opera House, Elwood, Neb.—General
patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—This is a good pic-

ture. Drew very well for two days and had
many favorable comments.—Lincoln theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A very good pic-

ture, but only a one day picture. Book it, you
can’t go wrong for one day, it’s very different.

Six reels.—Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg theatre,

Chicago, III.—Neighborhood patronage.
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WITH A MILLION
FAN FRI6NDS

Not in recent history of the Motion Picture Indus'

try has any feminine Star achieved such heights of pop'
ularity and such unprecedented box- office power as

Evelyn Brent.

£
From Maine to California and from Washington

to Florida, in cities large and small, exhibitors praise her

for her artistry, her beauty and her drawing power.
jf jf® »

Among the fans of the Nation she is a reigning

favorite, proven by the flattering expressions of exhibitors

as published under the trade paper reports of "What the

picture did for me” etc.

£ £ &
And no feminine Star can show such a note'

worthy and unbroken list of successes as Miss Brent, among
which are included,

—
"Silk Stocking Sal”

—
"Mid' Night

Molly”
—

"Forbidden Cargo”
—

"Alias Mary Flynn”

—

"Smooth As Satin” which played New York’s Capitol

Theatre to capacity performances for one solid week.
"Lady Robinhood”

—
"Three Wise Crooks” and her

latest success "A Broadway Lady” just released.

^
Miss Brent has earned the brilliant success she has

achieved. Her pictures, superbly acted, expertly cast,

splendidly directed and widely publicised have made her

an outstanding Star and a sure fire money maker for ex-

hibitors throughout the world.
^

Watch for her forthcoming releases, produced
and distributed by

—

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York

> BY EXHIBITORS LARGE AND SMALL AS ONE OF THE BIGGEST

TARS NOW BEFORE THE PUBLIC— IN HER LATEST PRODUCTION

lOADWAY ®LADY
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WHITE SHEEP: Special cast—Pleased full

house. Seven reels.—H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre,

Nixa, Mo.—Small town patronage.

WHY WORRY?: Harold Lloyd—A very good
picture. My patrons all enjoyed this picture.

Print good. Six reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling the-

atre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

Principal
THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Pat

O'Malley—Okay. Numerous favorable comments.
One party said, “Doesn’t follow book close

enough.” However, big majority were satisfied

and picture has drawing power. First few reels

dark, otherwise print okay. Seven reels.—H. G.

Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HELEN’S BABIES: Baby Peggy—Nice little

program and clean as a whistle. Not big but my
patrons all enjoy her and she gets extra biz for

me. Photography not so good, rather foggy.

Seven reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
HELL’S HIGHROAD: Leatrice Joy—A good

story murdered in the directing. The baby must
have got hold of the book and tore out one third

of the leaves before the director put it in pic-

tures. If we were to give this an A. B. C. rating

we would put it in about X class. And the worst
of it was we selected it for our Sunday show, at

which time we always try and give our patrons

an extra good program and raise our admission

prices. This picture is advertised as being di-

rected under the supervision of Cecil B. DeMille.

We are surprised that such a director would stand

for anything like this.—P. R. Matson, the Crystal

theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General patronage.

THE GIRL OF GOLD: Florence Vidor—This
is a nice little program picture. Paid more for it.

The film salesman must have made me think I

was buying “The Ten Commandments” or “Ben
Hur.” He must have known that Florence Vidor
is still my favorite actress and was making me
pay to look at her. I’ll know better the next

time. Six reels.—R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre,

Greenville, 111.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—This sure is

a special and then some. Mr. Goldsmith, who
sold it to me, sure did give me a real one in

this picture. It’s great. Good print. Eight reels.

-—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CHORUS LADY: Margaret Livingston

—

Fair program stuff. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

LET WOMEN ALONE: Special cast—Didn’t
expect much from this one, but it turned out to

be a pretty good one and drew satisfactory busi-

ness.—Lincoln theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Special cast—A farce

comedy which ought to give most of ’em a laff.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BARBARA FRIETCHIE: Florence Vidor-
Played this on Thanksgiving to a jammed house,

with matinee. It pleased nearly all and brought
out the elders, churchfolk and the regulars. While
not a great picture, it is very good and well

worth showing. Every theatre, I think, should
run historic plays now and then, not only for

the prestige but also for the sheer delight it gives

many, many patrons who do not ordinarily attend
the Westerns, triangles or comedy-dramas.
Furthermore, the theatre has a duty to perform
in advancing the education of the children.—

-

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SIREN OF SEVILLE: Priscilla Dean—
A very good picture. Priscilla was fine. If any-
thing, it was too long. Seven reels,—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General
patronage.

SILENT SANDERSON : Harry Carey—Not so

good. Just another Western picture. Five short

reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
O.—General patronage.

United Artists
DON Q. : Douglas Fairbanks—If this had been

an American picture it would have made us some
money, but it didn’t and simply because it was of

a foreign atmosphere, Spanish. It’s a good pic-

ture and Doug is a very clever fellow and well

liked but his choice of pictures is not the choice

Charles Ray and Pauline Starke are co-
starred in “Bright Lights,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production. It’s a
story of a chorus girl and a farmhand.

of the people, and if they don’t get them they
won’t go.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre,

Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Didn’t
get rental in two days run. Don’t let them sell

you at their big rental or you will lose. Eleven
reels.—W. H. Hall, Gem theatre, Memphis, Tex.—

-

Country patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Our first

night fair business, weather bad. The following
two nights, good weather and very poor business.
People very much disappointed in this one and I

cannot blame them. Was always a Chaplin fan
myself but couldn't see this at all. Too much
studio stuff and very few good belly laughs and
hardly any action. All in all, it did not please.—

•

Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.

—Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Big dis-

appointment to me and patrons and there is abso-
lutely nothing to this picture to make it a draw-
ing card. Chaplin’s name drew them the first

night, but I lost my crowd after that. One
more feature like this and Chaplin is done. Ten
reels.—R. M. Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Hartington,
Neb.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: D. W. Griffith

A very good picture but no better than an ordin-
ary good program picture. Cost too much. Fields
is there as a comedian and hope to see him in

more pictures. Fans liked him.—Jack Greene,
New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, III.—Small town
patronage.

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Pickford—Saturday and Sunday to good
business. Time don’t seem to have any effect on
our Mary. She looks just as young and is just as
good as she was in the old one-reelers years ago.
Ten reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre. Chateau-
gay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT: D. W. Griffith—Our
patrons agreed with the title. Most of them were
pleased. Three reels too long. Otherwise, a good
show. Print better than we expected for such
an old release. Ten reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond
theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Good picture but failed at the box office.

Played two nights with good weather and no op-

position and did not do as much business in two
nights as we do with Jack Hoxie in one night.

Best print we ever had from United Artists.

Can anybody explain why a good picture like

this will fall flat in a country town ?—O. F.

Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

THE RULING PASSION: George Arliss—Ex-
tra good picture. Pleased immensely. Brought
many hearty laughs. Good print. Seven reels.

—

D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—
General patronage.

AMERICA: D. W. Griffith—Wonderful busi-
ness two nights. A picture that has few equals
and no peer. It will live as long as pictures are
shown in the country. Everybody should see it

and I hope every American will see it. Ten reels.
-—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

GARRISON’S FINISH : Jack Pickford—One of
the best race horse pictures I ever played. Pleased
everyone. Print in first class shape. Eight reels.

—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—
General patronage.

Universal
THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—

Best Western in ages. Tom Mix can't possibly
make a picture this good. He’s not active enough.
Seven reels.—W. H. Hall, Gem theatre, Memphis,
Tex.—Country patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
You can’t go wrong booking this one. It’s perfect
entertainment for everyone. Get a date and step
on the gas. Fine. Six reels.—Frank E. Sabin,
Mystic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson

—

Bigger than ever. Just finished this tonight and
thought I would like to report on this. The
biggest picture Hoot has ever made. Great stuff

!

Mr. Carl Laemmle. If you keep this up you will
be doing good. Six reels.—J. H. Rubens, Strand
theatre, Newton Falls, O.—Small town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Boy, Universal has the pictures this year.
Played up to release date on Jewels and made
money with every one. Eight reels.—W. H. Hall,
Gem theatre, Memphis, Tex.—Country patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Another box office knockout. Another
feather in both Universal’s and Denny’s caps.
Good clean comedy and plenty of action. Pleased
all our patrons. Keep up the good work. Above
all book it. Eight reels.—Clarence F. Wagner,
Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—A humdinger. Greatest picture on the
entire Universal list. Pleased 100 per cent. Give
us more like it. Seven reels.—Isaac T. Brisco,

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—A splen-
did Western picture. They don’t make them any
better.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Worst Gibson
picture. People made remarks to me about it.

Why kill a good star with such rot? Universal,
like all companies, has good and bad ones. But
on the whole very good program. Six reels.—
I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Not the big
picture Universal makes you believe it is. Just
an ordinary picture. Not worth more money than
just program price.—R. K. Lattin, Strand the-

atre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—Few
more like it and I can sell his pictures to the cus-

tomer like hot cakes. He is good. I enjoyed him
like my patrons did. Seven reels.—A. Catalano,
Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.—General patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—Darn
good picture. Denny always on his toes. That’s
what patrons like. Six reels.—Frank E. Sabin,

Mystic theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BIG TIMBER: William Desmond—Played to a
large and dissatisfied crowd. Although this is

a fairly good picture, many were disgusted with
it because they read the book by the same title

and they say the show had no relation to the

story. Five reels.—Robt L. Anderson, Olympic
theatre. Forks. Wash.—Small town Datronage.

BIG TIMBER: William Desmond—A good out
door picture. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—This is

a hard one to classify. It contains some very

good comedy, a dandy thrill and some fine action.

Is very interesting and is good entertainment.

Would call it a pleasing picture. Eight reels.—

Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks, Wash.
—Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—You can
boost this one big and satify all. Virginia is

just splendid, and so easy on the eyes. Go after
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it. Eight reels.—Frank E. Sabin, Mystic theatre,

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—One of

the best Jewels Universal has put out in a long

time. Pleases everybody, including the Western

fans, and has a good deal of action and a little

of everything that goes to make a good picture.

—

O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small

town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—Satur-

day night to good business. A very good picture.

Uncle Carl can expand his chest when he calls this

a Jewel. A credit to any house to run such a

picture as this. Film in poor condition out of

Albany office. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—Like the

rest, pleased about 75 per cent. Business poor.

Five reels.—A. Catalano, Victory theatre, Ros-

siter, Pa.—General patronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—Had an ex-

tra large crowd. Quite a number came expecting

to see “A Son of His Father,” which I had

used the three nights previous. I consider this to

be only a fair Western. Had the usual amount

of impossible stuff in it that most Westerns have.

Five reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ash-

land, Kans.—Small town patronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—

Good program picture. Not big, but about as

good as the average.—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre,

Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

YOUNG IDEAS: Laura LaPlante—This is a

dandy little comedy which will please all who

come to see it. The only trouble with it is that

Laura has no draft around here. Five reels.—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—Poor-
est Denny we have shown. Last reel is good. Up
until that time not much to it.—R. K. Lattin,

Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

HIT AND RUN: Hoot Gibson—Only fair. Star

is miscast. It must be western if Hoot is to be in

it. Carl Laemmle should know this by this time.

Seven reels.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wag-
ner, S. D.—Rural patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Hoot Gibson—

A

mighty good Western. Much better than the

average. Beautiful scenery. Appeal 95 per cent.

Five reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yo-

kum, Tex.—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW:—Use these two reel Westerns

on my serial night and they fit in. Two reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

CAPTAIN JANUARY: Baby Peggy—This does

not bring in film rental. Fair picture that would

please if you could get them in. Six reels.—S. G.

Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.—Small

town patronage.

Warner Brothers
RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—If you want

an action picture with plenty of good laughs, here

is one you can’t go wrong on. The whole cast

is great. More like this one and Warners will

climb to the top. Audience well pleased. Good
business. Seven reels.—Clarence F. Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago. 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS: Dorothy Mackaill—
This is a good show, but our folks never will find

it out, for it rained tonight and there had been a

school play the night before and our folks stayed

at home. Seven reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hop-
kins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN SINNERS: Marie Prevost—A very good
comedy, well produced. Good acting by all. Just

a one day picture. Seven reels.—Clarence F.

Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—The very best dog picture to date. It

took us several months to get a booking on this,

but it was well worth waiting for. We consider

this one of the most interesting pictures we have
ever shown and it keeps the audience on the edge
of their seat from start to finish. The acting

of Rin Tin Tin is wonderful.—P. R. Matson, The
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

BABBIT : Willard Louis—Good picture but these

Warner pictures just don't draw for me. I am
losing money on every one. Eight reels.—P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

Barbara LaMarr has recovered from her
illness and has been starred in “The
Girl from Montmartre,” First Na-
tional production, under direction of
A1 Green. Lewis Stone also is

starred.

KISS ME AGAIN : Monte Blue—Good comedy
program.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

THE TIE THAT BINDS: Special cast—Fair
program picture. Print good. Seven reels.—P. G.

Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

ON THIN ICE: Special cast—A splendid pro-

gram picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
SCHOOL FOR WIVES: Conway Tearle—

A

splendid show that everyone liked. They don’t pay
him so much money that they don’t have anything
left for the production.—George Osborne, New
Star theatre, Westminster, Md.—General patron-
age.

WILDFIRE: Special cast—A first rate program
picture in which a colored jockey does some good
comedy stuff. A pretty fair horse race for a cli-

max. Film in good shape. Six reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

COWBOY GRIT : Pete Morrison—One dandy
good Western. Pleased nearly all. Got plenty
good reports from patrons when coming out. Film
in good condition. Five reels.—E. A. Emmert,
Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert
Lytell—An exceptionally fine portrayal of the
R. N. W. M. P. Many favorable comments. Will
suit any audience. Paper good.—Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—General patron-
age.

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN : Special cast—Just
a fair picture. Scenery good, but the acting of
the dog falls flat. Very poor. Consider this a
very ordinary picture. Film good. Seven reels.

—

W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT ALARM: Special cast—Won-
derful picture. Film in fine condition. Don’t be
afraid to book this, very interesting all the way
through. These people will treat you like a
brother. Seven reels.—E. A. Emmert, Emmert
theatre, Alcester, S. D.—Small town patronage.

WEST OF ARIZONA: Pete Morrison—Those
are very poor Westerns. No action, no nothing.
Just slow moving and some posing. Get some
pep, Pete. Five reels.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.—General patronage.

State Rights
BRINGING HOME THE BACON: Buffalo Bill,

Jr.—Good enough for any Western fan. Lots of

action and that seems to be what the Saturday
night crowd likes. Five reels.—D. C. Jones, Joy-

land theatre, Booneville, Ark.—General patronage.

THE BROKEN VIOLIN: Reed Howes—A very

good picture but print poor. Six reels.—D. C.

Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.—General

patronage.

THE CANNON BALL EXPRESS: Special cast

—A good old hokum picture with lots of belly

laughs. The kind our gang here wants.—Jack
Greene, Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—General

patronage.

THE CRACKERJACK: Johnny Hines—In my
opinion a good comedy drama, not as well liked

as “The Early Bird,” but this one is much bet-

ter than “The Speed Spook.” I would class it

good ; will please biggest per cent of most audi-

ences. Seven reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre,

Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

FOR ANOTHER WOMAN: Special cast—An-
other good one on a bad night. These are two
of Specialty’s "Sweet Sixteen” specials and are

good entertainment. Six reels.—J. W. Lumpkin,
Cupid theatre, Niles, Tex.—General patronage.

HEARTBOUND: Special cast—Average West-
ern. Plenty of action for a general audience. Five
reels.—Isaac T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE HURRICANE HORSEMAN: Wally Wales
—A real good Western picture. Good print. Five
reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Seoharie, N. Y.—

>

General patronage.

HUTCH OF THE U. S. A. Charles Hutchinson:
—A dandy stunt picture. Full of life and action

from start to finish. Fine print. Five reels.—

-

L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Seoharie, N. Y.—Generali

patronage.

THE LOVE GAMBLE: Lillian Rich—A very
pleasing one-day picture. Well produced with an
excellent cast of players. A good society drama1.

Very pleasing. Seven reels.—Clarence F. Wagner,
Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: Special cast—

A

first-class railroad picture with some good action

and thrills. I am sorry I did not know it was
so good. Five reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand thea-

tre, Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

RARIN’ TO GO: Buffalo Bill. Jr.—Just a
Western picture. Not quite as bad as some are,

but not up to what we call a good picture. The
direction of these State Right releases from Prog-
ress seems to be bad and the actors don’t seem
to know just what is expected of them. Our
State Right pictures are going to be few from
now on. Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

RIP ROARING ROBERTS: Buddy Roosevelt—
Drew a fair-sized crowd with a dance in opposi-
tion, and pleased them. It is a better-than-aver-
age Western. Five reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

POT LUCK PARDS: Pete Morrison—This sure
is a dandy Western picture with lots of fun in it.

Good print. Five reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre,
Seoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

TRAIL DUST: Special cast—A real good State
Right picture. I played this on a 50-50 per cent
and made a little money. Mr. Ball that travels

with the film is a pleasant man to do business
with. Book this ; it will make you some money.
Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-
mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

TWO-FISTED JUSTICE: Dick Hatton—Good
film. It’s, a Western picture with Dick Hatton
and Marilyn Mills in the leading roles. The direc-

tion is poor and photography is poor and about
the one redeeming feature is the acting of the
star, Miss Mills’ trained horse. He is certainly

good, but aside from this there is nothing to the
picture. Wouldn’t advise anyone to book it. It

was from Progress Pictures Co., of Milwaukee.
Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

WHO CARES: Special cast—This is just one of
those you get now and then. But then, who
cares ? Six reels.—M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port
Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

Serials
THE FAST EXPRESS: (Universal) William

Duncan—Fair picture and story, but it seems that
the fans do not keep up with it. Two reels.

—

A. Catalano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—Played three episodes and have noth-
ing to complain of, so far. It has the earmarks
of a good one. Some airplane stuff in it. Two
reels.—Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks,
Wash.—Small town patronage.
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Start the NewYear Right
with Sunshine and Mirth-

January

Tie up to “Laugh Month!*

Get more money, get bigger audiences by emphasizing
comedies during January, 1926.

If you have your house filled with laughing people every
show day during January, you will get word-of-mouth
advertising that will help you all through the year.

Get the best comedies pioney will buy—the Hal Roach
and Mack Sennett tworreel comedies. Then ADVER-
TISE them.

“Laugh Month* * was made for you and for your audiences.

Play it up big, for your bigger profits.

Over 12000 Theatres are Showing Pathe subjects

PafhecomedywTRADE MARK
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Ttouo 'Reel Hal Roach Comedies

“OUR GANG”; the best known, widest booked two reel

comedies ever produced

CLYDE COOK; the india rubber riot in monuments of mirth

GLENN TRYON; as sap or sheik, always funny

CHARLEY CHASE; the Beau Brummel of comedy, a perfect

panic

ROACH STAR COMEDIES; feature stars, with box office

names, in feasts of fun and folly. Watch for the big

names!

MacK Senneit Ttovo Reel Comedies
HARRY LANGDON; now risen to feature stardom through

these two reel comedies. Enough said

MACK SENNETT
; the most beautiful belles of the screen and

a galaxy of real comedians in classics of mirth

ALICE DAY
; the screen’s outstanding comedienne

RALPH GRAVES; debonair and delightful

There are Nine Big Reasons, the Comedies Mentioned Above,.

Pafhecomedy
trade MARK
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THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)

Joe Bonorao—Wasn’t liked as well as "The Riddle

Rider.” Business poor on account of service out

of Dallas which was what I call rotten. Two
reels.—J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Niles, Tex.

—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)

Joe Bonomo—Weather was pretty bad when we
started this, but those who started are still fol-

lowing it at seventh episode. We say it is a

pretty fair serial. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-
mond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)

Joe Bonomo—Just finished this and it held up
very well, regardless of the rotten start it got on
account of weather conditions. Two reels.—Wra.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Jack Mulhall—On
chapter two and going fair. Lots of my patrons

don’t like a serial and you have to run everything

else to get them in on it. Two reels.—D. C.

Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.—General

patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Special

cast—For three years we have tried everything to

have a Saturday matinee and it couldn’t be done,

but now with the help of the Universal exploita-

tion man on this serial we are on the fourth

chapter and business, is bigger than ever. Espe-

cially pleasing to the children. Two reels.—J. H.
Rubens, Strand theatre, Newton Falls, O.—Small
town patronage.

PLAY BALL: (Pathe) Special cast—Just a

serial ; did not bring in any more business than
if we did not run it.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo
theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Just started this, but it looks as though
it is going to be okay. Two reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—This is what I call a good serial and
held up well through the hot weather. Two reels.

—J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Niles, Tex.

—

General patronags.

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe) Allene Ray—It is

closed. The close was tame but the serial held

up for us very good. Better than average serial

business. Two reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star thea-

tre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BUSY BUDDIES: An excellent comedy for

Armistice Day. Full of good laughs and no slap-

sticks. Thoroughly enjoyed here. Two reels.—

-

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

FOLD UP: Cliff Bowes—Got numerous good
hearty laughs ; that’s all that is necessary. One
reel.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

FRENCH PASTRY: Bobby Vernon—A very
funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.
GOING EAST: Lloyd Hamilton—Best Hamil-

ton we have had. Plenty of laughs and pleased
very well. Two reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star thea-
tre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

GREAT GUNS: Bobby Vernon—Another good
one from this company. Two reels.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town pat-
ronage.

KID SPEED: Larry Semon—Very good com-
edy. Want more of this kind. Been very lucky
the past week with comedies. Two reels.—Leslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

MERRY MAKERS : They have the best one-
reelers on the market. This was no exception.
One reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

NECK AND NECK: Lige Conley—Good and
brought plenty of laughs. Lige is always good
and Educational will give you good prints and
treat you fair. Two reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu
theatre, Lineolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

PIGSKIN : A real snappy comedy. Played it

Thanksgiving and the football stuff made a hit.

Two reels.—Lincoln theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

RED PEPPER: A1 St. John—A comedy with
A1 using his old bike he made famous with Ar-
buckle. Two reels.—M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port
Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

RED PEPPER: Good comedy. Two reels.—
Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

SCRAMBLED EGGS: Very good. Got plenty
of laughs. One reel.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay thea-

tre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn

—

One of the best short features available. Have
played every series with these stars and our pa-
trons never tire of them. This series is especially

good. More action than the others. Two reels.

—

J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.
—General patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn—
Chapter Two and going big ; 100 per cent for en-
tertainment. Clean comedy. Two reels.—Robert
W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DETAINED: Stan Laurel—A good two-reel
comedy that pleased the kids. Laurel almost too

silly for grownups. Two reels.—Glen A. Anspach,
Thornville theatre, Thornville, O.—Small town
patronage.'

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—"Hain’t
Love Grand.” Very good comedies. Films have
been in good condition. Two reels.—Glen A. An-
spach, Thornville theatre, Thornville, O.—Small
town patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—No. 10

very good. Play these two-reelers, boys. They
will please the youngsters. Print good.—P. G.

Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—No. 11.

Good. Book these two-reelers. Print good. Two
reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—No. 9.

This is very good. My patrons like the cast in

these two-reelers. Alberta Vaughn is a comer.
Boys, you can’t go wrong booking these two-reel-

ers. F. B. O. will treat you right and pretty
Alberta will do the rest. Two reels.—P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

NAVY BLUE DAYS: Stan Laurel—Not much
of a comedy. I am glad I only have a few more
to run of these comedies. They don’t get results.

Print good. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—These
short features are good and deserve to be adver-
tised as a part of the program. Two reels.—W. J.

Roule, Columbia theatre, Mansura, La.—General
patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Chap-
ter 10. One of the best of this series. Two reels.

—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Good
as usual. My audiences like these. Two reels.—

-

W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

THE SLEUTH: Stan Laurel—Fair. Print
good. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE SLEUTH : Stan Laurel—As good as any
two-reeler that we ever run at twice the price.

Two reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Elmac theatre,

Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small town patronage.

TWINS: Stan Laurel—A dandy comedy. Good
print. Two reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Sco-
harie, N. Y.—General patronage.

WEST OF HOT DOG: Stan Laurel—Nothing
very great but got quite a few laughs. Two reels.

—Glen A. Anspach, Thornville theatre, Thornville,

O.—Small town patronage.

FOX
FOX COMEDIES: No good this year. How

pray tell me, how do they get “comedy” out of

O. Henry ?—W. H. Hall, Gem theatre, Memphis,
Tex.—Country patronage.

IN-BAD THE SAILOR: Children like these, al-

though adults not very keen about them. Two
reels.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New Eng-
land, N. D.—Small town patronage.

O. HENRY AND VAN BIBBER COMEDIES:
Fox comedies worst I have ever used this year.

They are not comedies, but playlettes. Lay off.

Two reels.—W. H. Hall, Gem theatre, Memphis,
Tex.—Country patronage.

SHOES: Special cast—Story by O. Henry. Very
good short subject, clean comedy. Plenty of ac-

tion. Two reels.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview thea-

tre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

UP ON THE FARM: A wow I Ran it on the

same bill with "The Freshman” and it cleaned up.

People were all laughed out by the time Lloyd
came on, and it took half of “The Freshman” to

work them back into the laughs again. Our pa-

trons still talk about it.—Jack Greene, New Gene-
seo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

VAN BIBBER COMEDIES: Earle Foxe—All
Van Bibbers to date have been very good and any-
one that has not played them will find them an
excellent change from other class of comedies.

—

Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New England, N.
D.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: I find these shorts give

entire satisfaction to the whole family.—Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—General
patronage.

ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH: Ben Turpin—

A

splendid Ben Turpin comedy and the dog, the
cleverest ever, steals the honors. Not so laugh-
able as intensely interesting. If all comedies were
on this plane, more adults would attend them, for

all adults like comedy but not all comedies.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH: Ben Turpin—
Can’t see much in Turpin. The dogs in this com-
edy are certainly wonderful. Two reels.—R. W.
Smith, Town Hall theatre, Wilton, N. H.—Small
town patronage.

BEFORE THE PUBLIC: Snub Pollard—Cer-
tainly a funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BOYS WILL BE JOYS: Our Gang—Those
Gang comedies are sure fine business getters. We
always try to get one for our weak features. Two
reels.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE CAT’S MEOW : Harry Langdon—If this

is a fair sample of this star's comedies, then I’m
stung very nicely. Got one weak laugh and a
giggle. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay thea-
tre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES: We have had
lots of this fellow's comedies and can only say
that about 90 per cent of them get over very
good.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Gene-
so, 111.—Small town patronage.

DOGS OF WAR: Our Gang—A very funny
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greensville, Mich.—General patronage.

MEET THE MISSUS: Gler. Tryon—Pretty fair
slapstick that drew a number of hearty laughs.
Will do nicely. Print good. Two reels.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

OUCH: Stereoscopiks—A novelty but is worth
no more than a good one-reel comedy and costs

ten times as much.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

OVER THE PLATE: Aesop Fable—An extra
good Fable. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Getting them not over two
weeks old and patrons like them.—Philip B.
Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. D.—Small,
town patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: These could be put over in
good shape if they ever sent you the ones called
for on the invoice and one-sheet. One reel.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

RADIO MAD: Spat Family—Our fans do not
care for these comedies as much as they do for
the good old slapstick with plenty of slaps.

—

Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.

—

General patronage.

SHOULD LANDLORDS LIVE: Arthur Stone-
Funny and worth the price, as most Pathe com-
edies are. Two reels.—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto
theatre, New England, N. D.—General patronage.
SPORTLIGHTS: Nothing to it but trouble.

—

D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.

—

General patronage.

SUPER GOOPER DINE: Very well done com-
edy. Something new and will please ’em all. Two
reels.—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich.—General patronage.

TAMING WILD WOMEN: Arthur Stone-
Good. A comedy that is a dandy. Let’s have
more of them. Two reels.—I. T. Brisco, Prin-
cess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—A new

star and no drawing card. It’s the kind that the
kids and the boys in the gallery like and no one
else cares for. Lots of hokum. The horse is

pretty good. Five reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CUPID’S VICTORY : Wanda Wiley—A good
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS: Always a drawing
card on my program.—Frank E. Sabin, Mystic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

PONCE DE LEON : This is a good Hysterical
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You know in advance

Pictures printed on Eastman Positive

Film carry the photographic quality of

the negative through to the screen.

It takes but a moment to check up

—a glance in the margin tells the story.

When you see the black-lettered identi-

fication uEastman”uKodak”you know in

advance that the picture will screen with

the brilliancy your audiences expect.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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History. One reel.—Eobt. L. Anderson, Olympic
theatre. Forks, Wash.—Small town patronage.

ROARING WATERS: A nice little two-reel

Western.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

A TAXI WAR: Century—A dandy slapstick.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW: Just an av-

erage comedy and an old subject. Two reels.—

•

Isaac T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

General patronage.

TOURISTS DE LUXE: Only fair. Got a few
laughs but they were too far apart. Two reels.

—

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

WESTWARD WHOA: This is a crackerjack
one-reeler and I had a lot of ’em tell me so.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
CLEAN UP WEEK: Always get a big kick

out of these short reels.—Frank E. Sabin, Mystic
theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

FOR THE LOVE OF TUT: Eddie Lyons—This
comedy got quite a few laughs from the kids, but
we did not think much of it. It will get by.

—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00 .

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Theatre in town of 1100 in mid-

dle west. Seats 225. No other theatre in town,
address L. O. T., Exhibitors Herald.

THEATRE WANTED
WILL BUY OR LEASE theatre in good middle

West or Northwest city of not less than 4,000.
Would consider proposition somewhat run down.
Address Box 606, Care of Exhibitors Herald, 407
So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED: THEATRE FOR SALE OR
LEASE in town 5,000 to 10,000. Any territory.
Address M. L. Freedman, 600 Main St., Forest
City, Pa. (care of Forest City Amusement Co.).

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S NEWI The Lustrolite moving picture

theatre sign. The greatest changeable letter
electric announcement sign ever offered. Just
think! A three line double-face all metal sign,
white opal glass letter, complete letter assort-
ment included, price $300.00. Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself. Get our descriptive
matter at once. CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC
SIGNS. 609 W. Fourth St., Davenport, Iowa.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
5-ply veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 700 Haywood-Wakefield veneer
theatre chairs. Used less than 90 days. Wil-
liam J. Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall River, Mass.

LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

The Majority Is Always Right
FINDLAY, OHIO.—To the Editor; We

are enclosing reports on “A Dog’s Life”
and “Iron Horse” for your department
“What the Picture Did For Me.”
We have followed the comments in this

department, but never sent in any reports
for various reasons. One reason being
that we have always felt that in many
instances the reports would be misleading.
This especially on pictures featuring cer-
tain stars.

In every city there are stars who draw
well in certain theatres, while in a neighbor-
ing city they do not draw at all. Perhaps
they may be played in a theatre whose
clientele prefer entirely different type pic-

tures. In Findlay, for instance, we played
“Beggar on Horse Back.” While business
was not exceptional still the second night
was better than the first, but if one were
to be governed by the reports he would
have shelved it.

Regarding our report on “A Dog’s Life.”

The reason we are sending it in is because
we believe it proves a contention we have
had for some time, namely, that Charlie
Chaplin today will not draw in a theatre
catering to an intelligent and discriminating
audience, in spite of the publicity given
“The Gold Rush.” We believe he still will

draw in certain type houses, but not with
clientele as mentioned above.
Regarding “The Iron Horse,” this pro-

duction will go big any place we believe.

It seems as if the American theatregoers
like their history given to them with a touch
of romance woven through it. For that

reason we believe such pictures as “The
Iron Horse,” “The Covered Wagon,”
“North of 36” and “Abraham Lincoln” did
such nice business in our theatre.

We don’t know whether you will ever get
any more reports from us. Perhaps we
may send in a lot more, but if any exhibitor
analyzes these reports of ours, let him
know they are from the leading and largest

theatre in a town of about seventeen thou-
sand, and are just our report of what the
picture did here. We are not setting our-
selves up as prophets. We don’t know
what the picture will do in Kalamazoo or
Podunk, for many a picture panned in this

column by exhibitors has blossomed forth
as a rose in our theatre.

Regarding the column in your magazine,
while, as we stated above, we do not re-

port on pictures, still we want the regulars
to know that we get a lot of kick out of
reading them. We like it, and while we
don’t agree with a lot of our fellow ex-
hibitors, we still enjoy hearing what they
have to say, especially if they are written
in the heat of a moment, after one they
planned big on turned out to be a dud in-

stead of one filled with T. N. T.—H. F.
McGovern, Majestic Theatre, Findlay,
Ohio.

Serials Increase His Business

MANILA, ARK.—To the Editor; I do
not know if the way I started a serial last

week is new or not, but anyhow it worked
and is new to me.

I have been running a serial for some
time and I find that they make me money.
A lot of my customers told me that they
would never start in on another, so as I

was just about through with “The Riddle

Rider,” I bought “The Iron Man” and used
the 1st and 2nd chapter with the 14th and
15th chapter of “The Riddle Rider.” This
worked fine.

I also wanted to start another serial a
week and in order to get them started I

had 1,000 coupons printed and handed them
out, a coupon and 5c to admit a child
and a coupon and 10c to admit an adult.

Nothing was said on the coupon about the
new serial I was starting, just advertising
the feature picture. I had to hold them
out on the first show and had a good crowd
for the second.

I didn’t think I would get any money,
but when I checked up I had taken in

$54.60, which was more than I had taken
in on this night in some time. No advertis-
ing matter was used at all on either serial.—C. W. Tipton, New Theatre, Manila, Ark.

Exhibitors’ Reports His Guidance
STAMFORD, TEXAS.—To the Editor:

Just a few lines for your “What the Pic-
ture Did for Me.” I do not like to be
criticized or misjudged concerning pictures,
as you see pictures are a very delicate piece
of material. I read your columns just
quickly

;
I open your book and fortunately

sometimes I get some straight dope in plain
English.

For instance, as I stated above, when you
judge a picture for yourself and for your
own community, it is different. When you
place this judgment in country constituting
over 110,000,000 population, it is a very
hard proposition. But at the same time the
real exhibitor can tell you more about a
picture in an hour after he sees the picture
once over than critics, or what they call

high powered salesmen.
I would take an exhibitor’s word before

anyone else’s for that matter. So when I

say “a real picture” I mean 100 per cent as
you would also say if you had been in the
motion picture business since 1913.

1 will give some of the boys a tip and
this is, Boys, go the limit when you book
Mary Pickford in “Little Annie Rooney.”
It is a real exhibitors’ picture. Will please
your patrons in every way, make you
money and leave one of the best tastes your
theatre ever had. This for the boys who
haven’t played this picture yet.—Chas.
Lagadinos, Joyland Theatre, Stamford,
Tex.

Sears-Roebuck Knows Its Stuff

ANTWERP, N. Y.—To the Editor :

Why is it that film exchanges do not send
out press sheets when they send you your
bookings?
They expect you to use a whole lot of

perfectly good advertising matter, yet they
insist on sending their press matter with
your advertising.

Sears, Roebuck & Co. send a catalogue
first, then you pick out your “dope” and
order it from the catalogue.

I’ve tried to impress this on several good,
live exchange managers who agree that it’s

good logic, and after once or twice they
drop back into the same old rut and to all

appearances “die a natural death.”

—

Clyde
Allen, Casino Theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

Business Picks Up for Rand
SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editor:

Business for November showed gain over
October. The following plays were run
and drew as follows:
Super drawing value, “Ten Command-

ments,” “Pony Express.”
Extra drawing value, “Flaming Forties,”

“Trouble With Wives,” “Dressmaker From
Paris.”

Good drawing value, “Old Home Week,”
“Barbara Frietchie,” “Reckless Romance.”

Fair drawing value, “Laughing at Dan-
ger,” “Riding Comet,” “Forty Winks,”
“Shock Punch.”
Poor drawing value, “Swan,” “Sack Cloth

and Scarlet,” “Grit.”—Philip Rand.
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.

“Ins” is abbreviation for “Insert
.”

An eight-week period including last week's issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors

Broadway Boob, The :Dec.l9-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec.19-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dec. 19-Ins.
How to Train a Wife:Dec.l9-Ins.
I Do:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dee. 19-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
North Star:Dec.l9-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Play Safe:Dec. 19-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.

Sky Rocket, The:Oct. 31-Ins.Nov.28-Ins.
Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice :Dec. 19-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Dec. 19-89.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec. 19-89.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Dec. 19-89.
Fighting Youth :Dec. 19-89.
Fight to the Finish,The:Dec.l9-89.
Great Sensation, The:Dec.l9-89.
Handsome Brute, The:Dec.l9-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dee. 19-89.
Lure of the Wild, The:Dec.l9-89.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec.19-89.
Perils of the Sea:Dec.l9-89.
New Champion, The:Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The :Dec. 19-89.

Speed Mad :Dec. 19-89.
Sealed Lips, The :Dec. 19-89.
Steppin’ Out :Dec. 19-89.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dec. 19-89.

Unwritten Law, The:Dec.l9-89.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec. 19-89.

Davis Dist. Div.

Red Kimono, The:Nov.7-5.

F. B. 0.

All Around Frying Pan :Nov.21-72, 73.
Bandit’s Baby, The:Nov.21-73.
Bloodhound, The :Dee.l9-104.
Drusilla With a Million :Nov.7-66.
Flaming Waters :Nov.7-66.
Flashing Spurs :Dec. 19-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Happiness :Nov.7-66.
Heads Up :Dec.l2-81.
High and Handsome :Oct.31-71.Dec. 12-81.
If Marriage Fails :Nov.7-66.
Isle of Retribution, The:Nov.7-66.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Oct.31-69.Nov.7-60.Nov.

14-18.Nov.21-5.Nov.28-22,23.
King o’ the Turf :Nov.7-65.
Ridin’ the Wind:Nov.21-73.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dec. 5-82, 83.
Man of Nerve, A:Dec.l9-104.
No Man’s Law :Dec. 19-104.
Range Terror, The :Dec.l9-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec.l2-80-81.
Speed Wild:Dec.l2-81.
That Man Hock:Dec.l9-104.
Texas Bearcat, The:Dec.l9-104.
That Devil Quemado:Nov.21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov. 21-73.
Trigger Fingers :Dec. 19-104.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The :Nov.21-73.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec. 19-29.
Beautiful City, The :Nov.21-17,19.Dec.5-Ins.
Classified : Nov.7-18-19.Nov.21-17,18.Dee.5-Ins.Dec.

19-Ins.
Clothes Make the Pirate:Nov.l4-Ins.Nov.21-17.21.
Dec. 12-28.Dec. 19-Ins.

Dark Angel, The :Oct.31-20,21.Nov. 14-24, 25.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 19-Ins.

Thousands waited in the rain at the
premiere of “The Eagle" Rudolph
Valentino picture for United Artists,
at the Mark Strand theatre in New
York. Vilma Banky also is starred.
Clarence Brown directed.

Graustark:Nov.7-18. 19.Dec. 19-Ins.
Infatuation :Dec.l9-Ins.
Joanna :Dec. 19-Ins.
Live Wire, The:Nov.7-18,19.
New Commandment, The:Nov.21-17,20.Dec.5-Ins.
Pace That Thrills, The:Nov.7-18,19.
Scarlet Saint, The:Nov.l4-26.
Shore Leave :Nov.7-18, 19.
Splendid Road, The :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 12-Ins.
Unguarded Hour:Dec.5-Ins.
We Moderns :Nov.21-17,22.Nov.28-Ins.Dec.5-Ins.
Dec.l9-Ins.

Winds of Chance :Nov.7-18,19.Dec. 19-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov.21-9.Nov.28-14,15,16.Dec.5-18.

Dec. 12-22, 24, 25.Dec. 19-10.
Best Bad Man, The:Nov.l4-17.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec.5-19.Dec. 19-7.
Daybreak:Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.
East Lynne:Nov.7-ll.Nov.l4-14,15.Nov.28-14,15,16.
Everlasting Whisper, The :Oct.31-9.
Family Upstairs, The:Dec.l9-7.
First Year. The :Nov.7-ll.Nov.28-14.15.16.Dec.5-16,

17.Dec.19-8.
Fool, The:Nov.7-ll.
Golden Strain, The:Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.
Golden Strain, The:Nov.28-14.15.Dec.5-16.17.Dec.

12-22 .

Havoc :Dec.l2-20,21.
Iron Horse, The :Oct.31-8.
Lazybones :Oct.31-10.Nov. 14-14,15.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec.l2-23.Dec. 19-7.
Palace of Pleasure, The:Nov.28-14.
What Price Glory ?:Nov.27-17.Dec.l9-7.
When the Door Opened :Nov.21-8.Nov.28-14, 16,18,

19.

Wages for Wives :Nov.28-14, 15, 18,19.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.
Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec.l9-112.
Lightning :Dec. 19-1 12.

Othello :Oct.31-79.Nov.28-105.Dec. -89.Dec.l9-U2.
Passionate Adventure, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.

Dec. 19-112.
Power God :Dec. 19-112.
Red Kimono, Tne:Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec. 19-112.
She :Dec. 19-112.
Sheiks and Shebas :Dec.l9-112.
Wasted Lives :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.

Gotham
One of the Bravest :Dec. 19-28.

Lee-Bradford
Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Bright Lights :Dec.l9-l.
Exchange of Wives, An :Oct.31-l.Dec.l9-l.
Go West:Nov.7-Ins.Nov.21-l.Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
His Secretary :Dec.5-l.
Lights of Old Broadway:Dec.l2-12,13.
Merry Widow, The:Nov.21-ll.
Midshipman, The :Oct.31-l.Nov.21-ll.
Mystic, The:Oct.31-l.
Navigator, The :Nov.28-1.Dec. 5-8,9.

Never the Twain Shall Meet:Oct.31-l.Nov.21-ll.
Old Clothes :Nov.l4-l.Nov.28-12,13.
Pretty Ladies :Oct.31-l.Nov.21-ll.
Rag Man, The :Nov.l4-l.
Roinola :Oct.31-l.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec.l2-l.Dec. 19-22,23.
Seven Chances :Nov.28-l.Dec. 5-8,9.
Sun Up:Oct.31-l.
Tower of Lies, The :Oct.31-l.Nov.21-10, 11.

Unholy Three, The:Oct.30-l.Nov.21-10,ll.

Paramount
American Venus, The:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Ancient Highway, The :Nov.21-3.
Coast of Folly, The:Nov.l4-7.Nov.28-4.
Cobra:Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Enchanted Hill, The:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Flower of Night:Nov.7-3,Nov.l4-7.
Golden Princess, The:Nov.7-3.
Hands Up :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Irish Luck :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.6-4.5.Dec.l2-4.
King on Main Street, The:Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct.31-3.Nov.7-3.
Lord Jim :Dec.5-3,4.
Lucky Devil, The:Nov.28-3.
Mannequin :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec. 19-4, 5.

Man Who Found Himself, The:Nov.28-4.
New Brooms :Nov.7-3.
Night Life of New York:Nov. 28-3.
Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4.

Pony Express, The :Oct.31-4.
Nov.7-3.Nov.14-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.

Regular Fellow, A:Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.
Nov.28-4.

Seven Keys to Baldpate:Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.
28-4.

Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-3,4,5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Nov.28-3.
Ten Commandments, The:Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.

28-3
That Royle Girl :Nov.l4-7.Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-3,4, 5.

Trouble With Wives, The:Nov.21-4.
Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.
Wanderer :Dec.l9-3.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.
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Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish
star in First National’s "The Beauti-
ful City,” a story of a young man’s
successful effort to reform his crook-
brother.

Womanhandled :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Woman of the World, A :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4,5.

Producers Dist. Corp.

Bad Lands, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.

Beyond the Border:Nov. 14-10, 11.

Braveheart :Dec. 19-16, 17.

Charley’s Aunt :Dec. 19-13.
Coming of Amos, The :Nov.28-8.
Danger Girl, The :Dec. 5-Ins. ,24, 25.
Dice Woman, The :Dec. 5-25.
Flaming Forties :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Forbidden Waters :Dec. 5-24, 25.
Hell’s Highroad :Nov.28-9.
Last Frontier, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
Lightning Rider, The :Nov,14-10,ll.
Madame Behave :Nov. 21-14, 15.Nov.29-9.Dec. 19-12, 13.
Man from Red Gulch, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.Nov.28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 5-Ins.
Night Hawk, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.
Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec. 5-Ins.
People vs. Nancy Preston, The :Nov.28-9.Dec.l2-

10 . 11 .

Prairie Pirate, The:Nov. 14-10, ll.Nov.28-9.
Rocking Moon :Dec. 5-Ins.

Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.
Roaring Rails :Nov.l4,10,ll.
Silence :Dec. 19-14, 15.
Seven Days :Nov.28-8.
Silent Sanderson :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Simon the Jester :Nov.7-16, 17.Nov. 28-8.Dec. 5-Ins.,

14,15.Dec. 19-12, 13.

Soft Shoes :Nov. 1 4-10.11.

Steel Preferred :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l2-6,7.Dec.l9-12,13.
Texas Trail, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.

Tiger Thompson :Nov. 11-10,11.

Without Mercy :Nov. 14-8, 9.Nov.28-8.Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.
19-12,13.

Wedding Song, The :Nov.28-9.Dec.l2-8.9.

Tiffany

Morals for Men :Dec.l2-26.

Red Seal
Reelviews :Nov. 14-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

United Artists

Eagle, The :Nov.28-21.Dec.5-22.Dec. 12-19.Dec. 19-19.
Little Annie Rooney :Nov. 28-20.Dec.5-22.Dec.l2-18.

Dec.19-18.

Universal
California Straight Ahead :Nov.7-6,7 .Nov. 21-13.
Calgary Stampede, The :Nov. 7-6, 7.Nov.21-13.
Cohens and the Kellys :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-11.Dec.

12-14,15.
Goose Woman :Nov. 7-6, 7.Nov.21-13.
His People :Nov. 21-13 Dec. 5-11.
Home Maker, The :Nov.7-6,7.
My Old Dutch :Nov.7-7.
Phantom of the Opera :Nov. 14-6, 7.Dec.5-12, 13.Dec.

19-20,21.
Siege :Nov.21-13.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov.21-13.
Sporting Life, The :Nov.7-6,7.Nov.21-13.
Stella Maris :Nov.7-6,7.
Still Alarm, The:Nov.7-7.Nov.21-13.Nov.28-5.
What Happened to Jones :Nov.21-13.

Warner Brothers

Bobbed Hair :Nov. 14-12, 13.Nov.21-Ins.
Compromise :Nov.7-8,9.
Hogan’s Alley :Dec.5-6,7.
Man on the Box, The :Oct.31-12, 13.Nov.7-8-9.

Rose of the World :Nov. 28-24,25.

Short Features

Educational
Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec. 12-16, 17
Goofy Gob, A :Oct.31-16,17.
Kinograms:Nov.7-15.Nov.l4-22,23.Nov.28-26.Dec.

12-5.

Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.
My Swedie:Oct.31-16,17.
Soup to Nuts:Oct.31-16,17.
Voice of the Nightingale, The :Nov. 14-20, 21.

Film Booking Offices

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Fox Film Corp.

Fox News :Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20, 21.
Fox Varieties :Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.
Imperial Comedies :Nov.7-14, 21-7.Dec. 5-20, 21.

Dec. 5-20.21.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Nov.7-14.

Nov.21-7.Dee.5-20-21.Dec.19-9.
O. Henry Stories :Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20, 21.

Dec. 19-9.
Van Bibber Comedies :Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec. 5-20,

21.Dec. 19-9.

"Camille of the Barbary Coast,” made
by Encore Pictures, will be released
by Associated Exhibitors in its

Triumphant Thirty. Mae Busch and
Owen Moore are starred.

Pathe

Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov. 14-7 1,72,73,74,7 5,76.
Nov. 28-96,97.

Better Movies :Nov. 21-Ins.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct. 31-84.

Dog’s Life, A :Oct.31-65, 67,68,72,74,76.Nov.7-61.62,
63,64,65,66.Nov.l4-71, 72,73,74,75,76.Nov.21-68,69.
70,71, 74,75.Nov.28-89,90,93,94,98, 102.

Good Morning Madam :Nov.7-80.
Green Archer, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
His Wooden WeddingtDec.5-Ins.
Moonlight and Noses :Dec. 12-90.
Over There-Abouts:Oct.31-84.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 5-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov.21-Ins.Nov.28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov. 21-84.
There Goes the Bride :Nov.21-Ins.Dec. 5-92.
Pathe News :Nov. 14-82.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Oct.31-19.Nov. 14-5.

Plan New Year’s Party
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 15.—Plans are

going ahead for the elaborate party to be

held at the Ambassador “Cocoanut Grove”
New Year’s Eve. The reservation charge

is $15 per person.

Scenes from Warner Brothers “Seven Sinners.” Left: Claude Gillingwater, Marie Prevost and Charlie Conklin. Center:

John Patrick and Marie Prevost. Right, Marie Prevost, John Patrick and Clive Brook. The picture was released Novem-
ber 7.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By D. H. .

ALL the salesmen, bookers, officials and even the poster boys broke
loose December 7 at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange in Chicago

X A- after a series of conferences, and went out upon the world with one
purpose and that a vigorous one, “To sell every exhibitor on playdates for

the month of February which has been designated ‘Rozelle Month.’ ” The
campaign for playdates began when the members of the Chicago exchange
determined to honor L. A. Rozelle, branch manager, for his achievements
during the past ten years.

I
T is a personality-anniversary drive. Ro-
zelle holds the honor of being the oldes'

branch manager in Chicago in point of con-
tinuous service. R.

C. Seery, branch
manager of First

National, is a near
competitor

; but
Seery’s ten years

have been broken
by a departure
from Chicago for

a short time.

A letter to all

exhibitors in the

Chicago territory

from H. C. Bro-
laski, country sales

manager, explains

to them the pur-
pose of the drive.

It follows in part: “We want to do this

for Rozelle, as a friend as well as an ex-
ecutive. And we are asking you to back us
up with your support. This may put you
out a little, but we are banking on your
coming through and hope to show you how
much we appreciate your co-operation.

“Will you squeeze in every possible play-

date you can for the month of February
and do this without letting January or
March suffer? In other words I want to

show additional bookings for February to

celebrate this birthday party we are giving
him.’’

Rozelle has been in fhe film business
since 1916, joining the World Film Com-
pany at that time as branch manager in

Chicago. Later he entered the Metro office

with the same title where he has continued
up to the present time.

* * *

John Mednikow announced December 12

that Lubliner & Trinz has closed a deal
with Associated Exhibitors for the first

showing of three A. E. pictures in all the
company’s houses. The pictures are “I

Do,” “Counsel for Defense,” and “The
Pinch Hitter.”

* * *

And if Christmas comes, can “Laugh
Month” be far behind? Univeisal has
designated the month “Joy Month” in their

particular organization. That sounds great
to the salesmen, it being the first month of
the year.

PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in
Rush Orders

All Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

Samples & Prices
/ on Request

Adi

Left to right: Walter Fluegal, his op-
erator and Miss Fluegal, the group
which operates the Capitol and Em-
pire theatres, Pekin, 111. The photo
was contributed by Walter Brown,
F. B. O. salesman.

Educational has taken the week of Janu-
ary 16-22 for its “Bookers Week.” Which
means that the bookers, Saul Bragin and
Said Goldman, will be responsible for sell-

ing a lot of contracts that week. Linder
Davie Dubin’s tutelage these two young
men are learning how to persuade the ex-
hibitors to express their New Year’s greet-

ings by saying it with playdates.

* * *

At the last regular meeting of the Ex-
hibitors Association of Chicago, which
was held December 4, the following
resolution was presented and unanimous-
ly adopted:

In order to stop abuses such as have been prac-
ticed by the Harold Lloyd Corporation among ex-
hibitors, who have done most to make Harold
Lloyd famous; in demanding film rentals which
are absolutely unfair, not being satisfied with a
fair straight rental or a straight percentage propo-
sition, we the exhibitors, feel that a demand for a
split over a certain amount, before the exhibitor
even has a chance to make expenses, is not only
unfair, but an insult to our intelligence, and it is

time that exhibitors, not only in Chicago, but all

over the country, wake up and put a stop to such
unjust demands, fight for a principle and make
stars realize that there must be a limit and that
their popularity can be diminished by simply keep-
ing them off the screen.

We, the exhibitors assembled today, who believe
in a iive and let live policy, express our disgust
over the unfair tactics practiced by the Harold
Lloyd Corporation, and their attitude toward ex-
hibitors who have done so much in elevating this
star to his present position and popularity.

* * *

Speaking of tutelage an Agamemnon
of pedagogy has arisen in the ranks of
Chicago film men in the person of Henri
Ellman, I^en Ullrich, of Pathe, hearing of
Ellman’s astuteness as a teacher of cards,
solicited his learning at a gathering not
long ago. One lesson sufficed them, says
Len. Oh, Professor, how could you?

The

Season’s Greetings

from

THE NORTH POLE

BALABAN & KATZ
Book

at

Chicago Theatre

Uptown Theatre

Tivoli Theatre

CAPT. F. E.

KLEINSCMIDT’S

Santa Claus

2-Reel Special

The
All-Winter

Novelty

Wire for Dates

M0M0M0M0M0M0M0.

jHerrp Christmas!

anti a

31appp J£eto §ear

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS

831 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, 111.
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Cfjristmas ©reetingg

are extended

by the

Chicago Film board of Trade

OFFICERS

J. J. SAMPSON, President

IRVING MANDEL, Secretary

GEORGE F. DEMBOW, Vice President

L. A. ROZELLE, Treasurer

JOE ABRAMSON
Executive Secretary

UP

UP
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UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

MEMBERS

Associated Exhibitors

Associated First National Pictures

Capitol Film Exchanges, Inc.

Celebrated Players

Educational Film Exchange

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

(Chicago and Peoria Offices)

Film Booking Offices

Fox Film Corp.

Greiver Productions

Judell, Inc.

Metro-Goldwyn Dist. Corp.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Producers Dist. Corp.

Progress Pictures Co.

Renown Pictures, Inc.

Security Pictures

Vitagraph-Warner

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

United Artists
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WISHING EVERYONE

& YXerp fflmy Christmas

& Sappy anti prosperous Peto pear

FOX FILM CORPORATION

H. Loeb
E. P. Grohe
F. J. Flaherty

R. Salkin

George F. Dembow, Mgr.

A. W. Parker

J. Levy
W. Van Gelder

H. Hummell
Lou Dreher

W0M0.M0M0.^0.m.^0M0.M0M0M0.M0M0M0.mm0M0M0.M0.M0M0M
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EXHIBITOR FRIENDS
from

T. GREENWOOD
J. J. CLARKE
R. M. WILKINSON
DAN ROCHE

CLARENCE PHILLIPS
SIG. DECKER
HARRY JAMES
W. R. DRAKE

m

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
C. E. Maberrv, Div. Mgr. H. S. Lorch, Res. Mgr.

Our New Home

CHICAGO OFFICE 831 S. WABASH AVE,

ia
m
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PATHE EXCHANGE, INC,

Extends to All Exhibitors

in This Territory

& jWerrp Christmas!

anti

M 2)appp anti Prosperous

J2eto Sear
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FRED C. AIKEN
District Manager

J. S. GILLICK
Manager Chicago Branch

O. E. Florine
Charles N. Keppler

R. J. Morfa
Ed. Mordue
W. R. Nay
R. O. Pearson
L. A. Ullrich
J. F. Woodward
G. J. Collins, Booker
C. E. Marshall, Cashier

H. D. GRAHAM
Manager Illinois and Indiana Branch

E. P. Casanave

C. L. Filkins

W. M. Rutter

R. V. Stobo

C. W. Vidor

N. Humm, Booker

G. W. Koerner, Cashier
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REELCRAFT FILM EXCHANGES
Morris Hellman
David Hellman

Frank Zambreno
and his Sales Staff

Wi&i) eberpone a iHerrj> Christmas

anb a bappp anb prosperous Jleto Pear

James Murtaugh

B. T. Phelps

H. Steele

M. Moore

H. D. Charnass

Thomas F. Mitchell

B. Edelman

R. K. Shallenberger

J. G. Frackman

C. D. Koehler

Progress Pictures Company
Chicago Milwaukee Indianapolis

Chicago Personalities
By D. H. -—

^tsljes Cberpbobp a jOTerrp Christmas

I. Maynard Schwartz

and

Short Subject

Exchange, Inc.

Wish to

the MOVIE

WORLD
&

JJlerrp Christmas

anb

SMlWiSeto fear
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Season’s Greetings

1 Wishing You—

m

Lee Woodyat
County Manager

A. J. Gallas

H. Goldberg

illcrrp Cfjrtgtmag
s

ant

Happp iSeto Hear
i
s&

Edwin Silverman i
District and Branch Manager •*h

ffl

William Lyman |
Assistant Branch Manager sSk

Earl Silverman 1
City Manager i
Bill Kahl

i
Milt Kreuger

K
Warner Bros.

839 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Chicago Branch

Wishes Everyone

& Jtlerrp Christmas
anb all goob tbtngs for

tfje J^eto Hear

J. S. Mednikow, Branch Manager
George Weinberg, A sst. Branch Joe Wolf, Special Representa-
Manager tive

Dan B. Lederman, Western Edwin A. Phelps, Salesman ,

Sales Director Illinois

Harry R. Phillips, Salesman , Robert Boland, Salesman , In -

City diana
Edward E. Friedman, Booker
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$rogres& ant $ro£peritp
WE WISH FOR YOU IN THE YEAR TO
COME, AND, IF IN ANY WAY WHATEVER
WE CAN HELP YOU ATTAIN THEM, WE
WISH THAT HIGH PRIVILEGE ALSO.

M0

METRO-

GOLDWYN
L. R. NELSON Distributing Corp

?
.

MAURICE M. GODSHAW 831 s° Wabash Ave.

TOM DELANEY CHICAGO OFFICE

L. A. ROZELLE

FRANK P. ISHMAEL
MAX SCHWARTZ
HOWARD C. BROLASKI

H. A. O'BRIEN

J. H. McFARLANE

j To Our Many Friends

m 9 Cfjngtmag of ^apptnegg
anti a

i^eto liear of JfulftUeb Slopes

§ Dave Dubin
Managm

j| Saul Bragin
Bookerft

iff Saul Goldman
5?pl Booker

Perc. Barr, Salesman

Joe Hartman, Salesman

O. S. Whitaker, Salesman

R. S. Cramblet,
Office Manager

| EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE
^ 831 South Wabash Ave.

% Chicago
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CHICAGO NOTES
George Dembow is shouldering all the

responsibility of preparing for the inau-
gural Frolic at the Bal Tabarin at the
Sherman hotel which will be held in Jan-
uary by the film board of trade. George
declares it will be a stag affair, except of
“chorus,” for the petites et jolies chanteurs
who will be there.

* * *

We received a message from our good
friend, Jack Rose, December 9 from a little

town way down in the hinterland of Illi-

nois, saying that he was weary and alone.

He added that he longed for the bright
lights of Chicago and was thereupon re-

signing his position and shaking the dust
from his heels with the plan of being in

Chicago in time to do his Christmas shop-
ping.

Jack has been with Warner Brothers for
many months, having served most of his

time as assistant branch manager in the

Chicago office. Whatever his new position

will be it is certain that he will Serin it

with the resources of a successful film

salesman.
* * *

Cleve Adams, division manager of
F. B. O. with headquarters in Chicago,
got enough of the frosty Chicago weather
after he had been home five days, and left

December 10 for a cruise through the

South.
* * *

“Once you sell a man RIGHT he stays

sold,” says Chester Lopatka, eminent Bar-
num of Cicero. He was thinking of his

success in selling Earle Johnson, demon
Swedish exhibitor of Berwyn, the idea of
inaugurating “Charleston” contests in the

Berwyn Auditorium. After Earle had been
patiently persuaded by Lopatka to enter
the presentation field he entered whole-
heartedly, bringing his efforts to a climax
December 9 with a Christmas contest for
experts only. There were entered the
winners of the Rialto, Trianon, McVickers,
State Lake, Rainbow and Majestic contests.

An award of $100 was offered to the win-
ner, with the condition that in case of ties

equal awards would be made to tying con-
testants. Earle closed the doors before the
show began because of the fire ordinance.
And the profits assured Earle of a very
merry Christmas.

* * *

Stevie Bennis of the Lyric, Lincoln thea-
tres at Lincoln, 111., was in Chicago Decem-
ber 8 spending most of his time at Uni-
versal trying to keep Bill Brumberg from
selling him “The Phantom” until after it

had played a couple of weeks at the Roose-
velt. “The Phantom” won

!

* * *

Colvin Broivn, vice president of F. B. O.,

J. J. Schnitzer and Lee Marcus were in

Chicago for a matter of minutes December
8. During their visit there was a meeting
with the division managers, Cleve Adams,
Max Weisfeld of the Northwestern divi-

sion, and Claude Penrod of the Central
division. Later Mr. Schnitzer resumed his

Western journey which will put him in

Hollywood a few days before the arrival
of Santa Claus.

* * *

Oscar Florine of Pathe demanded that
the head waiter in a popular loop restau-
rant call the police the other day when
Oscar declared his overcoat had been stolen.

Before the police arrived however Oscar
recalled that he had not worn an overcoat.
It sounds fictitious but it isn’t.

* * *

Barney Brotman, who owns a half dozen
houses in Rock Island, Illinois, spent the
day along the Avenue, December 6.

* * *

Charlie Miller, who still qualifies as a
newlywed, declares that matrimonv may
have its compensations but they are cer-
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tainly not in evidence during the Christmas
shopping season.

* * *

A social item of the week included the

arrival of Roy Abingnale, auditor, at the

P llm Booking Offices Chicago headquarters.

On December 10 he was joined by the ar-

rival of Harry Forman, another auditor

from New York.
* * *

Walter Brown, salesman for F. B. O.,

was in Chicago December 12, it has been
announced by Sam Gorelick, Al Hoffman,
and Walter Koenig, of Film Booking Of-
fices headquarters. “Conditions in the ter-

ritory point to the most prosperous year in

our history,” he declared in an interview.
* * *

W. W. Heasman, of the Colonial thea-

tre, Danville, Illinois, spent the day in Chi-

cago, accompanied by his wife, December
10. They were guests of Davie Dubin,
Educational’s youthful exchange manager,
at the Samovar.

* * *

E. L. Merkley, manager of the Ramsdell
theatre, Manistee, Mich., was in Chicago
December 9 and 10. He was formerly a

chief clerk in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
office. He spent a long visit with Frank
Ishmael, the “Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table,” both of them enjoying reminiscences

of days gone by.
* * *

Lou Metzger, of the sales directorate of

Universal, passed a few days in Chicago
during the week of December 7.

* * *

Frank Zambreno

,

manager of the Prog-
ress exchange, returned December 7 from
New York, where he had spent the week.
It is said that he was present at the signing

by Dr. W. E. Shallenberger of “Red”
Grange for Arrow pictures, but Frank
staunchly denies the rumor that he is in-

terested financially in the young Illini.

Heilman Hurt in

Train Accident
Morris Heilman of the Reel-

craft exchange was injured De-
cember 10 when he figured in an
accident at the New York Central
station, South Bend, Ind. Heilman
declares he attempted to step onto
the Chicago bound train and al-

though he had paid extra fare en-
titling him to passage on the par-
ticular train he was thrown off the
steps while the train was in
motion.
He returned to the station, tak-

ing the next train to Chicago.
Upon his arrival he was taken
immediately to his home where
physicians examined him. The
examination revealed no broken
bones although his body was badly
lacerated.

Harry S. Lorch, manager of the Pro-
Dis-Co exchange, announced December 12
that the picture “The Road to Yesterday,”
Cecil B. DeMille production which opens
at the Orpheum, Chicago, December 19,

will be shown but two weeks due to the
numerous bookings in other theatres dur-
ing the third week after its opening.

* * *

Max B. Slott has joined the staff of
Meyer S. Boog, sales manager of the Thea-
tre Equipment Company, 738 South Wa-
bash avenue, Chicago. Boog made the
announcement December 12 although the
negotiations were completed December 1.

Slott brings to the company a great list of
friends with whom he has been associated
as an exhibitor. He was formerly mana-
ger of the Stratford theatre, and also
manager of the 63 Street theatre, Chicago.

The Theatre Equipment Co.

Wishes Its Many Friends

& Mtny Cfiristma*

anb

Happy Jteto Ibar

Meyer S. Boog
Sales Manager

Max B, Slott

Associate Sales Manager

738 So. Wabash Ave. ?

Chicago, 111.
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Capitol Film Exchanges, Inc.

extends to its friends

m

1 £lje &eagon’g Greetings f

m jua <

Henri Ellman, General Manager

738 South Wabash Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois.
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is extended to

Exhibitors

and Exchangemen

by

Paramount Exchange

H. A. Ross,
District Manager

John E. Ryder,
City Sales Manager

City Representatives

H. F. Neill

H. A. Washburn
C. J. Bell

E. L. Goldberg
Paul Allison

Neil F. Agnew,
Branch Manager

Wm. D. Washburn,
Country Sales Mgr.

Country
R epresentatives

Mark Silver

Adolph Rosecan
Louis Kuppmauer
H. A. Kaufman

H. J. Jackanic,
Advg. Sales Manager

William Hamm,
Booking Manager

B. A. Tomte,
Country Booker

E. T. Smith Booker

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

WILLIAM BRUMBERG
Universal

Nickname? Bill. As a kid they called
me Six Bits, because I always backed up
my statements with “Betcha six bits.”

Born January 8, 1896 in Chicago.
When 7 years old I went to Wyoming.
The cowboys
actually were
shooting out the

lights in those
days.

Schooling ?

Grammar scnoois

and Humboldt
high school in

Chicago. Also
Santa Barbara
(Cal.) Prepara-
tory School.

First ambition?
To go on the

stage. Played
minor parts as a kid with regular road-

shows during vacation up and down the

West Coast while still in the grade
schools.

William Brumberg

First job? I had the impressive title

of assistant circulation manager of the
Morning Press, Santa Barbara.

How did you break into the motion
picture business? As usher in the eve-
ning in a 300 seat house called the La
Petite in Santa Barbara.

Next? Became treasurer of the La
Petite and next was operator and sign

painter. (You had to be both in those
times). Then the American Film Com-
pany took its studio from San Diego to

Santa Barbara. They moved everything
in regular open caravan style. Ahead
came J. Warren Kerrigan

;
Allan Dwan’s

wife (Dwan was then scenario editor);

Jack Richardson, the heavy; Marshall
Neilan, playing the juvenile leads, and
Victor Fleming, chief chauffeur. (When
Dwan became a director Vic used to

drive him around in a big white roau-
ster. Victor Fleming the director ought
to get a lot of kick out of recalling Vic
the shofer.) Wallace Reid came up two
weeks later in Western pictures.

I became a filler-in for kid parts with
American Film and also assistant labora-

tory man. Then I left Santa Barbara for

Los Angeles, where I suped in “The
Birth of a Nation.” Shortly afterward
Kerrigan and Reid left to join Universal.
I went to work in “Samson and Delilah”
and still have a scar on my cheek from
a walloping I got from Kerrigan, who
was wielding the traditional jawbone of

an ass. It may have been a jawbone but
it had an awful kick. That was at Sunset
and Gower—that is, the studio, not where
I was hit.

Kerrigan was working right next
door for Christie. One time in a bar-
room scene I got bumped so hard that

I fell through into a Christie cabaret set.

That ought to be the place where I

broke INTO acting in motion pictures;

instead it’s where I broke OUT.
I went to Tally’s Broadway theatre in

Los Angeles as chief operator. Next I

was under Bill Clune in a traveling com-
pany of “The Birth of a Nation.” Left
the company at Tucson, Ariz., where I

became chief operator at the Opera
House. Remained there until the World
war, then into the Navy. Called back to
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California and took “Under Four Flags,”

a propaganda picture, around the state.

Back to Douglas, Ariz., as assistant man-
ager and chief projectionist for the

$250,000 Grand theatre. Next with Jim
Quinn, Western exhibitor, and dolled up
the ushers and put on prologs as at

Grauman’s. I was production director

and projectionist for Jim.
The next step was to set out for

Ranger, Tex., during the oil boom, with
the Cole brothers (one of them, Colonel
H. A. Cole, was just re-elected president

of the Texas M. P. T. O.). I put on ex-

ploitation stunts and managed their three

theatres. Came back to Chicago as pub-
licity man. R. C. Seery of First National
here decided my experiences fitted me to

become a salesman and that’s what I

took up, July 20, 1922. Became country
salesmanager for First National in 1922

and next took the same post with
Universal.
When did you assume your present

post? November thirtieth is the official

date.

Hobbies? Motoring, swimming and
boxing.
What’s the worst thing Kris Kringle

could cram into the old sock? A con-
tract cancelled ten days after signing.

CHICAGO NOTES

Herman Goldberg of the Warner Broth-
ers staff in Chicago included among gifts

passed along to his friends the announce-
ment that he is soon to be wed. The
young woman is Hattie Rhodes.

5}C 3jt

B. A. Tomte December 7 joined the staff

of Famous Players-Lasky in Chicago in the

booking department under William Hamm.
Tomte was with Warner Brothers in Los
Angeles for several months. He is a for-

mer Chicago young man, having gained
his first experience in the Pathe office

here.
* * *

John E. Ryder December 14

became city salesmanager of the

Chicago Paramount exchange. He
has been transferred here from
Detroit where he has been as-

sociated with O. W . Bolle, for-

merly Chicago salesmanager and
now branch manager of the De-

troit office. Ryder arrived in

Chicago only five days before he
was formally installed in his new
position and by the fifth day he
had gained the confidence and
good will of everyone with whom
he had had contact. The vacancy
has resulted from the resignation

of Eddie Rosecan who has filled

the position of city chief for a

long period. Eddie has left to

open a business of his own in

other than the motion picture in-

dustry.
* * *

H. T. Loper, owner of the Lyric theatre,
Springfield, 111., and his house manager,
Herbert Walters, were prominent along the
Avenue December 8 when they came to Chi-
cago to see what's new in pictures.

* * *

Harry Warner arrived in Chicago De-
cember 9 but stayed just long enough to
pick up Eddie Silverman, the industrious
district manager of Warner Brothers in
Chicago, and started for the Coast. Silver-
man will return within a short time.

* * ^

Joe Wolf reached Chicago from New
York December 12. Wolf, who is the spe-
cial representative from the home office

will spend several days at the Associated
Exhibitors office.

1 Cfjristmas Greeting# 1

Chicago Branch

§ Universal Pictures Corporation k
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Louis Laemmle,
Personal representative

of Carl Laemmle

L. W. Alexander,
Asst. Sales Director

Middle West Division

W. W. Brumberg

Branch Manager

Edward L. Brichetto
Ass’t Branch Mgr.

Sid Schuster

Sid Rosenberg

E. Dunas

S. McConnell

Will Baker

Ben Eisenberg

Jack St. Clair

Lipton Astrachan
City Feature Sales Mgr.

Ted Schlanger
Short Subject Sales Mgr.

Robert W. Funk

Bruce Godshaw

Jay O’Connell

Walter A. Hyland

Jos. F. Smith

Bill Wendell

831 So. Wabash Avenue

Chicago, 111.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Open
Modern House in

Alpena, Mich.

FITZPATRICK & McELROY, opera-
tors of a chain of forty-five theatres

in Michigan and Illinois, added to their

group of modern playhouses this month
with the opening in Alpena, Mich., of the
new Maltz theatre. Their latest play-

house, seating 1,200, readily ranks with
the finest houses in the state.

The Maltz satisfies from every angle

—

it is complete in equipment—its interiar

arrangements for the comfort of its

patrons leave nothing further to be de-
sired—and, what is even more, the new
Maltz satisfies artistically and archi-

tecturally, both in exterior and interior.

An immense canopy, 60 by 130 feet,

over which is suspended an immense
sign, 26 by 9 feet, lighted by 6,500 watts
of lights, is the imposing front of the
building. This canopy is finished in

copper tints and is lighted by 300 50-watt
lights.

* * *

Entering the lobby, with its mosaic
tile floor, its ornate plaster cornices of

grey and gold, its woodwork of soft

natural gum trim, its marble bases and
its paneled ceiling and side-walls of
French gray and buff, the visitor is at

once struck with the effectiveness of the
style adopted. Six outside double doors
give access to the lobby from the street

while three give entrance to the foyer
and main floor of the theatre. Out of

the lobby rise the stairs to exits and the
balcony.
Swinging double plate glass windows

between lobby and foyer permit ample
passage of light and air to the foyer.
From the foyer, entrance to the main

floor and the balcony is obtained and an
attractive foyer, too, it is, with its deep-
piled carpets of taupe, its velour drapes
in harmonizing colors, mirrors, high-
backed benches upholstered in artistic

tapestries, floor lamps and other tasteful

accessories.
The color scheme in the foyer is sal-

mon panelings with buff accompaniment,
while the bases are gray canestone and
the wood, natural gum trim. On the
stairs rising to the balcony, the panels
are in gray stuccoed effect, blending in

most effectively with the color scheme
of the foyer.

* * *

Into the main floor, the visitor may
go by one of three doors at which hang
heavy velour drapes. Here, a color
scheme of salmon, French gray and buff
with tinted blue decorative plastering
greets and pleases the eye of the most
critical. The ceiling with its five im-
mense decorative panels in chaste artis-

tic design—the sidewalls in similar style

with their pilasters of French gray sur-

mounted by decorative figures—these are
something to catch the visitor’s breath
with their beautiful and thoroughly artis-

tic simplicity.

The main curtain of the stage is a
draw of heavy blue velour with a fringed
valance. When this curtain is drawn
back, it discloses a wondrously beautiful
silver cloth curtain with gold faced cloth
drapes. The opening of the stage is 32
feet wide and 22 feet high, while the
stage has a depth of 23 feet, making it

an unusually large stage—large enough
to accommodate practically any legiti-

mate attraction now on the stage.
The orchestra pit, velour-draped and

flood-lighted from the ceiling by three
concealed lights, contains the organ con-
sole and space is here also for piano and
musicians. Side stairs rising from the
pit give access to the stage.
At each side of the stage are grills

under which are blue tinted balustrades
supported by Greek columns. A lighting
arrangement makes it possible to flood
these grills from under the balusters.

* * *

The balcony in the new Maltz extends
straight across the back of the theatre
instead of in a semi-circle as in the old

theatre. The color scheme and fittings

are the same as in the main floor.

On the balcony floor is located the

projection room.
On this floor, too, are located dress-

ing rooms for men and women, a tele-

phone booth for the convenience of the

public, and the office of the manager.
By a complete system of house tele-

phones, the manager’s office is in close
communication with all parts of the
theatre at all times.
The lighting of the new Maltz is one

of its outstanding features. The central
figure of the whole scheme is the im-
mense chandelier suspended from the
ceiling of the main floor with powerful
lights of 6,000 watts power.
A huge crystal ball it seems, suspended

there with its 24 lights each of 100-watt
power within the glass base. In addition,
two sets of six arms, each with .five

lights attached and a group of 12 lights

between the arms add their refulgent
rays to the effect.

In the foyer and the lobby, chandeliers
in harmony with the one just described
light these portions of the theatre, while
the side lights on the pilasters on the
main floor are of the two-light type, but
of a design that is at once original and
captivating.

J. B. Munjar, who enjoys a host of friends

among exhibitors of the country, has re-

cently been appointed district manager
for George Kilgen & Sons, organ build-

ers of St. Louis. Mr. Munjar has taken

up his duties in the new Chicago office of

the company in the Wrigley building.

Houston Building New
Modern Theatre in

Omaha, Nebraska
F. W. Houston of the Lyric Amusement

Company, Tekamah, Neb., is erecting a

modern 600-seat theatre in Omaha which

is now under construction and which will

cost $45,000. The theatre will contain

among its many features a “cry room” for

children. The house is designed in the Eng-

lish style, and will be completed by March,

1926.

Mr. Houston has been in the theatre

business for 14 years in Indiana and Ne-

braska. The new house which he is build-

ing will be one of the finest in Omaha, and

will be named the Minne Lusa, after the

district in which it is located. There will

be two stores on each side of the theatre

entrance.
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Chicago’s Twin Theatres, (above) The Harris, (in oval ) The Selwyn
Seated by American Seating Company

Attaining leadership in any line of endeavor is largely a matter of build-

ing— constantly, surely,, patiently building. Many years of building confi-

dence in our product, our service and our policies have won for this

company a recognition that must be maintained and protected. That fact

is best assurance to you of faithful service.



Charley Chase
in

two parts

F. RICHARD JONES
Supervising Director

Thus he spoke, that lover bold,

“Never shall my love grow cold;

You're my girl and I’m your man,

Test my love, howe’er you can.”

At the altar came his shame.

And the villain was to blame.

“Listen, buddie, this I beg,

Bridie’s got a wooden leg!”

Isa wooden leg a valid excuse for a man to desert his bride

at the altar?

What a question! What a situation! What a riot of a

comedy!

“HIS WOODEN
WEDDING”

trade MARK
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Chicago, December 22, 1925.

To—
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION:

In an advertisement in Motion Picture News, New York City, December 26,

1925 issue, you reproduce a letter from Mr. Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre, Cresco,

Iowa, in a section of that publication devoted to a so-called “Check-Up” on “The

Fifty-two Best Pictures of the Year/’

You headline the advertisement with the statement, “A real check-up, not made

by a statistician but by an exhibitor.”

The letter from Mr. Hinds referred to the HERALD survey of the pictures that

made the most money for exhibitors in 1925—and not to the Motion Picture News

“Check-Up.” The inference, therefore, in the use of Mr. Hinds’ letter in connection

with the Motion Picture News “Check-Up” is misleading.

The HERALD conducted and printed in last week’s issue a legitimate survey

intended to reveal the pictures that made the most money for exhibitors during

the past year. All the cards were on the table, right side up. There was no sleight-

of-hand performance or mysterious magic in the methods employed by the

HERALD in conducting the survey or in the results arrived at.

Neither did the HERALD confer with producers—for advertising or for any

other purpose—while the list was being compiled and before it was published.

The actual facts, as revealed by exhibitors’ box office statements, were produced.

The exact number of exhibitors who selected a particular production as one of

the ten greatest money-makers was given. The names and addresses of exhibitors

contributing information for the survey were plainly printed. The name of Mr.

Hinds appears among these.

The policy of the HERALD to give the actual facts of the box office performance

of pictures, made possible by our position of contact and confidence with exhib-

itors, is well-known; equally well-known is the failure or inability of the con-

temporary noted to do the same. Hence, we object to a confusion between our

methods and surveys and the mysterious and secretive processes of the competitor.

Your headline, “A real check-up, not made by a statistician but by an exhib-

itor,” may only properly and fairly be associated with Mr. Hinds’ letter in con-

nection with the HERALD survey to which it refers.

“EXHIBITORS HERALD”



HERE THEY ARE!

(paramount (pictures

For Release February ist — August ist, 1926

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

' 4 'HE pictures announced on the following pages mark a radical departure

in production. It will be evident to all, on analysis, that these pictures

are individual, each one of them big, each one of them a special in the highest

sense of the term.

There is a situation in this business that every exhibitor has come to fear.

Huge fall announcements, some great pictures and the general policy of flood-

ing the market with all big material in the fall has come to mean that by

spring the other big material promised is a matter of promise only. Most of

it has vanished into thin air.

Paramount steps in at this point with an announcement of pictures that

are bigger, better, more powerful than anything released in the fall. Nothing

inthe fieldcancomparewiththe quality oftheseproductionshere set beforeyou

.

Paramount is putting more into this group of pictures than in all the fall

and winter pictures ever released.

The slogan is “Make it bigger, make it better and forget the season of the

year.”

Exhibitors will do well to analyze this product, to study the box-office

names in Paramount’s stock company, to check up the history of actual de-

livery of promises that has always characterized Paramount above all others.

Such a check-up will bring one answer, and that is : The greatest exhibitor

success of the new year will be in exact proportion to how closely he can tie in

with Paramount and these Paramount showman’s pictures.



in (paramount's

Where but in Paramount can you match a list like this ?

PARAMOUNT STOCK COMPANY

GLORIA SWANSON
RICHARD DIX
ADOLPHE MENJOU
JACK HOLT
FLORENCE VIDOR
BILLIE DOVE
MARY BRIAN
WALLACE BEERY
WARNER BAXTER
RAYMOND HATTON
BESSIE LOVE
LIONEL BARRYMORE
NORMAN TREVOR
CONWAY TEARLE
GEORGE RIGAS
ALYCE MILLS

JAMES CRUZE
RAOUL WALSH
IRVIN WILLAT
WILLIAM HOWARD
EDWARD SUTHERLAND
WILLIAM DE MILLE

HECTOR TURNBULL
LUCIEN HUBBARD
LUTHER REED
WALTER WOODS
WILLIS GOLDBECK

STARS AND ARTISTS
THOMAS MEIGHAN
BEBE DANIELS
BETTY BRONSON
LOIS WILSON
PERCY MARMONT
CAROL DEMPSTER
ERNEST TORRENCE
W. C. FIELDS
NEIL HAMILTON
LAWRENCE GRAY
HARRISON FORD
GEORGE BANCROFT
ARTHUR EDMUND CAREWE
WILLIAM POWELL
RICHARD ARLEN
DONALD KEITH
LOUISE BROOKS

DIRECTORS
HERBERT BRENON
MALCOLM ST. CLAIR
VICTOR FLEMING
GEORGE SEITZ
GREGORY LA CAVA
ROBERT FLAHERTY

SUPERVISORS
BEN SCHULBERG
LLOYD SHELDON
TOM GERAGHTY
ROY POMEROY
GARRET WESTEN

POLA NEGRI
RAYMOND GRIFFITH
DOUGLAS MAC LEAN
RICARDO CORTEZ
ALICE JOYCE
GRETA NISSEN
WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr.

ESTHER RALSTON
NOAH BEERY
FORD STERLING
TOM MOORE
GERTRUDE ASTOR
marc McDermott
CLARA BOW
LILA LEE
GILBERT ROWLAND

ALLAN DWAN
FRANK TUTTLE
CLARENCE BADGER
VICTOR HEERMAN
LEONCE PERRET
WILLIAM WELLMAN

WILLIAM LE BARON
TOWNSEND MARTIN
JULIAN JOHNSON
JOHN LYNCH
KENNETH HAWKS

AUTHORS IN THIS GROUP OF PICTURES
ZANE GREY
GEO. BARR McCUTCHEON
RING LARDNER
HUGH WILEY
GERALD BEAUMONT
LEO DITRICHSTEIN

GEORGE M. COHAN
BYRON MORGAN
ROBERT SHERWOOD
FRANCIS YOUNG
LAURENCE EYRE
MAURICE SAMUELS

FANNIE HURST
MICHAEL ARLEN
ALFRED SAVOIR
H. A. DU SOUCHET
EDGAR SELWYN
MONTE KATTERJOHN

And They're All Paramount!



exclusive ofStars
(cthe Greatest Stars in motion Pictures)

Qhree Box Office names will be in each

(Paramount's
SHOWMAN’S PICTURE

to be castfrom this list of

in

(paramount's
STOCK COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE OF STARS

WHAT a tremendous treasure-trove of names is contained
in that list of the Paramount Stock Company.

From that Golconda will be mined the names that go into the
rich structure of each of the pictures listed in this book. The
value of box-office names in big pictures was never more evident
than today.

Paramount is in a better position than ever in the history of
the screen, to capitalize on the need for public-pulling names
that draw the crowds to the ticket window.
Paramount advertising, Paramount publicity, the true genius

of the artists themselves have combined to make those names
stand for the most popular men and women in all the world.
They are the great personalities who will be called on to en-
rich the tremendous stories provided in the pictures listed in

this group.

Exhibitors may rest assured that each and every one of these

pictures will be recruited with names that really mean some-
thing to the public today.

Look them over, compare them with all the available talent

and genius in pictures today.

Where , but in Paramount , can you match a list like this ?





ADOLPH ZUKOR and JESSE L LASKY paescnt

~ GLORIA
Qwanson

“TAMED”
By Fannie Hurst

Screen play by James Creelman

GLORIA as a beautiful, tempestu-
ous, alluring and spoiled daughter

of the rich who, after her family and
everybody else have failed, is at last

tamed by as amazing a set of thrilling

experiences as ever befell a modern
girl.

That’s the treat promised for the
millions of Gloria’s admirers in this

great love story written especially for

her by the famous Fannie Hurst.
Never was Miss Swanson so en-

thusiastic about a story! Never has
she prepared such a marvelous array
of gowns, such a rich display of her
talents!

CL paramount Qicture





Bv MICHAEL A ELLEN
OtMorof "THE OREEN HAT"
presented BV ADOLPH ZUKOR «no JESSE L. LASKY

THE publicity value of

the very name of Mich-
ael Arlen is enormous.
Combine that fact with the

fact that he has written a

marvelous entertainment-
story especially for Pola

Negri and you have a box-

office picture second to

none.

And what a title for any
showman in big city or

small town

!

CL Qaramount (picture
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KttARP IX *

"Take a Chance !"

O IX sparkling sirens—and each wanted to take a chance^ and marry our Richard ! Each tried a different type

of high-powered vamping upon him, with the funniest,

friskiest results possible. What a picture for Take-A-
Chance Week !

Directed by Gregory La Cava

Story by Townsend Martin



The madcap
maid who made
a million

!

with FORD STERLING
and Big Comedy Cast
Directed by Clarence Badger

a
(paramount

(Picture



w

\M/ss Brewster's Millions
J ike de luxe comedy sen&aiian of the year ~

AFEMINIZATION and elaboration of George

Barr McCutcheon’s world famous novel
“Brewster’s Millions” and the play by Winchell
Smith.

The screen needs an outstanding film comedienne

making big comedy specials—and Bebe is it ! An
elaborate comedy staff of gag men, special trick pho-

tographers, the director of “Paths of Paradise”—the

same kind of the expert equipment that has been

placed behind Raymond Griffith—has been engaged

for Miss Daniels. She’s all set to make the greatest

pictures of her career.

“Miss Brewster’s Millions” is the story of a girl

with a Ritz, soul and a Childs income. Then suddenly

she inherits a million dollars, which she has to spend

within a year!



Starring

ADOLPHE
u/n /or

CL paramount picture



beauty ARLETTE MARCHAL
Directed by William Wellman

.1l,IJi//H"*~ i;

THE success of “The King on Main Street”
has inspired another comedy even more

suited to the very popular talents of Adolphe
Menjou. It is blessed with the marvelous Men-
jouesque title “I’ll See You Tonight”. And
with a ravishingly beautiful heroine who will

create the same furore as Greta Nissen has.

Chic, new and alluring—and straight from
Paris—Arlette Marchal.

Spiced with sophistication, rosy with ro-

mance, enriched with wonderful acting, comedy
and tingling excitement—“I’ll See You To-
night” is the type of de luxe entertainment
every audience will love.

V
\W



In

“That’s

My BABY!”

Doug ’s best and
we don’t mean maybe!
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ADOLPH ZUKOR and JESSE L. LA SKY present

in

“The New Klondike”
with LILA LEE

By RING LARDNER
(“You Know Me, Al”)

Directed by VICTOR HEERMAN
Screen play by TOM GERAGHTY

FLORIDA jammed before season opens. Glass of water, 15 cents. Bag-
gage 5 to 7 days late. Scores sleeping in hotel lobbies. Hundreds

living in tents. Freight embargo. Merchants unable to procure stocks.

Stenographers making 700% in real estate deals and riding in Rolls-

Royces. Thousands of Iowans selling farms and flivvering to Florida.

Millionaires, clerks, Broadway stars, speculators, housewives and chorus
girls pouring into Florida. The new Klondike ! The Eldorado of today

!

Against this seething, roaring, infinitely colorful background, Thomas
Meighan will make a great comedy-drama, being written for him by
the nationally known humorist Ring Lardner whose work has achieved
enormous popularity.

A Paramount Picture





ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE L LASKY

PRESENT

WILLIAM HOWARD
PRODUCTION

From the play "Martinique

bq Lawrence Eqre

Adaptedbq
Bernard McConville

CL paramount
(picture

AN intensely dramatic,
.zVspectacularmelodrama
of love on a tropical island.
Produced by the man who
made “The Thundering
Herd,” and on the same
sweeping scale. Bebe as a
fiery French-American girl

whose tempestuous career
is brought to an amazing
climaxwith the eruption of

a great volcano—a stupen-
dous scene!

erf*BEBE DANIELS • RICARDO CORTEZ •



WALLACE BEERY ARTHUR E.CAREWEDALE FULLER-euuuejenseh



I*--*

Produced by George B. Seitz

the man who made

“The Vanishing American

”

with JACK HOLT

and BILLIE DOVE



ZANE GREY

ZANE GREY’S—the cream of all

outdoor productions—andhow
they love them ! Here is one of the

best ever made ! The thrilling tale

of a rich man’s son who escapes

with a girl into the Painted Desert

.

There, amid wild rides, fights and

adventures, he finds gold and love.

Supervised by Lucien Hubbard,

Supervisor of

“The Vanishing American”

Qaramount\

\ (picture J
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ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE L. LASKY
PRESENT A

RAOUL
WALSH
PRO DU CTI O N

YOU’VE seen the ravishing love scenes between Greta

Nissen and William Collier in “The Wanderer.” Imagine

these scenes repeated, only this time in modern clothes, mod-
ern settings and a strictly modern [story ! In a gay comedy
of love and marriage directed by the man who made “The
Wanderer,” with Lionel Barrymore, Mark McDermott and
a great cast supporting the two youthful lovers. Beautiful

Greta Nissen was never so alluring as in “The Lucky Lady,”

the tale of the beauty who lavished her charms upon one

man for revenge and upon another for love.







®

y

<3,500 Prize Novel
w

A

William de Mille
Production

/^VUT of an enthusiastic nation-wide
$13,500competitionforthebestnovel

oftheyearconductedbyPictorialReview,
Dodd, Mead & Co. (well known publish-
ers) and Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-
ration, comes this smashing true drama
of American life. The story of a young
girl fighting her way out of the cold,

bleak Dakota prairie, flinging tradition

and convention to the winds and gain-
ing happiness where life is free and
beautiful. A serial in Pictorial Review
(circulation 2,225,000) a novel, a great
picture.



ADOLPH ZUKOR ano JESSE L. LASKY present

Polg

The Great 1926 Style Show
Released before Easter



“The Peacock
PARADE”
A Raoul Walsh Production

V^^HAT a chance for your style show tie-

up ! What an opportunity of putting

over the biggest money-business of the

entire spring ! The Peacock Parade ! Ask
any of Paramount’s exploiteers what you
can do with that

,
before Easter time rolls

around again.

For the picture will justify all your ef-

forts toward putting over the greatest

beauty, gownandstyleweekeverconceived

!

Pola Negri in “The Peacock Parade” is

beauty, gowns and style to the nth degree

and it’s a ready-made showman’s special

if ever there was one

!

By Monte Katterjohn



GAY COMEDY that starts at sixty miles an
hour and gets faster every foot ! Rollick-

ing Richard as a wild young man threatened
with the gate by his lovely fiancee if he gets

into any more scrapes. Innocently he is

caught in a raid on a cabaret and is sent to

jail for thirty days. When he is released he
tries to tell his sweetheart he spent the

month in Mexico. Certain of his Sing Sing

pals blow in, and—sweet hot tamale !—what
a mess he’s in! Gags galore, including the

funniest chase ever filmed.

]

RICHARD
THE MA N
FROM
MEXICO'





^T^HE story ran in Country Gentleman and

pleased millions. It is Zane Grey at his best.

And what a best that has come to be! Shades of

“Vanishing American” and “Thundering Herd!”

How sweet the name Zane Grey is to any box-

office in the land ! The story of the love of a

forest ranger and a New York society girl in a

marvelous plot of action culminating in the tre-

mendous drive of 50,000 deer over a mountain

rano*e.
C5



With a cast of the mostprominent artists in film-

dom, especially selected for this Zane Grey special



BEBE DANIELS in

WHAT a box-office bet Bebe Daniels is proving in the fast,

breezy, smart, de luxe type of comedy! Pictures like “Miss

Bluebeard,” “Wild, Wild Susan,” and “Lovers in Quarantine” have

put Bebe in a class by herself when it comes to whirlwind laugh-

romances with a dash of pepper and tobasco in them. Audiences

love this star in this kind of comedy. Exhibitors claim it’s the

easiest entertainment in the world to sell to the public and to satisfy

with. Bebe Daniels in “The Palm Beach Girl” is this type of sure

fire comedy at its best

!



The swiftest, most
exciting race storg
ever written bg the
speed-storg writer

Bgron IDorqan.--

Cfor thrills ithas

:

ASENSATIONAL smash of a giant

sea-plane!Anamazingracebetween
a speed boat and the Havana Express

across the Florida Keys ! A breath-tak-

ing race in fashionable Miami between
the fastest speed boats in the world.

Directed by Edward Sutherland

THE PALM BEACH GIRL
/^\N the front pages of every newspaper you see

^^Florida, Palm Beach, society girls on the sand,

bathing beauties, wealth, spice, gaiety, speed. This
is the atmosphere of the fastest of all Bebe Daniels

comedies, “The Palm Beach Girl.” Bebe plays the
girl, rich, beautiful, wooed by many men. Appar-
ently bored and blase, but actually daring and eager

for thrills. Pell-mell into the funniest and wildest

turmoil of adventures possible she falls, and before she’s through she’s

got the audience breathless from laughter and excitement.



ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE L LA SKY

PRESENT

AN
EDWARD SUTHERLAND

PRODUCTION

with

Mary Brian * Wallace Beery
Raymond Hatton

The inimitable comedy of Wallace

Beery and Raymond Hatton (the

laughable musketeers of “Adven-
ture”) plus the beauty of Mary
Brian, in a brand new type of smile

picture.

A big special comedy treating elabo-

rately of the sunny side of the war.

A riot of grotesque and gorgeous gags

.

The tale of a roughneck and a sap

who fought the whole German army
for a girl. Written by Hugh Wiley,

creator of the famous “Wildcat”

stories in the Saturday Evening Post.

Directedbythe manwho made “Wild
Wild Susan” and “A Regular Fel-

low.” Screen play by Ethel Doherty.
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where we'd alt like to live/

a
(paramount

(picture

ROBERT FLAHERTY'S TRUE
PICTURE-ROMANCE OF

LIFE AND LOVE in,

THE SOUTH SEAS
rT"'HE intoxicating charm of
1 s-% Q /-vi 1 4- r> r>-1- the South Seas as never

before depicted in words or
pictures. A hero handsome
as a god, a new kind of beauty
as a heroine. Two years in
the making on the Island of
Savaii in Samoa.
Ask your branch manager or
salesman about the amazing
records this production has
made in test first-run show-
ings.

REAL 4 AUTHENTIC
ASTOUNDING



%eri»N>«rrlS°

tf nation
moved across
a universe in
afinishfight
withfate

£> (\)



9hose who
missed the
Landing place

went on and
on to doom,

suggested bq Ilecessitq.

directed bq Fate

.

staged bq Destinq —
in a land

blasted bq the

crimson thumb
print ofdisaster
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SHOWMAN 7

SPECIALS
(Jested on the jirecedirig pages)

Analyze them:
Think them over/
Check them up with
all available product #

in the market today/

ON the foregoing pages are listed pictures whose merit might very well

entitle them to front page, first preferred position with any product

that has ever been released in picturedom.

Every one of them is a Showman’s Special.

Every one of them has in it elements that combine to make box-office

success.

There is no such thing as a seasonal product in an announcement that

contains such quality as has been listed here.

Regardless of the season of the year, there are definite values in each of

these pictures that can claim for them the distinction of being the out-

standing box-office hits of the industry.

Check them up! Analyse them! Think them over! Compare them with
the available product in the market today.

At no time in the history of pictures—winter, summer, spring or fall,

has there been such quality, such outstanding picture by picture individual

merit as you’ll find in these Showman’s Pictures.

And that’s a fact that nobody can deny.

(^paramount'su
15Showmanspictures



AND NOW FOR
THE 10 LONG-RUN

,

(paramount Specials /
(Jested an the fallowing pages)

THIS announcement of Paramount Pictures is di-

vided for convenience into two parts.

You’ve read about the Showman’s Pictures on the

pages preceding.

And now for the long run specials!

Here are pictures whose very nature commands! ex-

traordinary box-office pressure, whose qualities entitle

them to exceptional exploitation and whose pulling

power will enable them to qualify as truly Long-Run
Features of the highest type.

Back of each of them is not one but many things in

titles, names, stories, casts, production or exploitation

possibilities that make them exceptional in their box-

office power.

It needs no prophet to say that in these Long-Run
Specials the industry will have the real outstanding

hits of the year, and that too, regardless of time or

season.

There is no spring, summer, winter or fall in the

needs of the box-office of the exhibitor who wants to

prosper. What the industry needs is a complete and

continual supply of Big Pictures That Draw!

And here in the Long-Run Specials you may be

sure you have them!



HAROLD



LLOYD
FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE!

A1->i-> up ali or the great come-
^ dian’s past successes and mul-
tiply by two and you’ll still be

short of the net result of this, the

greatest Harold Lloyd production

ever made, the story of Harold on
the Bowery working with and

of crooksdouble-crossing a

}
for the sake of the Mission and

p the girl who runs it.

Paramount takes pride in pre-

senting to exhibitors this latest

and greatest product of the

jp£ Harold Lloyd Corporation in the

Y sure belief that it will outdraw in

|
public interest and box-office re-

P ceipts any of the many former

% great achievements of this great

I star.





'-pHE most remarkable figure in the history of

motion pictures. In his name alone, without a

doubt, the most stupendous box-office draw in the
world today. To analyze the reasons for that fact

would be to recount the whole history of all the
painstaking efforts his corporation makes to pro-
duce for the American public the exact thing that
the public wants.
And that is what he (and they) have done in

Harold Lloyd’s first release under the Paramount
banner.

It’s difficult to

improve
past performances

that seem
perfect

But the actual

truth is

‘For Heaven’s Sake’

is Harold Lloyd's

best picture

(paramount

picture

top notch double banded AA No.l of Long-run specials

/

vL.IADIESAND GENTLEMEN-/S

HAROLD LLOYD

FOR HEAVENS SAKE/'

(fsuLper double-extra , double-lonq-run special
ZAN E GREY'S

~

(It last - a real epic ofentertainment deserving of the term ^



avitkj RICHARD DIX
LoisWilson, Noah Beery, Malcolm MfGrejjor

assisted by the Navajo and Hopi Indians

and the United States Army
presentfo by ADOLPH ZUKOR and JESSE L. LASKY

^T^HIS stupendous super-special epic romance of the American Indian

is shattering records east, south and west. At the Imperial, Char-
lotte, N. C., where the record week’s business was $4,942, it got over

$7,000. That’s typical. Let the newspaper critics write the rest:

“It is stupendous. It is magnificent. It is greater than ‘The Birth of a
Nation 1 because it has more of that which made ‘The Birth of a Nation 1

great .

11—Charlotte Observer.

“One of the greatest pictures of this or any other film year .

11—San Francisco
Call.

“One of the most beautiful and stirring things yet done in the films. Its

action is swift and smooth. It moves with the speed of the wind and the power
of a hurricane. It is always picturesque. It is sane. It is a true story of a pass-
ing people. Even ‘The Covered Wagon 1 must take second place .

11—New York
World.

“It is like a full-throated war cry ringing down through the ages. A glorious
picture .

11—New York Daily News.

ADAPTED BY LUCIEN HUBBARD
DIRECTED BY GEORGE B. SEITZ SCREEN PLAY BY ETHEL DOHERTY





What's new

Siren ofBabylon

L
URING lady of fire and
^ice, Tisha —the Temp-

tress. Warm and scarlet her
lips as sun-kissed pomegran-
ate; her eyes deep pools of

enticing mystery.

Rich men woo her with
jewels and gold. Kings lose

their crowns in the struggle

for her smiles. Queen of

the Orient. Siren of Baby-
lon. Priestess of Ishtar, the
pagan pleasure-goddess.

In “The Wanderer” you
will meet her—Tisha, the
Siren. Already setting the
world agasp as played by
Greta Nissen, the sensa-
tional Norwegian beauty.
One of the hundred eye-

dazzling thrills that flood

this amazing super-special.

THE

WANDERER

today along Broadway

Jetker

'

|
"'HE Prodigal Son. The
lad of long ago who left

home for the wine, women
and song of a wicked city.

And came back, ragged and
repentant, to forgiveness

and the fatted calf.

The First Black Sheep,

Hero of “The Wanderer.”
And how many hundreds
of thousands of wanderers
have come after him! How
many who read this page
have left homes to seek plea-

sure or profit or fame afar!

What a mighty theme for

a motion picture ! And how
perfectly William Collier,

Jr., portrays the role of

The First Black Sheep!

THE

WANDERER

J^aomi

4~

..

THERE is Tisha, the per-
fumed Babylonian en-

chantress. And there is

Naomi, the pretty country
maiden, pure and unspoiled.
Both enacted on the screen
in “The Wanderer” by
beautiful women. Portray-
ing Naomi with delightful
charm and warming appeal
is Kathryn Hill, famous
model of Howard Chandler
Christy and other distin-
guished artists. Proclaimed
by them the loveliest lady
in America. Naomi is the
kind of a girl your mother
must have been. Miss Hill,

sweet and fresh as an April
morning, is exactly the ac-
tress for the role.

You will carry in your
heart for a long time the
image of Naomi, beautiful
symbol of pure womanhood.

THE

WANDERER

WITH

ERNEST TORRENCE
GRETA NISSEN

WILLIAM COLLIER,jr TYRONE POWER
WALLACE BEERY HATH LYN WILLIAMS



was applesauce in Babylon /-—

*7“Old

/GREATEST of all villains

of the slumbrous East

is Tola. Tola, the Evil One.

Roaming the deserts and
plains and the narrow
streets of Babylon. With
him the luring lady Tisha,

the bait with which he

snares the gold and honor

of men. What match for

this wily criminal is Jether,

the Shepherd Boy?

What match indeed, with

Ernest Torrence portraying

the role of Tola, in “The
Wanderer?” Torrence who
can express more of villainy

with a lift of the eyebrow

than most heavies can in

five reels.

THE

WANDERER

fpharis

\\TALLACE BEERY as a
”

’ swaggering sailorman.

Fabulously wealthy and
greedy for pleasure. That’s

Beery’s role in “The Wan-
derer.” And what a whale

of a time he has playing it

!

No wonder roars of laughter

and thunders of applause

greet his first appearance on

the screen. Skidding on the

wine-soaked floor of Tisha’s

palace of a thousand de-

lights. With what Rabe-

laisian unction, with what
good-natured villainy Beery

plays the part of Pharis, the

big butter and egg man
from the sea ! It’s sheer joy.

THE

WANDERER

raoulValsh
PRODUCTION

FROM THE STAGE
SPECTACLE * * • BY
MAURICE SAMUELS

}4uldak

::

-

.

THERE is yet another
greatwoman role in“The

Wanderer” — the Mother.
The mother of the wander-
ing son. The great-hearted
woman who restrains her
tears and hides her aching
heart as the headstrong
youth leaves home, who
watches and waits for him,
who grieves as he becomes
sinner and wastrel, who
clasps him to her breast and
forgives him upon his re-

turn.

Kathryn Williams por-

trays an entirely new type

of mother in “The Wan-
derer.” Quiet, dignified,

beautiful, she conceals with-

in her rather austere exte-

rior a great loving heart.

THE

WANDERER

SCREEN PLAY BY
JAMES T. O'DONOHOE
CL paramount (picture
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ADOLPH ZUKOR ano JESSE L. LA SKY present

JAMES CRUZE
Production of the

IWghtij Spectacular
Drama

ONCE upon a time there was a jockey
who was badly hurt in a fall. In the

hospital his lovely nurse became to him a

vision of beauty. The night she innocently
remained in his room, she was discharged

by the authorities and that was the last he
ever saw of her— until—
Once out of the hospital, the jockey’s sad face and the coincidence of

rain whenever he appeared at the track, brought on him the title of The
Rainmaker. The superstition persisted and soon owners of mud horses

were hiring him to bring on rain. It was in a Mexican honky tonk that

he again saw the girl, now known as “Mexican Nell.” The whirl of evil

in this gamblers’ paradise swooped around them. A preacher warned of
the plague to come. It came— a drought that brought death and destruc-

tion to the town. People died like flies. The girl, too, was about to die,

no longer “Mexican Nell,” but the vision of beauty that first appeared to

him. Then it was that he prayed— really prayed— for the god of the
thunderbolt. And as he prayed, the torrent came, and two lost souls

were saved.

A story that is a sensation ! A race-track spill, fights, and drunken
revelers dancing in the light of a burning church— the plague and the
prayer and the answering torrent. Truly a thunderbolt of dramatic

power, this one, as exceptional a super-special as you’ll

find in ten years. To be produced on a gigantic scale.

.'Ti'n ii'VS'U.s-i m
ate* tiL





ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE L. LASKY

PRESENT AN

ALLANDWAN
PRODUCTION,

w

BY
FRANCIS BRETT
YOUNG

With

FLORENCE VIDOR, JACK HOLT, NOAH BEERY,

GEORGE BANCROFT, LAWRENCE GRAY

TORNADOES and shipwreck, a fight in a

swamp, love and adventure on sea and land

—

tingling with thrills—massive in production—teem-

ing with box-office possibilities, this great Dwan
special is one of the long-run features of the year.

The book is a best seller—the cast is superb—-the

story a great melodramatic adventure, completely

different from the ordinary. This is no mere
“movie.” This is a great big spectacular “special,”

with all that word implies.

«L.
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Griffith
-'FRESH PAINT'

Raymond Griffith
* has reached the point now

where they start laughing as

soon as his name is flashed on
the screen. That means real

money at the box office.

Griffith has a big de luxe

staff of directors, writers, cam-
eramen and technicians of all

kinds doing nothing but de-

vising ideas and working on
Griffith comedies. The result

is that every Griffith picture

now is a big comedy special

presenting the new favorite

plus the best in story material

and investiture that brains
and money can secure.

“Fresh Paint” is a corking

story for Griffith with a won-
derful pulling title. The laugh-

ing possibilities are evident.

The tie-up possibilities are

limitless. A big supporting

cast of well known players

will appear with the star.

<2 (paramount (picture
presented by ADOLPH ZUKOR and JESSE L. LASKY



comec/y yenius of

Staye and Screen!
ASK theman who’s seen him

!

x\ The cyclonic sensation of
the comedy field today is this
erstwhile star of “Poppy” and
“Ziegfeld’s Follies.” No richer
mine of real deep rib-tickling
comedyhas everbeen discovered
for the films. His work in “Sally
of the Sawdust” and “That
Royle Girl” proved the resound-
ing hit of the year.
Now he is in a special de luxe

picture comedy wherein he’ll
knock ’em off their seats and
send the crowds back asking
for more.
Something new! Something

different

!

A distinct advance in the kind
of pictures audiences are most
eager to see.

a
paramount

]

Qicture



it's the
Armu

with CLARA BOW
as his daughter

*

"

It's the Old
Army Game!"
is an expres-
sion meaninq
"Never qive
a sucker an
even break'.'





Two of the Season's Greatest ComedyLong-Run Specials~

Starring

IT'S THE OLD
ARMY GAME/

W. C. FIELDS

FOR years W. C. Fields had a de

luxe comedy juggling act in the

Follies in which he was amazingly

funny without uttering a word.

Given his first speaking part, in the

musical comedy “Poppy,” he was
the over-night sensation of Broad-

way! Night after night, for over a

year, he stopped the show. His tag-

line, “It’s the Old Army Game!”
became a part of the language.

When D. W. Griffith filmed “Sally

of the Sawdust,” he introduced the

marvellous pantomimic gifts of

Fields to the motion picture world.

Paramount thus is able to offer you

the first Fields starring special,

“It’s the Old Army Game!”, built

around the great comedy character

created by Fields—that of the lov-

able flim-flammer who “never gives

a sucker an even break.”

CL Qaramount picture

TOEXHIBITORS : RaymondGrif-
fith is your star. You discovered

him. You urged us to star him.

Long before we actually did star

him, you were playing him up as a

star in your advertising and public-

ity. We promised to help you by
starring him in big comedy specials

made by as an elaborate and as fine

a comedy organization as could be

gotten together. We kept our prom-
ise, as you know, in “A Regular

Fellow.” We are keeping it again in

the new Griffith comedy “Hands
Up !” We are going to do more than
keep our promise in “Fresh Paint.”

We are planning to shoot the

whole works on Griffith in “Fresh

Paint !” We are going to give you the

greatest laughter show ever,
that will put Raymond Griffith

where he doesn’t have to take off

his famous high hat to any other

comedian on the screen, bar none!

CL (paramount picture

FRESH
PAIN

Starring

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

THREEMORE OF PARAMOUNT'S LONG-RUN SPECIALS

“THE BLIND
GODDESS”
For Che box-office

BIG FALL SPECIAL advanced to Spring

ARTHUR TRAIN’S Epic of Law and Love

BIG director

BIG cast

THRILLS, love and a mighty question

THEGRAND DUCHESS
AND THE WAITER"

for the box-office

ADOLPHE Menjou’s greatest role

FLORENCE Vidor and Parisian clothes

MALCOLMSt . Clair, thenew 1 ‘genius’ ’ director

ANDRE de Beranger, of
‘

‘Are Parents People ?”

LAUGHS, romance, excitement,
consummate acting

“DANCING
MOTHERS”
For the box-office

CONWAY Tearle as the father

ALICE Joyce as the mother

CLARA Bow as the daughter

HERBERT Brenon as the director

DONALD Keith as the hero

TEARS and heart-tugs, laughs and thrills



ADOLPH ZUKOR and J ESSE L. LASKY present

$OhfQ

^J'HERE never was a better show

than this. George M. Cohan
wrote it, Herbert Brenon directed it,

Tom Moore, Bessie Love, Harrison

Ford, Norman Trevor, George Nash

and a cast of artists are featured.

Moore never had a part that suits him

like this. Bessie Love never did a more

dashing Charleston. Back stage

glamor was never so excellently

handled. Gorgeous theatrical revue

stuff was never before staged like

this. And you can’t think of a story

that combines so well the laughter

and the heart-tugs that hit home to

the great public. Pathos and laughter,

gold and gilt, the story of the song

and dance man will linger long in the

memories of picture-lovers after

many an epic picture is forgotten.

—m
HERBERT BRENON

PRODUCTION
FROM GEORGE M.COHANS
FAMOUS COMEDY SUCCESS/

CL Qaramcunt picture

®o*\*
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A Snappy Love Cocktail with a Real
Parisian Flavor

WE have seen thispicture. Itis

the smartest, most highly

polished love comedy we have ever

produced. As sophisticated as “A
Woman ofParis’ ’

, asdownto earth

and packed with gags as “ A Reg-
ular Fellow.” Menjou is his own
perfect self in it. Florence Vidor,

in breath-taking Parisians gowns
and a new boyish bob, is amaz-
ingly beautiful. Malcolm St. Clair,

producerof ‘

‘AreParentsPeople ?”

and ‘‘The Trouble with Wives,”

hasgivenusacomedymasterpiece.

Alfred Savoir, author of ‘‘Blue-
beard’s 8th Wife,” wrote ‘‘The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter.”
The stage play is turning them
away on Broadway, New York.
Everybody wants to enjoy the ex-
ploits of the rich Parisian boule-
vardier who masquerades as a
waiter in order to make love to
the outwardly haughty, inwardly
warm-blooded Duchess who has
caught his fancy. The whole pro-
duction is made with panchro-
matic film, which makes charac-
ters and settings strikingly life-

like.

DIRECTED BY MALCOLM ST. CLAIR ~

FROM THE PLAY BY ALFRED SAVOIR
ADAPTATION BY JOHN LYNCH
SCREEN PLAY BY PI ERRE COLLI NGS

CL Qaramount (picture



ADOLPHE MENJOU
and FLORENCE VIDOR.



ADOLPH 2UKOR «nd IESSE L. LASKY rntsENt

HERBERT
B R E N O NPRODUCTION

dancing
Starring

CONWAY TEARLE
ALICE JOVCE

CLARA BOW
DONALD KEITH

By SdmundGoulding
and Cdgar Seiivyn

G paramount Qicture



From the play that ran

a year at the Booth

and Maxine Elliott

Theatres, Broadway

THE father is a wealthy idler.

The daughter is a capti-
vating flapper. So the pretty
mother says, “Why don’t I step
out, too?’’ So she does. And
she’s some stepper! And some
dresser! And some—but wait
until you see the complications
in this big, flashy, Rolls-Roycey
comedy-drama of New York
society. Made by the producer
of “A Kiss for Cinderella.’’ The
man who wrote “Night Life of
New York” is co-author.

MOTtiERS



THE WORLD OF ROMANCE IS COVERED IN

ARAMOUNT’S Greater
Forty was announced to the

trade six months ago.

The map pictured here gives

some indication of the scope of

the pictures. From Ireland to

Calgary, from Bermuda to Ari-

zona, from Palm Beach to Chi-

cago, the stories troop by.



PARAMOUNTS GREATER FORTY • • •

[•THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES'

WILD SUSAN

AGE STRUCK

jfc>V JsS,f. AJV-‘ -'L1£ \ (-• .-

In Ireland -

THOMAS MEIGHAN

"IRISH "LUCK."

/n a mythical Kingdom -

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

"A REGULAR FELLOW

^^ORlAlmNSO^r
> fflfTHE COAST OF FOLLY'

T^ACH of them filled to over-

flowing with entertainment,
variety, spice, romance. Each
of them a big show by itself.

None of them alike. All of them
made for the box-office.

No wonder The Greater

Forty has a clean-up record

everywhere

!

"A KISS FOR CINDERELLA

In Bermuda - i,

BEBE DANIELS^

'LOVERS IN 1

QUARANTINE*



Extra Added Attraction
The spectacular Victor Fleming

Production

“The Blind Goddess”
A big sensational long-run special. We could have

held it till fall. Under our new policy of releasing

a program of all-big pictures in the spring, we give

it to you now!

THE Blind Goddess” is the thrilling
romance of a young lawyer, who,

becoming a public prosecutor in New
York City, is forced to choose between
his ideal of duty and the girl he loves,

under thrilling circumstances.

At the climax of the most sensational
murder trial the metropolis has ever
known, while he is prosecuting a beau-
tiful woman for murder, honor compels
him to abandon the case and resign from
office, thus incurring the suspicion and
jealousy of his betrothed. The ultimate
disclosure of the extraordinary circum-
stances behind the case in time to save

an innocent woman from the electric

chair, win back for him both his politi-

cal position and the love of the girl.

Throughout this marvelous story, the
“blind goddess” typifies the blundering
effort of the criminal law to achieve what
is called “justice.” It discloses the hid-
den motives which may animate those

whose business it is to prosecute and to
defend crime, the weakness and fallibil-

ity of judges, jurors and witnesses—the
malevolent plotting of shyster lawyers

—

and is the most startling revelation of

the unreliability of circumstantial evi-

dence ever portrayed.

The preparation and trial of a great
murder case, including the fatal incon-
sistency of the law and evidence, is pic-

tured with the absolute accuracy of one
who has spent a lifetime in the court.

The mock pageantry of the law, the un-
equal struggle between right and wrong,
the whole fierce gamut of human emo-
tion, is spread mercilessly upon the
screen through the medium of a poor
boy’s romance and his final achieve-

ment of success through self-sacrifice.

This is a greater picture than “Man-
slaughter” and one of the real specials

of the year.

paramount (pictures



Nationally Advertised to Hundreds of

Thousands as the First

Great First-Run Serial!4s
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UNIVERSAL

epoch the pinnacle of serial producing
has been reached in this great first-run chapter-
play. Everything that audiences demand from
the greatest feature spectacle-plays has been in-

corporated. A feature cast .... a startling

feature story .... a lavishness of production
that is million-dollar style. Action, thrills, tense
drama .... interest compelling situations and
novelties galore, packed into every reel. Built

for Big Time .... the biggest first runs!
Audiences are waiting! Book It Now!

A Whale of an Attraction!”
—Moving Picture World

“A big thing — An ex-

ceedingly fine serial.”

—Exhibitors' Trade Review

“Swift action and dar-

ing stunts — live-wire

serial!”

—Motion Pictures Today

ONE OF UNIVERSAL’S “LUCKY 6”

ADVENTURE SERIALS
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The Eyes of the Industry Are on P. D. C.

Since its inception, the march of Producers Distributing Corporation

has ever been “toward the sun.”

m XOU
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Every new phase in its development has spelled PROGRESS— a definite,

inevitable PROGRESS toward BIGGER and BETTER PICTURES. Profit-

making and prestige -building pictures for the exhibitor— attractions

that satisfy every demand of the public for diversified and superior

screen entertainment.

Frances Mari

Her ]

F

Another mile-stone in the march of progress by P. D. C. is set in the

unification and consolidation of the business and production activities

of Cecil B. De Mille and Metropolitan Pictures. DoublesOutputJ^^
Will

The coalition of these two great production units marks a potent factor

in the organization of P. D. C. for the making of superior showmanship
pictures. It brings into close alliance a group of men whose reputa-

tions were made on actual achievements, and who combine their

wealth of knowledge and experience to advance still further the pro

i
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duct of Producers Distributing Corporation to an unrivalled

place in the industry.
DeMille Buys Out Sti

‘The Last Frontier

P. D. C.

Among Properti

Over in
Prs

Our march is upward and onward to the heights of

motion picture achievement. Our goal is the production

and distribution of the finest type of diversified enter -

tainment— made by the greatest creative brains in the

business and embracing product that the exhibitor

wants to shorv and the public ivants to see.
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F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation
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JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES will lure
* extra dollars into your theatre.

Y OU don’t have to screen a Jimmie Adams Comedy
to know if it is suitable for your house*

Y OUR guarantee of this new series is the known performance
of this comedy star and the fact that his comedies are
“Produced by Christie,” the trade-name of leadership in

the two-reel field.

Book the series of Six through



EMORY JOHNSONS HUGE EXPLOITATION THRILLER

a/MMi mMutinm theui-^

It’s

Cleaning

up for

Thousands of

Exhibitors

How About
You ?

Distributed by

Film Booking Offices, Inc.,

1560 Broadway, New York.



what's tite story
of this

picture
That's one of the surprises we've been

holding back on you. (( And only

one of them. (( In fact, advertising

this picture is just about the toughest

assignment a man ever had—and the

easiest. (( Difficult—because so many
box-office angles were never rolled

into one picture; easy, because a

man can just pick on one, and not go

wrong. ({ Of course, as you know,

we are talking about Peggy Hopkins

Joyce in “The Skyrocket.”



the -story* •

We could tell you the story alone and you
would know it meant box-office certainty.

(. A sensationally successful Cosmopolitan

Magazine serial think of what that means
in ready-made patrons. ((A novel selling

phenomenally at two dollars. (( A story

that tells the inside of movie studio life

the tear, the heart-throb, the laugh as only

Adela Rogers St. Johns can tell it. (( A story

that in every scene and every incident is

GIVING FANS WHAT THEY WANT.
(T Take the story alone and you can go out

and exploit to a BOX-OFFICE clean-up!

the-cast"* •

There would be no need to talk of anything

else. (( First of all, a star known to every

nation that reads. (( Then a supporting

cast that includes Owen Moore, Earle Wil-

liams, Gladys Hulette, Lilyan Tashman,

Eddie Dillon, Gladys Brockwell, Mickey

Moore, Joan Standing, Eugenie Besserer,

Bernard Randall, Bull Montana. C[ What
a cast. CT Hand-picked for name value,

fidelity to type, and proven ability to get the

utmost out of a story. (( Think of nothing

but the cast—and you are thinking

:

BOX-OFFICE and counting profits.



the-director
You would have a certified guarantee of

PRODUCTION VALUE —of a picture that

could be nothing else than a special. ((A
Marshall Neilan Production! (( Enough
said! Nothing .to add—except— ((Just
think of what Marshall Neilan can do with
a story that bares the heart of the motion
picture colony! ((Never before have story

and director been so superbly in union.

((Then give Marshall Neilan that CAST
and that STAR and that STORY—and the

answer is certain : (( There’s a BOX OFFICE
in your town that is going to break records!

the-STAR.
We would merely have to print one name
on these pages. ((And many photographs.

((“PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE!” ((You
wouldn’t have bothered to read about story,

cast, or director, before you exclaimed,

“There’s the one I want for MY box
office!” ((Try to calculate the millions

of dollars of newspaper space that this star

has received; the pages and pages of roto-

gravure and magazines her beauty has

graced. (( Millions of women—and men
are waiting to see her in her screen debut.

(I, And that’s a conservative statement.



EVERYTHING—that showmanship
demands and audiences desire . . (( It

stands unrivalled for “Get ’em in”
value; it will create new standards
for sheer, delightful audience enter-

tainment. Associated Exhibitors,

Inc., takes pride in presenting this gift

to box-offices of the world (( Ce-
lebrity Pictures, Inc. has deserved
pride in surroundmgitsmternationally
famed star with a production of finest

artistry. (( A gem of brilliant radi-

ance in a setting of scintillating beauty.

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Oscar A. Price, President
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THE BAT' I
Jl ROLAND WEST

Productions
Mystery Melodrama

By
Mary Roberts Rinehart

and Avery HopwoocL,
the stage play produced by Wacjenhals and K^p'or *
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AT LAST !

“THE BAT
With a $10,000,000 legitimate

theatre gross.

Five million people have read the

book and seen the play.

Sought by countless producers for

the screen ever since its tremen-

dous popularity swept over the

country in a golden tidal-wave

of unprecedented box-office
profits.

NOW— Produced and directed by
a master of mystery melodrama

ROLAND WEST
A superb cast! A lavish production!

The tremendous legitimate theatre

gross stamps “The Bat” as one of

the picture sensations of the com-
ing year.

MARCH 15th RELEASE

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
“Mary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D. W. Qriffiih

Hiram Qbramj
,

President.
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Sensation of the Nation/
0

Samuel Goldwyn
presents

c
Jhe Henry King' Production-

PARTNERS AGAIN
WITH POTASH iP PERLMUTTER/

with George Sidney and Alexander Carr
dapted by Frances Manon

yj/rom the Broadway Stage Success by

Montague Glass and Jules Eckert Goodman

Samuel Goldwyn’s “annual laugh classics”

have become a box-office habit. Now

—

“PARTNERS AGAIN
with Potash and Perlmutter”

The Laugh Sensation of the Nation

Bigger in Production; bigger in laughs and
thrills; bigger in audience appeal, and
sure to be bigger in box-office profits.

The famous “fifty-fifty” partners break into

the automobile business and wind up in

a thrilling, daring airplane chase that will

bring any audience to their feet roaring

in applause,

FEBRUARY 15th RELEASE

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Odary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D. W. Qriffifh
Joseph M.Schenck, Jiiram Qbrams,

Chairman , Hoard of Directors. President
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1926 HAS
HITCHED ITS WAGON
TO A STAR!

I

The New Year starts right.

Profiting by the experience of 1925.

Which was a great year.

Studded with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer successes.

1926 hitches its wagon to a star.

TH© Quality Fifty-Two.

There's a reason.

And soon you’ll read the big news.

Of what those non-stop, fast-stepping, box-office-wise showmen-producers of Metro

Goldwyn-Mayer have up their sleeve.

For coming months.

Yes, a lot of surprises.

But you get to expect surprises in the Quality 52—and we never disappoint.

Hitch your wagon to a star and let the rest ot the boys watch your star dust.

1925 was a big M-G-M year.

But oh you 1926!

1926 IS ANOTHER
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER YEAR
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The Battle Cry of the
WholeComedy Field -

“beat Buster Brown!”

“beat Buster Brown!”

“beat Buster Brown!”

“beat Buster Brown!”

“beat Buster Brown !
”

"beat Buster Brown!”

“beat Buster
Brown!”

[try and do it!]
Buster Brown Pictures
Produced by Stern Brothers

Series of 12 — one a month — starring Buster
Brown, Mary Jane and Tige. From the fa-

mous cartoons by R. F. Outcault. Rele'ased by

UNIVERSAL
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THIRTY years ago Broadway was riding in hansom cabs to gasp and

thrill at Oscar Wilde’s play, “Lady Windermere’s Fan.” It was clever.

It was scintillating. It was daring.

Now LUBITSCH has given it new life. He brings it, scintillating, sparkling,

fascinating, to the screen. He has painted the lily. He has colored Oscar

Wilde’s genius with LUBITSCH screen mastery.

You will find “Lady Windermere’s Fan” produced and directed in the

LUBITSCH way; and acted by a cast of stars in the LUBITSCH way.

And you know by experience this means that it will open BIG and grow’

BIGGER—in the usual LUBITSCH way.

" Between men and

women there is no

friendship possible.

Only passion, enmity, ivorship,

love”— says Lord Augustus.

experience
is the name
everyonegives

to their mistakes”—
says Lord Darlington

l can resist

everything

except tempt-

ation ” says

Lord

Windermere.



WARNER BROS
Classics of the ScreenM

LUBITSCH, the European master, gave the

American screen world a picture that swept

all before it when he made “THE MARRIAGE
CIRCLE” for WARNER BROS. It was ac-

claimed the perfect picture. It set LUBITSCH

on his pinnacle.

And then—

“KISS ME AGAIN,” a Parisian comedy of never-

ending delight. The LUBITSCH name now means

perfect screen story-telling. Exhibitors realize the

box-office magic of his name. His every picture

means every exhibitor’s success.

And NOW—

“THREE WOMEN,”
his second WARNER
picture, followed. An-

other reception of

tremendous enthusi-

asm. Press and public

felt that LUBITSCH
offered a new and

of screen

entertainment.

And then—

“LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN,”
the society drama that LUBITSCH calls the finest he has ever

made for WARNER BROS. More certain of success than any

picture announced this season, because it is the masterpiece of a

maker of successes. With a perfect cast, he has built up a drama

that is first and foremost—ENTERTAINMENT, powerful,

fascinating thrilling, for EVERYBODY.
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For Season 1926-1927

WILLIAM FOX presents

another big

success

No.

JOHN GOLDEN’S
Latest stage hit
by Anne Morrison and

Patterson McNutt

“A Romance of

American Youth”

*****

Another national stage success

to become big FOX Picture

!

To-day—a great stage

success all over the
country following an
entire year’s run in

New York City.

TOMORROW.A SMASH-
ING FOX PICTURE TRI-

UMPH EVERYWHERE.

<(Qreater than the

play” will be the
unanimous opinion.

A John Golden hit

on the stage! A
Fox -Golden hit on
the screen!

Yes! you can count this as another big FOX hit!

and now
we come to

NO.
A hig one

if there

ever was one fox film Gomo ration
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: or healer — he east

charm over” women

three morebigFOX
WILLIAM PresentsFOX

U'itfi

JACQUELINE LOGAN
LOU TELLEGEN

Roy Atwill - Walter Pidgeon

and an all star cast

ROWLAND V. LEE PRODUCTION

The sensational

stage success of

New York and
London.

A January release.

play

FOX
Jor profits

Biggest of stage successes for production mate-

rial and box-office returns

—

Powerful casts and best of direction tell the story

of the big demand for Fox pictures.

fox film Corporation,
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«

John Golden’s

national stage

success. One of

the year’s big

pictures.

A January release.

with

MATT MOORE
KATHRYN PERRY

MargaretLivingston.FrankCurrierand
surrounding cast of popular screen favorites

Scenario by Frances Marion
FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

“On the battle front with
a newly married couple’’

with

BETTY COMPSON
EDMUND LOWE

Nina Ramano - Henry Kolfcer

From the stage play adapted by

BENJAMIN GLAZER
Scenario by BRADLEY KING

EMMETT FLYNN PRODUCTION

money getters)
The love story

of the world famous
dancer—Lola Montez
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—the event has been a subject

for thrilling conversation

r

36
years

—of conversation means

—

there never has been such a

ready-made audience, awaiting

a picture’s release, as there is for

this one.

—on such a tremendous scale

it surpasses anything in spectac-

ular bigness and box office val-

ues the screen has ever seen,

you’ll clean up!

Fox Film Corporation,

-title in
nextweeks
papers ~J
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January—Laugh Month
will find the wise showmen booking
FOX COMEDIES for their programs

—

because wise showmen want the best.

Check what pictures you want—then
give it to a Fox salesman.

Do it right now!

0.HENRY
COMEDIES

8 sparkling two-reel gems
by America’s most popu-
lar short story writer.

Book them — feature

them!

“SHOES”

“TRANSIENTS
in ARCADIA”

“FAILURE”

“CUPID a la

CARTE”
gorgeous settings—wonder-
fully cast they win every

one

Supervised by

George Marshall

CfheJtamcd fife of

HELEN and

WARREN
MABEL HERBERT URNER

For 15 years these stories

have been published in

500 newspapers. Big ticket

sellers.

“A BUSINESS
ENGAGEMENT”

“ALL ABROAD”

“The PEACEMAKERS”

“HIS OWN LAWYER”

“HOLD FOR
INVESTIGATION”

Hallam Cooley as the hus-
band, Kathryn Perry as the
wife.

Supervised by

George Marshall

EARLE FOXE

VanBlBBER
COMEDIES by —

RICHARD HARDING
DAVIS

Each a complete story

with drama, suspense and
real comedy. In big de-

mand everywhere.

“THE BIG GAME
HUNTER”

“The SKY JUMPER”

“The WRESTLER”

“A PARISIAN
KNIGHT”

“THE FEUD”

A great ticket Belling asset

for any theatre

Supervised by

George Marshall

Imperial
COMEDIES

Acknowledged the best

comedies on the market— 20 hilarious 2 - r e e I

screams.

“A CLOUDY ROMANCE”

“THE HEART BREAKER”

“STRONG for LOVE”

“EAST SIDE—WEST SIDE'

“CONTROL YOURSELF”

“HEAVY SWELLS”

“A FLYING FOOL”

“OFFICER of the DAY”

“A FLAMING AFFAIR”

"A BANKRUPT
HONEYMOON’

Supervised by
George Marshall

Fox Film Corporation,
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

I
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for laughs — for rolling,

rumbling, re-echoing laughs

that reach everywhere —

play colleen moore in ‘ we

moderns” .... records mean

nothing when she charles-

tons into town.

Presented by John McCormick. Play by

Israel Zangwill. Directed by John Francis

Dillon ; June Mathis, editorial director.

f
esent(
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yjj ) i
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Francis Dillon.

Earl Hudson

)r release in January

-“too much money

..help
yourself.-lewis

tone and anna q-

lilsson set the humor

lumming.

p,ay

i ™i"e” is shooting electr.c

4 Shocks into box-offices that nee

them
* presented by C.C. Burr

January is Laugh Month, and First National’s comedies top the bill.

January is First National Month—the Record Business month £©r

live exhibitors.

And January is Announcement Month for First National’s unprece*

dented line-up o£ Winners and Specials, January to June, 192b.

All eves are on First National

!

*
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but very soon you'll

be looking for words
big enough to de-
scribe it /
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MaitinJ. Quigley

WHAT is the state of the motion picture industry as

the year 1925 draws to a close?

What does the record show for the past year and

what may be expected for next year?

These questions naturally come to mind with the

close of an old year and the dawn of the new year.

It has long been the custom for business to take stock

of itself at the year-end and, usually, valuable and inter-

esting conclusions are arrived at.

The dominating characteristic of the motion picture

business during the past year has been that of pros-

perity. In the natural order, various individuals and

concerns have been excepted by this wave of prosperity

but it was sufficiently general to have stamped the year

as an exceedingly profitable one.

The basis upon which the entire prosperity of the

industry rests is the theatre box office and it was there

that the great profitable activities of the past year

centered. Almost generally throughout the country the

theatres did the consistently best business in the his-

tory of the industry. Among the large theatres, new
visions of the possibility of revenue were obtained.

Record after record in theatre attendance was broken
and veteran showmen were compelled to revise entirely

their ideas of what they might expect from a really

big attraction, exhibited under favorable auspices.

* * *

Unfortunately, the same story may not be told about

the smaller theatres, either of the residential or of the

small town type. Many of these not only did not share

in the prosperity but were brought face to face with

serious doubts as to the future possibilities of their

businesses- This small theatre situation represents a

major problem of the industry which we cannot under-

take to discuss at adequate length at this time.

Aside from prosperity the next most outstanding

feature of the past year in the picture business was
the matter of monopoly, threats and apprehensions of

monopoly and the relation of this situation to the
question of independent operation in the film industry.

As forecast in these columns more than a year ago,

the period just passed has been one of tremendous
activity in theatre buying and building.' This came as

the result of the conclusion being reached in many high
councils in the industry that the controlling factor to

be gained is the influence that comes as the result of

theatre buying power. Even the acknowledged genius
of Mr. Adolph Zukor long believed that the producer
of pictures which the public demanded held the key
to the situation. He persisted in this belief even at

a time when Mr. Sam Katz, struggling to meet the
demands of the creditors of his first real theatre,

dreamed and believed in the theory that the theatre is

the keystone of the business.

Just where the theatre stands in the scheme of the

industry’s affairs was driven home forcefully during the

past year and the result of this was the mad rush and
scurry for theatres that we have been observing. Prac-

tically every factor in the industry has been either

strengthening its position in the theatre field or making
plans to become strong in the theatre field. Doubtlessly

the theatre market, during the past year, has been at

the top or very near the top—at least for several years

to come. Consequently, it may be found that many
fortunate owners have sold out at an auspicious moment,
although buyers may always consider that they made
good bargains because of the influence that the new
acquisitions gave them.

* # *

Many have interpreted certain developments of the

past year as leading to monopoly, or practical monopoly.
Tangible moves thus far made do not support this

theory, but it is certainly a fact that the industry has

tightened up materially during the past year—and there

are indications that this process will continue.

The failure of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and United

Artists deal was a distinct set-back to the radical trend

of the tightening up process and this deal illustrates

graphically that this industry’s dependence upon screen

personalities by no means makes certain its future

course.

The past year saw an heroic effort made to insure

a future in the business for the independent producer

and distributor. The effort accomplished a great deal

but could not, of course, determine what later develop-

ments may bring about. In the great independent move-

ment of 1925 the attitude of the exhibitor, generally

speaking, was a disappointment to those who were

optimistic about its results. In many cases exhibitors

either remained indifferent toward the independent

movement or else went over bodily to the opposition by
signing contracts which exhausted their playing time.

A great advance was evidenced throughout the year

—

in which the trade press played no small part—in the

better merchandizing of film programs to the public.

Theatre advertising and exploitation took a great stride

forward and contributed in a substantial way to the

prosperity of the business. The movement among ex-

hibitors to play a great part in the affairs of their

town or community continued and the good results of

this will pay big returns in the future.

Commendable progress was made in the quality of

product produced at the studios; no other attitude in

this respect is tenable because of the record of the

year’s product at the theatre box offices. Other factors

have had a play in the prosperity but their combined
influence would not have been sufficient to have insured

prosperity if the quality of the product was not suffi-

cient to have rendered public satisfaction.

Next week we will consider what the indications point

to for 1926.
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M. P. P. D. A. Directors Delay
Session on Affiliation Vote

Hayman, Defending Northern New York Exhibitors’ Applica-

tion, Says M. P. T. 0. Will Retain Own Identity While

Improving Arbitration Procedure by Joining
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—The meeting of the directors of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors Association, which was to take action

on the application of the Northern New York M. P. T. O. for affiliated mem-
bership, was not held last week as expected.

Meeting Must Be in December

No definite time was set for the meeting, which must be held in Decem-
ber, but the general expectation was that the directors of the Hays
organization were to gather last Wednesday. Whether the protests of

the M. P. T. O. A. and the T. O. C. C. will be given consideration in the

action of the Plays organization cannot be learned, as no statement in

regard to this has been issued and no one of the organization will make
comment.

Paramount News
Weekly Starts
in Few Months

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—While no of-

ficial verification could be obtained it can
be stated on good authority that Famous
Players will within a few weeks have a

news weekly in the field. This is believed

to be the first step of that company toward
establishment of a short feature depart-
ment, although it is generally believed that

the real entry into the short feature field

will not be made until some time next year.

Rumors of the Famous news weekly have
been current along Film Row for some
time, and one of the most persistent is

that two of the present news weeklies will

be purchased, thus reducing the number to

three instead of the four which are now
each doing good business.

Coincident with the starting of the news
weekly by Famous it is said that Courtland
Smith, righthand man of Will H. Hays
since the latter’s advent into the industry,
will soon leave that post to take charge of
the new news weekly. It is believed that

official announcement will be made shortly
after the return of Sidney S. Kent, who
is now in Europe.

Texas Exhibitors
Brand Percentage

Bookings Unjust
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 22.—Organized
exhibitors of Texas stand on record against
percentage bookings of individual pictures.

“Unwarrantable and unendurable invasion
of the rights of the theatre owner” is

charged in a resolution against the practice,

adopted at the recent convention of the

M. P. T. O. of Texas.
The text of the resolution follows:

Whereas, The evil of percentage bookings ot
individual pictures has grown and does continue
to grow into a notorious injustice on the theatre
owners, the subject becomes a matter for earnest
deliberation on the part of said theatre owners.

This resolution directs attention to that class of
cases best described as the Harold Lloyd variety
of contracts, which demand usurious guarantees
and unjustifiable splits above the fixed figures.

This condition is known to all theatre owners and
is practiced by several companies.
These particular productions not only require

exorbitant guarantee figures, but the principle of
the average split is obnoxious to fairminded men
and is uneconomical in this industry. Such re-

quirements on the part of the distributor are an
unwarrantable and unendurable invasion of the
rights of the theatre owners in the transaction.

It being agreed among us that the facts and
the spirit of this resolution are true and correct,
Therefore be it resolved, That it will become

good business on the part of each individual thea-
tre owner to resist this form of selling even to
the extent of excluding such product from exhibi-
tion on his screen.

H. A Cole is president of the Texas
exhibitors’ organization.

12 “Big Men,77o Attend
Naked Truth Dinner
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—The 12 “big men
of the industry,” voted so by the A. M.
P. A., will be present at the Naked Truth
Dinner next month. Eighteen motion pic-

ture stars will likewise be present.

Pioneer Showman Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CARMI, ILL., Dec. 22.—Roscoe Coch-
ran, lessee of the Grand and Strand the-

atres in Robinson, 111., died December
14 following a year’s illness. He was a

pioneer of this section.

William Dillon, of Syracuse, president

of the M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
;
A. C. Hayman

of Niagara Falls, and Jules Michael of

Buffalo spent part of last week in New
York during which time they had confer-
ences with Mr. Hays and with several of

the leaders of exhibitor organizations.

All Three Stick to Application Aim
All three, who are the prime movers of

the exhibitor organization of Northern
New York, are firm in their determination
that their association affiliate with the Hays
organization. In speaking of the protests

made against such affiliation, Mr. Hayman,
acting as spokesman for his association,

said

:

“I am going to answer my political

friends who object to an affiliation with the

Hays organization by saying that the ex-
hibitors of the Buffalo and Albany Zones
of New York State discontinued playing
exhibitors politics five years ago in Wash-
ington, D. C., when they divorced them-
selves from the national body, (Do you
remember the attempted crucifixion of

Jimmie Walker?) because they wanted an
Exhibitors organization and not play poli-

tics to further the ends of a few men who
wanted to play Moses.
“The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

the State of New York, Buffalo and Albany
Zones, have given more real service and
protection to the theatre owners in their

respective zones in the past two years than
they ever got from any organization at

any time.

No Time for “Cheap Politics”

“I was one of the members that voted
in favor of the affiliation with the Hays
organization and I object to some of the

statements made by men who do not want

Blue Laws Outwitted by
Theatre Over City Line

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRINGFIELD
, MO. f Dec. 22.—Springfield, which several years

ago voted against Sunday amuse-
ments and ratified that action
about a year or so ago, is to have
a motion picture house erected
just over the city line to get away
from the blue law ordinance.
The new theatre will be on

Cherry road and will give shows
on Sundays only, according to

plans. A club and an all week pic-

ture show are expected to develop
from the venture.

the truth and who have not the exhibitors’

interests at heart.

“The majority of the exhibitors in the

Buffalo and Albany Zones are busy man-
aging their own theatres and have no time
for cheap politics.

“In affiliating with the Hays organiza-
tion, we became an affiliating member. We
retain our own identity as an exhibitor
organization at all times.

“Our affiliation gives to each exhibitor

the right to bring before Mr. Hays and
his organization any grievance that they

might have which is not in his film con-
tract, and which can not be heard before
the present arbitration boards, but which
is vital to his theatre interests and his fur-

ther business. He can sit at a table, state

his complaint at a joint meeting of exhibi-

tor members and members of the Hays
organization.

Sees Better Arbitration

“In other words, we are bringing ar-

bitration to the exhibitors beyond their

present film contract. I think this affilia-

tion is a step in the right direction, it

will help to bring all interests in a closer

and more harmonious relationship. It is

a move that will bring about a real ex-
hibitor organization, which we have never
had.

“I believe that Mr. Hays is sincere in

his efforts, to unify this industry and put

it on a sound business basis, and I will

continue to believe in Mr. Hays’ sincerity

until he shows by his actions otherwise.

“Now let my political friends start their

favorite indoor sport, which is throwing
bricks. If they throw enough, I will use

them to build another theatre.—That’s

that.”

$40,000 in Jewels and
Tapestries Stolen from
B. P. Schulberg Home

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—B. P.

Schulberg is the victim of a robbery of

his home. The loss of jewels and ta-

pestries is estimated at $40,000.

His automobile is also missing.

Grauman Aid Falls Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—George
Bovyer, age 52, connected with the ex-
ploitation department of Grauman’s
Egyptian theatre dropped dead Friday
following a stroke of apoplexy. He had
been in poor health for several weeks.
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Scenes above
and below are
shown from
“T h e Golden
S t r a i n,” the
story written
by Peter B.

Kyne, scenar-
ized by Eve
Unsell. In the
cast are Madge
Bellamy, Ho-
bart Bosworth,
Kenneth Har-
lan, Ann Pen-
nington.

"The

Golden

Strain”

The Kyne
story is a nar-

rative of the

West in the

nineteenth cen-

tury.

ABOVE: Ken-
neth Harlan
and Madge
Bellamy appear
in an emotion-
al scene from
“T h e Golden
Strain,” which
is now ready
for release by
Fox Film Cor-
poration. BE-
LOW: Hobart
Bosworth
(right).

AT EW YORK—Lou Jacobson and Harry
’ Connors went Christmas shopping

and bought themselves new lids at the in-

side price. . . . Eddie Klein, whose

specialty is exporting films, is back from

Europe with the belief that block booking-

abroad has been given a kick in the slats.

. . . Merritt Crawford, in accord with

Will Hays in eulogizing Dr. Riesenfeld,

has at last found something on which Mr.

Hays agrees with Mr. Crawford. . . .

Ned Marin is back from a trip to the Coast

and again escaped being grabbed off as a

motion picture actor while in Hollywood.

. . . Ted Mitchell, an editor at Flushing

for the past six months, told the A. M. P.

A. boys about the troubles of a job like

that, and then signed up with Sant Goldwyn

to road show “Stella Dallas.” . . .

Robert Lieber, president of First National,

returned last week from Europe and hur-

ried right out to Indianapolis to tell the

folks about his trip. . . . Fred Elliott,

booked for another year as general man-

ager of the independent association, says

the battle has only started. . . . How-
ard Turrill, right hand man of Dr. W. E.

Shallenberger, is on a trip to the other side

in the interests of Arrow Pictures . . .

Nat Rothstein, who will be major domo,

Poo Bah, and a few other things of the

“Naked Truth” dinner, is expected to make
the other impresario, Nils Granlund, sit in

the back row and look on. . . . Pete

Woodhull, scintillating spellbinder of the

M. P. T. O. A., gave the short feature

people ten minutes of a good show at the

Lorraine luncheon Frank J.

Rembusch, of Indiana, is in New York talk-

ing over exhibitor organization matters

with H. M. Richey, of Michigan, and oth-

ers. . . . Jimmy Grainger, who thrives

on traveling, is back in New York after a

long Western trip, and will try to spend

Christmas getting acquainted with his fam-

ily Howard Herrick is in Chi-

cago, getting ready to open “The Big

Parade” at the Garrick theatre. . . .

Dr. Riesenfeld, at his medal presentation

luncheon, inquired “Who is Pete Harri-

son,” and we thought the doctor had been

an exhibitor for a long time. . . . A

l

Santell, good director of good pictures, has

been taken over by First National and is

at work with Bob Kane. . . . Cresson

E. Smith, of United Artists, is in a New
York hospital recovering from an opera-

tion. . . . /. Gordon Edwards, recently

back from abroad, left last week for the

Coast to look over Fox production. . . .

Glenn Allvine introduced John Flinn to the

A. M. P. A. as the best president of that

organization who ever allowed Vic Shapiro
to pinch hit for him. . . . Artie Steb-

bins, reported ill while on the West Coast,

is back and doesn’t look it. . . . Ray
Rockett, new business manager of First

National studios, made a trip to Birming-
ham as his first official action. . . .

John Fliesler, publicity director of Ufa,
toured to Washington last week where he
mingled with the other diplomats.

—SPARGO.

T ESSE LASKY let the boys and girls

J of the press into the secret of how to

become a fillum magnate last week at a
party he gave them in an old barn on the

Famous Players-Lasky lot. The old

barn was the first studio Lasky ever
owned and the original cobwebs are still

hanging in it. Of course the oriental

rugs and rare tapestries on the walls
were not there twelve years ago but the
same rafters and stalls where the props
were kept and where we checked our
hats still stand.

ijc %

Mr. Lasky said the proudest moment
of his life was when he had his picture

taken alongside the Ford truck used for

“location” trips and which bore the sign

“Lasky Studios.” He and Cecil DeMille
had the same secretary, Ethel Wales,
and one bookkeeper kept track of the

accounts.
* * *

The first picture they made was “The
Squaw Man” and Dustin Farnum, who
starred in it, had a fourth interest in the

company, for a while, then got cold feet

and got Mr. Lasky to buy his stock.

That fourth interest today would be
worth $1,000,000.

* * *

Theodore Roberts, who joined the

company, used to dress in the kitchen of

the farmhouse near the studio-stable,

but finally had to buy himself a portable
dressing room, a garage, which was
moved all over the lot as the enterprise

expanded. And Theodore still has the

garage back of his home on Vine Street.

Some day he’s going to gild it and give

it to Mr. Lasky as a souvenir.

Poor Michael!
Poor Michael Arlen has left Holly-

wood flat. He came out here to write
scenarios but couldn’t make both ends
meet on a mere thirty thou a script,

so he’s gone back to dear ol’ Broadway
where he pulls down royalties of $4,000
a week while he watches the ticket spec-
ulators shuffling pasteboards for his

plays.
* * *

He estimates he loses $100,000 every
time he writes a photoplay, so you see

he can’t keep that up long.
* * *

He and “Red” Grange ought to get

together and in a short time they’d have
all the money cornered and we’d have to

use something else for “dough.”
* * *

A Job for Burbank
I see the Port Arthur, Texas, city

council has passed a law prohibiting

peanut eating in picture theatres and
now Chester Conklin wants it to become
a national law because he claims it not
only annoys audiences but ofttimes

awakens people who are sleeping, which
is a bad breach of picture etiquet. Ches-
ter also suggests Burbank raise a noise-

less peanut. It might be done by cross-

ing a Ford tire with a pumpkin seed.
* * *

Big Job
A1 Boasberg, who is in our midst from

New York, is looking around for the

job of casting director for animated car-

toons.
Famous Last Words

“I’ll produce this picture in Florida
with California capital.”
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Neilan Signed by

Lasky to Produce
Paramount Series

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—On his arrival

yesterday Jesse L. Lasky, Famous Players

first vicepresident in charge of production,

announced that one of the last things lie

did before leaving Hollywood was to sign

Marshall Neilan to a long term contract

under which the director will make a series

of special productions for Paramount.

“Mr. Neilan’s first picture for Paramount

will be a big special production, the story

of which is now being worked out,” Lasky

said. “He probably will begin production

on this in the middle of February and the

picture will be released in the fall.

“Following that Mr. Neilan will direct

Betty Bronson in a picture of the type that

has made him famous as the director of

many of the big Mary Pickford successes.

The story, which is one of the best ever

chosen for Miss Bronson, has already been

selected.”

1 Killed,
25 Hurt

in Panic Caused
by Burning Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTMAGNY, QUE„ Dec. 22.—The
film being used in the Montmagny theatre

here December 16 caught fire, resulting in

a panic which killed one person and in-

jured 25. There were 400 in the theatre

when someone shouted fire.

The picture was being showed in an up-

stairs room. The casualties occured when
the people rushed headlong down the

stairs.

Sunday Shows Win in

Hoffman, 198 to 83, But
Lose in Sibley Test

Sunday shows have won a decisive test

vote at Hoffman, Minn., 198 to 83, in

the largest ballot ever cast in the history

of the town.

A test election was won by 54 votes at

Sibley, la., at a December election when
298 votes were cast in favor of Sunday
shows and 352 against. Twenty-seven
votes were thrown out.

Only Four Companies
Form in Holiday Slump

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 22.—Whether
from the holiday rush or some. other

cause, companies incorporating in the

motion picture business in New York
state slumped off a bit last week.

Charters granted by the secretary of state to

such companies included the following: M. C.

Distributing Company, Inc., capitalized at $25,000:

the capitalization of the following companies not

being specified: Madaler Patent Rights Holding
Corporation, the J. M. and L. W. Theatre Cor-

poration, Albany; Excellent Pictures Corporation.

Mayer Signs Elinor Glyn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Louis B. Mayer
last week signed a contract with Elinor

Glyn by which she is to write the scenario

and personally supervise the production of

her novel, “Love’s Blindness.”

Prosperous Year Looms in
'

All Branches, Say Leaders
Theatre Construction Exceeding $250,000,000 Estimated

—

Producers and Distributors Point to Expansion Re-

flected in Announcements for Coming Seasons

Full speed ahead for a prosperous year in the motion picture industry!

That is the condition forecast and indicated by exhibitors, producers and dis-

tributors in all parts of the country. Pointing to the uniformly excellent year

just recorded, leaders in the several branches see no reason why 1926 should

not have in store for them even greater things.

Big Increase in Theatre Construction

Among the signs of a healthy twelvemonth about to open up is the tremend-

ous increase in theatre construction in the past year. A forecast of the Archi-

tectural Forum shows work totaling $174,000,000 scheduled. With this fig-

ure as a basis and considering that the actual construction in 1925 exceeded
the early estimate for that period by more than $91,000,000, it is estimated

that construction in 1926 will pass the $250,000,000 mark, if allowance is

made for remodeling and further projects. All this from the viewpoint
of the exhibitor.

In the fields of production and dis-

tribution a parallel situation is pointed
out by officials of large corporations. An-
nouncements of the various companies
regarding their schedules for the spring
and summer seasons show not only a

definite movement toward making
equally attractive programs for all sea-

sons but also evince greater and more
worthwhile pictures either completed or
in preparation.

Big Year Coming, Say Officials

“Make it bigger, make it better” is the
slogan of Famous Players-Lasky, for ex-
ample. “We are facing a prosperous
year for motion pictures in general and
for the coming year I cannot see any-
thing but a record-breaking season for
M-G-M pictures,” says Louis B. Mayer,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s vice president
in charge of production. Hiram Abrams,
president of LTnited Artists declares that

“present indications are that the United
Artists Corporation’s releasing schedule
for 1926 in all probability will contain
a larger list of pictures of the highest
standard than in any previous year.”

These statements are typical and similar

forecasts are in line for First National,
Fox, Associated Exhibitors, Warner
Film Booking Offices, Educational,
Pathe, Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion, Universal and the many others.

“Not one failure has been recorded
during the current season and the won-
derful support accorded by exhibitors
during the past year has given every
member of the producing organization
an incentive to surpass the achievements
of 1925,” declares Mayer. “It has also
encouraged the executives to prepare for

a schedule of producing activities the
like of which has never before been at-

temped by any organization.” Of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer plans in connec-
tion with a project now under way to

build up both organization and physical
facilities, Mayer says “they will be con-

ceded to comprise the most ambitious
producing undertaking in the history of

pictures.”

De Mille Sees New Stars Arriving

Cecil B. DeMille, pointing to a period
of transition since 1920, predicts that

“during 1926 more new outstanding per-
sonalities will be raised to stellar

heights than at any time during the past

five years.” In two years the “list of

stars will contain a very small percent-
age of the names which are so prominent
today,” he ventures, and also forecasts

excellent strides in technical fields, in-

cluding color and stereoscopic photog-
raphy.
While declaring that United Artists

has no new policy to announce, Abrams
emphasizes that though the corporation
of which he is president contemplates a
larger output the same high standard as
in the past will be maintained.
“Each picture will be marketed singly,”

he adds. “Each picture will be sold on
its individual merit.”

Better Entertainment, Says Christie

A1 Christie finds that “1926 has much
in store for the industry because the
trend in the minds of the public and
the producers is more than ever toward
‘entertainment only.’ Entertainment first;

whether in hilarious comedy or emotion-
stirring drama. Because the industry
has been convinced of this fact, less

money will be lost in striving for ‘art’

and more of the public will be enter-
tained.”

Looking forward even beyond the
coming year, Universal has decided that
its 1926-27 product of 30 pictures, with
releases starting in August, 1926, shall

be called the “Golden Rule List.” Six
big serials for the coming season, in ad-
dition to the “White List” of 54 features,

have been placed on the Universal pro-
gram.
Chadwick will have 12 of its 15 pic-

tures for 1925-26 completed when “The
Test of Donald Norton” is finished. Six
of the 12 have already been released.
Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corpora-
tion, formed last March, has delivered
its releases at least two months ahead of

schedule, the company announces in its re-

view of the independent field.

Famous Players Board
Declares $2 Dividend

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—At a meeting
held last week the board of directors of
Famous Players Lasky Corporation de-

clared the regular quarterly dividend of

$2 a share on the preferred stock, payable
Feb. 1, 1926, to stockholders of record at

the close of business on Jan. 15, 1926. The
books will not close.

Son Arrives at Beahan9
s

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—A son has been
born to Mr. and Mrs.. Charles Beahan, head
of the Eastern story department of P. D. C.
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IRENE RICH, starred in Warner Brothers’ “Lady Windermere’s Fan,” will be
hostess at the official premiere at the Warners theatre. New York, December 26.

Irene Rich to Act as Hostess at

N. Y. Premiere Dec. 26
Star of “Lady Windermere's Fan" JVill Greet Patrons at Warners

Theatre Showing of Lubitsch Picture

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Dec. 22.—Irene Rich, Warner Brothers star, will attend
the official premiere of “Lady Windermere’s Fan,” latest Ernst

Lubitsch production for the Warners, when the picture opens Saturday
at the Warners theatre. Miss Rich will be present in person for the first

few days of the engagement, and will be hostess, meeting patrons in the

lobby and greeting them personally.

THOSE who saw the unofficial premiere
at the Casa Lopez, when Vincent Lopez

was host to 200 representatives of the

artistic, professional and social circles,

agreed that Lubitsch had done his greatest

work in this production from the Oscar
Wilde story.

Miss Rich appears as Mrs. Erlynne in

the picture. Others are Ronald Colman
(by arrangement with Samuel Goldwyn),
May McAvoy, Bert Lytell, Edward Mar-
tindel, Helen Dunbar, Carrie Daumery and
Billie Bennett. The scenario was prepared

by Julien Josephson.

Miss Rich acted as hostess at showings of

other Warner pictures in three cities where
Warner Brothers has theatres, before ar-

riving in New York. She was at Warners’

State theatre in Pittsburgh, December 10,

11 and 12 in connection with the run of

“Compromise,” and also at the Home-
stead theatre. She launched the Christmas

Seal campaign there and sold the first Seal

to Mayor William A. Magee. She also

called at the Children’s Hospital in Pitts-

burgh and distributed toys among the in-

valid youngsters.

At Baltimore the star acted as hostess at

the Metropolitan theatre December 14, 15

and 16. Thence she went to Charlotte,

where she appeared in a similar capacity at

the Broadway.

Everywhere on the trip, which she in-

terrupted to be present at the premiere of

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” in New York,

Miss Rich has drawn large crowds.

Omaha Film Board
Names Credit Group

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 22.
—

’The
Film Board of Trade of this city

has inaugurated a new system
which is expected to promote
greater harmony between exhib-
itor and distributors. A credit

committee has been established,

whose duties are similar to those
of a credit man for a store.

A new executive committee has
been chosen by the board. It con-
sists of H. F. Lefholtz, Universal;
C. T. Lynch, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, and Mayer Monsky, Lib-
erty Films.

Bow and Keith May Wed
—But Not Each Other

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Clara Bow
brought a telegram to the Paramount
Long Island studio last week from “my
really truly boy friend” who was much
perturbed upon reading in several news-
papers of her engagement to Donald
Keith with whom she appears in the
Paramount picture, “Dancing Mothers.”

Keith exhibited a similar wire from a
young woman in Loss Angeles. “Please
print denials,” they both asked.

Chadwick Picks
Committee for

Exchange Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.— I. E. Chad-
wick, president of the Independent Mo-
tion Picture Association of America, last

week announced appointment of the fol-

lowing committee composed of inde-
pendent producers and exchangemen
which is to draft a prospective plan, pro-
viding for a national organization of in-

dependent and state right exchanges:
Chairman, Samuel Zierler, Common-
wealth Film Corp., New York; Oscar
Neufeld, De Luxe Film, Philadelphia;
Edward A. Golden, Golden Distributing
Corp., Boston, Jack Cohn, Columbia Pic-
tures Corp., New York; Sam Sax, Gotham
Productions, New York; Henry Gins-
berg, Henry Ginsberg Pictures Corp.,
New York; I. E. Chadwick, president,
ex-officio.

Following announcements appearing
in the trade press that such a step was
contemplated, many inquiries have been
received requesting information regard-
ing the proposed organization with sev-
eral exchangemen offering to co-operate
with the committee in the undertaking.
Chairman Zierler is expected to issue

a call for the first meeting of the com-
mittee in New York when consideration
will be given to the preparation of a

constitution and bylaws, and a tentative

set of rules which will be submitted to

exchangemen throughout the country,
preliminary to a general meeting at some
central point early in the new year.

Hollywood Gets Free
Casting Bureau for
Film Extras January 4

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—The long
looked for free casting bureau for extras
in pictures will begin functioning January
4. It will be known as the Central Casting
Corporation and is being sponsored by the

Association of Motion Picture Producers.
The officers elected are as follows: Fred

W. Beetson, president; William H. Fraser
of Harold Lloyd Corp., vice president

;
Irv-

ing G. Thalberg, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, 2nd vice president; Victor H.
Clarke of Famous Players-Lasky, treasurer.

Marion L. Mel of the California state

labor department will be the director of

the women’s division. David Allen has

been selected to manage the casting de-

partment.

Parents Restore Stolen
Funds; Boy Is Released

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SIBLEY, IA., Dec. 22.—Parents of

Walter Fritchie, head usher of the Grand
Riviera who was involved in the theft

of $10,000 from the box office, have made
good the boy’s share of the money and
he will not be prosecuted according to

word from the Munz Theatrical Enter-
prises, owners of the theatre.

Vandivert with DuPont
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WILMINGTON, DEL., Dec. 22.—R. M.
Vandivert, formerly an advertising execu-
tive in the motion picture trade journal

field, has been appointed advertising and
sales promotion manager of the Fabrikoid
division of E. I. DuPont de Nemours &
Co. with headquarters at Newburgh, N. Y.
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Milestones in the News of 1925
One of the highlights in the annals of the year just ending has been the trend toward consolida-

tion in the fields of production, distribution and exhibition. The prediction by Martin J. Quigley in

an editorial article in January that the year would s ee tremendous activity by distributors and big chain

owners in acquisition of theatres is borne out by such developments as the merging of the Famous
Players and Balaban & Katz theatre interests in Publix Theatres, Inc., William Fox’s announcement
of an elaborate expansion of theatre activities, and the formation of a new company by Universal with

the expressed goal of 1,000 theatres.

Purchase of the Vitagraph company by Warner Brothers was another outstanding event.

In the realm of exhibitor organization the appointment of Joseph M. Seider as business manager
of the M. P. T. O. A., the move of the M. P. T. O. of New York to affiliate with the M. P. P. D.
A. and the acceptance of a so-called “Bill of Rights” from the Hays organization by the leaders of the

M. P. T. O. A. showed the trend toward greater harmony both within the ranks of organized theatre

owners and with producers and distributors.

The files of EXHIBITORS HERALD recount the history of 1925 as follows:

JANUARY

Zukor award for the best picture of

1923-1924 given to Rafael Sabatini, author

of “Scaramouche”, by distinguished body

of judges. Winner predicted by contribu-

tors to “What the Picture Did for Me.”

* * *

William M. James of Columbus elected

president of M. P. T. O. Ohio after Mar-

tin G. Smith declines reelection.

* * *

Martin J. Quigley in editorial predicts

that 1925 will see tremendous activity on

the part of distributors to acquire theatres.

* * *

Long controversy over services of D. W.
Griffith end with announcement that he will

make pictures for Paramoum.
* * *

Cecil B. DeMille leaves Paramount after

being associated with the company twelve

years. Announces he will produce inde-

pendently.

t * *

Balaban & Katz, First National franchise

holders in Chicago, take over McVickers

Theatre, Chicago, to operate it for Famous
Players.

^

Governor A1 Smith initiates new effort

to repeal New York state censorship law.

* * *

Harry O. Schawlbe resigns as secretary-

treasurer of First National and Richard A.

Rowland becomes active head of operations

of company.
* * *

Exhibitors Herald starts publication of

its successful department “Better Theatres”

under separate cover as Section 2 of each

fourth issue.

FEBRUARY

The Railway Express Film Transport

Company is formed in New York with

Walter W. Irwin president, in effort to

interest companies in centralized physical

distribution of films.

:Jc j{c

Vitagraph, Inc., resigns from the Hays

organization, announcing decision in adver-

tisement signed by Albert E. Smith
s*j Hi jje

Exhibitors protest against motion pic-

ture stars broadcasting talks during hours

that theatres are open.

* * *

Badgers Theatres Corporation formed at

Milwaukee by J. H. Silliman, Fred Seegert

and George Fischer to book for fifty

houses.

* * *

Censorship bill successfully fought in

Indiana. Blue law introduced in New York
with little chance of being passed.

* * *

John Hamrick, prominent Pacific North-

west exhibitor, begins informative series

of articles in Exhibitors Herald.

Tom Moore as “The Song and Dance
Man,” Paramount, learns that Bessie

Love is about to marry another.

Cecil B. DeMille and Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation join forces in new
$10,000,000 corporation.

* * *

Jack Warner announces in Chicago in-

terview that Warner Brothers are going

into the theatre field in earnest, although

they will only build in towns in which they

cannot get representation for their product.

MARCH

Progress Pictures, Enterprise Distribut-

ing Corporation and Eltabran Film Com-
pany withdraw from Atlanta Film Board

of Trade claiming that they are treated

unfairly.

* * *

Ascher Brothers, pioneer Chicago exhib-

itors, regain complete control of their chain

of theatres by buying back half interest

from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

* * *

New postal law increases operating cost

of theatres. Direct mailing, advertising and

film shipping hit.

^ ^ ^

Active preparations for Milwaukee con-

vention of exhibitors begin. Independent

producers and distributors announce they

will attend.

* * *

A1 Steffes, Minneapolis exhib'tor leader,

announces plan to organize 400 Ticatres into

booking chain.

% %

Sydney S. Cohen and Charles L. O’Reilly

patch up long standing differences at elec-

tion of T. O. C. C. in New York City.

>jj Sji 5^

Balaban & Katz take A. H. Blank Cir-

cuit into merger, increasing holdings to

more than .100 theatres in the Central West.

* * Jfi

Ray Murray is selected West Coast rep-

resentative of Exhibitors Herald and

leaves home office for Los Angeles.

* * *

Report of Hays organization shows that
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arbitration boards disposed of 11,197 cases

during 1924.

* * *

N. C. Rice elected president of Iowa
Theatre Owners Association at convention

which demands elimination of the tax on
music.

APRIL

Exhibitor killed and five theatres razed
in tornado which sweeps southern Illinois

and adjoining territory.

* * *

L niversal buys 38 Schine theatres in

upper New York.
* * *

J- E. D. Meador resigns as director of
publicity for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to pro-
duce independently.

* * *

James R. Grainger leaves Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer to become general sales man-
ager for Fox : Felix Feist appointed
general sales manager of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer; Jack Woody selected president of
Associated Exhibitors to succeed Arthur S.

Kane.

* * *

March Box Office Record of Exhibitors
Herald appears in new and large form;
wins praise from theatre owners.

* * *

W. W. Watts elected president of the
M. P. T. O. of Southern Illinois and East-
ern Missouri.

* * *

Paramount inaugurates studio school to

find new faces for the screen.

* * *

Colvin W. Brown, formerly vice presi-

dent of Ince organization, joins F. B. O.
as a member of the executive committee.

* * *

h niversal buys Hostettler Amusement
Company of Omaha, taking control of 35
theatres in deal.

* * *

Greater Movie Season” is announced
by Hays organization to take place in

August.

MAY
Archer M. Bowles named general man-

ager of West Coast Theatres, following
resignation of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., who
joins Motion Picture Capital Corporation.

5?C * *

Watterson R. Rothacker celebrates es-

tablishment of his studio business fifteen

years ago.
sjs ifc

Erich Von Stroheim resigns from Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer organization.

^ ^

Robert Lieber re-elected president of

First National; Sam Spring elected secre-

tary-treasurer, and Sol Lesser appointed to

executive committee.
* * *

Warner Brothers buy Vitagraph, acquir-

Alberta Vaughan and Larry Kent have
the leading roles in “The Adventures
of Mazie,” F. B. O.’s twelve-chapter
picture. Scenes from “The Constant
Simp,” second chapter, are shown
here.

ing international distributing system for

their pictures.

* * *

Kansas, member of the Allied States or-

ganization, announces it will attend Mil-

waukee convention of M. P. T. O. Theatres

hold up booking pictures, pending action at

convention.
* * 5^

Paul Mooney resigns as vice-president in

charge of sales of Producers Distributing

Corporation.
* * *

Saenger Amusement Company opens

$64,000 radio station at New Orleans.

sfi % %

M. P. T. O. A. convenes at Milwaukee.

Allied States rejoins body. R. F. Wood-
hull, of New Jersey, named president.

Playdate Bureau launched with independ-

ent producers and distributors pledging

$50,000 for the work.

* * *

Famous Players buys Gordon New Eng-

land chain of 38 theatres for a reported

consideration of $12,000,000.

JUNE

Louis B. Mayer announces Metro is pre-

pared to spend $25,000,000 for theatres if

necessary to get bookings
;
Universal buys

Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.

Famous Players announces it will open

training school for theatre managers in

New York.
* * *

Joseph Mogler re-elected president of

the M. P. T. O. of St. Louis for twelfth

time.

Famous Players acquires five theatres in

Bay City, Mich.
;
Warner Brothers buy five

theatres in North Carolina.

* * *

Phil Gleichman loses suit against Fa-

mous Players in Detroit, which had at-

tracted nation-wide attention.

5{C

Rio Grande Valley exhibitors organize

and elect Dave J. Young, of Brownsville,

president.

% sf« ;{c

Exhibitors Herald celebrates the tenth

anniversary of its founding in 1915 by Mar-

tin J. Quigley. Congratulations pour in by

wire and letter from all parts of the United

States. Statistics show Herald has taken

definite lead over all competitors in its

field.

JULY

Independent Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors name Frederick H. Elliott

business manager.
* * *

North Carolina exhibitors elected R. D.

Carver, of Charlotte, president of organi-

zation.

* * *

Frank J. Rembusch is elected president

of the M. P. T. O. of Indiana.

* * *

Harry M. Berman, sales manager of F.

B. O., dies.

* * *

Five Rothchild theatres in San Francisco

are purchased by Famous Players—W. S.

Butterfield takes over Consolidated Thea-

tres in Grand Rapids.

• * * *

New Jersey convention votes against

participation in “Greater Movie Season,”

sponsored by Hays organization.

* * *

Fitzpatrick & McElroy purchase four

Wallerstein houses in Michigan City, Ind.

Warner Brothers close lease for Orpheum
theatre, downtown house in Chicago.

* * *

Connecticut passes censor and tax bill,

which is regarded as certain to put mo-

tion picture theatres out of business.

* * *

Five small theatres badly damaged by

earthquake at Santa Barbara, Calif.

Jfc

Colvin W. Brown named vice-president

of F. B. O., with supervision over distri-

bution
;
Lee Marcus appointed sales man-

ager.
j}c

First National becomes important factor

in West Coast Theatres with Sol Lesser

and Gore Brothers remaining in control.

AUGUST

New Jersey M. P. T. O. announces it

will file suit for damages in United States

court against the Film Board of Trade.

( Continued on page 68 )
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Loew Rewards Studio Staff

for Efficient Work in ’25
Offers to Build Community Hall at Culver City—Metro Greets

New Year with Auspicious List of January

and February Releases
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, Dec. 22.—Efficiency in studio management organization

and its departments have been a big factor in the achievements of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer in the past 12 months, Marcus Loew, president, told execu-
tives at a dinner on his annual visit to the studios.

Loew to Build Community Hall

As a reward for the ability of department heads Loew offered to build for

employes a community hall which will house a gymnasium, swimming pool

and theatre, where they will be able to stage entertainment programs and
also witness screenings so that each may see the result of his individual con-

tributions in the finished pictures. Loew was on the Coast to confer with
Vicepresident Louis B. Mayer and Irving G. Thalberg and Hunt Stromberg,
associate executives, on next year’s product.

Leaves Paramount

CLAUD SAUNDERS

Saunders Leaves
Famous to Join
Merchandise Firm

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Claud Saun-
ders who has been exploitation director
for Famous Players-Laskv for the past
seven years has resigned, his departure
to become effective as soon as his suc-
cessor has been appointed. He is to be-
come associated with a nationally known
merchandizing organization.

Saunders’ staff of 30 exploitation men
has been responsible for some of the
outstanding campaigns of the past few
years.

In addition to his work as exploitation
director Saunders has had under his jur-

isdiction the posters and some of the ad-
vertising accessories on Paramount pic-

tures.

Junior Matinees of
West Coast Maintained

for Child’s Protection
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—With the
view of logically and constructively han-
dling the careful amusement of children
the public relations department of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., has established a spe-

cial organization for the presentation of

Junior Matinees for them. The organiza-

tion is under the supervision of Ryliss

Homington. It is her aim to protect the

mind of the child.

Associated Exhibitors
Hold Sales Convention

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 22.—A division

sales convention was held here December
20 which was attended by manager and
salesmen from the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Indian-
apolis offices.

An auspicious list of releases for
January and February is Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer’s greeting to the New Year.
Rex Beach, au-
t h o r of “The
Spoilers,” comes
to the screen
again in “ T he
Barrier,” directed
by George Hill,

and with a cast
including N o r-

man Kerry, Mar-
celine Day and
Lionel Barry-
more. The con-
tinuity is by Har-
vey Gates. In
“The Exquisite
S i n n e r,” made
from Aide n
Brooks’ “The Escape,” Conrad Nagel
and Renee Adoree have leading parts.

Blasco Ibanez’ “The Torrent,” continu-

ity for which was supplied by Dorothy
Farnum, has Ricardo Cortez, Greta Gar-

Holidays Find “Con”
Games the Rage in Detroit

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 22.—
Christmas confidence games were
quite the rage in Detroit during
the days preceding the holiday and
theatre men seemed to have been
hit the hardest.

Miss Florence Kinney ,
cashier of the

Broadway Strand theatre , saved James Car-

rier
,

the manager , $150 by some <iuick

thinking. The telephone rang , Miss Kinney
answered and a voice said: “Miss Kinney

,

this is Mr. Carrier speaking. I just bought
a Christmas present for Mr. Lively (L. B.

Lively is assistant manager of the theatre)

and the jewelry store is sending it over
C. O. D. by a messenger. Will you give

him $150 and put it down to my account
on the books?” Miss Kinney hung up the

phone and began to think. The voice didn't

sound like Carrier's. So she called a police-

man who waited in the lobby until the

messenger arrived. The boy said he was
stopped on the street by a man he couldn'

t

identify and was given half a dollar to

run the errand.

Ben Cohen , manager of the Colonial
theatre , was called on the phone late one
evening and was told that one of the
house attaches was on the other end of
the wire. “I'm stuck in the Victory cafe
with a check for $30,” said the voice. “/

left my money at home and must get some
in order to pay my way out. I'll send a

messenger over for the money.” And now
Mr. Cohen is out the thirty and loudly de-

clares “never again.”

bo, Gertrude Olmstead, and Sally O’Neill.

Another Rex Beach Picture

Another Rex Beach, “The Auction
Block,” has been directed by Hobart
Henley, the scenario being by Frederic
and Fanny Hatton. Eleanor Boardman
and Charles Ray are featured. “The
Light Eternal,” starring Norma Shearer,

was directed by Benjamin Christianson
from his own story. Carmel Myers and
the dog actor, Buddy, support Miss
Shearer. “Money Talks” is an original

by Rupert Hughes directed by Archie
Mayo, with this scenario also by the

Hattons. Conrad Nagel, Claire Windsor
and Bert Roach share honors in the

comedy.

S. Jay Kaufman wrote “ Dance Mad-
ness” for Metro and Robert Z. Leonard
directed. Continuity was by Frederica
Sagor. Again Miss Shearer, Nagel and
Roach are the trio heading the cast.

Lon Chaney is starred in Tod Brown-
ing’s “The Mocking Bird,” and with him
are Renee Adoree, Owen Moore and
Doris Lloyd.

Producing Units Under
Turnbull and Schulherg
Selected by Paramount

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Final steps in

reorganization at Paramount’s Hollywood
studio were taken last week when Jesse
L. Lasky, first vice president in charge of

Famous Players production, announced as-

signment of producing units under Hector
Turnbull and B. P. Schulberg, associate

producers.

Turnbull will have charge of productions
by Directors Clarence Badger, Malcolm St.

Clair, Edward Sutherland and George B.

Seitz, starring pictures of Raymond Griffith

and Bebe Daniels, also “The Rough
Riders” and production details of Raoul
Walsh.

Schulberg will be producer of all pic-

tures of James Cruze, Allan Dwan,
Dimitri Buchowetzki, Victor Fleming, of

starring pictures made on the West Coast
by Pola Negri, Adolphe Menjou and Betty
Bronson, and of all productions from
stories of Ernest Vajda. Assisting Turn-
bull and Schulberg in West Coast pro-
duction are Lucien Hubbard, Walter
Woods, Garnett Weston and Kenneth
Hawks, production supervisors. Personal
assistants are William Griffith to Turnbull
and Sam Tafee to Schulberg.
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Neilan Buys Powers Interest

in Studio for $250,000
West Coast Theatres Stages Christmas Junior Matinees for Poor—

Grauman Plays Santa to Women

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—Marshall Neilan has just purchased for

$250,000 the interest of P. A. Powers in the Neilan Studio on Glen-
dale boulevard, heretofore jointly owned by them. Mr. Neilan will

immediately take full possession of the plant and will produce all of his fu-

ture pictures there. In the new corporation he will retain his position as

president, while Leeds Baxter will

manager.

DAT POWERS, treasurer, Emil Offe-

man, secretary, and Glen Behymer, as-

sistant secretary, will be succeeded by other
officers. Blanche Sweet was appointed to

the board of directors.

Mr. Neilan announced that the produc-
tion agreement entered into by him and
Mr. Powers at the time the studio cor-
porations was formed will continue. Pow-
ers is merely relinquishing his studio hold-
ings. Mr. Neilan has just finished his

second production at the Glendale Studio,
“Wild Oats Lane,” for Producers Dis-
tributing Corporation. The first picture he
made there was “The Skyrocket,” starring
Peggy Joyce.

West Coast Treats Children

West Coast Theatres, Inc., is holding
Christmas Junior matinee parties for poor
and crippled children throughout Los An-
geles this week. Children in institutions

in the locality of West Coast theatres are
guests of honor from December 19 up to

Christmas Day. A Santa Claus on each
stage will present gifts donated by mer-
chants in the vicinity. In Hollywood
there were personal appearances of mo-
tion picture stars at several theatres. The
Christmas Party Open House was made
possible through the operators, organists
and others donating their services, and
the exchanges providing special feature at-

tractions gratis.
sf: ^ %

Sid Grauman presented each woman who
attended Christmas Week matinees at the

Egyptian with surprise gift packages which
they were instructed to hang on Christmas
trees in their homes to be opened by the
youngsters on Christmas morning. An im-
mense Christmas tree, beautifully decor-
ated, graces the forecourt of the Egyptian
Theatre this week.

* >fc ifc

Regan Closes Eight Picture Contract

Thomas C. Regan, head of the motion
picture company established at Mission
Acres in San Fernando Valley, has just

closed a contract with a New York dis-

tributing firm for eight pictures a year.
The studio recently erected a new stage,

50x 150, with additional dressing rooms,
carpenter shops and prop rooms.

* * *

A. M. Bowles, general manager of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., announces the Cri-

terion theatre will hereafter be devoted en-
tirely to the showing of first run pictures at

popular prices and continuous perform-
ances. “Havoc” was the attraction there
last week.

* * *

Rube Wolf, orchestra leader of the

Boulevard theatre, was married today to

Miss Sunny Perry, assistant stage director

for Fanchon, at the home of Mr. Fanchon,
808 Camden drive, Beverly Hills. They
left immediately for a honeymoon in San
Francisco.

remain vice-president and general

Pembroke and Bride Return

Scott Pembroke, film director, and his

pretty bride, Gertrude Short, have returned
from their honeymoon.

* * *

Walter Leslie, former director of pub-
licity at Universal City, has gone into the

free lance business and has opened offices

at 6404 Sunset Boulevard.
* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller this week will com-
plete her leading feminine role in the F.

B. O. special, “The King of the Turf,” and
return to Warner Brothers by whom she

was lent for this one picture. It is re-

ported that two original stories are now
being prepared especially for Patsy Ruth
as her next starring vehicles for Warners.

^ ^ ^

George Bradley, formerly motion picture

editor, New York Telegraph, has been ad-
ded to the scenario department of First

National.
* * *

Martha Franklin has just completed her
role of the Hungarian peasant woman in

“The Outsider” under the direction of
Rowland V. Lee at the Fox Studio.

=t= * *

Vera Steadman Back at Studio
Vera Steadman, leading lady of Christie

Comedies, is back at the studio after a
two months’ vacation trip to Paris.

* * *

Fred Miller announces the engagement
of Henri Le Bel, noted organist, who will

preside at the Wurlitzer at the Figueroa
theatre. Mr. Le Bel comes from Seattle,

where he has been featured at the big
Pantages house.

* * *

George Marion, Jr., who is under con-
tract to Joseph M. Schenck, is now titling

a production for Warner Bros.
Huntly Gordon has obtained his release

from Warner Brothers and will free lance
for a few months.

* * *

W hite Back at Lasky Plant
Tom White, former casting director at

Paramount’s Hollywood studio, is back at

the Lasky plant after an absence of four
months on account of illness.

^ ^

Margaret Livingston’s role of the frivol-

ous widow in “A Trip to Chinatown” will

introduce a new screen type, according to

Fox officials. The vamp, the comedienne
and the flapper all contribute certain ele-

ments to this new portrayal entirely dif-

ferent from anything Miss Livingston has

heretofore attempted.
* * *

Little Billy Hill fiddled his way into the

hearts of Los Angeles audiences last week
at the Loew’s State theatre when he ap-

peared on the bill with 32 other children.

Billy is just seven but plays his violin like

a veteran.

Negri Signs New
F. P.-L. Contract;

Lasky Off to N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—Pola Negri
last week signed a contract with Famous
Players-Lasky providing for her appear-

ance in Para-
mount pictures for

two years. Jesse
L. Lasky was
present at the

signing, leaving
shortly afterward
for New York.

The signing of

the new contract

culminated a long
list of important
matters settled by
the chief of pro-

duction during his

three weeks stay

here. During his

stay he also signed
Bebe Daniels to a new contract.

Tax Bill Passes

House Unchanged;

Now in Senate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 22.—
Voting no further changes in the admis-
sion tax provisions, the house of repre-

sentatives, December 17, adopted the

committee draft of that section of the

bill and passed the measure which now
goes to the senate.

Entire repeal of the admission tax was
sought by Representative Griffin of New
York who was backed by Representa-

tives Rainey of Illinois, Moore of Vir-

ginia, Lozier of Missouri and a few
other members but his action was re-

jected by a decided majority when the

amendment was put to a vote.

Representative McKeown of Oklahoma offered

an amendment which would make the admission
tax two cents on each ten cents and increase the

exemption to $1.50, while Representative Bloom
of New York sought to extend the exempted
classes of amusement to include concerts and
lectures. Both amendments were defeated. The
bill as adopted by the house, provides for the

continuation of the present tax of one cent on
each ten cents paid for admission, with an ex-

emption of admissions not in excess of 50 cents

and total exemption of theatres in which “spoken
drama” is being played.

Arlen and Noel Coward
Join Dramatists Body

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Michael Arlen

and Noel Coward, British dramatists now
making their homes in America, have been

joined by other British authors, play-

wrights and composers in endorsing the

American dramatists in their movement for

“the protection of their interests.” The
British society’s support was pledged in a

cablegram received by the organizing

dramatists, whose numbers now have

reached 86.

Stork Visits Mae Marsh
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PASADENA, CAL., Dec. 22.—A seven

pound boy was born to Mae Marsh
(Mrs. Louis Lee Arms) December 18.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of December 26

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Frank Lloyd, second from the left, and Horace T. Clarke,
general manager for First National in the Orient, posed with
the Kobe office staff when Lloyd, the producer of “The
Sea Hawk,” recently visited Japan. Clarke stands at Lloyd’s

left.

The man who “makes the stars”—some call him. He is

James Ryan, casting director for Fox Film Corporation.
With him appear Mrs. Ryan and the family, Jimmie, Jr.,

and little Mary Ryan.

E. V. Richards, Jr., general manager of Saenger Theatre
Inc., with headquarters in New Orleans and member of the
executive committee of First National Pictures, Inc., is

recognized throughout the industry as a keen and far-

visioned student of the amusement business. In addition
to fulfilling the office of general manager of the Saenger
theatres, one of the largest theatre organizations, he is a

guiding hand in the direction of First National affairs.

F. Richards Jones, director general of Hal Roach-Pathe
comedies, standing in rear, left, Robert McGowan who is

director of the “Our Gang” comedies standing beside him,
and Ray Murray, HERALD coast representative.
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Colleen Moore, First National star, and Alfred E. Greene may have been up in

the air when this was taken. But on the other hand it may be presumed their
heads were in the clouds because of the success they anticipate with the new
Moore production, “Irene,” which will be made to follow “Sally.” The wooden

horse is one of the “props” of the news picture.

Fred Thomson was photographed by
H. E. N. while teaching the Young
Idea how to shoot, the Y. I. being
Billy Butts. Both appear in F. B. O.

productions.

Lewis Milestone, director of “The
Cave Man,” Warner Brothers picture,

is showing Matt Moore how to wield

a shovel for his role in the picture

which Rupert Hughes will title.

Gilbert Pratt has just begun the di-

rection of an interesting Mack Sennett
unit called “Smith Family” series of
Comedies for Pathe distribution. The
pictures are to be short feature length.

Lon Chaney assumes the role pic-

tured above in his latest Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production, “The
Mocking Bird,” which is being di-

rected by Tod Browning.

Lillian Rich, center, has recently been
reunited with her mother, left, and
sister Celia who have just come from
England. Lillian appears in Pro-Dis-

Co productions.

The inauguration of Frank Borzage, Fox director, as “squash king” by George

O’Brien after Borzage had won from Tom Gallery the title at the Hollywood

Athletic club. Earle Foxe, sceptor bearer, at right, is holding the implements

with which Borzage won his honors. He is now directing “Wages for Wives,”

a screen version of a John Golden play.
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Harriett Hammond is ap-
pearing opposite Harry
Carey in his first Pathe
Western, “Driftin’

Through.”

ABOVE: Alice Day, Mack Sennett star, has broken right

into the first part of “Laugh Month” with a big smile.

LEFT: Emilie Johnson who is the author of all the stories

filmed by Emory Johnson for Film Booking Offices. RIGHT:
Emory Johnson, her son, a young producer-director.

Viola Carleton, a New
York school girl, has been
chosen by the Stern
Brothers as a candidate
for Century comedy roles.

Sheldon Lewis is the villain in the Royal Production, “A
Desperate Moment.” Wanda Hawley is in a featured role

opposite Theodore Von Eltz. The production which was
completed a few days ago will be distributed by the Henry

Ginsberg Distributing Corporation.

Lloyd Hamilton has signed a new contract on which appears

the name of Samuel Sax, president of the Lumas Film Cor-
poration, it was announced by Sax December 15. The con-

tract, effective at once, is for a period of several years. The
distributor has not been announced.
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Short Features Score Twice;
Riesenfeld Trophy Awarded

Hammons Accepts Medal for Louis Starevich, Producer of “ Voice of
Nightingale”—Association Honors Writers

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Dec. 22.—Short features, which are to be given a real

play in the form of the January “Laugh Month,” had their innings
here twice last week and scored heavily both times.

The fir§t inning was at the Astor hotel on Thursday, when Will H. Hays,
on behalf of the industry, presented the Riesenfeld Trophy for the most
novel short feature, to Earl W. Hammons, of Educational, who received it

on behalf of Louis Starevich, producer of “The Voice of the Nightingale.”
Mr. Starevich is in Paris and was unable to attend.

THE second inning of the short feature

was at a luncheon held Friday at the

Lorraine hotel, when the Short Features
Association was host to the writers of the

daily and film press and a number of other
invited guests.

* * *

Hays Congratulates Riesenfeld

Joseph Dannenberg, who was chairman
of the committee which made the award to

the Starevich picture, was toastmaster at

the Riesenfeld luncheon. After briefly out-

lining the manner in which the award was
made, he introduced General Hays, who
congratulated Dr. Riesenfeld on the con-

ception of the trophy idea and pointed out

the importance of encouraging the making
of good short features.

In accepting the trophy for Mr. Stare-

vich, Mr. Hammons said : “It is regret-

table that the producer and distributor of

these artistic and valuable films cannot ob-

tain for them the values to which they are

entitled. They are admittedly a valuable

part of the program of any good theatre,

but the exhibitor has not yet realized that

he should pay enough for short features to

encourage the men who make the unusual
and artistic things.”

Dr. Riesenfeld briefly told how his atten-

tion was attracted to “The Voice of the

Nightingale” in Paris and of his later de-

cision to encourage the making of similar

artistic offerings by the establishment of
the trophy, which he stated would be a per-

manent and annual event.

The luncheon given by the Short Fea-
tures Association was attended by nearly

one hundred daily and trade press writers,

and was presided over by P. A. Parsons,
advertising director of Pathe. The chief

speaker was R. F. Woodhull, president of

the M. P. T. O. A., who strongly urged
the writers, in their reviews, to pay some
attention to the short feature instead of
all of it to the feature film as is customary.

He pointed out numerous instances

where he had talked to theatre patrons
who remembered the title or the action of
some of the comedies or other short num-
bers to the exclusion of the principal fea-

ture.
* * *

‘‘Now We Name Dogs Nero”

At the Short Features luncheon “Pete”
Woodhull was illustrating the value of
laughter as bringing sunshine into life, and
compared the man of pleasant disposition

with the grouch. He went clear back to

ancient Rome and pictures Nero as an
austere, grouchy monarch, whose pleasure
was found in turning his thumbs down in

snuffing out the lives of many of his sub-
jects.

Along about that same time, said “Pete,”
there was a little fellow figuring in the
news of Rome, who was the antithesis of
Nero Grouch, and whose name was Paul.
Paul was a sunshiny dispositioned little

fellow who spent a lot of his time bringing
happiness to those with whom he came in

contact.

“And what is the result?” asked Pete.

“Now we name our dogs Nero and our
children Paul.”

* * *

Peggy Joyce to Attend Premiere

Peggy Hopkins Joyce, who recently
joined the colony of stars in Hollywood
and completed her first picture, “The Sky-
rocket,” will journey to New York shortly
after New Years Day to attend the world
premiere of her new film.

While “The Skyrocket” was in produc-
tion by Associated Exhibitors, Inc., it was
expected that the picture would be seen for

the first time in a Broadway theatre. A
much more novel and appropriate setting,

however, has been arranged.

Through the courtesy of the United
States Lines, the grand ball room of the

S. S. Leviathan has been placed at the dis-

posal of Miss Joyce for the debut of her

photoplay which, according to present plans,

will be shown on the great liner on the

evening of January 7.

Prior to the showing of the picture, Miss
Joyce will hold a reception in the Palm
Garden, where the entire staff of officers

of the steamship will receive with her. Both
before and after the film has been pro-

jected to the select gathering, the S. S.

Leviathan Orchestra will provide music for

dancing.
* * *

George Hackathorne has arrived in New
York after a three months sojourn in Eur-
ope and will immediately start work in the

lead opposite Alice Lake in “A Girl’s

Diary,” which Elmer Clifton is directing

at the Tec-Art Studios. Orville Caldwell

has also joined the company to play an
important role. Other members of the cast

are Edna Murphy, Charles Beyers, Blanche
Davenport, Marcia Harris and Tom Mc-
Guire.

* * *

Arnold Rittenhouse, the livewire secre-

tary of the A. M. P. A., is also a live wire

on his regular job, which is being publicity

and advertising person of the Fulton Thea-
tre company, of Jersey City. Fred Mar-
tens is managing director of the same com-
pany, and between the two of them they

pulled one last week which was not only

helpful to the theatre, but also to a lot of

poor persons in even a more substantial

way.
The idea was a potato matinee. Every

child who brought to the theatre two or

more potatoes was admitted to a very fine

show. Did the youngsters come, and did

they bring the potatoes? The answer to

both is the same. About 6,000 children

were treated to the show during the day
in a theatre which has a seating capacity

of 1,800, and when the final count was in,

there was stored in the basement of the

theatre 18 barrels of potatoes for charity.

Brenon to Sail
Jan. 16 to Make
uBeau Geste” Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—“Beau Geste,”

P. C. Wrens novel of the French Foreign
Legion, has been selected as the next pic-

ture to be made by Herbert Brenon, ac-

cording to announcement yesterday by
Jesse L. Lasky, following conferences with
William LeBaron, associate producer at the

Paramount Long Island studio. The pic-

ture will be filmed in Paris, Marseilles and
the Algerian Sahara.
Brenon will sail January 16. His pro-

duction unit, consisting of 30 of the cast

and technical staff, will sail January 20

and will join Brenon in Paris.

The Marseilles scenes will record the

waterfront and panoramas of that pic-

turesque port. The African scenes will be

made in Sidi Bel Abbes, Foreign Legion
headquarters in the Sahara desert and at

one or more Foreign Legion outposts.

Brenon will begin negotiations at once with

the French government to obtain the use

of Foreign Legion troops in the African
scenes. There will be regiments of Tuaregs
and Senegalese troops. It is expected to

use 1,000 camels, the announcement stated.

Murnau Joining Fox,
Will “Turn Man’s Mind
Inside Out” on Screen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—F. W.
Murnau, director of “The Last Laugh,”
is coming to the Fox West Coast studios

with the intention

not of bringing
with him some-
thing new but of

making pictures

with superior
American actors
and with commer-
cial success be-

cause of the pic-

tures artistry.
Such is the state-

ment made by
Herman Bing,
Murnau’s assistant

and technical di-

F. w. Murnau rector who also

joins Fox from the
UFA company in Germany.
“Murnau’s aim is to turn a man’s

mind, his heart, his soul inside out and
then put them on the screen for other
men to see.” To Murnau all men are
fifty-fifty, he said. None is all good or
all bad.

Johnston Heads Publicity

For Griffith Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—J. L. Johns-
ton has been appointed publicity director
for Corinne Griffith Productions, Inc., be-
ginning with the production of “Made-
moiselle Modiste” for First National re-

lease at the Metropolitan studio, it was
announced by E. M. Asher, general man-
ager. Johnston has been publicity director

for Frank Lloyd Productions.

Film Folk Dance Jan . 15
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 22.—The Asso-
ciated Film Clubs will hold a dance at

the Hotel Ten Eyck, January 15. J. H.
MacIntyre will act as chairman of the
entertainment committee.
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FP-L Will Build Big Houses
in Denver and San Antonio

Mark Strand Completes Robbins Chain Deal—Stanley Com-
pany Controls Chester, Pa.—Joseph Stern Con-

structing Eighth Theatre in East

Announcement of million-dollar theatres to be erected by Paramount in

Denver and San Antonio and completion of the $3,000,000 deal by which
Mark Strand Theatres Corporation takes over ten houses from the Robbins
chain in New York head the news of chain theatre construction and align-

ment of the past week.

Denver House Starts Early in ’26

Construction of the new Paramount theatre in Denver will start early in 1926.

This house will be at Sixteenth and Glenarm streets, the first big theatre to be

built outside of Curtis street. This is the third recently announced project in

Denver; Harry E. Huffman is to build the Aladdin, a $300,000 house, and
Western Enterprises has announced plans for a 2,500 seat house in South
Denver. Final steps are being taken at San Antonio for the erection of a

$1,500,000 theatre by W. J. Lytle and Famous Players. It is to be opened
next fall.

Olcott to Direct

Dick Barthelmess

by New Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Sidney Ol-
cott, director of many notable produc-
tions of the past few years, has signed
a contract with In-

spiration Pictures
to direct Richard
Barthelmess in

several p r o d u c-

tions. The first of
these will be “The
Kid from Mon-
tana,” adapted
from the novel en-
titled “Q” written
by Katherine New-
lin Burt.

Mr. Olcott who
is generally con-
sidered to be one
of the outstanding
directors of the in-

dustry has been under contract until re-
cently with Paramount, during which he
directed Gloria Swanson in “The Hum-
ming Bird,” Pola Negri in “The Charmer,”
and a number of other important produc-
tions.

Recently Olcott obtained a release
from his Paramount contract and there
has been much speculation as to his next
affiliation, the principal rumor being that
he would go to First National.

Universal Signs Three
Directors; 1 from UFA

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, CAL., Dec. 22.—
E. A. Dupont who has been directing
for UFA company of Germany has been
signed by LTniversal for three years.
Two others who have signed to direct

for Universal are James O. Spearing,
newspaperman, and Melville Brown,
screen writer. Neither has ever directed
before.

Ambitious Program
Planned by Columbia

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—One of the most
ambitious programs ever attempted by an
Independent producer is planned by Col-
umbia for next year, it was announced at

a meeting of franchise holders by officers

of the corporation. They cited “Steppin’
Out” and “The Danger Signal” as out-
standing Columbia pictures this year and
emphasized the purchase of DeMaupas-
sant’s “Poor Girls” as an example of the
type of pictures to be made for next sea-
son.

“Big Parade” to Be Road
Showed by 10 Units
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Major Ed-
ward Bowes announced this week that
ten separate touring units will present
“The Big Parade” in metropolitan cities

throughout the United States and Can-
ada. It will open first in Philadelphia at

the Aldine, December 24.

F. B. O. Adds Cutting Rooms
HOLLYWOOD.—More than $20,000 has been

spent on the equipment for the new cutting
room which has been completed behind stage
number two at the F. B. O. lot.

Fitzpatrick & McElroy has completed
negotiations whereby it takes over the
Strand as well as the Columbia, Star
and Lyric theatres at Muncie, Ind.
Leonard Sowar will be manager. This
company recently acquired all theatres
at Michigan City, Ind. Ascher Broth-
ers are rushing work on the Terminal
theatre in Chicago for opening Christ-
mas day.

Stanley Controls Chester, Pa.

The Stanley Company has purchased
the Grand theatre in Chester, Pa., which
with the Washington theatre gives this

company practical control of the first

run situation in Chester. Joseph Stern
has procured land for a $500,000 house
in Newark, N. J., the eighth he has un-
der construction. Merging of the hold-
ings of Alfred Gottesman and Morris
Kutinsky in Jersey City practically gives
them control in that city. The Gottes-
man houses in the deal are the Strand
and three others to be built. The four
Kutinsky theatres involved are the
Tivoli, Monticello, Eureka and Bound
Brook.
West Coast Theatres, Inc., is rush-

ing to completion the Manchester in Los
Angeles for opening the first of the

Whole Village Guests

of Departing T. O.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 22.—
Adolph Kohn, retiring owner of
the Pastime theatre in Granville,
N. Y., “blew the entire village to
a free show” December 18. Kohn
will leave for Florida the latter
part of this month and his house
will be operated after January
first by William Benton, of Sara-
toga Springs.
Every resident of Granville

without regard to age or creed
was invited by Kohn to become
his guest on the day of the free
show. During the afternoon the
boys and girls of the village were
entertained and in the evening
every person with the exception of
the village policeman flocked to

the theatre for a two hour enter-
tainment after which everyone
present crowded around Kohn,
shook his hand and wished him all

success in his new venture.

year. The West Coast Uptown in Los
Angeles opens this week as the first of
the West Coast’s “Big Six” scheduled to
begin operations within 60 days. This
concern’s New Imperial at Long Beach,
Cal., opened last week.

St. Louis Amusement Buys Ozark
In Missouri the St. Louis Amusement

Company has added to its holdings the
Ozark theatre in Webster Groves, Mo.
Jim Drake of St. Louis has sold his

Easton-Taylor and White Way to John
Pappas and the Majestic is to be taken
over by Charley Goldman and J. Leven-
thal. Jonesboro Amusement Company
at Jonesboro, Ark., has awarded the con-
tract for construction of the Strand to
Burton & Ballew. The Reed-Yenn-
Hayes circuit has added the Gem at Cen-
tralia, 111.

Ground will be broken January 15 in

South Bethlehem, Pa., for Len Berman’s
1,600 seat theatre, to cost $300,000. His
recently acquired Embassy in Baltimore
opens Christmas day. At Detroit, Mich.,
Kimmell Brothers has started work on
a 1,500 seat theatre. Lancaster & Wil-
liams opens the new Lancaster at River
Rouge, Mich., the day after Christmas.
Harry Charnas and J. Fishman, have
bought the Southern and Hippodrome ai

Bucyrus, Ohio.
In San Francisco Alex E. Levin and

associates announce erection of a $225,-

000 residential theatre to seat 1,500. At
Baker, Ore., the $150,000 Clarick theatre
has just opened, while at Dallas, Texas,
Simon Charninsky and Ray Stinnett,

forming the State Amusement Corpora-
tion, has bought the Jefferson theatre.

Bachmann Will Deliver
13 Remaining Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—J. G. Bachman
will deliver the remaining 13 pictures on
the Preferred schedule without interruption

with the same type material he was influen-

tial in supplying to the Independent mar-
ket during his four year partnership with
B. P. Schulberg. Acting for Bachmann in

charge of production will be Harry O.
Hoyt, who leaves soon for the Coast to

sign directors for preliminary work on the

first group at once.
All the stories formerly held by Schul-

berg have been acquired by Bachmann.
“Lew Tyler’s Wives” will be ready for
release in March. Another early release
will be “Shenandoah.”
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F. B. O. Gets Big
N. Y. Order; A. E.

Opens Sales Drive
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—The Standard
Fat Men comedy, “All Out” has been
sold to all Loew houses for 154 days by
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the

F. B. O. New York exchange.
Other bookings of the past week in-

clude the reported deal of Sam Sax of

the Lumas film company in which dis-

tribution rights were obtained in every
territory in the world for the 12 Gotham
productions. S. D. Weisbaum, manager
of the F. B. O. exchange at San Fran-
cisco has sold “Broadway Lady” to the

Pantages theatre there.

Nate Ascher last week booked Fox
News exclusively for the entire Ascher
Brothers circuit. John Kunsky also

booked the Fox News for his theatres

in Detroit. The “Oscar Price Drive”
for bookings has opened in the sales

force of Associated Exhibitors with
every man vigorously working for play

dates.

Four Metro-Goldwyn productions
were shown in first run theatres in Los
Angeles during the week of Dec. 7.

Blofson Says Quota
Law Will Hit Showmen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Because of the

demand for American made pictures and
because American film prices in Europe
will rise when the trade is reduced the

restriction of American films by the pro-

posed “Quota Law” will re_act against for-

eign showmen, it was declared last week
by A1 Blofson, branch manager for Asso-
ciated Exhibitors in Philadelphia.

W. Fairbanks Signed
for Lumas Production

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—William Fair-

banks was signed last week by Sam Sax
of the Lumas Film Corporation. A series

of eight will be made for the coming sea-

son.

Prevost Leaves Warners
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—Marie Pre-
vost has left Warner Brothers. She is

considering offers from several big pro-
ducers. She has been with Warner
Brothers for two years.

Anna Q. Hurt in Fall
CSpecial to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22—A fall from
a horse caused painful injuries to Anna
Q. Nilsson yesterday. The injuries are
not dangerous, however, the physician
said.

Dorothy Devore Wedded
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. Dec. 22.—
Dorothy Devore was married last week
to A. W. Mather, head of the Consoli-
dated Amusements Company, Ltd., Hon-
olulu.

Original Story for Tom Mix
NEW YORK.—Adela Rogers St. Johns is pre-

paring an original story for Tom Mix, Fox West-
ern star.

A Story in a Few
Words

T T EREWITH are the first stills of Harry
Langdon’s first comedy for First Na-

tional. In the second view appear Harry
Edwards, director, left; Judge Jerry Giesler,

attorney, at Langdon’s left; William Jenner,

general manager, right. In the scene below

it are (1. to r.) Harry Edwards, Elgin Less-

ley, George Spear and William Jenner. The

fourth scene shows “lunch time” on location.

In the last is the scene in which 1,800 extras

were used, 35 sight seeing busses, 150

wagons, 200 autos and a 50-piece band.

Johnstown Flood

Aided by Writer

Who Covered It
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—When Irving
Cummings, director, and his assistants re-

turned to the St. George hotel in Santa
Cruz, Cal., after a fruitless search for two
days for locations for the filming of “The
Johnstown Flood,” Fox picture, Robert
Jones, proprietor of the hotel, came to the
rescue.

Jones told how he had covered the Johns-
town flood for the Chicago Daily News and
next day took the party to several spots
hidden away in the mountains not far from
Santa Cruz, and there the shooting of
scenes began.
Gerald K. Rudulph, publicity manager for

Fox, also had a hand in the proceedings.
Rudulph, former newspaperman, met
Jones at Vera Cruz and Jones took him to

his home, where he revealed his notes of
the flood, written 37 years earlier. There-
upon Cummings called in the principals of

the company and Jones gave them first-

hand information of the scenes they were
to depict.

Kyne Reaches Coast
to Start on Original

Story for Fox Films
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—Peter B.

Kyne has arrived here and has already

begun work on the first of four original

stories to be written for Fox. It is

“Rustling for Cupid,” to be directed by
John Ford who made “The Iron Horse”
and “Three Bad Men.”

To Announce Winners
in Metro Contest Jan. 1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—The Metro-
Goldwvn-Mayer Child Movie Contest has

closed. Eastern winners will be announced
January 1. It is estimated that a patron-

age of a million has been built up for the

pictures in which the winners will appear.

H. Charles Fourton Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA, GA„ Dec. 22.—H. Charles
Fourton, for 25 years connected in a

managerial capacity with Jake Wells,
died here recently.

Fire Costs $15,000
Damage estimated at $15,000 was done

December 22 by a fire at Louis Laemmle’s
Twentieth Century theatre on 47th street,

Chicago.

Rosen Signs with Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—Hunt Strom-
berg has signed Phil Rosen to direct for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

A. E. Picks Horowitz
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 22.—O.
M. Horowitz of F. B. O. has resigned to

be Associated Exhibitors’ branch manager
in Cincinnati.
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LAUGH MONTH PROGRAMS SET
Hammons Review
Links Short Feature

Gain with Building
By E. W. HAMMONS

President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

In any review of the activities of the year
that is drawing to a close—especially of the

latter part of it—two things seem to stand

out. One is the tremendous theatre activity,

with buildings setting unparalleled records.

The other is the rapid advancement, from
whatever angle you look at it, of comedies
and of the Short Features field generally.

The astounding figures on theatre build-

ing are a matter of record. The most
cursory study of theatre advertising and
exploitation all over the country will show
a pronounced tendency on the part of the

exhibitor to treat his Short Features in

a more business-like way; in other words,
to use them not just as something extra
to give to his patrons after they come to

his theatre but as something extra to get

them to come into his theatre. And, if

more proof were needed of the new place

occupied by Short Features, it surely is

provided in the spontaneous shout of ap-

proval that greeted the announcement of

plans to make January, 1926, National
Laugh Month, with comedies predominat-
ing in both entertainment and advertising.

I do not mean to say that either of these

developments is the direct cause of the

other, although there can be little doubt
that showmanship as typified in the chang-
ing attitude toward Short Features is back
of the big theatre progress. But it is

mighty interesting to see these two big fac-

tors in motion picture progress moving
side by side as the outstanding features of

the greatest year in the history of the

industry.

Looking ahead in an effort to see what
the year 1926 may hold affecting Short
Features, the big national campaign for

Laugh Month seems to be by far our best

guide, and though we make every effort

to look at this move conservatively, it still

indicates nothing at all if not the biggest

year Short Features have had.

No other exploitation drive of this sort

has ever met with such instantaneous and
hearty approval and co-operation. From
all sides come reports of magazines, news-
papers, press syndicates, writers, artists and
other persons of public influence falling in

line to help along the move to make 1926
a better and brighter year by starting it

with a month of laughter. All of this is

for the benefit of the exhibitor who uses
his comedies and other Short Features as

something more than fillers—who boosts
them as well as books them. So it is little

wonder that practically every big circuit of
theatres in the country, as well as count-
less independent exhibitors had signified

(Continued on page 48)

Schedules of

Film Concerns
Well Stocked

If Laugh Month isn’t a howling
success, it will not be because the
screen material to make it such is not
available. January schedules of the
various short feature concerns show
the distributing branches stocked
with the greatest supply of product
ever assembled. Exhibitors partici-

pating in Laugh Month are afforded

practically unlimited choice in selec-

tion of material.

January schedules of the short feature

companies have been published in preced-

ing issues. Each week additional informa-
tion, added features, changes of title, etc.,

are made known in “The Film Mart” and
the news section of the Herald.

Exhibitors Back Drive

Exhibitors are backing the drive solidly.

Already many have begun their advance
campaigns, in many cases using advertising

and editorial copy supplied by this paper.

Additional material of this kind is supplied

each week in “The Theatre.”

Daily the committee of the Short Fea-

tures Advertising Association in charge of

National Laugh Month exploitation is re-

ceiving pledges of support from showmen
throughout the nation. Newspapers are

backing the idea with extensive publicity.

Expectations Exceeded

Response to the Laugh Month proposition

has far exceeded expectations. In metropo-

lis and hamlet the idea has found favor.

Big theatres and little ones are grouped
shoulder to shoulder in the work. The
biggest box office January in theatre history

is anticipated.

ON BROADWAY
Famous Players

RIVOLI
a KO-KO SONG CAR-TUNE
“Ta-Ra-Ra Boom Der E”

playing this week

a MARVEL OF MOTION
Played last week

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

“Start the New Year
With a Laugh,” Says

Fox Slogan for 1926
By JAMES R. GRAINGER

General Sales Manager, Fox Film Corp.

When Fox Films took for its slogan:

“Start the New Year With a Laugh,” we
naturally had National Laugh Month in

mind, hut we were also of the opinion that

if we put sufficient punch behind the sug-

gestion to “start the new year with a

laugh,” it would be mighty good propaganda
for the exhibitor to spread among his

patrons. There’s a whole lot in the power
of suggestion and we see and hear so much
of the drab side of life that any time any-

body can start something that will produce
a smile, he immediately begins to cash in on
the little old sunshine dividends.
Fox Films heartily joins hands with any-

body who starts out to distribute smiles

and laughter. National Laugh Month is

a splendid idea. It should be productive
of more genuine mirth and healthy amuse-
ment than was ever created by any given
agency in the history of the world, if ex-
hibitors of motion pictures will co-operate
with the creators of this unique idea. Mil-
lions of men, women and children will

patronize the thousands of motion picture

theatres during January and, in my opinion,

if everybody will support the plan, young
1926, starting to work with a broad smile
and a hearty laugh, will carry on much in

the same manner through out the year.

Because of the medium through which it

is hoped to establish a new record for
laughter, National Laugh Month is bound
to be a huge success. No medium other
than the motion picture could hope to pro-
duce the results that are anticipated, for
the undeniable reason that the plans for

National Laugh Month will provide more
people with opportunities for continuous
and uninterrupted laughter than ever be-
fore.

Live-wire exhibitors will grasp the im-
portance of this plan with one accord, for
it will be to their advantage to give their

patrons the benefit of an idea that has
been so generously endorsed. To “Start
the New Year with a Laugh,” means to

start the New Year right, and show me the
exhibitor who does not want to do that.

Royalty Joins

Film Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LONDON , ENG., Dec . 22.—
The Duke of Manchester has
taken over the Gaiety Cinema in

Manchester. He has long been in-

terested in motion pictures, hav-
ing studied the industry while in

the United States.
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PLENTY OF FEATHERS ’ is right! Comedies, cartoons, big laughs and little laughs, chuckles, grins and
alas groans when the side begins to ache and tears blind the eyes to further proceedings. Many exhib-

itors taking active part in National Laugh Month are going to insure their audiences against the untoward
results of too much merriment. But, in a case like that, O Death, where is thy sting?
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Red Seal Growth Seen
in Figures Furnished
Showing Distribution
Red Seal Pictures Corporation, today, at

the end of 1925, is able to boast of a won-
derful 'growth since 1924, both in the amount
of product being released, and in the num-
ber of bookings achieved during the same
period. This growth has been accomplished
firmly and solidly under President Miles
Fadman’s able guidance.

The previous year Red Seal released hut
twenty-six featurettes. The present year’s
schedule calls for one hundred and forty
one-reel releases. The year of the twenty-
six releases saw only one hundred and fifty

theatres booking the Red Seal product. Yet
1925 ends with three thousand houses, all

over the country, most of which are first

run or very large theatres, already playing
such series as the Marcus “Animated Hair
Cartoons,” “Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes,”
“Gems of the Screen,” “Out of the Ink-
wells,” “Marvels of Motion,” “Search-
lights,” “Film Facts,” and “Reelviews.”
“Our growth,” Fadman states, “is the

normal response to the demands of the
exhibitors and public for short features of
the better sort. Our subjects, no matter
how picturesque or scientific, never fail to
be simple and thoroughly human. As a
result of releasing featurettes, which even
a child may comprehend without any diffi-

culty, we have obtained an artistic sense of
simplicity which has given these short fea-
tures a broad and really world-wide appeal.
As a result, we have distribution through-
out the entire world through such interna-
tional agents as Pathe in Great Britain.
I. V. T. A. in South Africa, Gaumont in
Paris, UFA in Germany, and Metro-Gold-
wyn in a number of other parts of the
globe.

_

“It is repeatedly proven in the motion
picture industry that ‘high pressure selling’

backed up by big advertising campaigns
never completely puts over a poor feature.
If something like success be achieved
through such methods, the reaction which
results invariably injures that particular
producer or distributor—or both, when
either follow up with their subsequent re-
leases.

“As a result of understanding and bear-
ing this psychological factor in mind, wc
have been working with, and releasing for
the ablest and most sincere producers of
short features who are available: Urban-
kineto, makers of ‘Reelviews’ and ‘Search-
lights’

; Max Fleischer, producer of ‘Ko-
Ko Song Car-Tunes,’ ‘Out of the Inkwells,'
‘Marvels of Motion’ and ‘Film Facts';
Cranfield and Clarke who produce ‘Gems
of the Screen’

; and Marcus, celebrated
cartoonist of the New York Times who
draws the ‘Animated Hair Cartoons’.”

Showmen Book “I Do”
For Laugh Month Use
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., reports wide

bookings for National Laugh Month on
Harold Lloyd’s “I Do,” the Popular De-
mand Edition of one of this sterling

comedian’s most popular offerings. Tt will

be remembered that this is the big laugh-
maker in which Mildred Davis (now Mrs
Harold Lloyd) is the charming bride and
Harold the troubled bridegroom in a side-

splitting comedy of “the first year” of
married life.

In stressing the extreme adaptability of
“I Do” to any Laugh Month program, As-
sociated Exhibitors points out the fact that
every print to be shown is brand new

—

prints that meet the most exacting up-to-
date standards.

“Good Comedy Covers
The Whole World,” Is

Mack Sennett Message
By MACK SENNETT
Pathe Comedy Producer

A good comedy covers the world.

There has never been a time when the

public did not want comedies. In “Laugh

Month” everybody will be able to enjoy a

full share of laughs.

We have gone through many phases of

melodrama, costume, sex and problem pic-

tures. They have their day and pass on

to the next sensation. These pictures are

limited to localities. The sophisticated

audience of a large city demands something

different from a country town. A heated

love drama will appeal to youth and old

age will be held by human interest. A
woman will rave over a romantic hero

;

while her husband is bored to slumber.

But the demand for short comedies, the

desire to laugh, has always been consistent

and unswerving.

The great problem of the movie-pro-
ducer is to find an idea which will cover
the whole territory. A good comedy does
this as no other kind of play. All audi-
ences seem to laugh at the same things.

Most adventurers in Laughland will dis-

cover, however, that there is more grief in

making comedies than in drama. People
have an almost pathetic eagerness to

laugh
;
but it is hard to make them do it.

In making my own comedies for Pathe I

find we have to use better stories and
directors than ever before. The fact is,

making laugh plays has become almost in-

conceivably difficult. Exaggerated make-
ups and the custard pie have gone forever.
A comedy in these days has to be built

with brains and real drama as a founda-
tion. A comedy produced in this manner
is usually a good comedy. And a good
comedy covers the whole world, for the
laugh in the only universal idea.

Mary Akin plays the role of the O.
Henry girl in the O. Henry Come-
dies released by Fox. These scenes
are from “Failure." Daniel Keefe is

directing the series with supervision
by George Marshall.

Cartoon Pioneer Says

Drawn Comics Offer

Laugh Month Variety
By JACQUES KOPFSTEIN

General Manager, Bray Productions

It is particularly fitting that Bray Produc-

tions, the pioneers in the production of ani-

mated cartoons, should be represented

during Laugh Month by the release during

this period of some outstanding features.

I would call the exhibitor’s especial

attention to “Dinky Doodle at the Cir-

cus” as a production which combines
everything desirable in a one-reel sub-

ject. We have in this straight cartoon
comedy in which appear Dinky Doodle
and Weakheart the pup, creations of

Walter Lantz the eminent artist of the

Bray Studios, also all the circus freaks,

the Fat Lady, the Rubber Man, the

Inseparable Twins, etc., for the first

time in cartoon—then we have straight

comedy—the artist appearing alone and
then a combination of cartoon and
straight photoplay—in particular the

scene of the artist riding a cartoon mule
is one of the most realistic as well as

one of the most hilarious scenes ever
depicted on the screen. Other Dinky
Doodle subjects which should prove of

great audience interest are “Dinky
Doodle at the Restaurant” which is now
in course of completion. In this subject
Dinky gives the Child’s flapjack bal-

ancers some interesting instructions;

“Dinky Doodle and the Bad Man” in

which Dinky and the Artist have a most
thrilling experience in lassooing the
most desperate of all cartoon desperados,
Dynamite Dan, and reap a reward of

one thousand cartoon dollars; “Dinky
Doodle in the Hunt” showing how
Dinky proves a greater hunter than his

master.
F. B. O. who are releasing the Dinky

Doodle subjects are also distributing the
new series of one reel comedies with
cartoon which are known as the “Un-
natural History” Comedies. These sub-
jects are burlesque on the history of

where the wild animals obtain their most
distinguishing characteristics. 'In each
“Unnatural History” the artist is forced
by circumstances into the position of
story-teller to his nephew and the Un-
natural History tale which is told in

cartoon results. Titles of the first four
will indicate the variety of the subjects

—

“How the Elephant Got His Trunk,”
“How the Bear Got His Short Tail,”

“The Camel’s Hump” and “The
Leopard’s Spots.” For Laugh Month in

addition to the four above mentioned
“The Goat’s Whiskers” will be ready for

release and we promise comedy.
I would particularly suggest to the

exhibitor that he play at least one
comedy each day during Laugh Month,
but not to forget that with Laugh
Month over he still is to play more and
more comedies. The Caoitols. Rivolis

and Strands were the result of audiences
created by short features and in the old
days short features were not “fillers”

but were actually what filled the theatres.

And if the exhibitor would only realize

it, he could still “pack them in” with a
diversified bill of quality short features.

In a varied bill of shorts there are bound
to be several subjects that please every
one in the audiences. This cannot be
said of the feature. If the exhibitor will

set one day each week aside during
Laugh Month and play only short fea-

tures that day and compare his business

with what he does on other days, I

know he will be agreeably surprised

—

but give this day the same advertising
that is given the feature.
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Committee Is

Deluged with

Aid Promises
The exhibitors of the country are solidly

behind the National Laugh Month cam-

paign as attested by the veritable avalanche

of replies being received from all over the

nation. During the past week hundreds of

letters have been received by the committee

in charge, assuring whole-hearted coopera-

tion in the movement on the part of theatre-

owners and managers. These added to the

formidable array of commitments already

received give promise that by the official

opening of Laugh Month on January 1

every important theatre and circuit from
Coast to Coast will have lined up for active

participation in the great movement to make
America a merrier, happier nation despite

income tax reports, holiday bills, and such

similar periodical ills.

No section of the country is missing from
the line-up of letters received during the

past week. North, East, South, West and
even the Dominion of Canada are repre-

sented. In the Middle West such promi-
nent circuits as the Hostetter chain in

Nebraska, the Spears circuit of Missouri
and Kansas, and the Butterfield houses
have declared themselves in on the celebra-

tion. In the South the Sparks chain in

Florida has lined up with the other power-
ful groups of that section that have already
notified the committee of their intention to

take part. In the East, the Stanley Com-
pany of America, through its Managing
Director of Theatres, Frank Beuhler, de-

clared itself to be one hundred per cent in

favor of Laugh Month and at a big rally

meeting in Philadelphia on Friday, Decem-
ber 11, at which over one hundred and fifty

exhibitors attended, representatives of the

Laugh Month Committee were assured that

the exhibitors of that section were all set

to make this drive the biggest thing ever

staged there.

A partial list of the theatres which have
expressed their readiness to cooperate in

the National Laugh Month movement fol-

lows :

The Liberty, Parsons, Kansas
;
The Best,

Parsons, Kansas
;
Crystal, Atchison, Kan-

sas ; Royal, Atchison, Kansas
;

Lynn,
Booneville, Missouri

;
Orpheum, Colonial,

and The Royal, at St. Joseph, Missouri:
Auditorium, Marshall, Mo.; Star, Nevada,
Mo.

;
De Graw, Brookefield, Mo.

;
Beldorf,

Independence, Kans.
; at Arcadia, Fla.—The

Star, The Opera House, The Octavious

;

The Palace, Bradentown, Fla.
;
The Athens

and Dreka, Deland, Fla.
;
The American,

Beachem, Orlando, Fla.; The Capitol, Plant
City, Fla. ; The Jefferson, and Orpheum,
at St. Augustine, Fla. ; and The Sarasota
Theatre, at Sarasota, Fla.

Left to Right: Jimmie Adams, Christie

star, Harold Beaudine, Jack Duffy and Jim
Kennedy. The latter is an Indianapolis ex-

hibitor who visited the Educational studios,

recently.

Here are two of the scenes of “On the
Links,” a Standard Fat Men Comedy
released by Film Booking Offices.

In Canada, The Lyceum, Starland, and
College Theatres of Winnipeg, have lined

up for Laugh Month. Nebraska is well

represented with the following theatres

already on the Laugh Month register and
others preparing to come in : The Strand,

Empress, and Palace, at Hastings ;
The

Majestic, Empress, and Lyda, of Grand
Island

;
The Crescent and Empress, at

Karney; The Majestic of Fairbury; The
Swan, Columbus; The Wall at Freemont;
The Grand and Lyric of Norfolk; the

Lyric and Lincoln at Lincoln
;
the Gilbert,

Beatrice; the Sun, York; the Keith, No.
Platte; the Paramount, Nebraska City; and
the Tivoli at South Omaha. At Omaha,
Nebraska, the Rialto, the Strand, the Ham-
ilton and the North Star have fallen in

line.

Iowa is also heavily represented among
the Laugh Month boosters, with the fol-

lowing theatres taking their places along-

side of the houses and circuits previously
heard from : at Sioux City—the Princess,

the Hipp, and the Tivoli
;

the Broadway,
Council Bluffs

; the Casino and Majestic of
Missouri Valley; the Royal, LeMars

;
the

American, Cherokee
;
the Rialto at Boone

;

the Rialto, Burlington
;

the Strand and
Rialto, Clinton

;
the Capitol and Garden,

Davenport
;
at Iowa City, the Englert and

the Garden
;
the Strand, Marshalltown

;
the

Palace, Mason City; at Newton, the Rialto;

at Fort Dodge, the Majestic and the Rialto

;

the Fort Armstrong and Spencer Square,
Rock Island, Illinois

;
the Strand and Crys-

tal at Waterloo, la.
;
the Grand, Dubuque

;

the Twin Star, Aimes; the Royal, Carroll;

the Plaza and Rialto, at Waterloo
;
and the

Grand at Oelwein. The Strand, the Capitol,

and Rialto of Des Moines have undertaken
plans to participate in a very active way.

From Denver, Colo., word was received
by the Laugh Month Committees during the

past week that the following theatres of
that city have pledged their active coopera-
tion in promoting January as Laugh
Month : Rialto theatre, Victory, Colorado,

America, State, Isis, Palace and Colonial.

The Laugh Month Committee has also

been assured of the active cooperation of

the following exhibitors : Fred J. Campbell,

manager of Keith’s Rialto, Lousville

;

Howard McCoy, Manager of Keith’s Ma-
jestic, Louisville; Sam Switow, manager of

the Kentucky, Louisville ;
Earl H. Payne,

manager of the Kentucky, Lexington; Tony
Sudekum, manager of the Crescent Amuse-
ment Company, Nashville; W. C. Drumbar,
manager of the Riveria, Knoxville

; G. M.
Pedley, manager of the Empress, Owens-
boro

;
Leo F. Keiler, manager of the Ar-

cade, Paducah; Ray Frankel, manager of

the Temple, Newport; S. L. Martin, man-
ager of the Grand, Ashland ; Mose ’ Klein,

manager of Lillian, Clarksville; and God-
frey Kotzen, manager of the Lyric, Coving-
ton.

Will Produce Laugh
Month Presentations
Colby Harriman, director of presenta-

tions at the Mosque theatre, Newark, and
the new Fabian theatre at Paterson, New
Jersey, is authority for the statement that

“both these houses have arranged their pre-

sentation plans so as to line up all January
programs as closely as possible with Laugh
Month.”

“Some of the most effective and out-

standing entertainment features that have
been presented at both the Mosque and
Fabian theatres,” says Mr. Harriman,
“have consisted of a short feature preceded
by a special prologue and followed by an
epilogue, all synchronizing with appropri-

ate music.”

In reference to Laugh Month, Mr. Harri-

man states that “this campaign should

prove to be a universal demonstration of

the entertainment value of the short fea-

ture.” “It has long been my belief,” he
continues, “that the short feature, prop-

erly presented, has more audience appeal

than any other part of the program. It

has a guaranteed appeal : fewer of the au-

dience ‘walk out’ when the short feature

is on, than at any other part of the pro-

gram, observation will prove.”

Mr. Harriman writes a weekly presenta-

tion story for an eastern trade journal.

Hammons Reviews

Theatre Activity

( Continued from page 45)

their intention to join the bandwagon with-

in a few days after the campaign had been
announced.

Everywhere during January comedy will

be attracting the particular attention of the

picture fan to such an extent that come-
dies cannot fail to develop an even greater

pull at the box-office than they have had
before. And so 1926, it would seem, is

going to be a better and brighter year for

the showmen who know how to take ad-

vantage of their comedies as well as their

longer features to build better business at

the box office.

Left to right : Robert Kerr, director, Earle

Foxe, leading man, “Chick” McGill. A. S. C.

cameraman in “A Trip to Chinatown” for

Fox.
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Cooneys Drop Presentation Policy

Cambria and
Harris Join
Publix, N. Y.

Added to Production Staff Work-
ing With Anderson on

Presentations

Frank Cambria, generally ac-

corded major responsibility for the

development of Balaban 8* Katz
presentation, is to join the Publix
Theatres organization in New
York. With him will go Will
Harris and possibly others asso-

ciated with him in the production
department of the original Balaban
8* Katz organization in Chicago.
The dope is that the B. 8* K. houses
in Chicago will stage the regularly

routed Publix Theatres presenta-

tion acts produced by the newly
assembled production staff in New
York.
News of this step sets at rest trade

speculation as to what disposition would
he made of the original B. & K. houses
in a presentation way. These houses, espe-

cially the Tivoli and Chicago, are regarded
as the laboratory of Balaban & Katz show-
manship. In these houses the theatre poli-

cies now being applied to Famous Players-

Lasky theatres were worked out and
tested.

Shows Routed Through

Shows produced in New York by the

Publix Theatres staff are doped to be in-

tended for routing cross country intact.

John Murray Anderson will be principal

production executive, according to an-

nouncement previously made, and will be

aided by Cambria and others of the orig-

inal B. & K. organization, including Mu-
sical Director Nathaniel Finston.

Movement of the Chicago organization

to New York for combination in the new
scheme of things was regarded in trade

circles as a somewhat ticklish business.

Accomplishment of this and setting in of

the Chicago houses as week stands on the

route clears up the local angle of the situa-

tion considerably.

Grove Books Marimba Band
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA„ Dec. 22.—Her-
bert Grove, manager of the Des Moines
theatre, has booked Solis’ Marimba
Band as an added attraction for the
week beginning December 26.

Comet Solo Played

As Pit and Stage Wed
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—

Marco, West Coast Theatres stage

producer, has announced that a

cornet solo will replace the well

known wedding march as Rube
Wolf, orchestra leader of the

Boulevard theatre, leads Sunny
Perry, assistant stage director to

Fanchon, to the altar today, or

rather to Judge Joseph Marchetti.

Two years ago Sunny was
dancing in a presentation. Her
slipper flew off and hit Wolf in

the face. He was so angry he re-

tained the slipper, and out of the

girl’s attemp to recover it grew
the romance that leads the pair

before the judge. The ceremony
is to be performed at the home of

Fanchon.

Newman Sees

Increase of
Stage Shows

Showman Says Theatres Will

Spend $15,000 Weekly
for Mountings

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 22.—
Motion picture theatres with enter-

tainers and stage settings superior

to any now in use anywhere in the

country will be the rule in every

large American city by next

spring, asserted Frank L. Newman,
managing director of Paramount
theatres in Los Angeles, during a

visit to Kansas City, his former
home.

“Individual theatres now use each
week stage settings that cost about $250
to construct,” Newman said. “Along
with a move already under way by
Paramount it will not be uncommon to

see theatres spending $10,000 and $15,-

000 on a single set,” he added.

Newman visited here while on his way
to Los Angeles from New York, where
he was in conference with Paramount
officials.

F. A. Mangan
Resigns from
Stage Staff

Circuiting of Presentations to

Other Cities Likely to Be
Discontinued

Resignation of Francis A. Man-
gan from the Cooney Brothers
organization as director of presen-

tations marks a change in that

organization to a policy under
which straight vaudeville acts will

take the place of presentations on
the stage of the Capitol theatre,

Chicago. Whether the vaudeville

acts will be routed to Detroit, Mil-

waukee and other Midwestern
stands, as were the Mangan presen-

tations, is questionable.

Mangan’s presentations have been

largely responsible for the phenomenal

success of the Capitol, which though up-

ward of 10 miles from the Chicago loop,

has never suffered from lack of attendance,,

even in the hottest weather.

B. & K. Has Clean Sweep

The new policy of the Cooney organiza-

tion gives Balaban and Katz practically

a clean sweep in the district from which

the Capitol has drawn its crowds. Since

its opening the Capitol has been the strong-

est competitor of the great Tivoli theatre.

There are some in the trade who con-

sider the replacement of the hugely success-

ful presentation policy with a straight

vaudeville policy as little short of suicidal'

so far as the Capitol is concerned. It was

learned at press time that John Eberson,.

architect of the Capitol, called a confer-

ence for December 22. It is believed the

dropping of the old policy is behind Eber-

son’s call.

The routing of the Mangan presentations,

to other cities has been a profitable under-

taking, and before the resignation of Man-

gan it was planned to extend the circuit

to include important cities in the Middle

West other than those named above. There

is doubt in some quarters whether those

showmen who were using the presenta-

tions will be so far satisfied with the new
type Capitol acts as to continue booking
them.
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Leads for Acts Offered Showmen
H. Roemheld
Gives Public
Music Treat

Orchestral Offerings Are as

Popular as F. Mangan’s
Unusual Stage Acts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Dec. 22.—
Since the Alhambra theatre here
has been booking in its presenta-

tions as units from the Capitol

theatre, Chicago, Heinz Roemheld,
heretofore director of presenta-

tions, has been confining his efforts

to perfecting his orchestra. That
the effort has been well spent is at-

tested by the high standard Roem-
held has achieved. In fact, his

original orchestral arrangements
are as great attractions as are the

lavish presentations conceived and
shaped by Francis A. Mangan for

the stage.
Last week’s overture consisted of

popular excerpts from well known op-
eras, including “Carmen,” “Madame
Butterfly,” and “Rigoletto.” Roemheld
and his capable associate conductor,
Bernhard Kaun, have mastered the deli-

cate art of adapting classical gems for
popular consumption, and their offerings

always are popular.
Too much credit cannot be given

Roemheld for the showmanship he con-
stantly displays. Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent of Universal Pictures Corporation,
undoubtedly discovered this as soon as
he saw Roemheld at work, for he signed
the director to a five year contract im-
mediately afterward.
Another big hit' of last week’s Alham-

bra bill was an instrumental trio on the
stage accompanying the soloists of the
presentation in numbers from “Blossom
Time.”

Herald Story Made
Basis of National

Charleston Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA„ Dec. 22.—L. Robert
Brager, publicity director for the A. H.
Blank chain of motion picture theatres, is

in receipt of a letter from Harold E.

Murphy, publicity director of the Trianon
ballroom, Chicago, in which Murphy states

he has read in the “Presentation Acts” de-

partment of the Herald the account of the

state Charleston contest held in Iowa and
asks the cooperation of the managers of

the houses in which the contests were held
toward conducting a national Charleston
championship contest at the Trianon. The
Trianon is owned by Andrew Karzas, who
also is owner of the Woodlawn motion
picture theatre, Chicago.
Murphy has already obtained entrants

from Davenport, Cleveland, Indianapolis

and other cities. The Trianon contest will

be held February 8 and 9, and it is plan-

ned to route the first three national win-
ners over the circuit of theatres repre-

sented in the contest.

Dolores Cassinelli, featured presen-
tation singer known to American
motion picture theatre audiences as

“The Picture Star with the Golden
Voice.”

Holt Builds
Acts Around
Four Singers

Max Dolin Helps in Creation

of Colorful, Impressive

Song Presentations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Dec.

22.—The current type of music and
song presentation staged at the

California theatre is the result of the

creative genius of Nat Holt, man-
ager of the house. Each week the

California’s spectacular musical cre-

ations are evolved by Holt, with the

assistance of Musical Director Max
Dolin.

By degrees, through process of elimina-

tion, a splendid mixed quartette has been

organized. The members are Harold Stan-

ton, tenor
;

Zilla Simpson, soprano
;
Mar-

garet O’Dea, contralto
;
and Frederick De

Bruin, barytone.

The settings used are pretentious and im-

pressive. The act “The Beautiful Gar-

den” was one of the best Holt has yet

presented. The settings were elaborate yet

the audience learned at a glance the theme
of the arrangement. The singers were at-

tractively costumed. The business of the

act was as follows

:

As the drapes parted a large moon cres-

cent was dropped toward middle stage and
the contralto was heard singing “I’m Up
in the Moon,” written by Dolin. As the

lights intensified it was seen that the s ; nger

was reclining on the crescent. Miss O’dea

exited and the others came onstage. Later

Miss O’Dea joined them. The ouartette

sang several ballads, which were followed

by an animated presentation.

New Service
Is Given by
F. L. Morgan

Presentation of Ideas Will Be Of-

fered; Their Working Out
Is Showman’s Job

This week this department pre-

sents F. Langdon Morgan’s presen-
tation suggestions in new form,
increasing their value, and adds a

personal service by the terms of

which Mr. Morgan will answer all

questions pertaining to any phase of

presentation. “Presentation Ideas”
will be found upon another page.

Henceforth Mr. Morgan will present a

number of ideas each week. Only ideas

will he presented. They will not be

worked out with stage directions neces-

sarily impractical in a large percentage of

playhouses, nor will they be illustrated with
meaningless drawings.

Ideas Vital

Ideas are vital. Given an idea, any
presentation producer can work out details.

Tf he cannot he is not a producer and could

not follow directions if provided. There
is no scarcity of technical ability in the

presentation field. The great dearth is of

ideas.

F. Langdon Morgan, contributing

presentation suggestions for exhibitors,

henceforth will contribute suggestions ex-

clusively. In addition, he will reply to all

questions of any kind pertaining to the

general subject. All such inquiries will be

treated as confidential if that preference is

expressed.
Tests Made

Tests made by the Herald, first paper to

accord presentation proper consideration,

prove this policy sound. Albert B. Cop-
pock’s presentation scripts printed 14

months ago in Herald were heralded as

masterpieces, but they were not staged by
presentation producers “as is.” Neither
were those of another contributor, printed

a little later. Nor have been, so far as is

known, the Morgan numbers recently pub-
lished. Yet the ideas involved have been
used. Therefore this department hence-
forth presents ideas and leaves the working
out of them to the showmen whose proper
business it is.

Albert Malotte Out
Albert Hay Malotte, popularly rated as

the best featured solo organist in the Chi-

cago territory, is out of the Balaban &
Katz lineup. Malotte was one of three or-

ganists featured in a recent exploitation

campaign employing newspapers, hill-

boards and other media. “Temperament”
exceeding even his concededly great mu-
sical ability, is credited as responsible for

his unexplained dropping out of the rotat-

ing circle.

Alhambra Artist Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Dec. 22.—
Hollis Holland, artist at the Alhambra
theatre here, has resigned and will go
to Florida. It is reported he will ac-

cept a position with the Sparks circuit.
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Theatres Find Players Ready Made
e

“Money Well
Expended on
Presentation

”
Large Motion Picture Houses

Need Variety—Slipshod

Acts Are Worthless

By “BUDDY” STUART
An example of the situation that

obtains is that people no longer

care for vaudeville only as they did

formerly and that for vaudeville

houses all over the country the

thing now is or very soon will be
vaudeville and first run pictures,

and just as good vaudeville and pic-

tures as can be obtained.

This change is happening right now in

some places and should be in others. This
alone creates a greater demand for pictures.

But the public is always alert and now
understands better what it wants than it

did in former years, and will expect better

vaudeville and better pictures.

Theatres Need Presentation

This brings us back to presentation. It

is my opinion that the large million or
more dollar theatre needs the big presen-
tation and will continue to need it. Money
spent on big presentation is money well
spent ! These large institutions must have
this form of variety, and the day is past
when cheap, slipshod acts can be called

presentation.

Those who have not yet got this idea
under the old bonnet had better start think-
ing over the next plate of Boston beans.
A good lesson can be gained from learn-
ing what your patrons are saying about
your show. One way to learn this is to

stand in a corner of the lobby and hear
the remarks. Another is to have some
stranger ask newsboys, bell hops and bar-
bers about the show. They can tell you
not only what they think but also what the
working girl thinks of your pictures and
presentations.

Pictures on Upgrade
Pictures with many notable production

points are on the up and up. Is your
presentation? If not, why not?
The day for better showmanship is here.

Better showmanship rules! It’s up to all

of us to give the public what it wants,
and believe me that’s no dream.
To the end of better presentation I ex-

tend my best wishes to Exhibitors Herald
in this new department. Also my thanks.

King Sisters Please
in Brief Song Lead

to Picture Feature
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 22.—The King

Sisters, Ellen and Margery, entertain at the
Strand theatre this week, providing the
presentation act which embellishes the fea-
ture film, “The Ancient Highway.” The
Kings, with harmony singing and ukelele
playing, won much praise on their open-
ing night, and so it has been all week, Man-
ager Art Cunningham reports.
From Omaha the King Sisters are going

to the Capitol, Davenport, Iowa, and thence
to the Capitol, Des Moines. -

Lola Girlie and Senna, dance team
appearing in presentation acts on
motion picture theatre stages.

Stage Shows
Build Profit

In Portland
Northwest Showmen Cash in on

Charleston Craze—Con-

tests Popular
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Dec. 22.—
Portland first run motion picture
theatres are consistently staging
presentation acts with every film

production. Sometimes these add-
ed attractions are prologues and
sometimes presentations not tied

with the picture. Exhibitors in

this territory also have taken ad-
vantage of the Charleston craze
and are obtaining gratifying results

from their contests.

One of the acts that is a strong cur-

rent attraction is Jay Carter’s ukulele

playing and singing act that has proved
so popular with patrons of the Columbia
theatre it has been held for three weeks.

For the last three weeks the Rivoli

theatre has been conducting Charleston
contests. The first of these was in the

nature of a presentation, as the dance
was in keeping with the efforts of Bes-
sie Love in the picture “The King on
Main Street.” A loving cup donated by
Miss Love was .presented the winner of

the contest held during the week of the

showing.

During the showing of “Why Women
Love” at the Liberty a jazz band, a

singer and two Charleston dancers were
used in a stage presentation entitled

“The Merry Makers.” This act em-
ployed local talent and ran only 10 min-

utes, yet was a good drawing card.

Radio Is Aid
to Showmen
Seeking Acts

“Names” Made in Broadcasting

Studios Attract Public to

Theatre Box Office

A year or so ago many motion
picture theatre owners and man-
agers were attempting to stifle radio

as entertainment because they felt it

would create in the public a stay-at-

home habit that would be detrimen-
tal to the theatre business. These
showmen overlooked one thing

—

that radio would have a tonic influ-

ence on, be a stimulus to, the
entertainment business in general.
Today radio stands in the relation of a

super-publicity agent to the theatre, and
showmen are eagerly looking toward the

air studio for new talent and the big names
of new personalities made overnight, as it

were, in this broadcasting era.

B & K Installs Studio

It is- in the motion picture theatre that

radio’s beneficial influence is most notice-

able. In Chicago the B. and K. houses
broadcast musical presentations regularly,

and in the new Uptown theatre of the Bala-
ban and Katz chain in Chicago a radio
studio estimated to have cost in the neigh-
borhood of $60,000 was recently installed.

From this studio, the theatre’s programs are

broadcast over station WEBH three nights

each week.
Motion picture houses in all parts of the

country now have affiliations with broad-
casters. One of the most outstanding in-

stances of theatrical names made on the

air and one which most managers are ac-

quainted with is, of course, “Roxy and his

gang” when at the Capitol theatre in New
York. Roxy sold himself so well over the

ether wave that he has been backed to the

extent of $6,000,000 for a new theatre

which will house the presentations of his

gang.
Studios Training Schools

Radio has also proved a wonderful train-

ing school for performers in motion pic-

ture presentations. The idea of harmony
with a properly subdued pitch, necessary
before a microphone, is exactly the style

best adapted to motion picture house en-

tertainment. A surprising amount of talent

discovered in broadcasting studios has
found a metier in cinema theatre presen-
tations.

Premier Attractions, Inc., Chicago, an
agency catering exclusively to presentation

business throughout the Middle West, is

selling many radio names to outlying cities

with more than ordinary success. Some of
the performers under their management,
like the Loos Brothers, Belle Forbes Cutter
and Margery Maxwell, have found immense
success in the presentation art.

Summing up the situation of the motion
picture theatre and its new affinity, the

radio, it is predicted that the presentation

art and radio will go hand in hand toward
the highest developments of the cinema
theatre, and that in the next two years
motion pictures will have the greatest ex<-

ploitation of all time through these

agencies.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Kahn Collects Radio

Talent for Surprise
Act; House Likes It

Radio stations and presentation were
tied up on the stage of the Senate the-

atre, Chicago, last week in a novelty of-

fering by Art Kahn entitled “A Radio
Surprise.” Excepting Hank and Lill,

Charleston team, every extra-band artist

on the bill is known to the country as a

radio performer. The appearance of

this group on the stage was the cause of

many volleys of applause.

The mounting of the act was a large

radio cabinet with sliding doors. An
extra deck was built above the stage, and
on this, behind scrim, a man and girl

team opened the show by tuning in on
the Senate orchestra. This team vented
a few gags, but won a poor hand.

This bad start was forgotten before

the band was half through the opening
number, “Mighty Blue.” The principal

cornetist took this for a solo after an

ensemble lead and knocked over a great

hand. The white lights faded through
amber to deep blue for the solo, and the

house was wrapped in appreciative si-

lence.

Melba Thelma of station WEAF, New
York, was next on. She offered “Flamin’

Mamie” and “Knee Deep in Daisies,’ ac-

companying the singing with a running
jazz step. Her work was a bit more
“hot” than the Senate is accustomed to,

and there was some diffidence apparent

in the applause.

Charlie Schultz, tenor, might better

have been left off the bill
;

the comment
on his work was not flattering.

Bobby Brown, who did the introduc-

tions, sang “Oh, for Cryin’ Out Loud,”

one of his own compositions, accom-
panying himself on a ukelele. He took a

fine hand.

Nubs Allen was next with “I Wonder
Where My Baby Is Tonight” and “I

Want to Go Where You Go.” This of-

fering also went well.

Kahn at the piano played “Nola.” He
played it exceptionally well, but the

number itself did not go over well with

the house. Senate audiences have heard

Kahn play things they like better.

Art Linick followed with the act he

has popularized through the medium of

the ether, a German dialect song and
gag medley. He won the biggest hand
taken by any extra-band performer.

Hank and Lill, who have made the cir-

cuit of Chicago’s picture houses, closed

with a romping Charleston.

Paul Ash Returns

Paul Ash, demon dough getter for the

McVickers box office, returned from a two
weeks vacation in New York in time to

officiate at a Christmas benefit show given

last Saturday night and meet members of

the “Paul Ash Every Week” club at their

Sunday morning gathering in the theater

lobby. His New York trip is supposed to

have had no bearing on work going on in

connection with organization of the Publix

Theatres presentation production staff.

Acts Reported
This Week

Sixteen Missouri Rockets; Evan Burrowes
Fontaine: Arthur Nealy; Gene Rodemich
and Orchestra— Missouri, St. Louis.

Cliff Edwards; Don Albert Loeiv’s State ,

St. Louis.
Eight Victor Recording Artists; Monroe

Silver; Henry Burr; Peerless Quartette;
Billy Murray—Fox, Philadelphia.

University Glee Club ; Rita Owin ; Stanley
Trio ; Sidney Lowenstein and Orchestra—
Stanley , Philadelphia.

Harold Stern; Emil Bierman and Orchestra;
Harry Breuer ; Lilly Kovacs ; Alfred
Brower; Merle Johnston; Roy Smeck

—

Strand , Brooklyn.
Royal Syncopators Royal, Kansas City.

Lee Evans and Band—Newman, Kansas
City.

Conley-Silverman Orchestra; Rogers Sisters;

Eddie Clark ; Arthur Nealy Grand Cen-
tral

, St. Louis.
Ralph Pollock and Orchestra ; “Toots”

Dunbar; Freida Sullivan Howard ,
At-

lanta.

Pantheon Singers; Adelyne Hood Sun,
Omaha.

Donald “Monk” Watson; Gus Mulcey

;

Charles Bennett; Gladys Chandler;
George Haupt Rialto , Omaha.

King Sisters—Strand, Omaha.
Jules Falk; Walter Pontius; Florence Cas-

sidy—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Ted Hinkel and Orchestra; Chern Iavsky

Trio; Stewart Sisters Forum
,

Los An-
geles.

Meglin Kiddies; Marguerite Broan, Jane
Shirley—Loew’s State

, Los Angeles.
“The Seventeen Musical Rosebuds”; Olga

Samaroff ; The Baumbardens; Judith
Keitler; Robert G. Clarke; Dudley E.

Brewster-^Capifoi, Detroit.

Joe Thomas and Saxotette; Marguerite
Werner; Merle Clark—Slate, Detroit.

Zonia; Duell and Company Paramount
Empress

,
Salt Lake City.

Jack Pitzer and Band Washington
,

De-

troit.

George Givot; AI Herman; Sammy Lewis;
Pony Chorus^—McVickers, Chicago.

Salvatore Solte ; Marie MacQuarrie and
Harp Ensemble ; Milton Charles—Chicago,
Chicago.

Kitty McLaughlin ; Ted Lewis and Band

;

Bobby Arnst; John Hammond; Carl

Edouarde—Strand, New York.
Vlasta Maslova; Bayard Rauth ; Capitol

Ballet Corps; Doris Niles—Capitol, New
York.

Art Kahn and Orchestra; Hank and Lill;

Melba Thelma; Charlie Schultz; Bobby
Brown; Nubs Allen; Art Linick Senate ,

Chicago.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Lee Evans and Band Newman ,

Kansas
City.

Al Herman McVickers ,
Chicago.

Donald “Monk” Watson Strand , Omaha.
Pantheon Singers; Adelyne Hood Sun,

Omaha.

Warings Orchestra to

Do 7 Weeks for B & K
Warings Pennsylvanians, nationally fa-

mous orchestra, have been booked by

Balaban and Katz for a seven-week en-

gagement in Chicago, according to A. J.

Balaban. The orchestra opens at the

Chicago theatre January 4.

Mr. Balaban denied the report, current

for some time, that the Pennsylvanians
have been engaged as a permanent feature

of the Chicago theatre.

H. Roemheld Moves Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Dec. 22.—
Heinz Roemheld, musical director of

the Alhambra theatre, has moved his

offices from the front of the house to

backstage.

Ash Film Closeup Is

Best Thing on Bill;

Pony Chorus Is Next
“The night was bitter cold,” yet they

waited outside McVickers to see “Red
Hot Snow” despite the fact that Paul
Ash had not returned from his vacation.
And within they made merry, or as
merry as possible, with the wheel horses
whom he had left to hold the mob until

he should return. They’re sold on Ash.
“Red Hot Snow” was Alpine stuff and

would have been a knockout with Ash
present to round off the rough edges and
sell the soloists. George Givot subbed
as salesman and he’s about finished his

stuff, or maybe the main job is just a bit

too big for him. Anyway
It didn’t matter much after the girls

came on. The girls formed a chorus of
eight ponies that worked in two numbers
and the finale. One of the numbers was
good and the other was much better.

In the latter they used the ankle sleigh

bells stuff, reclining on their backs with
limbs aloft and jiggling them as required
to play the chorus of “Winter.” Mc-
Vickers folks thought this great. It

would be a good idea for Ash to keep
about that many girls in the show.
The feature acts were Givot, Al Her-

man, Sammy Lewis and a dancer whose
name Givot chewed up so badly that it

cannot be written here. Herman’s get-

ting better, Lewis is about the same, and
maybe Givot will be all right when Ash
gets back. His most successful number
this time was “Katz is Putting on the
Dog.”
Ash retained the personal touch by

using a screen reproduction of a letter

to the crowd on the letter head of the
Hotel Astor, followed by a smiling close-

up of himself. These got more applause
than anything else on the bill, which
tells the McVickers story completely.

Salvatore Solte Is

Best Stage Act Hit;

Flash Saves Harpists
Salvatore Solte, singing “The Lost

Chord” in a church interior backed by an
exceptionally effective drop previously

used in B. & K. presentations was the

best part of the stage show at the Chi-
cago theatre last week. Solte sang it

well and Presentation Director Frank
Cambria’s management and setting of

the number gave it added punch.
The second and bigger act on the bill

was Marie MacQuarrie, harpist, leading
six other women who play harps. De-
spite a splendid setting and the feature
placement on the bill, the act proves
again that one harp well played is a

beautiful instrument, whereas six are a

fine mess. The act got what it got by
the flash.

Milton Charles provided the best
other-than-film stuff on the bill, with a

Santa Claus organ number in the mid-
dle of which a fat Santa rode onto the

stage in a flivver, then waddled over to

the console to exchange snappy rhymed
lines with Charles, finishing with a
chorus of a come-back-home-the-old-
folks-still-love-you ballad.

“Fine Clothes” was the long feature

picture, “Spotlight” the short one.
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Vlasta Maslova Is

Topliner of Special
Holiday Stage Show

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Major Ed-
ward Bowes engaged Vlasta Maslova,
the famous Russian ballerina, to appear
in the elaborate Christmas program at

the Capitol Theatre this week. The en-

gagement of Maslova is in accordance
with Bowes’ plans to develop the Capitol
Ballet into one of the unique institutions

on Broadway. Maslova first made her
appearance in this country with Theo-
dore Kosloff as head of the Imperial
Russian Ballet, and was subsequently
premiere danseuse with Pavlowa.
The ballet arranged by Chester Hale

is augmented to a corps of 40. One of

the interesting features is the appear-
ance of 20 pupils of the Capitol Ballet

School who have been under the exclu-

sive training of Chester 'Hale.

The scene opens showing a fireplace

against the blacks. A little boy ap-
proaches the fire place to hang up his

stocking. Santa Clause appears and of-

fers to take him into his workshop. The
scene shows Santa Claus’ workshop. All

about are dolls and mechanical toys of

every description. A Jack-in-the-box
opens and a girl pops out and does a

dance to the music of “Pop Goes the

Weasel.”
After the dance Santa puts Jack back

in his box, and a Spanish doll (Doris
Niles) comes to life and does the “Bo-
lero” from “Cappelia” by Delibes. The
next number is a dance by the “Toy
Soldiers,” the regular member of the

ballet corps. The music is the “Music
Box” also from “Coppelia” by Delibes.

The next number is an “Adagia” by
Vlasta Maslova and her partner, Bayard
Rauth, to music specially written for her.

The finale is a brilliant “Galop” by the

augmented ballet. The outstanding feat-

ure of this number is the work of the

girls trained by Cheser Hale.

Zonia, with Unique
Specialty Dance, Wins

Top in Oriental Act
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Dec. 22.

—Duell and Company are featuring
Zonia in “The Dance of India” this

week at the Paramount Empress theatre
in a very pleasing specialty act which
consists of four girls and a Hindu illu-

sion artist. A unique dance program is'

presented in attractive and appropriate
costumes.
Zonia in her interpretation dance of

India, proves to be an artist of the first

order and wins top hand.
Capacity business has been enjoyed all

week.
“Havoc” is the feature picture.

Charleston Contest
Increases Business

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SIOUX CITY, IA., Dec. 22.—H. L.

Davidson, manager of the Rialto thea-
tre, assisted by L. Robert Brager, pub-
licity director for A. H. Blank, con-
ducted an exceptionally successful
Charleston contest last week. Big busi-
ness resulted.

The Carroll studios, cooperating, with
the theatre, gave three hours of free
dancing instruction daily, one hour on
the theatre stage and two at the studios.
Thirty couples registered the first day.
At the end of the week the studios
awarded a silver loving cup to the win-
ners, and the house awarded $50.

Lillian Scarlet and Dane Claudius,
whose act “Call of the Sixties,” is

a feature worthy of the best pres-

entation theatres.

Pantheon Singers Are
Still Big Attraction
in “Phantom” Prologue
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 22.—The Pan-

theon Singers are still helping to throw
romance, mystery and fantasy about the

film “Phantom of the Opera” at the Sun
theatre. The able singers present the

jewel and flower songs from “Faust” as
their feature for this, the second week of
the picture.

Adelyne Hood, lyric soprano, sings the
stellar role.

Saperstein Sets

Stage Show Pace
for Central N. Y.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 22.—Presentation
acts accompanying the regular picture pro-
gram have been found to be such drawing
cards by Manager Saperstein of Harmanus-
Bleecker Hall, Albany film house, that they
have become a regular weekly institution.

These presentation acts range all the way
from the ordinary amateur nights which
are featured once a week, to the more
pretentious acts such as staged by Edna
Wallace Hopper. Manager Saperstein is

also using each week a dance contest in

which the dances of various countries are
featured.

Other exhibitors in central New York,
after witnessing the success from the box
office standpoint that has characterized
Saperstein’s efforts are now planning to do
likewise.

Falk, Pontius -and
Cassidy Make Fitting

Prologue to Picture
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—Frank L.

Newman presents “A Bit of Old Ireland”
as a prologue to “Irish Luck” at the
Metropolitan this week. Jules Falk, inter-
nationally known concern violinist, played
two numbers that were well received. He
made his local debut in this presentation.
The bill opens with Forbstein’s orchestra

playing an Irish fantasia, an original ar-

rangement of Celtic folk songs. A sym-
phonic arrangement of Irving Berlin’s

popular ballad “Remember,” with a tenor
in the orchestra singing it. Walter pontius
offers two melodious Irish songs and Flor-
ence Cassidy dances a lively jig.

Metropolitan newsreel, a Pathe comedy
and a comedy cartoon complete the bill.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

"HOBO-LAND"
This is an orchestral presentation to feature

your jazz band as “knights of the road,” the

idea requiring a full stage set with special

scenery.

The scene is laid in the country alongside of

a railroad track. On the track is a regular

box car. This should be constructed with one

side and one end showing and the roof of the

car. A sliding door and some flooring inside

the car which is necessary to carry out the sug-

gested action. The prop track could be elevated

perhaps a foot or two from the floor level and
embanked with gravel.

Behind the car is a landscape drop showing

the countryside. To right, at side of track, is

a prop telegraph pole strung with wires running

right to left stage wings. In front of car on
stage floor are placed grass mats.

Center stage is a prop wood fire. Around this

are grouped members of your band, dressed as

hoboes, singing and talking. The leader ex-

presses a desire to investigate what is in the

box car and goes over with a couple of others

and opens the door of the car. A large box
is pulled out which proves to be filled with the

various musical instruments which are handed
out to the members. Climbing into the car one
of the members on further investigating finds

the drum and a number of stools which are

then given out. The piano can be taken care

of by having it set just to the left of the car,

but covered on three sides and top with a pack-

ing box. Leader announces his own numbers

as per usual. Stage lights, amber or canary and

pink.

“AT EVENTIDE”
This requires the services of a tenor or bari-

tone and an old woman character who does not

have to sing, her part being in pantomime. The
scene represents an old homestead exterior. At

left stage is the corner of a house with a prac-

tical porch. On this in a rocker sits an old

gray-haired woman knitting or darning. Around
the bottom of the stairs and in yard are

placed grass mats. These are not necessary but

add to the appearance of the set. If not avail-

able, use a dark ground cloth, perhaps a brown
one. To right stage is a set tree or cut foliage

drop Back of house is a white picket fence

with gale. Back of this a wood leg drop and
then a landscape, country scene or hill drop.

Stagt? lights should be in red and amber to give

a sunset glow. If you use grass mats, light

these with green.

At the opening of the seen*? during orches-

tral introduction to the song, “Homing,” by Del

Hiego, singer is seen at gate. As he begins the

first line, “All things come home at eventide,”

he comes forward, going on porch. He em-
braces the mother, who remains seated. Sitting

on the arm of the rocker, he continues the song.

At the end the mother takes her handkerchief
and wipes her eyes. Singer then goes into

“Cross My Heart, Mother, I Love You” a new
ballad now on the market which is quite appro-

priate for this presentation. At end of song

he again embraces the mother.
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Varied Song and Gag
Stage Show Is Riot;

Orchestra Held Over
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 22.—The

Eight Victor Recording Artists proved so

great an attraction at the Fox theatre they

were held over for another week and were
given an even more enthusiastic hand for

their entirely different program of nine

numbers. The entire stage show was a

riot all week.

The opening selection, “Howdy Folks,”
was followed by a jazz version of Rach-
maninoff’s “Prelude,” played by Frank
Banta, pianist. James Stanley, barytone,
sang “Gungha Din” as a solo and received
loud and long applause.

Monroe Silver in “Cohen’s Troubles”
drew more laughs than he drew the pre-
ceding week with “Cohen at the Tele-
phone.” Henry Burr sang two tenor solos,

“Alone at Last” and “When You and I

Were Young, Maggie.” He was called back
to repeat his second offering.

Sam Herman at a xylophone played his
version of “Nola” and “Kitten on the
Keys.” Herman is’ a master technician on
this instrument and the patrons gave him
a good hand.

The Peerless Quartette sang two popular
favorites, and the rollicking character songs
by Billy Murray, “Masculine Women, Fem-
inine Men,” and “Sez I to Myself, Sez I,”

kept the house in an uproar.

This presentation was one of the most
popular ever staged in a local motion pic-
ture house.

“The Fool” was the long feature picture.

Stewart Sister and
Chem Iavsky Trio Top
in Unusual Stage Act
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—The musical

portion of the bill at the Forum last week
was unusually interesting. It opened with
Ted Hinkel’s snappy orchestra and the
International Newsreel.

The Chern Iavsky trio, a piano, violin

and cello act playing three numbers, proved
a real musical treat and was forced to take
several bows and play an encore. The
Stewart Sisters, with Ted Hinkel’s boys
playing the accompaniment, danced their

way into the hearts of the Forum audi-

ences and showed in every way they are

big time steppers.

“Three faces East” was the feature pic-

ture.
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Novelties
Singers
Dancers

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
(Incorporated)

Specialists in prologues

and presentations

for the motion
picture

house

Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

Phone Wabash 6867
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Overman to Dedicate Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DAVENPORT, IA., Dec. 22.—M. L.

Overman, manager of the Capitol thea-
tre here, will dedicate the new $100,000
stage of the house Christmas Eve. Four
special acts booked through Chicago
agents will be used in the big presenta-
tion.

Jack Pitzer’s Band
Ends Two-Week Date;

Doubles in Cabaret
DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 22.—Jack

Pitzer’s Band has just closed a two-
weeks engagement at the Washington
theatre, attracting just as much atten-

tion during the closing week as it did

the first. A new selection of numbers
was offered.

The band appeared in sailor outfit and
had an unusual amount of verve and pep,

even for a jazz outfit of this nature.

During the week it also played at one of

the downtown cabarets, while the regu-

lar cabaret orchestra, known as the Key-
stone Serenaders, combined forces with

Pitzer at the Washington for several

performances.

Rex Newman Goes on
Road; Forbstein and

Orchestra Hit Again
KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 22.—This

week saw a jazz novelty program by Louis

Forbstein and the Royal Syncopators at the

Royal theatre without the vocal numbers
of Rex Newman, whose youthful voice

long has pleased patrons, but who now is

on the Orpheum circuit.

However, if any one expected a dull

week he was pleasantly surprised. What
was lost with the loss of Newman has been

supplanted by additional jazz and semi-

jazz numbers, played as only the Royal

Syncopators can play them.

No hard and set program ever con-

trols the entertainment of the Syncopators,

who always respond to requests by patrons.

That is one reason the orchestra is such

a good drawing card. The act this week,

as in former weeks, was in one scene,

occupying about 20 minutes and consisting

entirely of novelty orchestral selections.

The feature picture was “The Merry
Widow,” which ran its second week.

Ralph Pollock Closes
Four-Week Date with
All-Request Program

ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 22.—The “all re-
quest

.

program” given by Ralph Pollock
and his orchestra at the Howard last week
proved to be an eminently successful close
to that organization’s long run at the the-
atre. Pollock and his aggregation played
the Howard for four weeks.

Quite a bit of the popularity of the
show, however, may be attributed to little

“Toots” Dunbar, six-year-old marvel, and
to Freida Sullivan, another child dancer,
who were called back repeatedly after their

short opening numbers. Both are local

products and both have already made names
for themselves.

Pollock secured a good bit of local in-

terest by his announcement during the pre-
vious week that he would play request
numbers, the requests to be mailed in.

One of the hits of the program was a jazz
arrangement of “II Trovatore,” while Pol-
lock himself received a good hand on his

vocal rendition of “Sleepy Time Gal.”
The whole prologue was run off in 13

minutes.
The picture was “That Royle Girl” and

the overture the “Second Hungarian Rhap-
sody.”

“Ingenues,” with New
Name, Stage Another

Colorful Music Act
DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 22.—“The In-

genues,” an act with 17 people, mostly
girls, which played to much approval from
audiences at the State, were brought over

to the Capitol under the new name, “The
Seventeen Musical Rosebuds.” Their pro-

gram was changed all around and seemed
to create just as much pleasure at the

Capitol as during the seven-day run at the

State.

Specialties were offered by Olga Sama-
roff, who does some neat dancing; the

Baumgardens, in a musical specialty;

Sammy Smock, with a selection of smart
song numbers, and Judith Keitler, with

several cornet solos. All of them went
over to big applause.

Robert G. Clarke and Dudley E. Brew-
ster continued to give concerts on the new
Wurlitzer organ.
The long feature picture presentation

for the week was “His Secretary.”
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A unit of Frank L. Newman’s “Thanksgiving Week Follies” presentation staged
at the Metropolitan theatre, Los Angeles.

Conley-Silverman
Orchestra Toplines
Song and Dance Act

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 22.—The Conley-
Silverman orchestra was again featured
on the stage at the Grand Central theatre,

headlining the music end of the program.

To augment this excellent organization
Skouras Brothers brought on the Rogers
Sisters, who pleased greatly with their

harmony singing.

Eddie Clark, singer and ukulele player,
and Arthur Nealy, tenor, were also fea-
tured among the turns put on with the
orchestra. Nealy’s “Moonlight and Roses”
made a decided hit.

Another pleasing number was a violin
solo by Benny Feld entitled “Kiss Me
Again.”

Clark gives the impression of A1 Jolson
and “Ukulele Ike” rolled into one. He is

an agile stepper and was given a big
hand.

“Ginger” and Jane Rogers have the right
idea about their “Charleston” style of
singing, although it is somewhat loud at
times.

“The Road to Yesterday” was the feature
picture.

J. Thomas Saxotette
Mixes Music, Comedy

in Frolicsome Show
DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 22.—The saxo-

phone held full sway at John H. Kunsky’s
new State theatre for the week, the main
presentation attraction being Joe Thomas
and his Saxotette. The Thomas company is

composed of six very proficient saxophone
artists and they also have a decided pen-
chant for humor, mixing their well-chosen
selections with some comedy antics, steps
and voices that keep the audience in a con-
stant state of merriment. The Thomas
offering is an unusual musical presenta-
tion that catches on quickly with the
crowds.

Marguerite Werner and Merle Clark
continue with their recitals on the new
Wurlitzer organ.

The feature picture for the week was
“That Royle Girl.”

Globe Accepts Charleston
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 22.—The
Globe theatre is the latest Kansas City
house to fall in line in staging Charleston
dancing contests. The preliminaries, staged
in the early part of last week, attracted
much interest from the box office stand-
point, in the finals, staged Friday night.

Fanchon-Marco Stage
Juvenile Revue; Team
and Singles Featured

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 22.—Loew’s State
presented, under the deft direction of Fan-
chon and Marco, a mammoth juvenile re-
vue featuring the Meglin Kiddies, Mar-
guerite Broan, Jane Shirley, and little tots
ranging in age from 3 to IS years. There
were 30 of them, all well drilled and care-
fully coached in their dances and songs.
The act ran about 25 minutes and was

a wow of a holiday attraction. Not a
grown person appeared on the stage, and
the music of director Gino Severi gave the
whole the proper atmosphere. The num-
ber opened with the “Parade of the Wooden
Soldiers” and closed with the little tots all

singing at the tops of their voices, amidst
long streamers of tinsel hanging from the
flys.

F.-M. Shows
May Go Over
Long Routes

West Coast, Inc., Is Considering

Booking Its Stage Acts

Outside California

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Just what a large part stage

presentations play in the exhibitor’s

business today is illustrated by the

large organization West Coast
Theatres, Inc., maintains for this

theatre department alone and by the

extensive routing given acts. The
popularity of the Fanchon and
Marco West Coast presentations is

such that there has been some dis-

cussion relative to booking them in

states adjoining California. At
present they open at Loew’s State,

Los Angeles, and make the circuit

as far North as San Francisco.

Sol Lesser, who enjoys a national repu-

tation for his keen insight into what the

public desires in entertainment, was one .of

the first exhibitors in the country to recog-

nize the great appeal in the combination of

screen and stage entertainment. From the

Dooking of single acts the stage presenta-

tions of West Coast Theatres, Inc., were

gradually elaborated upon until they

reached the lavish state which has made
them the sensation of the West.

Lesser Signs Producers

With the view of obtaining the very high-

est standards, both in conception and per-

formance West Coast Theatres, Inc., re-

cently signed the famous team of Fanchon

and Marco on a long term contract to pro-

duce and supervise the West Coast presen-

tations. Marco, as production manager, has

conceived novel and spectacular presenta-

tions for the leading theatres of the circuit

which have been pronounced the most

gorgeous ever witnessed on the Coast. Sev-

eral of these presentations carry as many as

60 people and are built around novelty

ideas.

Fanchon supervises the dance numbers
and under her direction the gorgeous cos-

tumes are selected.

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

RAE ELEANOR and MICHAEL BALL

“MOMENTS MUSICAL”
Management—William Morris
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Artists in Pit and
on Stage Featured

in Hyman Prologue
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Dec. 22.—Man-

ager Edward L. Hyman of the Mark
Strand theatre last week staged a pro-

logue to “We Moderns” in which he
used 12 song, music and dance special-

ists. Alfred Brower, eccentric dancer;
Leonard Workman, specialty dancer;
Merle Johnston, saxophonist, and Roy
Smeck, were featured on the stage. Two
members of the orchestra, Harry Breuer,
xylophonist, and Lilly Kovacs, pianist,

also were featured. The routine was as

follows:

Overture, “William Tell,” Strand or-

chestra, Emil Bierman conducting. Xylo-
phone specialty. Violin solo, “Hun-
garian Phantasy.” On the stage: “Some-
time,” song and dance specialty with Al-
fred Brower; saxophone solo, Merle
Johnston; “Then I’ll Be Sorry,” ensem-
ble dance; specialty dance, Leonard
Workman; “Hayseed Rag,” Roy Smeck;
“Hugo, I Go Where You Go,” ensemble.

Missouri Rockets and
Evan Fontaine Double,
Hit Center, with Steps

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 22.—The Sixteen
Missouri Rockets are acquiring more style

and are winning more favor with Missouri
theatre patrons each week. Their seem-
ingly flawless kicking and stepping and
colorful costumes are greeted with much
applause at every performance.

The Rockets formed a wonderful back-
ground for the fluent dancing of Evan Bur-
rowes Fontaine. A Waikiki setting was
used very effectively with this number.

Arthur Nealy, tenor, sang “I’m Falling
in Love with Someone” in pleasing style

for the closing number of the presentation.

Gene Rodemich and the house orchestra
played “Obernon” as the overture for the

week.

“That Royle Girl” was the feature pic-

ture.

H. E. Wilton Plans
New Year Stage Show

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAMILTON, ONT., Dec. 22.—H. E.

Wilton, manager of the Savoy theatre,

local house, has completed plans for a

special midnight show for the night of

December 31. Short feature films ap-
propriate to the occasion and presenta-

tion specialties will be included.

University Glee Club,
Rita Owin, Sing, Step,

Lead to Film Program
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 22.—This

was Pennsylvania week at the Stanley. The
University Glee Club of 100 voices and
Rita Owin, popular dancer, sang and
danced a splendid lead to the film program.

The Glee Club sang “Fight On, Pennsyl-

vania” and “Battle Hymn” with enthusiasm
under the able direction of Dr. Matthews.
“Rose Marie” and “Close Harmony” also

were accorded full measure of applause.

Because of the length of the picture pro-

gram the singers did not give an encore

number, despite insistent request.

Rita Owin, eccentric dancer of the 1923

Ziegfeld “Follies,” offered a unique act in

which she was accompanied by the Stanley

Trio. Her eccentric novelty dance was an
outstanding number, and her “Classical

Jazz” feature, which was more jazzy than

classical, scored a big hit.

The Stanley Trio alternated Miss Owin’s
dance numbers with two compositions by
Kreisler, “Tambourin Chinois” and “The
Old Refrain,” played with the artistry that

has made this unit so popular in Phila-
delphia. The Owin-Stanley Trio act con-
sumed 20 minutes.

Sidney Lowenstein and the house orches-
tra gave “Sakuntala” for the overture.

“The King on Main Street” was the fea-
ture picture. Adolphe Menjou, star of this

production, made a personal appearance at

the house and talked briefly on motion
pictures.

Ted Lewis and Band
Top Splendid Bill;

Bobby Arnst Assists
NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Joseph Plun-

kett, managing director of the Mark
Strand, anticipated the usual pre-

Christmas slump in attendance by put-

ting on an extraordinary program, cal-

culated to draw capacity audiences
whether or not Christmas was at hand.

The Christmas note was emphasized
in the program, which opened with the

“Yuletide Tone Poem” (Beethoven-
Rossini) and introduced “Imflammatus,”
sung by Kitty McLaughlin, soprano.

Carl Edouarde conducted the orchestra
with Alois Reiser associate conductor.

The Topical Review was the second
unit, then the first of the big features

—

the special presentation of Ted Lewis,

billed as “the high hatted tragedian,” his

clown band and Bobby Arnst, dancer.

Lewis has been the feature with his

band and Miss Arnst at the Parody Club
in New York, and this was his first ap-

pearance in a Broadway theatre since he

became the sensation two years ago of

the “Greenwich Village Follies, The
“Passing Show” and in vaudeville. His
reputation as an entertainer last season
at the London Hiopodrome and the Kit

Kat Klub also were featured in the bill-

ing.

Lewis and his band and Miss Arnst
appeared in five popular numbers.

Because of the length of the Lewis
presentation, which, incidentally, in-

volved special lighting and scenic ef-

fects arranged for Plunkett by his art

director, Henry Dreyfuss, there was no
special prologue for the feature photo-

play, “Tumbleweeds.”
“Tumbleweeds” was given a special

score for orchestra and organ by
Edouarde, the conductor.

An organ solo by John Hammond
closed the program.

Lee Evans’ Orchestra
Closes Sixth Week;

Is Held for Another
KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 22.—Lee

Evans and his Melody Lads bid fair to

equal the extended run of last winter of

the Coon-Sanders orchestra at the New-
man theatre. Evans and his 14 assistants,

with ability of variety again more than

won the approval of crowded houses all

week in a Parisian jazz skit titled “In

Paris.” Apache dancers doing the Charles-

ton, then making a switch to straight

American jazz, rounded out 30 minutes of

highly successful entertainment.

The act was in one scene, a Parisian

underworld scene. The dancing by a local

girl obtained as an “extra” and not even

programmed, was a bit below the stand-

ard. Each of the musicians was ga bed

as an artist, artists’ easels being used as

music stands. The music, similar to that

used for other performances of the last

six weeks, was of the type which always

brings forth liberal applause.

Evans and his company will be retained

for still another week, as it looks as though
Bruce Fowler, Newman manager, has hit

upon a real favorite for his patrons.

“The Tower of Lies,” was the feature

picture.

Broadway Note: Fred Hamlin’s own army is in New York for the Christmas

holidays. Left to right are Fred, Jr., Calvin, the chief, and Alfred. The boys are

cadets at Roosevelt Military Academy, West Englewood, N. J. |Their father

handles publicity for the Mark Strand theatre, New York City.
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International novelty orchestra that appeared in a recent presentation staged by
Edward L. Hyman of the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Edwards, Crooning Uke
Player, Has Knockout
Act; Conducts Contest

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 22.—Cliff Ed-
wards, known the country over as “Ukelele
Ike,” wearing burnt cork and a battered
cap, strummed and crooned his way to

favor with the patrons of Loew’s State
theatre. His is a knockout act.

There are better uke players than “Ike,”

but few put their acts across as he puts
his across. His crooned melodies are
catching. “Paddling Madeline Home,”
“Lonesomest Girl In Town” and “I Used
to Shower My Girl with Gifts, but It Ain’t
Goin’ ta Rain No Mo’” were his best

offerings. His vocal imitation of a saxo-
phone also went over big. Many of Ed-
wards’ best numbers have been recorded
on Pathe records.

Donald Watson Making
Record Run with Song,

Dance Presentations
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 22. — Donald

“Monk” Watson is setting a record for
long lived popularity, still holding the
boards at the Rialto theatre. “Monk” this

week entertains in “Oriental Nights,” along
with the film “The Beautiful City.”

Watson is assisted this week by Gus
Mulcey, “harmonica blue blower;” Charles
Bennett, popular tenor, and Gladys Chand-
ler, pretty singer.

The work of George Haupt at the pipe

organ, especially in “I Wonder,” was well

received.

Manager Harry Watts is much pleased
with the versatility of the presentation

star, Watson.

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning December 12)

CALIFORNIA: “The Splendid Crime,”
Paramount.

LOEWS WARFIELD: “Clothes Make the
Pirate,” First National.

GRANADA: “Lord Jim,” Paramount.
CAMEO : “Prairie Pirate,” Pro-Dis-Co.
IMPERIAL: “That Royle Girl,” Paramount

( continued )

.

ST. FRANCIS: “The Phantom of the
Opera,” Universal (continued).

UNION SQUARE: “Heads Up,” F. B. O.
GOLDEN GATE: “The Danger Signal,”

First National.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(Week Beginning December 13)

ALHAMBRA: “The Eagle,” United Artists.

BOULEVARD : “Keeper of the Bees,”
F. B. O.

CRITERION: “Havoc,” Fox.
FIGUEROA: “His People,” Universal.
FORLIM : “Three Faces East,” Pro-Dis-Co.
EGYPTIAN : “The Big Parade,” Metro-

Goldicyn-Mayer (6th week).
LOEW’S STATE : “Sally, Irene and Mary,”

Mctro-Goldxcyn- Mayer.
METROPOLITAN: “Irish Luck,” Para-

mount.
MILLION DOLLAR: “The Merry Widow,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
RIALTO : “The Pony Express,” Paramount

(3rd week).

Jay Carter’s Singing,
Gag, Act Booked for

Return Engagement
PORTLAND, ORE., Dec. 22.—Jay Car-

ter, globe trotting baritone, has been held
over for three weeks at the Columbia
theatre here and will play a return engage-
ment of two additional weeks in the near
future. His act consists of comedy num-
bers and ballads with ukelele accompani-
ment.

Carter has an original style and a clever

repertoire. He stages presentation acts,

one of which was the recent Fall Fashion
Show at the Columbia. He plans on going

to Seattle and Victoria, B. C., after the

conclusion of his Portland engagement.
During the week a ukelele playing con-

test was conducted at the theatre, and Ed-
wards selected the winners.
Don Albert and the house orchestra

played Rachmaninoff’s “Prelude in G
Minor” simultaneously with its being played
by a reproducing piano on the stage.

“Bright Lights” was the long feature pic-

ture.

Chicago
First Runs

(Week Beginning December 20)

ROOSEVELT : “The Phantom of the
Opera,” Universal (3rd week).

CHICAGO : “The Beautiful City,” First Na-
tional.

McVICKERS : “Hands Up,” Paramount.
MONROE: “When the Door Opened,” Fox.
ORPHEUM : “The Road to Yesterday,”

Pro-Dis-Co.
STATE-LAKE : “Steel Preferred,” Pro-Dis-

Co.

Portland

First Runs
(Week Beginning December 12)

RIVOL1: “Seven Keys to Baldpate,” Para-
mount.

LIBERTY : “The Ancient Highway,” Para-
mount.

COLUMBIA: “The Tower of Lies,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

BLUE MOUSE : “Some Pinkins,” Cliadxcick.
MAJESTIC: “Winds of Chance,” First Na-

tional.

PEOPLES : “Graustark,” First National.

Franklin Urges Showmen to Build

Theatre Goodwill During Holidays
By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN

Famous Players-Lasky
Theatre Dept.

NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Christmas
is one of the most important holidays
of the year for the motion picture
theatre and lends itself to unusual
opportunities for creating further
good will among theatre patrons. In
planning their programs theatres
should pattern their Christmas show
with the festive spirit in mind.
The Christmas holidays bring to

the theatre many who are not regular
theatregoers, and therefore a great
opportunity exists to add to the per-
manent patrons of the theatre by
presenting the very best type of show
at this time.

This gives an opportunity to sell

the theatre and entertainment to

newly made friends. Needless to

point out, a Christmas spirit ought to

exist throughout the theatre from
the marquee in front to the offering

on the stage, and the holiday motif
ought to be suggested in every piece

of advertising that is gotten out dur-

ing this period.

A theatre should have an atmos-
phere of gladness all during the year
but it is of particular importance
during the Christmas holidays. The
theatre with the smile spreads good
cheer on Christmas as well as on
every other day in the year. No
successful theatre is possible without
such an atmosphere.
At this time we all ought to be

grateful for the progress that we
have made during the past year.

Every progressive manager should be
able to point to some improvement
that he has made in his theatre.

Those who have reason to be
thankful are those who truly can feel

they have gone ahead during the

months of 1925 that are coming to a

close. If one has tried harder than
he ever did before, he may be thank-
ful. If he has kept his obligations to

others and kept faith with himself
he can feel he has accomplished
something. Christmas is a good time
to show reflection of such a spirit.
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rTHE THEATRE]
^O^LSDepartment of Practical Showmanship J

PROFITS IN THEATRE PAPERS

“§MY FUNNIEST STORY”
wb -ISO

These jokes, jests, quips and”cracks” are submitted by our patrons, and are illus-

trated in part by Balaban & Katz staff artists. For each one published Balaban

& Katz Magazine rewards the sender v)ith two tickets to the Roosevelt Theatre,

where “The Thantom of the Opera” is now playing.

John— "Teacher can a person be punished for some
thine he didn't do?’’

Teacher—"Why. no. of course not

John
— "Well 1 haven't done my arithmetic

Raymond Gruzalski

2324 Carver St

Sign in Sports Goods Store
Genuine Leather Footballs—$1.00 each
They Won’t Last Long

Fred Himich,
4819 W Race Ave

D o c t o r— "Well
young man. I’ll soon
have you on your feet

again
”

Patient — "You’re
right. Doc I’ll have to

sell my automolile to

Day vour bill."

Stella Edelman
550 E 50th PI

Tim— "What’s that Diece of string tied around vour
hnger for?”

Jim
—"My wife put it there to remind me to mail her

letter

Tim— "And did you mail it?’

Jim
— “No She forgot to give it to me.

Iohn A. Peterson.
5525 School St

He—"Do you know what part of an automobile
causes more accidents than any other?’’

She—’"Yes The nut that holds the steering wheel.

B L J.

4857 N Rockwell St.

"Who’s working that typewriter so fast in there?”

"That isn’t the typewriter That's the stenographer

chewing her gum ’’

Florence Burke,
4709 N Knox Ave.

Proud Father—"No, mv son I don’t know the

Latin word for ‘people’
”

Latin Student
—

"Populi.

Proud Father— "Johnny how dare you accuse vour
father of lying?”

Gordon Bumpass,
458 Ftillerton Pkwy.

Old Gentleman—"What’s the matter little boy?
Are you lost?”

I ittle Boy—"Yes, I am. 1 might have known bet

ter n to come out with Grandma. She’s alwavs losin
1

somethin’
’

Mrs. F'rank Smith,
6406 Ellis Ave.

Comic Artist
—"Capital joke, isn’t it?’

Artist
—

"First rate. The first time I heard it I

laughed until the tears ran down my bib.

Jack Hutten.
41 1 Blackhawk St.

When our neighbors were about to leave foi the

country last summer, their little daughter. Jane, called

but we were not in so she left the following note
"Will you please put out a little food for our cat while

we re away? It will eat almost anything but don’t

put vourself out
’

Mrs R. Rowe.
4247 Broadway

She — "What made
you think that taxi

could not hit you?”
He— “It was yellow

Anna Klein,
5531 Janssen Ave

T
|

•=*I 6 fc-

PAGE from Balaban & Katz Magazine, distributed weekly by the Balaban & Katz

theatres, Chicago, showing method of sustaining reader interest by awarding theatre

tickets to readers submitting jokes. The stunt can be worked out in connection

with any house organ.

House Organ
Survey Shows

Cash Values
Do theatre papers pay?
They do.

Look over the list of House
Organ Exchange members, on the

following page, and if that isn’t an
affirmative answer look further.

If you don’t publish a paper in

behalf of your theatre you’re pass-

ing up perfectly good dollars. And
you know who’s getting them.

Examine, again, closely, that list

of names in the House Organ Ex-
change. There are no dumbbells
among them. If you have followed
their record you know that. If you
have not, a letter to any of them on
any subject will get a prompt reply

well weighted with evidence to the

same effect. It’s a good idea to ask
them whether theatre papers pay,

for then you’ll get not only the right

slant as to who and what they are

but also information worth the

aforementioned real dollars to you.

These men do not publish their

papers for fun. There is not a great

deal of fun in publishing a paper.

There is a great deal of work and
considerably more “grief” than is

evident from casual perusal of a lit-

tle four page leaflet such as is in

most common use.

Also, there is expense in the

proposition. Printers do not work
for nothing, and the papers do not

take wings and fly to their proper

designations when released from the

press. Neither do merchants beat a

path to the door in fervent anxiety

to buy ad space.

No, theatres do not publish pa-

pers for fun. They publish them
because they make money—good
money—and hold trade.

If you are a theatre publisher, all

this is old stuff to you. It is written

down for exhibitors who do not

know the dollar opportunity they

are missing. If it is not convincing,

the suggestion that a letter be writ-

ten to any Elouse Organ Exchange
member is repeated.
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What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current

exhibitor business effort, with

pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

“INVALUABLE AID” IS
PLEASANT LANGUAGE
To “The Theatre,”
Exhibitor's Herald.

As I have not sent in anything for

quite a time, I am enclosing a copy of

the herald we put out here in connection

with our Fifth Anniversary Week. The
article on the back page seemed to go
over big with the public, for they knew
every word of it was true. (Let us hope
that it does not sound egotistical.)

I find “The Theatre” an invaluable aid

in making out our programs and copy
for the newspaper.—H. M. Black, Bijou
theatre, Waverly, 111.

The copy mentioned by Mr. Black reads as

follows:
Five Years of Service and Entertainment

This is our slogan for our 5th Anniversary in

Waverly.
During the past five years we have striven to

assist in the upbuilding of all Institutions and
Organizations that stand for the uplifting of this

Community.
The money that various institutions of Waverly

and Community have received through the Bene-
fit Shows that we have given them mounts well

up into the Thousands of Dollars, and we are
glad that we have been able to assist.

Not only have we tried to be of service to the

Community, we have also endeavored to furnish
clean, wholesome entertainment. In looking back
over the past five years we admit that we have
had failures but believe that our Successes far
outshine them. Such pictures as “The Miracle
Man”—“Over the Hill,”—-“The Covered Wagon”
and “The Ten Commandments” have formed the
letters that have spelled Success for us. It is

with such pictures as these that we have laid the
foundation of a successfull business, and with
such pictures do we expect to build our future
success. In the next five years you will see more
pictures like “Over the Hill,” “The Covered
Wagon,” and “The Ten Commandments,” for it is

only with such pictures as these that a theatre can
expect to succeed.
We earnestly believe that we have fulfilled the

slogan

—

Five Years of Service and Entertainment
We also wish to extend our appreciation to the

people of this community for the hearty response
and patronage that they have given us during the
past five years, and wish to state that you can
further show your appreciation by helping us cele-
brate our 5th Anniversary in Waverly. We know
you will, and we thank you.

THE MANAGER.

ALLEN SUPPLIES CHRISTMAS
HOUSE ORGAN MATERIAL
To “The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

Enclosed you will find a copy of my
theatre program, the back page of which
is devoted to a Christmas message.
Probably some of the brother exhibitors
are wondering what to put on theirs, so
I am taking this means of furnishing
them with a little material.—Frank H.
Allen, Allen’s theatre, Solvay, N. Y.

HOUSE ORGAN INCREASES
BUSINESS 25 PER CENT
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitor’s Herald.
We are sending for your inspection a

copy of our house organ, “Princess Pro-
grams,” which we issue monthly and
mail to all patrons of our theatre.

This has proved one of the most suc-
cessful advertising schemes that we have
ever used, and at the end of each month

House Organ
Exchange

Entry of name in this list signifies will-

ingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga
Falls, O.

BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland,

Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement

Co., Kelso, Wash.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Ha-

ven, Conn.
BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgan-
town, W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises,

Orlando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Che-

halis. Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement
Co., Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera
House, McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford,

Tex.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho,

Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A., Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.

GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault,

Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland,

Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance,

Ohio.
JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas

City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz

Theatres, Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D„ Texas, Killeen. Tex.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News,

Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chi-

cago.
NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement
Company, Durham, N. C.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scotts-

bluff. Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lex-

ington, Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatri-

cal Ent., Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM. T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL. E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.

RIVERS, EDWIN B-, 1718 South Main
Street. Royal Theatre. Los Angeles, Cal.

SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth. Minn.
SNYDER. E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Cham-

paign, 111.

SOLOMON, H„ Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.

STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

STILES. J. H., The Dalles Aumsement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexing-
ton, Va.

WESKIL, F. C., Rose, Colfax, Wash.
WHEELER, ED A.. Ohio, Cleveland, O.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Thea-
tres, Inc., 134 Leavenworth St-, San
Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelve, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD. KENNETH V., Penn-State
Amusement Co., Uniontown, Pa.

(Name)

(Theatre)

(City)

(State)

if we are a day or two slow in getting
them out we are beseiged with inquiries
and requests for them. We find that
these booklets are filed away in nearly
every home and referred to many times
during the month which they cover.
One advantage we have in getting out

such a nice booklet, and in two colors,
is that we own the newspaper and print-
ing plant here and work on the theatre

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

GOOD RESOLUTIONS
OOD resolutions made at New
Years time generally contemplate

too radical changes in habits. That is

why so many of them are broken so
quickly. The good resolutions which en-
dure are mainly those which are out-
growths of habits already formed, ex-
tensions of practices already in daily use.

Good habits should be expanded. Bad
habits should be curtailed. This way the
race benefits. Progress is gradual, al-

ways, never consistently swift.

Theatre going is a good habit. Each
year following New Years increased
theatre attendance shows that it is in-

creasingly popular. This is one of the
resolutions not commonly broken. It

must be a good resolution.

LAUGH WITH US

J
ANUARY is National Laugh Month.
All the motion picture theatres are

putting on programs containing an ex-
ceptionally high percentage of comedy.
The idea is to aid everybody in starting
off the new year in the proper frame of
mind and spirit.

Come to the theatre often during Jan-
uary. Come early, for a visit early in the
month will acquaint you with the good
reasons for coming many times before
February. Come and laugh with us at

the screamingly funny pictures that the
industry has produced for this period.

It’s an investment that will pay rich divi-

dends during the ensuing eleven months
of the year.

DID YOU HEAR—?

THE other day a real scandal about a
motion picture player became public.

The newspaper printed the facts, just as

though they had concerned a plumber or
carpenter, and nobody got excited.

Three years ago the papers would have
got out extra editions to tell the same
story.

Why?
Because it has become known that a

motion picture player can be good, bad
or just normal, just like other folks. Be-
cause the reading public has expressed
its wish—that the press play square with
the people of the screen.

We’re getting on.

SERVICE

S ERVICE, in the theatre or elsewhere,
is not perfect until it ceases to be

noticed. There’s something wrong with
service that sticks out like a sore thumb.
This theatre hears less of its service,

for or against, than any other phase of

its make-up.
That’s service that serves!

publication during spare time. We be-
lieve any theatre that does not publish
a live house organ of some kind is los-

ing a good bet.

Our house organ scheme has increased
our business fully 25 per cent.—Ed. F.

Cox, Princess theatre, Bristol, Colo.
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FRESH HAUBER’S LATE
SCREEN
NOTES F ort-o-Graf s

FILM

NEWS

FORT-O-GR AFS
Fori - O -Qrajs

YOU NEED THE THEATRE—THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU.

KbiLtmas

(Srrefincis

CHRISTMAS is Mankind's great day. That day witnesses Man’s

virtues in ascendency. “Peace on earth; good will to men." “The gift

without the giver is bare." “M^rry Christmas!" Ransack memory for

phrases born of Christmas and you find none reflecting else than glory

upon the species.

Christmas, is, too, the great day of the theatre. To the theatre man
comes .on Christmas Day from his hearthstone, with his ^mily, ideals

tuned to highest pitch. To complete his day of days by supplying en-

tertainment in key with his uplifted personality is the charge of the modern
playhouse.

This charge is perhaps the most cherished obligation of the showman.
This day his contribution to his community is especially vital. This day
he experiences a degree, of the enobling thrill that tradition has personified

in Santa Claus.

This day the Hauber's maBagement single regret is that he cannot
Voice to each individual personally those Chirstmas Greetings.

CHRISTMAS is coming again.

Christmas is easily the monarch of

holidays, but between that day and
this there’s the shopping to be done

No use denying the shopping's a

job. Nothing to do, though, but
make the best of it. Best way to do
that is to lighten a hard day’s buy-
ing by resting through a matinee
or topping off with an evening visit

to a good motion picture theatre.

There’s no better way to revive
a drooping Christmas spirit; for
“every day is Christmas in the thea-
tre

"

HOUSE ORGANS reproduced, all using “Herald” Service Copy, are, reading clock-

wise, Hauber’s theatre, Camden, Ark., Fort Armstrong, Rock Island, 111., Marion

Theatres Co., Marion, Ind., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, 0., Milford theatre, Chicago.

BY LINES

You cannot wrong anybody who
is right.

The trouble with having a swelled

head is that it proves it's half empty.
If you do something each day to

improve the service you give cus-

tomers, the effort will bring profit

to you and credit tq the community.
The enemy of any business is, the

person who does not patronize that

business.

According to the fellow who is al-

ways figuring those ’things out, the
Thanksgiving dinner costs more this

year than since 1920.Now we’ve fin

ished with Thanksgiving, ate our fill

and quenched our thirst, we are sure
:

ley thankful we didn’t know the

price first.

I’d walk a mile for a laugh.

LATCH MONTH

ercntcr proportion than pro-

previously It U plainly a

case of the public rewording
Lbe theatre for providing that

tvpe ol entertainment which
the public wants

Accordingly, theatre own-
ers and comedy producers
have Joined in a national

quntely^sorve the
1”

theatre-

by selling the month of Janu-

of comedy entertainment
January has been designated
National Laugh Month, and
during that period n greater

public.

National Langb Month Is

the motion picture's reply to
your plainly expiessed de-
mand for comedy entertain-
ment Better start the year
right by attending a National
Laugh Month show on New

entering; Mezzanine floor t

left on entering.
Gentlemen's S m o k 1 n

Room—Orchestra floor to Je:

downstairs on entering.

REEL NEWS
The Spencer Theatre has tho distinction of being Included

In the 65 representative theatres throughout the country that
will presem simultaneously William Pox’s special holiday
season attraction. “The Ancient Mariner " The run opens
Sunday. Dec 20th.

^

Gloria Swanson said, in "Manhandled" “Women have a

Now Richard Dlx replies. In “Womnnhandled”: “Women
have n hard lime because they won’t let men let them alone."
"Womonhamlled" will be the Spencer Christmas attraction,
opening a three-day run there. Thursday. Dec. 24th.

rnromounf* annual holiday special Is scheduled for pre-
sentation at the Spencer beginning Sunday. Dec. 27th The
title I* A Kiss for Clnderelin " Betty Bronson. Tom Moore
and E>iher Ralston nre featured In the cast of players.

New Year’s Eve—Starting at 11:30 P. M.
"THE HOTSY TOTSY M1DNITE REVUE”

of Professional Vaudeville

ALL SEATS RESERVED—SEAT SALE STARTS DEC liTH

CHRISTMAS

CRACK TROOPS IN “THE
KING ON MAIN

STREET”
The 104th Field Artillery.

King On Main Street." Is

Ihe crack artillery unit of
the New York National
Guard The 104th has a
brilliant war record and to

Expeditionary Forces In

France.

Incidentally, the Oral

person to greet Col James
Austin, the commanding
officer at the
where the scenei

slstant director.

geant under Col Austin.

^
Adolphe M*DJ®n U

B
*

MARION THEATRE NEWS

Coming

to the Spencer Theatre la

“WOMANHANDLED"
i Xmas Attraction—3 Days,

farting Thursday. Dee. 24th

MARION THEATRE NEWS
The Pathfinder of Amosements In Marion, Indiana

ldorsement of the Advertising Division of ths Marlon
Mall advertising sedkicn.
f charts every week to all who care to read It U

I list. *

November 14, 1926 No. 44

You want a beautiful, well-ventil-
ated theater.
You want, of course, a carefully se-

lected Variety program—a good fea-
ture picture, entertaining short sub-
jects, and good music.

/ Then you want projection of the
highest order—and the theater cour-

tesy that is rendered with the neces-
sary touch of refinement.
You want all this—at a reasonable

admission price. And that’s just ex-

actly what you get at any Marion
theater

Look for the best money's worth in

entertainment—and you will find it

in Marion. Prove its bigger value

yourself, rather than by what we say.

It will assuredly tell others.

DEMAND
Superior Dairy

Products

PURE MILK
in Hood Sealed Bottles

AUTO TOPS-
and trimmings of all kinds.
Curtains made and repair-

ed. All work guaranteed.

Harrell & Calloway
] 135 So. Branson St

Rex Tops and Enclosures
Custom Enclosures for AH Cars

Marion’s Largest Producers
of Quality Laundry Work—

3311 N. Crawford Ave. at Milwaukee
(One Block North of Balmont Ave.)

Phone Juniper 1075
CHARLES RYAN, Manager

KAMINSKY’S MILFORD ORCHESTRA
WILLIAM TISHKO AT THE ORGAN

PROGRAM WEEK OF NOVEMBER 22

THANKSGIVING DAY
Thanksgiving Day as we know it is the result of long

development. The Pilgrims observed Thanksgiving in

1821. Each year the President proclaims the last Thurs-
day in November as Thanksgiving Day.

In America the day has become one of general merry-
making. Church in the morning, football in the afternoon,
the theatre in the evening—with the big turkey dinner
somewhere between—that is the representative Thanks-
giving Day today.

The year brings no better day than this. We hope that

on this Thanksgiving Day you have much for which to
give thanks and that each passing year will give you still

greater cause for thankfulness.

“GLIDERS” GIVEN AWAY ON MON., TUES., WED.
EVERY FRIDAY IS SYNCOPATION NIGHT

News

i

•

!

!

3311 N. Crawford Ave. at MDwankee
(On* Block North of Belmont Avo.)

Phone Juniper 1075
CHARLES RYAN, Manager

KAMINSKY’S MILFORD ORCHESTRA
WILLIAM TISHKO AT THE ORGAN

PROGRAM WEEK OF NOVEMBER 8

“THE ARMISTICE”
Were you there that day, that unforgettable 11th day

of November, 1918? Were you one who hurled gun in
the air and pounded buddy on the back?
You did not believe that in a scant seven yean the anni-

versary of that day would be an all neglected oocatron.
You did not forsee that the horror of war mult be for-
gotten ere the victory may seen precious.

It is not good to forget too quickly. That is why the
Milford Theatre offers a selected program on Armistice
Day in commemoration cf the givers to our liberty.

E. E. BAIR, Managing Editor?.

Phone—Cuyahoga 417
Published Monthly by Cuyahoga f#!ls

Amusement Company
H YOU 4U-© not on our mailing list, leave your name and' address at|

tile theatre box office,' write In. call ub up, and we’ll be glad to m^ll you
monthly publication FREE OF CHARGE.

OUR CREED A BETTER COMMUNITY. Justice and fair ?.ay to all.

|

Malice towardB none. To provide ojily the very best enterttvinment at all

times, at the lowest possible admission prices r. abd to .help make
CUYAHOGA FALLS, a BETTER PLACE-TO LIVE IN.

£
CONSISTENT SATISFACTION

\

Theatres may Be divided roughly into two classes—thea-j

ttfes that Bperate on a policy of consistent satisfaction and thea- ;

tres that Uo not. “Successful’’ and “unsuccessful” are other

terms describing theatres of these two types quite as well.

.The consistent satisfaction policy in forte at this and other

successful theatres demands that every program offered give

utmost satisfaction. There can be not jetting down. The other

policy, and you have doubtlessly encountered it elsewhere,

aims to satisfy with one program and then run a number of

below-grade programs, depending upon the good effect of

the satisfactory program to keep the public coming back until

Bach a fime as it is deemed expedient to put on another first-

grade program.
Successful theatremen deeply regret existence of such a

policy and seek to educate by advice and example the mis-

guided showman suffering is to prevail. Conveyance of this in-

formation to theatregoers is perhaps the most effective meansi
of eliminating the practice.
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OLYMPIA SCREEN REVIEW

BOBBY BURNS

WHY WE KNOW
/ do you know what picture* to buy>" u

i frequently aakcd by patron* of thi* theal

iwer i* nol o complex one. bul we believ# i

e in the

The ft rat

•election of picture* to

whether a given picture i* the type of picture the ma-

jority of you like We find the anewer to thi» in the

record* of the pa»l. showing the number of ticket *ale.

on every picture ever exhibited in thi* theatre Thi*

record i* kept in *uch a manner that we ore enabled

to know inatontly by reference to it ju»t what per

centoge of our clientele like* Western*, what percent-

age like* *ociety drama*, and so on down the list

So for a* possible, then, we include in the annual

picture program exactly that percentage of each type.

The second question ho* to do with the individual

and it* merit os a product. This, of course, must be

determined anew in each instance and it »
f

here^that

service developed by progressive theatremen thre igh-

out North America
Facing thi* problem together, and all intern upon

giving theatregoer* the best obtainable ii> picture
J ion. some 1.200 theatre owner* of the United

and Canada have perfected a *y*tem by which
i picture trade publicat

Exhibitors H
each picture -

thought of th

• Id, of his

exhibited Each tell* what his patroni

Thu. the fir.

and whethe- few

me pivmit inform the oth.— ...

each of the other*, dovetailing this information into

that which he already has at hand relative to the need

for that type 'of picture, determine* readily what its

reception will be at his theatre.

That’s how we know. >u every case except that

of the picture which ha* not been shown elsewhere,

almost exactly how many of you will come to see a

certain picture and how you wi|l like it. That’s

how we are able to maintain 'the high standard of

—THE EDITOR

BANK ivith the

NATIONAL
BANK

Newell Electric

Company

Orlando’s Reliable

Electrical Store

Everything Electrical

PETE
THE TAILOR

"At Your Servico"

ORLANDO-MADE
SUITS TO YOUR
SATISFACTION

32 W. Central Ave.

Empire Hotel Building

Phone 445

All for One; One for All

If the picture fits your style

Tell us

If you're happy all the while

Tell us.

We re but servants at your call.

Trying hard to hit the ball -

Pleasing you will please us all

Tell us.

If you do not like the show
Tell us.

If it s poor we want to kno\y

Tell us.

We are striving for the best

And there's just this final test.

Let us know, we'll do the rest.

TELL US-

When All Join Together

You are going to the theatre tonight. The reason

you're going may be because you know your favorite star

will be in the picture It may be because the picture is a

film version of a favorite novel It may be because you

are following the chapters of a serial picture Or it may

be just because you feel the need of relaxation At any

rate .you are going it is certain, with one thing in mind

you are seeking entertainment and diversion

Beside you there may be a man who has calloused

hands from the worn hwdle of a coal scoop, he may he

of another vocation, a merchant, physician or lawyer or

beside you may sit a man of wealth who has traveled

through the Continent He may be one who is accustomed

to Boris Goudonoff I Pagliacci or II Trovatore he may

be of royal descent

Ir matters not You all unite with one cause All

are as one in the greatest of democratic institutions ->f

America—the Theatergoing Public

WALK- OVER
THE DIMPLE BUTTON

Thf New Smart Button Oxford

„ a comfort mot Tht, u ikt RELIEF

tht uide tread narrow he: 1 ihoe

with acrej of com/on

BOUDOIR COMFORT IN SHOES WITH BALL ROOM STYLE
f you have difficulty in finding comfortable stylish shoes, come in and ask to sec tl>#

WALK OVER WIDE TOE RELIEF

WALK OVER SHOE SHOP
9 JO CHAPEL STREET

(18) PRINCESS PROGRAMS FOR NOVEMBER

their Beats until the final

euirtain.

LOVERS OF FINE

HORSES WILL ENJOY

THIS GREAT PICTURE

Lovers of fine horses will es-

pecially enjoy the new Arrow-

Great Western “TWO FISTED
JUSTICE” at the Princess

Theatre Saturday, Nov. 28.

Dick Hatton, that Western

dare-devil, who rides, fights and

loves with equal grace, force

and skill has the leading role,

supported by Marilyn Mills,

“Star,” the hero horse is played

by "Star” himself

Hatton as “Ranee Raine,”

Sheriff in pursuit of the fugitive

unknown murderer of his

brother has a wild time.

His search leads him to the

Isolated ranch of “Red” Old-

ham, an ou.tlaw leader, who is

harboring one Landeau and his

wife, the latter having caught

his fancy. “Ranee” saves the

woman from Landeau’s brutali-

ty thus winning her regard and

falling in love with her himself.

He soon discovers Landeau is

his quarry He aids Mrs. Lan-

deau to escape on his horse

“Star,” but is himself caught

by Oldham and made prisoner.

Reaching a neighboring ranch
the woman turns “Star” loose

and hegallops back to Oldham’s.
“Ranee” hearing him return
whistles from the bunk where
he is bound fast under guard,
“Star” hreaks the door down,
kicks the two guards almost to

death and unties “Ranee’s”
bonds with his teeth. Landeau
has pursued and is riding away
with his wife when Oldham cat-

ches him and after a hard bat-

tle throws Landeau over a cliff

As he turns to get the woman
Ranee lands on him in a flying

leap from “Star's” back and in

a terrific fight beats Oldham till

he surrenders.

“FELIX THE CAT”
COMEDY

“A FRIEND IN NEED”

Saturday, November 28th, 1JI25

O YOU
REALIZE

THAT A “LITTLE GOOD MUSIC”
COMING FROM A GOOD Of-

HOUSE ORGAN
will make those delayed orders hum?
We print, plan and mail good House
Organs for live, hustling commercial
houses and they say “it’s the investment

that pays.” We are as near to

you as your telephone

MAIN 2145

The GILLIES LITHO. &
PRINTING CO.

42-46 STONE ST., • ROCHESTER, N Y
"Where Printed Products are Produced

'Sooner than Usual"

HOUSE ORGANS reproduced

here are, reading clockwise, the

Beacham, Orlando, Fla., Olym-

pia,New Haven, Allen, Solvay,

N. Y., Fort Armstrong, Rock
Island, Eastman, Rochester,

N. Y., Bijou, Waverly, 111.

Page 2

Fort-O-Qrajs

FORT-O-GR A F S

REEL NEWS

3OB0C

THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS

Christmas is here, and Santa "Claus has come
to gladden every heart and to quicken faith in
mankind. The inspiring spirit of this day of
days should appeal to every heart and sanctify
every soul.

The Christmas carol and the cathedral an-
them blend with the lullaby of babes and the^
silver laughter of childhood; the sigh is huslled.
and the frown dissolves into a merry smile,*
while old age vies with.. youth in the sheer joy
of living.

The spirit. -of Christmas sweeps across the
-Strings of human emotion like the magic hand
of an unseen musician, and the heavenly chords
responding enrapture every heart and illumine
every mind ; bitter thoughts -give way to those
of tenderness, warped desires right themselves,
and the very soul is thrilled and glorified with
happiness.

Santa Claus will come again next Christmas,
and on all the others hidden in the dark mists
of the future; yes, his visits will continue as long
as human love is broadened and strengthened
by the spirit of sacrifice which brings happiness
to others, and until the human heart is in-

capable of fulfilling its divine mission on earth.
The li^EinagemenL

The Iron Horae.
1
’ William Fox’s epic drama of the build-

ing of the nation's Orel trans-coniinontal railroad. Is playing

ibe entire week of Dec 6lh at the Spencer Contrary to ex-

pectations tbere Is no Increase In the schedule of prices for

this engagement

Next week Is Irvin Wlllat Week at the Spencer Two of

thla famous director's latest pictures are scheduled as the

attractions for the week. The first Is "The Ancient High-
way,” a James Oliver Curwood story, with Jack Holt. Billie

Dove and Montague Love featured The other Is ' Rugged
Wutdrs, ” an adaptation of the Josopb C Lincoln story, with

Lois Wilson. Warner Baxter and Wallace Beery heading
the cast of players

Bell's Famous Hawaiian Revue will be a feature sta.

presentation at the Fort Armstrong In the near future.

'The Mannlqulns," o Paramount picture, 13 one of the

outstanding productions on the horizon. It will be shown

lew oJ'SSis'Sow”e
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1 HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these a re doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

CONFLICTING REACTIONS
TO ‘‘FINE CLOTHES”

v V ENTS which no one connected
with “Fine Clothes” could control some-
what upset my reactions to it. The pic-

ture was shown last week at the Chi-

cago theatre, its first run here.

Since its production, Raymond Griffith

has become a stellar comedian. Conse-
quently, his expert performance of the

insubstantial employe in this picture is

and isn’t what it should be. Undoubt-
edly it is good, but the ,Griffith who
enacted it is not the present Griffith

and the two personalities conflict. In

similar manner, Lewis Stone’s villainy

is unimpressive. Although done in his

best manner, the fact that Stone has

deserted villainy defeats his efforts. In

other words, changes wrought since pro-

duction of the picture operate to its dis-

advantage.

Alma Rubens and Percy Marmont, un-

changed as to public placement, carry

the bulk of the show necessarily. They

Current attraction, coming attraction anti stage
show are featured in this ad for the Chicago
theatre, Chicago. First National's “Fine Clothes"

was last week’s long feature film.

do remarkably well, overcoming the dif-

ficulty outlined above for considerable

stretches.

The story is good picture fiction.

REAL LAUGHS IN
‘‘GO WEST”

TX HERE are many good laughs in “Go
West.” The cow stuff is no less than

a riot. Minor business also contributes

frequently to the merriment. And the

brown-eyed bovine is there.

The best situation in the picture arises

from a poker game wherein a husky

cowboy back of an equally impressive

gun commands Keaton to smile. This is

sustained long enough to create wonder
as to how the frozen-faced one will get

out of it, then disposed of in wholly

satisfactory manner.

Others in the cast, save Buster, Brown
Eyes and the steers, have little to do

but do it well enough. The big stuff

is the stampede through downtown Los
Angeles and if anything is wrong with

that it is a too sudden rush of over-

whelming comedy. That hardly rates

as a defensible objection.

KING BAGGOT AND
“THE HOME MAKER”

K ING BAGGOT has been directing

pictures a long time. He directed “The

Home Maker” for Universal in exactly

the same manner as his first attempts

for the same concern. And despite that

direction, “The Home Maker” finishes

as a first rate picture.

Baggot is all day introducing his char-

acters, of which there are many. Then
the story begins, after which he is slow

and laborious in building up sympathy
for this, that and the other one. But

when everything is set and things begin

to happen the recital becomes a narra-

tive. It is permitted to end properly

and I left the theatre after the last reel

feeling repaid for sitting through the

monotonous first three.

Alice Joyce is the star and for a time

I thought Baggot was going to succeed

in killing her, sufficient cause for exac-

tion of almost any penalty, but she got

back into her stride in time. Clive Brook

is next in order of story prominence and,

curiously, I liked him better in this than

anything else I have. seen. Baggot’s pace

seems to suit him. Names of the sev-

eral children figuring in the show should

be given but are not available. George
Fawcett walked in and out a few times,

the assignment giving him nothing worth
his time to do.

Yet “The Home Maker” is a very good
picture, a plain transcript from life, made
with enough flaws to make it lifelike.

THE DISASTER IN THE
AMUNDSEN PICTURES

X_vAST week McVickers advertised

(and advertised well) the short feature

dealing with the polar flight attempt

of the Amundsen party. There is a great

deal of intensely interesting material in

the feature and it held the jazz crowd
which attend McVickers as such an epic

should hold any crowd.

The mapping of the course, the pack-

ing of the planes, the voyage to the

starting point, the preparations, the tak-

ing-off, the flight, the landing—these are

of utmost interest. Then the drifting to-

gether of the landed parties, the prepa-

iPaulAsKs
RED HOT

. bbzxord of !•

THINOt

J E R

‘otl The

"tuinci
GEORGE GIVOI
-Jerter n> Kin#

FRANK SAMJJJ
JUDN1CH LEWISjuuruon

• - the screen fnnmesi ptwi o,
—and »• 1
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m
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BUSTER
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Presentation, long feature, short feature and organ
novelty are displayed in this Sunday newspaper ad
for McVickers, Chicago. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

“Go West" is prominently displayed.
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Appropriate to the season is this ad from Chicago

Sunday papers announcing the showing of Warner
Brothers' “The Pleasure Buyers” at the Orpheum

theatre, Chicago loop house.

rations for the return flight—these sim-

ple incidents exert a dramatic pull of

undeniable strength. Then the disaster

—the abandonment of the motion pic-

ture camera to lighten the overburdened

plane—followed by the home reception

and the glory.

I have seen no more interesting pic-

ture than this in 1925.

HERE’S WHAT
OTHERS SAY

w HAT other Herald representa-

tives say about pictures they have seen

is printed below, each comment bearing

the signature of its author.—T. O.

SERVICE.

“Three Faces East”

“Three Faces East,” a play dealing with

the war, spies, Zeppelins, etc., directed by

Rupert Julian, who enacts the role of the

ex-kaiser also, and very creditably, too, was
the attraction of the Forum last week. This

was the world premiere for the Producers

Distribution Corp. production, which ema-

nates from the Cecil B. DeMille studios,

and was adapted from the successful stage

play by Anthony Paul Kelly. The titles are

especially good and the photography by

cameraman J. P. Marley very effective.

Shots of immense airships bearing down on
London, and the anti-air craft guns bring-

ing them down, are cleverly done.

The early part of the picture grips you.

It is by far the best. Julian is excellent in

the role of Emperor William. The acting

honors go to Jetta Goudal, however, who
as the spy masquerading under the German
name of Fraulein Marx, keeps the suspense
at a high pitch. Robert Ames was splendid

also as the war hero, and Clive Brook
clever as the mysterious butler. Henry B.

Walthall makes the role of Sir George
Bennett, head of British secret service,

stand out, as did Ed Brady as Firking and
Clarence Burton as John Ames.
The action revolves around a woman spy,

who is first seen in a Gerrqan war hospital.
Later she is introduced as Frances Haw-
tree, and is a member of the household of
the British secret service head. Whether
she is German or English is not revealed
until the final scenes of the play. The film
differs slightly from the stage play in that
they have injected love scenes between the

butler and the lady spy, probably for box
office reason.—

R

ay Murray.

“The Marionettes”

Hope Hampton appears in an Educa-
tional short feature called “The Mario-
nettes” in which she takes full advantage
of the opportunity in it to act in her way
and to enact a role that would be possible

for but few actresses.

The story is told in natural colors. There
are two reels which is the length most en-
joyable for that kind of a feature.

It is the tale of Columbine and Pierot.

The villain steals Columbine’s affection by
a bag of gold which, after she has been
lured to his domicile, soon loses its attrac-

tion.

It is a beautiful little story having in it

the fundamentals of the love triangle from
which most pictures and stories are made.

—Douglas Hodges.

“Spot Light”

Ever see a comedy in which an old gag
was brought to life and still got several

laughs out of you? That’s what Lige Con-
ley’s “Spot Light,” Educational comedy, did

to me. I saw it at the Chicago last week
on the same bill with “Fine Clothes.” Con-
ley didn’t add much new stuff but he made
the old go over with apparently a large

part of the audience.
It would be a novelty, of course, if some-

one some day should make a comedy of

backstage life and not have “Props” tipping

barrels of rain, lampblack or what have
you, to land on the high C’s of struggling
sopranos. And Lige tipped over about
everything except the roof.

He did develop a few new stunts with a

pair of stilts, being picked up on the hood
of an auto, then adding a pair of painters

and a chocolate-shaded bicycle rider, finally

being transmuted into an animated surrey
behind a runaway horse.

For the most part, however, with some
slight assistance from Virginia Vance, his

leading woman, Conley demonstrated the

axiom that the old stuff is still good if it’s

done right.

—

Ernest Rovelstad.

“The Plastic Age”
It is being said that B. P. Schulberg was

chosen for his new position as associate

producer for Famous Players-Lasky as a

rawws aSHMAwegw caravtma aw
Strength is the dominant note of this Chicago
Sunday newspaper ad for “The Best Bad Man,”

William Fox production.

Good balance and good typography are combined
in this ad for Universal’s “The Phantom of the
Opera.’’ showing at the Roosevelt, Chicago. It is

from a Chicago Sunday newspaper.

result of his production of “The Plastic

Age.” Although it is probably false, it

could very well be true were it not for the

fact that Mr. Schulberg had long before
established himself as a producer of pic-

tures. So “The Plastic Age” is a fitting

culmination of his well reputed experience
of producing pictures for himself, he hav-
ing closed his company’s books upon the

completion of the work.

The story, written by Percy Marks, was
adapted to the screen by Eve Unsell and
the director, Wesley Ruggles. The picture

does it full justice; it is a sensation.

Clara Bow provides a laugh and then a
sob. She who made herself known in

“Black Oxen,” “Capital Punishment,” “Kiss
Me Again,” “My Lady’s Lips,” “Parisian
Love” and “The Scarlet West” has done
work in “The Plastic Age” which brings
her one notch nearer to the status of a
Swanson.

In the revelation of a hero’s college life

Ruggles has left no stone unturned in

bringing that life to the screen as it actually

exists. He has even gone to the task of
casting a young man, Churchill Ross, in a
role of the effeminate type for just a few
shots for the purpose of a few additional
laughs and for the purpose of portraying
accurately the life as it really is. Ross, a
new comer, by the way, “does the act up
brown.”

Others in the cast who tally are Henry
B. Walthall, Donald Keith and Mary
Alden.

—

Douglas Hodges.

“Winds of Chance”
One of the stories written by Rex Beach,

a writer of fast selling narratives, “Winds
of Chance,” has been brought to the screen
and is distributed by First National.

Ben Lyon and Anna Q. Nilsson in the

important roles, a few of the Northern
scenes and the picture’s cleanliness make it

a worth while picture. After .having read

a few chapters from the novel immediately
upon seeing the picture I concluded that

Mr. Beach should devote his efforts entirely

to the screen. The picture is better produced
than the novel. It is so possibly because it,

like many of Beach’s stories, is a good
yarn well adaptable to motion pictures.

In the situation brought on by a tender-

foot’s experience with the “shell game” a

load of sympathy is worked up for him
(Lyon) when he loses his money—all of it.

But unfair advantage of the spectator is

taken when it is revealed that he has $1,000
showing up from somewhere which is not
explained. These little details are in -pass-

ing, however, and do not often impair the

value of the picture.

—

Douglas Hodges.
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Dolores Costello appears
opposite John Barrymore
in Warner Brothers’ “Sea
Beast,” which has recent-
ly been completed.

Mary Astor has appeared
in several First National
films important among
which is “Enticement,”
with lan Keith.

Vera Reynolds is a fea-

tured player of Cecil B.

De Mille. She appears in

“The Road to Yesterday,”
for Pro-Dis-Co.

Mary Brian who has ap-
peared in a number of
Paramount pictures during
1925 appears here in a
blond wig.

Joyce Compton appears at left and Dolores Del
Rio at right above. Both are First National play-

ers honored by the Wampas. Miss Del Rio has
recently come to United States from Mexico, her
native land.

Fay Wray (left) and Edna Marian have been
chosen by the Wampas from the Universal com-
pany’s players. Miss Marian has appeared in a

comedies. It is said Miss Wray
never bob her hair.

Sally Long came into the
public view suddenly with
her work in “Fifth Ave-
nue” for Producers Dis-
tributing Corporation.

Above is a trio of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer players chosen
in the recent Wampas election. The full figure at top is

Sally O’Neil. At left is Marceline Day; right is Joan Craw-
ford who is seen in “Old Clothes” which stars Jackie
Coogan.

Janet Gaynor is a Fox Film
Corporation star who is

rapidly reaching the goal
set by her earlier ambi-
tions.
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The Midnight Flyer
Producer: F. B. 0.

Distributor: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR TOM FORMAN
Author Arthur Guy Empey
Adaptor J. Grubb Alexander

PLAYERS
David Henderson Cullen Landis
Mary Baxter Dorothy Devore
Mel Slater Buddy Post
Silas Henderson Charles Mailes
Young Davey Frankie Darro
Liza Slater Claire McDowell
Mother Henderson Barbara Tennant
Young Mel Slater Elmo Billings

Jeb Slater Alphonz Ethier

TYPE: Railroad melodrama.

THEME: Success against subjective

and objective odds.

LOCALE: West Virginia.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man whose moun-
taineer father was one of few who
welcomed the coming of the railroad to

the West Virginia mountains becomes
first an oiler, then a fireman, and finally

an engineer. Through the machinations
of his fireman, whom he fears and who
also is his rival in love, he has a mishap
on his first run as an engineer. He is

discharged, under the stigma of being a
coward. The fireman also is discharged,
and for this he tries to even the score
with his superintendent by stealing, with
the intention of causing a wreck, the
special train in which the superintendent
and the discharged engineer’s sweetheart
are talking. The young engineer re-
trieves himself by chasing the speeding
special in a freight engine, boarding it,

and stopping it after a fight with the
crazed fireman.

HIGHLIGHTS : Fast and thrilling
action and the acting of the principals.

Maine Geary, Florence Gilbert and Car-
roll Nye in “Cupid a la Carte,” produced

by Fox.

Cullen Landis, star of the railroad melo-
drama, “The Midnight Flyer,” F. B. O.

picture.

... The villains bullying actions
toward the hero. . . . The wreck. . . .

The scene in the engine cab on the
hero’s first run. ... The hero’s dis-

charge from his post. . .. The villain’s

fight with and murder of one of the
detectives. ... The theft of the spe-
cial. . . .The chase and the rescue.

Cupid a la Carte
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ROBERT KERR
PLAYERS

Mame Florence Peters
Tom Hardin Carroll Nye
Jeffery Peters Maine Geary
Michael Peters William Colvin

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Two lovers unwittingly aid

a third.

LOCALE: An American railroad divi-

sion point.

TIME : The present.

STORY : The keeper of a railroaders’

boarding house is wooed by the general
manager of the road, his son, and his

handsome secretary, though none of the
three knows the others are his rivals.

When the general manager’s cook is dis-

charged for drinking the girl is installed

in his private car to prepare the meals.

The manager and his son now believe

each has a better chance to win the girl.

But one day she goes walking with the
secretary and returns to the car to an-

nounce their marriage.

HIGHLIGHTS : Fast comedy action.

. . . Scenes in the boarding house. . . .

The triple romance and its sudden cli-

max.

Lover s Island
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Diamant Berger

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR DIAMANT BERGER
Author T. Howard Kelly
Adaptor Arthur Hoerl

PLAYERS
Clemmy Dawson. Hope Hampton
Jack Avery James Kirkwood
Captain Dawson Louis Wolheim
Sam Johnson Ivan Linow
Amanda Dawson Flora Finch
Julia Daw Flora Le Breton
Randy Phelps Jack Raymond
TYPE: Melodrama of life in a fishing

village.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American fishing vil-

lage.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Town tradition commands
that only couples who are to be married
may go to Lover’s Island. But the niece
of a fisherman goes alone. A villainous
townsman follows her, but her uncle ar-
rives in time to frighten him off. A young
visitor later arrives at the island, and the
girl’s uncle, believing him the man he has
once chased away, attempts to force him
to marry the girl. The girl objects, and
declares she will marry the villain. This
the visitor, who himself loves the girl,

prevents by winning her love.

HIGHLIGHTS : The villain’s attack
on the heroine. . . . Scene in which
the heroine’s uncle attempts to force
her into marriage with the visitor. . . .

The untangling of the love affair.

Carroll Nye, Florence Gilbert and
Maine Geary in a scene from the Fox

short feature, “Cupid a la Carte.”
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His Own Lawyer
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ALBERT RAY
PLAYERS

Helen Kathryn Perry
Warren Hallam Cooley
Fred David Butler
Carrie Grace Goodall
Flora Grace Darmond
Bobbie - Mickey McBan
Judge Charles Sellon
Hawkins Tiny Sanford

TYPE: Domestic comedy.

THEME: False accusation.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young married couple are
visited by rustic relatives, and the young
husband is drafted to accompany his

brother-in-law to a night club. The club
is raided. The city man escapes; the
ruralite is captured. The city man is

arrested later, and learns that brother-
in-law has given his name to the police.

There is a trial, but it ends abruptly
when a package is delivered to the judge.
The package contains some of the judge’s
clothing, left behind when the club was
raided.

HIGHLIGHTS: Clever plot and
swift action. ... The visit to the
night club. ... The raid. ... The
hero’s arrest. ... The trial and its

culmination.

Hallam Cooley and Kathryn Perry in

“His Own Lawyer,” Fox short feature.

his affection until she believes him in

love with another girl. The dishonest
youth’s success in having inferior cement
used in the dam results in a flood in

which he is drowned. The engineer saves
his employer’s daughter from death and
he and she are wed.

HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s meet-
ing with his employer’s daughter. . . .

The first quarrel between the hero and
the foreman. ... The villain’s plot
to obtain money. ... The attempt on
the hero’s life. ... The hero’s fight

with the foreman. ... The flood and
the hero’s rescue of the heroine.

Smiliri at Trouble
Producer: F. B. 0.

Distributor: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR HARRY GARSON
PLAYERS

Jerry Foster Maurice (Lefty) Flynn
Alice Arnold Helen Lynch
Lafayette Van Rensaeller ...Ray Ripley
Swazey Lee Shumway
Clancy O’Toole Charles McHugh
Michael Arnold Hal Wilson
Kathleen O’Toole Kathleen Myers
Colored Boy Raymond Turner
Tom Joe O’Brien

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME: Triumph of honesty.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A wealthy contractor who
hopes to crash into high society with
the aid of a worthless and dishonest
youth he carried on a dam construction
job engages a young engineer to help
him over structural difficulties in the
work. The engineer falls in love with
his employer’s daughter, and she returns

The Shadow of the Law
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Arthur F. Beck
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR WALLACE WORSLEY
PLAYERS

Mary Brophy Clara Bow

Pathe News No. 102
KING ALFONSO OF SPAIN HONORS TROOPS

RETURNED FROM WAR IN THE RIFF

PLANE LAUNCHED FROM RRITISH DIRIGIBLE
MAKES SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT AND LANDING

Fox News No. 22
CARDINAL HAYES LEAVES FOR ROME TO
ATTEND CLOSE OF HOLY YEAR CEREMONIES

COVERNOR DONAHEY OF OHIO GREETS STATE
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS’ AS-
SOCIATION MEMBERS IN CONVENTION

AT COLUMBUS

Fox News No. 23
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR„ RETURNS TO
UNITED STATES FROM VACATION IN EUROPE

Carl Lingard Stuart Holmes
James Reynolds .....Forrest Stanley
Charles Brophy Ralph Lewis
“Twist” Egan William V. Mong
Kid Martin J. Emmett Beck
The Aunt Adele Farrington

TYPE: Crook melodrama.
THEME: Frustrated villainy.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young woman who is un-
justly jailed by a master crook whom she
refuses to wed later meets and falls in
love with a young man who becomes her
protector. While the girl is in jail her
father falls under the evil influence of
the crook leader. At a reception the
girl’s father is shot by the man she
refused to wed. He is brought to
justice and her romance thereafter goes
smoothly.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the
villain is driven from the heroine’s
home. ... The heroine’s arrest. . . .

Her meeting with Reynolds. . . . The
boy’s defense of his mother. . . . The
killing of the heroine’s father. ... The
ending of the villain’s career.

Hearts and Fists
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors
Producer: H. C. Weaver Productions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR LLOYD INGRAHAM
Author Clarence Budington Kelland
Adaptor Paul Schofield

Cameraman Abe Scholtz

PLAYERS
Larry Pond John Bowers
Alexa Newton....Marguerite De La Motte
Tacitus Hopper Dan Mason
Jean Carrol Lois Ingraham
Preston Tolley Alan Hale
Luther Newton Howard Russell
Gus Brent Jack Curtis
Egbert Head Kent Mead
Bill Fawcett Charles Mailes

TYPE: Melodrama of lumber milling.

THEME: Rivalry in business and love.

LOCALE: The Northwest woods.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man whose father
dies and leaves him a failing lumbering
business loves the fiance of his crooked
business rival. His rival attempts to

ruin his plant. His blocking the attempt
proves to the girl which is the better
man, and an unusual marriage cere-
mony follows:

HIGHLIGHTS: The plotting of the
villain against the hero. ... The
hero’s fight with his foreman. ... The
theft of the log train. ... The wed-
ding on the log train.

Kinograms No. 5145
CANADIAN AND NEW YORK HOCKEY TEAMS
OPEN SEASON WITH GAME IN MADISON

SQUARE GARDEN

International News No. 103
MUSTAPHA KEMAL ASSEMBLES TURKISH ARMY

CHIEFS IN CONSTANTINOPLE AS WAR
THREATENS

Scene from “Smilin’ at Trouble,” F. B. International News No. 104
O. Production, starring Maurice (Lefty) colonel william mitchell convicted by

Flynn. court martial in Washington

Dave Butler, Grace Goodall, Kathryn
Perry, Hallam Cooley and Mickey
McBan in Fox’s “His Own Lawyer.”
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Irish Luck
Producer: Paramount

Distributor: Paramount
Length: 7,000 feet

DIRECTOR VICTOR HEERMAN
Author Norman Venner
Adaptor Thomas J. Geraghty

PLAYERS
Tom Donahue

a Thomas Meighan
Lord Fitzhugh
Lady Gwendolyn Lois Wilson
Douglas Cecil Humphreys
Solicitor Claude King
Earl Ernest Lawford
Doctor Charles Hammond
Aunt Louise Grafton
Uncle S. B. Carrickson
Denis Mac Swiney Charles McDonald
Kate Mac Swiney Mary Foy
TYPE: Melodrama of borrowed iden-

tity.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Ireland; New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A Fifth avenue traffic officer

wins a trip to Ireland and because he
happens to look like the noble cousin of
a woman he meets adventures befall him
in rapid order. The woman’s brother,
dying, wishes to be reconciled with his

cousin whom he has wronged and leave
him his fortune. The woman persuades
the policeman to impersonate her cousin
and gain the money. He does so, but
later frees from imprisonment the man
he is impersonating and wins the woman.
HIGHLIGHTS: Beautiful settings

and authentic atmosphere. . . . The
meeting of hero and heroine. . .

The death scene. . . . The freeing
of heroine's cousin. . . . The pleas-
ant ending of the romance.

The Green Archer
Producer: Pathe

Distributor: Pathe
Length: 10 two-reel chapters

DIRECTOR SPENCER BENNET
Author Edgar Wallace
Adaptor Frank Leon Smith
Cameraman Ed Snyder

PLAYERS
Valerie Howett Allene Ray
Jim Featherstone Walter Miller
Abel Bellamy Burr McIntosh
Julius Savini Frank Lackteen
Fay Savini Dorothy King
Walter Howett Stephen Grattan
John Wood William R. Randall
Coldharbor Smith Walter Lewis
Spike Holland Wally Oettel
Butler Tom Cameron
Elaine Holding Ray Allan
Creager Jack Tanner
TYPE: Mystery chapter play.

THEME: Hunt for a missing woman.

Scene from “The Green Archer,” Pathe
serial in which Allene Ray and Walter

Miller are co-featured.

Scene from “The Lady from Hell,”

which is an Associated Exhibitors
release.

LOCALE: Storm King country, New
York state.

TIME: Present.

STORY: A young woman who be-

lieves a recluse millionaire has kidnaped
and for eighteen years has held prisoner
another young woman, tries to prove her
suspicion by searching the millionaire’s

estate. Her quest leads her into numer-
ous hazardous adventures and into a
romance with a young officer of state
troops. During the hunt several persons
are killed by a mysterious archer, whose
identity is learned when the millionaire’s
castle is finally besieged. The girl’s

romance leads to her marriage with the
troop officer.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fine acting of the
principals. . . . Well sustained air

of mystery. . . . Strong suspense at

each chapter ending. . . . Skill of the
archers.

Two Fisted Jones
Producer: Universal

Distributor: Universal

Length: 4,500 feet

DIRECTOR EDWARD SEDGWICK
Author Sarah Saddoris
Cameraman Harry Newman

PLAYERS
Jack Wilbur Jack Hoxie
Mary Mortimer Ivatheryn McGuire
Hank Gage William Steele
Bert Wilson Harry Todd
Old Bill Frank Rice
The Traitor Paul Grimes
Henry Mortimer William Welsh
Paul Jones.. Frederick Cole

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: Prevention of theft of ident-
ity.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man is hunting a
man supposed to be lost, learns of a
money lender’s plot to steal a young-
woman’s ranch. The money lender hires

a gang of rustlers to steal the girl’s

cattle. This plot the young man ruins.

A man who has been identified as the
missing person is being married to the
girl when the hero rides up and proves
he himself is the missing man. Then
there is a new bridegroom.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

The hero’s rescue of the heroine’s cat-

tle from the rustlers. . . .The wed-
ding. . . . Scene in which the hero
proves his identity. ... The opening
of the gates to happiness.

The Lady from Hell
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Stuart Paton
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR STUART PATON
Author Norton S. Parker
Adaptor J. Grubb Alexander

PLAYERS
Sir Robin Carmichael Roy Stewart
Lady Margaret Damley—-Blanche Sweet
Earl of Kennet Ralph Lewis
Sir Hugh Stafford Frank Elliot

Hon. Charles Damley Edgar Norton
TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: False accusation.

LOCALE: The American West; Scot-
land.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A titled Scot who is a fore-
man of a ranch in America gives a
woman a gun to protect herself against
her brutal husband. The woman’s little

son kills his father to save her from
being beaten. In the meantime the ranch
foreman has returned to his home in
Scotland and has wed. He is brought
back to the town near the ranch on a
charge of murder, but is cleared by the
confession of the boy and his mother.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scenes in the home
of the man who is killed. ... The
hero’s return from Scotland . . . Scene
in which the mystery of the slaying is

solved.

When Husbands Flirt
Producer: Columbia Pictures Corp.

Distributor

:

State Right
Length: 5,500 feet

DIRECTOR WILLIAM WELLMAN
Authors..Paul Gangelin; Dorothy Arzner

PLAYERS
Violet Gilbert Dorothy Revier
Henry Gilbert Forrest Stanley
Mrs. Wilbur Belcher Ethel Wales
Wilbur Belcher Tom Ricketts

TYPE: Domestic comedy.

THEME: Misunderstanding between
husband and wife.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young wife accuses her
husband of unfaithfulness when after he
has stayed late at his office she finds in

his car a card case belonging to a woman
whom she does not know. The husband
is hounded for a considerable time, and
then the wife learns that her husband’s
partner borrowed his car the night the
trouble started and the card case belongs
to the gay elder man’s escort.

HIGHLIGHTS: Rapid action. . . .

Sparkling comedy. . . . Wilbur’s ad-
venture in the borrowed car. . . . The
unraveling of the domestic snarl.

Burr McIntosh, who has a prominent
role in the Pathe serial “The Green
Archer,” in which Allene Ray and

Walter Miller are co-featured.
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Milestones in News
Of the Passing Year

( Continued from page 36 )

Sawyer & Lubin and S. L. Rothafel an-

nounce they will build “world’s largest

theatre” in New York City.

* * *

W. E. Atkinson resigns from Metro to

join Sawyer, Lubin and Rothafel in thea-

tre activities; Rothafel resigns from Capi-

tol theatre.

* * *

Joseph M. Seider and Charles C. Petti-

john engage in heated argument over arbi-

tration system at A. M. P. A. meeting.

* * *

Cohen group remains in control of M. P.

T. O. A. after stormy session at Detroit,

which renews old warfare with Central

West exhibitors buried at Milwaukee.

* * *

“Greater Movie Season” held and pro-

nounced tremendous success by theatres

participating and by Hays organization.

* * *

Vital Exchanges, Inc., organized with

David R. Hochreich president.

SEPTEMBER

Cooney Brothers announce plan for big

booking circuit in Illinois, starting with 50

theatres and expecting to embrace more
than 100.

* * *

Atlanta and San Francisco exhibitors re-

sist demand of musicians’ unions—settle-

ments favorable to theatre owners affected

in several other cities.

* * *

R. R. Biechele, of Kansas, announces his

organization will repair its own fences and

let the national organization shift for itself.

* * *

All film exchanges in Connecticut are

closed as result of new censor and tax

law.

* * *

Stanley Company of America takes over

control of Crandall’s Washington, D. C.,

theatres.

* * *

Seider publicly announces the terms of

Standard Exhibition Contract offered as

substitute for Uniform Contract.
* * *

Cohen answers attacks on Playdate

Bureau by declaring that it has accom-

plished its purpose.
* * *

Metro engages Hunt Stromberg to head

a production unit.

* * *

Wyoming Exhibitors organize state asso-

ciation and elect James Lynch, of Laramie,

president.

* * *

Glendon Allvine elected president of the

A. M. P. A., succeeding A. M. Botsford.

OCTOBER

Balaban & Katz, owners of large Illinois

chain of theatres, selected to operate thea-

tres for Paramount.
* * *

Oscar Price and associates purchase As-

sociated Exhibitors from Brunet, Pearson

and Kane.
* * *

Exhibitors Herald issues Fall Number
of the Box Office Record.

* * *

Universal takes over Charles Sears thea-

tre in Western Missouri
;
Junior Theatre

Circuit and Far West Theatres organized

in California.

* * *

Nat Rothstein, of F. B. O., appointed

by A. M. P. A. to head probe of trade

paper circulation and reader interest.

* * *

Commission investigating Famous Play-

ers for Federal Trade Commission files re-

port, condemning block booking and urg-

ing that distributors be compelled to get

out of theatre field.

* * *

Samuel V. Grand, former head of Grand-

Ascher company, dies.

* * *

Hays organization announces it has about

completed work on new uniform contract

with aid of exhibitor committee.

* * *

Michigan exhibitors at convention receive

message from Hays inviting all exhibitors

to submit disputes with distributors to him.

* * *

Eli Whitney Collins elected president of

M. P. T. O. Arkansas for fourth consecu-

tive term.

NOVEMBER

Hugo Riesenfeld resigns as head of

head of Paramount’s Broadway houses.
* * *

Pettijohn, Connolly, and Brylawski ap-

pear before congressional committee to

urge repeal of tax on theatre admission

tickets.

Johnnie Walker Banned,
James Walker States

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22.—
Johnnie Walker, who has the
leading male role in Chadwick’s
"The Transcontinental Limited,"
declares he will put a ban on his
liquid Scotch name after he com-
pletes his present picture, and that
thereafter he will be digniSed
James Walker; perhaps to his

very closest friends, Jimmie
Walker (though not to be con-
fused with the Jimmy Walker who
is New York’s next mayor).

"I shall cease being a John, and
shall bask in the glory of the
name James" Joh , Walker
states.

B. P. Schulberg resigns from B. P.

Schulberg Productions to accept position as

associate director of production for Para-

mount.
* * *

Richard A. Rowland renews his contract

as general manager of First National for

term of three years.

* * *

Joseph Seider appointed business man-

ager of M. P. T. O. A. ; Report that Cohen

will become inactive and rebel states will

return to organization.

* * *

Playdate Bureau definitely abandoned by

M. P. T. O. A. and unspent $15,000 dona-

tions returned to independent distributors.

* * *

Washington State exhibitors elect L. A.

Drinkwine to presidency and urge union

with Oregon, Idaho and Montana.

* * *

Fox forms theatre corporation with $20,-

000,000 in assets.

* * *

United Artists and Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer practically close arrangements to

merge.
* * *

Ascher Brothers, independent Chicago

chain owners, announce $14,000,000 build-

ing program which will bring their chain

up to 21 houses.

* * *

Vice President Dawes among 300 promi-

nent guests who attend Pathe News fif-

teenth anniversary dinner.

* * *

“Presentation Acts,” a new department,

starts in Exhibitors Herald.

DECEMBER

“Big Parade” is acclaimed really great

production; Martin J. Quigley says there

are reasons for calling it “the greatest.”

* * *

Universal completes alliance with UFA.
* * *

Proposed United Artists — Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer merger abandoned.

* * *

Texas will get it alone until Cohen re-

signs, Col. H. A. Cole, re-elected president,

tells convention.
* * *

Associated Exhibitors gets three new
district sales directors and territorial man-

agers and new controller. Turnbull,

LeBaron and Schulberg named associate

producers for Famous Players.

* * *

British exhibitors attack proposed quota

measure.
* * *

Publix Theatres is name chosen for

amalgamated Famous Players and Balaban

& Katz houses.

* * *

Ontario exhibitors’ organization re-

elects John C. Brady as president.
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Herald Readers Appraise New
Paramount Summer Policy

Majority See Big January to August Schedule as Logical Step Toward Elimination of

Summer Slump—Exhibitors Analyze Plan from Viewpoint of Box Office Experience

Exhibitor communications to the Herald regarding Famous Players-Lasky’s announcement of its plan to rid the
theatre year of its ancient “Summer Slump” bogey by providing big attractions in steady succession throughout the
twelve months show a decided majority sentiment in favor of this program. Excerpts from statements received are
printed herewith, followed by information indicating the character of Paramount pictures announced for distribu-

tion during the period specified.

Stanley N. Chambers, Miller En-
terprises, Wichita, Kans., gives as

his belief that “Paramount’s policy

to release big subjects during Spring

and Summer season will be of great

help to theatre business in general

and should be loudly applauded by
every exhibitor.” Similar opinion is

expressed by W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, la., who writes, “J"he

editorial by Martin J. Quigley in

your Holiday Number was read with

much interest. I believe all exhibi-

tors would much rather have their

big attractions available each month
and make their theatres attractive

by being able to give the public good
features throughout the entire year.

I hope all producers will adopt this

policy.” The same view is expressed
by E. D. Yost, Yost Theatres Co.,

Santa Ana, Calif., who says, “We
are in favor of big subjects and big

productions for next year. We
think this would stimulate business.

In our opinion people are getting fed

up on program pictures.”

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley,

Wis., is another who favors the plan.

He writes, “Yor Holiday Number is a

winner and as usual we find Martin J.

Quigley with a scent as keen as ever for things that mean steps for-

ward in the industry when he states in his editorial that the an-

nouncement of Famous Payers-Lasky is ‘a decidedly constructive

and forward looking move’ and when he states, ‘We hope it shall

become the general policy among producers’ he voices the hope of

every exhibitor. An announcement policy at least every six months,

if followed by all producers, would be a great step to remedy the

present situation, for then Mr. Producer would be forced at least

twice a year to head in his barrels with nice juicy pippins. Just

think if twice a year Mr. Fox had to show Mr. Exhibitor pippins of

the ‘Iron Horse’ variety and just as often Mr. Zukor had to top his

barrel with a ‘Ten Commandments,’ while Marcus Loew both Spring

and Fall had to hunt up a ‘Midshipman’ to help his ‘Unholy Three’

gather up his apples—urn, my mouth
waters so, I will have to quit.”

On the other hand, Fred C. Hinds,
Cresco theatre, Cresco, la., says in

discussion of the editorial, “If the
Paramount complete announcement
is to be taken at par value, one could
not help but agree with Mr. Quig-
ley; but experience has taught us to

place considerable discount on all

advance producer advertising. How
can any producer know in advance
that he is going to make fifteen box-
office attractions out of thirty? Too
many colossal productions have been
colossal failures. Stars will not do it.

Your list of biggest box office at-

tractions in the current issue cements
one of my pet theories—that the day
of the star is past. How can it be
done? Stories—that is the only way.
Until this group of thirty has been
completed, I’m moving to the state
just south of mine. However, Para-
mount is certainly to be congratu-
lated for making the effort.” Another
who reserves judgment until he has
seen the product, an exhibitor who
has bought every Paramount picture

since “Queen Elizabeth,” is Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bell-

aire, O. Mr. Morris writes, “If Paramount does give us bigger

and better pictures, the scheme may be a constructive one, hut

many see in it just a vision of a brilliant publicity man to get

bigger and better prices. In a city of ten to twenty thousand
where four days is a long run the exhibitor can only see the

entering wege of a demand for higher prices.”

Year-around uniformity of product seems the most uni-
versally favored aspect of the plan. George W. Trendle, Kun-
sky Enterprises, Detroit, states, “I consider the Paramount
proposal to release big subjects from January to August cer-
tainly a step in the right direction. Our business during those
months is equal to Fall business on pictures of like quality. I

JESSE L. LASKY, First Vice President in

Charge of Production

Hector Turnbull, Associate ProducerB. P. Schulberg, Associate Producer William Le Baron, Associate Producer
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have always claimed the slump was
caused entirely by failure of the pro-
ducers to furnish satisfactory product.”
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Neb., echo this opinion, saying,

‘‘We are fully convinced that unless we
are able to present good pictures the
entire year around the motion picture
industry will be materially hurt. Let us
have uniformity, that is, good program
pictures and a few specials scattered
out during the twelve months instead of
bunching the good ones and conse-
quently being forced to bunch the poor
ones.”

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kans., writes, “I believe Paramount’s
new policy will be a good thing for the
industry, as it will give the exhibitors
over the country a better chance to get
big pictures the year around and use
them while they are new, thereby getting
the advantage of the national advertising.
I have been using practically all of Para-
mount’s big pictures as sooti after release
as I can make dates for them and by
doing this I have been able to use other
distributors’ big priductions during the
Summer and get by very well.”

Another in agreement with the plan out-
lined is Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre Robin-
son, 111., who writes, “I have for many years
argued that the present system of distribu-
tors shooting their big stuff all at once was
dead wrong. Those of us who play up on
the new releases know full well the first of
February usually finds us with all of the
big attractions played and still we have the
toughest part of the season yet to fill. I

am somewhat dubious about any company
holding back their really big releases, but
if anyone is in a position to do this it is

Paramount. But we have been fed up so
much on glowing promises in the past that
only real execution in this connection will
convince me that the later part of the sea-
son’s product will be ‘real’ ones.” Further
endorsement of the principle involved is

given by Max Ascher, of Ascher Brothers
Chicago, who says, “If all producing com-
panies would release high calibre pictures
fifty-two weeks each year it would not alone
increase their incomes for the summer but
would also keep more theatres alive during
the hot months. Why they have not done
so before is a mystery to me.”

Three exhibitors who take different
views of the proposition are W. J.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.,
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich., and C. C. Dunsmoor, Legion
theatre, Marshalltown, la. Mr. Powell
writes, “It is difficult for me to see
wherein Paramount should be given
special credit for any particular original-
ity over this proposed scheme. One
glance over the release schedules of such
concerns as Metro-Goldwyn and First
National will convince the most skeptical
that their releases from January to
August this coming year will not only
equal in quality the product they re-
leased from August to January but will
easily surpass it in excellence. When a
film company expresses itself as so
blamed altruistic’ as the above would
tend to indicate, my suspicions are
aroused. In looking up the spelling of
this big word ‘altruistic’ in the diction-
ary just now my eye fell on the word
‘applesauce.’ As I can’t quite divorce the
significance of this incident from the
facts in the situation, as I see them, I’m
going to dismiss the matter thusly

—

applesauce.”

Mr. Silver says, “I note what Para-
mount says about stimulating business
through the off months. I say us coun-
try town exhibitors need more good
clean program pictures. The specials
will take care of themselves if you are
showman enough to put them over.

Correcting

Seasonal

Slump
(From an editorial by Martin J.

Quigley in the Holiday Number of

l he "Herald.”)

In many cases exhibitors

have been compelled to sit back help-

lessly and see the Summer slump com-

ing on because suitable attractions

were not available.

An effort to correct this situation is

announced by the Famous Players-

Lasky corporation. This company de-

scribes the old condition as “A feast

for six months, from August to Jan-

uary, and a famine for six months,

January to June.” With the opening

of the so-called famine period just

ahead it is particularly timely that

some definite statement should come
from producers indicating what exhib-

itors may expect in the way of attrac-

tion product during the next six

months.
The company noted proclaims its

intention of making available during

the coming six-month period produc-

tions of a calibre that will eliminate

the feast and famine division of the

year. This is a decidedly constructive

and forward-looking move. We hope

that it shall become the general policy

among producers.

Clean pictures are all that will ever let

the small town live.”

Mr. Dunsmoor writes, “Regarding the

Paramount policy : Every so often they

come out with some, brand new selling

idea trying to carry the independents off

their feet. Why feature their announce-
ment so greatly and call it a construc-

tive idea? Carl Laemmle in his 1925-26

product, Warner Brothers with theirs,

are doing as much. Why do you with

your so-called exhibitors’ weekly give

the big giant so much publicity?” Mr.
Dunsmoor, who states that he does not

expect to see his letter printed in the

Herald, continues

:

“There also is method in their mad-
ness. They have large theatres in cities

and they must place drawing pictures in

them to pull during the Summer, and if

they can ram this selling idea down the

throats of the fellows in the smaller

towns it will help finance the deal and
also take dates from Paramount’s com-
petitors, making Paramount bigger and
‘badder’ for next year. I have no quarrel

with you, but I really think that when
one group tried to hog it all every fair

minded publisher should at least stay

neutral. Please do not get the idea in

your paper or into the heads of the

thousands of smaller exhibitors that

Paramount has started anything new or

that they are the only ones that have
big pictures for Spring and Summer.
They have a reason, as I said before.”

Contrasting with Mr. Dunsmoor’s
opinion is that of Joseph Sholseth, Prin-

cess theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D., who says,

“I consider Paramount’s policy of releas-

ing big pictures from January to August
excellent. I feel that big productions

are needed through Spring and Summer
as well as Fall and Winter.”

Herman A. Schwahn, Eau Claire Thea-
tre Co., Eau Claire, Wis., states as his

belief that the Paramount policy “should

prove a God send to all interested as
compared with the present method.”
Even stronger language is used by
George Zeppos, Rex theatre, Wheeling,
W. Va., who states:

“After carefully analyzing Paramount’s
Spring announcement I cannot help but
congratulate them for their foresighted-
ness. They are always ahead of the
other fellow in their product. There is

no such thing as a Fall, Spring or Sum-
mer season for a good picture. Good
pictures, big subjects, will always get
the money. Personally, I consider lucky
all theatres that will play this Spring
block of pictures. I am one of them.”

Fred Walton, Bellingham Theatres, Inc.,

Bellingham, Wash., adds, “I believe the

policy of releasing big pictures from Jan-
uary to August a good one. We need big
pictures all year around as they are the

only kind getting us money. Program pic-

tures are almost worthless.”

“Art” Doesn’t Mean
Tossing Money Away
Says Jesse L. Lasky
By JESSE L. LASKY

(Paramount’s first vice-president in charge of

production in this exclusive article gives his view-
point on the co-ordination of business methods
with art in their application to the film industry.)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22—Recently a fa-

mous playwright asked me if there could be
any common meeting ground for commer-
cialism and artistic inspiration. It is a ques-
tion that arises in many discussions on the

relationship of the dollar to creative en-

terprises.

My answer was that system—the use of
businesslike methods—is necessary to any
endeavor, whether it be carrying on a war,
building a beautiful edifice, or making a

motion picture.

It may be a lovely ideal to starve for

one’s art, but it is a wrong ideal to let art

starve. Art cannot prosper unless it is en-

joyed by the multitude and the multitude
cannot have art unless it pays for it.

The common meeting ground where busi-

ness methods and artistic projects go hand
and hand is very well illustrated in the mo-
tion picture industry. Turning out the best

pictures possible is both an artistic and
commercial aim. Profit results from per-

fection.
sji Jji ijc

It is not necessary to be wasteful or to

spend exorbitant sums of money to make
artistic productions. There is no reason
why a director should not be careful in

keeping his picture within a reasonable fin-

ancial outlay.

To preserve the right balance in pro-
ducing artistic screen plays and still main-
tain business efficiency Paramount has men
of trust and ability to look after interests

of both the producing unit and the busi-

ness division, and to aid the director in

his creative work. The supervising editor

sees to the best interests of the story being
filmed. The production manager attends

to the business interests of the producers

and the production. It is the duty of the

supervising editor and the production man-
ager to work in the closest harmony.

With a spirit of cooperation existing I

see no reason why the commercial side of

motion pictures should handicap artistic

finesse.

The producer must be willing to prospect

for new veins of drama as a means of

cultivating or discovering public response

and abetting artistic appreciation.
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“For Heaven’s Sake”

H AROLD LLOYD’S first picture under
his contract with Paramount is in

the final stages of production on the

West Coast.

Those who have seen the “rushes” on
this spring special, tentatively titled “For
Heaven’s Sake,” say that the comedian
again has struck that human note which is

so dominant in all of his attractions.

The picture, they say, is another certain

winner for the comedian, for the underly-

ing thought and appeal will make it uni-

versally popular with all types of audiences.

It presents Lloyd in a fast moving com-
edy of the type which appeals to most of

his followers. He portrays a character

that is sympathetic, one that readily brings

the support of his audiences to everything

he attempts on the screen.

The sombre atmosphere of a big city’s

underworld is the background of this

story. In it Lloyd is the scion of a rich

family who finds after a life of luxury

and ease that the real joy of living is

found in helping others. His experiences

in the slums of a city where he goes to

assist a missionary, produce the laughs

which have made the comedian’s pictures

so popular.

“For Heaven’s Sake” will maintain the

prestige won by the comedian in “The
Freshman,” say Lloyd officials. His college

picture, they say, established Lloyd as the

greatest box office attraction, for in its first

run presentations in New York and in Los
Angeles it played to nearly 1,000,000 per-

sons.

Virtually the same staff associated with

Lloyd in all of his independent releases

was engaged to assist in the production of

his first for Paramount. William R. Fra-

ser, general manager of Harold Lloyd

Corporation, and John L. Murphy, produc-

tion manager, head the executive force.

Sam Taylor, for five years with the com-
edian as gag man and co-director, handled

the megaphone. The scenario staff was
comprised of Ted Wilde, John Grey and

Clyde Bruckman. Robert A. Golden is as-

sistant director; Walter Lundin, chief cine-

matographer ;
Henry Kohler, assistant ;

Liell

Vedder, art director; William MacDonald,
technical director; Cecil Bardwell, chief

electrician, and Allen McNeil, film editor.

Jobyna Ralston, Lloyd’s charming lead-

ing woman in “The Freshman,” “Hot
Water,” “Girl Shy” and “Why Worry,”
is again cast in that role in “For Heaven’s

Sake.” The balance of the cast is largely

one of types, and for these parts the com-
edian selected Noah Young, well known
heavy; Paul Wiegel, veteran character

actor; James Mason, another prominent

heavy; Richard Daniels, father of Mickey

of “Our Gang” fame; Earl Mohan and

Francis Gaspart.

“Fresh Paint”
AYMOND GRIFFITH, with “Hands
Up,” the last of his pictures on this

year’s program, completed, is in New
York conferring at the home office with

production executives relative to his next

attraction, “Fresh Paint,” which will be re-

leased as a special Paramount schedule for

the spring and summer.
Production on the new picture will com-

mence the fore part of January. It will be

released the latter part of April.

In the East with Griffith is Reginald

Morris, a member of the star’s scenario

staff, and the two, in addition to production

conferences, have been viewing the Broad-
way plays.

“Fresh Paint” will be typically Griffith—

humor, gags, romance and original treat-

ment. It will be constructed on a more
elaborate scale, however, than any of the

star’s previous stellar vehicles.

On his return to the coast the star and
his gag men will put the finishing touches
to the script so that production may be

launched immediately. It is likely that the

final selection of a director and cast also

will await Griffith’s arrival in Los Angeles.

Griffith’s unit at the Lasky studio on the

West Coast is composed of some of the

best comedy writers and gag men in the

business. This combination gives the star

stories and gags of the type that have
made his attractions outstanding.

Plans are being formulated for an ex-
tensive exploitation and advertising cam-
paign on this picture. There will be a na-
tional tieup which will go a long way in

creating a ready-made audience for the

picture in every section of the country.

A wealth of exploitation material will be
in the hands of Paramount’s exploitation

men in the various exchange centers far in

advance of release so that very complete
campaigns may be planned and conducted
on the picture.

“It’s the Old Army Game”

EARLY in February production will

commence on “It’s the Old Army
Game,” which is scheduled as one of

the specials on Paramount’s spring and
summer program releases.

This attraction will launch W. C. Fields,

the screen find of 1925, as a star under the

Paramount banner, according to William
Le Baron, associate producer at the com-
pany’s Long Island studio.

Fields, the comedian who could not get

into the silent drama until after a career

of 20 years of “dumb” pantomime on the

stage and a speaking role in “Poppy,” con-

cludes his contract with Ziegfeld’s Follies

in January. On February 8, he will start

work in his first starring vehicle on the

screen.

The screen adaptation of “It’s the Old
Army Game” is now being constructed at

Paramount’s Long Island studio. The staff

which will produce the special has been se-
lected with Mr. Le Baron personally super-
vising production. Clarence Badger, who
has just completed Raymond Griffith’s
brilliant comedy, “Hands Up,” will direct.
Tom Geraghty will serve as supervising
editor of all of Fields’ attractions.

“W. C. Fields has one of the most mag-
netic personalities ever revealed on the
screen,” said Mr. Le Baron. “He has mag-
netized stag;e audiences for years. His bril-
liant work in ‘Sally of the Sawdust’ and in
‘That Royle Girl,’ in which he has more
recently been featured by Paramount,
prove that he possesses screen ability of
the highest starring magnitude. His hu-
mor, long known on the stage, is now to-

be taken from Broadway and carried to-

Main streets all over the country.”
Clara Bow, who came to Paramount

when B. P. Schulberg joined the company
as associate producer, will play opposite
the star. Additional members of the cast
will be announced after the first of the
year.

Fields’ initial starring picture will be
written around his most famous charac-
terization, that of the genial, happy tramp
of fortune, the medicine man who works
the old shell game and makes the people
like it.

It is Fields’ idea to “restore the old
hokum” to the screen. “My idea,” he said,

“is to bring back slapstick two dollared
up. Exhibitors may well agree that that

idea is worthwhile.”

Fields sprang into screen fame in “Sally

of the Sawdust,” and clinched it in “That
Royle Girl.” Musical comedy audiences
and vaudeville knew him long before as

one of the real geniuses of comedy. His
method is like no other comedian in the

world.
It was in 1914 that Fields signed with

the Follies and he remained with that Zieg-

feld organization through the edition of

1922. During all those years he never pub-

licly made a sound. Then he was offered
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the comedy lead in “Poppy” and the critics

discovered with shouts of joy that he
could be just as funny in speech as he was
as the dumb tramp juggler.

When he went into “Sally of the Saw-
dust” he was discovered again, for on the

screen he is funnier than in stage panto-

mime.

“Dancing Mothers”

F
IVE of Paramount’s 11 special attra-

tions for spring and summer release

have been finished.

The last of these five to go into the cut-

ting room is “Dancing Mothers,” on which
camera work has just been completed at

the Long Island studio under the direction

of Herbert Brenon. This is Brenon’s sec-

ond contribution to the list of specials for

the new season, his other being “The Song
and Dance Man,” which has already been

cut and titled.

No attraction produced in recent months
at the Astoria studio has a greater galaxy

of players than “Dancing Mothers,” which
is an adaptation of the Broadway stage

success by Edgar Selwyn and Edmund
Goulding.

It stars Conway Tearle, Alice Joyce and
Clara Bow, with a supporting cast com-
posed of Norman Trevor, Dorothy Cum-
ming, Elsie Lawson and Donald Keith.

Tearle’s magnificent restraint in the big

emotional roles which he has played has

made him a favorite with thousands of

fans. Beauty, charm and ability have won
for Miss Joyce a legion of fans. Miss
Bow is still the unforgettable flapper.

A feature of this attraction will be two
big cafe scenes portraying the popular con-

ception of New York life. One represents

a bizarre cabaret in Greenwich Village and
the other a fashionable night club in the

Roaring Forties along the Great White
Way.
The Greenwich Village cabaret, the Pi-

rate’s Ship represents the after-deck of an
old galleon of the Spanish Main, with its

gorgeous ballustrades, ornate doors, brass
cannon and sails of purple and gold. The
tables were made of barrels with board
tops across their heads, while small kegs
were used as seats.

The night club set conveys the dignity

and lavishness which in recent prohibition
days has become popular along with the
price.

“Dancing Mothers” is a dramatic anal-
ysis of family life today.

“The Vanishing American”

O
NE of Paramount’s new season’s at-

tractions whose box office per-
formances already have warranted

its selection as a special is “The Vanish-
ing American,” Zane Grey’s absorbing
story of the passing of the American In-

dian.

The picture has just closed a successful
run at the Criterion theatre on Broadway.
It played to capacity in Charlotte, N. C.

In San Francisco it drew tremendous busi-

ness. It has registered equally successful
engagements in other parts of the country.
So impressive is this screen epic that

in its current issue The Literary Digest
devotes two pages to reviews of the pic-

ture and to scenes from it. The reviews
quoted are those of Quinn Martin of the
New York World and Richard Watts, Jr.,

of the New York Tribune. The Digest
article reads in part:

“Mr Quinn Martin of the New York
World calls this new Famous Players-
Lasky production ‘one of the really great
picture plays of all time, and certainly
from the standpoint of importance in an
educational way it has not been equalled.’

‘The Covered Wagon,’ which gained such
deserved popularity, should, in Mr. Martin’s
judgment, ‘take second place in this small
group of strictly American cinemas.’ ‘In

dramatic power and in picturesque back-
ground and mounting,’ he declares, ‘it sur-

passes the James Cruze play of the wagon
train and the gold rush.’

“The history of the Indian from the
days when he was sole lord of this crea-
tion on to the time of the intrusion of the
first Spanish invaders is imaginatively set

forth. Then a long jump is made to the
time when the Indian, crowded back to

“It’s the Old Army Game”
Is scheduled as one of the specials on
Paramount’s spring and summer pro-

gram releases. W . C. Fields, the come-
dian stars. Clara Bow supports.

mtk:m-

“Fresh Paint”
Is the name of the next
Paramount picture to be
made by Raymond Grif-

fith. He will be cast

again in a comedy role.

Plans are being made
for an extensive adver-

tising and exploitation

campaign.
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the infertile plains and rocky fastnesses of

our Western land, the victim of incompe-

tent or criminal Indian agents, is called

upon to bear his share in the country’s

burden of the great war. His reward is

seen to be neglect and indifference of his

fatherland and the despoiling of his land

and crops that his absence on the battle-

field left unprotected from scheming over-

lords. Of the first selection Richard Watts,

Jr., writes in the New York Herald-

Tribune

:

“Certainly the photoplay has reached no

higher point in the development of its

potentialities for the creation of a broad,

sweeping flow of narrative against a huge
and colorful background, united in a theme
of magnitude and tragic grandeur, than is

to be found in the first third of ‘The Van-
ishing American.’ It is probably no less

than a matter of simple justice that the
photoplay, which has used the American
Indian so long and strenuously for the
purpose of villainy, should now do the
right thing for the red men by making
him the hero of its most austere try at
epic tragedy.”

Wherever the picture has shown it has
been acclaimed by both reviewers and the
public. It is a picture, which, like “The
Pony Express,” and “The Covered Wagon,”
brings to the theatre a new clientele—

a

public which seldom seeks its entertain-
ment in the motion picture theatres. It is

a picture which schools, libraries, civic or-
ganizations and local executives may assist
in exploiting.

In “The Vanishing American” Richard
Dix does the finest dramatic work of his
career in the role of the last of the great
Indian chiefs. Lois Wilson plays sympa-
thetically the leading feminine role. Noah
Beery is excellent as the government agent
whose sinister operations antagonize the
Indians toward the government.

George Seitz directed the epic, with
Lucien Hubbard supervising.

“Dancing
Mothers”

Is the fifth Paramount
picture on the spring
and summer program to

go into the cutting
room. Conivay Tearle,
Alice Joyce and Clara
Bow are starred in the
picture which is a dra-

matization of family
life.

“The Vanishing

American”
Has just closed a suc-

cessful run at the Cri-

terion theatre on Broad-
way. It is a story

written by Zane Grey
of the passing of the
American Indian. It is

distributed by Famous
Players-Lasky.

directing.

This is one of the 11 specials which Para-
mount is producing for spring and summer
in accordance with its policy of abolishing
seasonal division in production effort. It

is being produced on a scale in keeping
with the bigness of theme of a story
which became popular with its first in-

stallment as a serial in Everybody’s Maga-
zine. Since then it has been a best seller

in book stores throughout the country.
Book reviewers everywhere have praised it.

The best talent available was assembled
to portray the characters which the author’s
imaginative genius developed. There are
Jack Holt, who is supreme in virile roles;
Florence Vidor, the beautiful and alluring
grand duchess of “The Grand Duchess and
the Waiter” ; Noah Beery, a blustering
villain, and George Bancroft, the smiling
villain of “The Pony Express,” who has
just signed a long term contract with Para-
mount.

Several spectacular scenes will stand out
as features of this special. There will be
a tornado, a shipwreck and a terrific fight

as described so vividly by the author.
“Sea Horses” is the story of Helen Sal-

via, a beautiful English girl who has been
abandoned by her Italian husband and left

to shift for herself and her 5-year-old
daughter. She learns that her husband is

in an evil African port, inhabited by the
back-wash of the world, and she determines
to seek him out. Through Captain Glan-
vil, a handsome yoflng American, she se-

cures passage on a cargo ship bound for
the African port.

Glanvil, against his desires, falls in love
with Helen. Arriving at their destination,

they find Salvia living a dissolute life.

Helen seeks to heal the estrangement, but
his ruthlessness drives her back to Glan-
vil. Salvia steals Helen’s daughter and a
terrific fight ensues in a swamp between
Glanvil and Salvia’s men. The captain and
Helen escape with the child and go to sea.

There is a terrific tornado in which Salvia
is wiped out and Helen and Glanvil find

happiness.

“Sea Horses”

I
N production at the Lasky studio on
the West Coast is Francis Brett Young’s
“Sea Horses,” a great story cff love and

adventure on sea and land. Allan Dwan is
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mand that Leola also be given an oppor-
tunity. “Hap” proves to be the worst ham
that ever hit Broadway. On the other hand,
Leola is a success. Murdock, the second
victim in the holdup, falls in love with
Leola and she with him.
Nelson lends “Hap” £1,000 and persuades

him to go back to Ins native town and
engage in business. “Hap” does, but his

heart is in the stage. He practices his

songs and dances and funny sayings every
night. After three years he returns to

Broadway to get Leola to marry him and
to prove to Nelson that he is now the
“greatest song and dance man in the
world.”
But “Hap” is still the ham of other days.

He sees Leola’s great night of triumph on
the stage and learns she is engaged to

Murdock. So “Hap” resolves to give up
his prosperous business and grab the only
happiness left—trouping around the tank
towns as a ham song and dance man.

* * *

“The Wanderer ’

I
N its spring and summer schedule Para-
mount is offering “The Wanderer,” a
Biblical production which is a fitting

successor to “The Ten Commandments,”
one of the greatest money-makers ever
produced.
This gorgeous special suggested by the

spectacular stage play by Maurice Samuels
depicts the story of the Prodigal Son, the
shepherd boy who followed an alluring
siren to wicked Babylon and, after tasting
the forbidden fruit of that ribald city, was
cast out and at last found forgiveness and
the fatted calf.

Some of the greatest love scenes ever
screened are found in “The Wanderer.”
There is the spectacle of a city destroyed
by the wrath of God. The picture is un-
doubtedly Raoul Walsh’s masterpiece.

“Greta Nissen,” said the New York Eve-
ning Post, “certainly is the most amazingly
lovely temptress a picture ever had.”
“William Collier, Jr.,” declared Robert

“The Song and Dance Man

”

THE picturesqueness of back-stage

Broadway, with its humor, its pathos

and its sentiment, is vividly portrayed

in Herbert Brenon’s production of the

George M. Cohen play, “The Song and

Dance Man.”

Paramount will release this special at-

traction early in the new season.

When this play was on Broadway a year

ago with the author, Mr. Cohan, in the title

role, several motion picture companies
were in the bidding for the screen rights.

Paramount was successful and immediately
production executives set about to make a

picture that would be a special in every
sense of the word.

They turned to Herbert Brenon as the

director who could fulfill their purpose.

He had to his credit such successful pic-

tures as “Peter Pan,” “The Street of For-
gotten Men” and “A Kiss for Cinderella.”

Also, they felt that Brenon could give to

the picture the colorfulness of the variety

stage for in his early years he was a part

of it.

For the principal roles Tom Moore,
Bessie Love, who is supreme in her
Charleston dancing, and Harrison Ford
were selected. Other members of the cast

are Norman Trevor, Josephine Drake,
George Nash, William B. Nash and Helen
Lindroth.

The combination of Brenon and cast has
produced a picture impressive in fine dra-

matic qualities, its humor and its romance.

The story concerns “Happy” Farrell, song
and dance man, who wins a bankroll by
a lucky bet on a long shot. For the first

time in his turbulent career he stands on
Broadway ready to break into the “big
time.” By chance he meets Leola Lane, his

boyhood friend, in time to save her from
being ejected from her room because she
has no money for the rent. This act of
generosity takes all of “Hap’s” money. He
and Leola, who is also a trouper, try to

make the “big time” together, but it is no

use. Broke and desperate, “Hap” holds up
two men leaving a fashionable New York
apartment. They disarm him and he tells

them his story. One of the men, Nelson,

a theatrical producer, agrees to give “Hap”
a chance. * Nelson agrees to “Hap’s” de-

“Sea Horses”

Is being directed by
Allan Dwan for Para-

mount. It contains as

in the story a tornado,

a shipwreck and a ter-

rific fight. Cast in im-

portant roles are Flor-

ence Vidor, Jack Holt
and Noah Beery.

“The Song and

Dance Man”
Which features Bessie
Love and Tom Moore
is a play of the back-

stage of Broadway with
its humor, pathos and
sentiment. The picture

is directed by Herbert
Brenon. It will be re-

leased by Paramount
early in the new season.
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E. Sherwood, editor of Life, “gives a

startling fine impression of the Prodigal.

Ernest Torrence, Wallace Beery, Tyrone

Powers, Kathryn Hill, Kathlyn Williams

and George Rigas also received generous

praise for their portrayals.

The theme of the picture is found in

this quotation from the Bible: “A certain

man had two sons. And the younger of

them said to his father, ‘Father, give me
the portion of goods that falleth to me’.”

The younger son is Jether, lithe, hand-

some and a dreamer. Watching his flocks,

he sees a caravan from Babylon pass the

farm. Mounted on an elephant’s back is

the ravishingly beautiful Tisha. She smiles

and Jether becomes infatuated. Urged on

by Tisha’s companion, the evil Tola, Jether

gets his share of his inheritance and jour-

neys with the caravan to wicked Babylon.

For a time Jether basks in the warm love

of Tisha. But he loses his money in

gambling and riotous living, and Pharis,

a roistering sea captain, wins Tisha away
from him. A bearded prophet roams the

streets predicting that wicked Babylon will

be destroyed by God, and during a great

feast in the pagan love palace of Tisha
there are flashes of lightning, thunder roars

and the mammoth columns of the palace

crash down. In a few minutes the entire

city is in ruins. Jether, however, is spared
because he refused to worship the pagan
gods. Broken in heart, penniless and
hungry, he flees to the desert.

For days he wanders in the wilderness.

At last he reaches home where his mother
receives him in her tender arms. His stern

father, refusing at first to forgive, relents

and orders the fatted calf killed. Naomi,
Jether’s boyhood sweetheart, returns to

him.

In advertising this picture the theatres
should receive the active cooperation of
the churches, schools and kindred organiza-
tions. It is a picture which will live up
to the promises made for it.

“The Grand Duchess and the

Waiter
9

I
N ITS first test engagement, a week’s

showing at McVickers theatre, Chicago,

Paramount’s special attraction, “The

Grand Duchess and the Waiter,” drew a
gross of nearly $31,000, an exceptionally
high figure for this house.

“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter” is

an adaptation of the smart comedy by Al-
fred Savoir, author of “Blue Beard’s
Eighth Wife.” As a stage attraction it

has had successful runs in Los Angeles
and in New York.

In it Adolphe Menjou has the same type
of role that he had in “The King on Main
Street.” The picture will present to fans
a new Florence Vidor. As the grand duch-
ess she is beautiful and infatuating. Others
in the cast are Lawrence Grant, Andre de
Beranger, Dot Farley, Barbara Pierce,
Brandon Hurst and William Courtright.

The subtle situations of the story have
been cleverly handled by Malcolm St. Clair,

the director who did so well with “Are
Parents People?”, “The Trouble With
Wives,” “A Woman of the World” and
other attractions.

The story concerns a Russian grand
duchess, Miss Vidor, who has been forced
to flee Paris with a vestige of her court.

Attending the theatre one evening she is

seen by Menjou, a millionaire beau-ideal of
Paris, who becomes immediately infatuated.

All his endeavors to meet her are ignored,

so he engages a suite of rooms directly

below those she occupies in a prominent
hotel. He then bribes a waiter to allow

him to act as a floor-waiter in the royal

suite, and so perfect is his make-up that

Miss Vidor fails to recognize him.

In his attempt to serve, however, he

fails miserably and Miss Vidor, to punish

him, makes him a member of her cortege

and assigns him to the most menial labor.

One evening, unable to sleep, she sum-
mons Menjou and orders champagne.
Menjou brings two glasses and when an

explanation is demanded, he discloses his

love for her. At this inopportune moment,
other members of the royal party enter

and Miss Vidor is forced to repulse

Menjou.

“The Grand
Duchess and the

Waiter”
In its first engagement,

a week at the McVickers
theatre, Chicago, drew
a gross of $31,000 , an
exceptionally high fig-

ure for this house.

“The Wanderer”
Has been called a fit-

ting successor to Para-

mount’s “The Ten Com-
mandments.” It is a

Biblical story of the

Prodigal Son and his

ivanderings. Ernest Tor-

rence, Greta Nissen and
William Collier, Jr., are

in important roles.
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THE HIMMART
Warner Brothers

Louise Fazenda Lent for “The Bat

”

Louise Fazenda has been lent to Joseph
M. Schenck to fill a role in “The Bat.” She
will return to the Warner lot when the

picture has been completed.

Reisner Writes Tieup Song

Charles (Chuck) Reisner, Syd Chaplin’s

director, has written a song to accompany
Chaplin’s current picture, “Oh, What a

Nurse!” “Oh, What a Nurse!” is Chap-
lin’s second comedy feature for Warner
Brothers.

Lewis Milestone Lent to F. P.

Lewis Milestone, Warner Brothers direc-

tor, has been lent to Famous Players-Lasky
to direct Thomas Meighan in “A Florida

Romance.”

Huntly Gordon with First National

Huntly Gordon has been lent to First

National to play opposite Anna Q. Nilsson

in “The Second Chance.” When this pic-

ture has been completed Gordon will return

to the Warner studios.

United Artists

“Stella Dallas” to Go on Road

Samuel Goldwyn announces that “Stella

.Dallas,” starring Belle Bennett, will be

road-shown in many of the larger Amer-
ican cities. Theodore Mitchell will be in

charge of the road-showing work.

Hergesheimer to Write Film Story

Joseph Hergesheimer, noted novelist, has
arrived on the West Coast to collaborate

with the Samuel Goldwyn organization in

writing a new story for the screen.

“Partners Again” Almost Finished

The last camera work on “Partners
Again—with Potash and Perlmutter” will

be finished in a few days. Henry King is

directing.

F. B. O.

Six Long Features Out in January

Six long feature pictures have been listed

for January release. They are: “Flaming
Waters,” January 3; “Man Rustlin’,” Janu-
ary 10; a Maurice (Lefty) Flynn produc-
tion, January 17; a Tom Tyler Western,
January 24; “When Love Grows Cold,”

January 31; and “The Blue Streak,” also

January 31.

Seven Short Features Set for Release

During January, National Laugh Month,
Film Booking Offices will release the fol-

lowing short features: “High But Not
Handsome,” January 3 ;

“Mummy Love”
and “The Giraffe’s Long Neck,” January
10; “Little Andy Looney,” January 17; “In
the Air” and “Dinky Doodle at the Studio,”

January 24; and “A Snitch in Time,” Janu-
ary 31.

R. Talmadge Making “Night Patrol

Richard Talmadge is at work on produc-
tion of a new comedy-melodrama titled

“The Night Patrol.”

“Won by Law,” two reel picture, is

Wanda Wiley’s latest Century Com-
edy release now being distributed by
Universal. Edward I. Luddy directed
the production.

Comedies, Cartoons, Booked
The Princess Amusement Company, Lin-

coln, Neb., has booked the entire “Fat
Men” and Blue Ribbon comedy series, and
26 Bray cartoons.

Charles Sweeten Books “Mazies”

Charles Sweeten of the Majestic theatre,

Evansville, Ind., has booked the “Adven-
tures of Mazie” series, the Standard and
Blue Ribbon comedies, and the “Fighting
Hearts” series, which will soon go into

work at the F. B. O. studios.

Samuel Bischoff

The Gold Medal Pictures, Inc., is work-
ing on the sixth of a series of 12 comedies
to be distributed by Samuel Bischoff, Inc.

The first five in the series are : “Assorted
Nuts,” “Play Ball,” “Spooky Spooks,”

“Roomers Afloat” and “Cured Hams.”

Universal

“Midnight Sun” ready for Showing

Dimitri Buchowetzki has completed cut-

ting and titling “The Midnight Sun,” which
he directed, and is preparing it for distri-

bution.

Directorial Staff Completed

The staff of directors that will make the

1926 “White List” of 54 pictures has been
completed and includes William Seiter, Ed-
ward Sloman, Harry Pollard, Svend Gade,
King Baggot, James O. Spearing, Edward
Sedgwick, Lynn Reynolds, Albert Rogell,

Edward Laemmle, Arthur Rosson, Clifford

Smith and Herbert Blache.

Laura La Plante Cast

Laura La Plante will be co-starred with
Edward Everett Horton in “Poker Faces,”
which Harry Pollard will direct. In the

supporting cast are George Seigmann, Tom
Ricketts and Tom O’Brien.

Four in Cutting Room
Productions just put into the editing

stage of work are “Skinner’s Dress Suit,”

“Combat,” “Grinning Guns” and “The Still

Alarm.”

Scenarist Made Director

James O. Spearing, who for the last

three years has been a member of the Uni-
versal staff, has been appointed director
and will begin his first production soon.

Paramount
Senior Stars Work with Juniors

Richard Dix, Clara Bow, Adolphe Men-
jou, Lois Wilson and Percy Marmont have
been added to the cast of the Paramount
Junior Stars’ production, “Glorious Youth.”

Mack Swain in “Sea Horses”

Mack Swain has been cast for a part in

“Sea Horses,” Allan Dwan’s current pro-
duction. The cast now numbers 17.

W. C. Fields Starts February 8

On February 8 W. C. Fields will start

work on “It’s the Old Army Game,” his

first screen starring vehicle. Clarence Bad-
ger will direct. Tom Geraghty will be su-

pervising editor of Fields’ productions.

New Picture Selected for Dix

William Le Baron, associate producer of

the Paramount Long Island studio, an-
nounces “Let’s Get Married” as the Rich-
ard Dix picture to follow “Womanhan-
dled.”

Bebe Daniels Heads Own Unit

Bebe Daniels has been placed in charge

of her own comedy unit and is soon to

start on a new picture.

Pathe

Vaude Circuits Renew for “Topics”

For the seventh successive season the

Keith-Albee, Orpheum, Orpheum, Jr., In-

terstate and Moss and Proctor vaudeville

circuits have booked Pathe’s “Topics of the

Day.”

“Polar Flight” Booked Heavily

The Pathe release, “The Amundsen Polar

Flight,” has been booked for showing in

10 Rowland and Clark houses in the Pitts-

burgh district and in 13 Ascher Brothers

houses in Chicago. The picture is in three

reels.

“Bar-G” Is in 10 Chapters

“The Bar-G Mystery,” Pathe serial, is be-

ing made in 10 chapters. It is to be re-

leased following “The Green Archer,” cur-

rent chapter picture.

News Ad Material Distributed

Pathe is issuing to exhibitors showing
Pathe News a sheet of advertising illus-

trations with mats suitable for use in news-
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paper displays. These attract attention to

the regular news releases and to the special

“Flashes of the Past.’’

Chase Completes “Mama, Behave

”

Charley Chase has completed “Mama, Be-

have,” and the picture is being edited by

Richard Currier. Malcolm Stuart Boylan

will write the titles.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Wild Oats Lane” Filming Finished

Filming work on Marshall Neilan’s

“Wild Oats Lane” has been finished and

the production is being cut and titled. Pro-

Dis-Co will release it.

“Calamity Jane’’ in Preparation

Frances Marion is working with Harry

Carr of the Los Angeles Times on the

preparation of Bret Harte s Calamity

Jane” for filming.

C. De Mille Engages Art Directors

Cecil B De Mille has engaged Mitchel

Leisen, Anton Grot and Max Parker as

art directors in the production of I he

Volga Boatman.”

La Rocque Leading Woman Chosen

Marguerite De La Motte has been en-

gaged for the leading role opposite Rod

La Rocque in “Red Dice,” La Rocque s

next production. William K. Howard will

direct.

Ray Hallor Cast for “Red Dice’’

Ray Hallor has been cast for an impor-

tant part in “Red Dice.” Hallor recently

completed an outstanding part in “The Last

Edition,” F. B. O. picture.

Educational

Fox
“Golden Strain” in Cutting Room

“The Golden Strain,” based on Peter

B. Kyne’s first original story for the

screen, has been finished and is in the

cutting room. Victor Schertzinger di-

rected.

Last of “Gilded Butterfly” Shot

John Griffith Wray has completed

filming work on “The Gilded Butterfly,

and is supervising editing it. This is

Wray’s second picture for Fox.

Emmett Flynn Completes Another

Emmett Flynn has filmed the last se-

quences of “The Palace of Pleasure,”

and the film has gone to the cutting

room. Betty Compson and Edmund
Lowe have the leading roles. The pic-

ture will be released January 10.

“The First Year” Finished

“The First Year,” starring Matt

Moore and Kathryn Perry, has been fin-

ished. The picture is based on Frank
Craven’s stage play of the same name,

and was directed by Frank Borzage.

Release Dates Set

“His Own Lawyer,” in the “Helen and

Warren” series, is set for release Janu-

ary 3, and “Officer of the Day,” Impe-

rial comedy, will be released January 10.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

January Releases Scheduled

Pictures scheduled for January release,

with the dates, are : “The Barrier,” Janu-

ary 4; “Dance Madness,” January 11 ;
“The

Mocking Bird,” January 18; and “The Ex-

quisite Sinner,” January 25.

Tivo. on January 3 Release Card

“Sky Hooks,’* a Cameo comedy, and

“Weak But Willing,” a Walter Hiers com-

edy, will be released January 3.

January 10 Releases Announced

“Felix the Cat Spots the Spooks” and

“Live Cowards” are scheduled for January

10 release.

January 17 Releases Number Three

Three short features are scheduled for

release January 17: “Brotherly^Love, a

Cameo comedy ;
“A Salty Sap, Christie

comedy, and “My Stars, Tuxedo comedy.

“Felix” Heads January 24 List

The list of short features set for January

24 release is: “Felix the Cat Flirts with

Fate,” “For Sadie’s Sake,” “Mother Goose s

Movies” and ‘Colorful Fashions from

Paris.”

Tivo Slated for January 30

On the Tanuary 30 release list are two

comedies, “Be Careful Dearie” and “Lickety

Split.” The first is a Cameo and the sec-

ond a Mermaid.

Red Seal

“Little Friend” Booked by B. & K.

“A Little Friend of All the World,” a

featurette made by the Bray studios, will

show at the Tivoli and LTptown theatres,

Chicago, during Christmas week.

Chadwick

Forthcoming Productions Named

Chadwick announces the following pic-

tures on its preferred schedule, which will

be followed through to completion without

halt : “Lew Tyler’s Wives,” “Shenandoah,”

“Horses and Women,” “Dancing Days,

“The Aristocrat,” “The Romance of a Mil-

lion Dollars,” “Shameful Behavior,” “His

New York Wife,” “The Worst Woman,”
“Studies in Wives,” “Eden’s Fruit” and

“Exclusive Rights.”

4 Carded for February Release

Four pictures have been announced for

Superior Quality
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i
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release in February. They are: “The

Auction Block,” February 1 ;
“The Light

Eternal,” February 8; “The Torrent,” Feb-

ruary 15; and “Money Talks,” February 22.

Leiv Cody Given Chief “Toto” Role

Lew Cody has been assigned the title role

in “Toto,” which Leo Ditrichstein made
famous on the spoken stage. John M.
Stahl will produce “Toto” as his first un-

der the M-G-M banner.

Max Marcin Writing Three Plays

Max Marcin, playwright under contract

with Metro, is writing “I Can Do It,”

“Flesh and the Devil” and “The Back-
Slappers,” which will be adapted to the
screen. Frederick and Fanny Hatton will

scenarize them.

“Mare Nostrum” Almost Ready
“Mare Nostrum,” adapted from the Iba-

nez novel of the same name, is being edited
in Europe. Rex Ingram directed and Alice
Terry and Antonio Moreno have the lead-
ing roles.

Ginsberg

“Checkered Flag” Finished

Filming work on “The Checkered Flag”
has been completed and the picture is in
the editing stage of production. Frederick
and Fanny Hatton are writing the titles.

“The Taxi Mystery” will be the next pic-
ture to go into work. It will be followed
by “Brooding Eyes.”

Gotham
“Speed Limit” Cast Completed
1 he cast for “The Speed Limit” has been

completed. It includes Raymond McKee
and Ethel Shannon, the principals, and
Bruce Gordon, George Chapman, James
Conly, Rona Lee, Paul Weigle, Lucille
Thorndyke, and Inez Ramey.

First National

“Reckless Lady” Filming Ends
Camera work on “The Reckless Lady,”

featuring Belle Bennett and Lois Moran,
has been completed. Howard Higgin di-
rected. “The Reckless Lady” is a Robert
T. Kane production. Kane’s next will be
“The Dancer of Paris.”

“Bluebeard’s Wives” Set for Release

“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives,” a Robert T.
Kane production directed by A1 Santell, has
been scheduled for January 3 release.
Other pictures to be released by First Na-
tional in January are: “Memory Lane,”
January 10; “Just Suppose,” January 17;
“Too Much Money,” January 24; and “The
Far Cry,” January 31.

Caretve’s Next Announced
Edwin Carewe, First National producer-

director, will make “The Twentieth Cen-
tury Unlimited” as his next production.
Dolores Del Rio will have an important
role in the picture.

Associated Exhibitors

Sales Drive Going Strong

Associated announces that the “Oscar
Price Drive” for contracts and playdates
already has brought good returns and it

is expected that all former sales records

will be broken before the drive ends.

Arrow
Arrow Issues Press Sheet

Arrow has issued an attractive four page
press sheet on its product listed in the

series of 24 Golden Arrows. It is in two
colors and is illustrated with large half-

tones.
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Pro-Dis-Co To Release 23 Pictures

DeMille to Make
8, Metropolitan

To Issue Dozen
Two Productions from Neilan and
Big Comedy Feature from Al

Christie Announced

THE lineup of Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation for the first half

of 1926 will consist of 23 highclass
attractions, according to an official an-
nouncement from John C. Flinn, vice-

president and general manager, who
makes public an impressive list of at-

tractions for release between January
1st and June 30th, 1926.

The schedule as now arranged calls

for eight productions from the Cecil De
Mille Studio, including the De Mille
personally directed production “The
Volga Boatman,” twelve productions
from the Metropolitan Studios, includ-

ing two specials from A. H. Sebastian
and one Renaud Hoffman; two produc-
tions from Marshall Neilan, and one big
comedy feature from Al Christie.

Seven From Stage Plays

The list of titles includes adaptations
from seven big stage plays, twelve from
novels and magazine stories, and four
original screen vehicles by well known
scenarists.

Cecil De Mille will contribute two
Rupert Julian productions in “Three
Faces East” and “Silence”; two Paul
Sloane productions in “Made for Love”
and “Eve’s Leaves”; one Alan Hale pro-
duction, “Braveheart”; one William K.
Howard production, “Red Dice”; and
his own personally directed offering,

“The Volga Boatman.” One other pro-
duction, “Bachelor’s Brides,” will star

Rod La Rocque.

* * *

"D OD LA ROCQUE will be starred in
-l-'- “Braveheart,” an adaptation of the
William De Mille stage play, “Strong-
heart,” and “Red Dice” from the Octa-
vus Roy Cohen story, “The Iron Chal-
ice.” In “Braveheart” the star will be
supported by Lillian Rich, Robert Ede-
son, Tyrone Power and Jean Acker. In
“Red Dice” Marguerite De La Motte
will be his leading woman, supported by
an al! star cast. Leatrice Joy will be
starred in “Made for Love,” supported
by Edmund Burns, and in “Eve’s
Leaves” with Clive Brook and Rockcliffe

Fellowes. “Made for Love” is an origi-

nal story by Garrett Fort and “Eve’s
Leaves” will be an adaptation from the

successful stage play by Harry Chapman
Ford.

Jetta Goudal in War Picture

“Three Faces East,” adapted from the
sensational wartime secret service play
by Anthony Paul Kelly, will have Jetta
Goudal, Robert Ames, Henry B. Wal-
thall and Clive Brook in the featured
roles. “Silence,” an adaptation of Max
Marcin’s celebrated stage play, will have
H. B. Warner in the role he made fa-

mous behind the footlights.

* * *

Y'' ECIL B. DE MILLE’S personally
N' directed production, “The Volga
Boatman,” is from the story by Konrad

Bercovici. William Boyd, who scored a
decided personal triumph in “The Road
to Yesterday,” will be featured in the
title role supported by Elinor Fair, Rob-
ert Edeson, Theodore Kosloff, Julia
Faye, Victor Varconi, Rosa Rudami and
Arthur Rankin.

“The Volga Boatman” deals in a dra-
matically colorful manner with the so-
cial upheaval in Russia following the
revolution. The screen treatment was
prepared by Lenore J. Coffee, and Ar-
thur Miller is now in charge of the cam-
era work. Adrian designed the costumes
from sketches drawn by the celebrated
artist, Dan Sayre Groesbeck.

“Steel Preferred” a Mill Romance

The Metropolitan offerings to be pre-
sented by John C. Flinn include “Steel
Preferred,” directed by James V. Hogan;
“Rocking Moon,” a George Melford pro-
duction; “The Million Dollar Handicap,”
directed by Scott Sidney; “Paris at Mid-
night,” a Frances Marion production
directed by E. Mason Hopper; “The
Danger Girl,” “Forbidden Waters,” and
“The Dice Woman,” to be directed by
Edward Dillon; “Whispering Smith” and
“Shipwrecked,” the directors of which
have not yet been decided upon.

* * *

<<CTEEL PREFERRED,” the first of
the Metropolitans, is a melodra-

matic and spectacular romance of the
mighty steel mills adapted from
Herschel Hall’s “Wally Gay” stories

published in the Saturday Evening Post.
William Boyd and Vera Reynolds are
featured in the production with a great
cast headed by Hobart Bosworth,
Charles Murray, Nigel Barrie, Helene
Sullivan, William V. Mong and Walter
Long.

“Rocking Moon,” from the flowery,
summertime story of Alaska by Barrett
Willoughby, will have Lilyan Tashman
and John Bowers in the featured roles
with Rockcliffe Fellowes, Laska Winter,
Luke Cosgrave and Eugene Pallette
prominent in the supporting cast.

Frances Marion’s Second Offering

“Paris at Midnight,” Frances Marion’s
second offering as a producer, is a dra-
matic etching of the humor and pathos
of the superflcially gay French capital,

adapted from Balzac’s great story, “Pere
Goriot.”

* * *

“the million dollar hand-
-L ICAP” is a story of the American

turf adapted from W. A. Fraser’s novel,
“Thoroughbreds.” Vera Reynolds will

be featured at the head of a remarkably
strong cast that includes Edmund Burns,
Ralph Lewis, Ward Crane, Tom Wilson,
Clarence Burton, Danny Hoy, Rosa
Gore, Walter Emerson and a bevy of

beauties borrowed from the Christie
stydio.

“The Danger Girl,” adapted from “The
Bride” by George Middleton and Stuart
Olivier, a society melodrama with its

locale in New York City, will star Pris-

cilla Dean with John Bowers in the fea-

tured role. Cissy Fitzgerald, Arthur
Hoyt, William Humphrey, Clarence Bur-
ton, Edwin Connolly and Gustav Von
Seyffertitz will be seen in prominent
parts.

Priscilla Dean in Two Others

Priscilla Dean will also be starred in

“Forbidden Waters” by Percy Heath,

and “The Dice Woman” by Welford
Beaton, two screen vehicles especially
suited for displays of the fiery, dramatic
type of the star.

* * *

6 i OHIPWRECKED” will be a spec-O tacular melodrama of the high
seas, adapted from the thrilling stage
play, “The Storm,” by Langdon McCor-
mick. “Whispering Smith” will be a
railroad drama adapted from the novel
by Frank Spearman. The star, director
and cast for these two productions have
not yet been selected.

“Fifth Avenue,” a dramatization of the
human side of New York’s famous thor-
oughfare, suggested by Arthur Stringer’s
story in the Saturday Evening Post, will

have Marguerite De La Motte and Alan
Forrest in the featured roles with such
screen favorites as Louise Dresser, Wil-
liam V. Mong, Lucille Lee Stewart,
Flora Finch, Lillian Langdon, Anna May
Wong, Craufurd Kent, Josephine Nor-
man and Sally Long in the supporting
cast.

Anita Stewart Signed

A. H. Sebastian will present “The
Prince of Pilsen,” adapted from the fa-

mous musical comedy success of the
same title by Frank Pixley and Gustav
Luders. Anita Stewart has already been
signed for a leading role in this big fea-

ture, and it is expected that the selec-

tion of the other leading players will be
made within the next few days.

* * *

<<'\17ILD Oats Lane,” the Mar-
* » shall Neilan production, will be

an elaborate picturization of Gerald
Beaumont’s intensely human story, pub-
lished as a serial in the Red Book. Viola

Dana and Robert Agnew will be seen in

the featured roles under Neilan’s per-

sonal direction.

“The Unknown Soldier,” an inspiring

view of the World war’s aftermath,

written by Dorothy Farnum, will be pre-

sented by Renaud Hoffman, with a cast

selected especially for the difficult char-

acterizations called for in the story.

Al Christie will contribute another big

feature comedy in “The Champion Lov-
er.” For obvious reasons, no particulars

are given on this subject other than the

statement that it will be a super-comedy
on a plane comparable with “Charley’s

Aunt,” “Seven Days,” “Madam Behave”

and the other Christie features that have

preceded it on the Pro-Dis-Co program.

A summary of the 23 subjects listed

discloses the fact that Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation has rounded out a

program for the first six months of 1926

that is of the widest diversity in entertain-

ment. In the list are pictures ranging from

farce comedy to sumptuous spectacles.

There are stories of travel and romance on

the high seas, and the steel rails of the land.

There are backgrounds in Alaska, Russia,

France, Germany, England and every sec-

tion of America. Every phase of society;

from the highest to the lowest, is pictured

in tones of humor and pathos, while adven-

ture and romance are mingled with thrills

and laugh provoking creations of the gag

men.
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Pro-Dis-Co

is all set for the first half

of 1926 with 23 pictures to

he released. Left: Cecil B.

DeMille, producer. Right:

John C. Flinn, vice-presi-

dent and general manager.

Below: Stars and head-

liners.

LEATRICE JOY

CLIVE BROOK

PRISCILLA DEAN

ROD LA ROCQUE

JETTA GOUDAL

EDMUND BURNS

LILYAN TASHMAN

VERA REYNOLDS

JOHN C. FLINN, Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation’s vice-president

and general manager, points to the

releases from January through June,

1926, as the best and most varied

schedule in Pro-Dis-Co’s history to

date.

WILLIAM BOYD

CECIL B. DeMILLE will make eight

productions for the next half year’s

releases, Metropolitan Productions

will provide twelve; there will be
two Neilans and A1 Christie will add
one big comedy feature.
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DENVER
DENVER, COL.—H. D. McBride, man-

ager of the new State theatre, Denver, has
tendered his resignation to become effective

December 28th.

McBride assumed
the active manage-
ment of the State,

a first run theatre,

at the time of its

opening several
months ago. Hal
Horne, managing
director of a chain
of theatres which
include the State,

has not yet an-
n ounced Mc-
Bride’s successor.

. . . L. Marcus,
district manager
for Famous Play-

ers, is in Denver visiting H. IV. Braly,
manager of the local Paramount exchange.
. . . Ned Marin, sales manager for
First National, is expected in Denver
within a few days to hold a conference
with the entire local sales force of the
First National Denver office. . . . Jim
I^ynch, owner and manager of the Laramis
Wyoming theatres is a visitor in Denver
this week. He came on a business trip but
incidently attended the championship
wrestling match held last Tuesday at the
city auditorium. He was accompanied by
his son Jack. . . . Other exhibitors seen
around film exchanges were Mrs. W. R.
Logan, of the Rex theatre, Basin, Wyo.

;

Mrs. Gertrude McKay, of the Bighorn
theatre, Greybull, Wyo.; J. E. “Tommy”
Thompkins, of the America theatre, Colo-
rado Springs, Colo.

; Marie Goodhand,
manager of the America theatre, Kimball,
Neb. . . . Arthur Jannisch, former
publicity manager for Universal was
around greeting his old friends a few days
ago. Jannisch is now with First National
in Portland. . . . An elegant new thea-

tre is being erected in the college town of
Boulder, Colo. The new theatre which will

contain 900 seats is located near the cam-
pus grounds on University avenue, and will

be called University Inn. It will be a mod-
em and up-to-date playhouse in every

sense of the word. . . . Scott C. Wood
has bought the Victory theatre, Craig, Col.

He will take over the theatre January 1,

1926.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Ray Nettemeier,

booker for the local F. B. O. office, is all

pepped up by the contest for bookers which
opens on January 13 and which will close

on February 13. Ray hopes that his friends

among the exhibitors in this territory will

make it possible for him to drag down
some of the big game. . . . Samuel Spring,

secretary-treasurer, and Ned E. Depinet,

sales manager for the Southern division of

First National, were among the visitors to

St. Louis the past week. While here they

Here are Director Howland V. Lee and
Cameraman G. O. Post who have been re-

sponsible for three of the season's biggest

Fox productions, “As No Man Has Loved,”
“Havoc,” and “The Silver Treasure.”

were the guests of Harry Weiss, the local

manager for First National. They also

gave a luncheon at the Coronado hotel for

the sales department of First National here.

Spyros Skouras also entertained Depinet,

Spring and Weiss with dinner at his home.

. . . St. Louis film circles learned with

much regret of the sudden death of H. S.

Heartly of the Royal theatre, Trenton, 111.

. . . S. E. Brady of Cape Girardeau, Mo.,

was a visitor of the week. . . . Harry
Weiss, manager for First National’s St.

Louis office, has announced the appointment
of James Hill as Southern Missouri and
Northeast Arkansas salesman and of Jack
O'Neil as Northern Missouri and Central

Illinois salesman. Mr. O’Neil for many
years was St. Louis city salesman for

Pathe while Hill was attached to the local

Warner Brothers sales staff. . . . Paul
Haynes, formerly with First National, is

now on the sales staff of Producers Distrib-

uting Corporation. Leslie B. Mace has also

severed his connection with First National

Pictures and can now be reached at Webb
City, Mo., where he has located perma-
nently. . . . C. L. Hickman has joined

Universal. He was with Arrow Pictures

for the past few weeks. . . . Mollie Enger
has joined Associated Exhibitors in the

dual role of stenographer and booker. . . .

Herbert J. Krause, manager here for Para-
mount Pictures is at St. Luke’s hospital

where he underwent an operation several

days ago. He is doing excellently but must
remain at the hospital for several days. . . .

Charles Houseman and Jack Martin of

Chaffee, Mo., came to town heavy and
departed light. While here they were re-

lieved of much of their picture worries, ar-

ranging their bookings for weeks ahead.

. . . Bob Cluster of Johnston City has been
under the weather for several days. He is

considering undergoing an operation. . . .

Bill Tigeley, owner of the Washington
theatre, Belleville, 111., has moved from
Benton to Belleville Mrs. I. W.
Rodgers of Cairo, 111.; Tom Reed of

Duquoin and Dr. C. A. Tetley of Farming-
ton, Mo., were among the visitors of the

week.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—W. W. Farley and

C. H. Buckley, well known exhibitors in

this city, enjoyed a very pleasant evening
one night last week when they were in-

cluded among fifty of Albany’s business

men at a dinner tendered S. L. Rothafel,
at the Fort Orange Club. Of course
“Roxy” made a speech, and, as Mr. Farley
later said, it was the most enjoyable eve-
ning he had spent in months. . . . Julius
Berinstein

,

owner of theatres in Albany,
Troy and Schenectady, journeyed over to

Elmira for the weekend in order to

discuss future plans with his brothers who
have theatres there. . . . Ben Apple, for-

merly of Troy, who is now in Florida
selling real estate has been sending his

Christmas greetings, via postcards, to the
boys along Film Row. . . . H. C. Bissell

who manages the Universal exchange here
was in New York last week for a con-
ference. . . . And speaking of New York,
Meyer Schine was down to the big town,
as well as Herman Stern, not forgetting
William Benton of Saratoga Springs. . . .

H. A. Kyler and B. W. Harriman, the

former a manager of the Strand theatre in

Schenectady, reopened the Astor in Troy
last week and will cover the territory later

on with “The Passion Play.” . . . Jake
Rosenthal of the Rose in Troy was among
those who gathered at the synagog last

week and burned the outstanding mortgage.
. . . Jake Golden of the Griswold theatre

in Troy is running an intercity song con-

test with finals on January 7. . . . Al-
though Walter Roberts, manager of the

Troy theatre, is busy these days in buying
his Christmas presents, he finds sufficient

time to direct the work of redecorating

the lobby as well as some of the offices

and other rooms. . . . W. H. Linton is

making good progress on the theatre he
is building in Utica, and expects to have
the house in shape for opening within two
or three months. . . . Herman Vineberg
of the Albany theatre is installing a new
projection outfit at the theatre. . . . L. H.
Garvey of Clinton made one of his peri-

odical visits along Film Row last week.
. . . The Keeney theatre in Elmira a new
house is scheduled to open December 21

with “The Ten Commandments.” . . .

Tom Norris has been promoted to the

management of the Palace theatre in Troy.

. . . Irving Goldsmith, a well known ex-

hibitor in Saratoga Springs who was
injured in an automobile accident recently,

has been released from the hospital in

Schenectady, and returned home. . . .

Vincent McCabe, former manager for

Metro-Goldwyn here, but now connected

with other interests and residing in New
York City, was a caller along the row
last week. . . . Arthur S. Kane, per-

sonal representative for Douglas McLean,
was in town during the week. ... At
the Bond exchange the announcement was
made this week that no one would be

named as manager until after the first of

the year. . . . Jack Krause who has been
handling the exchange for the past four

years has resigned to go with Associated

Exhibitors.
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DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—Parents of Walter

Fritchie, head usher of the Grand Riviera
who was involved in the theft of $10,000
from the box office, have made good the

boy’s share of the money and he will not
be prosecuted, according to word from the
Munz Theatrical Enterprises, owners of the
theatre. . . . The new board of arbitra-

tion locally now consists of Robert J.

Rowan, Otto Bolle and Frank E. Stuart as
members representing the exchanges and
Edgar Kirchner, James C. Ritter and Har-
lan Hall, acting for the exhibitors. . . .

George Wilbur of the A. J. Kleist Enter-
prises, spent several days in New York
last week attending to business matters.
. . . Bernard G. Clare has been made a
member of the publicity staff of the John
H. Kunsky Enterprises. Clare was former-
ly a reporter on the staff of the Detroit
Free Press. . . . Jess Fishman, former
manager of the Standard Film Exchange
in Detroit, and now general manager of
the exchange system, recently underwent
a serious operation for throat trouble and
he is now recovering rapidly. . . . Henry
Zapp, well known among the Detroit film
trade, has left for Indianapolis, where he
will take charge of a new exchange re-
cently instituted there by the Producers
Distributing Corporation. Henry’s friends
dined him sumptuously and gave him a
handsome silver drinking set. . . . Robert
J. Rowan, Standard Film Exchange man-
ager, is still confined to his bed with high
blood pressure and he is not expected at
his office before the first of the new year.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Kansas City

exhibitors were given something to
ponder over this week when it was an-
nounced by Walter A. Besecke, superin-
tendent of buildings, that a city ordi-
nance prohibiting persons in theatres
from standing in passageways to aisles
would be strictly enforced. The ordi-
nance heretofore has not been enforced.
. . . Two more Missouri theatres have
come under producer control—the Princess
and Kennedy theatres of Kirksville, Mo„
which have been acquired by the Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., a Kansas City
corporation. The Princess seats about 800,
while the Kennedy, a new house, will seat
about 1,000, according to C. E. Rhoden,
manager of Midwest. Jack Moore, former
exhibitor of St. Joseph, Mo., will manage
the theatres. . . . The new Baltis theatre,
Thirty-fifth street and Indiana avenue,
Kansas City, was opened this week by
S. L. Potter. The house, a suburban
theatre, will seat about 800. . . .

This week saw the largest number of out-of-town
exhibitors along Kansas City’s movie row in many
months. Among them were: F. W. Meade, Meade
theatre, Kingman, Kan.; Walter Wallace,
Orpheum and Lyceum, Leavenworth, Kans.

;

Charles Goodell, Pastime, Ottawa, Kans ; T D
Pep}’. Grain Valley, Mo.; John Hostettler and
William. Rencke, Omaha, Neb.; M. W. Hubble
Hubble theatre, Trenton, Mo.; W. P. Cuff, Strand!
Chillicothe, Mo.; Mrs. H. Winkler, Mainstreet,
Lexington, Mo.; R. B. Christian, Byers and
Casino, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; Barney Dubinsky
Tootle, St. Joseph, Mo.; Edward Peskay, Penn
and Rivoli, St. Joseph, Mo.; J. R. Burford New
Burford, Arkansas City, Kans.; H. Rogers, Co-
lumbia, Wamego, Kans.; S. B. Hyter, Kansas
theatre, Kiowa, Kans.; L. Brenninger, Cozy,
Crystal, Best and Gem, Topeka, Kans. . . .

The Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., a
Kansas City corporation, has established in
the Kansas City territory among the small
town houses what is to be known as “dark
house” insurance. Many times during an
extremely cold period when blizzards
raged, small town theatres have been
stranded without a picture for the night
and patrons turned away. For $7.50 the
Midwest concern will allow the exhibitor
to retain a feature picture in his possession

Left to right: Harrison Carroll of the Los
Angeles Times ,

Harry D. Wilson, publicity
director for First National, Don H. Eddy
and J. E. Mitchell of the Los Angeles Ex-
aminer, prominent butter and egg men who
eat at Mile. Helene’s.

for a month, to be used in case of emer-
gency. . . . George Matthews, new rep-

resentative for the Warner Brothers
branch, started out on his first trip into

the territory, while the resignation of R. R.
Thompson, former Warner representative,

was announced. . . . Several changes in

the personnel of the First National branch
were announced. Ralph Heft, former
booker, succeeded Ed Lowery as salesman
in Southwest Kansas, while E. P. Behr-
horst, former shipping clerk, was promoted
to head booker. Sam Spring, secretary-

treasurer, and Ned Depinet, division sales

manager of First National, were again
Kansas City visitors. Five-dollar gold
pieces are becoming common around the

First National branch, as a result of that

company’s policy in thus rewarding sales-

men who obtain the signature of exhibitors
not heretofore numbered among the First

National fold. . . . C. L. Durham, former
Metro-Goldwyn representative of St. Louis,
has been added to the sales force of that

company in Kansas City. . . . Louis
Rogers, personal representative for “DoF’
Shallenberger of Arrow Pictures Corp.,
was in Kansas City lining up the distribu-

tion of his product.

ATLANTA
ATLANTA, GA.—A number of officials

of First National’s distributing organiza-
tion in the Southeast met last week in

Atlanta with Ned E. Depinet, head of the

Southern division in First National’s new
sales cabinet. With Sam Spring, secretary-

treasurer of First National, Depinet has
made a comprehensive survey of 14 im-
portant distribution centers. Attending the
conference were C. R. Beacham, manager
in Atlanta; L. H. Andrews, head booker,
and P. A. Straclian, G. C. Almon, L. W.
Carter and J. M. Young, salesmen. . . .

The many friends of Charles G. Branham,
manager of the Howard theatre, regret to
learn of his mother’s death last week in

Minneapolis. Mr. Branham was called to
his mother’s side about ten days ago. . . .

Earle E. Griggs, exploiteer for Universal,
was the principal speaker at a special meet-
ing of the Atlanta Woman’s club 18,

called in connection with the reading of
“The Phantom of the Opera,” which is to

be shown at the Howard theatre the week
of January 11. . . . Ernest E. Geyer of
the Atlanta organization of Paramount
will begin work as a salesman with that
organization soon. Mr. Geyer, who has
been conected with the exploitation forces
of the company, returned from New York
last week where he was recently married.
Mr. Geyer will take over Zone 1, formerly
covered by R. B. Wilbanks. The latter

will resume his former work as booker in

the local exchange.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — W. C.

Flynn, popular film man, formerly con-

nected with the Imperial theatre, has re-

signed and has been made manager of the

Alexandria theatre, one of the West’s
largest residential houses. Flynn will make
good. It’s his habit. . . . On December
5, Mayor Rolph was notified that because

of delays in having city architects draw
up a general architectural scheme for the

East side of the Civic Center, the un-

finished Hyde street side of the new Pan-

tages theatre building would be decorated

without conformity to the Civic Center.

. . . Alex E. Levin and associates have
announced the erection of a new residential

house on 24 street, between Hampshire
and York streets. The theatre will seat

1,500 and will cost $250,000. It will con-

form to the style suggested by the Spanish
history of the state. ... A theatre build-

ing will be built at the corner of Taraval
street and 29 avenue at a cost of $250,000

for the Blumenfield theatre circuit. . . .

It has been announced that the West Portal

theatre will open in about a month, which
is sooner than expected. . . . Gordon
Michie, former San Francisco theatre man,
will leave for the South the first of the

year, where Mrs. Michie’s latest story is

to be filmed. It is known as “Reef Born.”
. . . Sadie Barry, who for the past six

years has been in charge of the books for

L. R. Greenfield, has resigned to join her
husband in Eureka. . . . Local office of

Universal has announced that H. W. Os-
borne has joined the ranks of their sales

force and will cover all zones, specializing

on Short Service. Good luck ! ... C. L.

Thcuerkauf, one of the city’s most popular
managers, recently announced his resigna-

tion as manager of the Cameo theatre to

become Western division manager for the

Associated Exhibitors. We know he’ll make
good. It’s his habit. Theuerkauf will be

succeeded by C. L. Toeffer who will have
charge of the business end of the house
and Edgar J. Roemheld, who will take

charge of the music and presentations.

Both Toepfer and Roemheld are exper-
ienced showmen from Milwaukee where
both are well known. Toepfer still owns
a house near that city. Roemheld, who is

an experienced musician, is of the opinion
that more presentation acts will prove bene-
ficial. C. L. Doane will continue as as-

sistant manager. ... A coterie of picture

people from Hollywood came to this city

to see the initial showing of “The Phantom
of the Opera” at the St. Francis theatre.

. . . One of Australia’s most eminent
scientists and naturalists, Dr. Brooke
Nichols, was a recent visitor on Film Row
and gave a private showing of his film,

“Australia, the Land of Living Fossils.”

. . . Erection of a high ornamental facade
on the city’s 22-foot strip of land along
the South side of Fulton street to conceal

the blank rear of the Pantages theatre,

was included in plans for the beautifica-

tion of the Civic Center, approved by the

board of public buildings committee No-
vember 27. . . . Fresh from a triumphal
conquest of Australia, Pauline Frederick,
recently was a local visitor, having been
met at the wharf by a local delegation
which escorted her to the Fairmont hotel.

. . . Bob Harvey, assistant to Frank IVhit-

beck, publicity director of Loew’s Warfield
theatre, was given a vacation as soon as
Frank returned from a trip to Southern
California where he directed the opening
of a couple of West Coast theatres. . . .

W. L. Murphy, prominent publicity direc-
tor for Metro-Goldwyn in this district, has
taken a business trip to Portland for the
concern and will return about February 1.

At one time he promised never to leave
the city and we never before thought him
a liar. Can’t be helped.
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SEATTLE
SEATTLE, WASH. — Seattle’s down-

town business section was decorated in

December with several miles of cedar rope,

evergreen wreaths and small Christmas

trees, carrying out the Yuletide spirit. Film
row, just off the main business section,

carried the decorations of individual ex-

changes. . . . Leasing the quarters at

1927 Third avenue formerly occupied by
the Theatre Equipment Company, the

Theatre Supply Company has moved to

this location from 2016 Third avenue. The
firm was opened five months ago, and in

its new location has one of the largest

stocks of theatrical merchandise in the

Pacific Northwest. The lines handled in-

clude Stafford theatre chairs, Wertsner
Superlite screens, Nicholas Powers pro-

jectors, Brenkert stereopticons and spot

lights, Valley curtain controls, blizzard

ventilating systems, Westinghouse gener-

ators and supplies of all kinds. R. C.

(“Bart”) Barthel and Roy Peacock are the

officials of the company. Mr. Barthel was
formerly connected with the Theatre Equip-
ment Company, disposing of his interest in

the firm about a year ago to devote his

attention to mining interests in Canada.
. . . Lou Rosenberg, Portland manager of
DeLuxe, was a recent Seattle visitor. After
conferring with his brother, Al, head of
the local offices, he went to Butte. . . .

G. IV. Bessinger has sold the Madrona
Garden theatre to the Pacific Theatres
Company, composed of H. W. Bruen,
Frank Edzvards and George Herpeck. . . .

Ed. Rivers, formerly publicity director of
the Heilig theatre, has purchased the Ar-
cade theatre, Walla Walla, from G. E. Ter-
hune. . . . D . C . Millward, manager of
Western Film, announces that he has ob-
tained a number of Chadwick productions,
including “The Man of Iron” and “I Am
the Man,” featuring Lionel Barrymore, and
“Flattery,” “The Eyes of Hollywood” and
“The Midnight Girl.” . . . Among recent
visitors on Film Row were Ray Grom-
bacher and Jack Allender, of Spokane.
. . . B. F. Shearer, Inc., of Seattle, dis-
tributor of Peerless reflector arc lamps,
recently opened a special lamp department
in the Portland branch of the firm, in
charge of Karl McMahon who had charge
locally of the Arctic Nu-Air ventilating
service.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.-—Every orphan in

Ottawa, Ont., had a special treat Decem-
ber 19 when a special Christmas perform-
ance was held at B. F. Keith’s theatre
through the kindness of Manager J. M.
Franklin, who is an officer of the Ottawa
Rotary Club. Mr. Franklin arranged to
have every child in local institutions, both
Protestant and Catholic, attend the extra
show under the auspices of the Rotary
club. Transportation was provided by
Ottavva Electric Railway and automobiles
provided by Rotarians. . . . Fred J.
Mclnemey has been appointed chair-
man of the board of motion picture cen-
sors for the province of New Brunswick
under its reorganization. Other mem-
bers are Stephen Palmer, Mrs. John
Carvell and Alice Fairweather. . . .

For a recent “All Canadian Week” at the
Palace theatre at Montreal, Que., Manager
George Rotsky made a number of interest-
ing changes in the films which he presented,
substituting Canadian titles for American
titles. . . . Walter F. Davis, former man-
ager of the Metropolitan theatre, Winni-
peg, later attached to the head office staff

of Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
Toronto, has been appointed manager of
the Empress theatre, Edmonton, Alta.,

which is one of the large Western Cana-

dian theatres operated by Famous. . . .

At the Ottawa election P. J. Nolan, owner
of the Rex theatre, was again defeated
for the local board of control by a narrow
margin. . . . Manager J. M. Franklin of
B. F. Keith’s theatre, Ottawa, Ont., has
found that sport attractions such as big
football games and ice contests are some-
what of a counter attraction to his theatre
business with the result that he has insti-

tuted a campaign of exploitation and
special arrangements to counteract the
effects of the athletic contests.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—O. M. Horo-

witz, who has been attached to the Phila-

delphia office of F. B. O. for some years

in a sales capacity, and who was considered
one of the company’s most aggressive and
active salesmen, has resigned to accept a

position in Cincinnati as branch manager
for Associated Exhibitors. Sam Rosen
will succeed Mr. Horowitz in covering

South Jersey and a few of the Pennsyl-
vania towns while Sid Sugarman will take

over Rosen’s old territory. Cy Perlsweig
will cover the up-state territory for

F. B. O., making his headquarters at

Wilkes-Barre. . . . The Dembow Amuse-
ment Company of which Harry Dembow
is head has relinquished its lease with an
option to purchase on the Grand theatre

at 44th and Girard avenue and it will re-

vert to the management of Eli Resnick
who operated the theatre before the Dem-
bows took it over. Mr. Resnick will step

in December 19. . . . Thomas J. Lark, Jr.,

cashier of the Philadelphia office of Pathe,

recently received $25.00 awarded by the

home office for making a constructive sug-
gestion in changing the exchange account-
ing system of the company. . . . Ground
will be broken January 15 in South Beth-
lehem, Pa., for Len Berman’s new 1,600

seat house which it is planned will be com-
pleted in September, 1926. It will cost

approximately $300,000. Mr. Berman is

now planning to open the recently ac-
quired Embassy theatre in Baltimore
Christmas Day. . . . Jim Byrne, booker
in the Philadelphia office of F. B. O., is

well out in front in the national bookers’
contest for getting the greatest number of
dates in the 13-week period beginning this

month. Byrne led the race the first two
weeks. . . . The charge of unethical
conduct registered against the Philadel-
phia office of United Artists by George
Naudascher of the Cambria theatre was
dismissed by the arbitration board on the
grounds that it had no authority to arbi-
trate. The difference arose over con-
tracts entered into before United Artists
became a member of the local film board
of trade. No arbitration clause was in-

cluded and inasmuch as both parties had
not agreed to arbitrate, the board did
not feel disposed to act.

Sam Taylor (left), director, and Walter
Lundin. A. S. C., cameraman have been nine
years with Harold Lloyd whose pictures are
released by Paramount.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Seth Per-

kins, special representative for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, is here from Montana for

a few days George L. Cloward,

who has charge of the local Metro-Gold-

wyn exchange, is in Southern Utah with

J. F. Samuels. . . . C. L. Dillard is

covering the Idaho territory West of Po-

catello out of this office. . . . C. M.
Pace, of the Pace theatre, at Delta, Utah,

and A. J. Whitehead, of Recreation hall,

Eureka, Utah, were exhibitor visitors here

this week. . . . All of the United Artist

representatives out of the local exchange

are expected in for the holidays

L P. McGinley, local manager for Famous
Players-Lasky, is on a ten day trip in the

Montana branch. . . . The Peery broth-

ers of Ogden, Lffah, have booked the Hunt
Stromberg production, “Paint and Pow-
der” for their Egyptian theatre there. . . .

Jimmie Keitz, big chief for Greater Fea-

tures in this city, held a preview of this

picture in Ogden a few days ago. . . .

L. W . Hyde, who covers the territory out

of the local Greater Features exchange,

arrives from Southern Utah within a few

days. . . . Harry Kreiter, of Los An-
geles, has been added to the sales force

of the Producers Distributing Corporation

exchange in this city, and has been as-

signed the Idaho territory. Kreiter is re-

placing Dave Schayer who resigned. . . .

Dave Frazer, district manager for Pro-

Dis-Co., is now in this city for several days.

. . . Don Kessler with Dr Bethel,

has opened the Liberty theatre in Helena,

Mont. Kessler was formerly a Vitagraph

salesman in this territory. . . . Lon
Hoss, Idaho salesman for Associated ex-

hibitors here, is now making a swing over

that section. . . . R. D. Boomer, local

branch manager for Associated Exhibitors,

is covering the nearby towns. . . . Ed.

Ryan, owner of the Liberty theatre at

Brigham, Utah, was also visiting the row
this week. . . . H. S. Jensen of the

Rex theatre at Hyrum, Utah, was in for

a couple of days. . . . Local events are

being photographed, during the anniversary

of the Pathe News, by Low Hutt, regular

West Coast staff camera man. The pic-

tures will be shown in this city. W. H.

Rankin, manager of the local Warner
Brothers exchange, has just returned from

the Montana section. . . . George Jen-

sen is now in Montana out of this office.

. . . Vete Stewart will be in next week
from an extended trip through Montana
with his Associated First National prod-

uct. . . . Ned Marin, general sales

manager for Associated First National, is

expected in the local office this week. . . .

Willis Kent, special representative for

“The Passion Play” picture, which will be

shown here during the Christmas holidays,

is now in this city. . . . W. K. Bloom is

working the Montana section while Joe K.

Solomon is covering Idaho out of the local

F. B. O. exchange. ... A new salesman

has been added to the Universal force in

the person of Anthony Hartford. He has

been assigned the Idaho territory. . . .

George Mayne, owner of the Preferred

Pictures exchange in this city, is still in

Idaho. . . . All of the Fox salesmen were

called in the early part of this week, to

attend a sales conference.

(Continued on Page 95.)
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1925

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “JVhat the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

F. B. 0.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
This is a mop up, and regardless of what critics

say it is a peach of a picture and will please

100 per cent. Seven reels.—Sam Minich, Electric

theater, Chillicothe, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BLOODHOUND:.. Bob Custer—Good
Western only little bit slow. It is very good.

Canadian police story and first and last reels

are action, but there isn’t enough of it, througn
the rest of the picture. Good for small town.
Five reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

S. D.—General patronage.

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Fred
slipped a cog in this one. Appears to be copy-

ing another star’s stuff. Stay with the first

love, Fred, and forget about the impossible silli-

ness that you offer in this one. Six reels.—A. F.

Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Here is

a swell Western. Old Silver King sure struts

his stuff in this picture, so does Fred. This pair
is among my best drawing cards now. Six reels.

—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

SCAR HANAN : Yakima Canutt—Say, boys,

here is the best and most actionful Western that
Canutt made and you will give your people a
treat if you have a Western town. Buy it.

F. B. O. will treat you right. It should be a
cleanup everywhere. I played it only one night.
Wish I could play it two, as it will bring them
in better on the second night. Five reels. R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

THE DANGEROUS FLIRT: Evelyn Brent-
Good but some of her others are better. Six
reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.
—General patronage.

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt—Good
Western for your Saturday night crowd. Five
reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre,
Obion, Tenn.—Small town patronage.
WILD BULL’S LAIR: Special cast—Another

house packer. Better than “Ridin’ the Wind” or
any of his former pictures. Am waiting pa-
tiently for “All Around the Frying Pan.” Six
reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tucker-
man, Ark.—General patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO : Fred Thomson—

-

Oh Boy! What a picture for Saturday night and
what a crowd. Five reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E.
Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO: Fred Thomson

—

This is one of the best we have run of Fred
Thomson’s horse Silver King, takes very promi-
nent part and Fred does all kinds of stunts. He
is certainly improving in his pictures. Five
reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Association, Odd
Fellows theatre, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General
patronage.

CHEAP KISSES: Cullen Landis—A real good
program picture. Lillian Rich is beautiful in
this picture and does some mighty fine acting.
Six reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,
Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—Drew
very good crowd and seemed to satisfy very well.

Had no compliments nor comments on it but,
judging from the way they hollered, it must
have pleased 100 per cent.—M. F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General paronage.

Fred Thomson Likes
Your Reports

Your “What the Picture Did
For Me” section has come to mean
so much to me in judging my past
releases and planning my future
productions that I wish to convey
to you my appreciation for the ex-
cellent, constructive work you are
doing.
Without question your section

furnishes the closest and most in-

telligent contact between the ex-
hibitor and producer yet devel-
oped by any trade paper.
With best wishes for the con-

tinued success of “Exhibitors
Herald,” and especially “What the
Picture Did For Me,” I am,

Cordially yours,

FRED C. THOMSON,
F. B. O. Studios, Inc.,

780 Gower St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—This
is the first Fred Thomson and Silver King pic-

ture we have played. Audience well pleased and
are asking for more. Five reels.—Chauberg
Amusement Co., Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—
Small town patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—

A

dandy for small towns. Our first Thomson. He’s
simply fine and so is Silver King. Five reels.

—

Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn.—Small town patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
I consider this as near a 100 per cent picture as
any picture I have ever played and it is a credit

to any theatre that plays it. We need more
pictures of this calibre. If you haven’t bought it,

buy it and boost it. You won’t have to hide
when they come out. Seven reels.—W. A. Bow-
ker. Opera house, Onawa, la.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS BEARCAT: Bob Custer—Best
Western out of the 1925 group that Bob has made
and that is saying a lot. But it is right. F. B. O.
will treat you white if you pick the pictures.
You got to know what you want and you’ll get
it through them. Five reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY : Fred Thomson—Ran
Fred Thomson on our opening Family Night.
Advertised that we would admit the whole darn
family for 40c. Mamma and Papa and the six
kids can get in for 40c, while the single admis-
sions would remain the same. It’s a good idea
to give them something once in a while and
bring them out of their shells. Six reels.

—

Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDIN’ COMET: Yakima Canute- Av-
erage Western. Business fair. Five reels.—Don
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General
patronage.

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge—
Good film. Oh what a picture. Fast is no name
for the action in this one and it’s all clean as

can be. For the small town this is just the

stuff that they like. Betty Francisco has the
leading feminine role and she does very well

with it. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

STEPPING LIVELY: Dick Talmadge—These
are all right once in a while. Six reels.—Don
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General
patronage.

AMERICAN MANNERS: Richard Talmadge

—

Just a fair action picture. Not Talmadge's best

but will please very nicely.—M. F. Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

AMERICAN MANNERS: Richard Talmadge—
Good action picture. Talmadge very pleasing
all the way. Six reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

First National
THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Very good

and pleased them all. Fine for your Saturday
program.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russell-

ville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—“Very good,”
was the verdict of all. Business fairly good for
four days. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—Almost
a perfect picture from standpoint of production,
and while it entertains some, there is quite a lot

of folks that go to movies these days that it

won’t get over with. However, those houses
catering to high class patrons will have here a
picture that will please 100 per cent. Ronald
Colman does far better work than in anything
he has appeared in. Vilma Banky is quite

pretty and I am not so sure but she is or may
be a very capable film star. Seven reels.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.-
General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—A good
one and it will stand up for two or three days
run.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Special cash—
One of the worst I have ever played. Absolutely
rotten from the first to the last reel. Lots of
walkouts on this show and what few did remain
only stayed to bawl me out when they did come
out. If you run this one, advertise that it is

rotten, the worst kind, and maybe they will

want to see just how rotten it is.—A. Mitchell,

Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town pat-
ronage.

ENTICEMENT: Mary Astor—Fair enough
program where they like love stories, but pictures
like this don’t make me any money. Too much
nonsense included and people don’t care for
family scraps or having so much trouble in mar-
ried life. Give us clean he-man pictures and we
all will feel better. Seven reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A wonder-
ful picture but it sure flopped for me. Ninety
per cent of the few that came to see it pro-
claimed it wonderful but very poor entertainment.
I must be an exception as all other reports are
to the contrary, but I can’t give it much. Ten
reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.—General patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance Tal-
madge—Good enough for anyone with Constance
at her best. Will keep your patrons laughing
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RUNNING RECORD of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*

box office statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

throughout the entire picture. This picture

should get extra business.—M. P. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—This is a dandy. Go after it, boost it.

It will stand as much as any. Conny sure is

there with the goods. Seven reels.—F. M.
Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.—Country
patronage.

THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—This

is an exceptionally good picture. Eight reels.

—

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Taimadge—A costume pic-

ture that will not please over 50 per cent. Very
cleverly done, but it won’t go over. Put her in

a different kind of a picture if you want the

public to come back.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—A truly

splendid picture and well worth running any
place.—Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Biggar,

Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

TARNISH: Special cast—The last six First

National pictures on the old 1924 contract that

I have played lately I lost money on, probably

due to the fact that they are too old and have
lost their box office value. “Tarnish” was a

good picture but belongs to the above list. Seven
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

GALLOPING FISH: Special cast—A splendid

comedy and a real laugh producer. If a good
comedy is wanted, get it. Five reels.—Frank
Shepherd, Majestic theater, Biggar, Sask., Canada.
—General patronage.

THE WOMAN ON THE JURY : Sylvia Breamer
—Good picture, fine acting. Miss Breamer’s work
was exceptionally good in this. Seven reels.

—

Clyde Allen, Casino theater, Antwerp, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WOMAN ON THE JURY: Frank Mayo
—Did fair business two days and most all liked it.

First National pictures have never been shown
here before but the people are getting used to

them now. First National is different from all

the rest. Seven reels—E. L. Swearingen, Hoo
Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS: Lewis Stone—

A

good picture and pleased all who saw it. Lewis
Stone does some good acting. Has humor and
heart interest to the last. Strong climax and
sharp but pleasing ending. Eight reels.—E.

Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

HIS SUPREME MOMENT: Blanche Sweet—
This is a very good picture. The colored scenes

are fine. Eigh reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

CLASSMATES : Richard Barthelmess— Very
good. Pleased all who came but that was a
small number, as we are having trouble with
our light going out during shows. Seven reels.

—

Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson,

Wyo.—General patronage.

IDLE TONGUES: Special cast—Good picture

but failed to draw enough for film rental. Seven
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

FLOWING GOLD: Special cast—A good one
that all liked. Went away smiling. Had a good
bunch, too. Eight reels.—E. L. Swearingen, Hoo
Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN: John Bowen—

A

trifle old but will draw them in and satisfy them
100 per cent. If you haven’t played it, do so

and give your patrons a treat.—M. F. Bodwell.

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN : Special cast—I ran

this second run after an opposition house in a

nearby town and did fine business. It followed

the book very close and was enjoyed by all.

Seven reels.—E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre,

Doucette, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—Just what the title

suggests, “So Big” that it makes 95 per cent of

the so-called specials a minus quantity. Best

business in two months. Star wonderful. Nine

reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre. Jack-
son, Wyo.—General patronage.

THE LOVE MASTER: Strongheart—A very
good picture. A dog picture mixed in from time
to time works fine.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw
Opera House, Kenesaw, Neb.—General patronage.

Fox
THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—This is a

peach. All pictures of this kind by a good star

will take well with our patrons. Six reels.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-
saw, Neb.—General patronage.

THE WINDING STAIR: Alma Rubens-
Pretty good program, not a special but on ac-

count of last bank closing could not expect anyone
to come as everyone had the blues. Those that

did come were satisfied and enjoyed themselves
bcause that they didn’t have to stay home. Six

reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—
A good picture that could have been improved
by a real director. I once made a similar remark
to a film peddler (he was not a salesman) about
a film and he told me that if I knew anything
about directing I wouldn’t be in a little one horse

theatre but would be in Hollywood. Maybe so,

but sometimes I think I could almost do it as

well as some do. Six reels.—A. F. Botsford,

Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

EVERYMAN’S WIFE: Elaine Hammerstein

—

A little better than the average Fox picture. This

style of a picture will please the women, but the

men folks will walk out on it. This star has

appeared in better pictures.—M. F. Bodwell,

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

HAVOC: Special cast—One of these long,

tiresome, worn out stories that has been played

to death. One that they will walk out on. The
picture is not there.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,

Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

AS NO MAN LOVED: Special cast—When it

comes to a picture you have it here, as it is

quite as good as most anything of the little better

than average type that has come along this year.

However, don’t be misled into believing this to

be one of those kind that pack ’em in, for it

won’t do it. It is not the popular appeal kind,

but it is a fine picture, well done and should do

better at the box office, but it don't. Eight reels.

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—
Hootchy-kootchy, pipe dreams, a dash of Western,

Doug Fairbanks stuff, Richard Taimadge, Fred
Thomson and Tony—mix it all up and you have

it. They seemed to like it, though. Five reels.

—

J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Special cast—
This makes a fine entertainment. A picture of

[TRAILERS SELL SEATS
NATIONAL B h —I » 1 ¥ ^ ^

"your MOST EFFECTIVE SALESMAN
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Here is a cross section of the throng that milled about in front of the Astor thea-
tre, New York, at the opening of “ The Big Parade,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production directed by King Vidor. Laurence Stallings wrote the story.

this kind will go well in any theater. Seven

reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,

Kenesaw, Neb.—General patronage.

LIGHTNIN’: Jay Hunt—If “Lightnin’ ” strikes

you as it did me, you will say as I do, that it

does not measure up in the least as a special

picture. I was disappointed in the picture and
say as a box office value it did not have any

here. Did special advertising as I always do for

specials 6-24’s, posted in town of four thousand

and only had average business three days. Eight

reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,

Ind.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
The best Mix picture we ever used, but we have
only used about a half dozen of them and each

and every one of them were lemons. Mix can

and does make good ones but we never got them
until this one. At that Fred Thomson will draw
a larger crowd, and can be bought for less

money. Seven reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace

theatre, Long Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones

—Another good one. Six reels.—J. S. Walker,

Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE KISS BARRIER: Edmund Lowe—A good

peppy comedy-drama. Six reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—More
thrills than two ordinary serials. Will please

those that come, but no more drawing power
than an ordinary program picture.—M. F. Bod-
well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—A fair

picture that didn’t get any business. Seven reels.

—Sam Minich, Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.—

-

General patronage.

MARRIAGE IN TRANSIT: Edmund Lowe^-
Very good small picture. Lowe is coming to the
front. Five reels.—F. M. Edgett, Lyric theatre,

Earlville, 111.—Country patronage.

MARRIAGE IN TRANSIT: Edmund Lowe-
All of Lowe’s are fine. He is a good drawing
card here. I have not yet received a picture of

his that did not please the people. One of my
patrons must be a twin brother of Lowe, as he
is the very likeness of him. I can always count
on him to be at the show when I have a Lowe
picture. Six reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star
theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THANK YOU: George O'Brien—Good clean
picture that pelased. The kind you like for the
entire family to see. Seven reels.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

TEETH : Tom Mix—As good as the average
Mix picture. Mix seems to be falling down at

the box office. Something is wrong. Fred
Thomson is up along with him and if he keeps
on he will mean more to the box office than Mix.
—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theater, Wyoming,
111.—General patronage.

TEETH: Tom Mix—A very good Western pic-

ture and pleased all who saw it. Seven reels.—

-

Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask.,

Canada.—General patronage.

TEETH : Tom Mix—Filled our house on a very
stormy night while raining hard. They will come
for Tom regardless of the weather. Picture good,
dog very good. I don’t believe the picture had
enough title, although it was appropriate for the
picture. Seven reels.—Elmer Hughes, Opera
House, Mesquite, Nev.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Very
good Western picture. Mix always draws a good
crowd and always gives them full value for their
money.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wy-
oming, 111.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Just
another one of Mix’s box office pictures. Had two
packed houses and all went crazy about the pic-

ture. Seven reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star
theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—A well
made picture from beginning to end. Story very
interesting and intense moments that will thrill

the most blase movie patron. Scenery well
worth the while of anybody. Tom Mix and his

gang are doing more today to keep folks coming
than anyone that I know of. If you are not
showing Mix pictures I don’t care how big your
theatre, then you are missing a lot, as we show
Mix pictures to the best people. Seven reels.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—The finest he has ever made. Made for
those who love fighting and lots of action. Wish

all of his could be this good. Seven reels.—Chas.

E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—

-

General patronage.

THE PAINTED LADY: George O’Brien—

A

very fine picture. The first I have seen with
George O’Brien and he has sure made a hit with
my patrons. They are waiting to see him in

“The Iron Horse.” He is sure one more big

comer. Seven reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star

theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Reed Howe—The
best action picture I have ever seen. Some good
hair-raising stunts pulled off in this one.

Pleased a fairly good attendance. Seven reels.

—

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—We have always played Mix on Saturday to

good business. To test his pulling power we
played "Riders of the Purple Sage” on Monday
and Tuesday and did bigger than we did

on "The Freshman.” In fact we had two big

Saturday nights out of the deal and made out on
our weakest nights. Zane Grey’s popularity also

counted at the box office. Six reels.—Gunther &
Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE, THE
RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—Well, boys, if

you want to make some money get these two
pictures and go to it. Seven reels.—Mr. and
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.

—

Small town patronage.

PORTS OF CALL: Edmund Lowe—Fairly

good picture for program picture.—Frank Shep-
herd, Majestic theatre, Biggar, Canada.—General
patronage.

AN ARIZONA ROMEO: Buck Jones—Very
good Western picture. A great deal better than
the average. It will satisfy the adults as well

as the kids.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,
Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

AN ARIZONA ROMEO: Buck Jones—Not up
to Buck’s standard but will get by and please as
it has plenty of comedy and some action. Six
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

AN ARIZONA ROMEO: Buck Jones—A very
pleasing Western picture. Old Buck Jones is

hard to beat in a Western. Six reels.—Chas. E.
Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Glad to re-

port another good one from Jackie. This con-
tained even more than the normal amount of fun
and the youngster’s acting leaves nothing to be
desired. Pleased a bigger per cent than any
Coogan we have ever run.—I. A. McCaskill,
Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY: Marion
Davies—A sure box office bet. Should draw
everywhere and please everybody. Played this
picture on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Monday and Tuesday are our poorest nights.
When a picture can pull out a crowd on these
two nights in my town it sure must be some

picture. Business picked up each night. Full of

good clean comedy. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—One of

Chaney’s best. Pleased the higher class better

than the others: but gave satisfaction to all.

Second day's attendance equalled the first. Seven
reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Not near as good
as some of his former pictures.—H. G. Stett-

mund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—Excel-
lent picture that combines comedy, action and
patriotism in a very pleasing manner. This is

the first picture made by Novarro that has
clicked with our audience, but a few more as
good and he will get over.—I. A. McCaskill,
Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—-Patrons
seemed to enjoy this one much better than her
last few pictures.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—-One of

Murray’s latest and a very fashionable and good

entertainer. The setting and acting wonderful.

Seven reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre,

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Some liked it, others

didn’t. Nagel’s part in this didn’t have an appeal

with his admirers. Picture will stand one day’s

showing, however. Six reels.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE DENIAL: Special cast—The best thing

about this picture is the saving of film. If it

had gone on longer than five reels we would have

been killed outright instead of receiving just dag-

ger like looks. Several vulgar scenes that should

be cut out before you recommend it for the

family to see. You will find many better pictures

on the market for about half what this costs.

Watch your step. Five reels.—A. F. Botsford,

Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—Very
good. I received many favorable comments and
no adverse ones and it went over big. Drew ex-

ceptionally good. Six reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald,
Alhambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer—
We played this Thanksgiving to a 100 per cent

audience. Miss Shearer has lots of followers

here and is extremely good in this production.
Will stand two days in any theatre. Six reels.

—

W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

MAN AND MAID: Special cast—It would
seem that the producer who puts out an Elinor

Glyn picture in face of the constantly increasing
rumblings and complaints from the common and
clean minded people was either unmindful of the

future of our industry, or he has placed money
ahead of all else. One business man remarked
that he thought that Elinor Glyn had given mo-
tion pictures a bigger black eye than the foolish-
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ness of a certain fat comedy star had. Six reels.

—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—A very catchy

title that failed to draw. Beautifully produced
but the story had no appeal. Six reels.—W. E.

Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

WIFE OF THE CENTAUR: John Gilbert—
This sure is some love story, too much kissing

altogether for any movie fan, as they don’t come
to see any kissing. They want action but not in

kissing. No good for any small town. Put it

on your worst night if you have it bought. And
then if you have a lot of sweethearts attending

your show, let them know about it. Seven reels.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies—This

is a good program picture, although it does not
draw them in very good.—Joseph J. Mahowald,
Alhambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General Pat-
ronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies—

A

very good picture. Seven reels.—Don Wilcox,
Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General-patronage.

THE RAG MAN: Jackie Coogan—Filled the

house and pleased everybody. It is one of Jackie

Coogan’s best.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe
theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

THE RAG MAN: Jackie Coogan—Jackie’s pic-

tures can’t hold up for more than one day here.

It’s a good Coogan picture. Six reels. D»n
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast—This
is a very good racing picture and is a good

drawing card. Seven reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald,
Alhambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire Windsor—

A

good show all the way. Should hold any audience

that enjoys pictures of this nature.—E. J. Rey-

nolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General

patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire Windsor—Of
its kind this is a 100 per cent picture. Drew
good. Is the Windsor girlie married? Seven
reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome.

S. D.—General patronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast—A very elaborate and
expensive feature, but I did not get in enough
to pay film rental. My patrons do not like this

ancient stuff. Whenever I post out banners and
lobby photos on features containing old costumes
and ancient stuff I might just as well throw hot

water in the box office, as they won’t come out.

Eleven reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre.

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Eleanor Boardman
—Interesting story revolving about San Quentin
prison. The dog is fine. Direction and photog-
raphy extra good. Drew extra well, especially on
second night. Good for Friday and Saturday.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmond, Idaho.—
General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Norma Shearer—This is a real

comedy and drew some extra business. Book this

and advertise it and you won’t go wrong on it.

Six reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald, Alhambra the-

atre, Garrison, N. D.—General patronage.

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED: Lon Chaney—
Not much to this one and Metro sure got enough
rental out of me. Not a special by any means.
Jackie Coogan in “Circus Days” got this

backed off the map by 99 per cent and that is

going some when a kid puts an old man behind
the door. May be good for some places but not
here. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT : Special cast—One of
the best for entertainment. Great snow scenes.
Wonderful snow slide. A thriller.—W. F. Loibl,

Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.—Mixed pat-
ronage.

THE HEART BANDIT: Special cast—The
night we showed “The Heart Bandit” the Parent-
Teachers’ Association had a lecture here. We
thought as it was a school entertainment it

would hit us hard, and as our comedy failed to
arrive we had to give only a five reel show, but
the crowd were well pleased with Viola Dana
and her supporting cast. I had some very pleas-
ing comments on the picture.—H. G. Isbell, Casino
DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—This is

one of Buster’s best. A clean and clever comedy.
Was sold to us at a fair price. Seven reels.

—

Johnnie W. Maynard, Badin theatre, Badin, N. C.—General patronage.

NAME THE MAN: Mae Busch—A splendid
production and well acted. Fit for any house
but not for the children. Adults well pleased
with it. Eight reels.—Frank Shepherd, Majestic
theatre, Biggar, Sask., Canada.—General pat-
ronage.

THE SNOB: Norma Shearer—Good cast. Good
story ; good picture. Seven reels.—Don Wilcox,
Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

THE WHITE SISTER: Lillian Gish—One of
the best pictures played this year. Brought
people out that have never been inside of my
house. Played two days to good business and
didn’t have to give it all to Metro either. Out-
drew Barbara Frietchie 9 to 1 and outdrew “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame” 5 to 1 and cost two-
thirds less. Play it. Ten reels.—G. F. Rediske,
Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

SINNERS IN SILK: Adolphe Menjou—This is

poison for the small town exhibitor. Six reels.—

-

Chauberg Amusement Co., Bijou theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies—An ex-
cellent portrayal of the Revolution (American).
Little too long but very interesting. Get hooked
up with schools on this and it will bring you
business. Only criticism was that Joseph Kilgore
playing George Washington was too heavy.
Eleven reels.—Chauberg Amusement Co., Bijou
theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—This is a

fine picture. The best since “The Miracle Man."
Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre,
Ashland, O.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Not up to
Meighan standard. As'a scenic it’s there. ’Twill
pass, but no knockout.—Frank Hollywood, Acme
theatre, Kennebunk, Me.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast^-
Fine picture that pleased all who saw it. Would
have been great for Christmas. Six reels.—
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—
A good picture that pleased all. Plenty of action,
beautiful scenery and story that the small towns
want. A poor name which hurt business some.
—Clifford L. Niles, Grand theatre, Anamosa, la.

—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—He
always draws them in. Here is a mighty fine

production, one that will stand up and you can
face them when they come out. Fine for Sat-
urdays in small towns.—A. Mitchell, Dixie thea-
tre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson
—Saw this in run-off room It may do for Xmas
day for the kiddies, but that lets it out. In 3
reels might have been fair. Betty Bronson worse
than ever. It’s far from a “Peter Pan” and has
as much chance, to my way of thinking, to click

at the old box office as our Baptist minister of
recommending the Charleston for the Sunday
school kiddies.—Frank Hollywood, Acme theatre,

Kennebunk, Me.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Her best
since “The Humming Bird.” Poor Gloria, how
are the mighty fallen. This one okay for large

or small town.—Frank Hollywood, Acme theatre,

Kennebunk, Me.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—A real

good one. You don’t have to fear this one.
Fields is good and a star to watch.—Frank Hol-
lywood, Acme theatre, Kennebunk, Me.—General
patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—I thought when
I ran “The Pace That Thrills,” a First Na-
tional, that it was the rottenest show that was
ever made, but this one takes the prize. It is

absolutely one of the worst that I ever ran and
I have been at it now for 14 years. Just can’t

see how they have the nerve to feed us this

kind and then send a salesman in to sell us
more trademarks, as that is all that you get

out of this one, a trademark, Paramount. If you
run this one, tell them in advance that it is a
bum show and to save their money.-—A. Mitchell,

Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town pat-

ronage.

NEW BROOMS: Special cast—Just a good
program picture. Nothing big, but will please

if you don’t raise admission. Contains lots of
good comedy and that is what the public wants
these days.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,

Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—One of
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the best pictures of the year and equally as good
as “The Covered Wagon.” We paid almost “Cov-
ered Wagon” price and did only two-fifths of
the business but your patrons cannot be con-
vinced through your advertising that you have
as big a picture. Christmas slump figured at
the box office, and you can special them too much.
The picture is there, nothing better. Ten reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—My pa-
trons were undecided whether this was better
than “The Covered Wagon.” I believe they stood
about 50/50 on it. A wonderful picture but not
the drawing card that “The Covered Wagon” was.
Everyone seemed well satisfied. Admission 18-48
cents.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wy-

I'ng, 111.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Ex-
cellent historical picture. Played to small house.
This should be a winner in good show town.
New prints. Ricardo Cortez fine, Wallace Beery
positively funny in this strange role. Ten reels.

—Chauberg Amusement Co., Bijou theatre,
Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Great
picture. Every exhibitor should run. Better
than “The Covered Wagon.” Ernest Torrence is

great. Ten reels. E. M. Edgett, Lyric theatre,
Earlville, 111.—Country patronage

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—An-
other of those pictures that builds up your house.
One of the best pictures shown in my theatre
during the past year. I cannot criticize any star
in the part, but think Berry ran away with the
bulk of the honors. Ten reels.—A. J. Steggall,
Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—A very
nice little program picture but no special. Will
please the average theatregoer. Dix seems to be
coming to the front right along.—M. F. Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—it’s a
scream.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prai-
rie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—A real
good show, with a racing scene in the last reel

full of action and had the audience on the edge
of their seats all through the picture. Seven
reels. Johnnie W. Maynard, Badin theatre,
Badin, N. C.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Great.
The best in this line since Wally Reid’s day.
The race is a knockout. Seven reels.—A. F.
Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—
Here is a real picture Much better than some
of the Paramount specials. Not much of a
drawing card, but it will please those that do
come. No doubt a little extra advertising would
help to put this one over with a bang.—M. F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming 111.

—

General patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—This is a pret-

ty good picture and is a little above the average
program stuff or at least it pleased our crowd
pretty well, and we have a rather hard-boiled
small town bunch that is rather hard to please

on anything but action stuff. Enough comedy
in this to put it over in good shape. Six reels.

—

O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—A little too long but my patrons made
several favorable comments on it. Seven reels.

—

A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas
MacLean—Sold to us as a special at a special

price and failed to satisfy. Plot very weak and
action very slow. Will get you by if you don’t

promise too much. By all means don’t raise ad-

mission.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,

Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas
MacLean—Heard many kicks and not one favor-

able comment on this. Be sure you have some
good snappy short subjects when you play it,

because it’s not up to ordinary program. Should

be bought for your minimum rental price. Film
fine. Seven reels—I. R. Gavin, Hammond thea-

tre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas
MacLean—Not as good as his older pictures and
don’t look for too much comedy. Seven reels.

—

O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.

—

General patronage.
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WILD HORSE MESA: Special caswfire only

thing needed to make this a complete knockout
would be Ernest Torrence. Natural scenery that

you have never seen before and didn’t know
existed. Our patrons liked this one and told us
so. Seven reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre,

Long Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
My audience was divided on this one. Some said

good and others said rotten. Gloria is losing her

drawing power here and another poor one and
she will be a dead one.—M. F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Most satisfactory Meighan picture in

several months. Pleased all star’s fans and oth-

ers as well.—I. A McCaskill, Cressett theatre,

Crossett, Ark.—General patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN: Richard Dix—Richard
Dix good as usual in this one. Paramount sure

gives us good service from Memphis branch.

Seven reels.—Mr. & Mrs. E. Fox, Princess thea-

tre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN: Richard Dix—A nice

little program picture and satisfied.—Frank .Shep-

herd, Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask., Canada.

—

General patronage.

BACK HOME AND BROKE: Thomas Mei-
ghan—Very good entertainment. Meighan is sure

a good star Eight reels.—Walter C. Schultz,

Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Neb.—General

patronage.

THE HUMMING BIRD: Gloria Swanson—
This is what I call real stuff. If she can make
any more like this, I would like to get them.

We showed this on Armistice Day and it was
a dandy good play for that time. Ten reels.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Knee-
saw, Neb.—General patronage.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Special cast—Noth-
ing much to this one, but all right for week
time.—Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Big-

gar, Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

THE FAST SET: Betty Compson—Not very

good, not up to Paramount standard Six reels.—

Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theeatre, Obion,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De
Mille—Wonderful. Every theatre no matter how
small should play this show, .ndmit all minis-

ters and clergymen. They will thank you.—E.

J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.

—

General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De
Mille—Wonderful picture, without equal. The
mechanical side of it creates a lot of comment
and discussion. Folks very well satisfied.

Bucked up against “dirty” competition in neigh-

boring town which killed attendance If you
play it, tell the world about it. Discuss it per-

sonally to the devoutly religious. Get them in-

terested. Eleven reels.—Chauberg Amusement
Co., Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town at-

tendance.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—
First 4 reels exception. Balance just a good
picture. Eleven reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome
theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—A real

picture and drew the crowd. Pleased 100 per
cent.—Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Biggar,

Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—This
was one of the best pictures I have played this

year. Bought right and made some money for a

change. Consider it better than “The Covered
Wagon.” Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast—
Drew better than average. One of the big West-
erns.—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis.—Mixed patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast^A
very good picture. Winter scenes give it a set-

ting that is different. Eight reels.—A. F. Bots-

ford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast—
Good picture and brought us the best crowd we
have had on any of the Paramount Zane Greys.

However, these Paramount-Greys did not draw
near as big crowds for us as the Zane Greys
made by Tom Mix. Personally we think “The
Thundering Herd” is the best of all the Zane
Grey stories to reach the screen. We read a lot

about pictures pleasing 100 per cent, and while
we do not think any picture ever does that, we
find that the Zane Grey stories come nearer doing

Jane Arden, an extra
, was “discovered”

by Director Edmund Goulding in the
making of “Sally, Irene and Mary”
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and was
given several bits, her work with Con-
stance Bennett pleasing him so much
he kept her for the entire picture.

that for us than any other type of pictures we
play. They are clean and full of action, and
while they carry a thread of romance, there is

no mushy love stuff in them.—O. F Crig, Royal
theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast—This
picture is very good but has not the drawing
power of “The Covered Wagon” or "North of
36.” Seven reels.—Joseph Mahowald, Alhambra
theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General patronage.

ARGENTINE LOVE: Special cast—Some en-
joyed it but more did not. A one-night play.

An Argentine hothead (Cortez) who kills a mail
without sufficient provocation, and an American
engineer (Rennie) both love an Argentine girl

(Bebe Daniels). The American wins out, but
everybody wanted the villain (Cortez) to win
out ; even the little girls came out sobbing be-

cause the killer died and the hero was rewarded.
Cortez was too popular for Rennie to overcome.
Picture unsatisfactory on that account as well

as on several others. Better put Cortez as the
hero, not the villain, of our movies or virtue

will be flouted and vice will reign supreme.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—I had
this set for a Friday and Saturday run and
figured I would fall far below my average for

these nights, but I got the surprise of a lifetime.

Did a wonderful business and everyone "tickled

pink” with it. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patron-

age.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—Here is a

picture that will please. Had a bad blizzard,

therefore a poor crowd. Seven reels.—E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK: Special cast—
—A very good picture. Plenty of comedy to suit

all. Eight reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK: Special cast—
One of the best night life pictures we have had.

Spoiled by one scene of the dirtiest bit of danc-

ing for some time. An effective Federal Censor-

ship Board would have saved us from this out-

rage. The small town exhibitor who has to

meet his patrons daily and mingle with them
is getting awake to the situation. Dirty pic-

tures have to go. Seven reels.—A. F. Botsford,

Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—Played on Sunday to excellent business and
a satisfied audience. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—A good Western picture with a good cast.

Grey’s name helps pull them in on this. Seven
reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE AIR MAIL: Billie Dove—This gave gen-

eral satisfaction. Consider it worth playing.

Eight reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fen-
nimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE AIR MAIL: Warner Baxter—This is a
real picture Pleased nearly 100 per cent. Has
everything that a picture ought to have. Will

go good on most any night of the week.—Paul

B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—

A

100 per cent entertainment. Pleased all. Good
clean Western drama. Seven reels.—E. H.

Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—Pret-

ty silly. Some might think it’s funny but we
can’t see it. A two-reel Our Gang or Harry
Langdon has it skinned a mile. Six reels.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-

saw, Neb.—General patronage.

FEET OF CLAY : Special cast—A splendid

production fit to be shown anywhere. Ten reels.

—Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Biggar,

Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES: Special cast—Another

good comedy-drama. The kind they all like.

—

W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.—
Mixed patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Special cast—Very good

comedy-drama.—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Ce-

darburg, Wis.—Mixed patronage.

THE SPANIARD: Special cast—I didn’t ex-

pect much business on this picture but to our

surprise we packed them in and it pleased I 2nd

night standing room only. The bullfight is very,

very poor, though. Seven reels.—O. O. Troyer,

Rialto theater, Dickinson, N. D.—General patron-

age.

THE ALASKAN: Thomas Meighan—A good

picture and pretty scenery, but oh ! the print

was awful. Much of it cut out. Seven reels.

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuekerman,

Ark.—General patroriage.

NORTH OF 36: Special cast—A little late in

playing this one, as it played all around us.

Was afraid that business would be poor but got

a surprise. A very good picture. Eight reels.

—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Here is a

real picture with a real star. Played this pic-

ture three days to a big business ; result was that

Pathe got it all They will send a man down to

check your box office and they will drain you to

the very last penny and will holler for more.

They expect you to spend a fortune advertising

the picture and they take all the money and

credit for it. We exhibitors would be better off

if we would pass up such deals as these. If you

can’t make something, why go to all the trouble?

Maybe we will wake up some day.—M. F. Bod-

well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Great.
Football stuff and high school put it over. Kept

the house in uproar most of the time. After

paying Pathe there wasn’t much left for us but

you will have to run it. Seven reels.—Mr. &
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.

—

Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—A big flop

due to excessive rental. Did only about one-half

the business that "Ine Ten Comomandments”
did. Small town exhibitors, watch your step on

this, as they rate it too high for you. Adver-

tised this more than anything I ever ran. Never

again.—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,

Wis.—Mixed patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—The only

reason I bought this picture was because Fayette

is a college town. Therefore, the picture went
over good and met my exploitation in every way.
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But if you do not have a college to draw from,
be careful, as it is a picture that should be run
at 35c admission instead of the 50c Pathe de-

mands you to run it at. Seven reels.—A. J.

Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WHITE SHEEP: Glen Tryon—Can stand

another one of these in about two years. Six

reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S.

D.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Very good. Drew
good crowd and pleased 100 per cent. Good
enough to play anywhere at advanced prices.

Made more money on this than on “The Fresh-

man.” Pathe will give you a chance on this

one, but they take it all on the Lloyd pictures.

Pleased better than “Wild Horse Mesa."—M. F.

Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Played this on
Thanksgiving night to good business. Had many
favorable comments. A picture that’s out of the

ordinary. Six reels.—E. H. Vetter, Majestic thea-

tre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

GIRL SHY : Harold Lloyd—Better than any he

has made up to “The Freshman.” A riot of fun

from start to finish. Eight reels.—Chas. E.

Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
THE LIGHTNING RIDER: Harry Carey—

Here is another fine one of Carey’s. This star is

still as good as he ever was and believe me, here

is a picture that he struts his stuff in. No one

will make a mistake in buying all these Carey’s.

Six reels.—Chas. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tucker-

man, Ark.—General patronage.

THE GIRL ON THE STAIRS: Special cast—
Great suspense. Never lags. Holds interest.

Pleased all.—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedar-

burg, Wis.—Mixed patronage.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES: Weber and Fields-

Just a fair program. Will make good entertain-

ment if used with a dandy good two reel comedy.

Seven reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera
House, Kenesaw, Neb.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey-
Pretty fair. Does not come up to Mix or Thom-
son but will pass pretty well once in a while.

Would also have to be used with a two reeler to

make a good entertainment. Eight reels.—Wal-
ter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw,
Neb.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—

A

very good Western picture. Five reels.—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theater, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—Not
a very good Carey but will average up fairly

well with worst of the kind. Six reels. F. M.

Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.—Country
patronage.

THE CHORUS LADY: Special cast—Good en-

tertainment, with very good acting by Living-

ston.—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,

Wis.—Mixed patronage.

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN: Special cast

—Time and money wasted. A very poor picture

indeed. Six reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH: Jacqueline Logan
—One of the best pictures we have shown in

several weeks. Pleased 100 per cent. Six reels.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

TIGER THOMPSON: Harry Carey—A good
Western. Carey doesn’t draw here. Six reels.

—

Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE SIREN OF SEVILLE: Priscilla Dean-
Plenty of action, bull fight good. No drawing
power. Six reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome theatre,

Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN: Special cast

—Pretty bum stuff. If there were any beauties

in this picture they must have been hidden. This
kind of stuff makes my patrons sore. Six reels.

—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House,
Kenesaw, Neb.—General patronage.

SILENT SANDERSON: Harry Carey—It was
above the general run of Carey pictures. He is

getting too old for a lover. Six reels.—F. M.
Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.—Country
patronage.

LOVE’S WHIRLPOOL: Special cast—Inter-
esting and entertaining. Pleased everybody.

—

W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.

—

Mixed patronage.

United Artists
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—Very

good. Cream of Westerns. Bill surely came
back with a knockout. One of our best. Made
us more real money than any picture we have
run. Price was right. You can get it reason-

able and don’t be afraid to step on it. Seven
reels. R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.

—

General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
Mary is right where she belongs in this picture

and if she remains there will always be a favorite.

Ten reels.—Ed. Lawlor, Harriet theatre, Hardin,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Sure was
a flop for us. If we ever run another Chaplin
it will be because it is a proven result getter.

Personally, I enjoyed this, but apparently I was
by myself.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre.

Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—If we
played very many like this, would have to rush
to the bank—to borrow money to keep the house
open. A good picture, but not worth the big

rental asked by United Artists.—E. H. Vetter.

Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—Looks like

this week had been nothing but a week of swell

pictures for me. “Wild Justice” and “Phantom
of the Opera.” Boys, let me tell you this dog is

as good, if not better, than “Rin Tin Tin” or

“Strongheart.” Anyhow I want to say that this

is the best dog picture that I ever witnessed.

You can buy it right. A 1925 release. Six reels.

—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

AMERICA: Special cast—One of the screen

masterpieces. United Artists should keep this

play on the market as long as the United Artists

and the United States of America exist. All

emigrants entering Ellis Island should be com-
pelled to see it and have it explained to them as

a first course in preparing for citizenship.

Patriotism is a matter of historical and tradi-

tional sentiment and our aliens need to have it

woven into their hearts to offset the terrible ma-
terialism that they are bringing over to us. This
drama “America” is so wonderfully interesting

and inspiring that it would be unconsciously as-

similated by our new peoples, and if followed up
by other patriotic plays might do a great deal

toward constructive citizen building. Our nation

is deeply indebted to Mr. D. W. Griffith.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Some liked it and others didn’t. Would
rate it as a good average picture, although it is

not a special. Believe it will please a majority
of all who see it.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Our first Pickford since “Pollyanna”
and pleased. Business good.—E. H. Vetter, Ma-
jestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DOWN ON THE FARM: Special cast—A good
comedy that drew a house for us and pleased.

Had a new print on this one. Five reels—Paul
B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

Universal
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon

Chaney—It has been a number of months since I

made any reports on pictures that I have run.

but after viewing the above picture, I just had
to let you exhibitors know what a wonderful
picture “The Phantom of the Opera” is. To say

that this picture is great would be an injustice.

It is superb, wonderful, wonderful. In my opin-

ion there has never been made a picture that is

more pleasing all the way from start to finish.

Lon Chaney simply outdoes himself as the Phan-
tom. All of my patrons went out of the way to

tell me that was the best picture in this town
ever. As far as I know I played this picture for

the first time in the state. I did not make any
money on it, as Universal stuck a very high
rental on it and nearly all that I took in on it

went to them. I am very well satisfied, though,
that every one of my patrons were pleased, even
if I did not make anything. If you can buy this

picture right, you will make no mistake by play-

ing and raise your admission prices. Ten reels.

—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman.
Ark.—General patronage.

STRAIGHT THROUGH: William Desmond-
Very ordinary Western. Desmond does not draw

for us. Made from “Good Deed O’Day” and the
good deed stuff is overdone. However, there is

some fast riding and action in the last reel that
helps some. Five reels.—O. F. Craig, Royal
theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
This is one of Gibson’s best. Plenty of action
and it will entertain those that do not like

Westerns. Drew very good. Six reels.—M. J.

Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.—
General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
Entertainment plus. One of Gibson’s best. Six
reels.—Sam Minich, Electric theatre, Chillicothe,

Mo.—General patronage.

RIDING THUNDER: Special cast—A real
good Western. Five reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald,
Alhambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General pat-
ronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Here’s one
Gibson that drew everyone and his brother and
would have pleased if I could have had a decent
print. Six reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—This is a
dandy possible Western. Pleased everyone and
made Hoot friends. Six reels.—F. M. Edgett,
Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.—Country patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—This is a good
sea picture. Drew fairly well. Six reels.—Joseph
J. Mahowald, Alhambra theatre, Garrison, N. D.
—General patronage.

SIEGE: Special cast—Only fair. Lost money
for me. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Elite theater.
New Holstein, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SIEGE; LORRAINE OF THE LIONS; SPOOK
RANCH—No knockouts, but good consistent
features. Every small town should tie up to
Universal this year. They’ve got the goods at a
price you can make money with.—Frank Holly-
wood, Acme theatre, Kennebunk, Me.—General
patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Norman Kerry
—A good picture, but no business getter. Have
played Universal pictures for several weeks and
find them no money makers. Simply can’t in-

terest my patrons in this product. Pictures on
average are good entertainment but not as big
as Carl makes you believe. Seven reels.—R.
Pfeiffer, Elite theatre, New Holstein, Wis.—

-

Small town patranage.

ROSE OF PARIS: Special cast—Just a pro-

gram picture, nothing more.—Frank Shepherd,
Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask., Canada.—General
patronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: James Kirkwood
—Poor business owing to blizzard. Picture very
good and I believe would have drawn good busi-

ness had the weather been good. Seven reels.

—

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Percy Marmont—

A

fairly good picture and appeared to please.

—

Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE DARK STAIRWAY: Herbert Rawlinson—
A great deal better than many pictures I have
shown that were supposed to be extraordinary. A
crook drama that pleased all. Five reels.—Joseph
W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

—General patronage.

THE LAW FORBIDS: Baby Peggy—Didn’t
see this one but heard several favorable reports.

Can’t say much about it, but know the print was
sent out in very poor condition.—Paul B. Hoff-

man, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—A wow. You make no mistake on this.

Good for Broadway or Main Street on any day
you care to show it.—Frank Hollywood, Acme
theatre, Kennebunk, Me.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—I opened the New Empire with this, for

which I am certainly glad, as it is one of the

most entertaining pictures I ever saw. Everyone
said, “Great.” Seven reels.—Sam Minich, New
Empire theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

WINE: Special cast—Say, brothers, if you
could in any way get all the bootleggers in your
district to see this, it would give them something
to think about. Laemmle slams them right in

the jaw before the picture starts. Perhaps
Laemmle had some motive that might not be
commendable, but we don’t think so. He deserves

to be complimented for this picture. Seven reels.

—Chauberg Amusement Co., Bijou theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.
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Douglas Fairbanks has completed “The
Black Pirate,” his latest picture of

romance and adventure. It will be
released by United Artists.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—This
is a good comedy and went over big. Seven reels.

—Joseph J. Mahowald, Alhambra theatre. Garri-

son, N. D.—General patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—Here’s a real one, boys. Don’t forg^T

to advertise it when you play it. They raved

over it here. Denny will build himself up if he

continues to turn out knockouts like this.—Carl

E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.

—

General patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—This is

the best picture Jack Hoxie ever made, and
pulled me the best Saturday business I ever had.

Had “Kentucky Pride” and a Harry Carey pic-

ture for opposition at the other two shows. Five
reels.—Sam Minich, New Empire theatre, Chilli-

cothe. Mo.—General patronage.

40 HORSE HAWKINS: Hoot Gibson—Nice
little comedy picture, but not what Hoot ought
to have played in. He was out of his place. I

enjoyed it, but some of the Hoot fans went away
sad faced and perplexed at Hoot. Five reels.

—

E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRET: Baby Peggy—Just a
program picture. Nothing special about it.—

-

Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Was rather
disappointed in this one. Not up to Hoxie’s reg-
ular stuff. Five reels.—Clyde Allen, Casino
theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Virginia Valli—This
is a very good railroad picture and drew good
business. Seven reels.—Joseph Mahowald, Al-
hambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General pat-
ronage.

THE SAWDUST TRAIN: Hoot Gibson—This
is a good Western picture and drew very well.
Six reels.—Joseph Mahowald, Alhambra theater.
Garrison, N. D.—General patronage.

BLIND HUSBANDS: Eric Von Stroheim—It

pleased but drew no extra business. It’s well
worth playing. Film good. Eight reels.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

Vitagraph
BAREE SON OF KAZAN : Anita Stewart—

-

great Northern picture, plenty of action, beau-
tiful scenery and a good dog. Seven reels.

—

F. M. Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.

—

Country patronage.

THE LOVE HOUR: Special cast—Nothing
extra but a lot of good laughs in it. The title

surely killed it here. Louise and Willard are
the life of the picture. Did about one-half usual
business. Seven reels.—R. D. Young, Polo thea-

tre, Polo, HI.—General patronage.

SCHOOL FOR WIVES: Special cast—We have
found our Vitagraph pictures to be nothing but
so much wasted time. However, this picture
actually pleased our patrons Many remarked that
they enjoyed it.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SCHOOL FOR WIVES: Special cast—This is

a fine picture. Everyone likes it, even the oper-
ator. Better for two days as they are sure to

talk and that’s the best advertisement. As clean

as a whistle. Seven reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

TWO SHALL BE BORN: Jane Novak—Didn’t
see it. Patrons said all right. Six reels.—Don
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General
patronage.

FEARBOUND: Marjorie Daw—Punk, punk.
One of the worst pictures I have ever shown.
Came as a substitute for “One Law For the

Woman.” Leave it on the shelf if you have it

bought. Eight reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star

theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER: Pauline
Frederick—Punk. That’s what everybody said. I

hid in the operating room when they left at the

end of this picture. Why don’t they discard

those old stars and use young ones instead ?

Eight reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman. Ark.—General patronage.

THE MAN FROM BRODNEYS: J. Warren
Kerrigan—An excellent picture in every way.
Eight reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN BLOOD: J. Warren Kerrigan—Se-

vere storm killed business, but no fault of the

picture. Splendid production and enjoyed by all

who saw it. Eleven reels.—Frank Shepherd, Ma-
jestic theatre, Biggar, Sask., Canada.—General
patronage.

CODE OF THE WILDERNESS: Alice Calhoun
—This is one of the best Westerns I have ever

seen. A special in every way. Beautiful scenery.

A picture that can be bought right and a money
maker for any small town man. Seven reels.

—

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.
—General patronage.

MY MAN : Patsy Ruth Miller—A mighty fine

little picture that pleased a good crowd. Quite

a little comedy and active. Seven reels.—Chas.
E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.

—

General patronage.

THE REDEEMING SIN: Nazimova—Nazi-
mova very good in this part. A good under-

world story. Seven reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome
theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

Warner Brothers
RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Very good

comedy drama. Can’t miss it on this if you want
to laugh. Six reels.—F. M. Edgett, Lyric thea-

tre, Earlville, III.—Country patronage.

ROSE OF THE WORLD: Patsy Ruth Miller—
A fair program picture that drew good and
pleased. Seven reels.—Sam Minich, Electric tnea-

tre, Chillicothe, Mo.—General patronage.

A LOST LADY : Irene Rich—A mighty good
picture. Irene Rich gets better all the time. A
picture that will please everyone, young and old.

Seven reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

ON THIN ICE: Tom Moore—One of the very
best of Warner’s this year. Pleased everybody.

A trailer on this subject will sure get you the

business. Seven reels—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star

theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

RECOMPENSE: Monte Blue—Fine. Not a
money making picture but a pleasing picture ev-

eryone will enjoy. Too much kissing is the only

fault of the picture. Seven reels.—Chas. E.

Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

MY WIFE AND I: Irene Rich—A fine pic-

ture in every way. I have not received a lemon
from Warner’s as yet. Seven reels.—Chas E.

Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HOW BAXTER BUTTED IN: Special cast—
A very good picture. Seven reels.—Chas. E.

Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin Tin
Tin—A very good little picture. Something dif-

Lillian Rich and Eugene O'Brien have
the stellar roles in ‘‘Simon the Jest-
er,” a Frances Marion production for
Pro-Dis-Co release. George Melford
did the directing.

ferent than ordinary. Not as good as “Tracked
in the Snow Country,” but it is very well done.
—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
111.—General patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—Every now and then a picture comes
along that sweeps the box office off its feet.

Here’s one. We did as much on this one as we
do on our big features and, better still, it pleased

100 per cent. Attendance the second night

equalled the first. Play it two days by all means.
Seven reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aber-
deen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—A very good
picture that pleased our audience and drew good.

—E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

THE COUNTRY KID: Wesley Barry—This is a
good one for the kids. They eat it and it will

please the 60-year-old kids. Six reels.-- F. M.
Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.—Country pat-

ronage.

State Rights
BATTLING BUDDY: Buddy Roosevelt—Here

is a real Western for an ordinary program.
Has some good comedy and will please them if

you can get them in.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

CANYON RUSTLERS: Jack Perrin—If you
are after good little Westerns this will be a

dandy for you. Only add a comedy and you
have a good program. It was for me. Well

liked here, Perrin is. Five reels.—E. L. Swear-
ingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

DESERT MADNESS: Jack Perrin—Here is

another one that with a comedy makes a dandy
Western program. Jack is well liked here. Five

reels.—E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Dou-
cette, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

FIGHTING THE FLAMES: Special cast—
Fairly good picture. Business only fair. Seemed
to please the majority but didn’t draw quite as

well as expected. Six reels.—E. H. Vetter, Ma-
jestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FOR A WOMAN'S FAVOR: Special cast—
Terrible. Many walkouts. The poorest picture I

have played this year. Absolutely nothing to it.

Part of it colored, but a very poor job. If

you have it booked, pay for it and shelve it.

Six reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

A GAME FIGHTER: Bill Patton—I did good
on this one two days. Specialty has some nice

little Westerns, follows and you can get them
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right witiv good service. Five reels.

—

a. L.
Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

HARD HITTING HAMILTON: Buffalo Bill,

Jr.—Nice little Western. But this is the weak-
est of Bill’s that I have gotten so far. It

pleased them but not like the others. Buffalo
Bill, Jr„ is favorite of all Western fans here.
Five reels.—E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre,

Doucette, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

HER TEMPORARY MARRIAGE: Special cast
—Good all around picture for small town, al-

though it is a problem play. Excellent court
room scene. Seven reels.—Chauberg Amusement
Co., Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

THE MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS: Ethel
Clayton—Only fair. Good acting but a story that
only few enjoy. The title killed it at the box
office. Six reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: Elaine Ham-
merstein—Heard lots of bad comments on this

one, but, fellows, if every one I booked pleased

as well as thi9 one did, my troubles would be
ended and I would die in about 100 years of old

age. Boys, it has lots of action but not of the
blood and thunder type. It will please all.

Six reels.—Edgar L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo the-a-

tre, Doucette, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE NIGHT SHIP: Special cast—Here is a
real picture and if properly exploited should

make a little money. Story very interesting and
well done. Photography wonderful.—M. F. Bod-
well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming ,111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

OVER THE GREAT DIVIDE: Roy Stewart-
Good entertaining picture.—G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General patron-

age.

THE RAINBOW RANGERS: Pete Morrison—
A rip-roaring comedy Western that kept them
laughing from start to finish. This will make
the grouchiest one burst their sides laughing.

Five reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

RIP ROARING ROBERTS: Buddy Roosevelt

—This pleased all my Western fans but not as

good as the usual ones by Buddy. Five reels.

—

E. L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,
Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

RIP SNORTER: Dick Hatton—A very good
Western. Lots of comedy, and very little rough
stuff takes with the ladies. The horses do fine

in this one Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

STAMPEDE THUNDER: Pete Morrison—This
is a fair Western, not as good as some of the
first of the series. My last one. Will please,

but don’t promise too much. Five reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

THREE KEYS: Jack Mulhall—A good pro-

gram picture. Fine for small towns. Six reels.

—E L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,

Tex.—-Neighborhood patronage.

TOMBOY : Special cast—Not much to this.

After you run it, you haven’t shown anything.
Six reels.—F. M. Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville,

111.—Country patronage.

WHO CARES?: Special cast—Pleased the
young folks. Didn’t draw, however, as the title

was poor.—E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Serials
THE FIGHTING RANGER (Universal) Special

cast—This is just about the same as most se-

rials but it appears to please most serial fans.

It is getting played out here.—Frank Shepherd,
Majestic theatre, Biggar, Sask., Canada.—Gen-
eral patronage.

GALLOPING HOOFS: (Pathe) Allene Ray-
Just finished Chapter 10 and glad of it. Two
reels.—Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S.

D.—General patronage.

GALLOPING HOOFS: (Pathe) Allene Ray-
No drawing power. Photography poor. Two
reels.—-Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S.

D.—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Univer-
sal) Joe Bonomo—A very good serial. We are
on the 6th and it is getting better every time.

Ten reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald, Alhambra
theatre. Garrison, N. u .—General patronage.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Jack Mulhall—
Ran fifth episode Saturday night and is going
good. Audience seems to be very much inter-

“Wages for Wives” is Fox’s picture
version of John Golden’s stage play.
Creighton Hale, Jacqueline Logan
and Zasu Pitts are among the players
in the screen production by Frank
Borzage.

ested. Two reels. Schaghticoke Amusement
Assn., Odd Fellows Theatre, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Only two more chapters, I am sorry

to say, because it sure draws the crowd. A
very good one. Two reels.—Elmer Hughes, Opera
House, Mesquite, Nev.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—The best serial I have ever had in

my house. I am now on Ep. 12 and can say

that I have enjoyed 12 packed houses since I

started this serial. This is a business builder.

I had never thought much of serials 'til I

started this one, but beginning the first of the

year I am going to run two serials a week in

addition to "Adventures of Mazie.” Two reels.

—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal) Spe-

cial cast—-One more chapter to grind out. If you

can get excited at a chess tournament, then this

might give you a thrill, but I doubt it.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BALTO’S RACE TO NOME: A good scenic

that pleased our patrons. Two reels.—E. H.

Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

COURT PLASTER: A dandy two-reel comedy.

—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

—Neighborhood patronage.

FELIX IN JOYLAND: Very good short reel.

One reel.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fenni-

more, Wis.—General patronage.

FELIX IN “THE COLD RUSH:” Mighty

good One reel.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FELIX THE CAT: Very good short subject.

The price is a little high. One reel.—Walter C.

Schultz. Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Neb.

—

General patronage.

A FIGHTING DUDE: Lupino Lane—Good
comedy. Some clever new stunts in the boxing
line that are enjoyed. Two reels.—H. G. Stett-

mund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.

—

General patronage.

GOING EAST: Lloyd Hamilton—First reel

show but gets going in second one. Would class

as good comedy. Two reels.—Lester N. Leek,
Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General pat-
ronage.

GOOD MORNING: Bud Hamilton—Bud Ham-
ilton is good if they would give him something
to do. It takes more than just silliness now-
adays to go over. Would call this one only fair.

Two reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long
Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HELLO GOODBYE: Very good. Two reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

HURD CARTOONS: These Hurd cartoon
comedies are well worth running. One reel.

—

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

HURD CARTOON : Hurd cartoon comedies are
all good. One reel.—E. H. Breckler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE IRON MULE: A1 St. John—A splendid

two-reel comedy, but we should have played it

after “The Iron Horse” as the audience could

not appreciate it. Two reels.—W. E. Elkin,

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood
patronage.

BLIND HUSBANDS: Eric Von Stroheim—It
pleased but drew no extra business. It’s well

worth playing. Film good. Eight reels.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

LONESOME: Bud Hamilton—Not much to

this one. Two reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace
theatre. Long Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LOW TIDE: Not much of a comedy. Got a
few laughs. Two reels.—O. O. Troyer, Rialto
theatre, Dickinson, N. D.—General patronage.

MIDNIGHT BLUES: A peach of a comedy.
Two reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo, 111.

—

General patronage.

MIDNIGHT BLUES: A poor excuse for a com-
edy. Two reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace thea-

tre, Long Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

NERVE TONIC: Not a smile in this one.

Two reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo, 111.

—General patronage.

RUNNING WILD: A good two-reeler.—E. H.
Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn
—Going over in good shape. Have run all of

Alberta’s pictures, so this gang are well known
here. Two reels.-—G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—General patronage.

DINKEY DOODLE AND THE BAD MAN:
All of these cartoons are very good, but the guy
that plays with the boy and dog is sure goofy.

Would be much better with him out of it. One
reel.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tucker-

man, Ark.—General patronage.

ETIQUETTE: Jimmie Aubrey—I would give

this the same per cent as our near beer. Two
reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,

Wis.—General patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: George O'Hara—This is

a good serial. Railroad background. Funnier
’n ’ell. Book it. Two reels.—Chauberg Amuse-
ment Co., Bijou theatre. Amasa, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—As good

as any of the comedies. Two reels.—Don Wileox,

Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patron-

age.

HALF A MAN : Stan Laurel—Very good

comedy. A man can face the audience as they

pass out and they all look as if they had enough

to please them. That is all we care for. Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

A HELPING HAND: Jimmy Aubrey—If this

don’t make ’em laugh, they are helpless. That’s

all I can say. Two reels.—G. F. Rediske, Star

theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

HE WHO GETS CROWNED: Jimmy Aubrey
—The same as all Aubrey comedies. Silly, simply

foolish things. Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—The
best series this bunch has ever made. My pa-

trons like them better than “Fighting Blood.”
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Plenty of action and comedy. All clean cut col-

lege stories. They will sure build up a dull

night. Two reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star

theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—These
are getting better each episode. Much better than
the average comedy. Two reels.—A. F. Botsford,

Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—We
are finishing this series with this number and
feel that we can recommend them for any thea-

tre. Two reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre,

Long Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

FOX
A CLOUDY ROMANCE: Another good com-

edy from Fox. Say what you want to about

their poor specials but you’ve got to hand it

to them on their comedies. Two reels.—Sam
Minich, New Empire theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.

—

General patronage.

FOX NEWS: These news reels are just great.

They all seem to be very good. One reel.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-

saw. Neb.—General patronage.

FOX NEWS: News and that’s all. One reel.

—

O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.

—

General patronage.

LOVE AND LIONS: A good comedy from

Fox. Two reels.—Sam Minich, Electric theatre,

Chillicothe, Mo.—General patronage.

MONKEY COMEDIES: We have had a few

of these and they sure are very good. They will

fit in anywhere. Six reels.—Walter C. Schultz,

Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw, Neb.—General

patronage.

ON THE JOB: Very good comedy that helped

to put the program through. I am playing Fox

comedies once in awhile and they seem good for

a change. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE SKY JUMPER: A fine high class com-

edy that is real entertainment for all. Two reels.

—Sam Minich, New Empire theatre, Chillicothe,

Mo.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: They please everybody.

One reel.—Sam Minich, Electric theatre, Chilli-

cothe. Mo.—General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: These are always good as

fillers.—Don Wilcox, Colome theater, Colome,

S. D.—General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: Very good. One reel.

—

Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kene-

saw, Neb.—General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: These are very good but

not a bit better than Felix comedies and 50 per

cent higher. I’ll take Felix any old time and

get more money on him than these Fables. One
reel.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tucker-

man, Ark.—General patronage.

ARE BLOND MEN BASHFUL: Arthur Stone

—Just another comedy. Two reels.—Don Wilcox,

Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

BELOVED BOZO : Not much. Two reels.—Don
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General

patronage.

BIG TOWN : Our Gang—Lots of laughs in

this one. Two reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—-General patronage.

THE CANNON BALL EXPRESS: This was
the best comedy I have played for a long time.

Two reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fenni-
more, Wis. General patronage.

THE COBBLER: Our Gang—This is the third

Our Gang comedy and they all get a little worse.
Still, at that they are very good. Two reels.—
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.

—

General patronage,

COLD TURKEY : Mack Sennett comedy—Very
good and high class. Nothing overdone like in

some comedies. Two reels.—M. J. Babin. Fairy-
land theatre. White Castle, La.—General pat-
ronage.

CRADLE ROBBERS: Our Gang—Very fine

comedy. Two reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kene-
saw Opera House, Kenesaw, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

DADDY GOES A GRUNTING: Glen Tyron—
Particularly interesting and extremely funny to
children and their mothers. A good comedy to
say the least. Two reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

A DOG’S LIFE: Charley Chaplin—Very good
and well received by a nice house. Three reels.

—

Ed. Lawlor, Harriet theatre, Hardin, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

“The Desert’s Price,” made by Fox
from the novel by William MacLeod
Raine, stars Buck Jones. W. S. Van-
Dyke directed. The scenario was by
Charles Darnton.

FRAIDY CAT: Charley Chase—This was a

pretty good one reeler.—Don Wilcox, Colome
theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING JUDGE: A very good com-
edy. Two reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

HOLD MY BABY : Glen Tryon—A very good
comedy. Laughs all the way through. Two
reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

JACK FROST: Snub Pollard—First reel dull:

second reel interesting. The skating scene was
amusing. Very little laughter was heard, but

the children voted it good. I think the older

people would have said, “Oh ! just fair.”—Philip

Rand, Rex theater, Salmon, Idaho.—-General

patronage.

JUBILO JR.: Our Gang—A Gang comedy that

is a little different. Will Rogers appears in this

one. Up to the Gang’s high average. Two reels.

A. F. Botsford, Palace theater, Long Pine, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

MOONLIGHT AND NOSES: Clyde Cook-
Extra good. Brought the house to a one roar of

laughs. Cook always good. Two reels.—M. J.

Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

—

General patronage.

NO FATHER TO GUIDE HIM: Charley
Chase—Very good and funny. Pleased all. 'Nuf
sed ! Two reels.—M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre.

White Castle, La.—General patronage.

OFF HIS TROLLEY : Very good comedy. Wal-
ter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House, Kenesaw,
Neb.—General patronage.

ONE AT A TIME : Punk. Two reels.—Don
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General
patronage.

OUTDOOR PAJAMAS: Fair. One reel.—E. H.
Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

PATHE NEWS: You just can’t get along with-
out showing one news a week. The people won’t
stand for it. One reel.—Lester N. Leek, Club
House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: These are all good. One reel.

—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw Opera House.
Kenesaw, Neb.—General Patronage.

PATHE NEWS: The film cannot be improved
upon, so the producer has improved the one
sheet.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

PICKING PEACHES: Harry Langdon—A very
good comedy. None of these, however, seem to
go over so well except the Our Gangs. Two
reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tucker-
man, Ark.—General patronage.

PICKING PEACHES: Harry Langdon—

A

pretty good comedy, but if this is a sample of

Langdon’s best we don’t predict that he will

push any of the real comedy stars off the ladder.

Two reels.—A. F. Botsford, Palace theater. Long
Pine, Neb.—Small town patronage.

RAT’S KNUCKLES: Charley Chase—This is

the punkest thing we ever saw. A thousand feet

of paw paw bark run through your machine will

get as many laughs as this. One reel—O. F.

Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark—Small town
patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE COWS: A dandy
comedy. Let’s have more like it. Two reels—

-

A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

THE SEA SQUAK: Harry Langdon—This is

one of the best Langdons that we have ever
shown. Two reels.—Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw
Opera House, Kenesaw, Neb.—General patronage.

SITTING PRETTY: Good. One reel.—E. H.
Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

SMILE PLEASE: Harry Langdon—Best so
far from this fellow Two reels.—Don Wilcox.

—

Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.—General patronage.

THREE FOOLISH WEEKS: Ben Turpin—An
extra good comedy. Kept the audience in good
spirits. Two reels.—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen, Miss.—Neighborhood patronage.

TOO MANY MAMMAS: Not much. One
reel.—E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

ZOWIE: Stereoscopiks—A good novelty that
will pull extra business and will please all. This
is just exactly what they represent it to be.

—

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
DOUBLE X: This is a good short Western.

Two reels.—Joseph Mahowald, Alhambra theatre.

Garrison, N. D.—General patronage.

THE FAST STEPPERS: Billy Sullivan—
"Empty Stall.” This is the best of this series I

have run yet. Two reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald.
Alhambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

FAST STEPPERS: Billy Sullivan—These are

not as good as “The Leather Pushers.” They
are only a fair offering. Two reels.—Joseph J.

Mahowald. Alhambra theatre, Garrison, N. D.

—

General patronage.

ITCHING FOR REVENGE: Century comedy—
Best Century I have used up to date. Two reels.

-—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

KICKED ABOUT: Century comedy—Not so

good. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MIND YOUR BABY : Pal the dog—This one
is a knockout and any time they have a better

one I’d like to see it as it will keep them on
the edge of the seat from start to finish and
watch them laugh. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

ONE WILD NIGHT: Neely Edwards—A pret-

ty good one-reeler that contains several laughs.

One reel.—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark.
Ark.—Small town patronage.

A RACE FOR A RANCH: This is a fair

Western. Two reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald, Al-

hambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

SHOOTIN’ STAR: Billy Sullivan—This is a
good bet for a program. Two reels.—Joseph J.

Mahowald, Alhambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.

—

General patronage.

SMOKE SIGNAL: This is a good short West-
ern. Two reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald, Alham-
bra theatre, Garrison, N. D.—General patron-

age.

TIRED BUSINESS MEN: Century—A good
comedy. Two reels.—Joseph J. Mahowald, Al-

hambra theatre. Garrison, N. D.—General patron-

age.

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES: Good enough for a
filler if it is all there, but seems as if Universal
is giving me the oldest junk they got in their

office in comedy line, because there is no leaders

on any comedy, only about two or three feet, just

so I can see that they are there. But when I

trade same I can’t show any of it to the people

on account of not having enough feet of film

for introduction. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL ONE-REEL COMEDIES: These
are good one-reel comedies. We have quite a
number and all seem to go over very good.

—
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Joseph J. Mahowald, Alhambra theatre. Garrison,
N. D.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL STAR COMEDIES: These short
subjects are fair and some are better than oth-

ers but I never get all the film so have to say
awfully poor service from Universal. One reel.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WEST BOUND: The Gumps—The best Gump
we have seen. Had a lot of laughs. Two reels.

—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS: This is a good comedy.
Joseph J. Mahowald, Alhambra theatre. Garrison,
N. D.—General patronage.

VITAGRAPH
GALL AND GOLF: Larry Semon—These one-

reel Semons are all good. This one is a riot.

—

J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

PLOT AND PLOTTERS: Larry Semon—
Fair comedy but too silly to satisfy my audi-

ence. Too much impossible action and that kind
I had better keep out of my house. Larry’s

comedies are all the same—if you play one you
will know what’s coming the next time. I bought
twelve of them and I’ll be glad when I see the

last one. No more Larry for me. Tow reels.—

-

R. Duba, Royal theatre. Kimball, S. D.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE RANGE BUZZARDS: Pete Morrison

—

Good, yes, very good for this star. Good story,

good star, paper and very good music which

helped draw. A Hawaiian orchestra stopped in

LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

“Better Late Than Never”
LEHI, UTAH.—To the Editor : It has

been some time now since we have sent in

any reports on pictures that we have been
playing, so here comes some delayed re-

ports.

You may not believe it but we do ap-

preciate the Exhibitors Herald and par-

ticularly that part, “What the Picture Did
For Me.”

Wishing you all kinds of success, we
are,—S. I. Goodwin, Royal Theatre, Lehi,

Utah.

Sells Theatre After 9 Years Operation

ROCK ISLAND, QUE.—To the Editor:
I am taking the liberty to write to you this

letter, having subscribed for the Herald
for a number of years.

The Herald has been a great help to me
in the operation of the Border theatre dur-
ing the past nine years.

Your department of “Wh,at the Picture
Did For Me” is a great help to any ex-
hibitor, as it is the only source that we
can get. a line on present day productions
and their value as box office attractions.

I recently played “The Gold Rush” and,
while this nroduction is not Chaplin’s best
by any means, it proved to be a fairly good
box office attraction seeing that it was his
first picture in three years and should prove
a money maker providing the rental is not
too high, which we all know the United
Artists Corp. have a bad habit of charg-
ing high rentals.

I have just disposed of the above theatre
and I am looking around for another place
that I can lease or buy or a position as a
manager for some circuit.—T. H. Hartley,
Border Theatre, Rock Island, Que.

Joseph Schildkraut and Jetta Goudal are
among those featured in “The Road
to Yesterday,” personally directed by
Cecil B. DeMille for release by Pro-
Dis-Co.

town and we got them to play. Five reels.

—

Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.

—

General patronage.

SPOOKS AND SPASMS: Larry Semon—

A

very good comedy. Makes them laugh and that’s

what it’s for. One reel.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE STAGE HAND: Larry Semon—This one
was no exception from other Semon comedies.

Larry is a slim short guy and how he can hit

a 400 pound man and make him roll like a ball,

I don’t know, but got some laughs out of the
audience with this impossible acting. Well, there
will be just a few more and I am through with
him. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

DUNCES AND DANGERS: Larry Semon—
Played with “The Midnight Alarm” and it sure
went over fine. Everyone laughed, then laughed
some more. One reel.—E. A. Emmert, Emmert
theatre, Alcester, S. D.—Small town patronage.

HORSESHOES: Larry Semon—This is a good
comedy. Larry Season's comedies please my trade
about as well as any comedy I can get. It’s a
slapstick comedy and a lot of impossible stuff,

but it brings the laughs and pleases, and that is

all we want. Two reels.—D. T. Clary. Amuzu
theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

THROBS AND THRILLS: Larry Semon—
Played with above and it took the house by storm.

Film in fine condition. These people at Omaha
sure treat the exhibitors fine. Two reels.—E. A.
Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

TROUBLE BREWING: Larry Semon—Another
good one. Many thrills and plenty of laughs.

What I call a good comedy. Two reels.—D. T.

Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General
patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
DUMMY LOVE: Film good. This from Cele-

brated Players of Milwaukee was about the same
as all one reel comedies. Not much to it.—W. T.

Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FELIX GETS BROADCASTED: This from

Celebrated Players of Milwaukee was very good
and it is sure surprising the way they make
these cartoon reels. One reel.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

PILLS OF PERIL: A good comedy in its time.
But the print has seen better days (along in

Washington’s time). It is a reissue. Two reels.

—Edgar L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Dou-
cette, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

SWEET MAMMA: This is old but good. Lots
of action. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

FRESH PAINT : Bobby Dunn—This, from
Progress Picture Company of Milwaukee, was fair.

Not as good as some but much better than others,
and it’s not silly. Two reels.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

MOVIE FANS: Not extra as a comedy. Two
reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton,
S. D.—General patronage.

WEDDING BELLS: Better than the common
run of comedies. Two reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

Neilan Finishes Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 22. — Marshall
Neilan has just completed camera work
on “Wild Oats Lane” which will be released

by Pro-Dis-Co.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00 .

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: The only two theatres in a

Northern Indiana town of 5,000. Good reason
for selling. A real live proposition. Quick ac-

tion and cash necessary. Address R. W. S.,

care Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: THEATRE FOR SALE OR

LEASE in town 5,000 to 10,000. Any territory.

Address M. L. Freedman, 600 Main St., Forest
City, Pa. (care of Forest City Amusement Co.).

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S NEW1 The Lustrolite moving picture

theatre sign. The greatest changeable letter

electric announcement sign ever offered. Just
think! A three line double-face all metal sign,

white opal glass letter, complete letter assort-

ment included, price $300.00. Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself. Get our descriptive

matter at once. CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC
SIGNS. 609 W. Fourth St., Davenport, Iowa.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111.

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
5-ply veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.
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Ray Coffin, publicist for Samuel Goldwyn
(left) and George Sidney in “Potash and
Perlmutter—-Partners Again,” United Artists

release.

PURELY PERSONAL
( Continued from page 82)

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Max Stahl, man-

ager of the Milwaukee branch of Educa-

tional, has returned from a trip through

the state in the interests of Laugh Month.

He reported to the local exchangemen in-

terested in the project that the exhibitors

of the state have shown a lively interest

in Laugh Month and that the event in

Wisconsin seems to be an assured success.

. . Harold J. Fitzgerald, general man-

ager of the Saxe Amusement Enter-

prises, and Charlie Lundgren, just pro-

moted from Milwaukee branch manager
for Producers Distributing Corporation

to assistant to Cecil Maberry, with the

same organization, were guests of honor

at a banquet given for them by the Mil-

waukee film board of trade. Fitzgerald

was presented with an ornate desk lamp,

while Lundgren received a handsome
traveling bag. . . . Lundgren’s promo-
tion to the post of assistant to the dis-

trict manager came in recognition of his

excellent services in developing the Mil-

waukee office from a “sub-station” to a

first class branch office of P. D. C. . . .

W. P. Hudson of the Hudson theatre at

Muscado, Wis., visited Milwaukee last

week. , . . M. J. Weisfeldt, manager of

the Northwest division for F. B. 0., has

congratulated the Milwaukee branch for

its excellent showing in the recent sales

campaign staged under his supervision.

.... December 26 has been set as the

new date for the opening of the Retlaw

theatre at Fond du Lac, the latest addition

to the ever growing Saxe chain. . . .

J. G. Frackman, the genial but hardwork-
ing manager of the Milwaukee branch of

Progress Pictures Company has returned

from a conference with President Frank
Zambrcno in Chicago. . . . Al Rourbarge

has returned to Merrill, Wis., to conduct

the affairs of his Cosmo theatre, after a

brief business visit to Milwaukee’s film

row. . . . Howard Waugh has just re-

turned with his family from an enjoyable

vacation trip to West Baden, Ind. He is

scheduled to begin his new affiliation with

the Saxe Amusement Enterprises on the

first of the year.

PORTLAND
PORTLAND, ORE. — Harry Lustig,

Western division manager for Warner
Brothers, was in Portland this week and
called a sales conference which F. Jacks

and Sig Davis, salesmen, attended. Lustig

states that Warner Brothers will occupy a

space in the new building now being erected

on 12th and Glisan. He also brings news

that “The Sea Beast,” starring John Barry-
more, will have its Northwest premiere at

the Metropolitan theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Admission will be 75 cents and $1. The
Metropolitan is a large roadshow house and
it is believed that the booking of “The
Sea Beast” there will give the picture

added prestige. . . . Sid Schubach, booker
for First National, simply can’t stop raving
about his baby and according to the dope
she will be playing football in three weeks.
. . . The Multnomah Theatres Corpora-
tion holds a tryout at the Egyptian theatre

every other Tuesday night for acts to be
booked in their circuit of theatres. The
enthusiasm displayed by the potential per-

formers has more than come up to expecta-
tions and as a result competition is keen.

. . . Leslie Weir, division manager of
Producers, is evidently very fond of Port-
land as he makes frequent trips to the Rose
City. . . . J. Haas, Paramount exploiteer,

has just returned from the opening of the

new Clarick theatre at Baker, Ore. . . .

Louis Amacher, manager of Metro-Gold-
wyn, is highly elated over the large number
of first runs in Portland during January.
. . . Lee Maynard is now at the console at

the Columbia theatre here, having filled the
vacancy left by Mr. Knuppe. He has al-

ready won his way into the hearts of the
Columbia patrons through his masterful
playing. . . . Visitors of the week were
George Gould, Charles Schram, Guy
Matthews, Art Kolstad and S'. G. Menden-
hall.

All photos in this section were
taken on the West Coast by Harry
E. Nichols of the HERALD staff.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA.

—

A. G. Stolte, Capi-
tol theatre, Des Moines, was in Fort
Dodge last week to supervise the installa-

tion of lighting, scenery, etc., in the Rialto

theatre there. P. R. Tourney is the man-
ager. Stolte has had much experience
along these lines and his theatre is one of
the best managed from that standpoint in

the West. . . . John Howard, manager
of the Broadway theatre in Council Bluffs,

kept the wires busy during the fire at the

Grand hotel recently, in an effort to keep
the home office in touch with the progress
of the fire which threatened the entire

block. The theatre is across the street from
the hotel. . . . Universal exchange won
first place in this district in a national con-
test based on actual paid and placed busi-

ness over a definite period In addition to

the honor, Mannie Gottlieb, manager, will

receive a little check from which each em-
ploye will get an extra week’s pay. The
force is quite elated. . . . Sold for

taxes, was the fate of the Marathon, la.,

opera house, built 20 years ago and allowed

Charlie Chase, Vivien Oakland and Leo Me-
Carey, star, leading woman and director of
Roach comedies for Pathe.

When “The Officer of the Day” took to his

comedy beat at the Fox West Coast studios
he was guided by a new group of super-

visors. Left to right: Max Gould, John
Schmidt and Andrew Dennison.

to deteriorate because of lack of funds to

keep it in repair. A motion picture busi-

ness once flourished in the theatre and
lodge rooms were maintained in the second
story. At the time it was built it was the

best building in Buena Vista county. This
luckless venture is now a wreck and few
know who really are supposed to own the

property. . . . W. E. Banford of the

Metro-Goldwyn exchange, was in Chicago
Dec. 11 on film business. . . . Tom
Gabriel, Metro salesman, returned Dec. 11

after covering his territory and reported

fine business and terrible roads. . . .

Ned Marin, salesmanager for First Na-
tional, home office, was in Des Moines Dec.

14 to meet Iowa salesmen. ...£./.
Tilton, manager for First National ex-

change, reports that the A. H. Blank thea-

tres have booked their theatre solid with
First National films for January.

OMAHA
OMAHA, NEB.—The management of

the office of the Producers Distributing

Corporation here is in new hands, F. M.
DeLorenzo having been transferred as

manager at Milwaukee, and A. Danke of

Warner Brothers, St. Louis, taking his

place. Mr. Danke is already on the job.

The departure of DeLorenzo left vacant

the presidency of the board of trade and
the two vice presidents stepped up. F. W.
Gebhardt, Pathe manager, became presi-

dent, and Mayer Monsky, of Liberty Films,

first vice president. Earl A. Bell, Warner
Brothers manager, succeeded Mr. Monsky
as second vice president. . . . The film

board of trade had as its visitor this week
L. H. Flynn of the New York office, as-

sistant to C. C. Pettijohn. . . . There has

been much activity in theatre buying this

fall, most of it in the Iowa territory

tributary to Omaha. Jack Georgan has
bought the Princess at Bettendorf, Iowa,
S. R. Nelson the Our at Brayton, Stanley
and Cecil the Opera House and American
at Corning, Millisack and Johnson and
Grand at Cedar Rapids, 51 R. Seff the

Legion at Cushing, Rasmussen and Huff-
man .the Lyric at Kimballtown, Antone
Roper the Leeds at Leeds, Wiese and
Belter the Liberty at Lowdon, Herman
Drefke the Kay at Marcus, Hostettler
Amusement Company the Strand and the
Odeon at Marshalltown, Dow Mason the

Main Street at North English, J. H. Feld-
hans the Princess at Odebolt, /. E. Trovas
the Plaza at Ackley, J . Gabrielson the Crys-
tal at Crystal Lake, Mrs. D. G. Woodward
the Star at Kanawha, and Graceland Col-
lege the Coliseum at Lamoni. In South
Dakota, R. T. Berry bought the Star at

Avon. In Nebraska recent transfers in-

clude the purchase by William Boland of
the Rialto at Cozad, Carl Bailey the Lin-
wood at Pawnee City, W. E. Dyer the
Springfield at Springfield.
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Exhibitors Herald’s

The Biggest

Money Makers

of 1925

Include among the leaders

Harold Bell Wright’s

“THE RECREATION OF
BRIAN KENT”

“The MINE WITH THE
IRON DOOR”

With

Baby Peggy

in

“CAPTAIN JANUARY”
and

“HELEN’S BABIES”

They make a mighty and prof-

itable quartette. Send for our

new 1926 list of money makers.

Greiver

Productions
831 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, HI.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES— - 1 By D. H. :

\ BUILDING to house a 2,900 seat theatre besides many stores and
L\ offices and to cost $3,000,000 will be erected in the spring, accord-
X X ing to an announcement made by John Eberson, architect for Frank
Ragen, manager of the Jackson Park and Chicago hospitals.

THE building will be designed upon the

style of old Indian architecture
;
and

will be located on Exchange avenue, 75th
street and Saginaw.
The theatre which will be leased to a

large motion picture syndicate will be
built at a cost of $1,110,000.

* * *

Hays organization, arrived in Chicago
December 15 whereupon he attended the
regular meeting of the film board of
trade. He went into a series of confer-
ences with /. /. Sampson of Film Booking
Offices before leaving the city, December
18.

* * *

The Chicago Educational exchange
under the direction of Dave Dubin
December 18 forged ahead of several

competing exchanges in the national

drive for playdates which began No-
vember 1. Dubin simultaneously
issued a call to all his staff to “put
down the screws—send in the cow-

tracts—and never take ‘no' for their

answer.”
Dubin declares he expects to take

the lead in the contest January 22 at

the close of Educational's “Bookers
Week” when high pressure will be put
on by all salesmen in addition to

SAUL BRAGIN and SAUL GOLD-
MAN, bookers, and Dave himself.

Ever since he has taken the position

of exchange manager of Edcational
Dubin has been making the Chicago
exchange a potent factor in the na-

tional organization. He accepted the

post several months ago, being pro-

moted from a sales position.
* * *

Harry Graham, Pathe “Double I” mana-
ger, announces the addition to his staff

of M. Whitmore, a special two reel comedy
salesman for Central Illinois.

h= * *

Dan B. Lederman has returned to Chi-

cago after spending a week in New York
on Associated Exhibitors affairs.

* *

W. A. Aschman, special representative

of Pathe, and Harry Scott, general sales

manager, arrived in Chicago December 16

and 17 respectively from New York.
* * *

Pat Campbell, feature sales manager of

Pathe, was in Chicago December 16 and 17

visiting Jimmie Gillick and his “gang.”

Gillick proudly made known to him the

fact that B. & K. Midwest has booked
Chaplin’s “Dog’s Life” in all its houses.

* * *

Albert Berger, who is associated with

Meyers S. Boog, sales manager of the

Theatre Equipment Company, was mar-
ried December 15 at the Drake hotel to

Dorothy Ginsberg. The couple went to

New York for a short visit. They will

return to Chicago soon after New Year’s

Day.
* * *

E. C. Bostick, general Eastern represen-

tative of the Pantages circuit, reached Chi-

cago December 24 to spend Christmas with

Frank Ishmael, his brother-in-law. Frank
revealed to Bostick in uneasy terms the

monicker with which Frank was dubbed
recently. But instead of “The Autocrat

of the Breakfast Table” Frank insisted

on calling it the “Plutocrat of the Kitch-

enette.”
* * *

%

Joe Lyon, the animated Renown sales-

man, spent the week of December 14 in

Indiana towns “on business.”
* * *

C. C. Pettijohn, chief counsel for the

0. J. Lambiotte of the Tivoli theatre,

Mishawaka, Ind., was a Chicago visitor

December 18. He didn’t get away either

without buying a ticket from George Dem-
bow, Fox manager, for the reception and
inauguration of the film board officers in

January.
Dembow announced at the same time

that already there have been 200 tickets

sold for the party. He states definitely

that 500 will attend.

* * *

Lou Dreher has settled back in his com-
fortable place at the Fox office after sev-
eral attempts to bring home a duck dinner.
Either Lou can’t shoot fast enough or else

the ducks fly too high
;
he won’t tell which.

* * *

The gossip along Film Row that the
independents will distribute no more pic-

tures after January 1 caused a frenzy in

the office of the Capitol exchange when
Henri Ellman, manager, learned of it.

Ellman denied the nonsense stating that

he has enough independent pictures on his

staff now being booked to run him into

early summer.
* * *

Mathew Dillon and William Johnson
are said to be the tentative buyers of the

Columbus theatre, 6238 South Ashland
avenue which is now owned by Ascher
Brothers. The contract price mentioned
in the report in $225,000. The buyers ex-
pect to replace the theatre space with five

stores and to add 32 bowling alleys.

It + 3
PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in
Rush Orders

All Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

Samples & Prices
/ on Request

TWZK
728 S. Wabash Ave
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking tbe facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.

“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week's issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors

Broadway Boob, Hi«:Dec.l9-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec.l9-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dec. 19-Ins.
How to Train a Wife:Dec.l9-Ins.
I Do :Dec. 19-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec.l9-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
North Star:Deo.l9-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The sDec. 19-Ins.

Play Safe:Dec.l9-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec. 19-Ins.

Ship of Souls, The:Dec.l9-Ins.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

HENRI ELLMAN
Capitol Film Exchange

Owner
Nickname? They call me just Henri

and they’d better not try anything else.

Born right here in Chicago in 1890.

(He’s one of those original Yankee
Doodle boys, born on the Fourth of July.)

First ambition? To be a theatre owner.
First job? Car-

rying a spear in

“Ben Hur” for 50
cents a day. Next
I worked for

Jones, Linick &
Schaefer in their

different theatres
on State street

during the days
of the penny ar-

cades.

When did you
break into the
motion picture
business? Twelve
or thirteen years ago as a shipping clerk
for Warner Brothers. Became a sales-

man in a few weeks and was with War-
ners until United Film Company formed.
Went with them as assistant manager.
Next was with Beehive Film Company,
later called Reelcraft. Formed my own
exchange with Morris Salkin as partner,
while still in the Beehive offices. Fol-
lowing step was to join Universal as a
special representative.
When did you start Capitol Film Ex-

change? Opened the Capitol exchange in

March last year.
Hobby? Commuting between Chicago

and New York.
What’s the biggest kick you could get

out of 1926? Contracts in a thousand
houses. (Just a conservative forecast!)
What’s the worst thing that ever hap-

pened to you? What followed when I

joined the Elks. They called on Gleason
(then chief of police) for a speech. Then
they picked on me. All I could get out
was “My brother lodgemen.” That's the
shortest speech on record.

Sky Rocket, The :Nov. 28-Ins.
Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice :Dec. 19-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Dec.l9-89.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec. 19-89.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Dec. 19-89.
Fighting YouthiDec. 19-89.

Fight to the JFinish,The:Dec. 19-89.
Great Sensation, The:Dec.l9-89.
Handsome Brute, The:Dec.l9-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec.l9-89.
Lure of the Wild, The:Dec.l9-89.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec.l9-89.
Perils of the Sea :Dec.l9-89.
New Champion, The :Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The:Dec.l9-89.
Speed Mad :Dec. 19-89.
Sealed Lips, The :Dec. 19-89.
Steppin’ Out:Dec.l9-89.
Thrill Hunter, Thc:Dec. 19-89.

Unwritten Law, The:Dec.l9-89.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec. 19-89.

Davis Dist. Div.

Red Kimono, Thc:Nov.7-5.

F. B. 0.

All Around Frying Pan :Nov.21-72,73.
Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov.21-73.
Bloodhound, The :Dec.l9-104.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158, 159.
Drusilla With a Million :Nov.7-66.
Flaming Waters :Nov.7-66.
Flashing Spurs :Dec. 19-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Happiness :Nov.7-66.
Heads Up :Dec.l2-81.
High and Handsome :Dec. 12-81.

If Marriage Fails:Nov.7-66.
Isle of Retribution, The:Nov.7-66.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Nov.7-60.Nov. 14-18.Nov.

21-5.Nov. 28-22,23.
King o’ the Turf :Nov.7-65.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dec.5-82, 83.
Man of Nerve, A :Dec. 19-104.
No Man’s Law :Dec.l9-104.
Range Terror, The :Dec.l9-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Ridin’ the Wind :Nov. 21-73.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec. 12-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dee.l2-81.
That Man Jack:Dec.l9-104
Texas Bearcat, The:Dec.l9-104.
That Devil Quemado:Nov. 21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov.21-73.
Trigger Fingers :Dec.l9-104.
When Love Grows Cold: Dec.25-22,23.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The:Nov.21-73.

First National

Abraham Lincoln :Dec. 19-29.
Beautiful City, The :Nov.21-17,19.Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-

32.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.
Classified : Nov.7-18-19.Nov.21-17,18.Dec.6-Ins.Dec.

19-Ins.Dec. 25-32.
Clothes Make the Pirate:Nov.l4-Ins.Nov.21-17,21.
Dec. 12-28.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-31,32.

Dark Angel, The :Nov.l4-24, 25.Dee.25-32.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 19-Ins.

Dec. 25-32.
Graustark:Nov.7-18,19.Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-30,32.
Infatuation :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Joanna :Dec,19-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Just Suppose :Dec.25-32.
Live Wire, The:Nov.7-18, 19.Dec.25-32.
Memory Lane :Dec.25-32.
New Commandment, The :Nov.21-17,20.Dec. 5-Ins.

Dec.25-32.
Pace That Thrills, The:Nov.7-18,19.
Scarlet Saint, The :Nov.l4-26.Dec.25-32.

Shore Leave :Nov. 7-18, 19.Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The:Dee. 5-Ins.Dec. 12-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32
Unguarded Hour :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 25-32.
We Moderns :Nov.21-17, 22.Nov.28-Ins.Dec. 5-Ins.
Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-28, 29, 32.

What Fools Men :Dec. 25-32.
Why Women Love :Dec. 25-32.
Winds of Chance :Nov.7-18, 19.Dec. 19-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov. 21-9.Nov.28-14, 15, 16.Dec. 5-18.

Dec. 12-22, 24,25.Dec. 19-10.
Best Bad Man, The :Nov. 14-17.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec. 5-19.Dec. 19-7.

Daybreak :Nov. 28-14, 15.Dec.5-16, 17.

East Lynne :Nov.7-U.Nov. 14-14, 15.Nov.28-14,15,16.
Everlasting Whisper, The :Oct. 31-9.
Family Upstairs, The:Dec.l9-7.
First Year, The:Nov.7-ll.Nov.28-14,16,16.Dec.5-16,

17.Dec.19-8.
Fool, The:Nov.7-ll.
Gilded Butterfly, The :Dec. 25-14, 15.

Golden Strain, The :Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.Dec.
12 -22 .

Havoc :Dec.l2-20.21.
Last Year, The :Dec.25-12.
Lazybones :Nov. 14-14, 15.

Music Master, The :Dec.25-13.
One Increasing Purpose:Dec.l2-23.Dec. 19-7.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov.28-14.
What Price Glory? :Nov.27-17.Dec.l9-7.
When the Door Opened:Nov.21-8.Nov.28-14,16,18,

19.

Wages for Wives:Nov.28-14.15,18,19.
Yankee Senor, The :Dec.25-10,ll.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec. 19-112.
Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec.l9-112.
Lightning :Dec. 19-112.
North Pole, The :Dec.25-169.
Othello :Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-1 12.
Passionate Adventure, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.

Dec. 19-112.
Power God :Dec. 19-112.
Red Kimono, Tne :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec. 19-112.
Santa Claus :Dec.25-169.
She :Dec. 19-112.
Sheiks and Shebas :Dec. 19-112.
Wasted Lives :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.

Mary Philbin, the Chicago girl now
starring for Universal, owes much of
her early success to Leroy W. Alex-
ander, Middle West sales director.
She is shown here congratulating him
for his new promotion which he re-
ceived shortly before visiting the
Coast.
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One of the window displays arranged at the Edison Lighting Institute for the class

of the Paramount Theatre Managers Training School. The effect of mirrored
glass reflectors in such window displays and different possibilities of colored
lighting was explained by window display experts. Effects possible by silhouette
and spot lighting for window display were also explained.

Lee-Bradford

Blackboard, The:Nov.7-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Bright Lights :Dec.l9-l.

Don’t :Dec.25-25.

Exchange of Wives, An:Dec.l9-l.
Go West :Nov.7-Ins.Nov.21-l.Nov.28-1.Dec. 5-8.9.
Great Love, The :Dec.25-25.
His Secretary :Dee. 5-1.Dec.25-25.
Lights of Old Broadway :Dec. 12-12, 13.

Masked Bride, The:Dec.25-25.
Merry Widow, The :Nov.21-11.
Midshipman, The:Nov. 21-11.

Navigator, The :Nov.28-l.Dec. 5-8,9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Nov.21-ll.
Old Clothes :Nov,14-l.Nov.28-12, 13.
Pretty Ladies :Nov.21-ll.
Rag Man, The :Nov. 14-1.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec. 12-1.Dec.19-22, 23.Dec.

25-25.

Seven Chances :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Soul Mates :Dec.25-25
Time!, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Tower of Lies, The:Nov.21-10, 11.
Unholy Three, The:Nov.21-10,11.

Paramount

American Venus, The :Nov. 28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec.25-4.
Ancient Highway, The :Nov. 21-3.
Coast of Folly, The :Nov,14-7.Nov.28-4.
Cobra:Nov,14-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Enchanted Hill, The :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4,5.
Flower of Night:Nov.7-3,Nov.l4-7.
Golden Princess, The:Nov.7-3.
Hands Up:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.

Dec.25-4.
Irish Luck :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec. 12-4.
King on Main Street, The:Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Nov.7-3.
Lord Jim:Dec.5-3.4.
Lucky Devil, The :Nov.28-3.
Mannequin :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4, 5.Dec. 19-4, 5.Dec.25-4.
Man Who Found Himself, The:Nov.28-4.
New Brooms :Nov.7-3.
Night Life of New York:Nov. 28-3.
Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4.
Pony Express, The:Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.

28-3.

Regular Fellow, A:Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.
Nov.28-4.

Seven Keys to BaIdpate:Nov.7-3.Nov,14-7.Nov.
28-4.

Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-3,4,5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Nov.28-3.
Ten Commandments, The:Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.

28-3.

That Royle Girl :Nov.l4-7.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-3,4,5.
Trouble With Wives, The:Nov.21-4.
Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.
Wanderer :Dec.l9-3.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.

Producers Dist. Corp.

Bad Lands, ThetNov. 14-10, 11.

Beyond the Border :Nov. 14-10, 11.

BravehearttDec. 19-16, 17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec. 19-13. Dec.25-5.
Coming of Amos, The:Nov.28-8.
Danger Girl, The :Dec.5-Ins. ,24, 25.
Dice Woman, The:Dec.5-25.
Flaming Forties :Nov.l4-10, 11.

Forbidden Waters :Dec.5-24,25.
Hell’s Highroad :Nov.28-9.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.25-25.
Last Frontier, The :Dec.5-Ins.
Lightning Rider, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Madame Behave :Nov.21-14, 15.Nov.29-9.Dec.19-12, 13.
Dec 2 5~ 5

Man from Red Gulch, The :Nov,14-10,ll.Nov.28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-26.
Night Hawk, ThetNov. 14-10, 11.

Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec. 5-Ins.
People vs. Nancy Preston, The :Nov.28-9.Dec.l2-

10 , 11 .

Prairie Pirate, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.Nov.28-9.
Reckless Romnnce:Dec.25-5.
Rocking Moon :Dec. 5-Ins.
Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.
Roaring Rails :Nov.l4,10,ll.
Silence :Dec. 19-14, 15.
Seven Days :Nov.28-8.Dec.25-5.
Silent Sanderson :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Simon the Jester:Nov.7-16,17.Nov.28-8.Dec.5-Ins„
14, 15.Dec. 19-12, 13.Dec.25-16, 17.

Soft Shoes :Nov.l4-10, 11.

Steel Preferred :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l2-6,7.Dec.l9-12,13.
Stop Flirting :Dec.25-5.
Texas Trail, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.
Tiger Thompson :Nov.l 1-10.11.

Without Mercy :Nov,14-8,9.Nov.28-8.Dec.5-Ins.Dec.
19-12 13

Wedding Song, The :Nov.28-9.Dec.12-8,9.

Tiffany

Morals for Men:Dec.l2-26.

Red Seal

Reelviews:Nov,14-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55,56.

United Artists

Eagle, The :Nov.28-21.Dec.5-22.Dec,12-19.Dec.l9-19.
Dec.25-7.

Little Annie Rooney :Nov.28-20.Dec. 5-22.Dec.12-18.

Dec.19-18.Dec.25-6.

Universal

California Straight Ahead :Nov.7-6,7,Nov.21-13.Dec.
25-21.

Calgary Stampede, The :Nov.7-6,7.Nov.2 1-1 3.Dcc.

25-21.

Cohens and the Kellys :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-ll.Dec.
12-14, 15.Dec.25-21.

Goose Woman :Nov. 7-6, 7.Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
His People :Nov.21-13.Dec. 5-11. Dec. 25-21.
Home Maker, The :Nov. 7-6,7. Dec. 25-21.
Midnight Sun, The :Dec.25-19.
My Old Dutch :Nov.7-7.
Phantom of the Opera :Nov. 14-6,7.Dec.5-12, 13.Dec.

19-20,21.
Siege :Nov. 2 1-13.Dec. 25-21.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov.21-13.
Sporting Life, The :Nov.7-6,7.Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
Stella Maris:Nov.7-6,7.
Still Alarm, The :Nov.7-7.Nov. 21-13.Nov.28-5. Dec.

25-21.
Teaser, The :Dec. 25-20, 21.
What Happened to Jones :Nov. 21-13.Dec.25-21.
Where Was I ?Dec.25-20, 21.

Warner Brothers
Bobbed Hair :Nov. 14-12, 13.Nov.21-Ins.
Compromise :Nov.7-8,9.
Hogan’s Alley :Dec.5-6,7.
Man on the Box, The:Nov.7-8-9.
Rose of the World :Nov.28-24, 25.

Short Features

Educational
Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec.l2-16,17
Kinograms:Nov.7-15.Nov. 14-22, 23.Nov.28-26.Dec.

12-5.

Voice of the Nightingale, The:Nov.l4-20,21.

Film Booking Offices

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Fox Film Corp.

Fox News :Nov.21-7.Dec. 5-20,21.
Fox Varieties :Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.
Imperial Comedies :Nov.7-14.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.

Dec.5-20,21.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Nov.7-14.

Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20-21.Dec.19-9.
O. Henry Stories :Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec. 5-20,21.

Dec. 19-9.
Van Bibber Comedies :Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,

21.Dec.19-9.
Womanhandled :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Woman of the World, A:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov. 14-7 1,72,73,74,75,76.

Nov.28-96,97.
Better Movies :Nov.21-Ins.
Dog’s Life A :Nov.7-61,62,63,64,65,66.Nov,14-71,72,

73,74,75,76.Nov.21-68,69,70,71,74,75.Nov.28-89,
90,93,94,98,102.

Good Morning Madam :Nov.7-80.
Green Archer, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
His Wooden Wedding:Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.25-182.
Moonlight and Noses :Dec.l2-90.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 5-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov.21-Ins.Nov.28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov.21-84.
There Goes the Bride :Nov.21-Ins.Dec. 5-92.
Pathe News:Nov,14-82.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Nov. 14-5.

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.

Ford Unit Edits Weekly
While in “Jackson Hole”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 22.—Upon the ar-

rival of the John Ford unit of the Fox
Film Corporation in Jackson Hole, Wyo.,
which is 50 miles
from the nearest

community a

newspaper was
published by them
called the Fox
City News, “The
largest weekly in

Jackson Hole.”
The Ford com-

pany will remain
on location several

weeks filming
“Three Bad
Men,” a Western
story of the fron-
tier life. The com-
pany made the
trip to the Western spot by automobile
due to the lack of railroad facilities.



Unrivaledforserviceandquality

Eastman Positive Film, constantly

subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled forthe serv-

ice it renders and the photographic

quality it gives.

It carries quality from studio to

screen.

To make sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look in the margin

for the black-lettered identifica-

tion, “Eastman” “Kodak”.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Hal Roach
presents Glenn Tryon

in

“PAPA, BE GOOD! 99

two parts

n

Papa had a wandering eye.

He looked at ladies on the sly,

He flirted when and where he could,

“Papa, papa, do be good!”

\

All persons who have flirted, wanted to

flirt, hope to flirt or have seen flirtation

are invited to see this comedy.

It’s a ludicrous tit-bit of tomfoolery.

Advertise it and let them know it’s good.

I
.

Patfiecomedy— i .i .1 i

|<r> '
MtAOl

(
MARK
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The Selwyn, one of

Chicago’s Twin
Theatres, Seated

by American
Seating Company

TTAINING leadership in any line of endeavor is largely a matter of build-

* ing—constantly, surely, patiently building. Many years of building confi-

dence in our product, our service and our policies have won for this company a

recognition that must be maintained and protected. That fact is best assurance

to you of faithful service.

American Seating Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

121 W. 40th St. 12 E. Jackson Blvd. 65-D Canal St. 1 2 1 1 -H Chestnut St.

’

1 .1 J

~N|
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andSome ofThoseWho Use Itf
#

S. L. Rothafel, generally known as

“Roxy,” says, “First contact with the

house is by way of the Cashier, there-

fore, how important it is that the first

point of impression convey all the man-
agement desires in the way of courtesy

and service.” This is one of the rea-

sons so many modern theatres—large

and small—use Brandt Automatic
Cashiers—in their desire to give the

public what they want.

Built especially for the theatre box
office — the Brandt Junior entirely

eliminates mental calculations. There
is but one key to press—that’s the price

of the ticket— and automatically—
instantly—the correct change is de-

livered.

Among the users who have found

Brandt indispensable to accurate speedy

box office service are:

/30 days
FREE /
fj*

•
j
/ Brandt

A

/
/
/
/

Keith’s Loew’s

Orpheum Circuit

Finkelstein & Ruben
West Coast Theatres in California

Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago

Interstate Amusement Co., Texas
Southern Enterprises *

,

M. E. Comersford / 18 4

Saxe Theatres / Firra Name

Carr & Shad / individual

/ City

/

s Automatic
S Cashier Co.
/ Department A,

Watertown, Wis.

/
Please place with us
on Thirty Days* Free
Trial your Brandt Junior
Automatic Cashier. It is of

course understood that we
can return it as we accept

the trial without obligation or
expense.

Please check whether used on the
right or left hand side of the Box

Office.

Left

State...
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Equipped
One of the most beautiful of recent built

theaters is the new Grand Riviera Theater,
Detroit, Michigan. It is equipped with an

@ Major System— as can only be ex-

pected.

Wherever better theaters are built @ Major
Systems are installed. For who would visual-

ize a theater of splendorous architecture with-

out equally appointed lighting effects. And
such effects can only be secured through the

most -flexible of control — the Major
System, of course.

To the engineer and architect who build bet-

ter theaters, a most highly personalized service

is offered. It is the @ Major Service, a con-

sulting help that results in the very highest

type of correct theater lighting. Many have
availed themselves of this service. It is also

at your command.

Complete data and full estimates may be
had entirely free of cost or obligations.

&rcinkC^ldam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

DISTRICT OFFICES
Detroit, Mich.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.

New Orleans, La.

New York City, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Portland, Ore.

Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Calif.

Winnipeg, Canada
London, Ont., Canada

Newest Detroit
Theater is

As many lighting

scenes as are desired

can be pre-selected on

the @ Major System
and held until the

proper cue. With the

@ Major All-Master

Switch, each scene is

replaced as desired.

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio •

Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
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SERVICE, plus—
The enduring QUALITY of Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps gives to you

the assurance that you have unsurpassable arc lamp equipment.

Its performance record is not an uncertain question of promise for there
are more than twice as many Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps in Service than
the total of all other makes combined.

Extreme Precision in manufacture, an optical system that is basically

correct and INHERENT QUALITY are factors built into every Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamp that has led to their adoption and use in the finest

theatres throughout the country.

Observation will prove that the PEERLESS Reflector Arc Lamp is the

unapproachable standard of reflector arc lamps so

—

WHY EXPERIMENT?
“PERFECT DEFINITION” “UNBREAKABLE CONDENSERS”

“FOR USE ON ALL PROJECTORS”

Our New Catalog Will Be Mailed Upon Request

J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
552-54 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
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Chair No. 0. C. 417 with
Spanish Leather Spring
seat, Sinai Walnut Wood-
work, produced by Hey-
wood-Wakefield for the
Grand Riviera Theatre.

The Grand R i vl i e r a ,

Detroit’s beautiful new
theatre. Total Seating

capacity, 3000.

Comfortable Seats Keep
This Million Dollar
Theatre “Sold Out’’

WHEN an exhibitor like the above

reports his house sold out every day

for matinee and two evening shows it is

equivalent to saying, “Attractive, com-

fortable chairs pay big dividends.”

Heywood-Wakefield opera chairs are de-

signed from the box-office viewpoint.

They hold patronage because they are

built for rest and relaxation.

They increase house capacity because

Heywood-Wakefield engineers are backed

by 100 years of seat-building experience.

The counsel of Heywood-Wakefield seat-

ing experts is given, without charge, to

anyone planning or re-seating his theatre.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES

Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 43, Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington Street

Display Floor, American Furniture Mart

Kansas City, Missouri 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O'Fallon Streets
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Theatre Building Will Hit New
High Mark in 1926

By HARRY E. HOLQUIST

N ineteen twenty-five
leaves behind it a trail of

progress and achievements—

-

drawing the curtain on a new season
in the field of theatre building and
equipment full of interesting possi-

bilities.

While theatre construction during
the year proceeded on a gigantic

scale it is due to be eclipsed by some
$34,000,000 according to the annual
early survey of Architectural Forum
just announced. Figures available

a year ago at this time on the 1925

building program placed the volume
of construction at a value of $135,-

981,000. Current figures estimate the

sum to be spent for new theatres in

1926 at $174,457,500.

* * *

In both instances these figures

take into consideration only new
construction work as actually

scheduled on the boards of architects

throughout the country. Millions of

dollars are expended each year in

the remodeling of present play-

houses—a factor which will place

the 1926 building program at about
$250,000,000.

In fact, at the conclusion of 1925
the estimated building program for

theatres of $135,981,000 had grown
to $226,782,243 as proved by a later

summary.

According to the Architectural
Forum forecast for 1926 the big bulk
of theatre construction is scheduled
for the middle states, the figure for

this area being $99,632,500. The
North Atlantic states are next with
construction in sight totalling $26,-

462,500.

Business in the theatre building

and equipment field during 1925 has

In This Issue
Theatre Building Will Hit

New High Mark in 1926, by H.

E. Holquist.

Projection Problems Answer-

ed in Survey.

Financing Your New Theatre,

The Kind of Proposition That
Will Appeal to Your Local

Banker, by N. E. Durand.

Are Motion Pictures Harmful

to the Eyes, by Dr. W. H.

Glazer.

Organ Solos As an Important

Part of the Theatre Program,

by Harry L. Wagner.

Beginning: A Series of Ar-

ticles Describing Theatres of

Less Than 1,000 Seats. (a)

Construction and Equipment
Features of the 1,000 Seat The-

atre, by E. G. Blanke. (b)

Confectionery Store in Lobby
Pays Salaries of Theatre’s Op-

erating Personnel, (c) Keeping
Within the Owner’s Means in

Building a Small Theatre.

Describes New Synchrovertor.

Spanish Garden Under Night
Achieved in Gary Playhouse.

Egyptian Features Give Strik-

ing Effect to New Zaring

Theatre.

Some Common Faults in

Theatre Lighting.

The Exhibitors Information

and Catalogue Bureau.

Index to Advertisers.

been consistently brisk and very
satisfactory, in the opinion of manu-
facturers and dealers. Peaks and
valleys have been conspicuous by
their absence as compared to pre-
vious years.

* * *

An outstanding feature of 1926 is

the number of large neighborhood
theatres erected in virtually all sec-
tions of the country. In this group
is at least one theatre which ranks
with the largest playhouses of the
country—Balaban & Katz’s Uptown
theatre on the north side in Chicago,
which has a seating capacity of
about 5,000.

The West Coast and the East
have both experienced this sudden
rise to new heights of glory and
size in neighborhood theatres while
in Chicago this tendency is readily
illustrated in the following theatres
opened during the year:

Balaban & Katz Uptown seating
5,000, cost $4,000,000. Lubliner &
Trinz Harding theatre seating 3,000,

cost $2,000,000. Ascher Bros. Mid-
w e s t seating 3,000. Biba Bros.’

Ritz seating 1,500. Cooney Bros.

Capitol theatre seating 3,000, the

new Ambassador and several others.

* * *

These houses are all located in

neighborhood centers and are excel-

lent examples of the bigger and finer

community theatres which every-

where are coming into existence.

With building figures at this time

registering a new high total to be
spent in theatre construction 1926

seems destined to witness the great-

est activity in the history of the mo-
tion picture industry.
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PROJECTION PROBLEMS
Declare Present Equipment Is

Adequate for Ideal Projection

Importance of Having Competent Men in Booth Stressed

—Survey Shows Divided Opinion on Standard

of Projection in Theatres Generally

(First Installment)

The Survey
1. What has been your observation

with regard to the standard of pro-

jection in theatres generally?

2. What do you consider the mini-
mum size and requisites of the effi-

cient projection room?
3. What can be done to help the

print situation?

4. What can “Better Theatres” do
to help projectionists in their work?

5. Have you found use of the “Bet-
ter Theatres” Stop Charts productive
of benefits?

6. What practical measures do you
suggest to better working conditions
for projectionists?

7. Do you feel that practically ideal

projection can be accomplished with
the best equipment now obtainable?

8. In what department of projec-

tion do you believe the next impor-
tant improvements will be effected?

9. By what steps do you believe
exhibitors can promote general im-
provement in projection?

E. R. GLEASON, Lyric theatre, Endi-
cott, New York: (1) In the first run
theatres, projection has been, and is,

very good. The smaller houses have im-
proved 50 per cent in the last two years,
but, I have found excellent projection
in some of the small houses. (2) 16
feet by 10 feet. Well ventilated. The
equipment of the projection room should
be kept up-to-date, clean at all times and
projectors in straight line with screen.
(3) Better pay for the projectionist and
that alone is the only way to attract men
with brains in the profession. The
naswer: Better prints. (4) “Better
Theatres” is improving with every issue.
It keeps me up to date. I think the Ad-
visory Staff will help any projectionist
who wants help. (5) Just one word:
“Great.” (6) All projectionists should
carry I. A. T. S'. E. cards. (7) Yes, if

there is a good projectionist in charge.
(8) Optics. (9) By demanding good
prints and a first class projectionist.

* * *

C. L. WILLIAMS, Empress theatre,
Indianola, Ind.: (1) Not much chance
to see other houses, but think it about
50-50. Poor in the small houses and
houses where pictures are a filler, and
good in the larger or better houses. (2)
12x10x8 feet high. Exhaust fan in center
of ceiling, two projectors, combination
spot, flood, plenty of lights to be used
when needed. All controls centralized
as much as possible and safe. (3) Find
the man that puts in punch marks and
scratches and the exchanges which use
perforations for serial numbers should
use an embosser. (4) By helping to
keep up to the times. Cue sheets, like
the Stop Charts, would be of benefit, if

furnished at a nominal cost. (5) Yes,
they eliminate carelessness. (6) Supply
him with the best equipment and a large
well ventilated projection room. (7)
Yes. (8) A real automotic change over
will be built some day. (9) By replac-
ing the dollar-a-day operator with com-
petent men, they will help their own
house and leave the prints better for the
rest. By furnishing repairs and acces-
sories when needed.

LESLIE TINGLEY, Jackson, Mich.:
(j) In most theatres where the manage-
ment considers the audience I have found
that the standard of projection is good.
It is good because the projectionists are re-

liable and have proper equipment and work-
ing conditions. (2) The projection room
should not be less than 25x10x10 in the

average sized house. In larger theatres it

should be designed for the amount of
equipment. It should be fully equipped in

every detail. (3) The print situation can
be helped by having the exchange send out
written cues on their pictures and a fine

should be imposed upon any print returned
full of disfigurements. (4) By interchang-
ing ideas that are related to their work.
(5) Yes, if projectionists are in a habit

of having stops, it is a check upon their

efficiency. A reliable projectionist sees to

it that he has no stops. (6) Eight hour
day. Projectors that are in good running
condition. No starvation salary. Fans,
running water, a large enough booth, and
a toilet. (7) Yes, if the projection room
is located for the best suitable conditions
and a reliable projectionist in charge. (8)
Along the mechanical line. The take-up,
automatic tension shoes, etc. (9) By hir-

ing reliable men and seeing that their equip-
ment is ahmys in good running condition.

# * *

H. B. FRANK, Royal theatre, Ma-
comb, 111.: (1) Lots better than it used
to be, but can be improved 80 per cent
yet. (2) For small house 10-15, large
house where they use more equipment,
correspondingly larger. (3) Let pro-
ducers try better grade of film exchanges
where inspectors who do not stay out all

night and inspect film in place of telling

who they were with the night before.

(4) Get the name of each operator in

town of say, from eight thousand up,
write him once in a while, as every man
likes to have somebody notice him
occasionally. (5) Good, if you can get
operator to use them. Have been in

the game 22 years, but just found out I

do not know it. (6) This, I can not
answer. (7) No, I should say not. Pro-
jection will never be ideal until they
stop putting sprocket holes in film.

Somebody will have to invent a new
intermittent sprocket. (8) In the inter-
mittent and light. (9) By standing and
experimenting. I think every exhibitor
ought to know projection regardless of
how large or how small.

* * *

JOSEPH D. TOMAR, Model theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa.: (1) It is difficult to
assume a general standard of projection
for the equipment of the theatres differ

so much as to cause wide variation of
the projection. (3) Operator should be
very careful in using film; film inspectors
should be taught how to properly in-

spect films because many film inspectors
merely rewind the film. (4) Help to
provide sanitary conditions—air is what

the operator needs! (5) Decidedly, yesl

(6) To effect upon the architects who
design theatres, that they allow for
larger, “roomier,” “airier” booths for
the convenience of the operator who is

a human being and must be considered
as such. (7) Very good projection can
be accomplished with the present best
equipment. (8) Some means will be ef-

fected to completely eliminate chance for
fire. (9) By giving them the equipment
to work with.

He H* H«

A. T. HILL, 7 emple theatre, Willard,
Ohio: (1) From what I can see from
what little I get around, and the few places
I get to visit, I can say that projection in

general, is what I would call, fair. (2) My
idea of the size for two machines is 10x9x7
and the best equipment as is required to

necessitate first class projection, including
safety devices to insure safety of projec-
tionists and audience. (3) Cleaner prints
Certain exchanges do not seem to take any
pride in keeping their prints clean. One
thing in particular, some projectionists

should learn to patch films in frame and
to make good patches. (4) I don’t think
that there is any organization that can do
any more to assist projectionists than the
“Better Theatres" has and is doing. More
luck and success to you. (5) I don’t know
of anything any better than these Stop
Charts. They make a fellow take more
pride in his work and try to avoid stops
and be more careful and accurate in his
duties. (6) Proper ventilation and good
equipment. One thing in particular, there
should be a lavatory in the booth and
good pure air at all times. (7) It can, pro-
viding the projectionist takes a pride in his

equipment and tries to get the best results

Otherwise, if he does not take pride he can
produce very poor results with the best
equipment obtainable. (8) That is pretty
hard to tell, as there is constant improve-
ments being made. (9) By the projection-
ist and exhibitor cooperating with each
other and getting together and taking an
interest in their projection and making it

a feature of the playhouse.

* * *

CHARLES TREON, Royal theatre,

Fairmont, Ind.: (1) Generally, they
have been pretty good, but some of the
houses have very poor light. This is

true in two of the larger theatres not far

from here. They have a brown screen
instead of a nice white one. (2) Re-
quirements: two A-l machines, electric

rewind, assortment of tools, rewind table,

splicer, film safe, speed indicator, spot
and flood lights, and a very efficient pro-
jectionist—one who is well qualified. (3)
The biggest thing, I think, is insufficent

inspection, and the print is used too long.
The sprocket holes are badly damaged
making it difficult to run. (4) I think
they are doing their best, and keep up
the fine work they have been doing, and
we projectionists will get along all right.
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ANSWERED IN SURVEY
Opinions Given on Requisites

of a Modern Projection Room
Projectionists and Exhibitors Give Vtews on JVhat Can

Be Done to Help Print Situation ; “Stop Charts
*'

Acclaimed as Practical Projection Aid

(First Installment)

Keep it up! (5) Yes, very much. It

enables one to find the cause of his stop

and can make it O. K. I think this is

another of the “Herald’s” accomplish-

ments. (6) Have good equipment, all

accessories that help the projection, and

have the projectionists read some good
theatrical magazine, as the “Better Thea-
tres” section. (7) No, there is always
some little thing that helps to promote
better projection, and should be given

due thought. (8) In the print. (9)

Good equipment, good projectionists,

and impress upon the projectionist that

his duties are very important and for

him to do his best.

* * *

ODIS RABO, Projectionist, Texas
theatre, Shamrock, Texas: (1) In the

first place, each and every theatre should

have a standard equipment for project-

ing a good picture, and the very best

selection should be in selecting a lense

that is highly polished, such as the

“Gundlach,” “Spencer,” “Snaplite.” (2)

Also a projection room minimum size

should be 9x12 feet, inside dimension, so

if a motor generator is used there will

be plenty of room in the booth of that

size for two machines and a generator.

(3) Print: All prints should be looked
after very closely and be kept well

glycerined and free from dirt and dust.

Every broken film should be patched
carefully and patches in frame, and
always be kept that way, for a print will

soon go down if not handled properly.

(4) I think the “Better Theatres” is

doing its part as far as helping the pro-

jectionist in his work. If the projection-

ist will do as he is told by “Better Thea-
tres” I’m sure they will come out on the

winning side of the motion picture in-

dustry. (5) Yes, I have found the use
of the “Better Theatres” Stop Charts to

benefit any projectionist who believes in

carrying out his work and trying to make
a success out of it. (6) For a projec-

tionist to secure best results from his

machines he should devote most of his

time in an effort at keeping his machines
up in first class condition. Long shows
are very hard on a picture machine un-
less they are well seen after, well oiled,

well tightened, etc. (7) Ideal projection
can not be secured unless the projection-
ist is ideal. The very best machines
made, will not give perfect service unless
the projectionist understands the running
of them. Am I right or am I wrong?
(9) By having a good screen, and good
machines and plenty of electricity to rim
this equipment. Most generally direct

current is suggested for the arc (if using
carbons) for perfect lighting results.

* * *

RICHARD D. REDINGER, Luna thea-

tre, Logansport, Ind.: (i) About one out

of every five has good projection. (2) 15
feet by 12 feet by 10 feet high. (3) If
the exchanges would ship out good reels

their prints would be kept in better condi-

tion. Take for example, First National,

good reels—good prints. (4) Keep up
their projection department and see that

every projectionist gets a copy. (5) Yes,

please send me a hundred more. (6) A
national law requiring toilets in all operat-

ing rooms. (7) Yes, but how many thea-

tres have the best equipment? (g) By
buying first class equipment and hiring

first class projectionists.

* * *

J. T. RUMAGE, Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Texas: (2) For two machines,
8x10 feet. (3) Adjust machines, ten-

sion—to care for each print, according
to age and wear. (4) Give good in-

formation on everything pertaining to

the projection room. (5) Yes, very. (6)

Qualified assistant—reasonable hours.

(7) Yes. (9) First class equipment, and
the daily maintenance and upkeep of

same.
* * *

CLELL JAY, New theatre, Little

Rock, Ark.: (1) The lack of interest in

projection. Both managers, projection-

ists and others connected with the trade.

The use of projectors over their limited

time. (2) 10x14, with 10 foot ceiling

should be the very minimum with two
projectors in use, not counting a spot
or flood light or special stereopticon.
Without spots, flood, and room for three
projectors, the room can hardly be called

efficient. Running water in any size

booth. (3) The use of the best film

coating process before the print is put
in the hands of the exchanges. Improve-
ments on projectors known to damage
film. (4) To help impress upon the
exhibitor the efficiency of using three
projectors. This, I believe to be the
most important thing now at hand to
make better theatres. (5) Will let the
other fellows speak on this. (I need a
new supply.) (6) Not over a seven hour
day for projectionists. An offset in booth
to provide toilet facilities. Improved
ventilation systems in booth. Port holes
right height, very important. The use
of Mazda wherever possible. (7) Ideal
projection cannot be obtained by the
best of equipment in hands of an incom-
petent man, or with bad prints. Frame
ups made in print hinder perfect ma-
chinery even with best equipment and
projectionist. Warped prints cause a
similar disturbance. (8) In the optical
system. Light source will continue to
improve. Improved track and tension is

needed on some of the projectors, other
improvements to steady the picture.

M. F. MINTER, Alimer Theatre, Live
Oak, Fla., (1) As a whole projection is

not what it should be even in some of the

large cities. (2) For two machines I be-

lieve the projection room should be at least

15x9 and contain metal bench, enclosed re-

wind, patching machine, metal film cabinet,

sufficient ventilation also separate room for

Thank You
“Better Theatres” desires to express

its appreciation to the many projec-

tionists and exhibitors responding to

the survey published in this issue.

The extent of this response is more
than gratifying and it is regrettable

that space limitations will not permit

of publication of all the answers in

this number. The balance of the re-

plies will appear in forthcoming is-

sues of “Better Theatres.”

The survey conducted was confined

to those projectionists and theatres

who during the past months have in-

dicated their aggressive interest in bet-

ter projection through application for

and use of the “Better Theatres”

Stop Charts. The enthusiastic re-

sponse to this survey is but another

indication of the desire of these men
to champion the cause of better pro-

jection. It is indicative of their keen

interest in the work they are doing.

Many interesting things are re-

vealed in the survey. “Better The-

atres” submits these opinions to the

industry with the confident belief that

this congress of opinions will prove

the means of stimulating further

thought and effort toward better pro-

jection in the country’s theatres.

motor generator set, if such is used. Add
5 feet for each additional projector. (3)

Co-operating with the exchanges in elimin-

ating all punch marks, etc., from prints.

I hope to see the day when every projector

will be inspected as the projectors in some

small towns are awful. (4) Just, keep up

the good work you are now doing. (5)

Very much so, each week I try to make

better than the past week. They make a

man take more interest in his work. (6)

To make the managers realize that the pro-

jectionist is a skilled man and not just an

operator. (7) Yes, I believe that good

equipment and a good projectionist can

produce perfect projection. (8) The Mazda

lamp. (9) By refusing to work a man

unless he is capable of first class work and

by using good equipment.
* * *

P. C. STILLWELL, Rialto Theatre,

Erie, Pa., (1) It is fair. Too much
speed is still a bad fault with most the-

atres. Lack of up-to-date equipment

and men who really know how to pro-

duce results on the screen. (2) 36

square feet of floor space for each

projector and ample room for other

things required in projection rooms. A
hand basin and toilet positively should

be installed in every projection room.

A good rewind table and a strong work
bench with a complete set of tools, and

a man in charge who knows his busi-

ness. (3) Exchanges can correct most

of this by shipping prints on good reels,

and inspecting film and not just re-

winding it, use of good cement in mak-
ing patches. A great deal of the ce-

ment now used will not make a good
patch on tinted base stock. A moderate
priced film splicer that makes accurate

patches would be welcome. (4) Keep
them posted on new ideas and equip-

ment. Also open a column where they

can discuss matters pertaining to the

trade and as questions. Go after the

producer and exchanges to furnish bet-

(Contimied from page 40)
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F
OLLOWING the publication of a recent

issue of BETTER THEATRES, prospec-

tive buyers wrote in asking for informa-

tion concerning 961 individual items of

theatre equipment and supplies.

Here is extraordinary evidence of the buying

interest of readers ofBETTERTHEATRES!

Here is extraordinary evidence of the respon-

siveness of BETTER THEATRES circula-

tion!

BETTER THEATRES is the proven

medium of effectiveness in reaching

the motion picture theatre field —
right at this time a $250,000,000 buy-

ing field.
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Financing Your New Theatre
The Kind of a Proposition That Will Appeal to Your

Local Banker or Bond House

By NOEL E. DURAND
Of Frederick C. Foltz & Co.. Architects, Engineers Builders, Chicago

I
T is only in recent years that

bankers and bond houses have
looked with favor upon theatre

financing and the reasons for this

are clear.

The banker or bond house, in the

purchase of an investment for re-

sale to the public, must think in

terms of the public’s opinion of that

investment and it is only in recent

years that the people in general have
become convinced that the motion
picture theatre has a real future and
is a stable, steady income-producing
business. There have, of course,

been many contributing factors to

this growing confidence in the fu-

ture of the exhibitor. Probably as

great a factor as any is the high
grade type of building that houses
the present day successful exhibi-

tor’s business. This building should
be the very embodiment of the idea
of permanency and dignity in order
that it may continue to take its place
among other well founded business
institutions in the community.

It must be remembered that in

considering a loan to you your
banker or bond house is thinking
terms of security and resale with the
minimum of resistance. What can
you do to make your proposed
mortgage or bond issue more attrac-

tive?

The answer lies in diversification

of income. In fact, it is the very key-
note of successful theatre financing.

Diversification of income means

Few considerations, generally, are

of more interest to the exhibitor who
is contemplating building a new thea-

tre than the matter of financing. “Bet-

ter Theatres” is pleased, therefore, to

be able to announce the beginning of

a series of articles on this subject by
Mr. Noel E. Durand, author of several

recent articles in these columns which
have been widely acclaimed by ex-

hibitors for their constructive and in-

formative treatment of theatre build-

ing problems.
Mr. Durand will be glad to answer

any questions in connection with the

matters with which he treats. Letters

may be addressed to him at Frederick

C. Foltz & Company, 510 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago, or in care of “Better

Theatres.”

adding to your theatre proper, other

sources of rental such as stores,

shops, offices, apartments, etc., local

demand and conditions to govern
which combination is the best.

In doing this you are placing

yourself in a position to say, “Mr.
Banker here is my record, I have
made a success even in my present

quarters which are inadequate. I

am ready to graduate and give this

community a theatre which will fill

its needs. Not unmindful of the un-

certainty of the human element, I

have directed my architect to pro-

duce a plan so well balanced as to

proportion of stores, shops, offices or

apartments to the theatre proper
that a change of personnel through
death or sale would not be disas-

trous to the security of this loan.

For from rentals other than the

theatre itself, all interest and pre-

payments on the loan will be met.”

Your banker will see the sound-

ness of a project of this kind and
you have put yourself in a strong

position in his estimation. Now you
may reasonably expect from him a

loan of sixty per cent of the reason-

able value of the lot which you
must own clear, plus the cost of the

building plus furnishings.

For example, let us assume the

following case

:

Value of land owned clear $ 50,000.00

Cost of building 150,000.00

Cost of furnishings 30,000.00

Cost of mortgage or bond issue

items, such as commission, 6

months’ interest in advance
during construction, taxes, re-

cording fees and insurance.... 24,000.00

Total $254,000.00

Total value $254,000.00

Less land value 50,000.00

$204,000.00

Less mortgage or bond issue

based on 60% of total value.. 152,000.00

Total cash to be raised in addition

to loan $ 52,000.00

The above example will apply to

your own problem by simply chang-
ing the various figures to fit your
case, taking the same proportion.

Methods of raising this cash dif-

ference between net loan proceeds
and actual cost of building and fur-

nishings will be discussed later.

Two views of the new Midwest theatre at 35th street and Archer avenue, Chicago, recently opened by Ascher Brothers. The Midwest
was built and designed by R. Levine & Company, Chicago architects.
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BEGINNING : A Series of Articles Describing

Theatres of Less Than 1000 Seats

^ Appreciating the vast possibilities for the development of better and more profitable

smaller theatres, “Better Theatres” in this issue begins a campaign aimed to bring to

its readers valuable information and suggestions on a wide range of smaller play-

houses.

*1 On this and following pages are described three theatres, none having a seating capac-

ity of more than i,ooo. Further articles in this series will deal with theatres not exceed-

ing this size.

Every effort will be made to include as many conditions and types of theatres as possi-

ble. Thus, will be presented small theatres of low construction cost and theatres of the

lesser size built on an elaborate scale.

Construction and Equipment of the

1,000 Seat Theatre

T T has come to my attention that many
•theatre owners of the class house which

would seat
about 1,000

have been un-
der the impres-
sion that such
a house is far

and apart from
its larger bro-

ther, the two
and three thou-
sand seat house,
as far as de-
sign and beauty
are concerned.

This is, however, not true in every case,
as has been evidenced in some of the
thousand seat houses that have come under
my supervision. Therefore, in a short out-
line a fair idea may be obtained as to what
a 1,000 seat house can represent in regard
to refinement and comfort without ex-
travagance, and with due regard to the
revenue producing possibility.

* * *

First, the 1,000 seat house can and should
have an attractive front, not necessarily
expensive but well designed with the com-
position of materials to balance and to
blend, but not to clash. Here color has a
great deal to do to obtain this effect.

Second, the entrance should be inviting
and again color is the most important thing
at this junction, as for instance, the en-
trance should not be treated in colors that
would do credit to a restaurant, or a simi-
lar place, although this has often been
done, and I have one case in mind where
an owner of a beautiful tapestry brick
front which was trimmed with Indiana
limestone, had this pleasing combination
painted a gloss white. Most of the readers
will, of course, know from the above just
what is meant by color doing the most, as

color will either mar or make a pleasing
whole. I honestly believe that the case

cited above is rare.

Next to these items certainly comes com-
fort, and this requires, first, comfortable
seating, and here I may say that it would
be better to place 920 seats and have them
all comfortable, than to place 1,000 with

about 400 uncomfortable. The good will of

By E. G. BLANKE
Theatre Architect, Baltimore, Md.

the patrons will more than make up the
difference of the seating and the monetary
return.

* * *

Comfort means besides seating, retiring

rooms adequate in size and convenient as
to location. Comfort also means light and
darkness and in this a great many exhibi-

tors make the mistake in maintaining the

auditorium lighting too dark in contrast to

the bright screen. In other words, the

writer has found out from experience that

an auditorium can safely be lighted to

such an extent as to permit the patron to

find his seat without difficulty. In fact,

in some theatres the lighting is sufficiently

strong, that after the average patron has
been seated about five minutes, he is able

to tell the time on a man’s size watch ;
and

where this lighting has been resorted to,

it was done without effecting the screen or
the picture one bit. When this effect has
been obtained, the exhibitor has likewise

given the patron comfort to Tiis eye-sight.

One more important point regarding
comfort in lighting, is the color of the

lights themselves, and here it suffices to

mention that red is a great deal overdone
in most of the theatres, as it is a well

known fact that red works on the nerves
and instead of having produced comfort,
rest and recreation, the reverse has been
obtained and consequently a loss of patron-
age without any apparent explanation.

Color in decoration is just as important
to comfort for the same reasons which the

writer has advanced regarding light.

* * *

Ventilation has even more to do with
comfort than light, as the effects of poor
ventilation are immediate, whereas color
and light have their ill effects later and
are of longer duration. Many patrons, es-

pecially ladies, after having viewed an en-

tire show leave the theatre faint, and in

most cases do not know what caused the

condition. To produce proper ventilation

in a One Thousand seat house is not nearly
as expensive as is generally assumed, as a
fairly inexpensive ventilating system can be
installed in a house of this size to give 60
cubic feet of fresh air per minute for each
patron, this proportion being a good rule

and is one which is followed for the larger

houses.

Heating is an item which should be given

consideration with the ventilating system,

as these two systems should really work
in harmony and in fact the heating should

be automatic for a One Thousand seat

house, as it is practically out of the ques-

tion to have a fireman or janitor at the

boiler to deliver uniform heat. This can

best be done by thermostatic control and a

great deal cheaper.

One everlasting trouble in theatres of

this size is the finished floor. This gener-

ally gives annoyance to the owner regard-

ing the fastening of opera chairs. When
these become loose it becomes in fact a

danger to the patrons and again makes them
uncomfortable. In most cases the 1,000

seat house would have a wooden floor in

order to obtain the secure fastening as well

as providing the average covering which
should be applied in the aisles. In the

1,000 seat house, the aisles need not be

covered with carpet, as there are a large

number of composition coverings which
give satisfaction from a standpoint of com-
fort, cleanliness and durability.

* * *

Music is an important factor in even a

house of 1,000 seats, but it is difficult to

recommend the kind or the amount, as the

grade of house, the location, the patrons

and many other items enter into the satis-

factory rendering of this part of the en-

tertainment.
In a house of 1,000 seats, it is also im-

portant to provide standing room, especi-

ally for the second evening performance
and it is to be recommended that this

should be obtained even at the loss of some
seats, if it cannot be done otherwise.

In conclusion, it might be said that a 1,-

000 seat house, first of all should never be

calculated just at that even figure, because

as many of the above items point out that

the figure of 1,000 should only be a guide

and that many of the more important mat-
ters should be given first consideration and
finally since each case presents its own
problems, it is very difficult to lay down a

fast rule to suit all conditions. Therefore,

it becomes apparent that the best advice and
service should be sought even before an
owner purchases the locations, and right

then and there it is where the architect

with experience in theatre design can be

of the greatest of assistance to the owner.

Article 1

Construction, equipment and
comfort facilities of the
1,000 seat theatre are dis-
cussed in the accompanying
article by Architect E. G.
Blanke. Other theatres not
exceeding this size are de-
scribed in further articles on
page 13 and 14. More will
follow in future issues of
“Better Theatres.”
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Keeping Within the Owner’s Means
in Building a Small Theatre

By G. E. EICHENLAUB
Theatre Architect and Engineer, Erie, Pa.

D ESIGNING a practical and beautiful
small theatre where ample finances

available to achieve a pretentious
structure is one
thing, — and
planning a
theatre that
will meet all

requirements of
good taste, con-
venience and
practicabi 1 i t y,

with a small
amount of
capital is quite

another thing.

Better and
finer theatres for the small towns are a

business essential of today and they are

sorely needed.

Yet, we must keep in mind the fact, in

many instances an owner in a small town
is anxious to achieve a modern theatre at

an expenditure that to many appears sur-

prisingly small. It is in such cases that

the architect is given a real task—and at

the same time a real opportunity for achiev-

ing results under difficult circumstances. It

is under these conditions that his under-
standing of showmanship, theatre design,

public comfort, accoustics and many other
matters that are equally necessary in the

small modern theatre is really tested. He
must achieve all these things in a full de-
gree so that, the completed job is up-to-

date, pleasing, and striking enough in ap-
pearance, to draw greater patronage than in

the past.

achieve

Article 2
A theatre seating 650,

erected at a cost of $30,000
is described on this page by
G. E. Eichenlaub. Further de-
scriptive analysis of theatre
seating less than 1,000 are
given in articles, sketches on
pages 12 and 14. Better and
more profitable smaller thea-
tres is the aim of this series.

Usually, too, the new house must be im-
posing enough to discourage the idea of
new competition entering the town.
The point I wish to emphasize, is that

there are many instances where, for a num-
ber of reasons, the exhibitor is forced to

keep the cost of his new theatre within a
small stipulated sum. If a building is

achieved that meets all the requirements
of good taste, convenience and comfort
under these conditions, the architect has
done a job of which he may well be proud.
It stands as a tribute to his ingenuity and

versatility as well, as his understanding of

the profession.

The Angola theatre, Angola, New York,
having a seating capacity of 600 and erect-

ed at a cost of $30,000, is, I am informed,

a shining example of a modern small thea-
tre, that is appealing in the simplicity of
its treatment, and yet embodies every
modern facility for the presentation of
programs under conditions, that are ap-
proved by the exacting audiences of today.

Box office in lobby of Angola theatre, ad-

joining which is a public lounge.

Many fine comments have reached this

office concerning this theatre, but I will

defer to my natural desire to say anything
further about these, and offer here some
plain facts as to its construction and equip-
ment features.

* * *

Standing on the main street (small town
of 1,500), a fine stone front building stands
out as the most impressive building in the
community. It does not need the usual
marquise or electric sign to do it.

The colored drapes, tiled steps, mahogany
doors, and cathedral glass panels of ceil-

ing in the entrance loggia, unfortunately
do not show in the photographs as the
light was very poor when these were made,
but they do show how the advertising is

handled. Provision is made for single

sheets in main doors and a space for a
three sheet on wall outside. A show don’t
just have to look like a cheap catch-penny
affair, after all.

The owner tells me, it seems to draw
as well as poster frames cluttering up the
walk, the entrance and lobby. Certainly
it makes the place look like a legitimate
place of business.

The steps are necessary on account of
the lot sloping up hill six feet from the
street. But they are easy and proportioned
right—with a non-slipping surface—and in

this case not a bit objectionable. Owner
says they have worked out all right. If

anything they seem to add a character to

the building.
* * *

Passing inside, we find a nice lobby, 17

feet by 20 feet, tiled floor and handsome
box office in simple leaded plate glass and
tiles. The woodwork is in rich mahogany
and panels of soft, warm, rose-buff. The
effect is rich and dignified. Again the
photos only give a faint idea of this

feature.

Off the lobby is a nice waiting-room,
where the. folks can sit down, chat, tele-

phone or read a magazine. A check-room
opens off this, but is not much used, they
tell me.
Through another triple set of broad

( Continued on page 30 )

Two views of the Angola theatre, Angola, N. Y., which is described as to its construction and equipment in the article on this page by
G. E. Eichenlaub, architect.
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Two views of the Eastwood theatre, Toledo, O., described in article below. Alfred A. Hahn, architect.

Store in Lobby Pays Salaries

Theatre’s Operating Force
T HE Eastwood theatre, owned and

operated by the East Side Amusement
Company, is a community theatre located

in the business
center of a resi-

dential section

of Toledo,
Ohio. Two
complete show-
ings are made
each evening
with matinees
o n Saturday
and Sunday
only.

The theatre

occupies the en-

tire building, fifty feet wide by one hun-
dred and twenty feet deep, and is of a

stadium type seating about nine hundred
persons. The lobby, 30 feet wide by 25

feet in depth, is located across the front

of the building under the high part of the

auditorium, with a small shop and the

men’s toilet room flanking it on the left,

and a rest room and ladies’ toilet on the

right.
* * *

Ingress to the auditorium is effected

through a vomitory from the rear center of

the lobby to a cross aisle in the auditorium.

Egress from the auditorium is provided

through vomitories located at the extreme
ends of this cross aisle and leading down
to the sides of the lobby. By putting up

control chains along the side aisles of the

lobby, this system affords an easy solution

to the greatest problem of a community
theatre, the control of patrons waiting for

seats during the first evening performance.

With this system at no time are the side

aisles in the lobby congested with ingoing

patrons and quick and easy egress from
the auditorium is always available.

The lobby is finished with a high paneled
mahogany wainscoting, a splayed and
beamed ceiling and a terrazzo floor and
base.

* * *

The auditorium is finished with a low
wainscot, and a pilaster and cornice treat-

ment along the side walls. The ceiling is

beamed with coves to the side wall. The

ceiling is formed and plastered directly on
the bottom of the ceiling joists, thus elimi-

nating all waste attic space.

The front of the building is laid up of

buff face brick with raked joints and
trimmed with stone. The windows over
the lobby open into the projection room,
giving the operators all the light and air

they may desire, in addition to the services

of the exhaust fan venting from the pro-
jection room ceiling.

The lanterns along the coping, when
lighted at night, give the building a unique
effect and pulls it out, distinctively, from
the adjoining properties.

* * *

The building is heated with a forced blast

furnace, giving a complete change of air in

the auditorium every ten minutes. The
heating room is located in the basement,
and the air is taken in through the grilles

over the display board on the front of the
building, then down through a duct to the
furnaces. All vitiated air is removed
through grilles in the face of the bench

risers and into the vent ducts which exhaust
to the atmosphere above the roof.

It is interesting to note that except for

the furnace room, the building is entirely

above grade and also that the earth exca-
vated from the basement rooms was used
to form the fill under the rise of the audi-
torium floor. This is but one example of
the many construction economies effected

in the design of the building .

The owners report that the profits grow-
ing out of the confectionary shop located

to the left of the lobby are more than suf-

ficient to cover the salaries of the cashier,

doorman, ushers and janitors. This little

wrinkle gives the owners perhaps the low-
est overhead charges of any theatre of its

size and class in this part of the country.
* * *

The Eastwood was erected in the winter
of 1920-21 at a cost of approximately 45
cents per cubic foot. The architect who
designed the building and supervised the
erection and decoration was Alfred A.
Hahn, 513 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.

Lobby of the Eastwood theatre in which can be seen confectionery store which provides

revenue sufficient to cover cost of operating personnel of theatre.

Article 3
A confectionery shop in

the lobby which defrays a
big portion of the personnel
expense on the house is one
of the interesting features of
the Eastwood theatre as de-
scribed by the Architect,
Alfred A. Hahn. This is the
third article devoted to de-
scription of smaller play-
houses.
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Plans of the Eastwood theatre, Toledo, Ohio, described in article on preceding page. Alfred
A. Hahn, Architect.
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UNITY IN DESIGN
Note how faithfully and beauti-

fully the Egyptian motif is carried

out in this United Studios design.

We are equally successful with

Colonial, Italian, Spanish, Old
English, Oriental or other themes.

Art critics are frank in their ap-

proval of United Studios creations.

The Complete Circle of UNITED Service

AS far as we know, ours is the only organiza-

l tion in America equipped to offer all

four of the services indicated in the above
circle.

Thus, for the first time in theatrical history,

it becomes possible for promoters to make one
firm responsible for their entire project—a vast

saving in time, worry and money.

Further, it is reasonable to conclude that a

theatre financed, designed, built and equipped
by one responsible organization will be a bet-

ter, more profitable, more economically-built
theatre than if it had been the work of several

different interests, each seeking its own selfish

advantage.

And, most important of all, there will be
an artistic and architectural unity about it all

—

a unity that will appeal to the theatre-going
public and win its admiration and its patronage.

MANY years of practical experience

stand back of the members and the

staff of United Studios. We are creators

of theatres that pay because we know
what the public wants and the theatre

needs.

We specialize on Houses of 1 000

seats or larger—and offer suitable bond,

guaranteeing completion within time-

limit set.

Our financial connections enable us

to assist in underwriting important proj-

ects—the larger the better.

Write for particulars

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
L. P. Larsen—Managing Art-Director

30 W. Lake St., Chicago

Local and Long-Distance Telephone—Dearborn 1774-1775-1776
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View of main auditorium and foyer of Zaring theatre, Indiana polis, showing Egyptian decorative scheme and novel furnish-
ings in Egyptian period in lobby.

Egyptian Figures Give Striking

Effect to New Zaring Theatre
FOR novelty of design and decorations,

for pure interior and exterior beauty

and for common sense in construction,

builders of motion picture theatres through-

out the country might well pay a visit to

Indianapolis and see the new Zaring thea-

tre, built by A. C. Zaring, for years in the

motion picture business in Indianapolis.

Mr. Zaring operated the North Star theatre

for some time, but closed it on opening
his new playhouse. The new theatre is

said to be a neighborhood house, being

some miles outside of the downtown busi-

ness district, but it is drawing patronage
from all sections of the city. It is a sub-

urban theatre only in the sense that it is

outside the downtown district and shows
second run pictures. In every other sense

it is more than urban.
The house, at the time this is written,

has been operated a month and capacity

houses are shown each day.
* * *

The exterior of the theatre is Egyptian
in architecture. The building was designed
by Frank Hunter, Indianapolis architect.

Mr. Hunter confesses this is the first big

theatre job he ever has had come across

the boards. The structure itself was de-

signed for safety and with the express pur-
pose of getting the most for the money
involved. It is of hollow tile construction,

reinforced with steel framework, with the

front of the building, which has short

spans, of reinforced concrete. The build-

ing itself cost about $100,000. Those are
rough figures, but are fairly accurate. How-
ever, with the ground and the artistic dec-
orations and equipment which were put into

the building, the total expenditure is

around a quarter of a million dollars.

A substance known as Gunite is used on
the outside walls to give the ancient Egyp-
tian effect. It is concrete and water blown
on the hollow tile under pressure. Egyp-
tian symbols and hieroglyphics are carved
over the entrance and two stone pillars

stand at each side of the box office. The
canopy of striped material which extends
out over the sidewalk, is supported by up-
right spears.

Between the sidewalk and the entrance
proper to the theatre is a short court paved
with irregularly shaped flagstones, so
treated as to prevent slipping on wet days.
The auditorium is surrounded at the rear
by a corridor enclosed on the auditorium
side by glass panels. Each panel has its

own separate awning of striped silk, the

corners of which are held by spears. This
corridor gives the patron his first real taste

of what is to follow in the way of expen-
sive decorations.

* * *

The auditorium itself has the semblance
of hugeness. Large blocks of stone com-
pose its walls, while ornamental pillars and
other decorative effects break up any
thought of bareness. The sides of the

house round out slightly, then narrow down
as the stage is approached. An anti-prosce-

nium decorated with Egyptian figures helps

the genuine proscenium to draw all lines

of vision toward the center of the stage.

The ceiling of the auditorium represents

the sky at night. Stars twinkle in the dark
blue heights, while gray clouds roll over
it constantly. An Arabian tent effect in

striped silks, the whole surrounded with
multi-colored lights, is set in the center of

ZARING THEATRE, INDIANAPOLIS
Frank Hunter, Architect

AS USUAL
ANOTHER INSTALLATION OF THE

REYNOLDS UNIT HEAT-GENERATOR SYSTEM
OF

HEATING and VENTILATING

Do you realize why architects and owners

Demand REYNOLDS EQUIPMENT
A
6%

DIVIDEND
PA YINC.

INVESTMENT

1. RESULTS in Quick Uniform Healing
2. CONVENIENCE and Flexibility

3. LOW COST of Installation

4. ECONOMICAL Operating Cost
5. EFFECTIVE and Proper Ventilation
6. ADAPTABILITY to Coal, Oil or Gas

Your Heating and Ventilating Problems Solved by Our
Engineering Department

B. F. REYNOLDS & CO.

118 W. OHIO ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

REYNOLDS MANUFACTURES, ENGINEERS AND INSTALLS ITS OWN EQUIPMENT
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The Egyptian treatment of the Zaring theatre, Indianapolis, is further carried out in the balcony as shown in the views above.

the ceiling. Through the top of this the

moon shines faintly. The effect is that of

sitting in an Arabian tent on a perfect

night.

Walls, seats, the organ console, the rugs,

in fact everything within the theatre has

been developed in the Egyptian style. Even
the programs are enclosed between covers

of Egyptian design. There is no balcony

out over the auditorium, enabling every

member of the audience to view the whole
effect without straining or sitting near the

front.

The seating capacity is 1,400, the com-
fortable chairs having been installed by the

Heywood-Wakefield company.
__

There is a balcony, however, located di-

rectly above the corridor that surrounds

the rear of the auditorium. It contains

only loge seats. It is a very beautiful and
comfortable place to sit.

It is on the mezzanine floor that the true

beauty of the theatre can be appreciated.

This floor, which extends between the two
rest rooms, has been furnished with an

abundance of Egyptian chairs, lounges and
ornaments. Every bit of furniture has

been handcarved. The rug, of special

weave, is soft and deep and the lights are

of exquisite color and design. All carpets

in the theatre were especially dyed to har-

monize with the Egyptian effect desired.

* * *

The interior decorating and designing

was done by the United Studios of Chi-

cago, L. P. Larsen, general manager of the

company, superintending the work. The
same drapery effects are in the theatre as

are used in the Ambassador theatre in

Chicago. •
The theatre has been equipped with what

is claimed to be the finest theatre organ in

Indiana. It is a Marr and Colton and is

a duplicate of the Piccadilly theatre organ
in New York. The organ was shipped to

Indianapolis undecorated and console and
pipes were decorated in the Egyptian motif

as the organ was set up.

The attempt to make the theatre strictly

“atmospheric” has been wonderfully suc-

cessful. Every inch of its building and
decorating was superintended personally by
A. C. Zaring and his final product is a

wonderful example of the modern theatre

builder’s art. It is a motion picture house
designed and built for the showing of mov-
ing pictures, but throughout its designing,

Mr. Zaring says the one thought he had in

mind was to build a theatre in which pic-

tures could be shown and enjoyed to the

best advantage.
* * *

The heating and ventilating system was
installed by the B. F. Reynolds Heating
and Ventilating Company of Chicago. It

is operated on a hot air blast principle and
changes the air in the theatre every minute.
In fact, it provides thirty cubic feet of
fresh air a minute for every person the

theatre can accommodate. It is operated
by electricity and keeps the theatre at an
even temperature throughout, without at-

tention.

E. C. Scobey, of Indianapolis, was engi-
neer for the projection booth of the thea-
tre. The booth is equipped with Motio-
graph de luxe projectors and Peerless re-

flector arc lamps.

In addition to the usual help that goes
with the motion picture theatre, including

operators, office help, ticket sellers and
takers, the Zaring theatre has two organ-

ists, both artists in their line.

3-Manual
Marr & Colton Organ

Marr & Colton
America’s Finest Organ

Installed in the

Zaring Egyptian Theatre,

Indianapolis

Mr. A. C. Zaring of Indianapolis, Indi-

ana, like other well known exhibitors,

appreciates the “drawing power” of the

Marr & Colton Organ. This organ will

be used for solo work and features.

Write for Our Catalog and Booklet

“Building America's Finest Organ"

The Marr & Colton Co.
Factories: Warsaw, N. Y.

Eastern Sales Office: Room 1314, 1560 Broadway, New York City

'Western Sales Office: 6372 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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When in need of

Film rewinders—reel

rewinders—splicing machines

—

patching blocks—reel holders

and measuring machines.

F ilm cement—film cleaner

and a complete line of photo-

graphic chemicals.

Printing machines—perforating

machines—polishing machines

—

reduction printers and automatic

light changes

A utomatic developing and
drying machinery

Film racks—developing tanks

rack stands and drying drums

Steel chairs—tables—cabinets

shelves—bench legs and bench
drawers

—

Remember—
DUPLEX EQUIPMENT
is more serviceable—more efficient

far more durable and therefore

the most economical !

Duplex Motion Picture Industries, Inc., Long island aty, New York
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Organ Solos as an Important Part
of the Theatre Program

Give Your Organist a Chance, Says Wagner in This Article in Which
He Discusses Organ Solos; the “Imported” Organist and

Other Problems of Every Theatre's Musical Program

By HARRY L. WAGNER
Organist, Empress Theatre, Chicago, III.

A VERY large number of exhibitors do
not seem to realize the truth in the

title of this article. Then, too, a great
many perhaps feel

that their organist
has not the ability

to do solo work,
most probably be-
cause the latter

has never been
given the opportu-
nity to show what
he or she can do
in this field.

In the majority
of cases the pur-
chaser of an organ
invariably “im-
ports” some well
known solo organ-
ist, at a big sal-

ary, to play the initial program on the in-

strument that he (the exhibitor) has been
giving so much publicity. Of course he
wants his patrons to be impressed with the
expense and efforts that he is going to in

his constant endeavor to please them. And
the results of the dedication of the new
organ are most always very gratifying. He
feels that he has been amply rewarded for
all his efforts.

Harry L. Wagner

BUT when the engagement of the im-
ported organist ends, and the regular local

organist takes charge of the console, there
comes the inevitable reaction . We all have
heard the saying that “a new broom sweeps
clean,” and it is applicable to this case in
many ways.

In the first place, we organists all have
our own style of work and each possesses
a “little bag of tricks,” as it were, and you
may be sure that the out-of-town organist
used all of his to “put the organ over”
with a Bang. And he has taken the
“cream” and left the “skimmed milk” for
his successor. In other words he has left

a vacancy that it is next to impossible to
fill because the ever fickle public’s first im-
pression of the music is sometimes too last-

ing, and the result is oftentimes a lot of
unfair criticism of the local musician.

* * *

Then the employer, in many cases, in-

forms his organist that the patrons are
complaining about the music. This bit of
information is always so encouraging (?)
to the employee concerned who is no doubt
doing his utmost to fill the shoes of his
predecessor which, as I mentioned before, is

next to impossible. I personally know of
several such instances where the employer,
after “shopping around” and changing or-
ganists several times, finally despaired and
contented himself with just an average
player, and the public soon forgot about
the thousands of dollars he spent to give

them a real musical background for his

pictures. And in a great many cases, the
organist that has been criticised to the ex-
tent of losing his position, is a much bet-

ter musician in every respect than the
“stranger” who was indirectly responsible
for the criticism. Please don’t misunder-
stand me in my remarks because I have
been an employer as well as an employee
and merely wish to state both sides of the
situation, and offer a practical solution.

There are a great many exhibitors who
frankly admit that they do not consider an
organ solo or specialty any attraction to

their theatre. Those of you who know
otherwise from experience will no doubt
think this rather an absurd statement, but
nevertheless it is a fact, and I have per-
sonally been responsible for changing the
viewpoint of several of the former class

of managers.

Whenever I am sent out to dedicate a
new intrument, I make it a part of my
duties to assist the staff organist in every
way possible, by helping him become ac-

quainted with the new instrument, and
offering what suggestions I can in the way
of novelties and specialties. And I have
always found the organist very appreciative
for any ideas given.

One of the most important things in an
organ solo is the proper projection of the

slides. The operator may be late or early

with a slide and ruin the whole stunt in

the one error. A careful rehearsal of each
solo to be presented is vitally necessary in

order that both the organist and projection-
ist have a fairly good knowledge of the
words and music also. A great many de-
pend upon a signal system from organ to

picture booth, and while such is a neces-
sity, of course, I find it much more satisfac-

tory to familiarize both parties with the

number, thereby eliminating the necessity
of the soloist signalling for each slide

change. He may then give his entire atten-
tion to registrations, phrasing, shading, and
all the other little things, without having
to think about the termination of one slide

and the beginning of the next. Most slides

are worded so that there is a short pause at

the end of each one, making the change a
very simple matter, but there are some in

which the segue must be very rapid so as
not to lose the rhythm.

* * *

A fair knowledge of the art of singing is

very helpful to the organ soloist, in that

it enables you to phrase your words in the

same manner that a singer would. Remem-
ber, you are making the organ literally

sing, and enunciate each word carefully.

Here is where you must avoid the “slur-

ring” in your playing, but rather, make each
tone progression distinctive as a singer
would do. Refraining from slurring in the

harmonies of the accompaniment is not so
essential, but remember that the “lead”
must be ever dominant and clean cut. Re-
gardless of whether the melody is being
taken with the right or left hand, I find it

advisable never to play full chords with the
same hand, unless, of course, your instru-

ment has “Second Touch,” thereby enabling
you to registrate the lead heavier than the
balance of the harmonies. This style of
playing requires a great deal of practice to

master in order to keep one tone constant-
ly outstanding, but once it is mastered, you
will find the possibilities of your organ
greatly increased.

Striking contrast in registrations is very
important also and be careful that your
pedal section is not too Forte. Never
change registrations in the middle of a
phrase, under any circumstances. I men-
tion this because a great many organists
seem to think that a solo calls for as
many different combinations as he can
squeeze in, and the careless changing of
them often is very distracting to the most
uninformed listener. A sixteen bar verse
of a song permits a change after the first

eight bars and another at the start of the
chorus. The average thirty-two bar chorus
calls for a change after sixteen bars, and
if you repeat the chorus, again at the start

of the second chorus, and after sixteen bars
more. This gives you six complete changes
of registration which should be plenty, but
if you desire more, divide your choruses
into eight bar groups, but never any more.
This gives you ten changes on a “One and
Two” song, and unless you have adjustable
pistons to set up in advance, you will find

that you have your hands full making them
by hand. And remember you must not im-
press your audience with a “game of tag”
with your stops.

% :jc ^

The best “spot” on the program for a solo

is following your rest period, where the

organ has been silent for a time and the

audience is always in a more receptive
mood for it. It is a difficult task to make it

enjoyable after they have been listening,

sometimes, throughout an entire feature
picture.

A baby spotlight is the best to use for

the organist for two principal reasons;
first, it leaves the operator free to devote
his entire attention to the projection of the

slides; and secondly, it is not nearly so
bright as the arc light, which, by its bril-

liance, hinders the eeffct of the slides. A
switch at the console controlling the spot-
light helps to eliminate any possible errors
in its lighting and extinguishng, for if the
applause warrants an encore, the operator
seldom hears it and the organist should be
free to take it if he chooses.

( Continued, en page 30 )
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A Booklet

You’ll Be

Interested In

Reading

This booklet, profusely illus-

trated, gives you a vivid con-

ception of how pipe organs

are built. It shows the highly

complex organization that is

required, the care and skill

necessary to make

cl)f{arr& Colton
America's finest Orc/an"

a source of such great enjoyment to the American Public.

The booklet is virtually a trip thru an organ factory. It guides you thru every

operation from the drafting room to the

erecting.

A copy is yours for the asking. Excep-

tionally interesting to organists, exhibitors,

architects and builders.

The Marr & Colton Co.
Factories: WARSAW, N. Y.

Eastern Sales Office:

Room 1314—1560 Broadway, New York

Western Sales Office:

6372 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

EC° 3BS3 03
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Describes New “Syncrovertor
By M. R. WHITE

Vice-President, Liberty Electric Corp., Stamford, Conn.

I
T being an accepted fact that a direct
current arc is the only type that gives

the proper luminosity so necessary for the
perfect projection of motion pictures, the
theatre owner and projectionist will be in-

terested in the Liberty Syncrovertor now
ready.

The present perfected model of the
Syncrovertor is of a horizontal type and
consists of an eight segment commutator
rotated about a horizontal axis by means of
the Syncrovertor motor.
The motor consists of a polarized rotor

having no windings whatsoever, revolving

Liberty Syncrovertor — self contained.

in a distributed stator winding, the latter

being divided into two sections: one a run-

ning winding and the other the starter or

inactive winding . The motor is brought to

speed as any ordinary induction motor. At
the moment of passing through syn-

chronism the field is automatically excited

from the rectifying commutator.
* * *

The motor is now no longer an induction
motor, but a single phase synchronous
motor absolutely non-hunting and with
positively no phase displacement under any
voltage or frequency variation within limits

greatly in excess of the usual line voltage
and frequency changes. The commutator,
which is six inches in diameter and of vary-
ing widths, depending upon the rating of

the Syncrovertor, is made of alternate seg-
ments which are mechanically and electri-

cally united and the two structures so

formed are connected to the alternating

current supply through sliding contacts
made between stationary copper rings and
rotating carbon discs, both rings and discs

being concentric with the axis of rotation.

Rectified current is collected from the com-
mutator by carbon brushes joined electri-

cally into two groups. The brush holder
studs are mounted on a yoke which can be
rotated through a small angle about the

commutator, thereby shifting the commu-
tator point for best rectification.

The alternating current voltage impressed
upon the commutator is reduced by means
of a transformer from normal line voltage
to a suitable slip ring voltage.

In adapting the Syncrovertor to the mov-
ing picture field, that is for rectifying the

alternate current for moving picture arcs, a

practically self-contained unit has been de-

veloped. The type 25 Syncrovertor was de-
veloped especially for the reflecting type arc
lamp now so universally used.

In the type 25 Syncrovertor, the entire

unit has been put in a structural steel

framework entirely enclosed in steel mesh,
and with a panel board mounted on the
top at an angle. The transformer of
proper size for the particular current speci-

fications where the installation is to go, is

mounted in the lower compartment of this

case. The Syncrovertor proper, that is, the
motor and commutator, is mounted in a
compartment directly above the trans-

former.
The switchboard of the type 25 Syncro-

vertor carries a double scale 0-center volt-

meter, directly below is a double pole
throw switch, horizontally mounted and en-
tirely covered. The purpose of this switch
is to insure the proper polarity at the arc.

The projectionist upon starting the machine
throws this switch to right or left as indi-

cated by the needle of the voltmeter.

* * *

The switchboard also carries the main
line or power switch which is of snap
switch type and a small starting push but-
tion which is pushed down and held, pos-
sibly for five seconds to properly start the
motor. Ammeter and amperage control for
each arc are also mounted on the board.
When it is desirable to install the Syn-

crovertor in a room outside of the projec-
tion room and yet to have variable control
elements at the hand of the projectionist,

a separate control panel is provided which

carries an ammeter and an individual cur-

rent control for each arc. This panel
board is small and compact and may be
installed anywhere in the projection room
convenient to the projectionist.

From the foregoing description of the

Syncrovertor it will be seen that the recti-

fication is done entirely in or through the
commutator and all of the power that is

Liberty Syncrovertor — booth control.

required by the motor is to overcome brush

friction, and the normal friction of the

motor itself, which is very slight due to the

fact that it is mounted on large ball bear-

ings. Therefore, the power consumed at

no-load on a comparative basis is practi-

cally negligible.

The Syncrovertor is a single phase unit

thus operating either on the power or light

line; has unity power factor, which by the

way is a very important factor today when
determining power rates. While the Syn-

( Continued on page 34 )

Editor, “Better Theatres”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 S. Dearborn street,

Chicago, Illinois

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

projection.

Name

Theatre

City

State



POWER’S MULTIPLE COIL
RHEOSTAT

Weighs less than one-third of grid type rheostat.

Easily moved by one man.

Multiple Coil Units—One coil carrying five amps.—balance ten amps. each.

Small amperage carried by each coil allows use of
small wires which permit perfect connections.

Loss of one coil does not affect others. If entire
capacity of rheostat is not being used a new coil may
be immediately switched in.

Coils can be replaced in a few minutes without
difficulty and adjustments are easily made by means
of knife switches.

Coils are special non-corrosive wire, strong and
operate at very low temperature.

G. E. FUSED QUARTZ
CONDENSERS

THE NICHOLAS POWER CO., INC. IS THE EXCLU-
SIVE NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR OF G. E. FUSED
QUARTZ CONDENSERS, a product of the Thompson
Laboratory of the General Electric Company, representing

nearly a century of scientific research and practical develop-

ment. Fused Quartz is used in a variety of important

scientific and manufacturing operations and is particularly

valuable in the manufacture of condenser lenses for motion

picture projection. It will not expand or contract except

at extreme temperatures as its melting point is approxi-

mately 1750 degrees centigrade, and it transmits light with

a greater efficiency than glass.

G. E. Fused Quartz Condensers have been used for over two
years and in practical operation in a large number of thea-

tres,—such as the Capitol of New York and the Palace of

Washington,—the following facts have been established:

They can be subjected to intense heat or sudden change in

temperature without danger of cracking.

The distance from the arc to the face of the lens is not

limited, nor is it necessary to gradually raise or lower the

temperature.

Pitting with hot particles of carbon and copper is not so

apparent as with glass condensers and the clear fused quartz

condenser therefore remains more efficient under similar

conditions.

For experimental purposes a projector operating at 150

amperes was short circuited and the arc played across the

face of the lens. Under such conditions the lens, of course,

was badly pitted and the ordinary lens would be rendered

unfit for further service. The G. E. Fused Quartz Con-

densers, however, were resurfaced at a cost of only $2 and
were again in use within two days.

G. E. FUSED QUARTZ CONDENSERS ARE
GUARANTEED AGAINST BREAKAGE BY HEAT

December

26,

1925

EXHIBITORS

HERALD
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Kilgen Wonder Organ
for Gary’s New Theatre

Above—Interior of New Palace Theatre at Gary, Indiana

,

one of the most thoroughly equipped and imposing motion
picture theatres in the Middle West. Right—Mr. John
Eberson, nationally reputed theatre architect who designed
the New Palace.

A KILGEN Wonder Organ is furnish-

ing “The Voice of the Silent Drama”
in Gary’s newest Theatre.

The selection of a Kilgen for the New
Palace adds one more impressive installa-

tion to the great and growing list of Kilgen

Wonder Organs.

Whenever there is a desire for perfect re-

sponsiveness in the true and vivid expression

of all human emotions, the Kilgen is agreed

upon by architects, organists and theatre

owners.

#eo. Idlgen & is>on, 3ttc.|

tpe ©rganS
ST. LOUIS

CHICAGO
Ritz
White Palace
Radio Station

W-H-T
Vogue
Maywood

ST. LOUIS
Grand Central
Tivoli
Capitol
Ritz
Radio Station

“Voice of
St. Louis”

West End Lyric

CAR Y, UVD.
Palace
Broadway

ST. PAUL
Capitol

CAPE GIRARDEAU
MO.

Broadway
KEOKUK

Grand

HOUSTON
Majestic

An Invitation

Kilgen Organ architects have
been studying the organ re-

quirements of theatres for

many years. Let them confer
with your builders on the ques-

tion of an organ installation.

The benefit of this long study
and knowledge is available

without obligation on your
part. When you write, please

state the most convenient time
for an appointment.

Studio—252 Wrigley Bldg., Chicago

THE VOICE OF THE SILENT DRAMA
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Architectural and decorative treatment of wall of the new Palace theatre, Gary, Ind. The background is a soft blue representing the sky.

The complete auditorium is conceived as a Spanish garden. The Palace is owned by V. U. Young. John Eherson, architect.

Spanish Garden Under Night Sky
Achieved in Gary Playhouse

a miracle of the builders’

art, Spain’s most enchanting
charms have been brought to Gary
—Be entertained under the Spanish
sky, bright with stars, and dreamy
with drifting clouds— Be enter-

tained in a palatial theatre whose
four walls are, by magic, the walls

of a Spanish garden— a resting

place for beautiful birds, walls with
every niche holding some wonder-
ful ornament of old Spain.”

In these words did Vernon U. Young
issue his Thanksgiving Day invitation to

the people of Gary, Ind., to attend the

opening of his new Palace theatre. And
the thousands who turned out to see this

promised novelty in a theatre were agreed
that here was something really different.

They marveled at being transplanted into

this setting of old Spain. They mystified

over the twinkling stars, the moving clouds.

The brilliant and colorful whole captivated

them. The many unusual fixtures and
decorations—the singing canaries, squawk-
ing parrots,—all these proved a source of

no-ending surprise.
* * *

The New Palace theatre is the latest of

the “atmospheric” type theatres which have
created such a sensation during the year.

Conceived by Architect John Eberson, the

Palace represents the Spanish treatment of

his idea of a magnificent amphitheatre set

in an Italian garden, in a Persian court,

or a Spanish patio which he has so suc-

cessfully introduced under a canopied sky,

creating a wondrous illusion.

Entering the lobby of the new Palace one
is impressed with the picturesque Alaham-
bra Moorish ceiling, rising to stately

heights. From the lobby the foyer greets

the visitor with a novel cloistered effect

preparing the eye for the festive reproduc-

tion of a Spanish garden which is the aud-

itorium. The foyer is richly hung with
antique tapestries and placques. Every-
thing breathes of old Spain from the im-
ported lighting fixtures to the ushers at-

tired in Spanish costumes.

* * *

The thought of a castle in Spain imme-
diately flashes before the mind on entering
the auditorium. Its entire conception is

that of a Spanish garden or court made
festive by music and torch light. The sides

of the auditorium, which are unsymmet'ri-
cal, represent garden walls treated with
aged stone. Over the top of the walls are

reflected blue lights which create the ap-

pearance of looking out into the night.

Back of the garden wall rises a Spanish
house, above which appear the colors of

the twilight sky with stars twinkling
throughout.

Auditorium of new Palace theatre at

Gary, Ind.

This night scene is made more vivid by
the lighted windows of the Spanish house.
The general color scheme of the audi-

torium is strongly polychromed with black,

red and orange. The asbestos curtain is a

masterpiece of the scenic painters’ art fea-

turing a Spanish market scene.
Jfc J|< Jjc

Despite its vastness and expanse the
Palace offers a pleasing sense of intimacy.
The twinkling stars and moving could
create an atmosphere beneficial to the en-

joyment of the program. Acoustic prop-
erties of the house are faultless and the

open air feeling is enhanced through the

exacting heating and ventilating system in-

stalled by the B. F. Reynolds company of
Chicago.
Reproductions of various portions of the

Palace on this and following pages give an
idea of the pleasing decorations and novel
treatment of lobbies and rest rooms. Every
niche and corner contains some work of

art, some striking color combination melt-

ing into a pleasing harmony that is best

appreciated by personal observance.
An equipment feature of the Palace is

the Kilgen organ, one of the largest in the

state. The instrument is arranged in two
large chambers on each side of the

proscenium arch and is capable of all the

effects of a full symphony orchestra. One
full section comprises the violins, cellos,

bassos, violas; another the brasses, French
horns, tubas, cornets, trombones, saxa-

phones, trumpets
;
another the bass drums,

snare drums, cymbals and tympanis ; an-

other the harp, chimes, marimba and xylo-

phones.
* * *

A1 Carney, noted organist from radio sta-

tion WHT, Chicago, presided at the con-

sole of the Kilgen instrument for the

Palace opening.
Projection equipment in the Palace was

installed by the E. E. Fulton company of

Chicago and consists of Powers projectors,

(Continued on page 31)
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Palatial Atmospheric Theatre in Gary, Ind.

Proscenium detail.

at Gary, Ind., which was opened

'Thanksgiving Day by V. U. Young. The

Palace is an atmospheric theatre featur-

ing an auditorium in a Spanish garden

setting under a ceiling representing the

open sky. Further details of the Palace

are given on another page.

JOHN EBERSON, ARCHITECT.

View of stage and proscenium of Palace theatre.

New

PALACE

Theatre

Corner of lounge in Palace theatre. Artistic staircase.
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Index to

“BETTER THEATRES ” ARTICLES
From Issue of January 3, 1925, to December 5th Inclusive

T) ETTER THEATRES” through its constructive and authoritative discussion of virtually every phase
-D of the theatre’s operation, maintenance and equipment, has, in the course of the year, provided a

veritable encyclopedia of reference for theatre owners and employes.

To facilitate checking back on articles and information that has appeared from time to time a con-

venient index, grouping the articles under the heading of the subject matter treated and giving issue

dates, is provided following.

CONSTRUCTION
Theatre Stairways, Exits, Seats, Aisles and Pass-

ageways, by Norman M. Stineman. June 20, 1925.

Do We Build to Burn?, by Virgil G. Marani.

July 18.

The Back Lot Theatre, an Economic Building

Possibility in Every City, by N. E. Durand. Dec. 5.

Commercial Features Which Can Be Combined
with Theatres, by E. F. Behrns. Oct. 10.

The Planning of the Motion Picture Theatre,

from The Architectural Forum. Sept. 12.

Begin Work in October on Paramount’s New
$13,500,000 Home. April 25.

Explains Proper Pitch for Auditorium Floor.

Mar. 28.

A Survey: “What Modern Features Will Your
New Theatre Have?” Mar. 28.

Architects Give Views on Features of Modern
Theatre in Survey. April 25.

Constructional Features of the Standard 1,000

Seat Theatre, by G. E. Eichenlaub. April 25.

Is a Small Stage a Business Asset What Does it

Cost and Require?, by Robert O. Boiler. January 31.

Children’s Play Room Feature of Wisconsin

Theatre. March 28.

Smokeproof Stair Towers, by Norman M. Stine-

man. August 15.

Egg Shape Design Achieved in Plan of Motion
Picture Theatre, by G. E. Eichenlaub. Oct. 10.

Exhibitors Describe Features in New Theatre.

April 25.
National Organization Issues New Building Code,

by Norman M. Stineman. May 23.

New Building Code Put in Operation in New
York. July 18.

DECORATION
Novel Treatment Used in Decoration of Oregon

House. May 23.
Uses of Wallpaper for Decorating Theatres, by

A! Louise Fillebrown. June 20.
Humidifier Keeps Air Moist and Serves as Orna-

ment. Oct. 10.
Gives Suggestions for Making Small Theatre

Cozy. Jan. 21.
Winning Designs in Theatre Decoration Contest.

August 15.
Electric Flowers in Theatre Brighten Dull Cor-

ners. February 28.
Winning Design in Jacobson Annual Competition.

June 20.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
Supply Firm Salesmen and Manufacturers Hold

Convention. February 28.
Milwaukee Equipment Exhibit Is Most Successful

Ever Held, by H. E. Holquist. June 20.
E. E. Fulton Company Re-established in Merger

of Fulton Brothers. July 18.
Stitzberg Takes Over Monarch Theatre Supply

Co. September 12.
Exhibitors Supply Company Celebrates Ten Years

of Progress. November 7.

Quality, Service, Satisfaction, Keystone of “Esco’’
Policy, by H. A. R. Dutton. November 7.

FIRE PREVENTION
New Line of Firesafe Equipment Made for Pro-

jection Booths. April 25.
Fire Protection, Heating and Ventilation of

Theatres, by Norman M. Stineman. July 18.

LIGHTING
Practical Suggestions for Effective Theatre Signs,

by W. M. Potter. April 25.
When Your Theatre Goes Dark—Who Is Re-

sponsible? November 7.

New Type Footlights Developed for Theatres.
May 23.

Spot and Flood Lamp Solves Problems in Stage
Lighting. February 28.
New Stage Lighting Equipment Developed by

Chicago Firm. June 20.
Indirect and Floodlighting of Motion Picture

Theatres, by G. E. Cochran. July 18.

Light, Co-star of the Movies, by C. W. Maedje.
May 23.

Portable Stands Cut Light Bill During Theatre
Cleaning. September 12.

MUSIC
Inexpensive Device Lightens Task of Moving

Piano. January 31.

Hinged Ends on Music Boxes Permit Easy Access
to Rolls. January 31.

Scoring Music to Picture Action, by Alex Keese.
January 31.

New Organ Is Placed on Market by Marr &
Colton. January 31.

Cueing Comedies, by Iris Ethel Vining. Feb-
ruary 28.

Organ Accompaniment of Short Subject Reels, by
Iris Ethel Vining. May 23.

Individuality in Organ Playing, by Iris Ethel
Vining. June 20.

Ask Names Placed on Music Roll Exchange.
July 18.

Type of Player Is Listed in Music Roll Exchange.
August 15.

How the Organ Put Over a Sagging Short Feature
with Audience, by Iris Ethel Vining. August 15.

Lauds Plan of Roll Exchange among Theatre
Owners. September 12.

Playing to the Psychology of an Audience, by
Iris Ethel Vining. September 12.

Some “Do’s and Don't’s” for the Theatre Or-
ganist, by Harry L. Wagner. October 10.

Adding Thrills to a Thriller, by Iris Ethel Vin-
ing. October 10.

Fitting the Music to the Action of the Picture,

by Harry L. Wagner. November 7.

Organ Installations in Motion Picture Theatres.
November 7.

Make the Most of Inspiration, by Iris Ethel
Vining. December 5.

Light and Music, by A. L. Powell, Edison Lamp
Works. December 5.

Points Growing Popularity of Organ Music in

Theatres. December 5.

Short Features Offer Opportunity for Organist to

Demonstrate Versatility, by Harry L. Wagner. De-
cember 5.

NEW EQUIPMENT, NOVELTIES
Automatic Attachment Turns Music Pages for

Players. January 31.

New Interchangeable Shutter Device. February 28.

Views of Talking Film Said to Have Been Dem-
onstrated Successfully Abroad. September 12.

Hand Operated Ticket Selling Machine Is Placed
on Market. November 7.

Device Shows Reel Being Run to Patrons Outside
Theatre. March 28.

Miniature Playhouse Advertises Show to Passers-
by. January 31.

Novelty Thermometer Features Screen Stars.
February 28.

Balloons a Popular Means of Theatre Exploita-
tion. March 28.
New Slide, Floodlight Projector Developed by

Brenkert, January 31.
Samuels Announces New Generator Set for Low

Intensity Lamp. December 5.

New Device Gives Arm Rest to Every Patron
in Theatre. May 23.
New Motion Picture Kodak Is Developed by East-

man. September 12.
Amateur Camera Using Standard Film Developed

by DeVry. December 5.

New Multi-Preset Switchboard Developed by
Westinghouse. May 23.

General Electric Develops New Throw-over Switch
for Theatres. June 20.

OPERATION
Operating a Theatre Circuit—Methods and Poli-

cies of West Coast Theatres. May 23.
When Your Theatre Goes Dark Who Is Re-

sponsible? November 7.
Projection Record System Used by Anniston En-

terprises. March 28.

PRESENTATION
An Undersea Elegy, a Presentation, by Albert

Bernard Coppock. February 28.
Makes Portable Stage and Proscenium for ‘Lost

World.’’ February 28.
Fitting the Small Theatre for Presentations, by

Colby Harriman. Feb. 28.
Three Presentations for St. Valentine's Day, by

Albert B. Coppock. January 31.
Stage Suggestions for Three February Events by

Colby Harriman. January 31.
Creating Varied Stage Settings, with Aid of Wall

Paper, by A. Louise Fillebrown. September 12.
Presentations by John Wenger at New York

Playhouses. March 28.
Enter The Presentor, by Harry F. Storin.

August 15.

PROJECTION
“Better Theatres Stop Chart’’ Launched to Aid

Projection. January 31.
Hertner Develops Transverter for Mirror Arc.

February 28.

“Better Theatres’’ Stop Chart Plan Wins Wide
Support. February 28.

Stop Chart Isolates Causes of Projection Inter-
ruption. March 28.

Projection Record System Used by Anniston
Enterprises. March 28.

Film Mutilation and How to Prevent It. Pre-
pared by the Eastman Kodak Company. March 28.

What the First Analysis of Stop Chart Records
Reveal. April 25.

Projection Record System Used by Southern
Theatre Chain. April 25.

Projection Beginning to Receive Attention It
Deserves, by P. A. McGuire. May 23.

Projection Carbons, by E. R. Geib. May 23.
Enterprise to Place New Reflecting Arc Lamp on

Market. May 23.
Projector Carbons, by E. R. Geib. June 20.
Charts Reveal Good as Well as Faulty Projection.

June 20.
First List of Stop Chart Service Theatres Pub-

lished. July 18.
Periscope Projection, by Roger M. Hill.

August 15.
Bad Patches Couse of Majority Stops, Analysis

Shows, by Clell Jay. August 15.
New Camera and Projector Made for Non-the-

atrical Use. September 12.
Action Should Follow Projection Needs Shown

by Stop Charts. September 12.
Lauds Effort of Projectionists to Improve Pro-

jection. October 10.
Continuous Projection Possible with New Ma-

chine. October 10.
Assistance Rendered Architects in Design of Pro-

jection Room. November 7.
Roster of Stop Chart Users Shows Steady Growth.

November 7.

Must Recognize Importance of Projection to
Supervise Work. December 5.

Projection for Business Education and the
Home, by R. E. Farnham. December 5.

From Mine to Your Projection Room. History
of the Making of Motion Picture Cable, by B. H.
Reeves. December 5.

REMODELING
Gives Suggestions for Remodeling Store Room

Show. June 20.
Doubling the Seating Capacity and Reviving an

Old Theatre, by Elmer F. Behrns. March 28.

SMALL THEATRES
Egyptian Design Used in Theatre Seating 750 at

Mesa, Arizona. February 28.
Correct Design Saves $15,000 to Builder of

Small Theatre. January 31.
A Color Scheme Suggestion for a Small Theatre,

by G. E. Eichenlaub. February 28.
“Back Stage’’ in the Small Town Theatre A

Showman’s views, by Linwood L. Curtis. Feb-
ruary 28.

Does it with Equipment and Fills House Every
Night, by E. F. Ingram. August 15 .
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Mirror Arc
Projection
is much more sensitive

than other methods be-
cause the arc cannot be
drawn out as long as the
vertical arc and the volt-

age must be kept practi-

cally normal. The Trans-
verter does this automat-
ically.

The Transverter also gives

you easier control and the
most in candle power for
what you pay at the meter.

Designed either for vertical or
horizontal use as prei ,-rred.

IranATrieK

Gives You Supreme
Stability and that’s

especiallyimportant in

MirrorArc Projection.

Write for our latest descriptive literature showing the

many advantages of the Transverter.

Perkins Electric, Ltd., Canadian Distributors

^HERTNER electric company
1900 W114th.Str«t CtevetandL , Ohio U S A.

SPECIAL INTEREST
Patee, Exhibitor Since 1889, Describes First

Theatre. October 10.
First Theatre and Exhibitor Convention Described

by Patee—concluding article. November 7.

Credit—Its Use and Abuse, by O. E. Watson.
September 12.

Society of Motion Picture Engineers Holds Suc-
cessful Meet in East. July 18.

What the Public Wants in Picture Theatres, by
S. L. Rothafel. December 5.

Field for Specialists, by Martin J. Quigley.
November 7.

Lubliner & Trinz Building Program in Chicago
Involves $19,000,000. October 10.

THEATRE ADVERTISING
Providing Facilities for Lobby Displays When

Plans Are Made, by P. W. Grounds. December 5.

Creating Business Atmosphere with Lobby Adver-
tising, by Preston W. Grounds. July 18.
What To Do When You Open that New Theatre,

by William It. Weaver. April 25.
What To Do When You Open that New Theatre,

by William R. Weaver. May 23.
Increasing Your Patronage by Mail Advertising,

by Art Davis. April 25.

Sign Gives Dignity to Request for Silence.
April 25.

THEATRE SITES, FINANCING
Combining Rental Features with a Theatre

Building. April 25.
Theatre Sites Their Selection and Characteris-

tics, by N. E. Durand. November 7.

Methods of Financing Discussed by Theatre
Architect. May 23.

The Back Lot Theatre—An Economic Building
Possibility in Every City. By N. E. Durand.
December 5.

Commercial Features Which Can Be Combined
with Theatres, by E. F. Behrns. October 10.

THEATRES DESCRIBED
Elaborate New Lerner Theatre at Elkhart, Ind.

January 31.
The New York Theatre Guild's New Playhouse,

by Claude Bragdon. January 31.
Two New Pacific Coast Theatres. June 20.
New West Coast-Langley House in Pasadena, Cal.

July 18.
Skouras St. Louis House Called Most Beautiful

Open Air Theatre. July 18.
B. S. Moss* New Colony Theatre on Brodaway.

January 31.

Grand Riviera, Atmospheric Theatre, Is Opened
in Detroit. October 10.

Kunsky's $2,000,000 State Theatre Is Opened in

Detroit. December 5.

Saenger-Ehrlich Interests Open Beautiful Shreve-
port House. August 15.
Community Celebration Features Opening of L.

& T. House. December 5.
Boston's Metropolitan Sets New Standards for

Better Theatres. November 7.
First View of Project to Have World's Largest

Theatre. July 18.
Spectacular Opening Accorded New Munz House

in Detroit. September 12.
Balaban & Katz’ New $4,000,000 Uptown Thea-

tre in Chicago. October 10.
View of L. L. Bard's New Egyptian Theatre,

Pasadena, Cal. October 10.
Country's Most Novel Theatre The New Capitol,

Chicago. March 28.

VENTILATION, HEATING
Comfort for Your Patrons A Laundered Atmos-

phere, by Horace L. Smith, Jr. March 28.
Gas Boilers on Roof Heat Big London Picture

House. July 18.
Advantages of Oil Heating in Theatres. Octo-

ber 10.

ROLL
Folded Machine
RESERVED
COUPON

But
BEST QUALITY

AND SERVICE —
Weprove it—Send the order

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE
AMUSEMENT TICKET

PRINTERS IN H.E.for]Qyears

Trimounf Press
117 ALBAN

V

BOSTON, STREET
MASS.
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Some Common Lighting Faults

Theatres—Their Remedyo
By W. C. BROWN*

Commercial Engineer, Nela Park, Cleveland, 0.

29

in

THE larger metropolitan theatres have found the ex-

tensive use of light, applied with skill, to be very

profitable, and as new houses are built, theatre designers

incorporate and enlarge upon all that has gone before.

Indeed light has become (and rightly so) the magic wand
of the master showman.

The smaller theatres, however, often fail to make full

use of this medium for attracting patronage and creating

atmosphere. In many of them, the staff may be inadequate

for proper attention to lighting details, and too often

lighting opportunities are simply neglected, even though
the total cost may be considerably less in proportion to

revenue than that for the larger houses. Following are

some of the more common faults and suggestions for their

remedy

:

THE SIGN
Common Faults and Suggested

Remedies
Too small adequately to reach the dis-

tricts for which it should be effective.

Suggested Remedies: The desirable size

may be accurately predetermined from a

survey of the areas for which the sign

should be effective.

Letters, the very shape of which makes
them illegible. Crowding together of ad-
jacent letters makes reading difficult.

Suggested Remedies: Clean-cut letters,

with ample spacing between, promote legi-

bility. A lighted border makes the sign

more legible.

Lamps spaced too far apart in the let-

ters—an illegible blur or spotty appearance.

An article on page 32 of October, 1925

“Light” pictures the faults of poor spacing
in undeniable fashion.

Suggested Remedies: Lights should be

located on not greater than 4-inch centers

for smooth appearance in the average small

theatre sign when viewed close-up. Trough
construction helps maintain a smooth ap-

pearance when viewed at wide angles.

Gaudy and garish use of color.

Suggested Remedies: Harmonious color

combinations give attractiveness, distinc-

tion, and value to signs, which can be

secured in no other way.
Ineffective use of motion, or none at all.

Suggested Remedies: Motion is the most
powerful attention-compelling factor at the

command of the theatre owner. A sugges-

tion for novel and effective motion is that

of repeatedly dimming and bringing up to

full brightness.

Dingy and dirty appearance.

Suggested Remedies: Relamping, clean-

ing and painting should be regular and of-

ten. The best specific is a contract for

maintenance with a company organized for

this work.

The Attraction Board
Bright spots and dark areas, caused by

insufficient or ineffective lamping.
Suggested Remedies: For a smooth

lighting effect there should be a lamp fila-

ment every six inches inside the box.

Gray and lifeless opal glass letters—in-

stead of freshly white.

Suggested Remedies: Unless regularly

cleaned, opal glass letters absorb enough
dust and dirt to acquire a permanent gray-

ness, that ordinary cleaning will not re-

move. As with the sign, a maintenance
contract with a reputable company insures

a well-kept appearance.
Insufficient brightness for the district in

which the theatre is located.

Suggested Remedies: An attraction board
may be constructed with a brightness that

is effective, even in broad daylight.

•I Lighting in and about the

theatre that is not operating

at maximum efficiency rep-

resents a loss in money arid

prestige. Here is a guide to

some common faults. Their

remedies are suggested.

It will pay you to read

these constructive sugges-

tions in Mr. Brown’s article.

Then check the points men-
tioned in your theatre.

The Marquee
Dark, dingy appearance.

Suggested Remedies

:

The marquee
should be the bright spot of the district.

Row upon row of small light sources pro-

mote brilliance and sparkle, while units of
low brightness are to be avoided. One 50
or 60-watt diffusing bulb lamp for every
two square feet of marquee surface is sug-
gested. The new inside-frost lamps are
ideal for this service.

Troublesome glare from a few high-watt-
age bare lamps.

Suggested Remedies: The use of large
numbers of coated lamps of relatively low
wattage retains the effect of brightness and
life without extreme glare.

Dark colors, which absorb a high per-

centage of the light striking them.

Suggested Remedies: The under surface
of the marquee should be of a light color,

and kept clean.

Lack of sparkle when viewed from far
down the street.

Suggested Remedies: If the outer rows
of lamps are made visible from down the
street, the brightness effect is increased.

The Entrance Lobby
A dark area between brightly lighted

marquee and the lobby is depressing.

Suggested Remedies: Chandeliers or en-
closing units hung under the outer arch-
way, or an additional row of exposed lamps
beneath the archway have proved very ef-

fective.

The Promenade
Sparkling, glaring lamps, directly in the

line of vision.

Suggested Remedies: Careful shading
of exposed light sources, with parchment,
silk or glassware, aids in obtaining a rest-

ful atmosphere in promenade or foyer.

The Auditorium
Side wall-units that are distressingly

bright during the showing of the picture.

Sparkling colors where sparkle is not
wanted.

Suggested Remedies: Exposed lamps
should be avoided here. Shields or decora-
tive shades of relatively dense materials
reduce the brightness of the units. Low
wattage lamps, preferably with diffusing

bulbs, are suggested.
Pitch-black aisles cause groping and

discomfort.
Suggested Remedies: Aisle lights facili-

tate quick seating and are appreciated by
patrons.

*Reproduced by courtesy of “LIGHT”

Directors of the Motion Picture Equipment Dealers Association photographed at their

meeting at the asssociation’s headquarters in Chicago, December 7. Around the

table from left to right are L. M. Fulton, Abe Dresner, G. A. Doering, B. A.
Benson, C. D. Struble, president; C. H. Fulton, H. A. R. Dutton, W. H. Rabell,

T. P. Hollis and Joe Hornstein.
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EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-

arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable

Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

THE WARNER PICTURE MACHINE MOTOR
OF A

THOUSAND SPEEDS
Why install a constant speed motor
with their troublesome friction pulleys
to get variable speed when you can get
a variable speed motor that will give
you any speed from minimum to max-
imum by turning on or shutting off the
current just like you turn on gas in an
automobile. The Warner Motor saves
you in power bills as the speed, power
and current go up and down in direct
proportion. Some of the best theatres
in the country are taking out their
old motors and installing “Warners".
Why not you?

Warner Electric Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Makers of Ventilating Fans and
Variable Speed Motors for Theatres

110 volts 25 to 60 cycles

Take Advantage of our SPECIAL OFFER
and order your

Cooling and Air Conditioning System
NOW For Spring Delivery

Write for particulars

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
818 State-Lake Bldg. Chicago, 111.

The Organ Solo As an
Important Part of

the Program
( Continued from page 20)

Lack of space prohibits anything further

this issue, but next month I shall offer

some ideas on novelty stunts in this field.

And, Mr. Exhibitor, if you are not using an
organ specialty as a part of your program,
try it, even if you are compelled to speed

up your show to spare the four or five min-
utes needed for one. And I’m sure you’ll

find the patrons of your theatre very re-

ceptive to it, and you will begin to realize

something on your big investment.

You may feel that your organist has not
the ability to do it, but give him, or her, a

chance and you may get a surprise, because
there are very few who cannot “put over”
a set of slides such as are available for

use today with a little earnest practice .

* * *

My articles in “Better Theatres” have
resulted in my receiving many letters from
all over the country concerning different

phases of the organ and its playing. I am
very glad to answer these and in the be-

lief that these questions and answers will

be of interet to many other organists, ar-

rangements have been made to publish these

letters in this department in the future.

Request that the name of the writer be
withheld in publishing the letters will be
respected at all times.

Keeping the Building

Cost Within Means
of the Owner

( Continued from page 13)

double doors, a nice large foyer is entered,

with oceans of elbow and standing room.
From here, you get a nice view of the

large auditorium.

This again is done in mahogany, beamed
and paneled. The ceiling is lighter buff

and walls a darker buff, with a pleasant
rough texture, relieved by white pilasters.

The lights are effective and a nice shape,

though blurred badly in the photographs.

The stage is simple but quite happy,
being done in rose and warm-grey silver

cloth. The seats are mahogany.
* * *

Looking back from stage is another
photo. A striking feature is the wide
4 feet 6 inch aisles and the broad
spacing of the seats. A more comfortable
seating arrangement cannot be found.

The box office is as nice inside as out-
side. Mrs. Wytroski is in charge here.

She can see the picture through a window
as provided by the plans. At the same
time there is a door leading direct to

auditorium, so she can have access direct

in about two steps. She also handles the
Link Reproducing Organ, while tending
this end of the business, changing the
character of the music to suit the changing
action of the picture, while she practices
her pleasant smile on the folks as they
come in.

This one-man handling and control of the
whole situation, certainly is ideal. Helps
to down the overhead.

The boiler room is under the manager’s
office, off the box office, which is very
practical. It eliminates running all the way
through audience to stage to throw on
another shovel of coal

;
also cuts down fire

risk and insurance.

Near the boilers is found a big blower-
fan, for ventilating; and the generator is

placed here, so all mechanical business is
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concentrated in one space and handy at all

times.

The projection room has two outside

windows, overhead fan and ventilator and
room galore. Switchboard is here and
another set of buttons to control the organ
—if the missus stops to powder up. In

this case, she uses the house phone at her

elbow and asks her husband, who acts as

projectionist, to handle the music until

she gets back.
* * *

For completeness, beauty, atmosphere,
convenience, comfort and ease of manage-
ment, this house represents an ideal, prob-

ably not equaled by any house in the

U. S. A. regardless of cost, where the total

drawing population is under 5,000 people.
Angola’s total drawing is about 3,500.

In general, like all our standard theatre
buildings, this house is essentially fireproof,

steel frame and interlocking-bound, hollow
tile walls; slow burning, class “A,” under-
writers approved roof

; mass concrete
foundations and reinforced concrete over
basement portion

;
steel windows and

mostly bronze hardware.

In this theatre one store brings in a
nice revenue. The other is used by the
owner, but could be leased out if thought
desirable.

The ventilating system handles 10,000
cubic feet of air per minute and acts as
a cooling system in summer. By this means,
perfumes can be introduced on occasion,
as for, say, a woods picture, where a
suggestion of pine or balsam would be ap-
propriate. The heating is a conditioned
air system, so designed that it does the
work on about 25 tons of soft coal per year
and requires no extra attendant.

In this respect no extra attendants are
required. The owner does all the work of
maintenance and operating. His good wife
handles the tickets as explained above.

The over-all size of the theatre is 40 by
125, with alley at rear and emergency
right-of-way privilege over adjoining prop-
erty. This is never made use of, and 100
to 1, never will be used, due to the inherent
plan characteristics of the house. The
clear height inside is 23 feet.

* * *

Gerry Dingman, a local contractor, acted
as chief craftsman and builder in close co-
operation with this office.

The townspeople were driving into
Buffalo, only 17 miles away, and have be-
come educated to the finer and better things
as is true all over this fine land of ours

—

but now, they enjoy as good shows right
at home.

Spanish Garden With
Night Sky Features

Gary Theatre
( Continued from page 25 )

Raven screen, General Electric generators
and Brenkert dissolvers and effect machines.
The Palace will be devoted to motion

pictures and B. Kj Keith vaudeville. Three
shows are held each day with four per-
formances on Sundays and holidays. Pro-
grams are changed, Sunday, Monday and
Thursday.

* * *

The Palace theatre was erected by the
Gary Theatre Company of which Charles
J. Wolf is president, and Vernon U.
Young, secretary and treasurer; Maurice
Hankinson is house manager at the Palace

;

Elmer Newstrom is musical director and
Marc J. Wolf has charge of advertising
and publicity.

The Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo., 2000 seats, has both Supreme Heating and Cooling

You Should Investigate SUPREME Heating

P
The Big 5 Reasons why:
Quick, uniform heating.

No danger of freeze-up.

Occupies no aisle space.

Excellent Ventilation.

Noiseless, Dustless, Eco-
nomical operation.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp.

All of these ad-

vantages over

steam at 25 to 35
percent lower cost.

Write us today.

1522 Olive St. St. Louis, Mo.

We also manufacture complete Cooling Plants and Fans
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Are Motion Pictures Harmful
to the Eyes?
By DR. W . H. GLAZER, Philadelphia

(Copyright, 1925, by Dr. W. H. Glazer, Optometrist, Philadelphia, Pa.)

THE question often has been raised as
to whether the movies are harmful to

eyes. The writer will endeavor, in as
untechnical a manner as possible, to an-
swer it from the viewpoint of an optome-
trist, who, in reality, is a specialized physi-
cist and ocular hygienist.

First, it must be evident that there can
be no sweeping answer in the affirmative
or in the negative. Obviously, this leaves
a sort of middle ground. For a few, the

movies are a positive menace
;
for many,

they are a source of discomfort and an-
noyance; fortunately, for the majority of
people, they are not harmful, though not
particularly beneficial to eyes, as alleged

by a physician in one of your recent num-
bers.

What are the factors which may cause
annoyance and discomfort and possible

menace ? They are light, screen, camera
operation, the refractive errors of the

eyes, muscle imbalance, and diseased con-
dition of the eyes. The first three are,

to a large extent, within your control
;
the

others are not.
* * *

Very properly, it may be asked what is

light, and how can it be injurious to eyes.

Two theories as to the nature of light

have been given by physicists of note and
standing. The first theory, advanced by
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1 727), was that

the sensation of light resulted from a bom-
bardment of the retina by infinitely small

projectiles thrown off at the light source,

much in the same manner as shots from
a gun. The second, and accepted theory,

advanced by the celebrated Dutch physi-

cist and philosopher Huygens (1629-1695),

is that the sensation of light results from
a reception on the retina of waves of an
hypothetical medium, named luminiferous

ether, traveling with the prodigious veloc-

ity of approximately 186,000 miles per sec-

ond. Due to Newton, it was ascertained

that so-called white light is really a com-
position of all the colors of the visible

spectrum, each color having a definite

wave-length ranging from 0.00007867 cen-

timeter in the deepest red to 0.00003970

centimeter in the extreme violet end of

the spectrum.
Scientists are not at all agreed as to

what region of the spectrum, invisible or

visible, gives rise to definite injury. All

point to the possibility of danger from the

infra-red and ultra-violet regions. If dam-
age occurs by reason of waves from the

infra-red, it must be in the nature of

burns or ill-effect from heat affecting the

cornea and lens, but never affecting the

deeper tunics such as the retina and cho-

roid, because the humors or “eye waters”

are opaque to infra-red waves. On the

other hand, ultra-violet waves readily pass

through the humors to reach the retina.

But the action of these waves is entirely

different, causing damage or threatening

injury by reason of its actinic or chemical

action.
* * *

Now, if the eyes are young and in a

healthy, normal state, the brain will not

resent light unless it be extremely intense

and or irritating. However, it is common
experience that there is a limit of en-

durance beyond which nature will invoke

every aid possible in a conscious effort to

protect eyes so delicate in structure, yet

long-suffering beyond belief when just in-

side the limit. The greatest danger, per-
haps, lies in the latter situation. No doubt,
when just inside the limit, there is a sub-
conscious effort to protect. Pupils will

contract excessively to limit the quantity
of light entering the eye. Lids will be
narrowed to a small aperture for the same
reason. Probably, the crystaline lenses will

be stressed to distribute the light energy
over a greater area of the receiving screen
or retina. The net result is annoyance and
discomfort at least, as well as possible dan-
ger through stresses, strains and compres-
sions. Consider, then, the effect upon the
eyes of older people, less adaptable to com-
pensate satisfactorily for such stresses and
strains, as well as those suffering from
some general or local disease

; it is easy to
visualize grave consequences.

Perhaps, the choice of screen quality is

C| Are patrons in your theatre

suffering discomfort through
your speeding the -picture; be-

cause your screen is too high or

your lighting improper

?

CJ Dr. Glazer, in the accompany-
ing article, gives some definite

causes of eye annoyance in mo-
tion picture theatres. Most of

them are within your control, he
says.

Comfortable vision by the

audience is essential to the ut-

most enjoyment of your show.
Dr. Glazer, authority on the eye,

who has made a careful study of

theatres, tells you in this article

how you can enable more People
to appreciate your performances.

not nearly so important as its position in

respect to the nearest seats. It is a matter
of fact that people whose eyes have not
properly been attended to gather up close

to the screen in order to see better. The
light intensity to which the eyes of these

people are subjected naturally is far

greater than those having good vision and
who unconsciously seek seats further

away from the screen. The intensity of

any light source obeys a definite physical

law; that is, it varies inversely as the

square of the distance from the source.

Thus, a person three feet from a light

source of given intensity will be subjected

to an intensity of one-ninth; a person six

feet from the same source will be subjected

to an intensity of one thirty-sixth,—not

two-ninths or one-eighteenth.
* * *

Now, in connection with the position of

the screen, another important factor is the

greater apparent rapidity of action in the

pictures to those who sit in close position

relative to the screen. It is alleged that

this results in exercising a pair of eyes,,

and that such exercise is highly beneficial.

When one understands how a pair of eyes
must be nicely balanced in respect to the

harmonious functioning of the six pairs of

extrinsic (attached outside the globe)
muscles in order that single binocular vis-

ion be maintained with maximum ease,

comfort and safety, and how relatively few
pairs of eyes are so balanced, one can bet-

ter appreciate that such so-called exercise
is of little or no benefit as compared with
the distress experienced by many. If that

muscle imbalance is due to a refractive

error, as occurs in the majority of cases,

exercise of the muscles can only result in

over-exercise of the delicate ciliary muscle
controlling the function of vision, thereby
threatening real danger to a pair of eyes.

This applies only a little to people who
have a single eye, or who have badly
crossed eyes, since vision is accomplished in

both cases by a single fixing eye. Few peo-
ple seem to realize that a vast number of
peole have pairs of eyes which tend to turn,

so that by a nice series of innervations and
inhibitions the eyes are kept apparently
straight and balanced through what is

known as the fusion faculty or desire or
necessity to see objects singly. These lat-

ter suffer keenly. You probably know of
those who cannot ride in trains and cars
while in motion. As a rule, such people
have some form of eye muscle imbalance,
unsuspected because the eyes appear
straight and to function normally, though
in reality they do not. The same evil is

made worse by the desire of theatre owners
to run a long show in a relatively short
time. Action in the pictures is naturally
quickened. You then have relatively more
of your spectators suffering further back
in your theatre. Haven’t you yourself ex-
perienced the rather unaccountable feeling

of relaxation, rest and ease when witness-
ing the slow-motion picture. No doubt, the

psychology of vision did not occur to you.

I would heartily recommend running the

pictures slower, not faster.

Another defect, in respect to the position

of the screen, of course, is the unnatural
appearance of the picture to those who sit

close thereto. It’s like trying to read your
book held extended and about on a plane
with your eyes. This condition exists

mostly in smaller theatres, although I have
been in some of our large and costly thea-

tres where the same obtains. The pitch of

the floor is relatively too great with respect

to the screen, or the screen is placed too
high with respect to the seats close by.

* * *

In regard to camera operation, we have
touched on the matter of running the reels

too rapidly. Frequent inspection to insure

steadiness of the picture is desirable be-

cause of its obvious effect on the extrinsic

muscles. No doubt, most theatre owners
realize the importance and value of using

a lens that will give best definition to the

picture on the screen. I believe the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company are applying the

same principles in respect to their lenses

for the movies that they do in producing
their wonderful Punktal and Katral lenses,

so that sharp imagery can be had at rather

wide angles by human eyes. In other words,
they are anastigmatic, with a minimum of

( Continued, on page 34)
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The Major Stage
lighting Line is
one of completeness.
“Everything Elec-
trical For The The-
atre.”

Major “Spots” have
years of service
built in. They have
26 features. Over
abuse is allowed
for. Their up-keep
is consequently less.

EQUIPPED

New York’s New Paramount Theater

Will Be Major Equipped

No other lighting equipment would satisfy the de-
mands of this experienced group of showmen in

this, their finest and most up-to-date Moving Pic-
ture Palace.

Here dependable lighting was demanded. The most
light available from a certain number of units was
required. Up-keep costs were considered. And
MAJOR Theatre Lighting Equipment was unani-
mously selected.

Wherever comparative tests are made, Major
Equipment is always chosen for no chance can be
taken on unproven and doubtful equipment in the

modern theatre. And it is for just this kind of
house Major Equipment is built. Each piece is of
standardized construction—extra sturdy through-
out. Each part is designed and built to give “the

most efficient light at the least cost.” As in the
case with Major Spotlights—for example 26 Major
features, many exclusive, govern its design—all

Major Equipment has exclusive points of superior-

ity. You can not find them elsewhere.

Major Bulletins are yours for the ask-
ing. Estimates and consulting service

are furnished Free of obligations.

Equipment Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

St. Louis, Mo.
O. H. Rottman
3G49 Bell Ave.

Detroit, Michigan
H. H. Norton
627 Wayne St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
E. F. Schurig
213 E. Third St.

New Orleans. La.
W. J. Keller
509 Conti Street

Dallas, Texas
R. S. Wakefield
2425 Commerce St.

Minneapolis, Minn.
L. H. Cooper
442 Builders Exchange

District Offices
Baltimore, Md.
Wolfe-Mann Mfg. Co.
323 S. Hanover St.

New York. N. Y.
R. MacIntyre
197 7th Ave.

Kansas City, Mo.
Robert Baker
10G E. 14th St.

San Francisco, Calif.

H. B. Squires Co.
583 Howard St.

Cleveland, Ohio
D. C. Griffiths

Rockefeller Bldg.

Denver. Colo.
Alex Hibbard, Inc.
1940 Blake St.

Indianapolis, Ind.
The Scott-Jaqua Co., Inc.

707 Roosevelt Bldg.

Los Angeles, Calif.

H. B. Squires Co.
229 Boyd St.

Seattle, Wash.
H. B. Squires Co.
552 First Ave.. C.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. A. MacAvoy, Jr.

244 N. 10th St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Coffin-Perry Co.
501 Ferguson Bldg.

Salt Lake City, Utah
Raymond Ackerman
212 S. W. Temple St.
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DESCRIBES NEW
SYNCROVERTOR

(Continued on page 22)

crovertor operates on single phase it will

also operate from a three-phase supply by
simply using two legs of the circuit.

The Syncrovertor is so built that it auto-
matically supplies additional current re-

quired when the second arc is struck so
that the first arc is not robbed. This is

due to the fact that the arcs are run in

multiple, the Syncrovertor being strictly a
multiple machine. The brush area is such
that they will carry one hundred per cent
overload for practically an indefinite period.

The Syncrovertor is of simple and fool-

proof design and construction. For emer-
gency purposes the transformer will furnish
alternating current to the lamps and the
Syncrovertor will operate as a straight

compensarc with the motor idle, this fea-

ture dispensing with the necessity of
duplicate apparatus.

The Syncrovertor is at present supplied
in two models, each model in two styles.

* * *

Type 25 : This size has a normal rating of
twenty-five amperes and is capable of handling
two twenty-five ampere reflecting arcs in multiple.
While the normal rating is twenty-five amperes
the design is such that the second arc can he
struck without causing a flicker or in any way
affecting the first arc. This type is entirely self-

contained and no other panel or ballast are needed
and is for projection room installation.
Type 25-B: It has the same capacity as the

type 25 but is designed for out of the projection
room installation and a separate panel carrying
ammeter and amperage controls is furnished for
installation in projection room.
Type 26-S: It has a normal rating of fifty am-

peres and is capable of handling two twenty-five
ampere projection arcs in multiple or one fifty
ampere spotlight. This type is recommended
where two reflecting arc lamps are used and one
spotlight of not more than fifty amperes. This
type is made with booth control panel carrying
ammeter, amperage control and spotlight switch.
The amperage of the spotlight is controlled by
the same controls as are used for projector areas.

No foundations are required for any
Syncrovertor since they run without vibra-
tion.

The Syncrovertor is made for any line

voltage from one hundred ten to five hun-
dred and fifty volts and may where desir-
able be run from the lighting circuit as it

operates on single phase and the motor is

fractional horse power.

Are Motion Pictures

Harmful to Eyes?
( Continued on page 32)

dispersion or chromatic aberration. Of
course, proper attention is given to the mat-
ter of having a uniform, steady light source
in the projector.

In closing, I wish to make a few remarks
and suggestions, more or less at random.
Secondary light sources, such as illumi-

nated clocks, wall lights, and good reflect-

ing surfaces near the screen ought to be
better controlled for reasons given above.
They are not conducive to the comfort of
your patrons.

* * *

It would seem to be good policy for all

moving picture interests to promote the
idea of regular and careful examination of
their patrons’ eyes. Much good can come
to all concerned, the writer and his kind
included. It would not be the first time
that great good has come as a result of a
selfish purpose, if one is inclined to look
at the matter in that light. Help combat
the great suffering and economic waste
that eye troubles cause; help reduce the
number of blind-to-be-otherwise.

Check Up!

g[®5

How many tick-

- ets have you in

> stock?

Do you have to count

rolls or figure it out?

Then you need INVENTORY NUM-
BERED TICKETS that will tell you at a

glance exactly how many you have.

We will gladly send you samples and more
information about them.

QlobeTcket Company
Specialists in Tickets and Checks Since 1873

Ml N. I2!h St. Philadelphia, Pa.

CONDENSING LENSES
HEAT RESISTING—the glass is specially

tempered and therefore

can stand extreme
changes of temperature
with no danger of crack-

ing, outlasting many
times condensers made
of ordinary optical glass.

The S. O. G. Factory

Is Connected With the

Goerz Optical Works
Berlin, Germany

Manufacturers of the

Famous Goerz Lenses

S

O
G

SUPERIOR OPTICAL
QUALITIES

they are more highly pol-

ished than others;

—they are of extreme me-
chanical and chemical
clearness and do not dis-

color;

—they do not absorb light

rays; therefore they pro-
duce the purest light on
the screen, if used in pro-
jectors;

—they do not absorb rays of

photographic value; there-

fore, they give the maxi-
mum light value for the
photographic film, if used
in studio lights.

Sole Distributers

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
45 West 45th Street
New York City

1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP., NAME
45 West 45th St., N. Y. O.

Gentlemen:
Kindly mail folder giving in

formation helpful In overcom
ing condenser trouble.

ADDRESS

CITY
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LIGHTING
FOR MOTION
PICTURE THEATRES

By A. W. KAKILTY
Engineering Dept., National Lamp Works

A FEW years ago it was the practice in

motion picture theatres to have the au-

ditorium absolutely dark during the pro-

jection of the picture, while between per-

formances a low level of illumination was
provided. This idea has given way to the

present day practice of providing a low

level of illumination while the picture is in

enabling the persons entering to locate

progress, thus enabling the persons entering

to locate seats without unnecessary annoy-

ance to those already seated, and greatly

reducing the eyestrain caused by the change
from the bright outdoors to a very dark in-

terior. Along with this entirely utilitarian

use of the illumination has come its use as

a decorative medium. In this latter role it is

now depended upon to enhance the archi-

tectural details of the interior, to create

“atmosphere” for orchestra selections, and
frequently to take an important place in

the program through the skillful use of

colored lighting to produce novel and spec-

tacular effects.

The type of lighting which is best suited

to provide the general illumination in a

motion picture auditorium depends on its

size, shape, style of architecture, decorative

motif, and similar characteristics. Differ-

ent auditoriums suggest different possibili-

ties — concealed indirect lighting from
coves

; direct lighting from art glass ceil-

ing panels; direct, semi-direct
v
or totally

indirect lighting from various types of

standard ornamental luminaires
; or a com-

bination of direct and indirect lighting

from specially designed luminaires.

* * *

Whatever type of lighting is used, best

results can be obtained only by the fullest

cooperation between the architect and the

illuminating engineer. Each contributes
different elements which are necessary to

the production of the desired lighting ef-

fects. This seems too obvious to require
comment, but unfortunately such coopera-
tion is not always present, with invariably

unsatisfactory results. In most instances

both parties are at fault. Some architects

consistently refuse to accept illuminating
engineers’ recommendations on illumina-

tion intensities and wattages, while it is

certainly true that illuminating engineers in

general have failed to appreciate the im-
portance of using luminaires which har-
monize with the atmosphere created by the

architect.

The wiring is a matter of prime import-
ance. The use of colored lighting is

greatly handicapped unless a sufficient num-
ber of circuits is installed to permit flexi-

bility of control. One circuit is ordinarily
used to provide the higher level of general
illumination in the auditorium during the
intermission, and a different circuit pro-
vides the lower level of illumination dur-
ing the projection of the picture. It is far
better to provide a separate circuit for the
low level, rather than using the high level
circuit with dimmers, because of the energy
lost in the dimmers.

* * *

The level of illumination during inter-
missions should be of the order of 2 to 4
foot-candles, while during the projection
it may vary from about 0.2 foot candles
at the rear of the auditorium to about 0.1

foot candles near the orchestra pit. All
of the auditorium circuits should be con-
nected to dimmers and controlled from
the stage switchboard in order to permit
the possibility of changing slowly from one

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR YEARS

CARBONS
For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION

“ELECTRA” Pink Label Carbons

“ELECTRA” Copper Coated Negative Carbons

“ELECTRA” White A. C. Lower Carbons

“ELECTRA” High Intensity Carbons

“ELECTRA” Low Intensity Carbons

Also Carbons for every kind of lighting.

Write for Prices and Samples

HUGO REISINGER
Sole Importer United States, Canada, Mexico

11 Broadway New York

Cue With Filmusic
Exclusive New Standing Order Serv-

ice of 10 New PICTUROLLS Recorded
Monthly for 88-Note Organs

Best and Latest Music Published
FOR PICTURES

Filmusic Organ Music Rolls
will get 100% more melody and action

out of your organ than if played
by hand, and is the only com-
plete music service for your
show.

You can’t play to your pictures

without Filmusic. /

/
/

/ r

/
/
/
/
/

/ >> o’

Ao
<? <0

/ ^A trial order will con- / > AA
Vince you

.
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The Motsco Equipment for MAZDA Projection

Has Taken the Moving Picture Field by Storm

If you have A. C. current and not satisfied with your light do not hesi-

tate to install the Motsco Mazda equipment. It gives you a brighter

and steadier light. It does away with that flicker of carbons. If you
do not quite understand Mazda Projection just drop us a line and we
will gladly furnish you with any information pertaining to same. You
need no compensarc. You use the current right off the line. The
Motsco regulator reduces your 1 1 0 volt or 220 volt current to 30 volts

and stays put. And by using the 900x30 volt globe you get pretty

near three times the light at a saving of seventy per cent in your elec-

tric bill.

Motsco Adapter and Regulator, Less Globe $60.00

Monarch Adapter and Regulator, Less Globe 45.00

Either Adapter fits any make machine

A Few of Our Recent Installations
R. L. FULLER EHLERS THEATRE DREAMLAND THEATRE
Thomson, 111. Cooksville, 111.

RIALTO THEATRE LEE AMUSEMENT CO.
Hawkins, Wis. Eufaula, Ala.

AUDITORIUM THEATRE LEE AMUSEMENT CO.
Cuthbert, Ga.

GEM THEATRE
Marblehead, Ohio

MEDORA THEATRE
Medora, Ind.

THORNTON THEATRE
Thornton, la.

Grafton, 111.

LIBERTY THEATRE
Hardin, Mont.

Alpena, So. Dak.
DE LUXE THEATRE

Spearville, Kans.
ALLEN & UNDERHILL

Chelsea, Vermont
C. B. BURKHARDT

Homer, 111.

WATERVILLE AMUSE-
MENT CO.

Waterville, N. Y.

and hundreds of others

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724-26 So. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

Value in full

Absolute guarantee

Less maintenance

Longer life

Ends curtain worries

No regrets

Curtain Machines and Noiseless Tracks
Manufactured by

E. J. VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
Akron Ohio

The entire Vallen or-

ganization is ready to

give their extensive ex-

perience and complete

cooperation for the cor-

rect design and opera-

tion of any curtain in-

stallation.

FREE TRIAL OFFER

Double

Disc

Shutter
No obligation

—Just send us
make of ma-
chines used.

GIVES
MORE
LIGHT-
LESS

FLICKER
—BETTER
PROJEC-
TION-
LESS

VIBRA-
Patented TION

The Double Disc Shutter Co.
2100 Payne Ave., Film Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio

Be Your Own Printer

Print

YOUR OWN
Programs

Handbills - Pluggers

Announcements

Keep your patrons informed of your future
programs—utilize your spare time by adver-
tising your business.

Write for estimates on our printing outfits

GLOBE TYPE FOUNDRY
956 West Harrison St. Chicago, III.

color to another and from one intensity

to another.

People are attracted by light. A foyer
lighted brilliantly but correctly with a level

of illumination of 15 foot-candles, gradu-
ally shading off into an artistically lighted

lounge of a level of 2 foot-candles, is sure

to provide an attractive and pleasing en-

trance. In the lounge, properly shielded

lamps of low wattage may be used as a

means of decoration in wall brackets or
candelabra fixtures. In addition, there are

numerous possibilities in illuminated vases,

bouquets of flowers made prominent by the

use of concealed spot lights, and small

fountains illuminated by colored lamps.

The parlors and rest rooms may be made
to radiate comfort and cheerfulness by
employing the proper type of ceiling lumi-
naires, supplemented by floor lamps and
table lamps. The main consideration in

lighting rooms of this type is to have a

soft, even distribution of illumination of

the neighborhood of 5 foot-candles, with
the absence of troublesome shadows and
glare. No lamp filaments should be visible,

and for best results all lamps should be
properly shaded. The beauty of the ceil-

ing luminaires may be greatly enhanced by
the use of silk or parchment shades.

With the advent of the “atmospheric pro-

logue,” and the musical selections by large

symphony orchestras, came the problem of
properly illuminating the orchestra pit and
the stage. In many theatres this lighting

is accomplished by locating batteries of

flood lighting projectors along the front of

the balcony, and at times this is supple-

mented by projectors located above the

stage just inside of the proscenium arch.

This light is carefully directed by means
of properl/ designed reflectors equipped
with spill rings and baffle plates so that the
rays are confined to the proper area and
are not a source of annoyance to the audi-
ence. These flood-lighting projectors are

provided with color screens and are wired
on several circuits all controlled by dimmers
so that it is possible to have a gradual
change of color upon the orchestra, the

color corresponding to the mood suggeste
by the music.

The attention paid to the illumination of
the more important motion picture theatres
is a recognition of the fact that good il-

lumination is indispensable.

Theatre, for Years a

Store Room to Be
Resurrected

A motion picture theatre, which both fig-

uratively and literally has been buried in

Kansas City for more than twelve years,
will be brought to life soon, resurrected in

splendor and play host to South Side au-
diences which formerly gathered there. Few
persons in Kansas City today know the the-

atre is in existence, although thousands pass
within a few feet of it daily.

More than twelve years ago at Thirty-
first and Main streets a theatre, the audi-
torium of which formed the center of a
group of store buildings and shops, was
abandoned and its lobby was made over
into a store room. The auditorium has
stood in silent darkness since that time.

The property has been purchased by the

E. O. Koch Leasehold and Investment Com-
pany of Kansas City, and plans for the re-

modeling of the theatre are in charge of

Charles A. Smith, Kansas City architect.

The exterior, two stories in height and
fronting 101 feet on Main street, will be

in stucco in a light red or pinkish shade,

and the house will have all the modern
equipment found in the best suburban
houses.
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Better Theatres

Advisory Staff
In order to render its readers

assistance on various problems

of equipment and construction

that arise from time to time,

Better Theatres has obtained

the co-operation of the individ-

uals and associations listed fol-

lowing in this work.

Through the co-operation of

this advisory staff this depart-

ment feels that it has allied itself

with sources of expert knowl-

edge on virtually every phase of

theatre building and furnishing

and is able to offer theatre own-
ers a valuable service in provid-

ing information and answers on

a wide range of subjects of a

general nature.

ELMER F. BEHRNS, Theatre
Architect.

ROBERT O. BOLLER, Boiler
Brothers, Architects.

A. B. COPPOCK, Presentation
Producer.

E. B. CRESAP, Secretary, Na-
tional Association of Fan Manu-
facturers.

JOHN EBERSON, Architect.

G. E. EICHENLAUB, Architect.

W. S. HAYS, Secretary, National
Slate Association and The Na-
tional Federation, Construction
Industries.

F. J. HUSE, Chief Engineer, Hol-
low Building Tile Association.

CLELL JAY, Projectionist, New
Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

SAMUEL R. LEWIS, Member,
American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

A. C. LISKA, Remodeling.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Com-
missioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

HENRY L. NEWHOUSE, Archi-
tect.

J. F. O’MALLEY, Architect.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.

GEORGE W. REPP, Service Divi-
sion, American Face Brick Asso-
ciation.

R. L. SIMMONS, Architect.

HENRY J. SMITH, President,
Motion Picture Equipment Deal-
ers of America.

HORACE L. SMITH, JR, Thea-
tre Engineer.

NORMAN M. STINEMAN, As-
soc. Mem. American Society of
Civil Engineers, Portland Ce-
ment Association.

MAX Y. SEATON, Technical
Director, National Kellastone
Company.

J. L. STAIR, Chief Engineer,
Curtis Lighting, Inc.

CjoodFilms^to make (food ‘Fixtures

Must Be Shown on (foodScreens

ICREENS chosen with due regard

% to the size and operating condi-

1 tions of the theatre are bound to

J be more effective than where the

selection is made indiscriminately.

*SS>- Install a

SMinusa ‘DeLuxe Special

It Pays !

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
BOMONT AT MORGAN

Saint Louis

_E1
THE

MICHAEL
ANGELO
STUDIOS

N answer to those who
seek the utmost in beauty

and originality in theatres.

Two of our latest creations

are the Miami Theatre

(for F a m o u s

Lasky) Miami,

and the Palace

Gary, Indiana.

Players-

Florida,

Theatre,

The Michael Angelo

Studios are located in Chi-

cago at 212 E. Superior

street.

J^]

We Manufacture and
Install

STEEL CURTAINS
AND COMPLETE

RIGGING
EQUIPMENT

References Which Tell a

Real Story

Uptown Theatre, Chicago

Jeffrey Theatre, Chicago

Marks Bros. Theatre, Chicago

Diversey Theatre, Chicago

Ascher’s Terminal Theatre,

Chicago

Belmont Theatre, Chicago

Masonic Temple, Chicago

Opera Shops, Inc., Chicago

JAMES H. CHANNON
MANUFACTURING CO.

223 West Erie Street, Chicago
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A New Idea !
A Customer
writes us

“Our Sign

appears to be

absolutely

N-E-W”
"1 mXist say that Reco Color Hoods
improve the appearance of the sign

wonderfully.’’

Here’s a real idea for you. Change
the appearance of your electric sign

every month or so by using different

color combinations with

Color Hoods
The cost of Reco Hoods Is

very modest. And they’re
very easy to attach or take
off. Six rich colors: ruby,
blue, green, amber, opal,
canary. They fit standard
size lamps and are the most
economical and successful
method of injecting color
into signs. Order them of
your sign man.

To get action in your sign the
tried and true method is

Flashers

The stand-
ard for 20
years. They
use Reynolds
motors and
special
b r u s h e s.

Very reli-

able and low
in upkeep.

WRITE

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago

FOR LATEST BULLETIN

Rowland and Clark to

Erect 5,000 Seat

Pittsburgh House
V17’ORK will be started May 1st, on one
* * of the finest theatres and office build-

ing structures in the world, when Row-
land and Clark, operators of an extensive

chain of high grade theatres in Western
Pennsylvania, will break ground for their

new downtown theatre in Pittsburgh.

These progressive theatre owners have
just acquired by purchase the entire block
at Liberty Avenue, Seventh Street and
Penn Avenue, a portion of which at

Seventh and Penn will be used for a nine-

story office building and theatre. The
site was acquired at a total cost of $3,000,-

000.

The site is considered the most logical

in the city for the purpose being within
a block of practically every car line en-

tering the downtown section, and being but

a short distance from Fifth Ave.
* * *

The plans call for a theatre auditorium
to seat approximately 5,000 people, with
entrance at the corner of Liberty and
Seventh St. Work on the Penn Avenue
portion of the structure will be rushed to

completion, so as to open the theatre next
fall. Work on the Liberty avenue end of

the building which will be devoted entirely

to office space will not be started before
May 1, 1929. The entire Liberty avenue
frontage as well as both the Seventh street

and Penn avenue frontage, will be occu-
pied by stores, with offices on the eight

upper floors. The Penn avenue and
Seventh street shops will be shallow depth
and all offices will have outside exposure.

The foyer to the theatre will be finished

in Italian marble with mural paintings in-

terpaneled, all of which will be indirectly

lighted with twenty different colors of

lights. The auditorium itself, as designed
by Victor A. Rigaumont, prominent Pitts-

burgh architect will be the last word in

theatre design. The balcony approach from
the beautiful foyer will be a grand stair-

case, the design of which is an improve-
ment worked up from the most prominent
similar stair-cases built throughout the en-

tire country within the last four years. The
proscenium arch when completed will

eclipse the famous arch in Sid Grauman’s
Egyptian theatre in Hollywood. Over the

arch will be an especially designed sound-
ing board, never before used in this coun-
try. Abroad it has been used with de-

cided success on a smaller scale, providing

perfect acoustics.
* * *

The stage will be the largest one be-

tween New York and Chicago and will be

capable of housing the largest stage attrac-

tions that have ever been known to leave

either of those cities. It will be equipped
with a large tank for the accommodation
of aquatic acts. The entire orchestra pit,

which accommodates a sixty piece orches-

tra, and the two twin consoles of the huge
organ will be on an elevator, so that during

the overtures and organlogues the entire

orchestra will be raised six feet above the

floor line. The organ will be one of the

largest and most complete in the country.

The organ lofts above the orchestra boxes
will be worked out into miniatures of the

stage and proscenium arch itself.

The ceiling will be a marvelous dome ef-

fect, indirectly lighted by 10,000 bulbs. Spe-

cial lighting effects have been designed in

the proscenium arch to throw a direct light

on the stage providing a wonderfuly light-

ing effect upon the performers, heretofore

unobtained.

Organ arrangement at the Uptown
theatre, Chicago's largest motion pic-
ture palace. Organ chambers fully
protected by Evenheeters.

YOUR PIPE ORGAN
Should be Protected Against

COLD WEATHER
AND DAMPNESS

THE PIPE ORGAN’S TWIN
ENEMIES

Install Evenheeters
“Automatic Electric Heat”
The only Fire Underwriters approved
equipment especially designed for pipe

organs.

Are you protecting your organ against
deterioration? Is its music giving you the
greatest returns on your investment? Do
you feature your organ in your program?

If cold weather is allowed to influence
your organ, your best planned effects are
ruined. Cold organ chambers put the
organ out of tune with itself and your
orchestra. Your whole organ program can
be quickly spoiled by a sudden cold wind
or blizzard blowing on the exposed walls
of your organ chambers.

EVENHEETERS are the quick and
permanent cure for these organ troubles.
EVENHEETERS, “Automatic Electric
Heat” are quickly and easily installed and
come complete with simple thermostat con-
trol.

First cost is very low. Installation cost
is small and can be done by your own elec-
trician. Once installed, no further atten-
tion or servicing is needed.

EVENHEETERS
—Save their eost by reducing organ servicing.

—Uniformly heat all organ chambers.
—Drive out dampness.
—Maintain even temperature* regardless of

exposure.—Are absolutely noiseless.

—Require no maintenance.
—Keep the organ fully In pitch.

Now Is the best time to install EVENHEETERS.
Installation will not lose an hour of organ per-

formance.

We will recommend proper size and Quota

prices promptly upon receipt of inquiry giving

us dimensions of each organ chamber and stat-

ing which of the walls. If any, are outside or

exposed.

Write today and be protected for the winter.

Cramblet Engineering

Corp.

177 5th Street Milwaukee, Wis.

Also manufacturers of sign flashers,

border chasers, etc.
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1925 Building Cost

Is $226,782,243
Theatre construction throughout the

country has shown a strong growth

in the past few years; according to

figures furnished by the Architectural

Forum. During 1925 $226,782,243 was

spent in the building of playhouses.

The yearly increase since 1922 is

shown in the following figures:

1922 $109,667,700

1923 99,963,800

1924 118,119,168

1925 226,782,243

Early predictions for 1925 placed

the theatre construction program at

$135,000,000. A later summary at the

end of the year showed that this fig-

ure had mounted to $226,782,243.

A similar early forecast of theatre

construction for 1926 shows $174,000,-

000 worth of work scheduled. This is

an increase of about $34,000,000 over
the situation as prevailing a year ago.

Taking into consideration remodel-
ing and further projects which will

naturally develop later in the year it

is safe to assume that the 1926 theatre

building program will exceed $250,-

000,000.

Many New Playhouses

to Be Erected in

Nebraska
Theatre construction goes on steadily

in Omaha and other cities of the state.

In addition to the new A. H. Blank
$1,000,000 theatre, for which the excava-
tion has been dug, the New World
Realty Company $1,000,000 house, for

which architects’ plans are being com-
pleted, and a rumored $1,500,000 house,
there is a steady increase in smaller
houses.
A new house opens this week, namely

the Dundee, located in the midst of the
city’s most aristocratic residence section.

A. R. Hansen, former cafe man, has
made the house a model suburban the-

atre.

Another suburban house is planned by
Ernest A. Harms, owner of four theatres,

the Rohlf at 2550 Leavenworth street;

the Apollo at 2824 Leavenworth street;

the Lyric at 1617 Vinton street, and the
Mueller at Vinton and Seventeenth
streets. Mr. Harms’ new house is to be
at Military avenue and Forty-fifth street.

The cost will be in the neighborhood of

$75,000.

The Hostettler Amusement company,
active in theatre operating in Nebraska
and Iowa, has a new theatre construc-
tion job on its hands as the result of a
fire at Hastings, Nebr., which destroyed
the Empress theatre. The fire started in

the McThiney theatre adjoining the pic-

ture house and spread to the theatre and
the American hotel, which occupied part
of the building. The ceiling of the thea-
tre caved in and water damage was so
heavy that it cannot be reconstructed.
The Hostettler company therefore is

planning a new theatre, with 1,000 or
more seating capacity compared with 650
in the Empress and more modern in

every way. The cost will be about $150,-

000 .

Construction work will begin soon on
the Hostettler theatre at Grand Island,
Nebr., to cost $250,000 as a complete in-

vestment. Buildings on the site are now
being wrecked.

Contrast

!

That’s what good projection means—sharp, clear, contrast between
light and dark. But contrast depends on the lens.

Eliminate muddy, cloudy effects from your pictures by using Snap-
lite Lenses. They will inject more snap into even the poorest print,

and give better ones the clear definition and strong black and white
that audiences demand.

See your Dealer or Write direct to

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Makers of

SNAPLITE LENSES
ALSO SNAPLITE JR. LENSES FOR PORTABLE MACHINES

The Moorlyn

Theatre

at Ocean City,

N. J., has added

to the general

attractiveness

of its exterior

by the installa-

tion of a fine

new Marquise,

built by The
ProBert Sheet

Metal Co.,

Covington,

Kentucky.

A CURTAIN CONTROL OPERATED FROM ANY POINT

BOOTH — ORGAN — BOX OFFICE^—
ANYWHERE

SMOOTH SILENT ECONOMICAL
THE A. D. C. CURTAIN CONTROL
CREATES SHOWMANSHIP OF THE

HIGHEST CALIBRE
Used Extensively in Noted Theatres

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
17 N. 7th ST. ALLENTOWN, PA.

SIMPLY PRESS A BUTTON
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PAUL ASH, Jazz Symphonist
Uses and Endorses

lal&uim
Exclusively

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, 323 South Wabash Avenue

DIXIE CUPS
IN EVERY
KEITH

THEATRE

In the equip-

ment of Keith

Houses, nothing

is omitted that

will contribute

to the comfort and con-

venience of their pat-

rons. Throughout per-

formance and intermis-

sion alike, DIXIE
Penny AAndors provide

pure-white, sturdy

DIXIES—one at a time.

To drink from DIXIES
is delightful—and safe.

And your patrons know
it.

Individual Drinking Cup Co., Inc.

Original Makers of the Paper Cups

Easton, Pa. New York, N. Y.

With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore,

Los Angeles

ON HEAVY POSTER PAPER . . ,

SIZE 32 o/e36 IN. X IO FT.
Positively

,
the BEST and most economical^

cLdver-tising medium for YOUR theatr-e.

OTHER PRICES AS POLLOWS :

Paper banners
32 or36 In.Wide 10*

MUSLIM BANNERS
36 ln.Wide 25*

PAINTED IN OIL COLOR [Waterproof)
' IN "f OR MORE HARMONIOUS COLORS.

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS
that never fail to attract the passerby rs r?
Very sE.-iive for Big Attractions - peh running ft. DID

(ty/iese prices donot include postage )

PLAIN W FANCY SHOWCARDS.

^Mail us i)our trial order?oday

h~d^EHML
742-44 S.WABASH AVE.CHICA60.iLL

"Ifyour Business isn't worth, advertising.

Advertise it For Sale
"

PROJECTION
SURVEY

(Continued from page 9)

ter prints and inspection. (5) Yes, and
in a great many theatres they should do
a great deal of good, if truthfully filled

out. (6) A toilet and hand basin in

every projection room, there should be
a law that requires these. Better ven-
tilation, room enough to walk around
the entire machine and furnish him with
up-to-date equipment and supplies. Ex-
amine every projectionist with a com-
petent examination. (7) Very good re-
sults can be obtained with good up-to-
date equipment and a man who knows
how to use it provided he is unham-
pered with orders to speed up, and an
iron bound show-time. (8) Minor arcs
will be improved, also belt drives
should be done away with. There can
be no improvementts in screens, lenses,
regulaion of tension on film going
through projector, carbons, sprocket
holes in film and hand the punch artist
whether it is the operator or exchange.

* * *

GEORGE H. FISHER, Savoy Theatre,
Northfield, Vermont, (i) Never having
travelled around much cannot give this
question a good answer, but what I have
seen has been as good as could be expected
with the equipment and the salary of the
Projectionist. (2) At least 12 feet long and
10 feet deep. Ceiling not less than7 feet
high of fireproof tile, concrete, brick or
asbestos, sheet metal barred. Good ven-
tilation, toilet easily accessible, two projec-
tors with spare head minimum equipment.
Stereo not necessary but preferred. (3)
Thorough inspection by the exchanges
making, theatres pay for all damage done
while in their possession (reasonable wear
excepted). Damage should include punch
holes, scratches, cuts, used in change over
cues. Instruct operators how to take care

of film and make them do it. (4) Give the

projectionist plenty of good information
about his occupation from a source of au-
thority. Keep it up to date. Show him his

failings as well as his virtues. (5) With
some of the film sent to this house by ex-
changes, lessening the number of stops is

hard to do. They certainly held to abolish
stops due to carelessness, if the operator
is willing to look back and watch his

charts. (6) Thorough ventilation, toilet

easily accessible, regular reconditioning of
equipment. Not too long a trick without
relief. Salary equal to service given

(7) Yes, provided that you do not kill for-
ever the chance for good projection in the

design of the building, and that a first

class man is in charge of said equipment.

(8) Reducing the damage done to film.

(9) By giving their projectionists a decent
place to work in, keeping the equipment in

good order, demand good prints from ex-
changes, pay good salaries to good men.
Exhibitors have the right to demand good
results if they are willing to do their share.

* * *

VIVIAN P. BAUGHN, Spencer The-
atre, Washington, C. H., Ohio, (1) Very
poor projection in many of the large the-

atres where Union Men and also non-
union men are employed. About 88 per

cent of the theatres have poor projection

—Why is this? (2) A booth 15 feet long

and 12 feet wide, 8 feet high, would be

the least I would recommend for any
theatre.—a good ventilating system for the

health of the operator is also necessary

for any room or booth. Modern equip-
( Continued on page 44)
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Mixing Mix and Mixed Music
By IRIS FUSING

First Organist, Granada Theatre, San Francisco

EVERY organist who sets up to provide
backgrounds of interpretative music

for the stories of the silversheet knows
what it means to be given a picture which
misses fire. Sometimes it is an absurd pic-

ture, sometimes it is worse. This thing
is wrong, or that. But, whatever ails it,

you feel it is impossible. But you can’t

fold your hands and let it go at that. You
aren’t content to be dragged down by its

spell, be as indifferent as it is, and pray for
next week to come a-running.

Not if you are worth your hire and love
your work. And if you don’t love your
work you aren’t worthy your hire, and
ought to make room at the console for
someone who will regard the organ as

something more than a provident purveyor
of three squares a day—or how often do
you eat?

* * *

I have been playing all week to a pic-

ture which filled me with despair and ap-
prehension when I first saw it run off cold

in the sanctity of the backstage projection

room. I refer to “The Lucky Horseshoe.”
It’s a Fox production featuring Tom Mix
and Tony and Billie Dove. It isn’t that

there is too much Mix in this picture, but

too much mix. It is a mongrel thing.

It has the smell of the range and the deli-

cate air of the court. Between cowboys
and courtesans, it isn’t anything definite.

As a picture it approaches the vanishing
point of impossibility. It has thrills and
daredevil riding and clever trick stuff and
splendid mob scenes and rousing fights and
love and skulduggery and all that. It has
all the ingredients for a fine pasty, but too

many condiments.

My job was cut out for men the minute
I saw that film. My job, of course, was
to contrive, devise and play in such man-
ner as to persuade four or five audiences a

day that “The Lucky Horseshoe” was just

the sort of picture it admired to sit

through.

The picture is short. That might seem
a blessing. But it isn’t. “The Lucky
Horseshoe” is a Shetland’s bootee on a

Percheron’s hoof. It gives the organist

pause, something to meditate, as how one
shall answer the doorbell to receive a dress

when one is in the bath and nothing to

conjure with but a turkish towel.

* * *

After I had wrestled and struggled with
“Lucky Horseshoe” for a day I got the

knack of the thing and Was able to play
quoits with it, speaking by the keys. But
the short stops and turns and sudden shifts

of the thing—it’s like an outlaw range
pony the first time he knows the feel

of saddle—nearly threw me over the cor-
ral fence.

Because “The Lucky Horseshoe” has an
unaccountable Spanish theme, I opened
with a verse of Moskowski’s “Spanish
Dance” as the introduction and titles were
careering across the canvas, to prepare the
dark of the house for the middle of the

picture. Then into the “Adagio Pathe-
tique” as Tom reads the letter telling of
the death of the father of the girl he loves
and asking him to stand by her.

The girl’s aunt comes on from Boston
to take Eleanor for a trip around the
world. That means Tom is going to be

good and lonely. “Will You Remember,”
from “Maytime.” Tom hasn’t the courage
to tell her how he loves her, how he will
hurt when she is gone—and it is apparent
at once she is going out of his life. The
playing of this selection anticipates what is

to follow and paves the way for “You
Forgot to Remember,” to be played later
on. The business of this love scene is very
tender. While they are parting the train
pulls away.

Ring the bell and watch the picture
closely. Play train effects slowly at first,

accelerating as the train picks up speed,
allegroi as Tom leaps into the saddle and
pursues with Eleanor on Tony’s neck.
Here is a heroic bit of business and should
be played brilliantly, not as agitato. As
the train disappears around the bend, the
last line of “Will You Remember.”

* * *

Two years pass. Bright exterior scenes
at the ranch, very short. Sixteen bars of
“Western Allegro.”

Almost immediately comes one of the

quick shifts so disconcerting in this pic-

ture—disconcerting to the organist, at

least. The scene goes from the range to

Venice in one mighty hop. The “Barca-
rolle” of “Tales of Hoffman” fits the

glamor of the Italian night—just sixteen
bars—and then another hop and you’re
back on the ranch. Tom is putting a horse
through his steps—play a snatch of a cake
walk, then back to “Western Allegro” as
the cowboys banter one another. Business
of excitement when Tom learns Eleanor
is expected to return that day. “Western
Allegro” to action during the scenes where
Tom prepares for the arrival of the globe

trotters.

These scenes are so short it is necessary

to hurry. There is in the continuity a

jerkiness which makes it particularly diffi-

cult for the organ accompanist, especially

at the finish of the picture.

As the party arrives, “Western Allegro”

should be swelled ; this is continued, with

swells and shadings, now loud, now soft,

with changes of key, throughout these

scenes. This finally is broken by an abrupt
pause as Tom emerges from the house.

Play Irving Berlin’s newest, latest and
loveliest number, “You Forgot to Remem-
ber”—the girl has returned home with her
impossible fiance.

The business of the runaway, with
Eleanor in peril of being dashed ever the

cliffs, is quite apart from the countinuity,

but affords Mix opportunity to show his

splendid horsemanship and is one of the

big thrills of the picture. After the rescue,

“You Forgot to Remember” once more.
* * *

The lovely night scene at the ranch af-

fords opportunity to play the new and
charming “Summer Nights,” sweetly and
tenderly as a serenade would be rendered,
with guitar and harps effects. This bit

is one of the prettiest the organ has been
accorded in a long time. During the week
of “The Luckv Horseshoe” the whole house
often hummed the number.

Tom, inarticulate and unaware, appar-
ently, of the slim chances of faint heart

ever being a gallant lady killer, is very
unhappy. Dumb as he is, he realises Eleanor
is going to marry the bird with the trick

mustache^ The day before the wedding
play one short line of “You Forgot to Re-
member.” This snatch is all there is time
for, as the continuity switches to Mac giv-

ing Tom pointers on how to win women.
Tom is told his technique is all wrong.
Don Juan was the real lady’s man, says
Mac. Play the “Carmen” trumpet call,

pause, then another call, and each time
Don Juan is mentioned give ’em another
blast.

As Tom becomes intrigued in the loves

of Don Juan, carry out this gay young
heartbreaker’s motif with the march from
the opera “Don Juan.”

The business of Tom’s rival from points

east bribing the cowpunchers to spirit Tom
away until after the wedding is cued by
an inset mysterioso. An improvised rob-

bers’ march can be played for there isn’t

time for much of this as Tom is spirited

away.

Eleanor learns Tom has gone, reads the

forged note, and now “You Forgot to Re-
member” is her plaintive song. That re-

mains the theme for the first half of the

picture, for in the many short scenes there

are frequent opportunities to refer back
to it.

Get ready for the big opportunity of this

picture. Play a short furious agitato as

Tom struggles to make his escape. Play
the coocoo and tympani as his abductors

fell him with a blow on the head.

* * *

Introducing the court scene, play Mos-
kowski’s “Spanish Dance.” At the fade-

out, trumpets herald the entrance of Don
Tuan and his trusty henchman, friend Mac.
During his scenes play the “Don Juan”
march, with trumpets. As the aspirants

to the crown of the queen of beauty of

all Spain are brought in, the “Triumphal
March” from “Aida.” Nothing affords the

organ accompanist of motion pictures op-

portunity for more brilliant interpertations

than triumphal marches, if you have the

knack of playing brilliantly.

As the populace grows impatient for the

award these scenes, truly well directed,

should be interpreted by the opening of the

“Petite Bolero” of Ravini, one of the most
dashing things ever written. As Tom Don
Juan offers the crown of beauty to Senorita

Eleanora—Eleanor—her betrothed is infuri-

ated. In this furious scene play the “Petite

Bolero” boisterously and continue thi3 dur-

ing the scenes of mad excitement as the

crowd is in wild chase of the fleeing Don
Juan. The music should be in keeping

with the time and place, strictly Spanish
in its character, an ordinary agitato would
not do. Being in a minor, this number
is ideally suited for scenes of excitement.

Continue the “Petite Bolero” until the car-

riage is wrecked against the rock.

As Tom escapes, assuring the heroine he
will see her tomorrow, her wedding day,

shade down, blend and build up “Bolero”
—the allegro movement only. Then as

Tom Don Juan meets Anita, the Spanish
dancer, play the lovely lento strain of
“Bolero.”

* * *

The action calls for dignified trumpets
as Eleanora and her betrothed and Pancho
—Mac—are revealed at the wedding feast,

followed by Moskowski’s “Caprice Espag-
nole,” one of the most beautiful numbers
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You Don't Buy

A Ticket to

Your Own Show
So don’t say, “My screen is good
enough for me!” That’s not the
point. It’s the audience that pays
the rent and you’ve got to please
them. Why risk sending them away
with eye strain? There might be a
fellow right around the corner who
is presenting pictures as they
should be shown. So get in step
with profits and get a DA-LITE
screen right now. Quit sending him
your business.

It’s that extra reflective-extra
heavy, long wearing, surface that
counts. And DA-LITE Screens are
supported with the longest lived
backing obtainable.

You can’t get a better screen. We
know it can’t be made—for we are
constantly trying to do it. But just
the same we are mighty proud of
making the best. And if you have
any doubts about DA-LITE
Screens, let us give you some sam-
ples. Test them any way you think
a screen should be tested to make
a real comparison. We leave it en-
tirely up to you and the DA-LITE
Screen. But we bet you choose
DA-LITE after the test.

BE FAIR
How about that test? We really
mean it! Let us send some samples
over. For you really owe it to your
audience to at least know what a
DA-L.ITE Screen looks like. There
won’t be a cent of cost—and posi-
tively no obligations.

How About It?

DA-LITE SCREEN &

SCREENS

Iris Viiiing Tells of

Playing Tom Mix
Starring Film

( Continued from preceding page)

ever written for the piano, and one of the

most musical. With little work this can
be adapted for the organ. It is strictly

for the piano, and adapting it to the organ
requires the most delicate yet rapid stac-

cato touch. When I have mastered one of

these particularly stiff “rapid fire” compo-
sitions it is then that I realize how useless

our old school of legato training has be-

come. Nothing is sustained anywhere and
yet the phrasing is so smooth and grace-

ful and “unchopped” that the effect is

most “orchestral.”

Play the “Seguidilla” from “Carmen” as

Anita intrigues the guards on the parapet

of the castle, rendering it softly, then

louder, as Tom scales the wall. The idea

is, you can’t play a mysterioso and then

interpret her continuity until Tom bursts

in and overcomes the guard. Back to

“F.spagnole” for the truly beautiful feast-

ing scene as Anita dances. As she accuses

the bridegroom of infidelity play the lento

movement from “Petite Bolero” again.

Now for trouble. Sound the gong, fol-

lowed immediately by a very furious

allegro—the “Rondo alia Ttirca” by Mozart
fits admirably in tempo and character—if

not by title. Here’s where the real color

of the picture may be brought out with

dash and brilliancy, affording the organist

opporuntiy to drag the picture out of the

fire. Play a little strain from “I Love
Thee” from “Atlantis” then back to

“Rondo,” played furioso as Pancho holds

back the throng and Don Juan and Elea-

nora escape. Continue your furioso play-

ing to the scene in which the witch Zara-

goza casts her spell over the elopers, then

MacDowell’s “Witch Dance.”

* * *

Bring Tom back to his senses as he rides

the bench, playing “Barney Google.” This

fetched one of the best laughs of the sea-

son every time I played it at the Granada
Theatre during the showing of “The Lucky
Horseshoe.’”

The finish of this picture is a jumbled

lot of tears and action. Eleanor is heart-

broken because she is marrying the other

man. Where Tom bucks up and stages his

escape, fill your playing with excitement,

then calm down to Mendelssohn’s “Wed-
ding March.” As his captors dash away
on their wild ride after Tom, watch the

screen closely and play to each scene.

While I am entirely out of step with im-

provisation, you can make improvisation an

art in the finish of this picture because of

the fast insets and flashbacks—a few bars

of wedding bells, a crashing ride, soft,

loud, soft, lound.

As Tom saves his sweetheart from her

fate, play the “Don Juan” march again.

There is opportunity for another bit of

humor as Mac chases the other man down
the road—play “There's a Long, Long
Trail a-Winding.’” This finishes the pic-

ture with a bit of laughter, a sort of

musical gesture sgnifying all’s well that

ends well.

As this picture, a pot pourri of every-

thing imaginable, fades to its finish, who
could resist playing as an exit march,
“Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now.”

More Music

Less
Cost

Gallagher
Music Stands
are made in a

design especially
fitted for Motion
Picture Theatres.
Better handling of
music, more light
for the musician,
no light to blind
the audience and
beauty in design
are the features.

You know your
orchestra is a drawing card.

The better you make it the

bigger it will draw. That’s

logical

!

Gallagher Orchestral Base
gives purer tone, more vol-

ume and better music all

around. It will pay you. No
end of America’s finest the-

atres are fully Galla-

gher Equipped, in-

cluding the marvel-

ous tone-multiplying

GALLAGHER
RESONATOR
ORCHESTRAL

BASE
Full details are

yours for the asking

Gallagher Orchestra
Equipment Co.

3235 Southport Ave. CHICAGO

UNIFORMS
ForUshers, Door-
men, Footmen,

Orchestras,
Hands, etc.

Made to individual mea-
sures, fit guaranteed.

Special catalogue. With

correct up-to-date styles,

and samples sent free

postpaid.

WESTERN UNIFORM CO.

204 So. Clark Street

Chicago, 111.

Sketches free upon
request

We erect our signs
anywhere in the coun-
try.

VERB SIGN CO.
4543-51 W. Lak. St.

Chicago, III.

Theatre Displays
Electric Signs
ILLUMINATED
ATTRACTION
BOARDS
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Exterior of Palace theatre, Canton, O.,

ground for which has just been broken.

The exterior will be of brick and terra

cotta in Spanish style. The new house
will seat 2,000. John Eberson, Chicago,

is the architect.

Ascher Brothers Have
7 Theatres Under
Way hi Chicago

'T'HERE was a time, ten years ago, when
Ascher Brothers controlled more the-

atres than any other circuit in Chicago.

Then, followed an unfortunate entangle-

ment, which caused them no end of

worry, forced them to stand still, while

other circuits went marching past. But
that was some time ago, and within the

past year, Ascher Brothers have come to

the front again, as one of the foremost

circuits in Chicago and the middle-west.

In Chicago alone, they now operate four-

teen theatres, and one legitimate house in

which a stock company is now playing.

Seven new theatres are being built by

Ascher Brothers and will be added to their

circuit at the rate of one a month.

The first of these is the New Terminal,

which is scheduled to open the first week
in January. This massive new theatre at

Lawrence and Spaulding will have 4,000

seats and will present a new type of pro-

gram which Aschers have recently in-

augurated in their new Mid-West Theatre.

In addition to their Chicago theatres, they
will reach out into the surrounding cites

and build twenty new theatres. The $14,-

000,000 building program which was an-

nounced in November, has been almost
doubled. Twenty-one million dollars will

be poured into the building of new the-

atres.

They have also started a school for

managers, under the direction of Lewis P.

Newhafer, and this school will get under
way January 11th. Its purpose is to train

and educate a personnel of managers who
will be thoroughly conversant with Ascher
methods, and eventually become managers
of the new Ascher theatres. It is also the

intention of Ascher Brothers to install in

Chicago, two additional resident stock com-
panies on the south and west side of town,
presenting the finest down town plays at

popular prices.

You Can’t

tell me!
“That screening Alexander Short Length Publicity Playlets isn’t

profitable business for any class theatre. I show them myself and
I know they’re real class from the standpoint of quality and enter-

tainment. Brothers, you’re missing an opportunity if you don’t
screen them too!” .

A. WISE,
Manager, Big Theatre.

FREE BOOKLET TELLS WHY!
Mail the Coupon at once
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Illuminated Indoor Signs
However you may arrange a sign for the

ladies’ rest room, and no matter what other style

you may use, none will equal the

Edgegloio as an artistic illumi-

nated enunciator. We can supply

any lettering desired.

Sign illustrated is illuminated

with- two 25-watt standard show-
case lamps, and comes equipped

as shown.
Get our Bulletin, Signs of Class

Made of Glass. You’ll find it in-

teresting and instructive.

Design No. T105. Glass size, 18x9 in.

Rawson & Evans Co.
710-712 Washington Boulevard,

Chicago (3197)

BETTER PROJECTION PAYS
V. U. Young’s Million Dollar New Palace Theatre

GARY, IND.

Equipped with

POWER'S PROJECTORS—POWER’S G. E. HIGH INTENSITY LAMPS—G. E. MULTIPLE TYPE GENERATORS—BRENKERT EFFECT PRO-
JECTOR AND SPOTLIGHTS—FULCO FIRE PROOF EQUIPMENT.

Complete equipment furnished by

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Branches at

111 So. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

3403 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
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A VISIT TO THE PLANT of the J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Company in Chicago where the Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp is made.
On the left is shown the manufacturing department while on the right is the Assembling division.

]\ /T ODERN manufacturing methods,
calling into play important scien-

tific principles of precision and accuracy
are well exemplified in the manufacture
of motion picture equipment it was dem-
onstrated in a recent visit to the plant of
the J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Com-
pany in Chicago where the Peerless Re-
flector Arc lamp is made.

The manufacture of the Peerless lamp
represents a fine example of manufac-
turing and engineering skill in a plant
where modern equipment is used
throughout; jigs, gauges, special tools
and other equipment insuring the uni-
formity of every product turned out. A
rigid inspection is maintained of every
advancing assembly as it proceeds from
man to man until it is ready for the final

test under regular operatng conditions
just before passage to “stock” for ship-
ment. A “factory record” is kept on the
performance of every lamp.

Every part of the Peerless lamp is

made under the same roof, even from
the drilling of the castings as they are
received from the foundry. The various
steps in the manufacture of the lamp
form an interesting study as the opera-
tions proceed from the milling machines,
gang drill presses, shapers and auto-
matic screw machines and thence to the
assembling benches. Under the rigid in-

spection system maintained every part is

correct down to the finest thousandths
of an inch.

According to C. A. Hahn, general
manager, the McAuley plant is working
nights to meet the heavy demands for
lamps and to insure prompt shipment.
Mr. Hahn also intimated that some new
additions to the Peerless line are in

process of development.

Mr. McAuley, who spends the major
portion of his time “out in the field” di-

recting operations declares that the

Peerless lamp is everywhere winning en-
thusiastic commendation. Recent instal-

lations in the Chicago territory include
such theatres as Ascher Bros. Midwest;
Biba Bros. Ritz; Miller Simansky’s
Lindo and the Milo theatre. The Peer-
less lamp has also been adopted as
standard equipment on Simplex projec-
tors. According to Mr. McAuley, 1926
will be a big year in the motion picture

equipment field and his company is look-
ing forward to an exceptional season.

* * *

W. W. Lewis, traveling representative
for the company is another enthusiast
over 1926 prospects. He covers the cen-

tral west territory.

Supervision of the McAuley plant is in

the hands of V. C. Fogelberg, a man of

wide experience in production engineer-
ing, and upon him in a measure, falls the

responsibility of keeping production up
with orders.

PROJECTION
SURVEY

( Continued from page 40 )

ment must be had to have an efficient pro-
jection room. (3) Waxing all new prints
and careful patching of a new print espe-
cially. More careful attention paid by
projectionists to their equipment and the
little minor parts which tend to take much
life out of a print. (4) By publishing in

installments, questions and answers that

are asked of Union men, so as to help the

less educated projectionist. This would
help many projectionists to become more
efficient. (5) The Stop Charts seem to

help in many ways by making the projec-

tionist keep better minor details before him

so that he will not be responsible for

something that some other projectionist

has done. (6) By keeping in touch with

many of the new devices which are in-

vented. This helps the projectionist to

have a better chance to show what he

really can do if such modern contrivances

are supplied him. Practical hints in your

magazine would also help their working

conditions. (7) The best of equipment

cannot give ideal projection if the projec-

tionist in charge is not a full-fledged

operator. An expert projectionist should

get ideal projection with the best of equip-

ment. (If he really wants to.) (8) The
electrical equipment seems to have the

most stress put upon it now. This seems

likely to be the next important improve-

ment. The last year or so has shown us

this. (9) The best way for the exhibitors

to promote projection, is to be willing to

buy any needed equipment or parts that

may become necessary. This little ques-

tion of the buying the necessary equipment

seems to be the big item of whether you

are to have good projection or poor pro-

jection.

<&ualttp Programs
Heralds

frl&TFJKIN&P
SiiScenicStudios

HFFTK.QHK>

Dodgers
THE NATIONAL
POSTER & PTG. CO.

729 S. Wabash Ave.

Everything for the Stage CHICAGO, ILL.

THEATRICAL.

Send for

J.RjCLANCYini

'’WestPri^

Catalogue
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Syracuse N.Y.
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NEW
THEATRES

Among new theatres recently announced

in various parts of the country which are

either under way or will shortly be

started are the following:

Burbank, Calif.—West Coast Junior

Theatres, Film Exchange Building, Los
Angeles, plans to erect theatre, to cost

$150,000.

Hawthorne, Calif.—J. J. Frauenfelder,

Story Building, has prepared plans for

one-story brick theatre, 150 by 150 feet, to

be erected at Hawthorne Circle for W.
McNeal.
Los Angeles, Calif.—P. J. Walker Com-

pany, Garland Building, has contract for

two-story brick and reinforced concrete

theatre and office building, 100 by 100 feet,

to be erected at 11th and Hill streets, for

E. L. Doheny, to cost $1,000,000.

Los Angeles, Calif.—Advance Proper-

ties Company has plans by Austin Com-
pany, 777 East Washington street, for two-
story reinforced concrete theatre, store

and office building, 100 by 150 feet, prob-

ably to be erected on Wilshire Boulevard.

Monterey, Calif.—W. P. Sweeney, 200

Central avenue, Pacific Grove, Calif., has

contract to erect reinforced concrete the-

atre, with seating capacity of 1,500, for

Monterey Theatre Company, to cost $1 55,-

000 .

Denver, Colo.—F. J. Kirchof Construc-

tion Company, 700 Lawrence street, has

contract for six-story brick, terra-cotta

and reinforced concrete theatre, 71 by 160

feet, to be erected at Colfax avenue and
Race street, for H. E. Huffman, 1050 East

Colfax avenue, to cost $300,000.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—Elmer Ermatinger,

121 Eighteenth avenue, N., plans to erect

ten-story theatre and office building.

Sarasota, Fla.—New theatre under con-

struction for A. B. Edwards, is to be oper-

ated by Universal Film Exchange.

Albany, Ga.—Gortatowsky Brothers plan

to start work January 1, on theatre and
arcade building on Farkas Estate, to cost

$215,000.

Chicago, 111.—Moose Greater Lodge, B.

W. Johnson, secretary, 155 North Clark

street, has plans by Graham, Anderson,

Probst & White, 80 East Jackson Boule-

vard, for brick, stone and reinforced con-

crete theatre, hotel and office building, to

cost $3,000,000.

Des Plaines, 111.—W. C. Braham Magee,
549 Lee street, will erect two-story brick

and stone-trim theatre, store and office

building, 42 by 160 feet, to cost $60,000.

Joliet, 111.—All records for construction
work are being shattered in connection
with the building of the new Rialto Square
Theatre, according to Maurice Rubens,
secretary of the Greater States Theatres,
Inc.

Olney, 111.—Building occupied by the

Rodman department store, will be con-
verted into theatre.

Washington Park, 111.—Orville Boswell,
a prominent real estate dealer, has pur-
chased a site on Sage avenue, near Kings-
highway, having a frontage of 125 feet,

for the erection of a moving picture the-
atre, to cost $25,000. Washington Park,
a suburb of East St. Louis, is an incor-
porated village, with a population of 2500
persons. There is no theatre here at the

present time, the nearest one being the

Waverly on Fortieth street. East St. Louis.

The Boswell enterprise will be strictly a
moving picture house, with possibly vaude-
ville attraction as a feature. The com-
munity generally concedes that the propo-
sition should prove a profitable one.

Knoxville, la.—Byron Watson, owner of

the Grand Theatre, has purchased a site

west of the new Citizens Bank building

for the erection of a new and up-to-date

theatre.

Murry, Ky.—W. S. Swann has awarded
contract to Joseph Key, of Paducah, to

convert Graham Building into an attrac-

tive and up-to-date moving picture the-

atre. The Columbia Amusement Company,
of Paducah, has leased the building and
will conduct it as a moving picture theatre

as soon as improvements are completed.

Baltimore, Md.—J. W. Bowers, 3726

Falls road, will erect one-story brick mov-
ing picture theatre, 35 by 150 feet, on
Falls road, to cost $35,000.

Somerville, Mass.—G. Vartegin has

Preddey Super Reflector Lamp
Massive

Construction

Largest and Heav-

iest Lamp on the

Market. Enclosed

perfect automatic

arc feed. Has pilot

light. All outside

adjustments.
Takes 12" carbons.

Double doors, dou-

ble walled. y,"

heavy feed screw.

No delicate parts.

Fits all machines.

$300

WALTER
PREDDEY

187 Golden Gate Av.
San Francisco, Cal.

ery large mirror
" diameter

THE

RAVENmm SCREEN

Is Being Used For the

PREMIER SHOWING
( Also Road Shows)

THE BIG PARADE
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

1476 Broadway New York City
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plans by J. A. Tuck, Park Square Build-
ing, Boston, for two and three-story brick

and terra-cotta theatre, 100 by 200 feet, to

be erected at 303 Broadway, to cost $200,-

000 .

Detroit, Mich.—Williams & Coughlan,

801 Kresge Building, are preparing plans

for brick and stone-trim moving picture

theatre, 75 by 150 feet, with seating ca-

pacity of 1,200, to be erected on Hamilton
Boulevard.

Winona, Minn.—Work is being pushed
on new theatre for Beyerstedt Brothers.

Jackson, Miss.—R. E. Kensington has
purchased site on West Capitol street, with
frontage of 161 feet, for proposed new
theatre and store building.

Kansas City, Mo.—Milland Theatre
Realty Company, 20th and Walnut streets,

has plans by Thomas W. Lamb, 644
Eighth avenue, New York, for brick the-

atre, store and office building to be erected

on 13th street, N. S.

Omaha, Neb.—Frank W. Houston, of
Tekamah, Neb., will erect old English type
moving picture theatre at 13th and Titus
streets, with seating capacity of 600, to

cost $45,000.

Fargo, N. D.—Fargo Theatre nearing
completion for the Finkelstein & Ruben
interests, is to be opened early in February,
1926. House will have seating capacity of
1

,
200 .

South River, N. J.—Rolo Company, 188
Market street, Newark, has contract for
one-story brick moving picture theatre and
store building to be erected at Main and
Grove streets for Klivan, Snapper & Kel-
sey, to cost $200,000.

Ithaca, N. Y.—Albert Robbins, of Syra-
cuse, plans to erect new theatre for feature
pictures and road attractions, which will

probably be erected in the downtown dis-

trict, with seating capacity of 1300, to cost
$150,000. Feature will be a ten-piece
orchestra. Proposed new theatre is to be
completed and opened about September 1,

1926.

Utica, N. Y.—James McCarthy has the
contract and has already started work on
the new Olympic Theatre at Lafyette and
Washington streets, which will be the first

of a chain of theatres to be controlled by
the Olympic Theatre Corporation. The
local enterprise is being backed by the Mo-
tion Picture Capitol Corporation of New
York, recently incorporated with $25,000,-

000 capital. New theatre will have seating
capacity of 1,300.

Yonkers, N. Y.—John E. Andrus, Hud-
son terrace, has plans by McGuire & De
Rosa, 110 West 40th street, New York,
for one-story brick and stone-trim theatre

and store building, 390 by 190 feet, to be
erected on South Broadway, between Har-
riet and Vark streets, to cost $1,000,000.
Manoa, Pa.—W. G. Boyd, 21 Eagle road,

plans to erect one-story theatre and arcade
building, 100 by 250 feet, at Eagle road
and West Chester Pike.

Philadelphia, Pa.—W. L. Charr, 149
South Fourth street, is preparing plans
for lpCstory brick and reinforced con-
crete theatre, 60 by 180 feet, to be erected
at Sixtieth street and Lansdowne avenue,
to cost $150,000.

Knoxville, Tenn.—Peter Blow Building
and other properties at State street and
Clinch avenue, are being razed to make
room for the new theatre to be erected
on the site for Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration.

Beaumont, Texas.-—Jefferson Amusement
Company plans to erect one-story brick,

terra cotta and reinforced concrete the-

atre, 80 by 160 feet, with seating capacity
of 2,500, to cost $750,000.

San Antonio, Texas.—San Antonio
Amusement Company has plans by Boiler
Brothers, 114 West 10th street, Kansas
City, Mo., for five-story brick, stone-trim
and reinforced concrete theatre, to cost

$1,500,000.

New Machine Is Used
In Cutting Film

In order to cut the film and to cut in

the titles on the late screen sensation, the

“Gold Rush,” a new and novel machine
called the Moviola-Midget Film Reviewing
Machine was used. It was extremely suc-

cessful in its application and is now being

used by a number of other screen stars for

reviewing pictures. It was invented by Mr.

I. Serrurier, of Altadena, California.

This machine, electrically operated, is

driven by a Westinghouse 1/40 hp., series

wound universal motor, round frame, op-

erating at approximately 4000 rpm. It. is

quickly and easily operated and is becoming
increasingly popular.

Not Mere Glass
CINEPHOR Projection Lenses and Condensers are

made prom select optical glass.

CINEPHOR Projection Lenses are regarded as the work of precision

optics—the division where the measurement of a millionth of an inch is

not left to the imagination. CINEPHOR Condensers, made of clear,

white, heat resisting, optical glass, supplement and should be used with
CINEPHOR Projection Lenses. The CINEPHOR Optical System, pro-

viding approximately 50% more illumination (when used with Mazdas)
than any other combination of commercial lenses, is invariably recognized
by impartial critics as superior.

Arrange today with your dealer for a convincing trial.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.

652 St. Paul Street Rochester, N. Y.

DURING THE COMING YEAR
GIVE YOUR PATRONS

BETTER PROJECTION
Recent Installations

“HC” HIGH INTENSITY LAMP
(Sperry)

50-125 AMP.

ALSO

“HC” REFLECTOR ARC LAMP
8-25 Amp.

SHAE’S BUFFALO
Buffalo, N. Y.

SHAE’S NATIONAL
PARK

Buffalo, N. Y.

GEO. M. COHAN’S
THEATRE
New York City

RIVOLI THEATRE
New York City

Tell Us Your

PROJECTION PROBLEMS
and

We Will Help You in

Obtaining

BETTER PROJECTION

HALL & CONNOLLY, INC.
129 Grand St. New York City
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Charles Gregg has the

Liberty at Caney and
American at Sedan,

Kan.; Liberty, Alba,

Okla. ; Central, Kansas
City, Mo.
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R. Biechele (left) is the widely known president

of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri. C. M. Smith
(middle) has the Electric theatre in Kansas City,

Kan. W. W. Weldon runs the Overland theatre,

Overland Park.

I
N
K
A
N
S
A
S Sam Naster, who runs

the Empire at Kansas
City, Kansas, is the

youngest theatre own-
er in that city.

Two well-known exhibitors are Gibby Gibbons of the

Prospect theatre at Kansas City, Mo., and Dick Lig-

gett of the Gautier and 17th Street at Kansas City, Kan.
No enemies here, even if the cities have the same name.

P
H
O
T
O
S

B
Y
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E.
N.

John Egli is well known in connection with the success

of the Hickory at St. Joseph, Mo. Bernie Bernfield of

the Home theatre at Wathena, Kan., has the same fine

record among his townsfolk.

Here are a half dozen Kansas exhibitors who keep things humping. Walter W. Wallace (left) of the Lyceum and Orpheum,
Leavenworth, is a king of good fellows even if he appears to be wearing his crown but no hat.. L. C. Snyder has the Main
Street, Oakley, Kan., and the Crystal, Ellis. Next is C. L. McVey, Dreamland, Herrington. Lee Jones manages Universal’s

Royal and Crystal, Atchison. Peck Baker is manager of the Electric, Kansas City, Kan. J. V. Vinton has the Community,
Centerville.
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Exhibitors Information and
Catalog Bureau

Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres.”

See “Advertisers Index” before filling in coupon for information.

Free Service to Readers

of “Better Theatres”
{[[“Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indi-

vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-

tion and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

{[[Fill in the coupon on the next page and maul it to

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

{'[[Many of the products listed by this Bureau are

1 advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.” See
Advertisers’ Index.

{[[We are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

6

Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-

ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-

trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-

tems.

26 Blocks, pulleys, stage-

rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

30 Boilers.

31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

34 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

37 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

38 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.

44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49 Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.

52 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.

54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

D
61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.

66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-
ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting
plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F

78 Film cleaners.

79 Film Bplicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).

81 Film waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.

99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.

101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.

109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance, Fire.

116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-
nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.
142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vend-

ing.

150 Make up, boxes, theatri-

cal.

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt-

ers.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal numbers, letters.

158 Metal polish.

159 Mirror, shades.
160 Motor generators.
161 Motion picture cable.

162 Musical instruments
(state kind).

163 Music publishers.

164 Music stands.

N

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

167 Nursery furnishings and
equipment.
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Exhibitors Information and Catalog Bureau

o
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-

tre fronts.

P

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-

orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.

191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.
194 Pottery, decorative.

195 Power generating plants.
196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-
ment.

R
204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.

215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, carrying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-

form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

s

224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenic artists’ service.

227 Screens.
228 Screen paint.

229 Seat covers.
230 Seat indicators, vacant.
231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel end.

235 Sign flashers.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

239 Slides.

240 Slide ink, pencils.

241 Slide lanterns.

242 Slide making outfits.

243 Slide mats.

244 Shutters, metal fire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.

246 Speed indicators.

247 Spotlights.

248 Stage doors-valances, etc.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

pulleys.
252 Stage scenery.
253 Stair treads.
254 Statuary.
255 Steel lockers.
256 Stereopticons.
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

T
260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

municating.
264 Temperature regulation

system.
265 Terra Cotta.

266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting sys-

tems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

269 Theatre seats.

270 Tickets.

271 Ticket booths.

272 Ticket choppers.

273 Ticket holders.

274 Ticket racks.

275 Ticket selling machines.

276 Tile.

277 Tile stands.

278 Tool cases, operator’s.

279 Towels, paper.

280 Towels, cloth.

281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.

283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, register
285 Typewriters.

u
286 Uniforms.

V
287 Valances, for boxes.
288 Vases, stone.

289 Vacuum cleaners.
290 Ventilating fans.
291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.
292 Ventilating systems,

complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,

towels, napkins, etc.

294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.
297 Watchman's Clocks.
298 Water coolera.
299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following

:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Name.... Theatre- City

State Seating Capacity
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Coast Firm Ready to

Open First of Six

Large Houses
“The West Coast Uptown” at Tenth and

Western, the first of the West Coast Thea-
tres, “Big Six” which are scheduled to open
within the next sixty days, and represent

an investment in excess of $2,500,000.00 in

construction and equipment alone, will open
this week as a gift to Los Angeles, accord-
ing to an announcement made by Gore
Bros., Sol Lesser and A. M. Bowles, gen-
eral manager.

In speaking of the opening, which will

be conducted in keeping with the usual
West Coast Theatres elaborate and spec-

tacular standards, Bowles states, “The
erection and opening of the “Uptown” is

merely further evidence of the desire on
the part of Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser
to keep pace with the rapid growth and de-
velopment of Los Angeles.

“The West Coast Uptown” with a seat-

ing capacity of two thousand, and erected

at a cost of $500,000 has been pronounced
one of the most beautiful and artistic thea-

tres in the country. The exterior and in-

terior are of the Spanish design of archi-

tecture, and the furnishings the most mod-
ern and luxurious obtainable.

Frank Brown will manage the “Uptown.”

Ralph Grunauer, general manager of the
South Side Theatres Co., and associate of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., in connection
with Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser are
rushing to compltion “The Manchester,”
also in Los Angeles, so that they will be
able to open it by the first of the year.

This magnificent theatre located at Man-
chester and Moneta Avenue will seat 1,700

people and will be furnished as completely
and elaborately as any of the down town
theatres. It will have a fully equipped stage

and lighting system which can be controlled

either from the stage or projection room.
This will allow any of the elaborate West
Coast Theatres presentations, which are

produced by Fanchon and Marco.

Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

Automatic Devices Co.,
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,

Akron, Ohio.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,
Denver, Colorado.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger,

11 Broadway, N. Y. C.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
Watertown, Wisconsin.

CONDENSERS
Fish-Schurman Corp.,
45 W. 45th St., New York City.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
Easton, Pa.

ELECTRIC FLASHES, COLOR
HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
E. E. Fulton Co.,
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

FILM CEMENT
Duplex Motion Picture Industries,

Long Island City, New York.

HEATING & VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.,
118 W. Ohio, Chicago.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Co., 1552 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

LENSES
Bausch & Lomb,
Rochester, N. Y.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,
35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Edwards Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
ProBert Sheet Metal Co.,
19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.

MOTORS FOR MOTION
PICTURE MACHINES
Warner Electric Co.,
319 N. Church St., Kalamazoo,
Mich.

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,

3235 Southport Ave., Chicago.

PIANOS
Baldwin Piano Company,
323 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

ORGANS
Geo. Kilgen & Sons,
3825 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Marr & Colton,
Warsaw, N. Y.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng. Corp.,

177 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

Nicholas Power Co.,

90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Hall & Connolly, Inc.,

129 Grand Street, N. Y. C.

McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.

Walter Preddy,
187 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco

SCREENS
Da-Lite Screen & Scenic Co.,

922 W. Monroe St., Chicago.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.,
Morganat Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.

Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
American Seating Co.,

14 E. Jackson, Chicago.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.,

209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

SIGNS
Verb Sign Company,
4543 W. Lake Street, Chicago.

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,

710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SIGN LETTERING SERVICE
H. Dryfhout,
744 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

SHUTTERS
Double Disc Shutter Co.,

2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.

SLIDES
J. F. Ransley,
337 W. Madison St., Chicago.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co.,
3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Major Equipment Co.,
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
James H. Channon Co.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago.
J. R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios,
Tiffin, Ohio.

SWITCHBOARDS AND DIMMERS
Hub Electric Co.,
2225 W. Grand Ave., Chicago.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios,

^
28 W. Lake St., Chicago.

THEATRE DECORATING SERV.
Michel Angelo Studios,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago.

THEATRE PRINTING EQUIPMENT
Globe Type Foundry,
956 W. Harrison St., Chicago.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
The National Poster & Printing
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

THEATRE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
S. H. Couch Co.,
Norfolk Downs, Mass.

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,
122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Trimount Press, Inc.,

113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSVERTERS
Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

UNIFORMS
Western Uniform Co.,
202 S. Clark St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Cool. & Vent. Co.,
818 State-Lake Bldg., Chicago.



ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire
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5942 Grand Central Term. Bldg., New York NEW HAVEN, CONN. Madison Term. Bldg., Chicago

Tl beautiful Theatre

The Uptown Theatre in Chicago is the last word in

theatre design and equipment. A great tribute to the

architects, C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp and its owners,

Babaian &c Katz.

Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable is a part of all this

—

it controls the destinies of the battery of projectors.

By long service Rockbestos has proven itself. It is

economical because fewer replacements are necessary.

It is safe because the insulation is the finest made.

Send for our blue book on wire

It is complete

Interior of
the Uptown

Theatre , Chicago



The past year marked the advent

of such important features on the

MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE as:

The Motiograph Incandescent

Lamp

The Title Brake

The Double-Bearing Intermit-

tent Movement

The Motiograph Reflecting

Arc Lamp

That we have progressed, with re-

sultant benefit to the industry, may
be judged by the fact that our sales

have doubled during the year.

We are grateful for the patronage

given us and in appreciation we will

enter upon the new year with in-

creased enthusiasm and renewed de-

sire to merit further support.

We extend to you the Season s best

wishes for prosperity and success.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG.
CO.

564 W. Randolph Street Chicago, 111.
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We not only
WISHyou the/
Most Prosper-

ous NewYear
inyourhistory-

We
GUARANTEE

it/

#

1926
You can play
those BIG /ONES itowl

•

MANNEQUIN 7

JAMES CRllZES smash-
ing production of-
FannieHurst's *50,000
prize liberty story

A kiss for
CINDERELLA
The BRENON-BARRIE-
BRONSON Successor
to Peter PAN'

GRAND DUCHESS,
|ANDTHE WAITER '

I AdolpheMenjou FlorenceVidor

r Already a sensation

-THE SONG AND
DANCE MAN
Bid Brcnon production of
Gooi^eM.Cohans greatest comedy

THE WANDERER*
The spectacular road show
now at popular prices

•THE VANISHING
AMERICAN"

Also a $2- Scale production

dnd Scon/
HAROLD LLOYDS
first (paramount release -

PRODUCED by HAROLD LLOYD CORPORATION

27 other BIG SPECIALS ~
between, now andJuly /

ParamountPictures
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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The Biggest

MONEY MAKERS J

of 1925 A
Herewith are listed the 104 pictures that made the most

money for exhibitors during the year ending November 15,

1925, according to box office statements submitted to the
“
Herald” by the greatest number of exhibitors ever partici-

pating in a trade project. Details are given on the preceding

page.

Numerals opposite titles in the folloiving list indicate the

number of exhibitors who named each attraction as one of
their ten biggest money makers of the year.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 323

V

'

NORTH OF 36 249

CHARLEY’S AUNT 154

y THE THUNDERING HERD 149
y' THE COVERED WAGON 142

THE .FRESHMAN 140

ABRAHAM LINCOLN 113

SALLY 112

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE 107

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME 91

THE RAINBOW TRAIL 86

THE SEA HAWK 82

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN 82

THE LOST WORLD 81

AMERICA 74

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD 70

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST 69

y PETER PAN 66

HOT WATER 64

THE PONY EXPRESS 60

BLACK CYCLONE 58

GIRL SHY 57

FIND YOUR MAN 54

THE RAG MAN 53

BROKEN LAWS 52y THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND 52

THE DEADWOOD COACH 51

y A SON OF HIS FATHER 51

THE LAST OF THE DUANES 49

y THE ALASKAN 48

THE KING OF THE WILD HORSES 46

THE IRON HORSE 45

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY 45

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA 43

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR 43

y WILD HORSE MESA. . 41

THE CALL OF THE CANYON 39

TEETH 39

y THE BORDER LEGION 38

\/ HERITAGE OF THE DESERT 38

JANICE MEREDITH 37

THE BANDIT’S BABY. 36

LET ’ER BUCK 36

K'' THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS 35

SO BIG 35

CLASSMATES 33

Y

'

THE CODE OF THE WEST 32

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR 30

THUNDERING HOOFS 30

THE DIXIE HANDICAP 29

K FEET OF CLAY 29

4 OUT OF C
THE FIRSTJ
dtQ

(Paramount
("pictures

5

Kout OF c/1
THE FIRSTJU
are

(paramount
(pictures

50 <

• I
‘

; .

andthebox-
office tells /
no lies y /
X J I
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Thoughtful Exhibitor Discusses

HERALD Survey of “Biggest

Money-Makers of 1925”

—

December 22, 1925.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,

Publisher, Exhibitors Herald:

Kindly accept my congratulations on perform-

ing a distinct service to the motion picture industry

in assembling and publishing the “Biggest Money
Makers of 1925.” This wonderful survey has, I

think, two great values—first : It clears up definitely,

what kind of pictures the public wants, incidentally

proving that the many letters from exhibitors roast-

ing the sex plays were fundamentally right in utter-

ance, and second: It affords a wonderful array of

104 proven box office attractions on which the ex-

hibitor may confidently draw until exhausted.

Often an exhibitor believes that there are not 52

big attractions a year on which to build up his yearly

business but you have clearly demonstrated that

there are available at least extra drawing plays to

the number of two a week ; and with this fact in mind
and, moreover, with the names of such plays before

him, the exhibitor is in a very happy position, for

doubtless no one exhibitor has played fifty per cent

of this valuable list, even if that many, and every

one of these plays are good until played and many,

too, will stand a repeat.

With best wishes for your continued marked suc-

cess in the publishing field, I am,

Sincerely,

(Signed) PHILIP RAND,
Rex Theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—“distinct service to motion

picture industry” is right!



Mae Murray

And John Gilbert

Greet you

The Merry Widow”

torrent

Blasco Ibanez

Is author of

The screens biggest

Hits.
Watch this one.

Lon Chaney

Outdoes hi$

“Unholy Three” si

In his newest hit.

Wait!

Marion ICS

Has e\v

Fo
Beverly

Of starkran

Sensation

nY
GT it

v\

NeV© more beautiful.

Norma Shearer

In “His Secretary.”

Laugh and be merry

With Buster Keaton

And his cow

“Go West”



Ramon
Novarro
Thrills

Millions in

Midshipman’

Charles Ray Eleanor Boardman
Rex Beach

ReX Beach’s

“The Auction Block’

something
Id

To look ahead for

^ When Broadway was a Lovers lane!
"*
MARION DAVIES

Comedienne super

Is

Marion Davies in

“Lights of oia

Broadway”

Imagine
An elephant

AS the hero of

Marshall Neilan’s

Comedy hit

“The Great Love”

Monta Bell

Has made hits

But none so big

As “Prettv Ladies’'

“Never the Twain

Shal Meet"

Brings happiness

To even

BOX -office

For real thrill

You can’t beat

Pauline Starke’s

Siren scenes

With
.Conrad Nagel

In

“Sun-Up”



Big business

At Capitol (N. Y.)

Starts this great film

On a record-breaking career.

The great new production

“The Barrier”

Is on its way.

y$L
1

\\

POLL

m
An exploitation idea

From the comedy hit

“Exchange of Wives.

dv
vSl

^Bright Lights”

Is another sample

Of M-G-M showmanship.

It brings Charles Ray

Back to the public

That loves h im.

A
#11

Exciting? Elinor Glyn’s

“The Only Thing”

Holds packed houses

Tense!

The three names
'

. made

“He who gets

Slapped’’
Shearer—
Chaney—
Seastrom—
Repeat

!

- V-
V.

.

Aileen Pringle surpasses

“The Mystic”

In “Soul Mates”

The man is

Edmund Lowe.

eftiA

C4

Mae Murray in “The

Masked Bride”

Is

Audience joy.

^/\\
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jcfew Years (greetings!

Fox Film corporation
WILLIAM FOX, President

to

THEATRE OWNERS
AND ALL PERSONS ENGAGED
IN THE MOTION PICTURE

INDUSTRY
VERY dollar paid for Pox

reasonable rentals, is an investment

tection of your borne, your theatx

independence. Jf* Every Fox contract is a first

line defence to preserve your property rigilts.

Tbe steady progress made by Fox pictures has advanced them

to the front rank of box-office attractions; their unprecedented

quality has gained public recognition for fine, consistent enter-

tainment. For release in the new season, starting September,

192,6, Fox takes another great step forward through purchase

of the world’s best stage plavs and

high screen value. The Fox releases

next year are a stupendous aggregation

-office attractions.

PLAY FOX PICTURES for INDEPENDENCE
and STRENGTH

-
; er

m

• ** J\ * A. • A. • A. • A. • A. • A • A • A. • A. • A. • A. • A. • A • A. • A. • A. • A. • A. • A • A.
•
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-this event has been a
subject for thrilling

conversation.

-this conversation has been cr<

ating the greatest ready-mad
audience that ever awaited
picture’s release.

Fox-Film Corporation

j.
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fox Film Corporation,
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For Season 1926*27

January 2, 1926

WILLIAM Fox announces John Ford’s

latest and greatest production

3 Bad Men
an Epic Romance of the American Frontier

Eight months out there on location/ In

the notorious “Jackson Hole” section

of Wyoming. Fifty miles from civil-

ization.With a tremendous company,
including more than 3,000 Indians,

1,500 cowboys who required more
than 2,500 horses to do their stuff.

will

be a

"bigger
picture
than the

IRON
HORSE

Ford’s great troupe included—
George Obrien, Olive Borden,

J* Farrell McDonald, Tom Sant-

schi, Frank Campeau, Lou Telle-

gen, Jay Hunt, Alec B* Francis,

Otis Harlan,Walter Perry, Grace
Gordon, Priscilla Bonner and
many others*

r
'

-and here’s

another
hig one

No.8

That FOX Schedule gets bigger all the time

!

Tax Film Gaipo rati oil
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



-tic art, whose name
is always box of-
fice magic. is some
accomplishment -

-it has been done

!

— 1 '



atthe same time has
every element neces-
sary for box office
bigness, is another





Warner has don*

1%

I

(IN “The Sea Beast” Barrymore
f is at his matchless best* He
has the greatest box office story

of his career. It is an Epic Ro-
mance— its love story is so sin-

cere, real, overwhelming. It is

an Epic Adventure story—

a

rousing tale of the whale-hunt,
ofthe thrilling chaseofthe sixty

ton. sea monster, dragging his

puny pursuers through the

waves, and matching their wits

with his terrific brawn. It has

all the color, the glamour, the

fascination of the brave old

days of New Bedford whaling.





The supreme screen achievement of

John Barrymore

AJOHN BARRYMORE production is more than a picture— it is an event in the theatrical

world. He who has, by the force of his genius, made his name a world-wide

tradition and lived in the public mind as the most fascinating, brilliant and magnetic

personality in the dramatic world, cannot and will not, fail to give a perfect performance.

But now, in “The Sea Beast,” he has gone beyond his goal. Not only his most pow-

erful screen role, not only bigness of production, but real greatness, power and force make
“The Sea Beast” what it is—a monument to the magic personality that is Barrymore’s.
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!

Fantastic!

Beautiful!Fascinating

!

Elaborate!

UNIVERSAL
PICTURE
Presented, hu

Cavl
Laemmle

Stimulating ! Scintillating

!

Gigantic!

Romantic!
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Enticing! Sensational!

Tempting ! Dynamic!

f DIMITRI ^
BUCHOWETZKl

Production
with,

Laura LaPlante
Pat O’Malley

,
GEORGE SIEGMAN AK RAYMOND 3

KEANE Jw
Glittering! Adorable!
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b

Piquant! Alluring!

UNIVERSAL
PICTURE
Presented bu

Cavl
Laemmle ,

Dazzling!

Exotic!

Stirring.

C_ Entrancing

!

^

Splendor!

V

Li
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Charming

!

L Extravagant!Spectacular ! Irresistible!Thrilling

!

f DIMITRI ^
BUCHOWETZKl

Production
with,

Laura LaPlante
Pat O’Malley

. GEORGE SIEGMAN AK RAYMOND A&
KEANE

vS Kgprf. 'j

ST 3^5
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Surprising !breathless!

UNIVERSAL
PICTURE
Presented bu

Carl
Laemmle ,

OLUX
Magnificent!

y
Start/ I7ia

!

u y
tin rt.) ant.

!

^

3\ r>

y
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TwyixLlaixm

Dashing!

Suspense!ul! Enchanting!Tense!Sparkling

!

f DIMITRI 1
BUCHOWETZKl

Production
with-

Laura LaPlante
Pat O’MaUeu

k GEORGE S1EGMAN ,

RAYMOND AxW KEANE
Impressive!
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MILLIONS have seen, talked about
and been thrilled by “The Bat” as a
sensationally successful stage play*

MILLIONS in profits have been paid
to theatre owners— a $10,000,000
legitimate theatre gross — for the
thrills and mystery in “The Bat”*

MILLIONS will crowd YOUR
theatres to see the screen version of
“The Bat”, outstanding in every way
as a sensationally successful mystery
film.

A Stupendous Picture!

Tremendous in Thrills!

\

A*

u

THE BAT
fj

A ROLAND WEST
roductioru

^ Mystery Melodrama

f
Mary Roberts Rinehart

V and Avery ' HopwoocR,
the stacje play produced by Wetyen ha Is and Ifenipcr

MARCH 15th RELEASE

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
‘fMary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks

If

D.W Q riffifh
Joseph M.Jchenck,

Chairman , Board of Directors

JUrarr\ Qbrams,
President
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tyoductiQW

POTASH
Alexander

1

eS
yia/iov

aae S^ceSS ^
' 5

P,kevt
Ooo.,dman

^ from

Monta9u6

By far the biggest

v y \\Vv-, ?/. tei® iOKING
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
‘Mary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenck,

Chairman , Board of Directors.

D. W. Qriffif

h

Hiram Qbrams,
President

?%&££

"Abe & Mawruss”

The worldfamous“50-50”
partners spring a brand
new type of film laughsj

and thrillsJn
"Partners Again’*

The trials and bickerings

in this new Potash &
Perlmutter partnership in

selling automobiles make
The Laugh and
Thrill Sensation

of the Nation

Your box-office profits are

as sure as the laughs; will

be as big as the thrills.

FEB. 15th RELEASE
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171 MEN
working like beavers

to make this years

NAKED
TRUTH
DINNER
The greatest in it’s history

ASTOR HOTEL—FEB. 6th
The two finest jazz orchestras in New York

ONE HUNDRED STARS—ONE HUNDRED TABLES

THE FAMOUS TWELVE IMMORTALS

Get Your Reservation NOW-
Write or call

Charlie Einfeld

c/o 1st National
383 Madison Ave., N. Y.
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A 2Hr*t national Picture

Robert Kane
presents

Blanche Vwee!;

_oi9 V/iRon,

Sen Lyon,
Dorothy febaslian,

D i a n a ICa n e

Directed by

Alfred A.Santell
Storu by Blanche Merrill

and Paul 9choFielcL

Here’s

where

the

movies

laugh at

themselves

!

It’s Laugh Month’s

One Big Yell

!



mom

he eyes of the
Industry are on
FIRST NATIONAL

~~ and when First:

National’s stupendous
line7Up of star pro~
ductions and specials

is announced this
month First National
again will command

k "ike "ayes'qp.
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Another Big Theatre Year Coming in 1926, Early Christmas Week Box Office Returns

Promise; Laugh Month and First National Month Preparations Presage Prosperity;

Strengthening of Theatre-Public Bonds Helps.

Brocldiss Succeeds Pugh as Director of First National Branch in England; Ned Marin

Finds Healthful Growth of Theatre Construction in West.

Drastic Restrictions on Foreign Pictures Proposed for New German Kontingent System

to Be Inaugurated in March—WOR Broadcasts Playlet in “Cinderella
44 Tieup at

Rivoli theatre Christmas Week.

Associated Exhibitors’ “The Skyrocket” Will Have Novel and Brilliant Premiere in Grand
Ballroom of S. S. Leviathan at Pier on Hudson River in New York; Peggy Hopkins

Joyce Will Receive Guests in Palm Garden of Liner.

Great Preparations Made for Opening of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Ben Hur” December
30 at the George M. Cohan theatre, New York—Seider Invites All Exhibitors to New
M. P. T. O. A. Headquarters in New York—Publix Theatres Starts Morning Shows
at Rivoli.

Plans Made at Lasky Meeting to Resume Drive for Needy—Permanent Home for Worthy
Indigents Decided Upon—Theda Bara Starts Comedy—Bureau Warns of Casting

Agencies Charging Big Fees—Temper Optimism with Caution in 1926, Says Hoover
—Mary Thurman Dies.

Grainger Establishes Record as Fox Film Travel Champion—Fox Prepares for Greatest

Program in Its History.

SPECIAL SECTIONS
Short Features 42

“Don’t Begin Laughing Yet” . . . Pathe Executives Opti-
mistic . . . Hal Roach Outlines New Plans . . . Edu-
cational Sees New Era . . . F. B. O. for Concentration
. . . Fox Welcomes Laugh Month . . . “U” Exploits
Short Feature . . . Who’ll Win Riesenfeld Medal Next
Year? . . . Laugh Month Contest Elicits Interest .

Pictorial Advance on Laugh Month Product.

DEPARTMENTS
Presentation Acts
The Theatre

“What Showmen Are Doing to Get Business” . . . “Copy
Service for Exhibitor House Organs” . . . House Organ
Exchange . . . Trade Wants Name of Picture Latta Panned.

Service Talks on Pictures
"Hands Up” . . . “The Beautiful City” . . . “The Big
Parade” ... . “Good Cheer” . . . “Bachelor’s Babies”

“Fine Clothes.”

Splendid Crime” . . . “The Storm Breaker” . . . “The
Song and Dance Man” . . . “The Man From Red Gulch”
. . .“Daring Days” . . . “The Golden Cocoon” .

“S. O. S. Perils of the Sea” . . . “Skinner’s Dress Suit”
“The Cowboy Musketeer” . . . Newspictures.

58

71

77

“What the Picture Did For Me”
The Film Mart

Theatre Construction and Equipment-

Index to Product Announcements

67

85

94

96

FEATURES

New Pictures
“The Flyin’ Fool”
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Editorial

Ay

MaitinJ.Quigley

THE motion picture industry in the United States

may face the New Year with hope and confidence.

The shifting scene has carried it away from the causes

of many of its former worries and while there are, natur-

ally, many new problems to face nothing but an exul-

tant spirit of confidence is warranted because the

business is fundamentally sound, strong and is going in

the right direction.

The struggle for theatre strength and influence which
gained great momentum during the past year will con-

tinue, hut the coming twelve months are likely to reveal

many new phases of that situation. As the matter has

been progressing there has been a somewhat disordered

reaching out after theatres and in certain cases the

acquiring parties seem to be adding to their difficulties

rather than gaining advantages, because nothing but
intelligently directed and capably manned effort can
successfully manage large groups of theatres.

One of the most interesting developments that may be
looked for during the coining year is fairly definite light

on what alignments are going to demark the theatre

field. Representative opinion in the trade now is at

considerable variance as to what permanent future com-
plexion the theatre field is going to take on. * In some
quarters it is contended that the inevitable trend is

toward one, two or three major circuits controlling the

approximately six thousand chief theatres in the field.

In other quarters it is believed that the diverse interests

now in control, together with the natural intricacies of

the field, render the absorption of the chief exhibition

interests into a limited number of circuits as impossible

of accomplishment.

There are, of course, more radical theorists who pre-

dict that the entire theatre field, as far as the six thou-

sand major theatres are concerned, will be tied up in a

single confederation of interests. However, at this time
this viewpoint must be regarded more as an abstract

theory than as a possible development because there is

nothing in the present situation to justify such a view of

coming developments.

One thing that seems fairly certain for the coming
year is that production interests which are unassured
of outlets for product will face the stern necessity of

breaking through the barriers that now hold them out

of desirable play dates or, else, of accommodating them-
selves and their plans to the situation as it is now
ordered.

The entire market situation has been in a constant

state of change—and this condition is likely to continue

at least throughout the coming year. Each strong new
theatre group that is building requires product as much
as it requires theatres. It is inconceivable that a pro-

ducer who enters the theatre field to defend himself

against another producer who is already entrenched in

the theatre field i3 going to favor his competitor with
play dates as against giving them to an independent
factor, provided that the quality of the product is

satisfactory.

I
T is true that various excursions into the theatre field

that have been made have been impelled with the
motive of obtaining play dates so that these may be
used as a factor in negotiating the sale of film. But
this back-scratching procedure rests on no sound com-
mercial basis and producers entering the theatre field to
compete against other producers already in the theatre
field must sooner or later cut away from present prac-
tices and go in for straight away competition. And such
straight away competition would mean play dates for
producers of acceptable product who stand apart from
the theatre field.

There are strong indications that the organization of
independent exhibitors will assert itself as a powerful
force in the trade during the coming year. The organ-
ization has been fortunate in having handed to it many
new leases on life. Up to the present time its services

chiefly have consisted of carrying a banner, which is

unfurled annually at the convention, and rendering prac-
tical aid only on matters of general trade welfare. It

has not counted materially in trade matters, in control-

ling and directing trade developments. There have been
isolated cases where the weight of the organization in-

fluenced a particular condition, usually of very limited
scope, but the minds of the industry which have been
planning the future course of the business have not felt

called upon to reckon strongly with the attitude of the
organization.

But the organization at this time is better constituted
and better equipped than at any time in its history. Its

great opportunity is at hand and unless it shall avail

itself of this opportunity hundreds of presently impor-
tant factors in the theatre field will have no course open
to them hut to do the bidding of whatever more power-
ful factor may cast its eye upon their properties.

•» * *

RIGHT now the future of the so-called independent
cause seems to be resting not so much on anything

that can be done directly for it but rather on what
developments may take place elsewhere in the business.

The exhibitor may be depended upon only to attempt
to buy the best product at the best price, whether it

wears the independent label or not. The shifting scene

in the theatre field may leave a bigger opening for the
independents than they have enjoyed in ten years.

Again, the coming year may tell a not encouraging story

for them.

Generally, there is no industry in the United States

which is more advantageously situated than the motion
picture business. Practically all of its problems—and
all of its pressing ones—are internal. It stands in excel-

lent grace with its market, the general public. Attend-

ance is constantly on the increase and the motion pic-

ture continues to insinuate itself more thoroughly into

the fabric of the daily life of the people. Its appeal

has long since been to the whole public, of every class

and age. The motion picture as the most popular form
of public amusement is an established institution.

Internal problems alone are the single cause of anxiety

for the New Year.
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Another Big TheatreYear Due,
Christmas Receipts Indicate

Laugh Month Campaign
Will Speed Prosperity

First National Month Preparations, Yule Attractions
and Tightening of Theatre-Public Bonds Help

Early Christmas Week box office reports combine with trade indications

generally to promise another big theatre year in 1926. The famous pre-

Christmas slump seems to have affected fewer box offices than in any
previous season.

Advance exploitation of National Laugh Month, preparatory measures for

First National Month, Christmas attractions of both screen and stage type in

abundance and a general tightening of theatre-public bonds are held partially

responsible for the comparative prosperity.

Theatre Appeal Strengthened

Throughout the exhibitor field, there was no letdown in anticipation of slack

attendance. On the contrary, special effort was made to strengthen the theatre

appeal by use of institutional advertising and publicity. Long and short fea-

tures especially suitable for the week were booked and exploited. General
confidence is expressed that the healthy attendance condition will continue until

the big blowoff New Year’s Eve, to be followed by plain sailing.

Bureau Warns of

“Casting”Agencies

Charging Big Fees
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.
—

“Casting” agen-
cies, offering to place amateurs in motion
pictures, have been the subject of complaint
to the Better Business Bureau, 280 Broad-
way, which issued a warning last week for

the benefit of persons with screen am-
bitions.

The agencies in question guarantee in

contract form to get the applicant her first

motion picture engagement in consideration

of a registration fee, one-half of which
the agency assures to itself, whether or

not an engagement is procured.
Except in unusual instances, the best that

an inexperienced person can expect in the

way of a screen engagement is as an
extra in mob, crowd and mass scenes, the

Better Bureau warned. The usual pay for

this type of screen work is $7.50 a day.

One casting agency has been charging a

fee of $35, plus $15 for a special photo-

graph, for its services, it said. All the

studios near New York maintain casting

directors to whom direct application can
he made for employment, the bureau said,

thus saving any fee to intermediaries.

Publix Theatres

Starts Morning
Shows at Rivoli

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Starting the

Publix Theatres operating policy at the

Rivoli theatre, a special morning perform-
ance is being given each week day morn-
ing at a general admission price of 35

cents. The theatre opens its doors at 10 :45

and the feature attraction is shown until

the first de luxe production performance at

1 :00 p. m.
Those attending the morning shows are

permitted to remain for the complete stage

and specialty entertainment which includes

John Murray Anderson’s revue, Eddie
Elkins and his “Happy Go Lucky” Melody
Mixers, organ novelties and incidental

musical presentations. This new morning
policy will be continued each week
throughout the year.

Blank Speaks on
“Contracts” before

Iowa Banqueters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Dec. 29.—The Iowa
Film Board of Trade held the annual
banquet at the Fort Des Moines hotel
December 28. More than 200 attended
from over the state. It was a representa-
tive body of motion picture people. A. H.
Blank delivered an address, “Equitable
Contracts for Distributor and Exhibitor”
and L. Robert Brager, director of publicity
for Blank, spoke on “Selling Tickets to
the Public.”

National Laugh Month, to which a sec-

tion of this issue is devoted, will exert its

pulling power beginning New Year’s Day.
Coincidentally, attractions booked as a

consequence of First National Month will

add their drawing power. First National
reports that “bookings in first run theatres

of small cities as well as key centers have
far exceeded the mark set by the sales de-
partment for the period.” Intense exhibitor
interest in the First National Exploitation
Contest is mentioned as having important
part in this result.

B. & K. Plan Indicative

Balaban & Katz’ plans for New Year’s
Eve shows in their Chicago houses are

indicative of the generally strengthened
confidence prevalent. Instead of the elab-

orate programs staged in past years, for
which special headline stage talent was en-

gaged and reserved seats were sold, the

regular performances of the various houses
will be repeated for the extra show at the

regular admission price and with no seats

reserved. Other Chicago theatres are fol-

lowing out this same policy, although a few
are announcing special programs.

Film and stage shows during Christmas
Week showed no evidence of cutting down
expenses and bookings for New Year’s
week are equally optimistic. Presentation
houses, which have an edge on the straight

picture shows on occasions of this sort, are
staging elaborate exercises with bearing
upon the holiday. These seem to appeal to

theatre-goers as ideally arranged perform-
ances, as the business at these houses is at

high water mark for the period.

Big Pictures Pulling

In a degree unmatched by the records of

former years, current bills show big pic-

tures in demand. Whereas formerly it was
the custom to spike the show with low priced
film attractions, relying upon loud titles or
extra attractions for the pull, this year the

succession of first water attractions has
been continued unbroken by the big major-
ity of theatres.

Results of this policy in application are
interpreted by many as substantiating the
logic upon which Famous Players-Lasky
has predicated its new policy of supplying

a string of evenly matched productions
throughout the so called slump season of

the box office year.

“Selling” of the idea that the modern
theatre is the ideal community center also

has had part in making possible the present

record. Installation of ventilating plants

that assure bodily comfort in summer or

winter, development of service and musical
setting, linked together in intelligently di-

rected public-relations effort, have had the

proper effect. The predominance of family
parties in the Christmas Week audiences
bears out this conclusion.

Exhibitors voicing opinions of the situa-

tion are unanimous in expressions of confi-

dence. Safely past the holidays without a
break in box office or program quality, they
maintain, prospects are bright for a pros-
perous spring and summer. Exhibitor
morale is of the best, they point out, and
there is no indication that the necessary
attractions to complete the victory are not
to be available.

First National Booked Heavy
An indication of the spirit with which

theatremen are entering upon the New
Year is given by First National in its list

of First National Month bookings, which
follows

:

Strand, New York; Strand, Brooklyn; State,
Minneapolis; Capitol, St. Paul; Garrick, Duluth;
Rialto and Strand, Omaha; Princess and Rialto,
Sioux City; Liberty, Portland; Orpheum, Ogden;
Liberty and Strand, Seattle; Liberty, Spokane;
Imperial, St. John; Rialto, Tulsa, Grand Opera
House, Pittsburgh; Strand, Erie; Chicago, Chi-
cago; Madison, Peoria; Gaiety, Springfield, 111.;

Burns, Colorado Springs; Rialto, Des Moines;
Strand, Grand Rapids; Criterion and State, Los
Angeles; Strand, Milwaukee; Orpheum, Oshkosh;
Strand and Walnut. Cincinnati, Southern and
Keith’s, Columbus; Leland, Albany; Rialto, Pough-
keepsie; Avon, Utica; Opera House, Newburgh;
Avon, Watertown; Strand, Binghamton; Olympia,
Boston; Majestic, Providence; Olympia, Worcester;
_B roadway, Springfield; Olympia, New Bedford;
Merrimac Square, Lowell; Central Square, Cam-
bridge, Mass.; Olympia, Lynn; Broadway. Lawr-
ence; Teele Sq., Somerville; Star, Manchester;
Olympia, Brockton; Olympia, New Haven; Proc-
tors, Yonkers; Capitol, Reading; Savoy, Wilming-
ton; Opera House, Easton; Colonial, Harrisburgh;
Washington, Chester; Metropolitan, Washington;
Rivoli, Baltimore; State, Dayton; Pantheon, To-
ledo; Strand, Akron; Dome, Youngstown; Circle,
Indianapolis; Main Street, Kansas City; Miller,
Wichita; Rialto, Louisville; Majestic, Memphis;
Crescent, Nashville; Rialto and Tivoli, Chatta-
nooga; Riviera, Knoxville; Empire, Mobile; Stan-
ley, Philadelphia; Poli, Bridgeport; Strand, Hart
ford and Crown, New London.
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MEW YORK—Charlie Cohen, disguised

' as an Irishman, distributed green

Christmas cards to his friends. . . .

Paul Whiteman, according to Variety, de-

clined a million dollar job with Famous
Players. . . . Lou Jacobson has de-

veloped a radio complex but can’t figure

how to use 199 tubes in a three tube set.

. . . Ned Marin returned from a West-
ern trip in time to play Santa Claus to a

certain youngster down on Long Island.

. . . Aaron Jones of Chicago, and other

golf territory was the Christmas guest of

Marcus Lo'ew at his Glen Cove home. . . .

Julius Cohen who won the A. M. P. A.

turkey wants to know the ethical way of

carrying home a hot roast fowl. . . .

Harry Warner is due from the Coast next
week and plans to sail for Europe about
January 14. . . . Joe Brandt, after
spending six weeks abroad, returned to

New York in time for the holidays. . . .

C. S. Jensen of Portland, Ore., arrived in

New York last week to visit his partner,
J- H. Von Herberg, who is ill at the
Roosevelt. . . . Ben Blumenthal sailed

yesterday for an extended European trip.

. . Charles Rosensweig of F. B. O.
has been elected president of the New
York Film Club. . . . H. E. Edding-
ton, production manager of “Ben Hur” and
now a producer on his own, came to New
York to witness the premiere of the big
picture. . . . Lin Bonner has joined up
and out with the DeForest Phonofilm—up
to handle publicity and out to handle the
DeForest show. . . . Abe Warner, if

pressed, is willing to admit that he thinks
"The Sea Beast” one of the greatest pro-
ductions ever filmed, and John Barrymore
THE greatest actor. . . . Henry Gins-
berg bought himself a live Christmas tur-
key and then instead of having it killed,

bought it a fancy ribbon for a Christmas
present. . . . M. H. Hoffman sailed last

week for Bermuda where he will spend a
couple of weeks resting up. . . . Frank
Fischer, theatre man from Wisconsin, is

spending the holidays in New York, com-
bining business with pleasure or vice versa.
. . . Jerome J. Jackson, London repre-
sentative of Joseph M. Schenck, came to

New York for Christmas. . . . Col.

Smedley Butler, the marine officer who
cleaned up Philadelphia (or didn’t) has not
yet accepted an offer to star in films.

• • • J. A. Waldron, business manager
of the Mack Sennett studios, who has been
in New York, went to his home on the Coast
last week. . . . Lee Marcus, sales man-
ager of F. B. O., likes his new offices so
well that he wants to work all the time.

. . . E. J. Smith, manager of distribu-

tion of Associated Exhibitors, left yester-

day on a long Western trip which will take
him to the Coast. . . . George Hacka-
thorne, good actor and ditto fellow, arrived
from the other side in time to entertain a

lot of friends at a Christmas eve party and
everybody is recovering. . . . Artie

Stebbins who was sick enough on his Coast
trip to write a couple of million dollars in-

surance, is back and feeling better.

—SPARGO.

Larry Semon’s contribution to the
screen this month is “Stop, Look
and Listen!” his first for Pathe.

Harold Lloyd in “The Fresh-
man,” Pathe feature comedy,
counted on for much mirth.

Here are six good reasons why “Laugh Month” should be a success:
Johnny Downs, Mickey Daniels, Farina, Joe Cobb, Mary Kornman and
Jackie Condon, members of Pathe’s “Our Gang.”

Neely Edwards makes laughs in the Bluebird Come-
dies with his trick elephant, “Minnie,” at the Uni-
versal lot.

Arthur Lake,
Universal come-
dian.
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Brockliss Succeeds Pugh;
Marin Sees Boom in West

New Managing Director of First National’s English Branch Is

Pioneer of Industry—Western Salesmanager Finds

Marked Growth in Theatre Construction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—E. Bruce Johnson, foreign manager for First

National Pictures, has named J. Frank Brockliss as managing director of the

English branch to succeed Ralph J. Pugh, who recently resigned to take up
experimental work in another branch of the industry.

Brockliss a Pioneer in Industry

Mr. Brockliss’ activities in the British film world date back to the early

days when a 200-foot reel was a big production, when titles were unheard of

and the top prices of a picture was scaled at eight cents the foot. In 1909 he

opened his first office at a rental of $5 a week and started a new make of

French film called “Le Lion.” The success of this business encouraged expan-
sion, and the British concession for the Motiograph projection machine was
shortly after taken over by the J. Frank Brockliss, Ftd.

Mary Thurman Dies

Miss Thurman Known
For Work in Sennett
and Dwan Productions

NEW YORK, Dee. 29.—Mary Thurman,
who died here last week in Flower hos-

pital of a complication of pneumonia and
malaria, was a prominent artist of the

screen for nearly ten years.

As a girl she taught school in her home
town of Ridgefield, Utah, and while on a

trip to California she accepted an engage-
ment in pictures. For several years she
was a distinguished figurante in Mack Sen-
nett comedies and later was featured in

several Allan Dwan productions when Mr.
Dwan was producing independently.

Miss Thurman was particularly well
liked among her fellow artists of the

screen and was considered a player of un-
usual intelligence. Recently she had been
engaging in free-lance work in Eastern
studios.

Denver Theatre in

Million Dollar
Deal to Hold 2,500

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—The new de
luxe theatre at Denver which will be oper-
ated by Publix Theatres will seat 2,500,

according to an announcement by Publix
Theatres, Inc. The theatre will be erected
by a building corporation to be formed by
Claude K. Boettcher, investment banker of
Denver, and will be leased to the Mountain
States Theatre Corporation. The house
will be at Sixteenth street and Glenarm
place and the contract calls for its comple-
tion by Jan. 1, 1927.

The theatre will have an entrance on
Sixteenth street 23 feet wide and 90 feet
deep. The auditorium will be 100 by 160
feet. Adjoining the theatre on the Glenarm
place side a six story office building will be
erected on a plot 25 by 160 feet. There will

also be an entrance to the theatre on this

street.

The entire project will represent an in-

vestment of $1,250,000. The William N.
Bowman Company of Denver will be the
architects and Rapp & Rapp of Chicago will

represent Publix Theatres corporation as
advisory architects.

At about this time the present day
method of “exclusive” renting came to the

fore, and in this connection Mr. Brockliss

made his first ven-

ture into produc-
tion. He produced
"Queen Bess,”
featuring Sarah
Bernhardt, and
rented it on the

then new “first

run” ' basis. In

1913, Mr. Brock-
liss was proprie-

tor of five business
enterprises, includ-

ing the Brockliss
Cinemachinery,
Ltd., and Brock-
liss, Inc., of New E - Bruce Johnson

York. During the war he was one of the

organizers of the Cinematograph Trades
Ambulance Fund. In 1922, he was invited

by Marcus Loew to organize the distribu-

tion of Metro pictures in Continental

Europe.

Marin Finds West Healthy

At the same time that announcement of

the Brockliss appointment was being made,
New Marin, Western salesmanager of First

National, returned from a trip to the Far
West with a report that the industry is in

a healthy condition in that part of the

United States, with a marked advance in

theatre construction.

“In many cities and towns in California

and other Western states,” Marin said, “I

Irene Rich Finds

Coolidge Talkative
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 29

—Irene Rich, on her recent tour
of Warner Brothers theatres, says
she found President Coolidge talk-

ative when she visited the White
House and thereby won a bet with
Sam L. Warner, who accompanied
her.
Warner had wagered that the

President wouldn’t say more than
three words. He told Mr. Coolidge
about it and the President’s reply
was characteristically terse. “You
win”, he said. But Miss Rich
really won, for Mr. Coolidge
showed a lively interest in motion
pictures and asked the star a num-
ber of questions about the in-

dustry.

found new theatres of the most attractive

design under way. I also found that they

are intended to supplant the converted

opera houses and other oldtime structures

which have been the best that the towns
afforded up to the present time.

Nominal Seating Increase

“I think that an actual check of the

incoming and outgoing theatres would re-

veal that the toial seating capacity is being

increased to only a normal degree. As the

new theatres are opened the old houses will

be closed. The death knell has been sounded

for the old fashioned theatres. Therefore,

there is no reason to be concerned about

the situation. If the antiquated, and in

many respects inadequate, houses could be

filled, it certainly should be far easier to

attract patrons to the more desirable

theatres.

“One thing that impressed me in my
talks with exhibitors and in visiting their

theatres was the great value of a popular

star in a motion picture. Sometimes I

think we are inclined to underestimate the

drawing power of a star’s name. Actual

box office figures have proved, and I know
that exhibitors will back me up in this

statement, that a good many first rate pic-

tures fail to draw as they should, merely

because of the lack of a box office name
at the head of the cast. An essential fac-

tor in the success of First National Pic-

tures is the drawing power of the stars

which they present.”

2-A-Day for N. Y.

Warner House for

“Sea Beast” Run
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—So impressed

are Warner Brothers with “The Sea Beast,”

the John Barrymore picture, that they are

planning to change the entire policy of their

New York theatre in order to give the pro-

duction the Broadway run they believe it

deserves.

The plan is to open “The Sea Beast”

January 15 on a two-a-day schedule at $2

top price. Since the theatre opened as the

Piccadilly, and continuing under the War-
ner ownership the house has been run on

a continuous policy with six shows a day,

four of them being de luxe.

The Warner Brothers are confident that

“The Sea Beast” will stand up for the bet-

ter part of a year on a Broadway run.
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PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE’S “The Skyrocket,” Associated Exhibitors release,
will have a novel premiere aboard the S. S. Leviathan, January 7, through the

courtesy of the United States Lines.

Leviathan Will Form Setting

for “Skyrocket” Premiere
Peggy Hopkins Joyce Will Receive Guests in Liner s Palm Garden

on Hudson River January 7
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—With the grand ballroom of the S. S. Levia-
than as a setting, Peggy Hopkins Joyce’s “The Skyrocket,” Asso-
ciated Exhibitors special, will have a novel and brilliant premiere

before an invited audience January 7. The United States Lines is co-oper-
ating in preparations for the opening aboard the Leviathan at its pier
in the Hudson river.

T his is said to be the first time a motion
picture’s premiere will have been staged

on one of the world’s large floating pal-

aces. In addition the picture will be pre-
sented as a regular part of the liner’s en-
tertainment to passengers on one of its

early voyages.

Miss Joyce is leaving Hollywood in the

midst of preliminary work on her second
starring vehicle in order to be in New
York for the opening, and the star will

greet the guests in the Palm Garden of the

Leviathan. With her in the receiving line

will be the entire staff of officers of the

ship.

In the same Palm Garden the guests will

dance to the music of the S. S. Leviathan
orchestra before and after the screening of

“The Skyrocket.” The elaborate plans for

entertainment also include a program by

a number of artists, and another musical

organization will play for the picture itself.

The entire proceedings of the premiere will

be broadcast from WMCA, highpowered
radio station of the Hotel McAlpin, New
York.

Nor do the preparations for the event

stop there. A reproduction in detail of the

sailing of the Leviathan will be one of the

added treats for the guests and the radio

audience. Brilliant decorations and special

lighting effects are in store and in addition

motion pictures of the guests will be made.
Associated Exhibitors announces that the

date of the premiere on the Leviathan pre-

cedes by about a month the general re-

lease of “The Skyrocket.”

Elaborate Pressbook
Heralds “Skyrocket”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Elaborate and
novel assistance in exploiting Peggy Hop-
kins Joyce’s “The Skyrocket,” Celebrity

Pictures production which will be released

by Associated Exhibitors, is given theatre-

men in a multicolored pressbook, just is-

sued. In the 38 pages are special feature

stories, fashion articles, advance and “Now
Playing” stories, reviews, shorts, reproduc-

tions of advertising cuts, exploitation

angles, posters, accessories and de luxe

aids.

The pressbook is arranged in attractive

and convenient form, the pages turning

from the bottom. Excellent pictures of the

star are an important part of the book,

which emphasizes that all the material

therein is written from a newspaper angle

and also gives the exhibitor a complete

idea of the production.

Ban on “Marriage Whirl

”

Lifted by Quaker State
Censors After 5 Months

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 29—It

is probable that “The Marriage Whirl,”
a First National picture starring Corinne
Griffith, will be shown at the Stanley
theatre here during the first week of

January as a result of the lifting by the
censors here of the ban which has ex-
isted since its release July 19.

Esther Ralston Weds
Frey, Film Official

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.—Esther Ral-
ston, a Paramount player, was married Fri-

day to George W. Frey, motion picture of-

ficial, at Riverside,

Cal. Mary Brian,

with whom she
played in “Peter
Pan,” was maid of
honor and Neil

Hamilton, best

man. After a brief

honeymoon she
will return to the

Lasky Studios.

Miss Ralston
followed up her
success in “Peter
Pan” with her
work in “The Beg-
gar on Horseback”
in which she ap-

peared as the leading woman opposite

Edward Everett Horton, and “The Best
People.”

Rossheim Becomes New
Treasurer of Stanley

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 29.—Irving
D. Rossheim who has been controller of

Stanley Company of America several years
has been elected treasurer, succeeding
Lawrence D. Beggs.

Davies Illness Delays
“Beverly of Graustark”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.—Work on
“Beverly of Graustark” has been held up
several days owing to the illness of Marian
Davies. She expects to return to the lot

this week.

Christmas Callers Find
Host Dead from Fumes

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.—Friends who
came to deliver Christmas gifts Christmas
morning discovered A. E. Muerling dead as

a result of inhaling gas.

Nova Scotia Censors Out
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Dec. 29.—Following
the reorganization of the board of censors

for New Brunswick, announcement has

been made at Halifax that the censor board
for Nova Scotia has been dissolved and
new members are to be appointed for 1926.

Valli at Chicago Home
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.—Virginia Valli

who has just finished her starring role in

“Wives for Rent” under the direction of

Svend Gade, has left to visit her parents in

Chicago, where she will spend several

weeks before returning to Hollywood.
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Drastic Rules Proposed for

New German Kontingent Plan
Permits for Censorship of Foreign Films Will Be Issued Only

If Firm Can Prove It Has Compensation

Picture of Same Length

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 29.—Permits for censorship of foreign films

will be issued during 1926 only if the firm in question can prove, by means of

contracts or other documents, that for every foreign film for which they desire

a permit they have a compensation film of approximately the same length

which has passed censorship during 1926 and which has not previously been

rented.

Drastic System Starts in March
This is an outstanding proposal of the German Central Association of Film

Renters for the drastic new kontingent system to be put into effect after

March 31, 1926. The proposals have not yet been put into force by the German
government, says Douglas Miller, assistant commercial attache of the depart-

ment of commerce in Berlin.

Seider Invites All

Exhibitors to New
M. P. T. O.A . Offices

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—The following
was issued last week from the office of
Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America

;

“Headquarters of the national organiza-
tion of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America are about completed and
dedicated to the protection of all the in-

dependent forces of the motion picture in-

dustry. The offices are located at 745
Seventh avenue, New York City, and the

new telephone numbers are Circle 4037-8-9.

The quarters are spacious and well
equipped, and the organization is func-
tioning at full speed.

“The business manager urges the theatre
owners throughout the country to take ad-
vantage of the facilities provided for their

protection, and he invites out-of-town the-

atre owners to make national headquarters
their home during their stay in New York
city.”

Publix Is Gift to

Industry and to

Public, Franklin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—The first public
utterance from an official of Publix theatres
about that organization comes in the form
of an editorial by Harold E. Franklin, in
the current issue of “The Close-Up,” the
official organ of the theatres department of
Famous. He designates the advent of Pub-
lix Theatres Corporation as the year’s
Christmas gift to the industry and to the
public.

Following is Mr. Franklin’s editorial in
part

:

The formation of Publix Theatres Cor-
poration marks a new era in theatre opera-
tion—a development founded on success
that aspires to greater attainments in thea-
tre management than any so far achieved
in our industry. Publix will be a strong
and earnest influence that will benefit all

within the industry, and should result in

an even greater admiration for the motion
picture theatre on the part of the American
public. It will stand for efficiency, quality

and service

!

11,100 Victimized by
Theatre Realty Firm,
Say Postal Officials

Postal inspectors have revealed the
names of 11,100 persons as losers of
$4,000,000 in manipulations of Consolidated
Realty & Theatres Corporation, several
officers of which are charged with using
the mails to defraud. Frederick H. Grune-
berg and 12 others will be arraigned in

federal court January 7.

The company had one motion picture
theatre in Clinton, Ind., leased others and
had a small equity in an Indianapolis build-

ing, Postal Inspector K. P. Aldrich said.

Change Ascher Opening
Date from January 1 to 7
The opening date of the Ascher’s New

Terminal theatre, Chicago, has been set for

January 7 instead of New Year’s day.

The foregoing restriction includes sport
and cultural films insofar as the latter are
suitable for general exhibition in theatres.
In regard to all other educational and cul-

tural films which have passed censorship in

1926, for every two German films one for-

eign film of approximately the same kind
and length may be imported. Such films
which, owing to method of production or
for other reasons, have apparently only
been produced as compensation for a for-
eign film, may not be used for this purpose.

Must Report by December 31

All films censored during 1924 and 1925
which are to be used as compensation films
must be reported to the export and import
commissioner before December 31 of this

year.

All foreign films wjiich are to be im-
ported against these films must have passed
censorship before March 31, 1926. Films
censored between August 1 and December
1, 1925, and which may be used as compen-
sation films, do not forfeit this right if the
producer has proved to the German Central
Association of Film Renters before Decem-
ber 31, 1925, that he has not been able to
rent his film in Germany.

Only such renting firms which are regis-
tered in Germany are entitled to ask for
permits. The firm asking for such permits
may use the film only for their own com-
pany.

Six on Investigating Board
District renting concerns which rent

German films only for single districts may
only receive one-quarter of a film per film
and per district. Parts of films belonging
to district renters may be added to part-
films of other renters; however, these films
may only be distributed by district renters.

Santa Is Kind to

Exchange Folk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 29.—
Christmas spirit prevailed at all

the exchanges in this city as well
as among the exhibitors. At
Pathe all received a ten dollar
gold piece from the home office,

while the women received in addi-
tion a two pound box of candy
from the salesmen of the exchange.
At F. B. O. the employes present-
ed Herman Stern, manager, with a
smoking set. H. C. Bissell, man-
ager of Universal exchange, re-

ceived a lounging robe and slip-

pers from his employes.

Foreign comedies and grotesques of less

than 500 meters may be imported without

compensation. German films of this class

may not be used as. compensation films.

All investigations will be carried on by a

committee composed of six representatives

of different groups of the film industry,

four of which are sufficient to pass on
films.

Westerners in Fight
for Tax Repeal Send
Appeal to Legislators

In an article appearing in the official

Bulletin of the M. P. T. O. A. Joseph
Seider, business manager of the organiza-
tion, discloses the resolution that was
passed by the theatre owners of Nebraska
and Western Iowa for the repeal of the
portion of the Copyright Law which “per-

mits the exaction of any fee, tax or license

from theatre owners offering musical ac-

companiment to their entertainment pro-
gram.” A copy of the resolution was sub-

mitted to the members of congress.

Seider asks that any exhibitor who does
anything, regardless of how little, to

weaken the status of the music tax inform
the officers of the M. P. T. O. A., telling

them the results of the effort whether satis-

faction was obtained or not.

Abrams Calls Three
Foreign Managers to

Conferences on Sales
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Hiram Abrams,
president of LTnited Artists Corporation,

has called to America his three most im-

portant foreign managers for conferences

on sales policy and the product to be dis-

tributed overseas during 1926. The three

are Maurice Silverstone, general manager
of Allied Artists Corporation, Ltd., of

London, in charge of distribution in the

British Isles; Guy Crosswell Smith, direc-

tor general of Les Artistes Associes, of

Paris, in charge of distribution throughout

Continental Europe
;
and Ralph Doyle, gen-

eral manager of United Artists (Aus-
tralasia) Ltd., of Sydney, Australia, in

charge of distribution in Australia.

Sax Signs Ralph Lewis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Sam Sax, pro-

ducer of Gotham Productions, has signed

Ralph Lewis, character star.
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Carmel Myers portrays Iras and Above is one of the scenes of “Ben Hur” in which the galley slaves are featured.

Ramon Novarro portrays “Ben According to the story “Ben Hur ’ is chained to his post for several years in one

Hur” in the above scene. of these places.
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Son of Lew Wallace Sees
“Ben Hur” Premiere Dec. 20

Cohan Theatre in New York Made Over for Opening of Metro

Picture—Vincent Astors Represent Society—Clergy

Occupies Special Position—Presentation Simple

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Probably the most distinguished audience that

ever looked at an exemplar of the Newer Art is expected to see Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Ben Hur” at the George M. Cohan theatre at tomorrow
night’s premiere. An interesting feature will be the presence of Henry
L. Wallace, son of the author, Gen. Lew Wallace, and of his family includ-

ing Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Wallace, the grandson who is now assistant

secretary of the Will Hays organization, and his wife.

Vincent Astors Represent Society

Society will be represented by Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Astor, Robert
Goelet, Guy Cary and many others; literature by Rupert Hughes, Lau-
rence Stallings, Frank Crowninshield, Ray Long and many of the magazine
authors, and the motion picture folk invited include many of the leaders
and stars of the industry.

Christiansen Bill in

State Forum Asks for

Censoring of All Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH., Dec. 29.—An ex-

pected move on the part of censorship
forces came this month when Senator G. F.

Christiansen introduced in the state senate

a bill which would create a supervision

commission whose duties would be to re-

view and pass upon all motion pictures

made or distributed in the state.

The supervisors would be named by the

governor and would comprise a member
of the faculty of the state university, a

member of the faculty of the state college,

two women and a fifth member to be ap-

pointed at large. The commission would
meet in Seattle and fix fees for the inspec-

tion of films based upon the length of the

films, such fees to be sufficient to pay the

cost of administering the law.

British National, Ltd.,

Buys Studio Site; Sets

June 1 as Opening Date
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

LONDON, ENG., Dec. 29.—British
National Pictures has purchased the

Oaklands Estate, Boreham Woods,
Herts, where it is to build eight large

studios. The announcement by George
T. Eaton, chairman, comes as a result

of the determination of British people to

see British films on British screens.

The studios are to be completed in 16

weeks from January 1, 1926. Film pro-

duction will begin June 1. J. D. Williams

is one of the organizers and an executive

of British National Pictures.

$1,000,000 Is Dragon
Firm’s Capitalization

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 29.—With one
company capitalized at a million dollars and
another for half that amount, investing

capital showed confidence in the motion
picture industry in New York state during
the past week, when ten companies were
chartered by the secretary of state.

The week brought the incorporation of Dragon
Pictures, Inc., capitalized at $1,000,000; Limited
Productions, Inc., $525,000; Straham Theatre Cor-

poration, $350,000; Two Treys Amusement Cor-
poration, $50,000; The Kid Himself, Inc., $20,-

000 ;
F. G. & K. Amusement Corporation, $6,000

;

Motion Picture Consultants, Inc., $5,000, the fol-

lowing not specifying the amount of capitaliza-

tion; Camera Pictures Corporation, H. & K. Pic-

tures Corporation, Telafilm News Service, Inc.

Reservations Close for

Eastern Dinner Dance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 29.—Res-
ervations have been closed for the big

dinner dance to be given by the M. P. T. O.

of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware at the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel January 3. More than 300

plates will be set.

“No Change in Business
Management,” Warner

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 29.—Rumors re-

garding changes in the business manage-

ment of Warner Brothers were denied

today by Albert Warner, who also stated

he will remain on the,West Coast until the

production schedule for next year has been

completed.

Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Loew will have
as their guests Abraham L. Erlanger, pro-
ducer of the stage “Ben Hur” and owner
of the rights under which the picture “Ben
Hur” was made; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo,
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse L. Lasky, Major and Mrs. Edward
Bowes (Margaret Illington), Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas Schenk, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Loew, Mr. and Mrs. David Loew, Francis
X. Bushman (who plays Messala in the

picture), Mr. and Mrs. J. Robert Rubin,
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Brulator; Richard A.
Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Franklin,
Pauline Garon, Alice Joyce, Felix Feist

and David Bernstein.

Bishops Will Attend
The clergy will occupy a special position,

having special interest in the great Wallace
Biblical classic now for the first time pic-

turized, among them being bishops of the

chief dioceses of Manhattan, Rev. Dr.
Stephen S. Wise and others.

The simplicity of the presentation for
which the Cohan theatre had been entirely

made over during twelve days of “dark-
ness,” will be the first notable feature. In-
stead of cluttering up the screen with credit

titles, the credits and the cast will appear
on large panels on each side of the stage
five minutes before the presentation. The
interior of the house is beautiful in its

simplicity, and the exterior with its golden
letters of Ben Hur against a purplish back-
ground show the way to all both far and
near to the most elaborate motion picture
spectacle of all time.

Ramon Novarro, Francis X. Bushman,

Christmas Morn Matinee
Relieves Fire Victims

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 29.—In
order to assist a number of fam-
ilies made destitute by a Ere that
swept the village of Felts Mills,
N. Y., a special matinee was given
at the Olympic theatre in Water-
town, N. Y ., on Christmas morn-
ing, when 25 per cent of the pro-
ceeds was donated to the fire vic-

tims. The idea originated with
Sol Manheimer, manager of the
theatre, and hundreds of resi-

dents of Watertown, eager on
Christmas morning to relieve the
suffering of their neighbors in the
nearby village attended.

May McAvoy and Carmel Myers share the

honors of the story as the principal roma-
tic characters, while Claire McDowell por-

trays the widowed Princess of Hur.
Others in the cast are Mitchell Lewis as

Sheik Illderim, Frank Currier as a com-
manding Arrius, Nigel de Brulier as Si-

monides, and Kathleen Key as a winsome
Tirzah.

Chariot Race and Sea Fight
The opening pictures of the Nativity are

elaborately done and show the visit of the

Wise Men, the star of Bethlehem and the

Adoration of the Shepherds of the Infant
Jesus in the Cave of David.
The chariot race and the great sea fight

earlier in the story are the big thrills of
the picture. The final scene of the heal-

ing of the mother and sister of Hur by
the passing Savior is reverently handled.
Christ is not seen in the production but
his influence and his Divine Halo give an
impression more powerful than if the linea-

ments were shown.
Appended is the cast. The great picture

took three years work in Italy and Cali-

fornia at an expense estimated at $4,000,000.

Following is the cast: Ben Hur, Ramon
Novarro; Messala, Francis X. Bushman;
Esther, May McAvoy; Mother of Hur,
Claire McDowell; Tirzah, Kathleen Key;
Iras, Carmel Myers; Simonides, Nigel de
Brulier; Sheik Ilderim, Mitchell Lewis;
Sanballat, Leo White; Arrius, Frank Cur-
rier; Balthasar, Charles Belcher; Madonna,
Betty Bronson

;
Amrah, Dale Fuller, and

Joseph, Winter Hall.

Peck Finds Film Quota
Plan Is Business Boom

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Dec. 29.—Director
Ray Peck of . the Canadian government
branch of motion picture production held a
consultation recently with Claire Hague,
general manager of Canadian Universal at

Toronto following which it was announced
that the film quota plan in the British Isles

has had the effect in the dominion of caus-
ing a boom for the single and two reel

releases of the Canadian government studio.

Christmas Ends Lull
OTTAWA, ONT., Dec. 29.—Although

during the Christmas shopping period there
was a lull in patronage, Christmas Day
brought a “big time” here for the theatres.

Pantomimes were more in evidence than
ever before

;
presentations were offered in

theatres wherever possible.
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Plan to Resume Drive to Aid
Needy at Lasky Meeting

Permanent Home for Worthy Indigents Decided Upon—Universal

Sued for $1,500,000 —Theda Bara Comedy Begun

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.—At a meeting of the Motion Picture Relief

Fund of America, called by Jesse L. Lasky, president, it was agreed

to resume the campaign for life memberships and establish a tem-
porary home for worthy indigent and incapacitated members of the picture

profession.

PLANS for building a permanent home
have been decided upon also. The

fund now has $13,000 in the treasury.

About $30,000 was dispensed to needy and

invalid members during the past year.

* * *

Lesser Selects Marceline Day

Principal Pictures Corporation, through

the co-operation of the West Coast Thea-

tres has been searching for four months

for a leading woman for “The Winning of

Barbara Worth.” Over 490 screen tests

were made. Sol Lesser has finally decided

upon Marceline Day who has been signed

for the role. Production will begin in two

weeks. Charles Brabin will direct, and

Harry Behn will write the scenario.
i{s

Fred Niblo, director of the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer production, “Ben Hur,”

left last week for New York to attend

the premiere at the George M. Cohan thea-

tre December 30. He was accompanied

by Mrs. Niblo, known on the screen as

Enid Bennett, and Lloyd Nosner.
* * *

With the signing of Marshall Neilan by

Famous Players-Lasky, Neilan’s produc-

tions are to appear under three banners

next year, viz: Producers Distributing Cor-

poration, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Para-

mount. Neilan will make a series of spe-

cial productions for Paramount at the

Neilan Studios on Glendale boulevard.
* * *

The friends of Mary Thurman, motion

picture star, were shocked to learn of her

sudden death from pneumonia in New York
City. Miss Thurman, a former member
of the Mack Sennett bathing beauty chorus,

appeared opposite William S. Hart in sev-

eral Western dramas. She has been out

of pictures for more than a year.

Frank L. Dougherty, veteran jockey, has

filed suit for $1,500,000 against Universal

Pictures Corporation and George C. Hall,

H. H. Lichtig and E. G. McGlauflin.

Dougherty charges the defendants with

pirating his scenario, which he called

“Flashlight,” and which he claims was
later produced as a picture called “The
Kentucky Derby,” starring Claire Windsor
and Frank Keenan.

* * *

Sid Grauman will personally direct the

big Wampas Frolic and Ball to be held

February 4 at the Shrine Civic Auditorium.
The dance floor accommodates 4,000 and
the theatre has a seating capacity of 6,800.

^ ^ ^

Begin Bara Comedy
Work has commenced on the first Theda

Bara comedy at the Hal Roach Studios

under the direction of Richard Wallace.
* * Jjc

Lloyd Bacon, son of the late Frank Bacon
of “Lightnin’ ” fame, has left Sennett and
has been added to the directorial staff

of Imperial comedies.
* * *

Joseph M. Schenck announces that “The
Sons of The Sheik” will be Rudolph Val-
entino’s next starring vehicle for United

Artists. Mr. Schenck has dispatched ca-

bles to the star, who is now in Paris, urg-
ing to return to Hollywood as soon as

possible. Production is scheduled to begin
February 15.

* * *

Tonight marks the opening of the new West
Coast Uptown theatre at Tenth street and Western
avenue. Among the stars who are scheduled to

appear are John Gilbert, Pat O’Malley, Jack Mul-
hal!, Alice Calhoun, Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry,
Jack Hoxie, Reginald Denny, Louise Dressier, Clar-

ence Brown, Rupert Julian, Cecil B. DeMille, and
many others. The new house opens with “Grau-
stark.”

* *

Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pic-
tures, Inc., and secretary of the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., left here for New
York December 26 for a two weeks’ busi-

ness trip.
H*

Charles R. Rogers, producer of the Harry
Carey features for Pathe, denies the re-

port that he will build a new studio in

Hollywood. New offices have been built

for him at Universal City.
* * *

Two new members have been added to

the editorial staff of Warner Brothers.
They are Beryl Armstrong and Robert
Hopkins.

iff % %

Frank L. Newman, managing director

of the Metropolitan, Million Dollar and
Rialto theatres, Los Angeles Publix houses,
has returned from a business trip to New
York where an extensive program for mo-
tion picture presentations was outlined.

iff 4s *

Lee on Vacation
Rowland V. Lee left Sunday for a three

months’ vacation in Europe.
* * *

Montagu Love has signed another con-
tract with Warner Brothers and has started

on the first of a series under the direction

of William Beaudine. The working title

is “Leave it to Me.”
H: * *

James Bell Smith has been engaged by
Richard Talmadge to prepare the script

for his next production, the third of a
winter program of six pictures Talmadge
is making for F. B. O.

* * *

Banner Productions, Inc., has established
headquarters at the Fine Arts Studio on
Sunset boulevard and has started produc-
tion on “The Man with the Brooding Eyes,”
a picturization of John Goodwin’s widely
read novel. Lionel Barrymore will be
starred, according to Samuel J. Briskin,

executive head of the company’s activities.
iff :jc

E. M. Asher will produce “The Painted
Face,” a dramatic crook story by Bayard
Veiller. Asher will personally supervise
the production of the screen and stage
plays.

Fox Signs Newcomer
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.—Janet Gaynor,

a newcomer, has been cast in a featured
role in the Fox production, “The Johns-
town Flood.”

WOR Broadcasts Playlet
in “Cinderella” Tieup
at Rivoli for Christmas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—From Station
WOR was broadcast last week a playlet
with music called “A Kiss for Cinderella

From Her Traffic
Cop,” an adapta-
tion, by Grace
Lynn, from the
Barrie play and
the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky pro-
duction of “A
Kiss for Cinder-
ella,” which was
shown for the
first time on
Christmas Day at

the Rivoli.

Grace Lynn is

a dramatic and
screen actress
who played a

court lady in the motion picture. Be-
sides writing this feature, Miss Lynn ar-
ranged and directed it. Broadway actors
of prominence played the parts.
Lumsden Hare, noted English actor who just

finished an engagement as leading man with Mar-
jorie Rambeau in the Frohman production of
Antonia, played the Lord Mayor. Shirley
Booth, who played the lead in “The Cat and the
Canary” and who is at present the very young
leading woman of “Laff That Off” now playing
at the 39th Street theatre, was the Cinderella.
Alan Bunce, who played the juvenile lead in
Philip Barry’s Harvard prize play “You and I”
with H. B. Warner and who is at present the
leading juvenile in “Laff That Off,” was the
Prince.

Prisoner in Bandit Hunt
Blames Plot to Janitor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT.,Dec. 29.—The cashier
of the St. Denis theatic, one of the largest

cinemas of Montreal, was held up one night

after the show as she was leaving
the box office, the bandit grabbing the black

bag which contained about $800. The
alarm was sounded and the man was cap-

tured. The accused, who gave the name
of John Boyd, told the police magistrate
he was a consulting engineer and that he
had been examining the equipment of the

St. Denis theatre when he had been ap-

proached by a janitor with the proposal for
the “job.” The employe revealed the “in-

side” plan and they were to split the pro-

ceeds 50-50. The court hearing was post-

poned until police officials made further

investigation.

Morris Makes Several
Advancements in Staff

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Following the

policy of promotion from within the

ranks Warner Brothers recently an-
nounced the advancement of several

sales men. D. Farquahr, Vancouver, is

now branch manager of Winnipeg; R.

W. Wilson, now has charge of the Van-
couver branch. E. L. Alperson has been
named branch manager of the St. Louis
office. Austin Interrante has taken over
the Albany office.

Sommers Rites Dec. 24
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—On Decem-
ber 24 the funeral of David A. Sommers,
president of the Metropolitan Theatres

Company, owners of the St. Louis theatre,

was held. He died on December 22 at the

Jewish Hospital.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of January 2

Stories Told

by

the Camera

J. L. Johnston who has been publicity director for Frank Lloyd for
two and one half years last week announced that he has joined the
Corinne Griffith Productions for the publicity work on “Mile.
Modiste” which is to go into production at once. Johnston is shown
with Miss Griffith during a discussion of wardrobe.

Above is Robert M. Yost who has been chosen as

the director of publicity at the Fox Film Corpora-
tion offices in Hollywood. Yost is one of several

who have lately joined Fox in the preparation
for the coming season’s production activity.

ABOVE: John P. MacSweeney
is the priest in “Wild Oats
Lane.” He was brought West
by Marshall Neilan who ap-
pears in photo at left with
Dave Keffon (left). The film

is for Pro-Dis-Co.

RIGHT: Mrs. Wallace Reid
whose second 1926 release

“The Earth Woman,” is well
under way at the Mrs. Wallace
Reid Productions studio.
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Allene Ray begins the new year well

established as a “serial queen,” hav-
ing achieved success in several

Pathe chapter plays in 1925. She
is now on the coast between films.

Johnny Hines (in sweater) and C. C. Burr at his left, with a group of publicity

men at the studio where filming was under way for “Rainbow Riley,” Hines’ next
picture for First National. Left to right: William Mulligan and Franklin Jacobs
of F. N., Hines, Burr, and Dave Weshner, director of advertising for the Burr-
Hines organization.

Guess who they are! This Kowboy Kwartet singing “My Little Grey Home” con-

sists of four of Universal’s most active stars. Left to right: Virginia Valli, Mary
Philbin, Laura La Plante and Marion Nixon. All are in costumes they wore when
they first entered pictures. All have become popular in those roles and later in

others.

Lou Tellegen has signed a contract

to appear in Fox productions. He
already appears in several Fox
pieces such as “East Lynne,” “The
Silver Treasure.”
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It appears that Marion Davies’ boyish bob was personally supervised by Sydney
Franklyn, director of “Beverly of Graustark”, in which she stars. The makeup shown
above is that in which she appears for the scene of the masquerade ball when she poses
as the crown prince. The story is one of the McCutcheon fantasies. The picture is

for Metro distribution.

Ricardo Cortez heads a strong
cast in the Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer production, “Ibanez Tor-
rent.” Opposite him is Greta
Garbo, popular Swedish actress.

Left to right: George Marshall, Fox comedy director-in-chief;
Kathryn Perry and Hallam Cooley, who are the leading char-
acters in “His Own Lawyer.” The picture is based on “The
Married Life of Helen and Warren,” written by Mabel Herbert
Urner. Trouble begins when visitors come to stay a month.

Dorothy Devore, who has recently risen to a high
position among Warner Brothers players recently was
married to A. W. Mather, head of the Consolidated
Amusements Company, Ltd., of Honolulu. The court-
ship began several months ago in Honolulu.
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Left: Lionel Belmore plays the role

of the heroine’s grumpy father in

“The Checkered Flag,” featuring
Elaine Hammerstein, to be released

by the Ginsberg Company.

Right: Harry Lewis Woods plays
the role of a handsome villain in

“A Trip to Chinatown” for Fox
with whom he has signed a two-
year contract.

Lloyd Hughes with two of the small
dogs which take part in a Whippet
race in “Irene,” First National.

Left: Colleen Moore in one of the

30 gowns she wears in scenes of

“Irene,” First National production.

Right: Iris Gray is a young woman
from Wichita, Kan., who has be-
come Paramount junior star.
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Above are photographs taken of Jean Hersholt in his character in

the role of an old man in “My Old Dutch,” and again off the lot.

The picture is to be distributed by Universal. One of the important
roles is played by May McAvoy. Hersholt has recently become a

U star.

William Van Dresser has drawn the above likeness
of Watterson R. Rothacker with particular ac-
curacy. Mr. Rothacker is the head of the Roth-
acker Film Manufacturing Company, which is lo-

cated in Chicago.

Just Sarsaparilla pop! The group
shown above have been making
“Golden Strain” for Fox. Victor
Schertzinger, Madge Bellamy,
Grace Morse, Ann Pennington.

Karl Dane, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer player, tasted

fame when he enacted the
role of a comedian in

“The Big Parade.”

Dorothy Mackaill, First National
player, appears in “Joanna” which
has been completed recently. The
novelty muffs shown here are a
current fad on the Coast.

Alberta Vaughn, F. B. O. star, will make one more
series of short features, “Fighting Hearts,” before
she will begin starring in feature length productions
for F. B. O., according to the terms of her new
contract.
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Grainger Establishes Record as

Fox Film Travel Champ
A. M. P. A. and Cheese Club Meet and “Old Charlie” Aids President

Hirshfield with Filibuster—Rosenzweig Heads F. /. L. M. Club

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Men may come and men may go, but Jimmie
Grainger, general sales manager of Fox Film, does more coming
and going in a week than the average man does in a lifetime. He

is, incidentally, the man who made the dotted line famous.
Since he joined the Fox organization last May Mr. Grainger has been

moving about so rapidly that many near-sighted persons have mistaken
him for triplets.

AN amateur statistician has figured out

that if all the miles he has traveled in

the last eight months were laid end to end,

in one continuous trip, he would have
girdled the earth five times, with enough
miles left over to wear out three cord tires

of average quality. These figures, of
course, presuppose the start to be made
from the Northwest corner of 42nd street

and Broadway.

Martians Please W rite

Had he started from the same spot in a

speedy airplane pointed away from the
earth, the inhabitants of Mars would by
now have been standing in line for two
weeks, patiently awaiting a chance to see
“The Iron Horse.” In the meantime, Mr.
Grainger would be quoting first run prices
to the Man in the Moon.
Those who knew him as a baby recall

that he cut his first tooth on a fountain
pen at the age of three months and the
first words he learned to articulate clearly
were “sign” and “here.” At the age of
three years he closed his first important
deal when he sublet his cradle to a wash-
erwoman in the neighborhood to be used
as a clothes basket. It was mutually un-
derstood and agreed that the party of the
first part was to have the use of the cradle
at night, on rainy days and at such other
times as occasion might require. With the
profits from this deal, the precocious lad
purchased a goat which he sold next day
to a nearby florist who objected to its

counter-fragrance. Again he realized a
handsome profit which he put aside to help
defray the expense of his education.

Since he became general sales manager
for Fox Film, Mr. Grainger has made five

round trips to the Pacific Coast. Every
station agent along the route knows him
by sight and waves a friendly greeting to
him as the Sunset Limited whizzes past.

Even the coyotes, it is said, lower their

voices at night, lest they disturb his slum-
bers. He has visited every state in the
Union, every province in Canada, except
those in the extreme Northeast, and has
also made several trips through the New
England states. In every instance he has
returned to New York with his brief case
fairly bulging with contracts.

Sells ’Em and Sends ’Em Home
It is said, though not confirmed by Mr.

Grainger himself, that while returning
from a recent trip to the Pacific Coast, he
talked in his sleep and was awakened by
the man in the upper berth asking to bor-

row his fountain pen. It seems that the

disturber was an exhibitor from Omaha,
Neb., who was on his way to New York
to look for new attractions. However,
after lying awake half the night listening

to Grainger’s convincing sales arguments,

he decided to sign a year’s contract for

Fox pictures and got off at the next sta-

tion to take the train back home.

Grainger has worn out 27 fountain pens

(each sold with a lifetime guarantee), ob-
taining the signatures of exhibitors on Fox
contracts

; he has consumed enough energy
pointing out dotted lines to knock Jack
Dempsey 17 feet and five inches, and has
uttered a smiling “thank you” in every in-

stance as the exhibitor wrote his name.

“Old Charlie” Filibusters

1 he A. M. P. A. and the Cheese Club
held a joint meeting last week with Presi-
dents Glen Allvine and Harry Hirshfield
presiding. This does not mean that the
meeting was held in a joint or that the
Hofbrau Haus looked like a joint during
or after the session, even though when
Harry Hirshfield tossed a twelve-pound
roast turkey to Julius Cohen, Julius yelled:

“What do you think this joint is—

a

joint?”

The session was a sort of a get-together
of the two organizations so that the mem-
bers might give each other Christmas
presents and other things. They did.

Neil Kingsley helped along on doing the
honors by bringing with the Cheese Club
an excellent orchestra—so good in fact that
it_ should receive mention by name, but
with the usual foresight of a bunch of
press agents, the identity of the orchestra
was kept a profound secret.

I he t jieese Club also brought along “Old
Charley,” the venerable perennial guest of
the club, who appeared to enjoy the food
almost as much as he did the speech he
made afterwards.

And about that speech : Harry Hirshfield
announced that “Old Charlie” would be
allowed to speak if he didn’t talk more
than six minutes. After the old gentle-
man had talked about five minutes some
misguided person took Hirshfield off to
one side and told him alleged funny stories
for about 15 minutes. Not wishing to em-
barrass President Hirshfield, “Old Charlie,”
after finishing his time allotment of six
minutes, put on a filibuster until Hirsh-
field finally got back to his place, and per-
suaded the speechmaker to subside.

“Old Charlie” leaned over to Hirsh-
field and loudly whispered: “I helped
you out. You weren’t here so I extem-
poraneoused until you were on the job
again. Give me credit.”

Dry and Getting Drier

Paul Gulick is authority for the state-
ment that Jean Hersholt, who has been
cast by Universal for the title role in “The
Old Soak,” has never taken a drink in his
life, and is therefore eminently fitted for
the part.

* ^

Charles Rosenzweig of F. B. O. was
elected president of the F. I. L. M. Club at

the annual meeting last week, succeeding

Joseph Vergesslich. Other officers elected

were David Rosengarten, Metro, first vice-

president
;
Harry Thomas, Merit, second

vice-president, and Charles Stombough,
Pathe, secretary.

Several of the trade and near trade

papers have already installed John S.

Woody at Warner Brothers in the

position of sales manager, but so far

as Mr. Woody and the Warners know,
there is nothing doing along that line.

Ever since Mr. Woody’s retirement
from Associated Exhibitors there has
been much speculation as to his future

connections. Last week he dropped in

for a friendly call on Abe Warner

—

the call having nothing at all to do
with business—and immediately ru-

mors of radical changes spread along
Broadway.

* * *

The following appeared in the New
York dailies early last week. So far not
one of the Short Feature press boys have
claimed the comedy:

LAUGH AT FILM BREAKS JAW
Mrs. Lillian Schaffer, twenty-four. No.

525 West 135th street, dislocated her jaw
while laughing at a comedy film in the
Claremont theatre at 135th street and
Broadway yesterday afternoon. She was
attended by Dr. Fiedler of Knickerbocker
hospital and went home.

* * *

M. H. Hoffman, general manager of
Tiffany Productions, sailed for a trip to
Bermuda on the S. S. Fort Victoria last

week, to be gone for ten days. Accom-
panying Hoffman are his family and Wil-
liam D. Shapiro of the Franklin Film Com-
pany, of Boston, the Tiffany franchise
holder for New England, Max Shulman
and Judge D. Lourie, all of whom are ac-
companied by their families.

Several Branch Heads
Resign ; Danke to Omaha

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—Floyd Lewis,
district manager for Associated Exhibitors,
has tendered his resignation. Lou Thomp-
son will fill Lewis’ post.

Ted Meyers, manager of the local Pathe
office, has resigned. James Hawes has
been named for the post. Meyers will be-
come a special feature salesman for Pathe.

A1 Danke, manager here for Warner
Brothers, has resigned to accept the man-
agership of the Omaha branch of Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation. District
Manager Hill of Producers opened negotia-
tions with Danke when Manager Lorenzo
was transferred from Omaha to Mil-
waukee, Wis., his former home. Eddie
Alperson, who managed the Universal of-

fice in St. Louis for several months, but
who more recently has filled managerial
positions in Omaha, has succeeded Danke
in St. Louis.

Gov. Smith Expected to

Hold Cobb Despite Party
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 29.—Because the

New York State motion picture commission
will probably be abolished during the com-
ing year, George H. Cobb, the present

chairman of the commission, will probably

be retained by Governor Smith, though
Cobb is a republican.

Film of Oil Fields Now
Finished by Big Firm

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 29.—One
of the large petroleum producing com-
panies has just completed a new educa-

tional picture for inclusion in the li-

brary of industrial films distributed by

the Bureau of Mines, department of

commerce. It is titled “Through Oil

Lands of Europe and Africa."
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Fox Prepares for Greatest Program
Grainger Points

To Plays Bought
For Record Year

Sheehan Sets New Standard by

Subdividing Publicity, Adver-
tising, Accessories and

Exploitation

N EW YORK, Dec. 29.—With
product better in 1925 than
in 1924 and promising to be

still better in the coming year and
with increased theatre attendance a

concrete encouragement to exhib-
itors and producers, a bright out-

look for 1926 is assured the industry,
says James R. Grainger, general
salesmanager of Fox Film Corpora-
tion.

Fox is looking forward to its greatest
program, Grainger declares. Europe will
be one source of fresh material and the
signing of F. W. Murnau, German director-
producer, is a significant step, he holds.
Grainger points to the acquisition of a
number of record-breaking plays as a
guarantee of audience-value in its next
program, citing the purchase of a group of
David Belasco plays, another John Golden
group, a number of Shubert productions
and Arthur Hopkin’s “What Price Glory?”
as examples.

Short features will solidify their gains
of the past year, he believes. Exhibitors
already are extensively advertising short
features and even have given entire pro-
grams of them.

Four Divisions Created

One big move in the Fox publicity,
advertising and exploitation department
was a subdividing into four distinct divi-
sions, by Winfield R. Sheehan, vice presi-
dent and general manager, each division
operating under the general direction of
Vivian R. Moses and under Grainger’s
supervision. The divisions are publicity,

advertising, accessories and exploitation.
A field exploitation staff of 26 operatives
under the direction of Ned Holmes was
organized. Gerald K. Rudulph was placed
at the head of the ' publicity department,
with Robert M. Yost in charge of publicity
at the West Coast studios and Donn Mc-
Elwaine head of the accessories division.

Bruce Gallup was appointed advertising
manager.

T T NDER Ned Holmes the new depart-^ ment of field exploitation has more
than justified the care and thoroughness
with which it was organized. In all sec-

tions of the country, a veritable army of
autos converted into replicas of “The Iron
Horse” has proselyted the big Fox epic

into activity at the box office. Few cities

have not been regaled through their news-
papers with columns of intriguing lies,

submitted in Liar’s Contests as an exploi-

tational adjunct to the local showing of

“Lightnin’.” Many a city has yielded at

least one church pulpit, from which the

glorious and eternal truths of “The Fool”
have been exploited by a man in clerical

garb. Many a town’s pavements have
reverberated to the echoing footsteps of

marching Legionnaires, going over the

exploitation top for “Havoc.” And thus

it has been down the entire list of the Fox
product. The new department started out

JAMES R. GRAINGER

to make an enviable record for itself, and

in every section of the country it has

achieved its purpose.

Rudulph Former Branch Manager

In conformity with Mr. Sheehan’s pre-

conceived idea that only men who have

mastered the long lesson of the box office

—men that actually know the dollars and

cents angle of motion pictures—are compe-

tently tutored to write about them, he

placed Mr. Rudulph at the head of the

publicity division. Mr. Rudulph was
formerly branch manager of the Fox
Buffalo exchange and a newspaperman. No
less a body than the Hays organization

has especially commended the Fox copy,

as being the kind of material best calcu-

lated to reflect the businesslike and digni-

fied aspect of the industry, and free from

the taint of offensiveness that at one time

brought into question the ethics of certain

film publicity purveyors.

Yost, now in charge of the publicity at

the West Coast studios, is also a former

Fox exchange manager and is a veteran

newspaperman.

BRUCE GALLUP, new advertising man-

ager, is one of the best known display

advertising experts in the motion picture

industry, and upon his shoulders rests the

responsibility for the creation of attractive

advertising copy.

The whole-hearted cooperation that the

Fox enterprise is putting behind Mr.

Grainger’s sales campaigns is proof positive

that merely selling the picture is far from

the end of Fox participation. The respon-

sibility does not rest there. Exhibitors

who have played Fox product already this

season, and exhibitors who are still to play

it, should know that a publicity, advertis-

ing and exploitation system thoroughly

organized and perfectly functioning stands

back of every box office where a Fox pic-

ture is on sale.

Fox Achievements Cited

Fox achievements of 1925 are headed

by Tom Mix’s triumphal tour of Europe

and the production “The Iron Horse,”

which established John Ford in the front

rank of directors. Other accomplishments

of Fox are listed alongside these, such as

the screen productions from the John

Golden stage hits, the signing of Peter B.

Kyne to supply four original stories, the

welcome given “Havoc,” “Lazybones,”

“East Lynne” and “As No Man Has
Loved,” the emergence of George O’Brien

as a star, and the expansion of the Fox
comedy program by adding an O. Henry
series and a Helen and Warren series to

the Van Bibber and Imperial Comedies.
Never before has a producer put so much
money or effort into short features, the

Fox home force says.

WITH the production progress of Fox
Film Corporation there has been a

parallel growth in building operations,

marked by acquisition of the Fox Hills

property in Hollywood and Westwood,
expenditure of $500,000 in erecting a com-
plete motion picture city with $500,000
more appropriated. The structures com-
prising the new producing unit include a

$50,000 administration building, a $5,000
still-portrait studio, a $75,000 stage and a

$75,000 reception building.

Groupings Arranged

To detail the arrangement of these

buildings, the following groupings have
been decided on as a model for all future
construction of this nature : On the first

floor of the administration building are to

be found the business manager and his

personal staff, the scenario editor and per-
sonal staff and the directorial staffs with
their private offices. On the second floor

are the offices of the art director and his

staff, the scenario writers and readers, the
technical staff and the library.

In keeping with the Spanish architecture,

which predominates, we find the exterior

of stucco with a red tile roof and artistic

wood trimming. Emphasis fell on the

lighting and ventilation systems.

THE southeast corner of the second
floor is taken up by the library which

was the particular interest of Mr. Fox and
which is considered the most complete ever
installed for the purposes of motion pic-

ture research. Here are over 20,000 volumes
in charge of an expert librarian.

The reception building fronts on the

North Western avenue side of the west
lot. The entrance is to a reception lobby
40 by 60 feet, with tiled floor and wains-
coting, ivory colored plaster and heavy
beamed ceiling, all of Spanish design. In

one corner there is a pool and wall foun-
tain. Wrought iron is used for the doors
and the fixtures, making for a harmonious
and striking effect. The entrance, of hand-
tooled art stone, is surmounted by an

electric sign with concealed lights.

Constructive Innovations

Constructive innovations to give exhibi-

tors increased service have been a con-

comitant of the appointment of Grainger

as salesmanager. New exchanges were
opened in Memphis and Milwaukee.

Fox has already obtained screen rights

to 26 plays, four novels and two original

stories for production in 1926. These are

headed by “What Price Glory?”, “Cradle

Snatcher,” “Is Zat So” and “One Increas-

ing Purpose.”

The previewing theatre is the particular

pride of the entire colony, and is con-

sidered the finest miniature playhouse in

the world. Of Spanish design, the interior

color scheme will be polychrome with the

ceiling in blue. The floor will be in black

and tan tile. Again the indirect niche type

of lighting is used most effectively. Seat-

ing capacity is 100, with the seats of up-

holstered plush and of the most recent

type. The projection room is perfect of

its kind, employing the latest improve-

( Continued, on Following Page )
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Scenes from “The Gilded Butterfly,” the William Fox production in which Herbert Rawlinson, Huntly Gordon, Carolynne Snow-
den and Frank Keenan have the leading roles. The story was written by Evelyn Campbell and John Griffith Wray directed. The
scenario was written by Bradley King.

ments throughout. The proscenium arch
is 13 feet wide by 5 feet deep and affords

space for a large screen.

The new wardrobe building is called the

largest in Hollywood. It is 36 by 110 feet.

* * *

ONE of the biggest productions for next
fall, “3 Bad Men,” is approaching

completion under the direction of John
Ford. George O’Brien is the hero of this

epic romance of the American frontier and
Olive Borden, a new Fox find, plays the
leading feminine role. The “3 Bad Men”
are J. Farrell MacDonald, who shared
honors with O’Brien in “The Iron Horse,”
Frank Campeau and big Tom Santschi.

Lou Tellegen is the villain.

Murnau Starts in Spring

F. W. Murnau, celebrated German direc-

tor who produced “The Last Laugh,” will

arrive on the Fox lot early next spring to

begin work on the picturization of “Down
to Earth,” a Viennese novel by Julius
Perutz. His technical director, Herman
Bing, has been in Hollywood for a few
months preparing for his chief’s arrival.

The screen version of “What Price
Glory?”, the sensational stage hit by
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson,
will be directed by Raoul Walsh, who will

return to the Fox staff of directors the
first of January. Mr. Walsh’s most recent
success was “The Wanderer,” based on the
Biblical story of the prodigal son. He also
directed Douglas Fairbanks in “The Thief
of Bagdad” and Pola Negri in “East of
Suez.” One of his outstanding pictures
was “The Honor System,” which he made
for Fox Films.

* * *

DNE of the prize bags by Fox Films was
the purchase of screen rights to

“Cradle Snatchers,” called the outstanding
dramatic hit on the New York stage. At
the same time Fox obtained screen rights

to “The Family Upstairs,” a slice of Amer-
ican life, also produced this season.

“Is Zat So,” the breezy drama of a boxer
and his promoter who invaded a Fifth
avenue home as butler and second man, is

another of the current Broadway hits on
the Fox list. Shortly after this was pur-
chased from the Shuberts, it was announced
Fox had also obtained the film rights to

“Whispering Wires,” a mystery drama, and
“The City,” considered by many critics the

greatest play Clyde Fitch ever wrote.

Four Golden Stage Hits

Four John Golden stage hits will be pro-
duced as photoplays by Fox Films during
the coming season. “7th Heaven,” which
had two successful seasons in New York
and is now duplicating its Broadway suc-

cess throughout the country, tops the list.

“Pigs” has just left Broadway after a

year’s run and is following the triumphal

trail of “7th Heaven.” The other two
Golden plays are “The Holy Terror” and
“Going Crooked” of the current season.

One of the outstanding achievements of
the year in getting photoplay material was
the deal between Fox Films and David
Belasco, under the terms of which Fox
will picturize six Belasco plays. “The
Music Master,” “The Return of Peter
Grimm,” “The Auctioneer” and “The
Grand Army Man” were the character
dramas that immortalized David Warfield.

These plays set a new style and started a

new epoch on the American stage. The
two other plays are both from the French,
“The Lily” and “The Comedian,” in which
Nance O’Neill and Lionel Atwil! played the

respective title roles.

* * *

T T NDER the terms of an agreement^ made with the American Play Com-
pany, Fox Films has exclusive screen rights

to the ten highly successful Charles Hoyt
plays. “A Trip to Chinatown” is already
well advanced in production with Mar-
garet Livingston in the role of the comedy
widow. It will be released on January 31.

The other nine Hoyt plays will be pro-
duced for next season.

“The Way Things Happen,” a powerful
drama of the great sacrifice a woman made
to save the man she loved from disgrace,

completes the list of dramas purchased
thus far. Katharine Cornell played the

leading feminine role in the stage play.

Sheehan’s Judgment Vindicated

Sheehan was on hand to obtain screen
rights to “One Increasing Purpose,” the

first novel in three years by A. S. M.
Hutchinson, author of “If Winter Comes.”
Mr. Sheehan’s judgment has already been
vindicated by the popularity of this highly

Left, Kathryn Perry; center, George
Marshall; right, Hallam Cooley. Mar-
shall is making the others speak their

pieces on the Fox lot. Cooley and
Miss Perry are the stars of the “Helen
and Warren” series.

controversional novel. Although it was
not published until September 24, it has
already passed its 100th thousand.

In addition to “One Increasing Purpose”
and “Down to Earth,” Fox Films has pur-
chased two other novels, “Frozen Justice”

by Ejnar Mikkeison and “Married Alive”
by Ralph Straus.

* * *

K'OX will release 26 supreme attractions,

23 two-reel comedies, 14 one-reel vari-

eties and 52 issues of Fox News between
January 1 and August 15. The first su-

preme attraction is “The Gilded Butterfly,”

released January 3. The next is “The
Palace of Pleasure.” Then follow “The
Yankee Senor,” January 10; “The Out-
sider,” January 17 ;

“The First Year,”

January 24; “A Trip to Chinatown,” Janu-
ary 31; “The Johnstown Flood,” February

7; “The Road to Glory,” February 14;

“Dangers of a Great City,” in the follow-

ing week; “The Dixie Merchant,” Febru-
ary 28, and “My Own Pal.”

Two laugh films are “Cupid a la Carte”

and “His Own Lawyer,” January 3, then

come “The Fighting Tailor,” January 10;

“The Whirlpool of Europe,” January 10;

“A Flaming Affair,” January 24; “The
Feud,” January 31 ;

“A Bankrupt Honey-
moon,” February 7; “Held for Investiga-

tion,” February 14; “Elsie in New York,”

“Officer of the Day” and “Sawdust and
Spangles,” all February 21. “Pawnshop
Politics” will be released March 7 and
“Cheaper to Move,” March 28.

Committees Picked for

“Naked Truth Dinner

”

at Astor Hotel, Feb. 6
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—With members
of the A. M. P. A. hard at work on prep-

arations for the “Naked Truth Dinner,”

February 6, at the Astor hotel, the follow-

ing committees have taken up their duties:

Chief announcer, Nat Rothstein
;
Hotel

arrangements, Tom Wiley, chairman, and
Walter Eberhardt and A. S. Rittenberg;

tickets, Charles Einfield, chairman, Charles

Cohen, Arthur Selig; advertising and
publicity, Nat Rothstein chairman, King
Fisher, E. L. Finney; celebrities, King
Fisher and Bert Alder newsreel
Victor Shapiro, chairman, Gordon White,
Russell Holman

;
printed program and

seating list, Russell Holman, chairman, and
Mort Blumenstock

;
window cards, posters

and display matter, Vincent Trotta, chair-

man, C. L. (Bill) Yearsley and H. Lewis.

Duke Yellman’s and Caruso’s orchestras

will play. Reservation requests are being

received by Charles Einfeld, 365 Madison
avenue, New York city.
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Temper Optimism
with Caution in

1926, Says Hoover
( Special from Department of Commerce )

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 29.—If we
are to continue our high level of prosper-
ity in 1926 it is important that we temper
our optimism with a sprinkling of caution,

said Herbert Hoover, secretary of the de-
partment of commerce, to the press today.

“Our foreign trade in 1925 has been ex-
ceptionally satisfactory,” he said. “Both
exports and imports have risen materially,

the former reflecting an increase in agri-

cultural exports, and the latter reflecting the

large demand for foreign raw materials

and tropical foodstuffs. Exports will total

around $4,900,000,000 or about seven per
cent more than in 1924.

“Imports will amount to about $4,200,-

000,000 or approximately 17 per cent more
than in 1924. Roughly, one-half of this

increase in both exports and imports is

attributable to greater quantities exported
and the remainder to advance in prices.”

“Lady Windermere9
s

Fan99 Premiere Held
December 26 in N . Y

,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—The official

premiere of “Lady Windermere’s Fan” was
celebrated at the Warners theatre here
December 26. Irene Rich is seen in the

leading feminine role.

The picture opened accompanied by an
elaborate stage presentation, “The Spirit of

the Fan,” an atmosphere prolog.

Herman Heller and his orchestra played

“La Boheme.” Joseph Turin, tenor, and
Madame Bave, coloratura soprano, sang the

duet from “Lucci.”

Bandit Recaptured in

David Harding Shooting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 29. — Roy
Pierce, bandit who shot David Harding
three years ago, Mr. Harding then being
manager of the Liberty theatre, Kansas
City, and now president of the Capitol

Enterprises, has been recaptured. Pierce,

who was serving a 6-year term at the Mis-
souri penitentiary and escaped, was cap-

tured in Kansas City in a raid on an
apartment house.

Four Branch Managers
Named by Associated

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29—A. E. Atkinson
has been appointed Associated Exhibitors
manager at Indianapolis, by Lew C.

Thompson, Central sales supervisor. Dan
B. Lederman, Western sales director, has
named Fred Horn manager of the Des
Moines branch. The Cincinnati branch has
been placed under the managership of Otto
Horowitz. Fred Voight is manager at San
Francisco and J. H. Mayer is newly ap-
pointed salesman at the Cincinnati office.

Lasky Back from Coast,
Confers with Le Baron

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Upon his ar-

rival here yesterday Jesse L. Lasky im-
mediately went into conference with
William Le Baron for the discussion of
plans for forthcoming Paramount pictures.

John Barrymore
stars in “The Sea Beast,” which Warner
Brothers has set for release January 15,

the world premiere to take place at the

Warners theatre. New York. Millard
Webb, the director, is in New York for

his first attendance at the opening of

any of his pictures. An elaborate pro-

log is being arranged.
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KID GLOOM must be knocked out and kept out if 1926 is to be the bigger and better box office year the

bigger and better industry warrants. National Laugh Month is that all-important “first wallop” the ring mer-

chants talk about. To insure victory—hit first, hit hard, and hit now!
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DON’T BEGIN LAUGHING YET
January is Laugh Month and—

THERE IS WORK TO BE DONE
Don’t begin laughing yet. January is Laugh Month. Meantime, there is work to be done—plenty of

it—if January is to be the doubly “howling” success it should he.

This work to be done is everybody’s job. Which does not mean that anybody can safely neglect it—as

“everybody’s job” usually is neglected. There is no place for a “Let George do it” spirit in this undertaking.

Men responsible for National Laugh
Month state that advance indication

of exhibitor attitude is promising.

Many great showmen have voiced

their intention of hacking the enter-

prise solidly. The list of exhibitors

who have verbally backed the under-

taking is endless.

But verbal pledges mean nothing.

Paid ad copy in local newspapers is

the real test, and there is no shower

of that as yet. Perhaps it is early,

but it is not too early to begin ad-

vertising a period which amounts to

one-twelfth of the operating year.

Elaborate campaigns culminating

in free splashes in newspapers and
magazines have not been without re-

sult. These have combined to give

the public an inkling that something

unusual is being done about January.

They are not enough in themselves,

however, to carry the project across a

winner. It takes good, hard dollars

invested in printer’s ink to do that.

By the time this issue reaches read-

ers, National Laugh Month will have
arrived. If advance preparation has

been what it should be, the theatres

will be packed with comedy attrac-

tions—and the public will know
about it! If advance preparation

has been incomplete, the pictures

will be there but the wide world will

not go there to see programs of which

it has not heard.

The first week will make or break

the month. If the project gets off on

the right foot, it will carry over al-

most by momentum. If it fizzles at

the start, there is little use in trying

to rekindle the fire. There will be

no fizzle if the pledges of support so

readily made are as readily carried

out in action.

The material to make Laugh Month

a great success is at hand. The pic-

tures required have been manufac-

tured and placed in the exchanges.

The National Laugh Month Commit-

tee has produced a great lineup of

special exploitation accessories to be

had at reasonable cost. Each film

concern has added to that lineup its

own accessories for its own product.

The pictures and the material with

which to advertise them are at hand.

This and other papers have de-

voted much space to details of the

What Others Think
14

GEORGE DAVIS
Manager Stadium Theatre,

Brooklyn, writes :

“ ‘DAISY BELL’ Song Car-Tune
tremendous success. Patrons applauded for
five minutes.
“One of the best short subjects I have
ever played.”

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

campaign. This paper has provided
special copy, also, much of which has
been used by exhibitors and consti-

tutes, thus far, the only published ad-

vertising for Laugh Month reported

to date.

Newspapers and magazines have

contributed freely of their space out

of sheer goodwill. They welcome the

opportunity to help the picture in-

dustry in a worthy move. If the pic-

ture industry falls down on the job, it

is the picture industry’s fault.

There is money to be made out of

National Laugh Month—plenty of it.

Box office experts have pronounced it

a better project than Greater Movie
Season, basing their claim upon the

ground that National Laugh Month
does not “play down” the other thea-

tre periods. It is a month which may
as well be made a box office highlight.

Nine-tenths of the necessary effort

have been put forth. If the tenth

tenth is not expended, the other nine-

tenths go for naught and the indus-

try is up against the unpleasant pros-

pect of laughing off a black eye.

The time to laugh is January—and
even then it’s a good idea to let the

audiences do the laughing. The thing

to do now, and to keep right on do-

ing until Laugh Month is over, is to

advertise National Laugh Month with

real money and get out of it the most

that is in it.

William R. Weaver.
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Pathe People

Back of
“Laugh Month”
LEFT : HAL ROACH, producer of

comedies for Pathe which will be re-

leased during “Laugh Month.”

RIGHT: MACK SENNETT, pro-

ducer of comedies for Pathe which

will be released during “Laugh

Month.”

Thelma Parr, prom-
inent player in Sennett

comedies released by
Pathe.

“OUR GANG” took Santa Claus with them when they started

with their share of the fun for “Laugh Month.” The picture

was named “Good Cheer” and Santa had to be there. It will

be released by Pathe.

Martha Sleeper is a

prominent player in

Hal Roach comedies
released by Pathe.

Harry Langdon will he
seen in Mack Sennett

pieces.

Clyde Cook, Hal Roach Charley Chase, star in Hal

—Pathe star. Roach-Pathe comedies.

Ralph Graves, star in

Mack Sennett comedies

for Pathe.

Alice Day in “Hot Cakes
for Two,” Pathe Com-
edy.

Glenn Tryon, star in

Roach comedies for

Pathe release.
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PATHE OFFICERS OPTIMISTIC
Work Not Yet

Perfected, Is

View of Scott
By HARRY SCOTT

Sales Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

So much has been written and said con-

cerning the box-office value of short features

and their ever growing importance in the

field of motion picture entertainment that

certainly by this time the message should
have registered with telling force. Every
conceivable medium has been used to get

this idea before the exhibitor and to con-

vince him of its value to him, and yet we
have not perfected our work to the point
where we may sit back and consider it

completed.

It is true that the past year has seen a

marked advance along this line. Concen-
trated sales and advertising effort have
served to bring
home to exhibitors
generally the fact

that they have been
overlooking vast
money making pos-
sibilities by their

practice of literally

ignoring short fea-

tures in the past.

The year 1925 may
well be looked upon
as the year of a
great awakening in

the motion picture

industry — an
awakening to a real-

ization of the vital

place short features occupy in the world
motion picture entertainment.

* * *

It now becomes the duty of motion pic-

ture distributors dealing in short features
to make 1926 the year for definitely es-

tablishing as a fixed policy in all picture
theatres the practice of according one-two-
and three-reel pictures advertising, publicity
and exploitation consideration in proportion
to their box office merit rather than to

their length. There is no reasonable or
logical argument to be advanced against
this, save the fact that custom has in the
past decreed otherwise. Surely by this time
it has been proved beyond all shadow of a
doubt that the quality, the money-making
possibilities, the audience pleasing possibili-

ties of a picture bear no relation whatever
to the number of reels it contains.

In this connection, distributors of short
features should most enthusiastically sup-
port the “Laugh Month” movement that

has been proposed for January, 1926. Short
features, of course, are not all comedies,
but an overwhelming majority of comedies
are short features, therefore the idea is

particularly appropriate at this time. The
coming year is to see the reaching of con-
clusions in this fight for just recognition

of short features, and to start it off by
dedicating the first portion of it to the ex-

tended use of laugh-making pictures is

indeed to make a flying start.

* * *

The House of Pathe, long recognized as

leader in the short feature field, has a vital

contribution to make to the cause of Laugh
Month. The entire two-reel comedy out-
put of Hal Roach and Mack Sennett, the

industry’s foremost comedy producers; the

Scenes from J anuary product

of Pathe Exchange, Inc., are

published upon the second page

following. Pictures of pro-

ducers, stars and prominent
players responsible for Pathe
product available to exhibitors

in Laugh Month are presented

upon the page facing.

“Laugh Month
a Life Saver”

Says Waldron
By JOHN A. WALDRON

Supervisor of Production for Mack Sennett

There is sure to be a most healthy re-

action to “Laugh Month” as provided by
the comedy films which will be shown du-

ring the month of January, 1926. I know
of no better way to start the New Year if

one seeks good health than to indulge in

laughs at the comedies on the screen.

Did you ever hear of “Pittsburgh” Phil
Smith, the great track gambler, a man who
won and lost fortunes? It is said that

Smith never showed
a single trace of
emotion, either
when he won or
when he lost a bet.

He was as stolid as

the Sphinx. And he
died a young man

—

very suddenly at

that —-because his

system could not

stand the strain. It

is a thousand to one
shot that “Pitts-

burgh” Smith would
have lived much
longer and probably
be alive today had
he acquired the habit of laughing at com-
edies on the screen such as Mack Sennett
and other producers are making.

One “Laugh Day” might have saved the

life of “Pittsburgh” Phil Smith had he at-

tended a movie theatre on that day.

Therefore, “Laugh Month” ought to

prove a life-saver to thousands—-even mil-

lions, because screen comedies create mer-
riment that bursts into laughs and results

in good health.

“Laugh Month” is a wonderful idea that

is bound to bring about limitless results.

Mack Sennetl’s views concerning National Laugh
Month were given in a signed article printed in
last week’s issue.

Roach one-reel comedies, the Harold Lloyd
productions, the Chaplin feature, “A Dog’s
Life,” Aesop’s Film Fables, and Topics of
the Day are regular releases on the Pathe
program and admirable ammunition for
Laugh Month.

From all appearances, 1926 is to have an
auspicious start. Laugh Month should in-

augurate a year that will see the cause of
short features far advanced toward the
goal we are seeking—100 per cent recogni-
tion at the hands of exhibitors.

Pearson Sees
Drive General

Business Aid
By ELMER R. PEARSON

Vice-President and General Manager, Pathe Ex-
change

,
Inc.

Laugh Month was a great inspiration com-
ing in at a most opportune time. January
comes around every year bringing unpaid
bills, cold weather. Congress and the coal
problem, but this year along comes Laugh
Month to the great relief of a sorely tried

public.

When the full length of Laugh Month
has swept across the country, co-operated
with .by people in the public eye, maga-
zines and newspa-
pers, it will so fas-

ten itself upon the

nation that it will

spontaneously re-

peat itself year aft-

er year, bringing
cheer and courage
to multitudes yet

unborn.
Every retail mer-

chant heretofore

has found it neces-

sary to force sales

at tremendous price

reductions in order

to do any business

that month at all,

because during that month the public is

depressed as during no other time of the

year.

The influence of Laugh Month can over-

come this harmful condition of the public

mind and Laugh Month deserves the thor-

ough co-operation of every business insti-

tution of the land.

* * *

Each exhibitor can bring a great boon

to the business men of his locality by as-

suming the leadership of the Laugh Month
campaign among his fellow merchants and
inducing each of them to carry the Laugh
Month slogan in their advertising, in their

window displays, and they will do right

well to have a seat in his theatre at every

performance.
Since September this industry has seen

the release of a great many of the wonder
works of the great producers of spectacles,

drama, sex and weepy mello’s, in reelage

from eight to twelve. The public has re-

sponded as never before, but any good show-
man knows there is such a thing as becom-
ing surfeited with heavy entertainment of

this character, and particularly in January
must the public be offered something of a

very much lighter nature. Thus again

Laugh Month is, indeed, a panacea for

what usually ails all business in January.
All great ideas have modest beginnings.

J. Sterling Morton of Nebraska started

Arbor Day.
The Pilgrims started Thanksgiving Day.

The Short-Feature distributors have
started Laugh Month.
The industry ought to get behind Laugh

Month as it never got behind any similar

movement before. It is going to live for-

ever, to the great benefit of all peoples

and all business every January. How much
benefit the industry derives this year will

depend entirely upon the extent and quick
reception of its individuals to take advan-
tage of a great opportunity.

Laugh Month is a grand idea in that

everybody profits by unselfishness.

Elmer R. Pearson
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ROACH EXPLAINS NEW PLANS
Stars’ Names
Added for Box
Office Draft

By HAL ROACH
Pathe Comedy Producer

“Laugh Month” is dedicated in a special

sense to the comedy, and accordingly it fur-

nishes an ideal occasion to announce what
probably amounts to the most radical change
in production policy ever launched by a

comedy studio.

This policy is, briefly, to introduce into

our short-comedy productions such names of
outstanding prominence that they will exer-
cise for the exhibitor a definite box-office

draw. This policy has been shaped entirely
with a desire to meet the demands of the
present day market and assist the exhibitor
in increasing his attendance.

Frequently, the theatre-owner is faced
with the necessity of showing a program
feature in which there are no prominent
box - office names
that he can display.

The feature itself

may be an enter-
taining piece of
work, but without
the names to ex-
ploit it the exhibi-

tor is powerless to

get the people into

his theatre. It is

right here thatou**
new production
policy fits into the

scheme of things.

The exhibitor may
not have the names
to bill on his fea-

ture, but he will have them in our two-reel

comedies.

Assuming that he has a feature with all

the advertising possibilities of well-known
names, our two-reel comedies with their

additional box-office names will augment
the drawing powers of the feature’s stellar

line-up. Thus our purpose is to meet the

exhibitor’s need for box-office names that

will get the discriminating movie-going
public off the street and into his seats.

The facts leading up to this change in

policy will be of interest to the trade.

Some few years ago we set out to improve
the quality of our short comedies by the

acquisition of the best material available

in the way of stories, directors, acting
talent, technical craftsmen, and so on. We
have improved our product consistently

until today we can claim without fear of
contradiction that reel for reel our comedy
product is superior in entertainment value
and screen technique than the average run
of feature productions.
What we set out to do was to make of

our two-reel comedies program features of
definite box-office value—screen units that

would possess a real, tangible “draw” that

the exhibitor could gauge in terms of dol-

lars and cents at his box-office. First, we
had to build real substantial quality into

our productions. Next we had to develop
players and directors as proficient in their

respective roles as any set of performers
or directors on any feature lot. We have
succeeded in these first two steps beyond
our fondest expectations. In fact, as far

as comparison with feature lots is con-
cerned, I know that right now we have
better director talent, better comedy-player

Pictures of producers, stars

and prominent players figur-

ing in Pathe product available

for exhibitors during Laugh
Month are published on the
second page preceding. Scenes
from January product are pre-

sented upon the page facing.

Serial Laugh
Month Screen

Need, Brooks
By E. OSWALD BROOKS

Serial Sales Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Laughs in serials? Sure, there are! Lots
of them. Of course, the basic idea of every
good serial must be melodramatic action and
thrills, whether it be a motion picture serial

or a magazine serial story, but every good
craftsman knows that “comedy relief” is an
excellent antidote to melodramatic action.

Hence our producers do not hesitate to
introduce logical comedy sequences in al-

most every weekly chapter. Just a touch,
here and there, of
the whimsical ele-

ment — occasion-
ally a streak of
comedy or burlesque
-—helps wonderfully
to relieve the ten-
sion of the audience.
Hence it certainly

is not out of place
to suggest that a
good Pathe serial

like “Play Ball !” or
“Into the Net” or
“The Green Archer”
would be welcomed
On the Screens of E. Oswald Brooks
the country during
the month dedicated to Laughter.

Even the dramatic and serious element
in serials has a real place on the comedy
bill, where it acts in the inverse ratio to

“comedy relief”—it gives “dramatic relief”

to an otherwise all-comedy program.
Classic examples of “dramatic relief” are
to be found in all of the Harold Lloyd
and Charlie Chaplin feature comedies.
Without exception these skilled kings of
comedy will introduce pathos and real

drama into their productions, for they
know full well that unless some “dramatic
relief” be furnished, then the audience will

suffer from a surfeit of comedy—what our
French friends call un embarras de rich-

esse.

talent, better technical-production talent

than can be found on any feature lot any-
where.

* * *

We have now reached the third phase of

our campaign to make the two-reel comedy
of definite box-office value. For the ex-

hibitor’s advertising purposes a well-known
name of established prestige is of the ut-

most importance. We are out to secure

outstanding names of proved box-office
( Continued from Page 62 )

Newsreels to

Contain Laugh
Month Scenes
By EMANUEL COHEN

Editor, Pathe News

Every news film release should contain

some element of humor—not only during
“Laugh Month” but all the time.

Such humor is derived from subtle inci-

dents caught by the news film camera. Un-
restricted glimpses of popular personages

have their touches of humor. Unique shots

of little animals cavorting before the camera
always cause ripples of laughter. Unusual
sensations for the audience secured by photo-

graphing the scenes so that the onlookers
experience just what the cameraman encoun-
tered when he filmed them often rock a

theatre with laughter.

So important do we consider the ele-

ment of humor in Pathe News that we in-

struct each cameraman to catch the lighter

side of life wher-
ever and when ever
possible. There are

dramatic incidents

galore in any news
film and the humor
touches are a wel-
come and entertain-

ing relief.

All humanity re-

sponds to the
screening of a news
film because it mir-
rors life in its ac-
tuality with i t s

drama and its hu-
mor. It is said that

a certain percentage
of theatre patrons were first attracted to

theatres by the news film. And this is

undoubtedly very true for it combines
humor with its drama and it is timely.

* * *

Numerous instances of humor gems
caught by Pathe News camerman come to

mind.

When President Coolidge was photo-
graphed at the American Legion conven-
tion in Omaha, someone handed him a
“six gallon” sombrero hat. The executive
put the hat on and it completely covered
his head. As he peeked out from under
the hat, the President smiled broadly. And
this scene has brought forth good-natured
chuckles and laughs wherever shown.

Vice President Dawes usually adds a lit-

tle subtle humor to a news film scene. One
of our camermen pictured the Vice Presi-
dent knocking out “flys” with a stout base-
ball bat for neighborhood kiddies in

Evanston, Illinois. Another time he was
photographed chumming with a group of
the Senate page boys. Scenes like these
always register laughs.

In a scene showing Indians from the
101 Ranch atop a New York hotel prior
to their sailing for Europe, the camermen
persuaded Miss Helen Ferguson to Charles-
ton with a squaw who then “did her stuff”

in her own clumsy way. This scene has
proved a scream in the theatres.

* * *

Scenes of stout people doing unusual
things get the laughs in a newsfilm just as
they go over in a Hal Roach or a Mack
Sennett comedy. I recall views of stout
ladies going through a series of weight
reducing exercises atop a hotel and also a
similar scene shot at Brighton Beach.
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“The Gosh Dam Mortgage” is a

two reeler released by Pathe dur-

ing “Laugh Month.”

Pathe Pictures

Ready for
“Laugh Month”

A laugh scene for “Laugh Month”
is found here in “A Punch in the

Nose.”

Ralph Graves in “Wide Open
Faces,” a Mack Sennett comedy
for Pathe.

“Laugh Month” may get a good start

Saturday afternoon with “Saturday After-

noon,” Sennett comedy.

Charley Chase just chases the

gloom away in “Charley My Boy,”
a Hal Roach two reel for Pathe.

Glenn Tryon is expected to lure long laughs in “Long One of the reasons why “Good Cheer,” the Our Gang
Pants” the Hal Roach comedy in which he will appear comedy for Pathe is expected to enhance the laughability
in January. of “Laugh Month.”
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Educational Greets the New Year

A night scene at the Educa-
tional studios may be seen

here. In the foreground is

the administration building.

Below is Jack White, director

general of Educational Studios

at Los Angeles. Many of the

best laughs of the month are

expected of White’s product.

E. W. HAMMONS, above, is president of Educa-
tional Film Exchanges, Inc. His executive ability

and production knowledge is responsible for the

success of the Educational product.

Above is shown the Christie

studios at Los Angeles where
the Educational Christie com-
edies are produced.

Pat Sullivan, shown below, is

the creator of “Felix the Cat”
cartoons for Educational.

Norman Taurog, senior director at Educational Studios, Kathleen Clifford, shown here, has signed up with A1
Los Angeles, while working with Lloyd Hamilton who is Christie to do her famed boy character in “Grandpa’s
counted on for many of January’s laughs. Girl,” two reel Educational—Christie comedy.
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EDUCATIONAL SEES
Modern Short

Feature a New
Trade Factor

NEW ERA

Scene from “Brotherly Love,'” Educational
Laugh Month release.

Scene from “Weak, But Willing,” Educa-
tional Laugh Month release.

Scene from “Live Cowards,” Educational
Laugh Month release.

by their producers.
Exhibitors must play their part in sup-

porting Short Features. Both newspapers
and public have expressed their apprecia-

tion of the improved quality of comedies.

It is now squarely up to the exhibitor to

support the efforts of the producer, or

there is a possibility that he will find the

Short Features driven from the market or

depressed in quality to the level of the

comedies of five or ten years ago.

Quality in comedy is something that can
not be maintained indefinitely without ade-

quate support from the exhibitor. The
talent used in every department of produc-
tion must have encouragement or it will

seek other and more remunerative fields.

The history of the industry is replete

with instances where excellent comedy pro-
ducing talent has been forced to seek other
fields on account of lack of remuneration
or recognition in the funny films. Several
high priced and wonderfully capable direc-

tors have taken up the megaphone on dra-
matic production after years in comedy
work. Two instances will suffice. William
Beaudine, formerly, a two-reel comedy
director, is now directing Mary Pickford.
Mai St. Clair, also for years with short

comedies, is now directing Pola Negri.

By JACK WHITE
Director General, Educational Studios

One of the outstanding developments of

the entire motion picture industry during
the last five years has been the great im-

provement in the quality of Short Features
and the subsequent growth of their popu-
larity with theatre goers.

The two or one reel comedy of today has

nothing in common with the same length

comedy of half a dozen years ago. The im-

provement is more marked than is the im-

provement in the last dozen years in the

longer dramatic subjects. The comedy filled

with pie-throwing, chases, marital infelicity

and bathing girls is a thing of the past, and
the new style comedy is as much of an im-

provement over its predecessor of a few
short years ago as the motor car of today is

superior to the sputtering, clanking, unsafe
“horseless carriage” of twrenty years ago.

This improvement in Short Features has
not been acquired as a natural course of
events. Producers of these subjects have
expended time, money and much thought
on them to bring them to their present
stage of perfection. Today they are on the
peak of the wave of popularity due only
to the efforts of the producers.
Where a short six years ago comedies

were the by-product of a dramatic studio,

today they are made in especially con-
structed studios by men who specialize in

comedy making. Talent in every line of
production has been enormously improved
with the concentration on comedy making
until every comedy studio today represents
an organization of highly trained specialists.

Today Short Features are quality subjects
in every sense of the word, due almost en-

tirely to the concentration of their making

“Kid Noah,” Cartoon
By Frank Nankivell,

Now Being Released
“Kid Noah,” a new cartoon by Frank A.

Nankivell, is now being released. Nanki-
vell is too well known internationally to

dwell upon his work. In addition to most
of the American publications, he has con-
tributed to London’s Punch, Fliegende
Blatter of Germany, Le Rire of France, the
Bulletin of Sydney, Australia, Box of Cu-
rios of Yokahama, Japan.
Rudolph Eggeman, the artist humorist,

is the animator of the series and is assisted
by Joseph Stultz, a Boston cartoonist, who
came here especially to work on this pro-
duction. The first screening shows the pic-

ture to be a top-notch cartoon and a sure
winner. Eggy’s work is not lacking in

punch—he is simple and direct in his humor
and drawing.
Kid Noah has a very busy time licking

the animals of the ark into shape and is

not always the better man. He. is a tough
youngster and keeps everything on the

jump.

Scene from “Lickety Split,” Educational
Laugh Month release.

Scene from “Be Careful Dearie,” Educa-
tional Laugh Month release.

Scene from “My Stars,” Educational Laugh
Month release.

Scene from “A Salty Sap,” Educational
Laugh Month release.

Scene from “Sky Hooks,” Educational
Laugh Month release.
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Rock the World
with Laughter

«l

Laugh Month
you can do it with

Mack Sennett'
Comedies

OMEDIES that bubble and sparkle with the sheer

joy of life; that start off with a chuckle and end with

a shout.

Every comedy a milestone of mirth.

Make more money by making your audiences

happy during Laugh Month—play Mack Sennett

Comedies.

Distributed by

Pafhe' j



or Ihe gfood of all
-

Laugh Monti i
January
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When the “Laugh Month” idea was started no one ever
thought of the possibility that there would not be enough
comedies to meet the demand.

Bookings for January have been so tremendous that our
laboratory has been called upon for many extra prints of
manv comedies.

Producers have also put their best foot forward. It is,

therefore, our privilege to announce herewith the release, dur-
ing January, of ten corking comedies; and to promise that even
though they are released throughout “Laugh Month,” prints
on many of them will be available for pre-release bookings.

If you have not already made provision for enough com-
edies to adequately tie up with the popular “Laugh Month”
movement, may I suggest that you get in immediate touch with
your nearest Pathe exchange.

“Laugh Month” is a great idea.

It benefits everybody.

But it benefits most those who cooperate best.

ELMER PEARSON
Vice President and General Manager

Pathe Exchange, inc.

mmhnnmmhmimmi



ffA Punch in the Nose
w

n
with Lucien Littlefield,HuskyHanes,ALStJolt,
Lige Conley,Jimmie Finlayson ^otheis

When have you seen a two reel comedy with a
cast like this? Not one star but five; and a flock of
others not named. And the comedy in it—

!

It’s a wise actor who knows where his next meal
is coming from—-if he’s a trouper and the manager has
just faded out with the B. O. receipts.

This troupe was a panic. Many a better one has
been stranded in a smaller town, but none was ever so
hungry. I hey were as empty as drums, as flat as a
bride’s first cake.

A snappy, scrappy tale of a stranded ‘‘turkey.”

January Laugh Month 192



The
5osh-
Darn
Mortgage'

HackSenne
Two Reels

The laughable tale of a girl who hadn’t been done

right by, told in the Mack Sennett way for the benefit of

all who hate gloom.

Pafhecomedy
TRADE MARK

Released

January 3rd

aimary Laugh Month 1926



Hal Roach
"Our Can?
...» . — .p

presents
t*

in

Good ChC6r Two Reels
A snow picture, the Gang’s first, with the inimitable Gang at the

bottom of all the fun and all the drifts.

Over ten thousand exhibitors have found that when they play a
Gang comedy and tell their people they’ve got it, it will outdraw the
feature.

This remarkable crew of kids is advertised on more marquees and in
more newspaper advertising than probably any short comedies ever made.

Every month is Laugh Month if you play “Our Gang.’’

Directed by

Robert McGowan
Supervising Director

F. Richard Jones

Pafh6comedy
TRADE~w

Released

January 10

1



"lack
Sennett
resents Ralph Graves

"WideOpen Faces"

A Two Reel Comedy
This town was so tough that they said it with six shooters.

The church hadn’t been opened in so long that the birds built nests

in the doorway.

If any stranger came around and merely raised an eyebrow at one
of the town’s two pretty girls, right away the citizenry made him look
like the top of a salt cellar.

It was a good place for a man who hated peace; but this debonair
young dentist didn’t, and he had to go and let the two pretty girls fall in

love with him!

Pafh^comedy
TRADE~w MARK

Released

January 10th

inuary Laugh Month 1926



Roach
presents

ft
Clyde Cook in

What is the World Coming To?
n

Two Reels

Those who have seen, and played, ‘‘Starvation Blues” and “Should

Sailors Marry” know what high class comedies the Roach studios are

producing with Clyde Cook.

In this one the laughs begin like the patter of rain-drops on a tin

roof; as it sweeps on toward its climax the laughter is like the drumfire

of heavy artillery. Three pips in a row. Can they keep it up? Watch!

F, Richard Jones
Supervising Director Pafhecomedy

TRADE~w MARK

Released

January 17th

January Laugh Month



lack
tennett
presents

Mice Day
.n"Hot Cakes for Two"

Two Reels

The dolorous (?) tale of a flapper who flipped

flapjacks for a living, tried to pose as the boss’s daughter

and did a flop.

The kind of talent that makes a hit in a beanery

does not insure success in the movies as this little flap-

per found.

“Hot Cakes for Two” is beaucoup laughs for

many.

Pafh^comedy
®TRADE MARK

Released

January 17th



F. Richard Jones
Supervising Director

Pafh^comedy
TRADE"W MARK

January Laugh Month

Hal
Roach

presents

CharleyChase
inCharleyMy Boy/£%

The Boy; he only had one suit but he certainly knew how to wear it.

The Girl; the kind that can park alongside a hydrant without getting a
summons.

The Girl’s Father; the kind that likes to look a gift horse in the mouth
and then tell the world how old he is.

The Rival; favored by the father. An 1832 model sportsman, dating back
to the era of oil cans, of whom he was the biggest.

The Comedy; a peach. A good sample of the laughter-builders that are

making Chase famous.



Whispering

Whiskers"

MackSennettComedy
Two Reels

with Billv Bevan, Madeline Hurlock
Andy Clyde and Kewpie Morgan

You don’t have to be told what a “Mack Sennett” comedy is; you
know.

Clever comedians, pretty girls, plenty of “gags,” enough slapstick

to tickle the kids (and their pas and mas too) and lots of speed.

That’s this one, built to increase the laughter voltage in Laugh
Month. *

inuary

Pafhecomedy
TRADE~W MARK

Released

January 24th

Laugh Month 1926



Hal
Roach

Glenn Tryon
in"Long Pants"
A Two Reel Comedy

She was a cute little trick.

A widow, as nice and harmless as a keg of T. N. T.

As for him the words “puppy love” weren’t invented until he clut :

tered up the scenery with his first long pants.

Imagine what a girl like her could do to a chap like him!

It’s one long, loud dispeller of gloom.

F. Richard Jones
Supervising Director

Pafhecomedy
i

TRADE f £4)1 MARK

Released

January 31st

January LdUgH MOIltH W



Hack
Sennett

presents

Harry Langdon
in the Three Reel Laughter Special

"Saturday Afternoon"

He was the kind of husband who either gives his wife his pay en-

velope peaceably or else has her take it from him by force.

As a Romeo he was a bust. He was as meek as Mister Common
People, so when' a friend compelled him to step high and wide with him

one Saturday afternoon anything could happen and everything did.

A gloom chaser that will rock your house with laughter; presenting

the comedian who has climbed to fame at a dizzy pace.

Pafhecomedy— ** January
TRADE f MARK

nuary



AdvertiseYour Comedies
During Laugh Month
And Every Month Thereafter /

You know that the right way to get a full house is with a full pro-

gram, not with half of one.

That a program is only half effective if it has no short comedies on
it. That is why you make up a “balanced program.”

You know, also, that if you only advertise the feature your public

can’t know that you’ve got a bright sparkling comedy to go along with it;

that the words “and a comedy” stuck down in the corner of your news-
paper ad don’t mean anything as the public is justified in thinking the

comedy can’t amount to much or you’d tell them who made it and who’s
in it. You know, too, that the- extra dollars come to you by making use
of the very thing that has the extra pull—the comedy, and that the way
to get that money is to come right out and mention brands and names.

The only pictures your public knows you’ve got are those you ad-

vertise. Telling only half the story may cause the loss of half the possible

profits.

A circus doesn’t advertise just its elephants. The big Keith-Albee
Vaudeville Circuit doesn’t advertise just one act but all. A department
store doesn’t advertise just the hosiery but everything.

The showman who gets all that’s coming to him doesn’t keep any
part of his bill a secret. He gets the benefit of the last ounce of pull of

every part of it.

The big little comedy has saved too many shows from the curse
of a bad feature to be treated like a little orphan Annie.

Book Hal Roach and Mack Sennett Comedies for Laugh Month,
then ADVERTISE

!

HAL ROACH STUDIOS MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
by Hal Roach, President by J. A. Waldron, Gen l Manager
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F. B. O. FOR CONCENTRATION
Comedy Stars

Merit Boost,

Marcus’ View
Lee Marcus, general sales manager of

F. B. 0. asserts that the National Laugh

Month Drive to be launched during January

will give exhibitors an opportunity to con-

centrate not only on laugh-provoking produc-

tions, but on stars who have a particular

flair for comedy.
On commenting on this particular phase

of Laugh Month, Mr. Marcus said:

“Producing and distributing companies

are giving as much time and thought to

short ieature and short picture stars as

to feature length productions and stars who
appear in them. They are recruiting the

finest talent among players, authors and

directors for their comedy features. Many
of the companies have recruited their talent

from the vaudeville stage, the first home
of humor, and these players are proving

tremendous box office attractions. The
short feature today is in the same class

with the major length film, and in many
instances, is superior to the feature pro-

duction.
“Exhibitors realize the value of making

their audiences laugh. They want come-

dies with good stories, clever subtitles, and
amusing players. The producing companies

who concentrate on short features are fill-

ing this demand as quickly and ably as

they can.

“F. B. O. is concentrating particularly on

stars with a comedic bent. Alberta Vaughn
is now starring in “Fighting Hearts,” a

new series from the pen of Sam Heilman,

well known humorist. Alberta is one of

the few young actresses on the screen to-

day with a distinct flair for comedy. It

would not be amiss, at this point, to sug-

gest that exhibitors concentrate on Alberta

during Laugh Month.
“Alice Ardell who is being featured by

Joe Rock in the series of Blue Ribbon
comedies which he is producing for F. B.

O. distribution, is another comedic ‘find.’

“The three fat men, ‘Fat’ Karr, ‘Tiny’

Ross and ‘Fatty’ Alexander, the trio whose
gross weight approximates a ton, and who
are being featured by Rock in the series

of Standard Fat Men comedies which are

also being made for F. B. O. distribution,

are taking their place as funmakers of the

first rank.

“Dinky Doodle, the cartoon character

created by Walter Lantz, has won a place

in the hearts of film fans.

“Although not stars on the F. B. 0.

roster, A1 Cooke and Kit Guard are two of

the funniest players on the screen today,

and their following is enormous.”

Fox Advertises Short

Features with Book,
Radio Station, Tieups
When a short feature gets a tieup that

is bigger than any feature ever had it is

time to rear up and shout. That’s what
Fred C. Quimby, short feature sales man-
ager of Fox Films, is doing these days.

For some time Fred and his associates have
been working with radio broadcasting sta-

tions, book publishers, newspapers and na-

tional advertisers in an endeavor so to

surround the picture goer with Fox short

feature exploitation that he won’t be able

to avoid it without going to bed. Their

Alice Ardell, star of Blue Ribbon
Comedies for Film Booking Offices,

which will be available for Laugh
Month.

efforts have been crowned with success.

Here’s what they have accomplished

:

Doubleday, Page and Company are get-

ting out the first real bargain edition of

O. Henry’s works—four volumes that will

sell for 90 cents. These will be placed
on sale in more than 15,000 different cities

throughout the United States and Canada,
and the trade paper, newspaper and direct

by mail advertising to back up the cam-
paign will reach 10,000,000 people.

Publishers Advertise O. Henrys
Doubleday, Page and Company will ar-

range window and stores displays and will

furnish free material to booksellers that

will materially aid the O. Henry comedies
being produced by Fox Films. When it is

considered that more than 20,000,000 people
have already read O. Henry’s works it will

be seen that this tieup reaches more people
than the present motion picture audience
of America.
Every possible radio station has been in-

duced to broadcast short humorous O.
Henry stories, and the idea is spreading

rapidly because there is a great public de-

mand for such a form of radio entertain-

ment. The first story to be broadcast was
“Transients in Arcadia.”

Kinograms Super-New
Specials Welcomed by
Theatres as Features
Educational Exchange managers have

been receiving a shower of complimen-
tary comments on the so-called super-
news specials that are now appearing in
the news reel Kinograms.
Among the exhibitors who have, writ-

ten either to Educational or the editors
of Kinograms are Hugo Riesenfeld, Max
Balaban, and Spyros P. Skouras.

In part the Skouras letter says:
“I have been very much impressed

with the super-news specials that have
been appearing in Kinograms, especially
‘The Sunning of the Buddha’ of a few
days ago. It is my opinion that from a
point of news Kinograms stands out
above, all others.”
The Riesenfeld letter contained the

comment:
“It is subjects such as these that are

making a prominent place for news reels
on the exhibitor’s program.”
Max Balaban expressed himself as

follows

:

“Allow me to compliment you on your
unusual enterprise.”
The Kinograms’ super-news specials

are the outcome of a contract signed
with Gene, Lamb, of Shanghai, a camera-
man with a staff of his own in the
Orient. The contract calls for news film
on subjects never before shown on the
screen.

Exploit Walter Hiers
As Theatre Draw Card
Walter Hiers, the rotund Educational

Comedy star, has proved to be an ex-
ceptional “drawing card” wherever he
makes a “personal appearance.” Re-
cently the Senator theatre at Sacra-
mento, Cal., cashed in on the popularity
of Hiers, by using all the exploitation it

could conceive.
Most noteworthy was a window tieup

with the “Harvey Cap Store.” This live

retail concern made a very artistic dis-

play of caps around a still, on which at-

tention was cleverly focused, of Hiers
wearing one of the caps. Captions
around the still called attention to the
theatre and its current program—includ-

ing “Hiers in person—all week.”

JUST INI TIME
FOP

iLauchMonth
THE BIGGEST^ NEWEST COMEDY SUCCESSES

BusterBr°wn
Comedies/

With Buster Brown, Mary Jane, and faithful funny, old
Tige. Twelve of them—two reels each. Based on the im-
mortal cartoons by R. F. Outcault.

SEE YOUR UNIVERSAL EXCHANCE
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ANDYCUMPv
^ COUNT ON ME FOR BIGGER, LONGER,

LOUDER LAUGHS DURING /, yCJ|j

LAUGH MONH#
Series of twelve. Two reels each—one
every two weeks. A nationwide tie-up
with Sidney Smith’s famous cartoons in

300 daily newspapers with a circulation
of nearly 17,000,000.

SEE YOUR UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

By GEORGE E. MARSHALL

“The Flying Fool”
Is a comedy ready for January release on the

schedule of William Fox. It is of the Imperial
brand and contains many laughs.

FOX WELCOMES LAUGH
Greatest Fox
Comedy Year,

G. E. Marshall

MONTH

Supervising Director, Fox Filins Comedies

National Laugh Month is a welcome event
to Fox Films. It marks the culmination of

the greatest comedy season this company has
ever experienced. We have made what we
believe is the best comedy program in the

history of the corporation and the fact that

every Fox series started this season will be
continued next season is proof sufficient that

they have met with the wholehearted ap-

proval of exhibitors.

And right here is where Fox has
profited this year. The company has had
its finger on the exhibitors’ pulse, has
watched every report, every expression
of approval and disapproval in order to

give showmen the sort of comedy pic-

tures they want.-
The Fox Van Bibber Comedies, of

course, were well established before this

season, but they have made strides that
surpassed even our own expectations.
Among the Richard Ffarding Davis
comedies already produced are “The Big
Game Hunter,” “The Sky Jumper,” “The
Wrestler,” “A Parisian Knight” and
“The Feud.” Earle Foxe as Van Bibber
has created a character that is a by-
word in comedy circles. Florence Gil-

bert as the girl has gathered a great fol-

lowing.
>|€

Van Bibbers gave us the lead to other
series. Their instant success showed us

the way. The public, we learned, wanted
pictures that, first, were clean

;
next, were

funny; and third, carried the air of rich-

ness. The public itself eliminated the cus-

tard pie comedy and Fox was quick to

recognize this fact.
* * *

The result was two other comedy
series taken from the best literary prod-
uct in years. One was O. Henry’s
works and the other the Married Life
of Helen and Warren, Mabel Herbert
Urner’s popular stories that are running
currently in newspapers throughout the

country.
In the O. Henry series we have at-

tempted to select girls typical of the

American heroines of that author’s imag-
ination. Marion Harlan appeared in the
first, “Shoes”; Mary Aiken in the sec-
ond, “Transients in Arcadia”; Kathryn
McGuire in “Failure”; Florence Gilbert
in “Cupid a la Carte” and Gladys Mc-
Connell in “Elsie in New York.” The
supporting casts of all these were se-

lected from dramatic people. The direc-

tors were Daniel Keefe, Robert P. Kerr
and Albert Ray.

When the Helen and Warren pictures
were started, we had the good fortune
of selecting for the leads two of the
most typically representative characters
of the great American married multitude
that could be found. They were Hallam

Cooley and Kathryn Perry. How these
comedies were received in every section
of the country is a matter of box-office
record. With the tremendous newspaper
tie-up and publicity, they have forced
their way to the top of the comedy list

in one brief season. Albert Ray directed
the first three Helen and Warren re-
leases. They were “A Business Engage-
ment,” “All Aboard” and “The Peace-
makers.” Tom Buckingham made the
next, “His Own Lawyer” and Ray the
fifth, “Hold for Investigation.”

* * *

Previews of the O. Henry and Helen
and Warren comedies have kept us in
the right direction, and, with the as-
sistance of exhibitors’ reports, in which
we invite every suggestion for improve-
ment, we expect to keep these high class
two-reelers at the top of the heap.

In Imperial Comedies we have ad-
hered to the same policy of clean, swift
humor with a natural, coherent story.

We have tried to develop comedy from
natural situations, rather than to create
pictures by a series of gags, the old dis-

carded method.
Benny Stoloff directed three Imperials

this year. They were “Sweet Marie,’”

“Love and Lions” and “East Side, West
Side,” the first of a series of Irish-Jew-
ish comedies that have taken hold at

once. Lew Seiler made “On the Go’”
and “Strong for Love.” There are
twenty on schedule for release and sev-
eral of these are now in production.

* * *

A five reel feature based upon Charles
A. Hoyt’s comedy-drama, “A Trip to

Chinatown,” was also made by the Fox
Comedy department. Bob Kerr directed
with a cast including Margaret Living-

ston, and J. Farrell MacDonald.
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“U” BOOSTS SHORT FEATURE
Educational to OfferInternational

News Manager
Sees Advance

By EDGAR B. HATRICK
General Manager, International Newsreel Corp.

International Newsreel’s endeavors to help

exhibitors put over International Newsreel

are broadened day by day with manifoldly

successful results, both to exhibitor and pro-

ducer.

The master stroke of exploitation has

been the issuance of “Life’s Greatest

Thrills,” than which few short features

have received such universal commenda-
tion. This super-thriller has now been

shown in most territories throughout the

country and everywhere has been acclaimed

as a super box-office attraction. Such
prominent exhibitors and theatre-owners as

Marcus Loew, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Bala-

ban & Katz, William Brandt, W. M. Massi-

ter, of the Whitehurst interest in

Baltimore, A. M. Bowles, of the West
Coast theatres, and hundreds of others

have voluntarily praised this means of ex-

ploiting International Newsreel, while no

less a personage than the President of the

United States saw and enjoyed the picture

on his recent trip to the West.
* * *

It proved a sensation in France, while

in Canada, Ralph Ruffner, manager of the

Capitol theatre of Vancouver read so much
about the picture, that he made a special

trip to Seattle to see it in the projection

room of the Universal exchange. In a

letter of appreciation of it, he wrote

:

“In years of close contact with every

pictured news item, I am afraid we all

little realize the great accomplishments in

news-gathering constantly going on
;
and

only the viewing of the cream of the

world’s most tragic and thrilling events

brings out the full appreciation we should

all have for the newsreel cameraman.”
Newspapers everywhere acclaimed it;

Allison Smith, of the New York World,
devoting two columns in which to sing its

praises.

The illustrated poster recently adopted
by International Newsreel has proved of

tremendous box-office value to exhibitors

throughout the country, according to

scores of letters received by International

Newsreel and Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion.

* * *

Newsreels show in thrilling pictures the

current events of the day; yet since their

inception the posters used to exploit them
have merely been cold type. What seemed
like unsurmountable difficulties have al-

ways stood in the way of illustrating news-
reel posters. It remained for International
Newsreel to overcome these obstacles.

With/ its unrivalled organization, Interna-
tional was the only newsreel that could
possibly accomplish this task. The posters
that now accompany every issue of In-

ternational Newsreel, contain three pho-
tographic reproductions of scenes that

actually appear in the newsreel.
Exhibitors everywhere are taking advan-

tage of this great box-office value and
there has been an unprecedented demand
for these remarkably interesting posters.

* * *

The unsurpassed quality of International
Newsreels is demonstrated more forcefully
as each issue anpears. The recent foot-
ball contests throughout the country have
afforded International Newsreel an ex-

Arthur Lake, Universal star in Sweet

Sixteen Comedies, in a bit of foolish-

ness heralding National Laugh Month.

cellent opportunity of demonstrating its

enterprise.

International Newsreel’s pictures of the

Yale-Harvard game at Cambridge, on the

afternoon of November 21st, were on the

screens of the Metropolitan, Modern, Bea-
con, Strand and other of the leading thea-

tres in Boston at 6 :30 o’clock the same
evening. On the same evening, Interna-

tional Newsreel showed in Columbus, Ohio,

pictures of the Ohio State-Ulinois game,
and the following afternoon they were on
the screens of Chicago theatres. Probably
the most remarkable achievement was on
the Ulinois-Penn game at Philadelphia. By
the use of airplanes, automobiles and fast

trains, International Newsreel was able to

show pictures of the Penn-Illinois game in

Chicago at. the first showing on Sunday
afternoon, seventeen hours after the game
was played. Such splendid effort drew
forth encomiums from Balaban & Katz,
Lubliner & Trinz, and other Chicago exhibi-

tors, while radio announcements of Inter-

national’s enterprise in showing football

games so promptly were broadcast in Chi-
cago, Boston and New York City.

These are some of the things Interna-

tional Newsreel is doing for exhibitors

without extra charge.

Style Reel in Color;

“McCall’s” in Tie-up
By arrangement with McCall Colour

Fashion News, Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., will soon offer two single

reel subjects showing in their natural
colors advance spring and summer fash-
ions approved by the greatest designers
of Paris and displayed by Hope Hamp-
ton. Prints of tbe first of these fashion
news releases, titled “Parisian Modes in

Colour,” will be in all Educational Ex-
changes early in January. Release of the
second subject— “Colourful Fashions
from Paris”—will follow in a few
weeks.

According to the announcement from
Educational’s home office, these pictures

will display authentic styles contributed
by sucb famous couturiers as Poiret,

Lanvin, Drescoll, Patou and many others
of equal prominence and arranged for
screen display with the co-operation of
the great McCall staff of fashion experts
so far in advance that exhibitors will be
able to show them before these spring
styles are advertised in the great stores.

These two short features have been
done entirely in all color Kodachrome
photographic process, which succeeds in

showing off the colorful garments to

quite as much advantage as if the actual
styles were shown. They are directed by
Henri Diamant Berger.

Exhibitors showing these short fea-

tures will have secured for their patrons
the “last word” in fashion news and a
style “best” of tremendous importance.
Newspapers, fashion magazines and the
great department stores cannot display
these new styles as early as it will be
possible for exhibitors to show them on
the screen. Every theatre patron will

be intensely interested in viewing this

showing of ultra-advance styles.

Through an arrangement with the
great McCall Pattern publishing house
there has been provided a definite tie-up,

making it possible for the exhibitor to

secure the co-operation of all local pat-

tern agencies wherever the subjects are

shown. Every Educational Exchange
has a list of pattern dealers which will

be accessible to all exhibitors booking

the. film.

Also starring Arthur Lake. One reel each—52

a year. More fun packed into one reel than you
ordinarily find in three.

>1Ht«|giradeI=E

Every Month is

TO ME BUT WATCH MV SPEED IN
JANUARY/

Charley Puffy
* Bluebird Comedies

.
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Extra Laughs onEveryProgramMe

LYMAN H.HOWE’S
hodge-podge.

FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS
KINOGRAMS-NEWS REEL

r EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President "

Jk

Member, Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and Distributors of
America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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xtra Profits for Every Show in 1926

No other Short Features trade-mark has ever

meant so much to You as a Showman.

To your patrons the Educational Pictures

trade-mark is a guarantee of a fine added attrac-

tion on your program. For years the pictures

bearing it have been the undisputed leaders in

their field.

To you it is an assurance of Added Profit

when you show it in your lobby. You know that

an Educational Picture will generally save the

day when your feature is a bit weak—and that

it will make your best show a little better.

And you know you can count on cooperation

when you book an Educational Picture—the

best service, a full line of accessories, complete

advertising and publicity helps—all backed up
by consistent national advertising.

Educational carries this ad in The Saturday Evening
Post, January 9th, to help you build bigger business in

Laugh Month.

Book. ((3<LucciXiGrui& 0\chvteA^

and Boost them for
Bigger Profits.

THE whole coun-

try is being en-

couraged to make
1926 a better year by

starting it with a

month of laughter.

One of the prin-

cipal reasons for

America’s greatness is

her sense of humor

—

her ability to laugh.

Have a good, hearty laugh

every day in January, and
the rest of the year will

surely take care of itself.

The moving pic-

ture theatres will help

you by showing the

best comedies— and

plenty of them— in

January.

The Educational
Pictures trade-mark

will serve as your
guide to the best in

comedies and other

Short Features.

Watch for these
funny pictures in

LAUGH MONTH
HAMILTON COMEDIES

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
WALTER HIERS COMEDIES
JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
JUVENILE COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES
LYMAN H. HOWE S

HODGE PODGE
FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS

~~(Sc(duxxitlcrnxd

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. Hammons. President

Executive Offices

370 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
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Member, Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Qhere's going to be a blast oflauqhterJ in your theatre wheneveryou sn<

HAMILTON
I ' COMEDIES ^

You can count on it—always—and can promise your
patrons an extra good lot of laughs, with assurance
of a lot of extra profits, too, if your exploitation is

the kind that fits this fine type of Short Feature.

Just check up exhibitors’ reports on “THE MOVIES”
if you want further proof.

t /
Presents

Lloyd Hamilton

“FRAMED”

oiV

For foreign rights address

Far East Film^Corporation

729 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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“Plenty of Fast Action”
Read the reviews in the trade papers* You’ll find the critics invariably

use this line when writing about

MERMAID COMEDIES
Plenty of fast action—plenty of laughs—plenty of thrills—in every

picture! That’s what has won such a tremendous following for these

JACK WHITE PRODUCTIONS

“LIVE COWARDS ” AL ST.JOHN

LIGE CONLEY
“Chock full of a lot of
fast action”—M. P. News

W

'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

For foreign rights address
Far East Film Corporation,

729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Full ofdaredevil stunts and laughs with a whole
menagerie of wild beasts. They’ll be holding
their seats while laughing till their ribs ache.

"ON EDGE”
with

LIGE CONLEY

‘Lige Conley does enough hair-raising
stunts in this one to keep them holding
their breath for a week. This one is in, by
all means. It’s got enough new stuff in it

for two comedies.”— Film Daily

“FIRE AWAY”
with

AL ST. JOHN
“Sure to please”—Exh. Tr. Review

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Member, Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc., Will H. Hays,

President.
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WHO’LL WIN IT NEXT YEAR?

Will Hays presents E. W. Hammons
with Hugo Riesenfeld gold medal for

the best short feature of 1924-25,

“The Voice of the Nightingale,” a

single reel novelty.

Music Publishers

Offer to Help in

Theatre Programs
The importance of proper music in put-

ting over the comedy is emphasized in the

offer of the Music Publishers Protective
Association made through the National
Laugh Month Committee of the fullest co-
operation with exhibitors in arranging their

musical programs for Laugh Month.
Exhibitors are invited to communicate

with Mr. E. C. Mills, chairman of the board
of the association, at 56 West 45th street,

New York City, who will be glad to give
any assistance in the arrangement of Laugh
Month musical programs and especially to
write to each exhibitor individually, offer-

ing suggestions as to proper musical treat-

Riesenfeld’s

Medal Stirs

Speculation
Awarding of the Riesenfeld medal for the

best short subject of the year has stirred
trade speculation as to who shall take the
honor next year. “The Voice of the Night-
ingale.” Educational one-reel feature, was
awarded the insignia by Hugo Riesenfeld
upon decision of a jury composed of six

representative American showmen.
The Riesenfeld medal is properly a

coveted prize among producers of short
features. It corresponds in some de-
gree to the annual Adolph Zukor award
for the author of the best motion pic-
ture story. Both institutions have as
their aim the stimulation of effort to
better screen product.

News of the Riesenfeld award was re-

ceived with much interest in the West
Coast studio colony. Curiously, there
were none among those who had seen
the Educational feature who found fault

with the decision. As Mr. T. O. Service
pointed out in a comment written for
this paper after a pre-release exhibition
of the reel, it cut a new path across the
short feature horizon. The decision of

the judges verified Mr. Service’s opinion.

ment for comedies under each exhibitor’s

peculiar conditions. Mr. Mills, besides be-

ing an expert in every angle of motion
picture theatre music, is a former exhibitor

and is as well equipped as any person in

the country to give practical advice to ex-

hibitors on their music problems.

The Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation is preparing under Mr. Mills’ direc-

tion some concrete suggestions on the best

music to use with comedies and other short

features which will be ready for distribu-

tion to exhibitors soon.

Music publishers and other agencies are

being notified of the Laugh Month cam-
paign, offering another big tieup for ex-

hibitors in the form of window displays in

music stores. The most popular plan for

the music display seems to be one plugging

the jazz type of song and boosting the

comedy picture shown in the neighborhood
theatre during Laugh Month.

Gerald K. Rudulph,
Fox Publicity Man,
Sings“Laugh”Song

Start the New Year with a laugh,

—

Pack a smile

;

If you hope to stand the gaff,

It’s worth while.
Every time you feel a grin
Coming on, don’t keep it in.

That’s the only way to win
By a mile.

Start the New Year with a laugh,—

-

'Atta boy;
Make a mental photograph

Of your joy

;

Then, with such a healthy start,

If you practise at the art,

It will be an easy part

To employ.

Start the New Year with a laugh,

Every day

;

Do not stop when it is half

On its way.
Every time you are amused,
Make ’em think you are infused,

Act as though you were enthused,
And be gay.

Start the New Year with a laugh
Right out loud

;

Let it be your epigraph
And be proud.

Any time in ’twenty-six,

That you think you’re in a fix,

Laugh and see how well it clicks

With the Crowd.

Brager Asks Blank
House Heads to Give

Pathe Service a Trial
A letter has been circulated to all the

A. H. Blank houses by Louis R. Brager,
director of publicity, Des Moines, la., di-

recting attention to the special service of-

fered by Pathe for mats, cue sheets and
press books supplied free to all theatres

using the short features. The letter fol-

lows :

Through Sam Blair, a special repre-
sentative from the New York office of

Pathe, our attention has been directed to

the special mats, press books and music
cues furnished absolutely free on all of

the new Pathe comedies.

You will find enclosed a full line of

these special exploitation aids on some of

the Pathe comedies already booked for

your theatre. Since these are furnished
free, I think it wise for every theatre man-
ager to take full advantage of the mats,
using them freely; and special attention
is called to the Thematic Cue sheet. In
our Capitol theatre this week the orches-
tra played the comedy, carefully following
the cue sheet, and the effect was splendid.

Give them a trial

!

Arrangements have been made for these
mats, press sheets and music cues—-to be
supplied to this office a month in ad-
vance—as quickly as the bookings on
Pathe comedies are made—and in turn we
will shoot them out to you

!

We have repeatedly plugged the idea

of boosting the short features—and this

gives us a very easy and free manner of

carrying out that idea.

If for any reason you fail to receive our
mats and cues on these Pathe comedies,
do not fail to shoot us a complaint—right

off the bat 1
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CONTEST ELICITS INTEREST
Showmen From

All Sections

Participating
With showmen in all sections of the coun-

try indicating their intention to participate

in the National Laugh Month exploitation

contest, the National Laugh Month Commit-
tee is laying particular stress upon the fact

that all exhibitors, or exhibitor employes
handling exploitation work are eligible to

enter the competition.

Cash awards totaling $850.00 are to be
given to the winners of the contest,

$100.00 being awarded as the first prize
for the best campaign each week in

January. Awards will be made by a jury
composed of the editors-in-chief of six

national motion picture trade publica-

tions.

The rules for the contest are so liberal

that any exhibitor from the largest to

the smallest has an equal chance to win
one of the weekly cash prizes, for the
judges in considering the entries in the
contest will take into account the size

and class of theatre, population of the

town and other conditions under which
each exhibitor works. The smallest ex-

hibitor, who is limited in his exploitation
to a lobby display and such tie-ups and
ballyhoos as he can conduct in his own
neighborhood with little or no expense,
will have just as good a chance at the
cash prizes if his exploitation work shows
ingenuity and real showmanship—as the

biggest metropolitan first run theatre
which has a large appropriation for bill-

boards, newspaper advertising and all

other forms of publicity.

The periods for which the prizes will

be offered are January 1 to January 9,

January 9 to January 16, January 16 to

January 23, January 23 to January 31.

All entries for each prize award period
must be delivered to the Laugh Month
Committee, 218 West 42nd Street, New
York City, within two weeks of the clos-

ing date for that period.

Laugh Month
Contest Rules

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees responsible for exploitation
campaigns.
Campaign can include advertising, posters,
publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos and any form
of exploitation.
Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.
Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.
All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must !

tie up with Laugh Month.
If campaign is based on a particular *

comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the four
weeks

:

1st prize $100.00
2nd prize 50.00
3rd prize 25.00
4th prize — 12.50 .

5th prize 10.00
and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
Duplicate awards will be made in cases of
equally meritorious exploitation received.

Fathers Local Extras

Finding Favor; Stunt

Plays Up Local Faces
Local issues of the Pathe News, which

were arranged for throughout the coun-
try by Editor Emanuel Cohen in connec-
tion with the Fifteenth Anniversary of

Pathe News, are proving a delightful

novelty to theatre patrons.

Folks in various communities are get-

ting the thrill of seeing themselves or

their friends on the screen. Various
local dignitaries are filmed at work or

indulging in their favorite hobby. Now
and then a shot is made of a mayor or
some local high official sawing wood or
swinging at a golf ball. Local landmarks
and personages, who are synonymous
with laughter, get caught in the home-
made movies and the theatres are packed
when these “stars” or sets are flashed
on the silversheet. On the other hand
there are scenes in which the community
prides itself and local filmings bring out
a wave of civic pride.

Of course the athletic teams swing in

for goodly footage. Youngsters scram-
ble to get into the front ranks when

the Pathe cameraman cranks his ma-
chine on a busy street corner.

In Des Moines, la., a unique movie
thriller was filmed under the direction
of W. W. Jennings of the Pathe Ex-
change. Carl Vonn, chief of detectives,

and a dozen of his sleuths appear as

movie stars in “The Bootleggers’ Neme-
sis,” which was shown at the Des
Moines theatre. The “thriller” was shot
in and around the city and attracted
great crowds, many of whom knew the

characters who did their stuff for the
first time, before a camera. The stunt
attracted wide attention and was written
up and illustrated with stills in the Des
Moines newspapers as the first “made-
in-Des Moines melodrama.” Police cars

and airplanes were included in the action,

which gave local citizens an idea of how
the city police run down criminals.

The Pathe Exchange in Butte, man-
aged by W. A. Calkins, broke into the

front page of the Butte Daily Post when
it made a tie-up with the boys’ work
committee of the Rotary Club and made
scenes of the Butte Boys Football
Leagues, the film being shown through-
out the Northwest.

Hal Roach Explains

Star Comedy Policy
( Concluded from Page 46 )

“draw”—names that any exhibitor can put

in his marquee lights, in his lobby displays,

in his newspaper advertisements and pos-

ters with the certainty that such names
will exercise a definite, tangible “pull” for

his box-office.

Our recent acquisition of Theda Bara,

of Lionel Barrymore, Mildred Harris,

Eileen Percy, Elaine Hammerstein, Vivian
Oakland, Gertrude Astor, to mention a

few, has been in pursuance of our new
policy. There are other contracts under
negotiation of equal significance, which we
will be able to announce in the near future.

We are doing our part—in fact, consider-

ably better than our part—at tremendous
expense. We ask in all fairness that the

exhibitor does his part.

* * *

This innovation has been launched only
after what practically amounts to a nation-

wide inquiry among leading exhibitors.

Among those recognized theatre authorities

that have listened to our plan and given
it their unqualified approval as destined to

help the exhibitor in filling his seats are

J. J. Murdock, general manager of the

Keith-Albee circuit
;
Fred Miller, of the

Far West Theatres chain; A1 Boyd of the

Stanley Amusement Company of America;
and Frank Newman, manager of Para-
mount’s Los Angeles houses. Moreover, we
have behind us the experience of the

vaudeville business which has been built

up to its present state of prosperity largely

through following the plan that we have
adopted. Well-known Broadway stars have
been signed between their stage engage-
ments for variety acts. The rest of the

bill has been built around them. Not only

their regular “legit” following came to see

them, but also many who, while not con-
tent to watch them perform for a two-hour
period, found real enjoyment in their

briefer appearance as vaudevillians. The
same principle applied to recognized fea-

ture stars for presentation in short come-
dies will, we are sure, have the same benef-
icent effect on the motion picture business
as its counterpart had in the vaudeville

business.

Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank
(Use this coupon to file your entry in the prise contest for the best Laugh
Month exploitation. Send, entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd
Street, New York City.)

Name of person responsible for campaign
Name of Theatre

Address
City or Town
State

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?

Seating capacity

Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing

company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited, it being

sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular

comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy—not more than three reels.)
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Two Kinds of Stage Acts Analysed
Publix Is to

Build Shows
in 4 Cities

San Francisco, Mountain and

Midwest Studios Included

in Act Creation Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Dec.

29.—Building large stage presenta-

tions in San Francisco to be used in

the Paramount motion picture

theatres over the entire Pacific

Coast circuit is a strong probabil-

ity. There is also talk that J. A.

Partington, in charge of the stage

presentations for the local Para-

mount theatres, will be made direc-

tor for these acts.

A short time ago a report from New
York stated that Paramount proposed to

have four central points where stage acts

would be produced and from which they

are to be routed to the various theatres in

the four districts. There are to be produc-

tions centers on the Pacific Coast as well

as at Rocky Mountain, Central Western
and Atlantic seaboard points.

Partington Goes East

Simultaneously with the New York re-

port, Partington left for the East. Edward
R. Baron, general manager of the Para-

mount theatre chain in San Francisco,

which includes the Granada, St. Francis,

California, Imperial and Portola, has just

returned from Los Angeles.

It is reported that pretentious produc-

tions will be built, presented first on the

Granada stage here, and then sent to Los
Angeles and other cities where Paramount
has large theatres. Strength is given the

report that the acts are to be produced
here by the fact that Paramount has a

massive studio on 10th street near Howard,
where all the settings for the local houses

are built.

Mellie Dunham Plays

In Picture Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Dec. 29.—Mellie
Dunham, the Maine fiddler who sprang

into prominence through being summoned
to Detroit, Mich., to play for Henry Ford,

appeared on the stage of the St. James
theatre here on the day of its opening.

Dunham and his wife officiated in the

box office on opening day, selling the first

50 tickets for the premiere.

Song Contests Draw
Well at Liberty

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Dec. 29.—
Song contests held every Sunday
noon at the Liberty theatre here
have become highly popular and
never fail to draw good crowds.
The songs are selected by the

patrons of the Liberty a week in

advance of each contest to give

participants a chance to prepare
for them. Anyone in the audience
is eligible. Five songs are chosen
and five prizes of $5 are given
the winners. Winners are chosen
on the basis of applause received,

and it is provided that in case of a

tie equal awards are made to the

tying contestants. The contests

are permanent features of the Sun-
day programs.

B&K Holiday Shows
Offered Public at

Regular Admission
Balaban and Katz will give their special

holiday shows at the regular admission
price this year, instead of at increased
prices, as formerly. This week’s shows at

the Chicago, Tivoli and LIptown theatres,

Chicago, are combined Christmas and New
Year shows.

Special holiday stage sets have been

created for this week’s shows, and the

casts of the presentations to be staged in

the three big B&K houses will be greatly

augmented. The Chicago theatre presen-

tation is called “The Waif’s Christmas

Eve the show at the Uptown is entitled

“The Doll’s House;” and “The Ginger-

bread Man” is the title of the Tivoli show.

Special entertainers other than the presen-

tation performers appear on the stage of

each house for the current week.

Watson Returning
from Los Angeles

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, CAL., Dec. 29.—Mil-
ton Watson, young tenor whose career at

McVickers theatre, Chicago, has been un-

brokenly successful, will leave here for

Chicago in time to participate in the first

performance at McVickers, January 4.

Watson has been visiting his parents here,

and also has sung in local picture theatres.

Hyman Finds
Prologue Best
for Strand
Brooklyn Showman Develops

Stage Shows Definitely

Linked with Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROOKLYN, N. Y„ Dec. 29.—
Edward L. Hyman, managing di-

rector of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatre, in an interview this

week came to the defense of the at-

mospheric prologue. Since Major
Edward Bowes of the New York
Capitol theatre recently gave as his

opinion that prologues are passing
there has been considerable discus-

sion of various types of stage
shows among showmen. Some of

this has been favorable to the pro-

logue and some has been unfavor-
able.

Hyman bases his opinion of the prologue
on his six and a half years of experience
at the Brooklyn Strand. During this time
he has found that so far as the Strand
is concerned the prologue has grown in

favor until it now holds one of the most
important places on the programs of his

house.

Shows Must Suit House
“Everybody is entitled to his or her own

opinion as to the value of the prologue,”
said Hyman. “It is entirely logical that

Major Bowes has found the prologue un-
suited to his theatre. However, such may
not be the fact in other cities and in other
theatres. I can speak only from my ex-
perience in Brooklyn for the last six and
a half years. In this time we have de-

veloped the prologue until it stands forth

as one of the most important incidents of

the program.

“Whenever I hear a discussion on any
point I immediately think of that old truism

‘It is not what you do, but the way you
do it.’ This can be applied to theatres

as well as to any other endeavor. Natur-
ally, the prologue which attempts to lift a

scene or sequence from the story would
defeat its own purpose because it would
destroy the continuity. On the other hand,

an atmospheric prologue which is built

upon the basic principles of entertainment
and art, without endeavoring to give infor-

mation concerning the feature film, is very
likely to win 100 per cent approval from

(Continued on Next Page)
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FilmHousesAttractMore“Names”
J. Plunkett’s

^Frolics” Hit
of Broadway

Strand Presentation Is Rival
of Legitimate Theatre

Musical Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—One of
the biggest productions Broadway
has even seen in a motion picture

theatre, a show rivaling some of the
biggest musical comedies, was pre-

sented by Joseph Plunkett with
“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives” as the

screen feature at the Mark Strand
theatre during holiday week.
The production, called “Mark Strand Frol-
ics of 1926,” ran almost an hour. With the
symphony orchestra of 50, more than 160
persons were involved in the Frolics.

Singles, Teams, Featured
Amelian Allen, featured1 dancer of the

recent “The Music Box;” Ray Bolger, the
eccentric dancer; Bernardo DePace, man-
dolin virtuoso of the concert stage

;
Pau-

line Miller, musical comedy prima donna

;

Mile. Klemova, premiere danseuse
;

the
Mark Strand male quartette with a mixed
chorus of 16, and an augmented ballet of
24, were among the features.
There were five scenes to the Frolics,

and some idea of the magnitude of the
production is provided in the credits of
the program, as follows:

Conceived and produced by Mr. Plunkett.
Costumes and scenes designed by Henry Drey-

fuss.

Scenes executed by Gates and Morange.
Ballets produced by Anatole Bourman.
Special music by Jacques Gruenberg and ar-

ranged by Cecil Copping.
Puppets by Michael Carre.
Electrical effects by Display Stage Lighting Co.
Properties by Gebhardt Studio and Messmore

and Damon.
Costumes executed by Mine. Thompson, Eaves,

Vanity Fair and Brookes.

Program Elaborate

The program of the presentation fol-

lows :

Scene 1
—

“iSitting On Top of the
World” Henderson

Mark Strand Male Quartette.
Enroute (on the screen)
Scene 2—“At the Candlemaker's”

A. “In the Candlelight”
B. “In the Shadows”

Mile. Klemova and Mark Strand ballet.

Enroute (on the screen)
Scene 3—“The Puppet Shop”

M. DePace, mandolin virtuoso.
Enroute —(on the screen)
Scene 4

—“The Bellmakers”
A. “Love Bells,” Pauline Miller and

male quartet.
B. The Bellmaker, Ray Bolger.
C. The B'elles, Mile. Klemova and ballet.

Enroute (on the screen)

Scene 5—“The Palace”
A. “The Land I Love” (Gruenberg).

Mark Strand ensemble.
B. The Jester, Ray Bolger.
C. Amelia Allen.

D. Finale, “I’m Sitting on Top of the

World”
Mark Strand Ensemble.

Due to the length of the Frolics and the

feature photoplay, there was only a short

prelude opening the program by the Mark
Strand symphony orchestra, Carl Edouarde
conducting and Alois Reiser, associate con-

ductor. The Topical Review and the or-

gan numbers, played by John Hammond,
S. T. O., and Frederick Smith, comprised
the remainder of the program.

Harry Watts Conducts
Harmonica Contest

(Special to Exhioitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 29.—Some-
thing new in contests was the har-

monica playing contest conducted
by Manager Harry Watts of the
Rialto theatre here in a tieup be-
tween the Omaha Daily News and
the theatre. For the last two
weeks Gus Mulcay, harmonica
“blues” player, has been a featured
player in the Rialto presentation.
The success of the presentations in

which Mulcay has appeared sug-
gested the contest.

Prologues Are Best
for Strand Theatre,

E. L. Hyman Finds
(Continued on Preceding Page)

the audience. That has been our experi-

ence.

Picture May Determine Sets

“I believe that as far as the setting of

the prologue is concerned, it is permissible

to copy a scene from the picture. Into this

setting you may put your artists, but have
them do nothing which would take parts

out of the picture itself.

“It is possible to build original incidents

through means of vocal solos, dance inter-

pretations, instrumental numbers and pan-

tomime. With an act so constructed we
have found that this is just what the peo-

ple want. They are given entertainment

for the eye and for the ear, while at

the same time they are being put in the

mood associated with the feature itself. It

is very important that the public be in the

proper mood when the picture begins.

“Freshman” Prologue Success

“Take for example the recent Harold
Lloyd picture, ‘The Freshman.’ The pro-

logue for this turned out to be one of

the most successful we have ever used

and one which drew thousands of people

into the theatre during the week. To this

prologue, coupled with the feature itself,

we owe the sale of block tickets to St.

Johns College and Brooklyn Technical

High School, amounting to more than 2,000

tickets.

“This prologue had as a setting a college

jazz band on a terrace raised from the

stage by four marble steps. The jazz band
was costumed in Harold Lloyd caps, sweat-

ers and trousers. There were six dancers

in white sport suits and tarns, and there

was a male dancer who wore the football

suit similar to Harold Lloyd’s in the pic-

ture.

Yell Is a Knockout

“With these people an act was built

which included instrumental numbers,

dances by the girls, and two eccentric

dances by the man. There was also in-

corporated into the prologue a college yell

by the ensemble. This incident was prac-

tically a riot all week, winning so much
applause that it was nearly impossible to

continue with the show. The result was
that thousands who saw it circulated the

news outside of the theatre and the people

came flocking in.

“In view of that fact and the big success

of all our prologues, it would be illogical

for me to join in the opinion that the pro-

logue is passing. In fact, it is only arriv-

ing, but the showman must know how to

Noted Vaude
Team Favors

Presentation
McIntyre and Heath Likely to

Leave Two-a-Day for Film

Theatre Stage

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Mclntye
and Heath, veteran minstrels and
the second oldest team in vaude-
ville, are expected to leave that

branch of the entertainment busi-

ness shortly and accept engage-
ments in motion picture theatres.

The famous team has just completed a

tour of the big time vaudeville houses in

the East and is said to have declined to

renew contracts until after the pair has
made a survey of the presentation field in

film houses.
Dane Claudius and Lillian Scarlet an-

other big time musical comedy and vaude-
ville team, have accepted presentations as

vehicles for their talents. This team,
which has played with the Ziegfeld “Fol-

lies,” appeared at the State theatre, De-
troit, last week. Claudius and Scarlet’s

best known act is entitled “Call of the

Sixties.”

put it on for his individual theatre, or

else lose the effect entirely.

“Another successful prologue was the

one used for ‘The Eagle.’ This being a

film with Russian locale, we employed a

Russian orchestra, a male sextette cos-

tumed as Cossacks, and Russian dancers.

In building the incident, nothing was lifted

from the film at all. But the 15 minutes
given over to the act were thoroughly en-

joyed by the audience and there was no
doubt but that it put the people in the

proper mood to appreciate the picture.
“
‘Little Annie Rooney,’ the Mary Pick-

ford picture, was also given interesting

treatment insofar as the prologue went. A
dozen of Gus Edwards’ kids were engaged
as Annie Rooney’s gang. The setting had
as a background a transparency drop of

Brooklyn Bridge, which jvas lighted up to

represent evening. A board fence ran

across the stage and from behind this the

characters made their appearance.

Show Held Up
“The repertoire for this prologue in-

cluded songs and dances tastefully ar-

ranged and running about 20 minutes. This

prologue, as was the case with that for

‘The Freshman,’ went over so big that the

show was held up in its start.

“Space does not permit me to go into

details concerning other prologues which

we have used and which have ‘brought

home the bacon.’ Suffice it to say that the

prologue built upon the principles of enter-

tainment should find favor with nearly any

audience. However, the individual show-

man must judge for himself just what his

theatre needs and he must also. judge for

himself how he is to put on his numbers

to get the most out of them. It is im-

possible, in my opinion, for one set rule to

be used by all- theatres. Theatres are

different in character just as human be-

ings are, and what is good for one is

sometimes poison to another.”
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Showmen Capitalize Dance Craze
F. L. Newman
Tells Publix
Stage Plans

Traveling Presentations Will Be
Swift, Vivid—Will Consume

Little Time
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, CAL., Dec. 29.

—Frank L. Newman, managing di-

rector of the Metropolitan, the Mil-
lion Dollar and Rialto Theatres,
Los Angeles Publix houses, re-

turned to the city from an impor-
tant business trip to New York and
outlined an amazing program for

motion picture presentations which
is now being carried out by Samuel
Katz, head of the Publix chain.

Rapid Moving Shows Planned

These presentations will be elaborate,

swift of action, and comparatively short

in duration.

“Mr. Katz is more than a genius in the

field of motion picture showmanship,” said
Newman. “He is a business man and a

dreamer who makes his visions realities in

speedy time. His grasp of the Publix
theatres situation is amazing.

“Not only has he organized this big
group, but he now is planning a tremen-
dous building on Long Island where John
Murray Anderson’s ideas regarding presen-
tations will be carried out. The building,
blueprints of which have been completed,
will be a ‘presentation laboratory.’ Every
detail of presentations from the finest

threads for rare decorations to splendid
settings will be used, and the world’s finest

talent will be developed and trained for
motion picture stage performances.

“Individual theatres now use stage set-
tings which cost about $250 to construct
each week, but under the Katz-Anderson
plan from $10,000 to $15,000 will be ex-
pended on a single set. And Los Angeles
will get the best of these presentations,
which will be shown at the Metropolitan
theatre.”

Accompanying Newman was G. S. Eys-
sell, formerly manager of the Newman
theatre, Kansas City.

Lees Must Omit
“Lift’’ from Act

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—Circuit
Judge Falkenhainer has refused a motion
by counsel for the Lee sisters, Jane and
Catherine, to dismiss the order temporarily
restraining the team from using a “lift”
from the Duncan sisters’ starring show
“Topsy and Eva.” The judge surprised
counsel by issuing an injunction against the
Lees that prohibits them from using any
lines or songs from the show in question.

The plea of the Lees was that they were
only imitating the Duncans. The Duncans
countered by stating the Lees have been
“pirating” their show. It is likely that
attorneys for the Lees will ask for a
rehearing.
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This is a uniformly good ad for the

Rialto, Omaha. The feature picture,

First National’s “The Beautiful

City,” is in the important place in

the ad and on the house program.

The stage show, broken down into

its separate elements under a main
head, is next. The principal short

feature also is prominently dis-

played, and the newsreel and organ
solo are played where they cannot
be overlooked by readers of the ad.

Film Men Attend
Capitol Theatre
Stage Dedication

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DAVENPORT, IA., Dec. 29.—Film men
representing the industry in Des Moines,
la., were guests of John Kahl, builder and
owner of the Capitol theatre here when the

$135,000 stage was dedicated. The dedica-
tion was an auspicious event. The mayor
and other Davenport officials together with
officials of surrounding towns were present,

and hundreds of other invited guests at-

tended. An elaborate screen and stage bill

was presented. Theatre and film men in

attendance were

:

Harry Weinberg, general manager, A. H. Blank
Enterprises; L. Robert Brager, publicity manager,
A. H. Blank Enterprises; N. C. Rice; F. B. O.
branch manager; Ed Lipson, Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation; Fred Horn, Associated Exhibi-
tors; Abe Kohn, Pathe; E. J. Tilton, First Na-
tional; A. W. Nichols, Famous Players; James
Winn, Educational; Mannie Gottlieb, Universal;
W. E. Banford, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; and S. S.

Schwartz, Premier.

Campbell to Sing at State
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—Craig Camp-
bell, tenor singer who was with the St.

Louis Municipal Opera during the 1919 and
1922 seasons, will open an engagement at

Loew’s State theatre here January 2. This
engagement will mark Campbell’s first ap-

pearance here since 1922.

Charleston
Pulls Money
to Theatres

Contests Continue to Swell Box
Office Receipts All Over

Country

No motion picture theatre added
attraction in post-war history has
brought so much money to the box
office as has the Charleston, and on
the basis of reports that arrive

daily it is apparent that for the

next six months at least the dance
as performed by individual profes-

sional entertainers and by amateurs
in contests will continue as the

phenomenal business stimulant it

has been since its general introduc-

tion to the country more than a

year ago. Topping this week’s re-

ports from exhibitors of the suc-

cess of Charleston contests is the

following from Harry Van Noy,
owner and operator of the Riviera

theatre, Anderson, Indiana:

“I put the Eight Southern Cyclones, a

colored band, on with a Charleston contest

for colored people only, then called out the

police to keep them from breaking the door
down trying to get in. Some night ! Some
business ! The Charleston dancers cost me
$10 and I did the business. Try it. But be
sure you have plenty of police to handle
the crowds.

Pull Crowds to Theatre

“The dancers appeared at 7 :00 and 9 :00

p. m. Who would ever have dreamed this

combination would bring so many people

at once? How those colored people can do
the Charleston ! They came onto the stage.

One weighed six pounds less than a horse

;

one was very bow-legged. Then the fun
started. Red hot

!”

From Kansas City, Mo., it is reported
that the Mainstreet and Globe theatres con-
tinue to reap a harvest of publicity and
box office stimulation from Charleston
contests for which the public provides the

contestants.

Casper, Wyo., is the most recent addi-
tion to the list of cities in which Charles-
ton contests are drawing patrons to thea-

ters. Already the dance is so popular there
that Casper probably will be represented
in the national amateur championship con-
test to be held at Andrew Karzas’ Trianon
ballroom, Chicago, in February.

Eltinge Film House
Tour Is Extended

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH, PA., Dec. 29.—Julian
Eltinge, who for some time has been ap-
pearing in motion picture theatres in the

East, will continue in film houses indefi-

nitely. He appeared at the Grand theatre
here last week.

Eltinge has been engaged to appear in a
play under the management of A. H.
Woods. The play will not go into re-

hearsal for some time, it has been an-
nounced.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Vlasta Maslova and

Partner Held Over
for Holiday Program

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—Major Edward
Bowes has assembled a program of color-

ful units to carry out the spirit of the

holidays at the Capitol theatre this week.

So well received was “In a Toy Shop,’’

the ballet feature of last week’s bill, that

it was held over for the benefit of holiday

theatregoers. The “Toy Shop” scene is

laid in Santa Claus’ workshop and features

a variety of toys that come to life and

dance.

Vlasta Maslova, the Russian bellarina, is

another performer held over for a second

week. With her partner, Bayard Rauth,

she does an Adagio. Among the other

numbers are “Jack In the Box,” danced by

Mignon Dallet; “Spanish Doll,” danced by

Doris Niles; and the ballet corps in a

“Toy Soldiers” number.

The concert portion of the program con-

tains three numbers of further interest.

The first is the debut of Carlo Ferretti,

barytone, a member of the Moscow Grand

theatre and a former member of Chaliapin’s

company. He sings the “Prologue” from

“Pagliacci.” The second is “Anitra’s

Dance” from Grieg’s “Peer Gynt” suite,

danced by Doris Niles. The group closes

with a brass sextette, composed of mem-
bers of the Capitol Grand Orchestra: Pie-

tro Capodiferro, first trumpet; Lacerno

Nava, horn; William Mayer, horn; Louis

Palladino, trombone; Caesar Vernarecci,

trombone, and Martin Reinhardt, trombone.

They play the “Miserere” from “11 Trova-

tore.”

The Capitol Grand Orchestra, conducted

by David Mendoza, plays the overture to

the operetta, “Die Fledermaus” by Johann
Strauss.

Willie Creager and
Orchestra Headline

Twelve-Unit Revue
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 29.—

Willie Creager and his orchestra headlined

the presentation at the Fox theatre last

we.ek, when a Syncopation Revue was
staged. This was an unusually varied and

elaborate act in 12 numbers, combining

songs and dances, both classic and modern.

The performers worked in a well lighted

cabaret setting. The act was accorded a

splendid reception all week.

Paul Mall, singer and comedian, opened

the show with “Collegiate” and “Siftin’

on Top of the World.” The four Locust

Sisters sang several pleasing numbers,

among them “Sweet Georgia Brown” and

“If You Knew Susie.” Teddy Walters
and Roy Ellis did a striking bit of classi-

cal dancing to the melody of “Les Millons

d’Harlequin,” while Kelly and Allen,

colored dancers, in “Paddlin’ Madelin’

Home” show that they are past masters of

their art.

In “Patrol” 12 girls billed as the “Fox
Trotters” attired in red uniforms and
Turkish fezzes and armed with rifles gave

a crack drill that was spectacular and

brought prolonged applause, while “Dance
of the Gypsies” by eight of the “Fox Trot-

ters” was another striking feature of the

act. In the Charleston finale the entire

group, accompanied by both Creager’s

Acts Reported
This Week

Verne Buck and Orchestra; Kiddie Revue

—

Granada, San Francisco.

George and Rae Perry; Harold Stanton;

Zilla Simpson—California, San Francisco.

Leo Beers^—Locw's State, St. Louis.

Willie Creager and Orchestra; Paul Mall;

Locust Sisters; Teddy Walters and Roy
Ellis; Kelly and Allen; “Fox Trotters";

Sascha Jacobsen; Charles K. Harris; Lola

Girlie and Senia—Fox, Philadelphia.

Missouri Rockets; Ross Hines; Helen Mal-

cox; Olive Cornell; Cesare Nesi; Gene
Rodemich and Orchestra Missouri , St.

Louis.
Paul Haakon ; Conley-Silverman Orchestra
—Grand Central, St. Louis.

O’Neill Sisters and Kiddie Revue; Walt
Rosener and Orchestra Loew’s Warfield ,

San Francisco.
Mark Strand Carolers—Strand, Brooklyn.
Maria Gambarelli ; Gardo and Noll; Doug-

las Stanbury; Pierre and Yvonne; Leo-
nardo Del Credo—Stanley, Philadelphia.

Dane Claudius and Lillian Scarlet; Mar-
guerite Werner; Merle Clarke—State, De-
troit •

Gold Medal Quartette; Robert G. Clarke;
Dudley L. Brewster——Capitol) Detroit.

Lillian Fernald and “Chums"; den Hoag-
land—Strand, Omaha.

Donald (Monk) Watson; G;is Mulcay—
Rialto , Omaha.

Harvey Gatchett ; Bois Adair Farrell; Sarah
Mae Graetz ; Richard Bleick; Margery
Peterson; Polly Brown; Louis Macklain

;

Marie Hateroff ; Richard Hedges

—

Sun ,

Omaha.
Mack and Long; Kelly Kids; Ruth Racette

and String Quartette-—Newman, Kansas
City.

Louis Forbstein and Syncopators—Royal y

Kansas City.

Albert Rappaport; Lucinda Beatty; Eddie
Willis; Alma Ortega; Natalie Harrison—
Loew* s State, Los Angeles.

Walter Pontius; Sedgwick, Lyman and
Cohen ; A1 Morton and Ed Mayo—Metro-
politan^ Los Angeles.

Vlasta Maslova and Bayard Rauth; Mignon
Dallet; Doris Niles; Carlo Ferretti; Pie-

tro Capodiferro; Lacerno Nava; William
Mayer; Louis Palladino; Caesar Verna-
recci; Martin Reinhardt; Capitol Ballet

Corps—Capitol, New York.
Eddie Elkins and Orchestra; Rita Owin

;

Jazz Village Singers and Dancers; Harold
Ramsey; Boris Petroff ; Dorothy Borke

;

Carlos Peterson; Tamaris; Helene Blair;

Moe Lubow Victoria Riegel ; Johnny
Dove; Royal Accordion Band; Rivoli

Singers; Rivoli Ballet—Rivoli, New York.
Paul’s Eight Paulines; AI Herman; George

Givot ; Tommy Wonder; Frances Hiller;

Paul Ash and Band—McVickers, Chicago.
Lucille Middleton; Willard Andelin ; Marion

Garner and Dorothy Scott; Dexter Sis-

ters; Boyd Senter Chicago , Chicago.
Art Kahn and Band; Bruno Twins; Pierce

Keegan; Fenton McEvoy; Al Schenck

;

Hank and Lill—Senate, Chicago.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Donald (Monk) Watson; Gus Mulcay

—

Ri-
alto , Omaha.

Vlasta Maslova and Bayard Rauth—Capitol,
New York.

Hank and Lill—Senate, Chicago.
Eight Paulines; George Givot; Al Herman—

McVickers, Chicago.

orchestra and the Fox Theatre Grand Or-
chestra, concluded the performance in a
whirlwind of applause.

The act was excellently staged and oc-

cupied half an hour.

The Fox Theatre Grand Orchestra under
the direction of Adolphe Kornspan ren-

dered an especially arranged overture

“Symphonic Classical Jazz,” comprising
“Cecelia,” “Oh Boy What a Girl,” “Cry-

ing” and “Empty Dreams.”
“Thank You” was the long feature pic-

ture.

For the current week the Fox program
is replete with the spirit of Christmas. A
medley of Christmas carols, “Around the
Christmas Tree,” is played by the Fox
orchestra to open the show.

Sascha Jacobsen, the celebrated violinist,

leads the artists appearing in the presenta-
tion act and plays three selections, “Medi-
tation” from “Thais,” Kreisler’s “Liebes-
frued,” and “From the Canebrale,” each
of which is splendidly rendered and merits
the hearty applause accorded by the audi-
ence.

Charles K. Harris, composer of “After
the Ball,” and other old time favorites, ap-
pears in person in a song repital of seven
numbers, and in spite of his charming per-
sonality is only moderately applauded, the

audience refusing to join in the choruses.

Lola Girlie and Senia, a dancing duo,
offer “A Christmas Fantasy,” a beautifully
staged and gracefully executed dance num-
ber. Between the dances a violinist plays
“Indian Love Call” very effectively.

“The Ancient Mariner” is the long fea-

ture.

Missouri Rockets
Form Mounting for

Specialty Numbers
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—Skouras

Brothers’ Missouri Rockets, brought into

being when they assumed the management
of the Missouri theatre, apparently are in

for a long stay at the Grand boulevard pic-

ture palace, for week by week they are in-

creasing in favor with the patrons of the
house. Today they show form and ma-
chine-like precision that any musical show
producer would appreciate.

Last week the Rockets formed a back-
ground for the work of Ross Himes, Helen
Malcox, Olive Cornell and Cesare Nesi.
The presentation, “The Color Revue,” was
spectacular. Dead black hangings were
used to heighten the effect of rainbow tints

presented on a revolving platform.
The most colorful spectacle was a rose

arbor in which the Rockets, dressed in gay
frocks and floppy summer hats, danced.

The fiery Spanish fandango offered by
Miss Malcox went over well. This girl is

a finished dancer. The eccentric steps of

Ross Himes fit well with the work of Miss
Malcox.

Cesare Nesi is an operatic singer who
long since won his way into the esteem of
St. Louis picture theatre patrons. Miss
Cornell, the little girl with the big voice,

added considerably to the attractiveness of

the singing feature of the bill.

“The Best People” was the long feature

picture.

For the current week the Rockets are

augmented by a score of children in a Kid-

die Revue and by Santa Claus in person.

This is distinctly a Christmas show, the

center of the action being a fireplace before

which the players perform. Helen Malcox

scores with a solo dance and Santa Claus

won a great hand with a Charleston,

danced to close.

The only discordant note in the program

was the jazz version of “Silent Night”

played by Gene Rodemich and his orches-

tra. It would have been better to omit

this number from the program.

“Irish Luck” was the long screen feature.
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Maria Gambarelli
Toplines Three-Unit

Specialty Program
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 29.—Last

week’s presentation at the Stanley theatre

contained a splendid array of artists. Mile.

Maria Gambarelli, premiere danseuse from
the Capitol theatre, New York, headlined
the bill with three charming dances that

were received with delight by the patrons.

Appearing in a spot against black drapes
and attired in filmy garments, Mile. Gam-
barelli’s grace and fairy-like movements
were strikingly exhibited in “Valse Blu-
ettc” by Drigo, and “Schon Rosemarin” by
Kreisler, while in the “Excelsior Ballet” by
Maranco she did a whirling dance that was
a masterpiece of execution.

The soprano and tenor solos by Gardo
and Noll and their duet from “11 Trova-
tore” were splendidly sung.

Douglas Stanbury of the Chicago Civic
Opera sang two barytone solos, “Tommy
Lad” and “The Bells of St. Mary’s.”
The Stanley orchestra played a compos-

ite overture, “Old Favorites,” including
“Madame Sherry,” “The Chocolate Sol-
dier, “The Merry Widow,” “Floradora,”
“Mikado” and “Robin Hood,” each title

being announced on a black drop in col-

ored lights.

“Cobra” was the long feature picture.

The program for the current week con-
tains some striking novelties appropriate to

the holiday season. Captain Kleinschmidt
presents “Santa Claus,” a Christmas fan-
tasy that was filmed in Alaska and that
shows the i oily old saint’s workshop with
gnomes and elves making toys, after which
he is shown driving his reindeers and going
down chimneys to distribute gifts.

Pierre and Yvonne, Parisian dancers,
execute some striking numbers with skill

and grace, and their acrobatic ballroom
dancing is exceptionally good.

Leonardo Del Credo, grand opera tenor,
sings two numbers in a clear, rich voice
and wins a good hand each time.

The Zampa overture is played by the
Stanley orchestra. “The Stanley Christmas
Party,” a divertisement arranged by David
Bennett, with special music, completes a
very entertaining program.

“Keeper of the Bees” is the long feature
picture.

Morton-Mayo Team
Takes Great Hand

in Return Offering
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 29.—Frank L.

Newman presented as a prologue to “Co-
bra” at the Metropolitan “At the Cafe
Mare,” with Walter Pontius, tenor, and an
ensemble of singers, dancers and musi-
cians. It was prettily staged and made a
delightful atmospheric prologue to the Val-
entino picture.

A1 Morton and Ed Mayo repeated their
burlesque Apache dance, which ran about
six minutes. They were billed as “Two
Nuts Left Over from Christmas,” and were
accorded a tremendous hand, although they
played this house a short time ago.

The house orchestra, under the leader-
ship of Forbstein, opened the program with
an Italian fantasy, an original arrangement
of selections of the most popular Italian

melodies.

“You Told Me to Go,” popular fox-trot
ballad, by Sedgwick, Lyman and Cohen,
was the second number on the program.
Aesop’s Fable, “The English Channel

Swim,” also was accorded a good hand,
and “Our Gang” comedy called “Good
Cheer” proved an amusing and timely
Christmas offering.
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Tdwi Glorious Rays of California Sunshine

THE KING SISTERS 1

THE MELODY MAIDS
"Just a Little Bit of Harmony and Melody ”

The Omaha Strand theatre has used
enough space in this ad to give to
each unit of its program full prom-
inence without playing any one unit
too much or too little. Few thea-
tres seem to think it necessary to
feature presentations in ads, and
fewer make a point of featuring the
organ solo.

Hyman Stages Song
and Dance Show for

Christmas Program
BROOKLYN, N. Y„ Dec. 29.—The Mark

Strand Carolers, tenor, soprano, contralto

and barytone, were featured in the special

Christmas stage offering at the Strand last

week. Their offering was followed by a

dance pantomime with 10 girl dancers and
Santa Claus. The girls were costumed in

pajamas and were seen in a huge bed which
was set center stage.

Following this on the stage was the at-

mospheric prologue to “Irish Luck.” This

presentation, in striking contrast to the

foregoing numbers, was all Irish. The set-

ting was a special landscape and the selec-

tions used by the four principals and eight

dancers were as follows : “The Rocky
Road to Dublin,” “Mickey’s Advice,” “Irish

Dance,” “Ireland Is Heaven to Me,” “Dan-
ny Boy,” and

“
’Tis a Great Day Tonight

for the Irish.”

During Christmas week two children’s

special shows were given in conjunction

with two leading Brooklyn newspapers. The
first was on the morning of December 24

in conjunction with the Brooklyn Times,

at which 3,0Q0 children were entertained.

The second was on Christmas morning in

conjunction with the Brooklyn Daily Eagle

when another 3,000 children came in free

of charge. The Santa Claus number and

the Mark Strand Carol as on the regular

show were repeated for the benefit of the

children, and in addition there were other

special stage numbers befitting the occa-

sion.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

“BEHIND THE SCENES”
This takes your “gang” backstage, a novelty

that should appeal to all audiences, as they

are always interested in a peek behind the

scenes now and then.

The idea is that the orchestra leader has

called an early morning rehearsal. Only a

handful of players has shown up on time. The

leader decides to rehearse them anyway. When
the first piece is part way through a couple

more players come strolling in and take their

places in the orchestra. Again the orchestra

starts, this time sounding a little better on

account of the added instrumentation.

Other members come in, again interrupting

the rehearsal. By this time the piece the or-

chestra is trying to play sounds as it should.

From this point on the leader announces his

numbers and the show continues.

This scene opens on a stage that is bare ex-

cepting for the chairs for the musicians, a

piano, and music racks. Flats are piled against

the back wall and light boxes stand about.

Stage hands mo\e flats from one side to the

other. Electricians carry box lights back and

forth. Some hammering is done. All this

while the rehearsal is on.

When the orchestra begins the second mu-
sical number the stage hands may put up a

regular set around it, arranging the lights etc.,

in full view of the audience. When the num-

ber is over the stage should be all set, and

from this point on the act will proceed in

the regular manner. Such musical numbers and

specialties as are fit may be interpolated. The

set will be lighted at the user’s discretion.

“THE STORM”
This is a simple but effective setting that

depends on electrical effects to put it over.

The. scene represents a rock-bound coast with

a lighthouse in the background. It is set as

folio ws

:

At front center stage is placed a fisherman’s

rowboat tipped on its side so that the inside

is facing the audience. On each side of this

should be placed set pieces representing rocks,

or a row on which rocks are painted. Behind

this is a water row. This rises three or four

feet above the first row. It should be painted

blue and stretched on a wire so that it will

blend easily with the back drop.

Directly behind this and to the right is a

cutout lighthouse that can be made of coinpo

board. The windows at the top of this should

be cut out and tracing cloth, which is trans-

parent, should be stretched over them. Behind

this is a large light that flashes on and off

during the action. This light should be boxed,

so that no rays of light reflect on the back

drop. Behind the lighthouse is the back drop,

which is lighted in blue.

At the opening of the scene, which is a

night scene, storm music is to be played by

the orchestra. Waves are seen dashing up.

Storm clouds roll across the sky. These of

course are clockwork effects. You might also

use a lightning effect and a rain effect. The

lighthouse light flashes on and off after the

storm music. The orchestra then goes into the

introduction of “Asleep In the Deep,” or some

other appropriate number, at which singer

comes on stage dressed in oilskins and carrying

a lantern- and sings his song.
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Four principals and eight dancers were used in Edward L. Hyman’s prologue to

an Irish picture when it showed at the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, of which
Hyman is managing director.

Presentation of New
Type Greets Holiday
Crowds on Broadway

NEW YORK, Dec. 29.—A surprisingly

different Rivoli opened its doors on Christ-

mas day. From uniformed staff to John
Murray Anderson’s revue, from long fea-

ture film to news events, from organ solos

to film novelties, everything was presented

in a novel way entirely foreign to anything

that has been done in Broadway motion
picture theatres previously.

The program opened with Eddie Elkins

and his “Happy Go Luckies,” a melody mob
of syncopation and blues, with Rita Owin,

a Broadway Charlestoneer, and the Jazz

Village Singers and Dancers. “A Fancy,”

an Irish filmovation in colors, followed.

Harold Ramsey, at the Rivoli grand or-

gan, played a Christmas novelty. The
“Rivoli Brevities and Moviovents,” a news-

reel interestingly edited for the Rivoli, was
the other film number on the program.

John Murray Anderson’s revue called

“The Melting Pot,” devised and staged by

Anderson with scenes and costumes cre-

ated by Herman Rossi, is the more elabo-

rate of the stage offerings. Nathaniel Fin-

ston, general music director of the Publipc

theatres, arranged the musical accompani-

ment to the presentation, and Boris Po-

troff, ballet master, arranged the dances.

Joseph Littau, musical director, conducted

the orchestra.

“The Melting Pot” is a stage presenta-

tion in four big scenes. Boris Potroff;

Dorothy Borke, premiere danseuse; Carlos

Peterson; Tamaris; Helene Blair; Moe
Lubow ;

Victoria Riegel ;
Johnny Dove ;

the

Royal Accordion Band, of which V. Fohm-
son is the director ; the Rivoli Singers

;
and

the Rivoli Corps de Ballet take an enter-

taining and spectacular part.

Kahn Stages Poorly
Integrated Act; Band

Offerings Are Best
Art Kahn staged a poorly integrated

show at the S mate theatre, Chicago, last

week. The work of his band was the best

thing on the bill.

The show opened with Kahn at a piano,

a model on q. dais, and Fenton McEvoy,
tenor, singing, the three working before an

art studio drop in one. The tenor was
pining to be back in Greenwich Village.

To close this Pierce Keegan, another singer,

came on.

The show went to full stage with the

band playing “Charleston.” The mounting

for the full-stage show was a fantastic set-

ting that ran heavily to pedestals and

dragons lighted in green and electric blue.

The lighting was altogether tame. With
the proper kind of light treatment the set-

ting would have made a great smack. As
it was, many of the customers wondered if

their eyes had gone funny.

The Bruno Twins—ultra-sophisticate-

juvenile team, this pair—rattled off a line

that did not draw. Then they went into a

song, “I’ll Remember You,” or words to

that effect, that was somewhat better. For

an encore they hardly had coming they did

a dance that was poor.

Following the twins the band played

“Gypsy Dreams,” a fine number composed
by Kahn. In the middle of this the con-

certmaster played “Gypsy Love Song” from
Victor Herbert’s “Fortune Teller.”

_

To
close, the band jazzed the piece. Either

way, it was good, and the patrons gave it

a good hand.

A1 Schenck, announced as nothing less

than “America’s fastest dancer,” did not

convince the house of his right to the title

with what he offered the first time out.

At the piano Kahn played “I Wonder
Where My Baby Is Tonight,” “Waltz
Song” and “Five Feet Two.” The band
took “Five Feet Two” for a fast-jazz close.

“By request,” it was announced, “Oh Boy
What a Girl” was sung by McEvoy. No-
body knew when he left. Comment over-
heard by this typist after this number was
not flattering.

Pierce Keegan was next on. This singer
works in tux a la the “swell” revue. He
sang “Valeska” and “Two Time Man.”
Many present had heard Schenck of Van
and Schenck sing “Two Time Man.” Kee-
gan’s tux was fine.

Hank and Lill, held over from the pre-
ceding week, romped through their con-
sistently good Charleston to “Sweet Georgia
Brown.” A1 Schenck came back for the

finale and stepped a straight Charleston
and then gave a Yiddish version of the

dance. The latter was good. The clients

presented Schenck with a crashing hand.

Vocally, Kahn’s announcing technique
has improved steadily for the last several

weeks. But he shows a tendency lately to

append 48-point praise to the names of the

performers. Comment through the house
indicates he is wrong in doing this.

Lillian Fernald and
Her “Chums” Present

Elaborate Music Bill
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 29—“Do your

amusement shopping early,” said Art Cun-
ningham, manager of the Strand theatre, in

announcing his Christmas week program.
He had a variety of goods to offer amuse-
ment shoppers, including petite Lillian Fer-

nald and her “Chums,” recently arrived

from a tour of Eastern theatres and clubs.

Miss Fernald presented a miniature mu-
sical comedy, entitled “Bits of This and
That.” She carried her own scenery and
electrical effects with her troupe, and pre-

sented an elaborate program.

Supporting the main presentation act

were Helen Hoagland at the pipe organ
and the Strand orchestra under Conductor
Sutton.

“Womanhandled” was the long screen

feature.

Ash Stands Crowds
in Snow ; Juvenile

Dancer Scores Best
Paul Ash came back to McVickers,

Chicago, ending a two weeks’ vacation, last

week. Attired as Santa Claus and shim-
mying like Gilda Gray, he lined them up
outside the door in spite of sub-zero
weather. Inside, they yelled their approval
and screamed for more. There seems to be
no end to this man’s pulling ability.

The band was dolled up as wooden sol-

diers, backed by a Christmas tree setting.

Paul’s Eight Paulines, as the chorus of 7
is billed, were dressed as dolls and seated
around the base of the pedestal. They
came to life and drilled off. Then Ash
came on and put the band through two
straight musical numbers before the acts

came on.

A1 Herman imitated Jolson for two
songs, George Givot got away with his

customary three, doing better under Ash’s
direction than when on his own during
Ash’s absence. Tommy Wonder did the

act McVickers folks have seen two or three
times before, doubling for knockout re-

sults with Frances Wilier, a four-year-old
tot who Charlestons and everything and
whom the crowd could not get enough of.

She worked with the chorus for the biggest
hit of the show.
Before the stage bill opened, a newsreel

showed the excited mobs welcoming Ash
back to Chicago. After that he could
have got away with anything, but he gave
them one of the best shows he has put on.

Gold Medal Quartette
in Brief Singing Act
Lead Feature Picture

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 29.—The Gold
Medal Quartette, composed of four person-
able and talented young singers, carried the

specialty offering at the Capitol last week
and met with fair success. Their act con-
sists of a series of popular songs and
recitations and the number was staged be-

fore a beautiful setting, typical of those
being presented in the Capitol.

Robert G. Clarke and Dudley L. Brew-
ster performed at the organ during the

week in special concerts.
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Jack Arthur, managing director of the Hippodrome, Toronto, Ont., staged this

prologue to “The Phantom of the Opera,” Universal picture. The picture played
two weeks at the Hippodrome.

Kiddie Revue Is Riot
of Merriment ; Haakon

Scores With Dancing
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—As it was

Christmas Week, the management of the
Grand Central entered into the spirit of the
thing and put on a Kiddie Frolic as the
music headliner for the week. It was a
riot of merriment and went over big.

Thirty St. Louis children were recruited

for the act, ranging in age from 3 years
to about 12 years, and they certainly

showed talent for singing, dancing and act-

ing. The stage setting was a Christmas
tree with Santa Claus in charge.

Considering the age of the performers,
the revue was well nigh flawless, and the

few unconscious slips of the juveniles that

did creep in simply added to the merriment
of the onlookers. In fact these provided
some of the best laughs.

One particular act that made a tremen-

dous hit was that of Paul Haakon in his

Russian dance numbers. He formerly was
with a Danish ballet.

The orchestral overture was a medley of

Christmas airs. The Conley-Silverman or-

chestra holds the pit at this house.

“The Lady Who Lied” was the long

screen offering.

Fanchon and Marco
Child Revue Plays

to Packed Houses
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Dec. 29.—

“The Toy Box” was the title of the O’Neill
Sisters’ Kiddie Revue staged at Loew’s
Warfield by Fanchon and Marco. It played
to good houses all week. The tiny enter-
tainers, individually and collectively, again
distinguished themselves. One diminutive
blonde sang and danced with the grace of
a veteran. Another little dancer carried the

crowd with her cleverness, and acrobatic
and eccentric dancers came and went so
rapidly as to make the head swim.

The girls did not hog the show. The lit-

tle “gentlemen of the ensemble” were there,

and one clever pair of little fellows sang a

character song that brought down the

house.

Walt Rosener and the house orchestra
not only provided the music for the revue
and the screen program, but also gave a

concert. There was a novelty number in

which the members of the orchestra had

a singing part. Victor Herbert’s “Babes In
Toyland” provided a harmonious atmos-
phere for the stage show. Rosener gave
for the first time here the Ray Henderson
New York hit, “I’m Sittin’ On Top of the

World.”

Louis Forbstein and
Syncopators Present

Novel Show from Pit
KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 29.—Louis

Forbstein and his Royal Syncopators scored
in a novelty both mirthful and impressive
last week at the Royal. In a Christmas
fantasy, composed of “Christmas Eve,”
“Christmas Day” and “Christmas Night,”
virtually every atom of Christmas atmos-
phere is injected.

Each member of the orchestra was
equipped with a toy instrument similar to

the one he plays regularly in the orchestra.

In the midst of the “Christmas Day” phase
of the fantasy, one of the musicians shout-

ed loudly : “Look what Santa Claus
brought me !” whereupon the spotlight was
thrown upon each member of the orchestra
in turn and the musician was featured with
a toy horn, drum, flute, etc.

Contrary to their usual custom, the syn-

copators did not take the stage, remaining
in the pit, but the change was more or less

welcomed by good sized audiences all week.
“Womanhandled” was the long feature

picture.

“Perfumed Idea” Is

Unique Act; Dancers
Play Feature Roles

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 29.—Fanchon and
Marco presented at Loew’s State theatre

last week one of the most unique acts ever
staged at this house. It was called “Per-
fumed Idea,” with settings by Jai Marchon
and masks by Miles Marchon.

The act opened with a large perfume bot-

tle against a black drop, with a dancer
posed before it. The second part of the

prologue consisted of seven large perfume
bottles ranged on a series of platforms
with girls’ heads protruding as the stop-

pers. These girls were dressed in elabo-

rate costumes representing the different

French perfumes.

A tenor aria from “La Tosca” was sung
by Albert Rappaport. Lucinda Beatty in-

terpreted “The Fragrance of the Perfume.”

The whole act was beautifully lighted,

beautifully staged and brought forth much
applause. Two hits of the presentation

were Eddie Willis as “Gollywog” and Alma
Ortega in a Russian costume dance and an
exaggerated mask. She danced the Charles-

ton in hoopskirts, which got a big laugh.

Natalie Harrison completed the number
with a beautiful dance in an effective pink

creation.

The long feature was “The Beautiful

City,” and as an added Christmas attrac-

tion Kleinschmidt’s fantasy “A Visit to

Santa Claus” was presented.

Perrys, Stanton and
Simpson Featured in

Lavish Venetian Act
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Dec. 29—

A

gorgeous stage presentation featuring

George and Rae Perry, Harold Stanton

and Zilla Simpson was part of the “satis-

fying show” at the California theatre,

where “Venice,” an original act, was
shown. In a setting representative of the

Italian city, with its gondolas and enchant-

ing streets, “Venice” was one of the finest

stage creations in the California year.

George and Rae Perry, banjo artists who
have delighted California audiences many
times before, offered a number of popular

selections that were loudly applauded.

Harold Stanton and Zilla Simpson sang

several new songs and took a good share

of the applause. Max Dolin played an

important part in putting the act before

California patrons. Nat Holt managed it.

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

RAE ELEANOR and MICHAEL BALL
in

“MOMENTS MUSICAL”
Management—William Morris
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Raymond Fagan and his symphonic dance orchestra, one of the finest melodv
units available for motion picture theatres using presentations.

Mack and Long With
Kellys and Racette

Score in Novel Act
KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 29.—Mack

and Long and the Kelly Kids, plus Ruth
Racette and her string quartette, composed
a perfect “atmospheric” setting for a

Christmas novelty program at the Newman
theatre last week. In the opening scene

are Mack and Long with the small Kelly
tots, gathered under a Christmas tree and
concealed in boxes, there being four of the

children in all. After an initial song by
Mack and Long, each of the “kids” is al-

lotted a song or dance, the act going over

great and winning unrestrained applause

from large audiences all week.

Mack and Long not only can dance, but

have good voices as well, while the young-
sters show the earmarks of children that

have undergone long and conscientious

training, being exceptionally well drilled.

The act is confined to one scene and lasts

about 20 minutes.

Then came Ruth Racette and her string

quartette in “Serena.de,” which also won
the approval of large houses throughout the

week. Each member of the quartette is a

finished musician
;
each puts a “touch” to

string instruments that is not heard every

day. Their act, which is in one scene

with a single drop and stock scenery, lasts

about 10 minutes.

“The Only Thing” was the long feature

picture.

Lucille Middleton
Headlines; Parts

of Show Are Weak
Again Frank Cambria showed what can

be done by way of combining economy
with effectiveness in his Chicago theatre

show last week. Lucille Middleton, pro-

viding the first number, “The Fan Dance,”
performed exceedingly well in a simple but

artistically strong set.

“Way Down South” was the name of

the second act, containing nothing unusual.

Willard Andelin, basso, was seated on a

bench in a Southern setting at opening,
singing. Marion Garner and Dorothy
Scott, dressed as boys, followed with a
characteristic dance. Then the Dexter
Sisters sang a couple of songs that really

didn't belong but really didn’t matter.
Singing and dancing closed the number.

Boyd Senter, back again at the Chicago
after many previous engagements, played
during “Topics of the Day.” (The show
this writer witnessed was marred by the

projectionist, who inserted the “Topics”
reel backward, necessitating elimination of
that film number, whereupon Senter did
his stuff as a straight act.)

Harvey Gatchett and
Juveniles Sing and
Dance Film Prologue

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 29.—Santa Claus,
in person, put on the presentation act at

the Sun; that is, in the person of Harvey
Gatchett, barytone. The prologue, “Santa
Claus’ Dream,” was presented concurrently
with the film “Keeper of the Bees.” Gatchett
was heard to good advantage in “Doctor
Tinkle Tinker of Old Toy Town.”
Eleven Omaha children appeared in the

show. Among them were Bois Adair Far-
rell as a Russian girl

;
Sarah Mae Graetz,

Dutch girl; Richard Bleick, Dutch boy;
Margery Peterson, French girl; Polly
Brown, Spanish girl; Louis Macklain,
Farina

;
Marie Hateroff, Raggedy Ann

;

and Richard Hedges, Tough Nut.

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning December 19)

CALIFORNIA: “Hands Up,” Paramount.
LOEWS WARFIELD: “The Unguarded

Hour,” First National.
GRANADA: “Mannequin,” Paramount.
IMPERIAL: “Thai Royle Girl,” Paramount

( continued )

.

ST. FRANCIS: ‘The Phantom of the
Ooera,” Universal (continued.)

CVMEO: “The Fighting Cub,” All Star.

UNION SQUARE: “Thoroughbred.” All Star.

GOLDEN GATE: “The Lady Who Lied,”
First National.

Rinaldo Plays,

Though Tragedy
Grips His Heart

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SIOUX CITY, IA., Dec. 29.—Just be-

fore J. Rinaldo, “the wandering violinist,”

stepped onto the stage of the Princess
theatre here on the night of December 22

an usher handed him a telegram that told

of the death of his wife at Pasadena, 'Cal.,

following a protracted illness. Rinaldo
w'as greatly shocked by the message. But
his audience was waiting. He stepped
forth, smiled, and played.

Donald Watson Hits
High With Song of

His Own Composition
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 29.—“I Am Going

Back to Dixie” w'as the name of a new
song written and presented by Donald
(Monk) Watson at the Rialto theatre dur-

ing Christmas week. Watson, known to

he versatile, had not attempted original

songs during his long engagement at the

Rialto, but judging by the success of his

initial attempt it will not be his last. He
introduced the song in the course of his

presentation, “Merry Musical Moments.”
Watson in the course of his entertainment

played several musical instruments. Jack
Virgil arranged the music.

Assisting Watson was Gus Mulcay, danc-

ing harmonica player, who was well re-

ceived. This was the second week of his

engagement. To round out the entertain-

ment, there was a mouth harp contest every

evening at 9 o’clock, promoted by Man-
ager Harry Watts and the Omaha Daily

Nezvs.

The films of the week were “The King
on Main Street” and “A Dog’s Life.”

Piano Single Billed

Too Strongly, Yet
His Work Pleases

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 29.—“At the

Stage Door,” augmented by a sophisticated

performance by Leo Beers at the piano

offering some of the subtly spicy songs

that he has used as a vaudeville headliner

was the musical tidbit offered patrons of

Loew’s State theatre. Beers was adver-

tised as “America’s foremost society enter-

tainer.” There were those in the audience

who doubted his claim to the title. Still

he pleased the majority.

The atmospheric prologue “At the Stage

Door” arranged for the long feature pic-

ture, “Sally, Irene and Mary,” was nicely

put on. Twenty performers were used in

this prologue, which featured songs and

dances.

Don Albert and the State orchestra

played an excellent overture.

Dane Claudius and
Lillian Scarlet Only

Adds to Film Bill

DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 29—A simple

stage setting, with Dane Claudius and Lil-

lian Scarlet appearing in three song num-
bers coupled with the customary organ re-

citals by Marguerite Werner and Merle

Clark, were the only presentation numbers
devised by the State management for the

week.
The singers went over well with the

audiences, choosing popular selections for

their efforts.
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[THE THEATRE]
jZLslSDepartment ofPractical Showmanship J

BUT WHAT WAS THE
Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

“WE GOT FUN”
rPHE theatre’s January answer to
A “Ain’t We Got Fun?” is yes. We got

fun this month. January is National

Laugh Month and all the film studios

have been turning out comedy pictures

for all the theatres to use in properly
celebrating this occasion.

It is a good idea to start the year in

good humor. In all probability a year
begun in good spirits will be a good year.

The motion picture industry is uniting in

a great effort to make 1926 a good year.

You always have a good time at the

theatre. During January your good time
will consist largely of laughter. There
will be more laughing in the world dur-
ing January than in any previous single

month in the history of the world.
We got fun—and it’s yours.

SHORT FEATURES

DUE to public interest in the shorter

films comprising the motion picture

program, an important change in theatre

policy has taken place. Whereas it was
deemed sufficient formerly to advertise the

name of the long feature, public inquiry

and comment has made it customary for

theatre advertising today to include men-
tion of all items “on the bill.”

In the old days these short films were
referred to as “filler.” Today they are

called by their proper name, “short fea-

tures.” The public brought this to pass, as

it brings to pass all major upward de-

velopments of the theatre, by box office in-

dication of demand.

CALL AGAIN

I
T is always a good idea to “call again,”

at this or any other theatre. If you have

liked the show, you may like the next one

better. If you have not liked the show, it

is certain that the next one will please you.

It is not good policy to judge an individual

by first impression—nor a theatre by a

single visit.

Call again.

ADDITIONAL COPY for exhibitor
use in theatre publications is presented
upon the following page.

Trade Wants
Name of Film

Latta Panned
What was the name of the pic-

ture which C. J. Latta advertised as

unworthy his patrons’ time and
money, thus breaking into all the

big newspapers in the country?

The Shenandoah, la., exhibitor

doesn’t want to identify the attrac-

ion, for reasons given in his letter

in the next column.

But the trade wants to know.
What was the picture?

LATTA gives reasons for clipping out of

' the ad sent this department (and repro-

duced on another page) the name of the

attraction concerned. In view of Mr. Lat-

ta’s feelings in the matter, identification of

the attraction obviously should not be made
by anyone save the concern owning the

picture. There are good reasons why that

concern should name the picture.

Firstly, that attraction at this time is

probably the most profitable box office at-

traction that can be booked. As a result

of the nation-wide publicity given the Latta

advertisement, all that any exhibitor need

to do to pack his house is to book the

picture and loudly herald it as the picture

Mr. Latta told his people to stay away
from.

Secondly, exhibitors want to know if the

picture is one of those they are signed or

about to be signed to play.

Thirdly, the picture undoubtedly is better

than the so-called “average” attraction and

if it isn’t it will be declared so, anyway,

by persons who expect a lemon.

Basically, the publicity attendant upon the

Latta advertisement has made the name of

the picture concerned just about the livest

of the industry’s momentary concerns. The
industry as a whole will profit by the

national publicity pointing out the “Truth

in Advertising” moral in connection with

theatre advertising. If the film company
is a good sport it will acquaint the trade

with the name of the picture—and sell an-

other thousand playdates on it

!

*

“By George,'’ although admittedly a great col-

umn, is printed in this department primarily for

the use of exhibitor publishers. Which is no
reason, of course, why you should not getta lotta

chuckles out of it whether you usiternot.
*

Lou Kremer, editor of the “L. & T. Illustrated

News,” says he's heard from every member of

the House Organ Exchange. And says he's learned

a lot about the publication business since launch-

ing the world's biggest house organ.
*

Let's have even more newspaper advertising.

Seems to be no argument about the “New Wine
and Old Bottles’’ thing, so let’s get at the job
of rectifying it.

*

Resolved .

PICTURE?
What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current

exhibitor business effort, with

pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

LATTA TELLS STORY OF
FAMOUS “HONESTY” AD
"The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I am enclosing newspaper clippings and
complete story of the advertising campaign
which has caused so much comment and
publicity throughout the entire country.

This article along with clippings should

give you sufficient material for a story

and I am pleased to pass it along to you

to be used in whatever form you may
select. The thought to be gained from
this story is not one critizing a certain

production, but, on the other hand that

honest advertising pays at all times.

You will note in clipping number one,

which is a reproduction of the add insert-

ed in local paper, that I have blotted out

all evidence of production referred to. Un-
der ordinary circumstances 1 would not

hesitate to pan a picture through the trade

journals, but because of all this national

publicity I do not wish to cause a produc-

ing company any unnecessary grief. I

think the picture very weak, but, on the

other hand, some may feel that it is O. K.

Good clean honest advertising backed

with the goods prompted me to denounce
the film.

Not having seen the production but bas-

ing my judgment of same on the facts

that it had a splendid cast, a good director

backed by a capable producing company
and a story which was listed as one of the

best sellers of 1925, I felt I had a splendid

offering and launched my advertising cam-
paign. After the first day’s showing I was
convinced the picture was very weak and
that I had over-advertised.

This should have been a splendid pro-

duction but turned out to be a story which

did not lend itself well to picturization.

Without any malice at heart toward the

producing company, but with a firm determ-

ination to follow my plans of honest ad-

vertising, I issued through a local paper

and a bulletin in front of my theatre an

apology to those who had seen the picture

and a fair warning to those who were
contemplating seeing same.

Through no thought of obtaining this

publicity did I take the action I did, but,

on the other hand, with an honest, sincere

( Continued on Second Page following)
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Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications

with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK II., Orlando Enterprises, Or-

lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,
McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-
atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.
LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.

MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass

Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.
NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111 .

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jelterson, Fort Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.
WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WESKIL, F. C., Rose, Colfax, Wash.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
^ HITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.
WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown. Pa.

{
(Exhibitor) I

1

|
(Theatre)

J

J
(City) State I

BETTER PICTURES
D ICTURES shown today are better

than those shown yesterday—and this
is how we know: Business is better.
That is the only sure way of knowing,
now or any time.

Nineteen-twenty-five was the best
theatre year in history. Obviously it

could not have been better had not the
theatre attraction been stronger. Thea-
tre attraction is only as strong as picture
attraction, whence it follows that pic-
tures shown during 1925 were better than
those exhibited in any previous year.

It is impossible to state with more
than reasonable certainty that the mo-
tion pictures of 1926 will be better, but
it is certain that there is more money on
hand to finance them, and it takes money
to make good pictures. It is good busi-
ness on the part of theatregoers who
have poured this money into the picture
business to visit the theatres and inspect
the new pictures made with it.

FILM PROSPECTS
P ILM prospects are bright. This is the

season when producers advertise their

wares to the theatreowners, and the cur-
rent announcements are rich in promise.
This year it is a harder job than ever to

select the best of the entertainment of-
fered.

This condition reflects your consistent
patronage during the year past. You have
enabled us to pay well for the pictures
shown to vou, and your money has gone
on to enable the producers to make even
better pictures for next year.

As in the past., we will exercise every
precaution to the end that patrons of this

theatre shall have the finest entertainment

that can be obtained for them. Even so, it

is doubtful that we will be able to accom-
modate all the good pictures, there being
but seven days in the week and four weeks
in the month. We will get the best, how-
ever, and we shall not begrudge that por-
tion of your trade which is bestowed upon
the theatres exhibiting the almost-as-good
pictures for which we lack dates.

Film prospects for 1926 are brighter than
ever before in the history of the business.

Page from “The Movie News,” house organ
of the Firemen's theatre. New Hampton, la.,

subject of Earle C. Potter's letter in this

issue. Original in red and green.

“By George”
(A ready-made humor column for use, wholly or

in part, in exhibitors’ house organs.)

Contented, Not Dull

“Hogs slip after early advances; cat-
tle are dull.”

—

Headline, live stock news.
The hogs advance in early morn.
They slip, there is a lull.

Oh, how in the world, through days like

this

Can the cattle remain dull?

Any Year Now
This is the time of the year we all

resolve that next year we will do our
Christmas shopping early.

Neither Have We
When the lights on the Christmas tree

go out have you ever found the punk
bulb the first shot?

Now Let’s Abolish Static

Senate bill No. 1 holds that the peepul
own the air rights

—

but you’ll have to get
a darn good selective set to make the
bill mean anything.

And the Five-Cent Seegar

Congress and the Senate are kicking
up a big fuss about two seventy-five
beer. What we want brought back is

two seventy-five shoes; five dollar coal
and four cent milk. Of course we would
sample the two seventy-five beer.

Say It With Liniment

If this Charleston craze keeps up, shin
guards and helmets will take their place
with the wing collar and low cut gown.

THIS IS AMERICA
'T'HIS is America. America is “the

land of the free.” Freedom of speech
and press are guaranteed Americans by
the Constitution of the United States.
Under a policy of majority rule this

great country has developed from begin-
nings marked by strife. Obviously, the
American policy is sound.
Yet in this nation there are those who

would restrict the freedom of the screen
by means of censorship. A censor is a
person delegated by law to say that you
shall see certain pictures and not others.

A few American communities have local

censorship and nobody is satisfied with
it, save the censors who draw fat salaries

for executing an office which has no jus-

tification.

Again there is a proposal to create a

national censorship. This would be worse
than local censorship only because it

would restrict the liberty of a greater
number of people and create a greater
number of fat salaries to be paid by the

oppressed. Those who seek the creation
of such a censorship seem not to realize

where they are. This is America.

COLD?

COLD in your home? Cold in your of-

fice? At your store? Yes, pretty cold.

But not in the theatre.

Years ago cold weather kept people

away from the theatre. Showmen used to

watch the thermometer as closely as the

sailor reads his glass, for the dropping mer-
cury meant declining business. Today the

falling mercury merely means that more
people will come to the theatre, where
scientifically controlled heating and ventilat-

ing systems maintain ideal temperature the

year around. The public has learned to

rely upon the theatre for refuge from the

elements at any and every season.

Cold? Come to the theatre, see a good
show, and get warm all the way through.
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A friend o’ mine

Offered me a ticket

To the best

Movie entertainment

In town,

And when I said

And asked him when

To use the ticket.

He said

Today, Tomorrow

Or Saturday

At the Fulton Theatre.

Another of S. A. Rittenberg’s two-column
ads for “Thank You,” Fox, at the Fulton
theatre, Jersey City.

LATTA TELLS STORY OF
FAMOUS “HONESTY” AD

(Continued from First Page)

feeling at heart to be fair and square with
my patrons. No man can hope to succeed
or last very long in the business world
practicing unfair methods of obtaining busi-

ness. You can fool some of the people
some of the time but you can’t fool all

the people all of the time. I want the
good will of all the people all of the time.

I have been working hard to convince
my patrons that I am a square shooter
and that when I say a thing they can bank
on it. Rather than destroy confidence I

would far rather lose a few dollars on
a picture, for in the end it will all come
back, and more too.

Tonight Is Gift Night

TOMORROW AND SUNDAY

MESEROLE NEWS
Novelty: CHIEF KO-KO

Comedy: "THE IRON MAG’1

TOMORROW MATINEE

'Gr§en

Pdftiesewi

Allene Ray^Walter Miller

A -Green Archer Novelty

Free to fhe First 500 Chil-

dren attending.

KIDDIES’ SURPRISE
SPECIAL PRIZES

'SHWfut
h
SJWLES*

nuith

Lowell Sherman
LAST TIMES TODAY

NORMA TALMADGE in

“GRAUSTARK”
Two-column ad used by the Meserole the-
atre, Greenpoint, N. J., to herald the begin-
ning of “The Green Archer,” Fathe serial,
without playing down the remainder of the
bill.

GOVERNOR-ELECT
A. HARRY MOORE

SAYS
j

r* the Votii.g Public of Jersey City

Por Your Support In the Election Campaign

THE MANAGEMENT
OF THE FULTON

SAYS
To the Victorious Candidate

And All Others WhtK May Be Interested

“YOU’RE WELCOME!”
To the Big Double Feature Prograrr

Starting at the Fulton Tomorrou.

Two-Column ad by A. S. Rittenberg, Fulton
theatre, Jersey City, for “Thank You,” Fox,
accompanying his letter in this issue.

Patronage was cut considerable after is-

suing the warning but the few dollars lost

have been more than offset by the confi-

dence gained. Many have complimented
me on my fairness and say I am a good
sport. With a change of program the fol-

lowing day, business was above average
in the face of considerable opposition.

As stated before, I had no thought of
launching a campaign against the producers
of the picture which I was showing. I did
not advertise in this manner to arouse
curiosity, with but one thought in mind,
to instill in the minds of my patrons confi-

dence.

I shall be very glad to furnish you with
any further information desired and would
appreciate hearing from you as to what
issue of your trade journal this story

will appear.—C. J. Latta, Empress theatre,

Shenandoah, la.

Mr. Latta’s widely discussed advertisement is

reproduced herewith, deletions in same being
made by Mr. Latta in copy submitted.

r
—

An Open Letter to

Police Captain Charles E. Lee

The Mysterious GREEN ARCHER ap-

pears at the MESEROLE THEATRE
every Saturday afternoon.

WHO IS THE GREEN ARCHER?

A deep mystery requiring the services of

the entire force under your command.

You are invited to dispatch the most com-

petent detectives on your staff to the

MESEROLE THEATRE every Saturday

afternoon to help solve the greatest mys-

tery of modern times.

THE GREEN, ARCHER APPEARS AT
2:25 P. M. and again at 3:30 P. M.

L A
Another two-column ad on Pathe’s “The
Green Archer” used by the Meserole the-

atre, Greenpoint, N. J.

Today & TomorrowToday & Tomorrow

One of the Leading Laugh Hit* of the Year

Harold Lloyd
in ^

^fhe Freshman
Now in ita Eleventh Big Week on Broadway

Additional

— PASSIONATE YOUTH —
A Modern Life Drama With Frank

Mnyo/FanUne Garon, Bryant Washbam

A. S. Rittenberg’s two-column ad for “The
Freshman,” an item in the campaign for
that picture’s showing at the Fulton, Jersey
City.

WRITE “UP,” NOT “DOWN,” TO
READER, RITTENBERG ADVICE
“The Theatre,”

Exhibitors Herald.

Whenever possible I tie up my newspaper
displays with holidays. I find it’s good
dope, because it never fails to attract the

attention of the reader, especially the more
intelligent reader, and that’s the fellow I

feel I must always try a little harder to

sell. I don’t mean to imply that I ever
deliberately attempt to write down to any
reader. If I did that, Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Public would surely see through my
stuff and then I’d be kidding myself, and

11 FICTION’S STRANGEST LOVE STORY

MrArthur
ConanDoyM

Amazing Tale of Strange Adven-
ture and Thrilling Romance in

Which Modern Lovers Clash With
Prehistoric Monsters.

i9P
-|p
“ — WITH -

Wallace Beery
Bessie love(
Lewis Stone
Lloyd Hughes

Thomas S. Daley, veteran contributor to

these pages, sends this four-column ad on
First National’s “The Lost World” accom-
panying his letter in this issue from the
Tivoli, Toronto.
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An Apology
And

A FairWarning
How many of you ever tried entertaining your friends

seven days out of each week? Possibly not many have
tried tHs but I am sure you can appreciate what a task
the theatre man has in endeavoring to entertain and
please—365 days out of each “year

We endeavor to please at all times and are perfectly
willing to admit our mistakes. It is impossible- to see in

'advance every program we present so we must base otiv

judgment of a production on the story, the author of
the story, the producer, the director and the cast. All

of these were taken into consideration when we booked
for our showing yesterday and

today but much to our disappointment we feel it is one
of the weakest pictures wc have ever shown in Shenan-
doah.-, The balance of our program was up to standard
but we are not, happy unless we have a 100'; program.

was taken from
stirring novel—on.e of the best severs of the year It. is

an production produced by
—with and
Phyllis Haver in the cast

We thotight this should make a splendid picture and
from the splendid patronage we had yesterday it is

evidenced that you felt the same way But it is just one

of those cases that happens once in a while where a good
story fails to make good screen material.

Therefore, if wc disappointed you who came yesterday

wc hope you will not criticise us too severely for we as-

sure you we meant well.

We can only hope to succeed through good clean, hon-

est advertising backed with the GOODS. This is once

we failed We apologize and beg your pardon.

We have no other program to substitute tonight, there-

fore, rather than have a dark house we must finish_the

engagement but to those who have not seen
“

we warn you that in our opinion it is a very

weak attraction. The Fox News. Aesops Fables, and

Comedy are unusually good so govern yourselves ac-

cordingly
Most sincerely yours.

C J LATTA,

Empress Theatre
COMPLETE CHANGE OF PROGRAM TUESDAY

f

A

C. J. Latta’s famous “truth in advertising" ad, responsible for nation-wide newspaper publicity.
The deletions are by Mr. Latta, who explains them in his letter printed herewith. (See story on
first page of “The Theatre.")

January 2, 1926

the Fulton theatre box office. However, I

do occasionally try to write “up” to the
better class of reader. We need him as a
patron. Hence this holiday tie-up angle.
For election day it was a cinch, particu-

larly with “Thank You” as title of the
attraction. What do you think of it? I

enclose an additional display on the same
subject and also a few others, built mainly
from plan book stuff.

Hurrah for your recent comment con-
cerning bum (and better) newspaper ad-
vertising.—A. S. Rittenberg, Fulton theatre,
Jersey City, N. J.

Ads accompanying Mr. Rittenberg’s letter are
reproduced herewith, illustrating the splendid
logic expressed.

NEW HAMPTON PAPER REACHES
EVERY HOUSE IN THE CITY
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of my
“Movie News,” Christmas Week issue.
This is just a small place, but I send out
3,000 copies every week, reaching every
house in town, and every R. F. D. route
within a radius of 15 miles.

It is a lot of work to get these out every
week, but I am sure that it pays. Just
thought I would let you see what can be
done in a small town.
Christmas Week I am trying something

different by having a “Fun Week,” starting
with the notorious “Charley’s Aunt.”—E. C.
Potter, Firemen’s theatre, New Hampton,
Iowa.

Partial reproduction of Mr. Potter’s paper is
made in this issue.

ERECTS GOOD LLOYD LOBBY
WITH SIMPLE MATERIALS
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
You will find .enclosed a photograph of

the lobby on “The Freshman” which was
shown recently at the Kentucky theatre,
Corbin, Ky. This theatre is owned and
operated by the Strand Amusement Com-
pany, whose principal officers are Gordon
D. Rowland, Corbin, Ky., and H. C. Con-
gleton, Lexington.—A. B. Ward, Strand
Amusement Co., Lexington, Ky.

The photograph contributed by Mr. Ward is
reproduced on another page.

SACHS ASKS AID IN STARTING
PAPER; JOINS H. O. EXCHANGE
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
We have decided to issue a house organ.

Kindly enroll us in the House Organ Ex-
change so that we can secure enough copy
to get out our first issue.

We thank you very much for your help
and interest in these matters.—S. M. Sachs,
Alasonic theatre, Clifton Forge, Va.

Mr. Sachs’ name has been entered as requested
and is invited to submit copies of his first issue
for reproduction.

REEVE TO TRY PRESENTATION
IN SMALL TOWN AND REPORT
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I enclose a home made herald we got
out for “The Iron Horse” showing on
Thanksgiving Day. This is surely one of
the greatest of all epic pictures of the past
two years and it gave more general satis-

faction than any other as far as our people
are concerned. Business—exceptional.

T am also sending you a picture of the
Star theatre float in the parade on Armis-
tice Day, which is a gala day for all the
County sponsored by the Parent-Teachers
Association. Some of the decorations were
torn off just before the pictures were taken,
the float being too high for some of the
local light wires.
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Business is fine and we are doing our
best in various ways to keep it so. Hope to

have something new to send along soon
in the matter of presentations in a little

place like this. That new department is

fine for the bigger houses and I have got-

ten some ideas that are now percolating to

adapt the idea at least for our town.

—

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

Mr. Reeve’s letter is illustrated herewith.

DALEY LIKES HERALD’S NEW
PRESENTATION SECTION
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

The reproduction in the current issue of
one of my recent efforts sure handed me
a real old-time thrill. It seemed like the

old Halifax days to see it sticking out on
the page.

As usual you struck the nail on the head
with your “New Wine” editorial. I have
been thinking with you along these lines,

but darned if I can get anything different.

I am sending herewith a few of my latest

ads and will appreciate your customary
“once over.”

Business at the Tivoli is splendid.

As is the Herald’s new Presentation Acts
section.—Thomas S. Daley, Tivoli theatre,

Toronto, Can.

And it’s like old times also to get letters
signed in the unforgettable Daley scrawl, as well
as ads in the likewise inimitable Daley manner.
Reproduction of a Daley ad is made herewith, and
it is decidedly not one of the “old bottles” re-
ferred to in the “New Wine” outburst.
And the “Presentation Acts” section would

welcome a letter, story or article by Mr. Daley
concerning presentations at the Tivoli.

CAPELL SENDS “LOST WORLD”
FLOAT SHOWN IN CUTOUT
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitor's Herald.
Enclosed find photo of float made of

compoboard and painted in green and white.
You will notice there are two, one on
each side. I drove over the whole County
and small towns for miles around. I find

this very effective advertising. Just wanted
to pass the idea along.—D. A. Capell,
Strand theatre, Carey, O.

Mr. Capell’s enclosure is reproduced in adjacent
columns, cutout as submitted.

WAUGH, EXHIBITOR, TURNS
MASTER PRINTER DE LUXE
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I am sending you under separate cover
some advertising we pulled on some pic-

tures and which went over well. I made
these myself and printed them, so they
aren’t quite as good as if an expert printer
had done the work, but just the same they
did the business.

If any Brother Exhibitor can get any
good from these, you are at liberty to
print them or use them in any way you
wish.

—

W. T. Waugh, Empress theatre,
Grundy Center, la.

Mr. Waugh’s advertising material cannot be
properly reproduced because of coloration, but no
postage stamp can be employed to better purpose
than to carry a letter to him requesting a copy
of his 8-page brochure on “America” and his
lateral one-sheet on “The Alaskan.” They are
splendidly done, far exceeding the professional
job printer average in conception and workman-
ship.

MILWAUKEE THEATRE STAFF
PUBLISHES HOUSE ORGAN
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
Knowing that you are ever anxious to

here about stunts and ideas carried out in

the theatres all over the country, we take
the liberty to send you a copy of the Mil-
waukee theatre “Nooze” and also a few
newspaper clippings on what the Milwaukee

Float used by Henry B. Reeve, Star theatre, Menard. Texas, and discussed in his letter in this issue.

Lobby display for Pathe's “The Freshman,'"’ used by the Kentucky theatre, Corbin, Ky., and sub-
ject of A. B. Ward's letter in this issue.

Float for First National's “The Lost World,” used by D. A. Capeil, Strand theatre, Carey, O., and
subject of his letter in this issue.
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l^lfF ”|J»

Jp.
COLDWVf. B B B^,

Secretary

TODAY NOON— 12:30 (Sharp)

JJAPITOL SYMPHONY CONCERT ?
ED5AR0 WERRER Wf 75 ARTISTS

[

M
aiV' 'g

Three-column ad used by the Capitol, De-
troit, for “His Secretary,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, and a bill composed of many items,
none of which is slighted.

theatre is doing to help out some needy
families.

The “Nooze” is written, edited and pub-
lished by members of the Milwaukee Thea-
tre Ushers Staff. We find that a little proj-

ect of this kind kindles a “family” spirit

among the personnel of the house.

The “paper” contains items of real news,
and also burlesque columns of famous
writers, as you will note upon scanning the

copy enclosed herewith. There are, of

course, cartoons.

The “Nooze” was also a valuable medium
in starting a Christmas Fund. Through
its efforts the Milwaukee Theatre Staff

contributed enough to amply care for five

needy families at Christmas.

We felt that other “Staffs” around the

country might like to know about our little

paper; we hope they start one in their lit-

tle “families,” for it’s great fun.—R. W.
Kress, Asst. Mgr., Milwaukee theatre, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

The front page of the four-page Milwaukee
staff paper, mimeographed on heavy stock, is re-

produced herewith.

PRESENTATION ACTS

THIS theatre is one of about 4,000 in

this country which now offer presenta-

tion acts in addition to motion pictures. In

a little time all motion picture theatres will

do so, for this policy has met with unquali-

fied public approval. The theatre invari-

ably follows the course indicated by public

approval.

Presentation acts are not vaudeville acts.

Neither does this type of entertainment
classify as concert. It is a distinct art,

created as a necessary adjunct to the mo-
tion picture.

Just as presentation acts have been added
in response to public demand, so will other

additions, elaborations and revisions be
made as time goes on. This is the way of

development. This is the path of progress.

The theatre is what you have made it

—

and you have cause to be proud of your
handiwork.

Theatre service paper of the Milwaukee the-
atre, Milwaukee, subject of R. W. Kress’
letter in this issue. It is edited and printed
by the usherial staff.

DIRT IS OUT
ALL the motion pictures shown in

theatres last year were graded by
theatreowners as concerns drawing
power in a national canvass conducted by
“Exhibitors Herald/’ a motion picture

trade paper. The list of 692 pictures re-

sulting shows clean pictures far in the lead

in popular demand. The few pictures in

last season’s product which could be classi-

fied as other than clean (there were none

WE HOPE YOU HAVE CAUSE FOR

Thanksgiving
AND BECAUSE WE HAVE—WE TAKE PLEASURE AT THIS

TIME IN PRESENTING

theWILLIAM FOX photoplay

MON HORSE
A John Ford Production

AT

THE STAR THEATRE
MENARD, TEXAS

THANKSGIVING DAY
MATINEE 3 P. M. AND NIGHT 7:30 P. M.

IF THERE EVER WAS A PICTURE—IF THERE EVER WAS A HUMAN
DOCUMENT OF ANY SORT THAT BROUGHT HOME THE REAL

MEANING OF

THANKSGIVING DAY
TO REAL AMERICANS WHO APPRECIATE THEIR COUNTRY

THIS GREAT PICTURIZATION IS IT.

Prices lower than this picture has ever been presented at

Adults 40c. Children 20c.

Herald employed by Henry Reeve, Star the-

atre, Menard, Texas, and discussed in his

letter presented herewith.

January 2, 1926

A VICTOR
SEASTROM

production

Starring

NORMA SHEARS
LON CHANET

STANDARD ASSOCIATION

VAUDEVLLE
At 2:30, 4:30, 7:15, 9:1,5

SAM
SUMMERS

ESTELLE

HUNT

Here in Person

LITTLE JACK LITTLE
Waterloo’s Celebrated Son—Composer—Pianist

Ajmouncing the- Seat Sale for Our Famous

6th
N
MmNIGHT

S FROLIC
Thursday, December 31st, at 11:30 P. M.

Owned, qjhI L 1-V.pccJnUy Slngotl A/ler lloae.

AU Scat. Resoned NOW AT THE 7C-
for the Midnight Show BOX OFFICE ' JC

Three-column ad submitted without com-
ment by Alexander Frank, Plaza theatre,
Waterloo, la., who used it for “The Tower
of Lies,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and other
attractions.

that could be called “dirty”) trailed far

down in the list.

There has never been a demand for

other than clean pictures, but the results of

this canvass definitely emphasize that fact.

The poll shows clearly that there is no

money in suggestive entertainment. This is

incontestable assurance that no pictures of

that class will be exhibited in 1926—or

thereafter.

Eastern Exhibitors to

Honor Winning Athletes

at Dinner Dance Jan . 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 29.—Sun-
day evening, January 3, is the date decided

upon for the dinner dance to be given by
the M. P. T. O. A. of Eastern Pennsyl-

vania, Southern New Jersey and Dela-

ware. It was originally intended to give

the affair to the members of the organi-

zation without cost, but it was found the

total expense would exceed $1,200. It was
finally decided to charge $5 a plate, both

for members and nonmembers. Approxi-
mately 500 plates will be set. Members of

the M. P. T. O. baseball team, winners in

the local motion picture league series, will

be guests. H. J. Schad, president, will

present Captain Nick Powers with a
trophy.
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THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these a re doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

Today II :45 a- to. tol2^5
A Musjcal Treat I For One

Performance OnJy

CHICAGO
SINGVEREIN

World-ramons Chorus of ISO
• Trained Voices.

*7tn. Boeupler, Director. Also
iHE CHICAGO THEATRE

LNDE ORGAN CONCERT

rro£:
CHRISTMAS WEEK/
HOLIDAY PROGRAM

Wonderful Numbers and
l Ptrfect r- Chriitma;*-
See It .r.c Week to

Avoid the K'-.iday Crowds

RICHARD

DOROTHYQISH
ill of ,-in :.-r* irVuna usd b*orl-»ekinj
..o: in fcatUc w.it Item. York.* (JmW

BEAUTIFUL
CITY* g

I

rj
“X>>cV" and Dorothy. t<ro 6arr and
b»vrr» 68 hvma tor ihoir krWa.li and tba

cd the nde-wilk* ol New York

The attempt to say it all in little space in this
newspaper ad for the Chicago theatre, Chicago
results in a too-crowded display. First National’s
“The Beautiful City” is strongly brought out, how-

ever.

THAT GRIFFITH
FELLOW AGAINT

_L HAT Griffith fellow, meaning Ray-
mond is in again. This time it is the

Civil War melodrama that he burlesques
and I hope his effort has better luck than
his likewise great take-off on a certain

prince. His aim is as good in this, possibly

better, and he takes greater liberties. I

think “Hands Up” is about as funny as

any picture I have seen.

I was glad, when the reports on “He’s
A Prince” began coming in, that I am not
one of those who forecast public reaction

to pictures. I should have said, had I been
so foolish, that America would laugh itself

into spasms at “He’s A Prince.” Instead,

the exhibitors panned it and the producers

changed the title to “A Regular Fellow.”

Wotta life, for a real comedian.

He’s right back at them in this, however,
kidding the fracas of ’61 as freely as

though his sally at H. R. H. had scored

a bullseye. His single false step is the al-

most too perfect use of Lincoln and other

great Americans at the outset. If that is

forgiven him, the rest is a riot.

Griffith is not the first to attempt bur-

lesque seriously. He is, more likely, the

last. If he does not succeed, no doubt the

project will be put up in mothballs and

we’ll have to get along somehow without

it. Certainly no other has approached the

assignment with better qualifications.

Two Good Christmas

Short Features
“Good Cheer” is a

good short feature

used by a great many
theatres for the

Christmas program,
among them the Bala-

ban & Katz, Chicago.

It has a great deal to

do with Santa Claus

and seemed to please

the adults present.

There were practically

no children in attend-

ance.

A Christmas picture

represents a certain

risk. It is extremely

timely, extremely val-

uable during Christ-

mas week and ex-

tremely out - of - date

thereafter. Any con-

cern investing the re-

quired amount in a

straight Christmas pic-

ture deserves encour-

agement. There are

other holidays for

which special pictures

should be made and

the way to get them
is plain.

“Bachelors’ Babies”

is a good short fea-

ture used by a great

many theatres for the

Christmas program,
among them the Me-

Vickers, Chicago. It

has a great deal to do

with Santa Claus and

seemed to please the

adults present. There

were practically no

children in attend-
ance.

A Christmas picture

represents a certain

risk. It is extremely

timely, extremely val-

uable during Christ-

mas week and ex-

tremely out - of - date

thereafter. Any con-

cern investing the re-

quired amount in a

straight Christmas pic-

ture deserves encour-

agement. There are

other holidays for

which special pictures

should be made and

the way to get them

is plain.

BARTHELMESS BECOMES
A REGULAR PERFORMER

[ AM glad to see Richard Barthelmess as

a regular performer in “The Beautiful

City.” If only a regular title had been

chosen for the picture I should have found

nothing at all in it to kick about. And a

kick aimed at a title doesn’t amount to

much.

Dick didn’t have much further to go with

the idealistic thing. He went further than

anyone else and got away with it. Now he

can go on with straight everyday roles and

work out a legitimate destiny. He takes a

big first step in this picture.

Dick in this is an East Side character.

"])/}
— - Cecil ©.DeMm-le’s vjly

! \y ft

A Mighty 12 -Wheel MoguJ
Smashing Thru the-

Screen!
I"fc« Meet Dramatic. Spectacular Effect ever
Prodeeed by the World1

$ Createet Director

EK0Aem£HT POSITIVELY LIMITED TO 1 WEEKS—WLL MOT EXTEND BEYOND JANUARY I, 1121

The punch scene of Pro-Dis-Co’s “The Road to
Yesterday” is portrayed in this newspaper ad for
Warner's Orpheum theatre, Chicago loop hous*.

So is Dorothy Gish, the perfect selection

for a Barthelmess lead. Their story is

about crooks, prisons, police and such
things, a story that could happen. Inci-

dentally, it is a direct-for-the-screen com-
position. Edmund Goulding wrote it.

There is a big need for such a character

as Dick portrays in this. It is a simple

American character, slightly but normally
heroic, such as exists on every hand in

any big or little city. A thousand stories

might be written about such a character,

every one of them a better story than the

kind that calls for giants or Apollos in

delineation.

SOMETIMES
I WONDER

J^OMETIMES I wonder how so many
people as write for the screen can produce

so few ideas—how so many directors as

direct for the screen can adhere so con-

sistently to the grooves worn flat before

—

how so many actors can go on so long

doing the same old stuff in the same old

way—how so great a body as is repre-

sented by the studio output can so success-
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Built for the eye Is this Chicago newspaper ad
for Universal's “Phantom of the Opera," showing
at the Roosevelt, B&K house. From the flash
display the eye is easily led to the other announce-

ments in the display.

fully resist the temptation to do something

new.

But at such times I reflect that the writer

with a new idea is laughed out of court

—

the director who attempts originality is

roughly and promptly disciplined—the ac-

tor who asserts his right to be different is

fired and the studio body is penalized and

pilloried for anything new which it tenders

the waiting world.

Sometimes, as I say, I wonder—then rea-

son reasserts itself and I know how come.

Nor would I change it, if I could, for it is

the order of things.

NOW FOR THE
OTHER FOLKS

NO matter how I introduce the fellow

men who contribute paragraphs to these

pages, they berate me. They are, they in-

sist, just folks and wish not to be heralded

by “trick” appellations. Therefore, this will

introduce the other folks who have seen

and seen fit to write about current pic-

tures.—T. O. Service.

“The Big Parade”

Subzero weather failed to interfere

with the attendance at the Chicago
premiere of “The Big Parade,” the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production,
which went into the Garrick theatre Sun-
day, December 27, for an indefinite run
at $2 top.

The Garrick was completely filled and
several hardy citizens, who ventured out
without obtaining tickets in advance,
were turned away.
There were no frills at the opening

and none was necessary. So many peo-
ple have said so many nice things about
the production that there is little to add.
It is a big picture. It is a credit to

every one who had even a remote part in

its production. If the audience at the
premiere was a fair test jury, and it ap-
peared to be, “The »Big Parade” is des-
tined to take a place along side the biggest

pictures in the history of the industry.

The musical score and stage effects were
well planned and well executed. But the

picture does not appear to be as dependent
upon music and effects as many other big

pictures, which have proven to be big box
office attractions in theatres unable to give

them the best in presentation.—E. S.

Clifford.

NOW WHAT ABOUT
LAUGH MONTH?

^JoW what about this National Laugh
Month thing? Is it going to amount to

anything, or isn’t it? The time to decide

is now, not in February.

Laugh Month will be what exhibitors

make it, as is every other mass movement
of the sort. If everybody whoops it up, it

will go over. If a few pioneer spirits

carry the brunt of the burden, its success

will be spotty.

I, for one, look forward to a month
more pleasant than most. Attending as

many theatres as I do, I like comedy better

than anything else. A whole month of it

might pall, but I doubt that it is so likely

to do so as would be a month of drama,

melodrama or miscellany. If the theatre-

going body feels the way that I do about

it, the box office will be a busy place the

first week at least. What it will be after

that is for the exhibitors to decide, of

course.

SPEAKING OF
“REVIEWS”

VERY funny “review” appears in an

Eastern trade paper. The picture is “Stella

Dallas.” In a little more than a page of

type the equipment editor laments the fact

that, with film editors, cutters, etc., named
on the screen, no mention is made of the

one man upon whom all this splendid enter-

tainment depends—the projectionist!

“Fine Clothes”

“Fine Clothes,” which was produced by
John M. Stahl and Louis B. Mayer for

First National, shows Percy Marmont in

the kind of role in which he has been a

huge success in the past twelve months.
Lewis Stone and Alma Rubens have two
of the four big roles but they do not win
the laurels in the picture that Marmont
does.

The fourth player of this quartet is Ray-
mond Griffith who gets the laughs again but
gets them by doing several stunts different

from the cut and dried comedy.

Though in 99 of 100 pictures the acting is

incidental in importance or value to the
story, in “Fine Clothes” the greatest appeal
comes from the work done by the four
people named. Alma Rubens has never done
work as well as this. Stone’s facial fea-

tures do marvels. Marmont plays his per-
sonality to a glorious finale.

The dog's head, the door and the love scene com-
bine to give the public the theme of Fox's “When
the Door Opened." The ad is from a Chicago

daily paper.

Each unit of a long show is played in this ad
announcing last week's bill at McVickers, Chicago
loop theatre, though the Paramount picturo “Heads

Up" is accorded small space.

But the story is told with a marked lack
of consistency. Much is left to the spec-

tator’s imagination. It is evident that the

censors’ shears were feared, or else the

censors’ shears have left their scars. The
censors are brought to mind in any case.

—Douglas Hodges.

“Fine Clothes”

Do you care to know what kind of pic-

ture I dislike most? No? Well, I’ll men-
tion it anyway, just to get it out of my
system so that I won’t be carrying it

around and disturbing my Christmas spirit.

It’s the sort of picture that straddles the

moral issue.

Paula turns down the marriage offer of

the trusting Peter because the amiable Earl
of Denham, who hasn’t the slightest inten-

tion of offering her his name at the time,

can provide her with the visible fineries of

life. Peter goes back to his haberdashery
and soon Paula, in furs, returns with a re-

quest to be shown some “French silk un-
derwear.” Just what French silk under-
wear has to do with telling Peter that she
has decided she loves him is a brand of

humor “far beyond my power to add or
detract.”

No, I haven’t read the story and so don’t
know whether the director (John M. Stahl)

was omitting a part of it to relieve an
embarrassing situation and save footage or
was adding the element of doubt regarding
Paula’s moral or immoral procedure as a
bit of supposed finesse to the picture. In
either case the result was disappointing to

me.
But at that the very instance of the

French underthings echoes the fact that

comedy was uppermost in the production.
The comedy segments, portrayed particu-

larly by Raymond Griffith and even by
Lewis Stone (the earl), surpassed the

dramatic. Percy Marmont as Peter Hun-
gerford is so likable in his role of protect-

ing his cashier Paula (Alma Rubens)
against her will from the designs of the

suave earl that I could appreciate as the

best line in the sub titles Paula’s statement
about how difficult it was to deceive a
friend. William V. Mong as Philip ex-
tracted a laugh when, after being prevented
from his threatened resignation by Paula,

he returns to the role of the dapper, palm-
rubbing clerk to meet the next customer.
We’re informed that Milton Sills is to

abandon the role of fist and sinew wielder
for a series of comedies next year. I’d

like to see the same done for Lewis Stone.
I have yet to see his master in humorous
manipulation of a pair of eyebrows.

Plot and directorial incongruities saved
by the leaven of comedy—that was First

National’s “Fine Clothes” to me.

—Ernest Rovelstad.
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NEW PICTURES
The Flying Fool

Producer: Fox
Distributor: Fox
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR LEW SEILER
Authors Bryan Foy; Murray Roth
Adaptors Bryan Foy; Murray Roth

PLAYERS
The Boy Sid Smith
The Girl Marion Harlan
The Aviator Harry Woods
The Girl’s Father William Cartwright

TYPE: Comedy melodrama.
THEME: Happy consequences of fool-

hardiness.
LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : To impress the girl he is

wooing a young man offers to make the
first flight in an experimental plane,
though veteran aviators have refused the
job. He is given a laboratory course in

flying, which avails him naught in the
air. His rival goes aloft, presumably to
rescue him, taking the girl as his pas-
senger. The planes engage in combat
and the hero is vanquished. The girl

leaps from the other plane with a para-
chute, and the hero helps her land safe-
ly. She signifies her intention of helping
him forever after.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in the lab-
oratory. ... The Bight. . . . The
aerial battle. . . . The crash. . . .

The parachute jump. ... The rescue.

Time, the Comedian
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Distributor

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: 5,200 feet

DIRECTOR ROBERT Z. LEONARD
Author Kate Jordan
Cameraman Oliver Marsh

PLAYERS
Nora Dakon Mae Busch
Larry Brundage Lew Cody
Ruth Dakon Gertrude Olmstead
Ruth Dakon (as a child)....Rae Ethelyn

Gertrude O'msted and Mae Busch as
daughter and mother in “Time, the
Comedian,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic-

ture.

Marion Harlan and Sid Smith in the
after-the-crash scene from “The Flying

Fool,” Fox short feature.

Michael Lawler Roy Stewart
Mrs. St. Germaine Paulette Duval
Tom Cautley Creighton Hale

TYPE: Society drama.
THEME: Maternal love.

LOCALE: An American small town;
New York City; Paris.
TIME: From the opening of the pres-

ent century until today.

STORY : A woman who lives in a
small town is induced by a wastrel to
go to New York following the death of
her husband. There she is deserted, but
accepts a check from the man who leaves
her. Later, in Paris, this man meets
the woman’s daughter and falls in love
with her. The mother, knowing the
character of the man, prevents his wed-
ding her daughter, who is later wed with
one who truly loves her.

HEADLIGHTS : Scene in which the
heroine meets the villain. . . . Their
meeting in New York. . . . The third
meeting, in Paris. . . . Scenes between
the villain and the heroine’s daughter.
. . . The wreck of the villains wed-
ding plans.

The Scrappin Kid
Producer: Universal

Distributor: Universal
Length: 4,650 feet

DIRECTOR CLIFFORD SMITH
Author E. Richard Schayre

PLAYERS
Bill Bradley Art Acord
Betty Brent Volma Connor
Mike Brent Jimmy Bodwin
Hank Price C. E. Anderson
Pete Hendricks Jess Deffenbach
Slim Hawks Hank Bell
Cliff Borrowes Edmund Cobb
Sheriff Bolton Dudley C. Hendricks

TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME: The winning of money and

love.

LOCALE: The American West.
TIME: The present.
STORY : A young rancher who has

adopted a group of children gives them
to the sheriff for propriety’s sake when
he learns that one of them is a young
woman. He then courts- the girl, and
marries her after he wins a large gov-
ernment reward for the capture of a
bandit gang.
HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s rather

comic discovery that one of his wards is

a young woman. . . . The holdup.
. . . Capture of the girl. . . Hero’s
rescue of the heroine and capture of the
bandits. ... The romantic ending.

Infatuation
Producer: First National

Distributor

:

First National

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR. .. IRVING CUMMINGS
Author W. Somerset Maugham

PLAYERS
Violet Bancroft Corinne Griffith

Sir Arthur Little Percy Marmont
Ronald Parry Malcolm MacGregor
Osman Pasha Warner Oland
Anne Etheridge Leota Lorraine
Mrs. Pritchard Martha Mattox

TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: Re-creation of love.

LOCALE: Egypt.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A British commissioner at
Cairo neglects his wife because of the
pressure of business, and she turns to

her husband’s secretary for companion-
ship. Gradually an attachment forms be-
tween the woman and her companion,
and to prevent the ruin of a marriage
the secretary’s sister attempts to have
him transferred to Paris. This attempt
fails. But the woman renews her love
for her husband by saving him from
death at the hands of assasins, and their
affairs go happily again.

HIGHLIGHTS : Portrayals by the
leading players. . . . Oriental back-
ground. ... The heroine’s attachment
for the secretary. . . . Scenes between
hero and heroine and the hero and his
assistant. . . . The plot against the
hero and its frustration.

Lew Cody and Mae Busch in Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Time, the Come-
dian.” They are the featured players.
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Neil Hamilton and Bebe Daniels in a

scene from “The Splendid Crime,” Pa-
ramount picture.

The Splendid Crime
Producer: Paramount

Distributor: Paramount
Length: 6,100 feet

DIRECTOR WILLIAM DE MILLE
Author William De Mille

Cameraman L. Guy Wilky

PLAYERS
Jenny Bebe Daniels

Bob Van Dyke Neil Hamilton
Beth Van Dyke Anne Cornwall
John Norton Anthony Jowitt
Dugan Fred Walton
Kelly Lloyd Corrigan
Mary Josephine Crowell

TYPE: Crook melodrama.

THEME: Regeneration.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A girl who is the leader of a
band of crooks is put on the straight road
by a young man whose house she tries

to rob. Later, the young man is himself
involved in a shady transaction. The
girl learns this, and saves him from his
indiscretion. The pair eventually fall in

love and become honestly successful.

HIGHLIGHTS: Good acting of all

the players. . . . Fast action. . . .

Intermingling of comedy and thrills.

. . . Scene in which the heroine dis-

covers the hero’s descent from honesty.
... The hero’s regeneration and the
birth of the romance.

Josephine Drake and Tom Moore in a

scene from “The Song and Dance Man,”
Paramount Production.

The Storm Breaker
Producer: Universal

Distributor

.

: Universal

Length: 6,093 feet.

DIRECTOR EDWARD SLOMAN
Author Charles Guernon

PLAYERS
John Strong House Peters
Lysette De Jon Ruth Clifford

Judith Nyte Nina Romano
Neil Strong Ray Hallor
Tom North Jere Austin
Parson . ..Lionel Belmore
Elspeth Strong Gertrude Claire
Malcolm Mark Fenton
Harrod Ed Brown
Garrett Lon Poff
Swinton Emmett King
Long Jim William Colvin
TYPE: Melodrama of the sea.

THEME: Romantic Love.
LOCALE: An island off the coast of

Nova Scotia.
TIME: The present.
STORY: A dominatingly strong willed

fisherman who is loved by a girl who
lives in his mother’s home meets and
marries the daughter of a bookseller, but
loses her love to his brother. One night
a storm wrecks his brother’s boat. He
refuses to go to the rescue until he is

told he is the only man on the coast
who can save the one who is in peril.

Following the rescue he realizes he has
no right to the love of the woman he
has wed. He leaves the village, but not
before he learns that the girl who adored
him before he was married will await
his return.
HIGHLIGHTS: Sea scenes. . . .

The meeting of the hero and the girl

he marries. ... The birth of love be-
tween the hero’s wife and his brother.
. . . The storm. ... The rescue. . . .

The hero’s departure from the village.

The Song and Dance Man
Producer: Paramount

Distributor: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR HERBERT BRENON
Author George M. Cohan
Adapter Paul Schofield

PLAYERS
“Happy” Farrell Tom Moore
Leola Lane Bessie Love
Joseph Murdock Harrison Ford
Charles Nelson Norman Trevor
Jane Rosemond Josephine Drake
Inspector Craig George Nash
Tom Crosby William B. Mack
Mrs. Lane Helen Lindroth
TYPE: Melodrama of New York stage

life.

THEME: Sacrifice for friendship.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.
STORY: a vaudeville song and dance

team that originated in the boyhood of
the two members in the Pennsylvania
coal fields is split by the death of one
of the men following his being gassed
in France. A new team forms—a man
and girl team. Eventually the new team
arrives on Broadway, to go into big time.

The girl is a success but the man is a
total failure. A man he tried to rob
lends the performer money with which
to go into business. He leaves, but his

love of the boards brings him back on
the girl’s big night. He learns the girl

is to marry the man who befriended him.
He accepts this defeat, but announces his

intention of becoming a performer again,
still convinced he is good.
HIGHLIGHTS: Clever mingling of

humor and pathos. . . . Throwback of
the action and the suspense based on
this. . . Splendid acting of the prin-

Bebe Daniels as Jenny in “The Splen-
did Crime,” a Paramount picture.

cipals. ... The scenes in the theatre.
. . . Scene in which the hero learns he
has forever lost his girl partner. . . .

The hero’s announcement that he will
continue as a song and dance man.

The Man from Red Gulch
Producer: Pro-Dis-Co

Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co
Length: 5,450 feet

DIRECTOR EDMUND MORTIMER
PLAYERS

Sandy Harry Carey
Betsey Harriet Hammond
Falloner Frank Campeau
Frisbee Mark Hamilton

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: Love and vengeance.

LOCALE: Calfomia.

TIME: Middle of the last century.

STORY: A young miner’s partner is

killed by a gambler and the gambler runs
away with the dead man’s wife. The
young miner takes charge of his partner’s

children and falls in love with their aunt.

The gambler turns his attention toward
the aunt, but the miner prevents her
falling into his power.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

The Indian attack. . . . The hero’s

adoption of the children. . . . The
pursuit of the steamer and the light on
board. . . . The happy ending of the

romance.

Bessie Love and Tom Moore, playing

the leading roles in Paramount’s “The
Song and Dance Man.”
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Daring Days
Producer: Universal

Distributor: Universal

Length: 5,622 feet

DIRECTOR JOHN B. O’BRIEN
Author George Hull

PLAYERS
Eve Underhill Josie Sedgwick
Catamount Carson Edward Hearn
Henry Sheldon Fred Cole
Lucille Somers Zama Zamoria
Uncle Johnny Catters

Harry Rattenberry
Hank Skinner Henry Todd
Ambrose Carson Ben Corbett
Eli Carson T. C. Jack
Boggs Ted Oliver

TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME: Town rivalry.

LOCALE: Arizona.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A San Francisco newspaper
woman leaves her job to accept the office

of mayor of a small Arizona town. On
her way to the town she is attacked by
ruffians from a neighboring town. The
mayor of the rival town rescues her, but
her advent in the town she is to rule is

the cue for an outbreak of lawlessness
that does not end until several persons
are killed and the lives of others are im-
periled. The two-town war ends, how-
ever, with the death of the villainous
character who is the cause of most of
the trouble.

HIGHLIGHTS: The attack on the
stage coach. ... The rescue of the
heroine. . . . Fight between the rival
digging gangs. . . . The gang fight in
the town. . . . Scene in which the villain

kills his confederate. ... The hero-
ine’s rescue of the hero and the villain’s

death.

The Golden Cocoon
Producer: Warner Brothers

Distributor

:

Warner Brothers
Length: 7,000 feet

DIRECTOR MILLARD WEBB
Author Ruth Cross

PLAYERS
Molly Shannon Helene Chadwick
Gregory Cochran Huntly Gordon
Mr. Renfro Richard Tucker
Mr. Bancroft Frank Campeau
Mrs. Shannon Margaret Seddon
Mrs. Parker Carrie Clarke Ward
Mr. Shannon Charles McHugh
TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Defeat of attempt to ruin

domestic happiness.
LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young woman who is jilted

by the man she loves drops from ex-
haustion before the door of a low resort,

Huntley Gordon and Helene Chadwick
are co-starred in Warner Brothers’ “The
Golden Cocoon,” from which this scene

is taken.

into which she is taken and revived.

Later shei marries another man and her
affairs go happily until her former lover
appears with a threat to expose her as
a former inmate of the resort. The
woman goes to his apartment to plead
with him. A struggle ensues and the
man is shot. As he dies he clears the
woman of blame in the presence of her
husband, and happiness is restored.

HIGHLIGHTS: Rapid action. . . .

The storm. ... The scene in the re-

sort. . . .The villain’s re-entry into
the life of the heroine. . . . Scene in

the villain’s apartment. . . .The vil-

lain’s death and the renewal of the hero-
ine’s happy life.

S. O. S. Perils of the Sea
Producer: Columbia Pictures

Distributor

:

State Right
Length: 5,300 feet

DIRECTOR JAMES P. HOGAN
Author Tom J. Hopkins
Cameraman George Meehan

PLAYERS
Madame La Coeur....Elaine Hammerstein
Rose La Coeur Elaine Hammerstein
Ralph Seldon Robert Ellis

Pete William Franey
TYPE: Melodrama of the sea.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American seacoast town.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A little girl who is saved
from a torpedoed liner is adopted by two
young fishermen, brothers, both of whom
fall in love with her when she grows
older. The girl is an heiress but does
not know it. One of the brothers is

aware that a large sum has been willed
the girl and he resolves she shall be his

wife. Later the three are trapped on a
burning steamer. The brother who
wishes to obtain the money is drowned,
the other brother and the girl escape and
are wed.

Highlights: The Erst rescue. . . .

The attempts of the men to win the
girl. ... The Ere at sea and the escape
of the hero and heroine.

NEWSPICTURES
Pathe News No. 103

STATUE OF BALTO, FAMOUS MALEMUTE,
UNVEILED IN CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK.

BALTO AND GUNNAR KASSON ATTEND.

GOVERNOR PINCHOT OF PENNSYLVANIA MEETS
WITH MINERS’ LEADERS IN NEW ATTEMPT

TO END COAL STRIKE.

Kinograms No. 5146
FIELD MARSHAL ALLENBY OF ENGLAND HON-

ORED AT SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE,
WAR CEREMONY.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR LOWMAN OF NEW
YORK OFFICIATES AT DEDICATION OF
GREAT WESTERN GATEWAY, MILE-LONG

BRIDGE, AT SCHENECTADY.

Fox News No. 24
PRIMO DE RIVERA OF SPAIN VISITS SPANISH

FRONT IN MOROCCO ON TOUR
OF INSPECTION.

CORPS OF WOMEN ENGAGED TO REPAIR GAS
CELLS OF UNITED STATES DIRIGIBLE

LOS ANGELES.

International News No. 105
OLD CURTISS PLANE FLIES AT LONG ISLAND IN

CELEBRATION OF TWENTY-FIRST
BIRTHDAY OF AVIATION.

MOHAMMEDANS HOLD ANNUAL RELIGIOUS FES-
TIVAL AT CALCUTTA, INDIA. MASS PRAYER

IS HIGHLIGHT OF CEREMONY.

Skinner s Dress Suit
Producer: Universal

Distributor: Universal
Length: 6,800 feet

DIRECTOR WILLIAM A. SEITER
PLAYERS

Skinner Reginald Denny
Honey Laura La Plante
Perkins Ben Hendricks, Jr.

TYPE: Domestic farce-comedy.
THEME: Success in business just as

defeat looms.
LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young man who is some-
what timid is urged by his wife to insist

that his employer raise his salary. He
does so, but the raise is refused. Because
he tells his wife he has succeeded she
begins to spend too much on social affairs
and dress. But though her husband loses
his position he puts a brave face on their
affairs and his wife does not learn how
near they are to disaster. When the
clouds are heaviest the young man by
accident is put in a position that ends
his financial troubles.

HIGHLIGHTS: Clever plot and fast
action. . . . Strong note of comedy.
. . . Scene in which the hero loses his
position. . . .The ball. . . . The
meeting of the hero and his savior and
the ending of his troubles.

The Cowboy Musketeer
Producer: F .B. O.

Distributor

:

F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR ROBERT DE LACEY

PLAYERS
Tom Grainger Tom Tyler
Joe Dakin Jim London
Leila Gordon Frances Dare
Billie Frankie Darro
TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME: Triumph of justice.

LOCALE: The American West.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A roving cowboy rescues a
desperado from a posse, and out of grati-
tude the desperado reveals a plot by an-
other man to steal from a girl a valuable
gold claim. The cowboy starts out to
prevent the plotters from stealing the
claim. His life and the life of the girl

are several times endangered during the
events that ensue. But each time the
pair escapes, and finally the villains are
brought to justice.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action . . .

The meeting of hero and heroine. . . .

The hero’s rescue of the girl from
death under the hoofs of stampeding
cattle. ... The capture of the hero.
. . . His escape. ... The arrest of the
would-be thieves.

Scene from “The Golden Cocoon,” War-
ner Brothers picture, starring Helene

Chadwick and Huntley Gordon.
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DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—Detroit is liberally

splashed with paper on “The Big Parade’’

but no bookings have yet been made in any
of the legitimate

theatres.

]. S. Woody, for-

mer executive of
Associated Exhibi-
tors, spent several

days in Detroit

last week.
W. J. Fish, pro-

prietor of the Idle-

hour theatre at

Thompsonville is

planning to close

his house for the

winter, beginning
Jan. 1.

The right to John s . Woody
operate the Gar-
den theatre in Muskegon is in litigation.

The matter comes up in court within a

few weeks and will determine whether
George Murphy shall continue as lessee.

The Orpheum theatre at Lansing, which
has been a second run house, is entering

the first run competition in the capital city

by opening a policy of new pictures and
changes twice weekly. . . . Jess Fish-

man, general manager of Standard Film
Service, was in Detroit for several days

last week, visiting the local office of the

organization. Robert Rowan, local man-
ager of Standard, is still confined to his

bed through illness. . . . Harry Scott,

general sales manager of Pathe and former
local exchange manager, was in the city

for a day last week on his tour of ex-

change cities. . . . Lezv Cohen of the

Colonial theatre and Phil Caplan of the

Theatrical Advertising Company, plan to

spend a few weeks in New Orleans, leav-

ing some time in January. . . . Tom
Ealand, manager of the Regent theatre,

Grand Rapids, was in Detroit and New
York last week, his Eastern mission be-

ing to secure plays for his dramatic stock

company. . . . J. R. Grainger, general

sales manager for Fox, was in Detroit

last week conferring with Frank Drew,
local manager.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—After having

paid for his insurance steadily, Oscar
Reinhart, owner of the theatre which was
destroyed by fire, today is unable to re-

cover one cent on his house. In Mr. Rein-

hart’s contract, which was with the New-
ark Fire Insurance Company of Newark,
N.J., there was no clause to cover the fire

which started in the proiection booth or

the damage done to the film. He did not

know this until he actually needed it. . . .

“I like the West; it’s my home,” said

Alexander Pantages, who stooped off to

spend a day in Kansas City Tuesday, he

being enroute to his home in Los Angeles.

. . . Pathe has tied up with the Kansas
City Star in a Santa Claus feature and

Portland

First Runs
(Week Beginning December 11)

LIBERTY: “Cobra," Paramount.
RIVOLI : ‘‘Lord Jim." Paramount

.

PK.OPLES: ‘ The Best People," Paramount.
COLUMBIA: “Lorraine of the Lions,"

Universal.
BLUE MOUSE : “Seven Sinners," Warner

Brothers.
MAJESTIC: “Winds of Chance," First Na- 1

tional.

parade being staged by the Star. Motion
pictures of an opening parade and other

details will be given national circulation.

. While Mr. and Mrs. Buttagole, mem-
bers of the Orpheum theatre orchestra,

Kansas City, were at the theatre Friday
night, their home not only was robbed, but

the thieves who entered set fire to the

house, burning it to the ground. Silver-

ware and Christmas gifts were stolen.

Another busy week on Kansas City’s

film row. Warner Brothers came near
shattering a record when the seven-day pe-

riod ranked second to the record week of

October. Every Warner picture which is

to show at the Pantages theatre, Kansas
City, which recently became the outlet for

Warner product, is dated, Louis Reichert,

branch manager said. Roy Thompson,
Warner representative who resigned, as-

serts that he will not leave the industry,

but become affiliated with some exchange
in the next few days. ... C. E. Gregory

,

Metro-Goldwyn branch manager, was hus-
tling about over the Kansas and Missouri
territory this week in effort to swell the

December bookings of his company. . . .

W. E. Truog, assistant sales director for

LTniversal, whose headquarters is Kansas
City, has returned from a ten-day trip in

which he visited Universal exchanges of

the territory. . . . Sam Goldflam, who re-

signed as manager of the Tenth Street the-

atre, Kansas City, Kan., to accept the posi-

tion as manager in charge of sales of the

Arrow Special productions, began his new
duties Monday. . . . “Rube” Melcher, who
has been managing the Waldo theatre, sub-

urban house of Kansas City, for Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., announces that he
will go on the road for his company and
that he will be replaced as manager of the

Waldo by Claire Woods, formerly with
LTnited Artists.

Salt Lake City

First Runs
( Week Beginning December 12)

AMERICAN: “The Last Edition," F. B. O.;
“Half a Hero," Educational

;

International
News.

KINEMA: “The Sea Hawk," First National;
“The Sea Squawk," Pathe

;

Path® News.
PANTAGES: “Old Clothes," Metro-Goldwyn-

Waver.
PAR AMOUNT EMPRESS: “Havoc," Fox;

Pathe News.
VICTORY: “Lord Jim," Paramount; “But-

ter Fingers," Pathe; Pathe News.

CLEVELAND
CLEVELAND, O.—J. F. Bruce will

celebrate his fifth anniversary as road
salesman for Fox, out of the local office.

Frank Foster and Jack Conway have
opened a poster exchange. They will call

it The Theatre Poster Rental company and
will specialize in all kinds of posters and
accessories. . . . Jack Steinberg of the

Regent theatre, Youngstown, O., has also

taken over the American theatre in Alli-

ance. . . . L. B. Hicks has returned
to the Progress Pictures local exchange as

roadman and will cover Youngstown,
Akron, Canton and Toledo territory. . . .

Paul Meltzer has returned to the film busi-

ness after a sojourn in Florida. He will

travel for Associated Exhibitors.

R. A. Werner who operates the Crescent
and Capitol theatres in Hicksville has
added the Crescent theatre, Sherwood, O.,

to his string of theatres.

W. D. Clark, manager and owner of

the Faurot theatre, Lima, O., has also

annexed a daily paper to his lot of wor-
ries in the shape of The Lima Morning
Star.

Jack O’Connell, managing director of the

Temple theatre, Toledo, went journeying
to Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland on his

week off. . . . Brill Brothers have re-

modeled the Grand theatre, Akron, O., at

a cost of $40,000. . . . Milton Breyer
of Akron, is one of the controlling factors

in the Waldorf, Ideal, People and Winter
theatres. . . . J. F. Crossley has been
appointed manager of the remodeled Duch-
ess theatre in Warren, O. Robert
0. Williams is admitted to be the oldest

theatre advertising agent in this section.

He has been with the Loew houses for

the last ten years, and previous to that

he has represented 50 per cent of the local

picture theatres in advertising distribution

and posting. . . . Charles R. Broze has

bought the Seas theatre and will rename it

the Milo after a thorough remodeling. . . .

Otto Ulier is the new manager owner of

the Union theatre, Cleveland.

Samuel N. Wheeler, brother of Edward A.

Wheeler, photoplay editor of the Cleve-

land Times, has been appointed manager of

the Federated Film Exchange, Pittsburgh,

Pa. . . . V. D. Boxwell, is the new
manager owner of the Opera House, Pros-

pect, O . ... D. F. Harris, has sold

the Star, Forrest, O., to Messrs. A. R.

ICraft, H. W. Starrett and Morris Burk.

. . . F. Buluk and A. Sladewski are the

new owners of the Vandora theatre.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—December 7

the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year by the San Francisco film ex-

change board of trade: President, Hoiv-

ard Sheean; vice president, Charles Muehl-
man; secretary, G. C. Parsons. Kenneth
Hodkinson and Carol Nathan together with

the three officers constitute the board of

directors. The board presented retiring

President Morgan Walsh and Mrs. Walsh
each with a traveling suitcase. Mrs.
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Walsh’s case contained a set of mother of
pearl toilet articles. . . . New Year’s eve
the Motion Picture Operators’ Union of
San Francisco held a ball, the proceeds of
which go to the sick and death benefit
fund. . . . West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

have acquired the Ellis J. Arkush, Palo
Alto, Redwood and Burlingame theatres,

which brings the West Coast theatre con-
trol close to the suburban lines of San
Francisco. . . . Ward Cox of Cox Bro-
thers has announced that a theatre to
be known as the Cox theatre will soon be
erected on Irving street to seat 400 people.
. . . Nat Mann, the new sales manager
of the Western and Northern division of
First National, was a recent visitor on
Film Row. . . . The local interests in
which Charles Christie and associates are
identified, received a call from him re-
cently. Christie was in conference with
officials of the P. D. C. and Golden State
theatre during his visit. . . . Manager
Armstrong of Sanger, has plans drawn for
a new theatre at Sanger that will be com-
pleted by May 1926.

A motion picture, “Hansel and Gretel,”
was shown recently to a special crowd of
children at the Aladdin Studio Tiffin Room.
... A large new theatre here looms

as possible and San Francisco has been
selected as a producing center through
the visit of Lee Shubert of New York.
Said Shubert: “Homer F. Curran of the
Curran theatre, has been urging me to
produce plays here and I can see that
he is right and he also has several good
sites picked out.”

. . . H. W. Osborne, who for the past
two years has been one of the Pathe sales-
men, has been appointed manager of the
local Universal office. Osborne has a wide
acquaintance in this district. . . . Thirty-
five W. G. Preddy reflector lamps are now
being placed in theatres owned by the
Golden State Theatre and Realty Com-
pany. .../?. Stackhouse has been ap-
pointed to take the position formerly held
by Ben Simpson as local manager of the
Associated Exhibitors.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.—The new Capitol

theatre, umder the administration of
the Capitol Amusement Company at
Shreveport, Louisiana, was formally
opened this week. An attractive program
was presented. More than 2,000 were
turned away. The mayor and secretary-
manager of the Chamber of Commerce
made addresses, and “The Iron Horse”
was the feature picture. Many tradesmen
from the Dallas market, and exhibitors
from other points in Texas were present
at the opening. . . . Several executives
from New York were in Dallas as visitors
at the Famous Players office last week to
discuss the new policy of the organization
since the merging of the Famous Players
and Balaban & Katz theatre interests. Fa-
mous Player theatre men in Texas, Ar-
kansas, and Oklahoma were present at the
meeting. After business was attended to
a banquet was held at the Adolphus Hotel
for the Publix men. . . . E. F. Brady
of La Feria will soon build a new theatre,
modern in every respect. . . . Willard
Oates who recently took over the Opera
House at Llano, Texas, reports that he is

doing good business. He has recently pur-
chased some new equipment for the house.
. . . J. C. Fanning who formerly oper-
ated a theatre at Cisco, Texas, will go to
Brownsville on the first of the year to
take over the Queen. Fanning has re-
cently bought new equipment for the
Queen. . . . “Bill” Hurst of Clarksville,
Texas, has recently opened Helen’s Play
House, his new theatre named after his
daughter. The house is modern in every

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning December 14)

STANLEY: “Cobra, " Paramount; Stanely
Magazine News; Felix the Cat Cartoon;
Overture, Stanley Symphony Orchestra;
Cardo and Noll, vocal divertissement

;

Maria Cambarelli , dance divertissement;
Douglas Stanbury

,
baritone, solos; or-

gan selections.
FOX: “Thank You,” Fox; Overture, Fox
Symphony Orchestra; Fox Magazine News;
Syncopation Revue.

ARCADI A : “Why Women Love," First Na-
tional.

KARLTON : “Lights of Old Broadway,"
Metro-Goldyn-Mayer.

PALACE: “The Road to Yesterday," Pro

-

Dis-Co.
VICTORIA : “Satan in Sables," Warner

Brothers.
CAPITOL: “The Live Wire," First National.
STANTON : “Don Q, Son of Zorro," United

Artists.

ALDINE : “The Merry Wridow," Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

respect and a credit to the city. N. A.
Niver dedicated the organ. . . . Jack
Petit, special representative for Universal
exchanges on the “Phantom of the Opera,”
has established the enviable record of

visiting ten towns and selling all of them.
Good work, Jack!

OMAHA
OMAHA, NEB— Harry Watts was host

to city officials, educators and members of

the Omaha Safety council at a special per-

formance of two “safety first” films, “Play

Safe” and “The Chance Taker” at the

Rialto. Mayor James J. Dahlman was one

of the guests. Brooks Tilsivorth, salesman

of comedy films for Pathe, is said to be

contemplating a California trip.

The “Universal club,” composed of mem-
bers of the Universal exchange, is func-

tioning actively under the presidency of

II . L. Craig. . . . Helen Whitmore and
Regina Molseed constitute the social com-
mittee. H. G. Dunn, proprietor of the

Jewel theatre, Valentine, Neb., was a visitor

during the week. . . . J. H. Oleson is

covering the Southern Nebraska territory

for Associated Exhibitors. He was form-
erly with Film Booking Offices.

Sandy McPherson, entertainer at the

Strand theatre, entertained Omaha Bee
newsies at a party at the motion picture

house, playing joint host with Manager
Arthur Cunningham. Mr. McPherson
came to this country as an immigrant boy
from Scotland five years ago.

Jonathan Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis W. Edwards of this city, plays a

prominent role in “Phantom of the Opera”
showing at the Sun here. . . . Manager
Ralph Goldberg reports that Mr. Edwards
is to take the part of Escamillo, principal

male character, in the superproduction
“Carmen” to be screened by William Fox.
Mr. Edwards also has roles in “Ben Hur”
and “The Silver Treasure.” . . . Miss
Ruth Lefholtz, daughter of H. F. Lefholtz,
Universal manager, is recovering after an
operation for appendicitis.

N. H. Nelson, fruit broker of Omaha, has
filed suit in district court here for $80,000
against Phyllis Haver, Hollywood player.
He seeks to recover this amount as the pur-
chase price of some store buildings and
apartments he bought from Miss Haver in
Glendale, Cal. Income from the property,
Nelson alleges, was represented as $1,130 a
month, but in reality was only $600 a month.
The Omaha buyer says he never saw Miss
Haver but dealt through her agents.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Reports from Cin-

cinnati, O., are that Bill Shalet, manager
for United Artists, has been forced to

purchase a new vest. Pressed for details it

was learned that the arrival of an 8-

pound_son and heir at the Shalet domicile

resulted in such an expansion of pater’s

breastbones a number of good vest but-

tons were lost. . . . Mable Price of

Little Rock, Ark., has taken charge of the

bill department for the F. B. O. office.

Bill Barron, manager, and Harry
Strickland, salesman for United Artists,

slipped into Columbia, Mo., and got Bill

Karstatter’s signature on the aforesaid

dotted line at the bottom of a 100 per cent

contract.

Henry Hallway, motion picture ex-

hibitor of St. John’s Station, Mo., and
Florissant, Mo., is a very progressive
chap. Recently when the editor of the

local publication at St. John’s Station

failed to give him the proper co-opera-
tion in the way of news concerning his

shows Hallway didn’t waste any time in

cussing the editor or singing the

“blues.” He simply got around the dif-

ficulty by buying the paper.

William Goldman’s Kings and Rivoli the-

atre, Jack Edwards, managing director, had
a special Christmas week program for the

orphans who were admitted to the afternoon

shows free on Monday to Friday of Christ-

mas week. . . . C. D. Hill, division

manager for Producers Distributing Cor-

poration, will leave for the Pacific Coast
early in January to attend a sales confer-

ence of division managers. . . . C. F.

Charack

?

formerly of Portland, Ore., has

succeeded Maurice Davis as publicity direc-

tor for the local Universal office. Davis re-

signed to take charge of publicity and ex-

ploitation for Loew’s State theatre here.

Charack has been with Universal for four

years and is an accomplished publicity

man. . . . Lou Hess, manager, and
Nicky Goldhammer, assistant manager for

Universal’s local office, have returned from
a trip to New York. . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Phil Heyde of Olney, 111., are taking a trip

to Hot Springs National Park, Ark. . . .

Film Row sympathizes with Phil Cohn of

the Lyric theatre, East St. Louis, whose
father passed away recently. . . . Ros-
coe Cochran of the Strand theatre, Robin-
son, 111., but who lived at Carmi, 111.,

passed away December 15.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, Dec. — Joseph P.

Morgan, general manager of the Crandall
theatres, spent the greater part of last week
visiting relatives in Paterson, N. J., his

former home. Morgan left the capital

Tuesday. . . . Elizabeth M. Murray,
headiner of this week’s bill at the Earle
theatre, has been named godmother of the

small son of Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Meakin.
. . . John J. Payette, assistant general
manager of the Crandall theatres in charge
of bookings and presentations, spent three
days of last week in New York on busi-

ness. He was accompanied by Andy Smith
of the sales department of First National
Pictures, and Bob Smeltzer, manager of
First National's Washington branch. . . .

Jack Pegler, formerly of First National’s
exploitation department, now on the staff

of Pathe in New York, was a visitor at
the offices of Nelson B. Bell, in charge of
advertising, publicity and radio for the
Crandall theatres, last week. Tack is now
busily engaged in irrigating the industry
on the topic of “laugh month.”
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OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—Col. John A. Cooper

of Toronto, president of the Moving Pic-

ture Distributors and Exhibitors of Can-

ada, has been elected honorary president

of the Canadian Buffs Association, Tor-

onto. Nine years ago, Col. Cooper or-

ganized the “Buffs” and commanded the

unit in active service. . . . Harold

Dodds, formerly with the Universal ex-

change at Winnipeg, Man., has been ap-

pointed assistant to Paul Kohner, super-

visor of the casting department for Uni-

versal with headquarters at Universal

City, Cal. . . . W. R. Mitchell

salesman of the Toronto office of Film
Booking Offices of Canada, Ltd., is receiv-

ing the congratulations of friends for his

recent marriage to Miss Flossie Glass.

. . . The board of directors of the

Ottawa Boys Club, has purchased an Acme
projection machine for club purposes. Ar-
rangements have been made for the hold-

ing of weekly shows in the club hall on
Saturday evenings. Film subjects are

being booked from the Ontario Govern-
ment at Toronto as well as the Canadian
bureau at Ottawa. Vincent Kealey and
Robert Radley are the projectionists in

charge. . . . Fred McLennan, manager
of the Brock theatre, Brockville, Ont., re-

cently presented a repeat engagement of

“Charley’s Aunt” for two days, the previous
occasion on which the feature had been
shown at the Brock theatre being less than
five months before. Bringing his contribu-

tions to more than $600,000, A. R. McNichol
of Winnipeg, Man., has donated $25,000 to

the Victorian Order of Nurses. . . . The
importance of the moving picture as an
international factor was emphasized by
David Wark Griffith, famous director, in an
address before the Canadian Club at the
King Edward hotel, Toronto, on December
14. He declared the motion picture was a
great international advertiser and ambas-
sador.

DENVER
DENVER, COL.

—

Scott C. Wood, L. S.

McCandles and Neil W. Kimball have
bought the Victory theatre at Craig, Col.,

from Chapman and Evans who have owned
and managed the theatre for the past two
years. Kimball, one of the new owners, is

the editor and publisher of the leading news-
paper of Craig.

The Bluebird theatre, Littleton, Col., has
been sold to Sam Y. West. West took
active charge on December 14. . . . Hal
Horne, general manager of the chain of
theatres which include the State theatre,

Denver, is in the city during a change in

the management here. Horne will remain
until Saturday and then will leave for Los
Angeles. . . . Janies S. Hommel, man-
ager of Pro-Dis-Co., is off on a sales trip

into the Arkansas Valley. He will visit

La Junta, Lamar and other points. . . .

M. S. Wilson, manager for the local branch
of Fox, is visiting exhibitors in Western
Nebraska this week. . . . Charles R.
Gilmour, Warner Brothers manager, is also

visiting Western Nebraska this week, ex-
pecting to return Saturday. . . . Joe
Ashby, manager of First National, is mak-
ing a business trip into Wyoming territory.

. . . Jay A. Haas is the new manager of
the Paramount theatres in Colorado. He
arrived a few days ago to assume his new
position and will make his headquarters in

the office of the Rialto theatre, Denver. He
will be the circuit manager for the Para-
mount houses located in Denver, Greeley,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo. Mr. Haas
is an oldtimer in the film game. . . .

L. B. Metzger, sales director and L. J.

Schlaifer, division manager for Universal,

Des Moines
First Runs

(Week Beginning December 13)

DES MOINES: “The King on Main Street,”
Paramount.

CAPITOL: “The Unguarded Hour,” First

National.
STRAND: “Why Women Love,” First Na-

tional.

RIALTO: “When the Door Opened,” Fox.
PALACE: “Speed Mad,” Independent;

“Tainted Money,” Independent.

spent a few days in Denver this week con-

ferring with the manager and sales em-
ployees of the local Universal Exchange.
. . . Charles Beale, salesman for Metro-
Goldwyn for the past two years, has re-

signed and left by automobile for Holly-

wood to join his wife. . . . R. J. Gar-
land, local Metro manager, has not yet

definitely decided on the selection of a suc-

cessor to Mr. Beale.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—At a meet-

ing of theatremen in the Aldine theatre
December 11 a campaign was launched
to make January, “Laugh Month,” a ban-
ner one for comedies and short features.

Exhibitors, branch managers and assist-

ants of all the local exchanges were in

attendance and addresses were made by
various men prominent in the local and
national industry, notably P. A. Parsons,
advertising manager for Pathe. An ef-

fort will be made to induce exhibitors

here to give short features, particularly

comedies, more than the usual amount
of advertising and exploitation.

A contract for a new theatre to be

erected at Ogontz avenue and Church Lane
for the Ogontz & Church Lane Realty
company has been awarded to the Geo.
Kessler Construction company. A number
of stores and apartments will adjoin the

theatre. . . . The series of five Sunday
concerts being given by the Stanley Musical
Club in the Stanley theatre is meeting with
considerable opposition from certain church
organizations in this city which have taken

the stand that the concerts are only an
opening wedge for legalized Sunday amuse-
ments. Enough applications were received

by the Stanley Musical Club to fill the

house several times, but subscriptions were
limited. The receipts were supplemented
by President Jules E. Mastbaum.
Finishing touches are being added to

George Bennethum’s new theatre in Potts-

town. . . . Joe Forte of the Nixon-
Nirdlinger houses is the proud father of

a baby boy. . . . Herbert Effinger has

taken a ten-year lease on the Littleton thea-

tre, 40th street and Lancaster avenue. . . .

The Colonial theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.,

which has been closed for renovations

since December 12, reopened Christmas

Day. Improvements involving an expen-

diture of $50,000 have been made. New
heating and lighting systems have been

installed. . . . William Humphries,
manager of local office of P. D. C., is still

holding second place in the contest being

conducted for branch managers standing

highest in sales and collections.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—H. Brad-

ley Fish, branch manager for Fox here,

is making the Idaho territory. . . .

George Mayne, owner of the Preferred

Pictures exchange in this city, has returned

from his trek in Idaho. . . . Gordon
Thornberg, exhibitor at Garfield, Utah, has

purchased a new theatre at Milford, Utah.

This house will open about January 1.

. Walter S. Rand, United Artists big

chief in this city, is making a hurried trip

to several of the largest key cities. . . .

Milton Cohn, United Artists salesman, has

arranged for screenings of “The Eagle”

and “Tumbleweeds” in Butte, Montana.

. . . Joe Dowd is ready to leave for the

coal camps of Southern Utah.

R. L. Ruggles, new salesman for Greater

Features, is passing through here from
Portland to take up his headquarters in

Denver. . . . L. W. Hyde who covers

the Utah territory for Greater Features,

will return to the office this week. . . .

Clarence P. Anderson, former owner of
the Orpheus theatre at Evanston, Wyo.,
has sold this house to the H. C. and W.
Picture Enterprise Company. . . . John
Stahle, owner of the Opera House, at

Bountiful, Utah, was in the city booking
some of the new pictures this week. . . .

“The Passion Play” will be shown at the
Salt Lake theatre here the week beginning
December 28. . . . L. A. Davis, F. B. O.
local branch manager, is intending to have
a screening of “When Love Grows Cold”
at the Pantages theatre December 29. . . .

W. K. Bloom and Joe K. Solomon will

both be in the F. B. O. exchange December
21 to attend a sales conference and for the
holidays. . . . R. D. Boomer, local

manager for Associated Exhibitors, is back
at his desk after a swing over the terri-

tory. . . . Ned Marin, general sales

manager for Associated First National,
stopped here enroute to Denver.
Lou Hutt, regular West Coast camera man
for Pathe, has been here photographing
the local points of interest, including the

copper industry at Bingham, Utah, the win-
ter sports at Brighton, Utah, and he is now
making the Silver Fox farm, just out of

this city.

ALBANY
ALBANY,. N. Y.—John Walrath of Sy-

racuse, N. Y., who has been mayor of that

city for several terms, has been offered a

$7,500 position with the New York State

Motion Picture commission. A vacancy on
the commission is due to occur on Jan-
uary 1, when the term of George H. Cobb,
chairman of the commission, expires. The
position was tendered Walrath by Gov.
Alfred E. Smith. There is a possibility

that the commission may be abolished
within the next six months. . . . C. H.
Buckley, owner of the Clinton Square thea-

tre has installed a new organist in the

person of Edward D. Fitzgerald who has
been playing in Philadelphia and Atlantic

City theatres. . . . Austin Interrante,

new manager for Warner Brothers, fol-

lowing a swing through Northern New
York, returned to the city and reported
plenty of snow and likewise plenty of busi-

ness along the Canadian Line. . . . J. N.
Klein who was recently appointed to an
important position with Associated Ex-
hibitors was in town last week, making
arrangements to move his household be-

longings to Boston. . . . Lew Fischer
of Fort Edward gave himself a Christmas
present in the shape of a newly decorated
theatre which he is running in Hoosick
Falls. . . . James Roach, manager of

the Farash theatres in Schenectady, an-

nounces that the Bareli will go into second-

runs in January, and that the seven piece

orchestra will be withdrawn from the

Strand, and that hereafter an organ will

be exclusively used. . . . Leon Herman
and Ray Smith, salesmen for H. C. Bissell,

manager of the local Universal exchange,

had a narrow escape last week when their

automobile overturned after skidding from
the road at the outskirts of Albany. . . .

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sequin who run the

Liberty theatre in Rouses Point, paid a

shopping visit to Film Row during the

week.
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THE FILMMART
Fox

Two Pictures Finished

“The Outsider” and “My Own Pal” have

just been finished and have gone into the

editing stage of work.

January Releases Announced

“The Gilded Butterfly” is slated for re-

lease January 3; “The Yankee Senor” will

be released January 10; “The Outsider” is

scheduled for release January 17 ;
and

“The First Year” is to be released Janu-
ary 24.

Three February Releases Announced

“The Jonstown Flood” is scheduled for

February 7 release
;
February 14 is the re-

lease date set for “The Road to Glory”;

and “The Dixie Merchant” is to be released

February 28.

“Dixie Merchant” Players Chosen

Jack Mulhall and Madge Bellamy haye
been chosen to play the leading roles in

“The Dixie Merchant.” J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Claire McDowell, and Harvey
Clark have been assigned important sup-

porting roles.

Short Feature Releases Carded

Short feature pictures announced for Jan-
uary and February release are “The Fight-

ing Tailor” and “The Whirlpool of Eu-
rope,” January 10 ;

“A Flaming Affair” and
“Old Virginia,” January 24; “The Feud,”

January 31 ;
“A Bankrupt Honeymoon”

and “Egypt Today,” February 7; “Held for

Investigation,” February 14; “Elsie in New
York,” “Officer of the Day” and “Sawdust
and Spangles,” February 21.

Gotham
Rights to “Golden Web” Bought

Announcement has been made that Sam
Sax has bought the screen rights to “The
Golden Web,” popular novel by E. Phillips

Oppenheim.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Notables See “Widow” at Grauman House

Celebrities of the screen and the execu-
tive forces of M-G-M were present at the

opening of “The Merry Widow” at Grau-
man’s Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis B. Mayer, Irving G. Thalberg and
Hunt Stromberg and 16 M-G-M directors

helped swell the crowd.

Noted Comedian in “The Great Love”

Chester Conklin, well known as the star

of short comedies, is playing the role of
elephant trainer in “The Great Love.”
Marshall Neilan is directing.

Ren Reynolds Renews Contract

Ben Reynolds, cameraman filming “The
Light Eternal,” has renewed his contract
with M-G-M. Norma Shearer is starred
in “The Light Eternal.”

Gertrude Bennett in “Auction Block”

Gertrude Bennett has been assigned a
role in “The Auction Block,” which is in

work under the direction of Hobart Hen-
ley. Charles Ray and Eleanor Boardman
play the featured roles.

Gilbert Preparing for Next

John Gilbert, star of “The Big Parade,”
is working with King Vidor on prelim-
inaries for his next picture, which is an
adaptation from Rafael Sabatini’s novel,

“Bardelys the Magnificent.”

Pathe
Five to Be Released January 3

Five short feature comedies will be re-

leased January 3. They are “A Punch on
the Nose,” “Between Meals,” “The Gosh
Darn Mortgage,” an “Aesop Film Fable”
and an issue of “Topics of the Day.”

Semon Picture to Be Out January 31

“Stop, Look and Listen,” Larry Semon’s
first feature comedy for Pathe, will be re-

leased January 31.

Three Short Features on Opening Bill

Frank A. Keeney, owner of the new
Keeney theatre at Elmira, New York, used
three Pathe short features on his opening
week bill. “Black Cyclone,” another Pathe
feature, was booked for showing during
the week following opening week.

“Polar Flight” in Three Wells Houses

“The Amundsen Polar Flight” has been
booked for early showing in theatres
owned by Jake Wells in Portsmouth, Nor-
folk and Richmond, Virginia.

Paramount
Skaters to Assist Junior Stars

Norval Baptie and Gladys Lamb, noted

“Hearts and Fists” will be an early re-
lease by Associated Exhibitors. This
drama of the lumber camps was di-
rected by Lloyd Ingraham and fea-
tures Marguerite De la Motte and
John Bowers.

ice skating team, and a skating ballet of

18, have been added to the cast of “Glori-

ous Youth,” the picture being made by the
Paramount Junior Stars.

Bessie Love Has “Rainmaker” Role

Bessie Love, who has just finished play-

ing a role in “The Song and Dance Man,”
has been assigned a leading role in “The
Rainmaker,” which Edward Sutherland
will direct.

Menjou Supporting Cast Filled

The cast to support Adolphe Menjou in

“I’ll See You Tonight” has been completed
and includes Greta Nissen, Louise Brooks,
Chester Conklin, Ida Waterman, Roger
Davis, Josephine Drake, Freeman Wood
and Hugh Huntley.

“Tamed” Cast Augmented
Thomas Holding and Joseph Smiley have

just been added to the cast of Gloria

Swanson’s current picture, “Tamed.”

William Powell Signs Contract

William Powell, who is now playing a

feature role in “Sea Horses,” has just

signed a long term contract with Para-
mount, Jesse L. Lasky announces.

Pro-Dis-Co

Two in Cutting Room
“The Danger Girl,” directed by Edward

Dillon, and “The Million Dollar Handi-
cap,” directed by Scott Sidney, have gone
to the cutting room following the comple-
tion of camera work.

II. B. Warner Cast for New Role

Cecil B. De Mille set forward the date

of starting for “Silence,” and will assign

H. B. Warner one of the four leading roles

in “Whispering Smith.” The other roles

will be filled by Lillian Gish, John Bowers
and Lilyan Tashman.

“Boatman” Technical Staff Enlarged

Vasili Kalmykoff, former Russian army
officer, has been added to the technical

staff of Cecil B. De Mille to assist in the

production of “The Volga Boatman.”

Alan Brooks Supports La Rocque

Alan Brooks has been added to the cast

supporting Rod La Rocque in “Red Dice.”

“Prince of Pilsen” Ready to Start

Paul Powell has been assigned to direct

“The Prince of Pilsen,” and the picture

will go into production next week. George
Sidney will play the leading role.

Universal
L. A. Met Books Three Dennys

The Los Angeles Metropolitan theatre

has signed for the next three pictures star-

ring Reginald Denny, “What Happened to

Jones,” “Skinner’s Dress Suit” and “Roll-

ing Home.”

German Story Bought for Denny
Universal has bought the screen rights

to a German story entitled “The Opera
Glass” and will produce it with Reginald
Denny as the star. The story was- written
by Gabrielle Reuter. The screen title will

be “Three Women and a Man.”
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“Still Alarm.” Filming Finished

Filming work on “The Still Alarm” has

been completed and the picture is in the

editing stage of work. Edward Laemmle
directed.

Morrison Making “Hidden Cabin

”

Pete Morrison has started work on “The
Hidden Cabin,” a Western feature produc-
tion. Barbara Starr is Morrison’s leading

woman.

“Earth Woman” Is in W ork

Mrs. Wallace Reid has started filming

“The Earth Woman” at Universal City

with a cast headed by Mary Alden, Priscilla

Bonner and Johnny Walker. Walter Lang
is directing.

Warner Brothers

Officials See “The Sea Beast”

John Barrymore’s “The Sea Beast,” seen

by executives of Warner Brothers’ home
office, drew high praise. It is set for re-

lease early in January.

Four Releases in January

Beside “The Sea Beast” Warner Brothers
will release in January “The Fighting
Edge,” January 16; “His Jazz Bride,”

January 23, and “The Golden Cocoon,”
January 30.

Four More Pictures Made
Four pictures just completed include

“The Man Upstairs,” “Oh ! What a

Nurse!”, “The Cave Man” (probable re-

lease February 13), and “The Bride of the

Storm.”

Warner W eek in Jersey City

Three Warner pictures have been booked
to appear in the Fulton and Orpheum the-

atres, Jersey City, day and date, the week
of January 14. They are “Compromise,”
January 14, 15 and 16; “Hogan’s Alley,”

January 17 and 18, and “Seven Sinners,”

January 19 and 20.

Del Ruth to Make “Grifters”

Gertrude Claire has been added to the

cast of “The Grifters,” which will be the

next feature directed by Roy Del Ruth.

United Artists

Valentino Returns January 15

Rudolph Valentino has cut short his

European tour to return to Hollywood
about January 15 and start “The Son of

the Sheik.”

Vilma Banky Gets Neiv Contract

Samuel Goldwyn has given Vilma Banky,
Hungarian star, a new contract for five

years.

“The Bat” Gets Under W ay

Roland West has started production
work on “The Bat,” to be made from the

stage play by Mary Roberts Rinehart and
Avery Hopwood.

“Partners Again” Out February 15

“Partners Again,” with Potash and Perl-

mutter, completed by Samuel Goldwyn,
will be released about February 15.

Technical Staff Chosen

The technical staff for “The Bat” in-

cludes William Cameron Menzies, art di-

rector; Frank Crane, assistant on produc-
tion; T. Freeland, assistant , to Roland West
as director

;
Fred Stark, production man-

ager; A. M. Brentinger, business man-
ager; Arthur Edeson, chief photographer;
Gregg Toland, assistant cameraman, and

Julien Josephson, continuity work.

Associated Exhibitors

Five January Releases Named
Five pictures have been scheduled for re-

lease in January. They are “Hearts and

“Stella Dallas,” Samuel Goldwyn pro-

duction to be released by United Art-
ists, will be road-showed. Among the

cast are Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman,
Lois Moran, and Jean Hersholt.

Fists,” “I Do,” “The Lady from Hell,”

“The Shadow of the Law” and “White
Mice.”

Arrow
“Self Defense” in Cutting Room
Major Maurice Campbell has completed

camera work on “Self Defense” and the

film has gone to the cutting room.

“Cleaner Flame” Starts

Whitman Bennett has started camera
work on “The Cleaner Flame,” adapted

from the story by Clara Beranger and For-

rest Halsey.

Release Date Set

“Don’t Lie to Your Wife,” on which
camera work has been completed, will be

released in February.

Bischoff

“Married Bachelors” in Work
The Gold Medal comedy, “Married

Bachelors” has gone into work, and the

Biff and H. C. Witwer comedies are sched-

uled to go into work shortly.

Cranfield-Clarke

Releases Announced

Short feature releases announced for

January, February and March respectively,

are : “Heroes of the North Sea,” “Where
Silver River Gleams,” and “Beautiful

Britain.” Long features to be released,

dates for which have not been announced,
are : “The Wig,” “Prince Charming,”
“Niniche,” “Arabella” and “The Doll of

Luna Park.”

Iceland Theatre

Built for Arrows
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

REIKIAVIK, ICELAND, Dec.
29 .

—

Eric Sorenson has completed
a motion picture theatre here for

the showing of the entire series

of Golden Arrow pictures.

First National

First “Kiki” Scenes Being Shot

The opening scenes of “Kiki,” Norma
Talmadge’s current production, are being
shot. Ronald Colman is the principal mas-
culine player in the picture.

Hillyer Making “Second Chance”

“The Second Chance” has gone into pro-

duction under the direction of Lambert
Hillyer. The continuity for the picture

was prepared by Eve Unsell.

Cureive Starts “Unlimited”

Edwin Carewe has started work on
“Twentieth Century, Llnlimited.” Heading
the cast are Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes.
Rita Carewe, daughter of the director, has
been cast for a prominent role in the

picture.

Barthelmess Sturts Next in January

“The Kid from Montana,” Richard Bar-
thelmess’ next production, is scheduled to

go into work the first week in January.
Sidney Olcott will direct.

“Irene” Color Scenes Completed
The color sequences of “Irene,” in which

Colleen Moore is starred, have been com-
pleted. Alfred E. Green is directing the
picture.

Chadwick
Two January Releases Announced
“The Prince of Broadway” and “Sweet

Adeline” will be released January 15.

“Donald Norton” Starts Soon

Production of “The Test of Donald Nor-
ton,” starring George Walsh, is to be
started soon.

Red Seal

Four Featurettes Released

Four Featurettes have been released for
the current week. On the list are a “Car-
Tune,” a “Film Fact” reel; a “Gem of the
Screen” and an issue of “Marvels of
Motion.”

Principal

“Barbara W orth” Goes in Wr

ork Soon

Principal Pictures announces that “The
Winning of Barbara Worth” will go into

production within two weeks. Charles
Brabin will direct.

F. B. O.

February Releases Scheduled

Three pictures have been placed on the
February release card. These are “The
Tough Guy,” February 1 ;

“The Half-
Breed Hostler,” February 21

;
and “King of

the Turf,” February 28.

Custer Making “Hostler

”

Bob Custer has started work on “The
Half-Breed Hostler,” under the supervi-

sion of Jesse Goldburg.

Scripts in Preparation

Paul Gangelin is at work preparing the

scripts for the “Fighting Heart” series of

pictures, in which Alberta Vaughn will be

starred. Kit Guard, A1 Cooke and Larry
Kent will be in the supporting cast.

“Traffic Cop” Is Flynn’s Next

Maurice (Lefty) Flynn’s next production

will be “The Traffic Cop.” In the cast sup-

porting Flynn will be Kathleen Myers,

Jerry Murphy, Ray Turner and Ray
Ripley.

Rock Making “Alice Blues”

Joe Rock has started work on “Alice

Blues,” a Blue Ribbon comedy. Alice

Ardell is the featured player.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1925

This is the original exhibitors ' reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
INTRODUCE ME: Douglas MacLean—Slow at

first but ends with a wallop. Seemed to please

the majority but business only fair. Seven reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

INTRODUCE ME: Douglas MacClean—Fail-

program picture that failed to draw and only

pleased a small percent. As usual, it is filled

with the all impossible hocum and poor direction

that seems to have adhered to MacClean in all

the Associated pictures. None of the four have

proven to be in the class with “The Hottentot.”

Good thing Paramount has him and will give

him a chance in real pictures. Seven reels.

—

C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

KLEINSCHMIDT’S ADVENTURES IN THE
FAR NORTH—More folks liked this than did

“The Freshman,” at least most of them said it

was fine. It certainly has far greater appeal and

any exhibitor that has not run this one should

make room for it at once. Four reels.—Louis J

.

Frisch, Harbor theatre, Ashtabula, O.—General

patronage.

Chadwick
AMERICAN PLUCK: George Walsh—A very

good program picture with lots of action. Did

not make anything due to this being substituted

for a Warner Bros, picture. Six reels.—Chas. E.

Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE FIRE PATROL: Special cast—This is

what we call an Independent feature and I want
you to know it is good for Saturday night for

any small town. Don’t be afraid of this one.

Grab it and boost it. Good program. Six rce'.s.

—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights,

Pa.—General Patronage.

F. B. 0.
THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—The first

one of the Gold Bond specials that I have run. If

they are all this good I hope I can book all of

them. Just another real good Independent pic-

ture. The Independents are making some won-
derful pictures. Why not give them a chance ?

If you want to please your patrons, don’t pass

this one up. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner,
Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
A good drawing card and satisfied them when
they saw it. Advanced our prices 10 cents and
did not hear any kicks, so must have been O. K.

—Seven reels.—J. R. Ullman, Orpheum theatre,

Ada, Minn.—General patronage.

SWORDS AND THE WOMAN: Flora LeBre-
ton—Good film. A well made and well directed

picture of the foreign costume type which only
pleases a few people. American made pictures

are the only kind for Americans and possibly

after we exhibitors try to tell the producer this

a little longer, maybe they will see the same as

we do. Couldn’t advise anyone to book th’s.

Seven reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

A MAN OF NERVE: Bob Custer—Not up to

standard of the other Custers, but a fair West-
ern. Five rods.—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre,

Eureka, Kan.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—A good
action picture. This star is a good rider, good

actor and can scrap. My patrons say he is a

good one. His first picture here gave satisfac-

tion.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Very
good Western which is a little slow in places but

will give satisfaction to small town folks. Not
so much action in this one, but very good. Fred
is all right. If they give him a good story to

work on he will sure act like an old timer. Only
trouble with me is that I can’t buy his last se-

ries from F. B. O. without buying the whole
group of 60 lemons. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
This drew a large crowd, as Fred Thomson’s do

for us. Silver King very good in this one. The
word “bull” used too many times in sub-title,

also last sub-title better have been left unsaid.

—

R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.

—

General patronage.

TEARING THROUGH: Richard Talmadge—
Full of stunts but not quite as good as some of

his pictures. Will please.—George C. Starkey, •

Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General
patronage.

THE WOMAN WHO SINNED: Special cast—
A right good show and you cannot make any
mistake in booking it. Pleased a fairly gocd
sized crowd. Six reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—If

Fred Thomson would cut his hair and not put
in so much of the impossible in life stuff he’d

go over good. "Thundering Hoofs” with its

beautiful scenery, good story and photography, is

spoiled by Fred's hair and the bunkum and
hokum put into the picture. Seven reels.—Gia-
coma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE: Richard Tal-
madge—Drew fine, in fact did more business on
this than any Saturday night this fall. I would
say that if your patrons like action that you get
this series of shows. This one pleased our
crowds. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” the-
atre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid—Am late

in playing this picture, but it is still good. I

think this is a picture that should be on every
exhibitor’s screen. It certainly carries a lesson,

well taught and learned. Way above most pro-

gram pictures and nearly all the specials. Seven
reels.—J. J. Sarah, Sarah theatre. Canon City,

Colo.—General patronage.

ALIAS MARY FLYNN: Evelyn Brent—AH of

Evelyn Brent’s pictures are good. They are
clean and interesting from beginning to end.

Six reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—General patronage.

BREED OF THE BORDER: Lefty Flynn—
This was an ordinary Western. Nothing much to

howl about, one way or the other. I think
Flynn is just out of his class trying to play
Westerns Did not have any comments either for

or against him. Five reels.—F. O. O’Hara, Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

First National
THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Ben Lyon—If

all pictures were as ^>od as this one and “The
Dark Angel” our worries would be over. Title

drew them in and the picture pleased. What
more could you ask for? Seven reels.—M. J.

Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—
A very good production which failed at the box
office against free show and school entertainment.
Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills—
From a production standpoint, good ; from our
patrons’ standpoint, after viewing, “just another
society drama with dukes and counts thrown in.”

Why do they try to force these foreign stories
down the throats of American people. You don’t
see many among the “Best Box Office Attrac-
tions.” Seven reels.—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre,
Eureka, Kan.—General patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—
There is nothing to credit in this one. There is

nothing begun and nothing finished. Don’t buy
it at any price. It is absolutely impossible. I

could not tell you why First National ever put a
picture like this out. Seven reels.—W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon^-
Pretty good program picture. Lots of action but
too much repeating talk. Seems it was awful
draggy, even with all the thrills in it. Too light

story for my Sunday crowd. All right on an off

night but my folks want to see a real Sunday
show with heart touching scenes and human ap-
peal. Too many would-be actors in this one.
Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.—General patronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Special cast—Very
good program offering. Played with vaudeville
to fair crowd. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—A corking
good comedy drama but business far below the
last Johnny Hines picture. Some very original
parts in this picture, as in all Johnny Hines.
It’s very good. Book it. Eight reels.—Clarence
Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—Really the best Constance Talmadge pic-

ture yet released. Good comedy. Did fairly good
business, owing to the fact that it received
plenty of Chicago publicity on account of the
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censor board’s ruling. Book it and make your-

self some money. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner,
Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Just an-

other Norma Talmadge flop. As “Graustark,”
this picture is an absolute joke and a good one.

We expected something really good but were dis-

appointed. Norma is sure losing her drawing
power as far as this theatre is concerned. Did
not take in enough to pay for the picture. This

is the last one I am going to buy if I can help it.

Every one has proved fatal. There is something
wrong somewhere in the Talmadge organization

when they continue to make box office flops and
still try to ask an exhibitor to pay big money
for them. If you haven’t it bought, don’t pay
much for it. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner,
Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—An entertain-

ment picture all the way through. One of those

kind that should please all classes of patronage.
Corinne Griffith never did better than in this and
she certainly deserves special mention. Also bal-

ance of cast very good. Production and direc-

tion right up to First National standard. Busi-

ness average first day to poor second and third.

Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—The best

First National we have played for a small town.
Many favorable comments on it. Sills is a real

he-man and he knows how to put a picture over.

Eight reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo,
111.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—An excellent

production but evidently too rough. Business not

so good. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE WHITE MONKEY: Barbara La Marr—
A very good offering for high class patronage.

We didn’t do so well with it, due mostly to

school entertainment. Seven reels.—A. G. Wit-
wer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—Old but good.

Did not draw like we expected it to.—R. K.
Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HER REPUTATION : May McAvoy—Good pic-

ture all right but I don’t know why my people

didn’t come to see it. Maybe they thought it

wasn’t the right kind for western country, but I

thought for a change it was better than a half

a dozen of Westerns put together, if they aren’t

the right kind. Good for any house and you
should be proud to get pictures like it. Seven
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
-—General patronage.

DADDY: Jackie Coogan—Good picture. Print
fair. Jackie always goes good here. Five reels.

-—H. B. Osborn, Community theatre, Mt. Hope,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

Fox
THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—

A picture that I am going to show again. My
patrons did not get into this one. I only played
one night. Believe it would have drawn if I had
played a second night. You can’t go astray.

Get it and let them know. Taken from story,

“Once To Every Man,” and lives up to it.

O’Brien gives a good fight. Seven reels.—Holt

& Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.

—

General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—A wonder-
ful picture. None bigger or better. The least

hokum of any big outdoor picture we have
played. Satisfactory to all here. Nothing but
praise from all that saw it.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—The best
picture ever shown here, the unanimous verdict.

The senior class of our high school wrote essays

after seeing the feature. Every theatre should
show this great picture. Ten reels.—J. H. Ward-

well, Wardwell theatre, Stockton Springs, Mo.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—As far as

this town is concerned, this is the best of all the

big pictures shown here in the history of the

house. A great picture, surely. Perfect print

from Dallas. Splendid business and everybody
concerned tickled to death. Eleven reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

TROUBLES OF A BRIDE: Special cast—Does
not amount to much. If you are thinking of

buying some Fox pictures, leave this one out.—

•

George C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—General patronage.

THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones—A good
Western picture. Will satisfy any audience.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Edmund Lowe—
I consider this one of the finest patriotic pic-

tures ever produced. It is beautifully done and
is a well directed and acted production. I re-

ceived many favorable comments complimenting
the picture, and me for showing it. It is a pic-

ture that one can boost and also get the support
of the schools. Legion and church. Play it and
step on it and you will be well repaid. Fox
new lineup best they have ever released. Eight
reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.
—Small town patronage.

AN ARIZONA ROMEO: Buck Jones—This
pleased to perfection and sent them home talking
to themselves. Buck sure pleases our folks and
will continue to please as long as he keeps away
from the boiled shirt and swallow tail coat.

Five reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—This was a real good show and pleased the
audience immensely. I think this was even bet-

ter than when Bill Farnum played in it. Six
reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—This is some show. They will come through
mud, rain and snow to see this one.—J. W.
Baird, Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General
patronage.

THE LAST MAN : Special cast—Where on
earth do they get this stuff, and to think that they
charge real good money for this kind of junk?
And the next year they tell you how wonderful
their product is going (get that) to be. There
had ought to be a law passed where producers
that make this kind of slush would be sent to
the pen for 90 years for even offering to sell it

for real money. Eight reels.—F. J. O’Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—This was
the best bet for me of the month. Wish Fox
did not make you take so many poor ones to get

[TRAILERS SELI SFATS
MATII1NAI SCREEN service

lYOUR MOST EFFECTIVE SALESMAN
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Mix. It takes all the cream away after you get

it. Mix is the best bet for me in the business.

Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—This fol-

lows “The Riders of the Purple Sage” and they

came through mud and rain to see this one. You
can’t hold them back.—J. W. Baird, Strand the-

atre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BRIGHT LIGTHS: Charles Ray—Charles Ray

back again in the role of a country boob. Pleased

them all and played to good business. We are

now praying that Metro will not make the mis-

take of miscasting this star but keep him in

country boy roles. Seven reels.—M. J. Alvey,

Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.—General patronage.

THE ONLY THING: Eleanor Boardman—

A

very poor picture indeed. Poor photography and
very poor miniature work. The actors really

tried to make something out of it, but impossible.

Too mushy. Our patrons really laughed at it.

It’s all right for some women who care for this

sort of mush stuff, but as an audience picture it’s

terrible. Lay off of it. Six reels.—Clarence

Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion Da-
vies—If you can get them in it is one of those

pictures that will more than please. It will send

them away saying that was a swell show—only

watch your posters and leave out the ancient
stuff.—Louis J. Frisch, Harbor theatre, Ashta-
bula, O.—General patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion Da-
vies—Played this one Thanksgiving and it sure

did please. Step on it. It’s a good one. Many
favorable comments from patrons. My people

like a picture with good comedy and this one
has plenty of it.—Albert Metzger, Fairy theatre,

Knox, Ind.—General patronage.

THE CIRCLE: Eleanor Boardman—A fair

program offering but a very weak attraction, six

reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer-
One hundred per cent entertainment, if you can
get them in. Title and photos seemed to kill it

for us. Six reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand the-

atre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE MYSTIC: Special cast—"The Mystic.” I

found, drew better than I had anticipated. Any-
thing mysterious naturally appeals to the human
mind. Exploit this show in this manner and they
will come to see it and be pleased. Monday,
Tuesday, 15 and 35 cents.—Bertin E. Leveque,
Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—A splendid production that did well at

the box office. Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Ranier, Ore.—General patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Very pretty,

and good entertainment. Technicolor of Ziegfeld
Follies very good and a real eye full. Six reels.

—

W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington,
Wis.—General patronage.

SUN UP: Special cast—M. G. should have
shelved this ancient history. Costumes, etc. One
of those pictures you’re glad when it says “the
end.” Five reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre,

Port Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—Very
good, entertaining. All the pranks of college life

confined right to West Point. Eight reels.

—

W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire Windsor-
Very good picture. Will please all. Has a
mighty fine race scene.—George C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General pat-
ronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—A good
comedy-drama program picture.—J. W. Baird,
Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General pat-
ronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Peter the Great—
This is without question the best dog picture 1

ever saw. It will draw big. Buy it.—George C.
Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

THE RAG MAN: Jackie Coogan—Very good.
Buy it.—George C. Starkey, Opera House, Mon-
tour Falls, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—One of

the finest and most pleasing pictures that I have
ever had on my screen. Everyone seemed more
than satisfied. In fact, a great many stopped to

say it was very good. Mae Busch I think de-
serves as much credit for the fine quality of her

work as any in the cast. Seven reels.—Louis J.

Frisch, Harbor theatre, Ashtabula, O.—General
patronage.

THE WAY OF A GIRL: Eleanor Boardman

—

Something a little bit different that pleased ex-
ceptionally well. Six reels.—S G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

PROUD FLESH: Special cast—This will get
by on an off night. Six reels.—W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

SHERLOCK, JR. : Buster Keaton :—This star
always draws a full house. He is at his best in
this feature. Six reels.—J. H. Wardwell, Ward-
well theatre, Stockton Springs, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

WILD ORANGES: Virginia Valli—A very
good regular program picture. Seven reels.—Gia-
coma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT : Marion Davies

—

Print very dim and the picture was spoiled. Just
a fair picture. George C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.—General patronage.

Paramount
IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Had a lot of

nice compliments from people as they went out.
First Meighan that made me any money. It’s
a good bet.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—One
patron^ said, “9 reels of legs and one reel of
thrills. Yes sir this is a regular leg show
which should pull them in, in the bigger places.
Not much for a family theatre. A lot of the
scenes could have been trimmed a little more.
A few kicked at some of the bare spots, but at
that it was a good show. Ten reels.—J. R.
Ullman, Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn.—General
patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson

—

This is one picture where my audience and I do
not -agree. Heard so much criticism of the anti-
spirit, that I thought it was going to flop before-
hand. But said audience was tickled over it.

Gloria as an old lady opened up as much sympa-
thy in my heart as Cleopatra’s mummy would.
Thursday, Friday, 25 and 50 cents.—Bertin E.
Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General
patronage.

FLOWER OF NIGHT: Pola Negri—Well,
well! Pola, where did you get the leading man?
Wonders never cease! The next time, why not
try Ben Turpin and we’ll know whether to laugh
or cry? But, I must say this much, the story
is more to the taste of the smaller towns. The
first day’s run was only fair (giving it a wide
margin) but public opinion made the second day
much better, but how they .razzed the male lead.
Don’t let them tell you at the exchange it’s a
special.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre,
Crowley, La.—General patronage.

A REGULAR FELLOW : Raymond Griffith

—

Raymond Griffith was a regular fellow in this.
My patrons enjoyed this one very much. Al-
though he is a prince, he goes over good. Get
this and boost it. Seven reels.—Holt and Dick,
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General pa-
tronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Really the
best Gloria Swanson picture we ever had. She
does some of her finest work in this picture.
Very well produced. Pleased all of our patrons.
Business only fair. Seven reels.—Clarence Wag-
ner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, III.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Played Thanksgiving day and I congratulated
myself in being so fortunate as to pick such a
picture as this for this day. It is a fine picture
for any audience. Wish we could get more like

it. Seven reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre,

Clifton Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt^Just
an average program picture, but good. You can
book it for one day and feel safe. Just a fair

business. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, III.—Neighborhood patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—Very good with
a South Sea setting. Marmont stands out. Seven
reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ash-
land, O.—General patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—Fine picture for
small town. Did not hear any kicks and quite a
few compliments. Paramount seems to be mak-
ing pictures suitable for small towns as well as
large.— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruzes-While
I did not break any house records with this

one, I pleased the fans that did come out. This
picture will stand an increase in admission. I

consider the story as good as "The Wagon.”
However, it’s not as big a production. Charged
20-35 cents with no kicks. Some said “It’s better
than “The Wagon.” A few came back to see
it the second night. Plenty of good comedy to
put it over, Western fans will sure enjoy it.

Ten reels.—Albert Metzger, Fairy theatre, Knox,
Ind.—-General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—A very
fair picture. Cast great. In same class as “The
Covered Wagon,” “The Iron Horse,” “North of
36,” I can’t see where one has it over the other,
only “The Covered Wagon” had biggest draft
at box office.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Here
is one of the best pictures of the year. To me
it was better than “The Covered Wagon.” Story
much better to follow than “The Covered Wagon."
A real treat to anyone, and educates too. Ten
reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

THE SPANIARD: Ricardo Cortez—Played two
days. Terrible business. It snowed one night
and also had an American Legion play in com-
petition with it. The picture did not entertain

those that came either. He is no Valentino.
The leading woman was mighty poor also. Seven
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—Better class patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—Good
show. Lots of action. Suitable for any house.

—

E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.

—

General patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A very
good program picture with Griffith carrying off

the honors. Viola Dana had too small a part
to get her anywhere in this. But, we like her

here fine. This type of picture is very popular
here and believe Griffith will build up strong.

Seven reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—-“Thank God for

five yard McCarthy.” Amen, to you, “Chicago
Tribune." Boy, “The Chicago Tribune” editorial

hit the nail right on the head in that editorial.

It’s goodbye Rudolph as far as I am concerned.

“Cobra” has nothing to warrant the price I paid

for it. Nothing more than any fifteen dollar

picture that I can buy with more solid enter-

tainment and just as much drag at the box
office. This chap is living only on his sheik

reputation and that is not carrying him far in

these country towns. As decided a flop as has
ever crossed our screen and I don’t mean maybe.
There is not a flash of anything in it that would
keep anyone but a few female morons awake. A
dead draggy production that I bet Famous
Players-Lasky were ashamed to put out at the

price, their only justification being the price

they paid him.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre,

Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—Simply a rotten

picture. Photography very poor. Picture too

slow. Business terrible. Valentino sure lost his

drawing power as far as this picture is concerned.

If you don’t want to play to an empty house,

lay off of this one. No doubt this picture was
oversold to everyone as it was in this house.

How about a credit? Seven reels.—Clarence
Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE: Special cast—Splendid.

Wonderfully cast with one exception and splen-

didly acted. No one actor stands out alone.
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They are all fine, mounted and photographed
right. Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace
theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN BED: Cecil B. De Mille—Very
good picture done in the usual Cecil De Mille
style. Ten reels.—C. C. Baker, Strand theatre,
Britton, S. D.—General patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—A very
good regular program picture. Seven reels.

—

Giacoma Bros. Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—This
picture is nothing and you would not get your
electric bill if it was not for Meighan.—George
C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—Very
good show. Lots of hokum but guess that is

what lots of people like. Seven reels.—E. J.

Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General
patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—Pic-

ture one of Meighan’s best. Better than “Coming
Through.” Tommy needs different stories. Pic-

tures too much alike. They come to see Tommy
and not ihe picture.—C. C. Baker, Strand theatre,

Britton, S. D.—General patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—Why
don’t they give Meighan some pictures which
have some action or story? Our people sure do

like him, but ordinary pictures cannot be put

over very much longer and hold up his reputa-

tion. Seven reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star thea-

tre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK: Adolph Menjou—
Not the kind of a show for us. It is a weak
feature for a small town audience. We played it

Saturday night, which was a mistake. Not even

a good program show. Six reels.—C. A. Angle-

mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class

patronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK: Adolph Menjou—

A

piece of trash that had no excuse for ever

having been made. Menjou had been popular

here but this didn’t help him a little bit. Para-

mount can turn out mighty poor stuff when it

wants to. However, we all know that. Six

reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—His

best at the box office for us so far. It is a

good show for Saturday. Plenty of fast comedy
in it. Ray pleases. Keep away from the slap-

stick a little. Not too much will be O. K.

Vera Reynolds was good as the female lead

opposite Raymond. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire,

“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class patron-

age.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—Adults said

plenty slow, 10 reels. But not much of a show.

Mostly for the kids.—J. W. Baird, Strand thea-

tre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General patronage.

THE AIR MAIL: Billie Dove—This picture

was a surprise to us and our patrons. It did

not draw well but from the comments we over-

heard it must have pleased 100 per cent. It is

an excellent regular program offering. The 'story

is good, consistent and plausible. Print and

settings fine. One of those pictures good for any

house. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal thea-

tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Just another story for Thomas Meighan.
They pick all their mediocre stories for Tom.
Acting good. Will please fairly well where
Meighan is popular. Just drew a fair business.

Seven reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

NEW BROOMS: B?tty Compson—A medium
comedy drama ; a domestic story told in a very

good way. Just about got away with this one.

A fair program picture. Seven reels.—Holt &
Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—Gen-

eral patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—This
picture evidently built for box office. Did nice

business and pleased all who saw it. Personally,

I thought it only ordinary. Seven reels.—R. E.

Byard, Minor theatre, Areata, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

MADAME SANS GENE: Gloria Swanson

—

Good if they like costume.—E. J. Reynolds, Lib-

erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

MADAME SANS GENE: Gloria Swanson— •

Poor Gloria fought valiantly but—I presume
Paramount really “killed her” when they gave
her this type of play so unsuited to her, and
then they completely “buried her” when they

w^nt into far fields for directors and actors.

This play dragged terribly and what a lot of

unattractive men ! If Dave Griffith or DeMille

had been given this, the result would have b?en

entirely different. Don’t book it, but if you
have it booked for Heaven’s sake boost it hard,
for you won’t be put in jail for showing it

and there are a lot of good war and court scenes,
elaborate sets and gowns, historical interest, and
much comedy. We ran it at regular prices 25-10
cents, and lost heavily, but I feel more sorry for
Gloria than for myself. Eleven reels, which is

3 to 4 reels too long.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

WAGES OF VIRTUE: Gloria Swanson—I’ve
been experiencing a string of duds like this from
Paramount. “Forbidden Paradise,” “Sainted
Devil,’’ “Argentine Love,” and now this one. All
in succession. Looks better from now on, how-
ever. Seven reels.—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre,
Eureka, Kans.—Small town patronage.

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT: Special cast—
Good picture.—Chas. D. Weston, Fairfax, S. Dak.
—General patronage.

COMIN’ THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—This
picture better than “The Alaskan” but not up to
the Meighan standard. Why don’t they give him
better pictures ? I think they should give him
something better. He always draws a good crowd
here. Seven reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement
Association, Odd Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N.
Y.—General patronage.

ADVENTURE: Special cast—Thank you, di-

rector Victor Fleming, for what you put into

“Adventure,” and also for what you did not
put in. You did not fall into the usual pitfall

of making the native black fights a gruesome
bloody spectacle, nor of having the heroine ruth-
lessly attacked by the ruffians. You gave just

the right proportions of South Sea Island detail

and real drama, and you made a whale of a

fine play. You made Pauline Starke a mighty
popular actress over night, and enhanced the fine

reputation of Tom Moore ; you made Beery and
Hatton a pair of entertaining, laughable rogues
with all their villainous ways. You have given
us a play that appeals to men, women and
children, hence of great value to exhibitors. You
are a real director.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De
Mille—Played return date within three weeks to

capacity business. Greatest box office attraction

made. Eleven reels.—A. C. Russell, New Iris

theatre, Velva, N. D.—Mixed patronage

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME: Special

cast—A very good offering which drew a good
attendance and pleased the majority. Eight reels.

—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—

r

Neighborhood patronage.

TO THE LAST MAN: Richard Dix—This was
very good and pleased to perfection. Dix is very

well liked here but does not have the following

that I think he ought to have. Eight reels.

—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice

Joy—Good picture that did a complete box office

flop for us because our patrons seemed to think
it was only a style show. The few who saw
it pronounced it a dandy show.—O. F. Craig,

Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town pa-

tronage.

THE KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Men-
jou—Very good farce comedy, but not a special by
any means. Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

THE KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Men-
jou—A very good attraction. Pleased all who saw
it. A poor box office bet, but just the same a

very good picture. It’s good for any house, but
only a one day picture. Six reels.—Clarence
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Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Good family picture and pleased a good crowd.
Fine for Christmas. Six reels.—O. F. Craig,
Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—Rates
way up toward the top with our crowd. The
comedy in this is great. Has plenty of action,

and the best forest fire we ever saw on the
screen. Splendid show.—O. F. Craig, Royal thea-

tre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—Clever
and full of laughs. A little silly, but will please.

—George C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Silly lot of nothing. Pass it up.—George C.

Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—

-

General patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Picture very

good but, just as all exhibitors report. Pathe got

it all. My first try on anything like it and I have

since wondered why I was such a boob. There is

no picture made worth 50 per cent of any man’s
gross and the only reason they (the exchange)

get it is that Barnum was right. But still I

wonder of all who got stung if they don’t let

the exchange trim them again on the next one.

—

Louis J. Frisch, Harbor theatre, Ashtabula, O.

—

General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Great pic-

ture to very poor business, probably occasioned

by 50 cents admission and nearness to Christmas.

Seven reels.—R. E. Byard, Minor theatre, Areata,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—I agree

with the majority of exhibitors that “The Fresh-

man” is Lloyd’s greatest comedy, but he failed

to draw any extra business due to the extreme
cold weather we had during the run. Pathe, as

usual, got all the coin, and for good measure they

station a man at your door to get their share of

the split, which amounted to the immense sum of

$1.65 here. Pathe’s system of selling the Lloyd
series by guaranteeing them a high rental and
then a split besides was the most unfavorable
contract I have ever had. Goodbye, Pathe ; you
used your last club on me.—J. A. Zimmerman,
Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General patronage.

KIVALINA OF THE ICELANDS: Special cast

—This is another one of Pathe’s promising “Gold
Rushes” that failed to materialize any rush, say-

ing nothing about the gold. Just seven ree’s of

fillum with a little natural color at the start and
finish without the least semblance of a story,

with a lot of bum photography and jerky camera
motion. The worst lemon I ever ran in the

house and they told me so. If there is such a
thing as imprisoning anyone for taking money
under false pretense, I should be in jail for run-
ning it. Seven reels.—C. H. Bills, Opera House,
Lenora, Kan.—Small town patronage

KING OF THE WILD HORSES: Rex—We
kept passing this up because we were afraid of it,

but they finally made the price so cheap we fig-

ured we could not lose, so we booked it and
pleased a large crowd. One of the best we ever
played and Pathe gave us a brand new print.

The small town exhibitor who passes this up is

cheating himself.—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre,
Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

Preferred
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: Special cast—This

kind of story has been played too often. Fairly
interesting if you have not seen too many of

these pictures. No comments from patrons, no
kicks, no boosts. Good program. Six reels.

—

Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
—General patronage.

THE BOOMERANG: Anita Stewart—A very
poor drawing card for us and played to pool-

business for two days. They like more action
than this one had. It takes a mighty good com-
edy feature to please our crowd. This is not
more than average program feature. Seven
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—Better class patronage.

Prod. Dist. Co.
BAD LANDS: Harry Carey—Very good

picture which I didn’t make money with on ac-
count playing it only one night. The Indian
fights would bring in the people the second night
and any man should play this two nights, but I

had another picture for the next night, so had
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to let it go. Play this two nights and let them

know about it. Very good photos, but seems as

if they won’t bring the people out when they

are broke in finance. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

RAMSHACKLE HOUSE: Betty Compson—

A

good program, picture.—J. W. Baird, Strand the-

atre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General patronage.

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN: Special cast

—A Western, but with a different twist. The
members of the cast all stand out just like they

are the real article, therefore, each of them
demonstrates they know their stuff. The story

is interesting and sustains interest all the way
through. Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy

theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

HOLD YOUR BREATH: Dorothy Devore—

A

good clean comedy. Went over very satisfactory.

Eight reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage

United Artists

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
More power to Mary. Looks as young as ever

on the screen. Boys, you can make some jack

on this one. We did. Played it December 13,

14, 15. It being close to Christmas hurt a

trifle. A fine picture for old and young. Ten
reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—A very

unsatisfactory picture. Audience expected to see

a whole lot better picture. It is very weak and
puerile. Very few laughs in it and when people

go to see Chaplin, they go to see comedy. Chap-
lin’s wish, that he wanted to be remembered by

this picture, will likely come true. Most of the

exhibitors will remember him by it if they get

stung as I did. United Artists are artists in

holding up the exhibitor for a stiff and entirely

unwarranted rental. Nine reels.—M. W. Matte-

check, Liberty theatre, Kennewick, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charles Chaplin—Yes, I

fell in line with some others that listened to a
smooth tongued salesman and paid a big price

and lost my shirt. I usually change every other

day, but booked this one four days. Did fair first

day and then fell down every day. Fellows, if

you book this show, buy it right and get a short

run, because it is a very ordinary one. Not an
expensive set and nothing to it. I also got stuck

on “Don Q,” so I guess that will quiet me for a
while on big prices. Lloyd is the only star left

that I haven’t been caught on Anyhow, it is a

great life if you don't weaken.—E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great: Spe-
cial cast—This is a fine dog picture. Pleased 95
per cent. Personally I thought it great.—J. W.
Baird, Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General
patronage.

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD: Douglas Fair-
banks—Played two days to poor business, consid-
ering the big picture it is. They don’t want this

kind of costume picture in our town and they
showed it only too plain at the box office. Twelve
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—Better class patronage.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS: Douglas Fair-
banks—Well, if your audience likes long drawn
out costume stuff it might please, but not here.

Half the audience walked out by the time the
picture was half over and I did not have one-
fourth of the crowd when I finished. Eleven
reels.—F. J, O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS: Douglas Fair-
banks—Was a little late in playing this, but like

a book, it’s new until you play it. I had a brand
new print and a nice little crowd out for this
picture, which was greatly enjoyed by all who
saw it.—J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora,
Minn.—General patronage.

FAIR LADY : Special cast—Just a picture.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

WAY DOWN EAST: D. W. Griffith—Here is

one answer to the question “What Does the Pub-
lic Want?” The public certainly wanted this
one. How they wept over the pathetic scenes of
Lillian Gish ! How they roared over the comedy !

How they beat time to the Virginia reel 1 How
they applauded Barthelmess when he hurdled
across the cakes of ice ! And how they smiled
as they filed out 1 Dave Griffith—your name on
a poster is as welcome as a paid up mortgage.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Universal
THE HOMEMAKER: Alice Joyce—Just an-

other darn good picture from our old standby

—

Universal. Acting, story, photography, directing,

everything the best. It’s just a little different.

Book it. Eight reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Everything phantom. Opera house had
one ; my patrons were all phantom ; the money in

the till was all phantom. Only thing real was
the red ink I used in the ledger. Worked harder

and spent more money on this than any other

picture. Actual attendance not even up to regu-

lar Wednesday-Thursday mark. Ten reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand, Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Special cast—
As good as the usual run of the White List,

which is giving Universal a lot of credit, for

they all have been good so far. Seven reels.

—

C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

SIEGE: Special cast—An excellent production

that you can boost to the limit Seven reels.—A.

G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
A very good Gibson. The rodeo stuff made ou

of the ordinary. Not the masterpice Mr. Laemmle
raves about in the current Universal Weekly.
That gentleman can certainly wax most enthu-

siastic over his productions. Six reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

A CIRCUS CYCLONE: Special cast—A circus

Western story with a trained horse that is fine.

Everyone like it and business was brisk. Five

reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—This is a good live one that seems to

please generally. The blackface part is good for

a howl oi; two. The big bus takes the eye of

the auto enthusiast.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia
theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—A won-
derfully good Western subject that should go over
anywhere. Horse and dog are real stars. Did
fairly well at box office. Five reels.—A. G. Wi -

wer. Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BURNING TRAIL: William Desmond

—

A Western like them all. Good if your crowd
likes this stuff.—George C. Starkey, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH : Hoot Gibson—This is only a

fair picture and is the poorest Gibson I ever saw.
Who told Carl's son he could direct? First night
good crowd, second night poor. Surely not
worthy of Jewel trademark. Six reels.—C. H.
Moulton, Bijou theatre, Beach, N. D.—Sm .11

town patronage.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Oh, what
a fine piece of entertainment this is. No foolin',

it's better than “Calgary Stampede,’’ and that
was a plumb good one. Six reels.—M. J. Aley,
Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

I'LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—The best Denny to date. Has everything
that a picture needs to go over with any audi-
ence. Get this and get behind it and it will

bring the berries. Eight reels.—C. H. Bills,

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—Excellent

entertainment. Business light account very bad

weather. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Ranier, Ore.—General patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—A fine bit of

foolishness that drew, as do all Denny pictures.

Made them laugh and was a good evening’s en-

tertainment and a pleasure to all. Seven reels.

—

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—Have seen

Peters in much better pictures than this one.

Will get by as just fair.—George C. Starkey,

Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—A real good
sea picture with plenty of action and interest.

Patsy Ruth Miller deserves a lot of credit in this

picture. Six reels.—C. H. Bills, Opera House,
Leonora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson -The salesman
told me Hoot would beat Tom Mix in this one,

but I failed to see it. Some very good riding

for Hoot, but the story was not there. Nothing
but a great big round of Western stuff. Would
have made a great scenic affair for the Newspic-
ture reel. Hoot will have to get belter stories and
plots, to beat Tom Mix. Five reels.—Holt &
Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SIGN OF THE CACTUS: Jack Hoxie—
Drew Western fans and seemed to please them.
Just an ordinary Western.—R. K. Lattin, Strand
theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Will
get by with the Gibson fans, not bad but far

from Gibson’s best. A real exciting horse race.

The story hinges on a wild mare that shows
saddle marks. This caused several remarks.
Hoot runs down the wild mare with his saddle

horse and wins a race with her. People wonder
why he did not use his own horse as it was
evidently the fastest. You can’t fool the West-
ern people with this Western bunk. Six reels.

—

Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

HIT AND RUN: Hoot Gibson—A dandy show
that pleased all classes for us. Had a good crowd
and everybody enjoyed it, even the ladies. Rather
old, but Universal gave us a brand new print.

More good clean comedy in this than anything
we have played in a long time. Six reels.—D. F.

Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—A West-
ern and to my mind unless they are put on in

the form of a big picture like “North of ’36’’

they are all alike.—George C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General patronage.

WINE: Clara Bow—The name is not much of

a drawing card, but the picture is very good.

Don’t be afraid to buy this one.—George C. Star-

key, Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General
patronage.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—A good pic-

ture. One of those on the full service contract.

—

George C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—General patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—An excep-
tional audience picture. Everyone liked it. Had
no bad comments at all. Photography, acting,

direction all good. Universal is sure putting out
exceptional pictures. They are worthy of any
theatre, large or small. Book this one. Plenty
of action. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE TURMOIL: Special cast—A gcod lesson

of life. Acting very good. Entertainment value

not much. Amusement value nix. Do not play
this on or near the same date as the fifth episode

of “The Fighting Ranger’’ because scenes are too

much alike. The audience made several remarks
about it. Seven reels.—Robt. L. Anderson,
Olympic theatre, Forks, Wash.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN: William Des-
mond—Lumber jack picUire. Five reels.—Gia-
coma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

THE LAW FORBIDS: Baby Peggy—A dandy
picture. Play it by all means. Peggy is just as

cute as she always was.—George C. Starkey,
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.—General
patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRET: Baby Peggy—This is

an old one and not much of a story to it. Baby
Peggy’s acting is good.—R. K. Lattin, Strand
theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
THE ONE SHOT RANGER: Pete Morrison—
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Very good action comedy Western. Average

business. Five reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand the-

atre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE MYSTERY OF LOST RANCH: Pete

Morrison—These Morrison pictures don’t amount
to much, so I would advise you to leave them
alone.—George C. Starkey, Opera House, Mon-
tour Falls, N. Y.—General patronage

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert

Lytell—Good out-door picture. Will please.

—

George C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—General patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin-

Better than “Charley’s Aunt.’’ But you will need

more advertising to put it over while new. The

women like this comedy. Personally I think it

the best comedy since “Grandma’s Boy” by Lloyd.

Give this a long run and you will build each day.

Eight reels. A. C. Russell, New Iris theatre,

Velva, N. D.—Mixed patronage.

ROSE OF THE WORLD: Patsy Ruth Miller-

Just an average program picture, although it

followed the original story more closely than the

general run of pictures adapted from stories do.

Rather slow in action. A good one day picture.

Book it. Eight reels..—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—You can’t go

wrong on this one if you like action pictures

with plenty of laughs. A picture that is sure to

please. A few more like this one and Warner
Bros, will climb to the front. Keep up the good

work, Warners, this is the kind of pictures that

brings them back. Seven reels.—Albert Metzger,

Fairy theatre, Knox, Ind.—General patronage.

MY WIFE AND I: Irene Rich—I have been

exhibiting for about ten years and have my first

audience yet to get that cares for a picture

showing family troubles, love affairs and so on.

One man trying to have two women or vice

versa. Warners have got them all cheated for

these kind of pictures. Where they get that

stuff I am at a loss to know. Actors good if in

a picture with something to it. Seven reels.

—

J. J. Sarah, Sarah theatre, Canon City, Colo.

—

General patronage.

THE PRINTER’S DEVIL: Wesley Barry—

A

real good show with quite a sprinkling of com-
edy in it, which went over good, hut Wesley is

getting too large for those juvenile parts. As a

whole it was a good show. Seven reels.—F. J.

O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—A good
Saturday action picture for the small town.

Monte Blue where he belongs. Railroad shots

very good. Seven reels.—Albert Metzger, Fairy

theatre, Knox, Ind.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monty Blue—A fine

entertainment ; good story. Well done. Gave sat-

isfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Another
Warner warrior. Played it Thanksgiving day to

a good, well pleased audience. A good picture.

Book it. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
THE OVERLAND LIMITED: Special cast>-

First showing in the state of Minnesota, to-

gether with Lloyd Hamilton comedy "The
Movies.” Made a nice little program that pleased
most everyone that saw it. New prints out of

Minneapolis F. & R. office and film rental rea-

sonable. Played Sept. 27-28, 1925.—J. A. Zim-
merman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General
patronage.

RIDIN’ MAD: Yakima Canutt—Just another
Western that will get by. About as good as

any of the Canutts. The greatest trouble we
have had with state rights pictures is the fact

that they nearly all have poor photography and
poor direction. The photography in this was
good but the direction was terrible. Why don’t

they make only half the number of pictures and
make what they do make only of the best quality?

There are lots of Westerns better. Five reels.

—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE SPEED SPOOK: Johnny Hines—Played
this on Saturday and went over good to a good

sized crowd. Everybody seemed to enjoy this

picture. Good program. Suits any small town.
Six reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

THE UNWRITTEN LAW : Elaine Hammer-

stein—Good old Texan melodrama. Seven reels.—
W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington,
Wis.—General patronage.

Serials

UNIVERSAL
THE EAGLE’S TALONS: Special casU-No. 3.

Holding up good and it seemed to please. Two
reels.—-F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE EAGLE’S TALONS: Going good. A very
good serial, so far.—F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: Jack Daugherty

—

Have played chapter five and it is holding up
better than any serial we ever played. Con-
tains some of the finest mountain scenery we
ever saw in a serial, and has lots of the thrilling

stuff that makes ’em come back for more.—O. F.

Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: Special
cast—This is a mighty good serial. Has a pretty
scene at the opening of each episode, of the
grand entry of a circus.—George C. Starkey,
Opera House. Montour Falls, N. Y.—General
patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: William Desmond—

-

Now playing ninth episode. One of the best
serials we have played in a long time. Two
reels.—R. E. Byard, Minor theatre. Areata, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: William Desmond

—

Am on my sixth episode and this serial is hold-

ing up fine. Am playing this on my full service

contract with Universal. Any small town that
has not this contract is missing a good bet.

—

George C. Starkey, Opera House, Montour Falls,

N. Y.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: William Desmond

—

Started off to good business and looks like a

humdinger. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: William Desmond—

A

good serial but we are too late on it, apparently.

Very bad prints out of Dallas, which was a

distinct disappointment after the excellent run
we had with "The Great Circus Mystery.” Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: William Desmond—
Looks like it is going to be good. Eileen Sedg-

wick is weak at the opening but may build.

Story is going to be good, we think. Two
reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: William Des-
mond—On chapter 9 and holding up fine. A very

good serial. Two reels..—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

PATHE
INTO THE NET: Special cast—Still going

strong. Now on the 7th episode. Consider this

a very good serial.—Schaghticoke Amusement As-
sociation, Odd Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N.
Y.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

AIR POCKETS: Lige Conley—Another Mer-
maid that gets the laughs. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

BUSY BUDDIES: This was a fairly good

comedy. As a rule we always can figure on
getting a good comedy from Educational. Two
reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,

Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE CHASE: I consider this one of the most
unusual and finest novelty films that I have ever

used. A skiing picture taken in the Alps that

makes our speed comedies look like slow motion
pictures. Wonderful scenery and many fine re-

marks heard about it after showing. Get this

one. Educational will sell it to you right.

—

J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE DOME DOCTOR: Larry Semon—

A

splendid comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE DOME DOCTOR: Larry Semon—-I think

Semon ought to see a dome doctor. His come-

dies get poorer and poorer. I have not seen a

good one from him since "The Saw Mill.” Get

down to earth, Larry, and give us some good

ones. Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea-

tre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

DON’T PINCH. Bobby Vernon—Another Ver-

non comedy that rang the bell for us. There

hasn’t been one of his new series a failure for

us as a comedy. A dandy comedy and no mis-

take. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, "Y” theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—Better class patronage.

FELIX GRABS HIS GRUB: Felix is not the

zero item on the short unit list by any means.

For an audience that has any sense of humor
and imagination, book him.—Bertin E. Leveque,

Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

THE GOAT GETTERS: Another good one
from Educational. I think they are making bet-

ter comedies than any other short subject firm.

Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

A GOOFY GOB: Billy Dooley—Very good
comedy. I wish we could get more like it. Find
Educational out of San Francisco—a fine bunch
of people to deal with. Always trying to please

you. Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

HIS HIGH HORSE: Very very good. Saved
my show for the night. Two reels.—W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

HOT AIR: Lee Moran—This was a very good
comedy and went over very good. But I never
could see much in this Lee Moran as a comedy
artist. Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

LOVE MANIA: A1 St. John—An average good
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MAID IN MOROCCO: Lupino Lane—Very
good comedy and will please. Educational com-
edies I find usually satisfy and I run them all.

Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach,
N. D.—Small town patronage.

OFF HIS BEAT: Walter Hiers—One of Hiers’

best. Patrons really enjoyed this one. Two reels.

—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights.

Pa.—General patronage.

ONE NIGHT IT RAINED: Very good comedy
that will go ever nicely with the better class

patron. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

A RARIN’ ROMEO: Walter Hiers—A fair

comedy which was received with some laughter.

A little better than his others. Two reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

Better class patronage.

SITTIN’ PRETTY: Cliff Bowes—Just an or-

dinary one reeler with some laughs, and plenty

of pretty knees, in it. One reel.—C. A. Angle-
mire, "Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class

patronage.

THERE HE GOES: Lige Conley—Some like it.

Some didn’t. Seemed to get a rise out of our
audience and brought a handclap at the end, so

guess it went over all right. Two reels.—Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

WAITING: Best Hamilton we’ve shown to date.

Two reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port
Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

WATCH OUT: Bobby Vernon—Somehow Bobby
Vernon Comedies are all good. Try this one and
please your patrons. Two reels.—Holt & Dick.

Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General
patronage.

WATCH OUT: Bobby Vernon—Bobby is always
fair to good. This one got plenty of laughs.

Two reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port
Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

WHO’S WHO: A poor one reel comedy. They
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must be good to make ’em laugh these days. One

ree l.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,

Pa.—Better class patronage.

WIDE AWAKE: Lige Conley—A mermaid

comedy with the usual quota of laughs in it that

pleased young and old. A funny one all right.

Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—Better class patronage.

WILD CAT WILLIE: A regular average

comedy. Nothing to rave about, yet a few laughs.

Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

THE GIANT KILLER: Dinky Doodle—This is

a clever little cartoon reel that should please.

It’s very different from anything that we have

ever seen before. One reel.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

HOLD TIGHT: One of the best two reel

comedies we have run for sometime. Two reels.

—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan.—
General patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—No. 3.

She is still at it. Got them locoed.—F. J. O’Hara.

Community theatre, Elgin, Neb. Neighborhood

patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Well,

she still keeps them coming and it is a pleasure

to hear them roar. Two reels.—F. J. O Hara

Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood

patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—“Don
Coo Coo”—Not very much to this one and when

they don’t make special effort to see it in con-

nection with a good show, like “Her Reputation,’

then I guess I better not say much, but every

time I run them it seems to me the crowd is

smaller every Saturday. So I guess a good comedy

is better than this series. Two reels.—R. Duba,

Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PIED PIPER: Dinky Doodle—This was

the best one ever ran here of the Brays. Make
good go-getters. Rate 95 per cent. Films good.

One reel.—J. W. Ryder Jewel theatre, Verndale,

Minn.—General patronage.

WELCOME GRANGER: Alberta Vaughn.—
This was a ringer, as all of this series are. This

was the first chapter of “The Pacemakers” and
it was up to the average of the series preceding it.

Pleased our audience and what more could you
ask? Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

FOX
A BIG GAME HUNTER: Not as good as other

Van Bibber comedies that I have run. Very
mediocre. Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace
theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER: Pretty good com-
edy. Patrons enjoyed this one. Two reels.

—

Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.

—General patronage.

TONS OF TROUBLE: Just a regular average
comedy. Nothing to rave about, but will be
passable. Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace thea-

tre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

PATHE
BUCCANEERS: Our Gang—An extra good

comedy that pleased them all. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

BUCCANEERS: Our Gang—Got lots of laughs.
—Chas. O. Weston, Fairfax, So. Dak.—General
patronage.

DERBY DAY : Our Gang—These kids are
great. They can act.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A DOG’S LIFE: Charley Chaplin—I tried to

stage a famous come-back on this comedy, as I

was fooled into it by Pathe, and will say if every
exhibitor fails with “A Dog’s Life” as I did
Pathe will stand a big loss on the remaining
three Chaplin comedies. If you can buy this

comedy at comedy price, do so, but if you have
to pay feature rental as I did, leave it alone.
Three reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

DON’T TELL DAD: Ralph Graves—Ralph
Graves comedies are always full of comical situ-

ations. Ralph has a pleasing personality of which
he takes full advantage. Two reels.—Bertin E.
Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General
patronage.

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF: Our Gang-
All the Gang comedies are good and this one
was a regular scream. Played Thanksgiving day
and gave my patrons a real treat. Two reels.

—

Holt & Dick, Place theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
—General patronage.

THE HALFBACK OF NOTRE DAME: If they

make any more comedies as funny as this, I

shall have to issue accident policies with every

admission ticket. When Harry was kicked over

the bars for a goal, our town fat man shook so

hard, he dislocated his ribs and the doctors can’t

unsnarl them, so I’ve lost my best patron. Ain’t

that h ?—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Beginning with issue No. 93,

the Anniversary features of the News are most
interesting and worthy of special exploitation.

We are letting them know about it and have
created quite a bit of business on the strength of

this resume of the great events of the past 15

years. One reel.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

PERMANENT WAVES: Good as are most of

these Fables.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

PICKING PEACHES: Harry Langdon—

A

scream. Had several tell me this was worth
more than the price of two ordinary shows. Two
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

SOMEWHERE IN SOMEWHERE: This is the
funniest one in a long time. No feminine lead,

but the two boys put it over in a howl. If you
are sophisticated you will note some vulgarity
in it. Two reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia
theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

STEREOSCOPIES: Ives-Levinthal — Brother
Exhibitors, these are a novelty, but they will not
get you an extra dime after the first one. I put
the first over to big business and after that they
did not draw any extra business at all. My advice
would be to lay off, or just buy one and run it.

No comments either way, whether they pleased
or not.—C. H. Bills, Opera House, Lenora, Kans.—Small town patronage.

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN: This wasn’t
tame comedy and "tame women” does not live
up to its name. Just a fair comedy. That’s all.
Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

THE WATER WAGON: Good comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
DAY OF REST: Joe Murphy—The Gumps

don’t seem to please here at all, and this was
no better than the rest. Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

DISCORD IN A FLAT: Arthur Lake—The
poorest of these comedies so far. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

DRY UP: Would class this as just a fair
comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

FAMILY ROW : Buddy Messinger—Not much
to it. A tale of newly married couple with a
lot of trouble and didn’t raise a laugh in my
place, so don’t think they liked it very much.
Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. Dak.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING SCHOOLMARM: Josie Sedg-
wick—Fair. Two reels.—Robt. L. Anderson,
Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE GREEN HORN: Charles Puffy—Not
much as a comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.
HEART TROUBLE: Arthur Lake—A very

good little comedy that pleased all. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore'.—
General patronage.

KICKED ABOUT: Eddie Gordon. This comedy
seemed to keep the crowds in good humor. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grant theatre. Rainier,
Ore.—General patronage.

THE KID FROM MADRID, MICHIGAN: Billy
Sullivan Very good. Some were disappointed
because they are used to seeing Denny in “The
Leather Pushers” but said it was good anyway.
Two reels.—Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre.
Forks, Wash.—Small town patronage.
A LUCKY ACCIDENT: Charles Puffy—Pretty

fair comedy that seemed to please generally.
One reel. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,
Ore.—General patronage.

MARRIED NEIGHBORS: Century—Very poor,
as are most all Century comedies. No plot, stars
nor laughs. Two reels.—R. E. Byard, Minor
theatre. Areata, Cal.—Small town patronage.

MIND YOUR DOCTOR: Bull’s Eye—Good.
One reel.—Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre,
Forks, Wash.—Small town patronage.

NOBODY’S SWEETHEART: Wanda Wiley-

Very clever comedy but Universal spoiled same

for me by sending rotten print and no fore-

word on the starting reel. My people thought

that it was part of the show the way it started

but found out different before it was over. Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.

—General patronage.

OFFICER 13: Funny Comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General

patronage.

THE OUTLAW: Jack Perrin—These two reel

Westerns have plenty of action and good titles

and paper. They do well for us and please our

Saturday crowds. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,

Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

POWDERED CHICKENS: Edna Marian—An
average comedy that seemed to satisfy generally.

Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

THE PRONTO KID: Ed Cobb—An average

Western feature that went over nicely in a short

feature program. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,

Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00 .

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used

projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-

built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.

Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000

5-ply veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very

reasonably priced. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas

Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: $1000 Butter Kist Pop Corn
Machine, been used very little. Good as new. Will

take half price if sold at once. Mrs. T. H. Hen-
dershot. Lyric theatre, Cumberland, la.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: The only two theatres in a

Northern Indiana town of 5,000. Good reason

for selling. A real live proposition. Quick ac-

tion and cash necessary. Address R. W. S.,

care Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: In Western New York town near

summer resort, theatre and equipment. Must sell

at once. Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 102, 407

So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: THEATRE FOR SALE OR

LEASE in town 5,000 to 10,000. Any territory.

Address M. L. Freedman, 600 Main St., Forest

City, Pa. (care of Forest City Amusement Co.).

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S NEW! The Lustrolite moving picture

theatre sign. The greatest changeable letter

electric announcement sign ever offered. Just

think! A three line double-face all metal sign,

white opal glass letter, complete letter assort-

ment included, price $300.00. Easy terms which

allow sign to pay for itself. Get our descriptive

matter at once. CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,

Manufacturers of LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC
SIGNS. 609 W. Fourth St., Davenport, Iowa.

ORGAN WANTED
HAVE YOU SEEBURG Organ Style S pre-

ferred that you wish to sell ? Must be in good con-

dition. Lyric Theatre, Erwin, Tenn.
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New
Oregon
Theatres

A 7EW Oregon theatres attesting

L V the forward trend of theatre

construction in the Northwest are

pietorially represented on this

page.

Above, left, stage and organ

grille of the new McDonald theatre

at Eugene, Ore. The treatment is

combined Roman and Byzantine.

Above, right, stage view of the
Venetian theatre, Portland, show-
ing organ grille located above and
in center of proscenium. The color
scheme is of golden browns.

Center, how ramp leads from
foyer to balcony of the Venetian
theatre, providing easy access to

upper level.

Below, left, foyer of McDonald
theatre, originally called the

“Lowell” in honor of Lowell Smith,
world flyer, but changed at request

of the public to McDonald, honor-
ing the owner, whose death oc-

curred just prior to the opening of

the theatre.

Below, right, detail of lobby of

Venetian theatre showing wicker
furnishings and artistic niche.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

$100,000 Theatre in

Omaha Soon to Be
Completed

The Dundee theatre, Omaha’s new $100,-

000 suburban motion picture house in the

most exclusive section of the city, is near-

ing completion. Painters are finishing the

interior, and seats and other equipment
will soon be in place.

A. R. Hansen, owner of the theatre, has
spared no expense in making the theatre a

model of its kind. Safety and comfort
has been his two aims in the construction

of the house. The theatre has seven exits,

and besides this fact, it is, so far as pos-

sible, fireproof in itself, as the construction

is all of fireproof material.

For the comfort of his patrons, Mr.
Hansen has made many plans. First

among these is a “mushroom” style heating
and ventilating system, with fresh air,

heated, coming up under the seats in win-
ter, and fresh air, cooled, coming out of

the mushroom apertures in summer. The
fresh air which goes through his heating
or cooling apparatus, as the case may be, is

taken directly from the outside, while the

foul air is removed through vents in the

ceiling. The furnace, fans and other equip-

ment cost about $10,000.

* * *

Another comfort feature provided for

guests is plenty of seat space. The up-
holstered seats will be 21 inches wide, and
the rows of seats will be 32 inches from
back to back.

The suburban theatre will have a seating-

capacity of 800. The exterior is of brick,

with steel supports in the walls so that the

roof is suspended independently of the

walls. The steel supports rest upon 125

piles driven into the ground, as Nebraska
soil contains no stratum of underlying
rock.

The front of the house will have a roomy
foyer, with four big entrances into the

theatre. Upstairs over the lobby will be
the manager’s office, an exceptionally

roomy and safe projection room and con-
veniences for guests, including a “cry
room,” where a mother with small children
may watch the performance through a

window.

A feature of the house will be a $10,000
Hillgreen-Lane pipe organ, being installed

by the Pitts Pipe Organ Company of

Omaha.
* * *

The stage is a roomy screen stage, but

is not constructed for elaborate vaudeville

acts. The exhibitor does not plan to have
vaudeville acts on his programs, concen-
trating on good pictures and organ music.
The Dundee is the first theatrical venture

for Mr. Hansen, who formerly has owned
a number of restaurants. He is giving per-

sonal supervision to the construction of the

theatre and intends to manage the house
himself and keep in close touch with all

affairs of the theatre.

Bush Additions to

Wurlitzer Plant

East Indian Style of

Architecture to Be
Work on the three-story addition of the

Wurlitzer factory at North Tonawanda,
N. Y., has been speeded, so that it may be
turned over to productive ends soon after

the first of the year, it is announced. It is

expected that the addition will be com-
pleted long before scheduled time. A one-
story addition to the machine shop is also

under construction.

The addition will permit the enlargement
of the metal pipe department. It is here
that the mammoth metal pipes used in the

Wurlitzer organs are patterned and sold-

ered. Bellows, wind chests, valves and
other inner workings of the player-piano
are to be manufactured on the second
floor. The third floor will be given over
to the manufacture of small goods.

The new building, completed early in

1925, was found to be inadequate to effici-

ently serve the growing business of the
concern.

Will Build Theatre
in Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Oscar E. Wobrack will erect a modern
suburban motion picture house in Fort
Wayne, Ind., on Maumee avenue, between
Comparet and University streets, construc-
tion work to get under way as soon as the
weather permits, it has been announced.
The new amusement place will be put up
at a cost of approximately $50,000, it was
said.

The building will be a two-story struc-

ture with an attractive front of buff brick
and terra cotta. Plans, which have nearly
been completed by Owen C. Brunswick,
architect, who also will superintend the

construction work, call for two store-rooms
facing on Maumee avenue, one on either

side of the theatre entrance. The building
will be on the north side of the street fac-

ing the end of Chute street.

On the second floor of the building,

which is to be 50 by 176 feet in size, gen-
eral office space will be available. The
motion picture house will be equipped with
modern heating and ventilating facilities.

Port Arthur, Texas.—Jefferson Amuse-
ment Company, care Joseph C. Clemmons,
Liberty Theatre Building, Beaumont,
Texas, has awarded contract to McDaniel
& Hartford, 2255 Franklin street, Beau-
mont, Texas, for new theatre building to

be erected here.

Milwaukee Men Honored
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Dec. 29.—Han
old T. Fitzgerald, general manager of the

Saxe Amusement Enterprises, and Char-
lie Lundgren, assistant to Cecil Maberry,
were guests of honor last week at a ban-
quet given for them by the Milwaukee
film board of trade.

Featured
The opening of the Manchester theatre,

Los Angeles, one of the newest of the

West Coast Theaters, Inc., chain of houses
springing up almost weekly in Southern
California, will herald a new departure in
theatrical architecture, according to R. B.

Grunauer, general manager of the South
Side Theaters, Inc., for instead of sticking

to the invariable so-called “Spanish” type
of architecture, it will present to the public
an East Indian effect reminiscent of the
Taj Mahal.
“There is something mysteriously beau-

tiful about the delicate scroll work and
tracery of the East Indians,” stated Mr.
Grunauer, that lends itself splendidly to
the theory of theatrical art. The stage and
the screen are meant for the presentation
of the mysterious and the beautiful, and
that is why we planned to place our screen
plays and the West Coast Theaters, Inc.,

presentations in a mysterious and a beauti-
ful setting.

“After considerable planning with Robert
E. Powers of the Powers Studios, who
have charge of the decorations, the East
Indian idea of beauty was hit upon, and
was carefully followed out, after a

thorough study of East Indian architecture

and interior decoration had been made by
the staff of the Powers studio and myself.”

L&T to Alternate
Two Musical Units

Beginning the first week in January, a
new stage show policy will be inaugurated
by Lubliner and Trinz affecting their Sen-
ate and Harding theatres, Chicago, under
which Art Kahn and Benjamin Paley will

alternate their musical organizations be-

tween these houses, changing week by
week from one to the other. Kahn’s or-

chestra is strictly a jazz unit, while Paley
and his ensemble adhere closely to the

classic tradition.

Kahn and his Senate orchestra were
scheduled to furnish the music at a

Christmas party held today at the Midway
Dancing Gardens, Chicago, for the Chicago
Herald and Examiner Sports and Thrift
Club, a boys’ organization sponsored by
the newspaper.
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which

enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.

‘‘Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors

Broadway Boob, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec.19-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dec.l9-Ins.
How to Train a Wife:Dec. 19-Ins.
I Do:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The :Dec.19-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec.l9-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
North Star:Dec.l9-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Play Safe :Dee. 19-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec.l9-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Nov.28-Ins.Dec.26-Ins.
Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice:Dec.l9-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Dec.l9-89.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec. 19-89.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Dec. 19-89.
Fighting Youth :Dec. 19-89.
Fight to the Finish,The :Dec. 19-89.
Great Sensation, The :Dec. 19-89.
Handsome Brute, The :Dec.l9-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec. 19-89.
Lure of the Wild, ThetDec.19-89.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec.l9-89.
Perils of the Sea:Dec.l9-89.
New Champion, The :Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The :Dec. 19-89.

Speed Mad:Dee.l9-89.
Sealed Lips, The :Dec. 19-89.
Steppin’ Out:Dec.l9-89.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dec. 19-89.

Unwritten Law, The :Dec. 19-89.

When Husbands Flirt:Dec. 19-89.

F. B. O.

All Around Frying Pan :Nov. 21-72,73.
Bandit’s Baby, The:Nov. 21-73.
Bloodhound, The :Dec. 19-104.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158, 159.
Flashing Spurs :Dec.l9-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Heads Up :Dec. 12-81.
High and Handsome :Dee.12-81.
Keeper of the Bees, The :Nov.l4-18.Nov.21-5.Nov.

28-22, 23.Dee.26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dec.26-10.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dec.5-82,83.
Man of Nerve, A :Dec.l9-104.
No Man’s Law:Dec.l9-104.
Prince of Pep, The :Dee. 26-88,89.
Range Terror, The :Dec.l9-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Ridin’ the Wind :Nov.21-73.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec. 12-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dec. 12-81.
That Man Jack :Dec.19-104
Texas Bearcat, The:Dec.l9-104.
That Devil QuemadotNov. 21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov. 21-73.
Trigger Fingers :Dec.l9-104.
When Love Grows Cold: Dec.25-22,23.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The :Nov.21-73.

First National

Abraham Lincoln :Dec.l9-29.
Beautiful City, The :Nov.21-17,19.Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-

32
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dee.25-32.Dec.26-26,27.
Classified : Nov.21-17, 18.Dec.5-Ins.Dec.19-Ins.Dec.

25-32.
Clothes Make the Pirate :Nov.l4-Ins.Nov.21-17,21.

Dec. 12-28.Dec. 19-Ins.Dee.25-31,32.Dec.26-26,27.
Dark Angel, The :Nov.l4-24,25.Dec.25-32.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Dec.6-Ins.Dec.19-Ins.

Dec. 25-32.
Graustark :Dec.19-Ins.Dec.25-30, 32.
Infatuation :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Joanna :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.Dec.26-24,25.
Just Suppose :Dec. 25-32.
Live Wire, The :Dec.25-32.
Memory Lane :Dec. 25-32.
New Commandment, The :Nov.21-17, 20.Dec. 5-Ins.

Dec.25-32.

Scarlet Saint, The:Nov.l4-26.Dec.25-32.
Shore Leave :Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The:Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l2-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26,27.
Unguarded Hour :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-32.
We Moderns :Nov.21-17,22.Nov.28-Ins.Dec.5-Ins.

Dec. 19-Ins.Dec. 25-28, 29,32.Dec. 26-26,27.
What Fools Men :Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love :Dec.25-32.
Winds of Chance :Dec.l9-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov.21-9.Nov.28-14, 15, 16.Dec.6-18.

Dec. 12-22, 24,25.Dec. 19-10.
Best Bad Man, The :Nov.l4-17.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec.5-19.Dec. 19-7.

Daybreak :Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.
East Lynne :Nov. 14-14, 15.Nov.28-14, 15, 16.
Everlasting Whisper, The :Oct.31-9.
Family Upstairs, The :Dec. 19-7.

First Year, The :Nov.28-14, 15, 16,Dec. 5-16, 17.Dec.19-

8.Dec. 26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The :Dec. 25-14, 15.
Golden Strain, The :Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.Dec.

12 -22 .

Havoc :Dec. 12-20. 21.
Last Year, The :Dec.25-12.
Lazybones :Nov. 14-14, 15.

Music Master, The :Dec.25-13.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec.l2-23.Dec.l9-7.
Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov.28-14.Dec.26-21.
Pigs :Dec.26-19.
What Price Glory ?:Nov.27-17.Dec.l9-7.
When the Door Opened :Nov.21-8.Nov.28-14, 15, 13,

19.

Wages for Wives :Nov.28-14, 15, 18, 19.

Yankee Senor, ThetDec. 25-10, 11.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.19-112.

Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec.l9-112.
Lightning :Dee.l9-112.
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec. 26-96.

North Pole, The :Dec.25-169.
Othello :Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-1 12.

Passionate Adventure, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.
Dec. 19-112.

Power God :Dec. 19-112.
Recreation of Brian Kent, The :Dec. 26-96.

Red Kimono, Tne:Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-112.
Santa Claus :Dec.25-169.

ShetDec.19-112.
Sheiks and ShebastDec. 19-112.
Wasted Lives :Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec.19-112.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Bright Lights :Dec. 19-1.
Don’t :Dee.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An:Dec.l9-l.
Go West:Nov.21-l.Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Great Love, The :Dec.25-25.

His Secretary :Dec.5-l.Dec.25-25.
Lights of Old Broadway :Dec.l2-12, 13.

Masked Bride, The:Dec.25-25.
Merry Widow, ThetNov.21-11.
Midshipman, The:Nov.21-ll.
Navigator, The :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Nov.21-ll.
Old Clothes :Nov.l4-l.Nov.28-12,13.
Pretty Ladies :Nov.21-ll.
Rag Man, The:Nov.l4-l.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec.l2-l.Dec.l9-22,23.Dec.

25-25.

Seven ChancesiNov.28-l.Dec. 5-8,9.

Soul Mates :De<®5-25
Time!, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Tower of Lies, The:Nov.21-10,ll.
Unholy Three, The:Nov.21-10,ll.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec.25-4.

Dec. 26-Ins.
Ancient Highways, The :Nov.21-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.
Blind Goddess :Dec. 26-Ins.
Coast of Folly, The :Nov.l4-7.Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Cobra :Nov. 14-3.Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.
Crossroads of the World :Dec.26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec.26-Ins.

Deer Drive,The :Dec.26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.Dec. 26-Ins.

Flower of Night :Nov. 14-7.Dec.26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Nov.7-3.Dec. 26-Ins.
Fresh Paint :Dec.26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Grass :Dec. 26-Ins.
Hands Up :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec.l2-4.
It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.

Dec.25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.
King on Main Street, The :Nov. 14-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.

26-Ins.
Lovers in Quarantine :Dec. 26-Ins.
Lord Jim :Dec. 5-3, 4.Dec. 26-Ins.
Lucky Devil, The :Nov.28-3.Dec. 26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec.26-Ins.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Nov. 28-4.Dec. 26-Ins-
Mannequin :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.Dec. 19-4,5.Dec.25-4.
Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.
New Brooms :Dec. 26-Ins.
New Klondike, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Night Life of New York :Nov.28-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Pony Express, The :Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov. 28-3.

Dec.26-Ins.
Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4.

Regular Fellow, A tNov.14-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.28-4.Dec.
26-Ins.

Man From Mexico, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Moana :Dec. 26-Ins.
Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Peacock Parade, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Sea Horses :Dec.26-Ins.
Secret Springs, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Song and Dance Man, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Seven Keys to BaIdpate.Nov.14-7.Noy.
28-4.

Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-3,4, 5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The :Nov. 28-3.

Take a Chance :Dec.26-Ins.
Tamed :Dec. 26-Ins.
Ten Commandments, The :Nov. 14-7 .Nov.21-4.Nov.

28-3
That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.
That Royle Girl :Nov. 14-7.Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-3.4,6.
Trouble With Wives, The :Nov.21-4.
Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Volcano :Dec.26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Wild Geese :Dec. 26-Ins.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Bad Lands, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.
Beyond the Border :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Braveheart:Dec. 19-16, 17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec.l9-13.Dec.25-5.

Coming of Amos, The:Nov.28-8.
Danger Girl, The :Dec. 5-Ins. ,24,25.

Dice Woman, The :Dec.5-25.

Flaming Forties :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Forbidden Waters :Dec.5-24,25.

Hell’s Highroad :Nov. 28-9.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.25-25.
Last Frontier, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
Lightning Rider, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Madame Behave :Nov. 21-14, 15.Nov.29-9.Dec. 19-12, 13.
Dec. 25-5.

Man from Red Gulch, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.Nov.28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.25-26.
Night Hawk, The :Nov. 14-10,11.

Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec. 5-Ins.
People vs. Nancy Preston, The:Nov.28-9.Dec.l2-

10 ,11 .

Prairie Pirate, The :Nov.l4-10,ll.Nov.28-9.
Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Rocking Moon :Dec. 5-Ins.
Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.
Roaring Rails :Nov.l4.10.11.
Seven Days :Nov.28-8.Dec.25-5.
Silence :Dec. 19-14, 15.
Silent Sanderson:Nov. 14-10, 11.

Simon the Jester :Nov.28-8.Dec. 5-Ins. ,14,15.Dec.19.
12. 13.Dec.25-16, 17.

Soft Shoes :Nov.l4-10, 11.

Steel Preferred :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l2-6,7.Dec.l9-12,13.
Stop Flirting :Dec.25-5.
Texas Trail, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.
Tiger Thompson :Nov.ll-10.11.
Without Mercy :Nov.l4-8,9.Nov.28-8.Dec.5-Ins.Dec.

19-12,13.
Wedding Song, The :Nov.28-9.Dec.l2-8,9.

Tiffany
Morals for Men :Dec. 12-26.
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Tom Mix will be
seen in “The
Yankee Senor”
soon. It is a pic-

ture produced for

release by Fox
Film Corporation.
In it William Fox
presents the
Western hero in

his best environ-
ments with Tony
the wonder horse
to aid him in

the entertainment.
The picture is an
adaptation of
“C o n q u i s t a-

dor” by Katharine
Fullerton Gerould.
In the scene at the

right Mix is shown
battling with the
villain of the pic-

ture.

The
Yankee
Senor

“Being aimed at by a woman,”
said Tom, “is not a pleasant kind
of studio work.”

Here is Tony, the wonder horse,
who again appears with his mas-
ter in “The Yankee Senor.”

Tom Mix in the scene above
(left) has shown his character-

istic scrapping ability.

There are scenes such as this in

“The Yankee Senor” where Mix
trips a fantastic toe.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dee.26-12,13.
Eagle, The :Nov.28-21.Dec.5-22.Dec.l2-19.Dec.l9-19.

Dec.25-7.
Little Annie Rooney :Nov.28-20.Dec.6-22.Dec.l2-18.

Dec.19-18.Dee.25-6.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutteri

Dec. 26-14,15.

Universal

California Straight Ahead :Nov.21-13,Dec.25-21.
Calgary Stampede, The :Nov.21-13,Dec.25-21.
Cohens and the Kellys :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-llJ)««.

12-14, 15.Dec.26-21.
Goose Woman :Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
His People :Nov.21-13.Dec.5-ll.Dec.25-21.
Home Maker, The :Dec.25-21.
Midnight Sun, The:Dec.25-19.Dec.26-ll.
Phantom of the Opera :Nov.l4-6,7.Dec.6-12,18.Dec.

19-20,21.
Scarlet Saint :Dec.26-3.
Siege :Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov.21-13.
Sporting Life, The:Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
Still Alarm, The :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-5.Dec.25-21.
Teaser, The :Dec.25-20,21.
What Happened to Jones :Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
Where Was I?Dec.25-20, 21.

Warner Brothers

Bobbed Hair :Nov. 14-12, 13.Nov.21-Ins.
Compromise :Nov.7-8,9.
Hogan’s Alley :Dec.5-6,7.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.
Rose of the World :Nov.28-24,25.

Short Features

Educational
Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec. 12-16,17
Kinograms:Nov.14-22,23.Nov. 28-26.Dec. 12-5.
Voice of the Nightingale, The:Nov.l4-20,21.

Fox Film Corp.

All Abroad :Dec.26-23. ,

Big Game Hunter, The :Dec.26-23.
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.
Fox News:Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.
Fox Varieties :Nov. 21-7.Dec.5-20,21.
Cupid a la Carte :Dec. 26-23.
Cloudy Romance, A :Dec.26-23.
Control Yourself :Dec.26-23.
East Side—West Sfde:Dee.26-23.
Flaming Affair :Dee.26-23.
Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The :Dec.26-23.
Heart Breaker, The:Dec.26-23.
His Own Lawyer :Dec. 26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23.
Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23-
Imperial Comedies :Dec.5-20,21.Dee.5-20,21.Dec.26-

23.

Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Nov.21-7.
Dec. 5-20, 21.Dec. 19-9.Dee. 26-23.

O. Henry Stories :Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.Dec.l9-9.
Dee.26-23.

Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.
Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.
Strong for Love :Dec.26-23.
Sky Jumper, The :Dec.26-23.
Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.
Van Bibber Comedies:Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.Dec.

19-9.

Greiver
Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.
Helen’s Babies :Dec. 26-96.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov.l4-71,72,73,74,75,76.

Nov. 28-96,97.
Better Movies :Nov.21-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A :Nov. 14-71.72,73,74,75,76.Nov.21-68,

69,70,7 1,74,75.Nov.28-89,90,93,94, 98, 102.
Green Archer, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
His Wooden Wedding :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-182.
Moonlight and Noses :Dec.l2-90.
Papa Be Good :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.26-98.
Should Sailors Marry? :Nov.21-Ins.Nov.28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov.21-84.
There Goes the Bride :Nov.21-Ins.Dec.5-92.
Pathe News:Nov.l4-82.

Red Seal

Reelviews :Nov.l4-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Nov.l4-5.Dec.26-17.
International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
= By D. H.

~

E VIDENCE that exhibitors of this territory are responding to the
appeal of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sales staff for ,“Rozelle
Month was strengthened December 27 upon the announcement of

H. C. Brolaski, country sales manager, that the Chicago theatre has been
booked solid for five weeks with Metro product.

'T'HE order in which the M-G-M pictures
will be used there beginning February

1, “Rozelle Month,” will be “Lights of Old
Broadway,” “Sally, Irene and Mary,” “His
Secretary," “The Barrier” and “Soul
Mates." The latter will open March 1.

* * *

Jack Rose who resigned his sales posi-
tion with Warner Brothers recently states
that he has accepted an offer to enter the
real estate business. . . in Chicago, not
Florida.

* * *

Louise Laemmle of the Universal ex-
change suffered a big loss December 22
in the destruction by fire of his 20th Cen-
tury theatre on 4th street.

s}s sfc ^

Louis Goldberg, Paramount salesman,
solemnly swears he will “treat” the gang
next week if he wins that sales contest.

And the young man now is at the top of
the list with little if any danger of anyone
in the Central Middlewest passing him.

* * *

Word comes from the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios in Hollywood that Gertrude
Olmsted was recently the hostess of the

seven winners of the Chicago Tribune-
Ulinois beauty contest. Miss Olmsted, a

Chicago girl, was chosen five years ago at

a beauty contest held by the Elks clubs
with the result that she was engaged by
Carl Laemmle for Universal pictures.

* * *

Christmas, now, is all over—but yet it’s

only January and an odd time to be making
plans for golf matches. And that’s ex-
actly what Len Ullrich, the vigorous Pathe
salesman, has been doing for a week. As
executive chairman of the Midwest Golf
Association he is already surrounded by
two stenographers and reams of writing
paper getting out the letters in preparation
for the early Spring matches.

5jS

Perhaps Len’s eagerness was suggested
by Jimmie Gillick’s new golf sticks pre-

sented by the Pathe staff in Chicago. In

the Christmas gift are 10 Spaulding auto-

graphs.
* * *

They’re talking of arresting Frank Ish-

inael in the Metro office. In the sales drive

Frank’s progress is marked on the chart

by a small picture of a race car three

fourths of the way around the course.

The car last week passed its nearest com-
petitor and registers 72yi miles an hour.

PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in

Rush Orders

All Herald s without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

Samples & Prices
/ on Request

728 S. Wabash Ave.

Harry Shumow, Milwaukee branch man-
ager of Associated Exhibitors, was in Chi-
cago December 22, having made the trip

from Milwaukee wth Dan B. Lederman.
* * *

R. S. Cramblet, office manager of Edu-
cational, returned to work December 14

after an absence of three months due to

a nervous trouble. He has been in Quincy,
111., for some time where he has fully

recovered.
* * *

Harry Kaufman of Plough & Kaufman
has returned to the theatre after an illness

lasting two weeks.
* * *

George Pratt, poster boy at Pathe, has

returned to the office after a two weeks
siege brought on by an injured foot.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

FRANK ZAMBRENO
Progress Pictures Co.

Nickname? None. Just Frank.

Bom in Chicago in 1888.

Schools? Grade and high schools in

Chicago.

First ambition? So many that I can’t

recall, them al-

though I remem-
ber that when I

started in the
meat business I

had a vision of

forming a great
chain of markets
in Chicago.
First job?

Started in the

meat trade when
17 years old and
now have four
wholesale houses
and eight retail.

This was the first meat market chain of

any consequence in Chicago.

How did you happen to enter the mo-
tion picture business? I became inter-

ested when some business associates

sold me stock in a producing company.
Next? I bought the picture “The Un-

born,” the first I ever purchased, and
thus started Unity Photoplays Company,
which was incorporated in 1916. This
had branches in Chicago, Milwaukee
and Indianapolis.

When did you organize Progress Pic-

tures Company? Three years ago.

There are now five exchanges, at Chi-

cago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Milwaukee
and Indianapolis.

Hobby? I was very interested in box-
ing at one time.

What has been your most amusing ex-

perience? Amusements should bring
amusement, so my most amusing expe-
riences are in providing amusements.

He Sings So Well

The College Girls

Forget He’s
Dressed

in a

NIGHTGOWN
THE—

PLASTIC
AGE

RICH - RARE - RACY!
FLAPPER ROMANCE!
COLLEGE YOUTH!
PETTING PARTIES!

PUPPY LOVE!
ROADHOUSE MELEES!

A FRANK OUTSPOKEN
DRAMA

Love and Temptation

From the Novel by Percy Marks

An Insight Into the Things That
Occur at College That No Cata-

logue Describes

A tremendous story in which a great author
handles the perplexing problems of giddy
youth and drives home a striking warning
giving no offense but dealing with Truth
and Realism and supplying Food for
thought.

A Box Office Special

BECAUSE
Parents Will See It and Compel

Their Children to See It

The story of this amazing document of
dismaying truth will sell the picture to

you. The public’s expression will pack your
theatres.

CLARA BOW—DONALD KEITH
HENRY B. WALTHALL

MARY ALDEN—FELIX VALLE
J. GORDON EDWARD, JR.

DAVID BUTLER
A-N-D

It is being said that B. P. Schulberg was
chosen for his new position as associate
producer for Famous Players-Lasky as a

result of his production of “The Plastic
Age.” Although it is probably false, it

could very well be true were it not for the

fact that Mr. Schulberg had long before
established himself as a producer of pic-

tures. So " The Plastic Age" is a fitting

culmination of his well reputed experience
of producing pictures for himself, he hav-
ing closed his company’s books upon the
completion of the work.

Now Booked

FOB A FIRST RUN SHOWING
AT THE NATIONAL

THEATRE CORPORATION’S
CAPITOL THEATRE

CHICAGO, ILL.

ALONG WITH

THE LOST CHORD
A LENTEN SPECIAL

Booked in advance by The Capitol
for the First Week of Lent

RELEASED BY

Capitol Film Exchange
738 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago



Unrivaledforserviceandquality

Eastman Positive Film, constantly

subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled forthe serv-

ice it renders and the photographic

quality it gives.

It carries quality from studio to

screen.

To make sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look in the margin

for the black-lettered identifica-

tion, “Eastman” “Kodak”.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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TheGREEN
ARCHER

Allene RayJValter MillerWITH

Spencerby

by

the book

As great a mystery as any Sherlock Holmes ever
had to solve.

A heartless, cruel, criminal millionaire brings a
castle from England, stone by stone, and erects it

on the Hudson.

Does he also import the ghost of the ancient archer
who haunted the historic structure in England?
How else can be explained the mysterious fig-

ure which stalks the corridors at night, a deadly
menace to the oppressor?

Is the charming girl who lives near by, the Green
Archer? Is it her father? Is it her father’s friend?

Is it the handsome captain of the state troopers
who is in love with the girl?

As a feature it would be great. As a serial it is a

sensational, surprising triumph.

Directed

Scenario

From

Bennet

Frank Leon Smith

by Edgar Wallace

IMAOK.

-

f
-*



jGovernor Smith Asks Repeal of Censorship

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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GOOD
"Unholy Three” Records

HERE COMES

LON CHANEY
(what a star!)

In The Black Bird
(what a picture !)

A TOD BROWNING production with
OWEN MOORE - RENEE ADOREE

A Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Production
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Where Beauty is Desired
is another ofThe New Uptown Theatre, Chicago,

the successive list of Wurlitzer triumphs in artistic :

organ construction.

The Mighty Wurlitzer provides music that is in perfect
g

harmony with the splendor of this magnificent new playhouse and
contributes its full share in attracting patronage.

The Wurlitzer Organ has come to its present dominant position in the
motion picture industry also because of its unrivalled box office value.

Wurlitzer branches in thirty-three cities from coast to coast serve Wurlitzer
organ owners, and extend any co-operation in presenting delightful musical
programs.

^ NEWYORKW 120 W. 42nd St.

WURUlZE* =;•
t>IANOS * ORGANS * HARPS - MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ^

CINCINNATI
121 E. Fourth St.

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton St.

DENVER
2106 Broadway
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T3ARAMOUNT was proven to be the company that pro-
A duces the kind of pictures you exhibitors want. Four
out of the first five chosen by you as the biggest money-
makers of 1925 were Paramount Pictures. Sixteen out of

the first fifty were Paramount Pictures.

In 1926, too, Paramount will give you the kind of pictures

out of which you can make the most money. Scan the list

on the next two pages.

of pictures * New and Ready Now,
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Here are the Pictures that

.

will Head the list of /
BESTBOX OFFICE PICTURESof1926

TITLE STAR £,CAST DIRECTOR BOX OFFICE HIGH SPOTS

t IRISH LUCK ^ Thos. Meighan^ Lois Wilson

Filmed in the beauty spots of Ireland.

Victor Heerman Meighan’s serial story published in 150

newspapers throughout the country.

ENCHANTED
HILL

Jack Holt
Florence Vidor
Noah Beery
Geo. Bancroft

Irvin Willat

Peter B. Kyne’s best seller picturized as

only Paramount can make outdoor

specials.

"‘AMERICAN
VENUS'

Esther Ralston

Ford Sterling

Lawrence Gray
Miss America
Bathing beauties

Frank Tuttle

Dazzling beauty show. Atlantic City

Pageant tie-up. Local style, beauty

shows.

THE KING ON
MAIN STREET

Adolph Menjou
Greta Nissen
Bessie Love

BALDPATE

Douglas
MacLean

Edith Roberts
Betty Francisco

Monta Bell
A sprightly comedy romance, smartly

produced. Gorgeous color scenes.

Fred Newmeyer

George M. Cohan’s greatest stage success.

Funnier than ever on the screen. Big

tie-ups.

"THE

WANDERER
Ernest Torrence
Greta Nissen
Wm. Collier, Jr.

Kathlyn
Williams

The brilliant spectacle-romance of the

Raoul Walsh Prodigal Son. A $2 road show now

available at popular prices.

Richard Dix
Lois Wilson
Noah Beery
Malcolm

McGregor

Geo. B. Seitz

Supervised by
Lucien Hubbard

Zane Grey’s epic of the Indian—another

$2 road show for you.

MANNEQUIN
Alice Joyce
Warner Baxter
Dolores Costello

Zasu Pitts

James Cruze
Fannie Hurst’s $50,000 Liberty Magazine

prize story. National ad campaign.

Richard Dix
Esther Ralston

Margaret Morris

Edmund Breese

The hilarious answer to “Manhandled”

Gregory La Cava by the same author. A sell-out last week

at the Rivoli, N. Y.

M "BEHIND
THE FRONT

Wallace Beery
1 Raymond Hatton

Mary Brian

Edward All Hollywood’s agog over this comedy

Sutherland special about the sunny side of the war.

i
... — . j .
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Use mis list OfYOURKIND of
(paramount (pictures as
a BOOKING GUIDE
Ute m TITLE STAR SvCAST DIRECTOR BOX OFFICE HIGH SPOTS

Victor Fleming
Joseph Conrad’s masterpiece of love and
adventure. A super-thriller of the box-

office kind.

Clarence Badger Another comedy success for this fast

rising star. His best yet.

Herbert Brejion
George M. Cohan’s stage comedy success

superbly screened.

SPECIAL ATTRACTION*
A PARAMOUNT RELEASE - PRODUCED BY HAROLD LLOYD CORP.

HAROLD LLOYD
in “For Heaven's Sake/"

( TENTATIVE TITLE )

Directed by SAM TAYLOR

AND FOLLOWED BY 23 BIG SPECIAL

Cfaramount(pictures
TO TURN SPRING INTO FALL/
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Charlie

Murray

William V.

J*[ong JOHN C. FLINN
PRESENTS

Adapted by Elliott J. Clawson from the

SATURDAY EVENING POST STORIES
u
TheAdventures of Wally Cay'

by

HERSCHEL S.HALL
Directed by

JAMES HOGAN
William. Boyd,

Bosworth.

Jfigel

Barrie

Vera Reynolds

Helene

Sullivan

Walter
Cong

PREFERRED"
with

VERA REYNOLDS WILLIAM BOYD CHARLIE MURRAY
A METROPOLITAN

One, that has everything. Comedy that

is great, a love story that stands up,

melodrama that thrills, and, above all,

a east that is a cast. It is a picture

that should get money anywhere.”

says VARIETY

%

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN. Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. Hays, President Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation 130 West 46th Street .
New York, N. Y.



Distributed by FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc., 1560 Broadway, N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere.



CULLEN LANDIS,

^DOROTHY DEVORE
story byARTHUR GJY EMPEv,

\B.O.
s
big new Railroad Thriller

backed by high power exploitation

STORY
BY

ARTHUR
GUY
EMPEY

DIRECTED
BY
TOM
FORMAN

elusive Foreign Distributors.
R-C-Export Corporation

723 Seventh Avenue.
New York

FBO Pictures. GMBH.
235 Fncdrichstrassc Berlin

Germany

R£ Export Corp. a> 77 DAjMjy Sc London
England

Sodete Anonymc des Rims FEO
OQ Faubourg StHonors. Pans



Read This Remarkable Wire
Jackson, Tenn., Dec. 26, 1925.

Lee Marcus

:

Sales Manager Film Booking Offices of America,
1560 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Just completed wonderful engagement with the

Midnight Flyer stop Tremendous draw at the box
office and what a thriller stop Cullen Landis and
Dorothy Devore great stop If I know anything about
pictures the Flyer is destined to be one of the great-

est successes of this season stop More power to

F. B. O. stop Regards.

E. L. DRAKE, MGR. GEM THEATRE.

with

CULLEN ‘

^ Get
This Big

Showman’s
Campaign Book That
Shows You How

to Put This Pic- y
ture Over JY

DOROTHY DEVORE—Cullen Landis

and big time cast

put over a real old fashion thriller

It’s an F. B. O. Gold Bond
Distributed by FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, INC.,

1560 Broadway, New York City. Exchanges Everywhere.



IT'S J

* F.B.<

b »GOI
If BOlGET THIS

WONDERFUL
EXPLOITATION

BOOK „

Mary Carr

luwaS®*1

f.’habmon
Vv EIGHT

lledM'i
>todud,0“FRO Pictures. GMBH..

235 Frlcdrichstrasse Berlin
Germany

R.C Export Corp. ionDArbloy St London.
England

Socrete Anonyroc dcs Films FB.0
OQFaubourg StHonore fctrls

arts
ODUCTION

D A
‘

8mLUANTXA-

HARMON WEIGHjARY CAP

piSECTCP

Exclusive Foreign Distributors
R-C Export Corporation

723 Seventh Avenue.



A THRILLER THAT
WILL PLAY CAPACITY
IN ANY AND EVERY

SMASH FOR 1926

UUOYD

IT’S AN
F. B. O.
GOLD BOND

An ASSOCIATED ARTS Production

Presented by O. E. GOEBEL
Story by E. LLOYD SHELDON Directed by F. HARMON WEIGHT

The romance of oil, roaring from the earth with mighty force

—

colossal drama, in a setting of thrills that makes the burning of Rome
look like a back-yard bonfire—the smash and surge of emotions in

the conflict of iron wills — the irrepressible humor of snobbish pre-

tensions — warm, human, appealing, with the ring of sincerity and
the clangor of the situations.

Your patrons will see it

—

Will love it— Will live it

Get a copy of the big exploitation Campaign Book that shows you
how to put it over.

Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES ofA,“
1560 Broadway - - New York City

Exchanges Everywhere



Exclusive Foreign Distributors
R-C Export Corporation

723 Seventh Avenue
New York

FaO Pictures GM.RH_
236 Fricdrichsrrjssc Berlin

Germany

kC Export Corp. *-77 D Arblay St,London.
England

Sociere Anonymc des Films FBO
OOFauooury ScHonors Paris

France



Directed by

HARRY O. HOYT
Produced under the personal

supervision of

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
Distributed by

Film Booking Offices of Americ;
1560 Broadway, N. Y.

Exchanges Everywhere

It’s An

F. B. O.
Gold Bond

Film Booking Offices
of America— Incorporated

take extraordinary pride in

ANNOUNCING

NATACUA PAMBOVA
UPS. RUDOLPH
VAUEN1NO

Supported by

CLIVE BROOK and Brilliant Cast

IN

LAURA JEAN LIBBEY’S
Famous Story
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•'0iCW
Just to look !at “Big Boy” is to get a laugh. With this wonderful
baby—one of the greatest baby stars ever seen on the screen—added
to the popular cast including Jackie McHugh, Bonnie Barrett,

“Ginger” and “Buck,” you have a big entertainment feature and
a big box-office bet in every one of the new

Juvenile
•COMEDIES*

Presents

“Bachelors’ Babies”
“Big Boy is a delight.”—Exh. Trade Review.

“Decidedly entertaining and amusing, with a good touch
of heart interest.”—M. P. World.

Have you shown “Baby Be Good” ? The Indianapolis

Star says, “It is warranted to bring a smile to the face

of a cigar store Indian.”

For foreign rights address

Far East Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Member, Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors

of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM”

EDUCATIONAL J
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

r
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TOM
OF THE OPERA

•sbestf

After a careful study of all the pictures

of the past year “Greater Amusements”

has selected “The Phantom of the Opera”

to top the list of the year’s ten best pic-

tures. And in addition this same widely-

read regional publication declares:

“
'The Phantom 'stands headand

shoulders above any picture

released during the last twelve

months”

Box Office Records Prove It!
NEW YORK CITY

Fourteen S. R. O. weeks on
Broadway. Eight big weeks at

the Astor Theatre at $1.50 top fol-

lowed by six weeks at the Colony
Theatre.

WINNIPEG, CAN.
“Biggest gross in over a year.

Despite severe cold and snow,
thousands turned away.”

—New Lyceum Theatre.

DALLAS, TEX.
“House record would have been

twice as great if we could have
handled the mob that tried to gain
admittance.”

—Stinnet & Charninsky.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
“Capacity business. Immense

crowds stood for hours waiting
for seats.”—American Theatre.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
“One of the greatest box office

attractions of the year. Opened
three first run houses simultane-
ously to remarkable business.”

—Spyros Skouras.

DETROIT, MICH.
“Biggest business history of

theatre. Turned away thousands.
A record to shoot at for a long
time.”

—Broadway-Strand Theatre.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
“All Milwaukee turned out to

see it. Forced to turn away hun-
dreds. Never before such record-
breaking attendance.”

—Alhambra Theatre.

With a record of tremendous business in the following cities: Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; Portland, Ore.; Los Angeles, Cal.; Saskatoon, Sask.

;

Fort Worth, Tex.; San Francisco, Cal.; Beckley, W. Va. ;
Rochester,

N. Y.; Hartford, Conn.; Cleveland, O.
; Des Moines, la.; Philadelphia,

Pa.; Houston, Tex.; St. Paul, Minn.; Toronto, Can.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Jacksonville, Fla.; Montreal, Que. ;

Charleston, S. C.; Hamilton, O.,
and others.

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
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Zlean Up Tremendous Profits

With These Sure Fire Hits!
“HIS PEOPLE”

with an all-star cast

ouse packed. Long lines waiting
seats. It will make box office ree-

ls hard to surpass.”—New Figueroa
eatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

EDWARD SLOMAN Production

REGINALD DENNY in

“WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES”

“Sure-fire stuff for the box office.

Hard-boiled reviewers doubled up and
howled until the tears ran.”—Exhibi-
tors Daily Review.

A WILLIAM A. SEITER Production

“THE STILL ALARM”
with WILLIAM RUSSELL and

HELENE CHADWICK

A red-hot fire melodrama, cram-full of
audience stuff that will leave a trail of
broken records.

An EDWARD LAEMMLE
Production

REGINALD DENNY in

“SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT”

[y patrons and myself declare this

nny’s greatest. Will undoubtedly
>ve one of the most attractive corne-

ls of the season.”—Florence Thea-
, Pasadena, Cal.

HOOT GIBSON in

“THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES”

“Good western melodrama. Thrills

mixed with apprehension. Should

give good satisfaction to fans.”—Har-

rison’s Reports.

“The COHENS & KELLYS”
with GEORGE SIDNEY, CHARLES

MURRAY, VERA GORDON

Coming soon to start the great Ameri-
can laugh revival.

WILLIAM A. SEITER Production A CLIFFORD SMITH Production A HARRY POLLARD Production
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SIXTH
ANNUAL
A. M. P. A.

ASTOR HOTEL—SAT* EVE*, FEB* 6TH
The DeLuxe and Outstanding Event of the Motion Picture Industry

Astor Hotel—Sat. Eve., Feb. 6th.—A. M. P. A. Sixth Annual Naked Truth Dinner

—

The Industry's Big Night Out—The night of brilliant wit, beautiful women, delight-

ful dancing, enchanting music, scintillating atmosphere, perfect dinner service.

An Epicurean Symphony heightened by charm of brilliant companions

—

100 tables— 100 stars—Two of New York's finest Jazz orchestras

—

music and dancing constant and continuous till dawn and you'll

see the Film Industry's 12 immortals.

Reservations from
Chas. Einfeld, 383 Madison Ave.

T A

|

d
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For Season 1926—27

William Fox presents

another stage triumph

A great drama of life itself!

By Clemence Dane

Produced by

Guthrie McClintic

A story of the beauty, un-

selfishness and depth of a

woman’s love.

A woman who was ready

to sacrifice all— for those

she loved.
/

Fox bought it ! Fox will

produce it as the DRAMA-
TIC SCREEN HIT OF THE
SEASON.

That FOX new product
line-up gets stronger every

week.

fox Film Co pi ii rati oil
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W illiam Fox ^ presents

6tflc
Coming!

JOHNSTOWN
FLOOD

ONE OF THE GREATEST SHOWMAN'S
MONEY MAKERS THE SCREEN HAS HAD IN YEARS

With

GEORGE
O’BRIEN

Florence Gilbert — Janet

Gaynor— Anders Randolf

—

Paul Nicholson

An
IRVING CUMMINGS

PRODUCTION
by

Edfrid Bingham — Robert
Lord

Hypnotist or healer—he
cast a magic charm over

women

JACQUELINE LOGAN
LOU TELLEGEN

~ AND LONDON

Roy Atwill Walter Pid-

geon and an all star cast

ROWLAND V. LEE
PRODUCTION

fox Film Corporation-
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Fox Pictures
get the
money!

FIFJ5T OF THE FAMOUS
CHARLES HOYT PLAYS

h
THE LAUGH HIT
OF THE SEASON-

<%tFIRST
YEAR

OH THE BATTLE FRONT WITH A
NEWCT MARRIED COUPLE

JOHN GOLDEN
UNIT ,

ro
CHINATOWN
AS GREAT A RIOT OF FUR ON THE
SCREEN AS IT WAS ON THE STAGE

With

John Golden’s great stage play by
Frank Craven with

MATT MOORE
KATHRYN PERRY

Frank Currier Margaret Livingston
»nd a surrounding cast of popular

screen favorites

Scenario by FRANCES MARION
FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

MARGARET
LIVINGSTON
as the widow and

EARLE FOXE
Anna May Wong — Marie
Astaire— J. Farrell McDonald—Hazel Howell and a cast of

American Beauties

Scenario by BEATRICE VAN
Supervised by George E.

Marshall

ROBERT KERR PRODUCTION

blay

FOX
for profits

fox Film Ooipo rati oil

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President



GREAT
ANC

prom the novelby

RexBead
With

Norman Kerry
Lionel Barrymore
Henry B. Walthall

directed by George W. Hill
scenario by Harvey Gates

k

^Xxo^oldivi/n^sfet
PRODUCTION



Again in 1926 The
Talk-of-the-Industry

Pictures Will Be Coming in

HITS THAT FORECAST
IHER M-G-M YEAR! a
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THE BAT'
ROLAND WEST

roductioru

^ Mystery Melodrama

By

Mary Roberts Rinehart

and Avery HopwoocR
the stage play produced by Wayenhah and Kernpc

“The Bat”
The stage’s greatest mystery melodrama,
has become the screen’s greatest mystery
picture, with a superb all-star cast. -

Millions
Saw the stage play which had a $10,000,000
legitimate theatre gross. Those millions
will help you sell this film to the millions
who didn’t see it—help YOU share in the

Millions
Certain to flow into the theatres.

March 15th

Release
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LAUGHS THRILLS
Laughs that

never cease!

One rib'tickler

after another!
Roars! Howls!
Shouts! Yells!

As the great
‘5050’ partners
do their stuff

in their new
automobile
partnership.

The Laugh

and Thrill

Thrills that
have no end,

that startle

and leave you
breathless, yet
wanting more!

Pulse-stirring

thrills, with
‘Abe & Mawruss’

in their daring,
hair raising

airplane race!

Sensation

Nation!

Samuel Cioldw

presents

Jht Henry King Production^

PARTNERS AGAIN
WITH POTASH (C PERLMUTTEH /7

with George Sidney and Alexander Carr
^Adapted by Jvarices Marion

Jrom the Broadway Stage Success by

Montague Glass anrl Jules Eckert Goodman

Feb*
15th

Release

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS
fMary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenck,,

Chairman . Hoard of Directors

CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin

D. W. Qriffifh
Tbrarn Qbrams,

President.
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TOO MUCH

Thetrade-ads

tell you that
this is a
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$2,000 CASH PRIZES FOR EXPLOITATION
SEE YOUR EXCHANGE MANAGER

FOR DETAILS OF THE
FIRST NATIONAL MONTH CONTEST

I
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Editorial

by

MartinJ. Quigley

S
PECULATIVE theatre building is likely to amount
to a major problem of the industry during the

coming year.

We refer to it as a problem because projects which
meet speculative rather than constructive ends can in

no way be considered sound developments.

The problem may cause producers no immediate
concern because they may see in it simply a widened
market for their product. But no producer, great or

small, may consider himself apart from the problem
and its influences because if the condition should be-

come as widespread as it now appears that it may

—

every factor in the industry will in some degree feel

the hurt of it.

The established exhibitor will, of course, be the first

to feel the ill effects of speculative theatre building.

In many quarters the theatre owner is already consid-

erably disturbed with the prospect that greets him at

the beginning of this New Year. In New York City
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce has in-

vented the phrase, “Bootleg Theatre Building,” to

characterize this movement in theatre “development.”

Speculative theatre building, on a big scale, has been
in view for several years. About two years ago one of
the largest construction concerns in the country was at

work on plans to erect simultaneously twenty-eight
houses at various points throughout the United States.

The construction company which had previously car-

ried through successfully a similar building program in
the hotel field felt that there would be buyers avail-

able when the theatres were finished. But for some
reason the project was abandoned.

Recent conditions, however, are a far greater encour-
agement for such a building program than were those

of two and three years ago. The battle for theatre own-
ership that has been going on in the trade is a matter of

common knowledge. It is only natural that this battle

should attract the attention of speculators in the build-

ing field who see a great potential market for houses
that they may throw up.

Healthy development may only be expected from a

building program that is in accord with the economic
requirements of the time and the place. What any
particular point will stand in the way of theatre build-

ing can only he arrived at on the basis of expert judg-
ment and experience. A hit-or-miss plan of putting up
theatres cannot help hut be disastrous to the stability

and welfare of the industry.

Those who will push speculative theatre building will,

of course, have no thought or concern for the stability

or welfare of the business. Their only objective will

he to get new houses up in points where they can feel

assured that there will be competitive bidding for the
dubious privilege of ownership so that they may un-
load at a profit and go on their way.

This condition must be watched carefully. If the in-

dustry proves foolish enough to permit itself to be

rushed into an era of wild, speculative theatre building
it will eventually have to pay a heavy penalty for such
a violation of the economic laws.

* w *X*

I
NCIDENTAL acts, consisting more or less of a bor-

rowing from the “legitimate” and vaudeville theatre,

are right now playing a most conspicuous part in the

programs of a large number of leading theatres. Many
instances of newspaper advertising at hand reveal that

as far as presentation to the public in advertising is

concerned the motion picture has been relegated to a

decidedly secondary position.

One must examine carefully the display newspaper
advertisements of many famous motion picture theatres

even to he able to ascertain the name of the feature

picture. Whether it is the intent of these advertise-

ments or not, it certainly is a fact that they will cause

the public to feel that the motion picture is somewhat
of a filler.

It would be exceedingly interesting to know ju3t

where all this is going to lead.

It may mean that the great theatres of today and to-

morrow will be “combination” houses on a grand scale,

presenting a new and elaborate medley of pictures and
personally acted entertainment. Perhaps it will come
that one will have to go into the neighborhoods or small

towns to find an actual “picture” house.

* * *

F ROM the trade wide reception accorded the survey

of the biggest money-making pictures of 1925, pub-
lished in the HERALD Holiday Issue, we are able to

pronounce the survey as one of the most valuable com-
pilations of information and data thus far offered to the

industry.

The reception has been so interested and enthusiastic

that we have decided to establish the survey as an an-

nual institution. Hereafter, once every year the

HERALD will offer to the trade a record of the pictures

that have brought the biggest returns to the box office.

This may not continue as an exclusive feature of the

HERALD although this publication has been and may
continue to he in a position to present exclusively the

type of survey which was carried in our Holiday Issue.

For ten and one half years it has been the record in

this field that the HERALD creates ideas and sooner

or later various of its competitors attempt in some small

way to pattern after them. Readers of the trade papers

are, of course, familiar with this situation.

One of the most important conclusions to be pre-

sented in connection with our recent survey is an insis-

tence upon the right of good pictures to live. The one
hundred and four pictures listed in the HERALD sur-

vey are all attractions of proven ability at the box office.

Probably no theatre in the country has played even
half of this number. Theatres requiring frequent

changes may find this list a highly valuable asset for

their theatres during the coming year.
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Governor Smith Hits Censors;
N.Y.MayAbolish Commission
Censorship Openly Opposes American Idea of Liberty, Execu-

tive Tells Legislature—Commission Left Out
of Reorganization Plans

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 6.—Complete abolition of the New York state mo-
tion picture commission was advocated bv Governor Alfred E. Smith in his

annual message to the New York state legislature, delivered at the state capitol

today at noon. In his message he declared

:

Censorship Hits Liberty

“Foremost among many useless activities of the government is our attempted
censorship of moving pictures. Censorship stands in open opposition to the

American idea of freedom and liberty. We have sufficient laws to punish
those who outrage public decency. If we haven’t, they should be enacted.

January 9, 1926

Gordon Edwards
Dies; Director

of Fox Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—J. Gordon Ed-
wards, one of the best known directors in

the industry, died of pneumonia last Thurs-
day morning at the Hotel Plaza after an
illness of but a few days.
Mr. Edwards recently returned from a

long vacation in Europe and expected to

leave about ten days ago for the Coast,
where, it was understood, he was to super-
vise production for Fox Film Corporation,
with which organization he was connected
for many years.

About the time he was to start West he
acquired a slight cold, which caused him
to delay his departure. The cold became
worse and on Christmas day he developed
pneumonia, which shortly proved fatal. He
was 58 years of age and had been robust
and apparently the picture of health. The
news of his death caused a distinct shock
to the industry. He is survived by Mrs.
Edwards and one son, Jack, who was on
the Coast at the time of his father’s death.
Mrs. Edwards and Jack live in Hollywood.
Mr. Edwards was associated with Wil-

liam Fox for more than fifteen years and
during the past decade personally directed
about all the big Fox specials. Among
the best known of his recent productions
are “The Queen of Sheba,” “Nero,” “The
Silent Command,” “The Net,” “The Shep-
herd King” and “It Is the Law.” He was
at one time stage director of the old Sub-
urban Garden theatre in St. Louis.

Images May Be 9Phoned
by Belin9

s Discovery
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PARIS, Jan. 5.-—Edmond Belin, scientist,

who has perfected the sending of photo-
graphs by telegraph, announces that images
of persons talking to each other can be
transmitted over the wires by a process he
has discovered, according to a dispatch of
December 30 in the Chicugo Tribune.

Laemmle Founds School
for Picture Players

( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

UNIVERSAL CITY, CAL., Jan. 5.—

A

school for the training of embryo screen
players has been established with the
founding by Carl Laemmle of the Laemmle
Photoplay University now housed in the
Universal Administration building.

Loew9
s State Robbed

Within Audience9
s Sight

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Three gunmen
held up Kenneth Gratton, assistant man-
ager of the Loew’s State theatre, here
within sight of the audience. They kicked
him down the stairs and escaped with
$3,100.

Irene Rich, Taken III,

Cancels Western Trip
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Irene Rich,
Warner Brothers star, is ill at the Hotel
Ambassador. She was to have left within
a few days for the coast. Her trip has
been cancelled.

Bartlett Joins Kane Productions
NEW YORK.—Randolph Bartlett has joined

Robert T. Kane Productions in the capacity of
production editor.

“But the arm of the state must never
reach out against freedom of speech or
freedom of the press, and the exhibition of
moving pictures is not far removed from
those fundamental liberties that we have
sought to guarantee to every citizen.

“It will be no backward step, because the
censorship of moving pictures was caught
up in the mad scramble to censor every-
thing only a few years ago. We have re-

traced our steps from the policy of subject-
ing our school teachers to a loyalty test, as

we have likewise turned our back upon the

governmental policy of licensing private

schools. The security of the state does not
rest upon its ability to condemn acts be-
fore their commission, but rather upon its

ability to punish violators of the law.”

Commission May Be Dropped
The attitude of Governor Smith on the

question of motion picture censorship thus

remains consistent with that of previous

years, for the governor has always opposed
censorship on the grounds that it was un-

American and unnecessary. He has repeat-

edly urged the abolishment of the present

commission, but his desires along that line

have been thwarted by a legislature repub-

lican in its majority.

There is now a strong possibility that the

commission will be wiped out. In the first

place it is given no place in the reorganiza-

tion program departments and commissons
and in the next place the republicans are

not particularly interested from a political

standpoint as the commission will be en-

tirely democratic in its heads if Governor
Smith appoints anyone in the place of

“Glorious Youth”;
First Students’ Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.— With
its background the Greenwich Vil-
lage and a winter resort hotel the
first picture to be made by the
Paramount Pictures School is be-
ing made by Sam Wood, under the
working title, “Glorious Youth.”

The students taking part are:
Charles Rogers, Ivy Harris, Iris
Gray, Jack Luden, Greg Blackton,
Jeanne Morgan, Thelda Kenvin,
Irving Hartley, Dorothy Nourse,
Charles Brokaw, Walter Goss,
Claud Buchanan, Mona Palma,
Josephine Dunn, Thelma Todd,
Robert Andrews.

George Cobbs, present chairman, whose
term of office expired December 31, but
who will hold over until such time as his

successor is named.

Lone Bandit Gets

$10,000 in Daring
McVickers Holdup

McVickers’ theatre was robbed of $10,000

when a man entered the office of the treas-

urer at 11:35 as the last show was ending
New Year’s Eve and demanded that the

treasurer, Edgar Doob, open the office safe

and give him the contents. When the man
entered, however, Doob’s wife was in the

office alone, waiting for her husband. As
the latter entered the thief thrust a gun in

his face. When Willet M. Warred, chief

fire guard, was attracted to the office he
was likewise held at bay by the stranger.

Two women and a man—Joseph Hatchell

and wife, and Mrs. Lucy Williams—have
been arrested and are alleged to have con-

fessed to participating in the holdup of the

Royal theatre, Atchison, Kas., Thanksgiv-
ing night. No loot was obtained because
the operators, who were kidnaped, were
unable to open the safe.

Bandits January 2 slugged Walter Par-

tune, watchman at the Palace theatre, Cin-

cinnati, O., dynamited the theatre safe and
escaped with $6,000. Robbers are reported

to have taken a safe containing $1,700 from
the Crystal theatre in Chicago.

Bachmann Files

Voluntary Plea

of Bankruptcy
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Listing liabilities

of $349,250 and assets with a face value of

$112,300, Jacob G. Bachmann has filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy. Bachmann
now is the head of a company that will

deliver the 13 pictures on a program of 20
originally planned by B. P. Schulberg.
Among the larger creditors are Katherine
MacDonald, $60,000, and Standard Film
Laboratories, Los Angeles, $90,000.

Pro-Dis-Co Names Two Managers
NEW YORK.—Harry I. Goldman has been

named manager of the New Haven branch and
Nathan B. Cohen has been named manager of
the Pittsburgh branch of Producers Distributing
Corporation.
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Re-Takes

W ELL, well, the merry ALCOHOLi-
day season has come and gone and
the last pangs of indigestion are

panging.
* * *

Christmas Day, with the thermometer
hovering around 84, was quite a novelty to

one who is used to having it register zero,

or thereabouts. However, we had a very
jolly Christmas, thanks to the many friends

who remembered us, and right here we
want to acknowledge a few pretty Christ-

mas cards

:

Pete Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hammond Beall,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch, Bill McCormick, Phil
Gersdorf, Mr. and Mrs. Don Krull, Estelle Taylor,
Alice Day, Harry Langdon, Larry Senion, Dorothy
Dwan, Leatrice Joy, Mr. and Mrs. William Archi-
bald Reeve, James B. Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. Lou
Marangella, Michael Higgins, William J. Sweeney,
Harry Brand, Charlie Dunning, Walter Greene,
Harry Holquist, Harry Pope, Myrtle Stedman.
Tom Mix, Tom and Dorothy Reed, Mr. and

Mrs. Jimmie Starr, Mr. and Mrs. Le Mear Mason,
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Fox, Timothy Leahy, Mr. and
Mrs. John Emmett McCormick, Hy Daab, Joseph
MacHenry, Morris Heilman.

Jack Sampson, Constance Talmadge, Rudolph
Valentino, Mr. ami Mrs. Charles McDonald, Jack
and Betty Brower, Edith Ryan, Edmund Grainger,
Pat Dowling, Margaret Livingston, Paula Gould,
Harry Wilson, Lincoln Slednian, Mr. and Mrs. A1
Cohn, Eddie Hitchcock, Barrett Kiesling, Douglas
MacLean, Siegfried Schlager, Richard Talmadge,
Alberta Vaughn, Bebe Daniels, Colleen Moore.

Edwin Clifford, Jay Schreek, Jackie and Robert
Coogan, George Clifford, Mack Sennett, Pat
O’Malley, Holmes Herbert, William Weaver, Buster
Keaton, Norma Talmadge, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Beetson, Fred Savage, James Beecroft, A. Mac-
Arthur and Arthur Hagerman.

* * *

And I want to thank J. B. for the fine

box of cigars. None of them has exploded
yet.

* * *

Laugh Month Suggestion

What this country needs is more Smiles
per gallon.

* * H=

Need It

I see Henry Ford is going to send an
airplane expedition to the North Pole.
Probably to hunt parking space for the new
model Fords which are seven inches longer
than the old.

* * *

Famous Last Words
One more drink won’t hurt you.

* * *

J’ever Drink One
According to latest reports from Wash-

ington, Speaker Nicholas Longworth wears
a nightcap. Nightcaps almost went out of

existence when Prohibition came in.

R. M.

Death in Gillis Theatre
Fire Brings $10,000 Suit

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—Suit for

$10,000 damages has been filed in the circuit

court in Kansas City by Mrs. Bertha A. War-
ner for the death of her husband, Frank W.
Warner, who lost his life in the fire which
destroyed the Gillis theatre, Kansas City,

last June 5. The defendants named are

:

Edward L. Scarritt and Edward N. North,
trustees of the Gillis estate

;
the Kansas

City Gas Company, Riverside Storage
Company, Charley Madoris and W. B.

Sanderson. The petition says Warner was
an employe of a restaurant in the theatre

building.

Thalberg Signs Titlers

LOS ANGELES.—Kathern Hilliker and H. H.
Caldwell, tilting team, have been signed on a

new contract by Irving Thalberg for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

Donald Crisp is one of the pirates

in Doug Fairbanks’ picture for

United Artists, “Black Pirate.”

Mildred June and Stuart Holmes
are working on the Hal Roach lot

for Pathe.

In

Hollywood
with

Ray Murray
and

Harry

Nichols

Above: Jack L. Warner
is reading a wire to

Ernst Lubitsch which
tells of the big success
scored by the Lubitsch
picture, “Lady Winder-
mere’s Fan” when it

was given a premiere
in New York. Left:

The Del Rios, Dolores
Del Rio and her hus-

band Jimmie Del Rio
are recorded among
the wealthiest land-
holders of Mexico. She
is a First National
player listed among
the 1 926 W a m p a s

Stars.

Erie Kenton believes in

using all time available

for elaboration of his

production ideas. He
is shown here with
Marie Prevost, Warner
Brothers star, explain-

ing to her during the

lunch hour the man-
ner in which he wishes

the next scene made.
Both Miss Prevost and
Monte Blue are fea-

tured in “Other
Women’s Husbands”
which is now under-
going production at

the Warner lot in

Hollywood.
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66Biggest Money Makers” List
Center of Picture Attention

Press, Theatre, Trade
Bodies Laud Enterprise

Bedrock Facts Welcomed by Trade and Public; Prove
Picture Merits by Findings of Theatreowners

Reaction of trade, press and public to the “Herald’s” list of the 104
“Biggest Money Makers of 1925” indelibly stamps publication of that in-

formation as the most constructive and far-reaching trade journal enterprise

of recent years. In addition to its immediate service value, the list is

exerting enormous prestige influence in behalf of the motion picture.

Newspapers, among them the New York Evening Post and the New York
Herald Tribune, have printed special articles and editorials relaying the results

of the Herald survey to their readers. Without exception, newspaper writers

cite the salient facts brought out in the editorial summing up of results pub-
lished in accompaniment of the list in the Holiday Number.

Hays Organization Welcomes List

Approval from exhibitors and theatre organizations has been uniformly
spontaneous, indicating general recognition of the booking and policy guid-

ance made available. From the Hays organization also comes endorsement,
Jerome Beatty, assistant to President Will H. Hays, writes, “This list is very
good for our purpose, since it shows that there are plenty of good pictures for

the people to see.” This point, vitally important in defending the industry

against the assaults of agitators, also is made by newspaper editors- and writers

in their summing up of the canvas.

If Film Talks Lawyers
May Not Have a Chance

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—A mo-
tion picture will be used in court
proceedings of Fowler versus Car-
rie and Eddy to offer “audible tes-

timony” before the jury. Addison
Fowler of Fowler and Tamara,
dancers, plans to sue Carrie and
Eddy, dancers, for $50,000, alleg-

ing infringement of a dance evolu-
tion which he originated.

Fowler states that the De For-
rest Phonohlm recorded his dance
which was pirated by the other
team.

New South Wales
Solons Adopt 5
Shilling Tax Bill

( Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 5.—The
New South Wales Parliament last month
adopted legislation under which the profits

arising from the exhibition within the state

of motion picture films of foreign origin

would be taxed at rates running as high
as five shillings on the pound. The bill,

which has been submitted to the governor
for approval, would be retroactive, taxing
all profits from July 1, 1924.

Percentage Buying
Gets Ugly Look
of Cleveland Body

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND, O., Jan. 5.—The Cleve-
land Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-
tion December 29 unanimously went on
record as opposing any percentage and
overage system of buying pictures.

Police Guard Protects
Dickinson’s Patrons in

Theatre Labor Trouble
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—A spe-
cial guard from the police department
and sheriff’s office has been assigned to
guard the Bowersock theatre of Law-
rence, Kan. The move followed a re-

quest of G. W. Dickinson, owner of the
theatre, who owns a string of houses,
after a circulation of handbills through-
out the town warning the public that
those who attended the theatre would
“do so at their own peril.” The theatre
has experienced several labor difficulties

* since Nov. 15, 1924, when the house went
on an open shop basis for operators and
other employes. Persons responsible for
the circulation or printing of the bills

have not been ascertained. The police,

however are inclined to believe the move
merely is an attempt to frighten theatre-
goers. U i I

Exhibitors, in addition to using the list

for obvious purposes in selecting product
for their screens, have applied it more
directly to their theatre-public relationships

by basing advertisements upon it. One of

the most interesting of these advertise-

ments is that used by the Strand theatre,

Alma, Mich.

Ad Is Quoted

The management of the Strand took a
three column display space to say, under
a heading reading “The Box Office Tells

The Tale and Figures Don’t Lie,” follow-
ing:

Here's a little “inside dope” that will in-

terest everybody.
he EXHIBITORS HERALD, published in

Chicago, and the acknowledged best of all Mov-
ing Picture Trade Papers, has just completed
a canvass of the Moving Picture Theatres of
the entire country to determine which pictures
during the past year have made the most
money for Exhibitors; or, in other words, the
pictures that have proven themselves to have
made the greatest appeal to the tastes of
the millions of theatregoers in all sections of
the United States.

If anything in the world can give the “acid
test” to a picture it is the record it made at

the box olfice.

Thousands of reports were received.
Eaeli Exhibitor reported on ten pictures.

692 pictures were reported on.
Now get this I

Out of the seven best pictures of the year,

the Strand played six.

Out of the first fifty, the Strand played
thirty-four

!

What’s the answer?
Just this

:

If you want to be sure of seeing the cream
of the pictures.

If you want to see the pictures that have the
stamp of approval of the greatest number of
theatre-goers all over the country—

If you want entertainment that really enter-

tains, rather than a lot of spectacular hodge-
podge that may have cost a lot of money to

produce but doesn't mean anything—
You simply have to go where that class of

entertainment is to be found any time you
come, and that is the
STRAND THEATER
Think it over.

Not only was the Strand theatre of Alma
able to use the list to advantage, however,
but the Idlehour theatre of that place

found in it facts which enabled that con-

cern to build up counter advertising setting

its year’s program before the public in

likewise satisfactory manner. Details of

the Idlehour campaign will be published in

the Herald when received.

Exchanges Report Action

On the direct box office side, exhibitor

reaction was instantaneous. Exchanges
handling pictures shown to possess high
box office value have been swamped with
demands for bookings and playdates. In

many cases extra prints have been re-

quested of home offices in order that this

special business may be quickly and satis-

factorily handled.

Another evidence of exhibitor interest in

the list is seen in reports to “What the

Picture Did For Me,” where comment
bearing upon the poll and pictures included

therein is frequently recurrent. Incident-

ally, current reports on pictures shown to

be among the biggest money makers are

found to bear out that finding in current

exhibition.

Sunday Shows Win at

Ition, N. Y., Election

After Bitter Campaign
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 5.—By a major-
ity of 71 votes, the proposition to give
the village of Ilion, N. Y., Sunday mo-
tion picture shows was carried at a tax-
payers’ election. The campaign was par-
ticularly bitter, with the churches lined

up solidly against the proposal.

New Kenworthy Opens
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

^MOSCOW, IDAHO, Jan. 5.—The New
Kenworthy theatre opened here yester-

day. The opening was heralded by the
issuance of invitation cards.
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F. B. O. Announces Completion
of First Nine of Schedule

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino' s First Starring Vehicle, “When Love Grows
Cold in Cutting Room—Three to Be Made

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Completion of nine of the 12 Gold Bond pro-
ductions on the 1925-26 program of Film Booking Offices was
announced today with the cutting and editing of “When Love

Grows Cold” in which Natacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino), stars.

FATHER recent productions which have
V-' been completed are “Flaming Wat-
ers,” melodrama made by Associated
Arts Corporation; “The King on the
Turf,” featuring Patsy Ruth Miller and
Kenneth Harlan in a racing story; and
“The Midnight Flyer,” a railroad melo-
drama in which Cullen Landis and
Dorothy Devore are featured.

Two Johnson Productions
Others in the nine completed are

“The Last Edition” which has already
begun showings in first run houses, “The
Keeper of the Bees” which has been
booked by hundreds of first run houses,
“Drusilla with a Million,” which was
shown for the first time several weeks
ago at which time it scored hits in many
cities, “Parision Nights” and “If Mar-
riage Fails— ?”

The pictures yet to be filmed for

F. B. O. distribution are “A Poor Girl’s

Romance,” Edeson Marshall’s “The Isle

of Retribution,” and Emory Johnson’s
second production on the 1925-26 pro-
gram tentatively titled “Happiness,” his
first being “The Last Edition.”

Modern Libbey Story
“A Poor Girl’s Romance” will be filmed

shortly after the first of the year and
will be a modern romantic drama. The
story was one of the most popular that
came from the pen of the late Mrs. Lib-
bey, whose readers were numbered by
millions two decades ago.
“The Isle of Retribution” will also be

started shortly after the first of the year.
The book has already run into many edi-

tions. It is an outdoor story with a
melodramatic flavor.

Emory Johnson’s new film venture, on
which he will soon begin, will dramatize
the recent non-stop flight of the navy
to Hawaii.

Call “Ben Hur” Greatest Film
after Premiere at Cohan’s

BY JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—The long expected “Ben Hur” was given its

premiere last Wednesday night at the George M. Cohan theatre

and the consensus of opinion is that the world has been given its

greatest picture. As no production ever shown on Broadway—and that

means the world—even approached the Metro classic in the matter of

monetary cost, just so certain is it that no production ever received so

great an ovation from a critical audience in a motion picture theatre.

ALMOST everyone who is anyone in

the film industry, in society or in offi-

cial life in New York, attended the open-

ing, and this audience—which might easily

be termed “hard-boiled”—was carried away
several times to vociferous and prolonged

bursts of applause, such as have been
rarely, if ever, heard in a theater of enter-

tainment.

It was a great night for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. It was a great night for Marcus
Loew. It was a great night for Nick
Schenck, and many other Metro officials,

for Fred Niblo, who directed the produc-
tion, and for Ramon Navarro, Francis X.
Cushman and a number of other actors

who have gained immortal film fame by
having worked in this greatest of all pro-

“A Smile’s a Smile

for a’ That” ($250,000)
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—
“There are smiles that make us
happy, there are smiles that make
us blue, there are smiles that steal
away the teardrops as the sun-
beams steal away the dew.” And
then there are smiles that are pro-
tected by insurance companies,
such as the smile that Douglas
MacLean has had insured for
$250,000.

ductions. And not forgetting that it was a

great night for the film industry in that

it gave to the world a picture that, it is

believed, will undoubtedly bring in the

picture theatres a vast army of persons
who are not motion picture fans.

Rothstein Genial Santa
to Crippled Children
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Nat G. Rothstein,

director of publicity, advertising and ex-
ploitation for F. B. O., was host to the

children of the Convalescent Home for
Crippled Children at Rockaway Park last

week. He entertained them with 12 reels

of hilarious comedies and cartoons.

May Turn Away 500 at

Naked Truth Dinner
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Nat Rothstein
will be the chief announcer at the Naked
Truth Dinner given by the A. M. P. A.
to be held February 6. Orders for reser-
vations coming in rapidly indicate that it

may be necessary to turn away 500 re-

quests.

Garfield Joins Levine
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 5.—Herman Gar-
field, pioneer distributor, is on the Coast
with Nat Levine and Sam Bischoff.
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Production Activity
in Oregon Increases;
Large Theatres Rising

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORI LAND, ORE., Jan. 5.—Possibili-
ties of Oregon as a film production center
have aroused a keen and growing interest.
The pictures of Lewis Moomaw, the most

recent of which was produced in entirety
in Portland, using The Brandon studio,
are noticed high up on the list of the
“Triumphant Thirty” to be exploited by
Associated Exhibitors. His last two are
“Under the Rouge” and “Only the Brave,”
recently changed to “How to Train a
Wife.”

Universal saw the wisdom of extolling
Oregon resources in several splendid West-
ern dramas, prominent among them “Let
’Er Buck,” featuring Hoot Gibson.

First National chose Wallowa Lake in
Eastern Oregon as the most desirable and
adequate setting for Rex Beach’s “Winds
of Chance.”
Oregon’s physical attractiveness is super-

latively lovely and although climatic con-
ditions are not always favorable, there are
certain seasons which are agreeable to
photography. Consider the unlimited
sources of setting—the Columbia and
Deschutes rivers; the languid Willamette,
flowing through a beautiful valley; the
Columbia River Highway; the logging
camps of the Coos Bay district, the prairies
of Eastern Oregon

; the farms and ranches
in all sections; the ocean to the West, and
snowcovered Mt. Hood.
The output of the Beaverton studios is

distributed by Davis.
Many Oregon exhibitors have as beauti-

ful and as up to the minute theatres as are
to be found in the country.

Rice and Peavey Get
F. B. O. Executive Jobs

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5. — Two appoint-
ments were announced last week by Film
Booking Offices here. N. C. Rice, one of
the veteran exhib-
itors of the state

of Iowa and presi-

dent of the Iowa
State Exhibitors
League, has been
appointed manager
of the Des Moines
exchange. He suc-

ceeds F. W. Young
who resigned a
short time ago.

C. L. Peavey
who has been as-

sociated with
F. B. O. on the

sales staff several

years, has been
placed in charge of the Atlanta branch to
succeed F. L. Davie.

First National Offices

Suffer Heavy Fire Loss
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Jan. 5.

-—Water damage from a fire resulted in

a considerable loss at the Dallas, Tex.,
First National exchange recently.
Among recent purchasers of theatres

are Delaney & Fraley, New Show, Webb
City; E. M. Wilson, Princess, Hydro,
Ok'la., and Walling & Griffith, Empire
and Rialto, Tonkawa. •

First National Club Elects
ALBANY. N. Y.—Employees of the First

National exchange here, who constitute the First
National Club, elected the following officers:

President, Alfred J. Marchetti; Secretary, Carrie
Himmelberger; Treasurer, Ella M. Rourke;
Chairman of entertainment committee, Renee
Craven.
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Connolly to Ask
$15,000 for U. S.

Picture Division
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 5.—Jack
S. Connolly, Washington representative

of the Hays organization, is expected to

appear before the. house appropriations
committee this week to urge inclusion in

the appropriation bill for the department
of commerce of a fund of $15,000 with
which to establish a motion picture divi-

sion in the bureau of foreign and domes-
tic commerce.

Efforts to obtain such an appropriation

last session were unavailing. There is no
provision in the estimates of the depart-

ment for establishment of such a bureau.,

but Secretary Herbert Hoover last year
indicated he would be glad to establish

it if Congress gave the necessary permis-
sion and provided the funds.

Secretary Hoover, accompanied by Dr.

Julius Klein, director of the bureau of

foreign and domestic commerce, will also

appear before the committee in the week
to explain various items in the estimates,

and probably will be questioned as to the

motion picture work of the department
and the advantages of having a separate
division.

Mexicans Put Films
Ahead of Bullfights

1925 Figures Show
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

MEXICO CITY, MEX., Jan. 5.—While
bullfighting as an amusement took in

1,043,434 pesos during 1925 motion pictures

forged into first place by taking in four

times that amount in this city.

Government statisticians who made the

calculation say that this is representative of

the country generally. Until recently bull-

fighting was the leading pastime. Now it

is in second place.

Memorial Service For
Miss Thurman in Utah

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

RICHFIELD, UTAH, Jan. 5.—Memorial
services for the late Miss Mary Thurman,
motion picture actress who as a girl taught

school here, were conducted in the Kinema
theatre December 29. A. L. Stallings, man-
ager of the Kinema, had issued written

requests to members of the industry to

join in Richfield’s tribute to the star who
died in New York.
“The motion picture industry of the

United States is mourning the loss of one
of the most brilliant stars, Mary Thurman,
whom Richfield proudly called her own,”
said the announcement.

Oregon League Gives
Party at Baby Home
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 5.—The Mo-
tion Picture League of Oregon enter-
tained the children of the Waverly Baby
Home and instilled in every young heart
a fervent belief in old St. Nick. Manager
Bill Ely of the Hippodrome theater man-
aged the affair.

Lee Marcus on Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Lee Marcus left

today on a swing around the Western ter-

ritory for F. B. O.

FP-L to Buy United Studios;

Powers Purchases Selig Plant
Schenck-Levee-Lasky Deal Involves More Than $4,000,000

-—Official Transfer Awaited—Rumor All First Nationals

Will Be Made in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, CAL., Jan. 5.—One of the largest studio deals in the his-

tory of the industry will be closed this week under the terms of which Famous
Players-Lasky will acquire the United Studios on Melrose avenue. The deal

involves between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 and negotiations have been in

progress for the purchase for several weeks.

Powers Buys Selig Studios

Another important deal announced this week was the purchase of the old

Selig Studios on Mission road by P. A. Powers of Associated Exhibitors.

The new name will be Associated Studios, Inc. Powers plans to open the

studios February 1.

Joseph M. Schenck and Mike Levee,
owners of the United Studios, have been
in conference with Jesse L. Lasky, vice-

president of Famous Players-Lasky, ever
since Lasky and Frank A. Garbutt, prom-
inent stockholder in the Paramount or-

ganization, made a tour of inspection of

the Melrose avenue plant two weeks ago.

Negotiations Renewed
At that time it was denied that Para-

mount officials were about to purchase the

United plant, and it was said the deal had
fallen through. Last Thursday, however,
negotiations were renewed and the price of

the studio was shaded to meet the offers of

the Lasky organization. Although the pa-

pers have not been signed, it is expected
the official transfer will be made this week.
Paramount will likely take possession

about May 1. Joseph M. Schenck will

move his units to the Fairbanks-Pickford
studio on Santa Monica boulevard. Noth-
ing definite has been decided upon by First

National, Sam Rork Productions, Frances
Marion Productions and Samuel Goldwyn’s.

Richard A. Rowland, general manager
of First National, will arrive here this

week and decide where the West Coast
units will produce. Rumor has it all First

National pictures will be made in the East.

Old Studios to Be Razed
The old Famous Players Studios on Vine

street will be razed as soon as that Com-
pany moves to the United lot and the

property used for business sites.

M. C. Levee will erect a six story build-

Exhibitor Plays ’Possum,
Saves Auto from Bandits

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 5.—Joe
F. Bredin, proprietor of the Boule-
vard theatre, played a stellar role
in a thriller a few days ago when
bandits lay in wait for him at his
garage and relieved him of his
night’s receipts of $200. Mr. Bre-
din tried to talk them out of it,

but failed. For answer he re-
ceived a blow over the head. He
struggled to his feet again, to take
another blow. He decided that
was enough and he pretended he
was knocked out, while the holdup
men got into his automobile and
drove away. As soon as they got
a little way from the garage, Mr.
Bredin began calling for help.
The robbers thereupon abandoned
the car in the middle of the street
and ran.

ing on Melrose avenue near the United
Plant for studio properties.

Erich Von Stroheim will direct several

pictures at the new Associated studios and
ten acres adjoining the studios have been
acquired for additional studio stages for

other companies releasing their product
through Associated Exhibitors. It is

planned to make forty pictures there this

year. Emil Offerman, West Coast repre-

sentative of Mr. Powers, is general man-
ager of the plant with W. L. Heywood as

manager. Von Stroheim’s first picture will

be “The Wedding March.”

Portland Censors Bar
D. W. Griffith’s Latest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 5.—“That
Royle Girl,” D. W. Griffith’s latest pic-

ture, has been turned down by the Port-
land censor board but no action will be
taken by the local Paramount office un-
til a list of eliminations made in Phila-
delphia are received. When the list ar-

rives cuts will be made and the censor
board will be asked to view the picture
again.

Theatre Praised for

Assisting Churchgoing
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

WICHITA, KAN., Jan. 5.—The Wichita
Beacon in an editorial has cited the Miller

theatre here for engendering the good will

of the people in its community. It com-
mends the management for running trail-

ers on Saturdays encouraging church at-

tendance.

Four Companies File

in Last Week of 1925
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Jan. 5.—The last

week of 1925 brought but four motion
picture companies incorporating through
the secretary of state’s office, a some-
what smaller number than is usual for
the week. The following gives the
names of the companies and the amounts
of capitalization where such is specified

in the papers filed : Marlboro Pictures
Corporation, $75,000; Basil Dean, Inc.,

$10,000; Neslein Picture Corporation,
$3,000; Mosholu Theatre Corporation.

Earle Has 1st Birthday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 5.—The
Earle theatre here this week is observing
“Anniversary Week,” marking the close
of one year since it began operation.
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British National Pictures Buys
Site for Eight Big Studios

Williams and Eaton Sailing for America This Week With Prints of

Ttvo Recently Acquired Productions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

L ONDON, Jan. 5.—Eight large studios will be erected in England by
British National Pictures, Ltd., of which J. D. Williams is general

manager and George T. Eaton is board chairman, in bringing toward
realization Britain’s dreams of having its own Hollywood. A forty-acre

site has just been acquired at Oaklands, near Elstree in Hertfordshire.

Two of these studios, which it is said will be the largest in the world, will

be completed by May. Six more will follow.

Contracts for the two first studios
have been let to Frederick Braby &

Company of Glasgow, steel construction
engineers, and the company is under
obligation to finish them within sixteen
weeks of January 1. It is expected thus
that the making of pictures can be start-

ed by June 1.

Site Near London
The two studios are to be 300 feet long

by 100 wide and 45 high and will be
equipped with the latest technical devices
for production. The site was chosen be-
cause of its nearness to London and be-
cause of its freedom from fog.
Williams and Eaton will sail tomorrow

for America to arrange for distribution of
“Nell Gwynne” and “The Great White
Silence.” They have purchased the
American rights of these two pictures
and will also prepare the way for dis-
tribution of other British National pro-
ductions. Williams has obtained 100 per
cent ownership of “Nell Gwynne,” Her-
bert Wilcox production starring Lillian
Gish. “The Great White Silence” is H.
G. Ponting’s picture of Scott’s last Ant-
arctic expedition. Wilcox is also sailing
tomorrow.

Seek Directors and Stars

In addition to bringing to the United
States the prints of these two pictures
Williams and Eaton will endeavor to per-
suade a number of British-born directors
and stars to return to England.

Williams, familiarly known in Ameri-
can motion picture circles as “Jay Dee,”
whose name is associated with the foun-
dation of Associated First National in
America, was foremost in the organiza-
tion of British National Pictures, Inc.,
and hopes with Eaton to restore to Brit-
ain the lost legion of British directors
and players now working overseas. Eaton
is a wealthy Australian stock breeder.

“Mr. J. D. Williams is one of the great
figures in film history,” says the corre-

Mack Should Add
“So’s Your Old Man”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, CAL., Jan. 5.—Hughie Mack, who weighs 356
pounds, has found the way to turn
aside curious acquaintances who
habitually ask him about his
weight. He hands each a card on
which the following is printed:

“I’ve tried every kind of diet.

I’d rather be fat than hungry."
“I’ve tried horseback riding. At

the end of three weeks I weighed
five pounds more than the horse.”

“Ive tried golf but I couldn’t
see the ball after I placed it.”

“Invitations to ride in Fords ac-
cepted at owner’s risk.”

spondent of the London Daily Express,
“and I, for one, am confident that he can
do more to set British film production
on its feet than any other man.”

Newsreel for 168

Houses by UDeal;

Big Fox Booking
One of the larger booking deals of the

past week is revealed in the report that

the California branch of Universal Film
Exchange has closed with West Coast
Theatres, Inc., for the showing of first

run International Newsreel in 168 of the

company’s houses.

Loew’s New York chain of theatres

have booked four Fox two-reel comedies
and two Fox one-reel varieties, a booking
which represents 100 days. . . . R. E.

Churchill, manager of the Kansas City
F. B. O. exchange, has sold “Keeper of

the Bees” to the Sears Amusement com-
pany for its entire circuit. Eph Rosen,
Minneapolis manager, has sold the series

of 13 Standard Fat Men comedies, 13

Blue Ribbons and Bray Cartoons to the

Orpheum, Duluth, Minn.

Harry Bernstein, Red Seal sales man-
ager, New York, has sold more than 500

theatres in that territory. . . . William
and N. J. Flynn, owners of the Globe
theatre, Kansas City, have obtained a

franchise for the showing of all Cecil De
Mille productions and others of P. D. C.

A P. D. C. production, “Three Faces
East,” played to great crowds at the
Forum theatre, Los Angeles, during the

Christmas shopping period, proving itself

potent enough to set up attendance rec-

ords for the season there. A like experi-

ence was realized at the Capitol theatre,

New York, where “His Secretary,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, was
shown. The week before Christmas the

receipts totaled $64,520.75, it is reported.

Mayer Fetes 1,500 at

New Year9
s Celebration

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—Louis B.

Mayer of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu-

dios was host Friday to 1,500 employes
at a bi 0- New Year’s dinner, to celebrate

the opening of “Ben Hur” in New York
and celebrate the New Year.

Dorothy Devore Wed
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 5.—Dorothy
Devore, Warner Brothers star, was mar-
ried recently to Albert Wylie Mather.
The wedding was staged at the home of

Louis Greenfield, president of New Fill-

more Theatre Company.

Counsel for F. P-L,

Again on Mat with

Trade Commission
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

WASHINGTON, D C., Jan. 5.—Counsel
for the Famous Players-Lasky Company
and for the Federal Trade Commission
again faced each other January 6 in argu-

ments on the petition of the latter for a

reopening of the Famous Players case.

Each side was given one hour to present

its arguments to the commission, which will

announce its decision later.

The application for reopening was sub-

mitted by the commission’s counsel in order

that he might submit evidence regarding

the interests held by Famous Players and

other respondents in theatres, acquired

since September 1, 1924, the information, it

is understood, covering the location and ca-

pacity of such houses; and also that there

might be incorporated in the record of the

hearings such testimony barred by the trial

examiner as the commission thought should

be admitted.

J . F. Brockliss Renews
Rowland Association as

British Head for F, N.
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LONDON, Jan. 5.—In resigning as

managing director of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer continental business in Paris in

order to assume
the managing di-

rectorship of the

First National
British organiza-

tion, succeeding
Ralph J. Pugh, J.

Frank Brockliss is

returning to direct

association with
Richard A. Row-
land, general man-
ager of First Na-
tional.

Brockliss was
the first to bring to

England in 1914

the Metro films

then manufactured under the presidency of

Rowland. Brockliss at that time formed a

combination with the Ruffles concern in

Long Acres, transferred his several other

businesses to large premises in Wardour
street and there organized a renting and
distributing company for Lubin Films.

Brockliss is also well known for his

activities in the field of accessories. He
invented the “silverlight” lens, from which

a present form of motor headlights was
developed.

Ticket Tax Provides
$688,600 for Charity

in Year in Montreal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Jan. 5.—The total

revenue received from the Amusement
tax for Montreal, Que., was $688,606, it

was announced last week, for the year
ending November 30. The sum repre-

sents 10 per cent of the 19,513,128 admis-
sions at Montreal theatres. The popula-

tion is 875,000.

The money is distributed among char-

itable institutions.

Metro Signs Lipton
LOS ANGELES.—Lew Lipton, author, has been

signed for another year with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

J. Frank Brockliss
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Universal, Famous Players,

M-G-M Make Deals with Ufa
Trans-Atlantic Race of American Executives Ends in Conclave

Producing Agreement— German Territory

Open to American Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Definite opening of the German theatre field to

American film is the single undisputed result of the all night conference end-

ing in agreements between representatives of Ufa, the principal German
producing concern, and Universal, Famous Players-Lasky and Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Reports differ as to details of the separate arrangements mak-
ing up the final deal, but it is agreed that by the terms of the understanding

reached all three American companies will enjoy such foreign distribution

advantages as Ufa is qualified to give them.

American Executives Settle Details

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, acted for that concern in the nego-
tiations, Sidney R. Kent representing Famous Players-Lasky and Leopold
Friedman acting for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Messrs. Kent and Friedman
made the journey abroad together, arriving in Berlin almost simultaneously

with Mr. Laemmle, the purpose of whose trip was known to be final closing

of a contract with Ufa pending for some time. Advancement of funds to

finance Ufa production in exchange for distributional advantages in Germany
to be bestowed by that concern was the basis of both the Universal and the

Famous Players and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer deals.

Rule Expected of
M. P. T. O. K.-M. on
“Outsiders”Jan. 12

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—Three
questions of more than casual importance
are slated to be discussed, and probably
decided upon, at the meeting of the board
of directors of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-
Missouri in Kansas City January 12.

The question of M. P. T. O. K-M mem-
bers declining to sit on the joint board
of arbitration to hear cases of exhibitors

who are not members of the exhibitor

body, probably will be first “on the carpet.”

Then will come the question of admitting
managers of producer-owned theatres into

the organization as active members. It will

be necessary to amend the constitution at

a convention before favorable action can be
taken, of course, but sentiment expressed
at the meeting is expected to be a baro-

meter of the action to follow later.

Then the proposition of holding an an-

nual “social” convention will come up.

January 15 may be set as the date for the

first M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri “social”

convention.

Two Pro-Dis-Cos Play
Chicago Loop in Holiday
The holiday season found Cecil Maberry,

Chicago district manager of Producers
Distributing Corporation, wearing a smile

as wide as the Grand Canyon in “The
Road to Yesterday.” His organization had
two pictures playing in the Loop during
the holidays and both of them made a

smashing hit. It was predicted that Cecil

B. DeMille had started another star “up
the ladder with P D C” in the person of

William Boyd who plays the part of Wally
Gay in “Steel Preferred.”
The steady improvement of Producers

product the past year has been reflected by
such pictures as “Charley’s Aunt,” “The
Road to Yesterday,” “Steel Preferred,”

“Simon the Jester” and “Without Mercy,”
which have already scored successes, and
“Three Faces East,” “Silence,” “Brave-
heart,” “Madame Behave,” “Red Dice,”

“The Last Frontier” and “The Volga Boat-
man” still to come during the new year.

There’s a “big three” in P D C consisting
of John Flinn, Cecil DeMille and Charlie
Christie and these are the men who are re-

sponsible for the fine product now being
released.

Fire Costs $3,000
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

KANSAS CITY, MO„ Jan. 5.—Fire did

$3,000 damage to the Elms theatre, subur-
ban house of Kansas City. The building
carried $3,500 insurance, according to Em-
mett Buchanan of Independence, Mo.,
owner.

5,000 Tots Visit Bowes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Maj. Edward
Bowes, managing director of the Capitol
theatre, was host to 5,000 children of the
board of child welfare one morning last

week.

Alice Terry in France
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PARIS, FRANCE, Jan. 5.—Alice Ter-
ry visited her husband, Rex Ingram,
M-G-M director here, during the holi-

days. Both plan to go to Nice for pro-
duction work. Before Christmas she ar-
rived from New York.

While conflicting figures and terms are

given out in various press and personal

reports of the conference terminating in

agreement, it seems fairly well established

that Famous Players and Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer are to advance Ufa the sum of

$4,000,000 for a period of years at 7G per

cent interest. In return for this loan, Ufa
will assure these concerns satisfactory dis-

tribution in the German theatre field, over
which it has considerable control. Another
angle of the deal mentioned in most re-

ports is that Famous and Metro will as-

sume responsibility for American distribu-

tion of certain Ufa productions on the

condition that these shall be found suitable

for the American market.

Universal Assured Dates

Universal also is assured playdates for

its product in the German field, although
the loan contemplated in the original

Laemmle-Ufa deal was not put through.

It is stated, also, that Universal is not

bound to distribute Ufa productions in the

United States, although rather extensive

plans for bringing German directors and
artists to America and taking Universal
players to Germany for production pur-

poses have been announced.

Ufa is conceded to be the controlling

factor in the German film situation. As
the German distribution field is considered

second only to that of Great Britain as an
outlet for American product, the impor-

tance of the Ufa deal is apparent.

Ufa, less important before the war but

rapidly developing thereafter to a position

“Sandwich Lease” Near
Theatre Bringing $2,500

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—
A lease of rather unusual merit—
a “sandwich lease”—was bought in

Kansas City Monday by Schuyler
Ashley from E. C. Sooy, adjoin-

ing the Shubert theatre. The
lease will pay $2,500 a year for 79

years.

of domination in the German trade, now
finds itself well fortified. An elaborate
production program undertaken as a step

toward invasion of the world market is

held accountable for the need of funds
resulting in working out of the American
alignment. American capital advanced un-
der the arrangement outlined in the fore-

going is expected to place the concern in

a practically impregnable position.

Bert Perkins Joins
Graf Productions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 5.—
Bert B. Perkins, former director of ex-
ploitation for Metro and Metro-Goldwyn,
begins his new duties as director of pub-
licity and exploitation and in charge of the

scenario department of Graf Productions,
January 15, at the Peninsula studios, San
Mateo. Graf Productions will make 12

two-reel Westerns and four features a

year. The special production of the Dun-
can Sisters in “Topsy and Eva” will be

made in the coming year.

L. & T. Shows Film in

Hospitals for Children
Under an arrangement of Lubliner &

Trinz theatres and the Chicago Herald and
Examiner stricken children, some of whom
have never seen motion pictures were given
that opportunity last week. Art Kahn and
his orchestra visited hospital wards. The
pictures were projected against walls for
most of the children although for those

who could not rise in their beds the pic-

tures were projected on the ceiling.

“Writers” Celebrate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5—“The Writ-
ers,” a West Coast organization, cele-
brated the entrance of the new year with
big festivities New Year’s eve at the
club’s clubhouse.

Frank Alexander Marries
NEW YORK. — Frank “Fatty” Alexander,

comedian in Joe Rock’s Standard comedians,
has married Mary Druse of Red Wing, Wyo.
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INNOVATIONS in publicity and advertising have been marked in the Fox Film Corporation in the past year under a re-

arrangement effected by Winfield R. Sheehan, vicepresident and general manager. Four subdivisions operate under the
general direction of Vivian M. Moses (left). Gerald K. Rudulph (middle) is at the head of the publicity department and
Bruce Gallup (right) is advertising manager. Ned Holmes has charge of the field exploitation staff, Robert M. Yost is at the

head of publicity at the West Coast studios and Donn McElwaine is at the head of the accessories division.

Fox to Picturize “Sandy” Serial

from Author of “Chickie”
Story of Flapper Bride , Running in Hundred Newspapers, Will Be

Presented on Screen Late in Spring

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 5.—Fox Film Corporation will make a motion
picture from “Sandy,” the Elenore Meherin story of a flapper

bride which has been running serially in more than one hundred
of the leading newspapers of the United States, James R. Grainger, gen-
eral manager, has just announced.

Elenore meherin is also the
author of the serial “Chickie” which

was made into one of the outstanding
picture successes of the past season, and
while “Chickie” registered a tremendous
success both as a newspaper serial and
as a box office attraction on the screen,
many who have read “Sandy” do not
hesitate to say that the serial story
“Sandy” has far outstripped “Chickie”
in popular appeal, and that it presents
even greater possibilities for motion pic-

ture material, according to the announce-
ment.

In his efforts to produce “Sandy” with
the best possible cast obtainable, Win-
field R. Sheehan, general manager of
Fox Films, who has been at the Fox
West Coast studios for the past four
months, is making a careful search for
the best type of girl to play the leading
role and she will be supported by art-

ists of outstanding ability.

The story of “Sandy” is said to be
quite unlike anything ever before adapted
for screen purposes. It is infinitely more
vital and amazingly more daring. Sandy
McNeil is the modern girl in revolt
against conventions. She is the typical
flapper of the present day, typifying
youth aquiver with the love of life,

flaunting itself with that abandon which
has brought the girl of the times more
prominently into the public eye than
ever before in the history of America’s
social activities. “Sandy” in serial form
grips the reader page by page, and in

the motion picture version to be pro-
duced by Fox advantage will be taken
of every opportunity presented by the
wide variety of thrilling episodes which
bring to the screen the most colorful
picture of the 1926 modern girl, her ideas
of life and all the complexities of the
modern social order, says the announce-
ment.
“Sandy” is to be produced and released

by Fox Films as a special production and
will be presented on the screen late in

the spring.

Peggy Joyce, On Way to

Premiere, Visits Chicago
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, star of “The Sky-

rocket,” which Associated Exhibitors will

release, made a brief visit in Chicago
January 5 on her way from the Coast to

New York, where she was to attend the

premiere of the picture aboard the S. S.

Leviathan this week. She will return west
January 9 to begin her second picture, from
ar orginial story by Cosmo Hamilton.

Goldwyn Contracts for

Entire Marion Output
{Special to Exhibitors Herald )

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 5.—Frances Ma-
rion has signed an agreement whereby she

will devote her time exclusively to writing
for the Samuel Goldwyn production com-
pany.

Annual Midwinter
Trip Takes F. N.

Chief to Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Richard A. Row-
land, general manager of First National
Pictures, left yestereday for the West
Coast Studios, where he will remain several

weeks in conference with producers and
directors associated with First National.

This is Rowland’s regular midwinter visit

to the coast.

Before leaving he said that the produc-
tion plans of the company at both the East-
ern and Western studios were well ahead
of schedule and that everything is set for

the release of the greatest array of pictures

ever distributed by First National.

While in Los Angeles the general man-
ager will confer with John E. McCormick,
Western representative of the company,
who is presenting Colleen Moore in the

strongest series of starring pictures the

popular young actress has ever had. He
will also have an opportunity to consider in

detail the plans of the allied producers
whose product is being handled by First

National, including Joseph M. Schenck,

Sam Rork, M. C. Levee, Marion Fairfax,

John M. Stahl and E. M. Asher, all of

whom are contributing product to the new
year’s program.

Spearing9
s First for U

to Be Shot in Oregon
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

KLAMATH FALLS, ORE., Jan. 5.—
This community has been selected as the

background for the first picture James O.
Spearing will direct for Lfniversal.

Frank Lloyd Returns
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—Frank Lloyd,

First National director, returned last week
from a three months trip to Hawaii, Japan
and China. He has one more picture to

make on his contract.
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$500,000 St. Joseph
House Heads Building

in Kansas City Area
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—Near
zero weather and holiday laxness is prov-
ing no barrier to continuation of an un-
usual large theatre building program in the
Kansas City territory.

This week comes the announcement from
St. Joseph, Mo., of a new $500,000 down-
town first run house to be constructed by
St. Joseph Electric Amusement Company.
Work on the theatre will begin early in the

spring and will be a part of the city’s centennial
celebration for 1926. The site will be chosen soon.
The company, which also owns the Electric, St.

Joseph, will spend $100,000 in remodeling that
house, increasing the seating to 2,000. F. O.
Williams will manage both houses. Grubel Brothers
of Kansas City, Kas., is connected with the St.

Joseph company.
Then there was the Christmas Day opening of

the new Oak Park theatre, Kansas City, which Jay
Means, vice president of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-
Missouri, will operate. The house, a modern su-
burban theatre, will seat about 1,100 and contains
virtually every convenience found in the larger
theatres. Its equipment includes Simplex projec-
tors, Peerless low intensity reflector arc lamps.
Raven Halftone screens and special automatic re-
winding equipment.
At Baxter Springs, Kan., work has started on a

new theatre, being built by John I. Cooper, which
will be managed by E. A. Rehm. The house, seat-
ing 1,000, will be as modern as any theatre in the
state. Contracts for Simplex projectors and in-
candesant lamp equipment have been let.

At Richmond, Mo., H. McClelland has
opened the Gayety theatre.

Author of “Big Parade

”

Engaged for Script of
Lasky’s “Old Ironsides”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW Y O R K
, Jan. 5. — Laurence

Stallings who collaborated in the writing
of “What Price Glory?” and who wrote
“The Big Parade” has been engaged as
dramatist of “Old Ironsides,” which
James Cruze is to direct for Paramount,
it has been announced by B. P. Schulberg,
associate producer.

Six Units Producing at
Metropolitan Studios

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5. — Six produc-
tion units are working on new attractions
at the Metropolitan studios, it was stated
here today. Harold Lloyd is completing
“For Heaven’s Sake”; Corinne Griffith is

working in “Mademoiselle Modiste”; E.
Mason Hopper begins “Paris at Midnight”;
A. H. Sebastian begins “The Prince of
Pilsen”; Renaud Hoffman begins “The
Unknown Soldier”; and George Melford
begins “Whispering Smith.”

Boy Born to Loews
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Mrs. Mildred
Zukor Loew last week became the mother
of a boy. Its father is Arthur Marcus
Loew, Sr., manager of the Loew’s, Inc.,

foreign department. Its grandfather is

Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky.

Schnitzer Signs Withers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 5.—Grant With-
ers, juvenile of the stage, was signed last
week for five years on an F. B. O. con-
tract by J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident in
charge of production, who is on the
Coast.

Warners to Use $10,000,000
for Big Outside Productions

Separate Unit, Formed Within Warner Brothers to Handle Indi-

vidual Super-Productions, Under Supervision of Harry

Warner—Lubitsch to Make Spectacles

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.-—A separate unit has been formed within the

organization of Warner Brothers which will buy and distribute individual

super productions, according to announcement made by Harry Warner,
president of the company, upon his arrival on the Coast.

A fund of $10,000,000 will be available for the use of the unit in buying
pictures.

These pictures will be additional to those made and distributed by
Warner Brothers proper.

An opportunity will be offered any-
one who can produce big pictures to
take advantage of the distributing or-
ganization that Warners has established,
it was stated.

No Film Too Big

No picture is too big under this plan,

which encourages the production of
superpictures, at the same time relieving
the producer or the individual star of

the important problems of distributing
and intensive exploitation. Another
feature of the plan is that pictures will

be sold to exhibitors only after they
have seen them.
Harry M. Warner himself will give

this branch of the organization his per-
sonal supervision, and no one need fear

that any other pictures will be sold with
any individual production that is being
distributed by Warner Brothers. Every
picture will be handled on its own merit.
The first of the pictures to be handled

by this method will be John Barrymore’s
starring vehicle, “Don Juan,” which will

be roadshowed and exploited on a large
scale.

“We realized some time ago,” said
Warner, “that the day was not far off

when the producers of the big pictures
would be less concerned over their ex-
hibition than the theatre owner would
be in obtaining them. The tremendous
theatres that are built and being built

today must have a quality product to
fill them and attract patrons, and it was
in anticipation of this situation that we
planned the production of ‘Don Juan,’
now completed, and five other specials
for the year.
“The formation of this new unit is a

further step for the financing and proper
distribution and exploitation of super-
productions. It must be clearly under-
stood, however, that we are interested
only in the picture that can be shown
at top prices at $1.50 and up.”

t

Lubitsch to Make Spectacles

In regard to Ernst Lubitsch who will
make two of the special productions on
next year’s program, Warner said that
this director will, after his next picture,
be confined to the making of massive
productions only.

“Lubitsch’s time will be devoted only
to big pictures better worth $5 than $1
in the showing. He is acknowledged as
the world’s greatest director, and we
would consider that we were wasting his

time if we did not give to the public
the great things we know he is capable
of. The theatre owners do not appre-
ciate the genius of Lubitsch, and we in-

tend to give them Lubitsch productions
of a character that will show them what
this master can do.”
This in no way affects the Warners’

plan for their regular feature pictures for

the 1926-27 season. An announcement
of the number of pictures to be made
and the amount to be expended on them
will be made at an early date. The new
unit will take care of Warner’s special
productions and as many other outside
pictures as will warrant the backing by
this special fund.

Theatre Policy Affected

With the opening of “The Sea Beast,”
January 15, Warner Brothers will put
into operation new policies affecting al-

most the entire conduct of Warners
theatre, New York.
Not only will Warners cease to be a

continuous performance house but re-
vised admission prices call for an eve-
ning top price of $2 and an afternoon
top of $1. Evening prices for all pic-
tures will be $1, $1.50 and $2, and mati-
nee prices fifty cents and a dollar. It is

purposed to arrange an elaborate pro-
logue for each photoplay. The pro-
logue for “The Sea Beast” is to be im-
pressive if plans now under way ma-
terialize. The pre-eminence of John
Barrymore, the quality of the picture,
and the presence in New York at this
time of Millard Webb, who directed the
production, combine to offer a rare
opportunity for a memorable prologue
to precede the great attraction.

Maurice Davis Made
Publicity Director

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOLTIS, MO., Jan. 5. — Maurice
Davis, formerly exploiteer for Universal in

this section, has been appointed director of
advertising and publicity for Loew’s State
theatre and already has assumed the duties
of the position.

Prior to making the Universal connection
Davis handled advertising and publicity for
Phil Cohn’s houses in East St. Louis.

Three Directors Named
for New F. B. O. Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5. — Announcement
made at the F. B. O. offices recently dis-
closes the appointment of Noel Smith as
director for the next picture of Richard
Talmadge, James Hogan as director for
“The King of the Turf,” and Chet Whithey
director for Evelyn Brent’s “Queen of
Diamonds.”

Evelyn Ward Returns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Evelyn Ward,
who left the screen four years ago, re-
turns in “The Light Eternal,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production.
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Classical Uptown Is Opened;
Gore and Bowles Speak

Lew Cody Is Master of Ceremonies—Directors Barker and Lubitsch

III—Katherine MacDonald to Return to Films

Cody Master of Ceremonies

Lew Cody was master of ceremonies
the opening night, and introduced many
stage and screen celebrities. Will
Rogers was among those present, as well
as Donald Ogden Stewart, noted humor-
ist, John Gilbert, Marceline Day, Pat
O’Malley, Edmund Lowe, Alice Day,
Alyce Mills, Carmelita Geraghty, and
Fanchon and Marco who staged the elab-

orate presentation. Charlie Melson and
his “Playboys” proved masters of the
art of syncopation.

Boyce Combe, the American “Prince of

Wales,” amused with his original wit and
Helen Hughes demonstrated her wonder-
ful voice. Grace Seebrook, a “pocket
edition Oriental dancer,” and Mildred
Costello, California’s prize-winning Span-
ish dancer, won rounds of applause.
“Graustark” was the feature attraction.

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch, noted director, was
stricken ill at his home last Tuesday and
fears are entertained that he will have to
undergo an operation.

* * *

Ed Hatrick, vicepresident and general
manager of International News Reel Cor-
poration, has arrived in Los Angeles.

* * *

Louis Greenberg, Van Nuys theatre
man, has bought the interest of his part-
ner, C. C. Siebert, and will assume full

ownership at the Rivoli theatre and ad-
joining garage. The transaction involved
about $100,000.

* sK *

Publix Makes Changes

Several changes were made in the
house staffs of the Paramount theatres
here last week. F. T. Thomas and Ber-
nard H. Hynes have been made house
manager and assistant, respectively, at

the Metropolitan, according to announce-
ment by Frank L. Newman, managing
director. Augustus Eyssel and George
B. Shely have been made house man-
ager and assistant, respectively, at the
Million Dollar theatre. George Reilly,

former house manager at the Metropoli-
tan, has left for Honolulu to become
managing director of a chain of four
theatres there.

* * *

Insurance adjusters have estimated the
approximate loss of Louis H. Mooniaw
in the recent fire on Santa Monica Bou-
levard at $50,000.

* * *

The Second “Santa Clans”

Harry D. Wilson, director of publicity
First National studios, was the recipient

of many beautiful gifts this Christmas,
but some sneak thief broke into his of-

fice while he was in San Francisco and
carted away everything except a mono-
grammed pencil.

* * *

Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, mother of

Mary Pickford, is seriously ill at her
home in Elden Avenue.

* * *

Myrtle Stedman has been assigned the
role of the Princess in Belasco’s elab-

orate picturization of the famous musi-
cal comedy, “The Prince of Pilsen,”

which will be made under the direction
of Paul Powell at the Metropolitan stu-

dio.
* * *

Bess Meredyth has been assigned by
Bennie ZeiHman to write the script for

“The Tavern Knight,” an adapted Rafael
Sabatini story for Warner Brothers.

Chet Withey, director, and Margaret
Vivian Johnson, formerly on the stage,
were married here last week.

* * *

Katherine MacDonald is to re-

turn to motion pictures after sev-
eral years’ retirement. She has
signed a contract to play the lead-

ing role in “The Desert Healer,” to
be produced by Marion Fairfax for
First National.

* * =K

Reginald Barker, well-known director,

Universal in West Coast Deal

West Coast Theatres, Inc., through its

officers, Sol Lesser and J. H. Goldberg,
signed contracts with Don Mitchell, man-
ager of Universal Film Exchange, where-
by Universal agrees to furnish the ex-

clusive first-run International News run
to 168 West Coast houses.

* * *

Alice Calhoun, screen star and thea-

tre magnate, was hostess to hundreds of

youngsters Christmas Day at a free mat-
inee given to the children of Los An-
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geles and Hollywood at the Marquis
theatre.

* * *

Jacqueline Logan plans to celebrate
her arrival in Hollywood next week with
a party at her Beverly Hills home. Just
one year ago Miss Logan began her
rapid rise to the top rungs of the motion
picture ladder.

* * *

Belle Bennett, Sam Goldwyn’s star,

who spent Christmas with her mother in

Minneapolis, has returned to Hollywood.
* * *

Buys Story from Press Agents

J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident of F. B. O.
in charge of production, announces he
has purchased an original sto.ry, “Her
Honor the Governor,” from Hy Daab
and Weed Dickinson, F. B. O. West
Coast publicity purveyors of the organ-
ization. The story was written about
eight months ago, and dramatizes the
American woman in politics.

“233” Club Plans

$1,500,000 Home
In Its 16th Month

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—With the
celebration of the New Year the “233”

club entered its 16th month of activity.

Members include 1,265 of the most repre-
sentative men of the film colony and lo-

cal theatrical profession. The club has
begun the organization of a holding com-
pany for the erection of a $1,500,000
building.

The officers for the year of 1926 will be:
President Edwards Davis (re-elected); vice presi-
dents, Frank Lloyd, John E. McCormick and Wal-
lace Beery; corresponding secretary, Bryant Wash-
burn; recording secretary, Raymond McKee (re-

elected); executive cleric, Fred Douglas; treas-
urer, Samuel Kress (re-elected); board of direc-
tors, George Sargent, chairman, John Ince, Perry
Vekroff, James YV. Horne, Lewis W. Gill, George
Fawcett, Edward V. Rowland, John E. Elliott,

David H. Thompson, Louis Physioc, Joseph Gold-
smith, Jr., and John LeRoy Johnston. The mem-
bership committee is Winfrid North, Lewis W
Gill, Mitchell Lewis, Herbert Prior, William H.
Turner, David H. Thompson. During the new
year the hilarity degree will be given by a com-
mittee headed by Harry O. Dull, Charles Stevens,
George Marshall, Paul Hurst and Scotty Beal.

On Christmas Dav the club presented
Edwards Davis with a Chrysler coupe and
appropriated $1,000 for the purpose of

bringing Christmas cheer to inmates of
public institutions. Among recent prom-
inent film men to be initiated into the
club are Douglas Fairbanks, Monte Blue,
Edwin Carewe, Walter Long and Del
Lord.

F.P.L.’s Parisian Star
in Chicago; Gives Radio
Address From W G N

Arlette Marchal, Parisian actress who
lately signed a contract with Jesse L.

Lasky to appear in American films,

stopped in Chicago enroute to the Coast
January 3 long enough to speak from
the Chicago Tribune radio station WGN
at 4:30.

F. N. Insures Employes
Against Loss of Life
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—An arrangement
has been made between First National and
the Connecticut General Life Insurance

company for the protection of all perma-
nent salaried employes of the film company.

Policies range from $500 for men in serv-

ice one year to $5,000 for longer service.

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—With stars and city officials participating,

the new West Coast cinema palace, the Uptown, at Tenth and
Western avenue was opened last Tuesday night. A. M. Gore, presi-

dent of West Coast, gave a brief talk as did A. M. Bowles, general
manager.

was taken seriously ill Christmas night
at his home on South Ardmore. It may
be necessary to operate, physicians state.

His father, Noel D. Barker, was killed in

an automobile wreck a few weeks ago
near Bakersville.

* * *

HT'HE new theatre, which seats 1,800, is

J- under the management of Frank L.
Browne, formerly at Long Beach. The
house which
marks a new era
in West Coast
theatre decora-
tion, is strictly

classical in treat-

ment. The outer
lobby is Spanish
renaissance, the
ceiling being very
elaborate.
The interior of

the theatre is a
blending of Ital-

ian and Spanish
renaissance, the
walls being of old
Italian plaster,
wavy in texture. Hand-painted murals
decorate the five-domed ceiling in the
mezzanine, and the walls are two-toned
effect of red and tan. The Galphins
grilles for the organ are especially at-

tractive, and the carpets and furniture
were especially designed for this house.
It presents a very cozy appearance
throughout.

A. M. Gore
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of January 9

Stories Told

by

the Camera

W. A. Mack, short fea-

ture sales manager, of

Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,

vigorously advocates
Laugh Month.

Joe Fischer, First National representative for the Far East, is

in Hollywood, where he paid a visit recently to John E. McCor-
mick, in charge of West Coast production. Fischer represents

First National in the Malay States, China, India and the Straits

Settlements. He is enroute to Europe.

W. B. Frank, vice-presi-

dent of Hal Roach stu-

dios, where Pathe com-
edies are made for

Laugh Month.

The photo above is that

of Pat Campbell, fea-

ture sales manager of

Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,

Laugh Month enthusi-

ast.

Stanley B. Waite, two
reel comedy sales man-
ager of Pathe Ex-
changes, Inc., is “saying
it with comedies.”

Three representatives of the industry, each a master in his

own line. Louis B. Mayer left, Marion Davies and Sid Grau-
man, photographed at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios dur-
ing an interval in the production of Miss Davies’ new Cosmo-
politan picture, “Beverly of Graustark.”

J. E. Storey, assistant

general manager of

Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,

is another Laugh Month
enthusiast.
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Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president, in charge of production of Famous Players-
Lasky, tendered a luncheon in commemoration of the 12th anniversary of

the Lasky studio to the press. In attendance were contract players, direc-

tors, writers and studio executives. In the center of the row in the rear
(likewise near the center of the photograph) appears Mr. Lasky.

Greta Garbo, Swedish actress now in Hol-
lywood, makes her debut into America in

“The Torrent,” Metro film. Left is Vic-
tor Seastrom, right is Mauritz Stiller.

Abroad she has become popular.

Dr. Edmund Hugo Stinnes, son of the late

Hugo Stinnes, visited the H. C. Weaver studios

at Tacoma, Wash., during the filming of Asso-
ciated Exhibitors’ “Hearts and Fists.” L. to r.

Peter L. Shamray, production manager. Dr.

Stinnes, Col. Edwin Emerson, Harvey C.

Weaver.

Left is reproduction of actual medal presented

to E. W. Hammons, president of Educational,

by Hugo Riesenfeld for the production of “The
Voice of the Nightingale.”

Right is reproduction of reverse side of the

medal received by Educational for “The Voice
of the Nightingale.”
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Louise Fazenda, Warner Brothers star, says she brought in her line and the

“fish” proved to be only an old shoe. Miss Fazenda has reached a venerated

position among feminine players in the past few months. She is now throw-

ing aside her comedy character in many pictures to play “straight” parts.

Her latest role is one in a Schenck picture, for which she has been lent.

Lionel Barrymore appears in this attire

in “The Barrier,” the Rex Beach story

being filmed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
under the direction of George Hill for

January release.

Photo at left is Edith Roberts, who is featured in “The
Taxi Mystery,” a Royal picture for release by Henry
Ginsberg Distributing Corporation. At right is Robert
Agnew, who plays opposite Miss Roberts in the Ginsberg
release. Agnew has risen rapidly to popularity.

Finis Fox, scenarist at the Metropolitan studios, taking a little

fresh air with Billy Leyser (left) and Phil Gersdorf (right),

well known publicists, after a “steeping” in the salt air atmos-
phere of “Shipwrecked,” which Fox is preparing from the

stage play for Producers Distributing Corporation.

John C. Flinn, Elinor Fair and Theodore Kosloff took some pointers from
Cecil B. De Mille when on location for the filming of “The Volga Boatman.”
He explained his plans for the work. Kosloff and Miss Fair are in important
roles. Flinn, vice-president of Producers Distributing Corporation, was the
guest of the day. Flinn later went to New York, remaining two weeks.

I>-ene Rich, Warner star, recently paid a
vi.- ’* to President Coolidge. She spent a
half hour with the President. National
Photo taken as she was leaving the
White House.
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Betty Jewel plays the ingenue
lead in United Artists’ “Part-

ners Again—with Potash and
Perlmutter” which was pro-

duced by Samuel Goldwyn.

Reginald Denny and Laura La Plante are shown
in a scene from the Universal-Jewel, “Skinner’s
Dress Suit,” which was directed by William A.
Seiter from Henry Irving Dodge’s well known
story. Denny has become a popular comedy star.

Two bells and all’s well!

Vilma Banky, lately engaged
in making “The Eagle” for

United Artists, was brought
from abroad.

“So this is Laugh Month!” says Neely Edwards,
comedian in Universal’s Bluebird comedies. “Well,
here’s more than a laugh, here’s a roar,” he adds
pointing to the lion cage. Edwards is counted on
to contribute many good laughs during the month.

Evelyn Brent will be seen soon
in a new F. B. O. production,

“A Broadway Lady” which
has just been completed on
the Coast.

Irving Cummings has to his

credit the direction of “The
Johnstown Flood,” Fox Film
Corporation production.
Photo taken by H. E .N.

Julius Stern, on the left, president of the Century comedy
company, is shown supervising one of the Buster Brown
comedies with Sig Neundfeld, studio manager. Featured
in the Buster and Tige pictures is Arthur Trimble. Photo
taken by Harry Nichols.

Harold Goodwin, left. Babe Hardy, center, and Lou Seiler,

director. These three “Carusoes” are responsible for much
of the wit in the short features made by Fox Film Corpora-
tion. They are the originators of comedies under the super-

vision of George Marshall on the West Coast.
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Here are the principal Laugh Month
comedians at the Christie studio: Left

to right, Bobby Vernon, Walter Hiers,

Jimmie Adams, Neal Burns, Bill Doo-
ley, Jack Duffy, William Blaisdell,

William Irving. Every one of them
who is seen in a picture during Janu-
ary just adds that much more to the
laughability of the month. Their
product is handled by Educational.

Kathleen Key says she is quite able

to protect herself. She is the Metro-
.
Goldwyn-Mayer player who has the
rale of Tirzah in “Ben Hur,” which
opened in New York December 30.

Douglas MacLean has a smile that

is valued (in his new insurance pol-

icy) at $250,000. The Paramount
star and Mrs. MacLean have re-

turned from Panama.

Tom Mix is in a role both adventur-
ous and chivalrous in his new picture,

“The Yankee Senor,” Fox production
made from the story “Conquistador,”
by Gerould.

Tom Mix is mixing a little discipline
into domestic affairs too in this scene
from “The Yankee Senor,” William
Fox production for early release,

which is now completed.

Billy Nobles is at the camera and
A1 Rogell is at the megaphone at

the Universal lot where they are in

the midst of a new production.
Photo by H. E. N.

Here’s a Fred Thomson picture in the
making. Preparing it are Al. Werk-
er, assistant director, David Kirkland,
director, and Milton Gardner, F. B. O.
production manager.
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Courtland Smith Joins Fox;
Milliken Gets Hays Post

Former M. P. P. D. A. Secretary Note W ith Fox Theatres Corporation

—Jerome Beatty Is Named Assistant to President Hays

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Jan. 5.—Courtland Smith, Will H. Hays and the Fox
Theatres Corporation joined together last week in springing a
couple of suprises on the industry. Mr. Smith, who has been

secretary of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
since the organization of that body at the time of the entrance of Mr.
Hays into the industry, announced his resignation. That, however, was
not one of the surprises as it has been generally known for some time
past that he would leave Mr. Hays about the first of the year.

T HE FIRST of the couple of surprises

came through the announcement that Mr.
Smith would become associated with the

Fox Theatres Corporation in an important
capacity. This was not at all according to

the dope and
crossed up a lot of

the wise birds who
had Mr. Smith
hooked up with
Famous Players to

take charge of the

news reel that that

company is gener-
ally credited with
being about to

start.

Milliken Succeeds
Smith

Mr. Hays’ sur-

prise was the an-
nouncement that
former Governor
Carl E. Milliken would succeed Mr. Smith
as secretary of the Hays organization. Mr.
Milliken is not new in the film business,

but even the most remote gossip had never
connected his name with the job Mr. Smith
has been holding down. At the same time

Jerome Beatty, who has been in an execu-
tive position in the Hays organization for

the past nine months, assumed his duties

as assistant to the president.

Governor Milliken was the chief execu-
tive of Maine from 1917 to 1921. His ex-

perience in the film business has been
largely as head—financial and otherwise

—

of the Pine Tree Pictures Corporation,

which made several productions' which
were sold on the state rights market. Prob-
ably the best known of these was Jacque-
line of the Flaming North,” which was dis-

tributed by Dr. W. E. Shallenberger of

Arrow Film.

Governor Milliken is nationally known as

a churchman and has had a large business

experience. As governor of Maine he was
a strong champion of enforcement of the

prohibition law, that state having been in

the dry ranks for many years before pro-

hibition became nationwide in a legal

sense. He has been prominent in many
activities of the Baptist church, the Y. M.
C. A. and the Federal Council of Churches
in America. He is president of the Amer-
ican Baptist Foreign Mission Society and
chairman of its finance committee, former
president of the Northern Baptist Con-
vention, a member for twelve years of the

International Committee of the Y. M. C. A.,

and a director of the Playground Associa-

tion of America. In 1911-1912 he toured
the United States with John D. Rockefel-

ler, Jr., speaking in behalf of the Inter-

church World Movement.
Governor Milliken is a member of the

board of directors of the Religious Motion
Picture Foundation. Upon completing his

term as governor, he took up a study of

motion pictures as a social force. With a

group of Maine men he produced a series

of pictures from outdoor stories featuring
Maine scenery.

He was born on a farm in Pittsfield,

Maine, and holds degrees from Bates Col-
lege, Harvard, Colby and the University of

Maine.
* * *

Ed Olmstead Promoted
The publicity departments of the Publix

Theatres New York houses underwent a

reorganization, effective Jan. 1, and as

one of the results Ed Olmstead, the live

wire P. A. brought on from Chicago about
a year ago, has been promoted to a larger

field of endeavor, and two other deserving
young men have been given their oppor-
tunities.

Mr. Olmstead has had charge of both
the Rivoli and Rialto and has now been
taken over to the main office of the cor-

poration. Lou Lusty, who has been Mr.
Olmstead’s right hand man and assistant,

has been placed in charge at the Rialto. J.

Maxwell Joyce has been appointed to

handle publicity at the Rivoli.
5»« %

Announcement cards were issued for the

wedding of Walter F. Eberhardt, one of

the most popular of the First National
home office staff, to Miss Harriet Howard
Kimball. The ceremony took place Decem-
ber 30 at The Little Church Around the

Corner. Mr. and Mrs. Eberhardt are now
at home to their friends at 19 West Six-
teenth street.

* * *

Bowes Entertains 5,000 Children

Last Tuesday was a gala day for the

kids. Major Edward Bowes, managing di-

rector of the Capitol theatre, was host to

5,000 children of the board of child wel-

fare at the Capitol. Each year, the man-
agement donates the theatre, the entire

house staff and attendants, and arranges an
elaborate entertinment for these children.

The program, designed in the spirit of

the holiday period, had plenty of comedy
and fun for the children. The picture pro-

gram consisted of Jackie Coogan in “Old
Clothes,” through the courtesy of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, and a Buster Brown com-
edy through the courtesy of Universal.

There were Christmas Carols sung by
the Capitol ensemble of singers, and Dr.

Melchiorre Mauro-Cottone presided at the

console of the Capitol Grand Organ.

Bernard Gimbel, one of the speakers, do-

nated 5,000 boxes of candy which were
distributed at the end of the performance.

It is not on record that a youngster de-

clined Mr. Gimbel’s gift.

^ sfc

Woolridge in New Post
Major Ward P. Woolridge, of Rye,

N. Y., former director of the Liberty the-

atres in the United States Army, and more
recently developer and director of the M. P.

P. D. A. “Saturday Morning Movies” for

boys and girls, has been appointed director

of public relations of the Playhouse Oper-
ating Company, which conducts the Rye
Playhouse, Rye, N. Y.

; the Mamaroneck
Playhouse, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

; the Cap-
itol, Riverhead, N. Y., and the New Canaan
Playhouse, New Canaan, Conn.
Major Woolridge will devote his time to

the further cementing of the relationship
which exists between the theatre patrons
and the theatres.

=k * *

Sam Sax, president of Lumas Film Cor-
poration and producer of Gotham Produc-
tions, celebrated the New Year by moving
the executive offices of his organization.

The address of the organization, how-
ever, remains the same, 1650 Broadway, as
the move was from the tenth floor to the
ninth. Practically double the old office

space is utilized and ample room provided
to allow for growth of the organization.
The space taken over will be that for-

merly occupied by the I. M. P. P. D. A.,
and embraces a handsome suite of offices.

The move is in line with the steady
growth of Mr. Sax’s organization and
marks the second move to larger quarters
within one year.

* * *

Irene Rich fPins Ovation

Irene Rich, who appeared twice daily at

Warner’s theatre last week during the
showing of Ernst Lubitsch’s “Lady Win-
dermere’s Fan,” in which she is starred,

received a tremendous ovation from the
packed house each time she made an ap-
pearance.
Miss Rich, with her winsome smile and

sparkling personality, simply captivated
the audience. As it is her wish to meet as
many people as possible and to converse
with them, Miss Rich received in the foyer
of the theatre, and immediately was the
center of much admiration from the large
group who stopped to chat with the woman
who has gained a host of friends through-
out the country by her charming manner
on the screen.

* * *

Publix Theatres Corporation put on a
special gala performance New Year’s Eve,
commencing at 11 p. m. Sir James Barrie’s
famous play, “A Kiss for Cinderella,” star-
ring Betty Bronson, with a complete Rivoli
program, including John Murray Ander-
son’s colorful revue, “The Melting Pot,”
Eddie Elkins orchestra, the Royal Accor-
dian orchestra, and other unusual features
were presented.

He

One on Ben Lyon
Howard Higgins, who directed “The

Reckless Lady” for First National, was
deeply occupied one day superintending the
cutting of the film when Ben Lyon, who
had a featured role in the picture, entered
the projection room and dropped into a
seat beside Howard. As the director or-
dered a cut here and there in order to get
the film to the required length Ben sat

silently, uttering not one word. It hap-
pened that not a foot of Ben’s scenes were
cut out, which caused Ben to remark at

the end of the picture: “Howard, I al-

ways thought you were a great director,

and now I know it.”

To which Howard replied: “That’s all

right, Ben. I’m going to cut your stuff

tomorrow.”
He sfc ifc

Bill Russell returned from a local hos-
pital last week after one week of conva-
lescence following a painful operation on
his nose.

He ?{: jJs

Joseph Stern and Louis Golding have
leased for a period of fifteen years a build-

ing in Millburn, ,N. J., containing a theatre
seating 1,000, three stores and seven offices.

The theatre will be opened on March 1,

1926.

Jerome Beatty
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CARL E. MILLIKEN
Former governor of Maine, has been
named secretary of the M. P. P. D. A.,

succeeding Courtland Smith, who has

joined the Fox Corporation’s theatre

department.

F. N. Sales Staff

Beats Quota; Gold
Bonds to Raynor

Two weeks before the end of 1925 the

bookings for First National Pictures in

first run theatres of small cities and key
centers exceeded the mark set by the sales

department for that date, it has been re-

ported. The month of January has been
designated First National month during

which time the exploitation contest will be

open for competitors in advertising and
publicity ideas.

Lou Geiger of the Cleveland F. B. O.

exchange has sold five F. B. O. Gold Bond
attractions to W. H. Raynor for Reade’s

Hippodrome theatre. F. L. MacNamee, of

the F. B O. Washington exchange has

sold “A Peaceful Riot” to H. M. Messiter

for the Garden theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Samuel Goldwyn has obtained the

Colonial theatre, Boston, indefinitely for

“Stella Dallas.” It opens there January
11. Dr. W. E. Shallenberger has contracted

with Independent Film Corporation, Kan-
sas City, for the physical distribution of

the 24 Golden Arrow first run features for

1925-26.

Edwin Milos Fadman of Red Seal Pic-

tures signed a contract last week for the

distribution in South Africa of Red Seal’s

140 featurettes by I. V. T. A. company.

Kenneth J. Bishop, president of Tennek
Film Corporation, has closed a deal for

world’s rights outside United States and

Canada for distribution by M. C. Dis-

tributing Company, Inc., of the Tennek
product.

Wampas Star Cast in

Buck Jones Film Role
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Sally Long,

Wampas star, has been selected leading

woman for Buck Jones, Fox star, in “The
Fighting Buckaroo.”

Schumann-Heink Sues
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 5.—Madame
Schumann-Heink, the opera singer, has

filed suit against J. J. Fleming Produc-
tions Co. for recovery of $10,000 which

she says was lent to J. J. Fleming but

never repaid.

Fox Meets Exhibitors Jan. 15
in St. Louis Theatre Crisis

Independent Owners Find Growing Number of Large Houses

Is Increasingly Acute Problem—Call City Overbuilt

—

Universal Plans New Deal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Tan. 5.—The St. Louis motion picture theatre situation

has reached a crisis. Big house after big house is being opened and each dips

deeper into the pockets of the smaller outlying houses. The ever expanding
chains are also making it harder and harder for the independent operators to

make both ends meet.

First Run Situation Acute

The first run situation is also acute from the viewpoint of some of the
large producer-distributor organizations, and some indicate they will have to

build in self-defense to protect their product. But local exhibitors contend the

city is already woefully overbuilt.

Officials of the St. Louis Motion Picture
Exhibitors League, when it became known
that William Fox planned to erect a first-

run house in St. Louis and had visited the

city with that end in view a few weeks
ago, wired R. F. Woodhull, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, to arrange a conference with Mr.
Fox to try to persuade him not to build.

Mr. Fox lias since advised Joseph Mogler,
president of the local league, that he will

be in St. Louis about January 15 and will

confer with the exhibitors who signed the

telegram to Woodhull.
Universal had a deal on for the Grand

Central to take effect when the new Am-
bassador, now being constructed by
Skouras Brothers, would be opened, but
Spyros Skouras, president of Skouras
Brothers Enterprises, announced negotia-

tions had been dropped. It is now stated

unofficially that the proposed Henri Chou-
teau first-run house to be erected on Del-
mar boulevard just off Grand boulevard
will be a first-run house for Universal.

Overbuilding Indicated

In their telegram to Woodhull the ex-
hibitors listed as first-runs the Loew’s
State, Missouri, Capitol, Grand Central,

West End Lyric, St. Louis, Kings, Grand
Opera House, Delmonte and the Ambassa-
dor. But Loew’s State shows Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer pictures almost exclusively

while Skouras Brothers control the Mis-
souri, Grand Central, West End Lyric and
Capitol and are building the Ambassador.
In addition to being the local First Na-
tional franchise holders they have arrange-
ments with Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration involving the Missouri and Grand
Central and the Ambassador will come un-

der this arrangement when it is open.

William Goldman, who operates the

Kings and Rivoli, has had a booking ar-

rangement with Skouras Brothers. The
Delmonte, while operated on strictly inde-

pendent lines, has signed a contract with

Paramount for a very large block of pic-

tures. The St. Louis, which is operated

by the Orpheum, has shown pictures pur-

chased from a number of sources and thus

has helped the first-run problem of some
distributors.

There are decided indications that St.

Louis is overbuilt. When Loew’s State

Theatre opened Aug. 21, 1924, it had an im-

mediate effect on the receipts of other

houses, but this slump was not so marked
as has followed the opening of the 4088

seat St. Louis theatre a short time ago.

A check of the St. Louis and suburban
situation shows

:

105 picture houses operating— 94,234 seats

3 vaudeville-picture houses 8,471 seats

3 dramatic houses — 5,419 seats

3 burlesque houses 4,435 seats
114 theatres of all classes 112,559 seats
14 houses closed at present 9,079 seats
15 houses projected (some under-

way) 29,748 seats
49 airdomes 61,793 seats

2 airdome projects 3,500 seats

This represents a territory with not more
than 850,000 population. Thus it is seen

the city has one theatre seat for each 7.5

persons.

The wire to Woodhull carried these sig-

natures :

Joseph Mogler, Harry Warack, Fred Wehren-
berg, Oscar C. Lehr, Frank Speros, William
Reeves, Chas. Goldman, Thomas James, Maury
Stahl, Clarence Kairnan, John Karzin, Robinson,
Wellston; Charles Kalbfeld, Christ Efthim, Cal-
houn, Robin; Joseph Blowitz, George Plealcas,
Sam Horwith, Christ Zotos, Sam Komm, Lueken,
Macklind ; Maury Reichman, Sam Spwack, James
Drake, George Tompras, Frank Tompras, Frank
Tabler, Joseph Kotnick.

Butterfield Merges
Michigan Enterprises

There have been several other important
developments in the chain theatre situation
in the past week. W. S. Butterfield is to
merge all his Michigan enterprises in W. S.

Butterfield Theatres, Inc He now controls
45 theatres and has building plans for five

more. Options have been taken on the
site for a large house of the type of the
Michigan, now being erected.

Fitzpatrick & McElroy has just opened the
Riviera at Three Rivers, Mich. C. K. Miller
heads a group at Wayne, Mich., which is to build
a 1,200 seat house there.

Great States Theatres, Tnc., a B & K organiza-
tion, has bought a tract for a $1,600,000 theatre-
store-apartment building at Aurora, 111., to seat
2,500, and has also purchased the Lincoln at
Sterling, 111., and will build a 2,000-seat house at

Waukegan, 111., in addition to other building
plans. Famous Players has bought a half interest
in the Rialto at Omaha, Neb., A H. Blank re-

taining the other half interest. The World Realty
Company at Omaha has affiliated with it the
holdings of Epstein B'rothers, owners of the Rose-
land and Orpheum in South Omaha and a new
house now under construction. The World Com-
pany already owned six houses and is building a
$1,000,000 theatre.

In the Far West Warner Brothers has broken
ground for a $2,000,000 house in Hollywood.
Ackerman & Harris is to build a $450,000 theatre
in San Francisco and plans are being drawn
there for an eight-story theatre and hotel build-

ing, A. F. Rosseau, buyer of the property, an-
nounced. West Coast Theatres’ new Uptown has
just opened in Hollywood. Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation has acquired a lease of the New
Hippodrome now being built in Portland, Ore.
Midwest Theatres Company has obtained the

Mission and Pearl theatres in Denver.

R. T. Newton, who recently resigned

from Famous after being connected with
the S. A. Lynch Enterprises and Southern
Enterprises, has been signed by Universal
Chain Theatres, Inc.
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Producers Attack Proposed
Federal Censorship Law

Public Is Best Censor, West Coast Makers of Pictures Agree—Com-
mission Idea Steadily Defeated

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—Representative picture producers, in com-
menting on the proposed Federal censorship of motion pictures,

classed it as un-American and sponsored by unthinking persons,

who have made several attempts to establish a national commission. The
producers state that pictures to which a federal board of censorship
might object do not pay dividends at the box office, and they firmly be-

lieve that the public is the best censor in the long run.

THE following is what the producers
have to say about the Swope bill, which

was introduced in the house of representa-

tives last week:
Louis B. Mayer—A federal censorship

bill, particularly at this time, has little

chance of getting very far, in my opinion.

Nineteen twenty-five has proved that cen-
sorship in any form is a needless expense
of the taxpayer. A review of the pictures

released shows a record that every person
in the motion picture industry may well be
proud of.

Never before have such fine pictures been
made as during the past year.

We of the motion pictures have proved
that aside from all the other things that

have been said against censorship in any
form, censorship of the screen is absolutely

unnecessary. Motion picture producers re-

alize their responsibilities. This has been
proved by the splendid type of pictures
produced particularly during 1925. At this

time with a new year about to start the
public and the representatives of the public
are keenly appreciative of this fact.

Cecil B. DeMille—It is surprising to
me that a censorship bill should bob up
again in Congress in the face of the un-
favorable manner in which this un-Ameri-
can doctrine has been treated by state legis-

latures in every part of the country. The
handwriting is clearly on the wall that the

American public will not tolerate the throt-
tling of a great force for good in this

illogical and uncalled for manner.
Censorship has been steadily defeated for

the past several years because it has grown
to be self evident that if regulation of mo-
tion pictures is felt to be needed this most
certainly is not the way to accomplish it..

No board of censors created by the state or
national government could ever work so
quickly, effectively and efficiently as the
public themselves. Motion picture produc-
ers have long ago found out that a bad
picture is quickly killed by non-attendance
of the public.

Joseph M. Schenck—-Thinking men,
both in and out of motion pictures, must
deplore such attacks as this on an industry
which represents an enormous share of this

country’s wealth. Every other nation rec-

ognizes the importance of America’s motion
pictures both as a medium for the extension

Swedish Artist

Honors Film Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, CAL., Jan. 5.—Five screen players have been
honored with the selection of Olof
Brinell, Swedish portrait artist, of
them for the art exhibit to be held
in Stockholm upon his arrival
there from United States. The
players are Greta Garbo, Gertrude
Olmstead, Lillian Gish, Lars Han-
sen, Kathleen Key.

and expansion of American trade. It is to

be regretted that there are unthinking men
in this country who will deliberately attempt
to tear down this structure that years of
effort and care have created.

Samuel Goldwyn—The agitation for a
federal censorship is an insult to the consci-

entious producers. After all there is but
one censor qualified to accept or reject a

production—the public itself.

And no critic is more exacting. It re-

solves itself again into a political proposi-
tion—the making of soft jobs for wholly
incompetent aspirants at the expense of the

public purse.

Charles H. Christie—I believe there
was never a time in the motion picture

industry when there was less need for a

federal censorship than now. The last few
years have shown great strides on the part

of the leaders of the industry in doing their

own censoring. We are able to do it by co-

ordinated effort and we are doing it. The
screen leaders are now making pictures

with the idea of entertainment in mind first,

last and all the time, and they are commer-
cially minded enough to know that clean

amusement pays the best dividends.

“Just Suppose New
Barthelmess Picture,

Given Preview in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Before a re-

sponsive audience Richard Barthelmess’

new picture for First National release,

“Just Suppose,”
was given a pre-

view last week at

the Playhouse the-

atre, Ridgewood,
N. J. Beside In-

spiration and First

National execu-
tives the audience
included Mrs. Bar-
thelmess and Ken-
neth Webb, who
directed the pic-

ture.

Barth e 1 m e s s

plays the part of a
crown prince of a Richard Barthelmess
mythical European
kingdom and Lois Moran has the role of
an American girl whom he loves. The pic-

ture contains many magnificent scenes and
offers much variety. The cast also includes
Geoffrey Kerr and Bijou Fernandez.

M-G-M Renews with
Frank Currier

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, CAL., Jan. 5.—Frank
Currier, veteran actor who plays Arrius
in “Ben Hur,” has signed a new long term
contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

All Butterfield

Enterprises Will

Form One Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 5.—The state-

wide theatrical enterprises of W. S. Butter-

field, for many years prominent throughout

Michigan, will be merged into a single com-
pany to be known as the W. S. Butterfield

Theatres, Inc., according to an announce-
ment this week at the local offices.

Butterfield came to Michigan 20 years

ago, locating in Battle Creek. After start-

ing a theatre there his activities grew, and
15 months ago he moved his headquarters

from Battle Creek to Detroit and now con-

trols a circuit consisting of 45 theatres with

building plans for five new houses in the

near future.

It is proposed that the owners of stock

in the companies will accept stock in the

new merger.
The former companies which will be combined

are Butterfield’s original theatrical venture, the

Bijou Theatrical Enterprises company and Con-
solidated Theatres, Inc., of Grand Rapids; Lansing
Arcade and Theatre Company; Flint Regent The-
atre Company, Saginaw Franklin Theatre Com-
pany, Port Huron Family Theatre Company, Flint

Capitol Theatre Company, Ann Arbor Theatre
Company and the Gull Lake and Allendale Land
companies. Officers of the new organization will

be W. S. Butterfield, of Detroit, president; Ed-
ward C. Beatty, of Detroit, vice-president and
general manager; E. C. Shields, of Port Huron,
treasurer, and H. A. Rowland of Battle Creek,
secretary.

Wasps, Womenf
s Press

Organization, Holds
1st Annual Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—The Wasps
(Women's Association of Screen Publi-

cists) held its first annual business meet-
ing at the Writers Club last week.

Elizabeth Riordan of the publicity department
of Fox studios was chosen to serve as president

in the organization’s second year; Helen Han-
cock of Metropolitan studios, vice president;

Margaret Kimball of United-First National studios,

secretary, and Shirley Moorman of the Ruth Ro-

land company, treasurer. Caroline Wagner, the

outgoing president, and Adeline Alvord were
elected members of the board of directors.

Otto Becomes Eloquent
While Watching Cinema
When Otto Tischen arose in the

American theatre in Chicago a recent

night to make a speech to the actors on the

screen he was arrested by the police. But
while he was struggling with them 200

patrons left their seats. Otto was taken to

the hospital for treatment.

Roberts Out of Chair
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5.—’Theodore Rob-

erts left his wheel chair for the first time

in several months last week when he visited

the DeMille studio to watch the filming of

“The Volga Boatman.” He is well on his

way to recovery.

Liberty Plans Branch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Jan. 5.—
The Liberty Film Exchange has started a

branch exchange at Robinson street and
Pottowatomie avenue here.
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GOVERNOR PROCLAIMS MONTH
Mack Sennett

Contracts for

Bigger Stuff
A memorable step in the produc-

tion and distribution of “greater

and better short-feature comedies”

was taken this week in the closing

of an important contract between
Pathe Exchange, Inc., and the Mack
Sennett Studios. Involving two out-

standing factors in the short-comedy
field in the person of Mack Sennett,

the veteran comedy producer, and
Pathe, one of the leading short fea-

ture distributors, the new contract

holds a special significance for the

entire trade, affecting, as it will, the

future programs of thousands of

theatres throughout the country.

The contract just consummated pro-
vides for the production and release of
52 two-reel comedies per year over a
period of several years. This schedule
calls for substantial increases in produc-
tion costs to assure the highest-calibre
talent and material available in the way
of stories, direction, cast and production
effects. The plans under way promise to
transcend all previous efforts to provide
exhibitors with two-reel comedies of
quality entertainment and definite box-
ofifice power.

In his statement announcing the new
contract, Elmer R. Pearson, vicepresi-
dent and general manager of Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., strikes the keynote of
Pathe’s campaign to establish its short-
comedy output on a plane of quality with
the finest feature productions on the
screen, as instanced by its recent con-
tract with Hal Roach and the deal just
closed with Mack Sennett.

“The production cost under the new
contract is increased by from 25 per cent
to 50 per cent over our previous arrange-
ment,” states Mr. Pearson in comment-
ing on the new Mack Sennett contract.
“The entire transaction involves several
hundred productions and several millions
of dollars.

“It has been the aim of Pathe and
Mack Sennett to produce comedies that
for sheer excellence of entertainment and
box-office drawing power will rival that
of the best feature-length pictures on any
exhibitor’s program. While, heretofore,
rental grosses have not permitted all the
production latitude desired, the new ar-
rangement gives the producer ample el-

bow room on this score, and if the plans
( Concluded on next page)

Buehler and Parsons
Address Managers on
Laugh Month Profit

On Friday, December 11, at the invita-

tion of Frank Buehler, general manager of

the Stanley Company of America, P. A.
Parsons, president of the Short Features
Advertising Association, and Stanley B.

Waite, manager of the two-reel comedy de-
partment of Pathe, addressed a meeting of
the exhibitors of the Philadelphia territory,

called by Buehler in order that the Laugh
Month campaign might be fully discussed.

At this meeting, which was held in the

Aldine theatre, were 125 managers of Stan-
ley theatres and a fair representation of
the other exhibitors of the territory. Pres-
ent also were the managers of the Educa-
tional, F. B. O., Fox, Pathe and Universal
local branches, and Charles Henschel, Dis-

trict Manager of Pathe.
Buehler presided at the meeting. After

awarding “The Exhibitor” cup to Lou
Williams, manager of the Family theatre,

for the best exploitation campaign on a
short feature, Buehler directed attention to

the benefits of Laugh Month as a means to

get additional attendance throughout Janu-
ary by playing up comedy entertainment.

He stated that to a theatre man Laugh
Month is a sales proposition. It gives him
a chance to sell the public a form of enter-

tainment that can not but be beneficial.

Parsons then spoke of Laugh Month in

part as follows

:

“The benefits of Laugh Month can come
only to those who go after them. The
exhibitor who sits back expecting that

Laugh Month is going to do it all for him
is going to be disappointed. What good
will it do him if he has in his theatre the

finest two-reel comedy ever made if he

doesn’t let the public know he’s got it?

The well known words, ‘and a comedy,’

stuck down in the corner of his newspaper
advertisements won’t do it. The way to

capitalize on good two-reel comedies is to

come right out and mention stars, brands

and titles.”

FABIAN’S
Branford

Newark first run— plays “Sil-

very Art,” one-reel skiing spe-

cial this week.

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

Ma Ferguson

Backs Short
Feature Idea

Governor “Ma” Ferguson’s proc-

lamation designating J anuary as

Laugh Month throughout the State

of Texas, a news event broadcasted

to newspapers throughout the coun-

try by Associated Press in a story

printed in Sunday editions every-

where, is the biggest single result of

National Laugh Month efforts to

date. Following is the story of how
the proclamation came to be issued.

At the outset of the campaign for a Na-
tional Laugh Month, four Dallas film

men, representing the four newsreels,
joined together with Col. H. A. Cole,

president of the Texas M. P. T. 0., r as a

Dallas Laugh Month Committee. Those
comprising this committee are R. G. Mc-
Ilheran, Universal; P. K. Johnson,' Fox;
Oscar Morgan, Pathe, and F. A. Tomes,
Kinograms.

On December 31 these men journeyed
to Austin, met Col. Cole and representa-
tives of new syndicates, and went to the
capitol. Here the committee was re-

ceived by Governor Miriam Ferguson,
and their request on behalf of the picture
industry that January be officially pro-
claimed a Laugh Month was granted.
Arrangements were made for the filming
of the signing of the Laugh Month proc-
lamation, which took place later in the

day.

During the interim, scenes were shot of
the House of Representatives’ chamber.
At 1:30 P. M. scenes were taken of Gov-
ernor “Ma” at her desk, her reception of
the committee. Col. Cole in return
pledged the support of the theatre own-
ers of Texas in the observance of Janu-
ary as Laugh Month.

Governor Ferguson’s proclamation
read: “Realizing that the year 1925
brought prosperity to many though ad-
versity to some:

“And believing that a cheerful, happy
outlook is the best antidote for gloom,
as well as the greatest assurance ©f fu-

ture. well being, and with the most heart-
felt conviction that ‘it is better to laugh
than to mourn’ and that ‘we must laugh
to live.’

“I hereby proclaim the month of Jan-
uary, 1926, as ‘Laugh Month’ for the
State of Texas; and I recommend to the
people of the great and glorious com-
monwealth that they start the year with
happy laughter and good cheer, with the
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Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank
( Use this coupon to file your entry in the prize contest for the best Laugh
Month exploitation. Send entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd
Street, New York City.)

Name of person responsible for campaign
Name of Theatre

Address

City or Town
State

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?

Seating capacity

Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing

company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited, it being

sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular

comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy—not more than three reels.)

assurance of a happy, prosperous New
Year.”
The sub-title, “Ferguson family, real

folks” is explanatory of the scenes that
follow, and of the impression that one
gains from an audience with the gov-
ernor.
The next shot shows the governor at

her desk, and her austere countenance is

suffused with a smile that is a benedic-
tion for the little grandson, who bears
the affectionate title of the “Little Col-
onel,” that the little chap is unimpressed
by the dignity of his grandmother’s office

is evidenced by the very naturalness of
the child himself in the manner in which
he throws himself with childish abandon
and a heart full of love upon the woman
whom the State of Texas has honored
with the title of governor. This little

scene is eloquent. It was unrehearsed,
and was a spontaneous action of a child
for one he idealized and it serves to give
the public a clear insight into the home
life of our governor whom we have affec-
tionately nicknamed “Ma,” which title is

as well known as that of governor, due to
the fact that her attitude is maternal to
all of her constituents.
The camera-man was fortunate in the

selection of the date as December 31st,
as he was enabled to get the entire fam-
ily group, among whom was ex-Gover-
nor “Jim,” who bears the distinction of
being the first governor to advocate Sun-
day movies.
The next shot shows the governor on

the steps of the capitol, where she is

greeted by representatives of the press,
who congratulate the executive upon her
issuance of the Laugh Month proclama-
tion.

The episode is closed with the final

scene of the “Little Colonel” raising the
official state flag, the lone star flag of
Texas.
Twenty-four prints of the above scenes

are to be made, and one copy attached
to the next issue of the newsreel dis-
tributed by the four above mentioned
companies.
Great praise and acknowledgment of

the co-operative efforts of “Skinnay”
Pryor in the securing of an audience with
the governor was accorded by all the vis-

itors to Austin, of which city Mr. Pryor
is an exhibitor, and a very highly re-

spected one.

Mack Sennett Signs

New Pathe Contract
(Concluded from preceding page)

now in hand are carried out a real treat

is in store for the Pathe customers and

motion picture fans all over the world.”

The return of Ben Turpin in a series

of two-reelers is a highlight of the an-
nouncement just released, as is also the

inauguration of a series of domestic
comedies depicting the diverting mishaps
of the “Smith Family,” with Raymond
McKee and Ruth Hiatt as Mr. and Mrs.
Smith. Another important point is the
listing of several Harry Langdon comedy
specials which promise to be box-office
attractions of the highest type.

Five series of two-reel comedies as
well as the Harry Langdon specials are
listed under the terms of the new agree-
ment which becomes effective at once.
In addition to the Turpin and Smith Fam-
ily series referred to above, the Alice Day
and Ralph Graves starring series as well
as the Mack Sennett brand of two-reelers
will be continued.

The inimitable Ben Turpin will be seen
again in the type of starring vehicles
which have endeared him to the movie-
goers of the world. Those who recall

Turpin’s work in such Pathe fun films as

“Three Foolish Weeks,” “The Reel Vir-
ginian,” “Romeo and Juliet” and “Yukon
Jake” know what is in store for those
wiho see the new Turpin comedies.

Alice Day, the vivacious young star of

the series bearing her name, has won a

permanent place in the hearts of the pub-
lic. She is the first girl to be starred by
Mack Sennett since the days of Mabel
Normand, which bespeaks her ability as

a comedienne. Some of her recent two-
reel comedies are “Tea for Two,” “Hotsy
Totsy,” “Hot Cakes for Two,” and “The
Soapsuds Lady.” As in the past she will

be supported by such capable players as
Danny O’Shea, Ruth Taylor, Eddie Quil-
lan and Joseph Young. Alice Day is cer-

tainly destined to be one of the biggest
of screen stars.

Domestic comedies always appeal to

audiences. It was in this type of vehicle
that the late Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
attained world-wide fame and provoked
the laughter of millions. The new Mack
Sennett series is of course played in

much broader vein than the Drew come-
dies but the domestic element predomi-
nates in the plot. Ruth Hiatt and Ray-
mond McKee, who appear as the Smiths,
are one of the best comedy teams ever
cast in a family spat. Mary Ann Jack-
son, the little freckled-face youngster
who always lures a smile and a laugh,
plays the Smith baby, and “Cap,” grand-
son of the noted canine actor “Teddy,”
also plays an important part in the com-
edy proceedings. The first Smith Family
comedies listed are titled “Smith’s Baby,”

Laugh Month
Contest Rules

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees responsible for exploitation
campaigns.

Campaign can include advertising, posters,
publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos and any form
of exploitation.

Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.

All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must
tie up with Laugh Month.

If campaign is based on a particular
comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the four
weeks

:

1st prize $100.00
2nd prize 50.00
3rd prize 25.00
4th prize 12.50
5th prize 10.00

and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
Duplicate awards will be made in cases of
equally meritorious exploitation received.

“Smith’s Vacation” and “Smith’s Land-
lord.”

Ralph Graves with his amusing charac-
terization of a bashful youth has proved
a consistent laugh-maker. Graves has
“rung the bell” in “Wide Open Faces,”
“The Window Dummy,” “Take Your
Time” and “Don’t Tell Dad.” The casts
of the new Graves films will include such
favorites as Thelma Parr, Eugenia Gil-

bert, Marvin Lobach and William Mc-
Call.

The Mack Sennett brand comedies are
welcome on every program. Such posi-
tive laugh-riots as “The Gosh Darn
Mortgage” and “Whispering Whiskers”
have established this brand as a favorite
with many fans. Casts of this series will

include Billy Bevan, Andy Clyde, Made-
line Hurlock, Eugenia Gilbert, Kewpie
Morgan, Ruth Taylor and other mem-
bers of the stock company. The re-

nowned Mack Sennett Bathing Girls also
will adorn the casts of these fun films.

Harry Langdon is to be seen in six spe-
cial comedy productions. Three of these
are yet to be scheduled and three are al-

ready dated for release. “Lucky Stars,”
a two-reeler released a short while ago,
played two weeks on Broadway at the
Rialto and Rivoli theatres, respectively
and followed with bookings over the en-
tire Greater New York theatres of the
Loew circuit. “There He Goes,” a three-
reeler, is the current release. “Saturday
Afternoon,” also a three-reeler, will be
released at the end of January and is sure
to add a highlight to the events of
“Laugh Month.”
Forthcoming “Langdons” are notable

in their entertainment quality. These are
“Junk Man,” a two-reel comedy, the plot

of which may be guessed from the title

and which sounds as if it might fit Lang-
don like the proverbial glove; “The
King” (tentative title), a four-reel pic-

ture, and “His First Flame,” the come-
dian’s initial five-reel comedy production.
Concerning “His First Flame,” Mr. Sen-
nett says this is probably the best feature
comedy ever made on his lot, and that is

going some.

First Semon for Pathe
Will Open January 31

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 5. — Larry
Semon’s “Stop, Look and Listen,” his first

starring vehicle for Pathe, will have its

premiere in New York January 31. The
picture, marking the first long feature of

the comedian without his clown makeup,
will be a part of “Laugh Month” ob-

servance.
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Fox Film All Comedy
Program Proves Hit

as Special Feature
The innovation of an all-comedy pro-

gram, arranged by Fox Film as a special
feature for National Laugh Month, proved
a solid hit with reviewers who witnessed
a prerelease showing recently. The pro-
gram was one of the regular weekly Fox
showings at the home office.

The purpose of the program, it was ex-
plained, was to demonstrate the feasibility

of an all-short feature show to exhibitors.

It was eight reels in length, including three
two-reel comedies, a Fox Variety and the
current release of Fox News and so diver-
sified was the entertainment that several
declared the absence of a full-length fea-
ture was not noticeable.

The subjects shown were “Cupid a la

Carte,” the latest of the 0. Henry releases

;

“His Own Lawyer,” fourth of the Helen
and Warren married life series

;
“The Fly-

ing Fool,” an Imperial comedy; “The Iron
Trail Around the World,” a Fox Variety,
and Fox News.
The newspaper people found all three of

the comedies easy to laugh at, and “Cupid
a la Carte” especially brought genuine
howls of mirth. The unusual freedom
from the usual comedy situations occa-
sioned much favorable comment, as did

also the elaborateness of production, sev-

eral of the sets being as costly as those
generally to be found only in full-length

features. It was the general opinion that

Fox has established a new standard for
two-reel comedies in these films, and it

was also predicted that National Laugh
Month will bring to the short film the
recognition it really deserves.

The entertainment value of short com-
edies is shown by the fact that the leading
screen comedians rose to stardom from
two-reelers.

Palmer Smith, motion picture critic of
the Neiv York Evening World, in his col-

umn “The Screen,” had the following to

say:

“Yesterday morning Fox Film gave an experi-
mental showing of a program made up of one
and two-reel films before an invited audience of
exhibitors and reviewers. The program included
three two-reel comedies, a news reel and a va-
riety reel. The test confirmed the opinion, often
expressed in this department, that at least one
motion picture theatre in any large city could
soon establish a profitable business catering to
patrons who would soon learn to patronize this
type of entertainment.

“This particular program was made up of the
fourth of the series of O. Henry comedies. ‘Cupid
a la Carte,’ the news reels, one of the Helen
and Warren comedies, ‘His Own Lawyer,’ a Fox
Variety film, ‘The Iron Trail Around the World,’
a railroad novelty, and the Imperial Comedy, ‘The
Flying Fool.’ All are Fox products scheduled
for early release.

“ ‘Cupid a la Carte’ and ‘His Own Lawyer’
each had as much plot as many of the six and
seven-reel productions seen on Broadway, and the
acting was as good. ‘The Flying Fool’ was a
piece of slapstick that never dragged. For enter-
tainment value these three pictures of two-reel
length would rank far above any of the new films
this week introduced to Broadway.”

KeeneyTheatre Opens
With Three Pathes on
Initial Film Program
The new Keeney theatre in Elmira,

New York, opened by Frank A. Keeney,
well-known theatre-owner, on December
21, presented three Pathe short features
on the initial program. Pathe News,
Pathe Review and a Grantland Rice
“Sportlight” were played on a bill that
included as the feature “The Ten Com-
mandments.”
The Pathe feature “Black Cyclone,”

starring the noted Hal Roach equine,

FIRST BIG
ALL COMEDY

PARSONS. KANSAS

ONE BIG DA Y
FOR KIDS FROM 8 TO 80

THANKSGIVING DAY
Thursday. November 26th.

One day in Parsons when laughs will come faster

than cinders from switch engines in the Katy yards.

Be sure and get your share of laughs, • - • not

cinders

“The CARETAKER’S

DAUGHTER”

SHE’S IN THE MOVIES

NOW! — DONT MISS

THE FUN!

Mo •ll-oomod/'

show could b« com-

Diet* without th*

"GANG,* • - - »o h«r«

th»y •<*, In tholr

v*ri nowost

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BLUES CHASERS WILL BE WITH US

ANOf
LOOK*

THE SWEET

JOBYNA RALSTON
Who has played leads opposite IUROLD

LLOYD, in her first starring comedy. • •

“WHISPERING LIES”

Mere'* chan* lo overhaul yoor |iffl< apparatus A WHALE OF A

SHOW. SPROUTINO

Entertainment and Laughs

REDUCED REPRODUCTION of
“Herald” distributed by the Family
Theatre, Parsons, Kans., in adver-
tisement of its first “All Comedy
Circus,” made up of Pathe short fea-

tures.

Rex, will be shown at the Keeney the-
atre on the second week’s program

—

December 31, January 1 and 2.

Pathe to Distribute

James Fitzpatrick’s

Film Melody Series
Pathe announces the acquisition of the

“Famous Melody Series,” single reel
features produced by James Fitzpatrick
presenting musical picturizations of the
songs of many lands.
The series will consist of thirteen units

to be released at the rate of one every
four weeks. The initial feature, “Songs
of Ireland,” will be released by Pathe on
January 24.

Peggy Shaw, formerly of the “Zieg-
feld Follies” and now known as the
“Famous Melody Girl,” plays the lead in
the series and lends a highly appreciative
characterization to each of her various
roles depicting maids of many countries.
James Fitzpatrick, the producer of

this highly entertaining series of musical
picturizations, also appears in prominent
roles in the films. Mr. Fitzpatrick is

well known as a film producer and has

specialized in subjects based upon and
dealing with music. His “Music Master
Series,” presenting incidents from the
lives of noted composers, is now current
and is a popular success, in first run
houses on Broadway as well as else-

where.
So that exhibitors may present this

“Famous Melody Series” with proper
musical success, Pathe and Producer
Fitzpatrick are preparing a special mu-
sical score and cue sheet to accompany
each unit of the new series.

A complete line of stills, lobby mate-
rial and posters will be issued for the

music films.

Exploitation Stunt a

Plot Factor in “Slow
Down,” New Comedy
Usually, it remains for the completed

film subject to suggest exploitation

stunts, but with the releasing of the Ed-
ucational-Cameo Comedy, “Slow Down,”
featuring Cliff Bowes and Helen Mar-
lowe, the order of things has been re-

versed and it happens to be the exploita-

tion stunt that is the basis of the comedy
plot.

The stunt, around which this comedy
revolves, consists of the finding of a

note, the envelope of which reads:

WARNING!!
If you are wise, don’t go home tonight!
The star and his leading woman be-

come very much concerned over this dis-

covery and are relieved greatly when,
after some’ hectic experiences, they open
the envelope and discover inside a note
reading:

Go to the
Lyric Theatre

To Nite
and see

“The Grinning Ghost.”

Exhibitors booking the Cameo series

have in the picture itself a fine exploita-

tion stunt.

THE GRAB BAG
'T'HIS theatre carefully advertises all the
-L entertainment items on its program.
Regular patrons know exactly what they

will see here any hour of any day. Yet
the patron who seems to enjoy our shows
better than any other, a rotund fellow who
always sits in the fourth row on the aisle,

never knows what he is to see until he

sees it. He says

:

“I never permit myself to read the ads

or look at the signs. I remember the fun

we used to have with the old-fashioned

grab-bag and I enjoy the show more than

anybody because to me it always has the

charm of the unexpected. If I know
what’s coming, I think I will or will not

like it and usually find myself mistaken,

so I take no chances.”

Which isn’t bad logic at that.

“NOT A MOVIE”

COLLAPSE of the stage roof in an
Eastern “legitimate” theatre recently

endangered the lives of several hundred
people present. The newspapers mentioned
it passingly. The theatre was “not a
movie” and the collapse of its roof was
not news.
Motion picture theatres do not collapse.

One such accident early in the history of

the picture business supplied a lesson which
has been followed. Motion picture thea-

tres are built to withstand strain far in

excess of any that could be placed upon
them by the most extraordinary circum-
stances.
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PLENTY op Good, past,

?0Use QUICKENING RID&S !

ALL ABOARD! Thirty-one days smooth sailing. One big, fat month of good, honest laughter. One big
month of rich box office harvest for the men who got out and let the wide world know about it beforehand.
A good month for everybody, anyway, by sheer force of the good humor generated throughout the rest of
the world as a result of the big landslide campaign to make the world merry at the beginning of its next long
upgrade march to a bigger and brighter future. All aboard—and everybody happy. Go!
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present™acts

Cooneys Deny Jump to Vaudeville
Ace Berry

to Feature
Charleston
Circle Theatre Winners Will

Represent Indianapolis

in National Contest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 5.

—Contracts authorizing the Circle

theatre, local motion picture house,

to conduct the local Charleston
championship contest for the city,

the winning couple in which will

represent Indianapolis in the na-

tional championship contest to be
held at the Trianon ballroom, Chi-

cago, have just been signed by
General Manager Ace Berry of the

Circle. The deal was effected by
Harold E. Murphy, director of pub-
licity for the Trianon.

The Circle theatre is the first “shrine
of the silent art” to join with the circuit

of representative ballrooms in conduct-
ing a local Charleston contest in conjunc-
tion with the national tournament being
promoted b-' the Trianon ballroom,
which is operated by the Woodlawn
Theatre Company.

Preliminaries will be staged by General
Manager Berry on five consecutive eve-
nings. The two best Charleston dancing
couples of each evening will then partici-

pate in a final contest to be held on
Saturday evening, Jan. 9.

Finals to Be Held in February

The Trianon national Charleston
championship will take place on Feb. 8
and 9. Chicago will not have a repre-
sentative on the final judges’ committee,
it being composed of prominent dancing
masters and authorities from other cities.

Up to the present time the followin
cities have contracted to enter contest
ants: Charleston, Little Rock, Memphis,
Grand Ranids, Detroit, Davenport, Mil-
waukee, Peoria, Decatur, Cleveland,
Akron, Canton, Minneapolis, Indianap-
olis, St. Louis.

The Charleston dance craze is proving
to be a very good box office attraction
at theatres throughout the country and
it may be of interest to exhibitors to
communicate with the Trianon ballroom
with a view of obtaining the exclusive
right to conduct the local contest in

conjunction with this national tourna-
ment.

Cooneys and Katz

Trade Directors

Francis A. Mangan, following
his resignation as director of pres-
entations for the Cooney’ National
Theatres Corporation houses in

Chicago, journeyed to New York
for a conference with Sam Katz,
presumably relative to accepting a
post as one of four presentation
producers to be installed by Pub-
lix Theatres Corp. in as many pro-
duction plants. Albert E. Short,
formerly a highly featured Bala-
ban & Katz musical director but
a fixture in the Cooney organiz-
ation since opening of the Capitol
theatre, is in charge of presenta-
tions for that organization follow-
ing Mr. Mangan s withdrawal.

This amounts to practically an
exchange of directors by Messrs.
Cooney and Katz, and is especially
interesting in view of the presen-
tation battle fought out between
the Cooney Capitol and the B & K
Tivoli for supremacy in Chicago’s
South Side district.

K. C. Exhibitors

Profit by Special

Christmas Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—Virtually
all Kansas City motion picture theatres,

from suburban houses to downtown first

run theatres, did a good business on special

Christmas shows despite unusually cold
weather. At the Mainstreet theatre a

Chrismas party was staged for all actors
and members of the staffs of motion pic-

ture and legitimate theatres, while actors

from legitimate houses gave their time in

distributing gifts at various charitable insti-

tutions.

Automobile Crash
Wrecks Fox Stage

Presentation Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 5.—An all-

girl revue advertised as the Fox theatre
stage attraction for the current week was
broken up through injuries to several of

the girls in an automobile accident.
A hurriedly booked song and dance

trio was used to fill the gap caused by
the crash. The trio provided an accept-
able substitute for the presentation that

was to have been offered.

Will Expand
Presentation

Plan, Claim
Book Six Acts in “Cabaret Week”
Show Week Following Man-

gan Departure

Herewith is printed a statement
received from National Theatres
Corporation following publication
of a story in this column stating

that an anticipated jump to straight

vaudeville on the part of this or-

ganization had important part in

bringing about the resignation of

Francis A. Mangan, director of

presentations since the opening of

the Capitol theatre a year ago.

Mangan’s resignation became effec-

tive January 1. Capitol newspaper
advertisements of the current

week’s bill list six acts as featured

in “Cabaret Week,” the current

offering.

Interested Persons Protest

As stated in the story herewith denied
by the Cooney organization, many par-
ties deeply interested in the Capitol had
vigorously opposed the shift to a straight

vaudeville policy. In fact, a meeting of

these parties was in progress at press
deadline of that week. No announcement
was made of results accomplished at this

gathering. The statement sent in by the
Cooneys follows:
“The National Theatres Corporation,

controlling the Capitol, Stratford and
other large houses in Chicago, set at rest

the rumors of the change of policy oc-
casioned by the resignation of F. A. Man-
gan, former director of stage productions
at the Capitol theatre.

J. J. Cooney Tells Intentions

“J. J. Cooney of the National Theatres
Corporation denies the rumor of a
straight vaudeville and picture program.
‘We will stick to presentations, but on a

larger and more elaborate scale,’ said

Mr. Cooney. ‘The Kris Kringle Fan-
tasy, our offering for the week of De-
cember 28 at the Capitol, is an admirable
criterion of our new production depart-
ment, which now functions on a broader
scale than heretofore.

“
‘Believing we have the best idea of

what is necessary to maintain further the
fortunate success that has attended our
past efforts, we are lending considerable

( Continued on page 58)
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Counter-Attraction Show Created
Attempts at
Versatility

Hurt Shows
Presentation Managers Careless

in Routining Acts—Quality

of Bills Is Spotty

Current motion picture theatre

stage attractions are considerably

more spotty as to quality than are

the attractions offered in any other

type of theatre, and principally for

the reason that performers are

called on to do too little of what
they are capable of doing well and
too much of what they cannot do
well. Good dancers with mediocre
voices are made—or permitted—to

sing, and vice versa. Comics who
can put across set gags and stop the

show are permitted to ad lib, too

often with results fatal to their own
work and the stage performance as

a whole.

The fault may lie with the presentation
manager

,
the performer, or both. Most

likely it lies with the presentation man-
ager who, laudably but unadvisedly,
wishes to impress the patrons of his

house with the versatility of the perform-
ers he uses.

Acts Are Too Diverse

Another common error made by man-
agers is the booking of too diverse per-
formers for use in one presentation. The
best presentations reported from the key
cities of the country are those that are
most nearly uniform as to type, whether
they be musical shows, song and dance
shows, comic shows, or shows of any
one of a number of other types. The
show that is indefinite in type becomes a
variety show pure and simple, the type
of show that experience has proved to be
unsuitable for a motion picture theatre.

Of necessity, the stage show in a pic-

ture house is brief. Even the longest
ones do not run much over a half hour.
Also necessarily a number of performers
must be used during this time as even
the work of the best performers palls on
an audience when it is protracted. These
facts make it necessary that presentation
managers determine what each per-
former can do best in the time alloted
him, and have him do that and nothing
more.

Gags Ruin Show
Recently one of the best presentations

of the season in a large Chicago film

theatre was ruined for a large part of

the audience because a young man who
has become deservedly popular as a

singer was permitted to run off a line

of gags ad lib at the conclusion of his

vocal offerings. He went on and on with
a series of antique jokes and the walk-
out had started when he exited. He ap-
peared in another house the following
week in a straight song offering and was
the hit of the bill.

These two experiences should have
proved to other managers that in one
line the performer was strong and that

in the combination of the two he was
( Continued on page 58)

Dancing Fords Retain

Family Name, Ability
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan 5.

—The Four Fords, dancing quar-
tette toplining at the Earle theatre
this anniversary week, are akin
to the Four Nortons, of vaudeville
fame, in the assiduity with which
they keep four of the tribe con-
tinuously on the boards. The or-
ginal Nortons were Sam, Kitty,
Clara and Paul. Succeeding gen-
erations changed the Srst names
but never the last. The same is

largely true in the case of the
Four Fords. The present person-
nel is comprised of Dora, Lottie,

Edwin and Max.

Mastbaum Sees

Greater Stage

Shows for 1926
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 5.—Jules
E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley

Company of America, in commenting re-

cently on the 1926 business outlook for

motion picture theatres said he believes a

still further advancement in the caliber of

presentations offered at first run houses

will be an important feature of the year.

Artists of international repute are gradu-

ally turning from the legitimate and con-

cert stages to the motion picture field. This

was especially noticeable during 1925, and

Mastbaum is of the opinion that the num-
ber entering motion pictures for the first

time in the capacity of entertainers will be

trebled during tht current year.

Carlo Ferretti

Held Over at

N. Y. Capitol
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Carlo Ferretti,

baritone singer who was formerly a mem-
ber of Chaliapin’s company, will be heard

at the Capitol theatre again this week,

Major Edward Bowes has announced. He
will sing the “Lolita Serenade,” by Buzzi-

Peccia.

Julia Glass, pianist, also will be featured

on the Capitol stage bill, playing Rubin-
stein’s “Concerto in D Minor.”

Central New York
Exhibitors Give

Amateur Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 5.—Some of the

motion picture theatres in and around Al-
bany, N. Y., that stage amateur shows one
night a week, are being flooded with appli-

cations from those who desire to show
their ability as entertainers. The Rose
theatre in Troy, N. Y., staged 16 amateur
acts one night last week along with the

feature picture.

B & K Frame
Second “Ash ”

Act for Loop
Waitings’ Pennsylvanians As Hub

of Jazz Bill for Chicago

Theatre

Warings’ Pennsylvanians, fea-

tured in the Balaban & Katz Chi-
cago houses for several weeks a
year or two ago, have been brought
back and made the hub of an elab-

orate jazz bill opening at the Chi-

cago this week. While the Chicago
management does not confirm that

the show is framed to offset the

counter-pull of Paul Ash at Mc-
Vickers, the lineup is what it

would be in that case and Chicago
showmen are watching the proceed-
ings with extreme interest.

George Givot, a feature of the Ash
show for several weeks and master of

ceremonies during that leader’s recent two
weeks’ vacation, is advertised almost as

strongly as Waring’s Pennsylvanians on
the Chicago theatre bill. Fred Waring,
director, and Tom Waring also are spe-

cifically mentioned in the newspaper ad-

vertising, while the film announcements
run the week preceding listed other
names as importantly participating.

Called “Jazz Cyclone”

The return of the Waring band has
been heavily exploited by the Chicago.
The newspaper ad features the presenta-

tion above the film attraction, “The Un-
guarded Hour,” calling it “A new kind
of stage show. Jazz Cyclone. Fun reigns

supreme. Twenty-five artists in a hot
blast of jazz, jewels of melodies, featur-

ing the orchestra incomparable.”

No mention is made as to the duration

of the date and, as Chicago theatre at-

tractions move on regularly to the Tivoli

and Uptown, it will be a simple matter
to hold the outfit over for as many weeks
as desired or, if it doesn’t hit that hard,

move it along in the usual way.

Box Office Angle

Considerable interest attaches to the

box office angle of the situation. It has
been comparatively easy to get into the

Chicago during recent weeks, a condition
practically never existing prior to the

break of the Ash phenomenon at Mc-
Vickers. A recent event associated with
this state of affairs was the switching to

the Chicago from McVickers of the Our
Gang comedies, established fixtures of

McVickers. Albert Hay Malotte, best

B. & K. organist until his dismissal, also

was taken out of McVickers when Ash
got so strong he wasn’t needed.

Max Dolin Plays
Carols in Churches

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 5.—Max
Dolin, prominent and popular musical di-

rector of the California theatre, played

Christmas carols on his violin at two local

churches on Christmas Eve.
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Theatres Prepare for Huge Casts
Hyman Plans
for Greater
Stage Shows

Stage of Brooklyn Strand to

Be Enlarged—Lighting

to Be Modernized
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 5.—
Edward L. Hyman, managing di-

rector of the Mark Strand theatre

for the last six and a half years,

plans many stage improvements to

be effected early this year, all de-

signed to keep the Strand well in

the vanguard of presentation motion
picture houses.

Hyman has had plans drawn up for

many changes which will show marked
improvements in the presentation of

elaborate stage incidents of the most
advanced type. These plans call for the
remodeling of the entire stage, which
now takes in the orchestra stage and the
presentation stage. The latter is to be
made larger so that it may accommodate
presentations twice the size of those
given in the past.

Better Lighting Planned

The orchestra stage is to be improved
upon in many respects and additional fa-

cilities for the most approved type of

lighting are to be installed. Concerning
the artistic scheme of the stage, Hyman
has called in P. Dodd Ackermann, well
known scenic designer, who has been
busily engaged drawing up the plans for
the new arrangement.

Concerning the progressive measures
under way at the Brooklyn Mark Strand,
Edward L. Hyman has said:

“Although our theatre has always been
a leader in the presentation of photo-
play-music programs, it is our intention
that the year 1926 will find us equipped
to present a performance second to no
theatre in this country. Our plans call

for many changes which will be marked
improvements in this type of theatre. It

is my opinion that with the new presen-
tations made possible by the larger
stages and improved equipment, patrons
of this theatre will see the most advanced
type of incidents since the birth of the
photoplay and its allied arts.

Accent Is on Diversity

“It has been said that the Brooklyn
Mark Strand theatre is one of the few
theatres of the country which offer pro-
grams of unusual diversity. With the
New Year this fact will be accented more
than ever. Each of our performances is

designed to contain not only the feature
photoplay and shorter film subjects, but
six or more musical incidents, each of
which is in striking contrast to the other.”

Among the forthcoming presentations
at the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre is

included “The Phantom of the Opera,”
for which Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman is planning one of the most com-
plete photoplay-music performances ever
seen in any film theatre. Other big pic-
tures are to follow and these, likewise,
will have surrounding programs of ex-
ceptional merit.

I

Irene Beasley

Irene Beasley, better known as “The
Girl from Dixie,” whose singing of

so-called “blue” melodies is fast

making her one of the most popular
singers in presentation work. She
is under the management of Pre-

mier Attractions, Inc., Chicago. Miss
Beasley has just concluded a suc-

cessful engagement at the Capitol

theatre, Davenport, la.

Two Kunsky
Houses Plan
Larger Acts

Detroit State, Capitol, Theatres

Will Stage Elaborate Shows
Routed from New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 5.—Be-
ginning next week, the John H.
Kunsky theatres about Grand Circus
Park are inaugurating a new policy

in staging more elaborate presenta-
tion acts in the two theatres, the
State and Capitol, that have been
mainly used for this sort of material.

The State ushers in a Syncopation
Week program, with a group of variety
artists, headed by Estelle Carey, New
York soprano, who is a great favorite in

Detroit through her appearances at the
Kunsky houses during the last five years
or more. The State orchestra, under the
direction of Herbert Straub, will be
moved from the pit to the stage, where
it will take part in the general syncopa-
tion program.

Orchestra Goes on Stage

According to announcement, the or-
chestra will hereafter play from the stage
and special programs of popular dance
numbers will be used to background

(Continued on page 58)

Rivoli Stage
Is Made Over
for Big Acts

Mechanical Equipment, Lighting,

Altered to Handle Larger

Future Presentations
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, JAN. 5.—A $100,

000 theatre alteration job started

and completed in a span of five

days, a stage doubled in size, com-
pletely rebuilt and re-equipped; a

theatre transformed—that is the re-

markable accomplishment of the

men who, under the general super-

vision of R. E. Hall & Co., Inc.,

architects and engineers, have been
engaged in redecorating, re-equip-

ping and rebuilding the interior of

the Rivoli Theatre at Broadway
and 49 street.

At 12 o’clock midnight, December 20, 150

skilled workmen—electricians, carpenters,

plasterers, painters—went to work on the

first 8-hour shift. From that hour up to

Christmas morning, three shifts a day were
employed, with the result that at noon Fri-

day everything was in spic and span order
and virtually a new theatre was open to the

public.

Interior Beauty Enchanced

The interior of the house presents a strik-

ing and beautiful appearance. The dom-
inating color of the wall decorations on
the ground floor is gold, the side walls be-

ing paneled with gold draperies. Starting
at the entrance door, this gold is relieved

with red, at first only in small rosettes at

the top of the gold draperies and gradually
increasing as the eye follows along the side

wall toward the proscenium and culminat-
ing in a deep red valance which hangs
above the outer curtains across the pro-
scenium arch.

At intervals along the walls are 10 paint-

ings on silk, set in panels. These are the

work of Don Sindona. The four largest of
these, two on each side, are set into arched
openings cut throueh the wall and are
softly illuminated from behind. The gen-
eral scheme of these panel paintings is

that of lighted vistas. Upstairs the effect

of the new decorations is fully as strik-

ing, the three big arches in each side wall
being decorated in perspective so as to
give an effect of dark blue night sky.

Stage Change Greatest
The biggest change of all is in the stage,

which has been more than doubled in size

and has been completely re-equipped with
rigging. Fifty sets of ropes make it pos-
sible to hang that number of drapes, the
largest equipment of its kind in any theatre
in New York City. The draperies are all

of chiffon velvet of the finest texture and
will enable John Murray Anderson and his

assistants to stage acts which will be as
handsomely mounted as any ever seen
on any stage.

At the sacrifice of only 100 seats a new
orchestra pit of the elevator type has been
built, permitting the orchestra to be raised
and lowered and allowing the musicians to

pass out under the stage unnoticed by the
audience. A similar elevator of practically

(Continued on page 58)
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Does Shortened Line

at MeVickers Mean
Anything? If So, What?
“Paul Ash’s Pickings of 1925” (McVick-

ers, Chicago), one of his best all-around

shows, didn’t do so good the night it was
scanned for this purpose ;

and try to figure

that out. The waiting line wasn’t so long

as the week before, which was colder.

More mystery. Which is the best word to

describe the Ash phenomenon en toto. It’s

a good guess that even he doesn’t know
the answer.

This Ash show opened like a regular

revue, with plot ’neverything, and followed

that recipe pretty closely throughout. The
film announcement was followed by half

(4) of the chorus plus Father Time ap-

pearing in one against a solid drop with

band back of same accompanying topical

lyrics written for the occasion. Paul Small,

who, Ash tells you, is the young man who
sings choruses when the band makes pho-

nograph records but who at least used to

be a song plugger, brings on the other half

(4k
) of the chorus representing the New

Year. The chorus (8) gets together; the

long dresses of the first contingent are

furled and the opening breaks up in a

Charleston.

Then they take away the drop and Ash
comes on in full dress to lead the clown-

attired band banked up and back from front

and center. Ash announces “I Never

Knew” as a new number and they play it,

getting by. Then John McNally, an-

nounced last week as an Ash discovery,

sings “Tomorrow Morning” and isn’t per-

mitted to take a pardonable encore.

He is followed promptly by 4-year-old

Frences Weller, the tiny dancer who tied

the show in a knot last week, who repeats

that feat and indicates she could stay with

the troupe from now on. She’s unlike

most of the juvenile hits in that she not

only is cute but is good.

Paul Small is back, then, with “I Want a

Little Loving,” working in dress suit and

bringing on the chorus attired in the same,

which seems unfair. When that’s over, the

band plays “I Love My Baby,” Ash having

introduced saxophonist and trumpeter who
are featured therein. This gets by big.

The next announcement is a lengthy one

concerning “Chicago’s Own Sophie Tucker,”

whom Ash has heard on the radio and all

that sort of thing. This is Rae Allen, new

to this field but to the manner born, who
delivers “You Told Me to Go” in very

rough “blue” voice. They like this so well

that she comes back with another, which

they make her sing three times, and indi-

cations are that Ash has another ace card

good for three or more weeks if she’s got

more to follow with.

Sammy Lewis then steps in for the sur-

prise of the evening, starting with the

dance he’s done so many times but going

on, in three encores, to do some Charleston

chracterizations which piled up more and

more excitement until he broke into speech

to get away—delivering the funniest lines

heard on this stage in a long time.

Johnny Herman followed him, singing

“I’m Sitting on Top of the World, which

was used to bring on the chorus, principals,

etc., while a bar came up out of the or-

chestra pit all lined with the things bars

used to be lined with. The girls pick up

cocktail shakers which are bells and jingle

out “Auld Lang Syne,” after which the

Acts Reported
This Week

Ruth Racette; Harry Stockwell ; Barlowe
and Do Louis; Gallick and Clarett and

Chorus—Aetcm an, Kansas City.

Gold Medal Quartet—S/afe, Detroit.

Grace Abott Dancers—Strand, Omaha.
Chental Sisters—Capitol, Detroit.

Harvey Gatchett; Bois Adair Farrell; Sarah
Mae Graetz; Richard Bleick ; Margery
Peterson; Polly Brown; Louis Macklain;
Marie Hateroff ; Richard Hedges—Sun,
Omaha.

Daniel Kiehaver and Orchestra; Bob Carter;
Charleston Chorus Strand, Omaha.

Donald (Monk) Watson; Harry Brader and
Orchestra; George llaupt ; George Kuna;
Roscoe Sisters; Cecilia Ederer and Ray-
mond Shockey Rialto

,
Omaha.

Russian Cathedral Quartette; Art Landry
and Orchestra; Harry Breuer; Lilly Ko-
vacs—Strand, Brooklyn.

Paul Ash and Orchestra; Paul Small;
Sammy Lewis; Eight Paulines; Rae Allen;
McNally; Frances Waller*—McVickers, Chi-
cago.

Ethel Morgan Juvenile Dancers; Boyd
Senter; Jesse Crawford Chicago

, Chi-
cago .

Santrey and Norton; Charlotte Woodruff;
Billy Rhodes; Paul Haakon; Rodgers
Sisters; Ross Himes and Arthur Colby;
Grand Central Chorus

—

Grand Central , St.

Louis.

Abbott Dancers; W. Steindel ; J. Lingeinan;
F. De Bona ; Albert E. Short and Orches-
tra—Capitol, Chicago.

Joe Whitehead; The Florenis ; Woodward
and Morrisey ; Madam Barzac's Circus;
Fred Flapper's Seals; White Brothers;
Missouri Rockets Missouri

,
St. Louis.

Renoff and Renova ; Raymond Baird

;

Loomis Twins; Grotesque Dolls; Don Al-

bert and Orchestra; Tom Terry; George
Lyons; Heller and Riley

—

Loew’s State ,

St. Louis.

Art Kahn and Orchestra; Juvenile Revue;
George Givot—Senate, Chicago.

Juvenile Revue—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.

Irving Kaufman; Juvenile Revue; Giersdorf
Sisters—Fox, Philadelphia.

Gino Severi and Orchestra; Crosby and
Rinker; Bobby Thompson and Chinese
Trio; Jimmy Clark; State Ballet—Loew’s
State , Los Angeles.

David Bennett Dancers Stanley
,

Philadel-

phia.

Leonard and Barnett; Kelso Brothers and
Company; Billy De Lisle and Company;
Delmar’s Lions Central Park

,
Chicago.

Kenneth Miller; Royal Syncopators Royal

,

Kansas City.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates

Renoff and Renova Loew’s State ,
St. Louis.

Donald (Monk) Watson Rialto ,
Omaha.

Paul Haakon Grand Central, St. Louis.

Sammy Lewis—McVickers, Chicago.

Harvey Gatchett; Bois Adair Farrell; Sarah
Mae Graetz; Richard Bleick; Margery
Peterson; Polly Brown; Louis Macklain;
Marie Hateroff ;

Richard Hedges Sun,
Omaha.

Ruth Racette Newman , Kansas City.

backdrop is taken away to show four girls

upholding a revolving world which pres-

ently presents “1926” in electrics. This is

the finish.

Those inside the theatre enjoyed the

thing immensely, and properly, suggesting

that it may build toward the end the week,

though with New Year, Saturday and Sun-
day coming it’s hard to see how it could

fail. The odd thing is that those folks who
stand out in the subzero weather to see

Ash’s stuff weren’t there on Wednesday
evening. It probably doesn’t mean any-

thing.

Art Kahn, Children,
Present Good Step

and Singing Bill
Juvenile performers in elaborate holiday

shows have been reported from all over
the country and have been used in a num-
ber of Chicago houses, including the

Senate. Last week’s Senate presentation
featured 18 highly talented children and
George Givot, who at last has made the

frontlights.

Preston Sellers at the organ opened the

show with “Clap Hands, Here Comes
Charley.” Sellers was dressed in regula-
tion Santa Claus attire and the organ con-
cole was mounted with a snow covered
roof and a chimney.

Following the feature picture, “The Man
On the Box,” Art Kahn gave “A Trip To
Toyland.” The curtains parted on stage in

one. Centered in the drop was a huge
clown head, the mouth serving as an en-

trance to full stage. A Santa Claus and
two children entered, the children pining

to go to toyland. They were ushered
through the drapes in the clown-head.
Then on dashed Givot, dressed as Little

Boy Blue. He spieled the introduction

to the big show.

The drop raised on full stage, revealing
Kahn and the band in clown attire work-
ing against a mounting consisting of a

cutout fort in front of a drop in blue and
purple flanked by toy soldier rows. Con-
ventionalised trees and shrubbery in vivid

green adequately set off the coloring of

the other parts of the set. The band mem-
bers were attired as clowns.

The children gave a toy soldier drill

and the band then went into “Smile a
Little Bit,” the drummer singing a chorus
of this and the whole unit helping with the

close.

Kahn then announced the juveniles, giv-

ing their ages as from 4 to 11. A blonde
miss came on for a toe Charleston, did

good work, took a big hand, and encored
with more.

From here on the show was splendid up
to the time Givot finished his songs and
went into a string of gags ad lib. Why,
oh why doesn’t someone tell this boy that

as a comic he is a good singer? Without
exception his gags were ancient, bearded
and creaking in the bones. And he is not
a salesman of jokes. He looks hither and
thither for support and then turns front

and gives another. His grab at Hebrew
dialect for a prop for one was even worse
than the antiques. This writer has met all

he offered in such varied places as the

all-comic weeklies, a smoking car and the

Palace Music Hall.

One of the hits of the bill was an un-
named boy of about 12 who played a xylo-

phone. His offerings were “Indian Love
Call” from “Rose Marie,” “Sometime”
and “Sweet Georgia Brown.” The boy is

first rate. Many variety stage xylophone
players of many more years do not do as

well.

A team of lilliputians who staged a box-
ing match were not pleasing to the eye

and certainly did not offer much in the

way of entertainment. They took a weak
hand, and it was all they had coming.

Russian dances, tap dances, clogs, eccen-

trics, precision—the little ones offered them
all, and, years considered, they were all

good. The finale was a Charleston by all

of the juveniles.
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Gifted Juveniles in

Holiday Performance
Register Center Hit

Gifted juvenile dancers from the Abbott
School enacted “A Night of Enchantment,”
a straight Christmas presentation, as the

stage feature of the New Year’s week show
at the Capitol theatre, Chicago. An
elaborate nursery setting was used, the

child dancers coming on as toys through a

trapdoor in the stage and through the

opened door of a set cupboard back center.

A brief spoken introduction led up to the

dancing, which was by individuals, pairs

and groups, the last number being a

Charleston by a mite of probably not more
than three years, in which all joined at the

close.

These kiddies, like the Morgan dancers
employed by the Balaban & Katz houses,

make perfect material for holiday presenta-

tions. They not only have the goods in

every sense of the word, but have the audi-

ence with them from the jump. “A Night
of Enchantment” registered a resounding
hit.

Albert E. Short, musical director said to

be in charge of presentation following the

resignation of Francis A. Mangan, opened
the show with a compiled overture com-
bining several old favorite tunes of holiday
hearing. This was in two sections, both
getting applause.

The news was next. Then Leo Terry
gave an organ number entitled “New Years
Resolutions,” erring only in the matter of

length. Terry’s lyrics are not as bad as

most.

“At Dawning,” the next number, was a

combination, a Prizma reel showing dawn
in various far flung parts of the world
while Violinist W. Steindel, accompanied
by Cellist J. Lingeman and Harpist F. De
Bona, played “At Dawning,” for some
queer reason breaking it up in the middle
with “Just a Song at Twilight.” The num-
ber was neatly done, however.

Circus Show Used
to Open New Year;

Ten Acts Perform
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 5—Skouras

Brothers put on another of their famed
“Circus Weeks” at this big Paramount
first-run palace to usher in the New Year
and it proved a popular hit for the holiday

season.

Peanuts and pink lemonade are not ex-

actly the proper bill of fare when snow and
ice are on the ground, but nevertheless good
circus stuff is always in order. And the

Missouri’s bill was good.

Ten circus acts and the gay and lithesome
Missouri Rockets were included on the

musical end of the program, while the

long feature picture was “A Kiss for Cin-
derella.”

Joe Whitehead proved a very witty ring-

master and got the most out of every act.

The Florenis, equilibrists, proved very
clever in their line. Woodward and Mor-
risey in “Hank and the Mule” went across

very nicely, although their act is not en-

tirely new.

Madam Barzac’s circus of dogs, monkeys
and birds made a big hit with the kiddies

and also with their elders. Another good
animal act was Fred Flapper’s trained seals.

White Brothers, the clowns, also went
across in grand style, while the Missouri
Rockets added to their growing fame.

On the whole the bill was excellent and,
as stated, fit in very nicely with the holi-

days.

Philadelphia

First Runs
( Week Beginning December 26)

STANLEY

:

“Keeper of the Bees,” F. B. O.;
Stanley Magazine News; “Zainpa Over-
ture,” Stanley Symphony Orchestra;
“Santa Claus,” Christmas phantasy; Leon-
ardo Dei Credo, tenor, solos; Pierre and
Yvonne

;

Parisian dancers; Stanlev Christ-
mas Party.

FOX: “The Ancient Mariner,” Fox; Fox
Theatre Screen Magazine; “Around, the
Christmas Tree,” Fox Symphony Orches-
tra; “Liebesfreud,” “Meditation,” “Fron
the Canebreak,” violin solos, Sascha
Jacobsen “A Christmas Fantasy,” Lola
Girlie and Senia.

ALDINE: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

STANTON

:

“Don Q, Son of Zorro,” United
Artists.

KARLTON

:

“Tessie,” Arrow.

ARCADIA: “Old Clothes,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer

;

*‘Marionettes;” Fox News.
PALACE

:

“The Unguarded Hour,” First
National.

VICTORIA “Go Straight,” Paramount

.

CAPITOL

:

“The New Commandment,” First
National.

Frisco Holiday Business Good
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 5.—
Christmas week business in theatres here
was better than expected. Presentation
acts and special features are chiefly respon-
sible for the good box office totals.

Art Landry, Russian
Singers, Team Work
in E. L. Hyman Show

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 5.—Art Lan-
dry and his Victor recording orchestra

and the Russian Cathedral Quartette were
featured by Edward L. Hyman of the

Mark Strand theatre in the prologue to

“Tumbleweeds” the week just ended.

Landry and his melody unit worked
against a transparency drop showing a

large central window and a smaller win-
dow on each side. Through these windows
lightning and rain effects were seen, these

being used for the orchestra’s final selec-

tion. The orchestra played “Lady of the

Nile,” “Five Feet Two,” “Everybody
Stomp” and “Rip Saw Blues.”

The Russian Cathedral Male Quartette

was presented in three selections, the first

being a Russian hymn, the second a Rus-
sian folk song and the third “Asleep in

the Deep.” For an encore the quartette

sang “The Rosary.”

Harry Breuer, xylophone virtuoso of the

Famed Mark Strand Orchestra played a

medley of the latest popular selections

which had been arranged by himself.

“Rondo Capriccio” by Mendelssohn was
played by Lilly Kovacs, the sensational girl

pianist of the Mark Strand orchestra.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

“AN ENGLISH TAVERN”
This week finds your “gang” in Merry Old

England. The scene is laid in an old English

tavern, as the title indicates. It should be

built and painted in the old world style with

beamed ceiling effect and casement windows
with leaded glass effect.

In one corner is a bar with shelves behind,

on which are placed various kinds of bottles.

The set is dressed with old board tables and
antique chairs. An old wrought iron light

fixture hangs center stage. This should be

fitted with candle-effect amber lamps. The bar-

maid is seen shining glasses and wiping off

tables. Music from “A Hunting Song” by
Bacalossi is being played by your organist.

Running horse effects are heard outside. The
barmaid runs to the window and looks out,

then opens the door. Your “gang” rushes

in, laughing and talking. They are dressed in

the regular English fox hunt costume of bright

red coat, light colored riding breeches, cap and

stock ties. Some wear monocles. They have

just returned from the hunt. The ladies are

in hunting costumes also.

Some of the company take «eats at the tables.

Some go to the bar and are served. A “Drink-

ing Song' 9 can be sung here. On the bar is

a set of musical glasses, and a tune or two

is played on these. Then follows a brass hunt-

ing trumpet duet by two of the members, and

perhaps a song by the barmaid.

No modern jazz music has been used yet.

One of the Englishmen, a singer, exclaims that

he has just returned from America, where they

have an extraordinary dance called the

“Charlesburg,” or something like that. He
then goes into the song, “Charlesburg,” a new
number now out, an Englishman's version of

the Charleston. When he finishes the barmaid

tells them that the tavern has as guests (your

leader) and some ladies who are on their way

to London to put on an American jazz show.

She goes over to left stage, opens a door and

calls the leader.

The leader enters with two of his lady

friends. This pair can be a sister Charleston

team. After the introductions, during which

one of the Englishmen tells the leader there

are several musicians present, your leader says

“his boys” left their instruments in the next

room and he will be glad to show the com-

pany how they play jazz in America.

The instruments are passed out and the

“gang” is ready for the “hot” stuff. The sis-

ter team does the Charleston and the show

goes on.

PRISON SCENE FROM “FAUST”
Printed by request.

The curtains open to reveal a dim prison

scene. The back drop is painted to represent

a stone wall. In center of drop toward the

top is a cutout barred window. This drop is

flanked right and left stage with prison walls

with door at left stage. The scene is lighted

in blue from the footlights only, with the

exception of a shaft of canary or amber light,

supposedly the sun coming through the window,

which is played on Marguerite.

Marguerite is discovered asleep on a heap

of straw at right stage. Faust enters from left

stage, followed by Mephistopheles. Dismissing

Mepthistopheles, Faust and Marguerite sing the

duct number. Then Mephistopheles re-enters

from left stage door for the finale. Marguerite

is a soprano, Faust a tenor, and Mephistopheles

a basso.

“ON THE SPANISH MAIN”
A simple but colorful presentation can be

made of this, using a basso singing “The Pirate

Song,” by Gilbert. This is the old familiar

“fifteen men on a dead man's chest, yo ho,

and a bottle of rum” song. Have the singer

dressed in the colorful pirate costume of the

old Spanish Main days.

The singer is seen center stage seated, or

standing with one foot on a treasure chest.

Behind him is a drop painted to represent the

sandy beach of a tropical country. On the

shore are palm trees, and an old pirate ship

flying the black flag is seen at anchor in the

water.
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Elaborate Holiday
Acts Combine Songs

Dances and Comedy
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 5.

—“Toy Town”
was the big stage presentation at Loew’s
State theatre the week ending Dec. 25. It

was certainly in keeping with the spirit of
Christmas.

The chorus was snappy, jazz was domi-
nant and the costumes were bright and
cheerful. It was excellent entertainment.

Renoff and Renova offered two very
graceful dance bits.

Raymond Baird, (Little Sousa), was in-

triguing and wholesome and such a relief

from jazz. The Loomis Twins, juvenile

dancers, and the Grotesque Dolls’ march
completed a very good bill.

Sleigh bells gave warnings of the finale

and when the back curtain was lifted

Santa Claus was revealed riding in a large

sleigh pulled by reindeer before a scene of

snow capped mountains and houses lighted

by a great crystal moon. The merry old

gentleman then distributed packages to the

ones who had participated in the perform-
ance.

Don Albert’s Christmas overture was ex-
cellent. The long feature picture of the

week was “Old Clothes.”

The mid-holiday season, the following
week, was marked by an excellently bal-

anced bill of music and pictures. Not
entirely the least of the entertaining fea-

tures were the efforts of the various audi-

ences to star as community singers led by
their master of the organ, Tom Terry.
Tom is a star at handling church choirs

and the like and he really did very well
with the tyro singers that paid their bit

at the box office before coming in.

“Sweet Adeline” went over rather thinly.

In these prohibition days there is not ex-
actly the proper atmosphere for this old

classic to hit on all cylinders, but when
“Yes Sir, That’s My Baby” was put on
it went across in the truest of jazzy styles.

On the stage George Lyons, the singing
harpist proved an excellent entertainer and
he was given round applause at each ap-

pearance. “O Sole Mio” was one of his

best offerings.

The presentation number was “A Pa-
risian Night” showing a French sidewalk

cafe where Heller and Riley, harmony
singers of no mean ability, and Renoff
and Renova, dancers were the entertainers.

Don Albert and his very good orchestra

did their bit to make the week a real

holiday one by offering a novelty overture

entitled “Father Time.” In this number
Father Time looked decidedly like old

King Lear.

“The Masked Bride” was the chief screen

offering.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(W'eek Beginning December 20)

ALHAMBRA: “THE EAGLE,” United Artists
(2d week).

BOULEVARD : “The Mystic,” Metro-Gold

-

tcyn-Mayer.
CRITERION: “Why Women Love,” First

National.
FORUM : “The Verdict,” Pro-Dis-Co.
FIGUEROA: “His People,” Universal (3d

week )

.

EGYPTIAN : “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-
icyn-Mayer (7th week).

LOEW’S STATE: “The Beautiful City,”
First National.

METROPOLITAN : “Cobra,” Paramount.
MILLION DOLLAR: “The Merry Widow,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
RIALTO: “The Pony Express,” Paramount.

Portrait of Mendoza
Hung In Capitol Lobby

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—A por-
trait of David Mendoza, conductor
of the Capitol theatre orchestra,
painted by J. Campbell Phillips,

has just been hung in the lobby
of the Capitol.
Mendoza, who is still in his

twenties, is believed to be the
youngest conductor of a symphony
orchestra of the size of that at the
Capitol, which consists of 85 musi-
cians.

Ethel Morgan Child
Dancers in Holiday
Act Make Great Hit

Ethel Morgan’s child dancers, about 30
of them, were employed by Frank Cambria
in his New Year’s Week bill at the Chi-

cago, Chicago, called “The Waif’s Christ-

mas Eve.” Cambria had spectacular suc-

cess with the Morgan kiddies last year and
showed great judgment in repeating this

time. The crowd never has had enough of

them.
The show opened with a jazz medley

overture compiled by H. Leopold Spitalny,

the best musical director of the Balaban &
Katz lineup, which terminated in a lifted

drop exposing Boyd Senter, demon saxo-
phonist, descending in a brillianted sun-
flower from above the teaser to the top of

a piano beaten by his team-mate. Senter
has been repeated many times at this house
and, while they still like him, they’ll have
to evolve some more trick settings for him
if he’s to continue. He’s done practically

everything a sax player can do.

Then the news.
Jesse Crawford followed with an organo-

logue wishing everybody the season’s best

and making them feel good. Crawford is

one of possibly three Chicago organists who
still know when enough’s enough.
“A Christmas Fantasy,” in film, fol-

lowed.
“The Waif’s Christmas Eve” opens in

one, a poorly dressed tot appearing in a

cold exterior and making wishes. A fairy

of about equal age (neither can be more
than five) comes on, touches the waif with
her wand, and the drop goes up in the

dark to expose a Christmas tree set in full

stage. Dolls come to life and dance, others

sing, then dancers, singers, etc., of all sizes

and ages come on and do their bits in

turn.

There are too many of them to catalogue
and each is better than the one preceding,

the oldest being perhaps 14, and all being
good.

Finally the boxes about the tree are

opened to bring out other dancers and the

whole affair ends with an ensemble defy-

ing rapid arithmetic. Lights go up on tbe

stage, back of the set, around the set, out
around the sides of the auditorium, every-

where, including the gates which are drawn
together across the proscenium in a final

attempt to quell the applause.

It’s a long itme since the house has had
so much to offer on its stage or has done
so well with the material at hand.

Franks Made Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Jan. 5.—
“Happy” Franks, formerly with the Junior
Orpheum Booking Offices in Kansas City,

Mo., has been appointed manager of the

Tenth Street theatre here.
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Watson Tops Holiday
Revue; Singers and
Dancers Are Featured

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 5.—The offerings
which Manager Harry Watts of the Rial-
to theatre hung on the Christmas tree
for his theatre’s patrons was “Holiday
Frolics,” by Donald (Monkl Watson, to-
gether with the long feature “Joanna”
and the Our Gang comedy, “Good
Cheer,” by Hal Roach’s rascals.

Watts carried out the Christmas
scheme pleasingly in stage settings and
music. There were two big Christmas
trees along side the stage, and the stage
setting represented a snow-covered city,

in the midst of which was Harry Brader’s
orchestra. The program opened with
“Holy Night,” the solemn and sweet
Christmas anthem which is sung in all

languages, played by George Haupt at
the organ.

Watson was master of ceremonies in
“Holiday Frolics,” George Kuna, Ha-
waiian, entertained with guitar and typi-
cal strains of Waikiki. The Roscoe sis-

ters added further music, singing well to-
gether.

The orchestra played a special arrange-
ment of “Normandy” by Jack Virgin,
while Haupt at the organ won applause
with “Smile a Little Bit.”

A big share of the plaudits was won by
Cecelia Ederer and Raymond Shockey,
winners of the Omaha Bee-Rialto
Charleston contest.

Watson will remain at the theater for
an indefinite period.

West Coast Theatres
Fetes Presentation

Artists on Christmas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 5. — As a rule
Christmas Day to the theatrical performer
does not mean anything but work and lone-
someness. Many of them are thousands of
miles away from home and spend the
greater part of the day at the theatre.

However, this year all members of the
West Coast Theatre stage presentations,

under the supervision of Fanchon and
Marco, who were absent from the city had
an exceptionally bright Christmas provided
for them in the various towns where they
are appearing.

Officials of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

made arrangements whereby these artists

had a wonderful Christmas dinner, with all

the fixings, served in the most homelike
atmosphere obtainable. Approximately 350
girls and a large number of male per-

formers were favored by the West Coast
Theatres on Christmas Day in the follow-

ing California cities : San Francisco, Oak-
land, Long Beach, Pomona, Santa Ana.,

and San Diego.

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning December 27)

CALIFORNIA : “A Kiss for Cinderella,”
Paramount.

LOEW’S WARFIELD : “Soul Mates,” Metro-
GoIdtcyn-Mayer

.

IMPERIAL: “The Gold Rush,” United

ST. FRANCIS: “The Wanderer,” Para-
mount.

CAMEO : “Lucky Horseshoe,” Fox.
GRANADA: “Sporting Life,” Universal.
UNION SQUARE: “Midnight Secret,”

E. L. C.
GOLDEN GATE: “Why Women Love,” First

National.
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Entire Juvenile
Revue Held Over;

Gatchett Toplines
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. S.—The juvenile

revue, “Santa Claus’ Dream,” proved so
popular at the Sun that Manager Ralph
Goldberg held it over for Christmas
week. Eight clever youngsters of Oma-
ha, headed by Harvey Gatchett, put on
the revue.

The program of the revue follows:

Overture, “March of the Toys”
Victor Herbert

Sun orchestra, Louis Schnauber,
conductor.

“Dr. Tinkle Tinker” Santa Claus
Harvey Gatchett.

“Parade of the Wooden Soldiers”
The Soldier

Marguerite Croft.
“Marcheta” Spanish Girl

Polly Brown.
“Sonya” Russian Girl

Bois Adair Farrell.
“Dutch Kiddies’ Flirtation”

The Dutch Twins
Margery Peterson.

“Danse Eccentrique” Raggedy Ann
Marie Hateroff

“Down by the Winegar Woiks”
The Tough Guy

Richard Hedges.
“The Kinky Kids Parade” Entire Cast

Leader, Marie Hateroff.
“Charleston” Alexander Brown

Louis Macklain, Marie Hateroff
and company.

Margery Peterson danced the Charles-
ton on her toes, winning much praise.

“The Road to Yesterday” was the long
feature film.
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Stage show and musical feature are
played in type black enough to at-

tract attention in this ad for the
Los Angeles Metropolitan. The holly
leaf border marks the season with-
out detracting from type values.

Jazz Revue Marks
Opening of Year;
Many Players Used

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 5.—The New
Year’s season was ushered in at the Grand
Central with a jazz revue along the lines

that this house has made locally famous.
The burlesque skit took a radio broad-

cast stunt as one of its features, which
was surely up-to-date. A very clever
bowery dance was an outstanding number
in this.

A cathedral tableau in which motherhood
was glorified also proved pleasant to the
audiences.
The list of entertainers for the week in-

cluded: Santrey and Norton, dancers;
Charlotte Woodruff, prima donna late of
“Artists and Models Billy Rhodes, sing-
ing juvenile; Paul Haakon, boy dancer;
Rodgers Sisters, harmony singers

;
Ross

Himes and Arthur Colby, and the Grand
Central Chorus.

“Infatuation” was the long feature pic-

ture.

Whiteman Writes
Theme Music for

“The Skyrocket”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Paul Whiteman,
noted orchestra conductor, has written the

music for the theme song of the Associated
Exhibitors picture “The Skyrocket,” in

which Peggy Hopkins Joyce is starred.

The title of the song is “Wonderful One.”
The theme was suggested by Marshall
Neilan, who directed the picture.

Wrestling Bout L.atest Add
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5. — The
latest in theatre added attractions is the

wrestling bout. With the “rage” at its

height here, Fred Spears, manager of the

Empress theatre, is finding it profitable to

stage short wrestling bouts as specialty

numbers every Friday night.

Bennett, Noted Revue
Producer, Puts Show
On Film House Stage

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 5.—The
presentation at the Stanley theatre the
week of December 28 was arranged by
David Bennett, producer of “Rose Ma-
rie,” “Sunny” and “The Vanities,” and is

an exceptionally beautiful and artistic

number.

The curtains parted showing a winter
scene, with a number of Christmas trees,

while the orchestra played “Jingle Bells,”

followed by a tenor solo, “I Want to Be
Somebody’s Christmas Tree.”

Then twelve ballet dancers appeared
behind scrim pirouetting around the
Christmas trees in a “Snowflake Ballet,”

after which the curtain rose showing the
premiere danseuse in a swan dance, a
marvel of dainty grace and rhythm. The
act closed with an ensemble dance and
was enthusiastically applauded. It last-

ed 13 minutes.

The overture “Verdiana” was given by
the Stanley symphony orchestra.

“A Kiss for Cinderella” was the long
feature the first four nights of the week,
with “The Merry Widow” starting on
New Year’s Eve.

Kate Smith Goes to Earle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 5.—Kate
Smith, vocal single who has been featured

with the Saturday Nighters at the Metro-
politan theatre here, has been engaged for

a week’s date at the Earle.

THE HICKS BROTHERS
FAMOUS BANJO
SYNCOPATORS

While playing the Stanley The-
atre, Philadelphia, the Philadel-
phia Bulletin had the following
favorable comment to make on
their artistic rendition:

“The Hicks Brothers, banjoists,
feature the musical program and
draw prolonged applause from an
appreciative audience by their
pleasing rendering of many num-
bers and almost innumerable en-
cores.”

Management—MRS. A. K. BENDIX
Columbia Theatre Bldg.

701—7th Ave. New York City

Partington Returns
From New York Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 5.—Jack
Partington, technical director of the
Granada theatre, has returned from a trip

to New York and Chicago. It has been
announced that the automatic stage he has
invented will be adopted by Paramount
theatres throughout the country.

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

Blind Pianist Good Attraction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOTNES, IA„ Jan. 5.— Jesse
Day, manager of the Strand theatre here,
booked Lee Mansfield, blind pianist, as an
added attraction for his house recently.
Mansfield, who for some time has played
from station WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.,
was a good drawing attraction for the
duration of his Strand engagement.

RAE ELEANOR and MICHAEL BALL
in

“MOMENTS MUSICAL”
Management—William Morris
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Abbott Dancers Give
“Kidnight Follies,”

Lavish Music Show
_

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 5.—“The Mid-
night Follies of 1926” was the unusual
entertainment offered by Manager Art
Cunningham of the Strand theatre. The
stars of the “Follies” ranged in age from
3 to 15 years, and were trained by Grace
Abbott. The annual kiddie revue brought
large crowds to the theater and kept
them in excellent humor. The revue
was lavishly staged and gorgeously cos-
tumed.
Another big special offered was the

film “Santa Claus,” taken by Captain F.
E. Kleinschmidt in the far north.

“Infatuation” was the long feature pic-

ture.

Kunsky Plans Larger Acts
(Continued from page 53)

Under the name of the Forum thea-

tre, Los Angeles, appears the mu-
sical attraction of the house. The
Pro-Dis-Co picture “Braveheart” is

prominently displayed, and the
presentation feature of the bill can-
not be overlooked by readers of

the ad.

Rialto Stage Made Over
(Continued from page 53)

the same size is cut into the center of the
stage. Two picture screens have been pro-
vided, one at the front of the stage on
which will be shown the earlier films in the
program.

Stage Dressing Time Cut

This permits the dressing of the stage for
presentations preceding the feature. For
the feature film, another screen is used,
located well toward the back of the stage.

The organ console has been transferred
from the right to the left end of the pit

and is placed on an independent elevator.

The conductor’s desk is also on an indepen-
dent elevator and is equipped with electric

curtain and light signals by which the con-
ductor may direct the entire performance.

Lighting Improved

The decorations of the orchestra pit are

of gold, while the organ console has been
painted pure white. In addition to the ex-

tensiv e electrical equipment of the stage

proper, thiry 1000-watt lamps have been in-

stalled in the face of the balcony railing ex
tending the full width of the house. Each
one of these lights is eqiupped with gela-

tines which will permit front lighting of

the stage in every conceivable color combi-
nation.

Versatility Hurtful
(Continued from page 52)

unusually weak. But it did not. In the

second week after he had started a walk-
out he repeated the line of jokes. He
worked hard, but the result was bad
again. The patrons squirmed and mur-
mured and audibly wished he would
stop. Some of them left the house, ob-
viously disgusted.

More Care Necessary

The manager who was responsible for

the first fiasco was unfortunate; the sec-

ond one was careless. More care in the
setting of a performer’s routine will have
to be exercised before patrons of all the
large presentation houses in the country
are satisfied that the shows offered are,

as advertised, the best that can be
offered. And consistently spotty shows
will bring a house into disfavor in a
hurry.

some of the acts in the future. Other acts
billed to open this policy at the State
and backing Miss Carey will be Fred
Stritt, billed as “the king of entertain-
ers”; the Keystone Quartette and Swan-
son and Alexander, in a series of spe-
cially staged dance numbers.
The capitol has big presentation plans

that will get under way early in Feb-
ruary. Through its affiliation with the
Balaban and Katz and Famous Players-
Lasky theatres, a series of big acts pro-
duced in New York, and traveling around
to 12 or 15 cities in the Middle West will

play at this theatre. The first number
will be composed of 28 people, with stage
hands and special settings all traveling
from the East.

Will Expand Presentation
( Coneinued from page 51)

time and effort irrespective of cost in se-

curing the very best and highest type of
brainy executives for the construction of
the standard organization to assimilate
the many tedious duties that arise from
the present demand for diversified and
scientifically built programs.

Mangan Praised
“ ‘We are pleased to mention the excel-

lent qualities of Mr. Mangan, but we are
confident that our plans for 1926 will ac-
complish much for us. In other words,
the new order of things is not a step
backward, but rather an advancement.’ ”

Uptown 102! AND
WFCTERN II

DIRECTION WEST COAST THEATRES -INC.
jj

DazzlingHolidifyi

S)th

Carnival

cfsplendor
t
A

M

JOSEPH.
5CHENCK
PnHhUMtS- >

Charlie
Melson
and his

Playboys
BOYCE COMBE
"AMERICA'S..

miHOE OF WALtS"

w" NORMA
Taimadge
SHI”EUGENE O'BRIEN

\ IN MODERN

Graustarky

gal

Three show features are displayed

in this ad for West Coast’s Uptown,
Los Angeles presentation, music
and First National’s “Graustark.”

Attractively composed ad for Loew’s
State, Los Angeles, playing presen-
tation, music and long feature film.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s “S o u 1

Mates” was the principal picture on
the bill for the week the ad was
used.

Kenneth Miller Is

Top Performer of
Holiday Music Art

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—Ken-
neth Miller of the Royal Syncopators at

the Royal theatre made his debut as Rex
Newman’s successor in vocal numbers this

week, Newman now being on the Orpheum
circuit. If the catchy manner in which
Miller sang “Santa Claus Blues" is a fair

sample of his vocal, as well as semi-drama-
tic, ability, then he is in for a period of
popularity at the Royal. It was with con-
fidence that he was given a trial by Bruce
Fowler, manager, and Louis Forbstein, di-

rector of the orchestra.

Again Forbstein varied his musical selec-

tions from the jazz and popular to light

opera numbers. Royal fans are becoming
so accustomed to the slapstick—or digni-

fied, as you like it—manner in which the

Syncopators present programs that the 25

minutes alloted Forbstein’s artists is looked
forward to almost as much as the featured
performer.

Forbstein also won many new friends

this week with his violin solo. A delicate

touch it is that he applies to that instru-

ment. Despite the holidays, business all

week was unusually brisk.

“Pretty Ladies” was the long feature
picture.

Newman Christmas
Show Utilizes 30

Juvenile Artists
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 5.—As an added

attraction for “A Kiss for Cinderella” at

the Metropolitan theatre last week, Frank
L. Newman presented “A Christmas
Dream,” introducing 30 tiny tots.

The stage was set with a large house
glistening in the moonlight, which opened
and presented the youngsters grouped
around an immense Christmas tree. The
youngsters danced their way into the hearts

of the audience and won rounds of ap-

plause.

Forbstein and his orchestra opened the

program with an overture, “Christmas

Echoes.”

Betty Bronson made several personal

appearances during the week in connection

with the feature picture.
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Too Much Variety
and Poor Work in

Central Park Bill

Variety is the spice of the program this

week at the Central Park, Chicago B & K
house. The stage show includes a girl

singing team, Leonard and Barnett, Kelso
Brothers and Company, gag-magic trio,

Billy De Lisle and Company, jugglers, and,

last and most sensational, Delmar’s Lions.
For a film house, this is decidedly a variety

house program. This show is staged in

the house in which the B & K presentation

was born, but it is nothing to the credit

of these showmen when it is compared
with the presentations staged weekly in

others of their houses.

Leonard and Barnett, first up, sing “Odds
and Ends,” “Lonesomest Girl in Town”
and another number that is broken off in

the middle to make room for a line of
devastating cracks about the girls’ respec-

tive sweeties. “Kiss Mamma, Kiss Papa,”
follows this, which is followed by more
gags, which are followed by more song.

It is that kind of act, and receives noth-
ing more than it deserves.

Kelso Brothers offer a better line of gags
and do a few “the hand is quicker than
the eye” turns that go over fairly well.

Excepting that he uses Bobby Clark’s stuff

to some extent, one of the brothers is

downright funny. His gags are fresh and
he is a good salesman. His fainting dead
away when confronted by one of Delmar’s
lions won a great hand.

Billy De Lisle and Company, though al-

ready past youth, need more practice. They
dump their props all over the stage in a
juggling act that is not meant to be funny.

Delmar’s Lions, a male and a female
put through their not so fast paces by Del-
mar, are not the kind of performers the

film house needs.

“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter” is

the long feature picture.

Three Teams and
Chorus Stage Big

New Year’s Show
KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 5.—A duet

by Ruth Racette and Harry Stockwell, an
accordionist act by Barlowe and De Louig,

a novel skating act by Gallik and Clarett
and a chorus of 14 girls who are not one
whit hard to look at made up the “New
Year’s Follies” at the Newman theatre
this week. And many times thus far has
Bruce Fowler, manager, been complimented
on his booking for the week.

The follies composed one scene, lasting

about 30 minutes, including three troupes.

Following the duet, in which Miss Racette
and Mr. Stockwell met with approval of
good crowds all week, there was a dance
number by the chorus, which was passable

enough. Then came Barlowe and De
Louis, who were encored and kept the

audience in an applauding mood. Their act

in the follies was a lively and melodious
one.

Then another dance number, and on
came Gallik and Clarett, who formerly
toured the Orpheum circuit. They have
a daring, acrobatic stunt on skates that

literally makes the house ring with ap-

plause. Their portion of the follies ran

about seven minutes, but there was not

a day that encores did not lengthen that

time. The attendance all week was about
the average.

“A Kiss For Cinderella” was the feature

picture.

Theatre Patrons

Aid City’s Poor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, IND., Jan. 5.

—In connection with a Charleston
contest recently conducted in the
Indiana theatre here, a collection
was taken up in the audience for
the annual municipal Christmas
tree and celebration. More than
$100 was contributed by patrons
and was used to buy necessities
for the city’s poor children. Rob
Robinson of the team of Robinson
and Pierce, one of the acts playing
at the house, made the plea for the
poor.

Juveniles, Kaufman,
Giersdorfs, Click in

Song and Step Act
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 5.—The

Fox theatre presented a well-balanced pro-
gram, with three divertisements to enhance
the film feature, the week just ended.
With two immense Christmas trees

alight, one on each side of the proscenium
arch, the curtains parted revealing a scene
from toyland—The Juvenile Revue—con-
sisting of 10 clever little imitators of their

elders in song and dance, who entertained
the audience with a number of popular
tunes and steps. There was a juvenile an-
nouncer in evening clothes who introduced
the “future stars” in rhyme. The young-
sters received an ovation from the au-
dience.

Irving Kaufman, musical comedy star

and popular recording artist, sang two
solos.

The three Giersdorf Sisters in an act

featuring their own orchestra are an ex-

tremely versatile trio. The act consisted of

dances in modern and Eighteenth century
costumes, after which three of the sisters

played the trombone, flute and violin, fol-

lowed by a piano, flute and violin selection

from “Rose Marie.” The act was beauti-

fully mounted and occupied 20 minutes.
Franz Schubert’s “Serenade” was ex-

quisitely interpreted by the Fox theatre

orchestra.

“Thunder Mountain” was the long fea-

ture.

Kiefaver, Carter,

Steppers Team on
Big Holiday Bill

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 5.—With Regi-
nald Denny in “What Happened to Jones,”
as the long feature film attraction and a
dancing revue as the specialty number, the

Broadway Strand offered a merry program
for the holiday week.

Daniel Kiefaver and his gang, which in-

cluded Bob Carter and a bevy of pretty

Charleston dancers, kept the audiences in-

terested at every performance and for a
special New Year’s Eve show extra danc-
ing numbers and novelties were added.
The management has scored successfully

recently with every act that has offered

the Charleston.

Charleston Contests
Continue as Big Draw

Balaban and Katz’ Central Park theatre,

Chicago, is still using Charleston contests

as a box office stimulant. This week the

management announces a series of contests,

one a week for a number of weeks, that

will culminate in a grand final contest.

Flash Chorus Tops
Fanchon-Marco Act;
Teams, Single, Score

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 5.—Gino Severi,

conducting Loew’s State Music Masters,

opens the program this week with selec-

tions from “The Student Prince.” The
Fanchon and Marco act is known as “Syn-
copation,” with 16 California beauties

dressed in black and yellow followed by
eight dressed in white. This dance num-
ber was quite different from anything

shown at this house before, particularly

the part where the dancers laid on their

backs and danced the Charleston with their

feet in the air.

Crosby and Rinker, a lively dance team,

sing and play several popular numbers.

The Bobby Thompson Chinese trio played

a return engagement at this house.

The 16 California girls again appear in

front of a black velvet drop in a costume
representing California pop-oies. Little

Jimmy Clark, a colored youngster, proves

that he knew how to do the Charleston.

At the conclusion the velvet drop opens

and reveals the chorus standing beside im-

mense figures, 1925, and a Happy New
Year welcome is flashed from electric

lights above.

“Soul Mates” is the long feature picture.

Gold Medal Singers

Move From Capitol

to State; Hit Again
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 5.—Four song-

sters billed as the Gold Medal Quartet,

appearing at the Capitol the preceding

week, made their appearance at the State

last week and with a program of popular

numbers scored well with audiences.

The boys have personality, good voices

and show good judgment in the selection

of their offerings.

Organ concerts by Marguerite Werner
and a special New Year’s eve performance,

at which various novelties were injected,

also featured the week.

Chental Sisters in

Piano Presentation

Accorded Big Hand
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 5.—A beautiful

stage setting was useful in setting off the

Chental Sisters, who offered a clever little

piano duet at the Capitol. They were

given a warm hand at every performance

and proved themselves to be mistresses of

their instrument, playing with admirable

unison and control.

Frankie Stein Plays
Lead on Holiday Bill

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, ONT., Jan. 5. — Frankie

Stein, secretary of Famous Players Cana-

dian Corporation, played the leading role

in the holiday pantomime staged at the

Hippodrome here under the direction of

Jack Arthur, director of presentations for

Famous Players. Miss Stein was the hit

of recent Charleston revues held at the

Hippodrome and at the Montreal Capitol.
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Someone has said that “all good things come from Texas.” That is only partly right. Many mighty good exhibitors stay
right there and here are some proofs. (Left to right) J. T. Rowsey of the Maro theatre at Gorman is a HERALD
booster; Audrey Cox has the Majestic at Lamesa; John N. Stewart is of the Wonderland at Kaufman; H. E. Werner
owns the Queen theatre at Trinity; M. W. Larmour runs the National at Graham; Paul P. Scott operates the Haskell
at Dallas, and Lou (Happy) Bissinger runs the Queen theatre in Dallas.

J. P. Jones, Gale theatre, Groes-
beck, is the boy who makes tent

shows avoid his town. M. V. Wade
of the Majestic, Gamesville, reads
the HERALD.

AMONG HERALD
READERS IN

TEXAS
By H. E. N.

Just a few of the champions of bet-

ter theatres down in the Panhandle

state. They know that wideawake

methods bring results.

Tim O’Connor (left), booker and
manager, and W. L. Adams, owner
of Lilly theatre, seating 300, just

opened at Palestine. They’re a
pair of wideawake showmen.

W. R. Fairman (left) owns the
Queen, Dixie and Palace at Bryan.
O. F. Gould is assistant auditor
Interstate Amusement Co., Dallas.

Bryan has big time vaudeville.

Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Jones of the
Washington theatre at Sherman,
Tex., know the value of good music.
They’re shown here with their six-

piece orchestra.

B. Legg is identified with the Su-
perba theatre at Denison, and his

house is known for its good shows.
He was snapped with the Missus.

They are both community builders.

Here’s another group of theatre owners and showmen who keep Texas right in the front rank of theatredom. (Left to

right) Grover Campbell of Denton keeps the Palace theatre there in good running condition; W. B. Palmer has the

Lamb theatre at Ranger; C. D. McElfatrick and his big pipe are seen at the Victory in Timpson; B. E. Walker, a new-
comer in the field, has the Texas theatre, seating 400, at Shamrock; J. Oakes is owner of the Palace at Bremond;
K. C. Lybrand owns the Majestic at Wills Point and the Palace at Edgewood; and Johnny Paxton is the very efficient

manager of the Grand and Parisian theatres at Paris and is a champion exploiteer.
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THE THEATRE
GLAjDepartment of Practical Showmanship

AND NOW IT’S ANOTHER YEAR

There is a Street of Good Cheer.

It is not marked out m any city plan; it is not melt.) a

thoroughfare from one place to another.

It is not a busy artery of commerce where man and beast,

by sweat of brow, toil their heavy burdens to the market-

place.

It is not a boulevard where the pleasure-mad recklessly rush

along in pursuit of vanishing rainbows.

It is not an exclusive avenue, only to be coursed by the rich

and powerful.

It Is not a winding road of deceit and disillusionment which
leads only to misery and despair.

It is, instead, a broad and open highway which bids cheery

welcome to all mankind.

It leads. far away from the humdrum cares of daily life.

It gladly receives the traveller, regardless of youth or age,

power or poverty, position or obscurity and leads him on to

fairy heights where the bitter world of reality is dispelled;

where he may become an Alexander of conquest and win the

heart of the story-book princess.

The bright lights of welcome are never dimmed upon this

Street; it is never barricaded against the hungry heart of

humanity, yearning for inspiration and contentment.

The portals of this Street are always ajar to bid a cordial

greeting of good cheer to all who would travel its way.

It is, indeed, the Street of Good Cheer, this highway whose
waysides are banked with those havens of happiness—the
Orpheum Theatre.

—Martin J. Quigley

Published Courtesy "Exhibitors Herald”

Three-column reproduction of Martin J. Quigley’s “The Street of Good Cheer”
published by Harry Herman, Orpheum theatre, Clinton, la., in local newspapers.

And now it’s another year. It

may look a great deal like the last

one, but it isn’t. For a few days
things may seem to go along just as

they did in 1925, but something’s
bound to happen to change the line-

up. Something always happens.
Meanwhile, however, it’s a good

time to talk things over and sort of
clear the air. A number of little

items at hand are disposed of here-
with. After this, no doubt there’ll

be big, vital issues to crowd out
each week the little more or less

personal things that really ought to

have place in this forum.
Gethbert Gellman, Washington theatre,

Swissvale, Pa., writes that he is to cele-

brate the first anniversary of that play-

house the week of January 19th. He wants
suggestions for special means of setting

that occasion prominently before his public

and without doubt readers of this depart-
ment will shower him with letters in the

accustomed manner. They have never
failed yet, and since this is Mr. Gellman’s
first letter to “The Theatre” they will not
do so now.
Mr. Gellman’s letter in full, giving de-

tails, is published in the “What Showmen
Are Doing to Get Business” column.

Gill Rejoins

The Circle
R. A. Gill, veteran contributor to this

department from many places in the Great
West, returns again this week with a letter

which is printed in another column. Mr.
Gill is now in Wolfe City, Texas, and
that city is better off as concerns its en-
tertainment problems for his presence there

—as this department is for his return.

Another returning veteran is on deck
for next week—and you will be glad.

Marangella With
Warner Brothers
Lou Marangella, formerly of Rome,

Hollywood, Paris and points elsewhere,
has returned to his old stand at Warner
Brothers, where he has brought out a
splendid house organ under the name,
“Brass Tacks.” The booklet, which is de-

voted to the affairs of that film concern,
runs 12 pages and is edited with character-

istic Marangella accuracy and thorough-
ness.

Mail addressed by this department to

Marangella at Hollywood tried to follow
him to Paris but didn’t make the grade.

These congratulations on his excellent

publication should fare better.

On Theatre
Burglaries
Theatres continue to be “easy pickings”

for burglars. If you look at it from the

( Continued on page 66)
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Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications

with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,

Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-

lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.

COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,
McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-
atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.
LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.

MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass

Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.
NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OSTENBERG, J. FI., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.
WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WESKIL, F. C., Rose, Colfax, Wash.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
W HITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.
WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

j
(Exhibitor) ]

I I

(Theatre)
J

j
(City) State 1

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

ANNIVERSARY
(Although written in direct response to Geth-

bert Gellman’s letter, printed in this issue, the
following copy may be used by any theater on
anniversary occasions by changing the number of
years to conform with local facts.)

NNIVERSARIES are of double im-
port: They necessitate inventory and

inspire to progress. This theatre here-
with renders account of itself on the oc-
casion of its first anniversary.

From our ledger we glean the good news
that you have attended our theatre in in-

creasing numbers during the year. This
must be interpreted to mean that our shows
have pleased you. It means fulfillment of
purpose—and it means more than that.

It means that we begin our second year
of operation better equipped to serve you.
Strengthened, financially, and inspired to

even greater confidence in our community
and our neighbors, we are embarked upon
a policy of bigger and better entertainment
for (name of city).

It has been a splendid year for the (name
of) theatre. We have come to know you

—

and you have come to know us. Trust
has been established. Service has been

rendered. The way to a greater, brighter
future has been made plain.

As special observation of the occasion,

we have arranged an Anniversary Pro-
gram which we believe surpasses any
entertainment ever given in this city. It

is our “birthday party”—and you are in-

vited.

OBLIGATION—INSPIRATION
{The following copy is by Alexander Frank,

Frank Amusement Co., Waterloo, la., who used
it in a two-column display ad which will be re-

produced next week. The Frank company also op-
erates theatres in Cedar Rapids, Clinton, Sioux
City and Olwein, la.)

nr HERE is nothing that holds one so
rigidly to a definite course as public

avowal of purpose. It is an invitation to

scrutiny. It places every action in the
broad daylight, subject to instant recog-
nition of the slightest error or digression.
It imposes the unescapable obligation to

“make good” at everv turn or suffer the
disparagement of every tongue. It is a
veritable judgment note, written to bear-
er on demand, guaranteeing the service
or the pound of flesh.

But also it is an inspiration. Know-
ing that every move is under public gaze,
one takes great oride. in doing each task
well. It makes a difference to the work-
er to know it makes a difference how
he works.

And therein lies the primary object of

our advertising. It is designed as a pub-
lic commitment, an invitation to scrutiny
and a challenge to challengers, in order
that each man in our own organization
may feel a great responsibility placed
upon him.

Each man does feel it—very earnestly.

But each man glories in it. With such
responsibility and such assurance that
his utmost in craftsmanship is indeed

worth while, a man will do his best.
The carefully planned entertainments

in every theatre operated by the Frank
Amusement Co. are our answer to the
unusual demand that they know our pub-
licity has placed upon them. Every item
on our programs is secured with the
thought, “This must be worthy of the
high claims made for us.” Every one of
our managers realizes that the entertain-
ment his patron buys must please that
patron more than others he has had.
That is what our publicity is planned

to accomplish. It is published not to
lure a patronage but to secure our pa-
trons.

And they will tell you how it has suc-
ceeded in this purpose. They tell us.

And their continued, growing friendli-

ness tells us even more convincingly.
Advertising “to oneself” is not the

common understanding of advertising,
we know, but we believe it is its high-
est conception. Let every advertiser thus
view his published claims as public es-
pousal of a sacred trust and “The New
Order of Things” will some day come
to be no longer a Frank Amusement Co.
service but a common practice for the
common good.

A NEW POLICY
OARTIALLY as a result of the splendid
-*• patronage accorded this theatre during
1925, and partially as a result of conditions
within the motion picture industry, it has
been decided to reverse ancient custom and
expand rather than contract the operating
expense of this institution during the com-
ing Spring and Summer season. Naturally,
this anticipates and depends for success
upon continuation of your attendance on
the present consistent scale.

Before theatres were developed to the
point of present adequacy, Spring and Sum-
mer were regarded as seasons of neces-
sarily meagre attendance. With the advent
of ventilating systems and other improve-
ments making the theatre interior an ideal
amusement place the year around, the fal-

lacy of this ancient belief has become plain.

Accordingly, this year we will give bigger
and better shows than ever before, curtail-

ing expense at no point. We believe you
like a good show as well in Summer as at
any other time and we mean to give it to
you.

THE CHARLESTON
'T'HE Charleston, danced everywhere by
A everybody, makes the few who don’t
dance it ask, “What’s it all about?” No-
body who dances it has time to answer. Yet
the Charleston is not without a lesson to

theatreowners and theatregoers.
The outstanding feature of the Charles-

ton is the fact that people like it. There-
fore, by as good a law as any, the people
have it. This is, of course, the law of
amusement.
A black-clad figure rising in mock ma-

jesty to condemn the Charleston would be
laughed to silence. Yet busybodies with no
more justification attack motion pictures

calling them names and blaming them for

everything from the World War down. The
Charleston addict would reply to such per-

sons, “How do you get that way?” Which
is perhaps as good a reply as any.

STAGE ACTS

T RADE reports from every section of
the country clearly indicate that a cer-

tain amount of stage entertainment is to

be combined with motion pictures gener-
ally to produce the standard “filmshow” of

the future. Many reasons are given, but

the important reason is that the public has
shown that it wants this type of show.

In common with leading theatres every-

where, this institution gives the public what
it wants.
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IS PERSONAfcTFY OR
BEAUTY PARAMOUNT
FOR MOVIE SUCCESS?

WE *T COAST TMIATRIS Inc

GORE BROS & SOL LESSER
AM BOWLES

THBATRB STAFP
Clzm Popi Managing Director

Wabd T. Casadt House Mgr.

Maxttn Buin Publicity Director

Estbo Srxrvxna Cashier

MUSIC
Cm. LtvecBVLTt Musical Director

irsr f

TECHNICAL STAFP
Mabco Production Manager
P. Mullahrr Technical Director

Fred Coti Master -Electrician

jThIJSS f

Rot D. Fox Artla

What is it most necessary for

a screen star to possess P

feminine screen star, at that.

Constance Bennett, appearing

in "Sally, Irene and Mary,” says

personality.

William Haines, who plays

the leading role in the same

production, soys “Beauty,” and

gives the following reasons

:

“A beautiful woman has half

the battle won 'by being beau-

tiful. She will naturally attract

attention by that asset,” says

Haines. “Being admired has

given her—is bound to give her

a poise that ill itself is valu-

able. Everyone likes to look

at beauty, and much is forgiven

ij it is possessed.

‘T have seen many actresses

on the stage and screen who
were not greatly talented, but

(Cont. on page 3, column 2)

A GOOD THEATRE GETS THE BEST

The best theatre gets 'the best shows. This i 9 an un-

broken rule. The explanation is simple: The be 6 t

theatres can afford to pay what the best coit9.

More people go to the best theatre than to any other.

The best theatre represents a larger investment than any

other. All business pertaining to the operation of the best

theatre i9 conducted on a larger scale. The best theatre

is financially able to buy the best pictures; owners of the

best pictures want them shown in the best theatres; and

so the best i9 provided.

Every community has its be 9t theatre, which i 9 pointed

out by residents to visitors a 9 a prized possession of the

community.

In Oakland the T. & D. has two names—the other i 9

“Best”. Theatre.

MEET MR. BOX OFFICE
We have a friend. This friend is reliable and has never

failed to relate to U9 the truth. It suffers when we are dis-

pleased with the tale it tells us. But of one thing we are

certain—no matter what the fact or how much pain it

gives, the truth will out. t

Our friend’s name is Mr„Box Office. When a picture is

good, Mr. Box Office tells us it is 89 . When a picture is

awful, Mr. Box Office groans. Newspapers hire critics

to judge the value of pictures, and they *re as good as

their guesses. We have one which works for no salary

and never mi99C9.

Meet Mr. Box Office—your friend and ours—who says

every picture ha9 been “good” this year

CLEM POPE, T & D Theatre, Oakland, Cal.,

uses “Herald” Service Copy in his excellent
house organ, editing and amplifying same
to apply strictly to T & D requirements.
Examples of his method are shown above
and below.

THBATRB STAFF
Clbm Pon Managing Director
Ward T. Casadt House Mgr.

Marvin Blair Publicity Director

Estho SrarriNs Cashier

. MUSIC
Cut. Lip*£bclti Musical Director
Edou Shum I -
Edna Talvxt \

OrganssU

TECHNICAL STAFF
Marco Production Manager
P. Mullsmn Technical Director
Fred Com Matter-Electrician

L^FUrklton £
Projectionssts

Hot D. Fox Artist

SCHEDULE FOR
“SALLY, IRENE AND

MARY"
Saturday and Sunday—L2 l30,

2 :S5, 5 KM), 7:35, 10:00.
Week Days— 12:35, 3:10, 5:10,

7:35, 10:00.

PRESS AND PUBLIC
PRAISE LIPSCHULTZ

(Cont’d from page 1, column 1)

appreciate, and the latter in a

way that lifts blatant jazz to

respectability."

Yet that is word for word the

praise for George Lipschultz,

written here by a T. & D.
patron, and the essence of hun-

dreds of other letters.

And unanimous, too, is the

praise of the press.

“Lipschultz violin solo is

heard to splendid* advantage,

and the musical splendor of the

overture serves to reflect his

directorial ability /'—Oakland
Times.

“ ‘Kamenoi-Ostrow,’ the over-

ture number, gives Lipschultz'

Music Masters an opportunity

to provt^ ,th^ir genuine sym-
phonic talents."

—

Chronicle.
"

. . the violin is his

p' /thing and his art. Lip-

schultz will be some day— il

not already—a credit to the

world’s music."

—

Post-Enquirer.

"The T & D. is doing much
for music in Oakland by retain-

ing Lipschultz. His produc-
tions, classical or jazz, are a

credit to a Finstin or a White-
man ."—Tribune

“SAME TO YOU"
“Same to you—and to you—and you ,” sang “Judge,”

the doorman, all day Christmas. By night he wa 9 the
hoarsest, tiredest, happiest fellow around the theatre.

Your greetings have reborn within him the faith in his
fellowmen that withers a bit- from standing and mechani-
cally taking tickets all day, 364 other days in the year.

The management can’t get around to reiterate Mr. At
(oh, what matter his real name, when he is known here as
“Judge”) response to each of you individually, so it takes
this means of conveying the message.

We’ve tried to make yours a Merry Christmas by giving
you* the best that can be had. You’ve made ours such a
Merry Christmas by letting us serve you entertainment, anil

the best thing we can wish you is

—

‘The same to you.”

And, we intend to carry this spirit of “same to you” into
the next year. There is no better way to express it than
to show you the best. In 29 years of motion picture pro-
duction, it falls to 1926 to bring the “flower of the industry”
to you.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, in ‘THE GOLD RUSH”
It will be here, at regular T & D. prices, one week from

this coming Saturday. That’s what we mean by

“THE-SAME TO YOU ’’

^FFVToicTiOMARYl

C
l ftWN * Ha-Ha-Ha—a very
LU Wll b merry Andrew — Ho-

Ho-Ho—a very buffoony .buffoon

—

He-He-He—an awfully funny fellow.

Syn.: A very, very funny fellow—Oh,

Gosh—One of the funniest fellows ever—
That’s

—

SYD CHAPLIN
AT THI^ next

"THE MAN ON THE BOX"

"5aF f v[oicti6n^Ry|
0UCKOO: 1

Funny Bird ! ! !

So’s Syd Chaplin

So's "The Man on the Box”
So'b Your Old Man
So’s “Charley's Aunt”
So Are Wel!!

You’ll Laugh Like
A Swiss Cuckoo Clock

WHEN YOU SEE

DAFFYTolCTIONARY
OAR: A heterogeneous sound

divided by scientists and1

anyone else who cares

to, into:
1 Lb. Raisins
2 Cakes Yeast

8,769 Guffaws
9,583 Giggles

1,000,000 Laughs
The Greatest Roar in History Will Be

Heard Next Weeh at the Circle

SYD CHAPLIN in "The Man on the Box"
(the fucuiy fellow) Copyright—C T Co.. 1926

ACE BERRY, Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
used several of these two-column teasers in

his campaign for “The Man on the Box,”
Warner Brothers.

EARLE HALL PAYNE, Kentucky theatre,
Lexington, is first in with house organ use
of “January,” from the Theatre Calendar
published as a service feature of the
“Herald’s” Holiday Number. Mr. Payne is

a member of the House Organ Exchange
and a consistent co-operator with other
exhibitor publishers.

WARMING
Don’t Go To The

Majestic Theatre

To-Night Unless You Are Prepared For The
Greatest Entertainment Feast Ever.

HERE’S THE MENU
1 RAMON NOVARRO in

“THE MIDSHIPMAN”
One of the outstanding produc-
tions of the season.

2 FELIX THE CAT
Popular little laugh producer.

i SEVERAL AMATEUR
STAGE ATTRACTIONS.

4 EDUCATIONAL COMEDY
A RIOT.

5 A BIG COMMUNITY CHRIST-
MAS TREE WITH LOADS OF
PRIZES.

A Banquet Spread at Plate Dinner
Cost. 15c - 30c Reservations.

P. S.

Our Christmas Program is a dandy--Special
Matinee at 2:30 P. M.

H. G. OLSON, Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis., used this herald as an item of the
holiday campaign outlined in his letter in

this issue.

M°ni]3yan(iTues[iay
!

For All Children From
j

Six to Sixty! I

Santa Claus i

H. A. McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia,
Kans., writes this week of this herald used
to combat pre-Christmas slump with “The
Wizard of Oz,” Chadwick production, and
other attractions.
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JOHN BARRYMORE
says :

—

“‘Stella Dallas* is infinitely

the finest picture I have
ever seen by a very long
way.’’

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
says:

—

“A friend seeing it t'orrfhe

third time enjoyed it
11 as

much as I did seeing it for

the first time. It is a great

triumph.”

ETHEL BARRYMORE
says:

—

“I cried as I hardly ever
cried in a theatre and cer-

tainly as I never cried at a

picture.”

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
says:

—

“A marvelous picture. Few
things have affected me as

much in my life.”

Reserve your seats in advance

for

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S Presentation

of the HENRY KING Production

STELLA

DALLAS
GEO. WHITE'S

Apollo
42nd ST. W. of B’WAY
Twice Daily, 2:30—8:30

Seats on Sale for All

Performances. All Seats
Reserved. Mats. 50c to $1

Charlie

Chaplin says:

“My dear Mr. Gold-
wyn : A friend of

mine seeing
‘STELLA DAL-
LAS' a third time
enjoyed it as

much as I did

seeing it for the

first time.”

HENRY KING Picturization

STELLA
DALLAS

SCENARIO BY FRANCES MARION

APOLLO
Theatre, 42nd St.'

West of Broadway.
Twice Daily, 2:30—8:30.
Sunday Matinees at 3.

ALL .SEATS RESERVED ON SALE FOR ALL
PERFORMANCES. MATINEES 50c TO $1.00

What

ETHEL BARRYMORE
Said about

Henry King’s picturization of

STELLA
DALLAS
“My Dear Mr. Goldwyn:

Many thanks for letting me see ‘Stella Dallas.’ It

is the best moving picture I have ever seen. Best

in its direction, acting, restraint, taste and appeal.

I cried as I have hardly ever cried in a theatre and
certainly as I have never cried at a picture. It is

a magnificent achievement and I do most pro-

foundly congratulate you.

Sincerely yours,

ETHEL BARRYMORE."

Matinee Today at 2:30—50c-$1.00

Plenty Seats at 50c

THEATRE. 42nd St. W. ol B' way
Twice Daily—2:30 and 8:30

SEATS NOW ON SALE for
all performances—All Reserved

. GEO. WHITE'S

Apollo

“Between your tears and

your laughter you will

see a masterpiece"

says Gladys Hall in Movie Magazine

‘"Stella Dallas' is the heart of humanity Mother

love Young love

“
’Stella Dallas reveals to you the life of a

woman wi*h cheap tastes, a tawdry exterior and

one sublime streak—her love for Laurel, her only

child That love and the great courage that accom-

panies it, the supreme sacrifice that crowns it, arc

the story It is enough

"If there were points *> criticize, 1 did not see

them Who dares criticize heartbreak? Blinded as

1 was by tears. I could only see thai Belle Bennett

as Stella Dallas gives a pcrlormancc that it not a

performance—but life. She has built up the char-

acter of the foolish, splendid woman with a power

a truth, a heartbreak, the equal of which I have

never seen.

"Between your tears and vour laughter you will

see a masterpiece."

Samuel Goldwyn presentation—a HENRY KING production*

STELLA DALLAS
Scenarized by Frances Marion

MATINEE TODAY AT 2 :30—50c—$1.00

GEORG'S WHITE’S THEATRE—«2n4 Si W ol B’wiy

APOLLO
Twice Daily—2:30 *od • 30

Seat* oo Sale for All Performance*

All Seat* Referred

NELLIE R.EVELL
Symbol of courageous
womanhood ~
suihorof*Fightin' Through"
writes to Samuel Goldwyn

SAMUEL GOLDWYN-S PRESENTATION oTtlce

HENRY K.ING PRODUCTION

STEOADALLAS
SCENARIO I7 FRANCES MARION

A GEO. WHITES

Apollo
•41< STW oP SROADWAY
TWICE DAILY '1JO-6SO
SEATS ON SALE fOIL ALL
fCRfOOMANCES ALL SEATS
RESERVED Mats 50' N

Advertisements prepared for the showing of the United Artists production,

“Stella Dallas,” during its showing at the Apollo, New York City. The ads have
been reproduced in a press sheet that is being distributed with other material

exploiting the picture.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

LET’S EVERYBODY GIVE
HIM A HELPING HAND
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald

I would appreciate any information that

you can give me in regard to putting over
our first birthday. Am located in a town
of 1,800 with both theaters under our man-
agement. Pictures are changed three times

a week. We have a stage but have not yet

begun to put on vaudeville. The house
seats 700 and we have a house organ of

2,000 circulation. The date is the week of

January 19.

—

Gethbert Gellman, Wash-
ington Theatre, Washington St., Swissvale,

Pa.
Experience of showmen regularly reading and

contributing to this column will be of incalcula-
ble worth to Mr. Gellman. It is suggested that
each drop a line to him, citing methods and stunts
that have been found successful. Special copy
for his house organ is provided in the Copy
Service column this week.

HERMAN REPRINTS “THE
STREET OF GOOD CHEER”
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald
Am enclosing copy of “Street of Good

Cheer” as published in local newspapers.
Because of competition, we were compelled
to change the last line so that we got full

benefit of results.

I wish to sincerely thank you for the per-

mission granted to reproduce the article.

We received many comments on this and
feel as though we owe you full credit for

this.

—

Harry Herman, Orpheum Theatre,

Clinton, la.

Mr. Herman’s reproduction of the “The Street
of Good Cheer” is published upon the first page
of this department. Martin J. Quigley has grant-
ed republication rights to “The Street of Good
Cheer” to all exhibitor readers of the “Herald.”

NAT ROTSHTEIN SENDS
ARLINGTON HOUSE ORGAN
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Hearald

I am enclosing my weekly program. You
will notice copy on the front page which
is, so far as I know, original.

You will also notice that I am a great

booster for short features. In my opinion,

every exhibitor for his own good should

tell his patrons of his full program and not

only of his feature picture. It is his meal

ticket, but Exhirito.rs Herald should claim

the credit for inspiring the exhibitor.

Wishing you a happy and prosperous

New Year, and may you continue to do
good work in helping the exhibitor

—

-Nat
Rotshtein, Arlington Theatre, Winnipeg,

Canada.
The front cover of Mr. Rotshtein’s program is

produced upon another page of this department
this week.

OLSON’S “THANK YOU WEEK”
SUPPORTED BY COMMUNITY
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald

I am sending some dope on “Thank You
Week,” also teaser announcement on Christ-

mas celebration, proclamation from the

Mayor, editorials, ads and notices of ap-

preciation submitted to both papers by the

President of the Local Welfare in return
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for a goodly amount of vegetables, pre-
serves, etc., which were the proceeds of my
Charity Matinee.—H. G. Olson, Majestic
Theatre, Reedburg, Wis.
One of Mr. Olson’s heralds is reproduced upon

another page of this department. The proclama-
tion referred to, which appeared over the sig-

nature of Mayor H. B. Quimby of Reedburg,
reads as follows:
“In harmony with a general custom throughout

our land and with the express wish of Reedsburg
business men and women, I hereby designate the
week beginning December 27 as ‘Thank You’ week.
The value of true courtesy can not be over esti-

mated. The simple kindly word, an expression of
appreciation and a friendly gesture brighten the
day for all of us. At this season and on the eve
of a new year may we not give this matter our
earnest attention to the end that the habit of
courtesy may brighten the lives of those we meet
and enrich our own. Thank you.”
The appreciation by the Relief Committee of the

the W. R. C., Mrs. S. A. Collins, chairman, read
as follows:
“The ladies of the Woman’s Relief corps wish to

thank Mr. Olson of the Majestic theatre for the
kindly spirit manifested when he gave the pro-
ceeds of the Tuesday afternoon matinee to us for
distribution; also for the instructive picture with
which he entertained the kiddies. That health and
prosperty may be the outstanding features for him-
self and family is our Christmas wish. How true
it is that it is more blessed to give than to re-

ceive.”
An editorial comment in one of the Reedburg

papers reads:
“In another column of this issue, The Times is

publishing Mayor Quimby’s proclamation on
Thank You week in Reedsburg. The mayor stress-

es the need for more courtesy to make every day
just a bit more pleasant for everyone, and indi-

cates that it might be well to continue the habit
throughout the coming year.

“It’s a good idea, you’ll agree, especially for the
other fellow, who isn’t half as considerate as he
should be,—especially to you. Let’s let the other
fellow take care of himself, while we concentrate,
for at least a week, on ‘I.’

“I thank you.’”
Both papers gave editorial support to the move-

ment.

McCLURE DRIVE OFFSETS
PRE-HOLIDAY SLUMP
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald
Herewith herald used on a show which

we arranged to combat the pre-Christmas
slump. We played this show December
21st and 22nd and were so successful that

we will make an annual affair out of it

providing, of course, the pictures of the
right type are available.

Our matinees were very, very big. After
Santa Claus appeared on the stage in a
special setting representing the living room
of a home with fireplace, stockings, etc.,

we had him go through the house and ap-
pear in the foyer. And here was the big

kick of the whole show! Hundreds of kids
ganged him to shake hands with him and
tell him what they wanted for Christmas.
The present he gave was a box of

“Follytown” molasses candy, each box con-
taining a prize. They cost us three and
three quarters cents wholesale and filled

the bill very nicely.

We received the praise and thanks of
hundreds of mothers and have many re-

quests for a repeat next year.

Our newspaper ad was a reproduction of
this herald.

Wishing “The Theatre” a very Merry
Christmas, I am,—H. A. McClure, Strand
Theatre, Emporia, Kans.
Mr. McClure’s herald is reproduced on another

page. His holiday greetings are returned, heart-

ily if tardily, herewith.

GILL’S HOUSE ORGAN
SELF SUPPORTING
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald
Enclosed you will find a program that I

am using during the holidays, carrying the

desired information on what the public de-
sires, also carrying enough propaganda re-

garding pictures to keep the “program”
from becoming dull to the reader.

Another excellent feature of this issue
that it is self supporting, paying the entire

cost of printing and almost the cost of
mailing.

Since writing you last I have moved

Three weeks before “The Iron Horse,” Fox production, opened at Reginald
Ford’s Cameo, Paris, the men in the second picture from the bottom, right side,

distributed teaser tickets throughout the city and created great interest in the
film. The other pictures illustrate front, lobby and street displays used to adver-
tise the production. Wherever barriers were used in streets under repair, “Iron
Horse” paper was displayed. Cutouts of Indians lying on the rim of a water
hole (at top) were used in adisplay at the back of the lobby.
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EDITORIAL PAGE of “Fort-o-Grams,”
house organ of the Fort Armstrong theatre,
Rock Island, III., a weekly user of “Herald”
Service Copy. Note Laugh Month teaser
copy employed.

again. It seems as if I am the rolling

stone of the department and very, very
negligent in writing. But will endeavor to

reform the first of the year.

With kindest personal regards and wish-
ing you a very Merry Christmas and A
Happy New Year.-—R. A. Gill, Palace
Theatre, Wolfe City, Texas.
Mr. Gill’s house organ is partially reproduced

upon this page and it’s good to have him back
again in the circle of active participants in this
work. “The same to you.”

THEATRE BURGLARIES
( Concluded from first page)

burglar’s standpoint (if you can do that)

it isn’t strange. For reasons unknown to

Front cover of program issued by the
Palace theatre, Wolfe City, Texas, prior to
the holidays. R. A. Gill, a veteran con-
tributor to these columns, is manager of the
Palace.

HARRY F. STORIN’S original method of
greeting patrons of the Leroy theatre, Paw-
tucket, R. I., in this holiday issue of his
house organ, one of the snappiest little

sheets on the street.

anybody, the financial end of the motion
picture theatre is a joke.

Why doesn’t someone popularize among
theatre owners the brilliant (?) idea of
taking the box office receipts away from
the theatre more than once a day? If it

were to become known to the burglariously
inclined element that not more than a set

small amount of cash could be taken from
. a theatre at any hour, no doubt the burg-
lars would give other institutions their at-

tention (which would be tough on the other
institutions of course but no matter).
Theatres that permit huge funds to ac-

cumulate unnecessarily deserve about what
they get.

(P. S.—This outburst does not apply to

the straight bunk robbery so popular with
a certain class of press agent.)

Obedience
to Law
Due to the Iriquois fire several years

ago, Chicago has certain laws calculated to

prevent repetition of that tragedy. Other
cities and states have laws demanding even
more of theatre-owners, but Chicago ex-

hibitors feel that they have a burden. That
is, some of them. Most Chicago show-
men have the good sense to know a good
law when they see it.

One of Chicago’s otherwise best theatres

permits patrons to stand in the aisle space

back of its filled seats. After standing

there, under orders from a high-tension

usher, some thirty minutes last Saturday

—

this typist worked up a rage and made a

break to the door with the boiling inten-

tion of kicking the lid off. The intention

died when the door was practically barred

by the huge bulk of a policeman, watching
the show as guest of the management.
The policeman’s dereliction has nothing

to do with the case. The management’s
has. Here is a great playhouse operated

by people who have, or at least display,

no respect for the law. Under slightly

different circumstances, these people would
be loud in their appeal to the law for

protection. They are very incompetent

business men.

What About
Laugh Month?
Now that National Laugh Month is here

—what are you doing about it? What did

the first week amount to? Will the results

warrant making it an annual affair?

.

r EST. MOST CHARMING THEATRE IN RHODE ISLAND

LEROY THEATRE

1.2 DEC F.MBHR 23.-

mg

M crry hours

E very blessing

R ight-good cheei

R ed hot dre

Y ells of joy

C hildren delighted

H ome folks gather

R e-united

I nto stockings

S tuck everywhere

T reasures poured

—

M ay none be bare

A nd the babe of Bethlehem

S howering joy o'er all of them.

That't the Leroy with!

MONTE BLUE

“RED HOT TIRES"

short I y

(One Block North of Belmont Ave.)
Phone Pensacola 1075

CHARLES RYAN, Manager
KAMINSKY’S MILFORD ORCHESTRA
WILLIAM TISHKO AT THE ORGAN

PROGRAM WEEK OF DECEMBER 27

“1925 - 1926
”

New Year’s Day— the day of new beginnings. A fresh ;

start. A clean page. Resolutions are in order. Ours will •

be a better theatre in the degree of our ability to satisfy •

the needs of our community, revealed this day as no other l

day in the year. May the New Year see your hopes ful- •

filled, and may it be rich in the successful accomplishment •

of your highest aims. Our “Happy New Year” to you is l

more than a wish. It is a prophecy made with confidence •

bred of 1,925 New Year’s Days that have gone before. •

MANAGEMENT, MILFORD THEATRE. i

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a,

CHARLES H. RYAN, Milford theatre, Chi-
cago, used copy furnished in the “Herald’s”
1924 Holiday Number for the front cover
of his 1925 Christmas program.

These are questions the trade wants
answered. Those of you who are compet-
ing for the wards offered by the National
Laugh Month Committee will send your
exploitation material there, of course, but
probably no more interesting contributions
will appear in these columns during the

next few weeks than letters showing how
various showmen handled the project.

Who’ll be first?

Now That
That’s Over
Now that that’s over, we’ll have no more

rambling discourses of this, that and the

other thing for some time. They get no-
where and accomplish nothing save a gen-
eral clearing of the atmosphere.
“Next Week—something else.”

oftj? Arlington
sms ullj?atr? mm

AL WA rS A COCfD SHOW AT THE

ARLINGTON
PHONE B 882

Programme for Week of Dec. 14.

Entertaining peop’e is lik<- feeding them. ll

is an appeal to their Senses. l ike u high claws

cafe, we have t,o prepare our dishes tastefully

Thu Arlington Theatre management huvo al-

ways this in vrew in selecting your daily enter
taioment Not only in the principle feature pa-

dres but also in the short subjects Our week
end programme (menu) always consists of a well

picked and selected picture (roast turkey ) an en-

tertaining serial (pumpkin pie.) an amusing com-
edy (tasteful dish of fruit 1 Topics of I he. day
(a well made cup of coffee) and fahle- (grown ups
as children always like a dish of ice cream ) All

these for 25c and 15c Is there any other reason
why everybody like- to come to the Arlington
Theatre, where yonr patronage is always appre-

ciated.

The Theatre Needs You

Need the Theatre.

NAT ROTSHTEIN, Arlington theatre, Win-
nipeg, sends a recent issue of the house
organ which he gets out for that institution.

Note line, “The Theatre Needs You—You
Need the Theatre.”
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rf *HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these a re doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR'S NOTE.

Concerning: Womanhandled-The New Commandment-Hogan’s Alley

—A Broadway Lady—Counsel for the Defense—The Man on the Box

—

Passionate Youth—The Grand Duchess and the Waiter

T F ANYTHING’S WRONG WITH THE
A current crop of pictures, which it prob-
ably isn’t, it’s immoderation in use of melo-
dramatic elements. There are signs of too
much willingness to “help out” a good story
by tossing in a few train wrecks, earth-
quakes or what have you. In the week past
I have seen the wreck thing used three
times, almost in precisely the same manner,
for no other reason than to give a kick to
the finish of a story which didn’t need it.

Yet the box offices continue full and so it

doesn’t matter. A bit of thought on the
matter, however, is not out of order and
the suggestion is made for whatever it may
be worth that good stories be permitted to
tell themselves.

T WAS AMONG THOSE WHO CON-A sidered “Womanhandled” a not very-
good title for a Richard Dix picture. Hav-
ing seen the picture, I retain my opinion of
the title. It does injustice not only to the
star, but to the picture it mislabels.
“Womanhandled” is a very good little

yarn about a girl who didn’t like the
“womanhandled”’ men of the present East
and a man who, for love of her, went out
West to get tough and all that. It is

straight comedy based upon his attempt to
re-create the Old West for the girl when
he discovers that the cowboys these days
are doing their stuff in flivvers and there’s
a bathroom in the ranch house. As a bow
to those present who can’t see a joke, a
stampede is worked into the finish.

Dix is first rate, as usual. The others
are good, also, and the story is novel. It

is too bad they called it by a name which
suggests almost anything except that which
the picture is.

Q LANCHE SWEET AND BEN LYON
are the principal players in “The New

Commandment,” a combination jazz-war
story that gets better as it goes along. Hol-
brook Blinn, whom a caption states was
borrowed from Belasco for the picture, has
nothing worth his time to do but manages
not to look too much out of place. Others
in the cast are uniformly adequate.
The story is about a young fellow whose

father tries to promote a match for him,
and the French girl he loves instead. There
is a great deal of excitement about a cafe
brawl in Paris and finally the war comes
along. This makes a soldier of the boy, a
nurse of the girl, a penitent of the boy’s
father, and eventually all is as it should be.

Miss Sweet is all that her name implies
as the nurse, and good enough before that.

Lyon does a thoughtless young American in

convincingly thoughtless manner. The two

Paul Ash is consistently played in ads for
McVickers. Chicago, at which he has been
sensationally successful atraction for some
time. Usually, as in this ad, the names of
individual performers are displayed.

engage in considerable love-making, but
there is no hitting in the clinches. One or
two swiftly passed over episodes are what
the eye of the observer construes them
to be.

TV/T ONTE BLUE IS A SURPRISINGLY
-‘-’’A real Irishman in “Hogan’s Alley,”

and prizefighter at that. Patsy Ruth Miller

is the wholly typical “Mick” a youngster
she has just dubbed “Heeb” calls her in an
early subtitle. Miss Miller, by the way,

This ad for the Fox picture “The Ancient
Mariner” during its showing at the Monroe,
Chicago, is weakened by the two figures at
the left, which are weak as compared with
the strength of the other parts of the ad.

does about as well the things Mary Pick-
ford did in “Little Annie Roonie” when a
stretch of similar stuff early in “Hogan’s
Alley” demands it. She is the best of the

picture.

The story is about the Irish and Jewish
residents of “Hogan’s Alley,” which is in

New York’s East Side. The boy is a
fighter who almost kills the champ he
knocks out, thereby getting himself into

jail and his girl into other danger. This
other danger leads on to a runaway train,

into a landslide, hence to a hospital and
from there to the happy ending. Nigel
Barrie plays the role of the other danger.
The picture is full of good humored stuff,

captions getting big laughs in the perform-
ance viewed Willard Louis, as the Irish

father, and Max Davidson, as the Jewish
neighbor, contribute the humor, of which
there is plenty and all good.

T SAW ABOUT THE LAST ONE-
A third of “A Broadway Lady” before the

Jackson Park theatre in this city turned the

lights on and stopped the show for no ap-

parent reason, leaving some 400 of us to

go home or where we chose. The third of

it I saw looked good, although I’m more
or less at sea as to what it’s all about

—

thanks to the aforesaid J. P.

Evelyn Brent seems to have been a cho-

rus girl who married a son of wealth
against wealth’s wishes, whereupon fol-

lowed difficulties of various sorts culminat-
ing in a third-degree scene from which the

girl emerged unshaken, and vindicated. As
her resistance has protected the aforesaid

wealth’s wild young daughter, all then is

Jake at the big house back of the shrub-

bery.

It would be unfair to say anything one
way or the other about the picture, having
seen so little of it, but this will not happen
again—if other theatres continue to operate

in Chicago.

T7 RANK MAYO, PAULINE GARON,
A Beverly Bayne and Bryant Washburn
are the important quartette of players in

“Passionate Youth.” Miss Garon is the

most important of these, for it is she who
keeps things moving and seeming real when
the others stumble and the misfitting cap-

tions intervene between story and the party

of the second part.

Mayo is a minister, Miss Bayne his wife,

and Miss Garon his daughter. Bryant
Washburn is again the sleek villain he was
in old Essanay days before he became he-
roic. His heroic associations interfere with
his villainy. Mayo’s past heroics similarly

hamper his impersonation of the meek char-
acter here attempted, and Miss Bayne is
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©4.* children will loom thi»
amcxing program am much
am yoa will.

ON THE SCREEN
BLANCHE SWEET
HOLBROOK BL INN

BEN LYON
rHENtW COMMANDMENT IS
THOU SHALT NOT DOUBT*

oblirac romance of Ameri-
cans in war time Paris

The holiday stage show and “The New Com-
mandment,” First National picture, are
given about equal prominence in this Sun-
day newspaper ad for the Chicago theatre,
Chicago loop house.

hardly ready to do mothers. As stated,

Miss Garon’s dynamic personality is re-

sponsible for the power which the picture
possesses.

It’s a story about a minister’s wife who
wants to get out and see the world for the
sake of her growing daughter. She be-
comes a lawyer and eventually district at-

torney. Then the villain gets shot and the

little girl is accused of it and there’s a big
trial which ends as trials should end to

suit the payees present. There is not too
much passion in the thing, and for that

matter not much youth.

PAKE MOTION PICTURE SCHOOLS
are dealt a highly commendable wallop

in “So’s Your Old Man,” an Adventures of
Mazie unit combining melodrama and
humor in the pleasant way Alberta Vaughn,
Kit Guard and A1 Cook do it. Whilst get-

ting over the usual number of pert titles

and snappy action, the feature tells the
wide world simply and without preaching
the truth about the phony cinema colleges.

I like these features and am pleased to

note that more Chicago exhibitors are real-

izing the profit which lies in advertising of
them via the newspaper. They decide
many theatre choices for men and I do not
believe I am alone.

T DIDN’T THINK THERE WAS MUCH
1 more to be done with the set of charac-
ters and circumstances used by Willard
Mack in writing “The Rag Man,” but I was
wrong again. In “Old Clothes” he does at

least as well, probably better. Max David-
son is the same Ginsberg, Jackie is of
course the same Kelly, and Dynamite is

Dynamite, though of altered sex. Joan
Crawford is an admirable addition to the

cast.

There are several especially desirable

things about a Jackie Coogan picture, the

best of these being its wholesomeness.
There’s an especial kick in sitting back of

a juvenile mob downfront who raise the

roof with their laughter, letting the good
clean air from up there trickle in. Simul-
taneous accomplishment of this miracle and

that other one of charming an adult with
juvenile entertainment is enough for one
individual to have contributed to the screen.

The story is that Ginsberg and Kelly lose

the money they made in “The Rag Man,”
then make at least that much more.

T) Y FAR THE BEST SHORT FEA-
ture having to do with Christmas that I

have seen is “Santa Claus,” made by Cap-
tain Kleinschmidt in the Far North. I

think it runs about two reels. The Chi-
cago used it last week and it seemed to

charm the thousands who looked at it when
I did.

This is the right kind of a Christmas
picture. It tells the Santa Claus story

plainly and without destroying the illusion.

There are no low comedy breaks «and no
smart disclosures. The child of four may
see it without changing his mind, and it

sets the adult beholder back to that age in

the viewing.
Incidentally, there are several highly in-

teresting shots of the North Country, rein-

deer and all the rest of it.

W HICH ENDETH THE CHRONICLE
of T. O. Service’s personally con-

ducted theatregoings the past week and
brings to hand the documentary evidence
submitted by A1 Barr, who begins speaking
immediately after this colon:

I do not ask for a more clever picture

than “The Grand Ducliess and the Waiter,”
which is the best picture I saw last week.
The story matters not at all. It is slight,

very slight, and it is told with delightful

lightness.

Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor
have the principal roles. The supporting

cast includes three men and a woman. But
these, like the story, are secondary. First

are Menjou and Vidor.
This is, so far as I am aware, the fun-

niest role Menjou has had. I hope he is

given more that are similar to it. His com-
edy is largely a matter of facial expression.

Gestures, fast action, he does not need. A
twist of the mouth, a lift of the eyebrows,

a turn of the head are the materials with

which he works best. And he has no equal

in the use of these.

“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter” is

not likely to stand as one of the best pic-

tures of this or any year (that is not a

prediction; it is a surmise) but for me it

will stand as the best comedy I have seen

in the last three months.

A thrilling scene in the Pro-Dis-Co picture,

“The Hoad to Yesterday,” is combined with

good type display in this ad for the Or-

pheum theatre, Chicago. The ad is from a

Chicago daily.

-and she loved/
a policeman/&

b Romance, glorified ro-
A 1

trtonoe—to reach the heart of

the whole family! You will glow

to the slum girl's love adventure;

jour children will see then Cinder

ella dream gloriously come true!

- 9:30 a, m. cmIbuoui

"rt
pV* J.*t BARRIE'S

Tiss For
Cinderella

•SSmoSS$&&AIST0H
Herbert Brenorj. who made “Pete
Pan,” directed this picture and
mad* IF morr beautiful more en-.
trancing! it i.- rot a fairy tale, but
a modern remaned of girlhood's ros-
iest dream.

tTasTFmes today

’^phantom
of Opera*

LON CHANEY
Mary Philbin

Norman Kerry

This ad for the Roosevelt announces the
end of the showing of Universal’s “The
Phantom of the Opera” and the beginning
of another showing. The lines at the top
serve to arouse interest in the ad as a whole.

Comedy that depends almost altogether
on the risque for its effects is poor com-
edy. And “The Man on the Box” is that
kind of comedy. On the stage it may have
been excellent. On the screen it certainly
is not.

Syd Chaplin has the leading role. In
fact he is the whole picture. The support-
ing cast is just the supporting cast. Poor
direction and ancient gags help to prevent
its being a good picture. The time is past
when it is howlingly funny to see a man
brushed from a vehicle by a limb of a tree

that hangs too low, or to see two men in

a small room pass each other without
cither’s becoming aware the other is in the

room. You see, they turned their backs to

each other so how could they see. If both
were stone deaf, all right. But the audience
is not told they are.

Chaplin works hard, as do some of the
others. It is almost tragic that so much
work results in so little entertainment.

“Counsel for the Defense” is thick with
plot and in places is well acted. Poor di-

rection hurts it, however. It is not an out-
standing picture, either for good or for bad.

Betty Compson, House Peters, Rockliffe

Fellowes and Jay Hunt have the principal

roles, and each gives—individually—a cred-

itable performance. But their work as a
harmony has some false notes. One cannot
quite forget they are acting.

BARNUM IS DEAD
D T. BARNUM is dead. The man who

• said, “There’s -one born every minute,”
has passed on. The death occurred, of

course, quite a while ago. The real sub-

ject of this death notice is the policy which
he advocated.

Perhaps human nature has changed, but

that is doubtful. At any rate, the enter-
tainment institution of today cannot fool its

public and continue successful. You know,
by their speedy demise, the ones that at-

tempt it. The theatre that endures today
is the good theatre.
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NEW PICTURES
Steel Preferred

Distributor: Producers Distributing

Corp.

Producer: Metropolitan Pictures

Corp.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JAMES HOGAN
Author Herschel S. Hall
Adaptor Elliott J. Clawson
Cameraman Devereaux Jennings

PLAYERS
Amy Creeth Vera Reynolds
Wally Gay William Boyd
James Creeth Hobart Bosworth
Red Face Walter Long
Nicker William V. Mong
Dicker Charles Murray
Waldron Nigel Barrie
Mrs. Creeth Helene Sullivan
Bartender Ben Turpin

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME: A young man’s battle to

prove his ability.

LOCALE: An American steel mill

town.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young furnace man’s
helper in a steel mill is eager to be-

come a mill owner, and to that end tries

to submit to the mill owner for whom
he works a new plan for installing a
battery of furnaces. He is spurred on
by love for the owner’s daughter. His
enemy is the nephew of the acting super-
intendent of the mill, who also seeks to
win the girl. Many complications arise
out of the plans for the new furnaces,
but the young tender’s helper finally has
his plan adopted and also wins the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of
the hero and the heroine. . . . Scenes
in Vinegar Gully. ... The altering
of the plans. ... The fight to save

Vera Reynolds and William Boyd, prin-
cipals of “Steel Preferred,” a Pro-Dis-

Co release.

A comic scene from the Pro-Lis-Co
production, “Steel Preferred.” The

central figure is William Boyd.

the villain’s life. ... The escape of

the molten metal and the hero’s rescue
of the heroine. ... The strike. . . .

The battle between the hero and the

villain’s tool. ... The hero’s triumph.

Three Faces East
Producer: Producers Distributing

Corporation

Distributor: Producers Distributing

Corporation

Length: 7,300 feet

DIRECTOR RUPERT JULIAN
Authcr Anthony Paul Kelly

PLAYERS
Fraulein Marks Jetta Goudal

Helen Hawtree Jetta Goudal

Frank Bennett Robert Ames
Valdar Clive Brook

Mrs. Bennett Edythe Chapman
John Ames Clarence Burtcn

George Bennett Henry B. Walthall

TYPE: Melodrama of the great war.

THEME: Romantic love overcome by
love of country.

LOCALE: Germany; England.

TIME: During the great war.

STORY: An English aviator who is

taken prisoner during the war is nursed

by a woman who bears a German name
but in reality is a British intelligence

bureau operative. He falls in love with

her. She gees to England and is com-
missioned to investigate the activities of

a spy, with whom she is soon in love.

Her love of her country prevents her

marrying him, however, and the aviator,

also returned to England, is told she

will wed him.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in the hospi-

tal. . . . The air raid. . . . The
meeting of the heroine and the spy.

. . . Scene in which the heroine de-

cides against wedding her country’s
enemy. . . . The fight in the cellar

and the wounding of the spy.

Tamed
Producer: Paramount

Distributor: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR FRANK TUTTLE
Author Fannie Hurst
Adaptor James Ashmore Creelman

PLAYERS
St. Clair Van Tassell Gloria Swanson
Larry Gastlen Lawrence Gray
Uncle George Joseph Smiley

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Love breaks a blightingly
bad temper.

LOCALE: New York City; a yacht,
the Catskills.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A wealthy orphan who as a
child had her every wish granted de-

velops into a beautiful but extremely bad
tempered young woman who is wooed by
many and loved by at least one. She
breaks engagements with three men, but
meets a different type of man in the

fourth. When she attempts to break
her engagement with him he holds her
captive in a cabin. She escapes, and in

pursu'ng her the man is hurt. She goes

to the hospital to see him. There she

becomes aware that her love for him
has overcome her blazing temper.

HIGHLIGHTS: The football game.
The dance at the country club.

The music ale. . . . The
meeting of hero and heroine. . . .

Incidents on the yacht. . . . The af-

fair in the cabin. . . . The injury

of the hero. . . . The heroine’s visit

to the hospital and its result.

Vera Reynolds and William Boyd,
in scene from Pro-Dis-Co.’s “Steel Pre-

ferred.”
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people. The young man’s father tries to
discredit the girl, but her name is cleared
by the keeper of the resort.

HIGHLIGHTS : The meeting of the
heroine and Mrs. Kemp. . . . The
scenes in the resort. . . . The the-
atre scenes. . . . The meeting of
the hero and the heroine. . . . Scene
in which the hero tells his father he in-

tends to wed the heroine. . . . Mrs.
Kemp’s exoneration of the heroine.

The Prince of Broadway
Producer: Chadwick Pictures Corpor-

ation

Distributor: State Rights

Length: 5,750 feet

DIRECTOR JOHN GORMAN
Author John Gorman

PLAYERS
George Burke George Walsh
Nancy Lee Alyce Mills

Wade Turner Freeman Wood
Buck Marshall Frank Campeau
Juanita Alma Bennett
James J. Jeffries James J. Jeffries

The Champion Bob Roper
TYPE: Prize ring drama.

THEME: Victory over self-indulgence.

LOCALE: New York City, a Califor-
nia ranch.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young boxer, champion of
the middleweight division, loses his

crown because he has lived too high and
is not in condition. One of his sympa-
thizers is an actress, the fighter’s boy-
hood sweetheart. She urges her wealthy
fiance to send the fighter West. He
acquiesces, but sends word to his ranch
boss to keep the fighter from winning
back to form. The fighter trains never-
theless, and is soon in good condition.

He challenges for the crown, and wins
both the title and the actress.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

The training and ring scenes. . . .

The attempt to kidnap the hero and the
frustration of the plot. . . . The
big fight and its consequences.

Framed
Distributor

:

Educational

Producer: Hamilton Comedies

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR STEPHEN ROBERTS
PLAYERS

The Lover Lloyd Hamilton
The Father James Kelly
The Daughter Virginia Vance
The Maid Ruth Hiatt
The Magician Otto Fries
The Bride Peg O’Neill

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Villainy foiled.

LOCALE: An American home.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young man who tries to

have his picture taken for presentation
to his sweetheart is almost killed in the
attempt, which fails. He goes to her
home without the picture and is em-
broiled in a fight that leads to his un-
wittingly preventing a robbery.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

Wreck of the photographer’s shop.

. . . The seance at the heroine’s

home. . . . The fall. . . . Cap-
ture of the burglars. . . . The
hero’s collapse.

Scene from “Fifth Avenue,” Pro-Dis-Co
picture, starring Marguerite De La

Motte and Alan Forrest.

The Golden Strain
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: 5,950 feet

DIRECTOR ..VICTOR SCHERTZINGER
Author Peter B. Kyne

PLAYERS
Major Mulford Hobart Bosworth
Milt Mulford Kenneth Harlan
Dixie Dennison Madge Bellamy
Major Gaynes Lawford Davidson
Lucy Sutler Ann Pennington
Major Dennison Frank Beal
Jeb Frank McGlynn
TYPE: Melodrama of army life at

Western post.

THEME: Victory over fear.

LOCALE: Arizona.

TIME: Last half of nineteenth cen-
tury.

STORY : A young man whose father’s

ranch is near an army post is commis-
sioned lieutenant, and shortly after as-
suming his duties falls in love with the
daughter of one of his superior officers.

His love is returned until he shows cow-
ardice during an Indian attack. He is

disgraced, but returns to favor through
subsequently conquering his fear and
proving himself a hero.

HIGHLIGHTS : Authentic atmos-
phere and beautiful outdoor scenes.

. . . The attack of the Indians.

. . . The hero’s flight and subsequent
disgrace. . . . The hero’s heroism
during a later period of struggle and his

reinstatement in the affection of the
heroine.

“Framed,” an Educational short feature,

stars Lloyd Hamilton. Virginia Vance
is the feminine principal.

An elaborate scene from “Fifth Ave-
nue,” the Pro-Dis-Co release in which
Marguerite De La Motte and Alan For-

rest are the principals.

Fifth Avenue
Distributor: Producers Distributing

Corporation

Producer: Belasco Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR ROBERT G. VIGNOLA
Author Arthur Stringer
Adapted Anthony Coldewey
Cameraman James C. Van Trees

PLAYERS
Barbara Pelham

Marguerite De La Motte
Neil Heffner Alan Forrest
Mrs. Claudine Kemp Louise Dresser
Peter Heffner William V. Mong
Allan Trainor Craufurd Kent
Natalie Van Loon Lucille Lee Stewart
Nan Lo Anna May Wong
Follies Girl Josephine Norman
Follies Girl Sally Long
Mrs. Pettygrew Flora Finch

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young woman who arrives

in New York from the South to obtain

an advance on her father’s cotton crop
is lured into a disorderly house, where
the broker from whom she sought a loan

makes unwelcome advances to her. She
flees the house. Later she meets the

son of the broker. A friendship that

ripens to love forms between the young

Lloyd Hamilton is framed in this scene
from Educational’s picture entitled

“Framed.” It is a short feature release.
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Bachelors* Babies
Distributor

:

Educational

Producer: Juvenile Comedies
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR CHARLES LAMONT
PLAYERS

“Big Boy” Malcolm Sebastian
Bonnie Bonnie Barrett
Jackie Jack McHugh
Ginger Harry Spear
The Dog “Pal”

TYPE: Comedy of childhood.

THEME: Spreading good cheer.

LOCALE: A men’s club.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The sweetheart of one of
several bachelors who are spending an
evening at a club calls and chides him
for wasting time doing nothing. He an-
swers he is giving a party for children.

She tells him she will come over and
help. Thereupon he and the others dash
out and gather up a crowd of urchins
who riot in the club until worn out. The
bachelors are weary but happy when
quiet comes again.

HIGHLIGHTS: The scene in which
the urchins are invited to the party.

. . . The irruption oi the children
into the club. . . . The descent
down the chimney.

The Fighting Dude
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Lupino Lane Comedies
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WILLIAM GOODRICH
Author William Goodrich

PLAYERS
Nip Lupino Lane
Virginia Virginia Vance
The Rival Wallace Lupino
The Va’et George Davis

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Unrewarded heroism.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An unathletic young man
who is in love is ejected from his sweet-
heart’s home by his rival. Thereupon he
goes into training and challenges the
rival to battle. In the fight in the ring
the young man is badly beaten. He
continues training and one day gives his
rival a thorough thrashing. But while
the two have been fighting the girl has
found two more admirers. The cham-
pion then decides that even he cannot
whip the entire masculine half of the
race and gives up the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: The party and "its

Down but still wide awake is Lupino
Lane in this scene from the Educational
short feature, “The Fighting Dude.”

Theodor Von Eltz and Wanda Hawley
in “A Desperate Moment,” an Asso-

ciated Exhibitors release.

bad consequences for the hero. . .

The fight in the ring The fight
on the golf course. . . . The hero’s
withdrawal from the race for the girl’s

hand.

A Desperate Moment
Distributor

:

Henry Ginsberg Dis-

tributing Corp.

Producer: Banner Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR JACK DAWN
Author Coral Burnett

PLAYERS
Virginia Dean Wanda Hawley
Capt. John Reynolds....Theodor Von Eltz
Blackie Slade Sheldon Lewis
Percy Warren Leo White
Jim Warren Dan Mason
Peter Dean James Neill
Sam Bill Franey
TYPE: Melodrama of the sea.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: The high seas; a South Sea
island.

TIME: The present.

Kinograms No. 5148
CLAS RHUNBERG, OLYMPIC SKATING CHAM-

PION ARRIVES IN UNITED STATES
TO TRY FOR NEW HONORS

*

GENERAL SMEDLEY BUTLER OF UNITED STATES
MARINES OUSTED AS PHILADELPHIA

POLICE HEAD
*

Fox News No. 26
PARISIANS FLOCK TO BULL FIGHT HELD NEAR

CITY. SPORT IS TAMER HERE
THAN IN SPAIN

*

GERMANY RESTORES FALCONIERI VILLA TO
ITALY AS PART PAYMENT OF WAR DEBT

*

International News No. 1

GEORGE V. M’LAUCHLIN INSTALLED AS HEAD
OF NEW YORK CITY POLICE, SUCCEEDING

COMMISSIONER ENRIGHT
*

IVAN UNGER, STUNT AIRMAN, DEMONSTRATES
SKILL IN PLANE FLYING UPSIDE DOWN

OVER SANTA MONICA, CAL.
*

Pathe News No. 1

GERMAN COMMUNISTS HOLD DEMONSTRATION
TO PROTEST AGAINST PAYMENT
OF *37,000,000 TO EX-KAISER

*

CHEMISTS PERFECT MEANS OF COMBATING OIL
FIRES. TESTS HELD AT WILMINGTON,

DEL., SUCCESSFUL

STORY : A shipowner who is eager
that his daughter marry the son of a
wealthy friend sends the girls and the
young man on a trip aboard one of his

schooners. A smuggling gang running
from the police boards the vessel un-
known to the crew. In mid ocean the
gang captures the ship, sends the crew
off in small boats, and holds the captain
and the girl prisoners. During a fight a
fire breaks out on the ship. The gang
escapes in a boat, taking the girl and
leaving the captain behind. He escapes,
swims to and captures the boat and its

crew, and all land on an island. There
after a period of struggle in which the
lives of all are threatened by the natives
and the gang leader is killed, they are
found by the crew of a passing steamer.
After the return to civilization the hero
and the heroine are wed.

HIGHLIGHTS : The capture of the
ship. . . . Fight between hero and
villain aboard ship. . . . The fire
and the escape of the desperados.
. . . The hero’s escape. . . . Fight
in the small boat. . . . Attack of
the island natives and the death of the
villain. . . . The rescue from the
island.

Mannequin
Producer: Paramount

Distributor

:

Paramount
Length: 7,300 feet

DIRECTOR JAMES CRUZE
Author Fannie Hurst

PLAYERS
Selene Herrick Alice Joyce
John Herrick Warner Baxter
Joan Herrick Dolores Costello
Annie Pogani Zasu Pitts
Martin Innesbrook Walter Pidgeon
Terry Allen Freeman Wood
Toto Chariot Bird

TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: Parental and filial love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: From 1907 until the present.

STORY : A man and his wife quarrel
and the wife leaves. At the same time
the nurse the man has hired leaves and
takes with her their baby daughter. The
daughter becomes a mannequin when she
is old enough to work, and after many
adventures is reunited with her parents.

HIGHLIGHTS : The early twentieth
century sequence. . . . The abduc-
tion of the baby. . . . Scenes in the
heroine’s place of employment. . . .

The death of Allen. . . . The trial

and the reunion of the heroine and her
parents.

Lupino Lane prepares to go forth to
battle in this scene from “The Fighting

Dude,” Educational comedy.



Apollo Exchange,
New York City

Masterpiece Film At-

1
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1

phia, Pa.

Columbia Pictures Corporation
St. Louis, Mo.

Celebrated Players Film Corpc
tion, Milwaukee, Wise.

Exhibitors Film Exchange, Inc., Washing-
ton, D. C.

Friedman Film Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.

Bond Photoplays Corporation, Buffalo and Albany
Capitol Film Exchanges, Inc., Chicago and Indianapolis

Film De Luxe, Montreal

All-Star Features, Inc., San Francisco and Los Angeles
Greater Features, Inc., Seattle, Salt Lake City, Denver, Port-

land and Butte.

Independent Films, Inc., Boston and New Haven
Premier Pictures Exchanges, Inc., Des Moines and Omaha

Liberty Film Dist. Corporation, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas and Charlotte
|

Standard Film Service Co., Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Pittsburgh

V. T. A., Africa—Australasian Films, Australia—F. B. O., Ltd., England
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THIS YEAR
WE MADE GOOD

R ENTIRE YEAR’S PRODUCT IS

AT YOUR EXCHANGE, AR-
NGE YOUR DATES IMMEDIATELY
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SOME OF THE LEADING EXHIBITORS PLAYING COLUMBIA
CITY

Montgomery
Montgomery
Mobile
Birmingham

ALABAMA
THEATRE

Strand
Pekin

..Crown
Royal

ARIZONA
Phoenix Strand

ARKANSAS
Little Rock -...Palace

Little Rock New
Ft. Smith Palace

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Sacramento
Oakland
San Francisco ..

San Diego
Fresno
Los Angeles
Oakland
Los Angeles ..

Pasadena
San Francisco

Hillstreet
State

Liberty
Orpheum

Golden Gate
Rialto
Hipp.
Cameo

Franklin
Rialto
Bards

Pantages

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport Poli

Hartford Capitol

New Haven - Poli

Stamford Strand
Waterbury Rialto

FLORIDA
St. Petersburg Alrdome
Clearwater Capitol

Tampa Strand
Miami Hippodrome
Jacksonville Republio

GEORGIA
Augusta Lenox
Atlanta Strand
Atlanta Alamo No. 2
Columbus -...Lyric

IDAHO
Boise Strand
Boise — Boise

ILLINOIS
Chicago .Lubllner & Trinz
Chicago Capitol

CITY THEATRE
ILLINOIS

Chicago Stratford

Chicago Mid West Circuit

Chicago Ascher Bros. Circuit

Chicago .Fitzpatrick & McElroy Cir.

Chicago Evanston

Chicago Howard
Chicago Jackson Park

Streaton Monroe
Waukegan ...Elite

Springfield - Lyric

Chicago - •' Capitol

Chicago .

Irving

Chicago Randolph
Chicago Kim bark

Chicago Strand

Chicago .
Academy

INDIANA
Ft Wayne W. C. Qulmbee Cir.

Elkhart Bucklin

Ft. Wayne - Palace

Evansville Victory

Indianapolis Palace

Logansport Paramount
Muncie Wysor Grand
Terre Haute - Liberty

Vincennes Pantheon

So. Bend Blackstone

IOWA
Clinton Orpheum
Des Moines Palace

Cedar Rapids •sis

Davenport ... Family
Davenport Garden
Des Moines A. H. Blank Cir.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans Globe

New Orleans - Trianon
Shreveport ..._ Saenger
Baton Rouge Louisiana

MAINE
Portland Empire
Portland - Keith’s

MASSACHUSETTS
Lawrence ....Modern

Lowell - Strand
Lynn ....Strand

Springfield Bijou

Fall River ..._ Rialto

Boston Scollay Sq. Olympia
Lynn Olympia
New Bedford - Olympia

CITY THEATRE
MASSACHUSETTS

Boston Moderie

Boston Beacon

Boston Fenway
Boston Gray’s Circuit

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Orpheum
Minneapolis Pantages

St. Paul Princess

St. Paul Aster

St Paul Seventh St.

Sf. Paul Palace Orp.

MICHIGAN
Harbor WuerthAnn

Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Grand Rapids
Muskegon
Muskegon
Flint
Wyandotte

Family
Colonial
Orpheum
Kramer
Temple

Iris

Garden
Ritz

Rialto

NEBRASKA
Lincoln Colonial

Omaha Goldberg

Omaha Hostettler

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester Eagle

NEW JERSEY
Hoboken - Lyric

Paterson Rivoli

Elizabeth Liberty

Newark - Terminal

Jersey City Keith’s

Jersey City ...„ Fulton

Passaio Montauk

NEW YORK
Willlamsburgh Williamsburgh

New York City East Side Cir.

New York City ..Cons. Amusement
Brooklyn Rialto

Brooklyn Kingsway

New York City Harlem 3d Ave.

New York City Forsythe

New York City Moss B’way
Coney Island. N. Y Boston. Hotel

New York City Trio Amuse. Co.

Mt Vernon Proctor’s Mt. Vernon

Brooklyn Keith’s Prospect

CITY THEATRE
NEW YORK

New York City Florence

New York City Empire
Yonkers ..American
Buffalo Lafayette

Long Island Fox's Jamaica
Poughkeepsie Dutchess
Brooklyn Avon
New York City ... U. B. 0. Circuit

New York City Fox’s Circuit

New York City Loew’s Circuit

New York City Moss’ Circuit

New York City
Haring & Blumenthal Cir.

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte Broadway
Raleigh Capitol

Charlotte Alhambra
Winston-Salem Amuzu
High Point New

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo Garrick

OHIO
Cleveland Reade's Hipp.

Cleveland
Cincinnati
Garton
Akron
Toledo
Springfield
Marion
Carton
Lima
Zanesville
Huntington

Elos St.

Gifts
Mozart
Strand
Palace

Princess
Marion
Odean
Lyric

Imperial
Orpheum

Hamilton Palace

OKLAHOMA
Muskegee - Strand

Tulsa Dreamland
Tulsa — Rialto

Oklahoma City Orpheum

OREGON
Portland ...Jensen & Von Hcrberg

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia Stanley Cir.

Erie
Johnstown ..

Johnstown
M c K eesport
McKeesport

Rialto
Nemo

. Majestio
Capitol
Globe

PICTURES
CITY THEATRE

PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh Cameo
Pittsburgh Blackstone State

Pittsburgh Grand Rltz

Wllkensburg Rowland
Washington ... Regent
Sharon Liberty

E. Liberty Cameraphone
Erie —Rialto

RHODE ISLAND
Providence ...Strand

Newport Strand

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia - Ideal

Greenville Bijou

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga American
Knoxville ......Gem

Chattanooga Lincoln

Nashville - Bijou
Nashville - -Fifth Ave.
Memphis Pantages

TEXAS
Houston Rialto

El Paso Unique
Austin Austin Queen
Austin Majestio

Dallas Melba
Dallas ..Jefferson

Dallas Palace
Dallas Majestic

Ft. Worth Majestic
Galveston Key
Galveston Dixie

Galveston Martini

Pt. Arthur Cameo
Pt. Arthur Liberty

UTAH
Salt Lake City - Isis

Ogden Orpheum

WASHINGTON
Seattle Coliseum

Seattle Winter Garden
Oberdeen Connell

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington Lyrio

Charleston ..._ Capitol

Whiting - Liberty

Wheeling Victoria

AND THOUSANDS OF OTHERS WE HAVE NOT SPACE ENOUGH TO LIST

m
OLUMBIA PICTUBES 1600*' JNEVYORK
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Associated Exhibitors

“Skyrocket” Song Tieup Effected

Through an arrangement with Leo Feist,

Inc., the theme song for “The Skyrocket,”

“Wonderful One,” will be broadcast by ev-

ery large radio station in the United States

and Canada on January 7, Associated has

announced. The music of the song was

written by Paul Whiteman.

Chadwick

G. Howe Black .with George Walsh

G. Howe Black, negro comedian who
appears with Larry Semon in “The Wizard

of Oz,” has a role in “The Prince of

Broadway,” in which George Walsh is

starred.

“Donald Norton” Tieup Made

Chadwick has arranged with Grosett and

Dunlap, publishers, for the publication of

a special photoplay edition of “The Test

of Donald Norton,” George Walsh’s next

starring vehicle, it has been announced.

Bischoff

Dog to Star in Serial

Bischoff has started production of a se-

rial in wh'ich a dog will be starred. The

dog will be named through a contest to

be conducted by newspapers. The title of

the picture has not been announced. The
far North is the locale.

Gotham
Release Date Changed

“The Phantom of the Forest” was to

have been released in December, but the

date was moved forward to January. Thus
there will be two January releases, the pic-

ture named above and “The Speed Limit.”

Screen Rights to Novel Bought

Gotham announces purchase of the

screen rights to the novel “The Woman
Who Did Not Care,” written by Rida John-
son Young. It was recently published

serially in the Metropolitan Magazine.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Bert Roach Signs New Contract

Louis B. Mayer announces that Bert
Roach, comedian, has just signed a new
contract. It is probable he will have a part
in Rupert Hughes’ forthcoming production,
“Money Talks.”

Scenarists’ Contracts Renewed
A. D. Younger, scenarist, has just been

signed to write the adaptation and the con-
tinuity for “Brown of Harvard.” Kather-
ine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell have
signed new contracts, and the contract of
Lew Lipton, creator of comedy situations,

has been extended.

New Productions Start

“Money Talks,” directed by Archie
Mayo, and “Monte Carlo,” directed by
Christy Cabanne, have gone into produc-

tion. Monte Bell’s next production, to start

soon, will be “The Book of Charm.”

Phil Rosen Making First

Phil Rosen, recently signed director, is

making his first picture under his new con-

tract. Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel

have the leading roles. The title of the

picture has not been announced.

Pauline Starke Lent

Pauline Starke has been lent to Fox
Film Corp., for a part in “Dangers of a

Great City.”

Red Seal

Two Short Features Finished

The Max Fleischer studios have just

finished “Sailing,” a “Car-Tune.” An
“Inkwell,” “Ko-Ko Baffles the Bulls,” also

has just been finished.

Sanford

“Fl Pasado” Print Taken East

F. M. Sanford, president of Sanford
Productions, has taken a print of “El

Alma Rubens, Edumund Lowe and Noah
Beery have leading roles in “The
Winding Stair,” Fox production from
which these scenes are shown.

Pasado” East. From New York he will

negotiate for domestic and foreign distribu-

tion of the picture.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Boatman” Cast Enlarged

George Periolat, Eugene Pallette and
Jane Keckley have just been added to the

cast of “The Volga Boatman,” Cecil B.

De Mille production.

“Eve’s Leaves” Ready to Start

“Eve’s Leaves,” in which Leatrice Joy
will portray the principal role, will go into

work in a short time. The picture will be

directed by Paul Sloane.

F. B. O.

Bray Laugh Month Release Chosen

The Bray “Dinky Doodle” release for

Laugh Month will be “Dinky Doodle—Lost

and Found.” Bray productions has just

finished filming “Dinky Doodle In the

Restaurant.”

“Goat’s Whiskers” Set for Laugh Month

The “Unnatural History” short feature

release scheduled for Laugh Month is “The
Goat’s Whiskers.” It is a combination car-

toon-comedy film.

Tyler Making “Bom to Battle”

Tom Tyler has started production on

“Born to Battle.” The dog-pony-boy
(Frankie Darro) trio that has appeared

with Tyler in a number of his recent pic-

tures will be seen in his current production.

“Tough Guy” Completed

Fred Thomson has completed “The
Tough Guy” and will soon put another

picture into work. The title of his next

has not yet been announced.

“Non-Stop Flight” in Work

Emory Johnson has begun work on “The
Non-Stop Flight,” the picture that will

dramatize the naval plane flight from the

United States to Hawaii.

First National

“Dancer of Paris” in Production

Alfred A. Santell has started production

of “The Dancer of Paris,” adapted from

the story written by Michael Arlen. Con-

way Tearle, Lowell Sherman and Paul

Ellis have important roles. The title role

has not yet been filled.

Nilsson Has “Second Chance” Lead

Anna Q. Nilsson will portray the leading

role in “The Second Chance,” production

of which will begin soon, under the direc-

tion of Lambert Hillyer. Huntly Gordon

and Charles Murray will have important

masculine roles.

Ralph Spence Titling Dillon Picture

Ralph Spence is writing the titles of the

recently completed picture “Too Much
Money,” which John Francis Dillon di-

rected. Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone
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“The Outlaw Elephant,” third chapter
of the Pathe serial, “Wild West,”
shows Helen Ferguson as the star per-

former of the circus. Jack Mulhall is

also featured.

play the leading roles in the picture, which
has been scheduled for early release.

“Men of Steel” Company Home
The company making “Men of Steel” un-

der the direction of George Archainbaud
has returned to the New York studios

from Birmingham, Alabama. Interior se-

quences will be made in New York.

“The Savage” Fred Newmeyer’s Next

“The Savage” will be the next picture

Director Fred Newmeyer will make. Ben
Lyon and Dorothy Mackaill will portray the

leading roles. George Folsey will do the

camera work.

Fox
Schertzinger to Make “Siberia”

Victor Schertzinger has been selected to

direct “Siberia” as his next production.

In the cast will be Alma Rubens, Edmund
Lowe, Lou Tellegen, Tom Santschi, Paul
Panzer and Daniel Makarenko. Eve Un-
sell wrote the scenario.

New Mix Picture Under Way
Tom Mix is at work on a new picture,

titled “Tony Runs Wild.” Jacqueline
Logan plays the leading feminine role.

Others in the cast are Duke Lee, Edward
Martindale, Lawford Davidson, Vivian
Oakland, Marion Harlan, Raymond Wells,

Jack Padjan, Richard Carter and Arthur
Morrison. Thomas Buckingham is direct-

ing.

Buck Jones Making “Buckaroo”

Buck Jones is at work on “The Fighting

Buckaroo,” which is directed by R. William
Neill. Sally Long has the feminine lead.

Margaret Livingston to Star

Margaret Livingston will have the stellar

role in “Hell’s Four Hundred,” which goes
into work in a short time. John Griffith

Wray will direct.

Short Features Units Going Strong

“Pawnshop Politics,” a comedy in the
Irish-Jewish series, has just gone into

work; “A Trip to Chinatown,” five-reel

comedy feature is nearing completion; a

new “Van Bibber” comedy, “The Re-
porter,” goes into work in a few days

;
and

another “Helen and Warren” comedy to

be directed by Albert Ray is ready to go

into production.

Paramount

1 itle Is Changed

The picture made under the title “The
Golden Journey” will be released under the

title “The Lady of the Harem,” it has been

announced. It was directed by Raoul
Walsh. Greta Nissen, William Collier, Jr.,

and Ernest Torrence have the leading roles.

“Fresh Paint” Starts January 11

“Fresh Paint,” Raymond Griffith’s next

starring production, will go into work Jan-
uary 11. Arthur Rosson has been signed

to direct.

Richard Dix Making New Picture

Richard Dix has started work on “Let’s

Get Married,” a farce-comedy. Gregory
La Cava is directing. The leading femi-

nine role is portrayed by Lois Wilson.

“That's My Baby” in Work
Douglas Mac Lean has started work on

“That’s My Baby,” a comedy to be dis-

tributed by Paramount.

George Rigas in Important Role

George Rigas has been assigned an im-

portant role in “The Lady of the Harem,”
which was originally titled “The Golden
Journey.”

United Artists

“Aiune Rooney” Sets Record

“Little Annie Rooney,” Mary Pickford
picture, recently set a new box office record

at the Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo., a neigh-

borhood house, it is announced.

“Son of Shiek” Starting Date Set

February 15 has been announced as the

date on which the filming of “The Son of
the Sheik,” new Rudolph Valentino pic-

ture, will begin.

“Annie Rooney” kliown at Opening

Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney”

Leon Errol stars in First National’s
“Clothes Make the Pirate.” Others in

important roles are Dorothy Gish,
Nita Naldi and Edna Murphy.

George O’Brien has the stellar role in

Fox’s “The Fighting Heart,” a John
Ford production from the novel,
“Once to Every Man,” by Larry
Evans.

was booked for the opening week of the

West Coast Theatre Corporation’s new
Imperial theatre at Long Beach, Cal.

Warner Brothers

Willard Louis Lent

Willard Louis has been lent to Corinne
Griffiths Productions for a part in “Mile.

Modiste.”

Marie Prevost Making New Film

Marie Prevost has started work in “Why
Girls Go Back Home,” which James Flood
is directing. She recently completed a role

in “Other Women’s Husbands.”

Production of “The Grifters” Starts

“The Grifters,” adapted from a novel

written by L. A. Lancaster, has gone into

production. Roy Del Ruth is directing.

Beaudine Making “Leave It to Me”
William Beaudine is directing “Leave It

to Me,” which has just gone into work.

Patsy Ruth Miller, John Patrick and Mon-
tague Love have the principal roles.

Two Completed

“The Night Cry,” starring Rin-Tin-Tin,

and “Other Women’s Husbands” have been

completed. They are in the editing stage

of work.

Universal

Lois Weber to Direct “Little Dorrit”

Lois Weber has been chosen to direct

“Little Dorrit,” adapted from the Dickens

novel of the same name. Mary Philbin has

been assigned the stellar role, it has been
announced.

Hoxie Finishes One, Starts Another

Jack Hoxie has completed “A Desperate
Game” and has started work on a new pic-

ture, “Raleigh of the Range.” Albert
Rogell is directing.

Summerville Directing “Swell Affair”

George A. Sommerville is directing a
new comedy in the “Sweet Sixteen” series

entitled “A Swell Affair.” Arthur Lake
has the leading role.
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KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Santa Claus

gave Kansas City exchanges an unusually
good start for the New Year as far as
contracts were concerned. . . . Sixty
members of the Universal branch were en-
tertained bv “Billy” Truog, assistant sales

director, and Harry Taylor, branch man-
ager, at the Ivanhoe Country Club. . . .

Ben Blotcky, Paramount branch manager,
announced the initial Kansas City show-
ings of three of his company’s new produc-
tions. ... A large audience attended
the preview screening of three P. D. C.

productions, after which C. A. Schultz,
branch manager, left for Minnesota for
the holidays “Red” Jones, Educa-
tional representative, after ten long weeks
in the territory, reintroduced himself. . . .

William Warner, First National represent-

ative, is spending the holidays in Denver,
while Ralph Heft, Harry Schiller and
W. A. Burke chose Omaha for their siesta.

. . . Independent Film Corporation just

has completed a large shipment of Krazy
Kat buttons to exhibitors.

Harry Scott, Pathe general sales man-
ager, was in Kansas City lining up the
staff for the 1926 offensive. After open-
ing a new Arrow exchange in Kansas
City, L. G. Rogers, general manager of
that company, departed for New York,
leaving things in the hands of Sam
Goldflam, new branch manager
Earl Cunningham. Paramount exploiter,

is confined to his bed because of illness.

. . . Sam Berger and Harris Wolfberg,
special Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer representa-

tives, who have been making a survey, re-

turned to New York. . . . M. A. Levy,
Fox branch manager, says Christmas week
business was the best in several years.

. . . The Universal Club of Kansas City
is the name of a new organization formed
by the Universal exchange for education
and athletic competition. . . . M. Gilbert

is president
;
M. Cloverdyke, vice president

;

Ruth Firck, secretary; A. W. Gebaur,
treasurer, and Joe Rosenberg, sergeant-at-

arms. . . . The year 1925 saw a remark-
able increase in sales of Wurlitzer Hope
Jones organs, according to N. M. Brodeur,
Kansas City manager. At /. W. Jenkins
& Sons, Kansas City, S. E. Beatty, man-
ager of the theatre department, said 55

Reproduco organs had been installed since

the instrument was introduced last year.

SEATTLE
SEATTLE, WASH.—At the close of the

Christmas shopping season, Seattle mer-
chants reported they had done the biggest

holiday business in their history. But pros-

perity was not confined solely to the retail

industry. Their patronage stimulated by the

unprecedented large shopping crowds, thea-

tres in the downtown area, also did the

largest business in their experience. . . .

/. /. Sullivan, manager of the Fox ex-

change, was elected president at the recent

annual meeting of the Northwest film

board of trade; W. J. Drummond, manager

“The Wrestler” is one of the Van Bib-
ber series of Fox comedies taken from
the writings of Richard Harding
Davis and directed by Robert P. Kerr.
Earle Foxe stars.

of Producers Distributing, was elected vice

president
; J. A. Gage, manager of Edu-

cational, was named secretary treasurer,

and Fred Sliter, manager of First National,
and Al Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe,
were named trustees. . . . L. A. Sam-
uelson, manager of Pathe, announces the

closing of a deal with the Jensen & Von
Herberg chain of theatres in Washington
and Oregon for all the Pathe comedies
released in 1926. . . . According to

Joseph Muller, manager of the Palace Hip
theatre, plans for construtcion of a modern
vaudeville, and motion picture house are

under consideration by Ackerman & Har-
ris, who operate the Palace Hip. Tentative
negotiations for a site were made recently

when Mr. Harris paid Seattle a visit to

study the business outlook, with which he
was favorably impressed. . . . L. 0.
Lwkan, formerly manager of Universal’s

local offices, who was recently appointed as-

sistant Western sales director for First Na-
tional by Ned Marin, Coast sales manager,
has gone to San Francisco, where he will

make his headquarters. . . . Rex
Thompson, formerly with the local sales

staff of Film Booking Office, is now a mem-
ber of the Universal sales staff at Butte.

. . . Among recent Seattle visitors were
Harry Arthur, general manager of the Pro-
ducing Distributing theatres, and Earl Mix
(no relation of the famous Tom), who has
taken over the Fensler theatre, Deer Park,
previously run by Miss A. K. Fensler. . . .

J. H. von Herberg who has been seriously

ill in New York, is reported to be improv-
ing.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO.—Plans for an eight

story hotel and theatre building to cost

$1,500,000 at O'Farrell and Leavenworth
streets are being drawn. Announcement
was made by A. F . Rosseau, who purchased
the property. The theatre will seat 3,000,

but Rosseau would not state who would
conduct the theatre. . . . Salesmanager
Patridge of the local Paramount office re-

turned to San Francisco in time to cele-

brate Christmas. He was called out on a
special case that only this popular boy
could handle. . . Dorothy Devore,
film star from Hollywood, and Albert
Wylie Mather, theatrical man with in-

terests here and in Honolulu, were re-

cently married at the home of his friend,

Louis Greenfield, president of the New
Fillmore Theatre Company. Dorothy is

under contract with Warner Brothers. . .

Immediate construction of a $-1-50,000

theatre in the University Mound district

by Ackerman & Harris, San Francisco,

was announced by officers of this firm.

The theatre will have a seating capacity of

1,500 and be of class A construction. The
name will be the University theatre. The
building will also house a market. . . .

George Lipschultz, director of the “Music
Masters” at the T. and D. theatre, Oak-
land, was heard on one of the local dailies

program for prisoners, to which women
were admitted for the first time, on New
Year’s Day. . . . J, Don Meroney, who
for the past two years has been connected
with the Granada theatre, has resigned to

become assistant to Harry David, manager
of Rothchild Entertainment, Inc. Don is a

popular film executive and the Granada was
sorry to lose him. . . . D. McDonald,
owner of the McDonald and Rex theatres

at Eugene, Ore., was a recent visitor and
was enfertained by Dick Spicer, manager
of the Granada. . . . H. W. Osborne,
known along the Coast, has joined the

ranks of the San Francisco Universal Film
Exchange.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—After a conference

between officials of the Standard Film
Service, it was decided to appoint A. M.
Goodman manager of the Detroit office of

Standard, succeeding Robert J . Rowan who
has been ill three months. Officials of the

company believe Rowan should take an in-

definite vacation in order to completely re-

store his health. . . . The Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer special, “The Big Parade” is

booked to open at the Shubert-Detroit thea-

tre, January 3 at $2 top, one of the several

road companies now out with the picture

being in charge of the presentation. . . .

The Family theatre, situated in the center
of Detroit’s downtown district, the Campus,
has installed a new sign that is the most
conspicuous of any advertising sign in the

district. . . . Kenneth Renaud, for the

past year exploitation manager of the local
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Paramount office, has taken over the man-
agement of the Grand Riviera theatre for

the Munz interests. . . . The New
Lancaster theatre, seating 2,000 people and
devoted to pictures and vaudeville, was
successfully opened the day after Christ-
mas. The cost of erection was $300,000.

. . . Special Christmas books of tickets

for the State, Capitol, Madison and Adams
were placed on sale by the John H. Kunsky
offices several weeks before Christmas and
officials report the sale broke all past rec-

ords. . . . W. S. Butterfield, accompa-
nied by Mrs. Butterfield, has returned to

Detroit after several weeks spent in Flori-

da. They expect to return South for an
extended stay in February. . . . Ned
Marin, one of the executive sales directors
for First National Pictures, was in Detroit
last week to confer with Manager Fred
North of the local exchange.

INDIANAPOLLS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Twenty-three

persons, members of the five acts of vaude-
ville playing at the Palace theatre, and
the staff of employes of the house, were
the guests of Herb Jennings, manager, at

the third annual Christmas party at the Ho-
tel Severin recently following the last per-

formance. Special guests brought the

attendance to 100. Frank Wolf, a stock-

holder of the theatre; Roland Duvall, treas-

urer, and Mr. Jennings, made short talks

of welcome. . . . Dortha Rohn, daugh-
ter of Charles Rohn of Indianapolis, thea-

tre owner, and Orville Riner of Lebanon,
were married recently. Mr. Riner will as-

sist in the operation of a theatre owned
by Rohn in Lebanon. . . . Sponsored
by the Elks Lodge, the management of the

Colonial theatre at Lebanon, Ind., gave an
elaborate Christmas entertainment at the

Elks home in that city at which more than
500 children attended. . . . Architects
are working on drawings for a motion pic-

ture theatre on Maumee avenue, Ft. Wayne,
Ind. The theatre will seat 800 and will be
owned by Oscar E. Wobrock. . . . The
South Bend Theatre Corporation at South
Bend, Ind., has increased its capital stock
from $75,000 to $145,000, all of the increase
being common stock. . . . The contract
has been awarded for the construction of
a motion picture theatre at South Bend,
Ind., to cost $75,000. The building will be
45 by 156 feet and will be three stories

high. . . . Vincennes, Ind., architects

are drawing plans for a theatre at Holly-
wood, Fla., to cost $60,000. The theatre

will be owned by Pappas Brothers of
Hollywood.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—At the election of of-

ficers of the Motion Picture Machine Op-
erators union in Troy, N. Y., no change
was made in those who have been filling

the positions from president down for the
past six months. . . . Jacob Golden,
manager of the Griswold theatre in Troy,
N. Y., is ill at a hospital outside of Bos-
ton. . . . All exchanges remembered
their friends with Christmas cards. . . .

Benjamin Apple, a former exhibitor in

Troy, N. Y., now selling real esaate in

Florida, declares in letters that consider-
able trouble is being experienced in getting

clear titles to property. . . . Dave Mur-
ray, Pathe checker, has been promoted to

salesman, succeeding Paul Smith, who has
been advanced to the position formerly
held by Amos Leonard. . . . Mrs. J. M.
Briggs, who runs the theatre in Pittsfield,

Mass., included quite a bit in her Christmas
shopping. . . . James Roach has re-

opened the Broadway theatre in Schenec-
tady. . . . Uly S. Hill, managing direc-

tor of the Strand houses here and Troy,

“The Ridin Streak” was produced by
Independent Pictures Corporation and
is an F. B. O. release. Bob Custer
stars. Del Andrews did the directing.

found the holiday jam in New York City

worse than a firemen’s convention in Al-

bany Charles Morris, of Boston,

was in town the other day, booking for the

Atlas theatre at Adamas, Mass.

Tom Martcll, who books for the various

army posts in the United States, was also

along Film Row. . . . Lew Fischer, of

Fort Edward, strayed down from the

North. . . . Julius Berinstein spent

Christmas with his brothers in Elmira.

. . . The Griswold theatre in Troy, man-
aged by Jake Golden, staged a midnight

show on New Years Eve.

Herbert Brenon directed Tom Moore
and Bessie Love in Paramount’s “The
Song and Dance Man,” from George
M. Cohan’s stage play.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—The Capitol theatre,

Montreal, is now on the air every Sunday
afternoon through arrangements made by
Manager Harry S. Dahn with Station

CKAC. . . One of the greatest
Christmas stunts of the season in Canada
was carried out by United Amusements,
Limited, Montreal. Co-operating with
the Montreal Kiwanis Club, the company
staged special performances for 12,000
poor children. Arrangements were made
by George Nicholas Ganetakos, manag-
ing director of United Amusements. . . .

Since Walter Davis took over manage-
ment of the Empress theatre, Edmonton,
Alta., he has made a number of improve-
ments in the house . . . Cobalt, the min-
ing center of Northern Ontario, has blos-

somed forth with a brand new motion pic-

ture house which has been named the
Classic theatre. The proprietors are Arthur
R. and Horace O. Barrett. Arthur R. Bar-
rett is manager. .... Two theatres of
Ontario have installed large pipe organs
recently. J. C. McCarthy, proprietor of the
new Belle theatre, Belleville, has purchased
a Woodstock. The Princess at Sudbury
has also been provided with a similar in-

strument, purchased by J. R. Bissett, pro-
prietor. . . . The second week of “Little

Annie Rooney,” with Mary Pickford,
opened at the Regent theatre, Toronto,
December 28. . . . Coincident with this

engagement, announcement has been made
in Toronto newspapers that Mary Pickford
has consented to the use of her name for

a new style of silverware. This is called

the first time Miss Pickford has allowed
her name to be used for such purposes.
Miss Pickford was born in Toronto. . . .

When H. M. Thomas, Western division

manager for Famous Players, presented
“Classified,” starring Corinne Griffith, at

the Capitol theatre, Winnipeg, the Winni-
peg Tribune staged a Classified Week as a

tieup. Every day during the seven the

newspaper gave 15 double passes for the

persons who sent in the best answer to the

question: “Which Tribune advertisement
on the classified page interested you most
and why?” Corinne Griffith was shown in

a cut.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Harry Knapp,

chairman of the Pennsylvania board of

motion picture censors, has left for a sev-

eral weeks’ trip to California. He will visit

the Hollywood studios but not in an offi-

cial capacity. The affairs of the board will

be in the hands of Mrs. E. C. Kniver and
Henry Starr Richardson during his ab-

sence. . . . The East Coast Theatres
Company, in which Oscar Neufeld and
Sam Stiefel have the controlling interest,

recently purchased the Opera House in

Swedesboro, N. J., from J. B. Fox. The
house has been closed for repairs and will

open early in January. . . ,
The largest

single award ever made by the Philadelphia

arbitration board has been recorded against

the Colonial theatre, Palmerton, Pa., in

favor of several changes for the total of

$1,071. Investigators of the film board of

trade state that the proporietor of the

Colonial had been holding out films and
playing them in excess of the time stipu-

lated in his contract. It is declared this

had been done as far back as June and ex-

changes supplying him with films filed

claims on that basis. He pleaded guilty

and was ordered to pay $1,071 in four

equal installments with 15 days’ interval

between each payment. . . . The Wayne
theatre, Hawley, Pa., had its formal open-
ing Christmas Day. There are 250 seats

in the house, which will have a daily change
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of pictures and will carry an admission
scale of 10 and 15 cents. . . . After
having been a member of the F. B. O.
sales force for the past two years, Sid
Sugarman has resigned to accept a similar
position with the Philadelphia office of As-
sociated Exhibitors, for whom he will cover
the Jersey territory.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA.—Peck Gommersol,

branch manager for Fox, Minneapolis, was
in Des Moines signing contracts for the

placing of Fox productions in Waterloo,
Cedar Rapids and the half dozen A. J.

Diebold houses to be absorbed into the

Blank circuit.

When the contractor struck water
while excavating for the new Blank the-

atre now under construction in Omaha,
all work stopped until the architect
could make plans to take care of the un-
expected situation. It was found, upon
investigation, that a special floating

steel girder would be needed. This is

made of an alloy resisting dampness. It

was reported that it would cost $60,000
more to build the foundation than had
been estimated in the original specifica-

tions. The expenditure was authorized
and the building is to be resumed.

H. L. Davidson, former manager of the

Rialto in Sioux City, has been transferred
to the Strand at Cedar Rapids. Sam Wes-
cott resigned at the Cedar Rapids house.
Harry Ward, manager of the Odeon and
Strand at Marshallton, and who was re-

ported to have been sent to Des Moines to

take charge of the Palace, will go to Sioux
City instead. . . . The Rialto in Sioux
City has announced a new policy. The
house is popular and draws well. The pic-

tures will all be big time films from Fa-
mous Players, First National and Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. . . . Leo McCarthy,
film buyer for Balaban and Katz, Chicago,
was in Des Moines Dec. 28 to confer with
the A. H. Blank Enterprises in regard to

the purchase of new pictures. . . .

Lowell Starmont, special publicity repre-
sentative for First National pictures, New

“Look Out Below” is one of the Stand-
ard Fat Men Comedies, which are be-
ing released by Film Booking Offices.

Joe Rock is making the series.

“As No Man Has Loved,” Fox produc-
tion, was made from Edward Everett
Hale’s “ The Man Without a Country”
and at first carried that title while in
the making. It is a Rowland V. Lee
production with Pauline Starke in the
leading feminine role.

York, arrived in Des Moines Dec. 28 for

a week’s visit in the interest of “Clothes
Make the Pirate,” starring Leon Errol.

Starmont was the guest of L. Robert Bra-
ger. . . . Sam Blair, Pathe, was in Des
Moines December 15 to consult with A. W.
Kahn, branch manager. ... A pre-

showing of “Mannequin,” the famous Lib-

erty story, was made in the screen room of

the Des Moines theatre December 16.

Herbert Grove, manager of the Des Moines,

was host to all the managers and newspa-
per critics in town. ... A. G. Stolte,

manager of the Capitol theatre in Des
Moines, will stage a return engagement of

the Charleston contest the first week of

February. . . . Bennie Reingold, branch

manager for Fox, Omaha, was in Des
Moines Dec. 15 placing Fox products in the

smaller towns. . . . George D’Armand,
vice president of the Cinema Corporation,

New York, visited M. J. Weisfeldt, divi-

sion manager for F. B. O., in regard to

placing future business. He letf December
17. . . . Earl Bell, branch manager for

Warner, Omaha, was in Des Moines De-
cember 15 on business. . . . Harry
Weinberg, general manager for A. H.

Blank Enterprises, had a luncheon party

for a group of film men who happened to

be in Des Moines at the same time, De-

cember 16. Those in attendance were

:

Peck Gomerly, Fox, Minneapolis
;
James

Winn, Educational, Des Moines; M. J.

Weisfeldt, division manager F. B. O.

;

George D’Armand, Standard Cinema Cor-
poration, New York, and Robert Brager,

Des Moines. . . . The Universal club,

composed of employes in the local ex-

change, had a Christmas party at a fash-

ionable tea room December 19. A l Yar-
ozvsky was the chairman in charge. . . .

/. S'. Abrose, branch manager First Na-
tional, Omaha, was in Des Moines Decem-
ber 16. In company with Ned Marin, di-

vision manager, and E. J. Tilton, local ex-

change, he left for Chicago after a day’s

visit. . . . Fred Horn is the new branch
manager for Associated to succeed E. L.

Myers. . . . Mrs. W. 0. Galloway, wife
of the booker for First National, is seri-

usly ill. ... S'. S'. Schwarz, manager for
Premier, is enjoying a visit from his two
daughters, Corinne and Adele, students at
Grinnell.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Many of the ex-

changes in St. Louis held Christmas par-
ties on Christmas Eve or the day after

Christmas. Chief among the celebrations

were the Universal Boosters Club event
and the F. B. O. Santa Claus party At
the latter celebration Manager Tom McKean
was presented with a wrist watch by the

employees of the exchange. . . . Clos-
ing quotations on St. Louis theatre stocks
listed on the St. Louis Stock Exchange on
December 26 were : St. Louis Amusement
Company 5314. Skouras A was 52 54 bid, a
drop of 154 points for the week.

W. G. Bishop, exploiter for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer in the St. Louis territory, is

moving his family to St. Louis from Okla-
homa City. Bishop has established his

headquarters in St. Louis. . . John Meyers
of the Standard, Cairo, 111., was a visitor of
the past week. Other callers were: Tom
Reed, Duquoin, 111.; Green Luttrell, Jack-
sonville, 111., and S'. E. Pertle, Jerseyville,

111. . . . “The Keeper of the Bees” will

have its St. Louis premiere at the St. Louis
theatre January 10. . . . Claude McKean,
manager of the Memphis, Tenn., Fox ex-

change, spent the Christmas holidays with

his parents. His father, G. E. McKean, is

manager of the St. Louis Fox exchange.

Oliver Yanda, cashier of the Fox Memphis
office, also spent the holidays in St. Louis.

. . . The property of the Peoples
Amusement Corporation at New Athens,
111., known as the Community theatre, seat-

ing 500, was sold at public auction Decem-
ber 29. The brick building was included
in the sale. . . . “Snub” Pollard, film

comedian who is making a brief vaudeville
tour, was one of the New Years bill head-
liners at the Grand Opera House, St.

Louis.

Glenn Tryon was directed by Fred L.

Guiol under the supervision of F.
Richard Jones in “Papa, Be Good,”
Hal Roach production for Pathe re-

lease.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “JVhat the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

F. B. O.
THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—A very

good picture. One of the best. Seven reels.

—

E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.

—

General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
So many have recommended this so highly that

about all there is left for me to do is to endorse
the other comments. A real honest-to-goodness

picture that has about everything. Can’t say as

to its box office value as I hit a snow storm first

night and a community revival opened the sec-

ond night. Soon it will be basketball. It's plenty

tough, take it from me. Eight reels.—H. G. Selk,

Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE BLOODHOUND: Bob Custer—A splendid

picture of the Canadian Mounted Police. It has a
fight in the first reel that equals anything we
have ever shown in the way of a fist fight. Five
reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,

Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE ISLE OF HOPE: Dick Talmadge—Nice
little program. Typical Talmadge. I haven’t
played many, so satisfied my audience O. K. Some
good comedy supplied by the coon and China-
man. Film O. K. Six reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk

theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LILIES OF THE STREET: Johnnie Walker-
Good melodrama Some folks will like this. Cer-

tainly carries good strong moral lesson. Seven
reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDIN’ COMET: Yakima Cannutt—This
is a good Western picture with lots of ridin’ and
action, but a very limited amount of comedy. Five
reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,

Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
I claim this one of Thomson’s best and Silver

King does everything in this picture but talk. Ad-
vertise this and make some money. Five reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—Very
good. Showed this at Bellwood. Not much of a
crowd. Bad weather. Six reels.—A. F. Jen-
kins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY : Evelyn Brent—Guess it's

all right if you are easily satisfied.—E. J. Rey-
nolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General
patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson-
Played this at our Bellwood show to usual crowd.
Very good. Five reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Commun-
ity theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge
—Very good stunt picture, as all Talmadge’s are.
Well liked by those who saw it. Bad weather.
Five reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Neb.—General patronage.

FOOLS IN THE DARK: Matt Moore—Fine
comedy feature liked by everybody. Let’s have
more like it.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY : Fred Thomson—We
consider this the best picture Thomson and Sil-
ver King have made to date. It has something to
please all classes and the horse does more acting
than in any of the previous ones. We run up
against a storm, so did not do as much as we
should. Five reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe thea-
tre, Spearville, Kans.—General patronage.

NOTICE
Due to a typographical

error, several early copies

of the Herald’s Holiday
Number list “The Mid-
night Express,” one of the

104 biggest money makers
of 1925, as “The Limited
Express.”

As there is no picture

by this title, readers re-

ceiving these copies should
enter this correction in

order that the list may be
used with maximum ben-
efit.

AMERICAN MANNERS: Richard Talmadge—
One of the best pictures we ever played, in spite

of the fact that the fighting scenes are exag-
gerated and physically impossible. It will bring a
lot of laughs. Six reels.—Elmer F. Tolmberg,
Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

TEARING THROUGH: Richard Talmadge—

-

One of those dizzy Chinese pictures. Patrons told

me that they didn’t dream of anything but
Chinese after seeing this one. Five reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE LURE OF THE YUKON: Eva Novak—
Aside from its scenic value, which was interest-

ing, this picture was a flop. Six reels.—Elmer F.

Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE: Kenneth
Harlan—Much as to the life of today is here
shown. Very good. It brings forth the feelings

of faith, dread, love and ambition. Rating 95 per
cent. Films fair. Played Friday and Saturday.
Seven reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Vern-
dale, Minn.—General patronage

First National
THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Johnny

Hines has the reputation for pep in his pic-

tures and has been a good bet both before going
with First National and since, “The Live Wire”
being the first we have played of the new ones.

“The Live Wire” was full of the good old hokum
that country town audiences seem to eat up. new
gags and new funny business together with the
speed his pictures all carry. Business is below
normal in these country towns but "The Live
Wire” and “Classified” have both increased the
attendance slightly. Not enough to buy a Rolls

Royce, but still enough to keep us on the right

side of the ledger.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia thea-
tre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Knocked ’em
dead on this. It’s Norma’s best.—Sam H. Blair,

Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patron-
age.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—I advanced
the admission price on this and did not get away
with it. Norma does her usual fine performance

and her supporting east is great. Eugene O’Brien
does the best that he has done in anything for
some time. A good picture taken from a very in-

teresting book that was popular twenty years ago
and should make fine entertainment for anybody.
Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Erol
—Ran this Xmas to poor business owing to sub-
zero weather and snowbound highways. Picture
good with plenty of laughs. Errol, with his

double jointed knees, is all over the screen. With
a bunch of kids in the front seat your audience
will raise the roof. Nine reels.—W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Erol
—Good picture but failed to draw as Leon Erol
is unknown in this city. Get them in. The picture
will satisfy.—Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre,
Anderson, Ind.:—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith

—

Here’s to the three of you, (It’s Christ-

mas Day; if I had the makings I’d stand

on my feet and toast you) you have a

real audience picture in “Classified.”

Corinne, you have had tome poor ones

but you are there with bells on in this

picture, and Jack Mulhall should go far

if he can continue to put his work over
as he has in this one. It is a sophisti-

cated picture, handled in the nicest man-
ner, and Charley Murray’s wise old man-
nerisms and funny business with his col-

lar and tie just naturally clicked for the

whole audience. Seems to me that Mul-
hall could carry parts like the late Wally
Reid and the line of pictures that Denny
is putting over; he has the personality

to win friends for himself in a role such
as this one. Seemed to have the women
pulling for him as the under dog in this

picture, (I gathered from this loafing

in the lobby as they went out, and that’s

a sure place to gather impressions as to

how the picture went over). Seems to

me First National had better star Mul-
hall and give Barthelmess a rest; not

one of Barthelmess’ pictures have
“clicked” in this house since “Tol’able

David” and this chap Mulhall in this

picture seems to have the vital spark

that makes stars. The women said

they liked him and that will make a

star!—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre,

Columbia City, Ind.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Connie Talmadge
—Very good picture, Connie, but you ought to take

a look at the "Herald’s” Xmas issue and see

where off-color pictures rank.—Sam H. Blair, Ma-
jestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—I want to recommend this as first rate

screen material, handled by capable artists who
certainly know how it is done and put it over
with a scream. Connie Talmadge has not ap-
peared better in quite a while. Ronald Colman
plays up to her in the best sort of way and
George Arthur is an asset to the picture worth
mentioning, while Margaret Mann is a lovable old
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lady. They're all good and it’s some show. Seven
reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—Here is

absolutely the best picture of the Northwest ever

released. It has everything. Advertise it big. It’s

a special in every sense. Got the money and
satisfied. Nine reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck, Star thea-

tre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small town patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—Sold as a
special. Only fair picture. Too long ; too draggy.
Lost money.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre,

Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—Saturday business

good as I could expect, owing to a very heavy
snow storm. The little star was exceptionally

good in this one. I have seen her take every
part from childhood to old age, and I consider

her equal to every place she has been called on
to fill. In "Sally” she is wonderful and deserved

the support of every lover of good clean enter-

tainment. Buy “Sally.” Boost it. It will give

you results. Nine reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N Y.—Small town patron-

age.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—A good pic-

ture. Pleased a Saturday audience. Eight reels.

—

Mrs. Edgar Adams, Palace theatre, Memphis, Tex.

—General patronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—It was piti-

ful. Why ruin a good star on such junk? They
said how odd, how silly. What was the matter ?

Watch your step, Richard, or you are a gonner
at this place. Eight reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

DECLASSE: Corinne Griffith—Positively one of

the best we have shown. Entertaining through-

out. Eight reels.—Mrs. Edgar Adams, Palace

theatre, Memphis, Tex.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A peculiar

picture that we put over with 4 page ads in

sensational style. Picture seemed to pleased only

through the novelty. That’s best we can give it.

Made some real money on it.—Sam H. Blair, Ma-
jestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A mighty
good production but did not draw as we expected.

No fault of the picture. Eleven reels.—A. C.

Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.—

-

General patronage.

CHICKIE: Dorothy Mackaill—Disappointed

some because it did not follow story. Evidently

what people find entertaining, from business and
comments. Eight reels.—Mrs. Edgar Adams, Pal-

ace theatre, Memphis, Tex.—General patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—A good drama but

not the type for you, Colleen. Stick to the flap-

per type and make money for all of us.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE TALKER: Special cast—Very good pro-

duction to poor business just before Xmas. Tully

Marshall really steals all honors. Eight reels.—

W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington,

Wis.—General patronage.

FLOWING GOLD: Anna Q. Nilsson—A good

Rex Beach story. Lots of thrills. Holds atten-

tion to the last. Splendid.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SILENT WATCHER: Special cast—
Business good on Saturday. This is an old pic-

ture, but mighty good. I can cheerfully recom-

mend this one to all my exhibitor friends. Eight

reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,

N. Y.—- Small town patronage.

BOY OF MINE: Ben Alexander—Best we have
had from First National in a long time. Nothing
extra big, but pleases pretty well for a picture

of this type. Good story, well done.—O. F.

Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town
oatronage.

BOY OF MINE: Ben Alexander—The kids

were just a little wild the night I showed this one

with a Sennett comedy, “The Plumber,” and the

Town Dad came by the ticket window and said.

“Hadn’t I better send in the marshall to keep or-

der ?” then retracted and said, “Well, I guess I do

not know boys, let it go.” He was impressed

with the picture, as were all who saw it.—-Den-

nis J. Mooney, Princess theatre, Ordway, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—Colleen
always draws, if there is such a thing in a small

town with no competition. Nice clean little pic-

ture which the most critical will enjoy. Seven
reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS: Corinne Griffith-

Fair program picture. Due to its length it drags

too much in getting started. Pleased the major-

ity. Eight reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE DANGEROUS AGE: Lewis Stone—

A

very good picture. Good cast, good story, good
photography. Pleased our patrons. Six reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

THE BAD MAN : Holbrook Blinn—A dandy
picture. Something just a little different in a
Western.—Dennis J. Mooney, Princess theatre,

Ordway, Colo.—Small town patronage.

QUO VADIS: Emil Jannings—Very poor en-

tertainment for our class patronage.—A. C. Ma-
han, Wallins theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.—Gen-

eral patronage.

POTASH AND PERLMUTTER IN HOLLY-
WOOD: Special cast—My patrons say better than

"The Gold Rush” any day, and they know, and
it didn’t cost as much by several bones. Eight

reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, Davis

City, Neb.—General patronage.

POTASH AND PERLMUTTER: Special cast—
One of the most satisfying pictures in a long

time. It is a pleasure to have your patrons come
out and say, “What a good show 1” Eight reels.

—

Dennis J. Mooney, Princess theatre, Ordway,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

IN HOLLYWOOD WITH POTASH AND
PERLMUTTER : Special cast—A good comedy
with lots of laughs, but pictures of Hollywood

and studio life, etc., do not draw in a small

town. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Fox
LAZYBONES: Buck Jones—The best acting

Buck ever got away with. This seemed to please

better than anything on this year’s (Fox) product.

Eight reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Mon-
tevideo, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Best Mix
in some time. Some good comedy and a flood

scene that is a beaner. Six reels.—J. L. Has-

brouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small

town patronage.

DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—Best Buck
Jones in ages, to usual Saturday business.—Sam
H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—Here is one

of the best Buck ever made. If Fox will give

him the stories he will go to the top in West-

(TRAILERS SELL SEATS
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erns. Print and paper fine. Six reels.—E. W.
McClelland. The Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—Great-
est Western masterpiece to reach the screen.

Made a wonderful week’s run that trebled “The
Covered Wagon.’’—Sam H. Blair, Majestic thea-

tre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—Better
picture than “The Covered Wagon” but I will say

the same as others did. William Fox didn’t ad-

vertise it to sell it to the people but he did sell

it to the exhibitors, and I will say that I have lost

money on a two day run. A regular Western

feature at regular 10 and 25 admission would pull

in more people than this one at advanced price.

Very good picture to poorest business in three

months. Eleven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
Is Tom Mix a fool ? A few more cock eyed pic-

tures like this and Tom Mix loses an old honored

position on our program. Any fool can do that

stuff, Tom—better get wise. Better stick to West-

erns, where there is only one Tom Mix.—Sam H.

Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kans.—General

patronage.

HAVOC: George O’Brien—Wonderful picture

that pleased the men but not the women. It was
clean up business at 50c top with big orchestra.

—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.
-—General patronage.

HAVOC: George O’Brien-—A good picture of

the kind, but failed to draw with us. Lost money
on this one. They will not come to see a pic-

ture from a story across the pond.—E. W. Mc-
Clelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—We are be-

ginning to believe we had got stung again on

this company’s pictures, but if this is a fair

sample of what they are going to give us, we
should worry. A splendid production for any
theatre, for any class of people, any day in the

week. We used this on Friday and Saturday, but

would make an excellent Sunday offering.—P. R.

Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE WINDING STAIR: Edmund Lowe—No
one knew when to wake after they got to sleep,

and that was soon. Very draggy, not much to it.

Fox has been an awful flop for me. Seven reels.

-—J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo,

Minn.—-Small town patronage.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones—Con-
sistently good. Buck’s stories are good and clean

always. Good entertainment. Five reels.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Clara Bow—

A

very good picture sumptuously mounted but a lit-

tle too gruesome in places to please our people.

At the box office it was terrible, which we consider

largely due to poor advertising put out by the

company and showing it just before the holi-

days, at which time business is always poor, and
weather was too cold. However, we do not be-

lieve it will prove a drawing card at any time.

—

P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandrea, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—This is the best small town picture Buck
Jones ever made. An old one, but Fox gave us

a good print and it is absolutely a topnotcher for

the small town. The guy who supplies the com-
edy in this is right there with the big mitt and
came very near stealing the show from Buck.
If any of the small town exhibitors like us have
passed this up, they have cheated themselves, as

it will please the small town Western fans as

near 100 per cent as anything they can book.

Seven reels.—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

THANK YOU : Special cast—Thank you it’s

over. Did not hear anything but knocks on this.

Lots of money going out and nothing coming in

on this type. Seven reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck, Star

theatre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small town patron-

age.

LIGHTNIN’: Special cast—Rivals “The Old
Nest” in interest. Made a little money. Don’t
seem to draw like Bill Fox thought. Better lay

off this stuff, Mr. Fox, and give us some action.
-—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.
—General patronage.

EAST LYNNE: Edmund Lowe—The men don’t
want this kind, and not enough sob stuff to suit

the weaker sex. Not as sad as the play or the

old picture version. Nine reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck,
Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Present Address: Methodist

Hospital, Indianapolis

I have failed to send in any re-

ports the last three weeks, not be-

cause I have lost interest but
because 1 am on my back in this hos-

pital. I have had one major opera-
tion and am due for another as soon
as I regain strength enough.
My good wife is running the

“show shop” while I am “in dur-
ance vile.” Hope to be back in

harness when the birdies sing in the
Spring and will then have a nice big
fat bunch of reports for the column.

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.

(Christmas and New Years cards have
their place, of course, but how much more
worth time and postage is a letter to a
co-worker whose sincerity does not per-
mit him to forget the circle even “in
durance vile.”)

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—A sequel

to “Riders of the Purple Sage.” Better than the

first one. Fine story. Had a house full. Good
entertainment. Seven reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

TEETH : Tom Mix—Tom and Tony and the

dog make a combination that can’t be beat for

the small town. This is a real top-notcher, but
we shiver every time we think of “Dick Turpin,”
which is our next picture from Tom.—O. F. Craig,

Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patron-

age.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—These Zane Grey stories ring the bell every time.

Beautiful scenery. Good entertainment. They all

came to see it. Seven reels.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Neb.—General
patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Boys,
do you remember the line of press agent stuff

they handed us when they ran this in Chicago?
They were going to stop the show on account of

too many killings. Bunk. Any two reel Western
I run on Tuesdays has as much shoot ’em up
stuff in it as this picture. However, it is one
of Tom's good outdoor pictures. Seven reels.—

-

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Srrtall town patronage.

SHE WOLVES: Jack Mulhall—Better than I

expected and that isn’t saying much.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE HUNTED WOMAN: Special cast—I am
offering a fur lined cast, iron thunder mug to any
exhibitor who will write in and tell me what this

title has to do with the picture. A very thin

Northern and slow and draggy at that. Six reels.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—A dandy
good picture. Good comments, good crowd.
Everybody happy. Six reels.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Neb.—General
patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE TOWER OF LIES: Norma Shearer—In

this picture Lon Chaney is his natural self. Run-

ning this Christmas Week, which is no test for a

picture. I would rate this 100 per cent good for

Sunday. Seven reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—A good

big picture. Story good. Cast fine. To people

that like crook stories it will ^satisfy. I call it a

fine picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ONLY THING: Conrad Nagel—Sunday to

good business. A program picture of unusual

merit. I consider this the best Elinor Glyn story

I ever ran. I would recommend this picture as

a good buy for small town exhibitors. Six reels.

p. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N.

Y.—Small town patronage.

THE ONLY THING: Eleanor Boardman—It is

absolutely the only thing of its kind. Nuf sed.

A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,

Neb.—General patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY : Marion Davies

Marion Davies plays a double role in this pic-

ture which is great. Good for Sunday. Eight

ree l s .

—

a. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,

Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—Very,
very good. Drew business and gave satisfaction.

John Gilbert steals the honors in this one. The

only objection we had was on account of sub-

titles not having sufficient footage. Cannot be

run faster than thirteen minutes to the reel.

However, this does not matter if you do not have

too much short stuff on same program.—H. G.

Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.-

—

Small town patronage.

MARRIED FLIRTS: Special cast—Very good

picture of its kind but it isn’t made to mean any-

thing at the box office. The title is no good. Story

well acted and just because we lost money on this

one we think that it isn’t worth running at any

price or place. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal

theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Conrad Nagel—One of the best

comedies ever written, handled in satisfactory

style, although a few of the laughs of the stage

play and the first picture version are missing.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Conrad Nagel—An excellent

comedy drama. A lot of laughs and action. Clean,

good picture for any house any night. Six reels.

—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Special cast—A fine comedy bill.

Gave good satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BREAD: Mae Busch—The picture is okay but

no drawing power. This title means nothing to

the public.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,

Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

SCARAMOUCHE : Alice Terry—An excellent

picture for an audience that appreciates historical

settings. It is a long picture and drags a little

in spots. You can get behind this one, as it is

sure to please any audience that is not entirely

ignorant of history, particularly French history.

Ten reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

ALONG CAME RUTH: Viola Dana—A cute

little star in a nice little picture that didn’t do
much.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.
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Paramount
THE KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe

Menjou—Think this is an exceptionally good pic-

ture. Business very good. Weather bad. Adolphe
is a finished actor with a great many admirers.
Six reels.—Lyric theatre, Terrell, Tex.—Mixed
patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—A Joseph Conrad
story, faithfully produced, that makes very poor
movie material. Full of unpleasant things and
the hero is never rewarded for his good and mis-
understood acts. It might be the story of real life

but it is not movie stuff. You will please your
people by not playing it. It is very well acted,
most elaborately and very expensively mounted,
but is wasted screen material. Marmont is good,
as are Berry and Hatton.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—Lots
of action in this. Seemed to please all and did a
good business on second night. Seven reels.—J.

L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels-
Pleased. A light comedy, somewhat above her
previous efforts. Seven reels.—Mrs. Edgar Adams,
Palace theatre, Memphis, Tex.—General patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels—

A

pleasing comedy, just the kind to fill in between
two big pictures. Give us more like it. Bought
right. Seven reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck, Star thea-
tre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small town patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—About the best
piece of acting ever done by Valentino. No pos-
ing1

; good support. A very creditable production.
Went over good for me, but he is well liked here.
I think this picture will make him many admirers.
Photography very poor in spots. Seven reels.—
Lyric theatre, Terrell, Tex.—Mixed patronage.

THE GOLDEN RINCESS: Betty Bronson—An
outdoor story that satisfied. Some rough stuff that
gets over good. Seven reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck,
Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast

—Now, Brother Exhibitors, here is a
Western picture that is all Western
truth and fact—We who live in the West,
where the West really is, feel that just
about 100 picture productions purporting
to be real Western pictures out of each
100 and we mean it) are pure hokum
and bunkum and are a slander on the
real West. Picture cowboys for the
most part, if they originally were cow-
boys, have been spoiled by directors
who know as much about a real cowboy
as a blood hound knows about a game
of chess. So we say with all candor
that “Code of the West” is a real
Western picture that can be shown to
the most critical audience. High or low
brow will appreciate this picture because
it rings true. Step on it and let your
patrons know that this is a real picture
of the West. Seven reels.—Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter

—

Here is an exceptionally fine picture and one that
pleases your audience. However, Paramount asks
too much money for it, so that the poor exhibitor
is left with the crumbs. Book it but buy it right.
Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kans.—Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter-
Just right in every respect. Don’t be afraid of
this one. Has everything that an audience likes,

scenery, action and comedy. Just the right amount
of comedy at the right time and in the right
place. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American thea-
tre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—“Pretty good, theme interesting.” Many
said they liked it “just fine” ; many walked out.
Not a box office bet, as were “Hottentot” and
“Going Up.” Director Newmeyer was good in
directing Lloyd but Lloyd was a natural comedian
and MacLean is not. MacLean needs a fast action
play to put him over. Newmeyer did not appar-
ently know how to handle this “farce.” A farce,
to be good on the screen, I think, demands clever,
absurd situations linked very, very rapidly to-
gether with very witty titling. Either the central
figure should be very passive while the absurd
events roll quickly about him, or the central figure
should be a whirlwind of action himself, getting

Which Is the Policy of

This Department
We are submitting a few reports

on recent pictures. We congratulate
you on your excellent publication
and consider it an invaluable asset

to an exhibitor, particularly a small

town showman.
We believe parties making re-

ports on pictures should do so in

fairness to all concerned and not let

personal differences with salesmen
and distributors influence the merits
of a subject. E. W. McClelland,
Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.

(“Influenced” reports are one of several
kinds that do not get printed in this paper
and consequently find their way eventually
into the pages of those among the “imita-
tion” departments which attain merely
typographical similarity to the original.

“Influenced” contributors are not Herald
contributors after the first offense.)

in and out of farcial predicaments by the "skin

of his teeth.” This had farce and drama badly

mixed. The action painfully dragged and was too

slowly linked up : it seemed as if the play was
hastily scrambled. MacLean’s support very weak.
Edith Roberts seemed a poor choice but Betty

Francisco was better.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Special cast—A satisfying

program. Not big, but good. Seven reels.—J. L.

Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.-

—

Small town patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Special cast—Nothing big

Monday night, about thirty people. So it must
not have pleased the cash customers on Sunday.

—

Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.
-—General patronage.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Ricardo Cortez—
This lad is easily a better bet than Valentino.
Has a more pleasing personality and is good to
look at. Had a dandy story in this, with four or
five of Paramount’s best stock people with him

—

W. Berry, Hatton and others. Greta Nissen is the
girl and has the merit of being different. The
story pretty generally pleased.—Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Marguerite de la

Motte—A very good production which pleased our
people but did not draw, which we believe "largely

due to the poor title.—P. R. Matson, Crystal thea-
tre, Flandreau, S. D.—General patronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK: Special cast—Mr.
Lasky and Mr. Zukor present pure, unadulterated
drivel. The press sheet said “a smart comedy of
sophisticated society”—Humph ! Too darn smart,
and if this is sophisticated society, thank Heaven
I belong to the unsophisticated. My patrons

^red wineawhile the

earth was split

asunder.

ripST NATIONALS

StCRLT SPECIAL

roasted me to a turn and I don’t blame them. This
is the kind that makes the movies a perfect bore
and kills business.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Plenty good
comedy in this, which always seems to satisfy if

done right. All comments were favorable. Seven
reels.—J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Gloria

doesn’t draw for me, though “Stage Struck” is an
improvement on some of her recent pictures. Para-
mount wants unreasonable rentals for her pictures.

They are not profitable from the box office stand-

point with me. Don’t think I will buy any more
unless they get much cheaper in price. Seven
reels.—Lyric theatre, Terrell, Tex.—Mixed pat-

ronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Another
failure. A disappointed audience, that will drive
business away in future. Gloria is not glorious

any more. Nine reels.—Mrs. Edgar Adams, Palace
theatre, Memphis, Tex.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—I played
this a couple of months ago and found it to be
one of the best big Westerns ever produced. Right
along in line with “The Wagon,” according to

what my patrons said. It is very, very good. Ten
reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?: Betty Bronson-
Entertaining from start to finish. Book for any
house and audience. Seven reels.—Mrs. Edgar
Adams, Palace theatre, Memphis, Tex.—General
patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—I would call

this just an average Zane Grey. Good, but they
ask too much for it, as they do for “The Thun-
dering Herd.” Made darn little after paying the
rental. Film good. Seven reels.—W. A. Doer-
schlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—Raymond
Griffith is coming to the front faster than any
other star. Is a wonderful comedian. If Para-
mount will give him the right kind of plays, will

prove a mighty good star. He is gaining friends

rapidly. Six reels.—Lyric theatre, Terrell, Tex.

—

Mixed patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—Another
like this and this star will undo what good work
he put out in former pictures. Not star’s fault;

story and plot—none. Seven reels.—J. L. Has-
brouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Special cast—Fair picture

and pleased the majority. Seven reels.—Mrs.

Edgar Adams, Palace theatre, Memphis, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
Positively one of the worst ever. How Paramount
and Gloria can get away with this kind of stuff

is beyond me. May such pictures in future be
fewer. Eight reels.—Mrs. Edgar Adams. Palace
theatre. Memphis, Tex.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson—One
of those pictures that never should have been
made. It is no credit to Gloria or Paramount
and. therefore, not to the exhibitor. Gloria seemed
to be under a terrible strain while carrying out

the part of the mother, and was glad when the

picture was over. The picture sends them out

with a bad taste in their mouth, so I ask Para-
mount, why Oh why do you make them ? Seven
reels.—Steve Brown, Mission theatre, Santa Paula.

Cal.—General patronage.

THE SWAN : Special cast—Just a few reels of

film. Had vaudeville, so it got by.—E. J. Rey-
nolds, Liberty theatre,, Pasco, Wash.—General

patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—The
naturalness of this play and the freshness and
charm of the young people in it made a decidedly

enjoyable evening’s entertainment : and the ques-

tion arises. “Why can’t we have more like this ?”

The story revolves around Christmas and shows
how the modern impulsive youth arises in great

stvle to meet an unexpected family financial

emergency. Lots of humor in this. It will please

exceptionally well and also please all classes. Book
it. Six reels.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon.
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO : Special cast—Seven
reels of print. Dead, no action. The first picture

I have played for some time where they walked
out. About the middle of the picture I hit for the

booth and stayed there until after the show. Seven
reels.—Harold Hammond, Gayety theatre, Paronia.

Colo.—General patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—Underworld story that satisfied. It’s

different and can be bought to leave a profit. Five
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Thanks; the Copy Has
Been Shot

Enclosed find check for subscrip-

tion, as I can’t get along without

the Herald. It is the most reliable

journal I have ever read.

Please shoot me a copy at once.

—H. M. Nafus, Grand Rapids, O.

reels.—J. L. Hasbrouelc, Star theatre, Montevideo.

Minn.—Small town patronage.

PETER PAN: Betty Bronson—Took a tremen-

dous flop in a blinding blizzard. Kids could not

come and most of the grown ups walked out. I

knew this picture would not go over here when
I bought it, but I wanted to give the kids a show.

Ten reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman

City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING COWARD: Cullen Landis—

A

crackerjack of a Saturday night bill with lots of

action and comedy. Made a big hit on a cold

night.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING COWARD: Special cast—This

is an excellent action picture that will tickle the

funny bone of any audience. . If you have not

played this one, do so. Print in good condition.

We think that Cullen Landis was slighted in not

having his name displayed prominently by
Famous. This man Landis is a handsome boy,

who certainly knows how to get into action.

Ernest Torrence is excellent, as is Noah Beery.

Seven reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE BEDROOM WINDOW: May McAvoy—

A

darned good mystery melodrama.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE CROWDED HOUR: Special cast—Pretty

poor piece of Paramount’s cheese.—Sam H. Blair,

Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patron-

age.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan—Here is a

very nice picture, but the film seems somewhat
dark in places. A picture that is clean, has action

and romance besides. Seven reels.—W. A.

Doersehlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD : Bebe Daniels—A dandy
picture with comedy galore. As an actress Bebe
can’t be beat and she is still there with the looks,

too. And you also have Raymond Griffith, the

greatest comedian of the day. Seven reels.—Jos.

W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

—General patronage.

EMPTY HANDS: Jack Holt—Cold weather and
no business, but the few that saw it were pleased.

There are some beautiful scenes in this one. A
little suggestive in places, as others have reported,

but I had no kick on that account. Seven reels.—

-

H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE : Special cast—A five star

production that is hard to single out any one
who is best. It is one of Paramount’s clever

stories that points a moral for parents with grown
children. Marguerite Morris, a newcomer, is ex-

ceptionally good in one of the leads. Story most
consistently told, easy to follow and the situations

are logical and about what real people do. Where
high class society dramas are liked this would be
a big winner.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—Good for

those who like near thrills and overplayed stuff,

but to the high brows this is the bunk. Seven
reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-
Mille—Business good ; patrons well pleased. A
vei-y fine production. Too much money for the
picture for small towns to make any profit. Ten
reels.—Paulson and Risberg, Trio theatre, White-
hall, Wis.—General patronage.

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt—Good picture. Have
seen some ordinary Westerns or Southwesterns
that are just as good. Eight reels.—Elmer F.

Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—This
Meighan was rather a disappointment to the
Meighan fans. Didn’t hold up the second day.

—

Harold Hammond, Gayety theatre, Paonia, Colo.
—General patronage.

THE CONFIDENCE MAN : Thomas Meighan—

-

Good Meighan vehicle. Good business.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
BLUFF: Agnes Ayres—Seemed to go over okay.

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

Pathe
KIVALINA OF THE ICELANDS: Special cast

-—This picture is okay for schools or educational

work but not for an audience that wants amuse-
ment.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Too much horse: not

enough story. Just program picture. Once is

plenty to see it. Some forgot to look at it at all.

Made almost 13 dollars in 3 days’ showing. Seven
reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—It’s something differ-

ent and good. However in this holiday season

we didn’t do a thing. I mean on business.—E. J.

Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General
patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—The best

Lloyd ever made and you will be asked every cent

it is worth, but it will give them the laugh they

have been wanting for a long time. Seven reels.

—M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Can-
ada.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—It’s a knock-
out. Did average business, if not better, in the
face of heavy snow storm. Seven reels.—Harold
Hammond, Gayety theatre, Paonia, Colo.—General
patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Film good. A
very good picture that was one great big laugh
from beginning to end. Harold is a real come-
dian and our people howled with delight during
most of the picture. It surely is funny and
Miss Ralston in support of Lloyd was very good.

Seven reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Time, week
before Xmas. Weather, fair and cold. Roads,

very good. Advertising, the greatest amount ever

used on any picture. Admission, 20 and 40 cents.

Three days. And it was morning and evening
of the first day and the house one-fourth filled.

We stepped on it with renewed zeal and it was
morning and evening of the second day and the

house was one-fourth filled. Seeing the box of-

fice was torpedoed and drifting toward the rocks,

we launched a violent counter attack and it was
morning and evening of the third day (yes, the

checker was present at the catastrophe) and the

house was one-seventh filled. The box office is

a total wreck. Still it’s a pretty good picture,

not as good as “Grandma’s Boy.” People did

not enthuse about it like we thought they would,

perhaps the reason was we have no football team.

Film rental just double what it should have been

for our town, and this one demonstrated beyond
question that our people will not pay 40 cents

to see Lloyd at the same time they are showing
him in the city for 30 cents. Mr. Lloyd seems

to be inebriated by the exuberance of his own
verbosity and after we show “Girl Shy” and “Hot

- IK*. INDUSTRY
WONDERS

FIRST NATIONAL’S
SECRET SPECIAL

Good Luck, and Hurry
Back

I have sold my show, the Empire,
and am not now connected with
any theatre. If I should go back
into the business again, I will want
the Herald, for I consider it the
best investment any picture show4

proprietor can make. J. J. Elliott,

Thorndale, Texas.

Water” we fear we shall part company. Harold
lamb on the screen ; Harold hog at the box.

—

E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
—General patronage.

Preferred
DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH: Special cast—

What the excuse is for making this one is be-

yond us. Nothing to it. Seven reels.—A. C.

Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.

—

General patronage.

THE VIRGINIAN: Special cast—A good at-

tendance and good picture. Eight reels.—Paulson
and Risberg, Trio theatre, Whitehall, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Principal
THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Special

cast—A very good production but the fact that it

is based on a Wright novel gives it the drawing
power. Film good. Seven reels.—W. A. Doer-
schlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

HELEN’S BABIES: Baby Peggy—Great stuff

for the kids and their mothers. The old bucks
won’t think so much of it. Six reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

HELEN’S BABIES: Baby Peggy—A good at-

tendance and especially pleasing to the children.

Five reels.—Paulson and Risberg, Trio theatre,

Whitehall, Wis.—General patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
THE TEXAS TRAIL: Harry Carey—Very good

My patrons are getting to like Carey better. Not
a whole lot of action. Some comedy. Good en-

tertainment for Saturday crowd. Five reels.—A.
F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.
—General patronage.

THE CHORUS LADY : Margaret Livingston

—

Business very light on this one. But it deserved
better treatment. I consider it a splendid program
picture, better than many of the so-called specials.

It can be bought at a very fair rental and it is

worth the price. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin,

Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Here is a

real laugh maker. One that pleased young and
old. Some say it is silly, but at the same time
they laugh at it. A picture like this occasionally

is good for any theatre. Book it and boost. Eight
reels.—W. A. Doersehlag, Strand theatre, Ran-
som, Kans.—Small town patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Special cast—
Fairly interesting Western.—Sam H. Blair, Majes-

tic theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Special cast—Good
comedy drama. Five reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand
theatre, Port Washington, Wis.—General patron-

age.

THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER: Special

cast—Fair program picture. Gave it to the Camp
Fire Girls as a benefit. Not much entertainment
to it. Might go over in Indiana. Six reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

THE FLAMING FORTIES: Harry Carey—Good
Western.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

Universal
THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—I sat

all through this one and it held me interested

all the way. I think it is a good one that can
do that. I had many favorable comments. It is

heavy drama and not much action or comedy. It

may not please every class. Miss Dresser is en-

titled to all the praise she has received for her

portrayal of “The Goose Woman.’’ She certainly
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is great in this. Eight reels.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Virginia Valli

—Ran this one on Saturday to good business.

This is one of Uncle Carl’s good ones. A Jewel

that is worthy of the name. Seven reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Lost money on this. The fans liked it

but the once-in-awhiles didn’t kow what it was
ail about. Not a small town picture unless you
have dyed-in-wool fans. Ten reels.—J. L. Has-
brouck. Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.—Small

town patronage.

THE MAD WHIRL: May McAvoy—A jazz pic-

ture which our patrons pronounced pretty good.

—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—
Small town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald

Denny—This is the first on my Complete Service

Contract and it made a ten strike with our audi-

ence. You can’t go wrong on it. It’s as good

as all the ethers have said. Eight reels.—I. R.

Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond. Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: James Kirkwood—This

is an extra fine picture that has a limited appeal.

If you are in a Catholic community buy it and
advertise it as such and the picture will do the

rest. Had we known it to be the kind of pic-

ture it is, we would have done some extra ad-

vertising, as we are in a Catholic community.
Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,

Spearville, Kans.—Small town patronage.

FIFTH AVENUE MODELS: Mary Philbin—
For a picture to please the ladies who like so-

ciety pictures and fine clothes,, this will fill the

bill as it is a very nice picture of this type.

Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,

Spearville, Kans.—General patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—Very
good picture. Up to Hoot’s average. Good for

Saturday. Five reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—

A

darn good picture. Pleased the majority. Not
as good as “I’ll Show You the Town” but is O. K.

Seven reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gil-

man City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Not
Hoot’s best, but it went over in satisfactory

shape.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Just a
fair Western subject. Some pretty riding in this

one. Six reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou thea-

tre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—A fine enter-

tainment. Pleased them all.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—Trials
and triumphs of a titled chorus girl in dear Old
Lunnon. My people didn’t seem to care whether
they looked at it or not.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—This
is pretty fair, but not as good as they lead you
to think. Just a good comedy entertainment.
Nothing to rave over. Eight reels.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Neb.—General
patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—Good farce comedy. Fair business for

the season.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE LAW FORBIDS: Baby Peggy—This pic-

ture pleased all the kids and all the grown-ups
that came out to see it. Business very poor
but probably more on account of the time of

year than from any fault of the picture. Six
reels.—Jos. W. Springer, Strand theatre, Eliza-

bethtown, Ind.—General patronage.

THE DANGEROUS BLONDE: Laura La
Plante—Just an average program picture that
might get by on an off night but nothing to

run on a good night. The only good thing
about it is very poor in spots. Five reels.

—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—Nothing
much. Scenery good in last part. No business
on this one. Two days. Five reels.—M. Bailey,

Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—General
patronage.

HIT AND RUN: Hoot Gibson—They all

seemed to have a good laugh at this, although it

is not in Hoot’s line. Six reels.—Wm. E. Trags-

More Than Which No
Words Can Say

Enclosed please find my check to
subscription to the Herald, Better
Theatres, and the Box Office Record.

I could .write you a long letter

praising your splendid publications,
but I’m not going to, as I feel just
like the fellow who said, “Why
paint the lily?”

Wishing you every good thing
and a Happy New Year, I am.
Jerry L. Drake, Warrensburg, Mo.

(If a lily may be said to blush, the
Herald blushes herewith, all over it’s nice
front cover.)

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

LOVE AND GLORY: Special cast—This is a
wonderful picture. Had many comments on this.

Would be okay for Sunday. Seven reels.—A. O.
Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—General patronage.

BAVU : Special cast—A good program picture
but no special. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Good Western.
Some good riding and bull dogging. Your Western
fans will enjoy this. Will please your new West-
ern fans also. Six reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk thea-

tre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

United Artists
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—Very

good. The only Western picture that ever got
applause in our house. Poor business, due to

zero weather. Seven reels.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—What is wrong
with this picture ? Notre Dame thing, except
that it took the biggest flop I’ve enjoyed in years ;

lost me more money than I’ve made on anything
this season.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—One of

the best dog pictures I ever used. Sure some fine

acting and will please any audience. Besides, is

not priced out of the way. Buy this, boost and
make yourself some real money. Seven reels.—

-

W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—The dog is

good. His support is just so-so, and the story

is pretty thin.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—A good dog

FIRST NATIONAL'S
Secret Special

picture. I always do some extra business on any
of the dog pictures and this one pleased.—Den-
nis J. Mooney, Princess theatre. Ordway, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Person-
ally liked this picture. It’s something more than
a comedy, but so different. My patrons pushed by
and forgot to stop to see it. Did not draw.
Showed 4 days to very poor business. He did not
draw. A thrilling climax. Ten reels.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.—
General patronage.

THE SALVATION HUNTERS: Special casU-
We put on a dog and pony show to try and get
this piece of limberger over, but the public must
have smelt the thing outside, because no one came
and I am glad they didn’t. I never could have
believed it such a failure had I not seen it with
my own eyes. If you have it on contract, better
shelve it. You will be money ahead. And I

don’t mean maybe. Best part of it all is they
sold it to me for a good show.—E. J. Reynolds.
Liberty theatre. Pasco. Wash.—General patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks.
Lost money on this, but it was no fault of the
picture. It is a mighty good picture and keens
you up on your toes all the way through as

there are no draggy spots in it. The print was
in fine shape as have been all from United Ar-
tists. Eight reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre. Holyrood, Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks—
This may be a good picture for some towns, but
it fell flat here. Pleased a small crowd about fifty

per cent. Any ordinary Western will beat it,

so why pay a big price for pictures like this ?

—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—

-

A well known reviewer who charges you
ten bucks a year gave this picture an
awful razzing. Boys, don’t be misled.

While there is nothing to rave over, still

it is a good picture. Holds your interest

well and, best of all, will please—and
that’s where we come in, trying to please

our audience. If you have a high class

clientele, go after it big. Seven reels.

—

Steve Brown, Mission theatre, Santa

Paula, Cal.—General patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Very good picture for Sunday. This

is my first Mary picture for three years and I

thought that they’d come to see her, but only

my regular crowd came and I hope they en-

joyed it, as the picture is a real one. Good
for any theatre, but it makes it too long to sit

two hours in the picture theatre. A few walked
out when it said the end, never waited for com-
edy. When you run it don’t play any comedy.
Ten reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball.

So. Dak.—General patronage.

GARRISON’S FINISH: Jack Pickford—Film
in good shape. Race horse picture, full of ex-

citement. Will please any crowd. Eight reels.—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-

cello, la.—General patronage.

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Pickford—Strictly costume. Those that like

Mary in anything will enjoy this. Eleven reels.

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

SALOME: Nazimova—Let this one alone,

boys. Pay for it if you must, but let it stay with

the exchange. Six reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins

theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
WILDFIRE: Aileen Pringle—Here is a real

racehorse story that has everything. It will

bring your audience to their feet when the race

is on. Film good. Seven reels.—W. A. Doer-

schlag. Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.—Small

town patronage.

WILDFIRE: Aileen Pringle—This is a real

good race track and love story. The only fault

I found was in the title, as so many people have

read Zane Grey’s book by the same name and
expected to see it. The story is not Zane Grey
and is not advertised as such, but people are so

easily mislead on their own account. Six reels.

—

W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

STAMPEDE THUNDER: Pete Morrison—

A

dandy Western that should please the ladies as

well as the men. There is no killing in the pic-

ture. Five reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre.

Spearville, Kans.—General patronage.

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINE: Kenneth
Harlan—While this is a really good picture, it did
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not draw any business, for reasons we are un-

able to tell. The picture deals with the forest

rangers and cattle raisers. It is a little different

from most outdoor pictures. Seven reels.—W. J.

Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—Best

comedy Syd ever made. Everyone liked it better

than “Charley’s Aunt.” Made a wonderful busi-

ness that, opening night, came within $43 of 2

days on “The Freshman.”—Sam H. Blair. Majestic

theatre. Belleville. Kan.—General patronage.

HIS MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN: Matt
Moore—This was so bad it was good. I don’t think

I ever saw any worse. It was funny to see the

look they gave me when they went out.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

HIS MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN: Matt Moore
—Pretty thin. One needs a good pair of glasses

to see any sense to it. Still it has qGite a few
laughs and quite a number enjoyed it, but they

all said silly. Seven reels.—M. Bailey, Strand
theatre, Dryden, Out., Canada.—General patron-

age.

HIS MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN: Matt Moore
—This is a good comedy drama. Matt and
Dorothy played well. Did not make money on
this. I think the title and paper kills it. Seven
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Special

cast—This is a splendid entertainment. The star

fine, the story good. All satisfied.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene

Rich—I can say this picture was as good as I

have run for some time. The very best for Sun-
day. Seven reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE TIE THAT BINDS: Special cast—Print
fair. No drawing power, like good many more
of Warner Bros, pictures. This is the last of the

twenty and to say we are glad puts it mild.

—

II. J. Holmes. Elk theatre. Elk Rapids, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin Tin
Tin—Very good picture, entertaining through-
out. Lots of action. Patrons said better than
“Find Your Man.” Had lots of comments and
the dog draws like a mustard plaster. Absolutely
clean, that’s what counts in small towns. Seven
reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia. Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—Usual appreciative audience enjoyed this

good entertainment. Seven reels.—W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

State Rights
SILENT SHELDON: Jack Perrin—Just as

good a Western as ever came down the pike.

Certainly was enjoyed by our bunch.—H. G.

Stettmund. Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TWISTED TRAIL: Tom Mix—Tom al-

ways draws a good crowd and generally leaves

them in good humor. A good picture with a
moral lesson. Five reels.—Paulson and Risberg,
Trio theatre, Whitehall, Wis.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN PURPLE: Henry B. Walt-
hall—Good film. This proved to be a pretty good
mystery drama but the print we had was a trifle

dark in the purple spots. It seemed hard to see
at these places. It will get by pretty good but
I would advise you to play a good comedy with
it as the picture is pretty heavy alone. Seven
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon.
Wis.—General patronage.

Serials

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—I can’t bear to look at this myself,
but it’s holding its own pretty well with the fans.
—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—Not a very good serial. Too slow.
Two reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—I have run the sixth chapter. Holding
up great. Taken from “The Swiss Family.” Two
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House.
Monticello, la.—General patronage.

A Necessary Detail Happily
Attended

I enclose check (what could be
sweeter?) for subscription to the
Herald the best of the trade pa-
pers. Didn’t want to be put on the
black list by Friend Editor, so
thought it was time to kick through.

Gordon Thornburg, Alliance Op-
eration Co., Garfield, Utah.

THE RIDDLE RIDER
: (Universal) Special

east—First episode good. Looks like a real one.
Bad roads and weather at present a big handicap.
Two reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Just finished No. 5 to the poorest audi-

ence for a long time. Probably due to the
Christmas spirit which is abroad in the land at

this time. Otherwise, would call it a good serial.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—This theatre has been playing serials

for over seven years. We have shown the best

of them. We have screened the first three epi-

sodes of this one and believe it is going to be

a knockout. This is the first report I have sent

in. I hope my brother exhibitors will profit by
it.—S. M. Sachs, Masonic theatre, Clifton Forge,

Va.—General patronage.

THE STEEL TRAIL: (Universal) William
Duncan—Losing ground on this serial. Not hold-

ing them. Railroad stuff not so good here. Two
reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins

Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BALTO’S RACE TO NOME: A good educa-

educational picture. It is not an entertaining

picture but will please those who like to see an
educational picture. The scenery is great. Two
reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,

Kans.—General patronage.

FIRST NATIONALS
SECRET SPECIAL

CALL A COP : A good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

GOOD SPIRITS: Fair comedy. Just a wrinkle.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

HALF A HERO: This is a real funny comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

HOT AND HEAVY : A good comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE MISFIT: Clyde Cook—A good slapstick

comedy. Gets several laughs. Two reels.—W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

OH BRIDGET: Walter Hiers—Best Hiers com-
edy yet. Two reels.—Harold Hammond, Gayety
theatre, Paronia, Colo.—General patronage.
SHIP SHAPE: Cliff Bowes—Fine single reeler.

In my opinion most consistently good one reelers

on the market.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: (Christie)—Very good. Two
reels of entertainment.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE TOURIST: Johnny Arthur—Good.—W. M.
Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis.

—

General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
JIMMY AUBREY and STAN LAUREL

COMEDIES: The most terrible tragedies I have
ever seen on the screen.—Steve Brown, Mission
theatre, Santa Paula, Cal.—General patronage.

THE MAGIC LAMP: Dinky Doodle—This was
a fine little cartoon reel and about the best we
have ever seen. We have played two of these
now and they go fine. One reel.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: George O’Hara
—No. 4. This is our second report on
th is serial, or rather short feature. If

there are any of you boys (or girls) who
are hesitating on booking this you’re

making a big mistake. There is nothing
better on the market. The best part of

it is that it gets better each time. Two
reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou thea-

tre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—No.
11. Cannot say too much for this lovely star.

She pleases young and old. Two reels.—W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Chap-
ter 12. The last of this series and one of the

best. I class these comedies away above the

average comedy. Have booked the next series

and know they will please. Two reels.—W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

PETE PAN THE HANDLER: Dinky Doodle-
Rating 95 per cent. Film good. Played Friday
and Saturday. These comedies are usually al-

ways good, especially liked by the kiddies.

Try them. One reel.—J. W. Ryder, Jewell thea-

tre, Verndale, Minn.—General patronage.

FOX
A BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT: One of the

Helen and Warren comedies and a most excellent

one. Welcome relief from the slapstick funny
men. Has a logical well told story and the situa-

tions get one continual chuckle from your crowd.

Not a picture that brings howls, but one of the

kind that makes you feel good all the way. Char-

acters are all excellent.—Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE MILK BANDIT: Very good. All Fox’s

are good. Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE SLEEP WALKER: This was a dandy.

Kept the house in an uproar. Two reels.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

UPON THE FARM: This was a wow. Mighty

good. Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: Good, but too short for

the price they ask and get.—W. A. Doerschlag,

Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

ASK GRANDMA: Our Gang—Oh boy! What a

comedy! Step on it; it’s there. If it doesn’t

bring the roars from your audience, you had
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better quit showing comedies, as your patrons
have no sense of humor and will not appreciate

any kind of comedy. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BARRIER BUSTERS: Sportlight—Fair. Shows
the girls doing their stuff in comparison with the

boys. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BEHIND STAGE: Our Gang—Hal Roach and
gang make the best comedies in America, we
think. These kids are there.—A. C. Mahan, Wal-
lins theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.—General patron-

age.

BLACK HAND BLUES: The Spat Family—

A

good comedy. Two reels.—Dennis J. Mooney,
Princess theatre, Ordway, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BOOBS IN THE WOODS: Harry Langdon—
Better than the average Langdon. You can't go

wrong on Langdon. Two reels.—Harold Ham-
mond, Gayety theatre, Paonia, Colo.—General pat-

ronage.

BOYS WILL BE JOYS: Our Gang—Just tine.

They like Our Gang here. They’re always good.—

-

Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.

—General patronage.

CANNON BALL EXPRESS: Just fair enter-

tainment. Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE CAT’S MEOW: Harry Langdon—So old

and rotten we were all night getting it through.

A very poor comedy and being in the condition it

was, it was simply awful. If this is one of the

best, may the good Lord be with us and send a

storm with him on his next trip. Two reels.—

-

E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.

—General patronage.

CHANGE THE NEEDLE: Arthur Stone—An-
other good comedy star. Wouldn’t it be fine to

have all like this and Langdon’s ? Two reels.—

-

A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,

Neb.—General patronage.

COMMENCEMENT DAY: Our Gang—This
will make a cigar store Indian laugh. The
little fat boy would cheer up the Sphinx and
Farina makes one know now what Negroes were
put on this earth for—to make a gloomy world
look bright and rosy. Our Gang draws young
and old—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE HALF BACK OF NOTRE DAME: Ben
Turpin—-One of these "bob-tailed” comedies ; you
know the kind—about 50 feet off the end of the

last reel. It would have been pretty fair if it

had been complete. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin,

Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE HAUNTED HONEYMOON: Glenn Tryon
—About an average comedy. Has two or three

punches in it. Two reels.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HIS MARRIAGE VOW: Harry Langdon—Fine.
Harry always puts it over. Real entertainment.
Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Neb.—General patronage.

IT’S A BEAR: Our Gang—AIL the Gang’s are

good.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

LIZZIES OF THE FIELD: This comedy was a

scream, no doubt, when it was young, but it is

now old and creaky. The condition of the print

was the worst we have ever gotten from Pathe.
Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spear-
ville, Kans.—Small town patronage.

LUCK OF THE FOOLISH: Harry Langdon—
Here’s a wonderful comedy and this boy can sure

do his stuff. Two reels.—M. Bailey, Strand thea-

tre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Good.—E. W. McClelland, iTex

theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: A good news reel, but when
these first run dumps up in Minneapolis cut it

to suit themselves and then I get what is left, I

sureinell get mad. We yokels out in the tall

grass who pay for and try to run 7-10 day stuff

instead of ancient history are out of luck. One
reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town ptaronage.

PATHE REVIEW : These subjects are some-
what interesting but are priced too high. One
reel.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

PATHE REVIEW : Some are good and some
are not so bad. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE PLUMBER: A regular Mack Sennett.

Good for several laughs, and some real whoops

from kids. Two reels.—Dennis J. Mooney, Prin-
cess theatre, Ordway, Colo.—Small town patron-
age.

THE RAT’S KNUCKLES: There is no excuse
for any company getting out a thing like this and
then calling it a comedy. I would not run it if

were given to me free. One reel.—W. A. Doer-
schlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.—Small
town patronage.

THE SEA SQUAWK: Harry Langdon—It is a
scream from start to finish. Two reels.—Harold
Hammond, Gayety theatre, Paonia, Colo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SEA SQUAWK: Harry Langdon—Fine.
Harry looks lovely as a girl. Good entertainment.
Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE SEA SQUAWK; STAGE FRIGHT—Both
good comedies. In fact most all of Pathe come-
dies are good.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,

Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

SHOOTIN’ INJUNS: Our Gang—Fine, as they
all are.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

SPORTLIGHTS: This was all golf and sure
nothing to it. If the rest of the Sportlights are
no better I would not give a dime a dozen for
them. One reel.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand thea-
tre, Ransom, Kans.—Small town patronage.

STEREOSCOPICKS : “Zowie.” These are quite

some novelty pictures that will cause comment.
But Oh boy, what a price they do hold us up for
on these. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kans.—Small town patronage.

SUNDOWN LIMITED: Our Gang—What more
is necessary than to say Our Gang are all good,
but this one especially good? Two reels.—Dennis
J. Mooney, Princess theatre, Ordway, Colo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TROUBLE: Our Gang—This pleased the
Our Gang fans as well as any of them. Hardly
ever have a weak one. Two reels.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

ZOWIE: Something different. Folks liked it

very well. Cost entirely out of line with enter-
tainment value.—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre,

Gilman City, Mo.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ANDY’S HAT IN THE RING: This is the

first Gump we played and it pleased the audience
100 per cent. You can’t go wrong on these pic-

tures if they are all just as good as this one.

Two reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

ANDY’S LION TALE: Gump Comedy—Good
comedy. Very, very pleasing.—Harry Van Noy,
Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.—General patron-
age.

BUSTER BROWN’S NIGHTMARE: A cracker-
jack comedy and the dog in this picture is a
riot. Give us more just like them. Two reels.

—

Steve Brown, Mission theatre, Santa Paula, Cal.

—

General patronage.

BY THE SEA: Fair. One reel.—O. F. Craig,
Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patron-
age.

THE CAT’S WHISKERS: Charles Puffy—This
guy will go good after he is better known. One
reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CENTURY COMEDIES: These comedies seem
to be running better lately.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patron-
age.

DON COYOTE: Reginald Denny—Good. This
is opening round, 3rd “Leather Pushers,” and
patrons O. K. it. Two reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk
theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

FAIR AND WARMER: Good short comedy
but we can't get them out on middle week, and
so hardly anyone saw it to like it. Satisfied those
who saw it. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, So. Dak.—General patronage.

THE FIDDLING DOLL: Billy Sullivan—The
first of “The Fast Steppers” and can’t say much
for this one. Hope the balance will be better.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

GETTING TRIMMED: Wanda Wiley—Good two
reeler that has some real good stunts in it. Two
reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,

Kans.—General patronage.

THE GHOST CITY: Pete Morrison—Very
good, generally liked. Two reels.—A. C. Mahan,
Wallins theatre, Wallins Creek, Ky.—General pat-

ronage.

HAPPY GO LUCKY: Two chuckles in 1000

feet of film isn’t enough. I felt like taking this
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down and throwing it in the furnace after I got
it through the machine. January is Laugh Month,
but how do they expect us to make ’em laugh
with this class of junk ? One reel.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

HERE’S YOUR HAT: Good. One reel.—Jos.

W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

—General patronage.

LOVE SICK: Buddy Messinger—Just a fair

comedy. Two reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello
Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

A NICE PICKLE: Neely Edwards—Very good
one reel comedy.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,

Spearville, Kans.—General patronage.

NOWHERE TO GO: Arthur Lake—A very

good one reel comedy. One reel.—W. J. Shoup,
De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.—Small town
patronage.

QUEEN OF ACES: Wanda Wiley—This is a

very good two reeler.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kans.—Small town patronage.

SAHARA BLUES: Two reel comedy, was
fairly good. Patrons thought so. too.—H. G.

Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00 .

POSITION WANTED
YOUNG MAN, married, five years experience

managing moving picture theatres wants position

as manager of small theatre or assistant manager
to some larger theatre. Best of references. Ad-
dress Box 100, care of Exhibitors Herald, 407
South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-

built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.

Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000

5-ply veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
Iamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S NEW1 The Lustrolite moving pictur*

theatre sign. The greatest changeable letter

electric announcement sign ever offered. Just
think! A three line double-face all metal sign,

white opal glass letter, complete letter assort-

ment included, price $300.00. Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself. Get our descriptive
matter at once. CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC
SIGNS. 609 \V. Fourth St., Davenport, Iowa.

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: In Western New York town near

summer resort, theatre and equipment. Must sell

at once. Address Exhibitors Ilerald, Box 102, 407
So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Motion Picture Theatre, 365 seat-

ing capacity, stage, organ, etc., for sale or rent.

Located in prosperous farm community in going
town of 5,000 population. A real bet for anyone.
For further particulars write Box 101, care of Ex-
hibtor Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which

enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.

“Ins” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors

Broadway Boob, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec.l9-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dee. 19-Ins.
How to Train a Wife :Dec.l9-Ins.
I Do:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The :Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island:Dec. 19-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
North Star :Dec. 19-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Play Safe :Dec. 19-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Nov.28-Ins.Dec.26-Ins.
Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice :Dec. 19-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.Jan. 2-98.
Plastic Age :Jan. 2-98.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Dec.l9-89.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec. 19-89.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Dec.l9-89.
Fighting Youth :Dec. 19-89.
Fight to the Finish,Thc:Dec. 19-89.
Great Sensation, The :Dee. 19-89.
Handsome Brute, The :Dec. 19-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec.l9-89.
Lure of the Wild, The :Dec. 19-89.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec. 19-89.
Perils of the Sea:Dec.l9-89.
New Champion, The :Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The:Dec.l9-89.
Speed Mad:Dec.l9-89.
Scaled Lips, The:Dec.l9-89.
Steppin’ Out:Dec.l9-89.
Thrill Hunter, The :Dec. 19-89.
Unwritten Law, The :Dec. 19-89.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec. 19-89.

F. B. 0.

All Around Frying Pan :Nov. 21-72,78.
Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov. 21-73.
Bloodhound, The :Dec. 19-104.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158, 159.
Flashing Spurs :Dec.l9-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Heads Up:Dec.l2-81.
High and . HandsomeiDec. 12-81.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Nov.21-5.Nov.28-22,23.

Dec. 26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dee.26-10.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dee. 5-82, 83.
Man of Nerve, A:Dec.l9-104.
No Man’s Law:Dec.l9-104.
Prince of Pep, The :Dec.26-88,89.
Range Terror, Tho :Dec.l9-104.
Riding Streak, The :Dec. 19-104.
Ridin’ the Wind :Nov.21-73.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec. 12-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dec. 12-81.
That Man Jack:Dec.l9-104
Texas Bearcat, The :Dec. 19-104.
That Devil Quemado:Nov. 21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov.21-73.
Trigger Fingers :Dee. 19-104.
When Love Grows Cold: Dec.25-22,23.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The :Nov.21-73.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec. 19-29.
Beautiful City, Thc:Nov.21-17,19.Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-

32.

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26, 27.
Jan. 2-21.

Classified: Nov.21-17, 18.Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.
25-32.

Clothes Make the Pirate :Nov. 21-17, 21.
Dec. 12-28.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec. 25-31, 32.Dec.26-26, 27.

Dark Angel, The :Dec.25-32.
Girl from Montmartre, The:Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l9-Ins.

Dec. 25-32.
Graustark :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-30, 32.
Infatuation :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Joanna :Dec. 19-Ins. Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-24, 25.
Just Suppose :Dec.25-32.
Live Wire, The :Dec.25-32.
Memory Lane :Dec.25-32.

Exteriors for “The Enchanted Hill,”
Paramount production directed by
Irving Willat, were taken in the Mo-
jave desert. Appearing in these
scenes are Jack Holt, Noah Beery,
Florence Vidor, Henry Herbert and
Mme. Comont.

New Commandment, The:Nov.21-17,20.Dec.5-Ins.
Dec.25-32.

Scarlet Saint, The :Nov.l4-26.Dec.25-32.
Shore Leave :Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The :Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 12-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32. Dec.26-26, 27.
Unguarded Hour :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 25-32.
We Moderns :Nov.21-17,22.Nov.28-Ins.Dec.5-Ins.
Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-28,29, 32.Dec.26-26,27.

What Fools Men :Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love:Dec.25-32.
Winds of Chance:Dec. 19-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov. 21-9.Nov.28-14, 15, 16.Dec.5-18.

Dec. 12-22, 24, 25.Dec. 19-10.

Cradle Snatchers :Dec.5-19.Dec.l9-7.
Daybreak :Nov.28-14, 15.Dec. 5-16, 17.
East Lynne :Nov. 14-14, 15.Nov.28-14, 15, 16.
Family Upstairs, The :Dec.l9-7.
First Year, The :Nov.28-14, 15,16,Dec.5-16,17.Dec.l9-

8.Dec. 26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The :Dec.25-14, 15.

Golden Strain, The:Nov. 28-14, 15.Dec. 5-16, 17.Dec.
12-22 .

Havoc :Dec.l 2-20.21.
Johnstown Flood, The:Jan.2-9.
Last Year, The:Dec. 25-12.
Music Master, The :Dec.25-13.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec.l2-23.Dec.l9-7.
Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov.28-14.Dec.26-21.
Pigs :Dec. 26-19.
Three Bad Men :Jan. 2-10.

What Price Glory ?:Nov.27-17.Dec. 19-7.
When the Door Opened :Nov.21-8.Nov.28-14, 15, IS,

19.

Wages for Wives :Nov.28-14,15,18,19.
Yankee Senor, The:Dec. 25-10, 11.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.

Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec. 19-112.
Lightning :Dec. 19-112.
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec. 26-96.
North Pole, The :Dec.25-169.
Othello :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.
Passionate Adventure, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.

Dec. 19-112.
Power God :Dec. 19-112.
Recreation of Brian Kent, The :Dec. 26-96.
Red Kimono, Tne :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-112.

Santa Claus :Dec. 25-169.
She :Dec. 19-112.
Sheiks and Shebas :Dec. 19-112.
Wasted Lives :Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec.19-112.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The :Jan. 2-Ins.

Beverly of Graustark :Jan. 2-Ins.
Bright Lights: Dec. 19-1.Jan. 2-Ins.
Dance Madness : Jan. 2-Ins.
Don’t :Dec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An :Dec. 19-1.Jan. 2-Ins.
Go West :Nov. 2 1-1.Nov. 28-1.Dec. 5-8,9.Jan. 2-Ins.
Great Love, TherDec. 25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped : Jan.2-Ins.
His Secretary :Dec. 5-1.Dec. 25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Lights of Old Broadway :Dec. 12-12, 13. Jan. 2-Ins.
Masked Bride, The :Dec. 25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Merry Widow, The :Nov. 21-11.
Midshipman, The :Nov. 2 1-11.Jan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks : Jan. 2-Ins.
Navigator, The :Nov. 28-1.Dec. 5-8.9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Nov. 21-11.Jan. 2-Ins.
Old Clothes :Nov.28-12, 13.Jan. 2-Ins.
Only Thing, The : Jan. 2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Nov.21-ll.Jan. 2-Ins.
Rag Man, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec.12-1.Dec. 19-22, 23.Dec.

25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Seven Chances :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Slave of Fashion :Jan. 2-Ins.
Soul Mates :Dec. 25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Sun Up :Jan. 2-Ins.
Time, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Torrent, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Tower of Lies, The :Nov.21-10, 11.
Unholy Three, The :Nov.21-10, 11.Jan. 2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec.25-4.

Dec. 26-Ins.
Ancient Highways, The :Nov.21-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.
Blind Goddess :Dec. 26-Ins.
Coast of Folly, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Cobra :Nov. 28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.

Crossroads of the World :Dec.26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec.26-Ins.
Deer Drive,The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dee.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec.26-Ins.
Flower of Night :Dec.26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Dec. 26-Ins.
Fresh Paint :Dec.26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Jan. 2-3.

Grass :Dec. 26-Ins.
Hands Up :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec. 12-4.
It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov. 28-4.Dee. 5-4,

5

Dec.25-4.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

King on Main Street, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Lovers in Quarantine :Dec. 26-Ins.
Lord Jim :Dec. 5-3, 4. Dec. 26-Ins.
Lucky Devil, The :Nov.28-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec.26-Ins.
Man From Mexico. The :Dec.26-Ins.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Nov. 28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Mannequin :Nov. 28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.Dec. 19-4, 5.Dec.25-4.

Jan. 2-3.

Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.
Moana :Dec. 26-Ins.
New Brooms :Dec 26-Ins.
New Klondike, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Night Life of New York:Nov.28-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Pony Express, The:Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Peacock Parade, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Regular Fellow, A :Nov.21-4.Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Sea Horses :Dee.26-Ins.
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Secret Springs, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Song and Dance Man, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Seven Keys to Baldpate :Nov.28-4.
Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov.28-4. Dec. 6-3, 4, 6.

Street of Forgotten Men, The:Nov. 28-3.

Take a Chance :Dec. 26-Ins.
Tamed :Dec. 26-Ins.
Ten Commandments, The :Nov. 21-4.Nov.28-3.

That’s My Baby :Dec. 26-Ins.
That Royle Girl ;Nov. 28-4.Dec. 5-3, 4, 5.

Trouble With Wives, The:Nov.21-4.
Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Volcano :Dec.26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec. 19-3.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.
Wild Geese :Dec. 26-Ins.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.
Womanhandled :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Woman of the World, A :Nov. 28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Dec.19-16,17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec. 19-13.Dec.25-5.
Coming of Amos, The :Nov.28-8.
Danger Girl, The :Dee.5-Ins.,24,25.
Dice Woman, The :Dec. 5-25.
Forbidden Waters :Dec. 5-24, 25.
Hell’s Highroad :Nov.28-9.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.25-26.
Last Frontier, The :Dec.5-lns.
Madame Behave :Nov. 21-14, 15.Nov.29-9.Dec. 19-12,13.

Dec. 25-5.

Man from Red Gulch, The :Nov. 28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.25-26.
Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec. 5-Ins.
People vs. Nancy Preston, The :Nov.28-9.Dec.12-

10 , 11 .

Prairie Pirate, The :Nov.28-9.
Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Rocking Moon :Dec.5-Ins.
Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.
Seven Days :Nov.28-8.Dec.25-5.
Silence :Dec. 19-14, 15.
Simon the Jester :Nov.28-8.Dec. 5-Ins. ,14, 15.Dec. 19.

12, 13.Dec. 25-16, 17.
Steel Preferred :Dec.5-Ins.Dec,12-6,7.Dec.l9-12, 13.

Stop Flirting :Dec. 25-5.
Without Mercy :Nov.28-8.Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 19-12, 13.
Wedding Song, The :Nov. 28-9.Dec. 12-8,9.

Tiffany
Morals for Men :Dec. 12-26.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dee. 26-12, 13.Jan. 2-18.
Eagle, The :Nov. 28-21.Dec. 5-22.Dec.l2-19.Dec. 19-19.

Dec.25-7.

Little Annie Rooney :Nov.28-20.Dec. 5-22.Dec. 12-18.
Dec.19-18. Dec.25-6.

Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:
Dec. 26-14, 14.Jan.2-19.

Ralph Lewis is starred in “The Last
Edition” F. B. O. picture, with the
action centering in a newspaper of-

fice. Emory Johnson directed the
production from the story by his

mother, Emilie Johnson.

“Why Women Love,” First National
picture, has in the cast Blanche Sweet,
Robert Frazer, Dorothy Sebastian,
Charles Murray, Alan Roscoe and
Bert Sprotte, all of whom appear in

these two scenes.

Universal

California Straight Ahead :Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
Calgary Stampede, The :Nov.21-13,Dec.25-21.
Cohens and the Kellys :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-ll.Dec.

12-14, 15.Dec.25-21.

Goose Woman :Nov. 21-13.Dec.25-21.
His People :Nov.21-13.Dec.5-ll.Dec.25-21.
Home Maker, The :Dec. 25-21.

Midnight Sun, The :Dee.25-19.Dec.26-ll.Jan. 2-11,

12,13,14,15,16,17.
Phantom of the Opera :Nov.l4-6,7.Dec.5-12, 13.Dec.

19-20,21.

Scarlet Saint :Dec. 26-3.
Siege :Nov.21-13.Dec. 25-21.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov.21-13.
Sporting Life, The :Nov.21-13. Dec.25-21.
Still Alarm, The :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-5.Dec.25-21.
Teaser, The :Dec. 25-20, 21.
What Happened to Jones :Nov.21-13.Dec.25-21.
Where Was I ?Dec.25-20,21.

Warner Brothers

Bobbed Hair :Nov.21-Ins.
Compromise :Nov.7-8,9.
Hogan’s Alley :Dec.5-6,7.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.
Rose of the World :Nov.28-24.25.
Sea Beast, The:Jan.2-Ins.

Short Features

Educational
Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec. 12-16, 17

Cheap Skates :Jan. 2-57.

Framed :Jan.2-56.

Fire Away : Jan. 2-57.
Kinograms:Nov.28-26.Dec. 12-5.

Live Cowards : Jan. 2-57.

On Edge :Jan. 2-57.

Fox Film Corp.

All Abroad :Dec. 26-23.

Big Game Hunter, The :Dec. 26-23.

Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.
Fox News :Nov.21-7 .Dec.5-20,21.
Fox Varieties :Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20, 21.

Cupid a la Carte :Dec.26-23.

Cloudy Romance, A:Dee.26-23.
Control Yourself :Dec.26-23.

East Side—West Side :Dec.26-23.

Flaming Affair :Dec.2fi-23.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The :Dec.26-23.

Heart Breaker, The :Dec.26-23.

His Own Lawyer :Dec. 26-23.

Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23.

Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec. 5-20.21.Dec.6-20.21.Dec.26-

23.

Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Nov. 21-7.
Dec. 6-20,21.Dec. 19-9.Dec. 26-23.

O. Henry Stories :Nov.21-7.Dee. 5-20,21.Dec. 19-9.
Dec. 26-23.

Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.

Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.

Strong for Love :Dec.26-23.

Sky Jumper, The :Dec. 26-23.

Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.

Van Bibber Comedies :Nov.21-7 .Dec. 5-20, 21.Dec.
19-9.

F. B. O.
Adventures of Mazie :Jan. 2-60.

Fighting Hearts : Jan. 2-60.

Greiver
Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec. 26-96.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition ;Nov. 28-96, 97.
Better Movies:Nov. 21-Ins.

Charlie, My Boy :Jan. 2-Ins.

Dog’s Life, A :Nov. 21-68, 69,70, 71,74,75.Nov.28-89,
90,93,94,98,102.

Good Cheer : Jan. 2-Ins.
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan. 2-Ins.

Green Archer, The :Dec.5-Ins.Jan. 2-100.

His Wooden Wedding :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.26-182.

Hot Cakes for Two : Jan. 2-Ins.
Long Pants : Jan.2-Ins.
Moonlight and Noses :Dec. 12-90.

Papa Be Good :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.26-98.

Punch in the Nose, A:Jan.2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan. 2-Ins.

Should Sailors Marry 7 :Nov.21-Ins.Nov.28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov.21-84.
There Goes the Bride :Nov.21-Ins.Dec.5-92.
Wide Open Faces : Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan. 2-Ins.

Whispering Whiskers :Jan. 2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell : Jan. 2-43.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Dec. 26-17.Jan. 2-51.

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.

Gilda Gray plays the role of the native
girl in “Aloma of the South Seas,” a

Paramount picture. The cast also in-

cludes Percy Marmont, Warner Bax-
ter, William Powell and Julanne
Johnston. Maurice Tourneur directed.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. H. .

—
Pro-Dis-Co Heads to Visit Chicago

P RO-DIS-CO salesmen and officials of the Chicago office have on
their best bib and tucker in readiness for the visit of several of the

executives from the New York Office who arrive January 6. It is ex-

pected that they will remain in Chicago until the end of the week.

I
N THE group will be F. C. Munroe,

president and general manager of Pro-

ducers Distribut-

i n g Corporation ;

John C. F 1 i n n,

vice president of

Pro-Dis-Co and
president of the

Metropolitan Pro-
ductions; W. J.

Morgan, general

F. C. Munroe

sales manager of

Pro-Dis-Co, and
H. O. Duke, as-

sistant secretary.

From Chicago
they will go to

Los Angeles to di-

rect the conven-
t i o n of district

managers, home office officials and studio
officials. In close association with them in

the work at the convention will be Charles
Christie and Cecil B. DeMille, leading fig-

ures in the production organization. Plans
will be considered for the product of
1926-27.

Division managers who will attend the conven-
tion include Cecil Maberry, district five; Robert
Cotton, district four; W. F. Lenehan, district three;
C. D. Hill, district six; Less Weir, district eight;
W. J. Clark, district two ; L. J. Hocking, district
one, and Ralph Morrow, district seven. Announce-
ment will be made of the three exchange managers
who have during the past 16 weeks shown the
most efficiency in sales.

* * *

With the Christmas and New Year’s Day
behind them film men on Wabash Avenue
Monday trudged back to the Avenue with

nothing more of anticipation now than the

spring golf tournament. An occasional
first-of-the-year bill breaks the monotony.
That monotony is also occasionally broken
by an impertinent acquaintance asking
“How’s your little New Year’s resolution?”

But even though the spirit should last

the year around Christmas can’t be with us
every week or there wouldn’t |pe any con-
tracts sold.

••••••Ml

PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in
Rush Orders

All Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

Lipton Astrachan, Universal salesman,

was honored December 28 when he was
presented with a very nobby belt buckle by
the New York office of International News
for his achievement in selling I. N. con-

tracts. The gift was awarded at the close

of a two months’ drive in which more than
300 salesmen were entered.

* * *

And speaking of “drives” (which
nobody was) though ive haven’t been
able to see any of them it’s certain
that the Avenue is filled with them.
There’s a “drive” in every exchange
it seems; because someone in every
office is talking about them. Dave
Dubin at Educational has spent hours
telling us about Educational’s but he
won’t show it to us. H. C. Brylaski
has not only told us but has written
reams about his Rozelle Month drive
but he’s never sent us a picture of it.

And so we wonder what a ’’drive”
looks like. We wonder if they’ve got
a “drive” locked up behind some of
these doors when the office “steno”
tells us that the boss can’t see anyone.
Maybe that’s ivhat’s been in Ben
Cooney’s office every time we’ve
called to see him about a publicity
story. It wouldn’t be bad for the
“Herald” to start a drive to find out
what these “drives” look like.

* * *

“What this Christmas did for him !”

sang Frank Ishmael of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer when Eddie Brichetto had revealed
a pair of vigorous Christmas hose. Frank
said he believed the Santa Claus that
brought them needed no sleigh bells.

* * *

Le Roy Alexander, sales director of the
Middle West for Universal, leaves this

week for a tour of his territory, which he
took over a few weeks ago.

* *

Bert Perkins, formerly publicity man for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, now with the Max
Graf Productions, arrived in Chicago De-
cember 30 from New York. He was ac-
companied by Mrs. Perkins. They left im-
mediately for Los Angeles, where Perkins
is to be located permanently.

* * *

Albert Weiss and Mrs. Weiss of Holly-
wood were in Chicago for a few days last

week. Weiss, who is president of the Afga
Raw Film Company, will stop at New York
on his way to Europe, where he will be
occupied with a basic color proposition.

* * *

Word was received here this week that
Anne Teeman, who was designated as
“Queen” in a beauty contest in Chicago
some time ago, which was sponsored by
the Herald and Examiner, has been cast in

an important role in “The Volga Boat-
man” by Cecil De Mille.

* * *

Edwin Silverman, branch manager of
Warner Brothers, returned to Chicago
January 2 from Hollywood, where he has
been for the past month. Imagine having
to spend New Year’s eve on a pullman?

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

R. C. SEERY
“Daddy of Them All”

First National

Nickname? They called me Mike at

college, for no reason at all.

Born at Allegan, Mich., June 17, 1876.

First ambition? To be a doctor.
First job? Peddling papers.
Schools? Grade

and high schools
at Allegan and
graduate of civil

engineering at the
University of

Michigan.
When did you

break into the
motion picture
business? In 1907
as shipping clerk
and salesman
with the old
United States
Film Company in

Chicago. Before
that I had been
employed by the D. H. Burnham Com-
pany, architects and engineers, and had
done engineering work on the Field Mu-
seum and the Commerce National Bank,
and • had also been with the William
Grace Company. I was superintendent
of construction on the Cook County
Courthouse from 1904 to 1906.

Next? Managed the. Calumet Film Ex-
change for George Kleine in 1909. Then
I was manager of the Standard Film
Exchange for Joe Hopp in 1910 and
1911. Went in with Charles Hite and
the Shallenberger Brothers in 1912 and
bought out old Pop Lewis’ film ex-
change; reorganized and ran it six

months before selling it to Mutual Film
Company. Managed Mutual’s Chicago
office for three years, 1912 to 1915, and
was also district manager. Went with
Triangle at the end of 1915 and was
manager until 1917. On August 1, 1917,

I became associated with Jones and
Ascher in the Central Film Company
and negotiated the deal whereby Bala-
ban & Katz bought out the interests of

Jones and Ascher in Central Film Com-
pany, which was taken over by Asso-
ciated First National in 1919. I was Chi-
cago manager from 1919 until the fall of

1922 when I became district manager.
Under the reorganization of First Na-
tional this year by which the district

manager system was abolished I re-

assumed the title of Chicago branch
manager. I’m also interested in B. & K.
(By the way, Seery says he’s about the
oldest man on Exchange Row in years
of service and age excepting possibly
Fred Aiken.)

Hobbies? Golf and bridge.

What’s the biggest change you’ve seen
in the film business? (Sounds like a

question from the Inquiring Reporter to

the Oldest Citizen, but if you ever saw
Seery swat a golf ball off a tee you’d
know better.) The biggest change?
Why, it’s in the price of pictures.

Ted Schlanger was smiling happily
around the Universal office December 30,

acknowledging congratulations and such
for the arrival at his house of a big girl

baby the day before. Some New Year’s
present

!
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION^
AND EQUIPMENTK ^

Syndicate to Finance

$30,000,000 Theatre

Building Program
A $1,000,000 syndicate was recently

formed in Chicago by ten men who sub-

scribed $100,000 each. The papers were
drawn up by the law firm of Samuels,
Lawton & Wittele. The syndicate will

purchase ground and finance theatre men
in Chicago, Illinois, and vicinity.

Property has been purchased in Chicago
as follows

:

Twelfth and Crawford, plot 119 ft. by
226 ft.—cost $126,000. Chicago Avenue,
225 ft. by 150 ft.—cost $93,000. North
Avenue, 194 ft. by 306 ft.—cost $172,000.

Theatres will be built by separate cor-

porations on these plots headed by Reuben
Levine as president and will be leased to

large theatre operators in Chicago. The
theatre at 12th and Crawford has been sold

to Ascher Brothers when completed for

$2,390,000.

Nine houses will be constructed in Chi-

cago at a cost of $12,000,000. Four are un-

der construction now and the remaining

five will be under construction by April

first, 1926.

Associated with R. Levine Incorporated

are E. P. Rupert, architect and Samuel
Kline, consulting engineer. Their offices

are at 822 West 70th Street, Chicago, 111.

Six theatres are being built in St. Louis,

Mo., by R. Levine .to cost $5,000,000 with

seating capacity of 2,200-3,000 seats. Two
are under construction, one on Gravois
Boulevard, and one in Welston. Within

90 days all of the six will be under con-

struction.

In Toledo, Ohio, Mr. Levine is building a

combination theatre and 16 story office

building, the seating capacity of the the-

atres will be 3,500 seats. There will be 26

stores and a cafeteria in this building. The
cost to be $4,500,000, plans will be ready

March first, 1926.

New York City is to have a new $2,000,-

000 theatre which Mr. Levine is building

for Charles L. O’Reilly at 89th Street and

First Avenue. Plans will be complete in

about three weeks and work will start

about January 20th.

The Gohman-Levine Construction Co., of

Chicago, will be the general contractors.

Mr. Abram Friedman, 233 Broadway, New
York City, is the Eastern representative

for R. Levine & Co.
All the above theatres, it is announced

will be equipped with B. F. Reynolds ven-

tilating and cooling plants. The 27 the-

atres that R. Levine is building in 1926

total over $30,000,000.

Hertner Reports 1925

Biggest Year for

Transverters
A good index of the motion picture in-

dustry, says John Hertner of The Hertner
Electric Company of Cleveland, is always

to be found in the amount of projection
equipment being purchased.
“The year 1925 has been the best to date

in our experience. With two thousand
Transverters already in use, this number
is increasing very rapidly,” he declared.

A few Transverter installations just be-
ing made include theatres as follows

:

Oritania theatre, Hackensack, New Jer-
sey; Embassy theatre, Mt. Vernon, New
York; Ambassador theatre, Saratgoa and
Livonia Avenues, Brooklyn, New York;
Palace theatre, Hamburg, New York;
Bradley Palace theatre, I3radley Beach,
New Jersey; State theatre, Elmira, New
York; Globe theatre, Richmond, Virginia;
Palace theatre, Slaton, Texas; Dan River
Cotton Mills, Danville, Virginia; Overlook
theatre, Price Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio

;
Fink-

elstein & Ruben State theatre, Eau Claire,

Wisconsin.

Schwahn Opens Mod-
ern Theatre in Eau

Claire, Wis.
A strictly modern theatre, fully equipped

and handsomely decorated was recently

opened in Eau Claire, Wis., by H. A.
Schwahn. It is known as the Wisconsin
and was designed by E. J. Hancock, Eau
Claire architect.

Virtually everything for the comfort and
safety of the patrons has been provided in

the Wisconsin. The upholstered seats

made by American Seating Company are

wide and roomy; latest model Simplex
projectors are installed in the booth

;
a

dimmer system is used for lighting; aisle

lights enable ease in finding seats.

A rest room for women and a smoking
room for men is provided in the Wiscon-
sin. On the exterior a handsome electric

sign emblazons the name “Wisconsin”
while extending over the sidewalk is an
ornate canopy.
Heating of the theatre is controlled by

the Johnson Heat Regulator System which
automatically keeps the temperature at a
uniform degree. An automatic curtain

control machine which is operated by
pressing a button in the booth controls the

stage curtain.

Music is furnished by a Smith-Unit
organ.

Eugene Gerhase Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COL., Jan. 5.—Eugene Ger-
base has resigned as manager for Universal
here and has been succeeded by G. V.
Rosenwald.

Preddey Super Reflector Lamp
Massive

Construction

Largest and Heav-

iest Lamp on the

Market. Enclosed

perfect automatic

arc feed. Has pilot

light. All outside

a djustments.
Takes 12” carbons.

Double doors, dou-

ble walled.

heavy feed screw.

No delicate parts.

Fits all machines.

$300

WALTER
PREDDEY

187 Golden Gate At.
San Francisco, Cal.



Unrivaledforserviceandquality

Eastman Positive Film, constantly

subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled forthe serv-

ice it renders and the photographic

quality it gives.

It carries quality from studio to

screen.

To make sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look in the margin

for the black-lettered identifica-

tion, “Eastman” “Kodak”.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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BEFORE THE FLIGHT

A HUSKY, HEALTHY,
POWERFUL MAN

You have read of terrible struggles for life.

See one!

See six men fly into the terrors of the upknown;
see them dart over vast reaches of Arctic ice

where to land their planes is impossible; see
them forced to alight only 134 miles from the
pole; see them struggle with starvation, cold

and ice in their effort to escape.

The thrills of a thousand dramas.

Pafhepicture
trad^ /

{TJ

See real heroes in the very

act of doing their heroic deeds

!

The Authentic Motion Picture Log

of the Amundsen- Ellsworth Ex-

pedition -- the first attempt to

reach the North Pole by Airplane.

AMUNDSEN
Polar Fligh
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]R.aised the Roof

!

/7

at Capitol (N. YJ
World Premiere

now watch it

make history !

ASK METRO'GOLDWYN^MAYER
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Havs. President

~7
N > >

N N >

Vol. XXIV, No. 5 Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,

1879. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $5.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.
January 16, 1926



Mail Coupon to

nearest office
today for

NEW
SELLING
PLAN ROBER

c.MORTOl
ORGAN C(

Send me withou
obligation full detai.

ofyourNew SellingPla

•MwVork 1560 Broadway Chicago 645SoSOabask
San Francisco, 168 Golden Gate.

Eosdngdes 935 So. Olive, <

Name ....

^^Theatre . .

.

r SeatingCapacity

City and State . ..

^Musical

,

^Artistic and
Structural lAchieOemenf
making it possible for the
Mverage Exhibitor "to offer
his Patrons the highest
type of Performance „ ~ ~

/Does Not Require
' HighPriced Organist
Can be playedManually or- with
ordinary 88 Note Music Molls.
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and we re .

MAKING GOOD/

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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READ THAT
WIRE!!

on “The Midnight Flyer”

It Tells the Whole Story

Starring DOROTHY DEVORE and CULLEN LANDIS
Directed by TOM FORMAN

Story by Distributed by
AR
c
TuT Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.

1560 Broadway, N. Y. C. Exchanges EverywhereEMPEY
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HIS SECRETARY
Norma Shearer with

Lew Cody. Hobart

Henley's production

With IVillard Louis.

Story by Carey Wilson.

$64,520.75-ONE WEEK
WITH “HIS SECRETARY!”
Held over for second big week
At the Capitol Theatre, N. Y.
(Beating the great record of “Never The Twain”)
Norma Shearer is just one of M-G-M’s big draws
“His Secretary” is just one of M-G-M’s big hits

WATCH METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER!



RELEASED BYPRODUCERS DISTRIBUTE
F. C. MUNROE. Pres,den, RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-Presiden, and Treasurer JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-Presiden, and General Managr
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ai chr/st/£

Ml®
°"'™»Scott SiSS

3 c°usin to
ey
^unt'

ANN PENNINGTON
Dancing the Charleston

i in “Madam Behave ”

eel and toe-watchjern go /

hey’re million dollar

eds and they’ll get

'ou the dough /
A

CORPORATION
lember of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HaYS, President

Foreign Distributors

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

New York, N. Y.
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Booked forMETROPOLITAN Theatre, Boston, Mass,
And the RIALTO Theatre, Broadway, N. Y.

A KNOCKOUT FOR
AMY THEATRE OH
EART
Series of12
7woReekEach girow

&

“Buster Browns un-

doubtedly as good as any

on the market. A big hit

here.”
Grand Theatre,

Wheaton, 111 .

From the famous
neivspaper car-

toon series by R.
F. Outcault with
Buster Brown,
Mary Jane and
faithful, funny
old Tige.

'«A'eeV ' ° cort'
e
^o\eS°T''a

"je

*i»
'NVef , »»

'»v
'°o«'

ce

v^fatvi 100*
e

‘Will revive interest

STERN
Brothers

present

People asking f0r thJ
comedies.

e J*. ^ ,?e nex t one.”
Strand-Majestic-Lyric,

E. Moline, 111 .

, < a

released by UNIVERSAL Comedies
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For the Season 1926-1927

WILLIAM Fox presents the sensational best-seller

Married Alive
By Ralph Strauss
Published by He hated womenl He did not
HENRY HOLT & CO.

believe in love. He told the

world of his feelings so strongly

his books became famous.

-
>

1926-27 PICTURES
previously announced

1. What Price Glory
2. Cradle Snatchers
3. One Increasing

Purpose
4. The Family

Upstairs

5. The Music Master
6. Pigs

7. 3 Bad Men
8. The Way Things

Happen
- >

and-ohl Boy

No.

10

Then fate took a hand— thrust

him into the affairs of not one,

but five beautiful women—but

more of this unusual story later.

Enough to say at this time that

— here will be another

great FOX money-maker!

Fox Film Corporation*The atonishing

purchase by - -
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r

fhe thrilling ride of c\ young girl as she

warned the people ofthe breaking of the dam

fox Film Corporation,
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One scene that
will bring them
to their feet!

Of the many thrilling moments in this wonder-

ful picture—next to the great spectacle of the

flood itself—comes that blood stirring ride of

the girl Paul Revere, as she dashes through the

valley shouting: “Run for your lives—the dam

has burst.”

It will be impossible to resist the desire to

stand up and cheer for her success.

A real showman’s clean-up for real showmen.

Big! Masterful! Not a detail spared in mak-

ing it the greatest of its kind!

Florence Gilbert — Janet Gaynor
Anders Randolf — Paul Nicholson

Story by Edfrid Bingham — Robert Lord
IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION

When booking for the new
seasonsKeep this in mind^They

Fox Film Corporation,

with

GEORGE
O’BRIEN

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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r°»
(by An'an^ fflen

lfeneRich

,

Should 4;
'

be seen to
be appreciated
> N.Y. Eve.

^ WORLD A

mm**

/T No
^ one who
enjoys good
moving pictures
should miss it"

N N.Y Eve.

Vv POST A
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J/ "ks honest
f and intelligent \

apiece of screen
ent ert ainment
as we have

yseen this year" 1

Vv NX. Eve. Telegram ydr
f All ^
evening we

tingled with
delight at the
delicacy and

j\ originality"^
NX American

he Play by v*^

AKWILDE

tainted as Perfect
ntertainment

v One of n

the directorial

triumphs of
the year-'"

\ New York. Sun ,
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’ CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION T29 SEVENTH AVENEYf YORK CITY

UK'" ^
Better /
th»n /

American
PlucK^

“The Prince of
Broadway” is a real

knockout—a roman-
tic, thrilling story

of the prize ring

with Alyce Mills,

Alma Bennett,
Frank Campeau,
Freeman Wood,
James J. Jeffries,

Frankie G e n a r o ,

Tommy Ryan, Ad
Wolgast, Bob
Roper, and the

greatest array of

sporting stars ever
seen in a picture.

Chadwick Pictures Corporation ^ a
PRESENTS -

GEORGE

llllllllim Illlllll llll Illllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIMII! IIIMEMIIIIIIIII Illllll
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% MAN ON THE BOX"
YOU KNOW IT

n

Every Company in the business is

trying to land its pictures among
the six best pictures of the month
and when one lands it’s an accom

MAST EDITION"

WHAT HAPPENED 1° JONES

||
plishment .. YOU KNOW IT. ^

)rLASTEMTUM
EMORY JOHNSON’S Latest Thriller

Starring RALPH LEWIS
It’s a mop-up everywhere

Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.,

1560 Broadway, N. Y. City. Exchanges Everywhere

YOU KNOW IT
When a special cleans

up everywhere the news
of its success spreads far

and wide in no time.

That’s what’s happened
to “The Last Edition”
and YOU KNOW IT.

YOU KNOW IT
With all the big specials

now being produced to

land one in the list of

six best pictures of the
month means that you’ve
got to have “the goods”
and YOU KNOW IT.
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PHOTOPLAY
The Six Best Pictures of the Month

THE BIG PARA THE SKYROCKET
AINSTREE'

CLASSIFIED LORD JIM

.A,

A*

Le Six Best Performances of the Month

John Gilbert in ‘The Big Parade”

Corinne Griffith, in. xplagsifipfP

’ ^Peggy Hopkins Joyce in “The Skyrocket’

Rudolph ValeiiLinu in "Tilt' Eagle**"*

Percy Marmont in “Lord Jim”

Karl Dane in “The Big Parade”

A

Photoplay Magazine—
January Issue—
Makes it UNANIMOUS!





Let’s Laugh
Every Month

With Associated

Money-Makers

Laugh with HAROLD LLOYD in Asso-

ciated Exhibitors Popular Demand Editions

of his Hal Roach Successes, “NEVER
WEAKEN and “l D O l”

Laugh with GLENN HUNTER in the Fine

Arts hits, “THE PINCH HITTER,” with

Constance Bennett; and “THE BROADWAY
BOOB,” with Mildred Ryan,

Laugh with MONTY BANKS in Howard

Estabrook’s Pictures, “KEEP SMILING,”
Directed by Albert Austin and Gilbert W.
Pratt; and “PLAY SAFE,” Directed by

Joseph Henabery.
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/
Reginald

thelncompamble



Denny, the incomparable! la plante, the adorable!
There’s the combination you’ll get in Reginald Denny’s very newest

comedy-drama, “Skinner’s Dress Suit.”

ARTISTS, BOTH OF THEM. CLEAN-CUT, ATTRACTIVE, A RARE
combination of youth and beauty.

“SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT” IS THE KIND OF PICTURE THE WHOLE
world is fairly “eating up” these days. It is a devil-may-care, rollicking, fool

sort of a thing that will keep your audiences in gales of laughter and send

them home happy and satisfied.

STARTING WITH HENRY IRVING DODGE’S CORKING GOOD
story, the director,William Seiter, has added his own personal touches which

are inimitable.

A WHALE OF A STORY—A PEACH OF A CAST—TWO BRIGHT
and shining stars— all moulded together by a brilliant director.

“SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT” IS A MARVELOUS AND FITTING
successor to such current Denny hits as “California Straight Ahead”,“Where



Was I”,“What Happened to Jones”,“I’ll Show You the Town”,“Oh Doctor”,

“The Reckless Age”,“The Fast Worker”, and “Sporting Youth”. All hits

—

and made by the star who never made a poor one.

THIS IS BECOMING DARNED EMBARRASSING. AS THESE DENNY
pictures come in from the Universal studios, I find myself telling you that

it is the greatest, grandest,“gloriousest”, production on earth. I rant and rave

about the excellence of its story, its direction, its cast, its settings, its every-

thing. And I do my blamedest to pump you as full of enthusiasm for Denny
as I am myself.

THE CONSISTENT, HIGH CLASS BOX OFFICE QUALITY OF
Denny’s pictures during recent years has been one of the most gratifying

achievements in the history of the industry. Exhibitors have exulted with

us and have encouraged us to keep up our present pace.

WHEN YOU STOP TO CONSIDER HOW OFTEN YOU HAVE
bought a lot of pictures which contained only a few real successes, it is really

astonishing to compare the records of other companies and the records of

Universal, for we have given you a higher percentage of real hits year after

year than any company in the business.

YOU CAN’T GO WRONG WITH UNIVERSAL— it’s miles and miles

ahead of all!
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THE BAT
A ROLAND WEST

Productions
Mystery Melodrama

By

Mary Roberts Rinehart

and Avery HopwoocL,
the stage play produced by Wacjenhah and Kympcr—

V

Mystery! Melodrama! Millions!
uThe Bat,” the greatest mystery
melodrama ever staged becomes
the greatest mystery film melo-
drama ever made, and March 15th

“The Bat’s” $10,000,000 legiti-

mate theatre drawing power is

available at box offices of picture
houses. A lavish production. A
superb cast. A picture that will

draw big money to the box-office.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
IMary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D. W. Qnffiih
Joseph M Jchenck, Jiiram Qbrams,

Chairman Hoard of Directors President
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Samuel Goldwyn
presents

Ghe Henry King Production^

PARTNERS AGAIN
WITH POTASH tP PERLMUTTER/

with George Sidney and Alexander Carr
^Adapted by Jranees Marion

^Jfrom the Broadway Stage Success by

Montague Glass and Jules Eckert Goodman

The
Laugh

and ^
Thrill

Sensation
The

Nation

Potash & Perlmutter played nine years on Broad-
way. Ran nine years in the Saturday Evening Post.

In newspapers. In magazines. In book form. On
records. Over the air by radio. Here the “50'50”
partners are in the automobile business. By far the
biggest Potash &. Perlmutter picture.

Packed with laughs/ Tingling with thrills/

February 15th Release*

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
‘Mary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D. W. Qriffiih
Joseph M.Jchenck,

Chairman
, Board of Directors.

JUram (Abrams,
President.
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ANNUAL
AMPA
REVEL

riAKED
TRUTH
DINNER e^DANCE

V,
i : Jhis /

5

/?o/ a subway rush
- a sea/ /or everybody at IOO tobies
seatinq 100 celebrities -attendance
limited to IOOO. 'Two Jazz Bands
will provide continuous music for
hoof and eye entertainment •

TICKETS
* 10 .

TABLES
*100
[seating ten

•from S CHARLES EINFELD First National

363 Madison Ave.sVanderbilt 6600
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LANE
Lupino Lane with one leap has placed him-

self on the top rung of the ladder as a

movie comedian—Motion Pictures Today.

J'

are features. They’re two-reels in length, but they’re features in every one of

the qualities that enter into a real feature. And they’ll make “feature money”
for you if you give them exploitation in keeping with their quality.

“MAID IN MOROCCO” put Lane on the. “top rung of the ladder,” but he
has stepped still faster in

“THE FIGHTING DUDE”
Directed by William Qoodrich • Presented by E. W. Hammons

There’s a fight in this one that will set any
audience in an uproar. There have been many
comedy fights on the screen, but here’s one that’s

new—and screamingly funny. This dude packs

a mean wallop, and when he gets started, there’s

a laugh for every blow.

“ If all two-reelers were as chock full of entertainment as

this one which features Lupino Lane, they would make it

pretty tough for a lot of feature pictures.”

—

M. P. News.

“The funniest battle in screen history .”—Motion Pic-

tures Today.

“A rip-roaring comedy with Lupino Lane at his best. . . .

His line of comedy is entirely different and individual.”—
Exh. Trade Review.

rl
1

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President " A
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“A knock-out! The audi-
ence fairly rocked with
laughter. Don’t let this
picture go by without see-
ing it” says the N. Y.
Graphic. “A wow!” says
the Indianapolis Star.
Every critic echoes—“A
wow!”

ROBERT KANE (presents

'BU/EBEARD5

7 W/VEJ"
Story by

BLANCHE MERRILL And?AUL SCHOFIELD

Directed fy ALFRED ASANTELL

nvith.

BLANCHE SWEET
LOIS WILSON
BEN LYO N
DOROTHY SEBASTIAN, SAM
HARDY and DIANA KANE

Exhibitors themselves are
passing the word along:
“Elay ‘Bluebeard’s Seven
Wives’. It’s the wow of
the Industry!”
With winners like this
for 1926, no wonder First
National is running away
with it!



orinne Griffith^
presented an/id Egyptian

glamour, has now created

such a role as exhibitors

have always hoped for.



COR1NNE QR1FFITH PRODUCTIONS, Inc, present

Cairo—incensy, languorous City of Wonderful Night. Corinne—the

orchid of the screen—her beauty unforgettable even among the bewilder-

ing beauties that surround her! Wife of one man, idol of another!
What a splendid creature of drama Somerset Maugham achieved when
he wrote this play! And how Irving Cummings has directed it, with
Percy Marmont, Malcolm McQregor and Warner Gland superbly cast.

A PICTURE BIG THEATRES ARE PROUD TO PLAY!

A 3xrjA national Picture
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G
OVERNOR ALFRED E. SMITH of New York, in

1 his annual message to the legislature, declared:

“Foremost among the many useless activities of the
government is our attempted censorship of moving
pictures. Censorship stands in open opposition to the
American idea of freedom and liberty. We have suffi-

cient laws to punish those who outrage public decency.

If we haven’t, they should be enacted.

“But the arm of the state must never reach out
against freedom of speech or freedom of the press, and
the exhibition of moving pictures is not far removed
from these fundamental liberties which we have sought

to guarantee to every citizen.”

These two brief paragraphs constitute a powerful
statement of the case against censorship by one of the

most prominent figures in American public life. We
would like to see these two paragraphs clipped and
preserved by every exhibitor for future reference. In

less than one hundred words Governor Smith presents

a statement of the industry’s case against censorship

which every exhibitor should be able to repeat, if and
when the occasion calls for it.

X* * *

/VT a moment in the history of the industry when
£\ an independent producer of a really big picture

who had made no advance distribution arrangements
might face serious difficulty in marketing his produc-
tion, Mr. Harry M. Warner now comes forward with

an announcement to the effect that Warner Brothers
are perfecting an arrangement whereby that company
will be able to offer attractive proposals for the dis-

tribution of exceptionally big subjects of independent
origin.

What Mr. Warner promises to do, must be done.

This industry must never serve a closed door policy

when it comes to the distribution of pictures of a

superior quality. Such productions must always have
a free and open road to the screen.

* * *

THE City of St. Louis seems to have been elected to

become an example of a condition which too much
theatre building creates. With the number of large

new theatres that have been erected there many of the

smaller theatres already have been reduced to a no-

profit basis. And with the prospect in view of more
big theatres being erected various interested persons

in St. Louis have realized the necessity of checking up
to see what is likely to happen to the entire amuse-
ment business in that city.

The head-long rush into theatre construction, which
has become an almost national epidemic, is a condition

that may be likened to the general business situation

throughout the country just following the close of the

Great War. It is a matter of current history that dur-

ing the closing days of the war and immediately fol-

lowing, the country was enjoying an abnormally high
degree of prosperity. This prosperity encouraged
expansion, building and development. Business execu-

tives generally apparently proceeded on the theory

that business was going to get better and better, with-

out a single relapse into less favorable conditions.

Editorial
by

MartinJ.Quigley
<

In 1920 the business boom subsided and at least the
majority of concerns in the general business world of

the United States found themselves over-expanded,
over-extended and seriously embarrassed when it came
to adjusting themselves to the new condition.

For many months theatre construction has been pro-
ceeding at an abnormal rate. If business were to

continue steadily to get better and better there would
be no ground for anxiety outside of those cases where
there is an obvious overcrowding. But business moves
in cycles and periods of comparative depression inevit-

ably follow periods of booming prosperity.
* * *

U A LL’S well that ends well,” is a line that may most
appropriately be fitted to the production of “Ben

Ilur.” The finished picture transcends the expectation

of the majority and at least satisfies the expectation of

the minority. “Ben Hur” stands today as a monu-
mental achievement, reflecting sufficient credit and glory
for all concerned.

More was expected of this production than any of

its predecessors. That it has succeeded in winning
universal acclaim under such trying circumstances con-

stitutes a tribute that cannot be added to or improved
upon.

It is the industry’s crowning achievement; it will be
seen by more people than have ever viewed any other
picture and will earn a greater revenue than has been
earned by any other picture. Only a miracle could do
more.

* * *

T HE passing of the United Studios in California into

the hands of the Famous Players-Lasky corporation

will change the complexion of what has long been the

industry’s most interesting studio.

The United lot first came into existence as an inde-

pendent studio established by Robert Brunton and for

several years was known as The Brunton Studios. At
the start it was laid out deliberately as a model studio.

It stood for efficiency in production and no thought or

money was invested in picturesqueness.

The United Studio has been the scene of the produc-
tion of many great pictures. Many of the industry’s

leading production personalities have been conspicu-

ous figures about the United lot. A new order will be
introduced there now which may bring the studio even
greater prominence but it will no longer be the vast,

miscellaneous meeting place of the trade.
* * *

T HE Hays organization through an arrangement
with the Radio Corporation of American has in-

troduced through station WJZ, New York, a series of

weekly broadcasts consisting of speeches by leaders of

the industry on general questions concerning the indus-

try and of interest to the general public.

This arrangement should afford the means of con-

veying to the general public much constructive informa-

tion concerning pictures and the business and is a

decidedly forward-looking step.
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Metro and Famous Appoint
New Executives at Studios

Milton E. Hoffman Named Executive Manager of FP-L’s Holly-

wood Studio—Victor Clark Becomes Manager of

Studio Operations for M-G-M Plant

Two of the largest producing companies named new studio executives last

week. Milton E. Hoffman has been appointed executive manager of the
Famous Players-Lasky studio in Hollywood. Victor Clark has been named
manager of studio operations at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

Both Experienced Executives

Hoffman, now production manager at the Cecil B. DeMille plant in Culver
City, will join Paramount immediately to carry out plans for installation of
the production forces in the newly purchased 26-acre United Studios. Clark
who for a number of years was general manager of the Lasky studios in

Hollywood, will occupy a newly created position with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in accordance with the program of increased producing activities now being
prepared by Louis B. Mayer, head of the M-G-M studios, in association with
Irving G. Thalberg.

The HERALD acknowl-
edges gratefully the compli-

ments and co-operation it has
received on the revision of the

practice of cover line dating.

The HERALD is now dated
the Saturday of the week in

which it is issued. The old

practice of “advance” dating

has gone into the discard. Im-
proved distribution methods
permit of swifter delivery of

each issue to all parts of the

country, enabling the adoption
of the best and simplest ar-

rangement under which the

issue carries the Saturday
date of the week in which it

is mailed.

Universal Gets Big
ReleaseAdvantages
In Ufa Compromise

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Universal Pic-

tures obtained releasing advantages never

before enjoyed in America and particularly

in New York city as a part of the com-
promise reached by Universal, Famous
Players-Lasky and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in the three-cornered deal with Ufa, says

the publicity department of Universal. Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal, was as-

sured a fine representation in the Ufa thea-

tres for Universal pictures without any loan

feature. Laemmle is resting for a few
days in Germany from the many all night

sessions before returning to America.

Astor Named as Dining
Place of A.M.P.A. Feast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—The Naked
Truth Dinner which has been announced
for February 6, 1926, will be held at the

Astor hotel, it was revealed today. There
when the 12 “Immortals” of the indus-
try convene it will be the first time that

these men, chosen by the A. M. P. A.
a few weeks ago as the screen’s biggest
men, will have ever sat together under
one roof.

Photo-Radiograms
Printed in Honolulu
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HONOLULU, Jan. 12.—For the first

time in the history of the Hawaiian islands

a wireless photograph has been printed. It

is of Wallace Farrington, governor of the

island, and was wirelessed from New York
by Radio Corporation of America, being
relayed automatically at San Francisco.

Cracksmen Get $1,000
from San Mateo Safe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 12/—Cracksmen
looted the safe of the San Mateo theatre

making away with more than $1,000 in

cash, the receipts from Thursday and Fri-

day night shows. The theft was discovered
by Manager N. J. Gray.

“Our enlarged activities demand an in-

creased personnel and a new position,
that of manager of studio operations,
will be occupied by Mr. Clark, whom we
believe to be one of the leading execu-
tives in the film producing world,”
Mayer said.

Was London Manager
In announcing the appointment of

Hoffman, Associate Producers, B. P.
Schulberg and Hector Turnbull of Fa-
mous Players said:

“His keen insight into our organiza-
tion’s particular system and problems,
gained through years spent as general
manager of our West Coast studio and
as general manager of our London plant,

makes him particularly well fitted for his

new post.”
Hoffman left the West Coast Para-

mount studio to open and take charge of
the company’s plant in London. After a
year there he returned as general produc-
tion manager of the Metro studio.

Clark has been associated with Famous
five years. After a year at the Long
Island studios he went to Hollywood
and later became general manager of the
Hollywood studios.

In taking over the United Paramount
will install one production at a time as
contracts made by United with rental
companies are fulfilled, Schulberg and
Turnbull announced. Full charge will be
taken by May 1; the first unit to move
will probably be the company to make
Raymond Griffith’s “Fresh Paint,” start-

ing January 18. The Lasky studio equip-
ment will be moved to United when the
predominance of production is there.

Paramount Exploitation
Department Reorganized

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Under reor-
ganization of the exploitation depart-

Smith Plans Visiting

Days for Managers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—In order
for the branch managers to be
drawn closer together A. W.
Smith, Jr., sales manager of First
National in Eastern territory, has
designed a plan whereby each
manager will have the opportunity
to visit the home office and to

visit whichever branch office he
chooses.

ment of Paramount following resigna-
tion of Claud Saunders as manager,
George W. Weeks, general manager of
distribution, has announced that Oscar
Kantner, former exploitation man im San
Francisco, has been transferred to the
home office to supervise the field force
and Leon J. Bamberger, formerly as-
sistant to Saunders, has been appointed
manager of special exploitation with na-
tional campaigns under his supervision.

Since Saunders’ resignation there has
been a realignment of the field force,
which now comprises 16 men. This staff
will be enlarged immediately under
Kantner’s direction. The present field

representatives and their assignments
follow:
Lee Balsley, Columbus—Columbus and Cleveland

territories; Albert Birch, Denver—Denver and
Salt Lake territories; John Callahan, Boston

—

Boston, New Haven and Maine territories; Ed
Corcoran, Philadelphia—Philadelphia and Wilkes-
Barre territories; William Danziger, Chicago—

-

Chicago, Milwaukee and Peoria territories; Curtis
Dunham, Dallas—Dallas, Oklahoma City, San An-
tonio and New Orleans territories; Harry Eagles,
Seattle-—Seattle and Portland territpries; Kenton
Franklin, Atlanta—Atlanta, Jacksonville, Charlotte
and Memphis territories; George Gambrill, Cincin-
nati—Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louisville; Rus-
sell Moon, New York City—New York, Albany,
Buffalo and Jersey territories; Luther Putnam,
Minneapolis—Minneapolis, Sioux Falls, Des
Moines and Omaha territories; William Robson,
Pittsburgh—'Pittsburgh territory; Harry Swift, Los
Angeles—Los Angeles territory; Edward Wall,
Detroit—Detroit territory, and Irving Zeltner,
Washington, D. C.—Washington teiritory.

“In placing Mr. Kantner and Mr. Bam-
berger in charge of different phases of

the exploitation department we are ex-

panding our service,” Weeks said. “To
the exhibitor this will mean 100 per cent

assistance in winning 100 per cent
patronage for his theatre.”

Harry Carr Managing
Editor of Production

(Special to Exhibitors Heiald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Appointment
of Harry Carr as managing editor of

production of Famous’ Hollywood studio

is announced by Schulberg and Turnbull.

Carr 'is a dramatic critic and writer and
Western representative of the Brewster
Publications. He has been chief advisor

to D. W. Griffith and was literary advisor
to the late Thomas Ince and other pro-

ducers. He is co-author with Walter
Woods of the screen story for “Old
Ironsides,” which James Cruze will make
for Paramount. Carr will be in charge
of previews of Paramount pictures and
will aid in titling productions.
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N" EW YORK, Jan. 12—Sidney Kent re-

turns this week from Ufa. Unless
Ufa—got you know the significance of this.

If Ufa—got ask Carl, Marcus or Sidney.

. . . The Leviathan is the biggest boat

afloat. We know that for it took us three

hours the night of the world premiere of

“The Skyrocket” to find Bob Welsh who
was publicizing the affair. When it takes

three hours to find a press agent_ the boat

must be large. . . . Oscar Price thinks

he’s got a great production in “The Sky-
rocket,” which stars Peggy Hopkins Joyce.

So do 595 other persons who attended the

premiere. . . . Everybody would have
left the Leviathan at a polite hour if it

hadn’t have been for Peggy’s winsomeness
and Joe Hollander's tantalizing music. On
with the dance. . . . “Snowbound,” if

there is such a story or picture, got a world
of publicity last Saturday. The city had its

first real snow fall of the year and a lot

of the boys ’phoned to headquarters to

say they wouldn’t be down. “Snowbound”
of course. . . . Charlie McCarthy was
one of those reported missing. You’d
think that with “Old Ironsides” he could

weather the storm. . . . The New
York World has put the Astor table cloths

to shame. Last week it reported a billion

dollar theatre corporation controlled by
Adolph Zukor and Sam Katz. Wonder
where Quinn Martin eats? . . . Joe
Brandt is to make a series of pictures star-

ring Lester Allen, musical comedy star.

The pictures are to be made either in Lon-
don or in Hollywood. Why not com-
promise and make them just beyond the

three mile limit. . . . Danny says that

1,818 architects report that 330 theatres will

be erected this year. That’s nothing. Ten
thousand press agents are trying to con-

vince the exhibitors and the public that

there will be at least that many good pic-

tures and nobody will believe them. . . .

Beginning this week Warner Brothers will

figure in terms of twos. There are four

brothers—two times two. Their Broad-
way theatre will give two performances
daily during the run of “The Sea Beast,”

and the top price will be $2. It doesn’t

take algebra to figure that out. . . .

This business had better watch its step or

it will be fighting those who oppose mili-

tarism as well as the reformers. There’s

Major Edward Bowes, Col. Willard C. Pat-

terson, Col. Fred Levy and now, Major
Jesse L. Lasky of the officers reserve of

the signal corps. Major Lasky was sworn
in at headquarters in the Famous Players

offices last Friday. ... We read the

headline, “Handling Shorts.” We find,

however, that it has no reference to Wall
Street. It means simply that Globe Pic-

tures will produce short features for the

state right market, with “Lessons in Mod-
ern Magic” completed. . . . Referring
again to the item about the organization

of a billion dollar theatre corporation, a

Publix official labels the idea as “utterly

silly.” That’s O. K. if the label is secure.

. . . Fred Niblo and Enid Bennett
(Mrs. Niblo) sailed Saturday on the Levia-

than. They will visit Rome to see if the

scenery has changed since they started pro-

duction there of “Ben Hur” 10 years ago.

. . . On the same boat were Charles
Eyton, who will have charge of Para-
mount’s foreign production activities, and
Mrs. Eyton ( Kathlyn Williams). . . .

Regardless of the money spent and the

time it took to produce “Ben Hur,” the

picture today is packin’ ’em in on Broad-
ly- —SPARGO

E. Mason Hopper
has joined Metro-
politan Pictures to

direct the Frances
Marion produc-
tion, “Paris at
Midnight.”

Stars

and
Figures

in

Pro-Dis-Co

Circles

ABOVE: Marie
Prevost just signed
by Pro-Dis-Co.
CENTER: John C.
FI inn, vice-presi-

dent and general
manager.

Sally Rand is one of the attrac-

tive players in the Cecil B. De
Mille stock organization.

Emile Chautard, French actor,

makes his debut in America in

“Paris at Midnight.”

Rod La Roque and Jeanie Macpherson, who are De Mille “headliners,”

are making a close scrutiny of the test film on the first scenes in “Red
Dice,” Rod’s starring vehicle under Miss Macpherson’s supervision.
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Salesmen’s Evil Tactics Hit
at Des Moines Board Banquet

High Pressure Methods Assailed by Tom Brown of Iowa City

—Advocates Definite Rental Schedules for

Towns of Different Sizes

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IOWA, Jan. 12.—Unqualified condemnation of the

“shady” tactics of some of the film salesmen, approval of the new credit

committee for the film business and a plea for good will and co-operation

among the departments of the industry were discussed at the annual ban-

quet of the Des Moines Film Board of Trade January 4 when 100 met
in the Venetian room of the Hotel Savery.

This is the first time one of the Film Boards of Trade in the key cities, under
the Hays organization, has held an open meeting of this kind inviting outside

exhibitors, according to those in charge of the session.

Fair Shooting Up to Salesmen

“Shooting fair and square with the industry lies with the salesmen,” said

W. E. Banford, branch manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and president of

the association, who presided. “A dean cut contract with no extras written

on the exhibitor’s copy that do not appear in the official blank sent to the home
office is the goal of this organization. We confess that representatives of some
of the companies whose managers are present are causing such trouble.

Niles Has His Own Fun
In Defending Salesmen

i
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

\

DES MOINES, IOWA, Jan. 12.

—When Clifford Niles, one of the
owners of the Eastern Iowa Thea-
tre Company, was asked to speak
extemporaneously at the meeting
of the Des Moines Film Board- of
Trade, January 4, he explained
that he lived in Anamosa, la.,

where one of the penal institutions
of the state is located. He told
the assembly he had carefully ex-
amined the prison records and
found behind the bars two motion
picture operators, no exchange
managers, no exhibitors and no
film salesmen, in spite of all the
things said about the latter by
speakers.
The salesmen gave him an ova-

tion.

Newman May Go
Back to K. C. in

FP-L Affiliation
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

T KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 12.—Trail-
ing Kansas City’s biggest theatrical deal

—

the acquisition of the Newman and Royal
theatres by Para-
mount from Frank
L. Newman sev-

eral months ago

—

are persistent ru-

mors that the deal

is, or will be, off.

A telegram to

the Star from
Harold Franklin
of Publix theatres,

verified the fact

that a deal be-

tween Famous
Players and Mr.
Newman is pend-
ing. Mr. Franklin’s

message stated ne-

gotiations were on by which “Mr. Newman
may return to Kansas City in affiliation

with our company.”
Several other rumors are going the

rounds, but are “news” to Bruce Fowler,
present manager of the Newman. The
theory that Mr. Newman is trying to in-

duce Paramount to sell him back his in-

terest in the theatres is utterly improbable,
according to information gained by the

Kansas City Star.

Charles H. Ryan Quits
Management of Milford
Charles H. Ryan, for two years man-

ager of the Milford theatre, one of the

Lynch chain in Chicago, has resigned
that position. William J. Mueller took
charge of the house January 10. Mr.
Ryan, one of the best known and most
successful of Chicago’s residential thea-
tre managers, has made no announce-
ment of his future plans. His thirteen

years in Chicago theatre operation have
been divided between the Milford and
the Garfield, his stay at the latter extend-
ing over eleven years.

Big Feature Rights Moves
LOUISVILLE, KY. — Big Features Rights

Corporation has moved into its new exchange
building at 917-23 West Jefferson street. Colonel
Fred Levy is president.

“Every time a contract is recorded, we
should know that it is absolutely clean
cut with no morning-after tangles to bob
up at some later date. No contracts
should be inflated because they are our
assets when we ask loans from friendly
banks. Banks will soon refuse to loan
money to us on such security when they
discover that the conditions surrounding
the deals may be questionable. Much of
the trouble arising for the arbitration
board comes from these ‘in the dark’
promises that the home office knows
nothing about.”

Extra Promises Attacked
But it was Max Weisfeldt, district

manager for F. B. O., Minneapolis, who
scored the “crooked” dealings of sales-
men most vigorously and placed the
issue strictly before the assembly. He
explained that the future of the busi-
ness depends greatly on the integrity and
business acumen of this group and then
proceeded to give a straight-from-the
shoulder talk on methods.
“How many salesmen here,” he asked,

“believes that, in order to obtain a con-
tract with a picture house owner, they
must write him extra promises on the
side in order to get his business? The
serious minded exhibitor doesn’t want
something for nothing. It is his business
to buy as cheaply as possible but if he
is worth while he won’t long deal with
a company which allows its men to fish

for contracts that way. Someone pays
for these extra promises. The exhibitor
knows there is no personal sacrifice on
the part of the salesman. He knows
that every dollar deducted is the com-
pany’s loss.

“At no time in the history of motion
pictures has the buyer enjoyed a better
market than now. The exhibitor needs
only about 300 films at most and there
are 1,000 films from which to choose.

DES MOINES, IOWA, Jan. 12.

—Max Weisfeldt, district man-
ager for F. B. O. Minneapolis,
told the banqueters his prize
Scotchman story. He said he re-

ceived a postal card from the
canny friend which read, “Happy
New Year to you for 1926, 1927-
28-29-30. Sandy.”

Why should the exhibitor try to kill that
wonderful market? The salesman who
permits shady deals with the exhibitor
is no friend to the picture owner or the
company he represents. Small town ex-
hibitors sometimes contract for fifty

films for $500. This looks good to the
salesman until the buyer pats him on the
back and tells him, confidentially, of

course, that he really expects to play
most of the films two nights instead of
one and that he wants the approval of
the salesman. No necessity for putting
the agreement on the company’s con-
tract, he whispers, and the trick is

turned.”

“I repeat that such shady deals are
ruining the business outlook for films,”

Weisfeldt said. “Exhibitors and sales-

men together, who carry on such prac-
tices, are a detriment. The salesman
should lose his job and the exhibitor
who can’t afford to pay for the pictures
should close his house.”

Weisfeldt discussed the credit commit-
tee and explained the process through
which a mercantile dealer goes to estab-
lish a rating with the wholesaler. Such
methods, he predicted, must be followed
in films as well. Exhibitors may estab-
lish themselves with this committee
whenever they so desire, he told the
gathering.

Brown Champions Salesmen
An interesting reaction to the talk of

Weisfeldt came when Tom (Buster)
Brown, of the Strand theatre, Iowa City,
was called upon for remarks. He was
the first to champion the cause of the
salesmen after previous speakers, with
the exception of E. P. Smith of the
Strand at Newton, had berated the prac-
tises of some of the men on the road.

“The whole sales system is wrong
from the standpoint of the exhibitor,” he
said. “No other line of business requires
such high pressure methods. A sales-
man will come to me and tell me about
his quota and about how the home office

raves when a man falls below. Now
merchandise is the same price every-
where, that is, the staples are uniform.
Why can’t a schedule be made whereby
towns of certain sizes will be required
to pay certain rentals? This would solve
many of the unpleasant bickerings and
the side promises, so much discussed at

( Continued on page 42)
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Re-Takes
Spirit of Showmanship Blazes

Trail of Brecher’s Career
Manager of Universal’s Theatre Department Makes Lobby Common

Meeting Place for All Groups of Patrons

Just, who is Leo Brecher? The manager of the theatre department for Universal has
established a big name for himself in showmanship and in the following article, written
exclusively for the HERALD, analysis is made of Brecher’s achievements.

N EW YORK, Jan. 12.—It’s a far cry from hobnailed shoes to the
dainty satin slipper of milady—and yet Leo Brecher knows them
both. Yes, he has seen them, watched them with those understand-

ing little bullet eyes of his. Seen them come and go from the box offices

into his theatre, watched them as they left—but not until he had studied
each countenance, not until he had known the joy or disappointment in
each tell tale step.

T HIS Leo Brecher, who will blush if you
call him a self made man, and without a

stutter joke you into another subject some-
how, with the flare of million dollar the-
atres all about him, with the rumble of
construction for
bigger New York
theatres echoing in

his ears day and
night — somehow
he knows his New
York neighbor-
hoods. And if you
tell him he is a
success, he’ll blush
again.

Leaves Art
Where It

Belongs

When you probe
for his secret he’ll

help you by telling

you that he leaves
art where art be-

longs ; that being called a showman sounds
awfully nice, but he’d rather give any credit

to his close observance of this industry as

a business. Seems strange for an exhibi-

tor to call himself a business man
;
most

would rather look on it as an artistic and
esthetic endeavor. Not Leo Brecher.
Somehow he looks things in the eye. Some-
how, has that faculty of walking into a
theatre cold and gaining an audience im-
pression—although leaving his before he is

gone.

He’s thirty-two. And fifteen of those
thirty-two years of playing to the public
have moulded within him a taste, if you
dare call it that—a taste for the flare and
a taste for the modest. The blending of
the two makes him a showman. Makes
him not only the impresario who educated
New York Society to the motion picture
fare, but the commoner who can serve to

the delight of Harlem’s colored neighbor-
hoods, the thickly populated sections of the
Bronx, the poorer folk in New York’s
Italian quarter and the finest of the middle
classes on upper Broadway.

Just Good Business Sense

Here in a big city this man gives enter-
tainment in the style and to the liking of
the millions who make this Gotham the
greatest city. Throughout New York you’ll

hear them tell over the tea cups or over the
pigs’ knuckles that on Madison avenue it’s

the Plaza; on Boston Road, in the Bronx,
it’s the Boston Road

;
through “Little

Italy” it’s the Belmore and The Verona

;

on upper Broadway the Olympia; and up
Harlem way it’s the Lafayette. Strange
how this Leo Brecher knows what to give
and how to give it, where and when.

And all he calls it is just good business

sense. Maybe that good business sense is

the thing that prompts him to know in-

stinctively that the picture is the thing.

Maybe that’s why he plays his picture for
all it’s worth. Maybe that’s why he’d
worry, if he ever could, if pictures became
secondary to the proposed presentation
ideas of the bigger theatres. Leo Brecher
learned in his early attempts at the “legiti-

mate,” when he brought Grand Opera with-
out the tinsel to New York’s Ghettos. Yes,
Leo Brecher has learned to speak the lan-

guage of the many in the kind of enter-
tainment they will understand.

Maybe It’s Showmanship

And maybe it isn’t the show after all,

maybe it’s the way he shows it and maybe
it’s the spirit he seems to give his theatres.

Maybe it’s the atmosphere or his certain

kind of inspiration. But you can’t tell with
Leo Brecher. He’s too modest to talk—
and so all one can do is watch, and even
watching closely you’ll find things happen-
ing before you that the closest observer
will scarcely see. He seems to do things
without anyone knowing. And yet, while
his patrons don’t see them, somehow they
feel them. And when things move that

way, theatres take on a homey-comfy at-

mosphere. You never can tell his next
move, this Leo Brecher. He might have
made a gambler.

They say he can drive a bargain. Film
men say so. Somehow he makes a dollar

bring one hundred cents worth.

His Theatres Friendly

Does he advertise? Yes, as much as is

necessary, if you mean the newspapers and
billboards. Does he exploit? Yes, if he
knows a picture will stand up for it. What
does he do? That’s hard to say. But
you’ll find his theatre seats of the best kind,

as comfortable as your easy chair at home.
You’ll notice his projection is perfect in

every detail. His orchestras don’t run to

the symphony size but they play sweetly,
pleasantly on your ears. And his theatres
are friendly places—where you get to know
the cashier, the doorman, the usher

;
where

the managers are always on hand to greet
you

;
where you meet the next door neigh-

bor or the lady who entertained the week
before. You’ll find lots of short stuff in

his programs, he calls them “oddities.”

You can always believe his advertising just

as you’d believe the man if you’d met him.

And somehow, looking back, there must
be greatness in the man who makes the

satin-slippered lady and the hob nailed lab-

orer meet on a common plane at his box-
offices.

Roberts Back on Lot
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 12.—Theodore
Roberts is returning to the screen this

week after his illness of two years.

y\RE you doing your part toward mak-

f-\ ing Laugh Month a big success. The
•L •* kids in the theatres certainly are do-
ing their share of laughing. Some times I

think they’re doing too much. For instance

one youngster started to pick the feature to

pieces at a preview the other night, by call-

ing the feminine heavy, “Hard Hearted
Hannah” and her name was Lizzie.

* * *

Anyway there appears to be plenty to

laugh at around here. There’s the well

known Western star who takes everything

the Wampas boys do, seriously.
* * *

And there’s that film producer who wrote
love letters to an actress “as a joke” and
now she’s suing him for $50,000. He’s try-

ing to laugh it off but it remains to see

what a judge and jury think of the joke.
* * *

Get Plenty of ’Em
If that story, Sent out by Estelle Taylor’s

press agent, gets any circulation—the one
about her losing her only cat—she’ll likely

be swamped with pets this week. Estelle

wants a cat that can stand lots of punish-
ment, it must play with Duke, a Great Dane
dog, and Jack Dempsey, Estelle’s husband.

* * *

’Raw for Fillums
I see American films are replacing bull

fights in Mexico City. The bull rings only

took in 1,043,434 pesos last year while pic-

ture theatres cleaned up a neat 4,683,126

pesos, which sounds like a lot of money.
* * *

When the Warner brothers, assisted by
Motley H. Flint, vice president Pacific

Southwest Trust and Savings Bank, broke
ground for their $2,000,000 theatre, Sid
Grauman of the Egyptian theatre, sent a

hearse and two pallbearers carrying white
lilies to the ceremonies, to convey his good
wishes and hopes for the success of his

competitors.
* * *

Hardhearted Guys
Did you read where a Santa Claus

dropped dead on the street in New York.
Probably some Florida landshark traded
him a corner lot for his pack and he died

of disappointment.
* * *

Speedy Reporting
The Russian papers are certainly enter-

prising. They’re just publishing news of
the death of the Czar and his family.

* * *

Both Infants
According to Sir Oliver Lodge “the hu-

man race is still in its infancy,” thus tieing

the M. P. industrv for first place.
;fc :ji lj<

Famous Last Words
“You’re getting delightfully fat my dear.”

^ ^ ^

Proved It

Sid Grauman added bagpipes to his jazz

orchestra the other night at his theatre

dedication, thus proving that jazz can be
made worse if necessary. R. M.

Italians, in Reprisal.

Stop Valentino Picture
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BERGAMO, ITALY, Jan. 12.—Despite

Premier Mussolini’s order that Rudolph
Valentino’s motion pictures should not be
interfered with, after a boycott movement
followed Valentino’s recent application for

American citizenship, his “Monsieur Beau-
caire” was howled off the screen here last

week.
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A Reply to

William Allen White
Martin J. Quigley Comments on Article by Sage of

Emporia, Kansas, in Collier s Weekly on Motion Pictures

Bill for Sunday
Closing in D. C.

Is Put Up Again
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 12.—Rep-
resentative Lankford of Georgia has rein-

troduced his bill of last session, providing

for Sunday closing in the District of Colum-
bia. All motion picture theatres and other

places of amusement to which admission is

directly or indirectly charged would be

closed under this measure. Fines of $5 to

$50 are provided for first violations and
from $25 to $500 with imprisonment for not

more than six months for subsequent of-

fenses.

U. S. Is Grateful for

Exhibitor Cooperation
in “Mail Early” Drive

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—The theatre

owners’ part in furthering the govern-

ment’s campaign for early Christmas mail-

ing has just been accorded recognition by
Harry S. New, postmaster-general. In a

letter to President R. F. Woodhull of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, he says

:

“The theatre owners throughout the

country are to be congratulated upon their

fine sense of public service which prompted
them to display on their screens the de-

partment’s injunction to the public to de-

posit its mail early to avoid the Christmas
rush.

“I know of no other medium through
which so many people may be reached, or
their attention held, than the silvered

screen of the motion picture theatre.”

New Dramatists Body
Plan Closed Shop in

Fight with Managers
( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Starting a
closed shop movement and adopting a re-

port calling for a boycott of any manager
who deals with a dramatist outside the

new Association of Dramatists, 131 au-
thors last week named a committee with
George Middleton chairman, to draw up a
regulation form of contract in their fight

against what they term an attempt of mo-
tion picture producers to corner the play
market.
Among the conditions to be contained in

the contract is one that the control of the
picture and foreign rights of a play shall

be in the author and that a competitive
market must be conserved for motion pic-

ture rights.

Ascher Brothers Open
$3,000,000 Terminal

With stage and screen stars assisting in

the ceremonies, Ascher Brothers opened
the New Terminal theatre January 8 at
Lawrence and Spaulding avenues, Chicago.
The house is said to cost $3,000,000.
Among those who offered to cooperate
were Madame Bertha Kalich, Fiske
O’Hara, Holbrook Blinn, Judith Anderson,
W. C. Fields and Rae Dooley, with Mayor
Dever on the speaking program. A parade
was a part of the festivities.

Harry Ascher supervised construction of
the elaborate theatre, which is rich in ap-
pointments and up-to-the-minute in con-
veniences. Edward Nikodem will be
manager.

M R. WILLIAM ALLEN
WHITE, the gentle sage of

Emporia, Kansas, has written a piece

about motion pictures and the mo-
tion picture business which appears

in the January 16 issue of Collier’s

Weekly. The article is undistin-

guished as compared with many
previous unintelligent and uninformed
articles about motion pictures written

by intelligent men.

Mr. White, taking a leaf from the

showmanship book of the motion
picture business—which he decries—

-

gives his article the complexion of

sensationalism, but the meat of it is

sane, conservative and piercing criti-

cism insofar as the author knows
whereof he speaks. Which is not

very far in certain conspicuous in-

stances. The article is illustrated

with two sensational photographs
which have little or nothing to do
with the text. One is a still picture

from “Mannequin,” the Liberty
Magazine prize story which has been
made into a picture by Famous
Players. Collier’s doubtlessly took a

sardonic delight in inserting that one
as a slap at its healthier brother in

the weekly magazine field.

Recommends No Plan
Mr. White proves only a casual

acquaintanceship with pictures but,

assuming the inalienable right of

American writers, he attempts ex-

pert criticism of them. He laments
the paucity of “good” pictures, mean-
while showing by what he says that

he knows nothing of a large number
of pictures in the current market
which would meet his exactions. He
deplores the unpopularity of “Abra-
ham Lincoln” not knowing that it

was one of the ten biggest money-
makers of 1925.

The Kansas author would like to

see a nationwide circuit of theatres
showing only such productions as

would appeal to the intelligent seg-

ment of the public. He contends
that there are only a handful of
really intelligent people in the various
communities—a contention which the
circulation department of Collier’s

may not like—and he deplores this

condition. Unfortunately, he recom-
mends no plan under which the

suggested nationwide circuit of thea-
tres could be kept in commercial
existence when appealing only to this

extremely limited clientele which he

cites.

Critique Not Fair

Mr. White’s critique is neither fair

nor considerate ;
he arraigns the in-

dustry which is hardly a quarter of

a century old because it has no cre-

ative genius comparable to the con-

temporary leaders of literature—-and

literature has been some three thou-

sand years in the building

!

He expects a great deal of the in-

dustry but probably would be very
much surprised if a greater familiar-

ity with the industry and its personnel

enabled him to realize that there

are many persons in the business who
expect much more from the motion
picture than he does. And, inci-

dentally, these latter are doing some-
thing toward bringing about the de-

sired objective.—M. J. Q.

Attack Kentucky
Governor’s Bill

for Ticket Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUISVILLE, KY„ Jan. 12.—A resolu-

tion attacking the proposed amusement tax
authorized by Gov. William J. Fields was
passed by the exhibitors’ association of

Kentucky Jan. 9. Sixty-five members from
Louisville and other cities of the state

were present.

The exhibitor body called attention to

the fact that theatre owners are now pay-

ing a license tax considerably in excess of

the license tax that formerly prevailed.

Hays Group Ties Up
with Radio; Woodhull
Talks on Laugh Month

The Will Hays organization has ob-

tained a tieup with the Radio Corpora-
tion of America which enables the in-

dustry to have the air each Wednesday
at 2:45 p. m. R. F. Woodhull, president

of the exhibitors association, spoke Janu-
ary 6 on “The Art of Making You
Laugh” as the opening feature of Laugh
Month, from WJZ, New York.
The first speech of the series was made

some time ago by Col. Jason S. Joy, of

the public relations department of the

Hays organization.

Schine Offices Move
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Jan. 12.—Schine
Theatrical Company, which operates
more than 60 motion picture houses in

New York state, will move its headquar-
ters from Gloversville lo Syracuse, ac-
cording to papers filed.
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Ever see a radiobile? It’s a circus wagon with a radio installed. The Ford
chassis is surmounted by wooden walls on which have been placed a dozen
one-sheets covering the 12 F. B. O. Gold Bond Productions. An announcer in
a booth alongside the driver’s seat speaks into a microphone and broadcasts
F. B. O. news in the streets of New York. A 15-minute talk is given every
half hour. When the radiobile has covered New York City it will be sent to
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New England.

Zanft, Fox Chain
Head, Named on
Ascher Board

Ascher Brothers theatre circuit of Chi-
cago has elected to its board of directors
Commissioner John Zanft, vice president
and general man-
ager of the Fox
circuit of theatres.

He has been the
ostensible head of
the Fox circuit

many years. He
takes an active in-

terest in state af-
fairs, having been
honored with the
title of commis-
sioner upon his

appointment t o
the board of man-
agers of the New
York State re- John Zanft
formatory. Gov.
A1 Smith made the appointment.

March Named F. B. O. Month;
Exhibitor Service Extended

Thirty-Four Exchanges Unite in Drive as Salesmanager Lee Marcus
Starts Tour to Present Plans

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—With March designated by Colvin W. Brown
vice president, as F. B. O. month and with extension of service to

the exhibitor as an added force, a concerted drive will be launched by the
34 exchanges of the company to bring Film Booking Offices product to the
attention of theatreowners, laying particular emphasis on the four long
feature releases and six short features listed for distribution in March.

AN ADVERTISING, publicity and ex-
ploitation campaign is being pre-

pared for F. B. O.’s biggest sales drive.

Special accessories are being ordered for
the branches and for 5,000 exhibitors
throughout the
country. Lee
Marcus, general
sales manager, is

now on a tour of
exchanges pre-
senting full plans
and conferring
with leading ex-
hibitors at meet-
ings in the ex-
changes. He will
cover Denver,
Salt Lake City,
Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Port-
land, Ore., Seat- Lee Marcu9
tie and Chicago
on the return trip. Plans have been in
the making for several months to make
this campaign the forerunner for the big-
gest year in F. B. O. history.

March Releases Listed

A Tom Tyler production, as yet un-
titled, will be released March 7. There
will be a romantic drama starring Eve-
lyn Brent on March 8; “The Night Pa-
trol,” starring Richard Talmadge, March
14; and “The Non-Stop Flight,” Emory
Johnson dramatization of the navy’s hop
to Hawaii, March 28, listed as an F. B. O.
Gold Bond picture. The short features
will include “The Go-Get-He.r” and “And
Howl”, episodes four and five of “Fight-
ing Hearts,” new Alberta Vaughn series

from Sam Heilman stories; two Bray
cartoons and “A Beauty Parlor,” a

Standard Fat Men comedy, and “A Fra-
ternity Mix-Up,” a Blue Ribbon comedy
starring Alice Ardell, both from the Joe
Rock Studios.

F. B. O. service to the exhibitors was
emphasized by Marcus just before start-

ing his tour.

“During this period of big theatre merg-
ers, national and international, the in-

dustry must not neglect the small town
exhibitor,” he said. “There still are
thousands of theatres serving small rural
communities, and surely these small the-
atres are entitled to service. F. B. O.
pledges itself to give the small theatre
owner the same excellent quality of serv-
ice that we always have offered. We
will have box office attractions suitable
for the small theatre as well as the large.

F. B. O. realizes that the thousands of
small theatres in the early days formed
the backbone of what now is one of the
greatest industries in the world, and we
feel it our duty to see that the little fel-

low is not neglected.

“People in small towns crave amuse-
ment just as much as their more sophis-
ticated brothers and sisters in the larger
centers of population. Since the motion
picture is practically their sole source of
recreation, it is the duty of everyone in

the industry to see that the smaller com-
munities are provided with entertain-
ment. The industry must provide serv-
ice at all times for these small town the-

atres on a basis that will enable the the-

atre owner to keep open his doors.

“F. B. O. has made in the past, and
will make in the future a determined ef-

fort to provide every small town theatre

with suitable box office attractions, and
above all, service.”

75 Cent Admission
Exemption Passes

Senate Committee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 12.—The
senate finance committee yesterday
agreed to increase the exemption on ad-
missions from 50 to 75 cents and the lat-

ter figure will be included in the bill

when it is reported to the senate.

Minority members of the committee
submitted their tax program, including
the entire repeal of the admission tax,

but the majority would not agree.
It is not expected that there will be

any difficulty in getting the senate to
agree to this change, and if it is adooted
it is probable the house will move to ac-

cept the amendment.

Independents of

St. Louis Plan
Booking Combine

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 12.—A bookjng
combination to embrace every independ-
ently owned motion picture house in St.

Louis is in formation.

Joseph Mogler, president of the Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors League of St.

Louis, and owner of the Mogler, Bremen
and Excello theatres in North St. Louis,
admitted such a plan was under consid-
eration.

Ad Rates Are Too Low,
Adolph Ochs Declares

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Existing adver-

tising rates are too low, Adolph S. Ochs
of the New York Times told advertising

men here last week. Ochs said present

rates cheapen newspapers and that higher

rates would improve advertising. He sug-

gested advertisers should spend 90 per cent

of their appropriations to keep existing

customers and 10 per cent to get new ones.

Ochs declared each issue of the Times cost

$50,000 or 14 cents a copy.
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Peggy Hopkins Joyce has returned to the Coast after the premiere of “The Skyrocket” aboard the S. S. Leviathan in the
Hudson River, New York to begin her second picture for Associated Exhibitors release. This picture will be made from
an original story written for Miss Joyce by Cosmo Hamilton. She appears at right with Oscar Price, A. E. president (left).

Peggy Joyce Production Has
World Premiere Aboard Ship

Leviathan Scene of Brilliant Affair—Associated Exhibitors

Film Wins Approval of Theatre Men and Others

Attending Oscar Price’s Unique Presentation

By JOHN S. SPARGO
NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Credit Associated Exhibitors with one of the most

unique premieres in the history of the business. The mammoth U. S. S.

Leviathan, warped in at the 46th street pier, was the scene last Thursday night
of a brilliant affair. Between 600 and 1,000 of the industry’s and society’s
elite gathered there for the initial presentation of “The Skyrocket,” which
Marshall Neilan produced with Peggy Hopkins Joyce in the stellar role.

Celebrities Meet On Liner
The event brought together celebrities from the theatrical world, from the

field of journalism and from the motion picture itself. Acting as host with
Associated was the United States Shipping Board, and this added color to
a gala occasion.

Seider May Call

Meet of All F. TV.

Franchise Holders
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH, PA., Jan. 12.—That
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America will call a conference of First

National franchise holders, large and small,

was disclosed by Joseph M. Seider, busi-

ness manager of the national organization

at a meeting of the Theatre Owners of

Western Pennsylvania at the Hotel Wil-
liam Penn, Pittsburgh, last week.

“I am addressing myself to the First National
franchise holders. Do some of you believe your
interests are in jeopardy? If there is anything to

be done you will find a haven in the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America,” said Mr. Seider.

The eall for a conference will be in the next issue

of the official bulletin.

The unit will notify the Motion Picture

Producers and Distributors of America, of

which Will H. Hays is president, that it

unqualifiedly endorses the national contract

and arbitration committee in its campaign
and that they will cease the arbitration of

disputes over the present “unfair” contract.

Pro-Dis-Co Agent Back
from Europe Announces
5 New Sales Offices

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Upon his re-

turn from Europe last week William M.
Vogel, general manager of Producers In-

ternational Corporation, announced that

new distribution organizations have been
established in many of the foreign coun-
tries to handle the product of Producers
Distributing Corporation. Among the

newly founded organizations are those in

Brussels, Czecho-Slovakia, Switzerland,
Sweden and Holland.

Evans, III, Sells His
Theatres for $225,000

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 12.—
John S. Evans, former president of the
M. P. T. O. of Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, who has been seriously ill for

several months, recently sold his Tioga
and Drury theatres to James Smithan,
an attorney in Mauch Chunk, for a price

said to be close to $225,000

As an exploitation medium the evening
was immense. In addition to the per-
formance for the large gathering, the
thousands of listeners-in on Station
WMCA heard broadcast an interesting
program with Harry Hirshfield, the
originator of “Abie the Agent,” as mas-
ter of ceremonies. Captain Herbert
Hartley, commander of the Leviathan;
Miss Joyce, “Bugs” Bear, noted humor-
ist, the Leviathan orchestra and many
others were on the air, broadcasting the
message of “The Skyrocket.”

Two Medals to Be Awarded
To make the event one of international

interest, Miss Joyce announced that two
medals would be awarded to the listen-
ers-in in England who picked up the
program.
“The Skyrocket” is a mirror through

which the public may view the motion
picture in the making and the lives of
those who produce this entertainment.
It is from a story by Adela Rogers St.

Johns, who knows the studios as well or
better than those of the studios know
themselves. Neilan touches of satire
and human interest abound throughout
the opus.
Miss Joyce was happy with the en-

thusiastic reception accorded her first

screen venture. Especially so because
those in the majority were men and
women whose primary thought, of neces-

sity, is, “Will it draw at the box office?”
Oscar Price, president of Associated,
shared with the star the optimism which
the enthusiastic reception aroused.

Star Returns to West Coast
Though this was Miss Joyce’s first

try at the films it was by no means her
final, for she departed on Saturday for
the West Coast to launch production im-
mediately on another picture. The title

of this has not been announced, nor has
the director. Three prominent wielders
of the megaphone are under considera-
tion, however.
Miss Joyce is not, in this picture, the

mannequin that many might have ex-
pected. She does not rely upon Paris
gowns, jewels and other fineries for ap-
peal. It is her personality and acting
that get across.
The Leviathan premiere was the

thought and work of Bob Welsh, adver-
tising, publicity and exploitation man-
ager of Associated, whose handling of
this attraction has developed many
unique angles in the publicizing of a
picture.
Immediately following the premier

showing of the picture a buffet lunch was
served in the main dining room of the
Leviathan. The ship’s orchestra enter-
tained with classical and popular airs.

Then came dancing in the ballroom with
Joseph Hollander’s orchestra playing.
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Stars Officiate When Ground Is

Broken for Grauman House
Nagel, Talmadge and Anna May Wong Do Honors—H. C. Witwer

Sues Lloyd Corporation—FP-L Deal Executed

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 12.—Sid Grauman broke ground for his new
Chinese theatre Tuesday night at Hollywood Boulevard and Orchid
Street. Chinese gongs heralded the inauguration of the formal dedi-

cation. Film stars, city officials and representatives of the Oriental king-
dom united in the ceremonies.

A BALLET from Sid Grauman’s pro-
logue to “The Big Parade,” garbed in

Oriental costumes, presented the Dance of
Confucius as an introduction to Oriental
music played by Chinese artists.

Conrad Nagel was master of ceremonies,
and introduced William D. Farrell of the
Los Angeles chamber of commerce. Joseph
M. Schenck, of United Artists, spoke
briefly on behalf of the film industry, and
Sid Grauman told of the promised realiza-

tion of his dream of years in the actual
construction of his new theatre.

Anna May Wong, petite Chinese actress,

presented Norma Talmadge with a small
silver shovel and the famous star upturned
the first spadeful of earth, symbolizing the
breaking of ground for the new institution

which is to be dedicated to opera, drama
and the films. Mammoth strings of fire-

crackers were set off at the conclusion of
the ceremony. Steam shovels are already
at work preparing for the foundation.

Pioneer Scenarist Dies

Dwight Cleveland, pioneer scenario
writer and one of the founders of The
Writer’s Club, died last Tuesday after an
illness of more than a year. He was born
in Chicago 54 years ago, and began his film

career in the Vitagraph Studios in Brook-
lyn. His last work was for F. B. O. Fun-
eral services were held Thursday afternoon.

Hs sjc *

Witiver Sues Lloyd Firm

H. C. Witwer, short story writer and
humorist, has filed suit for $250,000 against

the Harold Lloyd Productions. Witwer
states that the motif, theme, plot, situa-

tions, scenes, characters and incidents of
“The Freshman” were lifted from a book
entitled “The Emancipation of Rodney”
which he published in November, 1923.

William R. Fraser, general manager for
the Lloyd Productions, says that Lloyd has
never considered the purchase of a story

from any writer outside of his own staff.

}{l

West Coast Theatres will start work this

week on their new $400,000 theatre at Wil-
shire boulevard and Sycamore street. The
theatre will seat 1,000 on the lower floor

and 750 in the balcony. It will be known
as “The La Brea.” L. A. Smith is the

designer, and it will be of Spanish archi-

tecture with a mezzanine floor commanding
a view of the lobby and foyer.
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Lankershim is to have a new motion pic-

ture theatre, according to an announcement
of the Hollywood Theatres, Inc. It will

be located on Lankershim boulevard on
the site of the Guy Weddington home, and
will cost in the neighborhood of $250,000.

l}C * 5{C

Sennett Asks Citizenship

Mack Sennett, comedy producer, applied
for his first naturalization papers last week.
He gave his name as Michael Sinnott, and
stated he was born in Danville, Canada, in

1880, coming to this country in 1898.
* * ^

George H. Davis, president of Banner
Productions, Inc., has arrived in Los An-

geles for a conference with Samuel J.
Briskin.

:}c % ig

Willard Louis has signed a five-year con-
tract to star with Warner Brothers.

* * *

May McAvoy has gone to New York to
star in First National’s “The Savage.”

* * *

Neely Edwards has left Universal to

“free lance.”
* * *

Ernst Lubitsch’s next picture for Warner
Brothers will be “The Door Mat,” an
adapted stage play.

* * *

William Beaudine will direct Douglas
MacLean in his next Paramount produc-
tion “That’s My Baby.”

* * *

The Writer’s Club last Friday and Sat-
urday evening presented four playlets as

follows

:

“The Vanishing Princess,” by John Golden,
staged by King Vidor; “The Eternal Barrier,” by
Tom Barry, with Sarah Padden ; “Private Jones,”
by E. Richard Schayer, and “The Jazz Bandit,” by
Jarrett E. Fort and N. Brewster Morse.

* *

The case of Jetta Goudal against Famous
Players-Lasky Company has been continued
until July 1, by Judge Hollzer. Miss
Goudal is seeking to recover $23,350, alleg-

ing a breach of contract.
* * *

Marie Prevost who recently terminated
her contract with Warner Brothers, has
signed a long-term contract with Metro-
politan Pictures, according to announce-
ment of William Sistrom. Miss Prevost
will be starred in a series of pictures for
P. D. C. in their 1926-1927 program.
She underwent an operation at the Holly-

wood hospital last week. Her condition
was reported to be favorable for an early

recovery.
jfc

Paul Powell, who is directing “The
Prince of Pilsen,” an A. H. Sebastian pro-

duction, sprained his ankle last week when
stepping from his automobile and is now
using a cane and crutch.

5{C 5^

Little Mary Louise Miller, who just fin-

ished a role in the Warner production,

Parchment Book Given
F.yton, Off for London

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—A book
of parchment, inscribed with the
name of every employe of the
Famous Players-Lasky studio and
of 1,000 stars and featured players
associated with Paramount while
Charles H. Eyton was general
manager of the West Coast studio,
was presented to Eyton on the eve
of his sailing for London to estab-
lish headquarters as European
representative of the Paramount
production department.
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“The Night Cry,” has been signed to play
in Mary Pickford’s next production.

* * *

Transfer of production activities of
Famous Players-Lasky from their

Vine Street plant to the recently pur-
chased United Studios will begin
January 18 . Raymond Griffith’s new
picture, “Fresh Paint,” will be made
there. Other units will be transferred

between now and May first, when the

old studios will be dismantled.
•x- * *

West Coast Theatres will open their new
Manchester theatre at Manchester and
South Broadway, January 20, according to

announcement of Ralph Graneur, general
manager of South Side Theatres, Inc., as-

sociate of West Coast Theatres. A gala
opening program has been arranged.

* * *

Extensive preparations are being made by
Universal for the filming of Don Marquis’
successful stage vehicle, “The Old Soak.”

s{e s|c sjs

James O. Spearing motion picture critic,

has further proved his versatility by writ-

ing the adaptation and continuity on John-
ston McCulley’s “The Brute Breaker,”
which he will direct for Universal.

* * *

Unable to Find Story

That there is a dearth of story material
is further proved by the little success which
Svend Gade, noted Danish director, has had
in finding a suitable vehicle for his next
picture. Gade who recently completed
“Wives for Rent” which Universal pro-

duced, has futilely endeavored to procure
a story which meets with his requirements.

* * *

After two months in Hollywood, during
which time he studied film manufacturing
conditions, Joe Fisher, in charge of First

National distribution of the Far East, has
left for New York City. Fisher will con-

fer with Richard A. Rowland, president of

First National, and other executives.
* * *

Estelle Taylor has completed her role of

Lucretia Borgia in Warner Brothers’ “Don
Juan,” starring John Barrymore. Accord-
ing to Warner officials, Miss Taylor de-

veloped her part to one. of outstanding im-

portance in the picture.

“Barbara Worth” Starts

Principal Pictures Plan
for Production in 1926

( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Predicting that

1926 will be the banner year in the history

of motion pictures and basing his forecast

on 18 years of af-

filiation with the

industry, Sol Les-
ser, president of

Principal Pictures

Corporation, says

Principal aspires

to make a screen
epic of “The Win-
ning of Barbara
Worth,” which
will start the com-
pany’s production
schedule for the

new year.

“Principal Pic-

tures Corporation
has several great
stories under consideration and following
the completion of ‘The Winning of Bar-
bara Worth,’ we will have one or more
pictures in a constant state of production
throughout the entire year,” Lesser said.

“The motion picture of 1926 will surpass

that of any previous year in entertainment
and artistic values.”
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of January 16

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Harry Warner, president of Warner
Brothers, has announced that $10,000,-
000 will be used in the coming year by
a newly organized unit for buying and
exploiting spectacular films.

Adolpb Zukor, president, and Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge of pro-
duction, of Famous Players-Lasky are the chief executives who last week an-
nounced the closing of a deal whereby Paramount takes over the United
Studios on Melrose avenue, Hollywood. The entire deal involves almost
$5,000,000 and negotiations have been in progress for several weeks.

This is an “After Christmas”’ picture. Left to right, Harriet
Hammond, Charles R. Rogers and Trilby Clark. The gifts

were received by them from members of the Great Western
Productions company of which Rogers is the head. Both
women are in roles in “The Seventh Bandit,” Pathe.

George Archinbaud, director, Milton Sills, and Catherine
Hunter, script clerk, have recently returned from a loca-
tion trip to Birmingham, Ala., where the above photograph
was taken. While in Birmingham scenes were made for
Sills’ picture, “Men of Steel.”
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Madeline Hurlock
is a distinguished
feminine player in

Mack Sennett-Pathe
comedies.

Raymond McKee,
Sennett comedian
in “Smith Family”
domestic comedies
for Pathe release.

Billy Bevan, prom-
inent among Sen-
nett players during
Laugh Month.
Pathe distribution.

Ruth Hyatt is the
winsome “Mrs.
Smith” in Pathe’s
“Smith Family”
comedies.

Ben Turpin is back
as a star in Sennett
pieces for Pathe
distribution.

ABOVE: Sennett bathing girls

appear in Pathe comedies be-
ing used during Laugh Month.
RIGHT: Harry Carey in

“Driftin’ Through.”

C. H. Thompson, owner of the Opera House,
Plattsburg, Mo., explains that this house, owned
by him and William Trimble, is the birthplace
of O. O. McIntyre, columnist, who has become
famous for his humor.

ABOVE: Norma Talmadge christened the first set

used in the beginning qf the picture “Kiki,” for First

National. In the foreground are (I. to r.) Lou John-
son, Charles Dorian, assistant director, Clarence
Brown, director, and Miss Talmadge. Photo at left

taken between scenes. Ronald Colman, center.
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Jewel Carmen returns to

the screen after a six years’

absence to play in “The
Bat,” Roland West produc-
tion for United Artists.

The National Committee
for Better Films and the
Federation of Women’s
Clubs have indorsed Mrs.
Madeline Brandeis’ latest

film.

The Carl Laemmle Silver
trophy, above, was won by
the Omaha Universal ex-
change for 1925, for best
sales efficiency.

Educational has made a tieup with McCall Patterns dis-

tributors, resulting in the two releases of McCalls Fashion
News in which Hope Hampton (seen above in four
poses) displays the advance styles. The film has been
made with a color process. (Underwood & Underwood.)

James D. Kennedy, man-
ager of the Appollo the-

atre, Indianapolis, has re-

turned from six weeks
visit in Hollywood.

(L. to r.) P. K. Johnson, Fox branch manager, F. A.
Tomes, Educational manager, R. C. McIIheran, manager of
the Universal Exchange, Col. H. A. Cole, president of
Texas exhibitors association, and Oscar Morgan. Gov. M.
A. Ferguson of Texas signing proclamation for Laugh Month.

Colleen Moore entertained a visitor from the Far East when
Joe Fischer of First National arrived in Hollywood. His
territory is China, India, Malay States and Straits Settle-
ments. She is explaining that she has won the trophy of
the Wampas for four years for film achievement.
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Confidential Reports
Are—The Bunk!

yy

Motion Picture News appropriately
selects Laugh Month in which to pro-
claim an “explanation” of its mysteri-
ous and secretive system of confiden-
tial reports on pictures.
Now for the “explanation”:
The News Says:
“Nothing is more confusing than

to struggle through a score of vary-
ing reports, ‘Big,’ ‘Fair,’ ‘Good,’ ‘Poor,’

and what not, and try to iron out
individual variations of condition and
opinion and arrive at a true estimate
of the picture’s worth.”

All right, then, let’s turn to the
News, January 16th issue, page 291,
and have a look at the blank which
the exhibitor is asked to fill out in

reporting on pictures. . . .

Here we find, strange though it may

seem in view of the above statement,
that the exhibitor is asked to label
pictures “Big,” “Good,” “Fair” and
“Poor.”
But wait, all this confusion is

cleared up by Old Man “Common De-
nominator.” The “defense statement”
continues:
“Motion Picture News, by means of

a simple and easily understood per-
centage system, reduces all reports to
a ‘common denominator’ that tells

the whole story.”
Isn’t that great: and so simple and

easily understood!
A signed report is an authenticated

document, entitled to attention and
respect.

Anonymous reports may be written
by the office boy.

Film to Be Emblem of World
Greatness, Says Griffith

One of 12 “Immortals” Addresses Weekly Luncheon of Associated

Motion Picture Advertisers—Riesenfeld Honored

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.
—“A great motion picture industry today is

synonymous with international greatness. No nation can be inter-

nationally great without it.”

On the verge of his departure for Europe, D. W. Griffith made this as-

sertion to the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers in a speech that

flashed from subtle humor to heavy, compelling sentimental appeal. The
occasion was the luncheon given by the A. M. P. A. to Mr. Griffith as one
of the year’s 12 immortals, the twelve men who, according to a vote of the

members taken last September, have done most for the motion picture in-

dustry. The other two who have already addressed the association are

Adolph Zukor and S. L. Rothafel.

THE famous director was in an ex-
tremely playful mood as he referred to

himself as “the world’s worst director” at

times and the possessor of twenty million

dollars “in his imagination.” He said that

only once in his career did he try to tell

the entire truth, in “Intolerance,” and he
had only finished paying for it last Septem-
ber. Fancifully he expressed his hope of

some day being able to retire to a quiet

country home by the Chesapeake where he
could cogitate with his books, a few
friends and a jug of “intolerance.”

Calls Ad Men “Translators

”

In speaking the director looked fre-

quently at his watch until President Glen
Allvine tactfully turned the timepiece up-
side down. Then Mr. Griffith spoke more
easily.

He referred to advertising men as “trans-

lators of life.”

“It is not the hills and stones of the
West that make one state a golden Cali-

fornia,” he said, “but the facile pens and
the golden genius of a Bret Harte. He
and other writers of his brilliance give it

color and sunshine and warmth and all the
enticing allurements that have caused hun-
dreds of thousands of people to leave their

homes and migrate there.

“The motion picture today is the univer-
sal language. It is language without trans-

lation because it needs none. No nation
can be great without it.”

Refers To “That Royle Girl”

Mr. Griffith referred to “That Royle
Girl” in which, he said, he tried to depict

a girl being a different person to two dif-

ferent men and again a different person
to her father, according to the appeal that

was made to her.

At the conclusion of his talk an audi-
ence of 110, almost a record A. M. P. A.
meeting, gave him sincere applause that

ceased only when the president called the
meeting to order. The ovation to Mr.
Griffith was so extended that no other
business was attempted at the meeting.

At next Thursday’s meeting of the A.
M. P. A. the guests of honor and speak-
ers will be John S. Robertson, former di-

rector for Richard Barthelmess, who has
just returned from Europe, and Sam
Hardy, character actor, who has been doing
some notable work in First National Pic-
tures.
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More From ’Orace Judge

Another newsy issue of The Bumper
at hand from ’Orace Judge, “the scholastic

English gentleman with a distinct leaning
toward New York.” And all Times Square
wishes that ’Orace, as his English brethren
call him, would lean so far that he would
fall right back into our midst so that we
could greet him again, English accent, ol’

topper, and all. The Bumper is the of-
ficial organ of the English association of
screen publicists of which ’Orace, First
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National’s publicity representative abroad,
is chairman.

* * *

Some day the A. M. P. A. is going to
vote a medal for the greatest commuter
in the business. The nominations are go-
ing to simmer down to Jimmy Grainger
and Lee Marcus. The latter, general sales
manager of F. B. O., has just left on an-
other of his swings around the exchanges
with Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland Seattle and Chi-
cago as his stop-over points.

'i
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Home office employes of Vital Ex-
changes have organized a social club for
the purpose of maintaining “that splen-
did spirit of co-operation and good fellow-
ship.” The club was formed at a get-
together of the members of the home of-
fice staff held last week when all were
guests of David R. Hochreich, president
of the company. Weekly meetings of the
club are planned.
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Mike Netvman Back on Broadway
Mike Newman, knight of the road, a

title bestowed upon him after his record
run from Hollywood to New York in the
interest of Christie’s feature length com-
edy, “Seven Days,” is back on Broadway
for a short business stay. The well known
Coast publicist made the present trip East
via the rails, having had his fill of the

Lincoln Highway and other roadways on
his famous “Seven Days” tour.

* * *

One cannot treat mildly the severance
of a business relationship of 10 years. So
thought the employes of the Rivoli, Rialto

and Criterion theatres, many of whom
have been associated with Dr. Riesenfeld
during the decade which he has been man-
aging director of the three houses. On the

eve of his retirement from this post, the

employes, as a sincere indication of their

affection and esteem, presented the noted
musician and showman with a bronze bust
of himself, which had been done by Emil
Fuchs.

i$c

Patrons of the Capitol theatre will again
have the pleasure of seeing the famous
Russian dancer, Vlasta Maslova, for she

has been re-engaged by Edward Bowes,
managing director of the big Broadway
house. Elaborate plans have been made
for her return engagement.

F. B. O. Increases

Fred Thomson ’s

New Year Budget
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 12.—The demand
of exhibitors for Fred Thomson has
caused F. B. O. to increase the star’s pro-
duction budget, it

was announced
here today by J. I.

Schnitzer, vice
president.

The new pro-
duction plan goes
into effect with
“The Tough Guy”
which is to be re-

leased soon. The
plan calls for

larger and more
expensive and
more productions.
All the pictures
are to feature Sil-

ver King, the
horse on which Fred has ridden to fame.

Thomson was one time holder of the

title of world champion all-around athlete.
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New Theatre Buying Brings
Move to Reopen FP-L Case

Failure to Permit Testimony on Acquisitions Since Sept. 1,

1924, and Decision on Commission Counsel’s Protests

Made Basis for Arguments
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 12.—Failure of the examiner in the Famous
Players-Lasky case to permit the introduction of evidence regarding theatre

acquisitions by the respondents after Sept. 1, 1924, and his decisions on pro-

tests made by the commission’s counsel were made the basis for arguments
on the question of reopening the case, heard by the commission January 7.

Aims to Prevent Remanding Case

A. F. Busick, assistant chief counsel for the commission, declared it is de-

sired now to have this matter incorporated in the record, in order that if the

case is carried to the courts there will be no excuse for remanding it for

further hearings. If this testimony is not included, the commission was told,

the court of appeals could hold it to be a prejudicial error on which the case

could be returned.

Levee Confirms

Reported Sale
of United Studios

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 12.—M. C. Levee,

president of the United Studios, last week
confirmed the sale of the property to

Famous Players-Lasky.

“The terms of the sale provide,” he

stated, “for withholding by the studio com-
pany, of which I remain president, of the

concrete storage building and its million

dollars’ worth of properties ranging from
rusted corkscrews to $5,000 beds. Joseph
Schenck will retain his interest as chair-

man of the board of directors in the activi-

ties of the company.”

The rental business carried on by the
company will be expanded, it was an-
nounced.

Producer Must Decide
Between Superplay and
Program, Says Rogers

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The producer of program pictures
should forget all about the big first-run

houses, he says, and aim to meet the de-
mands of the thousands of other theatres,

the ones which need from three to seven
pictures a week.

Loew and H. M. Warner
Visit Chicago ; Both

See Big Year Ahead
A bright year is under way in the mo-

tion picture industry in the estimation of
Marcus Loew, president of Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, and Harry M. Warner, presi-
dent of Warner Brothers, both of whom
were in Chicago last week. Mr. Loew
came in the interests of “The Big Parade,”
now showing in Chicago. Mr. Warner was
on his way to New York for the opening
of John Barrymore’s “The Sea Beast” and
will go from there to Europe for a month
of survey of the foreign situation and
search for new stories and players.

May McAvoy, who played Esther oppo-
site Ramon Novarro in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s “Ben Hur,” which opened recently
in New York, was also a Chicago visitor

en route East to appear in a new picture.

Although during the hearings the re-
spondents acquired but few additional
theatre interests, Mr. Busick declared,
once the hearings were ended they
started out to acquire theatres in large
numbers. As an instance he asserted
they have acquired a New England chain
of 78 theatres and had obtained or would
obtain the Balaban & Katz circuit, which
he declared had something like 500
theatres.

While it was desired to show the the-
atre acquisitions between Sept. 1, 1924,
and Dec. 1, 1925, he said, the reopening
of the case would also afford them an
opportunity to introduce testimony re-
garding acquisitions by their competitors.

Cost to Respondents $200,000

He also asserted that while he would
not admit that the examiner had erred
in barring testimony on appeal of the
Commission’s former chief counsel, Wil-
liam H. Fuller, it would be unwise to let

the case go to the courts in a state where
the courts could throw it out.

The case has already cost the respond-
ents more than $200,000, exclusive of

counsel’s fees, the commission was told

by Robert T. Swain, counsel for Famous
Players, and they were not anxious to
have another “parade around the coun-
try” to get evidence which should have
been admitted in the first place.

The commission’s counsel have con-
tinuously exaggerated every act of the
respondents, he asserted, and he sub-

mitted a statement showing all theatre
acquisitions of his competitor companies
during the period the commission’s
counsel desires to cover.

54 in New England Chain
Instead of 78 theatres in the New

England chain in which his company had
acquired an interest, he said, there were
actually 54. In the case of the Balaban
& Katz circuit, the only dealing was the

giving to Balaban & Katz of manage-
ment contracts under which they would
manage certain Famous Players houses.

This was done, he said, because Balaban
& Katz had introduced a method of

presentation which had become very
popular and his company wanted to try
it out. Neither company, however,
owned any interest in the other.

It is only natural that Famous Players
should acquire new theatre interests, Mr.
Swain declared.

The figures submitted by Mr. Swain
showed Famous Players since Dec. 1,

1924, has acquired interests in 107 the-
atres. In the same period, he pointed
out, competitors have acquired interests
in 562 houses. Fox has obtained 162,

the commission was told, First National
132, DeMille 128, Universal 114, Warner-
Vitagraph 16, and Loew-Metro 10.

217 Witnesses Excluded
Despite adverse rulings by the exam-

iner, he continued, there were a number
of places where the counsel for the re-

spondent was able to “slip into the rec-

ord” the testimony they desired to have
included.
Counsel for the commission made and

was sustained in 2,871 objections, while
counsel for the respondents made 175

objections, which were overruled. Two
hundred seventeen witnesses called by
the respondents were not permitted to

testify. These witnesses are now scat-

tered, he said, and it would be almost
impossible to get all of them together
again.
Mr. Swain made a motion to dismiss

the case. However, if that motion was
not sustained he made a second motion
that the commission should designate
the evidence to be admitted. Both mo-
tions and argument were taken under
consideration by the commission.

(<Ben Hur 9 Opens
in Chicago Feb. 1

Chicago will see “Ben Hur” February 1

when the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer $4,000,000

production will begin an indefinite run.

Aside from New York where “Ben Hur”
opened December 30, it was announced to-

day that the only other cities to have the

picture during 1926 will be Boston, Feb-

ruary 22, and Philadelphia, April 19. The
special presentations in Chicago, Philadel-

phia and Boston will be identical with that

provided at the Cohan house in New York.

Lew Wallace
9
s Son

Dies on Eastern Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Henry Lane
Wallace, the son of Lew Wallace, author
of “Ben Hur,” died suddenly here last

week after he had come from his home
at Crawfo.rdsville, Ind., to attend the
premiere of the picture.

One son, Lewis, survives. Deceased
was 73 years of age.

Landis in Bankruptcy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 12.—-Cullen Lan-
dis has filed a petition declaring himself
bankrupt. He listed liabilities at $20,000
and assets at practically nothing.

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—The producer
who is to be successful as an Independent
must decide whether he will make super-
productions o r

program pictures,

says Charles R.

Rogers, treasurer
of Corinne Griffith

Productions, Inc.,

producer of Har-
ry Carey features
and a partner in a

number of other
motion picture en-
terprises.

The only pro-
ducer qualified to

make superpro-
ductions is the one
who has under Charles R. Rogers

contract stars of
the first magnitude, directors of the top
rank or literary material based on best-

selling books or plays, because the big dis-

tributing companies must have great pic-

tures to run their large theatres, Rogers
declares.
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ColumbiatoProduceinEngland,
Declares Brandt on Return

Plans Made for Separate Producing Unit Also in France If IContingent

Is Voted, Says President

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Though there is no animosity in England
toward American-made pictures as far as the trade and most of the

public is concerned, there is a definite group which resents what
it terms the Americanization of the British screen, Joe Brandt, president
of Columbia Pictures, declared last week on his return from England
where arrangements were completed for production of several Columbias
by a separate unit.

T HE real basic idea behind all the British

agitation for a quota system is that

the motion picture industry is a splendid

commercial asset, as well as a most impor-
tant social factor, and as such Great Britain

is entitled to a fair share of the production
and representation.

“There is enough influence behind the

legislators whp are fostering the movement
to make statutory regulation almost a cer-

tainty.

Separate Producing Unit

“In making plans for the production of

Columbia Pictures for 1926-1927, and upon
the arrival in London of Vice-president
Harry Cohn, we entered into an arrange-
ment whereby a separate producing unit

would make several Columbia pictures in

England using British actors, actresses,

technical help, with possibly one or two
American stars in the cast to give these

productions the necessary international as-

pect which will make them acceptable

throughout the world.

“The British Columbia Picture unit will

have its own financing organization, and the

profits of these productions will accrue to

the benefit of those British capitalists who
are fathering this venture.

“Within a very short time the entire per-

sonnel of the English Columbia financing

pictures unit will be announced, and its

sincerity of purpose will be evidenced by
the stability of the people who are respon-

sible for this project.

Same Plan in France

“France is so keenly occupied with sta-

bilization of its finances that the film Kon-
tingent idea is forced into the background,
but one newspaper, Le Matin, is acting as

spur to a few selected French lawmakers
who have a fixed idea that France too must
protest against monopolization of its

screens by American pictures. Anticipat-

ing the ultimate adoption of such a policy,

Columbia Pictures has entered into a tenta-

tive arrangement whereby should French
legislators eventually adopt this idea a

Columbia producing unit will also operate

in Paris.

“It was with a great sense of gratifica-

tion that I found Columbia pictures being

exhibited in about every large city through-

L. H. Moomaw to

Film Snow Spectacle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 12.—Lewis
H. Moomaw, Portland, Ore., direc-

tor-producer who is here editing
and titling his picture “Only the
Brave,” has announced his inten-

tion of filming a great snow spec-
tacle. Preparations for the picture
have been started.

Several pictures scheduled on
Moomaw’s current program are to
be filmed here, the producer an-
nounces.

out Europe. When I visited Amsterdam I

saw several Columbia pictures presented.
Also in Berlin, Paris, Milan, Prague, Nice
and other cities.

“When I canvassed these territories and
the various offices handling our product I

was elated to find that Columbia pictures
so generally distributed were giving such
genuine satisfaction to our foreign dis-

tributors. In Great Britain, particularly,

Columbia Pictures have ‘caught on.’

“Our plans for 1926-1927 production are
well underway and upon the return of
Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures will an-
nounce the splendid books, plays and stories

by many prominent authors as well as
many of the stars selected for next season’s
output.”

Evil Sales Tactics
Hit at Banquet of

Des Moines Board
( Continued from page 31)

this meeting. I think the salesman has
a hard time.”

At this point the ovation was so great
that the room rang with shouts. The
salesmen had at last found a friend!

Brown said the credit committee work
was the first evidence he had seen of
placing things on a business basis.

E. P. Smith of Newton asked for more
attention from the companies regarding
the exploitation of the pictures after the
films have been sold.

“Too often,” he said, “I find myself
ready to advertise my next week’s pic-

tures and find nothing but a press book.
You know that every picture is a master-
piece according to the press agent. What
we need is a way to find out authentic
reports on the films we are to show.
The salesman should help sell the public
also. The transactions end too soon. It

is a shortsighted method and it will not
do.”

In answer to this, Banford told the
group that an exploitation man would
assist at times but that the average ex-
hibitor would not follow directions when
left alone.

Stabilizing the industry, selling to the
public and cleaning up bad conditions
were the three points covered by Harry
Weinberg, general manager for A. H.
Blank Enterprises. Weinberg said the
fact that capitalists had built big houses
and had backed production had made
great strides in the business possible. He
traced the history of pictures for the

past ten years and gave great credit to

Will Hays, president of the M.P.P.D.A.,
for his part in “cleaning up” motion
pictures.

Other speakers included William
Curry, exploitation man, Famous Players;
Ed Lipson, branch manager, Producers
Distributing corporation; R. Frank Craw-
ford, manager, Famous Players; George

Naylor, Universal; Clifford Niles, East-
ern Iowa Theatre Company, Anamosa.
The entire guest list follows:
Universal Exchange—Mannie Gottlieb, manager,

and George Naylor, Sam Wescott, James Mc-
Givern, F. D. Wallace, M. E. Lee, L. J. Allison,

A. Yarowsky, Ted Yarawsky, Charles Stevens,
Clarence Ross; Famous Players-Lasky—-R. F.

Crawford, manager, and, R. M. Copeland, R. W.
Robbins, H. H. Saveriede, E. R. Rushing, S.

O.’Hare, C. H. McClintock, John Hayes, William
Curry, William Barker; Pathe—A. H. Kahn, man-
ager, and O. H. Garland Earl Meyers, Raymond
Donohoe, R. W. McEwan, W. Beale, S. C. An-
derson, J. J. Jacobson, Waldo Hackman; Educa-
tional—James Winn, manager, and Lou Levy,
George Wood, W. O. Galloway; Premier Picture
Exchange—S. S. Schwarz, office manager; Asso-
ciated Exhibitors—Fred Horn, manager, and Nate
Furst, C. Chapman, Leo Wederts; Film Booking
Offices—Max Weisfeldt, district manager, N. C.

Rice, branch manager, and R. H. Fairchild, F. R.

Bandy, Tim Evans, R. H. Dutton, R. C. Mc-
Cullough; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—W. E. Banford,
branch manager, and Carl Reese, Harry Gottlieb,

Tom Gabrio, Park Agnew; Pro-Dis-Co—Ed Lip-

son, manager, and R. Wagle, Ludy Bosten, Sam
Sosna, M. Burckhalter; First National—E. J.

Tilton, manager, and Clyde Pratt, William Finter,
Harry Keller, Mayo Batty, Art Johnson.

Exhibitors—Mr. and Mrs. B. LeVenson, Dremn-
land, Dubuque; Tom Brown, Strand, Iowa City;

E. P. Smith, Strand, Newton; W. Stearns, Aud-
itorium, Corydon; D. Costen and Clifford Niles,

Eastern Iowa Theatre Company, Anamosa; Ted
Bryant, Gem, Oelwein; J. Collins, Rex, Perry;
Otto Panknan, Strand, Marengo; W. H. Eddy,
Empress, Indianola; Byron Watson, Grand, Knox-
ville; L. Gabrielson, Crystal Lake; Ted Ringgen-
berg, Cort, Des Moines; B. I. Van Dyke, Royal,
Des Moines; M. A. Brown, Forest, Forest City;
Harry Weinberg, A. H. Blank Enterprises, Des
Moines; George Bandy, Iowa Loan and Trust,
Des Moines; Mary Benjamin, secretary, Des
Moines Film Board of Trade.

The meeting originally had been
scheduled for December 28.

Trend in M. P. Circles

Indicates War Releases
in Canadian Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Jan. 12.—Canada is

in for a season of outstanding war rec-

ord pictures. Regal Films, Ltd., will

release in February the war picture,

“Ypres.”
Another indication of the trend toward

war pictures is the screening of “The
Canadians at Mons,” at Ottawa, January
5. “The Battle of Arras,” belonging to

the Canadian Archives at Ottawa, is

ready for release. It was given a special

prerelease screening at Ottawa, Janu-
ary 6.

“The Battle of Zeebrugge” and “Can-
adians in Action,” are now being shown.

Screen Author Weds
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Arthur C.

Train, lawyer, novelist and motion picture

writer, and Mrs. Chester Gerard of New-
port were married last week in Suffern,

N. Y.

Dave Dubin has announced that “Book-
ers Week” will be observed by the
Chicago branch of Educational Jan.
16 to 22. Dubin has concentrated
every effort in the past few weeks to

get results in the drive for playdates
being made nationally by his company.
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1
AUGH Month is now a national reality. Every-
where throughout the country the idea of

Laugh Month has been successfully registered.

There can be no doubt of its good results immedi-
ately and in the months to come.
Producers and distributors of short features,

through their publicity and advertising representa-

tives, have discharged in a most creditable manner
the task they set before themselves in directing and
promoting the enterprise of Laugh Month.
The benefits to be gained from the Laugh Month

scheme devolve at least as much upon the exhibitor

as upon the producer and the distributor. In fact.

Laugh Month was intended to work directly on
theatre patronage and theatre patronage doubt-

lessly has been greatly benefitted by the stunt.

It is, therefore, important to inquire at this time
just what the exhibitors think about Laugh Month.
The Herald would like to receive expressions from
theatremen. It is also important that some record
be made of what the exhibitor has done in the way
of co-operating with the efforts of producers and
distributors toward the promotion of Laugh Month.
How have you co-operated in promoting Laugh
Month and what have been the results?

If the results have justified the efforts that have
been put in. Laugh Month should be made an
annual event.

And now is the time to make the facts of the
situation known so that when next January ap-

proaches the industry will know what it wants to

do about having another Laugh Month.—M. J. Q.

RADIO BOOSTS LAUGH MONTH
Harry Scott
Makes Pathe
Trade Survey

An interesting trade survey of existent

conditions in the field was disclosed this

week in a statement front Harry Scott,

general sales manager of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., who has just returned from an exten-

sive tour of the South and the Middle West.
Mr. Scott’s comprehensive account takes on
added importance in view of its forward-

looking trend and release just at the dawn
of the New Year.

BAD NEWS MAKES
GOOD NEWS GOOD

It takes a certain amount of bad news
to make good news good, and so this

prominent position is given to the following

report from Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,

Bellaire, 0., on a program consisting of

“Never Weaken,” “Uncle Tom’s Gal,” “Felix

Cartoon” and “Back to Nature.”

“This Laugh Month is all the bunk
with the public. We started the New Year
with a comedy bill and they kicked all

the time they were not laughing. Our
crowd wants thrill pictures for the main
dish and a comedy for a dessert. Some
of the men patrons and the kids like

lots of comedy, but the fair sex tell you
where to get off. We advertised Harold
Lloyd big and spent the day answering
calls as to ‘What’s the feature?’ A few
more Laugh Months and special ex-
ploitation and we will be paying feature
pictures for two-reel comedies.”

“KO-KO STEPS OUT”
Out of Inkwell Cartoon Plays

N. Y. STRAND
this week

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

Broadcasters

East and West
Aid Industry

Screen, radio and press combined this

week to give the “Laugh Month” celebra-

tion a flying start. Radio programs were
broadcast both from the East and West
coasts thus assuring a nation-wide coverage
by air with the message of “Laugh Month.”
The West Coast broadcasting was

done from Station KNX, known as “The
Voice of Hollywood.” On Saturday,
December 26th, a “Laugh Month” pro-
gram was broadcast, including short ad-
dresses on the subject by Larry Semon,
Dorothy Dwan and Walter Wessling of

Pathe’s Los Angeles office. A special

three-hour “Laugh Month” program was
scheduled for Saturday, January 2nd,
with such well-known screen personali-
ties as Harry Langdon, Charley Chase,
and the famous “Our Gang” troupe on
the program.

In the East the message of “Laugh
Month” was broadcast on Wednesday,
January 6th, from Station WJZ, New
York City, by “Pete” Woodhull, presi-
dent of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. Mr. Woodhull took
for his topic “The Art of Making You
Laugh.” The address was also broadcast
by the allied stations of the Radio Cor-
poration of America.
A series of radio talks on Short

Features is being broadcast by represen-
tatives of Educational Pictures from Sta-
tion WBZ, in Boston, the powerful
Westinghouse station located at the Ho-
tel Brunswick in that city. The first

of these talks was given on Wednesday,
January 6, by Mr. G. S. Moffat, local
Kinograms representative.

Mr. Scott’s trip was in the nature of a

record smasher, 15 exchange centers
being visited in 20 days. In each city

visited Mr. Scott
conducted a sales

meeting and met
local first run ex-
hibitors for first-

hand information
on the theatre
situation. In the
three-weeks’ trip

the Pathe general
sales manager
conducted busi-
ness in the fol-

lowing exchange
centers: Detroit,
Pittsburgh, Cin-

Harry Scoti cinnati, Indian-
a p o 1 i s, Chicago

and the “Double I” offices, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha, Kan-
sas City, Oklahoma City, St. Louis,
Cleveland and Buffalo.
The Pathe policy of exhibitor service

provides as one of its keystones a sym-
pathetic understanding of the difficulties

( Continued on page 44 )
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Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank
( Use this coupon to file your entry in the prize contest for the best Laugh
Month exploitation. Send entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd
Street, New York City.)

Name of person responsible for campaign
Name of Theatre

Address

City or Town
State

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?

Seating capacity

Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing

company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited, it being
sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular

comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy—not more than three reels.)

Laugh Month
Contest Rules

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees responsible for exploitation
campaigns.

Campaign can include advertising, posters,

publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos and any form
of exploitation.

Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.

All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must
tie up with Laugh Month.

If campaign is based on a particular
comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).

Prizes are as follows for each of the four
weeks

:

1st prize $100.00
2nd prize 50.00
3rd prize 25.00
4th prize „ 12.50
5th prize - 10.00

and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.

Duplicate awards will be made in cases of
equally meritorious exploitation received.

Newspapers Active in

Support of Campaign;
Many Using Publicity
Laugh Month as a popular success is an

assured fact, according to Julian M. Solomon,
Secretary of the Committee, who reports
that headquarters have been swamped with
requests from newspapers from Maine to

Florida and from Jersey to California, for

the Laugh Month mats. Messenger boys
form a regular parade with telegrams and
the postman adds his bit every time he
calls.

That the newspapers are 100% behind
the move is shown by such comments
as, “When I opened the envelope and
found the Ha Ha faces, I began to
laugh and am in the mood to make
January a real Laugh Month in this com-
munity.” Another one reads, “We will

be glad to use some of the mats through-
out the editorial and news columns. Will
also see what we can do with smile copy
in our advertising department.” From
Indiana another paper says, “Believe we
can use all the mats during the month
in features and ads and will be pleased
to receive the mats and will use the
Laugh Month Calendar.” From Okla-
homa, “We will do our best to put this
through.”

Among the papers who have requested
the mats are the following:

Daily Beacon, Paris, Illinois. Daily Post, La
Salle, Illinois. Galesburg Evening Mail, Gales-
burg, Illinois. Portland Republican, Portland, In-
diana. The Michigan City Evening News, Michi-
gan City, Indiana. The Cadillac Evening News,
Cadillac, Michigan. Coldwater Daily Reporter,
Coldwater, Michigan. Newburgh Daily News, New-
burgh, New York. Buffalo Times, Inc., Buffalo,
New York. Washington, Daily News, Washing-
ton, North Carolina. Sentinel Tribune, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Urbana Daily Democrat, Urbana,
Ohio. Franklin Repository, Chambersburg, Pa.
The Evening Record, Lansford, Pa. The Car-
bondale Leader, Carbondale, Pa. Pottstown Daily
News, Pottstown, Pa. Portsmouth Star, Portsmouth,
Virginia. Mineral Daily News, Keyer, West Vir-
ginia. Welch Publishing Co., Welch, West Vir-
ginia. Monroe Evening Times, Monroe, Wiscon-
sin. Star Enquirer, Buffalo, New York. Passaic
Daily News, Passaic, New Jersey. Daily Review,
Sistersville, West Virginia. Evening Journal, Wil-
mington, Delaware. News-Leader, Staunton, Vir-
ginia. Telegram, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Goldsboro
News, Goldsboro, North Carolina. Intelligencer,
Lancaster, Pa. Daily News, Longview, Texas.
Democrat, Davenport, Iowa. Daily Index, Min-
eral Wells, Texas. Times Publishing Company,
Corpus Christi, Texas. Journal, Logan, Utah.
Journal, Wilmington, California. Sentinel Nox-
ville, Tennessee. Boulder Publishing Co., Boulder,
Colorado. Leaf-Chronicle, Clarksville, Tennessee.
The Times, Manitowock, Wisconsin. The Star,
Peoria, 111. Reporter-Herald, Loveland, Colorado.
Dispatch, Cordele, Georgia. Daily Democrat,
Princeton, Indiana. Republican, Shelbyville, In-

diana. Daily Democrat, Decatur, Indiana. The
News, Jerrersonville, Indiana. The Times, Daven-
port, Iowa. The News, Salisbury, Maryland. The
Daily Post, Jefferson City, Missouri. Democrat-
News, Marshall, Missouri. Daily Review, Fostoria,
Ohio. Times Gazette, Ashland, Ohio. News-Rec-
ord, Miami, Oklahoma. Courier, Harrisburgh, Pa.
Daily Tribune, Terrill, Texas. Freeman Printing
Company, Waukesha, Wisconsin. The Traveler,
Arkansas City, Kansas. The Messenger, Mayfield,
Kentucky. The Daily Times, Crookston, Minn.
The Evening News, Bridgeton, N. J. The Dis-

patch, Scranton, Pa. The’Chronicle, Johnson City,

Tennessee.

Scott Makes
Trade Survey

( Continued from page 43)

confronting its exhibitor customers in

their own particular localities, and this

in turn demands first-hand knowledge
not only on the part of the local sales

force but of the home office executives

as well of actual conditions in the field.

Mr. Scott’s trip is but one of several

planned for the near future by the sev-

eral sales managers of the Pathe or-

ganization who are in charge of the

distribution of the company’s various

brands of screen product.

Scott Describes Conditions

While Mr. Scott’s description of ex-

istent conditions goes beyond company
boundaries and interests and is, accord-

ingly, of genuine interest to the trade

as a whole, Pathe product came in for a

share of comment.

“In my trip to the Middle West and
South during the last three weeks I

found the Pathe district and branch
managers and salesmen very optimistic

and enthusiastic over our new season’s

product,” Mr. Scott declared. “The
newly appointed field men of Pathe’s

exploitation department are accomplish-
ing satisfactory results in demonstrating
to exhibitors the value of advertising

their short features, serials and two-reel

comedies.

Showmen See Big Year

“I had the opportunity of interviewing
a number of prominent exhibitors who
reported that their business during 1925

had greatly exceeded expectations. Most
of these exhibitors expressed the convic-

tion that their business in 1926, judging
by the present outlook, would exceed
that of the past year. Many new thea-

tres are under construction, which indi-

cates that capital shares the optimistic

outlook point of the theatre interests.

“In the industrial sections I found a

temporary lull due in part to the holiday
season and to the fact that it was inven-
tory time. Many big factories at this

season of the year pursue a practice of

laying off some of their forces until

their inventories have been completed.
This, of course, has a tendency to slow
up theatre business a bit. Then, too,

the widely exploited slogan ‘Do Your
Christmas Shopping Early’ had the ef-

fect of interfering slightly with theatre

attendance.

B. O. Reflects Trade Status

“In the mining districts conditions
seem to be only slightly affected by the

anthracite strike. Farming sections are

evidencing prosperity to a notable ex-

tent, and the theatres in these agricul-

tural districts are reflecting the healthy
trade conditions in most instances by
substantial box office receipts

“The farmer is outstripping the city

dweller in the acquisition of up-to-date
facilities and even luxuries. We find the

farmer investing in radios, newer and
better cars, modern home equipment and
the like. In a few of the towns where
business is not so good the situation may
be attributed to the fact that the local

exhibitors are not furnishing their pa-

trons with shows of sufficient merit to

entice them away from their radios,

bridge clubs, etc.

“In all the cities visited favorable
comments were heard concerning the

Pathe News Anniversary Celebration.

Exhibitors and film men of other com-
panies frequently express the opinion to

me that the attendance of such notables

as marked our Pathe News reception at

the Hotel Plaza November 14 had done
much to establish a closer relationship

between the film industry as a whole and
the leaders of thought and action in the

political, professional, and industrial life

of our country. Enthusiasm was also

displayed in quite a number of instances

over the special local theatre service that

Pathe News had furnished during the

Anniversary month.

Laugh Month Interest Great

“Everywhere I encountered unusual
enthusiasm over the idea of ‘Laugh
Month’ and its box office possibilities.

The idea itself seems to have a universal

appeal, and this is enhanced by the stag-

ing of the celebration during the open-
ing month of the new year. The desig-

nation of January as ‘Laugh Month’ has
fitted in perfectly with the feeling of

optimism prevailing throughout the

country at the present time.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN ACT V? That’s the big question—but there’s not much question to it. In the

last act of every really good melodrama the villain bites the dust and everybody else lives happily^ever after-

ward or at least until the next villain shows up. If January has been advertised as it should be, “there am t

gonna be no more villains.”
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Presentations on Eight-Foot Stage

Ultra-modern scenic ideas are incorporated into this set

for “In Russia,” presentation staged at the Strand theatre,

Milwaukee. The theatre’s stage is only eight feet deep.

Venice is suggested in this Milwaukee Strand set for the

presentation “In Italy.” Small set pieces and the drop are

combined.

Novel Shows
Created in

Small Space
Milwaukee Showman Combines

Scenery, Band and Acts

in Unique Manner
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 12.—
Hundred per cent utilization of ex-
tremely limited stage facilities, has
spelled the success of the note-
worthy presentations at Saxe’s
Strand theatre, under the capable
direction of Manager Stanley
Brown, whose genius for producing
under difficulties is perhaps sur-

passed only by his salesmanship in

amassing box office figures.

Only eight feet of stage depth and
the financial handicap of a limited seat-
ing capacity make expensive presenta-
tions of the usual type impossible for the
Strand. However, Manager Brown has
so thoroughly utilized everything at his

disposal that the Strand stage numbers
have become one of the biggest box
office attractions in downtown Mil-
waukee.

Builds Shows Around Band
Joie Lichter’s Record Makers are the

official musicians of the Strand, and
around these Brown has built his entire
presentation .program each week. Six
weeks ago the band embarked on a
“trip around the world,” each week play-
ing on the stage the popular ntambers of

a different country—or at least the num-
bers popularly identified in the minds of

Americans with such places as Hawai
India, China, Russia, Italy and Germany.

Skillful combination of the art of scene
painting with the art of economy re-

sulted in excellent stage settings appro-
priate for each week. Joie Lichter’s

stage bearing a la Paul Ash (though
certainly not an imitation) and the fine

performance of his eleven syncopators
round out the bills of ever growing
popularity.

Patrons Want Presentations

The announcement of a “Back Home”
week brought hundreds of protests from
fans who interpreted it as meaning the

end of the orchestra’s monopolization of

the stage. This was a mistaken impres-
sion, however, for Stanley Brown, realiz-

ing that the orchestra has been the secret

of the sudden transformation of business
from rather poor to very excellent, plans

to follow the “world tour” with a series

of novelties. The first of these, “Hello
1926,” held the boards the week just

ended and kept business going full blast.

Terminal Shows to

Change with Films
Ascher Brothers’ New Terminal the-

atre, Chicago, opened last Thursday, will

offer four screen bills each week, and
the stage program will change as often

as the pictures, it has been announced.
Henry Kogan and his syncopating or-

chestra will be the mainstay of the New
Terminal programs.

Ruth Bennett Scores
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 12.—Ruth
Bennett, Washington dancer, scored a

center hit in a Charleston single act at the

Metropolitan theatre. Her act was in the

nature of a prologue to the long feature

film, “We Moderns.”

Presentation
Adopted by
Small Town

Supplementary Entertainment Is

Recognized as Necessary-
Obstacles Overcome

Reports published weekly in the

“Current Presentations” section of

this department, together with items

in its news pages regarding the in-

creasing use of presentations in

cities of 50,000 and fewer inhabi-

tants and in theatres in the larger

cities that have limited stage and
lighting facilities, indicate the small

town and small theatre showman’s
determination to keep abreast of the

large cities and large theatres in the

matter of offering entertainment

supplementary to the screen bill.

They also indicate the expanding

circuit over which presentation per-

formers may be routed.

Showmen in the smaller cities began with

solo “single” performers—-singers, musi-

cians, dancers, comics—and with the im-

provement of presentation technique, elab-

orated these presentations until the revue

as staged in the larger cities was approxi-

mated.

With the nationalization of the Charles-

ton craze a new box office stimulant was
made available, Charleston dance contests,

( Continued on page 52)
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PennsylvaniansRecaptureChicago
Mangan Goes
to London in

Famous Post
Presentation Expert Signs with

Publix to Create Shows
for New Plaza

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Francis

A. Mangan, unit recently creator of

presentations for the Capitol and

Stratford theatres, Chicago, sailed

January 9 on the Leviathan for

London, Eng., to fill the position of

director of presentations of the

Plaza ..theatre, . Famous-Players

house.

As reported in the Presentation Acts de-

partment of the January 9 "issue of the

Herald, Mangan went to New York for a

conference with Sam Katz relative to ac-

cepting a position in the B & K-Famous
lineup. At the time of his leaving Chicago
Mangan did not know whether he would
accept a position in this country or abroad.

To Open New Plaza

Mangan is to open the New Plaza, a

4,000-seat house, which is the first de luxe

motion picture house to be opened in Eu-
rope. The presentations that are to be

staged at this house will be as lavish as any
offered the American theatre going public.

While Mangan was with the National

Theatres Corporation, owners and opera-

tors of the Capitol and Stratford theatres,

he created and directed presentations that

were the talk of the industry and were in

large part responsible for the box office

returns those houses enjoyed during his

incumbency. A difference of opinion rela-

tive to use of vaudeville acts at the Capitol

was given as his reason for withdrawal
from the National Theatres Corporation or-

ganization.

Portland Houses
Present Varied

New Year Shows
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 12.—Five
downtown and six suburban picture houses

celebrated the advent of the new year with

special midnight shows. The Columbia
topped the list with an elaborate musical

revue.

A musical revue, music by Chuck White-
head’s orchestra, a special preview of a
picture, Nordstrom at the organ and a

Charleston contest constituted the Liberty’s

entertainment.

The Majestic put on a show called “One
Helluva Night,” which included a long fea-

ture film, a Charleston contest and other

screen and stage offerings.

The Rivoli gave a stage show and a

screen bill. Si Hopkins and his Country
Store headed the stage attraction.

Six East Side houses gave midnight per-

formances, which included special screen

bills and stage attractions.

Presentation Raises

Musical Standards
(This is the first of a series of articles

by Mme. Cutter, nationally known lyric

soprano, on what the motion picture pres-

entation art has done to elevate musical
standards in the United States-)

By BELLE FORBES CUTTER

Eight o’clock.

It is theatre time and Mr. and Mrs.
Theatregoer are on their way to the neigh-
borhood movie to hear Galli-Curci or
another one of the famous opera stars who
are taking part in the presentation act
tonight.

This, at any rate, seems to me to be not
an exaggerated prediction. The presenta-
tion art is rapidly bridging the gap
between opera
and the theatre.

It is bringing bet-

ter and finer music
to the motion
picture house.

Singers of
prominence and
nation-wide re-
pute are now
making appear-
ances on the
stages of cinema
houses. In Chi-
cago many stars

of the Chicago
Civic Opera Com-
pany have been
won over to work
prologues. Such

Belle Forbes Cutter

in presentations and
singers as Hazel Eden,

Margery Maxwell and Herbert Gould have
already entered the presentation field.

At the opening of the new B and K
Uptown theatre, recently, Jose Mojica was
the soloist. Last week Mojica was heard

( Continued on Page 53)

Henry Dixon, otherwise known as
the “Ukulele Wizard,” who is ap-
pearing in a presentation act at the
Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, la.,

this week. Dixon is under the man-
agement of Premier Attractions,
Inc., Chicago, and is known to

thousands of radio fans in the coun-
try through his work at radio sta-

tion KYW .Chicago.

Take “Loop ”

with Genuine
Waring Jazz

Upset Trade Dope—Not an “Ash
Act”—“Welcome Homers”

Pack Lobby
Warings’ Pennsylvanians recap-

tured Chicago last week and boosted
the Chicago Theatre box office in a
bill upsetting trade dope to the effect

that the act was to be framed as a
second “Ash” attraction. Dispensing
a better grade of jazz music than has
been heard in Chicago picture thea-
tres since the Warings’ original en-

gagement two years ago, and adher-
ing strictly to the “class” style of

delivery for which the organization
is famous, the Pennsylvanians re-

stored to the Chicago lobby the
waiting lines which Paul Ash at

McVickers is credited with cutting
into during recent weeks.
Booking of several individual acts to

work with the Warings was interpreted
by trade analysts and prognosticators to
mean that the Pennsylvanians were be-
ing brought in by Balaban & Katz in
an effort to produce for the Chicago
theatre another freak draw to balance
the Paul Ash phenomenon at McVickers.
It looked like good logic and the line-up
was about what it would have been if

the dope were correct, but the Warings
didn’t deliver the expected performance.
Instead, the Pennsylvanians did exactly
the kind of show they used during their
previous sensational Balaban & Katz
booking, with identical results.

Acts Tacked On
Additional acts booked into the show

were practically tacked onto the bill.

Fred Waring announced each in turn,
simply and without the line of boosts
that Ash uses, then his orchestra played
a straight pit orchestra accompaniment.
Before, between and after the singles the
Warings did their stuff independently.

The muted delivery favored by the
Pennsylvanians scored as new and bril-

liant stuff to a public trained on rough
brass, as did the reserved style in con-
trast to the “red hot” stuff attempted by
most presentation orchestras since Ash’s
success with the latter. The singing
broken into several numbers also hit

hard, and Tom Waring’s vocal solos
were solid gold with the audience. The
Gallagher and Shean bit used for third
encore will never be too old, according
to the reception it got. A complete re-

port of the show, including subsidiary
acts, is given on another page.

Show Goes to Tivoli

Following its week at the Chicago, the
show moved to the Tivoli, the South Side
unit of the B & K Chicago chain. The
week following it is scheduled for the
Uptown, on the North Side. As the en-
gagement is for seven weeks or more, it

is probable that at least one return date
will be played at each of the houses.
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NewTypePresentationDeveloping
Capitol Set
for Initial
Publix Show

Opening Dates of Four Detroit

Kunsky Houses Changed

—

State Adopts Jazz

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 12.—On
January 25 the first of the new Pub-
lix Theatre Corporation presenta-

tions, ‘The Melting Pot,” opens at

John H. Kunsky’s Capitol theatre.

“The Melting Pot,” which was de-

signed and executed by John Mur-
ray Anderson, is the first of a

number of Publix presentations
that will be presented in Detroit
Kunsky houses.

Opening Dates Changed

To accommodate the new Publix Thea-
tre Corporations shows, which start at John
H. Kunsky’s Capitol theatre January 25, an-
nouncement has been made that the opening
day of the four Kunsky theatres in down-
town Detroit will be Monday instead of

Sunday. According to the announcement,
the new State theatre, the Capitol, the

Madison and the Adams will all open with
new shows on Mondays.

The new “jazz” policy, which was in-

augurated at John H. Kunsky’s new $2,000,-

000 State theatre on January 3, has proved
such an unusual and unlooked-for success,

that the policy will be maintained for

several weeks at least. The State orches-
tra, under the direction of Herbert Straub,

has been transformed into as clever and
versatile a jazz band as has been heard in

these parts in some time, and is now known
as “Herb and His Bunch.”

Fred Stritt, well known stage comedian,
is “master of ceremonies,” and already he
has won over the audiences at the State
with his antics.

Granada Stages Big
New Year Spectacle

(Special lo Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 12.—For
the first time in its history the Granada
theatre, one of four Paramount houses
under the control of Edward Baron,
ushered in the new year with a great stage

spectacle. Verne Buck and his synco-
symphonists played special music for the

show.

All theatres here held special New Year
shows.

Kate Smith Doubles
with Radio Artists

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 12.—Kate
Smith, soprano soloist, featured on the

Earle theatre bill this week, is doubling
with the Crandall “Saturday Nighters” in

broadcasting from station WRC, this city.

Miss Smith has won local prominence
as a singer, and also is making a reputa-

tion as a dancer.

Don Romanelli Gains
Renown As Conductor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, ONT., Jan. 12.—
Don Romanelli, conductor of the
Empire theatre orchestra, is gain-

ing local renown for the manner
in which he presents musical bills

to the public. Don is a member
of a family that boasts five theatre
orchestra leaders. The other four
are his father and three brothers.
One brother, Luigi, is director of
the Tivoli theatre orchestra.

Jack Roth Adopts
Presentation for

Kansas City Isis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 12.—Another
Kansas City suburban house, the Isis, has
changed its policy of presentation. Jack
Roth, manager, has added Jack Riley and
his orchestra, well known radio entertain-

ers in the Kansas City territory, as a
permanent fixture to the theatre. Also,
Harry Weber and a bevy of girls in “Col-
legiate Capers,” were an added feature.

New lighting effects, by way of border
lights, footlights and dimmers, were added
to the theatre. Thus far a steady increase

in patronage has prevailed.

Elgin Charlestonians

in Inter-City Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ELGIN, ILL., Jan. 12.—William New-
man, manager of the Great States theatres

here, broadcast a call for Charleston dan-
cers to compete in an inter-city contest,

which will be held after the Elgin, Aurora
and Joliet winners have been chosen this

week. Tom Noble, director of the Blossom
Heath orchestra, is working with Well-
man. The Elgin competition opened on
Sunday of this week with the Heath revue.

The winning Elgin team will compete
with the Aurora winners at Joliet. If

Elgin wins from Aurora, the Toliet-Elgin

contest will be conducted at Aurora.

Portland Hippodrome
to Use Presentations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 12.—Producers
Distributing Corporation has acquired a

lease on the Hippodrome theatre and now
has an outlet for the first run of all its

pictures here. The dope on film row is

that the Hippodrome policy of pictures and
vaudeville will be changed to one of pic-

tures and presentations such as are staged

in thousands of other film theatres of the

country.

Special Bills Raise

Union Square Takings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 12.— .

Union Square theatre has announced that

its business has increased considerably

during the last six weeks due to the fact

that better programs, including special acts,

are given to the public at low prices. Ward
Morris is the new manager of this house.

Schindler to

Head Chorus
at New Roxy

Noted Musician Will Have Full

Charge of Singing Unit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

of 100 Voices
NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Kurt

Schindler, for many years asso-
ciated with choral activities in this
city, has been engaged by S. L.
Rothafel (Roxy) to direct the per-
manent chorus of 100 trained voices
which will be an outstanding fea-
ture of the new Roxy theatre, now
in progress of construction at 50
street and Seventh avenue.
Schindler ,is keenly enthusiastic about

what he calls a unique opportunity in the
history of American music to create a
wide appreciation for the finest choral
productions and the best in folk lore,
bringing compositions little heard but
deeply loved in a new way to the people.
As he puts it, “For the first time a large
permanent chorus drilling and perform-
ing every day is thus made accessible to
the public at large.”

Great Service Performed

And, in accepting the calling, he feels
that he is doing the greatest service pos-
sible in the presentation of music. He
predicts that within a short time such a
chorus will function with the precision
and skill of an orchestra, and as Mr.
Rothafel has assured him that no music
is too good for his theatre, he promises
wide and unlimited scope in his pro-
grams.

Schindler said:

“Season after season, I have given a
few performances of my Schola Can-
torum in Carnegie Hall, always thinking
how I might bring this music before
wider audiences. I feel that I have
something genuine to offer to the people
and I promise I shall use my new posi-
tion as one of public trust, knowing the
deep love of music inherent in the Amer-
ican people and realizing that nothing
is too good for the thousands who will
attend these performances.

Rothafel Man of Vision

“My conversations with Mr. Rothafel,
whom I met recently for the first time,
have revealed to me a man of highly
spirited temperament and rare idealistic

vision. He brings a wonderful gift to
the people of New York. The plans of
the new Roxy theatre are on an incredi-
bly sumptuous scale, including for my
particular branch of endeavor perfect re-

hearsal rooms, ideal conditions to foster
all that is finest and noblest in music,
and perfect equipment for the comfort
of the artist.

“This chorus will function sometimes
alone, sometimes with the orchestra, so
that many works both of oratorio and
opera will be available. One of the un-
usual features, and a wish I have always
hoped to see realized, will be the per-
formance of choral music with dancing,
thus opening an entirely new repertoire

(Continued on page 52 )
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Salvatore Solte,

Harp Ensemble, in

Weak Senate Show
Ben Paley carried the musical burden

at the Senate theatre, Chicago, the week
ending January 10. He did only pass-

ably well. The difference between his

symphonic orchestra and Art Kahn’s
jazz outfit is so great, and Senate patrons
have become so accustomed to Kahn’s
music, that he did not run up a high
score.
Preston Sellers at the organ opened

the show with a medley about New
Year resolutions. The lyrics thrown on
the screen were not so good. For a

time it seemed certain Sellers would not
ask the house to sing. But in one of

those inconvenient switches from one
time and rhythm to another he crept up
on the customers with a phrase—at the
end of one of the screened lyrics—sug-
gesting that all sing. No one did.

Paley and the orchestra played selec-

tions from “Carmen” as their big offer-

ing. The response was weak.
Salvatore Solte, basso, was the first

stage attraction. Curtains parted on
stage in three backed with a drop rep-
resenting the organ loft of a medieval
cathedral. Solte was revealed seated at

an antique organ console set center
stage. Following an introduction on the
house organ he sang “The Lost Chord.”
Solte sings well enough, but the Senate
clientele favors another kind of musical
fare.

Toward the end of Solte’s song the
front of the stage was darkened and the
singer was spotted in dimmed amber.
Lights behind the drop came up and half

the organ pipes were revealed as a trans-
parency. This was a beautiful effect.

Combined with the singing it made a
good offering.

The only other stage number was
Marie McQuarrie and her harp ensemble.
This unit worked on stage in three
against purple velvet hangings. Four
candlesticks topped with amber electric

bulbs were effective against the hang-
ings.

The ensemble played “Waiting for the
Sunshine,” “Tea for Two,” “Pomp and
Circumstance,” “Gypsy Love Song” and
a “Serenade.” The switches from one
to another number were made so rapidly
that it was impossible to weigh the ef-

fect of any one number. The unit worked
sincerely but took only a fair hand.
“The Tower of Lies” was the long

feature picture and “Good Cheer” the
short feature.

Pennsylvanians’
“Symphonic Jazz”

Show Scores High
Warings’ Pennsylvanians, featured on

the stage bill at the Chicago theatre, Chi-
cago, last week, gave loop theatre pa-
trons a treat equaled only by the one
they enjoyed the last time this unit ap-
peared at the Chicago. When applied to
the offerings of this unit the term “sym-
phonic jazz” is apt. And Fred Waring
conducts with pleasing economy of ges-
ture.

The curtains parted on dim stage in

one. Two shades, one black and one
white, appeared and reminesced about

Acts Reported
This Week

Gus Mulcay ; Moore’s Merry Makers; King
Sisters; Charles Oberle; L. Carlos Meier

Capitol, Des i Moines.
Albert Hawthorne and Johnny Cooke; Adele

Jason and Company; Lloyd and Brice;
Mabel McCane ; Frank Gaines and Texas
Duke—Majestic, Dallas.

Green Dragon Orchestra; Jack Mulvihill

;

Helen Hoagland Strand
, Omaha.

Gibson’s Navigators; Frank Lindsay; Pat
and Beulah Hanson; Penny, Read and
Boyd—Pontages, Dallas.

Harvey Gatchett ; Gene Carroll—Sun, Omaha.
Jimmy Dunn; Charlotte Woodruff; Paul

Haakon; Rodgers Sisters; Santrey and
Norton; Arthur Nealy; Missouri Rockets
—Grand Central , St. Louis.

Keith, Grear and Company Palace ,
Dallas.

Donald (Monk) Watson; George Haupt

;

Heller and Riley; Harry Brader and
Orchestra—Rialto, Omaha.

Georgia Lane Dancers Paramount Empress
,

Salt Lake City.

George Lyons; Renoff and Renova; Craig
Campbell; Don Albert and Orchestra
Loew's State ,

St. Louis.
Salvatore Solte; Marie McQuarrie and Harp

Ensemble ; Ben Paley and Orchestra—
Senate, Chicago.

Rose’s Midgets; Gene Rodemich and Orches-

tra Missouri
,

St. Louis.
Waring's Pennsylvanians; Dan, Holt; George

Givot; Melva Talme; Eddie Clark; Grace
Blair—Chicago, Chicago.

Johnny Perkins; Ruth Waddell; Dewey
Barto ;

Florence Cleveland ; Albert Me-
Cillivray; Joey Ray; State Ballet"^Loeu4s
Slate, Los Angeles.

Marmon Sisters; Edythe Batterly ; Todd
Frazier and Company; Dorothy Dawne

;

Three Charleston Kings—Liberty, Kansas
City.

Helen Wright; Drury Lenington; William
Pruitt; Double Blue Quartette; Herb

Wiedoft and Orchestra Metropolitan ,
Los

Angeles.
Royal Synoopators; Kenneth Williams—

Royal ,
Kansas City.

Texas Jack Sullivan Fox ,
Detroit.

Southern Harmony Four; Eddie Matthews;
Frank Kinney; Royal Syncopators
Newman, Kansas City.

Fred Stritt ; Swanson and Alexander; Estelle

Carey; Herbert Straub and Orchestra
Stale, Detroit.

Leonardo Del Credo; Viola De Long; Fred
Lequone Stanley ,

Philadelphia.
Lenore Steppers; Teddy Walters and Roy

Ellis; Eddie Elkins and Orchestra
Rivoli ,

New York.
Harry Girard’s Song Birds; Agnes Cain

Brown; Art Landry and Orchestra Fox ,

Philadelphia.
Britt Wood; Sammy Lewis Capitol,

Chi-

cago.
Isabel Graham; Charlie Reader; Vivian Holt

and Robert Roberts; Hy C. Geis

—

Rialto ,

New York.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Harvey Gatchett Sun, Omaha.
Donald (Monk) Watson Rialto

,
Omaha.

Charlotte Woodruff; Paul Haakon; Rodgers
Sisters; Santrey and Norton Grand Cen-
tral , St. Louis.

Renoff and Renova—Loew's State , St. Louis.

bands they had known, leading to the

introduction of the Waring orchestra.

Stage went to full, with the orchestra
ranged in a semi-circle.

“Collegiate,” popular Waring number,
was the first offering. The patrons came
to attention at the first note and stayed
that way until the drapes closed at the
end of the show. The musicians sang
a chorus of the first number.

This reporter liked best the second of-

fering of the evening, “Ida I Do.” This
was played in the typical Pennsylvanian
Style, muted and sharp. The ensemble
sang a chorus of this.

Fred Waring introduced Eddie Clark,

formerly with Gus Edwards’ Revue.

Clark plays a banjo uke, sings and
dances. He sang “Rockabye Baby
Days” and “Yes, Sir, That’s My Baby,”
taking a good hand for these and a still

better one for his step offering.
Melva Talme was next on, singing the

two numbers she sang at the Senate in

a previous show, “Flamin’ Mamie” and
“Knee Deep in Daisies.” This girl sings
a bit more in the “blues” fashion than
Chicago patrons are accustomed to, but
they gave her a good round of applause.
The next offering was a medley that

included “Meet Me Tonight in Dream-
land,” “Sometime” and “Remember.”
Tom Waring, at the piano, sang these.
He has a fine tenor voice and the house
crashed with applause at the conclusion
of the offering. “Remember” was sung
for an encore.
A toe dancer announced as Grace Blair

went through her steps with more pre-
cision than grace. “I’ve Got Some
Lovin’ to Do” was played for her.

George Givot, the next single, made
a good hit. He sang the numbers he
has been singing at McVickers and for
a week at the Senate, “Two Time Man,”
“That Certain Party” and “If That’s the
Kind of a Girl You Are.” Givot was
tendered a crescendo of applause and
came back for a brief stretch of gagging.
He was the extra-orchestra hit of the
bill.

“Moonlight and Roses” was the next
orchestra offering. Tom Waring sang
a chorus of this, and then the ensemble
sang a chorus. If there is another melody
unit abroad that combines so much musi-
cal ability with good voices it his not
yet appeared in a Chicago film house.
This number was beautifully done.

The curtains closed on “Moonlight
and Roses” but were opened again. Dan
Holt, blackface comic, came on for-a sec-
ond time to tell Fred Waring his (Holt’s)
brother insisted on hearing the orches-
tra play “Gallagher and Shean.” But
“Freshie” was the next offering, despite
the comic’s tale of what would happen
if his brother’s request were not granted.
At the end of “Freshie” the comic came
back again, this time demanding “Galla-
gher and Shean.” It was played. And
how

!

A cornet player and a trombone player
carried the burden of this offering. If

the number were ten times as old as it

is, it would still be good as these boys
play it. The trombone player once or
twice absolutely duplicated the human
voice with his instrument.

Georgia Lane Dance
Unit Plays 2-Week

Date; Business Top
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 12.—

The Georgia Lane dancers were retained at

the Paramount Empress theatre to appear
for the second consecutive week. A new
urogram of dances was presented in an ar-
tistic and attractive manner.

The ten girls and one man who make
up this troupe are from Denver, Colorado,
and they are returning there after this

week.

Their dance numbers include “Follies
Revue,” “Frisco,” “Sweet Little You,” “Toe
Dance,” “Russian,” “Hawaiian,” “Buck and
Wing” and “Midnight Waltz.”

Very good business was enjoyed all week.
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Middle-Grade Acts
Used in Weak Show;

Monologuist Flops
Last week was “Cabaret Week” at the

Capitol, Chicago, and five or six vaude-
ville acts were somewhat loosely tied to-
gether to make the performance fit the
name. The act opened with a dark stage,
man at phone, right, girl at phone, left,

and switchboard operator, center, being
picked out by dim spot while the man
called up to make a cabaret date. The com-
edy bit here was balled up on the night
this reporter saw the show the man call-
ing “812 Banana” instead of “281 Banana”
and thus ruining the switchboard girl’s

snappy comeback.

After that mishap, a scenic drop came
down and their automobile was seen driv-
ing out to a roadhouse, which became the
scene of the first festivities when the drop
vvas raised, showing regulation cabaret set-
ting. This stunt was repeated three times,
a change of back drop indicating the in-
terior of as many cabarets, although the
orchestra and customers seated at tables
did not change position. Each stretch of
the performance broke up with the girl de-
manding that she be taken to a liver resort,
the drop and the automobile being used
again for the purposes of transportation.
Four girls worked as a chorus with the
acts in each phase of the bill.

Although Britt Wood was featured, Sam-
my Lewis took the show away with him,
disclosing stuff he didn’t show in his long
stand with Paul Ash at McVickers. The
more one sees of Lewis the more one thinks
of him. Apparently there’s no limit to his
resources.

Other acts on the bill were middle grade
but did pretty well until Wood come out
in front of a drop in one for the big stunt.

Wood plays a mouth harp better than any-
one else but isn’t satisfied with that. He
monologued also, and after 10 minutes of
it, which was good though ancient, went
on and on until everybody was nodding.
He must have worked 30 minutes, the last

20 apparently for his own amusement.

A1 Short is generally credited with the
staging of Capitol presentations since the
resignation of Francis A. Mangan, but
Short can do better than this. Undoubted-
ly he’ll improve if given freedom to use
his judgment and the talents he undoubt-
edly possesses.

The show was covered Monday night
and, perhaps for that reason, it wasn’t hard
to get in.

Rose’s Midgets Head
Show ; Charleston Is

Outstanding Offering
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 12—Rose’s Midg-

ets were the headliners at the Missouri
theatre last week. Their act was well worth
seeing, and the balance of the bill also was
good.

One of the novelties of this troupe was a
midget Charleston contest. Their little legs

flashed through the various steps of this

dance in a fascinating manner.

In addition they did the usual stuff that

midgets do on the stage, singing, dancing,
athletic stunts, etc.

Gene Rodemich’s orchestra was especi-

ally excellent in its rendition of selections

from “Faust.” It was decided relief from
the menu of jazz that one has become ac-

customed to expect in motion picture

houses.

“Mannequin” was the long feature pic-

ture.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
. “AT THE BAL MASQUE”
For those using the orchestral form of

presentation the first requisite is an idea

for a setting. After that is taken care of

the numbers and novelties may be interpo-

lated at will.

This week your “gang” is playing for a

masquerade ball, which affords opportunity

for many colorful costumes and an un-

limited variety of specialties.

The set is a full stage set representing

the ballroom of a hotel. To right and

left should be open arches dressed with

draperies. The orchestra is placed upstage

eenter on a slightly elevated platform. The
musicians are dressed in clown costumes.

As the curtain raises they are playing a

dance number. Men and women in varied

costumes and wearing masks are seen

dancing in the foreground. . . As the

number ends some of the couples dance

offstage through left arch, others through

arch at right, leaving only the orchestra

on the stage.

The leader then announces the different

numbers. Here is your chance for a variety

of songs and dances. The girl in Spanish

costume can do a fandango. The man in

the Italian gondolier's costume Is an ac-

cordion soloist. And so on, using as many
specialties as you see fit.

As a finale they all dance while the

orchestra plays a “hot” number, at which

time serpentine streamers may be used in

the general merrymaking.

“INDIAN LOVE”
Full stage exterior set is used in this. To

right stage toward the footlights is an

Indian wigwam, set trees, and foliage on a

foliage drop. Behind all is a drop showing

a lake and hills or mountains. Crass mats

are on the floor lighted by dimmed green

spots from the sides or from overhead.

The scene represents night, so blues and

purples are used for the rest of the lighting.

A ripple effect is played on the water of

the back drop.

The scene opens showing an Indian maid

standing outside the wigwam. She sings

“Waters of the Minnetonka,” by Laurence,

or “Indian Dawn,” by Roos-Zamecnik, or

“Pale Moon,” by Logan. Finishing her

song, she looks out over the water as the

orchestra play some Indian number, with

tom-toms dominating. “Dagger Dance”

from “Natoma” by Victor Herbert is sug-

gested.

Then from left stage comes an Indian

brave. Have him spotted from right wings

with red spot. Orchestra goes into intro-

duction of his song “Moon Deer,” which

he sings on the last chorus. The Indian

maid joins in and the song finishes as a

duet.

“AN ORGAN NOVELTY”

When your regular organist (if he or she

is a solo organist) goes on his (or her)

vacation, hire a good woman organist, dress

her in a white Spanish costume, and adver-

tise her as “The Woman in White at the

Console,” having her wear a mask while

playing solos in the spotlight. Besides

tiding over the interval of the regular

organist's absence, it will cause talk and be

good advertising.
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“Joanna,” First National picture, and
Orchestra, featured stage perform-
ers and organist are strongly adver-
tised in this ad for the Capitol the-
atre, Detroit. The original ad was
six by ten inches.

Music and Dancing
Feature Rialto Bill;

Hy C. Geis at Organ
NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—The Charles-

ton continues its popularity, and this

week it is one of the features of the
Rialto bill, with Isabel Graham perform-
ing. With her is Charlie Reader, xylo-
phonist. Rounding out an entertaining
program of music and dancing are Vivian
Holt and Robert Roberts, vocal harmon-
ists, and Hy C. Geis, who plays on the
Rialto organ the screen flirtation, “I

Love My Baby.”

Willy Stahl, musical director, and his

orchestra give a fine rendition of selec-

tions from “Faust.”

All in all it is a well balanced program
of presentation and fitting divertisement
for the screen program comprising the
feature, “The Splendid Road,” “A
Stretch in Time,” a Mutt and Jeff com-
edy, and “The Buzzing Orient,” a film

novelty.

Jack Sullivan Puts
on Unique Act as

Screen Bill Lead
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 12.—The Fox-

Washington management put over a box
office coup this week in obtaining the serv-
ices of “Texas Jack” Sullivan to team
along with the new Tom Mix picture, “The
Best Bad Man.” Manager Walter Shafer
billed Sullivan heavily throughout the city

as Tom Mix’s pal, and when Sullivan ap-
peared on the stage several times daily he
more than made good. He showed himself
quite capable at rope spinning, sharpshoot-
ing and at demonstrating quick draws.

Box office receipts were better than us-
ual, and this means that the Fox-Wash-
ington enjoyed an especially big week, as
Mix weeks are always good.
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Band from the Puget Sound Navy Yard playing before a theme drop at the Rialto

theatre, Bremerton, Wash., during the showing of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The
Midshipman.”

Eddie Elkins and His
Happy-Go-Lucky Boys
Continue at Rivoli

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Eddie Elkins
and his “melody mixers” are becoming a

fixture on the Rivoli program, and the

public seems perfectly satisfied that they
are. They are a tuneful group and their

rendition this week of “Songs of Today,”
“Lights and Shadows” and “Nutcracker
Suite” is roundly applauded by the big
crowds that have been attending this

theatre since the new Publix policy was
introduced.

Likewise, Harold Ramsay, at the or-

gan, is a favorite with his illustrated se-

lections. This week he offers his own
comedy arrangement of “On the Bam-
Bam-Bammy Shore.”

Naturally, the feature presentation act

each week is the John Murray Anderson
show. The public and the critics are
watching these acts with a critical eye
because of the fact that they were for-

mally introduced with a blare of trum-
pets. This week a fantasy entitled, “The
Gypsy Follies,” is presented with Lenora
Steppers and Teddy Walters and Roy
Ellis as the principals. It is a far bet-
ter arrangement than was the one last

week and seems to give general satis-

faction.

The overture, with Joseph Littau di-

recting, is “La Forza Del Destino.”
“Mannequin” is the feature picture, with
“Lighter Than Air,” an Aesop Fable,
getting a laugh every foot of film.

Gatchett, Carroll
Brown Eyes, Appear

in Brief Prologue
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 12.—With Buster

Keaton and “Brown Eyes,” the funny cow,
and Harold Lloyd as the two screen fea-

tures, Manager Ralph Goldberg of the Sun
worked up a prologue with take offs on the

two stars. Harvey Gatchett appeared as
Harold Lloyd and Gene Carroll as Buster
Keaton. As for Brown Eyes, she was there

in person. The presentation won much
favorable comment.

Band Takes Stage;
All Acts Go Over;

B. O. Record Made
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 12.—Inaugurat-

ing its new policy of placing presentation
acts on an equal basis with the feature
screen production, John H. Kunsky’s new
State theatre got away in auspicious style

last week. Receipts for the week averaged

more than $600 a day better than the ordi-

nary daily receipts, it was reported, and the

quality of the bill was such that much val-

uable advertising resulted. It is the plan

of the State management to continue this

new policy indefinitely.

For its first program, the State used as

a background the theatre orchestra, dub-

bing it “Herb and His Bunch,” which sat

on the stage instead of in the orchestra pit.

An elaborate setting was revealed at the

opening of the act; showing a river front,

under the shadow of an immense bridge.

In the distance boats could be seen glid-

ing up and down. Straub as well as all his

musicians were dressed as gangsters. The
program opened with some old time selec-

tions, such as “Sidewalks of New York,”

etc., played in the latest of jazz renditions.

Fred Stritt kept the audience in a con-

stant chuckle all week with his funny say-

ings and snappy songs. Other features in-

troduced were Swanson and Alexander, a

boy and girl team who offered a version of

the Bowery dance and later a “hot”

Charleston. Estelle Carey, well known to

all patrons of Kunskv theatres, was pre-

sented in a group of song numbers.

That the act went over big was apparent

all week from the applause. At almost

every performance, afternoon and evening,

the crowd seemed loath to allow the show
to go on and as a result the State chalked

up its record week.

Two Teams and Two
Singles Held Over

for Big Jazz Revue
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 12.—On the stage

at the Grand Central was one of the live-

liest gangs ever gathered under one theatre

roof, the second edition of Skouras Broth-
ers annual Jazz Revue. And it was some
revue.

Jimmy Dunn, St. Louis’ favorite come-
dian, did his stuff as never before and in-

creased his popularity in doing it.

The favorites of the previous week, in-

cluding Charlotte Woodruff, Paul Haakon,
Santrey and Norton and the Rodgers Sis-

ters were held over and had new offerings.

Each was well received.

Arthur Nealy, a favorite tenor, and the

Missouri Rockets, who moved across the

street for the week to add to the revue,
also won the approval of the patrons of
this popular house.

It was the Rockets’ first appearance away
from the Missouri theatre, and they demon-
strated that they can go good in any house.
Patrons of the Grand Central hope to see

them again before long.

On the screen, “The Unguarded Hour”
was the long feature.

Keith and Grear in

Music-Song Act Hit

;

Mounting Is Lavish
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 12.—Keith and

Grear gave a novelty musical and singing

presentation at the Palace last week. The
act opened with a song by Keith and Miss
Grear, then faded out, Miss Grear leaving

Keith for a bass violin solo which was
well received. Spot changed to right stage

where Miss Grear appeared in a large bird

cage of gilt, singing a classical number,
the act closed with both performers seen

in the heart of a rose, with a duet as a

finale. The settings were lavish.
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Novelties
Singers
Dancers

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
(Incorporated)

Specialists in prologues

and presentations

for the motion
picture

house

Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

Phone Wabash 6867
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Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City
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Schindler to Head Chorus
( Continued, from page 48)

of music. In this way we shall be able
to present, for example, the folk dances
and songs of Spain, Russia and the Bal-
kans in their original form, and no end
of choral and dancing novelties.”

Schindler to Have Full Charge
Mr. Rothafel, commenting on Schind-

ler’s engagement, said, ‘‘It is with genu-
ine pleasure that I announce that Kurt
Schindler, who needs no introduction to
musicians in this country, will have com-
plete charge of the chorus to be a fea-
ture of the new Roxy theatre. After a
careful survey I am confident that there
is no other man so well equipped for the
task, either here or abroad.

“Schindler has a genuine musician’s
love of music, and his patient efforts year
after year with the Schola Cantorum
have proved his desire to bring to the
people wholesome and novel offerings. I

am particularly pleased with the oppor-
tunity it will give him to ransack his
archives for folk lore and novelty seldom
heard yet having perhaps the most direct
appeal to the hearts of all people.

“It is my earnest desire that in this
new venture it will not be necessary for
him to abandon his Schola Cantorum.
This is a fine and noble undertaking and
one that should be fostered in every way,
not discouraged. To this end I am ready
to make a substantial personal donation
to the Schola for the continuance of its

present activities.”

Mulcay, Oberle and
King Sisters Create

Melody, Step, Show
DES MOINES, IA., Jan. 12.—One of

the best presentation programs of the sea-
son was given at the Capitol theatre last

week. The long feature picture was
“Joanna.”

L. Carlos Meier played a novelty ar-
rangement, “Then I’ll Be Happy,” with il-

lustrated slides. Then there was a news-
reel.

The stage settings were attractive for “A
Holiday Frolic” with Gus Mulcay, the har-
monica blue blower, as he was introduced.
The King Sisters made merry with ukulele
and song, and Charles Oberle, “That Syn-
copated Boy from Danceland,” executed
some fantastic steps that pleased fans all

week.

“The Masked Dancer,” assisted by
Moore’s Musical Merry Makers, put on a
star performance.

Felix the Cat in a ridiculously funny car-
toon completed the bill.

Business was great.

YOU'LL
LOVE HIM 0

IN THIS ONE o

e you'll say (s the best Meighan
i
long, long while! A typical

ure" with 1C0% entertainment*

ON THE STAGE

A GREAT BIG SPECIAL BILL!“ ESTELLE CAREY *
FRED STRITT
* KEYSTONE QUARTET *

SWANSON and ALEXANDER *
DANCERS EXTRAORDIN ARY

HERBERT STRAUB
j

ORCHESTRA a
j

Ogg MARGUERITE WERNER
]W'W MERLE CLARK is » BiO NOvury 3

"
m MAMMOTH ORGAN 3

Advertisement for the State theatre,

Detroit, in which the presentation
part of the bill is as strongly fea-

tured as is the long feature picture.
The organ solo is given due prom-
inence.

Gibson’s Navigators,
Girl Jazz Band, Are

Hit of 4-Unit Show
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 12.—Gibson’s

Navigators, a girl jazz band attired as

sailors, were the headliners of the Pan-
tages bill. It is a spirited group which
plays peppy tunes and has a drummer that

should be featured, for what it takes, she’s

got.

Frank Lindsay demonstrated his com-
plete mastery of the Australian bull whip
and performed many tricks with it. He
won an easy second place for the honors.
Lindsay is reputed as being the man who
instructed Doug Fairbanks in the use of
the bull whip for “Don Q.”

Pat and Beulah Hanson got over in a
song and dance with ad lib chatter. Penny,
Read and Boyd in “Traffic Troubles” closed
he bill.

“Bobbed Hair” was the long film feature.

Presentation in Small Town
( Continued from page 46)

at first conducted on a small scale, have
been recognized as a greater draw than
they were first considered. The Wood-
lawn Theatre Company’s Trianon ballroom
is tying up with showmen in all parts of
the country on a national contest.

Presentation Considered Necessary
Theatre owners and managers in small

towns who only a short time ago con-
sidered presentations beyond their reach
now consider them not only within reach
but absolutely necessary. The ingenuity of
these men in overcoming mechanical and
financial obstacles is being rewarded with
increase of box office returns and house
prestige.

Theatremen whose houses are being re-

modeled to care for stage shows and others
who have houses under construction in

which they intend to stage presentations

have been aided in planning future enter-

tainment by the stories written by other
showmen for this department. This applies

especially to the theatreman whose city has
no booking agency, no scenic studio and no
huge house to serve as a model.

The Milwaukee Strand story in this

section is the answer to many questions re-

garding the use of presentations in limited

space. Yet it is only one among many
records of staging and billing obstacles re-

moved for the purpose of giving the in-

creasing theatre public what it wants in

other-than-screen entertainment.

Louis Forbsteim and
Syncopators Double

;

K. Williams Clicks
KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 12.—When

Bruce Fowler, manager of the Newman
and Royal theatres, made arrangements for

the Royal Syncopators to “double” at both
theatres, he knew that Louis Forbstein,

director, could fill the bill. Forbstein did.

Not even the most skeptical patron at the

Royal could have detected, during the

Royal performance, that the 14 musicians
had scarcely finished an act at the New-
man. Willing workers, those boys.

The program of selections at the Royal
was entirely different from that at the

Newman. Just as one was plunged into

the heart of a popular song, played in cap-
tivating style, he would awaken to find him-
self listening to music of the “heavier”
variety, played with equally as much skill.

Kenneth Williams took another step

towards successfully succeeding Rex New-
man as the vocal pride of the Syncopators.
His number this week, “Truly I Do,” gave
further proof that he lacks nothing in

ability. And the crowds showed their ap-

proval, both in applause and at the box
office.

Costumes, set pieces and drop are consistently Chinese in
this “In China” stage dressing for the stage of the Strand
theatre, Milwaukee. “In China” was one of several
“national” presentations used at this house.

Even a dachshund is used in this “In Germany” presenta-
tion setting. Much scenic detail is used in the setting,

yet the orchestra seems to have ample space in which to

work. Costumes helped carry out the idea.
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Musical Standards Raised
( Continued from Page 47)

with Mary Garden in the premiere of

“Resurrection,” the opera which Miss

Garden brought to this country from
Russia.

The educational work being carried on

by the cinema theatre is being accom-

plished so gradually as to be scarcely

apparent to the casual observer. Anyone
who has followed the subject of “music in

the theatre,” however, and who has noted

each step in progress of motion picture

theatres toward bringing good music to the

public, has seen marvelous developments.

Symphonic Orchestras Contribute

Symphonic orchestras are now heard in

practically all of the larger picture houses,

and at a great expense. For two or three

years they have been drilling, instilling in

the public a desire for fine music. The
outcome of this is that the great so-called

middle-class population, which comprises

the theatre going public in America, is rap-

idly becoming acquainted with the sym-
phonies of Beethoven, Wagner and
Schubert.

These orchestras, in my opinion, have
also interestingly contributed to the cur-

rent revival of light opera. In this, though,

of course, the presentation art has had a

very important hand.

Motion picture presentations have placed

the public mind in a receptive mood for

better things. The day of hilarious jazz

has given way to symphonic jazz and this

due directly or indirectly to the influence

of the cinejna theatre.

Times have changed. On the site of the

nickelodeon of yesterday now stands a

mammoth pleasure dome dedicated to the

showing of high class pictures and presen-

tations. In these houses the seating capaci-

ties average between 2,000 and 3,000. It

can readily be seen that with no more than
the usual admission charges, managers of

houses of this size can well afford to se-

cure the best there is in the way of talent.

And, quick to sense the public desire, these

managers are now “shopping” at the opera,
the radio station, and in every other place
where the best singers are available.

(Next week Mme. Cutter will tell readers how
the American movement in presentations is

spreading to Europe.)

Well Mounted Song
Act Is Center Hit;

Landry Plays Return
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 12.—Sur-

passing the usual high standard of presen-

tation acts at the Fox theatre, “Harry
Girard’s Ensemble of Twenty-three Golden
Voiced Song Birds” delighted the audience

with their repertoire of operatic selections

and popular melodies.

The opening chorus, set to Rubinstein’s

“Melody in F,” was a brilliant dance num-
ber and was accorded hearty applause.

Agnes Cain Brown, soprano, sang an aria

from “Lucia” very effectively. The volume
and range of her voice were clearly shown
in the “Sextette” from “Lucia” in which

she was supported by the entire cast. In-

terspersed were popular songs and Harry
Girard, who conducted this part of the act,

led the singing.

The chorus, dressed as geisha girls, with

large fans, then sang a selection from
“Madame Butterfly,” and as an encore Ag-
nes Cain Brown, accompanied by the cho-

rus, sang “Love’s Old Sweet Song.” The
audience was loath to part with them and
they were repeatedly recalled. Numerous

JOHN
GRIFFIN

Tenor
Opened the new

Lubliner & Trinz
Harding Theatre

Chicago

MANAGEMENT
Premier Attractions, Inc.

Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago

changes of costumes and elaborate settings

contributed greatly to the effectiveness of

this number, which occupied 15 minutes.

The return engagement of Art Landry

and his orchestra demonstrated the popu-

larity in which they are held in Philadel-

phia. They entertained the audience with

really good jazz songs, such as “Moon
Mist,” “Sleepy Time Gal,” “Has Anybody
Seen My Gal” and “Everybody Stomp.”

Art Landrys pleasing personality, his liber-

ality in responding to encores and his gen-

erosity in sharing honors with the mem-
bers of his orchestra make him a favorite

drawing card with Fox theatre patrons.

“When the Door Opened’ was the long

feature.

Katterjohn on Production Staff

NEW YORK. — Monte Katterjohn has just

joined the production staff of Paramount. He has

just completed the script for Adolphe Menjou s

“Just for Tonight.”

THE HICKS BROTHERS
FAMOUS BANJO
SYNCOPATORS

While playing the Stanley The-
atre, Philadelphia, the Philadel-

phia Bulletin had the following

favorable comment to make on
their artistic rendition:

“The Hicks Brothers, banjoists,

feature the musical program and
draw prolonged applause from an
appreciative audience by their

pleasing rendering of many num-
bers and almost innumerable en-

cores.”

Management—MRS. A. K. BENDIX
Columbia Theatre Bldg.

701—7th Ave. New York City

RAE ELEANOR and MICHAEL BALL
in

“MOMENTS MUSICAL”
Management—William Morris

HELEN YORKE
— Coloratura Soprano —

Specially engaged as the

“Prima Donna”
in

John Murray Anderson’s unit, “The Dime Museum” at the. Rivoli

Theatre, New York, week of January 3rd. On tour with unit starting

New Buffalo Theatre, January 24th.

Personal Manager: Mrs. A. K. Bendix
701—7th Avenue
New York City
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F. L. Newman Uses
Thematic Prologue,

Wiedoft Music Unit
LOS ANGELES, Ian. 12.—Frank L.

Newman had at the Metropolitan as a pro-
logue to the war comedy, “Hands Up,” a
setting of an old Southern home, wherein
a youth was singing an old melody to a
pretty girl. The set broke and rolled off

and there was revealed a cotton field with
four darkies picking cotton and crooning.
The girl was played by Helen Wright

;
the

boy by Drury Lenington
;
the old colonel

by William Pruitt
; and the Double Blue

Quartette were the cotton pickers.

Forbstein and his orchestra played the
overture from “II Trovatore,” which was
followed by a popular song selection, “I’m
Sitting on Top of the World,” interpreted
by a young man sitting on top of a circle

painted on a blue drop. Aesop's Fables,
“The Gold Push,” was unit number two
on the program. This Terry cartoon,
which was an excellent take-off on “The
Gold Rush 1 ’ 1 had the house in roars.

Herb Wiedoft and his Cinderella Roof
orchestra followed the news reel, and
played several old melodies. “Moonlight
and Roses” and “I’m Tired of Everyone
But You’” were included in the repertoire.

Comic Team Doubles
in Musical Act and

Scores Each Time
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 12.—Albert Haw-

thorne and Johnny Cooke headlined the bill

at the Majestic the week ending January 9.

Their sketch, “Make Me Serious” is sure-

fire nonsense that goes over big. They also

clowned in the musical act on the bill and
scored again. The team is well liked here.

“In Bargravia,” a musical “surprise” act,

took second honors. Among several fea-

tured in the offering, Adele Jason, singer,

is the best. The act is well dressed and
mounted.
Mabel McCane was an extra added at-

traction on the bill. She delineated varied
characters in a sketch called “Life.” Miss
McCane formerly was a featured musical
comedy performer.
Texas Duke, a police dog, trained in

Fort Worth, opened the show. His owner,
Frank Gaines, puts him through his paces.

Duke is a willing worker and emulates his

blood relative, “Strongheart” of the

movies.
Closing the bill, Lloyd and Brice in “Non-

sensical Moments” pulled many laughs with
their patter and acrobatics.

Chicago Capitol

Program
( Week Beginning January 1

)

PRESENTATION
OVERTURE: “Orpheus,” Offenbach, Capitol

Grand Orchestra, Albert E. Shorty con*
ductor.

“THE ARTIST’S DREAM”: “A Dream,” Roy
Dieterichy tenor; Specialty Dance, Howard
Baker and Edna Hathaway

;

Pallette
Dance, Capitol-Abhott Ballet.

“RONDO CAPRICCIOSO,” Organ solo, Leo
Terry.

“IN OUR ALLEY”: “Down by the Winegar
Woiks,” Lew Butler ; Character Songs,
Johnny Herman

;

Bowery Dance, Sammy
Lewis and Jean Moebius

;

Capitol-Abbott
Ballet.

PICTURES
“Little Annie Rooney,” United Artists.

Comedy Cartoon.
Capitol World Events.

Chicago Stratford

Program
( Week Beginning January 10)

PRESENTATION
OVERTURE : Selections from “The Red

Mill,” Stratford Versatile Orchestra, O.
Mauritz Hillblom, conductor.

PIANO-SINGING SPECIALTY : Mabel Harper
and Company.

SINGING-DANCING SPECIALTY: Six Musi-
cal Byrons.

PICTURES
“When Husbands Flirt,” Columbia.
Stratford Scenic Review.
Comedy.

Six Singles, Chorus,
Featured in Fanchon,
Marco “Garden” Act

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 12.—At Loew’s
State theatre for the week ending Janu-
ary 8, Fanchon and Marco offered “A
Garden Gate,” featuring Johnny Perkins,
Ruth Waddell, Dewey Barto, Florence
Cleveland, Albert McGillivray, Joey Ray
and the Sunkist beauties.

The show opened with an overture,

“Gypsy Love,” by Loew’s State Music
Masters, Gino Severi conducting. The
orchestra was seated behind a huge gar-

den gate and the singers and dancers
formed in front of the gate Johnny Per-
kins, a stout boy with a broad smile,

acted as master of ceremonies. He in-

troduced various singers and attempted
to dance the Charleston himself.

Ruth Wadell, in a pleasing voice sang
several numbers, one of them being
“When Irish Eyes Are Smiling.” Joey
Ray sang “I’m Falling in Love with

Someone.” Dewey Barto contributed
several unique dance numbers.
The act ended when the gates opened

disclosing a fantastic garden, with good-
luck horseshoes outlining flowers and
long streamers of roses hanging between
them. The Sunkist Beauties stepped out
onto the terrace and the garlands of
roses lighted up as the girls were raised
into the air. The whole act was beauti-
fully costumed and the accompanying
music particularly fitting.

Craig Campbell Wins
Best Hand on Good

Bill ; Dancers Held
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 12.—Loew’s

State offered its patrons an unusually pleas-
ing stage show last week. Don Albert and
his orchestra start it with the overture
“Forge in the Forest,” played with a spe-
cial scenic accompaniment. In this husky
smithies made the auditorium ring with
their hammer-blows. Sparks flashed from
the anvils in a brilliant shower and made a
fine picture. This part of the program
closed with the orchestra playing, “Oh, Boy,
What a Girl

!”

George Lyons, singing harpist, gave a
pleasing performance. Lyons plays well
and has a good voice and an attractive per-

sonality.

Renoff and Renova, old St. Louis favor-
ites, who have appeared all over the coun-
try, took a good hand with their dance
numbers. They were surrounded by a

well trained cast.

Craig Campbell, former Municipal Opera
tenor, won most of the applause. It was
his first appearance here since he sang with
the opera company several seasons ago and
his many friends turned out to see and
hear him. His songs deserved the fine hand
given.

The organ accompaniments for the short
features on the bill included selections from
the “Peer Gvnt” suite and “If I Could Only
Stop Dreaming.”

“His Secretary” was the long feature
picture.

Holt-Dolin Holiday
Presentation Wins

Patrons’ Approval
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 12.—One

of the most original and popular presenta-
tion acts prepared by Manager Nat Holt of
the California theatre, with the co-opera-
tion of Max Dolin, orchestra leader, was
shown during Christmas week and entitled

“Santa Claus.” At every performance the

children, as well as many adults, applauded
to such an extent that the management was
compelled to allow the actors to appear
after the showing at least once.

The first part of “Santa Claus” showed
a house top and Santa Claus going down
the chimney. The second section displayed

a child’s room, a child praying and going
to bed and the parents kissing the little

girl good night. A stocking, of course, was
hanging up. Before the parents left the

room the mother sang “Close Your Eyes.”
The child fell asleep and Santa Claus came
through the chimney to the fireplace, bring-

ing two life-sized mannikins with him. He
wound them up. They danced while he
filled the stocking. Santa Claus also

brought a cat that sang. A sailor mannikin
that sang and danced after being wound
up also was featured. After wishing all a

Happy New Year, Santa himself sang a

song advising all to be happy. He then

was shown on the roof again, getting ready
to go to another home.

Stage setting used in a prologue to “Black Cyclone,” Pathe picture. The setting

admirably suggests the spirit of the picture.
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Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week Beginning January 2)

AMERICAN: “We Moderns,” First National

;

Comedy Cartoon; International News.

KINEMA : “The Wizard of Oz,” Preferred;
“Love and Lions," Fox; International
News.

PANTAGES: “The Masked Bride,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “A Kiss for Cin-

derella,” Paramount; Pathe News.

VICTORY: “Womanhandled,” Paramount;
“Good Cheer,” Pathe; Pathe News.

K. C. Liberty Returns
to Presentation with
All-Charleston Revue

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 12.—Man-
ager Samuel Carver “broke the ice’’ at the

Liberty theatre this week with a novel pre-

sentation, “Charleston the World Over.”
It has been several weeks since the Liberty
has offered anything in the way of presen-
tation acts, but this week’s venture proved
a profitable one, as reflected by the box
office.

Five individual acts were combined into

one fast moving succession of various
methods of Charleston dancing, varying in

accordance with nationalities. Only one
setting, that of scenic background, was
necessary for the act, which lasted about
30 minutes.
Heading the list were the Mannon Sis-

ters, who presented a neat introduction as

a pair of Dutch Charlestoners. They were
followed by Edythe Batterly, who capably
illustrated the Irish conception of the

Charleston, getting a good hand, as did her
two predecessors. Then came Todd, Fra-
zier and Company, two men and two wo-
men, who did the dance as one would ex-
pect to see it in Spain. They were followed
by Dorothy Dawne, whose Oriental version
well merited encores throughout the week.
The “Three Charleston Kings,” those dark
skinned chaps from Alabama, put more ac-

tion into their dancing than usually is seen
in an ordinary act of this nature.

As a grand finale, the entire company
paraded across the stage, doing their con-
ceptions of the dance. Business all week
was unusually brisk.

“Lorraine of the Lions” was the long
feature picture.

Donald Watson Heads
Strong Bill ; Music
and Comedy Dominant

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 12.—“Monk” Wat-
son, still the master of entertainment at the

Rialto theatre, was probably at his best to

date in “Hello 1926.” Watson walks out
and hushes the audience with the announce-
ment “I am gloom,” with settings to fit.

Then he proceeds to dispel gloom by a
variety of acts.

“Monk” himself, with Harry Brader’s
orchestra amid the scenery on the stage,

directs a march which he wrote while a
member of the A. E. F. The march is of
high merit, and “Monk’s” directing brings
many a laugh in addition to the apprecia-
tion of the music itself. Incidentally, the

versatile Watson picks up musical instru-

ments at random and plays them with ease.

The Brader orchestra presented another
music novelty, a variation of four familiar

waltzes written by Jack Virgil, a member
of the orchestra. The team of Heller and
Riley, former features of “Sally, Irene and
Mary,” were brought back after an absence
of several weeks and presented songs and
dances. Harold Standon, tenor, sang sev-

eral selections and gave “Picardy” as an

encore. George Haupt at the piano played

a special version of “Are You Sorry?” All

musical numbers were well received.

Manager Harry Watts’ long screen offer-

ing “The Eagle,” won much praise.

West Coast Manchester
Theatre Will Open

January 20
West Coast Manchester theatre, a large

new Los Angeles picture theatre, will

open January 20, according to an an-

nouncement just made by Ralph Grunauer,
general manager of South Side Theatres,

Inc., and an associate of West Coast The-
atres, Inc.

The Manchester theatre, which is dec-

orated in the East Indian style of archi-

tecture, will seat 1,700 and is fully

equipped with a full size stage and all the

latest projection room electrical devices

that it is possible to install.

A gala opening night program is being
worked out which will include the latest

feature picture, a West Coast Theatre
Presentation produced by Fanchon and
Marco. Stars from the studios of Holly-
wood, Culver City and Los Angeles will

be present.

Mr. Grunauer says that the policy of
this theatre will be to run the finest pic-

tures obtainable with a West Coast Pre-
sentation. The East Indian setting for

the interior of the theatre will lend a
charm and atmosphere to the presenta-
tion of motion pictures which will not be
found in any other theatre.

Green Dragons Top
Stage Bill; present

“Different” Program
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 12.—Something

novel was presented as the entertainment
at the Strand the week just ended in the
form of the Green Dragon orchestra, a
local organization under the direction of
Edwin M. Kahn, pianist. Kahn made a
study of large dance hall orchestras on the
Pacific Coast and brought back ideas for
“something different” in the orchestra line.

Members of the organization as they ap-
peared at the Strand were dressed in yellow
satin Chinese blouses and were topped off

with flat coolie hats. Their program in-

cluded several oriental and some popular
selections. Jack Mulvihill sang “Chinese
Blues” and “Show Me the Way to Go
Home.” Director Kahn played a piano
solo, “La Pianola.”
The members of the organization were

Director Kahn, M. E. McAuley, trumpet

;

E. W. Williamson, banjo; Freddie Brod-
key, tuba; Ned E. Williams, drums; Jack
Mulvihill, alto saxophone, and Ernest
Brown, tenor saxophone.
The orchestra was well received by the

audiences at the Strand. Manager Art
Cunningham offered as the long feature
picture “Hands Up.” Helen Hoagland was
at the organ and Sutton’s orchestra was in

the pit.

Song and Dance Act
Is Used As Prologue

to Long Feature Film
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 12.—The

entire surrounding program at the Stanley
theatre the week ending January 10 was
devoted to putting the audience in the

proper mood to appreciate the long feature,

“The Merry Widow,” the atmosphere of the

picture being well carried out in the musi-
cal prelude and the prologue.
The feature of the musical prelude was

a violin solo and excerpts from the famous

Philadelphia

First Runs
( Week Beginning January 1

)

STANLEY : “The Merry Widow,” Metro-
Goldivyn-Mayer ; Stanley Magazine News.

FOX: “Thunder Mountain,” Fox; Fox Thea-
tre Screen Magazine.

ALDINE: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

KARLTON : “The Man On the Box,” Warner
Brothers.

ARCADIA: “Old Clothes,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

PALACE: “Irish Luck,” Paramount.
VICTORIA: “Cobra,” Paramount.
CAPITOL: “Some Punkins,” Chadwick.

opera arranged by Sidney Lowenstein and
played by the Stanley Symphony Orches-
tra.

The prologue to the picture was an elab-

orate and attractive tableau. Leonardo Del
Credo, grand opera tenor, dressed to repre-

sent the Crown Prince, sang the “Vilia”

number from “The Merry Widow” to Viola

De Long, impersonating Mae Murray,
dressed in black satin and seated on a
throne. This was followed by a special

arrangement of the “Merry Widow” waltz

danced by Miss De Long and Fred Le-
quone as Prince Danilo.

The picture proved to be extremely pop-

ular and the beautiful Viennese melodies

played by the Stanley Symphony Orches-
tra under the direction of Sidney Lowen-
stein carried out the atmosphere of the

feature.

Harmony Four and
Matthews Combine

Work in Fast Show
KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 12.—Bruce

Fowler extended himself a bit this week at

the Newman theatre and staged a series of
novelties which would do justice to the

average “big time” revue performance. In

addition to the Southern Harmony Four
and Eddie Matthews, the Royal Syncopa-
tors, whose regular scene of frolic is at

the Royal theatre, under the same manage-
ment as the Newman, are seen at their best

in a varied musical program.
The Southern Harmony Four, composed

of Paul Lowery, E. Charles Bell, Eddie
Few and Pete Palmer, failed all week to

escape without an encore, so well did audi-

ences like their seductive melodies of the

South. Then there was Eddie Matthews,
who, as a whirlwind dancer, lived up to

everything his advertisements promised.

The quartet spent about 15 minutes on the

stage, while Matthews needed only seven
minutes to win round after round of ap-

plause.

Following was the Royal Syncopators
and Frank Kinney, who rendered vocal

selections in conjunction with the orches-

tral numbers, which ranged from semi-

classic to the liveliest of jazz lasting 20

minutes. The Newman lobby was con-

gested with patrons all week.
“Exchange of Wives” was the long fea-

ture picture.

Hollywood Not Wicked,

Arlen Advises London
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LONDON, Jan. 12.—Hollywood is “a

most respectable place” and “by no means
a haunt of vice, as rumor has it,” Michael
Arlen, author of “The Green Hat,” de-

clared on his return from the United States.

“I went to Hollywood with the idea I

was approaching a modern Babylon,” Arlen
said. “I know a good many Londoners
who could teach Hollywood a good deal

about orgies and other things for which
Hollywood has been often slandered.”
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First National Production Heads

JUNE MATHIS

EARL

RAY ROCKETT

J. HUDSON JOHN E. McCORMICK

AL ROCKETT
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First National Lists

January-June
28 Pictures on
Schedule

Two Super-Specials Included—Twenty-Six Are Regular Releases—Stars Cast in

Adaptations of Famous Books and Plays—New Product Listed and Illustrated

ROBERT LIEBER,
President, First National Pictures

Future,” Robert Lieber
LIKE to remember that the present makes the
future.

If we are doing the right thing here and now, the
future will take care of itself.

This little bit of common
sense philosophy applies to

companies as well as to indi-

viduals.

Every hour of every day we
are making the future for our-
selves and for those influenced

by our activities.

This thought came to me
very forcibly when I was in

Europe this Autumn traveling
and resting and storing' up
strength for the future.

* * *

In theatres of Germany, Eng-
land, France and Italy I saw
First National pictures that we
made a number of years a£o.
Most of them have been well-
nigh forgotten in this country,
but right now they are very
much alive abroad.
While we wel'e doing our best

( Continued on page 73 )

RICHARD A. ROWLAND,
General Manager, First National Pictures

Pictures Based on Box
Office Values,” Rowland
E ARE in the show business and you know what
that means—fast thinking and snappy action.

We try to think six months or a year ahead of the
public and guess what people
will want before they know
themselves.

What’s going to catch on
and what isn’t? That’s the
question that takes a lot of
guessing.

The unexpected happens. It

always will happen in the
.show business; but that does
not mean that there are no
definite values on which you
can bank. In the long run the
lucky breaks will be pretty
equally distributed.

* * *

The business of a producing
organization, as I see it, is to
insure the exhibitor by offer-

ing him values of proven worth
at the box office. Values in

stars, values in stories, values
in directors, values in a type
of production of tested audi-

(Continued on page 73 )

SAMUEL SPRING, Secretary-Treasurer, and
Chairman of Sales Cabinet, First National
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First National Allied Producers

JOHN M. STAHL

M. C. LEVEE

FRANK LLOYD ROBERT T. KANE EDWIN CAREWE

ALLIED PRODUCERS WHOSE PICTURES
Tl are to be issued by First National on its

January-to-June schedule of 28 attractions are

pictured on this page. Two super-specials and

twenty-six regular releases are listed for pub-

lication by First National during the Spring

and early Summer period.

Interesting facts concerning the productions

offered in this line-up are given upon subse-

quent pages, together with stills from some of

the attractions already completed. Other pages

present First National production heads, stars

in First National pictures. First National fea-

tured players and special articles by Robert

Lieber and Richard A. Rowland, president and

general manager of the organization.

E. M. ASHER CHARLES C. BURR

MARION FAIRFAXJOSEPH M. SCHENCK

SAM E. RORK
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Stars in First National Pictures

NORMA TALMADGE LEON ERROL COLLEEN MOORE

MILTON SILLS HARRY LANGDON RICHARD BARTHELMESS

CONSTANCE TALMADGE JOHNNY HINES CORINNE GRIFFITH
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First National Featured Players

LEWIS STONE DORIS KENYON DOROTHY MACKAILL

MARY ASTOR BEN LYON ANNA Q. NILSSON

VICTOR McLAGLEN CONWAY TEARLE LOIS MORAN

BLANCHE SWEET LLOYD HUGHES

JACK MULHALL MAY McAVOY ROBERT FRAZER

CHARLES MURRAY

RONALD COLMAN JOYCE COMPTON MAE ALLISON BELLE BENNETT BARBARA LaMARR HUGH ALLAN
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A. W. SMITH, JR., NED MARIN and NED DEPINET, members of First National sales cabinet

First Nationals January To June
“THE FAR CRY,” First National.NORMA TALMADGE in “Kiki.”

COLLEEN MOORE in “Irene” and “Miss No-

body.”
CONSTANCE TALMADGE in “Silky Ann.”
MILTON SILLS in “Men of Steel” and “His

Partner’s Wife.”
CORINNE GRIFFITH in “Mile. Modiste” and

“Ashes.”
RICHARD BARTHELMESS in “Just Suppose”

and “The Kid from Montana.”
JOHNNY HINES in “Rainbow Riley” and “The

Brown Derby.”
HARRY LANGDON in “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp.”
LEON ERROL in “The Lunatic at Large.”

“THE DESERT HEALER,” Sam Rork-Marion

Fairfax Production.

“TOO MUCH MONEY,” Earl Hudson Produc-

tion.

“MEMORY LANE,” John M. Stahl Production.

“THE SECOND CHANCE,” First National.

“THE SAVAGE,” First National.

“GOOD LUCK,” E. M. Asher Production.

“THE RECKLESS LADY,” Robert Kane Pro-
duction.

“THE VIENNESE MEDLEY,” June Mathis Pro-
duction.

“THE DANCER FROM PARIS,” Robert Kane
Production.
“MOLASSES,” M. C. Levee Production.
“TWENTIETH CENTURY UNLIMITED,” Edwin

Carewe Production.

“PALS FIRST,” Edwin Carewe Production.
“THE GIRL FROM MONTMARTRE,” Sawyer-

Lubin Production.

E. Bruce Johnson, Manager Foreign De-
partment First National Pictures

F IRST NATIONAL PICTURES announces twenty-

six regular releases from January to June, 1926, and

two super-specials. In star value, story value and all

around box office appeal, the list of players, titles and

producers announced for the new

season is surpassingly impressive.

It is doubtful if at any time since

its organization in 1918 has First

National faced a new year with such

a compelling line-up of productions

—

the output of studios on the East and

West Coasts and of independent pro-

ducers.
* * *

Glancing over the list of titles, it is

interesting to note that most of the

pictures are based on famous plays

and best selling novels that already

have enlisted the interest of millions

of playgoers and readers. The popu-

lar quality of the stories used has

been tested. Advance advertising of

immeasurable value already has been

given the pictures through the me-
dium of the stage, books, magazines

and newspapers.

First National is well supplied with

stars who are in the ascendant and

Following the policy that always
has been adhered to by First National,

the output of independent producers
of the first rank will occupy an im-

portant place in the new season’s

program. Producers contributing

pictures that promise to be of con-

spicuous importance are Joseph M.
Schenck, Robert T. Kane, Edwin
Carewe, Frank Lloyd, M. C. Levee,

Sam Rork, E. M. Asher, C. C. Burr,
Marion Fairfax, J. Boyce Smith of

Inspiration and John M. Stahl.

John E. McCormick will present

Colleen Moore and, also on the West
Coast, June Mathis will retain an im-
portant post as a production execu-
tive. At the Eastern studios, Gen-
eral Manager Richard A. Rowland
has carried out his belief in the unit

all are represented in the output of the next six rfionths.

Norma Talmadge, Colleen Moore, Corinne Griffith, Con-
stance Talmadge, Richard Barthelmess, Milton Sills,

Harry Langdon, Leon Errol and Johnny Hines will be
seen in productions ideally suited to

their varied and individual person-
alities.
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“Too Much Money 99

—an Earl Hudson production for

First National Pictures directed by
John Francis Dillon.

system of production by plac-

ing Earl Hudson at the head
of one unit and A1 Rockett at

the head of another, with Ray
Rockett acting as business

manager at the studios.

* * *

Much is expected of the two
big specials now nearing com-
pletion, “The Viennese Med-
ley” made in Hollywood under
the supervision of June
Mathis and “Men of Steel,”

an Earl Hudson production
starring Milton Sills. “The
Lost World” and “Abraham
Lincoln” are continuing to es-

tablish records in large and
small theatres throughout the

country.
Following are brief descrip-

tions of attractions included
on the January-to-June sched-

ule :

“Kiki”
Following her great achieve-

ment in “Graustark,” Norma
Talmadge will be seen in

“Kiki” in the Spring of the

new year. This is an adapta-
tion of the famous Belasco
stage success in which Leo-
nore Ulric starred two years
ago. It is being given an
elaborate production by Jos-
eph M. Schenck under the

direction of Clarence Brown.
Included in the cast are Ron-
ald Colman, Gertrude Astor,
Marc McDermott, George K
Arthur and Frankie Darrow.
Hans Kraly made the adapta-
tion.

“Kiki” is a street gamin of
Paris, ungoverned but withall
a fascinating little person
with no respect for either

reputations or conventions.
Determined to become a dan-
cer, she gains entrance to a

manager’s office by a ruse.

Her naive replies to the man-
ager’s questions and her gen-
eral devil-may-care attitude

intrigue his interest and he
allows her a try-out.

The irrepressible Kiki of-
fends the star of the produc-
tion thereby starting a feud
around which much of the
action of the play centers, as
the street gamin reveals un-
expected resources of femi-
nine shrewdness, in time out-
witting her rival. Kiki is an
extraordinarily inspiring part
for Norma Talmadge, afford-
ing ample scope for this tal-

ented star to run the gamut
of drama, comedy and pathos.

“Irene”
“Irene,” reported to be the

finest picture Colleen Moore
has ever had, with its spec-
tacular effects and its humor-
ous and dramatic values, is

completed. It is an adapta-
tion of the musical comedy by
James Montgomery which is

known the country over. The
theme in this instance is

“clothes make the woman."
The locale is New York and
the time is the present.

Irene O’Dare, a beautiful
girl of the slums, is trans-
formed into a lady and be-

comes a member of New
York’s smart social set. Her

chance comes when Donald

“Just Suppose 99

-—starring Richard Bartheliness, ail

Inspiration production based on the

stage play.
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“Memory Lane 99

—a John M. Stahl production for

First National Pictures.

Marshall, who is interested in

boosting a continental modiste
recently arrived in New York,
decides to use Irene as an
advertisement for the mo-
diste’s gowns. Irene is passed
off as a lady, a role she is

able to fill as the result of

long experience in imitating

women of fashion in the store

where she had worked. Her
sweetness of character wins
many friends and eventually

she makes permanent her
social advantages by marrying
Donald. There are many
striking and beautiful se-

quences in the picture, notably

the fashion show shown in

color through a new photo-
graphic process.

“Miss Nobody”
In sharp contrast to “Irene”

will be Miss Moore’s second
production for the new season.
It is entitled “Miss Nobody”
and has as its central char-
acter a girl, Barbara Brown,
whose father has deserted his

wife and child to roam the
Southern seas. The mother’s
death leaves Barbara at six-

teen, homeless and penniless
and New Year’s finds her
taking refuge with the mis-
tress of a luxurious residence
provided by a millionaire
patron. Barbara’s fresh, young
beauty attracts the covetous
eye of the aged roue by the
name of Hardiman and even-
tually she is forced to flee,

adopting the disguise of a
tramp. She finds a protector
in a fellow tramp who saves
her from various perils. In
time Hardiman suffers a
change of heart and provides
Barbara with an adequate
home. It turns out that the
tramp who has befriended the
girl is a son of the millionaire.

“Silky Anne”
An original story by Ed-

ward Clark temporarily titled

“Silky Anne” has been selected
as the next starring vehicle
for Constance Talmadge for
the First National program,
according to an announcement
just received from the office

of that company.
Th screen adaptation of

“Silky Anne” is being made by
Raymond L. Schrock and Ed-
ward Clark. Sidney Franklin
will direct.

“Men of Steel”
Milton Sills will be seen in

one of First National’s big
specials, “Men of Steel,” an
intense dramatic story of the
steel industry, many of the

scenes for which were made
at the steel mills in Birming-
ham. First National secured
the fullest co-operation of
Judge Gary in the making of
this picture, an Earl Hudson
production under the direc-

tion of George Archainbaud.
Jan Bokak, immigrant la-

borer in the Mesaba iron

mines confesses to the murder
of Mary Berwick’s brother on
the night he has become en-

gaged to Mary. He thinks

“Men of Steer’
—a First National special pro-

duced under the supervision of Earl

Hudson, starring Milton Sills, di-

rected by George Archainbaud.
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“The Viennese

Medley 99

—a First National special super-

vised by June Mathis, directed by
Kurt Renfeld.

Mary’s brother Alex is the

murderer and wants to save
him. He escapes and makes
his way to the steel mills

owned by Cinder Pitt. There
he becomes a leader among
the mill workers and is a real

power among the men. Labor
agitators try to bring him into

a plot to wreck the mill but
he spurns them when he finds

it will cause the death of
some of the workers. He
rushes through the mill as the

plotters overturn a large water
tower onto the section which
contains the blast furnaces.

A particularly strong cast

has been assembled in support

of Mr. Sills, including Doris
Kenyon, Victor McLaglen,
Mae Allison, Frank Currier,

George Fawcett and John
Philip Kolb.

“His Partner’s

Wife”
In addition to “Men of

Steel,” Milton Sills will be
starred in an adaptation of a

story by Henry Holt original-

ly entitled “On the Plinth.”

The new title is “His Part-
ner’s Wife.”
One million dollars, owned

jointly by the four men in a

locked room, has disappeared
from their office safe. One of

the four must be the thief. It

is agreed that if the guilty one
gives the combination of his

private safe, immunity will be
granted to the extent of al-

lowing him to go free if he
safely walks the five-inch

plinth from the window of
the locked room to the win-
dow of the next.

“Mile. Modiste”
Corinne Griffith’s first pro-

duction for the new season
will be “Mile. Modiste,” a

version of the celebrated

musical comedy by Henry
Blossom and Victor Herbert
in which Fritzi Scheff won
renown on the stage some
years ago. The play has been
given a sumptuous production
under the direction of Robert
Z. Leonard. The cast support-
ing Miss Griffith includes
Norman Kerry, Rose Dione,
Willard Louis and Dorothy
Cummings.

Fifi, a salesgirl in Mme.
Cecile’s Parisian millinery
shop, has ambitions to become
a great singer, so she rejects

an offer of marriage from
Gaston, Mme. Cecile’s worth-
less son, and, also, an offer

from Capt. Etienne, nephew
of the Count de St. Mar, be-
cause she knows the uncle
would never consent. Hiram
Bent, a wealthy American,
loans her money to leave the
shop and embark upon her
musical career.

“Ashes”
Following “Mile. Modiste.”

Corinne Griffith will produce
“Ashes,” by Reginald Good.
The theme concerns itself

with mother love and a stage

career. The mother in this

“Irene 99

—presented by John E. McCor-

mick, starring Colleen Moore, adap-

tation of the musical comedy.
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“A Lunatic at Large”
—a First National picture starring

Leon Errol.

instance is torn between her
professional ambition and her
duty to the young child forced
to travel about the country on
one-night stands. She is in-

duced by her husband, who is

something of a rotter, to place
the child with relatives while
they continue the tour.

Five years later, on the eve
of the actress’ sensational de-
but in New York, word is re-

ceived of the death of the
child of the couple by drown-
ing. Of course, she is dis-

tracted but continues the per-
formance. Presently she dis-

covers that her faithless hus-
band has fallen a victim to the

charms of her youngest sister.

Barthelmess
Pictures

The first of the Richard
Barthelmess productions for

the new season is “Just Sup-
pose,” adapted from the play

by A. E. Thomas, produced by
Inspiration Pictures and di-

rected by Kenneth Webb. Sup-
porting Mr. Barthelmess are

Lois Moran, Geoffrey Kerr,

Bijou Fernandez and a num-
ber of other well known play-

ers.

The story concerns the heir

to the throne of a small prin-

cipality of Southern Europe
who shows a lack of dignity

that worries his royal parents.

Prince Rupert falls in love

with a pretty American girl

and she with him, whereupon
there starts a delightful ro-

mance under unfavorable cir-

cumstances, for, of course, the

royal prince will not be per-

mitted to wed his American
sweetheart.
Following “Just Suppose”

Mr. Barthelmess will be seen
in “The Kid from Montana,”
in which he portrays the char-

acter of an untutored cowboy
who falls in love with an East-
ern society girl. In this pic-

ture Mr. Barthelmess has a

role unlike any he has por-
trayed during his long career.

Johnny Hines
Pictures

Jhonny Hines will start off

the new year with “Rainbow
Riley,” based on Thompson
Buchanan’s well-known play,

“The Cub,” in which Douglas
Fairbanks starred on the stage

a number of years ago. The
story concerns a cub reporter,

Steve Riley, who is despatched
to the Kentucky mountains.
The story has snap and ac-

tion all through, is filled with
humorous incidents and the

character of the reporter is

just the sort of thing for

Johnny Hines.
Another excellent vehicle

for the C. C. Burr star is “The
Brown Derby,” based on the

musical comedy by S. S. Mer-
lin and Bryant Marlow. The
locale is New York’s east side

and the theme has to do with
a promising pugilist suffering

from an inferiority complex,
although he is successful in

amateur bouts.

“The Reckless Lady”
—a Robert T. Kane production for

First National Pictures.
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“The Far Cry”
—a First National picture directed

by Balboni.

“Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp”

The first Harry Langdon
feature production has been
entitled “Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp.” It was made under
the direction of Harry Ed-
wards with Joan Crawford,
Edwards Davis, Carlton Grif-
fith and Tom Murray in the
cast supporting the famous
comedy star.

Jim Burton, a multi-million-
aire shoe manufacturer, has
two hobbies, his daughter«and
his business. As a publicity

stunt to advertise the shoes he
manufactures. Burton arranges
a foot race across the con-
tinent, a great barbecue being
prepared to celebrate the start

of the race.

Harry Langdon, as Mr.
Nobody, chances to attend
this barbecue and sees the
shoe manufacturer’s daughter
Betty, with whom he im-
mediately falls in love. He
enters the race with results of
a tragic-comic nature.

Weeks were spent in the
preparation of this story, the

most successful gag men on
the coast being employed on
the development of the com-
edy incidents.

“The Lunatic at

Large”
Leon Errol will follow

his outstanding success in

“Clothes Make the Pirate”

with a comedy interpretation

which will be no less effective

as the leading figure in “The
Lunatic at Large,” adapted
from the novel by J. Storer
Clouston. Dorothy Mackaill
and Kenneth McKenna are in

the cast directed by Fred
N-ewmeyer.

“The Desert

Healer”
The first Marion Fairfax

production being produced in

collaboration with Sam Rork,
promises big things at the box
office.

The title of the picture is

“The Desert Healer,” a screen
version of the best selling

novel by E. M. Hull, author
of “The Sheik.” In book form
the story had a tremendous
sale. Also it proved to be one
of the most popular serials

run in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine in a long time. Fol-

lowing the magazine publica-

tion came serialization in the
Hearst chain of newspapers.
All told, it is estimated that

the story has had no less than
eight million readers.

In the screen version the

locale is a picturesque part of

India where the dramatic se-

quences of the talc are un-
folded. Mr. Hull has designed
a plot admirably adapted to

motion pictures and the pro-

ducers are giving it a colorful

production. Among those

(Continued on page 73 )

“Rainbow Riley 99

—starring Johnny Hines, a Charles
C. Burr production for First National
Pictures.
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The theatre!
O^AJitpcuimtnt of Practical Showmanship J

“SMALL TOWN ADVERTISING”
Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

CLIMATE

M AN is so rapidly making the world
a better place to live in—at least

for man—that climate has come to mean
practically nothing in the human scheme
of things. Winter, once the scourge of

the temperate zone, no longer bothers
anyone. Likewise the other seasons,
man’s inventions assuring man unfailing

comfort and well being throughout the

year.
The theatre illustrates the point. The

modern playhouse affords unbroken
serenity and safety 365 days each year,

ridding the violent seasons of their ter-

rors and matching the milder ones with
ideally regulated auditorium conditions.

No wonder the theatre has become the
world’s favorite gathering place.

ON MUSIC

M ORE people are studying music to-

day than ever before in the history

of the world. This is mainly because
music has been brought to the masses,
mainly by the motion picture theatre.

As at no time since the beginning of

civilization, the child, juvenile and adult

know music.
A natural result of this condition is

rapid improvement in music itself. Com-
posers work today with full assurance

of an open and responsive field. Mu-
sicians study with assurance that there

is a rich market for their professional

talents or an intelligent appreciation

awaiting their non-professional en-

deavors.
Music has been materially advanced by

the motion picture theatre. In turn, it

has advanced the motion picture theatre

as no other single agency save the

cinema itself.

GO WHERE THEY GO
ELECTION of a theatre to go to is

really a very simple matter. The
sure way of getting the best available

entertainment is to follow the crowd.
The crowd invariably knows where the

best is to be found.
Reasons for this are many,but the total

fact is the important thing. The rea-

sons go back to that famous statement,

“You can fool some of the people all of
(Continued on page 68)

By H. G. ISBELL
Casino Theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

T HE problem that confronts the ex-
hibitor who is trying to put over
a show in a small town is how to

do effective and judicious advertising.
His seating capacity is small, storms
and bad roads keep the country people
at home and, as he is forever gambling
with the elements, extensive and ex-
pensive advertising is out of the ques-
tion.

The majority of the small towns are
within forty or fifty miles of a city

where the very best pictures are shown.
Forty or fifty miles, with the modern
automobile, is only a pleasure trip. On
pleasant evenings the country people
drive in and see the particular picture
that interests them and drive home after
the show.
The small town and country people

are up to the minute on pictures. This
requires the small town exhibitor to raise

his standard and show only pictures of
quality. A great many make it a point
to tell how much better pictures they
see in the city than at home. If by pay-
ing a little more for your pictures you
can stop that talk you have shown real

showmanship, added prestige to your
house and lowered your advertising ex-
pense along other lines. Favorable com-
ments by your patrons save many dol-
lars in printers ink.

* * *

Don’t forget that every piece of ad-
vertising you put out should have draw-
ing power that appeals to the people.
Most of the distributing companies have
a. good variety of press sheets and adver-
tising accessories for every picture.
These are written by advertising experts
and are hard to improve upon. The local
printer cannot compete with them either
in price or quality; nevertheless it is

policy to carry an ad in the local paper.
The rates in a small town are from

20 to 30 cents an inch. Ten or twelve
inches makes a display they are bound
to see. Get on the local or front page
if possible. You can use press sheet
stuff or your own ideas. Make your ads
attractive, so young and old will enjoy
reading them.

In towns of 500 or less, five or six one
sheets are all you need in the poster
line, and about 250 of the small circulars
that the picture people furnish at a mini-
mum price. These should be put in the
autos. Every house in town should have
one. It is a good policy now and then
to mail out circulars on the rural routes
and let them know you have not for-
gotten them. It is not necessary to
enclose them in an envelope, just address
them and put a one and a half cent
stamp over the open edges of the cir-
cular, which seals it.

Don’t pass up anyone. Even if you
know they do not patronize your show,
keep hammering away and eventually

(Continued on page 69

)

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

MARY PICKFORD HELPS
REEVE SELL “ANNIE”
“The Theatre,”

Exhibitors Herald.

I enclose copy of our Christmas week
program and which contained a greeting
to the town as well—also a clip of a front
page story that was as good advertising
as the whole half page for the picture in
question.

I’ve reported on “Little Annie Rooney”
in regular form, but cannot let this go by
without telling you and the Herald readers
what a splendid woman lies behind the
actress and star.

We had a tent show in opposition all

Christmas week and I wrote Miss Pickford,
who in the past has nicely acknowledged
my Herald reports, telling her how I hoped
to put “Annie” across in spite of the coun-
ter attraction. She sent me this letter and
a mighty pretty autographed photo of her-
self which we made good use of, also a
supply of out of the ordinarily nice pictures
for presentation to our patrons. Everybody
in Menard knew Mary Pickford and
Christmas were the big things on Friday,
Dec. 25. How they did flock out to see
her. Not a few of the pictures went to
men by request, though we only advertised
them for girls and ladies.

Lots of the smaller fry in Hollywood
would be too busy to take "the time Miss
Pickford did, and I want her to know that

it was appreciated by me and by my patrons
most fully. Good luck, “America’s Sweet-
heart,” always.—Henry Reeve, Star thea-
tre, Menard, Tex.
Mr. Reeve’s report on “Little Annie Rooney”

is published in “What the Picture Did for Me”
this week.

CREAMER WRITES FIRST
FROM ARKANSAS CITY
“The Theatre,”

Exhibitors Herald.

Well, here comes my first letter to your
department this year, and my first from my
new position as publicity director for the

four theatres of this company.

Have been here one month, and busy
all the time. Started a couple of weeks in

advance on “Tumbleweeds,” with special

slides in all of our houses, also a shadow
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box in lobby, next came a want ad as fol-

lows :

“The Burford Theatre wishes to borrow
for use in a window display any old photos,

newspapers, wearing apparel, etc., con-

nected with the Cherokee Strip Race in

1893. Or any old photos of A. C. at that

date. Articles will be well taken care of

and promptly returned after using. Phone
the theatre office and we will appreciate it.”

This ad was also good for a write up by

the editor of the city department. I started

this method of exploiting as this city was

very near to the locale of the story “Tum-
bleweeds” portrays, and it was up to us to

get the older generation interested. A num-
ber of photos, etc., were offered to us, and

I used them together with stills and other

photos in a vacant store window for a week
in advance. Also used space on the holiday

programs I got out. Newspaper mentions

daily for two weeks, and ads started a

week in advance. Also got two write ups

on the display of old photos. I went out

into the country and got a number of the

real tumbleweeds. (Take notice of this,

you Eastern exhibitors. Ha, ha!) These

I used in the lobby in advance, and for the

showing they were placed in small bundles

and one bunch tied to each light under the

marquee. Special art work was used on

the lobby together with a set of painted

banners. The picture opened on Christmas

day to a packed house all day long, and we
seat 1200.

Am sending you other samples of my ad-

vertising. Perhaps it may be of interest to

others.

We are starting now on a LAUGH
WEEK, details of which I will send in at

the proper time.

—

John W. Creamer, Bur-

ford Theatre Co., Arkansas City, Kans.

One of Mr. Creamer’s ads is reproduced on an-

other page and this is the official “welcome home”
of this forum.

HELUVA JOB IS RIGHT,
BUT ADS ARE GOOD
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I am inclosing a few more of my latest

ads for your perusal. The “New Com-
mandment” display is made up of one of

the exchange’s 8x10 stills spotted out and

mortised for the type announcement.

If you will glance over a few of the

press sheets that are being issued at the

present time and note the type of ad and

scene mats that we are expected to prepare

our copy with I feel sure that you will

agree with me that it is a heluva Job for

us birds who are without the services of

an art department to get any original or

distinctive effects.—Thomas S. Daley, Tiv-

oli theatre, Toronto, Canada.
One of Mr. Daley’s ads, showing what he accom-

plishes despite the circumstances mentioned, is

reproduced herewith.

KOLSTAD CHRISTMAS SHOW
COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
Am enclosing pictures of our annual

Christmas morning matinee that we give

for the kiddies of the community here. I

have for over eight years given a free

Christmas morning matinee for the kids,

but this year Oregon’s baby Elk Lodge,

1507, was organized and I was made chair-

man of the entertainment committee, so

figured that if the Elks gave the show it

would be much bigger and better, so after

propositioning the boys found they were
all for it, so hereafter the show will be un-
der the auspices of the Elks each year. We
have a live lodge here and put this first

one over with a bang
;

invited kids from
all the surrounding territory, and every
detail was covered. Had a committee in

charge of transportation seeing that kids

got here that had no means of travel. My
entertainment committee put on the show

and tree. Another committee at the Elks
temple gave the kids a light lunch after
we herded (and that’s a darn good word)
them to the temple, and our welfare com-
mittee the day before gave away some
thirty Christmas baskets and presents to

poor needy families.

I have 1,000 seats, but at the time picture

was flashed they were not all in. Had 1,340

people, counting adults, in house. When
show started, over 1,000 kids. At theatre
had, through courtesy of Metro-Goldwyn,
a Jackie Coogan picture, and through
Pathe a Gang comedy, and it was an ideal

bill. Then Santy and the tree as shown.
No reindeers, as my carpenter does not like

animal acts. We then gave each kid a

sack of candy and nuts and oranges, hav-
ing them come up runway over pit. From
there they passed behind tree to stage

entrance to street. From there in charge
of Elks to temple, where they were fed.

I don’t know who got the biggest kick out
of the thing—the kids or we Elks who put
the thing over.

It certainly was a howling success. We
had Elks on all sides, the kids were well

taken care of, and through the co-operation

of our local fire department and police

force we had streets closed to traffic where
kids went to temple, plenty of extinguish-

ers and firemen in case of an emergency
and had only two “fatalities”-—a lost kid

that we found in the care of an Elk and
a lost pair of gloves which were returned

to their owner.
I have never had more than 650 kids at

any of my trees and shows, but with the

Bills behind it we boosted it over 65 per

cent, so am perfectly willing that here-

after the Bills put on the annual entertain-

ment. We had every variety of child—

-

Indians, Japs, Chinese, white, black and
neutral—but they all had a good time, and
Santy was so tired after the blowout from
picking up youngsters that we had to ad-

minister first aid.

We are particularly proud of our tree,

as we had over 1,500 pieces of decorations

on it, and with the lighting effect we
knocked the kids cold. The show was put

on by the Elks, not the theatre, but I think

I will get more and better results out of

it than if I had put it on alone. I am also

enclosing a picture of my exploitation

man’s “Puddle Jumper,” which we used to

bally the big attractions. It is known the

country over, and when the natives see it

out they know something big is coming.—

-

A. S. Ivolstad, Rialto theatre, Hood River,

Ore.
A photo of Mr. Kolstad’s Christmas tree is re-

produced herewith.

A. S. KOLSTAD’S Christmas Tree, Rialto
theatre, Hood River, Ore., subject of his
letter in this issue.

By George
No Kick in It

W E’RE for the repeal of the publicity-

clause of the income tax law. The
darn newspapers never printed the income:
of anybody we knew.

* =
1* *

“The Heavens are Telling”
Secretary Hoover says there are now-

500 stations broadcasting and that 250*

more want to start. We had them all om
our set the other night—all at once.

* * *

The writers of the drama have formed'
an association “to protect their interests.”'

It must be that they want something be-
sides the name of their books used by-

the producers.
5fc 5fs

The corn growers of Iowa have-
launched a campaign calling on the public
to eat more corn. We’re with them to a:

certain extent but we draw the line on
cold fried corn meal mush.

* * *

Operator (who has run the fifth reel
in place of the second) : “Well, here’s,

one movie with an unhappy ending.”
* * *

What we want to know about this world'
court is what’s the penalty for contempt?’

* * *

We haven’t heard much about that
Florida boom lately. Guess everybody
that used to talk to us about it has gone-
down there.

* * *

The governor of Michigan wants to-

serve the balance of the prison sentence
of the former governor of Indiana. What’s-
the matter with Michigan, haven’t they
got any good jails up there?

* * *

Henry Ford says he approves of the
marriage of Miss Mackay and Irving
Berlin. We ain’t against it ourselves-
and she ain’t our daughter either.

* * *

Many a sixteen-year-old boy is sitting
up later at night than he should trying to
teach Ma and Pa the Charleston.

* * *

“Plenty’a Room Up Front”
At one time 10,000 horses were used1

pulling street cars in Chicago. A statis-

tician has figured out that with the num-
ber of cars in use now, it would take 750,-
000 horses to draw them, which means
that a million and a half of us would
have to ride horseback to and from work.

(CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 67)
the time, all of the people some of the
time, but you can’t fool all of the people-
all of the time.” Working out of this-

rule invariably results in the greatest
numbers attending the best theatre.
Go where they go.

COAL

DON’T worry about that coal strike.

If not another lump of coal is mined
in all the world this year, this theatre
will be warm and “comfy” throughout
the Winter. We saw to that last sum-
mer.

If the home supply is low—come to-

the theatre, enjoy yourself, and save fuel.

IT’S LAUGH MONTH
HAVE you been laughing your way

into 1926? If not, you haven’t been,
attending the theatre as frequently as
you should. National Laugh Month, ar-

ranged by the motion picture industry as

a means of getting the nation “off on-

the right foot” for 1926, is making mil-
lions hanoy, optimistic and enthusiastic
about the new year.

Nightly, as announced, this theatre is

offering programs especially arranged to

provide the utmost in wholesome humor
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BURFORD
MIDNIGHT CIRCUS

11:30 P. M—NEW YEAR’S EVE-1 1:30 P. M.

A Big Gala Night for Everybody.

Step right op ladlci

and gcDtlcmro lor tba

big thow.

Gather (a « I o i e.

Look I Look! See what

we hare here!

A DAZZLING, STUPENDOUS, AGGREGATION OF ENTERTAINMENT.

A Seven Piece Red Hot Jazz Band.

JOHN W. CREAMER’S ad for United Artists’

“Sally of the Sawdust,’’ illustrating his first

letter of 1926 to this department, from his

new locaion at Arkansas City, Kans.

for its patrons. The laughter is putting

a severe strain on the structure, but the

structure was built to withstand such
strain. Everybody’s having a splendid
time and you should be among those
present.

January is National Laugh Month

—

gateway to that best of years, the pres-

ent!

PADEREWSKI
TGNACE PADEREWSKI fills huge

auditoriums at big admission prices.

He uses no scenery, does not even have
footlights, simply playing an unadorned
piano on a dark stage before a brightly
lighted auditorium.
Paderewski can do this. There is,

however, but one Paderewski. Other
performers—in person or in film—owe
much of their entertaining ability to

to proper lighting, staging and presenta-
tion. (In all probability, Paderewski
could successfully give more frequent
concerts if his performances were given
in proper setting.)

This theatre owes much of its success
to the manner of its presentation of en-

tertainment offered. This unseen item is

one of the largest in the annual check-up
of theatre operating expenses—but its

part in responsibility for the annual box
office intake is proportionately large.

(CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 67)
you will have a picture that arouses their

curiosity. Once they come, they gener-
ally get the craze and become patrons.
Even if you use slides announcing fu-

ture shows, it is a good plan to have
circulars advertising your next show
where your patrons can get them as they
walk out.

* * *

With all his handicaps, the small town
showman has one advantage over the

THOMAS S. DALEY, Tivoli theatre, Toronto, made up this three-column ad for First National's
“The New Commandment” from a still supplied by the exchange. His letter about press books
in general is printed herewith.

large city houses, being personally ac-

quainted with his patrons. If he is a

student of human nature, he has learned
their likes and dislikes and can feature
parts of the picture that he knows will

appeal to them. To do this you must
thoroughly know the picture you are
going to show. Many an exhibitor, when
asked about his next picture, can tell

you nothing but the name. If, when
asked about your future showing, you
are able to give a vivid description of

the principal scenes and various players
in the cast, you have not only created
interest in that particular picture but
that knowledge puts you in better shape
to do the appealing advertising that gets
results.

If you belong to the class of small
town exhibitors who think aggressive ad-
vertising is not necessary “because

THOMAS S. DALEY’S method of advertising
the whole program of the Tivoli, Toronto,
featured by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Seven
Days.”

everyone knows you,” you had better get
out of the business, for if there is any
place where it takes peppy, catchy and
convincing advertising to “get by” it is

in the small town where you are known.

Divert to Direct

“Padlocked” for

Famous Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—In making plans

for the production of “Padlocked,” which
was bought by Paramount before it was
published in story form, B. P. Schulberg,

associate producer, has named Allan Dwan
to direct.

Dwan regards “Padlocked” as one of the

best stories by Rex Beach ever used in

motion pictures.

The Hearst newspapers in which it is

now running in serial form have planned
extensive exploitation for the picture after

it has been completed.

“Get Good Will of

Public”Says P. R.

Director of Pathe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 12.—Exhibitors who
are not offering a weekly junior matinee
and exhibitors who are not standing in the
lobby when the patrons come and go, are
exhibitors who do not appreciate the value
of creating goodwill of the community,
according to the address made by Regge
Doran, director of public relations of
Pathe, before the Publix Theatre Man-
agers’ school here last week.

Marlowe Leaving Warner
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 12.—June Mar-
lowe, last year’s Wampas star and a con-
tract player with Warner Brothers, will

leave that concern January 15 to become
a free lance player.
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Three Laughs from
Fox for

Laugh Month

Margaret Livingston features in

Charles Hoyt’s “A Trip to

Chinatown.” Others are J.

Farrell MacDonald, Earle Foxe,
Anna May Wong, Marie Astaire,

Gladys McConnell.

The three scenes below are from Frank Borzage’s “The First Year,” one of the John Golden stage successes. Matt Moore
and Kathryn Perry have the principal roles, supported by J. F arrell MacDonald and Margaret Livingston. In the bottom
row are scenes from “The Cowboy and the Countess,” a Western with Buck Jones. Harvey Clark is the super-optimistic

showman and Helena D’Algy is the countess. All three pictures are January releases for National Laugh Month.
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rpHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these a re doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

IF ANY LIST OF ‘‘BEST PICTURES”
J- selected by other than money-making
standards is interesting, it must be Mae
Tinee’s. Miss Tinee names twelve, instead

of the usual ten, and her list is as incom-
prehensible as the daily output of her criti-

cal typewriter. She names

:

“Quo Vadis,” “The Last Laugh,” “Grass,”

“Beggar on Horseback,” “Don Q,” “The
Gold Rush,” “The Unholy Three,” “As No
Man Has Loved,” “The Freshman,” “The
Pony Express,” “Shore Leave” and “The
Big Parade.”
January is National Laugh Month.

* * *

BY FAR THE BEST PICTURE RE-
*-* cently subjected to this gaze is “Lady
Windermere’s Fan.” It is the sort of pic-

ture which makes people engaged in such
a business as mine discourse at length

upon the subject of what should be done
to bring about the making of other pic-

tures equally good. The discourse is

shortened in this case, however, to the bare
statement that picture makers should study
this picture, then get good stories to work
with and work with them in the manner
indicated.

First credit for this splendid production
undoubtedly goes to Oscar Wilde for a
real story. Next credit goes to Warner
Brothers for causing it to be picturized.

Ernst Lubitsch probably is next in line,

although the normal impulse is to name
Irene Rich for this position. Working
against a background of principals includ-

ing May McAvoy, Bert Lytell, Ronald
Colman and Edward Martindel, she de-
livers a characterization and a perform-
ance more than justifying the rich

anticipations chronicled in this and other
columns.

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” is funda-
mentally a story. It does not follow the
beaten track, yet is strictly logical. It not
only could happen but leaves the impres-
sion that it did. Bits of the plot have been
lifted and manhandled by producers many
times in other pictures, but the intact

original remains a fresh document.

Lubitsch has taken this original and
turned out a production branded with all

that was desirable in his earlier American
technique and none of that which was not
so good. His handling of the subject is

steadily clever but never merely smart.
His result is a picture sophisticated to the
point where sophistication is merely mat-
ter-of-fact. It is essentially, substantially
and conclusively natural.

Miss Rich gives a performance which is

to be seen—not described. She makes a
marvelous impersonation seem no more
than a part in a play. Her example is

followed by other principals without ex-
ception, players whose past performances
include numerous instances of over-acting
here giving closely drawn portrayals of
closely drawn characters.

It is important to set down the follow-
ing facts concerning the picture : It is not

Concerning:

Lady Windermere’s Fan

The Unguarded Hour
A Kiss for Cinderella

The Plastic Age
Why Women Love

The Goose Woman
The Tower of Lies

Hands Up
Eats Are West

Good Cheer

The Gosh Darn Mortgage

“costume.” It is the “society drama” pro-
ducers were trying to make when they
turned out that endless succession of dress
parades a year or two back. It is the best
picture Warner Brothers ever made.

* x *

QF ALL THE FUNNY WRITINGS
about the practice of writing reviews

of motion pictures, the following from

Warner Brothers’ “Lady Windermere’s Fan’’ is thus
attractively advertised for its showing at Warners’

Orpheum theatre, Chicago.

The Calgary Herald is easily the most
laughable

:

“The reviews on this page are written hy
members of The Calgary Herald staff who
have seen the picture in question and who
give their honest opinion. Each review is

signed by the staff member who writes it.

If, in busy times, a prepared review has to

be used, the article will be marked as such.”

Apparently somebody’s been kidding 7 he
Calgary Herald about its reviews, showing
the good sense of the somebody. (You
should see Mae Tinee’s mail.) Yet The
Calgary Herald continues to set itself up
as an authority. Truly, the review hoax is

a sturdy weed.

P. S.-—-The plainly expressed policy of

The Calgary Herald is respectfully recom-
mended to trade papers which persist in

the same delusion.
% l{C

M ilton sills is advertised
by Balaban & Katz as “in a dress

suit again” in “The Unguarded Hour,” but

that’s hardly fair. He does wear a dress

suit, but it isn’t altogether that kind of a

picture. It’s an international love story

with different angles and a pretty good
hour’s pastime.

Sills is an Italian nobleman who even-
tually learns the ways of an American girl

played by Doris Kenyon and shares with
her the final fadeout. The same advertis-

ing that referred to the dress suit pro-

claims that Miss Kenyon could have been
queen of the bathing beauties, exhibiting

photos of the lady in a suit she wears
briefly in the film, which isn’t indicative of
her casting either. (Such is “fan” pub-
licity.)

The story is about an American mil-

lionaire in love with an Italian noble-

woman and his daughter who goes to visit

her and remains to wed her brother. There
is a sub-plot about another nobleman who
is not so noble and the girl in that case,

settlement of which affords the necessary
conflict at the finish. Meanwhile there are
substantial incidents building for the
finale.

Sills is a better actor in this than in even
the best of his previous stellar vehicles,

doing less physically but more otherwise.
Miss Kenyon doesn’t always seem to be-
long as the American girl but manages to

keep well in step when situations tighten

up. Others engaged are uniformly satis-

factory.
* * *

TT WAS NEXT TO THE LAST
L night of a two weeks’ run at the
Roosevelt, Chicago, when I got to see
Betty Bronson in “A Kiss for Cinderella.”
Attendance conditions warrant speculation
as to why the run was terminated, but no
matter.

Betty Bronson is again Betty Bronson.
This time Tom Moore gives her real com-
petition for focal interest, but there is

plenty for both. Others in the cast ap-
pear and pass on without disturbing the
general routine of the fairy tale.

That it is a fairy tale is well known, of
course. It may be less well known that
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MILTON SILLS
DORIS KENYOfefe-

^nguanled
’hour"

Milton Sills, Doris Ken-

yon In a romantic society

drama. They’re greater

than ever in .these roles.

Waring’s Pennsylvanians are given feature place in

this Sunday newspaper ad for the Chicago theatre.

Chicago, but the First National picture “The Un-
guarded Hour” is not played down.

about half of it is given over to a dream—
a dream portrayed in the manner of that

one in “Beggar on Horseback,” which it

will be remembered I considered (and still

do) superb. Cruze made the “Beggar”
dream somewhat better than Brenon made
this one, but Brenon did well enough. And
his is obviously a dream.

Betty Bronson is, as stated, Betty Bron-
son. That is, to me, enough reason for
making pictures like “Peter Pan” and this

one.
* * *

WHEN “WHY MEN LEAVE HOME”
was a new picture an exhibitor re-

ported it to this paper with the simple
statement that, “The picture doesn’t tell.”

“Why Women Love” is similarly unin-
formative but of course no one really ex-
pects pictures like these to answer the

questions suggested in their titles. How-
ever, this one deals with the general sub-
ject indicated.

Blanche Sweet is the principal of two
women who love in the story, Dorothy
Sebastian being the other. Miss Sweet’s
love is the right kind. Miss Sebastian
(who had a similar assignment and treated

it similarly in “Sackcloth and Scarlet”) is

This Sunday newspaper ad for “The Golden
Strain,” Fox picture shown at the Monroe, Chicago,
combines good type display and action in small

space.

the one who loves not so wisely. Robert
Frazer is the hero, but has less to do than
Edward Earle, upon whom such sympathy
as is generated centers.

A lady leaving McVickers after seeing
the picture said, “Everything seemed to be
made to happen.” That about tells it.

There are two or three far stretches of
logic and an air of unreality generally.

The rock upon which the picture really

goes to pieces, however, is the fact that

the dramatic complications most intimately
concern persons other than the hero and
heroine.

Best in the picture is a fire at sea in

which oil upon the surface of the water
burns wreck survivors, Miss Sweet swim-
ming under water past the fire line to

safety. This is new stuff.

* * *

COMING IN WHEN “THE GOOSE
Woman” was about half through, I

watched two reels before finding Louise
Dresser, whose work in it I had heard
mentioned as extraordinary. That it is at

least that is borne out by the fact that de-
spite a personal meeting with the star some
weeks back I did not recognize her as the
goose woman until she dressed up for the
big finish. “Extraordinary” is not a
strong enough word for such a perform-
ance as she gives, nor does one strong
enough occur to me.
“The Goose Woman,” in addition to

being a background for a splendid per-
formance, is a good story. It’s about a
murder, in which Marc McDermott is

killed for at least the thousandth time, and
the finding of the murderer. Unlike too
many murder stories, the audience is not
told who the guilty party is until the
proper time. This and the curious angles
of the search combine to produce powerful
situations.

Jack Pickford also is in the picture, as is

Constance Bennett, but Miss Dresser’s
work overshadows them. If you remember
“The City That Never Sleeps” you know
what she can do with a character. She
does much, much more with “The Goose
Woman.”

* * *

ly/T OTION PICTURE PRODUCERS
should solemnly agree to let Mack

Sennett do all the burlesquing of the
standard melos. When he does it the re-

sults are priceless. Others don’t know the
recipe. He does it again in “The Gosh
Darn Mortgage” and A1 Jolson is right in

that remark of his that “You ain’t seen
nothin’ yet.” This is the funniest short
feature I’ve seen so far in Laugh Month

—

and if I see no more I shall still remem-
ber January.

In this one the action is a continuous
riot and the captions provide percussion
caps here and there for the audience to

let off steam. I noted the name of Felix
Adler as partially responsible for the cap-
tions but the name of his co-worker
escaped me. There is credit enough for
two.

This is the good old Friday Night Bill—

-

the one depended upon by ten-twent-thirt
managers in the old days to bridge that
gap between midweek and the Saturday
cleanup. It is enacted with just enough
and not too much seriousness. It matters
not a bit to me whether you exhibit the
thing or not, but my tip to anybody with a
memory is to see it.

* * *

HTHAT’LL BE ALL FROM THIS
-E typewriter for this time, but other type-
writers in the Herald office have been
clicking busily and the product of their

activity will be laid before you now in the
usual manner. Here endeth, for this week,
the recital of—T. O. Service.

ANYONE WHO HAS READ AND
l * particularly enjoyed a book is almost
certain to meet with some disappointment

Stage presentation and the First National picture

“Why Women Love” are featured in this Sunday
newspaper ad for Balaban and Katz 1 McVickers

theatre, Chicago

when he looks at the stage or screen ver-

sion. The more imaginative a person is,

the greater fault he is bound to find, as

an author merely suggests his characters

and his settings and out of his own imagi-

nation the reader builds up a mental pic-

turue of persons and places.

Of a half million readers, probably no
two create the same picture in their mind
from reading a story.

I believe, too, we ar-e all naturally

scenarists. If we read a story, or a book,

we immediately (perhaps unconsciously)
weigh the various ingredients and decide

what should be emphasized and what could
easily be eliminated. Fortunately for the

theatre, most of us are too busy earning a

living to write scenarios, so they bud and
die within our brains without costing pro-

ducers and theatre owners hard earned
money and theatre patrons misery.

All of which is preliminary to reporting

that I read and enjoyed “The Plastic Age,”
before I saw the screen version produced
by B. P. Schulberg. The stuff I particu-

larly enjoyed in the book has been elimi-

nated, but the dance, at which the collegi-

ans drank enthusiastically if not wisely,

has carefully been preserved. And it was
probably the dance incident that piled up
the sales of the book.
The screen production of “The Plastic

Age” has nothing in common with my
mental scenario, but it probably is a great

picture.—E. S. Clifford.

COMING! Ben Be— >'. "WINDS Or CHANCF."

Heart interest is suggested in the Chicago Roosevelt

theatre's ad for “A Kiss for Cinderella.”
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“The Desert

Healer”
( Continued from page 66 )

prominent in the cast are

Lewis Stone, Barbara Bed-
ford, Tully Marshall and
Anne Rork. Miss Rork is the

daughter of Sam Rork and
this marks her debut as a pic-

ture actress.

“Too Much
Money”

A new version of the love

triangle is found in “Too
Much Money,” based on the

story by Israel Zangwill in

which Lewis Stone and Anna
Q. Nilsson are featured, under
the direction of John Francis
Dillon, supervised by Earl

Hudson.

Robert Broadley, immensely
wealthy, is devotedly in love

with his wife but instead o*

leading a contented life to-

gether there are repeated

clashes due to too much
money, according to Dana
Stuart, a club man who is a
friend of the family. Stuarl

suggests that the solution is

for Broadley to pretend that

he has lost his fortune thereby
forcing a simplified manner of

living.

“The Far Cry”
Production of “The Far

Cry,” based on the successful

play by Arthur Richman, was
completed at the West Coast
Studios several weeks ago
under the direction of Balboni.
Numbered in the cast are
Blanche Sweet, Jack Mulhall.
Hobart Bosworth, Myrtle
Stedman, John Sainpolis,

Dorothy Revier, Matilda Co-
mont and William Austin.

“The Far Cry” is a society

drama illustrating the social

unrest of the present genera-
tion.

“Memory Lane”
The Louis B. Mayer-John

M. Stahl contribution to First

National’s program will be
“Memory Lane,” an original
play by Mr. Stahl and Benja-
min Glazer, with Eleanor
Boardman and Conrad Nagel
featured in the cast. Other
players are William Haines.
John Stepplin, Eugenia Ford
and Frankie Darrow.
The locale is in a New Eng-

land village where Mary and
Joie are sweethearts planning
a future together but un-
fortunately the parents of
Mary arrange a matrimonial
alliance with Jimmy whose
financial prospects appear
bright. A year after the mar-
riage, Mary is stirred by the
news that Joie has returned to

town. True to her marriage
vows, Mary decides not to see
him but she dreams of Joie
as an ideal lover who during
the past year has achieved
success and wealth in New
York.

EXHIBITOR

“The Second
Chance”

“The Second Chance” is

from a story by Mrs. Wilson
Woodrow, directed by Lam-
bert Hillyer at the West Coast
studios. It is a society drama
with a racing atmosphere in

which sixteen-year-old Caro-
line Logan is sentenced to a
reform school by a young
judge, Clay Jeffries. The
cast includes Anna Q. Nilsson,

Huntley Gordon, Charles
Murray, Mike Donlin, Dale
Fuller, Sam De Grasse and
Corliss Palmer.

“The Savage”
Adapted from an original

story by Ernest Pascal, “The
Savage” will be an Earl Hud-
son production. The story

concerns Dan Terry, a re-

porter sent to the Mariposa
Islands, south of the Equator
with instructions to reach the

islands in advance of an expe-
dition headed by Professor
Atwater. His job is to score

a scoop on a rival newspaper.
Terry goes by airplane and is

wrecked when he reaches the

islands. Scarcely has he
climbed from the wreckage,
when he is knocked uncon-
scious by a falling tree, top-

pled over in a terrific storm.

He is found by Professor
Atwater and his daughter,

who conclude that he is one
of the white savages and take

him back to New York where
he is exhibited as a curiosity.

Terry escapes, and, of course,

in the end marries the girl

with whom he has fallen in

love. Ben Lyon and May Mc-
Avoy are featured in the cast.

“Good Luck”
A Drury Lane melodrama

of the ever popular type has

been selected by E. M. Asher
as his contribution to the

First National list for the new
season. It is entitled “Good
Luck.”

As a play “Good Luck” ran

for many months in London
and on account of its dramatic
qualities was much in demand
by motion picture producers.

Mr. Asher paid a high figure

for the screen rights and is

planning to produce the story

on a big scale, making the

most of the thrilling incidents

it contains.

“The Reckless

Lady”
Another Philip Gibbs story

included in the First National
program is “The Reckless
Lady” produced by Robert T.
Kane, with Belle Bennett in

the title role. This story was
originally entitled “The Eter-
nal Hazard.”

“The Reckless Lady” is a
beautifully appealing story
with the mother love theme
paramount.

S HERALD

“The Viennese
Medley”

“The Viennese Medley,” one
of the two big specials of

First National’s program, was
made on the coast under the

supervision of June Mathis,
who also wrote the continuity

from a story by Edith
O’Shaughnessy. The direc-

tion was in the hands of Curt
Rehfeld, assisted by Charles
Woolstenhulm.
The cast reads like a who’s

who of Filmdom with im-
portant roles being played by
Conway Tearle, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Mae Allison, Ian
Keith, Lucy Beaumont, Nigel
de Brulier, John Sainpolis and
Edward Earle. A tremendous-
ly moving and spectacular
production is promised in

“The Viennese Medley.” It

has as its background the

aristocracy of Vienna, before,

during and after the war.

“The Dancer of

Paris”
Robert T. Kane offers a

Michael Arlen story in “The
Dancer of Paris,” directed by

Alfred A. Santell with Doro-
thy Mackaill, Conway Tearle

and Robert Cain in the cast.

The plot concerns Sir Roy
Martel, English diplomatist

who has met Consuelo, fabu-

lously wealthy American girl

in the United States.

“Molasses”
Published in the Saturday

Evening Post under the title

of “Buccaneers of the Ba-
hamas,” a story now called

“Molasses” will be produced
by M. C. Levee. Kenyon
Gambier is the author.

_

Jim Duane’s father is rich

and crude, and when Jim falls

in love with Roderica Vallen-

der his father is a serious

handicap ; for Roderica’s

mother, though poor, is pro-

portionately proud and con-

siders the younger Duane in-

ferior and ineligible.

“Twentieth Cen-

tury Unlimited”
Sir Philip Gibbs is the au-

thor of “Heirs Apparent”
which is being produced by
Edwin Carewe under the title

of “Twentieth Century Un-
limited.” The period is four
years after the war in Eng-
land ,a time of recklessness

and cynicism and discontent

with mid-Victorian morality.

Because they returned home
intoxicated after a rather un-
conventional partv, both Au-
drey Nye and Julian Perry
are expelled from the schools

they are attending at Oxford.
The gay and somewhat disso-

lute life of the younger set in

London is depicted in realistic

detail as the story weaves
itself around the tangled lives

of these pleasure-mad and
hectic descendants of a con-
servative generation. In the

end they are led to see the

folly of their extravagances.

“Pals First”
“Pals First” is an adaptation

of the play by Lee Wilson
Dodge, which had a long run
in New York and was popular
on the road.

It is a comedy-drama, the

story having to do with the

unexpected return to his home
of a young man who is sup-

posed to be dead. Danny Row-
land and Dominie, two vaga-
bonds, are welcomed by the

colored caretaker of an old
mansion near Nashville be-

cause he believed that Danny
is the young master, Dick
Castleton, who has been away
for two years. The story is

replete with unexpected plot

developments and dramatic
surprises. It supplies an ex-
cellent opportunity for a male
lead.

(CONTINUED FROM
PAGE 57)

to fulfill the present needs of
exhibitors in the United States,

we were at the same time
building for the future in-

fluence of American motion
pictures the world over.

From its inception, First Na-
tional has had one ideal, one
purpose—a service to exhibit-

ors of the finest pictures ob-
tainable. These pictures must
be supplied at a cost insuring

the exhibitor, the producer
and the distributor a fair profit

on the investment.
* * *

In 1918, the founders of

First National saw this as a

present need and sought to

meet it in a way that it never

had been met before—through

an organization of, by and for

the exhibitor.

The basic principle behind

First National has never al-

tered. From week to week we
have aimed to meet the present

need of the exhibitor and in

doing so have taken care of a

future far beyond the most
optimistic dream of the hand-

ful of exhibitors drawn to-

gether by a common purpose.

(CONTINUED FROM
PAGE 57)

ence appeal—these are tangible

assets which an exhibitor has

a right to expect fifty-two

weeks in the year. They are

his assurance of a profit on his

investment. Over and above

these assured values,, there

will be an occasional extraor-

dinary production, such as

“The Lost World” of last

year and “The Sea Hawk” of

the year before, “The Viennese

Medley” and “Men of Steel”

of the coming season.

But exhibitors don’t live on
occasional super-specials. They
are the cream and cake. The
bank account grows fat or lean

according to the drawing pow-
er of the pictures that reach

the theatre week after week.

The company that consistently,

month in and month out, year

in and year out, offers sound
values is giving stability to the

industry as a whole and en-

riching individual exhibitors.
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NEW PICTURES

Henry Vibart, Richard Barthelmess and
Geoffrey Kerr in a scene from “Just

Suppose,” First National picture.

Just Suppose
Distributor: First National

Producer: Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR KENNETH WEBB
Author A. E. Thomas

PLAYERS
Prince Rupert Richard Barthelmess
Linda Lee Stafford Lois Moran
Count Anton Pechy Geoffrey Kerr
General Baron Karnaby Henry Vibart
The King George Spelvin
The Crown Prince Harry Short

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American estate; a
European principality.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young prince who is bored
by the cares and conventions of his high
position meets and loves an American
girl, who leaves before he can declare his

love. He is sent to the United States and
again meets the girl. The death of his

elder brother recalls him to Europe and
the throne. The girl decides to make no
effort to detain him. A son is born to his

Eleanor Boardman and William Haines
in “Memory Lane,” a First National

picture.

dead brother’s wife, however, and again
he is free. He returns to the girl, and
they plan their future.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene at the dedi-
cation of the orphanage. ... The meet-
ing of hero and heroine in the United
States. . . . The hero’s recall to Europe.
. . . His release from the duties of a

ruler and his return to the heroine.

Memory Lane
Distributor

:

First National . .

Producer: Louis B. Mayer Productions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR JOHN M. STAHL
Authors

John M. Stahl; Benjamin Glazer

PLAYERS
Mary Eleanor Boardman
Jimmie Holt Conrad Nagel
Joe Fields William Haines
Mary’s Father John Steppling
Mary’s Mother Eugenia Ford

TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: The suicide of love.

LOCALE: A New England village.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A village beauty who is in

love with one of her two schoolday
chums is urged by her parents to marry
the one she does not love, because, she is

told, he has money and position. She fol-

lows her parents’ advice, though she still

loves the other man. The unsuccessful
lover goes to New York and makes a for-

tune. He returns to his home and visits

the girl he lost and her husband. He is

flashily overdressed and his manners are

the worst possible. The woman realizes

that after all she has married the best

man. Later the New York man reveals

himself to the woman’s husband by drop-
ping the flashy role. He has disillu-

sioned the woman because he still loves

her.

HIGHLIGHTS : The separation of

the lovers. ... The wedding. . . . The
unsuccessful suitor’s return from New
York. . . . The meeting of the heroine
and the man she lost. ... The city man’s
explanation of the pose he has assumed.

Bluebeard's Seven Wives
Distributor: First National

Producer: Robert Kane Productions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ALFRED A. SANTELL
Authors ..Blanche Merrill;

Paul Schofield

PLAYERS
John Hart
Don Juan Hartz Ben Lyon
Mary Kelly ..Lois Wilson
Juliet Blanche Sweet
Gilda La Bray Dorothy Sebastian
Kathra Granni Diana Kane

Bluebeard’s Wives

1. Dorothy Sebastian
2. Katherine Ray
3. Ruby Blaine

Eugenie Ford, Conrad Nagel and John
Steppling in a scene from “Memory
Lane,” a First National production.

4. Lucy Fox
5. Muriel Spring
6. Kathleen Martin
7. Diana Kane
TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Fortune won by the accident

of similarity of physical appearance.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: Present.

STORY : A young bank teller is ac-

cused of defrauding the firm and is dis-

charged just as he completes plans to

wed his waitress sweetheart. He and
the girl quarrel and separate. He goes
broke and wanders about the city, finally

to be offered a position as a motion pic-

ture actor, which he accepts. An enter-
prising press agent capitalizes the new
find and reports him married to seven
beautiful women. He finally escapes from
the studio, marries the waitress, and set-

tles down in the country to raise chick-

ens.

HIGHLIGHTS : The accusation
scene. ... The quarrel between hero
and heroine. . . . Scene at the studio.

. . . Shipboard scene. ... The chicken
farm. . . . Fast action. . . . Strong note
of comedy.

Richard Barthelmess and Lois Moran,
featured players in First National’s

“Just Suppose.”
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Man Rustlin
Producer: Independent Pictures Corp.

Distributor: F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR DEL ANDREWS
PLAYERS

Buck Hayden Bob Custer
Mary Wilson Florence Lee
Jim Tucker Jules Cowles
Pop Geers . Sam Allen
Angus Mac Gregor James Kelly
Smudge Perkins Pat Beggs
Weary Howard Fay
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Rewards of conscientious-
ness.

LOCALE: A ranch; an Eastern Am-
erican city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young ranch hand who is

in love with a school teacher becomes a
newspaper reporter to please her. His
ability to collect news in dangerous
places leads him first to success on his

paper and later with an Eastern syndi-
cate. His first assignment is to go out
and obtain a marriage license for him-
self and the school teacher.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in the school-
house. . . . Scene between the hero and
the desperado. . . . Scene between the
hero and the feudists. . . . Scene at the
syndicate office.

Flaming Waters
Producer: Associated Arts

Productions
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR F. HARMON WEIGHT
Author Lloyd Sheldon

PLAYERS
Dan O’Neil Malcolm Me Gregor
Doris Laidlaw Pauline Garon
Mrs. O’Neil Mary Carr
Jasper Thorne John Miljan
Midge Johnny Gough
Mrs. Rutherford Mayme Kelso

TYPE: Oil field melodrama.
THEME: Filial love.

LOCALE: California oil fields.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young sailor whose
mother, whom he wishes to see independ-
ent, has been robbed by an oil promoter,
goes to the oil fields to thrash the
swindler. On the way he prevents the
death of several persons and meets a girl

in whom he becomes interested. After
a series of adventures involving the
swindler, the girl, the girl’s parents and

Mary Carr and Malcolm McGregor as
mother and son in “Flaming Waters,”

F. B. O. oicture.

their closest friends and culminating in

a great fire, the villainous promoter is

defeated and the romance ends happily.

HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s preven-
tion of the stage wreck. . . . Meeting of
hero and villain. ... The hero’s ride to

town after the gusher comes in. ... The
hero’s defeat of the villain in a stock
deal. ... The fire and the rescue of the
hero’s mother and sweetheart.

A Social Celebrity
Producer: Paramount
Distributor: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR MALCOLM ST. CLAIR
Author Monte M. Katterjohn
Adaptor Pierre Codings

PLAYERS
Max Haber Adolphe Menjou
Kitty Laverne Louise Brooks
April King Greta Nissen
Ten Eyck Stuyvesant Roger Davis

International News No. 2
WILLIAMS COLLEGE DEFEATS YALE IN HOCKEY

MATCH AT LAKE PLACID, N. Y.
*

JAMES J. WALKER TAKES OATH OF OFFICE AS
MAYOR OF NEW YORK CITY

*

International News No. 3
MALCOLM E. NICHOLS TAKES OATH OF OFFICE

AS MAYOR OF BOSTON
*

LIBERTY BELL RUNG TO USHER IN PHILA-
DELPHIA’S SESQUI-CENTENNIAL

*

Pathe News No. 3
ETHEL McGARY SETS NEW 500-METER SWIM-

MING RECORD AT CORAL GABLES, FLA.
*

STRIKERS AND MINE OWNERS MEET IN NEW
YORK CITY IN ATTEMPT TO END

CONTROVERSY
*

Pathe News No. 4
PRINCESS MARY OFFICIATES AT CHRISTENING

OF II. M. S. RODNEY AT LIVERPOOL
*

RED GRANGE AND CHICAGO BEARS WIN FIRST
FOOTBALL GAME IN FLORIDA DEBUT

*

Kinograms No. 5150
ARMY AND NAVY CHIEFS CARRY NEW YEAR
GREETINGS TO PRESIDENT COOLIDGE AT

WHITE HOUSE
*

CHARLES GORMAN, CANADIAN, WINS MIDDLE
ATLANTIC SKATING TITLE AT NEWBURGH, N. Y.

*

Kinograms No. 5151
HELEN WILLS. UNITED STATES TENNIS CHAM-

PION, SAILS FOR EUROPE
*

GENE LAMB, KINOGRAMS NEWSMAN, FILMS
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES OF NATIVES. OF

THIBET
*

Fox News No. 28
U. S. LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE MEN REPLACE ONE
OF WORLD’S TALLEST BUOYS IN SEA LANE

OFF ST. JUDITH, It. I.

*

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE SIGNED
AGAIN IN SAME ROOM IT WAS SIGNED

IN ORIGINALLY
*

Fox News No. 29
GENERAL PANGALOS, CREEK ARMY CHIEF.
DECLARES DICTATORSHIP IN HIS COUNTRY

*

PREMIER BRIAND AND FRENCH CABINET SEE
CARDINAL’S HAT CONFERRED ON MGR.

CERRETTI

Forrest Abbot Hugh Huntley
Johann Haber Chester Conklin

TYPE: Comedy drama.
THEME: Realization of ambition

through accident.

LOCALE: Delphi, Ind.; New York
City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A small town barber who has
great talent as a coiffeur goes to New
York, where through his connection with
a great hotel as a barber he becomes in-

volved in a social tangle. Masquerading
as a count, he meets and falls in love
with a wealthy girl, who, not knowing his
identity, reciprocates. A former sweet-
heart, who becomes famous as an actress,
exposes him, but the girl decides she will

wed him despite his humble circum-
stances.

HIGHLIGHTS: Small town se-

quence. ... Scene in the Ritz barber
shop. . . . The reception, and the meet-
ing of hero and heroine. . . . Scene at
the club and the disinterment of the
hero’s past. . . . The happy culmination
of the romance.

The Unchastened Woman
Producer: Chadwick Pictures Corpor-

ation

Distributor

:

State Rights
Length: 6,800 feet

DIRECTOR JAMES YOUNG
Author Louis K. Anspacher

PLAYERS
Caroline Knollys Theda Bara
Hubert Knollys Wyndham Standing
Emily Madden Eileen Percy
Susan Ambie ....Mayme Kelso
Hildegarde Sanbury Dale Fuller

Lawrence Sanbury John Miljan
Michael Krellin Harry Northrup

TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: Rebirth of love.

LOCALE: An American city; Italy.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A woman whose husband is

unfaithful leaves him and goes abroad,
where a son is born to her. She becomes
popular in her new world, but tires of it

and returns to the United States. Shortly

after her return her husband pleads to

be taken back. The wife scorns the plea.

Enraged, the husband goes to his wife’s

country home to gather evidence to form
the basis of a divorce suit. He meets
his wife, who introduces him to their

son. They are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS: Theda Bara’s por-
trayal. . . . The separation. . . .

Venetian sequences. . . . The hero-
ine’s return. . . . Scene in which
the father meets his son.

John Miljan as the villain and Pauline
Garon as the heroine in F. B. O.’s

“Flaming Waters.”
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Braveheart
Producer: Cecil B. De Mille

Productions
Distributor: Producers Distributing

Corporation
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ALAN HALE
PLAYERS

Braveheart Rod La Roque
Dorothy Nelson Lillian Rich
Hobart Nelson Robert Edeson
Frank Nelson Arthur Houseman
Standing Rock Tyrone Power
Sky-Arrow Jean Acker
Sally Vernon Sally Rand
Sam Harris Henry Victor
Ki-Yote Frank Hagney
TYPE: Drama of struggle between

Indians and white men.

THEME: Victory over inferior racial
position.

LOCALE: The American Northwest;
an American college town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The chief of a tribe of
Yakima Indians tries to prevent the
theft of the tribe’s fishing rights by a
white man, with whose daughter his son
is in love. The young Indian is sent to

college to learn the white man’s business
methods. There he becomes a football
hero and is applauded until in an effort

to shield the white girl from pain he
falls into disgrace by taking the blame for
the loss of a game. He returns to his

tribe and finds it embroiled with the
white men over the fishing ground. He
prevents a massacre, and later in the
courts wins a verdict for his tribe on the
fishing rights question. Though they
love each other, he and the girl separate
because of the barrier of race, and the
Indian marries a woman of his tribe.

HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of hero
and heroine. ... The rodeo. . . . Scenes
at the college. . . . The big game. . . .

The hero’s disgrace. . . . The kidnaping
of the heroine and the fisheries fire. . . .

The hero’s elevation to the head of the
tribe. . . . Parting of the hero and the
heroine.

Free to Love
Producer: B. P. Schulberg

Distributor : B. P. Schulberg
Length: 4,800 feet

DIRECTOR FRANK O’CONNOR
Author Adele Buffington

PLAYERS
Marie Anthony Clara Bow
James Crawford Donald Keith
Tony Raymond McKee
Jack Garner Hallam Cooley
Otis Crawford Charles Mailes
Judge Ore .Winter Hall

TYPE: Melodrama of the underworld.

THEME: Regeneration of a crook.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A girl who escapes from a
reformatory is adopted by a benevolent
judge and in time becomes engaged to a
minister. Before the marriage is per-
formed a crook leader makes an accusa-
tion against the girl and she and her
lover separate. The girl is told her
fiance’s father is a crook. She tries to

shield him, and after the killing of the
gang leader she is accused of the murder.
The murderer confesses, however, and
the girl and her fiance are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS: Good acting of the
principal players. . . . The meeting
of the heroine and the gang leader.

. . . Death of the gang leader.

Rod La Rocque and Tyrone Power as
father and son in “Braveheart,” Pro-

Dis-Co release.

. . . Scene in which the heroine is
accused of murder. . . . The kill-

er’s confession and the reunion of the
lovers.

The Midnight Limited
Producer: Rayart Pictures

Distributor: State Right
Length: 5,800 feet

DIRECTOR OSCAR APFEL
Author John Francis Natteford

PLAYERS
Alan Morse Gaston Glass
Mary Foster Wanda Hawley
Sam Foster Sam Allen
John Reynolds William Humphrey
Mrs. Reynolds Mathilda Brundage
Hal Reynolds Richard Holt
John O’Connor L. J. O’Connor
Doctor Harrington Eric Mayne
Doctor Jones Fred Holmes
TYPE: Railroad melodrama.
THEME: Regeneration.

LOCALE: An American railroad cen-
ter.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Wmle in the act of robbing
the safe in a railroad station the robber
is discovered by the agent. The agent
is so startled by the incident that he has
a paralytic stroke and falls, apparently
dead. The crook, after learning he is not
dead, aids him. Later he meets the sta-

tion agent’s granddaughter, falls in love
with her, and decides to reform. He
takes the agent’s place in the station, to
which not long afterward come some of
the young man’s companions of the past.

Rod La Rocque as “Braveheart” in the
Pro-Dis-Co release of that title.

He balks their attempt to commit a rob-
bery, prevents a wreck and wins the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS : The hero’s attempt
at robbery. . . . His meeting with
the heroine. . . . The arrival of his
crooked companions. . . . The frus-
tration of his former companions’ at-

tempt at robbery. . . . Scene in

which the runaway train is stopped.

Stop , Look and Listen
Distributor

:

Pathe
Producer: Larry Semon Productions

Length: 5,305 feet

DIRECTOR LARRY SEMON
Author Harry B. Smith
Adaptor Larry Semon
Cameramen H. F. Koenkamp;

Jimmy Brown
PLAYERS

Luther Meek Larry Semon
His Father Lionel Belmore
Uncle John B. F. Blinn
Mother Mary Carr
Bill William Gillespie

Dorothy Dorothy Dwan
J. Mortimer Melligan “Bebe” Hardy
TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: A venture in showmanship.

LOCALE: An American small town.

TIME. The present.

STORY : The model young man of a
small town finances a stranded musical
comedy so that his sweetheart, who will

not marry him until after she has had a
stage career, may have a part in it. The
opera house is packed with citizens eager
to see the village belle on the stage.

While the show is on the manager and
an accomplice steal the evening’s re-

ceipts. The young lover is blamed. He
is pursued by a mob, but he averts dis-

aster by capturing the thieves.

HIGHLIGHTS : Semon’s droll per-

formance of the leading role. . . .

Musical comedy stage scenes. . . .

Race between hero and villains. . . .

Surprise ending.

The Call of Courage
Producer: Universal

Distributor: Universal

Length: 4,661 feet

DIRECTOR CLIFFORD S. SMITH
PLAYERS

Steve Caldwell Art Acord
June Hazelton Olive Hasbrouck
Sam Caldwell Duke R. Lee
Slim Frank Rice
Jeff Hazelton John T. Prince
Jimmy Turner Savage

TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: False accusation disproved.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: The present.

Story: Two brothers who work for a
rancher-mine owner fall into trouble
when one of the brothers is discharged
for laziness and shoots at the rancher
in parting. The rancher falls, wounded.
The brother who remains on the ranch
organizes a posse and pursues the one
who was discharged. He is captured and
taken back to the ranch. There the

rancher’s niece falls in live with him.
He escapes, rescues the rancher from the
mine, and starts out to find the brother
who pursued him and who is guilty of

wounding the rancher. The guilty one
falls to his death over a cliff and hap-
piness dawns for the honest man and the

girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action . . . The
hero’s discharge. . . . Capture of the
hero. . . . His escape. ... The rescue
of the rancher. ... The pursuit of the
villain ... The villain’s death.
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Unrivaledforserviceandquality

Eastman Positive Film, constantly

subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled forthe serv-

ice it renders and the photographic

quality it gives.

It carries quality from studio to

screen.

To make sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look in the margin

for the black-lettered identifica-

tion, “Eastman” “Kodak”.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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DENVER
DENVER, COL.—G. E. Rosenwald, new

resident manager for Universal, spent the
Christmas holidays with his family, in

Kansas City. He returned to Denver after
the holidays and announced that he has
completed arrangements for moving his

family to this city. ... IV. E. Matthews,
division manager for the Film Booking
Offices, spent Christmas with his family
in San Francisco. . . . The Denver film

board of trade held its annual meeting
for managers, assistant managers and
salesmen at the Shirley-Savoy hotel dur-
ing the afternoon and evening of Decem-
ber 28. All those in attendance reported
it the best of the five annual meetings
held thus far. The afternoon session was
taken up with suggestions and plans for
better methods of salesmanship and with
suggestions for the better operation of
the film board of trade, the arbitration

board and various other activities. The
•evening session was purely social and a
sumptuous dinner was enjoyed by all pres-

ent, at which Jack Krum was toastmaster
and Chief Healy of the Denver fire de-
partment was the guest of honor. At the
banquet he proved a leader among after
dinner speakers. His talk which dealt

largely with fire hazards in motion pic-

tures, was interesting and instructive. He
devoted it largely to fire hazards in thea-

tres and made a striking comparison be-

tween the equipment in theatres when this

industry was in its infancy and the equip-

ment now in vogue. He stated that
the modern motion picture theatre is

safer than a so-called legitimate theatre
for the reason that the greater quantity
of Stage material and greater number
of stage employees in the latter type of
house increases the danger from fire.

. . . Ralph Brasheir, traveling auditor, and
Thomas Kilfoil, special representative for

Paramount, have just completed a visit

with Hugh Braly, resident manager for

that company. . . . Seth Perkins, assistant

to Dave Bershon, district manager of
Metro-Goldwyn, was a visitor in Denver
last week, having stopped here on his way
from Salt Lake City to the South. . . .

Dave Fraser, assistant to Les Weir, dis-

trict manager for Producers Distributing

company, spent the Christmas holidays

with his family, and announced that Weir
would visit here in a few weeks.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Because of

the many requests to read the play here,

John Drinkwater, author of “Abraham
Lincoln,” a stage play, has been obliged

to remain in the city for some time. . . .

Plans have been completed for a motion
picture theatre seating 400 persons to be

built at once at 46th and Irving streets by
Ward Cox. Although not definitely de-

cided, it is thought the house will be called

the Cox theatre. ... It has been officially

declared that the Rothchild Entertainment
Corporation has full control of and prac-

Chicago
First Runs

( Week Beginning January 10)

CHICAGO : “We Moderns,” First National.

ROOSEVELT : “Winds of Chance,” First

National.

McVICKERS : “Joanna,” First National.

ORPHEUM : “Lady Windermere’s Fan,”
Warner Brothers.

MONROE: “The Iron Horse,” Fox.

tically owns all of the Coliseum and Alex-
andria theatres of this city. The new pol-

icy of “the best pictures” has been in-

stalled and Manager Harry David has
found it very successful. Even before
the Christmas week, when show conditions
are usually very poor, these two houses
did a very good business because of the

new policy adopted. . . . Five peninsula
playhouses have been acquired by West
Coast Theatres, Inc., and will be added to

their string of motion picture houses, it

was announced by General Manager A. M.
Bowles. The houses incorporated in the

new merger are the Garden in Burlingame,
the Regent in San Mateo, the Sequoia in

Redwood City, the New Stanford and the
Varsity in Palo Alto. They were formerly
under the control of Ellis Arkush. It is

thought $1,000,000 was spent to obtain
them.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—A change in man-

agement has taken place at the Universal
exchange, with the popular Joseph Fried-
man, for the past eight years in charge of

the local office, going to New York, while
Ray Moon, city salesman, is elevated to

the managerial position. Friedman will re-

main permanently at the New York home
office after making a special trip to every
Universal exchange in the country. The
change in management became effecttive

Jan. 3, and several parties to the outgoing
and incoming managers were staged by
their friends and co-workers. . . . H. S.

Gallup, general manager of the Delft thea-

tres at Marquette, has left for Hollywood,
where he will spend three months looking

over the studios. . . . Lee Reaper has left

for Indianapolis. He will travel the In-

diana territory for Henry Zapp, formerly
of Detroit, who is now Indianapolis man-
ager for Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion. . . . J. O. Kent, now manager for

Warner Brothers exchange in Pittsburgh,

was in Detroit for Christmas. . . . “The
Gold Rush” carried off attendance records

in Detroit last year, playing to five con-

secutive weeks at the Adams and breaking

all past house records. “The Merry Wid-
ow” was its closest rival, breaking records

for the run of a picture at the Madison.

. . . Henry S. Koppin, head of a chain of

25 community theatres in Detroit, held

open house for his friends the day before

Christmas. The party was staged in the

Koppin offices and various vaudeville acts

provided part of the entertainment.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA.—Des Moines is the

first city in the Mississippi Valley to enter

the national beauty contest scheduled to

come to a climax at Atlantic City late in

the summer. The famous boardwalk pag-
eant will see beauties from many of the

Midwest states including Iowa. The local

contest will be held in connection with

the showing of “The American Venus,”
a Paramount picture opening at the Des
Moines theatre the week of Jan. 23. The
contest will begin a week in advance of

the showing. . . . The picture was given

a preview in the screen room at the Des
Moines theatre Jan. 2 with Herbert Grove,

manager, as host and W. J. Pierce, director

of publicity for the Rochester, Minn., lab-

oratories manufacturing American Venus
toilet requisites. Pierce has charge of the

national contest. . . . The film showed
many of the beauties in the last contest

at Atlantic City and featured Fay Lan-

phier, winner, in the story. . . . The state-

wide contest in Iowa will begin with the

showing of the film locally, and will in-

clude 40 towns in the state on the A. H.

Blank circuit and Omaha and Rock Island

in addition.

The final judging will take place in Des

Moines in April when Miss Iowa will be

chosen. Miss Iowa will be sent to At-

lantic City to compete with beauties from

all over the country. She will be given

12 weeks’ work on the Blank circuit be-

fore the trip. . . . Plans to remodel the

building in which the Rialto theatre is lo-

cated do not make provision for the re-

tention of the house in the building, ac-

cording to announcement of Gardner

Cowles, who will make the Rogg building

over as an addition to the Register Tribune

plant. . . . L. Olston, traveling auditor for

Universal, arrived in Des Moines Jan. 2

to remain a week at the local exchange.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—An ad writing

contest for amateurs, with a newspaper

tie-up, and a form letter sent out to 3,500

families were methods by which Harry

E. Long, manager of the Alhambra thea-

tre, successfully solved the problem of ex-

ploiting a production lacking a box office

title and not boasting of a single well-

known star. ... As a result of this com-

bination of exploitation methods, “His

People” (Universal), in its opening at the

Alhambra, drew heavier than did Mary
Pickford in “Little Annie Rooney” the

week previous. ... A mailing list contain-

ing the names of 3,500 Jewish families of

the city was prepared and letters briefly

outlining 'the theme of “His People” and

its special interest to Jews, were sent to

the entire list. . . . Another strong appeal

to the Jewish element was the featuring

of Sol Schapiro, concert master of Reins

Roemheld's Alhambra theatre orchestra, in

the solo rendition of several numbers dear

to every Jewish heart.
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ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Joe Miller, who looks

after Renown’s product out of Buffalo,

was in town the past week, calling on va-
rious exhibitors. . . . Carl Phillips of Wa-
tertown, who recently bought the Antique
theatre there, will assume possession

March 1 . ... Ted Hayes, who has been
connected with the First National ex-
change in Albany for some little time, went
over to the Warner Brothers exchange
this week, and will cover the Southern
tier. . . . With his same old smile, William
Smalley of Cooperstown, who has a dozen
or more theatres to his credit, was along
Film Row, doing a bit of booking. . . .

D. C. Aldrich announces that he has closed

his theatre in St. Regis Falls for the win-
ter. . . . Tony Veiller, manager of the

Mark Strand in Albany, had his mother
as a holiday guest. . . . James Roach,
manager of Farash theatres in Schenec-
tady, entertained about 30 of the employes
of the houses at a dinner one night last

week . . . The Broadway theatre in Sche-
nectady, which has been closed for several

months, is scheduled to reopen Feb. 1 as a

15-cent house. . . . Mike Freedman, who
runs the Rialto theatre in Schenectady,
put on a special New Year’s Eve bill which
was so elaborate that it was almost in the

nature of a carnival. . . . Frank Braymaier
of the Bareli theatre in Schenectady has
just been appointed as exploitation man for

all of the Farash theatres in that city. . . .

George Divore, well known exhibitor in

Schenectady who recently graduated from
a law school, is planning to open a law
office within the next few months. . . .

Sidney Sampson, general manager for

Bond, was in town this week, but thus for

there has come no announcement as to who
will succeed Jack Krause as manager of

the local exchange. . . . Herman Stern,

manager of the F. B. O. exchange here,

returned this week from a swing through
Northern New York, but the only thing

he would divulge relative to his trip was
that he had encountered plenty of snow.

CLEVELAND
CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Fred W. Fry,

formerly booker of the Progress Film
Company, Pittsburgh, is now shipper at

the local F. B. O. office. . . Jack Burke,
also of Pittsburgh, is assistant to Fred.

. . . Jess Fishman, general manager of the

Standard Film Company, has just returned

from a trip to Detroit, where he appointed
A. M. Goodman as branch manager to suc-

ceed Boh Rowan, retired on account of ill

health. . . . George Lefko, swanky city

salesman for F. B. O., has sold his product

100 per cent in the city, so his boss asked
him to take a trip in the sticks and do
likewise. George is keeping up his record.
. . . The Park theatre will dedicate a new
$50,000 organ this week. Harold Krall will

give the first selection, which will be
“Pomp and Circumstance.” . . . J. M.
Jacobs, formerly sales representative for

Indianapolis and Chicago First National

offices, is at the head of his own special

act called “The Phantom Review,” which
opens at the State theatre this week. . . .

Bert Botzum, of the Orpheum and Dream-
land, Akron, and who has just returned

from a seven-month sojourn in Europe,

has packed his grip again and left for

Florida, where Bert owns some desirable

property. . . . Mr. Beatty of the Park,

Carleton, O., has bought the theater in

Odessa and the one in Melrose. . . . Bert

Halbert of the Odeon, Canton, spent his

holidays on his farm. . . . Clyde Drummond
of the Rialto, Youngstown, made some
Santa Claus money by selling Christmas
trees on a lot adjoining his theatre. . . .

Milwaukee
First Runs

( Week Beginning January 2)
ALHAMBRA: “His People,” Universal

;

“Love My Dog,” Universal

;

International
News.

i

GARDEN: “Three Faces East,” Pro-Dis-Co;
Pathe News.

MERRILL: “The Only Thing,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer

;

“Live Cowards,” Educa-
tional; Kinograms.

STRAND: “The Live Wire,” First National;
“Marionettes,” Educational

;

Kinograms.

WISCONSIN : “That Royle Girl,” Para-
mount; International News.

Colonial, Akron, is increasing its seating
capacity to 2,500 and is adding a new
marquise to its front. . . . Lew Thompson,
district manager of Associated Producers,
was a local visitor and announced his ap-
pointment of A. E. Atkinson as Indian-
apolis branch manager. Atkinson was star

salesman for the local U office on the

“death trail” territory. . . . Otto Horowitz,
formerly of Philadelphia, has been ap-

pointed manager of the Cincinnati Asso-
ciated Producers office and J. H. Mayer
as salesman. . . . Louis Greenly, formerly
with the local M-G-M office, and Robert
Tucker, well known Pittsburgh film sales-

man, have joined the sales force of the

newly formed Ivanhoe Film Company in

the Film Exchange building.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—George W. Gam-

brill, exploitation representative for the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in this

territory, has been transferred to Cincin-

nati. He will have charge of exploitation

in the Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louis-

ville territories with headquarters in Cin-

cinnati. He has been with Paramount
here for three years and prior to that was
motion picture critic of the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat. . . . Jimmy Gately, for-

merly assistant manager for United Ar-
tists, has resigned to accept a managerial

post in William Goldman’s theatre organ-
ization. . . . Bill Collins, formerly booker
with Universal, is now with United Artists.

Helma Shirley has also deserted the U
ranks for United Artists. She was cashier

and bookkeeper for Universal for many
years. . . . Hall Walsh has been appointed
city salesman for Warner Brothers. He
formerly was with Universal. He suc-

ceeds John Morphet, who will join Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation. . . . R. O.
Drummond, assistant comptroller for Unit-

ed Artists, was a visitor of the past week.
. . . A. H. Klein, booker for Warner
Brothers, leaves for Memphis, Tenn., to

accept a similar position there with Fox
Films. . . . Madison, 111., is to have a new
picture house. It will be erected on Madi-
son avenue. Charles Pauly & Son of

Granite City, 111., are the architects. The
name of the owner and details of con-

struction are being withheld for the time

being. . . . The Arrow Picture Corporation

in conjunction with the St. Louis Times is

staging a contest to select a St. Louis girl

to be given a tryout in films. Man}' fair

young ladies have entered the list, hopeful

that some day they shall be in stardom.

A pre-release screening of “Manne-
quin,” the $50,000 prize story by Fannie
Hurst, was given privately at the Mis-
souri theatre Jan. 1. Among the guests
was the author’s mother, Mrs. Rose
Hurst, 5620 Cates avenue, St. Louis.

Goldman & Laventhal have taken over
the Palace and Majestic theatres on

Franklin avenue, St. Louis. . . Charley
Vollmer has resigned as manager of the
Midway theatre to take charge of the Ash-
land theatre for the Laventhal Amusement
company. Walter Thimmig is now in

charge of the Midway.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—The Vic-

tory theatre here is celebrating its second
anniversary this week, and unusually good
business is reported. A Waltham desk
clock was given to Manager Carl A. Por-
ter for Christmas by the Victory employes,
and a set containing a fountain pen, pencil

and bill folder were given to Assistant
Manager Ray Hendry. The management
presented each employe with a turkey.

. . . “A Kiss for Cinderella” is drawing
countless “kiddies” to all of the perform-
ances at the Paramount Empress theatre.

The married employes of this house were
also each presented with a turkey, and the
ushers received a five dollar gold piece
Christmas week. Manager George E. Car-
penter received a large traveling bag from
the boys, but in spite of this fact he is

still here. . . . Milton Cohn is making
the Utah points out of the United Artists
exchange this week. Joe Dowd has re-

signed as salesman for United Artists.

. . . IT. H. Jensen, who owns the Rex
theatre, at Hyrum, LTtah, is visiting the
studios in California. . . . The Isis

theatre at Bingham, Utah, which has been
closed since November, is now being
opened by Banard and Steele. Earl Steele
was formerly booker for Producers Dis-
tributing Corporation and Pathe here and
is now managing this theatre. . . . The
house is being redecorated and is opening
up with Fox and Pro-Dis-Co productions.
. . . Dave Frazer, special district repre-

sentative for Producers Distributing Cor-
poration, has just left this city, after a
short stay, for Denver. . . . Jimmie
Keitz, big chief for Greater Features here,

is leaving the first of the year for the

Idaho branch. The farce comedy produc-
tion, “Steppin’ Out,” was previewed at the

Pantages theatre last week, according to

Manager Keitz. This picture is being fea-

tured at the Rialto theatre of Boise, Idaho,

during their opening the first week of the

new year. . . . Steve Deal, owner of the

Star theatre at Springville, Utah, was an
exhibitor visitor this week at the local

film mart. . . . W. H. Rankin has left

his managerial desk for a short trek into

the territory. . . . Joe Solomon, sales-

man for F. B. O., has just returned to the

local office from a trip to California.

W. K. Bloom was transferred to the Seat-

tle F. B. O. office from here recently. . . .

A new theatre is to be built by Thornberg
and McDermott early in the spring. This
house will be at Burley, Idaho.

Vete Stewart, Associated First National
representative, is in from his territory for

a few days. . L. Manx, assistant

to Fred J. McConnell, head of the com-
plete service department, is visiting the

local Universal exchange. . . Mathew
Aparton, branch manager for Universal

here, was in the office for a few days after

an extended trip throughout the territory

and has left again. . . . Lubin Jones,

owner of the Cozy theatre at Malad,
Idaho, was seen visiting the row this week.

. . . George Mayne, owner of the Pre-

ferred Pictures exchange in this city, ex-

pects to leave for Idaho within a few days.

. . . L. P. McGinley, manager of the

local Famous Players-Lasky exchange, just

returned from a trek in the Butte section

of Idaho. . . George L. Cloward, big

chief for Metro-Goldwyn here, has been
spending the holidays in California.
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PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The lot at 612-

616 Market street, Philadelphia, which is

now occupied by the Stanley Company’s
Ruby theatre, has been sold to undisclosed
parties for a consideration said to be $225,-

000. The ground was offered to the Stan-
ley Company at this figure but they be-

lieved that the business of the house and
its location would not warrant an invest-

ment of that amount. The lease on the

Ruby still has another year to run, at the

expiration of which time the theatre will

be converted into stores. . . . Edgar Moss,
manager of the local Fox film exchange,
is back at his desk after a several weeks’
stay at Hot Springs, Va., where he has
geen recuperating from a nervous break-

down. George Roberts, who was filling

Moss’ position during his absence, has re-

turned to the home office in New York.
. . . It is announced that the new Earle
theatre in Atlantic City and the Stanley
theatre in Camden will probably be com-
pleted in time for early spring openings.

When completed these will be the largest

two motion picture houses in their respec-

tive localities. . . . The Sesqui-Centennial in

Philadelphia is expected to have a tremen-
dous influence on the industry throughout
the Eastern section of the country. ... In
commenting upon the prospects of the

motion picture for 1926, Julius E. Mast-
baum, president of Stanley Company of

America, said that he earnestly believed

it would be a banner year for the indus-

try. It is his belief that a great advance-
ment in natural color photography will be
one of the outstanding achievements of the

motion picture during 1926.

MILWA UKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Excellent busi-

ness ushered in the New Year at Milwau-
kee’s downtown houses. With excellent

programs and a fair break in weather the

five first run houses all reported excep-
tionally good business for the first five

days of the year. . . . /. G. Frackman,
genial manager of the Milwaukee branch
of Progress Pictures Company, has re-

turned to his office after attending the

annual sales meeting of the organization

at the Chicago headquarters. . . . Howard
Waugh who opened the Alhambra theatre

for Universal last August is making his

debut to managers of the 20 Saxe houses
throughout the state in his new capacity

of district manager with jurisdiction over

all theatres of the Saxe Amusement En-
terprises outside of the metropolitan area

of Milwaukee. Waugh’s appointment is

looked upon as a wise stroke of showman-
ship. . . . George Herzog of the Strand
theatre, Manitowoc, popped in for a visit

at the local exchanges last week. .

Art Desarmeaux of the Strand at Madi-
son wished Milwaukee friends a “Happy
New Year” during a brief visit to the city.

. . . John Ludwig, head of the Ludwig
Film Exchange of Milwaukee, has re-

turned from a business trip to Minneap-

olis . . . Messrs. Smith and Ainsworth,

joint operators of the Orpheum and Gar-

rick theatres at Fond du Lac, were among
the week’s visitors on Milwaukee’s film

row. . . . Elmer Saiter has transferred his

sales talent from the Metro-Goldwyn ranks

to those of Vital Exchanges. He will con-

tinue to travel the Wisconsin territory.

. . . Sam Therion of the Bijou theatre

started the New Year with a buying trip

to Milwaukee. It is reported, however,

that the furriers got more of Sam’s money
than the exchange men did. At any rate

Mrs. Therion is the happy owner of a

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning January 2)

CALIFORNIA: “Bobbed Hair,” Warner
Brothers.

GRANADA: “Womanhandled,” Paramount.
LOEW’S WARFIELD : “The Splendid Road,”

First National.

CAMEO : “Western Plug,” Universal.

UNION SQUARE: “Handicap,” All-Star.

GOLDEN GATE : “Passionate Youth,”
Truart.

IMPERIAL: “The Gold Rush,” United
Artists (continued).

ST. FRANCIS: “The Wanderer,” Paramount
(continued)

.

brand new and beautiful fur coat. . . .

George Smith is back on the job as man-
ager of the Milwaukee Paramount branch
after attending the Chicago district meet-
ing of Famous-Players. . . . S. P. Ken-
nedy, manager of Saxe’s Merrill theatre
here, visited in Minneapolis during a four-
day business trip last week. He was for-
merly manager of the Palace theatre in
the mill center. . . . Danny Ryan, who used
to carry contracts of the Celebrated Play-
ers of Wisconsin around to be signed by
exhibitors of the state, is now covering
the territory for Metro-Goldwyn. . . . N.
Blumberg, manager of the Rialto at Ra-
cine, called on the boys at the Milwaukee
exchanges one day last week. . . . C. W.
Eckhardt, assistant general manager of the
Fox Exchanges, spent Wednesday with the
Milwaukee branch. . . . Traveling Auditor
Elmo of First National spent several days
at the Milwaukee exchange checking up
on recent business which, incidentally, was
very good. . . . Bob Winnig, formerly of
Universal, has joined the Educational sales

force. . . . M. J . Weisfeldt, division man-
ager for F. B. O., paid a periodical visit

to the Milwaukee office, conferring with
Sam Abrams, branch manager, and Art
Roberts, assistant manager, regarding the

plans for putting over F. B. O. product in

this territory this year in an unprecedented
manner. . . . Salesmen and bookers on
pleasure bent are looking forward to the

annual good fellowship dinner to be staged

for them by the Milwaukee film board of

trade January 16. A good time will be

had by all, according to the committee
working on the plans for the affair. . . .

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—All first run the-

atres and many of the suburban houses
gave midnight performances New Year’s

Eve and the patronage more than made
the venture a profitable one for the smaller

houses. . . •. “Show me the small town
exhibitor who has the good will of the

children of his community and I’ll show
you a theatre owner who is making money,”
said T. P. Davis of the Best theatre, Par-

sons, Kan. “It costs very little to give

away a small amount of candy, toy bal-

loons or other trinkets once in a while

and it makes you the ‘best fellow in town.’
”

. . . Business was speeding along at a

high pace on Kansas City’s film row this

week. . . . Bob Withers, branch man-
ager for Enterprise, reports a marked in-

crease in the business of that exchange for

1926, while Jack Langan of the Standard

Film Company exchange makes a similar

assertion concerning his company.

C. E. Reynolds, Universal representative, is

displaying with pride a new Elgin watch,

a gift from his company in recognition of

the 200 contracts he obtained on the com-
ing group of Century 2-reelers.

C. A. Schultz, P. D. C. branch manager, is

back at his desk again after a visit to his.

parents at Lester Prairie, Minn
Louis Reichert, Warner Brothers branch*
manager, returned from an Eastern Christ-
mas trip, rolled up his sleeves and “dug in.”

It is with high anticipation that
Russell Borg, Educational booker, is look-
ing forward to the last week of this,
month, which will be Bookers’ Week, in
conjunction with a national drive on the
part of his company. ... In all Film
Row stores this week there was much evi-
dence of $10 gold pieces. Did not two-
dozen Pathe employes in Kansas City re-
ceive one “gold man” each from their
company ? . . . K. L. Eagon, who for-
merly was a Paramount representative in*

the Kansas City territory, has been added
to the_ Kansas City Pathe branch force,
according to J . A. Epperson, branch man-
ager. . . . Just to “rub it in,” Eddie
Green, Metro-Goldwyn representative, who
is spending the holidays on the West Coast,
sent back one of those “The Water’s Fine”'
cards to shivering Kansas City friends..

•
_

• • R. S. Ballantyne, district Pathe-
chief, has returned from a trip to Okla-
homa City and Kansas key towns.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—Formal announce-

ment has been made of the appointment of'
I. H. Allen of Winnipeg, Manitoba, as-
Western Canadian manager for Vital Ex-
changes of Canada, Limited, by R. J. Rom-
ney, president and general manager of the
Canadian company, the head office of which
is at St. John, N. B. . . . W. A. Sault,
veteran film man of Canada, has been ap-
pointed branch manager for Canadian;
Universal at St John, N. B., succeeding-
Joe Lieberman, who has been in charge of
that branch for some time. . . . Harry
Manheim of Toronto, for some years pub-
lisher of a Canadian film paper, was ar-
rested recently on a charge of printing
whiskey labels. . . . J. P. Bickell of Toron-
to, vice-president of Famous Players Can-
adian Corporation, has made a business-
trip through the Canadian West. H. M.
Thomas of Winnipeg, Western division
manager for Famous Players, has been
paying a visit to the head office of the
Canadian Famous at Toronto. . . . Leo M.
Devaney, Toronto, Universal sales man-
ager, has returned from a business trip

through eastern Canada, going as far as

Halifax and St. John. . . . Fred W. Cros-
bie has been appointed exploitation man-
ager for Canadian Universal in Western
Canada. . . . The policy of the Metropoli-

tan theater, Winnipeg, Manitoba, one of"

the leading downtown cinemas, has been
entirely revised, following a decision on
the part of H. W . Thomas, Western divi-

sion manager of Famous Players, to dis-

continue the presentation of complete

vaudeville programs at the theatre. . . .

The Metropolitan is playing up its music
along with the screen presentation, A.

Demkies being in charge of a 10 piece or-

chestra and two prominent local organists,

Walter Dolman and H. J. Naftel, presiding

at the pipe organ. Prices were given a

shakeup in the general change as well. . . .

This house was formerly the Allen theatre

of Winnipeg, having been built by Jule and
J. J. Allen of Toronto seven years ago at

a cost of $500,000. The Allen was event-

ually leased by Famous Players and named
the Metropolitan. The theatre reopened

with “The Gold Rush” on New Year’S

Day. ... In Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick, the picture boards were recently re-

organized and now in British Columbia a

warm debate has taken place in the Pro-
vincial legislature at Victoria, B. C.
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THE FILMMART
Chadwick

George Walsh Picture in Work
“The Test of Donald Norton,” George

Walsh’s fifth production of the . current

season, has been put in work at the West
Coast studios.

Joan Meredith in “Donald Norton”

Joan Meredith, Wampus Baby Star of

1925, has been assigned a prominent role

in “The Test of Donald Norton,” in which
George Walsh is starred.

Ginsberg
Le Saint to Direct “Brooding Eyes”

Edward Le Saint has been signed to

direct “Brooding Eyes,” it has been an-

nounced. Lionel Barrymore will be starred

in the picture. It will go into work im-

mediately following completion of “The
Taxi Mystery,” now in production.

Gotham
“Money to Burn” Rights Bought

Announcement of the purchase of the

screen rights to Reginald Wright Kauff-
man’s novel “Money to Burn” has just been
made. The novel is to be filmed in 1926.

F. B. O.
“King of the Turf” Completed

“The King of the Turf,” racing melo-
drama directed by James Hogan, has been
completed. Kenneth Harlan and Patsy
Ruth Miller are the principals.

Flynn Finishes “Traffic Cop”

Maurice (Lefty) Flynn has completed

Richard Talmadge appears as the star in

"The Prince of Pep,” melodrama on
the Film Booking Offices release
schedule.

Here’s a Bargain

for Lochinvars
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAGERSTOWN , MD., Jan . 12.—A. Julian Brylawski here has
ended his worries over his Thurs-
day nights. Thursday night was
once the week’s deadest night for
him. But no more! Brylawski
watches for the slump now and
when he notes it coming he hangs
out signs “Men’s Night.” Each
woman buying a ticket is offered a
free ticket if she has a male escort
with her. The men get "dates”-

—

the women get tickets—and Bry-
lawski gets the dough.

“The Traffic Cop,” which is based on the
Gerald Beaumont story “The Kitten and
the King.”

“Fighting Hearts” Series Under Way
Alberta Vaughn has started work on the

“Fighting Heart” series of two-reel pic-

tures. Kit Guard and A1 Cook are the
other principals.

“Queen o’ Diamonds” Filming Ends
“Queen o’ Diamonds,” starring Evelyn

Brent, has gone into the editing stage of
work. Chet Whitney directed the picture
and Theodore Von Eltz has the principal
masculine role.

“Flaming W'aters” Print Shipped East

The master print of “Flaming Waters”
has been shipped to New York. The fea-
tured players in the picture are Malcolm
McGregor, Pauline Garon and Mary Carr.

First National

New Story Bought for Bartlielmess

Screen rights to “The Amateur Gentle-
man,” a novel by Jeffrey Farnol, have been
bought for Richard Barthelmess, it has
just been announced. The picture will be
made immediately after completion of “The
Kid from Montana,” Barthelmess’ current
production.

Title Changed

“Miss Nobody” has been selected as the
release title of the Colleen Moore picture
made from the Tiffany Wells story
“Shebo.”

Ben Lyon Has “Savage” Masculine Lead
Ben Lyon has been cast to portray the

principal masculine role in “The Savage.”
Fred Newmeyer will direct the picture.

“Dancer of Paris” Title Role Filled

Dorothy Mackaill has been cast for the
title role of “The Dancer of Paris,” to be
made from an original story by Michael
Arlen. Alfred A. Santell will direct.

Santell to Direct “Molasses”

Alfred A. Santell has been assigned to

direct “Molasses,” production of which will

begin about the middle of February. Vera
Gordon, Charles Murray and George Sid-

ney have already been selected for im-
portant roles in the production.

Fox
“Dangers of a Great City” in Production

“Dangers of a Great City,” in which
Pauline Starke has the leading role, has-

just gone into production. Rockliffe Fel-
lowes has the principal masculine role.

Loew’s Book Short Features

Loew’s New York chain of theatres has
booked four two-reel comedies and two
one-reel “Varieties.” The pictures are
“The Peacemakers,” “His Own Lawyer,”’
“The Wrestler,” “Strong for Love,” “The
River Nile” and “The Whirlpool of Eu-
rope.” Each will have a 100-day showing-

over the circuit.

Scliertzinger Making “Siberia”

Victor Schertzinger has started produc-
tion of “Siberia,” which is based on Bart-
ley Campbell’s stage play of the same name.
Alma Rubens, Edmund Lowe, Lou Telle-

gen and Paul Panzer have important roles.

“Dixie Merchant” Starts

Frank Borzage and the cast of “The
Dixie Merchant” have gone on location and
are making the opening sequences of the

production.

Olive Borden in “Yellow Fingers”

Olive Borden has been cast for the role

of the half-breed girl in the South Sea
picture “Yellow Fingers,” which Emmett
Flynn will direct.

‘Calgary Stampede” is a Hoot Gibson
production in which the Western star
appears in one of his action roles. It

is a Universal release.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Title Changed

“The Black Bird” has been selected as
the release title of Lon Chaney’s latest pro-
duction, which Tod Browning directed.

Owen Moore, Renee Adoree and Doris
Lloyd play the principal supporting roles.

Owen Moore Cast in Comic Role

Owen Moore has been chosen to portray
the leading role in “Money Talks,” a
Rupert Hughes story of American city life.

The story is a comedy of the subtle type.

Cabanne Will Direct “Monte Carlo

”

“Monte Carlo,” a satire on American
tourists, will go into production in a short

time under the direction of Christy

Cabanne, director of “The Midshipman”
and “The Masked Bride.” Lew Cody will

play the leading role.

“Charm” is Monta Bell’s Next

Monta Bell’s latest directorial assignment
is “Charm,” written by John Alexander
Kirkpatrick. Alice D. G. Miller did the

adaptation.

Karl Dane Cast for “Monte Carlo” Role

Karl Dane has been cast for an important

role in “Monte Carlo.” Dane’s latest suc-

cessful portrayal is that of “Slim” in “The
Big Parade.”

Paramount

“Gunboat” Smith in Dix Picture

“Gunboat” Smith, heavyweight pugilist,

has just been added to the cast of “Let’s

Get Married,” Richard Dix’s current pro-

duction. Two other recent additions are

Joe Kilgour and Tom Findlay.

“Blind Goddess” Fleming’s Next

Victor Fleming will begin production of

“The Blind Goddess” next week.

Robert Ames with Pola Negri

Robert Ames has been assigned the

principal role opposite Pola Negri in her
current production, which has not yet been
titled. Dimitri Buchowetzki is directing.

Gloria Swanson, Company, on Location

Gloria Swanson, Director Frank Tuttle

and the supporting cast of “The Untamed
Lady” are on location in the South making
exterior scenes.

“Social Celebrity” Well Advanced

“A Social Celebrity,” Adolphe Menjou’s
current production, is in an advanced stage

of work. The original title of the picture

was “I’ll See You Tonight.”

Pathe

Exhibitors Praise “A Dog’s Life”

Pathe is in receipt of numerous letters

from exhibitors signifying their satisfac-
tion with the Charlie Chaplin reissue, “A
Dog’s Life.”

Alice Day Completes New Comedy

Alice Day has just completed an as yet
untitled comedy made under the direction
of Eddie Cline. Del Lord has started a
new comedy featuring Billy Bevan, Lloyd
Bacon is directing a Ralph Graves two-
reeler and Gil Pratt is directing Raymond
McKee and Ruth Hiatt in a new “Smith
Family” comedy.

Fitzpatrick Finishes Fourth Song Feature

James A. Fitzpatrick has finished the
fourth picture in the Famous Melody series.

The first of the series, “Songs of Ireland,”

will be released January 24.

Serial Chapter Set for Release

The first chapter of the serial “Casey of
the Coast Guard,” starring George O’Hara,
will be released February 7.

Watsons Hold House
Following Accident

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 12.—
When a rope broke back stage in

the Pantages last week it delayed
the show for 15 minutes and the
automatic sprinklers began to

spray the stage. Fanny and Kitty
Watson saved the day by perform-
ing clown antics in front of the

stage and quieting the audience.

“Spuds” Is Larry Semon’s Second

A Comedy entitled “Spuds” will be Larry
Semon’s second production for Pathe.
Semon is preparing the adaptation.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Man Alone” Screen Rights Bought

The screen rights to “Man Alone,” a six-

part serial story, have been bought. Metro-
politan will produce the picture for Pro-
Dis-Co release. The story is by George
Agnew Chamberlain.

Seena Owen in “Shipwrecked” Lead

Metropolitan Pictures announces that

Seena Owen’s first assignment under her
new contract will be the leading role in

“Shipwrecked,” which will be put in work
soon.

“Forbidden Waters” Starts Soon

“Forbidden Waters,” new vehicle for

Priscilla Dean, is in preparation, and pro-

duction is to begin soon. “The Danger
Girl,” Miss Dean’s latest picture, is in the

cutting room.

“Prince of Pilsen” Filming Starts

Production of “The Prince of Pilsen,”

starring George Sidney, has just started at

the Metropolitan studios.

Lionel Barrymore Signed

Lionel Barrymore has been signed to play

an important part in “Paris at Midnight,”
which E. Mason Hopper is directing.

United Artists

“Stella Dallas” Run Extended

The run of “Stella Dallas” at the New
York Apollo theatre has been continued
for an indefinite period, it has been an-
nounced. The picture opened in Boston
January 11.

“Potash” Print Taken East

Samuel Goldwyn has taken a print of

“Partners Again—with Potash and Perl-

mutter,” to New York.

Reinhardt Praises “Annie Rooney”

It has just been announced Max Rein-

hardt, eminent German theatrical producer,

has cabled from Berlin praising “Little

Annie Rooney,” Mary Pickford production.

Warner Brothers

“Man on the Box” Opens New House

“The Man on the Box” was the feature

picture on the program of the new War-
ner’s Egyptian theatre recently opened in

Seattle, Wash. Syd. Chaplin, star of the

picture, and Charles (Chuck) Reisner, di-

rector, made personal appearances.

“Man Upstairs” Print Sent East

A print of “The Man Upstairs,” starring

Monte Blue and Dorothy Devore, has been

sent to New York, where officials and

January 16, 1926

executives of the company saw it at a
review.

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” Sets Record

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” has set new
attendance records at Warner’s theatre on
Broadway, New York, it has been an-
nounced.

John Drew Acclaims “The Sea Beast”

Warner Brothers are in receipt of a
letter from John Drew, famous actor,

praising “The Sea Beast,” John Barrymore
starring picture that is to be released

January 15.

Schulberg

Production Plans Announced

J. G. Bachman has announced that the
pictures, on the Preferred schedule will be
produced and distributed as planned. The
pictures on the Preferred list are: “Lew
Tyler’s Wives,” “Shenandoah,” “Horses
and Women,” “Dancing Days,” “The
Aristocrat,” “The Romance of a Million
Dollars,” “Shameful Behavior,” “The
Worst Woman,” “Eden’s Fruit,” “Studies
in Wives and “Exclusive Rights.”

Red Seal

“Silvery Art” Heavily Booked

It has just been announced that “The
Silvery Art,” a skiing featurette, is show-
ing on the Fabian and Loew circuits and
in other chain houses. The picture recently

showed at the New York Rivoli.

Bischoff

W. J. Craft Directing “Sky Skidder”

William J. Craft is directing the 10-

episode serial “The Sky Skidder,” starring
the dog Klondike, as he has been tem-
porarily named. Malcolm McGregor,
Louise Lorraine and Thur Fairfax have
the leading human roles.

Associated Exhibitors

“Hearts and Fists” Praised at Premiere

“Hearts and Fists” was given unstinted
praise at its premiere at the Rialto theatre,

Tacoma, Wash., it is announced. The
Tacoma chamber of commerce is aiding in

the exploitation of the picture.

Universal

Gade Completes “Wives for Rent”

Svend Gade has completed “Wives for
Rent,” in which Virginia Valli and Pat
O’Malley are co-starred.

Sloman to Direct “Old Soak”

Edward Sloman has been assigned to

direct “The Old Soak,” to be made from
the stage success by Don Marquis. Jean
Hersholt will have the leading role.

“Mystery Club” Filming Begins

Under Director Herbert Blache, the

filming of “The Mystery Club” has started.

Matt Moore has the leading role; Edith
Roberts plays opposite him.

Acord, Gibson, Return to Studio

Hoot Gibson and his company, making
“Chip of the Flying U,” have returned
from a location trip, and Art Acord and
the company supporting him in “The Tune-
ful Tornado” also are back at the studio

after a stay on location.

“Poker Faces” Cast Filled

Harry Pollard has completed the cast of

“Poker Faces,” which he is directing. Ed-
ward Everett Horton and Laura La Plante

are the featured players.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
FIFTY-FIFTY: Hope Hampton—A good pic-

ture of Paris. One of the best. Six reels.—E. C.

Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General
patronage.

THE SKY RAIDER: Special cast—Something
different from the usual run and people liked it.

Not a war picture, as you are likely to believe.

—H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon,
Wis.—General patronage.

RACING LUCK: Monty Banks—I call this

picture as good as any of Lloyd’s. Monty had
everybody talking the next day. It will please
anywhere. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

NEVER SAY DIE: Douglas MacLean—Very
good comedy. People seem to like this star, and
especially good for a Sunday.—H. D. McChes-
ney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE YANKEE CONSUL: Douglas MacLean
—Good picture. Starts slow with not much of

a plot. Did no business, but those few who did
come enjoyed it, so we have no kick on the pic-

ture. Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

Chadwick
TOM BOY: Dorothy Devore—This show had

many good hearty laughs and it played well
here. Rating 95 per cent. Sunday, yes. Films
good. Seven reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN: Theda Bara
—Theda retired several years ago and I am
sorry she didn’t stay so. Theda’s facial ex-
pressions give one a good laugh. Nothing to it

except a style show.—F. H. Staup, Capitol the-
atre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-

son—This is the best Thomson subject yet and
pleased my crowd. His leading lady not very
good but with Silver King and good work of
Thomson the crowd is satisfied. Six reels.—C. H.
Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Say, if it’s action you want, it’s in this

picture, and it went over big for us. The horse
is certainly a wonder. Six reels.—C. H. Thomp-
son, Opera House, Plattsburg, Mo.—Country
town patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Above the average for this star. However,
the horse makes the picture.—G. C. Scott, Lib-
erty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr
-—You can stand on the door with your thumbs
in your vest arm holes and hear them say, “That
was a wonderful show,” and as you go down the
street now and then they will stop and say
“Drusilla With a Million” is sure a knockout
picture. I had a large cake made and put on
display ; called it Mary Carr’s famous cake. It

attracted a lot of attention, and then we gave it

away. I am not so sure about the drawing
power, but if you have an audience that likes

pictures of the “Over the Hill” type, it will

sure please 100 per cent.—E. J. Reynolds, Lib-
erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

Special to

Colleeti Moore
WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore

—

Ain't this a cruel old world? Been
playing all of little Colleen’? pic-

tures since way back and then she
up and sends my opposition a box of

handkerchiefs for Christmas and J

didn’t even get a card. But that

doesn’t hurt her pictures, for they
are all knockouts at the box office.

This one sure knocked them for a

flop. It’s not as good as “Sally,” but
did just about as much business, so

will buy myself a box of handker-
chiefs. Seven reels.—AL POWELL,
Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr
-—A very good picture of program type. It may
have jammed the busses in New York City, but
it certainly flopped here. Used heavy exploita-

tion.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.

—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING DEMON: Richard Tal-
madge—Not near as good as others he’s made.
Just fair. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

SPEED WILD: Lefty Flynn—A speed cop
thriller that pleased all. Flynn is well liked

and always pleases. Good for week end or any
day of the week. Five reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—We
ran this December 3-4 and it is a fine picture.

Good print and F. B. treats you right always.

—

C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson—As
usual, Silver King is there with his wonderful
stunts. Thomson liked better than Mix here.

Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Good
picture but not up to the usual standard this

young man has set for himself. Five reels.—

-

H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon,
Wis.—General patronage.

LOVE’S BARGAIN : Marjorie Daw—Fine
drama. Very interesting and pleasing. Prints

good. Six reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines the-

atre, Loyalton-Bowlde, S. D.—General patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS : Special cast—This

one seems to please. Fairly good business.

—

Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—Eve-
lyn pleases my audience 100 per cent. Everyone
boosts Evelyn Brent pictures. This picture shows
what love and kindness can do to crooks. Very
good. Six reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines the-

atre, Loyalton-Bowdle, S. D.—General patronage.

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge—
Good. Five reels..—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge—
Thrills and stunts. Again strikes the same home

run plate. One of Talmadge’s best. A different

plot. Don’t be afraid of this. It’s all there, if

action is what you want.—George Khattar, Khat-
tar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—A good picture

but not up to this dog’s other pictures by a
doggone sight. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

FLASHING SPURS: Bob Custer—A nice crook
story and well acted by Custer. The Texas
Rangers pleased Western fans good. Play it.

Five reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

FORBIDDEN CARGO: Evelyn Brent—Evelyn is

a good little actress. Rather a tough rum-runner
story. One of my lady patrons fainted when
she saw the scenes where the villain is going to

pour hot lead in the hero’s eyes. Five reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

LIFE’S GREATEST GAME : Johnny Walker—

A

dandy baseball story that gave good satisfaction

and drew well. Any theatre should make money on
this. No special but a corking good program
picture. Walker and Santschi are excellent and
deserve credit for their parts. Seven reels.—

George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Special cast—Seemed to

go over pretty good. Just a bit different.

—

Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE CLOUD RIDER: AI Wilson—An aero-

plane thriller that thrills. This pleased all here.

Good comments. Drew good. Advei-tising ac-

cessories big. Six reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson-
Great picture. Silver King certainly struts his

stuff. My patrons like F. B. O. pictures. Six

reels.—C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon,

Okla.-—General patronage. .

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—Oh
boy, a good picture. Silver King fine. Five

reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,

Va.—General patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson—
A western photoplay de luxe. A better Western
cannot be made by any star except the king of

cowboys—Fred Thomson and the king Of horses

—Silver King. In “The Silent Stranger” you
have Action, Thrills, Fun, all three in capital

letters. Any theatre playing Fred Thomsons
should have S. R. O. at every show. Play
“Stranger,” boys, it’s real money. Really one
of the best pictures you ever will see. We had
to have special men around the show to keep

the house in order—to keep the patrons from
clapping and cheering all through the picture

—

so you can imagine just how good Thomson is

liked here. Boost this picture to the limit and
then some. -Exploit it like a special. Run spe-

cial matinees, then watch for the crowds. Five
reels.—George Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada. Neighborhood patronage.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE: Special cast

—A-l picture. Pleased all. Prints good. Seven
reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyal-
ton, S. D.—General patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—Big
time Western that brought cheers and echoes
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RUNNING RECORD of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*

box office statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

from all through the house. Thomson is the

most beloved Western star to ever play at our
house. Every time we announce a Thomson we
are always sure of a packed house. He even

outdraws specials. Play them, they’re big. Six

reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Syd-

ney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

TRIGGER FINGERS: Bob Custer—A pretty

good Western that will hold your audience well,

but at times the direction and photography is

so crude that it makes you smile. Margaret

Landis plays opposite Custer, but she hasn’t

much chance to act as she hasn’t much to do.

The picture seemed to please our crowd. Five

reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.—General patronage.

STEPPING LIVELY: Richard Talmadge—

A

fast and furious crook thriller. Talmadge is

good. Play it. Six reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S„ Canada.'

—

Neighborhood patronage.

First National
THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Special cast—

Very, very good. They certainly will like this

one. One scene uncalled for and one love scene

carried too far in my opinion, but as a whole a

real show. Seven reels.—L. D. Feldman, Or-

pheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-

ronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—Best

drawing card since “Tollable David,” but did

not seem to please the majority. Seven reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grant theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE : Richard Barthelmess—Did a

nice business with this one in a snow storm. It

is not near as good as “Classmates,” but pleased

Special to

All Exhibitors
THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Col-

man—We opened our new house with
this. Our theatre is the finest thea-
tre in West Texas, seating 800. We
recommend this to all exhibitors as
we believe it is as perfect as any pic-

ture that has been made.—ROY E.
MITCHELL, Plainview theatre. Plain-

view, Tex.

very well. Good advertising material. Seven
reels.—A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie,
Okla.—General patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—Good
show, but cannot understand where they got the
title. Seven reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—
Christmas day to big business. Picture one con-

tinual link of thrills and action. If that’s what
they like, give it to them. My patrons ate it

up and many said best picture in many a da£.

Acting of stars is good. Paper on picture won-
derful. Seven reels.—A1 Powell, Highland the-

atre, Guthrie, Okla.—General patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Doris Kenyon—
Did not hear any reports for or against this

feature. Miss Kenyon very good. I thought Sills

miscast. Picture good but no special. Seven
reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-

stone, Minn.—General patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Special cast—
Misnamed. But a good program offering. Busi-

ness fair. Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Ranier, Ore.—General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—Rex
Beach story picturized in an excellent way. Pho-

tography very good. Wonderful scenery shots.

Well liked by those who saw it. Bad weather

kept attendance down. Ten reels.—L. D. Feld-

man, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—Gen-

eral patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—A box

office disappointment ; a flop. However, my

opinion of the picture is that it is sure fire en-
tertainment, but does not create any comment
from the patrons which it should do, therefore,

the box office suffers for want of word of mouth
advertising. If you can sell this to your folks

you can do more than I did. Four days to poor
business. Nine reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy the-

atre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—Big pic-

ture but don’t pay too much for it. Plenty of
action. Ten reels.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre,

Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Exceptional
picture. Should run better second day than first.

I find all First National pictures for 1925-26 to

be O. K. to date. Seven reels.—G. C. Scott,

Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General pat-

ronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Would rec-

ommend this to all exhibitors showing first class

pictures. Corinne certainly shows her ability as

an actress in this.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—Buy this one and boost. Will please your
patrons. Constance Talmadge scores once more
sure. Hits the high spots. A little spicy in

places but not too much so. Small towns are
all about alike. Sure is good. A great picture:

Buy and boost to limit. Sure fire scenes in it

and holds interest from start to finish. Seven
reels.—C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.
—General patronage.

THE NECESSARY EVIL: Special cast—Ran
it New Year’s night and must say it is a good
program picture. In fact, had good comments
from patrons who heretofore have never com-
plimented anything. Story and handling is a
little out of the ordinary and will please. How-
ever, they are still wondering wotinell the title

had to do with the picture. Seven reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Excellent.
Splendid picture and just the type of story for

Sills to play. Pleased audience very much. Eight
reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family
patronage.

THE TALKER: Shirley Mason—A very good
program picture. Good cast. Ran it Christmas
night and a lot of ’em told me it was good.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE TALKER: Anna Q. Nilsson—Good pic-

ture. A little different than the average picture.

Seemed to please audience. Eight reels.—Lorin

theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Ronald Colman—
Here’s a knockout. Everything in the way of

entertainment to satisfy everybody. Will please

100 per cent anywhere. Eight reels.—D. T.

Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General

patronage.

TR4lILERS sell seats
NA1 1 IU NAL srREEN service.

YOUR MOST EFFECTIVE SALESMAN

!
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SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess—Good.
Excellent in all ways. Without a doubt the best
since “Tol’able David.” Nine reels.—Lorin the-
atre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—Good and
pleased. Milton Sills always pleases my trade
and this was among his best here. Eight reels.

—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.

—

General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—Here is a picture
any house can show with credit. Had many good
comments on this. Give us some more like

this, Colleen, and us small town exhibitors can
stay in business providing the distributors don’t
soak us too hard on the price. Nine reels.

—

W. Fahrenkrog, Opera House, Bunker Hill, III.—

-

General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moorse—Colleen must have
been at her best in "Sally.”—A. J. Gibbons,
Kozy-Elite theatre. Metropolis, 111.—General
patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—There’s none better.
Pleased all and then some. Just the kind that
makes you money and pleases everybody. What
more could we ask? Nine reels.—D. T. Clary,
Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General pat-
ronage.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS: Corinne Griffith—Very
good but not the kind for me. Don't draw here
and I lost money. Nine reels.—D. T. Clary,
Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—Good? I should say it is. Pleased all. Heard
many comments and registered 100 per cent.
Play it and you’re safe. Sills’ part is wonderful
as O’Malley. Eight reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—Packed house on
this. A real one, as we have found most First
Nationals are.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview the-
atre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
—Connie certainly staged a comeback in this one.
Had dozens of compliments on it. Six reels.

—

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

I WANT MY MAN : Doris Kenyon—A pretty
good drama but somewhat drawn out and should
be in about five reels. Seven reels.—M. A. Man-
ning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS: Florence Vidor—This is a dandy for the adult.—J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, III.—General patronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS: Lewis Stone—
Simply fine. My fans told me the best I’ve had
for months. This is the kind of pictures that
build up business. When they enjoy a picture
they will tell others and boost your show. Eight
reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton,
Go.—General patronage.

CLASSMATES: Richard Barthelmess—This is

the first one of Dick’s I have run since “Tol'able
David,” so you know I don’t think he is half as
good as he thinks he is. Went over good on ac-
count of the West Point stuff. However, hhB
many kicks on account of it not ending right.
Eight reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theater,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CLASSMATES: Richard Talmadge—A nice
south sea island picture that pleased 70 per cent,
but didn’t bring in extra cash. Dick is un-
popular here. Eight reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE LADY : Norma Talmadge—Picture very
good but not suited for Norma. Eight reels.—
J. C. Keller, Liberty theatre, Eunice, La.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—A good
star in one of the very poorest pictures I played
in 1925. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
thatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE HUNTRESS: Colleen Moore—Colleen
sure has drawing power for us. My patrons all

liked this better than “North of ’36,” which we
played the night before. Six reels.—Elmer
Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.—General
patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance Tal-
madge—Only a fair program picture. Business
poor on this one. Lost money on every Con-
stance Talmadge picture. Seven reels.—R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN : George Billings—One

Special to

T, O. Service

HAVOC: Special Cast—If ever a
picture deserved praise and to be
called a “special” this one surely does.
It is a wonderful piece of work and
the finest war drama I have ever seen.
Every bit of it is perfectly done and
one forgets it’s nine reels as the
smooth action of the story goes on. I

am glad I played it and thank Wil-
liam Fox for one of the greatest pic-

tures of the year. I agree with T. O.
Service where he says this should be
mentioned only with “The Wagon,”
“The Iron Horse,” etc. A truly big
one. Nine reels.—C. H. MOULTON,
Bijou theatre, Beach, N. D.

of the best pictures shown by us for some time.
A real educational picture. Good action and
scenes. A picture to be a credit to any theatre.

Pleased 100 per cent. Push to limit and you
will not be ashamed to meet patrons. Ten reels.

—C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE WHITE MOTH: Barbara La Marr—
Small town exhibitors lay off of this one, as
there is nothing to it. No action. Had several
walk out on this one. When will producers quit

making this kind ? Seven reels.—W. Fahren-
krog, Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.—General
patronage.

A SELF MADE FAILURE: Lloyd Hamilton
—Another program picture which will do if you
have several short features to help it along.

Seven reels.—W. Fahrenkrog, Opera House,
Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

FLIRTING WITH LOVE: Colleen Moore-
Good picture. Interesting and action. A little

old but Colleen is a good drawing card. Buy
and boost. Seven reels.—C. A. Riggs. Gem the-

atre, Hartford, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SILENT WATCHER: Glenn Hunter—
A good program picture. Was really surprised

on this one. Had good comment from many of

my patrons. Buy it. Paper on this is rotten.

Why the producers will actually pick out the
worst spot in a picture and put it on their 1

sheets and 3 sheets I don’t know, but that is

what they did on this one. Eight reels.—W.
Fahrenkrog, Opera House. Bunker Hill, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE SILENT WATCHER: Special cast—
Good. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton. Wis.—Small town patronage.

IF I MARRY AGAIN: Doris Kenyon-
Seemed to please everyone, but so far as I could

see the title did not have anything to do with
the picture. Personally, thought it too long,

draggy and weepy. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

CIRCUS DAYS: Jackie Coogan—Wonderful
picture and did much extra business Christmas.

—

Charles O. Weston, Fairfax, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

CHRISTINE OF THE HUNGRY HEART:
Claire Windsor—A good society picture but did

not draw enough to pay film rental.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

GOLDFISH: Constance Talmadge—Poor pic-

ture for small town. Nothing to it. Not even a

good comedy. Print good. Seven reels.—H. B.

Osborn, Community theatre. Mount Hope, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

Fox
THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Special cast—This

is one of the best of its class in the Fox spe-

cials. Some consider it in the class of “The
Covered Wagon.” Action to keep one interested

from start to finish. Six reels.—C. H. Thomp-
son, Opera House, Plattsburg, Mo.—Country
town patronage.

WINDING STAIRS: Edmund Lowe—Played
this Christmas night, so did good business, but
it is just a good program picture that Fox is

branding as a special at “special” prices. Fox
stuff is all “special” this year—I don’t think!

Six reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach,
N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—
Here is real audience picture and one that
pleased the majority. George does some mighty
fine acting. Billie Dove doesn’t have a chance to

show her stuff. Boost this picture to the limit.

It will stand it. One-sheets and three-sheets very
poor. Fox makes the worst paper of anyone in

the business. Seven reels.—A1 Powell, Highland
theatre, Guthrie, Okla.—General patronage.

EAST LYNNE : Special cast—This is a good
feature and the ladies certainly enjoyed the old,

old story as they came out in good numbers
and had a nice little cry. Eight reels.—C. H.
Thompson, Opera House, Plattsburg, Mo.—Coun-
try town patronage.

MARRIAGE IN TRANSIT: Edmund Lowe—
We had lots of good comments on this picture.

Lowe is a real actor. Story interesting right

through. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

EVERYMAN’S WIFE: Special cast— Good
program picture. Better than a lot of the
specials. Six reels.—J. C. Keller, Liberty the-

atre, Eunice, La.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Held up
three days to capacity business. Believe it as

good as “The Covered Wagon.” Would have
played longer but could not do so. Fox made a

real picture when he made this one.—Roy E.

Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Quite the

best thing I have seen this year. I lost big

money on it, but the picture will please them if

you can get them in.—J. S. Walker, Texas the-

atre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—The kind
of a picture every house that pretends to be

first class should have. Our patrons proclaim

it the best Western drama, bar none, that has

been shown. It has every element that goes to

make a great story and the people in it know how
to put it over effectively. Filled with natural

laughs, possible thrills, real heart interest. Ca-

pacity business for the run.—Ben L. Morris,

Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

LAZY BONES: Buck Jones—This may have

been a success on the spoken stage, as the sales-

man said, but it sure is a flop at the box office.

—Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.

—

General patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones

—Very good. Buck usually makes good West-

erns.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre. Plain-

view, Tex.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—There
is a real one. My 1 Such thrills, action, com-
edy, everything to please an audience anywhere.

Six reels. L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,

N. H.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—Good
action picture. Business poor. Six reels.—J. C.

Keller, Liberty theatre, Eunice, La.—General

patronage.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones—

A

Western cyclone of thrills and fights. Pleased a

full house. Jones popular here and always draws

big. Don’t be afraid of this one. It’s all there.

Five reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S„ Canada.—.neighborhood patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—

A

whale of a Mix. About the best he’s made for

a long while. Riding, shooting, fighting, all

through. Pleased Mix fans 100 per cent. Boost

it to the limit, boys, it’s worth it and then some.

Again, boost it big for the sake of Westerns.

Seven reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.

THE ROUGHNECK: George O’Brien—

A

mighty good picture. Plenty of action and

pleased 100 per cent, but where did they get

the name? It drives the business away.—Jack

Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—General

patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Spe-

cial cast—This is a dandy. Get it.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General

patronage.

OH YOU TONY!: Tom Mix—Same old gam-
ble. Tom always draws the crowd and they

go away pleased, while I don’t think this is as

good as most of his others. Too much society

stuff. Seven reels.—Elmer Hughes, Opera House,
Mesquite, Nev.—General patronage.

TEETH : Tom Mix—This is a dandy. Get it.

—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.

—

General patronage.
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*'HEARTS AND FISTS,” called the first Tacoma-made feature picture, was signed
for by H. T. Moore, general manager of Moore Amusement Company, in Tacoma,
Wash., for its first showing. The Associated Exhibitors release opened at the

Rialto theatre January 2. Moore signed with Paul R. Ault, representing Associ-
ated Exhibitors. Standing (left to right) are J. H. Green, dramatic editor of the
Tacoma News Tribune; W. R. Rust, vice-president of H. C. Weaver Productions,
Inc.; Peter L. Shamray, production manager for Weaver, and George Greenlund,
manager of the Rialto.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—An

absolute knockout production from start to fin-

ish. Directing handled to the greatest of per-
fection. while photography has been handled to

the finest point of scientific art. Pleased audi-

ence greatly, not only by the excellence of the
picture but also by the clever manner Mae Mur-
ray and John Gilbert play their parts. Ten
reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family
patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—I didn’t
quite make expenses on this, which is no fault

of the picture. It certainly is one picture in a
million. Those that braved the zero weather were
more than pleased. Will play return date in

spring. You owe it to your patrons to show
this really worth while production. They don’t
come any better. Ten reels.—W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—Oh
boy, what a picture 1 I call it good entertain-
ment. Comedy, thrills and everything. Step on
this and it will please 100 per cent and you can
meet them face to face as they leave the theatre.

All the pranks of college life. Ramon Navarro
very good. Seven reels.—Albert Metzger, Fairy
theatre, Knox, Ind.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Navorro—Very
good. You can’t go wrong on this. Business
not so good here account local conditions and
holiday slump. Six reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—A very
good picture but you will not please everyone.
Many patrons did not care for it. Lon Chaney
is a great actor but not a favorite with the
women. Played on Christmas day to good busi-

ness considering the extreme cold weather.-—R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

CHEAPER TO MARRY: Special cast—Excel-
lent picture. Worth anybody’s time to see. Did
not do the business we expected, for some un-
known reason. Six reels.—Lorin theatre, Berke-
ley, Cal.—Family patronage.

CHEAPER TO MARRY: Special cast—

A

good program picture. A light comedy drama.
Personally I thought it good. Seven reels.—J.

W. Baird, Strand theatre, Pattensburg, Mo.

—

General patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—A good mountaineer
drama which did fair business on the coldest

night of the year. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Fine except one

scene decidedly vulgar and should have been

eliminated. Seemed to please generally, how-
ever. Business very light. Seven reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Alice Terry—A nice

Western for any day of the week. This picture

is out of the ordinary and made a good hit as a

high class Western of the plains. Eight reels.

—

George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE: Eleanor Boardman
Excellent picture but does not seem to draw.
Seven reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.

—

Family patronage.

THE PRAIRIE WIFE: Special cast—We were
pleasantly surprised with this program. Hardly
expected anything and had a nice little program
picture which seemed to please generally. Six
reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star thatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE GREAT WHITE WAY: Anita Stewart
—Here is a rather interesting story that pleased
our patrons more because of the introduction of

so many well known characters in our reading
life. Anita was well cast and went over with
her part. Photography good, film in good con-

dition. Too long, but otherwise okay. Ten
reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

GREED : Special cast—Terrible—terrible. Pa-
trons did not seem to know what it was all

about. Pay for this one and forget to run it.

—

Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.

—

General patronage.

CHU CHIN CHOW: Betty Blythe—A long,

dragging story that does not please a small
town. Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theater,

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire Windsor—
We would have had a big run on this picture

but failed to get it. When I had advertised it

some exhibitor failed to return it, so we had to

wait and it blowed it up. But was a good race

picture.—C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon,
Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE RAG MAN : Jackie Coogan—Nothing
extra, but Jackie will please.—J. W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

A BOY OF FLANDERS: Jackie Coogan—
The night we showed this picture the roads were
impossible and, as we had to draw from our
town alone, we did not have a good house. We
only have 200 inhabitants. The picture gave
good satisfaction and would have filled the house

under favorable conditions. It ought to draw
well in any small town. Six reels.—H. G.

Isbell, Casino De Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

—

General patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies—Shat-

tered all records by playing on Christmas day.

Story of Revolutionary War. Marion at her best.

—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE SPOILERS: Special cast—This picture

has practically an all star cast. Milton Sills,

Barbara Bedford, Noah Beery and Anna Q.

Nilsson have leading parts. Their work is fine.

Photography is good, but modern telephones,

electric lights and Anna Q. Nilsson’s modern wave
looked a little ahead of those times. Stormy

night. Small house. Everyone well pleased.

Eight reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De Luxe the-

atre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

Paramount
A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson—In its class it’s the best ever made by anyone.
—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
O.—General patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO: Betty Bronson—Pro-
gram picture and that is all. Nothing to it.—Six reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,
Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—It’s
a dern shame to have to show such a good pic-
ture as this in a small town. I believe most
small towns are too dumb to appreciate it as
they should. Yes, I lost money on it, but that
didn’t tinge my report. Ten reels.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—D. W.
Griffith evidently tried to see just how much
“smut” he could crowd into one picture. If

your patronage is family trade I would advise
you to lay off this one. Picture itself, outside
of the tornado scene, is no better than good
program picture.-—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre,

Delphos, O.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—Had
a lot of wonderful comments on this show. It

is a story of the underworld of Chicago and is

just not suitable for children. It is very in-

teresting and the suspense is well maintained.
Miss Dempster is certainly great, as is also

W. C. Fields, who supplies the comedy. Ten
reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—Typical

Griffith story, badly butchered but gave general

satisfaction. Nine reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—If they
crave biff, bang, blooey stuff this will furnish it.

Plenty of action. Seven reels.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Poor on account of sub-zero weather. Good, clean

satisfactory production to smallest Sunday busi-

ness in years. 16 below and roads blocked. Keeps
everybody tucked around their radios. Seven
reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washing-
ton, Wis.—General patronage.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT: Pola Negri-
Good picture but Negri is not very well liked here.

Her pictures will not draw. Seven reels.—L. D.

Feldman, Orpheum theatre. Pipestone, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Oh Boy 1 We played this picture on Christmas

night and it sure filled the bill. We were both

lucky and wise to have that type of picture for

the holidays. It was an A No. 1 production and
took our patrons by storm. Six reels.—Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Here is one they all liked. A great American
family picture. A story of Christmas at home.
The cast was sure great, so book it, as it will

please old and young. Six reels.—J. W. Baird,

Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General patron-

age.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson— It was
the consensus of opinion that this is a poor Swan-
son picture. Patrons were disgusted with the

cheap slapstick comedy. The only part they

seemed to like was the opening reel, which has

the most beautiful Technicolor work I have ever

seen.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.

—General patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—This Conrad
story all right in book form but is not good screen

stuff for small towns. Too much murder and
altogether too sordid. AH agreed that it was a

good picture well done but did not care for that

kind. Seven reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE? Florence Vidor—
An exceptional production and one that should

please any audience. The acting of Vidor, Bron-

son and Menjou is fine. Buy it and boost. Seven

reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—Cracker-

jack.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith
—“He’s a

Sap” would have been a better name for this piece

of nothing. Slapstick has no place in a picture of

this kind. It makes it vulgar. Direction very

poor.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.

—General patronage.
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A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter—

Are any of you fellows banking on what the critic

in Photoplay Magazine says about pictures? If

you are, cut it out. He or she razzed this one,

and also "Keeper of the Bees”, which were accord-

ing to my patrons two of the best pictures I

showed in 1925. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan,

American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter-

Just ordinary Western, but box office drawing

card on account of author. Pleased most all, but

no special. Seven reels.—E. L. Fawks, Cozy

theatre, Strawn, Tex.—General patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-

Lean—Not so good. Not as good as his former

pictures. It is MacLean and this is all there is

to this reissue. Six reels.—L. D. Feldman, Or-

pheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.—General pat-

ronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE : Douglas Mac-

Lean—Just a fair comedy. Not to be compared

with some of his previous ones.—F. H. Staup,

Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Excellent.

Not a gamble. It is an excellent production which

will please any audience. Eight reels. Lonn

theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Good

Western but rental twice too high for this town.

Lost money. Pleased all who saw it. Six reels.

—E. L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.—Gen-

eral patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—Too cold for

’em to come out. Pleased about 60 per cent

judging by comments I heard. Six reels. S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans. Small

town patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—Very poor pro-

duction. Type of story that has no sense back

of it. Why take good talent and spoil it with

this type of picture? Six reels.—Lorin theatre,

Berkeley, Cal.—Family theatre.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—

A

good clean Western. Clean, good action. Good

scenery and good picture from start to finish.

A little high for small town. Buy it and push

it. Boost and will stand all given it. Seven

reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.

—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special east—

Here is some picture. Plenty comments. Some-

thing different with the snow scenes. Personally

I thought it better than "The Covered Wagon” or

"North of ’36”. Eight reels.—J. W. Baird, Strand

theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General patronage.

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt—Very good. Bet-

ter than "The Covered Wagon.”—C. E. McClain,

Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.—General patronage.

NORTH OF ’36: Jack Holt—We were late

in playing this but played it to the biggest house

we ever had. Personally I don’t see any more to

it than any other Western. Eight reels. Elmer

Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.—General

patronage.

NORTH OF ’36: Jack Holt—A good picture

but not as good as "The Covered Wagon to my
way of thinking, and the box office record showed

it too. Paramount evidently is also wise to this,

as they sell it to you right. Just broke even

on a two days showing. Basket ball, Christmas

programs, dances, etc., helped to keep the crowd

away. Eight reels.—G. F. Rediske, Star the-

atre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-

Mille—This one was an extra good one and was

sold to us in the right way. We were given a

chance to make some money. Just why I do not

understand, unexplainable, but suited 10() per cent.

Will put over extra good. More like it.—F. N.

Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-

Mille A genuine production in many ways,

although many would have preferred the story to

continue as it started in first four reels. Played

three days to good business and pleased all. Give

us more like it.—Lauck & Heilman, Garden the-

atre, Colony, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-

Mille—As all the others say, “the most wonder-

ful picture ever made” and it sure is. I didn t

make any money on it but am well pleased. All

my patrons thought it was wonderful. Advertise

it to the limit. They won’t be disappointed.

Eleven reels.—Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mes-

Quite, Nev.—General patronage.

ADVENTURE : Tom Moore—Good story by

a popular author. Would have drawn good but

was awfully cold weather. Seven reels. G. B.

Orne, Willey Mem. Hall, Cabot, Vt.—General

patronage.

Leatrice Joy is starred in Cecil B. De-

Mille’s “ The Wedding Song,” a Pro-

Dis-Co release directed by Alan Hale.

Robert Ames plays opposite Miss Joy.

ADVENTURE: Special east—Played this

Christmas and we had many favorable comments.

A South Sea Island picture but not of the hula

hula type. Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Prin-

cess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

ADVENTURE: Special cast—This picture

pleased our patrons 100 per cent. Pauline Starke

is extra good in this, so is Beery and Hatton.

Made good with this. Seven reels.—E. L. Fawks,

Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.—General patronage.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—Here was the

one that we all thought was going to be a winner,

but it was a kid picture pure and simple. It was

good and I sure was used fine by the exchange.

Went over good with all kids. Get it. F. N.

Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—This show did

not come up to expectations with the audience.

About half the audience panned it. As for myself.

I thought it was quite a novelty. The acting of

Betty Bronson was wonderful, but it was a

children’s show. Anyway, it did not draw the

crowd in. Ten reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement
Assn, Odd Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

MANHANDLED: Gloria Swanson—This one

was very good. Suited the most of them. It is

hard work to suit all.—F. N. Harris, Amuse the-

atre, Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

MANHANDLED: Gloria Swanson—A fairly

good Swanson but she don’t mean much to us

little town exhibitors. Buy it if price is right.

Paramount holds us up on price so we can’t

figure much profit. Seven reels.—W. I. Fahrenk-

rog, Opera House, Bunker Hill, III.—General pat-

ronage.

MANHANDLED: Gloria Swanson—Some way
or other I cannot put over a Swanson picture.

People do not seem to care for them. I am off

of this star for that reason, but think that she is

a great actress and pleases me but does not reg-

ister at the box office. Seven reels.—W. A. Doer-

schlag. Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A dandy

comedy drama with plenty of action and thrills.

Better than many specials I have played. Griffith

as good as any of the comedians. Viola Dana
and Theodore Roberts in the cast. If you haven’t

played this picture, buy it, as it won’t cost a

fortune. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess the-

atre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—It’s there.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

DANGEROUS MONEY: Special cast—Average

good one. It suited all. It was a good one and

funny. Will please any bunch. Get it, as it will

pull.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.

—

General patronage.

DANGEROUS MONEY: Bebe Daniels—This

was a very good show. Drew a larger crowd than

“Peter Pan”. Thought Bebe very good in this one.

Had several comments on this one. Seven reels.

—

Schaghticoke Amusement Assn, Odd Fellows Hall,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

FEET OF CLAY : Cecil B. De Mille—Some-
thing a little out of the ordinary that drew well

and would have pleased had the print been good.

Ten reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

Kans.—Small town patronage.

FEET OF CLAY: Cecil B. De Mille—One of

the best pictures we ever ran in our house.—C. E.

McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Leatrice Joy—

A

good comedy, but could not get them in due to

too near Christmas, I suppose. Business gets

rotten around the holidays, as too much opposition.

Seven reels.—W. Fahrenkrog, Opera House, Bun-
ker Hill, III.—General patronage.

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Leatrice Joy—This
one was a good one of its kind. I did not care

for it but I did not have any kicks.—F. N. Harris,

Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Special

cast—The kind of a picture that pleases the aver-

age small town crowd. They like Zane Grey pic-

tures and come out to see them. Although it was
zero the night I showed this, I had to put my
S. R. O. sign out. Seen reels.—Jos. W. Springer,

Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence
Vidor—A perfect gem of a picture. Keeps audi-

ence in good humor throughout entire picture and
sends them home happy.—F. H. Staup, Capitol

theatre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—A very
good picture. Entire cast good in their parts.

Just average business, although used extensive

exploitation.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Del-

phos, O.—General patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Poor on
account of snow storm. Just a wild, frivolous,

unconnected picture. A real hop skip and jump.
Six reels.—W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port
Washington, Wis.—General patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—

This is a corker. A funny crook underworld,
society, automobile chasing picture with silk hat
Raymond Griffith and Betty Compson. High
brows, low brows, and no brows at all roared
over this one from start to finish. We think
that Griffith is the best comedian on the screen

today and he surely is established in the hearts

of our people out here. Seven intensely enjoy-

able reels. Another Clarence Badger success.—

-

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

—General patronage.

MANHANDLED : Gloria Swanson—Although
not very nice, it is a good pleasing picture.

Gloria is a box office bet. Seven reels.—Robert
W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton-Bowdle, S. D.
—General patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—One of Marmont’s best. Pleased audi-

ence greatly. Seven reels.—Lorin theatre, Berk-
eley, Cal.—Family patronage.

FORBIDDEN PARADISE: Pola Negri—Did
not like this one but there was a good moral in

it. No one kicked but said not as good as what
you usually get. No more like it.—F. N. Harris,
Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

TOMORROW’S LOVE: Agnes Ayres—Just a
fair light comedy. Not as big as they make you
believe when they sell it to you. Only a regular
program picture. Six reels.—W. Fahrenkrog,
Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

UNGUARDED WOMEN: Special cast^This
one was a fair picture but not for the price they
ask. It is a just good program picture and not

worth more than the cheapest picture.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

WORLDLY GOODS: Agnes Ayres—Punk is

all I can say for this one. Did not draw enough
people in to pay for light used, and after seeing

it was glad there was not more there. Seven reels.

—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—
Meighan is not holding up with me according to

the price I have to pay. Are coming better from
him, however. Seven reels.—G. B. Orne, Willey

Mem. Hall, Cabot, Vt.—General patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES: Richard Dix—Did an
excellent business against strong competitions.

Print good. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde Photoplay

theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town patronage.
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A SOCIETY SCANDAL: Gloria Swanson-—

I

missed this one, but received favorable comments
on it and it seems to have been a better than
average program picture. It drew a fair sized
audience. Seven reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hop-
kins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

TIGER LOVE : Antonio Moreno—A good or-
dinary program picture with no drawing power
for us. Six reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

BIG BROTHER: Special cast—One of the
best crook stories I ever saw. This kid in this
picture is the best I ever saw. He is the star.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DAWN OF A TOMORROW: Special
cast—Not much to this one. Just a picture.—J.
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

PIED PIPER MALONE: Thomas Meighan—

-

Not much to this one. Take Tom out and it’s

bum.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

MANHATTAN : Richard Dix—Good business
to a dandy picture.—Charles O. Weston, Fairfax,
S. D.—General patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Viola Dana—A good com-
edy-drama that should please all classes of people.
This is just a program picture. Six reels.

—

L. E. Schafer, Palace theatre, Greenview, 111.

—

General patronage.

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT: Bebe Daniels
—A very good picture but we got a poor print
and there were lots of night scenes besides.
Seven reels.—Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mes-
quite, Nev.—General patronage.

NEW LIVES FOR OLD: Betty Compson

—

Shakespeare said “The play’s the thing” and he
might have been more explicit and said “the
plot’s the thing,” and here we have a peach of
a plot and director Badger was wise enough to
keep right to the plot ; hence we have real drama.
Every foot of film is cumulative in interest and
tenseness until the gripping climax at the end

—

where a climax rightfully belongs. The cast is

excellent. Betty is fine. It just misses being a
special. It is a French war secret service play
with a happy ending in America. Not a “con-
tinental drama”, for the American dough-boy
and the war background makes it a good old
U. S. A. in interest throughout. Boost it hard.
Seven reels.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho—General patronage.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES: Glenn Hunter-
Seemed to drag. Action too slow. Pleased about
50 per cent. Eight reels.—G. E. Wendel, Opera
House, Smithland, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE:
Ernest Torrence—Very good. Good players. Good
scenery, good picture all around. ’Nuf sed

!

Book it—Wm. Schroeder, Wallace, Neb.—General
patronage.

FAIR WEEK: Special cast—A simple little

story that will please.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-
atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE SILENT PARTNER: Special cast—This
is a very good picture.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE LAW OF THE LAWLESS: Special cast
—I did not like this and quite a few walked out.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

BLUFF : Agnes Ayres—I call this one good.
—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

WOMAN PROOF: Thomas Meighan—While
this is good, it is no knockout.—J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, 111..—General patronage.

TO THE LADIES: Special cast—This is a
very good comedy drama. Full of life.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

THE BEDROOM WINDOW: Special cast—
A fine mystery story that holds concentrated at-

tention all the way through. Did not draw for us,

but did please. Seven reels.—G. E. Hopkins,
The Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.

CODE OF THE SEA: Special cast—A good
strong sea story that brought out a good sized
audience and pleased them. Six reels.—C. E.
Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

THE HUMMING BIRD: Gloria Swanson-
Excellent. Had many say it is Gloria’s best
piece of work. Eight reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kans.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN: Special cast—Here
was a good one. Did not go over as good as
some but it pleased the average. A good picture

well played. All did their parts well.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET: Alice Terry-
Just fair picture. All right if bought right. We
lost money.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pike-
ville, Ky.—General patronage.

PIED PIPER MALONE: Thomas Meighan—
Gave a free show to children on Christmas Eve
on this one so had good crowd. Picture only a
fair program. Lots of children in picture, so
was enjoyed by my little guests. Filled in with
2 reel comedy and “Felix the Cat Cartoon."
Eight reels.—W Fahrenkrog, Opera House, Bun-
ker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

TRIUMPH: Special cast—Just an ordinary
picture. Not up to the De Mille standard. Will
do if you don’t pay too much. Eight reels.—W.
Fahrenkrog, Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN : Special cast—A sure
good program picture. A little old but good. Film
in only fair condition. Good outdoor scenery.

Good action and a good South Sea Island story.

Pleased patrons. Seven reels.—C. A. Riggs, Gem
theatre, Hartford, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE: Special
cast—A good program picture. Pleased 75 per
cent. Action good, setting and scenery good. Good
story. Seven reels.—C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre,
Hartford, Kan.—General patronage.

MAN PROOF: Special cast—A good picture
comedy drama. Good scenes and pleased audience.
Good acting, good all through. Eight reels.—C.

A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE FAST SET : Special cast—This is a
different kind and was very good. I did not see

it, as I was away, but I am told that it was very
good.—F. N. Han-is, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.
General patronage.

MONSIEUR BEAUCARIE : Rudolph Valen-
tino—Here was one of those dress-up ones and
not many of my people are for them. But it was
good, well acted and put over fine. Not my kind.

—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—
General patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—This sure

was a good one, full of thrills and a good
puller, but the producer gets all the cream,
charges a big price, then sticks on a percentage
all over. It shows just how easy we exhibitors

are. They get us coming and going.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General

patronage.

“Be Careful” was the first of the 1925-26

series of Educational-Jimmie Adams
comedies. Jimmie Adams is shown in

two scenes from the picture.

January 16, 1926

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Unable to
get film rental back out of subjects purchased
from this concern.—Harry E. Puterbaugh, Vic-
tory theatre, Milledgeville, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Played
three days to poor business. Pathe got the
money. We did not get paid for running the
picture. Be careful, small towns, as football sea-
son is over and it is no better than any Lloyd
only in season. Does not compare with some of
the other specials on the market as to the way
it will please your people and the money it will

make for your house, as the exchange wants it

all.—Lauek & Heilman, Garden theatre, Colony,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—Harold
Lloyd’s best comedy to date. Excellent business.

Heavy exploitation.—F. H. Staup, Capitol the-

atre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—His best

feature, but no business after the first night.

Seven reels.—E. L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: This was a
dinger. It got the laughs and was a dandy.
Suited 100 per cent ; that means a lot. Get it

—

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—Like all other
Lloyd feature length comedies, this is fine.

Brought out a goodly audience in the face of an
incoming blizzard and pleased all of them. Five
reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, Cot-

ter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—Pleased very
well and drew better than average business, but
had a storm hit me that took most of my profit.

Five reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ash-
land, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A good picture for

its kind but will not appeal to everybody. Many
women did not care for it. Business good first

day but poor on the second. Seven reels.-—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE WAY OF A MAN: Special cast—This
one was not up to standard but for all that a

fair program picture. That is all. No kicks

but did not pull. They ask too much for it by
far.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.

—General patronage.

Preferred
MILADY’S LIPS: Clara Bow—A good crook

picture, but we were expecting some lovesick

society drama from the title. Six reels.—Weak-
ley and Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GIRL WHO WOULDN’T WORK: Mar-
guerite de LaMotte—A highly entertaining, pic-

ture. You can recommend this without fear of

comeback.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos,

O.—General patronage.

Principal
THE RECREATION OF BRIAN KENT: Spe-

cial cast—Used this Christmas night and it

pleased my people. Most of its drawing power
came from the fact that author is very popular
here. Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre. Ransom Kan.—Small town patronage.

LISTEN LESTER: Special cast—This from
Mid-West Dist. Company of Milwaukee was a
fair picture. Not enough comedy in it to make
a real good comedy-drama but it will get by.

Our patrons seemed to like it pretty well. Six

reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

Pro. Dist. Corp.
THE MAN FROM RED GULCH: Harry Carey
—Now here is another good one. Well put over

and suited 80 per cent. All said good. Let them
come.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE PEOPLE VS. NANCY PRESTON: Spe-

cial cast—This one was a good one. Well acted

but no good for a small town. We get too

much of the same in real life. The people of

today do not care for that kind. We sure lose

money on these kind of shows. Why the pro-

ducer puts out this kind I cannot understand.

Why put such on and make us take them and
pay a good price for same ? The sooner the

producer wakes up to the fact that the public

don’t want them the better.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre, Hart, Mich.—General patronage.
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SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—This one

was a good one. Well acted but did not suit all,

but it should have got more credit than it did,

but that is the way. Suited about 50 per cent.

—

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—Very
poor picture for Eugene. Seven reels.—J. C.

Keller, Liberty theatre, Eunice, La.—General
patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—This one
was a dandy. Took well, drew the crowd.
Everyone well pleased. Had the laugh and more
laughs. Only we exhibitors have to pay too
much for these pictures. The producer gets too

much for small towns. We are skinned right

and left by the producer.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Sydney Chaplin—Here is

a real comedy. Had the audience in an uproar
all the way through. Business only fair, due to

having been played all around me. Price too
high for a little town. Eight reels.—W. Fahren-
krog, Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.—General
patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Here is

the knockout. Laughs, plenty of ’em. It is the
best ever. I played it Christmas holidays to

fine business. Extreme cold weather kept many
home that wanted to see it real bad. Better
book it if you haven’t. Eight reels.—Robert W.
Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General
patronage.

ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE: Special cast—An-
other good production. Every one of their pic-

tures have scored good for us.—H. D. McChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

CHALK MARKS: Special cast—This one did

not get the business. It did not have a good
title. Was a fair picture. Some of them spoilt

the picture by the name.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre. Hart, Mich.—-General patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast—
Here is one that I am going to say is a won-
derful picture. Well acted. Should make anyone
some money if weather conditions permit. We
lost on it, as we did not have the weather. Did
not do anything considering what I paid. Had
big blizzard, roads in country blocked, over two
feet of snow, and cold. The only thing I did

not like was the fact that after the train wreck
the picture jumped from the present time to

100 years back and most of my people said it

looked as if we had run into some other snow
and they did not understand just what it meant.
Now I think Mr. De Mille should have put in

an announcement just what was to happen.
This was my people’s view of it. Hit me, as

they thought I was the one that did it.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General

patronage.

WITHOUT MERCY: Special cast—Here was
a good one. Well acted and everyone doing his

or her part well and good. Had bad weather
for it, so did not get any money on it.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General

patronage.

A LEGEND OF HOLLYWOOD: Special cast

—Not much better. Leave it alone, as it does

not get anything. My people said, “No good"’

—

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ROARING RAILS: Harry Carey—The first of

the Careys with Producers and it was fine, much
to our surprise. Shows what good direction will

do. Six reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess the-

atre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

HELL’S HIGHROAD: Special cast—Here is

another one no good for small town. Does not

take. I lost money on this one. Well directed,

good acting, but not the picture for small town.

The sooner the producer gets the dope that we
cannot put over that kind in small town the

better it will be.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre,

Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SIREN OF SEVILLE: Priscilla Dean-
No picture for the small town. We don’t like

this bull fight stuff. A big flop for us. Better

pay for it and let them keep it.—H. D. Mc-
Chesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CHORUS LADY : Margaret Livingston

—Good picture with a poor title.—H. D. Mc-
Chesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE FLAMING FORTIES: Harry Carey—
This is a good Western.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE FLAMING FORTIES: Harry Carey—

Special to

Mary Pickford
LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary

Pickford—What a wonder she is!

Some say they do not like her, but
I’m only sorry for them, for the joy in

life they must miss. Close to being
Mary’s best, and that is saying much.
Christmas Day to great business and
against a tent show. No little part of

this record was the help given us by
Miss Pickford herself in response to a

personal request. She sent me some
fine photos for all my patrons and a

Christmas letter to my people here. A
great star and a wonderful woman.
Ten reels.—HENRY REEVE, Star

theatre, Menard, Tex.

Another good Carey from Producers. Not a
Western, I wouldn’t say, but full of action and
sure to please. Six reels.—H. D. McChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

BAD LANDS : Special cast—Now here is a
dandy. Took well. Suited 90 per cent. Was put
over with a bang. Carey is not a grandstand
player. Just good, clean, peppy, up-to-date.

—

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE BAD LANDS: Harry Carey—Folks say

Harry is too old and don’t care to see him the

hero. Six reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines the-

atre, Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

WELCOME STRANGER: Special cast—Dandy
picture. Comedy and heart interest. If you
don’t get a laugh from this there is something
wrong with you. Seven reels.—H. D. McChes-
ney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE BREATH OF SCANDAL: Special cast—
A very good picture of program calibre. Title

catchy and got me very good business on Sun-
day.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.

—General patronage.

THE WISE VIRGIN: Patsy Ruth Miller—Not
much to it. Only a lot of kissing and spooning
going on all the time. The public is tired of

this stuff and it is killing the picture business.

They look at photos and walk away, saying.

"Nothing to that one.” Six reels.—J. W. Baird.

Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Special cast—This
one is one of those that will make people go
home and laugh every time they think of it.—

-

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TRY AND GET IT: Special cast—Nothing to

this one but five reels of film.—J. W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES: Weber and Fields-
Fine comedy-drama. Very pleasing and had

Special to

Ponce de Leon
LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary

Pickford—Played this New Year’s day
and I think I started the New Year
right. Mary is where she belongs.
Looks just as young as ever. Mary
sure has found the fountain of youth
somewhere in Hollywood. More pic-

tures like this one and she will be a

good box office bet. My patrons said

very good picture and they said it

with a smile, and a smile from a pat-

ron means much to an exhibitor. Big
increase on second day, which is un-

usual in my town. Small town exhib-

itors, if you can buy it right, grab it

and play it at regular admission. My
guess is it will please 99 per cent.

Plenty of good comedy to put it over.

Ten reels.—ALBERT METZER, Fairy

theatre, Knox, Ind,

good drawing power. Seven reels.—Robert W.
Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton-Bowdle, S. D.

—

General patronage.

TIGER THOMPSON: Special cast—A good
Western.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,

III.—General patronage.

THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER: Special

cast—Nothing good but the title.—W. J. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

A CAFE IN CAIRO: Priscilla Dean—A very

good picture but not worth the price they ask

you for it. Lost money, of course. Did not

draw. Six reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand the-

atre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

United Artists
DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—One of the best

pictures of the year and one of the best Fair-

banks ever appeared in. It certainly will please

them if they will come to see it. Eleven reels.

—

L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,

Minn.—General patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—I’ve seen many
pictures since I’ve been in the business, but if

I had to pick out a better or more entertaining

piece of film work than this one, I’d be hard put
to it. Great, just great, Mr. Fairbanks. Never
saw a picture of this length slip by so fast. Ter-

rible weather hurt us badly, but it was backed
up at the box office very well considering the

elements. The picture is there and over and
should be run by everybody. Eleven reels.

—

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—A most wonder-
ful and gripping picture. One lives with it

from beginning to end, but the same old story

as is always the case when you buy from United
Artists—they got it all. I’m through with them
and I don’t mean perhaps.—F. H. Staup, Capitol

theatre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
My last United Artists picture and glad of it,

as all I get from them lose me money. Picture
is an average Pickford production of the type
that first won her fame. F. H. Staup, Capitol

theatre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—A good
picture and will draw, but we had too many
things against us to make any money. Bad roads
and a revival in opposition. Nine reels.—Weak-
ley and Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—A poor
picture to unsatisfactory business.—Harry E.

Puterbaugh, Victory theatre, Milledgeville, III.

—

General patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—This is

not exactly bad, but there is too much drama
in it to please. When patrons pay to see Chas.
Chaplin they want comedy, not drama. And
how they do soak you for this one. Jack Davis,

State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—This is

the biggest picture I have ever run. I made
more money on this than I did on any other two
I have ever run. Buy this one and boost it.

Ten reels.—J. B. Weddle. Walnut theatre, Law-
renceburg, Ind.—General patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—Lost
good money on this. Charley is a has-been in

this town, as I found out to my sorrow. I’d like

to see that little curly headed salesman from
Cleveland sell me another United Artists flop.

—

F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: D. W. Griffith—

Not so good. Did not do any business on this

one. Can give no reason, as it was heavily ad-

vertised with D. W. Griffith’s name given prom-
inence. Opinion divided. Some said very good,

others did not like it. Personally, thought it a
fine production with excellent direction, but too
long. Comedy situations clever and timely. Ten
reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-

stone, Minn.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: D. W. Griffith

—A little better than the average program pic-

ture. Miss Dempster may please the ladies, but

she is my idea of a “ham.” Managed to break
even, which is quite an accomplishment on a
United Artists picture.—F. H. Staup, Capitol

theatre, Delphos, O.—General patronage.

ISN’T LIFE WONDERFUL: D. W. Griffith—

And they sold it to me for a good show. It is

the most impossible, over-acted thing I ever saw.

The biggest bunch of rubbish hicks that could

be gathered for actors. If your patrons enjoy
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destitute scenes, gruesome acting and foreign
made, then they will like this. D. W. sure
slipped on this one. It’s O. K. to experiment,
but after it has been tried on the dog I say the
next move is cremation and do not save the
ashes.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,
Wash.—General patronage.

THE HILL BILLY: Jack Pickford—Old, but
it’s good, and the kind for a small town. Pleased
my trade and we had a good print. Nine reels.

—

D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—
General patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—This will please the whole family.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Good picture that seemed to please

all. Did a good business with it on Wednesday
night. Price is reasonable. Ten reels.—G. E.

Wendel, Opera House, Smithland, Iowa.—Small
town patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks
—A biff bang melodrama. Action, fights, all

through. Pleased 100 per cent. Drew great.

We received five reels of what was formerly
eight. Three reels cut out of the print that we
rceived. Five reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s

theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE RULING PASSION: George Arliss—
The most pleasing picture I have played in many
days. Everybody delighted with it. United
Artists have some good pictures and they will

give good prints, which is highly appreciated.

Eight reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lin-

colnton, Ga.—General patronage.

Universal
THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—One

of the best pictures of 1925. Universal sure has
had the pictures this last year. Long live Carl
Laemmle. Eight reels.—H. W. Perry, Egyptian
theatre, Ogden, Utah.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—An
excellent picture of murder, mystery type. Miss
Dresser’s character work was great. Gave uni-
versal satisfaction.—F. H. Staup, Capitol theater,
Delphos, O.—General patronage.

TWO FISTED JONES: Jack Hoxie—Not so

good. Very ordinary picture. Did not do very
good business with it. Patrons did not like it.

No pep. Slow and draggy. Give Jack better
material, for he can put it over if given half a
chance. Six reels.—A1 Powell, Highland the-

atre, Guthrie, Okla.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—The negro in

this one is a scream. Otherwise just a fair

Western. Poorest business of any Gibson so far,

due to season and local conditions. Six reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—A corking
good Western that pleased all. Hoot is popular
here and always brings a full house. Advertis-
ing on this is great. Six reels.—George Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sidney, N. S„ Canada.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Rained me out on this. Business fair. How-
ever, picture pleased most everyone. Good ad-
vertising material. Six reels.—A1 Powell, High-
land theatre, Guthrie, Okla.—General patronage.

THE SLANDERERS: Johnnie Walker—

A

good heart interest story with the kind of plot
that should go good in any small town. I enjoyed
this picture to the fullest extent and so did all

who saw it. It is just as good and better than
lots of the so-called specials we get from Para-
mount or First National. Five reels.—L. E.
Schafer, Palace theatre, Greenview, 111.—General
patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Very good picture in every respect and
a good drawing card, but weather against it.

Ten reels.—J. C. Keller, Liberty theatre, Eunice,
La.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—A great picture. I’ll agree to that, cer-

tainly, but the worst bust at the box office I’ve

had for many a long day. Priced out of all rea-
son for the small town, which, of course, is my
fault too. But it is not a picture that my
people want to see at least. Some liked it. I

did myself. Too horrible and nothing good or
wholesome to take away with you. Never again
for me. It’s the last of this kind I’ll ever try
and put over. Ten reels.—Henry Reeve, Star
theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Special to

Exhibitors Herald
BAREE SON OF KAZAN: Anita

Stewart—Janies Oliver Curwood; the
dog, beautiful scenes; good plot;
heart interest; tense moments; seven
reels; good print; fine title; price
right; excellent paper; good crowd;
excellent reports from patrons. Surely
what more could one ask for? But
then, we might have known it, for it

is one of the HERALD’S famous 104
Money Makers.—PHILIP RAND, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Good playing and quite a novelty for
small town, but will satisfy most of them. Film
good.—Wm. Schroeder, Wallace Opera, Wallace,
Neb.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—A little too gruesome for average
patron. I thought it a wonderful piece of work
and heard a few others express same opinion.
Big business first night and a flop the next.

—

F. H. Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Virginia Valli
—A dandy picture that sent a good sized audi-
ence out in smiles and all had a good word for
it. The leads were excellent and Louise Fazenda
put over a bit that warms the heart. It is a
crime that Universal does not get more for such
pictures than some of the big lemons we have
to run get. “Lord Jim” or “Kiss Me Again”
cost us three times as much as “Price of
Pleasure” and pleased no one.—Ben. L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Virginia Valli—A very nice picture for average program. No
special. Received a very sorry print. Seven
reels.—H. B. Wood, Gen theatre. Calico Rock,
Ark.—General patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—Here was a good one
put over good. Fine acting. Suited 100 per
cent. In fact I do not have any complaints on
Universals. Carl Laemmle is putting out good
ones.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.
—General patronage.

THE TEASER: Special cast—This one went
over big. Had the right kick. Well put over.
Everyone was well satisfied 80 percent. Plenty
of talk for it, saying good things.—F. N. Har-
ris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE TEASER: Laura LaPlante—A pretty
good program picture. Star has no following
and not a box office draw at all. Seven reels.

—

H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—Here is another one that was a dandy.
Went over as good as the best. Full of ginger
and laughs all the way through. It was an
extra good one. Universal turns out good ones
hut does not want all you get out of a picture.

Pathe bled me good on Lloyd for “The Fresh-
man” and no better than this one. All we got
to do is to get the people in here and they will

be satisfied with Denny as well as Lloyd.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—This boy is sure a card and with the
kind of pictures Carl is giving him will be a
business getter for all of us. This is a fast

comedy and made a hit here. Played "California

Straight Ahead” some time ago and it is a
dandy. Two of the most satisfactory subjects on
this year’s list. Excellent. Eight reels.—C. H.
Moulton. Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—This
one was a good one. A real Western, full of

pep, and suited my people fine.—F. N. Harris,

Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—Here is a
good one. House Peters makes good ones. Al-

ways pleases. A fine sea story ably produced
and fine acting. Some storm at sea. Everyone
well satisfied.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre.

Hart. Mich.—General patronage.

HEAD WINDS : House Peters—Fair picture

but nothing big. Good storm scenes in last

reel. Pleased fairly well.—O. F. Craig, Royal
theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—South
American stuff and a fair picture, but not as
good as the straight Westerns by this star. Five
reels.—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.—Small town patronage.

STRAIGHT THROUGH: Special cast—This
one was a dandy. Good riding. Not one of
those slow ones. It has the real Western flavor

;

that is what my people like.—F. N. Harris,
Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin—Very good
picture. Had no advertising so don’t know if

it would have drawn. Seven reels.—H. B. Wood,
Gem theatre. Calico Rock, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxi^-I am certainly
glad that I lost money on this, as it certainly
is 100 per cent worse than nothing in story en-
tertainment and acting. Five reels. S. G. Ihde,
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—This sure
was a real picture. It got the crowd. He is

a good drawing card. He pulls, all like his

work, as it is clean and full of pep. Not a
dull moment. Just keeps the crowd on tne go
all the time. One of the best.—F. N. Harris,
Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BURNING TRAIL: Special cast—Here
was a good one, different and pleasing. All
said good. Get more like it, suited all.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE SUNSET TRAIL: William Desmond-
Nice little Western. More comedy than shoot-
em-up stuff. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson-
Pleased our Western fans but Gibson has better

pictures to his credit. Six reels.—Weakley and
Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—Nice little

Western. Five reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WINE : Clara Bow—This is a good picture and
certainly carries a lesson. Will do more good
than a dozen prohibition sermons. Eight reels.

—Weakley and Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—This was
well named. Is an extra good one. I do not
know just how they got the storm, but it was
there. Some rain and wind. A real picture.

Suited all.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart,
Mich.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—I do not know just what to say only

that it was a dandy. In fact do not see just

how Universal can put this over for the price.

Suited 100 per cent. Want more of this kind.

Good, clean, up-to-date. The coon was fine, in

fact all good. Run Universal and make the

money, as all are that.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—This is a knockout. Best Denny yet and
that’s going some. Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Well, Hoot
has made a lot of them and will say that this

one is a dandy. One of his best. All like him here

fine.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.

—General patronage.

FOOL’S HIGHWAY: Mary Philbin—This show
pleased more than most high priced pictures.

Am finding Universal contract just what small

town patrons want. Seven reels.—J. A. Theobald,

Eclipse theatre, Breckenridge, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

JACK OF CLUBS: Herbert Rawlinson—Some
picture. Sure great. Rawlinson plays the Irish

cop fine. Whole show good. Played it with

Andy Gump comedy, “Andy’s Hat In the Ring.”

Audience well pleased.—Wm. Schroeder, Wallace

Opera, Wallace, Neb.—General patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—Of all the

junk, this has got them all beat. Why don’t

Hoxie quit until he can make better pictures?

Five reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va.—General patronage.

THE RIDIN’ KID: Jack Hoxie—Of all the

Hoot Gibson—Pleased those who had never read

this book. Film terrible, as all of Universal’s

seem to be lately. Six reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-

play theatre, Ashland, Kan.
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THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Special cast

—Here is one with a girl star and went over

good. Suited all. Full of ginger and good act-

ing by all. Give us more.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME: Lon
Chaney—Some complained that it was too long

and some that it was too gruesome, but they sat

through it and it held their attention. It drew

us a fine crowd and we class it as a wonderful

picture. One of the best we have ever run.

Twelve reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins the-

atre, Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Special cast—Here
is a real Western. Suited all my people 75 per

cent. Some you know do not like Westerns, so

cannot satisfy them. I like them with some

stars, others no. I do not use Tom Mix. He
is too much of a grand stander, looking for a

lot of applause. No good for me.—F. N. Harris,

Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald

Denny—This picture is A-No. I as a racing fea-

ture. Plenty of comedy. Extra good for small

town.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.
-—General patronage.

LOVE AND GLORY : Special cast—This one

was on a different order but was an extra good

one. Well directed and well atced. A dandy.

Get it, push it, it will stand pushing.—F. N.

Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General

patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Special cast—This was

a dandy. Full of snap and satisfied all. No
kicks, that is saying a lot.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

BUTTERFLY : Special cast—A very fair one

but did not draw as well as I thought it should

and not as good as it should be for the money.

—

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—This one

was all right. It suited 80 per cent and when
it does that well this exhibitor is satisfied.

—

F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

ROARING ADVENTURE: Special cast—

I

want to say now before I forget that my pat-

rons like good Westerns and I also want to say

that Universal puts them out. All good, snappy
and full of ginger and up to date. They are

getting better and better in every way every day.

I say hip hip hurrah for Carl Laemmle as he has

been a big benefactor for all small towns and a

big help to the big ones.—F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre, Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
WILD FIRE: Special cast—A dandy good pro-

gram picture. A horse racing picture. Good
action and exciting scenes. A picture that most
small towns will like. Horse race and action.

Seven reels.—C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford,

Kan.—General patronage.

SCHOOL FOR WIVES: Special cast—A good
program picture. Good print, good action and
setting. Scenery good. Will please both rich and
poor. Moral good. Seven reels.—C. A. Riggs,

Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.—General patronage.

SCHOOL FOR WIVES: Conway Tearle—This
is one drama that holds interest and pleases 90

per cent.—C. H. Thompson, Opera House, Platts-

burg, Mo.—Country town patronage.

THE EMPTY SADDLE: Pete Morrison—Just
as sorry as they make ’em. This kind as a gift

will hurt your business more than it will profit

you. What we want is pictures to please and
draw regardless of price. The best pictures are

always the cheapest. Five reels.—D. T. Clary.

Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patron-

age.

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES: Special

cast—A good clean Western rocky mountain
story. Action, comedy and thrills. Boost and
will find pleased patrons. A love story but not

the sickening kissing kind. Seven reels.—C. A.

Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

PAMPERED YOUTH: Cullen Landis—In a

way this picture appeals, but does not get them
in. Price is too high and lost money on it.

Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.

Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

GREATER THAN MARRIAGE: Special cast—
A very good program picture. Full of action

and some suspense moments. Moral good. Print

good and good scenes. Seven reels.—C. A. Riggs,

Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan..—General patronage.

Wesley Barry, Mary Carr, Mildred
Harris and Pat O’Malley are featured
in “The Fighting Cub,” a Truart pro-
duction.

Warner Brothers
BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—This proved

a great box office attraction for us. The picture
was really a surprise to me. Action, comedy,
suspense. Good for any house.—G. C. Scott,

Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patron-
age.

BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—Good comedy
drama. Eight reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess the-

atre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SOULS FOR SABLES: Claire Windsor—Pulled
very good business on Sunday. I cannot see it

as anything extraordinary, although I do think
it is a very good program attraction.—F. H.
Staup, Capitol theatre, Delphos, O.—General pat-
ronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Pretty good
comedy-drama with not much logic and lots of
funny situations. Some fast and furious work at

the end. Patsy Ruth Miller exceptionally good
in this.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,

O.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Ran this

against Tom Mix and held our own. It is a
knockout for small towns. Seven reels.—G. C.

Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General
patronage.

BELOW THE LINE : Rin Tin Tin—Only a fair

program picture. Nothing to rave about. Paid
three times too much. O. K. for Saturday but
N. G. for Sunday. Don’t raise your price. I

did and am sorry. Business good. Seven reels.

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

RECOMPENSE: Special cast—This did not
look good to me.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY: Monte Blue—-Another
Warner knockout. This one pleased 95 per cent.

Warners sure are giving us some real pictures.

Buy Warners and your worries are over. Seven
reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut theatre, Lawrence-
burg, Ind.—General patronage.

THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin
-—Rin Tin Tin sure is a real bet. I ran this

one Friday and Saturday to a large crowd both
nights. Dog pictures can’t be beat when it comes
to getting them in. Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle,

Walnut theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General

patronage.

KISS ME AGAIN: Special cast—This is a

dandy comedy drama but too much kissing in it.

Too much is too much of anything.-—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.—General pat-

ronage.

A LOST LADY: Irene Rich—Just a fair pro-

gram. Not big. A few comments pro and con.

Six reels.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pike-
ville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin Tin
Tin—Drew a fine crowd and pleased them 100
per cent. It is a dandy picture. Six reels.

—

C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.
-—Small town patronage.

GEORGE WASHINGTON, Jr.: Wesley Barry
—Ordered up this for our Christmas play and
gave the children a free Christmas matinee. The
darky stole the honors and kept the audience in

a roar. The two fathers were almost as funny ;

and Wesley was good. Surely is a dandy play
for a holiday crowd. It is a comedy melo-drama.
—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

THE NARROW STREET: Special cast—Not
much to this one.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

CORNERED : Special east—This is very good.

—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Big stuff.

Box office attraction. Step on this one.—G. C.

Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General
patronage.

State Rights
BLACK GOLD: Pete Morrison—Had no draw-

ing power for us. But pleased those who did
come. It is a good ordinary program picture.

Five reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre.

Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

BRANDED A BANDIT : Yakima Canutt—An-
other Western, that’s all. Ridiculous, tiresome,
foolishness with the same old gags played over
and over again. We couldn’t advise any exhibi-

tor to book this as it’s terrible. Canutt is not
an actor and we will surely be glad when we
have finished the other two we have to play.

Five reels.-—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE CRACKERJACK: Johnny Hines—The
kind for small towns. It pleased and made
money. Just the kind my trade like. Seven

reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton,

Ga.—General patronage.

FIGHTING THE FLAMES: Special cast—
Dandy picture. Better, or as good as, some of

the fire pictures we have run as specials. Step

on this one. It is good.—H. D. McChesney,

Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

GOLDEN TRAILS: Dick Carter—If this guy
Carter is a star I’m the president. The cheapest

Western ever played in this house. Silly hero,

silly story and bum directing. Five reels.-—E. L.

Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

THE LURE OF THE YUKON: Eva Novak—
A fair program but Big Feature Rights sure did

sting us with a bum print. We would be better

off if we had never run it. Gump comedy proved

our salvation with above feature. Six reels.—G.

C. Scott, with Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.

—

General patronage.

ROMANCE ROAD: Special cast—-Very good

picture. Story is very probable and makes a

dandy Sunday picture.—H. D. McChesney, Prin-

cess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

SUPER SPEED : Reed Howes—Was not much
impressed with this fellow. Far from living up

to the title. The picture drags along. Even the

auto race poor. Can’t hand it much. Five reels.

—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THUNDERING ROMANCE: Buffalo Bill, Jr.—
An ordinary Western that had no drawing power

for us. Five reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hop-

kins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

TRAIL DUST: Special cast—Road show from

101 ranch show. Nothing extra, but ballyhoo

good. Brought out the crowd and made more

for us than we can usually get with our best

shows. Eight reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hop-

kins theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

WALLOPING WALLACE: Buddy Roosevelt-

Good average Western. Full of action and

pleased a good crowd. This boy is picking up
in our town and the folks like him pretty well.

Five reels.—O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark,

Ark.—Small town patronage.
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Serials
THE FAST EXPRESS: (Universal) William

Duncan—I have just started this on a Universal
Complete Service Contract. Running two episodes
a night and is doing good business. Brother, if

you haven’t bought this proposition, you are
passing up a good bet. Two reels.—L. E. Scha-
fer, Palace theatre, Greenview, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FORTIETH DOOR: (Pathe) Special cast
-—A fairly good serial that seems to please
mostly all. Playing it on Monday and Tuesday.
Would not book it for a week end on account
of not having any good stars. A mystery serial

all through. Playing last chapter next week.
Two reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Special cast—On
the eighth episode and going better all the while.

It is one of the best serials on the market. Ten
episodes.—Schagticoke Amusement Assn., Odd
Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

THE IRON MAN: (Universal) Albertini—
Have just finished this and although there are

some impossible stunts in it, it seemed to go
over very good, bringing an increase in business.

If you want to start a serial with a bang, let

the whole family in for your regular admission

for one adult. It not only fills your house but

you take in more cash.—L. E. Schafer, Palace

theatre, Greenview, 111.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Going mighty strong. Much better

than “Wolves of the North.”-—H. B. Wood, Gem
theatre. Calico Rock, Ark.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William

Desmond—Chapter two. Looks good and is draw-

ing fair business. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,

Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William

Desmond—Just finished No. 7 and seems to be

holding its own. Would regard it as a very

good serial. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal) Jack

Daugherty—Episode No. 1 a knockout. No ad-

vertising for start on account of playing ahead

of release, but off to good start. If they like

thrills, they will come back, as ending of No. 1

episode is best thrill ever put in a serial. Two
reels.—E. L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE WAY OF A MAN: (Pathe) Special cast

—Just starting on the first episode and it went

over big. Think this serial is going to be fine.

Three reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre.

Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE WILD WEST: (Pathe) Special cast—-Am
now on the third episode and don’t yet know what

it is all about. Lay off this one or you will wish

that you had never started it. My attendance

fell off with each episode. Just simply cannot

tell what it’s all about. No action, no nothing,

and I have seven more weeks of it.—A. Mitchell,

Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal)

William Duncan—Last chapter. This serial held

up well throughout and pleased generally. Two
reels.—a. G. Witwer, Grant theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal)

William Duncan—We have noticed several knocks

on this serial, but it seems to please our people.

We have run four episodes.—-Weakley and Wal-

den, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town

patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BACHELORS’ BABIES: I ran this for Christ-

mas children’s program and evening. It is a

wow ! These Juvenile comedies are all good, but

this one is the best yet. How it pleased old and
young! Wonderful comedy. Be sure to play it.

Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre, Beach,

N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE BRONCHO EXPRESS: Clyde Cook—
Quite good. Not a hilarious success but was good
and kept them laughing most of the time. Two
reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE CHASE : One of the most entertaining

two reel subjects we have run for some time.

It is not only entertaining, but educational as

well. Played this with “Little Annie Rooney,”
which makes a combination for entertainment

Anna Q. Nilsson, Florence Lawrence, a
veteran of the screen, and Carrie
Daumery are seen in two scenes from
“The Viennese Medley,” First Na-
tional production directed by Kurt
Rehfeld.

that is hard to equal. Two reels.—Lorin theatre,

Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

CHEAP SKATES: Very good comedy. Two
reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-
stone, Minn.—General patronage.

CLEANING UP: Very good. Two reels.—L.
D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
—General patronage.

CORN FED: Just a comedy.—J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, III.—General patronage.

DANDY LIONS: This is all O. K.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

DIRTY HANDS: Juvenile. Excellent comedy.
Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family
patronage.

DON’T PINCH: Bobby Vernon—A good com-
edy full of laughts that helped throw them off

some of the heavy thrills of “Capital Punish-
ment.” Just the thing this feature needed. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

EATS ARE WEST: Felix—Best one of the

series so far. Very, very good. One reel.—S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

EMPTY HEADS: Fair comedy. One reel.—

-

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

FARES PLEASE: A1 St. John—Excellent

comedy. Exhibitor couldn’t ask for much better.

Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family
patronage.

FELIX ALL PUZZLED: Good cartoon comedy.

Two-thirds reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

FELIX THE CAT: Goes very well here.—C. E.

McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

FELIX THE CAT ON JOB: First Felix we
have run since he came out of the state rights

field. It was fine to get a good print on him,

too. The kids, and the big kids too, gave Felix

a royal welcome. He’s a star—no mistake about

that. I’m strong on the short feature agitation,

but can honestly say that Felix, Our Gang and

Col. Heezaliar are the only shorts that actually
bring in people. One reel.—Henry Reeve, Star
theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

FRAMED: Lloyd Hamilton—Good comedy but
my patrons do not care for Hamilton. Two reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING: Lloyd Hamilton—Hamil-
ton’s are always good, likewise all the Educa-
tional comedies. Two reels.—G. B. Orne, Willey
Mem. Hall, Cabot, Vt.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING: This is a good one.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

GOOFY GOB: ..Very good. Two reels.—L. D.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—

General patronage.

GRANDPA’S GIRL: I call this O. K.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

JONAH JONES: Lloyd Hamilton—A rip-
snortin’ comedy full of laughs. Two reels.

—

George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

A JUNGLE ROMEO: Something different and
for a change surely pleases. Two reels.—W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

KID SPEED: Larry Semon—A comedy made
for laughing ouly. Here’s the comedy that drew
our Friday and Saturday crowds from the feature
picture. Atta boy, Larry! Two reels.—George
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can-
ada.—Neighborhood patronage.

KING COTTON : Lloyd Hamilton—Another
good one from Educational.—G. C. Scott, Liberty
theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

NERVE TONIC: Nothing to this one.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

OH TEACHER: A riot of fun and frolic.

Laughs by the barrel. Has the house in an up-
roar. Two reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood
patronage.

ON EDGE: Very good. Two reels.—L. D.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—

General patronage.

PIGSKIN: This is another good one.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

RED PEPPER: A1 St. John—A dandy slap-
stick comedy that will please even most adults.
Two reels.—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Bald-
win, Wis.—Small town patronage.

ROUGH AND READY : A whale of a laugh
mixer that brought laughs a plenty. Two reels.

—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

SAFE AND SANE: Nothing to this one.—J.

W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

SAVAGE LOVE: Jimmie Adams—A laugh
grinder, full of fun and pep. Had ’em roaring
with laughter. Educational comedies are always
good. Two reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s the-
atre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

STEP FAST : Bobby Vernon—Very good.
Drew plenty of laughs. Two reels.—G. B. Orne,
Willey Mem. Hall, Cabot, Vt.—General patron-
age.

STEP LIGHTLY : Lige Conley—Why say any-
thing? All his comedies are good. Two reels.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

TOOTSIE WOOTSIE: Nothing to this one.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

WATCH OUT: Bobby Vernon—We consider

Educational Comedies as a whole the best buy on
the market, if they don’t hold you up on the
price.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.
—General patronage.

THE WEDDING SHOWER: This is a good
one.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

WIDE AWAKE: Lige Conley—Good slapstick

comedy, good gags and some novel laugh getters.

Two darkies caused many a laugh in the second
reel. Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theater,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

YES, YES RABBIT: Bobby Vernon—A dough-
boy in France and the time he has finding his

girl. Played with “Havoc” and it went fine.

Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach,

N. D.—Small town patronage.
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FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn

—Started this new series with an enthusiastic

and anxious audience waiting to get a glimpse

of the players who have made themselves famous.

Would advise any exhibitor to put this series on

his booking list. Two reels.—Lorin theatre,

Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

THE ADVENTURE OF MAZIE: Alberta

Vaughn—No. 3. Fine comedy. Getting better.

Two reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre.

Loyal ton-Bowdle, S. D.—General patronage.

BRAY CARTOONS: My people seem to like

these little reels. One reel.—C. E. McClain, Lib-

erty theatre, Tryon, Okla.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A CAVE IN SHEIK: Jimmy Aubrey—Fair
comedy. Two reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines

theatre, Loyalton-Bowdle, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

HYPNOTIZED: Jimmy Aubrey—Personally I’d

rather never see Aubrey as he is too silly, but

he gets a few laughs in this. Two reels.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General
patronage.

THE JOB DODGER: Joe Rock—An ordinary

comedy. Two reels.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins

theatre. Cotter, Ark—Small town patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Best
two reeler on the market. I have run them all.

Have started on “The Adventures of Mazie.”

They are good. Albert Cooke and Kit Guard are

great—C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon,

Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—We
have had eight doses of this, have four more, but

it is the best, clean, fascinating serial we have

ever shown. It’s a bear, to date. Two reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

PIE EYED: Stan Laurel—Laurel makes them

all laugh. He’s always good. He takes a drunk-

ard’s part to perfection in this one. Two reels.

L. C. Bolduc, Bijour theatre, Conway, N. H.

—General patronage.

POSTAGE DUE: Stan Laurel—One of those

things you are ashamed to have your best patrons

see, even the gags were so mechanically assem-

bled that they failed to make even the children

laugh except occasionally. A poor comedy like this

is worse than none at all. If this is the kind

we are to have for “Laugh Month,” then January

will be a very dull affair after all.—Phillip Rand,

Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

TWINS: Stan Laurel—This was a very or-

dinary comedy with Stan playing a dual role.

It is not silly, like many of the comedies are.—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—General patronage.

FOX

THE BURGLAR: Earle Foxe—Fair comedy.

Brought few good laughs from audience. Two
reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family pat-

ronage.

HEAD OVER HEELS: Good. Two reels.—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

THE MASKED MARVEL: Very funny. Two
reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—General patronage.

STOP! LOOK! WHISTLE!: A nice comedy

that pleased all. Plenty of laughs. Good enough

for any program. Two reels.—George Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—

•

Neighborhood patronage.

STRONG FOR LOVE: Imperial—Just fair.

So far the new Imperial comedies from Fox are

a disappointment. Two reels.—C. H. Moulton,

Bijou theatre, Beach N. D.—Small town Pat-

ronage.

PATHE

ACTION: Sportlight—Very interesting. One
reel.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

BACK STAGE: Fair.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

BOYS WILL BE BOYS: Our Gang—Good.
Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BUTTERFLY MAN: Good and comical.

Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Con-
way, N. H.—General patronage.

CRADLE ROBBERS: Our Gang—A funny
made for laughing purposes only. Pleased all.

Two reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Neighborhood patronage.

IN THIS ISSUE, there are 156 reports

on serials and short features alone. All

of them are honest, thoughtful and signed

reports. This is just another demonstra-

tion of how decisively the Herald leads the

field.

DERBY DAY: Our Gang—Very good.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General

patronage.

THE DRIVING FOOL: Good.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patron-

age.

FLAMING FLAPPERS: Glen Tryon—Very
good. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE GOOFY AGE: Nothing to this one. Just

that much film.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE HALF BACK OF NOTRE DAME: Ben
Turpin—A real comedy in my estimation. Two
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE HALF BACK OF NOTRE DAME: Ben
Turpin—Plenty of laughs in this comedy. Two
reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N.
H.—General patronage.

HOLD MY BABY: Glen Tryon—Exceptional
comedy. Kept our crowd laughing throughout.

Two reels.—A. C. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

INNOCENT HUSBANDS: Good comedy. Two
reels.—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipe-

stone, Minn.—General patronage.

IN THE GREASE: Good. One reel.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

JUBILO, JR.: Our Gang—Very good as are

all the Gang comedies we have had so far. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

JUBILO, JR.: Our Gang—A nice comedy
that pleased everyone. Plenty of laughs. Two
reels.—George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,

N. S. Canaday.—Neighborhood patronage.

NIP AND TUCK: Nothing to this one. Just

that much film.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

OUCH: Stereoscopiks—Best one of these sub-

jects I have used, but rental is about six times

as much as it should be. Has no drawing
power.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

Alyce Mills and Donald Keith have fea-

tured roles in “With This Ring,” a

Preferred Picture for B. P. Schulberg
Corporation release.

PATHE REVIEW : Not so bad for a filler, but
that is all. One reel.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PICKING PEACHES: This is a good one.

—

J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.

—

General patronage.

PLAIN CLOTHES: Harry Langdon—Only
fair. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

RAPID TRANSIT : A novelty reel. Advertis-
ing matter for the exhibitor is excellent, but
picture itself is an absolute joke. One reel.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Familly patronage.

SCARE ’EM MUCH:.. Very good. Two reels.

—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

SKINNERS IN SILK: Good comedy.—L. D.
Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE SKY PLUMBER: A knockout.—Charles
O. Weston, Fairfax, S. D.—General patronage.

SMILE PLEASE: Harry Langdon—This is

rotten in spots. Makes you feel ashamed as
they walk out.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.

SPORTLIGHTS: I find this poor. Have run
several and not a good one yet. One reel.—W.
A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ranson, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

SUPER HOOPER DYNE LIZZIE: Sennett—
Good slapstick comedy. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

SUPER HOOPER DYNE LIZZIE: Mack Sen-
nett—Very good. All Sennett’s good. Two reels.

—L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,
Minn.—General patronage.

WINDOW WASHERS: Aesop Fable—Very
good Fable. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

YOUR OWN BACK YARD: Our Gang—Good.
Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ABSENT MINDED: Fairly funny. One reel.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

AFTER A REPUTATION: Edna Marion—
Lots of room for improvement. Two reels.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

ALMOST A HUSBAND: Century—Two spools
of film ruined when they put this thing out.

Terrible. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay the-
atre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

ANDY’S LION TALE: Joe Murphy—First of
the new series we have had. Seemed to please
our patrons immensely, from the laughs regis-

tred. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

A BATTLE OF WITS: Josie Sedgwick—Good
action Western featurette, as are most of these.

Titles and paper also good. Two reels.—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

CAPTURED ALIVE: Helen Gibson—About
up to usual standard of these Western featurettes
which our Saturday crowd accepts and seems to

enjoy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theater,

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

CENTURY COMEDIES: Wanda Wiley—I do
not call these a good lineup of comedies. Maybe
I’ve been getting them too old, but those we
have had were nothing at all to talk about. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

EDNA MARION COMEDIES: Here is a real

comedian. The best of the Century bunch. She
makes them laugh whether the plot is funny or
not, ’cause she can act. Two reels.—E. L.

Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

EDUCATING BUSTER: Arthur Trimble—
Our first of this series and very good. Pleased
old and young generally. Two reels.—A. G. Wit-
wer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General pat-
ronage.

THE EMPTY STALL: Billy Sullivan—One of

the Fast Steppers and seemed to please. Two
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.
THE FAST STEPPERS: Billy Sullivan—“Get

Away Day.” These “Fast Steppers” were almost
all satisfactory, but think this probably the best.

They are a change from regular comedies and
were well received. Two reels..—C. H. Moulton,
Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town patron-

age.
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A FREE RIDE: Very good. One reel.—Jos.

W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

—General patronage.

GRIDIRON GERTIE: Wanda Wiley—Would
class this as an average comedy. Two reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

GUMP COMEDIES: All we have played of

the last series have been O. K. Good photog-
raphy, good prints. However, we must call Uni-
versal’s hand on former prints—every exhibitor

is due a good print. It is essential. Two reels.

—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.

—

General patronage.

HONEYMOON HOTEL: Bluebird—All these

Bluebirds are going over good for us. One reel.

—E. L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE HORSE LAUGH: Charles Puffy—This is

best one reeler we have ever run. All Bluebird

comedies are above average one reelers. We are

playing these hot. Puffy has something about
him that pleases. I guess it must be true, “every-

one loves a fat man.” One reel.—E. L. Fawks,
Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.—General patronage.

JUST IN TIME: Good comedy. Two reels.

—

L. D. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone,

Minn.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT MAN: Jack Perrin—

A

very good little action Western. Using these

with short feature program each Saturday and
they are going over in good shape. Two reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS: Reginald Denny
—These are fine. Why don’t they make more of

them ? Two reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre,

Buena Vista, Va.—General patronage.

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD: Baby Peggy—
I have waited three years to show this and am
more than pleased. It is done beautifully and
Little Peggy was never more cute and pleasing.

Coloring is beautiful, wonderful for children and
all the grownups were delighted with it. Will

please any crowd. Two reels.—C. H. Moulton,

Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OFFICER: Very poor comedy. Two reels.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

PAPA’S PET: Neely Edwards—Good one reel

comedy.—H. B. Wood, Gem theatre, Calico Rock,

Ark.—General patronage.

THE PARTY : Arthur Lake—Pretty good little

comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE ROPING VENUS: Jose Sedgwick—Good

little two reel Western.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE SHOOTING STAR: Billy Sullivan—

A

good Fast Stepper. Two reels.—Wm. E. Trags-

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

SLICK ARTICLES: Very good. I have found

all Century comedies good. Two reels.—L. D.

Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE SPEAK EASY: Charles Puffy—An aver-

age comedy that will saftisy the majority. One
reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER IN LAW: The best

Century comedy we have run so far. If they

were all as good as this we would have no room
to complain. Two reels.—Weakley and Walden,

Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER IN LAW: Century—

A

good comedy. Plenty of laughs. All Century

comedies very good. One reel.—E. L. Fawks,

Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.—General patronage.

RAIDERS OF THE NORTH: George Larkin—
An average short feature. Title and paper good.

Business brisk. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,

Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

RAISIN’ CAIN : Beth Darlington—This comedy
measures up to the usual standard of the Cen-

turys. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SHORT PANTS: Arthur Lake—Below the

average of these comedies. One reel.—-A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

TAKING CHANCES: Mustang Pictures—Very
good. The acting is good and the subtitles are

better. Got several laughs on this. Two reels.

—

Special to

Dr. Riesenfeld

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTIN-
GALE: Well worthy of the honor
given it by Dr. Riesenfeld. Was con-
sidered the most beautiful thing ever
shown on our screen. Ran it Christ-

mas with “Little Annie Rooney” and
made a wonderful combination.
Should have special music. We ran
it no less than four times in making
up an appropriate piano-violin setting

for it. One reel.—HENRY REEVE,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre, Fords, Wash.
—Small town patronage.

UNWELCOME: Wanda Wiley—Too silly to

laugh at. Nothing to any of her comedies. One
reel.—C. C. Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.
—General patronage.

SPEEDY MARRIAGE: Century—Good slap-

stick. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SWINGBAD THE SAILOR: Billy Sullivan—
This is one of the best of Billy’s “Leather
Pusher” series. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

TENTING OUT: A very good one reeler.—W.
J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.

—

Small town patronage.

TOURISTS DE LUXE: This is an extra good
two reel comedy that should bring lots of laughs.

—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

VITAGRAPH
THE BARNYARD: Larry Semon—Another

good one. Plenty of laughs and thrills. Two
reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton,

Ga.—General patronage.

HORSE SHOES: Larry Semon—Extra good. I

have never played a poor Semon comedy. As a

whole they bring more laughs than most any
comedy I have played.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu the-

atre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

SCHOOL DAYS: Larry Semon—This is an-

other one of Larry’s that wasn’t much. I think
a lot of kids that saw this one will try same
stunts as Larry did and make it gruesome for

their teacher. Well, I got one more and that

may be better than this one. I hope so anyway.
Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

So. Dak.—General patronage.

SCAMPS AND SCANDALS: Larry Semon—

A

regular. Quick action. Larry Semon knocks
them down and picks them up. Got the laughs.

Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

THE SUITOR: Larry Semon—Very clever

comedy in a very clean society circle and this

one seems the best out of the twelve I bought
and I have two more to play. Maybe I’ll like

Larry yet before I run the last one. Sure sur-

prised me. Saved my program. That is a lot

said. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. Dak.—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
DETAINED : Good—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE LIVE AGENT: A1 St. John—Nothing
new in this, although a fair comedy. Fast mov-
ing slapstick type. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

MAC’S BETH: Eddie Gribbon—First of this

new series of H. C. Witwer Classics in Slang.

Not so bad and sold at a price that makes them
much more worth while than the Pathe and
Educational high priced line of attempts at being

funny. Good print from Specialty at Dallas.

Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

ONLY A HUSBAND: Hallroom Boys—Just
an ordinary comedy.—C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
theatre. Cotter, Ark.—Small town patronage.

SOMEWHERE IN WRONG: Good.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

TIN PAN ALLEY: Sid Smith—Just so-so.

Drew a few laughs. Fair crowd. Two reels.

—

G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

TOONERVILLE FOLLIES: Thank goodness
that’s the last one on the contract. I would not
run another one of these comedies free. Two
reels.—Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,

Nev.—General patronage.

WHAT’S YOUR HURRY?: Bobbie Dunn—
The best comedy we have had in many weeks.
It’s a ghost comedy and is very funny from start

to finish. Book it if you want a funny one.

Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

ALICE’S WILD WEST SHOW: Something
different in cartoon work but didn’t register the

laughs with our crowd. One reel.—A. G. Wit-
wer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

HAY FEVER TIME: Gloria Joy—First one of
these we have used and it is very good slapstick.

Should go over fine where this class of comedy
is desired. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SEEING DOUBLE: Eddie Lyons—A fairly good
comedy which was probably a little better than
most of this star’s stuff. It will probably get by,
pleasing the kids. Two reels.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

HOT SHEIKS: A comedy that brought a great
deal of favorable comment. Two reels.—Jos. W.
Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE IDLE CLASS: Charley Chaplin—This is

old but very good. Chaplin at his best.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—General

patronage.

A WILD GOOSE CHASE: This is a whiz.

Lots of laughs and thrills, high and dizzy stuff.

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00 .

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Theatre either for sale or lease

in town 3,000 to 10,000, Middle West preferred.

Address Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111. (Box 200.)

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE: In Western New York town near

summer resort, theatre and equipment. Must sell

at once. Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 102, 407

So. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used

projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-

built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.

Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000

5 p.ly veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced. Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
Iamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors

Broadway Boob, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec.l9-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dec,19-Ins.
How to Train a Wife:Dec.l9-Ins.
I Do :Dec. 19-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec. 19-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
North Star :Dec. 19-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dec.l9-Ins.
Play Safe:Dec.l9-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Nov. 28-Ins. Dec.26-Ins,
Two Can Play :Dec.l9-Ins.
White Mice:Dec.l9-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, Thc:Jan.2-98.
Plastic Age: Jan.2-98.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Dee.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The:Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fight to the Finish, The :Dec. 19-89.
Great Sensation, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Handsome Brute, The :Dec. 19-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea -.Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
New Champion, The :Dec. 19-89.
Price of Success, The :Dec. 19-89.
Sealed Lips The :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Speed Mad :Dee. 19-89.
Steppin’ Out :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec. 19-89. Jan.9-72.

F. B. 0.

Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov.21-73.
Bloodhound, The :Dec.l9-104.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158, 159.
Flaming Waters :Jan.9-10, 11.
Flashing Spurs :Dec. 19-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Heads Up:Dee.l2-81.
High and Handsome:Dec. 12-81.
Keeper of the Bees, Thc:Nov. 28-22,23.Dec.26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dec.26-10.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dec. 5-82, 83.
Man of Nerve, A:Dec.l9-104.
Midnight Flyer, The : Jan. 9-8, 9.

No Man’s Law:Dec.l9-104.
Prince of Pep, The :Dec.26-88,89.
Range Terror, The :Dec.l9-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec.l2-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dec. 12-81.
That Man Jack:Dec.l9-104
Texas Bearcat, The:Dec.l9-104.
Tough Guy, The:Jan.9-Ins.
Trigger Fingers :Dec.l9-104.
When Love Grows Cold :Dec.25-22,23.Jan.9-12,13.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec.l9-29.
Beautiful City, The :Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 25-32.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-26, 27.
Jan. 2-21.

Classified :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Clothes Make the Pirate :Nov. 21-17, 21.

Dec. 12-28.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec. 25-31, 32.Dec.26-26, 27.
Dark Angel, The :Dec. 25-32.
Girl from Montmartre, The:Dec.5-Ins.Dec,19-Ins.

Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.
Graustark :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec. 25-30, 32.
Infatuation :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Joanna :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-24, 25.
Just Suppose :Dec. 25-32.Jan.9-26.
Live Wire, The :Dec.25-32.
Memory Lane :Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.
New Commandment, The:Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Reckless Lady, The :Jan.9-26.
Scarlet Saint, The :Nov. 14-26.Dec.26-32.
Shore Leave :Dec.25-32.

Splendid Road, The:Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 12-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-26,27.Jan.9-26.
Unguarded Hour :Dec. 5-Ins. Dec.25-32.
We Moderns :Nov.28-Ins.Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.

25-28, 29, 32.Dec.26-26,27.
What Fools Men :Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love :Dec.25-32.
Winds of Chance :Dec. 19-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov. 28-14, 15, 16.Dec. 5-18.Dec. 12-

22, 24, 25.Dec. 19-10.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec.5-19.Dec. 19-7.

Daybreak:Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16.17.
East Lynne :Nov. 14-14, 15.Nov.28-14, 15. 16.

Family Upstairs, The :Dec. 19-7.
First Year, The:Nov. 28-14, 15,16,Dec.5-16,17.Dec.l9-

8 .Dec.26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The :Dec.25-14, 15.

Golden Strain, The :Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.Dec.
12-22 .

Havoc :Dec.l 2-20.21.
Johnstown Flood, The:Jan. 2-9.Jan.9-20.
Last Year, The:Dec.25-12.
Music Master, The:Dec.25-13.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec.l2-23.Dec.l9-7.
Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov.28-14.Dec. 26-21.
Pigs :Dec. 26-19.
Three Bad Men :Jan. 2-10.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Wages for Wives:Nov.28-14,15,18.19.
Way Things Happen, The :Jan.9-19.
What Price Glory ? :Nov.27-17.Dec.l9-7.
When the Door Opened :Nov. 28-14, 15, 18, 19.
Yankee Senor, The:Dec.25-10,ll.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.19-112.
Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec. 19-112.
Lightning :Dec.l9-l 12.

Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec. 26-96.
North Pole, The :Dec.25-169.
Othello :Nov. 28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-1 12.

Passionate Adventure, The:Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.
Dec. 19-112.

Power God :Dec. 19-112.
Recreation of Brian Kent, The :Dec. 26-96.
Red Kimono, Tne :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.Dec.19-112.
Santa Claus :Dec.25-169.
She:Dec.l9-112.
Sheiks and Shebas :Dec.l9-112.
Wasted Lives :Nov.28-105.Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The : Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The : Jan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22, 23.

Beverly of Graustark :Jan.2-Ins.
Black Bird, The:Jan.9-l.
Bright Lights: Dec. 19-l.Jan. 2-Ins.
Dance Madness : Jan. 2-Ins.
Don’t :Dec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An :Dec. 19-1.Jan. 2-Ins.
Go West :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.Jan. 2-Ins.
Great Love, The:Dec.25-25.Jan.2-lns.
He Who Gets Slapped :Jan.2-Ins.
His Secretary :Dec.5-l.Dec. 25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Lights of Old Broadway :Dec.l2-12, 13. Jan. 2-Ins.
Masked Bride, The :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Merry Widow, The:Nov. 21-11.
Midshipman, ThekJan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks :Jan. 2-Ins.
Navigator, The:Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Jan. 2-Ins.
Old Clothes :Nov.28-12, 13.Jan.2-Ins.
Only Thing, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Jan. 2-Ins.
Rag Man, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec. 12-1.Dec. 19-22, 23.Dec.

25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Seven Chances :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Slave of Fashion :Jan.2-Ins.
Soul Mates :Dec. 25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Sun Up : Jan.2-Ins.
Timet, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Torrent, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Unholy Three, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Dec.25-4.

Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-4.

Ancient Highways, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Blind Goddess :Dec. 26-Ins.
Coast of Folly, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Cobra:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Crossroads of the World :Dec. 26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec. 26-Ins.
Deer Drive,The:Dec.26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.Dee.26-Ins.

Jan. 9-4.

Flower of Night :Dec.26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Fresh Paint :Dec.26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Jan. 2-3.

Grass :Dec.26-Ins.
Hands Up :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Jan.9-5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec.26-Ins.
Irish Luc k:Nov. 14-3.Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.Dec. 12-4.

Jan. 9-4.

It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4,

5

Dec.25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

King on Main Street, The:Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Jan. 9-4.

Lovers in Quarantine :Dec.26-Ins.
Lord Jim :Dec.5-3, 4.Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Lucky Devil, The :Nov.28-3.Dec. 26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec.26-Ins.
Man From Mexico. The :Dec.26-Ins.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Nov.28-4.Dec.26-Ins.
Mannequin :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4, 5.Dec.19-4, 5.Dec. 25-4.

Jan.2-3.Jan.9-4.
Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.
Moana :Dec. 26-Ins.
New Brooms :Dec. 26-Ins.
New Klondike, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Night Life of New York:Nov.28-3.Dec. 26-Ins.
Pony Express, The :Nov.28-3.Dec.26-Ins.
Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Peacock Parade, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Regular Fellow, A :Nov.28-4.Dee.26-Ins.
Sea Horses :Dec.26-Ins.
Secret Springs, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Song and Dance Man, The :Dee.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.Jan.

9-5.

Seven Keys to Baldpate :Nov.28-4.Jan.9-4.
Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-3,4,5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Nov.28-3.
Take a Chance :Dec.26-Ins.
Tamed :Dec.26-Ins.
Ten Commandments, The :Nov. 28-3.
That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.
That Royle Girl ;Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-3, 4,5.

Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.
Jan. 9-4.

Voleano :Dec. 26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec. 19-3.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Wild Geese :Dec. 26-Ins.

Wild, Wild Susan :Nov. 28-3.
Womanhandled:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Jan.9-4.
Woman of the World, A :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Bravehcart:Dec.l9-16,17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec. 19-13.Dec.25-5.

Coming of Amos, The:Nov.28-8.
Danger Girl, The:Dec.5-Ins.,24,25.
Dice Woman, The :Dec. 5-25.

Forbidden Waters :Dec.5-24,25.

Hell’s Highroad :Nov.28-9.

Hold Your Breath :Dec.25-26.
Last Frontier, The :Dec.5-Ins.

Madame Behav©:Nov. 29-9.Dec. 19-12, 13.Dec. 25-5.

Man from Red Gulch, The :Nov.28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dee.5-Ins.Dec.25-26.

Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec.5-Ins.

People vs. Nancy Preston, The :Nov.28-9.Dec. 12-
10 ,11 .

Prairie Pirate, The :Nov. 28-9.
Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Rocking Moon :Dec. 5-Ins.

Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.
Seven Days :Nov.28-8.Dec.25-5.
Silence :Dec.19-14,15.
Simon the Jester :Nov.28-8. Dec. 5-Ins. ,14, 15.Dec. 19.

12, 13.Dec. 25-16, 17.
Steel Preferred :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 12-6, 7.Dec. 19-12, 13.

Jan. 9-6.
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Stop Flirting :Dec.25-5.
Without Mercy :Nov.28-8.Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 19-12, 13.
Wedding Song, The:Nov.28-9.Dec.l2-8,9.

Tiffany

Morals for Men :Dec.l2-26.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dec.26-12, 13.Jan.2-18.Jan.9-24.
Eagle, The :Nov.28-21.Dec.5-22.Dec.l2-19.Dec.l9-19.

Dee.25-7.

Little Annie Rooney :Nov.28-20.Dec. 5-22.Dec.l2-18.
Dec.19-18.Dec.25-6.

Partners Again, with Potash and Perlrautter:
Dec.26-14, 14.Jan. 2-19.Jan.9-25.

Universal

Arizona Sweepstakes, The :Jan.9-17.
California Straight Ahead :Dee.25-21.
Calgary Stampede.The :Dee.25-21.
Cohens and the Kellys :Nov. 28-11.Dec. 12-14, 15.Dec.

25-21.Jan.9-17.

Goose Woman :Dec.25-21.
His People :Dec.5-ll.Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.
Home Maker, The :Dec.25-21.
Midnight Sun, The :Dec.25-19.Dee.26-ll.Jan.2-ll,

12,13,14,15,16,17.
Phantom of the Opera :Nov. 14-6,7.Dec.5-12,18-Dec.

19-20,21.Jan.9-15.

Scarlet Saint :Dec.26-3.
Siege :Dee. 25-21.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Jan.9-17.
Sporting Life, The :Dec. 25-21.
Still Alarm, The:Nov.28-5.Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.
Teaser. The :Dec.25-20.21.
What Happened to Jones:Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.
Where Was I?Dec.25-20,21.

Warner Brothers

Hogan’s Alley :Dec.5-6,7.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.
Rose of the World :Nov.28-24,25.
Sea Beast, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Short Features

Educational

Big Boy :Jan.9-14.
Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec. 12-16,17
Cheap Skates:Jan. 2-57.
Framed :Jan. 2-56.

Fire Away :Jan. 2-57.
Kinograms :Nov.28-26.Dec.l2-5.
Live Cowards :Jan. 2-57.
On Edge:Jan. 2-57.

Fox Film Corp.

All Abroad :Dec.26-23.

Big Game Hunter, The:Dec.26-23.
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A :Dec.26-23.
Fox News:Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.
Fox Varieties :Dec.5-20,21.
Cupid a la Carte :Dec.26-23.
Cloudy Romance, A :Dec.26-23.

Control Yourself :Dec.26-23.

East Side—West Side :Dec.26-23.

Flaming Affair :Dec.26-?3.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The :Dec.26-23.

Heart Breaker, The:Dec.26-23.
His Own Lawyer :Dee. 26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec. 26-23.

Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec.5-20.21.Dee.5-20,21.Dec.26-

23.

Married Life of Helen and Warren, ThO:Dec.5-20,
21.Dec.l9-9.Dec.26-23.

O. Henry Stories :Dee. 5-20,21.Dec.l9-9.Dec.26-23.
Dec.26-23.

Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.

Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.

Strong for Love :Dec.26-23.

Sky Jumper, The :Dec.26-23.

Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.

Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 5-20,21.Dec. 19. 9.

F. B, O.

Adventures of Mazie :Jan. 2-60.

Fighting Hearts : Jan.2-60.

Greiver

Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec.26-96.

Pathe

Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov. 28-96, 97.Jan.9-92.
Charlie, My Boy : Jan. 2-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A :Nov. 28-89, 90,93,94,98, 102.
Good Cheer :Jan. 2-Ins.
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan. 2-Ins.

Green Archer, The:Dec. 5-Ins.Jan. 2-100.
His Wooden Wedding :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.25-182.
Hot Cakes for Two : Jan.2-Ins.
Long Pants :Jan.2-Ins.

Moonlight and Noses :Dec. 12-90.

Papa Be Good :Dec.5-lns.Dec.26-98.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan.2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan. 2-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov. 28-108.
There Goes the Bride :Dec. 5-92.

Wide Open Faces : Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan. 2-Ins.

Whispering Whiskers :Jan. 2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell :Jan. 2-43.

Universal

Buster Brown Coniedies:Dec.26-17.Jan.2-51.
International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Managers of

the Chicago Exchanges

CARL HARTHILL
Capitol Film Exchange

Nickname? None, just Carl. It’s

either German or Swedish but I’m
neither, myself.

Born at Adrian, Mich., in 1884.

Schools? Public schools in Elkhart,

Ind.

First ambition?
To be a machin-
ist and did, in

Elkhart.

First job? Ma-
chinist appren-

tice.

When did you
break into the

motion picture

business? In 1908
when I opened
the Flourenoy
theatre at West-

ern avenue and Flourenoy. It had 98
folding chairs.

Next? A year later I went to work
for Joe Hopp, in charge of the machine
department for Standard Film Corpora-
tion. Became booker, salesman and then
manager. Stayed with him until he sold

the exchange to Universal. Then went
with Union Film Company, one of the

first long feature exchanges, as man-
ager. Next managed the Beehive ex-

change, later taken over by Reelcraft.

Opened my own exchange, Harthill Pic-

tures, handling state right features.

From there to United Artists as a coun-
try salesman.

When did you assume your present

post? Became connected with Henri
Ellman as his assistant in Capitol when
it opened May 1, 1925.

Hobby? Like to fish but don’t get a

chance.

Worst experience? Finding enough
Westerns for the exhibitors in the early

days. (But for honest-to-goodness ex-

periences there are some fish stories Carl

won’t let us tell!)

On The Avenue
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drive for

playdates during February, called Rozelle
Month, was enhanced by the offer to ex-
hibitors of a special three reel feature, “A
Trip through a Studio.” Which is just

about what the name implies. Differing
from other features of this character, how-
ever, it is offered to the exhibitor FREE.
No hooks attached.

% ^ %

All is now in readiness over at

the Educational exchange for the
“'Booker’s Week” which Dave Dubin
will celebrate January 16 to 22 in

an effort to put the Chicago branch
at the head of the contest for Edu-
cational playdates.

* * *

Immediately after the holiday festivities

had ended George Dembow, Fox branch
manager, renewed his effort to put the
coming Inaugural Frolic of the film board
of trade over with a punch. He obtained
the pledged support of several theatre or-
ganizations including Balaban & Katz, Lub-
liner & Trinz, Ascher Brothers, and
Schoenstadt & Sons. These organizations
indicated their support by buying tickets

for the men in their organizations.
Tickets are selling rapidly. It is ex-

pected that on the night of January 26
when the entertainment begins at the Bal
Tabarin of the Sherman hotel, the place
will be crowded to overflow.

* * *

O. J. Campbell, whom someone called
“Obie” has returned to the Avenue, finding
a berth for himself among Irving Man-
dell’s salesmen. Obie has been traveling
for sometime, having left Renown in No-
vember.

* * *

Ludwig Schindler, former owner of the
Lowys and Plaza theatres, made a visit h>
the boys on the Avenue last week. He told

them of his plans to sell bonds for a new
7,000 seat house on the lakefront (or did
he say on the lake?). Anyhow Morris
Heilman says that Ludwig is building boats
for the prospective patrons.

* * *

Word reached Chicago last week that

Milton E. Cohen, formerly sales repre-

sentative of Reelcraft, and now operating

a theatre in Falls River, Mass., was mar-
ried Christmas day.

* * *

The Rothacker Film Manufacturing Com-
pany employes and their families and*

Holiday party at the Diversey Parkway
recently.

* * *

Announcement was made January 8, by
Si Greiver of Greiver Productions that he
has closed contracts for the distribution of
Opie Read’s “Wives of the Prophet,” fea-

turing Alice Lake and Mersereau.
* * *

According to the consensus of opinion
the Ascher’s new Terminal theatre which
opened last week is regarded as one of

Chicago’s finest. In giving credit for the

success of the opening the name of J. E_

Willis should not be left out. The “Old-
timer” with Sidney Stern did the film work
on the announcement trailer. The art work
and titles were done by E. Charles Olberg-

at 746 South Wabash Avenue.
* * *

Morris Heilman returned January II

from Indianapolis.
* * *

Henri Ellman left on the Century, Jan-
uary 8, for New York saying he’s “just

going down there for a change.” We sup-

pose he meant a change of weather.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
— By D. H.

S
AM SAX of Lumas Distributing Corporation which handles Gotham
product in many territories arrived in Chicago January 8 to super-

vise formally the opening of the new Gotham exchange which is now
under the direction of Jerry Abrams.

S AX closed the contracts whereby Re-
nown will handle physical distribution

of Gotham pictures while Gotham exchange
under Abrams will negotiate the sales.

Abrams’ office will be located in the build-

ing occupied by Renown. Before joining

Sax, Abrams was for a long time branch
manager of the Renown exchange which
at that time handled not only Tiffany and
Truart productions but also Gotham pro-

ductions.

Sax left Chicago, January 10, after being

joined by Abe Carlos of Carlos Produc-
tions. Both are enroute to the Coast.

There Sax plans to get the new year’s pro-

duction of 20 pictures under way. The list

includes four special Gothams, six Gothams,
two dog pictures, starring Thunder, and
eight William Fairbanks thrill pieces.

* * *

The reputation of film row’s parking

place in the block off Wabash Avenue be-

tween Seventh and Eighth streets was given

an additional blow last week with the theft

of a spare from an automobile belonging

to Irving Mack of Filmack Company. But
Irving says: “Business has been good re-

cently so I haven’t had time or inclination

to worry about it.” (Perhaps too his in-

surance man will feel differently.)

HERE—
—to serve you with Equip-

ment. Giving our advice and

price to meet your require-

ments.

Carrying a complete line of

theatre equipment.

From Thumb Tack to Organ.

Theatre
Equipment Co.

738 So. Wabash Ave.

Phone Harrison 4198-4199

hVtJrM4^1
PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in
Rush Orders

All Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

Samples & Prices

^
on Request

One day
eerv ice on
all special
trailers. High
class work.
Elahora t e
borders for
a 1 1 subjects
a n <1 occa-
sions. Trial
order will
convince

I

you.

Boog Returns After a

Dull Hospital Holiday
Meyer S. Boog, sales manager

of the Theatre Equipment com-
pany, 738 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, was discharged from the
hospital January 2 after having
spent a pretty dull holiday period
under the scrutiny of a battery of
physicians and internes.

C. C. Wallace, United Artists branch
manager, returned from New York, Janu-
ary 7, where he has been since the day
after New Year’s.

* * *

Now that the Chicago newspapers have
all taken random shots at a recent Evans-
ton “story” and now that they have all

succeeded in jumbling the facts badly “Chi-

cago Personalities” has gone to Evanston
to obtain the actual details. The picture

which was censored by the Evanston auth-
orities was not “Norma Talmadge’s movie,
‘Powder and Paint,’ ” but was a picture

called “Paint and Powder.” It is handled
in this territory by Celebrated. The pic-

ture was scheduled to show at the Campus
theatre but because of the hectic cutting

made by Mrs. F. E. Brooks, the board of

motion picture censors in Evanston, the

management preferred to use another pic-

ture.
* * *

Harvey Day, Kinograms sales manager,
was in Chicago for two days last week
visiting Dave Dnbin.

* * *

Plans of some of the executives of Pro-
Dis-Co to visit Chicago on their way to

the Coast last week were changed when it

was decided to hold the district managers
meeting in New York, January 11. How-
ever F. C. Munroe, president of the com-
pany, was in the city for a few days en-

route to the Coast where he will have
charge of the studio affairs during the

absence of other officials.
* * *

When the Century left Chicago, January
10, for the big town it took with it a group
of enthusiastic film folk. In the crowd
were Lon Metzger, sales director of the

Western division of Universal, Phil Dunas
of Minneapolis Universal branch, L. W.
Alexander, sales director for Universal of

the Middle Western division, Arthur
Sclioenstadt of Schoenstadt & Sons, Inc.,

and John Mednikovo, exchange manager of

Associated Exhibitors.
* * *

Ben Eisenberg now has a white gold belt

buckle to boast of. Ben sold so many Andy
Gump comedies in the waning weeks of

1925 that Universal rewarded him to keep
his good will with the company.

* * *

Exchange managers listed from now on
in the Hall of Famous Hosts will include

the name of Jimmie Gillick who “opened
the feed bag” to all his salesmen at his

home January 2. (And this is no slur to

the genial Pathe salesmen.) According to

Len Ullrich the party must have been a

big success to have lasted until such an
hour! James Gillick, Sr., vice-president of

the St. Paul railroad, was one of the honor
guests.

Balaban&Katz
Midwest Circuit

Book

“THE PASSIONATE
ADVENTURE”

With Alice Joyce—Clive

Brook and Marjorie Daw

The following Chicago Thea-

tres concur in their judgment

and have booked it as well.

Pantheon
Central Park

Crystal

Tiffin

Covent Garden
Lakeside
Vitagraph
Harper
Milo

Windsor
Keystone

Knickerbocker
Michigan

Pershing

Paramount
Bugg

Broadway Strand

Lido
Ellantee

Manor
Biograph
Crawford

State

Iris

Park
Gayety
Ritz

Roseland
Wilson
Milford

Dearborn
Plaisaince

Savoy
Panorama
De Luxe
U. S.

Hyde Park

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
ILLINOIS & INDIANA

Wire for Bookings

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
831 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT J

Use Track Equipment
to Control Large
Doors in Temple

Automatic control of two large doors in

the arc of a church as shown in the illus-

tration above has been achieved by the

E. T. Vallen Electrical Company through
special equipment designed for the Beth
Israel Temple, Houston, Texas.

Showing door in Beth Israel Temple operated by
special equipment designed by E. J. Vallen.

Describing this unusual piece of engi-

neering E. J. Vallen, head of the company
says, “the two doors in the arc are in-

stalled on special equipment and operated

electrically by a special designed machine
of our own make. The control button is

located in the floor directly back of the

pulpit. By pressing this button the doors
in the arc are opened. The distance of
their opening may be governed at any
point.”

From blue prints furnished by the Vallen
company the installation in the Temple was
made by the Barden Electrical Machinery
company.

. >.

Theatre Building
Under Way as 1925
Ends in St. Louis
It is possible that the new Ambassador

theatre under construction in St. Louis will
open its doors late in 1926. This 4,000 seat
$4,000,000 theatre will be a Paramount
first-run house under the management of
Skouras Brothers. St. Louis-Gravois The-
atre is also under way. With the adjoin-
ing store and apartment structure it will
cost $1,000,000 and is being erected by
Reuben Levine of Chicago. It may be
leased to the St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany. St. Louis Amusement also plans to

start on the 3,000 seat house planned for
the Mikado Airdome site. Estimates on the
cost runs as high as $2,000,000.

William Fox plans a $4,000,000 theatre-

office-apartment structure. The Laventhal
Theatres, Inc., announced plans for two
additional houses which will be started in
1926. William Goldman, owner of the
Kings, Queens, Rivoli, and Woodland
theatres, will start construction of three
houses during 1926. The Columbus theatre
operated by the St. Louis Amusement
Company will open in 1926. It is near com-
pletion.

William Benton of Saratoga Springs,
N. Y., has taken over the Rialto in Glens
Falls.

Kimmell Brothers, who already operate
theatres in Royal Oak, Ferndale and
Berkeley, have entered Detroit by breaking
ground for a 1,500 seat theatre on West
Warren avenue near two of the city’s

largest automobile factories.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—“The Crandall

Saturday Nighters,” broadcasting unit tak-

ing the ether through station W-R-0
every Saturday night from 10:30 p. m. to

shortly after midnight, will soon be among
the multiple station entertainers. The of-
ficials of the Stanley-Crandall company
who are also the executives of the Stanley
Company of America, having heard of the
popularity of the “Saturday Nighters” have
petitioned Harry Crandall to bring his

“gang” to Philadelphia for both radio work
and personal appearances. . . . Harriet
Hawley Locker, director of public service

and educational department of the Crandall
theatres, last Sunday afternoon was hostess
to the enrolled personnel of the Americani-
zation classes that receive visual instruction

in the projection room of the Metropolitan
theatre every Tuesday afternoon and eve-
ning. ... It will be of interest to old

residents of the district to know that in

First National’s production of “The Un-
guarded Hour,” in which Milton Sills and
Doris Kenyon are costars, the carriage used
by Cleveland while he was president of the

United States is an important “prop.”

Many of the scenes of this picture were
filmed on the Connecticut estate of the late

Commodore Benedict who owned the of-

ficial chariot of state of the late president.

. . . All of the Crandall theatres in the

Capital have specially scheduled late shows
on New Year’s Eve for the benefit of those

desirous of remaining downtown until the

midnight celebration on the streets. The
appreciation of the public was eloquently

expressed by a degree of patronage that

even exceeded most enthusiastic expecta-

tions.

On January 9 the Crandall theatres in-

augurated a brace of new chapter plays

—

“The Green Archer” and “The Scarlet

Streak.” To signalize the advent to the

screens of the circuit of those intensely

interesting “continued stories,” “Mother
Goose” packages will be distributed. All

will contain something that will bring

pleasure to juvenile as well as adult audi-

ences. This is a special matinee attrac-

tion that has never failed to arouse the

enthusiasm of the serial audiences.

Wurlitzer to Install

Organs in Nine New
Chicago Theatres

Nine major organ installations in as
many leading Chicago theatres, is the am-
bitious program for 1926 already mapped
out by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company,
manufacturers of musical instruments.
Those now on the list for installation

are: Ascher Brothers Terminal theatre;
Sheridan theatre, under the same manage-
ment; Tower theatre, Grove theatre, Con-
gress theatre and the Avalon theatre, all

under the management of Lubliner and
Trinz; the Masonic Temple theatre and the

Howard theatre, both under the manage-
ment of Balaban and Katz.
While Chicago will make the Wurlitzer

factory at North Tonawanda, N. Y., busier

than will any other city in the United
States this year, other large cities also have
enviable records in this respect.

Orders for musical organs have taken
such a spurt for 1926, that workers are
rushing to complete ahead of scheduled
time the three-story addition to the Wur-
litzer plant at Tonawanda.

Ascher Brothers Open
Elaborate Theatre

in Chicago
“A setting sun casting a golden radiance

over a castle in old Castile purpled in the
twilight shadows of a flamingo wall.”

That’s the inspired description of Ascher
Brothers New Terminal theatre, submitted
by the literary historian and herald of

their activities. Erected at a cost upward
of three millions of dollars, the New Ter-
minal, built directly across the street from
their old Terminal theatre at Lawrence
and Spaulding avenues, Chicago, lighted its

massive attraction sign on Thursday, Janu-
ary 7th. The new house seats 4,000.

J. E. O. Pridmore, Chicagoan, is the

architect and he has, indeed, completely

atmosphered the new theatre in Spanish
style. From the wide staircases with
swinging Don-Lanterns to the flaming

tapestries and gorgeous panels of its audi-

torium the New Terminal breathes of old

Spain. Soft red plush, clinging draperies

and antique period furniture are further

interesting features of the house.



^’M.VHOUSE-

September 25, 1925

C. F. leber Company,

222 South Los Angeles Street

Los Angeles, California.

Gentlemen;

f i j fim nu

Interior Pasadena
Community Playhouse,

Pasadena, California,

seated by American
Seating Company.
Elmer Grey Architect,

Txos AngelesThe Pasadena Community Playhouse Association feels justly

proud of the splendid seats that you have installed in our

new Playhouse and more than elated with the satisfactory
manner in which the installation was handled.

Inasmuch as the new Playhouse is one of the finest buildings

devoted to community drama in the United States, we have In-

numerable out-of-towi visitors who, while praising the beauty

of the building and some of its unique features, never fail

to remark about the comfort And beauty of the seats.

So, you see, we are grateful to you for your assistance in

making our building the pride of the community. If a word

from us will bear any conviction with a prospective purohaser,
we shall feel pleased to give that word, for "one good turn
deserves another "

Yours very truly, —-
Business Manager, PASADETJA

CGLMUNITY PLAYHOUSE ASS'N.

Sec y .-Treas . ,
PASADENA COM

MUNITY CHILD.

jgmttirangratingQjmpqi
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
121 W. 40th St. 12 E. Jackson Blvd. 65-D Canal St. 1211-H Chestnut St.

Exterior view of Pasadena

Community Playhouse
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Pafhepicture
" TRADE IW

John. Adams presents

LARRY EMO

TOP

and

inLI
Adapted from the Musical Comedy

by Harry B. Smith

It’s all to the

merry^merry

Directed by Larry 'Semon
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2* Big

Laughing

Week at^
Capitol(N.Y.)
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1

MARSHALL
NEILAN’S
great comedy based on

his own s(or\ with

SALLY O’NEIL
CHARLES MURRAY
WILLIAM HAINES
FORD STERLING

ASK METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER
Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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1379. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents. JANUARY 23, 1926
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Lee-Bradford Corporation
Arthur A. Lee, President

Presents

BETTY BLYTHE
W ith Carlyle Blackwell and Mary Odette inoouroSHE”
By SIR H. RIDER HAGGARD

AN A TO X PRODUCTION

*7*
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'Vte'dea
t\\atW°n

*50,000

, Prize Stor^
mUbevtV^’1

Fannie n UI

Contest

<This

full page
ad appeared
in70 newspapers

throughout «

country.^

Starts

si§^§j§§**

and
here's
the
result

W£Tfiop0, rr,

r„...
8osr°~ 'SST

J*
xa*"*"*

(toerty

Get ->°ur
c0^ '

iberty

"4,000000
people are
now readinq
"MANNEQUIN"
weeklq in

Liberty /

.Magazine

HSfSRBSP

ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE L LASKY

. 2*4_'

JAMES CRUZE
PRODUCTION

MANNEQUIN
WITH ALICE JOYCE - WARNER BAXTER
DOLORES COSTELLO ~ ZASU PITTS

a (paramount (picture

ll

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Here's

THE

T>ARAMOUNT delivers the

first big smashing special of

1926— “THE AMERICAN
VENUS”!
Girls, gowns, gags, gasps, gorge-

ousness—everything

!

G. Zeppos, manager of the Rex
Theatre, W. Va., wires:
“ ‘The American Venus’ cer-

tainly is some picture. An-
nounce to all exhibitors that

they have 100% picture with

100% possibilities for big busi-

ness. With the biggest competi-

tion of the year this week
‘Venus’ leads them all at the box

office.”

ADOLPH ZUKOR and JESSE L LASKY pbesen 1
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SHOWMANS
SHOW/M
gHOWMAN’S Show is right!

What tie-ups! Read the de-

tails in the Paramount Press

Book or Showman’s Manual.

In addition, there’s a flock of

other exploitation helps. Spe-

cial trailer for beauty contests

and style shows, merchant co-

operative advertising page, spe-

cial roto magazine tie-up page

and many other aids.

“The American Venus” is

ready.

BOOK IT NOW!

VENUS //

r
”>e.

°W/\
*****

M

> x ®
M*??* \ The

CLASSIC
VENUS

j

i\
AMISS AMERICA

0J^'*nowtrj£enjn

$
VENUS

SdUnj

Btncaut I

ti

®S0 ŝ

Y
t0

B^°-e different of
1 and 2, but there canh

6*0'1011 ofN°s-

opinions as to No 3 ITh 1/° confli«ing

Dealer’s Name and Address
go here

£>K££5»'

a* «*. „aiii
»Viin23

he girl

^dertbings

Hao‘
ruflb

nine

c^ort*®®

‘STS.-
are
They c

it 8n
'i
gTUb e«

iSssr-
-ndjoics"'

-

short leg* **

roi coW*°?Lf

. ^ u»

„ d*“>

5*K. -
qoalitT- *

jbould*1 °

Dealtier’s
Name

America,
Wins/

and so do-

[qn^<j£)
ASSORTED

^HOCOLATES/

zap ’moco447z&
Me p£sp°Pular

{%}§ o'* see

MC'i«3SS-p
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When a £at man
chases his hat on
a windy day

When an actor
trips over his

lines

that’s tragic
(but 4 good laugh )

©
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s 0 [o60el O (^o'
N
'"o\i<3

Ho ono o o A o a0'2
Up SI 0\vRr S °!f!°1»o
^oVlSeAiSl °

2o'/°8.<jf

and when vou
get ahead ofjrou*
ofposition, on a big bet-

thaVs a scream ©

BUT all tke laughs ^you’ve
laughed are mere grins
compared to thosejrou get in.
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the Broadway run of thi

Ronald Colman^MayMcAvoy
( by arrangement with Samuel Q-oldwyn.)

“44 ERNST LUBITSCH
,

•

:
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ERNSTLUBITSCH production

m

opening at

B.S.MOSSCAMEO
for an indefinite period

beginning Jan. 1 7
th

Irene Rich - Bert Lytell
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CORRECTION:
“The Viennese Medley,”
First National’s Secret

Special advertised in the

following pages, was di-

rected by

CURT REHFELD
George McGuire, listed as Film
Director, should be credited as

Film Editor.



the
Pictures
Speak for

"Jiiat

national

yjanua.ru -June, 192.h

By performance — the dominating influence

for exhibitor prosperity.

By superlative quality, they set neur
production standards for the industry.

Backing audience appeal with intensive

showmanship, they command the most
profitable channels ofpublic pafronage

eVer opened, to your theatre.

Wa





Even though “He
has been said

Talmadge production
“Smilin’ Through” to “Gram
stark,” it is “Kiki” that reveals

the glorious Norma’s utmost!

“Kiki.” the phenominal Belasco
stage success that played 600
performances on Broadway

!

N orma talmadge as
“Kiki,” the irrepressible

Parisienne gamine,the straight-

hearted child of crooked alleys,

the spit-fire waif of shadowy
stage-doors ! Never before has
Norma had a role so fascin-

ating.

What a box-office combina-
tion ! Famous star

;
famous

stage-hit

!

Ronald Colman heads the sup-
porting cast ; Hans Kraly has
adapted the tale with Continen-
tal verve; and Clarence Brown
has directed it magnificently.



Remember “$MlT? Now
John>lcCOrmiCl6 present

LEEN



Wm

comet biqqer newv

in the moit popular mutfcal
cotnedu of the decade

IRENE
Colleen’s the box-office wizard and "IreneV’the

box-office bewitcher!

"Sally/’ "So Big" and "We Moderns” setting

a high standard for 1925, proved Colleen

Moore’s drawing power. Now, added to that,

comes the play by James Montgomery which

drew to capacity on Broadway for two years,

went on the road with six companies, and is

still playing!

Sumptuously produced, with Colleen

Moore's piquancy, her genius for

laughter and tears perfectly mir-

rored; directed by Alfred E. Green;

June Mathis, editorial director—
'"Irene" is the picture you'll play

\and bring back for a return en-

gagement eren bigger than the first.



nnouncing •

The arrival of a
twin ^sister to

” Her Sislekfrom Paris
"

fCONSTA
TiLNAOGE
MPresented by JOSERJ^M. SCHENCK

^TO name yet, because
L ^ no one has been able

to find a name piquant
enough to suit her.

She’s so saucily continen-
tal— tres chic— as capri-

cious and captivating as

“Her Sister From Paris.”

And what furore that
mad-cap mademoiselle
started!

Bizarre, surprising, is this

newest craze of Europe—
the play Hans Kraly is

adapting for Constance
Talmadge!
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Firft National
Pictures Inc.
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'IRST NATIONAL’S long-heralded epic strikes with the

might of steel. It is a creation of furnaces and caul

drons; every resource of the gigantic industry was placec

at the producers’ disposal. But more than that has beer

pictured.

“Men of Steel” seizes upon the ruddy demons moving

through the glare — the creatures of human impulses al

white-heat. Their drama never could have been written;

only the screen has the power to tell so immense a story.
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COPJNNE
GKIFFITH
PRODUCTIONS inc.

resentsConrime
INCOMPARABLY BEAUTIFUL'

MAGNIFICENTLY GOWNED ^ ECL1PS~
ING ALL NEK PREVIOUS SUCCESSES

IN THE WORLD FAMOUS PLAY OF PARISIAN
LOVE By HENRY BLOSSOM and VICTOR HERBERT

MLLE. MODISTE
dN Extravaganza! That describesthe

production. The wineofcontinental

life sparkles through the romance ofFifi,

who created gay chapeaux for other

women’s heads and brought gayer chap-

pies to her own feet. While Miss Griffith

has already contributed "Classified”and

"Infatuation” to First National’s Win-

ner Qroup, scoring two remarkable hits,

she has never before been presented in

such an ambitious production as "Mile.

Modiste.” There are settings indescrib-

ably rich; costumes for thejoy ofwomen;

scenes for the envy ofmen—all created

by Director Robert Z• Leonard; yet not

ir a moment can Corinne Griffith’s

personality be forgotten.

Mile. Modiste

”

is her triumph!







^a/dhUmeM
' If 1 I iTMTFi i

mJUST SUPPOSE
J
UST SUPPOSE Dick Barthelmess gave you an even surer draw than
“Shore Leave/’. . He has; it’s “Just Suppose.”

JUST SUPPOSE you could present him in the very role in which
millions have always wanted to see him: a prince of good fellows,

slashing his way through the polo fields—dashing his way to romance
— the boy who would rather be a peasant in the kingdom of love
than emperor of a nation.

THAT’S ALL IN “JUST SUPPOSE’ — enacted on the guarded play-

grounds of American society where the Prince of Wales was
entertained.

PUT A BIG RED CIRCLE on this playdate for a big black entry
on your books ! And that’s a certainty — not just suppose !

Adapted from the ploy

by A. E. THOMAS
Directed by

KENNETH WEBB



jjind

THE FIRST 13 AWOW ! Based on Thomp n

Buchanan’s play, ’'Rainbow Riley” pres<t$

Johnny as a newspaper cub who wore plfi

pants to report a mountain feud—but thsej

wild mountaineers dug a nice deep grave id

he nearly made that "hole in one.” Adverti :d

in "Saturday Evening Post,” "Liberty,” "L

and national fan magazines, "Rainbow Ril ’
I

is certainly a wow.

ErstNationaloffers thegreatest line-up ofa



jure~fire comedies, packed
yith The Live Wire's"punch,
ind redoubled in drawing
>ower by the hugest cam-
>aign of publicity, exploitat-
ion and national advertising
5ver launched fora comedy
;tar. d c/

,ND THE SECOND IS DITTO. Picture

ohnny as an amateur pugilist pitched into the

>rofessional ring with an old brown derby as

i mascot—and sweet words of love to inspire

lim: "Lips that kiss canvas will never kiss mine.”
Hrom the play by F. S. Merlin and Brian Marlow,

'The Brown Derby” sets laughter running riot!

It’s nationally advertised too.

ends you'll

irOwn Derby
-Jull ofgold

comedians everpresentedunderone banner !



Add langdon to First national's knock



Lan£don
- starts aCoasF&^oastmarathon in his

first feature comedy for >irat national

- - but the laughs he starts will be
heard iouna the world—

Oilsfirstfof
"3irM national isTramp,

Ti-anra.

nits! The season’s comedy sensation

!



. 0o^*

2V<vW*'

iPNATtC A*lAQ6f
Directed by FRED Ne\VMEYER<* Produced under the supervision of"EARL HUDSON

Winner afterwinner! No wonder exhibitors

mt

/

m
s



Its Ws LatEST-And-H/s G^ArGst" /

bank on First National's Winner Group!



Read by millions; backed by nation-wide

"IT THAT would any girl do if she were hungry for life and
** suddenly received one million dollars— no questions

asked ? Joanna started out to spend.

YORK’S gayest clubs ivhirled around Joanna —
"* ^ house parties, escapades across the continent. Could
she return to poverty when her money teas spent

?

\R would one of the men who flattered her and
her million marry her

?

Or could she expect to regain the boy who
offered love

?

once

RE-RELEASED in Decem-
ber, “Joanna” is already

sweeping the country with
terrific success. Nearly 200
newspapers have serialized H.

L. Gates’ story; and with every

scene of heartbreak and happi-

ness vividly pictured, “Joanna”

has a ready-made audience for

all theatres.

e (jirl oftoday
-with lips too red
-with eyes too bright

-bat with a happily

oldfashioned heart.

Dorothy Mackaill
and JackMulhall



oitation. First National showmanship again.
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"PUBLISHED first in“Cosmopoli-
•*- tan Magazine;” as a book, a

seller that equalled the records

of “The Sheik;” then syndicated

through the most important
newspapers in the U. S. A.—eight

million people have already read

“The Desert Healer.”

They’re only part of the audience

that awaits Sam E. Rork’s pres-

entation.

Rork is a showman! He saw
opportunity in “Ponjola” and
“Clothes Make the Pirate”—two
stories that many producers con-

sidered “too original.” Their suc-

cess ran like wildfire from coast

to coast.

Now, in conjunction with Marion

Fairfax, he has chosen “The
Desert Healer”— the story with

8,000,000 readers. Lewis Stone,

Nita Naldi, Barbara Bedford,
j

Fully Marshall and Ann Rork,

heading the stellar cast, are play-

ers who bring to the screen all

the drama, oriental romance
and conflict enacted against the

untramelled backgrounds of

the East. Directed by Maurice

Tourneur.

EIGHT MILLION READERS ALREADY/

Barbara.

9)ekfonl

cftila

C/faldi



IT’S a scene for every
* audience to gasp at
—when fire sweeps
among the feasters at
a Venetian pageant
and tongues leap
across thecanal at the
escaping gondolas.

^TIVID as that cli*v max is the story is

vivid, too: a power*
ful portrayal of wan-
derers abroad, defi-

ant, pleasure-mad
people deriding the
Far Cry from home.

vastest



Announcing:-

ANOTHER MONEY SPINNER
TAKE a woman from luxury and

she’ll find her own way back.

Israel ZangwilPs play develops that

theme with brilliant sequences of ex-

travagance and gripping contrasts of

human nature dressed in rags. "Too

Much Money” comes at the height

of ZangwilPs vogue, after "We
Moderns” established his screen rep-

utation,

John Francis Dillon, director of

"Flaming Youth”and "We Moderns,”

has given this his finest directorial

efforts and brought together Lewis

Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson, the most

popular screen combination, to ensure

for "Too Much Money” as instanta-

neous a reception as his previous

productions have won.

up therecordsof}irslHaUonalspmkiem.

i
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ind those pictures are the season's hits

!

When you think of John M. Stahl, you think of "The

Dangerous Age” and "Why Men Leave Home;” and

you knorw how the crowds will follow "Memory Lane.”

fVhere the dawn of tomorrow kisses

the dusk of yesterday, 9Memory Lane begins

RETRACING his steps back over memory lane, the

boy who had gone out of her life, but not out

of her heart, returned to pierce the bubble of her love-

dream—because it meant her happiness.

Such is the living drama of "Memory Lane” made by

that great reporter of life, John M. Stahl—carried to

dramatic heights by Eleanor Boardman and Conrad

Nagel.



Put 3- start

Me
— "

W
JjN-fil hi m

Anna: Q.NUsPA|

11'% toemsW widelv liBKwel
by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow., one
taf Aing-ioW fear -

Was " *« nil r : ~ tn* t

iiBlQiiKc^^reaai^iMd^ttahhr.
command an audience that rivals

2 :
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S
OUTH SEAS? Yes. The
story starts on a desert

I island where explorers go to

discover a new race of white

savages, and think they’ve

found one. They bring him
back to New York, exhibit him
in a cage; and through his bars

he loves the girl who put him
there.

Who is he? A savage? No!

That’s revealed in an astound-

ing denouement when the

picture veers from tropical ro-

mance to a thrilling drama of

newspaper life — an “inside”

unwritten story that makes
new, swift, surprising enter-

tainment.



(Directfrom Q)runj Jane/

RECALL all the spectacular
melodramas that have

created a furore during the
past decade, andthe most not'
able of them have come from
Drury Lane. Rarely does a
Drury Lane production reach
the screen these days, how-
ever, except perhaps as a re-
vival, although producers
want them, exhibitors want
them and the public claipors
for their headlong dash of
action, thrill and romance.

SELDOM is more than one of
these mammoth presenta-

tions staged at the famous
Drury Lane Theatre, London,
each year; and in securing this
year’s reigning sensation for
distribution as a First Nation-
al Picture, Faultless Pictures
Corporation has scored an un-
questioned ‘ 1 scoop.”

THE title is “Good Luck!”
Hear the thunder of rac-

ing hoofs and the throb of
hearts in it. “Good Luck”
brings the year’s best luck
to you!

1



Her winnings are yours/

From Sir Phillip Gibbs ' No'Vcl

directed by Howard Higgin.

Scenario by Sada Cowan.

30.

BELLE BENNETT
BEN LYON
LOIS MORAN
JAMES KIRKWOOD

LOWELL SHERMAN

CHARLES MURRAY

I
IFE and men—Sylvia Flefri-

> ing played against them
and SAW them, and around
the baize tables of Monte
Carlo she was called The
Reckless Lady.

Reckless? She was a mother
whose first gamble was love.

Then for fifteen years she
gambled for the money that

kept her children; and when
the man who had admired
her loved her daughter in-

stead, the Reckless Lady
made her last great gamble
against Fate that enmeshed
the girl. And at Fate she
cried: “I’ll see you!”

Where but in Monte Carlo
could such a tale be set ? Who
but Belle Bennett could enact
that role ?



CONWAY
TEARLE

and

ANNAQ
NIL9SON
ana a cast inciudimr>

MAY ALLISON
IAN KEIT
JEAN I-IER9UO
LUCY BEAUMO



RICHARD A. ROWLAND (presents

%t spedacutar adaptation, oj EDITH Of

$HAUGHN E-SSY^5 novel

WriUtn for Hie jcreen i k i r W i Ati i \(
and produced bip JUINfc- MAIHI3

ONTHS and months of

secret production activity

—and such a picture as exhi-

bitors have always hoped for

is achieved!

Madness of war—not on the

firing line* but in the cities

where life is squandered to for-

get death! Love— blazing,

flickering, dwindling in a

starved people. Famine and
faith; dread, hope, hysteria!

The human emotions of
Vienna—the city of pleasure

turning to a city of grief

—

sweep like the Danube be-

tween panoramas of palaces

and slums! JF
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Production Manager Ray Rockett
Chief Cinematographer . John Doyle
Art Director . E. J. Schulter
Film Director George McGuire
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paim long Corisiderjition.
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f 1L,§By the author of ‘The
Green Hat” and “These
Charming People,” this

story occupies a place of

its own. And the picture

•catches Arlen’s spirit in

following the steps of the

little American dancer of,

Paris-the toast of the

boulevards — until her
steps become a frenzied

beat of heels, dancing in

Qjt ike creft. of MICHAEL ARLEN'S
popularitu^ROBERT KANE has pro~
• I ' /// /• / J7 JT II 1

I

duccd the richest ttorucJrlen ever wrote

3in»t
national
Picture*

"6)hc DANCEK op PAWS" will conjure crowds (
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THE MAN WHO WENT OUT:-Dick Castle-

man, gentleman. And the girl who waited for him
still waited wearily even though she heard this

news: “Dick Castleman lost at sea.”

THE MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF: - Convict
784, escaped. Pursued, scuttling through the night,

the jail- siren moaning and swelling the pursuit,

he changed his identity.

AND THE MAN WHO CAME BACK
was a laughing hobo, mistaken for Dick
Castleman, returnedfromthedead. An old
Southern estate was given tohim. Thishap-
py imposter chuckled himself into a for-

tune—but the eyesoflove saw right through
him into incredible shadows of the past.

brings you a cast of stars



Frank Lloyd
,'presents

ly Vingic B. Roe

A woman who lived
like a man. A girl
whu was only a
girl. And a dance
hall girl -v a red-s-

lipped frenzy.They
play strange parts
at the cross-roads
of the Splendid Road

e,SHppe?lc

.

hJtbante

ANNA Q NILSSON
LIONEL BARRYMORE
ROBERT FRAZER

EDWARD EARLE GLADYS BROCKWELL
PAULINE CARON MARCELINE DAY
RUSSELL SIMPSON GEORGE BANCROFT

hank Lloyds two productions reflect First
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Nationals standards in winners and specials.
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- ^ghWhio.

as otuij . I

AN 1C LLOYD can assemble:

rANNAQNILitON- BEN LYON
VIOLA DANA-VICTORM‘LAGLEN

OoroHiq iebastian > Hobart Bojworth

ClaudeGiilingwater^Philo Mc
CullougJi

John T Murray



LOST WORLD
'isamazing Six Continents *«»

Ql^ebg

Shiest
e%4

No other picture has scored so start-

lingly.

No other picture has played so many
long runs.

No other has won such a unani-
mous box-office verdict:

“Business Tremendous!”

by SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
presented bij arrangement with

WATTERSON R. ROTHACKER
ivith

BESSIE LOVE, LEWIS STONE

WALLACE BEERY, LLOYD HUGHES

And it’s still going strong!
Research and Technical Director, WILLIS H.O'BRIEK

under supervision of EARL HUDSON.



Al and Ray
ROCKETT

“Abraham Lincoln" never
will die.

Today the picture lives in the

memory of as vast an audi-

ence as has ever witnessed a

production. More than 8000
theatres have played it for

extended runs, and this year
“Abraham Lincoln” will set

a record for return engage-

ments that will place it first

among the classics of the
screen.

Repeat “'Abraham Lin-

coln” and repeat the His-

tory of 8000 Theatres :

Business Exceptional l
’ y

Awarded
the Photoplay

Magazine Medal
as the finest

production of

it’s year

Scenario by FRANCES MARION
Directed by PHILIP ROSEN

prove



-and no one can parallel
First National s line-up -

2® BIG PICTURES and
2 STUPENDOUS SPECIALS
betweenJanuary and June , 1Q2C -

—in addition to the Specials and Winners of the

Whiner Group that hare already come one

after another, smashing records day after day

The pictures speak for First National.

Examine the list with a showman’s eye. Even if you

can forget the magnitude of the stars who have made

them; even overlooking the unquestioned box-office

ability of the producers and directors; even putting

aside First Nationals record of performance, which

backs every First National Picture with the full force

of a guarantee; but getting right down to "WHAT’S
IN THE PRODUCTION?”—

The answer is: "JUST WHAT THE PUBLIC
COMES CROWDING TO SEE.”

With instinctive and practised showmanship First

National offers the exhibitor HIS KIND OF
PICTURES! They play to capacity.

WINNER
„GROUP
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WILLIAM S. HART
IN

‘TUMBLEWEEDS”
Story by HAL G. EVARTS tSldaptedjbr the screen ba C. GARDNER SULLIVAN

‘Directed btjICING DAGGOT
The New York Verdict

“Hart and his ‘Tumbleweeds’ packed ’em in,

and we recommend it.”—Herald Tribune.

“Elaborate production lifts ‘Tumbleweeds’ out

of the ‘Western’ class. The land rush scenes

are magnificent.”—American.

“We like Bill Hart in his ‘Tumbleweeds’ and
we believe you will, also.”— Graphic.

“If Bill Hart continues to film such pictures as

‘Tumbleweeds’ he is back to stay with his host

of fans.”—Journal.

‘“Tumbleweeds’ is one of Hart’s finest— if not

his finest—picture.”—Telegraph.

“Hart’s superb riding stirred Strand audiences

to rousing cheers.”— Mirror.

Now
UNITED ARTISTS
P4ary Pickford

Douglas' Fairbanks
Joseph JA Jchenck

,

Chairman
. Jhoard of Directors:

Charles Chaplin

D. W. Qriffiih

Jiiram Qbramj

,

President
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^Tresented by

Associated
Exhibitorsk
Oscai AJPrice

president

THE SKYROCKET
From the Cosmopolitan Magazine Story byAdela Rogers St.John

mm~- Produced by Celebrity Pictures, Inc. _
^
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Presented by

Associated
Exhibitors4
OscaiA.Price

J‘President

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

TELEGRAM

DAY LETTER BLUE

NIGHT MESSAGE NITE

NIGHT LETTER N L

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words) this is a telegram. Other

wise its character is i ndicated by the

symbol appearing after the check.

WESTERNUNION
WESTERN UNION

telHam
NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

TELEGRAM

DAY LETTER BLUE

NIGHT MESSAGE NITE

NIGHT LETTER N L

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words) this is a telegram. Other-

wise its character is indicated by the

symbol appearing after the check.

The filing time as-shown In the date line on full rate telegrams and day fetters, and the time of receipt at destination as shown on all messages, Is STANDARD TIME.

Received at 54 West 45th Street, New York.

MRA3SJ 77 NL 3 EXTRA I/65 1926 JAN 11 PM 11 19

Waterloo iowa tt

OSCAR PRICE

PRESIDENT ASSN EXHIBITORS NEWYORK NY

THE FRANK AMUSEMENT CO OF IOWA WILL CELEBRATE ITS SIXTH

ANNIVERSARY DURING THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY SEVENTH STOP AFTER SCREENING

MANY AVAILABLE SUBJECTS FOR THIS MOST IMPORTANT EARLY EVENT I AM

PLEASED TO ADVISE YOU THAT THE PLAZA 5I0UXCITY AND THE IS3IS

CEDARRAPIDS WILL PRESENT THE SKYROCKET AS PREMIER PRESENTATIONS

IN THE STATE TO BE FOLLOWED WITHIN A WEEK BY WATERLOO AND CLINTON STOP

WE EXPECT A^ SKYROCKETING ANNIVERSARY WEEK REGARDS AND THANKS

FRANK AMUSEMENT CO OF IOWA ALEXANDER FRANK PRES.
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To you exhibitors who want your
theatres properly lighted •

To get full value from the cur-

rent you buy use Edison Mazda
Lamps. They give maximum
light at minimum cost because

they maintain their initial effi'

ciency over a long period of

time.

We place our staff of lighting experts at your service without

charge or obligation.

These men have planned the lighting for hundreds of theatres,

large and small. They know all the arts of decorative as well

as utility lighting. They know how to apply light to give new

attractiveness to lobby, stage, auditorium or any other part of

your theatre.

Lighting designed to fit your individual requirements will write

There is a right Edison Mazda off its own cost in the added attractiveness it will give your
Lamp for every fixture in your
theatre. theatre.

EDISON LAMP WORKS OF
GENERAL ELECTRIC COM-
PANY,

HARRISON, N. J.

Please have your local represent-
ative call and inspect the lights in
my theatre. It is understood that
this request does not obligate me in

any way.

Name

Theatre

Address

Take advantage of this free lighting service. Just drop a line

to the Edison Lamp Works of General Electric Company, Har-

rison, N. J., or mail the attached coupon.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT
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Win with the Winner in 1926

Exhibitors Herald is the only one of the four weekly national

motion picture trade papers which published a greater volume

of paid advertising in 1925 than in 1924.

In 1925 the HERALD shows a gain of 34 pages over

1924.

Its nearest competitor shows a loss of 283.5 pages

for the same period.

Its second competitor shows a loss of 173.5 pages for

the same period.

Its third competitor shows a loss of 362 pages for the

same period.

The HERALD in 1925 published a greater volume of paid ad-

vertising than in any other year in its history. Its contemporaries

fell short of previous records (established in 1920) as follows:

Nearest competitor carried 1,709 pages less than in

1920.

Second competitor carried 2,413.5 pages less than in

1920.

Third competitor carried 1,862.5 pages less than in

1920.
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SOUL TO SOLE DANCING

THE TWELVE MOVIE IMMORTALS

THE WHOLE INDUSTRY WILL BE “RAZZED”

ASTOR HOTEL
SAT. EVE., FEBRUARY 6th

SIXTH ANNUAL
ampa

Oh Boy—What a revel

Ticket speculators will positively not get their

hands on any of these precious pasteboards.

TWO MARVELOUS ORCHESTRAS

Tickets per person
$10.00

Tables seating 10
$100.00

Charlie Einfeld at 383 Madison Ave., New York, has
the Tickets

NAT ROTHSTEIN of F. B. O. Chief Announcer and Master of Ceremonies

^
-j y

) \ J k
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Jfoe Tiuec

picks the

Ls* sct^n

idol

WILLIAM BOYD

JOHN C. FLINN

Lfiteferted
•with

VERA REYNOLDS
&WILLIAM BOYD
adapted by Elliott J. Clawson

Jrom the

SATURDAY EVENING POST STORIES

“TheAdventure/ of Wally Gav”
by HERSCHEL S. HALL

Directed bi) JcHTlCS HogtHl

A METROPOLITAN PRODUCTION

Mae Tinee in the “Chicago
Tribune

”—says

:

“If this picture doesn’t ‘make’ William Boyd, so far

as the movies are concerned, I miss my guess. It shows

him up as having just about everything that goes to

insure the popularity of the male screen idol. Good

looks, bonhomie, pep, humor, appeal, the winsomest

smile that ever won a woman’s heart, and a clean-cut,

two-fisted manliness sure to put him over with the men

—all these things are his, AND he can act!

“I ask you—is that filling the bill?”

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
x ^ x JTnrflirfn 7 sitrihutors

F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN FLINN. Vice-President and General Manager

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President

Foreign Distributors

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street., New York, N. Y.
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“ALL THE STARS WILL BE THERE”

1926 WAMPAS
FROLIC BALL

Shrine Civic Auditorium

February 4

see the world’s greatest show
in the world’s biggest theatre

!

dance with the stars

in the world’s biggest ballroom!

ALL SEATS RESERVED

Personally Directed

by

SID GRAUMAN

Tickets on Sale at

WAMPAS HEADQ’RS

Hotel Regent

6166 Hollywood Blvd.
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The biggest “audience sold

picture the screen has load in many years

)



Represents one of the truly

“wonder” pictures of the

screen.

From every possible angle of

showmanship “The Johns*

town Flood” ranks high with

the biggest ticket selling pro*

ductions this industry has

ever made.

During the past 36 years its

story has been carried to every

section of the globe—Result;

an audience never before

equalled—is waiting!

The picture is a stupendous

effort: no money was denied

its director; no effort spared:

no time*clock held on its pro*

duction. A mighty creation

that will bring with it a “tidal

wave” of big profits for any

box*office.

with

GEORGE O’BRIEN
Florence Gilbert — Janet Gaynor
Anders Randolf — Paul Nicholson

Story by Edfrid Bingham — Robert Lord

IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION

FOX FILM CORPORATION
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For Season of 1926 ;—1927

William Fox
presents

DAVID BELASCO’S

here’s a
wonder !

No. (

10

Tremendous stage success

AUCTIONEER
By Lee Arthur and Charles Klein ^

It was in this stage

success that the great-

est character actor the

world has ever known
was uncovered:

DAVID
WARFIELD

What a purchase this was!

“The Auctioneer” has a lover every-

where*

For two solid years, after its sensa-

tional year’s run in New York, it

played to enthusiastic audiences all

over the country*

Then came several revivals to meet

the tremendous public demand*

As a FOX Picture you can look for-

ward to one of the biggest money
makers of the season*

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

'Fox Film Go rpo ration.
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The FIRST Authorized
and Complete Scenes of the

EX-KAISER at DOORN
WERE SHOWN IN THE ISSUES OF
JANUARY 16th and JANUARY 20th

OF THE

PATHE NEWS
Fragmentary and hazy shots with a telephoto

lens, and taken through a fence, have hith-

erto constituted the motion picture record of

the Kaiser since he lost his throne.

Now see the man who plunged the world into

chaos as he actually is today, in pictures which

were authorized by him, and for which he will-

ingly posed!

FIRST and BEST as usual!



Reciprocity Is Tendency in International Film Situation; Worldwide Cooperation Is Key-

note of Document Written by Personages Aboard Majestic—Schad Re-elected

Head of Eastern Exhibitors’ Organization.

Picturization of “What Price Glory?” Starts in February, Says Winfield R. Sheehan, in

Chicago; Fox Vice-President and General Manager and Raoul Walsh, Who Will

Direct, Are Met at Station by Louis Wolheim, Star of Stage Play—Paramount Will

Produce Story of P. T. Barnum’s Life.

“Biggest Moneymakers” Is Basis of Advertising Duel at Alma, Mich.—Distinguished

Throng Acclaims Opening of Warners’ “Sea Beast”; Premiere Inaugurates Com-

pany’s Policy of' Roadshowing; Sellout Recorded.

Kentucky Exhibitors’ Protests Avert Luxury Tax; Governor Decides to Change Request

and Ask Assembly for State Income Levy Instead—Exhibitor Leads Fight That

Brings Ordinance Barring Tent Shows at Hubbard, Texas.

T. O. C. C. Will Stage Dinner and Dance at Hotel Astor, New York, on February 12 ; Entire

Chain of Banquet and Ball Rooms Engaged for Occasion—First National Adopts

Radio in New Advertising Policy; Radioized Version of “Too Much Money” Goes

on Air from WJZ, New York.

Will H. Hays Arrives on West Coast to Plan 1926 Activities; William De Mille to Leave

Famous in April—Director Robertson on Bill at Weekly A. M. P. A. Luncheon.
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Editorial

by

Martin
J.
Quigley

AFTER all, there is but one thing that has any defi-

nite chance of affecting adversely the prosperity
of the industry. This one thing is the lack of sufficient

merit in the quality of the screen entertainment.

There is a solution for all other questions facing the
industry, no matter how perplexing they may seem at

the moment. But if, for any reason, the quality of the
product may he found wanting in keeping in step with
the tastes and demands of the public— then there
would be good and serious grounds for worry.

It is well to reflect upon this fact even though there
seem to be no grounds for apprehension at the time.

Some new information in this connection is made
known this week with an announcement of First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc., concerning a group of pictures

that is to be made available in the months just ahead.
The First National list is heavy in star name value.

Among the notables are Norma Tahnadge, Colleen
Moore, Milton Sills, Corinne Griffith, Richard Barthel-

mess, Johnny Hines and Harry Langdon. These are all

names that have a concrete attraction value that reg-

isters with the public who looks at advance notices in

checking up on amusements.

Conspicuous among the vehicles in this list are

“Kiki ,”
“Irene,” “Mile. Modiste,” “The Viennese Med-

ley,” “The Reckless Lady,” “The Desert Healer,” “The
Girl from Montmartre” and the famous English melo-

drama, “Good Luck.”

There is much material, in personality and in story,

in this list that will create a want-to-go-to-the-theatre

attitude in the minds of the public.

What these subjects will amount to at the box office,

of course, can only be told by practical test, but if the
actual production ability shown compares favorably
with the ability that is evidenced in the selection of

screen personalities and story material, the result should
he a group of pictures that will keep the public coming.

* * *

S EVERAL motion picture personages, returning
from abroad, utter enthusiastic statements about

the possibilities of production in various foreign coun-
tries. We shall probably soon encounter an era of going
abroad to make pictures.

For various reasons, commercial and trade political,

a certain amount of production carried on in the for-

eign countries which are big buyers of American pic-

tures looks like a logical procedure. But before the
practice becomes a wholesale one Mr. Marcus Loew
might be invited to recite some of the experiences of

the “Ben Hur” unit in Italy. These experiences which
were obtained at a huge outlay of money might cause
some of those who would venture abroad to stop for
serious second consideration.

American methods generally are not popular abroad
and American production methods are both unpopular
and difficult to understand.

* * *

ADVERTISING support to a considerable extent
represents a tribute to the standing of a publica-

tion in its field. During the past year the Herald

published the largest volume of paid advertising in its

history and was, incidentally, the only one of tbe four

national weekly trade papers to show an increase in

1925 over 1924.

The Herald makes due acknowledgement of the sup-

port which has made the progress of the past year
possible.

* * #

AN outcome of the recent theatre and film situation

in St. Louis is a proposal providing for a booking
pool. The difficulties of that situation are such that

some drastic considerations were inevitable. But an

avowed booking pool is both a drastic and a dangerous

step.

A booking pool leads to an uneconomic condition of

hostility, ill-will and reprisals. The logical answer to

a booking pool is a renting pool and with a renting

pool crossing swords with a booking pool there is little

hope for the building of those elements of understand-

ing, cooperation and fair play upon which modern busi-

ness rates.
* * *

A STATEMENT recently issued by Pathe Exchange,

Inc., confirms a long-standing impression in the

trade concerning the comparative lack of turn-over in

the personnel of that organization. According to the

statement, twenty-seven per cent of the employes have
been with the company five years or more.

This would be an excellent record for a large com-

pany in any of the older and more settled industries;

in the film business it is thoroughly noteworthy and

represents a tribute both to the company itself and

also to the personnel. Conspicuous among the old and

established members of the Pathe staff is Mr. P. A.

Parsons, advertising manager, who has occupied that

difficult position over a sufficient span of years to have

earned for him the title of dean over all of the adver-

tising managers in the motion picture business.

* * *

AT a recent session of the Des Moines Film Board
of Trade the discussion turned on the relations

between film salesman and exhibitor. This is an im-

portant relationship, indeed; so important it is that

several of the industry’s major problems are not likely

to yield to an improvement until the film salesman

becomes more a service agent of his company than a

wily auctioneer.

A truly great development in the marketing of film

would be a system whereby prices for particular en-

gagements could be decided in advance, eliminating all

the present manipulation that is resorted to in getting

prices. This may come some day. Many leading minds
in the industry believe that it is inevitable. In the

meantime both home office and salesman might well

realize that a one-time sale—with the probability of

adjustment—is not a substantial plan of doing business.
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Reciprocity Is Tendency in

International Film Situation
World Wide Cooperation Is Keynote of Document Written by

Motion Picture Personages Arriving on Majestic

—

UFA Deal Substantially as Reported
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—With the return to these shores last week on
the Majestic of a score or more of prominent persons in the motion picture

industry, the international film situation assumed new and encouraging
aspects.

Present conditions point to a closely knit association between the film

companies of this and foreign countries. There appears to be a greater

tendency toward reciprocity than heretofore.

Worldwide Cooperation Voted
Illustrative of the present trend was the document written and signed

by film personages from two countries—the United States and England

—

who were aboard the Majestic. This manifesto declared that those signing
“believe in worldwide cooperation” and “are resolved to demonstrate its

value and its strength to the whole world.”

MAJOR H. C. S. THOMSON

Schad Re-elected

to Head Eastern

Exhibitor Body
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

READING, PA., Tan. 19.—H. J. Schad,
head of the Carr and Schad interests, was
re-elected president of the M. P. T. O.
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware at the annual meet-
ing of the organization.

Wm. E. Cohen, M. E. Comerford and
Floyd Hopkins were elected vicepresi-
dents

;
M. Lessy, treasurer, and Jack

Rosenberg, Jay Emanuel and George Kline,
members of the board of managers.
At the next meeting of the board Janu-

ary 28, percentage bookings will come up
for discussion.

Coal Strike May Close
100 Houses; Heavy Loss

in Exchange Rentals
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 19.—
Never in this territory has there been
such a slump in business as has been ex-
perienced as a result of the anthracite coal
strike. Philadelphia exchanges are severely
hit by loss of rental.

It is predicted that if a settlement of the
strike is not reached within a month more
than 100 theatres will either close down or
be forced to curtail shows. At present 50
houses have reduced shows to four days
a week and an equal number have been
closed entirely.

To add to the troubles of exhibitors in
Wilkes-Barre and Tunkhannock, public
health officials have issued orders forbid-
ding children under 16 years of age to
attend motion picture theatres. In Wilkes-
Barre the quarantine is the result of an
epidemic of measles while in Tunkhannock
scarlet fever is prevalent.

Expect Early Solution
of Pantheon Mystery

Police here expect the solution of the
mystery surrounding the identity of bandits
who held up the manager of the Pantheon
theatre, Chicago, several months ago when
Patrick McGovern was killed. Everett
Lee, held as a suspect, admitted last week
that he took part in many stickups but
failed to “remember” robbing the Pan-
theon.

Returning on the Majestic was Sidney
R. Kent, general manager of Paramount,
whose mission to Germany culminated in

the deal between UFA on the one hand
and Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and Universal on the other. This is fur-
ther demonstration of the new conditions
in international film affairs.

Also in the party of notables were J. D.
Williams and George T. Eaton of British
National Pictures, Ltd., and Herbert Wil-
cox, British producer. They brought with
them the newest Wilcox production, “Nell
Gwynne,” which stars the American
actress, Dorothy Gish.

James Cruze, Paramount director, and
his wife, Betty Compson, returned from
Europe where Cruze received the co-
operation of the French and Italian gov-
ernments in collecting data for his pro-
duction of “Old Ironsides.”
Others on the Majestic were E. Bruce

Johnson, foreign manager of First Na-
tional; Mae Murray, Major H. C. S.

Thomson, president of Film Booking Of-
fices

;
Samuel Rachmann, Leopold Fried-

man, Harry Cohn, F. Wynne-Jones, Doro-
thy Sebastian and Harry B. Ham and
Harry Rapf.

Eaton Encouraged by Outlook
Kent was reticent when questioned about

the UFA deal. He said, however, that
the reports of the deal as already pub
fished were substantially correct. Under
the terms Paramount and Metro will dis-

tribute in this country a limited number of
LTFA productions each year—probably five

for each company. What the first pic-

tures to be distributed under this arrange-
ment will be has not been stated.

Eaton of British National Pictures is

encouraged over the outlook in his coun
try where British National is building a

mammoth studio. It is Eaton’s hope that
American producers will avail themselves
of the use of this large plant upon its com-
pletion.

Wynne-Jones, managing director in
America for UFA, expressed extreme
satisfaction with the UFA-Paramount-
Metro-Universal deal. Through this agree-

ment, he said, his company is in a stronger
position today than ever before.

Thomson Denies Sale Talk
Major Thomson arrived home to learn

that there were rumors that F. B. O. con-

templated selling. He denied this report

emphatically. Thomson made a three-

month tour of the Continent, making a

survey of conditions with special reference
to F. B. O. product.

The document on international relations,

which was signed by the personages men-
tioned heretofore in this story, follows

:

“We, the undersigned film executives,

producers, directors and stars, now on
board S. S. Majestic, have had under con-
sideration the ever growing power of the

motion picture throughout the world, and
we are unanimously of the opinion that

the future of the film, as an international

art and as an international influence on
modern civilization, is wholly dependent on
the friendly cooperation of all peoples.

“The beneficent results of unity in the

larger and graver issues promoting the

welfare of nations within themselves, and
making for a better understanding between
all peoples, are such that it is, in our
opinion, essential that this beneficent unity

should be made manifest and effective in

every sphere of human endeavor.

To Work Together
“With such consideration before us, we

declare our determination to work together

in every possible way so that the motion
picture, with its world wide appeal and its

constantly increasing importance, may be

of the utmost service to mankind
“We believe in worldwide cooperation

and we are resolved to demonstrate its

value and its strength to the whole world.

“We believe in no rivalries other than

the friendly rivalries of those who are

traveling together toward the same goal,

and we are striving for the realization of

what we believe to be a great ideal.”

Heads Rock Scenario Staff

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Bob McKenzie has been
named to head the scenario department of Joe
Rock Productions.

Bulletin

!

WASHINGTON; D. C., Jan. 19.—The HERALD representative has
been informed by a person who usually has access to early and impor-
tant information that a decision has been reached by the Federal Trade
Commission in the Famous Players-Lasky corporation suit and that
the decision will be against Famous Players.
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MEW YORK.—The Green Room Club
' feted Marcus Loezv and genial Marcus

smiled and ate heartily. . . . When the

Majestic sailed it carried abroad Harry M.
Warner, Motley H. Flint and Bernard

Benson, vicepresident of Pathe. . . .

R. D. Craver of No’th Ca’olina arrived in

town, his Southern accent and all. R. D.,

who is more interested right now in

Florida than he is in pictures, has sold his

First National franchise to A. F. Sams . . .

Tommy Meighan says Ring Lardner is the

ideal motion picture author and Ring
doesn’t object to a bouquet now and then.

. . . Anyway, William Allen White’s dis-

course, or whatever it was, on pictures

gave everybody something to talk about.

. . . Henri Ellman is becoming the prize

commutor between Chicago and New
York, and that makes Joe Brandt happy,

for Henri shows a leaning toward Colum-
bia productions. . . . Pictures are fine,

surmises Frank Keenan, but so’s trouping,

and Frank opens February 1 at the Palace
in a sketch called “Twilight.” . . . Ditto,

says Bryant Washburn, who is rehearsing

“Bedlam” for a tour of an Eastern vaude-
ville chain. . . . Wallace Beery is in town
for a look at Broadway. He is conferring
with Jesse L. Lasky on the production of
“The Greatest Show on Earth,” in w'hich
Beery will have the role of Barnum. . . .

William Fox has landed in Miami. Theatre
deals are rumored. . . . Harold Franklin
of Publix Theatres is another sojourner in

Florida. Maybe more theatres. . . . Vital
Exchanges will move into new and spacious
quarters on the ninth floor at 729 Seventh
avenue. These offices will house the New
York and New Jersey exchange. . . . It’s

just one month after another in the life of
Nat Rothstein. First it was Laugh Month
and now it’s F. B. O. Month. . . . Miles
Fadman is going to England to produce
a series of novelties for the American
screens. . . . Bob Welsh and Ben Grimm
have been over in Providence, R. I., mak-
ing Peggy Hopkins Joyce fans. “The Sky-
rocket” opened there Sunday. . . . Johnny
Mednikow was in from Chicago to pick up
a few pointers about the Associated Ex-
hibitors’ special. . . . Howard Strickland,
Rex Ingram’s p. a., stepped off the Ma-
jestic when it docked. Even in his mod-
esty he admits that “Mare Nostrum” is a

super-special. . . . Pete Harrison has
asked Governor A l Smith to save the mo-
tion picture industry. Hot dog! . . . This
has been Chicago week along the Rialto.

Arthur Schoenstadt
,
theatre circuit owner,

was in to give the spring product the once
over. . . . James Matthews, former city

official, is secretary of the T. O. C. C.,

having succeeded Sam Moross, who has
just discovered that there are a few
dollars to be made in real estate. . . .

Mary and Doug are expected along about
February 1. Nothing in sight beyond a
world tour. . . . The French-Riff war is

causing international complications. It has
prevented Herbert Brenon from producing
“Beau Geste” abroad. . . . Ned Marin is

back at the First National home office after
doing a business turn in the Mid West.
. . . Okay, says Mort Blumenstock. . . .

Sam Goldwyn is crossing the pond for the
premiere of “Stella Dallas” in London.
Mrs. Sam will accompany him. . . .

Don’t overlook that little matter of 10

bucks for the Naked Truth Dinner on
February 6.—SPARGO

Fred Thomson, it was
announced last week, is

to have an expanded
budget for “bigger and
better productions.”

Fred Thomson appears
here as in a scene of

“The Tough Guy,” the

Film Booking Offices

picture.

The
Tough
Guy

When it comes to thrilling his fans Fred Thomson often gets right up on
his hands in the saddle and he and Silver King, the horse, “show off.” The
F. B. O. “stars” are offering a new picture entitled “The Tough Guy.”
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Winfield R. Sheehan (right), vice-presi-
dent and general manager of Fox Film
Corporation, and Raoul Walsh, who will
direct the screen version of “What
Price Glory?’’, were snapped in front of
a poster at the Studebaker theatre, Chi-
cago, where they attended a matinee of
the stage play. (Herald photo.)

Honor Roll for

Paid Up Members
of M. P. T. O. A .

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—An Honor Roll
for state organizations which are 100 per
cent paid up in their clues to the M. P. T.
O. A. is being established by the national
organization. This roll will have a con-
spicuous place in the Official Bulletin.

Western Pennsylvania, Maryland and
New Jersey head the list, while a number
of other state units are 95 and 98 per cent
paid up. Spirited competition already has
developed, national headquarters an-
nounced.

Levee Out of United
Studios; Will Devote All
Time to Production

(^Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—M. C. Levee
upon abandoning his activity in the
United Studios as manager announced to-

day that he will

form a producing
organization a t

once to which
he will devote all

his time.

He will make
two or three pro-
ductions a year.

The first will be
distributed
through First Na-
tional under the
title, “Molasses.”
The picture is

an adaptation of a

m. c. Levee story named “Buc-
caneers of the

Bahamas” which ran serially in Saturday
Evening Post. George Sidney, Charles
Murray and Mary Carr have featured roles
in the production.

“What Price Glory” Starts

in February, Says Sheehan
Fox Vice-President and General Manager, in Chicago with Raoul

Walsh, Meets Wolheim, Star of Stage Play—Announces

“Over the Hill” Re-release

With sets and locations already obtained and an entire city being built for

the French setting, the Fox Film Corporation’s picturization of “What Price

Glory?” famous war play by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, will

go into production at the Fox West Coast studio in the latter part of February
with the expectation of completing it by the middle of May, Winfield R. Shee-
han, vice president and general manager, announced in Chicago last Saturday,

on his arrival with Raoul Walsh, who will direct.

“Over the Hill” To Be Released

“Over the Hill” and “The Connecticut Yankee,” Fox productions of sev-

eral years ago and among the most successful pictures ever made by that com-
pany, will be rereleased late next month, due to the many requests from all

parts of the country, Mr. Sheehan also stated.

Louis Wolheim, star of the stage version
of “What Price Glory?” now playing at the

Studebaker theatre, headed the party which
welcomed the Fox general manager and di-

rector at the station. Motion pictures of
the arrival were taken by a Fox News
cameraman, who also cranked busily be-

tween acts of the matinee performance
while Wolheim shook hands with Mr. Shee-
han and Mr. Walsh beneath a huge poster.

The motion pictures are to be sent to the

home office.

Sheehan Hits at Censors

“We’re not going to have the censors in

mind when we make the picture,” Mr. Shee-
han declared in commenting on a sugges-
tion that censors in their typical fashion
might draw stricter lines on the motion
picture than they have regarding the stage
play. “We can’t make pictures for the cen-
sors and they will not be considered in the

preparation of the screen production.”

Selection of the stars for the picture will

be the subject of conferences with Stallings

in New York, the objective of Walsh’s
present trip from the West Coast. A num-

ber of stars are being considered for the

leading roles, Mr. Sheehan declared.

Personal Side Emphasized

“We will stick to the characters in mak-
ing this production,” Mr. Walsh said. “The
personalities will be the big thing, with the

actual war side depicted rather as back-
ground, with such scenes as the soldiers

marching by, though there will be a graphic
representation of the trench scene in the
third act. It is because of the emphasis on
the personal phase that it will be a par-
ticularly difficult task to get just the right

kind of star for the production.

“The popularity of war pictures has
waned as far as the spectacular side is con-
cerned. In war plays people are afraid of
the big cannonading scenes. When the bat-

tle scene comes on the 50 to 75-piece or-
chestra gets down to real business, the
women plug their ears with their fingers,

and they have to go to see an ear doctor
afterward.

“It’s the personality side that we will em-
phasize in this picture. We will inject

(Continued on page 40)

Winfield R. Sheehan (right), vice-president and general manager of Fox Film Cor-
poration, and Raoul Walsh (center), who will direct the picturization of “What
Price Glory?” for Fox, were met at the station in Chicago by Louis Wolheim
(left), star of the stage production playing at the Studebaker, when Mr. Sheehan
and Mr. Walsh stopped over January 16 on their way to New York. (Herald
photo.)
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Paramount Will Produce Story
of P. T. Barnum’s Life

Wallace Beery W ill Portray Role of Great Showman in “The Greatest

Show on Earth.”—Will Be One of Company s Biggest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 19.—Two years’ research into the life of P. T.
Barnum is at last to bear fruit on the screen as a Paramount pic-

ture, it was announced yesterday by Jesse L. Lasky. The picture
will be called “The Greatest Show on Earth,” and will be a screen version
of a story on Barnum by Monte Katterjohn, who was commissioned by
Lasky more than two years ago to study

!

the life of Barnum and put into

scenario form the amazing episodes in the career of the great showman.

TO supplement Katterjohn’s story with
additional biographical material,

Lasky stated yesterday that Paramount
had purchased the screen rights to W. L.
Werner’s biography, “Barnum,” pub-
lished two years
ago.

Indicating that
plans for the
early production
of the picture
were going for-

ward with a rush,

Lasky said Wal-
lace Beery had
been chosen to
bring to the
screen the per-
sonality of Bar-
num and that
Beery would ar-

rive in New York Monte M. Katterjohn
shortly to discuss
the part with Lasky and Katterjohn.
“Having spent most of my adult life

in the show business,” said Lasky, “I
naturally have always been interested in

the personality and exploits of the great-
est showman that ever lived. Several
years ago I had the idea of making a
picture around Barnum’s life. However,
I could not find anybody at the time who
was sufficiently conversant with Bar-
num’s life and who was sufficiently im-
bued with the idea to write the story.

Katterjohn Commissioned

“About two years ago Monte Katter-
john, who has been with this company
for years as a scenario writer, revealed
to me that he had been studying the life

of Barnum with a view of making a
screen story of it. He was just the man
I was looking for so I told him to go
ahead and write the story, but not to

bring it to me until the screen story
showed the real Barnum.
“Mr. Katterjohn turned in his story

several months ago and it was the most
complete, most human picture of Bar-
num I had ever read. We were all en-
thusiastic about it and were eager to put
it into production right away. But al-

most immediately we were faced with
the great difficulty of getting the right

actor to interpret the role of Barnum.
We canvassed the entire field and found
that the only motion picture actor in

the world who could do complete justice

as written by Mr. Katterjohn and as re-

vealed in the numerous biographies of

the showman was Wallace Beery. Un-
fortunately, however, Mr. Beery was not
available at that time so we were obliged

to defer production until now.

Biography in Motion Pictures

“Inasmuch as Mr. Werner’s biography
contained stories of one or two episodes

in Barnum’s life which we wanted for

our picture we decided to buy the screen
rights to this book and thus supplement
Mr. Katterjohn’s story.

“ ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’ will

be one of the biggest pictures which we

will bring to the screen next season.
Naturally it will contain many scenes of
circus life, but it will not be a circus
picture—it will be the picture biography
of an amazing personality, one of the
outstanding figures of the American
scene in the last half of the last cen-
tury.”

Production of “The Greatest Show on
Earth” will begin in the very near future.
One of the best known directors in the
business will handle the production.

N. Y. Picture Commission
Files Report; Points to

Revenue It Brings State
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 19.—The New
York State Motion Picture Commission,
fighting for its existence, in its annual
report to Governor Alfred E. Smith tries

to show that the wiping out of censor-
ship in New York State would cut into
the revenue.

The report shows the commission has
taken in $853,986.85 since it came into
existence Aug. 1, 1921, with record re-
ceipts in 1925 amounting to $197,049.34
as against expenses of $89,956.33, and
with a net profit to the state of $480,-
058.88 since 1921.

Eliminations made in 1925 totaled
4,236 from 712 films; 2,598 films were
approved without eliminations. Twelve
features were condemned in their en-
tirety.

Bernstein, Author of
“His People” Soon to

Finish Second for U
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, CAL., Jan. 19.—
Isadore Bernstein, author of “His People,”
and supervisor of Western productions
here, will complete “The Ghetto Shamo-
rock” soon for Universal.
Planned as a follow up of “His People”

it has the same locale as his first, the New
York tenement district.

13 Companies Formed in

2 Weeks of New Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Jan. 19—Eight film

companies were formed in this state last

week while the week previous five were
newly incorporated. Of this week’s com-
panies one has a capitalization of $250,000.

The 13 new companies are

:

Level Short Films, Inc., $20,000; Vyse Amuse-
ment Corporation, $5,000; Tismer Theatre Cor-
poration, $100,000; Laconia Amusement Corpora-
tion, $10,000; Albion Attractions, Inc., $10,000;
Oriam Film Corporation, $25,000; F. G. Short
Films, Inc., $5,000; Silo Enterprises, Inc., $1,000;
Jewish Educational Pictures, Inc., $250,000;
Schulman-Goldberg Theatrical Corporation, $150,-

000; Parward Productions, Inc.; Aitken Proper-
ties, Inc. ;

Evolf, Inc.

James R. Quirk

James R. Quirk

Plans Completed for

Sale of Photoplay and
Opportunity to Quirk

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Completion
of arrangements for sale of Photoplay
and Opportunity magazines to James R.

Quirk is announced in the following
statement:

“Final arrangements have been com-
pleted for the sale of Photoplay and
Opportunity magazines, which have been
held by R. M. Eastman and E. M. Col-

vin of Chicago, to James R. Quirk, who
has held a large minority interest and
who has been editor and publisher of

Photoplay since 1914. At that time
Photoplay had a circulation of 13,000.

Today it has a circulation well over
500,000 and is the leader in the field

of so-called fan publications.

“Opportunity was taken over by Mr.
Quirk, as editor and publisher, less than
a year ago, and since then its circula-

tion has tripled and its advertising lin-

age increased 400 per cent.

“There will be no change whatever in

any department of the publications.

“Prior to his connection with Photo-
play Mr. Quirk was managing editor of

Popular Mechanics and at one time was
with the E. T. Gundlach Advertising
Company of Chicago. He is generally

credited with much of the work of de-

velopment of Popular Mechanics during
the period of 1909 to 1912.”

M. P. T. O. A. Calls Meet
of Administrative Body

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—A meeting of

the administrative committee of the M. P.

T. O. of America will be held January
26-27.
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Exhibitor Bars
Tent Shows at

Hubbard, Texas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HUBBARD, TEXAS, Jan. 19.—C. W.
Niece of the Crystal theatre led a fight

which has resulted in an ordinance barring

tent shows and carnivals from this city.

The ordinance reads

:

It shall be unlawful for any person to ex-
hibit or to operate, or to assist in the operation or
exhibition of any carnival, theatre, vaudeville,
flying jennie, merry-go-round, dance hall or
-skating rink, within the corporation limits of the
city of Hubbard, Texas, within 2,000 feet of a
private residence, schoolhouse, church house or
business house where such exhibition or oper-
ation is given in a tent or outside of a building.
Any person violating the provisions of this

article above shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction shall be fined in
any sum not less than Twenty-five ($25.00) Dol-
lars nor more than One Hundred ($100.00) Dol-
lars. Each performance shall constitute a sep-
arate offense.

The ordinance is signed by Mayor J. C.

Mecklin.

Governor Moore
of N. J. Called

*

Foe of Blue Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Drastic modifi-
cation of the blue laws in New Jersey is

recommended by Governor Silzer in his

latest message and Harry A. Moore, who
succeeds Silzer today as governor, is be-

lieved to hold a similar opinion.

Joseph M. Seider, president of the

M. P. T. O. of New Jersey, is encouraged
by the republican legislature’s favorable re-

ception of the organization’s plea for
legalized Sunday shows through local

option.

It is believed that if the legislative body
should change the blue laws the theatre-
owners’ rights would be the first to be
benefited.

China Sends Over
Agent to Get More

American Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—So great an in-

fluence for good is being exerted by Ameri-
can motion pictures in China that the Chi-
nese government has sent Nung Au-Young
of Peking, formerly a student at Colum-
bia University, to America to urge con-
struction of more theatres in China by
Americans and wider distribution of films

there. Mr. Au-Young is conferring with
the M. P. P. D. A. and distributors.

“China wants American pictures,” Mr.
Au-Young said : “There are less than 80
theatres in all China and all are heavily
patronized. China has 15 studios, many of
them quite small. The chief factor in re-

tarding the popularity of American pictures
has been the fact that few of them are
captioned in Chinese.”

McNamee Named F.B.O.
Sales Promotion Head

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Edward Mc-
Namee, one of the veterans of the motion
picture industry, and for several years af-

filiated with First National and Fox Film
Corporation as exploitation and publicity

man, has been appointed sales promotion
director of Film Booking Offices to replace

R. K. Bartlett, recently resigned.

“Biggest Money Makers” Is

Basis of Advertising Duel
Alma, Mich., Exhibitors Disprove Assertion Showmen Neglect

Advertising Chances—Healthy Debate

Terminates in Draw
Alma, Mich., is the scene of the most interesting advertising duel between

exhibitors in recent trade history and, consequently, a better theatre town than

before. The Herald’s list of “Biggest Money Makers of 1925” was the basis

of the policy debate and both sides scored decisive hits, disproving a recently

printed contention that exhibitors generally do not make adequate use of the

advertising space which they buy.

Mutual Benefits Result

While it is probable that the exhibitors participating in the exchange of

policy ads did not get together at night after their houses were closed to discuss

in friendly manner the next step in the campaign, it is certain that mutual
benefits arose from their printed expositions of policy. Their advertisements

were pointed and informative, giving their public an inside glimpse of the

theatre business which cannot have other than favorable box office result.

C. A. Miller, proprietor of the Strand at

Alma, opened the debate with a straight-

away ad based on the Herald’s list of 104
Biggest Money Makers, his house having
shown six of the first seven and thirty-four

of the first fifty pictures named. To this

ad Dick H. Rockwell, proprietor of the
Idlehour theatre, responded with an ad in

which he, necessarily making light refer-
ence to the Herald list, presented an argu-
ment based upon artistic merit of pictures
shown at his playhouse. In turn, Mr. Mil-
ler replied with substantiative copy and
there the argument was resting at press
time with the Alma theatregoing public
taking sides at will but more interested in

their local theatres than ever before.

Ads Are Reproduced
The three ads comprising the debate are

printed herewith. Mr. Miller, in a letter

accompanying his ads, writes : “I want to

confirm one statement in my second ad

—

that your list of the best box office pic-

tures is one of the most valuable things
that has been done for the exhibitor by
any trade paper, for the reason that it is

based on facts and figures rather than opin-
ions. Hereafter I am placing my money
on the list of Biggest Money Makers rather
than lists that are based on individual
opinions.”

Here is the first of the debate ads, run
in a three-column space

:

The box office tells the tale and figures don’t
lie ! !

Here’s a little “inside dope” that will interest
everybody.
The EXHIBITORS HERALD, published in

Chicago, and the acknowledged best of all moving
picture trade papers, has just completed a can-
vass of the moving picture theatres of the entire
country to determine which pictures during the
past year have made the most money for exhib-
itors; or, in other words, the pictures that have
proven themselves to have made the greatest ap-
peal to the tastes of the millions of theatre-goers
in all sections of the United States.

If anything in the world can give the “acid
test” to a picture it is the record it made at the
box office.

Thousands of reports were received.
Each exhibitor reported on ten pictures.
Six hundred ninety-two pictures were report-

ed on.

“Ma” Ferguson to

Appear in F. B. O. Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD
, Jan. 19.— ‘Her

Honor the Governor,” just pur-
chased for filming by Film Book-
ing Offices, according to J. I.

Schnitzer, vice president in charge
of production, will feature “Ma”
Ferguson, Texas governor, and
“Nellie” Ross, Wyoming governor.

Now get this!! Out of the seven best pictures
of the year the Strand played six. Out of the
first fifty, the Strand played thirty-four!
What’s the answer?
Just this: If you want to be sure of seeing

the cream of the pictures—if you want to see the
pictures that have the stamp of approval of the
greatest number of theatregoers all over the
country—if you want entertainment that really

entertains, rather than a lot of spectacular hodge-
podge that may have cost a lot of money to

produce but doesn’t mean anything—

-

You simply have to go where that class of

entertainment is to be found any time you come,
and that is the Strand Theatre, Alma, Mich.
Think it over.

Mr. Rockwell’s reply in behalf of the

Idlehour, which also ran in a three-column
space, follows

:

The highest type of motion picture art, or dol-

lar grabbing film—which?
Here’s the rest of that “inside dope” that will

interest everybody.
Your attention has recently been called to a

survey of greatest money getting pictures played

during the past year. Martin J. Quigley, editor

of “The Exhibitors Herald,” a trade publication

for the exclusive use of motion picture exhibitors,

asked the various theatres to send in a list of

the ten pictures played last year that showed the

biggest net profit.

A few hundred' small town exhibitors reported,

588 pictures were listed, and “The Exhibitors

Herald” compiled the dope and published the list

to guide dollars to the box office.

More power to them—a theatre has to make
money—some theatres have to make a lot of

money—but are you interested in the net profit

of the theatre, or are you interested in the out-

standing screen masterpieces?
Net profit is what is left after all expenses and

cost are deducted. Very few of the really.

pictures of last year are listed in Mr. Quigley’s

“first fifty.” Why? B'ecause the exhibitor who
brought those big pictures to his community had
to deduct cost before he could arrive at net profit.

If you are interested in the motion picture pro-

ductions that are held up before the entire in-

dustry as masterpieces of screen art, regardless

of whether the theatre presenting them piles up a

big net profit, you will find them “where the big

ones play.”
You may have noticed out of the attractions

advertised this week in the six first-run theatres

of Detroit (the Adams, Madison, Capital, State,

Broadway Strand and Fox Washington) the Idle-

hour has played or will play four. The four pic-

tures that hold the long-run records for four of

these theatres have played the Idlehour and the

other two theatres never play one picture more
than one week.

Mr. Miller’s reply to this ad, also a three-

column display, follows

:

Art. vs. Entertainment.
Apparently we touched a tender spot when we

recently gave out to the public a few authentic

facts about the high class film fare served as a

regular thing at the Strand theatre.

Frankly, we have no ambition to have the

Strand considered in the light of an art institute.

It is purely and strictly and always a place of

entertainment—clean, high-class and wholesome
entertainment to be sure, but certainly it does

not pose as a disseminator of “art for art’s sake.”

Of course, we would not attempt to belittle the

value of art. It is a wonderful thing, and has its

place in moving pictures ;
and we believe it occu-

pies its proper place in the pictures shown at the
Strand.

But, from the so-called artistic masterpiece

—

98 per cent art and 2 per cent entertainment

—

( Continued on page 40)
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Distinguished Crowd Acclaims
Warners’ “Sea Beast’’

Opening of Picture Inaugurates Roadshow Policy at Company'

s

Broadway Theatre—Sellout at Box Office Since Premiere

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 19.—Warners theatre is now a $2 house. The
roadshow policy was inaugurated there last Friday night when
“The Sea Beast,” starring John Barrymore, played to a distin-

guished audience. If the theatre had been twice as large it could easily

have been filled, for the sidewalks along that section of Broadway were
jammed. Since the opening it has been a sellout at the box office.

TT WAS a typical first night with a
cameraman and his motion picture

camera on hand to grind out a few feet
of film of each distinguished guest as he
alighted from his car. Police were there
to clear a path
from the curb to

the entrance.
Prominent i n

the audience were
Mayor Tames J.

Walker, Po-
lice Commis-
sioner George
V. McLaughlin,
Tames W. Gerard,
former ambassa-
dor to Germany,
Jesse L. Lasky,
Harry Rapf, J. D.
Williams and
George T. Eaton John Barrymore
of British Na-
tional Pictures, Ltd., May McAvoy, Monte
Blue, Adolphe Menjou, Millard Webb,
the director of the picture, Richard Dix,

John Drew, Louise Drew, Thomas
Meighan, Paul Bern, Lois Wilson, Lois
Moran, Mae Murray, Sigrid Holmquist,
Lila Lee, James Kirkwood and others.

Telegrams or flowers were received
from Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Buster Keaton, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, Corinne Griffith, Raymond
Griffith, Gloria Swanson and Colleen

Moore.
Audience Responsive

The audience was decidedly respon-
sive. Time and again the appearance on
the screen of John Barrymore and Do-
lores Costello, his leading woman,
brought rounds of applause.
A scenic prolog lasting no longer than

two or three minutes at the most is very
impressive and puts an audience in a

frame of mind to receive the dramatic
sequences of the picture. The prolog is

a water scene at night. As the curtains

part, a boat is seen plying its way through

the water. This fades out and the pic-

ture is thrown on the screen.

The musical score by Herman Heller
is splendid. Strains from Wagner add a

thrill to the tensely dramatic sea se-

quences. Throughout the score, too, are

old sea chanties.

Called Best of Classics

The New York dailies agreed that this

picture was the best of the Warner Clas-

sics. Eileen Creelman in the American
said:

“Their (whaling episodes) realism is

splendid. Millard Webb, the director

has made vivid the illusion of the bulky
monster rushing through the billows,

pursued by a tiny rowboat full of men
who seem almost tinier in their futility.

When the whale turns, they are lost.

“The love scenes are between John
Barrymore and Dolores Costello, which
is equivalent to saying that they are

nearly perfect of their kind. ‘The Sea
Beast’ confirms our opinion that Dolores

Costello is one of the finest actresses of

the screen.”
“The Sea Beast” deserves an extended

run on Broadway as well as in other
cities of the country. Plans are now for-

mulating for the road showing of the
special.

With Seat to Every 4
Persons K. C. Lobbies

Filled with Patrons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 19.—Al-
though 8,000 seats have been added to the

total number in this community during
1925, and despite that exhibitors in other
parts of the state are complaining of being
overseated it remains that business here is

good. Here a year ago there was a seat

to every 4.05 persons. In St. Louis, from
where complaints are coming, there is a
seat to every 7.05 persons.

It was announced this week that M. B.

Shanberg will manage the new 4,000 seat

Midland theatre upon its completion. The
theatre’s booking will be controlled by
Metro-Goldwyn.
Harry Warner, stopping here this week,

announced that Warner Brothers have
abandoned plans to build here.

Menjou Chosen “Satan”
for FP-L Corelli Yarn

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Adolphe Menjou
has been chosen for the role of Satan in

D. W. Griffith’s next Paramount produc-
tion, ''The Sorrows of Satan.” Screen
tests have been made of actors considered
suitable for the part, and Griffith has been
screening old films of would-be candidates
for the role.

Several days ago Griffith decided on
Menjou but was not certain of his services,

as he is now completing “A Social Celeb-
rity” under the direction of Mai St. Clair

and has been planning to begin w„ork early
next month in “The Ace of Cads,” a
Michael Arlen story. William LeBaron,
associate producer in charge at the Long
Island studio, rearranged the production
schedule so that Menjou could work first

in “The Sorrows of Satan.”

Chadwick Starts Paper
for 15,000 Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19—Chadwick Pic-

tures has launched a semi-monthly news-
paper, “The Chadwick Clarion,” which is

to be distributed among 15,000 exhibitors.

The first issue is already off the press.

Sax to Use F. B. O. Studios
HOLLYWOOD.—Sam Sax of Lumas Distribut-

ing company has closed a deal with F. B. O. for

the use of the studios here for several productions
just added to the new program of Gotham.

Re-Takes

THE Ski jumpers are at it again I see

according to the News Weeklies. Also
the boys with the flare torches up at

Lake Placid, N. Y. California doesn’t have
anything to top the skiing or ice skating
of the colder states. We have to take ours
indoors here or else go to Mt. Wilson or
Arrowhead and that ain’t so good.

'K

But then one can’t reach outa the kitchen
window and pick oranges (or I should say,

an orange, as we only have one on our
tree) in January elsewhere. And you can
step on a banana peel and get the same sen-

sation as skiing.
* * *

A Few Changes
This is Title-Changing-Month at Uni-

versal. Three titles have been revamped
so far this month. “Wives for Rent” will

be known as “Watch Your Wife;” “Poker
Faces” which sounded all right to us, will

be known as “Beware of Blondes” and
“Crimes of the Arm Chair Club” is to be
known as “The Mystery Club.” Ho. Hum

!

* * *

t
Another One

And “The Buccaneers of the Bahamas”
will be released under the title of “Mo-
lasses,” according to Larry Weingarten.
But more of this ’lasses thing later.

* * *

Sign on Back of a Ford
“So’s Your Old Can.”

>)c ^ ^

Nobody Ever Eats ’Em
Economy is the watchword in restaurants

nowadays. Caught a waiter varnishing the

dill pickles in one dump the other day, so

they could be "used over again.
* * *

A New "Gag” Teacher
Jack Townley who edits the movie page

of the Hollywood News is out to clean up
a fortune, conducting a “gag” school. It’s

a great idea. The course is comparatively
simple and anyone can soon become a

“gag” man under Jack’s tutelage, if one ap-

plies oneself. No experience needed. You
too can be successful. Here’s Jack’s first

lesson

:

1.

What does M-G-M stand for

and why?

2.

Next to “Salvation Hunters”
what was the funniest picture ever
made?

3.

What color was the Christmas
card I received from Ham Beall?

* * *

Old Fashioned
There’s this to be said for Henry Ford's

flivvers. They may shimmy but thank God
they don’t do the Charleston.

* * *

Oh Joy!
It won’t be long now before you can

tune in on your radio and get a picture

postcard marked: “Old Pal, enjoying my
vacation at Atlantic City. X marks my
room. Wish you were here. Having a

great time.”
* * *

Famous Last Words
“Turn it over while I put it in first.”

R. M.

M. P. T. O. Worker Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, Jan. 19.—Charles A. McCar-
thy, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y., an exhibitor

active in affairs of the state association for

the last seventeen years or more, died at his

home last week, following an illness of

several months.
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Exhibitors’ Protests Avert
Kentucky Luxury Assessment

Governor Changes Plans and Decides to Request State Income

Tax When Theatreowners Declare Original Proposal

Would Work Hardship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUISVILLE, KY., Jan. 19.—Protests from 250 exhibitors of Ken-
tucky, through the M. P. T. O. of Kentucky, and action by the national

organization of theatre owners have resulted in abandonment of the plan

of Governor W. J. Fields to recommend to the general assembly a luxury
tax which would have meant an assessment on all theatre tickets in this

state.

Governor Changes Plan

So much opposition has been voiced against the proposed levy on motion
pictures, gasoline, tobacco and soft drinks, the fight being led by the ex-

hibitors and tobacco growing interests, that Governor Fields has now an-

nounced he will go before the legislature and offer an alternative plan for

raising state funds through a state income tax of one-half the federal in-

come tax.

Bar Managers of

Producer Houses
As K-M Officers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 19.—The
doors of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Mis-
souri are to be open to managers of pro-

ducer-owned theatres, though no “producer-
owned manager” will be eligible to hold
office. Exhibitors who are non-members
of the M. P. T. O. K-M will receive no
representation nor interest of exhibitors

who are members of the joint board of

arbitration.

Those two questions were settled at a

meeting of the board of directors of the

Kansas-Missouri body Tuesday. The date
of the next convention, which probably
will be in Topeka, Kans., or Wichita, Kans.,
in April, was left to a committee com-
posed of A. F. Baker, Electric theatre,

Kansas City, Kans.; Jay Means, Murray
and Prospect theatres, Kansas City, Mo.

;

R. R. Biechle, Osage theatre, Kansas City,

Kans., and C. E. Cook, business manager
of the exhibitor organization. The last

convention having been in Kansas City,

Mo., the next one naturally will be in the

state of Kansas. John Corcoran, Midway
theatre, Kansas City, Kans.

;
Frank Amos,

Westport theatre, Kansas City, Mo., and
L. J. Lenhart, Roanoke theatre, Kansas
City, Mo., exhibitor members of the arbi-
tration board, will continue to sit on the
board in hearing cases on non members.
But that is all.

It was decided to obtain an attorney to

act as counsel to M. P. T. O. K-M. to be
retained on an annual retainer fee basis.

Fire and Robbery Take
Heavy Theatre Tolls

Several theatre fires with losses of more
than $45,000 and robberies with losses es-
timated at $2,000 were reported last week.
The theft of $984 at the Linwood theatre,

Kansas City, Mo., marks the third time in

three months for W. O. Lenhart, manager,
to fall victim to bandits. Fire in the Globe
theatre there resulted in $15,000 damages.
Fire at the Royal theatre caused a $30,000
loss.

At Rochester, Tex., last week the Cleve-
land theatre was destroyed by fire. Safe
crackers looted the San Mateo theatre, San
Francisco, taking $1,000 in cash.

Film Exchange Planned;
Exhibitor’s Wife III

Word has been received from Pittsfield,

111., of the illness of Mrs. Russell Armen-
trout, wife of the theatre owner. She un-
derwent a serious operation in Springfield,

111., last week.

A new fireproof film exchange building
is being erected at Oklahoma City for
Universal, Fox, Metro and First National.
. . . Kenton Franklin of that city has been
promoted to district manager for Publix
at Atlanta, Ga.

Warner Goes Abroad;
Costello to Be Star

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—After his arrival
here from the Coast, Harry Warner at-
tended the opening of “The Sea Beast” at
the Warner theatre and with Motley H.
Flint, banker, sailed for Europe. He stat-

ed that Dolores Costello will be starred
next season.

When the Kentucky organization asked
the M. P. T. O. A. to join in defeat of
the proposal for a luxury tax, L. B. Wilson
of the Liberty theatre, Covington, who is

a national director, was named liaison

representative of the national and state or-

ganizations. Fred J. Dolle, president of
the M. P. T. O. of Kentucky, had brought
the case before Joseph M. Seider, business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A.

250 Exhibitors in Fight
Dolle took this action after sending tele-

grams to 250 theatreowners advising them
to fight the proposed tax through appeal-
ing to the governor and all representatives
in both branches of the assembly in their

respective districts.

Imposition of the tax was also de-
nounced in a resolution adopted at a meet-
ing of Louisville exhibitors and others in

the state at the call of President Dolle.
The resolution pointed out that Kentucky
theatreowners had their license tax in-

creased from $40 in 1919 to $200 in 1920,

the latter tax exclusive of the federal gov-
ernment tax on theatre tickets of more
than 50 cents.

“The imposition of a tax would operate
as a burden on the theatreowners that they
could not carry_and would work a hard-
ship on the thousands of theatre patrons
of small means in this state,” the resolu-
tion said in part.

Would Hurt Average Patron
“Theatregoers are rightly more dis-

criminating in their tastes and demand
houses built more comfortable than was
the case formerly and demand attractions
of a higher order. Consequently the

From “Poverty Row”
to A Place in the Lights

( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

HO L LYWOOD, Jan. 19.—
Georgia Hale has been signed by
Paramount!
“The extra girl of Poverty

Row” whose rise to fame has been
a glamorous chapter in Holly-
wood’s own history adds a link to
the chain of interesting incidents
which began when Josef Von
Sternberg cast her in “The Salva-
tion Hunters.”

It was after that that Charles
Chaplin made her his leading
woman in “The Gold Rush.” Now
she is to be featured with her
name “in the lights.”

margin of profit to the theatreowner is

negligible and he is constantly on his mettle
to meet competition.
“The imposition of an additional tax

would necessarily have to be added to the
cost of the admission ticket which would
have to be passed on to the class of theatre
patrons who can ill afford to pay same.
Imposition of a tax would eventually force
out of existence the theatres catering to
such patrons. This applies particularly to

theatres in the small towns and in neigh-
borhood sections of larger towns, where
most theatres now are able to barely exist,

and in many cases are actually operating
at a loss. In these communities the the-

atre affords the residents practically their
chief form of diversion and should there-
fore be treated as community centers.”

Sunday Shows Win in

Taxpayers 9
Elections

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, Jan. 19.—Another village in

New York state, due to a taxpayers’ elec-

tion, will have Sunday motion picture

shows. The village is Canastota, with one
theatre. The village of Ilion is now hav-
ing Sunday shows, following an election in

which the proposition won by a matter of
71 votes.

Armed Guard Engaged
for Doug and Mary

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—Douglas Fair-
banks has employed an armed guard for
the protection of himself and his wife,
Mary Pickford, because, he declares, they
are constantly the objects of kidnaping
plots.

Leipzig Fair Party Off
Feb. 16—Back Mar. 26

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—The party of
American business men and their families

will sail for Berlin Feb. 16 to attend the
spring Leipzig Fair. The party will reach
Paris March 11 and will return here
March 26.

M. P. T. O. Directors of
Texas to Meet Feb. 5

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 19.—A meeting of
the M. P. T. O. of Texas directors has
been called for February 5.
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T. O. C. C. Stages Dinner-Dance
at Hotel Astor February 12

Entire Chain of Banquet and Ball Rooms Acquired for Exhibitors’

Event—Lopez Orchestra Engaged

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 19.—With the membership of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce having a new clubhouse as its goal, every
effort is being made to achieve an unprecedented financial success

with the organization’s annual dinner and dance on Lincoln’s Birthday,
February 12. The Hotel Astor has been chosen by the committee as the
place for the sixth function of this kind of the T. O. C. C.

THE entire chain of ball and banquet
rooms of the Hotel Astor has been ac-

quired for the event this year, whereas in

former years the Gold room of the hotel

had been used by the exhibitors. By the
new arrangement the attending members,
others in the industry and the public will

have sufficient space for the program of
dining and dancing.

Casa Lopez Orchestra Obtained

“When the plans for the function were
taking form, Vincent Lopez and his Casa
Lopez orchestra were placed under con-
tract to furnish the dance music,” says the
T. O. C. C. announcement. “By special

arrangement with Mr. Lopez the latter has
made provisions to augment his orchestra
to such proportions that it will be one of
the few times that such a large or-
ganization of musicians has appeared
under the baton of the well-known and
popular leader.

“Many celebrated personages will be
present both at the dinner and the dance
and it is expected that the great array of
motion picture stars will find themselves
matched in numbers by the equally noted
members of the legitimate stage.

Fowler and Tamara to Dance

“Those in charge of the entertainment
have promised some unusually interesting
features by visiting artists who have been
selected for their popularity and skill.

With Vincent Lopez will be his famous
dance team, Addison Fowler and Florenz
Tamara, who have won sufficient recogni-
tion to be accurately called the foremost
dancers in America today.
“The ball committee is headed by Lee A.

Ochs, who has contributed in no little

measure to the great success of all the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
activities with which he has been identified.

Fanchon and Marco
Choose Players

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Fan-
chon and Marco and the manager
of the Boulevard theatre, Los
Angeles, are present in the Boule-
vard audience every Tuesday
afternoon to watch novices who
have talent as they perform on the
stage. Each aspirant who out-
stands is given opportunity to de-
velop and many who are selected
are booked over the entire West
Coast Theatres chain.

It is doubtful whether amateurs
in any other city the size of Los
Angeles have such an opportunity
to have an audience-assisted audi-
tion. And also it is doubtful
whether recruits from any other
city are offered initially such a
long routing as West Coast offers
them.

Those serving with him this year are S. I.

Berman, Hy Gainsboro, J. Louis Geller, J.

Arthur Hirsch, Joe Hornstein, Charles
Moses, J. L. Ryan and M. D. Schwartz.”

Ray Rockett Starts

Studio Round Table
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—A round table
for First National’s New York studios
has been inaugurated by Ray Rockett,
studio manager of First National’s East-
ern production units, to bring closer co-
operation.

It was also announced that Balboni,
director of “The Far Cry,” has been
placed under a long term contract by
Richard A. Rowland, general manager.
Philo McCullough has signed for five

years and will appear in “The Savage.”
First National has purchased screen
rights to “A Man’s Way,” an unpub-
lished play by Karl K. Kitchen.

Ginsberg Ad Reprints
Asked by Exchangemen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Exchangemen
are requesting reprints of the advertise-
ments recently used by Henry Ginsberg
Distributing Corporation in which the in-

dependent mai'ket was analyzed.
The film men wish to send the reprints

to exhibitors who may have missed the
ads carried in Exhibitors Herald page
95, issue of Nov. 28; page 81, issue of
Dec. 5 ;

page 77, issue of .Dec. 12.

Pathe’s “Green Archer

”

Draws Heavy Bookings
Pathe sees signs of “The Green

Archer” being one of the most success-
ful serials ever filmed after recording
the heavy bookings already made for the
picture in which Allene Ray and Walter
Miller star. A number of theatres have
broken their long-standing practice of
not running serials. . . . Saenger Amuse-
ment Company has purchased F. B. O.’s
“The Adventures of Mazie” and “Fight-
ing Hearts” for its entire circuit. The
Butterfield circuit has bought “The
Keeper of the Bees.”

British Novelist Joins
M-G-M Scenario Staff

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, CAL., Jan. 19.—Gert-
rude Olmstead has been signed on a new
contract with Metro-Goldwyn

;
and H.

Hugh Herbert, British novelist has joined
the scenario staff. From the Universal
studios Metro has obtained the services of
Virginia Bradford. A male player added
to the Metro stock company this week is

Owen Moore.

Exhibitors Support to

Be Planned by 3 Day
Better Films Confab
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Plans for
bringing the strongest possible local sup-
port to exhibitors will be discussed and a
program of local co-operation will be for-

mulated at a three day conference of the
national committee for better films and
the organization with which it is affil-

iated, the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures. The conference at the
Waldorf-Astoria January 28, 29 and 30,

will culminate in the eleventh annual
luncheon of the national board of review
with Mayor James J. Walker, the chief
speaker.
The conference according to the an-

nouncements of the national board is a
public opinion clinic.

Miss Ruth Rich, editor of Independent
Woman, has accepted appointment as sec-

retary of national committee, succeeding
Alice B. Evans.

Riffian War Brings
Change in Plans of
Making “Beau Gestefy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—William Le-
Baron today announced plans of Herbert
Brenon to film “Beau Geste,” his next Para-
mount film, in Algeria have been changed
due to the preoccupation of the French
army in Morocco. He also announced the
signing of Norman Trevor, Wallace Beery,
Neil Hamilton and Charles Rogers for
parts in the cast.

James Cruze, just returned from Tripoli,
has left for Hollywood to begin production
on “Old Ironsides.” On his return he was
accompanied by Sidney R. Kent, general
manager.

Rene Adoree Signs
New M-G-M Contract

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Rene Adoree,
feminine principal of ‘“The Big Parade,”
has signed a new contract with Metro-
Goldwyn - Mayer,
Louis B. Mayer,
vicepresident in

charge of produc-
tion, has just an-
nounced. Miss
Adoree recently

completed the
leading feminine
role in “The Black
Bird,” Lon Cha-
ney’s latest pro-

duction.

Miss Adoree’s
sister, Mira, will

be seen on the

screen for the first Rene Adoree
time in Phil
Rosen’s new Metro picture, which has not

yet been titled, and in which Miss Adoree
of “The Big Parade” plays the leading

feminine role. Both players were dancers

before entering film work.

Stanley Brown in New
Post with Saxe Houses

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 19.—Stan-
ley Brown has been elevated to managing
director of three major houses of the Saxe
circuit here. He will have jurisdiction over
the Strand, Merrill and the Modjeska
theatres.
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INSPIRATION PICTURES will have a large part in the production program for First National release in the January to

June schedule. Walter Camp, Jr. (left), is president of Inspiration Pictures, Inc. J. Boyce Smith (center), general manager,
was one of the original incorporators in May, 1921, and served as secretary and counsel. In the reorganization in October,
1924, he became vice-president and general manager, and has since served in these capacities. Richard Barthelmess in his
latest starring vehicle, “Just Suppose,” plays the part of Prince Rupert of Koronia, mythical kingdom, and has a role of
great variety. His latest picture was “The Beautiful City.” His earliest success was in “Broken Blossoms.”

First National Adopts Radio
in New Plan of Advertising

Radioized Version of “Too Much Money” Goes on Air at Station

WJZ, New York—Thousands of Wires of Approval Are

Received—Each Picture to Be Broadcast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—First National believes that it has hit upon a

plan of effective cooperation between the screen and the radio. In con-

junction with the Radio Corporation of America, radioized versions of the

stories of the current First National pictures will be broadcast from Sta-

tion WJZ each Thursday night at 8:30. Each sketch will run about 25

minutes, and will be played by actors from the dramatic stage.

Thousands Wire in Approval
The experiment was given its first trial last week, when a special

treatment of the story of “Too Much Money” was put on the air. Both
the producing company and the Radio Corporation report that thousands
of wires of approval were received from listeners-in.

Carlos on Coast; May
Form 5 New Units to

Work Under Talmadge
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—It is believed
that the organization of five new produc-
tion units in the independent field and the

appointment of Richard Talmadge as

supervisor of production will be an-
nounced this week as a result of the

arrival here a few days ago of A. Carlos,
head of Carlos Productions.

German Cameramen
May Join Americans
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BERLIN, GERMANY, Jan. 19.—Carl
Freund, cameraman of “The Last Laugh”
and other UFA productions and president
of the German cameraman’s society, has
urged for his organization acceptance of an
invitation to affiliate with the American So-
ciety of Cinematographers. The invitation

was extended the Berlin Cameraman’s Club
by Charles Rosher, chief cameraman of the

Mary Pickford studios, Hollywood, who
was guest of honor at a recent meeting of

the club.

Sidney to Retire on
Completion of Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Scott Sid-

ney, director of “Charley’s Aunt,”
“Madame Behave” and “Seven Days,”
plans to retire upon the completion of

“The Million Dollar Handicap.”

McNamara Joins Dix
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Tom McNamara,
creator of the “Us Boys” cartoons who
collaborated with Mary Pickford or.

“Scraps,” has joined the Richard Dix unit

as comedy constructor on the script.

Executives of First National believe that
in this broadcast plan they have one of
the most powerful forms of publicity. The
dramatization will be broadcast on the
Thursday previous to the opening of the
picture on Broadway and in first run thea-
atres throughout the country. This af-
fords a direct tieup. It is estimated that
WJZ reaches an audience of 15,000,000.

The radioized version of “Just Suppose,”
starring Richard Barthelmess, will go on
the air January 21, with “Memory Lane”
scheduled for the following week.
On the night before the broadcast of

“Too Much Money” a dress rehearsal was
held at the Astor hotel, with representa-
tives of magazines and newspapers, execu-
tives of First National and the Radio Cor-
poration and allied producers attending.
The scope of the movement was touched

upon in talks by Samuel Spring of First
National, and by Colonel C. F. Davis and
Harold T. Melhuish of the radio com-
pany. An impromtu broadcast studio had
been installed in an adjoining room and

from here the sketch was put on the

air for the benefit only of those attending

the dinner.

Attending the dress rehearsal were
Robert Lieber, Samuel Spring, Spyros
Skouras, Mrs. Florence Strauss, Ralph
Day, T. Boyce Smith, Lois Moran, Captain
Howard Angus, Charles B. Popanoe and
others.

Four Characters Introduced
In the radioized treatment of “Too

Much Money,” an adaptation of the play

of the same title by Israel Zangwill, in

which Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson
are cofeatured, four characters were intro-

duced in a scene with which the story

starts and which affords the impetus for

subsequent action. The dialog was cleverly

devised to give an idea of the characters

concerned and to build up a dramatic
situation, leaving the audience in doubt,

however, as to the outcome.
As broadcast, the sketch carried the ap-

peal of a one act dramatic piece, but care

was taken to pique the interest.
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Hays Arrives on Coast to Plan
1926 Film Activities

William De Mille to Leave Famous in April—Welfare Commission
Rules on Employment of Extras—Pickford Forms Neiv Company

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—Will H. Hays, president of Motion Pic-

ture Producers’ and Distributors’ Association of America, arrived

here last week and was met at the depot by several prominent
Hollywood producers. Hays is here for a two weeks’ business visit.

AITHILE here he will inspect studios
' ’ and participate in several confer-

ences relative to picture activities during
1926.

Shortly after his arrival he made a

statement expressing enthusiasm for the
rapid development of motion pictures in

the past months. The rapid develop-
ment of man and woman power, he said,

is the cause for the studio’s rapid strides.

“So many directors, skilled writers, and
talented actors have come forward that
the motion picture is producing at least

•once a week a story that compares fa-

vorably with the best in art, in the
drama, in literature.”

* * *

William C. DeMille has announced
that he will leave Famous Players-Lasky
in April. He has had several confer-
ences with Joseph M. Schenck, chairman
of the board of directors of United Art-
ists, and there is a strong possibility
that he will join United Artists. De-
Mille who has been with Famous 12

years is directing his last picture for the
organization.

5j<

New Rules for Extras

New rules for the employment of

extra women and minors in motion pic-

tures have been received by all the
studios from the State Industrial Wel-
fare Commission. An extra is defined
by the commission as a woman or minor
employed on a daily basis in films at a

wage of $15 a day or under. The order
provides that all work for extra women
in excess of the standard eight-hour day
be paid for at not less than one-fourth
of the daily wage up to ten hours.
Women who work 12 hours must re-

ceive an additional payment equal to

one-half of the daily wage. The scale

increases with the length of the hours
worked. Carfare must be paid extras
for reporting in “weather permitting
calls.” Transportation home must be
furnished for women working after mid-
night; and meals and hot beverages for
all extra women working after 11:30
p. m. Fred W. Beetson, Western repre-
sentative of the producers’ association,
and his associates were consulted by the
commission before the order was made.
It has their endorsement.

* * *

Powers Signs Bill Cody

The first star to be signed by P. A.
Powers at his new Associated Studios
on Mission Road was Bill Cody, West-
ern star, who has been making features
for F. B. O. Negotiations were com-
pleted last week between Powers and
Bert B. Carver whereby Carver is to
produce a series of pictures with Cody
as the star for release through Asso-
ciated Exhibitors.

* * *

Ince Estate Sued

Louise Glaum has brought suit against
the estate of the late Thomas H. Ince,
independent producer, for $405,000 dam-

ages, alleging breach of contract. The
complaint states that the contracts were
for services rendered by Miss Glaum as

a screen actress, and called for salaries

ranging from $2,000 to $4,000 a week.
The alleged contracts were entered into

during the years 1919, 1920 and 1921.

* * *

Monty Banks has served his connec-
tion with Associated Exhibitors and will

soon become affiliated with a large na-
tional distributing organization.

^ ^ ^

Form New Pickford Company
Articles of incorporation were filed in

Sacramento last week for a $1,000,000
concern to be known as “The Mary
Pickford Company,” to produce, distrib-

ute and exhibit motion pictures. This
is said to be merely a substitution of a

corporation for the copartnership under
which Mary Pickford and her mother,
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, have been con-
ducting their motion-picture enterprises.

The directors of the new company are
Mary Pickford Fairbanks, Charlotte
Pickford Smith, John G. Mott, attorney,
and Neal A. Mackay of Los Angeles.

* * *

William Desmond, Universal star, has
returned to the studio from a tour in

vaudeville.
* * *

Erich von Stroheim and his assistant,

Louis Germonprez, have hied themselves
to the San Bernardino Mountains where
the Viennese director is preparing the
continuity for “The Wedding March.”

* * *

Eddie Featherstone, playing the juve-

nile lead in the Beacon production, “The
Phantom Police,” to be released as a
Rayart serial, has left for San Francisco
for a stage engagement.

* * *

Contracts for the new $150,000 Haw-
thorne Plaza theatre have been awarded
to C. A. Stine of Hollywood. The
Chotiner Theatres, Inc., have leased the
theatre, which will have a seating ca-
pacity of 1,000, and will be located on
Hawthorne Way in the city’s busiest
section.

=H * *

Hal Roach, the comedy producer, left

Sunday afternoon for a business trip to

Charlie Wanted in

Russian “O’coat” Role
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LENINGRAD, Jan. 19.—The
soviet state’s motion picture mo-
nopoly has invited Charlie Chaplin
to take part in a film based on
Nikolai Gogol’s satire on Russian
life called “The Overcoat.” It

would, they say, provide an oppor-
tunity for Chaplin to distinguish
himself as much by the overcoat
as by his well known bag trousers.

New York. W. B. Frank, vice president
of the Hal Roach organization, here for
a two-weeks business trip, has returned
East.

* * *

To Start Rich Film

Warner Brothers have signed Walter
Morosco to a long term contract as a
director. He will start production on
the new Irene Rich feature next week.

* * *

Claude Gillingwater has been signed
by Hal Roach for a two-reel comedy.

* * *

John Arnold, who recently photo-
graphed several large Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer features, is under a new contract
for exclusive service at the big studio.

* * *

Burl R. Tuttle who has just completed
the adaptation and continuity of “The
News Buster,” an F. B. O. feature star-
ring Bob Custer, is considering an offer

to edit on the scenario staff of one of the

leading producers.
* * *

Renaud Hoffman who has spent over
a year in perfecting plans for the film-

ing of “The Unknown Soldier,” will start

soon at Metropolitan Studios according
to an announcement of Gilbert Heyfron,
general manager of the Hoffman corpo-
ration.

* * *

Billy Joy, formerly director on the Hal
Roach lot, has been appointed assistant
to F. Richard Jones. Roach’s director-
general, Louis Foster,^ Jones’ former as-
sistant, has been assigned to the scenario
department.

* * *

Leon Abrams, former director of
Sarah Bernhardt in Paris, and now under
contract at the Metro-Goldyn-Mayer
studios, is at work on the adaptation of
a story soon to go into production.

* * *

Suit involving $1,000,000 has been filed

in United States district court against
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, by
the Irving Products company, independ-
ent film company. The plaintiff claims
the film “The Pony Express” is a “gross
plagiarism.”

* * *

Barbara LaMarr is slowly improving
according to her father W. W. Watson.

* * *

Jack Retlaw, West Coast Theatres ex-
ecutive, has resigned.

* * *

Charles Chase left Sunday for New
Itork for a two weeks vacation.

* * *

Educational Studios closed Saturdav
for three months, being up on its sched-
ule of pictures.

* * *

Charles Lament, Educational director,
was married January 4 to Estella
Bradley.

* =k *

Every actress and press agent in Hol-
lywood is busy selling tickets for the
Wampas Frolic and Ball February 4 to
be held in the New Shrine Civic Audi-
torium. Each studio will contribute an
act for the big program being staged by
Sid Grauman.

Show “Gold Rush” 105
Times in S. A. House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA,
Jan. 19.-—The success of Charles Chap-
lin’s “Gold Rush” here is said to mark the
popularity of American films. It has
had its 105th consecutive showing at a
local house.
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by

the Camera

The latest theatre to be opened by Ascher Brothers of

Chicago is the New Terminal on the N. W. Side. At the

box office window buying a ticket is Fisk O’Hara of the

stage. “The Gilded Butterfly” was shown at the theatre

for the opening. It is a Fox Film Corporation picture.

Conrad Nagel was the clever master of ceremonies at the

ground breaking for Sid Grauman’s new Chinese theatre
recently in Hollywood. He is second from right. Grauman
is at left. Next to him is Norma Talmadge who turned first

spadeful of earth. Right is Anna May Wong, Chinese star.

Ricardo Cortez and Greta Garbo appear in

the scene above, taken from the picturiza-

tion of Ibanez’ novel, “The Torrent,” for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. These players are
in opposite roles in the production.

Walter Hiers is starring

in an Educational short
feature which has been
taken from a radio
story.

Marcus Loew and Fred Niblo, director of

“Ben Hur,” were photographed on the lot

while watching the filming of the chariot
race for the spectacle now being roadshowed
in the East.
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Since the opening of “The Big Parade” under the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer banner the stars of Hollywood have added
a new member. He is Karl Dane who in the picture pro-
vided the comedy relief with such precision. His knowledge
of a soldier’s makeup perfected the role he enacted.

Irene Butler has been chosen by representatives of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to become a child star in motion pictures.

The company has for several months conducted a drive to

find a child who measured up to the requirements of the
screen most wholly. She will receive $200 a month.

Jack Mulhall and Madge Bellamy are on location at Santa
Cruz in California where their company is producing “The
Dixie Merchant.” The reproduction above is from one of

the scenes of the Fox Film Corporation’s production. Miss
Bellamy has been under the Fox banner for some time.
The picture is scheduled for early release.

Jack Dempsey a few days ago paid a visit to Larry Semon.
The fighter-guest is enacting a strange greeting. Semon
has been making scenes for his first Pathe feature comedy
entitled, “Stop, Look and Listen.” Standing beside Dempsey
in the picture is Dorothy Dwan who plays opposite her hus-

band in the Pathe comedy.
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Clyde Cook appears with Lionel Barrymore (right). Barry-
more is now working at the Hal Roach lot on some com-
ing short features releases which will be handled by Pathe
Exchange, Inc. He is one of many feature stars who have
turned to the shorter product field.

Lloyd Nosier did all cut-

ting on “Ben Hur"
Metro -Goldwyn - Mayer
film. He assisted Fred
Niblo in the editing.

One of the diplomas
awarded Pathe Employes
for long service with
the film company is re-

produced above.

•ATili: OOI.D SKItVICi: ML
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One of the features of the new Fox exchange building, 397
South 2nd street, Memphis, Tenn., is the abundance of sun-
light. Above is front view. Center is view of the man-
ager’s office. Below is the shipping room while no artificial

light was being used.

Leon Errol was host to wounded veterans of the late war when
his picture, “Clothes Make the Pirate,” a First National release,

was shown at the Olympia theatre, Boston. In the film Errol
is the comic fellow who aspires to be a “pirate bold.” Op-
posite him in it is Dorothy Gish.

The Fox Film Corporation has received the honored mention of the Chicago film board for the third consecutive month for
its efficiency in fire drills at the Chicago exchange. First row, reading 1. to r.: Misses V. Stanley, R. Baer, E. Person, S. Hack-
man, S. Zeman, M. Schneider, A. Wisch, R. Gordon, M. Voegelin, M. Murphy. Second row, reading 1. to r. : Misses B. Oberg,
H. Lee, S. Kennedy, C. Brown, R. Graham, L. Schroeder, M. Shearin, E. Vernon. Men, 1. to r.: H. Gorelick, A. W. Mitchard,
R. Gray, C. Walsh, F. Szymkowski, Lou Dreher, R. Salkin, G. Benson, T. C. Montgomery, E. P. Grohe, J. Tobin, Harold
Loeb, W. L. Clayson, F. J. Flaherty, M. Levine, A. C. Wilson, H. J. Costello, H. H. Hill, George F. Dembow.
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Samuel Bischoff, head of California Studios, has purchased
land on Beechwood Drive and moved the stages to the newly
acquired land to save building new studios. A scene from
one of the Witv/er comedies was being made when the above
was taken.

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, is not only a suc-
cessful motion picture producer and distributor but like-

wise a successful chicken fancier. The U head is shown
feeding some of his prize white leghorn roosters on the
famous Universal City chicken ranch.

John Barrymore, it has been reported, offers

a piece of his best work in “The Sea Beast,”
the Warner Brothers picture which opens
January 15 at the Warner theatre. New York,
with prices at $2 top. George O’Hara (left).

A scene in “Beverly of Graustark” is being discussed, it ap-
pears. In the photograph are Sydney Franklin, director, (hold-

ing the hat), Marion Davies, and Roy D’Arcy who became
popular in “The Merry Widow,” M-G-M film. He was married
last week to Laura Duffy, motion picture player.
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“Lefty” Flynn has reinstated

the monicker, “Lefty,” after a
period when he was known in

F. B. O. pictures as Maurice.
His latest film is “Traffic Cop.”

Claire McDowell is in a ma-
ternal role for the Metro pro-
duction, “The Devilkin” in

which Norma Shearer has a

leading role.

Senora Del Rio (right) ar-

rived to visit her daughter
Dolores, who is showing her
the film of her work in First

National’s “Joana.”

Harry Langdon declares he is leading them all a merry chase in “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,”
the first feature length comedy he is producing for First National Pictures by his new
contract. The picture, a scene of which appears in the photograph above, is half com-
pleted. Up to the present time Langdon has made many laugh hits in the shyort feature
field. Some of his late releases include a few of three reel subiects.

. ...
i

Howard Connelly in his
characterization of “Ibanez
Torrent” for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

Chief of Police Dan O’Brien of San Francisco is shown taking the finger prints of Walter
Perry while visiting the studio. O’Brien is center. Perry and Max Davidson (left) are
in prominent roles of “The Johnstown Flood” directed by Irving Cummings for Fox. The
picture, scheduled for release February 14, is based upon the historical incident.
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Director Robertson on Bill at

Weekly AMPA Luncheon
Seider Issues Itinerary of Seventh Annual Convention Special—Roth-

stein Noiv Ballyhooing for Naked Truth Dinner

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Jan. 19.—On Glendon Allvine’s feature bill at last

week’s luncheon of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at

the Hofbrau House was John S. Robertson, director, who only
recently returned from an extended tour of Europe. He spoke on con-
ditions as he found them, particularly in France and England.

T HE international appeal of the Ameri-
can picture is responsible, he said, for

the supremacy of this country as a world
industrial power. This wide popularity of
our pictures was due, he pointed out, to the
fact that people
from every nation
have a hand in

their production.
To illustrate his

point, he cited the

names of Von
Stroheim, Sea-
strom, Lubitsch,
Negri and many
other artists.

“American made
pictures have
brought forth far-

reaching demands
for American mer-
chandise, he ex- John S. Robertson
plained. “T hey
have effected an Americanization o.f the

commerce of England, France and practi-

cally the entire world.”

To show that this condition existed be-

cause of the superiority of American films,

the director said : “It is said that Ameri-
cans boycott English films. It isn’t a ques-

tion of boycott but of entertainment. Amer-
ican pictures go over everywhere. Even in

England exhibitors show American pic-

tures in preference to the local product be-

cause they pack them in. English films

leave them for the most part unmoved.”

Men of Affairs Awaken
Men of affairs in England and France

are beginning to realize the value of good
pictures, he stated. The trade situation, he
pointed out, had awakened them. France,
he announced, is going to produce pictures

to promote local industries.

“Dunhill pipes and Rolls Royces,” he de-

clared, “are widely used in America. When
England makes Dunhill and Rolls Royce
pictures they will enjoy just as great a pop-

ularity as those products.”

He said that as Americans travel more
abroad it will be necessary for our pro-

ducers to use actual foreign locations.

% if:

Lila Lee With Jessel

George Jessel, who made such a hit in

“The Jazz Singer” at the Cort theatre that

there was nothing else for him to do but

sign a contract with A1 Lichtman to star

in the screen version of “The Cherry Tree,”

may have Lila Lee, who is now playing op-

posite Thomas Meighan in “The New Klon-
dike,” as his leading woman. Lila is now
giving the script the once-over to see if the

part is suitable.

jjj sK %

With Laugh Month sailing smoothly
along the final stretch, Nat Rothstein has
taken on the duties of plugging the Sixth
Annual Naked Truth Dinner of the AMPA
at the Astor hotel February 6. He prom-

ises all an opportunity to dine and dance
with their favorite motion picture stars.

That’s a big order, but the bigger they come
the better Nat handles them. The guests
of the evening will be the Twelve Immor-
tals chosen by the AMPA. Charles Ein-
feld, who has charge of the tickets, says
they are selling like the proverbial hot
cakes.

* * *

Brochure for M. P. T. O. A. Tour

Joe Seider and Tom Waller have come
to bat with a beautiful 30-page brochure
giving the train schedule of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners’ special which will

take members of the organization to Los
Angeles for the seventh annual convention,

June 1 to 5. The tour will require exactly

one month for those living in New York,
with the train pulling out of the Grand
Central station at 3 :05 p. m. Sunday, May
23. The train goes to the Coast via Chi-
cago, Colorado Springs, and Albuquerque,
arriving in Los Angeles Saturday, May 29.

The return journey will take the delegates

through northern United States. Stopovers
will be made en route both ways. On this

little jaunt the exhibitors will cover 8,925

miles.
* * *

Richard Barthelmess’ new Inspiration-

First National picture, “Just Suppose,” will

be given a special showing tomorrow night

at the Plaza for the benefit of the babies’

ward of the Tonsil hospital. Both the star

and his leading woman, Lois Moran, will

make a personal appearance, all of which
will cost each person attending $5 per. The
picture opens next Sunday at the Strand.

if:

“Mike,” Marshall Neilan’s comedy for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is now in its sec-

ond week at the Capitol. An enthusiastic

reception was accorded it last week, and
that is what prompted Major Edward
Bowes to hold it over.

* * *

“Stella Dallas,” the Samuel Goldwyn
production, is still going strong at the

Apollo, with indications it will be on the

screen of that theatre when summer sets

in. Road show companies are now being

organized.

Janet Gaynor Signs
Long Fox Contract

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Janet Gay-
nor, who is playing in “The Johnstown
Flood,” has just signed a long-term con-

tract with William Fox, it is announced.

Miss Gaynor first appeared in a small

part in a Fox comedy, later played the

feminine lead in a series of two-reel pic-

tures with “Pee Wee” Holmes, and then

was cast for her role in Fox’s “The Johns-

town Flood.” In this picture she has the

part of the girl who rides through the city

warning the populace of the coming of the

flood.

Talmadge to Star in

“Garden of Allah” for

Schenck and Goldwyn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Joseph M.
Schenck will join Samuel Goldwyn in

the production of “The Garden of Allah,”

it was announced last week. Schenck’s
contribution will consist of the service

of Norma Talmadge in the role oppo-
site Ronald Colman. Henry King will

direct the picture and Frances Marion
will prepare the continuity.

Ashby Wins Presidency
of Denver Trade Board

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COL., Jan. 19.—Every office

was contested at the Denver Film Board
of Trade election. The new officers are:
President, J. H. Ashby, First National;
vice president, W. E. Matthews, Film
Booking Offices; secretary, A. P. Archer,
Educational; and executive secretary,
treasurer and general counsel, Duke W.
Dunbar. Those elected for service on
the Arbitration Board are: Chas. R. Gil-

mour, Warner Brothers; S. B. Rahn,
Pathe, and W. E. Matthews, Film Book-
ing Offices. The new Fire Committee is

composed of G. E. Rosenwald, Univer-
sal; W. E. Matthews, F. B. O., and
Charles R. Gilmour, Warners.

Arthur Somers Roche
to Write for Warners
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Arthur Som-
ers Roche, novelist and short story writer,

has been engaged by Warner Brothers to

write a series of original screen stories,

according to an announcement just made by
the producers. Roche will arrive here early

in April to begin work.
During the last year Warner Brothers

bought the screen rights to all his available

works. Among the productions made from
these stories is “The Pleasure Buyers,” in

which Clive Brook and Irene Rich are fea-

tured.

Earl Rossman to Film
Detroit Polar Flight
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Earl Rossman,
producer of the Pathe picture “Kivalina of

the Ice Lands,” has been appointed official

photographer of the Detroit Arctic expedi-

tion, which will seek to reach the North
Pole by airplane. Rossman is to make a

photographic record of the work of the

expedition from the time it leaves Detroit

until it completes its work on the Alaskan
side of the Polar Sea.

Madge Bellamy Wins
“Sandy” Title Role

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Madge Bel-

lamy has been chosen to play the title role

in the screen version of Elenore Meherin’s

serial story, “Sandy,” Fox Films has just

announced.
Preparations are already under way for

the screening of “Sandy.” Harry Beau-
mont has been selected to direct. Leslie

Fenton, Bardson Bard, Harrison Ford,

David Torrence and Edythe Chapman have
been cast for supporting roles.

Mayer Host to Lawyers
LOS ANGELES.—The American Bar Associa-

tion while in convention here was entertained by
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in charge of pro-

duction of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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James R. Quirk Says of
“Biggest Money Makers ”

“Martin J. Quigley, editor of

the Exhibitors Herald, one of the

leading trade journals of the mo-
tion picture business, has just

completed a remarkable sympo-
sium of the greatest box office

attractions of the year 1925, that
is, the pictures which proved
most profitable to the theatre
owners, large and small, through-
out the entire country.

“The results are a complete
vindication of the motion picture
devotees of America, as well as
encouragement to those produc-
ers who have had vision and
courage enough to wager vast
sums of money in productions of
the highest artistic and moral
tone.

“Not a single sex or society
drama is included among the first

fifty. The leader of the entire list

is ‘The Ten Commandments,’
which, when it was released, Pho-
toplay advised every man, woman,
and child to see. Westerns and
pictures with an historical theme

won twenty-six places in the first

fifty, and twelve out of the first

fifty were based on Zane Grey
stories. ‘The Covered Wagon,’
Photoplay Gold Medal Winner of

1923, and ‘Abraham Lincoln,’

winner of the 1924 medal, were in

the first seven. ‘Robin Hood,’
winner of 1922, was also a winner,
despite the fact that it has been
out three years. Of course it

must be borne in mind that many
fine pictures have come out re-

cently, such as ‘The Merry
Widow,’ ‘Stella Dallas’ and ‘The
Big Parade,’ which have not had
a chance to play in very many the-

atres.

“Out of four comedies in the

first fifty, three were Harold
Lloyd’s.

“It is a great compliment to

Photoplay that nearly every pic-

ture among the first fifty was en-

dorsed by it.’’—James R. Quirk,

editorial in February issue of

Photoplay.

R. E. Pritchard

Dies in Mystery
Fire at Hotel

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Robert E.

Pritchard, for a number of years an ex-
ploitation and publicity man in the film

industry, died in a mysterious fire early
yesterday in his room in the Hotel Rich-
mond, on West 46th street, where he
made his home. He was 55 years of age.

Mr. Pritchard came to New York from
Chattanooga, Tenn., and for the past
three years was employed by First Na-
tional in the sales publicity department,
but resigned from that position several
months ago. Before joining First Na-
tional he was with Goldwyn Pictures,
and during the latter part of his stay
with that company he was at the studios
at Culver City.

Shortly after 4 a. m. yesterday smoke
was discovered issuing from Pritchard’s
room. The door was broken in and he
was found partly dressed sitting in a
lounging chair, with the upper part of
his body badly burned and with life ex-
tinct. Around the chair was a mass of
charred papers. The supposition is that
he was reading the Sunday papers and a
lighted cigaret dropped from his hand
into the paper scattered on the floor by
his chair.

Missouri Faces
10 Per CentAdded
Amusement Tax

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—Governor
Baker and state officers in conference at
Jefferson City yesterday agreed to add a
ten per cent tax on amusements to the
proposed constitutional amendment to be
voted on in November for raising funds
for state schools. The governor has in-

vited educators to meet him January 26
to discuss the measure.

J. H. Walrath Succeeds
Cobb as N. Y . Picture
Commission Member
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 19.—John H.
Walrath, former mayor of Syracuse, to-
night was named by Governor Alfred E.
Smith to the New York State Motion
Picture Commission, succeeding George
H. Cobb of Watertown, whose term of
office expired January 1. The position
pays $7,500 a year.

Mr. Walrath is a democratic poli-

tician. The commission is now entirely
democratic in its makeup, the other two
commissioners, Arthur Levy of New
York City’- and Mrs. Elizabeth V. Colbert
of Albany being democratic leaders in
their cities. Mr. Cobb, who has served
on the commission since it started in
1921, will return to Watertown and re-
enter the law business.

Elinor Fair Weds Boyd
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—William
Boyd and Elinor Fair, players appearing
in P. D. C. productions, were married at
Santa Ana Wednesday.

Lon Chaneyr
s Contract

with M-G-M Extended
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Lon Cha-
ney’s contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has been automatically extended through
the exercise of an
option on his serv-
ices, according to

announcement by
Louis B. Mayer.
At the same time
Mayer announced
that plans for a
series of notable
productions star-

ring Chaney are
being perfected.
Another an-

nouncement made
by Mayer is that

M a rc i a Manon,
who has been out
of pictures five

years because of ill health, has been added
to the still untitled Metro picture being
made by Phil Rosen.

FP-L to Move Story
Staff East Immediately

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—The story
department of Famous Players-Lasky is

to be moved to New York at once.
Mary O’Connor, who has been con-

nected with the Lasky studios several
years, has resigned.

Laura LaPlante Starred
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Laura La Plante
will be starred in a series of light comedy
features by Universal after she completes
playing opposite Edward Everett Horton
in “Poker Faces.”

PicturesLead in

Navy Recreation,

House Body Told
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 19.—Mo-
tion pictures are by far the most impor-
tant factor in the recreation, contentment
and amusement of the men in the Navy,
according to Rear Admiral William R.

Shoemaker, chief of the bureau of naviga-

tion, who recently appeared before the

house appropriations committee in connec-
tion with the appropriations for the com-
ing fiscal years. It is estimated that films

contribute 42.6 per cent to the total com-
fort and recreation of the enlisted person-

nel, he declared.

While the Navy takes the entire output

of four companies, a strict censorship is

maintained which makes it impossible to

use all the films, but the price is very low
and could not be obtained unless all the

pictures were taken, Admiral Shoemaker
explained. There has been considerable

criticism by members of Congress of some
of the films shown on board the Navy ves-

sels, and new methods of censorship have
been worked out which will eliminate all

objectionable films. Pictures which might
be all right for exhibition on land, he ex-

plained, are not always satisfactory for

men aboard vessels or remote from civil-

ization.

Edelman Assists Shauer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Louis Edelman,
ad sales representative of Paramount, has
been appointed home office assistant to Mel
A. Shauer, manager of the ad sales de-
partment, and has already assumed his new
duties.
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“What Price Glory?” Picture Starts

in February, Says Sheehan in Chicago
( Continued, from page 25)

quite a bit of comedy and one thing I am
going to see Stallings about is the comedy
characters.”

Newspaper Contest Considered

The possibility of a newspaper campaign
in Chicago for the picture, with the winner
of a contest to be assigned a minor part,

was mentioned by Mr. Sheehan but any
development of this plan will depend upon
the outcome of the conferences in New
York with Stallings.

G. T. Donohoe, who will write the script

for “What Price Glory?” and had arrived

two days ahead of the party, has already
begun general preparations.

Other production plans which are taking
Mr. Sheehan to New York include the se-

lection of the actors to appear in the David
Warfield parts in the Belasco plays which
Fox will turn into motion pictures. No one
man in motion pictures today could play all

four Warfield roles in “The Music Mas-
ter,” “The Return of Peter Grimm,” “The
Auctioneer” and “The Grand Army Man,”
the general manager said. The two other
pictures in the deal with Belasco are “The
Lily” and “The Comedian,” both from the

French.

“7th Heaven” to be Made in Paris

“7th Heaven,” one of four John Golden
stage- plays to be produced by Fox, will go
into production in April. Some of the ex-
teriors probably will be made in Paris, Mr.
Sheehan announced. Two authenticated
taxis of the fleet which General Gallieni

commandeered in Paris to rush troops to

the front when the German wave was roll-

ing down upon the French capital at one of
the bitterest moments of the World war,
are now in the hands of the Fox corpora-
tion for use in this picture. Three other
Golden plays to be produced on the screen
this year by Fox are “Pigs,” “The Holy
Terror” and “Going Crooked.”
Another nroduction to be made abroad is

“One Increasing Purpose,” from the book
by A. S. M. Hutchinson, his first novel
since “If Winter Comes.” With Frank
Borzage directing, part will be produced in

England and the remainder in California.
Mr. Sheehan stated he had just received

a telegram from F. W. Murnau, German
director who made “The Last Laugh,” an-
nouncing he would leave for America in

February to begin preparations for “Down
to Earth,” from a Viennese novel by Julius
Perutz. Herman Bing, technical director
for Murnau, is already in California with
the trick camera with which he made some
of the novelties of photography in “The
Last Laugh.” Murnau makes pictures with
as few as 35 titles whereas 200 is a fair
average for other productions, Mr. Sheehan
said.

Olive Borden Praised

Olive Borden, who plays the leading
feminine role in “The World of Promise,”
and who has just been signed to a long
term contract by Fox—“Five years and then
Some More,” Mr. Sheehan said—lives

up to the title of that picture by show-
ing a “World of Promise” as a leading star

of the screen, he declared.
In sweep and size “The World of Prom-

ise,” formerly called “3 Bad Men,” is three
times as big as “The Iron Horse,” accord-
ing to the general manager. The picture,

which treats of the immigrating Europeans
who made the American Northwest, has
just been completed. J. Farrell MacDon-
ald, who appeared with George O’Brien in

“The Iron Horse,” is one of the “3 Bad

Men,” with Frank Campeau and Tom
Santschi, while Tou Tellegen is the villain.

Margaret Livingston Starred
Margaret Livingston, who has just been

elevated to stardom, will make two pictures

for Fox. Her first picture as a star is

“Hell’s 400,” under the direction of John
Griffith Wray.
Raoul Walsh, who returned to the Fox

banner this month, will be in New York
four weeks before returning to the West
Coast studio to start “What Price Glory?”
Mr. Sheehan declared. Walsh will also

make “The Monkey Talks,” from the play
now running in New York and which Fox
bought in London, he said. Among the out-
standing successes of Walsh’s direction are
“The Wanderer,” Douglas Fairbanks’ “The
Thief of Bagdad,” Pola Negri’s “East of
the Suez” and “The Honor System.”

St. Louis to Get
Big Independent

First-Run House
While St. Louis exhibitors still were

awaiting the arrival of William Fox for a
conference on their protest against over-
building of the theatre field, reports that

a 3,000 seat independently operated first-

run house would be constructed there as
part of a large office building project were
confirmed. Exhibitors expressed the con-
viction this move would help solve the

first-run problem of many companies.
Among other leading theatre news of the

week was the report in Central New York
that the Schine brothers, operating more
than 60 houses in that state, were negoti-

ating for the sale of their theatres.
W. W. Farley of Albany, N. Y., has taken

over the Van Curler in Schenectady. East Coast
Theatres has acquired the Embassy at Swedesboro,
N. J., the Palace at Glassboro, N. J., the Fire
Hall at National Park, N. J., the Karlton at

Pleasantville, N. J., and the Roxborough at Rox-
borough. Pa.

Great States Theatres, in the Balaban & Katz
organization, is negotiating for the Washington
Square at Quincy, 111., and will build a 1,400
seat house at Elighland Park, 111. Gumbiner
Bros, has leased a $750,000 house to be built in

Chicago. This is the first of five theatres to
be announced by the Gumbiners within the near
future. Plans have been completed at Detroit,
Mich., for erection by Fox of a 5,000 seat the-
atre on Woodward avenue. A group of commun-
ity houses in Grand Rapids, Mich., was brought
under common ownership when G. Glen Fleser,
Charles J. Callaghan and E. N. Brown pur-
chased the stock of Beecher's, Inc.

West Coast Theatres has acquired five

peninsula playhouses. Manager A. M.
Bowles announced. They are the Garden
in Burlingame, Regent in San Mateo,
Sequoia in Redwood City and New Stan-
ford and Varsity at Palo Alto, Cal.

“La Boheme,” of Metro
40, Scheduled for Early
Release in New Year

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, CAL., Jan. 19.—Among
the 40 pictures now scheduled for release

early in 1926 by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will

be the Lillian Gish production of “La
Boheme” which is now nearing completion
under the direction of King Vidor, it was
announced following the conferences here
of Louis B. Mayer, Marcus Loew and
Nicholas M. Schenck. Marion Davies’

“Beverly of Graustark” will be another
early release.

Biggest Moneymakers
Basis of Advertising

Duel at Alma, Mich.
( Continued from page 27)

good Lord, deliver us! We have shown many of
them in the past ten years and know just how
few people care to see them.
Once again the box office tells the tale !

The Strand is operated for profit. That is the
same reason that farms are farmed, railroads are
operated and retail merchants and manufacturers
continue to do business.

The question seems to be : A dollar grabbing
film versus the artistic masterpiece.
Now consider a moment:
Question : Who says which pictures are the

artistic masterpieces?
Answer : The people who made them and a

few newspaper critics.

Question : Who says which pictures are the
best entertainment?
Answer: The millions of people who pay their

money to see them

!

Think! Is it any reflection on the quality of a
picture because it attracts the most business? If

a picture isn’t good, it certainly won’t be a
“money getter.’’ You can’t fool any great num-
ber of people all the time. They know what they
want.
We have been dispensing moving picture enter-

tainment to this community for nearly ten years,
and we long since learned that you can’t force a
picture that someone says is an artistic master-
piece down the throats of people who are looking
for entertainment! If a picture is well made,
has a good story, capable players and good direc-
tion, it is artistic enough for me, and for most
people.
“The Ten Commandments,” “North of 36,”

“The Thundering Herd,” “The Covered Wagon,”
“The Freshman,” “Abraham Lincoln.”
These are the six pictures that played the

Strand out of the seven best according to verdict
of the “cash customers.”
Of course, they may not be “artistic master-

pieces,” but they were darn good entertainment,
and a plenty of people, not only in this com-
munity, but all over the country, paid their money
to see them and thought they liked them. Per-
haps they don’t know any more about “art” than
we do, but they sure do know good pictures

!

And we are content to rely on the judgment of
the people rather than that of paid critics and
film salesmen.
The survey made by The Exhibitors Herald to

ascertain the best pictures of the past year from
a box office standpoint is one of the most val-
uable things the exhibitors have had done for
them, for the reason that the results are based on
facts rather than opinions, and the facts are that
six out of the seven best, and thirty-four out of
the best fifty were shown at the Strand.

Blofson Boosted to

A. E. Division Head
in Eastern Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—A1 Blofson, who
was recently promoted to Philadelphia
manager, has been elevated to Eastern
division manager
of Associated Ex-
hibitors. The an-

nouncement was
made last week by
E. J. Smith, gen-
eral sales man-
ager.

The territory

over which Blof-
son has charge is

that of Philadel-

phia, Washington,
Buffalo, Albany,
New Haven and
Boston. Another
appointment is that

of Harry Brown
who will be assigned to definite territory

soon.

Billy Joy Promoted
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.— Billy Joy,

brother of Leatrice Joy, has been advanced
from the position of assistant director of

Pathe comedies at the Hal Roach studios to

the position of assistant to F. Richard

Jones, director general of the Roach organ-

ization.
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present™ ACTS

Chain Owners Route Presentation
CapitolActs
Are Dropped

in Milwaukee

F. & R. Send
Stage Shows
Over Circuit

Alhambra Dissolves Agreement to

Book National Theatre

Presentations

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 19.—
Prologues and stage presentations

at the Alhambra theatre here will

henceforth be produced locally in-

stead of being imported from the

Capitol theatre of Chicago, as in

the past. The contract with the

Capitol, . which still had several

months to run, was dissolved by
mutual agreement, following the

resignation of Francis A. Mangan
as producer for the Capitol.

Future presentations at the Alhambra
will be created under the personal direc-

tion of Harry E. Long, manager, who
will avail himself of the excellent talent

of Heinz Roemheld, musical director

and former director of presentation at

the Alhambra. Long promises to im-

prove, if anything, the high standard in

presentations set by the Capitol produc-
tions which have played here the last

three months.

Prologues to Be Featured

The producing program calls for two
or three units in addition to the over-

ture, and one of these will distinctly

be in the nature of a prologue to the

long feature picture. Long and Roem-
held are both ardent advocates of pro-
logues as an important part of their

presentations, but also recognize the

value of entertainment independent of

the feature picture.

Heinz Roemheld’s original overtures
will continue to be integral parts of each
program at the Alhambra. During the
period of the imported Capitol presen-
tations these overtures have replaced the
prologues, there being rarely any con-
nection between the productions sent up
from Chicago and the feature film num-
bers. The orchestra, under the direction
of Roemheld and his associate, Bernhard
Kaun, has come to be a big drawing card
at the theatre.

Phil Tyrell, Chicago, pioneer presen-
tation booker, will supply the Alhambra
with talent.

“Presentation Ideas”

Will Be Continued
“Presentation Ideas,” specially

written for Presentation Acts by
F. Langdon Morgan, do not appear
in this issue, but will be continued
in subsequent issues, beginning
next week. Illness in Mr. Mot
gan’s family prevented his pre-

paring an issue of the “Ideas” this

week.

J. Saperstein
Presentations
Draw Heavily

Albany Showman Varies Stage

Bills and Box Office

Receipts Climb

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Jan. 19.—Fea-
ture presentations still command
first attention at Harmanus-Blee-
cker Hall. The worth of the attrac-

tions is indicated by ever growing
attendance on the part of patrons,

who apparently look forward with
great expectation for the acts

which are booked by Manager
Joseph Saperstein, along with the

regular picture program.

Saperstein will shortly inaugurate an old

fiddlers’ contest open to all Central and
Northern New York with the winner to

meet Mellie Dunham.
The song contests which are being held

at the theatre each Monday night will con-

clude on February 1, when awards will be

given the winners. Saperstein is also

using what he terms as a “dance voyage”
each Friday night.

Colored Jazz Act
Booked for Lincoln

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 19.—
Julian Arthur’s Entertainers, colored, will

be featured on the bill of the Lincoln

theatre January 24. About a dozen
players comprise the unit, which offers

jazz music, singing and dancing.

Presentation Unit Roadshowed

in Company Houses and

Some Independents

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Jan.

19.—Finkelstein and Ruben have

capitulated in the matter of presen-

tations and have completed an ar-

rangement under which two com-

plete presentation units will be

roadshowed over a chain of eight

F. & R. and independent motion

picture theatres in Minnesota, Wis-
consin and North and South
Dakota.

The first unit, which has been under

way for several months and is known
as the regular road show, includes five

acts playing intact over the circuit. The
show appears at the Palace theatre, Su-

perior, Wis.; Lyric, Duluth, Minn.; State,

Hibbing, Minn.; State, Virginia, Minn.;

Park, Brainerd, Minn., and the Palace,

Mandan, N. D.

Independent Dates Obtained

Independent theatres in International

Falls, Alexandria and Crookston, Minn.,

also are booking the presentations.

A supplementary show has just been
organized to take care of the interven-

ing time at several of the Finkelstein and
Ruben theatres. It opens at Eau Claire,

Wis., at the State, the newest F. & R.

house, and then goes on to Superior and
Duluth, after which it appears at the

following theatres: Sherman, St. Cloud;
State, Mankato; Park, Austin; Empress,
Rochester, and State, Winona, Minn.

New Houses Included

Finkelstein and Ruben are working out

presentation bookings for their new thea-

tres, which will open soon at Sioux Falls,

Mitchell and Madison, S. D., and Fargo
and Grand Forks, N. D.

Ted Bolnick is manager of the Minne-
apolis office, from which the Northwest
bookings are directed.

Arrangement made with Gus Sun-Ac-
kerman Harris, Inc., Chicago, insures

F. & R. a supply of talent.
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Stage Show Competition Increases

More Houses
Enter Dance

Contestants
Showmen’s Interest in National

Charleston Contest Grows

—

Hundreds to Participate

Following the lead of Ace Berry
of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind., in entering the national
Charleston championship contest at

the Trianon ballroom, Chicago,
owned by the Woodlawn Theatre
Company, other picture houses are
signing up to enter the contest.

Houses that joined last week are the Mil-
ler theatre of Wichita and the Novelty of
Topeka, Ivan.; The Garrick of Duluth,
Minn.

;
and Duluth Theatre Company

houses Minneapolis and St. Paul. The con-
tracts were effected by Harold E. Murphy,
director of publicity for the Trianon.

Executives Sign

Stanley Chambers signed for the Miller
theatre as did A. J. Schober of the Kansas
Amusement Company for the Novelty the-
atre. William E. Mick, general manager for
Finkelstein and Ruben, executed contracts
for the Duluth, Minneapolis and St. Paul
playhouses.

Attesting to the nation-wide popularity
of the Charleston, the contracted cities of
Charleston, S. C., Grand Rapids, Detroit,
Cleveland, Akron, Canton, Indianapolis, St.

Louis, Memphis, Little Rock, Davenport,
Peoria, Milwaukee, Omaha, Kansas City,

Excelsior Springs, and those mentioned
above will dispatch a champion Charleston
team to Chicago in quest of the national
title.

The teams will be judged by a committee
composed of the country’s foremost dance
masters during exhibitions of both the
ballroom and stage or eccentric Charleston.
Cups, medals and theatrical engagements
are the prizes and every team entered will

receive some of these trophies.

Phil Tyrell Books
Names Into Film
Houses in Midwest

Further indications of the swing of
“name” acts to the motion picture presen-
tation field are the recent bookings by Phil
Tyrell, Chicago, pioneer presentation artist

booker of. the Middle West. Among those
represented by Tyrell who are playing film

house dates this week are

:

Eva Tanguay, James theatre, Columbus,
O.

; Joe Riley Syncopators, Capitol theatre,
Davenport, la.

;
Heller and Riley, late fea-

tures of “Sally, Irene and Mary,” opening
a six-week date at the Metropolitan, Los
Angeles

;
Sherman, Van and Hyman, also

opening at the Los Angeles Met.

The Barr Twins, late of “The Passing
Show,” open at the Strand, Fort Wayne,
Ind., the week of January 31 ; and Zez
Confrey and his Victor Recording Orches-
tra open at the Fort Wayne Strand the
same week.

Skouras Brothers

Radio Programs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO Jan. 19.—
Skouras Brothers are among the
underwriters of station KMOX,
“The Voice of St. Louis,” from
which the programs of Skouras’
Missouri theatre are radioed
throughout the Central West. A
special studio has been installed
on the fifth floor of the Missouri
theatre building, from which the
programs are relayed.

Presentation Scope
Is Widening

(This is the second of a series of articles

by Mme. Cutter, nationally known soprano,
on what motion picture presentation art

has done to elevate musical standards.)

By BELLE FORBES CUTTER

AMERICAN methods have gone hand
in hand with American made films.

Methods of presentation as well as

American films have been exported. No
longer does the trite belief hold that the
best in music and drama comes to this

country from Europe. With the excep-
tion of the opera, which remains a prod-
uct of the old order of things, American
music, methods of dramatization and
presentation are revolutionizing the
European stage today.

When I visited Paris last summer I

was amazed to hear on all sides, in res-

taurants, theatres and the leading hostel-

ries of the city, the melodious strains of

American jazz music. I saw American
dancers at the theatres and motion pic-

tures bearing the indelible stamp of

Hollywood, at several of the cinema
houses. Closing my eyes at almost any
time I could believe that I had simply
been transported to a strange port of

the U. S. A.

Presentation in Paris Film House
Several days ago an item appeared in

a current periodical which stated that
the first motion picture house presenta-
tion in France had enjoyed a run with
great success at the Gaumont theatre in

Paris. It further stated that the presen-
tation was so warmly received by the
French audience that acts there in con-
nection with a picture program have
without any doubt come to stay. So
much for presentations in Paris.

Australia is also taking to the Amer-
ican idea of film house presentation.
One of the largest picture houses in

Sidney, the Prince Edward, is reported
to be using several soloists in connec-
tion with the showing of the Fox film

“Scaramouche.” It is better known, of

course, that presentations have been
used for some time in London, England.

American Film Theatre Influential

The foregoing examples of how other
countries are taking to presentations,
however, are merely to indicate the
spread of this phase of entertainment.
They show the influence of the Amer-
ican theatre.

When other countries are taking to

presentation it proves the popularity and
adaptability of this new art. The forms

( Continued on page 48)

Boston State
Prepares for

Presentation
End of Metropolitan Stage Act

Monopoly Is in Sight—

-

State Starts Jan. 25

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Jan. 19.—Jan-
uary 25 was the date set for the end
of the Metropolitan’s monopoly on
presentations in Boston. The State

theatre, Boston’s former prize big

boy among local picture houses,

has long been flirting with the pres-

entation idea. Some weeks it

worked the single feature notion,

filing in with semi-presentations,

minus the large sized class, how-
ever. Audiences didn’t know they

weren’t just seeing a lone vaude-

ville act.

Doc Eisenberg, a noted jazz general is

now in command of the State orchestra,

which sorely needed livening up, as it used

to function like a musical metronome.

Watch for a big splash from the State

when the presentation stuff gets well under

way.

Boston Eager for Shows

The St. James, all done over and opened

by Albee. must have scared the State some.

Anyhow it’s showing signs of life. Boston

waits to see if it will go the whole hog.

Boston's entire motion picture house tra-

dition may be tipped over if the State goes

big for presentations. The Met will then

no longer be a freak show, and attended

for that reason. The filmgoers educated to

presentations will then have a choice of

shows.

Pennsylvanians
Change Act for

Next B.-K. Swing
Waring’s Pennsylvanians, playing at the

B. & Iv. Uptown, Chicago, this week, will

feature in their next swing around the

Chicago-Tivoli-Uptown a collegiate pres-

entation that will almost duplicate the

“Freshman” prologue they used during an

eight-week date with the run of the pic-

ture at Grauman’s Million Dollar, Los

Angeles. “Collegiate Blues,” the follow-up

to the Waring success number, “Collegi-

ate,” will be a big number of the bill.

The Pennsylvanians recently completed

for Victor a series of 14 records, the first

two of which, “Collegiate Blues” and “I

Love My Baby,” have just been released.

The others will be released soon.

Last week the Pennsylvanians had a

good week at the Tivoli, B. & K. South
Side house. Saturday was an especially

heavy day for the house.
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Presentation Aid Raises Receipts

Showmen of
Canada Use
Film Prolog

Atmospheric Prelude to Chief

Screen Offering Favored

—

Music Featured

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Jan. 19.—J. T.

Moxley, manager of the Imperial
theatre, and Pete Kehayes, manager
of the Capitol, are staging their

first film prologues, the stage shows
opening at both houses January 16.

At the Imperial the long feature

picture is “Lady Windermere’s
Fan,” and the prologue is presented
by a talented company headed by
Gwendolynne Osborne, actress-

dancer.

Manager Leonard Bishop of the Regent
is handicapped by lack of stage space and
facilities, but for some time he has been
using vocal and instrumental soloists as

added attractions. Also the Regent some-
times offers a dramatic recitation appro-
priate to the picture and special orchestral

music.

During the showing of “The Vanishing
American” at the Capitol, Calgary, Alta.,

Manager John Huzza offered a special

musical presentation. Jack Arthur, direc-

tor of music and presentations for Famous
Players Canadian Corporation, engaged
Florence Rogge, Leonidoff and Grant Milli-

gan, together with a ballet, to create a pro-

logue to “The Merry Widow” during its

Famous theatres run.

Whitehead's Band
Is Box Office Aid

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 19.—“Chuck”
Whitehead and his orchestra has proved a

great drawing attraction for the Peoples

theatre here. The unit is noted for its

original novelty songs and parodies, which

are built around local events and persons.

Thieves Loot Dressing Rooms
CSpecial lo Exhibitors Herald

)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—Thieves

entered the dressing rooms at the Grand

Central theatre and looted them of jewelry,

clothing and money belonging to players

on the stage bill of the house. The loss

has been estimated at about $650.

Linden Features New Music
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 19.—Harry
Linden, orchestra conductor at the Colum-

bia theatre, has received several original

compositions for usd in the new song con-

test being staged by Manager Marshal!

Taylor.

Fred Stritt, singing comedian who is

master of ceremonies in the elebor-

ate stage shows at the State theatre,

Detroit, Mich. Stritt has scored high

with State audiences since he opened
at the house some weeks ago.

Edna W. Hopper
Booked to State

Theatre, Detroit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 19.—Edna
Wallace Hopper, known to the American
motion picture theatre public as “The
Eternal Flapper,” will appear at John H.
Kunsky’s State theatre here the week be-
ginning February 8. The State is a new
$1,000,000 theatre. It will use presenta-
tions of the highest type available.

For the last several weeks Miss Hop-
per has been touring large motion pic-

ture theatres in the East. The tour has
been highly successful and her special

morning matinees for women only have
proved big box office attractions. The
matinees are made a feature of Miss
Hopper’s billing.

When Miss Hopper played Harmanus-
Bleecker Hall, Albany, N. Y., the house
did the biggest business it had done in

several weeks preceding her date. Manager
Joseph Saperstein gave Miss Hopper full

credit for the box office boost.

“Nighthawks” Open
at New K. C. Stand

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 19.—“Kan-
sas City Nighthawks,” a radio organization

of the Kansas City Star through whom
many exhibitors have obtained profitable

tieups, opened up a new “nest” in the grill

room of the Hotel Baltimore last week
and William Andlauer, Pathe cameraman,

“shot” about 200 feet of film, which will

be shown at the Newman theatre this

week.

Presentation
Advertising
Methods Vary

Exhibitors Who Use Stage Show
Trailers Obtain Best Box

Office Returns

Exhibitors using presentations

have found it profitable to advertise

them along with the long and short

feature films through newspapers

and other media. This department

has cited, pictorially, numerous ex-

amples of presentation advertising

that gives complete information

about stage bills without playing

down the screen bills. Box office

returns have proved this advertis-

ing method sound.

Many exhibitors, however, have over-

looked the value of the film trailer as

a presentation advertising medium. Con-

sistent use of stage shows calls for con-

sistent use of trailers announcing them.

The theatregoer who is educated to presen-

tations is as interested in forthcoming bills

as in current bills, and his interest justifies

the expense of trailers.

24-Hour Service Assured

Modern film trailer production meth-

ods have lowered trailer cost, and have

lowered production time until exhibitors

are certain of 24-hour service.

Those exhibitors who do use presenta-

tion trailers usually order them in three

sections. The first section tells the days

and dates on which the presentation will

be staged. The second gives the title

of the presentation and a short descrip-

tion. The third describes it in more
detail. When the presentation opens the

middle section is torn out and used as

an introduction. The method is good.

With the increasing use of other-than-

screen attractions showmen are faced

with a new advertising problem. Typo-
graphic advertising has kept abreast of

the new program development, and
makers of trailers report increased busi-

ness as the result of stage bill advertis-

ing. But full recognition has not yet

been accorded the trailer as an ad

medium for the new type shows and the

result shows in money returns.

Gus Edwards to

Build 3 Revues
for Publix Corp.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Gus Edwards,
famous producer of musical revues, who
first presented Louise Groody, George
Jessel, Gregory Kelly, Lila Lee and other

celebrities to the public, has signed a con-

tract with the Publix Theatres Corpora-
tion to produce three stage revues to be
presented in leading Publix houses through-
out the country.

The first production, called “The Garden
of Girls” and including about 30 people,

will have its initial presentation at the

Rivoli theatre, New York, the week of
February 14.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Kahn and Band Head

Minstrel Show; All
Offerings Go Over

Preston Sellers at the organ playing

“Sometime” and “Sometime, Somewhere,
Some Day” opened the other-than-screen

bill at the Senate, Chicago, ending Janu-

ary 16. This was the best offering this

reporter has heard on the Senate organ.

The entire offering was beautifully done
and the audience gave Sellers a good
hand.

On the stage Art Kahn built a melodic
background for a minstrel show that was
good from first to last. Stage in full

was revealed at the draw of the curtain.

“Everybody Stomp,” red hot, was the

lead band number.

Kahn next introduced Dan Small and
Harry Mays, colored, and George Ed-
wards and Frank Gould, corked. Ed-
wards and Gould were the endmen. Fol-

lowing a stretch of gagging by these two
the Six Minstrel Strutters came on for

an evolution of the dance offering. They
did a cake walk and a Charleston. The
several dance eras between these two
the audience was left to guess at. The
girls worked in vertically striped silk

overalls and bright blouses and did a

neat bit of dancing. “On the Bam-Bam-
Bammy Shore” was their closing music.

Small and Mays did a brief gag turn

and then Gould sang “Tie Me to Your
Apron Strings Again.” It was a semi-
Jolson rendition Gould offered, but it

was good. He was given a big hand.

“Kentucky’s Way of Saying Good
Morning,” with the negro spiritual

“Deep River” included, was the next
band offering. It was played in the good
Kahn fashion and was roundly ap-
plauded.

Kahn at the piano was next, with “Re-
member.” He doubled the tempo on it

to open and for the second playing gave
it in the time of the score and threw
several keyboards of variations into it.

The band picked it up to close and the

whole offering took a long rattle of ap-
plause.

Lydia Harris came on and sang
“Sleepy Time Gal,” “The Lonesomest Gal
in Town” and “Oh, Boy, What a Girl,”

altering the position of the boy and the
girl. This was new for the Senate
crowd and she was called back to do it

again.

Small and Mays were next up, with
“Mighty Blue” and “Sweet Man,” one
member of the team accompanying on a

uke. The boys were much better than
when caught at the Chicago some weeks
ago. Their harmonizing has improved
and their delivery is better. To “Knee
Deep in Daisies” they up and danced.
This they did well also. At the end of

their number a daisy field transparency
was dropped behind the band. It made
a splendid close.

This could have ended the show and
the show would have been good. But
out romped Frank and Evelyn, Charles-
ton team. Still better, a young man
whose name did not come over strong
did a slow-motion Charleston in a white
flicker-spot. His was the flash offering
of the bill. This boy should get himself
billed and boosted. He will go great as
long as the Charleston lasts.

Acts Reported
This Week

Georgia Lane Dancers Paramount Em-
press, Salt Lake City.

The Four Playmates Liberty
,
Portland.

Marie Rossini; Hampstead BentleysOld
Mill , Dallas.

Toots Dunbar; Galvo and Gertrude Metro-
politan

,
Atlanta.

Foster Ball and Emmett Briscoe; Mann’s
Syncopators; Francis Haney’s Revue;
Helen Stewart and Four Johnnies; Nan
Gray Pantages

,
Dallas.

“The Gypsy Wayfarers’’

—

Howard
,

Atlanta.

Herman Timberg and Sammy; Bezazain and
White; Ah San and Jo; Sonya Meroflf

;

Jimmy Lyons Majestic
,

Dallas.

Mary Howard Palace, Dallas.

“Harlequinade’’—Metropalitan, Boston.

Conley-Silverman Orchestra; Owen Tiffany;
Arthur Nealy; Stuart Barrie Grand Cen-
tral, St. Louis.

Harvey Gatchett ; Gene Carroll; Joe Riley

and Syncopators—Sun, Omaha.
Charlotte Woodruff; Joe Ross; Roy Smoot;

Missouri Rockets; Milton Slosser; Gene
Rodemich and Orchestra Missouri, St.

Louis.

Donald (Monk) Watson; Heller and Riley;
Harold Stanton Rialto, Omaha.

George Billings; Henry Fonda; Helen
Hoagland ; Elmer J. Sutton and Orches-
tra^—Strand, Omaha.

Roscoe Ails; Kate Pullman Revue; Don
Albert and Orchestra; Dorothy Ells-

worth—Loew*s State, St. Louis.

Louise Dore ; George Raft Stanley, Phila-

delphia.

Milton Watson; Nee Wong; Paul Ash and
Band McVickers, Chicago.

R oy Dieterich ; Sammy Lewis; Johnny Her-
man; Abbott Dancers; Leo Terry

—

Capi-

tol, Chicago.

Small and Mays; Edwards and Gould;
Lydia Harris; Frank and Evelyn; Six

Minstrel Strutters; Preston Sellers; Art
Kahn and Orchestra Senate, Chicago.

Lucille Middleton Harding
,
Chicago.

Boyce Combe; Rose Valyda ; Gino Severi

and Orchestra; Mildred Costello; Arnold
Grezer ; “Candle Light’’ Ballet Loew*s
State, Los Angeles.

Kosloff Dancers—St. Francis, San Francisco.

Royal Welsh Fusileers; Boyd Senter and
Jack Russell; Don Alvin; Edward K.
House; Adolphe Dumont and Orchestra

Chicago, Chicago.
Russian Cathedral Quartette; A1 Shean and

James B. Carson; Harry Girard’s En-
semble with Agnes Cain Brown—Fox,
Philadelphia.

Eddie Elkins and Band; William Stamm;
Ruth Urban; Senora’s Jewels; Six Pashas;
Publix Quartette; Publix Corps De Bal-

let—Rivoli, New York.
Estelle Carey; Merle Clarke Capitol, De-

troit.

Gilbert and Wimp; Cunningham and Clem-
ents; Hy C. Geis ;

Willy Stahl and Or-

chestra Rialto, New York.
Herb Straub and Orchestra; Fred Stritt

;

Rinaldo ; Murphy and Scott; Wondro;
Charlotte Meyers State, Detroit.

Maria Roselli ; Boyd and Townsend; and
Roumanian Serenaders

—

Newman
,
Kansas

City.

Cranston Male Quartette Liberty, Kansas
City.

Kenneth Williams; Louis Forbstein and
Syncopators Royal, Kansas City.

Persian Ballet, with Bobby Tremaine and
David Stewart; Raguel Nietro Metro-

politan, Los Angeles.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Sammy Lewis Capitol ,

Chicago.

Harry Girard’s Ensemble of Songbirds with

Agnes Cain Brown Fox ,
Philadelphia.

Georgia Lane Dancers Paramount Empress,

Salt Lake City.

The Four Playmates—Liberty, Portland.
Harvey Gatchett Sun, Omaha.
Donald (Monk) Watson; Heller and Riley;

Harold Stanton Rialto , Omaha.

Welsh Fusileers,

Alvin and Senter
in Ideal Stage Act

Balban & Katz staged a practically ideal

presentation show at their Chicago theatre,

Chicago, last week. The acts used were
Boyd Senter and Jack Russell, Don Alvin,
and The Royal Welsh Fusileers.

“Carmen,” the overture, was as usual,

Director Adolphe Dumont doing no worse
nor better than is commonly done with it.

“Classical Jazz” was the name auplied to

the Senter-Russell act, which followed.
Using full stage, Senter ripped off three of
his ultra-blue numbers on sax and clarinet

with Russell polishing the ivories. Russell
is not featured in the act, but if these boys
are to be continued steadily at B. & K.
houses it would be a good idea to give him
a break for a change. He rattles a wicked
set of horse teeth.

“A Hollywood Novelty” was the name
given Don Alvin’s stunt. Don used to fid-

dle for the Warner Brothers units to make
pictures out in Hollywood and a rather
long film introduction showing him doing
that work. He comes on, then, for a few
fair gags and does two violin numbers
which go big. His is an ideal presenta-
tion act, having the picture hook-up which
practically none of them legitimately pos-
sesses. He ought to do well in the new
field and go far.

Edward K. House played “That Certain
Party” on the organ but messed it all up,

missing even the written harmony of the

sonata. He finished with a vocal chorus,
which helped save him.
The Royal Welsh Fusileers are 17 men

who work in uniforms indicated by the title

of the act and sing three or four American
numbers before finishing with a yodel thing.

They make a great flash and really can
sing, delivering the type of male ensemble
work which is the big reason for the suc-

cess of “The Student Prince.” It’s a big

act, but it’s the cocoanuts for a house of
this character.

“We Moderns” was the long feature and
business Wednesday night was good.

Toots Dunbar Best
on Bill; Team Act
Dance Number Poor

ATLANTA, GA„ Jan. 19.—Little
Toots Dunbar, favorite of Atlanta audi-

ences, in a specialty number featuring

the Charleston, and Calvo and Gertrude,
dancers, gave the prologue at the Metro-
politan theatre during the week of Janu-
ary 11. The former, always a success
here, was called back again and again
following her Charleston number.
Calvo and Gertrude were received with

a fair amount of warmth although their

act dragged considerably throughout. It

was a slow-moving dance interlude built

along the lines of acrobatic poses rather

than pep and this factor contributed to

the lack of encores. The act, however,
discloses some good toe dancing by Ger-
trude and agility and strength on the

part of Calvo.
The two numbers were separated by

several short screen features. Toots
Dunbar took about five minutes and the

dancers seven or eight.

The long feature picture was “Just
Suppose.”
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For Information Regarding

Waring’s
Pennsylvanians

Simply Wire

BALABAN & KATZ, CHICAGO
Playing Uptown Theatre This Week

B. & K. Run Indefinite

Rose Valyda Stops
Show with Singing

in “Candle Light”
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Loew’s State

had for its stage attraction, “Candle Light,”

a Fanchon and Marco idea of rare beauty
and unique design. It featured Boyce
Combe, billed as “The American Prince of
Wales,” who introduced the various num-
bers, told a few gags, and sang a few songs.
His description of a horse race, told by a
man who has to sneeze frequently, got a

good hand.

Rose Valyda stopped the show with her
song, “I’m Tired of Everyone But You,”
frequently heard hereabouts over KFI, as
Rose is one of that station’s star perform-
ers.

Gino Severi’s orchestra played “Moon
Deer” by Neil Moret, a pretty Indian love
song.

Mildred Costello, a pretty Colleen, put on
a snappy Spanish number, with red heeled
boots, rose in hair, and everything.

Arnold Grezer, in a full dress suit, kicked
the back of his head and danced a toe
dance that was marvelous for its beauty
and dexterity.

Eight girls dressed in pretty silk pajamas
with candles lighted, sang “Sleepy Time
Gal,” and the curtains parted at the back of
the stage revealir~ an immense candelabra,
with five girls posing atop large candles. A
darkened stage revealed the chorus in
phosphorus outlined costumes, a very pretty
number, which got a good hand.
“The Blackbird,” was the long feature pic-

ture. “Hot Feet,” a comedy and a News-
reel completed the bill.

Marie Rossini and
Hampstead Bentley

Score in Song Act
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 19.—Presentation

act this week at the Old Mill is unusually
entertaining both in variety and beauty.
Marie Rossini and Hampstead Bentley
sing “Miserere” from “II Trovatore,” as-
sisted by a special choir.

The setting is correct in its entirety, and
creates the proper atmosphere for such a
number. The act was very pleasing, and
well received.

“One Year to Live” was the long feature
picture.

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

Straub and Stritt

Top Colorful Bill;

House Week Is Big
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 19.—Another

big program of music and vaudeville was
presented at the State this week, with
Herb Straub and his orchestra lured
from the realms of symphonic music to
what is now popularly termed jazz. The
State opened to capacity crowds after-
noon and evening on Sunday and con-
tinued to draw heavily all week.

The acts gathered for the program
consisted of Fred Stritt, with his funny
songs and sayings; Rinaldo, billed as
“the wandering violinist”; Murphy and
Scott in dances; Wondro, a juggling
comedian and Charlotte Meyers in smart
song numbers. The title of the act is

“A Night in the Cabaret,” and the set-
tings and lighting effects played no small
part in the effectiveness of the produc-
tion.

Estelle Carey Tops
Bill with Fashion
Revue as Background

DETROIT, MICH.,—Jan. 19.—The
Capitol scored a fine measure of success
the week just ended through its co-
operation with a local fashion shop in

in the staging of a fashion revue for
sport apparel. A score of pretty girls

appeared on the stage, which is beauti-
fully dressed with palm trees, against a
beach setting and with a string quartette
strumming soft tunes on a balcony.
This setting is also used for the song

numbers offered by Estelle Carey, solo-
ist for the week. Merle Clark, aided by
screen slides, stages an instrumental
number on the big organ that makes a
fine impression.

ANNOUNCE^Toz^j
PRESENTATIONS v/dr/

FILMACK TRAILERS/
ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
WORK—LOW BRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-

ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO.
x750 5. WABASH -CHICAGO.

to*.* * TTT'

“Gypsy Wayfarers,”
Girl Band, Offers

Nothing Startling

ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 19.—“The Gypsy
Wayfarers,” composed of six girl jazz

players, scored at the Howard the week
of January 11 in a short program of jazz

selections and novelties that took about
10 minutes of the time allotted to the

prologue feature. Their act had no par-

ticularly outstanding characteristics save

a novelty introduced by the management
in which the “Wayfarers” were used in

connection with a selection on the organ
played by Melyin P. Ogden.

As many ponular hits as could be used
in the limited time were played by the

organization, which received a good hand
from the audience. The girl players

showed ability on the various instru-

ments that the audience was quick to

appreciate.

The long feature was “Woman-
handled.” For an overture the Howard
orchestra played “The Fortune Teller,”

by Victor Herbert.
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Paul Oscard Offers

Boston Many-Colored
Eyeful from Stage

BOSTON, MASS., Jan. 19.—Despite
entire lack of local competition, the Met-
ropolitan keeps on doing presentations

in a big way. Week ending January 17

witnessed “Harlequinade,” described as

“a revival of the old Italian comedia,

done in a modern way.” Forty people.

Four scenes—first in one, rest full stage.

Not a John Murray Anderson. He’s
given place to Paul Oscard—whom prob-
ably no one in Boston ever heard of.

The Met presentations click because
they’re something new and eye-filling to

the local peasantry, who “never seen such
goin’s-on before in all their born days.”

Pierrot, Pierrette and Harlequin form
the eternal triangle in the pantomime
story. There’s a silver color-motif, with
a silver-leaf tree, silver moon, etc.

Dream scene, with Pierrot hopping down
out of a practical cloud. Silver dream-
boat, with some of the forty playing
guitars (not practical). The presenta-
tion runs fourteen minutes. Long
enough, since the Met slaps in other
musical features galore before they get

to the long feature picture late in the
evening.

Music in the presentation starts with
Poldini’s “March Mignon.” Then Lia-
dow’s “Musical Snuffbox,” Horscha
“Three Twins” music, “Every Little

Movement Has a Meaning of Its Own”
from “Madame Sherry” (the orchestra
pipes up and whistles this), Toselli’s

“Serenade,” Dieg’s “Recollection,” “Her-
bert’s “Kiss in the Dark,” and a live

wind-up in Wolf-Ferrari’s “Dance of the
Cammorists,” from the “Jewels of the
Madonna.”

Jeff Lazarus, house publicity man,
sounds a paean of the presentation each
week from a local radio station. All
the show is broadcast up to the feature,

with Jeff’s vivid description of the sights
making listeners-in weep for what tbeir

eyes are missing, even while the big
orchestra, etc., gives them a genuine ear-
ful.

Ash in Chinese or

Any Costume Gives
Crowds Right Show

Paul Ash hid behind a mandarin kimono
and pretty nearly jimmed his own show at

McVickers, Chicago, last week, the gals out

front seeming to prefer their hero other-

wise. But a great opening and closing
pulled the show across. The title was
something about jazz in the Chinatown un-
derworld and the genius employed in com-
bining modern tunes with this setting

stands as a worthy reflection on Director
McDermott, Ash’s good man Friday and all

week.

A dark opening in one pantomimed a

Limehouse incident with the band back of

the drop plaving “Limehouse Blues” for
first rate effect. This bit established as

characters in the piece three Apache danc-
ers working in Chinese and American
makeup. A chorus of “Limehouse Blues”
ended this and the drop went up to expose
the band sans leader doing nothing in par-

ticular until Nee Wong rushed on and the

lot of them jabbered a la Chinese, working
up a comic entrance for mandarin Ash.
This got a laugh and propelled a couple of

band numbers across.

Milton Watson was the first big name
used, getting away bigger and bigger

through Paul’s urging the audience to ap-

Opera Arias Featured

in Picture Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINNIPEG, MAN., Jan. 19.—
Special presentations of the arias
from popular operas will be fea-
tures of the programs of the
Rialto theatre in conjunction with
the screen bills.

The Rialto has just been re-

opened as a first-run theatre under
the direction of H. Jernberg.
“Hell’s Highroad” is the long
screen feature of the opening bill.

plaud him. Its a bit sad ’to see Watson
hokumized, made to Charleston and clown
generally when he really can sing, but it’s

Ash’s conception of what the McVickers
crowd wants and he seems to know that

thing better than anyone else.

Another single is done by a dancer named
Savage (first name drowned in the echoes)
whose dope pantomime was included in the

Capitol show the week preceding. This boy
undoubtedly knows his onions, but his forte

isn’t a pretty thing. They liked it, though,
or at least pretended they did, and Paul
gave him one of those verbal boosts of his

which seem to make performers locally.

(Curiously, he didn’t announce the dancers
by name. For what reason?)

Nee Wong, who has been playing here
and there about the city for several weeks,
did his blues songs and ukelele business for

pretty good returns with the aid of pan-
tomime comedy by the band. He got by but
hardly across.

The finish was the good old Apache
drammer, pistol shot and all, with the man
and one of the girls dressed as Chinese and
the second girl doing straight American.
These folks did it as well as it is done and,

when the carnage was over and bodies lay

strewn all over the place Watson closed

with another chorus of “Limehouse Blues.”
It was a knockout finish.

The comedy laugh of the show was in

the billing for the bill to follow ,a catch-

line of which mentions that the Sphinx has
been discovered wearing a Paul Ash bob.

Whoever writes the trailers announcing the

Ash shows deserves a little niche of his

own.

Proper Staging Is

Big Aid to Beauty
of Dance Prologue

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 19—
During the showing of “The Wanderer”
at the St. Francis theatre Manager Edward
A. Smith had as a special presentation act

an introductory number which he termed,
“Introductory Oriental Bacchanal,” which
proved to be exceptionally popular with the

crowds who attended the three-week show-
ing of the picture.

Twelve exceptionally able Kosloff Danc-
ers were employed to dance oriental and
bacchanal dances to the tune of an espe-

cially composed dance number by Estella

Reed. A replica the god the orientals in

the picture worshipped was brought on the

stage. This replica, although made of

beaver board, was 12 feet in height and
appropriately decorated and looked exactly

like the one in the picture, which was the

original. The replica was made in the Pub-
lix Theatres Corporation’s own studio in

this city.

The dance finished with the dropping of

six of the girls, after each special dance, at

the foot of the god.

“Songbird” Ensemble
Does Second Week in

Song and Dance Show
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 19.—Pat-

rons of the Fox Theatre last week enjoyed
one of the most satisfying and varied com-
binations of comedy, dancing and classical

and modern songs, with artistic and unusual
settings, that has graced the Fox stage for

some time.

The overture was Liszt’s “Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody,” with interpolations of

Paderewski’s recording on the Duo-Art
Reproducing Piano.
The outstanding feature of the surround-

ing program was the Russian Cathedral
Male Quartette, all of whom a.re possessors

of remarkably fine voices and present their

numbers with artistic settings. In the

“Rosary” the quartette is seen against a

drop representing a cathedral rose window,
with beautiful light effects. Then the

voices of these magnificent singers are
heard from a distance in the haunting
strains of the “Volga Boatmen’s Song,” as

they pass across the stage in a boat with
setting of waves and clouds, the strains

gradually dying away in the distance.

Next came the popular “Mr. Gallagher
and Mr. Shean” ditties by A1 Shean and
his new partner, James B. Carson, both
stars of the “Ziegfeld Follies” and “Green-
wich Village Follies.” The singing was in-

terspersed with snappy dialogue and the

audience liked the act.

Harry Girard’s Ensemble, with Agnes
Cain Brown and twenty-one “Golden-
Voiced Songbirds” in its second and final

week offered a delightful group of vocal
and dance numbers, among them “Melody
in F,” “II Trovatore,” “Just A Wearyin’ for
You,” “Mighty Lak a Rose, and as the

closing number a spirited singing of “Man-
dalay.’ There were numerous changes of
costumes and settings and the act, which
occupied about 15 minutes, was accorded
enthusiastic applause.

“Wages for Wives” was the long feature.

Roy Dieterich Best
On Bill; Prologue to

Film Poor Tack-On
“An Artist’s Dream,” built around Tenor

Roy Dieterich and the Abbot Dancers, was
the best thing in the Capitol show, Chicago,

last week. “In Our Alley,” intended as a

sort of prologue to “Little Annie Rooney,”
the picture, was the worst. A1 Short was
not in the pit leading the orchestra and
the show looked as if he didn’t have much
to do with that either.

Bartlett’s “Dream,” sung by Dieterich,

who stands at an easel and impersonates an
artist, opened the art act. It was a nifty

setting and the girls, powdered wigs and
all that, fit in ^reat. A danseuse working
with a partner turned in some first rate

steps and the act ended with Dieterich sing-

ing again. This was really enough presen-

tation, but the “In Our Alley” thing was
tossed in also.

Sammy Lewis, a hold-over, and Johnny
Herman, late of McVickers, as was Sammy
also, were the stars of the alley act, danc-
ers working in this also. Sammy did as

well as he’s been doing, which is pretty

good, but Herman seemed to have strutted

his stuff, his Jolsonesque delivery wearing
a bit thin with repetition. The act finished

with eight girls doing Charlestons and of
course that clicked it, but the uproar was
not deathless.

Leo Terry played “Annie Rooney” on the

organ and the orchestra repeated “Or-
pheus,” close competitor with William Tell

for most brutally and persistently mis-

treated overture.
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“The Melting Pot,” first of John Anderson’s revues for Publix Theatres Cor-
poration, opens at the State, Detroit, John H. Kunsky house, January 25. Music
singing and dancing are featured.

Ross, Woodruff and
Smoot, with Rockets,

Click in Fast Show
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—Radio was

the musical theme at the Missouri theatre

the week ending January 16, as it marked
the initial effort of that house to broad-

cast its programs from its own studio

through its affiliated broadcasting station

KMO, the voice of St. Louis.

So its musical numbers were arranged
with a view to getting the best results from
a radio earpoint.

The musical portion of the entertain-

ment started with Gene Rodemich direct-

ing the overture “Bacchanal” from “Sam-
son and Delilah.” “I Wonder Where My
Baby is Tonight,” swung into sprightly

marches and crooning blues as Irving Ber-

lin and his bride were flashed upon the

screen.

Milton Slosser’s “Radio Musings” on the

organ was a good number.
Then Gene Rodemich and his orchestra

took the stage and played “Remember.”
The Sixteen Missouri Rockets tumbled out

upon the stage in dainty chiffon costumes
like so many debutantes and about as

sophisticated. They are fast developing

into a high class troupe.

Charlotte Woodruff, soprano, and Roy
Smoot, tenor, proved pleasing. Joe Ross,

eccentric dancer, also made a very big hit

in his turn. On the whole the show was
one of the best that has been seen in a

motion picture house in recent months.
“Womanhandled” was the long feature

picture.

“Persian Ballet” and
Raguel Nietro Work

in Well Staged Act
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 19.—Frank L.

Newman offered “A Persian Ballet” as

Unit 5 on the Metropolitan theatre program
last week, a beautifully staged number with

a chorus of 10 girls, with Bobby Tremaine
as the reader, and David Stewart as the

singer. The reading slowed up the act con-

siderably, but Stewart’s singing was all that

could be desired. The Ballet was inspired

by “The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.”
Forbstein and his orchestra opened the

bill with selections from Victor Herbert’s

operetta “Sweethearts,” followed by a jazzy

number, “Show Me the Way to Go Home.”
An Aesop’s Fable, “Three Blind Mice,” got

a round of applause.

Miss Raguel Nietro in a beautiful gown
sang in charming manner “The Charming
Bird” with a pretty parrot on its perch be-

side her. She is a coloratura soprano with

a pleasing stage presence.

“A Woman of the World” and “Mamma,
Behave,” completed the bill.

Presentation Stage
Is Feature of New

Egyptian in Denver
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO., Jan. 19.—Though
it is a suburban house and seats about
700, the new Egyptian theatre, recently
opened, has a good stage for the presen-
tation of extra-film attractions. The
house is one of the D. & R. chain, and
is considered the most beautiful of the
D. & R. houses. The grand opening of

the house was an invitational affair.

The Egyptian architecture and decora-
tions of the house are clever and striking

and the house has caused a stir of favor-
able comment in this territory. The seat-

ing arrangement is good and the back-
stage mechanical facilities are modern
and adequate.

Varied Charleston
Steps Featured in

Act; G. Raft Tops
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 19.—Sea-

soned with jazz from beginning to end, the

show at the Stanley last week would please

the most exacting in this field of entertain-

ment.

The overture by the Stanley Symphony
Orchestra, consisted of a medley of jazz,

including “Ukulele Lady,” “A Night of

Love,” “Fascinating Rhythm” and “Yes,

Sir, That’s My Baby.”

Louise Dose, formerly with “Lady Billy”

and the 1923 “Passing Show,” sang several

semi-classical numbers, her offering being

the only one that was not in conformity
with the general jazz program.

The Stanley Jazz Orchestra, a local or-

ganization of musicians, preceded the fea-

ture in a full stage setting and played a

number of jazz selections before four
young women dancers participated in a

Charleston carnival. In addition to the

generally accepted steps, they gave inter-

pretations of their own and improvised
steps to meet the rhythm of the orchestra

numbers.

A whirlwind finish was provided to the

act by George Raft, who was exploited as

the world's most sensational exponent of

the Chareston. His stepping was of the

lightning like variety and exceeded in rap-

idity of movement anything that has ever

been seen on the Stanley stage. The act

got a tremendous round of applause. En-
cores are seldom given at the Stanley but

these artists received at least four curtain

calls. There was little doubt left as to the

popularity of jazz and the Charleston.

The long feature was “The American
Venus.”

Vlasta Maslova
Held at Capitol

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Vlasta Mas-
lova, Russian ballerina, is appearing at

the Capitol theatre again this week. She
appears in “Legend of the Pearl,” in

which an elaborate Chester Hale ballet

is used.

Another feature of this week’s stage
bill is Louise Loring, dramatic soprano
first introduced to the American public

by Major Edward Bowes at the Capitol.

For the current week she is singing the

“Suicidio” aria from “La Giaconda.”

Tiffany, Nealy and
Orchestra in Music
Song and Step Show

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—The Con-
ley-Silverman orchestra rises to new
heights week by week at the Grand
Central and in many respects the work
of this organization the week ending
January 16 places it in the foremost rank
of motion picture theatre orchestras.

The overture was a medley of num-
bers chosen from popular stage suc-
cesses, including “Song of the Vaga-
bond,” “Only a Rose” and “Who?” The
audiences showed their appreciation of
this offering.

Stuart Barrie at the organ sobbed out
some familiar tunes as the “Topics of
the Day” were being shown.
On the stage Owen Tiffany danced a

couple of turns while popular Arthur
Nealy, tenor, gave an Irish song or two.

“Clothes Make the Pirate” was the
long feature picture.

Sonya Meroff, Jazz
Singer, Holds Show;

Other Players Click
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 19.—Entire bill at

the Majestic was clever and amusing. Her-
man Timberg, a very clever comedian, and
Sammy, a musician, kept the crowd laugh-
ing.

Bezazain and White, barytone and
trumpeter, respectively, offered concert and
classical numbers, which were well re-
ceived.

Sonya Meroff, a jazz singer, was encored
so much the following performers became
nervous, while Jimmy Lyons, dialect

comedian, had a good line of new jokes
which brought many laughs. The opening
number, a Chinese boy and girl, Ah San
and Jo, in an acrobatic act, were better
than the usual acts of the kind.

Donald Watson with
Heller, Riley Team

and H. Stanton Held
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 19. — Donald

(Monk) Watson, popular master of en-
tertainment at the Rialto, held over Hel-
ler and Riley, formerly with “Sally,
Irene and Mary,” for the presentation
of the week, “Memories.” Their mem-
ories are “songs you’ll always love.”

Harold Stanton, tenor, also remained,
singing the “Song of Songs” and other
old time melodies.
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Maria Roselli With
Boyd and Townsend

Serenaders Go Big
KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 19.—Presen-

tation act arranged by Manager Bruce
Fowler of the Newman theatre the week
ending January 16, blended harmoniously
enough with the feature picture. Boyd and
Townsend and their Roumanian Serenaders
and Maria Roselli, harpist, were the artists

on the program.

Miss Roselli was featured in an individ-

ual part of the program—that of “Recollec-
tions of the Masters,” staged by Director
Mirsky of the Newman orchestra. As
various classical selections were being
played, the profile of the master who wrote
the number would be flashed on the screen.

Then, near the end of the overture, lights

from back-stage were thrown on Miss Ro-
selli, who was seated with her harp on a

platform arrangement, about the center of
the screen, the screen in front of her being
such as to afford perfect visibility for the

audience. Her act lasted eight minutes and
she was well received.

Then came Boyd and Townsend and
their five Roumanian artists on stringed in-

struments. Few orchestral companies have
been featured at the Newman in the last

several months who put more vigor into

their work. The act was in one setting,

the orchestra being seated in a balcony ef-

fect which protruded from the left side of

the stage, giving genuine atmosphere to the

scene. Five musical numbers were ren-

dered and won the stamp of approval all

week from patrons. Business this week
was better than last.

Cranston Quartette
“Good Bet”; Crowds
Big Throughout Week

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 19.—So
pleased was Manager Samuel Carver with
attendance at the Liberty theatre last week
—the first week in several months that the

theatre has staged a presentation act—that

he booked the Cranston Male Quartette the

week just closed, which proved to be a

“good bet.”

The members of the quartette not only
were harmonious, humorous and melodious,
but they knew how to inject real color into

the prologue, which they put over in great

style. Fortunately enough, one member of

that quartette happened to be LeRoy Mace,
a Kansas City boy, who sang “Remember”
with such capability that daily newspapers
lauded him with liberal space the day after

his premiere.
The act is in ene scene, a wharf setting,

and consists of four sea songs and the in-

dividual number by Mace, as well as a real

“sailor” dance. The act, consuming 20
minutes, was welcomed by good sized

crowds all week.
“The Storm Breaker” was the feature

picture.

Zimm and Orchestra
Held Second Week;
Charleston Featured

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 19.—Paul
Zimm and his orchestra, supplemented
by a number of singers and dancers in
specialty numbers, continued on a sec-
ond week at the Broadway Strand this

week.
Zimm’s orchestra seemed to catch on

immediately with the crowds and busi-
ness picked up rapidly through word-of-
mouth advertising. The Charleston
continues to be the headliner in the spe-
cialty numbers.

-LAST TIMES TODAY—

0 PAULASH Kentucky jazz”
Blanche Sweet in “WHY WOMEN LOVE”

Paul Ash in “Underground China-
town” and the First National pic-

ture “Joanna” are attractively bal-

anced in this Sunday newspaper ad
for Me Vickers theatre, Chicago. A
larger amount of detail is given con-
cerning the picture than concerning
the stage show.

Georgia Lane Unit
Held for 3 Weeks;
Offerings Approved

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 19.—
The Georgia Lane Dancers were retained

for one more week at the Paramount
Empress theatre here. This week their act

is entitled “Stepping Along,” and includes

a presentation of songs and dances of the

jazz type, which suit the taste of the audi-

ence to a large degree, according to the

applause.

This act is very appropriate in connec-

tion with the long feature picture this week,

which is “The Wanderer.”

Presentation Scope Widening
( Continued from page 42)

of expression it embraces are superior to

those of the vaudeville stage and do not
permit the rank jocosities of the bur-
lesque house. Only the highest grade of

harmonious entertainment is permissible in

the cinema theatre. In this the public is

becoming more interested each day.

Has the public become jaded in its

continual search for something new? Or
is the presentation art developing in the
people a desire for finer entertainment?
The public is swayed by reactions. The
post-war mood found relief in the gay
abandon of jazz music, and subsequently
turned to symphonic jazz and light

opera. But whether or not the presenta-
tion art has inspired a change, the slen-
der thread of its unimpeachable propa-
ganda is clearly traced in American
music annals.

(Next week Mme. Cutter will write about the
various kinds of music used in presentations.)

George Billings in

Personal Appearance
Big Box Office Draw

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 19.—Omahans are
flocking to the Strand theatre this week
for two reasons. In the first place Man-
ager Art Cunningham is giving his patrons
a chance to see “Mannequin.” In the sec-
ond place, Abraham Lincoln is here “in
person,” that is, in the person of George
Billings.

Billings, who has appeared in motion pic-
tures many times in the character of the
Great Emancipator, is ending up a rest in
Omaha by a week’s engagement at the
Strand. The picture “Abraham Lincoln”
appeared at the Rialto a couple of years
ago.

Billings, at the Strand, presents Lincoln’s
farewell address at Springfield before he
started for Washington to be president,
excerpts from the second inaugural address,
and the Gettysburg address. His deep
sonorous voice is well fitted for the part,
and his presentation is very well received.
Henry Fonda, a member of the Community
players, introduces him. After giving Lin-
coln’s addresses he makes a little curtain
talk.

Music for the week is by the Strand
orchestra under Elmer J. Sutton and by
the organ, Helen Hoagland playing.

Williams and Royal
Syncopators Enjoy

Big Week On Stage
KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 19.—Follow-

ing a week of doubling at the Newman the-
atre, as well as the Royal, their “home,” the
Royal Syncopators, under the direction of
Louis Forbstein, devoted everything in
staging a highly successful program this
week. Had Manager Bruce Fowler allotted
the musicians twice the time they were on
the stage— 20 minutes— the audiences
wouldn’t have objected one whit.

As in previous programs, the Syncopators
didn’t confine their selections to any one
class of music, but drifted with reckless
abandon from the jazziest to the most
classical, making it impossible to have
passed up the taste of any member of the
audience.

Kenneth Williams, the “vocal depart-
ment” of the Syncopators, again won a
good hard daily with his songs. He ap-
pears to be putting more “feeling” into his

singing each week.

The attendance this week surpassed that

of last week by a comfortable margin.

Ails-Pullman Revue,
Featuring Steppers,

Enjoys Riotous Week
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—Roscoe Ails-

Kate Pullman Revue is a melange of com-
edy, some new, some old, orchestral and
solo music and dancing. It proved a very
popular act with the Loew’s State audiences
the week of January 9.

The revue specialty is stepping, and it is

done in a variety of ways from the wildly
applauded sliding gyrations of Ails to the
Ails-Pullman wooden soldier march and
the Charleston.
The act also put on a very good “strut-

tin’ ” blackface and straight brother team
that gave a whirlwind eccentric dance that
took the audiences by story. Dorothy Ells-

worth also did a very good limber and
wriggly acrobatic number.
Don Albert’s overture, “Home, Sweet

Home All Over the World,” was excellent.
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Ukelele Vocalists,

Spanish Dancers, in

N. Y. Rialto Show
NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—This week

the Rialto opens with the overture “If

I Were King,” played by the Rialto
Orchestra with Willy Stahl conducting.
Follows the Rialto Cinemevents, news-
reel of current events that is of par-
ticular interest this week.

Then Hy C. Geis at the Wurlitzer,
whose organ solos of popular songs with
screen slides have been getting enthusi-
astic applause, plays “Lonesomest Girl

in Town.” Geis manages to get a real

vocal response from his audiences that

always ends up in a laugh.

The stage divertisement is confined to

one presentation. The number opens
with Gilbert and Wimp, ukelele vocalists,

sitting on the organ strumming and hum-
ming their bit and while Wimp is doing
a solo the curtains open and Cunning-
ham and Clements, Spanish dancers, do
a very charming series of characteristic
dances.

“The Vanishing American” is the long
feature film of the week’s program. “The
Little Brown Jug”— pre-Volstead — an
Aesop Fable, closes the program.

Lucille Middleton
Toplines Stage Bill

in “The Fan Dance”
Lucille Middleton in “The Fan Dance”

was the outstanding performer of the
stage bill offered last week at the new
Harding theatre, Chicago. Miss Middle-
ton worked before a theme drop in
three. The huge ostrich plume fan from
which her offering derives its name
stands out brilliantly against the drop.

Miss Middleton is an acrobatic dancer,
but her work is not usual. So many
acrobatic dancers look like “weight-
lifting” dancers that it is a great relief
to view one who combines acrobatic
ability with consummate grace, as does
Miss Middleton.

The flash of this act is the slow bend
backward until the dancer reaches a re-
clining position on the stage with her
lower legs doubled under. She covers
herself with the fan and after what
seems a long pause she rises slowly and
does a swift close. The audience that
filled the house when the Middleton act
was caught applauded loudly.

“Skylarks” Is New
Anderson Sketch at
N. Y. Rivoli Theatre

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—John Murray
Anderson presents this week at the
Rivoli the fourth of his novel revues.
Its title is “Skylarks,” and it is a moon-
light fantasy featuring William Stamm,
Ruth Urban, Senora’s Jewels, the Six
Pashas, the Publix Quartette and the
Publix Corps de Ballet. Boris Petroff
arranged the dances and Herman Rosse
executed the costumes and sets.

Nathaniel Finston, musical director for
Publix theatres, is personally directing
the orchestra. Eddie Elkins’ Melody
Mixers continue on the program, as does
Harold Ramsay at the organ.

“Hands Up,” is the long feature pic-
ture. A novelty film offering is Renown’s
“Man or Illusion,” a plastic scenic
picture.
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Two stage attractions, Warings’
Pennsylvanians and the Royal Welsh
Fusileers, are displayed in this Sun-
day newspaper ad for the Chicago
theatre, Chicago, together with the
First National production “We
Moderns.”

New Frolics Tops
Presentation Bill

at N. Y. Mark-Strand
NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—The second

edition of the Mark Strand Frolics of

1926 tops this week’s presentation bill

at the Mark Strand theatre, where the

feature picture offering is “Just Suppose.”

The Frolics is a lavish production on
a scale with the holiday program. It

includes an augmented ballet, specialty

dancers, a mixed chorus and colorful

costumes and scenic effects.

John Hammond and Frederick Smith
are at the organ.

3 Elaborate Stage
Shows Are Planned

for State, Detroit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 19.—This
week the State theatre has as its presen-
tation a colorful offering entitled “’Neath
the Southern Moon,” and has three more
elaborate bills planned for immediately
succeeding weeks.

Beginning January 25 “The Toy Shop”
will have a week’s run. In the week of
February 1 “Heating Up the North
Pole” will be the stage attraction. And
in the following week (week of Febru-
ary 8) the presentation will be “The
Delft Plate.”

Featured in this week’s show is Fred
Stritt and Herb and His Bunch. Estelle
Carey is another featured player. Other
players on the bill are Charlotte Meyers;
The Two Chocolate Drops; Babe Morris
and The Plantation Dancing Four.

Mary Howard Only
Added Attraction

Offered at Palace
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 19.—Mary How-

ard, Texas’ own prima donna, was well
received in her rendition of “By the Waters
of the Minnetonka” and other numbers at

the Palace. Miss Howard has a charming
personality and much beauty, and she
really did not need her exceptional voice
to put her over.

The setting was in keeping with the pre-
sentation, and the soft lights of different

colors against a spangled silver screen
made a very attractive color effect.

Alexander Keese’s orchestra pleased with
numbers from “No No Nannette.” The
long picture attraction was “Mannequin.”

Mann’s Syncopators
Take First Honors

with Music Offering
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 19.—Honors the

week just ended went to Mann’s Syncopa-
tors at the Pantages. This melody outfit

offered music and sengs that were ap-
plauded by good houses all week.

Francis Haney’s Revue took second
money. This unit includes Helen Stewart
and Four Johnnies in an original, clever

act with a stage door setting. Good danc-
ing is the feature of the act.

Foster Ball, former Dallas man, and
Emmett Briscoe in “Since the Days of
’61” have a good act. Ball played the part

of a war veteran and drew many laughs

with his line.

Nan Gray, a Scotch girl, presented a

novelty song and dance turn that also went
over well.

“Playmates,” Billed

Strongly, Increase

Receipts at Liberty
PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 19.—Manager

Paul Noble of the Liberty theatre is pre-

senting the “Four Playmates” again this

week. This quartette is described as the

greatest holdover quartette before the

public today. ‘
It has remained for months

at a time at some theatres.

Noble is billing the unit unusually strong-

ly, and the public response has been tre-

mendous.

Harvey Gatchett Is

Held Four Weeks in

Novel Presentation
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 19.—Harvey

Gatchett is at the Sun theatre for the

fourth week, presenting, with Gene Car-

roll, a song novelty act with the photo-
play “The Masked Bride.”

Manager Ralph Goldberg also has Joe

Riley and his California syncopators, all

girl musicians, to offer.

Werner’s Sunday
Concerts Popular

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 19.—Eduard
Werner, conductor of the orchestra at the

Capitol, John H. Kunsky house, packs them
in each Sunday with his noon symphony
concert. Werner has conducted well over

a hundred of these concerts and they con-

tinue to draw. His music has become
known from coast to coast and Detroit

flocks to Lear him every week.
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Left to right: R. D. Bauer, Pathe
representative; K. C. Shawver,
owner of the Majestic at Conroe,
and Ed Blumenthal, F. B. O. repre-

sentative out of Dallas.

Left to right: Lee King, operator,
and Mr. and Mrs. D. B. English,

owners of the Star theatre at Ta-
hoka, and “Boots.” Mr. English has
a happy smile.

Introducing L. D. Brown and the
Missus, of Brownwood, Texas. They
are the owners of the Queen the-

atre of that city.

Left to right are S. J. Hodge, Mrs.
Hodge and their operator, Billy Cor-
dell. They are successful motion
picture folk at Ballinger, Texas.

Meet Mr. and Mrs. Cranfill H. Cox
and their son. Mr. Cox is the
owner of the Crystal theatre down
at Gilmore, Texas.

Boosters

for

THE HERALD
in

Texas

(By H. E. N.)

Here are Ray Mitchell and family
of the Plainview theatre, at Plain-

view. Mitchell, who is popular and
successful, is building a new the-

atre.

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Whitney have
the Albany theatre in the Texas
city of the same name. Congratu-
lations to the newlyweds.

Henry C. Houston (left) owns the
Gem and Travis theatres at Sher-
man, Texas. His son Neal (right)

travels for Paramount out of

Dallas.

Here are several reasons why the term Better Theatres is axiomatic in Texas. Left to right: C. C. Lindsey, Palace and
Lindsey at Lubbock; W. H. Williams, Rialto at Midland, who controls the power plant of the town; T. V. Humphrey,
Pastime, Canadian, Tex., an oldtimer; Max Fox, popular exhibitor of Dallas and booker of the Strand; A. (“Sugar”)
Zuccaro, Queen theatre, 1408-10 Main street. Fort Worth;Smiling J. D. Custer, Custer theatre, Slaton, and L. L. Levy,
of Levy & Ambrose, Palace and Grand at Nacogdoches.



Studio

Studies

LIGE CONLEY, comedy star at

Educational lot.

|
BERT GLENNON, cameraman for

% Pola Negri productions.

MARIE PREVOST has been en-

gaged to star in the product of

Metropolitan studios.

SILVANO BALBONI, First Na-

tional director of “The Far Cry,”

featuring Blanche Sweet and Jack
Mulhall.

EDWARD MILLER is

father of Mary Louise
Miller, appearing in “The
Night Cry” for Warner.
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THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
I bought a brand new roll of tickets about the

first of June and figured that if I would be right

careful with them they would last until the first

of September. They were just holding up fine

until I put Fred Thomson and Silver King on in

“The Wild Bull’s Lair.” Now I have got to go

out and buy another roll to tide me over until

the fall business starts. This picture pleased the

largest crowd I have had all summer. Would rec-

ommend it to any exhibitor. Six reels.—R. W.
iickman. Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.—General
patronage.
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Coast Studios Hit Full Stride;

Making Big Productions in East
Paramount and

First National

Doing Big Ones
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Several of

this year’s biggest and most impor-
tant productions are to be made in

the East. Thus far, Paramount has
two of its outstanding attractions,

“Beau Geste” and “The Sorrows of

Satan,” scheduled for Eastern pro-

duction. Work will commence shortly

on both. At First National’s New
York studio production has just got-

ten under way on “The Savage,”
which is the initial Earl Hudson pic-

ture under the new supervising ar-

rangement.

The two mammoth stages at Paramount’s
Long Island studios are crowded with sets.

Other sets are now in the making to re-

place those now standing. Work in every
department is at top speed. All activities

point to the greatest production year at the
Eastern plant.

Make "Beau Geste” Here

Last minute changes have added respon-
sibilities to those who produce the sets.

“Beau Geste,” according to an announce-
ment just made by William LeBaron, sup-
ervising producer in charge of this studio,

will be made in America instead of abroad.
Production is scheduled to start immedi-
ately under the direction of Herbert
Brenon. This change has necessitated ex-
tra hours for those working in the car-

pentry and other departments. Charles
Rogers, one of the Paramount junior stars,

has been assigned one of the principal roles

in this picture which will be one of the out-
standing attractions on the fall program.

Nearing the last days of production is

“The New Klondike,” which stars Thomas
Meighan, who has as his leading woman,
Lila Lee. The early sequences of this pro-
duction have been shot in Florida and the

company is now at the studio daily working
under the direction of Lewis Milestone.
Supporting the star in addition to Miss Lee
are Paul Kelly, J. W. Johnston, Vera Sis-

son and Brenda Lane. Tom Geraghty is

supervising editor and Alvin Wyckoff is

chief cameraman. The story is by Ring
Lardner, noted sport writer. This will be a
yarn of Florida real estate and baseball.

Adolphe Menjou is at work on a picture
that will be a worthy successor to “The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter.” This pic-

ture, I believe, is the first to glorify the

barber. Its title is “A Social Celebrity.”
During the last two weeks there have been
hair cuts, shaves and bobs (especially the
latter) galore, with Menjou doing most of
the bobs and Chester Conklin getting most
of the hair cuts and shaves. Others in the
cast of this picture which Malcolm St. Clair
is directing are Louise Brooks, Elsie Law-
son, Freeman Wood and Josephine Drake.
Monte Katterjohn wrote the story, Pierre
Codings adapted it and Lee Garrnes is the
cameraman.

Dix in New Comedy
I watched Richard Dix on the set in his

new picture, “Let’s Get Married,” and the

FOREWORD

P
RODUCTION and produc-
tion personalities are

entitled to receive propor-

tionate and consistent represen-

tation in the trade press as

compared with the attention

and space devoted to other vital

elements in the industry. Ex-
hibitors are keenly alert to

what is going on in the studios

and are depending upon the

trade paper they read to keep
them informed as to what is

taking place in the production

centers.

With these thoughts in mind
the HERALD has decided upon
an elaboration of its customary
Studio Section and with this is-

sue presents an augmented de-

partment in which the theatre

owner will find published in an
interesting and entertaining

manner just what he wants to

know about the current activ-

ities in production and about
production personalities.

This new Studio Section will

be a regular feature of the
HERALD, every fourth week.

—M. J. Q.

little action I saw had as many laughs in it

as “Womanhandled,” his current attraction.

Dix again has Lois Wilson as his leading

woman. In support are Gunboat Smith,

who causes a riot, Nat Pendleton, Douglas
MacPherson, Joe Kilgour, Tom Findlay.

Gregory La Cava, who made “Woman-
handled,” Is again handling the megaphone.
Ed Cronjager is cameraman.

Gloria Swanson has deserted the studio

for the time being and is now enjoying the

warmth of the South where exteriors for
“The Untamed Lady” are being made. She
and her company went first to Pinehurst
and next to Savannah, Ga., where they are

now making yacht scenes. Gloria has Law-
rence Gray as her leading man. This is the

first time that the same leading man has
played opposite her in two successive pic-

tures. Thomas Holding, Joseph Smiley and
General Pershing, a horse, also appear in

the picture. General Pershing appears in

the climax of the picture, and was selected

because of the fact that he is a champion
jumper. The story is by Fannie Hurst,
author of the $50,000 prize story, “Manne-
quin.” James Creelman, young newspaper
man, prepared the script.

Juniors at Lake Placid

The Junior Stars are still at Lake Placid
for exteriors for “Glorious Youth,” which
Sam Wood, their instructor, is directing.

( Continued on page 67 )

Production in

West Promises
Greatest Year

By RAY MURRAY
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—The new

year starts off auspiciously! We are

greeted with a dazzling array of good
box-office attractions and increased

production activities are in evidence

on all sides. This business of making
pictures is a never ending process.

One year’s work laps over into the

next and so on ad finitum.

The next few months will see many
changes in the studio map of Hollywood,
with Famous Players-Lasky moving to the

United lot and the various companies
housed there at present seeking other quar-

ters.

Fox Active

The Fox West Coast studios greeted 1926

with a whirl of production activity and
with the prospect of completing its 1925-26

schedule early in February. Two specials

have just been completed, viz. “A Trip to

Chinatown,” and “The Road to Glory,” and
Sol Wurtzel, general manager, has lined

up eight more pictures which are nearing

completion.
The Chinatown picture, adapted from

Charles A. Hoyt’s comedy-drama, was di-

rected by Robert Kerr. Barney McGill

photographed it, and Margaret Livingston,

Earle Foxe, J. Farrell Macdonald and
Anna May Wong are featured in it.

Howard Hawks directed “The Road to

Glory.” He also wrote it, and May Mc-
Avoy plays the featured role. Joseph

August was the cameraman.
Nearly every director on the Fox lot

went into action this month. Frank Borz-

age is making “Dixie Merchant.” Frank

Good is the cameraman, while Madge
Bellamy, Jack Mulhall and J. Farrell Mac-
donald are the players. Tom Mix and

Tony are in Arizona shooting scenes for

“Tony Runs Wild.” Tom Buckingham is

directing while Dan Clark is turning the

camera crank. Jacqueline Logan appears

opposite Mix.

Schertzinger Working

Victor Schertzinger has gone to work on

“Siberia” a picturization of Bartley Camp-
bell’s play, which was adapted by Eve Un-
sell. Glen McWilliams is taking care of

the photography. Edmund Lowe, Alma
Rubens, Lou Tellegen and Tom Santschi

are featured in it. Buck Jones is hard at

work on “The Fighting Buckaroo.” Sally

Long appears opposite him. R. William

Neill is directing and Reginald Lyons is the

cameraman.
Pauline Starke, Johnny Walker, Rock-

cliffe Fellowes and little Mickey Bennett

will appear in “Dangers of a Great City”

under Chester Bennett’s direction. Emmett
Flynn has started “Yellow Fingers” with

Olive Borden, a new Fox star, in the fea-

tured role. Eve Unsell wrote the scenario.

Paul Ivano is cameraman.
John Griffith Wray is making “Hell’s

Four Hundred” with Margaret Livingston,

Marceline Day, Wallace McDonald and

Harrison Ford. Bradley King adapted the

story by Vaughan Kester. Two Peter B.

Kyne stories are also in early production

(Continued on page 68 )
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Jack White
Director General Educational Studios, Los Angeles

SCORES AGAIN

A. E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre,

Columbia City, Ind.

TELLS YOU!
FIRE AWAY: If my feature for this night (Thanksgiving) had been

half as good as this sure fire comedy from Educational, all would have been
rosy. I asked Indianapolis branch for a sure hit of a comedy and I cer-

tainly got it. “Fire Away” has what the public wants, solid entertainment,
hokum and action. By the way, Jack White’s comedy direction holds good
for comedy after comedy. I think he is the top notcher of them all. I’m
glad he’s releasing through Educational, for Educational holds the record in

good service in this house. A comedy every week for close onto six years,

and but one miss out in all that time, and then they saved the day by telling

where a run was concluded and letting that come in its stead.—A. E. Hancock,
Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General Patronage.—Exhibitors

Herald.
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Exhibitors Herald Production
{J
A Monthly Service Devoted
to Stars, Directors, Scenar-

ists and Cameramen at Work
Upon Pictures in Current
Production.

Directory
Chicago Office: 407 So. Dearborn St.

Hollywood Representatives:

Ray Murray, H. E. Nichols

(| New York Representatives:

John S. Spargo, T. E. Leahy

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story

ASSOCIATED STUDIOS, INC. 3800 Mission Road

Von Stroheim
VARIETY PICTURES

Von Stroheim “Wedding March”

Frank Nicholson
AI Herman
AI Herman
“Sky” Moreno

All-Star
Bill Patton
Selig Animals
Eddie Gordon
Hank Man

Nicholson
Nicholson

AI Stein
Geo. Crockett
Paggett
Geo. Crocker

“Chuckles”
“Custer'd Last Wallop”
“Shadows of the Jungles”
“The Pig Parade”
“The Dill Pickle”

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS. 1438 Gower St.

HERCULES PRODUCTIONS
Mitchell, Bruce Frank Merrill Wm. Adams Untitled

NAT LEVINE PRODUCTIONS
Wm. J. Craft MacGregor-Lorraine Geo. Morgan Robertson-James Dog Serial

GOLD MEDAL PRODUCTIONS '

Geo. Jeske All-star Earl Walker Untitled

H. J. BROWN PRODUCTIONS 0

H. J. Brown Reed Howes Allan Forrest Billy Tuers “Bring Home the Bacon”
H. J. Brown Billy Sullivan Grover Jones Billy Tuers “One Punch o' Day”

BRIANT S. YOUNG PRODUCTIONS
John Grant All-Star Lynn Darling “Plum Center Comedies”
John Grant Monte Weeks Lynn Darling “Monte’s Dilemma”

j. p. McGowan productions
J. P. McGowan Helen Holmes Wm. Lester Bob Cline “Lost Express”
J. P. McGowan All-Star G. A. Durland Bob Cline “Shongator”

SAM BISCHOFF, INC.

Wm. J. Craft All-Star H. C. Witwer Geo. Robinson Untitled

CENTURY STUDIOS. 6100 Sunset Blvd.

Gus Meins Buster Brown Meins-Neufeld Bill Hyers Buster Brown Comedies
Francis Corby Ednai Marion Sig Neufeld Harry Forbes Untitled
Jess Robbins Wanda Wiley Jess Robbins Victor Sherrick LIntitled

Percy Pembrook Chas. King Pembrook Geo. Foster Comedy

CHRISTIE STUDIOS. 6101 Sunset Blvd.

Wm. Watson Bobby Vernon Conklin Peterson-Garnett 2-Reel Comedy
Robert Thornby Jimmie Adams Sid Ilerzig Phillips- Jacquemin 2-Reel Comedy
Earl Rodney Walter Hiers Sid Herzig Peterson Breamer 2-Reel Comedy

CECIL B. DEMILLE STUDIO. Culver City.

Wm. K. Howard
C. B. DeMillo
C. B. DcMille

Rod La Rocque
All-Star
Letrice Joy

Jeanie MacPherson
Conrad Bercovici
Elmer Harris

Lucian Andriot
Arthur Miller

“Red Dice
“Volga Boatman’*
“Eve's Leaves”

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS. 7250 Santa Monica.

Steve Roberts Lige Conley Dwight Warren Comedy
Chas. Lamont All-Star Ben White Comedy
Norman Taurog Lloyd Hamilton Len Smith Comedy
Wm. Goodrich Johnny Arthur • Byron Houck Comedy
Jules White Cliff Bowes Untitled

F. B. O. STUDIOS. 780 Gower St.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Joe Henabery

F. B. O. PRODUCTIONS
Ceder-Wilkinson
David Kirkland
Chet Withey
J. P. Hogan
Harry Garson
Robert DeLacey

Monty Banks

Vaughn-Kent
Fred Thomson
Evelyn Brent
All-Star
Lefty Flynn
Tom Tyler

Lewell Martin
Rex Taylor
Fred Myton
F. Grubb Alexander
Grey-Dreunein

Blake Wagner

Phil Tanura
Ross Fisher
Roy Klaffki
Jules Cronjager
G. Warrenton
John Leezer

“Play Safe”

“Fighting Hearts”
“Tough Guy”
“Bright Lights”
“King of the Turf”
“Kitten and the King”
“Born to Battle”

FILMCRAFT STUDIO. 4506 Sunset Blvd.

REX WARMEL PRODUCTIONS
Millais-Jones Gladys Roy J. Whiting Untitled

FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd.

EDITH THORNTON PRODUCTIONS
Chas. Hutchison Edith Thornton O. Nattoford Leo Shamroy “Lightning Hutch”

ACTION PICTURES
...

Richard Thorpe Wally Wales Ray Reis Untitled

WEST BROS. PRODUCTIONS
Jim Davis Billy West “Smiling at Danger”

LARIAT PRODUCTIONS
Mil Marante Pete Morrison Frank S. Beresford Jack Young “The Blizzard”

BANNER PRODUCTIONS
Fred Windemere Roberts-Agnew Freed-Davis “Tail Myitery”
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SCHARLIN-TAYLOR PRODUCTIONS
Bruce Mitchell Dick Grace “The Ace”

CINEMATOGRAPH PRODUCTIONS
Robt. Tansey

HENDERSON PRODUCTIONS
AI Neitz

Cordon-Messenger

All Star

Untitled

“Against all Odds”

FOX STUDIO. 1401 N. Western Ave.

FOX PRODUCTIONS
Robert Kerr All-Star Hoyt-Van McGill “Trip to Chinatown”
Irving Cummings All-Star Binghma-Lord George Schneiderman “Johnstown Flood”
Rowland V. Lee All-Star Robert M. Lee G. D. Post “Danbr “The Outsider”
Howard Hawks May McAvoy L. C. Rigby Joe August “Chariot of the Gods”
R. Wm. Neill Buck Jones Chas. Darnton Reg. Lyons “Fighting Buckaroo”
Ben Stoloff Harris-Luddy Rubens-Roth Jno. Schmidt “Pawnshop Politics”
Victor Schertzinger All-Star Frank Good “Siberia”
Frank Borgaze All-Star Kenneth Clark “Dixie Merchant”
Tom Buckingham Tom Mix Bingham-Lord Dan Clark “Tony Runs Wild”
Albert Rny Cooley-Perry Katherine Carr Sid Wagner “Cheaper to Move”
Emmett Flynn All-Star “Price of Pleasure”

GORDON STREET STUDIO
McKNIGHT-WOMACK PRODUCTIONS

Mark Goldaine Rosalie Marini King Benedict Walker-Heelan 2-Reel Comedy

MELFORD STUDIO. 1442 Beachwood Dr.

MALOFORD PRODUCTIONS
Leo Maloney Leo Maloney Ford I. Beebe Frank Cotner “Without Orders”
Leo Maloney Leo Maloney “Blind Trail”

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIO. 1845 Glendale Blvd.

Marshall Neilan Dana-Agnew Benjamin Glazer David Kesson “Wild Oat Lane”

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO. Culver City

M. G. M. PRODUCTIONS
Benjamin Christensen Shearer-Mack Christensen Ben Reynolds “Light Eternal”
Hobart Henley Ray-Boardman F. and F. Hatton Johnny Arnold “Auction Block”
Christy Cabanne Cody-Olmsted A. D. G. Miller “Monte Carlo”
Phil Rosen Nagel-Adoree Gates-Orth Art Morgan Untitled

Fred Niblo Ramon Novarro June Mathis Carl Strauss “Ben Hur”

COSMOPOLITAN PICTURES
Sidney Franklin Davies-Moreno Agnes Johnston Ira Morgan “Beverly of Graustark”
Monta Bell Cortez-Garbo Dorothy Farnum Tony Gaudio “The Torrent”

ART MIX STUDIO. 5761 Santa Monica Blvd.

art mix productions
Denver Dixon Roberts-Lee Mrs. Whitfield J. P. Whalen “Battling Dangers”

METROPOLITAN STUDIO. 1040 Las Palmas Ave.

METROPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
Geo. Melford Bowers Tashman Clawson-Ricchey Chas. Clark “Whispering Smith”

HAROLD LLOYD PRODUCTIONS
Sam Taylor Harold Lloyd Walter Lundin Comedy

BELASCO PRODUCTIONS
Paul Powell Anita Stew'art Anthony Coldeway James Van Trees “Prince of Pilsen”

FIRST NATIONAL PRODUCTION
Robt. Z. Leonard Corinne Griffith Heilbron-Wilson Geo. Barnes “Mile. Modiste”

FRANCES MARION PRODUCTION
E. Mason Hopper All-Star Frances Marion N. Brodin “Paris at Midnight”

RENAUD HOFFMAN PRODUCTIONS
Frank O’Connor All-Star “Speed Limit”
Renaud Hoffman All-Star E. Richard Schayer Ray June “Unknown Soldier”

PARAMOUNT STUDIO. 1520 Vine St.

Raoul Walsh Nisse- Collier, Jr. Jas. O'Donough Vic Milner “Golden Journey”
Alan Dwan All-Star • Becky Gardner “Padlocked”
Alan Dwan Jas. Hamilton Jas. Howe “Sea Horses”
Dimitri Buchowetski Pola Negri Ernest Vajda Bert Glenon “Pasteboard Queen”
Clarence Badger Bebe Daniels Monty Brice H. K. Martin “Miss Brewster’s

Millions”
Victor Fleming Holt-Dresser Loring-Leighton Al Gilkes “Blind Goddess”
Geo. B. Seitz Frazer-Mason Lucien Hubbard C. E. Schoenbaum “Desert Gold”
Arthur Rosson Raymond Griffith “Fresh Paint”
Wm. Wellman Bronson-Cortez Ernest Vadja Vic Milner Untitled

HAL ROACH STUDIOS. Culver City

Robt. McGowan Our Gang Arthur Lloyd 2-Reel Comedy
Leo McCarey Chas. Chase Frank Carrier 2-Reel Comedy
R. Wallace Theda Bara Len Powers 2-Reel Comedy
Jummy Horne Clyde Cook Len Powers 2-Reel Comedy
Fred Guiol Glenn Tryon Glen Carrier 2-Reel Comedy

MACK SENNETT STUDIO. 1712 Glendale Blvd.

Del Lord Billy Bevan DePew-Unholz Comedy
Lloyd Bacon Ralph Graves Williams-Davis Comedy
Gilbert Pratt McKee-Hiatt Fowler-Fish Comedy

SIERRA PICTURES. 316 Taft Building

H. B. Carpenter Barnes-Shannon L. V. Jefferson Paul Allen Untitled

REX THORPE PROD. 318 Taft Building

FIRST NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
Dos Joos Helen Gibson Gibson-Joos Jaek Fuqua “The Helenaetion

Series”

R. D. Saunders All-Star Saunders-Thorpa Jack Fuqua 2-Reel Comedy
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UNITED STUDIO. 5341 Melrose Ave.

FIRST NATIONAL PRODUCTION
A1 Green Moore-Hughes June Mathis T. D. McCord “Irene”
Edwin Carewe Hughes-Astor Bob Kurrle “Heirs Apparent”
Sylvano Balboni Sweet-Mulhall June Mathis John Boyle “The Far Cry”
Lambert Hillyer Nilsson-Gordon Eve Unsell John Boyle “Second Chance”
Harry Edwards Harry Langdon Leslie-Spear “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp”

UNITED ARTISTS
Roland West Pickford-Fazenda Roland West Arthur Edeson “The Bat”
Clarence Brown Talmadge- Colin an Hans Kraly Oliver Marsh “Kiki”

UNIVERSAL STUDIO. Universal City.

Cliff Smith Art Acord Harrison Jacobs Eddie Linden “Frontier Rider”
Rosson Gibson-Faire Don Lee and Schayer Harry Neyman “Chip of Flying U”
Harry Pollard La Plante-Horton Mel Brown Chas. Stumar “Poker Faces”
Scott Darling Arthur Lake Jerry Ashe “Sweet Sixteen”
Svend Gade Valli-O’Malley Garde-Dittmer Arthur Todd “Wives for Rent”
Wm. Seiter Reginald Denny Jack McDermot Arthur Todd “Rolling Home”

Wm. Seiter

A1 Rogell Jack Hoxie Wm. Lester Edde Linden “Raleigh of the Range”
Sedgwick Rochcliffe Fellows Curtis Benton Harry Newman (cont.)

Blanche McHoffe “Rocky Mountain Flier”

King Baggott All-Star Mary O’Hara Jno. Stumar “Perch of the Devil”
Herbert Blache Moore-Roberts Herbert Blache J. J. Rose “Crimes of the Armchair

Club”

EMBASSY PRODUCTION
Frank O’Connor All-Star Leah Baird Barlatier “Don’t Lie to Your

Wife”

RICHARD TALMADCE PRODUCTION
Noel Smith Talmadge Howard Clark Jack Stevens Untitled

MRS. WALLACE REID
Walter Lang “Earth Woman”

JOE ROCK PRODUCTION
Marcel Perez All-Star Edgar Lyons Comedy

GREAT WESTERN PRODUCTION
Scott Dunlap Harry Carey Sol Polito Untitled

WALDORF STUDIO. 5360 Melrose Ave.

Straycr Wm. Haines “Thrill Hunter”

WARNER BROS. STUDIO. 5832 Sunset Blvd.

Earle Kenton

H. Raymaker
Alan Crossland
Jas. Flood

Earle Kenton

Earle Kenton
Roy Del Ruth
Wm. Beaudine

All-Star

Rin-Tin-Tin
John Barrymore
Brook-Miller

Prevost-BIue

Harlan-McAllister
Costello-Harron
Devore-Patrick

Gregory Rogers

Ewart Anderson
Bess Meredyth
Sonia Hovey

E. T. Lowe, Jr.

E. T. Lowe-Klein
Darryl Zamick
E. T. Lowe, Jr.

DePar-Robinson
Haskins-Kesson
Van Enger

Van Enger-Koffman

John Mescall
Van Enger

“Broken Hearts of
Hollywood”

“The Night Cry”
“Don Juan”
“Why Girls Go Back
Home”

“Other Women’s
Husbands”

“The Sap”
“The Grifters”
“Leave It to Me”

BEN WILSON STUDIO. 1439 Beachwood Drive

Ben Wilson Francis Ford “The Power God”

SUNSET PROD. (Fine Arts Studio)

Bradbury

Bradbury

Stewart-Collins

Washburn-Yowlache

Ben Allah

Ben Allah

Jas. Brown

Jas. Biown

“With Daniel Boone
thru Wilderness”

“With Sitting Bull”

New York
COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO. 127th St. and 2nd Ave. Phone Harlem 9700.

FIRST NATIONAL
George Archainbaud

ROBT. T. KANE
A1 Santell

Milton Sills R. G. Kirk

Paul Schofield

Roy Carpenter

Ernest Hallor

“Men of Steel”

“The Dancer from Paris”

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS. 807 E. 175th St. Phone Tremont 5100.

FIRST NATIONAL
Fred Neumeyer

FIRST NATIONAL
Fred Neumeyer

FIRST NATIONAL
George Archainbaud

Ben Lyon-May McAvoy

Leon Errol

Milton Sills

Harris-Clifford

John Fisher Goodrleh-
Rockett

George Folsey

Earl Wm. O’Connel

“The Savage”

“A Lunatio at Large”

“Puppets”

PARAMOUNT, LONG ISLAND (NEW YORK). Phone Astoria 3500.

PARAMOUNT
Lewis Milestone Thomas Meighan Ring Lardner Alvin Wyckoff “The New Klondike”

PARAMOUNT
Gregory La Cava Richard Dix Ed Cronjager “Let's Get Married”

PARAMOUNT
Malcolm St. Clair Adolphe Menjou Monte Katterjohn Lee Games “A Social Celebrity”

PARAMOUNT
Sam Wood Junior Stars Byron Morgen “Glorious Youth”

PARAMOUNT
Frank Tuttle Gloria Swanson Townsend Martin George Weber “The Untamed Lady”

Exhibitors Herald’s Production Directory will be published every fourth week as a service feature of

“The Studio” section. Information belonging herein may be communicated to HERALD representatives

ip Hollywood, New York or Chicago.
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Makers

of

Pictures

Myrtle Stedman is being

directed by Silvano Bal-

boni in First National’s

“Far Cry.”

June Mathis, head of the West Coast

scenario department of First National,

with Mrs. M. Wintergast (left) and

James D. Kennedy, exhibitor from

Indianapolis, Ind., on the United lot.

in

Hollywood

William Beaudine, Warner Brothers

director, and John Mescall, his cam-

eraman, look over the photographic

value of some wardrobe through the

ever necessary blue glass.

Jimmie Adams’s latest Christie pro-

duction for Educational is “For Sa-

die’s Sake.”

Ernst Lubitsch (left), director, and C. J.

Van Engen, cameraman for Warner
Brothers.

Norman Taurog is directing the com-

edy, “Nothing Matters,” for Educa-

tional release.
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This is the dryer end of the Thompson film developer; 5,000 feet an hour can be
reeled here on each machine. Note how film passes up and down through dryer,

in which temperature is regulated and air washed.

New Thompson Film Process

Will Save Industry Millions
Inventor of Developing System States $4,000,000 Year May Be

Saved—Would Speed Up Production

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—Speeding up production at a distinct saving in

money has been accomplished in many ways in the cinema industry, but to

Fred B. Thompson goes the credit for having perfected means whereby
achievements of this kind take on stellar magnitude. Thompson’s inventive

ability has given the world many things of advantage to big business, but
of them all he accords his process of rapid and inexpensive motion picture

film development the highest rank of anything he has yet perfected.

January 23, 1926

Vernon Observes

7th Anniversity

with Christies
Bobby Vernon has celebrated his seventh

year as a comedian with the Christie film

company, a remarkable record of steady ap-

pearances under one banner of comedy
production.

The celebration was held last week in a

quiet manner by starting on a new comedy
under the direction of William Watson, the

fourth of the Vernon series to be made
this season for release through Educational
film exchanges.

Already completed and working in the

exchanges are the first three Vernon
comedies for 1925-26 releases. They are
“Watch Out” in which Bobby is bombed
.by Bolshevists, “Slippery Feet” in which he
is stepped on by an oversized lady dancer;
and “Yes, Yes, Babette” in which he has
knives thrown at him by a jealous Apache
dancer in Paris. The latest comedy is one
of Bobby returning to Paris to find the
sweetheart of war-time days, in the course
of which he comes into conflict with the
Paris police and a gang of tough characters
in a Montemartre rendezvous.

Lubitsch ’s Next
to be Spectacle;

to Start Soon
Ernst Lubitsch, who since he came to this

country about three years ago has devel-
oped into the recognized master maker of
witty comedy dramas, will in future devote
all his time and efforts to the production
of huge and spectacular features of the
kind that won him world-wide fame a
number of years ago

:

This is good news for all those who
still cherish memories of those tremendous
screen successes, “Passion,” “Deception,”
“Gypsy Blood,” and “One Arabian Night,”
produced and directed by Lubitsch before
he came to Hollywood. The impression
those first costume plays of Lubitsch made
upon the motion picture industry of two
continents was so great that a veritable
avalanche of period pictures followed in
their wake. In fact, when Lubitsch came
to Hollywood in December, 1922, the high-
water mark of costume pictures was about
reached, and with everybody making “big”’
pictures, Lubitsch himself lost interest in
them.

Langdon Nears

Finish on First

on F. N. Contract
Harry Langdon is reaching the much

sought finish line in his first feature length
comedy for First National, titled “Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp.” The comedian has been
working nine weeks on this feature under
the capable direction of Harry Edwards.
That “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” is going

to be all that Langdon, Edwards and First
National Pictures expect of it, is an as-
sured fact for the comedian has shown the
executives what he has to date and in con-
tinuity form and if his ears ever burned,
they should burn right now.

No release date has been assigned the
feature but it will be on the early and new
schedule of First National.

Were the Thompson process of develop-

ing film applied to the whole industry, he
states, it would represent a saving of $4,-

000,000 a year in this one phase of making
the silent drama, basing costs on the pres-

ent average consumption of raw film

amounting to 4,000,000 feet daily. Com-
pared with the old rack method of film

development, the new process is an im-
provement comparable as is the Rapid Hoe
printing press to the old Washington hand
press.

Inventor Has 7 Patents

The Thompson process of film develop-
ment is not an experiment, but represents

constant perfection for nearly ten years.

The inventor holds seven basic patents in

the United States, the first one issued in

1915, and several in the major countries of
Europe. Before the Thompson process of
film development came into vogue film was
wound on clumsy reels and immersed in

the various chemical baths. This process,

still used to some extent today, costs ap-
proximately $3.50 per thousand feet for

film development alone. On top of this

there was the drying process which made
use of large, revolving drums on which the

developed film was wound and kept in mo-
tion until it dried.

Process Is Simplified
Thompson has evolved a simple process
—simple in its action, if somewhat compli-
cated mechanically—through which the reel

of exposed film unwinds at one end of the
developing process, is carried in a continu-
ous strip through the developer, hypo,
water baths, then into a dryer, coming out
at the other end ready for projection and
all this at the rate of 5,000 feet per hour.

According to Thompson, 35 of these de-
veloping outfits, properly distributed

throughout the country, would develop all

the motion picture film used in the United
States at present—a tremendous mileage of
film long enough to girdle the world 11

times at the equator every year.

Figures kept by Mr. Thompson, show a
saving of one and one-half mills per foot
over other methods, which, applied to the

entire industry, would mean $6,000 a day
for developing and drying alone.

Silver Reclaimed

Silver used by manufacturers in sensi-

tizing film is reclaimed to such extent with
the Thompson process that this by-product
pays for all chemical cost and nearly half
the salary of the man necessary to watch
the machine.

Briefly described, the developing machine is a

series of tanks with driven rollers at the bottom
and idling rollers at the top. A piece of film

called a “leader” is threaded through the series of
rollers, the whole frame carrying the rollers being
so arranged that it may be lifted out of the tanks
to facilitate this “threading” process. This done,
the frame is lowered into the chemical tanks and
to the end of the leader is attached the end of the

exposed film to be developed.
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Peverell Marley has just fin-

ished camera work on DeMille’s

“Volga Boatman.”

Georges Benoit, A.S.C., cameraman, under contract to the Metropolitan Studios, when
these photos were made was on the third day of a scene in which a fly was to be photo-

graphed hovering about but not lighting on a lump of sugar.

Kenneth Harlan and Marie Prevost in their own garden. Kenneth Frank Roland Conklin (right), scenario editor, and

is now starring in Warner Brothers produetion, “The Sap.” He Bobby Vernon of Educational-Christie comedies work-

has appeared in five roles since Jan. 1. ing on a recent film.
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JAMES W. HORNE directing Ger-

trude Astor, John T. Murray, Lionel

Barrymore and Vivien Oakland in a

scene for a Hal Roach comedy for

Pathe distribution.

Helen Ferguson

Brought to Films

by Press Article

If it hadn’t been for an article in a

film magazine Helen Ferguson prob-

ably wouldn’t be in pictures today. Helen
entered pictures when she was 13, first

appearing as an extra and then as an

ingenue for Essanay in Chicago.

Finally she decided that she wasn’t

suited to pictures, or pictures to her, so,

having studied stenography, she went to

New York where she worked for a com-
pany six months. It was while acting

as a stenographer that she read a story

entitled, “Helen Ferguson—-the screen’s

most promising ingenue.” It was one
that had been written months before and

was appearing in print for the first time.

Right then and there Helen abandoned
the typewriter for the silver sheet.

Her first return engagement was in a

government picture called “The End of

the Road,” in which she played opposite

Ray McKee under the direction of E.

H. Griffith. The picture was made in

practically all of the studios of New
York, the various companies lending

their plants to the government as a

patriotic offering. The Vitagraph studio

was one visited and her work there so
appealed to J. Stuart Blackton that he
engaged her to play in “Life’s Greatest
Problem.”

Then followed two busy years. Among
her most famous pictures of that period
was Rex Beach’s story, “Going Some,”
which she made for Goldwyn. She had
a leading role in “Hungry Hearts,” and
then followed ten pictures of the great
outdoors which she made for Fox. In
these latter films she appeared as the
leading woman opposite Buck Jones and
Bill Russell.

Her splendid work in these pictures
earned her the leading role opposite
Hoot Gibson in “Spooky Ranch” and
“His Neighbor’s Wife.” Then she signed
a Pathe contract to make serials.

Plotting of
Character A
It. O. Necessity

By WINIFRED DUNN
Editor’s Note: Miss Dunn has been rec-

ognized for years as one of the leading

scenarists in filmdom. She was the young-

est scenario editor in the industry while she

was at Metro Studios and more recently

ivrote the original, “Scraps,” for Mary
Pickford. She is now adapting “Twinkle-

toes” by Thomas Burke for Colleen Moore
of First National.

Recent developments in the mechanical

aspects of making motion pictures have

brought this end of the film industry to al-

most as high a

level as we can

now foresee. Ac-
cordingly, even
greater emphasis
than heretofore is

coming to be cen-

tered on the story

and the acting, .es-

pecially as regards

the single feature

of characterization

in all branches.

Too much can-

not be said on the

importance of

clear characteriza-

tion. The first re-

sponsibility rests, of course, with the scen-

arist; and the producer who is wise and

far-seeing will select his writer with this

responsibility in mind and then demand
that the screen author prove his capability.

The reason for centering the responsibility

is obvious; the scenarist has lived with his

characters for weeks, or perhaps months,

during the process of adaptation or the

writing of the original story and then dur-

ing the work of preparing the continuity.

He knows these peoole—his is the first con-

tact, the first viewpoint on them which
considers them as living, breathing persons,

just as they will be considered later, by
the audience, when the film is screened.

May Save or Ruin Story

Clearcut characterizations are probably
the most important singe factor in insur-

ing the success of a motion picture. If

they are good, they will improve the

mediocre production
;

if bad, they will ruin

an otherwise superlative production. The
surest way to please motion picture audi-

ences and to keep bringing them to the

box-office is to give them distinct person-
ages in the story of the picture.

Characters that are “fuzzy” lack convic-
tion

; they are unreal. As a consequence,
situations lose reality, the audience laughs
in the wrong place and the entire story

structure falls apart.

Director Has Responsibility

This is truer on the screen than in the

theatre or with the novel. The films as a
medium demand the utmost sincerity of
portrayal because the audience is closer to
the screen than to any other form of nar-
rative. The reason for this closeness is be-
cause the audience sees the effect of
every action through the service of the
close-up.

After the scenarist has developed his

characters in clear-cut fashion, the second
responsibility falls to the director. After
all, he controls the picturization of the per-
sonages in the story and the only way to
keep these characters distinct and life-like,

is for author and director to work together
to reach a joint understanding on charac-
terizations.

VILMA BANKY, Samuel Goldwyn
star, with the horse she rode in “The
Dark Angel,” First National attrac-

tion.

Gonzales, Rich

Cuban, from Extra

to Leading Role
From independent producer to extra

parts at six and seven dollars a day and
from extra to leading roles all in _four

years is the record of Marco Gonzales,
whose acting with Bebe Daniels in “Ar-
gentine Love” caused the New York
writers to praise this young Cuban.

Although born in Havana, the son of
wealthy parents, Marco was educated in

New York and Philadelphia. For three
years he complied with the family’s de-
sire that he become a physician and
seriously studied medicine. But the call

of the cinema was insistent, and he re-

turned to Havana where he started his

own company. He produced several
pictures and they were good ones. But
when additional capital was needed,
Marco couldn’t raise it and his appar-
ently successful venture collapsed, a minor
wreck preceding a major triumph.

Hard Work Was Key
to Success for

Betty Blythe
If alliteration spells success, blue-eyed

Betty Blythe knows one reason why her
career on screen and stage has been
marked by one triumph after another.
But Betty, from her college days at the
University of California to the present,
has depended on hard work, common
sense and determination rather than any
combination of letters to win her estab-
lished place in stardom.

Even in those early stage days when
she played with the Morosco stock com-
pany and afterwards with Comstock and
Gest, she knew that it was hard work
that counted. Although she won instant
success on the stage she never ceased
studying the character she was portray-
ing at the time solely with a view of im-
proving it.
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Lige Conley, Mermaid comedy head, and Eddie Moran
find many possibilities in the new construction at the

Educational studios.

Charlie Clark (left), Tom Mix’s cameraman, is being enter-

tained by studio orchestra to get him in proper mood to

photograph his new picture.

Flashes from the West Coast

Harry Langdon appears while writing

a new gag for his First National pic-

ture, “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp.”

Steve Roberts, director

of comedies relleased
through Educational.

Fred Thomson appears in the new Film Booking

Offices picture, “The Tough Guy,” with Silver

King, his trained horse. Fred has begun an

expansion of his productions.

Myrtle Stedman and Lincoln, her brother. Miss Stedman is in an impor-

tant role in “A Prince of Pilsen,” an A. H. Sebastian production to be

released by Producers Distributing Corporation.
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Traveling at 35 miles an hour Cecil B. De Mille is in the

midst of a charge of 250 chariots in making “The Ten Com-
mandments” for Famous. Cross indicates Cameraman Bert
Glennon.

This is how Clyde Cook, Hal Roach Pathe comedy star,

stacks up with school children, showing him with James
Horne, director, shooting a scene at noon hour near a school.

Studio Gossip—East and West

H OLLYWOOD, Jan. 19.—Sylvano Bal-

boni has just completed his first pic-

ture for First National, “The Far Cry,” and
by those who have been privileged to see it

it is said the new director has obtained
many startling effects. Balboni also was
called in to direct a sequence in Barbara
La Marr’s last picture.

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch is to do a story of metro-
politan society life as his next Warner
Bros, production. It is “The Door Mat,”
and was adapted from a play written by
Ethel Clifton and Brenda Fowler.

* * *

Myrtle Stedman is the princess with a
lady in waiting in her new Belasco produc-
tion, “The Prince of Pilsen.” Miss Sted-
man has played so many screen mothers of
late, with children to be waited upon, that

she is now enjoying the novelty of having
some one wait upon her.

* * *

Dan Mason is just rounding out his four-

teenth year as a character man in pictures.

He is now apoearing in “Forbidden Wa-
ters,” a P. D. C. production, being produced
at the Metropolitan Studios. Dan played
Professor Nutt at the old Edison Studio in

the Bronx, New York, thirteen years ago.
Phil Rosen was cameraman. He has just

finished “Rainbow Rilev,” a First National
picture, with Johnny Hines.

s}c

Five years is a long time to wait for
credit for one’s work, but Georges Benoit,
A. S. C., is reaping his reward for his

beautiful camera work on the Ferdinand
Pinney Earle production “The Rubaiyat of
Omar Khavvam,” which is being released
under the title of “The Lover’s Oath.” Be-
noit is also responsible for the clever
camera work in the Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction, “Off the Highway,” in which con-
siderable multiple exposure was used.

* * *

Little Mary Louise Miller, the twenty-
months’ old wonder, who appears with
Mary Pickford in “Scraps,” with Rin-Tin-
Tin in “The Night Cry,” was called upon
to do a sailor’s hornpipe in “Satan and
Sables,” and for one so young she delivered
100 per cent. She has been engaged to
play in Mary Pickford’s next picture.

* * *

George Barnes, A. S. C., is receiving un-
stinted praise for the splendid camera work
in Sam Goldwyn’s picture, “The Dark
Angel.” Russell Armentrout, manager of

the K. P. theatre at Pittsfield, 111., in a
recent report said “The photography is the

work of an artist.”

* * *

A cyclone made to order was one of the
startling effects used by Harry Langdon in

his new First National picture, “Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp.” This windstorm is said to

put all others in the class of gentle zephyrs.
A whole village was destroyed to make it.

* * *

Fifty-four reports, and all favorable, is

sone record for any comedian, and that’s

one reason why Lige Conley is pointing
with pride to his record for the past two
months.

* *

John Arnold’s photography in “The Big
Parade,” the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer suc-
cess, has attracted more than usual atten-
tion from critics and fans alike. The war
scenes were especially interesting and well
handled.

A Letter to

“The Studio ”
Editor, “The Studio,”

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing herewith a copy of
a letter going forward to Fred C.

Thomson at Hollywood, same being
in reply to a letter we received from
him expressing his appreciation of our
comment on him and his horse. Silver

King, in your “What the Picture Did
for Me” section of your journal.

We certainly appreciate Mr. Thom-
son’s courtesy in writing us in the

manner he did and I know that when
our patrons find that Fred has
thanked them through me for the

interest they have shown in him and
Silver King they will have a bigger
and softer spot in their hearts for

him and will cheer his every appear-
ance here for three reasons, for him-
self, his horse and last but by no
means least, because he is a regular
fellow and appreciates appreciation.

This letter we received is a little

act of kindness that might well be
emulated by the other people on the

screen who find that the people enjoy
their coming to our town.

ELMER F. HOLMBERG,
Chanberg Amusement Co.,

Amasa, Mich.

l^EW YORK, Jan. 19.—Lake Placid
-* ’ proved a nemesis for several of Para-
mount’s Junior Stars. No sooner had they

arrived at the Winter resort than four

members of the company were demanding
medical attention. Leaving New York in

mild winter, they arrived in the Adiron-

dacks when the thermometer was register-

ing 20 below. As a result Greg Blackton

suffered from frost-bitten ears, as did Rob-
ert Davol, still cameraman, and Charles

Burke, assistant, and Charles Rogers was
the victim of sore throat.

* * *

Ben Lyon and May McAvoy have the

featured role in “The Savage” which is

now in production at First National’s New
York studios under the supervision of Earl

Hudson. Fred Newmeyer is directing and

George Folsey is head cameraman.

* * *

After a week’s stay in Florida, Ben Lyon
is convinced that the land of sunshine is

not only a great place for real estate but

also to raise whiskers. He came back to

New York with a hirsute adornment that

would make a sheik jealous. He will leave

shortly for the West Indies to film “The
Savage,” which calls for whiskers on the

past of the young leading man. May Mc-
Avoy will also be in the cast.

* * *

The biggest resort hotel in Florida is now
located at Paramount’s Long Island studio,

where a reproduction of the lobby has been

constructed for the new Thomas Meighan
picture, “The New Klondike,” Of course,

there is a difference. Real estate around

the set is not selling for what it is in

Florida.
* * *

Cosmopolitan studios were pressed into

service this month by First National's East-

ern production units for the filming of big

interior scenes for “Men of Steel.” At the

same time Robert Kane is making “The
Dancer of Paris” there, making this quite

a First National studio.

* * *

Paul Sloane is assisting Elmer Harris

in the adaptation of “Eve’s Leaves,” the

successful stage play bv Harry Chapman
Ford, which Paul will direct for C. B. De-
Mille. Leatrice Joy, who starred in Sloane’s

last picture, “Made For Love,” will have
the leading role.
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Koenig, Warner
Studio Manager,

Once a CandyBoy
Although William Koenig, new studio

manager of Warner Brothers Coast
studios, is but 40 years old, into that
period he has
crowded experi-
ences in all an-
gles of showman-
ship. His associa-
tion with things
theatrical began at

an early age when
he was offered and
accepted $2 to por-
tray one of the
ragamuffin accom-
plices of Oliver
Twist in the play
of that name pre-
sented in his na-.
tive city, Milwau-
kee, where he at-

tended grammar school and business col-
lege.

The Thespian experience awakened his in-
terest in the theatre and starting as candy
boy he quickly rose through the interme-
diate stages of usher, assistant treasurer
and treasurer to manager of a stock com-
pany at various theatres in Milwaukee, Chi-
cago and St. Paul. This at the tender age
of 20

!

After “LongDrop”
Into Films Airman
Becomes Director

Stephen Roberts just naturally dropped
into motion pictures. And it was a long
drop, too.

Along the time when Uncle Sam was
fighting to make the world safe for some-
thing or other, “Steve” was an aviator.

When the war ended he continued as an
aviator, purchasing a couple of ’planes and
touring the country with a flying circus, at

fairs, carnivals and such doings.

Steve was doing his daily dozen, loops,

tailspins, spirals and other death-defying,
dangerous, daredevil stunts down in Texas
for the edification of the newly rich oil

miners when his plane decided to call it a

day and stopped work. Steve woke up
3,000 feet lower, reposing on the hard earth

of the Lone Star State, with the ruins of a

once good plane draped artistically about
his recumbent form.

“It’s a good thing it was only a 3,000

foot drop” says Roberts, “If it had been
3,500 I might have been hurt.”

St. John Heads
Releases for ’26

Mermaid Program
A1 St. John’s Mermaid comedy, “Live

Cowards,” made under the direction of

Stephen Roberts at the new Educational

studios, Los Angeles, heads the program
of releases of Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., made during the first month of the

new year. This comedy, in which a lion,

tiger, leopard, elephant and other animals

add many thrills to the laughs, is said to

be one of the funniest in which St. John
has appeared.

William Koenig
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Adams Comedy
Features Horse

“with Education 99

Jimmie Adams has started the fourth of
his first starring series of comedies pro-
duced by Christie for release through Edu-
cational Film Exchanges. It will be a
“horse laugh” comedy filmed on the Chris-
tie’s 240 acre ranch at the border of Ven-
tura county about 40 miles north of Holly-
wood and will present, it is said, something
new and novel in the educated horse who
will appear as Adams’ side kick in the
comedy.

The Christie company is said to have
signed up a new find in the comedy horse
who will play in support of Adams, di-
rected by Robert Thornby.

Adams’ comedies in his star series al-

ready completed are “Be Careful,” “Fair
But Foolish” and “For Sadie’s Sake.” The
last one finished is a backstage romance in
which Adams as a farmhand comes into
town to furnish the live stock for a musi-
cal show, and losing most of them on the
way, finally arrives with one kicking mule
which, greatly assisted by the dumb but
valiant efforts of the hero, upsets the mor-
ale of the show as well as the scenery.

In all of the Adams’ series of comedies
the leading lady is Molly Malone, who is

retained by the Christie company exclu-
sively for the year for these six Jimmie
Adams comedies.

Eddie Moran at

Close of Second
Year with White

Edward (Eddie) Moran, one of the
gag men in the business, is just finishing
his second year with Educational as gag
and title writer for Jack White Mermaid
comedies and Lloyd Hamilton comedies,
directed by Norman Taurog.
Before being sent West by the Fox

Corporation, for which organization he
wrote in addition to many two-reelers,
two special features—“Soft Boiled,” Tom
Mix picture, and “Darwin Was Right,”
an original comedy, Eddie was a noted
comedy writer for the stage, and is the
author of several successful musical com-
edies, many vaudeville acts, as well as
material for the “Follies,” “Winter Gar-
den” and other Broadway shows.

Lincoln Stedman
from “Fat Comic”

to Juvenile Role
A year ago Lincoln Stedman cherished

the ambition of becoming a juvenile
actor of the screen. The “fat comedian”
stuff he did not relish and decided to do
all in his power to change the type.

With the completion of “Made for
Love,” directed by Paul Sloane for De
Mille-P. D. C„ and “Red Hot Tires,” the
Warner special featuring Monte Blue and
Patsy Ruth Miller, young Stedman has
virtually seen fulfillment of his ambition.
In both of these features he played the
character of an average young American
of today. In both he carried much of
the comedy relief of the plot and has
been given special mention by exhibitors
in their reports.

Marie Prevost

Who has just concluded

a three-year contract with

Warner Bros, and joined

Metropolitan Pictures

where she will be starred

in a series of productions

for release through Pro-

ducers Distributing Corp.

m

KENNETH HARLAN
Star of “Stroke of 3,” “Drusilla with
a Million,” “Bobbed Hair,” “Fighting
Ranger,” “Ranger of the Pines.”
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Lefty Flynn
Now Starring in

“THE KITTEN AND THE
KING”

For F. B. O.

ERNST LUBITSCH
DIRECTOR

WARNER BROS.
KISS ME AGAIN: Marie Prevost—Here

is a wow with a capital W. By all means,
boost it.—Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theat re,

Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

KISS ME AGAIN: Monte Blue—While
the name of the picture has not the best of

drawing power, the picture itself is very
cleverly produced with an exceptional cast.

Drew more the second night than the first.

Six reels.—A. V. E. Wessels, Orpheum the-
atre, Steamboat Springs, Colo..—General
patronage.

Clara Berenger

Turns to Free

Lance Writing
'Clara Berenger, one of the “big four” of

the scenario world, announces that she has
left Famous Players-Lasky and from now
on will free lance entirely.

During her eight years of service with
Famous Players-Lasky, Miss Berenger has
not only adapted many of their best sellers

to the screen including “Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde,” and “Grumpy,” “Miss Lulu Bett,”

“Only 38” and “Clarence,” but also written

several original stories including “The
Gilded Lily,” and “Locked Doors,” which
were equally successful. Her most recent

adaptation was “New Brooms,” and her

latest original “Polly of the Ballet.”

“I have decided to free lance,” says Miss
Berenger, “because it spells freedom. A
contract writer often starts a script before

completing another and even sometimes
works on two scripts at once. Also it is

often the contract writer’s experience to

find himself working on the adaptation of

a story which does not appeal to him at

all. As a free lance I am going to be more
selective and only adapt and work on
stories which appeal to me. I am looking

forward to happy days and begin work
next week on a new script, my first as a

free lance.”

Harlan Appears

Opposite Wife in

Warner Picture
Kenneth Harlan is one of the busiest

actors in Hollywood and from all indica-

tions is going to be kept that way for he

no sooner finishes one picture when he

starts on another the next day. Since play-

ing opposite his attractive wife, Marie
Prevost, in “Bobbed Hair” the first part of

the year, which was by the way the first

time this couple had appeared together

since the day they met many years ago, he

has appeared in five features. Among them
being “Ranger of the Big Pines,” “The
Golden Strain,” “King of the Turf,” “The
Fighting Edge” and is now working in

“The Sap” for Warner Brothers with

whom he is under contract.

The last named is a stage play to which

the Warners obtained the screen rights.

Earle Kenton is directing.

Stedman in Role

of “The Far Cry 99

for First National
One of the most popular screen players

—

with the exhibitor of this country and also

with patrons—is neither leading woman,
“vamp” nor ingenue.

Wherever one goes a warm interest is

found in Myrtle Stedman.

In Hollywood itself she is deeply loved

by all—for the same reason the exhibitor

and the public like her. What that reason

is, seems difficult to lay out in words.

There is no pretense—no gilded surface

about Myrtle Stedman. She is always just

herself. It even shines through when she

depicts a role on the screen which is not

sympathetic.
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When Career Began

Bill Russell Was
Athletic Newsboy

From “Nickel-a-Flip-Bill” when a

newsboy of six to leading film actor, is

briefly the story of Bill Russell who has
just completed “Shooting Stars” in

Florida. Bill got his hyphenated name
when a youngster because of his pro-
ficiency in turning somersaults for pedes-
trian spectators at five cents a somer-
sault. That activity was only incidental

to his newspaper vending and done for

pleasure and to help swell the financial

income.

It was a slip in a somersault that event-
ually landed him on the stage and
thence to the screen. The slip resulted
in an injury to his left leg that put him
in a hospital for a year. He finally

cured himself by the most rigorous exer-
cises but it took several years to do it.

His infirmity won him a place on the
stage as the crippled boy in “Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch,” following his

debut in “Chimmie Fadden.”
After a big success in drama and

vaudeville in which period of his life he
annexed the amateur heavyweight boxing
championship of America, he turned to
films and first appeared in D. W. Grif-
fith’s “The Roman Slave,” a one-reeler.
After a year with Griffith in which he
played leads and character parts, he went
to the Thanhauser company where he
made his first two-reeler, playing the
lead in “Moths.”

NEW YORK PRODUCTION
( Continued from page 53 )

Byron Morgan wrote the story and is as-
sisting in production.
Last minute changes have also been made

in the production plans for “The Sorrows
of Satan,” which D. W. Griffith will pro-
duce. This, like “Beau Geste,” was to have
been made abroad. After conferences with
home office and studio officials, however,
Mr. Griffith has decided to keep his unit in

this country. Adolphe Menjou has been
selected to play the role of Satan.

F. N. Begins “Savage”
Another production got under way at

First National’s New York studios January
18th. It is “The Savage” with Ben Lyon
and May McAvoy in the featured roles.

Fred Newmeyer, the Douglas MacLean di-

rector loaned to First National to direct
Leon Errol in “The Lunatic at Large,” is

directing, and Nick Barrows is doing the

“gags.” This is the first Earl Hudson pro-
duction under the new arrangement at

First National’s Eastern units whereby
Hudson makes four pictures a year and
A. L. Rockett a like number. George Fol-
sey is photographing. In the cast are Philo
McCullough and Victor McLaglen. The
unit will go to Florida soon to shoot the

exteriors.

“Puppets” will be the first A. L. Rockett
production at the same studio. It is an
adaptation of Frances Lightner’s stage play

of the same title which ran in New York
last year. Milton Sills will be starred and
George Archainbaud will direct. Produc-
tion will not start until the completion of

“Men of Steel” which Archainbaud is di-

recting and in which Sills is playing. John
Fish Goodrich is writing the scriut under
the supervision of Rockett.

“Men of Steel” Finishing

“Men of Steel” is drawing toward a close

and another four weeks should see it nearly

completed. After seven weeks in Birming-
ham, Alabama, shooting exteriors and steel

mill scenes in the Ensley Mills of the Ten-
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“the girl of a thousand stories"

WINIFRED
DUNN

Formerly Scenario Editor

Metro Studios

Now Free-Lancing

“SCRAPS”—original for

Mary Pickford (U. A.)

“TWINKLETOES”— adaptation

for Colleen Moore (First Nat’l)

Winifred

Dunn

January 23, 1926

nessee Coal and Iron Company, this unit
returned to New York the day before
Christmas and started interiors the day
after Christmas. Interiors have been going
rapidly. At present the unit is working at

the huge Cosmopolitan studios where the
biggest interior sets of the picture were
constructed.

Officials of First National are highly
elated over the steel picture. This picture
is being filmed on a large scale as a
“special” and all connected with it say it is

shaping into a picture that will take rank
with the biggest of the year. Some of the
steel mill scenes are so spectacular as to be
breath-taking and company officials are
confident this will be one ef the biggest
and most impressive pictures yet made by
this organization.

WEST COAST PRODUCTION
(Continued from page 53 )

stages, “Corncob Kelly’s Benefit” and
“Rustling for Cupid.” John Ford is di-

recting the former and Irving Cummings
the latter.

First National Begins Busy Year

According to an announcement of John
McCormick, general manager First Na-
tional’s west coast studios, this year will

be the biggest in First National’s produc-
tion activities. Colleen Moore has just

completed “Irene” under A1 Green’s direc-

tion, with Charles Murray, Lloyd Hughes,
Kate Price and George K. Arthur in sup-
port. T. D. McCord was cameraman.
Harry Langdon’s feature comedy “Tramp,

Tramp, Tramp” bids fair to be a “wow”
or all signs fail. Harry Edwards is di-

recting and Elgin Lessley is photographing
it. Joan Crawford appears opposite Lang-
don.

Silvano Balboni has just finished “The
Far Cry” his initial First National produc-
tion, with Blanche Sweet, Jack Mulhall,

John Sainpolis, Myrtle Stedman and many
others in the cast. It is a lavish spectacle

of European life. John Boyle photo-
graphed it. Another unit is busy making
“The Second Chance” adapted from Mrs.
Wilson Woodrow’s story by Eve Unsell.

Anna Q. Nilsson is featured under Lambert
Hillyer’s direction. Edwin Carewe is mak-
ing “Heirs Apparent” with Lloyd Hughes
and Mary Astor. Norma Talmadge is

filming “Kiki” under Clarence Brown’s di-

rection, with Ronald Colman playing oppo-
site. Another production “The Desert
Healer” by E. M. Hull, will be produced by
the Marion Fairfax unit, with Lewis Stone
and Barbara Bedford. Maurice Tourneur
will direct.

Five Units at Warners
Warner Brothers have five companies

now at work. “The Sap” will have for its

star Kenneth Harlan. Mary McAlister will

appear opposite him. Erie Kenton is di-

recting. “Why Girls Go Back Home” is

being directed by James Flood, with Patsy
Ruth Miller in the leading role. “The
Grifter’s” a crook story has John Harron
and Dolores Costello in it. Roy Del Ruth
is directing.

“William Beaudine having recently re-

turned to his old lot is directing “Leave It

to Me” with Dorothy Devore, John Patrick

and Montagu Love featured. “The Night
Cry” with Rin-Tin-Tin, June Marlowe,
John Harron and little Mary Louise Miller

in the cast is nearing completion under
Herman Raymaker. Marie Prevost and
Monte Blue have just finished “Other
Women’s Husbands” and Syd Chaplin “Oh
What a Nurse.” J. Stuart Blackton is pre-

paring for his next, having just completed
“Bride of the Storm.” “Silken Shackles”
will be Irene Rich’s next starring vehicle.

Ernst Lubitsch will return to spectacular

features in his next Warner Brothers pro-

duction, in a few days.

Universal Making Six

Universal now has six feature pictures in
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production. They include “Crimes of the

Arm-Chair Club” directed by Herbert
Blache; “Poker Faces” starring Edward
Everett Horton and Laura LaPlante, under
the direction of Harry Pollard ;

“Wives for

Rent” with Virginia Valli and Pat O’Mal-
ley, made by Svend Gade

;
“Chip of the

Flying U,” starring Hoot Gibson, directed

by Lynn Reynolds; “The Frontier Rider”

with Art Acord, directed by Cliff Smith
and “Raleigh of the Range” a Jack Hoxie
production made by A1 Rogell.

King Baggott will make “The Perch of

the Devil” with Mae Busch, William Seiter,

“Rolling Home” with Reginald Denny;
“The Rocky Mountain Flier” will be Ed-
ward Sedgwicks next picture and “The
Whole Town’s Talking” an Edward
Laemmle production.

Five at Metropolitan

January finds the Metropolitan studios at

the peak of production activities. Five pro-

ducing organizations are busily engaged on
that lot. Metropolitan Pictures has three

new pictures in work for the Producers
Distributing program : “Whispering Smith,”

“Paris at Midnight” and Forbidden
Waters.” “Whispering Smith” is a George
Melford production. Charles G. Clark is

cinematographer. H. B. Warner, John
Bowers, Lilyan Tashman, and Lillian Rich
are in the cast. “Paris at Midnight” is a

Frances Marion opus, being made under
E. Mason Hopper’s direction from Balzac’s

novel “Pere Goriot.” Jetta Goudal and
Lionel Barrymore are featured.

“Forbidden Waters” is Priscilla Dean’s
latest being made under the direction of

Alan Hale. George Benoit is cameraman.
Other units on this lot are the Harold

Lloyd company making “For Heaven’s
Sake” for Paramount

;
A. H. Sebastian

making “The Prince of Pilsen” with Anita

Stewart, Myrtle Stedman and George Sid-

ney. Paul Powell is directing and James
Van Trees is cameraman. Corinne Griffith

is making a First National production

“Mile. Modiste” under the direction of

Robert Z. Leonard. George Barnes is

cinematographer.
Renaud Hoffman is shooting scenes for

"The Unknown Soldier” for P. D. C. with

Ray June acting as cameraman. Finis Fox
is preparing to film “Shipwrecked.”

DeMille Finishes “Boatman”

At the DeMille Studios in Culver City,

Cecil DeMille has finished “The Volga
Boatman.” Cameraman Peverell Marley.
Wm. Boyd, Elinor Fair, Robert Edeson and
others are in the cast. Some of the most
unique sets ever constructed for a picture

mark this production. William K. Howard
has finished “Red Dice” an adapted Jeanie
Macpherson story, with Margaret de la

Motte in support of Rod LaRocque. Lucian
Andriot was cameraman. “Made for Love”
has been completed with Leatrice Joy, Lin-

coln Stedman, Frank Butler, Neely Ed-
wards and others. Paul Sloane directed.

Arthur Miller was cameraman. DeMille
studios are clearing decks for increased

production, which will jump from twelve

in 1925 to twenty-five pictures this year.

M-G-M to Complete 11

Eleven productions will be ready during
this month from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. “LaBoheme” has been completed
with Lillian Gish and John Gilbert; “Mem-
ory Lane” a First National production di-

rected by John Stahl and featuring Eleanor
Boardman and Conrad Nagel has been fin-

ished.

“Dance Madness” directed by Robert Z.

Leonard and photographed by John Arnold,
starring Claire Windsor is also completed.

Rex Beach’s novel “The Auction Block” is

an early release made by Hobart Henley,
featuring Charles Ray and Eleanor Board-
man. John Arnold was cameraman. Ben-
jamine Christiansen is directing “The Light

Eternal” with Norma Shearer.. “The Bar-
rier” directed by George Hill is said to be

NORMAN
TAUROG

Senior Director

EDUCATIONAL
COMEDIES

Three Years
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LINCOLN STEDMAN
Juvenile

“SEALED LIPS”

COLUMBIA PICTURES

Mary Louise Miller
in “The Night Cry”
WARNER BROS.

an entirely different version of Rex Beach’s
famous story of the north. Norman Kerry,
Henry Walthall, Lionel Barrymore and
Marceline Day have featured roles.

Marion Davies is hard at work on “Bev-
erly of Graustark” under Chester Frank-
lin’s direction, while Monta Bell is making
Ibanez’s “Torrent.” Tony Gaudio is

cameraman. Ricardo Cortez, Greta, Garbo
and a notable cast appear in this story.

“Monte Carlo” directed by Christy Cabanne
will feature Lew Cody, Gertrude Olmsted
and Roy D’Arcy. Charles Daniels is the
cameraman.

Paramount Making Eight
The Paramount forces are devoting their

time and energy to eight productions at

present. Heading the list is Victor Flem-
ing directing “The Blind Goddess,” with
Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Louise Dresser
and others.

Bebe Daniels is working under the direc-

tion of Clarence Badger on “Miss Brew-
ster’s Millions.” H. Kinley Martin is photo-
graphing the picture. Director George B.

Seitz is making “Desert Gold” with Shirley
Mason, Neil Hamilton, Robert Frazer and
William Powell. Dimitri Buchowetzki is

directing Pola Negri in an original story
from the pen of Ernest Vjada. Bert Glen-
non is the photographer.
William DeMille has begun production of

“The Flight to the Hills” a Kentucky story,

while Arthur Rosson is directing Raymond
Griffith in “Fresh Paint.” Betty Bronson’s
new vehicle as yet untitled, is under way
under William Wellman’s able direction.

Allan Dwan will produce Rex Beach’s
“Padlocked.”

Doug Finishes “Pirate”
Douglas Fairbanks has completed “The

Black Pirate” for United Artists, and “The
Bat” is rapidly rounding into shape for this

same program at the United lot. Arthur
Edeson is cameraman on “The Bat.” Bus-
ter Keaton is away on location with his

staff making exteriors for “Battling But-
ler.” A1 Boasburg, Paul Gerard Smith,
Charles Smith and Lex Neal are members
of the “gag” staff.

Marshall Neilan has completed “Wild
Oats Lane” with Viola Dana and Robert
Agnew. Davis Kesson was cameraman on
this P. D. C. production.

Christies Working Laugh Month
January—or Laugh Month-—finds the

Christie studios busy making the second
half of its comedy series for the season of
1926-27. Walter Hiers has finished “Weak
But Willing,” Jimmie Adams “For Sadie’s

Sake” and Billy Dooley “A Salty Sap.”

One of the new comedies in production is

“Run-Tin-Can” with Neal Burns. Robert
Thornby is directing. A new Bobby Ver-
non comedy in which Bobby is supported
by Frances Lee, Bill Irving and Lincoln
Plumer, is just being completed under Earl
Rodney’s direction. Walter Hiers next is

a radio story. Jimmie Adams is making a

new rib tickler under Harold Beaudine’s
direction.

Sennett on “Smith Family”
The Sennett lot is also a busy one with

“The Smith Family” unit, the Eddie Cline

unit and the Lloyd Bacon company shoot-

ing. “Alice Be Good” is the latest Alice

Day—Eddie Cline opus.
Dillon at California

Production activities at the California

studio include : Bob Dillon making a new
Beacon serial for Rayart, Bischoff making
a dog serial and the Gold Medal comedy
company shooting a Witwer story.

Anthony J. Xydias, president of Sunset
Productions has just completed “With Sit-

ting Bull at Spirit Lake Massacre” which
he has added to his series of state rights

features. “With Buffalo Bill on U. S.

Trail,” “With Kit Carson over the Great
Divide” and “With Daniel Boone through
the Wilderness” have been completed.

Bryant Washburn has the leading role in

“With Sitting Bull at Spirit Lake Mas-
sacre.”

MYRTLE STEDMAN

“The Far Cry”
First National

“The Prince of Pilsen”
Producers Dist. Corp.

DAN
MASON
Gets ’em Going
and Coming

‘RAINBOW RILEY”
FIRST NATIONAL RELEASE
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GEORGE SPEAR
Cinematographer

HARRY LANGDON PRODUCTIONS
First National Release

JOHN
ARNOLD
—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“THE BIG
PARADE”
M.-G.-M. Release

CHARLES G. CLARKE—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“ROCKING MOON”
P. D. C. Release

PEVERELL MARLEY
Cinematographer

“THREE FACES EAST”
P. D. C. Release

Camera!
A Department Devoted to News and Affairs of

the American Society of Cinematographers and Its

Members, Published as a “Studio Section” Feature.

Elimination of Credit Lines to

SaveProgram Time PolicyError
By FOSTER GOSS

Recognition for the cinematographer is a subject which has long com-
manded the attention of those in the cinematographic branch of the film

industry.

Through the continued efforts of the American Society of Cinematog-
raphers and the cooperation on the part of the important producers, screen

credit, on major productions, has become the rule rather than the excep-

tion. The line, photographed by “
, A. S. C.,” has become an

integral part of the credit titles of innumerable producing organizations.
Now that the cinematographer has

achieved recognition, to such a large de-

gree, from the producer, it has come to

pass that the credit for which he has
striven so arduously is in serious danger
of being obliterated insofar as the ultimate

theatre-going public is concerned. Reports
from widely diverse parts of the country
carry the information that many of the in-

fluential exhibitors are engaging in the

practice of cutting credit titles from the

prints which they exhibit. While in some
instances the responsibility of the exhibi-

tor in the situation is denied, in other cases

the argument is advanced, as an extenuat-

ing circumstance, that this gross elimination

of the credits is essential in order to meet
time requirements in programs.

Deleted Captions Lost

The most serious aspect of the entire af-

fair is the fact that once the credit titles

have been taken out at the larger houses
they seldom if ever find their way back into

the print before it is assigned to the hun-
dreds of smaller houses. The result is that

the photographic “by-lines” of the cine-

matographers, as well as other deserving
film artists, are precluded from being pre-

sented to the millions of patrons who make
up the theatre audiences throughout the

world.
Aside from the fact that the few seconds

required to project the ordinary credit title

renders almost absurd the claims as to the

time saved by cutting such, the cinematog-
rapher and his co-artists feel as justified

in having their work carry their “by-lines”

as do the author and the magazine illustra-

tor—and so on down the line.

Damage May Be Permanent
While the present may be an unripened

perspective from which to hazard a prog-

nostication, it might well be imagined that

some of the cinematographic efforts might

be, a few generations hence, masterpieces

to the cinema world, just as the works of

the old masters are to painting. What a

pity it would be to have such moving pic-

tures unsigned—-which the indiscriminate

hacking of credit titles could make possible.

It has been suggested that if the exhibi-

tor finds the credits missing from his print,

he may insert the properly accredited

names in his program. If such names are

not forthcoming from the exchange, a let-

ter sent to the American Society of Cine-

matographers, Hollywood, if the exhibitor

knows the dates of his bookings sufficiently

in advance, will elicit the desired informa-
tion.

Van Enger Carded

for Work with

Luhitsch Soon
Charles Van Enger, A. S. C, is at

present working with James Flood in

shooting “Why Girls Go Back Home,”
featuring Patsy Ruth Miller and Clive

BERT GLENNON—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“THE PASTEBOARD QUEEN”
Paramount Release

CHARLES VAN ENGER—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“Lady Windermere’s Fan”
Warner Bros. Release
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Pola Negri and her cameraman, Bert

Glennon, making “The Woman of the

World.”

Brook. He will return to Ernst Lu-
bitsch when that director begins his next

feature, “The Door Mat,” which is

scheduled to start for Warner Brothers

soon. He has been with Lubitsch on
every feature he has made in this

country.

Glennon Proves

Camera Skill by

Negri Successes
If you can photograph to her satis-

faction a star as popular and particular

as Pola Negri, then you may be listed

among the great of film cameraland.

Bert Glennon, expert cameraman who
was chosen to film “The Ten Command-
ments,” has been with Pola Negri for

RAY RIES
CINEMATOGRAPHER

Now Shooting

ACTION PICTURES

CHARLES STUMAR—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN’’
Universal Release

three successive starring pictures for

Paramount at her personal request. The
three are “Flower of Night,” “A Woman
of the World,” and her latest, as yet
untitled, written for her by the famous
Hungarian playwright, Ernest Vajda.

Glennon has been in motion pictures

for a number of years and in a number
of capacities, ranging from film editor

to assistant director. But it is as a cam-
eraman that he has gained his greatest

recognition.

He is a graduate of Leland Stanford
University. While in school he took a

prominent part in theatricals. Upon his

graduation he became a stage manager
in Los Angeles.

At Famous Players-Lasky in Holly-
wood they call him a “camera artist” be-

cause of his amazing lighting effects and
clearness of photography. In lighting,

for instance, he has found great success
with the use of shadows painted on the

scenery, gaining the effect of one source
of light, and eliminating the difficulties

of focusing numerous kleigs and arcs.

Clarke Gets Novel
6

‘Shots
9 9

in Heart

of North Country
To enjoy the experience of being the

first motion picture cameraman to photo-

graph scenes for a dramatic picture in the

heart of the real Alaska fell to Charles

G. Clarke, A. S. C., who recently returned
from a six weeks location trip to the North
country where he photographed “Rocking
Moon” for Metropolitan Pictures.

Although the company had been warned
that they would encounter weather that

would be anything but favorable to cine-

matography at this time of the year, Clarke
found photographic conditions ideal and re-

turned to the Metropolitan Studios with
some of the most unusual and effective

“shots” that he has secured in his long ex-
perience behind a motion picture camera.

Georges Benoit

Acclaimed Real

Pioneer in Films
There are few cameramen in the film in-

dustry who can so truly lay claim to being
a pioneer cinematographer as can Georges

DANIEL B. CLARK—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

Tom Mix Productions

GEORGES BENOIT—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“FORBIDDEN WATERS”
P. D. C. Release

RAY JUNE
Cinematographer

“THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER”
P. D. C . Release

GEORGE BARNES—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“MLLE. MODISTE”
First National Release

WALTER LUNDIN—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE”
Harold Lloyd Prod .
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ALICE DAY, starred in Mack Sen-

nett comedies distributed by Pathe,

one of the most promising of the

younger players in Hollywood.

Benoit, A. S. C., who is under contract to

the Metropolitan Pictures.

Benoit first came in contact with the mo-
tion picture industry 26 years ago when he

worked as a laboratory assistant for the

historic Gaumont company in Paris.

Some of the most notable of Benoit photo-

graphed pictures have been “Omar the Tent-
maker,” “The Masquerader,” “Trilby,” “Off the

Highway” and, most recently, ‘The Danger Girl,”

Priscilla Dean’s first Metropolitan picture.

Greetings Folks!

This is my part of this

book. I’m going to be right

here every month in this

department and I’ll tell you
all about my work out here

at First National Studios.

Gotta go now, because

they’re yelling for me on
the set. I’ll tell you some-
thing about my next big

feature length picture next

month. It’s the first for

First National and it’s

called “TRAMP, TRAMP,
TRAMP”.

Like that title?

Well, so long!

“Pev” Shot First

of Film at New
De Mille Studios

Motion picture production is an infant

industry, but it is old enough to include

among its distinguished membership a

cinemaphotographer who was born and

bred in Hollywood, spent his boyhood
within a slingshot of half a dozen primi-

tive studios, and has, in fact, grown up
with motion pictures. He is Peverell Mar-
ley, dark, curly headed, and 22. “Pev,” as

he is familiarly known to scores of Holly-
wood celebrities, graduated from “Holly-

wood High” in 1920. Photography inter-

ested him, and he got a job at the Famous
Players-Lasky lot, holding a slate. That
was a start. Within 18 months he was
grinding second camera, and when Cecil

B. DeMille started production on “The Ten
Commandments” “Pev” was second cam-
eraman in a squad of six.

DeMille liked “Pev’s” work so well that
he kept him for several productions and
when he entered the independent field Pev
went along as a first cameraman. He
photographed the first foot of film to be
taken in the new DeMille studio, was head
cinemaphotographer on DeMille’s first in-

dependent production, “The Road to Yes-
terday,” on Rupert Julian’s mystery sensa-
tion, “Three Faces East,” and has only re-

cently completed the photography on “The
Volga Boatman,” dividing the credit with
Arthur Miller.

In spite of his youth, Pev Marley is rec-
ognized as one of the best men in the busi-
ness. He aspires to perfect motion picture
photography in colors, with the minimum
of light.

EDWARD P. MORAN

Scenario Writer—Title Writer

Gag Man

Wrote the story and scenario of

“SOFT BOILED”

Also story and scenario of

“DARWIN WAS RIGHT”
A Six-Reel Comedy Special

Two years with Educational Pictures

as gag man and title writer for Jack

White and Mermaid Comedies.

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG

STEPHEN
ROBERTS

Director

EDUCATIONAL
COMEDIES
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LEFT : Eddie Moran, Lloyd Hamilton,
center, and Norman Taurog, Educational
exponents of Laugh Month.
ABOVE: Charles La Mont, Educational
director, Estelle Bradley, and Lige Conley,
right.

RIGHT: Jack Duffy in a scene with Walter
Hiers, right.

H. E. N. Shoots ’Em
in the Studio

V * 4

m % i\

D. E. Locke, business manager for

Ernst Lubitsch, Warner director, has
been smiling this way ever since

“Lady Windermere’s Fan,” Lubitsch’s

latest film, began its New York run.

George Benoit, A.S.C., cameraman, Dan
Mason (center), and Allan Hale (left),

director of “Forbidden Waters” which
will be distributed by Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation.

William Beaudine, a regular on the

Warner Brothers directorial staff, has
just begun the production of “Leave
It to Me.” He recently was lent out

for work on a Mary Pickford picture.

One of the big scenes in the Roman sequence of “The Far Cry” which is now
being directed by Balboni for First National. June Mathis is supervising the

editorial direction and Blanche Sweet and Jack Mulhall are cast in the lead-

ing roles. The photography is under the charge of John Boyle, A.S.C. The
above still was made by the “Herald’s” cameraman.

Walter S. Wessling, local manager for Pathe’s

Los Angeles office, and William H. Jenner,

general manager now of the Harry Langdon
unit. Wessling, left, has been explaining

methods for exploiting Langdon comedies.
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WHAT SAYS THE BOX OFFICE?
Pathe Schedules

Langdon 3-Reeler

for Fifth Week
Harry Langdon in a three-reel comedy

special, “Saturday Afternoon,” is a high-

light of the Pathe short-feature program
for the fifth week of “Laugh Month.”
Other releases for the week of January *31

are Glenn Tryon in “Long Pants,” Paul
Parrott in “Soft Pedal,” “Aesop’s Film
Fables,” “Topics of the Day,” a chapter of

the Patheserial “The Green Archer,” Pathe
Review and two issues of Pathe News.

“Saturday Afternoon,” the three-reel

comedy special starring Harry Langdon,
was produced by Mack Sennett, who devel-

oped this famous comedian into one of the

foremost box-office magnets of the day.

Harry portrays the dutiful husband of a

domineering wife. Every payday Harry
has to hand over all the money to his wife,

but he succeeds in holding back a few
coins now and then, which he secretes

about the house. One Saturday afternoon
he is discovered in the act of “banking” a

few coins and wifey tells him that his

game is up and that he is to stay at home
for his dishonesty. Since Harry had ar-

ranged a big date with a young lady, he
manages to persuade his wife to relent.

So she gives him a nickel and off he goes
on a Saturday afternoon spree. Langdon’s
supporting cast includes Vernon Dent,
Ruth Hiatt and Peggy Montgomery. Harry
Edwards directed.

“Long Pants,” a two-reel comedy star-

ring Glenn Tryon, was produced by Hal
Roach. Tryon appears as a young “flip-

per,” or a male flapper, who has acquired
his first long pants. The said trousers are

of the newest, widest and longest style, but
not unshrinkable. An unlooked-for duck-
ing is responsible for his “long pants” be-
coming quite brief as well as almost spoil-

ing a romance. Tryon is supported by
Vivian Oakland, Cissy Fitzgerald, Jack
“Rube” Clifford and Sue O’Neil. Fred L.

Guiol directed.

“Soft Pedal” is a Hal Roach one-reel

comedy with Paul Parrott featured. This
release is typical of this series of short

comedies which fit so well into the exhib-
itor’s program.

“The Battle Starts” is the title of the
ninth chapter of the Patheserial, “The
Green Archer,” featuring Allene Ray and
Walter Miller. In this chapter, the state

troopers surround the Bellamy Castle and
are met by the gunfire of Bellamy and his

fellow conspirators. Down in the dungeon
of the castle the hero and heroine are im-
prisoned near a box of dynamite, which is

about to be exploded by a slow-burning
fuse. Excitement reigns high in every
scene. Spencer Bennet directed this pro-
duction of Edgar Wallace’s novel from a
scenario by Frank Leon Smith. Burr Mc-
Intosh, Frank Lackteen and Walter P.
Lewis are in the cast.

“The Art of

Making You
Laugh”

H Complete Text of Radio Address by
R. F. Woodhull from Station WJZ
January 6.

T TRUST that the folks listening in

will pardon me for a moment while
I pay my respects to the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, who are meeting today at

Pittsburgh. I say “pay my respects” be-
cause it is with the highest regard that
I always think of the personnel of that
organization. Knowing their sincerity
of purpose and the honest endeavor they
make to serve their patrons, I trust that
their deliberations at the present time
will be productive of unlimited good to

the motion picture theatre-going public
of that vicinity.

At the outset permit me to explain
for the benefit of those not thoroughly
conversant with our industry, that it is

made up of three distinct departments;
namely, the producer, the distributor,
and the exhibitor. In other lines, these
departments parallel the producer, the
jobber and the retailer. I am speaking
for the latter unit—the retailer—or per-
haps, as you know him, the motion pic-
ture theatre owner, who retails to you,
the public, the product or picture pro-
duced and distributed by the first two
units.

It is my thought that a theatre just
as much as any other institution has its

own important part to play in the rendi-
tion of community service, and is one of
the five great educators, namely, the
pulpit, the press, the school, the radio,
and the screen.
The latter is a universal language.

No printed word or wonderful oratory
can be understood in every language and
in every country, but a picture depicting
mother-love, comedy, drama, or any

( Continued on page 77)

Urban-Kineto’s First

REELVIEW
Plays

N. Y. CAPITOL
This Week

Distributors

Sh all Laugh
Month Become
Institution?

What says the box office about
Laugh Month? Shall it become an
institution of the theatre year or pass

on as another merely special cam-
paign? The box office is telling the

only important answer to these very
important questions.

This issue is going to press about mid-
way down the Laugh Month slope. It is

too early to draw up conclusions based on
the box office reports and letters thus far

received from exhibitors. The test is not
completed. In many theatres where the
first half of the month has not established

records, the second half may do so. The
reverse is likewise possible. It is not too
early, however, to begin inquiry among
patrons and make a start toward assemb-
ling of the all-important answer which may
be written on the night of January 31 or
the morning of February 1.

There should be nothing vague or in-

definite about the answer to this Laugh
Month question. No one wants to be mis-
led by pretty words if the facts do not
warrant them. On the other hand, no one
wants to see a good proposition knocked
into a cocked hat by premature judgment.
The producers and distributors back of
Laugh Month want to know the facts.

They have gone ahead with confidence in

the fitness of their product for the project
undertaken. If they are mistaken, they
want to know it.

Exhibitors who signed the Herald’s Co-
operation Pledge are among those making
utmost effort to conduct Laugh Month on
a healthy basis. From these in particular,
as from all exhibitors in general, reports
of Laugh Month experience are invited.
It is suggested that these be made prompt-
ly at expiration of the period, in order
that a full and definite summing up of
the project can be made without unneces-
sary loss of time.

Short Features

Selling Beyond
January Quotas

With reports coming in daily of new
short feature bookings in all sections of the
country, the sales department of F. B. O.
announces that at the present time it is far
ahead of estimated returns on laugh sub-
jects for Laugh Month.

Evidence that F. B. O. short features are
being booked extensively and largely by the
biggest and best first run houses through-
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Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank
{Use this coupon to file your entry in the prize contest for the best Laugh
Month exploitation. Send entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd
Street, New York City.)

Name of person responsible for campaign
Name of Theatre

Address

City or Town
State

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?

Seating capacity

Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing

company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited, it being
sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular

comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy—not more than three reels.)

Laugh Month
Contest Rules

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees responsible for exploitation
campaigns.

Campaign can include advertising, posters,
publicity, tie-ups, ballyboos and any form
of exploitation.

Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.

All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must
tie up with Laugh Month.

If campaign is based on a particular
comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the four
weeks

:

1st prize $100.00
2nd prize 50.00
3rd prize 25.00
4th prize 12.50
5th prize 10.00

and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
Duplicate awards will be made in cases of
equally meritorious exploitation received.

out the country is contained in an an-
nouncement that to date scores of first run
theatres have already contracted for laugh
subjects for January. The list of theatre

bookings which follows is but a portion of

the contracts with which the sales depart-
ment has been flooded for the last month.
Loew’s circuit, Newark, N. J., has bought

“Mummy Love” and “A Peaceful Riot,”

two Blue Ribbon comedies starring Alice
Ardell, the former for 31 days

;
the State

theatre at Oakland, Cal., will play 6 Bray
cartoons ; the Globe at McKeesport, Pa.,

will play “Dinky Doodle at the Circus,”

and the Liberty at Sharon, Pa., 3 Bray
cartoons. The Bijou theatre at Decatur,

111., has contracted for the entire series

(12 episodes) of “The Adventures of

Mazie,” starring Alberta Vaughn.
The New Milo in Chicago will play 10

Standard Fat Men comedies, 10 Blue Rib-

bons and 26 Bray cartoons; the Lyric at

Indianapolis has contracted for “Dinky
Doodle in the Restaurant” and “The
Leopard’s Spots.” Each will play one en-

tire week. The Strand at Moundsville,

W. Va., has bought “The Adventures of

Mazie” series, the new “Fighting Hearts”
series, consisting of 12 episodes, the 13

Standard Fat Men comedies and 13 Blue
Ribbon comedies.
The Star theatre at Fall River, Mass.,

has contracted for “The Telephone Girl”

series, “The Go-Getters,” “The Pacemak-
ers,” 12 Jimmy Aubrey comedies, 11 Stan
Laurel comedies, 13 Heeza Liar cartoons,

12 Dinky Doodles, and 9 Screen Almanacs.
These subjects will be played at the rate

of five a week.
Kearse’s theatre at Charleston, W. Va.,

has bought 6 Bray cartoons ;
Proctor’s

Grand at Albany, N. Y., has contracted

for the 12 Mazies, 4 Aubreys, 5 Laurels
and 2 Blue Ribbons.

Fox Anticipates

New High Record
for Laugh Month

With National Laugh Month well on its

way and an unusually good list of comedies
to offer exhibitors, Fox Films seems likely

to establish a new sales record in January
for laughing pictures.

Scheduled for release during the last

half of the month are “A Flaming Affair,”

an Imperial, in which Sid Smith has the
role of a street car conductor with a great
longing to be a hero, and “The Feud,” one
of the Van Bibber series.

In “The Feud,” Earle Foxe, as Van,
buys an old southern mansion at auction
without realizing it until informed that he

is the successful bidder. He has merely
been telling a deaf native the price of his

Rolls Royce and the auctioneer, overhear-
ing the amount mentioned, construes it as

a bid on the property. This is only one of

many big laughs in the picture and New
York reviewers declared the film a genuine

wow at a recent preview.

According to reports received from Fox
branches throughout the United States,

hundreds of exhibitors have adopted the

all-comedy program suggested by the Fox
short features sales department and the in-

novation has proved an exceedingly popu-

lar one with their patrons. Many show-

men who were frankly dubious when an

all-comedy program was proposed to them

have satisfied themselves that it really

“works” and are planning to make it a

regular feature in their theatres hence-

forth.

The first of the East Side-West Side

series, released November 15, appears to

have scored heavily, and Georgie Harris as

the enterprising Jewish boy with an Irish

sweetheart, Barbara Luddy, is receiving

high praise from film reviewers through-

out the country. The second of this series

is “The Fighting Jailor,” which will be re-

leased January 1. This film also was de-

clared a genuine knockout by reviewers and

advices from the Fox West Coast Studios

assert those to follow will be even funnier.

George E. Marshall, comedy supervisor,

is assisted by one of the biggest and best

laugh-making crews ever assembled, in-

cluding an even dozen directors and a

young army of gag-men.

In addition to the two-reelers, three

feature-length comedies will be ready for

showing the last week in January. “The

First Year,” one of the John Golden adap-

tations, with Matt Moore, Kathryn Perry,

J. Farrell MacDonald and Margaret Liv-

ingston, will be released January 24. A
Trip to Chinatown” and “The Cowboy and

the Countess” are scheduled for first show-

ings on January 31. In the latter picture

Buck Jones again demonstrates that he can

act as well as ride.

Exhibitors Will

Distribute Reel

for Distributor
A new idea for obtaining a permanent

income for the M. P. T. O. Kansas-
Missouri has been given birth to by
C. E. Cook, business manager, and un-
officially has been approved by the or-

ganization.
The plan consists of a permanent

tie-up between the M. P. T. O. K.-M.

and an exchange, the name of which was
not divulged, due to the fact that the
plan is in an embryonic stage, in which
the exhibitor body will do all the book-
ing of a certain short feature in the
Kansas City territory and reap a per-
centage income on the earnings of the
product. The short feature is a weekly
issue product and the stability of the
proposal has so appealed to Mr. Cook
that a contract may be entered into
within the next ten days.
The idea grew out of the tie-up last

month — “Exhibitors Month”— between
the M. P. T. O. K.-M. and P. D. C., in

which the exhibitors aided in the book-
ing and received a percentage of the
profit.

“Such a plan would not be logical on
long features,” Mr. Cook said, “but with
the short features we have in mind I

cannot see why it would not be a good
proposition for all parties concerned.
The exchange will not have to worry
about the booking in Western Missouri
and Kansas. We will attend to that
ourselves. Of course, the amount of
percentage and other details will have
to be worked out.”

Real Screen Art
in Comedy, Says

Universal Expert
“If there is any so-called ‘art’ in the

movies, it is to be found in comedies,”
declares Scott Darling, veteran comedy
writer and director, now supervisor of
fun-films at Universal City.
“One and two-reel comedies are the

orphans of the picture industry in the
minds of the critics,” Darling declares.
“Yet they are universally popular—and
in many theatre programs, one can find

that they provide much more entertain-
ment than the feature picture. They are
often the real ‘main event’ on the pro-
grams.
“More originality has developed on

comedy sets than in all the expensive
features ever made,” declared Darling.
“Dramatic pictures are often re-writes of
novels or stage plays—illustrated sub-
titles which, when strung together, pro-
vide a sketchy synopsis of the written
story.

“Comedies are based on nothing else.

They developed of themselves.
“Laugh Month,” Darling declares, “is

only giving the comedy its due after
years of neglect as far as public recogni-
tion goes.”
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Fleischer Heads
Red Seal; Sticks

to Pen Activity
After carefully testing the old adage

that “the pen is mightier than the

sword,” Max Fleischer, head of the “Out
of the Inkwell Studios,” and recently

elected president of Red Seal Pictures

Corporation, a national distributing or-

ganization, has decided to stick to his

ink.

As a mere lad, “Max,” as he is known
throughout the world, joined the staff

of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle as car-

toonist.

Later, the Popular Science Monthly
made him its art editor. Here he ap-

plied himself to scientific subjects which
have aided him in recent years while
editing such profound pictures as “Ein-
stein’s Theory of Evolution” in conjunc-
tion with Professor Garrett P. Serviss.

Another motion picture subject, “Evo-
lution” was edited in collaboration with
Edward J. Foyles of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History.
About eight years ago Mr. Fleischer

decided to enter the production field for

himself. He associated himself with his

brother Dave who is at present Produc-
tion Director of the Out Of The Ink-
well Studios.
Soon a number of distinctive novelties

were evolved, special pictorial subjects
were edited.

For a long time Max Fleischer and his

brother Dave have been experimenting
in an effort to produce the most unusual
screen novelties.

Ko-Ko the clown, star of the Out of
the Inkwell Cartoon series, and the
Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes is one of their
creations. In all the Inkwell Cartoons
it takes as many as three or four thou-
sands drawings to make one animated
reel.

In order to come into closer contact
with exhibitors, and through them with
the public, Mr. Fleischer has lately in-

terested himself in the distribution of his
films, because he realizes that it is very
important to get first hand reaction from
the exhibitor in order to gauge the prod-
uct which he is in the process of pro-
ducing.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 75)

other situation, registers with all the
people throughout the universe.

All this is merely a foreword to the
message it is my pleasure to convey to
you today.

The month of January has been dedi-
cated to laughter by an association of
gentlemen in our industry who devote
their efforts to the production of the
shorter features of the motion picture
programs; and may I say, speaking for
the theatre owners, that the time has
arrived when it has become necessary
for us to pay quite as much attention
in the planning of our entertainments
to these most important featurettes as
to the longer features, and I am quite
sure if you will ask the theatre owner or
manager in your community, he will tell

you that one of his greatest worries is

the art of making you laugh. It is a
very serious matter, and while January
is being celebrated as “Laugh Month,”
and the theatre owners all over the
country are making a special effort to
keep the brighter side of life foremost,
one of the principal reasons that I so
heartily welcome this promotion of
laughter is because of the fact that it is

directing the attention of the movie fan
quite seriously to the matter of comedy.

If there is any group of workers in

motion pictures who' give much to pic-

ture lovers, and I am afraid receive lit-

tle in the way of recognition it is the

splendid group of fine men and women
who are devoting their lives to making
you happier through laughter.

You may not have realized it before,

but comedy is an absolute essential to

a well rounded bill of entertainment,
and yet too often you have perhaps ac-

cepted it as a matter of course, and when
the laughs are over, and you have been
one of the many to write admiring let-

ters to the stars, you have perhaps over-
looked forwarding a little word of en-

couragement to the comedy artists who,
for a few moments, at least, lifted the
weight of worry and tears, of which our
average lives are all too full, and made
these lives happier with a laugh.

It is perhaps due to the fact that you
have neglected to tell your local theatre
manager how much you enjoyed the

short features that he has in many cases

devoted his entire time to the selection

of his feature, and purchased his short
features with the idea of their being fillers

instead of featurettes.

The best test of the importance of

comedy, novelty or news reels is for you
to attend a theatre, if possible, where
the entire evening is devoted to showing
of a long dramatic feature.

Fortunately, all of this is being
changed, and “Laugh Month” is the best

evidence of the new position of impor-
tance which the comedies and their mak-
ers are taking in the march of screen
progress.

After all, in this regard the screen is

just following the course of the stage,

only doing it very much more rapidly.

Early stage productions were tragedies.

All productions in the famous old Greek
amphitheatres were tragic productions,
the majority of them most gruesome.
Then in later centuries we began to

have drama, then the comedy drama, and
so on, until today in America, the most
successful of all stage productions are

in the comedy class, either musical com-
edies or some other form of comedy per-
formance.

Vaudeville, long recognized as one of

the most successful entertainment insti-

tutions of our country, depends almost
entirely upon balance of program, and
by balance I mean a large percentage of

laughter.

And so comedy is fast coming to a
position of predominance in motion pic-

ture entertainment. Many of the big
feature productions of this season have
been out and out comedies, and the
dramatic director today who fails to in-

ject into his picture a plentiful supply
of comedy relief has put forth his crea-
tion under a most terrific handicap.

It is, however, the briefer comedies in

which we are most interested during
January, “Laugh Month,” and I do not
feel I have to direct your attention to

the improvement in quality manifested in

the shorter features during the last few
seasons. Not so many years ago these
comedy subjects were often a contest
of rude falls and pie throwing. The
man on the studio lot whose funniest

face would stop the most pies in one
reel was generally the star.

Some of these pictures were made with
the rudest sort of simple settings, or
were made with scenery just abandoned
by some dramatic company and turned
over to the comedy director for his use
for a short time before the carpenters
tore it down to make ready for the next
dramatic feature.

The comedy featurette of today is just
as different from this type of picture, as
the greatest spectacles showing in our
finest theatres are different from “The
Great Train Robbery,” that crude and
simple subject which really marked the
dawn of the motion picture drama.

Many of the two-reel films that make
you roar with laughter represent six to
eight weeks or more of constant work
by huge studio organizations and in their
making it is often necessary to photo-
graph 8000 to 10,000 feet of film to get
the 2000 feet of finished product, in

order that you may laugh for twenty
minutes.

At the present time a large number of
the greatest studios in Los Angeles are
devoted entirely to comedy production,
and a number of others, both on the
West Coast and in the East, are devot-
ing much of their effort to the making
of laugh pictures.

In the West the great Christie, Edu-
cational, Hal Roach and Mack Sennett
Studios are comedy producing plants ex-
clusively. Other great studios such as
those conducted by Universal, Fox and
Film Booking Offices, put much of their
time and effort into the short comedies.
So you see the art of making you laugh
is a serious problem, not only with the
producers and distributors, but with
your own motion picture theatre owner
—the man who arranges the programs
for your entertainment and actually pre-
sents them on the screen.

I sincerely hope that during this

month of January you will secure an
unlimited store of healthful laughter, and
also that in the future you will remem-
ber that your local theatre manager has
a problem that has never dawned upon
you before. Help him by telling him if

you like the short feature section of his

program, because after all his one and
only thought is to please you.
Thank you.

HER FIRST NIGHT IN PHILADELPHIA!
Oh! What a Night!

Oh! What a Comedy! (2 reels)

Oh! What a Molly! (Violet Mersereau)

Oh! What a Director! (Joseph Leverig)

For further supply of ohs! apply to Cranfield and Clarke, (lne.),

1476 Broadway, Distributors to the World of this

Molly May Picture Number One

HER FIRST NIGHT IN PHILADELPHIA!
Produced by Arthur J. Lamb
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WHAT TO DO WITH DISASTER
Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

By George
As usual the January sales find us still

trying to dig up the money to pay for

what we bought in December.
* * *

“Flapjacks have charm . .
.”

Every time anyone disagrees with
President Coolidge he has them over to

breakfast. Now, if he would only tell

us what he gives ’em for breakfast.
* * *

Henry Ford is trying to get the coun-
try to go back to the old fashioned
dances. These can best be danced in the
broad open spaces and the broad open
spaces are all fulla Ford cars.

* * *

A Bum Note
A musically inclined thief in Chicago

couldn’t resist giving a toot on a trom-
bone he had just stolen whereupon the
police nabbed him. Maybe we could
break up this ctime wave by compelling
all crooks to carry trombones.

* * * ,

A former motion picture actress su-

ing her husband for divorce, says he hit

her in the eye with the heel of a riding

boot. She doesn’t say zvhether he had
his foot in it.

* * *

Things look black

The Anthracite strike was nearly set-

tled a week ago—but not quite. It

doesn’t matter, we’ve got so used to soft

coal now it just soots us.
* * *

What they want to know out in the
middle west is what the World Court
will do about the price of corn.

ANNIVERSARY COPY
’{NOTE.—In response to many requests for

anniversary copy, the following is reprinted from
the Fifth Anniversary Souvenir Program of the
Virginia theatre, Champaign, III., a splendid
booklet just received, with the suggestion that
exhibitor write Edward M. Snyder of that
theatre for a complete copy.)

'C'OUR years ago—to be exact, December
-*• 28, 1921—the Virginia theatre was for-

mally opened to the public of this com-
munity. It took the “store-room picture

show” type of entertainment and converted
it into the Magnificent Theatre of Drama,
Music and Arts. Advanced it was indeed,

( Continued on page 81 )

Newspaper a
FriendWhen
Luck Breaks

“Grand Theatre Will Be Re-
built” is the streamer on “The
Washington (Ind.) Democrat” of

January 11. “Destroyed Last Night
by Fire” is the secondary head. The
story begins with a quote from
L. H. O’Donnell, president of the

O’Donnell - Eskridge Amusement
Co., reading: “The theatre build-

ing will be rebuilt. Work will start

just as soon as our insurance is

adjusted and arrangements can be

made for the new building.”

The facts are that the Grand theatre of
Washington, Ind., was burned to the

ground, the total loss being placed at

$108,400. There were several possible ways
of reporting the story, but the newspaper
quoted chose to use a constructive head-
line and to couch its story along construc-
tive lines. The emphasis is placed upon
the splendid way in which the organist and
others employed by the theatre cooperated
to prevent a panic or any possible injury

to patrons. It is the best story that could
have been written, not only for the in-

terests of the theatre but also for the

theatregoing public of Washington.
O’Donnell-Eskridge Amusement Com-

pany certainly reaped a harvest from good
will built up over several years.

“What’s Wrong Here?”

STATE AT MADISON

.
Exclusive Chicago Showing

“The Phantom
of th« Opera House”

with LON CHANEY
end » cast of 5.000 players. The maddest of ail Parisian ravels

photographed in full color—awe-lnspirinf ,
braatH-taking. The

last word in motion pictares. Acclaimed all ov^r the world as

the greatest spectacle of tha age.

CASTLE POPULAR PRICES PREVAIL

NO. The Castle, Chicago, didn’t make
a mistake. Neither did the ad man. The
Castle is a drop-in house at State and
Madison, Chicago, “the busiest corner
in the world.” It was figured that a
drop-in audience would respond more
readily to a fully clarified title. In
frontal billing the Universal picture was
called merely “The Phantom.”

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

HYDE STARTS 1926
WITH BROADSIDE
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
The accompanying photo shows part of

my “Start the New Year Right” advertis-

ing, for the first week of January pro-

gramme. These four twenty-four sheets

are just off the main street of the town
and the finest billboard location in the city.

Pierre has 3,200 people, but advertising

pays just as well as if there were 32,000 of

them.—

C

harles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.

A photo accompanying Mr. Hyde’s letter is

reproduced herewith.

MORRIS TELLS WHY HERALD
IS BEST TRADE PAPER
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
May I compliment you on your Copy

Service for exhibitors in your paper? To
me it is about the most valuable bit of

service I get from any trade paper.

I believe I am the oldest publisher of a

house organ in the business, our Picture

News, published twice a week with a cir-

culation of 2200, is now in its ninth year.

I find a lot of stuff in your naper that

can be worked over and there is hardly an
issue but what I do.

I also get a great deal of value out of

the Service Talks on Pictures, and would
like to see it cover a larger field, particu-

larly on the big releases.

Of course I always read, and contribute

to your “What the Picture Did for Me”
department.—Ben L. Morris, Spragg
Amusement Co., Bellaire, O.

Mr. Morris’ publication, “The Bellaire Picture

News,” is in every essential respect a newspaper.
Partial reproduction of it is made on another

page. It is suggested that theatre. publishers

write him for a complete copy, which the co-

operative spirit he has so long exhibited in .other

departments of this book is assurance will be
forthcoming.

RIVERS AT WALLA WALLA;
SENDS NEW HOUSE ORGAN
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

Inclosed please find some clippings, a

copy of my new house-organ and a little
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MILLER THEATRES
FREMONT'S LEADING PHOTOPLAY, /C
ROAD SHOW AND VAUDEVILLE | |THEATRES

CARL P MILLER, Prop, and Mgr.

Our Motto—ALL THE NEWS - IF ITS NEWS - WHEN NEW—Copyrighted.

) T, CLIffE, AdvortlBlDg Manager

1926 To Be Year of

Big Attractions at

The Strand Theatre

Manager Miller ha> decided

tint 1926 is to be the biggest year

ihc |iopular Strand theatre has

ever had and in order to make

this possible he has contracted

/ oi all the biggest and best pic-

tures that have been or are being

produced, in order to give you an

idea of th# big -attractions com-

ing to the Strand we are listing*

just a few of them, the following

attractions are all to be seen at

Ihc Strand in the near future.

Tom Mix in "The Lucky

Horseshoe" D, \V Griffith's big

production "That Royle Girl"

The great stage success "Ligfctin”

Colcrn Moore in "We Moderns"

Charles Chapin in "The Gold

Rush" "Seven Keys To Bald-

paic” "The American Venus"

"The l.iberty Magaiizne Special"

Douglas Fairbanks in “Thief of

F’ickford inifagdad" also in

"Don Q.’’ The Fox special "As

No Man Has Loved" Mary

Pickford in "Little Annie Roo-

my" The big special "Havoc

D. W Griffith's “Sally of the

Sawdust” Rudolph Valentino in

"The Eagle" William S. Hart in

Tumbleweeds" Tom Mix in

"The Yankee S.enor*' and many

others to be announced later

With such a line up of big :

tractions there can be no qui

tion as to the business that V

Strand theatre will do :

Something Different at
the Fremont Sunday
Instead of the usual Sunday

• vaudeville we are going to Fre-

thosc old favorites
should also he proof sufficient

lhea|reBoerjl .ook , or annua ,|y
that the Strand tlieare is bring-

am) w Sunday January 10th.
,ng .o Fremont onlv the biggesr

„iph , on!) ,ve vvin prcjen, thc
and best pictures that arc pro-

p„p„| ar musical comedy "Bnng-
‘*uce<*- mg L'p Failirr" this attractiion

is said to lie better than it has

Let us have

them now—
Your fur wraps,

motor robes, over-

coats, men’s suits,

and children’s

winter things.

r O U NK E
The dinner R

PHONE MAIN 2162
513 W. State St.

FREMONT

Smart Fashion Display
The smartest fashioned din-

play ever shown on the screen

wll! be included In “Miss Brew-
ster's Millions," according to a
promise made by Travis Ban-
ton. Paramount’s Paris creator

mouths tour of Europe to de-

sign guwns foT this production.
Babe Daniels will be starred In

this picture wblch Is being di-

rected by Clarence Badger.

Cor. From and Garrison

COLLEEN BEAUTY SHOPPE
MRS. BERNICE MYERS

Phone Main 2349

CARL F. MILLER, Strand and Fre-
mont theatres, Fremont, O., publishes
this house organ for those institutions.

Mr. Miller joins the House Organ Ex-
change this week.

story in regard to my latest activities.

I have been jumping around the country
rapidly since I left Mr. Heilig last spring

and have not kept in touch with you, as

closely as I should, but I assure you that

I will again become a contributor to your
columns should you see fit to use the ma-
terial which I send you from time to time.

I have received much valuable assistance

from the ideas contained each week in the
Herald.
Under separate cover you will receive

copies of my opening week’s campaign.
Again thanking you and with my very

best wishes for the New Year, I remain.

—

Edwin B. Rivers, Arcade theatre, Walla
Walla, Wash.
Mr. Rivers’ new house organ is reproduced in

another column. His address has been changed
in the “House Organ Exchange.” (Welcome
back.)

O’ROURKE JOINS CIRCLE;
“THE SAME TO YOU”
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald
Please enter my name on your House

Organ Exchange list. This service is a
great help to the small town exhibitor who
has several houses to write copy for and
does not employ a regular exploitation
man.
Let me wish your wide-awake trade pa-

per heaps of success and extend to you
the season’s greetings.—Jack O’Rourke,
Laurel Theatre, Laurel Springs, N. J. Gen-
eral Manager, East Coast Theatres Co.)

FRONT PAGE of “Bellaire Picture News,” Bellaire, O., subject of Ben L.
Morris’ letter in this issue. Mr. Morris has published his paper for more
than nine years and it occupies in Bellaire the position of a regular daily.
Theatre publishers undoubtedly will be mailed a copy upon request. Address:
Mr. Ben L. Morris, Spragg Amusement Co., Bellaire, O.

WALLA WAI LA

THEATRE NEWS
v,,i i r> n . j Distributed free to

No ,
livery Saturday Patrons of Arcade Theatre

Arcade Now Under
New Management

Amateur Night To
Be Every Friday

PqIATRONS of this theatre will be

glad to learn that it is now
under new management which

is determined to give bigger and

greater theatrical entertainment

than ever before, at the same pop-

ular twepty-five cent admission

price which has made the Arcade

popular in the past.

First-run productions of all leading

companies will be purchaed and shown

at the Arcade together wltb added stage

novelties and other specialty entertain-

ment which will make evefy presentation

distinctive

The theatre will shortly be closed to

De completely renovated and fitted aa

Northwest Including new carpeta. fit-

tings. sign, markoe and projection equip-

ment designed to make every visit to

the Arcade a delight

The new owners, the Inland Empire

TOxeatres Company, have secured the

eel-vices of Edwin B. Rivers, well-known

Pacific coast theatre manager, to direct

i he policy of the theatre with Harry

Peck as usslstnim manager.

Special features designed to attract

children and family trade will be fea-

tured. and every effort bent to matte

the Arca.le truly Walla Walla's Amuse-

ment Palace for the Whole Family—the

“biggest show In town at any price."

Patrons are urged to watch the screen

and dally press for further annoynce-

monfs of Importance to local theatre

The cream of Inland Empire ama-
teur and semi-professional stage tal-

ent will be seen at the Aircade In

the coming weeks through a regular

weekly "Amatuei— night performance
to be staged at 9 p. m. every Friday
commencing on January 8.

Musical acts, comedy skit* and ac-

robatic turns are among the type of

performances already booked, and an

extra forty-five minutes of stage

entertainment Is now assured Arcade
patrons In addition to the complete

regular show every Friday night.

Be on hand January 8 to witness

this big fun night, And remember
you’ll have to come early to get a

Big Picture Coming

Douglas McLean In “Introduce Me.”

the lofflnest picture he ever made
FYed Thomson and his wonder horse.

Silver JKIng, In "The Bandit Baby."

"Camille of the Barbary Coast/

The greatest love story of all time.

"Captain Blood." by Rafael Sabatlnl.

author of "The Sea Hawk." “Scara-
mouche. etc

James Oliver Curwood's "Steele of the

Royal Mounted."

Evelyn Brent In "Midnight Molly/'

Glenn Hunter to "The Pinch Hitter."

The greatest race track melodrama of

all time 'Wildfire" the stage success

made world-famous by Lillian Rusaell.

And remember, any seat, any time,

twenty-five cents

THE LAST AND GREATEST NOVEL
by Emerson Hough, famed author of

•The Covered Wagon" will be released

starring Bert Lytell. Ll.ilan Rich. Ger-
trude Astor and Earl Metcalf

FRONT PAGE of Edwin B. Rivers’
new house organ for the Arcade theatre,
Walla Walla, Wash. Mr. Rivers’ letter

is published this week.

FRED MEYER NEWSPAPER
STUNT A KNOCKOUT
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

While straightening out my desk I ran
across this photograph of my exploitation
recall whether I sent it to you or not. If

for “California Straight Ahead,” and can’t

I didn’t, you’re welcome. This ambulance
traveled all over town, principally along
the streets where the street cars or busses

Ask a Cop

PROFESSIONAL dancers “from Hol-
lywood” danced the Merry Widow
Waltz in a music store window at stated
intervals while the M-G-M picture was
showing at the Howard, Atlanta. It’s

okay as a stunt if the police department
hasn’t passed rules against blocking
sidewalks.
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MATINEE
11 A. M.
TODAY

COME
EARLY
AS THE
HOUSE
WILL BE
CLEARED
AT I P-

Complete Show
ay with the featuri

-The Happy War
arring Malcolm Me
and Alice Calhoun

IN LINE
AT
11 A. M
ADMITTEO
AT THIS

A New Show by the Original and Only

MEMPHIS MINSTRELS

ARCADE
THEATRE Eddie Rivers

Manager

INTERESTING matinee ad by Edwin
B. Rivers, Arcade theatre, Walla Walla,
Wash., whose letter is printed this

week.

don’t go. Then we planted it in front of
the theatre during the show hours.
Here is a little information on “The

Hamilton Herald.”

Published by the Palace theatre.
Edited in its entirety by Fred S. Meyer.
Everything unused heretofore; very little

FIRST
ISSUE

THE
HAMILTON HERALD Complimentary*

Edition

VOL I. No. I HAMILTON, OHIO, SATURDAY. JANUARY 9. 1926 Circulation, 10,000 C

POLICE FORCEJHAKE-UP HINTED
Rumored that entire Department will be

re-organized when Safety Director
takes office next Tuesday

I

To be or not to be! Such seems to be the status of practically every member of I

j

Hamilton's Police Department, after A. F. “Tom" Bob assumes his office as Safety

[

Director next Tuesday. From a source usually considered trustworthy and reliable,

I

the HERALD learned thut newly elected efty officials have planned a department shake-

,
up. which will extend throughout tnt entire organization.

1
Whether this reported "shake-up" will include the higher-ups or apply only to the

j

rank and file of Hamilton's police department, is a matter of open speculation.

I

H is said that since the new Mayor made few. if any. election promises along this

line, he is practically free to do as he pleases, and reports have it that the “axe" will be

wielded.

CHURCH UNITY

FORECAST

HAMILTON'S GREATEST NEED FOR 1926
By HEV. J \W ES H. DENNEY

FRED S. MEYER’S trick newspaper, subject of his letter in this issue, which
worried the regular publishers of Hamilton, O., until he let them in on the
stunt.

FRED S. MEYER writes his week
about several things, including this am-
bulance stunt for Universal’s “Cali-
fornia Straight Ahead.” The sign on
the vehicle reads: “For people who
laugh themselves sick watching Regi-
nald Denny in ‘California Straight
Ahead.’” It’s also a good Laugh Month
stunt.

“boiler plate.”
We had 10,000 copies printed. Restricted ad-

vertising to 4 firms who paid $25.00 each. Total
cost of printing about $300. Total cost of dis-

tribution $75 and about 100 tickets to newsboys
(who ordinarily get free shows anyhow every
once in a while).

Explanation

:

Hamilton has two evening and one weekly, but
no morning paper. For some months past, a re-

port has been current that a morning paper would
be started. On the day before the “Merry Widow”
opened, at 9 a. m. 75 newsboys covered every

prominent corner in town, hollering EXTRA.
The thing took Hamilton by storm. After 6
p. m. we delivered (via newsboys) at least 6,000
to that many homes in the residential section.
We opened to good business yesterday. Whether

the stunt was worthy of the time, money and
energy involved, remains to be seen.

P. S. Your special attention is directed to the
“TRUTH IN ADVERTISING” article. You
may be interested therein.

We gave the local editors a scare until

they got wise.—Feed S. Meyer, Palace

Starts the New Year Right

CHARLES LEE HYDE, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D., writes this week of the bill-

board campaign by which he “started the New Year right.” The billboards are
shown above.
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Aschers Open
The Terminal
ASCHER BROTHERS,

Chicago, opened their new

Terminal theatre with one
of the most unique newspa-
per advertising campaigns
recently reported. The old
sign-painter stunt was done
away with and an opening
book idea used instead by
Ralph Thomas Kettering,
Ascher Brothers’ advertis-

ing and publicity director.

Reproductions herewith
show the various phases of

the campaign, the spaces be-

ing numbered in the order of

their daily appearance. Fox’s

“The Gilded Butterfly”

opened the house.

theatre, Hamilton, O.

A page from Mr. Meyer’s newspaper knockout
is reproduced herewith.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 78)

with its permanent type of fireproof con-

struction, its commodious aisle, and com-
fortable seats, its splendid ventilation, its

perfect projection and modern lighting

facilities, and its architectural beauty. That
it has proven a distinct achievement has
now been convincingly demonstrated as

each year has seen an increasing number
of patrons.

Constantly profiting by our own experi-

ence in the ever-advancing motion picture

industry which has phenomenally risen to

be among the foremost businesses of the

country, we keep pace with this advance-
ment in all its phases. The genius of the

producers, the elaboration and accomplish-
ments which dazzle one’s imagination,
bring to the screen not entertainment alone
but educational advantages far more easily

disseminated than those secured in schools
from text and more conveniently and eco-
nomically than that secured by travel. In

fact, the motion picture industry is now a
service of incalculable worth to civiliza-

tion—inspiring, broadening as it imparts
pleasure

;
there has never been anything

like it.

In its influence upon the community, the

motion picture theatre shares responsibility

with schools, travel, and the home. It is

this fact and our deep sense of responsibil-

ity that compels the management of the
Virginia to maintain high standards of en-
tertainment week in and week out, year
after year, and it is to this end that the
efforts of our entire organization are con-
centrated. To constantly maintain an en-
vironment beyond reproach—comparable
with the welcome of the home is ever the
aim of the management. The Virginia
maintains its status on this account as
among the leading theatres in the country

and patrons who have occasion to travel

and compare appreciate superiority of the

Virginia over most theatres.

We launch our fifth year with a confi-

“War Is Havoc”

“HAVOC WEEK” is the new one in-

vented by the Hippodrome, Youngs-
town, O., in exploitation of “Havoc,”
the Fox picture. Automobile dangers
afforded the basis of the idea.

dence gained by past performance and with
gratitude for the good will that has been
tendered us by our patrons who acknowl-
edge appreciation of our efforts by their

patronage which we hope to continually
merit. Not wishing to destroy the faith

placed in us we continue in our policy to

render the community “MAXIMUM
AMUSEMENT VALUE FOR MINI-
MUM COST.”

PUBLICITY

TO keep our patrons always informed of
the good things coming to the Virginia

is one of our most ardent duties. We have
found that in executing this work our
policy of “nothing but the truth” has paid
us. We are building our business upon
“repeat orders.” We expect you to see

each program or as many as possible and
if we deceive you with our publicity you
would not return again.

AIR. EDWARD A. SNYDER, who is

in charge of publicity, is directly respons-
ible for this important feature. It is he
who through all the mediums of advertis-

ing and publicity that we know, keeps you
posted. Ever mindful that all you ask is

that the bare facts be given you. In this

respect all effort is made to keep our ad-
vertising distinctive.

PARTING WORD
A PARTING word is fitting; we have

published this souvenir program with
the hopes of taking us to you and bringing

you closer to the Virginia.

We enter upon our fifth year of serving

the entire community of Champaign-
Urbana with the future looking brighter

than ever before. We will strive to outdo
ourselves and surpass our previous accom-
plishments.
In return, we solicit your good will, your

co-operation, to the end that working mu-
tually together there will be no reason for
the new season not bringing us a greater
measure of success and contentment.
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A
/ 'HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply

a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

A E. HANCOCK, COLUMBIA
*** City, Theatre Co., Columbia City,

Ind., writes me as follows:
“Yes, January is Laugh Month. Mae

Tinee contributed her share toward the
hilarity of exhibitor by her ‘Twelve Best
Pictures.’ As a picker of audience pic-
tures she is about as good as Riley’s
Goat, that eats the posters. She must
pick ’em the same way.

“
‘Last Laugh,’ ‘Grass,’ ‘Beggar on

Horseback,’ ‘Shore Leave’ and ‘Gold
Rush.’ Flops all the way from Maine to
California in the small towns. Tinee
may be able to pick ’em for Chicago, but
she certainly don’t know one audience
picture out of five she reviews, as far as
concerns exhibition value here in the
hinterland.
“About half of The Tribune’s circulation

reaches the rural population and awhile
back Tinee’s reviews were taken as gos-
pel, but she has flopped so much lately

that we do not hear much comment re-

garding what she said about various
productions.”
Mr. Hancock’s concluding paragraph

will be good news to exhibitors in the
Middle West. Perhaps the most serious
among the ill effects of Miss Tinee’s
peculiar writings has been, in times past,

their interference with theatre going in

the smaller cities where readers natu-
rally assumed that opinions printed in

the World’s Greatest Newspaper were on
a plane with other services rendered by
that paper. Chicago theatre goers, of
course, know better.

“W INDS
-

OF CHANCE” IS THE
» V best picture I’ve seen in a long

time. It reveals Frank Lloyd as the
great director that he is and tells a good
story well. It is a strong, sane narra-
tive, logically unfolded and consistently
interesting without becoming, for an in-

stant, hectically melodramatic. Mr.
Lloyd deserves credit for the things he
did not do as well as for those which he
did.

“Winds of Chance” has a cast that
is a cast. Anna Q. Nilsson, at her best,

Ben Lyon, better than in anything else

I’ve seen, Victor McLaglen, walking
calmly away with the picture although
not given the lion’s share of footage,
Viola Dana, just herself and therefore
sufficient, Dorothy Sebastian, pictur-
esquely venomous to the end, Claude
Gillingwater in a laugh relief role, Ho-
bart Bosworth, as a gambler who dies
game, Fred Kohler, as the heavy, these
are the people who make the Rex Beach
story a page from life. So well do they
do their various works that it is unfair
to single out this or that one for special
credit, but Victor McLaglen registers an
impression that is distinct. His contribu-
tion is no less than great.

The Klondyke is, as you know, the
scene of the drama. It is not the Klon-
dyke commonly seen in pictures, but one
that stands out and proclaims itself the
genuine. There is strife, cruelty, crude

Concerning

:

Mae Tinee

Winds of Chance

Joanna

We Moderns

The Scarlet Saint

Lady Windemere’s Fan
The Masked Bride

The Blackbird

The Tower of Lies

Hands Up
Mamma Behave

Eats Are West

Good Cheer

British Films

justice, primitive entertainment and
stark death in the picture. It is more
nearly a pure picturization of a novel
than has come to the screen in a long
time.

U) OROTHY MACK A ILL, FOR-
merly “Chickie,” now is “Joanna”

in the picture of that name. I shall
always wish that she had gone on in the
“Mighty Lak’ a Rose” type of character,
but that is neither here nor there. She
does this type of thing quite well
enough. As “Joanna” she is very real.

Jack Mulhall is the young man of the
picture and it’s good to see Jack twice
in a week. While “Joanna” was playing
McVickers, Jack was also working in

“We Moderns” at the Chicago. He
doesn’t tire, which is a big asset. He’s
the honest young business man in this
picture, as he is the upright young archi-
tect or something in “We Moderns” and
the honest garage owner in “Classified.”
It looks like a Jack Mulhall year and
that’s alright with me.

“Joanna” is a fanciful yarn about two
old fellows with enough money to make
them bet a million on the “average
flapper’s” virtue. One strews her path
with temptations but the other wins the
bet, Jack getting the girl as planned. The
temptations are in the form of wild par-
ties and such, the usual and some un-
usual things being done. If it be granted
that two men with a million each would
wager it on anything like this, the rest
is easy to take.

George Fawcett is one of the men,
and Fawcett is another of my favorite
performers. Dolores del Rio, a new and
less rotund Naldi, is properly cast and
effective. Paul Nicholson also gets away
big, and Rita Carewe shows ability in

a secondary flapper assignment.

U OLLEEN MOORE IS THE^ snappy flapper, British model, in

“We Moderns,” a serio-comic treatment
of the jazz age thing. She has less

chance for burlesque than in “Sally” but
more chance to act, kicking over a neat
section of pathos near the finish of the
picture. Jack Mulhall is first rate as
the young man she really loved all the
time, and Claude Gillingwater is excel-

lent as the stern and somewhat stunned
parent.

Much of the action, a treasure-hunt,

is London stuff, the scenes made there

being matched into the American sec-

tions of the film in excellent manner.
Whoever took care of this detail

should be given a permanent berth at-

tending to these necessary and usually

messed up transfusions.

There’s a big scene, a plane flying into
and wrecking a dirigible aboard which a
jazz festivity is in progress, which is well
staged. Miss Moore’s bit of pathos fol-

lows immediately after this and precedes
the ending.

If anything’s wrong with the picture
it’s probably the British location. At
least the sheiks and shebas in the mezza-
nine of the Chicago theatre on Wednes-
day (“date”) night told each other it

should have been American. But they
liked it, at that, if their numbers is evi-

dence.

M ary astor and lloyd
Hughes are very good in the lead-

ing roles of “The Scarlet Saint,” but
Frank Morgan, as the villainous baron,

is better. Or perhaps his assignment is

richer. At any ate, the three make up
a trio decidedly worthy watching for

the required hour.

It’s a story about a parent who prom-
ised his daughter to a vaguely national-

ized baron at the age of sixteen, before

she had met Lloyd Hughes and devel-

oped ideas of her own. Miss Astor is

the daughter and makes a difficult char-

acterization realistic. Lloyd Hughes, is

the young man who changed her mind
and Frank Morgan is the baron who
didn’t like the change. The plot is

rather ingeniously contrived and it is

never quite clear what is to happen
next.

There’s a race horse angle to the pic-

ture and the scene is New Orleans, al-

lowing for an inset of street scenes

showing the Mardi Gras in progress.

“HTHE MASKED BRIDE” FOL-
A lowed “The Merry Widow” into

Chicago and didn’t get the big publicity

break accorded that opus, which led me
to wonder why and to an outlying thea-

tre at this late date to find out. I didn’t

find out, for the picture seems to me to

be okay in every respect, not quite so
opulently assembled as the “Widow,”
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perhaps, but in reality a lot better as to

story and such.

I liked Mae Murray better in this

than in the bigger picture. She is more
like the old Mae, more dashing and less

pretentious. She’s a Parisian dancer
whose pal is a thief and whose chief

admirer and eventual match is a crim-
inologist. Working out the puzzle is

worth the full footage of the composition
and life is nearer to the surface here
than in the Von Stroheim product.

Why it didn’t get the big break is still

a mystery to me.

TT’S A BIT DIFFICULT, SOME-
J- times, to get the true British slant on
subjects most familiar to residents of
England, but “Kinematograph Weekly,”
trade journal, makes it very clear in the
following comment upon an interesting
announcement:
“The Daily Express’s intention of sub-

sidizing the production of a ‘model’ Brit-

ish film, in order to show that it can
be done, is primarily, one assumes, a
newspaper stunt, but it may serve a use-
ful purpose for all that. So much mis-
leading nonsense has been talked about
British production, with the intention of
posing the British producer as a martyr,
that the real basic needs of British pro-
duction—which are better ideas and
better producers to handle them—are
frequently lost sight of.

“If the Express can show that there
exists in this country one new director
capable, with reasonable finance, of pro-
ducing a picture which will, on its merits,
please the British public as much as the
American films it usually gets, it will be
doing a real service to the Industry.”

After relaying which news, I shall
tune you in on the others hereabouts
who have seen pictures and written about
them.—T. O. Service.

'"THERE IS SOMETHING OF NEGRI
and something of Swanson and a

trace of Talmadge in the acting of Irene
Rich in “Lady Windermere’s Fan”; but
there is a lot of Irene herself. She has
here turned out the best work of her
career. She knew the play and she had
confidence in her director.
Much more of the subtleness of the

Oscar Wilde play is in evidence in the
film version than it had seemed could
have been injected. Thank Ernst
Lubitsch. He who made “Kiss Me Again”
has proved ’with this picture, one which
is extremely different from the “Kiss
Me” picture, that he is one of the most
thinking directors in the business.
My companion at the showing, who

is a well seasoned theatre goer, after-
ward told me that now there are two
actresses who are able to make her for-
get she is watching drama: they now are
Ethel Barrymore and Irene Rich.
Ronald Colman, Bert Lytell and May

McAvoy compose the remainder of the
starring part of the cast. All of them
played their roles in a faultless manner.
—Douglas FIodges.

A N INTERESTING SCENE IN “WE
^ 1 Moderns” is where the dirigible is

struck midair by an airplane. That is

a comparatively new stunt, coming as it

does from the abundance of ideas used
in war and war pictures.
This starring vehicle for Colleen

Moore is not of the “Sally” or “Desert
Flower” group. It is rather of the type
of “The Perfect Flapper.” More sim-
ply, Miss Moore in this is a “suppressed”
modern. She is good in her character.
The comedy is the soul of the piece and
Colleen is the maker of the comedy.
But other than the comedy and the

highlight involving the dirigible, the pic-

Any More?
TAMES WEBER LINN, an espe-

J dally interesting writer whose
articles appear under the heading
of “Lights and Darks” in the “Chi-
cago Herald and Examiner,” wrote
the following last week:

“Never did I think 1 should be en-

thusiastic over a movie. What seems
to me the crude sentimentality of
most of them, the unreality of the

characterization, the illogical and
childish (or should I say romantic?)
psychology make no appeal to such
intelligence as middleage has left me;
and though in the photography I

recognize great skill, in the captions
and speeches I find as a rule an im-
becility that quite blots out my ad-
miration for the mechanical deftness

of the picturization.

“Or so it was until yesterday af-
ternoon. Now I am a convert. Over
night I have come to the conclusion
that the movies have a future like

that of art—a future that depends
not wholly on ingenuity, but equally

on the possibility of a real appeal to

emotion and thought. For yesterday
afternoon I saw ‘The Big Parade.’”

Mr. Linn’s conversion is tardy.
It is strange that a man whose
work shows such depth of appreci-
ation generally, such grasp of
varied subjects, should have waited
for “The Big Parade” to wake him.
If there are more such as he,

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer should
send them tickets to exhibitions of
their truly great picture. (And he
still calls them “movies.”)

ture fails to supply the entertainment of
“Sally” and “Desert Flower.” It’s un-
fortunate that such good pictures as the
two last named usually set such high
standards for their makers because it

often embarrasses stars to have to keep
up such a terrific pace. If “We Mod-
erns” had been made a year or more ago
it is probable that it would have seemed
better. It is a good picture but it was
made too late.

—

Douglas Hodges.

TF YOU ARE AMONG THOSE WHO
hold that pictures should (but do not)

parallel life, you will find interesting the
following figures compiled by the Chicago
Police Department showing causes of
deaths investigated by authorities in the city
during 1925. The list follows

:

Robbery 26
Policemen 12
Revenge 46
Family quarrels 58
Lovers’ quarrels 36
Strangers’ quarrels 14
Intoxication 6
Labor 2
Gang wars 3
Tong war 3
Dope - _ 1
Watchmen 1

Burglars by citizens 12
By police 57

In a supplementary statement, Chief of
Police Collins says, “Quarrels at parties

were held responsible for more killings in

1925 than any other cause,” which may or
may not be the reason for the great prev-
alence of the party thing in motion pic-

ture fiction.

p OLI NEGRI STIRRED AUDI-
ences at the Metropolitan theatre,

Los Angeles, to wild handclapping, when
she horsewhipped the district attorney in

“A Woman of the World.” Chester

Conklin ran away with the comedy role

and Charles Emmett Mack scored as the
youth in love with the lovely Italian

Countess. The Carl Van Vechten story,

“The Tattooed Countess,” didn’t make
the best of screen material for the fiery

Pola, however. There was something
lacking. No one seemed to gain one’s

sympathy and it left me rather cold and
indifferent after it was all over. It didn’t

give Miss Negri any opportunity to show
her histrionic ability, except in the horse-
whipping scene.

I saw this scene taken at the Lasky
studio standing beside Bert Glennon, the
cameraman, and if the balance of the
play had had as much wallop as that

scene it would have scored a great hit

with me. Mike Boylan wrote a lot of

good snappy titles for it, and Director
Mai St. Clair did his darnedest to make
it track, but the story isn’t Poli’s type of

stuff. Excellent camerawork, good di-

rection and fine acting, especially by Lu-
cille Ward, as Lou Poore, do not save
it from being classed as ordinary screen
entertainment.

—

Ray Murray.

'T'HAT FELLOW CHARLEY CHASE
-L gets better with each succeeding pic-

ture. His work is sincere and he puts
over an idea without resorting to hokum
or gags. Take “Mamma Behave,” for

instance, the Pathe comedy at the Metro-
politan theatre, Los Angeles, last week.
An old plot, about the two brothers

—

one married and terribly settled down
and the other a little wild, fond of par-

ties, etc. Charley plays both roles and
puts pep into them both. His wife,

(played by Mildred Harris) wants to

step out to show off her clothes. Her
husband prefers to stick at home. How-
ever, he overhears her remark she
wishes he was like his brother, a loud
dresser and fast stepper.

He buys a suit like Jim’s and with a
neighbor, a pretty blonde, they visit a

cafe, a jazzy place, where they meet all

sorts of people who know them, and
there is the usual mix up. The .funniest

part is where the wife takes money from
Charley’s pocket to step out with the

supposed brother. Mike Boylan wrote
the titles and they are gems. The di-

rection is fast and logical and the whole
thing clicks with amazing smoothness.
Mildred Harris looks like a million dol-

lars in this one and makes a good foil for

Chase.

—

Ray Murray.

T FOR ONE, WILL BE GLAD WHEN
J- they cease exhibiting Lon Chaney as a

twisted, horrifying underworld character. In

“The Blackbird” he again resorts to con-
tortions similar to his character in “The
Miracle Man” and “The Penalty” and,
while good, one grows weary of seeing
him do this over and over again. Owen
Moore, as the English dandy, and a
crook also, gives a splendid performance.
His scenes with Fifi, excellently played
by Renee Adoree, are the best in the
picture.

Chaney portrays a crook, cruel and
repellent, who parades behind a disguise

with a leg twisted around a crutch.

The underworld characters call him the
Bishop of Limehouse, and he lives over
a mission. Strange to say the police,

nor his friends seem to note the ex-
tremely close resemblance between the
Bishop and the crook. There is a stir-

ring death scene where the Bishop dies
which leaves the coast clear for Fifi to
marry the English dude-crook, who has
promised to reform. The love interest
isn’t very pronounced, nor does it im-
press very deeply. There are many un-
usual types and Tod Browning’s direc-
tion is Al.

—

Ray Murray.
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''T'HE BEST PICTURE I SAW DUR-
T ing my last week of picture viewing was
“The Tower of Lies.” Good direction,

good story and sincerity plus splendid act-

ing (so different from sincerity alone!)
have been combined to make a picture that

is about equally interesting on all points.

Lon Chaney, Norma Shearer and Claire

McDowell have the outstanding roles

—

father, daughter and mother—in this story
of a Swedish peasant family, and each
contributes a capable individual perform-
ance and an ensemble performance that

raises their work considerably above much
of the ensemble work we see. Each acts

—

in such fashion that one forgets they are
acting. Thus is the breath of life put into

the picture. The story is probable and the
dramatization of the story is able.

“The Tower of Lies” is not a pleasant
picture. Tragedy, even when it is relieved
at the end by a ray of sweetness, does not’’

leave the mind easy. And two tragedies
are combined in this picture—the tragedy
of mind and body crippling labor and the
tragedy of parental love cheated of its

reward.
I am glad I saw “The Tower of Lies.”

The performance of the principals will

stay with me for a long time. If Norma
Shearer improves on the work she does in

this picture it will be hard to find assign-
ments worthy of her. Chaney remains the
sincere, capable actor he has been since I

first saw him, years ago.

* * *

Perhaps events happen in life as they do
in “The Unguarded Hour.” Only I have
never had visual proof that they do. There
is little in the picture to indicate that even
the director thought they do.

Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon have the •

roles that matter. Excepting for a bit of
unspectacular swimming that each does,

their acting consists in the main of a series

of grimaces meant to express anger, desire,

pique, fright and mere bad humor. I was
not entertained.

* * *

“Eats Are West” is the celluloid record
of Felix the Cat’s foray after food. Always
Felix does something different. And his

creator never fails of inspiration.

The punch scene in “Eats Are West” is

the wreck of the horse. I am certain I

read the word “wreck” in the subtitle pre-

ceding the event. “Dissipation” is the bet-

ter word to describe what happens. Felix
rides the horse hard. The result is his

fading, fading, until only the hairline

skeleton of a horse is left. At the end this

fades into nothingness and Felix drops
abruptly to the ground.
These cartoons are among the greatest

laugh-provokers run through the machines
of the world’s picture houses.

* * *

“Good Cheer” is an “Our Gang”
Christmas picture. It records the disillus-

ionment of the children on the score of
Santa Claus and the later reestablishment
of faith.

Two of the “Gang” are disturbed with
the thought that the others are certain to

have a poor Christmas unless money can
be raised. They raise it by selling hot
bricks to a cold-footed public. They
spread good cheer by using the proceeds to

equip the others with toys of a hundred
kinds.

Also they are helped by the police force
and a bootlegging gang. Each of the wet-
ware merchants carries thirst palliatives

and toys in bags and visits customers in

the guise of Santa Claus. The police learn
of the gang’s operations. The bootleggers
are forced to give the toys to the children
and the bottles to the city for evidence.
“Good Cheer” is a better picture than

“Your Own Back Yard,” one incident in

which spoiled the picture for me and for
a nation of children to whom the “Gang”
are as “the kids next door.”

—

Al Barr.

Regarding The Plaza and

Rialto Theatres!

Obligation -Inspiration

pplHERE is nothing, that holds

ti one so rigidly to a definite

I -•>- 1 course as public avowal of pur-

pose. It is an invitation to. scruti-

ny. It places every action in the

broad daylight, subject to instant

recognition of the slightest error

or digression. It imposes the tin-

escapable 1 obligation to “make
good” at every turn or suffer the

disparagement of every tongue. It

is a veritable judgment note, writ-

ten to bearer on demand, guaran-

teeing the service or the pound of

flesh.

But also it is an inspiration.

Knowing that every move is un-
der public ga?e, one takes great

pride in doing each task well. It

makes a difference to the worker
to know it 'makes a difference how
he works.
And therein lies the primary ob-

ject of our advertising. It is de-

signed as a public commitment, an
invitation to scrutiny and a chal-

lenge to challengers, in order that
each man in our own organization

may feel a great responsibility

placed upon him.
Bach man does feel it—very

earnestly. But'each man glories in

it. With such responsibility and
such assurance that his utmost in

craftsmanship is \indeed worth
while, a man will do his best.

The carefully planned entertain-

ments in every theatre operated
by the Frank Amusement Co., are
our answer to the unusual demand
that they know our publicity has
placed upon them. Every item on
our programs is secured with the
thought. “This must be worthy of

the high claims made for us.” Ev-
ery one of our managers realizes

that the entertainment his patron
buys must please that patron more
than others he has had.

That is what our publicity is

planned to.accomp'lish. It is pub-
lished not to lure a patronage but
to secure our patrons.

And they will tell yon how it has
succeeded in this purpose. They
tell us, And their continued, grow-
ing friendliness tells us even more
ebnvincingly.

Advertising “to oneself” is not

the common understanding of ad-

verting, we know, but we believe

it is its highest conception. Let
every advertiser thus view his pub-
lished claims as public espousal of

a sacred trust and “The New Or-
der of Things” will some day come
to be no longer a Frank Amusement
Co. service but a common practice
for the common good.

Operating Theatres in

Waterloo, Cedar Rapids Cl Lotion. Sioux City, OelweiD,

A Happy
and Prosperous

New Yea- 1926 To Our Pptrons
Friends And Our

Co-Workers

ALEXANDER FRANK’S proslige ad for the

theatres in Waterloo, la., and elsewhere
controlled by his organization. The text

of the ad was printed in the January 9th
issue.

TDAYMOND GRIFFITH HAS MORE
T self confidence in his acting than any
new screen star that I can think of. He
conducts himself before the camera with
the assurance of one who has been work-
ing in films for a number of years. He
has learned many of the fundamentals of
cinematography which add intelligence to

his portravals. His sagacity in this view
suggests the showmanship of such people

as Chaplin, Menjou, Fairbanks, Lewis
Stone, Alec B. Franicis and Pickford.
Together with his own feat in “Hands

Up” are plenty of good gags and a fresh-
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ness of inspiration which make it one of
the funniest and most entertaining pictures

Griffith has yet had as a vehicle.

At the opening of the picture the preface
explains accurately enough that the pro-
duction has been made from a short period
in the nation’s history “with variations.”

One of the “variations” is the “Charleston”
lesson given by Griffith to a group of
American Indians in Nevada in 1865.

* * *

The finest thing about “The Tower of
Lies” is the swift clean strokes with which
the director has told his story. There is

little reason for having connected the pic-

ture with a name having in it the word
“tower.” It is granted that the theme of
the story is founded on the deceptive life

of the girl, played by Norma Shearer.
Therefore by figurative construction that

theme may be fitted to that title.

Mr. Seastrom has skilfully built up the
character of this, peasant girl’s father by
mannerism, idiosyncracy and action. He
has made a simple minded old man of both
“faith and honor” from a character which
at the beginning of the story is a hard
working, critical, hard hearted skeptic. Te
think of it, it is inconsistent, but to watch
the picture it is as logical as night fol-

lowing day.

Of course he was at a great advantage
throughout, having Miss Shearer and Lon
Chaney to work with him on the produc-
tion.

—

-Douglas Hodges.

* * *

A PREVIEW OF “THE OVERLAND
Trail” was given at Bard’s theatre,

Hollywood, last week, and judging by the

frequent applause the picture made quite a
hit with the audience, especially the young-
sters. It is one of those epic films, pictur-

ing the vicissitudes of those hardy pioneers
who pushed westward across the plains in

their search for gold and a home. There
are more covered wagons in this Al Rogell
production than in “The Covered Wagon,”
and more Indians and bad men. It just

bristles with bad men.

Most of the picture was made in the

Black Hills of South Dakota and, although
a large cast was employed, I understand
Director Rogell made it for less than $30,-

000. The long shots are beautiful, and the

work of Jack Hoxie, Marin Sais, Ena
Gregory and others of the large company
is commendable.

The story centers around three scouts of

the plains who frustrate the plans of the

villain to wipe out a wagon train in his at-

tempt to reach gold fields controlled by him.

He brings about an uprising of the Indians

and they almost annihilate the white settlers

before U. S. soldiers arrive.

The work of Hoxie’s white horse is re-

markable in this picture. Rogell, who is

classed as the fastest shooting director in

Hollywood, deserves much credit for the

masterful handling of the large crowds of

extras and the blending of the incidents of

the story into a swift, smooth action pic-

ture.

—

Ray Murray.

* * *

W HOEVER IT IS THAT CUTS THE
newsreels down to length compatible

with program time of the filmshow type of

theatre exhibits a remarkable lack of fit-

ness for the job. More often than not, the

best news in the reel is left out, seemingly
in order that sequences which may be more
readily “scored” by the house orchestra

can be used. At any rate, newspictures are

getting a very bad deal in the majority of

first run houses and it isn’t showmanship.
Whoever it is that does the cutting should
be relieved of the job and the publicity

director or some other person with news-
paper training given this responsibility—if

it is indeed necessary to shorten the news-
reel at all.
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NEW PICTURES
Too Much Money

Distributor: First National
Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR..JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
Author Israel Zangwill

PLAYERS
Robert Broadley Lewis Stone
Annabel Broadley Anna Q. Nilsson
Stuart Robert Cain
Duke Masters —Derek Glynne
Mrs. Rabinowitz Ann Brody
Mr. Rabinowitz Edward Elkas

TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: Rebirth of love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A man and his wife, after
the initial period of their marriage, drift
apart, the wife being greatly occupied
with social affairs. To regain her atten-
tion her husband tells .her he has lost all

his money. She is brave. They take a
cheap apartment and the man becomes
first a grocer’s clerk and then a janitor.
A former suitor of his wife reveals to
her how she is being tricked and asks
her to run away with him. She agrees,
but tells her husband where and when
she is going. He follows her to the ship
and it develops she has tricked both men,
one because she loves him and the other
because she loathes him.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the
hero takes his first job. . . . Scenes
between the heroine and the villain. . . .

The heroine’s flight from her home. . . .

The fight aboard ship. . . . The vil-

lain’s leap into the sea. . . . Reunion
of husband and wife.

Slippery Feet
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Bobby Vernon Comedies
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR HAROLD BEAUDINE
PLAYERS

Bobby Bobby Vernon
Frances Frances Lee
George George Hall
Aunt Musclena Blanche Payton
Derby Dan Billy Bletcher

Lewis Stone, Anna Q. Nilsson and Rob-
ert Cain in First National’s “Too Much

Money.”

Scene from “A Desperate Moment,”
which is a Henry Ginsberg Distributing
Corp. release. Theodor Von Eltz and
Wanda Hawley, central figures, have

the leading roles.

TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Mistaken identity.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : At a party one of two rivals
for the hostess’ hand gives an imperson-
ation show. One impersonation is that
of a notorious bandit. The impersona-
tor’s rival has him arrested as the bandit.
He is taken to jail but escapes in time
to aid in the capture of the real bandit.

HIGHLIGHTS : Vernon’s imperson-
ations. . . . The arrest. . . . The
escape from jail. . . . The capture
of the real bandit.

The Yankee Senor
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR EMMETT FLYNN
Author Katherine Fullerton Gerould
Adaptor Eve Unsell
Cameraman Dan Clark

PLAYERS
Paul Wharton Tom Mix
Manuelita Olive Borden
Luke Martin Tom Kennedy
Juan Gutierrez Francis McDonald
Doris Mayne Kathryn Hill
Flora Margaret Livingston
Abigail Mayne Martha Mattox
Ranch Foreman Raymond Wells
Don Fernando Gutierrez..Alec B. Francis

TYPE: Mexican Western drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Mexico.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An American engineer work-
ing in Mexico incurs the enmity of a
bandit gang when he defeats its attempt
to steal a payroll. He searches for his
father, who is a Mexican of high Spanish
blood. At the end of the quest he finds
his father dying. The old man requests
that the engineer share the estate left

him with his half-brother, who is a ban-
dit leader. He decides to settle in Mexico
and sends for his American sweetheart.

Then he discovers she does not love him,
and turns to a beautiful Mexican girl.

He defeats the bandits in a final battle
and wins the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

Scene in which the hero’s horse saves
him from death. ... The hero’s battle
with the bandits. . . . The dance scene.
. . . Culmination of the romance.

The Gilded Butterfly
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: 6,000 feet

DIRECTOR—JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
Author Evelyn Campbell
Adaptor Bradley King

PLAYERS
Linda Haverhill Alma Rubens
Brian Anestry Bert Lytell
John Converse Huntley Gordon
Jim Haverhill Frank Keenan
Courtney Roth Herbert Rawlinson
Mrs. Ralston Vera Lewis
Mr. Ralston ...Arthur Hoyt
The Maid Carolynne Snowden
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love triumphant
over love of finery.

LOCALE: New York City; an Euro-
pean city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young woman who is

accustomed to luxury is told by her
father, after he loses his fortune, that
one must keep up appearances at all

cost. She subscribes to this philosophy,
accepts a loan on bonds she knows have
no value, and goes to Europe, there living
a gay, heedless life until she meets a
young American who falls in love with
her. Back in the United States, her
lover almost breaks with her because of
her interest in the man who lent her
money. But she proves to him she is

worthy by altering her mode of living.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the
heroine’s father gives her a new philos-
ophy. . . . Scenes between the heroine
and the villain. ... The train wreck.
. . . Meeting of the heroine and the
hero. ... The taxi wreck. . . . The
quarrel. ... The reconciliation.

Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone in a
scene from “Too Much Money,” First

National Picture.
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Ben Hur
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Distributor

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: 12,000 feet.

DIRECTOR FRED NIBLO
Author General Lew Wallace
Adaptor June Mathis

PLAYERS
Ben Hur Ramon Novarro
Messala Francis X. Bushman
Esther May McAvoy
Ben Hur’s Mother.: Claire McDowell
Tirzah Kathleen Key
Iras Carmel Myers
Sheik Ilderim Mitchell Lewis
Simonides Nigel De Brulier
Sanballat Leo White
Arrius Frank Currier
Bakthasar Charles Belcher
Amrah Dale Fuller
Madonna Betty Bronson
Joseph Winter Hall

TYPE: Romantic-historical drama.

THEME: Filial love.

LOCALE: Palestine and environs.

TIME: During the opening of the
Christian era.

STORY: A young prince of the Jew-
ish house of Hur becomes a friend of
the Roman centurion Messala, but friend-
ship turns to hatred when the centurion
causes the arrest of the youth, his mother
and his sister. The family is separated,
the youth being sent aboard a galley as
a slave. Following his release he be-
comes rich and influential and is a popu-
lar chariot-racing idol. In a great race
he defeats his enemy and brings him to

poverty through bets made on the race.

He has fallen in love with a beautiful
girl who helps him in his search for his

mother and sister. Finally, the girl dis-

covers her lover’s mother and sister, who
are lepers, and takes them to Christ to be
healed. After the miracle the lovers wed
and the young man is reunited with his

family.

HIGHLIGHTS : Majestic sweep of
the story, gorgeousness of costuming
and setting and the splendid portrayals
of the principals. ... The hero’s first

meeting with Christ. . . . Scenes
aboard the galley. . . . Love scenes be-
tween hero and heroine. ... The great
chariot race. . . . Discovery of the
hero by his mother and sister. . . .

Second meeting of the hero and Christ.
... The healing of the hero’s mother
and sister and the reunion of the family.

The Knockout Kid
Distributor

:

State Right
. . Producer: Rayart Pictures

Length: 4,900 feet

DIRECTOR HARRY WEBB

Francis X. Bushman as Messala and
Ramon Novarro as Ben Hur in the Met-
ro - Goldwyn - Mayer production “Ben

Hur.”

Right foreground, at oar, Ramon No-
varro. The scene is from Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer’s “Ben Hur.”

Author Forest Sheldon

PLAYERS
Jack Lanning '. Jack Perrin
Jenny Jenkins .Molly Malone
Widow Jenkins Eva Thatcher
“Piute Sam” Bud Osborne
“Snowball’ Martin Turner

TYPE: Western comedy-melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A ranch in Texas.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A young man who becomes
a pugilist is disowned by his father
therefore. He leaves home and takes a
job on a ranch in Texas. Soon after his
arrival he is accused of being a cattle
thief and barely escapes being lynched.
He falls in love with a girl he meets, and
she consents to marry him after he
proves his honesty by foiling a bandit
gang.

HIGHLIGHTS: The fight in the
ring. ... The holdup. . . . The
lynching scene. . . . The bandit raid
and its frustration. . . . Strong note of
comedy. . . . Rapid action.

Fox News No. 30
AUSTRIA’S NEW ARMY OF 20.000 STAGES
MANEUVER AND SHAM BATTLE ON DANUBE

*

CROWD OF 500,000 VIEWS TOURNAMENT OF
ROSES AT PASADENA, CAL.

International News No. 4
IMPRESSIVE CEREMONIAL MARKS CLOSE OF

HOLY YEAR IN ROME
*

International News No. 5
UNITED STATES SEMI-RIGID AIRSHIP RS-1

GIVEN SUCCESSFUL TRIAL AT BELLE-
VILLE, ILL.

*

Kinograms No. 5152
GOVERNOR GENERAL BYNG PRESIDES AT

OPENING OF FIFTEENTH CANADIAN
PARLIAMENT

Kinograms No. 5153
FLOODS ENDANGER LIFE AND PROPERTY IN

GERMANY, BELGIUM AND FRANCE AS
RHINE OVERFLOWS

*

Pathe News No. 5
CAPTAIN GEORGE H. WILKINS. POLAR EX-

PLORER, HONORED BY CITY OF DETROIT
*

Pathe News No. 6
TA-5, UNITED STATES NON-RIGID TRAINING
AIRSHIP. MAKES SUCCESSFUL TRIAL FLIGHT

AT LANGLEY FIELD. VA.

The Cowboy and the

Countess
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: 6,200 feet

DIRECTOR R. WILLIAM NEILL
Authors..Maxine Alton; Adele Buffington

PLAYERS
Jerry Whipple Buck Jones
Countess Justina Helen D’Algy
Nanette Diana Miller
Edwin Mansfield Harvey Clark
“Slim” Monte Collins, Jr.

Duke De Milos Fletcher Norton
TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: The American West; an
European kingdom.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Following the wreck of her
car in a storm a titled European girl is

rescued by a cowboy, who falls in love
with her. Some time later the cowboy
pai’ticipates in a rodeo in an European
city and there meets the girl again. She
is in danger of being married to a man
she does not love. On learning this the
American kidnaps her and is happy to
find her willing to be his wife.
HIGHLIGHTS: The storm and the

automobile wreck. . . . The rodeo.
... The fight at the palace. . . . The
kidnaping of the heroine. . . . Fast
action.

Live Cowards
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Mermaid Comedies
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR STEPHEN ROBERTS
PLAYERS

A1 A1 St. John
Virginia Virginia Vance
Her Father Otto Fries
Her Brother Jack Lloyd

TYPE: Domestic comedy.

THEME: Defeat of bothersome rela-

tives.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young married couple
have their home made riotous by the
visit of a host of relatives. The visi-

tors usurp the husband’s personal prop-
erty and finally his home is not his own.
Then his brother-in-law visits them. He
stores his luggage in the barn. At night
the luggage breaks loose—in the form of

a lion, a tiger, an elephant and other
animals. The visitors are put to flight.

HIGHLIGHTS: The descent of the

visitors. ... The arrival of the hero’s
brother-in-law. . . . The escape of the
animals and the Eight of the visitors.

A1 St. John in a scene from “Live Cow-
ards,” an Educational Laugh Month

release.
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DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.—Q. R. Thompson, of

Waco, announced while in Dallas recently

that he intends building a theatre February
1. Thompson has purchased equipment for

the house. . . . Wade Moore, of Ana-
darko, Okla., has opened his new theatre.

. . . The R. & R. Enterprises, now op-

erating the King’s Inn, Kingsville, Tex., ex-

pects to build here in the business district.

. . . Aubrey Swearington, of Doucette,

Tex., is proudly announcing a seven and
one-half pound baby daughter. . . . Tal
R. Richards, former Oklahoma film man
has become associated with the Arctic Nu-
Air System. . . . Paul Meyers, film

salesman, was married to Louise Shumate,
a Dallas girl. . . . The Lyric theatre,

an R. & R. house, at Big Spring, Tex., is

now operating with new equipment and a

new organ. . . . Two new theatres will

be built in Houston soon by Jesse Jones.

One will cost $350,000. A ten story annex
is to be added soon after the original unit

is completed. The second theatre will cost

$275,000. . . . The Majestic theatre,

Del Rio, Tex., operated by P. J. Poag, is

fo have a new organ soon T. 0.
Ford, of Dallas, salesman, has joined the

Gulf Breeze Sales Company, a cooling and
ventilating company. . . . The new ex-
change building at Oklahoma City will be
completed and occupied in February.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—The Milwaukee

film board of trade elected George Smith,
Paramount manager, president for the new
year, at the annual election. Other officers

include, Frank De Lorenzo, Producers’ Dis-
tributing Corporation, vice president

;
Max

Stahl, Educational branch manager, secre-

tary and treasurer; John Ludwig, Ludwig
Film Exchange, sergeant-at-arms

; and Ben
Koenig, legal adviser of the board, execu-
tive secretary. . . . The Milwaukee of-

fice of F. B. O., S’. H. Abrams, manager,
was accorded honorable mention for De-
cember by the fire prevention committee of
the Milwaukee film board. . . . An-
nouncement has been sent out by Steve
Doris of Racine, Wis., that his new theatre,

The Douglas, will be opened January 30.

The theatre, seating 500, will rank among
the best small theatres in Wisconsin.
. . . The F. B. O. sales force has been
strengthened by the addition of F. Feld,
formerly with Metro-Goldwyn, who will

work the Central portion of the state for
F. B. O. . . . Sam Miller, booking
manager of Fischer Theatres, visited Mil-
waukee recently. . . . S. H. Abrams,
manager of the F. B. O. branch has re-
turned from a week’s trip through the up-
per peninsula of Michigan, where he found
houses doing good business. . . . Mrs.
Frank Eckart who, with her husband, op-
erates the Palace theatre at Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis., is recovering from an illness

which kept her from the theatre. . . .

J. P. Gruwell, manager of the Ideal thea-
tre at Wisconsin Rapids, was in Milwaukee.
. . . A successful holiday business and

Salt Lake City First Runs
( Week Beginning January 2).

AMERICAN : “Romola,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer

;

“The Lion Tamer,” F. B. O.
International News.

KINEMA : “Wages for Wives,” Fox; “Laugh
That Off.” Pathe; Pathe Review.

PANTAGES : “The Only Thing,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer

.

PARAMOUNT-EMPRESS: “The Wanderer,”
Paramount; Pathe News.

VICTORY THEATRE: “Mannequin,” Para-
mount; Pathe News.

a good start on the new year was reported
by William Roob, manager of the Grand
theatre at Port Washington, who visited

Milwaukee a few days ago. . . .

George Herzog, well known exhibitor at

Manitowoc, spent a day in Milwaukee last

week. . . . Len Brown of Fond du Lac,

Wis., manager of the Fond du Lac thea-

tre, was here to confer with branch ex-
change managers last week and to attend
to other business in Milwaukee. . . .

Dad Wolcott, manager of the Majestic
theatre at Racine, was among the out-of-
town exhibitors to visit Milwaukee during
the past week. . . . Exhibitors at Osh-
kosh are looking forward to a prosperous
spring business, according to Charles Bau-
man, manager of the Star theatre in that
city, who was here on a business mission
recently.

Hallam Cooley and Kathryn Perry fea-
ture in “His Own Lawyer,” Fox pro-
duction in the “Helen and Warren”
series. Tom Buckingham directed;
George Marshall supervised.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—John Garry, manager

of the Empire in Glens Falls, spent a por-

tion of last week in New York City. . . .

Jake Rosenthal, owner of the Rose theatre

in Troy, was elected vice-president of a

furniture firm. . . . Negotiations are

pending between George Roberts, manager
of the Troy theatre, and Claude Fish, man-
ager of the American theatre, in Schenec-

tady, which may result in a series of bowl-

ing games between the motion picture

crowds of the two cities. . . . Osmyn
Brownell has just been named manager of

the Strand theatre in Carthage, Strand cir-

cuit. . . . Harold Filkins, F. B. O.
salesman, suffered a nervous breakdown
this week. His father was summoned.
. . . Matthezv Moran, Coxsackie, has ac-
quired a theatre in New Baltimore. . . .

Walter Hays, Buffalo, paid respects to Al-
bany, stopping on his way to New York,
and spending the larger part of the time
while here, inspecting the theatre in course
of construction. . . . J. II. MacIntyre,
Paramount local manager, was in New
York during the week. . . . Louis
Buettner, Cohoes, head of Albany Zone, is

planning to sail for the West Indies the
latter part of the month, accompanied by
Mrs. Buettner. . . .Alex Weissman,
Metro-Goldwyn salesman, is home after
several days in Pittsburgh Film
Row received a visit from William Smalley,
Cooperstown, booking for his dozen thea-
tres. . . . Frank Kuras is now sole

owner of the Rialto in Massena, having
bought the interest of Thomas E. Sheehan.
. . . Mike Kallet, owner of the Madison
in Oneida, has been home with a hard cold.

. . . Nate Robbins, Utica, is in New
York. . . . W. H. Rose, Gloversville, is

now manager of Gardner Hall, Troy.
. . . Marty McNamara, of the King, in

Troy, narrowly escaped serious injury
when a ladder slipped, throwing McNamara
from a considerable height to the floor.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Jimmie

Keitz, local manager for Greater Features
exchange, announces that W. A. Menden-
hall, manager of Boise Theatre Company,
has booked an unusual number of Greater
Features productions for January. Keitz is

in Idaho this week. . . . Seven Fox
pictures are to be shown at the Kinema
theatre here during January according to
Branch Manager H. Bradley .Fish. .

The annual meeting of the film board of
trade is to be held this week, and officers
for the coming year will be elected. . . .

C. John Predari, special representative for
“Siegfried” is in this city in the interest of
this picture which he is roadshowing with
an orchestra. . . . George Mayne, own-
er of the Preferred Pictures exchange here,
is making the key centers of Idaho. . . .

Mathezv Aparton, manager of the local
Universal exchange, had a brief conference
with L. B. Metzger, Western division sales
director for Universal, and L. J. Schlaifer,
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assistant sales director, as they passed

passed through this city last week. . . .

Lee Marcus, general manager for F. B. O.,

is spending a few davs here, and will then

go direct to Los Angeles. . . .W. T.

Withers, formerly of the Denver F. B. O.

office was transferred to this city where he

will be assigned the Montana and Idaho

territory. . . . Vete Stewart is now in

the Idaho branch for First National. . .

Harmon and Lou Peery, owners of the

Egyptian theatre in Ogden, Utah, were ex-

hibitor visitors this week. . . . W . H.

Rankin has left his managerial desk at the

Warner exchange here, to cover the Boise

section. . . . E. H. Smyth, formerly

shipping clerk at Pathe, has been advanced

to booker in the place of Earl Steel who
has taken over the management of the Isis

theatre at Bingham. . . . R. B. Epper-

son has left the Pathe office for a trek

through the Wyoming and Idaho territory

while C. J. Hamal is making the Yellow-

stone branch. . . . R. D. Boomer,
branch manager here for Associated Ex-
hibitors, is in Southern Utah. . . .

Dave Bershon, Western district manager
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is to arrive in

this city right away and is to meet Paul F.

Berger, Metro-Goldwyn home office repre-

sentative. They will hold a conference at

the local exchange with branch manager
George L. Clozvard. . . . C. A. Dillard,

office manager and salesman for Metro-

Goldwyn, has returned to the exchange af-

ter a trip through the territory. . . .

Louis Marcus, district manager of Famous
is on a trip into the key towns. . . .

A. R. T. Young, traveling auditor for Fa-

mous is making an audit here. . . .

W. A. Calkins, formerly branch manager
for Pathe in the Butte branch, has accepted

a position as Sales representative for Asso-
ciated Exhibitors in the Salt Lake territory.

PORTLAND
PORTLAND, ORE.—Lou Metzger and

Jack Schlaifer of Universal were both in

town and looked over the local office with

much satisfaction. ... 0. Phelps from
Hillsboro was in to purchase some new
radio supplies and to book some pictures.

He states that his new theatre is. going

over good and the general opinion is that

his house is about 10 years ahead of the

town. . . . William Roache, owner of the

Oregon and Sellwood theatres in Portland,

gave away eight turkeys during the

Christmas season in each theatre. Roache
says that the Oregon theatre, which is a

newly constructed one, is building up a

very good trade and he expects to reap a

goodly harvest next year. (If the film

companies don’t get it first.) . . . Howard
(“Nervous”) Fleishman of the Hawthorne
and Home theatres has bought a dog
which he hopes to train to take tickets at

the door. . . . Messrs. Mclnnis and
Hutchinson have taken over the Beaver
theatre at Beaverton and are doing very
good. They are old-timers in the game
and much is expected from their ef-

forts in the locality of Beaverton.
Theatre building is going right ahead in

Portland and the surrounding territory as

is evidenced by the announcement in one
Sunday paper of two proposed edifices to

be erected at a cost of $90,000 and $135,000
respectively. *. . . Frank Bligh of Salem,
Ore., was in this week and was all hopped
up on the plans for his new theatre. As
Salem is the capital of the state and the

theatre is going to be within a short dis-

tance of the Capitol building he is capi-

talizing it in the name of his theatre which
is to be Bligh’s Capitol. Hot dog! The
marquee will be surmounted by a beautiful

electric sign made in the shape of a dome
and brilliantly lighted. . . . Holiday ex-
citement has died down and some of the
film is now being returned to the ex-

“Seven Keys to Baldpate,” Douglas
MacLean production for Paramount,
has a combination of thrill and com-
edy. Edith Roberts appears with
MacLean.

changes on time. . . . The city engineers

of Portland must have had Bill Roach in

mind when they built the new bridge at

Sellwood. The approach on the East side

comes within a block of his new Sellwood
theatre. Bill who is an enterprising fellow,

has ushered in the new year and the new
bridge by installing a new Woods organ
which is meeting with the favor of the

public. . . . Competition is the life of

business, they say and in Portland it

seems to be an epidemic. Two new thea-

tres were announced in the course of con-

struction this week. They are, the Ala-
meda at 30th and Alberta streets, and one
as yet unnamed in South Portland. Another
was announced for the Arleta district. “Oh,
well,” says the polite poster clerk, “compe-
tition is the life of poster sales.” . . . Ex-
hibitors here are waiting for a viewing of

“How to Train a Wife,” filmed here re-

cently by Moomaw. ... To prove that the

old pioneer spirit has not died in the West,
Julius Sax, Portland theatre owner, will

build a new country home on the spot

where the old one burned down. . . .

When the seismograph at Seattle reported

a slight shock a short time ago it was dis-

covered that Jimmie Moran, Irish U sales-

man, had torn up another fence in Eastern
Oregon. The jack rabbits need all the

hops they have at their disposal when
James goes on the road. . . . Bill Wess-
ling, shipper at Pathe, has left our midst
and harkened to the call of California.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—David Sommers, who

died Dec. 22, held $250,000 of stock in the

Metropolitan Theatre Corporation, owners
of the St. Louis Theatre building, his es-

tate revealed. His holdings were valued
at $3,000,000 and his will bequeathed $275,-

000 to charity. The balance went to five

of his seven brothers and sisters. . . .

Fruend Brothers considers the erection of

a large recreational building at Iowa and
Cherokee streets on the site of the Cin-

derella Airdome. ... A deal was closed

by Fred L. Cornwell, owner of the Del-

monte theatre, whereby the theatre was
leased for a long period to Ray Miller of

Mexico, Mo., and Jack Weil of St. Louis.
. . . Miller has disposed of the Grand,
Mexico, Mo., to Smith & Josephson of
Kansas City, Mo., and will take personal
charge of the Delmonte theatre. . . .

Noah Bloomer of Belleville, 111., has taken
over the Gem theatre, Marissa, 111. . . .

O. R. Kern of Senath, Mo., has purchased
theatres in Lake City and Nettleton, Ark.

Tranquilly has sold the Home
theatre, New Berlin, 111., to George Kiefer.
The Home theatre at Bluffs, 111., has been
closed. ... A bill raising the inspection
fee for theatres from $2 flat to a sliding

scale with a $5 minimum has been pre-
sented to the St. Louis board of aldermen.
. . . The Criterion theatre entered a policy

Jan. 16 of running daily from 9 a. m. to

5 a. m., closing only between 11 p. m. and
12 p. m. . . . Sol Rose, Universal sales-

man, narrowly escaped injury in an acci-

dent at Granite City, 111., recently. . . .

Nicky Goldhammer, Universal assistant

manager, has closed with the St. Louis
Amusement Company circuit of 25 houses
on Baby Peggy. . . . C. D. Hill, district

manager for Producers Distributing Cor-
poration, has left to attend a sales conven-
tion in New York City. . . . Barney
Rosenthal, president of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, has announced that March
will be known as Columbia Month. . . .

/. E. Flynn, district manager for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, has gone to New York
for a sales conference. . . . W. F. Haynes,
formerly of Producers Distributing Cor-
poration, is here on a visit from Florida.

. . . W. C. Wiethoff and D. D. Matin are
now in charge of Universal’s booking de-
partment. . . . Russell McLean, personal
representative of District Manager C. D.
Hill of Producers Distributing Corporation,
is on a tour of the Kansas City, Omaha
and Des Moines exchanges. . . . Manager
Art La Plant of Producers Distributing

Corporation spent much of the week in

Northern Illinois. . . . Curley Lawson of
Mount Olive, 111., made a special trip to

St. Louis to close a contract on “Keeper
of the Bees.” . . . Herbert J. Krause,
manager for Famous, is back, apparently
fully recovered from his operation.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—When “Beau

Geste,” Paramount picture under produc-
tion, shows in Kansas City there should be
no need of exploitation. The fact that

Charles Buddy Rogers, 20, Olathe, Kas., a
suburb of Kansas City, will play the lead

was worth a liberal amount of space in

Kansas City newspapers.
The following changes in management and new

theatres in the Kansas Citv territory have been
announced : Kennedy theatre, Kirksville, Mo.,
now under construction, has been leased by the
Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., of Kansas City;

W'alter Finney
,
manager of the Best theatre. Par-

sons, Kas., a Universal house, has been trans-

ferred to the management of the Beldorf theatre.

Independence, Kas.; L. Brenninger of Topeka, Kas.,

has announced that he will erect a 2,000 seat

house on Kansas avenue, Kansas City, Kas., soon;
Ralph M. Blair, formerly of the Southern Enter-

prises theatre department, has taken over the

management of the Mozart theatre, suburban house
of Kansas City; Charles Bull has sold his interest

in the Eris theatre, El Dorado, Kas., to R. F. and
W. D. Fite.

Business during the last eleven months
has more than doubled the expectations, of

E. C. Rhoden, manager of Midwest Film
Distributors, Inc., while First National

Month, January, is more than gratifying

to that company, according to W. A. Burke,

assistant branch manager. . . . Charles

Knickerbocker, R. R. Thompson and
Charles Russell have been added to. the

sales force of the Kansas City Associated

Exhibitors force. . . . R. S. Ballantyne,

Pathe district manager, after a short visit

in Kansas City, departed for a three weeks’

trip through the Southern territory. . . .

Concern was caused by the illness of Tom
O. Byerle, First National branch manager,
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confined in Research hospital. . . . W. E.

Callaway of New Orleans, Southern dis-

trict manager for First National, is in

charge of the Kansas City branch. . . .

The F. B. O. building, which will include

5,000 square feet, will be completed for

occupancy by February 1. . . . Howard
Butler, formerly with Warner Brothers in

Kansas City, has joined Pathe in San Fran-

cisco. . . . Eddie Green, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer salesman, who has been on the West
Coast during the holidays, is back again

plodding through Kansas City snow. .

O. H. Bogard, formerly with Paramount in

Oklahoma City, has joined First National.

. . IV. B. Bishop, Metro-Goldwyn ex-

ploiteer, drove through Kansas City this

week from Oklahoma City to St. Louis,

accompanied by his family, where he will

make his home. . . . Roy Churchill,

F. B. O. branch manager, was out in the

territory this week aiding in putting over

“Laugh Month.” . . . M. C. Seneft, for-

merly with Associated Exhibitors, has been

added to Warners.

DENVER
DENVER, COL.—Harry T. Nolan, own-

er, manager and director of a chain of thea-

tres in Denver territory has gone to Los

Angeles on business. . . . Film Row
was host to distinguished exhibitors when
the following made their appearance and

pleased several managers by doing some
good business: Mr. H. E. Sherman, Sun-

shine theatre, Albuquerque, New Mexico

;

William Ostenberg, Jr., owner of the Or-

pheum theatre at Scotts Bluffs, Nebraska,

and Fred Lee, of the Victory theatre, Lam-
ar, Colorado. . . . Lee Marcus, general

sales manager for Film Booking Offices

spent 24 hours in Denver last week with

W . E. Matthews, local representative for

F. B. O. . . . The names of A. H. Vin-

cent, assistant manager of Paramount thea-

tres in Denver, and Ruth Fuqua are the

first to appear in the new marriage license

book in the office of the county clerk and
recorder of the city and county of Denver.

. . . To make sure that they would be

the first, Vincent, always ready to do the

unusual, routed out the clerk and recorder

at’ 3 a. m. New Year’s morning and secured

his license and they were married at 5 :30

on the afternoon of the same day. The
event was a surprise among film people of

Denver, although it has been common
knowledge that Vincent has had the im-

portant step under consideration for some
six months past. The Vincents, now living

at the Mills Hotel, have made no immediate
plans for the future, but they expect to

take a honeymoon trip in the East within

a month.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Jules E. Mast-

baum, president of Stanley Company of

America, has sent Albert Rosenthal, a well

known art connisseur, to Europe to pur-

chase art treasures for Mastbaum’s collec-

tion. . . . Bill Keegan, formerly booker
in Hildinger offices in Trenton, is with
Hunt’s Theatres, Inc., in the capacity of

special representative. . . . Isaac Levy has
succeeded Keegan. . . . /. P. Cox, recent-

ly returned from California, is acting as

manager of Hunt’s Criterion theatre,

Moorestown, N. J. . . . W. A. V. Mack,
formerly Philadelphia branch manager for

Pathe, now general sales manager of two-
reel comedies, was a visitor in Philadelphia
while enroute to exchanges in the South
and Middle West. . . . James Byrne,
popular booker on Vine Street, who has
been associated with F. B. O. several years
in a similar capacity, has been made special

representative in this territory and is han-
dling all the short product. . . . John

Constance Bennett, Joan Crawford and
Sally O’Neill have the title roles in

“Sally, Irene and Mary,’’ a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production directed

by Edmund Goulding.

Phalen, formerly with Fox, succeeded

Byrne. . . . Joe Leon has been added to

the F. B. O. sales force. . . . Abe Sa-

blosky and John J. McGurk, of Stanley

Company, are now in Florida spending a

vacation, and selling some holdings in

Miami. . . . David Barrist and C. H.
Goodwin, former owners of the Ritz thea-

tre, who will build a new house in Berlin,

N. J., sailed recently on the “Kroonland”
for a three weeks’ stay in Florida and
Cuba.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—G. F. Sulli-

van, identified with F. P. L. a number of

years, recently made road salesman, has

been appointed to Oscar KantneVs position,

Kantner having been transferred to the

home office. . . . L. G. Dolliver, West-
ern Theatre Supply Company, has returned

from a trip to the East where he went to

obtain information on equipment, supplies

and accessories. . . . John Drinkwater
recently gave a second reading of his play,

“Abraham Lincoln.” . . . Plans have
been completed for a motion picture house
seating 400, to be built at once at 46 and
Irving Street by Ward Cox. . . . Leo
Laughlin, house manager of Loews War-
field theatre, Nat Holt, manager of the

California theatre, Charlie Pincus, manager
of the Imperial theatre; Edward A. Smith,
manager of the St. Francis theatre; Dick
Spier, manager of the Granada theatre;

Ward Morris, manager of the Union

San Francisco First Runs
(Week Beginning Jan. 9).

CALIFORNIA: “The Road To Yesterday,”
P. D. C.

GRANADA : “American Venus,” Paramount,
IMPERIAL: “Gold Rush,” United Artists.

ST. FRANCIS: “Moana,” Paramount.
CAMEO : “Arizona Sweep Stakes,” Uni-

versal.

UNION SQUARE: “Big Pal,” All Star.

GOLDEN GATE : “The Knockout,” First

National.
LOEWS WARFIELD: “Blackbird,” Metro-

Goldwyn.

Square, and C. L. Toepfer, Cameo man-
ager, were all congratulated by motion pic-

ture theatre owners, the public and the

press for the manner in which they handled
Christmas and New Year crowds. . .

Furnishing a significant “missing link”

in the evolution of life by proving con-

clusively by motion picture photography
that animal life actually exists in plants,

A. C. Pillsbury, photographic expert of

Yosemite National Park, recently startled

the entire botanical staff at the University

of California by his revelation.

Mike Coyne has been appointed branch
manager of United Artists. . . . After
serving as manager of the Visalia theatre

for four years, Harry Seipel has resigned
following the acquisition of the house by
the Golden State theatre and Realty Cor-
poration. Seipel is considering several

positions that have been offered him.
. . . The L. R. Greenfield Theatres, Inc.,

have placed orders for Simplex Projectors
to be equipped with Peerless Lamps for in-

stallation in all their theatres.

OTTA IVA
OTTAWA, ONT.—The Capitol theatre,

Hamilton, Ontario, one of the big down-
town houses, reverted to the status of a
picture theatre when the theatre re-opened
with “The Freshman.” For months past
it had been the home of dramatic stock.

It is now operated under auspices of
Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
with Ray Tubman manager. . . . After*a
considerable period, theatregoers in the
Province of Quebec are now to see
“Romola,” the feature having been held up
by the Quebec board of moving picture
censors. . . . The Centre theatre is mak-
ing a special play with “First National
Month” as a boost during the month of
January, First National attractions having
been booked solid during the month by
Manager Don Stapleton. ... A recent
visitor was /. C. Kennedy of Toronto, for-
mer manager of the Regent theatre, Ot-
tawa. Kennedy was accompanied by his

wife. . . . The proprietor of a small thea-
tre in North Montreal was fined $10 and
costs following prosecution by Superin-
tendent James Mclsaac of the fire preven-
tion bureau, who called the theatre a fire

trap. . . . The junior employees of sev-
eral exchanges in Toronto have organ-
ized an ice hockey team which is play-
ing regular matches in the Toronto
hockey league under the name of
“Famous Players.” Famous Players Ca-
nadian Corp., Regal Films, Ltd., and
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., all

have representatives on the one team,
which is under the management of
John Matheson of Famous Players.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—Joseph Friedman

left last Sunday for New York city to take
up his new work in the Universal home
office, his family accompanying him. Ray
Moon is now in charge of the local office.

. . . Marcus Loew was a Detroit visitor

for two days, stopping off here for a peek
at the presentation of “The Big Parade,”
and incidentally getting himself into all the
local dailies. , . . The new W. S.
Butterfield Theatres, Inc., is being capi-
talized at $5,000,000, with an issue of
preferred and common stock making up
the aggregate. It is understood that so
far as the present is concerned, no public
offer of the securities will be made. . . .

Bert Moeller, first manager of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, was
in the city for several days last week on
a picture project centering in Detroit. . . .

Harry Ross, division manager of Para-
mount, and former manager of the local

office, was in the city for a few days.
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THE FILMMART
Warner Brothers

“The Sap” in Work

“The Sap,” Raymond Hitchcock’s stage

success, has gone into work with Kenneth
Harlan in the leading role. Erie Kenton is

directing.

James Floodi! Making New Picture

Director James Flood has started filming

“Why Girls Go Back Home,” featuring

Patsy Ruth Miller and Clive Brook. George
O’Hara, Myrna Loy and Jane Winton are

in the supporting cast.

Tpio Near Completion

“Oh, What a Nurse!” Syd Chaplin’s cur-

rent picture, and “Other Women’s Hus-
bands” are being prepared for early re-

lease.

“Silken Shackles” Chosen for Irene Rich

According to an announcement just

made, “Silken Shackles” will be Irene

Rich’s next production.

“Don Juan” Filming Completed

Filming work on “Don Juan,” starring

John Barrymore, has been completed.

Barrymore’s next picture will be “The Tav-
ern Knight.”

Universal

Two New Pictures in Work

Reginald Denny has started work on
“Rolling Home” under the direction of

William A. Seiter and King Baggot, has

started filming “Perch of the Devil,” in

which Mae Busch has the leading role.

“Flaming Frontier” Print Shipped East

The print of “The Flaming Frontier,”

Western feature, has been shipped East.

Hoot Gibson and Dustin Farnum have the

leading roles in the picture, which dram-
atizes the Battle of the Little Big Horn.

Titles Changed

“The Mystery Club” is the title under
which the picture that went into work un-

der the title “Crimes of the Arm-Chair
Club” will be released. “Watch Your
Wife” is the release title for the picture

made under the name “Wives for Rent”
and the title of “Beware of Blondes” has

been given the picture originally titled

“Poker Faces.”

“Frontier Rider“ Finished

Art Acord has finished “The Frontier

Rider,” which was directed by Cliff Smith.

Hoot Gibson Making “Chip”

Hoot Gibson is at work in his new pic-

ture, “Chip of the Flying U,” which Lynn
Reynolds is directing.

Paramount

W. De Mille Picture Starts Jan. 25

William De Mille will begin production
of “The Flight to the Hills” January 25.

It is adapted from Charles Neville Buck’s
novel of the same name.

George B. Seitz Making “Desert Gold”

George B. Seitz and the cast of “Desert

Charley Chase is the bridegroom in

“The Wooden Wedding,” Hal Roach
comedy distributed by Pathe. Kath-
erine Grant plays opposite under the
direction of Leo McCarey.

Gold” are making the opening sequences
of the picture. The cast includes William
Powell, Neil Hamilton, Shirley Mason,
George Rigas and Robert Frazer.

“Fine Manners” Gloria Swanson’s Next

“Fine Manners” from an original story

by James Ashmore Creelman, will be Gloria

Swanson’s next vehicle. The star has not

yet finished her work in “The Untamed
Lady,” which Frank Tuttle is directing.

Tuttle will direct “Fine Manners.”

New Story Chosen for Griffith

“The Ship That Sailed to Mars” has
been announced as the title of a new vehicle
for Raymond Griffith. It will be a fantastic

comedy directed by Clarence Badger.

Louise Dresser in “Blind Goddess”

Louise Dresser has been added to the
cast of “The Blind Goddess,” in which she
will have a feature supporting role. Jack
Holt and Ester Ralston will be the principal

players.

Educational

Jack Duffy Featured

Jack Duffy, who has appeared in many
two-reel and longer Christie comedies,
is featured in a picture just put into pro-
duction under the direction of Harold
Beaudine.

“Fighting Dude” Strongly Exploited

Roy Tillson conducted what has been
pronounced one of the greatest short
feature exploitation campaigns on rec-

ord in connection with the showing of
“The Fighting Dude,” featuring Lupino
Lane, when it was shown at the Fuller
theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.

United Artists

“Black Pirate” in Cutting Room
“The Black Pirate,” current Douglas

Fairbanks production, is in the cutting
room. Fairbanks, and Director Albert
Parker are supervising the editing. Be-
cause “The Black Pirate” is an all-color
picture, printing and assembling is a
delicate and lengthy process.

Chadwick
Six Releases Scheduled

Releases on Chadwick’s current sched-
ule are: “Count of Luxembourg,” Feb.
1 “Transcontinental Limited,” Feb. 15;
“The Test of Donald Norton,” March;
“Winning the Futurity,” March; “The
Bells,” April; a still untitled George
Walsh picture, April. “The Prince of
Broadway” was released Jan. 1, and
“Sweet Adeline” was released Jan. 15.

“Street Adeline” Tieup Effected

Chadwick has effected with M. Wit-
mark and Sons, music publishers, a song
tieup under which a special Charles Ray
edition of “Sweet Adeline” will be ex-
ploited throughout the country. The
publishers have prepared special display
material for use in the campaign.

Ginsberg

“Taxi Mystery” Filming Complete

The final scenes of “The Taxi Mys-
tery” have been shot and the film is in
the editing stage of work. The next
picture to go into work will be “Brood-
ing Eyes.”

Principal

Wampas Star Plays “Barbara Worth”

Marceline Day, 1926 Wampas Baby
Star, has been chosen to play the fea-
tured role in “The Winning of Barbara
Worth.”

Pathe

Press Book on Semon Film Issued

Pathe has issued an elaborate 16-page
press book on the Larry Semon picture
“Stop, Look and Listen.” A thematic
music cue sheet is issued with the book.

Theda Bara Making Comedy

Theda Bara is making a comedy at the

Hal Roach studios for Pathe release. Rich-
ard Wallace is directing. William Gillespie

has just been added to the supporting cast.

Comedy Releases Scheduled

Four comedies are scheduled for release

for the fourth week of Laugh Month, Jan-
uary 24. They are “Charley, My Boy,”

“Whispering Whiskers ” an Easop’s Fables

release and an issue of “Topics of the

Day.” A “Sportlight” and a chapter of
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“The Green Archer" will be released in the

same week.

“Mamma, Behave” Completed

Charley Chase’s comedy, “Mamma, Be-
have,” has been completed by Director Leo
McCarey. Chase is working on another
comedy which has not been titled.

“Driftin’ Through” Set for Release

“Driftin’ Through” Pathe picture star-

ring Harry Carey, will be released Febru-
ary 21.

Pro-Dis-Co

Charles Emmett Mack in Star Role

Charles Emmett Mack has been assigned
the title and stellar role of “The Unknown
Soldier,” which has just gone into produc-
tion.

“Prince of Pilsen” Cast Enlarged

Otis Harlan and Rose Tapley have been
added to the cast of “The Prince of Pil-

sen,” which is in work under the direction

of Paul Powell.

“Whispering Smith” Cast Completed

The cast for “Whispering Smith,” which
George Melford is directing, has been com-
pleted. The latest additions are James
Mason, Nelson Me Dowell, Richard Neill,

Will Walling and Warren Rodgers.

“Eve’s Leaves” Filming Starts

Paul Sloane is directing the first se-

quences of “Eve’s Leaves,” Leatrice Joy’s
current picture.

Sally Rand In “Red Dice” Cast

Sally Rand has been assigned a support-

ing role in “Red Dice” Rod La Rocque’s
current picture.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
February Releases Announced

Pictures just announced for February
release are: “The Auction Block”; “The
Devilkin”

; “Money Talks”
;
and “Ibanez

Torrent.”

“Dance Madness” at N. Y. Capitol

“Dance Madness,” featuring Claire

Windsor and Conrad Nagel, opened at the

New York Capitol Sunday. The picture

was directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

“Battling Butler” Filming Begins

Filming work on “Battling Butler,” Bus-
ter Keaton picture, has begun under the

direction of the star. Sally O’Neill, 1926
Wampus Star, is Keaton’s leading woman
in this production.

“Midshipman” Opens Lancaster Capitol

“The Midshipman” was the big feature

of the screen bill offered at the Lancaster,
Pa., Capitol during the opening week of the

new half-million dollar theatre.

Louis Mayer Signs Gwen Lee

Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M vice-president
in charge of production, announces the

signing of Gwen Lee to a contract that be-
comes effective early in February.

F. B. O.

“Alice Blues” in Work
“Alice Blues,” Joe Rock’s initial 1926

Blue Ribbon, is in production, with Sid
Smith and Alice Ardell in the leading roles.

Gilbert Pratt is directing.

Short Features Schedule Heavy
During 1926 Joe Rock will produce more

short feature pictures than he produced in
any previous year, according to an an-
nouncement just made.

“Fat Men” Comedy Ready for Production
The first of the 1926 Standard Fat Men

comedies is in the last preliminary stages
and will be put in production as soon as

the director has been chosen.

Johnson to Film Scenes in ’Frisco

Emory Johnson will film important
scenes for “The Non-Stop Flight” in San
Francisco, it is announced. The United
States navy has lent the producer the sea-

plane PN-9 for use in making the picture.

Eleven Released in February

February releases include Fred Thom-
son’s “The Tough Guy” (Feb 1) ;

Bob Cus-
ter’s “Beyond the Rockies” (Feb. 21) ;

the

Gold Bond “King of the Turf” (Feb. 28) ;

an untitled “Lefty” Flynn picture (Feb.

28) ;
and seven short features, including

“The Giraffe’s Long Neck” and “Alice
Blues” (Feb.7) ;

“Mazie’s Married,” and
“Here Comes the Bride” (Feb. 14) ;

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” Bray Studios one-
reel novelty, and “Heavy Love” (Feb. 21)
and “Read ’Em and Leap” (Feb. 28).

Red Seal

“Silvery Art” Shows in San Francisco

“The Silvery Art,” one reel skiing fea-

ture, is showing at the St. Francis the-
atre, San Francisco, with the Paramount
picture “The Wanderer.” The New
York Capitol is showing the first of the
current series of “Reelviews.”

Gotham
Screen Rights to Novel Bought

Announcement had just been made of
the purchase of the screen rights to
“Quarantined Rivals,” a story by George
Randolph Chester.

William Fairbanks Vehicle Chosen

“Catch as Catch Can,” adapted from
the novelette of the same name written

Superior Quality
is the reason for the success of

FILM RAW
STOCK

Use this formula for best result:

GOERZ LENS in your camera.

GOERZ NEGATIVE RAW
STOCK in your magazine.

GOERZ POSITIVE RAW
STOCK for your prints.

Sole Distributors:

Fish-Schurman Corporation

45 W. 45th Street

New York City

1050 Cahuemga Avenue
Hollywood, Cal.

IN CANADA:
John A. Chantler & Co.

226 Bay St. Toronto, Ont.

by William Henry Cooke, will be Wil-
liam Fairbanks next picture under his
Gotham contract.

Cranfield and Clarke

“Famous Masters” Series Obtained
Cranfield and Clarke has obtained for

release the series of two-reel pictures
dramatizing famous paintings. The first
four are completed. They are: “The
Doctor,” “The Angelus,” “The Mother”
and “Sin.” The first of the Molly May
two-reel comedies is near completion.
The “International Twelve,” and about
a dozen other novelty pictures to be
known as “Screen Classics,” also are
scheduled for early release.

Fox
More Jan 31 Releases Announced
Additional pictures announced for re-

lease Jan. 31 are “The Cowboy and the
C ountess and “A Trip to Chinatown.”
“My Own Pal” Set for Release
“My Own Pal,” starring Tom Mix, will

be released February 28. The picture
was directed by Gerald Beaumont.
Sixth “Helen and Warren” Completed
.Hallam Cooley has completed the sixth

picture in the “Helen and Warren”
series. It was directed by Albert Ray.
No title has yet been chosen.

Title Changed
“The World of Promise” has been se-

lected as the release title for the picture
produced under the title of “Three Bad
Men,” directed by John Ford.

New O. Henry Comedy in Work
“From the Cabby’s Seat,” is the title

ol a new O. Henry comedy in work un-
der the direction of Benjamin Stoloff.
Gladys McConnell and Gene Cameron
have the leading roles.

First National
New Constance Talmadge Vehicle Chosen

“Silky Anne,” an original story by Ed-
wark Clark, has been chosen as the next
starring vehicle for Constance Talmadge.
Sidney Franklin will direct.

Lois Moran Cast Opposite Barthelmess
Lois Moran has been assigned the

featured feminine role opposite Richard
Barthelmess in “The Kid From Mon-
tana, which Sidney Olcott is directing.

Kiki” Cast Enlarged
New players have just been added to

the cast of “Kiki,” in which Norma Tal-
madge is starred. The supporting castnow includes Ronald Colman, Gertrude
Astor, Marc McDermott, George K. Ar-
thur and Frankie Darro.

Don Hetrick Assists Newmeyer
Don Hetrick has been assigned to as-

S
r
St

.<dM
red

o
Newmeyer in the Production

ot 1 he Savage,” which has gone into
production.

A. L. Rockett to Make “Puppets”
A. L. Rockett has selected “Puppets”

as his first production for First National.
Milton Sills, will be starred in this pic-
ture, which is to be made at the Eastern
studios.

Short Film Syndicate
Territorial Rights Deal Closed
The following territorial rights for the

series of 26 “Mutt and Jeff” cartoons have
been disposed of : Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware, Lib-
erty Film Exchange; Ohio and Kentucky,
Cooperative Film Exchange

; California,
Nevada, Arizona and Hawaiian Islands,
Security Film Exchange.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Not Knocking Anyone in Particular

KOSCIUSKO, MISS.—To the Editor:
I thought I would just break in to print
for once and give you a hit from the
firing line, for I have read everything in

four magazines, or rather trade papers,
that tells us what wonderful people the
picture people are, especially the inde-

pendent producer. I read and read ’til

it looks to me like the greatest comedy
of errors I ever really enjoyed, ’til I

laugh myself into a h of a humor
and leave my office and look up a dog
and call him an independent exhibitor
and kick him to death. Poor cur!

Say isn’t it wonderful, being independ-
ent, seeking the patronage of the poor
exhibitors that have for years been
swindled by the big three, and leading us
like a Moses out of the wilderness, or
pulling us out of the “slow of despair”?
Most charitable bunch. What a reward
will be theirs—the penitentiary if Uncle
Sam does his duty!
The origin—they come out with a

three or four page ad, about their only
stock in trade, telling us that they are

just about to buy the greatest studio on
the Pacific coast, and that their actors

—

old and tried, are legion. Stating what
they are going to do for exhibitors as

well as Humanity, then they tell us what
they will make and begin to pull in the
sucker in stock investments all over the
country and then their first ten pictures
are brought out—the greatest pictures
ever! Such stories, such stars.

Then more gold lined stock and a bond
issue. Gee! The Wall Street gang must
be easy. Then they begin to establish
wonderfully furnished offices with a
bunch of brilliant pensioners—fools,

most of them, as shown by their actions
—for instance: scarcely do they occupy
a swivel chair and get their feet on “my
desk” before they are sought by the big
ones that say, “You must join our film

board,” to add beauty as well as brains
to it. There is where they show the
fool, for at once they are made the cat’s

paw for the others and begin to dictate

to the man that feeds them, the exhibi-
tor, and soon in some way suggested by
the big three, get him before the Film
Board under some breach of the won-
derful contract and proceed to boycott
him; overlooking the fact that these very
exhibitors would be his life, whereas the
big three had their own shows to take
his products. The poor boobs have at

one time had in this territory as many
as 52 shows blacklisted, which if they
had steered aloof from the combine
would have made them a handsome profit

from a good line of satisfied shows.
The uniform contract that we must sign

runs 10,000 words. Why, it does not take
100 words to make a contract binding
where men are honest, and it would be
of mutual benefit, whereas the contract
as it now stands gives nothing to the
exhibitor—not even a guarantee that he
will get pictures.

Well, I could grow eloquent telling of
the troubles of the small exhibitor, but
it angers me and prepares me poorly
for Sunday School tomorrow—but let me
read the printing on the wall. They are
a great bunch, the independent produc-

ers, but ’ere long, where stand the won-
derful studios, will be haunts of wolves
and the home of bats, for frenzied
finance will drop out and most of those
in high places will drop.
So long, dear Herald, give ’em my love

when you next write, and remember me
sweetly to them. — Deacon Whyte,
A-Muse-U theatre, Kosciusko, Miss.

December Not So Good
SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editor :

Business for December fell below that
of October and November due probably
to cold weather and holiday activities.

The following were run and drew as fol-

lows:
Extra drawing value “America,” “Baree

Son of Kazan.”
Good drawing value, “Way Down

East,” “George Washington, Jr.,” “The
Silent Accuser,” “The Spoilers.”

Fair drawing value, “Adventure,”
“Paths to Paradise,” “Seven Keys to

Baldpate.”
Poor drawing value, “Madame Sans

Gene,” “Argentine Love,” “The Goose
Hangs High,” “Irish Luck,” “New Lives
for Old,” “A Kiss in the Dark.”—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Of Crops, Legs and Business
ROCK HILL, S. C.—To the Editor:

The long drought played havoc with
crops in a large part of the state and
keeps many patrons away from the thea-
tre. The drought also caused a shortage
of water even in the rivers where the
power company’s water comes from and
the mills were down to three days for a
long time. That knocked business in

the head. They have got back to five

days but it will be sometime yet before
back grocery bills are paid, so the thea-
tres are still hard hit. Then, too, there
is a nuisance tax to ram its deadly hand
into the box office receipts and hurt still

further. A strong fight is being waged
by all concerned to have it eliminated.
Another thing that hurts the theatre

are the automobile and petting parties.

They make a shadow picture appear so
infernally tame! No shapely leg can be
as attractive and alluring on a screen as
one in reality right by one and “slam”
up against one. More naughty stuff can
be seen today in a drug store where
sodas are dispensed, and in automobiles
in one night, than can be seen in a tame
movie show in thirty. More legs can
be seen in the sacred house of worship
on Sundays than can be shown on a
seven reel film.

The welfare workers are deploring the
increase of immorality among the young
girls and boys and the number of young
boys in jails. So the censors have a
greater work to do but are overlooking
the beam in their zeal for the mote.
But whether for good or bad, the out-

side life is more sensational for the
youth and young than the motion pic-

ture show. Consequently the exhibitor

T. Meighan Teaches
Florida a Good Ballyhoo

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MIAMI, FLA., Jan. 19. — For
use in one of the scenes of “The
New Klondike” Thomas Meighan
and his associates brought a jazz
orchestra of 40 pieces and a pro-
fessional balloonist here recently.
The scene was that of a real estate
auction with “Tommy” the auc-
tioneer. More than 1,000 people
witnessed the picture making in
addition to the 700 paid extras.
Land dealers took a hint and

now several of them are arranging
balloon ascensions in connection
with their sales.

is standing on the sidewalk watching
the cars carry his former and possible
patrons on to faster life

Just a suggestion: Why not capitalize
on the notoriety of the old-fashioned
square dancing that is being advocated
and fostered by the world’s richest man?
Here in the South where religious

scruples are closely adhered to, the
square dance has never been severely
criticized and I believe many men and
women who have never been inside of a
“wicked” picture show would go to see
the square dance.
But the young jazz babies and so-

called candle ankles do not know the
steps of the square dance of yesterday.
I’ve seen them try it and fail on the
first figure. I know a man who can
teach it if anyone wants to undertake it.

I have interviewed and written up a good
old soul, a woman, whose grandfather,
father, husband, son and grandson were
and are all Presbyterian preachers. She
loved and still loves the old square
dance. And while she approved of some
of the better round numbers she objects
seriously to the ugly, suggestive steps.
There are thousands just as she is. Mr.
Ford might be the best friend the thea-
tre has if worked right.—Joseph J. Enloe,
Rock Hill, S. C.

“Business is Good, Thank You”
ASHLAND, KAN.—To the Editor : I

hear of a great deal of complaint all over
the country about a big slump in busi-
ness, but in checking over my business
for last month I find it exceeds, by a
small margin any November since there
has been a show in town, some ten or
twelve years. November 1924 came close
to this year’s business, but my profits
for November 1925 were practically three
times as much as for tbe same month
in 1924.

I used thirteen pictures during the
month, running practically everything
two nights and I have listed below, six

pictures that grossed the largest for me:
“Son of His Father,” “Call of the Can-
yon,” “Girl Shy,” “Daring Chances,”
“Paths to Paradise” and “Ridin’ the
Wind.”
The above are listed in accordance to

the gross business done on each, but
“Call of the Canyon” made me far more
clear money than any of the others. I

might say that in order to get this busi-
ness I spent about $150 in advertising
which I believe is a very neat sum when
you consider the population of my town
is slightly below 1,100 people and the
surrounding country very thinly settled.

Conditions are far below normal, but
I am convinced that if you buy the type
of picture the people like to see and then
put over some real live advertising, you
can get them to take a look at what you
have to show them.

“Business is good, thank you!”—S. G.
Iiide, The Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.

Notice

VEEDERSBURG, IND.—To the Edi-
tor: Please be advised there are two
parties going through the country rep-

resenting themselves to be agents for

The Ad Film Library Service Company,
Indianapolis. They gave their names as

Rhodes and Perkins, and sold several of

the merchants here and cashed their

checks. I had our association look up
the address in Indianapolis, but they
were not able to locate any company by
that name.

I believe you would do the exhibitors

a great service if you would notify them
through your valuable Herald to be on
the lookout for them and try to bring about
their arrest.—H. C. Whisler, Veedersburg,
Ind.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
HEADLINES: Alice Joyce—Gave general sat-

isfaction but when the vamp proposed taking a
bath with the gang there is no telling what
would have happened had there been no censor

board. Some of the dancers in the cafe gave a

wiggle that was vulgar.—Faul & Overton, Lyric

theatre, Winchester, 111.—Family patronage.

EAST OF BROADWAY: Special cast—Good
comedy-drama in which Owen Moore’s pal carries

off the comedy honors. Will please any audience.

—Faul & Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111.

—Family patronage.

F. B. 0.
KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Had

people out to see this that hadn’t been in my
theatre in months and they certainly enjoyed it.

It followed the story quite closely and this is

what registers with my patrons. Played this the

week before Christmas to good business. Seven
reels.—Ernest H. Vetter. Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—Did
not advertise big but stood them up. Good in

every way. Everyone pleased with picture. F.

B. O. don’t hold you up with their prices. Seven
reels.—R. J. LaVoise, Strand theatre, Huntington,
W. Va.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson—
—This is a very good picture with Fred and Sil-

ver King doing their stuff in first class shape.

We can always depend on Thomson and Silver

King. Six reels.—Wilcox & Miller, Lake View
theatre, Lake View, Iowa.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson.
Not his best by any means. While I have no
kick on these Thomson pictures from a box office

standpoint, I do think the direction is very poor
in them. Too much impossible stuff and no at-

tempt to make many of the stunts look real.

This, in my opinion, spoils most of these pic-

tures. The horse is good. Six reels.—M. G.

Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson.
Just like any other Thomson. By far the best

Western entertainment on the market.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Small
town patronage.

THE LAST EDITION : Ralph Lewis—Did not
draw, though it pleased fairly well. First few
reels draggy, but a surprise action climax puts
it over.—Paul Russell, Russell theatre, Somerset,
O.—General patronage.

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—This is

not Fred’s best. I run him on Saturday nights
and my patrons on those nights want more of
the Western atmosphere. There was at least one
reel wasted in trying to put over a lot of poppy-
cock comedy. The kids liked it. Say, Fred, didja
ever read what happened to Hoot when he tried
to make a Harold Lloyd of himself? Take due
and timely notice and govern yourself accordingly.
When we want you in comedies we will advise
you.—Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-
tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
This picture is one of the best you can get.

While it is not a big special it certainly is a
business builder. Eight reels.—M. Bailey, Strand
theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—A good

Special to

Contributors
THE BOX OFFICE RECORD is

to be bigger and better than ever in
its Spring Edition if the volume of
reports to the HERALD weekly con-
tinues its present rate of increase.
The RECORD will be published in

March as usual and in the few weeks
intervening it is a good idea to cover
all film attractions exhibited.

During the remainder of January
it is especially important that Short
Features be fully reported in order
that the RECORD may establish be-

yond question the box office results

of the Laugh Month campaign.
The RECORD staff has begun the

work of assembling the material
which it will include and suggestions

for expansion or development of the
service it renders will be welcomed.

—W. R. W.

Western. Five reels.—Irwin H. Davis, Gem thea-
tre, Alton, 111.—General patronage.

ALIAS MARY FLYNN: Evelyn Brent—Great
film. Another Brent picture, always means an-
other good picture, as all Brent’s have been good.
Evelyn is sure a fine little actress and it looks
as though she had a bright future ahead. In
our estimation she is right up to any of them
now. Don’t be afraid to book any of these good
pictures. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE RIDIN’ COMET: Yakima Canutt—We
like this one. We have a big ranch here, the
Triangle of the Rosebush Rand Co., and so we
have people who can spot a real top rider from
the Montgomery-Ward dude. We do think that
there are better vehicles for Yakima, however.
Six reels.—-Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre,
Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY : Evelyn Brent—Very sat-
isfactory program. Starts off at beginning and
holds interest throughout. Evelyn plays dual role
in superb style. Patrons well pleased. Many said
best show they had seen in quite a while. F. B. O.
will treat you fine. Six reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk
theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING DEMON: Dick Talmadge—
Here is a good one, brothers, for the towns of
ten thousand down, and the neighborhood houses.
The lad, Dick Talmadge, has a lot of pep for a
man with a broken neck (bunk). Bucked an in-
door circus as an opposition and had a fair day.
Five reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre,
Crowley, La.—General patronage.

THE CLOUD RIDER: A1 Wilson—A new angle
in entertainment which went over well for us.
Used extra barrage of exploitation and it brought
back good returns. The aerial stunts in this un-
usual production keep your audience in amuse-
ment and thrilled. One of these a month, how-
ever, would be enough of such a type. Five reels.

—Ralph K. Russell, New Pastime theatre, Cush-
ing, Iowa.—Rural patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson—

Our Western fans are warming up to Fred and
Silver King. We played him first in the middle
of the week, then on a Friday and now on a
Saturday. Next week we give him the perform-
ance and “The Wild Bull’s Lair” will be the fea-
ture when we start off a big serial. This com-
bination will pack the house. Six reels.—Gunther
& Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—

A

very good picture. Fred is the boy to bring
them in. 100 per cent Western picture. Five
reels.—Arthur F. Houlihan, Family theatre. Har-
per’s Ferry, Iowa.—General patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—This is the best
dog picture I ever saw. Thrillingly interesting,
well directed and well played. Book it.—E. W.
Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—General
patronage.

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge

—

The same story as his last. Very weak in story
interest. His stuff pleases the action lovers and
the kids. We play him on Saturday night to
fairly good crowds. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class patron-
age.

HEADS UP: Lefty Flynn—A dandy. Be sure
and grab it. You can’t go wrong on any F. B. O.
products. Flynn. Custer, Thomson and Tyler all
big bets. Six reels.—H. W. Perry, Ogden theatre,
Ogden, Utah.—General patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid—If you
are looking for an honest-to-goodness moral pic-
ture, then don’t fail to book this one. Showed
this picture and did a good business on it on the
coldest day that we had all winter, and this is

one that will please everyone that sees it.—R. E.
Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid—Though
an old picture, I felt my patrons deserved our
efforts in obtaining it for our theatre. Was well
received and commended by patronage. My opin-
ion is that we owe a great deal to Mrs. Reid for
her “picture lesson.” Six reels.—Ralph K. Rus-
sell, New Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—Rural
patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson

—

This is an extra good Western picture that will
stand up to all the advertising you can give it.

Silver King is great. It is real honest-to-goodness
entertainment. Has action, story and comedy. It
is near the 100 per cent mark. We only hope
that Thomson will hold his head and not force the
producers to pay him so big a salary that his
pictures will be prohibitive for us fellows in the
small town. Six reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid—Drew
well and pleased the majority. Seven reels.—Frank
L. Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.
—Small town patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO: Fred Thomson-
All wool and a yard wide. My patrons were
surely tickled pink with this one. There’s
worlds of comedy and good action in this. Tom
Mix and his horse has found his match in Fred
and Silver King. Book this by all means. Paper
below usual F. B. O. style. Five reels.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Special cast—Typical
Paris underworld story, very well produced and
patrons O. K.'d it. Worth the price F. B. O.
asks for it. Tellegen well cast and does some
fine acting. To my taste a better looking and
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RUNNING RECORD of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
box office statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

younger hero would have been more suitable op-

posite for pretty Elaine. Film O. K. Weather
terrible. Eight reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre,

Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE DANGER LINE: Sessue Hayakawa—
This picture, although a little old, is very good.

The battle scenes are great. Will please the

average audience. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert,
Montieello Opera House, Monticello, la.—General

patronage.

First National
SALLY : Colleen Moore—Buy this one. It will

be a real treat to your crowd and also to your-

self, for when you count the 2 bits after the

show you will have some left for yourself.

—

Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg,

la.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—This is a fair

picture and, though it did not draw, which I

think was due to weather conditions, has lots of

out-door action and full of fights. Sunday, but
not special. Eight reels.—Bertin E. Leveque,

Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Very good
picture, and story too. Lots of action with inter-

est for what is going to happen next. Sure keeps

a fellow gaping at the screen ’till the very last

end. Play it two nights, as it will brings lots

more in the next night to my belief. I just played

same New Years night to my regular Friday
night audience. But I think the dance next door

spoiled it for me. Eight reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—The poor-

est picture Barthelmess ever made. Was very dis-

appointing for us and our patrons. Richard had
better let someone else play the comedy roles and
stick to the parts that have made him popular.

Special to

Real Estaters

THE LAST EDITION: Ralph
Lewis—Buy this at F„ B. O’s price,

boost the box office prices, run three

nights and buy Florida real estate

with your profits. They’ll fight to see

this the last two nights.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

The office sent me this for a Christmas picture

because of the name, but as far as the name
meaning anything to this picture, it might as well

have been mud. Eight reels.—W. J. Shoup, De-
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Mae Busch—This is the

best Western picture we have shown in a long

time. If you have not shown it, buy it and
advertise it big and the picture will back you up.

Eight reels.—W. J. Shoup, DoLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Mae Busch. Thursday to

light business. This is splendid ; in fact, hard to

beat. Can be bought right and will give general

satisfaction. I would advise all my exhibitor

friends to buy this one. Eight reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

THE SILENT WATCHER: Glen Hunter—Will
say this was a good program picture. Eight reels.

—J. W. Baird, Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—This is one
of the best comedy features that I have been
able to play. There isn’t a draggy moment in the

entire feature. It will keep them in an uproar
from start to finish. Johnny struts his stuff in

this one. He will please the peppiest audience

you can get. I played it on Friday and Saturday
to normal business ; weather conditions very un-

favorable. After the first showing everybody in

town will know about the picture. Eight reels.

—

R. E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.

—General patronage.

SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess—Well taken
and would be a box office success at some other
time.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatres, Metrop-
olis, 111.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—One of
the best from First National during 1925. Won-
derfully acted and a well connected story. Ronald
Colman is at his best and Vilma Banky, the new-
comer, fits in to perfection. Geo. Fitzmaurice is

a wonderful director and his ability in that line is

noticeable throughout the picture. Opposition in

the way of many holiday attractions kept the at-

tendance down. It seems when a really worth
while picture comes along one never gets a fair and
square shot at it. Under ordinary circumstances
this picture should do a fine business for any ex-

hibitor.—Eight reels.—R. W. Hickman, Lyric
theatre, Greenville, 111.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—One of

the finest pictures ever run. Pleased one hun-
dred per cent. Eight reels.—Price and Dalrymple,
Home theatre, Oblong, 111.—Small town patronage.

LILIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith—

Here is another old one, but it is well worth
playing. Don’t pass it up if you have not run
it. We used it for our Christmas feature and
pleased all. Nine reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty
theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Did not
please as well as expected, but went over. Adver-
tise it heavy. Ten reels.—Arthur F. Houlihan,
Family theatre. Harper’s Ferry, Iowa.—General

patronage.

THE WHITE MOTH: Barbara LaMarr—Very
good picture. Pleased about 90 per cent. Seven
reels.—Arthur F. Houlihan, Family theatre. Har-
per’s Ferry, Iowa.—General patronage.

DECLASSE: Corinne Griffith—Very good act-

ing, but story somewhat suggestive.—Faul &
Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111.—Family
patronage.

CHICKIE: Dorothy Maekaill—A good picture

but did not do much for us at the box office.

Not the type of picture my patrons enthuse over.

Eight reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

SUNDOWN : Special cast—This is old but good.

We raised our price to 35c on this and had quite

a number of complaints. Not worth raise in ad-

mission. Do not pay exchange too much for this,

as it is not the big special First National would
have you think. Film very rainy, out of Omaha
Exchange.-—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-

paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE NECESSARY EVIL: Special cast—A good

story but overloaded with detail and two major
interests, one of which was sufficient for a drama
to command rapt attention, which was lost. The

interest of the audience seemed to be in the hick

settings and quick succession of incidents. More
of a novel than a drama.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-

Kozy theatre. Metropolis, 111.—General patronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge

—

This is one of Connie’s best comedy dramas and

TRAHERS SELL SEATS!
II NAL SCREEN SERVICE

MOST EFFECTIVE SALtSMANI
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is sure fire as a money getter. Played this pic-

ture on Wednesday and Thursday and did normal
business under unfavorable weather conditions. If

your town likes Connie Talmadge you can’t af-

ford not to have this one. Eight reels.—R. E.

Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—Gen-

eral patronage.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS: Corinne Griffith-

Just a fair picture. Very little business, first

night threatening rain ; second night, clear, but

poor business. Eight reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu
theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

THE ETERNAL CITY: Special cash—This pic-

ture really pleased our patrons. Eight reels.—
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

I WANT MY MAN : Doris Kenyon—Milton

Sills is well liked here. My trade liked this one
and drew well with bad roads and raining.

—

Seven reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lin-

colnton, Ga.—General patronage.

JUST A WOMAN: Claire Windsor—Some ex-

hibitor knocked it, so we cut the price. Now
we’re sorry. His judgment and ours don’t jibe.

We have had better pictures and some a bit

worse. Gave general satisfaction.—Faul & Over-
ton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111.—Family pat-

ronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore.—
Splendid. A dandy, good picture. Clean comedy
throughout that pleased all our patrons.—Faul &
Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, III.—Family
patronage.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN: Special cast—
Good, if Stuart Holmes hadn’t acted naughty, but
every time he is in a picture he always wants
to lock a woman up in a room and then start

his funny work. The censor board ought to op-

erate upon him.—Faul & Overton, Lyric theatre,

Winchester, 111.—Family patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—This pic-

ture is a little old, but pleased 100 per cent, as

all other Moore pictures do. Seven reels.—Kun-
ath, Garbade & Wolters, Liberty theatre, Shiner,

Tex.—General patronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN: John Bowers—

A

very good pucture which should please any audi-

ence. Eight reels.—Kunath, Garbade & Wolters,

Liberty theatre. Shiner, Tex.—General patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—Rather
old but still good. Plenty of action and comedy
and, best of all—Colleen. Seven reels.—Frank L.

Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

QUO VADIS: Emil Jannings—Did not draw.
Did not please. T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME: Special cast—This
is a good subject and certainly strikes home with

a lot of us. Mary Carr and Wm. Mong are fine.

The average audience that will eat something be-

side Westerns will like this. It is not a heavy
picture, nor big in any sense of the word, but
just a simple home problem play with a New
York City locale. Seven reels.—Elmer H. Holm-
berg, Chanberg theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

MY SON: Special cast—Had very many good
comments on this. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler,

Opera blouse, Fennimore, Wis.-—General patron-

age.

SUNDOWN : Special cast—Patrons said a good
picture, but too much driving of cattle all through
the picture and no action. Some good comedy in

it. But too long. Nine reels.—J. W. Baird,

Strand theatre, Pattonsbui'g, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

QUO VADIS: Emil Jannings—Business was
very good on this picture for me. All of the fans
thought it excellent, with the exception of one
or two. For any one who appreciates history,

this is an ideal study inter-woven with drama.
Nine reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre,

Crowley, La.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore^Colleen, I

gave my patrons a real treat on Christmas night
with the above picture. I selected "We Mod-
erns” for my holiday attraction because you have
never failed to please. We had a nice holiday
crowd and I am perfectly safe in saying that

everyone thoroughly enjoyed the picture. Here’s
hoping that you will give us many more good
ones during 1926. Seven reels.—R. W. Hickman,
Lyric theatre, Greenville, III.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—Very sorry,

Colleen, but we can’t help but think you slipped

a little in this one, which was not so much your
fault as it was the story, which was very light.

—P. R. Matson, The Crystal theatre, Flandreau,
S. D.—General patronage.

Special to

Methusela
DICK TURPIN: Tom Mix—Rather

unusual role for Mix but nevertheless

they like it. Played this on Christ-

mas night and pleased both Western
and society fans. One man remarked
that he knew “Dick Turpin.” Queer
what a memory some people have.

Seven reels.—Gunther & Metzger,

Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—This is a

good picture. No argument about it, and drew

to an average Sunday with Syd Chaplin’s “The
Man on the Box” as opposition. I have always

appreciated Johnny Hines as a clever actor, with

many a face and gag up his sleeve. Eight reels.—

•

Bertin E. Leveque, Acada theatre, Crowley, La.

—

General patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills—

Fairly good picture. Pleased about 80 per cent.

Seven reels.—Price and Dalrymple, Home theatre,

Oblong, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills—The
best we could give this would be to call it a fair

program picture.—Seven reels.—P. R. Matson,

The Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Special cast—Ran it

Christmas. Very good picture. Pleased about 90

per cent. Eight reels.—Price and Dalrymple.

Home theatre. Oblong, 111.—Small town patron-

age.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—

A good picture but our business off. Seven reels.

-—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—Here is a

picture you can’t pass up. It’s a knockout and is

sure wonderful. Ten reels.—Arthur F. Houlihan,

Family theatre, Harper’s Ferry, Iowa.—General

patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet

—Good feature. Business good on this one.—Harry
Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—

A very good picture that pleased all of my pat-

rons. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House,

Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills—

-

A 100 per cent box office attraction. Plenty of

thrills and action. Eight reels.—Arthur F. Houli-

han, Family theatre. Harper’s Ferry, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—Very
good. Get back of it and advertise it big. You
won’t be sorry. Eight reels.—-Arthur F. Houlihan,

Family theatre. Harper’s Ferry, Iowa.—General

patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—

A

rattling good play, true to its title. A lot of fast

action and good clean sport appeal. Seven reels.

—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatre, Metropolis,

111.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Would
be a knockout if it had a little comedy in it, but

as it is it is too long and dry. Eight reels.

—

Special to

Frank Keenan
THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire

Windsor—Saturday to good business.

In speaking of race horse stories you
can give this a place in the first

rank. Any picture that is graced by
the presence of the distinguished

actor, Frank Keenan, is bound to be
good. Metro is putting out the pic-

tures with quality box office value

and everything this year. Buy them.
Brother, and they will satisfy you
and your patrons. Eight reels.—P.

W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateau-
gay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.
—Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture showing Indian battles in the early history

of the United States. One battle shows Custer’s

last stand. Had a few good comments. It is not
a big special. Nine reels.—Wilcox & Miller, Lake
View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Special cast

—Here is a picture that will undoubtedly be a
knockout in some towns. However, it did not
register very well here. Had a few walkouts. If

shown to a big house, will probably go over.

—

Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Reports on
this was very good. Seven reels.—E. H. Brech-
ler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Very good
picture that failed to do even a fair business.

Norma Talmadge seems to have lost her prestige
in this town. Seven reels.—Wilcox & Miller, Lake
View theatre, Lake View, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Personally
thought this picture draggy, but it pleased 100

per cent here and that’s what counts. Would
have done a good business but plenty of rain two
days.—W. H. Odom, Pastime theatre, Sandersville,

Ga.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—"Graustark”
is an entertainment that should please every audi-

ence. For all romance lovers it is the play. There
are enough costumes in it to give it a finished

effect and form an ideal contrast with the Ameri-
can scenes. Norma’s Latin complexion opposite

O’Brien’s emerald profile is another heightening
contract. Exploitation made from the angle of

the old novel is a good idea. Seven reels.—Ber-

tin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—

-

General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—Very
common. Just an ordinary program and very

draggy. Did not please at all, but I am not ex-

pecting much out of First National now. There
was a time when they made big ones in their

programs but now they give you a few big ones

that will go over but sell them as specials and
the others are very weak.—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—One
of Dick’s best pictures. Seven reels.—E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General

patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—-Some

said great, others did not care for it. Personally

we considered it above the average.—P. R. Mat-
son, The Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Special cast—Why not cut

it down to six reels, First National, and speed

up the development? This picture would have
drawn well for me had not the temperature stood

at 23 degrees all day, which is some weather for

Louisiana’s damp climate. These three and four

star combinations are my best bet. I always ex-

ploit them from that angle. Eight reels.—Bertin

E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—Gen-

eral patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Percy Marmont—If you
haven’t got this on your booking list, then it’s

time you were getting it on there. The cast in-

cludes Lewis Stone, Alma Rubens, Estelle Taylor.

One of the best for a good cast.—R. E. Mitchell,

Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Special cast—A splendid

picture. A little dangerous in spots. More of a

city picture than a country town.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

SHORE LEAVE : Richard Barthelmess—One of

the best we’ve ever shown here.—R. B. Maxwell,
Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Fox
THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Perhaps the

best big Western feature ever produced, and I am
not forgetting “The Covered Wagon” when I say

this. Here’s a picture that you yourself must sell

to the public, as Mr. Fox has not sold them the

idea that this is a big one. However, the rental

you can buy this one at will permit your plunging

on advertising. I spent as much advertising as I

paid for the picture. Result, packed houses for

three days. Even the matinee business was double

usual matinees. Get this one, boys, and go after

the business. It pleases all classes 100 per cent.
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Special to

Reporters
THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

James Cruze—From tips received
from “What the Picture Did For
Me,” I booked and played this a week
before Christmas and it certainly

fitted in fine. Good to show at any
time. Up-to-date comedy-drama of

home life. Six reels.—Frank L. Hum-
ble, Las Plumas theatre, Las Plumas,
Cal.—Small town patronage.

Eleven reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheura theatre,

Harrisburg, III.—High class patronage.

HAVOC: George O'Brien—Mighty good war
picture, but the war is over, and it got the patrons

a bit weary on account of too much war action.

—Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HAVOC: George O’Brien—Although this is a
war picture, it pleased our people and drew us

a fair business. Will stand some boosting. Nine
reels.—P. R. Matson, The Crystal theatre, Flan-

dreau, S. D.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O'Brien-
Good picture that drew well both nights. Would
have been box office wow at original title.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, III.—Small
town patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—Not
much of a picture, and they ask a lot for it. Bet-

ter see it before you book it. Seven reels.

—

O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.

—

General patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—

I

would report this picture 100 per cent. Great
for holiday. Especially for Christmas. A good
story well acted. Scenery wonderful. A great
picture for children’s entertainment. Six reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—
Personally enjoyed the picture but only a few
of the reading class came to see it.—L. M. Jones,

Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—Big-
gest flop we’ve had yet. Only redeeming feature
is the length. Supposed to be a Christmas pic-

ture, which it is, but they spoil it by Santa un-
masking, which disappoints the kiddies. We’ve
had one Fox special that pleased and registered

at the box office, which was “Kentucky Pride.”

—

J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.
-—General patronage.

LAZY BONES: Buck Jones—Crackerjack pic-

ture. Everybody enjoyed it. Fox, F. B. O. and
Universal certainly have the box office attractions.

Seven reels.—H. W. Perry, Egyptian theatre, Og-
den, Utah.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
I hope that Tom Mix sees this report. He gave
me “The Lucky Horseshoe,” which was very un-
lucky for both of us, then he slips me this. Both
were good pictures but not good pictures for

Tom Mix. They want to see Tom Mix as a
cowboy, not doing a lot of mush stuff.

My business on Mix off fifty per cent
on this one—the reason—“The Lucky Horse
Shoe,” and if Tom don’t make some honest-to-

goodness Westerns he is a dead bird at the box
office. I know. Seven reels.—Steve Farrar, Or-
pheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—High class pat-

ronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—A very good
picture. Directions excellent. Story much better

than the average South Sea stuff. Sills' acting
of the best and our old friend down in Neligh,
Neb., needn’t be ashamed of Viola in this one.

The title seems to be a total loss until the last

explanatory sub-title. Many good comments. In
fact, I thought it very good myself. Eight reels.

-—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THANK YOU : Special cast—Good entertain-

ment. Fox is a good bet for real wholesome
amusement.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, III.—Small town patronage.

EAST LYNNE : Special cast—I expected to

mop but I did a flop. Several gaps call for

imagination and the small town hasn’t any.

Similarity of the male leads are confusing, too

much so for the good of the picture. Nine

reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE WHEEL: Special cast—This picture was
fair but nothing to rave about. Nevertheless it

seemed to please.—Jack Davis, State theatre,

Tawas, Mich.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—An-
other good picture credited to Tom Mix. This
one is more pretentious from production stand-
point than his previous offering and will go over
with the better class patronage, and Tom Mix goes
over as usual with a bang. Did average business
first night with biggest snow storm of season on
in full blast, to better than average business sec-

ond night. Five reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Yes,
an extra good entertainment.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—Just another Western.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—Stunt
melodrama of a very thrilling type. Gave satis-

faction. Film in poor condition. Seven reels.

—

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK: George O'Brien
—Excellent picture. Book this picture ; it will

please all classes. Seven reels.—Mrs. F. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—-Small town
patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—A very good picture. Buck’s best of last

year’s pictures. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty
theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

TEETH : Tom Mix—Do not think this is as

good as some of the others. Pulled well against
strong opposition. Six reels.—Earl Greenhalgh,
Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town
patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—This is a
real story and Tom Mix is good in this one.

My patrons were well pleased. Played to a good
audience. Six reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace thea-

tre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—Great
stuff for Tom’s fans. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH: Special cast—
Better stay clear of this. Your women will howl
on this but the men will get a real kick out of

the picture. Six reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis,
Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH: Special cast—
Ran this one Wednesday to light business. I

would consider this one foolishly good. Seven
reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

DANTE’S INFERNO: Special cast—Bad
weather. Comments varied. Well liked by some,

others didn’t care for it. Rather amusing to

hear comments by people passing out. Some said

wonderful picture, others said a horrible picture,

I will not sleep for a week. I consider this a
very good picture of its kind and well handled.

—

Six reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre,

Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Coogan has

about “growed-up,” but this picture pleased a

holiday audience.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

TIME THE COMEDIAN: Special cast—This is

just a program picture. No drawing power.

Posters are very bad. Very slow and draggy. No
action at all, so use your judgment on price. Five

reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,

Monticello, la.—General patronage.

DADDY’S GONE A HUNTING: Percy Mar-
mont—-Another one of those stories that tell you

about family troubles where husband goes away on

business and brings home another fool woman
and divorces his poor hard working and loving

wife. Don’t have use for programs like this at

all. Too much of this kind in everyday life.

Should be omitted from the screen. Six reels.—

-

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

pafronage.

LADY OF THE NIGHT: Norma Shearer—

A

heavy drama that gave very good satisfaction.—

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Good
picture. Mae Murray always draws well here.

—

Special to

Film Inspectors
ONLY 38: Special cast—This is a

dandy little picture that I dug up out

of the past and pleased my crowd,
in good shape. If you haven’t run
this, get it and pay old prices for it

and you will take in new money at

the hox office. Print was in good
shape and I have yet to get a bad
Paramount print. That holds for 4

years.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand the-

atre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: John Gilbert—Thought
this one of the best pictures in two years, but

only pleased 50 per cent of my patrons here.

—

W. H. Odom, Pastime theatre, Sandersville, Ga.

—

General patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Will average up
with “The Navigator” and “Seven Chances.”

Pleased well here. Six reels.—Tom Foster, Star

theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Well worth
playing. Metro has a real program picture in

“Pretty Ladies.” Special, no, Sunday, yes.—R. B.

Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Small

town patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Awfully vul-

gar picture for small town. For instance some
of the reading matter in this picture is “I’m aw-
fully cold in the region where I sit,” and “I’m
wearing fur-lined B. V. D.’s, lest my terminal gets

frost bit.” One more like this and I’ll be tarred

and feathered. Yet they talk about booking the

whole works or nothing and when an exhibitor

runs a picture like this in a small town, he is

out of luck. Goodbye, big boys ; hereafter, you’ll

have to let me pick around a bit or I’ll close up
and go to some region where I can sit.—W. H.
Odom, Pastime theatre, Sandersville, Ga.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Good picture. Sug-

gestive in spots, but seems as if that’s what the

public wants.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre,

Sullivan, 111.—Small town patronage.

PROUD FLESH : Eleanor Boardman—This fea-

ture gave us a surprise. It gave better satisfac-

tion and received more good comments than any
feature shown in some time. Seven reels.—Tom
Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita

Stewart—Fair. A good picture but not one that

will be remembered long. Was a little disappoint-

ed on this one. Eight reels.—M. G. Price, Nov-
elty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN: Special cast—
This gave as much satisfaction as pictures of

this type usually do. Our patrons do not care

for costume drama. Seven reels.—Tom Foster,

Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—A very

good picture but lacked drawing power for some
reason. I did a poor business on it two days.

—

T. L. Little, Majestic theatre. Camden, S. C.—
General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Satur-
day to good business. My patrons were all

pleased with this feature. They spoke of it in a

very commendable way, and I consider that proof

of its quality. The acting of Lon Chaney in

this picture is remarkable and the little man
added comedy touches that were delightful. It

will add prestige to your house if you run it.

Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Cha-

teuagay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH : Marion Davies—Ran this

picture Monday-Tuesday before Christmas, and in

bad weather too. Didn’t make any money but

want to say it is a masterpiece. From an edu-

cational standpoint it surpasses “The Pony Ex-
press” or “The Covered Wagon.” Many of our

patrons preferred it to "The Pony Express.” A
picture every American should see and yet it is

surprising how little the majority of graduates

know the history of our country. Ten reels.

—

Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse

Neb.—Small town patronage.

WINE OF YOUTH: Special cast—Too much
mush ; suggestive. Gave satisfaction but still the
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type of feature the small town needs to be care-

ful about showing. Seven reels.—Tom Foster,

Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

BREAD: Mae Busch—Very good picture. Mae
Busch fine. Would like to have more of her
pictures. This picture is not big but will please

more than most specials. It is a little old, but
I say play it in preference to lots of the new
ones. Heard nothing but praise from patrons.

Seven reels..—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer-
Fine picture and pleased the majority. No kicks

at all.—-W. H. Odom, Pastime theatre, Sanders-
ville, Ga.—General patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT: Claire Windsor—This
is one wonderful picture. Good for any kind of

audience. It has everything that goes with a
great picture. Book it, then shout about it, and
your patrons will pat you on the back when they
leave the theatre. Seven reels.—Frank C. Parker,
Lyric theatre, Modesto, Cal.—Family patronage.

SCARAMOUCHE: Alice Terry—New Year’s
Day to good business. A very wonderful pro-
duction. The work of Novarro and Stone re-

markable. There are certain elements in every
community who will not enjoy this picture, but
the majority of your patrons will be delighted

with it. Ten reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,

Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THREE AGES: Buster Keaton—A good pic-

ture to sign up. Good, clean comedy that will

please 90 per cent of your patrons. Six reels.

—

H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa,
Colo.—General patronage.

DON’T DOUBT YOUR HUSBAND: Viola

Dana—Larger crowd than I expected on account
of weather. Everyone went out with a smile on
their face like a Negro in watermelon time. It

will please any crowd. The Dana pictures have
pleased my patrons. Six reels.-—H. G. Isbell,

Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General
patronage.

THE DENIAL: Special cast—This did not
prove a very satisfactory picture. No one seemed
enthused over it. Little drawing power.—T. L.

Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General
patronage.

THE SPOILERS: Special cast—This is a good
picture and should please those who like Rex
Beach stories. The print on this was one of the
worst we ever put through our projectors. On
two full reels there was a dancing white margin
on the left of the picture on the screen. Several

breaks. Eight reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Chan-
berg theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—A nice

comedy picture and one that will please the ma-
jority. Six reels.—O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre,

Dickinson, N. D.—General patronage.

THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW: Bar-
bara LaMarr—Good picture. A splendid film.

Condition good. Seven reels.—M. W. A. theatre,

Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

—Boys, this one is a real picture. Book it sure.

Brings a lot in the theatres that never have at-

tended.—Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Ander-
son, Ind.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—Here is a wonderful production. A picture that
people will go out and talk about as well as
boost. I think “The Vanishing American” is

equal to “The Pony Express.” Richard Dix ex-
ceptionally good, as well as Lois Wilson and
Noah Beery. Great. Ten reels.—James D. Ken-
nedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Down
town patronage.

MANNEQUIN : Alice Joyce—One of the most
interesting pictures ever made. Also a good box
office bet. I rate this as one of the ten best of
the year. It isn’t big but it is a fine story and
a fine cast and fine direction and, with the na-
tional publicity, it is a fine box office bet.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
few people, including the exhibitor, highly ap-
preciated the genius of Pola Negri and her acting,

the art of which is profound. She does not take
well here with the crowd but I can afford to

exhibit her because she raises the character of

my theatre with the best people.—A. J. Gibbons,
Elite-Kozy theatre, Metropolis, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—Griffith
seems to have slipped badly. This picture did not

Special to

Margaret Livingston
THE CHORUS LADY: Margaret

Livingston—A very good picture.

Pleased my patrons 100 per cent.

Margaret Livingston made a great

hit here in this picture. Before the

feature was over I took time to tell

the audience that Miss Livingston is

from Salt Lake City, which is not

far from here, and that she had been
made a star for a Christmas present.

Everybody gave her a hand. Seven
reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,

Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

make a go of it with me. Paramount promised,

with their resources back of Griffith, that we
would get a Griffith of the old days. Didn’t pan
out that way here.—T. L. Little, Majestic thea-

tre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—Won-
derful. Lots of comedy and a wonderful cyclone

scene that is worth the price of admission alone.

Don’t be afraid to advertise it and, if you have

“Sally of the Sawdust” bought, run it first and
“That Royle Girl” next. Both pictures are top-

notch and the price is right. Nine reels.—C. M.
King. Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.—General

patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—It is pretty hard to keep the average pic-

turegoer interested throughout 7 reels of comedy.
However, this one gets them all the way through.

The cast is very good and the thing seems to be

well produced. Business good first night to be-

low average the second night. Seven reels.—W.
H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.-
General patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—Good comedy but not a special. Not worth
the price I paid. It is a good picture but only

a program picture. If you buy this one get it

right. Seven reels.—Geo. Marlow, Washington
theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Beautiful

scenes. Good plot. Interesting and entertaining

as a whole. Great chances to introduce witty

Irish hokum missed by the director. Tom’s best

for a long time, but one feels it is not quite what
it should be or could be. Ladies liked it better

than the men. Paper good. Seven reels.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—One of his

best pictures and with Lois Wilson it has a good
box office value. The story is very good and the

kind of picture that pleased the crowd. He plays

a dual part which is well handled and adds in-

terest to the picture.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.

A REGULAR FELLOW : Raymond Griffith

—

Good. "A Regular Fellow” is right and he was
good. Griffith gets better every time. My pat-

rons like him. Don’t be afraid of this one.

Patrons pleased about 90 per cent. Seven reels.

—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights,

Pa.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—Was
a very satisfactory picture. Nothing to rave

over, but as a program picture good.—T. L.

Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General
patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—Per-
sonally I think this is real entertainment, and the

majority of my crowd were satisfied, but the name
suggests more than it really is. Seven reels.—C.

M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—
This story of Bret Harte makes a good motion
picture and all the cast does due justice to their

particular parts. Betty is always winning in her

ways and is generally admired by the average
picture fan. The locale is good and the picture

all around better than the average. Nine reels.

—

Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.

—

General patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Good picture of the days of ’49. Seven reels.—E.

H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis,

—

General patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Played this feature on Thanksgiving Day and was
glad we did, for it was a mighty fine picture.

Ought to please any audience. Good business.
Seven reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.
THE ENCHANTED HILL: Special cast^-

Played during rain—but seemed to please those
that came out.—Nothing unusual but consistently

good Western.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—Valentino can
quit as far as I am concerned.—T. L. Little, Ma-
jestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—-Gloria

Swanson can also quit if she doesn’t improve a
whole lot, and that quickly.—T. L. Little, Majestic
theatre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Gloria
fans like it. The colors are gorgeous and it is

a real good picture. The cowboys won’t like this

one but the real movie critic will say it is fine.

Seven reels.—C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burk-
burnett, Tex.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—A splendid

picture. Good story. Star fine. Coloring beauti-

ful.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED : Richard Dix—Entertain-
ing and pleasing.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

EVE’S SECRET : Jack Holt—One of those
cheap machine made pictures and you will do well

to pass this one by. Jack a complete failure

in this one. He don’t look any better than a
cow in a dress suit and he better stay in the

outdoor pictures. Seven reels.—O. O. Troyer,
Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.—General patron-
age.

EVE’S SECRET: Jack Holt—They substituted

this at the last minute for “Code of the West”
and so naturally we had a disappointed house
that night and as a result the picture was not as

well liked as it would have been on a regular
booking. It is a good program picture.-—Paul B.

Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—

Griffith is good in this one. Suitable for any
house.—Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—
General patronage.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET: Special cast—
Although the title didn’t sound so good, we found
this to be a real entertaining program. Had a
small house, due to some unfavorable weather,

but those who saw it liked it very well. Eight
reels.-—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,

Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: James Cruze—
Here is a picture that is all wool. This is a
peach, a whole jar of ’em. It makes a fellow

feel like staying in the business. It will please

the mayor, preacher and everybody who sees it.

Six reels.—Hunstad and Becker, Princess thea-

tre, Guttenberg, la.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: James Cruze—
One of those nice Xmas time pictures to use and
pleased 90 per cent. Seven reels.—O. O. Troyer,

Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.—General patron-
age.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James' Cruze—“The
Pony Express” is a winner and equal to “The
Covered Wagon.” It represents history better

than “The Covered Wagon,” as it is not over-

done. Betty Compson is a general favorite in

this locality and is ably supported by Ricardo
Cortez, and as you know Wallace Beery and Ern-
est Torrence always accomplish their parts to a

T. Beery especially comes in for a handful of

laughs. Ten reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia
theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—-A box
office attraction but needs a lot of local publicity

to put it over. Is not sold to your patrons like

“The Ten Commandments” or “The Covered
Wagon,” but you get busy and get them in and
you will give them very satisfactory entertain-

ment. Ten reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy thea-

tre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—A splen-

did historical drama, but only a moderate success

for us. Advei'tised heavily, too. Couldn’t seem
to hammer big things into them. Received as a

plain Western.—Paul Russell, Russell theatre,

Somerset, O.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Very
fine picture. By all means play it. A credit to

any house. Ten reels.—Irwin H. Davis, Gem thea-

tre, Alton, 111.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Con-
sidered it a better picture than “The Covered
Wagon.” Did not, of course, draw as well. P.

G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.
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THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze: This

was good. Pleased and drew very well.—T. L.

Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General
patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels—Read the

reports in the HERALD and boosted it hard and
drew the biggest crowd we ever had with the

exception of “The Girl of the Limberlost.” How-
ever, was somewhat disappointed in the picture

and it did not please as well as expected. Heard
several say they did not like it, also several

say it was fine. Expected it to please everyone
but would say 60 per cent would about catch it.

Would only class this picture as fair. It lacked

action and needed more of Raymond Griffith.

He really saved the picture and if he had been
given a bigger part it certainly would have helped.

Can’t say much for Bebe Daniels as a comedienne.
Seven reels.—R. P. Ross and George H. Miller,

Community theatre. Surprise, Neb.—Country pat-

ronage.

THE LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—Played two days to fair business. This one
was much better than “The Code of the West” as

a drawing card and as an audience pleaser. It is

a widely read story of Zane Grey’s and is well

produced. These are the kind they want in the
small towns around here. Seven reels.—C. A.
Anglemire, “X” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better
class patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—Better
business than “North of ’36.” Seven reels.—J. W.
Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith

—

This is an unusual picture. A crook comedy
drama. Plenty of action and comedy with a
very good ending. Six reels.—Wilcox & Miller,

Lake View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General
patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack HolL-Played two
days to good business and pleased everybody,
young and old. It is a dandy Zane Grey picv-

ture with some wonderful shots of Western scen-
ery. A very well photographed picture with a
fine cast of players. Eight reels.—C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class

patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter

—

We consider this the best Western picture of the
year, both from an entertainment standpoint and
exhibition value. 50 per cent more business with
less advertising than on “The Pony Express.”
This story ran as a serial in “McCall’s Maga-
zine” ; tell them about it in your advertising and
watch your box office receipts. Seven reels.—Car-
son T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.

—

Small town patronage.
A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter—

An ordinary Western sold at a fancy price.—P.
R. Matson, The Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
-—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter—
A fine Western which drew a good crowd in zero
weather and then pleased them. Better picture
than “Wild Horse Mesa” and drew better. Many
had read the story in "McCall’s,” which fact
helped at the box office. This show is good for
two days anywhere and is sure fire for the small
town exhibitor. Bessie Love the real hit of the
picture, although Baxter and Raymond Hatton also
did good work. Seven reels.—R. P. Ross and
George II. Miller, Community theatre. Surprise,
Neb.—Country patronage.

WOMANHANDLED : Richard Dix—Snowed both
days and did as much business in two days as
I did in fair weather three days with “The Gold
Rush.” Get it, boys, and step on it. Richard
knows what they like and he gives it to them
in Paramount style. Seven reels.—C. M. King,
Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

MANHANDLED: Gloria Swanson—We had a
good crowd and came out ahead for the first time
in two months. Can’t figure out whether it was
the little star or what not that drew them in
but they came for some reason. Picture, how-
ever, was disappointing and I heard several un-
favorable comments. Too much society and not
enough comedy and action for the small town
patron. Many reported they thought Gloria good
but did not like the play, which is also my own
opinion. Seven reels.-—R. P. Ross and George H.
Miller, Community theatre. Surprise, Neb.—Coun-
try patronage.

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:
Jack Holt—A techni-color that darkens the pic-

ture somewhat but pretty to look at. Seven reels.

—M. W. A. M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:
Jack Holt—A beautiful production in natural

Special to

“Other Producers”
THE PRICE OF PLEASURE:

Virginia Valli—Boy, oh Boy! Here
is a picture that is real entertainment-
plus. Buy it, advertise it big and
it will back you up. It has story,

thrills, pathos, humor, magnificent
settings, some beautiful gowns and in
all it is just a fine picture that is not
so over-rated by the producers with
a price so high that we cannot use
it, but with Universal’s Complete
Contract Service we can show these
good ones and still show a profit. If

some other producers had this pic-

ture they would holler their head off

about what a wonderful picture it was,
and we would have to pay for that

holler. Stick to Universal. Seven
reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,

Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

colors. Superbly acted. Seven reels.—J. W. Al-
lender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:
Jack Holt—A good western which pleased and
also drew well. Can’t decide whether the colored
feature really added to or detracted from the pic-

tur. However, think most of our patrons liked

that part of it. Heard a few say the picture
ended too abruptly and I agree with them. No
exhibitor need be afraid of this picture, as it

will go over well any place where they like

Westerns. Eight reels.-—R. P. Ross and Gorge H.
Miller, Community theatre, Surprise, Neb.—Coun-
try patronage.

EMPTY HANDS: Special cast—A very good
picture. Photography fine. Ought to please any
audience. Nine reels.—M. W. A. theatre. Soldier,

Kans.—Small town patronage.

EMPTY HANDS: Special cast—Contrary to

some of the reports, which claimed this picture

was too racy for small towns, I saw absolutely

nothing racy about the picture and did not hear
anyone comment upon it who did. This is a good
picture and was very well liked. Some very fine

scenery and plenty of action. Do not think any-
one could go wrong in boosting this picture. Seven
reels.—R. P. Ross and George H. Miller, Com-
munity theatre. Surprise, Neb.—Country patron-
age.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: James Cruze—
The first half worth the price of admission but
did not gross % of what “The Covered Wagon”
did. Farm product prices low and it is hard to

get 25c and 50c out of people this year. No
more 50c pictures for me. Only exceptionally

can you come out on them and a seven-year-old

kid cannot appreciate a picture 25 cents worth.

Ten reels.—M. W. A. M. W. A. theatre, Soldier,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-
Mille—Excellent picture. A credit to any thea-

tre. Did not do the business expected on account

of high price of admission and two basket ball

games in opposition. You will make no mis-

take in playing this picture. It will please prac-

tically 100 per cent. Eleven reels.—Mrs. F. A.
McGinnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—A fair picture. Meighan has played in

weak pictures lately and is slipping. Seven reels.

—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—I suppose if Booth Tarkington wrote

the stupidest book in the English language Para-

mount would put it on the screen. This play of

Sing Sing is not entertainment ; it has not one

bright spot in it. My patrons disappointed.

Thomas, you are having hard luck, sure enough 1

Paper poor. Seven reels.—Philip Rand, Rex thea-

tre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Good picture from Tarkington ’s novel.

Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,

S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—

A

good comedy drama. Good comments on this. Six

reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,

Wis.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—This
is a clever comedy picture and is sure to please.

—Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General
patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—Ray-
mond is always good. In this he was immense.
We played to S. R. O. and they roared, screamed
and yelled with delight, but our personal opinion
is here is one whole reel of silly horse play in

the six—cut to five it would be a bearcat as a
comedy. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal thea-
tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels-
Good comedy-drama up to the regular Daniel
standard. Pleased about 80 per cent. Special,

no, good program. Six reels.—Holt & Dick, Pal-
ace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General patron-
age.

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Leatrice Joy—

A

very good little comedy drama. Heard several

favorable comments, acting of Leatrice Joy and
Zasu Pitts made a hit with our patrons. This is

not a big picture but is a good program offering

for any small town exhibitor. Seven reels.-—R. P.
Ross and George H. Miller, Community theatre,

Surprise, Neb.—Country patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—As we had
been losing money on our shows at 10 and 15
cents, we decided at this point to raise our prices

to 10 and 20 cents. We paid a little too much for

this picture, however, so did not quite break even.

But say, boys, such a picture ! Everybody roared
almost from the start and I did not hear one
adverse comment. Griffith, of course, is the big
noise and his comedy gags were very good. Saw
Harold Lloyd in “The Freshman” a short time
before and really thought “Forty Winks” as

good, if not a little better than “The Freshman.”
For the small town exhibitor, this show cannot
be beaten and it will back up every claim you
make for it. Seven reels.—R. P. Rose and George
H. Miller, Community theatre. Surprise, Neb.

—

Country patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
I can’t give this much. Gloria taking the part of

the mother spoiled the picture. Too much over act-

ing. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou
—No good. Let the senior class have it for one
of their school parties. Six reels.—C. M. King,
Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

DANGEROUS MONEY: Bebe Daniels—We
played this on New Years for our free show to

everybody and pleased them. It was given to us

by the courtesy of Mr. Myers of the Wilkes Barre
exchange. It was a good print and we were
pleased with the show. Seven reels.—C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class

patronage.

WELCOME HOME: Special cast—Played this

to a Saturday night audience and they were dis-

pleased. The man who approved this script for

a movie crowd must have been pickled, as it has
about as much entertainment in it as a funeral.

Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Naza-
reth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE: LOST, A WIFE: Spe-

cial cast—Both these are dandy pictures and the

kind that a small town can put over and come
out on. Price right. These pictures were as good

as “Seven Keys to Baldpate” and “The Coast of

Folly” for my town. And there was considerable

difference in the price. Book “The Best People”

and “Lost a Wife." You can get them right they
will make you some money. Six reels.—Geo. Mar-
low, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small

town patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—This is

a 100 per cent picture for small town. Western
comedy drama that carries the audience right with

it. This is the kind that makes them say, re-

solved to come again. Seven reels.—Hunstad and
Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—General

patronag.

FEET OF CLAY: Cecil B. DeMille—Played
two days to very poor business just before Christ-

mas. The picture deserved better business, as it

is a very good show and pleased most of those

that viewed it during our showing. The print we
received was not quite up to snuff. Ten reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

Better class patronage.

THE SPANIARD: Ricardo Cortez—Our pat-

rons did not get - excited over this, nor did the

management. The bull was rotten. It might be

classed as a “so-so” picture. We’re glad we
played it ; rather have? it over than to have it

yet to come.” Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-

age.
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THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—A fast

action comedy-drama with Dix hitting on all eight.

Seven reels.—J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre, Spo-

kane, Wash.—Small town patronage.

NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK: Louise Dresser

—A very good comedy drama. Work of stars

good. Six reels.—Wilcox & Miller, Lake View
theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—This is

a knockout of a comedy drama. The comedy on
the skyscraper will make them all gasp. This

star is taking the place of Wally Reid for us.

Six reels.—Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre,

Lake View, Iowa.—General patronage.

PETER PAN: Betty Bronson—This picture

draws ’em from 6 to 60 equally well. A beau-

tiful production and a drawing card. Ten reels.

—J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—

-

Small town patronage.
CODE OF THE WEST: Special east—One of

those Westerns of a better, different comedy type.

Excellent drawing card. Seven reels.—J. W. Al-

lender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan—This pic-

ture surprised us. Contrary to reports, this pic-

ture seemed to please our patrons more than

many other so-called supers. Seven reels.—J. W.
Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small

town patronage.

NORTH OF ’36: Jack Holt—Very good busi-

ness. Eight reels.—J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre,

Spokane, Wash.—Small town patronage.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES: Glenn Hunter
—Glenn is good in this one. Pleased generally.

Personally thought it was a dandy. Seven reels.

—

Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General

patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—Fairly
good Zane Grey. Forest fire scenes very impres-
sive. Seven reels.—Frank L. Humble, Las Plumas
theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Antonio Moreno—
A good drawing card and seemed to have satis-

fied the audience, as we had quite a few compli-

ments on it. Eight reels.—Kunath, Garbade &
Wolters, Liberty theatre. Shiner, Tex.—General

patronage.

THE AIR MAIL: Special cast—Splendid drama
with plenty of action and thrills. Story deals

with United States air mail service. Instructive

as well as interesting. Seven reels.—Frank L.

Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

CONTRABAND: Special east—Very good pic-

ture that pleased. Seven reels.—Frank L. Humble,
Las Plumas theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.—Small
town patronage.
THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice

Joy—This is a dandy. Leatrice Joy's work is ex-

ceptionally good. Torrence furnishes the comedy.
Excellent fashion show. Seven reels.—Frank L.

Humble, Las Plumas theatre, Las Plumas, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

CONTRABAND: Lois Wilson—Very good story

about a small town printing shop inherited by
an orphan girl who had to start up in the busi-

ness to save her inherited mortgaged property.

Lots of action and should be advertised good.

Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

S. D.—General patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Special

cast—This is a dandy and one that ought to go
good in any house. It more than pleased for us.

Does not have a slow draggy spot in it and
carries along a lot of comedy, so that it makes a
very good program. Eight reels.—Paul B. Hoff-

man, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Just what
my patrons had been looking for. Pleased as

near 100 per cent as anything we have shown the

past year. Made a dandy New Years show.

—

Paul Russell, Russell theatre, Somerset, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Bessie Love—A very pleasing

picture. Nothing big but well worth showing.
Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fen-
nimore, Wis.—General patronage.

WELCOME HOME: Lois Wilson—Not big but
worth showing. Six reels.-—E. H. Brechler,

Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—This
gave general satisfaction. Not big but worth
while showing. Six reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN BED: Lillian Rich—Very good.
Business fair, due to bad weather and basket ball.

Nine reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre,

Poseyville, Ind.-—Small town patronage.

RUGGLES OF RED GAP: Special cast—Here

Special to

“Mr. Warner”
BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—

I consider this as good as I have
screened. Chuck full of mystery.

Will hold the audience on the edge
of their seats. Good cast and a good
story. I have not got a lemon from
Warners yet. Keep up the good work,
Mr. Warner. Eight reels.—A. 0.

Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, la.—General patronage.

is another good one. Very amusing comedy. Per-

sonally, I thought it great. Pleased all who
saw it. Eight reels.—J. W. Baird, Strand thea-

tre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
DYNAMITE SMITH: Charles Ray—Good film.

Not a terrible picture, as some exhibitors have
reported, but then it’s not a special either. Just

a trifle below the average program is what we
would rate it. Charles Ray and Wallace Beery,

Bessie Love and Jacqueline Logan, all play their

parts well. The story and continuity are bad and
at times there are parts put into the picture that

are not necessary. There are better pictures than
these.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A 100 per cent offer-

ing. Pleased a good Saturday night crowd and
people were high in their praise for “Black Cy-
clone.” One man remarked it was the best pic-

ture he had ever seen, he, of course, being a great

lover of horses. Buy it right and you'll not be
disappointed. Six reels.—Gunther & Metzger,

Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Glen Tryon—Our
patrons received a nice little surprise on this one.

Something different and full of good wholesome
comedy. Doesn’t cost any more than a common
feature and will pep up your audience. Give ’em
variety and keep ’em coming, as it is a long time

until Spring. Six reels.—Gunther & Metzger,

Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SAFETY LAST: Harold Lloyd—Exceptionally

fine. Some of the ladies have not yet caught their

breath. Bought this at a fair price ; then the

New York office tacked on a split over a figure

which was below my bill of expenses and conse-

quently Pathe made twice what I did. I hope
there is a special pen in the next world for “home
office” hogs.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

KING OF WILD HORSES: Rex—Dandy horse

picture. The novelty of the picture and the act-

ing of Rex appealed to the patrons. Five reels.

—

Frank L. Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las
Plumas, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Harold
Lloyd very good, but I am done with Pathe for

good. I had to do all the work. Pathe took 50

per cent of the gross, which left me a long empty
money sack. Well, Barnum was right.—J. Hol-

lenbak, Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.—General
patronage.

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—While the box
office was only light, the feature gave better sat-

isfaction than “The Freshman.” Five reels.

—

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture but very poor paper.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod La Rocque—
This is my first Producer picture and if they are

all this good and draw as well, everything will

be jake. But it needs advertising.—Jack Davis,

State theatre, Tawas, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE PIRATE: Harry Carey—Not
enough money in it to justify rental for film. Just
a good Western. Six reels.—J. W. Allender, Ritz

theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Biggest we
have had since we played "The Four Horsemen”
three years ago. Absolute capacity business and
pleased everybody. Some more like “Charley’s
Aunt,” please.—Paul Russell, Russell theatre,

Somerset, O.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT : Syd Chaplin—If any-

body failed to laugh we haven’t heard from them.

A laugh from beginning to end. Business splen-

did. Eight reels.—Faul & Overton, Lyric theatre,

Winchester, 111.—Family patronage.

THE WISE VIRGIN: Patsy Ruth Miller—This

was a very good show and I really believe that

every person was satisfied. Very slow to start

but gets better at the last.—H. E. J. Oates and
Son, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—General

patronage.

THE TEXAS TRAIL: Harry Carey—Average
program picture for Western fans. Not as good

as “Bad Lands” but pretty good Western for

Saturday. Harry always satisfies my crowd and

that is all we can ask for. It is worth running

any time. Five reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS TRAIL: Harry Carey—Very

much disappointed. Nothing in this to commend
at all, and I have several more bought. If Carey

is an actor, he does not show it in this picture.

Five reels.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vander-

grift, Pa.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—Just

a fair Carey Western. Five reels..—M. G. Price,

Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE MAN FROM RED GULCH: Harry Carey

—Very good business. Good title : capable cast.

Seven reels.—J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre, Spo-

kane, Wash.—Small town patronage.

United Artists
LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY : Mary Piekford

—

this is a sweet little picture, and not so little

either, as it is ten reels. The crowd liked this a

lot. I don’t think it is as good as a lot of hers,

but no one can complain because a picture is only

as good as Mary Pickford’s average, as that makes

it worth three ordinary average pictures.—Chas.

Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—

Excellent. A picture that outdoes them all. A
marvelous production handled in every respect to

a finished point. Played this with “The Chase,”

which makes a combination for entertainment

that is hard to equal. Ten reels.—Lorin the-

atre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—Many patrons

stopped to tell me that they liked the picture very

much, but didn’t sell enough tickets to break even.

Eleven reels.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre,

Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—Good-bye Douglas.

For years and years I have shown your pictures,

used to make a little dough on them, but I know

when I have enough. I have stood some awful

wallops from you and Hiram but the knockout

came with “Don Q.” It’s the best thing you

have made in years but after boosting it every

way possible I just had to stand a loss on a two

day run. Pretty soft for you and Hiram. You

sure have good salesmen, but they are going to

strike a snag next time they call here. I’ll never

forget “Don Q.” Not much. Ten reels.—Steve

Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—High

class patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—My audi-

ence expected to see a real comedy-drama but

most of them told me they were disappointed.

Not the picture people expected to see and not

worth the money I paid for it.—J. Hollenbak,

Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.—General patron-

age.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—This was

beyond a doubt the poorest money-getter I have

ever played that cost what it did. I paid ten

times what I should for it and did not gross the

rent in three days. Ten reels.—C. M. King,

Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—Big busi-

ness but did not please. Advertised heavy in sur-

rounding towns and that brought them in. Paid

too much for film. Just broke even. Ten reels.

R. J. LaVoise, Strand theatre, Huntington, W.
Va.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: D. W. Griffith—

Forever and ever and then some I am off of

D. W. G. pictures at the rentals United Artists

gets for them. Here is a wonderful picture, one

that pleases them all. A positive knockout, and

oh ! the good money I spent on advertising,

twenty-fours two weeks in advance, fifty dollars

for newspaper space, trailers, teaser slides and

can anyone explain why this did not do business ?

Damifiknow. But never again for me. Eleven

reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harris-

burg, 111.—High class patronage.

THE SALVATION HUNTERS: Mae Marsh—
Poorest picture I have ever seen. Absolutely
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nothing to it. No scenery, costumes, just six

reels of four people grouching their way through
life. Must have cost $150 to make this. Most
of it in a back alley and one room. Always the

same shots. Six reels.—Earl Greenhalgh, Green-

halgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WAY DOWN EAST: D. W. Griffith—A little

old but a very good picture. Did extra business.

Eleven reels.—Irwin H. Davis, Gem theatre, Alton,

111.—General patronage.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR: Mary Pickford

—Drew well and pleased all. New print. All

this makes an exhibitor feel good. United Artists

have some good pictures, even if they are a little

old, with good prints. It means all the same, for

they please. Seven reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu
theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

THE HILL BILLY: Jack Pickford—Good pic-

ture. Good print. Old, but it pleased. Good
picture for a small town as a change. All well

pleased. Seven reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu the-

atre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

LOVING LIES,: Monte Blue—A dandy little

program picture, but the title seems to have been

a total loss. A really good picture, and the title

is not apparent until they get in to see the pic-

ture. If you can get ’em in, it will please.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE ROSE: Special cast—A good pic-

ture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

Universal
WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald

Denny—A riotous comedy-drama that drew almost

as many laughs as "Charley’s Aunt.” Seven reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—A very pleasing

picture if you can get them in on it. No draw-
ing power, but good.—T. L. Little, Majestic the-

atre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon Chaney
-—Quite a lemon to play in Laugh Month. Did
not go here. We all know that Chaney can act,

but why the ugly gruesome face. Every time it

showed the phantom on the screen children

screamed and people walked out. Paid more for

"The Phantom of the Opera” than any that I

have run since 1919. I agree with J. S. Walker
of Grand Prairie, Texas, that it won’t go over in

a small town, if they pay as high a rental as

they charged us. Why ? Because by the time the

exchange take their share there isn’t anything
left for the exhibitor. If I had a program pic-

ture booked instead of “the Phantom,” would
have made more jack and to boot would have
gotten results.—Joe Blaschke, Wapato theatre,

Wapato, Wash.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser

—

Pleased and brought in many new patrons. An
exceptionally fine production. Eight reels.—L. T.

Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—

A

good mystery play that will please the average

theatregoer. Eight reels.—Blue Mouse theatre,

Davenport, Wash.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—Very
good picture but some way the title did not seem
to draw. Those seeing it were well satisfied.

Eight reels.—Price and Dalrymple, Home theatre.

Oblong, 111.—Small town patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth
Miller—This is a good picture but a poor imita-

tion of a gorilla. Too many closeups of the dried

up looking beast. Eight reels.—Blue House the-

atre, Davenport, Wash.—General patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Special cast—This
seemed to please. A railroad picture and will

go over where they like action.—R. K. Lattin,

Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Reginald
is a good drawing card and may some day stand
in Wallace Reid’s shoes. The vehicles that Uni-
versal chooses for him seem to be ideal. This
picture is built around a very tricky complication

and is genuine entertainment. Seven reels.-

—

Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—

-

General patronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Good.
Fine picture. Great entertainment. Seven reels.

—Irwin H. Davis, Gem theatre, Alton, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson
—This one is only a fair Western.—Blue Mouse
theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—Very fine offering and

won us many friends. Pleased. Seven reels.

—

I. T. Brisco. Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

General patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—Splendid drama in

which Mary Alden as Aunt Augusta nearly steals

the picture. Pleased large Sunday crowd. Seven
reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—

-

Small town patronage.

LET 'ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—This is a very
pleasing picture with a better story than most
Westerns and, through the Pendelton Round-up
tie up, it has a big drawing power.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Hoot Gibson no
good for us, although this was rated as one of his

best. Nobody raved about it. In fact, they joshed
it in places. Just an average program picture.

Six reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—A good comedy that drew pretty well two
of the coldest days we have had this winter. All
Denny’s pictures are good and have plenty of good
clean comedy in them. I have never failed to

receive a good picture from this star yet. Here’s
hoping he continues. Eight reels.—Joseph W.
Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

—

General patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—A splendid
Western picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—A dandy
Western with a lot of laughs in it. The coon puts
the flavor in it. Hoot is also good. Six reels.

—

Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General
patronage.

RIDIN’ PRETTY : William Desmond—Our mu-
sician told us that this was the poorest picture
we ever played, but no one else agreed with her.

It is not a Western, as the title and star would
indicate. Story laid in ’Frisco. It is a good pic-

ture and contains much comedy. Five reels.—

•

Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash.
—Small town patronage.

HEADWINDS: House Peters—This picture is a
dragged out film of six reels. It’s about the
poorest imitation of a storm at sea that I ever
ran. In the picture the same hoat scene is shown
twelve times and House Peters at the wheel with
same scenes fourteen times in six reels.—A. O.
Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Montieello,

la.—General patronage.

WINE: Special cast—Too much of the wild
party stuff in this. Will not please a very large
per cent.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-
paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BUTTERFLY: Laura La Plante—A story

of love and society that is good of its kind and
is a humdinger for places where this type of

picture is liked. Seven reels.—Robt. L. Ander-
son, Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—The
few who came to see it thought it was pretty
good. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—Here is a
good comedy-drama. They sure liked this one.
Eight reels.—J. W. Baird, Strand theatre, Pat-
tonsburg. Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Special cast—Very good
story to take good lesson from. Anybody can
learn if they only take interest in plays like this

and come to see them. I think that right after
the holidays everyone was worn out and so they
stayed at home. Those who saw it were satis-

fied. Eight reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

HEADWINDS: House Peters—Very fine offer-

ing and pleased, as all Universals are doing with
us. Universal is treating the exhibitors right
in prices. Seven reels.—I. T. Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: Percy Marmont—Not a
picture to please, except your Catholic trade.

However, it was good to this class of trade. Six
reels.—I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—This one de-

serves praise. Should please any audience. Seven
reels.—Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.

—

Genera! patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Denny pulls ’em in for me, and this one
sure pleased. It’s good. Seven reels.—Blue
Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General pat-

ronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—Most pic-

ture managers in the West are sure taking daring
chances. They may overlook many things, but

here in the West we see mighty few real West-
erns. The people East stand for a lot, we think.

Five reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

SMOULDERING FIRES: Special cast—Another
splendid picture from Universal. Carries a good
moral with it. Acting very good ; story excep-
tionally interesting. Good for any house any day.
Eight reels.—Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre,

Modesto, Cal..—Family patronage.

SMOULDERING FIRES: Special cast—Sunday
to fair business. Weather very unfavorable, away
below the zero mark. This picture was thor-

oughly enjoyed by the people who saw it. Pauline
at her best in this one. Well worth running if

you can buy it right, and as a rule you can buy
right from Uncle Carl. Eight reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Good, because
it was different. Book it. Universal’s pictures

are better than usual this year. Five reels.

—

I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.-
General patronage.

THE SLANDERER: Johnnie Walker—This is a
real good five reel picture. A little sad in spots,

which is overcome by the humor distributed

throughout the picture. Five reels.—W. J. Shoup,
De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters—Very ordinary pic-

ture with beautiful settings and a story that is

very hard to understand and follow. It was not
appreciated by our patrons out here in Western
Kansas. Six reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe the-

atre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny

—

Dandy comedy drama. Those who saw it enjoyed
it immensely. Many real bursts of laughter.

Title misleading. Does not indicate the type of

picture one expects. All Denny’s so far have
been very very good. He should have a real

following here eventually. Here's hoping. Seven
reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—My pat-

rons very enthusiastic about it. My personal
opinion, picture O. K. Film not so good. Seven
reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—This is a
pretty fair picture but is nothing to write home
about. Denny sure knows how to do his stuff,

but we expect something better from his later

product and will be disappointed if it doesn’t ma-
terialize. Seven reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg,
Chanberg theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—We are late in

playing this one. No use offering any comments.
Exhibitors know this picture to be a box office

attraction. Pleased 100 per cent. Seven reels.

—

Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—This is

good till the last drop, and they wish for more.
Book it and be happy.—Hunstad and Becker,
Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—General pat-

ronage.

Yitagraph
WEST OF ARIZONA: Pete Morrison—Best

drawing card Pete ever made. Attribute most
extra business to excellent title. Five reels.

—

J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE LOVE HOUR: Special cast—A good
comedy-drama shown to very small attendance.

—

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE HAPPY WARRIOR: Special cast—Very
poor at the box office. Gave fair satisfaction.

Eight reels.—Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart—
This is a good dog picture with Rin Tin Tin and
pleased a good audience. Beautiful snow scenes.

—Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General
patronage.

Warner Brothers
RED HOT FIRES: Special cast—Good clean

wholesome picture that drew and pleased.—L. M.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General
patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—This pic-

ture should be booked by all exhibitors. Adver-
tise and make some real money. Strong plot and
well acted. The dog is wonderful. Seven reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.
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WARNING
Exhibitors—Auditoriums—Churches—Schools

are hereby notified that all contracts for the ex-

hibition of the new

FREIBURG
PASSION PLAY

(Copyrighted)

in the Northwest and Middle Western States must
be approved by the undersigned to be valid.

Any unauthorized person, firm or corpora-

tion advertising or exhibiting the Freiburg

Passion Play or using any of the advertise-

ing accessories will be prosecuted to the

full extent of the law.

CASH REWARD
will he paid for the information leading to

the arrest and conviction of any unauthor-

ized person using the copyrighted advertis-

ing material or film of the

Freiburg Passion Play
Exhibitors who have played or contracted for the

above production, please communicate at once with

P. P. CRAFT
Temporary Address

CONGRESS HOTEL, CHICAGO, ILL.
New York Office: 1540 Broadway, New York City

ATTORNEY ATTORNEYS
WILLIAM L. MORRIS LEESMAN & ROEMER

110 W. 40th St., New York, N. Y. 29 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

ATTORNEYS
SCHECHTER & LOTSCH

34 Wall St., New York, N. Y.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Good and
pleased the box office.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia the-

atre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Good dog
picture, but only pleased about 60 per cent here.

—W. H. Odom, Pastime theatre, Sandersville, Ga.

—General patronage.

ON THIN ICE : Edith Roberts—My patrons

seemed to enjoy this one. Had many favorable

comments. It certainly was a good picture.

Seven reels.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre,

Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—Played this Christmas night to fair

business. Rinty sure does some great work in

this and the supporting cast was good also. Seven
reels.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—Played this picture New Years and had
a full house and pleased 100 per cent.—Mrs. Chas.
Marsh, Rialto theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.—General
patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—Extra good. This is the best picture we
have shown in our house for a long time. We
did more business on it than on “Graustark,”
which we ran right after. The comments from
our patrons were very high and it seemed as if

everyone liked it. Film in first class shape.

—

Wilcox & Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,
Iowa.—General patronage.

THE EARLY BIRD: Johnny Hines—Very good
considering bad cold snowy night. Good clean

comedy-drama. Seven reels.—Mrs. F. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

State Rights
THE BORDER WOMEN: William Fairbanks-

Poor title ; fair picture of its stereotyped kind
and very poor drawing card.

,

Five reels.—J. W.
Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

DANGER AHEAD: Richard Talmadge—Stunts
—that’s all. No drag. Five reels.—J. W. Allen-

der, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town
patronage.
JUSTICE OF THE FAR NORTH: Special cast

-—This is a short unit to which the stretcher has
been applied. They are ready to leave after the
scenery grows old in the first reel. Chuck Reis-
ner’s characterization of the ex-whaler is fair.

Don’t know where the booking agent found this

one. Five reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia the-

atre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

THE MAN FROM GOD’S COUNTRY: William
(Fairbanks—Just a show is all we can say for it.

The plot has been worked one million times be-
fore. Five short reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE SILENT PAL: Thunder—Dandy picture
and a puller at the box office. Six reels.—H. W.
Perry, Ogden, Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.

—

General patronage.

TRAIL DUST: David Dunbar—Played this fea-

ture to satisfactory business. Roads in bad shape
but with advance advertising and personal ap-
pearance of Dusty, a live Buffalo, turned our
house into a profit. All advertising good clean
attractive. Mr. Ball carries with him seven lobby
boards that attract unusual interest. Print the
best we have ever had from a road show. Do
not confuse this with any other 101 ranch pic-
tures on which you may have had a bad print.
Seven reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,
Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William
Desmond—I have run two episodes of this serial

and from all indications it is going to be okay.
It is drawing my Western fans and with my fea-
tures I draw others. Therefore, a good house,
and that’s the main thing. Two reels.—Joseph
W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—This serial started with a bang.
Played to 90 paid admissions, the largest Wednes-
day attendance in the history of this town, but has
dropped off gradually till chapter 8 saw the
house crowded with 15 adults and 10 kids. Will
probably have the operator left at the end of it.

Cannot see the reason for all this. It is not a
bum serial. Two reels.—Robt. L. Anderson,
Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE IRON MAN: (Universal) Special cast

—

One of the best serials that I have had the plea-

sure of running. Plenty of mystery and action.

—Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla,.

—Small town patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—Have one chapter yet to run. It is full

of thrills and is holding up great.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Monticello Opera House, Montieello, la.

—

,
General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—Finished this and it pulled because it

was fine. Good serial. Two reels.—I. T. Brisco,

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Special

cast—This is a good serial. Nothing to if to burn
up the town but lots of animal stuff in it and
the kids like it. The hero, being one of the world
famous strong men, is watched with interest by
some of the village sports who come regularly

to see him perform.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand the-

atre, Pierre, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—This is by far the best serial that I

have run. Desmond is very good and is well

liked by my patrons. Thirty reels.—Blue Mouse
theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Duncan—Third episode. From all appearances it

is going to substantiate the verdict of all exhibi-

tor reports as to entertainment qualities. Can’t

say as to drawing power, as I am having a

community revival and bad roads to contend with
at this writing. Two reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk

theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Just finished No. 7 and it picked up
wonderfully after the Christmas depression. Good
serial. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Seems to be holding up pretty good.

Wednesday is our weak night, but with this serial

our business has held up. Two reels.—R. K.

Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.—General

patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal) Jack
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Daugherty—You can’t go wrong on this serial.

Two reels.—H. W. Perry, Ogden theatre, Ogden,
Utah.—General patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe) Allene Ray-
Held up all through and gave general satisfac-

tion. Ten episodes.—Paul & Overton, Lyric the-

atre, Winchester, 111.—Family patronage.

THE WILD WEST: (Pathe) Jack Mulhall—
Circus serial that hasn’t so much unreasonable
stuff in it and held up nicely. Ten episodes.

—

Faul & Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111.—

-

Family patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL
AIR TIGHT : Bobby Vernon—Not as good as

his usual efforts. It has some laughs in it, only
they were few and far between. It caused some
genuine laughs at times. Two reels.—C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Better class

patronage.

BABY BLUES: I might be a little optimistic,

but I think this is a dandy. Just full of laughs
and I don’t like juvenile comedy. Two reels.

—

Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.
—General patronage.

THE CLOUD HOPPER: Larry Semon—His
best one with Educational. It was a riot for us
in every sense of the word. It is a dandy comedy.
Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Naz-
areth, Pa.—Better class patronage.

CRUSHED: Lloyd Hamilton—One of his best

comedies. It was the second time we had played
it but it brought a lot of laughs. Two reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth. Pa.

—

Better class patronage.

DRAGON ALLEY : Juvenile—A few more like

this and Our Gang comedies will play second to
Juvenile. Two reels.—J. W. Allender, Ritz the-

atre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE: A1 St. John—Good.
Pleased all. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. thea-

tre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE: A1 St. John—A1 St.

John is getting a little better, plus a good story.

Some might argue star, and others story, but it

takes both to get a finished product. Too much
sameness in the tricks and gags is what kills

most comedies. Two reels.—Bertin E. Leveque,
Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

GOING GREAT : This comedy drags in the
first reel. The second, however, picks up several

giggles and one or two hearty ones. Two reels.

—

Mary Carr, Pauline Garon and Malcolm
McGregor are featured in “Flaming
Waters,” a Gold Bond picture of Film
Booking Offices.

Special to

William Fox
FOX COMEDIES: Cannot help

but give Fox a boost on their com-
edies. We have never had such com-
ments on comedies as we have had
this year from patrons. All we need
tell them is “We have a Fox com-
edy.” Good comedies cannot be
picked up here and there. Two reels.

—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.

—

General patronage.

HIGH GEAR: Mermaid—Extra good comedy
with plenty of action and thrills. The auto race
is a wow. Two reels.—Wilcox & Miller, Lake
View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General pat-
ronage.

HOT DOGGIE : Walter Hiers—A real comedy.
Sure put over my weak feature. If I hadn’t had
this comedy I would have flopped hard.—Harry
Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE IRON MULE: A1 St. John—This is one
of the comedies you get only so often (excuse the
expression). There are a lot of new ideas in this

one and the whole scheme of the plot, action sub-
titles, etc., is good. Used this with “The Pony
Express” and the analogue formed make a never
forgetable combination. Two reels.—Bertin E.

Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General
patronage.

LEWIS AND MUNN: An extra good two
reeler showing the last match between these two
powerful men. Is very interesting and will draw
a few extra patrons. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup,
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

MOTOR MAD; POOR BUTTERFLY: Two
excellent comedies that will bring the house down
whenever shown. Keep them for days when you
want something especially good. Two reels.

—

Frank C. Parker, Lyric theatre, Modesto, Cal.—

-

Family patronage.

A REARING ROMEO: Walter Hyers—Just a
wrinkle.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SCRAMBLED EGGS: Babe London—A good
one reeler for us, as it had quite a few laughs

in it. One reel.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—Better class patronage.

SECRETS OF LIFE: One of the most interest-

ing and educational subjects on the market today.

My patrons continually ask me when am I going
to show another. One reel.—Frank C. Parker,
Lyric theatre, Modesto, Cal.—Family patronage.

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE: This

prize winning short film caused as much com-
ment as “Charley’s Aunt.” The women raved

about it. It certainly is beautiful. One reel.

—

Paul Russell, Russell theatre, Somerset, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WATCH OUT: Bobby Vernon—Bobby Vernon
is always good and this was no exception. A
good average comedy that got the laughs. Two
reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

WIDE AWAKE: Lige Conley is a clever com-
edian. There is quite a bit of slapstick, but it’s

a good mirth provoker. Two reels.—Bertin E.

Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—-General

patronage.

WILDCAT WILLIE: A dandy Juvenile com-
edy. The kids went wild over it and it pleased

the older folks also. They are getting better with

each one we are showing. It is a good one. Two
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—Better class patronage.

WILDCAT WILLIE: Just a fair comedy. Got
only a few laughs but will get past for one night

show.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton

Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
THE ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Alberta

Vaughn—No. 4 of this series and, like the others,

extra good. Two reels.—Paul Russell, Russell

theatre, Somerset, O.—General patronage.

OH WHAT A FLIRT: Jimmie Aubrey—The
first reel is pretty good. Too much faked stuff

in the second. But youngsters all got a kick out

of it. Not as bad as some of the other Aubrey
comedies. Two reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De-
Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Last
episode. Alberta Vaughn, being Huntington girl,

draws them in. Two reels.—R. J. LaVoise, Strand
theatre, Huntington, W. Va.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Very
poor entertainment. The comedy is not there.

—

Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre, Gutten-
berg, la.—General patronage.

PIE EYED : Stan Laurel—A good comedy.
Two reels.—J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE SLEUTH: Stan Laurel—Something dif-

ferent and will rank with the average run of

comedies. Caused several good runs of laughter

for attendance. Two reels.—Ralph K. Russell,

New Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—Rural pat-

ronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn—
No. 1. If only the rest create as much consistent

comment as “Julius Sees Her” ! No doubt most
of our exhibitor friends have run this and the
later series, but we are “slow but sure” here.

’Nuf sed ! Two reels.—Ralph K. Russell, New
Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—Rural patronage.

THREE WISE GOOFS: Many laughs. Two
reels.—H. W. Perry, Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.
—General patronage.

THREE WISE GOOFS: Looks like this would
be a good series. Two reels.—J. W. Allender,

Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town pat-

ronage.
FOX

STOLEN SWEETS: Played this with “The
Rainbow Trail” and it went over fine. Seemed
to enjoy it. Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace
theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

TONS OF TROUBLE: Another good Fox
comedy. Fox is putting out good comedies. Get
the laughs every time. Two reels.—Holt & Dick,

Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.—General
patronage.

VAN BIBBER COMEDIES: More interesting

than the feature.—-A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy the-

atres, Metropolis, 111.—General patronage.

WHEN THE DUMBELL RINGS: Sunshine
comedy. Just a fair comedy. Plenty of slapstick.

Two reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: Have run them once a

week for six months and nobody is yet tired of

them. The “Lumber Jacks” and “Good Old Cir-

cus Days” are extra fine. Any Aesop is better

than a poor two reeler. Exhibitors will do well

to give these a careful tryout.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—-General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: Good once in a while but
soon grow old. Good filler but no drawing power.
—D. T. Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.

—

General patronage.

ALL WET: Charley Chase—Good film. A
pretty good little single reeler that was funny
throughout. It’s as good or better than the aver-

age single reel comedy.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

BIG BUSINESS: Our Gang—Didn’t get many
laughs. Two reels.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic

theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

BUNGALOW BOOBS: A good single reel com-
edy.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

CIRCUS FEVER: Our Gang—Good, as all the

Our Gang are. Two reels.—E. H. Brechler,

Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

BACK STAGE: Our Gang—Our Gang comedies
have always proven good with me. Two reels.

—

Blue Mouse theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General
patronage.

DIG UP: Snub Pollard—A funny comedy,
better than average.—-Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

GALLOPING BUNGALOWS: Mack Sennett—
Just fair. Not up to the Sennett standard.—

•

Paul Russell, Russell theatre, Somerset, O.

—

General patronage.

THE HONOR SYSTEM: Aesop Fable—All the

Fables are good. They please both young and
old. One reel.—Frank L. Humble, Las Plumas
theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.—Small town patronage.

HUNGRY HOUNDS: Fables in my estimation

come next to Felix the Cat as a clever conception

of an artist’s brain. It is very catchy wit. One
reel.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crow-
ley, La.—General patronage.
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HURRY DOCTOR: Ralph Graves—This one is

a bit raw, or rather licentious. I note that the

Pathe short products are drifting that way. Ralph

Graves is good for silly antics. Two reels.

—

Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—
General patronage.

INNOCENT HUSBANDS: Charley Chase—
Here is a comedy that struck all our patrons as

real good. Not slapstick, but plenty lively. Two
reels.—Faul & Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester,

111.—Family patronage.

LIZZIE OLD FIELD: A funny comedy.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE LION’S WHISKERS: A very good com-

edy. Two reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House,

Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

MADAME SANS JANE: Glen Tryon—Very
good comedy on board the steamer. The comedy
situations are good. Tryon makes a good lady.

Two reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre,

Crowley, La.—General patronage.

MARY QUEEN OF TOTS: Our Gang—This is

one of the Gang’s weak ones, but even at that it

is a good comedy and Mary’s dream is real good.

Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

ONE TERRIBLE DAY : Our Gang—Good com-
edy. Two reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Have used this news reel

regularly for three years. Consider it an abso-

lute necessity to my house.-—Paul Russell, Russell

theatre, Somerset, O.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS, AESOP’S FABLES: Interest-

ing.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatres. Metro-
polis, 111.—General patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: This one is particularly

good, due to the fact that Cole Phillips picks

’’the most beautiful girl I know.” If I had known
I would receive this particular number I would
have put out some advertising. I tried that once
before and what I drew was “Why Caterpillars

eat Grasshoppers for Breakfast” or something
along that line. I am off making any splurges

about my short stuff for that reason. One reel.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patfronage.

SAILOR PAPA: Favorable. Two reels.

—

A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatres, Metropolis,

111.—General patronage.

THE SEA SQUAWK: Harry Langdon—Good
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SOILERS: Just an ordinary two reeler.

No better or no worse. The only thing I see

about Pathe’s comedies is the price they ask.

They are no better than the others. Two reels.

—

Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.-
Small town patronage.

STARTING AN ARGUMENT: Sportlight—
Pretty good. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

SUNDAY CALM: Our Gang—A fine comedy.
Makes them all roar. When they all get together
it’s more than a circus. Two reels.—H. E. J.

Oates and Son, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W.
Va.—General patronage.

SUPER HUPERDINE LIZZIE: Mack Sennett.
They sure liked this one. Everyone laughing.
All said good as they went out. Two reels.

—

J. W. Baird, Strand theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.—

-

Small town patronage.

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN: Just a
fair comedy. Not up to standard of some of the
Fox comedies, or Educational. A few laughs.
Two reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa.—General patronage.

WILD PAPA: Spat Family—Fine is what
everyone said. Two reels.—H. E. J. Oats and
Son, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—General
patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ANDY’S LION TALE: Joe Murphy—These

Gumps are funny and worthy on any program.
Book them. Two reels.—I. T. Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

BEWARE YOUR RELATIONS: Neely Ed-
wards—One kid laughed j my mistake. One reel.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER BE GOOD: These Buster Brown
comedies are very good. Two reels.—Blue Mouse
theatre, Davenport, Wash.—General patronage.

THE CHRISTMAS HANDICAP: Billy Sulli-

van—These "Fast Steppers” seem to improve as
the principals get to be better known. Two
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-
ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Special to

Newsfilm Reporters
PATHE NEWS: I have one pa-

tron, a doctor, who has secured front

seats in balcony for himself and his

wife for every Sunday night in the

year to witness the “Pathe News.”
He enjoys this better than any fea-

ture.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

mon, Idaho.—General patronage.

DON’T WORRY: Wanda Wiley—Poorest Cen-

tury to date. Just two reels of film. Two reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-

eello, la.—General patronage.

THE FAST STEPPERS: Billy Sullivan
—“The

Empty Stall.” This is the second number of these

and I have heard no comment either for or

against them. I cannot say a great deal in

favor of these two reelers. Two reels.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

THE GAME HUNTER: Fairly good comedy
but not much to it. Seems as if all the Bert

Roach star comedies are all the same. Not much
change in entertainment, but -they make good

fillers. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE GIRL HATER: Arthur Lake—Very
amusing. One reel.—Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic

theatre, Forks, Wash.—Small town patronage.

LOCKED OUT: Arthur Lake—A good one

reeler.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

NERO: Hysterical History comedy. Pretty

fair comedy. Patrons evidently got some wallop

out of it, as I heard numerous laughs. One
reel.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

OUR PET: Baby Peggy—Good two reeler that

our crowd liked. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De-

Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PAUL REVERE: Boys, we were not much
taken to these Hysterical History comedies when
we started using them, but they are getting

better with each one and this one almost caused

a riot on New Year’s night. Hope we get more
as good. One reel.-—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe the-

atre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

A PEACEFUL RIOT: Summerville does most
of the comedy. Good. Two reels.—J. W. Allen-

der, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

PUZZLED BY CROSS WORDS: Good comedy
in two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,

Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PUZZLED BY CROSSWORDS: Century Com-
edies are just about as weak as could possibly

be made. Hardly a laugh in any of them. This

one was awful.—R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre,

Greenville, 111.—General patronage.

SPEAK FREELY : Edna Marian—Rather silly

and plot of wife impersonation old and too often

used. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

SPEED BOYS: Very good comedy. Sure made
them laugh, that showed it was very well liked.

That’s all we can ask for. I think the freckled

face stole this comedy from rest of cast. Good.
Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.—General patronage.

SWEET DREAMS: This is another good com-
edy in the Universal product and seems as if

they started the Laugh Month right. Universal
is all right and they will treat a white man ac-

cordingly. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

Special to

Neal Burns
WHY HESITATE: Neal Bums—

This comedy helped save our show,
as it was a much better audience en-

tertainer that the feature we played
with it. Two reels.—C. A, Angle-
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

Better class patronage.

TIDES OF PASSION : Special cast. This is

the worst picture that we have ever run in our
theatre. This is what all our patrons said about
this picture.—H. E. J. Oates and Son, Bridge
theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—General patronage.

VITAGRAPH

THE BARNYARD: Larry Semon—A mighty
good comedy, as the rest of them. Plenty of

laughs and thrills. Two reels.—D. T. Clary,
Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MIDNIGHT CABARET: Larry Semon.
Brought more laughs than any I have played in

a long time. You can just bet on Larry Semon’s
comedies. Two reels.—D. T. Clary, Amuzu the-

atre, Lincolnton, Ga.—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

MONKEYING AROUND: Best Hallroom com-
edy of late releases. Two reels.—J. W. Allender,
Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.—Small town pat-
ronage.

WEST IS WEST: Billy West—Not much to

Billy West comedies, but this one is the best
Billy West comedy we have played, although just

mediocre compared to some other comedies.

—

Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
—Genera! patronage.

WHY WIVES WORRY: Fair. Two reels.—
J. W. Allender, Ritz theatre, Spokane, Wash.

—

Small town patronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00 .

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Theatre either for sale or lease

in town 3,000 to 10,000, Middle West preferred.
Address Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111. (Box 200.)

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE : Theatre chairs at very low
prices. We replace broken backs and seats with
new ones. Why buy junk? Address C. G.
Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE : Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bargain—Power’s “6 A” Mazda
projection machine. Motor driven. Perfect con-
dition hut replaced with large Power’s machine.
Price $95. Address L. B. Stearns, 406 Actico
Bldg., Oakland, Calif.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less

than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“
Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The :Dec. 19-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec. 19-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dec. 19-Ins.
How to Train a Wife :Dec. 19-Ins.

I Do :Dec. 19-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling: Jan. 16-Ins.

Lady From Hell, The :Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec. 19-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.

North Star :Dec. 19-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dec.l9-Jan. 16-Ins.

Play SafeiDec. 19-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec. 19-Ins.

Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.

Sky Rocket, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 16-18-Ins.
Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice :Dec. 19-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The:Jan.2-98.
Plastic Age:Jan. 2-98.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The :Jan. 16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Enemy of Men, An :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Fate of a Flirt, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Fight to the Finish, The :Dec. 19-89.

Great Sensation, The :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Handsome Brute, The :Dec. 19-89.

Ladies of Leisure :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Lure of the Wild, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.

Penalty of Jazz :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Perils of the Sea :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

New Champion, The:Dec. 19-89.

Price of Success, The :Dec. 19-89.

Sealed Lips. The:Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Speed Mad :Dec. 19-89.
Steppin* Out :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.

When Husbands Flirt :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

F. B. O.
Bloodhound, The :Dec. 19-104.

Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158,159.
Flaming Waters:Jan.9-10,ll.
Flashing Spurs :Dec,19-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Heads UpiDec. 12-81.
High and Handsome :Dec. 12-81.

Keeper of the Bees, The :Dec. 26-18.

Last Edition, TheiDec.25-8.Dec.26-10.Jan. 16-17.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dec. 5-82,83.
Man of Nerve, A:Dec.l9-104.
Midnight Flyer, The iJan.9-8,9.Jan.l6-7.
No Man’s Law:Dec.l9-104.
Prince of Pep, TheiDec.26-88,89.
Range Terror, The:Dec.l9-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec.l2-80-81.
Speed Wild:Dec.l2-81.
That Man Jack:Dec.l9-104
Texas Bearcat, The :Dec. 19-104.
Tough Guy, The:Jan.9-Ins.
Trigger Fingers:Dec.l9-104.
When Love Grows Cold :Dec.25-22, 23.Jan.9-12,13.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec.l9-29.
Beautiful City, The :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-32.

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26,27.

Jan. 2-21.Jan.16-26.
Classified :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.

Clothes Make the Pirate:Dec. 12-28.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.

25-31, 32.Dec.26-26,27.

Dark Angel, The :Dec.25-32.

Girl from Montmartre, The:Dec.5-Ins.Dec.l9-Ins.

Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.
Graustark:Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.26-30,32.
Infatuation :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.Jan.16-Ins.

Joanna :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-24,25.

Just Suppose:Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.

Live Wire, The :Dec.25-32.

Memory Lane :Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.
New Commandment, The:Dee.5-Ins.Dee.25-32.
Reckless Lady, The :Jan. 9-26.

Scarlet Saint, The :Dec.25-32.
Shore Leave:Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The:Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.12-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26,27.Jan.9-26.
Unguarded Hour :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-32.
We Moderns :Nov.28-Ins.Dec.5-Ins.Dec,19-Ins.Dec.

25-28,29,32.Dec.26-26,27.
What Fools Men:Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love :Dec.25-32.
Winds of Chance iDee. 19-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Dec. 5-18.Dec.12-22, 24, 25.Dee.19-10
Cradle Snatchers :Dee.5-19.Dec.l9-7.Jan.16-11.
Daybreak :Dee.5-16,17.
East Lynne:Nov.28-14,15,16.
Family Upstairs, The :Dec. 19-7 .Jan. 16-11.

First Year, The :Dec.5-16,17.Dec.l9-8.Dec.26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The:Dec. 25-14, 15.

Golden Strain, The:Dec.5-16,17.Dee.12-22.
Havoc :Dec.l2-20, 21.
Johnstown Flood, The : Jan. 2-9.Jan.9-20.Jan. 16-12,

13.

Last Year, The:Dec.25-12.
Married AliveiJan. 16-11.
Music Master,The:Dec. 25-13.Jan. 16-11.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec. 12-23.Dec. 19-7.Jan. 16.

11 .

Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Dec.26-21.
Pigs :Dec.26-19.Jan. 16-11.
Three Bad Men : Jan.2-10.Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The : Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11.
What Price Glory ? iDec. 19-7 .Jan. 16-11.
Yankee Senor, TheiDec. 25-10, 11.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-1 12.

Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.

February 7 is the release date of “Care-
ful Please," Educational-Lloyd Ham-
ilton picture. The cast includes Dick
Sutherland, Stanley Blystone, Mar-
cella Day and Louise Carver. Nor-
man Taurog directed.

Hey Fellas :Dec. 19-112.
Lightning :Dec. 19-112.
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec.26-96.
North Pole, TheiDec.25-169.
Othello :Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.Dec. 19-1 12.

Passonate Adventure, TheiDec. 5-89.Dec.l9-112.
Jan. 16-97.

Power God iDec. 19-112.

Recreation of Brian Kent, The iDec. 26-96.
Red Kimono, TheiDec. 5-89.Dec.19-112.
Santa Claus iDec. 25-169.

She iDec. 19-112.

Sheiks and ShebasiDec.19-112.
Wasted Lives iDec.5-89.Dec.19-112.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The iJan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The iJan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22, 23.
Beverly of GraustarkiJan.2-Ins.
Black Bird, TheiJan.9-1.
Bright Lights i Dec.19-l.Jan.2-Ins.
Dance Madness i Jan. 2-Ins.
Don’tiDec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An iDec. 19-1.Jan.2-Ins.
Go West iNov.28-1.Dec. 5-8,9.Jan. 2-Ins.
Great Love, TheiDec.25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped iJan. 2-Ins.
His Secretary iDec.5-l.Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.Jan.16-7.
Lights of Old Broadway :Dec.l2-12, 13. Jan.2-Ins.
Masked Bride, TheiDec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
MikeiJan.16-1.
Midshipman, ThefiJan. 2-InS.
Money Talks IJan.2-Ins.
Navigator, The iNov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet ijan.2-Ins.
Old Clothes iJan. 2-Ins.
Only Thing, The IJan. 2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies iJan. 2-Ins.
Rag Man, TheiJan. 2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary iDec. 12-1.Dec.l9-22,23.Dec.

25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Seven Chances iDec. 5-8, 9.

Slave of Fashion i Jan.2-Ins.
Soul Mates iDec.25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Sun Up i Jan.2-Ins.
Time, the Comedian iDec.25-25.
Torrent, The iJan. 2-Ins.

Unholy Three, TheiJan.2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, TheiDec. 5-4,5.Dec.25-4.Dee.26-

Ins.Jan.9-4.
Ancient Highways, The iDec.26-Ins.
Behind the Front iDec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Blind Goddess iDec. 26-Ins.
Coast of FoIly,TheiDec.26-Ins.
Cobra iDec. 5-4,5.

Crossroads of the World iDec.26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers iDee.26-Ins.
Deer Drive,The iDec. 26-Ins.
Desert GoldiDec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The iDec. 5-4,5.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.
Flower of Night iDec. 26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake iDec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Fresh Paint iDec.26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, TheiDec.26-Ins.

Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.

Grass iDec.26-Ins.
Hands Up iDec. 5-4, 5.Jan.9-5.
I’ll See You To-night iDec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck iDec. 5-4, 5.Dec. 12-4.Jan. 9-4.
It’s the Old Army Game iDec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, AiDec.5-4,5.

Dec.25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan.16-3.
King on Main Street, The iDec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Lovers in Quarantine iDec.26-Ins.
Lord Jim iDec. 5-3, 4.Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Lucky Devil, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Lucky Lady iDec.26-Ins.
Man From Mexico, The iDec.26-Ins.
Man Who Found Himself, The iDec.26-Ins.
Mannequin iDec. 5-4, 5.Dec. 19-4, 5.Dec.25-4.Jan. 2-3.

Jan.9-4.Jan. 16-3.

Miss Brewster’s Millions iDec.26-Ins.
Moana iDec. 26-Ins.
New Brooms iDec. 26-Ins.
New Klondike, The iDec.26-Ins.
Night Life of New York iDec.26-Ins.
Pony Express, The iDec.26-Ins.

Palm Beach Girl, TheiDec.26-Ins.
Peacock Parade, TheiDec.26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The iDec.26-Ins.
Regular Fellow, A iDec.26-Ins.
Sea Horses iDec.26-Ins.
Secret Springs, TheiDec.26-Ins.
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Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Boardman and
William Haines appear in these two
scenes from ‘‘Memory Lane.” This
is a First National release.

Song- and Dance Man, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.Jan.
9-5.Jan.16-3.

Seven Keys to Baldpate :Jan. 9-4.
Stage Struck :Dec.5-3,4,5.

Take a Chance :Dec.26-Ins.
Tamed :Dee.26-Ins.

That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.
That Royle Girl :Dec.5-3,4,5.

Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Jan. 9-4.Jan. 16-3.

Volcano :Dec.26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec. 19-3. Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.

Wild Geese :Dec. 26-Ins.

Womanhandled:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Jan.9-4.
Woman of the World, A:Dec.5-4,5.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Dec.l9-16,17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec. 19-13.Dec.25-5.
Danger Girl, The :Dec.5-Ins.,24,25.

Dice Woman, The :Dec. 5-25.

Forbidden Waters :Dee.5-24, 25.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.26-26.
Last Frontier, The:Dec.5-Ins.
Madame Behave :Dec. 19-12, 13.Dec. 25-5.Jan. 16-8,9.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-26.
Paris at Midnight :Dec.5-Ins.

People vs. Nancy Preston, The :Dec. 12-10, 11.
Reckless Romanc0:Dec.26-5.
Rocking Moon :Dec.5-Ins.

Seven Days:Dec.25-5.
Silence :Dec. 19-14, 16.
Simon the Jester:Dec.5-Ins.,14,15.Dec.l9.12,13.Dec.

25-16,17.

Steel Preferred :Dec.6-Ins.Dec. 12-6, 7.Dec. 19-12,13.
Jan. 9-6.

Stop Flirting :Dec.25-5.
Without Mercy :Dec.5-Ins.Dec. 19-12, 13.

Wedding Song, The :Dec.l2-8,9.

Tiffany
Morals for Men :Dec.l2-26.

United Artists
Bat, The :Dec.26-12,13.Jan.2-18.Jan. 9-24.Jan. 16-22.
Eagle, The :Dec. 5-22.Dec. 12-19.Dec. 19-19.Dec.25-7.
Little Annie Rooney :Dec.5-22.Dec.l2-18.Dec. 19-18.

Dec.25-6.

Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:
Dec. 26-14, 14.Jan. 2-19.Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.

Universal
Arizona Sweepstakes, The : Jan.9-17.
California Straight Ahead :Dec.25-21.Jan. 16-20, 21.
Calgary Stampede.The :Dec.25-21.
Cohens and the Kellys :Dec. 12-14, 15.Dec.25-21.Jan.

9-17.

Fast Worker, Thetjan. 16-21.
Goose Woman :Dec.25-21.

His People :Dec. 5-11. Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.

Home Maker, The :Dec.25-21.

I’ll Show You the Town:Jan.16-21.
Midnight Sun, Thc:Dec.25-19.Dec.26-11.Jan.2-11,

12,13,14,15,16,17.

Oh, Doctor :Jan. 16-21.

Phantom of the Opera :Dec. 5-12,13.Dec. 19-20, 21.

Jan.9-15.

Reckless Age, The : Jan. 16-21.

Scarlet Saint :Dec. 26-3.

Siege :Dec. 25-21.

Skinner’s Dress Suit: Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20, 21.

Sporting Life, The:Dec. 25-21.

Sporting Youth :Jan. 16-21.

Still Alarm, TheUDec. 25-21.Jan. 19-17.

Teaser, The :Dec.25-20,21.

What Happened to Jones :Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.

16-20,21.

Where Was I ?Dee.25-20,21.

Warner Brothers

Hogan’s Alley :Dec.5-6,7.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-14, 15.

Sea Beast, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Patlie

Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy :Jan.9-14.

Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec. 12-16, 17

Cheap Skates :Jan. 2-57.

Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.

Framed:Jan. 2-56.

Fire Away : Jan.2-57.
Kinograms :Dec.l2-5.

Live Cowards :Jan. 2-57.

Maid in Morocco:Jan. 16-25.
On Edge : Jan.2-57.

Fox Film Corp.

All Abroad :Dec.26-23.

Big Game Hunter, The :Dec.26-23.

Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.
Fox News :Dec.5-20, 21.

Fox Varieties :Dec. 5-20, 21.

Cupid a la Carte :Dec.26-23.

Cloudy Romance, A:Dec.26-23.
Control Yourself :Dec.26-23.

“The Skyrocket,” in which Peggy Hop-
kins Joyce makes her first screen ap-
pearance, had its world premiere re-
cently aboard the SS Leviathan.
Marshall Neilan directed the picture,
which Associated Exhibitors will soon
release.

Lila Lee stars with Maurice Schwartz
playing opposite in “Broken Hearts,”
Jaffe Art Film production.

East Side—West Side:Dec.26-23.
Flaming Affair :Dee.26-23.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The :Dec.26-23.
Heart Breaker, The:Dec.26-23.
His Own Lawyer :Dec. 26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23.
Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec.5-20.21.Dec.5-20,21.Dec.26-

23.

Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Dec.5-20
21.Dec.19-9.Dec. 26-23.

o. Henry Stories :Dec.5-20, 21.Dec.19-9.Dec.26-23.
Dec. 26-23.

Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.
Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.
Strong for Love :Dee.26-23.
Sky Jumper, The :Dec.26-23.
Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.
Van Bibber Comedies :Dec.5-20, 21.Dec.19. 9.

F. B. O.
Adventures of Mazie:Jan.2-60.
Fighting Hearts :Jan. 2-60.

Greiver
Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec.26-96.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition :Jan.9-92.
Charlie, My Boy :Jan.2-Ins.
Good Cheer:Jan. 2-Ins.
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Green Archer, The :Dee. 5-Ins.Jan. 2-100.
His Wooden Wedding :Dec.5-Ins.Dec.25-182.
Hot Cakes for Two:Jan.2-Ins.
Long Pants :Jan.2-Ins.

Moonlight and Noses:Dec. 12-90.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 5-Ins.Dec.26-98.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan. 2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan. 2-Ins.

Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov.28-108.
There Goes the Bride :Dec.5-92.
Wide Open Faces :Jan. 2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.
Whispering Whiskers :Jan. 2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell :Jan. 2-43.

Ko-Ko Steps Out:Jan.16-43.

Universal
Buster Brown Comedies :Dec. 26-17.Jan. 2-51.Jan. 16-

10 .

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By D. H. =

E FFORTS to abandon the “daylight saving” schedule in Chicago in
1926 met considerable opposition January 15 when supporters of
“summer time” appeared before the council committee on judiciary

to protest the repeal of the ordinance.

Public hearings to determine the public’s

wishes in the matter will be continued

through the latter part of January. The
repeal was favored by business organiza-

tions, clubs, athletic groups and commer-
cial institutions while it met objections

from representatives of organized labor.
* * *

/. Reich Moss,
Lubliner & Trinz purchas-

ing agent, has resigned to accept a position

with a steel company in Wheeling, West
Virginia.

% Sfc

Barney Balaban was elected director last

week in the newly formed Randolph Street

Lighting Association which will see to it

that there is plenty of nice bright lights

along Chicago’s Rialto.
* * %

William H. Rudolph, special representa-

tive of Fox Film Corporation, who was in

Chicago several days in the interest of

exploitation for “Sandy” left January 13

for Detroit.
* * *

“Chick" Kepler, who was formerly on
“Jimmie" Gillick’s staff at Pathe, has been

engaged by Harry Graham, Pathe manager
of the Indiana and Illinois branch, to cover

Southern Illinois.
* * *

The Elston theatre will be opened Janu-
ary 21 in Chicago by Gust Stathis. The
opening of this 1,000 seat house makes the

second to be operated by Stathis. His other

house is the Casimir.
* * *

Joe Lyon, out of bed now after a four-

days’ illness, has packed up his tempera-

ture thermo and hot water bag for a

tramp around the territory for Renown.
* * *

If “Mike” is a good name for a picture

it ought to be a good name for a good

French Poodle. So Frank Ishmael changed
a good name like “Buster.” He says his

new dog has Irish eyes.

* * *

Among visitors on the Avenue last week
Clyde Elliott, Evanston, Lester Retchin of
the Howard theatre, Ed Szamecki of White
Eagle theatre, South Bend, Oscar Hanson,
Jefferson theatre, Goshen, Ind., and /. D.
McKeen of the McKeen theatres, Morris,
111 .

* * *

After Harold Loeb .christened Ernest
Grohe’s new Hudson Brougham with a
bottle of “good stuff” Loeb says the G. S.
got on Grohe’s crank and so damaged it

that it couldn’t be used to start the car.

The batteries wouldn’t work. And that is

the reason Elmer Bennesch of the Bell and
Liberty theatres couldn’t find his crank for
several days. Elmer’s car was nearby at
the christening.

* * *

Five hundred parodies will be sung
at the coming Inaugural Frolic of the
Chicago film board at the Bal Tab-
arin. The songs have been written to

fit the Chicago, New York and Hol-
lywood guests in attendance. It has
been announced that Ralph Ketter-

ing will be toastmaster.

Entertainment from various local

theatrical circuits will make the night
a merry one.

* * *

Cleve Adams, division manager of Film
Booking Offices, left January 15 for an-
other excursion into the “land of cotton.”

* * *

Ted Schlanger, Universal short features
manager, is in Danville, showing the Dan-
villains how to exploit Century comedies,
et al.

% ijc %

^ Goto Seal ^itonu[tic$ck^tl§?^is<ef©)i)3oi'ation
Ticket Masters l83 No. Wabash Ave. Chicago. III.

I Cau>}£MftniSTtsi

PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in
Rush Orders

All Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

Samples & Prices

^
on Request

twm
728 S. Wabash Ave.

Morris Whitmoyer, one of Harry
Graham’s salesmen at Pathe, has been
called into Southern Illinois.

Other news at the Pathe office includes
the plans for the visits of Graham and
Jimmie Gillick at the home office. The
former will be in New York the week of
February 6, accompanied by A. Flues of
the Indianapolis office. Gillick will go to

New York with Ray Nolan of the Milwau-
kee office the week of February 13. The
trips are a part of the company’s policy for
individual conventions throughout the year.

* * %

With but one more week to prepare
for it the Metro-Goldwyn staff is driv-

ing with all its efforts to make Rozelle
Month a big one. H. C. BROLASKI
has been out in the territory plugging
for play-dates for two weeks. It is

believed that February will find the
biggest Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer month
this territory has had for many
months.

Jfc

Glen Reynolds, former president of Illi-

nois theatre owners association, came in to

Chicago January 14 with Ben Berve, both
of De Kalb to spend a short visit with
“Bill" Sweeney. Reynolds said he has be-
come interested in florist shops.

* * *

H. N. Ritchie of Detroit, general man-
ager of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, vis-

ited Chicago for a few hours January 13.

January 23, 1926

Ben Abrams, Jerry’s big brother, is in

Chicago “just prospectin’.” And the latest

word is that Jerry is through prospectin’
now for a good place to locate his new ex-
change. It’s to be at 808 South Wabash
avenue.

* * *

James Gregory, former manager of Par-
thenon theatre, is now the manager of the
theatre whose name has been changed from
Crown to Palace at Crown Point, Ind.

* * *

There’s to be an addition to the Filmack
family, as Irving Mack says. He will es-

tablish a new department which he won’t
tell about for another week.

* =i= *

The two N. Y. C. commuters, Henri
Ellman and his protege, John Mednikow,
returned from ther last visit to Gotham,
January 15.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

DAVID DUBIN
Educational

Nickname? Just Dave. And the mid-
dle name’s Mike. (Chorus: Wha-a-at?)
Bom? Yes.

Good! When? May 25, 1894, right

here in Chicago.

First ambition?
To be a motion
picture operator.
First job?

Vaudeville. On
the business side.

When did you
break into the
film business?
First associated
with Warner
Brothers 16 years
ago. Phil Solo-
mon and I han-
dled “Perils of the
Plains.” I did the
night stands.

Would run it and book it. Walked into
Charles Lamb’s Opera House in Rock-
ford, 111., with “Streets of New York.”
It was the first motion picture shown in
Rockford. When two people appeared for
the show I got so excited I damaged the
print and lost my job.

Next I was connected with the Bell
and Howell camera company. Then I

was with the Mutual Film Company but
before that was in the operating game.
After three or four years I joined
Zambreno’s Progress exchange organiza-
tion. From there to Educational in 1921,
first as salesman and then city sales-
manager.
When did you become branch man-

ager? Took over the management of
the exchange Aug. 27, 1925.

Hobby? Pinochle and Hearts where
the queen of spades counts 13. Under-
stand, though, it’s no nuckles hearts, for
dough.

Worst experience? (Dave’s so pepped
up over Educational Booker’s Week
these days and so full of roseate words
for Saul Bragin, senior booker, and Saul
Goldman, junior booker, that he had a
tough job getting down to sob stuff.
Then he volunteered the following) :

When I tried to be a fielder of Educa-
tional’s baseball team. Sprained my
ankle. But I had an accident insurance
policy. Aha-a-a!



Unrivaledforserviceandquality

Eastman Positive Film, constantly

subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled forthe serv-

ice it renders and the photographic

quality it gives.

It carries quality from studio to

screen.

To make sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look in the margin

for the black-lettered identifica-

tion, “Eastman” “Kodak”.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Everything from the whiskers

of a mosquito to an Eskimo bath-

ing beauty ,—if it’s of interest.

A little feature with a big ap-

peal for both big and little houses.

To know the world you live

in, see Pathe Review every week.

Adventures with the microsope,

American colleges in Pathecolor,

with Beebe on the “Arcturus,”

crossing the icelands of the far

North with Knud Rasmussen,

—

these are some of the good things

now running.

It gives a class and diversity

to your program that nothing

else can do.

PATHE
REVIEW

A Screen Magazine
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A WurliIzer Organ
for Every Purpose

The popularity of the Wurlitzer Organ is univo*

sal, and the artistic and tonal achievements ha e

established an unapproachable reputation. N t

only is the Wurlitzer Organ considered the leal*

ing instrument by the Motion Picture Industu,

but, the many recent installations in Theatre,

Churches Lodges, Auditoriums and private rel*

dences have been recognized as the most artisic

and successful ever built.

Wurlitzer branches are located in thirty-thre

cities from coast to coast for the service of ;ll

Wurlitzer organ owners. Our staff of e:*

perts will extend any co-operation i

solving your music problems, whethr
they relate to Organs or to Piano:

and Musical Instruments.
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When the "Good Breaks 'Come
Are You

Coshinq Them la
at the Box Office ?

Qfxe JSfexju

THEATRE MODEL

When you get a “good break” and
the crowd files out of the house—does

the waiting line of impatient patrons

move smoothly in? Or, are there an-

noying delays at the box office?

The patron’s first point of contact

is by way of the cashier. This is your
opportunity to make the

first impression favor-

able—give them the ser-

vice they want—by in-

stantly delivering cor-

rect change with the

Brandt Automatic
Cashier.

Service Means
Speed and Accuracy
There are no delays—no arguments with

a Brandt—the machine with the subtract-

ing keyboard. Only one key to press

—

and that’s the price of the ticket. Entirely

automatic—in less than a second—the cor-

rect change is ready. You’ll find them in

use in the most modern theatres—where
service is paramount. Especially built for

theatre box offices—and guaranteed for ten

years—it will last a life time.

30 Days
tree Inal

/
/
x

l

Mail
The Coupon
NOW

/

/ Brandt
/ Automatic

Cashier Co.,

/ Department A,* Watertown, Wis.

/
/ Right

/
^ Firm Name

/ Individual

/ City

/ Please place with
us on Thirty Days

Free Trial your Brandt
/ Junior Automatic Cash-

y ier. It is of course under-
y stood that we can return ity a

?
we accept the trial without

' obligation or expense.

/ Please check wh ther used on
the ri~ht or left hand side of the

Box Office.

Left

State

.
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Chair No. 0. C. 417 with

Spanish Leather Spring

seat, Sinai Walnut Wood-
work, produced by Hey-
wood-Wakefield for the

Grand Riviera Theatre.

Comfortable Seats Keep?
This Million Dollar

Theatre “Sold Out”

W HEN an exhibitor like the above

reports his house sold out every day

for matinee and two evening shows it is

equivalent to saying, “Attractive, com-

fortable chairs pay big dividends.”

Heywood-Wakefield opera chairs are de-

signed from the box-office viewpoint.

They hold patronage because they are

built for rest and relaxation.

They increase house capacity because

Heywood-Wakefield engineers are backed

by 100 years of seat-building experience.

The Grand Riviera,

Detroit’s beautiful
new theatre. Total
Seating capacity, 3000.

The counsel of Heywood-Wakefield seat-

ing experts is given, without charge, to

anyone planning or .re-seating his theatre.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45, Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor
, 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington Street

Display Floor
,
American Furniture Mart

Kansas City, Missouri 1310 West Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh S reet

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O’Fallon Streets
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guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, operation and equip-

ment and to promote the ideal of greater and finer theatres.
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Harry E. Holquist Charles B. O’Neill Frederick M. Savage
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Modern Equipment Discourages

Birth of Competition

WHILE it is generally conceded that

modern equipment and facilities are

an important factor in creating in-

creased theatre attendance there is another

side of which exhibitors may well take

cognizance. This is the element of safety

which an up-to-date theatre automatically

asserts against the entrance of competition.

Many exhibitors may well ask. them-
selves the question if their house is such

that it invites competition through lack of

modern comfort for its patrons and equip-

ment and surroundings that enable the re-

ception and presentation of the best type

of program. Unless this question can sin-

cerely be answered in the affirmative the

business is in grave danger.

Regardless of how seemingly secure a

theatre may be, unless that security is the

result of a maximum service under most
approved conditions of successful show-
manship today, there is always the danger
of new competition. Just as in other lines

of business where the new store featuring

clean, fresh stock, attractive window dis-

plays, and a bright and cheery atmosphere
has been able to virtually “sink” the less

progressive, though older established mer-
chant, so does the new modern comfort-
able theatre react by comparison in this in-

dustry. You may recognize the foregoing

parallel in the experience of some mer-
chant in your own city. It has happened
repeatedly.

One need but consider the momentous
theatre building program of the past year

to appreciate that the inferior theatre can-

not successfully survive. Not only in the

neighborhoods of metropolitan centers but

in small towns as well have modern com-
fortable theatres replaced the antiquated

house. Progressive theatre men in many
instances have themselves been responsible

for this. And they have found it a profit-

able move. However, where competition

has been the responsible factor it is a safe

guess that someone probably suffered.

Better theatres are inevitably the spirit

of the times. And better theatres will win
on an unprecedented scale in 1926.

Financing

Theatre

Theatre financing has been something of

a complex -subject. Bankers have been
wary of theatre projects, we are told. It

is only in recent years that they have de-

veloped a kindlier viewpoint toward them.
And even now it is necessary that a theatre

In This Issue
Modern Equipment Discourages

Birth of Competition, by H. E. Hol-
quist.

Description of the “Roxy,” World’s
Largest Motion Picture Theatre.

Free Song Slides and Window Tie-

Ups Available Aids in Putting Over
Organ Solos, by Harry L. Wagner.

Theatre Financing— Methods of

Raising Cash Difference Between
Loan and Project Cost, by N. E. Du-
rand.

Acoustic Considerations in the De-
sign of Public Buildings, by J. Harold
MacDowell.

Agree Ideal Projection Possible

with Present Equipment—Second In-

stallment of “Better Theatres” Sur-

vey.

Van Husan Takes Over Motiograph
for Two States.

Description of new Film Rewinding
Machine.

Equip New Steamer for Motion Pic-

ture Performances.

The Elements of Theatre Lighting,

by Jacob Gilston.

Good Will—It is Easy to Get and
a Valuable Asset, by Regge Doran.

Finkelstein & Ruben Managers
Hold Meet in Minneapolis.

New Lobby Display Frame Com-
bines Action and Color.

Meeting the Varied Problems of

Theatre Heating, Ventilation, by Al-

fred P. Brown.

Theatre Interior is Rebuilt in Five

Days; Cost is $100,000.

Safeguarding the Organ from the

Effects of Cold Weather and Damp-
ness, by P. K. Cramblet.

Henry J. Schweim Made Member of

“Better Theatres” Advisory Staff.

Better Advertising Era Dawns.

Operatic Picture Requires Operatic

Interpretation, by Iris Vining.

Schoenstadts Launch Building Pro-

gram in Chicago.

financing project be presented in the cor-

rect manner if it is to receive whole heart-

ed support.

“Better Theatres” is bringing to the at-

tention of exhibitors, probably for the first

time, definite suggestions and advice on
this important subject in the current series

of articles by Mr. N. E. Durant. They
contain valuable facts, workable examples
and a keen understanding of financing de-

tails. These articles are worth reading—

-

and filing away for future reference.

Improving

Projection
Whatever else may contribute to the

cause of better projection it is obvious that

fundamental requirements include ample
space for the equipment, and real working
facilities for the projectionist. It goes with-
out saying that the operator is entitled to

necessary comforts in his working sur-

roundings. The surprising thing is that

he has apparently been neglected in this

respect as revealed in the survey conducted
by this department. Give your operator a

fair chance and he will produce a better

picture on the screen.—H. E. HOLQUIST.

Fox Completes Plans
for 5,000 Seat House

in Downtown Detroit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH, Jan. 19.—Fox has
completed plans for a 5,000-seat theater on
Woodward avenue, near the heart of the

Detroit theatrical district, Walter Shafer,
manager of the Fox-Washington, has an-
nounced. The theater, which is to be start-

ed immediately, has a frontage of 70 feet

on Woodward avenue, between Columbia
and Montcalm streets. It is less than a

block away from John H. Ivunsky’s new
State theater, which opened last Decem-
ber. The house will be ready for opening
in September 1927, Mr. Shafer says.

The theater will present elaborate acts

and have an 80-piece house orchestra. How-
ard Crane of Detroit is the architect. He
planned the Capitol, State and Madison,

for Ivunsky. The Fox-Washington will be

disposed of as soon as the new house is

completed. The present lease runs eight

more years.

The new Fox theater will give Detroit

27,500 first run sats downtown.
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$8,000,000 Worth of Theatre

RCHXTECT WALTER W. AHLSCH-
LAGER, Chicago, is designer of the

Roxy theatre, New York City, world’s largest

playhouse, which will represent an expendi-

ture of $8,000,000. “Better Theatres” in

this issue publishes complete and detailed

facts and figures covering aspects of the great

structure interesting to showmen.
The Roxy will seat 6,214 persons. The

weekly operating expense anticipated is

$35,000 while the possible box office intake

is $100,000.

From a radio broadcasting station located

in a two-story Italian villa atop the theatre,

“Roxy and His Gang” will continue the pro-

grams which have been considered in large

measure responsible for the great personal

popularity of S. L. Rothafel.
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Here It Is—The Roxy, World’s

Largest Picture Theatre
“Better Theatres” Presents Facts and Figures of
Greatest Playhouse—$35,000 to he Weekly “Nut”

IOver-all Cost of Theatre $8,000,000—Possible Weekly
Gross $100,000—Weekly “Nut” $35,000

UTotal Seating Capacity 6,214—Main Floor 2,982—Mez-
zanine 1,054—Balcony 2,178

IPerformer Capacity of Stage 150—Orchestra Pit 100

—

Choir Chambers 100

!IArea of Site 52,280 sq. ft.—Main Entrance 40x100 ft.

—

Foyer 100x100 ft.—Main Auditorium 190x200 ft.

^Projection Throw from Booth Niched Into Front of

Balcony 95 ft.

Mndividual Six-story Building at Back Houses Dressing

Rooms, Try-out Auditorium, Ballet School, etc.

HTwo-story Italian Villa on Roof Contains “Roxy’s”
Studio and Modern Broadcasting Station

UTliree Organ Consoles on Separate Elevating Stage

—

Orchestra Pit Elevation Range 15 ft.

HOrgan Chambers Beneath Stage—600 Ton Refrigerating

Unit—Public Elevators (to Balcony) Capacity 35 Pas-

sengers Each

S L. ROTHAFEL’S
• Roxy theatre, designed

by Walter W. Ahlschlager
of Chicago, undoubtedly
will be the outstanding ex-

ample in the motion picture

theatre world of the mer-
chandising principle upon
which the success of many
of our foremost industries

is based. This refers to in-

creasing volume which pro-

duces decreasing unit costs,

which principle is the back-
bone of such industries as

automobiles, chain stores,

five and ten cent stores, the

merging of banks, and so

on, almost too large to at-

tempt to indicate. In short,

this principle applies almost
to any successful business.

Therefore, the “Roxy” with
6,214 seats.

The new Roxy theatre

has reached the ultimate

and its entire architectural

program, as reviewed by its

architect, has made an ex-
ceedingly interesting prob-
lem to solve and has given
rise to new and refreshing
forms for composition.

^ ^ ^

In the Roxy theatre a

body of 6,214 people, all

comfortably seated, shall

view a picture accompanied
by an orchestra of over 100
musicians. The size of the

theatre favoring an elabor-

ate enframement of the picture program,
productions supported by anywhere around
150 people on the stage at one time, and
100 additional voices concealed in the choir

chambers, may be presented to this mam-
moth audience.

To not only make this possible, to not
only take care of 3,500 people in the lobby
and foyers, while they are waiting their

chance at seats, after they have purchased
their tickets from six cashiers on entering,

to make the theatre in its entirety without
equal architecturally and artistically, to,

last but not least, create a highly profitable

operating unit, from a showman’s stand-
point, was the problem in its entirety as
presented by S. A. Rothafel (Roxy) and
his associates to their architect.

The owners, bankers and other operators
familiar with the project, are already aware
of its economic advantages. The design
of the theatre makes a weekly gross up to

$100,000 possible, making architectural
problems not found even in the ordinary
large theatre. In keeping with the size of
the project, Mr. Rothafel has estimated
that his weekly expenditures will approxi-
mate $35,000.

i}: Jji

Reference to the sketch will show that a
tract was acquired having a total area of
52,280 square feet, and that the 40'xl00'
portion constitutes the main entrance, the

100'xl00' portion the large elliptical foyer,

and the 190'x200' 10" portion the auditorium

proper. The main floor has a seating capa-
city of 2,982 seats, the mezzanine 1,054, and
the balcony 2,178 seats, total 6,214.

Probably the first interesting deviation
from ordinary theatre design is the method
of staircases and approach to the three
groups of seats. The patrons to the main
floor of the auditorium, having passed
through the entrance, will travel the long
axis of the elliptical foyer to the audi-
torium. Patrons to the mezzanine floor will

travel one-half the length of the long axis,

and then up a separate and private marble
staircase sixteen feet wide to the mezza-
nine floor. Patrons for the balcony, im-
mediately upon entering the large foyer,
will turn to the left and travel by means
of a sixteen foot wide winding marble
staircase to the tunnel floor. Patrons to

the balcony will at all times have a vista,

through the colonnades, to the entire foyer,
and likewise will be visible, as they are en-
route up the stairway, to all persons on the
main floor of the foyer. For those who de-
sire to reach the balcony via elevator, two
large elevators have been designed with a
capacity up to thirty-five persons each,

which will stop only at the main floor and
the tunnel floor.

* * *

A thorough digest of this line of travel
will show clearly that a very important
problem—the mastery and control of large
crowds by the operators, has been simpli-
fied and made possible by dividing each

set as soon as possible and
sending them on their re-

spective and separate jour-

neys, each in a definite

direction of the shortest

possible length.

Within the actual walls

of the auditorium at each
floor, confusion, always
prevalent with crowds, has
been eliminated by spa-

ciousness at usually trouble-

some locations.

To enframe the spectacle

of an audience over six

thousand has in itself pre-

sented a possibility unfet-
tering, infinitesimally crea-

tive instincts and architec-

tural ideals never before
made possible. Every archi-

tectural form dictated by
the practical conditions of
the structure have been
made useful to the pro-
ducer to put in force any
fanciful idea of stagecraft.

An innovation in organ
building has been designed,
placing the organ chambers
beneath the stage. The
commonly excessive volume
of vibration now affecting
patrons of the balcony
seats, where organ lofts are
elevated on either side of
stage opening, has been
eliminated and that space
heretofore so allotted has
been used for the creation
of vistas and architectural

embellishments, such as a pair of huge
richly carved winding stairs starting at the
ground floor on either side of the proscen-
ium and twisting upward to odd pulpitlike
landings until they reach the ceiling.

* * *

The ancient Greek idea of putting the
chorus out into the audience may be
actually put into use and likewise choir
presentations, processions may be produced
as effectively as in the largest European
cathedral. Taking into account that the
arrangement of a great amount of color
lighting, architecturally concealed, working
balconies for spot lighting, it becomes evi-
dent that the audience is seated in a work-
able stage setting itself.

It is the architect’s conception that archi-
tectural forms, rather than paint, shall
decorate the auditorium, that the crowds
and vistas shall enhance the spectacle and
that the concealed four color lighting with
its power to control and change the entire
color scheme of the house, together with
the music of the chorus, the concealed
choir, the organ, and the orchestra shall

for many atmosphere desired in working
stagecraft on the stage, in front of a
lowered curtain, or both.

The orchestra pit, of a size accommodat-
ing one hundred musicians, may be lowered
by electrical control to a distance of fifteen

feet below stage level, from which lower
position direct access is available to club
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Above: Exterior view of the great “Roxy” theatre, New York City, and below,

a view of elliptical foyer to auditorium. An interesting deviation from

ordinary design as conceived by the architect Walter W. Ahlschlager is the

method of staircases as shown in foyer view, permitting quick and direct

access to main floor, mezzanine and balcony seats. Patrons to various levels

will travel in separate directions, eliminating possibility of confusion in

handling large crowds. For those who desire to reach the balcony via eleva-

tor, two large elevators have been designed with a capacity of 35 persons each.

The seating capacity of the Roxy will be 8,214 with waiting accommodations

for one-half as many more in lobby and foyers.

W. W. AHLSCHLAGER
rooms, lounge room, lockers, smoking
room, and library of musicians. This plat-

form may be raised to a total height of
three feet above stage level, if desired.

A separate elevator, within the orchestra
pit, independent of the elevator of the

orchestra platform, will take care of the

piano and the lecturn, enabling it to be
elevated, if desired, independently. In
front of the orchestra pit, and as an exten-
sion thereof, is located the fourth electric

elevating platform, upon which are located
three organ consoles, which again may be
operated independently of the orchestra
platform; and of the lecturn platform.

s|c >jc jfc

The stage presents many interesting ap-
pointments. Its maximum depth at the
center line is 55 feet. Approximately the
rear half of the stage is elevated by elec-

tric elevator 60 feet wide, 20 feet deep,
enabling 75 people to be located thereon
below stage, and raised into position at

stage level or above the stage in terrace
fashion, and enabling them to be as quickly
removed. A scenic production of great
splendor may also be built thereon in al-

most prolific fashion.

Drawing into one’s imagination the

aforementioned stagecraft employed in the

actual auditorium and adding the stage

possibilities with an elevated orchestra, cur-

tain up, and two terraced back stages raised

and ballet in action, exemplifies the possi-

bilities of this theatre from a gigantic

spectacular standpoint.

* * *

Another highly interesting development
in the design of a large motion picture

theatre is the manner of projection, de-

signed by the architect in the Roxy theatre.

Contrary to precedent, the projection room
is located, not at the rear wall of the bal-

cony, where the angle of projection is

sometimes as steep as 45 degrees, but in a

cut-out formed at the front railing of the

balcony, as an examination of the entire

auditorium, here portrayed, will depict.

The result of this method of design is that

instead of a projection of 180 feet from
machine to screen, as would be the case

ordinarily, if the booth were located at the

rear of the balcony, the projection is 95

feet, and the lense of the projection ma-
chine is only eight feet above the top of

the screen. The projection room, by the

way, is mechanically ventilated and cooled,
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the same as the balance of the auditorium
and foyer.

* * *

On the subject of cooling furnished by
a 600 ton refrigerating unit, it is interest-

ing to note that back stage an individual

six-story building is being built, an institu-

tion in itself, where are housed the many
dressing rooms necessary for large produc-
tions. The comfort of these people who
are doing the work front or back stage in

all of their varied capacities has been con-
sidered. The ballet rehearsal room, club
rooms, try-out rooms, in fact every room
is individually cooled. There is not one
room throughout the entire project that is

not cooled in the summer-time. In this

building is located a suite of broadcasting

rooms of a most improved type. Vertical

travel in this wing is again accomplished

by an elevator.

On the roof of the lobby portion of the

theatre has been designed a two-story Ital-

ian villa. On the lower floor will be the

executive and business offices, while the

studio of “Roxy” himself and his many
reception and assistants’ rooms will grace
the top. This portion will have a private

elevator connecting it with the street level.

While this theatre is today the largest

of its kind that mankind has anywhere con-

ceived, its magnitude is made possible only
by several facts, among which may be

enumerated the increasing desire of picture

patrons to see and hear the best in this

art—the ever increasing ability of the ex-

hibitor to put on and improve his show

—

the ever increasing betterment in the pro-

duction of films—the ever increasing recog-

nition of bankers and investors of the sta-

bility of motion picture theatre securities—

and the ever increasing ambition of picture

theatre owners to improve the art and
science of the building of theatres over
those already existing. May the science of

theatre building construction and operation

continue to improve.

So. Dakota Theatre
Asks Listing on
Roll Exchange

Ryan & Kundert, Empress thea-

tre, Beresford, South Dakota, swell

the ranks of the Music Roll Ex-
change, their name being added to

the list this month. They are in

position to exchange rolls with other

exhibitors suitable for the follozmng
instruments: Wurlitzer Pian-Con-
cert Orchestra Style “K” and the

Seeberg “X” player piano.

* * *

The Music Roll Exchange, spon-
sored and conducted by exhibitors
through this department has for its

purpose the exchange of music rolls

among the various members. Exhib-
itors who would like to exchange
rolls with other theatres need sim-

ply indicate their desire in a letter

to “Better Theatres” stating the type
of instrument used.

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE
J. M. BAILEY, Bailey theatre,

Waverly, Kansas. (Electric
Player).

DR. J. G. OHLWEIN, Royal the-
atre, New Boston, 111. (Empress
Electric).

F. G. ROBERTS, American the-
atre, Ada, Okla. (Wurlitzer A
Flute and Photoplayer).

R. H. McFARLANE, Liberty the-
atre, Burkbumett, Texas. (See-
burg “S”).

MAGNET THEATRE, Danville,
Quebec, Canada. (Wurlitzer
“O”).

M. K. HARRIS, Liberty theatre,
Franklyn, Ky. (Reproduco).

J. J. DISCH, Majestic theatre,
Cudahy, Wis. (Wurlitzer “O”)-

CHARLES E. BARBER, Electric
theatre, Tilden, 111. (Wurlitzer
Style “O”).

GUNTHER & METZGER, Pal-

ace theatre. Syracuse, Neb.
(Gulbransen).

C. H. MUEY, Pastime theatre,

Richmond, Ind. (Wurlitzer “G”).

R. C. BUXTON, Strand theatre,

McCracken, Kan. (Cremona).

F. A. FERGUSON, Royal theatre,

Fairmount, Ind. (Seeburg “S”).

WICHITA THEATRE, Wichita,
Kans. (Reproduco).

JESS LeBRUN, Cort theatre, De-
catur, Ind. (Wurlitzer O Du-
plex).

R. SMITH, Palace theatre, Rock-
mart, Ga. (Seeburg “W”).

RYAN & KUNDERT, Empress
theatre, Beresford, Okla. (Wur-
litzer Pian-Concert Style “K”
and Seeberg “X” player piano.)
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Free Song Slides

and Music Store Tie - Ups

Are Available Aids in Putting

Over Organ Solos
By HARRY L. W'AGNER

Organist, Empress Theatre, Chicago, III.

M ANY organists, and exhibi-

tors, too, are not aware that

leading music publishers

maintain an illustrated song slide de-

partment, the service of which is free

to bona fide soloists. These publishers

are well represented in Chicago and in

New York, and all that is necessary

to receive their cheerful co-operation

is to write them your wants and see

that your solo is given some publicity

either by programs or newspaper, and
send them a copy occasionally.

This shows them that you are really

doing something and they will be only

too glad to supply you with all their

latest sets of slides. These slides as

a rule are just a “one and two”
arrangement, but some of the more
enterprising publishers are now put-

ting out “specials,” which have some
one particular song as the theme
piece but embody several old favorite

songs in a medley form. Especially

arranged organ copies of the music
to fit them is also available. All that

is necessary is to learn it and play it.

* * *

There are also several songs put out
in film form, withthe action portrayed
and the words fading in on the scene
of action. This is also a very affec-

tive solo stunt when carefully

rendered.

These two kinds of solo arrangements
require no more than your rehearsal and
preformance of them because they are nov-
elty stunts in themselves and you will find
that your audience will like them very much.
You will probably find the publishers some-
what reluctant in supplying this sort of ma-
terial until they have had proof that they
are receiving any benefit through your
work. The main reason tor this is that
these sets are quite expensive, and of
course the supply is always more limited
than the straight verse and chorus illustra-

tions. But show them that you have the

“goods” and they will send you anything.
* * *

Before I go into the novelty suggestions
I want to say that one of the most impor-
tant things in an organ solo is to mem-
orize the music completely if you possibly

can. This eliminates the “Amateur” im-
pression of reading the music as you play

it, and adds professional dignity.

You will find too, that a song that is

somewhat familiar to your listeners will

be received much better than one right off

the press. So don’t be too anxious to give

them brand new songs all the time, but

rather, those that they can hum along with
you. Let the current phonograph record
releases, radio tunes, and dance orchestras

guide you somewhat in your selection of a

solo.

In putting on any specialty, the expense
of it is what interests the employer always,

and after all, what good is it if it doesn’t

help the box office? And even if the organ
stunt does increase the business, the ex-

pense of it must be kept at a mnimum to

realize a profit.

First of all we have what is called “The
Voice of The Organ.” This is done by
having a singer, preferably a man, either

inside the organ chamber, or in near prox-

imity of the chamber and concealed from
view, sing the solo as it is being played.

Soft registrations including the Vox Hum-
ana must be used, in order that the singer

can predominate. The effect on the audi-

ence is bewildering and the stunt invari-

ably is greeted with much applause.

* * *

The expense of the singer is an impor-

tant item. Your most enterprising local

music store should be visited and a window
tie-up arranged during the time you are

featuring the particular song. They co-

operate with you fully and probably supply

the singer themselves. But if not, they

will undoubtedly share the expense with

you in return for the publicity received

and of course the increase in the sale of

that song. This will make the expense of

the stunt very little.

If your theatre has a stage, the “illusion”

stunt is a very simple matter. This is done

with a' scrim, curtain upon which the slides

are projected, with the scene in the rear of

it. The scrim is inexpensive and is a

permanent investment for future use. Ten
dollars will cover the cost of a large one.

My most recent use of this, was on
,

the

Feist song, “Pal Of My Cradle Days.” I

played the verse and chorus with the slides

on the picture screen. At the finish of the

chorus, the curtain closes in on the screen.

There is a very nice poem by L. Wolfe
Gilbert in this version, but I did not use

the slides. I memorized this poem, and as

the curtain closed on the chorus, I stopped

playing and turned facing the audience and

recited it, while a violinist (concealed)

played that old ballad “Mother.”

At the finish of the poem the curtains

part and the second chorus slides are pro-

jected on the scrim, and through it the

audience sees the old mother knitting in

front of the fireplace. Needless to say the

solo was a big hit and the expense was
practically nothing, because most any one
can make up for mother character with the

assistance of a black dress and a white wig.

* * *

A small or Baby Spot light is used to

illuminate the face of the character and
the balance of the light comes from the

filtering through of the slides. The scrim
is hung immediately in back of the picture
screen, and the ‘Set’ in the rear of the
Scrim. The interlude during the recitation

of the poem gives the stage crew time to

clear the screen and open the curtains again
on the scrim.

Another very good use of the scrim is on
songs that you wish to use a singer on and
have them in view. If it is a sentimental
number, the singer may be seated in a small
parlor ‘Set’ behind the scrim and sing during
the rendition of the number. Or, simpler
still, the singer may stand just behind the
scrim facing the audience and sing as the
slides are thrown on the sheet. You can
readily see the possibilities for unusual
stunts through the use of the partially

transparent screen and you may have some
real good original ideas to work out your-
self. I shall be pleased to hear from any
of my readers regarding these things.

* * *

Of all the different kinds of solo stunts

and novelty ideas, the one that stands out

alone as the most popular of all is com-
munity singing. It never fails to make a
big hit and generally leaves jjjae audience
clamoring for more.

There is one phase in this kind of a solo

that you must plan on. Regardless of how
well your audience knows the songs in the

medley, the most of them are rather reluc-

tant to sing if they have never done any-

thing of this kind, It is a very good idea

to “plant” from two to a half dozen singers

throughout the house, the number of

singers according to the size of your house.

Even though the audience may sense that

they are “plants” it will get them started

singing, and usually before the medley is

finished you are unable to hear the organ
above the voices. Only the first few times

you do this will it be necessary to have
“starters” because your followers will

warm up, so to speak, in a very short time.

* 4=

In playing one of these solos, your regis-

trations must be heavy enough to make the

lead stand out. And you must also make
your rhythm very pronounced in order to

keep the crowd singing in unison. Even
then, they will sometimes “get away” from
you and then you must open the organ up
and make each beat of time stand out with

( Continued on page 24 )
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THEATRE FINANCING ‘ZsL

Methods of Raisin Cash Difference

Between Loan and Project Cost
By N. E. DURAND

Of Frederick C. Foltz & Co., Architects, Engineers, Chicago

I
T is not reasonable to expect that

your banker or bond house will

loan you the entire amount of

money necessary to completely finance

your building project as this would
eliminate the margin of safety that

their investors demand. Therefore,

you will have to supply the difference

between the net proceeds of the first

mortgage or first mortgage bond issue,

and the actual cost of the building and
furnishings as shown in the example
outlined in box on this page.

Now comes the question of how to

supply this difference and it’s a real

question too, because whoever makes
your first mortgage or first mortgage

bond issue will not allow you to draw
any of the proceeds until you show
conclusively that you are able to make
up this difference and that therefore,

the total of the net amount of their

loan plus what you put in will be suffi-

cient to complete the building, free

from any liens or other encumbrances
prior to their own mortgage.

* * *

While the following methods, which
have been found practical and work-
able, are discussed separately it may
take a combination of two or more of

them to solve your own particular

problem. However, do not place upon
them the burden of raising the entire

cash difference. Rather they should

be considered as junior financing to

augment your own cash resources go-

ing into the building. Remember
these outside contributors expect you
to put in an equitable amount in cash,

as it is your project and you are the

one in position to reap the benefits of

its being.

1st—The Preferred Stock Plan.

2nd—The Second Mortgage Plan.

3rd—The Debenture Certificates

to Subcontractor’s Plan.

4th—Advance Rental on Leased
Space Plan.

5th—The Preferred Stock In-

ducement Plan to Benefited Ad-
joining Property Owners.

THE PREFERRED STOCK
PLAN will aid in junior financing by
virtue of the exhibitor incorporating
his building project under the laws of
whatever State and in whatever man-

Refer to This

Table
For purposes of this series of

articles the figures published below
form the assumed basis of Mr. N. E.

Durand’s comprehensive discussion

of the subject of theatre financing.

In connection with his current article

reference should be made to the

proposition assumed which is as fol-

iozvs:

Value of land owned clear. $ 50,000.00

Cost of building 150,000.00

Cost of furnishings 30,000.00

Cost of mortgage or bond
issue items, such as com-
mission, 6 months’ inter-

est in advance during
construction, taxes, re-

cording fees and insur-

ance 14,000.00

Total $254,000.00

Total value $254,000.00

Less land value 50,000.00

$204,000.00

Less mortgage or bond is-

sue based on 60% of

total value 152,000.00

Total cash to be raised in

addition to loan $ 52,000.00

The first of Mr. Durand’s articles

on theatre financing appeared in

“Better Theatres” for December 26.

In that number he discusses the kind

of a proposition that will appeal to

your local banker or bond house.

“Better Theatres”
,

through Mr.
Durand who is a member of its Ad-
visory Staff will be glad to answer
problems and questions from readers,

pertaining to theatre financing. Com-
munications may be addressed to

“Better Theatres,” Finance Depart-
ment.

ner his local attorney advises—issuing

common and preferred stock, all of

the common stock which represents

the real ownership of the project to be

kept by the Exhibitor, the preferred

stock to be sold to the public and the

proceeds used* in helping to erect the

building.
* * *

Your attorney will tell you that this

preferred stock can be sold on a basis

whereby you have the right to redeem
it at any time which you may elect at

a prearranged premium thereby ob-

taining the aid and support of the

public for a fair consideration, yet not

in any way giving up any part of your
personal ownership of the project.

An issue of this kind would not
hinder in any way the usage of other

suggested methods of financing and
should be sold without any difficulty

providing the exhibitor has a good
name and a successful record. Many
of the largest and most successful ex-
hibitors favor not only putting a Pre-
ferred Stock issue out in the hands
of the public, but keeping it there, as
the results are very beneficial in a
number of ways. For instance a wide
distribution of stock

:

1st—Increases patronage—people will in-

variably favor what they are personally in-

terested in. This class of stockholders are
encouraged to feel that they are patron-part-
ners.

2nd—Has tendency to offset any local ad-
verse legislation against Motion Pictures
(such as Sunday closing laws and excessive
taxation and license fees).

3rd—By faithfully producing dividends
for these stockholders the Exhibitor is

building up a loyal source of financing for
future growth or extension of activities.

T PI E SECOND MORTGAGE
PLAN—To understand this method
of financing let us speak in terms of

percentage granting that the entire

cost of the project which includes

land, building, furnishings, financing

costs and fees represents 100%. Then
you may reasonably expect to obtain

a first mortgage or first mortgage bond
issue of 60 %. This leaves a 40%
difference to be made up and it is

customary for bankers or bond houses
to supply an additional 20% of the

whole which is secured by a second
mortgage on the project. Thus you
will have 60% from one source and
20% from another or a total of 80%
leaving a balance of 20% for you to

put in .

* * *

Your banker or bond house will

necessarily charge you more commis-
sion on the second mortgage than on
the first mortgage as obviously the

former has a much less margin of se-

curity and is, therefore, more hazard-

ous—and cannot be resold to the same
class of investors or at the same rate

as the first mortgage.

The next article will deal with the

other methods of junior financing.
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Everlasting

SATISFACTION!
THE NAME

The Super Reflector Arc Lamp’

ON YOUR REFLECTOR ARC LAMP
EQUIPMENT IS YOUR ASSURANCE
OF THE UTMOST IN

QUALITY and RESULTS

The Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp has justly
earned an enviable reputation by its ability to
continuously deliver maximum service even
after years of use.

Peerless Lamps are built to enduring propor-
tions, precision standards and of the highest
grade material obtainable. Everlasting Satis-
faction of the purchaser is positively assured.

Peerless performance is more than a state-
ment of promise, it is a statement based upon
the complete satisfaction of thousands of
users.

To obtain Peerless results, Peerless Reflector
Arc Lamps must be used, there is no substi-
tute, so

—

WHY EXPERIMENT?

DISTRIBUTED BY
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 Seventh Ave.

,

New York, N. Y.

Perkins Electric Co.,
Montreal, Que., Canada
Toronto, Ont., Canada
Winnipeg. Man., Canada.

Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co.,
1311 Vine St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh Theatre Supply Co.,
1006 Forbes St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co.,

132 E. Second South St.

Salt Lake City, Utah.
B. F. Shearer, Inc.,

210 Virginia St.,

Seattle, Wash.
Simplex Theatre Supply Co.,
302 S. Harwood St.,

Dallas, Texas.
Southern Theatre Equipment Co.,

100 Walton St.
Atlanta. Ga.

Southern Theatre Equipment Co.,

306 S. Harwood St.,

Dallas, Texas.

Theatre Equipment Co.,
2109 John It St.,

Detroit, Mich.

Theatre Supply & Equipment Co..

102 Walton St.

Atlanta. Ga.

United Theatre Equipment Co..
26 Piedmont St., Boston.
Boston, Mass.

Utah Theatre Supply Co.,

125 E. Second South St.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Washington Theatre Supply Co..

719 Ninth St. N. W.,
Washington. D. C.

Yale Theatre Supply Co.,
108 W. 18th St..

Kansas City, Mo.

Yale Theatre Supply Co.,
10 S. Hudson St..

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Cole Theatre Supply Co.,

109 W. 18th St.,

Kansas City. Mo.
Amusement Supply Co.,

2105 John It St.,

Detroit, Mich.
Auburn Theatrical Supply Co.,
Auburn, N. Y.
Becker Theatre Supply Co.,
416 Pearl St..

Buffalo, N. Y.
California Motion Picture Equipment
1916 S. Vermont St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
67 Church St.,

Boston, Mass.
Exhibitors Supply Co. of Ind.,
128 W. Ohio St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Exhibitors Supply Co.,

825 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago. 111.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
Film Bldg., 21st & Payne Ave.,
Cleveland. Ohio.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
824 Twenty -first St.,
Denver, Colo.
Exhibitors Supply Co..
715 Wells St..

Milwaukee. Wis.
Exhibitors Supply Co.,
221 Loeb Arcade Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Exhibitors Supply Co.,
15th & Davenport Sts.,
Omaha, Nebr.
Exhibitors Supply Co..
3315 Olive St.,

St. Louis, Mo.
N. C. Haefele & Co.,
228 N. Gay St..
Baltimore, Md.
Hollis Smith Morton Co.,
1024 Forbes St.

Pittsburgh. Pa.
Western Theatre Supply Co.,
121 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Dwyer Bros. & Co..
520 Broadway,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
552-54 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILLS
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Acoustic Considerations in the

Design of Public Buildings
By J. HAROLD MACDOWELL , A. I. A., R. A. I. C.

Reprinted from “Acoustics in Building Design” Published by the Macoustic Engineering Company, Cleveland, 0.

W HEN an architect has been commis-
sioned to design and plan a building,

and particularly if that building is to be

used for Educational, Recreational, Musical

or Political functions, the question that first

arises in his mind after he has the form
and design practically established is : “What
shall I do about the acoustical treatment?

Shall I employ an authority on this subject

or shall I take a chance as I have done

before, and as others are doing, and trust

to good fortune to provide average re-

sults ?”

The building might contain classrooms,

school auditorium, offices, a gymnasium, a

church auditorium, an assembly hall, a con-

cert hall, a theatre and even factory space

or a workshop. The school auditorium,

the church, the theatre and the concert hall

usually take precedence over the other

rooms in the matter of giving them acous-

tical thought or treatment ;
but if these are

important, why are not the others, just as

important ?

* * *

In the olden days when modern building

materials were unknown great spans were

unheard of. Structures were designed with

spans of wooden beams or masonry
arches. Soft plasters were used in many
cases where stone or masonary interiors

were not used, and due to the impossibility

of using large spans in floors and ceilings,

deep beams, panels, coffers, ribs and other

structural and ornamental features were

used in the ceilings. Where these were

used the acoustical results were generally

fair and in some cases the proportions of

the room were such as to render the room
excellent acoustically.

In these days of modern building ma-

terials, such as steel beams and trusses, and

laws requiring the use of fireproof ma-

terials like metal lath and hard plaster, all

of which are enemies to acoustical results,

the Architect is confronted with a problem

which is indeed complex. Fortunately for

him the general public has been more or

less educated to believe that acoustics is a

chance and there is practically no remedy

if the results prove unfavorable.

However, in the last few years the public

is coming to realize that there is a solution

to the acoustical problem and building

committees are commencing to question

the architect as to what he knows about

the subject of acoustics. Goodly sums of

money are being paid to authorities who
claim to be able to rectify or prevent a bad

condition. However, when one steps into

a room the size of the Cleveland Audito-

rium for example, and notices the carrying

qualities the purity of tone and the perfect

audibility which exists throughout he can-

not but believe his own ears and is then

ready to demand that every building or

room should contain the proper acoustic

qualities.
* * *

The principle of sound direction and con-

trol upon which I work has proven that in

every case the results are completely satis-

factory. The question is asked me every

day by some Architect, builder, or owner

:

“Can we get the same acoustical results in

our building as Mr. So-and-so in his build-

ing in which your method was used?” My

answer is always positively in the affirm-

ative. When designing a building for good
acoustics the Architect should always bear
in mind that if in his design he breaks up
the ceiling and side walls, the more pro-

jection he has, the less the resonance he
will get and the fewer the probable echoes
from different points. He must bear in

mind that sound waves travelling from a

source of sound, go out in circles radiating

from the source in all directions—vertically,

horizontally, diagonally, and so forth, but
that the main wave generally is in a ver-

tical and horizontal formation and these

main waves are the ones which need par-

ticular attention.

Taking for example a speaker from a

platform—who is always elevated to a cer-

tain extent about the main auditorium floor

—his voice is being thrown out into the

room directed to the audience to whom he
is speaking. Every wave created by the

sound that he utters is travelling in that

direction. As the wave travels it broadens
and in a very small fraction of a second
is bound to come in contact with some
vertical or horizontal surface. The only

portion which is generally absorbed is that

received by the ear of the audience.

These waves being carried along, coming
in contact with hard, vibrant surfaces, are

reflected back into the audience at certain

angles and are received by the audience at

a period of time later than the first impact

of the same sound wave. It is therefore
necessary to prevent that destructive
portion of the wave from getting back
to the audience and creating the dis-

turbance.
Some methods of correction recommend

the use of a high absorbing material which
will almost entirely absorb the wave. This
tends to create in the room a condition

which is known as “dead.”
These wandering waves should not be

entirely destroyed but should be thrown

Entrance to new Chinese theatre to be
erected by Sid Grauman in Holly-
wood. It is said it will be the most
picturesque and unique playhouse in

the world. Meyer and Holler, archi-

tects.

from one point to another in an effort to

reduce the speed of the wave. This should
be done by redirecting its course after com-
ing in contact with certain surfaces. After
a sound wave has come in contact with
three or four obstructions in its path and
its course is deflected in different directions,

this wave becomes lessened in speed and
is so much fatigued and worn out that it

only acts as a resonating factor to the
waves following afterwards. This is

known as “sound control.”
5jC 5*C

It is very true that should a person be
suspended from a short distance below the
ceiling of a room which I would design,

he would find the various noises of inter-

ferences and the amount of excess rever-
beration most disturbing and it would be
almost impossible to distinguish any word
spoken. I use the ceiling particularly as a
trap for these sound waves which we do
not want to re-enter the auditorium or the
direct path of the succeeding sound waves.
Sound rises at a known and considerable

rate of speed. There should be in any the-

atre or auditorium a floor (if it is desired
to obtain proper audibility for the occu-
pants) that is pitched to a certain degree
so as to allow the sound wave in its rising

to sweep along over the audience so that

the people in the rear of the auditorium
get the full value of the crest of the wave
exactly as do those near the speaker. This
is a very important part in the directional

portion of our principle, and as everyone
knows that sound does rise at a remarkable
rate of speed, one only needs to use com-
mon sense to see that this feature is prac-
tical.

In designing theatres we generally slope

our floors in order to obtain proper sight

line for the stage, usually without thinking
or realizing that this slope if properly
designed can be of tremendous value from
an acoustical standpoint. The slope of the

floor varies with the length of the room and
the height of the stage or platform should
be in a definite relation to the rear of the

seated area either above or below a datum
line. The exact figures can only be ob-
tained after knowing the length and con-
ditions of the auditorium. In many au-
ditoriums that must be used for exhibitions

this feature has to be eliminated and natu-
rally the acoustical results reduced to a
certain degree.

^ ^

The reason that proper audition is diffi-

cult in many churches is because of a flat

floor. The sound waves traveling along
and upward become out of reach of the

listeners at the rear end of the church.
They have to depend entirely upon that

sound reaching them from a reflecting

surface, and if the Architect does not know
just how to have these sounds reflected,

the results are generally more or less dis-

astrous.

Back in the days of the Romans they
realized that sound travels upward and
therefore built their coliseums with their

seats highly elevated above the stages. But
as these coliseums were generally open-

air structures the elevation of the seats

was generally more than in buildings that

were covered. Along these lines balconies

( Continued on page 22)
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Patronage
is not won
by magic

Our service men have studied the success of theatres

in all parts of the country, operating under widely

different business methods.

They have discovered nothing mysterious about any

theatre’s success, but have found results invariably

lead back to sound business logic of knowing what

the public wants.

These experts in projection and theatre management offer you the benefit of

their wide experience. They will gladly show you how better methods improve

business.

Of course they recommend Simplex Projectors because they know perfect

projection is a great asset. But their services carry no obligation.

Ask to have a Simplex Service man call on you. He’s a good man to know.

SIMPLEX DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold St., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Agree Ideal Projection Possible

With Present Equipment
“Better Theatres” Publishes Second Installment

of Comprehensive Survey on Projection Problems

EDWARD REGULA, Bristol Theatre,

Bristol, Conn. (1) It has improved from
50 to 100 per cent in some instances. (2)
The projection which I am working at the

present time is of the following dimen-
sions,, which I consider are pretty fair:

Projection room proper is 14 feet long, 10

feet wide, and 12 feet high. Generator
room adjoining is 6 feet long, 10 feet wide
and 12 feet high, with switchboard for

motor controls which controls all current.

N. B. Would advise putting in toilet facil-

ities. (3) More carefulness on the part of

the projectionist in handling and taking
care while in his possession. Keeping his

projectors in good condition. Also on the

exchange part in handling film and put a

more thorough inspection of same after

each showing if possible in order to check
on theatres using poor projectors and dam-
aging film. (4) Keep up the good work
as it has already done in the past, keeping
the manager and projectionist in touch
with the best equipment obtainable and
swapping ideas to work out. (5) To a

certain extent, yes, but I believe it can be
improved to some better advantage. One
is there ought to be some mention in re-

pairs on projectors as the copy is filed in

office of manager. (6) The only means
that I consider to be the best to win con-
fidence of the manager by proving and
selling the idea to him how to better the

screen projection to a better advantage.

(7) To my estimation, with the equipment
obtainable at the present time, a competent
projectionist should obtain the best pos-
sible. (8) That is hard to define. It is

pretty hard to say. If there is some in-

ventor who can obtain the third dimension
of a picture without the aid of any de-
vices before audience eyes, I think that will

be the most improvement that can happen
in the near future. (9) By placing capable
and competent projectionists who know
their business and supplying them with
good and standard equipment.

* * *

D. A. GUTHRIE, The Ritz Theatre,
Mansfield, Ohio, (i) I think that it is very
easy to estimate the standard of projection
in most theatres. Where a theatre is pro-
gressive, and managed in an up-to-date

The Survey
1. What has been your observation

with regard to the standard of pro-

jection in theatres generally?

2. What do you consider the mini-

mum size and requisites of the effi-

cient projection room?
3. What can be done to help the

print situation?

4. What can “Better Theatres” do
to help projectionists in their work?

5. Have you found use of the “Bet-

ter Theatres” Stop Charts productive
of benefits?

6. What practical measures do you
suggest to better working conditions

for projectionists?

7. Do you feel that practically ideal

projection can be accomplished with

the best equipment now obtainable?

8. In what department of projec-

tion do you believe the next impor-
tant improvements will be effected?

9. By what steps do you believe
exhibitors can promote general im-

provement in projection?

manner, where improvements are always in

order, there you will find the best projec-
tion, because these managers are smart
enough to realize the value of good projec-
tion. On the other hand, take a theatre
that has no progressive spirit and is not
adept in keeping up to the times, there you
will usually find the projection of a lesser

standard or grade. There are some ex-
ceptions to this rule, of course. Recently
I zvas in a large theatre in a nearby city

and the projection zvas simply terrible. The
house was wonderful in every other detail,

but the most important thing in the theatre

was neglected. Then again some very poor
theatres have good projection. (2) My
idea is that a projection room for tzvo pro-

jectors should be not less than ten feet

long, eight feet deep, with a ten foot ceil-

ing. There should be an exhaust fan in

the center of this ceiling and if possible
there should be outside ventilation of some
kind, either by window or intake fan. The
ports should be large enough and enough
of them for the projectionist to see the
screen from both sides of the projectors as
well as from the rewind bench. They
should not be too high off the floor so that

you have to stand on your tip toes to see
the screen, and they should no be so low
that you have to stand on your head. I

have seen them both ways. Again the re-

wind bench should be on the side of the

projection room with a port in the front

of the booth in direct line with it, so that

you can see the entire screen while rewind-
ing or repairing the film. The projection

room should be equipped with a motor re-

wind, a good film cabinet, and this is all,

with the exception of the lights placed at

the needed places. (3) I think that the only
thing needed to help the print situation is

better inspection when they are returned to

the exchange. It is because of carelessness

on the part of some of the inspectors that

the prints get into the condition they do.

(4) I am under the impression that the

item needed today is information; telling

the projectionists hozv to care for their

equipment. Also, information as to the

betterment of their projection. Another
thing that I think is a good idea is for the
various equipment manufacturers to carry
a mailing list of projectionists and to for-
ward to these men full information regard-
ing their equipment, the advantages in it

and the proper zvay to care for it after in-

stallation. Some manufactures do send this

information to the exhibitor, but nine times

cut of ten, the projectionist never sees it.

(6) I think that by far the most important
thing needed nozv, for the betterment of
zvorking conditions, is the much needed
betterment of toilet facilities. Where there

are two men on the job at all times, this is

not needed, but zvhere one man must• zvork

for as long as six hours at a stretch, toilet

facilities should be available at all times.

It is true that in some places larger and
better ventilated projection rooms are also

needed, but I believe that if proper action

is taken for better toilet facilities that such
action will necessitate the provision of mak-

Editor, “Better Theatres”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 S. Dearborn street,

Chicago, Illinois

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

projection.

Name

Theatre

City

State
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Reproduction of part of a page
from a booklet which is issued with

the compliments of the Anderson Supply
Company, Motiograph distributors, Okla-
homa City, Okla., to exhibitors in its terri-

tory. The book, which measures 14 by 11

inches is a practical booking chart, each

page providing for a complete month’s rec-

ord of such items as paper, film cost, fixed

expense, receipts, etc.

The book contains thirteen pages, on the

reverse side of which are featured the

Motiograph line of projectors and other

products handled by the supply house. It is

printed in green ink.

Officers of Anderson Theatre Supply
Company, who conceived the booklet are

Chas. Blaine, president, W. G. Wortham,
vice-president, and C. P. Anderson, secre-

tary-treasurer.

ing the projection rooms larger and will

therefore take care of that matter to a

certain extent. Also when this action is

taken it will also be necessary to take care

of the ventilation to a certain extent. But
I really think that action should be taken

on this matter and the sooner, the better.

(7) I do think that practically ideal projec-

tion can be accomplished with the best

equipment now obtainable, providing that

the installation is wisely made and that the

projection of this equipment, and the proper

care is taken of it after installation. It is

natural, of course, for any or all equip-

ment to lower in projection efficiency, if the

proper repairs and attention are not given

to it at the proper time. However, I do

not think that the time will ever come when
we will see absolutely perfect projection,

because as long as the, equipment manufac-

turers are improving their equipment we
will be able to improve projection, and I

think that improvements on equipment shall

be limitless. (8) I think that the next im-

portant improvements in projection will be

in the projectors themselves ; with the ex-

ception of one projector, every projector

made can certainly use an idea that will

improve their intermittent movements;
with the exception of this one they

^

are all.

far from being of the highest efficiency in

the long run. The light source can also

be improvem upon, but I have noticed that

practically all of these manufacturers have

been on their toes trying to imporve their

arcs and also the Mazda units. It is a

cinch, that there is not a projector made
that cannot make an improvement in its

mechanism of some kind, and I think that

this will be the next step in improvements.

(q) By giving their projectionists full

power to purchase anything within reason

for the betterment of the projection.
_

Also

not to order anything for the projection

room without the endorsement of the man
who has to work with it, and who knows
(or should know) whether or not the addi-

tion of such purchase would improve the

projection. * * *

H. O. SAWYER, Grand Theatre, Wil-
liston, N. Dak. (1) Fair, could be much
better. (2)9x9. Ventilation, near floor

and good roof vent. (3) Projectionist

should be more careful about oiling

their machines. One drop of oil in each
hole is plenty. Exchanges should clean

and inspect more often. (4) Encourage
managers to buy parts and supplies that

he wants, such as a good lens, a good
screen, good oil, good carbon and not
old prints. (5) Yes, because the projec-
tionist tries harder to make a good rec-

ord, meaning no stops or other trouble.

(6) Good ventilation in the room, good
machines, and not to expect him to do
all the work around the theatre, as that

takes his mind off of the better projec-
tion idea. (7) Yes. (8) Changeovers
on film ends. Condenser systems and
the source of light. (9) By placing a

good projectionist in the room, and not
a 17 or 18 year old boy. Demand good
projection and be willing to purchase
the equipment for good projection.

* * *

CHARLES C. VAUGHAN, Art The-
atre, Kansas City, Kansas. (1) Have not

been around much, but projection has cer-

tainly improved in recent years. (2) 10

feet by 20 feet for two projectors. One
spot and one stereopticon and toilet and
generator room at one end of projection

room, size 7 feet by 10 feet. Rewind room
at other end, size 10 feet by 5 feet, mak-
ing entire size 10 feet by 30 feet (3)

Perfect co-operation from producer and
film exchanges. (4) Offer encouragement,

give a thought to their comfort. Make
practical their thoughs and suggestions on
projection. (5) No good projectionist will

have a stop unless absolutely necessary.

(6) Nothing much can be done to theatres

already built, but there should be a standard

for projection rooms for new theatres in

regard to comfort and healthful conditions.

(7) Yes, but only with the best of equip-

ment, a perfect print in the hands of a

competent man. (8) Projection lens. I

believe the low intensity arc with the com-
ing improvements will take care of the

lijht proposition. (9) As soon as all ex-

hibitors realize that the public comes to his

show to see the picture and spends money
to make it as near perfect as possible-

then and there only, will there be a general

improvement in projection.
5fC

GEORGE A. CHAPMAN, Clyne

Theatre, Pueblo, Colo. (1) The great-

est majority of theatres of today have
a standard or rather a slogan, “Better
Projection Pays,” and they live up to
it, by furnishing the necessary and up-
to-date equipment and demand better

projectionists and not mere operators.

(2) The minimum size of a projection
room depends on the space available

and all that is possible should be given.

Remembering to give the projectionist

plenty of room for his work bench, ma-
chines, switchboard and make them
handy for his use and safety for the

audience. (3) The print situation alto-

gether lies with the projectionist first;

and the exchanges second. It is up to

the projectionist to take care of the

prints while in his use and see that it

leaves him in the best possible shape.

(4) It would be hard for me or anyone
else to criticize “BETTER THE-
ATRES” as they have had wonderful
articles in past issues, and I haven’t

missed one. Just keep up the work of

offering suggestions of help in the work
of projection, for there are lots of us

that depend on it. (5) The Stop Charts

were wonderful aid in the idea of trying

to make a record, and by trying the re-

sults have been 100 per cent. P. S.

Strange how a fellow notices his mis-

takes when a record of them is kept.

(6) The projectionist makes his own
working conditions better or worse
whichever he wishes. There are lots of

better working suggestions in “Better

Theatres” for the projectionist and by
following them and caring for his

equipment, he can get results on the

screen. (7) Ideal projection cannot be
accomplished without the projectionists

knowing how to use or care for the

equipment. A projectionist who is thus

afflicted should pay close attention to

“Better Theatres.” (8) I think the

next important improvement should be

the projectionists as a whole learning

the care and operation (also why and
wherefore) of the quipment trusted to

their care. (9) Exhibitors as a whole
do read “Better Theatres” but those

who do not should, as this section is

for projection. It has in it very good
{Continued on page 18)
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Y/
S^xeen Power’s Projectors

Sold This Week In Florida Alone

(
This list only includes sales made from Monday to Thurs-^
day noon—the deadline for advertising copy for this papery

2 Power’s 6B Projectors of the latest type to

Hawkins & Hudson

Victory Theatre

Brooksville, Fla.

T. M. George

DeSoto City, Fla.

Hawkins & Hudson
New Theatre

New Port Richey, Fla.

Bert Johnson

Magnolia Theatre

Titusville, Fla.

T. N. Leach

Marlea Theatre

Haines City, Fla.

American Theatre

Orlando, Fla.

S. J. Reynolds

Circle Theatre

Sebring, Fla.

Edwards Theatre

Sarasota, Fla.

They are live-wires—those Florida Exhibitors

that’s why they appreciate the quality, economic value

and service of Power’s Projectors. It’s a wise man who
recognizes and follows a good example.

WHAT ABOUT YOU ?

Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
“STICK TO STECO—IT PAYS”

100 Walton Street Atlanta, Georgia

POWER’S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90 GOLD STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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NECKER
FILMSCRATCHER
The intrepid “Op” whose trials and
tribulations are so intimately related

by Clell Jay is back with us again.
He promises to hand out some good
(?) advice regularly henceforth and
we are reserving a brand new artist’s

sketch of him for an early issue.

Watch for it.

The boss slipped me a two-week vacation and
said something about wishing the trains would
stop running before I could return. I found a

tourist guide and the first thing I focused my
stereopticons on was a photo of a graveyard.
Below it said. “Birds Eye View of Little Bock.”
After seeing the place I decided the bird was
cross-eyed.

After convincing the station agent that Little

Rock was not in the Rocky Mountains I asked for

a time schedule on freight trains. After much
argument I blew three weeks’ overtime wages for

an upperdeck passage on a Pullman.
There was much cheering when I stepped off

the train at Little Rock. Some members of the

southern league had returned from Memphis on
the same train.

A fellow with a red cap came up and stuck out
his hand. I told him I didn’t know him and he
said it was my suitcase he wanted. I told him I

didn’t care to sell it.

I then took a yellow cab and the operator
handed me a ticket when I got out. I thanked
him for the ticket and walked off, but he must
of decided he wanted it back, as he chased me.
I managed to lose him in a few minutes.

* * *

I then visited a film exchange and was disap-

pointed when I found the inspectors used film

cement. I had always heard they used chewing
gum.

The office girl was busy with some of that

litature that says if you are at bankrupsy’s door
that their pictures will pull you through.

Back in the inspection room I found a fellow
inspecting the last print 1 had run, so I sneaked
quietly out.

I decided to make the rounds of all the shows.
In the first one the operators were colored boys,

60 we enjoyed a good crap game.
One exhibitor call his theatre the New because

his operators were so fresh. At the Palace I

called the ticket girl queen, but she didn’t seem
to appreciate it. As she was in a glass booth, all

she could throw was a nasty look. At the Capitol
I expected governor Terrel to be house manager or
property man, but he wasn’t even sign painter.

One theatre in Little Rock was playing “The
Covered Wagon” about forty-fifth run. I was in

the orchestra at Hogscald when it played there.

When the boy in the picture played “Susannah”
the orchestra started playing it, but as I didn’t
know “Susannah” I played “Hard Hearted Han-
nah.”

I was always pretty good at cueing pictures.
Once when the print on Colleen Moore in “Sally”
got on fire I played “I Wonder What’s Become
of Sally.”

* * *

The next theatre I visited had an operator that

threw all his film scraps, burnt matches and second-
hand chewing tobacco out the port hole. There
was a horseshoe hung over each projector to keep
the film from breaking. This bird thought the
Mazda ammeter face should of been all white so

there would of been no danger of geting the hand
on black danger zone. He had replaced his re-

flectors with tops from sardine cans.

To get in good with the fire inspectors he of-

fered them seconds on his cigar stubs. He keeps
an alarm clock on the work bench so he can sleep

between reels. When I mentioned him being an
incandescent projectionist he thought I was calling

him names and grabbed his pipe wrench and nearly
ruined it by hitting me over the head with it. His
focus wires were broken, so he had replaced them
with bailing wire. I tried to get him to do a

little better, as I’m afraid he'll take some of my
fame.

The last place I visited I told the operator my
name and he said he had been receiving some bad
prints with my name inside the box lid.

* *

I 6tay in Skookum Hollow and use an alias

most of the time, but in spite of this gun-mad
exhibitors and exchange men find me. When I

hear a loud noise around the show where I work
I know its someone knocking the operator.

For a while I wondered what would become of

the downtrod projectionist, but once while mad
at one of the machines and referring back to its

ancestors in a loud tone a preacher in the audi-

ence came up and took the problem off my mind
about an operator’s future.

My trip to Little Rock taught me several things.

First To think twice before playing dice with

an operator. The reason for the two thinks is

because the dice are likely loaded ones.

Second: That I get just as good a picture as

A FILM rewinding device which is said

to save the time of the operator and

which differs from the usual rewinding ap-

paratus in that it has an electric switch lo-

cated directly in front of the take-up reel

is illustrated above.

This switch is operated by a long wire
lever bent at a right angle near the end
into a horizontal position. When the lever

is raised the motor is started and continues
to run until the reel is completely wound,
when the free end of the film lashes the

lever down and stops the motor.

the Little Rock ops. I hang mine right over the
rewind and it's just as good a one as was over
clipped off a magazine cover.

Third :—To do no more free advertising in film

boxes.
Last but not least To never get closer to a

film exchange than my photo. They keep mine
on file in their film criminal department.

Van Husan Takes Over
Motiograph for

Two States
Arrangements were completed last week

between F. A. Van Husan, of the Western
Theatre Supply Company of Omaha, and

O. F. Spahr, president of Enterprise Op-
tical Manufacturing Company, whereby Mr.

Van Husan obtains distribution rights for

the Motiogranh projector in the states of

Iowa and Nebraska.

Mr. Van Husan, who is well and favor-

ably known to exhibitors in his territory,

will carry a full stock of Motiograph pro-

jectors, and maintains an up-to-date serv-

ice department for Motiograph users in his

districts.

Ship Screen by Plane

for Theatre Opening
“Service” and “enterprise,” words fre-

quently and often promiscuously used, every

now and then are demonstrated in some act

which reflects their real significance.

What is believed to be the first time a

motion picture screen has ever been rushed

to a theatre via aeroplane took place re-

cently when it was discovered that the

Raven screen for the Palace theatre had
gone astray in expressing and opening time

for the house was near at hand.

The E. E. Fulton company communi-
cated with Mr. Raven in New York and
it was decided that due to lack of time the

quickest way was the surest way. The
aeroplane was pressed into a new serv-

ice. Within one hour a new screen was
on the way. It arrived in ample time for

the opening.

PROJECTION
SURVEY

(Continued from page 16)

ideas on better projection, which the
exhibitor wants and must have to make
the box office pay. The exhibitor should
take as much interest in projection as
the projectionist.

* * *

C. P. McDONOUGH, Auditorium The-
atre, Libertyville, III. (i) Projection in

most theatres is of very good quality. I
attend every theatre, large or small, that I

get a chance to go to, and my notice has
not been called to any dire projection need,
except one thing, and that is the glare spot

caused by the organ light, or musicians'
light reflecting from the music. I person-
ally know that projection in Iroquois, Ver-
million and Champaign Counties in Illinois

is very good, even in the smallest houses.
The standard of projection in theatres gen-
erally I consider very good, but still room
for improvement. (2) The minimum size

of an efficient projection room would be in

my estimation 61 or 62 feet in height, 12

feet in length and 7 feet in width. The
main requisites of an efficient projection

room are good projectiors, motor generator,

correct observation, and lens ports. Noth-
ing mars good projection any more than
an improper port hole for observation. I

just came back from witnessing the open-
ing of a new $250,000 theatre, with every-

thing nice and fine and beautiful, until I

came to the projection room. Af ter look-

ing at this, I threw up the sponge and came
away in disgust. Another requisite of a

good, projection room is a toilet. (3) I don’t

know why all this trouble about the prints.

I do not have any print trouble. That is,

I do not get one bad print in six months,
and I consider perfect prints impossible.

The remedy I suggest, to help the print

situation would be for all the exchanges to

hire a projector inspector (collectively) and
have him examine the machines in his ter-

ritory every three months. Then each ex-

change examine the prints closely, and most
trouble should be eliminated. (4) Just keep

up the good work. (5) I used it for six
(Continued on page 20)
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Adjustable Splicing Block

Serviceable
Accurate Li B $

Durable

-can be readily adjusted
for any sized patch and
to fit new or shrunken

perforations/

9n general use throughout the world, /

Island City,New!drk,

PLUS POSTAGE
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How many tick-

ets have you in

J stock?

Do you have to count

rolls or figure it out?

Then you need INVENTORY NUM-
BERED TICKETS that will tell you at a

glance exactly how many you have.

We will gladly send you samples and more
information about them.

QlobeTcket Compamj
Specialists in Tickets and Checks Since 1873

122 N. I2!h SE Philadelphia, Pa.

O'HEATRE

BANNERS
<p Each

HAND PAINTED
ON HEAVY POSTER PAPER . . .

SIZiE 32 W 36 IN.X IOFT.
Positively

.
the BEST end most ECONOMICAL,

advertising medium, tor YOUR theatre.

OTHER PRICES AS FOLLOWS:
RARER BANNERS

32 <r36 ln.Wide SjSff tSgi I0‘

MUSLIN BANNERS
36 ln.Wide 25*

PAINTED /N OIL COLOR. (Waterproof

)

' IN -*f- OR MORE HARMONIOUS COLORS.

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS
that never fail to attract the passerby a P 1

1

Very ef\ stive Tor Big Attractions- pet running ft. DD
(Whese prices donat include postage )

PLAIN and FANCY SHOWCARDS.

^Aiail us nour trial orderToday

742-44 S.WABASH AVE.CHICA60JLL.

Ifyour Business isrit worth, advertising.

Advertise it For Sale "

THEATRICAL
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Catalogue

jRClancy>|SyracuseNY

‘BEST’
The original

jaw type Mazda
Adapter

For sale at

all Supply
Dealers

BY

BEST DEVICES CO.
CLEVELAND, O.

PROJECTION
SURVEY

( Continued from page 18)

months and found it very useful. I found
out the chief cause for my trouble and
eliminated it. A very useful thing. (6)
The most practical measure that I know
of to better the working conditions of pro-
jectionists is to compel every theatre owner
to install toilet facilities in the projection
room or adjacent to it. (?) Yes, I believe

almost ideal projection can be accomplished
with the present day equipment. (8) I ex-
pect anything these days. I think that the

fourth dimension will be incorporated in

projectors. (g) By paying good enough
salaries to attract really worthwhile men,
and not try to get men as cheap as possible,

and also expect them to be the janitor also.

By fighting the union which forces ineffi-

cient men on the exhibitors, just because
they are union men. I believe in the union,
but they keep lots of good men from pro-

motions.
* * *

HOWARD C. MONROE, Regent The-
atre, Bangor, Mich. (1) That in theatres

from 200 seats up to 800 seats, the projec-
tion has been mighty lacking, so bad at

times that it drove patrons to the larger

cities. I believe that managers would take
care of this if operators in these theatres

would urge better projection. (2) An effi-

cient projection room where two machines
are used should be a fireproof and substan-
tial room about 12x8 feet. It should be
constructed of either steel with asbestos

lining or in small theatres of cement block

;

however, I have seen several of this type

and do not believe that they are as good as

the asbestos lined. (3) I find that the

prints being sent out today are far from
being bad. It is very seldom that we find

a film that is dark, and only then, on short

program pictures which were probably
made as cheap as possible. (4) They can
publish at every issue some of the modern
improvements that have just been made
by some enterprising projectionist. (5) I

find that these have been very beneficial

and have got them on hand to prove it.

The first week I stopped six times, the sec-

ond week two times, the third week two
times and the fourth week only once. The
fifth week I am going to try and not stop

at all. But, this is inconsistent where the

projection room is far from up-to-date.

(6) I find that in the projection room, I

am perfectly contented when the machines
run as smooth as possible, and you know
that when you switch from one reel to the

next, that the machine will run O. K. with-

out any stops. The projectionist must have
A-l equipment to do good work. (7) Yes,

without question, with ideal projection

equipment, ideal projection is possible. But
with wornout machines, a dingy projection

room, and no modern improvements, or
accessories, then there should be some way
in which the operator can have better equip-

ment. This condition will be found in at

least 60 per cent of the smaller theatres.

(9) By co-operating with the projectionist.

If the manager would order accessories

which the operator tells him they need,

right away after being told, this would do
away with a lot of trouble in regards to

makeshifts, etc.
* * *

D. K. WIEGMAN, Palace Theatre,
Ashland, Ohio. (1) The general stand-

ard of projection in the theatres that I

have been in, there is just fair room
for improvement, although I find very
good projection in a few, though they
are few. I have not been over the
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country much. (2) A projection room
to my idea should be at least 25 feet

long, 15 feet deep and a 12 foot ceil-

ing, although the size will vary with

the amount of equipment, and the size

of the theatre that will require certain

equipment. (3) One main thing that

can be done to help print condition is

for the exchanges to close the lid on

some of these punch mark artists, and to

ride those that continue to butcher the

film, also stepping on the managers to

give the projectionist equipment that

will not damage the film and encourage

good work. (4) “Better Theatres” is

doing very nicely towards helping the

projectionists in their work, but they

must also drill into the exchange heads

that they must encourage good handling

of their prints, and, next step on the

theatre manager to provide halfway

decent equipment and working condi-

tions, and encourage first class work,

and see that they employ competent

men, and last, the projectionist himself

must wake up to the fact that motion

picture is a great profession, and it

takes brains to put out a first class pic-

ture. He must be able to handle the

job. (Also that the exchanges send the

print out O. K.) (5) The “Better The-
atres ’’Stop Charts are good, but a man
must learn to do his work the same all

the time, always the best he knows how,
without trying to make a special goal

for a chart, although the charts have
awakened some up to what they should

do, and they are continuing to do so.

(6) Plenty of room, good ventilation,

proper lighting, first class equipment,
running water and toilet, and plenty of

supplies for everything, but he must de-

liver the goods, if he expects fair pay
and good treatment in return. (7) I

feel that with the best equipment now
made that one can get a nearly if not,

perfect picture, as good a picture as

has been thrown on a screen yet, that

is if they are properly handled, but of

course, a “dub” can ruin any picture if

the best equipment known were used.

(8) This question is somewhat difficult

to answer, as any department is liable

to advance along some line, but as far

as I can see now, there will be steps

taken to better the light on the screen,

and the screens themselvs, also the film.

(9) By employing competent men, giv-

ing them first class equipment, a mod-
ern room to work in, and encouraging
good work, and seeing that he is sup-
plied with supplies and that he gets
good film, etc.

Equip New Steamer
for Film Perform-

ances
The largest and fastest high-powered

passenger steamship ever to be built in the

United States will have, as a part of the

equipment designed for the comfort and
enjoyment of her passengers, facilities for

the showing of motion pictures both in the

lounge and on the open dock.
The ship is the Malolo, Hawaiian for

Flying Fish, which is now being built for

the Matson Navigation Company at

Cramp’s Shipyard, Philadelphia. She will

be launched this coming spring and will be
placed in service on the San Francisco-
Honolulu run in the spring of 1927.

Both of the motion picture booths will

be provided with electrically driven exhaust
blowers, doors, and other equipment to meet
the requirements of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters. The booth in the

lounge will be a built-in steel structure
lined with magnesia and galvanized sheet
iron.

Great Minds Agree That Your
Audience Must Have Fresh Air

A sleepy audience is the best

way to kill the finest bill you
can afford to buy. Fresh air

is essential to the success of

every theatre—and the most
prosperous houses through-
out the country are all

equipped with adequate ven-
tilating systems.

To put over the show your
audience must have fresh air.

BLIZZARD FANS Supply It!
It is the experience of every theatre owner who installs a BLIZZARD FAN, that the interest and

size of his audience picks up immediately—and that every show goes over with a “bang. ’ BLIZZARD
owners pay for the BLIZZARD system from the increase in box-office receipts, due to larger and

better satisfied audiences.

Install Them Now On An Easy Payment Plan

Be Prepared For Hot Weather
Drop us a line. It costs nothing to know everything about BLIZZARD FANS.

Home Office

BLIZZARD
YALE THEATRE
SUPPLY

KANSAS CITY,
MISSOURI

UNITED ELECTRIC
CO., LTD.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

THEATRE SUPPLY
CO.

SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON

SALES CO.
EXHIBITORS SUP-
PLY CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
Omaha, Nebraska
Chicago, Illinois

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Denver, Colorado
Des Moines, Iowa
St. Louis, Missouri
Minneapolis, Minn.
Indianapolis, Indiana

1514 Davenport St.

Omaha, Nebraska

BLIZZARD SALES
CO.

DALLAS, TEXAS

S. & S. FILM SUPPLY
CO.

PITTSBURGH, PENN-
SYLVANIA

A FEW AVAILABLE TERRITORIES NOW OPEN FOR DEALERS IN U. S. A.
AND ALSO FOREIGN COUNTRIES

“Alexander Film Pub-
licity Will Make
Money for You ” Wis-

consin M. P. 71 O.

Secretary Tells Ex-
hibitors.

Below is the concluding paragraph of a letter recently sent to members of the

Wisconsin M. P. T. O. by the Executive Secretary of that organization.

“When the representative of the Alexander Film Company (whose service we
believe to be the best in the world) calls upon you, please give him the considera-

tion he is entitled to. He will make money for you as well as your organization.

If you do this, we will be grateful to you.”

Henry A. Staab, Executive Secretary.

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS OF WISCONSIN.

It’s good for class theatres in Wisconsin and it’s good for class theatres

anywhere. Nearly 1,400 theatres are now adding to box office ^
receipts with this service.
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CONDENSING LENSES
HEAT RESISTING—the glass is specially

tempered and therefore

can stand extreme
changes of temperature
with no danger of crack-
ing, outlasting many
times condensers made
of ordinary optical glass.

The S. 0. G. Factory

Is Connected With the

Goerz Optical Works
Berlin, Germany

Manufacturers of the

Famous Goerz Lenses

SUPERIOR OPTICAL
QUALITIES

—they are more highly pol-

ished than others;

—they are of extreme me-
chanical and chemical
clearness and do not dis-

color;

—they do not absorb light

rays; therefore they pro-
duce the purest light on
the screen, if used in pro-
jectors;

—they do not absorb rays of

photographic value; there-
fore, they give the maxi-
mum light value for the
photographic film, if used
in studio lights.

Sole Distributers

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
45 West 45th Street
New York City

1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORF.,
45 West 45th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen:
Kindly mail folder giving in-

formation helpful in overcom-
ing condenser trouble.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

THE WARNER PICTURE MACHINE MOTOR
OF A

THOUSAND SPEEDS
Why install a constant speed motor
with their troublesome friction pulleys
to get variable speed when you can get
a variable speed motor that will give
you any speed from minimum to max-
imum by turning on or shutting off the
current just like you turn on gas in an
automobile. The Warner Motor saves
you in power bills as the speed, power
and current go up and down in direct
proportion. Some of the best theatres
in the country are taking out their
old motors and installing “Warners”.
Why not you?

Warner Electric Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Makers of Ventilating Fans and
Variable Speed Motors for Theatres

110 volts 25 to 60 cycles

The Moorlyn
Theatre

at Ocean City,

N. J., has added

to the general

attractiveness

of its exterior

by the installa-

tion of a fine

new Marquise,

built by The
ProBert Sheet

Metal Co.,

Covington,

Kentucky.

Acoustic Features to

Be Considered in

Building Design
( Continued from page 13)

play a very important part in acoustical re-
sults, as the proper pitch in a balcony is

just as important acoustically as the pitch
in the main floor. These points can all be
predetermined, calculated and designed
positively to produce the proper results so
that everyone in an audience receives
against the eardrums the sound impact of
the crest of the sound wave instead of the
thin outside or' harmonic edge of the wave.

* * *

Better results are obtained by circling
the seats in about the same form as the
sound wave takes when thrown out into
the audience. This feature is also used
today principally from a standpoint of
vision and not from hearing. The latter

plays a very important part, as many illus-

trations I might cite would prove. Have
you ever noticed a crowd listening to a soap
box orator in a park or on a street corner?
In almost every case the outline of the
audience forms a semi-circle around the
speaker which shows that if the audience
is in proper line with the formation of the
wave front they will hear more clearly than
if they are straightened out in a line. This
is because there is apt to be an overlapping
of the sound waves in the latter case,

since sounds travel at different speeds but
all in practically the same wave front for-

mation. Therefore, one sound wave travel-

ling at a given speed and another travel-
ling at a quicker speed, catching up with
the first wave, is apt to cut through the
line and cause a disturbance at that certain

point. But if the audience is in circle for-

mation and the same formation as the wave
front, every seat in the audience should
have the same value of proper reception.

The trend today is to keep interiors as

plain as possible and while I thoroughly
agree in every way with this desire from
an artistic standpoint, it is nevertheless
detrimental to the production of proper
acoustics. So I recommend that Architects

practice the use of beams in their ceilings

instead of trying to fur down to eliminate

these possible structural elements. Allow
them to be projected from the ceilings and
allow pilasters on the walls to project into

the room if possible, although the latter

are not so important as the ceiling projec-

tions. Ceiling projections vary in the de-

gree of proper results by improper spacing.

If the Architect desires to follow this

method he should consult with one trained

in the principle to give him the proper
spacing for these beams which generally

can be carried through in his structural

design.
* sk *

In the buildings which I have designed,

I have what I call an Acoustic Beam, which
is placed on the ceiling at a certain dis-

tance from the proscenium wall or the

stage or platform, and this beam is gen-

erally much larger than any of the other

beams on the ceiling. I use this projection

to decay my sound waves at this part of

the room because echoes or excess rever-

berations are generally caused either from
the proscenium wall or the real wall of an
auditorium, theatre or church. The other

beams along the ceiling are spaced at cer-

tain distances hut are of much less impor-

tance and of minor dimensions and these

beams can always be treated architecturally

so as not to emphasize their prominence.
In some cases this may be impossible from
an architectural standpoint and in these in-

stances beams are installed of the same
dimension across the ceiling.

Beams are not always required. Projec-
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ting cornices around domes, properly

dimensioned ribs in domes, slight changes

in contours of domed or vaulted ceilings,

flat ceilings with properly dimensioned

coffers, churches with proper size of truss

cord and brace members and all forms of

structural and ornamental features can be

employed if they meet the general require-

ments of the calculations and in such form
as to break up the general natural path of

the destructive portion of the sound wave.

Another element that seriously enters

into the design of acoustics in a room is

that if a room is over eighty feet long a

sound must be reinforced in order to be

distinct. This is impossible under the

methods of sound absorption alone without

getting into other complications which
might be worse.

Another point to remember in plastering

an interior is that the rougher the plaster

the more efficiency you get from an acous-

tical standpoint. It matters not whether

you are using the old-fashioned lime and
hair plaster or the modern gypsum or ce-

ment plaster, the difference between the

smooth and the rough stucco finish is fully

5 per cent greater efficiency regardless of

the material used. The rough surface tends

to decay the sound wave through friction

and my recommendation it that when in

doubt and you do not desire to consult an

acoustician conversant with this theory,

always use the roughest plaster possible,

especially on the ceilings.

* * *

Wall treatment is always of less impor-

tance acoustically than the ceiling. I have

always said that if you give me a ceiling

in a room and allow me to treat it as I

wish, you can do what you like with your

walls or floors. But the walls sometimes

eliminate exaggerated features on the ceil-

ing if certain elements can be worked into

the walls as well as the ceiling, thereby

not allowing the ceiling to function sepa-

rately in the treatment. Do not worry about

the kind of floors you wish to use or the

upholstering on your seats or the size of

your audience or the number of portieres

or drapes that you want to use—these items

are all insignificant acoustical factors.

Shoup Passes On a

Home Made Reel

Alarm Idea
Here is an idea for a home made

reel alarm from W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. Mr.
Shoup writes

:

“It is so annoying to operators who wish
to have perfect projection to have a film

come to us that has been punched full of
holes. Some operators have discontinued
this punching of holes but have resorted
to making scratches on the films as a means
of a change-over due, which practice is as

bad if not worse than the punching of
holes.

“We have a very simple and inexpensive
system of telling when the end is near,
which gives us plenty of time to get the
other machine ready and then another sig-

nal that tells us the exact moment to change
over. This is the inserting of a % inch
thumb tack head between the films as we
are rewinding. The first one we put in

about 14 or 16 inches from the end of the
picture. Then we put in another about 15
or 20 feet from the end. This last one
will drop out first when running the picture

and falling into the upper magazine will

make a very distinct noise that will always
be observed by an operator even if he is

not looking at the picture. This will give

him plenty of time to prepare the cold
machine and be all ready to start when the

last one falls out.

“In using the above system it will be un-
necessary to punch or scratch the films.”

They are individual

They are different

They are distinctive

—because they are built to spec

ification for all types of projection;

Regular Arc—Mazdalite—High

Intensity or Reflecting Arc.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Bomont at Morgan ' SAINT LOUIS

“There is no substitute for MlNUSA DE LUXE Reproduction”

POSTERS

STAY “PUT”

in all kinds of

weather.

Paper will not

crack or peel.

A pure wheat
powder.

MANUFACTURED BY

ARTHUR S. HOYT COMPANY
90 WEST BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Use the Yardstick!
JN buying see that your purchase “meas-

ures up”—that it is honestly made, effi-

ciently serviced and that it has a record of

performance.

s/MUMUJW
Curtain Machines and Noiseless Tracks

“MEASURE UP” That’s why our list of

users is constantly increasing.

E. J. VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
Akron Ohio

The entire Vallen or-

ganization Is ready to

give their extensive ex-

perience and complete
cooperation for the cor-

rect design and opera-

tion of any curtain in-

stallation.
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EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-
arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,

Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable
Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

IS BEING USED

IN THE

GEO. M. COHAN

THEATRE
FOR

THE PREMIER SHOWING

OF

BEN HUR
ANOTHER

BROADWAY SUCCESS

Samples and Literature on Re-

quest or Your Dealer Can
Supply You

Raven Screen Corporation

1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

We Manufacture and
Install

STEEL CURTAINS
AND COMPLETE

RIGGING
EQUIPMENT

References Which Tell a

Real Story

Uptown Theatre, Chicago

Jeffrey Theatre, Chicago

Marks Bros. Theatre, Chicago

Diversey Theatre, Chicago

Ascher’s Terminal Theatre,
Chicago

Belmont Theatre, Chicago

Masonic Temple, Chicago

Opera Shops, Inc., Chicago

JAMES H. CHANNON
MANUFACTURING CO.

223 West Erie Street, Chicago

Song Slides Aid to
Putting Over the

Organ Solo
( Continued from page 10)

a roar until you get them together again.
This sort of solo material is also available
at most publishers, each one being com-
posed of course, of a medley of songs put
out by that respective house.

Let me say right here that an important
thing is to have the operator reduce the

amperage on his light thereby overcoming
the danger of breaking the slides that in

many cases are quite lengthy in wording.
Also, be prompt in returning your used
slides to the publishers if you expect them
to furnish you service. Remember there

are thousands of theatres throughout the

country and the music houses want their

slides in use as much as possible.

* * *

I mentioned before the advantage of a

tie-up with your leading music house.

Better still, arrange to co-operate with as

many of them as possible, at all times.

They will be glad of the opportunity to

work with you, and such an arrangement
is beneficial to both parties. A practical

idea for this is to have neat window cards

made with a space in them for a photo of

the organist at the organ and worded
somewhat in this manner

:

“Have you heard Smith, the popular

Grand organist playing, “Sometime?’’

The space for the song title is left blank

and the names of each solo are printed on
individual cards and changed at will. A
display of the sheet music around the card

makes a very effective advertisement, and
is a business getter for the theatre as well

as the music store.

^ ^ ^

Next month I shall start the publication

of inquiries and answers. I shall be glad

to hear from many more organists and ex-

hibitors on various problems of picture

accompaniment and kindred matters.

I believe an interchange of ideas on prob-

lems and matters that come up every day
in the theatre will form the basis of dis-

cussions that will be valuable to many
organists and exhibitors. New ideas that

have worked out profitably in your theatre

are also welcome. Send them in. We
want this music department to be a clearing-

house for anything that makes for better

music and finer picture accompaniment.

If you do not wish to have your name
published in connection with the answers
to any problems you may specify that it be

withheld and your wishes will be respected.

All letters should be addressed to me in

care of the “Better Theatres” Section of
Exhibitors Herald.

Uruguay to Buy Films
on U. S. Agriculture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, d. C, Jan. 19.—The
national administrative council of Uruguay,
states American Consul O. Gaylord Marsh
at Montevideo in a recent report to the

department of commerce, has appropriated

2,000 pesos to purchase motion picture films

showing modern agricultural methods em-
ployed in the United States. These films

are to be displayed by the information and
educational section of the direction of agri-

culture in Uruguay.
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The Elements of Theatre Lighting
By JACOB GILSTON, E. E.

Vice-President, Edwards Electrical Construction Co., New York
(Courtesy, “The Electragist”)

I
T has been said that if one can light a

theatre, there is no type of building he
cannot illuminate, for every principle of

illumination and every method of lighting

is employed in one form or another in

equipping the modern theatre. Without a
doubt, the art of lighting and light control

has progressed more rapidly in the theatre

than in any other field of application, and
the reason for this is apparent when one
realizes the importance of stage lighting

effects in creating the desired illusions for

a production, and the necessity of making
proper provision for lighting the audi-

torium.
This rapid progress in the improvement

of equipment for lighting and light control

causes a correspondingly rapid obsoles-

cence of equipment previously installed, so

that it is not unusual to find a costly stage

installation discarded after two to five

years’ use and replaced in its entirety, while

the replacement of individual pieces of

lighting equipment and the installation of

supplementary units occurs even more fre-

quently. The progres-

sive demand for
increasingly higher light

intensities is another
contributing factor in

accelerating equipment
replacement.

Owners Ready to

Spend Money

The demands of the

theatrical producer for

greater flexibility in light

control, higher intensi-

ties and finer lighting ef-

fects have been very in-

sistent and fortunately

there has been an ac-

companying readiness on
the part of the theatre

owner to make the

necessary expenditures
in order to secure the

desired results, hence
theatre lighting experts

have encountered less of the inertia to

change than is met generally. To be sure,

this attitude of the theatre owner has some-
times led to costly mistakes, with the con-

sequence that the lighting of the larger and
most costly theatres is now placed almost

exclusively in the hands of experts and
specialists.

Lighting in the modern theatre may be

considered to serve three general purposes

:

(a) utilitarian, (b) artistic, and (c) dra-

matic. The relative importance of each

of these functions will vary with the pur-

poses for which the particular theatre is

intended. In- designing the lighting for a

given theatre, every requirement should be

analyzed carefully in order that suitable

provision may be made for expressing each

of these lighting essentials, appropriately.

Auditorium
Let us consider for a moment the audi-

torium of the theatre: (a) The purely

utilitarian purpose is served when sufficient

light of proper quality and intensity, free

from glare, has been supplied during the

performance as well as before and after.

Proper provision for emergency lighting

would also fall into this class, (b) To
fulfill its artistic function, the lighting must
aid in producing an aesthetic effect in the

auditorium by properly illuminating the

architectural features and surfaces and
must present a lighting scheme and ar-

rangement that harmonizes with the design
of the theatre and reinforces the architec-

tural purpose, (c) The dramatic function
of the lighting includes the various light-

ing effects in color, form and intensity
necessary to provide atmosphere and emo-
tional stimulus for the musical or dramatic
offering.

The control of the auditorium and stage
lighting is usually placed on the stage. The
emergency lights in the auditorium should
be controlled from the front of the house.
Careful study must be given to the ques-
tion of assigning a location for the stage
switchboard and dimmers and before at-

tempting to decide this important matter, it

is necessary to know the character of the

producions planned for the theatre. Gen-
erally the switchboard and dimmers should
be placed close together within easy reach
of the stage electrician. This equipment
may be placed on a balcony above either

side of the stage, or on either side of the
stage floor, or under the stage floor (de-
pending entirely upon the type of the pro-
duction to be served). Also the equipment
itself may be placed under the stage floor

face of a slate panel. A rod connects the

switch to the operating handle on the face
of the board. Shafts and interlocking de-
vices are added on the face of the dead
front board for interlocking control.

The remote control stage switchboard
is usually of the preset type with the prod-
ucts of each manufacturer differing in cer-

tain essential particulars. The essential

parts of a preset remote control stage

switchboard are (1) a bank of magnetic
switches, (2) a magazine panel having
branch fuses for the circuits, and (3) a
pilot board consisting of momentary con-
tact or closed circuit switches. These pilot

switches are usually specially designed- with
rugged handles for rapid and rough usage,

and are banked in gangs with pilot light

indications, two pilot switches for each
magnetic switch circuited for presetting

scenes ahead.
The remote control switchboards are

elaborate equipments, ingenious in design

and afford greater flexibility and ease of

control than is possible with the manually
operated switchboard.
They are higher in price,

however, and have not

attained a wider distri-

bution because the dim-
mer which is still a
manually operated ap-

paratus impedes and
limits the speed of light

control, and, since the

switchboard and dimmer
together constitute the

light control unit, the

lack of flexibility in

either part of the equip-

ment necessarily ham-
pers the efficiency of the

whole.

Combinations
Available

with the remote controls only on the stage
for operation. The stage switchboard and
dimmer equipment requires considerable
floor and wall space, and often this is not
available at the location otherwise most
suitable. Structural changes to provide the
necessary space are frequently justified,

although a large stage equipment may be
fitted to a surprisingly small space by a
neat and careful design.
There are a number of different types

of stage switchboards from which to select

the model most suitable for a given theatre,

after considering every requirement of that
particular house. The two broad classes of
stage switchboards are the remote control
and the manually operated.

Manually Operated Boards
The manually operated type may be sub-

divided into three general forms: (a)
Master switch non-interlocking type; (b)
interlocking type and (c) interlocking pre 3

set type. Within these three forms of the
manually operated dead front stage switch-
board, there are several types combining
features of one or two of the others, as
for example, the interlocking master switch
type. All the manually operated dead front
stage switchboards referred to are the type
having lever operated knife switches for
the circuits, each switch being made of not
less than 100 amperes copper, the switch
and fuses being mounted on the rear of
the board on separate slate bases and the
operated switch handles mounted on the

In addition to the fully

automatic switchboards,
there are also combina-
tions of automatic and

manually operated stage switchboards'.
There are also a number of special equip-
ments not in general use, but having merit
for particular application.

Dimmers are an essential part of the
light control equipment in the theatre, for
their function is to dim and brighten the

light and blend colors. The dimmers may
be manually operated or remote controlled.

The latter may be of the induction or re-

sistance type, operated by steel ropes or

rods or by motors or solenoids, or similar
devices. The remote controlled dimmer is

not widely used at present, but is undergo-
ing developments which may bring it into

favor for greater use in the theatre. The
resistance type dimmer manually operated
and located adjacent to, above or behind
the stage switchboard, is the form most
commonly used. The stage switchboard
and dimmers should be designed together,

with the operating handles of each related
to the other, so that the whole will con-
stitute a single operating unit for the con-
trol of the lights in the audiorium and on
the stage.

The lighting of the modern stage requires
the installation of a permanent lighting
equipment, as well as the provision of plug-
ging outlets and wing nut panels for at-

tachment to portable equipment. Both the
permanent lighting equipment and the pro-
visions for portable lighting units should be

( Continued on page 29)
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Is a cooling and ventilating system that has become the talk of the

whole theatre industry. It is outstandingly successful—as hundreds

of theatre owners will tell you.

Arctic Nu-Air delivers 40,000 cubic feet of fresh air every minute.

It delivers clean, cool air to every seat in your theatre without creat-

ing a draft anywhere. Also drives out stale, poisonous air during

cold weather, when only a few minutes’ operation is required each

day.

' At the remarkably low price you cannot afford to overlook this

positive means of swelling your summer box office receipts.

Send the coupon for our illustrated literature and complete details.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
818 State-Lake Bldg. Chicago, U. S. A.

New York Minneapolis

Boston Aberdeen, S. D.

Buffalo Seattle

Pittsburgh Spokane

Cleveland Portland

Cincinnati San Francisco

Detroit Los Angeles

Kansas City Atlanta

Omaha Houston

St. Louis Denver

Oklahoma City Salt Lake City
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From Leading Circuits

and Exhibitors Everywhere

ARCTIC NU-AIR REPLACED MANY COOLING
SYSTEMS COSTING THOUSANDS

DURING THE PAST YEAR

Don’t wait too long before placing your order for Arctic

Nu-Air—most efficient, lowest priced cooling, ventilating

and air conditioning system on the market. Hundreds of

satisfied Exhibitor users proclaim Arctic Nu-Air a genuine

business booster.

Arctic Nu-Air Pays Its Own Way

Our representative will gladly call and show you how

easily Arctic Nu-Air can be installed in your theatre.

wmm
Arctic Nu-Air Corporation,

818 State-Lake Building, Chicago, Illinois.

We are interested in an Arctic Nu-Air Cooling and Ventilating System. Send

us all available information without obligation on our part.

Length of Theatre (Inside) Have you a stage?

,, . . , „ Have you a balcony?
Width of Theatre (Inside)

Have you an exit alongside of

Height of Theatre (Inside) screen?

Maine of Theatre.

.

Proprietor...

City and State..
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GOOD WILL— It is Easy to Get
and a Valuable Asset

GOODWILL js surprisingly easy
to get for a theatre, according
to Regge Doran, director of the

Pathe Department of Public Rela-
tions, who addressed the Public The-
atre Managers School in New York
City, recently upon the establishment

of important institutional assets.

Miss Doran’s remarks were based
upon her own practical experience in

the theatre field as she was for some-
time identified with the West Coast
Theatres in California and established

the first Public Relations Department
for that large theatre chain.

Miss Doran said:

“Goodwill is the most precious pos-

session that a motion picture exhibitor

can have. To spend all his energy in

getting the trust and esteem of his pa-

trons is the best investment he can
make for himself, his theatre, and for

the industry. And this public friend-

ship is so easy to get. So very easy,

in fact, that many exhibitors quite

overlook it. Like most other members
of the human race they seek out the

most difficult road to success, and try

that first. I think that they do this

unconsciously, for the public, strange
as it may seem, figures rather vaguely
in their daily work.

* * *

“I have said that it is easy to get

this goodwill, and it is. The first

thing that a good exhibitor realizes

is his indebtedness to his patrons, and
the fact that he is a public servant.

He is never a good exhibitor until

that fact is clearly established in his

mind. Then he teaches this truth to

every single employee of his theatre.

This education of employees is simple
too, and can soon be accomplished by
a staff meeting called once a week. At
these meetings everybody learns some-
thing, and sooner or later everybody
teaches something.

“Then knowing where he stands
in relationship to his patrons, the mo-
tion picture theatre manager should
get to know as many of them as he
can, and that means a large percent of
them. Of course, I do not say that

this is possible in the large first run
theatres. It is not, but then there are
so few of these in comparison to the

smaller community houses.

“To know his patrons the exhibitor
just has to stand in the lobby of his

theatre while they are coming in. T do
not think that there could be a more
friendly group of people than motion

Says REGGE DORAN
Director of Public Relations of Pathe

picture fans, and all he has to do to

keep them fans and to add to their

ranks is to learn to smile and say how-
do-you-do ! By practicing this ami-
ability he makes a most valuable dis-

covery, namely What his Public
Want. He learns their whims, and
many changes of mind and if he is at

all alert his program keeps pace with
their varying humors.

* * *

“This is all true of the adult, but
to my mind there is a much more im-
portant patron to be cultivated, and
that is the child. He is the fan of

today whose decision of tomorrow
places the motion picture industry

fifth or first on the list of all indus-

tries in the world.

“In regard to him, however, most
exhibitors miss the biggest hit they

have, and I think that is simply be-

cause they do not appreciate the ticket

selling value of advertising, and es-

pecially of word-of-mouth advertising.

Yet we all know what great talkers

children are, and if the figures are

true which were made public recently

at a federal invesetigation seventy-

five percent of the daily attendance

at movies is under twenty-four years

of age. Of course we hear on all

sides that the motion picture is adult

entertainment, and that the younger
generation should not be allowed to go
at random.

“It is, and they shouldn’t. So what
is the exhibitor going to do? Take
one performance a week, one regular

performance, and book it with Young
America in mind. That too is the

easiest thing in the world to do in the

suburban theatre.

* * *

“Don’t try however, to put any-

thing over on this junior patron, be-

cause he knows more about our in-

dustry than many of us do who are

in it. There are loads and loads of

our adult entertainment pictures that

are not only fit for children but should

be seen by them. The screen being

named “the greatest medium of edu-

cation” is trite, but nevertheless true.

By establishing this Junior Matinee—
for the performance to be most effec-

tive has to be a matinee and has to be

on Saturday afternoon—just think

what a great amout of goodwill the

exhibitor is getting. In the first place

he is automatically silencing many ob-

jectors to pictures. He is getting his

house talked about favorably. He is

building up a new audience for the

future. But what is more to the im-

mediate point he is increasing his Box
Office Receipts tremendously. Every
time he runs a Junior Matinee he is

turning out hundreds of ardent ad-

vertisers, who have paid to become
such,—and who are just so many
ticket sellers for his theatre, not alone

at their own performance but all dur-

ing the week. Doesn’t it stand to

reason that if the child is so pleased

that the parents, uncles, cousins, and
aunts will want to be pleased too.

* * *

“A little child shall lead them” has

been proved often and often. Those
who are so led come to the every

day performances, and many of them
so led have never been there before.

“All they have to do is prove that

the children were right in their ardor

and your army of fans is increased.”

Truss for Theatre
Weighs 275 Tons

What is said to be the largest building

truss in the world has been installed in the

Ambassador theatre, Seventh and Locust
streets, St. Louis, now in course of con-
struction. The truss weighs 275 tons and
the base beam weighing 54 tons is already
in place.

The truss will be one of six that will

extend across and above the auditorium of
the theatre at the sixth floor to support the

upper eleven floors of the theatre and office

building.

The beam is 130 feet long and will sup-
port the lower portions of the truss. About
6,000 steel rivets will be used to fit the truss

to place.
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ELEMENTS
OF THEATRE
LIGHTING

( Continued from page 25)

made on the stage and in places in the audi-

torium for the lighting of the stage. The
relative proportion of permanent equipment

to portable equipment varies with the char-

acter capacity and type of equipment for

each.

In a well equipped house, the permanent

equipment on the stage should consist of a

footlight, proscenium strips and border

lights, and the connections for portable

equipment should consist of stage floor

pockets,, wall pockets, fly and bridge pock-

ets, grid pockets, company house panels, pin

plugs in the footlights, proscenium strips

and border lights, also plugging equip-

ment in a hanging bridge.

The permanent equipment in the audi-

torium for the lighting of the stage con-

sists in general of spot or flood lights in

balcony, box or gallery facias and boom-
erangs in the sounding board, spotlights in -

the projection room and spot lights masked
behind ornamental features in the audi-

torium. Plugging outlets may be located at

any or all of these places.

The portable equipment depends upon the

type of production to be presented in a

given theatre, and it is necessary to con-

sider the character of the theatre in order

to provide proper portable capacity. In one

New York theatre, for example, there are

two 400-amp. 3-pole wing nut panels each

plied by three 500,000-C. M. cables direct

from the service, and 680 amperes in stage

floor pockets alone. In providing capacity

for portable equipment it is important to

install dimmers on the main dimmer bank
for controlling the portable light, and to ar-

range for providing color where required.

The designing of dimmers for plugging re-

ceptacles is often a problem as the port-

able equipment is an unknown quantity and
an incorrect calculation will result in the

failure of the dimmer to dim a load that is

too light and will cause a burning out if the

load is too heavy.
The selection of the type of border lights,

footlights, etc., and determination of their

wattages involves a study of the light in-

tensity desired and the suitability of the

particular type of equipment for the char-

acter of production to be made in a given
theatre. Ordinarily the stage is lighted to

an intensity of from 15 foot candles to 100

foot candles with all the white lights of the

permanent equipment on full.

Border and footlight equipment falls into

three general classes: (1) The compart-
ment type, (2) the individual reflector type
and (3) the continuous reflector type.

The compartment type and the individual
reflector type are designed for use with
type “C” lamps usually 100-watt to 500-

watt, and arranged for coloring the light

by placing a colored medium over the com-
partment opening.

The colored medium is usually a gelatine

screen or colored glass, but natural color

glass lamps may be used in place of color

mediums.

SUPER-LITE SCREENS

We also manufacture complete Cooling Plants and Fans
=====

The Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo., 2000 seats, has both Supreme Heating and Cooling

You Should Investigate SUPREME Heating

P
The Big 5 Reasons why

:

Quick, uniform heating.

No clanger of freeze-up.

Occupies no aisle space.

Excellent Ventilation.

Noiseless, Dustless, Eco-
nomical operation.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp.

All of these ad-

vantages over

steam at 25 to 35
percent lower cost.

Write us today.

1522 Olive St. St. Louis, Mo.

A Few Prominent Users
The Stanley Co. of America Chain of Theatres

M. E. Comerford Chain of Theatres, Coal Regions of Pennsylvania and New York
Rowland & Clark Chain of Theatres, Western Pennsylvania

Walter Read Chain of Theatres, New York and New Jersey

Jensen & Von Herberg Chain of Theatres, Seattle, Wash., and Northwest

U. S. Government Motion Picture Service

C. S. WERTSNER & SON
MANUFACTURERS

211-221 N. 13th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

POWER'S—G. E. MAZDA UNITS
The practical light for theatres seating up to 800

POWERLITE REFLECTOR LAMP
For theatres 800-2000 seating capacity

POWER’S—G. E. HIGH INTENSITY LAMP
DeLuxe Theatres—2000 seats or more

Borders and Footlights

The continuous reflector type of equip-
ment is intended for use with 60-watt or
smaller lamps which may be dipped in dye.

The nitrogen filled lamps attain tempera-
tures which destroy the dye film, hence all

gas filled lamps must be either of natural
color glass, spray or enamel finished, or
else arranged for color mediums.
As is usual when making comparisons,

not all the advantages are to be found in

Write us for a demonstration—let us show you the latest in projection
equipment without any obligation on your part.

E. E. FULTON CO.
1018 So. Wabash Ave.

3403 Olive St.

St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago, Illinois

111 So. Capitol Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.

BETTER PROJECTION PAYS
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The Motsco Equipment for MAZDA Projection

Has Taken the Moving Picture Field by Storm
If you have A. C. current and not satisfied with your light do not hesi-

tate to install the Motsco Mazda equipment. It gives you a brighter

and steadier light. It does away with that flicker of carbons. If you
do not quite understand Mazda Projection just drop us a line and we
will gladly furnish you with any information pertaining to same. You
need no compensarc. You use the current right off the line. The
Motsco regulator reduces your 1 1 0 volt or 220 volt current to 30 volts

and stays put. And by using the 900x30 volt globe you get pretty

near three times the light at a saving of seventy per cent in your elec-

tric bill.

Motsco Adapter and Regulator, Less Globe $60.00

Monarch Adapter and Regulator, Less Globe 45.00

Either Adapter fits any make machine

A Few of
R. L. FULLER
Thomson, 111.

RIALTO THEATRE
Hawkins, Wis.

AUDITORIUM THEATRE
Marblehead, Ohio

MEDORA THEATRE
Medora, Ind.

THORNTON THEATRE
Thornton, la.

Our Recent Installations
EHLERS THEATRE

Cooksville, 111.

LEE AMUSEMENT CO.
Eufaula, Ala.

LEE AMUSEMENT CO.
Cuthbert, Ga.

DREAMLAND THEATRE
Alpena, So. Dak.

DE LUXE THEATRE
Spearville, Kans.

ALLEN & UNDERHILL
Chelsea, Vermont

GEM THEATRE
Grafton, 111.

LIBERTY THEATRE
Hardin, Mont.

C. B. BURKHARDT
Homer, 111.

WATERVILLE AMUSE-
MENT CO.

Waterville, N. Y.

and hundreds of others

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724-26 So. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

Contrast

!

That’s what good projection means—sharp, clear, contrast between
light and dark. But contrast depends on the lens.

Eliminate muddy, cloudy effects from your pictures by using Snap-
lite Lenses. They will inject more snap into even the poorest print,

and give better ones the clear definition and strong black and white
that audiences demand.

See your Dealer or Write direct to

K0LLM0RGEN
35 Steuben St.

OPTICAL CORPORATION
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Makers of

SNAPUTE LENSES
ALSO SNAPIJTE JK. LENSES FOR PORTABLE MACHINES

any one type of equipment. The outstand-
ing advantage of the compartment and in-

dividual reflector type border or footlight

is the increased efficiency which is made
possible by using the type “C” lamp. This
kind of equipment is more expensive, how-
ever, and is troublesome because the color
mediums crack on account of the heat, and
because they are subject to mechanical in-

jury. There are further details which lack

of space prevents considering in this article.

The fixing of locations for the permanent
and portable lighting equipment and the de-

termining of the wattages, capacities and
sizes, etc., as well as the best method of
control and grouping are all problems that

experience alone enables one to solve cor-
rectly.

Architectural Treatment
The means of lighting the auditorium

usually are wall and ceiling type fixtures, il-

luminated panels, coves, flood lights, spot

lights, reflectors and special lighting equip-

ments. A careful study of the architectural

treatment should suggest the most appro-
priate form of lighting and the balanced lo-

cations for visible lighting sources. Where
the means of lighting is ceiling fixtures,

preference should usually be given to an
arrangement employing a few large fixtures

rather than a greater number of smaller
ones. The character of the theatre will

determine the importance of the dramatic
functions of the lighting and as the same
lighting equipment is often required to

serve the utilitarian, artistic and dramatic
purposes, it is necessary to consider these

requirements carefully before deciding on
the lighting scheme to be adopted. If the

theatre is intended for concert, motion pic-

tures and vaudeville, color lighting is im-
portant. We find color lighting commonly
used today in the auditorium of a theatre

to create an atmosphere which induces a re-

ceptive mood in the audience, for it is

known that color stimulates feelings akin

to those inspired by music. Many concert,

motion picture and vaudeville producers are

employing color lighting in conjunction
with musical productions in order to

heighten and intensify the effects of the

music on the audience and the writer ven-
tures the opinion that all theatres of the

future will be equipped for color lighting

and form for dramatic purposes.

Dramatic Possibilities

Consider for example, a production like

Max Reinhardt’s “The Miracle” in which
the drama is carried right into the audi-

torium and the audience made a part of the

action. The dramatic possibilities of light

in this type of production are obvious for

the auditorium itself is virtually part of the

stage.

In equipping the auditorium for color

lighting for dramatic purposes, provision

must of course be made for practically all

shades of color and degrees of light and
this can usually be satisfactorily accom-
plished by installing white, red and blue

lights which by means of dimmers can be

blended into almost any tint or shade de-

sired, and for the producers who are in-

terested in color lighting primarily for

theatrical effects, special attention may be
given to popular preferences for certain

colors, these being provided in greatest pro-
portion. It has been observed in studying
the reactions of audiences to color lighting

that they are most responsive to blue and
purple shades. To create mood and at-

mosphere by the use of color, the entire

auditorium should be suffused with the

color light, and for this, large lighted sur-

faces are necessary. This light should be
free from glare and is usually supplied by
lights placed in coves, behind glass panels
and in properly designed fixtures.

To obtain the best results with an in-

stallation of color lighting the control

should be designed so that very gradual
changes in color and in intensity may be
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made. The lighting unit should therefore

be equipped for individual and group
switching, and the dimmers arranged for

interlocking and cross-interlocking control,

so that one color may be dimmed while an-

other is being brightened.

In addition to lighting controlled from
the stage emergency lights should be car-

ried to the front of the theatre, such as

exit lights and some general lighting in the

auditorium which should be kept lighted all

the time. Sufficient light of this character
may be supplied to enable a spectator to

leave his seat without interfering with a

performance or projection. Step and aisle

lights are particularly desirable in the bal-

cony where little of the reflected light from
the stage reaches the floor.

The lighting of men’s smoking rooms,
ladies’ rest rooms, as well as the lobbies,

mezzanine promenades, foyers, etc., require
no special comment.

The theatres we have been considering
are those having a full stage. Where a
short stage or platform only is being pro-
vided, the light control equipment may be
located in the projection room.

In theatres where motion pictures are to

be exhibited and the electrical service is

alternating current, it is necessary to in-

stall a motor generator or rotary converter
to supply direct current for the projection
machines as it is not possible to secure good
projection from an alternating current arc.

Motor-Generator Sets

Motor-generator sizes vary over a wide
range and whether low or high intensity
picture machines will be used, the motor-
generators should be liberally rated and
duplicate sets installed. Motor-generators
may be for series or multiple operation of
the arcs. It is claimed for the series type
machine that they are more efficient in cur-
rent consumption than the multiple type,
which, because of its constant current char-
acteristics requires no ballast resistance.

The motor-generator for multiple opera-
tion of the projection equipment is more
flexible than the series machine, because the
constant current characteristics of the
series machine makes necessary the shunt-
ing of some of the current around the spot-
light and stereopticon machines, when less
current is desired than the series genera-
tor can deliver and be stable.

Lack of space prevents a consideration
of sign and exterior lighting and as only
enough space was available for general
treatment of the subject, we cannot discuss
construction difficulties, power and the vari-
ous signal systems and special wiring.

Broadway Demands the Best Projection

SO DO YOUR PATRONS

BROADWAY
INSTALLATIONS

COLONY THEATRE

CAPITOL THEATRE

RIVOLI THEATRE

STRAND THEATRE

EMBASSY THEATRE

ASTOR THEATRE

STATE THEATRE

And Now “BEN HUR”
IS BEING PROJECTED

BY

THE “HC” HIGH INTENSITY LAMP
(SPERRY)

AT THE GEO. M. COHAN THEATRE

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.
129 Grand St. New York City

Edgeglow
Electric Signs
An artistic, legible sign above

your ticket window is indispens-
able. The Edgeglow sign illus-

trated attracts favorable atten-
tion and makes a pleasing im-
pression.

It is illuminated with two 25-

watt standard showcase lamps
and comes equipped as shown.

Get our bulletin, Signs of
Class Made of Glass. You’ll
find it interesting.

Schwartz Planning
25-House Circuit;

New String in N. J.
A. H. Schwartz, head of a theatre cir-

cuit in Brooklyn and Queens, N. Y., will
have a string of almost 25 houses when
the seven now under construction and
six more to start this year in Long
Island are added to those he now holds.

W. H. Lee, Philadelphia architect, has just com-
pleted plans for Hunt’s Theatres, Inc., for a
$250,000 theatre at Haddonfield, N. J., as part of
a^ four-house program to cost $1,000,000. The
Schine Brothers of Gloversville, N. Y., are said
to be planning to take over the theatre in Boon-
ville, N. Y., and William E. Benton of Saratoga
Springs has obtained the Rialto and Park the-
atres in Glens Falls.

W. S. Butterfield is to build a $500,000 theatre
in Kalamazoo, Mich. Reports at Detroit,, Mich.,
say the new Fox house there will adjoin the
Balaban & Katz theatre now being erected. At
St .Louis, Mo., the Laventha! circuit has added the
Wellston. Sax Theatres Circuit is to build in
Portland and Astoria, Ore. Frank Culp, a Mid-
west stockholder, has completed bis new Granada
theatre in Denver, Col.

Rawson & Evans Company
710-712 Washington Boulevard, Chicago. (31911

Programs
Heralds
Dodgers

THE NATIONAL
POSTER & PTG. CO.
729 S. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

=MASTER

=

GLASS BEAD
SCREEN

“A Screen of Beauty’
9

with amazing results

National Screen Go.

2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.
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THEATRE MANAGERS OF THE FINKELSTEIN & RUBEN CIRCUIT.

Finkelstein & Ruben
Managers Hold Meet

in Minneapolis
TV/T ANAGERS of nearly 100 motion pic-

ture theatres operated by Finkelstein

and Ruben throughout the northwest met
January 5th and 6th in Minneapolis for
their second semi-annual convention.
A discussion of economy, summer busi-

ness and changes in circuit policies were
the major issues before the session.

A formal dinner in the Gold Room of

the Hotel Radisson featured by addresses
from executives of the firm including Wil-
liam Hamm, M. L. Finkelstein, I. H. Ruben
and Theodore L. Hays closed the banquet.
Among the executives and department

heads represented were H. D. Finkelstein,

director of personnel and music; Edmund
Rubens, director of bookings

;
C. P. Mur-

phy, director of production; Ben Ferriss,

director of advertising and publicity, and
Fred Cubberly, director of out-of-town
theatres.

Delegates to the convention included
William McCreary, Palace, Superior

;
L. G.

Roesner, State, Winona
;
Lloyd Sinclair,

Garden, St. Paul; B. McElligot, Nokomis,
Minneapolis

; C. Daigler, Loring
;
L. Har-

rington, Faust, St. Paul
;

Bert Nix,
Mounds, St. Paul

; G. W. Kruger, Rialto,

Minneapolis; A1 Gortol, Lyric, Duluth;
Ray Qvale, Strand, St. Paul

; Joe Rosen-
feld. Grand, Minneapolis

;
S. Burton,

Unique, Mitchell, S. D.
; Dave Wells, Gar-

rick, Minneapolis
;
Mike Mayen, Astor, St.

Paul ; Fred Larkin, Sherman, St. Cloud

;

Joe Grant, St. Claire, St. Paul; H. B.

French, State, Mankato; Henry Sosnosky,
Philo, Chisholm

; Jack Palmquist, Forest,

St. Paul
;
A. McKallor, Park, Austin

; W.
K. Shaw, St. Paul

;
Fred Coughlin, Du-

luth
;
Charles Murray, Lyndale, Minneapo-

lis
;
William Claybrook, Astor, Minneapo-

lis
;
Maurice Singer, Unique, Minneapolis

;

W. R. Hiller, Park, Brainerd; Robert
Brose, Lagoon, Minneapolis; Stan Segel-
baum, Lyric, Minneapolis

;
Harry Billings,

Garrick, Virginia
; Gus Carlson, Zelda, Du-

luth
; V. B. Valleau, State, Eau Claire;

Harvey Buchanan, Palace, Superior
;
Wil-

liam E. Mick, Garrick, Duluth; Dale Si-

mon, Eltinge, Bismarck ; Mai Herz, Gar-
rick, Duluth; Hal Daigler, Capitol, St.

Paul
;
Ed Haas, Strand, Minneapolis ; J.

William Houck, Garrick, Minneapolis
; Joe

Ryan, Madison, S. D.
;

M. L. Cooper,
Grand, Grand Forks

; W. J. Rezac, State,

Hibbing
;
Charley Perry, State, Minneapo-

lis
;
H. L. Dew, Dale, St. Paul

;
Billy Clif-

ford, Garrick, St. Paul
;
Dean Thayer,

Faust, St. Paul
; A. S. Sundberg, Shubert,

St. Paul ; Art Abelson, Bert Goldman, Min-
neapolis

;
H. J. Nathan, Princess, St. Paul;

Stan Collins, Garden, St. Paul; Poli La-
Page, Grand, St. Cloud

;
E. F. Schoenig,

Rochester.

Issue “Echo” Again
The Association of Motion Picture Equip-
ment Dealers announces that is will again
begin publication of their organ “The
Echo.” Support of dealers and manu-
facturers is asked.

Open London Theatre
The new Plaza Theatre in London will

open February 8 under the direction of Al-
bert A. Kaufman, director of theatres for
the Famous Players-Lasky theatre interests

in Europe, according to announcement by
Harold B. Franklin, of Publix Theatres
Corporation.
Frank Tours, formerly associated with

the Music Box Theatre and world-famous
as the composer of “Mother O’ Mine,” will

be musical director
;
Francis A. Mangan,

formerly of the Capitol Theatre, Chicago,
will be general producer.

COLOR and action are outstanding char-

acteristics of the lobby display adver-
tising equipment pictured above which has
been developed for theatre use by the Kay
Sign Company, 190 N. State street, Chi-
cago. The color stills used in the display

frame are illuminated from behind. In the

center of the frame is a place for the sales

message which is projected from the Kay
Merchandiser behind the frame and which
travels continuously. This copy is produced
from a stencil in a paper ribbon and pro-

vides for a message of approximately fif-

teen words, ever repeating itself.

To operate the display it is only neces-

sary to insert the copy and connect the

plug to an electric light socket.

Already adopted by a number of theatres

it is believed by the manufacturers that the

new equipment will find wide favor as a

theatre box office atttraction since it com-
bines an active and interest-compelling

sales messages with the illuminated litho-

graph reproductions.
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Meeting the Varied Problems of

Theatre Heating, Ventilation
By ALFRED P. BROWN

President, B. F. Reynolds Company, Chicago

'T'HEATRE owners and designers, since
-* the evolution of the business, have had
the comfort and entertainment of their

audience foremost in their thoughts. The
result has been more commodious houses,
with more comfortable seats, better light-

ing effects, in fact, everything to enhance
the entertainment quality, and provide
greater comfort for the patrons has re-

ceived attention. Naturally one of the im-
portant problems has been that of heating
and ventilation.

Just as specialists have been developed
in theatre lighting, decorating, etc., special-

ists have been developed who devote all

their time to more efficient heating and
ventilating of a theatre building. Inci-

dentally, the theatre produces complica-
tions greater than in any other type of
construction. It is therefore the purpose
of this article to elaborate a little on this

problem, its solution, and results obtained
as the writer has found and met them.

Great care must be taken and more
intimate experience is necessary in design-
ing a system of heating and ventilation for
theatre buildings. There are many peculiar
conditions to contend with, such as the con-
struction, the design, and the effect of the

heat from the occupants of the house, the
effect of lights and other things, all of
which have an immediate bearing upon the

temperature desired to be maintained, caus-
ing as they do a varying load on the equip-
ment installed.

* * Jjc

Relative to the relation that the con-

struction of the building has to the system
of heating and ventilating is the fact that
the ordinary theatre consists of at least

three or more portions, i. e., the main body
of the house or auditorium (which in it-

self has the division of main floor and
balcony), stage and dressing rooms, foyers
and lobby, as well as offices and other
rooms. Although the portions are separate
and the heating requirements are different,

there are times when the various parts are
more or less thrown together and, of
course, proper operation would be seriously
interfered with should the system be de-
signed without this fact being taken into

consideration.

There are various ways in which this

problem is overcome, namely, by the in-

stallation of fan booster units, or the pro-
viding -of bypassed air supply by means
of automatically controlled mixing dam-
pers, or combinations of both.

Further problems that must receive par-
ticular consideration are those of air wash-
ing, temperature and humidity control, as
well as summer cooling service, all of
which bring up the additional problem of
air requirements for both summer and
winter use.

One must also take care to properly lo-

cate the air supply and exhaust inlets and
outlets so as to avoid the creating of ob-
jectionable drafts or air flow. In this

connection it may also be stated that it is

necessary to create a pressure in the audi-
torium by means of greater air supply than
air exhaust so as to prevent drafts from

outside and cause the resultant leakage to

be toward stage or foyers from the main
body of the house.

5*C

The distribution of the air is through
plenum and duct systems and discharged
into the theatre through numerous floor

inlets placed under seats or through side

walls or ceiling. The exhausting of the
air in the theatre is also an important
factor for the proper operation of the heat-

ing system. Due consideration must be
exercised in its design for without proper
co-ordination of the two systems neither

would function to any degree of satisfac-

tion or efficiency.

Special attention must be given to the

situation that is presented by the heat that

is given off by the audience. When the

auditorium is properly heated and filled

with people the problem becomes one of
ventilation, as it is then necessary to cool

rather than heat same.

From the foregoing it can be readily

understood that any equipment that is in-

stalled for heating and ventilating must
necessarily be very flexible and responsive

to meet the varying conditions and rapid

changes mentioned above. This type of

system has been the objective of our engi-

neers who for a number of years have
been specializing in theatre problems with
the result that equipment now available has
been pronounced by theatre owners and
architects to meet every requirement of
correct and scientific theatre heating and
ventilation.
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1 1 1 u s t ration

showing unit
heat generator

chamber under

construe*
tion which is

described in

article on these

pages dealing

with problems

of theatre heat-

ing and ventila-

tion.

The Reynolds installation is a system of
warmth with ventilation obtained by means
of heat generators which conduct the heat
directly to the volumes of cold fresh air

necessary to properly ventilate the theatre
without any intermediate means or usual
heat losses. The air is drawn in through
a fresh air shaft into the fan room passing
through air washers being thoroughly
washed and properly humidified. From
there, by means of large blowers it is

forced through the generator chambers and
properly and scientifically distributed to

the portions of the building to be heated
and ventilated.

The generators are so constructed that
any kind of fuel including oil or gas can
be used. The fires are controlled auto-
matically by means of temperature control
equipment, responding to thermostats
placed in the theatre in various locations.

Utmost flexibility is obtainable on account

of the installation of these units or separate

heat generators.
^ ^

Equipment of this type is being used in

every class of theatre, from the 300 seat

village playhouse to the 5,000 seat palatial

home of the cinema art. On account of

the exceptional flexibility, convenience,

economy of operation, and perfect results

obtained from the use of any kind of fuel,

an owner obtains an up-to-date heating sys-

tem as well as a properly designed venti-

lating plant for both winter and summer
use.

John G. Sheehy Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—John G.

Sheehy, 40 years a showman in St. Louis
and New York, died at the Melbourne
hotel, St. Louis.

Canadian Firm Plans

Four New Theatres

in Rochester
Four new neighborhood theatres, two

to be started immediately and the others
in the spring, will be built in Rochester,
N. Y., by Burpee & West, of Montreal,
a firm which operates a chain of picture

houses in Canada. The Rochester houses
will be parts of a chain of theatres which
it is proposed to establish in that part

of the state, Maurice West, a member
of the firm, said. The new Thurston
theatre in Thurston road was erected by
this firm.

The total cost of the four proposed
theatres will be in the neighborhood of

$1,000,000. One will be erected in Dewey
avenue, just north of Driving Park, on
a plot 100 by 175 feet, at a cost of $225,-

000 and having a seating capacity of

1,700. The other will occupy a site in

Monroe avenue, on the north side of

the street directly north of Monroe ave-
nue bridge. It will be built on a lot 99

by 165 feet at a cost of $200,000 and will

have a seating capacity of 1,400. Both
theatres will be three stories in height
and will provide space for stores and
offices. The Dewey avenue theatre will

present both motion pictures and vaude-
ville, but at the Monroe avenue house
motion pictures alone will be given.

Ground will be broken for the first

two houses within the next two weeks.

Waugh Gets Saxe Post
MILWAUKEE, WIS, Jan. 19.—Howard

Waugh, who opened the Alhambra theatre

for Universal last August, is making his

debut to managers of the 20 Saxe houses

throughout the state in his new capacity

of district manager.

Illustration show-

ing sectional view

of unit heat-gen-

erator which is dis-

cussed in article on

this and preceding

page.
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Motion Pictures Are Restful to the

Eye When Properly Projected

Thanks To The

lran^?rteR
The flicker and fluctuation are automati-

cally eliminated.

In Mirror Arc Projection the use of the

Transverter is especially important.

Send for our Bulletins explaining its cost

reducing and quality improving features.

Over 2,000 Theatres already

equipped with Transverters.

Perkins Electric, Ltd., Canadian Distributors

e^HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
1900 W. ll*lr ±ft. Street Cteveland , Ohio U SA

The “Better Theatres” Section of Exhib-

itors Herald carries advertising from

more theatre equipment and accessory

manufacturers and dealers than all of the

other national weekly motion picture

trade papers combined.

Win With the Winner in 1926
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You Buy Pictures^^

Sight Unseen
"

But

—

Your Screen Buy
Is No “Pig in

a Poke ”

Your profits depend, first and fore-

most, on your picture and the way it

is presented. To have either faulty

is poor showmanship. When pic-

tures are sent to you—bought on
reputation alone—there is a good ex-
cuse for getting a bad one. But when
your screen goes bad you alone are

to blame.

There are but two kinds of screens
—ordinary ones and DA-LITE’s.
However, we do not say install a

DA-LITE because it is a DA-LITE.
We want you to look ahead a bit.

Think of next year . . . and the year
following that. All screens look
pretty good the day you buy them.
But it takes the secret-process screen

coating and the extra serviceable

backing that goes into a DA-LITE
screen to resist the abuse and wear
of time.

We want you to test the DA-LITE
Screen against any other you choose.

That is the only way you will ever be
convinced of its most extraordinary
merits. And, too, we will give you
the names of DA-LITE Screen
owners. Talk to them if you like.

If DA-LITE Screens were not every-
thing they should be we could not do
this

—

you "know it!

HOW’S THIS?
It don’t cost you a cent to see

the DA-LITE Screen Samples.
And it don’t obligate you in any
way. So why not see them ?

We tvill send them on your re-

quest. Test them against any
other screen—as you like.

WRITE THE LETTER TODAY

DA-LITE SCREEN &
SCENIC COMPANY
922 W. Monroe Street

CHICAGO

fesau
Super Quality

SCREENS

Better Theatres
Advisory Staff

In order to render its readers

assistance on various problems

of equipment and construction

that arise from time to time,

Better Theatres has obtained

the co-operation of the individ-

uals and associations listed fol-

lowing in this work.

Through the co-operation of
this advisory staff this depart-

ment feels that it has allied itself

with sources of expert knowl-
edge on virtually every phase of
theatre building and furnishing
and is able to offer theatre own-
ers a valuable service in provid-

ing information and answers on
a wide range of subjects of a

general nature.

ELMER F. BEHRNS, Theatre
Architect.

ROBERT O. BOLLER, Boiler
Brothers, Architects.

A. B. COPPOCK, Presentation
Producer.

E. B. CRESAP, Secretary, Na-
tional Association of Fan Manu-
facturers.

N. E. DURAND, Frederick C.
Foltz & Co.

JOHN EBERSON, Architect.

G. E. EICHENLAUB, Architect.

W. S. HAYS, Secretary, National
Slate Association and The Na-
tional Federation, Construction
Industries.

F. J. HUSE, Chief Engineer, Hol-
low Building Tile Association.

CLELL JAY, Projectionist, New
Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

SAMUEL R. LEWIS, Member,
American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

A. C. LISKA, Remodeling.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Com-
missioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

HENRY L. NEWHOUSE, Archi-
tect.

J. F. O’MALLEY, Architect.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.

GEORGE W. REPP, Service Divi-
sion, American Face Brick Asso-
ciation.

HENRY J. SCHWEIM, Chief
Engineer of The Gypsum Indus-
tries.

R. L. SIMMONS, Architect.

HORACE L. SMITH, JR , Thea-
tre Engineer.

NORMAN M. STINEMAN, As-
soc. Mem. American Society of

Civil Engineers, Portland Ce-
ment Association.

MAX Y. SEATON, Technical
Director, National Kellastone
Company.

J. L. STAIR, Chief Engineer,
Curtis Lighting, Inc.

Organ arrangement at the Uptown
theatre. Chicago's largest motion pic-

ture palace. Organ chambers fully

protected by Evenheeters.

YOUR PIPE ORGAN
Should be Protected Against

COLD WEATHER
AND DAMPNESS

THE PIPE ORGAN’S TWIN
ENEMIES

Install Evenheeters
“Automatic Electric Heat”
The only Fire Underwriters approved
equipment especially designed for pipe

organs.

Are you protecting your organ against
deterioration? Is its music giving you the
greatest returns on your investment? Do
you feature your organ in your program?

If cold weather is allowed to influence
your organ, your best planned effects are
ruined. Cold organ chambers put the
organ out of tune with itself and your
orchestra. Your whole organ program can
be quickly spoiled by a sudden cold wind
or blizzard blowing on the exposed walls
of your organ chambers.

EVENHEETERS are the quick and
permanent cure for these organ troubles.
EVENHEETERS, “Automatic Electric
Heat” are quickly and easily installed and
come complete with simple thermostat con-
trol.

EVENHEETERS
Have been installed in the following
theatres

UPTOWN, Chicago

HARDING, Chicago

CAPITOL, Chicago

MIDWEST, Chicago

PALACE, Gary, Ind.

which theatres have been described in re-

cent issues of “Better Theatres’*.

Wo will recommend proper size and quote
prices promptly upon receipt of inquiry giving

us dimensions of each organ chamber and stat-

ing which of the walls. If any. are outside or
exposed.

Write today and be protected for the winter.

Cramblet Engineering

Corp.

177 5th Street Milwaukee, Wis.

Also manufacturers of sign flashers,

bcrder chasers, etc.
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Theatre Interior Is Re-

built in 5 Days;

Cost $100,000

A $100,000 theatre alteration job started

and completed in a span of five days,'

a

stage doubled in size, completely rebuilt

and re-equipped
;

a theatre transformed

—

that is the remarkable accomplishment of

the men who, under the general super-

vision of R. E. Hall & Co., Inc., architects

and engineers, were engaged in redecorat-

ing, re-equipping and rebuilding the inte-

rior of the Rivoli theatre, New York.
Ever since its opening, exactly eight

years ago, the Rivoli has been hampered
by lack of stage room. The proscenium
was so constructed that the opening was
just about large enough to accommodate
the screen. Although the stage crew and
those supervising the presentations did re-

markably well with the meagre facilities,

it was impossible to put on anything but

the simplest kind of act The engagement
of John Murray Anderson ancj the plans

for his stage presentations made a full-

sized, fully equipped stage an absolute ne-

cessity.
Hi sfc Hi

At twelve o’clock midnight, December
20, 150 skilled workmen—electricians, paint-

ers, carpenters, plasterers—went to work
on the first 8-hour shift. From that hour
up to Christmas morning, three shifts a

day were employed, with the result that

at noon Friday everything was in spick and
span order and virtually a new theatre was
open to the public. The interior of the

house presents a striking and beautiful ap-

pearance. The dominating color of the

wall decorations on the ground floor is

gold, the side walls being paneled with
gold draperies.

Starting at the entrance door, this gold

is relieved with red, at first only in small

rosettes at the top of the gold draperies

and gradually increasing as the eye follows

along the side wall toward the proscenium
and culminating in a deep red valance
which hangs above the outer curtains

across the proscenium arch. At intervals

along the walls are ten paintings on silk,

set in panels. These are the work of Don
Sindona. The four largest of these, two
on each side, are set into arched openings
cut through the wall and are softly illumi-

nated from behind. The general scheme
of these panel paintings is that of softly

lighted vistas. Upstairs the effect of the

new decorations is fully as striking, the

three big arches in each side wall being
decorated in perspective so as to give an
effect of dark blue night sky.

H« Hi Hi

The biggest change of all is in the stage,

which has been more than doubled in size

and has been completely re-equipped with
rigging. Fifty sets of ropes make it pos-

sible to hang that number of drapes, the

largest equipment of its kind in any thea-

tre in New York City. The draperies are

all of chiffon velvet of the finest texture

and will enable John Murray Anderson
and his assistants to stage acts which will

be as handsomely mounted as any ever
seen on any stage.

At the sacrifice of only 1Q0 seats a new
orchestra pit of the elevator type has been
built, permitting the orchestra to be raised
and lowered and allowing the musicians to

pass out under the stage unnoticed by the

audience. A similar elevator of practically

the same size is cut into the center of the

stage. Two picture screens have been pro-
vided, one at the front of the stage on
which will be shown the earlier films in

the program. This permits the dressing
of the stage for presentations preceding the

(Continued on page 41)

Avail Yourself of

Our Free Service
Our Stage Lighting Engineers have
consulted on America’s finest thea-

tre jobs. This help was of value to

them. It will be to you, also.

When considering theatre lighting,

consider none other than the best

—

© Major Systems. The many fa-

mous © Major installations prove
this unit beyond all possibility of
doubt. Wherever a fine theatre is

Is Used in Such
Theatres as:
Uptown, Chicago
Grand Riviera, Detroit
Paramount, New York
Olympic, Miami
St. Louis, St. Louis

built—an © Major System is in-

stalled.

Full consulting service and com-
plete estimates are furnished
without obligations to you.

&rankjidam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST LOUIS

DISTRICT OFFICES

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Calif.

Orpheum, Los Angeles

@ Major Systems are built in all capacities. As
many lighting scenes as are desired may be pre-
selected on the @ Major System, and held until

each is thrown in, at its proper cue, by the @
Major All Master Switch.

“Used Extensively in the

Noted Theatres

Everywhere”

SHOWMANSHIP OF THE VERY BEST !

A. D. C.

CURTAIN CONTROL
SMOOTH—SILENT—COMPACT-

ECONOMICAL
An Asset to Any Theatre and Program

JUST PRESS A BUTTON
At Any Desired Point in Your House for

Attractive Curtain Movements

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
17 N. 7th St. Allentown. Pa.

Palace Theatre

Gary, Ind.

Decorative Motif by-

Michael Angelo Studios,

212 Superior Street, East,

Chicago.
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^
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19 and 20

CL Qtoanoum &ictwe

A magnificent comedy melodrama built around a nation-

wide search for the mo9t beautiful, most graceful and perfect girl

in America, as picked by the country’s greatest artists.

The eye has never looked upon such a galaxy of gorgeous girls

and gowns.
A D D E D

^
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, JANUARY 21 and 22

[j
JAMES CRUZE’S SMASHING PRODUCTION OF

^
FANNIE HURST’S $50,000 PRIZE STORY

a Vivid Scenes of Luxury and Splendor

X THE STORY THAT WON A PRIZE OF $50,000

^ THE ROMANCE OF EVERY

^ YOUNG GIRL—
HER AMBITIONS,
HER PITFALLS AND
HER TEMPTATIONS

The Most Absorbing

PJay of the Year

THE FAMOUS LIBERTY

MAGAZINE SERIAL

WITH

ALICE JOYCE
WARNER BAXTER
DOLORES COSTELLO

ZASU PITTS

%t GOSH'DARN
MORTGAGE

Reproduction of pages from a popular type theatre program.

Better Advertising Era Dawns
'T'HEATRE owners building bigger and

better theatres have not neglected the

advertising thereof. Increased volume of

patronage, and necessity for still greater

increase, has directed attention to the

quality and variety of printed matter which
conveys to the public the news about cur-

rent offerings, with the result that concerns

supplying this material have experienced

proportionate expansion and responded

with improvement and elaboration.

Today the exhibitor who wishes to ad-

vertise his show in an intelligent and pro-

ductive way has a great range of first class

printed material from which to select the

necessities of his campaign. Besides this

ready-to-use matter, he has access to highly

organized and ably manned printing plants

whereat he can obtain on short notice any
kind of special material which he may care

to use. In the matter of speedy production
and delivery these concerns have perfected

working methods producing the utmost in

service.

* * *

On these pages are reproduced represen-

tative specimens of advertising material

now available to the advertising exhibitor.

From National Poster and Printing Co.,

Chicago, highly efficient programs of the

type here shown may be obtained. To the

H. Dryfhout company and the Exhibitors
Printing Service acknowledgment hereby
is made for the reproductions of banners

and heralds, respectively, which illustrate

these remarks.
Progress in the publication of programs,

— THEATRE—
MR. FRANK POTTER. M»n»g.r

Twice Nightly—7:00 to 9:00 and 9:00 to I I :00

Saturdays. Sundays. Holidays. Cont. 2:15 to 11:15 P M.

CHARLES SHOOK. Organist

PROGRAM WEEK OF DECEMBER 6

# — SPECIAL ATTRACTION —
SUNDAY. MONDAY and TUESDAY, DEC. 6, 7 and 8

Gloria
Swanson

in

“STAGE
STRUCK”

Front page of theatre program.

or house organs, has been extremely rapid

in the past two years. Readers of Exhibi-
tors Herald are fully aware of this de-

velopment, as the House Organ Exchange
of “The Theatre” department is a per-

manent feature which has shown the ex-

pansion made. Nowadays many exhibitors

are getting as satisfactory results with
their programs or house organs as was pos-
sible years back with the Lewspaper, though
no showmen have curtailed newspaper
space on that account, preferring to rate

the additional business properly as new
money.

^ ^

In programs, as in banners and heralds

also, the copy content has undergone a

forward trend in keeping with the general

improvement of the theatre in all its

branches. Whereas it was at one time con-

sidered primarily important to get out a

herald and only secondarily desirable that

it should contain salesmaking copy, it is

now considered that any matter printed for

the theatre is worth printing with the best

possible sales copy. Accordingly, concerns
furnishing this type of material have em-
ployed expert copy-writers for the general

run of business and afford every coopera-

tion with the customer in preparing matter

from the special copy now more and more
generally supplied by the advertisers. The-
atres have risen from at least the middle

grade advertiser class to a position among
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the leaders, and the trend is constantly and

rapidly upward.

Distributional machinery also has come
in for its share of attention. The hap-

hazard methods of getting the printed mat-
ter to the readers, which once caused
wonderment when called to the attention of

advertisers in other lines, have been done
away with. Mailing lists now in use are

regularly checked and guarded against

deadwood. Distributional systems of all

kinds are carefully checked and a maxi-
mum coverage is insisted upon. In step

with this development, or perhaps a little

ahead of it, the concerns supplying printed

matter have devised dependable methods of

distribution which they place at the dis-

posal of their customer, if indeed they do
not attend to all the work for them as a

part of the regular job.

That the quality of show printing has im-

proved is evident even to the man in the

street. Whether it be a billboard, a ban-

ner, a herald or a program, it is well

printed in this era of better representation.

The copy is good, sufficient without being

overlong, and it is set readily and printed

according to the latest and best dictates of

good printing. It is fully abreast of the-

atre development itself in quality.

A greater volume of special paper for

the theatre is being used today than at any
previous period in the development of the

business. This, strangely enough, has not

resulted in a cutting down of the amount
used from the film concerns. The paper

supplied by film concerns, properly enough,

is product sales stuff. It aims, necessarily

since it must serve exhibitors in every lo-

cality equally well, to sell the picture con-

cerned. The exhibitor uses it for that pur-

pose. Then he buys special material to sell

the picture as an attraction being offered

by his theatre. To this he often adds
straight theatre copy, or special paper, de-

voted to a special occasion or based upon
a local condition or event. It is this dual

service of the specially printed material

which has been found so productive as to

result in constantly increased use of it.

For a time, this trend toward greater use

of special advertising material was evident

mainly in the lesser cities, the metropolis

as a general rule depending chiefly upon
its newspaper advertising and using little

if any special matter. Experiment with the

program idea, however, led to abandonment
of this policy. It was learned quickly that

a neighborhood in a big city is essentially

no different from a small town. The com-
munity interest is there, needing only the

proper spark to set it at work for the

theatre. In bringing this point repeatedly

to the attention of theatre owners, citing

instances and proving cases, the Herald
played important part in bringing about

first trials by exhibitors. After a fair first

trial, the use of special material is not
abandoned.

PRESENTS*
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William Fox presents

AIRONHORSE
Direct from One'ttar’s Run inNew'York,

A JOHN FORD PRODUCTION
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All pioneering ii dramatic and the most dramatic moments in America’s history are presented in this,

mighty photoplay. A drama of love and adventure during civilization’s march towards the West. A

mighty drama of American progress. The most thrilling dtama of love and adventure ever filmed.

The only picture you’ll enjoy seeing twice.

A Picture You Must See!
Typical herald at top of which provision is made for imprinting name of theatre and
play dates.
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26 features —
—many exclu-
sive — govern
the design of
all MAJOR
“Spots.”

All Modern Theatres

Are Being [MAJOR

Equipped
The constant demand for more efficient stage
lighting requires equipment that must give a

constantly good service, must be able to with-
stand an over amount of abuse, year in and year
out, and must operate
in an economical man-
ner.

So ably has MAJOR Equip-
ment fulfilled these demands,
it is a rarity to find a truly
modern theater that
MAJOR equipped.

It will be a decided advan-
tage to you to install

MAJOR Equipment. Superi-
ority in design, less cost in
operation and higher effi-

ciency in stage lighting are
the reasons why you should.

A most attrac-

tive bulletin awaits
your request. It

tells you all about
M A J O R Equip-
ment,

ajor Small
ox Lamp

with clamp
hanging. (Also
made with
chain hang-
ers.)

MajorEquipmcnt Company
360 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO

The First

Successful Projection Carbon

And Still The Best

CARBONS
For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION

Also Carbons for every kind of lighting.

Write for Prices and Samples

HUGO REISINGER
Sole Importer United States, Canada, Mexico

11 Broadway New York

HENRY J. SCHWEIM

EJENRY J. SCHWEIM, who has been
A appointed chief engineer of The

Gypsum Industries, 844 Rush Street,

Chicago, 111., to succeed the late Virgil
G. Marani, is a new member of the “Bet-
ter Theatres” advisory staff, filling the
post left vacant by the death of Mr.
Marani.
Mr. Schweim is in close contact with

architects, engineers, contractors and
builders and has hosts of friends among
them. His reputation for rendering serv-
ice is well known and he will carry on
these policies in his new position.
He is a young man and looks on gyp-

sum as a product which will more large-
ly serve in building construction in the
future, despite the great progress it has
made in the last decade. Its field as a
fire resistive medium has just begun, he
believes.

His engineering education was re-

ceived at Armour Institute of Technol-
ogy. He was associated with Mundie
and Jensen, architects, with the National
Fireproofing Company as chief draftsman
and with the United States Gypsum
Company as sales engineer, supervisor
of sales, testing engineer, and as dis-

trict manager. During the war he was
sent to New York to serve the gov-
ernment in securing supplies of gypsum
building products and to act in engineer-
ing advisory capacities. Thus his tech-
nical training has been backed by a

wealth of practical experience.
Mr. Schweim will continue the serv-

ice to theatre owners and architects cov-
ering the use of gypsum in playhouse
construction.

61 St. Louis Theatre
Permits Hit $3,247,000

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 19.—Theatre
construction played a prominent part in

establishment of a record building year
for St. Louis during 1925. Of the grand
total of $54,877,013, permits for 61 the-
atres totaled $3,247,680, while alterations
to theatres totaled $496,825.
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There’s Profits

in Music
Give Your
Audience

Theatre Interior Is Re-

built in 5 days;

Cost $100,000

Note th e

grace
the sweep-
ing lines— of the
G a 1 1 a-
gher Mu-
sic Stand.
This model
is mad
e s pecially
for Motion
P i c t u
T h eatres.

Ask about
it.

More—at

Less Cost!
Your orches-

tra plays a

big part in

mounting up
box office re-

ceipts. Give

your audiences more and
better music and they

will increase. Gallagher

Resonator Orchestral
Base increases tone,

quality and volume.
Gallagher Music Stands elim-

inate all glare, make music
handling easier for your
musicians and dress up the

“pit.” Install Gallagher
Equipment — your
patrons will appreciate
the improvement — and
pay for it!

Write for new Bulletin

and full details

Gallagher Resonator
Orchestral Base

is used in many of the better theatres.

Why not investigate—TODAY?
Gallagher Orchestral

Equipment Co.
'^ 3235 Southport Avenue, CHICAGO

J

Complying with the

Law at a Profit

PATRONS of your theatre know that
DIXIE Coin Vending Machines

provide them with clean, fresh, glass-

shaped, individual drinking cups, for
which they gladly pay.
The actual profit from DIXIE Coin
Vendors in the foyer, lobby and retir-

ing rooms, is due the theatre owners
for this courtesy of supplying a needed
convenience, even though the common
drinking glass is prohibited by law.
The column of snowy-white DIXIE
Cups easily seen, immediately attracts
the attention of the discriminating
patron whose appreciation of this health
guarding convenience is reflected in .

that greatest of all assets—good will.

Complete information upon request.
A FRESH CUP WITH EVERY DRINK

INDIVIDUAL DRINKING
CUP CO., INC.

Original Makers of the Paper Cup

Easton, Pa. New York, N. Y.
With branches at Philadelphia,

Chicago, Baltimore, Los Angeles

( Continued from page 37)

feature. For the feature film, another
screen is used, located well toward the

back of the stage.

The organ console has been transferred

from the right to the left end of the pit

and is placed on an independent elevator.

The conductor’s desk is also on an inde-

pendent elevator and is equipped with elec-

tric curtain and light signals by which the

conductor may direct the entire perform-
ance. The decorations of the orchestra pit

are of gold, while the organ console has
been painted pure white. In addition to

the extensive electrical equipment of the

stage proper, thirty 1000-watt lamps have
been installed in the face of the balcony

railing extending the full width of the

house. Each one of these lights is equipped

with gelatines which will permit front

lighting of the stage in every conceivable

color combination.
* *

On the afternoon of the day before

Christmas, members of the New York
Press were invited to an inspection tea at

the Rivoli. Scores of workmen were about

the house and few people dreamed that it

would be possible to open the doors to

the public the next morning, but the con-

tractors made good as they said they

would, and the show went on as per sched-

ule. In keeping with the house improve-

ments, the ushers and doormen were re-

splendent in new uniforms. A new theatre

had sprung up on Broadway almost over

night. And best of all, New York liked

it immensely. And so it liked the John
Murray Anderson revue, “The Melting

Pot,” and the feature picture, “A Kiss for

Cinderella.” In short, the new and greater

Rivoli is a hit.—The Close-Up.

PaintTheCorners
WHITE

Courtesy Columbia Casualty Co.

Most distributing branches are kept
immaculately clean.

Litter of one kind or another found
in corners in certain businesses is not
tolerated by exchange managers or em-
ployees.

Where conditions permit it is recom-
mended that the corners in film depart-
ments be painted white as shown above.
This is a practice which works splendidly
in certain quarters. It keeps things out
of corners which should not be there.
It helps keep the entire room perfectly
clean.

Every foreign substance is instantly
seen in a room where the corners stand
out white.—(The Fire Alarm).

the^T -

E

Some More
Sign Photos

for You
The Reynolds Camera Man has
taken a new collection of night
photos, many of the subjects being
the recent sign installations of won-
derful new movie houses.

GLAD TO SEND YOU
THESE PHOTOS—FREE

Our recent folder “What’s New in Signs”
has been much sought after by the opera-
tors of movie houses—we have a few copies
left which we’ll also send on request.

MOTION AND COLOR
in signs is the gospel we preach—we pro-
vide the most practical and economical
equipment for the purpose in

Flashers

They have been
the standard
for 20 years.
Reynolds Mo-
tors and spe-
o i a 1 brushes
are used. Very
reliable and
low in upkeep.

Color Hoods
are inexpensive, easily at-

tached. They fit standard
size lamps and are the

most economical and successful method of
injecting color into signs. Six rich colors:
ruby, blue, green, amber, opal, canary.

Write today for the new
series of sign photos and
“What’s New in Signs.”

ELECTRIC COMPANY

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago
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An Operatic Picture Calls for

Operatic Interpretation
Says IRIS VUSING

First Organist, Granada theatre, San Francisco

an

'T'HE development of motion picture pho-
J- tography, plotting and presentation has
reached that point where the person who
plays the organ, furnishing tonal back-
ground for the action, is called on now
and then to give a photoplay an interpre-

tation that is operatic in its scope and sig-

nificance. When one has such a picture

to accompany one needs artistry and down-
right ability, a fine discrimination, sym-
pathy and a real repertoire. If you have
all these it will be comparatively easy, for
the library of operatic music with which to

conjure is almost inexhaustible.

Valentino’s latest film drama, “Cobra,”
is such a picture. That is a truly inspiring
photoplay for any organist to interpret. Its

story is very human and appealing, whether
you admire the sheik and the vampire or
not. In “Cobra” the handsome Rudolph
is every inch a sheik, but a whimsical, de-
lightful sort—a young Italian nobleman, al-

most illegally handsome, with a weakness
for women that is a very real weakness,
but latent manly qualities which come to

the surface magnificently when real love is

awakened in his bosom.

* * *

And Nita Naldi, the vampire, is vampire
to the bitter end, soulless, selfish, passion-
ate, egotistical, unprincipled. One cannot
admire a thing she does yet one cannot
help admiring the way she does everything,
for in “Cobra” her artistry is of a cloth

with Valentino’s. And there is the man-
to-man friendship theme, the fond, decent
husband upon whose head a treacherous
wife lecherously grows her horns. This and
the love complex, with the Count’s struggle
to forget himself and give up the girl he
loves for his friend’s sake, is worthy the

best efforts of a Verdi.

In interpreting “Corba” I opened with the
screening, playing the beautiful full chords
of “Ah, Forse Lui,” from “La Traviata.”
One has opportunity to play almost any-
thing in this picture from “Traviata” to

“Lady, Be Good.”

Through the opening scenes in the cafe
I played the strains of the alluring Italian

waltz, switching to Drigo’s “Italian Seren-
ade” when the old rascal appeared on the
scene to blackmail the Count. This can be
continued, for in the background musicians
are revealed playing. Then, when the
Count is introduced, go back to the “Tra-
viata” love strain again.

* iji *

As the Count is informed of the pres-
ence of the old rascal and plans to make
his escape, enter into a minor waltz, played
as a waltz mysterioso scherzo, the “Seren-
ade” from “I’l Pagliacci.” This keeps the
music in the Italian atmosphere of the set-

ting. The first two reels of “Cobra” are
quaintly humorous and should be so treated
in your accompaniment. It is a good plan
to play as much light music as possible
in the beginning, for the tragic ending is

touching and in it you have full opportun-
ity to give the picture dramatic treatment.

Continue playing the serenade through
the ensuing scenes of the mistaken identity.

The Count makes the acquaintance of Jack
Doming, throws the old blackmailer off the
track, and they enter the cafe together to

the strains of the “Italian Serenade.” The
smooth flowing continuity here gives excel-

lent opportunity to return to the first num-
ber and thus complete your musical chap-
ter.

The following day in the palace of the

Count the situation is very amusing and
could be cued by nothing better than that

old favorite, the rollicking “Funiculi, Funi-
cula” as the rascally father ushers in his

daughter to confront the Count and force
money from him. As John Doming buys
the lovely antique and gives the Count
money wherewith to pav the blackmailing
father, continue playing “Funiculi, Funi-
cula,” for the scene is long and humorous.
Work it up until after the girl leaves.

* *

At this point we take, up another thread
of the story. The Count tells his new
friend frankly women always have fascin-

ated him, telling how his ancestors all were
Don Juans and heartbreakers. He goes

back to the period. Play here the “Gavotte”

of Louis XVI. Interrupt the love scene

suddenly with the brusque and rousing

“Questa o Quella” from “Rigoletto,” play-

ing it with fire and enthusiasm as the angry
husband enters, searching for his wife. “In
my heart all are equally cherished !”—what
a magnificent cue—as the deceived husband
departs. Play humorously and to action as

the two women contend for the Count’s

affections, ending with pats, squeals and
shrills, for the situation is ludicrous.

The scene fades back to the library and
as the Count agrees to go to America with
his new friend we return to the “Gavotte,”
giving the finishing touches to our second
musical chapter.

We carry two love themes in this pic-

ture. Arrived in New York, as the Count
is presented to the little secretary, with
whom he is destined to fall really in love,

we introduce our dramatic love theme,
“Deep in My Heart,” from “The Student
Prince.” It always is a good idea to play

A “Movie” or New
Street Lights ?

Whether or not the town shall have
new electric lights or a motion pic-

ture theatre is a question being dis-

cussed among residents of Green
Ridge, Mo. The local newspaper,
The News, seems to favor the the-

atre as indicated in the following
story which appeared ini a recent

issue:

“Shall Green Ridge have a picture show?
It has been discussed and several ideas for
obtaining the necessary ‘starting’ capital
suggested.

“A picture show would advance Green
Ridge several steps along the road of prog-
ress. It will put more pep into the town
than the installation of electric lights, and
a stimulant would be a builder.

“What do you think? Wouldn’t it be
cheaper to have a show of our own than
to have our young folks driving to Sedalia?
And, wouldn’t you like to ‘sit in’ Satur-

day nights?’’

as much of the popular music from the

successful shows of the day playing in your
city as possible. We do not play our love

theme dramatically here, introducing it

merely as a sweet waltz. Finishing the

strain, which on account of the length of

the scene has been permitted to be played

twice, to the introduction of a novelette,

one of the better class—Devant’s “Au
Caprice,” a foreign publication well calcula-

ted to please the public taste, played on
flute and tibia, as the distinguished woman
purchases an antique. She is introduced to

the Count and invites him to her home to

call on her niece.

* * *

The cafe scene, which follows, is one of

exquisite beauty. Play Moskowsky’s
“Night of Love” from “Natja.” I chose
this waltz because in the background
waltzers were revealed and to emphasize
the drama of the story. Drop this number
and improvise a short fight to action as the

Count defends himself against a drunken
young blood, taking up the waltz strain

again immediately, playing subdued and on
the strings as an orchestra would play it.

During this cafe scene the Count meets the

Cobra. With careful timing you can adapt
the waltz number exactly so that they dance
to the lovely strains of the chorus, the last

strain of the chorus dying away at the

fadeout.

In Jack Dorning’s apartment the next

day. Open with one big strain, the first line

of “Oh, Lady Be Good !” Put feeling into it,

make the organ say, “Oh, Lady Be Good !”

Pause, then transpose the line. Another
scheming adventuress demands money. This

is another humorous scene, for the “lady”

is hard boiled and refuses to leave, al-

though the Count is expecting friends in

for tea and begs her to go. As she re-

fuses to budge we implore her again, “Oh,
Lady Be Good!” Jack Doming again

comes to the rescue and pays her the price

she demands. She sits to the last line of

“Oh, Lady Be Good to Me.” This is the

last opportunity for anything frivolous, for

Jack reproaches the Count for his indiscre-

tions and we use a recitative dialogue by
Bruno Oscar Klein. The Cobra is coming
to tea. Continue the dialogue as Jack goes
upstairs to change his attire. As the Cobra
enters, the music takes on a modern at-

mosphere, calling for wholetone music. “La
Plus Que Leut” by Dubussy, a lovely com-
position, fits admirably into the character.

Tt does not contaain the dissonance of ultra

modern music, yet is sufficiently on a whole-
tone scale to lend the mysterious atmos-
phere so necessary in this picture. Cobra
has come for the express purpose of win-
ning the Count, but when she learns he is

penniless she has an immediate, complete
and sirenesque change of heart and dis-

covers Jack Doming is the only man in

the world for her.

* * *

The siren is a fast worker, for next the

Count is revealed reading a telegram telling

of the marriage of Jack and the Cobra.
Play “When the One You Love Loves
You” as the little secretary and the Count
discuss the marriage. This is the other love

theme, the light one.
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The continuity jumps to a year later and

Jack is revealed in his home with the

Cobra, who seems to him an ideal wife.

During this short bit play “A Love Song”

from “ A Day in Venice,” a sweet little

thing by Ethelbert Nevin. It is just the

right length, thirty-two bars, bridging this

necessary bit of the picture admirably.

In the next scene the Count is driving

the little secretary home. This scene is ir-

relevant but charming, so play “When the

One You Love Loves You.” There is op-

portunity only for the chorus.

The next clay the Count believes he has

found a new inspiration to work in the

little secretary. The Cobra enters and im-

mediately becomes jealous of the girl. Play
Liszt’s “Consolation No. 3,” one of the

loveliest recitative numbers ever written.

The Cobra offers the Count her love and
he scorns her. The Cobra retaliates by
poisoning the mind of the little secretary

against him. All this is beautifully inter-

preted by playing the impassioned Liszt

“Consolation” to a trumpet and English

horn solo with piano, flutes and harp
arpeggios until the Cobra leaves with her

husband.
* * *

Now we return to the dramatic love

theme, “Deep in My Heart,” as the Count
proposes to the little secretary and she re-

fuses him. Play this tenderly, with deep

feeling, slowly, lento. Follow the fadeout

by a long, dead pause
;
cut off your tremolos

if you would hush your house.

The Cobra comes to the Count at mid-
night. There is nothing more exquisitely

mysterious played on your richest stops,

than the “Forest Dawn,” a study in whole
tones. The Cobra throws herself, figura-

tively, at the Count, and he, long susceptible

to fascinating women repels her advances.
Continue playing “Forest Dawn” dramatic-
ally, for your music never should be al-

lowed to wander from the character and
atmosphere of your picture. You must hold
your audience in a scene like this, where
one yokel, laughing out of turn and rea-

son, would mar the beauty of a carefully

planned and executed tonal setting. Work
up furiously to a climax on the keys, never
for a moment permitting your audience to

lose sight of the dramatic undercurrent of

this gorgeous portrayal of illicit love.

The ensuing scene in the hotel is equally

serious. When the Count leaves the

Cobra, realizing his terrible folly and re-

fusing to go further into the adventure,
play loud enough and soulfully enough to

cover any unwelcome gaucherie on the part

of any boor at your back. You know how
audiences act sometimes.

* * *

In the office the next morning the Count
wrestles with a terrible remorse. The little

secretary comes in pledging forgiveness,

( Continued on page 46 )

You Can’t Have
Good Pictures Without It

THE success of a house often de-

pends upon a thing comparatively
insignificant in cost—a good projec-

tion system. For only with a fine lens

and scientifically related parts can you
have good pictures.

The Bausch & Lomb Cinephor Optical

System gives strong illumination,

evenly distributed over the whole
screen. It defines the images with
strong contrasts of black and white.

It makes pictures convincingly real

and helps to bring crowds back again.

Ask your projection man.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
652 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

Newest
and
Best

ERTY
MUSIC STAND

Standard for

All Purposes

Send for Our New
Booklet

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND CO.
I960 E. 116th St. Cleveland, O.

rcenicStndios
TLFFJX.CHJD

Everything for the Stage

ROLL
Folded Machine
RESERVED
COUPON

BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE —

Weprove it—Send the order

^ LARGEST EXCLUSIVE
AMUSEMENT TICKET

% PRINTERS IN N.E. for18yews

Trimount Pness
117 ALBANYBOSTON,

STREET
MASS.
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Saving Your Organ from Effects

of Cold Weather and Dampness
By P. K. CRAMBLET

Cramblet Engineering Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

'T'HE heating of organ expression
-*• chambers is a subject that has been
brought much into the foreground in the

last two or three years. The adoption
by the picture theatres of organ music
as one of their program features has

Illustrating organ of approximately square floor

plan, and having one exposed wall. Heater should
be mounted near center on exposed wall.

rapidly educated the public to a critical

appreciation of music furnished them.
Where originally it was possible for or-

gan music to get by without much con-
sideration of the tonal quality, it has
now become necessary for the organ
owning exhibitor to keep his organ in

proper tune and in the best of opera-
tion, or lose the entire value of his

music.

The pipe organ is an extremely com-
plicated instrument. Many things occur
to require the services of the mainte-
nance man. First among these causes
is cold weather and dampness.

Cold weather affects the organ by
chilling the expression chambers
through their exposed or outside walls
or during that portion of the 24
hours when the building temperature is

permitted to drop in order to save fuel.

While the cold organ chambers does not
mean that the organ will rapidly deteri-
orate, it does mean a loss of pitch in

many of the organ pipes if the organ is

played during the cold period. The loss
of pitch is greater according to the
greater difference between the chamber
temperature at the time of playing and
that at which it was tuned.

Dampness causes a swelling and con-
sequent deterioration of the wooden
chests, pipes and other parts in the or-
gan chambers, and is apt to be present
not only in the Winter and Spring, but
also in the Summer. Dampness some-
what depends on the building location,
construction, and the general character
of the atmosphere surrounding the blower
intake.

Of the two items, dampness if not
eliminated, will cause considerable tonal
loss to the expensive organ investment.
Cold organ chambers will cause loss of
tune which will be automatically corrected
when the temperature rises.

The proper way to correct both of

these troubles is to adequately heat the
expression chamber. Heating may be
done in several ways. Either by install-

ing radiation connected to the building
heating system, or by securing sufficient

ventilation through the chamber so as

to rapidly heat it from the heated audi-

torium air, or by the installation of

thermostat controlled electric heat; this

latter method having rapidly come into

preference through the development of

suitable equipment.

* * *

Organ chambers are usually tuned at

a temperature of from 65 to 70 degrees.
If the chamber temperature is allowed to

drop 10 degrees below the tuning tem-
perature the metal pipes become flat by
a quarter or half tone, and the greater
the drop in temperature, the greater the

drop in tone of these pipes, and also the

drop of tone in a number of other pipes.

The reverse is true that a 10 degree rise

above the tuning temperature will cause
the same pipes to become sharp, and the

further rise of temperature will cause a

Showing elongated organ chamber having one ex-
posed wall and which requires two heaters, one at

each end of the exposed wall area.

number of pipes to become out of pitch.

The pipes that are particularly effected,

are the reeds, and the metal flue pipes.

Tne wood pipes are not particularly ef-

fected until an extreme temperature drop
has occurred. The traps and the chimes
are very little effected. If a piano key-
board is in the chamber, this of course,

responds to a temperature change very
quickly. The one pipe which is most ef-

fected, is the Vox Humana. Others are

the trumpet, the orchestral oboe, etc.

Despite the obvious need of heating

equipment in the chambers the majority

of chambers are designed, completed, and
the organs installed without any means
of heating being specified, or perhaps
even thought of. This in part, is due to
the lack of knowledge among architects
and builders of the real need of organ

heat. Many of the larger known theatre

architects, "however, are now taking this

into account in drawing the specifica-

tions of new theatres and are preparing
their plans accordingly.

* * *

The majority of the organ builders as

well as a large number of architects are

now recommending the use of thermo-
stat controlled electric heaters. Equip-

ment of this kind now on the market
consists of the thermostat control, the

electric heater and the necessary safety

switches, and can be secured in sets ap-

proved by the Fire Insurance Underwrit-

ers and especially designed for organ
heating purposes.

Electric heat with thermostat control

gives as perfect a temperature regula-

tion as is desired. The average organ
installation requires temperature regula-

tion with about 6 degrees between the

maximum and minimum temperature.

Since organ chambers are not stand-

ard in size, the amount of heating equip-

ent to install must be determined for

each chamber. It is obvious that each
chamber must have its own thermostati-

cally controlled heater. The larger the

chamber, or the greater the area of ex-

posed outside walls, the larger must be
the wattage of the heater installation.

The manufacturer of the heating equip-

ment can quickly determine and recom-
mend the proper size equipment upon
receipt of information as to the dimen-
sions of the chamber, and a statement as

to which walls are outside or exposed.
The heater installation must be put in

properly to be of service. The heater,

or heaters, as the case may be, should
be mounted near the bottom of the ex-

posed or outside wall in order that the
rising columns of warm air from the
heater will counteract the descending
columns of chilled air. The heater
should be put as near the bottom of the
exposed wall as possible so as to warm
the cold air trapped in the bottom of the

A Corner organ chamber added to the original
building showing the majority of the wall area
exposed. Heater units must be mounted on each
exposed wall.

chamber and cause circulation that will

effectively distribute warmed air through
all parts of the chamber.
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An elevation of an organ chamber illustrating the
proper location of heater at bottom of the outside
or exposed wall.

Where considerable cold wall area is

found, it is often necessary to mount sev-

eral heaters spaced apart along the wall.

If only one large heater is used, it would
tend to form a pocket of warm air at one
corner of the chamber and leave the bal-

ance cold. This type of split heater in-

stallation is particularly necessary in the

long triangular shaped chamber often

found in smaller theatres.

Thermostats must be located at the
point the best circulation takes place,

and of course, out of reach of direct heat

from the heaters. Since the temperature
change partly effects the column of air

in the flue pipes as well as the metal
walls of metal pipes, and also effects the

tension and curve of the reed in the reed
pipes it is necessary that the thermostat
be located at a medium point to secure
the desired air temperature surrounding
the metal pipes and the reeds. This
means that the thermostat should not be
mounted in the top of the chamber, but
preferably at a middle point or several
feet about the organ chests.

* * *

Electric heat would be costly were it

not for one fact. Namely, that practi-

cally all theatre organs are installed with

the pipes enclosed in expression cham-
bers. The chamber tends naturally to
trap the heat within its walls, thereby
dividing it and preventing the escape of
the warm air to the auditorium when
the organ is not playing. This fact

tends to cut the need of heat down to
only that required to replace the tem-
perature loss through the walls and to

heat the comparatively small amount of
incoming air from the organ blower
through the pipes. Since the incoming
air from the blower only takes place
when the organ is playing which occurs
while the place is heated and since the
organ intake is practically always that
of temperate or warmed air, very little

heat is required to bring it to the de-
sired organ temperature.

$ * *

In the larger theatres that operate at

noon and evening, it is the usual practice

to leave the heaters in operation under
their thermostatic control during the en-

tire 24 hours. In the small theatres
where only evening performances take
place, the heating equipment can be dis-

connected at a suitable time, so that the
organ will chill off with the building. But,

when the janitor fires up previous to the

performance, the switch can be thrown
in, so that the heater again becomes op-
erative. By this method, the small thea-
tre can save current cost, particularly
over the week end if no Sunday perform-
ance takes place.

For the prevention of dampness it is

essential to secure circulation of warmed
air in the organ chamber. This can be
better done by electric heat than by any
other. If the blower intake is located
in a damp basement, it often becomes de-
sirable to install an electric heater in the
room with the blower or directly over
the intake, so as to reduce the work re-
quired of the heating equipment in the
chamber itself.

Especially in Coast cities is trouble
from dampness to be found. Organ in-

stallation along the Southern Coast,
where little heat is needed, is found to

be particularly benefited by the installa-

tion of electric heaters or thermostat
control to prevent dampness trouble. It

must be borne in mind that dampness
trouble produces an actual deterioration of
the organ and therefore becomes a seri-

ous item, although the dampness itself

Frequently it is impossible to place heater on ex-
posed wall because of organ parts. It may then
be placed underneath parts and deflector used.

may not affect the playing of the organ
immediately.

* * *

In the Southern or Coast theatres,

where temperature runs high during the

day, and a sharp drop is felt in the eve-

ning, it is obvious that electric heat is

the only suitable equipment for the main-
taining of organ temperatures. In such
installations, it is often desirable to tune
the organ at a higher temperature, than
in northern locations, consequently, an
evening drop in temperature is apt to be
more noticeable in the organ than other-

wise would be the case. Thermostat
electric control being automatic and re-

quiring no attention from the manager,
automatically corrects these rapid or

sudden temperature fluctuations.

From the cost standpoint, suitable
electric heating equipment can be se-

cured at such low prices that compared
to the possible deterioration or loss of

value in the organ itself, and the loss of

the effectiveness of the music in the thea-
tre program that an exhibitor should not
hesitate to take the necessary steps to
correct these troubles.

Publix Theatres Will

Build Playhouse in

Knoxville, Tenn.
Publix Theatres Corporation is plan-

ning a new $1,000,000 theatre for Knox-
ville, Tenn. R. E. Hall & Co., Inc., of

New York, architects and engineers, have
prepared the plans of the new house for
Tennessee Enterprises, Inc. Razing of
the old buildings now occupying the
site at the corner of Clinch Avenue and
State Street will be started at once and
contracts for the construction of the
new building will be let as speedily as
possible. March 15 ought to see build-
ing operations well under way.

The new theatre, with a seating capac-
ity of approximately 2,300, will be the
largest in Tennessee. It will be of the
Spanish type of architecture and will be
constructed of reinforced concrete, steel

and brick. The first floor frontage on
Clinch Avenue will contain six stores, an
office space 143x38 feet on the second
floor will be divided into offices to suit

tenants.

The entrance to the theatre will be
on Clinch Avenue, opposite the entrance
to the Farragut Hotel. An arcade will

run through to Gay Street, which will

be used as an exit in emptying the the-

atre. The main entrance will have a
lobby 18 feet wide. Exits from the main
floor will be provided on all four sides,
so that the house may be completely
emptied within three minutes.

Allowances have been made for the
installation of a large organ and accom-
modations for an orchestra of 25 pieces.
The stage will be 60 feet wide by 31 feet
deep and will be completely equipped
for the presentation of all types of theat-
rical attraction. The building will be
equipped with a cooling system so that
the air may be kept at a temperature of
70 degrees throughout the year.

Academy of Music Burns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 19.—The Acad-
emy of Music, in Newburgh, N. Y., which
was acquired by Famous Players some
little time ago, was severely damaged
by fire.

Capitol Projectionist
Shows Fourth Picture

to Presidents of U. S.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Arthur J. Smith,
chief projectionist of the Capitol theatre,

who ran “The Big Parade” for President
and Mrs. Coolidge at the White House
recently, may now be referred to as the
“special projectionist to the President.”

This is the fourth time Smith has pre-
sided over the projection booth at special

performances in the East Room of the
White House. The three other occasions
were the running of “Dante’s Inferno” for
Roosevelt; the showing of “Birth of a
Nation,” and on a subsequent occasion,
“Intolerance,” to President Wilson.

The practically perfect projection and
illumination of the screen at the Capitol
theatre are due to special devices and ma-
chinery which Smith has invented or per-

fected. David Mondoza, conductor of the

Capitol Grand Orchestra, with an orches-
tra of picked men, also made the trip to

Washington to play the score to “The Big
Parade,” which was written by him and
Dr. William Axt.
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Let Us

FINANCE
Design, Build

and Equip

Your Next Theatre
We have built many beautiful paying theatres whose

owners will endorse our work and recommend our

service.

THE UNITED STUDIOS IS AN INCORPORATION OF
ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS & EQUIPPERS

LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS

UNITED STUDIOS, INC.
L. P. LARSEN, Managing Art Director

30 W. LAKE ST. CHICAGO
Local and Long Distance Telephones, Dearborn 1774-1775-1776

V. U. Young, Owner PALACE THEATRE, GARY, IND. John Eberson, Architect

AS USUAL
ANOTHER INSTALLATION OF THE

REYNOLDS UNIT HEAT-GENERATOR SYSTEM
OF

HEATING and VENTILATING

Do you realize why architects and owners

Demand REYNOLDS EQUIPMENT
A
6%

DIVIDEND
PAYING

INVESTMENT

1. RESULTS in Quick Uniform Heating
2. CONVENIENCE and Flexibility

3. LOW COST of Installation
4. ECONOMICAL Operating Cost
5. EFFECTIVE and Proper Ventilation
6. ADAPTABILITY to Coal, Oil or Gas

Suitable for theatres of a seating capacity from 500 to 5,000

Your Heating and Ventilating Problems Solved by Our
Engineering Department

B. F. REYNOLDS & CO.

118 W. OHIO ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
REYNOLDS MANUFACTURES, ENGINEERS AND INSTALLS ITS OWN EQUIPMENT

An Operatic Picture
Calls for Operatic
Interpretation

( Continued, from pape 43)

but he is so ashamed of himself he tells

her she was correct in all she thought of
him. Jack Doming enters to agitated
music. The Cobra did not return home
last night. The Count, knowing her
whereabouts, telephones to the hotel. Pre-
cede his call by a dead pause, for you are
about to be required to do a big thing.
You must horrify the Count with the mys-
terious news he learns over the phone—

a

few big, heavy chords, answered by two
big pedal notes on the fullest organ turns
the trick. The Count hangs his head in
amazement and consternation, arises ex-
citedly, sends for a newspaper. Begin “The
Rustle of Spring,” playing it as an agitato
until he reads in the paper that the Cobra
has .perished in an early morning fire.

Pause at the fadeout.

Days later we have the brokenhearted
husband grieving for the wife who has dis-
appeared. Play the “Berceuse” from
“Jocelyn”—just the first thirty-two bars of
the minor mode,_ bridging this scene of
the husband s grief and the Count’s re-
morseful silence.

After another interval of time a pleasant
scene is revealed as the Count enters his
office and Mary, the little secretary, ar-
ranges flowers on his desk and they dis-
cuss Jack Doming. Revive an old favorite,
“In the Heart of a Rose.” As Jack enters
the scene changes to the dramatic, so switch
immediately to Rachmaninoff’s “Melody in
E major.” Jack tells the Count he has
learned the truth about Elise—he has found
letters from other men to her. Build this
up dramatically, for the moment has ar-
rived at last when the Count can unburden
himself. He confesses it was he who took
the Cobra to the hotel the night she was
burned to death, but left her at the door.
Jack forgives him graciously, saying “You
were cherishing an ideal that never exist-
ed.” They part to the dying strains of
the “Melody” at the fadeout.

* * *

Months later, as the Count is returning
from Italy, the tragic tenseness is relieved
beautifully by playing Kreisler’s “Liebes-
freud” with gay abandon. The gaiety of
the scene affords you excellent opportunity
to turn to lighter melodies after the dra-
matic numbers you have been playing. The
Count greets old friends, the little secre-
tary included. He sees the lovelight in her
eyes and is very happy. We quiet our
“Liebes.freud” as the Count learns his old
friend is in love with Mary. He becomes
very thoughtful, so we revert to “When
the One You Love Loves You,” played
questioningly, and then as the Count re-

solves to sacrifice his own love for his
friend’s sake, begin sweetly, “Deep in My
Heart.” Oh, I beg of you, play this with
feeling, for this is one of the most tragic
bits you ever will be called on to do.

In one moment the Count completely
shatters Mary’s love for him by boasting
of his newest conquests, and as he goes
out of her life forever, the last strain of

“Deep in My Heart” fades out tenderly as

the screening fades likewise.

Duquoin House Burns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DUQUOIN, ILL., Jan. 19.—The Grand
theatre was destroyed by fire January 14.

An overheated furnace is believed to have
been the cause.
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Schoenstadts Launch
Building Program

in Chicago
pIRST mortgage serial six and one-half
x per cent bonds to the amount of $2,700,-
000 which were put on the market last

month by H.
Schoenstadt&
Sons, Inc., in Chi-
ago are reported
as having been
well received with
much of the supply
already taken up.

The bond issue

follows immediate-
ly upon the an-
nouncement o f

plans of the Scho-
enstadt company
to begin a series

o f improvements
of an extensive Herman Schoenstadt
nature on houses
already included in the Chicago chain and
to carry on a construction schedule.

Alterations to cost $500,000 began last

week on the Atlantic theatre, 3930 West
26th street. A completely equipped stage,

balcony and new foyers incorporating new

architectural designs, will be added to the
house. The new lobby and interior foyers
will be large and spacious with vaulted
ceilings, ending in a grande double stair-

way of marble and bronze, leading to the
balcony foyer.

Lighting fixtures purchased in Europe
and highly ornamental decorative work will
keep the attainment of perfect proportions
of the walls. A $50,000 cooling plant will

be installed which insures that the audi-
torium will be kept cool during the hottest
days.

The new balcony will make the seating
capacity of the house 3,000. An organ said
to cost $40,000 is being installed. An or-
chestra pit is being built which will ac-
commodate 40 musicians.
The house will be opened again near the

middle of August.
Listed as one item in the securities for

the $2,700,000 bond issue is a closed mort-
gage on the land at Hyde Park boulevard
and Blackstone avenue, Chicago, where
Schoenstadt is building an apartment hotel
and theatre building. The theatre is to be
known as The Piccadilly.

The bonds are dated December 5, 1925
and are callable at 102 if redeemed on or
before December 5, 1930 and 101^ if re-

deemed thereafter if prior to December 5,

1935 and 101 thereafter if prior to Decem-
ber 5, 1940.

Successful Picture Shows

DOUBLE PROFITS
with a

BURCH POPCORN MACHINE

400% profit on every sale

90% of Picture Shows in Kansas City have
popcorn machines.

100% of the Suburban Houses have popcorn
machines.

98% of all shows have Burch
Popcorn Machines

Designed and built for the Picture Show
Trade, they make the most delicious popcorn
imaginable with the seasoning and salt popped
in.

Catalogue on Request.

Burch Mfg. & Sales Co.
1432 Wyandotte Kansas City, Mo.

Organ
novelties

II

Slides of all 'Kinds

J. Y RANSLEY
537 West Madison St.

CHICAGO ILL.

Theatre Displays
Electric Signs
ILLUMINATED
ATTRACTION
BOARDS

Sketches free upon
request

We erect our signs
anywhere in the coun-
try.

VERB SIGN CO.
4543-51 W. Lake St.

Chicago, 111.

Principal and interest are payable at
American Bond & Mortgage Company, Inc.,

Chicago. The trustee is listed as Ameri-
can Trust and Safe Deposit Co., Chicago.
Security is appraised at $4,777,000.

Announce New
Theatre on West Coast
A theatre and office building to cost

$150,000.00 will be erected at once in Mon-
tabello, California, according to the an-
nouncement of Harry M. Sugarman, gen-
eral manager and secretary of the West
Coast Junior Theatre Circuit. Papers have
been signed by Oliver P. Justic, whereby
his lot with a 75 foot frontage on Whittier
Boulevard and 150 feet on Spruce will be
covered by a theatre building seating 900,
and contain offices and stores.

This marks the opening of a gigantic
building plan on the part of the West Coast
Junior Theatre Circuit which will mean
that several other leading Southern Cali-
fornia towns, such as Whittier, Ventura
and Santa Maria will be accorded new
theatres, said Sugarman.

New B. & K. House
to Be Called the

“Oriental”
“The Oriental” has been chosen as the

name of the new Balaban & Katz theatre
which is part of the twenty-two story
Masonic temple nearing completion in Chi-
cago’s down town district. The name fits

in with the architectural and decorative
scheme of the house as designed by C. W.
& Geo. L. Rapp, architects.

PRINTING
Exclusively for

Exhibitors

CIRCUS
-
HERALDS

PROGRAMS
DATES - POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE

711 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

UNIFORMS
Au-Ushers, Door-
men, Footmen,

Orchestras,
Hands, etc.

Made to individual mea-
sures, fit guaranteed.

Special catalogue, with

correct up-to-date styles,

and samples sent free

postpaid.

WESTERN UNIFORM CO.
204 So. Clark Street

Chicago, III.
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Exhibitors Information and
Catalog Bureau

Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres.”

See “Advertisers Index” before filling in coupon for information.

Free Service to Readers

of “Better Theatres”
M"[T “Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indi-

vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-

tion and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

tfJTFill in the coupon on the next page and mail it to

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

tfjlMany of the products listed by this Bureau are

advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.” See
Advertisers’ Index.

tfTFWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

6

Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-

ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-

trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-

tems.

26 Blocks, pulleys, stage-

rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

30 Boilers.

31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

34 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

37 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

38 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.

44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49 Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.

52 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.

54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.

60 Condensors.

D
61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-
ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting

plants.

77 Exit light signs,

F

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).

81 Film waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.

88 Fire proof doors.

89 Fire proofing materials.

90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.
99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.

101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.

109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance, Fire.

116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-
nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.

129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.

142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vend-

ing.

150 Make up, boxes, theatri-

Ceil

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt-

6TS.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal numbers, letters.

158 Metal polish.

159 Mirror, shades.
160 Motor generators.
161 Motion picture cable.

162 Musical instruments
(state kind).

163 Music publishers.

164 Music stands.

N

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

167 Nursery furnishings and
equipment.
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o
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-

tre fronts.

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-
orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-
ment.

R

204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.

215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, carrying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-

form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.

Signs, parking. 269 Theatre seats.

Signals, reel end. 270 Tickets.

Sign flashers. 271 Ticket booths.

Sign-cloth. 272 Ticket choppers.

Sign lettering service. 273 Ticket holders.

Side walk machines, corn 274 Ticket racks.

poppers. 275 Ticket selling machines.
Slides. 276 Tile.

Slide ink, pencils. 277 Tile stands.

Slide lanterns. 278 Tool cases, operator’s.

Slide making outfits. 279 Towels, paper.
Slide mats. 280 Towels, cloth.

Shutters, metal fire. 281 Trailers.

Soap containers, liquid. 282 Transformers.
Speed indicators. 283 Tripods.

Spotlights. 284 Turnstiles, register.' „.

Stage doors-valances, etc. 285 Typewriters.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

pulleys.
252 Stage scenery.
253 Stair treads.
254 Statuary.
255 Steel lockers.
256 Stereopticons.
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

u

286

Uniforms.

287 Valances, for boxes.
288 Vases, stone.
289 Vacuum cleaners.
290 Ventilating fans.
291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

188 Positive film. 222 Rigging, stage. tem.

189 Posters. 223 Roofing materials. T 292 Ventilating systems.

190 Poster frames.
260 Tally counters. 293

complete.
Vending machines, so;

191 Poster lights. s 261 Tapestries. towels, napkins, etc.
192 Poster paste. 262 Tax free music. 294 Vitrolite
193 Portable projectors. 224 Safes, film. 263 Telephones, inter-com-
194 Pottery, decorative. 225 Scenery, stage. municating.
195 Power generating plants. 226 Scenic artists’ service. 264 Temperature regulation w
196 Printing, theatre. 227 Screens. system.
197 Programs. 228 Screen paint. 265 Terra Cotta. 295 Wall burlap
198 Program covers. 229 Seat covers. 266 Terminals. 296 Wall leather.

199 Program signs, illu- 230 Seat indicators, vacant. 267 Theatre accounting sys- 297 Watchman’s Clocks.
minated. 231 Seats, theatres. terns. 298 Water coolers.

200 Projection lamps. 232 Signs (state kind). 268 Theatre dimmers. 299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :.

Name

State

..Theatre....™.

Seating Capacity..

—City..
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Hawthorne, California

to Get $150,000

Playhouse
That the city of Hawthorne, Calif., will

soon be graced by a $150,000 theatre and
store building is the announcement issued

by Abe Goro of the Venice Investment Co.,

and Vice-President of West Coast Thea-
tres, Inc.

Mr. Gore states that construction work
will start immediately on a lot 150 by 175

feet on Hawthorne Boulevard, 300 feet

north of Broadway. The theatre will be
known as “The Roosevelt.”

Plans and specifications executed by John
Paxton Perrinno, architectural engineer,
were approved by Gore Brothers, and Sol
Lesser, Adolph Ramish and D. B. Vander-
lip, Lew Zuckerman, realtor and one of the

principal owners of the Commercial Ex-
change building of Los Angeles, handled
the purchase of the new property. Con-
struction will start immediately.

According to D. B. Vanderlip, one of the

executives who also was interested in the
closing of the deal, the theatre will seat

over 1,000. It will contain a stage large

enough for any road show as well as for

the perfect staging of West Coast Theatres
Presentations, produced by Fanchon and
Marco.

Many Theatre Deals
Recorded in South

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OICLA., Jan. 19.—
Among changes in the territory here are
the opening of the new Georgetown, Tex.,

theatre by A. C. Moore, the purchase of
the Home theatre at Crowell, Tex., by M.
M. Hart, and the purchase of the Electric

theatre, Tyler, Tex., by Dent-Musselman,
Inc.

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Lester Allen,

comedian of the stage, has been signed to

star in Columbia pictures.

Advertised in This
BETTER THEATRES SECTION

(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)

ADAPTERS, MAZDA
Best Devices Co.,
Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

Automatic Devices Co.,

17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
H. Dryfhout,
744 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,
Denver, Colorado.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger,

1 1 Broadway, N. Y. C.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,

Watertown, Wisconsin.

CONDENSERS
Fish-Schurman Corp.,
45 W. 45th St., New York City.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,

Easton, Pa.

ELECTRIC FLASHES, COLOR
HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
E. E. Fulton Co.,

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,

724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

FILM CEMENT
Duplex Motion Picture Industries,

Long Island City, New York.

HEATING & VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.,

118 W. Ohio, Chicago.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating

Co., 1552 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

LENSES
Bausch & Lomb,
Rochester, N. Y.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,

35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Edwards Mfg. Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
ProBert Sheet Metal Co.,

19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,

New Haven, Conn.

MOTORS FOR MOTION
PICTURE MACHINES
Warner Electric Co.,

319 N. Church St., Kalamazoo,
Mich.

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,

3235 Southport Ave., Chicago.

Liberty Music Stand Co.,

1960 E. 116th St., Cleveland,

Ohio.

ORGANS
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng Corp.,

177 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

POP CORN MACHINES
Burch Mfg. Co.,

1432 Wyandotte St., Kansas City,

Mo.

POSTER PASTE
Arthur S. Hoyt Co.,

90 West Broadway, N. Y. C.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,

564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

Nicholas Power Co.,

90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

Precision Machine Co.,

90 Gold St., New York City.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Hall & Connolly, Inc.,

129 Grand Street, N. Y. C.

McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.

SCREENS
Da-Lite Screen & Scenic Co.,

922 W. Monroe St., Chicago.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.,

Morganat Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.

National Screen Co.,

2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.

Raven Screen Corp.,

1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
American Seating Co.,

14 E. Jackson, Chicago.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.,

209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

SIGNS
Verb Sign Company,
4543 W. Lake Street, Chicago.

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,

710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SLIDES
J. F. Ransley,
337 W. Madison St., Chicago.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co.,

3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Major Equipment Co.,

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
James H. Channon Co.,

223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

J. R. Clancy,

^
Syracuse, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios,

Tiffin, Ohio.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios,

28 W. Lake St., Chicago.

THEATRE DECORATING SERV.
Michel Angelo Studios,

212 E. Superior $t., Chicago.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,

711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

The National Poster & Printing

Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,

122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trimount Press, Inc.,

113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSVERTERS
Hertner Electric Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

UNIFORMS
Western Uniform Co.,

202 S. Clark St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Cool. & Vent. Co.,

818 State-Lake Bldg., Chicago.

Blizzard Fan Sales Co.,

1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.



ROCKBESTOS
- the asbestos covered wire

To the Producers, Theatre Owners and Supply Houses :

You use a great deal of wire in the course of a year and it can be econo-

mical or expensive, depending upon what you buy. Rockbestos, the

asbestos covered wire, has proven economical in the long run and we want

you to know more about it.

MOTION PICTURE

CABLE
^ /VW.'VV'V'.

ROCKBESTOS—the asbestos covered wire

This is without question the finest wire obtainable for motion picture pro-

jectors, arc and sunarc lights, and spot lights. Its extreme flexibility, excep-

tional insulation and durability make replacements fewer during the year.

SWITCHBOARD
WIRE

1

''"JflRKM

Rockbestos Wire

is approved by

U nderwriters Lab., Inc,

ROCKBESTOS—the asbestos covered wire

FIXTURE

WIRE

For wiring switchboards or panels this wire more than meets every require-

ment. We make a similar wire for motor and grid resistance leads. It

is built to withstand overloading.

Use This

Coupon
ROCKBESTOS—the asbestos covered wire

Wherever lighting fixtures using high wattage lamps are used this wire is

essential. It will not crack, nor will the insulation ever deteriorate. /
/

Ask your electrician to send for samples and prices.

The leading supply houses carry Rockbestos wires.
Rockbestos
Prod. Corp.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS
Q O R P Q R T | O N switchboard and

fixture wire with
NEW HAVEN, CONN. prices.

5942 Grand Cent. Term. Bldg., Madison Term. Bldg., Name
New York Chicago, 111.

/ -

/ - -



‘MiMotiogtaphReflectorArc
TheBuiltbi Vnit'mththeMonograph Quality

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.

564 W. Randolph St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

In Buying a Projector Look for These
Features:

1. Is the Intermittent Movement double bearing with
ball bearing end thrust.

2. Is the tension slide carrying film shoes instantly

removable for inspection and cleaning.

3. Is there a title brake for slowing up machine when
projecting short titles.

4. Is the motor connected directly to mechanism
eliminating breakage and slippage of belts.

5. Is mechanism fully enclosed, with observation win-

dows.

6. Is there a ball hearing take-up.

7. Is the Reflector Lamp feed screw fully enclosed to

protect it from carbon dust.

8. Is the Reflector Support fully insulated.

9. Will the carbon feed accommodate a full trim of

two eight-inch carbons, without resetting.

10.

Is the condenser and condenser mount removable
as a complete unit.

(Check these features)

THE MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE HAS ALL

THESE FEATURES AND MANY OTHERS
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Welcome
to the
million

dollar

sunshine

/soon
Mt will

smiley
on you!MARSHALL /

NKI LAN’S'
Sensational Comedy Hit

Sally O’Neil
Charles Murray
William Haines
Ford Sterling

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
Miracle Comedy ^

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

1/vvvvVWI/

rol. XXIV, No. 7
Bnttrtd as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, 111., under the act of March 3,
1879. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 23 cents. January 30, 1926

M. P. T. O. Convention, Los Angeles, June 1-5
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.GAN

Permanent
Musical Feature

<Musical

,

^Artistic and
Structural G4chielement
making- it possible for the
Mverage Exhibitor "to offer
his Patrons the highest
type of Performance » - -

/Does Not Require
x HighPriced Organist
Can be playedManually

\
or with

ordinary 88 Mote Music drolls.

// V.'.

an coupon to

nearest office
today for

NEW
SELLING
PLAN

RobertMortonOrgan
JfewVorh, 1560 Broadway Chicago 845Sotyabask

San Francisco, 168 Golden Gate .

EosAngeles 935 So. Olive

OBERT
CMOKTON
ORGAN CO.

Send me without
I obligation full details

ofyourNew SellingPlan

ame
heatre .

Seating Capacity.

City and State . ...

GENUINE DEACAN PERCUSSIOHS US'ij
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As
and When Promised

We promised you Big Paramount Pictures

right through from now till FalL

WE promised these Big Pictures on or

before precise release dates.

We’re making good 100% on both promises.

FOR instance:

FEBRUARY
THE WANDERER.
Raoul Walsh’s road show spectacle now
at popular prices. With Ernest Torrence,
Greta Nissen, William Collier, Jr. From
Maurice Samuels’ famous play.

THE GRANDDUCHESS and
THE WAITER.
A Parisian love cocktail with Adolphe
Menjou, Florence Vidor. Malcolm St.

Clair Production.

THE SONG and DANCE
MAN.
Geo. M. Cohan’s stage comedy hit with
Tom Moore, Bessie Love, Harrison
Ford. Herbert Brenon Production.

THE
VANISHING AMERICAN.
Zane Grey’s Epic Romance of the Red
Man. With Richard Dix, Lois Wilson,
Noah Beery. Directed by Geo. Seitz.

BEHIND THE FRONT.
Big comedy special with Wallace Beery,
Raymond Hatton, Mary Brian. By Hugh
Wiley. Edward Sutherland Production.

DANCING MOTHERS.
The ultra-modern society stage success

starring Conway Tearle, Alice Joyce,
Clara Bow. Herbert Brenon Pro-
duction.

All ready to be played NOW •

(paramount(pictures
4
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Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



SO Each Week for Braver?
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25*
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Count

BIG Pictures in 1936
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rheSta

Hollyvvtx

Snubs

The Biggest National
Advertising Campaign
in the History o£ the
Industry is telling

them so!

^VER 7 0,000,000 people are

reading in 40 national
publications monthly that
Paramount Pictures are bigger
and better than ever this
Spring.

The list includes Saturday
Evening Post, Ladies’ Home
Journal, Liberty Magazine, all

the national fan magazines and
26 farm journals.

That means audiences created
in advance at your theatre for

Harold Lloyd in “For Heaven’s
Sake!” (his first Paramount re-

lease), “The Vanishing Amer-
ican,” “The Wanderer,” “Be-
hind the Front,” “The Song and
Dance Man,” “Dancing Moth-
ers,” Douglas MacLean in

“That’s My Baby,” “The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter” and
the 22 other big Paramount
Pictures to be released between
now and Fall.

When you book Paramount,
you not only get the screen’s

finest box office product. You
tie up, to your profit, with the

$15,000,000 worth of good
will created for Paramount
Pictures by nine years of big,

consistent national advertising.

*A FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYCORPORATION L*4S

|

JJ r . ADOLPH ZUHOR. Preside:it' .



wcCr’ &m
by Elinorc Mehcrin, Author of "Chic

Who will direct it?

Harry Beaumont? Fine!

Who will play Sandy?
Madge Bellamy? Great!

I’m sold!—Come in and see me
right away. / want that picture!

tig exhibitors are taking no chances on losing this great picture for

their theatres. They are booking by phone or wire!

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

January

30,

1926
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William Fox
presents For the Season

No.

11
—and still

they come!

1926~ 1927

Army Man
One of

DAVID
BELASCO’S
solid stage

successes

by

David Belasco

Pauline Phelps

Marion Short

Another play that brought

fame and fortune to the two

Davids—Belasco andWarfield.

Another great title in stage

history—another shining
magnet for box-office dollars.

Keep your eye on these

Fox new season

announcements -

they’re amazing!

Another wise FOX purchase

for FOX 1926-27 supremacy.

Fox Fi I in Co rp a rat i o il

No.

12
will he

published

next week

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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EPresented by
Associated ExhibitorsInc.

Oscar A. Price Pres.

From Leroy Scoffs

Famous Novell

Directed byBurton King

Personally Supervised
by Edward Siltoil
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-any one of these

would mean money in your box-office

—and here you have all three of them in one picture

—

THREE of the biggest stars of the screen! Betty

Compson in her greatest role since “The Miracle Man”
—House Peters, always a sure-fire box-office attraction

—and Jay Hunt, more famous and beloved than ever since

“Lightin’”* With a sensational novel by a successful

author as their vehicle*
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55!

~N\\.

W/,

January 15th JOHN BARRYMORE in “THE
SEA BEAST” smashed in on Broadway at the

Warner theatre. And what a smash! A welcome

back frcfm Barrymore fans after the star’s two

year absence! A cheering theatreful of screen

critics, thrilling to its storm scenes and the

whale hunt, tender at the most powerful love

story ever filmed, and stamping it by their

enthusiasm the HIT of HITS of the season.
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1

%

“THE SEA BEAST” is big enough to change

the Warner theatre from a continuous run to

two-a-day. It’s big, enough to sell out at every

performance at two dollar top and set a new

record for advance sales. And that means big

enough to take its place among the screen clas-

sics of all time and to be the biggest money

maker available to exhibitors this season.



John Barrymore's only

stage or screen appear-

ance this season is a

that will live

forever in

performance that won
unstinted praise from

press and public. It is

a new type of role;

a virile, forceful

characterization, - - ~ ^

A picturization of Herman
Melville’s immortal story

of New Bedford whaling

“Moby Dick”

with

Dolores Costello

‘Directed by {Millard Webb

What the ^ISlew York Qritics Said:

“A tremendous victory for Warner Bros. It will doubtless

crowd the house for weeks to come. Barrymore presents

one of the most virile and powerful characters ever seen

on the screen.”
~Morning Telegraph.

“The final embrace of the lovers brought rousing applause

such as is rarely evoked from an audience.”

— Svening World.

“You may spend all the praises at your command and still

feel that you haven’t done the piece more than half justice.”

~ Daily a^erws.

“One of the finest seascapes on record. You can’t afford

to miss seeing John Barrymore.”

~ Evening Telegram.

“Dolores Costello is one of the finest actresses of the screen.

She has youth, beauty, individuality.”

York ^American.

“A fine picture with drawing power, through itself and by

virtue of the ma&ic of the Barrymore name, as well as his

performance. The picture without Barrymore would have

stood up— with him it’s that much stronger.”

SlME in Dariety.

AWarner Bros. Production
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If I were an exhibitor I would put one item at the head of

the slate this year for thoughtful business consideration—
and that is the matter of short subjects. It's a business

matter, plain and simple. . . . What do you, an exhibitor,

intend to do about short subjects in 1926?

Wm. A. JOHNSTON
in Motion Picture News.

I

Well, what’s the answer

What do you intend to do
To offer Short Features to your patrons as so much
added entertainment “thrown in”

—

Or to sell them to your patrons the same as you do
the longer features—and make added profit outofthem?

If you’re going after added profit, of course you’ll

have to book GOOD Short Features to begin with

—

and then exploit them.

Apparently the answer to Mr. Johnston’s question is

that most showmen are going to do more about—and
with—Short Features this year than ever before.

At any rate, right now there are one hundred exhib-

itors every week joining the thousandswho are already

showing Educational Pictures—the best Short Features

that any exhibitor can get for entertainment and box-

office value.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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Talk of the Public

!

ONE of the most effective ad-

vertisements which has ever

been placed in the national fan
magazines is shown on the oppo-
site page*

I
T will appear in the March
issues of Photoplay, Motion

Picture Classic, Motion Picture

Magazine, Movie Monthly, Film
Fun, Screenland, Picture Play
Magazine and Movie Magazine*

“HIS SECRETARY” drew $64,520.75 in

one week at its Capitol (N.Y.) Premiere

and was held over for a second week.

The public interest in this production is

extraordinary.

THE OUTSTANDING HITS ARE IN

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S QUALITY 52
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STEEL PREFERRED is

some picture”

says this
exhibitor
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JOHN C. FLINN
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Z/V* VERA REYNOLDSW
/> WILLIAM BOYD ^50 CHARLIE MURRAY *

O-HOBART BOSWORXH
adapted by Elliott J. Clawson

Jrom the

SATURDAY EVENING POST STORIES

“'TheAdventures of Wally Cayn

by HERSCHEL S. HALL

Directed by James Hogan

A METROPOLITAN
PRODUCTION
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RELEASED BY
,

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTINC CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE. President RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vice-Prmidtnl and Trtssuret JOHN C. FLINN. Vfce-Prcjident end General Mura«n

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President

Foreign

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street,. New York. N. Y.
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Booking
Sis CORPORATION

Charles Chaplin

D.W. Griffifh
UNITED AlO

yiarg Pickford

Douglas Tairbar

Joseph M-Jchencfc,

Chairman .Hoard
o

,m abromJ-
President

“More Real Money
”

“ ‘Tumbleweeds ’ very good« The
cream of the Westerns. Hart surely

came back with a knockout. One of

our best. Made us more real money
than any picturewe have run. Don’t be
afraidto stepon it.”

;—R.D.Young,Polo
Theatre, Polo, 111.,inExhibitorsHerald.

WILLIAM S. HART
IN

TUMBLEWEEDS
Story by HAL G. EVARTS ^ddaptedjbr the screen by C. GARDNER, SULLIVAN

directed bpICING BAGGOT
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With a Brilliant All Comedy Cast

GEORGE SIDNEY,
CHARLES MURRAY,

with

VERA GORDON

THE absolute

comedy cha
With the two
artists in the

George Sidney

Murray; and
Made by Harr
good as a cer

your box*offi

THE

Directed by Harry Pollard
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ce:

perfection of

racterization!

finest comedy
whole world,
and Charlie

Vera Gordon*

y Pollard! As
tified check at

A HARRY POLLARD
PRODUCTION

From the stage play by AARON HOFFMAN
Presented in association with

Faultless Pictures Corp., E. M. Asher, Pres.

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE



Universal tested it at the box office and non

PRISCILLAREAD WHY THIS GREAT PICTURE
IS BEING RE-RELEASED!

Hundreds of exhibitors repeatedly ask Universal to re-release “Outside the Law.” In answer to

an unprecedented demand Universal finally decides to re-release it.

A hard-boiled Universalite asks, “How about its box-office power today?” And so Universal

answers its own question by putting the picture to the hardest, the most exhaustive, the most

conclusive test possible. Just to prove that the picture is all that any exhibitor could ask for

—

to prove that it is more than most exhibitors expect. Read what happened

:

At the Cameo Theatre, in Pittsburgh, one of the toughest
show towns in the country, without advance paper or adver-
tising or exploitation, without special presentation or accom-
panying features, in the worst weather of the Winter (cold,

wind, snow, sleet, rain) this picture HAS JUST BROKEN
EVERY HOUSE RECORD FOR ATTENDANCE AND
RECEIPTS—EXCEPT THOSE PREVIOUSLY ESTAB-
LISHED BY “THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.”

That’s why one of the greatest box office successes the industry has ever produced is now ready
to be re-released—now ready to clean-up again for every exhibitor everywhere.

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

Supj:
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offers you the great sensational clean-up

,6 by

EVERYTHING NEW— Prints— Paper
Accessories—Press Books !

Everything is new on this picture—all the way from new prints to new
accessories of all kinds. A line-up of powerful box office aids unsurpassed

for color, action and every element of box office appeal.

Remember what this picture did in Pittsburgh, one of the most difficult show
towns in the whole country, under conditions that were positively cruel,

—

and yet “Outside the Law” came through with the second finest engagement
that that theatre has ever had. And that without the new prints, new acces-

sories, new everything that will be at your disposal when you play it!

It is the opportunity of a life-time for an extra clean-up; another tribute to

Universal showmanship. Now booking at your Universal Exchange!

Tod E>ron)mng
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE^
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44 One of the most pleasing things

he has done!” —Harriette Underhill in N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Inspiration Pictures Inc
presents

Richard

Adaptedfrom ihe piny
by A- E-THOMAS

Hit up the Business with Barthelmess !

T HE N. Y. Strand got fast action at the box- rT', HRILLS of the polo fields and brilliant

nffirp. “Rai-thplmpiis srnrps affain!” That’s -1.office. “Barthelmess scores again!” That’s

been said for every Barthelmess picture—and it’s

true again for “Just Suppose”! Barthelmess

SCORES !

romance put “Just Suppose” among the big

winners of First National’s unbeatable array of

money-getters—the greatest line-up the Industry

ever saw.
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DISTRIBUTORS occasionally express the opinion

that it is doing an exhibitor a kindness to make
him pay a big or excessive price for a picture.

The point of this line of reasoning remains obscure

until the distributor explains that according to the

almost general practice an exhibitor after paying a big

price for a picture goes to work industriously to put it

over and usually succeeds. On the other hand, cheap
pictures usually are allowed to struggle along as best

they can with the result that they rarely make a good
showing even on the basis of their low cost.

Any observer of trade conditions may testify to the

fact that only a very limited number of exhibitors may
lay claim to following any regular and consistent pro-

gram of advertising and exploitation in connection with
their usual run of pictures. It is true, however, that in

the case of big pictures—upon which a heavy rental

price has been paid—the vast majority of theatre own-
ers actually do put forth a commendable effort.

Poster advertising is one of the really great sales aids

which the exhibitor has at his disposal. Posters, as an
advertising medium for the motion picture theatre, are

extremely appropriate and effective. In the use of them
the theatre owner gets the benefit of a great deal of

thought and study that others have put in on them.
They are easily handled and the cost is most reason-

able as compared with the value of the service obtained.

When the typical exhibitor places his poster order it

is almost possible to tell what rental price he is paying
on the picture to which the posters refer. If the pic-

ture is a big costly one, the poster order is big; if it is

a subject of the program variety, the exhibitor skimps
down to the last penny. This is not a business-like pro-

cedure. In most cases the really big pictures already
have received the benefit of considerable advertising; in

fact, the advertising which has been given to these sub-

jects is an important element in determining their big

price.

In case of the pictures of lower cost the exhibitor

seems to begrudge every penny that is spent for litho-

graphs. The smaller picture comes to the theatre owner
with but very little advertised value in it and really

stands in far greater need of advertising than the big
costly picture. Unfortunately, however, the typical ex-

hibitor does not take advantage of the opportunity and
the necessity of spending a little more money for

posters.

The majority of the big, successful pictures that come
to the exhibitor involve no test of showmanship. They
are sold to the public with little or no effort on his

part. But the smaller pictures need selling, advertising

and exploitation.

Don’t pride yourself on the business done with “The
Freshman”; there should be more cause for satisfaction

on the average in receipts for a number of the lower
priced, program pictures.

* * *

MR. JAMES D. WILLIAMS, for many years a lead-

ing figure in the American industry, has returned
from a voluntary exile in England. His return, how-

Editorial

MaitinJ.Quigley

ever, is only a temporary one because it only involves

a minor conquest of the American film industry after

which he will return to England for further efforts in

the business of getting a place in the sun for British

pictures.

It may be that England would only consider it a left-

handed victory to have British pictures put over in

America by an American but, anyhow, Mr. Williams
seems to have made substantial progress during the past

few weeks in following a system in the American market
which has been not without success in the past. From
his vantage point on the S. S. Majestic, crossing the

Atlantic, Mr. Williams put down a barrage of wireless

messages concerning a picture upon which he might be

induced to sell the American rights. Upon his arrival

in New York his broadcasting continued by means of all

of the accepted methods of noise-making in the trade,

culminating in a trade show at the Ritz-Carlton hotel.

New York City. The result now is that the whole trade

knows full well of the picture which Mr. Williams in-

tends to make available for the American market and

while the picture may not accomplish all he hopes for

it, it certainly will get a chance.

Mr. Williams is following an approved formula in an

approved manner and he is very likely to get much
more results for British pictures than all the efforts

that have preceded.
# # *

T HE “dating” of pictures has been a serious error of

the industry from the very beginning. A picture

practically is not old until it has been exhibited in a

particular locality; and if it is a really great picture it

is not old even then.

There, is, of course, a certain timeliness to pictures.

Immediately after a big success has been made avail-

able to the public at a few points throughout the coun-

try there is created a demand for it by virtue of word

of mouth advertising and general publicity. But irre-

spective of when it was first shown it remains “new”

until it has been seen.

We think the distributor is more to blame than the

exhibitor for the persistent attitude to date pictures. It

seems that as the studio mills grind on the earlier prod-

uct is pushed out of sight and out of mind as far as the

sales organization is concerned. If the sales force per-

mits a picture to be forgotten about, then certainly the

exhibitor is going to make no effort to rescue it from

oblivion.

Good pictures are entitled to longer life. Conversely,

as soon as bad pictures are pronounced bad and for-

gotten about the better it is for all concerned.

Let the good pictures live. Except in rare instances

really good pictures lose none of their entertainment

value just because two or three years have passed since

the day of their publication.

The grossest economic waste of the industry is not in

distribution, not in production—but in the short life

of good pictures.
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Novy Wins Suit

for Possession

of Austin House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

AUSTIN, TEX., Jan 16.—The pro-

tracted legal battle between Mrs. Attila

Hancock and Louis Novy ended January

22. The jury returned a verdict in favor

of Novy, which gives him repossession of

the Hancock Opera House and nullifies

the ten year lease on this house reported

to have been signed by Famous Players

Lasky.

Novy charged that in July, 1925, at which
time he was dispossessed, he was double

crossed in being led to believe that he

could have possession of the Opera House
for the booking of road shows and other

entertainments, but was later deprived of

the house.

New Legislative

Branch Acts on
Wisconsin Plea

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The first func-

tion of the legislative department,
formed last week by Business Manager
Joseph M. Seider of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, was to

take up in Washington a plea from the

Wisconsin unit of the National organiza-

tion that the railway companies again

place film on the perishable list.

The appeal from the M. P. T. O. of

Wisconsin to the national organization

to lend its support in securing legal

sanction for perishable classification of

film was made as the result of a resolu-

tion adopted at the recent annual con-

vention of the Wisconsin exhibitors.

Richey Back from Trip

Seeks to Solve Small
Town Owner9

s Problem
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, Jan. 26.—H. M. Richey, gen-

eral manager of the Motion Picture The-

atre Owners of Michigan, wants some
feasible solution of the small town theatre

owner’s problem, suggested from any

source whatever.
Richey returned the other day from a

trip that took him into the smallest towns
in the state. He says he found conditions

deplorable. The small town theatre is now
on such a weak basis that its very exis-

tence is threatened, Richey insists.

“In many instances I found the town
plumber, grocer or taxi man operating

the theatre,” said Richey.

N. Y. Minister Compares
Hollywood, Main Street

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ Jan. 26.—Rev.
Clinton Wunder, pastor of the Baptist

Temple, Rochester, N. Y., told his con-

gregation upon his return from a visit

with stars and directors in Hollywood
that the Coast colony is very like Main
Street in some ways and like Broadway
in others. It is an industrious American
city, he said in praising the film city.

Bebe Daniels Injured
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Bebe Daniels,

Paramount star, was injured Thursday
while making a scene for her next picture.

Five Special Trains Indicated
for M. P. T. O. A. Convention

New York Caravan Leaves May 23 for Los Angeles—Special

from Chicago Planned—Sessions at Ambassador Hotel

—

Many Side Trips Arranged—Return Starts June 6
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The seventh annual convention of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America, which will be held in Los Angeles June 1 to

June 5, will make Southern California the Mecca of theatre owners from all

over the country, judging from the great mass of inquiries which have been
pouring in on Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the organization.

Five Special Trains Indicated

“It seems as if every one wants to go,” said Mr. Seider, “and they all appear
to want to go on the New York special train. I have had many inquiries from
theatre owners in various parts of the country asking how and where they can
be picked up on the way out.

“As nearly as I can figure out now there

will be about five special trains, and thea-

tre owners outside of the Eastern district

who have not already made their reserva-
tions on the New York train will find it

necessary to travel on one of the others,

or by regular transportation, for the New
York train is full to overflowing already.

N. Y. Train Leaves May 23

“When the New York train leaves Grand
Central on Sunday, May 23, it will have
its full complement of passengers and it

will be impossible to pick up any more
en route. On the New York train will

be the New York, New Jersey, Massachu-
setts and Connecticut delegates, and as

most of these will have their wives with
them, they will take up all available room.
We would like to have everybody with
us, but they can’t run trains big enough.”

Chicago is expected to be a general gath-

ering point for theatre owners from the

middle west, and Joe Hopp, president of

the Illinois organization, is arranging for

a special train to start from that point.

Representatives from the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific railroad and the Santa
Fe are to meet Hopp in Chicago within a

few days to offer estimates. It is Hopp’s
plan that 200 persons make the trip from
Chicago, which would include Grand Can-
yon en route West and Southern points

and side trips on the return. Hopp states

it is necessary that 170 persons make the

trip in order to obtain a special train to

be made up in Chicago, carrying men from
the surrounding territory.

Sessions at Ambassador Hotel

The sessions of the convention will be
held at the Ambassador Hotel in Los An-

Boys Robbed of Show;
Robbers Investigated

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 26—
What is believed to be the acme
of cruelty was charged against the
officials in charge of the Belle-
fontaine Industrial Farm for boys
maintained by the City of St.

Louis.
Testimony was presented to a

special committee investigating
charges made against the manage-
ment of the farrg by Circuit Judge
Moses N. Hartman that one of the
punishments was to take a boy to

the picture show given for the
boys of the farm and then make
him keep his back to the screen
while the pictures were being
shown.

geles, with the first business meeting con-
vening on the morning of June 1. The
program of the business details will be
decided on at a meeting of the adminis-
trative committee of the M. P. T. O. A.
to be held this week at the New York
headquarters.
The social and entertainment angle of the

convention is in charge of a committee of
Southern California theatre owners, of
which Glen Harper is chairman. From
information already received by Business
Manager Seider, this portion of the con-
vention will be unusually extensive and
elaborate—in fact, so much in the way of
entertainment is being arranged that it is

likely the time will not allow for all the
plans being made operative.
The New York special train will leave

Grand Central station over the New York
Central at 3 :05 p. m. Sunday, May 23, and
travel west over the Southern route, leav-

ing Chicago at midnight over the Santa Fe
on Monday night after the travelers have
had a dinner at the Congress hotel and an
opportunity to visit a few hours in Chi-
cago.

Many Side Trips Planned

On the way out there will be side trips

to Pike’s Peak when the party stops for
the day at Colorado Springs, and to the

Grand Canyon, where a day will be spent.

A stop of half a day will be made at San
Bernardino, and the party will reach Los
Angeles at 9:40 p. m. Saturday, May 29.

Plans for the day at Colorado Springs
May 26 call for a luncheon at the Hotel
Broadmoor and golfing in addition to the

trip to Pike’s Peak. At Albuquerque the

next day the tourists will be guests of the
Chamber of Commerce on a motor visit

to the Harvey Indian Museum. The M. P.

T. O. Special will reach the Grand Canyon
before sunrise and headquarters will be
established at the Hotel El Tovar. The
next day’s entertainment will include mo-
toring from San Bernardino, Cal., to Mis-
sion Inn at Riverside via Redlands, Smiley
Heights, Rubidoux mountains and the

orange groves. The Special will arrive the

same night, May 29, at Los Angeles.

Return Starts June 6

The return trip starts Sunday, June 6,

over the Southern Pacific. At Santa Bar-
bara there will be an automobile drive to

the beaches, mountains and Old Mission,

terminating at the El Miraso hotel, where
dinner will be enjoyed. At Del Monte
the next day there will be a 30-mile motor
trip along Monterey Bay to Carmel-by-the-

Sea, a visit to Pacific Grove, noted beach
resort, and Cypress Point.

On June 8 the party arrives at El Portal

and has breakfast at the Yosemite Lodge,

with views of the famous mountain peaks,

(ontinued on page 37)
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NEW YORK.—Lou Jacobson has taken
to drinking bacillus acidophilous lac-

teal fluid for what ails him and Harvey
Day says it must taste awful with a name
like that. . . . Joe Plunkett denies that he
is planning to produce pictures and says he
has troubles enough now. . . . Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld has opened offices in Steinway
Hall, where S'. L. Rothafel also has offices.

. . .Abe Meyer, long Dr. Riesenfeld’

s

as-

sistant, also has his name painted on the
Steinway Hall office door. . . . Harry
Warner and Motley Flint are off to Europe
for a six weeks’ business trip, and Harry
may buj' a theatre or two which Abe
looked at recently. . . . Bernhard Benson,
vicepresident of Pathe, is another European
traveler and will be away several months.
. . . Henry King gave a tea party to trade
paper men yesterday at the Ambassador
hotel and last night took a look at “Stella
Dallas,” his picture which began its fourth
month in New York and is still going
strong. . . . J. D. Williams—or J. Dixon
Williams, as he is known on the other side
-—is the busiest man in New York since his

arrival from London last week. . . .

Harry Rowson, trans-oceanic commuter,
has returned to London after buying about
a million dollars’ worth of films. . . .

Marcus Loew journeyed to Washington
last week to attend the opening of “The
Big Parade” and says the line to the box,
office looked like the title of the picture.

. . . Charlie Christie, one of the most pop-
ular of visitors from the Coast, is again
in New York conferring with Educational
and P. D . C. executives. . . . Lord
Beaverbrook is in New York, or he isn’t

in New York, looking into the film busi-
ness, according to which paper you read.
. . . Winfield R. Sheehan, general man-
ager of Fox films, is back after four
months on the West Coast. . . . Sam
Spring of First National is vacationing at

Hot Springs, Ark., but the similarity of
names had nothing to do with his selection

of the place. . . . Dick Barthelmess is

laid up with the grippe and was unable to

leave for the coast Saturday as he had
planned. . . . M. L. Finklestein, motion
picture magnate from the Northwest, is in

New York on his regular First National
visitation. . . . Pete Harrison thinks Sam
Katz should pay more for the pictures he
uses in his Chicago houses, and why
doesn’t Pete ask Sam to do it? . . Jim
Beecroft attended the First National studio
party last Saturday purely for the mental
uplift. . . . Sidney R. Kent, one of the 12
immortals selected by the AMPA, will be
the guest of honor at this week’s luncheon
of the organization. . . . Herbert Brenon
left last week for the Coast where he will

film “Beau Geste.” . . . A l Lichtman is

busy preparing for the beginning of work
on a series of pictures which he will make
here in the East. . . . Jimmy Grainger,
the star traveler of all sales managers, is

to have a “month” all his own, and while
very poor we are willing to lay a small bet
it will be a whale of a month.—SPARGO.

Rapf Back from Europe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Harry Rapf,
production executive of M-G-M studios,
arrived home last week accompanied by his
wife and son from a trip through Europe.

Here is a test fdr you, theatreowners. Masked players figure in a tieup

between Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and a number of theatres and news-

papers. Reels showing Metro players with features concealed are to

be run in a number of theatres in conjunction with stories in news-

papers. This is not a Herald contest but if you desire to send in your
solution do so. It’s a good brainduster.
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Masked Players Contest of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Starts
Theatre and Newspaper in Several Cities Combine to Put Over

Unique Stunt of Company—Story Appears

with Reel of Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—One of the greatest exploitation stunts since the

Trackless Train made history for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was started by the

same company yesterday when a Masked Players Contest got underway. Rep-
resentative theatres and newspapers in some of the leading cities of the United
States will participate. The stunt is being put on by the M.-G.-M. advertis-

ing, publicity and exploitation departments of which Howard Dietz is director.

Five Reels of Pictures Made
There have been made five reels of pictures, four of them showing the

various Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stars, featured players and stock company mem-
bers, going through various maneuvers of interest, but each player has his or

her face masked or cleverly concealed in such a way that makes complete
recognition difficult.

F-N’s “TheSavage”
Feature of Press
Party; 48 Present

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Forty-eight
writers from newspapers, trade papers,
fan magazines and regular monthly
periodicals were the guests of First Na-
tional’s Eastern production units at a

special luncheon at the studio Jan. 23.

The occasion was the filming of a
jungle ball scene in “The Savage,” which
Fred Newmeyer is directing. Among
the features of the ball scene was a mon-
key orchestra. The members of the or-

chestra, dressed in monkey costumes,
were perched in the palm tree tops and
the jazz for the dancers came down with
stray cocoanuts hurled by the other play-

ful animals that scampered about.

An elaborate luncheon was served in

the projection room. Among those pres-

ent at the lunch table were Ben Lyon,
May McAvoy, Director Fred Newmeyer,
Earl Hudson, Ray Rockett and A. L.

Rockett and Harold Flail of the First

National staff. All of the trade papers
and magazines and newspapers of New
York and the fan magazines were there

as well as representatives of “Liberty.”

Press Agents Thanked
by Hays; Beetson Tells

of Cast Agencyf
s Work

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Will H. Hays,
head of the Motion Picture Producers’ and
Distributors’ Association, called a meeting
of press agents representing companies on
the Coast last week.

Hays outlined the work of his organiza-
tion during the past two years, and
thanked the press agents for their coopera-
tion in the preparation of advertising mat-
ter, press books and stories being written.

Fred W. Beetson, secretary of the asso-
ciation, spoke of the work of the Central
Casting Bureau, just organized, the Indus-
trial Welfare ruling, and commended the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’ s studio for its com-
plete firefighting system. In commenting
on the new casting bureau, Beetson said :

“It is already doing a land-office business.
The work is done by telephone and mail,
and no extras call at the place. The extras
are tabulated and their pictures and his-
tory make up the archives’ section.”

Noah Cooper Would
Have Bluer Sundays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Noah Webster
Cooper, reformer from Tennessee, would
stop the issuance of Sunday newspapers
and the running of Sunday trains. Of
course he would halt Sunday pictures.
He will petition President Coolidge re-
garding papers and trains. One railroad
president is reported to be in agreement
with Cooper, but gives the railroad’s loss
of money on Sunday as his reason for
being against Sunday trains.

Pioneer, 46, Is Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

DENVER, COL., Jan. 26.-—Mansur B.
Niven, pioneer exhibitor, was found dead
in his home January 16 at Fort Morgan,
Col. Niven was 46 and was part owner
and manager of the Cover and U. S. A.
theatres at Fort Morgan.

For instance, one sees Norma Shearer
speeding along Hollywood boulevard,
and the only glimpse of her face is

through an auto-
bile mirror, which
distorts her fea-

tures sufficiently

to make it hard
to decide just

who she is. We
see Conrad Nagel
swimming under
water; we see
Lew Cody wear-
ing a mask over
his eyes. These
reels are in about
300 feet each and
take the place of
a short feature,

three or four
players appearing in each reel.

Stories Appear in Newspapers
Each day the reel is shown. A story

appears in the newspaper together with
the official Masked Players Contest Cou-
pon. The contestant fills in the names
of the masked players seen in the theatre
and mails this to the Masked Players
Contest Editor of the paper.

The contest will work out and be run
in this manner. The Kunsky theatres,

the Capitol, Madison, Adams and State
in Detroit, Mich., on January 25 with the

co-operation of the Detroit Times ran

366 Miles of Film
Pass Through K. C. in ’25

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—
Three hundred and sixty-six miles
of film passed through the Kansas
state board of motion picture re-

view in Kansas during 1925, ac-
cording to Emma Viets, chairman
of the board.
The censors reviewed 1,801 pic-

tures. There were 4,013 other pic-

tures, duplicate copies, which went
through the board’s hands, but
were not reviewed unless elimina-
tions had been ordered. Only five

pictures were rejected entirely.

Eliminations were made on 338 pic-

tures. Under a ruling authorized
by the state legislature at its last

session, newsreels were exempt
from censorship and the fee for
censoring educational and scenic
reels was cut from $1 to 25 cents.

the first instalment of the Masked Play-
ers Contest, showing four Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer players masked. On the sec-
ond week, there will be another picture
showing four players, the same on the
third week and the same on the fourth
week. There will be an intermission of
one week, during which time the answers
will be sorted and the winners decided.
Then on the sixth week the solution reel

will be presented at the four theatres.
The Kunsky theatre and the Detroit

Times offer 168 awards in cash, worth
over $1,000.

Other Cities Take Up Plan

Other theatres and newspapers that have
enthusiastically taken hold of the idea
are Loew’s Dayton theatre and the Day-
ton Herald. The newspaper is playing it

up as one of their biggest circulation
features, special one-sheets have been
placed on their delivery trucks and ev-
erything possible will be done to put it

over in a big way. Over $500 in awards
will be distributed. Loew’s Ohio thea-
tres will put on the contest sponsored
by the Cleveland Press with over $500
in awards.
The Sun theatre of Omaha will offer

a trip to the M-G-M studios at Culver
City, with other awards totaling hun-
dreds of dollars. Loew’s Warfield thea-
tre in San Francisco puts on the con-
test with the San Francisco Bulletin
with cash awards amounting to over
$1,000.

Nine West Coast theatres will run the
contest simultaneously sponsored by the
Los Angeles Examiner. Loew’s Aldine
theatre in Pittsburgh started the contest
yesterday with the co-operation of the
Pittsburgh Press. Over $500 in awards
will be offered. Loew’s Grand theatre in

Atlanta puts on the contest sponsored
by the Atlanta Constitution with over
$500 in awards. With the co-operation
of the Washington Times, Loew’s Palace
theatre will run the contest with a first

award of $500 and others to the value of

$2 ,
000 .

Special Posters and Press Book
In St. Louis, Loew’s State theatre will

conduct a Masked Players Contest in

conjunction with the St. Louis Times.
Hundreds of dollars’ worth of awards
will be made.
Theatres and newspapers in Minne-

apolis, Nashville and many other cities

are preparing contracts for the contest.

Special posters, a complete press book
and sundry other aids have been pre-
pared by M-G-M. The six reels are pro-
vided free of charge to the theatres
showing them.
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30 PARAMOUNT MANAGER STUDENTS complete class work. Top row, left to right:

J. A. Walsh, New York; M. A. Blitzer, Brooklyn; E. Levine, Boston; E. Bemstecker, New York; D. D. McEachin, Hibbing, Minn.; M. Weisberg, Dor-
chester; R. M. Gi Ilham, Kansas City; E. W. Pool, Los Angeles; W. S. Perutz, St. Louis; E. J. Lesser, Warren, Pa.; F. M. Plessner, Philadelphia; F. F.
Smith, Chanutc, Kan.; W. J. Gable, Beloit, Kan.; D. M. Baltimore, New Castle, Pa.; E. A. Read, Canton, O. Bottom row, left to right: G. Laby, New
York; W. J. Kelly, Springfield, Mass.; J. H. McKoy, Wilmington, N. C. ; H. K. Wareham, Manhattan, Kan.; H. C. Bamberger, Indianapolis; H. I. Gar-
finkle, Brooklyn; W. B. Rose, Lincoln; J. F. Barry, director Publix theatre school for managers; W. B. Lloyd, Sea Cliffe, L. I.; T. L. Olsen, Seattle,

Wash.; F. L. Felhaber, New York; P. Boulogne, Mount Clair, N. J.; M. H. K ress, Piqua, O.; W. R. Allen,, New York; R. Lozano, El Paso.

30 Paramount Grads Assigned
to Publix Theatre Posts

Several Manage New England Houses—Sam Katz Tells Class School

Has Proven Itself of Great Value

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The first class of pupils at the Paramount
Theatre Managers Training School—the name of which has
been changed to the Publix Theatre Managers Training School

—

last week completed the six months course at the school, and 30 of the
graduates have been placed in positions in Publix theatres throughout the
country.

YANE member of the class is now manag-
ing the Fenway theatre, Boston, and

others have been assigned to New Haven,
Scolly Square theatre, Boston, Haverhill

;

New Bedford, Washington Street Olympia
theatre and Fields Corner theatre, Boston.

Present at the dinner were executives of

the Publix Theatres Corporation and of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

A. M. Botsford, director of advertising

of the Publix Theatres Corporation acted

Assignments Made
One member of the class has been as-

signed to West Palm Beach, one is assigned
to the home office advertising department
of the corporation and one to the statistical

department at the home office.

One member leaves for a Paramount ex-
change for training in exploitation before
he leaves for an assignment in South
America. Eight .graduates are now at the
Metropolitan theatre, Boston, and nine
graduates are at the Chicago theatres op-
erated by Balaban & Katz for two weeks
of training in the operation of de luxe
houses.

A dinner was tendered last week at Ho-
tel Roosevelt by Publix Theatres Corpora-
tion to the members of the class as a

tribute to their work during the intensive

training of the course which they followed.

“I say sincerely that our first class

profited considerably by the study of
Exhibitors Herald and I know that

the coming class will derive the
same benefit.”

—

John F. Barry, di-

rector, Publix Theatre Managers’
Training School.

as toastmaster. Sam Katz, Harold B.

Franklin, Harry Marx, George Weeks, and
John F. Barry, director of the managers
school, spoke at the dinner.

“Has Proven Value”

Sam Katz, president of the Publix Thea-
tres Corporation, in addressing the class

said

:

“The Paramount Theatre Managers
Training School which has just completed

its first term has proven itself of ines-

timable value in its work of providing a

definite, specialized and complete course of
practical motion picture theatre manager-
ship training.

“I have watched the work of this school
with the greatest interest, in its scope and
its possibilities of service, both to the stu-

dent who desires to become an efficient

theatre manager, and to the theatre where
he eventually will be placed. Its position

in a program for the constructive and
continual raising of the standards of mo-
tion picture theatre entertainment is of the

utmost importance.

“The Paramount Theatre Managers
Training School now becomes the training

school of the Publix Theatres Corporation
and is one of the most important divisions

in the organization of Publix Theatres.

“I have great hopes in the future of the

Publix Theatre Managers Training School,

both because of the splendid record of the

past year, and because we can all see

through it, the means of adequately pro-

viding the high type of educated, intelli-

gent and thoroughly trained theatre man-
agers that this great business has now come
to demand.”

Next Session Feb. 20

The next session will start February 20.

Applications are being received for enroll-

ment. These applications will be sifted and
the successful candidates notified during the

coming month. The total of 500 applica-

tions received for the first session of the

school will be surpassed.

In the next class of the school will be
represented 12 theatre managers now on
the circuit of the Publix Theatres Corpora-
tion. These men will attend the school for

three months at a time when the schedule
will be so arranged that they can derive

the most benefit from the specialized train-

ing given.
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Fire Destroys Two
Theatres; Loss Is

More Than $300,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OGDENSBURG, N. Y„ Jan. 26.—The
Opera House, operated by J. S. Burnham,
was totally destroyed by fire last week,
with a loss running far into the thou-
sands. The theatre adjoins the City Hall
and the fire started from an explosion
of the boiler room of - the municipal
building. For a time the entire city was
threatened as a gale was sweeping across
the St. Lawrence, carrying sparks for a

mile or more. The two buildings repre-
sented an investment of about $300,000.

The Strand theatre in Fonda, N. Y.,

run by William Van Alstine, was also

wrecked last week by a fire that started

in a neighboring tailor shop. The blaze

started about eight o’clock in the morn-
ing, and swept several buildings. The
New York Central tracks run close to

the main street of the village and it so

happened that section men were working
in the vicinity. They ran to the theatre

and removed the projection machine and
the piano. The seats were saved and
will be used by Mr. Van Alstine in an-

other house which he will open in the

future in Fonda. Van Alstine also oper-

ates a theatre in Fultonville.

U . 5 . Film Exported
During November Is

Valued at $600,000
(Special from Commerce Department)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 26.—
November exports of motion picture

films, as reported by the Department of

Commerce, totaled more than $600,000
in value.

A total of 16,843,457 feet of positives

was exported, valued at $483,388, of

which 1,815,497 feet went to Canada,
1,726,064 feet to France, 1,475,428 feet to

Australia, 1,285,909 feet to Argentina, and
1,131,444 feet to the United Kingdom.
Exports of unexposed film totaled 1,314,-

233 feet, valued at $38,309, the best mar-
ket being the United Kingdom, to which
784,886 feet were shipped. Exports of

negatives totaled 764,925 feet, valued at

$101,411 feet, of which 233,715 feet went
to the United Kingdom and 343,945 feet

to France.

Kidnap Two and Get
$2,000 from Vault

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO, Jan. 26.—After
kidnapping H. E. Ulrich, manager of the
Midland theatre, Hutchinson, Kan, and
Mrs. Ulrich, two bandits forced them to
disclose the combination of the safe Sun-
day night in the theatre, escaping with
about $2,000.

Two youths, Victor Maddi and Lee
Macilla, were arrested this week in con-
junction with the holdup last week of
the Linwood theatre, in which $984 was
obtained. W. O. Lenhart, manager, was
unable to identify them and they were
released.

“Mannequin” Air Review
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Resta Crowell
is scheduled to broadcast an interpreta-
tive review of the Paramount picture
“Mannequin” through station WRNY
one night this week. This review will
be caught by millions of listeners-in of
New York and surrounding cities.

T. O. C. C. Definitely Rejects
Standard Exhibition Contract

Special Committee Reports Further Conferences Useless

—

Adoption of Seider Contract Urged—5,450 Cases

Decided by Arbitration Last Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The Standard Exhibition contract prepared by the

Will H. Hays office after many conferences with committees of exhibitors,

has been definitely turned down by the Theatre Owners Chamber of Com-
merce. At a meeting of the Chamber held last Tuesday, this action was
taken after the special committee, which has been working on the contract

with the Hays office, reported that further conferences on the subject were
useless, as no headway could be made.

5,450 Cases Arbitrated

Closely allied with the contract problem is the matter of arbitration and
the second annual report of the 33 Boards of Arbitration, which was pro-

vided by Will Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A. and is released this

week through the Arbitration Society of America, shows that these boards in

1925 decided 5,450 cases involving $1,351,206.72. Only 17 of these cases

were taken to the courts after the Arbitration Board made its award.

While rejecting the contract prepared
by the Hays office, the T. O. C. C. urges
on Mr. Hays the adoption of the exhibi-
tion contract prepared by Joseph M. Seider
for the Independent Motion Picture Asso-
ciation and adopted generally by that or-
ganization.

Aribration on Contract Proposed
In the event of the Hays organization

being unwilling to accept the Seider con-
tract, the proposition is made to Mr. Hays
by the T. O. C. C. that the whole matter
of the contract be left to arbitration.
Judge Moses H. Grossman is named by the
T. O. C. C. as the arbitrator of the theatre
owners.

All of this is contained in a letter sent
to Mr. Hays by Charles L. O’Reilly, presi-
dent of the T. O. C. C, on instruction
of the Chamber at last Tuesday’s meeting.
Mr. Hays is now on the West coast and the
letter has been forwarded to him there.
No reply is expected until Mr. Hays’ re-
turn to New York.

Following is Mr. O’Reilly’s letter to
General Hays:
The special committee of the Theatre Owners

Chamber of Commerce, to which was referred the
matter of the desirability of making changes in the
form of contract under which this organization
is now operating, so as to more fairly and prop-
erly safeguard the interests of our members and
of exhibitors generally, have reported that they
have considered the proposed Standard Exhibition
Contract submitted by your representative, to-
gether with the proposed Standard Exhibition
Contract and rules supplemental thereto of the
Independent Motion Picture Association, and
recommended the acceptance by our organization
of the latter form of contract with certain slight
modifications as indicated on the attached draft,
for the reason that in their opinion such proposed
form is the more equitable of the two propositions.
This recommendation has been approved by our
Chamber after due consideration.

I therefore beg to advise you that we feel that
your form of contract is not satisfactory to us.
It follows generally that now in use, which while
a step in the right direction was, as you know,
regarded more or less as a makeshift, and in the
nature of an experiment which should be
thoroughly tested out for a reasonable period
in order to determine from actual experience, and
the resultant conditions which might develop,
what change or revision should be made. We
have concluded that our interests will be better
served by the adoption of the enclosed form of
contract which, in the main, has been accepted by
practically all independents throughout the coun-
try. We therefore present this substitute and ask
for it your early and favorable consideration.

If agreement cannot be reached as to the ap-
proval and adoption of this substitute, I am in-
structed to propose that the matter of the form
of contract be determined upon by Arbitration.
This suggestion is prompted by the fact that
Arbitration has now become a basic part of the
machinery of our industry, with manifestly effec-
tive results. Up to the present time it has been
invoked only in connection with disputes affecting
the details of an agreement, the interpretation of

a clause, the nonperformance of an undertaking,
etc. We are now advocating its application to a
major question—the fairness and justice of the
form of contract itself—and ask your aid and
cooperation in this effort. It is futile apparently
to expect any agreement from further confer-
ences between ourselves on the subject.

In the event of your consenting to this proposal,
we would ask Judge Moses H. Grossman to rep-

resent us as one of the three arbitrators, the
third conferee to be selected by himself and whom-
eyer you might designate as your representative.
Judge Grossman’s record, his interest in and
familiarity with the subject of arbitration are
known to you. At the sessions of this conference,
distributor and exhibitor organizations throughout
the country could be heard and their recommenda-
tions embodied in an instrument, the parentage of
which would insure its being satisfactory to all

interests representing as it would the highest
degree of applicability to the enterprises in which
we are engaged. From our point of view it

would spell voluntary and not forced arbitration.
We feel, further, that the submission of this con-
troversial phase of our business to the jurisdiction
of an arbitration tribunal for settlement would be
a logical step, impairing and endangering the in-

terests of no one. As well as being decisive, it

would be salutary and beneficial to all concerned
and bring within measurable distance the termina-
tion of a most troublesome and vexatious
question.

In the report on arbitration cases, the

Arbitration Society of America emphasized
that last year 99 per cent of the cases were
decided within 30 days after they were
filed. Nearly all were decided by unani-
mous vote of the board and only 22, total-

ing $12,341.41, required the services of a
seventh arbitrator. On Dec. 31, 1925,

there were pending in the various boards
539 disputes involving $205,216.71. Cases
disposed of totalled 11,887.

“For the second year the motion pic-

ture industry has given the American busi-

ness world striking proof of the effective-

ness of commercial arbitration in the
speedy and economic settlement of business
disputes,” said Richard Washburn Child,

president of the Arbitration Society of
America.

Theatre Musician Who
Played for Kings Dead

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Jan. 26.—Rudolph
Pelisek, orchestra director, died January
21. Born of Bohemian parents in Schu-
mia, Bulgaria, before going to Canada
he played as a violinist before the Czar
of Russia, the King of Serbia, and the
King of Bulgaria.

Gump Producer Has Son
HOLLYWOOD.—A son has been born to Mr.

and Mrs. Samuel Von Ronkel. Von Ronkel is the
producer of Universal’s Gump comedies.
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Fox Forces Pick February As
“Jimmy Grainger Month”

Associates Honor Salesmanager for Services to Compaany—Plans Laid

Before Staffs at Special Meetings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 26.—February is “Jimmy Grainger Month” at

Fox Films.
This signal honor is a tribute to the general salesmanager by

his associates in appreciation of his tremendous efforts for the Fox com-
pany since his affiliation with it last May.

TOURING the short month every mem-
ber of the Fox sales staff is going

to bend every muscle to make certain
the accomploshment
of their chief’s one
ambition, to make the
current saeson the
most successful in the
history of Fox Film
Coropration.

The production de-
partment, under the
spur of General Man-
ager Winfield R.
Sheehan’s personal
direction, has come
through with a group
of releases that
should lighten the
sales force’s task con-
siderably. A better

group of box-office attractions was never
released by any organization at any time
than those arrayed by Mr. Sheehan 'for

distribution by Fox during the closing
months of the current season, said the an-
nouncement.

The sponsors of the plan are confi-

dent of success and predict the biggest
sales month in the history of the motion
pictures. The spokesman said:

“When the boys in the field tell the
exhibitors they are out to make a show-
ing as a tribute to Jimmy Grainger we
are confident of a response that will re-

sult in a greater gross than our chief

ever expected. No man in the industry
has the confidence and good will of the
motion picture showmen more than
James R. Grainger. The exhibitors
know that anything he or his name is

connected with has nothing of the lemon
variety in its makeup. There is no doubt
but that they will meet our salesmen
more than half way in showing their

appreciation of the outstanding figure in

the motion picture sales field.”

Grainger in South

Mr. Grainger knew nothing about his

associates’ plans to have him realize his

ambition. He left for the Southland for

a well earned rest a few days before it

was hatched in the fertile brains of Fred
C. Quimby, Fox short features salesman-
ager; J. Sichelman, assistant general
salesmanager; M. J. Schwartz and E.

C. Grainger. It was born during a dis-

cussion of the annual spring drive.

And “Blackbird” Nearly

Went Without Titles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—
Waldemar Young completed titles

for “The Blackbird’’ for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer despite that he
was sick in bed, flat on his back.
Young accomplished the feat by
having the pictures thrown on the
ceiling. While he watched he
dictated the titles.

And so the plans were laid and the
call sent out. Last Saturday the details
were set before the branch managers
and special representatives and a number
of the salesmen at specially convened
gatherings at various strategic points
throughout the country, and all is now in

readiness for the start.

As an added spur, although it was not
thought necessary, there will be a num-
ber of awards to be presented personally
by Mr. Grainger to the managers and
salesmen who turn in the greatest
amount of business during the twenty-
eight days of “Jimmy Grainger Month.”

Henry King Confers
with S. Goldwyn on
“The Garden of Allah”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Henry King,
director of “Stella Dallas,” arrived from
Hollywood last week to confer with Sam-
uel Goldwyn regarding new screen ma-
terial and plans for the filming of “The
Garden of Allah.” Mr. King, who found
it impossible to come East for the “Stella

Dallas,” premiere, was present last night
at the Apollo theatre when the picture
celebrated the beginning of its fourth
month on Broadway.
“The Garden of Allah,” in which Norma

Talmadge will be supported by Ronald
Colman, will be given a new treatment by
King. It combines vivid romance with spec-
tacle on a tremendous scale. While in

New York, King will make arrangements
for the taking of his complete technical
staff and equipment to Biskra, Africa,
which will be the center of operations for
the producing of “The Garden of Allah.”
“The Garden of Allah” will be produced

by a union of forces of Joseph Schenck
and Samuel Goldwyn—Schenck contrib-
uting the rights of the story and Norma
Talmadge as star, while Goldwyn con-
tributes Henry King, director, Frances
Marion, scenarist, and Ronald Colman,
leading man. “The Garden of Allah” will
be released by United Artists Corporation.

Receiver for M. P. Club
Called “Friendly Act

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 26.—Re-
ceivership of the Twentieth Century Mo-
tion Picture and Dramatic Club of In-
dianapolis, ordered by the judge of Su-
perior Court, will not affect the operation
of the Indianapolis chapter of the organ-
ization, according to Roscoe Carpenter,
acting president. Carpenter said the re-
ceivership was a friendly action. Its

principal purpose is for the recovery of
money which he said was to have been
used by the Twentieth Century Land
Company, a Florida concern, in acquir-
ing land in Florida for a motion picture
development company.

It was intimated by officials as soon
as the suit is heard, work of establishing
a film colony in Florida will proceed.

James R. Grainger

Re-Takes
Hollywood, Cal.

W ELL, the Wampas frolic and ball

are only a few days off. Every-
thing’s all set for the big event

February 4. Everybody’s going, all the

dress suits in town have been rented in

advance and the parking concession boys
along Jefferson street are getting ready to

ask a dollar a head.
h= * *

Sid Grauman is working day and night—
mostly nights—to stage the biggest show
on earth, on the biggest stage in the world
—yep, six inches larger than the Hippo-
drome, New York.

^

Stars are planning to pay installments
due on their autos, so they can use them
that night. They are to drive right on
the stage and unload before the gathered
multitude—that’s one of the acts, a “First
Night at a Famous Theatre in Holly-
wood.”

* * *

Cecil De Mille is giving the Wampas
boys his “Volga Boatman” too, with a big

set and a lot of costumes and folks to

wear ’em. M. G. M. has a surprise, some-
thing to do with the “Ben Hur” scene to

be staged. Universal is sending an army
of men and they’re going to fight “Custer’s
Last Charge” all over again. Oh, yes,

somebody’s going to do the Charleston, too.

Looks like a big night.

* * *

Thrifty, Yea Boy
Last week being Thrift Week, John D.

didn’t give away any new dimes. Nor old
ones either.

* * *

We thought we’d be thrifty and not
check our hat at a downtown tea room but
the attendant stole it out from under our
chair and it cost a quarter to get it back.

* * *

Great Bunch
Was a specially invited guest at the last

weekly meeting of the High-Hatters’ press
agents for downtown theatres—and after
guttling much rich food, watching a few
fancy steppers (Butter and Egg men with
their stenogs) was presented with a pair
of good seats for “The Fall Guy” a right
good show at the Orange Grove. My hat’s
off to the High-Hatters.

* * *

Punk I Suppose
There’s a sign on a little theatre near the

office that reads like a dirty dig: “Vaude-
ville

—‘The Necessary Evil’—tonite.”

* * *

Famous Last Words
Finis.

R. M.

Friedman, Vet Sales
Head of Detroit, New
U. Contact Executive

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Joseph Fried-
man, several years manager of Univer-
sal’s Detroit exchange, and a veteran
executive in the sales forces, has joined
the home office staff as the new contact
executive, a position created in that or-
ganization by Arthur Kane.

Friedman’s new activities will be con-
cerned with the maintenance of liaison

between the studios at Universal City and
the Universal sales force.
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Music Dealers Enter Fight
for Legal Ban on Music Tax

Chamber Urges Merchants to Send in Information on Difficul-

ties with Customers—Will Be Used to Aid in

Early Legislation Move

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 26.—Legislation is likely to be introduced in Con-
gress soon to prevent the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers from forcing motion picture theatre owners to pay

a tax on copyrighted music, according to a statement from the Music In-

dustries Chamber of Commerce, which has taken up complaints against the

American Society.

Music Dealers Asked to Fight

The Chamber urges music merchants to send in information regarding
difficulties with customers because of the license fee and recommends that

dealers write their congressmen to enter the fight for alleviation of the

situation.

“Flaming Waters”
Shown by F.B. O. at

Real Housewarming
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan 26.—A real house-

warming was tendered the press by F.B.O.

January 22, in the projection room of their

new quarters, 1560 Broadway.

The party started at 4, with a screening

of “Flaming Waters.” Major H. C. S.

Thomson, president of the company, Colvin

W. Brown, vice president in charge of

distribution and Nat G. Rothstein, publicity

and advertising director, acted as official

hosts at the party.

Among those who took part in the festivities

were: J. S. Dickerson, Mr. and Mrs. William
Reilly, Willard T. Howe, Hank Linet, Arthur
James, Merritt Crawford, Fred Schraeder, L. C.

Moen, Tim Ideally, Charles Hastings, Lawrence
Urback, C. Schottenfels, Mike Simmons, Arthur
Eddy, Delight Evans, Herbert Crooker, Ethel
Rosemon, Beulah Poynter, Agnes O’Malley,
Harry Boyle, Louis Smith and Dick O’Brien.

Rowland, Rothacker
in Chicago Following

Trip to West Coast
Richard A. Rowland, general manager

of First National in charge of produc-
tion, stopped in Chicago on his way
from the Coast to New York, expressing
enthusiasm in the recent move of his

company to purchae a 75 acre plot for

the construction of studios at a cost of

$1,500,000. The new studios will be ready
for occupancy July 1, he said.

He was accompanied by Watterson
Rothacker of the Rothacker Film Manu-
facturing Company who was returning
to his Chicago home prior to> his de-
parture February 17 for London on the
Mauretania.
Rowland plans to remain in New York

but eight weeks when he will return to

the Coast.

M. P. T. O. of Ohio
Resolves to Refuse
Non-Members Hearing

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, OHIO, Jan. 26—Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio have
adopted a resolution the sense of which
is to refuse to sit in cases involving ex-
hibitors who after February 11 are not
members of the organization. The res-

olution follows:

“The business manager of the organization is

hereby instructed to advise all exhibitors who
are not members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio, that after thirty days (30)
from January 12, 1926, exhibitor members of the
boards of arbitration at Cleveland and Cincin-
nati will refuse to sit in all cases involving ex-
hibitors who, at the expiration of said period,
are not members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio.”

Metro-Goldwyn Begins
“Brown of Harvard

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., Jan. 26.—A film

is being made by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of
“Brown of Harvard,” the stage play which
caused a theatre riot when presented in a

local theatre in 1907. A squad of 30 foot-

ball players from the University of South-
ern California has been engaged for the
filming of the football game.

Following is the Chamber’s statement

as it appears in The Music Trade Review
issue of January 23

:

“It is expected that legislation will be

introduced in Congress shortly to amend
the Copyright Act so as to prevent the

American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers from forcing restaurant,

hotel and theatre owners to pay a license

fee to the society for the privilege of play-

ing popular music on phonographs, player

pianos and reproducing pianos in such
places.

Many Protests Aroused

“The exactions of the society have
aroused many protests which have been
received by the Chamber from music deal-

ers throughout the country, who state that

their business is harmed by the activities

of the agents of the societies in enforcing
their claims against customers who have
purchased phonographs and pianos.

“Under the present copyright act the

owner of a copyrighted musical composi-
tion controls what is known as ‘public per-
forming right,’ which rights the purchaser
of a piece of sheet music, phonograph rec-

ord, or music roll does not receive with
that composition. In order to enforce these
public performing rights, many of the com-
posers and publishers of popular music
belong to the American Society of Compos-
ers, Authors and Publishers, and have as-

signed their public performing rights to

the society. The society has representa-
tives throughout the country who arrange
with hotels, restaurants, theatres and simi-

lar places for licenses from the society,

which give the privilege of publicly per-
forming any of the music controlled by the

society.

Payments Refused

“The chief opposition of music dealers
to the operations of the society arises from
the fact that customers who have pur-
chased phonographs and pianos for use in

small restaurants or theatres frequently
cause much difficulty by refusing to make
payments or by returning the instrument
when they find that they must pay a li-

cense fee before they can play any popular
music upon the instrument. Apparently
the customer usually fails to understand
the situation, and gathers from the agent
of the society that no popular music can
be played without taking out a license,

when, as a matter of fact, the license per-
mits only the playing of music controlled

by the society. From a practical stand-
point, it is almost impossible to know what
music is controlled by the society and what

music is not so controlled. The demands
of the society are frequently made in such
a way that the customer feels that he is

being imposed upon. Hence the complaint
to the music dealer who sold the instru-

ment and his complaint to the Chamber.

“The Chamber is urging all music mer-
chants to send in information concerning
any difficulty which they have had with
customers arising from attempts to en-

force a license fee for permission to play

popular music. This information will be

used in connection with the prospective leg-

islation in Washington. The Chamber is

also urging dealers to write their congress-

man, requesting that they use their influence

to have the law changed so as to make
impossible the situation above described.”

Fire Costs $125,000
When Film Ignites

in Operators’ Room
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 26.—
Burning of a film in the operators room
at the Grand theatre, started a fire which
destroyed the building, with a loss esti-

mated at $125,000. Two operators in the

room were burned, but not seriously. One
thousand persons, who were attending the

performance, left the building quietly at

the request of Alvin Spainhour, house
manager, but when they saw no sign of
fire, they started back. A few pushed
their way in, then a red glow flashed across
the screen and it was but a minute until

all were gone again.

Chaplin Sues for

Profit Claimed Due
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Charles Chap-
lin, film comedian, last week filed suit

in the Supreme Court against First Na-
tional Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., to re-

cover $62,147, alleged to be due him as
his share in the profits from the foreign
distribution of his picture “The Kid.”

The complaint, filed by Chaplin’s at-

torney, asserts that the foreign distribu-

tion netted the film corporation $337,947,

and that Chaplin’s share should be $236,-

552 under the agreement. The total has
not been paid, Chaplin contends.

At the First National office it was stat-

ed that a full and correct accounting had
been made and that the Chaplin suit

would be fought to a finish.
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Industry to Help Laemmle Fete
His Twentieth Anniversary

Hays and Eastman Congratulate President of Universal—Began as

Exhibitor in Chicago in 1906
( Special io Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Jan. 26.—Carl Laemmle’s Twentieth Anniversary will

be a milestone of 1926 in the history of motion pictures. The
president of Universal Pictures Corporation made his bow in the

industry when he opened his first theatre in Chicago Feb. 26, 1906. In

addition to his activities in the production and distribution fields he has

also been a theatre owner and exhibitor ever since.

W HEN Mr. Laemmle entered the in-

dustry two decades ago the motion
picture business was struggling along in an
infancy of store-front grind shows, short

split-reel pictures, mostly of the novelty

variety, and erratic production and distribu-

tion. Much of the progress since that date,

progress to a state of artistic perfection

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Seven-
teen Universal Jewel productions
will be released by Universal Pic-

tures Corporation during the cur-

rent half year, starting with “The
Little Giant,” released January 3,

and ending with “The Phantom
Bullet,” July 11, constituting the
second half of the Second White
List and concluding the Jewel re-

leases for the season.

in production, closely-knit organization in

distribution and elaborate and unequaled
presentation, has found Laemmle and his

organization well to the fore. His far-sight-

edness and consistent driving power and
his progressive steps towards the advance-
ment of the industry offer striking reasons
for celebration, not only by the Universal
organization, but by the entire industry.

Laemmle’s twentieth anniversary celebra-
tion will not be limited to his Universal
associates. Already he is receiving con-
gratulatory wires and letters, felicitating

him upon the approaching anniversary.

Hays Sends Congratulations
Will H. Hays, head of the M. P. P.

D. A., was one of the first to communicate
with the Universal chief. George Eastman,
head of the Eastman Kodak Company, was
equally as ardent in his praise.

The Universal chief is now in Europe,
but will arrive in New York February 2,

to be on hand for the many activities which
will take place in connection with the 20-

year celebration.

Laemmle’s entry into the film world was
the opening of the White Front theatre
on Milwaukee avenue in Chicago. It was a

Eisner on Jury; Now Knows
All About Cabbage Heads

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan 26.—
Does an exhibitor know anything
about the cabbage industry?
Adolph Eisner, former president
of the M. P. T. O., Kansas City,
and manager of the Circle theatre,
believes not, but he couldn’t con-
vince a circuit court judge of that
fact this week. Eisner was sum-
moned for jury service. The case
involved a delayed car lot ship-
ment of cabbage. A dozen or
more farmers were discharged
from jury service, but they kept
Adolph.

crude little affair with only 190 seats—camp
chairs rented from a neighboring under-

taker.

Opened Small Exchange

The Little White Front theatre did so

well that Laemmle acquired another.

Within a few months he was operating

four. Exhibitors remembering the diffi-

culty of getting film in those days realize

why he finally took the bull by the horns
and opened a small exchange.
He next found difficulty in getting

enough film to distribute. The next step

was to try production on his own part, in

a small way at first, but rapidly increasing.

Laemmle has an invigorating outlook on
the motion picture business. In his recent

letter to his Universal associates, in which
he anticipated his approaching anniversay,

he said

:

“It’s a wonderful business. It’s a crazy
business, not half so crazy as it was in

the early days, but still a bit daft in spots.

It’s a business of big figures. It’s a busi-

ness of terrifically hard work. But I love

it!”

Three Specials to Be Made
Will H. Hays, in his letter to the Uni-

versal chief, said:

“Your years in the industry have been
years of useful service—service to the in-

dustry and service to the public whose
servant the industry is.”

One of Laemmle’s accomplishments was
his 1925 Complete Service Contract policy,

by which he agreed to supply exhibitors

with the entire Universal output at a
nominal weekly rental.

The celebration is coming at an oppor-
tune time. Never has Universal enjoyed
such wide-spread success.

The coming year will see three big
Universal specials presented to the public.

They will be “The Midnight Sun,” “The
Flaming Frontier” and “Les Miserables.”

Chicago Police Put
Ban on Film of
Durkin Arrival

Police in Chicago last week placed a ban
on the news reels made of the return of

Martin J. Durkin, prisoner in a murder
case, charging that the Chicago people may
defeat the ends of the police by glorifying

Durkin.

The picture was scheduled to show at

an Englewood theatre but the showing was
forbidden.

W. J. Morgan on Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—W. J. Morgan,
Bro-Dis-Co sales manager, has left for a

tour of the West and a visit to the studios

in Los Angeles. His itinerary includes

Denver, Butte, Salt Lake City, Los An-
geles, San Francisco, Seattle and Portland
branches.

CARL LAEMMLE

Mayor May Invite

Nearby Towns to

Use Chicago Time
Mayor William Dever of Chicago is con-

templating inviting mayors and village

trustees of towns and villages within a 50

mile radius of Chicago to adopt daylight

saving this summer. The mayor was re-

quested to extend the invitation by Joseph
S. Ryan, secretary of the national com-
muters’ association, who has already ob-

tained the approval of Mayor Earl Kelly
of Elgin.

The city council of Chicago last week
took action on the bill before it to abolish

daylight saving. After several meetings of

an especially appointed committee the
council voted in favor of a continuance of
the summer time.

8 New Companies Enter
N. Y . State Film Field

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Jan. 26.—With $10,-

000 apparently the high mark in capital-

ization of companies incorporating in the
motion picture business in New York
state during the past week, the records
in the secretary of state’s office revealed
that eight such companies were char-
tered. With but one exception all the
newly formed companies will maintain
their principal offices in the metropolis:
The companies were:
Boheme Film Producing Company,

_

Inc., $10,-

000; Fitzer-Syracuse, Inc., $10,000; Kingdun Pro-
ductions, Inc., $10,000; A. and L. Film Adver-
tising Co., Inc., $1,000; William K. Hedwig Pic-

ture Enterprises, Inc., $10,000; Bellaire Amuse-
ment Corporation, $2,000; Woodrock Amusement
Corporation; and the Lloyd Hamilton Corporation
not stating the amount of capitalization in the
papers filed.

Grandmother of Talmadges Dies
PLAINVILLE, CONN.—Mrs. Martha Tal-

madge, grandmother of Norma, Constance and
Natalie Talmadge, screen actresses, died at her
home here recently.
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Bills to Modify Blue Laws Go
to New Jersey Legislature

Abolition of Censorship on Newsreels Asked in New York

—

M. P. T. O. A. Enters Fight Against Proposed

Admission Tax in Missouri

Exhibitors’ fights for protection against blue laws, admission taxes and
censorship have come to a head in several parts of the country in the past

week. In New Jersey two bills drastically modifying the blue laws are in the

hands of the legislature. In Missouri the theatre owneres, with the active

cooperation of the M. P. T. O. A., are ready for a battle to the finish to

prevent imposition of any additional amusement tax. Theatre owners in

Kentucky practically have killed a proposed luxury tax that would have
affected admissions.

Censor-Free Newsreels Asked
A bill introduced in the New York legislature calls for exemption of news-

reels from censorship in that state. A second bill is planned which would
admit unaccompanied children between 12 and 16 to theatres between 2 and

6 p. m. on Saturdays and holidays provided towns adopted local ordinances

to that effect. Abolition of the censorship commission in New York state

is doubted, judging from reports at the state capitol. On the other hand,
it is understood that the educational department does not want the task of

censoring motion pictures, according to Frederick H. Elliott, general manager
of the Independent Motion Picture Association of America. The commis-
sion now is under the secretary of state’s office.

Milton H . Feld Wins
Promotion; Will Aid

Sam Katz in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 26.—Milton H.
Feld, who came here from Kansas City

with Frank L. Newman and has been
working with the

managing director

of the Metropoli-
tan and Million

Dollar theatres,

Publix houses, in

staging the elabo-

rate presentations,

will leave here
soon for New
York to be asso-

ciated with Sam
Katz, head of the

Publix chain. He
expects to take up
his new duties
about March 1.

This change is a

promotion for Feld, who has been an inde-
fatigible worker while on the Coast. He
has devoted his entire business life to mo-
tion pictures. He was born in Cleveland,
O., and educated there. He removed to

Kansas City with his parents and started

as a motion picture salesman. He was
promoted to branch manager of the Uni-
versal exchange, from which position he
resigned to enter the theatrical field, be-

coming associated with Newman, who then

owned the Newman and Royal theatres in

Kansas City. He is an associate member
of the Wampas.

Five Special Trains
Seen for M. P. T. O, A.

Convention June 1-5
( Continued from page 29 )

including El Capitan, and of Glacier Point,

Yosemite Falls, Mirror lake, Happy Isles,

Vernal and Nevada Falls, the Half Dome,
Royal Arches and Cathedral Spires and the

Mariposa Big Trees. The party leaves El

Portal June 10 and reaches San Francisco

the next day, where there will be no set

program, though there will be special meals
at the St. Francis hotel. A 30-mile auto
drive also has been arranged there.

Will See Mount Shasta

On Sunday, June 13, the party will be

on its way to Portland, Ore., and en route

will see Mount Shasta. At Portland the

theatre folk will be taken for a drive June
14 over the Columbia Highway to Mult-
nomah and Horsetail Falls. At Seattle the

next day the party will be transferred to

a Canadian Pacific steamship and make a

stop at Victoria, B. C., before arriving at

Vancouver. There the tourists will be

dined at the Hotel Vancouver, leaving June
16 by train for Revelstoke. A motor trip

will be taken to Lake Louise, with luncheon
at the Chateau Louise, followed next day
by breakfast at the Banff Springs hotel.

On Monday, June 21, the party will be at

Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., with spe-

cial auto rides. The party will leave over
the Chicago & Northwestern the same
night for New York via Chicago.

The tour is arranged on the all-expense

plan and includes all necessary expenses
except while in Los Angeles. The cost
from New York for each of two in a com-
partment is listed as $585, for each of two
in ^drawing room $620, and for each of

three in drawing room $585.

The National Board of Review in a
statement answers Representatives French
and Taber, who had been quoted as criti-

cizing the work of a “National Board of

Censors” in a report of the subcommittee
on the navv of the appropriations com-
mittee of the national legislature. To a
reported statement of Representative
French regarding certain pictures that the

board “must have been asleep at the time
these particular pictures were passed,” the

National Board of Review states it knows
of no “National Board of Censors” and
adds that the National Board “is not a

censorship board in the narrow sense of
the word.”

See Opening Wedge
The I. M. P. A. A. holds that the bill

of Senator J. G. Webb in New York state

to abolish censorship of newsreels is an
opening wedge for abolishing the censor-
ship commission and that if that bill re-

ceives Republican support steps will be
taken for early introduction of bills to

wipe out the commission. The reorganiza-
tion committee will report on or about
March 1.

Proposals of the national house of rep-
resentatives to accord total exemption from
admission tax to the spoken drama would
be unworkable, it is declared by the senate
finance committee in making its report on
the revenue bill to the senate, and it was
thought best therefore to refuse to accept
the proposal but instead to increase the

exemption on all admissions to 75 cents in

place of the present level of 50 cents. This
action, it is pointed out, will afford relief

to all classes and will avoid discriminations

Tea Served to

Box Occupants
PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 26.—

The Victoria Theatre is the first in

Philadelphia to introduce the Eng-
lish custom of serving tea in mo-
tion picture houses. Tea is served
from 12 noon to 6 p. m. to patrons
in mezzanine boxes, the purpose
of the innovation being to induce
clubs, sororities and other organi-
zations to come to matinees in a
body.

from adoption of the house provisions
while bringing in $20,000,000 revenue from
this source.

Missourians Fight Tax
The Missouri theatre owners are de-

vising means to combat Governor Baker’s
proposal for an additional 10 per cent tax
on admissions in that state. Joseph M.
Seider, business manager of the M. P. T.
O. A., is taking a hand in the fight. Seider
expressed surprise when informed that

William Fox had not met St. Louis ex-
hibitors January 15 regarding their pro-
tests against the proposed erection of a
large Fox theatre there.

Of the two New Jersey bills to dras-

tically modify blue laws, one, known as
the Local Option Sunday Motion Picture
Bill, is sponsored by the New Jersey unit

of the M. P. T. O. A. This bill would
license the voters of New Jersey to go to

the polls during 1926 and cast their ballot

for or against Sunday motion pictures.

The other bill calls for the creation of

a commission to be known as the Blue
Law Revision Commission and to be ef-

fective in 1927. This tentative bill, which
was introduced by Senator Williams Jan.

12, has already been referred to the com-
mittee on judiciary.

Commission of Three Asked

The Williams joint resolution now being
deliberated upon by the judiciary commit-
tee provides that the joint commission shall

comprise three members of the senate, to

be appointed by the president thereof, and
three members of the house, to be ap-

pointed by the speaker thereof, “for the

purpose of making a full and complete in-

vestigation of the present-day observance
of the vice and immorality act and the

amendments thereto, with a view to revis-

ing the said act so as to comply with
modern-day custom and popular demand,
due regard being had to the fact that the

American Sunday, as a day of rest, is a

national institution.”

The bill provides for appropriation of

$500 to be used for any expenses incurred

in the work associated with this investiga-

tion. It also stipulates that the commis-
sioners shall receive no salary.

The time allotted for this investigation

provides that the commission shall render

its report and recommendations at the next

session of the legislature.
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First National Gets 75 Acres
for New Studio Site

Property to Represent $1,500,000—Roivland Denies Rumor of Con-
solidation—West Coast Opens New Manchester

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—First National picture units will be housed
in their own studio within the next six months, according to Rich-
ard A. Rowland, general manager. A 75 acre plot has been obtained.

The new studio represents an investment of a million and a half.

TY EFINITE announcement of exact lo-
' cation will be made within a few days

or as soon as negotiations for the property
have been completed. Work will start im-
mediately on the erection of the new
plant.

Bids are now being received from archi-

tects throughout the country. The plans

call for the largest stages in the country
and sufficient space on the lot for a dozen
or more companies. First National does not
intend to affiliate or consolidate with any
other company despite rumors, according to

Mr. Rowland.
* * *

The Manchester, newest link in the West
Coast Theatres chain, was opened Wednes-
day evening. Many stars were present.

Charles Murray acted as master of cere-

monies.

The new house is decorated in East In-

dian style of ornamentation, with friezes

from the temple of Jagat Ganj at Benares
and from Dhamikl, Chaukhandi, and
Maurya. Robert E. Powers was in charge
of the interior decorating, and the fur-

nishings were personally selected by Mrs.
Michael Gore. The opening picture was
“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives.” Ralph Gruen-
auer, general manager of the South Side

Theatres, Inc., associated with the West
Coast Theatres, is in direct charge.

* * *

Rubens Gets New Fox Contract

Alma Rubens has renewed her contract

with Fox and will be starred in a Victor

Schertzinger production, “Siberia.” She
will have an all-star supporting cast, in-

cluding Lou Tellegen, Tom Santschi, Lilyan

Tashman, and Paul Panzer. The adapta-
tion was by Eve Unsell.

* * *

Millard Webb, director of Warner
Brothers feature, “The Sea Beast,” has re-

turned from New York where he attended
the world premiere.

* *

Richard Wallace has been added to the

Hal Roach staff, to direct Claude Gilling-

water.
* * *

Walter Anthony has been engaged by
Warner Brothers to write titles for- “Don
Juan,” John Barrymore’s starring vehicle.

^ ^ ^

Blackton Entertains at Preview

J. Stuart Blackton last Thursday eve-

ning, through the courtesy of Warner
Brothers, gave a preview of his latest pro-

duction, “The Bride of the Storm,” at the

Writer’s Club. In addition to the preview,
Commodore Blackton presented several

Vitagraph pictures made in the early days.

One was called “The Bov, The Bust and
The Bat,” a comedy made in 1907. An-
other, “Reminiscences of 1915,” showed 75

stars of the Vitagraph family.

* * *

Mary Cunningham and Arthur Thalasso,
players working in a picture at the Fine
Arts studio, were burned while making a

fire scene. They are now in Dicky and
Cass hospital.

* * *

William Cameron Menzies and his asso-
ciate, Park French, who designed sets for
“Kiki,” First National production, have pre-
pared an exhibition of motion picture archi-
tecture for the annual exhibition of the
Architects league at the Regent Hotel
starting February 5.

* * *

“
Scraps” Becomes “Sparrows”

Mary Pickford’s latest picture, which was
made under the working title of “Scraps,”
has been changed to “Sparrows.” William
Beaudine directed.

s{;

Garrett Fort who wrote “Made for
Love,” Cecil de Mille’s production starring
Leatrice Joy, has just completed the adap-
tation of two stories slated for early pro-
duction at De Mille studios. One is

“Bachelor Brides,” and the other, “The
Dancing Man.”

* * *

William Haines, Metro-Goldwyn player,

has returned from his home in Virginia.

* * *

Conrad Nagel narrowly escaped serious
injury last week when he was thrown from
a wagon which was struck by a limousine.

% *

Mike to Begin “Molasses

”

M. C. Levee’s initial independently pro-
duced feature comedy, “Molasses,” for
First National, goes into production next
week. Charlie Murray will play the feature
comedy role opposite George Sidney, who
will portray one of his inimitable Hebrew
types.

The production will be made on the

United Lot, and will probably be the last

film to be produced there for First Na-
tional.

iff

After viewing E. Richard Schayer’s one-
act play at The Writer’s Club recently,

Irving Thalberg, associate executive of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, signed the scenar-

ist exclusively for M-G-M.
iff iff iff

Warner Brothers has signed Doris Hill,

19, who has never appeared before a

camera, but who possesses exceptional

ability, it is said.
* * *

A1 Christie has shipped his speed boat,

“Baby Mine,” to Palm Beach, Fla., where
Vera Steadman will drive it in the hydro-
plane races next month.

Ivor Wredy, writer and actor, was hit

by a truck Wednesday and is in a critical

condition at Hollywood Hospital.
* * *

F. C. Munroe, president of P. D. C., is

here for a series of conferences covering

the 1926 productions to be made on the

Coast.
* * *

Charles Christie left Wednesday for

New York on company business.

Marshall Neilan will direct Marion
Davies’ next starring vehicle, “The Red
Mill.”

* * *

Appeal Chaplin Judgment

A motion to appeal has been filed by
Charles Amador and the Western Features
Production, Inc., in the suit brought by
Charles Chaplin in which Chaplin won a

decision restraining the defendants from
making pictures which would tend to de-

ceive the public into believing it was a

Chaplin picture.
^f JfC iff

Richard A. Rowland, general manager,
First National, Watterson R. Rothacker,
president Rothacker Film Manufacturing
company, and Mr. and Mrs. George Tren-
del of the board of directors, First Na-
tional, left Saturday for the East. June
Mathis and Silvano Balboni, her director

husband, will leave Wednesday for New
York.

5ft * *

Jack Mulhall has signed a five year con-

tract to play featured roles in First Na-
tional pictures.

* * *

At a dinner dance given by executives

and players of First National to Richard

A. Rowland at the Ambassador Friday
night a silver plaque was presented to the

general manager by John McCormick.

Jews of Palestine

Make Only Picture

Demand Says May
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 26.—With
a population of about 800,000, 70 percent

of whom are illiterate Arab peasants, Pal-

estine offers a limited market for motion
picture films, says Trade Commissioner
R. A. May, of the department of com-
merce, in Alexandria, Egypt. May has just

returned from a trip to Palestine under-

taken in the interest of the American mo-
tion picture industry, which has suffered

considerable losses through film piracy.

The native Arab peasants have not

reached the stage where motion pictures

offer special entertainment or interest, and
are not of sufficient means to afford admis-

sion fees. On the other hand, Jewish im-

migrants from America and Europe in

Palestine demand motion pictures, and are

consequently proving the most important

motion picture theatre patronizing element.

There are probably not more than a dozen

picture theatres in Palestine.

S. D. Perkins Promoted
to Metro District Post

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 26.—

S. D. Perkins has been promoted district

manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the

Salt Lake-Denver district with headquar-

ters in this city, it has just been announced.

Joseph Samuels has been promoted man-
ager of the local Metro branch office.

Gets American Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26—The American
Feature Film Exchange of Philadelphia

has been added to the De Luxe Film com-
pany, providing for it the Schulberg and
Jans releases for 1925-26.

Casting Director Resigns
HOLLYWOOD.—Freddie Schuessler of Metro

has resigned his position as casting director to

enter the Edward Small Agency.
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Stories Told

by

the Camera

Mr. Tom O’Brien is playing host to the
Alabama football players at the Universal
lot where Thomas has been signed to

make three pictures, the first of which is

“Poker Faces.”

Estelle Taylor’s dog, “Duke,” was
determined to edge into H. E.
N.’s picture. Miss Taylor has fin-

ished her role in the Warner
film, “Don Juan.”

Grant Withers is the new juvenile
“heavy” supporting Alberta Vaughn
in the series of short features of
Film Booking Offices titled “Fight-
ing Hearts.”

1

Vilma Banky is photographed with “Cap-
tain,” the horse which appears in “The
Dark Angel,” the George Fitzmaurice
production distributed by First National
Pictures. She is a new Hollywood star.

Six of the mannequins in “When Love Grows Cold,” the F. B. O. Gold Bond
production which stars Natacha Rambova, until recently the wife of Rudolph
Valentino. The production contains a sequence of fashion displays of lavish
gowns. It is said that Miss Rambova selected the costumes while in Paris
recently.
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These three stars plan a world wide tour. Dor-
othy Phillips, left, Priscilla Dean, Center, and
Anita Stewart, all players in Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation pictures will visit 28 coun-
tries on their journey.

May McAvoy who has appeared
in several big roles recent-

ly is in the East appearing with
Ben Lyon in “The Savage,” a
First National production.

Ann Pennington, who is in an
important role in “Madam Be-
have,” Pro-Dis-Co picture, ap-
peared at the Figuera in L. A.
in a Charleston contest.

John Patrick who has come to the front recently

as a comedian in Warner pictures has recently

been made a star in that company. His first

such role is in the picture just begun, “Leave
It to Me.”

H. B. Warner (with the gun), the “Whispering Smith” of the picture

by that name appears with “Whispering Smith,” the original, when Joe

Lefors visited the Metropolitan Studios recently. The picture which
is to be released through Producers Distributing Corporation is based
upon the novel written by Frank Spearman.
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Left to right: Jack Warner, Syd Chaplin, Motley H. Flint and
Harry M. Warner. At the side of Harry Warner stands the radio
announcer of a Los Angeles station broadcasting the ceremonies
surrounding the ground breaking for the new Warner Brothers
theatre. Mr. Warner turned the first spadeful of earth while Syd
Chaplin entertained the audience with his humor.

Milton D. Gardner is the man who came from
Pittsfield, Mass., when a boy and has since
achieved great success in motion pictures. He is

now general manager of the Fred Thomson Pro-
ductions which are released through Film Booking
Offices.

*

Tige, who is featured in

the Buster Brown com-
edies being produced by
Century for Universal
release.

Arthur Trimble and
Doreen Turner are Bus-
ter and Mary Jane in

the Buster Brown come-
dies for Universal.

Laura La Plante and
Raymond Keane are the
two youthful lovers in

“The Midnight Sun,”
Universal film.

B 1 anch Sweet, with the

“Goofis” doll. The First Na-
tional star appears with Jack
Mulhall in her latest film,

“The Far Cry.”

When Warner Brothers celebrated the ground breaking for their new Hollywood theatre

the event was made more hilarious when Sid Grauman, Hollywood’s practical joker,

conveyed his congratulations and wishes for success by this dignified hearse. Grauman
recently celebrated the ground breaking for his own Chinese theatre in Los Angeles
with Norma Talmadge, Conrad Nagel and Anna May Wong officiating.
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Olive Borden has been
signed by Fox on a long
term contract. She has

been in films but a short

time.

Left: Greta Garbo, “the

most beautiful woman in

Sweden,” is opposite Ricar-

do Cortez in “The Torrent”
for M-G-M.

Right: Mary Louise Miller,

the child, and June Mar-
lowe who are in Warner
Brothers’ “The Night Cry.”

Two ways of transportation! Neither is so popular as these

players would have you think by their expressions. In the

photograph are Dan Mason, left, Brenda Bond and Johnny
Hines, who appear in “Rainbow Riley,” the production

made for First National release.

Sylvano Balboni, standing, First National director, in a

Viennese mood and manner. With him are John W.
Boyle, A. S. C., and a gag man on one of the sets for

“The Viennese Medley.” This is Balboni’s first directorial

achievement. The script was prepared by June Mathis.
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Sol Lesser, president of Prin-

cipal Pictures, will release

“Winning of Barbara Worth”
through United Artists. Mar-
celine Day at left is starred.

Lester Allen, Broad-
way comedian, has
been signed for a
series of comedies
for Columbia.

Helen Ferguson is in the
East making a Pathe serial,

“Casey of the Coast Guard,”
now being directed by Will
Nigh.

A cross section of a long line which stood before the Rialto

theatre in Tacoma, Wash., when the Associated Exhibitors
feature, “Hearts and Fists,” was given a world premiere there.

It was produced in Tacoma by H. C. Weaver Productions, and
it was billed as “Tacoma’s Own.”

Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky in,

charge of production, recently became a major in the officers’

reserve of the signal corps. Left is Col. Edward Hartman,
presenting the commission to Lasky. Maj. Lasky is one of

very few film people so honored by the army.
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Tickets Go Like Hotcakes for

Big “Naked Truth” Dinner
Reservations Indicate Every State in Union Will Be Represented

—Flaherty Addresses A. M. P. A. on “Moana:

”

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Jan. 26.—Ordinarily it’s a far cry from Broadway to

the small town, but just now it is a loud cry from the small town to

Broadway for tickets for the real classic of the motion picture in-

dustry—the annual “Naked Truth” dinner of the A. M. P. A.
The event, looked forward to throughout the year, takes place at the Ho-

tel Astor on Saturday evening of next week, and if you have not already ar-

ranged for your transportation, you’re going to find yourself out of luck.

If you have any doubts of this just call up Charlie Einfeld, of First Na-
tional, the dispenser of ducats, and try and get ’em. There will be one
hundred tables, each seating ten persons, and each table presided over by
a motion picture star.

\T AT G. ROTHSTEIN, the irrepressible,
' has been chosen official announcer of

the evening, and he has been informed that

this position carries with it the task of see-

ing that every guest present meets and
dances with the particular star that most
pleases his fancy at the time. Nat says this

will be easy for him.

Every State Represented

According to present indications, every
state in the Union will be represented. Re-
quests for reservations are in from all

points of the compass, North, South, East
and West. Residents of Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Califor-

nia and Canada have already placed their

orders for tickets.

Among these are Boyd D. Chamberlain
of the Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises
of Shamokin, Pa. The management of the
Rex theatre, Ottawa, Ont., is another sub-
scriber. The Schine Enterprise in Glovers-
ville, N. Y., Irving Zeltner, Washington
exploiteer, and the owners of the Salem
theatre, Springfield, Mass., have sent in

their checks, just to mention a few “out-of-
towners.”
The entertainment committee is planning

to make the affair national in character.

Serious consideration is being given to

suggestion that the flags of each of the 48
states and that of the Dominion of Canada
be put up to make the strangers feel at

home. In this connection it is planned to

play the popular airs and anthems peculiar

to each state. “My Dear Old Tennessee,”
“Carolina,” “California, Here I Come,”
“Michigan,” “Alabama,” “Arizona,” “Carry
Me Back to Old Virginia,” and “My Can-
ada” will be some of the songs to be rend-
ered to put the visiting delegates from the

various centers at their ease.

Record for Originality

All the color, brilliance and splendor of

a national affair will be apparent with none
of its distant formality and conventional-
ism. The twelve immortals and the scores

of stars present will eat at the same tables

with the guests, so you can see how they
handle the soup.

The event is unequaled in motion picture

annals and will set a new record for

originality and entertainment. A surprise,

the exact nature of which is being guarded
with the utmost secrecy, has been planned,

and though of but five minutes’ duration,

it alone will be worth the price of admis-
sion.

And as previously announced there will

be a dinner, dancing, novelty offerings and
the famous A. M. P. A. news reel in which
the entire industry will be hung in effigy.

* * *

Flaherty Is A. M. P. A. Guest

Robert M. Flaherty, producer of “Na-
nook of the North,” was the honor guest

at last week’s meeting of the A. M. P. A.
and related how, in the face of the most
discouraging circumstances, the almost total

absence of dramatic material, he dramatized
the lives of the Samoans in his newest pic-

ture, “Moana.”
In a country where there are no animals,

no storms, but excessive heat that melted
the rubber gaskets in the camera, where the
coldest water was 76 degrees, he exposed
and developed 230,000 feet of negative.

sfc ifc :fj

Riesenfeld to Direct Premiere

Hugo Riesenfeld will make a brief re-

turn to his old stamping ground to direct
the premiere performance of “Three Faces
East.” The picture is to be presented as
part of the entertainment at the Motion
Picture Carnival which is being staged at

the Hotel Plaza February 3 by the Film
Mutual Benefit Bureau.

Riesenfeld will take complete charge of
the showing. He himself will write the
score and direct the orchestra. The film is

a Rupert Julian production, based on the
stage success written by Anthony Paul
Kelly. Jetta Goudal, Robert Ames, Henry
B. Walthall and Clive Brook are in the
cast.

Two thousand members of the motion
picture industry and society world are
expected to attend the carnival, the pro-
ceeds of which are to be turned over to

charity. In addition to the preview, the

entertainment will include a midnight ball

and carnival features in which debutantes
will impersonate film stars. For this pur-

pose the producers are lending the original

costumes used in recent well-known pic-

tures. About a hundred film stars are also

to take part in carnival features, the nature
of which will be announced later.

* * *

McEvoy To Write for Fields

J. P. McEvoy, whose newspaper syndi-

cate series, “The Potters,” is read literally

by millions throughout the country, has
been signed by Famous Players-Lasky to

write the stories for W. C. Fields’ come-
dies. His contract is one of the most ad-

vantageous ever signed by a writer, as it

calls for his services not only as an author,

but also as a codirector. He will work
with the Fields unit from start to finish.

* * *

“Inspiration Special” Starts

The “Inspiration Special” left for Holly-

wood last Saturday, transporting the staff

which is headed west to commence produc-

tion of “Ranson’s Folly,” the story by
Richard Harding Davis, which has been

chosen as the vehicle for the next Barthel-

mess picture. The party included Sidney

Olcott, director; J. Boyce Smith, general

manager; Lillie Hayward, scenario writer;

Caryl S. Fleming, assistant-director; David
W. Gobbet, cameraman; Dan Venturini,

art director; Kitty Bartels, cutter, and a

number of others.

The party occupied an entire car via

New York Central and Santa Fe. Mr.

Barthelmess, who is recovering from a

slight'illness, will follow shortly.

Letter to P. A. Powers Disproves Old
One About No Sentiment in Business

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—P. A. Powers, chair-

man of the board of directors of Associated Ex-
hibitors, is in receipt of a letter that disproves
once again the old one about there being no senti-

ment in business. The letter was written by J. J.

Farren, manager of the Rochester Theatre Co.
It is part business and part reminiscence. It re-

calls some outstanding incidents in a long friend-

ship and some shrewd business coups. Also it

contains important information about current
business.

The letter follows:
“Dear friend Pat:
“Your Buffalo representative, J. M. Sitterly, was in

my office today and I am sure after you see the list

of pictures that I have booked for use at the Victoria
theatre, Rochester, you will agree with me that instead
of the Victoria sign being in front of the house, it

should be an Associated sign.

“The reason I am writing this letter mostly is to bring
before you olden times, especially the incident where I

purchased the first film you had, when you started the
exchange in Rochester when Mr. Mock was the manager,
and I was, at that time, connected with the old Bijou
theatre, which was under the management of Harry
Davis.
“Another incident which I wish to recall to your mind

is the time I put it over on you and Mr. Mock when
I rented the ‘Jesse James’ picture from you at a rental

price of $25 when all the time X had such a film in my
possession, using the two films in consecutive form in a

house that seated but 224 people.

“You will note that we have booked one of your
features every week beginning with the week of January
17, 1926, right through to the last week in December,
1926.
“With all good wishes and regards.

“Very truly yours,

“ROCHESTER THEATRE COMPANY
“J. J. Farren, Secy, & Mgr.”

P. A. POWERS
Associated Exhibitors chair-

man, who was reminded by
J. J. Farren, manager of the
Rochester Theatre Company,
of the time when Powers
started an exchange in

Rochester and Farren
bought the first film he had.
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First National Units Setting

Record inWest, Says Rowland
Production Wealth at Peak and Enthusiasm Unbounded,

Declares General Manager Before Leaving for New
York with June Mathis and Balboni

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Activity of First National’s West Coast units

never has been so great as at present, production wealth is the most extensive

ever recorded and the display of enthusiasm is unbounded, Richard A. Row-
land, general manager, declared before leaving Hollywood for New York last

Saturday after a survey of production work. June Mathis, supervising director,

and Sylvano Balboni, newly signed director, were in Mr. Rowland’s party.

Sees Biggest Year in History

The future for the West Coast units is big, said Mr. Rowland, who expressed

himself as highly pleased with the progress on the new schedule. The coming
year will be the greatest in the history of First National, he said.

Payne Heads Universal
Club Formed by Dallas
Employes of Exchanges

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 26.—The employes
of the Universal Film Exchanges of the

Dallas branch met recently and organized
a club for the employes which they named
The Universal Club of Dallas.

Mcllheran, manager of the office, turned
the meeting over to Jack Meredith to con-
duct the election of officers and to organ-
ize the club.

Meredith proceeded with the election of officers,

with the following result's: President, R. I.

Payne; vice-president, H. A. Wortham; secretary,
Vera Turner; treasurer, J. B. Brecheen. The club
voted Carl Laemmle honorary president, Ralph
Williams honorary vice-president, R. C. Mcllheran
honorary vice-president, and Jack Meredith hon-
orary vice-president.

Fred Levy Buys Site

for Million and Half
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUISVILLE, KY„ Jan. 26—Colonel
Fred Levy, First National franchise holder
and one of the most prominent exhibitors

in the South, was
given big spreads

on the front pages
of the Louisville

newspapers a few
days ago announc-
ing his purchase
of one of the most
valuable building

properties in the

city. In a deal in-

volving $1,500,000,

the Speed Build-

ing, at 4th and
Guthrie streets,
was sold by the

Speed heirs and
Fred M. Sackett

to Colonel Levy. Commenting on the

transaction, Colonel Levy said

:

“I consider this property to be one of the

choicest locations in Louisville and I know
of no better investment. The development
of the city is marked, and I feel that all

property will steadily increase in value.”

B. Rosenthal, B. Taylor
Buy Out Nat Steinberg

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan 26.—Barney Ros-
enthal and Bob Taylor have bought Nat
Steinberg’s interest in Columbia Pictures
Corporation, one of the successful inde-
pendent film exchanges in St. Louis. Stein-

berg is undecided as to his future plans.

He is said to have received a flattering

offer to desert the film business.

F. A. Finger Denies Sale
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MARISSA, ILL., Jan. 26.—Frank A.
Finger, one of the owners of the Gem the-

atre here, has started the report that

Noah Bloomer, Belleville, 111., has taken
over the Gem is in error. Finger and
Louis A. Degen are joint owners of the
house. Bloomer recently took over the
Gem at Mascoutah, 111. The names of the
towns were confused.

K. C. Loses Landmark
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—Kansas
City, especially the North Side of Kansas
City, this week is mourning the loss of one
of the pioneer landmarks in the motion pic-

ture industry—the Bijou theatre, owned by
Denny Costello.

Following is a letter from Mr. Row-
land to the home office written before he
left Hollywood:

“In all my visits to the Coast I have
never experienced so much genuine ac-
tivity, so much production wealth, so
much enthusiasm as that now being dis-

played among the West Coast units of
First National.

Enthusiastic Over Progress

“I am enthusiastic—very much so and
for many reasons. First of all I have
seen Colleen Moore’s ‘Irene.’ It is far

beyond all expectations. Coupled with
the beautiful fashion show, it will easily

rank as the finest Colleen Moore picture
ever produced. John McCormick, the
producer, should feel very happy.

“After sitting through ‘The Viennese
Medley,’ I am thoroughly convinced we
have something here of which to be
proud. Showing the atmosphere of
Vienna, as it does, both before and after
the war, and still not having a single war
scene throughout the story, is one of
the many features of the film. The story
preaches a lesson against war but does
so without any propaganda—something
decidedly unusual. Anna Q. Nilsson
never looked more beautiful and does
some excellent work in this picture as
do Conway Tearle, Mae Allison, and the
many others. To June Mathis goes great
praise.

Balboni Gets New Contract
“In ‘The Far Cry,’ I feel confident we

have a picture that is far beyond our
expectations. I consider it a corking
good picture—one that is unusual in

many ways and one in which Blanche
Sweet and Jack Mulhall give the finest
performances of their screen careers.
Balboni, the director, deserves much
credit. After looking at ‘The Far Cry,’
I closed a contract with Balboni for a
period of years. His continental experi-
ence will be valuable to us.

“I have seen Harry Langdon’s ‘Tramp
Tramp Tramp’ picture as far as he has
gone with it. If he finishes the story
as well as he started it, we will have
one of the finest comedies of feature
length ever released.

“The new Corinne Griffith production,
‘Mile. Modiste,’ has just been started. I

am convinced that in it Miss Griffith will

give us another ‘Classified.’

“I feel that Norma Talmadge will lend
herself in admirable fashion in the note-
worthy story, ‘Kiki.’

Calls Future Great
“Lambert Hillyer is directing ‘Her

Second Chance.’ I have seen the com-
pany at work—a colorful series of set-
tings with many fine artists. Anna Q.

Nilsson will have the principal feminine
role.

“After daily conferences with John
McCormick, I am highly pleased with
the progress so far on our new schedule.
The future for First National’s West
Coast units is a big one. Never has
there been so much activity and genuine
pep and so many definite objectives
ahead. I talked with Frank Lloyd about
his new production plans. He will start
soon on a new special for our release.
I also conferred with E. M. Asher on
the Corinne Griffith production to fol-

low her ‘Mile. Modiste.’ Both Marion
Fairfax and Sam Rork are out here and
have started work on ‘The Desert Heal-
er.’ Edwin Carewe is working hard on
‘Heirs Apparent,’ with Mary Astor and
Lloyd Hughes in the principal roles.

“M. C. Levee is mapping out his pro-
duction plans for ‘Molasses.’ I have
never seen Levee so excited over a story.
“Our scenario department has some of

the finest stories on hand for adapta-
tions. Our units are well supplied with
advance production material and it looks
like the biggest year in production his-
tory for First National.
“We are in the midst of manufacturing

pictures that will give our sales force
ammunition to go out and fairly shoot
up the field. They can’t go wrong with
the list of pictures and stars that is theirs
for the coming season. The managers
should feel highly pleased with this

schedule and the salesman in turn should
go' out with the thought that the First
National product for 1926 is unbeatable
from every angle that can be conceived.”

Julius Sax Home Burned
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 26. — Juliu-

Sax, owner of the New Grand, Princess
and American theatres in Portland, Ore.,

saw his beautiful country home destroyed
by fire thought to have been set by a fire-

bug. The loss was estimated at $7,000, all

said to be covered by insurance.

Tilton Dies on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Edwin B.

Tilton, actor and director, passed away
at his home on North Kenmore Avenue
January 16. The deceased was 66 years
of age and was recently with the Fox
scenario department.

Fox B. M. Critically III
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26—Ben Jack-
son, business manager of William Fox,
is critically ill at the Hollywood hos-
pital.
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English Picture Wins Ovation at

“Nell Gwyn” N. Y. Premiere
Nearer American Than Any Previous British Film—J. D. Williams’’

Part in Production and Dorothy Gish’s Acting Credited

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—England has seen its finest reception of a
motion picture in America. In “Nell Gwyn” the spirit of recipro-
city seems to have reached a climax. “Nell Gwyn” is nearer to

American than any previous English film.

THERE are several reasons for this.

In the first place, J. D. Williams, who
knows American standards, has had a

lot to do with the production of the pic-

ture. Secondly, they have chosen wisely
in selecting Dorothy Gish, an American
actress, for the title role.

Valuable to American Theatre

“Nell Gwyn” illustrates that British

productions given an American twist by
a showman who understands American
proclivities can be of inestimable value
to the American theatre.

Exemplary of this is Billy Brandt’s
statement that he would like this picture
to open his new Carlton theatre in

Brooklyn. Brandt, however, was not the
only one to view this picture in that

light. Charles O’Reilly, Lee Ochs and
others were of the same opinion.
One of the greatest and most brilliant

audiences that has attended recent prem-
ieres was present at the Ritz-Carlton
last night. The ovation accorded the
production was tremendous, and a glow-
ing tribute to the advancement of British

productions.

Director Wilcox Praised

Herbert Wilcox, director of the pic-

ture, has definitely illustrated his ability

to handle the megaphone on pictures
which will meet with American approba-
tion. In the reception accorded the pic-

ture last night, he received well deserved
credit.

“Nell Gwyn” demonstrates that
English made pictures can be made to
cope with our best American box office

attractions.

The presentation for this special show-
ing was staged by Joseph Plunkett,
whose Broadway frolics have sounded a
new note in motion picture theatre en-
tertainment. The excellent music with
the theme song “Nell Gwyn,” was ar-

ranged by Carl Edourde.
Among the prominent people present were the

British consul and the vice consul, Dorothy Gish,
Herbert Wilcox, George T. Eaton, Johnny Hines,
Henry King, P. A. Powers, Elmer Pearson, Ray-
mond Pawley, Leo Ochs, Hiram Abrams, Harry

Schwalbe, Walter Camp, Earl Hammons, Major
Thomson, Albert E. Grey, Hugo Risenfeld, Gabriel
Hess, James R. Grainger, Winfield R. Sheehan, E.
Bruce Johnson, Robert Lieber, S. R. Kent, Court-
land Smith, Sam Goldwyn, Billy Brandt, Charles
O’Reilly, Joseph Seider, Karl Kitchener, Joseph
Plunkett, Carl Edourde, Nat Rothstein, Sam and
Albert Warner, Lou Blumenthal, Lou Jacobsen,
Jason S. Joy, Ned Marin, A. W. Smith, Ned
Depinet, Paul Mooney, C. R. Chandler, Charles
Pettijohn, Bert New, Sam Katz, Charles Moyer
and Millarde Johnson.

“Nell Gwyn” is a character study of a
street gamin who romps her way into
the heart of royalty.

Janriings’ First

for Lasky to Be
Announced Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Plans for the
initial production to be made by Emil
Jannings, German star recently starred
by Paramount, will be announced within
a few days. He will not reach this coun-
try until early summer.
He appeared in “The Last Laugh,”

which was produced by LTFA.

Hays Sees New Casting
Agency as Eliminator

of Hollywood Evils
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Will Hays
yesterday said that the only entry to film

work now is through the central casting
bureau, free employment agency just

opened. He added that the coterie of

vaseline haired youths and dancers who
appear extremely clad are to be wiped out
through the establishment of the agency.

Constance Binney Engaged
NEW YORK—Constance Binney, who retired

from screen work a year ago, has become en-
gaged to Charles R. Cotting of the banking firm
of Lee, Higginson and Co. The date of the
wedding has not been set.

Premiere Set for

“LaBoheme ” Soon,

“Nostrum” Feb. 15
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.
—“Mare Nos-

trum,” Rex Ingram’s latest photoplay for
Metro-Goldwyn, will have its world
premiere Feb. IS at the Criterion theatre
and Lillian Gish and John Gilbert in

“La Boheme” soon will replace “The
Merry Widow” in the Embassy, accord-
ing to an announcement made yesterday
by Nicholas M. Schenck, executive vice-
president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

200 Expected at

Washington Meet
of Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH., Jan. 26.—It is ex-
pected that 200 Washington theatre owners
will attend the meeting which has been an-
nounced to convene here February 2.

Showmen of Oregon, Montana and Idaho
have been invited to attend.

James M. Hone, executive secretary of
the M. P. T. O. of Washington, will ad-
dress the gathering of the general com-
mittee January 27 in planning the state

meeting. Among the speakers of the meet-
ing in February will be L. A. Drinkwine,
Tacoma, president of the association.

Chicago to Get
$2,000,000 House;
Reported Fox Deal

A new $2,000,000 theatre is to be built

on Chicago’s South Shore, it was an-

nounced last week by the newly formed
South Shore Theatre Building Corpora-
tion which bought property on 75th street.

Reports from the South indicate that

William Fox on his recent trip to Miami,
Fla., bought an interest in the Wolfson-
Mayer circuit.

The holdings of B. & K. Midwest were
last week expanded by the company’s
acquisition of Miller & Spencer’s Sterling

theatre, Sterling, 111., and the Highland
Park theatre, Highland Park, 111.

Ground will be broken in April for Kan-
sas City’s $4,000,000 Midland theatre.

“MARE NOSTRUM,” Rex Ingram’s latest for Metro-Goldwyn, has its world premiere February 15 at the Criterion,
New York. Lillian Gish and John Gilbert in “La Boheme” soon replace “ The Merry Widow” in the Embassy, accord-
ing to Nicholas M. Schenck, executive vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This will result in M-G-M having
four running concurrently on Broadway—“Ben Hut” at the Cohan, “The Big Parade” at the Astor and the two already
mentioned. The triple runs of “The Big Parade,” “Ben Hur” and “The Merry Widow” are said to be a record. Above
are Antonio Moreno and Alice Terry in scenes from “Mare Nostrum.”
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Announcement Extraordinary ! ! !

HOTEL ASTOR
SAT. EVE., FEB. 6th

Tickets $10.00—Tables Seating Ten $100.00

NAT ROTHSTEIN—Master of

Ceremonies

GUEST CONDUCTOR OF WISE CRACKS
at the

A-m-p-A

Dinner
that will set the record for all revels

in the history of the motion picture industry

2 — MARVELOUS ORCHESTRAS — 2
100 STARS - - - 100 TABLES

The Twelve
MOVIE

IMMORTALS

TEXAS GUINAN
New York’s Greatest Favorite and

Broadway’s most sparkling personality
will be the official

fTickets from Charlie Einfeld—care 1st Na-
tional, 383 Madison Ave., New York
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LABEL LAUGH MONTH SUCCESS
Committee Is

Pleased with

Early Return
Satisfaction with early reports indi-

cating the progress of showmen in

their campaigns to sell the laughter

idea for January is expressed in the

following statement from the Na-

tional Laugh Month Committee of

the Short Features Advertising As-

sociation :

Laugh Month has swept the country

by storm with its publicity campaign
reaching newspapers from coast to

coast and from the Gulf to the Great
Lakes. The clippings reaching the sec-

retary at headquarters, which started as

a trickle in December, have become a

veritable flood. In addition to the al-

most daily mention in the New York
City papers have been editorials, car-

toons, front page screamer heads and
column mentions from all parts of the

country.
In Texas where “Ma” Ferguson issued

a proclamation naming January as

“Laugh Month” the newspapers
throughout the state carried both edi-

torial and news comment on the event.

The Associated Press and the United
Press services carried this news all over
the world.
Texas theatres had the proclamation

painted on one and three sheet cards and
used them for lobby displays.

“Pete” (R. F.) Woodhull, national

president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America used the banner as

a lobby display and decorated his mar-
quee with the pennants. He arranged
his bookings so that the features were
not too heavy and included a comedy on
every bill during the month. Then he
advertised that a comedy would be part
of every show and gave it good space
in his newspaper copy. In talking the
matter over with his patrons, most of

whom he knows personally, he asked for

comments. They all agreed that the
comedy every day was a splendid idea.

David Lustig, manager of the Regun
Theatre, New York City, tied up with
the Campaign when he played “Hot
Feet” a one-reel comedy by staging a
Charleston and Laugh Month contest.
He too used the banner and pennants.

In Kalamazoo, Roy Tillson, who di-

rects the destinies of the Fuller theatre,
went after the Laugh Month idea strong.
During the third week in January Mr. Till-

son again featured a two-reel comedy
in his advertising and publicity. While
not as extensive as his first week’s cam-
paign it was nevertheless thorough.

Tillson Wallops
Box Office With

“Fighting Dude”
Roy Tillson staged one of the great-

est Short Feature newspaper advertis-
ing, publicity and exploitation campaigns
that was ever accorded a two-reeler in

the State of Michigan, when the Edu-
cational-Lupino Lane Comedy “The
Fighting Dude” played the Fuller Thea-
tre which he manages at Kalamazoo,
Michigan, January 3rd to 6th.

The Lupino Lane Comedy, which in-

cidently was pronounced by February
“Screenland” and recently in the col-

umns of the New York Telegraph as
one of the best of all Laugh Month re-

leases, was booked by Mr. Tillson to
serve as the principal feature in a great
Laugh Month Exploitation campaign.
That he succeeded may best be as-

serted by a summary of what was used
to exploit the comedy and what the
campaign accomplished.
Short Feature and Laugh Month “Ad”

space dominated the three column by
seventeen inch newspaper layout used in

the Kalamazoo Gazette as an opening
announcement, and likewise the smaller
“ads” that succeeded it.

Laugh Month secured a succession of
humorous references from the pen of

“Penn. E. Wise,” one of the foremost
columnists in the middle west. One of

the articles in the Kalamazoo Gazette
stated:

—“In order to enter into the
spirit of National Laugh Month, which
is now under way, Le Roy Tillson, man-
ager of the Fuller, has booked ‘The
Fighting Dude’ for a showing at the the-
atre starting Sunday. The Fuller boss in

order to carry out the desired effect

has instructed Slim Doreman, on the
gate, to use a dude make-up during the
time this comedy is being shown. Slim
was around this mornin’ trying to bor-
row some balloon bottom pants, some
polka-dot spats and a little black derby
to get the desired effect.”

Held Over Last Week at

N. Y. CAPITOL
Urban-Kineto’s First

REELVIEW

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Distributors

Report Sales

Bulge Showing
Effort Made

January sales reports from the
short feature sector of the film busi-

ness label National Laugh Month a

success. Increased sales are inter-

preted to mean increased efforts

made by showmen to popularize the

laugh idea by use of short comedies.
Reports from the theatre field thus

far are meager.

Practically every concern dealing in

short features has reported a January sales

bulge of indicative proportions. Interest

in the Laugh Month exploitation contest

also is said to have exceeded expectations.

While it is too early as yet to go deeply
into the question of continuing Laugh
Month as an annual institution, the gen-
eral opinion seems to be that it will work
out that way in the normal course of
events.

The National Laugh Month Committee
of the Short Features Advertising Associa-
tion is gratified with the response of show-
men to efforts made in behalf of short
feature exploitation during the period. Con-
sidering the brief period of preparation,
it . is felt that substantial results were ob-
tained. Several individual cases of extra-
ordinary exploitation have been deemed
worthy of special mention.

As previously stated, this paper invites
letters from its readers stating their ex-
periences with the Laugh Month proposi-
tion. These will be published as received
to the end that a firm foundation for
decision as to the institutionalizing of the
idea may be established.

Gillingwater Is

Signed by Roach
for Short Films

Claude Gillingwater has been engaged
by Hal Roach for a new Pathe comedy
and is already at work on the new fun-
film under the direction of Richard Wal-
lace.

The story for the forthcoming Pathe-
Roach comedy was prepared by the
scenario staff working under the supervi-
sion of F. Richard Jones, director-gen-
eral of the studios.

Gillingwater is playing the character
of an “old sport” which is said to be a
highly funny characterization.
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For the First

Time in History

a Judge Plans

and Renders a
Decision Based

on what aNews
Reel Shows

Of
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Movie in Court is Test

Of Mother Love For Baby

course it was

If1

cidtng which of two mothers
was most devoted to a child they
both claimed was adopted in mod-
ern form by Judge Vmcent M, Bren-
nan in the Cirenrt Court Saturday
at the hearing; of a writ of habeas
corpus\ obtained by Mr. Julia
Przybyla, 11570 Waltham avenue,
natural mother of a three-year-old
daughter Irene, in her fight to wrest
the child from Mrs. Irene Goosen,
12599 Flanders avenue, • foster-

k 1 1

Pathe
News

Judge Vincent M. Brennan is a true modern

Solomon,

He not only showed wisdom in planning the

means bywhich he could render a just decision,

BUT

He selected the most famous motion picture

in the world, the one in which the public

reposes its affection and confidence, to carry

out his idea*

PatheNews Was First.

There WasNo Second

/

Today

!

le

i <?

mother of Irene and formerly Mrs.
Przybyla’s sister-in-law
Instead of threatening to dismem-

ber the child with a sword, as did

King Solomon to study the emotions
of the two mothers. Judge Brencan
announced that he would award, the

child to neither Mrs. Przybyla nor
Mrs. Goosen, but would commit her
to an institution. At the very in-

,

stant the announcement was made
a movie man under Judge Brennan s

direction trained his camera on the

two women to record their emo-
,

tional reactions on a film.

Judge Brennan said he would em-
ploy the aid of psychologists in

studying the film and award the
cliild to the claimant whose features
show the greatest expression of

grief His decision will be an-
nounced Wednesday he said.

After t ie hearing of testimony,
which consumed the afternoon.
Judge Brennan ordered the two
women before him and directed
court attaches ha fttace the child,

who is now living with Mrs. Goosen,
between them on a chair. Behind
the judge stood the motion -picture

operator with a camera and his

Lights.

_ ^ “In view of the fact that the
^Court has heard much testimony
against both parties in this action,
1 have decided to commit the child
to an institution,’’ announced the
Judge.
As the “movie” lights were flash-

ed on the women, and the operator
started grinding on his camera,
Mrs. Goosen burst into tears and.
bending over, clasped the child to
her arms, while her 13-year-old son.
Edward, who sat in the front row
of spectators, also began crying.
Mrs. Przybyla made no demonstra-
tion.

Asked if they had any statement
to make to the court, Mrs. Przybyla
said he was married and had a
home, and wished the child for her
own-so Irene could benefit by these
advantages. Mrs. Goosen was so
overcome she could make no state-
ment.
A large crowd witnessed the ex-

periment i»» the courtroom.
Irene, who was born out of wed-

lock to Mrs. Przybyla Feb. 10,
'

1822.,

was placed in the care of Mrs.
Goosen at the age of six weeks. On
Feb. 10, 1925 Mrs. Przybyla was
married to her present husband.

Dec. 24 Mrs. Goosen obtained a
decree of divorce from her husband,
William Goosen, who is Mrs. Przy-
byla’s brother, but retained posses-
sion of Irene. March 20, 1925, Mrs.
Przybyla obtained a writ of habeas
corpus but it could not be served
on Mrs. Goosep.

- A previous writ has been refused
Oct. 24, 1924. The present action
.was commenced last week.

Ml

ruj

Detroit News
Jan. 18
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Laugh Month Exploitation

Contest Entry Blank
( Use this coupon to file your entry in the prize contest for the best Laugh
Month exploitation. Send entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd
Street, New York City.)

Name of person responsible for campaign
Name of Theatre

Address

City or Town
State

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)

Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?

Seating capacity

Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing

company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited, it being

sufficient if the campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular

comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy—not more than three reels.)

Fox to Keep Up
Pace Set During

Laugh Campaign
Every month will be Laugh Month

from now on, if George E. Marshall,
supervisor of comedy production at the
Fox West Coast Studio, has his way.
Marshall went into high speed some time
ago in preparation for National Laugh
Month and liked the dizzy pace so well
that he is resolved to keep it up. True,
it is a bit tough on directors, players,
gagmen et al, but thus far they are bear-
ing up nobly.

Scarcely a day passes now without a
telegram from Marshall to the New
York office, announcing that he has fin-

ished such-and-such a comedy and is

starting another. The sixth of the Helen
and Warren married life series, “Cheaper
to Move,” was finished a few days ago
and work was started immediately on
the seventh which is to bear the title,

“Too Many Relations.” Hallam Cooley
and Kathryn Perry continue in the lead-
ing roles, and, according to pre-view wit-
nesses, “Cheaper to Move” is a scream.

Work has been started on the sixth of
the Van Bibber series to be released this

season. The title is “The Reporter” and
it will be directed by Lew Seiler, with
Marshall supervising. Earle Fox con-
tinues in the role of Van Bibber with
Florence Gilbert as his leading woman.
The supporting cast includes Frank Beal,

Lynn Cowan, Harry Woods and Frank
Coleman.

MAX FLEISCHER, new president

of Red Seal Corporation.

“From the Cabby’s Seat,” sixth of the

comedies adapted from the whimsical

tales of O. Henry was finished by Ben-

jamin Stoloff on January 15 and will be

released for showing April 4,

Laugh Month
Contest Rules

Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees responsible for exploitation
campaigns.

Campaign can include advertising, posters,
publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos and any form
of exploitation.

Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.

Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.

All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must
tie up with Laugh Month.

If campaign is based on a particular
comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).

Prizes are as follows for each of the four
weeks

:

1st prize $100.00
2nd prize 50.00

. 3rd prize 25.00
4th prize — 12.50
5th prize 10.00

and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
Duplicate awards will be made in cases of
equally meritorious exploitation received.

Harmonica Tieup
Getting Results

for Educational
Within a week after the announcement

of Educational’s big exploitation tie-up

with M. Hohner, Inc., manufacturers of

more than 95 per cent of the world’s har-

monicas, for harmonica playing contests in

theatres playing Educational-Juvenile Com-
edies, a number of large first run theatres

had arranged to conduct such contests,

while requests for further information and

advice from other theatres and from
Educational’s branch exchanges indicated

this business building tie-up was arousing

as much interest as any exploitation stunt

ever arranged for* exhibitors on Short

Features.

Working in conjunction with the Cana-
dian distributors of Hohner harmonicas,
Educational’s Toronto Exchange has ar-

ranged for the staging of a contest at the

Pantages theatre in that city. The theatre

manager, Mr. Miller, plans to conduct this

feature from February 1 to 5 inclusive, and
has arranged to give a large number of

prizes, including three medals—gold, silver

and bronze—in addition to a number of the

prize harmonicas and cash prizes.

Educational’s Cincinnati Exchange wired
at once for complete information and all

materials so that there could be staged at

the Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, one of
the first of the contests in their territory.

The St. Louis and Indianapolis offices

with large numbers of Juvenile accounts,

wired for additional material. The sales-

men working out of these exchanges will

carry complete materials, publicity, etc., so

that they will be in a position to render im-
mediate assistance to an exhibitor desiring

to stage a contest in their territory.

The Howard theatre of Atlanta, Geor-
gia’s leading house, will put on a contest

within the next few weeks in conjunction
with the showing of an Educational-Juve-
nile comedy.

Among those who have been first to

write direct to the Hohner organization
for particulars of the tie-up is the New
Broadway theatre, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
David Schaefer, live wire director of pub-
licity for the Haring and Blumenthal
theatres in Jersey City and Union City,

made a personal visit to the manufacturer,
and David J. Lustig, manager of the Regun
theatre, Harlem, New York City, did like-

wise, for the purpose of arranging contests
for their theatres at an early date.

ARTHUR J. LAMB
Presents

VIOLET MERSEREAU
in

The Molly May Series (Inc.)
(12 2-reel comedies)

Direction JOSEPH LEVERING
Number One Now Ready

“Her First Night in

Philadelphia”
CRANF1ELD & CLARKE, Inc.

1476 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Distributors for the World.
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Stage Show Clicks in Town of 800
Presentation
This Week at

Boston State

New One: House Manager
Works in Presentation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MISHAWAKA , IND., Jan. 26.

—Patrons of the Tivoli theatre
here recently enjoyed a delightful
fetai-iirt* nnt n n +h (=> rpcrnlar nrn.

Band Is Used
in Act; B. O.

rr* j 0 jsr% •

lakings Kise
Metropolitan’s Monopoly of

Added Attractions Ends

—

State Advertises Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Jan. 26.—
Week of January 17-23 was the last

one in which the Metropolitan thea-

tre enjoyed a monopoly on presenta-

tions in the Boston field. The State

theatre, which was Boston’s biggest

picture-playhouse until the Met
opened, announced in its Sunday ads

for January 17 that January 25

would “inaugurate our new form of

entertainment.” The word “presen-

tation” was not used, but it is

learned that the new form of enter-

tainment will be of that nature.

“In Venice” was the title of the Met
presentation for week of January 17. Forty
people participated in this feature, which
was created in Boston by Paul Oscard, who
is here for five weeks to stage these

spectacles.

Opening Establishes Theme
“O Sole Mio” opened the presentation,

sung by a soprano. Then came an Italian

folk dance by four girls, then another at-

mospheric song number by the soprano,
then a tarantella, and finally a general jam-
boree of the “fiesta” order. The feature
was staged in the usual colorful Met style,

with a gondola and everything.

Boston’s curious censorship, which will

not allow even the most decorous stage
dancing on Sunday, has compelled the Met
to omit presentations on that day. In their

place the management advertises “special
added Sunday treats.” These, perforce,
consist of vocal and instrumental numbers.

Caesar Nesi Sunday Feature

Caesar Nesi, a tenor, is the big number
at present in these Sunday “treats.” He
comes over from New York week-ends,
and has gone over big, which accounts for

his repeated appearances. The Met has
handled this Sunday stuff cleverly in ads
by saying “Today (Only) There’s the

Added Sunday Treat.”

At first the Met tried giving its presenta-

tions Sunday, minus the dancing. But of

course the feature looked pretty foolish,

with the girl, clearly made for dancing,

either just promenading around or stand-

ing still. And there’s so much dancing in

(Continued on Page 58)

New One: House Manager
Works in Presentation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MISHAWAKA , IND. y Jan. 26.

—Patrons of the Tivoli theatre
here recently enjoyed a delightful
feature not on the regular pro-
gram when Oscar Lamboitte, man-
aging director of the house, played
several saxophone solos. The
gratis act was augmented by solos
by a popular Mishawaka tenor and
Robert Gordon, organist of the
theatre, proved he could sing bary-
tone as well as work the organ
pedals.

English Are
Up on Stage
Act Practice

Presentations with Pictures Are
Usual In Many Parts of

British Isles

English showmen, writes an
American presentation authority
recently arrived in London, are

amused rather than miffed by
stories in publications printed on
this side of the pond to the effect

that European exhibitors are show-
ing signs of wishing to follow
along on the presentation thing.

Use of acts with pictures is estab-

lished practice in many localities

abroad, says this voyager.
Enclosed with the letter is a copy of an

English trade publication in which ads of
the following concerns are blue-pencilled :

Eleven Presentation Spaces

Boosey and Co., Ltd.
;
Madame Bow-

ron, costumer; J. & W. Chester, Ltd.; Pro-
logues & Vaude, Ltd.; Foster’s Agency;
Joe Collins; May Walter Orchestras; H.
W. Wieland’s Agency; Ida Lille Agency;
Walter Bentley, performer; Rosie Gaston,
performer.
What is more, each of these ads em-

bodies real “selling” copy, the kind of copy
that is essential in a field so new as the

presentation field.

Stage Acts Booming
It is admitted, however, that presentation

in these United States has gone further
than abroad. Its development has been
more rapid and greater undertakings have
been carried through to success. The ef-

fect of this success is reflected in ambitious
plans for new and bigger theatres abroad.

Wilcox and Miller of Lake View,
la., Use Flash Mounting

for Presentation

Indicative of the growth of
presentation ideas and practice in

motion picture theatres in the
smaller cities and smaller theatres
of the country is the following
letter just received from Wilcox
and Miller, showmen of Lake View,
Iowa

:

Ever since you started the presentation
part of your valuable magazine we have
been wondering how much it meant to us,

here in a town of 800 people. We have
been watching it all the time and took note
of the large number of orchestras that are
being used as acts in the larger theatres.

We got a line on an orchestra that has
a very good following in this territory, but
for some reason they have not played a
dance within about 22 miles of Lake View.
We thought they would be the only orches-
tra that would put the act over if any
could.

Sold Manager Idea

We immediately got in touch with the

manager and sold him the idea. The only
thing we could not agree on was the

chances we would have to take on the

weather. But finally we took a shot at it

and booked them for Jan. 20.

We used 40 one-sheets, a very flashy bill

with a picture of the orchestra, the name,
place and playdate. These along with 50

window cards we put in nine different

towns around us, put a banner in front of

the house announcing a 35-minute stage

show, with 10 musicians and $5,000 worth
of gold instruments. Then we printed 500

hand bills, size 6x12 and these we handed
out at the door and sent to a mailing list.

Also we carried regular advertising in

three newspapers in surrounding towns
and our own town. Talked it up all we
could, had several slides on the screen tell-

ing them of the extraordinary attraction,

and then we waited until about 7 o’clock

Wednesday night.

House Packed

Before we were ready to start to sell

tickets they were waiting in the lobby, and
by the time the orchestra came on at 9

o’clock the house was packed, seats, stand-

ing room and all.

In fixing up the stage we used everything

we had to set it off, our scenery looks

fairly well, and we used an indoor set, had
(Continued on Page 58)
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Presentation Is Given Strong Play
Hyman Show
Put on with
New Setting

Redecorated, Relighted Stage
Insures Patrons of Strand

Superior Presentations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 26.—
Edward L. Hyman launched his

Greater 1926 policy at the Mark
Strand theatre with “The Phantom
of the Opera” as the feature photo-
play, and an elaborate stage show.
Hyman has made numerous changes
in his stage drapes and lighting

equipments which greatly enhance
the artistic and entertainment value
of the presentations.

The production stage has been both
widened and lengthened while the orchestra
stage has been widened and equipped with
new lighting apparatus. All of the old
drapes and canopies were taken down and
new ones, designed by P. Dodd Ackermann,
have been installed in their places.

New Setting Is Cyclorama

The new setting takes the form of a
cyclorama, extending in a semi-circle from
one side of the proscenium arch to the
other when the curtains on the production
stage are closed. With the new equipment,
Hyman can now present shows much big-
ger than before, and the appreciation of
the Brooklyn Mark Strand audiences is

already being shown.
The musical program with “The Phantom

of the Opera” ran as follows : Overture by
the Famed Mark Strand Orchestra of 35
pieces, “Home Sweet Home the World
Over,” being the composer’s idea of how
“Home Sweet Home” might have sounded
had it been composed by composers of
other countries. While this was being
played, art film trailers for each country
represented were run on the screen. The
screen was lighted by a varicolored flood
from the dome to take away the blankness
of the white sheet.

“Gypsy Musical” Second Scene

The second incident was a “Gypsy Musi-
cal” in special setting, introducing a string
quartette of girls, a male dancer, a bass-
barytone and a dance ensemble of 10 mem-
bers of the Mark Strand ballet corps. Four
selections were used in this presentation.

After the Mark Strand Topical Review
came two scenes from “Faust,” the first
being the ballet with 12 dancers and the
second being the complete “Prison Scene”
with soprano, tenor and bass-barytone.

Nat Holt Is Made
Granada Manager

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 26.—Nat
Holt, popular manager of the California
theatre, has been made manager of the
Granada by Edward Baron, general man-
ager of the four local Paramount houses.
Holt could not leave the California without
taking with him his publicity director,
Charles Kurtzman, for he said he wanted
his good publicity to continue.

Presentation Promotes
Better Music

(This is the third of a series of articles
by Mme. Cutter, nationally known lyric
soprano, on what motion picture presenta-
tion art has done to elevate musical stand-
ards in the United States.)

By BELLE FORBES CUTTER

MANY examples of noteworthy strides
being made by the presentation art

toward the promotion of finer and better
music may be set forth. Instances of
where elaborate programs descriptive of
the lives of the famous composers are not
infrequent can be cited. One such program
which comes to my mind was put on by
the Balaban and Katz Chicago theatre.

In the presentation a magnificent set was
used. An immense oval window, placed
five or ten feet above the flooring in the
center of the
stage, covered by
a screen for light-

ing effect, showed
dimly two white-
wigged musicians,
one playing the
cello, another the
violin. They were
playing the music
of Mozart. Pre-
ceding this, a brief

picture version of
high points of this

composer’s career
was shown.
Programs such

as the one outlined
are quite commonly used. Their effect in

educating the general public is comparable
only by the fact that people in all parts of
the country are now demanding high class

music on their entertainment programs

—

music to agree with that newly developed
taste for operatic arias and symphonies.

Opera Music Popular

Gounod’s “Trio from Faust,” Verdi’s
“Rigoletto,” and the “Sextette from Lucia,”
by Donizetti, are now caroled and chorused
with regularity from the stage of motion
picture theatres. Presentation soloists

without number are doing things like

“Voices of Spring” by Straus, and “The
Waltz Song” from Gounod’s “Romeo and
Juliet.”

There are so many points in the form
of old American musical entertainment
which presentations are attacking that a

(Continued on Page 58)

Hicks Brothers, banjo team appear-
ing in motion picture theatre pre-
sentations. The boys have played
some of the best houses in the East,

to good returns.

Met, Boston,
Adopts High
Powered Ads

Big House Enters on Policy of

Detailing Bill and Putting

Punch in Each Unit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Jan. 26.—
Metropolitan bloomed forth here
with something new in the way of
ballyhooing its presentations. Till

now the ads have been rather vague
about the actual routine of the per-

formances. The ads have run
something like this : first a big
splurge on the long feature ; then

—

“Plus a brilliant stage ensemble

—

Scenes Dansantes— Rae Eleanor
and Michael Ball ‘In a Music Stu-

dio’—grand orchestra, great organ
and countless surprises!” No one,

two, three order of attractions.

But now the Met has cut loose this

way. First it bills the coming weekly pro-

gram boldly as “a $3.30 show at regular

prices.”

Each Unit Listed

Then, goes on the Met, “8—Features, All

Knockouts—8 !” The Met numbers each
feature in its new layout. “One” is the

long feature picture. “Two” is the “Added
Sunday Treat.” (Nice way of putting the

fact that the censors won’t allow any kind
of dancing Sundays, and that the Met is

therefore sticking in a couple of extra

musical specialties). “Three” is “Martell’s

Organ Recital—He makes the organ talk.”

“4—De Pace, ‘Wizard of the Mandolin,’
and He makes the mandolin cry.” “5—

-

Our Comedy Special, another specially se-

lected new screen comedy—just a bundle
of howls and giggles and roars.” “6

—

Topics of the Day,” etc., etc. “7—Interna-
tional News Weekly, with music that

makes it live.” “8—Oscard’s ‘In Venice’

—

A transport of beauty and joy! on the

stage. Fiestas
!

gondolas ! Tarantellas

!

sole mios!” (Verbatim).
Two causes no doubt started this detailed

spread of attractions. First, the brilliantly

malicious secret campaign to make the
public think the Met unsafe. Second, the

State theatre is starting to take a crack at

presentation style bills. The Met doesn’t
know, probably, how strong the State will

go in its advertising.

The trouble with Boston showhouses
mostly is they’re always flirting with ex-
ploitation ideas without having the spunk
to bang ’em through for an earthquake.
Boston is the most timid town, exploitation-
wise, on the Rand-McNallies.

Waring’s New Show
Is “Campus Frolic”

Waring’s Pennsylvanians, beginning a
new swing around the Chicago B. & K.
Chicago-Tivoli-Uptown circuit yesterday,
are staging a show titled “Campus Frolic.”
This is similar to the prologue to the pic-

ture “The Freshman” presented by the
Pennsylvanians during a long run at Grau-
man’s Million Dollar, Los Angeles. One
of the featured numbers of the current
act as “Collegiate Blues.”

Belle Forbes Cutter
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B.-K. Midwest Bookings Released
E. Weisfeldt

Show Breaks
B. O. Record

“Opera vs. Jazz” Presentation

One of Greatest Wisconsin

Patrons Have Ever Seen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

By AL J. M. GOLDBACH
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 26.—

One of the greatest presentation

flashes ever produced on a Mil-

waukee stage and one that would be

a credit to any picture house held

the boards at Saxe’s Wisconsin thea-

tre during the last week. Billed as

“Opera vs. Jazz” and used as a fea-

ture attraction, the big presentation

broke the box office record of the

season and repeatedly taxed the

3,500-seat capacity of the house.
While the idea is not a strictly new one,

Ed J. Weisfeldt, production manager of the

Wisconsin, so thoroughly imbued the piece

with his originality that it stood decidedly

in a class by itself. Incidentally, while it

was a flash of considerable proportions, the

presentation was far from the most expen-

sive put on at the big Saxe house, properly

directed producing genius having replaced

expensive talent to a considerable extent.

Weisfeldt Pioneer Creator

The elaborate, though not lavish, stage

setting was typical of Weisfeldt, who was
among the first exhibitors to realize the

value of prologues and presentations back
in the days when the picture houses
emerged from the “shooting gallery” stage

in their development. A large “applause
thermometer” rose the entire height of the

stage on each side, and at the bottom of

each was an “attorney’s stand,” occupied
respectively by the “Counsel for Opera”
and “Counsel for Jazz.” The center and
back of the stage were set to fit the various

numbers.
Following the overture, in which the

Wisconsin theatre orchestra contrasted

operatic gems with jazz hits, Themy Georgi,
tenor (later supplanted by William Mitchell

because of illness), and Marie Herron,
soprano, sang the “Miserere” from “II Tro-
vatore” in a fashion that won many friends

to the side of opera.

Illness Forces Georgi Out
Five shows on Saturday and Sunday

together with miserable weather proved too
much even for the traditionally dependable
Georgi, who after a game and artistic at-

tempt to stand by was forced to heed pro-
fessional counsel and give way to William
Mitchell, who was imported for the last

three days of the week.
But the jinx that robbed Georgi of the

ability to speak above a whisper, was re-

lentless and immediately centered its atten-
tion upon Mitchell. While climbing the
ladder which he himself had set against
the 10-foot platform from which he looked
out of the castle window of the drop for
the Miserere number, Mitchell fell to the
stage and broke his arm.

Art Triumphs Over Injury

With the assistance of stage hands, how-
ever, he again climbed up to his perch and
put the number over, not reporting his in-

jury until the song was sung. Despite these
( Continued, on Page 58)

Welsh Fusileers Have
Twenty-Year History

The Royal Welsh Fusileers,
playing the B. & K. Uptown, Chi-
cago, this week, have behind them
a 20-year history of musical suc-
cess, for the unit was organized
that long ago. Not all of its pres-
ent members were in the original
unit.

The original and best known
title of the Fusileers is the Royal
Mountain Ash Male Choir. Under
this name the singers appeared in
some of the greatest halls in the
British Isles.

Film Critics

Cracking at
Presentation
Incompetents Set Themselves Up

as Judges of Stage Acts

—

Results Are Funny

Nothing is funnier in the news-
papers these days than the picture
critics’ cracks at the presentations
they see. While one or two of

them, incidentally the ones who
broke the ice and set the chronic
followers-up in motion, are giving
fair and square accounts of the

stage acts they see, the rank (so to

speak) and file of the reviewers
are writing like a lot of school
children.

Somebody tossed in the guess that the

picture reviewers might have a hunch their

jobs were in danger of being laid on the

dramatic editor’s desk if the stage phase
of the picture house bill kept on growing,
which isn’t more than two-thirds bad as
guesses go. More probable, however, is the

hypothesis that the jes’ natcherally ornery
twist which qualifies a person to be a critic

accounts for the comments made.

Raps Are Vicious

Anyway, be the reason what it may, some
of the girls and boys who write pieces
about the pictures have cast some vicious
flings at the stage thing. Down East they’ve
kicked mightily at the new Publix shows,
exceeding all recognized critical limitations

in their remarks. Western critics, writing
about shows out there, has displayed simi-

lar venom. They don’t just write disap-

proval; their reviews are attacks.

On the other hand, Rob Reel of the
Chicago Evening American and other regu-
lar guys in the business have done some
straight reporting with legitimate results.

Rob Reel told his readers last week’s Ash
show at McVickers was a wiz, and it was.
A few others dipping into the new subject

have given similarly dependable informa-
tion.

It’s In the Cards

It’s in the cards that film critics will

concern themselves with the presentation
portion of the film show. Their job, as
they should know, is reporting the picture

theatres for their papers, and nowadays the

Hazel Brown
Routing Acts

for Premier
Chicago Concern Furnishing Acts

to Theatres Formerly in

Katz Line-Up

Resignation of Hazel Brown, for

the past year in charge of bookings
for the Balaban & Katz Mid-West
presentation houses, marks definite

release of these theatres in so far as

concerns contracts for stage mate-

rial. Signing of Mrs. Brown by Pre-

mier Attractions, Chicago presen-

tation producers, to handle local

business and supervise routing of

acts generally, is in line with the

drift of numerous theatres to this

source of supply.

Breaking up of the Mid-West string is

looked upon as a natural working out of

the plan to bring the Publix stage shows

into the three original Balaban & Katz

theatres here. The first of these shows

is scheduled for the Chicago next week.

The production department of B. & K.

here is in process of being dismantled.

Dates to Premier

The exodus of exhibitors to Premier
Attractions for bookings began a week
ago, the remarkable record of this organ-

ization and the high class character of

acts booked by it since its advent in the

presentation field being responsible. With
the acquisition of Mrs. Brown, this con-
cern is in a position to supply the houses
formerly booked by Mid-West in such man-
ner as to enable them to make the switch-

over without a ripple.

Mrs. Brown has been commander-in-chief
of presentation for these houses for over
a year and knows their requirements in

minutest detail. Prior to joining Mid-
West she was affiliated with Famous
Players-Lasky in New York, having been
brought into that concern’s headquarters
following her successful record for the
same organization in Denver.

Field Now Open
Abandonment of the Mid-West booking

arrangement opens a big field for bookers
and acts. Agencies in the Central West
have been making strong bids for the bulk
of the business and Premier’s signing of
Mrs. Brown is regarded as a master stroke.

job isn’t what it used ter was. It may be
some little time before the dumber among
the film scribes decipher the chirography
on the backdrop, but sooner or later the
m. e. will do it for them if necessary.
Meantime, well—who ever stayed away
from a picture show because a critic said

it was punk?

Roth Books Revellers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Tan. 26.—Accord-
ing to Jack Roth, manager of the Isis thea-

tre, suburban house, Archer Palmer and his

Revelers have been booked as an added at-

traction for the house.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Don Alvin Is

Building Band
for Broadway

Don Alvin, working Balaban & Katz’
Uptown theatre, Chicago, this week with
an act reported in these pages when it

opened at the Chicago, is assembling a
presentation band that looks like the

berries for a big Broadway house which
may not be named at this time. Alvin,

whose band was the feature of the Green
Mill, Hollywood, while he was studio
violinist at Warner Brothers West Coast
plant, is a made-to-order bet for a long
picture house run.

Alvin’s tie-up with the picture end of

the program is one of the best in the

business. He works, in his present act,

at the conlusion of a film showing him
playing for practically every big name in

filmdom to make pictures. His stage
bearing and his studio stories fall in after

this in direct hook-up and his two violin

numbers leave the customers wanting
more. At the head of the big band he’s

getting together, properly billed by a

big house as the man who knows the

real inside on motion picture music, he
ought to hang up a row of records
reaching from there to thereafter.

The band Alvin is assembling will be
the combination of two recording units

of eight pieces each. This big unit will

open at the Lincoln Square, Decatur, 111.,

about the middle of February.
Recently Alvin has been appearing as

guest conductor in motion picture the-

atres in the Chicago territory, frequently
going on “cold” and knocking over the
house.

Pepita Granados and
Stringed Orchestra
Combine; Act Clicks

DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 26.—Pepita
Granados, who might be described as a
dancer extraordinary, occupied the Cap-
itol stage last week, offering a wide di-

versity of dance numbers, ranging from
the Spanish to the Charleston. Peppy
is pretty and graceful and truly a mar-
vel with the castenets. Her act is sup-
plemented by the Tango Symphony Or-
chestra, all stringed instruments, in

addition to a concertina.
The musical repertoire was also of

wide range, the selections turning and
twisting lightly from haunting foreign
melodies to the latest in jazz. The in-

terior of a large Arabian tent provided
the stage setting and this with special
lighting effects produced a rather pic-

turesque environment.
The usual organ recitals are offered by

Merle Clark, one of the numbers being
accompanied by a word song thrown on
the screen.

Hempstead Bentley
Only Add to Bill

of Dallas Old Mill
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 26.—The Old Mill

offered last week a musical number with
a very pretty setting. Hempstead Bentley
sang “I’d Have Sighed to Rest Me,” accom-
panied by his wife. It was well received.

Acts Reported
This Week

Sammy Lewis; Roy Dieterich ; Lee Sisters—
Capitol , Chicago.

Milton Watson; Eight Shebas; Pierce
Keegan; Henri Keatse; Paul Ash and
Band McVletters, Chicago.

Zaleya; Earl Hampton; Madge McCarthy and
Frank Townsend; George Schreck—
Majestic , Dallas.

Chester Spencer and Lola Williams; Herbert
and Sanderson Revue; Four Pals; Thomas
Trio Pantages

, Dallas.
National Sextette; Marie Kelly Dancers—
Newman , Kansas City.

Louis Forbstein and Orchestra; Kenneth
Williams—Royal, Kansas City.

Harvey Gatchett
; Gene Carroll; Jane Ray;

Frances Day; Billy Mack; Jackie Henry
Sun, Omaha.

Albertina Rasch Pompadour Ballet; Helen
Hewitt and Bernard Ferguson

—

Stanley,
Philadelphia.

Orville and Patti Harrold; Jan Rubini

;

Giersdorf Sisters

—

Fox, Philadelphia.
Billy Givinter; Louis Kaplan; Virginia

Harrison; George Shutts; Ike Bauder
Strand, Omaha.

Fred Stritt; Estelle Carey; Two Chocolate
Drops; Charlotte Meyers; Plantation
Dancing Four; Herb and His Bunch.
State, Detroit.

Pepita Granados; Tango Symphony Orches-
tra ; Merle Clark

—

Capitol, Detroit.
Paul Zimm and Orchestra; Barney O'Mara;

Frank Baker; The Griffins Broadway
Strand, Detroit.

Ray Fagan and Orchestra; Mile. Verena;
Batrom and Saxon Loew’s State, St.

Louis.
Dorothy Edwards; Fernando Guarneri ; Con-

ley-Silverman Orchestra; Stuart Barrie-
Grand Central, St. Louis.

Charlotte Woodruff; Roy Smoot; Joe Ross;
Gene Rodentich and Orchestra; Sixteen
Missouri Rockets—Missouri, St. Louis.

Hilda Butsova; Doris Niles; Celia Turrill;
William Robyn; Erik Bye Capitol, New
York.

Bonomo; John Van; Jean Winslow; Ruth
Florence; Beatrice Hovde

; Pirate Chorus—Loew's State, Los Angeles.
Art Kahn and Band; Lydia Harris; Johnny

McNally; Charlie Schultz; Bobby Brown;
Art Linick ; Frank and Evelyn Harding,
Chicago.

Georges Du Franne; Miriam Klein; Ben
Paley and Orchestra—Senate, Chicago.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Fred Stritt; Estelle Carey State, Detroit.
Paul Zimm and Orchestra^—Strand, Detroit.
Charlotte Woodruff; Roy Smoot; Joe Ross

Missouri, St. Louis.
Milton Watson McVickers, Chicago.
National Sextette; Marie Kelly Dancers—
Newman , Kansas City.

Harvey Gatchett; Gene Carroll Sun,
Omaha.

Charlotte Woodruff
and Roy Smoot, Held,

Hit Again All Week
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 26.—Gene

Rodemich and bis orchestra deserted the

pit for the stage at the Missouri the
week ending January 22 and of neces-
sity forewent the overture. It was their

first official stage appearance at the big
Grand boulevard picture palace.

Excerpts from “Rose Marie” were in-

terspersed with other popular airs in

their opening number. Throughout the

balance of their turn classics and synco-
pation ran all over one another in rapid

style. • On the whole their stage debut
was very pleasing.

Roy Smooth, tenor, and Charlotte
Woodruff, soprano, held over from the

previous week, had some new songs and
went across nicely.

J. Partington Honors
Irving Berlin With
Act Featuring Songs

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 26.—
One of the most original and clever
presentation acts ever shown in San
Francisco was acted at the Granada the-
atre from January 16 to 23. It was ar-
ranged by Jack Partington and known
as “The Irving Berlin Revue.” To be-
gin with, the orchestra on Partington’s
moving stage played some of the more
prominent and well known of Berlin’s
hits, and with each number girls ap-
peared on the stage with placards nam-
ing the piece. Among the best known
ones played were: “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band,” “Mendelssohn’s Spring Song,”
“Everybody’s Doing It,” “Michigan,”
“When That Midnight Choo-Choo
Leave for Alabam’,” “When My Wife
Leaves for the Country,” “Sunshine and
Roses,” “There’s No Place Like Home,”
and “How I Hate to Get Up in the
Miorning.”
A description of the time when the

more prominent ones were written and
their reason for being written was ex-
plained by Verne Buck, the orchestra
leader. For instance, he explained “All
Alone” was written when Berlin’s pres-
ent wife was in Europe and that “Sun-
shine and Roses” was written when his

first wife died. Two men sang some of

the songs, and in many instances the
people joined them.
As Berlin has produced some short

semi-operatic numbers such as “Lady of

the Evening” and others, these also were
shown and were acted and sung by the
stage performers. They made a great
hit, as did the interpretation of the song
“It’s Up to You,” which was written
when the troops were called out for the
World War.
During the last number an American

flag made of wood and plaster was used
on the stage. The orchestra played the
number and a singer gave it from the

stage. Suddenly the flag opened in sev-

eral places and girls stepped out and
stood in front of it, singing. Uncle
Sam was seen sitting on top of the flag

stirring in a big pot. The other men
and girls on stage climbed up into the

pot and came out of the pot as Amer-
ican citizens. Steam rising from the

pot, and attractive lighting, made this a

flash number. The applause at the con-
clusion of the offering was deafening.

Paul Zimm and Band
Attract Big Week’s

Business to Strand
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 26.—Going

into their third week at the Broadway
Strand, Paul Zimm and his “Mad Gang,”
as the orchestra is known, attracted more
attention and a very good week’s busi-

ness resulted.
Zimm offered an entirely new change

of program and his offerings were sup-
plemented by the appearance of Barney
O’Mara, barytone; Frank Baker in songs
and the Griffins in song numbers.
Zimm himself continues to prove his

comedy possibilities as a leader and wins
many laughs. The orchestra has been
liberally placarded about the city, espe-
cially in street car and bus advertising.
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Du Franne, Klein
Top Film Prologue
With Song Numbers

Ben Paley opened the Senate extra-
screen bill at the Senate, Chicago, last

week with “Selections from Victor Her-
bert” and proved to a crowd that may
have previously been in doubt that he
and his orchestra are outstanding good
musicians. The orchestra played with
such brilliant dash the crowd was swept
away, and at the conclusion of this part
of the show the applause was loud and
long.

On the stage, Georges Du Franne and
Miriam Klein, tenor and soprano, were
the principal attractions. The entire

stage offering was in the nature of a pro-
logue to “The Merry Widow,” and the
oidy person in it who did not belong
was the eccentric drunk who appeared
at the same house some weeks ago. Du
Franne and Klein were assisted by a
male song quartette, a female dance sex-
tette, and a dance team.

The stage opened in full. The setting
was poor but did not matter much. Bet-
ter mounting was not needed.

Dexter Sisters

Begin 16-Week
Film House Tour

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 26.—Dexter Sis-

ters on January 23 opened at the Rialto
the first week of a 16-week tour of pres-

entation motion picture theatres.

Karanoff and Marie, one of the finest

dance teams working film houses, opened
at the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, Mo.,
on January 23. Their Missouri date will

run five weeks. Kincaid’s Radioettes
opened at the Davenport, la., Capitol, on
the 24th.

All of these acts were booked in by
Phil Ty.rell, Chicago presentation act

booking agent.

National Sextette,

Marie Kelly Dancers,
Held Another Week

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—The
National Sextette and the Marie Kelly
Dancers composed a novelty presentation
at the Newman theatre the week just ended
and Bruce Fowler, manager, was well re-

paid for re-booking the latter act.

The National Sextette, a group of four
exceptionally good male voices and the

Misses Ball and Barr, depicted a Russian
atmosphere in its stage settings, but man-
aged to insert a smattering of comedy in

a native conception of “Yes, We Have No
Bananas.” The act is in one scene of a
green drop, the cast being garbed in Rus-
sian costume. They can dance as well as
sing, as any member of the audience will

testify. Their act lasted 15 minutes.

The Marie Kelly Dancers were no new
introduction, patrons of the Newman hav-
ing applauded them last week. A colonial
setting in one scene, featuring colonial

songs and dances, went over well with the

crowds, despite the fact that this type of
act is a bit overdone these days. The act
lasted 12 minutes.

Both units appear at the Newman again
this week.

“Sally, Irene and Mary” was the long
feature picture on the bill for the week
ending January 23.

EDDIE ELKINS
And His

FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

Now Playing Its Fifth Big Week

at the

RIVOLI THEATRE
New York City

New Programme Every Week

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

,

ANNOUNCE^m^j
1 PRESENTATIONS^/
FILMACK TRAILERS/

ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
WORK—LOW PRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-

ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO.
730 S . WABASHjy CHICAGO.^

Jay Carter Booked
Into Rivoli Again

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 26.—At the

Rivoli theatre here, Jay Carter and Eva
Olivetti were presented in a duet the music

of which is taken from “Wild Flower.”

This was Carter’s second appearance in

Portland, and he was warmly received.
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Novelties
Singers
Dancers

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
(Incorporated

)

Specialists in prologues

and presentations

for the motion
picture

house

Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

Phone Wabash 2692
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Kahn’s Radio Show
Plays to S. R. O.

;

Lydia Harris Hits
Art Kahn stood ’em in the snow a

block long and five across at the Hard-
ing, Chicago, the week just ended, with
“Radio Mania.” The mounting of the
presentation was the one used at the
Senate, Chicago, in a similar radio show
some weeks ago.

Kahn and the band opened with
“Mighty Blue,” which went to the cornet
for a beautiful muted solo played to
piano accompaniment. This cornetist
has been featured in other Kahn shows
and never has failed to tumble over a
great hand. The band picked the num-
ber up for a hot close.

Johnny McNally, introduced as a Kahn
protege, was next on. This diminutive
lad can sing far better than most of his

age and his delivery is good. He sang
“Sweet Forget-Me-Not of Normandy”
and “Smile a Little Bit,” the latter for
an encore. The customers wanted more.

Charlie Schultz, local radio artist, ap-
peared behind scrim atop the radio cab-
inet and sang “Let Us Waltz As We Say
Goodbye.”

Bobby Brown, known to half the
country for his radio work, came on for
a line of gags that clicked and two songs,
“Oh, for Cryin’ Out Loud” and “That’s
All There Is.” Bobby was in the Kahn
Senate radio show with the same songs
and the same gags, but his personality
and delivery are such that he wears well.

Kahn at the piano played “Remem-
ber,” opening in doubled tempo and
closing in score time. The house burst
into a storm of hand-clapping and Kahn
returned to the piano, playing “Five
Feet Two.” This unloosed another burst
of applause.

Lydia Harris was next introduced.
“Happy Go Lucky,” “Sitting On Top of
the World” and “And How,” as Miss
Harris sang them, were an evening’s en-
tertainment in themselves. But the
clients wanted more after “And How,”
which was a knockout offering. Miss
Harris gave them “Oh, Boy, What a
Girl !” After this Kahn tried to stop the
uproar. No use. No one heard a word
he said. Miss Harris came back with
another chorus of “Oh, Boy—,” putting
it across in a deliberately cracked voice
that made a fine bit of clowning. She
stayed off at the end of this, but could
have taken more legitimate encores.
Art Linick and his Schlagenhauer act

that all radio fans know was the next ex-
tra-band offering. He went over to smaller
returns than did several others on the bill.

His “Roll ’Em” song was good for an
encore or two.
Frank and Evelyn, Charlestonians,

were next out, and were followed by the
chap who does the slow motion Charles-
ton. Both the team and the single
kicked over good hands.
This reporter never attended the

Harding until Kahn began to appear
there every other week and so does not
know excepting by hearsay what the
house did in the weeks immediately fol-
lowing its opening. It is hitting on all

twelve now.

Lucille Middleton
Playing Wisconsin

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 26.—Lucille
Middleton is a featured attraction at the
Wisconsin theatre here this week. She was
booked to the Wisconsin from the Hard-
ing, Chicago. Her offering is “The Fan
Dance.”

Boxing Shows Are
Used by Fred Sears

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—Fred
Sears of the Empress theatre, found the
stunt of staging three boxing bouts at his

theatre one night recently to be a profitable

venture, obtaining publicity gratis on one
bout as the proverbial “family quarrel.”
Thus far this season Sears has found
wrestling as an added attraction draws big,

but boxing is a new venture.

Rasch Dancers Set
High Standard With

Splendid Step Show
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 26.—The

Albertina Rasch Pompadour Ballet created
a sensation among patrons of the Stanley
theatre last week. There are five principal

dancers in the ballet with 12 additional

dancers. The stage setting was in dull

blue and silver. Six men with powdered
wigs and white costumes of the period
entered from the wings, dancing, and were
joined by six girls, also with powdered
wigs, dressed in white Pompadour cos-
tumes, carrying large yellow fans. After
this dance, Norree, a beautiful and grace-
ful contortionist, held the audience spell-

bound in an acrobatic dance in which she
rolled herself into a ball, bent double and
apparently had no bones in her body. This
dance scored a great hit and the audience
could not wait till the end of the act to
show their appreciation but burst into
applause all through the number.
The curtains next parted on all of the

dancers doing the Charleston. Madame
Pompadour, impersonated by Evelyn
Groves, made a stately entrance, dressed in

spangled hoop skirts and with an elaborate
headdress. She was apparently horrified at

the performance and with a sharp clapping
of her hands stopped the music at its

height. The dancers stood as if petrified.

Finally the music started quietly and slow-
ly, gradually increasing in volume and
speed until all were madly Charlestoning
and Madame Pompadour, finding the spirit

of gay abandon contagious, gathered up
her voluminous skirts and joined the
dancers.
This was a beautiful number, filled with

graceful dancing ranging from the stately
minuet to the Charleston and the rich and
elaborate costumes and settings reflected

the elegance of the Pompadour period.
Helen Newitt, soprano, dressed in rose

colored Colonial costume, was shown
seated on a rustic bench in a corner of an
old garden, with blossoming trees and
shrubs. Bernard Ferguson, baritone, also
in Colonial garb, entered and they sang
“Flower from an Old Bouquet” and “Blos-
som Time” delightfully, ending with a
graceful dance.
The overture, “Mile. Modiste,” was well

played by the Stanley Symphony orchestra.
The long feature was “His Secretary.”

Charleston Wedding
with Gatchett and

Carroll Unusual Act
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 26—The Charles-

ton wedding, with principals and preacher
doing the steps while going through the

mock wedding, greeted theatregoers at the

Sun last week. The rollicking nuptials were
put on by Harvey* Gatchett and Gene Car-
roll, assisted by Jane Ray, Francis Day,
Billy Mack and Jackie Henry. A second
scene showed the wedded years later, still

Charlestoning, joined by a son, Master
Henry, who also does the intricate steps.

The presentation proved popular as have
all of Gatchett’s productions the last few
weeks.

Ray Fagan Band and
Mile. Verena Grab
Big Share of Hands

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 26.—Raymond
Fagan and symphonic dance orchestra,
supported by Mile. Verena, “tap” dancer,
grabbed all the limelight and most of
the applause at the Loew’s State the-
atre the week ending January 20.

Fagan and his band had been at the
theatre before and his admirers trooped
out in force to pay him tribute. They
pulled much added cash into the box
office.

Batrom and Saxon, clever comic sing-
ers, were also hits on the bill.

Billed as the world’s fastest melody
unit, Fagan and his players at their very
first appearance sought to make good
and stepped on the gas at each per-
formance throughout their run.

Don Albert and his very good house
orchestra had a beautiful overture num-
ber, “Dawn,” and he selected some of
the most beautiful melodies written
about that event. In addition the stage
electrician did his part with a play of
light on a garden and fountain.

Fagan and his players also utilized

lights to sparkle up their numbers.

The picture offerings included “Time,
the Comedian” and “Our Gang” com-
edy, “Better Movies.”

Dorothy Edwards,
Fernando Guarneri

Best on Good Bill
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 26.—Dorothy

Edwards, a young lady with a good voice
and good stage presence, and Fernando
Guarneri, Victor record artists, were the
musical headliners at the Grand Central

the week ended January 22.

Gus Edwards had the honor of pre-

senting his sister, who was billed as a

second Schumann-Heinck. She is a fine

singer and has a good voice range, but
whether she will attain the prestige of

the famed Schumann-Heinck only time
will tell.

The Conley-Silverman orchestra pre-

sented a specially prepared overture
number in keeping with the balance of

the bill. Stuart Barrie at the organ
played the accompaniments.
On the screen was shown “Blue-

beard’s Seven Wives” and a Lige Con-
ley comedy, “Lickety Split.”

Song and Step Act
Puts State Ahead

on B. O. Receipts
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 26.—“Herb

and His Bunch” again held full sway at

the State last week, giving packed houses
another big variety program, which,

coupled with the long feature picture, Mae
Murray in “The Masked Bride,” brought
in receipts that made the State top all

other Kunsky downtown theatres for the

week.

Fred Stritt, the funny little fellow with
the funny hat, again was very much in

evidence throughout the presentation por-

tion of the bill. He had new songs and
new clowning. New entertainers on the

bill were Charlotte Meyers, the “Two
Chocolate Drops,” Babe Morris and a

quartet billed as the “Plantation Dancing
Four.”

Estelle Carey was also heard in several

new song selections. “Herb” swung a

swift and snappy baton and kept his enter-

tainers stepping at a lively pace.
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Harrolds, Rubini
and Giersdorfs in

Melody-Step Show
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 26.—

Music lovers were given a treat at the Fox
theatre the week just closed. Orville Har-
rold, former Metropolitan Grand Opera
tenor, and his daughter Patti, both of whom
starred in “Spring and Autumn,” delighted

the audience with three selections. Mr.
Harrold sang “La Donna e Mobile” from
“Rigoletto” and his marvelous voice made
his hearers forget his rather unromantic
figure. His daughter Patti has a voice of

wonderful clarity, flute-like in its quality,

and “Lo, Hear the Gentle Lark” was an
admirable vehicle to show the resonance
and flexibility of her tone. This talented

young singer not only has an exceptionally

well trained voice, but possesses personality

and charm in an unusual degree. The clos-

ing duet, Irving Berlin’s “Remember,” was
accorded well deserved applause.

Jan Rubini, eminent composer and vio-

linist, played two numbers, “Gypsy Airs,”

and “I Hear You Calling Me,” the former
showing his versatility in intricate spring

bowing and double stopping, while his in-

terpretation of “I Hear You Calling Me”
was a soulful bit of artistry.

The Giersdorf Sisters, Rae, Vera and
Eldora, and their orchestra, which ap-

peared at the Fox some time ago, played a
return engagement this week with a new
and enjoyable repertoire. These versatile

sisters are talented musicians and play
various instruments well. The violin,

trombone and piano trio “Sometime” and
a cornet and trombone duet were favorably
received by the audience, but the outstand-
ing feature of the act was an oriental

dance by the younger sister, displaying
great technique and skill. With a flame-
colored scarf and the orchestra playing a
weird Eastern melody this dancer gave a
marvelous interpretation of the spirit of
the Orient. The exotic atmosphere ap-
pealed to the audience, as was evidenced
by the applause.

The overture was “The Old and the

New,” arranged by Adolphe Kornspan.

“The Yankee Senor” was the long
feature.

A. Cunningham Puts
on Elaborate Music

and Stepping Show
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 26.—Theatregoers

do not seem to tire of the Charleston,
judging by the applause which greeted the

dancing of Billy Givinter and Louis Kap-
lan at the Strand theatre. Their twinkling
feet, going so fast that they could hardy
be seen, brought the house down time and
again. A skating act, all done a-dance,
also won favor. Virginia Morrison assisted
the two clever dancers, doing, among oth-
ers, a Spanish dance to “La Paloma.” Ike
Bauder performed admirably at the piano.

Another form of entertainment of which
the public also seems never to tire is the
xylophone, probably because every person
in the audience feels an itching in his
fingers to go up on the stage and try his
hand at slapping the musical bars. George
Shutts proved himself master of the art
at the Strand, concluding the “Rag o’ Jazz
Revue” of the week.

Manager Art Cunningham had another
big attraction during the week, the Amund-
sen polar flight pictures. Interest was cen-
tered on these pictures for the reason that
the explorer himself was in Omaha during
the week and saw his own pictures. To
add to the interest, Vilhjalmur Stefansson,
rival explorer of the Arctic, also lectured
in Omaha during the week.

Fanchon and Marco
“Pirate Idea” Fine
Long Film Prologue

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 26.—West Coast
theatres’ presentation at Loew’s State
the week of January 16 to 22, Fanchon
and Marco’s “Pirate Idea” was the clev-
erest presentation that West Coast have
presented for some time. It is built
around an idea which is carried out
throughout the entire act.

The setting was aboard an old fash-
ioned ship. The act opening with a
chorus dressed in colonial costumes. The
lighting was very colorful, with moving
waves in the background, giving the ef-

fect of the ship moving. Several songs
were worked in while the chorus danced.
Suddenly a pirate ship pulled alongside
and a chorus of girl pirates boarded the
ship. The girls danced a duel dance,
overpowering the deck hands. Bonomo,
the world’s most perfect strong man,
did a dagger dance with a slave girl

which was very effective. He was then
attacked by the crew of the ship, but
threw the men around with little regard
as to where or how they lighted, ending
the scene by throwing them all over-
board.

The presentation closed with the pi-

rate crew in charge of the ship. In
the beautiful finale the chorus climbed
the rope ladders and danced on the
rungs.

John Van, Jean Winslow, Ruth Flor-
ence, Beatrice Hovde and the pirate
beauties were featured in this presenta-
tion. It was by far the best “idea”
that Fanchon and Marco have produced
for some time, the entire presentation
being worked out around a story idea
which really put it over.

Hilda Butsova Tops
Dancing Portion of

N. Y. Capitol Bill
NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Following his

policy of making the ballets at the Cap-
itol theatre one of the outstanding fea-

tures of motion picture entertainment,
Major Edward Bowes engaged Hilda
Butsova, famous international ballerina,

for the musical program surrounding
“Dance Madness” at that theatre this

week.

Miss Butsova will be remembered as

Pavlowa’s favorite pupil and understudy,
having joined her company when ^he
was 16, and touring the world as prima
ballerina. Chester Hale arranged an
elaborate ballet called “Ballet of the
Snow,” to which Miss Butsova contrib-

utes several numbers for which she is

justly celebrated—the “Waltz” and
“Coda” from Delibes’ “Coppelia,” and
the “Pizzicato” from “Sylvia” by the

same composer.

The weeks dancing also includes ‘Ani-

tra’s Dance” from Grieg’s “Peer Gynt
Suite,” danced by Doris Niles.

Another Colorful episode in the pro-
gram is called “Neapolitan Nights,” com-
prising a group of Neapolitan folk songs
sung by Celia Turriff and William
Robyn.

The program further contains a short
Wagnerian cycle which serves also to
bring back an old favorite of the Cap-
itol, Erik Bye, Norwegian barytone. The
Capitol Grand Orchestra, guided by the
baton of David Mendoza, plays the
March from “Tannhauser,” which is fol-

lowed by Bye singing “Evening Star.”

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

“ON SHORE LEAVE”
This week your “gang” are gobs on shore

leave in Havana, Cuba. The scene repre-

sents the shore line of Havana with Morro
Castle in the distance. In the foreground

are seen tropical trees or foliage drop and

a bench or two. Set about three is a stone

balustrade about three feet high and hung
in back of this is the drop showing Morro
Castle in the distance, and a body of water

with a United States battleship at anchor.

It is early evening and the scene should be

lighted accordingly.

As the scene opens, three or four men in

picturesque Cuban or Spanish costumes are

seen near the balustrade playing a Spanish

number on stringed instruments. Senoritas

and natives are listening. When the piece

is about half over a number of gabs in

white suits come on from right stage. They
each carry a different musical instrument

and stop to listen.

In the conversation that takes place it

develops that they have been on shore play-

ing for a parade and entertainment at the

American Embassy and are about to go

back to their ship. Your leader can be

dressed as an officer. The Cubans start

another piece at which time a senorita does

a Spanish dance. The gobs decide to show
the natives some American jazz after this

is finished, so start a “hot” tune when the

Cubans are through. By the time the gobs
are half finished with their piece a number
of men and women, presumably American
tourists, have stopped to listen. These can

be your specialty performers and singers or

dancers. From here on the numbers and

specialties will be interpolated and an-

nounced at your director's discretion.

“THE OASIS”
The scene represents the corner of- an

Arabian camp on a desert oasis. Center

stage is a gaily striped tent of the Arabian

shape with front open. Inside is seen an

oriental shaped lantern hung from the top

of the tent, inside of which you should

have an amber light. On the floor are

cushions. Back of this is hung a sky drop

which is lighted in blue. Upper left is a

crescent shaped moon box of canary or

moon cutout. Twinkling star effects can

also be used on this drop. In front of this

have an irregular shaped set row painted

sand color to represent the desert. A net

drop with cutout palm trees and leg drops

to match complete the set.

A singer is seen standing outside of the

tent dressed in Arabian Bedouin costume.

After the orchestral introduction he sings an

oriental song. We suggest “Far Across the

Desert Sands” by Finden, “Bedouin Love

Song,” “Kashmiri Love Song,” or “Love

Song of Damascus.” If you wish to elaborate

on the act you might have a number of

girls in Arabian costume doing oriental

dances.

“ORCHESTRA PIT NOVELTY”
Have your orchestra start playing “The

Big Bass Viol” as an orchestra number.

When the introduction is finished the bass

viol player is spotted from the booth and

he proves to be a basso singer who then

does the song.
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Weisfeldt Show
Breaks Record

(Continued from Page 53)

unfortunate incidents, the number, thanks

to the professional spirit of sacrifice dis-

played by both Georgi and Mitchell, was
among the hits on the bill.

Jazz then came in for “testimony” in the

form of a clever three-piano number, in

which three upright instruments were
placed one on top of the other, with
Arthur Richter, Eddie Fitch, and Glen
Welte at the respective keyboards and
Teddy Kraft with his well-mastered banjo

perched on top. All three pianists are on
the house staff, Ritcher and Fitch having
thair regular berths at the twin consoles of

the organ. Helen Savage, a neat little blues

singer with a bombastic voice, helped put

this excellent number over in great style.

Dancers Click

The poetry of motion was interpreted

for the classical side by Bernadine Kadow,
who did very well, and for the jazz side

by an eccentric dance by Born and Hanley.
Their “Queer Caveman” number, as it can

best be described, registered heavily, the

team being equally talented as comedians
and dancers.

A well received group of classical violin

solos by Edith Perssion was followed by
Joe Wesley’s Syncopators, who contributed

their bit toward the success of the show.
After Myrtle Leonard, who handles an ex-

cellent contralto voice in a worthy manner,
had warmed the hearts of opera adherents,

the Six Brown Brothers came out to stop

the show.

This reporter was too busy trying to

subdue a talkative couple in adjoining seats

to time the entire applause, but counted
three full minutes on what was probably
less than the last half of riotous applause
following the final encore. Jimmy Dunn,
the “jazz attorney,” quieted the house and
then won applause on his own accord by a
bit of comedy at the expense of the "opera
attorney,” A. Wellington, and a song or
two.

Landsman Closes for Opera

Final “evidence” was presented on the

side of opera, consisting of the “Quartette”
from “Rigoletto,” with Benjamin Lands-
man, barytone, augmenting the three classi-

cal artists already mentioned. This num-
ber, excellently done, wound up in the

centering of attention on the “applause
thermometer” on opera’s .side, which burst

with a bang at the height of the applause.

Only one unfavorable criticism can be
made of the show. It is that while opera
won out and was obviously favored by
those operating the “applause thermom-
eters,” no effort was made to pick classi-

cal numbers (and they are certainly not
hard to find) that could easily be under-
stood by the average picture house patron.
While personally addicted to jazz, this re-

porter could not help but feel that opera
was not given a fair break. But, then, it

was all in fun.

Weisfeldt’s producing schedule calls for
one big flash presentation of this calibre

each month, instead of quarterly as here-
tofore. The Wisconsin theatre has become
known for the merit of its presentations,
whether elaborate or otherwise, and the
success of the house during its two years’
history is due largely to Weisfeldt’s show-
manship.

Miss Eva in Hospital
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—Miss
Eva, dancer appearing at the Orpheum, col-

lapsed after a matinee last week and was
taken to St. Mary’s Hospital, where she
was operated on for appendicitis.

Fred Hamm with His
Orchestra Open in
Big Picture Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PEORIA, ILL., Jan. 26.—Fred Hamm
and his singing orchestra, known all over
the country as “The Boss’ Own,” opened at

the Madison theatre, B. & K. Midwest
house, January 24 for a week. Hamm has
started a world tour as a follow-up to his

success at radio stations WLIB and WGN,
Chicago. A featured number of Hamm’s
opening tour date will be “That Certain
Party.”

Hamm’s greatest successes date from the
period of the world war, during which he
was provisional bandmaster at Camp
Bowie, Tex. Following the war he organ-
ized a five-piece jazz unit, which he later

enlarged to include 10 musicians. Each of
the musicians is a singer and songs are a
feature of the act.

For a time the band toured the Orpheum
vaudeville circuit. For the last six months
it has been broadcasting from radio station

WLIB.

Band Used to Boost
Box Office Receipts
(Continued from Page 51)

a double door in the back center opening
into another room, a piece of backing, and
here we had a vase of flowers and a table

with a table lamp having a blue bulb in it.

Then we had red lights on one side, and
blue lights on the other side of the backing.

Just inside we had two floor lamps. These
had double sockets; we put one blue and
one red bulb in each one. The orchestra
with gold plated instruments and the piano
took up the rest of the room on the stage.

Opening Is Flash

We opened with the floor lamps, flood
lights and blue and red border lights on,

then put on plenty of white light. The
first lights were all colored. The act con-
sisted of almost a concert, with three songs
by a member of the orchestra. One of the
fellows did the Charleston, and the big
thing about it is the fact that it went over
with a bang, the comments of the people
as they went out were wonderful. We
showed Raymond Griffith in “He’s A
Prince” with the orchestra. However the

picture did not take very well.

The orchestra we used was Cato’s Vaga-
bond’s, of Fort Dodge, la. This unit has
10 musicians. I am enclosing a picture of
the orchestra, but this does not include the

entire personnel of the orchestra as it now
is, the picture being taken some time ago,

and no new ones being available.

The weather on the night we had the

show, was quite cool. We thought we got
away pretty lucky with our first trial in

the presentation game. This presentation
made us some money, got the house full

and pleased every one of them. What
more could you ask in a town of 800?

House Policy Changes
for Anderson Revues
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—New-
man theatre, local Paramount house, will

start the showing of the week’s film pro-

gram on Saturday instead of on Sunday,
the change being made largely to accom-
modate the John Murray Anderson-Publix
revues. The change will be made January
30. The revues booked into the Newman
are those created in New York, which open
at the Rivoli on Broadway and then are

routed West.

Presentation Is

Improving Music
( Continued from Page 52)

practical course of study, based on the

scheme of gathering vital statistics, is re-

quired, almost, before writing. There are

a few observations, however, which are

important.

Stage Work Plentiful

Presentations are providing a place for

hundreds, if not thousands, of talented

young performers who might never have
found a place in the public esteem if it

had not been for this art. And the word
young might properly be emphasized, be-

cause one of the most stimulating thoughts
in connection with motion picture house
acts is that the younger generation is so
strongly represented. When there is

youth to color music—music is vital, living,

breathing, and a partner to growth in the
theatre.

Jazz Forging Ahead
Then there is jazz music, lately qualified

by an elasticity of movement toward a
more subdued expression, this noticeably
to keep in tune with the more subdued at-

mosphere of the motion picture theatre.

Out of the present hodge-podge of its

collective barrage will without doubt come
the American folk songs of tomorrow.

Songs unpublished—unprinted manu-
scripts numbering among the thousands

—

adorned publishers’ shelves for years until

the demand came for musical scores to be
inaugurated with the showing of motion
pictures.

(Next week Mme. Cutter will write on presen-
tation acts, setting forth how they differ from
those of the vaudeville house.)

Stage Show at

State, Boston
(Continued from Page 51)

the presentations that they look pretty
skimpy when that is extracted.

Censorship Raises Costs

So Boston’s dear, old-fashioned Sunday
legislation has forced the Met to buy an
extra show each week. But it’s worth it

to keep the Sunday holiday makers from
steering clear of picture houses with stage
embellishments in fear they’ll miss a lot.

For most of the laity don’t know about
the assassination that films undergo on
Sunday. They think if they see an all-film

show they’ll see the works. Nobody in the
theatre world, of course, has ever made any
effort to disillusion them.

Forbstein Orchestra
and K. Williams Are

Good Bet for Royal
KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—The

Royal Syncopators, under the leadership of
Louis Forbstein, again sent well satisfied

audiences out of the Royal theatre.

As in similar performances, which have
found favor with Bruce Fowler, manager,
the program was a varied one, including
a bit of jazz and blending into the heavier
type of music. It is not musical ability

alone which makes this group a decided
favorite, but its untiring willingness to

spare nothing in pleasing patrons.

Kenneth Williams, whose voice has won
a place in the heart of all those who have
heard him, continued in his path to success

as the “vocal department” of the orchestra.

His willingness for encores has made a hit

with patrons.

The act the week just closed lasted 25

minutes.

The long feature picture was “The Wan-
derer.”
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Ash in Oriental
Act Works Watson

Overtime and More
They stood in zero weather (thermome-

ter, not newspaper) last Friday night out-

side McVickers waiting to see “A Caravan
of Jazz” offered within by Paul Ash and
his (as now advertised) “merrier and mad-
der” gang. “They” numbered about 300

and that’s that many more than stood out-

side any other loop theatre. (Who knows
the how-come of this Ash thing anyway?)

“A Caravan of Jazz” was referred to in

a newspaper write-up as the best Ash show
to date and, while it wasn’t, it was good
enough. It ran 45 minutes on the occa-

sion observed and while Ash has done
more in less time, he did enough to make
them disappointed when the act closed.

Opening was via scrim with Egyptian
setting, stairs right and left, down which
eight Shebas ambled into plastic gyrations

of no moment, Milton Watson upper right

singing a chorus to “Egypt In Your
Dreamy Eyes” (remember that one?) to

take the girls away. Then blaring trump-
ets and everything to bring on Ash in

Antony’s best Sunday suit on a kiddy kar

to screams by the gals out front. Hush-
ing them, he announced, “I Love My Baby”
and the band ripped it asunder.

After this Milton Watson came on to

sing, “Pale Hands I Love” (which is the

same by its real name) and came back
with “Pal of My Cradle Days” (by 200
requests, said Ash) after which everybody
but Ash (who seems to want to kill this

boy) had enough.

But Ash dragged enough applause out of
the faithful out front to force Watson
through his Charleston rendition of “1

Wonder Where My Baby Is Tonight” and
even “Sleepy Time Gal,” begging off for
him when he had him on the ropes for
breath by saying he’d sing another later on
in the bill. (If Watson’s pipes don’t crack
under the load Ash is giving him these

days he’s the original iron man.)

Ash then unfurled a verbal wreath bring-

ing on Pierce Keegan, a slightly George
Givot-ish but better singer of fast lyrics,

who batted out “Hotsy Totsy” (repeat for

the house) and “Valeska” (new) to at least

the expected welcome. Then he proved his

stuff by getting away with “Two Time
Man,” which Givot sang at McVickers so

many times that the band’s gone stale on
it. Pierce then laid down a couple of dirty

gags with Paul and went away.

Two colored boys whom Ash boosted
without naming then stepped off some jazz

dancing and Watson, still in the ring,

though a little weary on the top notes sang
“Lantern of Love” for the legitimate close,

after which for no reason the band played
another. The girls walked back orij for the

close and stayed on for the extra, doing
nothing in particular.

While the boys were going from the pit

to the stage Henri Keates, champion getter-

by of all the organists, had the audience
sing another group of numbers for him.
(Theatre organists wishing to rid them-
selves of burdensome study without loss of
employment should study Mr. Keates’
method. The audience does his work and
loves it.)

Cassini and Naldi
Tell Judge “I Do”

f Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Jan. 26.—Irene
Cassini and Frank Naldi, playing at the

Empress theatre, have said “I Do” many
times on the stage, but before a justice of

the peace here they have said it and meant
it.

_ ' SECOND DAYof =

«7he PHANTOM of the OPERA'
Ends Friday Night January IS

NEW STAGE. NEW SETTINGS- MABVELOUS NEW LIGHTING EFFECTS

GREATER PRESENTATIONS BIGGER PICTURES.
UNSURPASSED PERFORMANCES

Devised. Staged ajut Lighted hu EdwardLHyman

Our Feature
attraction

TOPICAL REVUTV

On the St&qQ—Sl\\Q Impressive Ballet and Prison Scenes
'

'FAUSTZ-.
' ” L —

qer,

Amund Sjovik, and Augmented Ballet Corps -

_Avo Boraberqer, Edna Burbrans,

„ OyPSVMUS/CALE-Gwm String Quartette
with Adolf Blome, Ggpsn Singers and Dancers :

—

Overture-HOME SWEET HOME THE WORLD OVER"
- FAMED MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA_

of versatile soloists with Harold Stern, conducting and
featuring Lilly Rovacs, sensational girl pianist, Harry Biruer

xylophone virtuoso and 5a$cha Kindler th<? wonder violinist

Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn,
N. Y., Mark Strand gave good space
to his stage show (on a new stage)

as well as to Universal’s “Phantom
of the Opera” in this attractive ad.

Lewis, Lee Sisters

and Dieterich Best in

Big Birthday Show
Last week was Anniversary Week at the

Capitol, Chicago, that playhouse turning its

first milestone, and a goodly time was had
by all. The celebration was conducted via

a 50-minute stage show that had just about
everything in its favor. (Nobody seems to

know who, if anybody, is putting on these

Capitol shows, which robs somebody of

credit due him for this production.)

The set was a bake-shop, niftily clad girl

bakers announcing it before the opening
the drapes to disclose it, with a huge mix-
ing bowl center stage accessible by steps at

left. Around this was banked a bakery in-

terior with steps right and left leading to

doors labeled “Jazz,” “Music,” “Dance,”
“Song,” etc., out of which came the various
performers in turn, doing their stunts and
then exiting into the mixing bowl.

Roy Dieterich, consistently popular tenor,

opened with “Memories,” a girl chorus in

prim attire working with him. At the fin-

ish he was interrupted by a feminine blues

singer who snapped a hot number across

while the girls undressed to jazz weight
attire and Charlestoned to the finish with
her, the outfit then filing into the bowl.

A very messy drunk pantomime followed,

breaking at length into an equally messy
dance, after which a couple of rapid cal-

culators did their routine with middlin’ re-

sults. Neither of these acts belong in an

affair of this kind, but the setting and
handling got them by.

Sammy Lewis came on eventually and
did some more of the steps people didn’t

know he knew. In the last few weeks this

dancer has changed his stuff for every bill

without repeating and there seems no end
to his resourcefulness. He’s a find for the

presentation field.

The drapes closed over the bakery in-

terior when a girl brought on from left a

card announcing Jane and Catherine Lee,

who worked their vaudeville routine as a

straight and unrelated act in one. They’ve

got a world of steam and warmed up a

house somewhat chilled by the misfit num-
bers mentioned above, finishing with diffi-

culty over the protests of the applauders.

Next the drapes went apart again to re-

veal the birthday cake where the mixing

bowl had stood before, Dieterich singing

another song leading up to a grand finale

bringing everybody on and lighting up the

set in outline electrics.

Leo Terry, who rigs up organ novelties

better than most, added to the festivities

with a number having to do with the build-

ing of the theatre and working the com-

munity angle.

Charleston Champs
Top Bill; Zelaya

Plays Good Repeat
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 26.—The Majestic

offered a pleasing program the week ending

Jan. 23. Although Zelaya, the headliner,

had been to Dallas before with the same
act, an explanation of the psychology, of

music and the difference between classical

and jazz, he was very amusing and was
well received. His piano playing is won-
derful, and this together with his humor
is probably responsible for his being able

to put the same act over twice.

Earl Hampton, with the help of Madge
McCarthy and Frank Townsend, put over

a clever act titled “Meet Dad,” which was
written around incidents which actually

took place during the oil rush to Browns-
ville in 1918.

The act which got the most applause

was a Charleston dance, featuring four

Charleston champions of contests held in

Dallas, Ft. Worth, Houston, and San

Antonio. The winners of these contests

have been given a four-week contract, and

carried off the house with applause. The
dancers are William Schleipake, Dallas

;

Audrey Lipscomb, Houston; Buck Williams,

Ft. Worth
;
and Charles-Page, San Antonio.

George Schreck put on an act of song,

chatter, and dance, which won its share of

applause. The program was begun by

Meredith and his trained bull dog, with the

dog doing some clever and unusual tricks.

Charleston Show
Plays All Week

to Holdout Crowds
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 26.—A Charles-

ton contest running for 45 minutes was

the high number at the Figueroa theatre

and some lively steppers greeted the hold-

out crowds that were the rule all week.

The amateurs were attracted by several

cups donated by A1 Christie, Julian El tinge,

Ann Pennington, Producers Distributing

Corp., Scott Sidney and the Figueroa. The
best of the winners for the week will re-

ceive a week’s engagement at the Figueroa

during the week of Jan.- 18-23 besides re-

ceiving $100 for his or her services.

Ann Pennington appeared in person and

was the judge of the contest. Eddie Jais

and his snappy orchestra occupied a posi-

tion on the stage and played for the ama-

teur dancers as well as several professional

steppers. The presentation act was called

“All Aboard for Charleston” and was

staged by Emile De Ricat. Henri C. De-

Bel was at the console of the organ. A
newsreel, a comedy, “Cupid a la Carte”

and a long feature picture, “Madam Be-

have,” completed the bill.
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[THE THEATRE]
1^(2.AJDcpartment of Practical Showmanship J
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NOW IT’S DISCOVERY NIGHT
Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

By George!
It’s a Good HabitWITH laugh month drawing to a close,

we have no objection to your chuck-
ling right through February, too.

* * *

Chicago is to get the Army-Navy game
next fall. We presume this is viewed in

the light of foreign entanglements by
the whole Eastern seaboard.

* * *

Explorer MacMillan corroborated the
other night over the radio Perry’s dis-

covery of the North Pole. Suppose some
night now they will broadcast the brand
of liquor Gen. Grant used.

jjc j|C SjC

The Rock Island and Frisco lines have
merged and now the only thing they
are worrying about is what the public
will name their pet flyer.

* * *

The invention of the Televisor—trans-

mission by wire or wireless of an animated
scene—will abolish the old established cus-

tom of jumping out of the bath tub to

answer the telephone.
* * *

Congress is still debating as to how
much of tax cut to give us. We hope
the orators won’t keep going for so long
that the old rate will be in effect for

another year.
* * *

Grand Opera in Chicago last year showed
a deficit of $400,000, while Paul Ash, demon
exponent of the art of jazz, is standing
them out nightly, which may or may not

explain everything.

This copy is for the express purpose of aidina
house organ publishers. Permission is granted
herewith for the clipping and using of anything
appearing here.

NO DOCTORS NEEDED
A man who does not represent the people

of his community in his opinion of motion
pictures is not fitted for a position on a

censorship committee. The public does not

need a doctor to prescribe the kind of pic-

tures for it to see or not to see.

Those two ideas were emphasized in the

situation in Chicago a few months ago
when a picture made by a popular star was
to be shown at one of the city’s largest

theatres. A popular vote taken among
10,000 patrons who saw the picture proved
that only 40 of them felt it should be cut.

(Continued on page 63)

New Name on
Old Stunt Is

Good as New
C HICAGO neighborhood houses,

following the big returns gar-

nered from weekly Charleston Con-
tests, are spiking in another special

pull under the title of “Discovery

Night.” It’s the old Amateur Night
thing in new dress and with a

couple of twists to it, and it’s work-
ing.

The Charleston Contest thing was a

freak in that it got real folks onto the

stage. And their folks came to see them
do their stuff. (They are still coming.)

This made it possible to spring the “Dis-

covery Night” stunt without the bad odor

of the veteran Amateur Night. Conse-

quently, houses which have been getting an
extra Saturday night draw into the week
now are getting two of them, the excess

patronage on these nights apparently not

coming out of the regular attendance

through the week.
In practice, of course, the show amounts

(Continued on page 62)

Let ’Em Know

“THE MERRY WIDOW,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, was the Melba theatre at-

traction when exhibitors convened in

Dallas, Tex., and this lobby stand was
used. It’s a good way to let convention
bodies of any kind know where they can

go for a bit of entertainment while in

the city.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

OLSON SUBMITS HOUSE
ORGAN AND JOINS LIST
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I am inclosing a copy of my Majestic

News of which I am rather proud and I

believe justly so for it certainly is no child

play editing a theatre paper even as small

as mine.

I am frank to say that I would never
have accomplished what I did had it not

been for the assistance of Fred S. Meyer
and E. E. Bair who have had me on their

mailing lists for some time.

My past experience with a smaller organ
has taught me that it is one thing to talk

a merchant into an ad and another thing

to keep him interested for any length of

time so I have all my merchants under
contract for a six months period.

I want to apply at this time for entree

in your house organ exchange and sin-

cerely hope that I can be of a little assist-

ance to the boys who have helped me in

the past. Am inclosing a few pictures of

set pieces to show you that I am not lay-

ing down on the job. I do all my own
sign and sho-card work and think it a

wonderful saving for the small town ex-
hibitor who must watch every penny as

I do.

With best wishes to you and the Herald
I beg to remain, very sincerely yours,
H. G. Olson, Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

MEYER SENDS ADS FOR
“MERRY WIDOW” SMASH
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

Enclosed herein is smash used in both
local dailies on the day preceding “Merry
Widow” premiere, which was additional to

our special personally-published local

“daily” which has already been forwarded
to you.

While cleaning up our desk, we ran
across the enclosed photo, used in connec-
tion with our exploitation several months
ago of “The Pony Express.” A local sol-

dier was employed, dressed like the “Pony
Express” and he travelled from here to

Middletown, a distance of 15 miles—via
horseback. Letters were exchanged be-
tween the press of the 2 cities, the Mayors,
Rotary Clubs, and other officials, etc. The
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We’re Crazy

We were told that by a Film Salesman

just this morning.

We’re crazy because we’re running

“The Vanishing American” in January

In January, when winter has us in its

icy grasp, when the roads are closed, when
walking is difficult and driving more diffi-

cult—even dangerous

BUT ARE WE CRAZY?

Emerson was a brilliant man. He wrote

:

“If a man can write a better book
;
preach a

better sermon or make a better mouse trap

than his neighbor—even though he builds

his house in the woods—the world will make
a beaten path to his door.”

Paramount has made a better picture

than their “neighbors” in “The Vanishing

American”— the kind for which the world

will make beaten paths—to the doors of the

theatres playing it And they will beat

those paths through snow and ice—as well

as on a graveled highway.

No, friend, four years ago we would
have believed you—but “The Four Horse-

men,” “The Freshman,” and other great pic-

tures we have exhibited in winter, places a
grave doubt on your careless accusation.

FOR WE ARE UNAFRAID.

NOETUEASTEBN IOWA'S? MOS>TBEAUTIFUL tweatbe.ceesgoha

WHEN FRED HINDS, Cresco theatre, Cresco, la., “shouted” that “We’re Crazy”
in an ad nothing was left for the newspaper’s readers to do but read the ad.

Needless to say it is cleverly constructed.

Hire a Judge

KENNETH HARLAN and Marie Pre-
vost selected the winner of a “Bobbed
Hair” contest when that Warner Broth-
ers picture opened at the Forum, Los
Angeles, and the stunt can be used
elsewhere. But, bobbed femininity being
what it is, better hire a judge.

cost of this stunt was small and shared
alike between the exhibitor in Middletown
and ourselves. Needless to say, it got a

raft of publicity in both towns.

—

Fred S.

AIeyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

WESKIL’S NAME IS OFF
BUT WE HOPE IT RETURNS
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

Having discontinued our house organ
will you be kind enough to take our name
off the list.

We also wish to thank you for the privi-

lege, which we found of great help in the

past. Should we again start our house
organ we will advise you of the fact.

—

F. C. Weskil, Rose Theatre, Colfax, Wash.

HINDS EXPLOITS WESTERN
!

IN A BIG WAY ’
|

“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

Here’s just a setup used two weeks in

advance to emphasize the bigness of Para-
mount’s new Western.

—

Fred Hinds, Cres-

co theatre, Cresco, la.
Ad used by Mr. Hinds is reproduced in this

department.

CHRISTENSEN EDITORIAL FROM
“HERALD’S MONEYMAKERS”
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.

I want to thank you for the reproduc-
tion of two pages of our “Twin City The-
atre News” in a recent issue of the

Herald.
If you will notice page two of the issue

I am enclosing you will perhaps recognize

a recent article in the Herald as being the

basis for my last editorial page.

I have been sending our house organ to

members of the house organ exchange for
six weeks. To date, I have received just

five in exchange. This, I think, is a rather

poor average since I have been mailing out
over fifty. I am more than glad to send
ours but am naturally interested in receiv-

ing others in return.—C. R. Christensen,
Twin City theatres, Chehalis, Wash.

BROWNELL STARTS HOUSE
ORGAN—WANTS TO EXCHANGE
“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors ..Herald.

Enclosed please find a copy of my new
house organ that I have just gotten out.
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“LAST EDITION” MIGHTY SCREEN EPIC
PUBLIC

OPINIONS

"When a man assume! a public

trust be should consider himself as

public property"—Jefferson.

The entertainment of the public

Is a public trust—to be operated In

accordance with your wishes.

Tickets For
j

f
Yoar Thoughts t

YOUB HONEST- OPINIONS

PLEASE!

Through the cooperation of the

Public Rights League, an Informal

organization of threatre owners and
managers launched by leading motion
ploture trade papers, the patrons of

the MAJESTIC, and a select group of

other theatres are having an oppor-

tunity to offer constructive critlcsm

of motion pictures in the hope that

your comments will make for con-

stantly better screen productions.

Your criticisms should be specific,

honest and constructive, for they

will be read by producers, distribu-

ters and players, and your suggestions

will aid these makers of motion pic-

tures to keep In touch with public

demands.

The MAJESTIC will award FREE
TICKETS to the best three criticisms

received every two weeks— five, three

Editor, Majestic Theatre
will forward them (6

i for publication.

We take great pride In presenting
thla, the first iaaue of the Majestic

Newi for your approval. If you en-

joy this sample copy please mall ua

the coupon printed on page four aod
I the News to your home

Big Sentiment—Powerful Emotions and Roariing Comedy!

GENE STRATUMFOOTER*

THE KEEPEI
OFTHE
BEES

The Critical X-Ray

TELL US IF WE MISLEAD TOU

and truthful guide.

Forthcoming picture at-

tractions and their merit.

Ratings.

(The Editor’s PERSONAL
opinion).

tenth a o you.

NORMA SHEARER
LEW CODY

HIS

SECRETARY
Friday and Saturday

February 5*6

A B.f Sparkling Ro

Life.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

Gene Stratton-Porter’s greatest novel is no doubt one of the

greatest motion pictures of ail times

MAJESTIC THEATRE, JAN. 31 - FEB. 1

NOT ACQUAINTED
"Mamma,” said a child recently,

“I don’t know," replied mamma.
T didn't know your father’s people

BOOTLEG ‘JAVA
Hudson Maxim, the Inventor, has

discovered that coffee is intoxicating

As"soon as the reformers hear of this,

suppose we'll have to sneak up an al-

ley to get a nip with our morning roll.

+ Lowell Sherman, John +

+ Harron and Pauline Car-

t on in Warner Brothers $

+ screen classic “Satan in

X Sables” at the Majestic

$ Tuesday and Wednesday *

t February 2-3.

It was
HOME, JTMES
n evening fit for the gt>

A fair moon sailed on high, beaml

down with a ailvery light. Shroudt

mysterious mountains loomed In fl

brought the fragrance of flowe

Here was the smell of roses and lila.

Softly a bird poured out its heart

It was a night f

Finally spoke. “Oh. Fir

rs. Just another

nd partly behind a

Four of these coupons will admit you FREE

.P your cop... of MAJESTIC THEATRE NEWS. Each

No. 1

Francis X. Bushman

Roy D’Arcy and

Chester Conklin

“Masked Brides”

Showing Tuesday and

Wednesday, Feb.9-10

WILLI ARD LEWIS
Williard Lewis was a graduate of

the University of California, and was

ger of ability. He made a great

l opera in New York, and then

> he left t

erick and Will Rog

aajf, played in

ftuline Fred

His greatest

“Babbitt," and

MAJESTIC
THEATRE
NEWS

A Paper of Beedsburg

Amusements—Events

Jan. 31-Feb. 1

“KEEPER OF THE BEES”

is is the moat popular novel of

of tbe world's greatest novelist*

i Stratton Porter. A wonderful
picture and we believo It will prove

Feb. 4 Only

“HUTCH OF THE U. S. A."

13118 picture stars Charles Hutchln-

Feb. 6-6

“HIS SECRETARY"

A Metro-Coldwyn special, featur-

ing Norma Sharer, who In the opin-

of tbe editor Is the moet brilliant

beautiful little star In pictures.

Our personal opinion of this is 95 per

Feb. 7-8.

“TIME THE COMEDIAN"

slory of the gay haunts of Paria

i Bush and Lew Cody in the stci-

rcles Very elaborte and should

please—90 per cent.

MASKED BBIDES"

, MurThis picture, featuring

ay, is still in the making and we

aven’t received our press material

ut would say that “Masked Brides"

ounds like a good Idea Why no(

ry muzzlin' 'em. Percentage ur.

g DICK HATTON.

Feb. 14-15

“THE LAST EDITION"

iery Johnson has rung the

i in this wonderful epic of

R>aring presses.

’a a picture treat folks, and

STOP

"Well ! What are you stopping

for T" asked the young man as the

i.ri came to a stop in the middle of

the block.

“I heard the lady say stop P’ said

the taxi driver

“Well, she wasn’t talking to you.

was she 7”

THE PAPER printed by H. G. Olson, Reedsburg, Wis., bears the marks of hard
work. It is planned for the purpose of the exploitation of the F. B. O. pictures,

“The Last Edition,” and “The Keeper of the Bees,” but also with view to the
advertising of local merchants’ goods. Two or three small ads carried on the
front page of a house organ make for a well balanced sheet. More than that may
destroy the good appearance of the paper.

I will like your criticisms for or against
this if possible.

Please enter my name on the house or-

gan exchange as I should like to exchange
publications with other theatre publishers.

—Ossie Brownell, Carthage theatres,

Gloversville, N. Y.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 60)

to little more than the Charleston Contest
show with trimmings, as the talent runs
heavily to Charleston steppers. The prize
angle is worked the same, but the occa-
sional violinist or singer who breaks in

gives the show the necessary variety to

differentiate the two occasions. The sub-
normals commonly permitted to break into
the old-fashioned amateur shows are not
used and everybody seems to like the idea.

Stabilization of attendance is the big
box office factor of any theatre. The

above stunt has that for its aim, as has
another new one, “Romance Night,”
mentioned by Nyman Kessler in a re-

port to “What the Picture Did For Me”
this week. Anybody else know any new
ones?

*

An issue of “The Washington (Ind.)
Democrat” just received carries a
streamer announcing that work will be
rushed on a new $150,000 theatre to take
the place of the Grand, burned recently,
the newspaper account of which was
subject of a story on this page last

week. The story is that much better
with this addition.

*

Publishers of house organs using
news notes pertaining to the studios
should not overlook “The Studio” sec-

tion of last week’s “Herald.” Or future
numbers of the same.

10,000 Reward!
offered by the

Metropolitan Theatre

for information leading to the

arrest and conviction of the

person or persons responsible

for originating a false and
utterly groundless rumor.

Designing persons, with malicious intent, to whom truth,

decency and fair play are unknown, have originated and spread the rumor

that the new Metropolitan Theatre is unsafe.

THE RUMOR IS SILLY, RIDICULOUS. AND, IN
EVERY PARTICULAR, ABSOLUTELY AND ENTIRELY WITH-
OUT FOUNDATION

/. R. Worcester, the noted engineer, of 75 Milk Street, has

carefully examined the theatre. He writes:

"We have found the frame work of the gallery to have

been well proportioned, of ample strength and secure in every

respect Our observations have confirmed the conclusions

that the construction is ABSOLUTELY SECURE

"In addition to this investigation of the gallery, we have

Investigated other parts of the structure, and in all our exam-

inations have found EVERYTHING STRICTLY FIRST
CLA6S IN EVERY RESPECT "

John H. Mahony, Building Commissioner of Boston, states:

"The foundations of large downtown buildings such as

the Chamber of Commerce, the First National Bank, the

METROPOLITAN THEATRE, the Keith-Albce Build-

ing, the Elks Building and many others reach great depths

to a substrata of hard pan. The thickness of the foundation

walls is prescribed by law, and the same is true of every

derail of construction. The columns and girders are sub-

jected to careful examination. Their tensile, comprehensive

and shearing strengths all must come up to definite standards

which, in order to be safe, arc designed to carry about four

times the load which will ever be placed upon them.

"The Metropolitan Is one of America’s largest, most

comfortable, most palatial and most complete theatres. As to

safety, in accordance with the law which provides that all

theatres shall be examined monthly, the December 30th

report shows every detail of structural condition and safety as

exceptionally good."

The Metropolitan Theatre was built by the best architectural

and engineering brains in the United States. Behind it is the reputation of

the theatre company itself, of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, of E. F.

Albcc (for thirty years known in Boston as the highest type of business

man), of Publix Theaters Corporation and of Boston capital and finance

representing the most substantial names in the business world.

Neither one nor any part of the above mentioned forces

would ever for one moment lend their names to a proposition that was not

in every respect the finest, most substantial and safest that money and the

accumulated experience of yean could obtain.

The consensus is that the Metropolitan Theatre has more con-

crete and steel construction than Is ord inarily used or which cither law or

necessity demands.

It seems a shame that owners of great properties like the

Metropolitan Theatre should be compelled to protect themselves against the

insidious attacks of envious and malicious persons who have no thought in

their minds except to do harm and destroy.

To further prove our sincerity we have authorized the

First National Bank of Bouton tn pav $10,000 for information

leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons

responsible for originating this malicious and baseless rumor.

The Metropolitan Theatre
Hollis and Tremont Stiects

A SENSATIONAL STORY burst
loose when the Metropolitan theatre,
Boston, published huge ads in all local
dailies offering “$10,000 reward for in-

formation leading to the arrest and
conviction of the person or persons
responsible for originating a false and
groundless rumor.” The ad contin-
ued, “designing persons, with mali-
cious intent, to whom truth, decency,
and fair play are unknown, have
originated and spread the rumor that
the new Metropolitan is unsafe.” De-
crying the report as “silly, ridiculous,
and, in every particular, absolutely and
entirely without foundation,” the ad
quotes J. R. Worcester, a Boston engi-
neer, and John H. Mahoney, Boston’s
building commissioner, as declaring
that the Metropolitan is structurally
perfect. Ten thousand dollars was de-
posited at the First National Bank for
the reward. Editorial comment fol-

lowed denouncing the rumor-mongers.
For some time these odd stories about
the Met being unsafe have been floating
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WATCH FOR THAT ROYLE GIRL

“WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES,” REGINALD DENNY’S

GREATEST COMEDY NEXT AT METROPOLITAN

“What Happened to Jones,”

the greatest comedy in which
Reginald Denny ever starred,

will be the great attraction at

the Metropolitan Theatre dur-

ing the week beginning Satur-

day, January 16th.

Although the pictu re was
taken from the famous stage

play by the same name, it

might well have been specially

written for Denny. It gives

the star the greatest comedy
opportunity of his career.

The story is one of a rich

manufacturer who finds him-
self in difficulties with the

police as the result of a raid

on an innocent poker game in

which he had participated. His efforts to

escape detection, clear his name which is

in jeopardy and win back the love of his

fiance form the theme of one
of the funniest comedies ever
presented to the theatre lovers

of Los Angeles.

Charming Marian Nixon,
who has appeared in several

other Denny pictures, portrays

the role of his sweetheart. Otis

Harlan, genial and rotund, is

the blundering friend who is

the cause of Denny’s misfor-
tunes. Zasu Pitts portrays the

role of “Hilda" the “dumb"
maid, while Emily Fitzroy
plays the wife of Otis Harlan.
Other players in the cast

include Melbourne MacDow-
ell, Frances Raymond, Mar-
garet Quimby, Ben Hendricks,

Willjam Austin, Nina Romano, John
Elliott, Edward Cecil and Broderrek
O’Farrell.

Reginald Denny

BIG PICTURES TO FOREGROUND IN

1926, IS BELIEF OF SCHALLERT
Written Especially for Metropolitan News by Edwin Schallert,

Dramatic Editor Los Angeles Times

GREATER variety and a somewhat
more even quality are in prospect for

motion pictures this year. It is to be pri-

marily a season for interesting stories.

The themes and subjects will exert a

bigger attraction thaji ever before, and the

appeal of a production will be propor-

tioned in large degree to the novelty and
strength of its plot and situations.

The star is absolutely dependent these

days on the consistent worth of his or her

productions. The favored type of picture

it the one that blends the appeal of popu-

lar personalities with distinct excellence

as a picture. New players may under the

right auspices, however, succeed almost as

brilliantly as those who are established.

At- the same time, neither can win out

indefinitely without ^pictures that are at-

tractive of themselves.

The trend has been in this direction for

some time. There is little chance for a

departure from this tendency jbecause of

the fact that it is a logical one. The cut-

tom of following fads has been steadily

(Continued on Puge 4)

GUS EYSSELL, manager of the Million Dollar thea-
tre, Los Angeles, is editor of the Metropolitan News
which is a readable and snappy little house organ.

Warm in Winter
Cool in Summer

Strand Weekly
STRAND THEATRE

ews
•

When You Think
of Pictures Think
of the STRAND

Vo!. I. CARTHAGE. N. Y. No. 3

FORMER EUROPEAN MILITARY ATTACHE

MAKES MOVIE EPIC

Director Erich Von Stroheim Has

Lived in Atmosphere Shown

in “The Merry Widow”

Immediately upon signing with the
Muti o-Uold wyn - Mayer Studio to direct
‘ The Merry Widow” which Is coming
to the S.rand theatre on Sunday and
Monday, Erich von Stroheim secluded
himself "somewhere In Southern Calt-
I'.ornla” to write the_ adaptation and
continuity of ' the film version of the
famous stage play. Von Stroheim i left
town, giving no address, with

|
cp-

adapter and scenarist Benjamin Glaz-
ex, his assistant. Edward Sowders, .two
stenographers and a mass of research
data.

In transposing "The Merry Widow"
to screen material, Von Stroheim dealt
with familiar subjects. The noted con-
tinental director has lived in the
courts of Europe, and shortly before
he came to this country he was a mili-
tary attache at Cettinje, the capital of
Montenegro, the locale of the first part
of the tale. The rest of the story of
the opera transpires in Paris.

He is familiar with the gay life of
the continent, as exemplified by "The
Merry Widow." All the glamour, ro-
mance and picturesqueness of the
original has been augmented with the
marvelous von Stroheim touch, a rec-
ognized ability to depict the racy
flavor, brilliancy and 6mart splendor
of continental life among the gayest
sdtg. Von Stroheim has taken the
charming and sparkling/ romance of
the original "The Merry Widow" and
instilled it with increased dr jpiatic
power.

"The Merry Widow” presents one of
the most significant and interesting
combinations effected for the screen.
The title suggests picturesque ro-
mance, and in the hands of a man of
the genius of von Stroheim, all its
rich possibilities are realized. The
title role, in which Miss Murray is co-

starred, furbishes this piquant actress
with the best role of her career, and
enables her to Imbue "The Merry
Widow” with the charm *ind vivacity
it needs.

Bewitching

MAE MURRAY
as the

“MERRY WIDOW”
Showing Here

SUNDAY & MONDAY

A BUSINESS LIKE style yet a readable paper is

printed by the Strand theatre, Carthage, N. Y., which
devoted the issue appearing above to exploitation for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Merry Widow.”

to the ears of Boston people. It is

said that the building commissioner,
editors, and others have received calls

on the phone, mounting into the hun-
dreds. One story had it that the thea-
tre had settled fourteen inches. Busi-
ness has suffered, the management
admits, although to what extent it is not
known. One angle of the rumor had it

that notices were posted somewhere
within the edifice saying that persons
entering did so at their own risk.

Gradually passing the whispering stage,
the tale suddenly stirred the manage-
ment to this drastic action. Today it is

the talk of Hub theatrical circles.

F. & R. SCORES TRIUMPH
WITH DISPLAY CONTEST
The Minneapolis Journal continues to

attract hundreds to its window display
which consists of the fruits of ingenious
minds over the Northwest who entered the
Journal’s “Greater Movie” Puzzle contest,

which it conducted with the assistance of
the Finkelstein and Ruben motion picture
interests in Minneapolis.

The window exhibit consists of minia-
ture light houses, tiny theatres and books,
in which contestants chose to display the
set of 58 pictures of motion picture actors
and actresses, which ran from week to
week in puzzle form in the rotogravure
section of the paper.

G. Elmer Hjelm of Minneapolis captur-
ing first place with a miniature theatre
which displayed the pictures of the actors

and actresses on a tiny motion picture

stage.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 60)

The decision of the censor board was re-

jected by the court.

Now a statement from New York from
the national board of review says that

“patrons are fundamentally healthy and
should not have their entertainment medi-
cated into proper mental food for the sick

few by every social physician who comes
along.” The national board further says
that it is not strictly a censor board as it

reflects public opinion rather than to at-

tempt to mold it.

Censors attempt to mold and fix public
opinion.

THE SHOW IS ON
An air of pretentiousness—sounds of

laughter—anticipation and suspense. The
Theatre. In it are stories told of tragedy
and of sentiment. Morals are taught; the
rewards of sin are made clear.

Stories of love and of ambition are given
to you and your friends for their enjoy-
ment. The stories are given to others as a
guide and rule in their habits of living.
Evil is flouted and virtue is glorified.

And to the theatre the populace comes
to be entertained. It waits during the lull

of the seating and other preliminaries. An
impatient hubbub of chatter and greetings
is heard. Then a gradually growing silence
as the moment approaches for the curtain
to rise. The music begins. A light goes
off. And the show is on.

TOMORROW und SUNDAY

SiMONjHE
jester

fa sirxrjt

,

WILLIAM
J.
LOCKE

/ -IIA LILLIAN RICH ,-^euCENE OBRIEN

A FRANCES MARION production

Misunderstood Loves—Shattered Friendships—Broken
Ideals — Mystery — Romance — Tragedy — Laughs

—

Splendor and Squalor— All the elemental human pas-
sions blended together in one of the most wholesome
picture storfes ever screened.

•AND

THE MESEROLE THEATRE, man-
aged by Sidney Larschan, Brooklyn,
N. Y., shows an interesting method of
makeup.
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on Pictures
r
J

1HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

O basis is given for the selection and
the selector is not named, but Bio-

scope, English trade journal, prints the

following list of American made pictures

as the best which came to England during
1925. The listing is made in the course of

a three-page trade survey story which
appears as the leading feature of the pub-
lication’s January 7 issue. Here is the
list

:

DOROTHY VERNON OF IIADDON HALL
PETER PAN
HOT WATER

THE NAVIGATOR
HE WHO GETS SLAPPED
THE SHEPHERD KING

THE LIGHT THAT FAILED
A THIEF IN PARADISE

MANHANDLED
FORBIDDEN PARADISE

SO BIG
MERTON OF THE MOVIES
INEZ FROM HOLLYWOOD

THE LADY
GREED

THE LOST WORLD
FEET OF CLAY

ROMOLA
ISN'T LIFE WONDERFUL
THE WIZARD OF OZ

THE SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A.
CHARLEY'S AUNT
SEVEN CHANCES
KISS ME AGAIN

THE UNHOLY THREE
THE GOLDEN BED

I'LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN
THE SWAN

THE FRESHMAN
THE GOOSE WOMAN

DON Q
THE GOLD RUSH
THE IRON HORSE

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST
INTRODUCE ME

THE MAN ON THE BOX
HELL'S HIGH ROAD
OFF THE HIGHWAY
THE MERRY WIDOW

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK
HIS PEOPLE

THE COAST OF FOLLY

In England “Inez from Hollywood” was
titled as “So This Is Hollywood,” “The
Spirit of the U. S. A.” was “Love of a
Patriot,” and “The Freshman” was “Col-
lege Days.”

T ACK HOLT, FLORENCE VIDOR
J and Noah Beery are the principals in

“The Enchanted Hill,” a healthy little pic-

ture of the modern West. Holt has most
to do, Beery is the best actor, and Florence
Vidor is her usual unfailing self, than
which may she never be other.

Holt and Vidor own adjacent ranches
which a fellow who knows about the coal
under them seeks to buy cheaply. His
thugs try to scare the owners into selling

but no can do, shooting and such rolling
off Holt’s back until he manages to get
the goods on the roughnecks and untangle
matters. Midway down the film Vidor dis-

trusts him, which sounds hackneyed but
isn’t, and Beery switches over from villain

to first assistant hero. It seems a shame
to make nice fellows out of these Beery
boys, they’re such competent ruffians, but
it begins to look as though Mr. and Mrs.
Public want them that way.
During the course of events there is

considerable gun play and some bloodshed,
also a battle between Beery and Holt

Concerning:
English “Bests”

The Enchanted Hill

The Pleasure Seekers

Mannequin
The Plastic Age
Lickety Split

The Merry Widow
Little Annie Rooney

Felix

which is conducted behind a barn and out

of view. The big scene at the finish is a

Western street in which Holt shoots a

coupladozen would-be assassins and it’s so

well done that the Chicago censors left it

in.

ARTHUR SOMERS ROCHE WRITES
•Cl. good mystery stories which are hard
to get into pictures intact. His “The
Pleasure Seekers” didn’t get through. The
solution of the mystery is cloaked until the

end, but the cloaking is so laboriously done
that it doesn’t much matter. Were not

Irene Rich in the cast, watching whom is

reason enough for watching any number
of reels, I should have quit worrying about
the identity of the murderer along about
reel four and gone home.

Clive Brook also is in the play, as are

lots of other dependable actors, but they’re

so busy enacting subtitles and directions

calculated to befuddle the beholder that

they get nowhere. The best thing about
the picture is a closing caption asking that

no one betray the secret of the surprise

ending, which is a good idea. The worst
thing is the mountainous skyline they tell

you is visible from Palm Beach.

TF THE STORY OF “MANNEQUIN”
J- is worth $50,000, the memoirs of Marty
Durkin ought to be worth a million of any-

body’s money. But Alice Joyce and
Dolores Costello are in the picture and
that’s something else again.

“Mannequin” is the story about the ab-

ducted child who is tried for murder
before a judge who is her father, learning

eventually that she is who she is and all

that. Along the way, Fannie Hurst has
made her a mannequin and, incidentally,

has spilled a lot of bunk about newspaper
editorials on the fresh young topic of
“sexless justice.” In spite of all the

hokum, the court scene is effective and
there are tears in the audience when
mother and daughter clasp each other in

recognition. To Alice Joyce, however,
major credit for this tug must be given.

• Miss Joyce is the mother and Miss Costello

the daughter.
Miss Costello shows a great deal of

ability. It is rather nice to see the daugh-
ter of a veteran getting on in the field he

pioneered and I hope she goes far. It is

too bad she doesn’t make her first big
attempt in a better story than this, but ex-
hibitors are writing in to say it’s the ber-

ries at the box office, so what matter story?

T HAVE SEEN “THE PLASTIC AGE”
A and, not having read the story, find

fault with it only on the basis established

by a young pair of girls who sat near
me in the theatre. One of them said,

“Where do they get that stuff? Things
like that don’t happen at Northwestern.” In
other words, the picture mixes gin, jazz
and the college idea in proportions which
are not so good.
On the other hand, Clara Bow in this

picture convinces me for the first time that

she has ability. She turns in a neat bit of
acting. Donald Keith is another who does
excellent characterization, and the caption
writer didn’t miss a try. Henry B. Wal-
thall is all right as the father but Mary
Alden hasn’t half a chance to be the
mother she can be if they let her.

After examining into the nature of the

original narrative, second hand, I get the

impression that the picture simply is not
“The Plastic Age” for good and sufficient

reasons. The mistake, then, seems to have
been in using that title, explanation of
which also is obvious.

T IGE CONLEY HAD A LOT OF FUN
-'-''with cakes of ice and polo automobiles
in a Jack White comedy called “Lickety
Split.” There seems no end to the comedy
that can be whittled out of a Ford auto-
mobile and in this case all previous rec-

ords are broken. The ice gag, somewhat
old in the main, also reveals new slants.

As in past starts, Mr. Conley rips off

his stuff in such rapid fashion that there
really isn’t time for one laugh to get itself

out of the way of the next one. It’s the
best comedy I saw last week.

—T. O. Service.

“ L"ELIX THE CAT BRINGS HOME
-*• the Bacon” I thought an excellent

production for Felix himself and for that

it had the usual unusual twist that makes
these cartoons stand out. After a fast

opening of the picture the viewer’s eyes
are treated to a crash of screened fire-

works and Felix is seen in the middle of
Mother Goose land.

In and out of the picture run Old
Mother Hubbard, the Poor Dog, Little Red
Riding Hood, Grandmother, the wolf, the
old witch on the broom, and others. The
action grows more swift, and ends when
Felix arrives at Mother Hubbard’s with
the w. k. bacon for the Poor Dog. The
fact that he obtained it by doubtfully cor-
rect methods matters less than that.

* * *

“Mannequin” left me with the impres-
sion that it was made overnight by some-
one who became so sleepy before the dawn
that he grew careless first, and then down-
right unconcerned. Fannie Hurst has
written many first-rate stories, some of the
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Raymond Griffith stars in “Hands Up,”
story of the Civil war battlefront,

with Marion Nixon in support. Clar-

ence Badger directed this Paramount
picture.

best short stories in modern American lit-

erature. “Mannequin” on paper may be

one of them. On the screen the thing is

not so big.

Alice Joyce, Warner Baxter and Dolores

Costello do excellent work. The portrayal

by each is sufficient, convincing. The di-

rection is good excepting in a few details

of fading one face into another and then

going hack to the original. That part im-

presses as having been done in a kind of

“Let’s see how this will work” fashion.

In part, the story is logical. In part it

is not at all so. The viewer is left won-
dering about the moral right of the woman
who goes uncensured to leave her home,
husband and baby and cause all the subse-

quent bad happenings. She continues until

she finds her daughter again with only a

slightly sorrowing expression to indicate

she has any sense of wrongdoing.
Prize stories, prize poems, prize paint-

ings, prize musical compositions—anyone
who has an inkling even that there are

such things as the arts knows that prize-

winning material usually is not inherently

the best.
* * *

Mary Pickford with “Little Annie
Rooney” won me away from a notion

that I have had for a long time

—

that I never could like her again. That
does not matter greatly one way or the

other, but here is where I am privileged

to say (barring Mr. Service’s objections)
what I like or the opposite.

“Little Annie Rooney” is a sincerely

acted, well directed, funny, sad, fast-mov-
ing picture, one for Miss Pickford to be
proud of. For me one of the finest things

about it is that there is but one “all dressed
up” scene. Otherwise the people of the

story go along in everyday garb and look
only cheaply flashy when they do don their

best. The most of them are that kind of
people.

This was for me the best picture I saw
in a strenuous week of picture viewing.

%

“The Merry Widow” might as well not
have been made, so far as I am concerned.
It is well made, well mounted, well acted,

well everything, but I did not like it.

Al Barr.

Alexander Carr (left) and George Sidney star in “Partners Again,” with
Potash and Perlmutter, Samuel Goldwyn-Henry King production for

United Artists release.

Left to right: Betty Jewel, Carr, Sidney and
Allan Forrest in a scene from United Artists’

“Partners Again.”

Left: Allan For-
rest. Right: Betty
Jewel. Samuel
Goldwyn has just

brought the prints

of “Partners
A g a i n” to New
York.

Another scene from
“P a r t n e r s Again,” the
comedy which has just

been completed on the
West Coast for United
Artists release.
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NEW PICTURES

Aileen Pringle, in white, and Edmund
Lowe, facing front, in a scene from
“Soul Mates,” a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

production.

Yes, Yes, Babette

Distributor: Educational

Producer: Bobby Vernon Comedies

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR EARL RODNEY
PLAYERS

Bobby Bobby Vernon
Babette Frances Lee
Apache Dancer Yola D’Avril
Apache Leader Bill Irving

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Search for a lost love.

LOCALE: A French city.

TIME: Immediately after the great
war.

STORY: A young American returns

to France after the war to find his

French sweetheart. He becomes em-
broiled with an apache band and almost
loses his life. He is instrumental in

causing the arrest of the apache leader

and is reunited with his sweetheart.

HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s interfer-

ence with the dancers. . . . The knife-

throwing scene. . . . Fight between the

hero and the villain. . . . Arrest of the

villain and the reunion of the lovers.

“Yes, Yes, Babette,” from which this

scene is taken, is a Bobby Vernon-Edu-
cational picture released for Laugh

Month.

Soul Mates
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Distributor: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Length: 6,000 feet

DIRECTOR JACK CONWAY
Author Elinor Glyn
Adaptor Carey Wilson

PLAYERS
Velma Aileen Pringle
Lord Tancred Edmund Lowe
Markrute Phillip Smalley
Velma’s Brother Antonio D’Algy
Tancred’s Mother Edythe Chapman
Velma’s Maid Mary Hawes
Dolly Katherine Bennett
Stevens Lucien Littlefield

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: England.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young woman and a young
man whose relatives insist they wed
though they do not know each other,

meet by chance and fall in love. They
wed, but a mortgage on the young man’s
estate almost wrecks their happiness
until the husband reveals that the mort-
gage has been cleared and offers to di-

vorce his wife, nevertheless. Then she
realizes he loves her for herself.

Highlights : Meeting of hero and
heroine. ... The wedding. . . . Scene
in which the hero offers to leave. . . .

The reconciliation.

Blue Blazes
Producer: Universal

Distributor: Universal

Length: 4,750 feet

DIRECTOR JOSEPH FRANZ
Author Frank Robertson
Adaptor Joseph Beresford

PLAYERS
“Bee” Halloran Pete Morrison
Grace Macy Barbara Starr

Dan McKellar Jim Walsh
Jeff Macy D. La Reno, Jr.

Buck Fitzgerald Les Bates
Matt Bunker ..Jerome La Gasse

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: Triumph of honesty.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young Westerner rescues

a girl from a runaway stage and learns

she is on a treasure hunt and also is

seeking the murderer of her grandfather.
The man offers help, and together they
battle with a gang of desperados whose
leader is the killer. After risking their

lives several times they defeat the gang
and recover the treasure.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action. . . .

Fight between the hero and the gang
leader. ... The foursided fight in the

mountains. ... The cloudburst. . . .

The recovery of the treasure.

Dramatic scene from Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s “Soul Mates,” in which Aileen
Pringle and Edmund Lowe have the

leading roles.

Weak, but Willing
Distributor

:

Educational

Producer: Walter Hiers Comedies

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ARCHIE MAYO
PLAYERS

Walter Walter Hiers
Nancy Duane Thompson
Her Father Jack Duffy
Walter’s Rival Bill Irving

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Rivalry in love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: Two men who are in love

with the same girl are told by her father
she can marry only a member of his

lodge. One decides to join the lodge and
the other decides to prevent the initia-

tion. After a series of mishaps he al-

most succeeds in passing the initiation

tests. But the last task set is too great,

and the lover collapses.

HIGHLIGHTS: The hero in the

hands of his rival’s gang. ... The he-

ro’s adventure with the policemen. . . .

The hero’s fall from the window. . . .

The final task, and its result.

Scene from “Weak But Willing,” Edu-
cational short feature in which Walter

Hiers has the leading role.
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Scene from Fox’s “A Trip to China-
town,” in which Margaret Livingston

and Earle Foxe have the leads.

A Trip to Chinatown
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ROBERT KERR
Author Charles Hoyt
Adaptor Beatrice Van
Cameraman Barney McGill

PLAYERS
Alicia Guyer Margaret Livingston

Welland Strong Earle Foxe
Benjamin Strong.. ..J. Farrell MacDonald
Ohtai Anna May Wong
Norman Blood Harry Woods
Rose Blood Marie Astaire

Marion Haste Gladys McConnell

Gayne Wilder Charles Farrell

Henrietta Lott Hazel Howell

Slavin Wilson Benge

Tulung George Kuwa
TYPE: Comedy-drama.

THEME: Failure of a death threat to

materialize.

LOCALE: San Francisco.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young man who is told by

his doctor he has but a short time to live

gives all his effects away and goes to

San Francisco to visit a rich and lively

uncle. There he has many adventures

which culminate in his agreeing to marry
a widow and in his learning the period

of his life is to be greatly extended.

HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s affairs

with the newlyweds. . . . His meeting
with the widow. . . . Scenes and events
in Chinatown.

Scene from Pro-Dis-Co’s “Made for
Love,” in which Leatrice Joy, center, is

the star.

Made for Love
Distributor: Producers Distributing

Corp.

Producer: Cecil B. DeMille Produc-
tions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR PAUL SLOANE
Author Garrett Fort
Adaptor Garrett Fort
Cameraman Arthur Miller

PLAYERS
Joan Ainsworth Leatrice Joy
Nicholas Ainsworth Edmund Bums
Lady Diana Trent Ethel Wales
Mahmoud Bey Bertram Grassby
Pharaoh Brandon Hurst
Freddie Waddams Frank Butler

“The Cherub” Lincoln Stedman
Pierre Neely Edwards
TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: Rebirth of love.

LOCALE: Egypt.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young American archae-
ologist working in Egypt neglects his

wife for his work, in which he is assisted

by a titled Englishwoman. His wife re-

sents her husband’s attitude and after a
number of adventures accepts the atten-

tions of a native prince. For revenge of

what he considers an affront to his fam-
ily the prince plots to dynamite a tomb
while the scientist is working in it. The
neglected wife rides to warn her hus-
band of the danger. Both are trapped
by the explosion. The prince is killed

by a falling rock, and the scientist and
his wife are finally rescued.

HIGHLIGHTS: The heroine’s ride

across the desert. . . . Scenes in the Be-
douin’s camp. . . . Scene between the
hero and the prince. ... The prince’s

love making. ... The explosion at the
tomb. . . . Death of the prince and the
rescue of the hero and heroine.

The First Year
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR FRANK BORZAGE
Author Frank Craven
Adaptor Frances Marion
Cameraman Chet Lyons

PLAYERS
Tom Tucker Matt Moore
Grace Livingston Kathryn Perry
Dick Loring John Patrick
Dr. Myron Livingston Frank Currier
Mr. Livingston Frank Cooley
Mrs. Barstow Margaret Livingston
Hattie Carolynne Snowden
Mr. Barstow J. Farrell MacDonald
TYPE: Domestic comedy.

THEME: First-year marital difficul-

ties.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A pair of newlyweds have
difficulties during the adjustment period
of their marriage, which is complicated
by a former suitor of the wife’s. She
returns to her mother after one of their
quarrels. The husband makes a finan-
cial scoop and reclaims her, after thrash-
ing the troublesome suitor.

HIGHLIGHTS : Strong comedy note
and good acting by the principals. . . .

The comic dinner. . . . The actions of
the maid. ... The fight. ... The hero’s
reclamation of his wife.

Fred Thomson and Lola Todd are the
principals in F. B. O.’s “The Tough
Guy,” from which this scene is taken.

The Tough Guy
Producer: F. B. 0.

Distributor: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR DAVID KIRKLAND
Author Frank M. Clifton

PLAYERS
Fred Saunders Fred Thomson

June Hardy Lola Todd

“Con” Carney Robert McKim
Padre William Courtwright

Buddy Hardy Billy Butts

Sam Jacks Leo Willis

Silver Silver King

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young ranch foreman is

in love with a school teacher who also is

courted by a ranch owner. The school

teacher is in search of her lost brother

who, unknown to her, is in an orphanage.

Both men determine to recover her

brother and thereby win her favor. One

resorts to unscrupulous methods to gain

his end and is defeated by the other,

who wins the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS : The runaway and

the hero’s rescue of the boy. ... The
kidnaping of the boy. ... The villain’s

attack on the padre. . . . The planned

runaway. . . . The hero’s fight with the

gang. ... The wedding and its unusual

ending.

In the Fox comedy “The First Year,”
from which this scene is taken, Matt
Moore and Kathryn Perry have the lead-

ing roles.
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“The Outsider,” from which this scene
is taken, is a Fox production based on

the stage play of the same name.

The Outsider
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ROWLAND V. LEE
Author Dorothy Brandon
Adaptor Robert N. Lee

Cameraman G. O. Post

PLAYERS
Leontine Sturdee Jacqueline Logan
Anton Ragatzy Lou Tellegen

Basil Owen Walter Pidgeon
Jerry Sidon Roy Atwill

Sir Jasper Sturdee Charles Lane
Pritchard Joan Standing
“Shadow” Gibson Gowland
Dr. Tolley Bertram Marburg
Dr. Ladd Craufurd Kent
Dr. Helmore Louise Payne

TYPE: English society drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: England; Hungary.

TIME: The present.

STORY: The daughter of a great
English surgeon is a dancer who is en-

gaged to her partner. She and her part-

ner go to Hungary for new material. She
meets a gypsy healer and hypnotist who
interests her, and when, after her return
to England, she has an accident and
is pronounced incurably injured, the
healer is sent for. He cures her, and
she becomes aware she is in love with
him.

HIGHLIGHTS: Dance recital in

London. . . . Gypsy camp scenes. . . .

The injury of the heroine. . . . The ar-

rival of the hero. . . . The cure.

Scene from “The Outsider,” Fox pic-
ture, in which Jacqueline Logan, Lou
Tellegen, Roy Atwill and Walter Pid-

geon are the principals.

The Lawful Cheater
Producer: B. P. Schulberg Produc-

tions

Distributor

:

B. P. Schulberg Produc-

tions

Length: 4,900 feet

DIRECTOR FRANK O’CONNOR
Author Frank O’Connor

PLAYERS
Molly Burns Clara Bow
Richard Steele Raymond McKee
Johnny Burns George Cooper
Roy Burns Edward Hearn
The Detective Fred Kelsey
Sam Riley John Prince
Lazaedi Jack Wise
TYPE: Crook melodrama.
THEME: Regeneration.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young girl who discovers
that her two brothers are crooks sets

about to reform them and meets with
many adventures in doing it. She gives
them to believe she too is a crook and
plans a bank robbery. Through a clever
ruse she wins them away from evil, and
for herself prepares to wed a man she
has met during her struggle for her
brothers’ salvation.

HIGHLIGHTS : Good acting by the
principals. . . . Heroine’s discovery
that her brothers are crooks. . . . The
finding of the bonds. . . . The culmina-
tion of the heroine’s romance.

NEVVS.PICTURES
International News No. 6

SCHOONER PRINCE VALDEMAR CAPSIZES IN
HARBOR AT MIAMI, FLORIDA

HELEN KELLER VISITS MRS. COOLIDGE AT
WHITE HOUSE

International News No. 7
MILLION IN COTTON DESTROYED BY WATER.

FRONT FIRE AT GALVESTON, TEX.

JUDGE J. M. LANDIS PRESIDES AT SPORT
MAGNATES’ CONVENTION AT CATALINA

ISLAND. CAL.

Fox News No. 32
HENRY BERENGER. NEW FRENCH AMBASSADOR.

ARRIVES IN UNITED STATES

HARRY COOPER OF TEXAS DEFEATS GEORGE
VAN ELM. WEST COAST CHAMPION. IN

S10.000 OPEN GOLF TOURNEY

Fox News No. 33
MEMBERS OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

BASEBALL LEAGUES ENTERTAINED BY
INDIANS AT TUCSON, ARIZ.

Kinograms No. 5154
WALDON TEAM OF SLED DOGS MAKES 40 MILES

IN FOUR HOURS AT POLAND SPRINGS
MAINE.

WALKOUT OF SHOP EMPLOYES CLOSES STORES
OF SHANGHAI, CHINA.

Pathe News No. 7

LADY CYNTHIA MOSLEY OF ENGLAND ARRIVES
IN UNITED STATES TO STUDY LABOR

CONDITIONS.
*

AFTER HE HAS BEEN IN EXILE SEVEN YEARS,
EX-KAISER WILHELM IS CAUGHT BY

PATHE CAMERAMAN.

Edmund Lowe in a scene from “The
Palace of Pleasure,” Fox picture, in

which he has the masculine lead.

The Palace of Pleasure
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR EMMETT FLYNN
Author Benjamin Glazer

Adaptor Bradley King

Cameraman Earnest Palmer

PLAYERS
Ricardo Madons Edmund Lowe
Lola Montez Betty Compson
Premier Esportero Henry Kolker

Jose Harvey Clark

Anita Nina Ramona
Capt. Fernandez Francis McDonald
Premier’s Valet Samuel Blum
Don Jose Jacques Rollen

TYPE: Spanish society drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A Spanish city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young bandit of the Robin

Hood type is in love with an actress,

whom the premier of Spain wants to be

his wife. The premier also wishes to

have the credit of capturing the bandit.

He wins the actress’ aid to trap the out-

law. She permits herself to be captured,

but just as her confederates take the

victim she realizes she is in love with

him. As she leaves the bandit’s cabin

she is shot but is not killed, and later

she and the bandit escape.

HIGHLIGHTS : Opera house scene.

. . . Scenes between the hero and the

heroine. . . . The capture of the hero.

. . . His escape.
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ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—A film truck delivery

service from St. Louis to points in South-
east Missouri was started during the past

week. Towns served include Flat River,

Festus, Herculaneum, Crystal City and
Farmington. Practically all of the theatres

in that section have arranged for the new
company to handle their films. It gives

them quicker and surer service on pictures.

. . . Mrs. I. W. Rodgers of Cairo, 111., has
inherited ten acres of land in Florida and
plans a trip South. . . . George Linn, who
claims to have operated the first perma-
nent motion picture theatre in St. Louis,

Mo., plans to join the ranks of the Bene-
dicts. His bride to be is from Riverside,

Cal. . . . Floyd Lewis, formerly district

manager for Associated Exhibitors, has

been appointed district manager for Arrow
Pictures in St. Louis. . . . O. D. Hill, dis-

trict manager for Producers Distributing

Corporation, has returned from New York.
He attended a sales conference of district

managers. . . . James H. Chrystal, fire pre-

vention expert of the Hays organization,

was in St. Louis for a few days giving

the local film exchanges the once over..

. . . Carl 0. Pinckard, district manager of

Sympho Cinema, Inc., a Texas motion pic-

ture project which postoffice inspectors

charge existed for the most part in the

minds of the promoters, was arrested at

his home, 4604 Washington boulevard, St.

Louis, January 15, on a charge of con-
spiracy to use the mails to defraud. . . .

The equipment of Knapp & Crank’s Morris
Opera House, Elsberry, Mo., has been tak-

en over by T. C. Knapp. . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Spyros Skouras are exhibiting a new fea-

ture in their home. They say that this lat-

est attraction is a “howling success.” It is

entitled a Little Girl. Release date Jan-
uary 7, 1925.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Hugh Gardner,

manager of the Orpheum and Fotosho
theatres, Neosho, Neb., not only induced
the mayor of his town to declare a “Thank
You” week in conjunction with the show-
ing of the Fox picture by that name, but
succeeded in getting all ministers of the

town to write editorials on the subject. It

was a great week, financially and otherwise.

. . . Dubinsky Brothers of St. Joseph, Mo.,
are to obtain the Billy Mueller theatre cir-

cuit, if a deal now pending is com-
pleted. . . .

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kan-
sas City territory this week were : Hugh Gardner,
Orj»heum and Fotosho, Neosho, Neb.; Laurence
Brenninger, operating a Topeka, Kan., chain of
theatres; Ed Peskay, Sun Amusement Company, St.

Joseph, Mo.; Ensley Barbour, Orpheum, Spring-
field, Mo.; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka, Kan.;
Edward Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield, Mo.; M. W.
Hubble, Hubble theatre, Trenton, Mo.; Myer
Brothers, Slater, Mo.; Mrs. H. Winkler, Mainstreet
theatre, Lexington, Mo.; William Sears, Lyric,

Boonville, Mo.; C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Law-
rence, Kan. . . .

There was no shortage of news among
Kansas City exchanges this week. Tommy
Taylor, hustling little Universal representa-

tive, has been transferred to England by his

company as a reward for his work in Kan-
sas City and Sioux Falls, la. Tommy is

a “bally Britisher” himself. Friends of C.

E. Gregory, Metro-Goldwyn branch man-
ager, are congratulating him upon being
ranked by his company in the November
Fire Prevention Honor Roll. . . . Harvey
Day, general sales manager for Kinograms,
was a Kansas City business visitor. . . .

Missouri may be “out of the mud” as far

as concrete roads are concerned, but that

is no assurance that the bearings on one’s

car will not burn out, mourns W . G. Bishop,
Metro-Goldwyn salesman. . . . C. A.
Schultz, P. D. C. branch manager, is pass-

ing about the word that he soon will have
four “big ones” for preview showings.
. . . Joe Rosenburg, Universal salesman, is

to be transferred to England. . . . W. E.
Truog, assistant sales director for Univer-
sal, and Charles Sears, in charge of Uni-
versal theatres in this territory, have re-

turned from a business trip to New York,
just in time to bid farewell to /. E. Flynn,
Metro-Goldwyn branch manager, who left

for New York. . . . Norine O’Connor, for
six years cashier for Vitagraph exchange,
has been made cashier of the Independent
Film Corporation in Kansas City. . . . G. B.

Howe, Universal traveling auditor, com-
pleted his task in Kansas City and left for
Denver.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—Fred Davie, broth-

er of Charles Davie of Universal, has been
appointed Detroit manager for Associated
Exhibitors, succeeding Walter R. Lieb-
mann, manager for the past three years,

who is returning to New York. Davie was
at one time in this territory. . . . George
Weeks, general manager of distribution for
Famous Players-Lasky, was a caller in

Detroit last week, spending several days
at the local exchange in sales conferences.
. . . Oscar Vance, Grand Rapids exhibitor,

was a Detroit visitor in the Film building
last week. . . . Reports that he has decided
not to build his proposed new downtown
theatre were shattered by Charles H. Miles
who announces that it is all “poppeycock”
and that his plans call for construction at

an early date. . . . Edward J. Wall has been
transferred from the Washington branch of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to the

management of the exploitation department
at the local Paramount office. Wall was
formerly manager of the Washington
News Bureau. . . .

During his presence in the city last

week Marcus Loew, president of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Co., declared he
had no intention of building in Detroit
and that the city seemed to him to have
all the theatres it could handle for
years to come.
Malcolm C. Maclnnes, manager of John

H. Kunsky’s new State theatre, was pre-
sented with a six-pound daughter recently.

It is the first in the family and mother and
daughter are doing well. . . . Lew Thomp-
son, division manager for Associated Ex-
hibitors, has been in the city the past few
days.

DENVER
DENVER, COL. — Joseph H Ashby,

manager of the Denver branch of First

National and president of the Denver Film
Board of Trade, announces the arrival of

a son, Paul Duane. The latest addition to

film row arrived Sunday, January 10, 1926,

and needless to state Joe is walking around
with a chest expansion three inches greater
than the day before. . . . Jim Lynch, the

popular manager of the two theatres of
Laramie, Wyo., and president of the Wy-
oming Theatre Managers Association, ar-

rived in Denver last Wednesday in time to

do some booking and take in another world
championship wrestling match. He an-
nounces the next meeting of the associa-

tion will be in Cheyenne during the week
of the Frontier Days celebration. . . .Thea-
tres of Denver are preparing for another
banner week of business as a result of the

large number of out-of-town visitors here
to take in the annual stock show. . . . G.B.
Hoive, traveling auditor for Universal, ar-

rived in Denver Friday for a visit with
G. E. Rosenwald, local branch manager for
LTniversal. . . . Lou Gullett of the Paris
theatre, Santa Fe, N. M., arrived in Den-
ver Thursday to please a few managers with
new contracts and dates. . . . Jack Krum
of United Artists took a run down to Col-
orado Springs Friday. . . . Eugene Gerbase
has resigned from the sales force of the

local Universal office. It is rumored that

Gerbase, who was the former Universal
manager of Denver, has been appointed to

take over the management of a well-known
exchange here. . . . The Boulder Theatre
Company, a new $50,000 corporation, an-
nounces plans for a 500-seat theatre.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Louis Jerome has

opened a theatre in Mayfield and called it

after himself. . . . Joseph and Charles
Weidman of the Central theatre in Albany,
who have been in the business for many
years, are planning to install a motor-
driven projection machine in their house.

. . . John T. Saurboin has been elected

president of the motion picture machine
operators’ union of Schenectady. . . . Em-
ployes of the Farash theatres in Schenec-
tady are planning to hold a dinner in the

near future and there is a possibility that

a mutual benefit association may be formed.
. . . The father of Ackerman Gill, manager
of Proctor’s theatre in Schenectady, died

the past week at the age of 88. . . .

Claude Fish of the American in Schenec-
tady met Walter Roberts, manager of the

Troy theatre last week, as the first move
in a bowling contest between the theatrical

employes of the two cities. . . . S. L. Wolf,
former manager of the Orpheum in Utica,

will handle the new theatre being erected

by Harry Brooks. . . . Jack Krause, local

manager for Associated Exhibitors, gave a

trade showing of “The Skyrocket” at the

Leland theatre in Albany last Saturday
night. . . . Ted Myers, special feature rep-

resentative for Pathe, who has been in Al-

bany for some time, has left for Chicago.
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. . . Frank Hopkins, district manager for
Associated Exhibitors in Toronto, and for-
mer manager for Universal in Albany, was
in town during the past week. . . .

Friends of Leon Medem in Minne-
apolis will be interested in knowing
that Mr. Medem, who is now in Newark,
N. J., for Pathe, received his citizen-
ship papers in Albany the past week,
and then blew all the young ladies in
the local Pathe office to a luncheon at
one of the hotels. . . .

George Loomis, of Frankford, ran five-

two-reel comedies one night last week in

the first all-comedy program ever presented
at a motion picture theatre in this section.

. . . Julius Singer, who is as well known in

the Middle West as he is in New York and
who numbers everyone in this vicinity as a
friend, dropped into town last week, and
spent a portion of the day at Universal.
. . . Herman Stern, local manager for
F. B. O., announces that I. M. Brown will

succeed Harold Filkins, who is ill, as a
salesman over northern New York. . . .

IV. H. Linton, whose new theatre in Utica
will be opened about March 15, will use a
seven-piece orchestra. . . . Amos Leonard,
district serial sales representative for Pathe,
left on Monday for New Haven, where he
will be stationed for two or three weeks.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.—The McNeese brothers

who have lately taken over the Dixie
theatre at Cotulla, Tex., are going to build
a new theatre in Cotulla. . . . The old Gem
theatre at Palestine, which was lately de-
stroyed by fire, is being razed in order to
make room for the beautiful new theatre
to be built by the R. & R. Enterprises. . . .

Alvin Hodges, who has for the last few
years been manager of the Capitol theatre
at Little Rock, Ark., has resigned and the
vacancy has been filled by Albert Turley.
. . . Ralph Morrow, district manager of the
Southwest division for Producers Dis-
tributing Corporation, has left for the East
to attend a convention of division managers
of that firm. He expects to stop over a
day at Oklahoma City en route. He will

address the convention. . . . On January 1,

H .T. Hodge of Abilene took charge of the

Lyric theatre of Lubbock, Tex. He pur-
chased the theatre from E. McElroy, who
has been in the theatre business for the

past 13 years. McElroy will remain in

Lubbock. Hodge is also an old exhibitor
in the Texas field, and is a recognized
leader in the industry, and owns a num-
ber of other theatres in Texas. . . .

Within a short time now work will
start on the new Lyttle Texas theatre
in San Antonio, which will be a com-
bined office and theatre building. After
construction bids were opened the first

of the week, the lowest were $468,019
and $476,325. Lyttle said that neither
of the bids would be accepted, as both
were about $65,000 higher than former
bids made on the same work. As soon
as an understanding is reached with
one of these companies, work will start
immediately. . . .

The new Star theatre at Gould, Ark.,
will open some time this month, it is an-
nounced. The manager of the house will

be Roy Weatherall. . . C. T. Hilton of
Prairie Grove, Ark., who operates the
Cozy theatre, has leased a store building
and will remodel it into a modern theatre.

Work will start soon and it is reported that
the theatre will be attractive in every way.
. . . By January 15, L. D. Jackson plans to

open his new theatre in Louanna, Ark. The
theatre has a seating capacity of 400. . . .

Executives of the Publix Theatres Cor-
poration, the operating company of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, were
in Little Rock, Ark., last week in confer-

ence with local executives. After the con-
ference, it was announced that all five of
the Famous theatres in the city would be
remodeled or rebuilt. The Rialto and
Royal will be rebuilt, and the others re-

modeled. . . .

Receipts from the Saturday and Sun-
day performances were stolen from the
Princess theatre at Ardmore, Okla., the
past week. About $600 or $700 was
taken.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.—Basil Horsfall, Iber-

ville, Quebec, formerly an exchange man-
ager of Montreal, has announced the Aus-
tralian feature, “The Man They Could Not
Hang,” will be released as an independent
picture. This feature has just concluded
18 consecutive months in a Canadian tour
as a road show. . . . Louis Rosenfeld, gen-
eral manager of Independent Films, Ltd.,

Toronto, has announced that his company
is releasing two more British-made pro-
ductions in the Dominion, the latest im-
portations being “Firebrand’s Run” and
“My Pal Hughie.” . . . The household of
Harry Sedgwick, official of Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corporation, Toronto, has
been blessed with the arrival of a baby
daughter. . . . Mike Wilkes, formerly iden-
tified with Toronto theatres, has been ap-
pointed publicity manager of Canadian
Universal Films, Ltd. . . . H. E. Wilton,
manager of the Strand, Hamilton, Ont., has
been elected alderman for Ward One in

the Hamilton city council. . . .

Official announcement has been made
at Ottawa, Ont., that the Imperial thea-
tre, operated for eight years by the
late Harry Brouse of First National,
has been acquired by General Amuse-
ments, Ltd., a new local enterprise, for
a long term of years. This company is

headed by Donat Paquin and Harry
O’Regan, who control and operate the
Laurier and Eden theatres in Hull,
Quebec. O’Regan will continue to man-
age the Laurier and Eden theatres and
will give general supervision to the
Imperial. . . . Another interesting de-
velopment is that James T. Moxley, for-

merly manager of the Regent, Ottawa,
and the Russell, has re-entered the
amusement business in Ottawa, having
been appointed house manager of the
Imperial.

A large mountain peak in the Canadian
Rockies has been named in honor of a late

Canadian exhibitor, Sir James Lougheed,
who was prominent in the political life of
Canada. The geographic board of Canada,
Ottawa, has officially announced that a
hitherto nameless peak, 8,850 feet high,

northeast of Borgeau mountain in the
Banff district, has been called Mt. Loug-
heed.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—L. J.

Schlaifer, division manager of Universal,
is visiting the local exchange for about one
week. ... A new salesman has been added
to the Universal sales force in the person
of George Ekre. . . Louis Marx, Universal
“complete service” man, is here working
out in the territory with the salesmen. . . .

David McElhenny has resigned from the
Fox sales force and is now affiliated with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Harry Kreiter,

new Pro-Dis-Co salesman, just returned
from a highly successful trip in Nevadak

. . . The new Orpheum theatre at Mil-
ford, Utah, is being opened by McDermond
and Thornberg January 15. McDermond
and Thornberg have also taken over the

circuit of theatres in Parowan and Miners-
ville, which formerly was operated by
Clark Kessler. . . . Dave Schayer, formerly
Idaho representative for Pro-Dis-Co, is

now managing the American Dansante
which is operated in connection with the
American theatre in this city. . . . The
month of February has been designated
Producers Month and Manager Parr is

confident of the biggest month yet experi-
enced for his office. . . . Milton Cohn, Unit-
ed Artists sales representative, is now cov-
ering the Montana territory. Joe Dowd
has rejoined the United Artist sales force
and is on his way to the Idaho branch. . . .

Paul F. Burger is visiting this city from
the Metro-Goldwyn home office. . . . Clyde
H. Messinger, who has charge of the Edu-
cational exchange here, is back from a
successful trip into Idaho. . . . R. D. Car-
rothers of the Orpheum and Strand thea-
tres at Pocatello, Idaho, was in Salt Lake
this week, purchasing new furniture for
the convenience of the film salesmen who
visit his houses. . . . T. M. Chestler, owner
of the Princess and Gem theatres at Bing-
ham, Utah, was conferring with the local

film managers this week. . . . John Ruger
of the American and Orpheum theatres at

Park City, Utah, was also in. . . . Lee Mar-
cus, general sales manager for F. B. O.,

spent one day in this city on his way to

Los Angeles. . . . Joe K. Soloman is now
covering the Wyoming territory, while W.
T. Withers is in the Yellowstane branch in

Idaho. . . . L. A. Davis, local branch man-
ager for F. B. O., is now headed for Mon-
tana where he will be for the next two
weeks . . . W. F. Gordon, manager of the

First National local exchange, is in Butte,

Montana, where he intends to hold a con-
ference with John Harrington, sales rep-

resentative of the Butte office.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—O. L. Meister,

the hospitable manager of the White
House theatre, played host to the Loos
Brothers, radio favorites from Station
KYW playing on the presentation bill at

Universal’s Alhambra theatre last week, at

an informal party held in the Meister
home. J. G. Frackman, manager of Prog-
ress Pictures’ Milwaukee branch, and
“Doc” Honeck of Pathe were in the party.

. . . Otto Meister has no rival for the hon-
ors of champion host of the Milwaukee
exhibitors, his frequent elaborate parties

being traditional features of film row’s so-

cial schedule. . . . Sam Abrams, manager
of ’the Milwaukee branch of F. B. O., spent
the past week out in the territory, hobnob-
bing with the exhibitors of Central Wis-
consin in both a business and social way.
. . . Harry Kaufman, who left his theatre

in Chicago to get the benefit of Milwau-
kee’s hospital facilities, is rapidly recovering

from his illness. His many local friends

wish him a speedy recovery. . . . J. H. Heft
of the Pastime theatre at Horicon, Wis.,

visited the local exchanges during the past

week. . . . From Manitowoc came George
Herzog to swap yarns and strike bargains
along film row. ... Art Desarmeaux, man-
ager of the Strand theatre at Madison,
promises soon to have his name erased
from the sick list, where it has been for

a short time past. . . . Business is good at

the Star and Douglas theatres at Racine,

according to Manager Steve Doris, who
spent a part of last week in Milwaukee.
. . . J. G. Frackman, Milwaukee manager
for Progress Pictures Company, has re-

turned to his desk after a trip to Madison
and Janesville, Wis., followed by a confer-

ence with Frank Zambreno, “big chief” of

Progress at Chicago. . . . W. H. Narolf of

Iron Mountain, Mich., deserted his man-
agerial office in the Cozy theatre in that

city long enough to make a business trip

to Milwaukee last week. . . . Frank Cook,
manager of the Bijou theatre at Appleton,
Wis., was another out-of-town visitor at

the exchange here. ... It is reported that
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S. P. Kennedy, who has just left as man-
ager of Saxe’s Merrill theatre, will join

the Silliman circuit, operating a chain of

ten neighborhood houses in Milwaukee. . . .

Jack Plant, who was summoned from
Green Bay, Wis., following Kennedy’s res-

ignation at the Merrill, assumed his new
duties here this week.
Three downtown picture houses and

two legitimate theatres were in the

“danger zone” of a fire which destroyed
the interior of the Woolworth building

Wednesday morning. The Alhambra is

located across Grand Avenue from the

dime store structure, while the Garden
and Merrill theatres are situated across
Third Street to the east. No damage
•was reported by any of the houses, but
the danger they were in is attested to

by the fact that fire and police officials

ordered all guests out of hotels within
a zone that included the three picture
houses as well as the Majestic theatre,

playing a vaudeville and picture policy.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The direc-

tors of the Golden State and Realty Cor-
poration have announced the appointment
of J. Fred Miller manager of the Visalia

theatre. . . . Tom Gilboy has moved his

office from Leavenworth street to larger

quarters at 774 Golden Gate avenue. . . .

Milton Nathan has again been made execu-
tive secretary of the local film board for

1926. . . . Sam Levin has taken over the

Palace theatre, formerly operated by W. R.

Senn. This now affords a Union Street

circuit for Ben to devote his attention to.

. . . Jack Marpole has resigned from
Pathe’s local office to make connections
with Associated Exhibitors. Jack will car-

ry the title of city salesman and booker.
. . . Ben Simpson of Associated is planning
to locate in Los Angeles. . . . Lou Metzger,
Western sales manager for Lffiiversal and
L. J. Schlaifer, district sales manager, were
in the city recently conferring with the

local manager, C. A. Nathan. . . . The
Granada theatre has made arrangements to

show Universal’s Buster Brown pictures

regularly. . . . Universal salesmen, Jack
Frazier, Joe Huff and Harry Goldberg,
were in the city visiting recently. . . .

R. S. Stackhouse has been transferred from
the position of branch manager of the local

Associated office to their Seattle branch.

. . . N. F. Haas, popular two-reel comedy
salesman for the local Pathe office, recently

returned from a trip on the Coast for

which he was congratulated by those
connected with him. . . . William A. Mead,
one of the best liked salesmen in this dis-

trict, has returned from Sacramento val-

ley and the North Pacific Coast, selling

“The Skyrocket,” which went over big. . . .

Tocchini Brothers have taken over the

Santa Rosa theatre. . . . The Blumenfeld
theatre circuit is preparing to build a

$300,000 theatre at Taraval and 29th Ave-
nue. It will seat 1800 people. . . . W . K.
Lendon, traveling auditor for Universal,
has been spending a month in this city

looking at the books of the Cameo theatre

as well as those at the local exchange and
is pleased with both.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The Philadel-

phia office of Famous Players won a nota-

ble victory in percentage bookings proce-
dure when it was awarded a claim for $62
against Harry Dembow, proprietor of the

Pastime theatre, Media, and the Ideal thea-

tre, Morton. Dembow was charged by
Famous Players with having understated
the box office receipts for a percentage
booking of “The Ten Commandments.”
The Philadelphia arbitration board accept-

ed the testimony of Benjamin De Santo, a

checker for Famous Players, who it was
stated recorded the number of persons en-

tering the theater with an automatic hand-
counting device. . . . J. S. McHenry, dis-

trict representative for the Eastern district

for Producers Distributing, was in Phila-

delphia several days recently in conference

with William G. Humphries, branch man-
ager. . . . Norman J. Ayers has recently

joined the Warner exchange in Washington
as sales manager. Ayers, who was for-

merly Philadelphia and Washington branch

manager for the Independent Film Corpor-

ation, was appointed by J . S. Hebrew, dis-

trict manager, with headquarters in Phila-

delphia. . . . William G. Humphries, Phila-

delphia branch manager for Producers
Distributing Company, is receiving congrat-

ulations from his friends upon being one of

the three winners in the United States in a

sales and collections drive. . . . Edgar Moss,
manager of the Fox exchange, upon his

return from a rest cure at Hot Springs,

Va., was presented with a large basket of

flowers. . . . Vincent McKnight, member of

the staff of the Atlantic City Press Union,

has been made publicity director for the

Stanley Company’s Atlantic City theatre.

The general publicity, however, will be

supervised by Abe L. Einstein of the Phila-

delphia office. . . . Henry Starr Richardson,

secretary of the Pennsylvania Board of

Motion Picture Censors, is acting in a

supervisory capacity during the absence in

California of Harry Knapp, chairman of

the board.

PORTLAND
PORTLAND, ORE.—Harry Nolan, of

the Nolan Theatres Corporation, Denver,
Col., is visiting Portland and the local office

of First National this week. . . . Conditions
are improving in Denver and Colorado, ac-

cording to Nolan. While in Portland he

met the managers of Jensen and Von Her-
berg’s theatres and conferred with them.
. . . The B. F. Shearer Corporation has

just installed a pair of Simplex machines
with Peerless reflectors in the Liberty

theatre here. Paul Noble, manager of the

Liberty, is proudly displaying them and ex-

tolling their merits. Mr. Berg, owner of

the Grant theatre in South Portland, is

planning on a complete renovation of his

house. He also plans to re-seat it. The
contract for this is being handled by B. F.

Shearer, Inc. ... A. V . Hale, formerly
with George Guthrie, Salem, Ore., is now
carrying a grip for Greater Features, han-
dling Southern Oregon. . . . M. V. Gowing
has taken a position as shipper with Great-

er Features. . . . First National has set a

record of eight first runs in one month in

Portland. . . . L. A. Bougher is now the

shipping clerk for Pathe, Bill Wessling
having left for Los Angeles. . . . H. Fitz-

henry is putting travel stains on the old

Essex and states that he will wear it out
making the territory 100 per cent Pathe.

. . . Al Fayerbrand, poster clerk for Pathe,
had three teeth pulled and said it didn’t

hurt a bit. . . . Jo Cantor, special represen-
tative out of the home office of U, has

been in town this week and now leaves for

Frisco. . . . Ruth Herns, stenographer for

U, has returned to work after a short ill-

ness. . . . George E. Lewis and Company is

filming a buffalo story by Eddison Mar-
shal and has chosen Pendleton as the locale

for the story. They are taking advantage
of the Indians and the natural settings in

Pendleton. The buffalo scenes were taken
on Scotty Phillips’ ranch.

S. Singerman Goes West
NEW YORK.—Sydney Singerman, head of the

program department of Universal Pictures Corp.,
has gone to the West Coast to confer with Uni-
versal studio executives on the 1926-1927 schedule
of pictures. He will advise the studio executives
on production priorities.

Skouras and F. P.-L.

Confer on Films for

Missouri, St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 26.—Whether
the Missouri theatre shall play Paramount
pictures exclusively or book other pictures

is said to have been the subject of an im-
portant conference in New York City the

past week between Spyros Skouras, Presi-
dent of Skouras Brothers Enterprises, and
officials of the theatre department of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation. This
subject was also discussed at the last meet-
ing of the St. Louis Film Board of Trade.
Herbert Krause, manager of the St. Louis
Paramount exchange, has been quoted as
saying at this meeting that no pictures
other than Paramount’s would play the
Missouri, which is under the management
of Skouras Brothers. The theatre is

owned by the Famous Players interests.

Spyros Skouras is due back from New
York soon and a definite announcement
is expected from him concerning the fu-
ture policy of the Missouri. While East
Skouras was also scheduled to meet Wil-
liam Fox relative to the St. Louis first-run

situation.

It has been the policy of Skouras Broth-
ers to go into the open market and book
the outstanding productions for their first

run houses. The setting in of other than
Paramount pictures at the Missouri would
be in keeping with this policy, which has
played an important part in the wonderful
success of the Skouras Brothers.

M-G-M Awards Butler
Child Film Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Irene Butler has
received from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer $1,000
and will receive $200 a week for her work
in motion pictures as a result of her par-
ticipation in the company’s campaign to

find a prospective screen star.

FP-L Lists 45 Contract
Players and 14 Directors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—With 45 con-
tract players and 14 directors on the pay-
roll, Famous Players-Lasky starts the new
year with an impressive list of personnel
in its stock company.

“Wedding March99
First

Stroheim for F. P.-L.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The first picture

for Paramount to be directed by Erich Von
Stroheim is to be an original story entitled

“The Wedding March.” He wrote it and
will have a role in it.

Elinor Glyn Makes Third
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Elinor Glyn
will scenarize and supervise a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer picture from her “Love’s
Blindness.” This vyill be her third picture

for Metro. She has just signed a contract

with Louis B. Mayer, first vice-president in

charge of production.

Schenck Signs Vet Writer

HOLLYWOOD.—Joseph M. Schenck
has announced the signing of Edward
Clark, veteran actor and playwright, for

the Schenck Productions scenario de-
partment.
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THE FILMMART
Arrow

Two Set for Release

“In Borrowed Plumes,” in which Mar-
jorie Daw, Arnold Daly, Niles and Louis
Carter have the leading roles

;

will be re-

leased February 1. “The Silken Lady,”
with Gladys Hulette and Mahlon Hamilton,
will also be released in February.

Two Completed

“My Lady of Whims” and “Don’t Lie to

Your Wife” have been finished. Both are

in the Golden Arrow first run series.

Chadwick
“Winning the Futurity” Starts Soon

I. E. Chadwick announces that final

preparations for the filming of the horse
racing drama “Winning the Futurity” are
nearing completion and that production will

begin soon. Cullen Landis will play the

leading role.

Gotham
March Release for “Hearts and Spangles”

“Hearts and Spangles,” to be made under
the supervision of Renaud Hoffman, will

be released in March. The film will be a
drama of circus life.

Educational
Three Comedies for Feb. 7 Release

“Felix the Cat In Blunderland,” one reel,

“Careful Please,” two reels, and “Time
Flies,” two reels, are scheduled for Feb. 7

release.

Five Reels of Comedy for Feb. 14

“See Scamps,” two reels, “Keep Trying,”
one reel, and “Hold Your Hat,” two reels,

are scheduled for Feb. 14 release.

Feb. 21 Releases Scheduled

“Run Tin Can,” two reels, “Felix the Cat
Fans the Flames,” one reel, and “A Criss-

Cross Cruise,” one reel, are scheduled for

release Feb. 21.

Two Carded for Feb. 28 Release

“Don’t Stop” and an untitled two-reel
Bobby Vernon comedy are already carded
for release on Feb. 28.

F. B. O.
Tessier Sells “Mazies,” “Fighting Hearts”

Paul H. Tessier, manager of the New
Orleans F. B. O. exchange, has sold “The
Adventures of Mazie” and the “Fighting
Hearts” series to the Saenger Amusement
Company for showing over the company’s
entire circuit.

Elliot Sells “Keeper of Bees”

A. M. Elliot, manager of the F. B. O.
exchange at Detroit, Mich., has sold

“Keeper of the Bees” to the W. S. Butter-
field circuit for showing in all the com-
pany’s houses.

Two Stories Bought for “Lefty” Flynn

Announcement has just been made that
“Glenister of the Mounted,” by Arthur Guy
Empey, and “Rough Going,” by Victor Gib-
son, have been bought as vehicles for
“Lefty” Flynn. “Rough Going” will be
filmed first, the announcement states.

Los Angeles
First Runs

( Week beginning January 16)
ALHAMBRA: “Little Annie Rooney,” United

Artists.

BOULEVARD: “Why Women Love,” First

National.
CRITERION: “The Great Love,” M-G-M.
FIGUEROA: “Madam Behave,” P. D. C

.

THE FORUM : “Red Hot Tires,” Warner
Brothers

.

GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN: “The Big Parade,”
M-G-M.

LOEW’S STATE: “Clothes Make the Pirate,”
First National.

METROPOLITAN: “What Happened to

Jones,” Universal.
MILLION DOLLAR: “The Merry Widow,”

M-G-M.
RIALTO : “That Royle Girl,” Paramount.
UPTOWN : “Stagestruck,” Paramount.

Robert Bender Ballyhoos “Last Edition”

Through a tieup with the Seattle Union
Record, Robert Bender, manager of the

Columbia theatre, Seattle, Wash., created

a good ballyhoo for “The Last Edition” by
staging a newsboys’ parade, a newsboys’
special screening, and by the use of stickers

attached to newsstands on principal street

corners.

Perc Pembroke to Direct “Heavy Love”

Perc Pembroke, who recently directed a

series of comedies for Joe Rock, will direct

the “Standard Fat Men” comedy “Heavy
Love.”

Fox
Mack Swain In New York Drama
Mack Swain has just been added to the

cast of “Dangers of a Great City,” in which
Pauline Starke and Rockliffe Fellowes have
the principal roles.

Paul Panzer In “Dixie Merchant” Cast

Paul Panzer has been added to the sup-

porting cast of “The Dixie Merchant,”
which is in work under the direction of

Frank Borzage.

“Golden Strain” Praised

“The Golden Strain,” film version of the

Peter B. Kyne story of the same name, has

been lauded by press critics of Chicago and
other cities.

“Yellow Fingers” Cast Enlarged

The cast of “Yellow Fingers” has been
enlarged by the addition of May Foster,

John Wallace, Josephine Crowell and

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week beginning January 9)

AMERICAN : “The Unguarded Hour,” First

National; “Mamie’s Romance,” Fox; In-

ternational News.
KINEMA : “The Overland Limited,” State

Right; “The Royal Fourflushers,” Pathe;
Pathe Review; International News.

PANTAGES : “The Black Bird,” Metro

-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Vanishing

American, Paramount

;

Pathe News.
VICTORY : “The Enchanted Hill,” Para-

mount; “Pleasure Bound,” Pathe; Pathe
News.

Charles Newton. Emmett Flynn is direct-

ing.

Lloyd Bacon to Direct “Garden of Adam”
Lloyd Bacon, son of the stage actor

Frank Bacon, has been assigned the duty
of directing a comedy titled “The Garden
of Adam,” in which Edna Marian, 1925
Wampas star, has the lead.

Ginsberg
“Brooding Eyes” Supporting Cast Chosen

Players who will support Lionel Barry-
more in “Brooding Eyes” have been chosen.
Outstanding among them are Ruth Clifford,

Lucien Littlefield, John Miljan, Montague
Love and William V. Mong.

Levine-Bischoff
Dog Serial Company On Location

The company making the serial picture
starring a police dog is on location at

Boca, Cal. The human cast is headed by
Louise Lorraine and Malcolm MacGregor.

Principal

Charles Brabin to Direct “Barbara Worth”

Charles Brabin has been assigned to di-

rect “The Winning of Barbara Worth,” in

which Marceline Day is to be starred.

Red Seal
“Reelviews” Held at N. Y. Capitol

The first of the “Reelview” series of pic-

tures was held over at the New York
Capitol with the long feature picture
“Mike.”

Tiffany
“Pleasures of Rich” in Work
“Pleasures of the Rich” has gone into

work under the direction of Louis Gasnier.
The picture is expected to be ready for
February 15 release.

Columbia
Lester Allen Signed for Comedies

Announcement has been made to the ef-

fect that Lester Allen, prominent comedian
of the stage, has been signed to appear in

a series of comedies Columbia will produce.

Associated Exhibitors
“Skyrocket” Plays to S. R. O.

“The Skyrocket,” starring Peggy Hop-
kins Joyce, played to standing room only
during its showing at the Victory theatre,

Providence, Rhode Island. Associated Ex-
hibitors reports heavy bookings on the
picture.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“Monte Carlo” Cast Enlarged

The cast of “Monte Carlo,” in which
Lew Cody, Gertrude Olmsted, Roy D’Arcy
and Harry Myers have leading roles, has
been enlarged by the addition of Karl
Dane, Trixie Friganza, ^-asu Pitts, Antonio
D’Algy, Henri La Garde, Cesare Gravina,
Margaret Campbell and Capt. Carey Har-
rison. Christy Cabanne is directing.
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Milwaukee
First Runs

( Week Beginning January 16)

ALHAMBRA: “The Man on the Box, Warner
Brothers

;

International News.
GARDEN: “Powder and Paint,” Celebrated;

“Felix the Cat,” Educational; Comedy,
Fox Imperial; Pathe News.

MERRILL: “The Road to Yesterday,” Pro-
ducers Distributing Corp.; Felix Comedy,
Educational

;

Kinograms.
STRAND: “Womanhandled,” Paramount;

“Lickety Split,” Educational

;

Kinograms.
WISCONSIN: “A Woman of the World,”

Paramount.

Rights to “Romance” Bought

Announcement of the purchase of the

screen rights to “Romance,” written by

Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Hueffer,

has just been made. Plans have been made
for filming the story in the near future.

Two Players Sign Contracts

Estelle Clark has just signed a long-

term contract to appear in forthcoming
productions and Gertrude Olmsted, now
playing in “Monte Carlo,” has signed a

new contract.

Antonio Moreno to Head “The Temptress”

Antonio Moreno has been engaged to

play the leading masculine role in “The
Temptress.” Mauritz Stiller will direct.

De Sano to Film Donn Byrne Story

Marcel De Sano has been announced as

the director of “In Praise of James Cara-

bine,” a story by Donn Byrne. Details of

the cast have not been announced.

First National

“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives” at Boston Met

“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives” is the long

feature picture on this week’s film program
at the Metropolitan theatre, Boston. The
original booking is for one week.

“Savage” in Work
“The Savage,” directed by Fred New-

meyer, is in work at the Eastern studios.

Sam Hardy has just been added to the cast.

“Rainbow Riley” Praised at Tryout

“Rainbow Riley,” put on cold following a

long regular program at the Rialto theatre,

Whitestone, N. J., for a tryout, was en-

thusiastically applauded by a large audi-

ence, it has just been announced. February
14 has been fixed as national release date

for the picture.

Pro-Dis-Co
“Volga Boatman” Filming Finished

Cecil B. De Mille announces the com-
pletion of the filming work on “The Volga
Boatman,” his second personally directed

production.

“Three Faces East” Well Exploited

Through the use of 24-sheets, automobile
doorknob hangers, a huge street banner, a

radio station tieup, window displays and by
other means an inclusive campaign on the

showing of “Three Faces East” at the

Forum, Los Angeles, was effected.

“Paris at Midnight” Cast Grows

Jocelyn Lee and Malcolm Denny have
been added to the list of players who will

be seen in “Paris at Midnight.”

Gerald Beaumont Signed to Title

Gerald Beaumont has been signed by
Marshall Neilan to title “Wild Oats Lane,”
which was recently completed. The picture

will be released as soon as Beaumont’s
work is completed.

“Boatman” Musical Numbers Announced

Pro-Dis-Co has issued an advance list of
the musical numbers to be used in connec-
tion with the screening of “The Volga
Boatman.” Fifty-nine numbers are in-

Portland

First Runs
( Week beginning January 16)

LIBERTY : “We Moderns,” First National

.

PEOPLES : “Bright Lights.”
BLUE MOUSE: “The Circle,” Metro -

Goldwyn-Mayer.
COLUMBIA: “What Happened to Jones.”
RIVOLI : “Classified,'” First National.
MAJESTIC: “The Splendid Road,” First
National.

eluded in the list in addition to the central

number, “The Song of the Volga Boatmen.”

Paramount
Warner Baxter Assigned Leading Role

Warner Baxter will portray the leading

masculine role in “The Flight to the Hills,”

under the direction of William B. De Mille.

Production was scheduled to start Janu-
ary 25.

Von Stroheim to Play in “Wedding March”

Erich Von Stroheim will return to the

screen in “The Wedding March,” the con-
tinuity for which he is now preparing.

Meighan Borrows Charles Winninger

Thomas Meighan has borrowed Charles
Winninger from the musical comedy “No,
No, Nannette” to play a part in “The New
Klondike.”

Wellman Directing Bronson, Roberts

William Wellman is directing Betty
Bronson, Theodore Roberts, Ricardo Cor-
tez and Arlette Marchal in an untitled pro-

duction at the Lasky studios.

Lois Moran to Lead “Padlocked” Cast

Lois Moran will portray the leading
feminine role in “Padlocked,” which will

be directed by Allan Dwan. The story is

by Rex Beach.

Pathe

“Stop, Look and Listen” Out Next Week
Larry Semon’s “Stop, Look and Listen,”

which will be distributed by Pathe, will be
released January 31.

Family Theatre Ballyhoos “Archer”

The Family theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.,

arranged an effective ballyhoo for the

serial picture “The Green Archer” by
routing a green-clad girl carrying an
archery outfit through the city. The Hous-
ton, Tex., Majestic gave the picture good
space in all its newspaper advertising.

“Casey of Coast Guard” Release Date Set

The first issue of the 10-chapter serial

“Casey of the Coast Guard” will be released
February 14 and the other chapters will

follow week by week.

Universal
William Desmond to Start New Serial

William Desmond, following his vaude-
ville tour, is to start a new serial, titled

“The Return of the Riddle Rider.”

Art Acord Making “Lazy Lightning”

Art Acord has started production of a
new Western, “Lazy Lightning.” Willie
Wyler is directing.

“Collision” in Work
“Collision,” starring Jack Daugherty, has

gone into work under the direction of
Edward Sedgwick. Blanche Mehaffey has
the leading feminine role.

Boston Metropolitan Shows “Busters”

The Metropolitan, Boston Publix house,
will show the comedies in the “Buster
Brown” series as the first short comedy-
features the house has used.

“Mystery Club” Supports Added
Charles Puffy, Nat Carr and Charles

San Francisco

First Runs
( Week Beginning January 16)

CALIFORNIA: “Havoc,” Fox.
GRANADA: “What Happened to Jones,”

Universal-Jeivel.
IMPERIAL: “Gold Rush,” United Artists.

CAMEO : “Manhatan Madness,” Associated
Exhibitors.

UNION SQUARE: “Wide Open,” All Star.

ST. FRANCIS : “Moana,” Paramount (con-
tinued) .

GOLDEN GATE: “The Scarlet Saint,” First

National.
LOEWS WARFIELD: “Bluebeards Seven

Wives,” First National.

Crane have just been added to the cast of
“The Mystery Club,” in which Matt Moore
and Edith Roberts have the leading roles.

United Artists

George Fitzmaurice to Direct Valentino

George Fitzmaurice will direct Rudolph
Valentino in his next picture, which will
be titled “Sons of the Sheik.”

Boston Lauds “Stella Dallas”

Press and public lauded “Stella Dallas”
following its opening at the Colonial the-
atre.

“Black Pirate” General Release Deferred

Though plans are being made for the
showing of “The Black Pirate” in New
York on the special engagement basis, it

has been announced that the picture will
not be generally distributed in the United
States until next fall.

Warner Brothers

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” Still on Broadway
Following its three-week run at War-

ners’ theatre, New York, the picture opened
at the Cameo theatre, also a Broadway
house.

“Hogan’s Alley” Breaks Records

During its showing at Warners’ State
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., “Hogan’s Alley”
broke every house record every day in the
week, it has been announced.

Alan Crosland to Direct “Tavern Knight”
Alan Crosland, who directed John Barry-

more in “Don Juan,” has been assigned to
direct the same star in his next picture,
“The Tavern Knight.”

Three Players Sign Contract

Willard Louis and Louise Fazenda have
just renewed their contracts with Warners.
Jane Winton has signed a long-term con-
tract to play featured roles in forthcoming
Warner pictures.

M. P. Carnival Feb. 3;
Funds Go to Charity
and Educational Work

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The third annual
Carnival of the motion picture industry will
be held at the Plaza hotel February 3. Pro-
ceeds of the affair, which is under the
auspices of the Film Mutual Benefit
Bureau, will go to charity and educational
work.

“Puppet” 1st Film of
A. L. Rockett for F . N

.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—A. L. Rockett,
who was recently elevated to the rank of a
production manager by First National, has
selected “Puppets,” a stage play by Frances
Lightner, as his first picture to be made
under the First National banner.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any

statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Likes “Herald” Service

COOPER, TEX.—To the Editor: I wish
to take this opportunity of expressing my
appreciation for the real service you are

now rendering us exhibitors. Most especi-

ally in your “What the Picture Did For
Me” section. Of course, there are ex-

tremists on both sides in making these

reports, but the fellow with an average

mind can read them all and then draw his

own conclusions and he won’t go wrong
in very many instances.

This service alone has saved me price of

subscription for several years. I don’t see

how any exhibitor can afford to do without
the Herald.
With best wishes and hoping that you

may be able to continue giving us exhibitors

the very valuable service that you are now
giving us. I am sincerely yours.

—

Henry
Sparks, Grand & Gem theatres, Cooper,
Tex.

Suggests “Exhibitor Month”

HART, MICH.—To the Editor: I say

that it is a joke about this “ Laugh Month”
business. It is funny that some could not

see the stunt. As a man is all set for his

pictures, then they come along and say to

set out some of the pictures and buy a lot

of comedies, then set back that will make
another month of shows.

I will not do that, nor will I set in a

Laugh Month or any other. Why not give

Mr. Exhibitor a month?
It is for the film exchanges. The exhib-

itor gets the cold shoulder. I think it high
time that we got a month of free films, so

as to get to Hollywood or some place or
get a gold wash or an automobile. I think
it funny for the exchanges and producers
to ask for all. Everyone gets in on a drive
only to get the poor fool exhibitors’ money,
but they do not give anything.

I know that I have been promised a lot

from producers in the line of free papers
and excursions if we would put over a
month and what did I get? Nothing, only
a grab at my money. Very little back for
it.

I might say that Carl Laemmle is the
only producer that has given the exhibitor
an even break for his money, and in some
cases he kept him so that he could run.

You may print this or not, just as you like.

It is the truth.—F. N. Harris, Amuse thea-
tre, Hart, Mich.

Wean Joins the Circle

FOX LAKE, ILL.—To the Editor: En-
closed find a report on three features and
one comedy. Have used the column to very
good advantage but have never contributed
any information so here goes.
Am rather late on some productions at

this time of the year on account of this

being a summer resort town, but can send
in some first hand reports on my summer
shows. I would suggest you add a page
on dates of issue of productions of at least

a year oid, as it would help some of us who
want to know facts. This picture game is

a side issue with me and do not keep up
on all release dates so sometimes get
hooked for old stuff.

This is a suggestion only and you may
take it as such but think there are others
in the same position as I am who would
appreciate such service.—E. G. Wean, Fox
Lake, 111.

Spainhour Against Percentage

GREENSBURG, KAN.—To the Editor:
I am sending you a few reports on some
pictures we have shown. We do not report

very often for the reason that, the last

year or more, most of our stuff is so

“bloomin’ ” old we are ashamed to report

them ; and then I don’t suppose it would
be of any assistance to other exhibitors

because they have all played them that are

going to.

We have been in the business nine years
and I believe the last year we made the

worst boner in buying pictures that we
have made in any year here before. Bought
too many pictures and the wrong kind.

Have paid for and shelved more pictures

than ever before. But we have “our fingers

crossed” now, we just “ain’t” buying more.

We just finished “The Iron Horse,”
which is one of the pictures we are re-

porting on, and want to say it was by no
means one of the “bloomers.” Fox sold it

to us high enough, but on a flat rental,

and we put in some hard work on it and
were well paid for our efforts.

We would like to say a word right now
in regard to split pictures. We have taken
a vow and made a proposition to several

salesmen if they find our name on a split

contract during the year of 1926 we will

buy them a good suit of clothes. We want
to go on record as being against the split

pictures and are going to give a few of our
reasons for so being.

We have played several pictures on split

contracts and have some two or three to

play that we contracted for last year and,
while there have been only four pictures

we ever got into the split on, we don’t like

it and here are a few of the reasons.
First, in most cases of the better pictures

the distributor has the bank check your
show. Now we don’t care for that from
the standpoint, that it looks as though they
believe we do not want them to have all

that is due them under the contract. We
try to shoot square and live up to any con-
tract we make, but here is the bad feature
of the bank checking your receipts.

In small communities, you know every-
body and they all know you, and also your
banker, and you can’t imagine how many
people will ask you why the bank was
taking tickets and counting the money, and
the Lord only knows how many wonder
about it that never say anything to you
about it. The logical conclusion is that

you are in a bad way financially and the
bank is there to “get their’s.” Of course,
when the dear people see us riding down
the streets in our specially built six year
old Ford, they naturally know we are
“settin’ Jake,” so far as that is concerned,
but Brothers it has that very effect, I know.
Then again you small town fellows know

there are many nights in the year when we
don’t take in film rental on some of our
pictures. The dear banker doesn’t know
that, but when you book “The Ten Com-
mandments” and pay $150 split over three
hundred, he just gets instructions to grab
half of all over three hundred. He doesn’t
know you paid $150 and at least another
$50 for advertising, besides your overhead,
and when he makes up your report he
naturally thipks you made a mop-up. May-
be he has a brother-in-law that he talks

this over with and maybe said brother-in-
law wants to get your business. Maybe
he’ll offer more rent than you are paying
for the old town hall. Lots of things that
might work a hardship on you. The whole
thing is this: The secret of your business
is one of your biggest assets.

The producer is smart enough to know
you don’t do this big business on all pic-

tures and it doesn’t hurt so much for him
to know it. However, we do not know
the inside of his business and he has no
right to know ours.

Pathe was the only producer that ever
sent a checker and that was on “The

Freshman,” and we like that much better

than Mr. Banker, for the checker was a
stranger and what he learned about our
business he has taken away with him. Then
it was easier to explain that he was the
man that brought the picture. He was a
nice gentle fellow and met the trade
politely and no harm done. Yet it cost
Pathe, he said $68.00, to send him out to
check the picture, and their split was $61.63.

Wouldn’t it have been better to let the poor
exhibitor (that lacked just $4.50 getting
film rental out of “Why Worry?” to say
nothing about the added attractions and
overhead) have that added expense of the
checker than to spend it in that way?
There have been many clubs started in

the pages of your valuable paper, the
“Herald Only” Club and such, so why not
start a “No-Split Club,” and I would like

to be one of the charter members. If a
producer makes a big picture that demands
more money, let him charge more for it

and let the exhibitor get whatever he puts
into it as an advertising campaign.

If I buy one of the split pictures and buy
just as little advertising as they will let

me get by with, and then don’t put any
effort behind it. I am not entitled to as
much out of it as the fellow that puts lots

of money in his campaign and makes some
extra dough. Under the split contract the
distributor gets paid for half of the rustler’s

efforts, where with the other fellow he just
gets the guarantee.

In the case of “The Iron Horse” I got
it all and we worked hard because we knew
every dollar we put in the box office was
ours, and we brought home the bacon on
it. If Fox had been getting 50 per cent on
overage, I wouldn’t feel like driving 26
miles to bring in some extra business. It

cost me at least five dollars to bill a town
26 miles away. I expected to get about
ten dollars out of it, couldn’t tell, of course,
but if it was costing me five dollars and
in return I would only realize five out of
it, I wouldn’t have done it.

These are just a few things against the
split thing and I will not take up any more
of your valuable space on this subject, and
if you think it is worthy of space, use it,

and if not I hope you have a roomy waste-
basket.

In closing would like to ask what, if any-
thing, is being done along the lines of get-
ting rid of the unfair music tax? I am
taxed $40 a year for music and don’t use
$10 worth of music a year. I, like other
small town exhibitors, have to put up with
a player piano and can’t get anything in tax
free music, and if I did, some time during
the year I might have some stock company
and some fellow would come out and sing
some copyright music and I would be
stuck. Other towns of twice this size are
only paying $15 to $20 and they charge me
$40 because I have a big old barn with 544
seats that I never use more than half of.

Guess I have “raved” about enough for
this time, so will close by saying I find
your paper the most valuable to me of any
trade paper I take, and I have taken the
Herald ever since I have been in business,
which is by the way just one year less
than the Herald has been in business.
With best wishes to all we beg to remain,—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre,
Greensburg, Kan.

Van Loan Signs to

Write Originals of
7 Universal Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—H. H. Van Loan

has signed to write the original stories for
seven Universal pictures. Two will be for
Reginald Denny, one each for Laura La
Plante, Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry, Hoot
Gibson and Jean Hersholt. Van Loan is

to start at once on a Denny special to be
called “So’s Your Old Man.”
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
THE SKY RAIDER: Special cast—Good pic-

ture. Seems to satisfy the majority, but we had
the poorest business on account of Pathe failing

to supply me advertising. Seven reels.—Nieo-
laides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, U.

—

General patronage.

BATTLING BUNYAN: Wesley Barry—Poor
business. Good picture. Five reels.—Nicolaides

Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, U.—General
patronage.

Chadwick
THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN: Theda Bara

—Very, very good picture, Theda good as ever.

These kind help. Seven reels.—H. Ford Taylor,
King Tut theatre, Rising Star, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

MEDDLING WOMEN: Special cast—This is a
fine picture. Some wonderful acting and sets.

Rating 95. Films in fine shape. Seven reels.—

-

J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT GIRL: Lila Lee—Copyright
1925, film good. This was a fairly good show.
Lila Lee takes her part well and makes show in-

teresting. Rating 89 per cent.—J. W. Ryder,
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—General patron-
age.

F. B. 0.
A BROADWAY LADY: Evelyn Brent—Good,

as all Evelyn Brent pictures are. But if her
director is not careful he is going to kill her
the same as Priscilla Dean was killed a few years
ago, by making her look so hard boiled that
people won’t like her. Folks like even lady
crooks to retain a little feminine softness and
girlishness. Six reels.—Mrs. C. A. Miller, Strand
theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special cast—An-
other box office attraction from F. B. O. Boys,
get busy and buy this company’s product. All

good bets. Seven reels.—H. W. Perry, Egyptian
theatre, Ogden, Utah.—Railroad patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler—

A

real Western picture full of everything it takes
to make them like it. F. B. O. is a real bet for
exhibitors. Five reels.—H. Ford Taylor, King
Tut theatre. Rising Star, Tex.—General patron-
age.

THE BLOODHOUND: Bob Custer—Best Custer
that we have ever shown. A Northwest Mounted
Police story, beautiful scenery well done. The
usual action and fight, and let me tell you this

baby sure can fight. Five reels.—H. D. Mc-
Chesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—

A

picture that is indeed a masterpiece. Follows the
book very closely. Beautiful acting and photog-
raphy. Did a very good business. I would book
this picture in any class house. You can’t go
wrong on it. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner,
Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

LADY ROBINHOOD: Evelyn Brent—A good
picture but business was off account of the Xmas
season. Everybody stayed home. Six reels.—G.
Gartner, Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Special cast—Another
dandy F. B. O. picture. Seven reels.—H. W.
Perry, Egyptian theatre, Ogden, U.—Railroad
patronage.

Special to

Contributors

I have been taking advantage of the
reports contained in the “What the
Picture Did For Me” section of the
HERALD for a long time and have
never contributed to this splendid de-

partment before. I am now inclosing
several reports that I hope will help
some brother exhibitor in selecting

pictures or placing a value on those
he has booked.

Those of us who reap the benefits

of the exhibitors’ reports and do not
help the fellows who are helping us
are “slackers” and we know it. I’m
sure we will all agree that this section

of the HERALD alone is worth many
times the subscription price.

While I do not promise to report

on every picture I run in the future,

I am sure I will do much better than
I have done in the past.

I cannot say too much for the
HERALD. It has been a very good
friend to me.—M. G. PRICE, Novelty
theatre, Paris, Idaho.

!

THE LAST EDITION : Ralph Lewis—A great
newspaper story. Should please anywhere. The
fire scenes are wonderful. All of F. B. O.’s are
good. Seven reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic the-

atre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—Some
Western. Plenty of action. This boy is sure a
fine rider. Five reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic
theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—A splendid entertainment.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Another good one that is bound to please if

you want outdoor action. I class this as the best
one made by Thomson. Six reels.—W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—We have played all his productions. This
and the preceding production not up to standard.
Since establishing himself as a leader, Thomson
has let down and his productions are just aver-
age with other Westerns. It takes more than a
smile and a horse. Why not get in earnest, select

better stories, and exhibit your powers as an
athlete in the kind of story that made you. Six
reels.—H. C. Crandall, Liberty theatre, Alva,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—Cold weather spoiled this one. This is

fine and should please A-l. Six reels.—G. Gart-
ner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General
patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Special cast—A good
small town picture. Played this to a pretty good
house. Seven reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway the-
atre, Halfway, Mich.—General patronage.

THE CLOUD RIDER: A1 Wilson—Fine aero-

plane picture. A1 sure is a daredevil if there
ever was one. It is a picture, when you can see

that there isn't any fake stuff. Five reels.—
Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—Oh boy!
here’s a good action picture with a couple of

good fights in it that will please those who like

action. Horseback riding? Yes. Story? Good.
Directing and photography good. Five reels.—

-

W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THROUGH THE FLAMES: Richard Tal-

madge—Just another good Talmadge picture.

Keep it up, boy, and you’ll head with the best

of them. Book these Talmadges and you’ll be

glad you did. Five reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe

theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General patronage.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY: Evelyn Brent—Used this

for a one cent sale and pleased fairly well. Of
course, the one cent sale advertising got the

crowd. Six reels.— S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FOOLS IN THE DARK: Special cast—Don’t
know what the patrons thought, as they didn’t

say anything, but personally we were disappointed

after seeing so many good reports on this. In

our opinion, this would have been a terrible flop

if it hadn’t been for Tom Wilson, who played the

Negro role. Couldn’t honestly advise any ex-

hibitor to book this thing. Seven reels.—W. T.

Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BREED OF THE BORDER: Special cast-
very good Western play. Five reels.—Nicolaides

Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, U.—General
patronage.

LIFE’S GREATEST GAME: Special cast—We
have plenty of comment for this special picture.

Satisfied 100 per cent. Big ball game, Chicago
and New York. Played this picture on Sunday,
Dec. 27th. Good program with good business.

Will satisfy any town. Print first class out of

Salt Lake, Utah, office. Film Booking Offices

have the best print so far. Seven reels.—Nico-
laides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, U.

—

General patronage.

LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge
—If your patrons like action, give them this one.

It has some comedy along with it. As an action

picture it went well here. Six reels.—Aubrey
Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—A good outdoor
picture. Pleased 100 per cent. We played “White
Fang” with “The Go Getters” and one reel In-

ternational News No. 88 and made good program.
Everybody was satisfied who saw it. Print was
good. F. B. O. have good print. Six reels.

—

Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield,

U.—General patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—

A

wonderful Western. Fred and Silver King, Plenty
of action. Poor business, not fault of the pic-

ture. Big school program against us. Five
reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre,

Scofield, U.—General patronage.

O. U. West: Lefty Flynn—Oh, oh, what a
picture! Thought I had run some poor ones
of this fellow Flynn, but this takes the brown
derby. Terrible, nothing to it, weakest picture
in over two years. He should take a few pointers
from Hoot or Fred. If you run this, be sure to

reduce your admission to a nickel and have a
good comedy or they won’t get their money’s
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Special to

Idea Men
HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE:

Constance Talmadge — Very good
comedy drama. Played this Romance
Night by admitting every woman for

15c if accompanied by her husband
or fiancee, and it drew wonderful

business. Boost this one, as it is

very entertaining. Eight reels.

—

NYMAN KESSLER, Atlantic theatre,

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

worth. Bought this for two days but pulled it

after the first show. You will be far better off

to pay them for this than to run it, so take

a tip. One thing, no film salesman will carry

this report around to show his victims. Five
reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princeess theatre,

Crandon, Wis.— General patronage.

THE DESERT SHEIK: Wanda Hawley—Good
picture. Six reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, Ameri-
can theatre, Scofield, U.—General patronage.

CHEAP KISSES: Special cast—This is a
very good program. We have plenty of com-
ments from those who saw it, but it failed to

draw. They do not have any interest for society

pictures in this town. Seven reels.-—Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, U.—Gen-
eral patronage.

First National
JOANNA: Dorothy Mackaill—A very enter-

taining picture. Did a good business. All pleased.
—T. L. Little, The Majestic theatre, Camden,
S. C.—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Errol
—This picture holds the record for down-right
poor entertainment. Cost a lot of money to make
but is an absolute dud as far as entertainment
is concerned.—E. N. Collins, The Star theatre.
Humble, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Special cast—
As one fellow said, “a little passionate.” Surely
is, but it will certainly please ’em. We say it is

one of the best. The only fault we found was
the title does not have any connection with the
story and the necking could be shortened a lot.

—

E. N. Collins, The Star theatre. Humble Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet
—Here is a real picture, Snappy advertising.
Played one night at regular admission. More
business than following two nights on “The
Road to Yesterady.” Seven reels.—G. C. Scott,
Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet—One of the good ones, title seemed to draw
them and pleased generally. Seven reels—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet

—

This is one adventure picture that never sags and
will please the grouchiest customer that you have.
This picture is the best Blanche Sweet has put
out this year. There is a wonderful cast includ-
ing Charles Murray with Robert Frazer playing
the leading man and others as, Dorothy Sebas-
tian, and Russell Simpson and others that are
good. Seven reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q Nilsson

—

First class picture but name did not mean any-
thing at the box office. Should be sold at pro-
gram price. We played it same time as first run
in Kansas City and this is a mistake. We can do
better by waiting three months. Eight reels.—

-

H. C. Crandall, Liberty theatre, Alva, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—
A picture that pleased the kids only. Will prob-
ably go over on a double feature bill. Seven
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre. Atlantic,
Mass—Family patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—
To my notion it is no good and no one else
liked it and, as to the box office nothing doing.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills

—

Not up to standard of Sills’ pictures. He has the
wrong story ; unless he has a he-man part he

doesn’t go over big.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre,

Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—Real bad
weather killed this one here, but the picture is

O. K. Not as good as some of her others were
but not bad by any means, and Colleen gave us
quite a few knockouts one after the other so we
can’t kick if one is a little light, and at that

you don’t have to be afraid of it.—Seven reels.—

-

G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.—
General patronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Virginia Valli—

A

good program picture. Edwin Carewe usually

does make good ones. Eight reels.—Nyman Kes-
sler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family
patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—A mighty
good picture in this town, played on Saturday.
With the help of the trailer it drew usual action

seekers and the other higher class element as

Well. Can readily see that it would not get over
so well in a first run city house. We made it

an all-round heman bill by showing the “Lewis-
Munn” wrestling match with it and the show
drew exceptionally good business. Eight reels.—

-

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Canadian
exhibitors, grab this. Great backwoods story with
comedy and action. It’s just what the title calls

it. Eight reels.—M. Bailey, Strand theatre. Dry-
den, Ont., Canada.—Small town patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT Milton Sills—A very good
picture with plenty of thrills. Pleased the men
100 per cent, but some of the women did not like

it because it had too much fighting. You can’t

please them all, anyway. There’s either too much
fighting or too much kissing. Eight reels.—

-

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.
—Family patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—A real ac-

tion picture. Sills is well liked here and draws
pretty good. This one was real good. Eight
reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—

A

very good attraction but did not do anything to

brag about. Paid too much for the picture.

Everything is absolutely perfect in this picture,

but a little too long. Pleased our patrons very
much. Eight reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg the-

atre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—In
reporting this picture, will say that it does not
have any added box office value. However, it is

good entertainment. Dick is liked by most folks

in this sort of a role and he does it just right.

Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance
Talmadge—A good picture that took pretty well

with our patrons. Seven reels.—G. Gartner, Half-
way theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General patronage.

DECLASSE: Corinne Griffith—If you cater

to a high class patronage, this one should go
over well. Corinne Griffith is a great actress.

Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre,

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

DECLASSEE : Corinne Griffith—Fair for an
average picture. No comments and no knocks.
Eight reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Half-
way, Mich.—General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—We must report this

as pleasing our patrons immensely and Colleen
is a real actress. This picture is a comedy
almost all the way through. We only wish that
we could have pictures the year round that
would please as this one did. Nine reels.

—

W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—A knockout in every
sense of the word. 100 per cent entertainment
for the entire family. Colleen Moore is great
and I hope that “Irene” is as good as this one.
Play this one by all means. It’s a rare treat,

even though so many dishes were broken in this

picture. Leon Errol deserves credit too. Nine
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

CHICKIE: Dorothy Mackaill—Picture drew
well on account of newspaper serial advertising.

However, it is not a special, as I have seen better

pictures of this nature than "Chiekie” was. Use
your own judgement if you cater to a family
patronage. Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlan-
tic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

CHICKIE: Dorothy Mackaill—Business good.
Does not follow the book but how could it?

Anyhow, it pleased my patrons and the box office.

—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco. Wash.
—General patronage.

Special to

Texas Shoivmen
Please correct the copy in your last

issue on “The Dark Angel” in which
the statement is made in our report

that our theatre is “the finest in

West Texas” because we don’t want
other exhibitors to think that we are

stingy. We want it corrected to read

that our theatre is “one of the finest

in West Texas” instead of “the finest.”

—R. E. MITCHELL, Plainview thea-

tre, Plainview, Texas.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—100 per cent entertainment for the entire fam-

ily. If this one doesn’t please them, nothing will.

Boost this to the limit. More pictures likes this

are always welcome. Another Lambert Hillyer

hit. Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic the-

atre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THE HALF-WAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—Did
not draw any too well, possibly on account of

title, but the picture is an exceptionally good

melodrama with action and thrills galore. The
blowing up of the “Mandalay” is as realistic as

could be. Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic

theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Lewis Stone—This one did

not please at all, as it was too slow. John Stahl

productions usually go over well here, but this

one didn’t. No life to the story at all. Seven

reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

PLAYING WITH SOULS: Special cast^Ex-
tra fine story, well acted and directed. Many
liked it better than many so-called specials. Eight

reels.—A. J. Inks, Crystal theatre, Ligoner, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—A wow, a whiz, a beaner, call it any-

thing you like in the slang of any nation. It’s

a great bit of entertainment. In spite of terrible

weather, did good business first night and half

again as much the second. Clever as it can be

:

this George Arthur is great, Colman too. Whole
thing couldn’t be improved upon. True, not for

the church as a benefit show exactly, but they

all came and they all laughed. Very immoral
town, this, I guess. Seven reels.—Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
—Good comedy and worth booking. Pleased my
patrons with many comments. Seven reels.

—

W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.—General

patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—This pic-

ture represents Milton in one of the type of pic-

tures that fits him to the moment and action a-

plenty. The cast includes such stars as Rose-

mary Theby, Viola Dana. I would recommend
this picture to all exhibitors as an all-round pic-

ture. One of the best fights I have ever seen is

shown in it. This would be a good Saturday
picture. It has plenty of action throughout.

—

Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview,

Tex.—General patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Special casl^-Very
fair. Our patrons seemed pleased with this one.

—E. N. Collins, The Star theatre, Humble, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Ronald Colman—
100 per cent entertainment, as the story is some-
thing different from the usual. George Fitz-

maurice certainly makes good ones. The only

objection was too much love making between
Ronald Colman and Doris Kenyon. You can
boost this one to the limit. Eight reels.—Nyman
Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family
patronage.

HIS SUPREME MOMENT: Blanche Sweet-
Very good picture, though a bit too long. Colored
scenes are remarkable. Blanche Sweet’s acting in

this is the best she’s ever done. Another George
Fitzmaurice hit. Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler,

Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patron-

age.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore-
Very good program picture which gave complete
satisfaction. Not near as good as "Sally.” Seven
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—
Did not please the Corinne Griffith fans. My pa-

trons did not approve of her being so drunk in
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this picture, which is not as near as good as her

previous ones. Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler, At-

lantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THE TALKERS: Anna Q. Nilsson—A very

good domestic drama that pleased my Saturday
night audience. However, it is a bit too long.

Eight reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre,

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS: Corinne Griffith—

A

good program picture that pleased the majority

much better than "The Marriage Whirl.” Seven
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THE GIRL IN THE LIMOUSINE: Larry
Semon—Played this on a double feature bill and
it just about got by. The kids liked it, but not

all the adults, who are more critical. Six reels.

—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THE ONE WAY STREET: Anna Q. Nilsson

—No pep to this one. It pleased about fifty

fifty. Will probably go over on a double feature

bill. Six reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre,

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

JUST A WOMAN: Claire Windsor—A very

good program picture that pleased the majority.

Seven reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre,

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

MY SON : Nazimova—A good program pic-

ture that pleased the majority. Seven reels.—

-

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

—Family patronage.

I WANT MY MAN: Milton Sills—My patrons

acclaimed this to be a very good society drama.
Seven reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre,

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THE NECESSARY EVIL: Ben Lyon—

A

good program picture that pleased the majority.

Seven reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre.

Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—Nothing to it.

Admission 15 and 35 cents. Played on Sunday.
This is my best day. Plenty of complaints. I

never would call this picture a special, only

regular program. I paid too much money for

this picture for this small town. First National

never gives you a chance to make money. Eight
reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre,

Scofield, U.—General patronage.

SCARS OF JEALOUSY: Lloyd Hughes—An
old picture but was very satisfactory, as it has
the famous Ince punch in it. The acting, direc-

ting, etc., are superb. It is the story of a
father who makes a man out of his son and
told in an educational way. Anytime Lambert
Hillyer directs a picture, I find it good. Seven
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

HIS DARKER SELF: Lloyd Hamilton—This
drew a big crowd. A very good feature length

comedy. Five reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre,

Buena Vista, Va.—General patronage.

GOLD FISH : Constance Talmadge—Just a
program picture. Good acting but not liked by
all. Pleased about 50 per cent. Seven reels.—

-

Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

CLASSMATES: Richard Barthelmess—This
is truly a good picture that all liked. Pleased
both patrons and myself. Seven reels.—Aubrey
Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

LILIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith—
This is the first picture of Corinne’s and I did
not know that she was so well liked. I myself
am a fool about her. She does some fine acting
in this one. It sure pleased well here. Nine
reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre,

Doucette, Tex.—Small town patronage.

TARNISH: Marie Prevost—A good cast in a
very ordinary picture with a poor title and abso-
lutely no drawing power. One of those pictures
that they think they won’t like because the title

don’t mean anything. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

BLACK OXEN: Corrine Griffith—Good pic-
ture, though nothing extra for small town. Print
good. Eight reels.—H. B. Osborn, Community
theatre, Mount Hope, Kan.—General patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—Very
good picture. Our patrons like Colleen Moore.
She draws for us. Book this one. You won’t
go wrong. Eight reels.—C. J. Paul, Pepperwood
theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—A good pic-

ture for larger towns. If your patrons don’t
like this costume stuff, lay off. We bought the
picture instead of renting it. Lost money on
this one. Ten reels.—C. J. Paul, Pepperwood
theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.—Small town patronage.

Special to

Old Timers
THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton

—One of the EXHIBITORS
HERALD’S famous 104. Nuff sed.

What’s the matter with all the exhib-

itors these days, anyway? Everybody
seems so darned serious. Not a peep
out of O’Hara. Come on, somebody,
say something. Frank Sabin, tell us

a good yarn for Laugh Month, or are

you buried beneath a Montana ice

sheet? Frank Browne, tell the boys

how you put Bebe Daniels into the

famous Santa Ana jug.—PHILIP
RAND, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME: Lewis Stone—
This one is old, but good. Will bring them in.

Very entertaining. Our patrons told us they liked

it very much. Eight reels.—C. J. Paul, Pepper-
wood theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—An excep-
tional picture. Pleased all of our patrons. Just
a little different from the rest of Corinne’s pic-

tures. Of course, business was only fair, perhaps
owing to the fact that several of our big theatres

gave away free tickets through the classified

section of the "Herald and Examiner.” You
must book this picture. Seven reels.—Clarence
Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.-—General pat-

ronage.

Fox
HAVOC: Madge Bellamy—This picture pleased

as well as "The Iron Horse,” and that is saying
all, or 100 per cent. I wasn’t looking for as good
a picture as it really is, owing to some of the

reports that I have seen in the "Herald,” but any
exhibitor that cannot be pleased with this picture

is sure hard to please. Wonderful love scene,

wonderful acting all the way through the eleven
reels. The only thing that I can see is that the
title is too weak for this picture. Print in fine

shape. Eleven reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—One of the best

pictures I've ever shown, but as a business getter

it failed like all Fox specials. Wonder when
William will awaken to the fact that it’s the star

that gets the dough for the man who digs up the
money to keep Hollywood going. Ten reels.

—

F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF; THE DESERT’S PRICE:
Buck Jones—Both of these are real good West-
erns. Buck is sure coming. Plenty of action in

both.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre. Winona, Miss.

—General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—It’s

great. Give Buck the stories and he is head and
shoulders above Mix. Six reels.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie. Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—The first

half of this, very slow and mighty poor enter-

tainment. The last half gave Mix a chance to

show his old time stuff and was all right. What
we have a right to expect when we buy Mix-

pictures. But I had to pay full price for a pic-

ture that was only one-half what I bought. Mix
is a joke attempting romantic stuff, but I do not
like these jokes Fox is playing on us. This
attempt to work Tom Mix into fancy stuff has cost

me several hundred dollars. I do not like hold-

ing the bag while Mr. Fox experiments. He sells

us the old Mix idea and gives us a new Mix that
the fans will not come to see or boost.—L. M.
Jones-, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General
patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN : Tom Mix—Very ordi-

nary Western. Nothing to it but the flood scene.

“Wild Horse Mesa” at opposition house cost me
my profit for two days. The box office missed
Zane Grey’s name on this year’s Tom Mix pic-

tures badly. Only five reels.—F. G. Roberts,
American theatre. Ada, Okla.—General patronage.

LAZYBONES: Buck Jones—I thought it was
pretty good. Our patrons said about 50-50. These
famous stage plays are not getting over like we
expected.—E. N. Collins, The Star theatre. Hum-
ble. Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—
Another good picture from Fox. Drew a big

crowd and all were pleased. Played this dur-

ing the holidays to a record crowd.—H. A. Dav-

itts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General pat-

ronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—
This is a fine classic, educational and entertain-

ing program and should appeal to all high schools,

as we put it on for the high school basketball

team and they were exceedingly well pleased as

to program and receipts. Six reels.—C. H.

Thompson, Opera House, Plattsburg. Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—
A very good picture, beautifully produced, but

a flop as a money-getter. If you can interest

your schools, you’ll probably make your rental.

Like all Fox paper, almost a total loss.—F. G.

Rober*ts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.—General

patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—

A magnificent pageant. One that should create

no little favorable comment from those who see

it. The picture, besides being wonderful enter-

tainment, serves to revive the old, old verse from
which it is adapted. I would say it is most

creditable and will do well in most any class

house. Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy thea-

tre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET HONEYMOON: Shirley Mason
—Played this with “Rose of Paris” of Universal

as a double bill and so saved the day. Not

much to it. Five reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway
theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—Most
wonderful picture we have played. Pleased them
all. Buy it and reap. Eleven reels.—H. Ford

Taylor, King Tut theatre. Rising Star, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
Not much to this one. Drew well, but did not

please 50 per cent. Tony wins the honors in

this one.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre. Winona,

Miss.—General patronage.

THE WINDING STAIR: Alma Rubens—This
is terrible, and Fox sold it to me for a special.

I have run lots of pictures at less than one-

fourth the price that were better than this. Fox
is not losing this year, but he will surely not get

away with it again no matter what promises and

representations he makes. The paper for all

these so-called specials is terrible, too. I think

it must be gotten up by the office boy. No, I

think the office boy would know better.—L. M-

Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General

patronage.

CHAMPION OF LOST CAUSES: Edmund
Lowe—This should satisfy them if played on a

double feature bill. A very good surrounding
program is necessary to put this over if played on

a single feature bill. It is a mystery drama
which some liked and some didn’t. Five reels.

—

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

—Family patronage.

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK: George O’Brien

—Very good picture. Played this family night

and admitted every young man or woman foi-

ls cents if accompanied by either parent. You
can’t go wrong on this one if you boost it. Nine
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

GOLD HEELS: Robert Agnew—This picture

pleased the kids, but not all the adults. Not
anywhere near as good as the story of "The
Dixie Handicap.” Something was lacking in this

one. Six reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic thea-

tre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

GOLD HEELS: Bob Agnew—Fine picture of

the race track. James Douglas and Lucien Lit-

tlefield do some great acting. The racing scenes

are extra good. Six reels.—Howard Nelson, Ma-
jestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Reed Howes—Very
good picture, with more thrills than any picture

I’ve seen for a long time. If your patrons are

sick of sex pictures, this one is great for a

change. They'll surely like it. The colored actors

in this one just great. Seven reels.—Nyman
Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family
patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—Not a spe-

cial. Print in bad condition. Many stops. Some
liked it.—E. N. Collins, The Star theatre, Hum-
ble, Tex.—Small town patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—The first Mix played here and did a good busi-

ness. Picture is very good. Some of my patrons
are still wondering where Tom got all that

strength to push that big rock over the cliff in

the last reel as he annihilated his enemies. Six

reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic.

Mass.—Family patronage.
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RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
-—Stood them up two days on this one. Every-

body is asking when we play “The Rainbow
Trail.” Six reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic thea-

tre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—Very good subject. You can’t go wrong
on this one. The only Jones I’ve ever played

and was very satisfied with it. Seven reels.

—

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.
-—Family patronage.

HEARTS OF OAK: Hobart Bosworth—-Every-
one pleased. Mr. Bosworth does some wonderful
acting in this picture. Just enough sob stuff to

make it good. Six reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic

theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—Good business on this one. I didn’t see the

show, but reports are good.—E. J. Reynolds, Lib-

erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—-General patronage.

THE HUNTED WOMAN: Seena Owen—If

your patrons are fussy, this one won’t satisfy

them. It may go over on a double feature bill,

but not on a single feature bill. Five reels.

—

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.
-—Family patronage.

LAST OF THE DUANES: Tom Mix—Extra
good. This is a good picture that filled our
house. Print was a little old.—H. A. Davitts,

Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—A pic-

ture that everybody should run. Some of our
patrons said it was the best they ever saw. No
mistake in this one. Eight reels.—G. Gartner,

Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—A won-
derful picture from the directing and acting
standpoint, hut a flop at the box office for me.
Those who came liked it. Ten reels.—W. Burr,
Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE ONLY THING: Conrad Nagel—A Glyn
picture that failed at the box office.—T. L. Little,

The Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General
patronage.

GO WEST : Buster Keaton—Not up to the

average Buster Keaton picture. Entirely too drawn
out and had it on Sunday at that. Did just our
usual Sunday business. It’s good for a day, but
no more. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Dandy picture.

Just as good as the others. If you enjoy a good
comedy, this is it. Should please any audience,
and we did a very nice business on this. Played
Sunday. Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Prin-
cess theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—A great picture, but nothing doing.
Christmas knocked it for a goal. It’s useless to

play good pictures during that season. They
simply won’t come out in some districts where
church members are. Eight reels.—G. Gartner,
Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Well,
here is another knockout. Would like to have
one every week like this.—T. N. Magruder, Elite

theatre, Iola, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Just a
program offering. Good for one day, and that’s

all. It seems Metro pictures do not bring in any
business, and Metro’s Chicago office will not
reduce prices in spite of all the big houses that
have opened up here. We want to run them,
but can’t. Six reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

THE MYSTIC: Aileen Pringle—-A good pro-

gram offering that pleased the majority. Plot
exposing spiritualistic tricks. Attendance very
light, due to foreign atmosphere. Seven reels.—

-

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—

-

General patronage.

THE MYSTIC: Aileen Pringle—Nothing to

howl about ; at least we did not think so. Seven
reels.—Fred Boeselager, Opera House, Hilbert,

Wis.—General patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Very good.

Pleased all and did splendid business during holi-

days, which are usually quiet. Six reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

SUN UP: Pauline Starke—Not much. People

did not like it. People told me they saw this

picture three years ago, and when I contracted

all these pictures they were supposed to be new.

Why does Goldwyn do that ? Look out. Film
good. Six reels.—Fred Boeselager, Opera House,
Hilbert, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Peter the Great-
Very, very well liked here. Had many favorable

comments and no kicks. Six reels.—Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer—
A good society story that pleased. Drew far

better than I expected. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde,

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE RAG MAN : Jackie Coogan—Very good
show. Lots of kiddies on this one. Good busi-

ness.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

PROUD FLESH : Eleanor Boardman—Good pic-

ture and played to smallest crowd this winter so

far. I think the title killed the picture, and
again I will say that two days might have done
better than one, but I feel that if the picture

don’t pull the first night that it won’t get its

share the second night either. Therefore, I am
just playing them one night. Seven reels.—-R.

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED: Lon Chaney—
To our way of thinking, this is Chaney’s great-

est picture. Our patrons liked it even better

than “The Unholy Three,” and we certainly have
never shown greater acting on our screen. Chaney
is one of the greatest actors of the day. Seven
reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Elmac theatre. Maple
Rapids, Mich.—Small town patronage.

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED: Lon Chaney—

A

great picture and a great flop for me in this

town. I was not surprised, as this kind of thing
will not go over with any real financial success

here. The picture is wonderful, no mistake about
that, quite the best thing Chaney has done, to

my notion. Far and away superior to “The Phan-
tom of the Opera,” which we played a short time
ago. Norma Shearer a joy to look upon. Seven
reels.-—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—This is a
good comedy, but there is just as much fun in

his old two reel comedies. They were not padded.
This one is. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—A little

aged, but will please where Buster Keaton is

liked. I had a good business on it. Six reels.

—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies—Very
good picture. You can’t go wrong on this one,

so boost it. Seven reels.—Nyman Kessler, At-
lantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Alice Terry—Enjoyed
good business on this show and think it an un-
usually good attraction.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty

theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

ALONG CAME RUTH: Viola Dana—Nice lit-

tle program show.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty thea-

tre, Pasco, Wash.—General patronage.

BREAD: Special cast—Pretty fair show, and
as I have started a serial I claim that the serial

kept my patrons away. This show is worth run-
ning in any house, but you have got to have
feature and comedy or serial also good. If one
or the other is not good you had better not

figure for big attendance. Seven reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Conrad Nagel—This is a very

good comedy-drama and has an excellent cast.

Seven reels.—C. E. Holt, American Legion thea-

tre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast—A very

good race track picture. Seven reels.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

Paramount
MANNEQUIN : Special cast—-“Liberty Maga-

zine” prize story. Did a fair business and pleased.

On account of heavy advance publicity, expected

better business than was done on it.—T. L.

Little, The Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—

A

fairly good little program picture. Business only

fair. It’s just the same old crook story that

don’t mean much to any box office. The acting

of Miss Daniels is the only redeeming feature

about it. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix— Richard

Dix’s latest, and it is a dandy picture, with more

laughs than any two of his previous productions

and a very clever story.—Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
As a box office attraction Pola Negri is abso-

lutely a dead one as far as our neighborhood is

concerned. This picture is really very good, but

as far as business, any unknown star could do

as good. If Pola Negri is a good bet in your
neighborhood, book it : if not, leave it alone.

Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chi-

cago, 111.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—

A

good picture. Splendid story. Fine cast. Great
direction. Average with all the big out-of-doors

pictures.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—
Good box office bet. Curwood’s name and action

paper drew in the action fans and society fans

on a zero night and they were pleased. “The
Ancient Highway” is the Saint Lawrence River,

and this play is in Quebec and the interior. In

the first reel Jack Holt smashed up the villain

in his city office in a lively fist fight. In the

last reel or two the hero (Holt) rescues the

heroine (Billy Dove) in an unusual and exciting

log jam break up. Outdoor scenery. Quite a
few comedy touches. Not a draggy spot in it.

We charged 40-20 on Sunday, Monday. Seven
reels.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—General patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO: Betty Bronson—Fairly
entertaining. A tale of New York in the early

days. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson—
The ladies and children enjoyed it. The men did

not. On this account, did not make a strong

box office attraction.—T. L. Little, Majestic thea-

tre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson-
Just plain applesauce. A lot of good effort,

money and brains gone to waste. Not one, two,

three with “Peter Pan.” We admit it is a won-
derfully made picture, but it lacks that entertain-

ing value which means so much at the box office.

It took them about five slow reels to establish

the Cinderella idea, and by that time everybody
was asleep. Never again do we buy Christmas
pictures at big prices.—E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre,

Wooster, O.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—A fairly

good picture, but not what it’s cracked up to be,

considering it was taken in Chicago near our

theatre. Business was nothing to brag about

with all the stars in this picture, and no box
office value. I wonder what W. C. Fields will

do in his starring picture at a high price? Ten
reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago,

111.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—Despite

wonderful work by Carol Dempster and a very

realistic cyclone and some well produced exam-
ples of typical city underworld stuff, this picture

failed to draw for us at the box office, but it did

draw some unfavorable comments. We would
not say the picture is bad, but we would not

play it again in a small town. Too much crime

and jazz atmosphere. Could see nothing wonder-

ful about Fields’ work. Ten reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—

A

mighty interesting picture, with a thrilling end-

ing. Did not draw as good as an ordinary pro-

gram picture. We believe if this picture had been

in about seven reels and the one-sheets and
window cards not so spicy, we would have done

good business. The one-sheets and window cards

hurt business in a small town.—E. P. Mott, Lyric

theatre, Wooster, O.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—There

are no dull moments in this one. It is a powerful

story. A bit jazzy in spots, but so well done

it is never offensive. And I have not seen many
long pictures that gripped the attention so con-

stantly all the way. Charged an extra admission

and satisfied and did a nice business. Ten reels.

—Mrs. C. A. Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.

—Small town patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—A big flop at the

box office. It did not please.—E. P. Mott, Lyric

theatre, Wooster, O.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Good busi-

ness. Picture pleased. Auto racing story from

Byron Morgan’s story. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Not dis-

tinctive in any way. Just another one of those
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fast moving speed pictures, which is not the

kind of picfure Richard Dix can do. Therefore,

it is a box office failure and only makes fair

entertainment.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith-

Some picture. One of the best comedies that I

have ever played. It will please them all. Ran
it one day and should have played it two. A lot

better than the so-called special comedies. Seven

reels.—W. Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster,

Wis.—General patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—Did not go over

very big. Fair picture. Eight reels.—E. J.

Kuehnle, Crystal theatre, Earlville, la.—General

patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—Not good screen

material. Sad ending. People did not care for

same. Did not draw.—E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre,

Wooster, O.—General patronage.

NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK: Louise Dres-

ser—A good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK: Louise Dres-

ser—Played this on New Year’s eve and was sat-

isfied at box office and in the picture. A real

good jazz picture. Six reels.—W. T. Biggs,

Unique theatre, Anita, la.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
A good picture for Christmas. Seven reels.—

-

E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Good one day picture.—Geo. White, Starland thea-

tre, Stockbridge. Mich.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Good business and pleased. Played Christmas and

day following. Splendid all around picture. Seven

reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—Small town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Got a big surprise by drawing a good crowd. A
dandy holiday picture that will please. Six reels.

—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—

-

Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE : Douglas Mac-
Lean—I saw the play on the stage, have read

the book, and give them credit for doing as well

as could be expected. It is mildly amusing to

some, a bore to others.—E. N. Collins, The Star

theatre. Humble, Tex.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—It is hard to believe that Paramount sold

me this. I am sincere in saying this is the

worst picture I have ever seen, and I have seen

some bad ones. It was so terrible that I had to

laugh when I quit cussing. Seven reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—A fairly in-

teresting picture taken in Ireland. Is just a

little different. Should go over very good in an
Irish neighborhood. We ran it one day because

we are in a German neighborhood. Business

only fair. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—
This was a darn good little picture.—E. N. Col-

lins, The Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Bessie Love—Light, but thor-

oughly enjoyable comedy drama. Drew and
pleased. Six reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raynjond Griffith—Another
Famous gone wrong. The only thing of interest

is the airplane, the horse and the scenes in the

jail, which take up about a reel. The rest is a

total loss.—E. N. Collins, The Star theatre, Hum-
ble, Tex.—Small town patronage.

CONTRABAND: Lois Wilson—This should be

called a play without a likable person, save the

heroine, and she has to play the unfortunate role

of a reformer. This play is just fair. Who
wants to see a bootlegging, draggy reform play

anyway ? The comedy parts failed to register.

It’s a shame to put Lois Wilson in this cheap

affair. However, gang will enjoy it and you will

get by.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
-—General patronage.

THE CROWDED HOUR: Bebe Daniels—Just
a program picture. Why don’t you give Bebe
something decent, something worth while? Seven
reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels—
Lots of laughs in this one.—E. N. Collins, The
Star theatre, Humble, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL: Bebe Daniels—

A

very good light comedy with a slow start, but a
very satisfactory ending. Six reels.—A. J. Steg-

gall. Cozy theatre, Fayette, la.—General patron-
age.

FEET OF CLAY: Vera Reynolds—Very small
crowd, although no fault of the picture. This
picture is an A-No. 1 picture. Wonderful acting

by Rod LaRocque and Vera Reynolds. Personally
directed by Cecil B. DeMille is ’nuf sed ! I will

take off my hat to DeMille any time as being
the best director in the business. Saw a pre-

review of “The Road to Yesterday,” his first per-

sonally directed picture for Producers, and will

say it is even better than “Feet of Clay.” Ten
reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd Fel-

lows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patron-

age.

MISS BLUEBEARD : Bebe Daniels—A good
picture. Plenty of comedy. Seven reels.—Geo.

White, Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

NORTH OF 36: Special cast—Fine. Bought it

right and went over good for three days in a
small town. Five reels.—Geo. White, Starland
theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General patronage.

RUGGED WATER: Lois Wilson—Rather slow,

but as good as one could expect from a Lincoln

story, the author’s charm being in characteriza-

tion and quaint dialogue. Seven reels.—P. G.

Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT: Special cast—
Drew extra well at increased prices and pleased.

Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ash-
land, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas Meighan—
Good picture for any town ; well liked here.

Many comments. Seven reels.—E. J. Kuehnle,
Crystal theatre, Earlville, la.—General patronage.

THE AIR MAIL: Special cast—Good. Don’t

be afraid to boost this one.—Geo. White, Starland

theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General patronage.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—Went over well

for us. Children and church folks came out.

Also most of the school teachers. Ten reels.

—

Geo. White, Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE HUMMING BIRD: Gloria Swanson—This
is the kind that makes you feel good. It sure is

a dandy. Eight reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, III.—General patronage.

CODE OF THE SEA: Special cast—A very
good sea picture. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—Had
no drawing power and did not please those who
saw it, as the picture did not follow the book.

Seven reels.—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo,
Okla.—General patronage.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET: Alice Terry—
This one is only fair. Alice Terry does some
good work. Did not draw for us.—H. A. Davitts,

Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

LAWFUL LARCENY: Special cast—This is a
very good picture with the exception of the 400
feet bare skin at the start. Look this one reel

over before you run it. Six reels.—J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME: Agnes
Ayres—Really the first good one I have run with
this star in it. Pleased what few came, but not
enough drawing power to register at the box
office. A flop for me. Film good. Seven reels.

—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE: Special cast—Interest-

ing, amusing and a good plot. The Lenoxes are
wealthy social climbers. The parents want their

children to marry aristocracy. Son marries a
chorus girl and daughter marries the chauffeur.

Margaret Livingston, as Willie Montgomery, a
gold digging chorus girl, is a scream and fur-

nishes most of the fun. Played one day, but
should have played it two days, as patrons told

their friends that they liked it.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—Say,
boys, here is one that you shouldn’t miss. It’s a
real big Western and I believe better than “The
Covered Wagon,” but not as big drawing power.
But you can buy it right and that means a lot.

Step on it and they will thank you for it. If

Paramount gets a good story they sure can make
the picture, but most of their society features
kill their own business. Eight reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—Very
good picture for a live town bunch, but here is

a lot of dead-heads and the country folks could

not come on account of cold weather. So I figure

that I have lost again, but not fault of picture,

because I had lots of good comments on it. Could
have made better second night. Play it two days

and get your share of profits. Seven reels.—R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Para-
mount has rung the bell again with this one.

A masterpiece in the estimation of my patrons,

and a majority call it better than “The Covered
Wagon,” but, of course, it does not have nearly

the drawing power, but it is good and worth
boosting to the limit. Film good. Ten reels.

—

W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

MANHANDLED: Gloria Swanson—Poor. Not
up to the Swanson standard. First two reels

real entertainment ; after that quite draggy in

places. Gloria should stay in pictures like “The
Humming Bird.” Seven reels.—Geo. White, Star-

land theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General patron-

age.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?: Florence Vidor-
Good program picture. A dressed up comedy
drama. Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess

theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson—
Swanson has lost all her drawing power with us.

This was the poorest up to date and no one liked

it. No more for us. Eight reels.—A. J. Inks,

Crystal theatre, Ligonier, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—If Paramount continues to give this

popular star such poor, weak stories, he is

through. Seven reels.—A. J. Inks, Crystal thea-

tre, Ligonier, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—A good picture, but did not draw.

—

E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.—General
patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Very good.

At least it gets them and they talk about it and
the kids go wild about it. Did bettor at the box
office than any of his recent efforts. Seven reels.

-—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.-
General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Did about
half the business we should have done. Don’t

pay to run these big ones after everyone else,

as Pathe wants just as much and then takes it

all. Could have made more on a regular picture.

No more for me at such prices. Too much work
for no money.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo,

111.—General patronage.

PERCY : Charles Ray—The kind Charles used
to make. This one had lots of action and some
good acting, too, and it pleased, and that’s the

main point. Six reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway
theatre, Halfway, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Glenn Tryon—
Very good comedy, but poor business on account

of dance against us. Six reels.—Nicolaides

Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Exceptional produc-

tion from standpoint of acting of horses and
story, but titles and photography in spots very
bad. Business good, but not big. Six reels.—

-

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—As a two-reel nov-

elty this would have been fine, but as the main
feature, think most people were somewhat bored

before it reached the end. Think people were
disappointed because there was not a human
story of more consequence to go with the horse

story. Due to special advertising, our opening
day was good, but flopped badly second and third

days. Don’t pay too high a price for this, as I

did. Six reels.—Mrs. C. A. Miller, Strand theatre,

Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

Principal
THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT: Ken-

neth Harlan—Tied up with church society on this.

Drew and pleased. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patron-

age.

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Pat
O’Malley—Good business, Harold Bell Wright’s
name drawing them in. Seven reels.—P. G.

Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town
patronage.
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/F.B.O? LATEST WESTERN SCREEN FIND
WITH HIS WONDERFUL HORSE AND HIS PALS - FRANKIE DARRO, PONY AND DOOO CRACKERJACK (flM BOX-OFFICE WESTERNS JMl

THE CURRENT RELEASE

the fast action drama
OF THE WEST

Directed by

ROBERT DeLACEY

Have You Played

These Sure Fire

Tom Tyler Winners

“Let’s Go Gallagher”

“The Wyoming Wildcat”

“The Cowboy Musketeer”

DISTRIBUTED BY

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc,

1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Prod. Dist. Corp.
STEEL PREFERRED: Special cast—Good pic-

ture. but name killed it. People looked for steel

product picture, and it was nothing of the kind.

If it had a proper title it would have made us
money instead of losing. Eight reels.—H. C.

Crandall, Liberty theatre. Alva, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

STEEL PREFERRED: William Boyd—This one
rings the bell, for small towns especially. It

has excellent comedy and many thrills. The only
place it was lame was in making the hero quite

so much of a boob the first time he visited the

rich man’s home. It was funny and got several

good laughs, but did not belong in the picture.

But as a whole it is way above the average as
entertainment. And watch this lad Boyd ; he
looks like a comer.—Mrs. C. A. Miller, Strand
theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

STEEL PREFERRED: Special cast—This was
a very good one. Suited 80 per cent. Had a lot

of good peppy stuff. Fine work by stars. Name
not fitted to play. I could give better name. Had
no drawing power.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre,

Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WEDDING SONG: Leatrice Joy—Now
here was a good show. Pleased the crowd. But,

like "Steel Preferred,” did not have a name that

pulled. Someone in that bunch gives titles that

are not up to snuff. Well put over. Pleased
the j’eople. Not any pulling power. Better wake
up the title giver or he will put P. D. C. out of

business.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart,

Mich.—General patronage.

HELL’S HIGHROAD: Leatrice Joy—Didn’t see

this one, but the reports are sure bad. Nothing
to it and a bit suggestive, too. Very much dis-

appointed in this one. Six reels.—G. Gartner,
Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod LaRocqu^-
Here was one that was a dandy. A lot of good
stuff. Rod sure did well as a rube from a sheep
ranch. Noah Beery was good, as well as Jetta

Goudal. Some fine settings ; suited all. But we
are playing very close to release dates. In fact,

I think I will not do it again. Too new. We
do not get the publicity from the cities.—F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod LaRocque—
This • should prove an A-l program picture for

the average movie. Not big, but well done.

—

G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.

—

General patronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod LaRoequen-
A dandy picture. LaRocque pretty well liked

here. Bad weather held this one down. Six

reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
Mich.—General patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—This one was a

good comedy. Suited the people. Good acting.

Plenty of it. Get it ; you will do good with it.

We like P. D. C. stuff, but they will have to get

a new man or woman on the job as title-writer.

Will give their pictures a black eye. They also

will have to pick better scenes for the posters.

Have been very poor selections.—F. N. Harris,

Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—Not so good as

I expected. As one patron expressed it, too

much hide and seek. Not in a class with “Char-
ley’s Aunt,” as they would have us believe.

—

L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—

General patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—Didn’t see this

myself, but the reports are good. All those who
saw it said fine. Seven reels.—G. Gartner, Half-
way theatre, Halfway, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast—
Too much class for general patronage. High
brow. Would have been better in six reels. We
lost money. Ten reels.—G. C. Scott, Liberty
theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT HAWK: Harry Carey—This is a
fair picture. Six reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, III.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT HAWK: Harry Carey—This one
did not please any too well, on account of the
bad print and because scenes shifted very quickly
from one place to another. Received about 4,000
feet of this print. Six reels.—Nyman Kessler,
Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patron-
age.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—Here
Harry Carey hands us a surprise. My patrons
didn’t like him, but owing to the fact it was a
Western play came anyhow and went away say-
ing, "Fine show,” "His best,” etc. One scene
where bandit was shot in back and fixed up in

the chest. Five reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines
theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

OFF THE HIGHWAY: Special cast—A fair
picture and can be 'bought right. Better than
the average that are sold for specials. Eight
reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
Mich.—General patronage.

ANOTHER SCANDAL: Lois Wilson—This was
a real good picture. Lois Wilson and Holmes
Herbert do some fine acting. Eight reels.—How-
ard Nelson, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—

-

General patronage.

TROUPING WITH ELLEN: Helene Chadwick
—A program picture that pleased more than we
expected. Good in every way. Seven reels.

—

C. E. Holt, American Legion theatre, Elmwood,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

BAD LANDS: Harry Carey—Pretty good pro-
gram picture. Should go over well on a double
feature bill. These Careys draw in the kids, but
the adults stay away for some reason or other.

Six reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, At-
lantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THE RECKLESS SEX: Special cast—Now here
was a good one full of pep. Suited all ; but
another one of a very poor title and posters.

The ones sent were rotten. A dozen scenes what
would have been better. I will not want another
contract of this kind with bum titles and bum
selection for posters.—F. N. Harris, Amuse thea-

tre, Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

United Artists

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford
—A fine picture that drew well for us. I think
Mary has it over all of them when it comes to

real acting. You cannot go wrong on this one.

—

H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.

—

General patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH:.. Charley Chaplin—A good
comedy drama exceptionally well put together.

The situations are indeed well handled. The
business was only fair. I really don’t know why
people did not turn out to see Chaplin. He is

indeed a real artist. I would suggest putting out

more pictures with him so the people won’t
forget him. Book it. Ten reels.—Clarence Wag-
ner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patron-
age.

WHEN CLOUDS ROLL BY: Douglas Fair-

banks—Too old. Boys, let her alone. Played it

on Saturday night and some thought it very silly.

It may please your Western fans, for it has some
action in it all right. Six reels.—Aubrey Swear-
ingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Pickford—Pleasing production from every
angle. Ten reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

WAY DOWN EAST: D. W. Griffith—

I

played this one Christmas and it pleased beyond
my expectations. It is too long for anything
but it is a good old one. The people were very
well pleased. They were as much surprised as
I was. Eleven reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo-
Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—Small town patron-
age

Universal
HIS PEOPLE : Special cast—Rudolph Schild-

kraut steals the picture, which is a delightful

one. Well made and well acted. Will go best

where they enjoy Jewish characterization. Eight
reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
—Small town patronage.

THE LITTLE GIANT: Glenn Hunter—This is

the poorest picture Universal has made on their

block of White List pictures. The rest have all

been exceptionally good, so we will excuse one
bad one. It’s good for one day. Seven reels.—

-

Clarence Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Special cast

—This proved an exceptionally good picture.

Pleased. Drew a good house on average ex-

ploitation.—T. L. Little, The Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Alice Joyce—Nice
little program picture to ordinary business. This
word “Jewel” doesn’t mean a thing any more.

—

F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Good Western, although nothing new in plot. Too
many Universal officials finishing stories these
days. Some actual Calgary rodeo scenes and the
Roman race adds a kick. Six reels.—P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser

—

Good business, regardless of snow storm and poor
roads. It’s a real special suitable for any old
kind of an audience. Eight reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: ....Louise Dresser

—

Excellent production. Acting of Miss Dresser
wonderful. Business light due to holiday slump
and local conditions. Eight reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser

—

A remarkably fine picture. Everybody who saw
it spoke praises for it. We did nothing on it

because of running into a blizzard with it, but it

was not the fault of the picture. Too bad that
we do not get more like it. Seven reels..—H. M.
Face & Sons, Elmac theatre, Maple Rapids, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—

-

Splendid from all angles. Seven reels.—P. G.
Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser

—

Best acting of the year and also good story, but
did not draw. Those who saw it praised it.

All Universal features have been good this year.
Eight reels.—A. J. Inks, Crystal theatre, Ligonier,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—Very
nice little picture. Only fault it wasn’t long
enough. Played it on Friday and Saturday to
good business. Print badly scratched ; film out of
Detroit exchange. Six short reels.—Geo. White,
Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—The
best Hoxie by far. Good paper helps get them in
and Jack, his horse and dog, does the rest. G. C.
Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General
patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
A good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast

—

This particularly appeals to men and boys. Too
wild and rough for the greater portion of the
fair sex. Good box office bet for small towns.
Seven reels.—G. C. Scott Liberty theatre, Pike-
ville, Ky.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—So far as
Hoot is concerned this is one of his very ordinary
Westerns, but the Negro in the picture injects
a lot of good comedy which keeps it pepped up
and it makes a good show for the kids and
Western fans. Six reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Went over
good for us. Negro makes plenty of comedy and
that’s what they like. Five reels.—Geo. White,
Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General
patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Did a nice
business on this one. Think Hoot will be a good
bet here. Universal will treat you right and
then some.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedg-
wick—A pretty fair action Western that failed
to attract ordinary business. Title seemed to
kill it for us. Five reels.—A. C. Witner, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Regin-
ald Denny—Fair in cold weather. Real good.
Lots of action, comedy and thrills. That’s the
kind I like, but didn’t draw very good for me.
All well pleased who come out to see it. A real
auto race and Denny sure made them gasp.
That’s enough. When I can hear them laughing
I know they are getting their money’s worth.
So why worry. Eight reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Regin-
ald Denny—Good entertainment for Friday and
Saturday. Eight reels.—Geo. White, Starland
theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Regin-
ald Denny—A dandy picture and came as near
pleasing 100 per cent as anything that I have
played in the past three months. You can’t go
wrong on it. Eight reels.—W. Burr, Orpheum
theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General patronage.

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME:
Lon Chaney—We cannot find words to tell you
what a wonderful production this is. The direc-
tion is marvelous, the photography very good and
the acting the best we have ever witnessed.
Everyone of the leading characters is an artist and
the picture is absolutely the best one we have
had in our theatre. The leading actors are Lon
Chaney, Patsy Ruth Miller, Norman Kerry, Er-
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nest Torrence, Tully Marshall, Raymond Hatton,

Winifred Bryson, Brandon Hurst and Eulalie

Jenson. Twelve reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Ri-

alto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE: Special cast—
This picture was enjoyed by all who came to see

it, although not many came out to see it. Laura
is a real actress. Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—This is very

good and has some wonderful scenery. Seven reels.

—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.

—

General patronage.

SPORTING YOUTH: Reginald Denny—
Films good. Laura La Plante is a very clever

actress, and Denny also. These two acting to-

gether show a good show. Many good laughs in

it and will be enjoyed by all. Seven reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

FOOLS HIGHWAY: Mary Philbin—Not
much to this one. Too drawn out. This star

does not get them in for me. My patrons don’t

like this gruesome sad stuff. Eight reels.—C. J.

Paul. Pepperwood theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.—
Small town patronage.

THE LAW FORBIDS: Baby Peggy—A nice

little program picture enjoyed by the kids. Seven
reels.—C. J. Paul, Pepperwood theatre, Pepper-
wood, Cal.—Small town patronage.

BUSTING THROUGH: Jack Hoxie—This one
was a good one. Suited all, and some said, “Give
us more.” Good titles, good posters. Dandy good
clean Western, full of ginger and snap. I say
better every day.—F. N. Harris, Amuse theatre.

Hart, Mich.—General patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—A fine picture of the
heavy drama type. No drawing power only to

those who have read the book. If you can get
them it will please. Seven reels.—Geo. White,
Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—Nice little

picture. Six reels.—Geo. White, Starland theatre,

Stockbridge, Mich.—General patronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE: Laura La Plante
—One of those things the best of stars are forced

to make. Poor story on a hackneyed theme. Poor
direction added and poor old O’Brien in support
looked tired to death. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patron-

age.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Drew
very well but did not please as well as most of

this star’s pictures usually do. Six reels.—S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin—This is a
fine picture, one that isn’t too drawn out, and it

keeps moving. Six reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway
theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General patronage.

HIT AND RUN : Hoot Gibson—No business
on this one, but advertised it well. It’s a good
baseball story. Lots of hokum but it works up
to a good climax. Five reels.—E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.—General patron-
age.

THE SIGN OF THE CACTUS: Jack Hoxie—
A good story ruined by Hoxie being in it. As
an actor, Hoxie is a good ditch digger. Five
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kans.—Small town patronage.

THE DANGER SIGNAL: Special cast—Not
near the special that Regal Films thinks it is.

About half what they ask you for it. Six reels.
•—M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Can-
ada.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER:
Hoot Gibson—A good Western in its particular
class of shoot-’em-up stuff. Some of our patron-
age crave this stuff, while others razz it, which
leaves us with a fair average. The picture has
a clever plot and a nice bunch of capable stars.

Gibson does some remarkable heavy work in this

with Tully Marshall running a close second. Six
reels.—Ralph K. Russell, New Pastime theatre,

Cushing, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—

A

very good program picture and Universal pictures

can be bought right. Seven reels.—Fred Boese-
lager. Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SAWDUST TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—
Hoot Gibson is always a good bet. It’s a very
good program picture. Reels new. Six reels.

—

Fred Boeselager, Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Virginia Valli—
This is a good railroad picture that pleased. Seven

Special to

Exhibitors

ENEMIES OF YOUTH: Special

cast—Good picture for any town to

run. If you are threatened with clos-

ing of your theatre on Sunday, this

one will change any town council’s

mind and these kind should be played
every three months to keep the blue
law out of town. Six reels. — R.

DUBA, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

reels.—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.

—General patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald

Denny—Good farce comedy that pleased. Eight
reels.—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.

—General patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Of all the

junk, this is it. Had a fair crowd to see him.

All were sorry they came out. Cannot see why
they make them as sorry as this one. Five reels.

H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—Gen-

eral patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Percy Marmont—
Good, pleased all who saw it. Eight reels.—E. L.

Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.—General

patronage.

BROADWAY OR BUST: Hoot Gibson—All
that saw it liked it, but there were some didn’t

like him here. It is one of his best pictures not

to be a Western. It is an old one too. although

I got a good print out of Dallas. Six reels.—

-

Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—A very lavish production with beautiful

colored film in several parts of the feature.

Opened to good business first night, poor second,

and worse third. Oversold to me about one-third

the price. Many good comments, while others

said "The Hunchback” was much better, making
a wide difference in opinion. Think 50 cents

admission was cause of big slump in attendance,

although roads are blocked with snow.—A. J.

Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, Iowa.—General
patronage.

Vitagraph
STAMPEDE THUNDER: Pete Morrison—

The last of the series and a very weak offering.

Five reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rain-

ier, Ore.—General patronage.

BAREE SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart—
A very good picture. 85 per cent liked it. Seven
reels.—Fred Boeselager, Opera House, Hilbert,

Wis.—General patronage.

PAMPERED YOUTH: Cullen Landis—

A

very good picture but has no drawing power.
Film good. Six reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:
Bert Lytell—This is a picture to book in small

town. Goes over good. A very good Northern
picture. Book it. Eight reels.—Fred Boese-

lager, Opera House. Hilbert, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

Warner Brothers
HOGAN’S ALLEY: Monte Blue—A very good

picture. Well put together. Plenty of good
clean comedy. Should please in any neighbor-
hood. We ran it for 2 days. Business only fair

but I can’t blame it on the picture, as it was
released in a bad time, just a few days before
Christmas. Above all book it and play it up
for all it’s worth. Seven reels.—Clarence Wag-
ner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

MY WIFE AND I: Irene Rich—Boys, here is

one that makes you feel ashamed of yourself if

you have your own boy or girl in the show. An
adult picture only, and no entertainment for an
adult. This kind of stuff don’t happen. Let it

alone. Seven reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin
Tin—Did a good business owing to the fact I

played it on New Year’s day. The picture was
very good but not as good as “Below the Line.”
I must say Rin Tin Tin seems to please our pa-
trons better than some of our big high priced
stars do. Above all book it. It’s different. Seven
reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago,
111.—General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin-
Darn good slapstick show. Step hard on it and
they will go out smiling. It’s a scream from the

start.—E. J. Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco,

Wash.—General patronage.

BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—An extra

good class entertainment. The best picture ever

played with Marie Prevost. Satisfaction to all.

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE DARK SWAN: Monte Blue—A fairly

good story, well acted. A good program for the

average house.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre,

Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE DARK SWAN: Monte Blue—This is

a splendid picture but failed to draw. All War-
ner pictures are good. But you can’t get ’em in

here. Seven reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic, the-

atre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Would
rate this as absolutely pure and a good box
office attraction. Rin Tin Tin pulls them in here,

as well as everywhere. Played “Red Hot Tires”
just before it to a good house and everyone re-

ported it as the berries.—R. D. Young, Polo
theatre. Polo, 111.—General patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE: Monte Blue—

A

very good picture. Nothing to brag about. Seven
reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
Va.—General patronage.

COMPROMISE: Irene Rich—A very good
attraction as far as a production is concerned.
Business only fair. Irene Rich is good as usual.
The cyclone scenes are very good. In fact better
than Griffith gave us in “That Royle Girl.”

More power to Warner. I would say above all

book this one. It’s mighty good. Seven reels.

—

Clarence Wagner, Bugg theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

General patronage.

BEING RESPECTABLE: Monte Blue—A very
poor picture. Several walked out on this one.
Same old story done in a poor way. If you have
it booked pay for it and leave it on the shelf.

Seven reels.—0 . J. Paul, Pepperwood theatre,
Pepperwood, Cal.—Small town patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—This was
a fine dog picture and pleased 90 per cent, and
especially the youngsters had a good report for
it. Seven reels.—C. H. Thompson, Opera House,
Plattsburg, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE AGE OF INNOCENCE: Special cast—

-

Small towns better lay off. Just a mere picture

;

nothing to draw them in.—G. C. Scott, Liberty
theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—This is as good if not the hest this dog
has made up to date. Very good for its kind.
Seven reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Rin Tin
Tin a big favorite. I don't think this one as
good as some of his other pictures but it cer-
tainly did make the box office ring with glee.

—

E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.—General
patronage.

THE EARLY BIRD: Johnny Hines—This
sure was a great little comedy drama. Every-
body pleased. Seven reels.—D. M. Spade, Majes-
tic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—Book this
one and boost it. Fine dog story, if your patrons
like that kind. They all go away pleased after
a picture like this. Seven reels.—C. J. Paul,
Pepperwood theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

State Rights
BORDER VENGEANCE: Jack Perrin—A fair

Western. It has a good plot and is not the blood
and thunder type. Perrin is pretty weak here.
Five reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre,
Doucette, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BRINGING HOME THE BACON: Buffalo Bill,

Jr.—Buffalo Bill, Jr., is liked here, so this one
went over good, although it is nothing above the
rest of his. Five reels.—Aubrey Swearingen,
Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE FIGHTING CUB: Wesley Barry—A very
good attraction. Pleased all of our patrons.
Plenty of electric names in this picture. Almost
anyone a star. Business very good. I would
advise you book this picture. You won’t be
sorry. Seven reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

THE LAST MAN : Bill Patton—Patton is a
pretty good Western actor, but the folks here

don’t like him so well. All of his so far are fair

Westerns, but when the folks won’t come out to

see him, well, I quit. Five reels.—Aubrey
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Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—

-

Small town patronage.

POT LUCK PARDS: Pete Morrison—Texas
Exhibitors, I got this one from Specialty Film
Corp., and it is a dandy little Western. It has

just enough comedy to set it off. Played it on
regular night and did good with an added comedy.

Five reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre,

Doucette, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THUNDERING ROMANCE: Buffalo Bill, Jr.

—A knockout Western. The best I have had in

ages. I don’t know of a little one that’s better.

An old sailor furnishes the comedy. He has two

six guns and can’t use them. His horse is

equipped with rope ladder and ship anchor. He
looks for buried treasure. His sailor remarks

would make a mule laugh. Will please anywhere.

[Texas: I got this one from Specialty. If you

fellows will read these reports, and get pictures

from the companies instead of salesmen, business

will pick up. This part of the “Herald” is worth

more to me than anything else. It would be to

you if you would read it more.] Five reels.—Au-
brey Swearingen, Hoo-Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

WANDERING FIRES: Constance Bennett—
Another great Independent picture, really an ex-

ception. Fine acting, a beautiful story well

worth playing in any theatre. Pleased all of our

patrons. Six reels.—Clarence Wagner, Bugg thea-

tre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

Serials

THE FAST EXPRESS: (Universal) William

Duncan—Just finished this and it held up fine.

Plenty of action. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter.

Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Eileen

Sedgwick—On third episode and going great. The
hero should step on the gas ; he is a little slow.

Wilson does big stuff in this serial. Two reels.

—

D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER (Universal) Special

cast—If your patrons like slow motion photogra-

phy, just show them this serial. It takes 93

seconds for them to raise and lower their arms
when they fight. Two reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas

theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

THE GREEN ARCHER: (Pathe) Special cast—
This serial seems to be all right. Played two
serials and business seems to increase. Story so

far very interesting. Two reels.—G. Gartner,

Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich.—General patron-

age.

IDAHO: (Pathe) Vivian Rich—Nothing to rave

about. No action whatever. Just another serial.

Two reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Port-

land, Ind.—General patronage.

IDAHO: (Pathe) Special cast—We are on the

fourth chapter. Poor business. We have had a

bad start on this serial. Our customers do not

like such kind of serials. We got done on this

serial. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, Amer-
ican theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

IDAHO: (Pathe) Special cast—Nothing to it.

Not the kind of a serial for this small town.

We are in the third chapter and it gets worse all

the time. Maybe will be good for some other

towns, but not for Scofield. We run one serial

a week, and on this serial, “Idaho,” we are 50

per cent down. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers,

American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

IDAHO: (Pathe) Special cast—This is the poor-

est serial and poor business. We are in the fifth

chapter. Lay off this serial. Two reels.—Nico-
laides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.
—General patronage.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Jack Mulhall—To
my opinion the best serial Pathe ever made. Two
reels.—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.
-—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe Bo-
nomo—Nothing to this serial, although the book
might have been interesting, but not the play. So
I guess I will have to cancel this one. Two reels.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe Bo-
nomo—No good whatever, and I had to cancel

same after the second chapter. Two reels.—R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

PLAY BALL: (Pathe) Special cast—Have fin-

ished it and do not recommend it to anyone
looking for a drawing card.—E. N. Collins, The
Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

Special for

Laugh Month

HELLO, HOLLYWOOD; BRIGHT
LIGHTS, HOT FEET; KID SPEED:
Used the above Educational Comedies
for a Comedy Circus one night. Used
circus bills, the same type as the

Best theatre, at Parsons, used. Had
to hang out my S. R. O. sign and did

50 per cent more business in one
night than I usually do in two.

Pleased everyone.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—A good serial ; action from start to

finish. Business good. Two reels.—D. M. Spade,

Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patron-

age.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William

Desmond—Standing up very good on the fifth

chapter. Two reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star thea-

tre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William

Desmond—Have gone through eight chapters and
I’m still trying hard to see how come the almost

unanimous reports I’ve read in the “Herald” that

this is the greatest serial ever. I’ve got a town
that likes Westerns, but this serial is a total

loss, or almost, for me. Got a dandy start on it

at that. I think it’s a mess myself, and the folks

seem to agree with me for once. Oh, well, only

six more thrrrrilling chapters. Two reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

WILD WEST: (Pathe) Special cast—It starts

off terribly slow and is so mixed up with swapped
around babies no one can tell what it is all

about. After the third installment it gets better,

with some rodeo stuff that goes big, but you will

have a hard time keeping them interested until it

gets interesting.—E. N. Collins, The Star theatre.

Humble, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BARNUM JR.: Johnny Fox, Jr.—An amusing
comedy for kids, but no laughs in it to please

the adults. Two reels.-—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic

theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

BEWARE : Fair comedy. Two reels.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

COLD CHILLS: Louise Fazenda—This one is a

riot. Book it. Two reels.—Nyman Kessler, At-

lantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

CURSES: A1 St. John—This is a comedy much
different from, the ordinary, that interested nearly

all. Two reels.—C. E. Holt, American Legion

theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

DON’T PINCH: Bobby Vernon—Very good.

Keeps them laughing all the way. Two reels.

—

M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.

—Small town patronage.

FELIX TRIES HIS TRADE: Felix—Not so good

as some of the others, but got by very well at

that. One reel.—W. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

HALF A HERO: Lloyd Hamilton—A good
comedy. It has some pretty good laughs. Two
reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plain-

view, Tex.—General patronage.

IN DEEP : Cameo—Good. One reel.—S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

LEWIS-MUNN WRESTLING MATCH: Here is

a special short feature that will stand big billing

if you cater to sportlovers at all. And who
doesn’t? Best pictures of an athletic event I’ve

ever seen. Excellent print. A sure fire novelty

draw that gives perfect satisfaction, for they see

something after you’ve got them in. Ran it with

“The Knockout,” First National, with great re-

sults. Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE MERRYMAKERS: Cameo—This is a
crackerjack single reeler.—Nyman Kessler, At-

lantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

ONLY A COUNTRY LASS: Nowheres near

as good as “The Voice of the Nightingale,”

though there is a wonderful bit of work in

making it. This one only liked by a few. One

reel.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic.
Mass.—Family patronage.

PIGSKIN : Lige Conley—A good football com-
edy, though not as good as the baseball comedy
"Three Strikes.” Two reels.—Nyman Kessler,
Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patron-
age.

PLEASURE BOUND: Lige Conley—This one
will extract several laughs. You can't beat these
Educational comedies as a whole. Two reels.

—

G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.

—

General patronage.

THE SPEED KID: Larry Semon—Good comedy.
Pleased. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre.
Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THREE STRIKES: Lige Conley—A baseball
comedy with laughs galore. Book it. Two reels.

—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic.
Mass.—Family patronage.

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE: This
was the best of the three Fables in Colors. Many
comments on it. Book it and boost it. One reel.

—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic.
Mass.—Family patronage.

WATCH YOLR PEP: Cliff Bowes—A good
little comedy. All Educational comedies are
good. One reel.—D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre.
Portland, Ind.—General patronage. •

WILD CAT WILLIE : Good comedy. Two
reels—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.
WILD WAVES: Cameo—Very good single

reeler.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,
Mass.—Family patronage.

YES, YES, BABETTE: Bobby Vernon—-This

one is sure enough a scream. The grouch even
laughed.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville,

Ky.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MARIE: Alberta Vaughn
—Better than most 2 reel comedies and they
please a lot better than most comedies.—G. Gart-
ner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.—General
patronage.

ALL OUT: Best comedy I’ve had for some-
time. F. B. O. sure has good comedies. Two
reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton,
S. D.—General patronage.

A CAVE IN SHEIK: Good comedy. Jimmy
Aubrey always acts good. Two reels.—Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.

—

General patronage.

THE CONSTANT SIMP: Alberta Vaughn—
These comedies are usually always good. Laughs,
thrills and action. Rating 90 per cent ; films

fair. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn.—General patronage.

DETAINED: Stan Laurel—Just an ordinary
comedy. No kicks and no praise. Two reels.

—

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

THE GO GETTERS: George O’Hara—Have run
one of these and if they are all that good, every-
thing will be hotsy totsy. Two reels.—Howard
Nelson, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—We are
on No. 3. This is a wonderful picture. Two
reels.-—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre,

Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

A HELPING HAND: Jimmie Aubrey—A fair

comedy but too much of those old slapsticks and
old tricks. Films good. Rate 75 per cent. Two
reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: George O’Hara—About
the best two reelers on the market.—D. M. Spade,
Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patron-
age.

THE PIED PIPER: Dinky Doodle—These
Dinky Doodle cartoon reels are fine. We have
used three and they are all fine. If they keep
making them as good, we will be satisfied. One
reel.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

POLLY VOO: Jimmie Aubrey—Rating 95 per
cent. Film good. This was good but the stunts
played are getting oldish. One reel.—J. W. Ry-
der, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—General pat-

ronage.

POLLY VOO: Jimmy Aubrey—Good comedy.
Plenty of laughs. Two reels.—Robert W. Hines.
Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General patron-
age.

THE SNOW HAWK: Stan Laurel—Very good
comedy which will hold up your program if fea-

ture is not good enough. Two reels.—R. Duba.
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THREE WISE GOOFS: Say, boys, here is a
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knockout of a series of good comedies, if they’ll be

all like this one. Liked it better than any of

“The Pacemakers.” It sure woke everybody up.

Play them and watch your step. Two reels.—R.

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

THREE WISE GOOFS: This is the first one

of these fat men comedies we have shown and

from the sound of the laughter from our audi-

ence they must have enjoyed it. Two reels.

—

W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

WEST OF HOT DOG: Stan Laurel—Fair

comedy. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, Ameri-

can theatre, Scofield. Utah.—General patronage.

WEST OF HOT DOG: Stan Laurel—This was

not so good. Didn’t have much appeal. Copyright

1924. Films good. Rating 60. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small

town patronage.

FOX FILM CORP.

A BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT: This is a good

comedy but not suited for Saturday night when
they want slapstick stuff.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie

theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVES: A good comedy.

Saved the show for us.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie

theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

A SPANISH ROMEO: Earle Fox—This is as

good a comedy as I have ever run of his with the

exception of “The Last Man On Earth,” which

was a feature. It will get plenty of laughs all

the way through. Good for any house. Two reels.

—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview,

Tex.—General patronage.

UP ON THE FARM: Imperial. A hair rais-

ing side splitter. Two reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy

theatre, Fayette, Iowa.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: Always a good filler.—W.

Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General

patronage.

BREAKING THE ICE: Ralph Graves—Good
comedy. Got many laughs. All Pathe comedies

are good. Two reels.—A. J. Inks, Crystal thea-

tre, Ligonier, Ind.—Small town patronage.

BREAKING THE ICE: Ralph Graves—A fair

comedy. This is supposed to be a burlesque on

Red Grange’s becoming an iceman. Two reels.

—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THE CHAMPEEN : Our Gang—An amusing
comedy, though not half as good as some of the

new ones. Two reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic

theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

DADDY GOES A GRUNTING: Glen Tryon—
A very clever comedy. The baby is remarkable.

Boost him and draw some extra business, for no
one will be disappointed. Two reels.—Nyman Kess-

ler, American theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family
patronage.

THE FAMILY ENTRANCE: Charley Chase—
A good single reeler. ' Book it.—Nyman Kessler,

Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patron-

age.

FLICKERING YOUTH: Harry Langdon—

A

little weak, I thought. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde,

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

GALLOPING BUNGALOWS: Sennett. Very
good comedy with plenty of thrills in it. Two
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THE GAME HUNTER: Just a good filler to

go with a long picture, that’s all. One reel.

—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HARD BOILED: Charley Chase—A fair com-
edy, not as good as some of his single reel-

ers. Two reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic thea-

tre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

HAUNTED HONEYMOON: Hal Roach—This
comedy seems to be a good one but not any ex-

tra. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American
theatre, Scofield, U.—General patronage.

THE HAUNTED HONEYMOON: Glen Tryon
—A very good comedy. Book it. Two reels.

—

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

—

Family patronage.

HIGH SOCIETY : Our Gang—An extra good

comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

HIS NEW MAMMA: Harry Langdon—This is a

dandy comedy. No smut ; all clear fun. Two
reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

HOLD MY BABY: Glen Tryon—Played this

Esther Ralston has a leading part with
Richard Dix in “Womanhandled,” a

comedy for release by Famous Play-
ers-Lasky.

with “Chickie” and some liked the comedy better.

The baby in this one is wonderful. Adver-

tise it and do some extra business. Two reels.—

-

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

—

Family patronage.

HOLD MY BABY : Glen Tryon. This is our

first one from this star and, if they are all as

good as this, it won’t be the last one. Two reels.

—C. E. Holt, American Legion theatre, Elmwood,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

HONEYMOON HARDSHIPS: Exceptionally

good comedy. Book it if you haven’t as yet.

Two reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, At-

lantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

HOT HEELS: This is a poor one. Nothing to

it as a comedy. Two reels.—J. W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

ISN’T LIFE TERRIBLE?: Charley Chase—

A

fair two reeler. I think this star is getting bet-

ter than in his past comedies. Two reels.—W.
Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—General

patronage.

ISN’T LIFE TERRIBLE?: Charley Chase-
Pleased about 10 per cent. That’s awful. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

LIZZIES OF THE FIELD: Sennett. This is

another good comedy from Mack Sennett. Plenty

of laughs in it.—H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre.

Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

LIZZIES OF THE FIELD: Talk about laughs

and thrills. The best we’ve played for a long

time. The auto race is a riot. Boost it. Two
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

LUCK OF THE FOOLISH: Harry Langdon

—

A good comedy, though not as good as some of

his others. Two reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic

theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THE MANDARIN’S OATH: Indian Frontier

Series : A very good subject. Two reels.—Nyman
Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family
patronage.

THE MAN WHO SMILED: Indian Frontier

Series—The 2 reel Indian Frontier Series are

very good if you can get good prints on them.

—

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

—

Family patronage.

OFF HIS TROLLEY: Ralph Graves—Very
good comedy. Two reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlan-

tic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

OUR DEFENDERS: Sportlight. One of the

best Sportlights we ever played. It’s all about
our boys in action, drilling, etc. One reel.

—

Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

—

Family patronage.

PEACOCK FEATHERS: Special cast. A very
pleasing picture. Seven reels.—Geo. White, Star-

land theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General patron-
age.

A PLEASANT JOURNEY: Our Gang—Very
good subject with plenty of laughs. Two reels.

—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THE RUNAWAY BALLOON: Aesop Fables.

As usual, a good little comedy. Two-thirds reel.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

THE SEA SQUAWK: Harry Langdon—Not as

good as some of Langdon ’s previous efforts, at

least it didn’t get the laughs. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

SEEING THINGS: Our Gang—Very good for

the kid patrons. Two reels.—M. Bailey, Strand
theatre, Dryden, Ont„ Canada.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SHANGHAIED LOVERS: Harry Langdon.
Dandy. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay thea-

tre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SKYLARKING: This is a good comedy. Two
reels.—J. W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.

—General patronage.

SPORTING RHYTHM: A good filler. Interest-

ing and beautiful. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SUFFERING SHAKESPEARE: Spat Family
—Good comedy. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers,

American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

SUNDAY CALM: Our Gang—Good comedy.
Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American the-

atre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

TRAILERS S El L S EArsmimm SCREEN SERVICE

iYDUR HOST ElFFEC1m:SAL.ESN AN;
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TELL IT TO A POLICEMAN: Glen Tryon—
A fair comedy. Not too many laughs in it. Two
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

THAT’S THE SPIRIT: Hal Roach—Pretty
good, but I have to say that if you play many
of them you soon tire them out with these kind.

One reel.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
-—General patronage.

WAGES OF TIN: Glen Tryon—Good comedy
but there are many better ones than this. Two
reels.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic,

Mass.—Family patronage.

WALL ST. BLUES: Sennett—Plenty of laughs

in this one. Two reels.—-Nyman Kessler, At-

lantic theatre, Atlantic. Mass.—Family patronage.

WANDERING WAISTLINES: Sennett—
Plenty of laughs in this one. Two reels.—Nyman
Kessler, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family
patronage.

WANDERING WAISTLINES—Good comedy
that kept the crowd laughing throughout. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ABSENT MINDED—Pretty good single reel

comedy.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
Mich.—General patronage.

AFTER A REPUTATION: Edna Marian-
Fair. Two reels.—Geo. White, Starland theatre,

Stockbridge, Mich.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S BUST UP: Buster Brown—En-
joyed very much. Two reels.—H. W. Perry,

Egyptian theatre, Ogden, Utah.—Railroad pat-

ronage.

CUPID’S VICTORY: Wanda Wiley—The best

we have had from this star so far. Lots of ac-

tion and funny situations. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

DYNAMITE’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedgwick-
Fine Western. Plenty of action. Josie sure can
ride and does in this picture. Two reels.—D. M.
Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General
patronage.

EDUCATING BUSTER—All Buster Brown
comedies good so far. Two reels.—Geo. White,
Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General
patronage.

FAINT HEART: Charles Puffy—Good for a

one reel comedy.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

FAMILY SECRETS: Baby Peggy—This was
exceedingly good. Baby Peggy is everyone’s fa-

vorite. Rating 95 per cent. Film good. Seven
reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—General patronage.

THE GOLD TRAP: Special cast—About up
to usual standard of these Mustang Westerns.
Business the same. Two reels.—A. G. Witner,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.
THE GREENHORN: Charles Puffy—Green-

horn’s right. Nothing to it.—Geo. White, Star-

land theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

GRIDIRON GERTY: Wanda Wiley—Pretty
good comedy and should please the foot ball fans.

Two reels.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Half-
way, Mich.—General patronage.

HALF FARE: Not a laugh. One reel.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

HIS NEW SUITE: Arthur Lake—An ordi-

nary comedy that will get over nicely. One reel.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

HONEYMOON HOTEL: Neely Edwards-
Pretty good one reel comedy.—P. G. Estee, S. T.

theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

JUST COWBOYS: Special cast—A good com-
edy, Western featurette, that went over nicely on
a short feature program. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS: Reginald Denny
—Very good. Book them. Well pleased. Two
reels.—Fred Boeselager, Opera House, Hilbert,

Wis.—General patronage.

LOOKING DOWN : Wanda Wiley—Good com-
edy. Two reels.—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre,

Caddo, Okla.—General patronage.

THE LOST CHORD: Bert Roach—Not much
to this. One reel.—E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre,
Caddo, Okla.—General patronage.

MARRIED NEIGHBORS: Nothing much to
it. Pathe single reelers do just as much as this

two reeler.—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Half-
way, Mich.—General patronage.

Betty Francisco plays opposite Eddie
Phillips in “The Phantom of the For-
est,’’ Gotham production starring
Thunder, the marvel dog.

NEWLY RICH: Charles Puffy—This is a
very good one reeler.—J. Shoup, De Luxe the-

atre, Spearville, Kan.—General patronage.

ONE WILD NIGHT: Neely Edwards—Good
average short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,

Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

PAGING A WIFE: A1 Alt—Very ordinary

slapstick comedy, as are most all the Centuries

it has been our lot to run. If these be comedies,

let tragedy be my choice. Two reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE POLO KID: Only fair comedy. Don’t

see where they get the title. Two reels.—P. G.

Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

QUEEN OF ACES: Wanda Wiley—Actually

a mixture, a few new gags and several high

powered thrills. Better than average. Only
about a reel and a half in length, but you get

two reels. At that we’d rather have 1500 feet of

good comedy than 2000 feet of N. G. stuff. Two
reels.—Ralph K. Russell, New Pastime theatre,

Cushing, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

QUEEN OF ACES: Century—Pleased fairly

well. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SAHARA BLUES: A good two reel comedy.

If we never get any worse comedies than this

we will be satisfied. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup,

De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

SCARED STIFF: A1 Alt—Not much to it;

just an ordinary slapstick comedy. Two reels.

—

E. L. Hunter, Royal theatre, Caddo, Okla.

—

General patronage.

SLICK ARTICLES: Century—Fair. Two
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

SOME TOMBOY: Wanda Wiley—This is an-

other good two reel comedy by Wanda. We have
shown several of hers and have never shown a
bad one yet. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TENTING OUT: Bert Roach—Very good
short comedy. One reel.—E. L. Hunter, Royal
theatre, Caddo, Okla.—General patronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW—Pretty good.

Two reels.—Geo. White, Starland theatre, Stock-

bridge, Mich.—General patronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW: Betty Dar-
lington—About up to usual standard of these

Century comedies. Just fair. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

TRICKED—Find the two reel Westerns well

liked in our theatre. Two reels.—Geo. White,
Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

UNCLE TOM’S GAL: Century — Funny
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES—Not good for us.

—A. J. Inks, Crystal theatre, Ligonier, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

WESTWARD WHOA: Charles Puffy—Good
average short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

A WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—This was
about the best comedy I ever had from Universal
and it could have been lots better.—H. A. Davitts,

Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.—General patronage.

VITAGRAPH
THE HICK: Larry Semon—All of Semon’s

comedies are good. He sure does wreck things
in his comedies. Two reels.—Howard Nelson,
Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patron-
age.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALICE’S WILD WEST SHOW: Alice Comedy

Series—A good subject of the Alice comedy car-

toon series. One reel.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic

theatre, Atlantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

THIRTY YEARS AGO—This is a very good
novelty reel which gives shots of the first picture

made “The Great Train Robbery.” This is the

best part of the reel. It helped put over “One
Way Street,” which I played on the same bill.

One reel.—Nyman Kessler, Atlantic theatre, At-
lantic, Mass.—Family patronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00.

SALESMEN WANTED
NATIONALLY well known organ company

specializing in theatre unit organs wants sales-

men for middle west territory. Will consider
film salesmen with large acquaintance among
exhibitors. Theatre organ salesmen desiring to

make a change, write. Will pay salary, expenses
and commission. Address Box 76, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Theatre either for sale or lease

in town 3,000 to 10,000, Middle West preferred.

Address Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111. (Box 200.)

WANTED TO BUY—Theatre in country town.

Middle West preferred. Give full particulars. J.

O’Connor, 411 East 113th Street, Chicago, 111.

WANTED: Theatre out of Chicago. No brok-

ers. Buy or lease. Address Box 202 Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used

projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-

built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner

generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.

Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas

Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs at very low
prices. We replace broken backs and seats with
new ones. Why buy junk? Address C. G.
Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less

than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
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Theatre construction
AND EQUIPMENT

Motiograph Dealers
Optimistic Over
1926 Outlook

Motiograph distributors throughout
the country are keenly optimistic over

business prospects for 1926 according to

communications received by O. F. Spahr,
president of the Enterprise Optical Manu-
facturing Company. Orders are coming in

with a rush for the beginning of 1926, says

Mr. Spahr.

B. A. Benson, of Amusement Supply
Company, Chicago distributor, has started

off the year with orders for installations

of five Motiographs in the Tower theatre;

three in the Grove
;

five in the Congress
and the Princess theatre, Joliet, 111.

Other orders received from Motiograph
dealers are from R. Hosmer, Boston dis-

tributor for the Needham theatre, Need-
ham, Mass., and the Capitol theatre, Fall

River, Mass. S. A. Louis, Rialto Theatre
Supply Company, will install equipment at

the Princess theatre, River Falls, Wis.
Motiograph projectors enameled in delft

blue have been ordered by the Southern
Film Service Company, Houston, Texas,
for the Ritz theatre, Houston.
The Anderson Theatre Supply Company,

Oklahoma City, Okla., will install ma-
chines in the Empress theatre of that city

and in Wright’s theatre, Gurdon, Ark.
Further installations in the East to be

made by the Motiograph Boston distribu-

tor include the Elm theatre, North Attle-

boro, Mass.; the Milford Opera House,
Milford, Mass.

; the Marlboro theatre,

Marlboro, Mass., and Community theatre,

Providence, R. I.

Break Ground in April

for $4,600,000
K. C. Theatre

Ground for Kansas City’s $4,000,000 Mid-
land theatre will be broken in April, it was
announced by Herbert M. Woolf of Kan-
sas City, who is associated with M. B.

Shanberg in the construction of the house.

An alliance with Loew’s, Inc., has been ef-

fected and a bond issue of $1,750,000 with
one of the large bond houses negotiated.

Following are some of the outstanding
features of the theatre, which will be man-
aged by Mr. Shanberg:

Seating capacity, 4,000.

Orchestra pit, provided with lift which
will bring the 50-piece orchestra into view
of the audience when playing.

Theatre lobby the height of a 3j4-story

building.

Elevators from lobby to mezzanine and
balcony.

A larger area than any other downtown
building.

Total frontage on Main, Thirteenth
street and Baltimore avenue, 553 feet.

The steel frame of the structure will be

so built that the building can be increased

to twelve stories. The theatre, which, it is

expected will have its formal opening next
Christmas, will be modeled somewhat after

Loew’s Capital theatre in New York. A
pipe organ will be built at a cost of $100,-

000. Thomas W. Lamb of New York, the

architect, is making a final revision of the

plans and is making a studied effort to gain

an effect of coziness, despite the vast

dimensions of the auditorium.

1925 Proves Biggest
Year in History of

Marr & Colton
The Marr & Colton Company of War-

saw, N. Y., manufacturers of theatre or-

gans, experienced the biggest year in the

history of the company during 1925 accord-
ing to a statement by officials of the firm.

The past year shows a substantial gain
in sales over the previous season and it is

the confident belief of the company that

1926 will shatter the high mark established

during the past 12 months.

In anticipation of this plans are being
made for increasing manufacturing facili-

ties.

Among recent orders for Marr & Colton
organs is one from Wilmer & Vincent for

their State theatre in Easton, Pa. This
organ will be a three manual instrument.

Another three manual organ will be in-

stalled by Marr & Colton in F. A. Keeney’s
Keeney theatre, Elmira, N. Y.

Build Fine Theatre in

Los Angeles Suburb
Out in the exclusive Wilshire district of

Los Angeles, between the city and aristo-

cratic Beverly Hills, the Far West Theatre
Corporation, under the direction of Fred
A. Miller, is having a magnificent new
theatre built to be known as the Carthay
Circle theatre.

More than a half million dollars is be-

ing spent on this new amusement enter-

prise which is to have many unique and
novel features in construction. Chief among

Automaticket

Installing One Machine
cm trial invariably t'esults in
adopting Gold Seal fo

i

all Houses
in tt circuit.

f[nother Proof of
GOLD SEAL Performance

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
723 Seventh Ave. New York.

these is that the theatre auditorium will

be in the form of a circle which is an
entirely new idea in theatre interiors. The
building will be of Spanish design with a

one hundred and fifty foot tower which
will give it a commanding position in the

entire Wilshire and Beverly Hills section.

Beautiful boulevards lead to this spot

from all sections of the city and it is only

a short distance from the center of Holly-

wood. Three crews of artisans are work-
ing on the building which is scheduled for

opening about the middle of March.

Falks to Student Body
John F. Barry in charge of The Pub-

lix Theatre Managers Training School
in New York, has had a wide range of

experts to lecture before the future

Belascos of the Paramount Theatres. E.

F. Newkirk of the General Electric Com-
pany has just finished a series of talks

on “High Spots of the Antiquity, His-

tory, Theory and Practice of Merchan-
dise Display.”

Stanley Houses Close
for Gump Comedies

The Andy Gump comedies of LTniver-

sal are to be shown in all Stanley houses
in Philadelphia by a contract just closed.

L. E. Harrington, F. B. O. manager at

Dallas, Tex., has sold “When Love
Grows Cold” and six other features to

the State Amusement Company for

showing at the Pantages theatre at Dal-

las.

Jack Sampson of Chicago has sold the

“Mazie” series to Bijou theatre, Decatur,

111., Pathe short features were on the

programs of eight houses on Euclid ave-

nue, Cleveland, during one week, re-

cently.

Drop to Life Nets in

Fire Scenes Injures 2
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 26.—Two players

were injured at Berkeley, Cal., recently

while making scenes for a Ben Wilson
production. Frank Baker fell from a

window in a fire scene and failed to hit

the life net and Ray Steele, doubling for

Ben Wilson, fell when his heel caught
in a wire and he hit the side of a life net.

Universal Buys Four
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—Universal has

purchased rights to “Doubling for Daphne,”
a story by Peggy Gaddis; “Take It From
Me,” musical comedy; “Too Many Cooks,”
Frank Craven play, and a series of Frank
O. Spearman railroad stories from which
Edward Sedgwick will direct “The Rocky
Mountain Flyer.”
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Commends Principles of Arbitration
Left to right: Si Greiver, Greiver Productions, E. W. Johnson, F. B. O. salesman, Paul
Gebhardt, Alhambra theatre, Decatur, 111., Joe Abramson, executive secretary of the

Chicago Film Board, and J. J. Sampson, F. B. O. manager and president of the Film
Board. Greiver is shown shaking hands with Gebhardt following the decision of the
arbitration board to which they voluntarily submitted their difference. Gebhardt stated

he was pleased with the efficiency in which controversies are handled by the arbitration

board and that he wishes a like principle could he employed in other business lines as

a saver of time and expense. (“Herald” photo.)

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
1 By D. H. =

M EMBERS of the Chicago Film Board of Trade were guests of
Martin J. Quigley at a luncheon at the Illinois Athletic Club
January 20. The gathering was explained by the host in a short

talk following the luncheon as important to him in that it afforded him
opportunity to visit with them and to congratulate them on the service
they are rendering the trade.

<< C''H-ICAGO is the center of America’s
exchange cities,” he told them in

speaking of the potency of their position.

J. J. Sampson, manager of the F. B. O.
branch in Chicago and president of the

board, responded to Mr. Quigley’s con-
gratulations.

Among: the film board members to attend were:
George F. Dembow, Fox exchange; C. C. Wallace,
United Artists exchange; Earl Silverman, Warner
Brothers exchange; David Dubin, Educational ex-
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The first gun was fired in the exploita-
tion campaign for “Sandy” upon the
arrival in Chicago of William H.
Rudolph, center, special representa-
tive for Fox. Left is Landon Burks
and right is George Dembow, Chicago
manager.

change; R. C. Seery, First National exchange; Si
Greiver, Greiver exchange; L. A. Rozelle, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer exchange; James Gillick, and
Harry Graham of Pathe exchange; A. H. Mac-
Laughlin, Renown exchange; Carl Harthill, Capitol
exchange; Ben Judel, Judel exchange; I. W.
Mandel, Security exchange; Harry Lorch, Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation exchange; William
Brumberg, Universal exchange; James Murtaugh,
Progress, and Joe Abramson, the board’s secretary.

In addition to Mr. Quigley the Herald
was represented by Edwin S. Clifford,

managing editor, George Clifford, business
manager, and Douglas Hodges.

* * *

There weren’t the usual number of

Hollywood-to-the-East visitors in Chicago
during the past week but the few who were
here had rousing receptions. There was
Charley Chase, for instance, who was ac-

companied by his director, Leo McCary.
Charley came smiling in the morning after

a certain young Martin Durkin had been
put in the jug. When the comedian saw
the “villian’s” photograph in the newspapers
he said it was just as fortunate that Durkin
had been caught “before I got in town
or it might not have been safe.” But
then the trick moustache is the greatest

similarity.
jje jfc

A l Hoffman came in for “honorable men-
tion” in the Hoffman-Gorelick ticket race

at F. B. O. So Sam went to the Film
Board Frolic and said that A1 was staying

home.
%

Back now from Gawth’m John Mednikow
and Arthur Schoenstadt declare the trips

East have lost their luster but Henri Ellman
who has not only a season ticket but is a

seasoned traveler is ready for another trip

East next week.
^ ^ ^

Ernest A. Rovelstad of Exhibitors
Herald who has provided a weekly article

for this page on exchange managers for

some time is in Rochester, Minn., at the

side of his father, which explains the

absence of the contribution in this issue.
* # *

The spirit of New York commuting has
grown so popular that Meyer Boog, general
manager of the Theatre Equipment com-
pany, has yielded again and is down East
for a few days.

5*C ifC

The first “Our Gang comedy” to be pro-

duced by Earl Johnson has been completed
in Berwyn. It does not star Farina. The
star’s name, Chester Lopatka says, is Was-
kiewiecz (pronounced Vas-Kay-Vitch) . Put
that in the lights ! And by the way, Earl

was among the early exhibitors to get the

Durkin scoop in the newsreel local. And
then he hesitated to play it in that Cicero
neighborhood because he said “it glorified

the criminal.”
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino (Natacha Ram-
bova) is starred in “When Love
Grows Cold,” by Laura Jean Libbey.
It is a Film Booking Offices release.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The :Dec. 19-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec.l9-Ins.
Hearts and Fists :Dec.l9-Ins.
How to Train a Wife:Dec.l9-Ins.
I Do:Dec.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling:Jan. 16-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec.l9-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.
North Star:Dec.l9-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dee.l9-Jan. 16-Ins.
Play Safe:Dec.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Dee.26-Ins.Jan.l6-18-Ins.Jan.23-

12,13.

Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice :Dec. 19-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The:Jan.2-98.
Plastic Age :Jan.2-98.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The :Jan.16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Fight to the Finish, The:Dec.l9-89.
Great Sensation, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Handsome Brute, The:Dec.l9-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.

Lure of the Wild, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
New Champion, The:Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The :Dec. 19-89.
Sealed Lips. The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Speed Mad :Dec. 19-89.
Steppin’ Out:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.

F. B. 0.
Bloodhound, The:Dec.l9-104.
Broadway Lady, A:Dec.25-158,159.
Flaming Waters :Jan.9-10, 11.
Flashing Spurs :Dec.l9-104.
Galloping Vengeance :Dec.l9-104.
Heads Up:Dec.l2-81.
High and Handsome:Dec.12-81.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Dec.26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dec.26-10.Jan. 16-17.
Man of Nerve, A:Dec.l9-104.
Midnight Flyer, The :Jan.9-8,9.Jan. 16-7.
No Man’s Law:Dec.l9-104.
Prince of Pep, Thc:Dec.26-88,89.
Range Terror, The :Dec. 19-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec.l2-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dec. 12-81.
That Man Jack :Dec.l9-104
Texas Bearcat, The :Dec.19-104.
Tough Guy, The :Jan.9-Ins.
Trigger Fingers :Dec. 19-104.
When Love Grows Cold :Dec.26-22,23.Jan.9-12. 13.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dee. 19-29 .Jan. 23-Ins.
Beautiful City, The :Dee. 25-32.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26,27.

Jan.2-21.Jan. 16-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Classified :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Clothes Make the Pirate :Dec.l2-28.Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.

25-31,32.Dec.26-26.27.
Dancer of Paris, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Dark Angel, The :Dec.25-32.
Desert Healer, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Far Cry, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.

Jan.9-26.
Good Luck :Jan.23-Ins.

Graustark:Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-30,32.
Her Sister from Paris :Jan. 23-Ins.
Infatuation :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.Jan. 16-Ins.
Irene:Jan.23-Ins.
Joanna : Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.Dec.26-24,25.Jan. 23-

Ins.
Just Suppose :Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan. 23-Ins.
Kid from Montana, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Kiki:Jan. 23-Ins.
Live Wire. The :Dec.25-32.
Lost World, The:Jan. 23-Ins.
Lunatic at Large, A :Jan.23-Ins.
Memory Lane :Dec. 25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan. 23-Ins.
Men of Steel :Jan.23-Ins.
Mile. Modiste :Jan.23-Ins.
Molasses : Jan.23-Ins.
New Commandment, The :Dec.25-32.
Pals First:Jan.23-Ins.
Rainbow Riley :Jan. 23-Ins.
Reckless Lady, The :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Savage, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The :Dec.25-32.
Second Chance, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Shore Leave :Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The :Dec.l2-Ins.Dec.25-32.Jan. 23-

Ins.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26, 27.Jan.9-26.

Jan.23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp :Jan.23-Ins.
Viennese Medley, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Unguarded Hour:Dee. 25-32.
We Moderns :Nov. 28-Ins.Dec. 5-Ins.Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.

25-28.29.32. Dec.26-26, 27.
What Fools Men :Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love:Dec.25-32.
Winds of Chance :Dec. 19-Ins.Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Dec. 12-22, 24,25.Dec. 19-10.
Auctioneer :Jan. 23-19.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec.l9-7.Jan. 16-11.
East Lynne :Nov.28-14, 15, 16.

Josie Sedgwick stars in “The Outlaw
Daughter,” a Blue Streak Western on
the releasing schedule of Universal
Pictures Corporation.

Family Upstairs, The :Dec.l9-7.Jan. 16-11.
First Year, The :Dec.l9-8.Dec.26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The:Dec.25-14,15.
Golden Strain, The:Dec. 12-22.
Havoc :Dec.l2-20,21.
Johnstown Flood, The : Jan. 2-9.Jan.9-20.Jan. 16-12,

13.Jan.23-Ins.
Last Year, The :Dec. 25-12.
Married Alive :Jan. 16-11.
Music Master,The :Dec.25-13.Jan. 16-11.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec.l2-23.Dec. 19-7.Jan. 16.

11 .

Outsider, The:Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Dec.26-21.
Pigs :Dec.26-19.Jan. 16-11.
Three Bad Men : Jan.2-10.Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The : Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11.
What Price Glory ? :Dec.l9-7.Jan. 16-11.
Yankee Senor, The:Dec.25-10.11.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Dec.l9-112.
Mystery Box :Dec.l9-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec.l9-112.
Lightning :Dec.l9-112.
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec. 26-96.
North Pole, The :Dee.25-169.
Othello :Nov.28-105.Dec. 6-89.Dec. 19-112.
Passionate Adventure, The :Dec.l9-112.Jan. 16-97.

Jan. 16-97.
Power God:Dec.l9-112.
Red Kimono, The :Dec. 19-112.
Santa Claus :Dec. 25-169.
She:Dec.l9-112.
Sheiks and Shebas :Dec.l9-112.
Wasted Lives :Dec.5-89.Dec.l9-112.

Lee-Bradford
She: Jan. 23-2.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Anction Block, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The:Jan. 2-Ins.Jan.9-22, 23.
Beverly of Graustark :Jan. 2-Ins.
Black Bird, The:Jan.9-l.
Bright Lights: Dec. 19-1.Jan.2-Ins.
Dance Madness :Jan. 2-Ins.
Don’t :Dec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An :Dec. 19-1.Jan.2-Ins.
Go West :Nov.28-l.Dee.5-8,9.Jan. 2-Ins.
Great Love, The :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped :Jan. 2-Ins.
His Secretary :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.Jan. 16-7.

Lights of Old Broadway :Dec. 12-12, 13. Jan.2-Ins.
Masked Bride, The :Dec. 25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Mike :Jan. 16-1.Jan.23-1, 6,7.
Midshipman, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Money Talks :Jan. 2-Ins.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Jan. 2-Ins.

Old Clothes:Jan. 2-Ins.
Only Thing, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Jan. 2-Ins.
Rag Man, The:Jan.2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec.12-1.Dec. 19-22, 23.Dec.

25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Slave of Fashion:Jan.2-Ins.
Soul Mates :Dec. 25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Sun Up :Jan.2-Ins.
Time, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Torrent, The :Jan.2-Ins.

Unholy Three, The:Jan.2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Dec. 25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-4.

Jan. 23-4, 5.

Ins.Jan. 9-4.
Ancient Highways, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Blind Goddess :Dec. 26-Ins.
Coast of Folly,The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Crossroads of the World :Dec. 26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec. 26-Ins.
Deer Drive,The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.
Flower of Night :Dec. 26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Fresh Paint :Dec. 26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Dec. 26-Ins

Jan.2-3.Jan. 16-3.

Grass :Dec. 26-Ins.
Hands Up:Jan.9-5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck :Dec. 12-4.Jan.9-4.
It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.

Kiss for Cinderella, A :Dec. 25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3,

Jan. 16-3.

King on Main Street, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-4.

Lovers in Quarantine :Dec.26-Ins.

Lord Jim :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.

Lucky Devil, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Lucky Lady :Dec. 26-Ins.

Man From Mexico, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Man Who Found Himself, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Mannequin :Dec. 19-4, 5.Dec.25-4.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 9-4.

Jan.16-3.Jan. 23-3.

Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.

Moana :Dec. 26-Ins.

New Brooms :Dec. 26-Ins.

New Klondike, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Night Life of New York :Dec.26-Ins.

Pony Express, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec. 26-Ins.

Peacock Parade, The :Dec. 26-Ins.

Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Regular Fellow, A :Dec. 26-Ins.

Sea Horses :Dec. 26-Ins.

Secret Springs, The :Dec. 26-Ins.

Song and Dance Man, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan.

9-5.Jan. 16-3.

Seven Keys to Baldpate : Jan.9-4.

Take a Chance :Dec. 26-Ins.

Tamed :Dec. 26-Ins.

That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.

Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Jan.9-4.Jan. 16-3.

Volcano :Dec.26-Ins.

Wanderer :Dec.19-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.

Wild Geese :Dec. 26-Ins.

Womanhandled:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.Jan.9-4.

Producers Dist. Corp.

Braveheart:Dec.19-16, 17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec. 19-13.Dec.25-5.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.25-26.
Madame Behave :Dec. 19-12, 13.Dee.25-5.Jan.16-8,9.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 25-26.
People vs. Nancy Preston, The :Dec. 12-10, 11.

Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Seven Days :Dec.25-5.

Silence :Dec.l9-14, 15.
Simon the Jester :Dec. 19-12, 13.Dec.25-16, 17.

Steel Preferred :Dee.l2-6,7.Dec.l9-12,13.Jan.9-6.Jan.
23-17.

Stop Flirting :Dec.25-5.
Without Mercy :Dec,19-12, 13.
Wedding Song, The :Dec. 12-8,9.

Tiffany

Morals for Men:Dec.l2-26.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dec.26-12,13.Jan.2-18.Jan.9-24.Jan.16-22.
Eagle, The :Dec.l2-19.Dec. 19-19.Dec. 25-7.
Little Annie Rooney :Dec. 12-18.Dec. 19-18.Dec. 25-6.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:

Dec.26-14, 14.Jan.2-19.Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.
Tumbleweeds : Jan. 23-11.

Universal
Arizona Sweepstakes, The :Jan.9-17.
California Straight Ahead :Dec.25-21.Jan. 16-20,21.
Calgary Stampede,The:Dec.25-21.
Cohens and the Kellys :Dec. 12-14, 15.Dec.25-21.Jan.

9-17.

Fast Worker, The :Jan. 16-21.
Goose Woman :Dec.25-21.
His People:Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.
Home Maker, The :Dec.25-21.

I’ll Show You the Town : Jan. 16-21.

Midnight Sun, The:Dec. 25-19.Dec.26-11.Jan.2-11,
12,13,14,15,16,17.

Oh, Doctor :Jan. 16-21.
Phantom of the Opera:Dec. 19-20, 21.Jan. 9-15.
Jan.23-8,9.

Reckless Age, The : Jan.16-21.

Scarlet Saint :Dec.26-3.
Siege :Dec.25-21.

Skinner’s Dress Suit:Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20, 21.
Sporting Life, The:Dec. 25-21.
Sporting Youth :Jan. 16-21.
Still Alarm, The:Dec.25-21.Jan. 19-17.
Teaser, The :Dec. 25-20, 21.

What Happened to Jones :Dec. 25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.
16-20,21.

Where Was I?Dec.25-20,21.

Warner Brothers

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 16-14, 15.

Sea Beast, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Patke
Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy : Jan.9-14.

Alma Rubens, Beit Lytell and Huntly
Gordon are in the cast of “The Gilded
Butterfly,” John Griffith Wray pro-
duction for Fox. Bradley King wrote
the scenario.

Bobby Vernon Comedies:Dec. 12-16, 17

Cheap Skates :Jan.2-57.

Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.

Framed :Jan. 2-56.

Fire Away :Jan. 2-57.

Kinograms:Dec.l2-5.
Live Cowards :Jan.2-57.

Maid in Morocco:Jan. 16-25.

On Edge:Jan.2-57.

Fox Film Corp.

All Abroad :Dec.26-23.

Big Game Hunter, The :Dec.26-23.

Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.
Cupid a la Carte :Dec. 26-23.

Cloudy Romance, A:Dec.26-23.
Control Yourself :Dec. 26-23.
East Side—West Side :Dec. 26-23.

Flaming Affair :Dec.26-23.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The :Dec. 26-23.

Heart Breaker, The :Dec.26-23.

His Own Lawyer :Dec.26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23.

Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec.26-23.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Dec. 19-9.

Dec.26-23.
O. Henry Stories :Dec. 19-9.Dec. 26-23.Dec. 26-23.
Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.

Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.

Strong lor Love :Dee.26-23.
Sky Jumper, The :Dec. 26-23.

Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.

Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 19-9.

Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 5-20, 21.Dec. 19. 9.

F. B. O.

Adventures of Mazie:Jan. 2-60.

Fighting Hearts : Jan. 2-60.

Greiver

Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec. 26-96.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition :Jan.9-92.

Charlie, My Boy : Jan.2-Ins.
Good Cheer :Jan. 2-Ins.

Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Green Archer, The:Jan. 2-100.
His Wooden Wedding :Dec.25-182.
Hot Cakes for Two: Jan. 2-Ins.
Long Pants :Jan.2-Ins.

Moonlight and Noses :Dec.l2-90.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 26-98.
Pathe News :Jan.23-20.
Pathe Review :Jan.23-108.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan.2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan. 2-Ins.

Should Sailors Marry 7 :Nov.28-108.
Wide Open Faces : Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.
Whispering Whiskers :Jan.2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell : Jan. 2-43.
Ko-Ko Steps Out:Jan.16-43.

Universal
Buster Brown Comedies :Dec.26-17.Jan. 2-51.Jan. 16-

10 .

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.

Titles of First 30
Listed by Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Jan. 26.—The first “Gold-
en Rule” list on which Universal production
has started includes three Universal-Super
Jewels and 54 features of the Jewel brand.

Stories for the first 30 releases include

:

“Poker Faces,” by Edgar Franklin; “The Trail
of the Tiger,” by Courtney Ryley Cooper; “Blis-
ter” Jones,” by John Taintor Foote; “The Big
Gun,” by Richard Barry; “This Way Out,” by
F'rederick Isham; “Cap Fallon,” by John Morosco;
"The Whole Town’s Talking,” by John Emerson
and Anita Loos; “Too Many Cooks,” a play by
Frank Craven; “The Yukon Trail,” by William
McLeod Raine; “The Quest of Joan,” by James
Oliver Curwood; “Brides Will Be Brides,” by
Lucille Van Slykes; “A Savage In Silks,” by
Winnifred Eaton Reeve; “The Cow Jerry,” by
Arthur Stringer; “The Rosary,” by Florence Bar-
clay, and others.



Uwivaledforserviceandquality

Eastman Positive Film, constantly

subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled forthe serv-

ice it renders and the photographic

quality it gives.

It carries quality from studio to

screen.

To make sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look in the margin

for the black-lettered identifica-

tion, “Eastman” “Kodak”.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Special Musical Score

Prepared by

Dr* Hugo Riesenfeld

Produced by

James A. Fitzpatrick

See the fascinating story of the world’s famous songs

on the screen

—

Hear the thrilling, romantic music in the fine special

musical score which is loaned to you, without charge,

with the film

.

A novelty that in interest and presentation rivals your

big feature. Pictures made for the music in the actual

places mentioned in the songs.

A series of one reel pictures, each of which reaches

the heart, appeals to the eye and charms the ear.

NOW READY; “Songs of Ireland “Songs of Scotland”

and “Songs of England .”

PEGGY SHAW
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This man passed

up “Mickey eight

years ago-

M ARSH ALL
NEIL AN ’S

great comedy bated on
hit own ttory with

SALLY O'NEIL
CHARLES MURRAY
WILLIAM HAINES
FORD STERLING

Ask ^jetrq-(/<
r

V<r/^Y/// ^|a^er
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Your copy

of the new
Wurlitzer Unit

Organ Catalog

is ready.

°Jhe
Indiana
theatre
ndianaHarbor*

dnd.

WURLITZER
Grand Pianos
are endowed
with the same
unapproachable
tone and quality

inherent in the

Wurlitzer

Unit Organ
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The RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.
CINCINNATI

121 East 4th St.

NEW YORK
120 W. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton St.

DENVER
2106 Broadway
LOS ANGELES
814 S. Broadway

.i 'id Forty Other Branches in Thirty-Three Cities

Send for
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from other
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"'Ain't it funny
how the trade gets wise

in advance when a real

knockout's coming'?
re talking about
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•‘Yeah,didyou rea

£ iviiat that wire from the

^ coast to John Clark said

|[
about us? - -it said,
Behind the Front 'is a riot/

The greatest Paramount
Comedyyet /'" ;

Wallace
Beery

..
Pr

°ouct,o
U/A

OOCr/
'

£idm

‘Spoils& Hugh

£p^byMoD
pIa

>/kyEtht

Raymond
Hatton

* * **
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Jpre you cashing in

On the amazing rise

ToBox OfficePopularity

Of this man
RAYMOND GRIFFITH?
five Kjjs in a row

And NOW
'Hv

(CLARENCE BADGER PRODUCTION. With MARION NIXON, VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN, MONTAGU LOVE,
MACK SWAIN. 9rom the story by REGINALD MORRIS - Screen play by MONTY BRICE and LLOYD CORRIGAN)

A Ready-to-Play

Paramount Picture
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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WHAT IS
(No. 471 Straight from the Shoulder

Talk by Carl Laemmle, President

Universal Pictures Corporation)

WHAT IS AN EPIC?

I HAVE FORGOTTEN, IF I EVER KNEW MY DICTION-
ary is missing from its accustomed place. Maybe the advertising de-

partment is using it, digging up new words to describe “THE FLAM-
ING FRONTIER.”

EVERYBODYWHO HAS SEEN“THE FLAMING FRONTIER”
says it is epic!

SO AGAIN, I ASK, WHAT IS AN EPIC?

WHEN I FIRST HEARD THE WORD EPIC USED IN
connection with “THE FLAMING FRONTIER” I thought maybe it

was something to eat because the sales staff said, “It's an epic. They’ll

eat it up ”

THEN I IMAGINED IT MIGHT BE A MALLET OR HAM-
mer of some sort, because the exploitation crowd said, “It’ll knock

’em dead!”

IF A PICTURE WHICH SENDS WILD THRILLS OF Ex-
citement chasing up and down your spine is an epic, then “THE
FLAMINQ FRONTIER” is an epic.

IF A PICTURE IN WHICH SEEMINGLY COUNTLESS
hordes of soldiers and Indians stage a mad battle seen before your

very eyes is an epic, “THE FLAMINQ FRONTIER” is an epic
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AN EPIC?
IF A PICTURE WHICH GIVES A TRUE REPRODUCTION

of the vital things in American life in the early seventies is an epic,

then “THE FLAMINQ FRONTIER” is an epic.

THIS PICTURE IS THE DADDY OF ALL BIG WESTERNS.
With all due respect for big westerns of the past— including epics,

whatever they are—here is THE GREATEST OF ALL THE GREAT!

IT’S BIGGER THAN WE DARED HOPE IT WOULD BE—
and our hopes were big at that. It is going to be the talk of the world.

It is going to give new significance to the slogan, “Universal has the

pictures.”

THAT SOUNDS LIKE A BIG ORDER TO FILL, BUT YOU
can take my word for it that “THE FLAMING FRONTIER” will do
all I have said, and more.

JUST WAIT TILL YOU SEE THE WILD RIDING! JUST
wait till you see the stupendous scale on which this wonderful tale

has been told. Just wait till you see one of the most amazing chapters

of American history unfold before you on the screen. You’re going

to have something to yell about.

TREAT IT AS AN EPIC. GIVE IT EPIC ADVERTISING.
Epic it all over the place and make an epic profit.

WHAT IS AN EPIC? DARNED IF I KNOW THE DICTION-
ary definition, but in a short time you’ll agree that the right defini-

tion of epic is “THE FLAMING FRONTIER.”
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Answer These
BRUSH aside thebunk—sweep awaythetinsel

'dust of colored inserts— stuff your ears to

the screech of noisy ballyhoo—dig down under

the extravagant claims ofproducers—getdown to

earth and answer this question with one word:

WHO IS MAKING THE MONEY-
GETTING PICTURES THIS YEAR?
Who made “THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA”?

Who made “THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME”?

Who made “THE FLAMING FRONTIER”?

Who made “THE MIDNIGHT SUN”?

Who made “HIS PEOPLE”?

Who made “THE COHENS AND KELLYS?”

Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “SKINNER’S
DRESS SUIT”?

Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “THE CALGARY
STAMPEDE”? .

Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “ROLLING HOME”?
Who made “THE TEASER”?
Who made “WATCH YOUR WIFE”?

The answer to the above is the name of th
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Questions
Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “THE ARIZONA

SWEEPSTAKES”?

Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “WHAT HAP-
PENED TO JONES”?

Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “LET ’ER BUCK”?

Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “WHERE WAS I?”?

Who made “SPORTING LIFE”?

Who made “UNDER WESTERN SKIES”?

Who made “THE STILL ALARM”?

Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “TAMING THE WEST”?

Who made HOUSE PETERS’ “COMBAT”?

Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “THE SADDLE HAWK”?
Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT

AHEAD”?
Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “THE HURRICANE KID”?

Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “I’LL SHOW YOU
THE TOWN”?

Who made “LORRAINE OF THE LIONS”? .

Who made REGINALD DENNY’S “OH DOCTOR”?

Who made HOOT GIBSON’S “CHIP OF THE FLYING U”?

roducer whose product you’ll want next year!
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Pigs Is Pigs
And when Ellis Parker Butler wrote that, he was not think-

ing of big, fat porkers, but of tiny guinea pigs.

Pictures is Pictures
if they’re good entertainment, whether they’re in one or two

reels or in six or eight.

Exploitation is Showmanship
when applied to a Short Feature as well as to a longer one.

I
F YOU still are in doubt about the box-office

value of exploitation on your Short Features,

book a Juvenile Comedy and ask your
exchange about the great harmonica playing

contest tie-up.

Here’s one of the biggest money making tie-ups

ever offered— and it costs you nothing. Lobby
photos, window display and other publicity ma-
terial, as well as harmonicas for prizes, are all

furnished

FREE!

When you play Educa-
tional Pictures, you get
the utmost in entertain-
ment and box-office
value, backed up by
Na tionalAdvertising an

d

the finest kind of live-

wire Showman’s Ex-
ploitation. Is it any
wonder that every week
one hundred exhibitors
are joining the ranks of
showmen playing Educa-
tional Pictures

!

Tie-ups with local merchants are waiting to help

you in connection with many other Educational
Pictures. Ask about the campaign on McCall
Colour Fashion News, with Hope Hampton
displaying the latest style creations from Paris

—and about the tie-up on the two-reel Special

“Wild Beasts of Borneo.”

i

1

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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with
Dolores Costello
From
Herman Melville’s

'MOBY DICIC

Scenario by
BESS MEREDYTH

Directed by

Millard Webb
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J
OHN BARRYMORE in “The Sea Beast” has been a

sell-out at Warner theatre, New York City, since it

opened on January 15th! That makes it BIG, But its

advance sale— the biggest on record of any photodrama

on Broadway— makes it BIGGER!

“The Sea Beast” has caught on— and it’s holding fast. It’s

the best entertainment bet on the screen today, because it’dsw

built right for the box office. Press criticisms and its

Warner theatre record prove it. Watch it grow. ^No
picture this year, last year or next, will touch its money-

making record.

\

A Warner Bros. Production



the one overwhelming

on the part of millions of

to

NATACHA

The World's Most Romantic Figure—In Her First

is the tremendous force that

throughout the entire

EVERY EXHIBITOR KN
Backing up this tremendous psychological force

that surpasses any publicity received by any
thing is set for a national clean-up.

Directed by HARRY O. HOYT—Produced under per
—Distributed by FILM BOOKING OFFICES



and irresistible power of

women
,

girls and flappers

see

RAMBOVA

Picture—Laura Jean Libby's Famous Story

will jampack every theatre

Nation-arid what’s more---

_>WS THIS TO BE TRUE
is a campaign of front page newspaper publicity
star in all the history of motion pictures. Every-

sonal supervision of DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
of America, Inc., 1560 Broadway, New York
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VERA REYNOLDS

A champion
money
(hei/K

off

in the speediest race
track story ever filmec

thrillingmost
horse race evei

JOHN C. FLINN
the shown atSCI eenPRESENTS

thestage ofeve i y
contest.

It will break
all records on
the film track

Featuring

CECIL B. DeMille's
latest find! VERA REYNOLDS

with EDMUND BURNS
£> RALPH LEWIS

adapted BY F. MSGREW WILLIS
FROM THE NOVEL

"thoroughbreds"
BY W. A. FRASER

DIRECTED BY

SCOTT SIDNEY

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS
l
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Getdown
on this
winnen

A METROPOLITAN

PRODUCTION

Foreign Distributors

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

New York, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C. MUNROE, President RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer JOHN C. FL1NN, Vice-President and General Manager Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. WILL H. HAYS, President
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“‘Tumbleweeds’
Has Everything”

“ ‘Tumbleweeds’ has everything a film

best seller should have* Its big scene is

the rush of homesteaders—falling over

each other ,stampeding,trampling, and
dashing on* Nothing like it has ever

been screened.” — Chicago Journal.

WILLIAM S.HART
TUMBLEWEEDS

Story bj HAL G. EWILTS ^ddaptedjbr the screen by C. GARDNER. SULLIVAN

‘Directed buKING DAGGOT





Bellamy



drama of life itself.

The most remarkable story yet writ-
ten on the present day girl.

More in public demand than any
other newspaper serial story ever
published.

There is the established, “‘cash wait*
Kng in the . hand.,

91 public appeal back-
ground of the FOX picturization of

“Sandy .
55

They are booking “Sandy 53 now—
and booking it fast —

.
...

"Sandy 33
is the answer to a real

showman’s prayer — for a sure-fire
box-office mop-up!



M
Xfe as

lT .. k 'W- ' §

—
iiSAnmff

y of America and its people

“Sandy*", [herself, Is average and typical,

Just like millions off girls, met everywhere.

She Is a creature of our changing times

;

fair off face, ambitions, attracted by life, and

and pleasure, '"temperamental” as thou-

sands of young women are, and the enigma
of her parents, who wish only well for her,

hut do not comprehend her at all.

So they marry her to a “suitable** husband

whose money and secure position, as they

see It, will “protect her”
1 — and the Inevi-

table happens in due course. She flings

away the safeguards they have set up

around her In their unwisdom and embarks

on the perilous enterprise off “living her

own life in her own way,’*

Book today—for big profits tomorrow!

FOX FILM CORPORATION
'
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For the Season 12

William Fox

No.

1926—1927

presents

GoingCrooked
from the stage play by Willie Collier - Aaron Hoffman - Winchell Smith

Mystery l Drama l Comedy l

It's there! Plenty

of it! In every sit-

uation* Tense -ex-

citing - gripping!

It's a Fox picture

!

Enough to hold

any audience*
Perfectly handled

throughout the

entire story!

Filled with hearty

laugh lines and
situations* As the

plot thickens - the

fun quickens*

Ideal picture material ! It goes into the FOX
new season program listed as one of the big

ones for the year

1926*27Pi&ures previously announced
K“WHAT PRICE GLORY”
2^“CRADLE SNATCHERS”
3^“ONE INCREASING PURPOSE”
4-0‘THE FAMILY UPSTAIRS”
5^“THE MUSIC MASTER”
6^“PIGS”

COMING
No.

13

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

7^“THE WORLD of PROMISE” (3 BAD MEN)
8<^“THE WAY THINGS HAPPEN”
9^“MARRIED ALIVE”
10-U‘THE AUCTIONEER”
11^“THE GRAND ARMY MAN”

Fox Film Corporation,
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Comedy means a
lot toyour cash box

YOU don’t need National Laugh
Month to make comedy pay. Any

month in the year is a good month to

play Glenn Hunter. Here you have him
with CONSTANCE BENNETT in an-

other of those “lovable boob” characters

—the story of the boy who tried to make
the college baseball team. He made it

—

as bat carrier. But when the day of the

big game came—BOY, here’s comedy-
drama with a real box-office kick. Play

this one—NOW ! !

!

j

.

Presented by

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, INC
From the story by C. Gardner Sullivan

Directed by Joseph Henabery

GIENN HUNTER
WITH

CONSTANCE BENNETT
IN

THEPINCH
HITTER
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FILMDOM’S

ENCYCLOPEDIA 1926 FILM \l

i

1

Used Coni
Produce r

FILM II
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EAR BOOK
i Recognized

erence Book

Of the

n Industry

NOW BEING

DISTRIBUTED

mtly by Exhibitors, Editors,

i and Film Folk Ge nerally,

fhe World Over

—Cloth bound for permanent use.

—Gold stamped—Nearly 900 pages.

—A mine of’ information.

—Authentic reference data on produc-

tion, distribution, exhibition and for-

eign market.

—A year in the making.

—A ready reference guide to answer your

questions.

—1001 subjects of interest to everyone in

the Motion Picture industry.

—Address of all Theatres, Studios, Com-
panies, Publications, State Righters,

Agents, Etc.

—A Complete Production Chart of all

Productions, with Producer, Director,

Star, Review Date and Footage.

—Filmdom’s Encyclopedia.

—You’ll find one everywhere.

CUT IT OUT

!

3, $5.00 a copy
or

FREE
to

MLY Subscribers

To-
NOW!

day

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

TO
The Film Daily

1650 Broadway
New York City

/
/
/
/
/
/

/ Date

Enter my yearly subscription to The
Film Daily immediately, including Short

Subject Numbers, Directors Number and a
Copy of the 1926 Film Year Book
herewith my check for $10.00

NAME/
/ THEATRE

/ ADDRESS



Boston, Washington, Detroit, Cleve-

land, Baltimore, San Francisco, New
York, Indianapolis— wherever
“Clothes Make the Pirate” plays, it

has

—scored MORE LAUGHS!
—won FINER REVIEWS!

—originated MORE STUNTS
—filled MORE THEATRES
—and made BIGGER PROF-
ITS FOR EXHIBITORS

than any other comedy this year!

A hit?

It’s a Panic!



'and even
ye pirate*

Ht>m here-

about* are

bached off
*ye mappe,

:*5tSs!

LEON ERROL
and

DOROTHY GISH

THES
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Missouri theatremen win war on amusement tax; Governor calls off plan for 10 per cent

levy to provide for school revenue—School boards lack authority to install motion

picture equipment and contract for pictures for entertainment, says Attorney

General of Ohio.

Editorial by Martin J. Quigley brings comment from Chandler; Each picture should be

treated separately and poster is standby, says First National’s Advertising Director

—Rothstein resigns as F. B. O. Director of Advertising and Publicity to join

Universal—Sunday law at Urbana, 111., is set aside.

Striking gain recorded in exports of American films; Government trust rules in Russia

—Laemmle returns for supper dance celebration of twentieth anniversary — J. D.

Williams signs Dorothy Gish to make three pictures in England.

Busy Barry prepares to open second course at Publix Theatre Managers Training School

—Voluntary arbitration asked, Seider declares, calling present system compulsory

—Barbara LaMarr dies—Incoming head of Film Board feted by Chicago men; Jack

Sampson honored at inaugural banquet.

Unit production adopted by F. B. O.; Fineman joins First National—June Mathis as-

signed by First National to own production unit on West Coast
—

“Last Call for

Dinner” sounded for “Naked Truth” dinner — New Jersey Exhibitors’ Board acts

to put stop to overseating; Woodhull’s plea against Hays tax clause endorsed.
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ARRANGEMENTS are under way for the Motion
, Picture Theatre Owners of America convention

to be held in Los Angeles next June. The meeting
should be an auspicious and significant one in every
respect. It will be the first California meeting of the

organized exhibitors at a national convention since the

industry attained its present scope and influence. Like-

wise, it will he the first time the theatre owners have
held a national meeting in Hollywood since it became

—

Hollywood.

From present indications the Los Angeles convention
will attract the largest number of exhibitors ever at-

tending a national convention and this is decidedly
noteworthy in view of the time and expense involved
in a trip from the population centers in the East to

the West Coast.

At this time in the development of the industry it is

fortunate indeed that a national theatre owners meet-
ing is to be held at the production capital. Aside from
the advantages to be gained from the convention ses-

sions the exhibitors will have an opportunity to make
a first-hand observation of production activities and
the result should be a decidedly better understanding
and appreciation of the possibilities and the problems
of production.

* * *

EFFORTS which have been undertaken at Washing-
ton at the instigation of the Hays organization to

obtain governmental aid in various of the problems
and difficulties which the American motion picture in-

dustry faces in foreign trade come at a time when
every observer must realize that support and co-opera-

tion from Washington will be necessary if the industry
is to be able to maintain its favorable position in the

markets abroad.

The record of the United States government in the
matter of aiding its industries is not a good one. Amer-
ican business has succeeded abroad more in spite of

the attitude at Washington than because of any help
that has been rendered. It is true that the record of

the present administration is considerably better than
many of its predecessors on the point of having a sym-
pathetic understanding of the necessities of business,

but the general Washington precedent is none too
encouraging.

It should require no missionary work on the part of

the industry to impress upon Washington that the wel-

fare of the motion picture industry abroad is not simply
a case of obtaining and safeguarding the proper rights

of a number of individual business men and individual
concerns. It is not merely a matter of profit as far as

the motion picture companies are concerned. It is

—

beyond all of this—a matter of genuine and vital

national concern.

The motion picture has been the greatest social, com-
mercial and political ambassador of the United States

during the past twelve or fourteen years. It has ren-

dered an inestimable service in making the United
States, its peoples and its national thoughts better

known and better understood. The American picture,

naturally, is assailed abroad because of its “American-

izing” influence. The very fact of this indictment proves
what the American picture has been accomplishing in

the foreign countries.

It need not be contended that all of the Aunerican
pictures that go into foreign countries are good ones,

properly representative of this nation and its people.
But the vast majority of them do have a definite influ-

ence for good.

Various of the handicaps and difficulties which have
been placed upon the American industry abroad will

only yield to the kind of treatment that may be ren-

dered from Washington. The motion picture business,

simply as one of the leading industries, should be able

to feel assured that every reasonable governmental help
will be extended. But beyond this there is the matter
of the nation’s vital concern in the safeguarding of our
motion picture interests abroad. This latter considera-

tion places a very strict responsibility upon the

government.
* * •»

OWNERS of public institutions are subject to great

harm from rumors and gossip whether they be of

the idle or of the malicious variety. Everyone is

familiar with instances in which banks have had great

injury done to them as the result of some irresponsible

report of possible insolvency, resulting in a spontaneous
demand for withdrawals of deposits.

Several of the finest theatres in the country have
been hurt by rumors which have been spread in one
way or another to the effect that they are unsafe and
liable to collapse. A few years ago a theatre in a

Western city was brought near to failure because of

such a rumor. Four years ago one of Chicago’s finest

theatres was the victim of such a report. Recently, one
of the great new theatres in the East suffered from a

like report. In this latter case the condition was aggra-

vated because the city in question had been the scene

of a building collapse disaster a few months previously

which left the public mind sensitive to such a report.

The best policy to pursue in these cases is always a

difficult question to decide, especially without reference

to timely, local conditions. It is unimportant whether
the rumor is simply the result of idle or malicious gos-

sip, the work of a half-wit or a deliberate attempt to

do harm. The result in all cases is about the same.

The first effort to be made by the theatre usually is a

random attempt to hush the report. If the report has

gained any particular currency this is generally to no
avail.

If the report is a malicious one and is issuing from
Borne particular source, resort, of course, must be taken

to legal means to stop it. But in the long run a pub-

licity campaign is usually found necessary. The results

of such a campaign generally are slow and disappoint-

ing, chiefly because it is too late in starting.

It is our thought that in these cases it is better to

start the campaign a little too early than too late, be-

cause the rumor cannot live in the white light of pub-

licity. Such a campaign does not, as some contend,

help to spread the rumor. Instead it immunizes against

the rumor those who have not yet heard it.
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$26,000 Budget
Bill for U. S. Film
Industry in House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 2.—An
estimate of appropriations, including the

sum of $26,000 for use by the department
of commerce to establish in the bureau of

foreign and domestic commerce a section

devoted to motion pictures, approved by
Director of the Budget General Lord, was
submitted to the House of Representatives

on January 29 by President Coolidge.

The whole trend abroad toward legisla-

tion discriminating against American films

is so marked that it has created a crisis,

the House committee on appropriations

was told last week in a brief filed by Jack
S. Connolly, representing the Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors of Amer-
ica.

“The aid which the department of
commerce can give the industry during the

next few years in fighting off these ten-

dencies,” it was declared, “will be of great
importance in determining whether Ameri-
can motion pictures will continue to secure
nearly 30 per cent of their revenues from
abroad or whether this will be cut down
with the consequent dislocation of the
trade here at home.”
Within the past six weeks the situation

in a number of foreign countries has be-
come more adverse towards American
motion pictures than ever before, Mr.
Connolly asserted.

Film Business Improves;
13 New Companies Form

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 2.—Last week
showed up particularly well in the number
of motion picture companies incorporating
in New York state. Thirteen companies
were chartered by the secretary of state,

in contrast to a weekly average of six or
eight so far this year. These companies
were:
Brandon Brothers, Inc., capitalized at $20,000;

Whitfield Productions, Inc., $10,000; Rosereb
Amusement Corporation, $10,000; 235 West 46th
Street Co., Inc., $2,000; Stanhope-Bimberg Pro-
ductions, Inc., $15,000; Fitzer-Kenmore, Syracuse,
$50,000; Crystal Palace Theatre, Inc., Buffalo,
$100,000; High Tide Producing Corporation, $20,-
000; Shelter Producing Company, Inc., $600; the
following companies not specifying the amount of
capitalization: Production-Display Studio, Inc.;
Spur Amusement Corporation; The Masque of
Venice, Inc.; Henry M. Hobart Productions.

Film Trucker Scares
Cracksmen from Job
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ONEIDA, N. Y., Feb. 2.—A film de-
livery truck running between Albany and
Syracuse, arriving here during the early
morning hours, saved the Madison theatre
from a loss of several hundred dollars one
day last week. Burglars had forced an
entrance to the theatre and had already
smashed the combination and knob of the
safe in an effort to get at the previous
day’s receipts. The truck stopped at the
theatre and left several cans of film. The
cracksmen were frightened into making a
hasty exit. They left their tools scattered
about the floor of the office.

Kin of Dana and Mason
Killed in Auto Wreck

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—Harold Shaw,
secretary of Motion Picture Directors As-
sociation and a brother-in-law of Viola
Dana and Shirley Mason was killed instant-
ly Saturday morning here in an automobile
collision. He was 38.

Missouri Theatremen Win
War on Amusement Tax

Governor Calls Off Plan for 10 Per Cent Levy to Provide

Revenue for Schools—Fight Led by St. Louis

and Kansas City Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—The voice of theatre owners of Missouri has
re-echoed among the hills of Jefferson City, which accounts for the decision

of Governor Sam Baker to call off his plans to attempt to saddle a 10 per
cent nuisance tax on the people of the state in the form of a levy on amuse-
ment admissions and tobacco sales.

Opposition Forces Change of Plans

The governor announced the calling off of his plans last Friday. He
stated that opposition from all parts of the state was responsible for his

change of heart. He knew from what he heard that his pet measure didn’t

have a chance to go over at the polls

He had proposed to submit the proposi-
tion to the people in the form of a consti-

tutional amendment. The funds thus raised

would have been used for public education.

Governor Issues Statement

The governor issued the following for-
mal statement in calling off his plants:
“The proposition of submitting a con-

stitutional amendment for establishing a
permanent school fund which would give
adequate support to both public schools
and higher institutions of learning in the
state has been carefully considered for sev-

eral months.
“I have called into conference from time

to time prominent educators, economists,
tax experts, lawyers and other leading pub-
lic spirited citizens. The matter has been
investigated thoroughly. Various plans

have been considered.

Sentiment Against Measure

“The proposals to levy a tax on amuse-
ments and on all forms of tobacco have
met with more general approval than any
other proposition. However, realizing as I

do that the people of the state, either di-

rectly or through their representatives,

must pass final judgment upon any revenue
producing measure and in view of the fact

that a great many people throughout the

state who are heartily in favor of larger

revenues for the schools have deemed it

unwise to submit an amendment at this

time and have stated that the sentiment in

their communities seems to be against put-

ting out any measure by the initiative, and
in view of the further fact that the cost of
submitting such amendment would be
rather excessive with no chance to secure
relief any sooner than by legislative action

in the regular way, I have, after consulting

a number of members of the conference
committee, decided not to take action in

the matter.

Forced Approval At First

“I am convinced that much good has
come from the work of the committee and,

if those organizations and individuals
throughout the state who have manifested
an earnest desire to accomplish the purpose
in view will conduct an educational cam-
paign along that line, those or similar mea-
sures may well be enacted into law at the

regular session of the legislature.”

On January 26 at a meeting of his ad-
visers and others interested in the subject
at Jefferson City, Governor Baker had rid-

den roughshod over those who sought to

oppose his plans and forced an approval
of the proposition. The governor intimated
to the committee that he would submit it in

the form he favored regardless of what the
committee did. Several voted “aye,” three
or four “no,” and the others did not vote.

next November.
Despite what the governor says in his

formal statement the opposition to the plan
centered on the proposed 10 per cent tax
on amusement and tobacco sales. The gen-
eral public would not have been affected
directly by the other provisions of the
measure.

Delegations of theatre men from St.

Louis and Kansas City were on hand to

protest the proposition.

Later members of the Moving Picture
Machine Operators Union, Local No. 143,

St. Louis, adopted a resolution denouncing
the plan and appointed a special committee
to work against its passage.
Governor Baker is a former school

teacher.

British Solon
Pleads for Films

Made in America
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LONDON, Feb. 2.— Lord Ashfield,

chairman of the largest group of British

cinema theatres, assailed last week the pro-
posed legislation to restrict the number of
American made films to be used by English
theatre owners.

“Audiences are the final judges,” Lord
Ashfield said, “of what they want to see
and pay to see.

“Only by producing films equal in merit
to those of foreign make can the British

producers hope for success. Any govern-
ment interference with the film industry at

this time will not only fail to achieve its

purpose, but will do infinite harm.”

Bandits Wait 3 Hours
Then Lose the “Game”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—After bind-
ing three employes of the West End Lyric
theatre, January 25, three young bandits
waited from 7 a. m. to 10 a. m. to hold up
Manager Cullen Espy. Espy did not enter
the theatre until the arrival of an armored
truck which each week conveys the Satur-
day and Sunday receipts to a bank.
The bandits became alarmed and fled

from the theatre.

Rubens Weds Cortez
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—Alma Rubens
and Ricardo Cortez, were married Satur-
day at Riverside, Cal. She was formerly
married to Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman;
previously to Frank Farnum, musical com-
edy star.
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NEW YORK.—Harvey Day, learning

that “Mare Nostrum” is going into the

Criterion, thinks it strange Metro would
put a horse medicine picture on Broad-
way. . . . Rudy Valentino, fur lined bath
robe and everything, arrived in New York
last week. . . . Charlie Moyer served as

master of ceremonies at an interview the

sheik gave the trade paper writers, but
didn’t show the fur lined bath robe. . . .

Jay Dee Williams got busy after the “Nell

Gwyn” showing and signed up Dorothy
Gish to make more pictures in England.
. . . Bennie Fineman is coming to New
York for a visit before taking up his work
with First National. . . . Arthur Loew
is in Cuba where he finds the temperature
much more normal in every way than in

New York. . . . Anna Aiken Patterson,

trade paper editor, visited in New York
last week. . .. E. A. Dupont, noted
European director, arrived last week from
the other side to make pictures for Uni-
versal. ... E. V . Richards, of the Saenger
Amusement Company, of New Orleans,
braved the ocean storms and sailed for
Europe last week. . . . Paul Schofield,

whose contract with Famous expired, will

do two scripts for Bob Kane. . . . Sam
Sax has become a dog fancier since sign-

ing up “Peter the Great” for work in

Gotham Pictures. . . . Sam Warner
journeyed to Chicago last week to make
arrangements for the showing of “The Sea
Beast” at the Orpheum, opening on Lin-
coln’s Birthday. . . . Marcus Loew, accom-
panied by Mrs. Loew, is sojourning in

Palm Beach, getting conditioned for a trip

abroad soon after his return. . . . Bob
Kane is going so big that he has increased
his office space to an entire floor at 6-8

West 48th street. . . . Victor Shapiro
says that the twelve weeks of “Stella
Dallas” at the Apollo theatre, with no
signs of a letup, cause him to think that
the picture will go over. . . . M. H.
Hoffman writes that he is enjoying the
balmy breezes of Los Angeles and are they
balmy here. . . . Joe Plunkett thinks so
well of Vincent Lopez and his orchestra
that he has them back at the Strand for
the third engagement. . . . Burton King,
making “The Cleaner Flame” at the Whit-
man Bennett studios for Arrow, after
looking at the thermometer, says he
wouldn’t care if the title was “The Hotter
Flame” . . . Sidney Kent, one of the
famous twelve immortals, was unable to
speak at last week’s session of the A. M.
P. A. owing to a sore throat. . . . Lloyd
Willis, now with Warner Brothers, has
been promoted to general home office

representative. . . . Bob Welsh, of Asso-
ciated Exhibitors, has been elected a di-

rector of DeForest Phonofilms.
Eddie Klein was the lucky one to draw
the first pick of tables for the Naked Truth
dinner, and says he hopes he picked one
that has a lot of refreshments with it.

. ., . Nat Rothstein denies that he plans
to sing a duet with Tex Guindn at the
Naked Truth dinner but says they’d better
not dare him too far. . . . Bill Yearsley
gave a luncheon to trade paper editors at

the Astor last Friday and it seemed like

olden times. . . . Henry Ginsberg says
the golf is great these bracing mornings
down at the Milburn Club.

C

Here are two players H. E. N. met when he visited Educational Studios
recently. Bobby Vernon and Frances Lee his leading woman in Vernon
Comedies.

What You’d

See

at the

Educational

Studios

LEFT: E. H. Allen,

general manager in

charge of Educa-

tional Studios.

RIGHT: Bell &
Howell camera with

special revolving

head used at Educa-

tional.

A section of the property room at the Educational Studios. The special

equipment and properties shown here is considered among the most com-
plete in the world.

—SPARGO.
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Suit for $25,000
Filed by Famous
Against Cooneys

Considerable interest has been aroused in

the Middlewest by a suit for $25,000 filed

against Cooney Brothers, operating a chain

of theatres in Chicago, by Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation last week. The suit

concerns returns on percentage booking
contracts, dating from July to December,
1925. Famous Players, in the bill of com-
plaint, said Cooney Brothers entered a con-

spiracy to defraud and declared two sets

of books were kept, one carrying the figures

of actual receipts and another with con-

siderably lower figures.

Ben J. Cooney in a statement said the

“National Theatres Corporation has been
unusually successful in the operation of

their Capitol and Stratford theatres,” and
adds that “the National Theatres Corpora-
tion has paid less than $8,000 for Famous
Players service in the past year, making
this suit ridiculous and preposterous.” Na-
tional Theatres is the name of the company
controlled by Cooney Brothers.

Edwin L. Weisl, attorney, who filed the

suit for an accounting in U. S. district

court, obtained from Judge Adam C. Cliffe

a temporary injunction restraining Ben J.,

J. J. and C. Cooney, copartners as Cooney
Brothers, from interfering with the books
pending disposition of the case Further
hearing on the injunction was set for

February 3. Mr. Weisl said the case prob-
ably would be brought up before the mas-
ter in chancery in about a month.

Kane Signs Del Ruth

;

Pringle and. Conklin
in “Wilderness Woman”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Robert T. Kane
has signed Hampton Del Ruth on a long
term contract and has placed him in charge
of a separate comedy producing unit in

New York. The first picture to be made
by him will be “The Wilderness Woman”
for which he has signed Chester Conklin
as the principal comedy lead. Aileen Prin-
gle, by arrangement with Metro-Goldwyn
will have the title role.

It will be distributed by First National.

Six Held in Quiz Over
Theatre Holdup Threat

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 26.—Police are
holding six men, including a former
policeman, following an alleged attempt
to rob the Grand Central theatre. Man-
ager Spyros Cardas disarmed James
Walsh, 18 years old, after he had been
handed this note in the lobby: “Get into
your office and don’t make any noise.
If you do, I’ll blow your head off.”

Devore Leaves Warners
by Mutual Agreement

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 2.—The contract
recently signed by Dorothy Devore with
Warner Brothers has been terminated by
mutual consent of both.

Dunkin Building Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CUSHING, OKLA., Feb. 2. — Hiram
Dunkin has under construction a new thea-
tre here which will be called the New
Dunkin.

Schools Lack Right to Buy
Film, Says Attorney General

Boards Have No Authority to Install Motion Picture Equip-

ment or Contract for Films for Entertainment,

Declares C. C. Crabbe of Ohio
School boards have no authority to use school funds to install motion

picture equipment in schools or contract for films for entertainment, says
a formal opinion written by C. C. Crabbe, attorney general of Ohio, and
theatre owners of that state and the entire couqtry see in that opinion a

possible solution of a vexatious problem.

Declares Boards Lack Legal Right

In his opinion Attorney General Crabbe stated that “it is believed that

a board of education is without authority to expend school funds to install

and maintain motion picture equipment or enter into contracts for films

for entertainment purposes, or for any purpose other than in connection
with the regular course of study.”

The attorney general’s statement was
prompted by a request for an opinion in

the case of Blanchester, Ohio, where the
board of education gave a program of
pictures last winter but desired legal

opinion before making a contract for this

season.

No Direct Authority

“Examination of the several sections of
the General Code granting boards of edu-
cation power and authority,” Crabbe
stated, “reveals no direct authority for a
board of education to install and maintain
motion picture equipment nor enter into
contracts for the use of films.

“It is a general rule of law that money
cannot be expended from the public treas-
ury without proper authorization of
statute; that is to say, a board of educa-
tion in expending any of the public funds
in its treasury should make such expendi-
tures in compliance with some specific
statute covering the same, or wherein such
authority is clearly implied.”
A section which clothes such boards with

certain corporate powers and establishes it

as a body politic does not grant it the
powers necessary for motion picture opera-
tion, he held, nor does the clause permit-
ting the board to “make all other necessary
provisions for the schools under its con-
trol” cover the particular case of motion
picture exhibition.

See Benefit to Theatres

Attorney General Crabbe pointed to the
decisions in several cases as strengthening
his position.

As a consequence of his opinion theatre
owners see a possible avenue of protec-

Death Ends 8-Year
Theatregoing Marathon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 2.—An eight
year marathon in theatregoing ended
with the death of Edward Maurer, 74
years old, pioneer restaurant owner
of this city. Night after night with-
out fail, some motion picture theatre
of this city has seen Mr. Maurer
and his wife walk up and attend its

show.
The theatre marathon began after

Mr. Maurer disposed of his cafe
upon the advent of prohibition. He
retired to live upon his investment,
but found that idleness was not what
he had expected it to be. To engage
their time, Mr. and Mrs. Maurer
took up systematic theatregoing. The
plan fascinated them and they never
missed a night.

tion for the theatre owner in small towns
where the showing of motion pictures
solely for entertainment in the public
schools makes serious inroads into his re-

ceipts and imperils the very existence of
the motion picture theatre, a legitimate and
necessary factor in the life of the com-
munity.

Burbank Is Site

ofF. N. Home to

Be Erected Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—First Na-
tional’s new home will be in Burbank, it

was disclosed last Thursday in a telegram
from Richard A. Rowland, general man-
ager, to John McCormick, West Coast
production manager.

The site is the Providencia Rancho and
Scott Tract subdivision. It is bounded by
the Los Angeles River, Pass avenue, the

Lakeside Golf Course and Aliso avenue.
Aliso avenue runs through the property,

and leaves the main piece an area of some
50 acres on one side and 14 acres directly

across the street. The realty transaction

was negotiated between First National

Pictures, Inc., and A. V. Handorf, vice

president of Los Angeles Creamery Com-
pany.

“The financial consideration,” Mr Mc-
Cormick stated, “will involve the expendi-

ture of $1,500,000. Many firms are drawing
tentative plans, among them being the

John P. Austin Mfg. Co., the Milwaukee
Building Co., Stephen Goosson and the

Union Iron Works.”
The studio construction will be in the

hands of C. P. Butler of First National.

Fineman Starts With
First National March 1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—B. P. Fineman,
who resigned as general manager of the

F. B. O. studio on Gower street last week,
has signed to supervise production of four
pictures for First National starting March
He will make a short vacation trip to

New York.

Review Board at F-N
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Fifty delegates to

the annual convention of the National

Board of Review meeting in New York
visited First National’s Eastern studios last

week. There they were met by A. L. Rock-

ett, Earl Hudson and Ray Rockett and were

shown through the studios.
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Editorial by Quigley Brings
Comment from Chandler

Each Picture Should Be Treated Separately and Poster Is

Standby, Declares First National Ad Director

Widespread interest has been aroused in the industry by Martin J. Quigley’s
editorial article in “Exhibitor’s Herald” of January jo regarding the importance
to the exhibitor of a consistent program of advertising and exploitation by him
for his usual run of pictures. Among those who have expressed their opinions on
the matter is C. F. Chandler, director of advertising and publicity of First National,
whose article is printed below.

By C. F. CHANDLER

T HERE is a big idea behind the “Exhibitors Herald’s” leading edi-

torial of January 30th which I believe is worth close study by every
production manager, distributor and exhibitor, and that idea to me

is, “Are we still handling pictures as showmen, or are we forgetting the

showmanship angle in putting over regular programs?”

THE exhibitor handles so many pictures

that I am inclined to believe there is a

tendency not to emphasize the individual

picture. Both distributor and exhibitor are

inclined to feel that only big pictures need

special exploitation, and that the regular

run of photoplays can take care of them-

selves. The exhibition of motion pictures

should be a showman’s job. Each picture

should be treated separately and distinctly.

The so called program picture needs just

as much building as the special picture,

and frequently more. The special feature

usually has had a long run in the larger

cities and word-of-mouth advertising has

carried it to the majority of the public,

while the ordinary picture is not known to

the average audience.

Poster Is Showman’s Standby

All kinds of exploitation are good, but

I want to speak especially about the poster

which has been the showman’s standby

since time immemorial and probably al-

ways will be. To the exhibitor who would
build each one of his shows, a small in-

vestment in ones, threes, sixes or twenty-

fours, would bring big returns. Buy bill-

boards when necessary, but in almost any
community there are places to snipe one
sheets or even larger paper. Window dis-

plays, new and vacant buildings and board
fences are always available.

Posters are almost as necessary to the

show business as the theatres where they

are used. Posters proclaim
;
they are the

one standard display that the public looks

for and with this display in plan and idea

is the spirit of showmanship injected by
a man who knows, who is a showman.

First National is working for certain

definite results in designing posters. In

the twenty-four sheet, the idea poster is

the aim—a simple, strong subject, big

enough to stick out on the stands and at-

tract attention, with an idea that puts over
the title.

Six-Sheet Runs to Melodrama

The six-sheet runs to melodrama, if the

subject calls for it. There are two styles

of ones and threes, on one of which we
try to get love interest and on the other
drama or pathos or humor as the picture

calls for, so that the exhibitor may make
his choice to suit his particular patronage.

In trying to give you the best in posters

we are striving to eliminate detail, to get
something unusual, striking, attractive. The
design of the highest type of posters as de-

veloped by Penfield, Parrish, Lyendecker,
Treidler, Wildhack, Beardsley, Beggarstaff
and others, has a clear simplicity of motive,
vigorous, sometimes bizarre in conception
and treatment, but always sincere. They
are daring, sparkling sheets of flaming

color, with an elusive, subtle entity—mete-
oric, explosive.

Something to Catch the Eye
The poster is not a study, it is not a por-

trait, it is not an illustration, but an impres-
sion, a flash of line, a sweep of color, dra-
matic, imaginative. It is something to catch

the eye, then hold it for further study.

Posters find their inception in an idea

—

an idea that gets over convincingly, the big

angle of the picture. But ideas themselves
are sometimes worthless unless we can
bring them forth in concrete, illustrative

form on the poster itself. So the artist is

called to put this idea into concrete form.
It has been First National’s policy to get

the best poster designers possible. Such
men as Guenther, Fancher, Hilliker, Hood,
Illigan, Crane, Cahan, Bracher, all big men
in their profession. They deliver sketches
that are not alone works of fine poster art,

but creations of beauty that help dress a
lobby, besides causing a desire to see the

show.

Yet even a sketch is not the final step.

There is a long intricate mechanical routine
of lithography that must be watched and
guided step by step to insure a perfect re-

production. There cannot be too much
praise for the artist who works on stone
or zinc to see that the sketches are faith-

fully reproduced in color and line and de-
tail. The regular run of pictures should
and do, by First National, receive just as
much thought, planning and consideration
in its poster work as do the big specials.

The exhibitor should take the poster
into his fold of advertising campaigns—
give it its place in the sun where those
who run may read—and where those who
linger can see the strength of its conception
and feel all the more the urge to see what
it represents on his screen. Posters build
business—tested and tried they have stood
alone where other advertising mediums
have failed. This is the day for the man
who gives that extra effort—with competi-
tion stronger than ever—with the brain
guiding the box office—post, post, post, to

build your gross and gross as you post.

Cilly Feindt Denied
View of Self on Screen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BERLIN, Feb. 2.—Cilly Feindt
recently completed a part in a film

depicting circus life, but because
she is a minor German censors
will not permit her to view her
work. The censors have ruled
that 18 is the minimum age for
persons wishing to see the film.

Miss Feindt is 16.

Building Plans

Entail Millions

in New Houses
Construction plans for a score of new

theatres were announced February 1 which
will entail the expenditure of millions of
dollars.

Construction will begin within two
months on a $750,000 house on Chicago’s
South Side by National Theatres Corpora-
tion which is headed by Ben and Jack
Cooney. It will seat 2,000.

Construction will begin on a 1,000 seat

suburban house in Kansas City by A.
Baier. Samuel Harding, president of Capi-
tol Enterprises, Kansas City, verified the
report this week that Paramount is plan-
ning on building a theatre in St. Joseph,
Mo. Capitol Enterprises will be associated
with Paramount in the project. Eli Shire,
who is interested in the Lincoln theatre of
Lincoln, Neb., with Paramount, is said to
be concluding the arrangements for the
new St. Joseph theatre.

Beach & Krahn Theatres, Inc., of Oak-
land, Cal., plan a new quarter of a million
dollar theatre. It will be known as the
Senator and will seat 1,800. The Stanley
Company of America recently purchased a
tract of ground in McAdoo, Pa., where it

is understood they will erect a good-sized
motion picture house.

William Fox Corporation has leased a
plot of ground in San Francisco, Cal.,

upon which it is proposed to erect a new
theatre to cost $5,750,000. The theatre will

have the largest seating capacity of any in
the country. Work will commence imme-
diately and it is hoped to have it com-
pleted before the end of the year. The
lessee announces -the auditorium will seat
more than 5,000.

The Publix Theatres Corporation has
taken over the Rialto, Kozy, and Sugg
theatres at Chickasha, Okla. The new
Portal theatre, located in the West Portal
district of San Francisco, opened Decem-
ber 26th with complete projection room
equipment purchased from the Western
Theatre Supply Company, this city. This
is one of a chain of theatres to be oper-
ated by Samuel J. Levine Enterprises and
as it is the intention of the management
to produce only first class cinema perform-
ances they have installed Simplex Project-
ors.

Pro-Dis-Co Holds 1st
of Series of Trade
Showings in New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Exhibitors of this

territory and many representatives of
women’s organizations attended the first of
a series of trade showings of Producers
Distributing Corporation at Wurlitzer Hall
January 28.

Music from the cue sheets supplemented
the showing of two pictures, “Fifth Ave-
nue,” and “The Million Dollar Handicap,”
giving the exhibitors opportunity to judge
the reaction of the pictures appeal to the
audience.

U Birthday Highlight to

Be “Flaming Frontier99

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—“The Flaming
Frontier” has been chosen from the prod-
uct of Universal for an immediate Broad-
way presentation as a highlight in Carl

Laemmle’s twentieth anniversary celebra-

tion.
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Rothstein Quits as Ad Chief
of F. B. O. to Join Universal

First Advertising Manager of Laemmle Organization Returns

—First Undertaking Will Be to Handle “The
Flaming Frontier,” Western Epic

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Nat G. Rothstein, for the past four years director

of advertising and publicity of F. B. O. has resigned his position to join

Universal. The change will become effective next Monday.
Mr. Rothstein’s move to Universal is in the nature of a home-coming for

him as he was the first advertising manager of that company. His first

undertaking there will be the entire handling from the exploitation, adver-
tising and publicity standpoint of Universal’s new Western epic production,

“The Flaming Frontier.”

Best Advertising Brains Sought

With so much splendid product on the market and crowding on for

intensive exploitation, Universal officials recognized the imperative neces-
sity for special concentrated work on a picture which has infinite exploita-

tion possibilities, and it resolved to get the very best advertising brains
outside of its own organization to take over the entire job of putting this

picture in the place it deserves in the eye of the industry and the public.

NAT ROTHSTEIN

SundayLaw at

Urbana Is Set

Aside by Court
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

URBANA, ILL., Feb. 2.—Urbana’s ordi-

nance against Sunday motion picture ex-

hibition has been set aside by the circuit

court. An injunction, still in effect, is ex-

pected to be dropped in view of the ruling.

It is probable that a new ordinance will

be drafted. It is reported that theatres

will not open despite the favorable de-

cision.

Terre Haute Ordinance
To License Operators

Is Declared Invalid
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 2.—

A

city ordinance at Terre Haute, Ind., pro-

viding for the licensing of operators of

motion picture machines, has been declared

invalid in an opinion delivered in superior

court there in a case where Herbert D.
Dreyfus sought to enjoin the city from en-

forcement of the ordinance. The court
took the position that the city exceeded its

authority as vested in it by the state legis-

lature.

The decision is the first of its kind to

come up in Indiana and will set a precedent
for other cities to follow. Judge Louis
Leveque said the operation of a motion pic-

ture machine has nothing to do with the

public morals or health and does not inter-

fere with the general welfare; that the

city’s only power to license is incident to

its power to regulate.

The idea of the judge is that if opera-
tors of motion picture machines used in

theatres are to be licensed, then the owners
of private machines of similar character
also would be required to take an examina-
tion and obtain a license; so, too, would all

persons operating a radio machine in their
private homes, or those owning any other
kind of a machine or instrument kept solely
for pleasure.

Gilmore Stays with Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Douglas Gilmore
has signed a renewal contract with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

“The Flaming Frontier” is the picture on
which Edward Sedgwick has been engaged
for the last two and a half years and rep-

resents the ultimate effort of Universal in

a Western picture. In its estimation it is

the daddy of all Westerns, the apotheosis
of all prior effort, and the last word in

frontier stories.

Shows Exploitation’s Power
Mr. Rothstein was induced by R. H.

Cochrane to give up his advertising agency
in Chicago some nine years ago and to

come to Universal as advertising manager.
He soon proved his adaptability and
brought to his task a trenchant pen, a
straightforward, direct, punchful method
which has characterized Universal’s adver-
tising from that day to this. Of late years,

since resigning from Universal, he has
demonstrated more cleverly than has any
other advertising man in the business the

place which clever and well directed exploi-

tation can make for otherwise unimportant
pictures as successes at the box-office.

Time and again he has taken a picture

which in no sense was outstanding and
through the force of tieups and exploita-

tion ideas has given exhibitors a plan of
campaign which has returned enormous
profits at the box office.

Unanimously Chose Rothstein

Rothstein can do tremendous things with
a picture of the tremendous possibilities

and outstanding excellence of “The Flam-

Parisian Acclaims U. S.

Films Greater Than Opera
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PARIS, Feb. 2.—America has
stolen the art of Paris, was the
comment of Mme. Jumel, fore-
most Paris critic, following her
attendance at the showing of “Don
Q” here. “Hollywood studios now
turn out such masterpieces which
in time past were exclusively pro-
duced in Paris.” Society attended
the gala performance and the audi-
torium resembled more the dia-
mond horseshoe in the Metropoli-
tan Opera than a picture theatre.
After the show enthusiastic pa-

trons snatched a portrait of Doug-
las Fairbanks and rushed down the
street singing “The Star Spangled
Banner.”

ing Frontier”; that is the thought which
has been running in the minds of Univer-
sal officials for some weeks past. And when
they made the decision to eo outside the

organization for a man to take entire

charge of this production, in order to re-

lieve the overworked home office, they
unanimously decided on Rothstein.
At the same time this decision was made,

Universal started in to lease a Broadway
theatre for the production, and arrange-
ments have very nearly been consummated
for one of Broadway’s most suitable and
best located houses.

Demurrer Sustained in

“Covered Wagon" Suit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.—By com-
mon consent a person today has a right to

stand or fall by his own conduct, not that

of his ancestors. On that basis Judge Al-
bert L. Reeves of the federal court in Kan-
sas City this week sustained a demurrer
to the $1,000,000 damage suit filed against
Paramount by Mrs. Virginia Bridger Hahn
of Kansas City, Kan. The suit was the
outgrowth of the making of “The Covered
Wagon,” in which Mrs. Hahn contended
her father, Jim Bridger, plainsman, dis-

coverer of Yellowstone Park and Great
Salt Lake, was depicted as a drunkard and
put a stain on her birth. She sought to

recover damages for defamation of her
father’s character and what she deemed
consequent damage to her own character.

Judge Reeves’ opinion virtually means de-
feat of the suit.

Joseph H. Brady, attorney for Mrs.
Hahn, announced the case would be ap-
pealed to the circuit court of appeals.

Fox Studios Get Rare
Ingleton Collection

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Fox Film Cor-
poration has acquired on the West Coast
the George Ingleton research library, com-
plete private collection of rare books. The
library is to be used by the studio staff of

writers.

Directs “Sandy"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Harry Beaumont
has been named to direct “Sandy” for Fox
Film Corporation.
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Print and negative department. Art department at work.

Publicity and advertising department. Contract department.

Major H. C. S. Thomson, president and man-
aging director.

F. B. O. in New Home at

1560 Broadway, N. Y.

Film Boohing Offices is now housed

in the Embassy building, one of the

newest and one of the best ap-

pointed office buildings in New
York. All executives and employes

are comfortably housed and experts

have called the general arrangement

of offices one of the most efficient

and attractive in the country.

Colvin W. Brown, vice-president

in charge of distribution.

Edward McNamee, sales promotion
director.

D. A. Poucher, treasurer.

Albert Tuchman, purchasing agent.
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Striking Gain Recorded in

Exports of American Films
Shipments of Positives Increase 55,308,000 Feet—Negatives

Grow 1,829,000—Britain Still Best Customer

—

Australia Now in Second Place

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 2.—A striking gain in America’s foreign

trade in motion picture films is shown in a comparison of preliminary

figures of shipments for 1925 with those of 1924, says the department of

commerce. Shipments of positive films increased more than 55,308,000

linear feet; exports of negatives grew more than 1,829,000 feet.

Positives Total 225,656,151 Feet

American exports of positive films for 1925 reached a total of 225,656,151

linear feet at an invoice value of $6,787,687, while exports of negatives were

9,929,643 linear feet valued at $1,893,058. In 1924, exports of positives

were 170,347,342 linear feet valued at $6,081,917 and exports of nega-

tives were 8,100,264 linear feet at a value of $1,419,859.

Laemmle Returns

to U. S. for 20th

Anniversary Fete
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—More than 1,200

persons will be present at a supper dance

to be held by the officers and employes of

Universal at the Commodore Hotel Feb-

ruary 5. Carl Laemmle in whose honor

the celebration is planned is observing the

anniversary of his 20th year in the industry.

He arrived aboard the Olympic from
Europe.
Laemmle has received hundreds of letters

of congratulations from such figures as

Marcus Loew of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Samuel Goldwyn, producer, and Robert

Lieber, First National president.

E. H. Goldstein, treasurer of Universal,

will be master of ceremonies at the ban-

quet and R. H. Cochrane, vice-president,

will be toastmaster.

J. D. Williams Signs
Dorothy Gish to Make

Three in England
NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—J. D. Williams,

managing director of British National

Pictures, Ltd., London, made the an-

nouncement immediately after the “Nell

Gwyn” preview at the Ritz-Carlton last

week, that he and his English associates

were so strongly impressed as to the

future of Dorothy Gish, following her

brilliant triumph in the name part of Her-
bert Wilcox’s production “Nell Gwyn,”
that his company had made a deal with

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., who has the star

under contract for five years, under which
arrangement she is to return to England
immediately to be starred in three produc-
tions.

Jaydee, when manager of First National

Pictures, saw the possibilities and pro-

moted to front rank stardom several of

the present day reigning screen favorites.

He sees in Dorothy Gish a player capable

of creating for herself an unique position

on the screen. “She’ll be the feminine
Harold Lloyd,” he believes.

George T. Eaton, president of the big
English producing company, a man of long
theatrical experience and a former as-

sociate of Jaydee in Australia, is one Eng-
lishman who has no fear of the success
of British pictures in this country, or else-

where in the world, provided they are of

a technical and artistic quality comparable
to the American product. He gladly gives
American producers credit for having won
a practical monopoly of the world’s picture
business on the basis of quality, and he
bases his hopes for the success of his own
company on their determination to win on
merit alone.

Donald Crisp Signs to

Direct for C. De Mille
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Donald Crisp has
just signed a long-term contract with Cecil
B. De Mille and will direct three produc-
tions this year for release through Pro-
Dis-Co, according to an announcemnt by
William Sistrom, general manager of the
De Mille studios.

Crisp recently completed, in cooperation
with Douglas Fairbanks, production of
“The Black Pirate.”

Rice Runs Colonial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C., Feb. 2.—
U. K. Rice will have charge of the new
Colonial theatre, which opens here Febru-
ary 8.

In 1924 Europe took from the L’nited

States about 60,000,000 feet of negatives

and positives combined. In 1925 this figure

exceeded 86,000,000. Latin America, to

which in 1924 we sent about 47,500,000 feet,

received about 63,500,000 in 1925. The Far

East with about 45,000,000 feet of film in

1924 increased this total to 53,500,000 in

1925. While figures for 1925 covering

Africa and the Near East are not complete

as yet, there is every reason to believe a

satisfying gain has been recorded here as

well.

Britain Still Best Market

With regard to individual markets, the

L'nited Kingdom continues to lead as it

always has in the past. The figures here

show about 36,500,000 feet—a gain of above

10,000,000 over 1924. Australia, with just

under 24,500,000 feet, has displaced Canada
for second place. This betters Australia’s

1924 total by about 6,000,000 feet. Canada
as indicated went to third place, even

though its total of 23,000,000 feet topped

1924 by nearly 4,000,000 feet. One of the

most startling gains recorded was the 20,-

000,000 foot total from the Argentine—

a

gain of more than 7,000,000 feet over 1924

—which put it in fourth place. France is

fifth with a 5,000,000 foot gain over 1924,

its total for 1925 being 14,500,000 feet.

Our next five markets in that order are

Brazil, Japan, Mexico, Germany and the

Straits Settlements. Of these Brazil’s 2,-

000,000 foot gain brought it up over Japan,

In Which the Public

Bargains with Shulman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OXBRIDGE , ONT Feb. 2.—
Manager I. Shulman of the Strand
theatre, has established a coopera-
tive basis with the people of the

town with respect to counter at-

tractions in the form of important
local hockey matches which gen-
erally excite great interest in the

district.

Shulman announced that he
would close the Strand theatre
tight on the night that the weekly
league hockey game would be
played so that the local hockey
club could have the whole stage
as it were. In return for this con-
cession he would expect that the
people would extend him good
patronage on the other five nights
of the week. He promised the
best available film attractions.
People have taken kindly to the
suggestion by Mr. Shulman.

which stood sixth in 1924. Brazil’s total

was 10,500,000 feet and Japan’s a little over

9.000.

000 feet, the Japanese figure being a

decline of about half a million feet from
1924.

Mexico’s Imports Increase

Mexico’s eighth place total of 7,500,000
feet bettered the 1924 record by 2,000,000
feet, and Germany in ninth place, in spite
of its kontingent system, took just over

2.000.

000 feet more in 1925 than in 1924, the
figures here being 6,500,000 feet against a
trifle under 4,500,000 feet.

Exports from the United States of mo-
tion picture films sensitized but not exposed
amount in 1925 to 74,605,179 linear feet
valued at 1,585,529 as compared with 59,-

482,479 linear feet valued at $1,261,087 for
1924.

Raymond S. Peck Sees
British Quota System

in Operation by 1927
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Feb. 2.—“Great Brit-
ain has awakened to the realization of the
power of the screen, and the slogan ‘Trade
Follows the Film’ has a great element of
truth in it, declared Raymond S. Peck, di-

rector of the Canadian Government Motion
Picture Studio after his return from New
York, where he conferred with American
and British film representatives. “Great
Britain is determined to produce pictures,”

Peck continued, “and the British govern-
ment has become so interested in the Brit-

ish film plan it is likely a quota system
against foreign pictures will go into effect

in January, 1927.

“The proposed arrangement is that 10

per cent of all pictures shown in the United
Kingdom must have been produced in the
British Empire. This is only a start. The
proposed quota system has for its purpose
the breaking of the strangle-hold Ameri-
can producers have secured on the business
in the British Isles and elsewhere.”
Peck was in conference with a repre-

sentative of one of the most important
British film producers, who is backed by a

large commercial organization with exten-
sive investments in Canada. It is the de-

sire of this company to establish a studio

in Canada and produce a certain number
of pictures in the Dominion each year, Peck
announced. These films would meet all re-

quirements of the proposed quota system
by utilizing British capital and British or

Canadian screen talent.

Fire Scares Hotel Folk
Fire in the basement of the Alcazar theatre,

Chicago, tied up traffic and frightened guests of
the Morrison hotel.
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Busy Barry Prepares to Open
Second Managers Course

Head of Publix Theatres Training School Sifts Applications from
Every State for Reopening Feb. 20

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Feb. 2.—One of the busiest men in the film industry,

one who holds a unique position, is John F. Barry, head of the
Publix Theatre Managers Training School. After having gradu-

ated the first class of the school two weeks ago, Mr. Barry is now prepar-
ing for the opening of the second course February 20. The graduation of

the first class placed 30 men in important positions in Publix theatres in

various parts of the country.

ABOUT SOO applications were received
for membership in the first class, and

for the second course already more applica-

tions have been received. Mr. Barry not
only arranges the course of studies and is

responsible for the general success of the

school, but it is his task also to sift over
and analyze the applications, after which the

most promising are brought into New York
for personal interviews. The final selec-

tion of the pupils is made by a committee
from the home offices of Publix Theatres.

Applications from Every State

Applications have been received from
men in every state in the union. From
these forty men will be selected for the
second course, ten less than were in the
first class. The reason for this lesser num-
ber is that twelve managers now on the
circuit of the Publix Theatres Corporation
will be brought into New York to take the

course at the school.

In speaking of the work of the school,

Sam Katz, head of Publix Theatres, paid
a high compliment to the work so ably
conducted by Mr. Barry. Mr. Katz said

:

“The school which has just completed
its first term has proven itself of ines-

timable value in its work of providing a
definite, specialized and complete course of
practical motion picture theatre manager-
ship training.

“I have watched the work of this school
with the greatest interest, in its scope and
its possibilities of service, both to the stu-

dent who desires to become an efficient

theatre manager, and to the theatre where
he eventually will be placed. Its position
in a program for the constructive and con-
tinual raising of the standards of motion

JOHN F. BARRY

picture theatre entertainment is of the ut-

most importance.”
Mr. Barry, to whose credit is placed

the great success of the school, is a man of
dynamic personality whose untiring energy
inspires all who work with him to such an
extent that an almost unbelievable amount
of detail can be handled with a minimum of
apparent effort and on perfect schedule.

Before taking charge of the school Mr.
Barry was for several years an assistant

to Harold B. Franklin in the Paramount
theatres department at the home offices on
Fifth avenue.

Education Bureau Issues

1,019 Reels in One Month
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Feb. 2.—
Indiana University’s business of
carrying education to thousands of
residents of the state through the
distribution of motion picture films
by the bureau of visual instruction
of the extension division is increas-
ing. In December, 1919, when the
service was started, the bureau dis-

tributed 23 educational and enter-
tainment films to Indiana communi-
ties. During December, 1925, the
bureau sent out a total of 1,019 reels.

For December of 1924, the bureau
distributed 893 reels. The last half
of last year the bureau sent out
3,705 reels and 780 sets of slides.

The visual instruction bureau has
on file at Bloomington, Ind., where
it is located, more than 1,000,000 feet
of film, including 1,000 different
subjects. In addition, there are
thousands of slides for community
use.

Hutchinson To Make
3 More Hortons for

Associated Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—S. S. Hutchin-
son will produce three more pictures
starring Edward Everett Horton for As-
sociated E x h i b-
itors. These will

be released as an
addition to the
“Triumpha n t

Thirty.”
Horton’s “The

Nutcracker,” i n
which he is co-
starred with Mae
Busch, was orig-
inally listed in the
Thirty but when
completed it was
decided to place
this picture in a
group of Edward s. S. Hutchinson
Everett Horton
features to be released outside the Thirty.

“The Nutcracker” was directed by Lloyd
Ingraham for Hutchinson and is a comedy
drama of married life based upon the

stage and book success of that name.

Morris Shifts Three
Division Heads;
Sets “Sea Beast"
Sam Morris, general manager of distri-

bution for Warner Brothers, left Chicago
January 30 after a week’s visit during
which time he made a double announce-
ment : Three important changes have been
made in the national organization

; the
premiere of “The Sea Beast” has been
fixed in Chicago for February 12 at the
Orpheum, Warner house.
Lloyd Willis, Eastern Central division,

has been made general home office repre-
sentative; Herbert Elder, in charge of the
Eastern Central division, has been moved
into Willis’ place; C. C. Ezell, Western-
Southern division manager, has been
moved into Elder’s place.

“Fighting Gob," Sixth
Clifford - Pierce Bear
Production, Completed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.
—“The Fighting

Gob,” the last of the series of six Bear
Productions featuring Gordon Clifford and
Charlotte Pierce,

released by the
Aywon Film Cor-
poration, has been
c o m p 1 et e d, ac-
cording to an an-
nouncement last
week by Nathan
Hirsh, president
of the organiza-
tion.

Richard Neil,
James McElhern,
Hubert Lindley
and William
Hughes are
among the sup-
porting cast. The
picture was made under the direction of

Harry L. Fraser. The early sequences

show some particularly fine scenes of navy
life.

Mr. Hirsh reports that the series of six

features with Gordon Clifford and Char-
lotte Pierce featured have proved excep-
tionally good attractions wherever pre-

sented. He is firmly of the belief that

“The Fighting Gob” is the most entertain-

ing of them all, combining legitimate

comedy, thrills and dramatic scenes.

Honors F. B. O, Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 2.—The Film
Booking Offices exchange here has been
added to the honor list of the Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors Associa-
tion for having complied with regulations

governing fire prevention during Decem-
ber.

Stralem in FP-L Seat
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Casimir I. Stra-

lem, member of Hallgarten & Company,
has been made director and member of the

finance committee of Famous Players-Las-

ky upon the resignation of Maurice
Wertheim.

Bischoff Chooses Title
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—“Silver Streak” is

the title chosen for the Levine-Bischoff

serial starring a police dog, the company
has announced. Malcolm MacGregor and
Louise Lorraine are featured in the cast.
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Harrison Would
Strike Out Tax
on Admissions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 2.—The
prospects are that a considerable contro-

versy will be waged over the admission

taxes before the Senate passes the revenue

bill now before it. During the course of

the reading of the amendments made by

the Senate finance committee to the bill as

passed by the House, this section of the

measure was passed over at the request of

several senators who desire to give more
particular attention to these provisions.

While the bill was before the committee

Senator King of Utah, introduced an

amendment striking out entirely the tax on
admissions and dues, and on January 28

Senator Pat Harrison of Mississippi in-

troduced a similar amendment.

Barbara LaMarr Dies
After Long Illness;

Sawyer-Lubin Star
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2—Barbara La
Marr, First National star who has been ill

for several month, died at the home of her
father in Altadena
last Saturday af-

ternoon. She was
30 years of age
and was under
contract to Saw-
yer and L u b i n,

who recently fin-

ished a picture
“The Girl from
Montmartre,” with
Miss LaMarr and
Lewis Stone, for
First National.

She is survived by
her parents and a

brother, Billy De-
Barbara La Marr

vorCj ;n vaudevi!le
Miss LaMarr had been in the public eye

14 years. Her screen career began with
Anita Stewart in “Harriet and the Piper.”

Paramount Releases 6
Pictures in February

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—This month Para-
mount gives to the screen the first six pro-

ductions on the company’s spring and sum-
mer schedule. One of these, “The Wan-
derer,” was scheduled for release February
1. The others, with release dates, are:

“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter,”
Feb. 8; “The Song and Dance Man,” Feb.

8; “The Vanishing American,” Feb. 15;

“Behind the Front,” Feb. 22 ;
and “Moana

of the South Seas,” Feb. 22.

Edward L. Klein Returns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Edward L. Klein
of Edward L. Klein Company, exporters
of motion pictures, is back after eight

months in Europe and announced a num-
ber of sales among which were the fol-

lowing: For England, the series of twelve
Gotham productions entitled “The Over-
land Limited”

;
“The Police Patrol”

;
“His

Master’s Voice”
;
“One of the Bravest”

;

“A Little Girl in a Big City”
;
“Phanthom

of the Forest”
;
“The Speed Limit” ;

“The
Shadow on the Wall”

;
“Part Time Wife”

;

“Hearts and Spangles”
; “Racing Blood,”

and “The Sign of the Claw,” which series

were sold to Stolls, and a series of nine
special features to W. & F.

Voluntary ArbitrationAsked
Seider Declares in Protest

Present System Compulsory, Says M. P. T. 0. Business Man-
ager—Submits New Exhibition Contract Clause

to Simplify Play Dates Problem
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—The M. P. T. O. A. stands for voluntary arbitra-

tion whereas the present system is compulsory and the recent report from
the M. P. P. D. A. regarding the existing machinery’s “tremendous success
in settling commercial disputes in the motion picture industry” is mislead-
ing, Business Manager Joseph M. Seider of the M. P. T. O. A. declared last

week in charging Will H. Hays with breach of faith.

Says Hays Asked Secrecy

It was Hays who several months ago broached the plan that both organ-
izations desist from public airing of arbitration affairs until negotiations
over a new arbitration plan had been completed, Seider said.

Frank J. Rembusch, president of the M.
P. T. O. of Indiana, has issued a call to

theatre owners of the United States and
Canada to attend a conference on the uni-

form contract February 24 and 25 at

French Lick, Ind.

Play Date Solution Seen

Seider believes he has solved the “availa-
bility of play dates” problem. In his “Ap-
proved Standard Exhibition Contract,” the

one adopted by and now in use by the I. M.
P. A. A. and endorsed by the M. P. T. O.
A. and T. O. C. C., Seider used the Burkan
play date clause. He has prepared and
forwarded to the Independent organization,
the T. O. C. C. and the Hays the following,
which he believes is simpler than the clause
now in the contract and a clearer solution
of the problem, and asks that it be sub-
stituted :

The exhibition date or dates of each photoplay,
unless definitely specified in the said schedule,
shall be determined as follows:

(a) The distributor shall mail to the exhibitor,
at least thirty (30) days’ notice in writing of the
date upon which each photoplay will be available
for exhibition by the exhibitor, consistent with
prior “runs” and/or “protection” heretofore or
hereafter granted to other exhibitors. Such date
of availability, if the exhibitor’s “run” is subse-
quent to a “first run,” shall be within
days after the first day of the exhibition of the
photoplay, or photoplays, by the first run theatre
in the zone, or territory, in which the exhibitor’s
theatre is located.

(b) Within fourteen (14) days after the receipt
of such notice, the exhibitor shall select the exhibi-
tion date, or dates, from those dates within a four
(4) week period, commencing with such date of
availability disclosed to him as available for exhi-
bition by the distributor.

(c) If the exhibitor fails to make such selection
within fourteen (14) days after receipt of such
notice of availability, then the distributor may, at

any time thereafter, designate the exhibition date
or dates (no such date to be prior to the initial

date of availability) by sending, by registered
mail, nofice thereof to the exhibitor at least four-
teen (14) days before the first exhibition date so
designated.

(d) In the event the distributor shall have des-
ignated the exhibition date or dates in accordance
with Paragraph (c), the period of protection, if

any, specified in the schedule shall begin from the
last day of the period embraced within the date or
dates so designated.

(e) The exhibition date, or dates, of any of the
photoplays selected by the exhibitor, or designated
by the distributor as above provided, or otherwise
agreed upon between the distributor and the ex-

hibitor, shall be for all purposes the exhibition
date, or dates, of such photoplay as though defi-

nitely specified in the said schedule.
(f) In case this instrument embraces a series of

feature photoplays five reels or more in length
and featuring a particular “star” or “director,”
the exhibitor shall not be required hereunder to

exhibit more than one photoplay of such series
during a period of five (5) weeks.

The Administrative Committee of the M.
P. T. O. A. devoted five hours to the con-

tract situation at its meeting last week.
It instructed the Committee on Contract and

Arbitration to obtain a reduction in the number
of days for which the distributor has to accept a
contract because of the rapid facilities afforded by

the air mail. The contract committee was also
instructed to insist upon a change in the per-
centage clause which would provide for a definite
amount being paid by the exhibitor in the event
the exhibitor does not lift a percentage picture.
The latter committee’s stand for a provision for
a specific amount to reimburse the theatre owner
in the event a distributor does not deliver a per-

centage picture was approved by the Administra-
tive Committee. The selection of a designation
of playdates clause as presented by Seider was
endorsed.

President Woodhull was authorized to

appoint committees for the national con-

vention in Los Angeles June 1 to 5. The
social end of the convention was left in

the hands of Glenn Harper, national com-
mitteeman. The Ambassador hotel is sur-

rounded by 37 acres of ground, which will

be lavishly decorated.

Jake Wells was named as the contact

point in the campaign of Virginia exhib-

itors against a proposed 10 per cent state

tax.

Newman Denies Plans
To Resume Control of

Kansas City Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.—Between
denials and rumors Frank L. Newman,
manager of three Los Angeles theatres for

Paramount, had a lively time of it in Kan-
sas City last week.

Rumor had it that Mr. Newman, former
owner of the Newman and Royal theatres,

Kansas City, was returning to Kansas City

to resume management of the two theatres

which he leased to Paramount last summer.
However, upon arriving Mr. Newman de-

nied there were plans under consideration

for him to again control the Kansas City

theatres. Then came the report that Jack
Partington, widely known San Francisco
exhibitor, would succeed Mr. Newman in

Los Angeles. When asked if he would join

forces with any other theatres Mr. New-
man’s reply was that “anything might hap-

pen.”

Louis Forbstein, former director of the

Newman orchestra, has accepted a position

with Grauman’s Egyptian theatre in Holly-
wood.

United Studios Change
to Famous Property
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 2.—The United
Studios, 26 acres, yesterday became the

legal property of Famous Players-Lasky

with the signing of papers by M. C. Levee
and R. W. Allison, representing United.
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An inaugural banquet was tendered J. J. Sampson, the incoming president of the

Chicago Film Board of Trade, January 26, at the Bal Tabarin in the Sherman
hotel. Chicago’s most prominent exhibitors and film men turned out to do the
F.B.O. branch manager honor.

Incoming Head of Film Board
Feted by Chicago Men

Nationally Known Motion Picture Men Gather to Honor President

Jack Sampson at Inaugural Banquet

T HE biggest event in the category of social things of the year in

Chicago film circles was the Inaugural Frolic of the Film Board of

Trade in honor of J. J. Sampson at the Bal Tabarin in the Sherman
Hotel, January 26. Sampson, F. B. O. branch manager, is the incoming
president of the board.

Joining to pay him homage were nationally known film and theatre men
as well as poster boys.

A LAST minute rush for tickets brought
the attendance to well over 300.

Congratulations in the manner of ab-

breviated talks were offered President

Sampson by Martin J. Quigley, publisher

o f Exhibitors
Herald; Fred
McQuigg, motion
picture writer of
Chicago Evening
American, Charles
Casanave of
Cooney Brothers,
and Nate Ascher
of Ascher Broth-
ers.

The big share of
the credit for
making the event
a n outstanding
success goes to

George Dembow,
Fox branch man-
ager who was chairman of the general
committee, David Dubin, Educational
branch manager, who managed the enter-
tainment and “managed to obtain it” from
Lou Goldberg, vaudeville booker, gratis,
L. A. Rozelle, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, on
tickets, A. W. MacLaughlin, Renown, ad-
vertising, and Neil F. Agnew, Paramount,
treasurer.

Prominent in Attendance
Included among the guests were Max

Balaban, Floyd Brockell, Clayton Bond
and F. J. McCarthy of Balaban & Katz

;

Sam Morris, general manager of Warner
Brothers; Harry Lubliner, Emil Stern,

Arthur Mayer, Abe Kaufman and Lou
Kramer of Lubliner & Trinz; Jack Miller,

business manager, and William Sweeney,
secretary, of Chicago Exhibitors’ Associa-
tion

;
Elmer Leesman, counsel for the film

board; R. C. Seery, First National branch
manager

;
Harry Ascher of Ascher Broth-

ers
; J. L. Schaefer, John Jones, Sig Faw-

ler, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer; Vincent
Lynch, Frank Schaeffer and Vern Lang-
don, of the Lynch circuit; Jimmie Costen
and John Kempton

;
Abe, Max and Nate

Gumbiner of the Gumbiner theatres;

Donald McElroy and George Crowley of

Fitzpatrick & McElroy; Arthur and Henry
Schoenstadt of Schoenstadt & Sons, Inc.

Serious Speeches Barred

Shortly after a seven course dinner
Ralph Kettering of Ascher Brothers, as

toastmaster presented Mr. Sampson with
a solid silver coffee set of four pieces.

Then an evening of merriment was on.

Speeches of a serious nature were barred
by the toastmaster. Ballet dancers, sing-

ers, monologists and acts from 20 vaude-
ville houses and cafes were on hand to

perfect the festivity.

Small souvenir harmonicas were given
each guest through the courtesy of Hohner
Harmonica Manufacturing Company.

Meriwether Moves
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C., Feb. 2.—
Miller Meriwether, who recently retired as

manager of the Ideal theatre, has become
associate manager of the Auditorium, Pilot

and Amuzu theatres, operated by the
Piedmont Amusement Company and the

Forsyth Amusement Company.

Re-Takes

Eugene v. brewster, publisher of

several photoplay magazines, and
“dean of motion picture critics” is in

our midst, to study the industry and gather

material for several articles touching on
aspects of the film capital.

* * *

Eugene was surprised to see some of our
most prominent stars walking home to their

bungalows with a bottle of milk under
either arm. Well, boys will be boys and
Will Hays can’t regulate their goings and
comings.

* * *

He said he expected to find Hollywood
a modern Babylon surrounded by a high

wall and given up to wild abandon. That
just shows what poor press agents we have
here. The town’s a complete disappoinment

to most visitors.
* * *

This Lending Business

It has been quite the thing for a film

company to lend players back and forth,

and now they’re lending press agents. Larry
Weingarten has been lent by the Jackie

Coogan Company to M. C. Levee, who is

making “Molasses.” Bye and bye we’ll

probably read where Wrigley has been lent

to the Goodrich Rubber Company to put the

resilience of his gum in tires, and Henry
Ford has been lent to the government to

put the post office on a systematic and pay-

ing basis.
* * *

Tender Hearted

It pains a California editor when he has

to print a story about floods in Florida, or

storms in the East. He never gives it over

an eight col. banner line.

* * *

A New Club

Larry Weingarten, the w. k. press agent,

is busy these days spreading his “Molasses”

propaganda. In case you don’t know,
“Molasses” is a picture, and to become a

member of Larry’s Molasses Club you have

to be (a) Physically perfect (b) Mentally

unbalanced (c) Be able to laugh at
_

the

“Walking home from an auto ride” joke

and (d) screen well. Then he’ll issue you

a pass that’s good to all studios in Holly-

wood.
* * *

Sounds Like a Lotta Molasses

“Three big motion picture contracts were

offered Dolly D. last week but Miss D.

would not affix her signature to any of

them, preferring to work at the Whoosit
Independent studios this summer.”
“A new policy has been entered into by

the Publicity Bureau, which announces a

limit of ten clients throughout the year

1926. At present the quota of ten clients

is full.”
* * *

Famous Last Words
“I have nothing to say.”

* * *

Yes We Have One
It has been discovered why so many

folks hereabouts have colds. They forget

to put on heavies about 4 o’clock every day.

R. M.

Hendren Named Receiver
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 2.—O. H.
Hendren, president of the Hendren Print-

ing Company of Indianapolis, has been

named receiver for the Twentieth Century

Motion Picture and Dramatic Clubs of In-

dianapolis.
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Columbia Names
Solomon Head of

Ads and Publicity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—In anticipation

of the campaign of publicity, advertising

and exploitation covering the 1926-27 prod-

uct the executives of Columbia Pictures

Corporation have appointed Julian M.
Solomon as director of publicity and ad-

vertising.

Mr. Solomon has been in New York for

eleven years doing the things which he
will do for Columbia. In addition to having
handled publicity from the distributors’

angle he has been an exhibitor and handled
exhibitors’ exploitation.

The National Laugh Month campaign
which has received such wonderful sup-
port from the press of the entire country
was handled by Mr. Solomon.

Associated Exhibitors
Sign “Buddy” Stuart as
Special Representative

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
^

YORK, Febi 2.—Laurence F.

(“Buddy”) Stuart has joined Associated
Exhibitors as special representative, sever-
ing; his connection with the Paramount
Theatre Managers School, where he served
as instructor during the term recently
closed.

Mr. Stuart had charge of Paramount’s
Fenway theatre in Boston for two years
prior to coming into the home office of
Famous Players-Lasky at the time of the
Balaban & Katz-Famous Players associa-
tion. His record for successful direction
of big theatres over a period embracing
practically the history of the motion pic-

ture is well known to the trade.

2 Companies Working at
Powers Lot; Others

Soon to Begin Work
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—Although the
Associated Studios were taken over by P.
A. Powers but a short time ago two com-
panies are already at work on the lot.

Preparations are being made for the install-

ing of other companies within 30 days.

“U” to Re-Release
“Outside the Law”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Universal Pic-
tures Corporation is to re-release “Outside
the Law,” co-starring Priscilla Dean and
Lon Chaney, it has just been announced.
New prints and accessories are being made
for use with the reissue.

The story from which the picture was
adapted was written by Tod Browning,
who directed. The picture is a crook
drama with San Francisco as its locale.

Wheeler Oakman and Ralph Lewis have
important parts in the supporting cast.

Universal reports the picture showed in

more than 8,000 houses following the orig-

inal release.

Abrams Fixes Mar. 15
Release Date of “Bat?’

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—The production,
“The Bat,” will be released by United Art-
ists March 15, it was announced yesterday
by Hiram Abrams, president. It is being
filmed by Roland West.

Unit Production Adopted by
F. B. O.; Fineman Joins F. N.

Schnitzer Will Take Charge of F. B. O. Studio Temporarily and

Will Initiate New System—Plan Contemplated for

Several Months, Declares President Thomson
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Unit plan of production is to be instituted by
Film Booking- Offices, Major H. C. S. Thomson, president and managing
director, announced last week. The new system will be introduced by J. I.

Schnitzer, vicepresident in charge of production, who will take charge of

the F. B. O. studio in Hollywood for the time being, following the resig-

nation of B. P. Fineman who for the last two years has been general man-
ager of the studio. Fineman has signed a contract to supervise the produc-
tion of four pictures for First National.

Schnitzer to Stay at Studio

Schnitzer, who went to the Coast from New York early in December to

work out details for the 1926-27 releasing schedule of F. B. O.. will remain
at the studio indefinitely.

“The plan of unit production at our
studios is the result of no hastily reached
decision,” said Major Thomson, “for it has
been contemplated for some months that

we would put it into effect at the start of
production on next year’s schedule. How-
ever, Mr. Fineman’s resignation has pre-
cipitated an immediate organization along
the lines of unit production.

“Since the reorganization of the execu-
tive staff effective early last summer, at

which time Mr. Schnitzer became vice-

president in charge of production, and
Colvin W. Brown became vicepresident in

charge of distribution, Mr. Schnitzer was
able to concentrate on production, and it

had been planned that he would spend con-
siderable of his time at the studios.

Unit Plan Found Necessary

“Mr. Schnitzer returned East a week ago
for a short conference with me after my
return from Europe, and at that time we
decided that the unit plan of production
would be put into effect in our studio op-
erations as soon as it was practical to
do so.

“We have always been convinced that
the unit plan of production is the most
efficient method of motion picture manu-
facture, but have operated our studio un-
der a general manager because of the fact
that up until this year our own production
has been more or less limited. The per-

centage of F. B. O. produced pictures has
increased to a point where we feel the

adoption of a unit plan of management
necessary.

“In addition to taking direct charge of

the Studio, Mr. Schnitzer will handle the

relations of the company with independent
producers making pictures for F. B. O.
distribution.”

Mai St. Clair, Party
Tour Chicago’s Loop

Malcolm St. Clair, Paramount director,

with Mrs. St. Clair and Lon Dorsey, his

gag man, made a rapid tour of the Chicago
loop last Thursday between trains from
New York to Hollywood. While in Chi-

cago the party visited Fred and Tom War-
ing of Waring’s Pennsylvanians backstage
at the Chicago theatre.

St. Clair has just finished “A Social Ce-
lebrity,” starring Adolphe Menjou, in New
York, and has gone to Hollywood to make
preparations for the filming of “Crossroads
of the World,” with Pola Negri.

Furthman Scenario Head
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Charles Furth-
man has been appointed editor-in-chief of
Paramount’s West Coast studio.

Executives in New Unit Policy

Unit Production for Film Booking Offices is announced by Major H. C. S.
Thomson, president and managing director. J. I. Schnitzer, vice president
in charge of production, will take charge of the F. B. O. studio in Holly-
wood for the time being and will also inaugurate the new unit production
policy, which has been under consideration for several months. Colvin W.
Brown is vice president in charge of distribution of F. B. O. Mr. Schnitzer
will remain at the studios indefinitely and handle all relations of the com-
pany with independent producers making pictures for distribution by F. B. O.

H. C. S. Thomson J. I. Schnitzer Colvin W . Brown
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F-N Assigns June Mathis to
Own Production Unit on Coast

Writer and Supervisor to Make Four Productions—Balboni to Direct—Dupont Man Opens Branch—Wampas Frolic Feb. 4

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—June Mathis, noted writer and supervisor
of many First National productions, is to have her own unit and
will make four pictures during the coming year. These produc-

tions will be made on a big scale, and will be directed by Sylvano Balboni,
her husband, who recently signed a long term contract with First
National.

THE arrangement will become effective

immediately upon the return of Miss
Mathis and Balboni from New York. The
new contract with Miss Mathis was con-
summated a week ago during the time
Richard A. Rowland, general manager of
First National, was in Hollywood.

* * *

A new raw stock film concern has entered
the field in Southern California to supply
some of the 300,090,000 feet of celluloid

consumed here annually. Newton I. Steers,

vice-president and general manager of the
Dupont Pathe Film Manufacturing Cor-
poration, has just opened offices after sur-

veying the territory since last November.
He has appointed Simon Aller and J.

Wesley Smith as his local sales agents. The
Dupont organization is completing its build-

ing at 1056 North Cahuenga, from which
point distribution will be made.

* * *

Ann Rork in F. N. Film

Sam E. Rork’s 17-year-old daughter,
Ann, has been given a part in the Marion
Fairfax First National production, “The
Desert Healer,” being directed by Maurice
Tourneur.

•K •I' •I'

Virginia Valli has left Universal and is

now a free lance player.

* * *

Universal Signs Dana
Viola Dana has been signed by Universal

to appear opposite Kenneth Harlan in “The
Millionaire Lumberjack,” and is already on
location at Klamath Falls, Oregon.

* * *

Louise Fazenda and June Marlowe have
been added to the cast of “The Old Soak”
in which Jean Hersholt will be starred.

* * *

Sidney Olcott, director, Boyce Smith,

vice-president and general manager, Lillian

Haywood, scenarist, and eight others of

Inspiration Pictures arrived Wednesday to

produce the next picture, “Ransom’s Folly,”

by Richard Harding Davis. Lois Moran
will play opposite Richard Barthelmess.
Barthelmess is expected here this week.

* * *

Stedman in Baggott Film
Lincoln Stedman is hard at work in a

juvenile role in Universal’s production of

“The Perch of the Devil,” being directed

by King Baggott.
* * *

The Renaud Hoffman production has
commenced work on “Hearts and Span-
gles,” a circus picture being directed by
Frank O’Connor.

* * *

Helen Costello has been lent by Warner
Brothers to Famous Players-Lasky to ap-

pear opposite Raymond Griffith in “New
Paint.”

* * *

Julius Stern, president Century Comedies,
left for New York Saturday.

* * *

Aileen Pringle has been lent by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to First National to appear

in Robert Kane’s forthcoming production,
“Hello, New York!”

* * *

Harry Cohen has purchased the old
California Studios and is going to remodel
the same.

* * *

Milt Gross after several months with
the Chaplin organization has returned to

New York.
% * *

Doug to Entertain at Frolic

Many screen stars will temporarily desert
the screen to appear upon the stage at the
Shrine Auditorium Thursday evening to

take part in the Wampas Frolic and Ball.

Sid Grauman, the entertainment impresario
for the Wampas Frolic, has enlisted the
services of more than a score of prominent
film folk for the big night.

One number on the bill will be Douglas
Fairbanks playing his famous game of
“Doug” with Charles Chaplin as referee.

Forbstein of the Metropolitan theatre has
arranged a special overture and musical
program for the evening. Charles Murray
will be master of ceremonies, assisted by
Ben Turpin. Another big feature will be
40 cameramen lined up across the stage
behind their cameras, making pictures of

the audience with the house fully lighted.

Billy Dooley will give a monologue fol-

lowed by a scene from “Ben Hur.” Grau-
man’s Egyptian Theatre court is to be
reproduced upon the immense stage, and
the various stars will be introduced as they
alight from their machines. A large Mecca
set and a scene from “The Volga Boat-
man,” with 125 male voices, are but a few
of the features of what is declared to be
“The Greatest Show on Earth.”

* * *

Robert Kerr who recently directed “A
Trip to Chinatown” has signed a three

year contract with the William Fox cor-

poration. His first assignment will be with
Buck Jones in “Thirty Below Zero.”

* * *

Bill Conselman who has been writing

titles for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has joined
First National temporarily to assist in the

production of “Ella Cinders,” in which
Colleen Moore will be starred. “Ella

Cinders” is an original idea of Conselman’s,
and is being syndicated as a comic strip.

ifc :fs sfc

Jack Mulhall who has just signed a five-

year contract to enact featured roles in

First National pictures has been lent to

M. C. Levee to be starred in “Molasses.”

Ralph B. Staub Sues
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—Ralph B.

Staub has brought suit in the superior

court against Davis Distributing Division,

Inc., a corporation releasing their output of

pictures through the newly organized
Vital Exchange. Staub is suing for

$132,017.

Ginsberg-Kann
Company Formed;
Expansion Begun

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Henry Ginsberg
and George E. Kann, both long and favor-
ably known in motion picture circles, have
formed a partnership for distribution of
pictures on the Independent market in this

country and abroad.
George E. Kann for the past twelve

years has been identified with the foreign
market. He was for many years associ-
ated with Universal and with Goldwyn in

charge of all foreign sales. For the past
two years he has been a member of Sim-
monds-Kann Enterprises, Inc., foreign
distributors. Mr. Ginsberg is one of the
most widely known of Independent distrib-

utors. Henry Ginsberg Distributing Cor-
poration has had a remarkable growth
during its year of existence. It has become/
firmly established through the quality of
the product it has handled and its square
dealing with Independent exchanges. It

has made exceptional strides in marketing
product in the state rights field.

The organization will hereafter be known
as the Henry Ginsberg-George E. Kann
Distributing Corporation. Ambitious plans
for expansion are under way. For the
coming season it will handle from 12 to 18
long features. There will be at least one
outstanding feature production, a picturiza-

tion of a big recent Broadway success,

which is scheduled for sale on the Inde-
pendent market.

Rothacker Co. Board
Re-elects Officers

Watterson R. Rothacker was re-elected

president of Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. of
Chicago for 1926 and Douglas D. Roth-
acker vicepresident, at a recent meeting of
the board of directors. Others re-elected

were C. E. Pain, Jr., treasurer; John G.
Hahn, secretary; John Mammoser, assist-

ant treasurer, and E. H. Seifert, assistant

secretary.

At the annual meeting of the board of
Rothacker-Allen Laboratories, held in

Hollywood, Watterson R. Rothacker was
re-elected president, Joseph Aller vice-

president and Wesley Smith secretary-

treasurer.

Jones Completes Work
On Season’s Program
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.— Buck Jones
who recently completed “The Fighting

Buckaroo” for Fox and completed with it

his season’s work
believes he has
earned a vacation.

He leaves soon for

abroad.

The westerns
made by Jones
during the past

season were “The
Ti m b e r Wolf,”
“Durand of the
Bad Lands,” with
Marian Nixon;
“The D e s e rt ’ s

Price,” “The Cow-
boy and the Coun-
tess,” “A Man
Four S q u a r e,” Buck Jones

“The Gentle Cyclone,” with Rose Blossom,
and “The Fighting Buckaroo,” with Sally

Long.
In the above six westerns Jones has

played every conceivable role depicting the

wide open spaces.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of February 6

by

the Camera

Jane Winton, because of

her work in recent Warner
Brothers pictures, has been
signed to a long term con-
tract.

C. Gardner Sullivan has
been signed to a long term
contract by Cecil B. De-
Mille for Pro-Dis-Co. Sul-
livan at right.

John Francis Dillon, left,

has been signed to direct
Elinor Glyn’s story, “Love’s
Blindness,” for Metro.

Appearing
Under
New

Contracts

Pauline Starke, film player starred re-

cently with Charles Ray in “Bright
Lights,” has signed a new contract with
Wetro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Her next pic-

ture will be “The Devil’s Cargo.”

Little Judy King who has been
appearing in comedies has been
signed by an Associated Exhib-
itors producer to star in comedy
drama.

George K. Arthur has signed a new
contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Louis B. Mayer announced last week.
He has been with the company since

a year ago.
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Harry Morstein, manager of the Queen theatre, Baltimore, Md., visited

the studio where “The Phantom Police” is being made for Rayart.
Director Robert Dillon, whose arm was injured recently in a location
accident, was preparing for a scene in the picture when Morstein
arrived on the lot. Shaking hands with Dillon is the star, Herbert
Rawlinson.

Above appears one of the photographs made in

Africa of a Bushman in action. It was brought
to this country by Dr. C. Ernest Cadle, head
of the Denver African expedition which went
into Southwestern Africa to make scenics.

Marcus Loew, second from left, and distinguished guests, attended the
opening of “The Merry Widow” at Grauman’s Million Dollar theatre,
Los Angeles. Left to right: Mrs. Rhinock, Mr. Loew, Former Con-
gressman Rhinock of Kentucky, vice-president of Loew’s, Mrs. Latuna
Duffy-D’Arcy, wife of Roy D’Arcy, and Mae Oppenheim.

Carl Laemmle and his stars, Margaret Quimby,
left, and Marian Nixon. Announcement was
made by him last week of the celebration plans

for his twentieth anniversary in the motion pic-

ture industry. He is president of Universal.
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One of the 12 ballet scenes in “Paris at

Midnight” for E. Mason Hopper is direct-

ing for Metropolitan Pictures Corpora-
tion, Pro-Dis-Co release. Jetta Goudal
at right. H. E. N. photo.

Sydney Franklin, directing Marion Davies in “Beverly of Graustark,” chose a
dangerous perch to shoot one of the scenes. Miss Davies (in the inset) re-

cently was host to Harold “Red” Grange, football player visiting the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studios on the Coast. While in Hollywood Grange observed
the filming of scenes for her new picture.

Announcement has been made that the life of P. T. Bamum will be put on
the screen by Jesse Lasky, right. The picture will be released by Famous
Players-Lasky. Wallace Beery, left, has been assigned the role of Bamum.
He has been in New York discussing plans for the production with Lasky
and Monte Katterjohn, author of the story. Production will begin soon.

Reginald Barker will return to begin pro-
duction on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic-

tures under a contract signed last week.
Barker has been directing for some time
under the Fox banner.
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“Last Call for Dinner” Sounded
for “Naked Truth” Event

Nat Puts Final Touch to Ballyhoo for A.M.P.A. Festivities
—

“Partners

Again’ Given Seven Previews

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Nat Rothstein, the irrepressible master of
ceremonies of the “Naked Truth” dinner and a lot of other things,

goes on the theory that no matter how big a thing is, it will be
a lot bigger if it is given a proper ballyhoo. Says Nat:

“All you birds who have been writing stuff about this Naked Truth
dinner, and by the way it’s going to be the biggest that has ever been
pulled off in this or any other industry, are too danged quiet and unas-

suming—too dignified in what you write. Get a real punch in it. You’ve
got the biggest ever to write about, so tear into them and make them
like it.”

S O, after getting that out of his system,

Rothstein grasped his trusty typewriter

firmly by the throat and squeezed out the

following as a sample of what and how
to do it:

“Spread the word, boys, spread it high,

far and wide, for one of the most tran-

scendingly wonderful evenings in the his-

tory of the great motion picture industry.

When?—On Saturday evening, February

6th, in the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel

Astor at the unsurpassed annual A. M. P.

A. Naked Truth Dinner. The dinner and
entertainment committee have secured the

consent of the great and only Texas
Guinan herself, the scintillating blonde

beauty who is to be the guest conductor

of wise cracks during the dinner. Broad-
way’s favorite, beloved by all and the most
sparkling personality that ever hit the

Great White Way, will add zest and flavor

to the evening’s entertainment that prom-
ises to eclipse any dinner ever given, not

alone by the A. M. P. A. but by any
branch of this or any other industry.

Three Orchestras Planned

“Year by year these Naked Truth Din-

ners have grown in importance until now
they are an annual fixture in the industry.

They are looked forward to by the indus-

try as eagerly as the coming of the salary

check or the bonus.
“What with three orchestras instead of

two as originally announced, soul to sole

dancing should set a high water mark for

originality and hilarity. Add to that the

fact that every star and every celebrity in

the picture business in New York will be
present with some from Hollywood who
are coming especially to attend this party,

it looks like an overflow. In fact, Charlie

Premiere Feb. 4 for

Unique Cripples Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—The pic-

ture “Thumbs Up" has been filmed
by Fox for the Institute of Crip-
pled and Disabled Men. It has its

premiere at the home of Mrs. Ar-
thur Curtiss James, 39 East 69th
street, tomorrow. The organiza-
tion was founded by the Red Cross
in 1917.

The star of the picture is Wil-
liam Collins, a former railroad
conductor who lost both legs in
an accident and for ten years was
helpless. Then he heard of the
Institute, was furnished two arti-

ficial limbs and taught motion pic-
ture operating. Now he is earning
a good living. He is one of a thou-
sand men who have been helped.

Einfeld has spread the word that tickets

are scarcer than hen’s teeth, and in

another few days there will be none left

at all.

“Rapid fire dancing will be the order of
the evening after the introductions and
presentations, not forgetting the famous
burlesque news reel now being prepared by
Vic Shapiro, who promises the surprise of
surprises. The twelve immortals of the film

business will be present, plus a lot of im-
mortals from other fields who look for-

ward to this annual party as the big social

event of the year.

“Our advice to late comers who think
they can secure tickets, is to call on Charlie
Einfeld at 1st National, 383 Madison Ave-
nue, New York. If you don’t get tickets,

that’s your fault, not ours. We’ve given
you plenty of time.”
And, said Nat, as he finished the out-

burst :

“Oh Boy—That ain’t telling the half of
it.”

* * *

“Partners Again” in Seven Previews

Stuart Heisler, film editor of Samuel
Goldwyn’s productions, arrived from Hol-
lywood last week, bringing with him the
“audience-tested” print of the Henry King
production, “Partners Again—with Potash
& Perlmutter.”
The picture has just completed its final

previewing stage, having been shown to
seven different types of theatre patrons in
and around Hollywood. After each pre-
view, titles were revamped by Montague
Glass, author and Frances Marion, scenar-
ist, according to the laugh reaction of the
audiences.

* * *

Lillie Hayward has been chosen as the
scenarist for Richard Barthelmess’ new
picture, “Ranson’s Folly,” an adaptation of
Richard Harding Davis’ famous story,

which will be filmed at the coast.

Miss Hayward is now on the Coast, hav-
ing gone there with Sidney Olcott, the di-

rector, J. Boyce Smith, general manager
for Inspiration, and other members of the
company on the “Inspiration Special.”

* * *

Atkinson Confers on Roxy Theatre

William E. Atkinson, vicepresident and
general manager of the Roxy Theatres
Corporation, went to Chicago last week to

confer with Walter W. Ahlschlager, the
architect, on the progress of the plans of
the new Roxy theatre now being erected
at Fiftieth street and Seventh avenue, New
York.

* * *

Vera Gordon, who scored a big success

in “Humoresque,” made her debut as a
radio attraction last week, broadcasting
from Station WBPI at the Warner theatre.

She left for the Coast on Sunday to begin
work in a new picture. Arthur Loeser-
man, violinist, accompanied Mrs. Gordon,

Universal Seeks Missing

Owners of Negatives
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Unique
in motion picture annals is the

search Universal is making for

the owners of several negatives
acquired through the formation of
Universal Pictures Corporation of
Delaware, formed to take over the

old Selznik properties.
Among the negatives are a sec-

ond negative of "Fighting Cow-
ard,” a five-reeler featuring Mrs.
De Wolf Hopper and others; a
second negative of “Is Love Ev-
erything?", a six-reel picture; a
second negative of “Nell of the
Circus,” in four reels; and a nega-
tive of “Seeds of Vengeance," a

five-reel production.
Universal is eager to return

these negatives to their owners.

playing “Humoresque.” She chose as her

topic, “The humor in Humoresque and
whatever else comes to my mind.”

* * *

Gulick Plans Rothstein Reception

Nat Rothstein learned that Paul Gulick

was preparing a “welcome home” reception

for Nat on his arrival at the Universal
offices yesterday to begin work. For, as

you may or may not know, Nat was the

first advertising manager of Universal,

having joined that organization nine years

ago. Rothstein called off the party by the

following wire to Gulick

:

“Don’t do it, Paul. Remember my
shrinking violet dispostion and spare me
blushes.”

* * *

Julian Solomon yesterday took up his

new duties as advertising and publicity

man of Columbia Pictures, having resigned
from the Davis Distributing Division
January 1. Solomon’s first story to deal
out was the signing up of King Meighan,
brother of the more famous Tommy, as a
Columbia star.

* * *

Arthur Lamb, producer of the “Molly
May” series of two reel comedies, is now
at work here on a one reel novelty called

“Stairway of the World,” to be distributed

by Cranfield & Clarke.

Government Film Trust
Rules Russian Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LONDON, Feb. 2.—The Russian govern-

ment’s film trust, called the Sovkino, con-

trols the entire motion picture situation in

the land of Soviet rule, says an article in

The Film Renter & Moving Picture News
by Ernest W. Fredman, managing editor,

who recently made a firsthand investigation

of conditions in Russia.

Every foreign company must sell its

product to the Sovkino, and pictures are

“either cut to shreds or twisted about to

convey propaganda that the rich are living

at the expense of the poor,” Mr. Fredman
found. Preference is given to home pro-

duction, but large numbers of American
and German pictures are exhibited, he said.

Douglas Fairbanks is the favorite actor.

Though there are only 800 theatres in all

Russia, with 3,500 working men’s clubs,

“the cost of a picture can be got back in

their own country.” The Sovkino owns all

except one studio and controls almost every

theatre. The government encourages the

motion picture, and small picture theatres

are being installed in the schools, Mr. Fred-

man said.
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N. J. Exhibitors’ Board Acts
to Put Stop to Overseating

Legislative Committee Authorized to Take Action on Theatre

Encroachments—Woodhull’s Plea Against Hays

Tax Clause Endorsed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—On recommendation of President Joseph M.
Seider, the board of directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

New Jersey, at a meeting at Morristown, N. J., last Thursday, authorized

the organization’s legislative committee to take definite action in regard to

theatre encroachments and over seating in the small towns. The commit-

tee was instructed to prepare a measure for presentation before the legis-

lature which would amend the state building code. According to the out-

line for this measure, given by President Seider, the amendment would
require towns under 10,000 to issue all licenses for prospective theatres in

their jurisdiction. In addition, it would require the approval of these

licenses by respective common councils, and also the granting of a public

hearing on the request of any citizen.

Hays Tax Clause Rejected

Following the report by Seider on the contract situation, National Presi-

dent R. F. Woodhull’s request for the state to turn down the tax clause

proposed by the Hays organization was unanimously acceded to by the
twenty-nine theatre owners present.

C. of C. Would Name
U City Cahuenga

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Feb. 2.—
Henry McRae, director general of

production for ten years here, has
voiced strong protest on the part

of the studios to the renaming of

this community by the Chamber of
Commerce. It has been suggested
that the name be made Cahuenga.

Chadwick Says
Independents on

Coast Will Unite
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Following the

meeting of the Independent Motion Pic-

ture Association held here last week it was
announced that the independent producers
on the West Coast will be organized imme-
diately.

According to the statement made by I. E.

Chadwick, president, the organization in the

West will act as an auxiliary to the Inde-
pendent association in New York. The
Coast meeting will be held within two
weeks.
A meeting for February 6 has been called

for the contract committee by its chairman,
Oscar Neufeld of Philadelphia.

Hays, Valentino, Beery,
Tearle, Fay Lanphier

Guests in Chicago
Chicago has been having company! Ar-

riving January 31 were Conway Tearle and
Wallace Beery who were on the way from
New York to the Coast. Going the oppo-
site direction was Fay Lanphier, winner of
the Atlantic City beauty contest and now
a Paramount player.

Will Hays was in the city long enough
January 29 to comment on the recent taboo
put on newsreel made of Martin Durkin,
awaiting trial for murder. Hays approved
the action of the police and declared he
wants no newsreel to participate in “glori-

fying criminals.”

Rudolph Valentino arrived February 1,

broadcasting an interview with Quinn Ryan
from station WGN. He later resumed his

trip to the Coast.

Works on “Teddy” Script
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2.—John Russell,

writer, has arrived to collaborate with
Hermann Hagedorn, biographer of Roose-
velt, on the story of the Rough Riders
which is to be filmed by Paramount.

U Signs 2 Directors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Feb. 2.—Ernest
Laemmle has been engaged by Universal
for the directing of Jack Hoxie in a West-
ern. William Wyler will direct Art Acord
in “Lazy Lightning” as his first feature

production.

Warner Man Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Frank Shelle-

barger of Warner Brothers publicity staff

died suddenly in the Plainfield hospital,

Plainfield, N. J., following a heart attack

last week.

A committee, composed of Samuelson,

Unger and Gold, was appointed to appear
before the State Insurance Rating Board
with Mr. Stallings, an insurance expert,

who addressed the meeting on the subject

of reducing the basic rate of insurance.

This same committee met the following
day in Trenton, on the power rate situa-

tion, with the public service commissioner.
Aaron Dawes, special counsel for the or-
ganization, also attended.

Woodhull Acts as Host

Instead of being feted, this time Wood-
hull was host to the New Jersey Theatre
Owners in a joint capacity with I. A. Roth.
Among- the 29 New Jersey exhibitors present

were: Joseph M. Seider, Chas. Hildinger, Peter
Adams, Jos. Bernstein, Leon Rosenblatt, William
Keegan, S. S. Samuelson, R. F. Woodhull, Ben-
jamin Schindler, I. M. Hirshblond, Leo Juskowitz,
William C. Hunt, I. A. Roth, Jacob Fox, J. L.
Unger, Lee Newbury, E. Thornton Kelly and
Louis Gold. The honor guests of the Morristown
meeting were: State Senator Frank Abel, E. Ber-
tram Mott, County Clerk, and F. M. Lottem,
secretary of the local Chamber of Commerce.

The constitutional requirement pertain-

ing to the attendance of a director was
applied to P. M. Lewis of Atlantic City;

as the result, Samuel Steifel was substi-

tuted.

Eisner Gets Even In

Cabbage Jury Case
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.

—But he got even with them. Last
week Adolph Eisner, former presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O., Kansas
City, was summoned for jury serv-
ice. Several farmers were dis-

charged, but Eisner was retained
as an “ideal juryman” to hear the
case of a delayed shipment of cab-
bage. Eisner’s only knowledge, of
farm products was obtained
through a Pullman window. The
case was disposed of and the case
of a motion picture operator was
next. Then the farmers were
forced to do their duty, being ad-
judged “good men for the case,”
while Eisner went gleefully home-
ward.

A resolution regarding the organization’s

attitude towards the contract situation is

gleaned from a resolution, unanimously
adopted at Morristown, which urged:
That the report of the national contract and

arbitration committee be gratefully accepted;
That the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

New Jersey vigorously protest against the proposed
tax clause in the Exhibition Contract;
That the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

New Jersey will resist with every means within
their command any efforts to compel theatre own-
ers in the state of New Jersey to arbitrate film

contracts unless the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of New Jersey are granted their just right to

appoint the exhibitor arbitrators on the Joint
Board of Arbitration to arbitrate disputes in which
New Jersey theatre owners are parties.

The next meeting of the New Jersey
board of directors will be held in Newark,
February 5, when the directors will be
guests of the Essex county theatre owners.

United Artists

Expands Sales

Departments
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 2.—Paul Lazarus
was named general sales manager of the

Southern and Western territory for United
Artists in an announcement of Hiram
Abrams, president, in which he detailed

several lines of expansion of the sales de-

partment. Cresson E. Smith becomes gen-

eral sales manager of the Mid-West di-

vision and Moxley A. Hill has been named
general sales manager of the Eastern
division.

The expansion is caused by an increased

product. United Artists’ seventh birthday
is to be celebrated soon.

Hoffman to Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—M. H. Hoffman,
vice-president and general manager of Tif-

fany, left for Los Angeles Sunday to be

gone several weeks.

Fox Signs Kerr
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2—Robert Kerr,

who recently completed direction of “A
Trip to Chinatown,” has been signed to a

three-year contract by Fox.
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MAKE IT A LAUGH YEAR!
Month’s Drive

Points Way to

Nonstop Effort
Make it a Laugh Year

!

That’s the slogan now, while ex-

hibitors are checking up on the re-

sults of Laugh Month. For 31 days
the Laugh Month Committee of the
Short Features Advertising Associa-
tion has been spreading the gospel
to theatremen that short comedies
are as vital to a well rounded pro-
gram as a toupee is to a bald head.

“Laugh Month” is the best evidence of
the new position of importance which the
comedies and their makers are taking in
the march of progress.” That is the con-
viction of R. F. Woodhull, president of the
M. P. T. O. A, as expressed in his radio
address from station WJZ.
Short features are a constantly increasing

factor in the complete program, Sydney S.

Cohen, chairman of the board of the na-
tional exhibitor organization, declared at a
recent Laugh Month party and screening
at the Metropole club, New York.

To which might be added that if man is

the salt of the earth, the short feature is

the pepper of entertainment, and the com-
edy is the paprika.

Considering the announcements from
the makers and distributors of laugh pic-
tures that the sales of short features in
Laugh Month have exceeded estimates in
all parts of the country, it is apparent that
theatre owners have awakened to the reali-

zation that Laugh Month merited coopera-
tive effort toward turning out the best pro-
grams possible.

And if that was considered true for Janu-
ary, why should it not hold equal force for
the twelve' months of the year? Why
should not every month be a Laugh Month ?

One nationwide echo of Greater Movie
Season last year was the resolution of
many theatre owners to make the entire
year a Greater Movie Season, on the theory
that if special exploitation and extra appeal
to the public increase the activity at the
box office for the one month of the drive,

then continuing the campaign through the
dozen months will produce a corresponding
growth in attendance throughout the year.

A logical thought and a logical result.

Why not the same line of reasoning re-

garding Laugh Month? If short comedies
and other short features are worth special

emphasis in one month of the year they
merit equal attention throughout the 12

months.

Make it a Laugh Year.

Roy Tillson, manager of the Fuller the-

atre, Kalamazoo, Mich., who won first

prize for a week of the exploitation

contest of the Laugh Month commit-
tee of the Short Features Advertising
Association, by his campaign on “The
Fighting Dude,” Educational-Lupino
Lane comedy.

Sydney S. Cohen

Pays Tribute to

Short Features
Short features were paid a marked trib-

ute by Sydney S. Cohen, chairman of the

board of the M. P. T. O. A., at a Laugh
Month dinner-dance at the Metropolis City

and Country club, New York, when Mr.
Cohen and Felix Feist sponsored the pro-

gram and Paul Terry, cartoonist of

“Aesop’s Film Fables,” made his first per-

sonal appearance.

Max Fleischer’s Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

“DOLLY GRAY”
Last Week Played New York

CAPITOL

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

Bernstein Is

Head of Sales

for Red Seal
One of the first moves made by Presi-

dent Max Fleischer of Red Seal pictures,
upon assuming the present office in con-
junction with his executive capacity as
head of the Out of the Inkwell Studios,
was his appointment of Harry Bernstein
as general salesmanager of the national
Red Seal organization.

Bernstein previously was head of Red
Seal’s New York exchange, where he
was the prime factor in selling Red
Seal’s product to the big, first run Broad-
way houses. Such big local theatre cir-

cuits as Loew’s, Fabian, Reade, Stern
and a number of others already have
booked this product.

Managed Exchanges
Before joining Red Seal, Bernstein ran

a number of the biggest theatres in the
East. His training in the show business
included the management of important
exchanges for a number of the big dis-

tributing organizations.
Exhibitors everywhere who know

Bernstein will be happy to hear of his

appointment as he is universally liked.

Those who do not know him will shortly
have an opportunity of meeting him as
he is contemplating a trip throughout
the country, visiting theatremen to get
firsthand knowledge of their need in

short features.

Releasing Up-to-Date

“Our releasing is up to date,” Fleischer
said, “thanks to the co-operation of my
entire organization, producing as well as
distributing.”

Dave Fleischer, general director of the
Inkwell Studios, has just completed “Ko-
Ko Paradise,” an Out of the Inkwell
Cartoon. Dave’s present efforts are in-

tensified upon a circus scene which is

to appear in the next Inkwell. This
latest Inkwell has just been put into pro-
duction.
“Ko-Ko Steps Out” has been booked

for the entire Stanley Circuit.

Two Short Features

on Paquin Programs
Manager Donat Paquin, proprietor of

the Laurier theatre, Hull, Quebec, is mak-
ing a regular practice of showing two
comedies on every bill of the theatre, hav-
ing found that these short features form
a splendid attraction. The International

News is also shown, along with the long

feature, and there are also orchestra

numbers.
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Laugh Month Wins

in Pittsburgh and
Washington Areas

Laugh Month has proved a great suc-

cess in the Pittsburgh and Washington
territories, according to B. M. Moran and
R. Clinton Robin, Pathe branch managers
in their respective districts, who visited

the Home Office in New York City re-

cently.

Manager Moran was thoroughly opti-

mistic over film conditions in the Pitts-

burgh territory. “The way Laugh Month
is going over in our district betokens even
greater success for the idea if it is con-

tinued next year and thereafter, as it

should be,” declared Moran. “The exhib-

itors have -joined in wholeheartedly and
the newspapers have rendered wonderful
co-operation in publicizing the fun pro-
grams. Two-reel comedies have received
widespread bookings and the feature com-
edies have had a good inning.”

Mr. Moran said that things are hum-
ming in the larger cities, but that in the

smaller towns in the coal district there is

a slight depression in business due to the

continuance of the strike at the mines.
He was enthusiastic over the building of
better type film theatres in his district and
referred especially to the new Rowland &
Clark theatre and Loew’s house, both in

the downtown part of Pittsburgh.

Manager Robin reported Laugh Month
a film business tonic in the Washington
territory. He recalled excellent co-opera-
tion from Radio Station WRC, where
Laugh Month was given frequent mention,
particularly by the Crandall Saturday
Nighters, under the auspices of the Stan-
ley Company. Here, too, the two-reel
comedy demonstrated its popularity in' put-
ting over programs. Business in the Dis-
trict of Columbia is in good condition and
the January drive has undoubtedly helped
to stabilize theatre business. Mr. Robin
told of the progress of the new Loew
theatre in Norfolk, Va., and expressed
considerable interest in the new building
of the National Press Club, which will
house a new Fox theatre. The members
of the Press Club are strong Pathe boost-
ers and are still talking about the Pathe
News fifteenth Anniversary picture,
“Flashes of the Past,” which Editor Eman-
uel Cohen screened for them.

Nine New Sets Built

at California Studios
Jack Mintz, art director and studio man-

ager, is building nine new sets at the
California Studios for independent pro-
ducers.

In the midst of production now are a
Levine-Bischoff serial, starring Malcolm
McGregor and Louise Lorraine, with
Silver Streak, the human dog; the seventh
H. C. Witwer comedy, “Alibi’s Forty
Thieves.” featuring Charles Delaney, and
a Gold Medal comedy, featuring an all

star cast. The Biff and other companies
are preparing to start work soon.

James Gruen Making
First for Fox Films

“A-l Society,” Fox Films latest “East
Side, West Side” comedy, is in produc-
tion under direction of James Gruen.
Georgie Harris and Barbara Luddy are
portraying the leading roles. Sidney
Franklin, Fanny Rhinehart, Walter Perry,
Ann Hernandez and Jack Richardson com-
plete the cast. “A-l Society” is Gruen’s
first picture for Fox Films.

When Judge Vincent M. Brennan of Detroit, Mich., faced the problem of awarding
Irene Przybla, aged 3, to either her mother or foster-mother, he called in a Pathe
News photographer to register the emotions of the women and gave Irene to the
foster-mother. Left to right are Mrs. Irene Goosens, foster-mother ; Irene, and
Mrs. Julie Przybla, mother.

Riesenfeld Composes
Musical Scores for

Pathe Melody Series

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, famous musical di-

rector and former leader of the Rialto,

Rivoli and Criterion Theatre orchestras in

New York, is re-

sponsible for the

unusual m u s i cal

scores which will

be provided to

theatres with the

various subjects of

Pathe’s new “Fa-
mous Melody Se-
ries,” the first of

which, “Songs of
Ireland,” will be
released Feb. 7.

Any type of or-

chestra may pro-

vide the proper
musical setting for

each subject. A
complete orchestration, suitable for an aug-
mented combination of 65 pieces, is avail-

able with each reel, and other scores gradu-
ate down to the lone pianist of the small

house.

In the standard arrangement which may
be used by Broadway’s giant motion picture

palaces as well as the houses with sym-
phony orchestras throughout the country,

the instrumentation provides feature parts

for the string sections, the violins, violas,

cellos and basses; the wood winds, clari-

nets, oboes and bassoons and their flute ac-

companiment
;
the brasses, trumpets, horns,

and trombones
;
the tympani and percussion

instruments as well as organ and piano ac-

companiments.

Founded upon the folksongs and airs of

the different nations of the world, the films

naturally lend themselves to musical ac-

companiment. James A. Fitzpatrick, the

producer, who, with Peggy Shaw, former
Ziegfeld Follies beauty, plays a leading

role, has staged each production in the

country which it picturizes, giving it a back-

ground of natural scenery and authenticity.

Pictorially beautiful on the screen, the

musical score enhances its romance and
charm.

In the musical score for “Songs of Ire-

land,” first of the series to be released, are

such wellknown Irish airs as “The Minstrel

Boy,” “Come Back to Erin,” “Killarney,”

“The Low-Backed Car,” “Rory O’Moore,”
“Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young
Charms,” and a medley of Irish dances.

ARTHUR J. LAMB
Prp«pnt<3

VIOLET MERSEREAU
in

The Molly May Series (Inc.)
(12 2-reel comedies)

Direction JOSEPH LEVERING
Number One Now Ready

“Her First Night in

Philadelphia”
CRANFIELD & CLARKE, Inc.

1476 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Distributors for the World
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Charley Chase (right), Pathe comedian, was considerably ahead of his schedule,
so he tripped off to New York for a month’s vacation with his director, Leo
McCarey. The two were met by W. B. Frank, Eastern manager of the Hal Roach
studio. Chase was a director when he made his last visit to New York, two
years ago.

International Reel

Bares Intelligence

of Jungle Ants
International Newsreel, in its current is-

sue, presents some remarkable closeup
views of Amazonian jungle ants, showing
the amazing intelligence and co-operative
operations of these insects.

Motion pictures of the activities of an
ant village were made by International
Newsreel’s expedition to the Amazon jun-
gles. The cameras were equipped with
microscopic lenses which bring out vividly
the industry and perseverance of these lit-

tle workers.

There was a great uproar among them
when members of the expedition damaged
their “city.” A hurry call was sent out
and in an incredibly short time repairs
were under way. There is said to be no
doubt but that they work under general di-
rection. Hundreds of the little fellows are
shown hurrying to the source of supply of
their building material as hundreds of
others go in the opposite direction with
loads on their backs.

One “shot” shows an ant cutting a chunk
fifty times as big as himself out of a leaf.
He completes the task and then attempts
to hoist the fragment on his “shoulders.”
But this effort is too much for him. A
fellow worker sees his predicament, rushes
over, gives him a “lift” and the ant hurries
away, staggering a little under the heavy
load that completely hides him from view.

McKenzie Heads Rock
Scenario Department

Bob McKenzie, well-known screen writer
and gag man, has been named to head
the scenario department of Joe Rock Pro-
ductions. Besides writing original stories
for the Standard and Blue Ribbon fun
films produced by Rock, McKenzie will
pass on all story material submitted to this
producer by freelance writers. Before
joining Rock, the scenarist was identified
with Universal for a number of years.
The Joe Rock productions are distributed
by F. B. O.

! j,

Pompeii Puts on
All Comedy Bill

As a special feature of Laugh
Month, the Pompeii theatre, San
Francisco, also presented its patrons
with an all comedy bill during a four
day run. The comedy subjects which
comprised the program were chosen
from the releases of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., arid included “The
Cloudhopper,” an Educational-Larry
Semon Comedy, “The Movies,” Lloyd
Hamilton Comedy, “A Misfit Sailor,”

Christie Comedy, “Felix Trifles With
Time,” and the neivs reel, Kinograms.

M. L. Markowitz, proprietor and
manager of the Pompeii, arranged a
special lobby display and carried spe-
cial neivspaper advertising on the
novelty program, and reports great
success.

Comic Valentines

as Dodgers for
Laugh Programs

With more and more theatres availing
themselves of the Pathe all-comedy pro-
grams, that distributing organization
suggests Valentine’s Day, February 14,

as an ideal day upon which to inaugu-
rate this form of fun entertainment.

St. Valentine’s Day carries a big signifi-

cance for the youngsters. The children

send out comic mailing pieces, or Valen-
tines in cartoon form, which provide
good-natured fun. These comic Valen-
tines could be used as dodgers with the
theatre’s all-laugh program printed on
the reverse side. If comic Valentines are
not available, the exhibitor may have a

line cut made from the line drawings
presented in every press book on Pathe
two-reel comedies. By printing this

“Valentine” in bright colors, each side of

different hue, a dodger of this type is

sure to attract attention and advertise
the all-comedy show.

Hope Hampton 9
s

Single Reel Color

Features Praised
Educational is attracting the greatest at-

tention with its new group of single reel

features in color featuring Hope Hampton.
Two of these
subjects — “Mari-
o n e 1 1 e s” and
“Parisian Modes
in Colour”—h a v e

already been re-
leased and have
been drawing the
highest kind of
approval from
newspaper critics

in their first run
showings from
Coast to Coast.
The third of these
color s u b j e c t s,

“Colourful Fash-
ions from Paris,”

will be released in February.

“Marionettes,” following the first run
showing at the Rivoli theatre in New York,
is going on the Loew New York circuit

for at least 110 days’ showing, beginning
February 1 and continuing throughout the

month, in which time this fantasy will be
included on the programs of all the 42
houses in this circuit.

In Los Angeles, “Marionettes” has just

completed a run at the Loew State thea-
tre, following which H. B. Wright, man-
ager of Loew’s State, telegraphed to E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational

:

“Marionettes in Technicolor is a mar-
velous little feature and a great success
here this week, drawing applause and
highest praise from audience at every
showing.”

The McCall Colour Fashion News sub-

ject, “Parisian Modes in Colour,” has also

completed a large number of its first run
showings, including the Rivoli in New
York and the Eastman in Rochester. And
this subject, done in the Kodachrome
Process, in which Miss Hampton displays

the latest fashions created by the greatest

French coutouriers, has brought forth a
flood of newspaper commendation rivaling

even the comments attending the early

showings of Educational’s “The Voice of

the Nightingale,” which won the first Rie-

senfeld gold medal for the most novel

short feature of the year.

Lionel Barrymore Gets

Fun Spirit Working in

Comedy with Clyde Cook
Lionel Barrymore has taken to comedy

like a duck takes to water, says Pathe.

He has entered into the spirit of the

rapid-fire fun as naturally as if he had
been in the ranks of screen comedians
ever since the first Keystone cop donned
his uniform.

That Barrymore is going to prove a posi-

tive sensation in his Hal Roach two-reel

comedy vehicle is the unanimous opinion of

the Pathe reviewing committee, following

the test screening of “Wife Tamers,” in

which the stage and screen is seen with

Clyde Cook.

The noted actor, member of one of the

most famous families of the American
stage, is seen as a tired business man who
has domestic difficulties.

“Wife Tamers” will be released by
Pathe March 28.
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Newspapers RecognizeStageShow
Presentation
Battle Is on
in Huh City

State and Metropolitan Using

Large Ad Space to Tell of

Added Attractions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 2.—The
Hub’s presentation-war is on ! The
first gun was fired by Loew’s State

in the newspapers of January 22.

“Monday is the important day all

Boston is waiting for!” exclaimed
the ads, which ran a full column.
The Metropolitan had run a big, item-

ized ad Thursday, but whether in antici-

pation of the State’s splurge, or to mop
up on its scrunching of the “unsafe”
rumors, isn’t clear.

Ads Are Artillery

From Friday on the State kept ham-
mering, spending fabulously. The Met
got into the spirit of the thing, and, ad-
wise, the tussling Titans ran neck and
neck, each with huge ads.

Oddly enough, the State didn’t use the

word “presentation” to describe its first

show in that style, which opened Janu-
ary 25. “Our New Form of Entertain-
ment” was the phrase. The Met has the
line, “Where de luxe presentations
started,” which seems rather to call at-

tention to the fact that the State has
bloomed forth with big-time presenta-
tion doings than otherwise.

Music Lovers Caught
The State went right after the music

lovers, stressing its strength orchestrally
in “classics and jazz.” Also there was
the line, “State is a marvelous scientific

achievement in construction.” Ads spoke
of refurnishing and decorating of audi-

torium, and remodeling of stage. “Now
largest stage in any film theatre in city”

was another announcement. “Last word
in all new lighting devices and color

effects have been installed” was, in effect,

another statement.
A detailed description of the State’s

first presentation show will be found
elsewhere in this section.

House of David
Band Is Big Hit

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Feb. 2.—House, of
David band did big business at the Capitol
theatre during the week ending Jan. 23.

The unit put on a good program of both
jazz and classic music. It went to Sioux
City from Des Moines and will be in Iowa
for some time to come.

Loew-Metro May
Create, Route

Big Stage Acts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Reports are cur-

rent that the Loew-Metro theatres are to

follow Publix in the matter of creating

elaborate presentations and routing them
over a circuit of picture theatres. Credence
is given the reports by the fact that the

State, Boston, already has come into the

field as a strong competitor of the Boston
Metropolitan, Publix house, on the presen-

tation end of the business.

The dope is that the Loew-Metro pres-

entations are to differ from the Publix
shows chiefly in the use of “name” acts,

one at the head of each traveling unit.

Gallagher and Shean, the Six Brown
Brothers, Edna Wallace Hopper and simi-

lar “names” are mentioned to indicate the

set of the plans.

It is likely the plans will be qualified

considerably by the ability of Loew-
Metro to attract the right kind of produc-
tion and performing talent and by the abil-

ity of those at the head to line up enough
houses to take the shows. The general plan

is reported to have been in preparation for

some time, but many details remain to be
worked out.

Erik Bye Held at

Capitol; Berlin’s

Latest Featured
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Erik Bye, fea-

tured in last week’s stage bill at the Capi-

tol, scored so heavily he was held over to

appear this week. He is singing this week,
the “Eri Tu” aria from Verdi’s “The
Masked Ball.”

The Chester Hale ballet of the week is

“In a Persian Market.” William Robyn,
singing the muezzin’s call to prayer, opens
this number. Doris Niles and Jack Triesalt

are featured dancers.

Gladys Rice and William Robyn offer as

a special number Irving Berlin’s latest

song, “Always,” the lyrics for which were
sent here by wireless.

Vincent Lopez Band
at Broadway Strand
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Vincent Lopez
and his augmented orchestra of 25 are ap-

pearing for one week only in a special en-

gagement at the Mark Strand theatre this

week.
Joseph Plunkett, managing director, en-

gaged Lopez and his orchestra because of

their recent tremendous popularity as the

feature of the surrounding programs of big

photoplays.

Editors See
Presentation

News Aspect
Editorial Boosts Presentation

Shows as “Addition to

Cultural Life”

Newspaper recognition of the

“filshow,” that type of performance
consisting of blended picture and
stage entertainment, is spreading
rapidly on the heels of recent big

developments in the business. Each
week more newspaper critics include

mention of the stage acts seen at

picture houses and in its issue of

January 15th the “Davenport (la.)

Democrat and Leader” labeled the

new type of show a “worthwhile
addition to our cultural life” in the

following editorial:

When an audience at the Capitol theatre

interrupted Miss Zelma Smithpeter, the

coloratura soprano who is singing there

this week as one of the extra stage attrac-

tions of the daily

program, with ap-
plause which they
could not withhold
until the conclu-
sion of her num-
ber, it was show-
ing an apprecia-

tion not only of
this individual per-

formance, but of a
new policy which
Manager Overman
was able to in-

augurate with the

completion of the

Capitols new Milton Overman
stage. It is a policy

that is significant and worthy of the sup-

port and appreciation which it seems

already to be receiving.

With the new facilities for augmenting

its programs, the Capitol management ex-

pects to bring to Davenport at least twice

a month the finest musical artists who are

available as theatrical attractions. Miss

Smithpeter is here as one of a Ions' list

of high-class artists who will be available

if the music-loving people of the Tri-cities

respond as is expected to the offerings that

will be announced at least twice a month.

To this end connections have been made
with Premier Attractions, Inc., the leading

organization furnishing big musical concert

attractions for theatrical appearances. They
promise such visitors to Davenport, in the

near future as Henry Thompson, the great
(Continued on page 58)
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SmallerHousesIncreasingRevenue
“Jazz Battle

”

Show Boosts
B. O. Receipts

Carthage, Mo., Showman Matches
Bands on Novel Program—

-

Ticket Window Wins
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CARTHAGE, MO., Feb. 2.—
Down here at Carthage, where
Jack Gross is directing the desti-

nies of the Capitol Enterprises’
Crane theatre, a new and novel
source of entertainment has come
into being. The attraction has
been christened by the originator
“A Jazz Battle.” Through two
rival booking agents in his vicinity.

Gross ascertained that two orches-
tras were booked for dances in

Carthage the same night.
Gross immediately opened negotiations

and was successful in securing the bands
to oppose each other in a 30-minute
“Jazz Battle” for supremacy. The audi-
ence was chosen as the sole judge of
the unique contest. The applause ac-
corded the efforts of each orchestra
determined the winner of the contest.

Orchestras Alternate

When the battle opened the orchestras
alternated in playing numbers. Each of
the orchestras was composed of eight
musicians, both with up-to-date pro-
grams of the late high temperatured
melodies. Two baby grand pianos were
used in the battle for supremacy.
A Charleston dancer of prize winning

proclivities strutted his stuff as the bands
played. The applause that met the
efforts of the orchestras was deafening.
After considerable consideration the
prize was awarded to the band whose
drummer won the patrons’ approval with
his clever acrobatic antics.

When asked regarding the success of

the venture, Gross answered:
“We packed ’em in and pleased ’em.”

A1 and Gussie Blum
Have Film Hook-Up
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 2.—A1 and
Gussie Blum, who do the sensational
Apache dance in Sid Grauman’s prologue
to “The Big Parade,” were secured by
Phil Rosen to repeat their performance
for a scene in his new production, which
features Renee Adoree and Conrad
Nagel. The dance takes place in a cafe
in Paris’ Montmartre, and is one of the
highlights in this Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture.

Billings Booked
for More Dates

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SIOUX CITY, IA„ Feb. 2.—George Bil-

lings, who portrayed the role of Abraham
Lincoln in the film of that name, is at the

Princess this week and will open at a Des
Moines film house February 7. Before ap-
pearing here Billings made a personal ap-

pearance in Omaha, Neb.

Harry Turrell Stages

Capitol Presentations
Following is a letter just re-

ceived from Charles E. Hogan of
National Theatres Corporation:

“Have noted your review of
the Anniversary Week show at
our Capitol theatre in the January
30 issue of the ‘Exhibitors
Herald’ and wish to thank you
for same. It is write-ups of this
kind that make the work of put-
ting on stage shows worth while.

“Note the part of the review
which stated that it was not
known just who was responsible
for the Capitol programs at the
present time, but 'whoever it was,
he should get the credit which is

justly due him.’ With reference
to this would say that the stage
programs at the Capitol theatre
are produced under the direction
of Mr. Harry Turrell, formerly
manager of the Capitol theatre,
and that all credit for putting on
these shows should be given to
Mr. Turrell.

“Again thanking you for the
excellent review, which you gave
our show, we are,

“Very truly yours,
“National Theatres Corporation,
“(Signed)

“Charles E. Hogan.”

Lucille Middleton
Game; Continues at

Work Despite Hurt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 2.—Lucille
Middleton, whose fan dance was the fea-
ture of last week’s presentation at Saxe’s
Wisconsin theatre, has qualified for a place
on the honor roll of performers who put
their art ahead of all else, including physi-
cal comfort. At the close of her engage-
ment, during which she went through her
difficult routine four and five times daily,

Miss Middleton admitted she was suffering
from a seriously strained ligament in her
chest that had been causing pain since Sun-
day.

While back-stage conversation centered
all week on the gameness of William
Mitchell, tenor, who last week sang des-
pite a fractured arm, the plucky little

dancer failed to mention her own feat until

her physician boasted of his game patient.

Miss Middleton’s act consists of an acro-
batic fan dance, featuring difficult and un-
usual back-bends and body twists, which
were precisely executed despite her painful

condition.

At the conclusion of her next engage-
ment, at the Grand Central, St. Louis,
the week of January 30-Feb. 5, Miss Mid-
dleton will spend a week at the home of

her mother in Kansas City, where she will

rest her injuries prior to returning to Chi-

cago for future engagements.

Ed C. Mix Stresses Music
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—Ed C. Mix,
manager of the kinema theatre, offered a

special musical entertainment last week in

connection with the picture program.

A. Meiniger
Review Makes

B. O. Record
Fond du Lac Showman Stages Act

That Fixes Presentaation

Value for Small City

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FOND DU LAC, WIS., Feb. 2.

—Showmen who doubted the wis-
dom of opening Saxe’s Retlaw
theatre here a few weeks ago with
an elaborate presentation program
supplied by Saxe’s Wisconsin the-

atre at Milwaukee because they
feared the succeeding bills would
look tawdry by comparison, were
worrying before their time. A. J.
“Happy” Meiniger, resourceful

manager of the house, has held his

own admirably in the matter of

stage presentations.

“Happy” is “sold” on the value of meri-

torious presentations to augment film pro-

grams, regardless of the size of the city.

In Fond du Lac, which boasts two beautiful

picture houses in addition to several smaller

ones for a population of 27,000, careful

showmanship is imperative if heavy losses

are to be avoided. If succeeding bills con-

sistently adhere to the high standards set

by the “Retlaw Follies,” there will be little

ground for worry.

Talent Carefully Trained

The talent used was carefully trained and
gorgeously costumed and was given the

benefit of beautiful settings that made the

show a success. The opening number was
a satirical skit entitled “What, No Beans?”
in which two police officers, husband and
wife, a guest and a maid, ran through some
delightful comedy that registered heavily

with the house.

This was followed by a cabaret scene,

in which the house orchestra took its place

on the stage in gold and silver cloth tuxe-

dos, flowered lattice work being the prin-

cipal piece of setting. A well trained

chorus of sixteen girls, attractively cos-

tumed in deep lavender and orange, did

their stuff after a fashion that had a de-

cided aroma of big-time entertainment.

Solo dances, humor, and the introduction

of new song hits rounded out the program,
which can well be characterized as “50

minutes of high speed entertainment.”

B. O. Record Broken

Lest it be said that a small town man-
ager is wasting his time in the tedious

work of staging a 50-minute revue to aug-
ment a film program, a peep at the box
office figures might well be given. Despite

the fact that the thermometer registered

seven below zero on Friday, all house rec-

ords at the Retlaw (and there have been
some good ones) were smashed by this

show.

“Happy” Meiniger promises to continue
on the road to success by continuing his

present policy of giving a small town just

as much effort and applied showmanship as

would be given in a town many times the

size.
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B.-K. Advertise First Publix Show
J. Partington

Builds Publix

Acts in West
Shows to Be Created In Frisco

and Los Angeles—All Will

Be Elaborate

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb.

2:—Jack Partington is to leave

for Los Angeles soon to take over

responsibility for the creation of

stage presentations for Publix The-
atres Corporation houses on the

Pacific Coast. The stage shows will

be elaborate in all details. They will

be created in Los Angeles and San
Francisco and will be routed over a

circuit of big theatres controlled by
Publix in the West. Following their

Western showing they will be sent

East.

Local filmdom recently paid tribute to

Partington at the Fairmont hotel. Never
before has such an elaborate affair of this

kind been arranged here. The send-off

was a $10 a plate dinner dance. Every
motion picture theatre, as well as all film

row, was represented at the banquet. Many
of those connected with the local dramatic
stage also were present.

Banquet Big Presentation

More than anything else the banquet re-

sembled a series of special presentation
acts in a picture theatre, as the leading
talent of the stage acts of film houses and
other theatres of the city performed. Many
city officials were present and Edward
Rainey, representing the mayor, presented
Partington with a wrist watch. Mrs. Part-
ington was given an elaborate traveling
set.

Everything was a feature, from the nap-
kin rings and menu cards to the showing
of a motion picture. The napkin rings
were films of Partington and the menu
cards were made of film material, so that
they could be read only when held in front
of light.

As was expected, the affair was a great
success. Edward H. Baron, general man-
ager of the Paramount houses in the city,

was master of ceremonies. The entertain-
ment committee included Louis R. Green-
field, Charles M. Thall, W. G. Gitron,
G. W. Warren and Al. Greenbaum.

Mildred Melrose
Plays McVickers

Mildred Melrose, tilled as “The Origi-
nal Miss Personality,” is featured on the

stage of McVickers theatre, Chicago, this

week, in the dance turn with which she
has won popularity in many parts of the
country.

On the West Coast Miss Melrose posed
for the original set of pictures demonstrat-
ing the Charleston, and Fanchon and
Marco have featured her in West Coast
Theatres revues.

Missouri, St. Louis,

to Stage Style Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—St.
Louis Spring Style Show, aban-
doned in 1920 because of the lack
of a suitable building, will be held
January 30 to February 12 at the
Missouri theatre. The St. Louis
Wholesale Garment Association
will sponsor the project in co-
operation with shoe manufac-
turers, jobbers and wholesalers
and the wholesale millinery in-

dustry of the city.

The Missouri was selected be-
cause of its large seating capacity
and its adaptability to style shows.
The photoplay attraction the week
of January 30 will be “The Amer-
ican Venus.”

Two Chicago
Shows Going
Over Publix

Original Balaban & Katz Men
Rebuilding Shows to

Start in East

Frank Cambria and the original

Chicago Balaban & Katz producing
staff are completing expansions of

two tried and proven stage shows to

be shipped East and opened at the
Rivoli, New York, for the Publix
circuit. Both productions will be
elaborated reproductions of short
acts successfully used in the Chicago
houses of the concern.

Scenery for the two units is being built,

designed and painted, performers whose
work has been approved in Balaban &
Katz houses in Chicago are being assigned
the various roles and the shows will be
shipped east as complete productions ready
for staging at the Rivoli.

One of the productions is an expansion
of a Watteau painting dramatization which
depends to a considerable extent upon prop-
er staging and portrayal. This is the type
of stage entertainment which first gained
for Balaban and Katz its great reputation
for “the different” in entertainment.
The second show will be made up of

mounted selections from three operas,

“Faust,” “II Trovatore” and “Cavalleria
Rusticana,” sung by Miriam Klein, Walter
Pontius, the original Balaban & Katz quar-
tette and others of demonstrated public

value here. All three of these numbers
have been used in the Chicago houses.

Combined, they will need little expansion
to bring them up to time requirements of

the new show plan.

Charleston Money Maker
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA„ Feb. 2.—Charleston
contests held recently were such business
builders on the A. H. Blank circuit they
will be repeated in practically all the thea-
tres during the next few months.

Extra Space
Announcement
Breaks News

House Organ and Trailers Lead
Campaign to Sell New

Plan to Chicago

Balaban & Katz advertising and
publicity accomplishing the job of

informing Chicagoans thoroughly
sold on the original B & K form of

entertainment that hereafter the

three big Chicago houses will pre-

sent stage acts routed through from
the Publix opening in New York
culminated in a page-deep, three-

column advertisement in Chicago
papers Monday, February 1. No
reference to Publix by name is

made.

This omission of the Publix name, to-

gether with the text of the announcement,
fits into local policy requirements. The
same tone was used in screen trailers and
house organ announcements preceding the

big newspaper break.

Although the Publix shows will run in

but three of the Balaban & Katz houses

here, the ad was signed in the accustomed

manner with names of the Chicago, Tivoli,

Uptown, Central Park and Roosevelt thea-

tres. The text of the ad follows:

Balaban & Katz becomes a national organiza-

tion.

This means greater performances than the mo-
tion-picture theatre has ever seen.

A new chapter has been written in theatrical

history. ’ ....
Balaban & Katz has become a national institu-

tion. Balaban & Katz entertainment has now
been accepted as the standard form of de luxe

entertainment for motion-picture theatres every-

where.
, . , ,

Hereafter it will be presented in the leading

theatres of America’s most important cities—New
York, Boston, Buffalo, Detroit, Kansas City, St.

Louis, Atlanta; as far south as Florida and Texas,

and as far west as Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco. .

This move was inevitable. It was just as 11-

logical to create costly productions for our three

large Chicago theatres and then abandon them as

it would be to produce a great motion picture for

a big stage production for a few theatres, and then

discard it. It was really a waste of artistic and

creative effort.

By this national affiliation, we have an outlet

which enables us to create even greater shows—to
step far ahead of anything that has ever been

d°ne -
, , , .

The natural and immediate result of this new
development is the building of an immense studio

in New York—the only one of its kind in the

world

—

an(i the employment of the best creative

brains from the amusement field. Together with

the Balaban & Katz production department, which

is under the supervision of Frank Cambria, our

New York studio will plan and develop such pro-

ductions as no theatres have ever seen before.

John Murray Anderson, creator of the “Green-

wich Village Follies’’ and producer of “The Music
Box Revue,” is producing a number of remarkable

stage specialties which are coming to our theatres.

“The Melting Pot” opens at the Chicago today

for a week’s engagement, and then goes to the

Tivoli and then to the Uptown. Other pretentious

and ambitious productions follow in weekly suc-

cession.
This newest progressive move has amazed the

theatrical world. The direct benefit to our thea-

tres will be bigger, better, more interesting and
thrilling pereformances than you have ever seen,

and which will more than ever assure the popu-
larity and permanence of the Balaban & Katz
theatres.

_ _
.

Chicago is directly responsible for this theatrical

development. The magnificent support our form
of entertainment has received from the people
of this city has made Balaban & Katz a national
institution.
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Grauman’s “Big Parade” Prologue

For the showing of “The Big Parade,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production made from the story by Laurence Stallings, Sid Grau-
man created for his Egyptian theatre an elaborate prologue io the picture titled “Pageant of the Allies.” Picture at top left

is Leta Chevret as “Italy”; top center, Dorothy Merriman as “La Belle France”; top right, Virginia Cook as “Bleeding
Belgium.” Center left, chorus featured in “Danse Americaine.” Center right, Estelle Elterre as “England.” Bottom, “Amer-
ica.”
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Pennsylvanians Turn

in Great Week with
Music and Song Show

Waring’s Pennsylvanians turned in a
great week at the Chicago theatre, Chicago,
the week just ended, with their presentation

“Campus Frolics.” When this reporter left

the house after the first evening show the

night the bill was caught the crowd out
front packed sidewalk and lobby.

Dan Holt, corked, stepped out before the

drapes and spieled a gag-lined introduction

to the Pennsylvanians and the show that

was to follow.

Drapes parted on full stage backed with
a stadium drop. The boys, dressed in slip-

on blazers and Oxford bags, were seated
about the stage. They opened by singing
“Sleepy Time Gal,” which led into a section

of “Sleep, Sleep, Sleep.” Along came a

freshman, who was immediately seized and
put through a strenuous hazing that in-

cluded being tossed in a blanket. To close

this the freshie was sent off, commissioned
to bring back nothing less than the band-
stand.

Tom Waring stepped downstage and sang
the latest Waring success number, “Col-
legiate Blues,” the others standing upstage
left building a vocal-harmonic background
for the solo offering.

No one thought freshie would bring in

the bandstand. But he did. It was a
knockout bit of foolery. He came on
dragging the stand. The boys leaped into

it and swung into “I Love My Baby,” in-

strumentally. They sang the chorus once.
To his own piano accompaniment Tom

Waring sang “Kentucky’s Way of Saying
Good Morning,” knocking over a big hand.
Ruth Racette walked into the middle of
this singing “My Old Kentucky Home,”
and was assisted at the end by all, singing.
To “Charleston,” Hank and Lill romped

on, romped about and romped off. They
were applauded back and romped some
more. They romp well.

“Who,” from “Sunny,” was the next
band number. This was sent over in the
distinctive muted Waring style. It is a
good number, and when these boys play it

it is a bullseye number.
The next music-song offering was a

group of college songs, numbering 13. Each
was given in full length either instrumen-
tally, vocally or in combination.
Seeming a kind of tack-on, but also

seemingly improved as to delivery, George
Givot came on to close. He sang “Five
Feet Two,” a thing, called “I Want My
Rib” and “I Wish I Was In Peoria.”
There are newer and better numbers than
any of these, and with the seeming im-
provement noted above Givot should be
able to put them over.

Preceding the Pennsylvanians, Ruth
Racette sang “Giananni Mia.” Miss Ra-
cette has a good voice and plenty of per-
sonality, and her offering was accorded a
fine hand.

Herb Straub Builds
Melodic Background

for Song, Step Act
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 2.—Herbert

Straub, one time dignified leader of the
State orchestra, who has abandoned the
music of his forefathers and succumbed
to what is known as jazz, is now known
as Herb, while his musicians are referred

Acts Reported
This Week

Donald (Monk) Watson; Dexter Sisters;
Harry Thompson Rialto ,

Omaha.
Fredrick Kovert ; Helene Hughes; Myra

Kinch ;
Otto Ploetz; Aida Broadbent

;

De Loring; Claire Holloway; Sunkist
Ballet—Locw's State

,
Los Angeles.

Shaws-Nee-Shee-Noo Strand
, Omaha.

Orville and Patti Harrold; Benny Davis
and Co.; Maria Montero ; La Chapina
Marimba Band—Fo*, Philadelphia.

Art Kahn and Band ; Eddie Clark ; Melva
Talma; Grace Blair; Fenton McAvoy

;

Pirate Chorus—Senate, Chicago.

Guiran and Marguerite; Emily Day; Zena
Larina—Stanley, Philadelphia.

National Quartette; Hall and Barr; Mul-
doon and Franklin; Thomas Jasper
Newman ,

Kansas City.

Louis Forbstein and Syncopators; Kenneth
Williams Royal

,
Kansas City.

Eugenie Dennis—Liberty, Kansas City.

Leila Shields; Dorothy Finks; Mynette
Fritts; Irma Davis; Tola Blist ; Juanita
Ferguson—Palace, Dallas.

Thomas Waterall—Old Mill,
Dallas.

Hyman Charninsky and Orchestra; Jack
Bell Capitol ,

Dallas.

Ward and Van; Billy Dale and Co.; Evelyn
Phillips, Joe Davaney and Eddie Simms
—‘Majestic, Dallas.

Milton Watson; Steve Savage; Lydia Har-
ris; Miss De Young; Paul Ash and Band

McVickers ,
Chicago.

Joe Wetzel; Milton Cunningham and Hazel
Clements; Allen White’s Collegians;

Philip Spitalny and Orchestra State

,

Boston.
Imperial Hawaiians; Lucille Middleton

Wisconsin ,
Milwaukee.

Madison Sisters; Helen Maicox Alhambra

,

Milwaukee.
“The Melting Pot” Capitol, Detroit

.

Fred Stritt; Estelle Carey; A1 Taylor; Bob
Hawks; Bruno Sisters; Herb and His
Bunch State, Detroit.

Sybil Sanderson Fagan; Hess and Genoa;
Bartrom and Saxon ; Don Albert and
Orchestra; Toni Terry Loew’s State, St.

Louis.

Victor Recording Artists—Missouri, St.

Louis.

Zelma O’Neill; Bobby Tremaine and Danc-
ers;) Heller and Riley; Manne and Clark;
Nora Schiller; Henri Kublick ; Alan
Brooks; Renoflf and Renova; Helen
Wright; Jack Coakley and Caberians—
Metropolitan, Los Angeles.

Waring’s Pennsylvanians; Ruth Racette;
Hank and Lill; George Givot Chicago,
Chicago.

Boris Petroff ; Dorothy Berke; Fay Lan-
phier and Co.; Eddie Elkins and Melody
Mixers

—

Rivoli, New York.

Acts Playing

Holdover Dates
Fred Stritt; Estelle Carey State, Detroit.

Orville and Patti Harrolds Fox, Philadel-

phia.

Donald (Monk) Watson Rialto, Omaha.

to in the elegant term of “his bunch.” Thus
it happens that Herb and his bunch con-

tinue to provide music and fun at the

State, accumulating gross receipts far in

advance of expectations.

This week they offer another surprise

bill of rare entertainment qualities. Herb
is, as usual, aided and abetted by Fred
Stritt, the merry wag with the funny hats,

funny pants, funny songs and funny say-

ings. This weeks’ outbreak has been termed
“Stewart’s Parisian Revue.” It includes

Estelle Carey in song numbers, A1 Taylor,

Bob Hawks, the Bruno Sisters, and five

dancing girls. New and colorful stage set-

tings are provided for IS minutes of com-
edy, dancing and song.

Poor Mounting and
Staging Make Show

Appear Amateurish
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 2.—After all

the advance promises of the excellent pres-

entations to be produced at the Alhambra
theatre as soon as the importation of unit

presentations from the Capitol theatre, Chi-
cago, should cease, the stage numbers the

week just ended were a great disappoint-

ment. One wonders what became of all

the originality and showmanship the man-
agement predicted for its own production
activities.

The opening number was vaudeville,
pure and simple, and not big-time vaude-
ville at that. Scotty Welsh and the Madi-
son Sisters, while possessing a degree of
talent, were denied the advantage of a set-

ting that might possibly have “made” the

act. Working with nothing but a piano
and a set of dice used in one song, they
sing pleasingly, but not especially interest-

ingly, due largely to the antiquity of their

repertoire. With proper setting and a bit

of showmanship displayed in staging, the

act should have clicked, but apparently the

producing genius was all expended on
something else this week.

Certainly not, however, on the feature

act of the bill, which proved to be one of

the poorest numbers shown on any local

picture house stage this year. Fifteen mem-
bers of the theatre orchestra, wearing naval
caps with their tuxedos, sat in front of a

drop supposedly depicting the aft portion

of an ocean liner or something. The sec-

ond tier of musicians came within a few
inches of the big funnels, which peeped
out from behind the bass horn. Heinz
Roemheld, whose presence on the stage

was a saving feature of the act, wore a

white ensign’s uniform and, with the aid of

the faithful fifteen, struggled to put the

thing over.

The climax of the act was reached dur-

ing a storm number, when the lightning

struck many times in the same spot. The
music was excellent, but the whole idea

was so ancient and savoring of the most
diminutive of small time entertainment that

all orchestral merit was lost.

On a par with the music in merit was
the dancing of Helen Maicox, whose foot-

work was so good one forgot for the mo-
ment her appearance was out of place in

the general theme of the act. With proper
environment her performance should be

nothing short of a knockout.

It is barely possible that the presentation

was meant to be a prologue for the long
feature picture, “The Storm Breaker,”
which might justify the use of such a time-

worn idea as a naval orchestra on the

stage. But what connection there is be-

tween a modern liner and the rugged fish-

ing vessels on which much of the action of
the picture takes place this reporter cannot
tell.

All in all, the production was hopelessly

amateurish, and one wonders how the own-
ers can allow the reputation of that excel-

lent musician and showman, Heinz Roem-
held, who is under a five-year contract, to

be jeopardized by his appearance in num-
bers like this. Let it be granted that the

acts sent up from the Chicago Capitol were
not especially built with an eye to pleasing

Milwaukee taste, but if this sort of thing

is considered to fill the bill for local liking,

then the patrons have a right to feel hurt.
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4‘Melting Pot,” Fast
Anderson Revue, Hits

at Capitol, Detroit
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 2.—The inau-

guration of the Publix Theatre Corporation
entertainment at the Capitol this week, to-

gether with the inauguration of a change
in opening dates of new bills, scored a com-
plete success. Patrons had accustomed
themselves to the change in opening dates

through a well-prepared advertising cam-
paign conducted by the John H. Kunsky
offices, and as a result little confusion re-

sulted.

“The Melting Pot,” first of a series of

big revues under the new booking order,

proved by far the most elaborate stage pre-

sentation ever attempted at the Capitol. To
say the action of this number is swift is

putting it mildly. The act runs 15 minutes
at tremendous speed. The curtains part to

reveal a huge melting pot in the center
with a background of black velvet. From
this pot they come in native costumes

—

Spaniards, French, Dutch, Russian, Slav

and other European folks with their songs

and dances of other lands. Each group is

flanked by chorus girls bearing aloft high

banners topped with quivering plumes of

various shades. One by one they disap-

pear into the melting pot.

Quickly the tempo changes. All the play-

ers emerge, this time arrayed in cloth of

gold. Here the action seems to gain more
speed. There are brief presentations of all

the American dances, ranging from the
old-fashioned cake walk down to the

Charleston. By this time the stage is

alive with steppers. Accompanying the

troupe is the Royal Accordion band, a

sextette. At the height of the dancing
the curtains draw together—15 minutes
have passed in a flash.

The act was staged by John Murray
Anderson, and there are about 25 singers

and dancers in the company.

“Captain Kiddo” Is

Among Best of Kahn’s
Recent Presentations

Art Kahn at the Senate, Chicago, the

week ending Jan. 31, staged one of his best

presentations in recent months in “Captain

Kiddo.” The setting for this was a pirate

cave lighted at curtain draw in blue and
purple, which was shaded up as the show
got under way until reds predominated.

Eddie Clark before the drapes read

snatches of “Treasure Island” and unloosed

a few gags by way of announcing the

show. Music from “Pinafore,” stressing

“Pretty Little Buttercup,’ was the opening
band offering. Following this a chorus of
six girls in costumes harmonizing with the

setting came on for a brief step turn.

Fenton McEvoy sang “Behind the
Clouds” following the stepping.

Kahn and the band swung into “I Love
My Baby” when McEvoy finished. This
was put over in great style and scored a
loud outburst of applause.

Eddie Clark, accomapnying himself on his

uke, sang “Rockabye Baby Days,” encoring
with “That’s My Baby.” Then he broke
into an eccentric dance turn that made the
customers want more.

Grace Blair, who has been dancing in

Balaban and Katz Chicago houses for about
a year, went through her clever routine to

“Five Feet Two.” This Miss might well be
featured more strongly. Her dancing is

rapid and sharp and she has personality
sufficient to put across a longer turn than
she did in this show.

Melva Talma, another featured per-
former, sang “Just a Little Lovin’ ” and
“Headin’ for Louisville,” two good num-
bers that were put across to big returns.
“Headin’ for Louisville,” called for more
of the same thing. The audience wanted
still more.

The chorus pranced out in issue ducks
and did a hornpipe that looked well but
did not draw very heavily with the house.

By request, the band played “Clap
Hands, Here Comes Charley,” a number
that has been popular at the Senate since
it was first played there. In the middle of
this a girl came out and flashed through
a fast Charleston. The house hammered
hands for more music at the conclusion of
“Charley.” But an end had to be made
somewhere.

Fanchon and Marco
Stage Act Features

Elaborate Costumes
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 2.—“Plumes,” a

West Coast Presentation at Loew’s State

the week of January 23 to 29, was a Fan-
chon and Marco “Idea” featuring Fredrick
Kovert and his $5,000 peacock costume
which was worn for the first time in any
theatre. This gorgeous creation was used
in the “Queen of Sheba.”

The presentation opened with Helene
Hughes singing “Behind the Fan” with a
chorus of Sunkist Beauties wearing a novel
costume with great strings of pearls hang-
ing between the girls and attached to their

dresses. A black drop was used and at

the conclusion of the number this opened,
disclosing a tall column lighted with colors

thrown upon it, a winding stair which
curved around the column and disappeared.
The entire background was black velvet.

Myra Kinch appeared on the stairs and
danced a veil dance with the chorus as a

background for the first half of the dance,
finishing alone.

Helene Hughes in a black dress and a
great head dress of black plumes stood
on the stairs while Otto Ploetz stood at

the foot of the column as they sang a

duet. At the finish of this number there

was a parade of wonderful costumes made
of ostrich plumes, the girls entering down
the winding stair. They were grouped
about the stage as the Sunkist Beauties
entered and danced the “Powder Puff
Ballet.” They were dressed in pink. Aida
Broadbent, in white, danced a toe solo.

Then more plume costumes and De Loring
and Claire Holloway danced an adagio and
the act closed with Fredrick Kovert’s pea-
cock dance.

“Dance Madness” was the long feature.

Charlotte Warner’s
Stages Prologue to

“Windermere’s Fan”
;

CHARLOTTE, N. G, Feb. 2.—In offer-

ing the premiere’s Southern showing of
“Lady Windermere’s Fan,” the management
of Warner’s Broadway theatre staged the
following special prologue:

The orchestra played the famous “Some-
time” as a man and woman, in evening
dress walked two-thirds of the way across
the stage in front of a gold drop. They
stopped and the man took the woman’s
cloak while she glided into a waltz, carry-

ing a beautiful large feather fan. The man
made his exit and the woman finished the
dance.

After the dance the gold drop parted, dis-

closing a full stage set through a scrim, the

background of which consisted of a fan,
10 feet tall and 12 feet wide, generously
sprinkled with high light gloss which glis-

tened like jewels. On each side of the large
fan were small fans, similarly decorated.
The girl was seated as the curtain went

up, while the man arose and sang to her
the song “Sometime.” As he sang, win-
dows opened in the fan and two girls’

heads protruded through leaves in the fan
in the background. As the curtain rose on
this scene, a straight moonlight effect was
used. This gradually changed into gold
and red, giving a beautiful color effect.

The singer sang through one verse and
two encores of “Sometime,” at the close of
which, as an encore, he used the chorus
of the waltz ballad “Will My Dreams Come
True.”

Lucille Middleton Is

Stellar Performer on
Dancing, Melody Bill

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 2.—An act

sharing the qualities of a prologue and an
entertainment, which serves as an ideal

local tie-up with the long feature picture,

“The American Venus,” headed the presen-

tation program at Saxe’s Wisconsin theatre

the week ending Jan. 26. The entire bill,

from overture to closing comedy, while not

particularly presumptuous, was brilliant in

places and as a whole was a meritorious
affair.

Chief honors of the presentation pro-

gram were easily carried off by Lucille

Middleton. The curtain swept open reveal-

ing a huge fan in the center of which
stood Virginia Armstrong, Milwaukee
entrant in the Atlantic City beauty contest,

about which the feature film is built. At
each extremity of the fan spread stood
two other Milwaukee girls, runners-up in

the local elimination contest. The trio, in

their neat, well-matched bathing costumes
and in a dazzling setting, formed a pleas-

ing and attractive spectacle.

In the center of the stage was spread a
large plume fan, which, because the spot

was directed upon the figure of Miss Arm-
strong as the curtain opened, was not par-

ticularly noticeable at first. As soft strains

from the orchestra filled the theatre the fan
moved, rose, and beneath it was revealed
the form of Miss Middleton. With perfect
muscular control she rose from her knife-
like posture and slowly assumed an upright
position. From then on the act was a
series of pleasing and somewhat surprising
spectacles, for a fan dance such as is per-
formed by Miss Middleton is a rare treat

even in a theatre where the best in presen-
tation acts is featured. At the performance
at which the act was caught the audience
burst into spontaneous applause three times
during the dance. The act came to a close

as Miss Middleton resumed her position in

mid-stage and slowly bent backward until

her head touched the floor a few inches
from her heels, and then gradually sank
until she was completely covered by her
fan.

The Wisconsin Theatre Concert Orches-
tra, with Rudolph Kopp as director,

executed in its customary pleasing fashion,

the overture “The Dance of the Hours.”
This was followed by a scenic film, “A
Trip to the Hawaiians,” which is worthy
of special mention as a presentation by
virtue of the singing accompaniment of the

Imperial Hawaiians who were on the stage

while the picture ran, providing native

music, vocal and instrumental, which fitted

in admirably. The combination was pleas-

ing, and the work of the Hawaiians is

remembered even after almost two hours
of other entertainment.
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Waring’s
Pennsylvanians

Now Doing Their Campus Frolics

Conceded Their Finest Presentation, For Their Second Tour of the

Chicago B. &K. Circuit

This Week TIVOLI - - - Next Week UPTOWN
Available For the East After March 1

State Presentation
Knocks Them Stiff;

Mounting Elaborate
BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 2.—The State’s

new policy presentation show was a hum-
mer, and must have popped out the eyes
of State regulars, who have been used to
only half hearted attempts to run a stage
show there.

The State doesn’t speak of “presenta-
tion,” but that’s what the new show is,

nevertheless.

Edward A. Schiller, and his assistant,

Lionel H. Keene, came to town during
the week of Jan. 17, to general the
preparations for the big splash, which
came Jan. 25.

Here’s what happened after the first-

dayers sat down. Philip Spitalny, guest
conductor, led the orchestra, plus his

Victor Recording Band, in sections of
Tschaikowski’s “Fourth Symphony.” (State
never before dared to bust out with such
a high-brow offering.) Then came a jazz

number, well done. Newsreel flashed on,

and real work had been done preparing for
this, the orchestration being carefully and
cleverly timed. Then a Pathe travelogue,
and hand-painted feature.

Then—the State’s premier effort to be
big-time, presentationwise. “Garden of
Roses” was the title of this which knocked
the easily pleased Back Bayers off their

stools. Joe Wetzel, “tenor soloist direct

from Capitol Theatre, N. Y.”, sang “Roses
of Picardy,” and at the end the misty-blue
set lit up like a Christmas tree, with elec-

trical roses, red and white. The same
phenomenon occurred to a couple of boxes,
draped also with roses with electrical in-

sides.

Then, just to make ’em chatter, Spitalny

and part of his music men retired to a
box, with a spotlight on ’em, and played
for “Topics of the Day.”
Now came forth Milton Cunningham and

Hazel Clements, “dancing stars from Geo.
M. Cohan’s ‘Mary,’ ‘O’Brien Girl,’ ‘Little

Nellie Kelly.’”

This pair proved to all skeptics that this

was “presentation,” not vaudeville. For
they danced only one number, a fast, acro-
batic tango. And the State is spending for
scenery. There was a silver-and-gold drop
for this one.

Then came Allen White’s Collegians,
“direct from the New York Hippodrome.”
They had a sparkling drop at their backs,
and were attired in white flannel panties

and blazer jackets. They played at least

3,496^4 instruments, sang, danced, and
clowned, very effectively.

Then the long feature, “His Secretary.”
Only a Bostonian could realize how im-

pressive the occasion was. For, except for

the Met, no Hub theatre has ever tackled
anything remotely resembling this type of
entertainment. The Back Bay may not
know yet what it’s all about.

But just as they went to the. Met because
such advertising, and mixing up of pictures

and stage act into a grand amalgam, was
freak stuff, so they’re bound to try the

State, because its ads intrigue by their

strange mixture of vagueness as to just

what it all means, and their definite proof
that a lot is going to happen at each show.

Frank Newman Puts
on 60-Minute Show

for Birthday Week
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 2.—Frank L.

Newman staged one of the most elaborate
presentations at the Metropolitan that has
ever been seen in that house. It was the
occasion of the third anniversary of the
theatre, and he called it the “Third Anni-
versary Revue.”
The bill opened with Forbstein and his

orchestra rendering a specially arranged
selection of old-time favorites, which in-

cluded “The Bowery,” “Sweet Rosy
O’Grady,” “The Glow Worm,” “Long, Long
Trail,” and “Washington Post March.””
Alan Brooks, who recently came to these
parts to play in pictures, was master of
ceremonies of the revue. He introduced
each act in his own unique way.
Zelma O’Neill and the Tremaine dancers

were first on the bill in “Shake Your Feet.”
This was followed by Henri Kublick in

“The Banjochestrion.” Helen Heller, Joe
Riley, and the Tremaine dancers next
staged a pretty number called “Sunshine
and Rain,” with Heller and Riley singing
beneath an arbor while the chorus danced
about in glistening raincoats.
“From the Bowery” was the next num-

ber, given by Manne and Clark. Nora Schil-
ler followed with a song, “No Man’s
Mama,” which was given a great hand.
Brooks at this point appeared dressed in a
heavy bearskin coat, fur hat and fur gloves
and announced the next number as a Rus-
sian Drama, which proved to be a Chinese
fantasy with the Tremaine dancers dressed
as geisha girls in a typical Japanese garden.
Renoff and Renova gave a colorful dance.

assisted by Helen Wright and the Tre-
maine dancers. Zelma O’Neill, dressed as

a Bowery character, sang “Thanks for the

Buggy Ride,” and took three bows.

Heller, Riley and the Tremaine dancers
next presented a rural episode, which was
accorded a big hand. “Modern Jazzology”
followed, played by Jack Coakley and his

Caberians. This was a pleasing orchestra

number and made a hit with the audience.

The finale was a promenade waltz, “Smile a
Little Bit,” by the entire company.

The long feature was “Mannequin.”

i

Anderson Creation at

N. Y. Rivoli Features
Classic Dancing Team

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—John Murray
Anderson’s “Garden of Kama” review at

the Rivoli this week opens with an over-
ture by the Rivoli Orchestra, Joseph Littau
conducting, “Pique Dame” by von Suppe.

Then follows a scenic film, “Winter
Sports at St. Moritz.”

Anderson presents a drama, based upon
Lawrence Hope’s “Indian Love Lyrics,”
with Boris Petroff and Dorothy Berke as
the star performers.

The customary “Movievents” and “Topics
of the Day” are shown, and Harold Ramsya
is heard at the Rivoli Grand Organ.

In connection with the offering of Eddie
Elkins and his Melody Mixers, Anderson
presents a fashion revue, with the “Ameri-
can Venus”

_

girls, led by Fay Lanphier
(Miss America), appearing on the stage,
displaying beautiful gowns on a specially
constructed runway.

Hyman Charninsky
Orchestra, Jack Bell,

Score in Brief Show
DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 2.—-Hyman Char-

ninsky’s Capitol theatre orchestra gave a
clever overture entitled “Evolution of the
Dance” that was appreciated and took loud,
long applause.

Jack Bell, singing “Then I’ll Be Happy,”
scored as heavily as the orchestra. The
flappers like Jack so well he has a hard
time getting off the stage, especially when
he sings a new and popular number. He
never gets away with singing a song only
once.
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Singing, Music and
Dancing Combined in

Varied, Colorful Act
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 2.—It

would be hard to find a greater contrast

than between vocalism as an art, exempli-
fied in the four offerings of Orville

Harrold and his daughter Patti and the

popular jazz of the day as interpreted by
Benny Davis and Company at the Fox
theatre last week.
The romance of Old Spain was trans-

ported to the stage of the Fox in a
“Spanish Fantasy,” with Maria Montero,
premiere danseuse, and the La Chapina
Marimba Band. Four dancers opened the
act with a typical Castilian dance to the

melody of “Carmen,” played by the Ma-
rimba Band.

In a setting of courtyards and gardens,
Maria Montero appeared in a beautiful and
spirited Spanish dance. She is a marvel
with castanets. The act ended in a whirl-
wind apache dance by all the members of
the troupe and the applause at the con-
clusion of the offering was deafening.
“The Golden Strain” was the long

feature.

Bartrom and Saxon
Held Over in Show

That Hits All Week
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—Sybil Sander-

son Fagan, billed as “The American Mock-
ing Bird,” whistled to much applause
against a brightly colored and picturesque
background at Loew’s State theatre the
week of January 23. Sybil knows how to

do her stuff.

Hess and Genoa, ballroom dancers,
stepped about in a pleasing way and got
their share of the applause.
Bartrom and Saxon, harmony singers

who were held over from the previous
week, came through with some new songs
which went across as well as those they
had offered the prior seven days.

Don Albert and his orchestra contributed
a pleasing overture number to the gen-
eral welfare of the program, and Tom
Terry gave one of his very popular exit

marches at the conclusion of the show.
“Mike” was the long feature on the

screen.

Indian Tenor Sings
Long Film Prologue;
Attendance Is Heavy

OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 2.—Curtain call

after curtain call brought back Shaws-Nee-
Shee-Noo, Indian tenor, on the stage of

the Strand theatre here when he appeared
in connection with Zane Grey’s “The Van-
ishing American.” Shaws-Nee-Shee-Noo,
whose tribal name means “Mighty Voice,”

is of the Choctaw tribe of Oklahoma.
The Indian singer, with appropriate

mountain scenic effect on the stage, and
dressed in feathered costume, presented the

prologue “Indian Love Call” with striking

effect. His voice is not only powerful, but

sweet, and the audience was reluctant to

let him go off the stage and let the pictures

proceed. Manager Art Cunningham had
packed houses.

Ward and Van Act
Saves Weak Show;

Near Flops on Bill
DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 2.—Majestic thea-

tre’s bill last week was not so good as

usual, and but for Ward and Van it would
have approached very close to mediocrity.

Ward and Van put on a humorous musical

act, and their music and comedy was good.
The way they “executed” “Humoresque”
was a scream.

Billy Dale in a playlet, titled “Congratu-
lations,” assisted by a company of six, was
only fairly good.
Evelyn Phillips, Joe Devaney and Eddie

Simms put on a dance act, which was
pretty and rather well received.

3 Singles, 3 Teams
in Step-Melody Act;

Band Stays in Pit
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—With the ap-

pearance of the Eight Victor Artists at the
Missouri theatre, Skouras Brothers trans-

ferred the regular headliner vocalists and
the Missouri Rockets across the street to

the Grand Central and gave a treat which
was enjoyed by all of the regular patrons
of the latter house.
Because of the size of the aggregation

of singers and dancers, there was no room
on the stage for the Conley-Silverman or-

chestra, so the musicians stayed in the pit.

This did not discount their playing, how-
ever.

Charlotte Woodruff and Roy Smoot were
the vocalists of the stage turns. They had
some new songs and were in good voice,

receiving considerable applause. The Golden
Trio of musicians was well received by
the patrons. Two banjoists and a sax
player are in this aggregation. Paul Small,

a radio star
;
Keranoff and Marie, Arabian

dancers, and the Missouri Rockets com-
pleted the bill.

It was “Syncopation Week” at the Grand
Central, and, it was a very good musical

bill that was offered.

“Just Suppose” was the long screen at-

traction.

Victor Artists Go
Over in Music and

Song Presentation
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 2.—Skouras

Brothers put on perhaps the best musical

bill ever presented in a local motion picture

theatre at their Missouri the week begin-

ning January 23. The headline attraction

on the stage was the first appearance of the

Victor Record Artists, who are on tour of

the country. In prior years this troupe al-

ways hired a special theatre and presented

its numbers in the form of a musicale. So
it was a feat of showmanship for Skouras
Brothers to book this big act for their

house.
These artists need no introduction to the

American theatregoing public—their work
is so well and popularly known. They in-

clude Henry Burr, Billy Murray, Sam Her-
man, Monroe Silver, Frank Banta, Stanley

Baughman, James Stanley and the Peerless

Quartette.

In addition, Gene Rodemich and his good
house orchestra presented an overture com-

posed of excerpts from Victor Herbert.

The organ accompaniments were up to the

usual standard of the Missouri.

“A Woman of the World” was the long

feature picture.

Guiran-Marguerite
Head Prologue to

Long Feature Film
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 2.—All of

the accompanying acts at the Stanley thea-

tre the week ended Jan. 31 carried out the

spirit of the feature, “The Phantom of the

Opera.”
Guiran and Marguerite with their “Coral

Gables Revue” opened with a vivacious

ballet by six ballerinas, followed by sev-
eral aesthetic dances. Marguerite and
Guiran danced the Argentine tango with
much spirit, and later an acrobatic dance
displaying grace and skill. Marguerite gave
a refined version of the Charleston, ex-
ecuted in such a delightful manner as to
win great applause, while Guiran closed
the act with a beautiful Russian dance.
The skill and artistry of this group of
dancers and the diversity of their offerings,

which ranged from the Charleston to

aesthetic dances, made the act a great hit.

Emily Day, coloratura soprano, in cos-
tume, preceded the feature with the fa-

mous “Jewel Song” from “Faust,” the
liquid beauty of her voice being admirably
adapted to this song.
The overture of excerpts from “Faust”

introduced Zena Larina in an artistic and
dainty ballet in keeping with the spirit of
the picture.

Eugenie Dennis, Girl
Psychic, Fills House;
Performance Novel

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.—When
Samuel Carver, manager of the Liberty
theatre, booked Miss Eugenie Dennis,
psychic marvel, he anticipated crowded
houses. He got more than that, being
confronted with a real problem in caring
for the crowds.
For several weeks the Liberty has fea-

tured musical entertainment or acts of a
light nature, and it appears that Fowler
was fortunate enough to be able to read
the mind of his patrons in selecting an act

of the type of Miss Dennis’.

Miss Dennis’ act consists of answering
all questions from the stage. It runs more
than a half an hour. As usual, Miss Den-
nis was given liberal newspaper spacej>rior
to and during her engagement. She usu-
ally lends cooperation of some nature to

local police departments, that always being
worth a story. Miss Dennis is an Atchi-
son, Kan., girl, she just having returned
from an extended engagement in New
York.
The long feature picture was “Sporting

Life.”

Dance Revue Well
Mounted, Costumed;

Girls’ Stepping Good
DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 2.—“Home Sweet

Home the World Over” was the title of
last week’s presentation at the Palace. It

was a dance revue staged by Leila Shields,

Dorothy Finks, Mynette Fritts, Irma Davis.
Tola Blust and Juanita Ferguson. The
mounting was good and the costuming of

the best, coloring the act brightly.

Six interpretative dances were featured.

The countries represented were China,
Spain, Scotland, Hungary, Ireland and
America. • After each girl did her dance
the ensemble did a swift Charleston to

close. This gave snap to an already good
act.

“The Tower of Lies” was the long screen
feature.

Thomas Waterall
Sings Way to Ten

Week Return Date
DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 2.—Thomas

Waterall, English Barytone, was featured
the week just ended at the Old Mill. He
sang “O’er the Billowy Waves” and “My
Wild Irish Rose,” and was so well received
he has been booked for a 10-week return

engagement, following a four-week date
in Houston. At Houston he will appear
at the Isis.
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P. Ash’s Thousandth
Show Is Marred by

Tawdry Single Turn
Paul Ash turned over his 1,000th per-

formance at McVickers, Chicago, last week
and so many wanted to see it that subzero
weather didn’t keep them out of the curb
waiting line. It was one of the best shows
Ash has staged, marred only by use of a
single who simply doesn’t belong.
Paul went back a few years and came in

over the foots, getting across in good shape
and bettering the break by reading a con-
gratulatory wire from Paul Whiteman.
Throuhout, from then on, he read gag
wires from others, gome good. He strung
the acts along in good order, the band
working in straight accompaniment for the

most part.

His big hit was a Miss DeYoung, said

to be an amateur recruited from the “Paul
Ash Every Week Club,” who imitated
George Givot, popular at McVickers, bet-

ter than George can do it. This young per-
son is a riot if an amateur and a riot if

not.

Ash simulated high spirits throughout,
even singing “That Certain Party” himself
for the opening number, which stunt should
have cracked ’em but curiously didn’t. And
Ash sings as well as most directors at that.

Lydia Harris, back again after playing
other picture houses hereabouts, repeated
her previous killing. They’d make her sing
all night if Ash didn’t appeal to their sense
of mercy. She did three numbers and had
to beg off at the finish.

Milton Watson, the young veteran tenor
of the organization, turned in his usual mop
up and proved himself a greater singer than
ever by making them like this funny
“Prisoner’s Song” thing. John McCormack
might have difficulty putting that one over,
particularly to a McVicker’s gang, but Wat-
son made them want more, which they got.

Ash let up on Watson a little this week,
which should please any insurance com-
pany which may hold the wrong end of a
policy on Milton’s pipes.

A somewhat different thing for the house
was “A Cup of Coffee, a Sandwich and
You,” from the “Chariot Revue.” It was
nifty but a trifle too nice for the crowd.
Watson did a second chorus of it in a
tableau back center.

The bad spot in the show was a drunk!
pantomime by Steve Savage, leading into

an eccentric dance. He did the same thing
last week at the Capitol, and before that

he did a dope number which was but slight-

ly less unfit for presentation use. This act

may be good for some use or other, but it’s

a bad medicine for presentation houses and
how he keeps busy in two such houses as
McVickers and the Capitol, between which
he alternates, is more or less a mystery.
It doesn’t belong.

Near the end, Ash brought on the two
colored boys whom he consistently refrains

from naming and they again did their first

rate dancing act, changing their stuff ex-
cept for the close-off.

,

ANNOUNCE^oz^j
'presentations^,
IFILMACK TRAILERS

ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
WORK—LOW PRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-
ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO.
>730 S. WABASH -CHICAGO.

vernier

WAttractions
Announces

w
A New and Startling

Development

!

cAfyeieL

Harry \Y. Miller, famous pro-

ducer of revues and presentations,

is now associated with Premier

Attractions as executive head of

the Production Department.

All acts under our management

will be personally supervised by

Mr. Miller.

When you book through Premier Attractions you do so

with the assurance that the Presentation arranged for you

will fit the individual needs of your theatre.

Detailed information on “Individual Presentation"

is yours for the asking.

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, Inc.
rium B i

Chicago

Auditorium Building, Phone,

Wabash 2692

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

Palace Orchestra Enlarged
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 2.—Eight new
pieces have just been added to the Palace

theatre orchestra. The unit, directed by

Alexander Keese, now has 25 members.

Old Fiddlers in Clover
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COOPERSTOWN, N. Y., Feb. 2. —
William Smalley of this city is conducting
a series of old fiddlers’ contests in his dozen
or more houses. Attendance on contest

nights is fine.
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Louis Forbstein and
Orchestra, Williams

Score Center Again
KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.—Another

notch of triumph was cut in the figurative

cane of Louis Forbstein and his Royal
Syncopators the week ended Jan. 31, while

Kenneth Williams, the vocal “department”
of the orchestra, seems to be getting better

each week. At least his admirers appear
to be more liberal with applause each week.
The feature picture being of the “heavy”

type, the Syncopators mixed in a few semi-

classic numbers with their usual outbursts

of jazz and light opera music, as well as

gems from musical comedies.

So accustomed have Royal patrons grown
to these programs that Bruce Fowler, man-
ager, believes in letting well enough alone.

The long feature picture was “The Wan-
derer.”

Watson, Thompson,
Dexter Sisters in

Topnotch Music Act
OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 2.—Donald Wat-

son is not only going strong, but going
stronger at the Rialto. His latest program,
“Musical Capers,” was probably the best in

his series. However, he had able help in

the Dexter Sisters, who launched a long
film theatre tour here, and in Henry
Thompson, English tenor. The sisters are
singers and banjoists, while the tenor ren-

dered classical music, including selections

from “La Tosca,” admirably. Watson
sang “Just Around the Corner.” All en-
tertainers brought down much applause.

Music by Brader’s orchestra included
Victor Herbert’s “Red Mill” and “Fortune
Teller,” and by George Haupt, organist,

“Dream Pal.”

Manager Harry Watts’ long film feature

was “Bluebeards Seven Wives.”

Charleston Drags
Black from Pit

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb.
2.—Ben Black, prominent orches-
tra leader at the Coliseum, offered
to take Milton Charleston’s place
in dancing the Charleston when
Milton became sick. The dance
was so well done that manager
Harry David, asked him to dance
with Helen Charleston the balance
of the week, which he did. Con-
sequently Ben was applauded for
two reasons, first as an orchestra
leader and second as a Charleston
dancer.

Quartette and Two
Teams Knock Over

Exceptional Week
KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.—The Na-

tional Quartette, the Misses Hall and Barr,
and Muldoon and Franklin composed a
genuine “novelty” company at the Newman
theatre last week in “Along the Missouri,”
which was arranged by Bruce Fowler. In
the center of this little playlet was Thomas
Jasper, Missouri’s champion fiddler.

The act was in one setting, depicting a
shanty under the Burlington bridge near
Kansas City. The National Quartette,
corked, again brought down the house with
their songs, while the Misses Hall and Barr
by no means went begging for popularity.
When it comes to singing musical comedy
and light opera selections this pair of deli-

cate voiced girls knows few superiors. Mul-
doon and Franklin, as was expected, did
their usual rapid fire dance numbers.
The entire act lasted 25 minutes and was

well received all week.
The long feature picture was “Cobra.”

Police Break Up
Bike Riding Show

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 26.—It is

not against the law to ride a bicycle, but

when a young man rode one continually for

several hours under the alleged control of

a second person at a motion picture theatre

at Tenth street and Holmes avenue, police

interfered.

A youth had been pedaling a bicycle in a

rack on the stage for nearly eight hours.

Frank Donas, manager, explained to the

police that the boy was under the hypnotic
influence of William Ohoma, who was ap-

pearing at the theatre as an added attrac-

tion. When police found that the boy had
submitted to the spell with the permission

of his parents, the two men were warned
to dispel the spell at once and to omit any
future exhibitions of like nature.

McNulty Conducts
Stage Contests to

Increase Patronage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Feb. 2.—Manager
McNulty of the Capital theatre, presented

an extensive program during the week of

January 25, including a number of added
attractions into a bill which comprised two
long film features. On Tuesday night a
“Charleston Contest” was staged for. all

local dancers and on the Thursday night

there was an “Old Timers’ Fiddlers’ Con-
test.” Friday night was scheduled as

“Jazz Night.” McNulty is working dili-

gently with the building up of patronage
for the Capital.

Weider Stages Old
Fiddlers

, Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 2. — Abe
Weider, manager of the Rivoli theatre,

again turned the trick with an "Old Time
Fiddlers’ Contest.” This contest was put
over in conjunction with one of the Port-
land dailies and proved a good bet. The
rules for the contest stated, that the con-
testants must be over 50. Weider was the

first showman in Portland to take ad-

vantage of the Charleston craze.

Newspapers See News
Angle of Stage Acts

( Continued from page 49)

dramatic tenor from Covent Garden, Lon-
don; Bell Forbes Cutter, whose dramatic
soprano is noted as the “finest radio voice”

in the country ;
Herbert Gould, basso ;

Mar-
grey Maxwell, dramatic soprano

;
Lorna

Doone Jackson, contralto; Hazel Eden, for-

merly of the Chicago Civic Opera Com-
pany; Mary Richardson, concert violinist;

the Walker Sisters, harmony duo, and
others. Stars and groups of the dance and
artists in other lines of entertainment on
a par with those named will come from
time to time

;
all made possible by the

Capitol’s big stage and the new program
formulated for giving the Davenport public

the benefit of it from the standpoint of
real art rather than solely that of the box
office.

It is a policy of sufficient significance

to theatre goers to justify listing the Capi-
tol’s enlargement of its stage and the con-
sequent enlargement of its program, as one
of the worth-while additions to our cultural

life for our enjoyment this year and in the

future.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

“IN HICKSVILLE”
Much comedy, dear to the public’s heart, the

rube kind, can be worked in this by your

“gang.” The scene represents the Main street

of a small hick town. A drop on which is

painted the front of a general store is hung
about three. The door should be cut out and

in front have a practical porch built, covered

with a slanting roof. On this is a barrel with

brooms in it, boxes of vegetables, etc. Ose
comedy sign or signs. Above porch should be

one something like this, “Si Perkins, Justice

of the Peace, Undertaker, and General Store.”

The opening of the drop should be painted

with houses in the distance, an old fashioned

rail to tie the old horse and buggy to, a pump,
etc. The rest of the stage can be dressed with

various things found in front of a country

store.

Part of your “gang” are on the porch talk-

ing, a couple are playing checkers, another is

whittling a piece of wood. They are dressed,

of course, in country character. One can be

the sheriff, another the storekeper, etc. In the

conversation that takes place it appears that

the town orchestra is due to practice, but not

all the boys have arrived yet.

While they are waiting, one of your specialty

performers who is on the porch can play a

harmonica solo, after which the others say the

boys are “a cornin’ down the road.” The rest

of the gang enter for right stage carrying their

instruments and proceed to rehearse. You can

get a comedy touch here by having them all off

tune during the first piece. The show has now
begun. Plenty of novelties can be worked in.

For instance, your tenor can be the “city

slicker.” The male quartette is introduced as

the “Barnyard Quartette.” A female eccentric

dancer is “The Belle of Huskin’ Center.” If

you use a girl chorus, the girls can be dressed

as milkmaids.

“A GYPSY CAMP”
A full stage set showing a forest scene using

a front drop, tree leg drops and wood wings.

The moon is seen behind one of the trees. The
open rear of a gypsy wagon with regulation

covered top is placed upstage at left with its

front portion masked off by wood wing9. At

right center a camp fire with crossed stick

kettle holder is placed. Beside this sits a girl

in gypsy costume playing cards. Leaning

against the back of the wagon is the male

singer, also in gypsy costume, smoking a

cigarette. He 6ings “Where My Caravan Has

Rested” or “Gypsy Love Song.” After this a

litle vamping business by the girl, who has

arisen, and then the man sings “Gypsy Sweet-

heart” by Victor Herbert, the song ending as

a duet.

If you wish to elaborate on the act you might

have a “gypsy tarantella dance” by some girls,

or a violin player. The scene is at night, so

should be lighted in blue.

“THE PRISONER’S SONG”
This old timer which is enjoying great popu-

larity on its revival over the radio can be

worked into a simple and inexpensive presenta-

tion. Simply have a cell showing the barred

door and a cot. Your singer is seen sitting on
the edge of the cot, dressed in convict costume,

and sings the song.
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Saperstein Packs
House with Stage

Acts; Profit Big
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

ALBANY, N. Y., FEB. 2.—An old

fiddlers’ contest staged at Harmanus
Bleecker Hall Jan. 26 proved such a

drawing card that Joseph Saperstein,

manager, was forced to publicly apologize

in the press of the city for his inability to

accommodate the crowds that besieged the

theatre from 7 until 9 o’clock. Saperstein

ran the fiddlers’ contest the next night and
despite the fact that the theatre holds 2,000

or more persons, it was packed to the roof

again.

Manager Saperstein has discovered that

while double features such as he has been

running attract good crowds, presentation

acts and similar features double the attend-

ance, and likewise the receipts, leaving a

comfortable margin of profit.

Presentations to Continue
So satisfactory have the presentation acts

been at the Hall that it has been decided

to continue them throughout the spring

and summer without giving the summer
months over to stock, as has been the

custom for years.

The Rose theatre, Troy, N. Y., is also

using presentation acts on the last two
days of each week, these acts coming direct

from New York City. Other theatres are

finding presentation acts pay and are

already negotiating for features that will

be used along with the regular picture

program.

Major Bowes
Planning New

Radio Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 2.—Elaborate plans

are under way for the construction of a
new studio where Major Edward Bowes
and his “Capitol Family” will broadcast
the weekly Sunday evening programs. The
studio will have the advantage of closer

proximity to the control room and the

stage. The construction plans are such as

to permit of great freedom in acoustic

treatment, and make possible practically

complete musical control.

The scope of the Capitol’s concerts is so

broad and varied that it presents special

and unique problems. These will be pro-

vided for by special equipment. When
the new studio is completed it is believed
there will be an absolute elimination of any
possible blasting during the singing of high
notes or the playing of brass instruments.
Special piano reproduction will also be
provided for, as well as for the different

orchestral instruments, thus insuring per-
fect balance. This will be accomplished by
the particular construction of walls, ceiling

and floor, and the profuse hanging of
draperies.

Howard Foerste
Raises Receipts;

Stage Shows Help
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH, PA., Feb. 2.—Since
Howard W. Foerste took over the man-
agement of Warners State theatre patron-
age at the house has steadily increased.
Under Foerste’s management stage pres-
entations have become features of the
house bill, which on the screen side always
includes a Warner long feature and a pro-
portionate number of short features.
Among good recent added attractions at

the State were Ralph Harrison and his
Midnight Sons in a revue type stage show.

Art Kahn, whose symphonic jazz or-

chestra is the outstanding feature of

the stage presentations at the Senate
and Harding theatres, Chicago.

Presentation, Vaude
Differences Cited

(This is the fourth of a series of articles

by Mme. Cutter, nationally known lyric
soprano, on what the motion picture pres-
entation art has done to elevate musical
standards in the United States.)

By Belle Forbes Cutter
\JAUDEVILLE and presentation acts
* oppose each other in so many ways that

it might be well to explain some of the es-
sential differences in these forms of enter-
tainment. Not the least obvious example
of their separate classification lies in the
fact that motion picture presentation acts

appeal to a particular audience, in keeping
with the identity of certain motion picture
houses, whereas, vaudeville acts maintain
a standard quality.

For instance, a variety act in Maine is

like a variety act in California
;
the vaude-

ville act one sees in a theatre somewhere
in Chicago’s ex-
clusive North
Shore area re-

mains practically

the same when it

is presented in a
tiny house down
near the Stock-
yards. Motion pic-

ture house presen-
tations, on the
other hand, always
adapt themselves
to the theatre’s

locale.

This one point

shows why, in con-
sideration of the

extreme topographical demands on presen-

tation, it is fostering such a healthy crea-

tive growth in the American theatre. It

goes without saying that standardized or

factory made entertainment is on the wane.

Film Houses Develops Genius
Motion picture house entertainment is

developing geniuses of the theatre as noth-

ing has ever before in its history—because

of the one item, that each cinema theatre

demands a separate entertainment form.

Here is the where and why of the high

class music now becoming known to the

picture going public.

One theatre attempts to outdo the other

Belle Forbes Cutter

in building up distinctive house patronage;
it acquires a symphonic orchestra. Its

nearest competitor arranges to seat a popu-
lar jazz orchestra on the stage. Follow-
ing this we have the active competition of
theatres that are using “individual presen-
tations” as a baton with which to fight

their way to leadership and supremacy.

Similarity Hurts Vaude
If vaudeville acts were used extensively

in motion picture houses instead of origi-

nal presentations there would be no proper
basis for competition. One vaudeville act

is too similar to another in its appeal. The
elaborate and costly stage sets now used
by the larger cinema theatres, and the

magnificently apparelled artists who strut

the “peacock alleys” of these mise-en-
scenes, get the popular acclaim, while
variety house acts either languish in the
gloom of depopulated houses or change
costumes for a hurried departure to the

nearest motion picture house.
This is the modern trend. Acts are de-

veloping a style and a music hitherto un-
known, because of the ever present stimulus
of the presentation art. It is a healthy
awakening, with the consequence that the

public is becoming educated in things
musical as well as artistic.

Standardization of presentations is being
experimented with at the present time by a
large circuit of motion picture theatres, but

it is perhaps too early to know whether
these efforts will prove entirely successful.

It seems doubtful if uniform motion pic-

ture house acts will ever succeed. The
public is too happy in its approval of the

individualistic taste catered to by competi-

tive presentations of motion picture houses.

Prologue Idea

Is Featured at

Ottawa Imperial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Feb. 2.—Manager

J. T. Moxley of the Imperial theatre, which
was recently taken over by a new theatrical

enterprise, the General Amusements, Ltd.,

is featuring the prologue idea and is also

giving special attention to the subject of
music. During the week of January 23 the

long picture feature was “His People” and,

for this attraction, he staged “The Streets

of New York” as an atmospheric pro-
logue, the number being arranged by Gwen.
Osborne, a local dancing star.

The regular theatre orchestra at the
Imperial has been discontinued and music
is now provided by Frederick H. Poole of
Boston, Mass., who accompanies the screen
presentation on a Heintzman grand piano.

South Bend Palace
Holds Dance Contests

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SOUTH BEND, IND., Feb. 2.—Charles-
ton contests each week are forming a popu-
lar part of the programs of the Palace
theatre at South Bend. The management
is sponsoring these affairs. Large audi-

ences attend to cheer on their favorites and
enjoy the antics of the eager contestants.

Other acts at the theatre have much to do
with the success of the affairs and the
management is attempting to book such acts
as will harmonize with the contests.

Twins Matinee Draws Well
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 2.—With the

Siamese Twins playing as a novelty attrac-

tion, Fred Spear of the Orpheum theatre

concluded it would be a good stunt to give

a free matinee for twins of Kansas City.

It drew well, both as publicity and at-

tendance.
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THE THEATRE
Q^yfJDepartment of Practical Showmanship

L&T ASKS PUBLICWHAT ITWANTS
Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

By George!
Wills Cant Fight There, Either

Governor Martin of Florida has pro-
hibited Dempsey from fighting in Flor-
ida. This, it would seem, would insure
Mr. Dempsey’s permanent residence in

that locality.
* * *

Production of passenger automobiles
in the United States and Canada for

1925, as announced by the department of

commerce, totaled 3,317,338. We’ve seen
them all go by while waiting to cross
the street but didn’t notice any Cana-
dian licenses on them.

* * *

“Line Forms to the Right!”

The Chicago police have forbidden news-
reels to be shown of Martin Durkin who is

awaiting trial for murder. They fear it

will create too much sentiment among the

women patrons in the theatres. You can’t

blame the police
;

it seems the handsome
young prisoner has already a record of four
wives.

* * *

Next is the Rye Clubs

Now that Iowa farmers complain of the

overabundance of corn they’re forming
clubs in the Middlewest which are supposed
to increase the use of Iowa corn. And
it’s to be expected that the price of corn
plasters will drop.

* * *

Press reports from Hollywood tell of a
man who owns one of the large Police dog
stars and feeds it no meat but the breasts

of chickens. Where d’they get that old

adage about the guy who leads a dog’s life?

WHERE WE’RE GOING
Businesses, like people, must go. Some

go forward; some go backward. Some
stand still and decay. This theatre is a
going business and its direction is ahead.
To build a good theatre and put a

good show in it is a big job, but many
do it. To keep the show going on—get-

ting better and better from day to day
and week to week—is a bigger job. Not
so many do that. Those who do it best
earn the consistent support of its clien-

tele and are so enabled to continue. It

( Continued on page 61 )

Questionnaire
Brings Rapid
Fire Replies

WHAT newspaper prints the

most interesting motion
picture news? Would you

prefer to see less stage show and
more film? Do you ever go to the

theatre to see only the comedy?
What paper do you read? On what
days of the week do you attend the

theatre? In what ways could mo-
tion pictures be improved?
Those questions are included among

many others in the long questionnaire

which has been sent out by Lubliner &
Trinz in determining as nearly as possible

what its public wants.

Through House Organ
The questionnaire has been distributed

under the supervision of Louis P. Kramer,
publicity director, through the medium of

the L. & T. Illustrated News, an elaborate

weekly house organ printed by the theatre

company.
It is reported by Kramer that the stunt

has caused a furore. Not only the regular

patrons but the once-in-a-whiles are send-

ing in the blank filled out. A high percent-

age, comparatively, of the questionnaires

are being returned fully complete. Lubliner

& Trinz is being advised by the greatest

expert in the world of what is needed.

“What Kind Is Best?”
Accompanying this article is reproduced

a section of the questionnaire, showing the

form used and the material appearing on it.

L&T ILLUSTRATED NEWS

Help Us Select Your Entertainment
What type of- picture do you like best 1 (Mark with an "X")

Mystery Comedy Sex Drama
Melodrama Historical Cost cme

Do you like Scenics?

(Yes or No)
Answer „

Do vou like News rceP

(Yes or No)
Answer

What attracts you to a Motion' Picture Theater*

(Mark wi'b an 'X")

The Picture Education

Star Service, Ushers. Courtesy etc

Stage Show Story Prestige Size of Theater

Music Director Beauty, etc.

Who is your favorite Film Star?

(Name Three)

Male Female

Reproduction shown here made from a

portion of the L&T questionnaire
determining the wants of the public.

The first and important question asked
appears at top: “What kind of picture do
you like best.” Listed below to be checked
are: “Mystery, Melodrama, Comedy, His-
torical, Sex Drama, and Costume.”
Next is “Do you like Scenics?” And

“Do you like newsreel ?” “What attracts

you to a motion picture theatre
;
“The Pic-

ture, Star, Stage Show, Music, Story, Di-

rector, Education, Service, Ushers, Cour-
tesy, or Beauty?” Then, “Who is your fa-

vorite film star?”

Thousands of the reports have already

been made. Within a few days it is ex-

pected that the total number will be ex-

amined. A list of hard and fast rules will

be drawn from the requests of the public.

Lubliner & Trinz will have its order to

work from. It will know what kind of

picture to buy, where to advertise and ap-

proximately how much to pay.

Hines’ “Live Wire” Film Good Material for

Exploitation Purposes
An unusual effect exploitation stunt on Johnny Hines’ “The Live Wire” was worked

by Edgar Hart, manager of the Colonial theatre, Portsmouth, N. H., recently with

remarkable results.

Two days before the showing of the picture Hart placed a seven foot sheet of white

calcimined wallboard in front of his box-office.

On the top of the board he pasted the

head of Johnny Hines (obtained from a

one sheet), and for decorative cornice bor-

ders placed the small figures of bathing
girls (also obtained from the one sheet)

around the board. Beneath the Johnny
Hines head he pasted the name of the

“Live Wire” and in large type lettered the

rest of the display as follows

:

SHUT YOUR EYES
and

Think of Your
Best Girl or Feller

then
TAKE HOLD AND

GET A REAL THRILL

Through two little punctures in the wall-

board, he introduced the handles of a

medical vibrator (cost $3.75). The vibrator

was set in the box office connected to one

dry battery and with Bell telephone wires

connected the outfit with handles that pro-

truded outside the wall-board. He opened
the vibrator switch making the electrical

current just strong enough to give a nice

sensation of pins and needles whenever the

handles were touched. He started the

stunt by calling a few youngsters who tried

it.

A crowd soon congregated, each person

in turn taking the handles to get their share

of thrills.
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A New Use for Classified Ads
Exhibitors Herald,
Gentlemen :

—

The campaign given the First National picture “Classified” during its run at

Loew’s State theatre by the Los Angeles Examiner, represented by W. P. Downey,
Classified promotion manager, was without a doubt, so far as I can ascertain
the most comprehensive yet given the picture “Classified.”

The ending of the film was changed to give the impression that the hero
and heroine leave for California, as the result of an Examiner classified ad.

This was done in a dignified manner, and greatly pleased Californians.

The enclosed is a resume of the campaign. The campaign was arranged
by Sol Lesser, A. N. Bowles, A. and M. Gore of West Coast Theatres, and
H. B. Wright, manager and Bob Doman, publicity director of Loew’s State
theatre.

Bob Loman, Loew’s State Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

is, in the final analysis, your splendid
support that keeps this theatre going
forward to finer and greater things.

COME AND SEE
From toddling days, the human is go-

ing somewhere to see something. By
going and seeing, and by no other means,
he learns his world and shapes his life.

Books aid him to span great distances

easily. Motions take him farther, more
quickly, and show him more.

Daily we display before you, in our
advertising and throughout our various
announcement mediums, great oppor-
tunities for this type of travel. Daily
we call to you—in printed word or
otherwise—to come and see. To those
of you who come we give more than a

pleasant afternoon or evening—we give

you world grasp, familiarity with life in

all its phases, completeness!

Come and see!

WHAT YOU WANT TO SEE
What is a show if it isn’t an appeal

to the pretending side of our natures? It

TOO CLOSE

TO SEE

N old mountaineer

was astonished to

see the beauty of the

mountains when for the

first time in his life he left

them and gazed from afar.

Maybe you are too close

to your business to see all

the merchandising possibil-

ities. Balaban and Katz
Magazine has demonstra-
ted by test - - - reader

responsiveness. Without
any obligation on your part

we willjbe glad to call and
talk over how your busi-

ness may be benefited by
advertising in the

Balaban & Katz

Magazine

Phone:

HARRISON 7218

It was just a “House Ad” in the
Balaban & Katz weekly house organ
but it demonstrated how effective
advertising can be made and what
attractiveness may be attained.

might be any of a dozen kinds of shows
and yet it appeals to the imaginative
and to the extravagant in us.

A man named Barnum found millions

of people willing to pay regularly to see

women with beards, corpulent men and
oddly formed animals. He exploited
them by posters exaggerating and carica-

turing thm. It was “crazy” exploitation

because it was designed in a way to

create sensational, frenzied impressions.
The people found the ballyhoo had mis-
represented the actual product. The
people did not understand then as they
do now that the ballyhoo was a big part
of the show. But the people liked it all.

They liked the excitement, the fervor,

( Continued on page 65)
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DIVISION STREET

MEN ORGANIZE A

BOOSTER’S CLUB

Successful Organization Meet-
ing at Ambassador;

Kasch Is President

Merchants of Division Street met Mon-
day morning at the Ambassador Theatre,
5825 West Division Street, and organized
an association fa) promote the general
welfare of the street and the entire com-
munity^ Sixty-two business and pro-
fessional people attended.

Officers were elected to serve for a
term of one yepr and tentative plans-for
the association were discussed. The fol-
lowing were delected as officers.

Joseph Wassell, Honorary Presi-
dent

Otto Kasch, President
Henry Larson, Vice-President
Ed Ruhnke, Secretary
Arthur M. Romme, Treasurer
Emil Gran, Sergeant at Arms.

It is planned to hold regular weekly
meetings at the Ambassador Theatre.
Business problems and conditions and
matters pertaining to the development
of the community will be under discus-
sion by members at all meetings. The
next meeting will be held Monday, Jan-
uary 25th.

'• Business men attending the organiza-
tion meeting were: Joseph Wassell, real

estate; Henry Larson, fuel; E, J. Ruhnke,
dry goods; Otto Kasch, druggist; W C.

McCarthy, president of the Ambassador
Theatres Corporation; Arthur Romme,
publisher, Austin Booster; Schennum,
druggist; A. Brynaldson; Henry Drews;
James J. Glennon, heating; J. Klamp-
ferer; Victor Hogstrom; Henry Mulder;
Emil Gran, Gran Brothers Motors; H. C.

Williams; H. J. Nicholas; W. J. Cadle,

lumber; M. Hanz, J. Pomerantz; Murray
Synder; Mrs. May C. Heath, beauty
shoppe; W. E. Rice; Charles Nicodemus,
delicatessen; G. Levant Hackley, banker;

J. Lawlor and James Peck, Am-Josej^h

The

Ambassador’s Royal

Amusement Menu
WEEK OF JANUARY 24th

SUNDAY
FIVE BIG TIME VAUDEVILLE

ACTS

“THE PLASTIC ACE.”
Leavitt’s Ambassadors. Haines, Jr.

at the organ. Other features. -Four
complete performances Sunday

—

1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 9:30.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY

SYD CHAPLIN In “THE MAN ofc
THE BOX”. Three acts of vaude-
ville. Other excellent Ambassador
features.

CHARLESTON CONTESTS

THURS., FRI. AND SAT.
Jacqueline Logan and Creighton
Hale in "WAGES FOR WIVES."
vaudeville acts. Leavitt’s Ambas-
sadors. Other features.

Continuous Saturday, Sunday and
Holidays 1:15 to 11:45 p. m.

Week days, nightly starting at 7
p. m. Doors open at 6:30.

‘MAN ON THE BOX’

PUTS SYD CHAP-

LIN AGAIN AT TOP

New Chaplin Success
Starts Monday at

the Ambassador

bassador Smoke Shop; jlpbert Murman7
jeweler; S. A. RivkiriT" photographer;
John A. Pacini, stage manager. Ambassa-
dor Theatre; B. M. Device and J,. J. Rea,
electrical goods and Hugo "Belinka, and
many others.

Short speeches made by several men
attending the meeting were applauded.1

Division Street now has a boosters or-
ganization unusual and things on the
street will undoubtedly sail along at a
merr£ pace.

“SILENCE” TO BE FILMED
“Silence”, Max Marcin’s highly suc-

cessful stage play, will be filmed at the

DeMille* Studio soon. It will feature
H. B. Warner, star of the original stage
presentation.

Syd Chaplin, bruther of the famous
Charley, and now a star in his own right,

will make his debut to this community
in "The Man on the
Box” Monday night.4 Box" Monday night.

\ January 25, and con-
turning for three

I ‘
. .i » i,.. a ...

~SYD“CHAPLIN

lays at the
bassador Theatre.
Few of us will

e v e r forget Syd’s
stellar performance

- :
in "Charley's Aunt,”

Xjt\ \
¥’ his first success

, . - - When we saw that.

it seemed that Syd
was about as funny
as any human being
could ever be. But

critics and close followers of motion pic-

tures tell us that the old reliable Sydney
Chaplin has crashed through agpin—this

time to an even bigger success.

"The Man on the Box” is the picturi-

zation of Harold McGrath’s great novel

and play. It concerns the romantic ad-

ventures of charm-
ing and wealthy Bob
Warburton and
gives the inimitable
Syd an opportunity
to masquerade as a
flirtatious maid
'Comedy situations

come and go in rapid

succession in "The
Man on the Box”
and the picture is

sincerely recom-
mended for lovers of

hilarious screen mas-
terpieces.

Chuck Reisner, a director of no meat
ability handled the megaphone as dircc-

(Continued on l‘o^c Z)

ALICE CALHOUN

In his letter accompanying the house organ printed by the Ambassador theatre, Chi-
cago, H. R. Knudson stated he wished comments on the paper. The style of makeup
is attractive and newsy. A little more attention might have been placed in the head-
line writing so that the head on the right would have broken evenly. However the
error there would not be noticeable if the sheet were not so well balanced in all

other respects.
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Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
“Now What the

Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications

with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BLIRNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.
EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,

McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trlnz The-

atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.
LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,

Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass

Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.

SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.
WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,

111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.

WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

(City) State

nMERRILL

STARTINO
SATURDAYJAN. 16

COLORS ON THE ONE HALF sheet above were red, black and white. The
arrangement was made by General Manager Fitzgerald of the Saxe Brothers

Enterprises, Milwaukee, for the Pro-Dis-Co picture. About 1,000 were posted

at prominent comers when the picture was to be shown at the Merrill theatre.

The automobile show opened on the same day which made the stunt even more
effective.

IMAGINE walking down a street in In-

dependence, Kans., and running onto
this figure? Enough to let anyone
know that Universal’s “Phantom of the

Opera” was showing at the Beldorf the-

atre. Theodore P. Davis is the exhib-

itor who contrived the stunt.

the sun
setting on
1925 and a

new year just

over the hill, we
take this opportun-

ity to wish every
one a most cheerful as

well as happy and prosper-

ous three hundred and sixty-

five days throughout nineteen

hundred and twenty-six. In line

with our custom of former years

we will again usher in the New
Year in gala fashion by means of a Mid-

night Frolic which is to 6tart at eleven-

thirty'tomorrow night. You are cordially In-

vited to come nerc and join the crowd of merry-

makers, assembled at the Palace to “Ring Out the

Old, Ring in the Npw.” Life Savers will be given out

freely, so that people with weak hearts will not be af-

fected bv the hilarity tmd gayety of the occasion. A goodly

number of choice seats may still be obtained at the

box office of the Palace Theatre. We trust to

have the pleasure of your company at our

Fun Frolic tomorrow. A good

time will be had by all. and

you'll feel very much
at home. Come and

greet 1926 at

This is the ad used recently by Fred

S. Meyer of the Palace theatre, Hamil-

ton, Ohio, prior to the New Year

watch party.
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Page Four THE STRAND MAGAZINE

A GLIMPSE OF LAURA LA PLANTE

Greetings to the

Strand Magazine
and the movie

fans of Portland

were received just as

we went to press from

P?ante ‘^tHe ’hule^screen blonde who has captured the

hearts of so many people the world over. Laura sends

her greetings to her Portland friends through an auto-

Laura is candid enough to tell WHY
she is in the movies. This is what she writes.

“Recently, an inspired writer made a comment to

the effect that my modest efforts in the direction of

stellar fame on the screen, reminded him of a delicate

moth with gossamer wings flitting

aTOund a candle flame

“Moth or no moth, J’U tell you

candidly that it’s the tallow I'm

after, not the flame. Others may

be lured by the glamor but (I see

no reason for keeping it a secret)

I was lured by the ‘bacon ’ Some-

one in our family had to work,

and I was the goat

“Perhaps it is unbecoming for

one in my position to make such

glaring confessions but you tell

me you relish facts and so I’ll spin

you a yarn that’s true
• “It seems to be quite the thing

for a film star, when asked to givt

her reasons for living, to begin

palpitating like a wounded angel

fish as she gets ready to pour out

the stellar message to her dear

public And a screen star’s mes-

sage is no message at all unless it

begins with the stock bunk about

the resistless fascination of the

Kleig light, not to mention that

well-known cosmic urge to do

bigger and better things for the silver sheet.

"It must be a Very pleasant misfortune to be subject

to these fervent fits, and I am sure.it would give me

a classy start on these few choice words to be able to

begin by saying that my bosom is heaving with the

wonder of it all
;
but however much I may be lacking

in the esthetic qualities that give vent to the ‘finer

feelings’ I am strong, at least, in one old-fashioned vir-

tue^-honesty. Even at the cost of my reputation as

a temperamental actress, my pen moves without a qua-

ver as I tell you man to rngji, as Hoot Gibson might put

it, that I am as cool as brittle butter—or your Maine

weather this time of year—in looking forward to my
shining goal.

“And there isn’t a smidgel, nor even so much as a

smack, of esoteric art in the fuel that feeds thb flame

in my heart of hearts, for my early life «was 9uch that

Movie Ingenue now a Star in

Universal Picture.

By Philip B. Sharpe

LAURA LA PLANTE

my chief aim in the world
is to accumulate money so

that I may have what it

will buy
"Time has not effaced

my appreciation of the

comforts o f life, nor
dimmed my longing for more luxuries—always more,

It is true that I have an insensate love for music and

I have worked diligently at the violin in my spare time

until I have become what some people call ‘good’ at it.

"Another of my greedy traits is that of reading.

This, too, can be attributed to my early life, for the

wanderings of my family made it impossible for me to

get more than enough schooling to enable me to write

testimonials for cola cream, and my determination not

to let this handicap stand in the

way of my education has resulted

in my becoming a veritable fiend

for learning."

Laura is still young She is

only twenty and at present is in

Universal City, California. Her
greetings to you were sent by Air

Mail from her Hollywood home
as a feature for this issue Four
days it took her greetings to come
through, and heT candid announce-

ment covering her reason for

being a featured member of mov^
ieland folk was about as unique

as any we have ever heard.

Miss La Plante was born in

1905 in St. Louis, Mo. She spent

the first half of her life there and

attended the primary and gram-

mar schools of that city Then
she came to San Diego, California,

where she started to attend High
School She couldn't graduate as

her family1 met with financial re-

verses and she decided that some
money must be earned

Laura didn’t go into the movies for the fame of it.

Neither did she have any deluded ideas that she was

the star that directors were looking for Instead she

.wanted to earn her way in. the world. So in Septem-

ber, T919, she commenced her screen career

Did all the directors jump at the qhance of adding

her to their casts? They did NOT! She found it

very hard to get work. After several months of per-

severing _she became an extra, and then she started to

climb
That’s Laura La Plante When you ask her what

her greatest ambition is, she replies, "To be financially

independent.’’ She doesn’t experience any overwhelm-

ing desire to be a Shakespearian player, chiefly be-

cause she thinks that there is not much money in en-

acting that type of part. Nor does she think that her

mission in life is to elevate the screeti drama. She

(Continued on page 24)

You will find attached the first issue of The Strand Magazine, which we hope
will be of interest to you. This idea has never before been attempted in Maine;
and while the first issue may be a long distance from our goal, it may serve to
convince you that we have “the makin’s.”

This magazine is a house organ published independently of the Strand theatre.
Five thousand copies are printed monthly, and it is hoped to distribute the bulk
of them through the mails within a couple of months. Distribution is handled
by the theatre.
Should it meet with your approval, we would appreciate a news item in “The

Exhibitors Herald,” together with a statement to the effect that The Strand
Publishing Company will gladly exchange house organs with any exhibitor.
Some of the features that should appeal are the size of the magazine, the quality

of stock on which it is printed, the use of feature stories as well as news items,
the absence of a program and other advance publicity and the advertising make-up—surrounded by news matter. We desire to use only such material as the patrons
of the theatre wish to read.
The writer has been engaged in newspaper and publicity work for about six

years, some of this time directly in theatrical publicity.
We would appreciate it if you would advise exhibitors through your columns

that exchanges would be made with the Strand Publishing Company rather than
the Strand theatre.

METHODS LOEW’S STATE
USED IN EXPLOITING
"CLASSIFIED”
100 Pictorial boards; advance slides and trailers;

regular ads in all newspapers, with the name of
the star Corinne Griffith given prominence in all

ads. 2 30 by 55- art lobby cards on display in
advance in both Seventh street and Broadway
entrances. 1,000 full sheet cards tacked in con-
spicuous places throughout city; 22 double full
sheet cards carried on the motor trucks of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., and Goldberg & Spann Trans-
fer Company. 50 special 8 by 10 photos were put
in the windows in the heart of the shopping dis-
trict.

These photos were of Corinne Griffith holding
the Los Angeles Examiner in her hand. 10,000
Newsettes and 10,000 Classified Heralds were
mailed out and distributed in the theatre, also
distributed over town. Special announcements
made over radio station KNX on regular bi-weekly
programs of West Coast Theatres. A “Classified

Philip B. Sharpe,
Managing Editor, Portland, Me.

Ad Week” tie-up was had with the Los Angeles
Examiner.
A 30-foot banner was placed on Loew’s State

Theatre Building on the Broadway side, adver-
tising “Classified Ad Week” at the Los Angeles
Examiner, and the picture “Classified” at Loew’s
State. Special “Classified” windows were given
in the main office of the Los Angeles Examiner
at 11th and Broadway, and branch office at 5th
and Broadway, with 2 30 by 40 enlarged photos of
Corinne Griffith and art cards in these windows.
28,000 Los Angeles Examiner inserts were mailed
out with tfce Newsettes and distributed about the
city, on Classified Ad Week and the picture
“Classified.” These were also handed out to pa-
trons of the theatre.

The usherettes in the theatre also wore ribbon
sashes across their shoulders, advertising “Classi-
fied Ad Week.” 10,000 blotters and 5,000 enve-
lope enclosures advertising the picture at Loew’s
State and “Classified Ad Week” were mailed out
by the Los Angeles Examiner in all their outgoing

(Continued on page 65)

Get this Straight!

The first job that a program
has is to get itself read. There’s

got to be a reason! Supply that,

and your patrons will be glad

to pick up your house-organ
and carry it home.

What are you giving ’em
now? Coming attractions?

Bookings—mixed up with mer-
chant-advertising? Not enough
reason. That’s only advertis-

ing.

You wouldn’t read the Satur-

day Evening Post if it printed

advertising only, would you?

As long as you continue

printing advertising only in your
house-organ, your usher will

continue picking up the throw-
aways.

And don’t forget the mailing

doesn’t mean a thing except

that you’re paying out good
money not to see ’em thrown
away!

The answer?

A fair exchange: Give your
patrons what they want to read
and they’ll read what you want
them to—along with it!

We publish magazines in

miniature— printed in roto-

gravure. A beautiful front

cover—four pages of interest-

ing stories, lavishly illustrated,

and three pages left blank for

the announcements of your
house and the neighboring
merchants.

No picture propaganda! Read-

able stories of the picture players,

without mention of productions or

producing companies.

Page size five and one-half inches

by eight inches. Eight pages (add

more if you want) $6.50 per 1000
(you’ll get this back plus a profit)

cheaply and easily finished up in

your city by your printer.

New and different every week.

The “whole story" (and samples)
are yours for the asking. Obey that

impulse now

!

Gravure

Publications
33 West Sixtieth Street

NEW YORK
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Rape Two TWIN CITY TH ATRF NEWS

BIG PICTURES OF LAST YEAR
It is interesting- to note the type of pictures that

a great portion of the motion picture theatres of the

United States have voted the most successful pictures

to-be played by them during the past year Measured
by their value at the box office, which, after all is the

real determining factor of the successful picture If

the public as a whole likes a play, it will go to it all

over the country, if it does not like it, it stays away
In all 692 feaures were voted on. And, in review-

ing the first ten. it is with gratification that the man-
agement has either played or has the remaining leaders

booked in a short time
The ten leaders are as follows.
‘The Ten Commandments” the play that is based upon the

biggest theme in the world.
"North of 36" Emerson Hough's novel dealing with the con-

quest of the early west.
"Oharlay's Aunt” the most widely known comedy in the

English language.
The Thundering Herd" a characteristic story of the Ameri-

can West as told by Zane Grey.
“The Covered Wagon” Emerson Hough's great pioneer story

rated fifth among the public approval pictures even though it is

in it's third year.
"The Freshman" the football comedy conceded the best

work of a comedian rated second to none
"Abraham Lincoln" dramatized biography of America’s most

belo.ved national character.
"Sally" the picturization of the most successful musical com-

edy in vears, and featuring the most recently established star
"Ridora of the Purple Sage" Zane Grey. Tom Mix and the

oid West.
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" Victor Hugo's classic, a

great production and Lon Chaney.

Look over the list, familiar aren’t they? You have

had the privilege of seeing them. And the way you

used that privilege has helped us in making out our

schedule for the months to come We want to thank

you. It’s a big job trying to arrange bookings so as to

please everybody that favors us with their patronage.

But it is not without its reward. For after the year is

over and we look over the pictures that are declared

the years most successful it is with a sigh of satisfac-

tion that we find that we have shown all of them.

It shows that the public wants clean stones, era-

'bodying big themes Wholesome comedy that does

not otiend is another big favorite with you.

We wonder what has become of the sex stuff

—

its dead—dead, so are the Continental dramas, the

social-study meller Neither does the list of leaders

contain the snappy reading titles of a year ago

ACTER THE SHOW I

Kern & Forsythe
!

NEW LOCATION
|

Next To 1

LIBERTY THEATRE

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
SANDWICHES - CANDIES

AND- CIGARS

AT A GLANCE

CENTRALIA

Liberty

Fii. Jan. 15

KOLB & DILL

Sat. Jan. 16th
"Wolfheart’s Revenge"

Sun. Only Jan 17

VODVIL
‘The Painted Lady"

Mon Only Jan 18

Oliver Player*

Tue. Wed. Thu Jan. 19-20-21

"Winds of Chance"

Fri, Sat Jan. 22-23

"Kentucky Pride”

Sun. Jan. 24

VODVIL
"Every Man’s Wife”

Mon. Only Jan. 25

Oliver Players

Tue Wed. Thu. Jan. 26-27-28

'The Freshman"
GRAND

"Durand of the Badlands"
Sun. Mon. Tue., Jan. 17-18-19

Wed Thu. Frl. Sat Jan. 20-1-2-3

'The Calgary Stampede"

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Jan. 24-5-6-7

'The Making of O'Malley

Thu. Frl. Sat. Jan. 28-29-30

Tom Mix in "Best/ Bad Man”

CHEHALIS

St. Helens

Thu Frl Sat. Jan. 14-15-16

"Winds of Chance”

Sun. Mon. Tue. Jan. 17-18-19

"The Scarlet West"

Wed. Only Jan. 20
Oliver Players

Thu. Frl. Jan 21-22

"The Making of O'Malley

Sat Sun. Jan. 23-24

"The Calgary Stampede"

Mon. Tue. Jan. 25-26

'The Freshman"

Wed Thu. Fri Jan 27-8-9

"The Best Bad Man"

LIBERTY

Thu. Fri Sat. Jan. 14-5-6

"Ridln' the Wind"

.Sun. Mon Jan 17-18

Wolfheart's Revenge"

Tue Wed Thu Jan 19-20-21

"Kentucky Pride"

Fri. Sat. Jan 22-23

"Durand of the Bad Land"

Sun. Mon. Jan 24-25

'The Painted Lady"

Tue. Wed. Jan. 26-27

"Every Man’s Wife”

Thu. Fri Sat. Jan. 28-29-30

'The Trail Rider"

The Following People are
j

not too busy to read this
|

issue of the News, they will I

be given a pair of' Log* =

seats by calling at th* box §
office of Grand or St. H*l- ?

ens Theatres. * |

Centralis f

A. Oluzel- 724 N. Tower 1

C. L. Burris.. 11 18 S. Tower 1

J M. Louden. 1020 W Main I
August Oess..915 S. Tower ?

Oheh&lis

Frank Lipscomb
1012 Washington |

A. Oelker 1601 Market f

L, D. Scherer. R. F. D. No. 2 f
F. W. Thorne.. 1362 Cascade

JYOU MAY BE NEXT!
f

NOW PLAYING

Thur®. - Fri. - Sat.

Jan. 14-15-16

I IBERTV
LcENTRALLA I

Tue®. - Wed. - Thur.
Jan. 19-20-21

GOLD! Men came stag
gerlng in to Dawson

under Its heavy load. After
long weeks and months In

the Klondike camps, they
turned with a whoop to
the bar. the gaming tables
and the dance hail* Gold
flowed like water Every-
one was -rich. Thousands
were spent on a single
night’s pleasure What
cared they?. The hills were
yellow with rr.etal. See
thf9 vivid picture of the
wild days of the Klondike
gold rush, with Anna Q.
Nilsson, Ben Lyon. Viola
Dana and Hobart Bos-
worth.

“Exhibitors Herald’s” list of the “Moneymakers of 1925” was used by the man-
agers of the Liberty theatre, Centralia, Wash., and the St. Helens theatre, Chehalis,
Wash., in their exploitation of their product in the Twin City News. The editorial

page of the house organ was given over in the issue appearing here to the list

of the ten greatest moneymakers of the year, impressing upon the patrons that
these pictures had appeared in the local theatres.

This shows the back panel inside the lobby with a reproduction of “Felix, the
Cat” which has just been released at the Cameo, Reginald Ford’s Paris theatre.

The whole series of Educational pictures are to be released there. The huge
’Felix holds a tiny policeman in its paw.

JOHN ANDERSON, veteran showman
whose successful operation of the Prin-
cess theatre, Boone, la., is an Iowa
trade classic, attired his usherettes as
shown above when he played Warner
Brothers ’“The Limited Mail.”

“The Theatre”: I am enclosing one
of our weekly programs. As you will

notice, we are exploiting community
singing on the first page.

We have had so many requests for

community singing that, starting on
Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 3 and
4, and every Wednesday and Thursday
in the future, we have decided to de-

vote our musical offerings to commu-
nity singing.
The music is rendered by Mr. Les

Hoadley at the Chickering piano as-

sisted by Mr. Martin Pflug at the Wur-
litzer organ.
You no doubt will notice that we

exploit our short subjects as well as

the feature. The patrons always seem
to enjoy the short subjects, and when
we have just a fair program picture the
short subjects help build up the pro-
gram. W. J. Kress, Milwaukee The-
atre, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Dress Up Your
Lobby Says Hyman
The importance of lobby decorations

was touched upon recently by Edward
L. Hyman when he was visited at the

Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre by a repre-

sentative of the press. Upon entering

the front door the visitor noted that a

green hedge row had been placed across
the promenade over the inner doors
leading to the orchestra floor. Hidden
lights playing on this hedge row and
upon mirror mosaic vases placed at strat-

egical points attracted the eye of each
patron.

“Lobby decoration is a very important
thing,” said Hyman. “I think it should
be given as much attention as any other
angle of the theatre. Too often you
have probably noticed the theatres whose
lobbies present the same appearance
week after week, month after month.
Their marble walls and exquisite panels
may have been very attractive, but if

the house caters to the same people
regularly the beauty of things is bound
to wear off and become monotonous.
When that point is reached the patrons
will take the theatre as a matter of

course, which is always a bad condition
for the house to get itself into.

Constant Changes
“I believe in constantly changing the

lobby decorations so that something new
reaches the patrons every few weeks.
Having a wide passage way running
across the marble staircases, it was a

comparatively easy matter to put the

hedge row across and hide strip lights

on the floor in front of them with which
to light them. The result is an effect

which catches the eye of every one who
comes in. And, as people also like to

talk, they tell their friends and neigh-
bors about what they saw here as they
entered the theatre and through curiosity
more customers are made for us. The
two large mirror mosiac vases which sit

at either end of the hedge row are at

present lighted by vari-colored spot
lights. This, also is a simple matter.
The spot-light is placed about three feet

in front of the vase and shoots directly

at the center. A rainbow gelatine sheet
* is placed over the spot-light and the

trick is done.”

Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
also is a great believer in having made
up for his lobby special photographic en-
largements and special paintings. These
generally run 20 by 30 and 40 by 60
inches in size. A few weeks ago when
Hyman installed new draperies and en-
larged his stage, thereby improving his

facilities for greater shows, the Brooklyn
Eagle carried a two-column splurge,
commenting most favorably on the im-
provements and the performance. This
two-column story was used as the basis
of a 40 by 60 enlargement. The front
page of The Eagle was first photo-
graphed and enlarged to the full 40 by
60 size for use as the back ground. The
commendatory article was then placed
directly in the center of the page and
enlarged to about eight times its regular
size. When this was done, the enlarge-
ment was sent to the sign painter who
placed a magnifying glass over the arti-

cle, giving it the appearance of being
seen through the glass. This enlarge-
ment is an example of the different ideas
Hyman uses in securing interesting
things to place in his lobby, aside from
the artistic point of view which he em-
ploys to such excellent advantage. As
soon as the hedge row and the mirror
mosiac vases become monotonous they
will be removed and other schemes will

H. Jim Wallace, Lincoln Square thea-
tre, Decatur, 111., finds that information
on the making of cookies, cake frost-

ings and confections have reader power
in the printing of house organs.

be used in dressing the lobby, in order
to keep up the public interest at its high-
est pitch.

( Continued from page 63)

mail for several days. Telephone Promotion Divi-
sion of the Los Angeles Examiner mentioned the
film playing at Loew’s State in 5451 individual
telephone conversations.
A news story varying in size from one-third to

a full column, ran every day for two weeks in

the Examiner, mentioning film at Loew’s State and
Examiner Classified Ad Contest. Four of these
stories carried photographic layouts.
A “Best Letter Contest’’ was held with the Los

Angeles Examiner, in which Examiner inserted 14
Courtesy ads, 15-inch 4-columns, mentioning film

at Loew’s State and offering prizes for the best
letter on “My Most Interesting experience with
Classified ads.” “Find Your Name” contest also
held with Los Angeles Examiner, in which Exam-
iner inserted 10 boxes a day in Examiner for 2
week, those who found their names in the ads re-

ceiving tickets to “Classified.” Charlie Murray,
featured in the picture, acted as boss of the Los
Angeles Examiner Classified Ad. Department for
one day.
A special midnight performance was given Tues-

day night, Dec. 28, for all •employees of the Classi-

fied Ad Department of the Los Angeles Examiner,
400 photos of Corinne Griffith were presented to

the Examiner Classified Ad girls at the special mid-
night performance. Special “Classified Night” was
held at the Cinderella Roof, a fashionable and
popular dance hall, where Charlie Murray pre-

sented a cup to the most popular Classified Ad girl.

Thursday was “Los Angeles Record Classified
Night,” employees of the Classified Ad Department
attending the show.
A girl from the Los Angeles Examiner Classified

Ad Department presided at a desk in the Broad-
way lobby of Loew’s State theatre during showing
of picture. Los Angeles Examiner placed wind-
shield stickers on 350 Examiner cars and delivery
trucks, advertising the picture and Classified Ad
Week, also placed 25 banners, 3 feet square on
350 delivery trucks. Radio announcements were
made over KFI, Los Angeles Examiner programs
on 3 nights, Dec. 27, 28 and 31. Tie-up was had
with Chevrolet dealers and Examiner Classified
Ad Department in which large banner with 5

Classified Ad girls was used with 5 Chevrolets,
banner advertising the picture.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 61)

the noise and the unusual. They paid
and Barntim became wealthy. He was
wise in the trade of making a show.
He was the master, but others now

practice his trade. Others mold his

teachings into various forms. But the
show is always dependent upon the same
fundamental principle. It is a kind of
entertainment, highest in popularity
since the passing of the circus maximus
of ancient Rome, and different from any-
thing that can be concocted.

Pare 2

Fort * O - Qrafs

\ ..I I .ruuurv 24. l!>20 No. -<’>

FORT-O-GRAFS Is publishes

each week by the Fort Aria-

strong Theatre. Its object is

to enlighten the patrons or this

theatre on the coming attrac-

tions, also carry bright bits ana
news notes on activities in the

motion picture held.

BY f.KOIBH
As usual the January sales

iind .us still trying to dig up

the money to pay for what we
nought in December

* *

“Flapjacks Have Fliarm''

Every time an von n dis-

agrees with President t'ool-

idge he has them over io

breakfast Now, if he would

only tell us what he gives ’em

i or breakfast.

Henrv Ford is trying to get

the country to so back to the

old-fashioned dances These
can best be danced in tlie

broad open spaces, and the

broad open spaces are all

fulla Ford cars
* * *

A Bum. Note

A musically inclined thiei

in Fhicago couldn’t resist

giving a toot on a trombone
be had just stolen, whereupon
the police nabbed him. May-
be we could break up this

crime wave by compelling all

crooks to carry trombones.
* * *

A fouper motion picture

actress suing her husbandfor
divorce, says be hit hep in

the eye with the heel of a rid-

ing boot. She doesn’t say

whether he had his foot in it.

* * *

Things Look Black _

The Anthracite strike was
nearly settled a week ago

—

but not quite. It doesn’t mat-
ter, we’ve got so used to soft

coal now it just soots us.
s*e * *

What they want to know
out in the middle west is

what the World Court ’will

do about the price of corn

Mrs Wm. For be' r is in

charge of our Nursery and
Playroom, which you will find

downstairs to the right-on en-
tering. Mrs. Forber is am ex-

perienced ’nurse and at youy
service always.

Good use has been made of the House
Organ copy, “By George,” which ap-
pears above as it was reproduced from
the theatre paper of the Fort Arm-
strong theatre, Rock Island, 111. A
successful effort has been made by
“Fort-O-Grafs” for some time to build

up a reader interest by the use of light,

readable text, and yet to spread the

word of the theatre’s doings to the

patrons.
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o n Picture s
rT^HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply

a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities—and what these a re doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
bis contributors and the reader

WITH ZERO WEATHER GRIPPING
a large part of the country, indoor

sports become popular. Here is one for

exhibitors, if any, who still read box office

reviews of motion pictures in trade papers
which still print them. It is called, “Catch-
ing the Catch line.”

One of the oldest trade paper methods
of obtaining free advertising is by planting

in each picture review a catchline which
will be quoted in advertisements. In these

days when papers so old-fashioned as to

print box office reviews are so badly in

need of free advertising, you’ll find no re-

view without a plentiful supply of these
phrases. Indeed, if you watch closely and
figure it out by the calendar, you’ll wonder
in some instances how the advertiser got
the printed review in time to get up hi«

copy for the advertisement which quotes
it, but that’s a detail.

There are not so many advertisements
quoting trade paper reviews these days as
some time back. For one thing, the catch-

lines have been tossed around so carelessly

that they don’t mean much. For another,
since this publication exposed the hoax,
exhibitors haven’t been “sold” by the old
means in the old successful manner. In
England, however, and the reason is more
or less obscure, the practice of quoting box
office reviewers continues as a very com-
mon practice.

Naturally, you seldom see this paper
quoted in the advertisements. This paper
doesn’t write “catchlines,” knowing and
having proved that they are utterly without
service, justification and could operate, if

taken at face value by readers, only to the

disadvantage of the exhibitor. When one
of those who write picture reports for this

section of this paper believes a certain pro-
duction is good he states that fact. He
doesn’t add, as do the so called box office

reviewers, “It will pack any house in the
country.” This latter crack, revamped in

a dozen forms, is the “catchline” found in

the box office review. The indoor sport
mentioned above consists not in trying to

find it in any given review, but in trying
to find a review which does not contain it.

W'T'HE SPLENDID ROAD” IS A
I splendid picture, to my way of think-

ing and to that of at least one exhibitor
who reports it this week to “What the Pic-
ture Did for Me.” I profess to know noth-
ing whatever about its commercial possi-
bilities, declaration of which is exclusively
the province of exhibitors writing to that
other department, but I liked it as a pic-

ture.

Frank Lloyd made “The Splendid Road”
and Lloyd is one of those continuously im-
proving veterans of filmdom whose star

went far along its upward arc with com-
pletion of “Winds of Chance.” If you re-

call Mr. Lloyd, as I do, in the days when
he was a dapper young villain in Universal
two-reelers, you’ll be glad with me that
he’s going along as he is.

The story is about the California gold
rush and Mr. Lloyd begs nothing of that
other veteran actor, Mr. Cruze, in repro-

is requested to consider them only as

Regarding

:

Quoted “Reviews”
The Splendid Road

The Palace of Pleasure

Lights of Old Rroadway
Lady Windermere’s Fan

Mannequin
Joanna

—and Other Things

ducing a historically remote locale. He
accomplishes the first big task in this case

by establishing his locale so convincingly

that all which follows seems logical.

Players in the film are Anna Q. Nilsson,

admirably discharging a tough assignment,

Robert Frazer, fairly competent as leading

man, Lionel Barrymore in a villainish sort

of thing a Barrymore shouldn’t be in,

Pauline Garon as a dance hall girl, Gladys
Brockwell briefly effective in a bit, Edward
Earle, Russell Simpson and a host of
others.

Much of interest transpires before a flood

swoops down upon the place and scatters

things and people far and wide, aiding in

the working out of everybody’s problems
to almost everybody’s satisfaction.

Like “Winds of Chance,” this is a dra-

matic story undramatically told for the

most part. Unlike that film, this one has
a “big stunt” planted near the finish to

focus matters for those among the ob-
servers who require that service. For the

most part, however, it is an apparently ac-

curate transcript of a period which is much
less familiar to Americans than it should
be.

TF I MAY INTRUDE FOR A MOMENT
here with comments upon topics which

are none of my business I should like to

Scene from “Sea Horses,” Paramount
picture in which Florence Vidor, Jack
Holt, George Bancroft and William
Powell have the leading roles. Allan
Dwan directed.

h.—EDITOR’S NOTE.
,

say that the boundingly progressive busi-

ness of building presentations for motion
picture houses affords the real showman an
opportunity which he should not neglect to

pull out of the fire this or that film bill

which for one reason or another doesn’t

hit. This “one reason or another” invari-

ably turns out to be a lack of imagination
at some point along the line. It is regret-

table, but true, that there are frequent film

programs not overly stocked with ideas,

though their other content is good.

Obviously, a really thoughtful showman
using presentation of one kind or another
can do a great deal toward supplying to his

people the mental stimulus which the pic-

tures do not give them. I am quite sure,

however, that a mere assortment of miscel-

laneous unrelated acts is not the thing to

do this. But, as I said, it’s none of my
business.

Edmund lowe gets better
and better. In “The Palace of Pleasure”

he has a role which I would never asso-
ciate him with after “The Fool” and he’s

better in it than in even that. It’s a sort

of combination Douglas Fairbanks-Ray-
mond Griffith-Rudolph Valentino character,
with the jumping, the wise cracks and the

trembling eyelids of those three gentlemen
eliminated. That’s an awkward way to de-
scribe a really distinctive and notable char-
acterization.

Mr. Lowe appears with Betty Compson
in this but there is never a lasting doubt
as to who the star is, and Miss Compson
too is better than usual. Although her role

gives her ample opportunity to steal . the
picture, Mr. Lowe is consistently and prop-
erly the center of attention throughout.

The story is laid (for whatever reason
stories are said to be “laid”) in Spain and
there isn’t a bullfight in it. Instead, there
are various adventures hinging upon an
exiled nobleman’s invasion of the city and
his abduction therefrom of the municipal-
ity’s toasted favorite of the theatre. This,
like the adventures which follow it, is well
padded with light comedy by people who
do not overplay it.

The picture is distinctly fresh, both in

subject matter and in treatment, and it is

put together in smooth running continuity
which gives it the easy flow of fact. I

count it real pastime.

TN THIS WEEK’S BOOK, “LETTERS
J- from Readers Page,” a letter from
George Benson states that he has shown 37

of the first SO pictures named in this

paper’s list of “Biggest Money Makers of
1925.” Mr. Benson operates the Commun-
ity theatre at Minneota, Minn., and when
I spent a week at that place a few years

ago it didn’t even have a place to put a
theatre if someone had had the idea.

In all probability Mr. Benson holds the

record of showing the greatest number of
“bests” in the first 50. Which means that

he gave his clientele the best year’s enter-

tainment. And all of which means that

the sage who made that crack about “the
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Salt Lake City

First Runs
( Week beginning January 16)

AMERICAN: “The Splendid Road,” First

National; “Tender Feet,” Educational

;

International News.
KINEMA: “The Kentucky Pride,” Fox;

“Cafe in Cairo,” Producers Distributing

Corporation

;

“One Spooky Night,”

Pathe; Pathe Review; International News.

PANTAGES : “Dance Madness,” Metro-

Goldtoyn-Mayer

.

PARAMOUNT EXPRESS : ‘‘The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter,” Paramount.

VICTORY: “The Best Bad Man,” Fox;
“Isn’t Love Cuckoo,” Pathe; Pathe News.

best mousetrap” deprived a lot of us of

nifties to pull on such an occasion as this.

T THINK THE CHICAGO THEATRE
1 exhibition of “Lights of Old Broadway”
means something or other in connection

with pictorial subject matter in general. Or-

dinarily, it wouldn't be considered a bad

bet that a picture dealing fundamentally

with the history of any certain city would
be neglected or unappreciated in any other.

In this case, however, as in the case of the

same star’s “Little Old New York,” that

particular chunk of dope is upset. The feel-

ing is that “Lights of Old Keokuk” or any

other place would be all right if as well

made and as capably enacted.

Marion Davies, of course, has much to

do with all this. The time has come when
this star commands a personal following

which figures definitely in box office tinkles.

I sincerely hope they do not do it, but I

just as sincerely believe they could unearth

some of those neglected pictures she made
a few years ago and re-exhibit them with

good results. She has developed to that

extent.

Conrad Nagel is the young man of the

story and Frank Currier is his father. I

have never seen Mr. Currier that I did not

like him and this is no exception. The cast

necessarily runs heavily to “types” and the

selection seems about perfect.

I neglected to say, above, that Miss
Davies plays two roles in the picture. I

object to anyone’s doing that at any time,

but Miss Davies does it as well as it can
be done and the story may have made it

necessary. I believe there will be none to

dispute, however, my claim that these

duplex assignments invariably weaken a

picture.

THE FIRST OF THE NEW HaL
Roach comedies which I have seen is

entitled “Your Husband’s Past.” Before
going any further, I should like to request

Chicago exhibitors exhibiting these come-
dies to mention them in their ads—or call

me up and let me know when they’re on the

bill. I should rather see “Your Husband’s
Past” than any half-dozen unassorted five

reel drammers in the wide world
Mr. Roach has been coming ahead at

such a terriffic rate these past few years
that I, and undoubtedly others, had formed
the perhaps natural conclusion that he could
not have much more to offer. This is in

error. This comedy is as much unlike any-
thing else of his I have seen as it could be,

and nothing else of his save, perhaps, Our
Gang, suits me so well.

I shall not, of course, tell you anything
about the comedy itself.—T. 6 . Service.

IT IS NO WONDER THAT “LIB-
-L ERTY” paid Fannie Hurst $50,000 for
the Paramount story, “Mannequin.” The
story has been carefully written with the
screen constantly in mind. It has been
kept from the worn rut of film story.
It is a Fannie Hurst type of story which
previously in other pictures has proved
to be a popular type.
Other than that comment it is good

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning January 23)

GRANADA: “The Best Bad Man,” Fox.
LOEWS WARFIELD: “Tumbleweeds,” Uni-

ted Artists.

IMPERIAL: “The Gold Rush,” United Art-
ists.

CALIFORNIA: “His People,” Universal.
WILKES: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-

tcyn.

ST. FRANCIS : “The Skyrocket,” Asso-
ciated Exhibitors.

CAMEO : “Two Fisted Jones,” Universal.

UNION SQUARE : “Quick Chance.”
GOLDEN GATE: “The Fighting Heart,”

Fox.

time to offer a word of praise for the
acting of this newfound likable creature,

Dolores Costello. She appears to be
quite at home before the camera and to

have lost the stiffness which is obvious
in many film people long after they have
been raised to feature positions.

The story rises to a melodramatic
height where the jury is debating the

death penalty for the girl charged with
killing the aristocratic young friend. An
anticlimax is well handled when it is

learned that the judge of the court is

the father of the acquitted.

It is a minor impression that the pic-

ture depends too much upon coincidence
for its plot. Only in that regard does it

resemble many of the pictures on the
market now. Without coincidence many
of them would be fleshless skeletons.

* * *

It is probably chiefly because Dorothy
Mackaill is a definite type of America’s
young womanhood that she has been
found such good histrionic material for

motion pictures. Miss Mackaill, who was
brought into the limelight in “Chickie,”

which I didn’t see, is in the role of a

modiste’s model in the opening se-

quences of “Joanna.”

Her acting in the picture is so unusual
for a feminine star that it is not re-

markable if she is severely criticized for

it. There are few girls possibly who
act just like she does when under her
circumstances. But there are girls who
do.

Huntly Gordon and Helene Chadwick
have the starring roles in “The Golden
Cocoon It is a Warner Brothers
release.

Milwaukee
First Runs

(Week Beginning January 23)

MERRILL: “The Wanderer,” Paramount;
“Caretaker’s Daughter,” Pathe; Kino-
grams; Educational.

GARDEN: “Steel Preferred,” Pro-Dis-Co.;
Fox News.

STRAND: “The Last Edition,” F. B. O.;
“Skyhooks,” Educational; Kinograms;
“His Brother's Keeper,” Typographical
Review, Independent.

ALHAMBRA: “The Storm Breaker,” Uni-
versal; International News.

WISCONSIN : “The American Venus,” Para-
mount

;

International News.

She represents the ultimate in modern
girls who think, although they do not
always think along the staid lines. She
accepts a million dollars from an un-
known donor, which is a well used inci-

dent, and succeeds for no reason at all

to spend the money within two years.
At the end of that time she is a much

more sophisticated person and none the
worse for the experience.
The picture is well acted throughout

with Jack Mulhall stepping through a
good part of the picture in great form.
Too much discredit should not be given
the producer for using the million dol-
lar idea, as he has garnished the entire
picture with new turns and tricks which
are thoroughly interesting.

—

-Douglas
Hodges.

<<T IGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY” is

good history and good comedy. The
drama in it is so highly seasoned with Irish

salt that one is compelled to laugh even
when one is supposed to do otherwise.
Easily a dozen times Charles McHugh, who
has the most belligerently Irish of all the

parts, comes close to stealing the picture.

Miss Davies plays her part with certainty,

Gaelic certainty that she can do no wrong.
And she doesn’t do any. From first to last

she is in character, a hoydenish, lovable,

“I-can-take-care-of-myself, thank you”
character. Conrad Nagel as Dirk, her aris-

tocratic lover, does well enough with a
part that doesn’t demand much strength

until the show is almost over.

On the historical side the picture is inter-

esting enough almost to need no love story.

Thomas Edison, young Teddy Roosevelt,
Tony Pastor and others move across the

screen, and Manhattan of another and more
boisterous day is re-made.

* * *

In “Lady Windermere’s Fan” I saw the

kind of picture I have long wished to see

—

one that does justice to a great literateur.

So many pictures made from novels and
plays depart greatly from the original in

the celluloid version that it is stimulating

to view one that adheres closely to the

printed story, in no matter what form that

original was told.

To Ernst Lubitsch for directing and to

Irene Rich for her portrayal of one kind of

woman of the world the greater share of

the laurels should go. Lesser praise is due
Ronald Coleman, Bert Lytell and May
McAvoy. Colman as the fellow who goes

everywhere and learns everything—but

sometimes fails of obtaining that which he

desires—could not be better. Lytell and
Miss McAvoy as the “we-live-our-own-

lives” man and wife also contribute good
work.
Wilde was a kind of imp of literature,

for all his occasional great seriousness, and
there is a kind of impishness about the pic-

ture as a whole that is delightful. The
more heavy situations of the picture, as of

the play, are relieved by dashes of wit that

are death to tragedy. Miss Rich and Col-

man are the principals in these wittier parts,

and they prevent heaviness from creeping

in.

—

Al Barr.
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Scene from the Pro-Dis-Co release
“Rocking Moon.” Rockliffe Fellowes,

left, is one of the 'featured players.

A Salty Sap
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie Comedies

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WILLIAM WATSON
PLAYERS

Billy Billy Dooley

The Lawyer Jack Duffy

The Cousins....Kalla Pasha; Eddie Baker
The Vamp Amber Normand
TYPE: Comedy of financial success.

THEME: Value of stupidity.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A sailor is called from his

battleship to hear a dead uncle’s will

read. The will states the dead man’s
fortune is to go to the most stupid of
his living relatives. A number of the
relatives plot to obtain the money, but
the sailor wins by acting naturally.

HIGHLIGHTS : The reading of the
will. . . . Attempt to destroy the will.

. . . Hero’s meeting with the vamp.

. . . The Ere. . . . The hero’s success.

Scene from “Rocking Moon,” Pro-Dis-
Co release, in which Lilyan Tashman,
John Bowers and Rockliffe Fellowes

are featured.

Rocking Moon
Distributor: Producers Distributing

Corp.

Producer: Metropolitan Pictures

Corp.

Length: Undetermined.

DIRECTOR GEORGE MELFORD
Author Barrett Willoughby

Adaptors
(Jack Cunningham
|Elliott J. Clawson

Cameramen
(Charles G. Clarke
jJoe La Shell

PLAYERS
Sasha Larianoff Lilyan Tashman
Gary Tynan John Bowers
Nick Nash Rockliffe Fellowes
Soya Laska Winters
Col. Jeff Luke Cosgrave
Side Money Eugene Pallette

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Triumph of honesty.

LOCALE: Rocking Moon Island,
Aleutian Group.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young woman who owns
a fox ranch is robbed of a store of furs
by a young man who is in love with
her and plans the robbery and the
restoration of the furs as a means of
winning the girl’s love. Another man,
also loving the girl, frustrates his rival’s

plan and he and the girl become engaged.

HIGHLIGHTS: Splendor of outdoor
settings. ... The discovery that Rock-
ing Moon has been invaded. . . . The
Ending of the hero’s watch after the
robbery. ... The hero’s discovery of
the plot against the heroine. . . . The
capture of the villain. ... The romantic
conclusion.

My Stars
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Tuxedo Comedies
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR WILLIAM GOODRICH
PLAYERS

Johnny Johnny Arthur
Virginia Virginia Vance
The Butler George Davis
The Gardener Glen Cavender

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Aggressiveness results in

success.

LOCALE: An American small town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man is in love with
the richest girl in town, but the girl

dotes on Motion picture stars. The
youth tries to become as the men the
girl admires, but she changes her mind
so fast he cannot keep pace. In despera-
tion, he kidnaps her, rushes to the
church, and they are married.

HIGHLIGHTS : Arthur’s impersona-
tions. ... The abduction. ... The air-

plane Eight. ... The crash. ... The
wedding.

Scene from Educational’s “My Stars,”
in which Johnny Arthur, kneeling, is

featured.

Defend Yourself
Distributor

:

State Right
Producer: Dependable Films

Length: 5,200 feet

DIRECTOR DELL HENDERSON
Author Frank Beresford

PLAYERS
Louisa Nolan Dorothy Drew
Doctor Poole Robert Ellis

Bill Curtain Sheldon Lewis

TYPE: Underworld melodrama.

THEME: Triumph over bad training.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME : The present.

STORY : A young woman whose
father, a notorious character in the

underworld, is shot to death becomes a

dancer in a cafe, where she meets the
man who did the killing. The crook be-

comes interested, as also does a young
doctor she meets. The killer’s sweet-
heart is injured and the doctor is called

in to attend her. He is trapped by the
crook, but the crook is shot by his jeal-

ous sweetheart. The doctor escapes and
he and the dancer prepare to be married.

HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of the
heroine and the hero. . . . The hero’s
capture by the villain. ... The shoot-
ing of the villain. . . . The hero’s es-

cape and his reunion with the heroine.

Johnny Arthur, right, featured in “My
Stars,” Educational short feature from

which this scene is taken.
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Queen o’ Diamonds
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR CHESTER WITHEY
Author Fred Myton
Adaptor Fred Myton

PLAYERS
Jeanette Durant Evelyn Brent
Jerry Lynn Evelyn Brent
Mrs. Ramsey Elso Lorimer
Mr. Ramsey Phillips Smalley
Le Roy Phillips W. N. Bailey

First Confederate Roy Hanford
Second Confederate Edward Peil

Daniel Hammon Theodor Von Eltz

TYPE: Metropolitan drama of stage
life.

THEME: Mistaken identity.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Through the accident of

bearing a close resemblance to a stage
star a chorus girl becomes involved in

a tangle with a band of crooks led by
the star’s husband and also with the law.

The chorus girl’s sweetheart, a play-

wright whom she is trying to help, also

becomes entangled and for a time his life

is endangered. The chorus girl, how-
ever, escapes from the house in which
the crooks try to trap her, and calls the

police. The crooks are apprehended, the

playwright’s work is approved by a pro-

ducer, and the chorus girl is elevated to

stardom.

HIGHLIGHTS: Meeting of the
heroine and the producer. . . . Scene
in which the hero tries to read his play.

. . . The villain’s attack on the heroine.

The star’s denunciation of the heroine.

. . . Capture of the crooks and the
happy turn of the affairs of hero and
heroine.

The Traffic Cop
Distributor

:

F. B. O.

Producer: Harry Garson Productions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR GERALD BEAUMONT
Author Gerald Beaumont

PLAYERS
Joe Regan Lefty Flynn
Alicia Davidson Kathleen Myers
Wm. Radcliffe Davidson James Marcus
Mrs. Davidson Adele Farrington
Marmalade Laidlaw Ray Ripley
Harvey Phillips Nigel Barrie
“Tapioca” Raymond Turner
Jerry Murphy Jerry Murphy
TYPE: Metropolitan melodrama.
THEME: Affection for the helpless

leading to romance.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young traffic officer who
has adopted an orphaned boy takes his

charge to a seaside resort to help him
recuperate from an injury. There he
meets a girl whom he has met in the
line of duty and a warm friendship
develops. The girl’s father one night
becomes intoxicated while in the com-
pany of the policeman, and the latter

is blamed. But the girl relents, and
when the policeman saves her and others
from death she promises to be his wife.

HIGHLIGHTS: Traffic scenes. . . .

Meeting of hero and heroine. . . . The
misunderstanding. . . . The hero’s leap
from his car to the runaway bus. . . .

Reunion of the lovers.

Kathleen Myers and Lefty Flynn in a

scene from “The Traffic Cop,” F. B. O.
picture.

My Own Pal
Producer: Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR J. G. BLYSTONE
Author Gerald Beaumont
Adaptor Gerald C. Duffy
Cameraman Daniel Clark

PLAYERS
Tom O’Hara
Alice Deering
August Deering.....

The Clown
Jill

Jud McIntyre
Mrs. Jud Mclntvre.
Molly
Baxter Barton

Tom Mix
Olive Borden
Tom Santschi

Jay Hunt
Virginia Marshall

William Calvin
Hedda Nova

Virginia Warwick
Barsdon Bard

ICTURES
Pathe News No. 10

RED GRANGE VISITS LUTHER BURBANK ON
HIS SANTA ROSA, CAL.. RANCH

NEW NAVAL PLANES GIVEN CATAPULT TEST
OFF SAN FRANCISCO; ALL TESTS SUCCESSFUL

International News No. 8
CHURCH AND STATE UNITE TO PAY HOMAGE

TO QUEEN MOTHER OF ITALY AS SHE
IS BURIED

*

International News No. 9
ELEVEN PERISH IN FIRE THAT DESTROYS

HISTORIC HOTEL LAFAYETTE,
ALLENTOWN. PA.

KILMER'S SUNSARD WINS BIGGEST STAKE AT
OPENING OF MIAMI, FLA., RACE MEET

Kinograms No. 5156
GENE LAMB, KINOGRAMS CAMERAMAN, LEADS

FIRST WHITE MEN TO CROSS TIBETAN
MOUNTAINS

*

Kinograms No. 5157
MOUNT VESUVIUS IN ERUPTION AGAIN;

NEAPOLITANS TERRIFIED

Eugene O’Brien appears opposite
Blanche Sweet in “A Far Cry,” First

National production.

TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A Western American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young rancher adopts a

child of the circus and takes her to a

city. There he becomes a hero through
the rescue of the police chief’s daughter
in a runaway. The chief makes him a

motorcycle policeman. In this capacity

he captures a gang of desperadoes, and
after a period of courtship weds the

chief’s daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS: Two furious fights.

. . . Daring riding. . . . Scene in which
the hero lassoes a bandit in an auto-

mobile from the seat of his motor cycle.

Driftin’ Thru
Distributor: Pathe

Producer: Charles R. Rogers

Productions

Length: 4,823 feet

DIRECTOR. SCOTT DUNLAP
Authors Basil Dickey; Harry Haven
Adapter Harvey Gates
Cameraman Sol Polito

PLAYERS
Daniel Brown Harry Carey
“Bull” Dunn Stanton Heck
Stella, his wife Ruth King
Joe Walters Raymond Nye
The Sheriff Jos. Girard

The Girl Harriett Hammond
Joshua Reynolds Bert Woodruff

TYPE: Western drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: The American West.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A roving cowbody arrives

in a town and in a gambling house be-

comes involved in a struggle that results

in a murder. A woman is guilty of the

killing but she accuses the rover. He
escapes and later meets a girl ranch-
owner whom the guilty woman and a
masculine pal are trying to swindle.

The rover prevents the swindle and wins
the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the

hero is thrown from the freight train.

. . . Fight in the gambling house. . . .

The hero’s escape. . . . His meeting
with the girl. . . . Defeat of the swin-
dlers and the culmination of the ro-

mance.

Desert Gold
Producer: Paramount

Distributor: Paramount

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR GEORGE B. SEITZ
Author Zane Grey

PLAYERS
George Thorne Neil Hamilton
Mercedes Castanada Shirley Mason
Dick Gale Robert Frazer
Rojas .. .William Powell
Sebastian Castanada Josef Swickard
Yaqui Frank Lackteen

• Sergeant Richard Howard
Goat-Herder Bernard Siegel
Verd..— George Rigas
Half-Wit Ralph Yearsley
Alarcon’s Wife Aline Goodwin
TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: The American Southwest.

TIME: End of the last century.

STORY : A young army lieutenant
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at a border post who is in love with a
girl who in the lawless life about the
fort is always in danger of falling into

the hands of a bandit gang that is the
terror of the region. Into the life of the

post comes a man from the East who is

soon engaged in battle for the girl, whom
he has quickly come to love. He aids

her in a battle with the desperados. They
escape onto the desert and are lost in a
sandstorm. They are rescued by the
lieutenant, whom, the girl confesses to

the other man, she loves. The Easterner
accepts his defeat.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in the hotel.

. . . The Easterner’s battle with the
outlaws. . . . The escape to the desert.

. . . The sandstorm. . . . The rescue.

. . . The outcome of the romance.

The Reckless Lady
Distributor: First National

Producer: Robert Kane Productions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR HOWARD HIGGIN
Author Sir Philip Gibbs
Adaptor Sada Cowan

PLAYERS
Mrs. Fleming, the Reckless Lady

Belle Bennett
Colonel Fleming James Kirkwood
Sylvia Fleming Lois Moran
Boris Lowell Sherman
Ruth Hillier Ben Lyon
Sophie Marcia Harris
The Gendarme Charlie Murray
TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: Maternal love.

LOCALE: Monte Carlo.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A woman who is separated
from her husband maintains herself and
her daughter by gambling, but keeps the
knowledge from the girl. The girl meets
two men who become interested in her,

and one of whom her mother favors.

But this man is a friend of the woman’s
husband, whom one evening he brings
to her home. Then the mother attempts
to break up the daughter’s romance, and
the girl turns to the less worthy man.
The woman’s husband saves her from
suicide and saves his daughter from the
worthless one, bringing about a double
reunion.

HIGHLIGHTS: The rescue of the
heroine’s daughter from death under
the hoofs of a team. . . . Scenes in the
casino. ... The heroine’s attempt at

suicide. ... The double reunion.

The Checkered Flag
Distributor: Henry Ginsberg

Distributing Corp.

Producer: Banner Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined.

DIRECTOR JOHN ADOLFI
Author „John Mersereau
Adaptors Frederick and Fanny Hatton

PLAYERS
Rita Corbin Elaine Hammerstein
Jack Reese Wallace MacDonald
Joel Corbin Lionel Belmore
Marcel Dejeans Robert Ober
Mary McGuire Peggy O’Neil
Ray Barton.. Lee Shumway
TYPE: Motor racing melodrama.
THEME: Triumph of love and honesty.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young mechanic and his
pal in an automobile manufactory invent
a new type carburetor with which one
of them hopes to pave his way to finan-

Marcia Harris and Belle Bennett in a
scene from “The Reckless Lady,” First

National picture.

cial success and the love of his employ-
er’s daughter. His rival for the girl’s

affection succeeds in having him dis-
credited at the plant and he and his pal
are discharged. Later, when they plan
to enter a race against the plotter they
are prevented from reaching the track.
The girl, who has been accused of
duplicity by her lover-inventor, drives
the car and wins the race, in which the
plotter is killed.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the
hero is accused of theft. . . . The
theft of the carburetor. . . . The
lovers’ quarrel. . . . The race. . . .

The death of the villain. . . . The lov-
ers’ reunion.

“
There’s No Accounting for

a Public s Taste;” He Who
Chases It Chases a Rainbow
He who takes his pen in hand, or his

typewriter in his lap to compose an ode to

The Public Taste has “undertaken an un-
dertaking.” Wherever you find an audi-

ence with two people in it, you will find

two different tastes.

What the producer is trying to make, and
the exhibitor is trying to find, is the type
of picture that will appeal to all men, at

all times, in every clime. Nero had this

same trouble in his hey day; that’s the

motive that induced him to burn Chris-

tian’s at the stake—even Nero failed to

please.

He had his day and now he is gone—

-

where to, I don’t know. So it is with most
pictures. Yesterday they were on the

screen, they were well received. Today
where are they? He who chases the public

Lowell Sherman and Lois Moran, fea-

tured in First National’s “The Reckless
Lady,”, from which this scene is taken.

taste chases a rainbow He who seeks it

will find it, hold it, and then it is gone
again. The producer will ever be a hunter,
he must ever be feeling the pulse of the
nation. When a nation’s spirit changes, so
must the plays. Mr. Exhibitor must forever
be feeling the quality of Mr. Producer’s
products, and buy and advertise accord-
ingly, or lose the old homestead.

BERTIN E. LEVEQUE, Acadia Theatre,
Crowley, La.

Too Much Society Stuff

and Spicy Stories Kills

Business in Small Town
Our patrons are no different from thou-

sands of other exhibitors’ patrons in small
towns. Now when I say small towns I am
referring to towns from 200 up to 8,000 or
10,000 population. And we find that the
most of the so called big pictures will be
appreciated by only a limited few, as was
the case in our theatre when we used a
beautiful and magnificent picture that we
believed should be appreciated by every
person, and was reported as a great picture
by quiet a number of our patrons. But we
had more walkouts on this picture than any
we have ever shown before. Now while this

picture was appreciated by some, we have
shown pictures that would be liked by the
same people and at the same time would
have pleased those who walked out. The
reason was that it did not have enouh ac-

tion and comedy in a good strong story.

If the producers will continue to clean
up the pictures and keep out the spicy,

suggestive, vulger and immoral scenes,

keep good strong stories with plenty of sen-

sible humor (not nonsense), lots of action
(not overdrawn as are sometimes shown),
and have good scenery, we exhibitors can
continue to show the pictures. What kills

our business in small towns is too much
society stuff, and the continued advance in

the rental of pictures that we can put over.

Whenever we find a class of pictures

that will go over, or the star that will make
us a dollar, it isn’t long until we hear these

words: “We have to pay this star an enor-

mous salary, more by three or four times

than we did last year and we will have to

charge you a 25 per cent or a 50 per cent

raise.” Result: We have to pass up this

star’s pictures and we are back where we
were at the beginning.

Is this advance in sale going to reach its

limit?

W. J. SHOUP, DeLuxe Theatre, Spear-

ville, Kansas.

Suggests Exchanges Handle
Trailers; Wants More
Action in Pictures

Speaking from a small town standpoint

—first, we want more action in pictures,

more outdoor pictures, and less three cor-

nered sex domestic problems.

Second, trailers are the best kind of ad-

vertising we know of but cannot get them,

except by paying National Screen Service

about 15 bucks per week. We can’t afford

them.
Exchanges should handle trailers.

A. C. MAHAN, Wallins Theatre, Wallins,

Kentucky.

Waupaca Lyric Passes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WAUPACA, WIS., Feb. 2.—The old

Lyric theatre here is being remodeled
into a five and dime store. This, leaves

Waupaca with the Palace, of which Jo-

seph Winninger is manager. The Palace,

which seats 740, is considered sufficiently

large for the town.
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THE FILMMART
Arrow

Release Date Set

“The Cleaner Flame” has been scheduled
for March release. The picture is nearing
completion under the direction of Burton
King.

Chadwick
“Donald Norton” Nears Completion

Final scenes of “The Test of Donald
Norton” are being shot and it is expected
filming will end this week. Reeves Eason
is directing.

“Futurity” Cast Completed

Chadwick announces completion of the
cast that is to support Cullen Landis and
Clara Horton in “Winning the Futurity,”
which will be completed in about 12 weeks.

Red Seal

N. Y. Capitol Shows New “Ko-Ko”
The New York Capitol last week showed

the “Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune” “Dolly Gray.”

Gotham
“The Speed Limit” Completed
“The Speed Limit,” directed by Frank

O’Connor, has been completed. O’Connor’s
current picture is “Hearts and Spangles.”

“Peter the Great” Under Contract

“Peter the Great,” canine star, has been
placed under contract to appear exclusively
in Gotham productions, it has just been an-
nounced.

F. B. O.
/. L. Walenstein Sells Six

I. L. Walenstein, manager of the Boston
F. O. B. exchange, has sold “Flaming
Waters,” “When Love Grows Cold,” “The
King of the Turf,” “The Isle of Retribu-
tion,” “A Poor Girl’s Romance” and “The
Non-Stop Flight” to the Fenway, Modern
and Beacon theatres, Boston, for day and
date runs.

Three Boston Houses Book “All Out”
The Fenway, Scolly Square Olympia and

Washington Square Olympia, Boston, have
booked “All Out,” a “Standard Fat Men”
comedy, for day and date runs.

Rambova Picture Exploitation Grows
Through the New York Sunday World,

Liberty Magazine, King Feature Service
(syndicate) and other media the picture
“When Love Grows Cold,” starring
Natacha Rambova, has been widely ex-
ploited, and the volume of exploitation con-
tinues to grow.

March Releases Scheduled

During March F. B. O. will release “The
Non-Stop Flight,” “The Arizona Streak,”
“Secret Orders,” “The Night Patrol,” “It’s

a Buoy,” “Read ’Em and Leap,” “A Beauty
Parlor,” “A Fraternity Mix-Up” and two
Bray cartoons.

“Poor Girl’s Romance” Weights Next
Harmon Weight has been assigned to

direct “A Poor Girl’s Romance,” which will

go into production in a short time.

First National

N. Y. Strand Books “Memory Lane”

“Memory Lane,” in which Eleanor
Boardman, Conrad Nagel and William
Haines are featured, has been booked into
the New York Strand for showing the
week of January 31-February 6.

“Ranson’s Folly” Barthelmess’ Next

“Ranson’s Folly,” adapted from Richard
Harding Davis’ story of the same name,
will be Richard Barthelmess’ next picture,

instead of “The Kid from Montana,” an-
nounced earlier.

“Irene” Completed

“Irene,” starring Colleen Moore, has just

been completed. It was directed by Alfred
E. Green.

“Mile. Modiste” in Work
“Mile. Modiste,” starring Corinne Grif-

fith, has gone into work at the Metropolitan
studios under the direction of Robert Z.

Leonard.

Titles Changed

“High Steppers” has been chosen as the

Jetta Goudal, Robert Ames, Henry Wal-
thall and Clive Brook appear in
“Three Faces East.” It’s a Rupert
Julian production personally super-
vised by Cecile B. DeMille for Pro-
Dis-Co release.

release title of the picture that went into

work as “Twentieth Century, Unlimited,”
and “Her Second Chance” is the new title

of the picture originally titled “The Second
Chance.”

Fox
Six March Releases Scheduled

Six pictures scheduled for March release

are : “Hell’s Four Hundred,” Mar. 7

;

“Rustling for Cupid,” Mar. 14; “Yellow
Fingers,” Mar. 21 ; “A Man Four Square,”
Mar. 21 ;

“Siberia,” Mar. 28. Two short
features also have been scheduled for
March release.

Five Long Features for April

Five long feature pictures have been
scheduled for April release. They are

:

“Corncob Kelly,” Apr. 4; “Sandy,” April
11; “Manhood,” Apr. 11; and “Separate
Rooms” and “Tony Runs Wild,” Apr. 18.

“Gentle Cyclone” Is May Release

“The Gentle Cyclone,” featuring Buck
Jones, will be released May 9.

Two June Releases on Card

“Hard Boiled,” starring Tom Mix, will

be released June 6, and “The Fighting
Buckaroo” will be released June 20.

“Dixie Merchant” Completed

Last shots on “The Dixie Merchant”
have been made and the film is in the

cutting room. Frank Borzage directed.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Major Bowes Books “Black Bird”

Major Edward Bowes has placed “The
Black Bird” on his program as the long
screen feature for this week. Lon Chaney
has a dual role in this picture.

“Brown of Harvard” in Production

“Brown of Harvard” has gone into work
under the direction of Jack Conway. Jack
Pickford, William Haines and Francis X.
Bushman, Jr., have the leading roles.

John Stahl Making “Toto”

John M. Stahl is making “Toto,” his

first production for Metro. Lew Cody has
the title role.

“Devil’s Circus” B. Christianson’s First

“The Devil’s Circus” is the title of Direc-
tor Benjamin Christianson’s first produc-
tion for M-G-M. Norma Shearer has the

stellar role. “The Devil’s Circus” was
first titled “The Light Eternal” and later

“The Devilkin.”

“Four Smugglers” Browning’s Next

“The Four Stragglers” will be Director

Tod Browning’s next picture, it has just

been announced. Waldemar Young is pre-

paring the scenario.

Pathe

Semon Picture, “Spuds,” in Work
Larry Semon has started production of

“Spuds,” to be a Pathe release. Details of

the supporting cast have not yet been an-
nounced.

Tacoma Blue Mouse Books “Archer”

“The Green Archer,” Pathe serial, has
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Supporting Johnny Hines in “Rainbow
Riley” is Brenda Bond. “Rainbow
Riley” is a First National picture.

been booked for showing at the Blue
Mouse, Tacoma, Wash. Theatres in Port-
land, Ore., Denver, Memphis, Salem, Ore.,

and numerous cities also have booked this

serial.

February 1 Releases Diversified

“Songs of Ireland,” first of the “Famous
Melody” series

;
“The Strenuous Lide,” a

Sportlight ; “Your Husband’s Past,” Roach
comedy; “Funnymooners,” Sennett com-
edy ; the last chapter of “The Green
Archer”; two issues of Pathe News; and
an Aesop’s Fable will be released Febru-
ary 7.

Press Book on “Driftin’ Thru” Issued

Pathe has issued a press book on
“Driftin’ Thru,” in which Harry Carey is

starred. It is typographically and pic-

torially planned as an aid to exhibitors.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Red Dice” In Cutting Room
Final sequences of “Red Dice,” starring

Rod La Rocque, have been made and the
film has gone to the cutting room.

Joseph Scliildkraut in “Shipwrecked”

Joseph Schildkraut has been signed to

play opposite Seena Owen in “Ship-
wrecked,” which Metropolitan will make
for Pro-Dis-Co release.

“Eve’s Leaves” Cast Enlarged

Richard Carle, Arthur Hoyt and N-mbu,
Chinese character actor, have just been
added to the cast of “Eve’s Leaves,” in

which Leatrice Joy is starred.

Four Producing Units Busy

Four producing units are at work at the
Metropolitan studios, making “Paris at

Midnight,” “Whispering Smith,” “For-
bidden Waters” and “The Unknown Sol-
dier.” All of these are on the Cecil B.
DeMille unified program.

“Three Faces East” Premiere Scheduled

The premiere of “Three Faces East” in

the ballroom of the Plaza hotel, New York
City, has been scheduled for 9:00 p. m.,

February 3.

Paramount

“Moana” Breaks “Average Business”
Records

“Moana of the South Seas” was given an

“average business” test in Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., Austin, Tex., Jacksonville, Fla.,

Asheville, N. C., Pueblo, Colo., and Lin-
coln, Neb., and in each case the “average
business” record was broken, it is an-
nounced. No exceptional publicity was
given the picture prior to its showing in

any of the cities named.

Title of Griffith Picture Changed

“Get Off the Earth” has been selected as

the release title of the Raymond Griffith

picture originally called “The Ship That
Sailed To Mars.”

“Social Celebrity” Completed

“A Social Celebrity,” Adolphe Menjou’s
latest, has been completed. Mai St. Clair

directed.

New Story Obtained for Bebe Daniels

“The Palm Beach Girl” will be Bebe
Daniel’s next picture to follow “Miss
Brewster’s Millions,” which is nearing com-
pletion. Filming of “The Palm Beach
Girl” is scheduled to start before the

middle of this month.

Title for Pola Negri Film Chosen

“Because I Love You” has been chosen
as the title of Pola Negri’s current picture.

“Crossroads of the World” will be her next
production.

United Artists

Story Bought for George Fitzmaurice

Screen rights to the novel “Beauty and
the Beast” have been purchased for George
Fitzmaurice. Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky will head the cast of the picture.

Title of Pickford Picture Changed

“Sparrows” is the title under which Mary
Pickford’s picture made under the title

“Scraps” will be released.

“Stella Dallas” Still Drawing Heavily

“Stella Dallas,” in its thirteenth week at

the Apollo theatre, New York, is still show-
ing to capacity business.

Universal

“Watch Your Wife” Completed

“Watch Your Wife,” which was directed
by Svend Gade, has been edited and a re-

lease date will be announced soon.

Art Acord Starts New Picture

Art Acord is making “The Frontier
Rider” under the direction of Cliff Smith.
Fay Wray plays opposite Acord.

“Star Maker” Will Star Mary Philbin

Mary Philbin will have the stellar role

in “The Star Maker,” which will be pro-
duced as a Universal Jewel during the
1926-27 season. It is an adaptation from
the story “Technic” that was published in

the Saturday Evening Post.

Neely Edwards Making New Picture

Neely Edwards is making a new and as

yet untitled comedy under the direction of
Dick Smith.

Betty Compson and Rockliffe Fellowes
in a scene from “Counsel for the De-
fense,” an Associated Exhibitors re-

lease. Burton King directed.

“No Man’s Law” is a Bob Custer pic-

ture produced by Independent Pic-
tures and distributed by F. B. O.
Adalyn Mayer plays opposite the star.

Del Andrews directed.

William Seiter Signs New Contract

William A. Seiter, directing Reginald
Denny in “Rolling Home,” has just signed
a new contract with Universal.

Warner Brothers

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” Held Over

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” was held over
for a second week’s run at Moss’ Cameo
theatre, New York, the week of January
25. This was the picture’s fifth week on
Broadway. It is scheduled to open at the

Strand, Brooklyn, February 6.

“Oh, What a Nurse” Viewed in East

The first print of “Oh, What a Nurse,”
Syd Chaplin’s latest production, has been
sent East and has been viewed by Warner
Brothers officials. Charles Reisner directed
the picture.

Three Titles Changed

“Hero of the Big Snows” is the release

title of the Rin-Tin-Tin picture made
under the title “Outlawed”

;
“The Little

Irish Girl” is the final title of the picture

originally called “The Grifters”
;
and “The

Honeymoon Express” has been chosen as

the release title of the picture that went
into work under the title “Leave It to Me.”

“Hell Bent for Heaven” Principals Chosen

Patsy Ruth Miller and John Harron will

portray the principal roles of “Hell Bent
for Heaven,” which J. Stuart Blackton will

make for Warner Brothers.

Educational

“Marionettes” to Play Loew Circuit

“Marionettes,” one-reel picture in color

featuring Hope Hampton, will show over
the New York Loew circuit for at least

110 days, it is announced.

Colored Feature for February

“Colorful Fashions from Paris,” colored

short feature in the series featuring Hope
Hampton, will be released this month.

“Marionettes” Plays Loew’s State, L. A.

“Marionettes” has just completed a run

at Loew’s State theatre, Los Angeles.
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INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—The Gayety

theatre block at the corner of Washington
and New Jersey streets, Indianapolis, has
been leased for a term of 99 years by a
newly formed company known as the

Washington & New Jersey Realty com-
pany. The total rental is $1,420,000. . . .

In the scheme of making the Grand theatre

at Terre Haute a more attractive play-

house, Birch Ijams, president of the Grand
company, is having glass doors placed at

the entrance. . . . Jack Adams, organist

at the Eagles theatre at Wabash, Ind., has
resigned. His resignation will become ef-

fective Jan. 23. Adams will return to the

vaudeville stage with his wife who is a
singer. . . . Robert Lieber, president of
First National, has returned to Indianap-
olis after a trip abroad. During his trip

he visited the First National offices in

Vienna and Paris. He said that in view
of the fact that the American motion
pictures had practically taken over the
European photoplay industry, political

troubles arose frequently in the foreign
offices. . . . First National has occupied
new offices at 120 West Michigan street.

... A E Stubley has moved to Wabash,
Ind., from his former home at Frankfort,
and will be organist at the Eagles theatre
there. He took up his new duties Jan. 24.

... A neighborhood theatre to cost about
$50,000 is to be built in Indianapolis on
North Talbott street by Jacob Markum
who is interested in other Indianapolis
theatres. The building will be 40 by 120
feet and work will be started in 30 days.
The theatre will be of brick construction,
with a terra cotta front and will be of the
latest type of neighborhood theatre con-
struction. He plans to install a pipe organ
and seats of the theatre cushion type.
Restrooms and other conveniences will be
provided. The house will seat about 800.
The site of the new theatre is a short dis-
tance South of the ending of a car line
where a business district of considerable
importance has developed.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Ray Smith, LTniversal

salesman, and Jane Kaiser were married a
week ago. . . . Harry Lux who runs the
Alhambra in Utica, was in town during
the week in connection with a lawsuit. . . .

H. C. Bissell, manager for Universal,
spent a portion of last week in New York.
. . . Charles Charles of Wilkesbarre, was
in Albany last week with Mrs. Charles, at-
tending the funeral of Fred Elliott's
daughter. . . . The Empire theatre in
Glens Falls, run by C. H. Buckley was in-
spected last week by the state bureau of
inspection, and pronounced one of the
cleanest theatres in the state. . . . Bob
Landry of Ogdensburg was a visitor along
Film Row, and so was Bob Pierce, of
Ilion. . . . Alex Herman, who looks after
First National’s affairs here, took a little

trip up the line last week and picked up
many contracts in Utica, Rome, Ilion and
elsewhere. . . . Julius Berinstein of the
Colonial and Hudson in Albany was in
New York during the week. . . . Elmer

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week beginning January 24)

STANLEY : “His Secretary,'” Melro-GoUl-
wyn-Mayer. News: Stanley Magazine.
Cartoon: Selected. Overture: “Mile.
Modiste” (Herbert), Stanley Symphony
Orchestra. Soprano and Baritone Solos,

Helen Newitt and Bernard Ferguson. At-

traction Extraordinary : Albertina Rasch's
Pompadour Ballet.

FOX: “The Yankee Senor,” Fox. News:
Fox Theatre Screen Magazine. Tenor and
Soprano Solos, Orville Harrold and his

daughter Patti. Song and Dance Diver-
tissement : Giersdorf Sisters.

STANTON: “That Royls Girl,” Paramount.
KARLTON : “The Splendid Crime,” Para-

mount.
ARCADIA : “The Merry Widow,'’ Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
PALACE: “The Dark Angel,” First National.

ALDINE: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer .

VICTORIA: “The People vs. Nancy Pres-

ton,” Pro-Dis-Co

.

CAPITOL: Take-A-Chance-Week.

Griffin, manager of a Rose theatre in Troy,

has recovered from an operation and is

once more back on the job. . . . Dr. J.

Victor Wilson, former manager of the

Robbins houses, in Watertown, has just

been named manager of a large theatre in

Miami. . . . William V. A. Mack, short

features sales manager for Pathe, dropped
in on Albany friends last week. . . .

/. H. MacIntyre, manager for Paramount
here, spent the entire week on a swing
through Northern New York. . . . Her-
man Stern, looking after F. B. O. in Al-
bany, was in New York the last part of

the week for a conference with the Peer-
less Booking Agency. . . . Bob Mochrie,
local manager for Pro-Dis-Co, is all keyed
up in anticipation of his coming trip to

the West Coast as the local exchange won
the honor in a recent sales contest. . . .

Elmer Crowninshield of Albany is busy
these days in installing projection ma-
chines and new equipment in many of the

theatres in Northern New York. . . .

Myer and Louis Schine of Gloversville

have taken a table at the Naked Truth
dinner, and will be on hand for the big

affair. . . . The father of Renee Craven
of the First National exchange has recov-

ered and is once more back home.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—J. F. Cook,

father of C. E. Cook, business manager of
the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, will

build a $50,000 theatre in Maryville, Mo.,
it was announced this week. Work on the
theatre will be completed by July 1. J. R.
Cook, another son of Mr. Cook, will man-
age the house, the name of which has not
yet been determined. . . . Detectives are
investigating a series of robberies in the
belief that all were “inside” jobs, aided
with a person or persons familiar with the
“row.” From the Educational branch office

$30 was stolen, a First National cashier
was held up and robbed of a week’s pay-

roll, while the cash register of Film Inn
was robbed of $35. . . . Several theatres

in the Kansas City territory were “dressing
up” with new equipment this week. Two
new Motiograph projection machines were
installed in the Ashland theatre, Kansas
City, and two in the Westport theatre, a
suburban house of Kansas City. . . .

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the

Kansas City market this week were

:

Conrad Gabriel, Garden City Amusement Com-
pany, Garden City, Ivans.; Ensley Barbour, Joplin,
Mo.; J. H. Bunch. Strand, Osage City, Kans.

;

Ben Levy, Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.; C. L. Mc-
Vey, Herington, Kans.; Barry McClure, Strand,
Emporia, Kans.

Joe Levy, well known veteran, was
named Warner Brothers’ branch manager,
succeeding Louis Reichert who was trans-

ferred to the Washington branch. J. W.
Quillian, vice-president of Enterprise Dis-

tributing Corporation, was a Kansas City

visitor, remaining long enough to predict

the year 1926 would be a pace-setter.

Edward Wagoner, P. D. C. home office

representative, conducted a sales meeting
at the local office. C. F. Senning, Educa-
tional branch manager, asserts that all of
the Educational product has been sold for
1926 to the Consolidated Amusement Com-
pany of Wichita, Kan. . . . For the first

time in 20 years Harvey Day, general sales

manager of Kinograms, and Stanley Cham-
bers, managing director of the Miller
theatres, Wichita, Kan., met and renewed
old friendship this week. . . . E. C. Rho-
den, Midwest Film Distributors’ president,

was hustling in the territory. . . . D. J.

McGowan, First National special- repre-
sentative, held a sales meeting at the local

branch. . . . C. W. Rodebaugh, after sev-
eral years ’absence from the film business,
has returned as a representative of the
Independent Film Company in Kansas
City. . . . “Gerry” Akers, former Para-
mount and Universal official in Kansas
City, has purchased an interest in the
Standard Film Exchange of Kansas City,

it was announced this week.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA, ONTARIO.—A big man-

agers’ bonus competition of the Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Toronto, which
was recently concluded, was won by
James Lynch, manager of the Capitol thea-
tre, Regina, Sask. The second man in “A”
division was Manager Harry Dahn of the
Montreal Capitol, and third was Manager
J. M. Robertson of the Victoria Dominion
theatre in British Columbia. . . . The first

winner in Division “B” was Manager A. P.
Drohan of the Princess theatre, Chatham,
Ont. Others in this section were Frank
Miley of the Daylight theatre, Saskatoon,
Sask.

;
E. Christensen, Capitol theatre,

Brandon, Man.
;
Leon Osier, Regent thea-

tre, Oshawa, Ontario; T. R. Tubman, Al-
goma theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. C. S.
Ferguson, manager of the Dominion thea-
tre, Nanaimo, B. C., was first in Division
“C,” and others in this classification were
E. Landsborough, Regent theatre, Galt

;
/.

N. Smart, Royal theatre, Port Hope, and
J. P. Pitner, Starland theatre, Nelson, B. C.
. . . W. P. McGeachie, former manager of
the Capitol theatre, Welland, Ont., has been
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appointed manager of the Algoma theatre

at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., in succession to

Ray Tubman, who has become manager of

the Capitol theatre, Hamilton. . . . J. R.
Minninnick, manager of the Grand theatre,

London, Ont., has announced that the policy

of the house, starting January 25, will be
the presentation of stock dramatic shows
in place of the combination policy of pic-

tures, road shows and burlesque, which has
prevailed for some time past. The theatre

is operated by Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Toronto.

Formal announcement has been made at

Toronto, Ont., of the election of a well-

known banker to the board of directors of

Eastern Theatres, Ltd., Toronto, which is

affiliated with Famous Players Canadian
Corporation in the operation of a chain of

theatres in Ontario. The new director is

W. D. Ross, who is a director of the Bank
of Nova Scotia.

According to a statement by Raymond S.

Peck, director of the Canadian Government
Motion Picture Studio, Ottawa, the official

lecturer of that department gave approxi-
mately 100 lectures during 1925 to about
15,000 persons. . . . Friends of Jerry and
Mike Shea residing in Toronto, Ont., filled

two special railway coaches in a special trip

to Buffalo, N. Y., for the opening there of
the new Shea’s theatre, Buffalo.

DENVER
DENVER, COL.—Exhibitors of the

Denver territory will be delighted at the
announcement that Eugene Gerbase is to
remain with the industry in Denver in the
capacity of manager for the local office of
Associated Exhibitors. Gerbase took over
the new duties January 17, succeeding H. L.
Burnham. . . . Stock show week in Denver
not only filled the hotels and theatres, but
caused lively business among the exchanges,
as for some reason an unusually large num-
ber of exhibitors came to Denver from all

parts of the Denver territory. Among
those exhibitors seen calling on the various
exchange managers were

:

Earl Nye, Carl Ray Amusement Company, Chey-
enne, Wyo.

; Ned Barringer, Princess, Cheyenne;
J. E. (Tommy) Thompkins, America Theatre, Col-
orado Springs, Col.

;
Russell Hardwick, Lyceum,

Clovis, N. M. ; Mrs. Ossie Des Combes, Unique
theatre, Gunnison, Col.; De Forrest Swanson, Isis,
Lamar, Col.; J. W. Borders, Majestic, Stratton,
Col.; William Delahoyde, Thermopolis, Wyo.; Tom
Love, who operates a chain of theatres near
Hanna, Wyo.; John Bangs, Strand, Rawlins, Wyo.

M. H. Todd, manager of the Rialto, Cas-
per, Wyo., and secretary of the Wyoming
Theatre Managers’ Association, was a fa-

miliar figure around exchanges during the

past week. Todd is very enthusiastic over
the new Wyoming organization of theatre

men and believes it will be a complete suc-
cess in every sense of the word. . . . The
Theatrical Managers’ association chose offi-

cers, with the following results : J. Mulve-
hill was re-elected president, and Joe Roth,
Isis theatre, was made secretary and treas-

urer, succeeding Rick Ricketson. . . . Joseph
Ashby, First National, has returned from a
trip to all points of New Mexico territory.

. . . C. L. Thuerkoph, district manager for
Associated Exhibitors, arrived in Denver
from San Francisco to visit the local

branch. . . . Jack Krum of United Artists

announces the appointment of J. H.
Hurschman as salesman. Hurschman will

be known to exhibitors as recently affiliated

with Paramount in both Denver and Chi-
cago. Hurschman was recently married to

Miss L. Southwell of San Francisco. . . .

Kenneth Hodkinson, district manager for
United Artists, arrived a few days ago
from New York. . . . Another visitor at the

United Artists exchange the past week was
Max E. Prager, traveling auditor, who ar-

rived in Denver from Salt Lake City and
expects to proceed to the United Artists

branch office in Dallas, Tex. . . . L. Wier,

district manager for Producers, and IV. J.

Morgan, general salesmanager, arrived
January 24 for a visit with the local man-
ager of their exchange, Janies S. Hommel.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—W. F.

Gordon, First National branch manager
here, was re-elected president of the Inter-

national Film Board of Trade at the last

annual meeting, which was held a few days
ago. The vice-president is H. Bradley
Fish, Fox exchange manager, and the sec-

retary and treasurer and general counsel is

D. T. Lane. . . . The third annual banquet
of the Film Board of Trade is to be Feb-
ruary 27. . . . The American theatre is to

be remodeled within a few months, and
approximately $175,000 will be spent on im-
provement, according to Manager C. F.

Montgomery. . . . Otis B. Kirk, formerly
chief accountant at the American, will leave
for New York within a few days to as-

sume similar duties in that city, for F.

Dalinkin, who has theatrical interests there.

. . George Mayne, owner of the local

Preferred Pictures exchange, is back from
a two weeks’ trip into Idaho. . . . L. J.

Schlaifer, division manager for Universal,
is in this city for a short stay. Branch
Manager Mathew Aparton is expecting all

of the salesmen in this week to attend a
sales conference. . . . The F. B. O. office

is getting ready for their big March drive.

Joe K. Soloman has left for an extended
trip into Southern Utah. W. T. Withers
will leave for a six weeks’ trip into Mon-
tana after his return from Idaho. . . . H. T.

Nolan, First National franchise holder, was
in this city recently after visiting the Coast
offices. . . . Vete Stewart is expected to re-

turn to the local First National office this

week from Idaho. . . . W. F. Gordon re-

turned to his managerial desk from Butte,

Montana. . . . J. C. Dowd is still in Idaho,
while Milton Cohn is making the Montana
territory. . . . Louis Marcus, district man-
ager for Famous Players-Lasky, is now in

New York. . . . George E. Carpenter, man-
ager of the Paramount Empress theatre in

this city, has taken a trip to California,
leaving his son Eustice Carpenter in

charge of the house during his absence.
. . . W. H. Rankin, manager of the Warner
exchange, is expected to return this week
from Butte, Montana. . . . J. P. Connors
is doing his stuff in Montana, and E. T.
Keller is in Southern Utah. . . . The Pathe
booking inspector for the Western division

has been in this city to install the new
booker at the local office. . . . Jimmie Keitz,
big chief for Greater Features here, will

be in this week from a trek through Idaho.
. . . Gordon t hornberg, owner of the Blue-
bird theatre at Grafield, Utah, was also an
exhibitor visitor within the last few days.

. . . C. F. Parr, Pro-Dis-Co exchange man-
ager, is in the Idaho section this week. . . .

L. F. Brown, operating the Isis and Oak
theatres at Preston, Idaho, was conferring
with the local film managers this week.
. . . T. M. Chester of the Gem and Princess
at Bingham, was also in.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—George A.

Crouch, treasurer of the Crandall Thea-
tres, last week received the condolence of
friends upon the death of his mother. In
point of continuous service, Mr. Crouch is

the veteran of the Crandall executive staff.

. . . Mrs. Harriet Hawley Locher, director
of the public service and educational de-
partment of the Stanley-Crandall Theatres,
put in a busy day last Wednesday. At 11:15

a. m., she addressed the Motion Picture
committee of the District of Columbia
chapters of D. A. R., and at 12 :30 attend-

ed a luncheon at the City Club where she
spoke. . . . The Lincoln Theatre this week
presents “Julian Arthur’s Entertainers.”
Twelve of the most gifted colored artists

on the stage comprise the personnel of this

feature which will be presented purely as

an extra added attraction augmenting the

complete regular bill. . . . The feature pic-

ture, chosen for the January 30 “Special
Program for Children,” fostered by the

public service and educational department
of Stanley-Crandall, was “The Lucky
Devil,” starring Richard Dix. . . . The
“Crandall Saturday Nighters,” broadcasting
through station WRC of the Radio Cor-
poration of America, put one of their finest

programs on the air for their forty-fifth

consecutive Saturday night bill.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Nat Holt,

formerly manager of the California Thea-
tre and now manager of the Granada, was
presented with a platinum and diamond
Scottish Rite ring upon leaving the Cali-

fornia by Max Dolin’s orchestra, with
which Holt worked for some time. Holt
is taking the Shrine degree at the present

time. . . . Ernest Laemmle, one of the

young directors of Universal at Universal
City, was a visitor at the local exchange
recently and while here was entertained by
Manager Carol Nathan and other friends.

. . . James Fadem, formerly with the
Metro-Goldwyn, in the poster department,
is with All Star in the same capacity. . . .

The owner and manager, L. A. Abrott, of

the Western Scenic Studio of Oakland, re-

ports orders and contracts are testing the

capacity of his studios. . . . W. W. Brad-
ford, formerly manager of Roy Hiram
Claire, theatrical attraction, is now in

charge of the Rialto Theatre of the George
Mann Circuit at Eureka. . . . Al Crooks
has been made manager of George Mann’s
State Theatre at Eureka. . . . Lou Metz-
ger, Western divisional sales manager of

Universal, with L. J. Schlaifer, came in

from a trip over the territory under Metz-
ger’s jurisdiction. . . . Mark Keller came
up from Monterey to spend a few days
with his Golden State officials. . . . Sid
Weisbaum, manager of F. B. O., has been
doing cashier duty in addition to manager-
ial services for some time.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—-Announcement of

the appointment of L. J. McCarthy as mana-
ger of the Milwaukee exchange for First

National came as a surprise to local film

booking office circles. McCarthy comes
from Chicago, took active charge of the

office January 30, it was announced.
Mark Morgan, who has served as book-

er in the local office of the Producers’
Distributing Corporation, has been trans-

ferred to an outside job, and in the future

will cover the entire Wisconsin territory

for this company. Morey Anderson has
been named to fill the position left vacant
by the transfer of Morgan. . . . E. G. Tun-
s'tall and Walter Hicky, genial and enter-

prising Milwauke exchange men who left

Milwaukee recently to join the forces of

the Arctic Nu-Air cooling system company,
have been granted state rights for this

company in Wisconsin, and their many
friends here are looking forward to an
early visit of either or both of the men.
. . . Not at all discouraged by the mis-

fortune which befell him recently when
property at Rhinelander, Wis., owned by
him was destroyed by fire, Petro Rouman,
manager of the State theatre, Rhinelander,
has purchased a new Barton organ which
will be installed in the very near future.

Petro was here to transact business at a

number of the local branch booking offices

during the past week. . . . J. G. Frackman
has temporarily deserted his managerial
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duties at the Progress office to be at the

bedside of his wife who recently under-
went an operation at Evansville, Ind. Word
received by Frackman’s co-workers in-

dicates that Mrs. Frackman’s operation was
successful, and that she is rapidly recover-
ing from its effects. . . . J. Cooper, who
operates four theatres in three Wisconsin
towns, dropped his duties long enough to

pay a flying visit to Milwaukee last week.
. . . A. C. Wilson, auditor for the Fox
Film Corporation with headquarters at the
New York office, was in Milwaukee last

week long enough to look over the books
of the local branch office, and to swap
stories with the office personnel. He was
here two or three days. . . . Sam Abrams,
manager of Milwaukee’s F. B. O. exchange,
was not to be found at his desk this week.
He left a few days ago on a trip through
the Northwest section of the territory to
visit with exhibitors. Art Roberts, assist-
ant manager, is batting for Abrams during
the absence of the latter from the city.

. . . John Lorenz, Milwaukee manager for
Fox, made a brief but important visit to
Chicago last week on special sales business
it was stated at the Fox exchange.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—The Majestic thea-

tre marked off another milestone in its

career last week when Henry S. Koppin
took over the theatre lease to present a
combination of pictures and vaudeville,
with three weekly changes. The Majestic
is one of the largest and finest theatres in
the city. . . . David Palreyman, secre-
tary of the Detroit Film Board of Trade,
has issued the following list of theatres
reported closed in Michigan : Community
at Bentley, Elkton at Elkton, Dreamland
at Farwell, Community at North Adams,
Rondavoo at Brown City, Orpheum at
Weidman, Montclair at Detroit, Lakeside
at Beulah, Colonial at Roscommon, Gem
at Quincy, Au Gres at Au Gres, Palace
at Capac, Pastime at Atlanta, Rex at Utica
and Lincoln at Clawson. . . . Theatres
reported closed and now operating again
are: Regent at Bangor, Strand at Jackson
and Elk at Elk Rapids. ... A screen-
ing for the stockholders of the Detroit
Motion picture Company, was held one
day last week with the company’s first

David Hartford-produced film,
'

“Then
Came the Woman” as the subject. It was
written and directed by Hartford and made
entirely in Detroit. . . . Barney Wetz-
man has started a new theatre building on
Michigan avenue and Dearborn. The
building will contain stores, offices and
theatre and will be completed August 1.

. . . John H. Kunsky celebrated the
110th Sunday noon concert given by the
Capitol theatre under the direction of
Eduard Werner last week. This is the
fourth year in which the Sunday noon
project has been in operation and it is a
big money winner. . . . W. S. Butter-
field and his general manager, Edward C.
Beatty, were in New York for a few days
on business last week. . . . Kunsky
theatres, the Capitol and State, opened
their Monday change policy this week with
little confusion among the patrons. It was
well advertised in advance. . . . Mr.
and Mrs. A l Galstone (Mr. Galstone is

manager of the Olympic theatre) are re-
ceiving congratulations on the arrival of
a baby girl. . . . Lou Cohen of the
Colonial theatre has returned from a trip

to New York and now plans his annual
excursion to New Orleans. He will be
accompanied by Phil Kaplan of the Theat-
ricaj Advertising Company. . . . Robert
Cotton, division manager of Producers
Distributing Corporation, was in the city

for several days last week. W. S. Butter-
field’s new Pontiac theatre is rapidly near-
ing completion and from present indica-
tions will be ready for its opening the
middle of February.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Harry Wiener,

recently promoted Warner manager of the

Washington exchange, has resigned to be-

come Philadelphia
branch manager
for Associated
Exhibitors under
A1 Blofson, dis-

trict manager.
Wiener has been
succeeded in the
capital city by
Norman J. Ayers,
who at one time
was in charge of
the Philadelphia
office of the Inde-
pendent Film Cor-
poration and later

went to Washing-
Jules Mastbaum

ton as branch
manager. . . . Walter Woodward, who was
for some years manager of Green & Alt-
man's Park theatre, Philadelphia, and who
resigned to become resident manager of
the Majestic in Gettysburg, has returned
to Philadelphia, brought here by the death
of his mother. Woodward has returned
to his old position as manager of the
Park Theatre. . . . The motion picture in-

dustry in Philadelphia was more active
than any other enterprise in the $3,500,-
000 building campaign of the Federation
of Jewish Charities. Jules E. Mastbaum,
president of Stanley, contributed $100,000
to the cause. . . . Lou Williams of the
Family theatre has originated the most
effective “Laugh Month” display seen to

date in this city. In the lobby is a cut-out
of a huge laughing face, behind which is

a loud speaker connected with a phono-
graph playing a laughing record. . . . The
old Colonial theatre in Norristown, which
was closed by its owner, Charles Tremont,
nine months ago to be remodeled, was re-
opened on January 18 under the name
Gloria. The theatre has been enlarged to
seat 700 and has been redecorated. . . .

The Savoy theatre, Atlantic City, was re-
cently taken over by the Savoy Holding
Company, of which Louis Lapin is presi-
dent and Jules Taylor secretary and treas-
urer. The consideration is said to be in
excess of $200,000. . . . The Greenwood
theatre, costing approximately $100,000, and
one of the finest motion picture houses in
Trenton will open the first week in Febru-
ary. . .

. Jack Stapelton has joined Llni-
versal. . . . Gus Carrick is now salesman
for Llniversal.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—A film of the Trade

Fair in Leipsig, Germany, last September,
was shown to the Chamber of Commerce
of St. Louis, Mo., January 21 following
a talk by Dr. George Ahrens, German Con-
sul. . . . Skouras Brothers Enterprises
declared the regular quarterly dividend of
75 cents payable February 1 to stockholders
of record January 25. Skouras Brothers
stock closed the week January 23 at $52
bid and $57 asked. . . . Motion pic-
tures of Iceland, Norway and Sweden ac-
companied by a lecture by Mrs. H. C.
Meister featured an entertainment for the
benefit of the South Side Day Nursery,
St. Louis, on January 23.

Out-of-town callers seen along Picture Row the
past week included : Bob Cluster

, Johnston City,
111.; Vernon Kauffman , Mowequa, III.; Charles
Horsefeldy Union, Mo.; Jim Reilly

,
Alton, HI.:

Grant Martin , Chaffee, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. O. W.
McCutcheon

,
Sikeston, Mo.; and “Doc” Tetley of

Farmington, Mo.

C. D. Hill, district manager for Pro-
ducers Distributing Corporation, presided
at a sales conference of his exchange man-
agers held in St. Louis January 23. Present
were the following managers : C. A.
Schukts, Kansas City; Al Danke, Omaha,

Nebr.
;
Eddie Lipson, Des Moines, la., and

Art La Plant, St. Louis. Hill returned
recently from a big sales conference in

New York City. . . . Regge Doran of

the Public Relations department of Pathe
spoke over Radio Station KMOX January
21. The subject was the advantages of
junior matinees now being given by many
leading theatres. About 1,000 replies were
received from those who heard the talk.

. . . Billy Mueller of Jefferson City,

Mo., has sold his Jefferson and Miller
theatres to Dubinsky Brothers. The sale

becomes effective January 31. . . . The
Richland theatre, Richland, Mo., is playing

but one night a week.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.

—

H. J. Smasal has re-

cently taken over theatres at Kemp and
Malakof, Tex. With his new acquitions,

this gives Smasal three theatres. . . .

Sid McDonnell, manager of the Melba
theatre, has composed his own epitaph,

which he states he will have inscribed on
the marker of his final resting place, which
is as follows : “He booked bigger and
better pictures.” . . . Francis M. Tull

of Oklahoma City, has recently purchased
three sites in Stillwater, Okla., from C. D.
Jackson. These sites, in the very center

of the business section, are the Camera
theatre which cost $22,000, a lot across the

street from the American Legion building,

sold for $13,000, and a two-story building.

The building was resold by Tull to Harry
Jones. Tull announced that he would
build a $75,000 theatre on the lot within

the near future. A $2,600 organ, which
Jackson had ordered for the Cameron, will

be installed in that house by Mr. Tull.

It is reported by all exchanges that

a considerable increase in all subjects
with laugh qualities during January
Laugh Month, in this territory, also

stimulated an interest in other product.
The Dallas committee was responsible
for the Laugh Month Proclamation
issued by Gov. “Ma” Ferguson.
Raymond Jones, “space grabber” for the

Palace, Dallas, is seeking enlightenment as

to how to stretch the dead line between
papers from day to day and yet keep his

hirsute adornment. . . . Joe Luckett,

district manager of United Artists, has
leased the Capitol theatre in Little Rock,
Ark. . . . Raymond Willy, former
manager of the Palace theatre, San
Antonio, Tex., has been appointed house
manager of the new Pantages theatre,

Dallas, Tex., by Si Charminsky. . . .

Jesse H. Jones of Houston, Tex., will

spend $1,400 remodeling his Cozy theatre

aside from equipment. . . . E. E. Whit-
ney of the Albany theatre at Albany, Tex.,

is remodeling his house, and will reopen
in about 60 days. Besides the extensive
remodeling for the building, Whitney will

install all new equipment. . . . Bob
O’Donnel of the Dallas general office of the

Interstate Amusement Company, is in

Houston, Texas, temporarily acting as

manager of the Majestic. Ralph DeBruler
who came to Houston from Atlanta in

September as manager of the Majestic,

has resigned his position. . . . E. F.

Brady has recently installed a new pipe

organ in his Palace theatre in San Benito,

Tex. He will also place one in his new
house in Brownsville, which he owns with
Paco Betancourt. . . . Major Quillian,

vice-president of Enterprise Distributing

Corporation, was a Dallas visitor recently.

Estelle Taylor Due Back
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 2. — Estelle
Taylor, after visiting Miami, Palm Beach
and New York, will return to Holly-
wood to start work February 15.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Played 37 of First 50 Bests

MINNEOTA, MINN.—To the Editor:
Am sending herewith a few reports of
some pictures I have played recently. I

report on all pictures played to our re-

gional magazine, “Greater Amusements,”
but have always read the reports in your
paper with both pleasure and profit, so will

try to do my share of reporting for your
paper on pictures that are especially note-
worthy in one way or the other.

I was much interested in your list of
“Money Makers of 1925” and am enclosing
a clipping from our local weekly to show
you how we stand.

Mr. Quigley’s reply to William Allen
White’s article in Colliers Weekly pleased
me mightily; we have a few of Mr.
White’s “intellectuals” here whose criti-

cisms are very much like his, and who
have about the same amount of knowledge
of the matter in question.

Next month will mark my second anni-
versary in the film business and during
that time your excellent magazine has been
a very efficient help, as well as a most
pleasant weekly visitor.

With best wishes for your continued
success, I am.

—

George Benson, Commun-
ity theatre, Minneota, Minn.

(NOTE; Mr. Benson enclosed a clipping from
“The Minneota Mascot” which reads as follows:

People of the Minneota locality have for some
time realized that the Community theatre, as man-
aged by Mr. and Mrs. George Benson, ranks high
in the class of pictures shown. Still further evi-
dence to this effect was brought out when the
Exhibitors Herald, published in Chicago and
acknowledged best of all the moving picture trade
papers, recently completed a canvass of the moving
picture theatres of the entire country to determine
which pictures during the past year have made the
most money for the exhibitors. They sought to
ascertain what pictures had made the greatest
appeal to the tastes of the millions of theatregoers
in all sections of the United States and if any-
thing in the world can give the “acid test” to a
picture, it is the record it makes at the box office.

Thousands of reports were received, with a total
of 692 pictures being reported on. Each exhibitor
sent in the names of his ten leading pictures and
from these reports the Herald compiled a list of
104 pictures which are the leading successes of
the past year.

The thing of especial interest to local people
about the entire matter is that the Community
theatre here has shown the twelve pictures that
stand at the head of this list and that, out of the
first fifty, thirty-seven have been shown here.

Following is a list of the twelve leaders: “The
Ten Commandments,” “North of 36,” “Charley’s
Aunt,” “The Thundering Herd,” “The Covered
Wagon,” “The Freshman,” “Abraham Lincoln,”
“Sally,” “Riders of the Purple Sage,” “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame,” “The Rainbow
Trail,” “The Sea Hawk.”

“There’s Nothing New Under the Sun”
OBLONG, ILL.—To the Editor: We

believe that we have discovered a new
one, new to us anywajG
We wonder if any exhibitor has ever

had this experience. Your Saturday
night show paid for from one little inde-

pendent exchange, not get it or any ex-

planation, but have another little ex-

change drop a film in by express with
a big C. O. D. attached.
One stands you up on your best night

after they have your money and the

other comes to the rescue C. O. D. We
wonder how the one knew just when
to drop in the extra program. Looks
like pretty smooth teamwork. We won-
der if the process was not reversed with

How Many “Bests”
Have You Played?

George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn., has

played 37 of the first 50 pictures

named in the HERALD’S list

of the “Biggest Money Makers
of 1925.” His letter, and the

newspaper clipping enclosed,

are printed in adjoining col-

umns.
C. A. Miller, Strand theatre,

Alma, Mich., has played 34 of

the first 50.

Theoretically, therefore, the

Community at Minneota in

1925 gave its patronage the best

year of picture entertainment

offered by any single playhouse

according to available records.

Did anyone heat Mr. Benson’s

record?
How many “bests” did you

play?

some other exhibitor. If anyone had
this experience on Saturday night Janu-

ary 9th in the St. Louis territory, will

you please write and give details?

With us it failed to work because we
run our Friday night show, getting it

out on a night train only a few hours
later than it would have gone, refusing

to accept other ones.—T. J. Price, Home
theatre, Oblong, 111.

You’re Welcome
HOUSTON, TEX.—To the Editor:

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your

very edifying letter of the 23rd and to

express to you our sineerest thanks for

your promptness and kindness in supplying

us with the exact information we desired.

If it ever lies within our power to return

in a measure the favor we wish you to

know that you have but to call upon us.

Again thanking you and with sincere

appreciation, we beg to remain.—A.

Silverberg, Crown theatre, Houston, Tex.

Against Block Booking

SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editor:

l have seen many times in many different

trade journals the statement that Famous
Players, Metro Goldwyn and First Na-
tional were menacing trusts and that on
the other hand Fox and Universal were
independent and saviors of the exhibitor.

I do not know what constitutes an “inde-

pendent” but I do know what constitutes

undesirable trust methods. Any company
compelling an exhibitor to take a big block

of pictures to secure a single box office

attraction is using a “big club,” which
term we associate with undesirable trusts,

though not all trusts are undesirable.

Recently I wrote Fox exchange endeav-

oring to purchase seven plays of Tom Mix
and four specials. The exchange wrote
back, “Our home office will not permit us

to sell the Mix features without other

specials along with them. The only propo-
sition we can make you would be fourteen
other features along with Tom Mix.” As
I offered to take four specials this means
I must take eighteen specials in all to

secure seven Mix. Box office verdicts in

the trade journals report that Fox has not

eighteen first class specials in the 1924-25

series, which is the one under considera-

tion. Many of the year’s output of these

eighteen (other than Mix) are positive

lemons.
This brings up logically the whole system

of “block booking,” which to my mind is

a death blow to any small town exhibitor.

No exhibitor can keep running on the

basis of three “lemons” to one good show.
The people simply cease attending the

theatre and this I have absolutely proven
in my own theatre. Every show must be

at least a good show if not a big one. One
poor picture hurts business for a week,
often more. People demand entertainment,

not mere pictures. No company should be
allowed to force an exhibitor to make his

patrons see a poor picture. Is that not in

restraint of the exhibitor’s right of trade?
I cannot see where the producers profit

by so treating the exhibitor. I for one am
not taking Fox service on account of this

high-handed policy, so there is no profit

coming to Fox from this town, and further

I cannot see how producers make poor
pictures pay anyway. I do not think they
do pay. Did “Greed” pay? They may
make some small town exhibitors take
lemons to get real box office bets, but they
cannot make them all do it nor can they
make big city theatres do it.

Are there enough small town theatres

sewed up by “block booking” to alone pay
for producing just average program pic-

tures which the big houses never run? If

there are and producers do make these

weak pictures just to unload on the rural

and small city trade, then the small ex-
hibitor is a decided factor in the business,

and if he would unite with others he could
make his demands a positive factor in pro-

duction. If there are not enough small

theatres to make average pictures pay, why
then do producers make them? The big

theatres don’t want them; the small

theatres don’t want them.
It may simply be an evil grown out of

hasty production, producers trusting that

out of a dozen hastily scrambled affairs

there will average luckily a few good ones,

which when found to be successful can be
boosted in price and be made to pay for

the unlucky productions. If this is the

case it is certainly a mighty unbusinesslike
system.
Many may smile at these statements, but

if they are not in the main true, how can
one explain the financial success of United
Artists? They do not use block booking
methods. They sell every picture sepa-

rately and on its own merits. If they can
do it, others can.

Moreover, I am convinced that if any
producer would take great pains in choos-
ing good material for plays and great care
in their direction and then come right out
and say to the exhibitors, “I will sell you
any picture we have at a fair price. I will

sell one, two, ten or twenty as you like.

We are not afraid of our product,” why,
immediately that company would do a
land-slide business, for all exhibitors would
try to help that company that was fair to

them.
Block booking simply means making

good pictures pay for poor ones, hence
block booking is not only a menace to the

exhibitor but, when employed, is killing

the people’s interest in the movies, hence it

is a menace to everyone connected with
the industry from actor to publisher who
in the final analysis are dependent for

their living on the public’s dimes and
quarters pushed into the exhibitor’s box
office window.

I should like to hear from other exhib-
itors or anyone. I may be wrong and if so,

step up, Boys, and tell me so, but if I am
right, then help fight this block booking
evil, for I think that the publishers of our
trade magazines little dream of the ruth-

less methods some producers employ in

dealing with us small theatre men and, if

they were fully acquainted with our
troubles, they would help us solve them.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address : “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
THE SKY RAIDER: Special cast—This is a

crackerjack. Something different. Full of action.

Will get the money. Seven reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

RACING LUCK: Monty Banks—Starts slow

and ends with a whizz ! This was Monty’s initial

appearance here. He provoked laughter more
than a few times. A good small town picture.

Cold weather is fighting a hard battle with our

exploitation, so far it’s a draw. Six reels. Ralph
K. Russell, New Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

—Small town patronage.

Chadwick
THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN: Theda Bara-

Fair picture—Peebles and Campbell, Star theatre,

Denison, Tex.—General patronage.

THE SPORTING CHANCE: Dorothy Phillips—
Our first of this company’s pictures. It was real

good. Business good but not fault of picture.

—

—Peebles and Campbell, Star theatre, Denison,

Tex.—General patronage.

Columbia
S. O. S. PERILS OF THE SEA: Elaine Ham-

merstein—Very good sea picture and drew fairly

well. The Columbias have been very good for

the price. Buy them and run them on a night

you are closed and make a little extra money, as

we are doing. Six reels.—R. D. Young, Polo thea-

tre, Polo, 111.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: Elaine Ham-
merstein—Fair. This was an exceptionally fine

railroad picture and pleased everyone. It’s worth
booking. Elaine is good as ever and has never
made a poor picture that I have ever shown. That
is going some. The people know that pictures

she plays in are good before they come. Six

reels.—G. W. Johnson, Johnson theatre, Mar-
marth, N. D.—General patronage.

F. B. 0.
ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-

son—The title is not very good, but it doesn’t

seem to make any difference about the title when
you have Thomson and Silver King, as they al-

ways draw. Five reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thom-
son—This is probably Fred’s best since they put
him in 6 reelers. He has a new leading lady

(a blonde) who is easy to look at, and is a cute

little actress. What a relief she is to the other
blonde F. B. O. has been wishing off on us since

the days of “Fighting Blood.” If I draw her
again I’m going to squawk. The picture has
plenty of comedy which is natural and not forced.

Silver King is much in evidence and does his

stuff in great shape. Due to a most beautiful
blizzard before show time, there weren’t enough
cash customers to even make an ink spot on the
ledger, but I still claim it was a good picture and
one which surely please all of Fred’s fans and
any others who may come and take a look-see.

Say Fred, don’t let any one else on the lot bunk
you into 6 reels, and I think such a change
would please all us hay shakers 100 per cent
more. Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-
tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME: Lefty Flynn—One
of Flynn’s best. A good action picture.—W. S.

Special to

Contributors

Early response to the suggestion
that current product be thoroughly
covered in the weeks prior to publica-

tion of the Spring “Box Office

Record” promises unprecedented com-
prehensiveness and timeliness for that

issue. Work is going forward on as-

sembling and preparation of the

“Record” and indications are that

past editions will be surpassed in

every way.
Several new service features are to

be added to the “Record” in the next

issue and suggestions of all kinds for

its further improvement and develop-

ment are invited from exhibitors.

W. R. W.

Owen, Russell theatre, Brunswick, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME: Lefty Flynn—Good
picture. Bad roads. Poor crowd at the Bellwood

show.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME: Lefty Flynn—

A

splendid entertainment. Good story. Star and cast

fine.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

NO MAN’S LAW : Bob Custer—A pretty good
Western for the length, but a story cannot be

told in four reels (4042 feet). If you have this

one coming you had better order out some extra

short feature.—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre.

Eureka, Kan.—General patronage.

NO MAN’S LAW: Bob Custer—A fairly good
Western. Drew good in spite of "Braveheart”
for opposition. Action is fair, although nothing
extra good. Five reels.—R. E. Mitchell, Plain-

view theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
This picture is already sold to the public. All

you have to do is let them know you will have
it and as far as I have been able to learn it

pleased all vrho saw it. Seven reels.—D. E.

Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

Special to

John M. Stahl

MEMORY LANE: (First National)
Special cast—John M. Stahl has made
some wonderful pictures during his

time but this rates, according to our
patrons, as the greatest thing he ever
did. My personal opinion is this:

Fve looked at hundreds of pictures
and I’ve never seen one that I liked
any better than this. Eight reels.

—

RUSSELL ARMENTROUT, K. P.

theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow—
Boys, here is one that will pack them in. Run
two days, Saturday and Sunday. Drew far bet-

ter than “The Phantom of the Opera” on which
I spent more money to exploit than I paid for

“Keeper of the Bees.” Buy it, you can’t go

wrong on this. Seven reels.—J. Steenport, Home
theatre, Chilton, Wis.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
Good. It drew extra well, although not as big as

it is rated, but it made us the money and
pleased, so that’s what we want.—S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
I ran this picture on Saturday to very satisfac-

tory business and the people who saw it were
unanimous in its praise. If I am a judge of

pictures this is one of the sweetest pictures I

have ever seen. It is a thing of beauty It will

strengthen your faith in humanity to see this one.

It is a lesson that is worthy of emulation. Buy it,

Brother, and tell your people that you have a

treat for them. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin,

Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
This is one of the most beautiful pictures which
it has been my good fortune to have the privilege

of exhibiting on my screen. A beautiful story

well acted by the entire cast. It made you feel

that you were seeing the real thing in real life.

It held the audience spellbound. You could hear

a pin drop during the whole show^ and they came
in crowds. They complimented me for putting on
the picture. Seven reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THE NO-GUN MAN: Lefty Flynn—About an
average Western with quite a bit of action but

had dark photography for which we can see no
excuse. There’s no reason for a producer to make
a picture with the scenes so dark they cannot be

seen. Gloria Grey plays opposite Flynn. We
hope the next one has better photography. Film
good. Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—

A

good crook play. Roughneck stuff but with tone
moral good and well spoken of by many as they
filed out of the theatre. Receipts were a little

above average Wednesday receipts. Evelyn Brent
is too reserved to make a good crook but toward
the end does good acting as the pentinent re-

formed crook and shows a capacity for better

work.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Cozy theatre. Metropo-
lis, 111.—General patronage.

THE HUMAN TORNADO: Yakima Canutt—
Just a fair picture. Satisfied 80 per cent. Five
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, la.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
This picture is the last word in human interest

stories. A wonderful production, endowed with
the striking reality of our Christianity and hypoc-
risy of today. It has the precious touch that

brings tears to the eyes and tugs at the heart
strings of all humanity.—Jack Davis, State thea-

tre, Tawas City, Mich.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
A very good picture. Something on the order of

“Over The Hill” but not as good. Should please

80 per cent. Seven reels.—P. R. Matson, Crystal

theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General patronage.

GALLOPING VENGEANCE: Bob Custer-
Well, Bob, you finally kicked out a good one.

Didn’t think much of them at first but if they
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ijhow as much improvement as this one did over

your former performances you can count on an-

other booster. You have the looks, and action

of a real star and are deserving of good stories

like “Galloping Vengeance.” Five reels.—Gun-
ther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY: Evelyn Brent—Good
Saturday night picture. Detective and crook story.

Pleased.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Neb.—General patronage.

FORBIDDEN CARGO: Evelyn Brent—Evelyn is

a good actress. A good rum runner story. Just

a bit different. Five reels.—St. Mary’s Hall,

Gilbertville, Iowa.—General patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—A good picture but

not up to this dog’s other pictures. Seven reels.

—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, Iowa.—General
patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson-
Good picture for a program house where they like

the thrillers. Fred kills seventeen Indians and Sil-

ver King a half dozen, fights a wild bull and
manhandles the villain and does not get mussed a
bit. Pleases the kids and drew a bunch of

them. It would be funny to a high class house.

—Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—

A

very good picture. This horse Silver King is a
wonder but Thomson doesn't draw for me as he
does most places, judging from reports.—Henry
Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.
—General patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid—Here is a
case where they go a long ways around to

preach the lesson they tell you they are trying
to teach, and here is another case of bunk in the
line of advertising they put out on it. They
advertise and put in their heralds and press

sheets that this is a picture that all children
should see and advise you to tie up with schools

in putting this picture over. Let us tell you
right here, don’t do it, for it is not a picture

to encourage children to see, especially for the
small town exhibitor that knows all his patrons
and has to depend on the same people for his

cash customers. As a picture it is O. K. and
will please about 70 per cent but there is too
much drinking and jazz in it to advocate and
preach for the children to be sure and see it.

Acting, direction, story O. K. but put it over
from the right angle. Seven reels.—Crosby &
Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY : Fred Thomson—Here is

a picture with a little bit of everything in it

for entertainment, I would say a 100 per cent
picture. Tickled my patrons pink. Had a fine

house to see this. It is a two-day picture. Five
reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY : Fred Thomson—Fred,
you are a wonder. Oh, boy, how they ate this up.
Silver King fine, too. Does everything but talk.

Brother Exhibitor, if you are not running Fred
Thomson you had better get on the band wagon
and start boosting. Five reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E.
Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—This
picture is one of the best of Fred Thomson’s. Some
impossible stunts but pleases the audience. Baby
show furnishes the comedy. But why do they
try to crowd it in five reels when six reels
would be more appropriate. Silver King takes a
prompt part in this picture. Five reels.—Sehaght-
icoke Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows Hall,
Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY : Fred Thomson—Here is

a Western that’s a little above the average, and
Oh boy, what a part Silver King does. Adver-
tise this, that the horse will do everything but
talk. Fred does a little better than usual and
it’s a little better story than some. Thomson
rather popular with our patrons and would be a
drawing card if they would give him a story and
director. Silver King is a wonder. Five reels.

—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

LIFE’S GREATEST GAME: Johnnie Walker-
Good melodrama. Played Saturday night at Bell-

wood show. Well liked.—A. F. Jenkins, Commun-
ity theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE SPIRIT OF U. S. A.: Special cast—Here
is a picture that will satisfy the small town pa-
trons. It’s old but it is a big box office attrac-

tion, if you have not played it. Eight reels.

—

G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

THE SPEED KING: Richard Talmadge—Tal-
madge is there and over in this one as in most

Special to

William Fox
THE IRON HORSE: (Fox) George

O’Brien. William Fox certainly made
a masterpiece when he made this, for
it is the best picture that has ever
been on my screen and, as the saying
is, I don’t mean maybe. If this had
received the publicity that was given
“The Covered Wagon” it would have
topped “The Covered Wagon” by a

long way. The people did not know
that it was the picture it is, nor did
I think it could be as good as it is.

O’Brien sure won a place in the
hearts of the people by his work in

this picture. If they had hunted the
world over they could not have found
one who could have taken the place
of Madge Bellamy, and if Abe Lincoln
had woke up and taken a peep at

Charles Edward Bull he would have
said right out loud, “There is my
double sure enough.” And Corporal
Casey kept the house in an uproar.
He just about hogged the show. In
fact I never saw a cast that came
near playing their parts as good as

the cast in “The Iron Horse.”
This is a picture that ought to be

preserved for future generations to

view. I don’t think that it will ever
be possible to make a picture that

will have the historical value which
is presented in this picture. It was
really too bad that they could not
have got a herd of real old longhorns
for the cattle scenes. It would have
added the right kind of color; es-

pecially when they had the stampede,
it would have sure been real.

The next day after the show here
there were 21 people in the drug
store and they got to comparing “The
Iron Horse” with “The Covered
Wagon” and I suggested that they
vote on which was the best. Well,
there were 19 voted “The Iron
Horse,” one “The Covered Wagon,”
and one voted even. I did not take
any part in the voting.

Every theatre ought to show this

picture. He owes it to his people,

even if he does not make any clear

money on it. The picture is priced
too high for the publicity it has had.

I gave it a four day run here and
made just about as much clear as I

would have made on two program
pictures. But I believe that I can
bring this picture back in three or

four months and pack the house for

every show.
My hat is off to William Fox for

giving the world something to re-

member him by. And believe me,
this picture will still be new in one
hundred years to come. Thank you,

Bill. Eleven reels.—F. J. O’HARA,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

of his pictures. Five reels.-—E. C. Bays, Globe

theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson—Oh.
boy. A good picture. Silver King fine. Thomson
liked here. Five reels.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbert-

ville, Iowa.—General patronage.

AFTER THE BALL: Special cast—A mighty

fine entertaining picture. You can’t go wrong on

this. Received a fine print. Seven reels.—A. C.

Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST: Gloria Grey
—A-l picture. Pleased all. Print good. Give us

more like this one. Seven reels.—St. Mary’s Hall,

Gilbertville, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING SAP: Fred Thomson—I think

all Thomson pictures are good. This one is a little

different than the average. Plenty of action and
will go over good.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville,

Iowa.—General patronage.

First National
JOANNA: Dorothy Mackaill—Here’s one that

will make you sit up and take notice. More
kick to it than “The Phantom of the Opera.”
Everything is right up to the minute. It will

send them out talking. Sorry I only played it

one day. Quite a few told me they were sorry

they missed it. I’ll bet this picture is going to

go big all over. Never did like Dorothy Mackaill
but she sure is good in this and so is Jack
Mulhall. He is all there and then some. Just
watch him. He is going to step out and leave

some of these other birds in the dust. Nine
reels.—E. C. Accola, Bonham theatre, Prairie du
Sac, Wis.—Small town patronage.

JOANNA: Dorothy Mackaill—Was afraid of this

one because the story had not been read here.

But, Big Boy, don’t be afraid you will have to

run to the basement after it is over, as it is an
excellent picture. Even if a few scenes are so

hot they cause the screen to smoke. Neverthe-
less it shows a good lesson and they like ’em that
way. Eight reels.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.

theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—Perhaps the
story was weak in this one, as some exhibitors
have reported. I didn’t see it. When I look at

the box office statement for the second night of

the run I have my doubts. I had many patrons
remark later how well they liked “We Moderns.”
Someone must be wrong and I’ll lay my cash
on my patrons.—Russell Armentrout, K. P. thea-

tre, Pittsfield, 111.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—This picture is

one of the best that Colleen has made in a long
time. You can’t boost this one too much. It

will please any crowd that comes to see it.

There are laughs galore in this. Eight reels.

—

R. E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview,

Tex.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—Little Colleen

is a drawing card for us and should be for anybody
anywhere. If there are any weak places in the

picture you can count on her in putting it over

by her exceptionally hard work. “We Moderns”
is good enough for any house, large or small.—
Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET SAINT: Special cast—Just a

program. Some beautiful scenery but weak story.

Hughes and Mary Astor do their parts well.

Weakest F. N. we have shown.—G. C. Scott, Lib-

erty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson—

A

splendid picture. In a class with the best of the

big ones. Step on it. You can’t make it too strong.

Wish I had known how good it was before I

played it.—E. C. Accola, Bonham theatre. Prairie

du Sac, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson-
Extra good. Most of First National pictures are

good.—Peebles and Campbell, Star theatre, Deni-

son, Tex.—General patronage.
WINDS OF CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson—Good

picture, good acting. Beautiful scenery, but far

from a special. Do not raise your admission.

Then you wi'.l please them. Nine reels.—J. E.

Draginnis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Anna Q. Nilsson—This

is a good picture and will please most any audi-

ence. However, it is not a big special that will

class with “The Sea Hawk” and others of that

type. Seems to me that it is too long for the

plot and is rather draggy in spots, but is not

the kind they will walk out on.—I. A. McCas-
kill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—Geeral pat-

ronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—I often

wonder why myself. They take perfectly good

titles like “The Sea Woman” from which this

is adapted, and stick a monicker like this one

on it. Sounds like the five and ten days. Very
good show, Boys, action, story and everything,

but you try and convince ’em of it with that

title.—Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre, Cresco, Iowa.—
General patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—Just

another sea picture. Good, but nothing to rave

over. Seven reels.—-C. M. Vail, Blende theatre,

Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CITY: Richard Barthel-

mess—Personally thought this the best and only

real good one from Dick since “Classmates.”

Past performances have hurt his drawing power
with us. Seven reels.—M. J. Aley, Regent thea-

tre, Eureka, Kan.—General patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—
Do not know where the thrilling part comes in.

Shelf-worn story that would have been O. K.

fifteen years ago. Action draggy and no sus-
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pense because everything can be accurately an-

ticipated by anyone with the mentality of a ten-

year-old child.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon-
First National has mighty good pictures but this

is a lemon of the first water. Not an ounce of

entertainment. No connection of a story or to

the above title. Seven reels.—Hunstad & Becker,

Princess theatre, Guttenberg, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS: Special cast—
People were disappointed in this one for the rea-

son that they expected something spicy, but they

were agreeably disappointed because they liked it

anyway. Turned out to be a clean picture, which
is what our gang wants.—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—

If your patrons like jazz, this one has it. Noth-
ing extra to this. Corinne is easy to look at in

the close-ups. Just a picture. Seven reels.—J. E.

Dragginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—
Another real good picture from First National.—

-

Peebles and Campbell, Star theatre, Denison, Tex.
—General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone—A very
satisfactory picture. Pleasing above average
audience.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden,
S. C.—General patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Lewis Stone—Too many pic-

tures like this. Suits a few. Poor attendance.—

-

A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,

Neb.—General patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Lewis Stone—This is only a
fair picture and is a very poor picture for small

towns where people do not care for society or

suggestive stories. Too bad to waste Stone in

this one. Eight reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou
theatre, Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

PLAYING WITH SOULS: Special cast—

A

bad night for any play. There are numerous rich

episodes in this play but they are badly con-
nected. The audience lost interest. The jump
from babyhood to adolescence and from profound
misery in one scene to happy marriage in the
next failed to preserve continuity of interest. It

needs to be rewritten.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy
theatres. Metropolis, III.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnnie Hines—A very
good comedy drama. Hines puts the picture over
in fine style. Eight reels.—C. M. Vail, Blende
theatre, Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Absolutely the
best picture Corinne Griffith ever made. Get away
from the sob stuff, Corinne. We want to see you
smile and keep us smiling. Play with Jack Mul-
hall. You never had a better leading man.—

-

E. C. Accolax, Bonham theatre. Prairie du Sac,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Didn’t see this.

Ran it Christmas but we surely had a lot of very
complimentary reports on it and it did good
business, weather considered.—Fred Hinds, Cresco
theatre, Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED : Corinne Griffith—A very fine

production, but at that I think it is overrated.

—C. M. Vail, Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—It is cer-

tainly a pleasure to show pictures of this class.

While we do not believe it pleased all, we have
yet to find the first one who did not like it.

Received more compliments on this than any pic-

ture we have shown in months. Would rate it

about 95 per cent. Seven reels.—P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—This is

very, very good. Step on it and you will please.
Vilma is a sweet little star. Colman also good
in this one. Seven reels.—J. E. Dragginis, Grand
theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—Very clever. Probably the best she has
done since “East is West.’’ Nothing smutty

:

nothing vulgar. The only kick you will get is

that it isn’t one-half as snappy as they thought
it would be. The support she has is more or less

limburger, but the picture is perhaps the best in

her last half dozen. Give her a boost in this

one, boys, as you know the last few have been
a lot of blah. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—Here
is a picture that is different from the rest. New
ideas all the way through and just when you

Special to

Buck Jones

THE DESERT’S PRICE: (Fox)
Buck Jones—Buck’s features get

better with each release. These
Western comedy-dramas hit the spot
with my patrons. They don’t go to

sleep on Buck’s pictures. He doesn’t

give them time. Always something
doing, and they’re not too long or too

short—just right. Keep up the good
work. Buck. Six reels.—J. B. CAR-
TER, Electric theatre, Browning, Mo.

expect it to end there is one reel more that is

the best part of the whole show. Seven reels.

—

Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View,
Iowa.—General patronage.

THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—The
bigness of this play overshadows the cast, but
Doris Kenyon stood out well in her part.—A. J.

Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatre. Metropolis, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—

This is the best Milton Sills ever did. A good
show for the whole family, nice comedy touches,

others in the cast are certainly good. Buy it,

boys, and boost it. Why not have more pictures

like this, true to life ? I am sure the industry

needs them. Seven reels.—Hunstad & Becker,
Princess theatre, Guttenberg, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills-
Proclaimed by our patrons as the best picture

ever shown here. Milton Sills great as the cop.

Real entertainment from start to finish.—Legion
theatre, Milledgeville, 111.—General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills-
Good picture that pleased large majority.—I. A.
McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—I saw so

many poor comments on this picture in the “Her-
ald’’ that I was almost afraid to be around when
the show was over. So I wanted to see this picture

more for curiosity than anything else. I asked
three of my friends to share my loneliness. Hon-
estly, brother exhibitor, you try the same thing
and you will forget you are with any of your
friends and you will enjoy this picture more
than some of those so-called specials that you
pay twice the price for and get a sorry produc-
tion. I did not buy it for a special and I am
sorry I did not step on it and advertise it. I

got more favorable comments on this little pic-

ture than I have on lots of specials from various
companies. I believe that we have as bright and
intelligent people in Plainview as you will find

any place on the globe. Brother exhibitor, don’t
be misled on this picture as I was. It drew more
the second night than the first. Step on it and
watch the pleasing comments come in on this lit-

tle picture. Personally I think it above the
average program. It pleased 95 per cent of my
attendance. Boost it to the sky. It will please
you and your patrons. Good print, priced right,
and will draw more the second night than the
first. Eight reels.—R. E. Mitchell. Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

Special to

Milton Sills

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY:
(First National) Milton Sills—A very
fine picture. The trailer says it is a

picture for the whole family. It’s a

fact.

Say boys, didja ever see this bird
Sills in a poor picture? Neither
did I.

Has plenty of action but at times
will pull at your old heart strings and
make you wish you were just a little

bit more human than you are. Due
to 30 below zero weather, not much
of a crowd, but a very good picture

at that. Eight reels.—WM. E. TRAGS-
DORF, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—All

seats (1,000) oversold on the first show. This

play is a case of complete co-ordination between

star and author, as one seemed to fit the other.

Through this play being devoid of big scenery

the sustained interest of the audience was in

the star. Colleen is quite a favorite here, being

regarded with a species of affection.—A. J. Gib-

bons, Elite-Kozy theatres. Metropolis, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Saved

this one back and ran it a little old, but was
not sorry I did, as Colleen showed ’em she could

do this Western stuff as well as flapper.—Henry
Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—A good
Indian picture. Showed Christmas night and did

a fine business.—C. M. Vail, Blende theatre,

Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

I WANT MY MAN : Milton Sills—A very in-

teresting picture notwithstanding the improbable

motive of a woman giving up her blind husband
to win him again over a rival after he receives

his sight. The appearance and acting of Milton
Sills was at his best.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy

theatres. Metropolis, 111.—General patronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Lewis Stone—Just a
picture. First night bad ; second worse. That
tells the story. Seven reels.—J. E. Dragginis,

Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Very ordi-

nary picture ; do not book this for Sunday. If

Milton Sills were not in this I would say, lay off.

Business off 50 per cent. Too rough for ladies,

and too impossible for men. Fight seems to last

about two reels. Again we say, why not make
pictures true to life? That is what the public

wants. Seven reels.—Hunstad & Becker, Prin-

cess theatre, Guttenberg, Iowa.—General patron-

age.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—One bang-up picture.

The most entertaining Moore film we have played.

Get it.—C. M. Vail, Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Boys, here

is the big one of 1925. A showman picture, one
that can be sold to the public any place in the

good U. S. A. If I could not pack my theatre

with this picture I would sell out and get into

some other business. The rental on this is very
reasonable when compared to some of the other

so-called big ones that die on your hands. I

got behind this with a big advance advertising

campaign and sold it to the people, and they
almost tore my show house down the first day
trying to get in. Had the biggest matinee in

history and lined them up for two blocks at

night. I am writing this after the first day so

don’t know how the run is going to hold up, but
look for big business every show. The picture
is a novelty and pleases those who do not expect
too much. I had no kicks from anyone. Don't
let this get away from you and don’t forget to

advertise it after you buy it. First National has
the stuff to do it with. Get the trailer sure.

Ten reels.—Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Har-
risburg, 111.—High class patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—Don’t think this

star has drawing power she once had, but you’ve
got to hand it to her, she knows how to act.—

-

Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres, Cooper,
Tex.—General patronage.

ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Aileen Pringle—My
patrons said very fine and that is what we like

to hear.—C. M. Vail, Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE HEART OF A SIREN: Barbara LaMarr
—Fair picture. Played to a good house. The
star drew them in but a poor plot for Barbara.
Seven reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre. Fox Lake,
111.—Small town patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: George Billings—This
picture certainly is a credit to the motion pic-

ture industry. We played it three days in our
two-day town, and we are going to book it

again. This is a far better picture than "The
Ten Commandments” as it is true to life. A
wonderful character, “Abraham Lincoln.” It will

never get old ; like wine, it will improve with
age. Ten l'eels.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess
theatre, Guttenberg, Iowa.—General patronage.

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET: Special cast—
Very nice society drama but poor attendance.

Several said they liked it.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General patron-

age.

INEZ FROM HOLLYWOOD: Anna Q. Nilsson

—Good heart interest story. No business.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.—
General patronage.
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SINGLE WIVES: Corinne Griffith—Another
society drama. Good of this kind. Won’t set the

world afire. Two good stars.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City Neb.—General
patronage.

SANDRA: Barbara LaMarr—An older one, of

course, but it stepped out and broke our house
record for a single day Monday show. Ran the

trailer for a week before it, papered good, and
they flocked out for it. Just one more example
of the fact that we can’t tell what the dear
old public is going to do. At that the picture

gave good satisfaction here. Eight reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN: John Bowers—We
ran this some time ago and put it on at a
special and charged extra money for it and by
doing as much advertising on it as we usually

do on a picture, we did very good business. It

is a very good Western picture and will please

most of them, but we were somewhat disappointed

in it as we had seen so many reports on it

and all seemed to think it was a big picture.

But we have run lots of them at regular admis-
sion that were fully as good in audience appeal

as this. The author’s name and strong adver-

tising wilt put it over for the average small

town. Eight reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex
theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BOYS OF MINE: Special cast—Seemed to

please, especially the children, although it is an
old one and can easily be detected as being old

on account of Miss Rich wearing such extremely
long dresses.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-
paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

BOYS OF MINE: Ben Alexander—A very fine

picture. Lost money for us, even though we made
a special effort to get them in, as we knew from
reports that it was good. Funny how they will

pass a good one up and then fall for a cheap
Western. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty
theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Mae Busch—Good West-
ern melodrama. Fine scenery ; good entertain-

ment. Some thrills. Fair business.—A. F. Jen-
kins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Special cast—A good
Western offering. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Prin-
cess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—Played on
per cent and lost money. No drawing power
whatever. My opinion is it is not as good as

“Captain Blood.” and certainly did not draw as

“Captain Blood,” which we made a nice profit

on and bought outright at a good price.

—

Twelve reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red
Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE SEA HAWK: Milton Sills—Excellent pic-

ture. We did not get a quarter of the patronage
on this that we should have. Played this on a

50-50 and are mighty glad we did so, or we
would have gone under so bad that it would
have taken the balance of the winter to absorb
the loss. Twelve reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg,
Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—Here is

a dandy from Colleen. Is sure ’nuff 100 per
cent small town picture. Comedy and, in fact,

everything to make it a real picture to entertain
the whole family. More power to you, Colleen,
and make more like this one. Seven reels.

—

Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—We liked

CoKeen Moore in this. Is rather old but seemed
to please.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-
paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

LILIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith-
Only pleased about 50 per cent, so you can judge
for yourself what the picture is. It’s too long
and draggy. People walked out on it* Lay off

as it’s a lemon at a high rental price. Ten
reels.—G. W. Johnson, Johnson theatre, Mar-
marth, N. D.—General patronage.

IF I MARRY AGAIN : Doris Kenyon—A good
picture. Did the poorest Wednesday and Thurs-
day business during the past twelve months. First
National pictures simp.y won’t draw for me,
although the majority are good. Nearly all are
eight reels or more in length. Most of them
could be cut one or two reels. Eight reels.—R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND: Special cast—
One of the best comedies we ever played (bar
none).—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

Special to

Zone Grey
THE LIGHT OF THE WESTERN

STARS: (Paramount) Special cast.

You are sitting on top of the world
when you have one of Paramount’s
Zane Grey’s. All you need is a few
one sheets to advertise them. Busi-

ness excellent on our off night.

There should be some way to tell

the public when Famous Players
makes a Western. It’s far above the

average and will please both men and
women. Seven reels.—HUNSTAD &
BECKER, Princess theatre, Gutten-

berg, Iowa.

IN EVERY WOMAN’S LIFE: Special cast—
Good picture. Appealed to women. Seven reels.

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

GALLOPING FISH: Syd Chaplin—Title did

not draw. Oh why such a title ? This was one
of the best comedies I have ever shown on the

screen. I liked it better than “Charley’s Aunt.”
So did those that saw it. Boys, buy this picture,

tell ’em you have a real comedy. Only thing

bad is the title. Step on it. This comedy is there

and over. Seven reels.—G. W. Johnson, Johnson
theatre, Marmarth, N. D.—General patronage.

Fox
THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Mix and

Tony never fail to get a crowd and their pictures

always please. However, my patrons like them
better in straight Westerns. Five reels.—J. B.

Carter, Electric theatre, Browning, Mo.—General

patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—A little

different from other Mix productions but one

that wi'il please all Mix fans, and that means
most of them.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem
theatres. Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

THANK YOU : George O’Brien—What’s wrong
with the exhibitor that knocked this picture? He
must be sick. Why, man, this picture was fine.

We have run Fox pictures once a week for a

year and do not think we have had a bad one

yet. Seven reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Prin-

cess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THANK YOU : Special cast—A splendid pro-

gram. Satisfied them all.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

LAZYBONES: Buck Jones—A better picture

than “Lazybones” we do not want. Buck Jones

did some fine acting in this picture. Seven

reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre,

Obion, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

LAZYBONES: Buck Jones—A good story done
rather poorly. The fans stopped on their way
out to josh me about Buck Jones as a star in a

drama. He was very sincere and did not do so

bad, but he looked like a fish out of water in

that kind of stuff. He makes a better stagger

at this kind of stuff than Tom Mix, but that is

not saying much. I do not know why Fox took

him out of Westerns, in which he made his repu-

tation, unless it was to get the extra money that

he charges for one of these specials.—L. M. Jones,

Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck
Jones—Red hot stuff, boys. Someone has said that

about 75 per cent of the people that attend the

movies are under twenty-four years of age and
naturally they like pictures with dash and pep.

Buck is giving them the action, comedy and
stories that they crave. Give someone else the

big 9 and 10-reel long drawn out dramatic spe-

cials and let me have Buck, Tom, Fred and Hoot
about six days out of the week, fifty-two weeks
of the year. Six reels.—J. B. Carter, Electric

theatre, Browning, Mo.—General patronage.

THE WHEEL: Special cast—I thought this a

very good picture, but my crowd evidently did

not think it would be, as they stayed away. Not
the best for small towns, although a fine picture

of its kind. Eight reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou

theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—Showed this

Christmas night and the night after. It is a
good Christmas picture but too long and did not

get the money for me in proportion to what I

paid for it. Ten reels.—J. B. Carter, Electric

theatre, Browning, Mo.—General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—One of

Jones’ best. A good high class Western. Will

please anyone. Book it now. Six reels.—Jos. B.

Trout, Liberty theatre, Leonard, Tex.—General
patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Special cast—
Fair. This James Oliver Curwood story made a

good action picture that gave good satisfaction.

I heard several boosting it. Makes a dandy Sat-

urday picture. Seven reels.—J. B. Carter, Elec-

tric theatre, Browning, Mo.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
I’ll have to admit this is different from most
Westerns, but they don’t like it. Tony and the

wolves are the redeeming part of it. Six reels.

—

J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
For years, Tom Mix has been one of our best

bets, but a few more pictures like this and “The
Lucky Horseshoe” and he will be a thing of the

past. Why is it after an actor makes himself

famous in certain roles, he switches and tries to

something else ? Better get back to straight

Westerns, Tom, and stay there if you expect to

hold your popularity. Five reels.—P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Madge Bellamy—
This is a good Western action picture. A fine

cast. Kenneth Harlan, Madge Bellamy and all

do splendid work. Any picture that Madge plays

in has to be good and she never has been easier

to look at than in “The Golden Strain.” It is

a picture that will appeal to the Western fans

and yet is above the average Western and there-

fore will appeal to most all classes. Some very

beautiful scenic shots. Excellent photography.

Six reels.—J. B. Carter, Electric theatre. Brown-
ing, Mo.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Kenneth Harlan—
Peter B. Kyne’s first for Fox and I hope the

next three are better. The picture had a kick

to it but people are tired of army stories. This

one on the order of “Warrens of Virginia” but

a little better. Good for Saturday or one off day.

Six reels.—Jas. B. Trout, Liberty theatre, Leon-
ard, Tex.—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Special cast—One
of the best. It has every element that goes to

make a good picture, laughs, thrills and real

heart interest. Six reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox,

Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WINDING STAIRS: Edmund Lowe—A little

different. Not a knockout but seemed to please.

Seven reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess

theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—What’s
wrong with this picture? Nothing. It’s Tom
Mix and that’s enough. Five reels.—Mr. and
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.

—

Small town patronage.

DICK TURPIN: Tom Mix—Exhibitors report

this picture bad. I claim it is just as good a Mix
picture as I ever ran. Plenty of action, big cast.

Black Bess wonderful. Book it ; it’s real stuff.

Seven reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—Better
than “The Covered Wagon.” Liked by every-

body ; 100 per cent picture.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Here is, in

our estimation, a better picture than "The Covered

Wagon,” and many of our patrons told us they

thought so. Ran it four days to an increase

every night. It has a good story and everyone

taking any prominent part in it was a real artist.

Madge Bellamy and George O’Brien were re-

freshing in their part and J. Farrel McDonald, as

Corporal Casey, was a wow. Just enough comedy
to relieve the audience from the strain of eleven

long reels of action. It has story, action, heart

interest and comedy. Fox sold it to us on a

straight rental and we did our own selling it

to the public and brought home the bacon. If

you haven’t bought it, do so and get behind it,

and it will live up to anything you can say for it.

Charged 25 and 50c and nothing but praise.

—

C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—
Terrible! Casey Jones sure went to sleep at the

switch on this one. Six reels.—Russell Armen-
trout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—
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A good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—Very good

and very well liked but poor attendance. Good

comments.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Neb.—General patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—Splendid
entertainment, as a racing story. They don’t

make them any better.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones—I believe

Western pictures are the best liked type of screen

entertainment today, if the proper kind, but in

this picture I say it is the wrong kind, as I

don’t see where they think all this gun play

stuff is necessary and does any good in a picture.

That is where all the complaint is on Western

pictures. Five reels.—J. J. Sarah, Sarah theatre.

Canon City, Colo.—General patronage.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones—Buck
continues to be a favorite with our patrons. He’s

an old standby for us. Mix, Jones and Thom-
son, with Hoot Gibson following close on their

heels, keep us well supplied with Westerns.

’’Gold and the Girl" will please 100 per cent.

Six reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LIGHTNIN’: Special cast—This is a good pic-

ture and will please the majority. Eight reels.

—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

THE HUNTED WOMAN : Seena Owen—A few

beautiful outdoor scenes is all we could see in

this one. Will pass as a fair program picture

but why it was ever classed a special I don't

know. Guess the word special makes lots of

money for some producers. Five reels.—M. G.

Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General

patronage.

THE DESERT OUTLAW: Buck Jones—Poor.
That is what my patrons reported. Did not seem
to please, so don’t go very strong on this, if you

are booking Fox pictures. Six reels.—G. W.
Johnson, Johnson theatre, Marmarth, N. D.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THAT FRENCH LADY : Shirley Mason—I read

some terrible reports on this sister, and was a

little bit scared about setting her in. Well, it’s

a funny world. If it was as rotten as the boys

said, I thought I would run it two days in order

to get back the rental. They love Shirley here

and how they did come. Personally think the

boys were right in their reports, as Shirley

doesn’t belong in this sort of a damphool pic-

ture. Hereafter, Shirley, you stick to your line

of stuff. Six reejs.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer -v

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Here is

one of the cleverest comedy dramas we have run

in many months. Pleased highbrow and low-

brow alike. Step on this one : it will back you
up. Seven reels.—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre.

Eureka, Kan.—General patronage.

HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Very nice

picture and especially appealing to the fair sex.

Norma is a real beauty and can act, but as yet

is not any knockout at the box office, but she

should make the grade before long.—Joe Hewitt,

Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Special cast—A fairly en-

tertaining program picture, not up to M. G.

standard. Plenty of comedy, weak plot. Good
acting. Pauline Starke well liked. Seven reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre. Chilton, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Fine comedy of

Western type. Just as good as ‘‘The Navigator.”
Everyone pleased and said so.—A. F. Jenkins,

Community theatre, David City, Neb.—General
patronage.

THE CIRCLE: Eleanor Boardman—Not even

a program picture. If you haven’t bought it,

lay off. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

SOUL MATES: Aileen Pringle—While this

one has a foreign story, they never found it

out until we got them in and the very clever

titles help make it a pleasing picture. Six reels.

—M. J. Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—With
a little advance advertising this picture did a

good business and my audience was very much
enthused over it. I have a very critical audience,

being made up of high class patronage, this be-

ing a select winter resort.—T. L. Little, Majes-
tic theatre, Camden. S. C.—General patronage.

Special to

Vera Reynolds
THE GOLDEN BED: (Paramount)

Cecil B. DeMille. This is a fine pic-

ture, very elaborately done in DeMille
style. Well worth booking.
Vera Reynolds is the coming star

today and if given suitable pictures

to work in is going to lead the field.

Here is world’s of luck to you, Vera,

from one who thinks you are on the

top row now. Nine reels.—G. W.
JOHNSON, Johnson theatre, Mar-

marth, N. D.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—An-
other audience picture. Nothing much to the

story, but has good comedy, which puts it over.

—T. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—Zero
weather, zero business and sub-zero picture. Was
glad the weather was bad so I could sneak it

over without doing any great damage and I sure

got my wish. Second night did not have much
more than a corporal’s guard and don’t blame
’em. One of those darn sordid pictures that no-

body wants to see and the kind managers are

ashamed to put over. If this is a special I am
P. T. Barnum, the second.—Joe Hewitt, Strand

theatre, Robinson. 111.—General patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Dandy little

picture. Pleased ladies 100 per cent and men
enjoyed it about as well. When you run it, tell

the men to take a seat in the baldheaded row
and they will think they are at the Follies.

Seven reels.-—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,

Ark.—Small town patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Give your

patrons a treat and take one yourself. All the

color and richness of the Ziegfeld Follies brought

before your very eyes. Would not class this as

a leg show, but they can be seen in great num-
bers. Scenes in technicolor added materially and

we were pleased and surprised to find our best

patrons attending, although we advertised it as

a fast stepping show with Ann Pennington doing

the Charleston. Nothing to offend any broad-

minded person. Tell them it’s snappy and you’ll

have no kicks. The three sheet on the outside

told the story and the people that came were not

brought in by force. Six reels.—Gunther &
Metzger, Palace theatre. Syracuse, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—A very

good comedy that seems to please, as that is

what the people want now. Six reels.—G. W.
Johnson, Johnson theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

—

General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Conrad Nagel—One of the

cleverest comedy-dramas we have ever shown.
Thrills and everything.—W. S. Owen, Russell

theatre, Brunswick. Mo.—Small town patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies—With
all the titles that are changed for pictures with-

out any real reason, why on earth did they let

this one stand ? Fair enough picture, but that

name sure killed it here. In New York it would
get over on the strength of the play, but it was
dead wood out in the wide open spaces. Eight

reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

Special to

Fannie Hurst
MANNEQUIN: (Paramount)

Special cast—I don’t blame them for

paying Fannie Hurst $50,000 for this.

It’s worth it. What a story! What a

cast! What direction! What a pic-

ture! One of the very best stories

filmed this year.

There’s going to be a lot^of talk

about this picture. It’s a sort of

“Humoresque” -story, though entirely

new and original in theme. A kindly
blizzard accompanied its Cresco run,

but lots of you boys can make a lot

of money with this.-—FRED HINDS,
Cresco theatre, Cresco, Iowa.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies—
Marion Davies in an entirely new role. Pleased

usual patronage on Monday and Tuesday. Metro-

Goldwyn pictures please, once you get them in.

Titles not exactly suitable for small town in

most cases but the pictures are above the aver-

age for entertainment. Eight reels.—Gunther &
Metzger, Paiaee theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast—This is one of that

type of picture that either pleases or disgusts.

The well educated patrons will go nuts over it

while the average will not care for it. Excel-

lent story and acting for this style picture. First

day excellent business and the second a flop. Can-
not recommend it for small towns or shows
catering to the masses.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre. Chandler: Okia.—Small town pat-

ronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast—Costume picture. Too
long and pleased about 50 per cent. Do not con-
sider it satisfactory picture for small town.
Eleven reels.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Har-
rison, Ark.—Small town patronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast. A good big picture.

Story good. Cast fine. Gave general satisfaction.

Little high class for a small town.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN: Alice Terry—
About the poorest thing we ever ran at special
price. Let Metro keep it on the shelf. Seven
reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins
Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

WINE OF YOUTH: Special cast—Some few
thought the picture ought to have been censored.
Outside of that everyone thought well of it. Pho-
tography extra good ; all of the actors did good
work. Picture is above the average. It ought
to satisfy most any audience. Seven reels.—H.
G. Isbell, Casina DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

—

General patronage.

THREE WISE FOOLS: Special cast—Small
house on account of bad roads and bad weather.
The picture was well liked by the small audience.
All the acting was good ; plot fair. Photography
good. It is good enough to be a winner any-
where. Seven reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuxe
theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

DON’T DOUBT YOUR HUSBAND: Viola
Dana—A very clever light comedy in which the
dainty little Viola does some mighty fine work.
If we had this to do over we would get couples
that had been married in the last six months in
the house as our guests. Positively a great big
chance for such an ad. It’s a light comedy but
went over 100 per cent here and sent them all

home smiling. Six reels.—Giaeoma Bros., Crys-
tal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Alice Terry—Another
of the “Herald’s 104.” With less paper than usual
with which to work and with no scenes showing
the cloudburst, the one action bet of the play,
for the first time in my life I decided to talk
personally in my newspaper advertising. I told
the public that “The Great Divide” was written
by my professor of English literature at the
University of Chicago—William Vaughn Moody, a
wonderfully fine fe'ilow—that I had seen the stage
and the screen play ; that it had a fine dramatic
plot ; beautiful scenic shots of the Grand Can-
yon ; the most wonderful cloudburst-canyon scene
ever screened ; and pledged them enjoyable enter-
tainment. Did they respond? S. R. O. the first

night and this play stands number 10 on my
1925-26 attendance record sheet.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast—A pic-
ture that is a picture. Everything for entertain-
ment. Very, very good. Seven reels.—A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies—A fine
production which pleased. Better than any war
picture I have ever had except “Birth of a Na-
tion.” But there are too many of these war
pictures and when you have seen one, the others
pall on you. Eleven reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

—With me, a better-than-most Paramount spe-
cial. This is a good picture. With proper ex-
ploitation will get them, and when they are in,

will please.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Cam-
den, S. C.—General patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson

—

The picture is all that it is intended to be. It's

wonderful, but it did not draw for me and we
did everything in an advertising way. Ten reels.
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A Terrific Drama That Is

Being Lived Today!

The front pages of the newspapers are selling “Casey

of the Coast Guard” for you*

Just look at them. Rum and drug traffic, smuggling of

aliens,—powerful organized efforts, and it’s up to the

Coast Guard to stop them.



Battles are fought, men in the U* S. service are killed,—to

defend the law* This story covers the inside lives of these

hardy men* It is amazingly thrilling, yet it’s also amaz*

ingly true*

The title both tells and sells the serial* Your public will

want to see the Coast Guard as it is, in a drama that’s

being lived today*

Pafheserial
(If*)
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—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson—
I played this picture week following Dallas, Tex.,

and used an orchestra. The lowbrow will not

like it. My patronage is mostly farmers and
some of them did not appreciate it. The better

class of trade will thank you for showing it.

Betty Bronson is good. So is Moore. Ten reels.

—Jas. B. Trout, Liberty theatre, Leonard, Tex.

—

General patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—A very clever comedy. Not as big as I ex-

pected. Pleased 75 per cent.—Henry Sparks,

Grand and Gem theatres, Cooper, Tex.—General
patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—Well liked and drew fair. The laughs were
not as fast as they should be, nor as hearty.

Something wasn’t just right, but good entertain-

ment at that.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre,

Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—It is

questionable that this is a good small town pic-

ture. Patrons’ comments about 50-50. Therefore,

would say it pleased about 50 per cent. Person-
ally consider it a fine picture. Too long. Ten
reels.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—Jump-
ing Jupiter! D. W., we never thought you’d ever

“jazz it up’ ’like this. Wow ! They sure do
some reckless Charleston in this. But after they

get through with that, this develops a mighty
good story and personally I rather like the jazz

stuff, but reflected with much satisfaction that I

didn’t invite the ministers. On the whole an ex-
ceptionally good picture.—Fred Hinds, Cresco
theatre, Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

LORD JIM: Special cast—The men will like

it, but we failed to hear anything but adverse
comment from the ladies. Seven reels.—D. E.

Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—Proved a fair

box office attraction and pleased about 70 per
cent.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden,
S. C.—General patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—This
picture pleased those who liked it at all, but
those who didn’t like it thought it a piece of

junk and quite a few told us so. Six reels.

—

Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View.

—

General patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
Here is a picture that fooled us. Story is good
and lots of laughs in it. We expected something
sad because Pola was in it, but it wasn’t. It

was lively and interesting.—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Extra
good. This is a dandy for any house—S. H. Rich,
Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Great
show for any house. Cruze hits the ball again.
Belongs with the biggest ones. Grossed less than
we thought it would but roads are all blocked.

—

Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre, Cresco, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Another
good one that pleases everyone. Many said bet-

ter than “The Covered Wagon’’ but I could not
see it, either from the standpoint of acting or
from box office, but it is a h—1 of a good one.
Film good. Ten reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Good lit-

tle comedy. Bebe quite popular and this picture,

while not big, is satisfactory.—S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—A splen-

did entertainment. Gave satisfaction.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Good lit-

tle comedy. Bebe quite popular here as else-

where (thank you, Mr. Hinds). It held busi-

ness up on December 23, 24 and that's more than
most of them will do. Fred Hinds, Cresco theat-
tre, Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—A dandy
picture which will please much better than many
of the company’s so-called big ones. Six reels.

—

P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

—

General patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—We didn’t see

anything bad about this, except the terrible pho-
tography. In fact, it seemed to please generally.

Special to

Old Timers

THE TORNADO: (Universal)
House Peters—This is a picture which
should be run in every small town in

Wisconsin, Maine or any other state

where they have, or have had, logging
operations on a big scale. When the

flood comes down and the logs begin
the move it takes you back to your
kid days when the bravest of us (I

mean the biggest damphools) would
run from one bank to the other of

Black River almost choked with
swirling logs. Invited a bunch of old
lumberjacks and river hogs and they
said it took ’em back to the old days
which are no more.
The storm scene was good. The

train wreck was extra good and every-

body had a good time, except me.
With 40 below weather you can’t ex-

pect anyone to come to see a show,
or anything else. Almost took in

enough to pay parcel post charges,

but I claim it was a fine picture for

all that. Seven reels.—WM. E.

TRAGSDORF, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—We were lucky

with this. Ran it just before Christmas. A good

place to kill it. There’s just a little bit less

than nothing to it.—Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre,

Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

HANDS UP : Raymond Griffith—Any time Ray
Griffith is the star of a picture, we have pleasant

anticipations. This may not be quite as good
as some of his others, but it’s good.—Fred Hinds.

Cresco theatre, Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—
Excellent program picture, not a special, but

pleased everyone and is worthy of all the credit

it obtained. An ideal picture for a small town.
Jack Holt is good and so is Billy Dove.—W.
Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Special cast—
Came close to breaking our Thanksgiving Day
record. Great show, made to order for small

towns. Curwood is enough but Paramount made
it, so it’s well made.—Fred Hinds, Cresco thea-

tre, Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—Ran
this Friday and Saturday to a very good busi-

ness considering the weather. Had 'lots of favor-

able comments and would say that it pleased 90

per cent. An extra good outdoor action picture.

Billie Dove very good.—Henry Sparks, Grand and
Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED : Richard Dix—Very nice

picture but wild and impossible story and seem-
ingly poor directorial spots. However, it pleased

and drew fairly well, so I can class it as okay.

—

Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—Just about

the right type of picture for the average audi-

ence. Has thrills, action, comedy and pleasing

situations. Dix is at his best and Esther Ral-

ston was never more beautiful and appealing.

Drew fairly well and everyone had a good word
for it. Dix looks like a fixture in stardom.

—

Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou—
Too slow for a comedy and you couldn’t call it a

drama, so I guess it’s a betwixt and between.

—

Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres, Cooper,

Tex.—General patronage.

ANY WOMAN : Alice Terry—Poor for small

towns.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Idaho.—General patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Bessie Love—A nice program
picture with comedy that was liked. Held inter-

est.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo,

111.—Small town patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—Did
not please the Meighan favorites. Tom is fast

losing out. Better get him out of the rut pretty

soon or he will be a past number. Eight reels.

—G. W. Johnson, Johnson theatre, Marmarth,
N. D.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—An interesting picture from start to

finish and was liked by all and drew well.—Jack
Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small
town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
In my opinion about the best little picture on
the screen. It sure takes you home. Patrons
did not take to it so kindly ; don’t know why.
Business fair.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre,

Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Very good
entertainment. Pleased all classes. Business good

but not big.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre,

Geneseo 111.—Small town patronage.

THE SWAN : Ricardo Cortez—Just another

trademark picture. Plenty of comedy and that’s

all. Print we got was very poorly developed.

If you have it booked, play it on your weak
night, for if you put it before a large crowd
your box office will register a terrible slump for

the next two weeks. Seven reels.— O. H. Raeper.

Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—This picture

seemed to please. It gave satisfaction but it is

not as good as some other pictures this star made.

—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—This is a

delightful picture. The scenes in Ireland are

fine. Book it.—E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre,

Aurora, Ind.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Made a

good New Year’s attraction. Best Swanson in

some time for small towns. More on the “Man-
handled” order, though not so good.—Fred Hinds.

Cresco theatre, Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Did not

please the Swanson fans, who consider slapstick

comedy cheapens this actress. Otherwise would

class this as rather ordinary comedy that will

please about 50 per cent.—I. A. McCaskill, Cros-

sett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Here
is an ideal small town picture from every angle.

Grab this and boost it and if you get them in

(which should be easy on account of it being a

Harold Bell Wright story) the picture will please

them. We boosted prices on it for a New Year’s

show and done fine business and pleased as near

100 per cent as any of them will. Eight reels.

—

Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE: Special cast—Not
much for a small town. Smallest business in

months.—S. R. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Idaho.—General patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES: Richard Dix—Showed
this to good business. Dix well liked here and

personally think he knows what kind of acting

the people like. His pictures are enjoyed by

the whole family, which is saying a whole lot.

Seven reels.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre,

Guttenberg, Iowa.—General patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels—

Any house wanting a comedy drama that will

please every human attending will do well to

book this one. Bebe certainly outdoes herself.

To me it’s as laughable as “Charley’s Aunt.”

—

Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper,

Tex.—General patronage.

WAGES OF VIRTUE: Gloria Swanson

—

What I considered good, but this star is always

a flop for me. Never even takes in film rental.

Film good. Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag.

Strand theatre, Ransom. Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

ADVENTURE: Special east—Here is the

first South Sea story that I have ever liked. A
very good picture. There’s no Hula Hula stuff

in this. If you haven’t it booked, don’t be afraid

to do so. It pleased 99 per cent. Seven reels.—

O. H. Raeper, Leeds’ theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—

-

General patronage.

HER LOVE STORY : Gloria Swanson—A very

good story. It pleased 90 per cent here, but be

careful, as it is a foreign picture and if your

audience doesn’t cater to this kind of stuff, don’t

book it. Otherwise, go ahead and boost it as

a special. Seven reels.— O. H. Raeper, Leeds’

theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General patronage.

KICK IN : Betty Compson—A fine picture

shown to very poor attendance. Six reels.—A. C.

Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek. N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

FLAMING PASSION : Special cast—If you
want a real picture book it and boost it. You
can’t go wrong on it. Fire scenes are wonderful.
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—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, Iowa.—General

patronage.

WILD BILL HICKOK: William S. Hart—

A

nice Western drama all the way through. Pleased

80 per cent. Seven reels.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gil-

bertville, Iowa.—General patronage.

TO THE LAST MAN: Richard Dix—Zane
Grey stories always draw good. It kills about

everybody off but people seem to like it at that.

Seven reels.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, Iowa.

—General patronage.

DANGEROUS MONEY: Bebe Daniels—Bebe’s
pictures draw better than most of the feminine

stars. Didn’t make any money on ’’Dangerous

Money” but it pleased those who came. I notice

that they are giving her comedy roles in her later

releases and that’s where she belongs, as she has

the pep and ability to put them over. Seven reels.

—J. B. Garter, Electric theatre, Browning, Mo.

—

General patronage.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Ricardo Cortez

—I got the surprise of my young life in this one.

I was expecting something mushy ; instead I got

some of the finest humor I have seen. Pleased

high percentage. I could stand lots like this

one. Wish it had another title. Six reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—
Small town patronage.

THE CHARMER: Pola Negri—This one of

Pola’s is good. General satisfaction. Six reels.

—

J. Steenport, Home theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS:
Special cast—Here is another Zane Grey story

that has been picturized in very good taste. Beau-

tiful scenery, fine photography ; story consistent,

well directed. Has some tense scenes and the

work of Holt, Beery and Billie Dove is fine. Beery

doing a role in a most masterful manner. An-
other Western that's right. Seven reels.—Gia-

coma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

CONTRABAND: Noah Beery—This is a very

good picture, but no special. Seven reels.—E. C.

Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General
patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special cast

—Here is as nice a little comedy drama as we
have run for a long time. The entire cast do

fine work. Story is very good and up to date.

No slapstick comedy but good clean stuff enjoyed

by our good sized crowd and will please most of

them. Ford Sterling just about steals the show
and is very good.—Crosby & Schwierske. Rex the-

atre, Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special

cast—A corking comedy-drama with piety of good
healthy giggles in it. Enjoyed by all.—Jack
Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small

town patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-

Mille—Patrons well pleased. A very fine pro-

duction. Too much money for this picture for

the small town to make any profit. Ten reels.

—

St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, Iowa.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-
Mille—A No. 1 special. Drew one of the largest

crowds we’ve had. Book it by all means. Eleven
reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buean Vista.

Va.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De-
Mille—A little late in reporting on this picture,

but will have to say just what all others say, the
most wonderful picture ever made. Eleven reels.

—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—This
is a scream. Of course it is silly but that is

what it was intended to be. Show it. Seven
reels.—American Legion theatre, Broadlands, 111.

—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond Griffith—This
is O. K. Griffith is the whole show, but Gerly
gets a few laughs at the first of the story. We
find Griffith a good money maker for us. Six
reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special cast—Poor
entertainment. Story of early California days.

Story tries to arouse one’s sympathy for gamblers
and dislike for reformers. There is no sympathy
aroused for anyone save Pauline Starke, who is

splendid. Director lengthened play to develope
Wallace Beery, and ruined the whole thing mixing
up attempted comedy with melodrama. At best
it’s a strong rough play for men who like fight-

ing. The general run of patrons knocked it.

Second night very poor. Eight reels.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho—General pat-
ronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO : Special cast—An en-

Special to

Poster Men
CODE OF THE WILDERNESS:

(Vitagraph) Special cast—Another
box office bet. Those playing West-
erns be sure and get this one. It

has action, suspense, good plot, and
comedy. Alice Calhoun and John
Bowers are very pleasing. Otis Har-
lan as Uncle Jeph is a barrel of fun

and Alan Hale is a real villain.

This has the best paper of any
play I ever ran; the colored, em-
bossed varnished lobby displays are

irresistible. Folks simply had to

walk in, a la spider and fly. Good
paper is one of the fundamentals of

the small city show game and Vita-

graph evidently knows. Good print.

Seven reels.—PHILIP RAND, Rex
theatre, Salmon. Idaho.

tertaining picture. Goes over nicely.—C. M.
Vail, Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GOLDEN BED: Special cast—In my
opinion the worst picture we have played this

many months. Poorly acted, and to think they

try and sell us a whole company's product on
the name of this. Gentlemen 1 Way overpriced

and if I had known it was as bad as it was I

would have shelved it anyway. The bunk, is all

I have to say about it. Nine reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOLDEN BED: Special cast—Cecil De-
Mille keeps up his good work from year to year
and this is equal to any, regardless. The cast is

great, story fine and DeMille’s contrast between
classes is seen early and last. Fine suspense
leading to climax and the ending leaves everybody
happy and the moral is there. Even the title

writer has done the best work of any we have
ever yet seen. Don’t pass this up. Your patrons
will enjoy it. Nine reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot
theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION : Antonio Moreno

—

Here is a very good Western but the characters
in it are misplaced. Why will producers pic-

turize a popular novel and then put a big man
to represent a character that was represented as
a small man in the book? Such things spoil the
picture. Film good. Seven reels.—W. A. Doer-
schlag. Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Special cast—Ex-
cellent picture. Drew well to slight advance in

price of admission. Patrons very well pleased,

although picture was criticized by some as not
hewing to the original story by Zane Grey. Pos-
sibly this was the fault of the print, which had
every indication of being in good shape, how-
ever. This picture will appeal to all classes.

Seven reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

CODE OF THE SEA: Special cast—This was
a very good picture. One of the very best storm
scenes you ever saw and should please any audi-

ence.—St. Mary’s Hall, Gilbertville, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—This is

one of the best pictures we have run in months.
Has the most spectacular forest fire you ever
saw. Seven reels.—American Legion theatre,

Broadlands, 111.—Small town patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—Here is

another good one, starring Zane Grey’s name,
which means business. This is a little different

from most Zane Grey pictures, as it had more
comedy. Eddie Gribbon supplies the comedy part,

and Owen Moore handles his part well. Good
picture and will stand a little raise. Seven reels.

—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—This is the first Meighan we have run
since “The Ne’er Do Well” a year or so ago and
it went over in pretty good shape. The story

isn’t anything to brag about but Meighan’s work
was very good and although we put this on as an
Xmas special and advanced admission we got by
with it O. K. but would not advise raising ad-
mission on it as story is not strong enough.
All in all a very good picture. Seven reels.

—

Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

NEW LIVES FOR OLD: Betty Compson—
Here is one that has what every drama should
have, a good interesting plot. This is a fine, in-

teresting, clean show and pleased nearly all that
saw it. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Special cast—Not much
to this. Too slow and draggy.—Henry Sparks,
Grand and Gem theatres, Cooper, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
A splendid picture. Story good. Star fine. One
of the best Swanson pictures we ever played.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL: Rudolph Valentino—

A

lot of applesauce. I have one more of dear Rudy,
but I am going to pay for it and leave it. Nine
reels.—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greens-
burg, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—

A

very good Western with a slight raise in admis-
sion. Seven reels.—C. M. Vail, Blende theatre,

Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO: Betty Bronson—A very

sweet picture. Bronson is wonderful in this story

of twenty-five years ago. Get your pianist to

play “On the Sidewalks of New York.”—C . M.
Vail, Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK: Adolphe Menjou—

A

smooth running picture but hardly the class of

picture that takes in a small town. Six reels.

—

C. M. Vail, Blenee theatre, Benton. Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—A very fine picture. Percy Marmont
proved that he is a real actor.—C. M. Vail, Blende
theatre, Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: James Kirk-
wood—Not the kind of picture we like to run.

Not much pep or action until the end, and then
everybody seemed glad it was over. Not a pic-

ture for family trade, as it will not please the

children. Seven reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot thea-

tre, Patriot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—A fairly good
picture that seemed to please.—Mr. and Mrs. E.

Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

THE SPANIARD: Ricardo Cortez—One of the

best pictures. We showed Christmas. It pleased

both young and old. Cortez better than Valen-
tino. I think this picture will make him many
admirers. Some sheik, they said. Seven reels.—

-

Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE : Special cast—An aver-

age program picture that neither helps nor hurts

your business except on the night you run it.

Will entertain moderately those you can get in,

but won’t cause any riot calls at the box office.

—

I. A. McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—

-

General patronage.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT: Pola Negri—This
picture is not a small town picture, not in the

way that there is anything objectionable in it, but

because the average small town audience is not

educated up to the amount of emotional acting

this star does. She is not a box office bet, doing
the poorest business of any star in this house,

The tense scene that should grip an audience is

always the sign for the ribald guffaw, and my
people are not below the average intelligence, but

her work in every picture we have played of her

does not get by with the audience. Either she is

too Latin in her acting and mannerisms or else

the stories and direction have fallen down, any-

way she does not go over and as I have one more
play to play of her I am going to play it and
either take the loss or arrange for another pro-

duction in its place. As the gods decide. In the

five or six pictures we have played of her she

has not grossed a nickel profit and I am through
with Negri for all time. This is the last attempt
to put her over in this town. She is absolutely

not there with a small town audience, not a single

comment favorable.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia
City, Ind.—General patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Another good

Lloyd comedy to good business, with the ex-

change getting plenty for their end. My per-

sonal friends told me that they like “California
Straight Ahead” much better. Played this the
week previous. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess

theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—We scrapped
with Pathe over price so long on this that we
didn’t get to run it until December 7, 8, 9 ; but
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we waited long enough so Pathe did not get all

the money, as per most of the reports. They got

plenty and so did we. It did about three times as

much business as any previous Lloyd ; right after

a blizzard at that.—Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre,

Cresco, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Fine, Fine!

This one made the money, even if Pathe did get

a high rental and percentage.—Legion theatre,

Milldgeville, III.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—As good as

any of Lloyd’s, which means pleased 100 per cent.

This is the last Lloyd we intend to run unless his

contracts are modified so there is some left for us.

I hope every exhibitor in the United States will

take this stand and bring the price of his pictures

down where they belong. Seven reels.—D. E. Fit-

ton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—An average

Lloyd picture. Not worth the price to us. Seven

reels.—W. S. Owen, Russell theatre, Brunswick,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—I can only

say that this picture is over-advertised. Gets a

good many laughs but is not as good as “Girl

Shy” by far. I am through paying big prices

for this star and hope Paramount prices his pic-

tures at what they are worth. Seven reels.—W.
A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A good and wonder-

ful picture. Better than the ones others sell for

specials. This is a real novelty. If bought at a

fair program price, as I did, it will make reason-

able money in any house as all classes will be at-

tracted. I recommend this picture.—L. M. Jones,

Arcadia theatre, Yandergrift, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

BLACK CYCLONE : Rex—A dandy. Drew bet-

ter than “The Freshman.”—W. S. Owen, Russell

theatre, Brunswick, Mo.—Small town patronage.

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—Good Film. This

seemed to be a pretty good comedy picture that

kept our crowd in a good humor. They didn’t

laugh as much as they did on “The Freshman”
however. Lloyd comedies seem to please our peo-

ple pretty well. Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

Prod. Dis. Corp.
SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—A very

fine picture. Do not be afraid to advertise, for it

is sure to please. At least it satisfied my audi-

ence.—W. Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault Ste.

Marie, Mich.—General patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—Enter-
tains the audience very well. I personally liked

it.—Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.

—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—This is

a very unusual picture and sure gets the laughs.

It should make money for any exhibitor. If you
haven’t played it, do so. It will make them sit

up and take notice. Raise your admission prices,

as it is worth all you can get. Eight reels.—J. B.

Carter. Electric theatre, Browning, Mo.—General
patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Boys, it’s

a knockout. Step on it and you will make some
money and also please your patrons. Eight reels.

-—J. E. Dragginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Vera Reynolds
—Fine picture. Wonderful acting of characters.

Would be much better if DeMille would explain

it in a short synopsis. Special. Ten reels.—J. E.

Dragginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General

patronage.

THE MAN FROM RED GULCH: Harry Carey

—Just a motion picture. Nothing in the plot

to arouse one’s interest. Poor entertainment. Six

reels.—P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau,

S. D.—General patronage.

ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE: James Kirkwood

—

A very interesting picture. Six reels.—A. C.

Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

THE GIRL OF GOLD; BEAUTY AND THE
BAD MAN : Just fair programs. Did not have
any pulling power. Leave them off.—G. C. Scott,

Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.—General patron-

age.

TROUPING WITH ELLEN: Special cast—

A

clean little program picture. Sold me as a special.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

WELCOME STRANGER: Special cast—

A

dandy picture but no drawing power for us. If

Special to

The Cast

THE LIMITED MAIL: (Warner
Bros.) Monte Blue. The best rail-

road picture I ever played. Wonder-
ful scenery. Very good photography
and a real railroad picture. It’s a

peach, and so is little Vera Reynolds,
one of the sweetest girls on the
screen. She is a comer, and so is

Marion Nixon and Pauline Garon.
Just watch these three little girls.

They have some of the old stars beat
right now. Oh yes, Monte Blue, you
did the best acting you ever did in

“The Limited Mail.” Your friend
Willard Louis was also very good. —
E. C. ACCOLA, Bonham theatre,

Prairie du Sac, Wis.

you like good clean comedy drama, don’t be
afraid of this one. It has a cast of real artists.

Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—This
was a good picture from reports and seemed to

please. Carey has his followers and never dis-

appoints. Six reels.—G. W. Johnson, Johnson
theatre, Marmarth, N. D.—General patronage.

United Artists
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—This was

a dandy. Had good appeal on account of fact
so many remembered this land rush and had rela-

tives in it. Good entertainment. Give me more
like it, Bill. A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Neb.—General patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—A come-
back for Hart as far as pictures go, but not a
comeback at the box office.—T. Winninger, Palace
theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—Good pic-

ture but no draw. Valentino has lost out.—T.

Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
certainly must congratulate Mary on this one
and I hope she makes many more as good. Gave
as near 100 per cent satisfaction as any picture

we have shown.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
This was our Christmas picture and is one of

the best we have shown for months. Nine reels.

—

W. S. Owen, Russell theatre, Brunswick, Mo.—

-

Small town patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
Mary is back to the type of picture that every-

body likes and glad to hear it. Picture went
over very good and was well liked. Business good

but not great.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo thea-

tre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
We consider this one of the outstanding pictures

of the year. If this doesn’t entertain them, there

is no hope. Ten reels.—American Legion theatre,

Broadlands, 111.—Small town patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carold Demp-
ster—Personally I think this among the very

best. My patrons were divided. It drew well

and pleased majority.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre,

Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Demp-
ster—Another one from United Artists that is

very good. It has everything in it to make it

entertaining. Ten reels.—American Legion thea-

tre. Broadlands, 111.—Small town patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—This is a

good program picture. Just about the right

length (six reels). The dog does good work and
there is enough action and comedy touches to

hold one’s interest all the way through. It lost

me a little money but the weather was bad and
the roads worse and this is a dull time of the

year. I guess that it takes so much money for

coal, doctor bills and heavy clothes that they

don’t have much left for amusements. They have

to eat, too. Six reels.—J. B. Carter, Electric thea-

tre, Browning, Mo.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—A dandy
Saturday night picture. Peter the Great is a

wonder. Five reels.—W. S. Owen, Russell thea-

tre, Brunswick, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE GIRL I LOVED: Charles Ray—Friday to

average Friday night business. I regretted that
so many came to see it, for it is without ques-
tion the poorest excuse of a picture that it has
been my misfortune to see during my sixteen
years as an exhibitor. United Artists should
change their name when they take the sponsor-
ship of such a piece of junk. Sidestep if you are
wise and wish to retain your friends. Eight reels.

P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N.
Y.—Small town patronage.

POLLYANNA: Mary Piekford—Thursday to

big business. The picture is almost as old as I

am, and I am an octogenarian, but this mag-
netism of Mary Pickford’s name brought them in

as her name always did and always will while
she makes pictures. Six reels.—P. W. Quinlin,
Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

Universal
THE HOME MAKER: Clive Brook—The best

domestic drama I have ever played or seen. Make
a direct appeal to married folks, as it will appeal
especially to them. It is one of the cleanest pic-

tures I have played and there are kids that have
important parts all through the picture, so it will

appeal to the whole family and is an ideal show
for Family Night. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: Percy Marmont—Sun-
day night business good. Patrons well pleased. It is

a Sunday night picture that should please any
town where the people are the least bit religious.

The scenes are very beautiful and taking it all

together it is a very fine picture that should go
anywhere. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patron-

age.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: Special cast—We are

going to give you the lowdown on this quick.

If you don’t live in a strong Catholic community
don’t run this at all. If you do live in such a

community be sure and advertise it as a picture

very suitable for people of Catholic belief. For
general appeal as entertainment for movie fans

it is certainly no good. If you can put it on
for a benefit for Catholic church, it will go over

good. We live in a Catholic town and didn’t get

mobbed for running it, but advertise it for what
it is or tell them to keep it, for it’s the bunk
as entertainment. Cast do very well with what
story there is to it. Seven reels.—Crosby &
Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—Just
an average sea picture. We have had too many
sea stories recently. Seven reels.—C. M. Vail,

Blende theatre, Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Would
call this the best picture Hoot ever put out. Not
the wildest and wooliest perhaps, but for good
entertainment for all classes it just about rings

the bell. His leading lady. Marcelline Day, is a

find, out of the ordinary type. Should get some-

where, though in the rough yet on screen acting.

Six reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—A good
Western picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-

tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SIEGE: Special cast—Good, but not as good
as “The Goose Woman,” although it drew bigger
business. Have run five or six from Universal’s

Complete Service Contract and they have all been
money-makers and the prints have been good.

Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre,

Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Big picture. No question about it. Won-
derful acting on the part of Lon Chaney, but
I can’t see where Mary Philbin and Norman
Kerry are so good. They get by and that’s all.

Did a big business on it, even though I am in

a small town, but the picture is gruesome. A
school teacher told me she left the light burning
all night after she saw it. Chaney’s makeup
creates talk and they will come to see it through
curiosity. The big colored scenes are wonderful.
Ten reels.—E. C. Accola, Bonham theatre. Prairie

du Sac, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—This is just a great big picture. When
that is said, enough said. Is worth about half the
price Universal is getting for it. Sure took a
flop. Ten reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

PEACOCK FEATHERS: Special cast—Must
admit that this one fooled us. Don’t be afraid

of this. It has everything that makes the patron
like it. Universal must be O. K. this year. Seven
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reels.—G. C. Scott, Liberty theatre, Pikeville, Ky.

General patronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Accord—Some
pretty good thrills in this, including a prize-fight.

We gave them two 2-reel comedies with this and
it made up a very satisfactory program. Five

reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—A good

action picture. Six reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess

theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
“The Calgary Stampede’’ and “Let ’er Buck” are

the best pictures Hoot Gibson ever made. I raised

the admission price and packed the house. It

drew the biggest crowd I ever had on a Sunday
night. Beat that if you can. I tried it with lots

of big ones but "The Calgary Stampede” is still

in the lead. Six reels.—E. C. Accola, Bonham
theatre. Prairie du Sac, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald

Denny—Here is really the best thing Denny ever

did that we have shown, and we have run them
all up to this one. If they cannot enjoy this one

they sure are dead. As clean as they make them.

Kept our good crowd in an uproar from begin-

ning to end. Good many said best show they have

seen for long time. You small town guys, grab

this if you want to show them a real show. Seven

reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald

Denny—They don’t make them any better than

this. It’s just a big comedy hit. Keeps them in

a chuckle all through the six reels.—C. A. Spain

hour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

THE MAD WHIRL: May McAvoy—-A very

good picture. It may be a little old but it sure

shows up the parents of today. A very good

moral. Don’t be afraid to book it and boost it.

—

O. H. Raeper, Leeds’ theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—Gen-

eral patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—A very good

program picture but hardly the class to have the

Jewel trademark. Peters good but the role not

heavy enough for his ability. Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler fine as the headstrong wilful girl, certainly a

fine little actress and not hard to look at. Don’t

wonder Doug picked her for his next picture.

Story ran in the “Saturday Evening Post” and
some will remember it. At a program price you
will be satisfied. Six reels.—C. H. Mouton, Bijou

theatre, Beach. N. D.—Small town patronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—A good story of

the sea. House Peters, though he does not draw
very well for us, has always done well. Patsy

Ruth Miller co-starring also does well in this

particular picture. Sorry more did not see it.

Used extra advertising. No fault of ours, nor of

quality of picture. But we had no average at-

tendance at that. Will just charge the devil up
with the loss. Six reels.—Ralph K. Russell, New
Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HEAD WINDS: House Peters—Goodbye House
Peters. This is the last one of his we have to

run and we are glad of it, for they keep getting

weaker and weaker and Peters keeps getting

worse and worse, and to think they put such a

nice little chic in with him as Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler, and she was supposed to fall in love with
him—wow ! Believe she would have to have a

worse fever than she had in the picture to do

that. There isn’t much to the story and, al-

though there are a few nice scenes in it, it is

a rather weak offering. House Peters made his

mark when he made “The Storm” and has been
living on that reputation ever since. He has no
following here and this will be the last for him.

Six reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre.

Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—A good
clean-cut comedy that ought to please any audi-

ence.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres.

Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

BROADWAY OR BUST: Hoot Gibson—Re-
ceived many excellent comments on this picture.

Several said that it was the best one Hoot had
ever made. Anyway it’s a dandy picture stuffed

with laughs from start to finish and will please

any audience any time, any place. Six reels.

—

Jos. W. Springer, Strand theatre. Elizabethtown,
Ind.—General patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters—This is rather a
weak sister in our opinion and is pretty poor en-

tertainment. It is supposed to be a crook story

but is poorly done and poor old House Peters
tries to put it over but doesn’t succeed very well.

May get by if you have some good short features

to help put it over. Peters miscast in this and

Special to

Alberta Vaughn
THE ADVENTURES OF MAZIE:

( F. B. O.) Alberta Vaughn—They
don’t make ’em any better, and I

don’t care what they call them. I

have played the eleventh chapter and
it would be mighty hard to tell which
one of the lot is the best. They are

all so good that there is no possible
chance of any one being better than
the others. And Mazie, you little

, don’t you go up on no high
buildings if you don’t want to stop

my heart for good. Two reels.—F. J.

O’HARA, Community theatre, Elgin,

Neb.

in fact believe the time has come when he is

miscast in much of anything. Six reels.—Crosby
& Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

BUTTERFLY : Laura La Plante—Poor Laura,

we sure felt sorry for her in this. It is about

the poorest we have had to run in a long time.

Who, Oh who ever told Edward Laemmle that he
was a director? We have run two of his offer-

ings but never again. He would spoil the best

material in the world for any picture. The cast

in this tried to put this over but it was a sorry

spectacle. We had a warm spot in our heart for

Laura until we saw this one but it was a sad

jolt. Just finished running “Smouldering Fires"

with her in and she put herself back in our

good graces to some extent in that. But “But-
terfly” is a poor picture for general appeal, in

small town. Lay off. Seven reels.—Crosby &
Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—The
few who came to see this thought it fairly good.

Nobody around here has been able to get very

excited about this bird. Seven reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Percy Marmont—A fair

picture ; if you haven’t played it, get it. Your
patrons will like it.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—My patrons

are used to better productions than this and they

were not satisfied with this.—C. M. Vail, Blende
theatre, Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—Say, Jack,

old top, we are having lots of complaint about
your pictures being too much Mexican stuff. Fair

business but not satisfied. Five reels.—J. J.

Sarah, Sarah theatre, Canon City, Colo.—General
patronage.

BIG TIMBER: William Desmond—Another
picture to clutter up the screen. Five reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

RIDERS UP: Creighton Hale—Another indif-

ferent and unfair to the West picture. More
hokum. Five reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal

theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth
Miller—An elaborately mounted melodrama of so-

ciety and jungle life. A girl raised in the jun-

gles who is protected by the wild beasts. Usual
funny stuff at a society reception and some lively

action. Drew big business and pleased a Sat-

urday crowd.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,

theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—You boys that

want a good Western with plenty of action and
clean picture from beginning to end, grab this

one. In fact is very good even for those that

don’t care for Westerns as a rule, as it is a good
story and plenty of entertaining scenes of the

Pendleton Roundup of 1924. Is a 90 per cent

small town picture. Six reels.—Crosby &
Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—Had a

blizzard the night I played this and had about
twice as many as I figured on, so it must be they

wanted to see it. For a Saturday night Western
show it is okay. The horse and dog are quite

good and do some tricks that will please those

that do not like Westerns. Hoxie is also good
in this one. Five reels—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—A good
Western picture on the order of “Black Cyclone.”
Western fans liked it ; others didn’t. Did good
business. Five reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess thea-
tre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—This
star Denny is fast becoming popular with our
crowds. We find all his pictures fine and this one
is extra good. One continual round of laughter
with a good plot. We used this on Saturday, al-

though suitable for any day in the week. Seven
reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.
—Small town patronage.

THE ROARING ADVENTURE: Jack Hoxie—
The roar died down to a whisper and the box
office whispered to me too bad. This fellow
Hoxie walks through “The Roar” with the same
dude suit from first to last. Probably pawned
his cowboy suit. The story demanded this, how-
ever, but why not give him real stuff to do?
Maybe we could get a crowd then. Five reels.

—

Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre, Patriot, Ind.-
Small town patronage.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN: William Des-
mond—The best Desmond feature I have run to
date. Step on it. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert,
Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.—General
patronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—
Saturday night to very good business. This is

one of Universal’s Jewels, but it is not set in
platinum. Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlan, Ideal
theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: Madge Bellamy-
Like all of the Madge Bellamy pictures, extra
good. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello
Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—Our pa-
trons must have guessed what was coming and
stayed away. A bad start for the New Year, as
we lost very heavily. The picture will only please
about half. There are a hundred better ones.
Eight reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Pa-
triot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—Here is a
fairly good one from Denny. It is draggy in

spots but as a whole it is good and there are
several good situations and laughs in it, but it is

far from being the picture that “I’ll Show You
the Town” is. Denny really looks out of place
playing the part of the big make believe sick
boob that he tries to in this. As pictures go, it

is good, though, and will get by where he is

liked. Eight reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex
theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR : Reginald Denny—Good picture.

Pleased 100 per cent. Seven reels.—D. E. Fitton,
Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—We were late

in showung this picture but it should please any
audience. Denny is clever. Eight reels.—W. S.

Owen, Russell theatre, Brunswick, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—Sunday night
to very satisfactory business. This picture is full

of pep and very entertaining. This can be bought
at a moderate price and it will certainly give
satisfaction. So my advice to my exhibitor
friends in the towns is buy it. Seven reels.

—

P. W. Quinlan, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—This picture

got lots of laughs and drew some extra business
the second night. Has 3 or 4 raw scenes which
could have been left out and not hurt picture
either.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso,
Neb.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—A wonderful picture with lots of comedy,
action and auto racing. Did an excellent busi-

ness. Received many comments. The kind of

picture that people like. Seven reels.—R. Pfeif-

fer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRET: Baby Peggy—Good
picture in its way. Star draws well here. Six
reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER:
Hoot Gibson—With Hoot and that title I thought
I would knock ’em bow-legged, but I didn’t. The
only action is in the title. The cast was very
good. All the comments I got were on the cast

and not on Hoot. What I can’t understand is

why these cow punchers don’t stick to punching
cows or browsing around the corral instead of

trying to imitate Rudy and some of the others
who pose as lounge lizards. When we buy West-
erns we want that stuff and not a lot of blah.
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Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

LOVE AND GLORY: Special cast—This
turned out to be terrible, after getting interest

worked up on a very good story for five reels.

Even the audience clapped for the heroes in first

part of picture in some of the war scenes. But
My Oh My. how they sure did ruin it by putting

in the scenes of the principals after a lapse of

60 years and dragged and dragged it out until

it got disgusting. In our estimation here is

where they surely spoiled a really good picture

by trying to follow the story in detail. Probably

due to fact that author of story was assistant

director of the picture. Lay off this, as it is no
good.—Crosby & Sehwierske, Rex theatre, Colby,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

TURMOIL: Special cast—Just an ordinary

program, nothing to rave about.—R. K. Lattin,

Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Ind.—General patron-

age.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—This is a

good picture for the average small town. Story is

not much but there is action enough to please the

most of them that come out to see this kind of

picture. The storm and log jam scenes in last

two reels are fine and, although overdone and far-

fetched, will please, and we had good many
favorable comments on it. But don’t expect too

much. Seven reels.—Crosby & Sehwierske, Rex
theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Vitagraph
BAREE, SON OF KAZAN : Anita Stewart

—

This picture did not do the business that it

should have, but Warner Bros, sold it to me
so I could afford to gamble with the weather and
I just about broke even. It is a dandy Northern
picture with lots of pretty outdoor scenery and
good work by the cast, especially Anita Stewart.

These Northern pictures never fail to give satis-

faction. Seven reels.—J. B . Carter, Electric

theatre. Browning, Mo.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN BLOOD: J. Warren Kerrigan

—

Pretty fair picture. About two reels too long.

Too much costume stuff for our people. Nine
reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins

Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN LOVER: Elsie Ferguson-
Fair picture but a trifle spicy. Very little act-

ing. Did not draw even as much as a poor

Western. No good for small towns. Don’t pay
much for it. Elsie is a real actress. Seven reels.

—R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.—General

patronage.

THE REDEEMING SIN: Nazimova—A good
underworld story that is sure to please. Seven
reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre, Fox Lake, 111.-

—

Small town patronage.

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES: Kenneth
Harlan—Nothing to this but so much wasted film.

Crude and uninteresting.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,

Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

MY SON : Nazimova—Good picture. Well act-

ed. A little drawn out but interesting. Seven

reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre. Fox Lake, 111.

—Small town patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE PLEASURE BUYERS: Irene Rich—This

is a good mystery picture and, while changed
from the story somewhat do not think it hurts.

Irene Rich as good as always and a more pleas-

ing role for her than some of the last. Good
cast, well done, interest well sustained. Pleased

my crowd. I am well pleased with Warners’
product this season. Seven reels.—C. H. Moulton,
Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—A surpris-

ingly good picture. Drew better than the average
and pleased immensely. Most people liked it better

than “Little Annie Rooney.” Willard Louis is

getting to be a popular comedian. Would say

this is a good picture for any class house.

—

Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

SEVEN SINNERS: Marie Prevost—This is a
very good little program picture. Rather impos-
sible but good entertainment. Seven reels.—C. H.
Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene
Rich—Good, but why inject a bum fire scene in

the last reel? Very poor finish to an otherwise
good show.—T. Winninger, Palace theatre, Wau-
paca, Wis.—General patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—This is sure a

good snappy comedy with plenty of action.
Pleased the crowd and second night's business
better than the first. Monte Blue a favorite here
and Patsy Ruth Miller very cute and attractive
in this. Seven reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou thea-
tre, Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

SATAN IN SABLES: Lowell Sherman—Mighty
good in every way. Drew good and pleased all.

Patrons said it was the best we have shown.
Seven reels.—M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden,
Ont., Can.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—

A

very good picture. Plenty of comedy, but the
paper has no drawing power. Very poor. Eight
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE MAN WITHOUT A CONSCIENCE: Spe-
cial east—A splendid program picture. Clean
and entertaining.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

HOW BAXTER BUTTED IN: Matt Moore—
Too silly to be good.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—When you
want business, just play this wonderful dog and
you’ll get it.—E. C. Accola, Bonham theatre.
Prairie du Sac, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BOBBED HAIR. Marie Prevost—Another of
the type of pictures that are growing in popu-
larity. Lots of hokum, mystery and action. Miss
Prevost is at her best in this and puts over a
clever comedy drama. Drew well and the people
seemed to enjoy it. Not a super but an enter-
tainer and sells at a price you can make some-
thing on. — Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

BOBBED HAIR: Special cast—Twenty authors
failed to write a good story, but this picture will

please. It’s regular serial stuff and has a surprise
finish.—T. Winniger, Palace theatre, Waupaca,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Oh Boy,
what a wonderful picture this is. Monte sure
struts his stuff in this one. Scenes in this one
are perfect and the little boy will reach out and
get your heart and keep it to the end of the pic-

ture. There isn’t anything to say against this

production. Lots of thrills that will make you
sit on the edge of your seat all the way through.
Love scenes not overdrawn and lots of comedy.
Good print, priced’ right, pleased 100 per cent.

Eight reels.—R. E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre,

Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Pleased a
good holiday crowd. Good audience picture.

—

T. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.

—

General patronage.

RECOMPENSE: Marie Prevost—Would have
went over better if "Simon Called Peter” had
been played first. Good acting by Monte Blue.—
A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,

Neb.—General patronage.

State Rights

DAUGHTERS OF PLEASURE: Special cast

—This is a good enough picture of its kind. Story
of a family of very moderate circumstances who
get rich quick with oil. The husband and father

of fifty has young ideas and tries to carry them
out by clandestinely consorting with chum of

his daughter in an interesting scene in which
the daughter proceeds to read the riot act to

Dad. It ends very nicely. Six reels.—Elmer F.

Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

GEARED TO GO: Reed Howes—Not much
to this one. He dosen’t mean much to us.

—

Peebles and Campbelll, Arcade theatre, Denison.
Tex.—General patronage.

THE MASKED DANCER: Helene Chadwick—
An old picture I had under contract with these

people. Nothing to it. If a husband can’t tell his

own wife when she wears only a mask over her

eyes he had better visit an eye expert. If you
have it booked for gosh sake, let it stay at the

exchange. Five reels.—O. H. Raeper, Leeds’

theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special cast—Not
as good as I expected. "The Limited Mail” far

better picture. Cullen Landis out of order as

railroad engineer. Dorothy Devore did not do
so good. Charles (Buddy) Post very good as the

villain. More of a fighting than a railroad pic-

ture. Can’t class it as a special but a good
strong program picture. Seven reels.—E. C.

Accola. Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Buddy Roosevelt

—

Poor Western. This star started out fine but

isn’t much now.—Peebles and Campbell, Arcade
theatre, Denison, Tex.—General patronage.
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SUPER SPEED: Reed Howe—Here is a pic-
ture that will please all who like action pictures.
Above the average. Five reels—D. E. Fitton,
Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THROUGH THE FLAMES: Richard Tal-
madge—A very fine picture which drew fine for
us for mid-week. Five reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

VENUS OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Annette
Kellerman—Weak story, poor cast. Poor direc-
tion. Excellent diving and swimming. Fair pho-
tography with good under water scenes (faked).
A few colored shots. Acting of Annette Keller-
man not convincing. She is not good enough
looking for leading lady. Very poor business.
Five reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE WRONGDOERS: Lionel Barrymore—
Drew good business due to publicity received in

MacFadden Publications. It’s the first True
Story film and it seemed to please my audience.
I would class it as a good program picture. Seven
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William
Desmond—Have just finished episode four and the
plot is holding up good. I have made it a
point to ask several of my patrons their com-
parison of this with previous serials and all

of them say it is the best one we have ever
run. Two reels.—Jos. W. Springer, Strand the-

atre, Elizabethtown, Ind.—General patronage.

THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William
Desmond—Seem to be going good. It fits in

with a Western night. Story good ; print good
and business poor. Although no fault of the
serial nor picture. Just bad weather prevailing

for the past two or three weeks. Two reels.

—

M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle,

La.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal)
Special cast—Very poorly directed. Whoever
directed this must have been blind. Lay off it.

Nothing to it. Serials are almost a thing of

the past as far as this town is concerned.—O. H.
Raeper, Leed’s theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General
patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Univer-

sal) Joe Bonomo—We were able to interest our
patrons with this serial. Two reels.—W. S.

Owen, Russell theatre, Brunswick, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Special cast—This
serial finished and would say to any exhibitor

that is looking for a good serial, this is the

best so far. Seemed to create unusual interest

an increased attendance.—Schaghticke Amuse-
ment Ass’n., Odd Fellow Hall, Schaghticoke, N.
Y.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal)

Special cast—Creating some business with this

serial. Well liked, on chapter 3. Would not

trade my Complete Service Contract for any 2

products on the market at the same price.—R.

D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Special

cast—On the 2nd episode. Only fair to date,

but promises to get better. Two reels.—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William

Desmond—During very bad weather this serial

is holding its own, which I claim means it is

very good. Two reels.—Wm. E, Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—The further we go the more I wonder
how this thing got the rep it seems to have.

Prints all shot, out of Dallas, haven’t seen the

end of a single episode since we started. Have
to use a slide to let ’em know they have to

“come back next week” and lots of them don’t.

Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

WILD WEST: (Pathe) Special cast—This
serial is starting off with a bang. Two reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-

cello, la.—General patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal)

Special cast—On No. 10 and am sure one happy
man. The serial itself is not so bad but who
cares for them? I had to take these serials

because the fellow I bought out had them booked

and started. Never again 1—O. H. Raeper, Leeds’

theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General patronage.
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Above (left to right): Alex C. Meshcoin, New Palace, nine years a HERALD booster; E.

Rolsky, Beaufort, both K. C., Mo.; Ed. Pesky, Penn Street, “Sheik of St. Joseph;” Rube Finkel-

stein, Gilliam, Lincoln and Penn Valley theatres, K. C., Mo., who sold Apollo to Universal.

Among HERALD Readers in Missouri

By H. E. N.
Left (top to bottom) : Truly B. Wildman, S. W. representative, Pro-Dis-Co, Dallas, snapped
visiting in K. C., Mo.; Roy Spurlock, Star and Nichol, St. Joseph; F. E. Ritter, Penn Valley;
L. C. Walker, manager, Warwick; George Costa, Mayfield, all K. C. Mo.; A. E. Elliott, Elliott,

New Lewis, Independence, Mo.; D. Donnicci, Palace, K. C., Mo.

Right (top to bottom): L. J. Lenhart, Roanoke, Benton and Vista, 12 years in business;
P. G. Vaughan, Maple, 8 years; Walter Burkey, Admiral; Herman Gould, manager, Lincoln;
G. J. Siebens, Broadview and Highland, all of K. C., Mo.; Hugh Gardner, Foto Show, Neosho;
C. P. Wilson, Liberty theatre. Liberty, Mo.

K

M.

Top left: B. C. Cook, owner. Economy Film Service, K. C., Mo., Miss Geneva Berwick, secre-

tary. Right: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burkey, owner, Summitt, K. C., Mo. Bottom left (1 to r) :

Frank J. Warren, President, Standard Film Exchange, K. C., Mo.; Gladys Elliott, secretary, and
Jack Langan, manager. Right : Home of Mr. Burkey, former contractor, who built this

English type out of discarded building materials.

Below (left to right): E. S. Sutter, Columbia, Kansas City, Mo., and princess, Kansas City,
Kan.; E. C. Rhoden, owner, Midwest Film Distributors; Franklin Whittam, Strand; W. O.
Lenhart, manager, Linwood, all of K. C. Mo.
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Short Features

EDUCATIONAL

THE CLOUD HOPPER: Larry Semon-An
extra good comedy. All of this comedian’s pic-

tures are good.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CRUSHED: Lloyd Hamilton—This is one
that will bring out the laughs. Two reels.—J.

Steenport, Home theatre, Chilton, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE DOME DOCTOR: Larry Semon—Very
sorry comedy. Don’t think there is a laugh in

it for anybody over ten years of age. Silly

beyond words and just plain not funny. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE: A1 St. John—Here
is one of the best two reel comedies we have
run in a long time. We find Educational com-
edies as a rule are very good. Good stunts and
snappy subtitles help put this over. Lots of

credit is due the very smart dog in this, as he
helps St. John put over his stuff. It’s a wow.
Get it. Two reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex
theatre, Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE—A funny comedy—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES—We have found
Educational two reel comedies the best on the

market and they can be bought right.—American
Legion theatre, Broadlands, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES—Have just run

fifteen and never had a real poor one.—C. M.
Vail, Blends theatre, Benton, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

EDUCATIONAL NEWSREEL AND COMEDIES
—The best on the market. Makeup of the news-
reel great, and Harold Lamb exclusives an edu-

cation we find in no other. A good variety of

comedies that always please.—Legion theatre,

Milledgeville, 111.—General patronage.

GOING EAST: Lloyd Hamilton—Lots of

hearty laughs in this one.—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.— Small town pat-

ronage.

THE GOOFY GOB: Billy Dooley—Dandy
comedy. Think this boy is going to be good.

Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre, Beach,

N. D.—Small town patronage.

GREAT GUNS—A good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

HODGE PODGE—We find these novelty reels

very good fillers and are a change from the usual

cheap slapstick one reel comedy. Don’t run too

often, but they make a nice little reel for change.

—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

HOT DOGS: Felix—This is the only one of

these that I have shown. Can’t say that I liked

it as well as Aesop’s Fables. The exchange wants
more for them than I can afford to pay, so

guess I won’t run any more.—J. B. Catre, Elec-

tric theatre, Browning, Mo.—General patronage.

KING COTTON—Funny ? Yes—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

MY FRIEND: Lloyd Hamilton—Here is a

good one. Educational has very few lemons.

Mosty all worth the money. Two reels.—J. Steen-

port, Home theatre, Chilton, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

MY SWEEDIE: Neal Burns—Another good
lively comedy from Christie. Plenty of racing
around but they like action and slapstick so give

it to them. Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou

theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

NEVER FEAR: Cliff Bowes—A fair comedy
and has some pretty good laughs, but is too
short for the star and is not so good as it could

have been as a whole. One reel.—E. E. Mitchell,

Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

SHORT FEATURE PROGRAM—The best show
we have had in three months. That’s what I

thought, but it did not draw and did not give

satisfaction. One patron said, "Telephone me
when you are going to do that again, so that I

can stay home.”—C. M. Vail, Blende theatre,

Benton, Wis.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

THE ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Alberta
Vaughn—These are the best comedies, taken as

a whole, than can be had.—Henry Sparks, Grand
and Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn

Fay Lanphier, “Miss America,” appears
in “The American Venus” with Esther
Ralston and Lawrence Gray. It is a
Frank Tuttle picture for Paramount.

—These series are holding up fine. Am now play-
ing the 6th one.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem
theatres, Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

THE BOOK AGE—Indifferent. Two reels.—A.
J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatres. Metropolis, 111.

—General patronage.

A BOOK BOZO: Jimmie Aubrey—I wish to
congratulate Jimmie on his new comedies. This
is the second one we have used and must say
they are fine. Two reels.—H. G. Stettmund,
Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

DETAINED: Stan Laurel—This is the best
comedy we have had from F. B. O. It will amuse
a large per cent of the audience in any small
town. Two reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino DeLuve
theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

IN THE NICK OF TIME: Alberta Vaughn—
These Go-Getters and Pacemakers are features by
themselves. They are great. Two reels.—A. O.

Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—General patronage.

MEET THE AMBASSADOR: Jimmie Aubrey
—I am not carried away with any of these com-
edies, but as they seem to please the youngsters
I have no kick coming. Two reels.—H. G.

Isbell, Casino DeLuxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

—

General patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Our
crowd like this series. A nice little story in

each one and they are good, clean entertainment,
but lack comedy. Two reels.—Hunstad & Becker,
Princess theatre, Guttenberg, Iowa.—General
patronage.

PIE EYED : Stan Laurel—Another and our
last one, so we’re all pleased. These have been
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silly things with the exceptien of one or two.
they make the kids laugh but the grown-ups
know too much to laugh at such foolishness.
Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: Alberta Vaughn

—

Alberta is good and A1 Cook and Kit Guard
would make a monkey laugh.—Henry Sparks,
Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL: Alberta Vaughn

—

No. 2 old but good. We had several requests for
this series, so regardless of age they’ll get what
they want if available. Two reels.—Ralph K.
Russell, New Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—
Small town patronage.

FOX
A BIG GAME HUNTER: Van Bibber—

A

good comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: Imperial—I am
sure disappointed in Fox comedies this year.
Never again for me! Two reels.—C. H. Moulton,
Bijou theatre, Beach, N. D.—Small town pat-
ronage.

FOX NEWS—I have run all News reels but I

think Fox is far superior to any I have run yet.
Better than the best. One reel.—A. O. Lambert,
Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.—General
patronage.

ON THE GO—It’s good. Most Fox comedies
are good. Two reels.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

PAPA’S DARLING—A good comedy, better
than average Fox comedy. Two reels.—M. G.
Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

PAPA’S DARLING—Good but not Fox’s best.

Two reels.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatres.
Metropolis, 111.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES—All of them good. We play

52 a year.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: I ran them every Saturday
for two years, but recently got a letter from the
exchange that they would have to have more
money for them, so I quit. Perhaps when the
price of corn goes up and the crowds get larger
I can stand the raise, but just now my bank
account is low and I’m looking for reduction
instead of increases in film rentals.—J. B. Car-
ter, Electric theatre. Browning, Mo.—General pat-
ronage.

ASK GRANDMA: Our Gang—Our gang com-
edies are a hit with my patrons, both old and
young.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres,

Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

BARNYARD FOLLIES—A fair Fable. Not

TRAILERS SELL SEATS!
:re EN SERVICE

YOUR HOST EFFECTIVE SALESMAN
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Corinne Griffith, Malcolm McGregor
and Percy Marmont appear in these

scenes from “Infatuation a First

National picture.

the best. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BIG TOWN : Our Gang—A dandy good

comedy.—Henry Sparks. Grand and Gem theatres.

Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

BLACK OXFORDS: Sid Smith—This was a

good comedy. Better than most Pathe comedies.

Two reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre. Buena
Vista, Va.—General patronage.

BULL AND SAND—Very good comedy.—Henry
Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres, Cooper, Tex.

—

General patronage.

CIRCUS FEVER: Our Gang—Good for plenty

laughs.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre, Gut-
tenberg, Iowa.—General patronage.

CIRCUS FEVER: Our Gang—A funny Gang
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CRADLE ROBBERS: Our Gang—Not much
use reporting on one of these. Gave the usual
Gang satisfaction. Two reels.—H. G. Stettmund,
Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

DOG DAYS : Our Gang—A very good com-
edy.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres,

Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

FAST COMPANY: Our Gang—You can’t go
wrong on these Our Gangs. They’re all good.
Two reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre, Fox Lake.
111.—Small town patronage.

THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS: Harry
Langdon—This is good Langdon comedy. We find

these Langdon’s are very good, not the usual
slapstick that there is in some brands of comedies
but personally think they are good and will

please as many as any of the slapstick variety.
Two reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex theatre,
Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

FLICKERING YOUTH: Harry Langdon—It

surely flickered, all right, and then went out en-
tirely. Langdon is a fine comedian but the stuff

he is put in is terrible.—Philip Rand, Rex the-
atre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

HOLD MY BABY : Glen Tryon—A very good
comedy that got good healthy laughs. But listen,

Director, nobody likes to see babies cry.—Jack
Greene, New Geneseo theatre. Geneseo, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

LIZZIES OF THE FIELD—Some of these Sen-

nett comedies are very clever and some are very
punk.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres,

Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

LOVE’S SWEET PIFFLE—A good comedy, well

worth the price. Two reels.—A. J. Gibbons,
Elite-Kozy theatres, Metropolis, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MAN WHO SMILED—This was one of

the Indian Frontier pictures and as a filler it was
fair. However, we have seen better one than
this. Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CIRCUS: Ben Turpin—Pathe
comedies with very few exceptions are good, as

was this one. Two reels.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-

Kozy theatres. Metropolis, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PLUMBER—We find all Pathe comedies
good. Take this tip ; the average crowd wants
comedies and doesn’t mind a little rough stuff.

—

Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg,
Iowa.—General patronage.

OUTING FOR ALL: Sportlight—The best

Sportlight for quite a while. One reel.—Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

PAPA BE GOOD : Glenn Tyron—A good
comedy but not up to Tyron’s previous comedies.
Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE ROYAL FOUR FLUSH: Spat Family—
A fair comedy spoiled by several dancing scenes
which were entirely unnecessary. Two reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

SHOOTIN’ INJUNS: Our Gang—A dandy
good comedy.—Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem
theatres. Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

STAGE FRIGHT : Our Gang—Another good
one from Our Gang. We find they are all good,
but don’t try to put them on too regular, as there
is something of a sameness in them all because
of the same gang all the time. About one a
month in the small town and they sure go over
fine. Two reels.—Crosby & Schwierske, Rex the-

atre, Colby, Wis.—Small town patronage.

STEREOSCOPICS—The first two of these sub-
jects was a novelty. After that they were just

a short subject with no drawing power. This
last one was bad. One-half reel.—Jack Greene,
New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town
patronage.

WHAT PRICE GOOFY: Charley Chase—Not
many laughs to this.—Henry Sparks, Grand and
Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

AFTER A REPUTATION—Only fair. Two
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

ANDY GUMP COMEDY—This is number two
for us and the crowd here sure likes this one.
We emphasized the laugh idea for this one and
it went over with a bang. This is good stuff.

Possibly would get stale as steady diet, however.
Two reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre,
Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

ANDY GUMP’S STUMP SPEECH: Joe Mur-
phy—First Gump comedy I have had. If the rest

are as good, will not kick. Two reels.—A. O.
Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—General patronage.

ANDY IN HOLLYWOOD—Gumps are good, but
only one Andy Gump, that is Joe Murphy, Sum-
merville, N. G.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

ANDY’S LION TALE: Joe Murphy—This
proved to be a good drawing card and got plenty
of laughs. However, “Dynamited” which I played
later was not nearly so good. Hope the next
ones measure up to “Andy’s Lion Tale.” Two
reels.—J. B. Carter, Electric theatre. Browning,
Mo.—General patronage.

BEWARE YOUR RELATIONS—Fairly silly.

One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CENTURY COMEDIES—We have used quite
a few of these comedies and they are ordinary.
Some good, some bad. We do not think they
are equal to the older Centuries of three and
four years ago. Two reels.—Wm. Martin, Pa-
troit theatre, Patroit, Ind.—Small town patronage.

CENTURY COMEDIES: “Century Comedies”
are as a rule okay. Some are terribly silly and
others are all right. Two reels.—O. H. Raeper.
Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—General patronage.

CHARLES PUFFY COMEDIES—I have played
two or three from this guy and he seems to get
the laughs and I believe he will be okay. One
reel.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

COLUMBIA: THE GEM AND THE OCEAN:

Reginald Denny—This one is a scream, in fact

quite the best we have played. You don’t need
a comedy with this. Two reels.—Wm. Martin,
Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DYNAMITED: Joe Murphy—Can't give this

comedy much. It started good but slowed down
after 200 feet and finished poor. They’ll have
to make them better if they expect to keep
the Gump standard looking up. Two reels.

—

J. B. Carter, Electric theatre. Browning, Mo.

—

General patronage.

GET AWAY DAY: Billy Sullivan—As the

last of the series of the “Fast Steppers” it looked

fine until the second reel when it developed that

the smart alecs had substituted a dizzy Buddy
Messenger comedy for the 2nd reel of the “Fast
Steppers.” What more can you expect on the

Complete Service Contract, especially out of

Minneapolis? Two bad Carl doesn’t spend more
time looking after his exchanges instead of buy-

ing stuff in Chermany. Two reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

HORSE LAUGH—Had a few laughs in it.

One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HOT DOG SPECIAL: Billy Sullivan—The
kids seem to have a lot of fun out of these hot

steppers. A good filler but they are nothing to

rave about, as I show better views in the Pathe
News every week than are shown in these, and
I don’t show the Kentucky Derby every week at

that. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS—The news is a big

asset to any theatre, but the small town is at a

disadvantage in getting same when it is new.
One reel.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre.

Guttenberg, Iowa.—General patronage.

MARRIED NEIGHBORS—Avoid this one if you
can. Hardly even a smile in it.—R. D. Young,
Polo theatre, Polo, 111.—General patronage.

MIND THE BABY : Pal, the dog—As usual,

the dog steals the popularity of our other stars.

This comedy is short but sweet. Several scenes

with the alligator were nerve wrecking and thrill-

ing. Two reels.—Ralph K. Russell, New Pastime
theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

MUSTANG WESTERNS—Have run several of

these in connection with Complete Service and
most of them are quite acceptable to our audience

“A Dog’s Life” is one of the Charlie
Chaplin comedies being reissued by
Pathe. It is the first of the group
acquired by Pathe for distribution.
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as fillers. Print good. "Tempest Cody’s Man
Hunt” was one of the best so far. Two reels.—

I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

OH BUSTER—Seemed to please the kids on my
serial night. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PAGING A WIFE—Only fair. Two reels.—
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE PARTY—Universal comedies very poor to

date and this one is no exception. One reel.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

PIPING HOT—Fair comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

QUEEN OF ACES: Wanda Wiley—This
comedy did not please at all. In fact, we do not
find any of her comedies that do. Two reels.

—

Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE SCANDAL HUNTERS—Pretty good slap-

stick. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE SMASH UP: Gump Comedy—A good
comedy. My patrons like Andy. This one not as

good as some we have used of the first series.

Two reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

SPEAK EASY—Only fair. A few laughs here
and there. One reel.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess the-

atre. Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

STAND UP AND FIGHT—Some more film

wasted. Not much to it. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

STRANDED : Edna Marian—Good slapstick

with trick automobiles. A clever dog and a
beauty chorus. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-
mond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

STRANDED : Edna Marian—Not such a bad
comedy. This young lady is amusing and a cutie.

Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S GAL—Universal comedies are
generally good but this was one of those fool

things which shows the machinery of the screen
and adds to the number of people who do not
take interest in the screen, because such bur-
lesque destroys the glamour of the screen and dis-

enchants others who are infatuated with it. Two
reels.—A. J. Gibbons, Elite-Kozy theatres. Metrop-
olis, 111.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL TWO REEL COMEDIES—We
have found that Universal comedies will not stand
up for us. You cannot depend on them to be
good. Once in a while you will get a good one,

but most of them we have run are not up to

standard. Don’t believe they put enough time and
energy in their short feature department to

bring them up to the average run of comedies.

—

Crosby & Sehwiarske, Rex theatre, Colby, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL TWO-REEL WESTERNS—Very
few that are liked. However, the majority of

them are all right for a fill in, but the people
would rather see a good two reel comedy any day.

—O. H. Raeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

A WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—An ex-
tra good comedy. None of them have got a
thing on this star. Her comedies are all good.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

WON BY LAW: Wanda Wiley—A pretty
good two reeler and got quite a few laughs. Two
reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

WON BY LAW—A very poor comedy. In fact,

I can’t see any comedy in it. There wasn’t a
laugh during the entire two reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-
ronage.

VITAGRAPH
THE PEST : Larry Semon—We find all the

Semons okay. This one is good. Two reels.

—

A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.

SPORTS AND SPLASHES: Larry Semon—
Our last one reel Semon and we thought they were
all good. This one is okay.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE SUITOR: Larry Semon—This is an
old comedy but they gave me a new print and
will say that I never showed a better two reel

comedy. More action than any serial and
crammed with laughs from beginning to end.
You can say what you please about slapstick

Laura LaPlante and Pat O’Malley fea-

ture in Universal’s “The Midnight
Sun,” which has practically been com-
pleted by Dimitri Buchowetzki.

but my patrons like it. Anyway they laugh at

it and I guess that’s what they come for. Hope
the other Semons are as good.—J. B. Carter,

Electric theatre. Browning, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

no kicks. Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

TEE FOR TWO—This is a dandy comedy. Two
reels.—M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont.
Can.—Small town patronage.

WALL STREET BLUES—Not much to this.

—

Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper,
Tex.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Five Cents per Word Payable

in Advance. Minimum Charge,

$ 1 .00.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Theatre out of Chicago. No brok-

ers. Buy or lease. Address Box 202 Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

WANTED: Theatre either for sale or lease
in town 3,000 to 10,000, Middle West preferred.
Address Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111. (Box 200.)

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: 500 good theatre chairs upholstered

seat 7 ply veneer back. Asbestos curtain 26 feet
wide 18 feet high. Scenery, velour or sateen pic-
ture set, stage hardware and electrical equipment.
Have for sale 600 opera chairs five ply seat and
back, $1.00 each. Electric piano $150. Lots of
scenery for small stage. Three direct current ceil-
ing fans $10 each. Butterkist popcorn machine.
Hamond Robey, Spencer, West Virginia.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

rUR S/LE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
Iamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain '’‘fttlasM°vmg

o
Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

ruK SALE: Theatre chairs at very low
prices. We replace broken backs and seats withnew ones. Why buy junk? Address C. G.Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago III

FOR SALE : Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FEARLESS FLANNIGAN: Charles Murray—
How my patrons did laugh at this. All of these

are made for comedy and certainly fill the bill.

Two reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE HANDY MAN: Stan Laurel—This is a
good comedy. Pleased very much. Two reels.

—

A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Buster Keaton—

A

dandy comedy. Two reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

HOT DOG—Talk about something different.

Here it is. One of the most clever comedies ever

made. Two reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

HOT SHEIKS : Carter DeHaven—Provoked
laughter frequently. We call it above average.

Print could have been better.—I. R. Gavin, Ham-
mond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

ONE WILD DAY : Bull Montana—Not very
good. Two reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

PAT’S PATENTS: Charles Murray—A fine

comedy. Two reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.

Red Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE STARVATION HUNTER: Johnny Sin-

clair—Very slow first reel, warmed up in the
second with one of the funniest slapstick fights

you ever saw. Not a great comedy but holds its

own with many sold at a much higher rental, so

,,v.av<y live dllU &CVCn piy
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less
than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, III.

WE BU’V AND SELL used theatre chairs, all
makes of machines. Generators, Frames and other
theatre equipment. Be sure to get our prices be-
fore you buy or sell. United Theatre Supply Co.,
845 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE AT SACRIFICE: 9 by 12 Minusa
Screen with stretcher, 4 3,000-foot reels; rewind;
1/6. H. P., 110 A. C. Emerson motor; 12-in. non-
oscillating Emerson fan; Simplex lens tube, size
6; General Electric compensarc; film splicer; 2-roll
ticket holder; film cement; steel booth; minusa
screen, 8 by 19, with roller; 32-volt regulator D.
C;. 32-volt motor with speed control. D. C. : Argus
Sheck Adapter, etc. For prices write J. R. Lind-
rud, Alma, Wis.

ORGANS FOR SALE
SEE D’ART RIDGE for bargains in used Wur-

litzers, Fotoplayers, Seeburgs, Bartolas, Cremonas,
Reproducos, Kimballs, Electric Pianos. Also Music
Rolls. If you have an organ to sell list it with
me for quick results. D’Art Ridge Factory per-
sonnel, Factory 715 North Kedzie Ave., Studio
845 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

LIGHT PLANT FOR SALE
FOR^ SALE: Light Plant cheap. Universal

Four K. W. Armature and Engine, new. C. La-
Dare, Santa Rosa, N. M.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Break Ground for New
$1,500,000 Theatre
in San Antonio

BREAKING of ground for the construc-

tion of the $1,500,000 Texas theatre in

San Antonio between the Gunter building

and the San Antonio river, will begin soon,

it was definitely announced when con-
tracts totaling $585,641 were awarded.
Walsh and Burney Construction Com-

pany was awarded the general construction
contract on a bid of $442,406. The other
major contract let was to the Carrier Engi-
neering Company of New York, for the

installation of an air conditioning, cooling
and heating system, to cost $143,235.

t- * *

The new combination theatre and office

building, which is being built by W. J.

Lytle, owner of the Lytle string of theatres
here, will be one of the most beautiful
and unusual buildings of its kind in the
South, according to highlights of construc-
tion plans revealed by architects and con-
tractors.

One of the most unusual features of
the theatre building, according to Robert
Boiler, of Boiler Brothers, architects,
Kansas City, will be the front which it will
present to Houston street. Unlike the
average office or business building, Mr.
Boiler said, a theatre atmosohere of beauty
will be carried through the entire theme of
design.

* * *

The Houston street exterior, he said, will
be of terra cotta of a modeled finish and
done in delicate colors in polychrome. The
main finish will be in pulsichrome with
colored lights flooding it to bring out its

beauty.

The building will be five stories high
with provisions for the addition of three
more stories if they are desired later, Mr.
Boiler said. The Houston street front will
be made into offices with all modern con-
veniences.

Seating 3,000 persons, the theatre itself
will be the largest between the Mississippi
tfiver and the Pacific coast with the excep-
tion of the Missouri in St. Louis and the
Main Street in Kansas City, Mr. Boiler
said.

The theatre, according to plans, will have
direct entrances from Houston and St.
Mary’s streets and an entrance walk from
Travis street. The grand foyer will be
three stories high and will accommodate
2,000 persons.

Circular Ramp Will

Replace Stairs in

West Coast House
Under a great dome in which soft mel-

low lights will play, reflecting a soft glow
on the foyer and lobby, the patrons of the
New West Coast La Brea theatre, Los
Angeles, which is being constructed at Wil-
shire boulevard and Sycamore drive, will
enter into a spacious lobby richly furnished

in old Spanish style of decoration. A
unique feature will be the circular ramp
which leads to the mezzanine floor instead

of the usual stairs. No expense is being
spared in making this theatre the most
beautiful that West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

have ever built Every possible modern
comfort has been installed for the con-
venience of the patrons.

The policy of this theatre will be to

present the very finest of feature motion
pictures in connection with a West Coast
Theatres presentation, produced by Fan-
chon and Marco. There will be an im-
mense organ equipped with beautiful tonal

effects, besides a full size orchestra.

The stage and projection room equip-
ment is the finest that money can buy and
is large enough to handle any production
that might be booked to play the theatre.

The building of this theatre is impres-
sive evidence of Gore Brothers and Sol
Lesser’s great faith in the future of Los
Angeles, and particularly in the Wilshire
district.

* * *

Beach & Krahn Theatres, Inc., of Oak-
land have plans and specifications for a
new quarter of a million dollar theatre

investment in Oakland at College and
Clarement avenues. It will be known as

the Senator theatre and will seat 1,800 peo-
ple. The new theatre will be modernized
Italian architecture, with an entirely new
interior design of decoration. There will

be six stores and ten offices in the building
in addition to the theatre. One of the

largest stages of any theatre in the Bay
district will be a feature. It will be 40
ft. in depth and 100 ft. in width, fully

equipped to accommodate grand opera and
spectacular productions. In connection
with the theatre there will be a large auto
parking service.

J. Albert Marshall of College avenue,
Oakland, is the architect, and Maury I.

Diggs will be in charge of construetural
work. The new theatre is part of an
extensive expansion program of Beach &
Krahn Theatres, Inc., which is being fi-

nanced by their own corporation with but
a limited amount of stock offered for sale.

* * *

The new Portal theatre, located in the

West Portal district of San Francisco,

Installing One Machine
ort trial invariably insults in
adopting Gold Seal for all Houses

in a circuit.

yfnother Proof o/

.

L GOLD SEAL Perfiormance Jy

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
723 Seventh Ave. New York

opened December 26 with complete pro-

jection room equipment purchased from the

Western Theatre Supply Co., this city. This
is one of a chain of theatres to be operated

by Samuel J. Levin Enterprises, and it is

the intention of the management to show
only first-class cinema performances. They
have installed Simplex projectors equipped

with Peerless reflector arc lamps, as well

as other apparatus of high standard.

Colonial Theatres to

Open New Theatre

in the East
Bristol, Connecticut’s, new vaudeville

theatre, capable of seating 1,800 people,

with a beautiful ball room on the second
floor and having a capacity of 350 couples

will be in operation by November 1, accord-
ing to a statement by Mr. Lockwood of

the Colonial Theatres, Inc., The new
theatre is to be erected on Main street

opposite South Elm street, and the work
of razing or removing the buildings which
now occupy the site, will be started within

a few days, and excavation for the new
building will be started March 1.

The building will be built of brick with
a light face brick and stone front with two
stores facing on Main street. There will

be a lobby 24 feet wide by 50 feet deep,

and inside of the theatre will be a foyer
24 feet by 50 feet with a 10 foot standing
room space. The edifice will be equipped
with the very latest heating and ventilating

devices, and will be as modern and com-
plete as the newest development in theatre

architecture can devise.

One of the finest ball rooms in New
England will take up the second floor,

according to Mr. Lockwood. It will be
beautifully decorated and complete in every
respect.

A unique feature of the new building,

will be a spacious promenade around three

sides of the interior, which will be so
arranged that it can be used jointly by
patrons of the theatre, and after theatre

hours, by the dancers from the ballroom.
The promenade will be beautifully decor-
ated and luxuriously furnished.

The plans for the building were prepared
by Mr. Mowll of Mowll & Rand, architects

of Boston. This firm designed the Capitol
theatre at Allston, Mass., a suburb of
Boston

;
the new theatre at Harvard

Square, Cambridge, and a large theatre
which is under construction at Malden,
Mass.

Congressmen to Debate
Their Censorship Bills

Relative merits of their bills for federal
regulation of motion pictures will be
debated in Chicago Eebruary 11 by
Representatives William I. Swope of
Pennsylvania and William D. Upshaw of
Georgia as part of a conference Febru-
ary 10-12 under direction of the Federal
Motion Picture Council in America.
Mayor I. M. Kittleson of Madison, Wis.,
will speak on Madison’s plan.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
= By D. H. .

—

ALTHOUGH L. A. Rozelle announced at the January 26 meeting of
the Chicago Film Board of Trade that he was tendering his resigna-
tion as Chicago branch manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer it can-

not be said that Rozelle will leave his position or the organization. Felix
Feist, general manager, communicated with Rozelle upon receiving word
from S. A. Shirley, district manager, of the tendered resignation, pledg-
ing the branch manager to “do nothing” until February 4.

ON that day Feist will be in Chicago
to induce Rozelle to remain in the

organization.
It is commonly

supposed that his
purpose in leav-
ing is that he was
dissatisfied with
certain changes
to be made with-
in the organiza-
tion.

He had in-

tended 1 e a v i n g
March 1. In the
time up to then
emergency plans
were made to in-

troduce Felix
Mendelson
of New York to
the Chicago office conditions. Mendel-
son, who was up to six years ago, assist-

ant manager at Goldwyn under Ike Van
Runkel in Chicago, arrived January 27
to work with Rozelle until March 1.

Curiously enough, Mendelson received
word immediately after reaching Chi-
cago, of an impending operation of Mrs.
Mendelson and left at once for Phila-
delphia. It is supposed he will return
to Chicago this week.

* * *

The Greater States, theatre circuit

of B & K last week took over the
Washington theatre, Quincy, III., and
Highland Park theatre at Highland
Park, III., and Lincoln theatre at

Sterling.
* * *

Len Ullrich is back at Pathe, the five

days of illness not seeming to have left any
permanent disabilities.

M. A. Salkin announced on his trip to

the Avenue last week that he has sold his

NO CROWDING
OPERATE YOUR BOX OFFICE

wilhthe Super COLD SEAL REGISTER

Automatic Ticket
Register Corp

723 seventh ave New York

Kenwood theatre on 47th street to Robert
Speck. He also announced that February
6 he will celebrate his tenth year of matri-
monial bliss. Which day is the time set

for Dave Heilman at Reelcraft to celebrate
a similar appointment. Dave plans that 58
will be in the party which is going to see
“Big Boy” before convening at his home
for a night full of thanksgiving.

* * *

Louis Bracka has sold the California
theatre and the Pilsen to Louis Astrousky
who also owns the White Palace theatre at

Ogden avenue and Kedzie.

* * *

Adolph Rosecan, formerly of Paramount
exchange, has joined Producers Distribut-
ing Corporation in Chicago under Harry
Lorch, manager.

* * *

Jules Moss, who was formerly with Lub-
liner & Trinz, is planning to build a thea-
tre in West Virginia, according to word
received in Chicago this week. Moss is

now located in Wheeling, W. Va., with
the J. E. Moss Iron Works.

5jC

Stockholders of the Ambassador
Theatre Corporation held an annual
meeting last week, electing the fol-

lowing officers: W. P. McCarthy,
president; Joseph Wassell, treasurer,

and G. T. Drallmeier, secretary. Mc-
Carthy succeeds himself.

* * *

The Aschers put “A Kiss in a Taxi”
into their Chateau theatre February 1 with
the regular stock company. The play has
been in the loop house, Adelphi. “The
Family Llpstairs” has also been chosen for
the Chateau stock company’s offering.

LeRoy Alexander, sales director of the

Western division of Universal, left Chi-
cago January 29 for New York, where he
will spend a week with home office offi-

cials.
* * *

Since the long illness of Warner Broth-
ers booker Olga Petersen, nee Brookhouse,
Bill Lyman has been working nights. But
he put on a smile this week when he an-
nounced that she will return within a week
and he can spend a few evenings at home
again.

^

PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
We Specialize in

Rush Orders
ATI Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

8amplei & Price*

f on Requeit

JWZTt
728 S. Wabash Ave.

Two additions have been made at the
Filmack headquarters, indicating a growth
of prosperity. Sam Gerts and Fred Ros-
enthal are now among the sales force.

* * *

And Jimmie Gillick better watch
his sales force. It looks like a con-
spiracy to grab Pathe salesmen. The
latest attempt is in the transfer and
promotion by the home office of Roy
Pearson, who becomes manager of the

Omaha branch of Pathe.

Roy has been in the Pathe office

three years, coming, “Gillick” says,

“as a small town boy from Nebraska,
straw in his ears, to be a booker; but
leaving adorned with all the apparel

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges

NEIL F. AGNEW
Famous Players-Lasky

Nickname? I never have had a nick-
name since my school days; at that time
they called me Happy (Motion made
and seconded that the same monicker
should apply’now.
Carried.)
Born at Grand

Rapids, Mich.,
November 11, 32
years ago.

First ambition?
To have a watch.

First Job? Sell-
ing the Saturday
Evening Post.
Received a per-
sonal letter from
Ben Franklin
c o m p 1 imenting
me on the volume
of sales. (Conan
Doyle the mail carrier?)

Schools? Grade and high schools all

over the Middle' West. Finished high
school at Portland, Ore. Three years at

the Academy of Fine Arts, Chicago.

When did you enter the motion .picture

business? January 2, 1920, as booker for

Famous Players.

Next? Became country sales manager
at Chicago, then served nine months as
manager of the Milwaukee office.

When did you succeed to your present
post? Returned to Chicago as branch
manager two years ago.

Hobby? Music.

Worst experience? The outcome of the
World’s Series.

consistent with his pearl gray spats

and kid gloves.” One year ago he
became Midwest inspector; and last

August he became a city salesman.

There you are, Omaha, and a bet-

ter chap you could not have chosen.
* * *

Eddie Brichetto says that the new 1927
model Reo limousine ordered last week by
Bill Brumberg has all the conveniences of

an eight room house.
* * *

Several changes were made in the Fam-
ous Players-Lasky office last week. Chester
Bell, city salesman in the Chicago office,

was transferred to a similar position in the

Detroit office. Adolph Rosecan resigned.

“Bill” Danzinger who “exploiteers” at Cin-
cinnati has been transferred to the Chicago
office. “Herb” Kaufman who has in three

months won for himself a legion of friends

in the Paramount exchange and in its ter-

ritory has resigned. And “Andy” Jackante,
redoubtable advertising man, says if there

are many more changes in the personnel
“we’ll have to wear Rotarian badges so

we’ll know who’s whose.”
* * *

J. L. McCurdy, now general manager of

the Kleighe Amusement company of Ham-
mond, was in Chicago long enough January
28 to announce the opening of the De Luxe
theatre, a 1,100 seat house the middle of

February.
* * *

Harry Balaban, seein’ as how the family
name has now been pretty well learned,

has decided to get into the film business

too, by joining the Chicago sales staff of

First National.
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The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.

“Ins” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week's issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The :Dee.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dec. 19-Ins.Jan. 30-8.9.
Hearts and Fists :Dec. 19-Ins.
How to Train a Wife:Dec. 19-Ins.
I Do:Dec.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling:Jan. 16-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The :Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec. 19-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.
North Star:Dec.l9-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Dec.l9-Jan. 16-Ins.
Play Safe:Dec.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-18-Ins.Jan.23-

12,13.
Two Can Play :Dec. 19-Ins.
White Mice :Dec. 19-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The :Jan.2-98.

Plastic Age:Jan. 2-98.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The :Jan. 16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fight to the Finish, The :Dec.l9-89.
Great Sensation, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Handsome Brute, The :Dec. 19-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
New Champion, The:Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The :Dec. 19-89.
Sealed Lips. The :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Speed Mad:i)ec.l9-89.
Steppin’ Out :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.

F. B. 0.
Bloodhound, The :Dec.l9-104.
Born to Battle :Jan.30-80, 81.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158, 169.
Flaming Waters:Jan.9-10.11.
Flashing Spurs :Dec.l9-104.
Galloping Vengeance:Dec.l9-104.
Heads Up:Dec. 12-81.
High and Handsomc:Dec. 12-81.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Dec.26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dec.26-10.Jan. 16-17.
Man of Nerve, A :Dec. 19-104.
Midnight Flyer, The :Jan.9-8,9.Jan. 16-7.

No Man’s Law:Dec.l9-104.
Prince of Pep, The :Dec.26-88,89.
Range Terror, The :Dec. 19-104.
Riding Streak, The:Dec.l9-104.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec.l2-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dec. 12-81.
That Man Jack:Dec.l9-104
Texas Bearcat, The:Dee.l9-104.
Tough Guy, The :Jan.9-Ins.
Trigger Fingers :Dec. 19-104.
When Love Grows Cold:Dec.25-22,23.Jan.9-12,13.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec. 19-29 .Jan.23-Ins.
Beautiful City, The :Dec.25-32.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-26, 27.
Jan.2-21.Jan. 16-26.Jan.23-Ins.

Classified :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Clothes Make the Priate:Dec. 19-Ins.Dec. 25-31, 32.

Dec. 26-26, 27.
Dancer of Paiis, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.
Dark Angel, The :Dec.25-32.
Desert Healer, The :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.
Far Cry, The:Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec. 25-32.
Jan.9-26.Jan.30-24, 25.

Good Luck :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.

Eleanor Boardman and Malcolm Mc-
Gregor have the principal roles in

“The Circle,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production made from W. Somerset
Maugham’s stage success.

GraustarkrDec. 19-Ins.Dec.26-30,32.
Her Sister from Paris :Jan. 23-Ins.

Infatuation :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.Jan. 16-Ins.
Irene :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.
Joanna: Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.Dec.26-24, 25.Jan.23-

Ins.

Just Suppose :Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-
24,25.

Kid from Montana, TherJan. 23-Ins.
Kiki : Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.
Live Wire, The :Dec.25-32.

Lost World, The :Jan.23-Ins.

Lunatic at Large, A :Jan.23-Ins.
Memory Lane :Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-

24,25.
Men of Steel :Jan. 23-Ins.

Rod La Rocque and Jetta Goudal in
“The Coming of Amos,” Pro-Dis-Co.
release that was shown during the
week of the opening of the Ambassa-
dor, new Chicago theatre.

Mile. Modiste :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
Molasses :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
New Commandment, The :Dec. 25-32.
Pals First :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24.25.
Rainbow Riley :Jan. 23-Ins.
Reckless Lady, The :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Savage, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The :Dec.25-32.
Second Chance, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Shore Leave :Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The :Dec. 25-32.Jan.23-Ins.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26, 27.Jan.9-26.

Jan.23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp :Jan. 23-Ins.
Viennese Medley, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Unguarded Hour :Dec.25-32.
We Moderns :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-28,29,32.Dec.26-26,

27.
What Fools Men : Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love:Dec.25-32.
Winds of Chance :Dee.l9-Ins.Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Dec. 19-10.
Auctioneer :Jan.23-19.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec. 19-7.Jan. 16-11.

Family Upstairs, The :Dec. 19-7 .Jan. 16-11.

First Year, The :Dec. 19-8.Dec. 26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The :Dec. 25-14, 15.

Grand Army Man, The :Jan. 30-7.
Johnstown Flood, The : Jan. 2-9.Jan.9-20.Jan. 16-12,

13.Jan. 23-Ins.
Last Year, The :Dec.25-12.
Married AlivetJan. 16-11.

Music Master,The :Dec. 25-13.Jan. 16-11.
One Increasing Purpose :Dec. 19-7.Jan. 16, 11.

Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Dec.26-21.

Pigs :Dec.26-19.Jan. 16-11.
Sandy :Jan.30-6.
Three Bad Men : Jan. 2-10.Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The :Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11.

What Price Glory ? :Dec. 19-7.Jan. 16-11.
Yankee Senor, The :Dec. 25-10, 11.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Dec. 19-112.
Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec.l9-112.
Lightning :Dec.l9-112.
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec.26-96.
North Pole, The :Dec.25-169.
OthelIo:Dec. 19-112.
Passionate Adventure, The :Dec. 19-112.Jan. 16-97.

Jan. 16-97.
Power God :Dec. 19-112.
Red Kimono, The :Dec.l9-112.
Santa Claus :Dec. 25-169.
She:Dec. 19-112.
Sheiks and Shebas :Dec.l9-112.

Wasted Lives :Dec. 19-112.

Lee-Bradford
She:Jan.23-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The:Jan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22, 23.
Beverly of Graustark:Jan. 2-Ins.

Black Bird, The:Jan.9-l.
Bright Lights: Dec. 19-1.Jan.2-Ins.
Dance Madness :Jan. 2-Ins.
Don’t:Dec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An :Dec.l9-l.Jan.2-Ins.
Go West :Jan. 2-Ins.
Great Love, The :Dec.25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped :Jan.2-Ins.
His Secretary :Dec. 25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.Jan. 16-7.Jan. 30-

16,17.
Lights of Old Broadway : Jan. 2-Ins.
Masked Bride, The :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Mike :Jan. 16-1.Jan. 23-1,6. 7.Jan. 30-1.

Midshipman, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks :Jan. 2-Ins.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Jan.2-Ins.
Old Clothes:Jan. 2-Ins.
Only Thing, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Jan.2-Ins.
Rag Man, The:Jan.2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec. 19-22, 23.Dec.25-25.Jan.

2-Ins.
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RIES BROTHERS, photographers to the motion picture studios, will erect a new
$75,000 building at Western and Virginia Avenues, Los Angeles.

Slave of Fashion :Jan.2-Ins.
Soul Mates :Dec.25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Sun Up: Jan.2-Ins.
Time, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Torrent, The :Jan. 2-Ins.

Unholy Three, The:Jan.2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Dec.25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-4.

Jan. 23-4, 5.
Ancient Highways, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.Jan.30-3.
Blind Goddess :Dec. 26-Ins.
Coast of Folly,The:Dec.26-Ins.
Crossroads of the World :Dec.26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.30-3.
Deer Drive,The:Dec.26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Flower of Night :Dec. 26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Fresh Paint :Dee.26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Dec.26-Ins
Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.

Grass :Dec.26-Ins.
Hands Up:Jan.9-5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck:Jan.9-4.
It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Dec. 25-4.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Jan. 16-3.

King on Main Street, The:Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Dec.26-Ins.
Lord Jim :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Lucky Devil, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec.26-Ins.
Man From Mexico, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Mannequin :Dec. 19-4, 5.Dec.25-4.Jan. 2-3.Jan.9-4.

Jan. 16-3.Jan.23-3.
Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.
Moana :Dec.26-Ins.

New Brooms :Dec.26-Ins.
New Klondike, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Night Life of New York:Dec.26-Ins.
Pony Express, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec. 26-Ins.

Peacock Parade, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Regular Fellow, A :Dec. 26-Ins.

Sea Horses :Dec.26-Ins.

Secret Springs, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Song and Dance Man, The:Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.Jan.
9-5.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.

Seven Keys to Baldpate :Jan.9-4.

Take a Chance :Dec.26-Ins.

Tamed :Dec.26-Ins.
That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.
Vanishing American :Dee.l9-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.

Jan. 9-4.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.
Voleano :Dec.26-Ins.

Wanderer :Dec.l9-3.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.

Jan.30-3.

Wild Geese :Dec.26-Ins.
Womanhandled :Jan.9-4.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Dec.l9-16,17.
Charley’s Aunt :Dec.l9-13.Dec.25-5.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.26-26.
Madame Behave :Dec.l9-12,13.Dec.25-5.Jan. 16-8,9.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 25-26.
Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Seven Days :Dec.25-5.

Silence :Dec. 19-14,15.
Simon the Jester:Dec.l9-12,13.Dec.25-16,17.
Steel Preferred :Dee.l9-12,13.Jan.9-6.Jan.23-17.
Jan. 30-18.

Stop Flirting:Dec.25-5.
Without Mercy :Dec.l9-12, 13.

Rayart
Midnight Limited, The : Jan.30-10.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dec.26-12,13.Jan.2-18.Jan.9-24.Jan.l6-22.
Eagle, The :Dec. 19-19. Dec.25-7.
Little Annie Rooney :Dec. 19-18. Dec. 25-6.

Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:

Dec. 26-14, 14.Jan.2-19.Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.
Tumbleweeds :Jan. 23-11.Jan.30-19.

Universal

Arizona Sweepstakes, The :Jan.9-17.

California Straight Ahead :Dec.25-21.Jan. 16-20,21.

Calgary Stampede,The :Dec.25-21.

Cohens and the KelIys:Dee.25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.30-

20 , 21 .

Fast Worker, The :Jan. 16-21.

Goose Woman :Dec.25-21.

His People :Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.

Home Maker, The :Dec.25-21.

I’ll Show You the Town: Jan.16-21.
Midnight Sun, The :Dec.25-19.Dec.26-ll.Jan.2-11,

12,13,14,15,16,17.

Oh, Doctor :Jan. 16-21.
Outside the Law :Jan. 30-22, 23.
Phantom of the Opera :Dec. 19-20, 21.Jan.9-15.

Jan.23-8,9.
Reckless Age, The :Jan. 16-21.

“Tol’able Romeo” was directed by Jess
Robbins and is a Hal Roach single-

reel picture distributed by Rathe.

Katherine Grant is the leading woman
in the comedy.

Scarlet Saint :Dec. 26-3.

Siege :Dec.25-21.

Skinner’s Dress Suit :Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20,21.

Sporting Life, The:Dec.25-21.
Sporting Youth:Jan.16-21.
Still Alarm, The:Dec.25-21.Jan. 19-17.

Teaser, The :Dec.25-20, 21.
What Happened to Jones :Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.

16-20,21.

Where Was I ?Dec.25-20,21.

Warner Brothers

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-14,15.
Sea Beast, The :Jan.2-Ins.Jan.30-1 1,12,13,14.

Pathe
Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy :Jan.9-14.

Cheap Skates :Jan.2-57.

Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.

Framed :Jan.2-56.

Fire Away :Jan.2-57.

Kinograms :Dec.l2-5.

Live Cowards :Jan.2-57.

Maid in Morocco: Jan. 16-25.
On Edge :Jan.2-57.

Fox Film Corp.

All Abroad :Dee.26-23.

Big Game Hunter, The :Dec.26-23.

Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.
Cupid a la Carte :Dec.26-23.

Cloudy Romance, A :Dec.26-23.

Control Yourself :Dec. 26-23.
East Side—West Side:Dec.26-23.
Flaming Affair :Dec.26-23.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The:Dec.26-23.
Heart Breaker, The:Dec.26-23.
His Own Lawyer :Dec. 26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23.

Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec.26-23.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Dec. 19-9.

Dec.26-23.
O. Henry Stories :Dec. 19-9.Dec. 26-23.Dec.26-23.
Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.

Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.

Strong for Love :Dee.26-23.

Sky Jumper, The :Dec.26-23.

Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.

Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 19-9.

Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 19.9.

F. B. O.

Adventures of Mazie :Jan.2-60.

Fighting Hearts :Jan.2-60.

Greiver

Captain Peggy :Dec. 26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec. 26-96.

Pathe

Amundsen’s Expedition:Jan.9-92.

Charlie, My Boy : Jan. 2-Ins.

Good Cheer:Jan. 2-Ins.

Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan. 2-Ins.

Green Archer, The:Jan. 2-100.

His Wooden Wedding :Dec. 25-182.

Hot Cakes for Two:Jan.2-Ins.

Long Pants :Jan. 2-Ins.

Moonlight and Noses :Dec. 12-90.

Papa Be Good :Dec. 26-98.

Pathe News:Jan. 23-20.

Pathe Review :Jan.23-108.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan. 2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan.2-Ins.

Wide Open Faces : Jan. 2-Ins.

What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.
Whispering Whiskers :Jan.2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell : Jan.2-43.
Ko-Ko Steps Out :Jan. 16-43.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Dec. 26-17.Jan.2-51.Jan. 16-

10 .

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.



You can check up

There is no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.

Your patrons expect it.

Eastman Positive is the film that carries

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

And you can check up—the black-lettered

identification “Eastman” “Kodak” is in the

transparent margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Tie up to the tremendous interest

with the Sportlights, as beauti-

ful, thrilling and fascinating a

film as has ever been made.

Produced by John L. Hawkinson

ffice'S Pafhepicture
w

Sportlights
One Reel~£very otterweek

1926 Will be the Qreatest

Year for Sport the World
Has Ever Known

Take Advantage of Public In

terest by Showing the

Marvelous

HERE was a time when outdoor
sports were practically confined
to the late spring, summer and
early fall.

No longer!

The sports season now covers

the entire year. The mountain
resorts now stay open through
the winter to accommodate the
throngs who wish to skate, ski,

etc. The Southern winter resorts

have their thousands for bath-

ing and golf where they used to

have their dozens.



Hays and Exhibitors Agree on lNew contract

mmwi

Showmen
Cry For It!

Ask Metro-Goldivyri'Mayer
About the Miracle Comedy

The Dayton Theatre,
Dayton, Ohio, put
over a whirlwind
showman campaign.

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

'VVVVWVVVWV l/VVVVVVVVVyVVI

Ol. XXIV, No. 9
Bnttrid at second-clast matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III,, under the act of March 3,

1879. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents. February 13, 1926
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STRAND-EMPIRE THEATRES

PHONE

CHILLICOTHE. MISSOURI

December 21 1925

The Robert Morton Organ Company,
15S0 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

The Style 49 Pit Unit Organ which I-

we purchased some two years ago, we cons i?er
a wonderful addition to our musical prog ama.

The instrument has caused us no t ouhle
whatever and being located where we caT lot

have the attention of an experienced 0 gan
Mechanic for repairs and timing, we fr#nd
that in a very short time, with just a little
experimenting, that we were able ou't^ves,
to keep the organ in first class coraBcion.

We feel confident in saying ip the
average Exhibitor who wishes to play to
capacity, that this is the best musical instru-
ment the smaller town theatre could possible
have.

Yours truly,
’

STRAND THEATRE

'

pit Pipe organ
enables the Average Exhibitor to give the
highest typeperformance at minimum cost:

Does not require high-pricecL organist ..

Can
t
be played manually, or with

ordinary eighty*eight note music rolls..

GENUINE. DERGRN PERCUSSIONS USED

MAIL TO
NEAREST

ADDRESS FOR
NEWSELLINGPLAN

RobertMortonOrgan Q
wManufacturers of Pipe Organs Exclusively ,r

JJewYork~ 1560Broadvy

Chicago ~ 845 So. 'Wabash

Sanliancisco-168 Golden Gale,

£osAngeles ~ igi4So.Veemoni

Theatre

Seating Capacity

City and State * »i
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With credit bo

Exhibitors Herald's list or

Biggest Money makers of 1925

*(ParamountJ
Qidures

or13 i/ears ~

and in1926
it willbe tbe
same storu-

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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You know your public won’t wait till next Fall for

BIG pictures.

So you’re booking BIG ones now—for immediate
release, from January to June:

PARAMOUNT’S GREAT SPRING GROUP
OF 30 SPECIALS

You’re booking them faster than any line-up of

pictures was ever booked before!

AND WITH WHAT AMAZING RESULTS ALREADY
AT THE BOX OFFICE!

“THE WANDERER” is cracking all records in Boston
and other key points.

“THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER”
topped all previous highs at McVicker’s, Chicago,

with $31,000 in a week.

“THE VANISHING AMERICAN,” fresh from its $2
showings, is going like a box office afire.
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HAROLD LLOYD in “For Heaven’s

Sake” (his first Paramount release) is on the

way.

“BEHIND THE FRONT” is the red hot tip of

the hour for a comedy cleanup!

5

GLORIA SWANSON in “The Untamed Lady”,

THOMAS MEIGHAN in “The New Klondike”,

POLA NEGRI in “Because I Love You”, RAY-
MOND GRIFFITH in “Fresh Paint”—super-star

specials.

“DANCING MOTHERS”, “THE BLIND GOD-
DESS”, “SEA HORSES”, “THE SONG AND
DANCE MAN”, “THE RAINMAKER”—sensational

stories with casts studded with favorites.

BEBE DANIELS, DOUGLAS MacLEAN, RICH-
ARD DIX, W. C. FIELDS—stars that draw and

draw and draw!

That’s the caliber of Paramount’s 30—all coming

on definite release dates between now and June.

Congratulations, Showmen

!

You know the World’s Greatest Picture Buy when
you see it—and you 9

re grabbing it quick!
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Associated Exhibitors Inc.
Oscar A. Price Pres.

ABox Office Smash/



MargueriteDeLaMotte
with

*

John Bowers « —
A throbbing drama of the Big Timber
Country~Produced in TacomaCWashu
by H. C. WeaverProductionsJncDirected
byLloydIngrahamfrom the Story bjA

Clarence Budington Kellan

Hearts™Fists’

EXHIBITORS HERALDEebruary 13, 1926
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OhBoy/ 1swelled our
the walls
says this Exhibitor
about the fastest,
peppiest, merriest
melodramatic Com
edy of the year/

Monte Blue
PatsyRuth Millet*

Directed, byRoyDel Rllth

a WARNER BROS, production
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large measurefor
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policy that

it has been operating.

The BIGGEST
special of a streetful

of specials means

the GREATEST
box office attraction

of all time -

JOHN BARRYMORE i:

“The SEA BEAST”
has been a sell-out at the WARNER THEATRE,
New York, since its opening, at two dollar top.

With DOLORES COSTELLO Directed by Millard Webb
V J

•

^ Adapted from Herman Melville’s “Moby Dick’’ by Bess Meredyth

A Warner Bros. Production
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CecilB.DeMillepresents

ROD LAROCQUE
44

BraveKcart
M

With LILLIAN RICH ROBERT EDESON
TYRONE POWER JEAN ACKER

• MmJw
i^HV

tK: ‘

jdapted b/ MARY O'HARAfromth&pJapSlROHQHtARl
'

by WILLIAM C.OE MILLE yj®

eJtv Alatl Hale Production^

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation J 130 West 46th Street New York, N. Y.
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^Exclusive Foreign Distributors

R-C Export Corporation
i5bo Broadway
New York

AOENTS.
FED. Pictures. GMBH.

255 FrlcOricnsrrassc. Berlin.
Germany

Sodcte Anonyroe des Rlras F.BO.
(X}Faubourg StHoflore.Bsrts

Directed by

TOM FORMAN

with

DOROTHY
DEVORE

and
Cullen Landis

Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.

1560 Broadway, New York. Exchanges Everywhere

MARCH IS F. B. O. MONTH
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Pleases Critic

And Exhibitor

Tumbleweeds’ in our
V-' JL JL JL M.M. J W^JL.V' (L/VU V

picture of this year. Am
holding it over.”

—The Pollard, Guthrie, Okla.

“Comedy, villainy and ex-

citing adventure in Tum-
bleweeds! a splendid Hart
"comeback/ The mad dash
of homesteaders is an epic

of its kind.”
—MaeTinee,in Chicago Tribune.

“We think ‘Tumbleweeds’
the best Bill Hart picture

for several years.”
— Chicago News.

“Star will draw them in

and the film should please

Hart fans and prove strong

at the box-office.”
-M. P. World.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
“J4ary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglaj' Fairbanks D. W. Qriffiih

Joseph M.Jchenck,
Chairman , Jioard of Directorj:

Hiram Qbrams,
President
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For the Season
No.

13
1926 -- 192?

William Fox
presents

JOHN GOLDEN’S stage play

He practiced shooting

SIX days a week and

rested on the Sabbath
— by concentrating on

the draw.

He had the town in

one continuous uproar

until— love tamed him.

Keeps the audience in

continual suspense and
laughter.

A perfect screen story.

A wonderful screen

character.

A whopping big FOX
clean-up l

Coming

No.

14

JOHN GOLDIN
UNIT Fox Film Corporation.



% DIXIE
MERCHANT

from the novel, “The Chicken-Wagon Family”
by Barry Benefield

with

MADGE BELLAMY — JACK MULHALL
J. FARRELL McDONALD
Scenario by Kenneth B. Clarke

FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

GEORGE O’BRIEN
FLORENCE GILBERT— JANET GAYNOR
ANDERS RANDOLF— PAUL NICHOLSON

A Thrilling Handicap of Love and
Trotting Thoroughbreds

by Edfrid Bingham—Robert Lord

IRVING CUMMINGS
Production

Fox Film Corporation.



picturesforprofit
Every day—every week

—

every month—every year!

It’s the one service exhibitors can

rely upon for making their theatre

investment a profitable one!

Watch FOX!

ROAD /«

GLORY
by Howard Hawks

with

MAY MeAVOY
Leslie Fenton — Ford Sterling

Scenario by L. G. Rigby

Howard Hawks
Production

“ The Devil’s Own Highway
”



Worlds greatest News Reel for
World’s greatest Theatre!

/it

'

S.L.Rothafel signs for

FOX NEWS
MIGHflEST OF ALL

\\\

Pox Film Corporatioa
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words) this Is a telegram. Other-
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aymbol appearing alter the check.GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST VICB-PRESlOtNTNEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT

STAMPS ARK 15. 935A

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMER INC

MEMPHIS TENN

FUMING WATERS WENT OVER BIG WONDERFUL DRAWING PICTURE

That’s the way praises are showering in on F. B. O.’s thrilling

oil field story—“FLAMING WATERS” starring Malcolm
MacGreggor, Pauline Garon, Mary Carr and big time cast.

The whole world will soon know how really big this picture is.

Book it NOW. Boost it strong. It will play capacity in any
and every house in the land.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
1560 Broadway, New York

ONE OF THE BEST GIVE US MORE LIKE IT SHELL! POWELL

The filing time as shown In the date line on full rate, telegrams and day-letters, and the time ol receipt at destination as shown on ail messages, Is STANDARD TIME.

RECEIVED At

1926 JAN 15 M
XRAl 15 20 COLXBCT

9 51

Exclusive Foreign Distributors.
R-C Export Corporation

i5bo Broadway
New York.

AOENTS.
F.B.O. Pictures. G.M.B.K.

235 Frlcdrlchstrasse. Berlin.
Germany

R.C Export Corp. 26-27 DArblay St. London.
England

Soclete Anonyme des Rims F.B.O.

bQ Faubourg StHonore. Paris

France

mmmmmmm

Presented by
O. E. Goebel

Story by
Lloyd Sheldon

Directed by
E. Harmon Weight

An Associated
Arts Production

“Went Over Big ! !

!”

“Wonderful Drawing Picture”

soon
KJnow
it/

euss of sffli fVBOL
- Telegram

Day fetter #'l Blue

.Night Message / Nile

Night Letter N L

ll none of these three symbolt
appears after the check (number of
words) this is s telegram. Other*
wlselts character is Indicatedby the
aymbol appearing after the cheok.
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Positively

the greatest laugh

picture ever produced!
Featuring

GEORGE SIDNEY,
CHARLES MURRAY,

with

VERA GORDON

Hi

Presented in association with Faultless

Pictures Corp. ; E. M. Ascher, Pres.

From the Stage Play by Aaron Hoffman
Directed by HARRY” POLLARD

HEE',

v^V
v
hee/

1

Ha//
HA ft/

m !f!J

: vV

AND

IN THEIR PROJECTION
ROOM

A HARRY POLLARD PRODUCTION
Universal’s White List Miles and Miles Ahead of All!
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February
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HERALD
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It seems to be the
loveliest bit of color
work these old eyes
ever have rested on. Miss
Hampton is exquisite ....
Don’t miss this.

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

Exquisitely tinted . . . .The story’s

a charming fantasy .... The colors
are unusually lovely, the picture is

very effective.

NEW YORK JOURNAL
Of the short films and novelties in the
Broadway motion picture houses this week
Hope Hampton in “Marionettes” at the Rivoli
seems to have led by an easy margin.

NEW YORK EVENING WORLD

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM

LOS ANGELES CALIF

MARIONETTES IN TECHNICOLOR IS A MARVELOUS

LITTLE FEATURE AND A GREAT SUCCESS HERE

THIS WEEK DRAWING APPLAUSE AND HIGHEST

PRAISE FROM AUDIENCE AT EVERY SHOWING

H B WRIGHT MANAGER
LOEWS STATE THEATRE

Directed by

Henri Diamant Berger

Photography by

Technicolor

Process

A lovely fantasy,
made adorable by
the presence of its star.

Miss Hampton is a mar-
velous subject for the won-
ders of technicolor. The
beauty of her coloring is accen-
tuated by stunning settings and
fine lighting effects,which, all com-
bined, become marvelous.

zrrs WEEKLY

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

Remember “THE VOICE OF THE |NlGHTINGALE”
Winner of the Riesenfeld Qold Medal!

Here's another beautiful fantasy in colors

that's making the same kind of record
everywhere—cheers from the audience,

praise from the critics and extra profits

at every box-office

—

“MARIONETTES”
with

HOPE
HAMPTON

Produced by DIAMANT FILM COMPANY of America
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NEW PAGE OF PROGRESS FOR 1926
With the new year we started delivering to our clients—at the same

old price of $4.00 per week—a still further

ADVANCE in TRAILER SERVICE
a new and more impressive presentation of Coming Attraction An-

nouncements that cannot fail to attract the eye and

SELL YOUR PICTURES
TO “SHOW ME” AUDIENCES
In less than two years we have lined up over twenty-five hundred

theatres for our economical service, and by the end of this year we

confidently expect to have

5000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SUCH AS THESE:
“If your service is to be judged by that rendered to us

then I may well recommend it to all exhibitors seeking a

consistent money making advertising medium for their

features.” Rialto Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

“Your service is proving very satisfactory. Trailers on
the pictures are very good. Service like this ought to im-
prove any exhibitor’s business, and it is well worth the
price.” Capitol Theatre, Canton, III.

“Words of praise are never too late, so add my indorse-

ment to those you have already on file. I am thoroughly
satisfied with your trailers and besides your printed ma-
terial carries a strong and fine argument why patrons
should see the picture.”

W. F. Burke, Pres. & Mgr., Mecca Enterprises, N. Y. C.

“Thanks for your prompt attention to our orders. When
you render service like this it is useless to wish you a

Prosperous New Year; you can have nothing else but.”

Rialto Theatre, Hartford, Conn.

“I have been using your trailer service for the past six

months and have found it first-class. It has done consider-

able toward increasing my attendance and I can heartily

endorse and recommend it to my fellow exhibitors. Your
opening and closing trailers are A-l. Your service on
quick bookings has been the same. In fact, there is not

one single thing that I could complain of. Keep it up
and your success is assured.”

Nicholas F. Powers, Mgr., Strand Thr., Doylestown, Pa.

LET US SELL
THE PICTURES

YOU BUY

Chicago Representative

J. E. WILLIS

746 SO. WABASH AVENUE

“Your service is novel, unique and superior to anything
of its kind I have ever seen, and at the same time costs

considerably less.”

Warner Bros. South. Theatres, Charlotte, N. C.

“We have in the past used another company’s trailers,

but feel confident that we will receive a superior trailer

service both from the advertising of attractions and serv-

ice you will render.” Robb & Rowley Theatres, Dallas, Tex.

“Your service fills a long felt want, as previous prices on
trailers made them prohibitive for theatres in smaller

cities.” Capitol Theatre, Delphos, Ohio

“Since using your trailer service my receipts have increased
20%.” Cliff Queen Theatre, Dallas, Tex.
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Next Week—
“THE STUDIO”—Complete
news of Studio activities in

the East and on the West Coast.

BETTERTHEATRES—Issued

under its own cover as a sepa-

rate section—devoted exclu-

sively to theatre construction,

operation and equipment.

2 Big Features of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
The Complete Service Paper
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you didn’t take the reliable old box-office’s advice
and so you missed First National’s unprecedented

line-up of star-hits and specials, February
will be another tough month for you.

Look what you’re up against! Colleen Moore in
“ Irene,” three great shows in one ! Johnny Hines

in “Rainbow Riley.” It’s a riot! Michael
Arlen’s “Dancer of Paris” starring Conway

Tearle with Dorothy Mackaill. And
“The Far Cry,” with Blanche Sweet,
Jack Mulhall and a cast that
would hoist the S. R. O. at

the Roman Coliseum.

They’re First National’s hits for February. Knock-
outs! Record-smashers! Four Box-office bo-
nanzas in one month. Nothing can beat
them—and if you haven’t got them, there’s

only one hope for you—

Shut Up Tour. Show
And Go To Florida
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STAHL HAS MADE
HIS BEST FOR FIRST

On its very first engage-

ment “Memory Lane” did
the best week s business in

A national Picture

six months at the Princess,

Hartford.

“Memory Lane” went on cold.

The print from the laboratory

arrived at the very last mo-
ment—too late for the Prin-

cess Theatre to learn how big

the picture was. Ordinary ad-

vertising, that’s all.

But what happened? “Mem-
ory Lane” made itself at the

box-office. By sheer drawing-

power it built up the best

week’s business in six months

!

and it takes a
BIG PICTURE

to do that!
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Editorial

by

Martin
J.

IQuigley

ONE of the most significant pieces of news that has
appeared on the trade's horizon in a long time is

reflected in an announcement just issued from the Hays
office to the effect that a standard form of exhibition

contract has been authoritatively agreed upon by repre-

sentatives of all importantly interested persons.

More significant even than simply an agreement at

this time is the fact that an arrangement has been set

whereby future—and inevitable—points of disagree-

ment, necessitating change and adjustment, may be
taken care of.

This latter stipulation establishes as a reality a de-

velopment which this publication has been contending
for since the birth of the original agitation for a uni-

form and equitable exhibition contract. This advisory
committee, aided in times of necessity by an advisory
commission, leads straight and sure to a permanent and
fixed solution of the oppressive difficulties experienced
by all parties in connection with the exhibition contract.

This agreement just entered into (and reported in

detail elsewhere in this issue) does far more than simply
provide at this time an acceptable contract form. It is

a tremendous step toward effecting a relationship be-

tween exhibitor and distributor which will have the
sanction of the best principles of modern business. It

will obviate a great source of discord and distrust and
will bring the exhibition and distribution branches of

the industry into a far more satisfactory and profitable

working agreement.

The agreement is an industry-wide accomplishment.

The final conference at which it was effected was at-

tended by qualified representatives of all factors in the

industry. The exhibitor’s interests were looked after by
a group of theatre owners of such reputation and calibre

that the conclusion arrived at may be accepted without
reserve. The development represents a big job, well-

done by all concerned.
* * *

THE question of Summer closing should not be con-

sidered as a territorial or district matter but simply

as a matter of individual decision for particular the-

atres with regard to particular conditions and circum-

stances. And even then the question should be ap-

proached cautiously with a view to effect some ar-

rangement which will permit of successful operation

throughout the Summer rather than to close for any

period if this may be averted.

Generally speaking the idea of shutting down for a

period during the Summer.months is a decidedly reac-

tionary attitude and it is against the constructive trend

of recent years. The trend in the motion picture the-

atre business has been substantially toward the goal of

an all year around business. Ways and means should

now be invoked to further this trend and certainly not

to arrest it by any ill-advised arrangement providing

for a wholesale shutting down of theatres.

Habit is a tremendous factor in the amusement prac-

tices of the public. The habit of seeing motion pic-

tures is a vital asset to the business. Nothing that might

break this habit should be considered for a moment if

it may be avoided.

Developments in the mechanical equipment of the-

atres now make it possible for the public to attend
theatres and enjoy a uniform degree of comfort regard-

less of the season or state of the weather. At no time
of the year may a theatre, properly equipped and prop-
erly operated, be considered an undesirable place of

amusement. It is true that during the Summer season
the theatre is at a disadvantage because of the compe-
tition from outdoor attractions but this is not because
the theatre becomes less able to afford satisfaction and
comfort but rather because of the greater seasonal ap-

peal of the outdoors. It is simply a matter of greater

competition in the Summer time—and a shutdown is

not a good reply to competition in whatever form it

may appear.

It is agreed that there are certain isolated cases in

which local conditions render it extremely difficult or
even impossible for a theatre to operate throughout the

Summer. But these cases are few and far between and
should not bring about in the industry any widespread
discussion about a movement to close down for a period
in the Summer.

Continuous operation throughout the Summer for the

typical theatre even at a reasonable loss is decidedly
better business than a shut-down because then the pub-
lic will be given no opportunity or encouragement to

break its theatre-going habit. Continuous operation will

avoid extending strength and encouragement to com-
peting amusement interests. It will serve to fix and
entrench the theatre as a permanent, year-around in-

stitution of the community, building a good-will that

will bring back big returns in the future.

Except in a very limited number of cases, poor and
out-of-date equipment is the only excuse for a shut-

down in the Summer. And in this stage of the industry’s

development there is no good excuse for any theatre

having poor and out-of-date equipment.

* * »

P ERSONS who are intolerant of errors and inaccu-

races that occasionally appear in publications—and
even in this one—might be invited to consider a recent

report from the government printer at Washington who
announces that it cost $220,327 last year to correct

proofs of Congressional speeches set in type and after-

wards revised and altered by their authors after a sec-

ond reading.

In other words, it cost the government nearly a

quarter of a million dollars to correct studied and pre-

pared speeches made in Congress to conform with what
their authors wanted.

Periodicals of all kinds cannot resort to any final

check-up of this kind yet they are expected to be abso-

lutely accurate at all times. A weekly publication such

as this is practically compiled and printed in two days

and while, fortunately, our articles are not so long as

the average speech in Congress yet there are a vast

number of them and every word and line of every one
of them is susceptible to error.
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Exhibitors
Standard

Rembusch Meet
at French Lick

Is Called Off
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—'The French Lick,

Ind., conference called for February 24 and
25 by Frank J. Rembusch, president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana,
to seek a solution of the uniform contract
problem, has been cancelled following the

agreement reached here at a meeting of
Will H. Hays, president of the M.P.P.D.A.,
with leaders of both the M.P.T.O.A. and
several state organizations.

W. A. Steffes, president of the M.P.T.O.
of Minnesota, who with Rembusch was
among the signatories of the agreement
with Hays, will join Rembusch tomorrow
in Chicago to look in at the conference on
federal censorship.

Oregon Votes to

Keep Out ofN. W.
Owners League

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 9.—Unex-
pectedly the exhibitors of Oregon in a
meeting here last week voted to refrain

from affiliating with the Northwestern
states, Washington and Idaho.

It had been planned that the “All-

Northwest” association would be ar-

ranged following meetings of committees
in Spokane, Butte, and Boise. More
than 100 exhibitors attended the meet-
ing of the league.

FP-L Shows $1,408,330
Net Profit in 3 Months

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation in its consolidated state-

ment (which includes the earnings of sub-

sidiary companies) reports net profits of

$1,408,330.19 for the three months and
$3,459,862.90 for the nine months to Sept.

26, 1925, after deducting all charges and

'

reserves for federal income and other

On Feb. 8, 1926, the board of directors

declared the regular quarterly dividend of

$2 a share on’ the common stock, payable
April 1, 1926, to stockholders of record at

the close of business on March 15, 1926.

The books will not close.

Only Three Companies
Formed During Week

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 9.—Last week
was unusually light in the number of mo-
tion picture companies seeking charters to

incorporate in the business in New York
state. Only three companies were formed
during the week.
These were

:

The Gromer Amusement Corporation, capitalized
at $100,000; Mechanicville State Theatre, of Me-
chanicviile, $60,000, and the Winkler Film Cor-
poration, the capitalization of this company not
being specified in the papers filed.

and Hays Agree on
Exhibition Contract
Advisory Committee,
Commission Appointed

Group Representing All Factors in Industry Votes to

Carry Out New Measure’s Provisions

Settlement of the contract issue, the most disputed problem affecting

relations between motion picture theatre owners and producers and dis-

tributors, has been reached. The agreement was made at a luncheon given

by Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A., for leaders of the

organized exhibitors.

The press was not admitted to the meeting and those attending agreed
to make no further explanation than the following signed statement and
announcement issued from the office of the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America.

An agreement designed to end contractural disputes between motion picture

theatre owners and the producers and distributors of motion pictures was
reached yesterday (Saturday) at a luncheon given by Will H. Hays, president

of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, for the officials

of the important organizations of motion picture theatre owners throughout

the United States.

Agree on Standard Exhibition Contract

The group—representing all the factors in the motion picture industry

—

agreed upon a standard exhibition contract which will be used by all theatre

owners and distributing companies in booking motion pictures for exhibition.

The exhibitors of the United States were represented by:

R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.,

president, Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.

Joseph M. Seider, New York
City, business manager, M. P. T.
O. A.

A. Julian Brylawski, Washing-
ton, D. C., chairman, administra-
tive committee, M. P. T. O. A.

Charles L. O’Reilly, New York
City, president, Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce.
W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis,

president, M. P. T. O. of Minne-
sota.

H. M. Richey, Detroit, Mich.,
general manager, M. P. T. O. of

Michigan.
R. R. Biechele, Kansas City,

Mo., president, M. P. T. O. of

Kansas-Missouri.
Frank Rembusch, Indianapolis,

Ind., president, M. P. T. O. of

Indiana.
Jules Michaels, Buffalo, N. Y.,

president, M. P. T. O. of New
York State, Buffalo-Albany Zone.

H. A. Cole, Marshall, Tex.,

president, M. P. T. O. of Texas.

At the same time arrangements were
made for the further consideration of the

matter with an advisory committee, aided

by an advisory commission if necessary.

The following signed statement was
issued by those participating in the con-

ference :

“The undersigned have today approved a

new Standard Exhibition Contract. This
contract shall be put into use immediately.

Concurrent with this approval an arrange-

ment has been effected for the appointment
of an advisory committee to consult with

the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America relative to still further

improving the contract, if possible. This
advisory committee consists of the follow-

ing: Charles L. O’Reilly, R. F. Woodhull,
W. A. Steffes and E. V. Richards.

“In addition there has been designated
an advisory commission consisting of Hon.
Henry W. Taft and Judge Moses H. Gross-
man, who shall be jointly consulted by the

advisory committee and the Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors of Amer-
ica in the event such advisory committee
and the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America are unable to agree on
any further changes which may be decided

advisable.

“The contract agreed upon today is

mutual and contains many substantial im-

provements. It is our purpose sym-
pathetically to interpret its provisions, to

carry it out and to aid in efforts to improve
it.”

M. P. T. O. of West
Pennsylvania to

Meet April 19, 20
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH, PA., Feb. 9.—The
sixth annual convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania will be held here April

19-20. The following committee has

been named to arrange for headquarters:

N. Friedberg, Harry Hayward, Nate
Friedberg, William R. Wheat, M. Rosen-
bloom, M. B. Nadler and Fred J. Her-
rington.
A resolution was adopted at a meeting

of the board of directors^ January 29

expressing the organization’s sorrow and

sympathy following the death of John
P. Harris.
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1VT EW YORK.—Virginia Morris, live
' wire publicity expert, ha's resigned

from Fox Films and started work as di-

rector of publicity for A1 Lichtman’s new
company (and now we’ve started the col.

off with a lady). . . Adolph Zukor,
Jesse Lasky and Sam Katz got tired of
New York blizzards and left Thursday for
a vacation in Florida. . . . Sydney
Cohen is now a Florida realtor and willing
to talk about the climate and other things
they have down there. . . Joe Hornstein
moved into his new offices last week and
celebrated with a housewarming that is

said to have offset the blizzard raging out-
side. . . . George Eastman will leave
next month at the head of a party taking
a trip to the African jungle, and may take
a Kodak along. . . . Will Hays, back
from his West Coast trin, is expected to
get some early action of the uniform con-
tract P. N. Brinch sailed last.

week for Vienna to represent Metro.
. . . Jimmy Grainger is back from Cuba
and says it is a pretty good island for
some purposes. . . . Eugene Zukor is

now in Europe on a six weeks trip. . . .

Leon Netter, of the Gordon Enterprises,
Boston, spent part of last week in New
York and went home to get warm. . . .

Charlie Einfeld heaved a sigh of relief last

Monday when the last Naked Truth din-
ner ticket was sold, and for the remainder
of the week gleefully chortled at a lot of
people who wouldn’t make reservations
earlier and were left out. . . . Joe
Seider spent several of last week’s days
among the legislators at Trenton. . . .

Walter Wanger and Benny Schulberg got
in from th Coast last week. . . . Mort
Blumenstock, disguised as a big pine and
shingle man from the Northwest, attended
the A. M. P. A. luncheon and flapped his

loose galoshes all over the place. . . .

Colby Harriman, presentation impresario,
has opened offices at 1674 Broadway.
. . . Dick Barthelmess has recovered
from his recent illness sufficiently to leave
last week for the Coast to begin production.
. . . Jay Shreck, Governor Smith and
George Arliss attended the motion picture
carnival at the Plaza Hotel last week.
. . . Julius Stern of Universal is here
on a visit to the home office. . . .

Robert E. Welsh of Associated Exhibitors
wants his name used that way since mov-
ing into new offices on the second floor

of the Pathe building. . . . William
Fox arrived in New York last week sev-

eral days ahead of schedule, being due
about Feb. 10. . . . Montague Glass
came on from the Coast last week and
Victor Shapiro immediately commenced
talking like Abe and Mauruss. . . .

•S'. L. Rothafel made his first Roxy thea-
tre picture contract for Fox News, Jimmy
Grainger selling them to him. . . . Ward
Lascelle, Coast producer, is sojourning in

New York. . . . Paul Perez was, with
difficulty, persuaded not to wear his

sweater with evening dress at the Naked
Truth Dinner.

—Spargo.

Shaw Buried Feb. 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 9.—Funeral serv-
ices were held Wednesday for Harold
Shaw, film director, killed in an automo-
bile accident.

Lytell with his bride, Claire
Windsor, attended the opening of
“Don Q” at the Million Dollar
theatre, Los Angeles, January 28.
It is a United Artists production.

Among the notables at the open-
ing of “Don Q” January 28 at
Mr. Grauman’s Million Dollar
theatre in Los Angeles were
Charlie Chaplin and Lita Grey.

Abe Carlos and Mrs. Carlos recently

arrived in Hollywood, where Mr.

Carlos went into production confer-

ences. Left is Richard Talmadge,

who has been chosen to head five

units for Carlos Productions. Tal-

madge has risen to a stellar position

in films under the tutelage of Mr.

Carlos, whose product is handled by

Film Booking Offices.

Right: Donald Crisp is the newest

addition of directorial talent at the

Cecil B. De Mille studio. Under his

new contract with Pro-Dis-Co he

will direct three pictures in 1926.
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U Gets Colony for 6 Months;
Fox to Build in Kansas City

$3,500,000 Fox Theatre Project in St. Louis Expected to Be
Carried Out—To Lease New San Francisco House

Seating 5,200—F & R Adds in Faribault
Universal’s acquisition of the B. S. Moss Colony theatre, New York, for

six months beginning last Sunday, heads the news of theatre chain activities

of the past week. The arrangements include management of the Colony, and
control of its booking and advertising for the period. The deal went into

operation last Sunday with the opening of Reginald Denny’s “What Happened
to Jones.” Other Universals to show at the Colony will be “The Flaming
Frontier” and “The Midnight Sun.”

$3,000,000 Fox House for Kansas City

Fox will build a $3,000,000 theatre and office building in Kansas City, Mo.,
according to unofficial announcement. S. W. Straus & Company, New York,
stated there last week that his company had had six representatives investigat-

ing property but refused to name his client except to say he was a New York
man. It is generally understood among Kansas City real estate men, however,
that the theatre is to be built by Fox.

Lya De Putti

Binder, Berlin, Copyright photo.

Ufa Star Joins
Famous on Long

TermAgreement
NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Lya de Putti

has been signed to a long term con-

tract by Paramount and will arrive next

month to be starred in Paramount pic-

tures. Miss de Putti’s first appearance
on the screen in this country will be

in a big special production, made in

Berlin, entitled, “Variety.” This picture,

produced by A. E. Dupont for Ufa, is

one of the group of productions to be

released in America as a result of the

commercial alliance recently made with

Ufa by Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn.

Hopp Booking Agency
Moves from Cooney
Brothers9 Headquarters

The American Theatres Corporation, a
booking combination formed several

months ago by Joe Hopp and the Cooney
Brothers, announced last week that it has
moved its headquarters from the Straus
building to 845 South Wabash Avenue. No
definite cause was assigned to the change.
It was stated, however, that Cooney book-
ings are to be made by Charles Casanave
instead of the Hopp organization.

The former headquarters of the organ-
ization was in offices adjoining those of the

National Theatres Corporation, the Cooney
chain of theatres. Hopp who has long

been known in exhibitors circles is presi-

dent of the American Theatres company;
and Ben Cooney is secretary.

Fire Causes Closing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WELLINGTON, COL., Feb. 9.—The
Community theatre was seriously damaged
by fire last week, causing the theatre to

close down for an indefinite period.

At St. Louis, Mo., it is reported that a

$3,500,000 Fox theatre and office-apartment
building project will be carried out. Thea-
tre Realty company, a holding company
for Fox interests in St. Louis, has signed
final papers for property on Grand boule-
vard. The total investment will approxi-
mate $5,000,000. Fox will lease for 25
years a $1,000,000 theatre to* be built in

San Francisco. The theatre, to be called

the Capitol, will seat 5,200 and be a sister

house of the Capitol in New York. This
is understood to be the first of a chain of

such houses to be built on the Pacific Coast
by the Capitol company and to be taken
over by Fox.

F. & R. Shares in Two More
Finkelstein & Ruben has purchased a

part interest in the Sun and Grand thea-

tres at Faribault, Minn. J. W. Cotter has
sold the Fourth Street theatre at Moberly,
Mo., to Universal. It is reported from
Sedalia, Mo., that a $500,000 merger in-

volving 25 theatres in Missouri and Kansas
has been completed by American Theatres
Company with S. C. Carter of Nevada,
Mo., and Lee Jones of Kansas City. The
Sedalia theatres are the Sedalia, Strand
and Liberty. Pottsdown Theatres, Inc.,

in Pennsylvania has opened a 1,200 seat

house. Comerford Amusement Company
has absorbed the Ideal in Montrose, Pa.

James Amusement Enterprises, operating
six houses in Columbus, Ohio, and another

Czechoslovakian President

Praises “The Iron Horse”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—After
President Masaryk of Czechoslo-
vakia viewed “The Iron Horse” at

Prague, the military chancellor
dictated the following letter to

Fox :

“Please accept my sincere
thanks for showing me 'The Iron
Horse.’ I screened the picture on
Tuesday at the Palace Lanech in

the presence of the president of
the republic. The film pleased
everybody very much and I have
been requested to entertain those
who were present again very soon
with something similarly stirring

as ‘The Iron Horse.’
“With cordial regards

“(Signed) Seidl,

“Lieutenant Colonel.”

in Louisville, Ky., is said to be contem-
plating construction of a large house in

Columbus. Incorporated papers have been
granted there to Ohio James Company. It

is reported that the James chain is working
in conjunction with a large producing com-
pany in the project.

Chicago Council

Votes to Keep
“Summer Time”

The city council of Chicago last week
passed a unanimous vote in favor of day-
light saving for this year and voted the

measure up for repeal at the November
election. In putting the measure up for
referendum supporters of daylight sav-
ing are satisfying several elements of

organized labor which have opposed the
summer time.
Waukegan, 111., has likewise adopted

a measure to continue daylight saving.

Lion 9

s Club Champions
Theatre Fight Against
Tent Shows in Texas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EASTLAND, TEX, Feb. 9.—The Lion’s

Club in Eastland recently came to the res-

cue of the Connellee theatre, and drew up
resolutions against all traveling shows and
carnivals. They declared that it was not
right for the people of Eastland to patron-
ize these traveling shows that contribute

nothing to the civic welfare of the city,

and neglect the theatre which was a per-

manent asset. They also eulogized the

manager, Mr. Bowen, for his whole-heart-
ed co-operation with the Chamber of Com-
merce and other organizations in putting
over any activity or improvement on foot

in the city. This immediately evoked much
discussion commending the action of the

Lion’s Club and the theatre in the Eastland
Daily Tribune.

Mayor Walker III

With Heart Attacks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y, Feb. 9.—Mayor James
J. Walker of New York City, long a cham-
pion of the interests of the motion picture

industry, was stricken with two heart at-

tacks within 48 hours and taken to the

executive mansion for treatment on orders
of Governor A1 Smith.
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Shapiro’s “Jazz Reel” Scores
at “Naked Truth” Dinner

Picture Proves Piece de Resistance at A. M. P. A. Events—Fewer
Stars, More High Officials Attend

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Feb. 9.—As the result of the “Naked Truth” dinner,

which was held at the Hotel Astor last Saturday evening and
night, the A. M. P. A., sponsors of the classic, are likely to lose

from their ranks one of the most promising young publicity men.
While as yet there are no records of offers made, it is extremely pos-

sible or probable that some one of the big companies will giab off young
Victor Shapiro and make him a director. All this as one of the outcomes
of a film called “The Naked Truth Jazz Reel,” the direction of which is

credited to Sam Goldwyn’s publicity purveyor.

SINCE the beginning of the A. M. P. A.
“Naked Truth” dinners there have been

news reels and other kinds of reels shown,
but the sixth annual event will go down
in history as having a reel as is a reel.

While the entire dinner dancing and every-
thing that goes with dinners and dancing
at film affairs was a huge success, the con-
sensus is that the picture was the piece
de resistance.

Leaders “Kidded” Cleverly

Nearly everyone of any prominence in

the industry was “kidded” cleverly, and
without many of the stings that some of
the former pictures have left. The picture

opened with verse, cleverly written, dealing
with the Ufa-Universal-Famous-Metro sit-

uation. This was in the form of a song
set to a familiar old tune, and that the

thousand guests enjoyed it is evidenced by
the fact that probably a majority of them
sang the words.

One noticeable feature of the gathering

was the absence of motion picture stars

and the presence of a much greater num-
ber of the higher officials of the companies
than usually attend these functions.

Texas Guinan, who was billed to be the

“Wise Cracker-in-Chief,” failed for some
reason to show up, so Nat Rothstein had to

do all the wise cracking alone, and this he
did so successfully that the wise cracking

Miss Guinan soon ceased to be missed.

The dinner began at seven o’clock and
the picture was shown and the prominent
personages were introduced while the din-

ers still sat at their tables. The floor was

School Children Urged
By Supt. to See Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SACRAMENTO, CAL., Feb. 9.

—That schools and theatre owners
may find vast mutual benefit in

co-operation is illustrated in a let-

ter received by all principals of
schools here from Charles C.
Hughes, superintendent. It fol-

lows in part:
“/ have just received a communication

from the Senator theatre stating that the
picture entitled *The Vanishing American

*

is to be shown for one week beginning
January 10. This picture is on a par with
*The Pony Express* and *The Covered
Wagon* It is high class in every respect
and its intent is to give to the American
people a true and historically correct pic-
ture of the life of the American Indian.
/ believe such a picture to be of educa-
tional value and that it is appropriate to

call to the attention of our children a pic-

ture of this type. The picture will be a
vivid expression of their history study.

“/ therefore give you permission to have
your teachers call to the attention of the
children the fact that this picture is to be
shown in our city as above stated.**

then cleared and the remainder of the eve-
ning was spent in dancing.

While the name of the affair still ob-
tained, much of the accustomed “Naked
Truth” was missing. However, probably
in order still to justify the name, the menu
was printed as the naked truth, with all the

customary French and other frills missing
from the printed sheet.

Following is the menu:

NAKED TRUTH DINNER
Hotel Astor—February 6th, 1926

The Naked Truth
about

The Menu

SOUP

MEAT and Potatoes

COLD SLAW

(Or Some Other Salad)

BREAD & BUTTER

COFFEE

Following is a list of the guests

:

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Alicoate, Grace Ackerman, Mr.
and Mrs. R. V. Anderson, Ralph Aderer, Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Adler, Kelsey Allen, J. K. Adams,
Earl Allvinne, Glendon Allvine, Lionel Atwell.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown, Mr. and Mrs.

Murray Beyer, Victor Beals, Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Blumstein, A1 Barlow, George Bilson, Louis Brock,
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. O. H.
Briggs, Mr. and Mrs. George Bartholomew, Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Bate, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Beahan,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burger, James Beecroft, A.
Bernstein, Richard Barthelmess, Benny Berk, D.
Bernstein, Major Edward Bowes, Robert Bertchey,
Dorothy Berman, David Barrist, C. C. Burr, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert C. Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Buckley, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Beatty, Ruby Blaine,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Boothby, Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Bunn, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Brecher, Morton
B. Blumenstock, Ed. Berry, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Baer, M. H. Block, Marie Buckridge, Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Bump, Dave Bader, Ralph Brown,
Paul Banker, H. Blunt, Mr. and Mrs. H. Berman,
Geo. Beban, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bate, Arthur
Brillant, Mr. and Mrs. Abe Blumstein, Mr. and

(Continued on page 46)

Brown to Direct Metro
Film, “Trail of ’98”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 9. — Clarence
Brown has been engaged by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer to direct “The Trail of ’98” it

was announced by Louis B. Mayer. He is

now directing “Kiki,” starring Norma Tal-
madge.
Reginald Barker’s first for Metro will

be “The Flaming Forest.”

Great for Good

Actors, Hays Says

of Casting Bureau
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Will H. Hays,
just returned from the West Coast, is

enthusiastic over the work of the Free
Casting Bureau for good actors—and he
stresses the “good actor” part. The Free
Casting Bureau was recently established
in Hollywood by the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, Inc., for the purpose of doing
away with many evils which have obtained
for years in the casting of extras for mo-
tion pictures.

“A great thing for good actors and no
earthly use to bad actors,” is the way Mr.
Hays describes the new venture. “This
bureau is operated by the producing organi-
zations and eliminates commissions as high
as 10 per cent that all extra people were
forced to pay in the past to agencies. This
means that if a producing company uses

a thousand extras on one particular day
and pays them ten dollars each, the extras

each get ten dollars, instead of nine, and
the thousand dollar commission goes to

the workers, not to the agents.

“The Free Casting Bureau recognizes

only competent extra people and makes
every effort to see that they get enough
work so that they may live comfortably.

This plan eliminates the ‘extra’ who was
not a real part of the motion picture

industry. The California state officials and
the Actors Equity Association have coop-

erated fully.”

New $300,000 Company
to Build M. P. Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHEYENNE, WYO., Feb. 9.—The Cap-
ital Investment Company has incorporated

with a capital stock of $300,000, with a

purpose of erecting a theatre and office

building in Cheyenne.
The incorporators were Mayor Charles W.

Riner; his son, Clarence C. Riner; Percy Smith;
W. F. Godbe and William Dubois. Present plans
are to build a theatre with a standard stage and
1200 seats. This is the second amusement enter-

prise incorporated in Cheyenne since the begin-
ning of the year. The other is the Theatre In-
vestment Corporation, with a capital stock of

$75,000, of which Max Kravatz of Fort Collins
is the promoter. Plans of this company are to

build a theatre with a seating capacity of 1100.

9 Universal Companies
Working; 4 Start Soon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—With nine

companies in the midst of feature produc-
tions and four units to begin work next
week, Universal is starting 1926 with one
of the busiest periods in the history of its

studio.

Pictures which will start this week are

:

“The Big Night,” starring Laura La
Plante; “The Old Soak,” starring Jean
Hersholt

; “The Phantom Bullet,” starring

Hoot Gibson
;
“The Star Maker,” starring

Mary Philbin, directed by Lois Weber.

Barker Elected Head
of Directors Group

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Reginald
Barker was elected president of the Mo-
tion Picture Directors’ Association last

week. He succeeds William Beaudine.
With him were chosen Henry Otto as as-

sistant director, Rupert Julian as technical

director, Francis Powers, secretary, and
Frank Cooley, treasurer.
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State and City
Heads to Attend

T. O. C. C. Dinner
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—The Sixth An-
nual Dinner Dance of the Theatre Own-
er’s Chamber of Commerce which will

be held at the Hotel Astor Friday eve-

ning will be attended by both Governor
Alfred E. Smith and Mayor James J.

Walker. This announcement was made
officially by Charles L. O’Reilly, head of

the exhibitors’ organization.
In addition to the governor and the

mayor, practically all heads of the city

departments, as well as the judiciary di-

visions will attend the function.

The Sixth Annual Dinner Dance will

be the largest ever arranged by the mem-
bers of the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce, as a concerted effort is being
made to establish a fund for the acquisi-

tion of a new club house. Vincent Lopez
will personally appear at the head of his

Casa Lopez orchestra which he plans to

augment for the occasion.

Theft and Fuse Found
in Theatre’s Ruins

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 9.—Discovery of

a fuse in the ruins of the city hall and
opera house in Ogdensburg, N. Y., led to

the report the past week that the recent

fire had been due to an explosion from
a bomb in the basement of the theatre. It

was also disclosed that a door leading into

the theatre had been twice found open by
employes. A safe from the office of J. S.

Burnham, who ran the theatre, was found.
The contents, however, amounted to little

more than charred paper, although on the

night of the fire the safe had held $300
in greenbacks as well as contracts, deeds
and other papers.

Theatre Literature Is

Doomed by New Censors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

St. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 9.—About 50 rep-

resentatives of various social agencies
attended a conference at the St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce February 5 to form
themselves into a committee to censor
theatre posters, magazines, books and other
literature. Rev. Howard Billman of the

Church Federation was responsible for the

inclusion of theatre posters and advertising
in the literature to be censored.

Peterson Patents One
Sheet Holder for Front

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Feb. 9.—
E. M. Tull has purchased the Camera thea-
tre at Stillwater, Okla., and will run it

with his son, E. B. Tull.

G. A. Peterson of Hollis, Okla., has
patented a one sheet holder with unique
features and which does the work of four
signs as each frame holds a one sheet on
both sides with the name of his theatre
above.

De Mille Studios Test
Daily Conference Plan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—The system
of daily department head conferences is

being given its first vital test in the mo-
tion picture industry at the Cecil B. De
Mille studios here.

J. P. Kennedy Buys Control
of Film Booking Offices

Boston Financier Completes Deal with Representative of

Lloyd’s and Grahams—Thomson Remains President

and Managing Director of Companies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Negotiations have been completed whereby control

of R-C Pictures Corporation and Film Booking Offices of America and their

various subsidiaries is transferred by Lloyd’s' bank and the Grahams of London
to Joseph P. Kennedy, Boston financier. The corporations involved are gen-

erally known in the motion picture industry as F. B. O.
The arrangement under which the transfer is effected was concluded by Mr.

Kennedy and Lord Inverforth, representing Lloyd’s and Grahams, who came
to New York from London with Maj
managing director of the companies, a

member of Grahams, will continue as

the executives and operating personnel

caster, representing Lloyd’s in America,

The policy of the companies which
has been so successful in the past sev-
eral years will continue unchanged. A
production policy for the season of 1926-

27, similar to the policy of the past sea-
son, had been adopted before the trans-
fer of control and will be carried out.

F. B. O. Studios Included

The corporations included in the trans-
action are R-C Pictures Corporation,
Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.,

Film Booking Offices of Canada, Ltd.,

and F. B. O. Studios, Inc.

In commenting upon the transfer of
control, Major Thomson made the fol-

lowing statement:
“Grahams and Lloyd’s have long felt

that, because of the fact that their in-

terests are almost entirely confined to
England and that these companies rep-

resented virtually their only big busi-

ness interest in America, the develop-
ment of the companies could best be
carried out under resident control. The
progress of these companies has been
most decided during the last twelve
months, their operations are chiefly in

the United States and American control
was considered a progressive and sound
business step.”

Branches in 35 Cities

Under its subsidiary, Film Booking
Offices, R-C Pictures Corporation oper-

ates branch offices in thirty-five cities

of the United States and Canada, and is

represented by agencies in London, Paris

and Berlin. It operates F. B. O. Studios
in Hollywood, where a large percentage
of the pictures distributed by F. B. O.
are produced. The studio property ad-

joins the United Studios, recently pur-

chased by Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration.

F. B. O. is one of the leading national

Rough Rider Writer

Rides West Seeking Riders
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Hermann
Hagedorn, author, who is official biog-
rapher of Theodore Roosevelt, today
reached the Coast in search of the re-

maining members of the Rough Rider
regiment. He is preparing the script
for “The Rough Riders,” which Para-
mount will film. He came from Wash-
ington, D. C., where he obtained gov-
ernment records of the regiment’s do-
ings.

or H. C. S. Thomson, president and
few weeks ago. Thomson, who is a

president and managing director and
will remain unchanged. W. W. Lan-
will continue as a director.

motion picture distributing companies in

the United States.

Mr. Kennedy, the new owner, was for-

merly president of the Columbia Trust
Company of Boston, was formerly con-
nected with the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Company and with Hayden Stone &
Company, bankers and brokers of Bos-
ton and New York and is a director and
trustee of many important New England
enterprises.

Albany Storm Costs
More Than $100,000

in Cities and Villages
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N, Y., Feb. 9.—Last week’s

storm cost the 400 and more motion pic-

ture theatres served by Albany exchanges
approximately $100,000, according to esti-

mates made by exhibitors in both cities

and villages. On one day 16 inches of

snow fell in Albany and places to the

North. Business dropped from one-half

to two-thirds on account of the storm,

with a resultant loss in receipts running
far into thousands.
Shipment of film out of Albany was

seriously delayed.

Steinberg Associated
Manager at St. Louis

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Nat E. Steinberg

has been appointed manager of the St.

Louis branch of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Steinberg is thoroughly conversant with

conditions existing in St. Louis, having
been assistant manager to Barney Rosen-
thal when the latter was in charge of the

Universal branch in that city. He has the

good will of the entire exhibitor body of

the territory. For the past two years he

was vicepresident of Columbia Pictures

Corporation of which Mr. Rosenthal was
president.

Clean Book Bill Called
Form of Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 9.—A clean books
bill was introduced in the New York State
Legislature during the past week, similar

to the one of a year ago which died in

committee. Motion picture producers will

be interested in the bill as it is viewed as

another form of censorship.
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Oklahoma City Wins FN Drive;

“Irene” in Radio Contest
New Jersey and Washington Win Second and Third in Sales Drive—

Colleen Moore in WJZ-WRC Stunt

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Feb. 9.—Oklahoma City won First National’s sales

campaign which closed January 30 after a spirited drive that lasted

eleven weeks, the sales cabinet announced last week. At the same
time it was announced that radio will be the agency for an extensive ex-

ploitation contest for “Irene,” John McCormick’s special production star-

ring Colleen Moore.

TN THE sales drive Oklahoma City
J- jumped into the lead in the first week
and held it to the finish. New Jersey and
Washington won second and third with
only a fraction of a point separating them.
Nine branches shared in the prizes for a
total of $12,705, though at the start of the
contest it was estimated $8,000 would be
sufficient. Dallas, Charlotte, San Fran-
cisco and Atlanta were runnersup. All
postoffice regulations were complied with
in the conduct of both contests.

E. D. Brewer, manager of the Oklahoma City ex-
change will receive $700; J. C. Vergessiich, man-
ager, New Jersey, $500; Robert Smeltzer, manager,
Washington, $350. Other awards will be divided
as follows; Assistant manager of record, first

branch $400, second $300, third $200; each sales-
man, first branch $300, second $200, third $150;
head booker, first branch, $250; second $175, third
$125; head cashier or bookkeeper, first branch
$200, second $150, third $100. Other employes in
the first branch will receive a sum equal to three
weeks’ salary, second branch a sum equal to two
weelcs’ salary, and the third branch a sum equal
to one week’s salary.

In addition to the three winners, six other
branches came in for a share of the profits be-
cause they exceeded their quota. They are Dal-
las, Leslie Wilkes, manager; Charlotte, F. P.
Bryan, manager; San Francisco, Charles H.
Muehlman, manager; Detroit, F. E. North, man-
ager; Atlanta, C. R. Beacham, manager, and Bos-
ton, Thomas B. Spry, manager. In each of these
exchanges, one week’s salary will be given to
the manager and to the members of the staff.

Station WJZ of New York and WRC of
Washington will introduce the exploitation
stunt for “Irene.” For several weeks
First National has been broadcasting on
Thursdays the dramatized highlights of
pictures to be released the following Sun-
day. Thousands of letters of commenda-
tion have been received.

“Irene” will be “radioized” February 18
preliminary to release February 21. A
week. ago Miss Moore propounded this
question to the radio fans through the an-
nouncer : “Do Clothes Make the Girl?”
The announcer explained that “Irene” in-
cludes a fashion display. Miss Moore of-
fered prizes totaling $2,250 for the best
300-word replies. First prize is a toilet set
valued by jewelers at $1,250; second is

$500, third $250, fourth $100 and there are

Fire! Exit March
Played for Departure

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINNIPEG , MAN., Feb. 9.—
A fire in the retail section recent-
ly caused considerable damage to
the Lyceum theatre. At the out-
break of fire in the adjoining Sto-
bart building, the Lyceum was
filled. When smoke rolled into the
theatre auditorium Manager
Charles A. Meade asked the audi-
ence to leave orderly. The film
continued while the organist,
Kathleen Sinclair, played the “exit
march” until all patrons had de-
parted. Damage amounted to $10,-
000 principally through smoke and
water.

15 minor prizes of $10 each. The contest
closes February 28.

The stations broadcast the names of the
following as judges: Mrs. Oliver Harri-
man, Mayor James J. Walker (tentative),
Neysa McMein, Hewitt H. Howland and
Mary Nash.

First National estimates that if 50,000
take part in the contest then at least

5,000,000 will have heard of it.

Wallace Beery Signs
New 2 Year Contract
as Star for Paramount

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Wallace Beery
has signed a new two-year contract with
Paramount. It was also announced that
he has been cast

for three out-
standing roles

for the year. They
are “Old Iron-
sides,” James
Cruze production

;

“T h e Greatest
Show on Earth,”
in which he will

have the part of
P. T. Barnum,
and “Beau Geste,”

which Herbert
Brenon has gone
West to direct

from P. C. Wren’s Wa ll a<.e Beery
story of the

French Foreign Legion in Algeria.

Wallace Beery made his first signal

triumphs as a heavy in “The Unpardonable
Sin” and “Behind the Door.” His role of

Richard the Lion Hearted in “Robin
Hood” marked his departure into the realm
of human interest characterizations.

Mullin New Supervisor
of Publix Maintenance

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—M. J. Mullin has

been appointed supervisor of maintenance
of Publix Theatres Corporation, with head-
quarters in New York. His department
will handle all of the supplies, equipment,

advertising accessories, etc., used in the

maintenance of the theatres of the corpora-

tion throughout the country. Plans for the

department involve the establishing of

warehouses at convenient points, such as

are now maintained in Atlanta and Dallas.

Mr. Mullin has been in Atlanta for the

past seven years, the last three of which
he has been in charge of the warehouse of

the theatre division of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation. Previously he acted in

the same capacity for S. A. Lynch Enter-

prises, Inc.

Tanner New Still Chief
HOLLYWOOD—The still department of F. B.

O. studio has been reorganized under Edward
Tanner, former still photographer of the late

Thomas H. Ince.

Ingram Starts
“The Magician ”

Abroad Feb. 15
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Rex Ingram
will start the filming of “The Magician,”
his newest picture for Metro-Goldwyn,
on February 15.

On this same day
his production of

“Mare Nostrum”
(“Our Sea”) will

have its premiere
at the Criterion
theatre.

As in the case
of “Mare Nos-
trum” this new
Ingram picture
will be produced
abroad. The
interiors will be
made at the In-

gram studio at Rex Ingram

Nice, France, and
the exteriors call for locations in Swit-

zerland, England, Germany and North-

ern France. Alice Terry and Paul Waeg-
ner will head the notable cast, supported

by a number of leading Continental ac-

tors and actresses. Waegner is one of

the foremost actors of Europe and will

be remembered in America for his per-

formance in “The Golem.”
Miss Terry is in Paris having her

gowns designed. Waegner is already

in Nice and will appear in the early

scenes of the Somerset Maughan story.

Elaborate preparations have been made
for presentation of “Mare Nostrum.”

Several Transfers Made
by Publix Corporation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—The following

promotions and transfers have been made
recently in the organization of the Publix

Theatres Corporation

:

Montgomery S. Hill, district manager of the

Carolinas district, with headquarters at Charlotte,

has been transferred to management of the Atlanta

district, with headquarters in Atlanta. He suc-

ceeds J. J. Franklin, who has been transferred to

management of the New York district, with head-

quarters at the home office. J. J. Fitzgibbons, who
has been manager of the New York district, goes

to Charlotte to succeed Mr. Hill as district man-
ager in the Carolinas.

Ernest Morrison, formerly manager of the Im-
perial, Asheville, has been appointed manager of

the Howard, Atlanta, succeeding Charles G. Bran-
don, resigned. C. B. Stiff goes from the Imperial,

Columbia, S. C., to the Imperial, Asheville, suc-

ceeding Morrison. Thomas Holliday has been
transferred from the Alhambra, Charlotte, to the

Imperial, Columbia, and his place in Charlotte is

taken by J. H. McKoy, a recent graduate of the

Managers Training School.
L. A. Shead, .former manager of the Uptown

Theatre, Chicago, has been appointed manager of

Loew’s Palace, Memphis. He succeeds George
Brown who goes to the Strand Birmingham, suc-

ceeding Roscoe Faunce, resigned.

Raoul Walsh on Radio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Raoul Walsh,
who is here to arrange details of producing
“What Price Glory” for Fox, last week
made a radio talk from station WJZ. His
talk was concerned principally with the

production of the picture and the pleasure

he expects to derive from directing it.

Chaliapin to Appear
With Negri for F. P. L.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Feodor Chaliapin,

king of singing artists, will appear in a

picture with Pola Negri, it was announced
yesterday by Famous Players-Lasky.
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Paramount Gets “Nell Gwyn”
for American Distribution

Acquisition by Famous of British National Picture Starring

Dorothy Gish Follows Good Audience Reception at

Trial Showings in Three Cities

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Paramount has acquired American distribution

of “Nell Gwyn,” Herbert Wilcox’s English production starring Dorothy
Gish, says a joint statement issued by S. R. Kent, general manager of

Famous Players-Lasky, and J. D. Williams, who organized British

National Pictures, Ltd. It is understood that First National and Producers
Distributing Corporation also made bids.

To Be Released Next August

Enthusiastic audience reception at trial showings of the picture in three

cities led to completion of the contract by Famous for the American and
Canadian rights. It is understood that “Nell Gwyn” will be released next
August as one of Paramount’s fall group.

Thornton-Kelly Sent
on Confidential Trip

for Exhibitors’ Body
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Joseph M. Sei-

der, business manager of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of America, an-
nounces this week
that E. Thornton-
Kelly, proprietor
of the Grant-Lee
theatre, Palisades,

N. J., an associate

director of the

Motion Picture
Theatre Owners
of New Jersey,

and active on the

Arbitration Board
of the Theatre
Owners Chamber
of Commerce, has
been entrusted

with a confiden- E Xhornton Keiiy
tial mission on
behalf of the national theatre owner body.

Mr. Kelly leaves for Chicago today.

From there Mr. Kelly goes to Detroit,

Mich., Madison and Milwaukee, Wis., and
Minneapolis, Minn.

De Mi lie Offers
$2,100 in Contest

for Idea for Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Cecil B.

DeMille with the recollection of the idea

contest in 1922 in which “The Ten Com-
mandments” was suggested has announced
the offer of $2,100 in cash prizes for sug-

gestions for another photoplay. Aiding
him in conducting the contest is the

Los Angeles Times.
The winning idea may be expressed in a

dozen words or in any number less than

200. The contest closes Feb. 27.

Equal awards will be made in case of

ties. First prize, $1,000; second, $300;
third, $200, and fourth, $100.

Portland’s Film Row
Now Almost Complete

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE, Feb. 9.—Portland
has a film row proper and it is being

added onto every day. A new building is

under construction which will house War-
ner Brothers and Film Service Supply
Company. Another one is being built

which will be occupied by B. F. Shearer
and probably a distributing company from
Seattle. Portland now has the following
film exchanges, which cover Oregon and
part of Washington and Idaho: Universal,
Pro-Dis-Co, Warner Brothers, First Na-
tional, Pathe, Famous Players, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, F. B. O, and Greater
Features.

Wisconsin Exhibitor in

4 Accidents and Holdup
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS, Feb. 9.—Wiscon-
sin exhibitors broke all records for being
involved in auto accidents during the past

week. The grand prize goes to A. J.

Cooper, operating a chain of houses in La
Crosse, Toma and Sparta, who had a nar-

row escape from death when his machine
was completely wrecked in a highway
smashup. That made four auto accidents

and one highway holdup within four weeks
for “A. J.” He has bought a new car,

however, and will try again.

“British National Pictures, Ltd, assures
British producers that the American pub-
lic welcomes fine pictures and that the

market is wide open to British productions
of quality,” George T. Eaton, president of
British National, cabled his company’s
London office after the deal was com-
pleted.

Hays Welcomes Picture

Will H. Hays, commenting on the trans-

action, declared that “we want in Amer-
ica the very best pictures wherever they
are made. Too, the American motion pic-

ture industry wants only from foreign
countries that fair treatment which the

merit of our pictures commands. It is

splendid to have our good pictures in ev-
ery country and it is splendid to have the

good pictures of every country distributed
here.”

Officials of First National—which com-
pany holds the foreign rights to “Nell
Gwyn”—and Producers Distributing Cor-
poration expressed gratification that the
competition for the American distribution
was proof positive that American audi-
ences and distributors are not only will-

ing but anxious to welcome fine pictures
from overseas.

Kent Sees It as Forerunner

“I am sure that the American public will

be enthusiastic over this picture as I con-
sider it one of the best productions I have
seen in a long time,” said Mr. Kent. “I
am very happy that we have the opportu-
nity of getting this picture and we wel-
come it to the American screen. We hope
this will be the forerunner of many other
fine pictures from abroad.”
No arrangements were made for the dis-

tribution of the ‘series of three Dorothy
Gish productions to be directed by Her-

Mix Inspires

Youthful Writer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Alfred Cal-
istro, a young contributor of the New
York Telegram has worded the fol-
lowing to Tom Mix:

Tom Mix is the cowboy king,
A man who’s got some pep and

sting.

When it comes to shooting up the
town

You’ll always find that Tom’s
around.

Tom has a trick horse, Tony,
A rarin’, rantin’ he cow pony.
And say, can Tony act

!

What I mean, that’s a sure enough
fact.

Tom’s a good actor and Tony, too.
And their best picture I’ve seen is

“The Lucky Horseshoe.”

bert Wilcox for British National this year.

Mr. Williams is confident that Miss Gish’s

fine performance—hailed by critics as far
excelling anything she has yet done—will

so enhance the box office value of her
forthcoming vehicles as to make it unde-
sirable to set a value on them at this time.

I. E. Chadwick’s Call
Brings Independents

into Session in West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Producers of

independent productions on the West Coast
are scheduled to meet in Los Angeles to-

morrow, following the issuance of a call

by I. E. Chadwick, president of the Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Association of

America, according to a telegram received

at the New York headquarters.
It is the purpose at this meeting to per-

fect an organization of the independent
producers which is to serve as an auxiliary

to the I. M. P. A. of A, with a complete

roster of officers, including a vicepresident

who is to be elected to a similar office in

the Independent Association.

In perfecting this unit President Chad-
wick will have the active assistance of

several of the Association officers and di-

rectors who are now on the Coast, includ-

ing M. H. Hoffman of Tiffany, Sam Sax
of Lumas, Harry Cohn of Columbia, with

Morris Schlank representing Rayart. Dale

Hanshaw of Sierra, and P. J. Andrews of

Hercules expect to attend the meeting.

One House Destroyed,

One Damaged by Flames
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTREAL, Feb. 9.—For the third

time the Bourget theatre, Montreal, has

had a fire. The latest, which occurred

early February 4, gave the fire department

a two-hour battle.

The Empire theatre at Cowansville, Que.,

was destroyed by fire Feb. 6 and four

families who lived in the apartments over

the theatre barely escaped, the fire break-

ing out in the early morning. Four chil-

dren were dropped from the second floor.

None was hurt.

Denny Safe; Out Again
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 9.—Reginald Den-
ny, Universal star, and two companions
who were reported lost at sea in a small

yacht last Wednesday, landed at a small

fishing village and have again put off for

Magdalena Bay, according to word re-

ceived here from Denny.
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S
O many have written so much
about “Ben Hur” that it

seems incredible none should

have mentioned the supreme com-
monsense of it. It does seem a bit

incongruous to credit the greatness

of a three-year money-eater to

commonsense, yet precisely that

makes it the stupendous picture

it is.

I have thought of Fred Niblo,

after seeing such thematically dif-

ferent hut technically similar pic-

tures as “Robinhood” and “Thy
Name Is Woman,” as the most
commonsense, and therefore the

best, director. After seeing “Old
Ben” I am confirmed in this be-

lief. Mr. Niblo’s ability to come
late upon the job of making the

big picture and stick to his story-

telling despite the innumerable
temptations to wander off into at-

tractive side lanes is one possessed,

I feel, by no other weaver of film

narrative.

I purposely refrained from re-

freshing my memory of the story

or the voluminous and intriguing

facts attending its picturization,

preferring to look at the screened
product under the least possible

handicap. Despite this precaution,

I more than half expected to be-

hold a fabulously expensive foible

which might he a fairly good pic-

ture also. Instead, I saw the patri-

arch of plays told with the direct

simplicity of a weather report and
the crashing effectiveness of a tor-

nado.
How much of this is due to Mr.

Old Ben ’

s

Himself
Again

Says T. 0. Service

Niblo’s efforts I cannot say with

certainty, of course, but the recital

of events is so emphatically in the

Niblo manner that I am confident

his is the major responsibility.

Nor do I consider the responsibil-

ity merely that of having made a

single great picture. I consider it a

responsibility for demonstrating

indisputably the fact that the sole

business of a motion picture is to

tell a story. If directors, seeing

“Ben Hur,” do not take this vital

lesson from it the fault is theirs

and the loss is everyone’s.

Incidental aspects of the assign-

ment must be considered if the

magnitude of the whole is to be
realized. There was the big job of

making the chariot race—best

known of all dramatic incidents

—

thunderously powerful. This was
done with a success exceeding

wildest expectations, yet the race

remains an incident in the story.

There was the task of blending

into the black and white without

contrast a succession of colored

episodes surpassing all previous

efforts in pigmentation. There was
the delicate hazard involved in

treatment of the sacred element.

There was the greatest naval battle

ever filmed to be arrived at and
passed by without a subsequent let-

ting down. There were more big

jobs in the making of “Ben Hur”
than most directors encounter in

a lifetime.

Of the players and their work
you no doubt know as much as

I, or more. It is a bit foolish to

talk about individuals in this pic-

ture. If individual effort were im-

portant enough to merit discussion

at length the whole would be of

less consequence; and by the same
logic, if the efforts of any indi-

vidual were not on a plane with
the whole the individual would
not be among those present. The
film made me feel very sure of

this.

I suspect the big trade question

concerning “Old Ben” is as to

whether the finished product is

worth the time and money put
into it. That is a good deal like

asking whether it was worth while

for man to build the pyramids or

Nature to dig out the Grand
Canyon. An answer satisfying the

inquirer can be obtained only by
inspecting the finished product.

For my part, I would count three

years and as many million dollars

a moderate figure, for “Old Ben”
is himself again—and this time
forever.

(NOTE: “Ben Hur” opened at the Woods
theatre, Chicago, February 8, for an indefinite

run.)

Queen Marie of Rumania Signs

to Write M-G-M Original
All Novels of Royal Author Available for Metro Production—

Thalberg in New York with Big Program

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Queen Marie of Rumania, called Europe’s
most famous queen since Victoria of England, will write an
original screen story for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Louis B. Mayer,

vicepresident in charge of production, in making the announcement last

week added that the celebrated royal author, noted as one of the world’s

beauties, also has signed contracts by which all her previously written
novels, stories and plays are to be available for production by that

organization.

\ T the same time that the Queen Marie
contract was being announced, Irving

G. Thalberg, associate studio executive of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, was in New York
bringing details of the most pretentious pro-

duction schedule in the history of the big

Culver City studios. With him were King
Vidor, director of “The Big Parade” and
“La Boheme,” and John Gilbert, who
starred in both. Thalberg is conferring
with Marcus Loew, president of M-G-M,
Nicholas M. Schenck and other officials of

the corporation.

Thalberg is responsible for such Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer successes as “The Big
Parade,” “The Merry Widow,” “He Who
Gets Slapped,” ’“The Unholy Three,” “His
Hour” and “La Boheme.” It was Thal-
berg who first saw the great possibilities of

“The Big Parade,” and developed the

Laurence Stallings story into a picture that

has played to standing room only at every
performance at the Astor since it opened
November 19.

The arrangement by which Queen Marie
of Rumania will write for M-G-M is con-

sidered one of the most romantic and im-
portant deals in the history of the screen.

Lichtman Begins
Producing; First

Goes Through U
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—A1 Lichtman
announced last week that he has joined
the ranks of producers and has started

his first picture
which is named
“Charley’s
Niece.” It will

be released
through Univer-
sal

All his produc-
tions are to be
made in the East;
the first is being
made at the Tec
Art studios being
directed by Harry
Knoles.
Lichtman has

been prominent
in the progress of
the film business for more than 15 years.

He was at one time general manager of

distribution for Famous Players-Lasky
and more recently held the same post

for Universal.
Virginia Morris has been engaged as

publicity director.
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Exhibitors Face New Attacks
From Blue Noses and Censors

Withdrawal of Picture in Ontario Brings Battle for Showdown—“Blue Lawitis” Epidemic at Emporia, Kan.—Cana-

dians Fight Copyright Society

Blue laws, reformers, censors and the copyright music tax problem came
in for more than the usual share of attention in the past week. Headquar-
ters of the M. P. T. O. in the Official Bulletin, sounds an appeal to all

theatre owners to answer unwarranted indictments of motion pictures as

incentives to moral laxity by professors, judges, clergymen and others.

Canada Censor Battle Looms
In Ontario distributors and the provincial government have cleared the

decks for action over censorship. Many theatre owners in Canada have
ignored the invitation to affiliate with the Canadian Performing Rights
Society, Ltd., for the privilege of paying royalty on copyrighted music
controlled by the society. Emporia, Kan., is confronted with one of the

worst cases of “blue lawitis” in the history of the state. At Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, Miss Effie Cherry of the Cherry Sisters vaudeville team has entered

the race for mayor and wants to make Cedar Rapids a “9 o’clock town.”

Mother ofMarie
Prevost Dies in

Auto Accident
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 9.—Mrs. H.
Prevost, mother of Marie Prevost, film

star, was killed instantly when crushed
beneath an automobile, and A1 Christie,

comedy producer and Vera Steadman
actress in Christie Comedies, were in-

jured when a rear wheel of the car
snapped off near Lordsburg Friday night.

Christie was driving. Miss Steadman
and Mrs. Prevost were enroute to Palm
Beach, F'la., where Miss Steadman
planned to enter the motor boat races.

Christie joined the party at Phoenix,
Ariz., and was to drive with them one
day and meet his brother Charles at El
Paso.

Phil Heyde Leases New
Arcadia at Olney, III.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OLNEY, ILL., Feb. 9.—The new Arcadia
theatre nearing completion here has been
leased to Phil H. Heyde. He already con-
trols the Alco, a picture house, and the
Elks, a combination picture and road show
theatre, which for years was considered the

finest theatre in Southern Illinois.

Mr. Heyde has been spending the winter
months in Hot Springs National Park for
his health. He will be assisted in the man-
agement of the theatres by Verner Hicks,
formerly of the Valley theatre at Spring
Valley. Hicks had been reported killed in

the Southern Illinois tornado.

Fox Heads Selecting
Casts of Music Master
and “What Price Glory”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Fox Film Corpor-
ation chiefs are diligently working to select

casts for important plays to be made soon.
Their efforts are being concentrated

largely on the role of the music master in

the play by that name
;
on the role of Cap-

tain Flagg in “What Price Glory?’’ and on
roles of “One Increasing Purpose.”

28 Comerford Houses
Dark Due to Strike

(Special to Exhioitors Herald)

PHILADELPFIIA, PA., Feb. 9.—The
Comerford Amusement Company alone has
either closed or curtailed shows in 28 thea-
tres due to the anthracite strike. Most of
the large distributing companies are allow-
ing exhibitors in the coal region a 25 per
cent reduction on original contracts.

Stallings Confers with
Cruze on West Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 9.—Laurence Stal-
lings, “Old Ironsides” dramatist, is making
a month’s stay in Hollywood, conferring
with James Cruze, director of the film,

Walter Woods and Harry Carr, coauthors.

Adamae Vaughn Signs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Adamae Vaughn,
sister of Alberta, has signed a long term
contract with F. B. O. and will appear in

long features.

At Emporia recently members of the
Ministerial Association and women’s
clubs got Chief of Police LeRoy Burt
to close poolhalls on Sunday. Then
Burt announced he was going to enforce
all Sunday laws, regardless of how old
they were, even including the playing
of cards in private homes.

Miss Cherry on Warpath Again
At Cedar Rapids Miss Cherry, who

was defeated two years ago for mayor,
has announced she favors a law to

silence the moaning saxophone at 9

p. m., and demands laws for “cleaner
motion pictures” and no swearing in

public.

The Motion Picture Distributors and
Exhibitors of Canada and other organ-
izations are preparing for a fight against
the Canadian Performing Rights Soci-
ety, affiiliated with the London society
of the same name. As for the censor-
ship issue, the trouble came to a head
February 5 when W. H. Price, K. C.,

provincial treasurer of Ontario, made a

formal statement of significance regard-
ing “Moana of the South Seas,” which
had been withdrawn.

Treasurer Defends Censors
“The motion picture, ‘Moana of the

South Seas,’ has not been barred in

Ontario by the Ontario Board of Cen-
sors,” said Price. “A few small scenes,

I believe, were eliminated from the pic-

ture by the board of censors and full

permission was given to show the film

with these scenes cut out. But the mov-
ing picture people, I understand, refuse
to adopt the ordinary course of showing
this corrected film. It looks as if the

moving picture producers have chosen
this picture as the battleground in an

Lloyd in Alaska! No?
Then Read This

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA .—

H

a r-

old Lloyd is here on his way to the
North Pole! He is being taken by
Earl Rossman, explorer and photog-
rapher who is the official camera-
man for the Detroit Arctic Expedi-
tion. But it is not Lloyd in person
“but a motion picture.”
Rossman has with him several of

the early films made by Lloyd which
will be exhibited before the Eskimo.

effort to get rid of the censorship of

pictures altogether in Ontario.”

In the M. P. T. O. A. appeal against
reformers the text of the petition is:

“When someone starts a row in the

kitchen let’s all go to the steward.”
Exhibitors are urged to groom them-
selves in writing and public speaking to

take a stand for the industry. The com-
munication bears the endorsement of
R. F. Woodhull, president, and Joseph
M. Seider, business manager.

M. R. Schlank and
W. R. Johnston End
Deal on 36 Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—-A deal just made
is believed to have great importance in the

independent field, affecting principally

Anchor Film Distributors, through Morris
R. Schlank, and Rayart Pictures Corpora-
tion through W. Ray Johnston. The deal

gives Rayart distribution of 36 Anchor
pictures in production or recently com-
pleted.

The pictures include eight Westerns,
1 a series of railroad melodramas, a series

of Bob Reeves outdoor pictures and a

series of Radiant comedies.

Negotiations are still pending between
Schlank and Johnston for production by
Schlank of a portion of the Rayart 1926-

27 program The completed contract
gives Rayart one of the largest line-ups

of pictures in the independent field.

Yeggs Burn Way into

Safe and Steal $1,500
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 9.—Safecrack-
ers using an acetylene torch with much skill

and care, burned their way into a large

steel safe in the Alexandria theatre, one of

the city’s largest residential houses, and

made away with $1,500 in cash. Appropri-

ating a velvet portiere from the theatre, the

burglars hung it across a hall to screen the

bright light of their flame from the street.

Having reached the inside of the safe, the

visitors removed and neatly piled on an
adjacent desk an armful of tickets, scrip

books and records.
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EA.ESCHMANN WW HIMES
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT GENERAL SALES MANAGER

PAUL N. LAZARUS CRESSON E. SMITH MOXLEYAHILL
GENERAL SALES'MANAGER GENERAL SALES MANAGER GENERAL SALES MANAGER
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN MID-WEST DIVISION EASTERN DIVISION

REORGANIZATION of the sales force of United Artists has been accomplished
with the adoption of a system of dividing the country into three general divisions,

each having a divisional salesmanager, by President Hiram Abrams.

Six District Managers Named
for United Artists Sales

Appointments Mark Second Step in Reorganization into Three Zones ,

Each Under Divisional Salesmanager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Six district managers of United Artists have
just been appointed, it has just been announced, by Hiram
Abrams, president of the corporation. Effecting intensive field

supervision in their territories will be the work of the new appointees.

'T'HIS move, the latest step in reorganiz-
ing and reshaping the sales force, fol-

lows the action of zoning the United States

into three general territories, each under
the immediate direction of a divisional

salesmanager, as announced last week.
The new district managers, each of whom

lias had a thorough training in United
Artists Corporation selling methods, are

:

Kenneth Hodkinson, supervising the San
Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles, Denver
and Salt Lake City branch offices.

W. F. Seymour, Pittsburgh, Washington,
Atlanta and Dallas branches.
Morris Safier, Chicago, Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Indianapolis and Detroit branches.
T. Y. Henry, Kansas City, St. Louis,

Omaha and Minneapolis branches.
Henry T. Scully, Boston, New Haven

and Portland branches.

Jack Von Tilzer, New York, Philadel-
phia and Buffalo branches.
Hodkinson and Seymour will work under

the direction of Paul N. Lazarus, general
salesmanager for the Southern and West-
ern division; Safier and Henry under Cres-
son E. Smith, general salesmanager for the

Midwest division, and Scully and Von Til-

zer will report direct to Moxley A. Hill,

general salesmanager for the Eastern divi-

sion.

“This sales force formation gives United
Artists Corporation an intensive selling or-
ganization both in the home office and in

the field,” said Mr. Abrams.

Sunday Shows Resumed
After Judge’s Ruling

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

URBANA, ILL., Feb. 9.—-The motion
picture theatres were open for business as

usual Sunday, February 7, as the result of

the decision of Judge Smith in the Cham-
paign County Circuit Court that a city or-

dinance prohibiting Sundays was unen-
forceable. He dismissed suits against the

managers of the two local theatres.

Warners Keep Beaudine
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 9.—William Beau-
dine has re-signed with Warner Brothers,
and under his new contract he will be
given several big Warner specials.

Ethics Keynote
When Film Board
Dines Salesmen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 9.—The Dallas
Film Board of Trade, now in its third
year, entertained film salesmen of Texas
territory with a luncheon Feb. 6. The cur-
rent of the meeting was the creation of a
higher standard of salesmanship and
ethics.

William Underwood, chairman, opened
the meeting and called attention to the
absence of the “fly-by-night” salesmen that
were in evidence two years ago.

Don Douglas spoke regarding the “sub-
renter” or “thief” of the show business
who has been largely eliminated. Harry
Peebles told them “in reverse English” how
not to sell film. Preston Reynolds pointed
out the advantage of moral character in
business intercourse.

LashyAsks Censor
Fund Be Spent on
Public’s Taste

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Jesse L. Lasky,
vice president of Paramount, in an address
before the eleventh annual luncheon of the
National Board of Review, asked that the
money now being spent on censor boards
be converted into a fund for the improve-
ment of the taste of theatregoers for the
highest type of pictures. He explained
that the progress of art in pictures has
outstripped public appreciation.
He added in his talk that public taste

for pictures is becoming better each year.
Whatever progress there has been, how-
ever, has been brought about almost en-
tirely through the efforts of the producers
and not through the efforts of censors.

Scandinavian Meet to

Open Fight Against
American Productions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COPENHAGEN, Feb. 9.—The inter-

Scandinavian film congress here in May
will open a forceful struggle against Amer-
ican films, boosting European productions.

Warners Hosts to A. P. /.

at “Sea Beast” Showing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

_LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—A record of
55 minutes was set last week when pic-

tures of amateurs were made before a
meeting of the American Petroleum Insti-

tute by Warner Brothers and showed on
the screen before the visitors left their

seats. The A. P. I. was entertained at

the West Coast studios with the pre-re-
lease showing of “The Sea Beast.”

Woman Keeps Order in

Theatre During Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WHITING, IND., Feb. 9.—Mrs. Anna
Grogan, woman manager of the Hoosier
theatre here, kept the audience from riot-

ing last week during a fire in the theatre
building when she took the platform and
explained the lack of danger to the depart-
ing patrons. Seven fire departments were
required in order to bring the fire under
control.
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Re-Takes
DeForest Firm Reorganizes

for Weekly Release Policy
Dr. Lee DeForest Retires from Phonofilms Presidency to Center

on Technical Phase—Change Promises Talking

Pictures Becoming Factor in Programs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

}

NEW Y ORK, Feb. 9.—DeForest Phonofilms, Inc., last week underwent
a complete reorganization, and with it the adoption of a new policy which
gives promise of talking motion pictures becoming a factor in the programs
of motion picture theatres, which they have not to any extent heretofore.

The reorganization retired Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the phonofilm,
from the presidency and in future he will devote his time entirely to the tech-
nical end of the business.

A A 7 ELL, it’s all over now. And it was
* * a BIG night. It outclipped all other
WAMPAS affairs, and they’ve had some
pips. Everybody and his brother was
there. And everybody had a wonderful
time.

* * *

Charlie Murray made an ideal Master of
Ceremonies, even if he did advertise First

National Pictures. He was “up in the air”

for a while, but as soon as his airship

landed he was Okay.
* * *

Lynn Cowan insisted on singing about
“Wampas Baby Stars” when everyone was
so careful this year to avoid the “baby”
stuff but at that there were some babies
among ’em.

* * *

Sid Grauman could go out and get a
job staging Hippodrome shows any day
now, after showing his stuff on the im-
mense Shrine stage, which is six inches
wider than the big New York showhouse.

* *• *

The press boys were certainly busy with
their flashlights. Enough powder was ex-
ploded to start another war.

* * *

All the sharks do not hang around
Florida. A few of them had the orange-
ade concession at the Wampas ball—25 els.

a sip, and it was gosh-awful stuff.
* * *

POETRY
A guy I like

Is Billy Stew
He never

Well, well, what’s new

?

The girl I hate
Is Mabel Bright

She signals left

Then turns right.
* * *

Laugh That Off
We’ve got royalty in our midst this week

in L. A. “The Prince of Pep” is at the
Aletropolitan theatre and “The Czar of
Rhythm” is at Loew’s State.

* * *

Famous Last Lines
“Waiter, bring me a Florida grape fruit.”

* * *

Ho, hum, not another Wampas ball until
next year.

-—R.M.

Moeller at Head of
$500,000 Producing

Company in Detroit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 9.—The Ameri-
can Cinema Association capitalized at

$500,000 has been formed here headed by
A. J. Moeller, New York.
Much of the stock in the company has

been taken, by state right distributors in
this territory. It was stated that the pur-
pose of the organization is to take an active
financial interest in the David Hartford
Productions now producing here.

Projectors and Radio
for German Planes

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BERLIN, Feb. 9.—The German air serv-

ice plans to install radio and projection
machines on many passenger planes, it was
announced here this week following the
showing the “The Lost World” in the
clouds over the city while a local orchestra
broadcast the music accompaniment.

The Elliott Business Builders, the
stock selling organization which is gen-
erally credited with having sold about

$ 3,0 0 0,00 0 of
stock in the com-
pany and is said
to be the chief
financial gainers
in the entire
transaction so far,

has been discon-
nected from the
company and all

stock selling has
ceased. Mr. Elli-

ott is still a mem-
ber of one of the
subsidiary com-
panies, but it is

understood his

resignation has
been handed in and will be accepted.

DeForest Stock to Board
Dr. Lee DeForest is the owner of 30

per cent of the stock of the company,
and it is understood that this has been
placed in the hands of a board of
trustees.

The policy of the company heretofore
has been to roadshow the phonofilm
pictures, but with the advent into the
company of a number of practical motion
picture men, this has been changed and
a weekly release of a fifteen minute
program of phonofilms will at once be
offered to motion picture theatres
throughout the country.
As the result of DeForest’s relinquish-

ment of the executive reins some changes
were made necessary in the manage-
ment of the organization and several
new directors were elected to the board.
Among these are Lorillard Spencer,
noted engineer and corporation director;
H. .1. Frey, of Ray D. Lillibridge, Inc.;

Robert E. Welsh, formerly editor of
Moving Picture World, and William
Wright, who has been prominently

identified with the motion picture indus-
try for 18 years.

Wright Made General Manager
In the new arrangement of adminis-

trative offices, Dr. DeForest becomes
second vice-president and technical di-

rector and Mr. Wright is made first vice-
president, treasurer and general man-
ager. Mr. Welsh is secretary. It is ex-
pected that a successor to Dr. DeForest
in the presidency will be elected at the
next meeting of the board of directors.

Air. Wright, who becomes the actual
executive force in Phonofilms, has been
in the show business for many years,
having quit the legitimate field to be-
come general manager of the Kalem
Company in 1908. He remained in that
capacity until its dissolution in 1919, after
being one of the outstanding successes
among the pioneer motion picture com-
panies.

In the first statement issued since as-
suming control of Phonofilms, Mr.
Wright said:

“Dr. DeForest was forced to relin-

quish the executive management of the
company because he found it taking too
much of his time away from his scien-

tific research work in the studio labora-
tory. He now will be able to devote
himself exclusively to this work which
is so important to the future develop-
ment of our product.

“Phonofilms have been brought to a
commercially practicable stage and from
now on we will be actively engaged in

production and release of subjects to
motion picture theatres, being in a posi-
tion to supply them as much footage,
on a weekly policy, as their programs
demand. This means anything from 15

minutes to an hour or more. For the
present, we will confine our work to re-

production of high class musical, danc-
ing and comedy acts, leaving until a
later time the making of full size mu-
sical shows as ‘specials.’

”

With National “Jimmy Grainger” month in lull swing, members of the Fox home
office are enthusiastic over preliminary reports indicating one of the greatest
selling campaigns in the company’s history in tribute to the general sales-
manager. Above is a reproduction of the letterhead being used by the Fox
forces.
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Wampas Frolic Breaks Records
for Grandeur and Receipts

$2,000,000 Improvements Planned for Pickford-Fairbanks Studio—
De Mille to Have 1,100 Seat House for Stage Drama

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Feb. 9.—The Wampas Frolic and Ball, the annual
classic of the motion-picture industry, held Thursday night, sur-

passed in grandeur and attendance the four previous events. Every
seat in the 6,500 capacity Shrine Civic Auditorium was occupied at the rise

of the curtain at 8:30, and hundreds lined the sidewalks of Jefferson street

to get a glimpse of the film stars as they entered.

T HIS year’s Wampas Frolic established

a record for receipts. The box office

intake was $45,000, while the Associa-
tion’s expenses were around $17,000.

The new Shrine auditorium proved an
ideal setting for the spectacular program
arranged by Sid Grauman. It was the

most elaborate ever staged by the Wampas.
Many film stars of note participated, and
the whole show moved with remarkable
smoothness and finesse.

An “Overture Characteristique” espe-
cially arranged by Leo Forbstein, director
of the Metropolitan theatre orchestra,
opened the program. An airship sailed

across the stage amid a mass of clouds
bearing Charlie Murray and Clyde Cook,
who landed on the stage and opened the

show proper. Ernest Belcher next pre-

sented a Ballet Petite Enfants of 65
youngsters all under eight years of age.

This made a beautiful spectacle on the

immense stage, and the children received
three curtain calls. Hal Roach’s Rascals,
riding in a decrepit automobile, were next
on the bill, and “The Gang” got a great
hand when the flivver fell to pieces.

The Royal Saxophone Sextette rendered three
selections, a la Brown Brothers Master of
ceremonies Murray next introduced a score of
cinematographers who have photographed the
big productions of the past year. The lights of
the house were then turned on and the audience
was snapped by the cinematographers.

Bert Lytell then relieved Mr. Murray as master
of ceremonies and introduced the various acts
that followed, which included, Doraldina in an
original dance; a flash from “Ben Hur,” showing
the chariot race on the screen, which ended with
a number of Roman gladiators bursting through
the screen, and proved a novel number; presen-
tation of the thirteen 1926 Wampas stars, with
Colleen Moore as hostess; Douglas Fairbanks
playing the game he originated, “Badminton”; an
impersonation of Marion Davies in “Beverly of
Graustark” ; a unique number called “Kiki”; spec-
tacular scenes from “The Midnight Sun”; Col.
Fred Lindsay and his whip; fashion revue from
Colleen Moore’s First National picture “Irene”;
Clyde Cook doing an eccentric dance; a premiere
night at Grauman’s Ejnrptian theatre, introducing
the stars present; and a scene from De Mille’s
“The Volga Boatman.”

Wampas Stars Introduced
The high light of the program was the

introduction of the 1926 Wampas stars

:

Dolores Costello, Janet Gaynor, Dolores
del Rio, Vera Reynolds, Mary Brian, Fay
Wray, Sally O’Neill, Joan Crawford, Mary
Astor, Sally Long, Joyce Compton, Marce-
line Day, and Edna Marian. Lynn Cowan
wrote a special number, which was played
during the introduction of the stars. Fair-
banks and his teammates were accorded a
tremendous hand at the conclusion of his

act.
* * *

$2,000,000 U. A. Improvements
Improvements costing more than

$2,000,000 will be started at once at the
Pickford-Fairbanks Studio on Santa
Monica boulevard, according to an an-
nouncement made last week by Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of di-

rectors of United Artists. Schenck has
secured a long-term lease for joint occu-
pancy with the Fairbanks’ studios, and will

move into his new quarters in about two
weeks. It is planned to build five more
stages, each to be complete with dressing

rooms, projection room, and executive
offices. A new administration building,

planing mills, additional electrical euip-

ment, carpenter and paint shops, as well as

other buildings will be erected. Constance
is to make her next picture, “Silky Ann,”
at the Fairbanks-Pickford studio. Rudolph
Valentino's next vehicle, “The Son of the
Sheik,” will also be produced there.

* * *

Actors Imperiled
Storms which whipped up and down the

Pacific Coast last week endangered the

lives of 50 actors and extras aboard the

windjammer “Indiana,” owned by Cecil B.

De Mille, making scenes for “Shipwrecked”
under the direction of Joseph Henabery. A
5-mile an hour gale developed shortly after

the vessel left the harbor, and the tug
boat “Restless” sprang a leak and was
forced to return for aid. The actors,

headed by Joseph Schildkraut, Mathew
Betz and Clarence Burton, were uninjured,
but the ship narrowly escaped being dashed
to pieces on the rocks before another tug
came to its rescue.

Seena Owen met with an accident last

week when she fell from the gangplank of

the Indiana and was nearly crushed be-
tween the ship and the dock. She is

recovering from bruises at her home.
* * *

Cecil B. De Mille, independent producer,
is to erect a 1,100 seat theatre in Holly-
wood to be devoted to stage drama. The
new showhouse has been leased to Tom
and A. G. Wilkes.

* *

The second semi-annual frolic of the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer employees was held
last night at El Patio ballroom. Rube
Wolf and Bob Cook provided music with
two orchestras. Louis B. Mayer, vice-

president in charge of production of

There’s Some Fun in

a Jailer’s Job
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COL., Feb. 9.—Simi-
larity of telephone numbers of the
Bluebird Theatre on East Colfax
Avenue, Denver, and the county
jail in Denver is causing incon-
venience for Bluebird theatregoers
but amusement for Burt Crater,

the night warden. The telephone
number of the Bluebird is York
1179 and the number of the jail

is Main 1179. It is a very com-
mon occurrence for the night
warden to be called to the phone
by a Bluebird theatre fan and the
conversation which took place a
few nights ago is typical.

“Hello!”
“Hello, what picture are you

showing tonight?”
“Lady, you must have, er

—

that is, we’re showing ‘The Con-
victs’ Retreat’.”

M-G-M, Harry Rapf, Hunt Stromberg,
and other executives were guests of honor.

* * *

J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident of F. B. O.
studios, made a hurried trip to Chicago
and return last week. He is now in charge
of production at the F. B. O. plant.

* * *

Asks Hoffman Writ
James J. Tynan, author, has filed suit

against the Renaud Hoffman Productions,
Renaud Hoffman, Dorothy Farnum and
Producers’ Distributors’ Corporation for
an injunction to restrain them from mak-
iing or exhibiting a film bearing any name
other than Tynan’s as the author of “The
Llnknown Soldier.” Tynan asks $10,000.

* * *

Stuart Heisler, film manager of Samuel
Goldwyn productions, has gone to New
York with a completed negative of Henry
King’s production, “Partners Again—with
Potash and Perlmutter,” for February re-

lease by United Artists.
* *

Barrett C. Kiesling, director of publicity
for Cecil De Mille, is chairman of the
Wampas committee appointed to entertain

2,000 editors of the National Editorial as-
sociation, which will meet here in July.

* * *

Val Paul has been retained by Charles
R. Rogers as production manager on the
current Harry Carey picture, “The Fron-
tier Trail.”

* * *

Michael Rosenberg, Principal Pictures
Corporation, has announced the following-
motion picture and stage contracts have
been awarded to four of the girls who
figured in screen tests at West Coast thea-
tres in Southern California in the Barbara
Worth quest.

First, Bernice Denio of Santa Monica, was
given a contract by William Sistrom, general
manager of Metropolitan Productions, and will
appear in a Cecil De Mille picture; second,
Eleanor Fredericks of Los Angelas was given a
contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; third, Wanda
Sibbald of Los Angeles was awarded a contract
by Film Booking Offices; Mary Vargo of Los
Angeles, fourth, was given a contract to appear
in West Coast presentations under the direction
of Fanchon and Marco.

* * *

The new “Artists’ Representatives, In-
corporated,” which proposes to publicize
and manage the business interests of
motion picture stars has been opened at

6404 Sunset boulevard by Jack Sherill and
Phil Friedman, formerly with the Edward
Small agency; Freddy Schuessler, formerly
in the casting office of M-G-M and Uni-
versal studios, Walter Leslie, free-lance
press agent, and Virginia Van Upp, re-
cently with the Small agency.

%

To Expand Fine Arts
Extensive improvements are being-

planned at the Fine Arts Studio, 4500 Sun-
set boulevard. Present plans call for the
erection of 50 additional dressing rooms,
six new cutting rooms, four extra prop-
erty rooms, work shops, and an adminis-
tration building fronting on Hillhurst

avenue to be 115 feet in length.
* * *

Eddie Hitchcock, well-known West
Coast publicity man, is organizing a staff

for the purpose of putting over pictures in

Los Angeles and up and down the West
Coast. Hitchcock is at present director of
publicity for the Criterion theatre, West
Coast boulevard, West Coast Uptown,
and handling campaigns on all pictures

being exploited through the Universal-Los
Angeles exchange.

* * *

Marie Prevost was tendered a “studio
tea” by the stars of the Metropolitan
studios upon her first appearance following
her recent operation. Lilyan Tashman,
Seena Owen, Priscilla Dean, and Mar-
guerite de la Motte. John Bowers, being
the only male member of the party and not
drinking tea, acted as waiter for the party.
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Film News

in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of February 13

Stories Told

by

the Camera

Left: C. F. Chandler,

director of advertising

and publicity for First

National, who last week

expressed enthusiastic

approval of the sugges-

tions made in an ed-

itorial by Martin J.

Quigley in “Exhibitors

Herald,” January 30

issue. Chandler declared

“Post, Post, Post” the

slogan all exhibitors

should adopt in adver-

tising pictures.

Right: Jack S. Connolly

representing the
M. P. P. D. A., has filed

a brief favoring a $26,-

000 appropriation by

Congress for the estab-

lishment of a bureau
which will aid in fight-

ing the foreign limita-

tions on U. S. motion

pictures.

Alma Rubens, a favorite star,

last week was married to

Ricardo Cortez at Riverside, Cal.
Miss Rubens recently renewed
her contract with Fox Film
Corporation.

Julian M. Solomon has become director of pub-
licity and advertising of Columbia Pictures
Corporation as a preliminary of the company
in an advertising campaign for the new product.
Mr. Solomon has been in New York for eleven
years doing publicity work.

Marion Nixon has been chosen
leading woman for Reginald
Denny in his next Universal
picture, “Rolling Home.”
Others of the cast have yet to

be chosen.
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Estelle Taylor as “Lucretia
Borgia” in “Don Juan,”
Warner Brothers, with
John Barrymore has set

her admirers talking.

June Mathis, scenarist, with Cora Mc-
Geachy, designer (left). The former
was last week chosen to head her own
unit for First National in the production
of four pictures this year.

June Marlowe has just signed a long term
contract with Universal Pictures Corporation
on the West Coast. Upon her appearance
later for studio work H. E. Nichols, “Herald”
photographer snapped this pose.

Will H. Hays, M. P. P. D. A. head,
stopped in Chicago en route to Indi-

ana. Interviewed he announced news-
reel companies will be asked to re-

frain in the future from filming crim-
inals and notorious characters.

George E. Kann (left) and Henry Ginsberg have become partners to distribute

pictures under the name Henry Ginsberg-George E. Kann company. Kann for

the past 12 years has been identified with the foreign market. He was for many
years with Universal and with Goldwyn Pictures. The Ginsberg distributing com-
pany has had remarkable growth during its year of existence and has become
firmly established through its quality product and fair deeding.
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King Meighan, brother of Thomas Meighan,
was signed last week by Joe Brandt, president
of Columbia Pictures Corporation, (right)

to star in a series of pictures. It is his first

appearance in dramatic work.

Joseph M. Seider, business manager
of the M. P. T. O. A., last week sub-
mitted a new exhibition contract
clause simplifying the play dates
problem; and protested “compulsory
arbitration.”

Frank L. Newman denies he
will again control Kansas City
houses leased now to Para-
mount. He has recently been
managing Paramount houses
in L. A.

Louise Fazenda is going to (yes, she
does look pretty funny) going to be
starred by Warner Brothers, accord-
ing to the terms of a new contract
announced a few days ago.

Judge of baseball, K. M. Landis, and one of

the youngest stars in filmdom, Marceline Day
of Principal Pictures! The Judge has
promised to present Miss Day with a full set

of baseball regulations.

Lee Marcus, F. B. O. sales

manager, is back in New York
after a trip across the con-
tinent. He spent some time
at the F. B. O. studios.

Richard A. Rowland, general manager for First National Pictures, was tendered a dinner on the eve of his return to New
York by stars and executives of the Hollywood Studios. Rowland is seen in the center standing and one can also easily pick
out Colleen Moore, John McCormick, June Mathis, and - - Oh well, look ’em over - - they’re all there, each and every one
of them. Rowland is now in New York where he will remain six weeks before returning to the coast on a production trip.

He last week announced the new studios will be at Burbank, Cal.
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Alice Ardell is in the important part of the
casts in a series of Blue Ribbon comedies
produced by Joe Rock and which are dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices. It’s no
wonder she protests the “For Trash” sign.

“Now listen to this!” Director Howard
Hawks, left, is talking over a scene with May
MacAvoy and Ford Sterling, both of whom
have prominent roles in “The Road to Glory”
made for Fox.

Lloyd Hamilton says “The hand is quicker
than the eye.” And Norman Truog, Educa-
tional director, begins to suspect that “Ham”
is “funning” him. The comedian is soon to
begin production for Sam Sax.

“Big Boy” is the star

in several Educa-
tional-Juvenile come-
dies now being
released.

Neal Bums, star of Educational Christie

comedies, is making “Rin-Tin-Can” in which
his dog “Brownie” appears in a feature role.

The police dog is shown in the above photo-
graph getting ready for a spin.
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Charley Chase reached
New York a few days ago
for a month’s vacation
from the Roach lot where
he makes comics.

Jack Mulhall, after having made splendid hits in a number
of recent “big” roles, has been signed on the West Coast
to play featured roles entirely in pictures to be released
by First National Pictures. His contract begins at once
and runs for a period of five years.

Millard Webb, director of “The Sea Beast,” shown arriving with
Mrs. Webb at the premiere held in New York. With them is

Monte Blue. The Warner director arrived in Hollywood this

week following the excursion. It is announced that the picture
will open its premiere in Chicago February 12 at the Warner
house, Orpheum.

Dr. C. H. Richardson, left, is “from the old home town”
of Milton D. Gardner, his host, who is general manager of
Fred Thomson Productions. The “Doc” is interested in
the making of a Thomson picture soon to be released by
Film Booking Offices.

Mary’s a copper now. Miss Pickford became an honorary
member of the Los Angeles police force when Chief Heath
presented her with a gold badge in commemoration of her
assistance to peace officers. At her side are 12 police
captains and two detectives who helped present the badge.
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Hundreds Brave Storm for Film
Benefit Annual Carnival

“Three Faces East” Screened—26 Debs Impersonate Stars—Kaufman,
Columnist, Talks Seriously at AMPA Luncheon

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Hundreds of society and motion picture per-

sonages braved New York’s severest storm Wednesday night to

attend the annual carnival of the Film Mutual Benefit Bureau at

the Plaza Hotel. The feature engagement of the night was the screening
of “Three Faces East,” Producers Distributing Corporation’s feature at-

traction based on a story of the secret service in England and Germany
during the war.

THE picture’s premiere was given un-
der the personal direction of Dr.

Hugo Riesenfeld. On all sides was heard
the feature heralded as an outstanding
production. It was a critical audience
that placed its stamp of approval on the
excellence of the production and upon
the fine work of the featured players,

Jetta Goudal, Clive Brook, Henry Wal-
thall and Robert Ames. Rupert Julian’s

direction likewise prompted many lauda-
tory comments.

Debutantes Impersonate Stars

Other attractions of the evening, in

addition to the picture, were dancing and
a presentation of 26 debutantes in im-
personations of motion picture stars.

Jane Kirkland who impersonated Jetta
Goudal in “Three Faces East” was
awarded first honors in the competition.

Many of the industry’s most prominent
people were in attendance, among them
being Harold B. Franklin of Publix
Theatres, Joe Seider, Lou Jacobson,
Johnny Hines, A1 Suchman, Julius Joel-
son, Jack Hattam, Joseph Quitner, John
Bennis, Bernard Grobe, Jack Springer,
Clara Beranger and others.
“Three Faces East” has probably the

most spectacular air attack which has
been filmed. There is a thrill in every
foot of film showing the battle between
the German air craft and the English
land forces. Suspense has been main-
tained throughout the picture to a high
degree.

Dr. Riesenfeld’s musical accompani-
ment, with the noted musician personally
directing the large orchestra, synchron-
ized with the action of the play in an
extremely fitting manner.
Producers Distributing Corporation

has in “Three Faces East” a picture
which it may well be proud of.

* * *

Kaufman Swells AMPA Meet

S. J. Kaufman, the celebrated column-
ist and he-Polyanna of the metropolitan
newspaper profession, was the guest of
honor and chief speaker of the day at

last week’s session of the A. M. P. A.
and in spite of a record blizzard doing
its worst, proved a good box office at-

traction.

Mr. Kaufman talked at length on a
personage and subject which proved in-

tensely interesting to the advertisers

—

himself and his creed. He told of his

early aspirations and how he jimmied his

way into the newspaper work by calmly
walking in on a great editor and an-
nouncing that he wanted to conduct a
column boosting everything that needed
a helping hand and knocking nothing.
Even to his own surprise, he got the
job.

“And I took the job,” said Mr. Kauf-
man, “and I have written a column in

which there has never been a roast of

anyone or anything. Helpfulness for

those persons and things needing it has
been and is my creed.”

Mr. Kaufman then cited many in-

stances of helpfulness resulting from
following this creed, all of which were
interesting to the hearers and apparent-
ly supplied food for serious thought. If

any of the members attended the lunch-
eon with the idea of hearing a lot of
funny cracks, which is generally con-
sidered to be the stock in trade of writ-
ers of columns, they had the wrong
slant. Mr. Kaufman’s entire talk was
along serious lines and what he said and
how he said it carried conviction of his

earnestness.
* * *

Mitchell Joins Ginsberg-Kann
Henry Ginsberg and George E. Kann, as

one of the first acts of their new partner-

ship engaged L. H. Mitchell as director of
publicity and advertising, effective this

week.
Mr. Mitchell has been engaged in motion

picture publicity for the past six years,

having had charge of trade journal public-

ity for Goldwyn Pictures and for First

National. He has been general press rep-

resentative for Winthrop Ames and for

Guthrie McClintic, theatrical producers, and
has been on the city staff of the Evening
Journal and the New York Globe, and
dramatic editor of the New York World.
He is the author of several books

—

“Bobby in Search of a Birthday,” “The
Circus Comes to Town,” “Here, Tricks,

Here !”—and has a new one called “One
Boy Too Many” coming from the presses

of the Century Company in the fall.

William A. Seiter, director lor Reginald
Denny, Universal player, was in Chi-

cago last week en route to New York
to purchase five stories for immediate
production. Right is William Brum-
berg, U branch manager. (“Herald”
photo.)

With the resignation of David J. Lustig,

for the past year and half managing di-

rector of the Regun theatre in Harlem, is

also noted the passing of one of an in-

teresting theatre organs, The Regun News-
ette, published in New York State.

Mr. Lustig has been connected with
several of the larger independent theatre

chains in New York and leaves the Regun
to affiliate himself with another large cir-

cuit of theatres.

He is well known throughout the coun-
try as a manager, exploitation and publicity

expert having a long chain of successful
campaigns to his credit.

* * *

Barthelmess En Route West

Richard Barthelmess has so far recov-
ered his health that he left last week for
Hollywood to join Sidney Olcott, the di-

rector, J. Boyce Smith, general manager
and other members of the Inspiration
company.
Upon his arrival Barthelmess will im-

mediately start work on “Ranson’s Folly,”

Richard Harding Davis story. This story
deals with the picturesque life at a U. S.

Army post in the West, in the early ’80’s

when bandits roamed and Indians were
still a daily menace.

* * *

Publix Theatres Corporation has extend-
ed to the army hospitals of the New York
district the use of the new Paramount fea-
ture, “Behind the Front,” which shows the
lighter side of life in the A. E. F.
This subject was thought so appropriate

a diversion for the wounded men of the
World War still confined to hospitals that
showings have been arranged under official

army auspices in the hospitals at Fort Tot-
ten, Mitchell Field, Fort Hancock and
Fort Jay, coincident with the premier
showing of this picture as the regular fea-
ture at the Rivoli theatre during the week
of February 7.

* * *

S. Jay Kaufman told the A. M. P. A.
members a new and very funny story at
last week’s luncheon of the association.
When he arose to speak, he said

:

“Once a man was called upon to speak
at a gathering somewhat similar to this and
arising to his feet, said

:

“
‘I am honored by being asked to ad-

dress you. Now what shall I talk about.’

“Some man in the back part of the house
called out: ‘Talk about a minute.’”
This brought a hearty round of applause

from those present for they had never
heard the story before.

Montague Glass, creator of the fifty-

fifty partners, Potash and Perlmutter, will

arrive in New York this week, to be pres-
ent at the motion picture premiere of
“Partners Again—with Potash & Perlmut-
ter” which Samuel Goldwyn is presenting
as a Henry King production at the Mark
Strand theatre starting February 14.

* * *

Lyon Party at Depot

Friends of Ben Lyon gave him a dual
dinner at the Pennsylvania station Satur-
day evening. First they wished him God
speed in honor of his departure for
Florida where exterior scenes of his cur-

rent picture “The Savage” will be made,
and second, they celebrated his 26th birth-

day.

The reason for the dinner being given
at the Pennsylvania station was that

within a few hours of the occasion Ben
had been working in scenes being shot at

the Biograph studios and went direct from
there to the station. The party was com-
prised of Ben Lyon and his mother, George
Olsen and band, Richard Gallagher, Mari-
lyn Miller, Catherine Methot, May Mc-
Avoy, Sally Hunason, Norma Shearer and
Abby Rockefeller.
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pearson left Chicago
Feb. 6 for Omaha, Neb., where Roy
has been made branch manager for
Pathe. He has been on the Chicago
staff. (“Herald” photo.)

Waldorf Name
Now Columbia;
Plan Expansion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANiGELES, Feb. 9.—Harry
Cohn, vice president of Columbia Pic-

tures Corporation, has announced that

the name Waldorf in the production unit

has been changed to Columbia. Which
was a formality. He also revealed de-

tails regarding the purchase of the

former California studios for the home
of Columbia productions. $150,000 will

be spent on the stage and additional

equipment.

Laemmle Feted by
1200 on Twentieth

Film Anniversary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Twelve hundred
guests met February 5 to celebrate the

20th anniversary of Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent of Universal, at the Commodore ho-
tel at a banquet and dance.

Theatre for Ojus, Fla.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OJUS, FLA., Feb. 9.—Dunkle & Wag-
ner’s 750-seat motion picture and vaude-
ville theatre is to be opened February 15.

Dunkle was formerly representative for
Vitagraph. Wagner was connected with
the producing end of Pathe, Famous, Selz-
nick and others.

Lee Marcus Ends Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Lee Marcus, gen-
eral salesmanager of F. B. O., has returned
from a trip in which he covered six Coast
offices. He reported business conditions ex-
cellent everywhere.

Universal Announces Large
’26-’27 Production Program

Several Superpictures Undertaken in Addition to 28 Jewels,

Five or Six Denny Productions to Be Marketed

Separately, and 24 Blue Streak Westerns

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.-—Universal Pictures Corporation’s Greater
White List, the entire production schedule for 1926-27, is announced with
the return of Carl Laemmle from Europe. Beside several superpictures

Universal will release five or six Reginald Denny productions (to be mar-
keted separately), 28 Universal Jewels, 24 Blue Streak Westerns and a

large number of short features and serials.

Four Will Star Laura LaPlante

The Jewels, scheduled for release between Sept. 1, 1926, and August,
1927, will include four Laura LaPlante pictures, seven Hoot Gibsons, two
with Mary Philbin, two with Norman Kerry and one with House Peters.

The first Denny will be from “Beware of Widows,” with William A. Seiter
directing.

The superproductions will include such
pictures as “The Flaming Frontier,” “The
Midnight Sun,” “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” “Gul-
liver’s Travels” and “Les Miserables.”

Universal will start the season with
“Poker Faces,” Harry Pollard production,
from Edgar Franlin’s novel and co-starring

Edward Everett Horton and Laura La
Plante. Next will be “The Old Soak,”
adapted by Edward Sloman from Don
Marquis’ play, for release September 12
with Jean Hersholt heading the cast. Slo-
man made “His People.”

Gibson’s Pictures Titled

On September 26 will come “The Texas
Streak,” with Hoot Gibson, from George
Ogden’s story, “Cow Jerry.” Gibson’s
others will be “The Prairie King,” Nov. 14;
“The Buckaroo Kid,” Jan. 2; “Riding Like
Fury,” Feb. 13; “A Hero on Horseback,”
April 3; “The Silent Rider,” May 15, and
“Ace High,” July 11.

Two Jewels will be released in October.
“The Star Maker” will have Mary Philbin
starring and will be a Lois Webster pro-

J. I. Schnitzer Says
Merit Is Not Enough

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb . 9.—J. I.

Schnitzer, vice-president of Film
Booking Offices, in charge of pro-
duction, announces that his com-
pany’s 12 specials for the 1926-27
program will mark the beginning
of a new era in picture production.

“ The day of producing ‘just a
picture’ is over,” Schnitzer said.

“It sounds like a paradox, but it

is nevertheless true that mere
merit is not enough. To produce
and market pictures in these days
of fast competition a production
must have more to recommend it

than that it is simply entertaining,
or a good story. What the show
game needs today is what, for
want of a better word, I might
call ‘Idea’ pictures. And all of F.
B. O.’s specials for the coming
year will be geared to that policy.
They will all have a central, ex-
ploitable idea behind them. In
fact, the idea will be our main
premise before we consider plot,

characterization or any of the
other elements that go to make up
the finished product.”

duction from Dana Burnet’s story, “Tech-
nic.” “Perch of the Devil,” King Baggot
production from Gertrude Atherton’s novel,

will reach the screen Oct. 24, featuring Mae
Busch and Pat O’Malley. In November
“The Ice Flood” will be released. It is

from Johnston McCulley’s novel, “Crashing
Timbers,” and will feature Viola Dana and
Kenneth Harlan under James O. Spearing’s
direction. The other November release will

be “The Prairie King.” In December there

will be three more Jewels. “The Whole
Town’s Talking,” December 5, will be an
Edward Laemmle production from the play
by John Emerson and Anita Loos and fea-

turing Edward Everett Horton. “Prisoners
of the Storm,” December 19, Lynn Rey-
nolds production starring House Peters, is

being adapted from “The Quest of Joan,”
by James Oliver Curwood. “The Big
Night” will be released December 26. It is

based on Peggy Gaddis’ “Doubling for

Lora.” Melville Brown will direct Laura
LaPlante.

January (1927) releases will include Gibson’s
“The Buckaroo Kid,” and “The Runaway Ex-
press,” Edward Sedgwick production from Frank
Spearmans’ “The Nerve of Foley,” with Jack
Daugherty featured. The three Jewels in Febru-
ary (1927) will include Gibson’s “Riding Like
Fury,” “The Mystery Club,” Herbert Blache pro-

duction based on Arthur Somers Roche’s “The
Crimes of the Armchair Club,” with Matt Moore,
and “Butterflies in the Rain,” from the Andrew
Soutar story.

Three Jewels in March (1927) will be “Too
Many Women,” starring Norman Kerry with May
McAvoy probably cofeatured, from Gabriel Re-
tuer’s story; “Brides Will Be Brides,” Laura La
Plante picture from Lucile Van Slyke’s stories;

and “Taxi! Taxi!” from George Weston’s story.

Mary Philbin will be starred in “Another
Woman’s Life,” April Jewel; Gibson will be in

“A Hero on Horseback,” while “Down the

Stretch” will be an adaptation of John Taintor
Foote’s “Blister Jones.”

May’s Jewel list will include “Spangles,” Ed-
ward Sloman production from Nellie Revell’s

story; “Take It From Me,” from William John-
stone’s comedy, and Gibson’s “The Silent Rider.’”
In June will come “A Savage in Silks,” from
Winifred Eaton Reeve’s story, with Laura La
Plante; “The Love Thrill,” from Byron Morgan’s
romance, with Miss LaPlante probably starring;
and “The Big Gun,” a Norman Kerry picture
directed by Edward Sedgwick, from Richard
Barry’s story. Hoot Gibson’s “Ace High,” July
11, will be the final Jewel.

There will also be 24 Blue Streak West-
erns with such stars as Jack Hoxie, Art
Acord and Fred Hume, each contributing
six. In addition the list will include six

comedy series by Stern Brothers, including

the Buster Browns, The Newlyweds and
Their Baby comedies, and the “What Hap-
pened to jane” comedies are other series.

There will be five Popular Author serials,

104 issues of International Newsreel, a

series of weekly issues of short Western
dramas and other special short product.
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Members of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures dined at the Waldorf, New York, January 30. Left to right
at speakers table: Pearl Keating Pro-Dis-Co, Inez Macleary, Johnny Hines, Sada Cowan, Horace D. Ashton, Aileen
Pringle, Dr. A. A. Brill. Dorothy Gish, Jesse Lasky, Mae Murray, Dr. William B. Tower, chairman of board, Wilton A.
Barret, executive secretary of board, Norma Shearer, Dr. George Kirchwey, Dorothy MacKaill, John C. Flinn, vice-presi-
dent of Pro-Dis-Co, John M. Casey, Frances C. Barrett, Robert Flaherty, Helen Klumph, Monte Blue, Lois Wilson.

List of Guests At “Naked Truth
99 Dinner

( Continued from page 30 )

Mrs
;

H. H. Buxbaum, Mr. Chas. Bluesch, Mr.
Louis Bache, Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Bamberger, Martha Bauman, F. S.
Beecroft, Albert Beranger, Clara Beranger, Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Botsford, Peggy Bourdett, James
C. Bradford, Phoebe Brenton.

George Clifford, Mr. and Mrs. James A. Cron,
Boyd D. Chamberlain, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cohn,
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Connelly, William Carr, Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Chamberlain, Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Chandler, Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Harry
J. Cohen, Frank J. Conklin, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Caplon, George Carrington, Jesse Craig, C. H.
Christie, Don Cobb, Milton Corsun, C. P. Cohen,
Roy Crandall, Miss Jane Chapin, Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Cohen, Jean Cohen, Dix Colberg, Mrs.
Elizabeth B. Colbert, Oscar Cooper.

Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Dannenberg, Mr. and Mrs.
A. H. DeBra, Lynde Denig, Mr. and Mrs.
DeGrandcourt, S. A. DeAlberich, J. Davidson,
Harvey Duell, Hattie Dratwaw, Howard Dietz,
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Diamond, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Davidson, Chas. Dankert, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Dirker, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Duke, Mr. and Mrs.
Phil DeAngelis, Daniel Doherty, Mildred Doyle,
J. S. Dickerson, Ed. De Cossey, Mr. and Mrs.
Dembow, A. O. Dillenbeck, Richard Dix, Myrtle
Doncaster, John T. Donnelly.

Chas. D. Eberly, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Eber-
hardt, Herman Eggers, S. Chas. Einfeld, Mr.
Eagen, Clyde W. and Mrs. Eckhardt, Douglas
Eachin, George T. Eaton, O. J. Elder.
Mr. Ferguson, Joseph Fisher, M. and Mrs.

W. B. Frank, Mr. and Mrs. Ferrell, Mr. and
Mrs. •J-. C. Flinn, Mr. and Mrs. James Flinn,
King Fisher, Dario Faralla, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Fresneda, Ina Featherston, Sam Friedman, Leo
Friedman, Isadore Frey, E. F. Finney, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Fenton, Dr. and Mrs. Wm. A.
Frazer, Jack Field, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fine, A1
Friedman, Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Franklin,
Louise Frederickson, Louis Frohman.

Arthur Gottlieb, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gulick,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. M. Gilmore, Arthur Gottlieb,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. S. Goetz, Mr. and Mrs.
Irving W. Goodfield, Miss A. V. Goodfield, Earl
Gulick, Mr. and Mrs. Miles Gibons, Mr. and Mrs.
George Grey, Tom Geraghty, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Gegerich, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Grey, Mr. and Mrs.
I. Ganz, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Gourlay, C. H.
Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. E. Gaylor, Dr. A. H.
and Mrs. Grannini, Arthur Gottlieb, Jr., A. L.
Gore, Carl J. Goe, T. Gruen, Elaine Gholson,
Theo. Guinsburg, Mr. and Mrs. N. Guinsburg,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Galiico, Geo. Gerhard, Mr.
and Mrs. G. B. Gallup, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Grainger, Dave Gross, Emile Gauverau, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Goldberg, Robert Gray, J. A. Greel-
man, Texas Guinan.

F. L. Herron, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Held, Irene
Hussey, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Higgins, Mr. and
Mrs. D. W. Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas H.
Hilliker, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hatch, Harry
Heppe, Mr. Hamilton, John Hennegan, E. Howells,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Haas, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Higgin, Rudolph Hagen, Vera Hershfeld, R. Hume,
Helen Hamnal, Geo. Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Hand, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Howe, Col.
and Mrs. Hammond, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Harvey,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Hall, Hopp Hadley, Mr. and

Mrs. Morton Hirsh, Johnny Hines, Charles Hines,
Will H. Hays, Gabriel Hers, E. R. Halperin, Mr.
and Mrs. R Hall, Gloria Hilton, Marion Ivy
Harris, Fred Hamlin, Dorothy Hammell, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Hammeras, Gordon Hazelton, C. B.
Heine, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hershfeld, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Heyer, Norma Higgins, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Holman, Helen Hopler, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hughes.
Ralph Illigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur James, A1 Jackson, Mr.

and Mrs. Jason S. Joy, Mr. and Mrs. Jacobsen,
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Jacobs, R. E. Johnson, W.
Johnson and Mrs. Johnson, Edgar Jacobs, H. S.
Jamison, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Jerauld, George W.
Jones, W. A. Johnston.

Mr. Krecke, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Knishern,
Carroll King, Murray Kamlet, Kassel, Bob Kyle,
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Kerr, Mr. and Mrs. B. J.
Knoppelman, S. S. Krellberg, M. J. Krellberg,
Jacques Kopfstein, M. J. Kandel, Carl Kramer,
Red Kann, Kittye Kirkman, Michael Karch, Hugh
Kent, Peggy Kelly, Frank Kizis, John Kizis, Mr.
and Mrs. I. Kratosky, Diana Kane, Mr. and Mrs.
Katterjohn, Ed Klein, Milton Kussell.
H. A. Linet, Aaron Levine, Mr. and Mrs.

Irving Lesser, Sol Lesser, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Landau, June Leslie, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leslie,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leslie, W. Levy, Mr. and
Mrs. Gregory La Cava, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Lazarus, Mr. and Mrs. Levenson, Arthur Levy,
Theo. Liebler, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Liebler,
Carolyn Lobe, Mr. and Mrs. Elek Ludvigh.
Edward McDonald, J. W. McCullogh, Mr. and

Mrs. Chas. E. Marsh, Jack Morgan, Don Mer-
sereau, C. C. Moscowitz, Sam Marx, Mr. and Mrs.
James Martin, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. McKay, Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. V. Mack, Mr. and Mrs. Barrett
McCormick, Dorothy Mackaill, Kenneth McKenna,
Convert Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Mayer, Jewel
Muller, Mr. and Mrs. W. Mulligan, Mr. and Mrs.
Rodney Morgan, John Meeker, Mr. and Mrs.
Lou Metzger, William McKay, Mr. and Mrs.
Mever, Ed. McNamee, Ned Marin, Hugh McCol-
lum, Inez Marion, Mr. and Mrs. F. J. McConnell,
Dixie Martin, Carl E. and Miss Millikin, Mr. and
Mrs. M. McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs. O. McElwaine,
Vivian Moses, Walter Moore, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Morganstern, Miss Byrne MacFadden, Jack Mans-
field, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mathews, Dorothy
McCormick, Russell Moon, Miss A. F. Mengel,
Louis Milestone.

P. A. Nolan, P. J. Nolan, Mr. and Mrs. Burt
New, Mr. and Mrs. Rutgers Neilson, Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Niemeyer, Mortimer Norden, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Neufeld, Mr. and Mrs. Newman.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Oestreicher, E. J. O’Donnell,

Mary O’Connor, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph O’Sullivan,
E. M. Orowitz, Mr. and Mrs. Willis O’Brien,
Mr. and Mrs. George K. O’Donnell.
W. Pollock, Mr. and Mrs. Edw. B. Pierce,

Walter Pacy, Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Price, Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Pettijohn, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Homer Platten, Robert Perkins, J. Pollack, Oscar
Price, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Perez, Eleanor Palmer,
A. A. Pfeiffer, Phil A. Payne, Mr. and Mrs. P. A.
Parsons, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pegler, Aileen
Pringle, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pawley, Rose
Pelswick, Miss Bert Parker, Miss Ann Parker,
Philip Payne, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Palmer, Mr.

and Mrs. LeRoy Perkins, Allen Plough, J. S.
Potsdamer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robertson, Miss Rebecca,

Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rittenberg, J. Robert Rubin,
Dena Reed, H. P. Ramsdell, Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Rosenzweig, Mr. and Mrs. J. Rosenzweig,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rosenthal, Sidney Rosenthal,
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk L. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Rockett, June Rand, Garatt Roosmia, Jr., H.
Robins, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richards, Morrie
Ryskind, Hal Roach, R. A. Rowland, Nellie
Revell, Marion Rowland, Lou Rydell, C. Louis
Rubsamen, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Reynolds, Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Randall, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Rockett, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Ritchey, S. L.
Rothafel, Mr. and Mrs. Ragland, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Rarsaye, James Rawls, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Reisman, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers, Nat
Rothstein.

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Smith, M. J. Shea, Sam
Simkins, Theresa L. Sherman, A1 Singer, H. H.
Stattsbury, Si Seadler, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Scott,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John E. Storey, Gertrude
Smith, Mrs. F. H. Snyder, John S. Spargo,
Murray Schwartz, N. Schenk, Ed. Schiller, Ed.
Supple, Mr. and Mrs.

J.
Myer Schine, Mr. and

Mrs. Louis W. Schine, Mr. and Mrs. Wendall G.
Shields, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Smith, Ruth Anne
Storey, Peggy Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Selig,
Marjory Selig, Jack Shanley, T. J. Shanley, Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Singer, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Scho-
field, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schader, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. M. Shirley, Francis Starr, Elaine Stem,
Thomas Spry, Mr. Swetzer, Mr. and Mrs. Stiefel,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Steinbaugh, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Spring, Mr. and Mrs. Sol Spring, Charles
Steel, W. J. Schliech. Harry Seligman, Julian
Solomon, N. Silbert, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Strauss,
C. P. Sheehan, Jesse Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Skal-
lenberger, U. M. Shapiro, William Saal, Henry
Salsbury, R. W. Saunders, Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Shreck, Joseph Schultz, Sam Schwartzman, Car-
roll Seidler, Jr., Joseph Seider, Lloyd Sheldon,
Hortense Shorr, John L. Spivak, Cleon Stamm,
White Starling, Martin Starr, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Swartz.

Irving Thalberg, Lamar Trotti, Arthur Tavares,
Irene Thirer, Ruth Thorp, J. D. Trop, Joe
Tisman, Mr. and Mrs. Trowbridge, Mrs. Maud
Toombs, Mr. and Mrs. D. Tausig, Mr. and Mrs.
T. Talley, Alma Talley, Victor Talley, Mr. and
Mrs. Vincent Trotta.

I. Uhr, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ury.
Christine Vallean, Mrs. Rudolph Valentino,

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Vogel.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waite, Frank Walker,

Geo. C. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Clive R. Wax-
man, Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Weschner, Mr. Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon White, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wilkinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Weaver, Isabelle Wright, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Wagner, A. Weinberg, Niles Welsh, Capt.
and Mrs. C. W. Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E. Welsh, Arthur Whyte

;
Helen Wheeler, L. A.

Wiedman, Mrs. L. A. Wiedman, Anna Wiedman,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Williams, Mrs. Irvin Weiss,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wiley, Welch Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. F. J. Wilstock, Florence White, Helene
Williams, Raoul Walsh, Jay Witmark, Mr. and
Mrs. John Walwratlq Mr.

_

and Mrs. Weeks,
Charles Westcott, Marie White, Herbert Wilcox,

J. D. Williams, Lois Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Young, Mr. and Mrs. Har-

mon Yaffa, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Yearsley, T. C.
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Zierler, Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Zenker, Anthony Zito, Mr. James Zabin,
Irwin Zeltner, Mr. Edward Zimmer.
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Small Town Presentation Winner
C. Harriman
Will Produce
as Business

Resigns from Mosque Theatre to

Devote Time to Creation of

Shows Commercially
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Colby
Harriman, well known presentation

producer, has just concluded his

engagement as production director,

Mosque theatre, Newark, N. J., to

devote his entire time to a general
presentation business. He has
opened offices at 1674 Broadway,
New York City.

One of the outstanding features of his

activities will be his attention to the
programs of smaller theatres. He has
devised a series of “Cameo Classics’’

which he has in the course of produc-
tion. These are artistic stage novelties
particularly adaptable to small stages.
Each unit will present artists of merit
in complete scenic backgrounds artisti-

cally lighted.

Smaller Houses Vital Spots
“The small theatre, or theatres in the

smaller towns, are the vital spots in pro-
gram development today,” says Mr.
Harriman. “In our rush and apparent
selfishness to develop the programs in

the largest theatres in our cities, we
have practically overlooked the most im-
portant factor of this business. Here is

practically a virgin field for the best
types of stage features which are flexi-

ble enough to be adjusted to the stages
of these houses without impairing their

artistic or entertainment values.

“The large city theatre can take care
of itself. It has the opportunity to com-
bat the economic situation arising with
a properly organized production staff

owing to its seating capacity, drawing
power, and scale of prices.

“The theatre in the smaller city, even
the neighborhood house, cannot cope
with the established ‘de luxe’ programs
in an equal manner, as they find them-
selves up against the economic barrier
of costs exceeding box-office income. I

am speaking now of a regular weekly
presentation and prologue program of

a calibre proportionately equal to those
of our larger cities.

“It stands to reason that the patrons
of the theatres in the smaller towns arc
as appreciative of good programs as in

our metropolitan centers. The demand
(Continued on page 55)

Capitol Has First

Singing Conductor

Cooney Brothers’ Capitol thea-

tre, Chicago, has in C. C. Manning,
conductor of the orchestra under
Albert E. Short’s direction, the

first legitimate leader who sings.

Last week Mr. Manning, who is

primarily a leader and a good one,

broke into an overture made up of

musical comedy selections to turn

and sing a chorus, turning back to

complete the overture.

Comedians working as hokum
leaders have done this sort of
thing, but this is the first known
instance of a genuine director with
not only the required voice but
the theatrical sense prompting him
to use it. The stunt merited and
got a great hand.

Lopez to Play Strand;
Hyman Augments Ballet

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Feb. 2.—Vincent

Lopez and his enlarged orchestra have

been booked to the Mark Strand theatre

for the week opening February 20. This

booking is in line with Managing Direc-

tor Edward L. Hyman’s plan to make
this the greatest stage show year the

Strand has had.

Also in line with this plan is Hyman’s
augmenting the Strand ballet by the ad-

dition of 10 dancers to the original four.

The ballet of 14 is under the direction

of Mme. Serova.

During the week of February 20 the

long screen attraction will be “The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter.”

Director, Musician
Studio Party Guests

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 9.—
David Murray, Verne Buck, Frank Shaw
and David Phennig of the Granada the-

atre were guests of honor, January 27th

at the Aladdin studio. Murray, who is

connected with the direction of produc-
tions at the Granada and Verne Buck,
musical director, leave shortly for Los
Angeles to assume positions with Publix.

First Reeve
Show Draws
Great Crowd

Texas Showman Cites Value of

Presentation Acts for

Smaller Towns

Henry Reeve of the Star theatre,

Menard, Texas, sends the following

letter of appreciation and explana-

tion after creating the stir of the

season in his town with a stage

presentation. No better citation of

the value of presentation acts to all

showmen could be made. Reeve

used in his show what he calls

“home talent.” It is likely that

after more successes he will look

for professional talent. Showmen
in many other towns not greatly

larger than Reeve’s town already

have come into the market for pro-

fessionals. The letter follows

:

This letter is primarily for exhibitors in

small towns. We are 250 miles from the

city, a town of 1,200 people. The Herald
has been running most interesting material

on what the “big boys” are doing along the

line of prologues and presentations. I told

you in a recent letter that ideas were per-

colating in the writer’s merry old bean, as

P. G. Wodehouse would put it.

The result was a 14-minute atmospheric

prologue in connection with our two-day
run of “Desert Flower” that filled the

house to S'. R. O. the first night and gave

us a dandy second night though there was
the counter attraction of a Lyceum number
at the schoolhouse.

We made a mighty pretty little Mexican
scene on the stage. With the spot it was
as neat as one would want. Ran it up in a

minute and dropped it. down in less than

that. The folks here were enthusiastic and
want us to do it soon again. Which we
are going to do in two weeks with “Clothes

Make the Pirate.”

I’m attaching the running order of the

little act which I made up for the show.

I got the expression teacher of the school

interested and she was enthusiastic over

the idea, as she was eager to get some pub-

licity and recognition for her pupils and
her work. Four boys and four girls were
used as a chorus, one girl for the lead.

Another did a Spanish dance specialty and
still another a fast Charleston specialty as

an encore for the opening number. This
letter may be a bit too long, but I want

(Continued on page 55)
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More Elaborate Stage Shows Seen
Mark Strand
Frolics Will
Be Continued

Moe Mark Enthusiastic About
Joseph Plunkett’s Shows—
Weekly Change Announced

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Moe
Mark, president and general man-
ager of the Mark Strand theatres,

announced last week that due to the
enthusiastic reception accorded
Joseph Plunkett’s “Mark Strand
Frolics,” they will be continued
“everything new, every week.” Mr.
Mark’s announcement follows

:

“The management of the Mark Strand
theatre takes pleasure in announcing that
the reception accorded Joseph Plunkett’s
Mark Strand Frolics has resulted in the
decision to continue the Frolics every
week—everything new, every week.

First Edition Praised

“The enthusiastic patronage given the
first of the Mark Strand Frolics as a
holiday feature resulted in two following
editions of the Frolics. Now, with each
Frolics, it is the aim of Mr. Plunkett and
his staff to not only offer an outstanding
entertainment, but to present the finest

artists from all parts of the world.
“Every facility in scenic, lighting and

other stage effects has been provided to
an already model equipment of the stage.
There is an augmented ballet and chorus,
featured concert artists and novelties. The
operatic, the concert stage and others have
been drawn upon for distinctive talent in
recent Frolics. Now, it is the plan to
gather these featured artists from all parts
of the world, to make each new Frolics
more entertaining, more distinctive than
any previous Frolics.”

Premier Takes
Larger Offices

Twice in Month
Expansion necessitated by the rapidly in-

creasing demand for presentation talent has
forced Premier Attractions, Chicago, to

take additional office space twice during the
last month. Additions to the production
and executive staff of the organization have
accompanied these developments.
The first move was to new and larger

quarters on the fifth floor of the Auditorium
building. Scarcely had the painters com-
pleted lettering the door glasses when ad-
dition to the staff of Hazel Brown, re-

cruited from Balaban & Katz Midwest, and
Harry M. Holbrook, veteran showman,
necessitated renting of space on the seventh
floor pending vacation by other concerns
of space adjoining the fifth floor quarters.

“Always” on Bill Again
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Again this

week William Robyn and Gladys Rice
are singing Irving Berlin’s “Always” at

the Capitol theatre. The song was so
popular last week it was decided to in-

corporate it into this week’s bill.

Francis Mangan Flies

to Paris for Costumes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Report
here has it that Francis A. Man-
gan, manager and stage director of
the Plaza theatre, London Publix
house, flies to Paris by plane to
buy costumes for the use of per-
formers participating in the Plaza
presentations.

While director of presentations
at the Capitol theatre, Chicago,
Mangan bought costumes from the
house of Lester, also of Chicago.
Lester has a Paris branch, and
the producer is continuing abroad
a business arrangement that was
satisfactory at home.

“Rube” Wolf Is

at L. A. State;
Succeeds Severi

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—“Rube” Wolf,
one of the most versatile musical personali-

ties of the West Coast, has taken up the
baton as Director of a new Loew’s State
theatre orchestra, starting February 6, suc-

ceeding Gino Severi, who left on that date
to take up a new post in the West Coast
Theatres circuit.

“Rube” Wolf has been associated in

Fanchon & Marco enterprises for the last

15 years. He was born in Los Angeles and
received his musical education here and in

New York. His first success, strangely
enough, was achieved not in his native

town, but in the eastern metropolis where
he is generally recognized as the originator

of the jazz cornet.

“Rube’s” rise during the past year has
been nothing less than meteoric. In ad-
dition to being concededly one of the best

cornetists in America, he is also master of
virtually every known stage dance and par-
ticularly shines at the Charleston. For his

debut at Loew’s State with the premiere
of “The Auction Block,” Wolf assembled a
remarkable group of musicians, every one
of them a specialist in his own particular

field.

George Givot 27 Weeks
on Balaban-Katz Route

George Givot, whose Oxford bags and
Leaping Lena song delivery crashed across

to a success not dissimilar to that of the

likewise meteoric Paul Ash, will have fin-

ished 27 weeks in the Balaban & Katz Chi-
cago picture houses when his contract with
that organization expires February 21.

Houses played during that period include

the original B. & K. chain, the L. & T.

hook-up houses and McVickers.
Mr. Givot walked into a Paul Ash show

and walked away with it. Ash, whose abil-

ity as a picker is conceded to be one of

his strongest assets, promptly featured
Givot and, when taking a two weeks’ va-

cation, gave him the delicate assignment of

engineering the show during his absence.

Leaving the Ash outfit to spike in a week
at the Senate, L. & T. house, he came back
to the Loop the next week and worked with
Waring’s Pennsylvanians, during its double
tour of the B. & K. theatres, closing with
that attraction at the Senate February 21.

Presentation
Future Great,

Says Lesser
West Coast Theatres Executive

Predicts Greater Shows
for Picture Houses

(Exclusive to Exhibitors Herald)

By SOL LESSER
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Mo-

tion picture presentations have be-
come an art in themselves. They
are recognized as a vital part of
every well balanced program in the
best motion picture theatres. The
future possibilities are little real-

ized today. No one can foretell

what great developments will be
made along these lines.

While some of the large exhibitors feel

that a presentation should be an atmos-
pheric prologue to the feature picture,

West Coast Thea-
tres, Inc., has been
giving the public
Fanchon and Mar-
co “ideas” that

have no connec-
tion with the
theme or locale of
the picture. This,
we feel, is the
only correct way
to balance the

program. For ex-
ample, many pre-
cede a Spanish
picture with a
Spanish prologue. sol L««er
This makes too
much of the same atmosphere on the pro-

gram. Instead we would give a Fanchon
and Marco presentation that would be the

exact opposite of the Spanish atmosphere.

Appeal Must Be General

It is very important that the “ideas” ap-

peal to the masses, containing enough va-

riety so that all in your audience will be

entertained. While popular music or jazz

is the rule today and most presentations

are built around this, there is a trend

toward a higher class of music and enter-

tainment. There is, however, the danger
of having it too classical.

In connection with this subject it is in-

teresting to note how music that accom-
panies a picture has progressed from the

jazz music of a few years ago to the

symphonies from classical musical com-
positions by famous composers which are

played today to accompany the long fea-

ture picture. Motion picture audiences
have been educated to enjoy and expect
the best in music. In the same way pre-

sentations will advance until they contain
the finest talent and music.

Beauty Is Human Need
The greatest reason for entertainment is

to provide a means for the masses to es-

cape from their every-day surroundings,
their worries and troubles. There is an
unconscious longing for the beautiful and
the uplifting. Motion pictures being the
largest form of entertainment for the pub-
lic, the foremost exhibitors have attempted
to give a well balanced program of music,

(Continued on page 55)
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AnotherNameGoes toFilmHouses
J. Partington
Is to Create
Novel Shows

Popular Western Showman Will

Have New Scope for His

Creative Talent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9—Jack
Partington, who has gained a na-
tional reputation with his unique
stage presentations at the Granada
theatre, San Francisco, is to be-
come general manager of produc-
tions at the Metropolitan theatre,
Los Angeles, on February 19. This
announcement was made by Man-
aging Director Frank L. Newman,
who stated he is greatly pleased
over having Mr. Partington asso-
ciated with him.

Partington has virtually grown up in the
show business. He comes from a family
of noted artists and opera singers and the
artistic blood that

runs in his veins
has proved im-
mensly valuable
in the production
of his stage pre-
sentations.

Parti n gton’s
first show experi-
ence began when
he was a young
man working as a
clerk in a steam-
ship office. After
the day’s duties at

the office were
over he ran a , . ,

shooting gallery

show. He booked his pictures and took

care of other business during his lunch

hour.
Profits $3 a Day

Finally the receipts of the “shooting gal-

lery” grew to such an extent that Parting-

ton was able to clear $3 a day. He gave
up his job in the steamship office and ever

after that devoted his full time to the

show business.

In 1912 Partington became associated

with D. J. and Sid Grauman at the Im-
perial theatre, San Francisco. Later the

management of the theatre was turned
over to him. After the Graumans sold the

Imperial to Wobber Brothers and it was
merged with the California theatre, Part-

ington was placed in charge of both
houses. When the Rothschild interests

took over the two houses and built the

Granada, Partington was given charge of
the three theatres. This position he held
until his transfer to Los Angeles.

Develops Presentation Art

In recent years Partington’s activities

have been devoted chiefly to the Granada,
where he has developed a new type of
prologues and stage presentations that have
become a sensation.

One of the outstanding features of his

work there has been the invention and
perfection of an automatic stage. The
stage is built in three sections and by the
use of invisible tracks and special ma-
chinery the sections can be lifted and low-

(Continued on page 55)

Don Alvin
Said, Said He

—

To delve into the unique per-
sonality of Don Alvin, appearing
solo in Chicago Publix houses
with only a violin with which to
work, a “Herald” staff reporter
went to the player’s dressing
room. “And a goodly crowd was
there,” including house orchestra
musicians, fusileers who sing, a

saxophonist - vocalist, a doorman,
two electric light bulbs and a mis-
cellany of sartorial and make-up
aids. The “Herald“ man was of-
fered the other chair.

“How does Whiteman do it?”
someone asked someone else,

apropos of something.

Therefore the talk was of bands.
As everyone knows, Alvin is on
the eve of throwing a band. He
was dressing for the street and
was in a hurry. “Tell me more
about your band, Don,” one urged.
Alvin adjusted his hat and stepped
to the door. Over his shoulder he
remarked, “Waring’s Pennsyl-
vanians are the best stage band in
the business,” and left.

Ted Henkel Works
to Subordinate

Music to Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Theatre or-
chestras have become famous the world
over for splendid scores arranged for mo-
tion pictures, and of these, the Forum
orchestra of which Ted Henkel is the
director, has received high praise from
competent musical critics.

The work of Henkel and his band in

conjunction with the showing of pictures
led to a popular demand for his work
irrespective of the play, so that for the last

four months the orchestra has “doubled”
by appearing on the stage in the prologues.

Henkel Has Musical Ideal

Henkel has been steadily working on one
ideal in arranging his scores for the pic-
tures—the execution of musical effects

which will “sell” the picture to the
audience. When his music attracts more
attention than the picture, he feels he has
failed in his effort. The picture is the
main thing with him and his band, and
every piece of music selected is chosen with
that idea in mind.

“Producers spend hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars toward the making of a
picture,” stated Henkel, “and it is the duty
of a well organized picture house orchestra
to make that picture most effective for
the audience rather than attract the atten-
tion of the audience to the music.”

Rennie Date Extended
Orville Rennie, booked into the Wood-

lawn, Chicago, for a week, is being held
over for three more to sing with the

large house orchestra. Rennie had one
of the principal tenor roles in “The Student
Prince” for six and a half months, going
from there to the Capitol, Chicago for 10
weeks, thence to the Alhambra at Mil-
waukee and then into the Woodlawn.

Fiske O’Hara
Set to Tour
Film Houses

Noted Tenor Leaves Productions

for Presentation—Routing

In Preparation

Fiske O’Hara, celebrated tenor
and star of many of his own pro-

ductions, now playing Chicago in

“Jack of Hearts,” is shortly to open
his tour of motion picture theatres.

This will mark the turning of an-
other celebrity to the cinema thea-

tres, offering the houses a name at-

traction.

Mr. O’Hara has for many years toured
the country with his own productions at

high prices, offering his romantic play-
lets and songs.
His forthcoming
tour will be his

first appearance
in the new field

with the excep-
tion of a three-
week engagement
last season. At
this time he ex-
perimented o n
just how he
would be re-
ceived in the pic-

ture houses. His
appearances were
marked with tre-

mendous crowds
and appreciation, which decided his

entrance into that particular line of
work to be followed after completion of
his contract for his Chicago production.

Bramson Is Booker
Mr. Bramson of Sam Bramson’s Stage

Attractions, Chicago, is handling the ex-
clusive bookings of this attraction.

Mr. Duke Mills, O’Hara’s personal
representative and manager, and director
of publicity, will travel ahead of the
company on tour to assist managers in

exploitation and box office tie-ups.

O’Hara combines a beautiful voice
with a distinctive joyous personality, and
his particular way of singing his “Songs
New and Old” has made him a favorite

in every community in which he has ap-
peared. In his act he is assisted by
Marie O’FIara and Miss Ruth Turner, an
accomplished accompanist. He also is

assisted by a representative who handles
all details at the theatre.

The entire act is in costume, but is so

arranged that it can be changed in the

event it should remain in houses chang-
ing pictures.

Earl P. Sanders Will
Book for Publix Corp.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Publix Theatres

Corporation has engaged Earl P. Sanders

to represent them as booker of acts playing

some of the Publix theatres.
_

Mr. Sanders

has had 15 years’ experience in this line of

work, having been associated with the

Orpheum circuit and with the William

Morris agency for many years. His office

will be at 1520 Broadway.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
First Publix Show

Disappointment to

Balaban-Katz Fans
Chicagoans, whose fondness for Bala-

ban & Katz entertainment made the

great success of that theatre policy pos-
sible, looked last week at John Murray
Anderson’s “The Melting Pot,” first of

the Publix shows, and wondered how
come. Their reaction is best indicated
in the fact that they broke out in healthy
applause only at the announcement of

the act (venting genuine enthusiasm fos-

tered by good advertising and publicity

preparation) and at the American flag

finale. In between there were sporadic
ripples, a roller skater in the show get-

ting the best of these.

To all appearances, the big thing

wrong with “The Melting Pot” is that

it is not the thing Chicagoans know as

Balaban & Katz entertainment. Some
of the payees present stated the case in

less kindly phrases, but that is what they
were trying to say. They had come to

see bigger and better Balaban & Katz
presentation and they were shown a John
Murray Anderson revue. The audience
attitude during it and at its conclusion
indicated that Balaban & Katz presenta-

tion still is the thing they want most.
As a tabloid revue, “The Melting

Pot” possibly is all right. It’s all dolled

up as to staging, costuming, etc., and the

theme of it isn’t bad, nor in any sense

new. But the performers in it work like

a lot of tired men and women who must
get a row of individual numbers out of

the way before dashing into the Charles-

ton finish, which they snap off fairly

well, and hence back to the dressing

room. Their delivery, bearing and atti-

tude is not that which Balaban & Katz
marketed so successfully and the Bala-

ban & Katz audience didn’t accept it as

such.
Earlier on the bill, Boyd Senter and

Jack Russell had done a couple of num-
bers, not so good as they’ve done so

many times before in this house, and got
the characteristic Balaban & Katz re-

sponse. Typical reaction also marked a

typical overture and a typical organ num-
ber by Edward K. House, lately made a

major B. & K. organist.
Advertising and publicity acquainting

Chicago theatregoers with the national-

ization of their favorite entertainment
has given them no inkling of the Publix
tie-up by name, stating merely that Bala-

ban & Katz have branched out in a big
circuit which will permit expenditure of

more money on stage shows. It was a

great campaign and the folks came down
to see the first of the big shows, but
there were more than enough seats much
earlier than usual on Thursday night.

Jack Bell Has Never
Missed; “Mighty Blue”

Hit As He Sings It
DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 9.—Jack Bell

scored again this week at the Capitol
theatre, when he sang “Mighty Blue,”
while Hyman Charninsky came in for his

share of applause when his orchestra
rendered selections from Victor Her-
bert’s “Singing Girl.”

“Tumbleweeds” was the long feature
picture.

Acts Reported
This Week

Aaronson, Irving, Commodores, — Loew's
State

, St. Louis.
Adrienni Troubadours, Rivoli

, Neiv York.
Alvin, Don,—Senate, Chicago.
American Beauty Revue,—Metropolitan, Bos-

ton.

Ash, Paul, & Band McVickers, Chicago.
Bain, Jack, Metropolitan , Los Angeles.
Barrie, Stuart,—Grand Central

, St. Louis.
Bell, Jack,—Capitol, Dallas.

Brewer, Ruth, Metropolitan
, Boston

.

Brown, Agnes Cain,

—

State , Boston.
Buck, Vernon, Senate

,
Chicago.

Buffano, Jules,—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Burkley, Arthur, Million Dollar, Los An-

geles.

Callahan, Vent,—Wisconsin, Milwaukee

.

Charleston Sammy, Newman, Kansas City.

Chental Sisters, Loeic*s State, St. Louis.
Clifton & Brent, Fox, Philadelphia.
Conley-Silverman Orchestra, Grand Cen-

tral, St. Louis.
Conroy, Connie,—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Dale Sisters, Fox

,
Philadelphia.

Davenny & Lang,—State, Boston.
Davey, Belle, Fox, Philadelphia.
Day, Emily,—Stanley, Philadelphia.
DePace, Bernardo, Stanley

, Philadelphia.
“Dime Museum, The,” Capitol

,
Detroit.

Fusileers,—Senate, Chicago.
Gilbert, Goodman, Roners, Vallon, Ward,

—

Loew's State, Los Angeles.
Girard, Harry, Californians, State

,
Boston.

Griffith, Edith,—Million Dollar, Los An-
geles.

Harris, Lydia,—McVickers, Chicago.
Heller & Riley,—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Holland & Barry, Rivoli

, New York.
Holt & Roberts, Metropolitan

, Boston.
House of David Band, Strand, Omaha.
Karenoff & Maree, Missouri

, St. Louis.
Kaufman, Irving, Fox, Philadelphia.
Kay, Dolly,—Fox, Philadelphia.
Kindler, Hans,—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Kraft, Teddy,—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Kublick, Henri, Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Lamont, Buster, Newman, Kansas City.
Laske, Evelyn, Fox, Philadelphia.
Lee, Luella,—Million Dollar, Los Angeles.
Lindsay, Col. Fred, Million Dollar, Los

Angeles.
Loos Brothers, Rialto, Omaha.
Lyon, Velma Lorraine, Newman, Kansas

City.

Manne & Clarke, Metropolitan, Los An-
geles.

Meany, John,—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Melrose, Mildred,—McVickers, Chicago.
“Melting Pot, The,” Chicago, Chicago.
Middleton, Lucille,—Grand Central, St.

Louis.
Nova, Marta, Fox, Philadelphia.
O'Neal, Zelma,—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Oscard, Paul, Metropolitan, Boston.
“Paradise Isle,” Rivoli, New York.
Polo, Keeley, Starkling, Lesh, Pergone,

Barnes,—Loew*s State, Los Angeles.
Pontius, Walter, HT.sconsin, Milwaukee.
Quinlin, John,—Metropolitan, Boston.
Rasch, Albertina, & Ballet, Stanley, Phila-

delphia.
Redfield, Katherine, Operalogue, Alhambra,

Milwaukee.
Renoff & Renova, Metropolitan, Los An-

geles.
Santley, John,—Grand Central, St. Louis.
Scheff, Fritzi,—Metropolitan, Boston.
Schiller, Nora, Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Scoville, Carolina, & Howe, Jessie,—Wis-

consin, Milwaukee.
Shapiro, Garcia, Goetter, Alhambra, Mil-

waukee.
Six Pierrettes, Stanley, Philadelphia.
Smithpeter, Zelma,—Rialto, Omaha.
Smoot, Roy,—Missouri, St. Louis.
Spangenberg, Myrtle,—Wisconsin, Milwaukee

.

Spurr, Horton, Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Tiomkin & Khariton,—Stanley, Philadel-

phia.
Tremaine, Bobby, Dancers, Metropolitan,

Los Angeles.
Tremaine, Bobby, Dancers,—Million Dollar,

Los Angeles.
Verdi, Adolph, Metropolitan, Atlanta.
Watson, Donald (Monk) Rialto, Omaha.
Watson, Milton,—McVickers, Chicago.
Woodruff, Charlotte,—Missouri, St. Louis.

‘‘Paradise Isle” Is

Named Top Anderson;
Elkins in 6th Week

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.-—John Murray An-
derson’s “Paradise Isle,” which was last

week’s presentation bill at the Rivoli, has
been voted the best he has done since join-
ing the Publix Theatres forces. “Paradise
Isle” is billed as “A Samoan Revel,” and
those theatergoers who saw the first few
shows, before some changes were made, are
willing to believe that Samoa has some
redeeming features.

One of the features of “Paradise Isle” is

a Samoan dance by Thelma Harvey, a
young girl remarkable for beauty of face
and figure. After the first couple of per-
formances it was figured that there was too
much inducement for audiences to neglect
the facial beauty of the young woman, so
some costume changes were made and con-
siderable more grass was added to the fa-

miliar Samoan skirt, or what passes as
such.

“Paradise Isle” is remarkable for its mu-
sical beauty and the credit for this goes to
Nathaniel Finston, the general musical di-

rector of the Anderson unit. The dances
were arranged by Boris Petroff and scenes
and costumes by Herman Rosse.
Along with Miss Harvey’s dance is

Prince Lei Leni and the Royal Samoans,
numbering 26 people. Much of the success
of the entire act is due to the latter, their

native dances and costumes lending pleas-
ing color to the show.
Eddie Elkins and his Melody Mixers,

now in their sixth week at the Rivoli, are
still going strong and appear to have en-
deared themselves to the audiences by their

clever songs and music. Their numbers
last week were “I Wonder Where My
Baby Is Tonight,” “Wagnerania” and
“Don’t Wake Me Up, Let Me Dream.”

Revival of Berlin’s

Old Ones Feature of
Melodic Stage Show

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 9.—Don Al-
bert, orchestra leader, and Louis K. Sid-
ney, who does the deep thinking for
the Loew’s Circuit in these parts, con-
ceived the idea of reviewing the life of
Irving Berlin in the orchestral offering
at Loew’s State the week of January 30.

Irving’s recent marriage was respon-
sible for the treatment, as it was believed
he was timely material for the music
ears of the patrons.
So throughout the big house there re-

sounded the tuneful air of “Alexander’s
Ragtime Band” and “Everybody’s Doing
It,” which Berlin sang in Tin Pan Alley
years ago. Passing on to the period when
his first wife died was heard “When I

Lost You.” Other numbers were “Oh,
How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning,”
“An Orange Grove in California,” “Lady
of the Evening,” “All Alone,” “What’ll
I Do?” “Remember” and “Don’t Wait
Too Long.”
On stage during the week were the

Chental Sisters, French pianistes, and
Irving Aaronson’s Commodores, a jazz

band which proved one of the very best
heard at this theatre during the current
season. Which is some compliment.
“The Black Bird” was the long screen

feature.
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NOW BOOKING ROUTE BEING ARRANGED

THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
ON TOUR OF MOTION PICTURE THEATRES

FISKE O’HARA
The Romantic Tenor and Star of 100 Productions in

“Songs New and Old”
Assisted by MARIE O’HARA
Miss Ruth Turner, Accompanist

(In costumes)

FIRST APPEARANCE IN MOTION PICTURE THEATRES
Also including DUKE MILLS, Mr. O’Hara’s personal representative and publicity director working two

weeks in advance and handling complete exploitation and local cooperation.

FURNISHING WITHOUT CHARGE A COMPLETE LINE OF
PAPER, INCLUDING HERALDS, CARDS, CUTS, PHOTOS, ETC.

AN ATTRACTION OF MERIT AND QUALITY THAT WILL ROLL DOLLARS INTO
THE BOX OFFICE

MANAGERS WIRE NOW for open dates and terms

1406 City Hall Square Bldg.,

Phone, Dearborn 0219

Direction SAM BRAMSON’S STAGE ATTRACTIONS
(Exclusive Booking Representative)

Chicago, 111.

NOTE: In this tour of motion picture houses the manager is offering his patrons an opportunity to hear
this celebrated tenor at popular prices, whereas in his productions many were unable to hear him owing to
the cost of the attractions.

Capitol “Phantom”
Prologue Restores

Stage-Screen Bond
Harry Turrell, director of presentation,

restored the essential stage-screen bond
to Capitol shows last week with a pro-
logue to “The Phantom of the Opera.”
In the weeks immediately following
Francis A. Mangan’s departure from the
Capitol the stage and screen elements
of the show drifted pretty far apart, as
chronicled in these pages, which may
have prompted Mr. Turrell’s use of this

means to tie them together again. At
any rate, that is the result obtained.
The prologue, over which the title of

the picture was faded with consummate
skill, opened with a Marguerite singing
the jewel song from Faust, the prologue
phantom character fading in momen-
tarily back of a scrim. Then the ballet
came on and worked until the phan-
tom again appeared, whereupon they
screamed and ran off as the stage dark-
ened and a green spot on the phantom
faded out as the picture title took shape.
It was a splendid bit of stagecraft, as
well as a great exhibit of production pol-
icy.

Earlier, C. C. Manning, conducting
during A1 Short’s absence, laid down a
neat overture of musical comedy selec-
tions, breaking in to take heavy applause
for singing a chorus. Short features had
been run, Leo Terry had played an organ
number and the electric light presenta-
tion act had been turned in by Ralph S.

Delbridge and his Syncopators.
Delbridge and his orchestra were

blacked up and the setting was a Down
South affair. After two instrumental
numbers Steve Savage came on in cork
and danced, unannounced. Then the

Capitol-Abbot ballet did a number and
everybody got out of the way for a four-
year-old pickaninny whose Charleston is

some two hundred per cent above any-
thing of its kind given in any Chicago
house by any performer of any age up
to and including now. They didn’t an-
nounce this youngster’s name, but they
didn’t need to. The audience would have
worked her to death if they hadn’t closed
in and insisted upon running some film.

This mite is without doubt the biggest
find of the current season.
A paragraph is due, here, to Steve

Savage, dancer, referred to in last week’s
issue as a performer who might merit
placement somewhere but not in presen-
tation theatres. This was incorrect. Mr.
Savage’s prologue impersonation of Lon
Chaney’s character in “The Phantom of
the Opera” is perhaps the most accurate
transcription of the sort ever accom-
plished. He is invaluable in this connec-
tion.

Fashion Festival Is

Biggest Stage Bill in

St. Louis in Months
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 9.—-When

Skouras Brothers billed the Eight Vic-
tor Record artists for their Missouri the-
atre the week of January 23 it was
thought in St. Louis motion picture cir-

cles they had reached the zenith in big
stage numbers. But the week of Jan-
uary 30 they trotted forth an attraction
which has had the whole town talking
since the premiere showing.
Skouras Brothers arranged a wonder-

ful treat for women the week of Jan-
uary 30, for the big stage number was a
revival of the St. Louis Spring Fashion
Festival. All big manufacturers, whole-

salers and jobbers in ladies’ ready to

wear, millinery, shoes, etc., joined with
Skouras Brothers in putting this Fashion
Show across, and it surpassed anything
of its kind ever seen in these parts.

In keeping with the Spring Fashion
Festival idea, Milton Slosser, at the or-

gan, played “The Evolution of Styles,”

dealing with ladies’ ready-to-wears from
Eve’s fig leaf to milady’s latest one piece
swimming suit or dinner gown.
The long feature picture was “The

American Venus,” which also has much
to do with styles.

In addition there were several good
stage turns. Charlotte Woodruff, who
appears to be a fixture at this house,
sang in her clear soprano voice, while
Roy Smoot, who also has won a steady
job from Skouras Brothers, sang well.

The dance numbers included Kerenoff
& Maree, Russian dancers, and the Six-

teen Missouri Rockets.

House Pianist Works
in Brief Single Turn
As Added Attraction

ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 9.—Adolph
Verdi, pianist of the Metropolitan orches-
tra, was featured on the presentation pro-
gram at the Metropolitan theatre the

week of February 4, in a number of

popular and classical selections which
were well received.
Verdi has a large following in Atlanta,

where he is considered a musicain of ex-

ceptional ability. Among hits of the pro-

gram were Irving Berlin’s “Remember,”
A1 Jolson’s “Trouble,” and “Who,” from
“Sonny.”
Enrico Leide and his orchestra offered

excerpts from “La Boheme” as the over-

ture.
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Ten Acts Combined
in Big Stage Show;

Some Not So Good
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—Ten acts

were presented by Frank L. Newman as
his “Revue of Song Hits for 1925” at the
Metropolitan theatre last week. Songs
of every description that were most pop-
ular last year were played by Forbstein
and his orchestra.

The introduction was a medley of the
following songs: “If You Knew Susie,”

“My Best Girl,” “Brown Eyes, Why Are
You Blue?,” “Oh, Lady, Be Good,” "I’m
Tired of Everything But You,” “I’ll See
You in My Dreams,” and several others,

with Jules Buffano playing the accom-
paniment at the piano. The stage was
set as an immense white piano, and as

each song was introduced a pretty girl

appeared with reproduction of the song
cover mounted on compo board.

The second number was Nora Schiller

singing “If You Hadn’t Gone Away.”
This was accorded a good hand, al-

though the previous number detracted
somewhat because of the popular num-
ber sung. Manne and Clarke put on a
grotesque dance to the tune of “You’re
Just a Flower from An Old Bouquet.”
This number did not please as well as

this clever team’s former offering.

Helene Heller and George Riley got a

hig hand, however, for their song and
dance number “Because They All Love
You.” Zelma O’Neal followed with her
“Mamie McGee,” a Bowery number,
which didn’t go so good.

Henri Kublick rendered “When Lights
Are Low,” “Indian Love Call” and “By
the Light of the Stars” on his trick in-

struments. His banjo orchestra would
be pretty flat without the assistance of

the men in the pit. The Tremaine dan-
cers, with Jules Buffano accompanying,
next staged a collegiate number, which
fell flat probably due to the long run of
“The Freshman” and its prologue, which
included a similar number.
Miss Heller, Riley, and Renoff and

Renova put on an attractive dance to

the tune of “The Midnight Waltz,” Hel-
ler and Riley singing the accompani-
ment. The presentation closed with
Jack Bain, Zelma O’Neal and the Tre-
maine dancers grouped around the ob-
servation car of The Golden State
Limited singing “That’s My Baby,”
“Hayfoot, Strawfoot,” “Charleston,” and
Alabama Bound,” with the porter doing
the Charleston. The whole presentation
act moved off smoothly and rapidly, but
it was a trifle long for this house.
“Womanhandled” was the long fea-

ture. A news weekly was the only other
film.

Fay Lanphier Works
in Center of Revue;

Show Fast; Colorful
BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 9.—At the

Metropolitan, week of Jan. 25, was Fay
Lanphier’s first picture. And the big
shout of the show for week of Feb. 1-7

was Fay herself in person. She was woven
into the big presentation by John Murray
Anderson, “American Beauty Revue,” fea-
turing 20 beauties and lots of gowns.
Anderson thought up a real novel one

in the way of announcing the various
beauties. A mask representing the Drama
hung at the back of the stage, and the
announcements were sung out radio-style
as each beauty made her come-in.
Last week the State juggled Spitalny’s

orchestra around, moving it into a box.
This week the Metropolitan orchestra treks

to the stage during the beauty revue.
Eventually they’ll have them hanging to

the chandeliers and playing.

Miss Lanphier was dressed up in an
evening gown which told all. It was of
American beauty shade (with train), and
was aided and abetted hy a huge white
ostrich fan.

Fritzi Scheff sang “Kiss Me Again,” and
there were other musical acts offered in

presentation style. John! Quinlan, “sky
high lyric tenor,” warbled, as did Holt and
Roberts. And Ruth Brewer, “a whole
orchestra,” dutifully played her 14 instru-

ments.
Paul Oscard had what you might call

the “small presentation” to show. He
danced amid a bunch of barefooters to the
tune of the “Dance of the Hours” from
Giaconda. Confetti and balloons were seen
at the finish. You’ll never see these
knick-knacks when the hours-dance is

done with the visiting opry-company. So
that was novelty.
“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter”

was the long feature picture, and it got
top position in the ads despite the strong
stage show.
The grand orchestra -—’“remember— SO

men”—played “Blue Danube,” “Mile. Mo-
diste” bits, and jazz. Topics, newsreel,

and a Mack Sennett comedy that got good
advertising position, were also among those

present.

Kindler, Rasch, Piano
Duo and DePace Team,

Hit in Birthday Show
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 9—The

film offering and surrounding attractions at

the Stanley theatre during its fifth anni-

versary week formed one of the finest bills

seen in that house since its opening and
was a fitting realization of the ideals of

the late Stanley V. Mastbaum, the pioneer

of the Stanley Company, whose cherished
dream it was to present the best in art

both upon the screen and in the surround-
ing features. The theatre was beautifully

decorated and there were several special

anniversary attractions, while the lighting

effects throughout were sumptuous.
Hans Kindler, popular cellist, formerly

with the Philadelphia Orchestra, gave a

very sympathetic and artistic interpretation

of Tschaikowsky’s “Andante and Allegro

Vivo,” with “Orientale” by Cui as an en-

core.

Emily Day sang a polonaise from “Mig-
non” in a clear and beautiful soprano. She
appeared against a background of electric

blue and green with lavender spotlight.

Then the curtains parted showing a large

birthday cake against a black background,
the cake being surmounted by three girls

in graceful poses, the beauty of which was
enhanced by vari-colored lights. At the

base of the cake Bernardo De Pace, man-
dolin virtuoso, in effective black and white

Pierrot costume, charmed the audience by
playing well-known popular classics con-

necting the various selections with humor-
ous interpolations. He scored a great hit.

Albertina Rasch, who appeared person-

ally, prepared a special ballet for Anni-
versary Week. Six dancers in filmy gar-

ments, with pastel lighting effects against a

background of electric blue and green in

a “Minuetto Tambourine” dance were de-

lightful. The background changed to a

colorful interior scene, with Tiomkin and
Khariton, famous Russian pianist duo, who
played a Chopin waltz and Liszt’s “Second
Hungarian Rhapsody” in brilliant style. Six

Pierettes in black and white striped cos-

tumes, with rose and blue lighting in-

trigued the audience with their dancing.

The finale of this act, which was staged

and arranged by the Stanley staff, was one
of the most beautiful and exotic ever pre-

sented to Stanley patrons. Twelve dancers
knelt facing the stage and the curtains
parted revealing Albertina Rasch in a gol-
den gown silhouetted against exquisite rose
colored and silver draperies with opales-
cent lighting effect. Albertina gave a
beautiful and animated solo dance accom-
panied by the ballet girls.

The overture, “Waltz Carnival” arranged
by Sidney Lowenstein and played by the
Stanley Symphony Orchestra, carried out
the spirit of happiness of this gala occa-
sion.

The long feature was Bluebeard’s Seven
Wives. The theatre played to capacity au-
diences all week.

Len Brown Dresses
Old One in Latest

Raiment; It Hits
FOND DU LAC, WIS., Feb. 9.—

An old presentation stunt with a brand
new twist was successfully used at
Fischer’s-Paramount Fond du Lac thea-
tre here the week just ended by Len
Brown, manager of the house. The stunt
simply was the well known “musician’s
strike” satire, which in itself was new
to this city, but it was Brown’s show-
manship that really made the act a wow.
The house orchestra was seated on the

stage in a clever but inexpensive setting,
and won considerable applause on its

first number. Then, unexpectedly, a cor-
netist blew a “blue” note, which brought
a reprimand from the leader and caused
general disorder. After words were ex-
changed the. offending musician an-
nounced his intention of “quitting” and
left the stage. Without stopping the
music, but giving vent to considerable
snappy repartee, the others left one by
one, until the leader was left.

He expressed his regrets to the audi-
ence, but assured them he would carry
on single handed. At this point Len
Brown, in the tuxedo he affects at the
front of the house, walked down the
aisle and demanded an explanation from
the leader. The latter burst into polite
abuse, stating that while the musicians
appreciated the importance of the front
of the house, the management failed
to appreciate the musicians, that without
them there could be no performance.
The logic of his argument convinced

everyone but Brown, who declared that
if that’s the way the leader felt he had
better follow his orchestra out, which
he did. After a few words of pseudo-
serious appeal to the audience. Brown
took his place at the deserted piano and
played.

While the act was “sold” long before
this by virtue of the cleverness of the
various dialogues and situations, and the
humorous musical effects caused by the
leaving of various players from the en-
semble, it was Brown’s exceptionally
well rendered piano solo that really put
the thing over.

After a “show” number, he played a
sentimental tune, and soon the leader
reappeared in the wings. After beating
time with his foot he picked up his violin
and joined the piano. One by one the
entire orchestra returned to their places
and joined the others, until only the regu-
lar pianist was missing. At the conclu-
sion of the number the act was finished
off by the reappearance of the pianist,
crying pitiably into a handkerchief.
Brown is another showman who re-

fuses to believe that because his house
is located in a town of less than 30,000
he can afford to lay down on presenta-
tions. His experience has shown that
originality and work spent on big time
presentations can be made very profitable
box office expedients in a small town.
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Song, Music, Step
Show Plays to Big

Business All Week
KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 9.—Bruce

Fowler of the Newman theatre offered his

patrons one of the most widely varied bills

last week that has been seen at the New-
man in many weeks. All of the acts, four
in number, were billed under “Crinoline vs.

Charleston.”

Buster Lamont, harmonica Charleston-
ette, and Velma Lorraine Lyon opened the

bill. Miss Lyon is a coloratura of excep-
tional merit, while the manner in which
Miss Lamont plays two harmonics in

rapid alteration brought hearty applause
from crowds all week.
The acts were all merged into one com-

pany, the program being in two scenes, the

first of Crinoline “atmosphere” and the

second smacking of modern Charleston,

offering a comparison of popularity.

Charleston Sammy, he of the sizzling feet,

could have stayed on the stage twice his

allotted time, had heed been given to en-

cores.

Then came Vincent Rose and his Holly-
wood Montmartre orchestra, which con-

cluded the bill. The orchestra played five

selections and. was well received. Espe-
cially were the songs of Harry Stockwell,

barytone, productive of applause. The
entire bill lasted about 30 minutes. At-
tendance all week was better than nor-
mal.
The feature picture was “His Secretary.”

An Instant Success

“SHWAS-NEE-SHEE-NOO”
(Mighty Voice)

Now Appearing in Conjunction

with “The Vanishing American”

Combining Voice, Personality,

Showmanship

DIRECTION SAM BRAMSON
STAGE ATTRACTIONS

1406 City Hall Square Bldg1

., Chicago, III.

Telephone Dearborn 0219

This Week Lyric Theatre, Lincoln, Nebr.

Illlllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Novelties
Singers
Dancers

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
(Incorporated)

Specialists in prologues

and presentations

for the motion
picture
house

Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

Phone Wabash 2692

Middleton, Santley
Starred; Orchestra

Uses Russian Jazz
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 9.—Dave Sil-

verman and Larry Conley and their or-

chestra presented a jazz interpretation
of the Russian melody “Anuselka” at the
Grand Central theatre the week of Janu-
ary 30.

One might say it was very unusual
thus to depart from the original intent

of the composer, but it sounded well.

On the stage Lucille Middleton a dan-
cer, formerly with the “Rose Marie”
Company and John Santley, a barytone
who was with “Blossom Time,” were
the chief attractions. Both are better

than most, which goes to prove that

Skouras Brothers are always on the

lookout for stars to enhance the stand-

ard of their musical programs.

Stuart Barrie at the organ was at .his

best when he played “Deep in My
Heart.” This number is composed of

excerpts from a number of old love

songs and it was among the most pleas-

ing bits Stuart has offered in some time.

And he is always good.

Albert Short Makes
Idea Journey East

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Albert E.

Short, stage and musical director of the
Capitol theatre, Chicago, owned and
operated by National Theatres Corpora-
tion, is here gathering ideas and talent

for use in future elaborate Capitol pro-
ductions. He left Chicago, January 5,

and came here by way of Florida.

Short will return to Chicago, February
12, and will stage the Capitol Mardi
Gras (second edition), which will hold
the stage during the week of February
15-21. A feature of this presentation
will be the music from “William Tell”

and an elaborate storm effect on the

stage.

ARTHUR SPIZZI
Booking the Better Picture Theatres

NEW YOIfK OFFICE

1587 BROADWAY

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City

Re-United

VINCENT ROSE AND JACKIE TAYLOR
And Their Orchestra

Read This and Reap !

Form 122SA

Charge to the account of $

CLASS OF SERVICE OES

TELEGRAM

DAY LETTER

RED WESTEISNL UNION
telIIIram

NO. CASH OR CHG

NIGHT MESSAGE

NIGHT LETTER

CHECK

site tho class of service desired:
OTHERWISE THE MESSAGE

TIME FILED

FULL RATE TELEGRAM NEWCOMB CARLTON. prcsiOEnt GEORGE W. B. ATKINS. ru**T v<ci-t»nteioKNT

Send the following message, subject lo the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

KA8 34 NL 2 EXTRA

KANSASCITY MO 2

BERNIE FOYER

1674 BROADWAY NEWYORK NY

VINCENT ROSE JACKIE TAYLOR ORCHESTRA CREATING' SENSATIONAL

HIT TALK OF ENTIRE CITY STOP WITHOUT QUESTION THE FINEST

MUSICAL ORGANIZATION EVER PLAYED HERE STOP APPREQIATE YOU

OFFERING HIM TO KEMP FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT

BRUCE FOWLER NEWMAN THEATRE

COPY

Under the Exclusive Management of

BERNIE FOYER, 1674 Broadway, New York City
For Picture House Bookings Write or Wire

BATCHELOR & KEMP, 745—7th Avenue, New York City
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii
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Brown Stages Flash
Act as Precede to

Long Screen Feature
MILWAUKEE, WIS, Feb. 9.— It is

a wise showman that knows his audience
—knows what to give them and how
much to give them. No better example
of this obvious fact is to be found in

town this week than the current pres-
entation at the Strand theatre, where,
working at a disadvantage, Stanley
Brown, the manager of the house and
in charge of its production work, is of-

fering a presentation act which links
perfectly with the long feature film num-
ber and which from the first is a decided
hit.

First National’s “Clothes Make the
Pirate,” is the long film, so Joie Lichter
and his gang appear in the presentation
which precedes it beneath the folds of
the “Jolly Roger.” The scene is the aft

portion of a pirate craft, and the crew,
Lichter and his “pirates,” are in pictur-

esque garb. Everything is arranged to
resemble, as closely as possible, what
such a craft should look like.

The band’s repertoire is right in line

with what may be expected in the fea-

ture film. There is no chanting of “Yo
ho ho.” Instead the latest numbers are
well rendered, with Lichter pacing the
deck and his gang cutting up appropri-
ately. As a break in the program, a
three-master is sighted to starboard. The
ship is scrutinized through a huge tele-

scope, and the pirates decide to sink it.

A blinding flash from one of the cannon
is followed by the disappearance of the
three-master beneath the waves.

The weird background, the pirate ship,

the sea and the “Jolly Roger” seem to
vanish when, by special request, “The
Prisoner’s Song” is sung by Burt Mann,
the drummer. The stage is darkened, a
feeble spot is" played on the singer, and
a much more feeble light throws the
shadows of prison bars across the stage.
Piano and violin accompany the singer.

The presentation is of the first water.
Of course, there is the handicap pre-
sented by the eight-foot stage, which
makes production at the Strand difficult

and might provoke failure if attempted
by a less talented showman. From a
box office point of view the show is a

success.

Piano Sextette and
Steppers Featured in

Fanchon, Marco Act
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 9.—At Loew’s

State theatre the week of January 30 to

February 5th, the West Coast Theatres
Presentation, a Fanchon and Marco “Pi-
anologue Idea,” was a novelty quite dif-

ferent from any that have been seen
before. The settings were gorgeous. A
huge black drop with a large arched
stained glass window on one side of the
stage and a great hanging lamp with
amber lighting gave tone to the setting.

The presentation opened with Dorothy
Keeley playing “Dado” at a grand piano,
and around the stage were the men in

the act. At the finish the girls entered
and the scene seemed to be a home party.

The guests each did their bit to enter-
tain. During Bell and Coats’ number
they all left the stage and at the finish

of “Those Two Boys” song they re-

turned in a Floradora Sextette number
with the girls in purple dresses which
were every effective.

At the close of the sextette the back
drop went up disclosing six grand pianos
on a platform. The girls from the sex-

tette took their places at the pianos and
played. They are Malvina Polo, Dorothy
Keeley, Irma Starkling, Madeline Lesh,
Marie Pergone and Ama Lou Barnes.
The background was of different colored
hangings and in the middle of the num-
ber Dorothy Gilbert, Davis Goodman,
Carlos Ronero, Jinette Vallon and
George Ward, the “Boy From the
Movies,” did a buck dance on the top
of the pianos, having stepped out of the
hangings. This was a great surprise to
the audience.

The presentation closed with the entire
company in one dancing the Charleston.

“Dime Museum” Staged
by J. Anderson, Draws
Good Crowds to State

DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 9.—Second of
the John Murray Anderson revues arrived
at the Capitol last week. This one, “The
Dime Museum,” is a colorful offering with
about 25 people in the cast. Opening, the
acts reveals a wax works gallery, always
a featured attraction in a dime museum of
a generation ago. Brilliantly colored stalls

form a semi-circle against a background
of black drapes. At midnight the wax fig-

ures come to life and each in turn presents
a dancing specialty.

One of the big numbers of “The Dime
Museum” is the “Blue Danube Waltz.” The
dancing figures are accompanied in song
by Helen Yorke, soprano. There is also

an acrobatic team. Solo dancers are sup-
ported by a ballet. The setting is quite
gorgeous and during the ensemble numbers
the stage runs riot in colors.

Paul Ash Kids Drys
in Three-Act Show;

McVickers Likes It

“Hip Hip Hooray,” Paul Ash’s show at

McVickers last week, kidded prohibition

and went over big. Apparently there was
some doubt that it would, as Ash an-
nounced that no offense was intended, but
the doubt was without ground. The digs

at the drys were much less pointed than
they are accustomed to.

This show went three acts, with Ash
playing the piano for songsters in one be-

tween the changes, which were of props
only. The first act was the best, the second
next best, and the third was about to die

when a surprise finish saved it. The first

act showed a bar of 1906, the second as of

1926 (an ice cream parlor) and the third

as of 1946 (a Quakerish hangout with the

participants dressed as undertakers).

Ash’s announcement in one opened the

show. Full stage was an old fashioned bar
with the band as habitues. A lot of good
comedy here before Ash brought in his

“little German band” and had them play

some “ragtime.” Somebody danced and
somebody sang and that was that, Ash com-
ing out under the drop to play a piano

raised from the pit for Milton Watson to

sing “Remember” with set-ins from
“What I’ll Do” and “All Alone,” encoring
with Irving Berlin’s new one, “Always,”
introduced with a line of intimate chatter

by Ash.

Second act was an ice cream parlor-

barbecue joint and folks were dressed ac-

cordingly. The band played “Blinky Moon
Bay” and then Ash mumbled a hasty an-

nouncement of Mildred Melrose, who
would Charleston. She did—and she can—
and the audience wanted more, but Ash
shushed them and precipitated Lydia Har-
ris, who sang one new song and two re-

peats for her customary results.

A1 somebody-or-other who seemed im-
portant then talked about going away and
danced, which brought Ash out in front
again at the piano with Louise Blonner (or
something like that) singing Ash’s own
song, “I Do—Do You.” The number is in

the vein of the latter-day Berlin numbers
but better, and, sung by a better singer,

should go bigger, though it took three or
four encores as was.

The third act was brief, the band mourn-
fully sawing away on unforbidden hymn
stuff and a denatured “I Love My Baby”'
until the above mentioned Al, returning
from his trip, persuaded them to bootleg
a little jazz, interrupted in which by the

copper on the beat they shot him dead and
finished in a riot. This is a life-saver to

the show, which is dragging by this time,

and should not be omitted by Ash imitators

who lift the bill.

Nine Performers in

Weisfeldt’s Unique
Birthday Stage Bill

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 9.—The
week of January 30 was officially desig-

nated Milwaukee’s Eightieth Birthday
Anniversary, and Ed. J. Weisfeldt, pro-

duction manager at Saxe’s Wisconsin,
used this as the basis of his presentation

program.

“The Old Family Album,” a presenta-

tion in which the characters found in

every family album stepped out and
strutted their stuff, was the outstanding
number. At the side of the stage a

grandmother, portrayed by Carolina Sco-
ville, was seated in a rocking chair under
a lamp musing about the city’s birthday

to little Jessie Howe, seated at her knee.

The family album was produced and
grandmother proceeded to explain who
everyone was.

As the pages of the album were turned
and various pictures discussed, curtain

back of the pair parted revealing a large

album set upright. The pages were
opened to the life sized picture of the

person described, with the head of a
performer protruding through a cut-out.

The first was Vent Callahan, who
played several old time numbers on a
harmonica, which he handled satisfac-

torily. He was followed by Teddy Kraft,

whose hands protruded through the pic-

ture holding a banjo, with which he ac-

companied his vocal rendition of “Ta-ra-
ra-boom-de-ay,” scoring the first big hit

of the show.

Myrtle Spangenberg, next introduced
as “an awfully sweet girl,” sang “Sweet
Genevieve” with a splendid soprano
voice.

She was followed by “Connie” Conroy,
introduced as Grandmother when she
was a girl. “The Charge of the Light
Brigade,” recited in little-girl sing-song,
was her offering.

Walter Pontius, tenor, deserved his ap-
plause when he sang “When You and I

Were Young, Maggie” in a manner that

made it easy to understand why he has
been brought back to the Wisconsin
eight times in a year. John Meany, a

typical old time entertainer, added a

touch of genuineness when he did the
“Laughing Song” for which he was well
known years ago.

Horton Spurr, who was available be-
cause of the temporary closing of Ed-
die Cantor’s “Kid Boots,” in which he
was a feature, stepped right out of the
album page and did a sensational com-
edy-acrobatic dance, that brought the
show to a fitting close.
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First Reeve Show
Draws Great Crowd
(Continued from page 47)

others in similar circumstances to know it

can be done with good results, both finan-

cially and in pleasing your people. Total

cost was about $7 for stage material, which
we made so that it can be used always
with change of colored material in future

acts.

We did not raise our price. We let

them know we were really trying to give

them something different and would do it

again if they liked it. If they didn’t care

for it, it was okay with us and we wouldn’t
continue. The answer was unanimous. The
best Tuesday and Wednesday in a long,

long time, and all enthusiastic.

I plan to run these prologues, if that is

the right name for them— (Mr. Hyman of
the Strand might not think so)—about
every two weeks, picking pictures that lend
themselves readily to a stage idea.

It’s great stuff for the small town, better

than the usual “home talent,” as it is short

and leaves them wanting more and not
just applauding because it’s the thing to

do. I think the main thing to remember is

that you’re selling entertainment in the act

just as in the picture. Don’t let the desire

to run a longer length show get you away
from that. Amateurs are limited in their

powers—don’t strain them.

The only outside part of the show, that
is, by anyone other than the school chil-

dren, was a vocal solo, off stage as a part
of the second scene.

Again I apologize for the length, this

may not be of interest enough to use, but
want you to know that I, for one, appre-
ciate what the Herald is giving us and
find I can make good use of it out here.

Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

RUNNING ORDER
Prologue to “Desert Flower” devised and pre-

sented at the Star theatre, Menard, Texas. Full
time, 14 minutes.

CAST
Girl lead: Maggie of the picture.
Chorus: Four girls; four boys. Home-made

Spanish costumes.
Maggie in first scene wears tow sack dress with

Coco-Cola caps for decorations. (See pressbook
and photos.)

Opening chorus: “Save Your Sorrow”—all on
stage as curtain rises. After song, fast Charles-
ton encore by girl single.

Maggie concealed in barrel upstage center. Bar-
rel is rolled to footlights. Maggie slowly rises in
barrel. Goes into dialogue with others in the
cast. Giyes recitation part of “Oh How I Miss
You Tonight.” As recitation starts all others go
offstage. Foots killed; just a spot on Maggie at
end of recitation. Chorus of song comes as vocal
solo offstage. Maggie acts to song. Singer is

unseen.
CURTAIN

Curtain rises. Balcony built left center. Mag-
gie now pretty senorita in Spanish shawl, etc. Boy
in Spanish costume with guitar comes on. (We
used girl dressed as boy.)

Spanish dance to “La Paloma,” three or four
minutes.

CURTAIN
Finale—all on stage. Song, “Just Around the

Corner,” first by boys only as they come on;
second part by girls as they come on. All are
on for chorus.

C. Harriman Will
Produce As Business

(Continued from page 47)

is as insistent. Managers want good
stage attractions. They need them, with
the way the motion picture program is

advancing. But these attractions must
be so devised and produced as to be
correctly presented on their stages and
booked in at common sense prices and
not skyrocket figures.

“I believe that a solution has been ar-
rived at. It is founded on a sound busi-
ness basis and, conservatively introduced
and correctly managed, will prove a
boon to these important theatres. Co-

operative production and zone booking
are the high spots.

“The theatre in the small town, how-
ever, must be given such attractions in

this system which the producer knows
are of the ‘sure-fire’ variety. No experi-

menting can be indulged in. Leave that

for the large city houses, where the oc-

casional failure of a stage feature to

‘get over’ is not so drastic in its results

at the box office.”

Presentation Future Is

Great, Says S. Lesser
(Continued from page 48)

pictures and stagecraft. The use of pre-

sentations is an attempt to give a touch
of the “land of make believe” of romance,
scenes of exquisite beauty.

The sooner exhibitors realize this and
begin working up to the point where pre-

sentations become a perfect blending of

setting, costume, and music, when they
contain that something which will stimu-
late the imagination of the audience, the

sooner will presentations begin to fill their

most important part on the program. It

is here that beautiful lighting and scenic

effects will put over the entire show. Great
is the progress that will be made toward
these excellent examples of the perfect.

West Coast Theatres, Inc., is fortunate
in having those two great artists, Fanchon
and Marco, working out their “ideas” for
us to entertain the patrons of our leading
theatres. We consider Fanchon and Mar-
co without peer for highly creative and
glamorous spectacles, with which West
Coast theatres are graced.

J . Partington Is to

Create Novel Shows
(Continued from page 48)

ered and shifted at every conceivable an-
gle on the regular stage.

Partington has already arranged for the
construction of a huge automatic stage to

be built at the Metropolitan. Through the

use of this stage and his new production
system he plans to produce stage presenta-
tions on a more elaborate and spectacular
scale than anything ever before attempted
for a motion picture house.
Partington also placed Paul Ash as the

musical director four years ago and intro-

duced the Granada style of entertainment.
For the last year Ash has been at McVick-
ers, Chicago, and has created one of the
greatest sensations known to the presenta-
tion world.
After Ash left, Partington secured Verne

Buck, known as “The Prince of Pep,” to
lead the Granada synco-symphonists. Dur-
ing his short appearance in San Francisco
Buck has been such a sensation that he is

being taken to Los Angeles by Partington.

Band Business Aid
for Jack Whittam

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 9.—Decid-
ing his patrons needed a change from
the usual daily and nightly routine, Jack
Whittam, manager of the Strand theatre,
suburban house of Kansas City, has
booked a negro orchestra, widely known
for its Okeh records. After billing his

neighborhood he was elated to see busi-
ness show a marked increase.

This is strictly

semblance of plot as in previous “Your Gang”
presentations. It can be used as a setting for

your orchestra or as an independent pres-

entation.

A large windmill of the Dutch type, one with

a wheel that revolves, is built of regular flats

of compo board and placed at center stage.

Construct this with two sides and the front,

which has a door in it. Around the three

sides are built perhaps four or five stairs,

extending, of course, all around the windmijl.

A plain black or purple velvet drop can be

hung behind this set with leg drops and bor-

ders to match.

If you use your orchestra on the stage the

members are placed on each side of the wind-

mill. Have them dressed in some flashing cos-

tumes, such as “hussars” or comic opera sol-

diers. This for no reason whatever except for

the stage picture it will give. The back drop

should be slit in the center directly behind the

windmill so your other performers can make
their entrance from the windmill. The door

in the windmill should be fixed 60 it can be

automatically opened and closed.

The routine of the numbers can be arranged

at your direction, but the idea of the whole

thing is that characters from famous operas

and musical comedies in costume to fit the

character emerge from the mill singing or play-

ing the hit number from that show. For

instance, a girl in a blue gown will come down
the stairs of the mill and sing “Alice Blue

Gown’’ from “Irene.” A man in Spanish cos-

tume will do the “Toreador Song” from “Car-

men.” A tough Bowery type sings “Down by

the Winegar Works” or “Annie Rooney.” A
couple, the girl in crinoline and the man In

the style of long ago, sing “Love’s Old Sweet

Song.” A “blues” singer sings one of the

present day jazz songs, followed by a Charles-

ton team, etc., using as many different ones

as you can afford.

For a finale they are all on the stage at once

(colorful stage picture), and you might have

the wheel wired with electric lights, which are

turned on for a flash curtain.

“IN TULIP TIME”
The same windmill as described in the previ-

ous “idea” is used, with the exception of the

stairs. For this just have two small stairs

leading from the door. The mill is placed

center stage and is backed by a drop painted

to represent a scene in Holland, with one or

two other windmills seen in the distance. On
each side of the windmill are tulips set so they

seem to be in the ground. This is simply done

prop tulips, the stems of which are rein-

forced by a wire or stuck in a board strip

about two inches wide. Here strips should be

painted so they will blend in with your ground
cloth.

As the curtain rises a boy and girl in usual

Dutch costumes are seen bending over the tulip

bed, their backs to the audience. Standing

erect, the boy presents the girl with a tulip

and they come forward during the orchestra

introduction to their song “Sweethearts” from

“Sweethearts” by Victor Herbert. At the con-

clusion of the song the door of the windmill

opens and another couple in Dutch costume

and wooden shoes comes down front and do a

wooden shoe dance to the tune of “Jeanette

and Her Wooden Shoes” by the same com-

poser, after which the singers sing another

chorus of “Sweethearts” as a duet.

“AN ARTIST’S STUDIO”
A simple setting for a string trio. A back

drop painted to represent an attic room with

a skylight which is opaque and lighted in blue

from the back. In front of this is the piano,

one or two chairs or a floor lamp to balance.

The trio is dressed in artists’ smocks and tarns.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

‘THE MELODY MILL”
a “revue” idea having no
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Featured Number of
Big Bill All Wrong;
Other Numbers Click

MILWAUKEE, WIS, Feb. 9.—At
least one number on the current bill at

the Alhambra theatre deserves favorable
comment. With the other presentation
act still showing decided room for im-
provement, the program can be classed
as about 50 per cent good.

Real merit is apparent in the atmos-
pheric prologue to “The Fool,” which
consists of the excellent rendition of

“Ave Maria” by Sol Shapiro, violin;

Juan Garcia, viola; and Minnie Goetter,
harp. The trio, which in itself is very
good, has the advantage of a suitable set-

ting in the form of a drop with a cir-

cular scrim, in front of the musicians.
The only illumination is from 14 can-
dles, in two groups of seven, to the rear
of the artists. At the completion of
the selection the picture is immediately
flashed first on the scrim and then on
the regular screen, which is promptly
dropped.
Not very much can be said for the

other number, which obviously was in-

tended to be featured, and opens the
presentation program. It is Katherine
Redfield’s Operalogue, and like its name,
smacks strongly of vaudeville. The
opening number is a selection from
“Tannhauser,” the chief merit of which
is the costuming, stage setting, neither
of which is above the ordinary.

This is followed by a solo, “Who’ll
Buy Flowers?” sung by Miss Redfield.
In view of the fact that she sings “be-
fore the curtain,” not even the setting
is highly commendable. Then comes the
“Quartette” from “Rigoletto,” which
might have been justifiable, except that
the same number was produced two
weeks ago at the leading opposition
house.

Boston State Stages
Musical and Stepping
Show; Crowds Attend

BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 9.—State thea-

tre’s “new form of entertainment” is going
over with an ear-splitting bang. For the

week of Feb. 1-7 the Back Bay house
offered its second new-style show. Neilan’s
“Mike” was the long film feature.

The big stage number, billed as “a pres-
entation song and dance revue,” was Harry
Girard’s Californians. Pretty good for this

weather—snow and slush, etc. Funny
coincidence, but at the Metropolitan Fay
Lanphier was viewed in person during
the same week, together with “The Ameri-
can Beauty Revue,” a John Murray Ander-
son production “with 20 beauties and
$100,000 in gowns.”
The State, however, has in the Cali-

fornians act “22—Sun-Kist Girls of the

Golden West—22.” So a lot of folks

journeyed to the Back Bay because there

were two more girls there.

Agnes Cain Brown, a coloratura so-

prano, warbled while the sun-kist girls

appeared as much peeled as the censor
permitted. Girard directs his orchestra,

and sings, while the boys step a bit.

Real song-art was stuck into the bill also

by Hollis Davenny and Gertrude Lang,
erstwhile of “Blossom Time.” They ap-
peared in what would correspond with the

Met’s “small presentation.” The act is

called “Danny Boy, an Irish Idyl.”

Philip Spitalny took his orchestra

through Tschaikowski’s “Caprice Italienne”

—a well chosen classic number. Jazz num-
bers by Spitalny’s men were also included,

of course. The usual run of short films

had a hot number in a natural-color screen

fashion show.

Holland and Barry
Troubadours, Click

With Dancing Act
NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—Jack Holland and

Jean Barry, two dancers well known on the

West Coast, took Rivoli audiences by storm
last week while making their first Broad-
way appearance. The act, which is a de-
cidedly agreeable addition to the flock of

former vaudeville artists who are now de-

voting their talents to the motion picture

theatres, is billed as “A Castilian Phan-
tasy,” and the two principals are ably as-

sisted in putting over the 14 minutes of

good entertainment by four stringed instru-

ment players who are on the program as

the Adrienni Troubadours.

“A Castilian Phantasy,” as the title would
imply, is a Spanish number and is color-

fully dressed in typical Spanish costumes
of unusual beauty. After opening in Span-
ish costume, Holland and Barry change to

ball room costume and regale the audi-

ences with some remarkably beautiful exhi-
bitions of ball room dancing, the Charleston
being conspicuous by its absence.

The consensus of that portion of the

Rivoli’s clientele which is interested in this

part of the entertainment, as evidenced by
the applause, would seem to be that if there

are many such acts that have not reached
Broadway, New York theatre goers are be-

ing cheated.

Don Alvin, Fusileers,

Accorded Great Hands
by Patrons of Senate

Applause that lasted well into the first

event in the newsreel was the return the

Senate audience gave Don Alvin the night
this reporter caught the act last week.
Alvin has one of the best presentation-
screen hookups in the business. Drama-
tized gags in the film precede to Alvin’s
violin playing are good for laughs, and the
musician’s work—-especially his cleverly

lighted, well played “Moonlight and
Roses”—has scored consistently in Chicago
Publix houses. At the Senate Alvin got
the worst of the orchestra’s efforts. Ben
Paley turned on just a bit too much brass

in one or two places, and Alvin’s delicately

muted rendition was almost lost for those

in the rear of the house.

The Fusileers likewise were given too

much brass several times, and though the

efforts of the orchestra undoubtedly were
well intentioned, a couple of the well-built

smashes of the chorus were almost sub-

merged in the tide of orchestral sound.

Vernon Buck, saxophonist-singer work-
ing from the pit, played and sang “Dinah,”

his singing getting good returns in ap-

plause.

Zelma Smithpeter,
Loos Brothers Aid
Watson on Music Act

OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 9.—Donald
(Monk) Watson, entertainment king at

the Rialto theatre, with the assistance of

Manager Plarry Watts, offered “The
Kingdom of Music” to theatregoers of

the film house during the week. Among
the talent, Watson smilingly announced
to his audiences of the week were Ernie
and Billie Loos, frequently heard on sta-

tion KYW. One handles the piano well,

in addition to joining his brother in song.

Of ample girth and corresponding good
nature, one of the brothers never fails

to win his listeners with his deep voice.

The Loos brothers were only one of

the musical treats. He also presented

Zelma Smithpeter, who has appeared on
several occasions with the Chicago sym-
phony orchestra. Miss Smithpeter’s
songs, both classical and popular, were
accorded much applause.

George Haupt at the organ played
“Just Around the Corner,” snatches of

old time and more recent popular tunes,

and Harry Brader’s orchestra performed
as ably as ever, one selection being “A
Hindu Episode.”

Nine Performers in

Carnival; Show Falls

Below House Standard
PHILADELPHIA, PA„ Feb. 9.—Billed

as a “Syncopation Carnival” the musical
program at the Fox theatre last week was
a show in itself, with acrobats, dancers,

vocalists and comedians. The carnival was
produced under the personal supervision

of Joseph La Rose and Jack Stebbins.

Irving Kaufman headed the bill with
several popular songs, among them “Has
Anybody Seen My Gal,” and “I Never
Knew.” Dolly Kay, Broadway comedienne,
sang “Cecelia” and “Sweet Friend.” Marta
Nova, “Greenwich Follies” danseuse, as-

sisted by a bevy of dancers, gave an orien-

tal dance, “Turkish Patrol.”

Clifton and Brent, acrobatic dancers,

amused the audience with their slapstick

comedy. Evelyn Lasks in “Struttin’ ” com-
pleted the dancing end of the program.
The Dale Sisters, Verna and Rosalie, sang
two popular songs. In the finale the en-

tire company appeared in a combination of

songs and dances that were heartily ap-

plauded, though the “Carnival” was a

whole hardly sustained the high standard

of presentation acts maintained by the Fox.

The long feature was “The Gilded But-

terfly.”

Newman Works Team,
Singles and Ballet

in “Romantic Spain”
LOS ANGELES, February 9.—Frank L.

Newman presented “Romantic Spain” as an

atmospheric prologue to “Don Q” at the

Million Dollar theatre opening of that pro-

duction last week. It opened with a dark

stage and Arthur Burkley standing beneath

a balcony singing to Edith Griffith. The
song was “The Serenade.” This was fol-

lowed by “The Fan,” a pretty number with

Luella Lee. The stage setting was an im-

mense fan with Miss Lee representing a

decorative medallion in the center of the

fan. “The Festival” was scene three of the

prologue, in which Colonel Fred Lindsay,

expl&rer and big game hunter, who origi-

nated the present usage of the Australian

stock whip, was the principal feature. The
dance numbers were staged by Bobbie Tre-

maine, and were typically Spanish.

House of David Band
Used by Cunningham;

Week’s Receipts Big
OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 9.—The House

of David band staged the presentation

act at the Strand theatre—and hardly

more need be said. The band shows
ability in whatever they undertake in the

realm of music. The musicians from
Benton Harbor performed well at the

house of Manager Art Cunningham, and

drew many theatregoers to the scene

during the week.

The long feature film was “The Splen-

did Crime.”
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THE THEATRE
QsLSDepartment ofPractical Showmanship

NORTH CENTER OPENS TO 9,000
Dever, Chicago Mayor, Makes
Congratulatory Opening Speech

THE grandeur and pomp that can be put into a theatre opening when
a showman tries sincerely was thrown into the opening of the North
Center in Chicago February 3 by Andrew Karzas, president of the

Woodlawn Theatre Company.
Karzas made 9,000 people his guests during three performances that day;

there were 9,000 who today hail him “friend.” They who came to see the
stereotyped “first performance” came and found an excellent program gar-

nished with attractive stage sets, a snappy presentation, luxurious music,
architecture which amazed them, and lighting effects that soothed them. All
went to affect the guests with the glow of a first night.

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

CALL IT A DAY
THE first hour of the work day is the

_

best. The second and subsequent hours
witness a tapering off, a diminishing
quality of effort accompanying exhaus-
tion of stored-up vitality. Overtime is

costly in lowered merit of output rather
than elsewise. It does not pay the in-
dividual to work when he is tired.
Of recent years the tendency has been

toward shorter hours and more intensive
effort. It has been found that a man
rested and fresh not only is physically
able to do better work in less time but
is also mentally able to make more rapid
progress personally and in a business
way.

“Call it a day’’ used to be regarded as
the expression of a dangerous attitude.
Nowadays it is known to reflect a sound
philosophy. “Call it a day and go to a
picture show” is a popular elaboration
of this remark which is founded upon
the knowledge that in no- other way can
the time saved from unproductive over-
time effort be put to better advantage.

DR. FRANK CRANE
TAR. FRANK CRANE, America’s lead-

ing writer of pithy paragraphs, exerts
possibly a wider influence upon personal
habits of the American people than any
other single individual. If his advice
were not of the best, obviously he coidd
not have attained this position. One
of his most frequently discussed subjects
is the motion picture, and invariably he
advises his readers to attend the good
theatres

_

regularly. Dr. Crane does not
make mistakes.

AIR PICTURES
A GOOD deal is said about the possi-

bility of transmitting motion pictures
by radio. Still pictures have been trans-
mitted and it is but a question of time
until motion pictures will be. Naturally,
there is speculation as to what effect this
will have on the motion picture theatres.
The answer is plain.
If the radio has kept you away from

the theatre, the concert, church or the
lecture course, radio pictures may keep
you away from the picture theatres. If
not, of course, it will not.

(Continued on page 58.)

THE perfect touch of showmanship was
added when William E. Dever, mayor

of Chicago, stepped unexpectedly on the

stage. He congratulated the patrons and
the theatre owners for their progressive-
ness. He told them there are 500,000 young
people in Chicago who by the advantage of
good theatres are given a place to go
where they may be in an atmosphere that

is moral, instructive and entertaining. It

was Mayor Dever’s first time to make such
an appearance at the opening of a Chicago
motion picture theatre, and the effect of
his presence was striking.

Theatre People Attend

Chicago theatre men and their families
had turned out in great numbers. Man-
agers of the film exchanges, district man-
agers and film salesmen attended.

Fox Program
The program consisted of a Fox picture.

“The First Year,” quite in keeping with
the spirit of the evening, a Winkler car-

toon two reeler, a Fox newsreel, and the

presentation.

Comment on “The First Year” will be
found in the Service department of this

issue.

The overture offered by the 50-piece,

orchestra, conducted by Armin Hand, last

ed a quarter of an hour. It combined a
number of selections, popular in each cen
tury from the 16th to the 20th.

Aside from a group of classical selec-

tions sung by a dozen well trained voices
the presentation consisted of ballet danc-
ers with a couple of first rate vaudeville
acts thrown in for good measure.

Reminder of Capitol

The construction of the house is a re

minder of the Capitol, Chicago’s South
Side spectacle owned by National Theatres
Corporation. It consists chiefly of one
floor. Loge seats and boxes edging the
walls, side and rear, accommodate approx-
imately 300. The entire house seats more
than 3,000.

The decorations and lighting have been
delicately designed to please the taste of
an operagoer as well as a cinema fan.
The construction of the house has been
executed by Walter W. Ahlschlager, archi-
tect.

Since the opening of the Harding by

Lubliner & Trinz and the opening of the

Uptown by Balaban & Katz, Chicago thea-

tre openings have been heralded by mer-
chants’ parades of a torchlight proces-

sional character. But few of them recently

have aroused the enthusiasm noted in the

proceedings for the North Center. The
streets were blocked, traffic being thrown
into the side streets while for two hours
at a time the paraders were allowed to

pass.

A Conspicuous Spot

THE MOST CONSPICUOUS spots
in the “Circle” district of Indianapolis
are well plastered with exploitation
signs when James D. Kennedy of the
Apollo theatre starts campaigning a pic-

ture. Above is an example of his ad for
Metro’s “The Masked Bride” on Mary-
land street.
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And Gill No. 2 Says:

‘KENTUCKY PRIDE’
< Continued

WHAT YOU'LL SEE
in "K ENTUCK Y PRIDE'
—The pictured autobiography of * beautiful racing dlly whos* «creer <or

row? will tug at your heart strings

—Some of the beat -omedy relief ntuations 'hai You'll we? •»avr . hance

to laugb at

—The greatest lot of thoroughbreds ever <een in a moving picture in-

cluding the $400,000 Man O' War. Morvich, Fair Play Negofol, and Finn

—The FIRST and LAST appearance m ® screen *tcry of Man O' W&r the

world's greatest thoroughbred

—Two of the greatest horst race.* wo? 'limed Their une;<pectcdne.c * is

guaranteed to make vou gasp

—The interesting ways ot the Kentucky folks fo> vhorr the world u onlv

a good place for horses to rtm on

—Many never-to-be-forgotten glimpse? oi the beautifu 1 8li»e Orass •oun-

try one of America’® most romantic regions

—The 'Corporal Casey' of 'Iren Horse' tame in another jmque character-

isation.

stars
Henry Walthall

J Farrell MacDonald
Gertrude Astoi

Malcolm Waite

llclle Stoddard

Winston Millei

Peaches Jackson

THOROUGHBREDS
Man o' War
Negofol

Morvich

Fair Play

The Finn

Virginia's Futur**

Confederacy

ADMISSION, 10 and 30 Cents

LYRIC THEATER
Phone 248 Van Alstyne, Texas

FUftf and FROLIC
Thursday Night, January 21, 8:1 5

Van Alstyne Amateur Night

Home Talent Vodvil

CAST Of CHARACTERS

GUY MARTIN As MITZI.''

MAURINE MILLER GILL As HAROLD '

Supported by THE JOLLY CHORUS"
Marguerite Whitaker Ellen Martin

Wilma Smth Helen Keith

Leslie Ola Baker Evelyn Pitt

Opal McMillan Marguerite Huckabv

Ina Neill

Dovie Murray. Pianist

—ACT I—Mitzi, Harold and Chorus— "Let Me Gall You Sweetheart
—"Lemon Pie"—Marguerite Whitaker

—ACT 11—Mitzi
—"Boogy Man Rag.

Ballet Dance—Chorus

—ACT III—Love Scene—Harold Mitzi

—ACT IV—Grand Finale—Harold. MitZL Chorus

—"Piper of Love,"
—‘‘I’m Sitting On Top of The World.”—“You May Be Lonesome Alone.'*’

The Theatre, “Exhibitors Herald”: Am enclosing a couple of “Programs” that
served their purpose as they should. The Christmas program, distributed through-
out Christmas week, brought many added patrons to our doors for their amuse-
ment during this period. Program number two “paid back” also. Had 1,000 of
these printed, mailing three hundred to rural homes, distributing the remainder in
the town, residence and business houses.
The Home Talent Vodvil featured on the front page proved to he a mighty

good thing for me. The expense all told for this was something like two or three
dollars, exclusive of the program’s cost. Aside from a slip-up on front page, this
was carried out as I ordered. Failed to reduce to smaller type the “Fun and
Flrolic.” Think this would have given a much better appearing and balanced sheet;
but after they are there in black and white, no changing. Would advise anyone
to work up Home Talent Acts every once in a while. Brought up my receipts to
about three times their regular value on a Monday.
Worked up a “Special Front” on “Kentucky Pride” and will mail you a snapshot

of it within the next few days. Think it very good for small towns and another
method of drawing them in on a picture of this kind.
This is all from Gill No. 2. My first shot at you.

W. R. Gill, Lyric, Van Alstyne, Tex.

Opera” being extended from three days to

a full week’s run.

The first shot in the campaign was a
midnight performance of the “Phantom”
which was put on with dramatic effects,

which kept the audience on its toes from
the start of the performance to its comple-
tion. Arrangements were made with local

merchants who co-operated with the Hippo-
drome to the extent of supplying them with
refreshments in the form of coffee, cakes,

candy, and auto rides gratis, which was an
additional feature used in the advertising

for this occasion. The matinee was amply
supported by liberal use of hill boards and
a generous amount of publicity from the

local papers.

In addition to this feature, displays were
secured in a number of prominent locations

on the strength of the national tie-ups ef-

fected by the Universal home office and
the oil paintings which were especially pre-

pared for the “Phantom of the Opera.”

Decide now that there will be no
Summer slump this year. If everybody
decides now—what chance has Summer
got?

*

Exploiteer

J. P. Harrison

To J. P. Harrison, manager of the Hip-
podrome Theatre, Waco, Texas, and Jack
Meredith of the Universal Exploitation
Staff, belongs the credit for putting on a

comprehensive exploitation campaign, which
resulted in the run of the “Phantom of the

The House Organ Exchange passes
the 50 membership mark this week. Are
you enrolled?

*

A good ad in this issue is important
for reference if at any time one of those
rumors about unsafe construction
strikes your theatre.

HOUSE ORGAN COPY
PRESTIGE

ALD time showmen sometimes ask the

new time showman (otherwise the

motion picture theatre owners) why he
talks so much about and spends so much
money to preserve his “prestige.” That
is because the old time showman is an
old time showman. The new time show-
man is a business man.

No business organization of any kind

in any field can obtain any permanent
standing or achieve any satisfactory and
enduring success without the confidence

of his clientele. The good motion pic-

ture theatre is as dependable as the good
bank. Ask a banker why he values his

prestige and you will receive, perhaps

with embellishments, the new time show-

man’s answer to the old time showman

—

who now is in some other business and

doing fairly well, thank you.

Foerste Styles

Ad fromKCB
H. W. Foerste, manager of the Warner

Brothers State theatre, New York, has

used the advertisement shown below to

attract attention to the bill. It is, to say

the least, unusual and attractive. With

those two attributes any ad has a certain

degree of virtue. It is likely that the ad s

effect was realized in the box office.

DEAR FOLKS
I KNOW YOU’RE GOING
TO APPRECIATE
WHAT I AM GOING TO
SAY TO EACH
AND EVERY ONE OF YOU
’CAUSE IT’S
GOING TO BE STRAIGHT
FROM THE SHOULDER
WITHOUT A
LOT OF APPLESAUCE AND
SO I TELL YOU
THAT SINCE WARNERS’
TOOK OVER THIS
STATE THEATRE WE HAVE
HAD A MORE
CONSISTENTLY GOOD
PROGRAM THAN EVER BE-
FORE AND IF YOU
WILL TRY TO
IMAGINE A PROGRAM
CONSISTING OF
WARNERS’ NEWS AND THE
LITERARY DIGEST
AND THEN CHARLIE
CHAPLIN’S GREATEST OF
ALL SUCCESSES
A DOG’S LIFE AND EVEN
CHARLIE ADMITS
IT AND YOU AIN’T
HEARD NOTHIN’
YET ’CAUSE JACKIE
DIAMOND JUST WAFTED IN
FROM CLEVELAND
WHERE HE HAS BEEN
EXERCISING HIS
VOCAL ORGANS TO THE
EXTREME DELIGHT
OF THE NATIVES THERE
SO I SOLD HIM
THE IDEA THAT A ROAM-
ING TENOR
GATHERS NO NICKELS
AND HE’S GOING
TO VOCALIZE FOR US
THIS WEEK AND
THEN TOO OUR FEATURE
PICTURE IS THE
GOLDEN COCOON AND WE
KNOW IT’S GOOD
’CAUSE WE MADE IT
OURSELVES AND

(Continued on page 60)
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“Blazing the Trail”

This odd looking locomotive was an advertisement for “The Iron Horse” when
the Fox picture showed at Loew’s Vendome theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

Holmberg’s “Direct

by Mail” Unusual
A device has been used by Elmer Holm-

berg of Amasa, Mich., for exploitation

with good results. On the back of a one-

cent post card which he sends to all pro-

spective patrons he sends the following

note

:

“Good Morning !”

Charley Darwin says that you
and I are descended from mon-
keys. That’s the why of this pic-

ture of a 1926 model orang-outang.
(Which refers to the picture of

Mr. Holmberg at the side of the

card.)

It’s a long haul from the year
9,998,074 B. C. to 1926 A. D„ and*

yet motion pictures are taking you
back that far and presenting “The
Lost World” for your amazement
at the Pioneer theatre this evening
and tomorrow evening at eight

o’clock—the chance of your life.

Cordially, Elmer F. Holmberg,

Chanberg Amusement Company,
Amasa, Mich.

He used the same idea recently when
he prepared to rename his theatre, later

calling it “The Pioneer.” The notice this

time read

:

“Good Morning!”
How’s your liver? Aincha feel-

in’ very good? Stoo bad. Gotta

The theatre company will have com-
plete charge of the policy to be followed
by the paper.

At the initial stockholders’ meeting,
Louis P. Kramer, who has been editing

the paper, was elected president, and J.

J. Hess, secretary and treasurer.

The L. & T. Illustrated News will be
increased to include radio, fashions,

sports and stories of the human interest

dandy perscription for your ail-

ment but you hafta take it if j'our

gonna get well. My fee is 35c.

My perscription is Harold Lloyd
in “Why Worry.” at the P ,

(Gosh, I almost gave away the

new name for the Bijou) Wednes-
day. Gonna announce the new
name too Wednesday. Want a

snappy slogan for the theatre.

Come and take your medicine
Wednesday. Gotta medicine show
for Saturday. It’s “The Thunder-
ing Herd.” You know Silk Stock-
ing Sal? She’s coming Sunday and
so are them Go-Getters, in the
Going of Cumming. S’funny title,

hey? So’s the pitcher. Yer wel-
cum.

Pete.

Holmberg’s letters to the Theatre depart-

ment follow

:

The Theatre: Exhibitors Herald:

I believe in direct mail advertising for the
theatre and the personal touch that must prevail

in the small town.

This method has been used here successfully
for the past five years.
The one cent postal card is the cheapest way

and I believe just as effective as a letter which
costs almost three and a half cents more to pro
duce per unit.

You will find enclosed herewith a copy of a

postal card used for “The Lost World.’’ Two
cards are enclosed. They are not what we used
as we have none left but they will give you an
idea of how this was put across. One card shows
the reading matter and the other the ballyhoo on
the front side.

We use a Multigraph for this work and it

takes very little time to produce. Four hundred
of these can easily be turned out in two hours.

ELMER F .HOLMBERG,
Pioneer Theatre, Amasa, Mich.

type, as well as motion picture news.
The publication is now being sold on
2,600 news stands throughout the city.

The circulation will be increased front

100,00 to 172,000 on the next issue. The
large increase in circulation is made
necessary by the fact that in addition to

the 23 Lubliner & Trinz theatres, the
paper will be distributed by the following
theatres: Avon, Crystal, Lido, Manor,
Milford, Ridge and Tiffin.

Get This Straight!

The first job that a program
has is to get itself read.

There’s got to be a reason!
Supply that, and your patrons
will be glad tp pick up your
house-organ and carry it home.

What are you giving ’em now?
Coming attractions? Bookings
—mixed up with merchant-
advertising? Not Enough
Reason. That’s only adver-
tising.

You wouldn’t read the Sateve-
post if it printed advertising
only, would you?

As long as you continue print-
ing advertising only in your
house-organ, your usher will
continue picking up the
throwaways.

And don’t forget that Mailing
doesn’t mean a thing except
that you’re paying out good
money not to see ’em thrown
away!

The answer?

A Fair Exchange

:

Give your
patrons what they want to
read and they’ll read what you
want ’em to—along with it

!

We publish Magazines in
Miniature—printed in Roto-
gravure. A beautiful front
cover

—

four pages of interest-
ing stories, lavishly illus-
trated, and three pages left
blank for the announcements
of your house and the neigh-
boring merchants.

No Picture Propaganda!
Readable stories of the pic-
ture players, without mention
of productions or producing
companies.

Page size 5*4"x8". Eight
pages (add more if you want.

$6.50 per 1000 (You’ll get this
back Plus a Profit).

Cheaply and easily finished up
in your city by your printer.

New and Different Every
Week

The “whole story” (and sam-
ples) are yours for the asking.
Obey that impulse—Now!

GRAVURE PUBLICATIONS

33 West 60th Street

NEW YORK

L6?T Forms Separate Company to Issue

Weekly House Organ
A comparatively new idea has been incorporated into house organ

enterprises. Lubliner & Trinz follow a few other theatre companies in

the announcement that it will turn over the publishing of its house organ
to a newly-formed company, L. & T. Illustrated News. It is a noteworthy
achievement as the L. & T. paper has attracted wide notice and because
the paper is Chicago’s first tabloid newspaper.
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Marion Showman Gets Effect by Withholding
Name of Film

Billy Connors, theatre manager at Marion, Ind., and secretary of the Indiana exhib-
itors’ association, is using a new type of advertising to tie up with the advertising put
out by distributing corporations. The new displays are two columns wide, set in a box,
and are signed by Connors. Here is a sample

:

$31,304.31
Can you imagine that much money—thirty-one thousand three

hundred four dollars and thirty-one cents? That’s what McVickers
theatre in Chicago did in seven days on the next big picture we
are going to prerelease in the state of Indiana. Of course, that is

about a dollar sixty cents more than we will take in, BUT the point

I am trying to get over is that it must be some picture to do that

much money; and, believe me, I personally think it is some picture.

There’s not a dull moment in it, something doing all the time. Of
course, there’s going to be a lot of people who will think it is

rotten, but don’t you know that you will find people like that on
every show we have and most generally you find them knocking
about everything else in town. However, I think you will agree
with me that when I tip you off to something extra I don’t steer

you wrong.
BILLY CONNORS.

Notice he does not tell the name of the picture. He keeps the public wondering just

what he is going to spring next and in this way adds to the effectiveness of the

advertising.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 58)

OUTSIDE OF THAT
HUNTLEY GORDON AND
HELENE CHADWICK ARE
STARRED IN IT
AND YOU
CAN TAKE IT FROM ME
THAT IT WILL
HOLD YOUR BREATH AND
YOUR INTEREST
FROM THE FIRST TO THE
LAST FOOT AND THEN
I HAVE TO REMEMBER
NOT TO FORGET
OUR OWN RALPH HARRISON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA .

’CAUSE RALPH
HAS ARRANGED A SPECIAL
SCORE FOR
CHARLIE’S PICTURE AND
WE ALL KNOW
RALPH PUTS PEP IN ANY
PROGRAM AND THIS
IS NO EXCEPTION AND
NOW IF YOU CAN
IMAGINE A PROGRAM
LIKE THIS ONE

ABOVE—WELL I’VE GOT
IT THIS WEEK
AND THAT’S THAT.
THANX.
(Apologies to KCB—LMN—XYZ and the

rest of the alphabet.)
H. W. FOERSTE, Manager.

“Laugh Week”

LA UGH WEEK ^

WttK] wf;ek

“The Theatre”
Exhibitors Herald :

Here are some of my ads on recent

Jungled

!

This window exploiting “Lorraine of the Lions” which showed at the American
theatre, Denver, Col., drew much news space in the Denver Post.

Every Theatre Goer Who Has Seen
It Will Give Thanks Tomorrow to
King Vidor for Directing; John Gil-
bert for Starring in: Metro-Goldwyn-

- Mayer for Producing
^

^BIGPARADE
and to SID GRAUMAN for presenting it

with a wonderful prologue of, 150 -people.

REMEMBER, ALWAYS GOOD 6E
MAT'NEES

2^3

Advertisement used by Grauman’s
Egyptian theatre, Hollywood, for “The
Big Parade,” is packed with forcefulness.

shows. Am sending them in, thinking per-

haps they may help some others who have
yet to play these attractions. Also am en-

closing door hangers we got out on Laugh
Week and Super Features Week. Laugh
Week went over big, and here is some of

the stuff we pulled:

1. Complete line of newspaper advertising, with
plenty of “readers.”

2. Teaser slides in all of our other theatres,

boosting the Burford.
3. Posters on merchants’ delivery wagons.
4. Cartoon banners in lobby for a week in ad-

vance.
5. Posters in other theatres advertising Laugh

Week at the Burford.
6. Clown ballyhoo at public schools.
7. Display in both organ lofts alongside of

proscenium arch. In these alcoves I put a
round “world” laughing and lettered across
its face—-next week is Laugh Week. These
were lighted by baby spots.

8. In front along sidewalk was a huge laughing
head about six feet high. Its mouth was cut
open, and behind was concealed a radio loud
speaker. In a stage dressing room was a
victrola with a laughing record ; these laughs
were picked up by a microphone, put through
an amplifier, and then went on to the loud
speaker out in front. This kept the crowds
gues&ing where the laughs were coming from,
and it sure made them stop.

9. A laughing head was also used in a shadow
* box in the lobby for a week in advance.

10. Four thousand doorhangers put out in the
city.

Altogether Laugh Week proved to be
very successful for the Burford theatre.

JOHN W. CREAMER,
Burford Theatre Company,

Arkansas City, Kan.

PEOPLES MAIN8TREET

JE Screeniks
Published Every Saturday in the Interest of

Recreation-Amusement—Entertainment By
CAPITOL’S CHANUTE THEATRES

Cbanule, Kan. Mark T. Wilson. Editor Ort 31. 19 25

“
"YOU NEED THE THEATRE—THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU”

FILM CRITICS

Someone has very wisely said

that the trouble with the Movies

Is that "the people who go to them
do not criticize them a&d the peo-

ple who criticize them do not go to

This Is probably true. The Movie
“fan" enjoys his picture. He finds

much In It that Is good and he does

not try to find fault With It. To
him it is great as It la, and he has

so complaint. On the other hand'
we find that the people who are

constantly criticizing the movies

are those who rarely, if ever, go
to the theatre. These people are

surprised, when they see such a

picture as "The Ten £ommand-
monta” that the screen can pre-

sent such art and Inspiration

They say "Oh yee. THAT was
fine, but all other pictures are

trash.” And they stay away from
all other good movies and deprive

themselves of many pictures Just

as fine, though not as well known,
as The Ten Commandments."

There Is something good In ev-

ery Movie, but they must be seen

to be appreciated.

What would we do without the
Iheatree?

GO TO THE-

MOVIES'
It’s a GOOD habit.

He—My doctor says I can’t play

golf

8he—So he’s played with you

Chanute Is getting to be known

as the "Convention City." First the

Legion—then the A. H T. A Who’s

The radio fans wore out more

batteries than the Pirates and Sen

ators In the late world's series.

Harold Lloyd tried to see. him-

self In "The Freshman" and Btood

In line an hour in front of a Los

Angblcs theatre. Maybo this will

teach him not to make Ills pictures

so darn funny.

Habit clings, the old timer who
worked his way through college Is

no* wdrklng his son’s way through.

The honeymoon Is oveT when the

billing exceeds the cooing

Piety alone may build a church,

but It takes rivalry to build a tine

Everybody's ignorant — only on
different subjects.

A scientist says the earth weighs

more In the winter It must. Look
at the poopie with heavy colds.

The Greece of Europe don’t make
thlDKB run so smooth.

Many a yonng man poses as hard-

boiled when be ! only half-baked

Mark T. Wilson is the editor of the
newly organized Screeniks filled with
“breezy” items which command the
attention of the Capitol theatres’ pat-

rons, Chanute, Kan.
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RAND LANDS LAUGH WINNER
Town Children as Our Gang
Make “Howling” Success of
Stunt and “Kidnap ” Posters

When that men Philip Rand breaks loose he leaves a trail big enough
and wide enough for anyone to use. And when the owner and manager
of the Rex theatre at Salmon, Idaho, decided to break into the Laugh
Month exploitation contest “after being prodded in the back by the
pen of Gordon S. White, chairman,” as he puts it, he cut a swath that
other theatre-owners would do well to follow.

Rand, who by the way was one of the signers of the HERALD pledge
to test the ad value of short features, as you all know, achieved a stunt
in connection with an Our Gang comedy that had all the earmarks of a
prize winner had it not been for—well, let Phil tell you in his own
words in his letter to the HERALD, which follows.

Marshall OK’s
Herald’s Idea

of Laugh Year
The Herald’s idea to Make It a

Laugh Year, as advanced in last

week’s issue, has already won an en-

thusiastic champion in George E.

Marshall, supervisor of comedy pro-

duction at the Fox West Coast studio.

One month out of the year is not

enough to devote to laughter, says

Marshall, who was one of the pro-

ponents of Laugh Month from its in-

ception. And Fox was one of the

companies hitting on all six in provid-

ing the theatremen with good “copy,”

in the form of comedies, for the Janu-
ary campaign, so that when Marshall

comes out strongly for a Laugh Year
there is at least an indication that Fox
Film Corporation considers the results

of the month’s drive have been bene-

ficial.

Just a few days ago Marshall sum-
moned his staff directors, actors, gag-
men and others to a mysterious confer-
ence. The suspense was so heavy for

Sid Smith that he finally exploded with
something to this effect:

“Am I fired or do you want me to sign

a contract for more money?”
Human Nature Funniest

Then Marshall read a congratulatory
letter from a New York screen critic

commending the entire staff for helping
place comedy pictures on a higher stand-
ard. Marshall went on:

“I don’t know that it will ever be
possible to eliminate the slapstick en-
tirely from comedy films, but I do be-
lieve that the majority of screen patrons
prefer real humor, provided it is broad
enough to register. The funniest situa-

tions are those which are based on
everybody’s life—or, as somebody has re-

marked, ‘human nature is the funniest
thing on earth.’ Let’s just forget all

about slapstick and get back to nature.
There is a way to put a laugh into every
situation—now all you have to do is to

figure out how.”

“Moving Day” Completed

The staff points to application of that

idea already in “Moving Day,” sixth of

the Helen and Warren series, to be re-

leased late in March. “Too Many Re-
lations” and “The Family Picnic” will

complete the year’s series. “The Mad
Racers” and “Rah-Rah Heidelberg,” both
Van Bibber comedies, are almost ready.

Having signed the Herald pledge to

test the advertising value of short fea-

tures and having been prodded in the
back by the pen of

Gordon S. White,
chairman of the Na-
tional Laugh Month
Committee, I finally

decided to enter the
exploitation contest
and win that $100
prize.

At a matinee of

“Tess of the Storm
Country” I took my
youthful patrons in-

to my confidence
and asked them how
they would like to

dress up like the kid-

dies in the Our
Gang comedies, ap-
pear on the stage, get free tickets to the

show and maybe walk off with a prize.

The rousing yell that burst forth was
but the first salvo, and from then on
for a week the children drove parents,
school teachers and Rex officials nearly
crazy, asking how many freckles the

star kid had, how old Farina was, did

the fat boy have to wear pants, and a

NOW BOOKING
St. Patrick’s Day Special

W'eek of March 14th
Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

“HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY”

Hand Colored by Brock

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

steady stream of like questions day after
day.

We advertised in the papers that the
Rex was entering the national contest;
that we were exploiting Our Gang by
offering prizes of five dollars, three dol-
lars and one dollar to the boy or girl

giving the best representations of any
of the Our Gang celebrities by costumes
and makeup; that we would show “Sun-
day Calm,” an Our Gang comedy, and
a horse race drama, “Dixie Handicap.”
Then we got the county superinten-

dent of schools, the city superintendent
of schools and the wife of a prominent
doctor for the judges.
We also filled the Rex lobby with

every available card, picture, poster of
Our Gang characters that we could find

(and fortunately we had saved our old
llxl4’s), and then with orders to have
the photographer take pictures of the
lobby and a flash of the stage with all

the contestants upon it. I took to bed
with one of those Rocky Mountain fevers

and passed out of the story.

Later I found that the affair was fig-

uratively and literally a “howling” suc-
cess—that a little three-yearTold girl,

made up wonderfully as Farina, brought
down the house and first money*
“Freckles” was second and the Negro
boy the third—-that we had S. R. O. be-
fore the show began—that the children

carted off every stitch of the lobby’s dis-

play, so no picture was secured of it—

•

that the photographer came but the pow-
der refused to flash and no picture was
secured of the contestants-—that my
chance to win that $100 was lost in a

flash or rather by the lack of flash of

that dumbbell of a photographer—that

it was a whale of a good stunt—that

all had a big time—that every one of

those Our Gang comedians is a house-
hold word now and “Little Farina” is

better known than “Old Aunt Jemina”

—

that the next time we put on a Laugh
Month contest that Chairman White will

kindly drop out this way and engineer it.
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Singer Succeeds McConnell
As U Short Feature Leader

Will Also Take Over Direction of Complete Service Contract—Started

in Chicago Sixteen Years Ago—Has Managed Several

Exchanges for Laemmle

NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—F. J. McConnell, manager of Universal’s short

features department, has resigned and Julius Singer has been

appointed his successor. Mr. McConnell for the last seven years

has been with Universal in the dual capacity of salesmanager and producer,

spending part of his time at Universal City and part of the time in New
York. He is one of the best known of those who have entered the picture

business from the newspapers, having had an experience in exploitation

and syndication work which was invaluable to him. Many Universal serials

have been exploited in the newspapers by him in a way which has greatly

enhanced their value to exhibitors by lending to them a newspaper co-

operation and importance upon which theatre owners could cash in at the

box office.

M C CONNELL will take a week’s vaca-
tion at Pinehurst, before announcing

the future connection to accept which he
resigned from Universal.

Julius Singer, one of the original coterie

of men whom Carl Laemmle gathered
about him when he first went into the

distribution and manufacturing business,

in addition to becoming short feature
manager of Universal will take over the

direction of the Complete Service Contract,
upon which he has been working for some
time. Mr. Singer is thoroughly acquainted
with the duties which devolve upon him
and is one of the most popular and
widely known exchange men in the entire

Universal organization. Starting in Chi-
cago some sixteen years ago, he has had
charge of various exchanges under Mr.
Laemmle’s direction and with the excep-
tion of a few years when he was in the
State Right business, has been continually
in Mr. Laemmle’s employ during that
time.

Turtle to Join Horse

in Providing Comedies

for Christie Studios
Horse laughs will abound in a new

Jimmie Adams Comedy ‘‘Whoa Emma,”
which is now being filmed on the Chris-

tie ranch forty miles north of Holly-
wood. The company has obtained the

services of Trixie, the trained horse that

sits down, shakes “hands,” laughs
heartily and cuts up other didoes before

the camera. In the picture Trixie does
a little gentle vamping and when efforts

were made to secure a movie name for

her, Pola was one of the suggestions.

“Mare Nostrum” was another which was

a little far-fetched, and after due delib-

eration it was decided to give her the

plain, old fashioned monicker of Emma.
“Whoa Emma” will come in right on

the heels of a Christie Comedy which
features another animal. This is the

comedy, “Run Tin Can,” in which a

police dog is featured with Neal Burns
and Vera Steadman. Tin Can does

about everything that a performing dog
can be expected to do, saves a little

puppy from drowning, leaps into hay-

mow doors from the barnyard, leaps

over flivvers or big cars, it’s all the same
to Tin Can.
Neal Burns is training his own police

dogs, Ritz von Schultefeld and Barbar

von Schultefeld, in stunt stuff.

Great things were expected of Myrtle

the Turtle, who has basked in the sun-

shine of the lawn inside the Christie

studios for several years now waiting

for her great opportunity to become a

star.

Chinese Actor-Dragon

Joins Felix in Comedy
A new Chinese actor has invaded the

American screen field, direct from his

triumphs in the great Chinese studios.

Ng Ka Py, probably the best known
of present day Chinese dragons, has

joined the cast of the latest Educational

—Felix the Cat picture, “Felix in Blun-

derland,” now in production at the Pat

Sullivan studios. Both Felix and his

producer, Pat Sullivan, are well pleased

with the newcomer’s work in his initial

American effort. Mr. Sullivan has just

returned from a globe circling trip in the

interests of his productions

JULIUS SINGER

Christie Claims

Best Supporting

Casts in Comedy
In addtion to the regular comedians who

are starred in current series of two-reel

comedies produced by the Christie organ-
ization for Educational’s program, the

Christie Studio organization lays claim to

the strongest lineup of supporting players;

and while not all of these players are fea-

tured on the screen or in the billing of
these current comedies, the company points

out that in practically all the new comedies
there are comedians filling the minor roles

who have themselves been comedy stars.

Appearing in the Vernon, Hiers, Adams
and Christie two-reel series in current re-

leases is an imposing array of comedians,
including Bill Irving, Jack Duffy, Hank
Mann, Kalla Pasha, Eddie Baker, Billy

Engle, Lincoln Plumer, Eddie Barry,
George Hall, Billy Bletcher, Jay Belasco,
Fred Peters, Gus Leonard, George French,
Ward Caulfield, Bill Blaisdell and Victor
Rodman. A great many of these comedi-
ans are members of the Christie Studio
stock company, while others are engaged
for individual pictures in line with A1
Christie’s policy of assembling real feature
casts in the short comedies.

The girls whose faces are familiar on
the screen appearing in these new series

comedies are Molly Malone, Vera Stead-

man, Frances Lee, Duane Thompson, Na-
talie Joyce, Yola D’Avril, Jean Lorraine,

Marian Andre, Aileen Lopez, Amber Nor-
man and Anita Garvin. Three wellknown
character comediennes, Gale Henry, Rosa
Gore and Blanche Payson, also figure

prominently in current casts of Christie

short features.

In laying claim to the strongest group
of players appearing in the two-reel field,

A1 Christie declares that while it is not

always possible to give recognition in the

advertising or on the screen to all the

good and competent players appearing in

each comedy, the policy of assembling such

casts rather than having minor roles filled

by players who are nonentities is worth

while from the producer’s point of view in

insuring himself of well acted pictures, not

only on the star’s part but all the way
through.

Arthur J. Lamb
presents

THE MOLLY MAY SERIES
(INC.)

12-2 real comedies

Written by A. J. LAMB Featuring VIOLET MERSEREAU
Direction of JOSEPH LEVERING

Number four will be

“Her First Night with the

Bootleggers”

Granfield and Clarke (Inc.)
Distributors for the World

1476 Broadway New York City
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Red Seal to Open National
Exchanges Under Bernstein

Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia Will Start Fourth Branch for Short

Feature Producer-Distributor—Bookings Increase to

3,000 from 150 Last Season

MAX FLEISCHER, president of Red Seal Pictures, announced last

week that the first big move which his organization is to make
will be the establishment of a series of exchanges throughout the

entire country. Fleischer, who is also head of the Inkwell Studios, is the
only producer-distributor exclusively of short features.

Billy Dooley and Amber Normand in “Salty Sap,”
Educational-Christie comedy.

Educational Sets

Big Fun Standard
in February List

The schedule of comedies and other short

features scheduled for release by Educa-
tional Filin Exchanges, Inc., in February
will keep up the high standard set by the

releases which started off the year in Laugh
Month, the home office states.

There will be six two-reel comedies in

which the topmost stars of both the

Christie and Educational studios will ap-

pear. One each will feature Lloyd Ham-
ilton, Lupino Lane, A1 St. John, “Big Boy,’’

and Bobby Vernon. There will also be

included among the Christie product a

two-reel picture in which Neal Burns and
Vera Steadman will co-star.

Lloyd Hamilton’s offering, “Careful

Please,” is of the thriller type and will

afford as much fun as any previous Ham-
ilton release. There is a fight scene in

which Dick Sutherland and Lloyd mix it

up and a part shows a flivver containing

Hamilton and two of his supporting play-

ers suspended outside and away from a

high building.

“Time Flies” Stars Lane

Every bit as entertaining as previous
Lupino Lane Comedies and in some re-

spects the most notable of the series,

Lane’s February release, “Time Flies,” is

an outstanding subject. This will be the

third of the Lupino Lane Comedies. In

this release he portrays three different

characters.

A1 St. John’s work has been showing
constant improvement with each release.

In the new Mermaid Comedy “Hold Your
Hat” every ounce of athletic ability and
nerve in St. John is brought forth.

Constant watchfulness in the type of
stories used in Educational-Juvenile Com-
edies has been showing pleasing results.

The new release, titled “Sea Scamps,” fea-

tures “Big Boy.”
From the Christie Studios the two-reel-

ers contributed to the Educational schedule
are “Page Me,” a Bobby Vernon Comedy,
and “Run Tin Can,” one of the Christie
brand, in which Neal Burns and Vera
Steadman appear.

Cliff Bowes in Two
Educational’s releases of one-reel prod-

uct, of which there are six, include two
featuring Cliff Bowes, a special with Hope
Hampton, two Felix the Cat Cartoons and
a Hodge-Podge.

ARRANGEMENTS have just been
•CA. concluded whereby Ben Amsterdam
of Philadelphia will distribute Red Seal’s
product throughout his territory in

direct association with Fleischer.

Fourth Exchange Established

This Philadelphia exchange, the fourth
to be established to handle this short
feature product, New York, Los Angeles
and San Francisco being the other three,

will open February 15.

“Mr. Amsterdam’s reputation,”
Fleischer explained, “is such that every
exhibitor in his territory maintains im-
plicit faith in him. This trust is the re-

sult of many years of fair dealing and
skill in obtaining product of merit for

his showmen.”
The past year Red Seal’s features have

played the Stanley Circuit and other big
Philadelphia theatres. Business has in-

creased so rapidly during this twelve-
month that the establishment of an
exchange here ' became imperative,
Fleischer stated.

Bernstein to Weld Chain

“Harry Bernstein, recently made gen-
eral sales manager of the national or-

ganization, will make a trip about the
country in the immediate future and es-

tablish exchanges in the key cities,”

Fleischer said.

“We have heard from big theatre men
throughout the country who write they
are pleased with the idea of having ex-
changes in their immediate vicinity.

Many of these theatre people have been
playing our Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes, Out
of the Inkwells, Marvels of Motion,
Animated Hair Cartoons, Film Facts,
Reelviews, Searchlights, and Gems of the
Screen series, as well as such timely
specials as the Silvery Art, a one-reel
skiing production, and “Flirting with

Death,” a two-reel skiing feature made
in the colorful Alps.

“This season our bookings have already
reached 3,000 theatres in the entire coun-
try. The previous year we reached only
150. This alone attests to the fact that

Red Seal’s growth has attained the posi-

tion which demands that its own ex-

changes be immediately established.
“All told, our product this season num-

bers 140 features. This includes a num-
ber of important specials which will be
announced in the near future.”

Repair Giggle Apparatus

by All-Comedy Program
Again the all-comedy bill has met with

unquestioned success in the Kansas City
territory. The initial attempt at this

type of show in this territory was made
several months ago. Recently the
Photoplay theatre of Ashland, Kan.,
staged an all-comedy program and billed

the town with this line: “Here’s a chance
to overhaul your giggle apparatus with
a whale of a show, sprinting entertain-
ment and laughs.” The attendance was
big.

Comedy Film Found in

Kansas Theatre Ruins
Search in the ruins of the Royal the-

atre, Bonner Springs, Kan., which was
destroyed by fire, recently, disclosed an
Alice comedy, distributed by the Inde-
pendent Film Corp., at Kansas City,

found in its box, undamaged.
Charles German, who owned the the-

atre, will operate in a church until a
new theatre has been constructed. That’s
how he stands with the ministerial or-
ganization in his town.

S. L. “Roxy” Rothafel (right) is shown signing for Fox News, news reel produced
by Fox Film Corporation, as the first contract for film service for the new
$10,000,000 Roxy theatre in New York. James R. Grainger, Fox general sales-
manager, is the witness.
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rI^HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these a re doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

AS_“BEN HUR” is to have its
initial Chicago showing this (Mon-

day) evening and these pages of the Her-
ald will be on the press before the show-
ing is completed, the no doubt eagerly
awaited words I shall write concerning
the big picture will appear in the for-

ward part of the paper. It is with more
than considerable interest that I ap-
proach the showing of the film and T

sincerely hope that my expectancy will

not prove, as it so frequently does, too
great.

Certainly there is no reason why “Ben
Hur” should not be great. If it is less

than that, it will be nothing at all.

T DID NOT LIKE THE PROSPECT
-* of seeing Barbara LaMarr in “The
Girl from Montmarte” on the eve of the
day when the mortal remains of that
actress were to be interred. In previous
cases where death has occurred similarly
I have felt a bit “creepy,” if I may use
that term, and I expected a like experi-
ence here. I did not encounter it.

Did I not remember “Thy Name Is
Woman,” I should say that “The Girl
from Montmarte” is Miss LaMarr’s best
picture. I had been told that it was not,
that it was not even a good picture, but
it is. There is a definite story, ably told,

and while the significance of it may not
be great, the recital is interesting. And
there is Lewis Stone, and others, whose
performance of the various subsidiary
roles is of a piece with the whole.

Miss LaMarr is a dancer in a Parisian
cabaret during war times, a much-
maligned resident of Spain thereafter
and a wholly natural character through-
out. Lewis Stone is the English officer

who eventually marries her. Robert Ellis

is the bad boy who plans differently and
gets shot for it.

At the beginning of the picture I

thought I would see a ghost. At the
finish I remembered that Miss LaMarr
had died. In between, I watched a good
actress in a picture good enough to make
me forget, which is good enough for me.

M arshall neilan is back
among his “Go and Get It” and

“Dinty” appurtenances in “Mike,” and
he has in Sally O’Neill the Mabel Nor-
mand of “Mickey,” overalls, curls and
all. His mechanical devices in this are
better, or at least more elaborate, and
Miss O’Neill does very well despite the
resemblance. I never like anyone act-

ing like someone else as well as another
acting like oneself, which is beside the
point.

Mike’s a story about a girl circum-
stanced similarly to Colleen Moore in

“The Desert Flower.” There are, in fact,

similarities in the two pictures, but this

one has more of comedy and less of
drama. Both are of Irish antecedent, of

Jack Holt and Florence Vidor are
starred in “Sea Horses,’’ which Allan
Dwan is producing for Paramount as
a special on the spring program.

course, as is well when humor is to be a

major element.

Ford Sterling and Charles Murray are

important contributors to the funny side

of the picture, much footage given to

their episodes producing adequate re-

turn. Their journey homeward with a

mule on a certain Saturday night is in

the Sennett style and that should be
enough to say about that.

Miss O’Neill undoubtedly is very good
as Mike. I could find nothing at all

wrong with what she did, but she could

have been mistaken for Miss Normand
at any time and, as mentioned before,

these things spoil my good time.

Near the end there’s a runaway train

thing, following upon a robbery, involv-

ing a very cleverly managed rescue from
a wrecker and an airplane-parachute pur-

suit and capture by more fliers than I

have seen in any save the official war

pictures. This is the kick of the dram-
mer and it is that.

\7 ALENTINO WAS IN TOWN THE
* other day and dropped in upon Mae
Tinee (of the paper which published
that famous “Thank God for Five Yards
McCarthy’ editorial) to swap yarns and
get himself written up in the Sunday
editions. What she (and others) wrote
about him undoubtedly will prove good
publicity for the Roosevelt run of “The
Eagle,” which is not a picture in need
of other than genuine publicity.

“The Eagle” is not the Valentino stuff

people expect. It is a very good picture
in which Valentino appears. He pouts
very little in it, after the first stretches
are past, and toward the end he is the
subject of genuine interest.

He is, however, just one of the princi-

pals in the picture. Another, who does
more acting in one-tenth the footage, is

Louise Dresser, whose left eyebrow is

worth more than most players’ total ex-

pressional mechanisms. Still another is

Vilma Banky, who seems to combine
with that which other leading ladies have
a number of things which they haven’t.

And there are others.

It is Russian drama, a sort of Slavic

Robinhood, and it’s dolled up without
being slowed down. It starts smartly
and finishes that way. There were a

couple of white-washed subtitles in the

Chicago print, but they didn’t detrac

materially from the story.

Miss Tinee’s comments on Mr. Valen-
tino’s visit, by the way, were better than
she usually makes and may indicate a

trend toward the right attitude, but the

Herald-Examiner printed a real story.

TT IS LATE, PERHAPS, TO BE
-L writing about “The Phantom of the
Opera,” but the saying about pictures

being new until seen holds good in my
case. I saw this one last week at the

Capitol theatre and wondered why not
more has been said about it.

There are a great many fine things
about the “Phantom.” There is, of

course, the physical horror of the chief

character, concerning which I cast my
vote with Ray Murray’s on the side of

restoring Lon Chaney to his own not
at all unworthy person. But his job in

this case is to create a phantom, and he
undeniably did that.

The picture is made, I think, so well

that most people do not appreciate the

skill displayed in its composition, which
is the test of skill. There are sequences,
of course, but they are so closely knit

that they do not seem really to begin
and end. Then there is the superb stag-

ing of the piece, the swift rushing over
shots that must have tempted the cutter

to protract, and the smooth flow of in-

cident with increasing momentum to the

cyclonic finish.
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I do not like horror in pictures, but
when a picture is as good as this one a

little necessary unpleasantness may be
overlooked.

ID OBBY VERNON MAY HAVE
had as much fun making “Yes, Yes

Babette” as I did seeing it, but I doubt
it. He had to worry about the next
laugh, whereas I had merely to wait for

it, and not long. I think he has not
made a comedy so funny in many years.

“Yes, Yes Babette” is about a dough-
boy who meets in Paris and goes back
there to get a French girl who looks
worth going back for. The hilarity oc-
curs in an Apache-esque cabaret and it

is rough and rugged. Bobby takes ’em
on the jaw or where they come and
laughs ’em off, ending his stuff, like the

good comedian he is, when it is finished.

I should like to see Mr. Vernon in

more comedies, and I believe I am not
alone. It seems too far between them.

J
AMES FITZPATRICK’S “MUSIC
Master” series have been uniformly

excellent and “Richard Wagner” is no
exception. Wagner’s life held less of
colorful incident than some of the others
whose histories have been set down in

past units, but of the slender material
at hand Mr. Fitzpatrick has made the
most.

At the Chicago theatre, where all of
the series which I have seen have been
run, these short features demonstrate a

peculiar phase of mob psychology. This
audience, which sits impatiently through
a Wagner overture, is quiet as a congre-
gation in witnessing the picture of the

composer’s life. I think the phenomenon
means something. The overture is flung
at them by union musicians—and they
frankly do not understand it. The pic-

ture imparts to them a part of the in-

formation they lack. They applaud the
overture perfunctorily, but they mean it

when they clap for the film.

Which is all for this week.—T. O.
Service.

Here are two scenes from “The Far
Cry’’ a First National production.
These stills show Blanche Sweet.
Jack Mulhall, Hobart Bosworth and
Julia Swayne Gordon.

«THE FIRST YEAR,” IS A LIGHT
little story about a pair of newlyweds

who have difficulties adjusting themselves
to matrimony.
One of the “difficulties” becomes almost

a tragedy, yet is ironed out with the aid

of a bottle of bum hootch and a new rail-

road. The hootch stimulates Matt Moore
to demand a big payment for his prop-

erty; and the railroad official offers the big

payment.
Matt Moore is clearly the man for the

role which was played on the speaking

stage by Frank Craven, but Mr. Moore
has had roles in which he did better work.
For a picture dealing with connubial in-

felicity it is a fast moving, hilarious farce

well interspersed with suspense and good
acting.

Fox has chosen an entire cast ot good
box office names such as John Patrick,

Frank Currier, Margaret Livingston, J.

Farrell MacDonald and Kathryn Perry.

They all do their work with characteristic

diligence. To top it all off, Matt Moore
stages a biff-bang fist fight toward the end
which surprises his audience ;

and I sus-

pect surprises himself just a little.

—

Douglas Hodges.

«PARTNERS AGAIN,” THE LATEST
JT “Potash and Perlmutter” picture, is

a riot of laughs. It’s too bad Sam Gold-

wyn didn’t release it in January, Laugh
Month, instead of February 15. However,
it is well to spread the laughs over the

whole year, and Henry King’s production

of the Montague Glass story will go a

long way toward doing it

The picture was sprung unexpectedly on

an audience in a neighborhood house in

Santa Monica, Cal., last week, and it must
have pleased both director and author, who
sat near me, to note the response of the

crowd. In this episode the famous Hebrew
partners are engaged in the automobile

business. The scene where they demon-
strate the car with “Mamma” and

_

two
prospective buyers in the back seat is as

funny as anything ever done in the comedy
line.

George Sidney scores repeatedly as Abe
and is ably assisted by Alexander Carr, as

Maurice. They demonstrate the “Schenck-

mann 6” on a steep hill and when Maurice

tries to stop it in its wild flight he pulls

the emergency brake out by the roots. This

is but one laugh in the early footage, the

climax being the escape to Canada via air-

plane. These scenes, with Abe walking on

the top of the plane, are as thrilling and
funny as any ever filmed.

George Barnes, who was responsible for

the camerawork, is deserving of special

mention also for his splendid shots. The
story was adapted by Frances Marion and
the titles are by Montague Glass, the au-

thor. William Reiter assisted King in

directing.
* * *

Reginald Denny’s latest for Universal,

“What Happened to Jones,” is seven reels

of good clean fun. It was directed by
William Seiter, who seems to have gauged
Denny’s comedy vein to a nicety. Happily,

he avoids the rough slap-stick which so

often ruins a clever situation. He has the

star doing the natural thing in a matter
of fact manner.

The story is nothing new, of the youth
who wants to wed but meets parental ob-

jections, gets caught in a raided poker
party, hides in a Turkish bath and escapes

finally dressed in women’s garb. The
finish is obvious but funny.

Otis Harlan waddles through the picture

as a friend of the would-be groom and
gets many a laugh. Marion Nixon was
the feminine lead and, although in but few
scenes, scored photographically in those.

Melbourne MacDowell, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,

William Austin, Zasu Pitts and others

were well cast. One title which was re-

peated too often to gain any laughs after
the first one was “I didn’t see you go out,

I didn’t see you come in—I didn’t see

nothing.” This was borrowed from the
play, but in the old days it had consider-
ably more kick than on the silver sheet.

However, it would be a good picture with-
out it.

* * *

William Fox has a good comedy in “The
Wrestler,” one of the Van Bibber series.

In this Van, traveling abroad, is mistaken
for a famous wrestler through a series of
accidents and when finally confronted by
the champion has to put up a stiff battle

to save his neck. This scene between the

amateur and the husky wrestler goes over
big.

No expense is being spared on these

short features by the Fox company. Action
seems to be the keynote of the director

and there’s certainly plenty of it in “The
Wrestler.” Also funny situations.

JjJ

Fred Thomson’s latest, “The Tough
Guy,” was previewed before a Saturday
night audience at Glendale, last week, and
they responded immediately by applauding
it to the echo. It is a swift, smooth run-
ning melodrama, following the lines of
least resistance, with incidents logically

and pleasingly worked out.

David Kirkland, the director, asked for

action, and he got it plus in this one. Lola
Todd appears opposite Thomson as a little

school mistress and added a pleasing bit

to the rugged western story. It concerns

a shoot-em-up kid who strikes terror to

the townsfolk, especially the gamblers and
roustabouts of the principal saloon. He
meets the little school marm who is

searching for her little brother, somewhere
in the west with a dissipated father-in-

law. Fred agrees to help her find the
youngster and while doing it exposes the

crooked sheriff who is seeking the lady’s

hand also.

Silver King plays a prominent part in

the unraveling of the plot and there is

much wild, picturesque riding in “The
Tough Guy.”

—

Ray Murray.

“The Flying Fool” is a Fox Imperial
two-reel comedy in which Sid Smith,
Marion Harlan and Harry Woods
appear. Woods plays the role of the
aviator. Lew Seiler directed.
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Scene from “Songs of Ireland,” in the
Famous Melody series of Pathe pic-

tures.

The Phantom of the

Forest
Distributor

:

Lumas Film
Corporation

Producer: Gotham Productions
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR HENRY McCARTY
PLAYERS

“Thunder” Himself
Helen Taylor Betty Francisco
Frank Wallace Eddie Phillips

Walt Mingin James Mason
Joe Deering Frank Davis
Mrs. Deering Irene Hunt
John Wallace Rhody Hathaway
TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Redwood forests of Cali-

fornia.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A wealthy oil man loses a
police dog pup in a forest and the animal
lapses into a semi-wild state. A young
man who goes to the forest for a vaca-
tion meets, through another man’s at-

tempt to kill the dog, a girl with whom
he falls in love. The girl has won the
confidence of the dog, which is instru-

mental in preventing the theft of her
land. In a forest fire he saves the child

of one of the plotters. The other one
is killed, and the dog, the man and the

A bit of Old Erin is this scene from
“Songs of Ireland.” Pathe picture in

the Famous Melody series.

girl escape and arrange a future to-

gether.

HIGHLIGHTS : Beauty of setting.

. . . The meeting of hero and heroine.

. . . The forest fire. . . . The rescue of
the villain’s child. ... The escape from
the fire and the culmination of the
double romance.

Songs of Ireland
Distributor

:

Pathe
Producer: James A. Fitz Patrick

Length: One reel

DIRECTOR..JAMES A. FITZPATRICK
Cameraman Bert Dawley

PLAYERS
The Girl Peggy Shaw

Songs:
“Come Back to Erin.”
“Killamey.”
“Believe Me.”
“The Low-Backed Car.”
“Widow Machree.”
“Irish Reel Medley.”

TYPE: Romantic folk-song feature.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Ireland.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A girl who is loved by a
young peasant is courted in song, as is

her friend the widow. At the widow’s
house gather the girl and the boy and
the widow and her suitor, and a double
betrothal is settled.

HIGHLIGHTS: Peggy Shaw’s act-
ing. . . . Authentic settings and action.
. . . Synchronization of picture action
and musical score.

Songs of England
Distributor: Pathe

Producer: James A. Fitz Patrick
Length: One reel

DIRECTOR
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK

Cameraman Bert Dawley
PLAYERS

The Girl Peggy Shaw
Songs:

“Love’s Old Sweet Song.”
“Lass of Richmond Hill.”

“Tell Me, Mary, How to Woo Thee.”
“Drink to Me Only.”
“Alice. Where Art Thou?”
“The Hunt Is Up.”

TYPE: Romantic folk-song feature.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: England.

TIME: Opening of last century.

STORY : An innkeeper’s daughter
loves a shepherd boy and will not listen

to her father’s plea that she marry a

rich young Londoner. The Londoner
pleads with the girl, but she will not

hear him. He goes back to London and
the girl is happy with her shepherd.

HIGHLIGHTS : Peggy Shaw’s per-

formance. . . . Authentic settings and
action. . . . Synchronization of picture
action and music score.

Jchnny Hines as one of the Floor Com-
mittee in “Rainbow Riley,” a First

National production.

Rainbow Riley
Distributor

:

First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR CHARLES HINES
Author Thompson Buchanan

PLAYERS
Steve Riley Johnny Hines
Alice Ripper Brenda Bond
Tilden McFields Bradley Barker
Dr. Lem Perkins Dan Mason
“The Half Wit” John Hamilton
“Zeb” White Harlan Knight
The Editor Herbert Standing
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love triumphant

over danger.
LOCALE: The Kentucky mountains.
TIME: The present.
STORY : A cub reporter is sent out

to cover a feud between two large fami-
lies and becomes the enemy of both, be-
cause he wishes to marry a girl of one
and does not wish to marry a girl of
the other, even though she loves him.
After a s-eries of dangerous adventures
he is rescued. He returns to the office

of his paper with a big story and a wife.

HIGHLIGHTS : Strong vein of com-
edy. . . . Fast action. . . . Capture of
the lovers. ... The swing across the
ravine. ... The rescue.

Brenda Bond and Johnny Hines in a

scene from First National’s “Rainbow”
Riley.”
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The Million Dollar
Handicap

Distributor: Producers Distributing
Corporation

Producer: Metropolitan Productions
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR SCOTT SIDNEY
Author W. A. Fraser
Adaptor F. McGrew Willis

Cameraman Devereaux Jennings

PLAYERS
Alis Porter
George Mortimer.
John Porter
Phillip Crane
Tom
Langdon
Jockey McKay
Matilda Porter
Alan Porter
Milkman

....Vera Reynolds
....Edmund Burns

Ralph Lewis
Ward Crane
Tom Wilson

Clarence Burton
Danny Hoy
Rosa Gore

.Walter Emerson
Lon Poff

TYPE: Horse-racing melodrama.
THEME: Filial love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.
STORY: Through the accident of a

runaway the owner of a string of race

horses learns he has a horse that is

almost certain to win the great event of

the season. His rival on the track re-

sorts to trickery to keep one of his

horses out of the race, unaware that the
unknown has been entered. The racing
man’s daughter determines to ride the
unknown, and by outwitting her father’s

rival reaches the barrier on time. The
girl rides and wins.

HIGHLIGHTS: The injury of the
heroine’s father. . . . The discovery of
the heroine’s brother’s misuse of his

bank’s money. . . . The attempt to keep
the heroine off the track. ... The race.

. . . The culmination of the heroine’s
romance.

She
Distributor: Lee - Bradford Corpor-

tion

Producer: A to X Productions
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR..LEANDER DE CORDOVA
Author Sir Rider Haggard

PLAYERS
Avesha Betty Blythe
Leo Vincey Carlyle Blackwell
Kallikrates Carlyle Blackwell
Ustane Mary Odette
Horace Holly Henry George
Amenartes Marjorie Statler

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME: Quest for immortality.

LOCALE: A mythical African prov-
ince.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young Englishman, lineal

descendant of an ancient Egyptian
priest, goes to Africa with a friend to
find a legendary queen who is reputed
immortal. Following a series of dan-
gerous adventures they find her. Imme-
diately she falls in love with the de-
scendant of the priest, who already has
wed a girl of the queen’s realm. The
queen banishes the girl and takes the
man she loves to the Flame of Life, that
he too may become immortal. To prove
the harmlessness of the flame she steps
into it. But it consumes her.

HIGHLIGHTS : Adventures of the

hero before he finds the queen. . . .

The meeting of the hero and the queen.

... The banishment of the herols wife.

. . . The journey to the Flame of Life.

. . . The death of the queen.

Fighting for the inside! The scene is

from the racing picture, “The Million
Dollar Handicap,” distributed by Pro-

Dis-Co.

ICTURES
Pathe News No. 11

BRITISH FLEET LEAVES FOR SPRING MANEU-
VERS. ENGLAND’S MIGHTY WARRIORS

DEPART FOR DRILL GROUNDS.

Pathe News No. 12

GORMAN WINS WORLD’S ICE SPEED CHAM-
PIONSHIP. O’NEIL FARRELL OF CHICAGO

PLACES SECOND.

International News No. 10

CHRISTIAN GENERAL FENG WINS DECISIVE
BATTLE AS CITY OF TIENTSIN FALLS.

*

International News No. 11

LT. JOHN A. MAC-READY, FAMOUS HIGH-FLYER.
SETS NEW AMERICAN ALTITUDE RECORD,

FAILS TO BREAK WORLD RECORD.

*

Kinograms No. 5158
WILL H. HAYS PRESIDES AT DEDICATION OF

NEW CASTING BUREAU FOR “EXTRAS.”

*

Fox News Continuity No. 37

GENERAL BELLINGER, QUARTERMASTER GEN-
ERAL, INSPECTS NEW AUTHORIZED

UNIFORM FOR THE ARMY.

*

Fox News Continuity No. 36

RAOUL WALSH, WHO WILL DIRECT PICTURIZA-
TION OF “WHAT PRICE GLORY”

MEETS LOUIS WOLHEIM.

Vera Reyno’ds up! Jockey number
five is Miss Reynolds. The scene is

from Pro-Dis-Co’s “The Million Dol-
lar Handicap.”

The Silver Treasure
Distributor

:

Fox
Producer: Fox

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR ROWLAND V. LEE
Author Joseph Conrad

PLAYERS
Nostromo .George O’Brien
Giselle Viola Joan Renee
Sotillo Lou Tellegen
Linda Viola Helena D’Algy
Giorgio Viola Daniel Makarenko
Teresa Viola Evelyn Selbie
Charles Gould Stewart Rome
Mrs. Gould Hedda Hopper
Decoud Otto Matieson

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Love outwits evil.

LOCALE: An imaginary South Amer-
ican republic.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young superintendent of
stevedores who is loved by his men and
adored by the girls of the town is sud-
denly enmeshed in love and in a plot to
steal a shipment of silver from his
friend, a mine owner. He plans to out-
wit the bandits, and partly succeeds.
But he finds he is himself tempted to

become a thief for the woman he loves,
and attempts to steal the silver. The
man he has aided gives him a check for
a large amount, and he confesses his
intention to steal. This is forgiven and
following his second defeat of the ban-
dits he returns to the town to claim his

sweetheart.

HIGHLIGHTS : Love scenes between
the hero and his sweetheart. ... The
heio’s rescue of one of his men. . . .

The gathering of the bandits. ... The
attack on the silver train. ... The hero’s
temptation. . . . His confession. . . . The
second fight with the bandits. . . . The
final love scene.

The Beautiful Cheat
Distributor

:

Universal
Producer: Universal

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR EDWARD SLOMAN
Author Nina Wilcox Putnam

PLAYERS
Mary Callahan Laura La Plante
Jimmy Austin Harry Myers
Marquis De La Pontenae

Bertram Grassby
A1 Goldringer Alexander Carr
Hervert DangerfiekLYoucca Troubetzkoy
Lady Armington Helen Carr
Dan Brodie Robert Anderson
Mrs. Bruckman Helen Dunbar
Leland Bruckman Tom S. Guise
Kate Callahan Kate Price
Tom Callahan Walter Perry

TYPE: Romantic comedy-drama.

THEME: Dramatic success based on a

hoax.

LOCALE: New York City; Honolulu.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A motion picture producer
engages a shop girl and sets about to

make her a star. To do it he publicises

her as a Russian noblewoman of great
wealth. A dummy robbery is planned,
but a real one results because of the

publicity given the girl’s supposed
wealth of jewels. Finally, through the

failure of her first picture, her imper-
sonation is exposed. This results in a

genuine rush to see the picture, which
overnight becomes a success.

HIGHLIGHTS : Good portrayals by
the principals. ... The planning of the
hoax. . . . The robbery. ... The expose.
... The heroine’s success.
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ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—Arrangements have

been made to road-show “The Big Parade”
and “The Sea Beast” in a number of the

larger cities. . . . John H. IValrath, of
Syracuse, assumed his duties on the New
York state Motion Picture Commission on
February 1 . . . . Robert Landry, owner of
the Star, in Ogdensburg, arranged a benefit

show for a group of actors who were
stranded by a fire here. . . . Business was
virtually at a standstill one day last week
at two of the exchanges because of the

coal situation. Furthermore, unless there
is some change a number of theatres may
be forced to close. . . . J. S. Burnham,
lessee of the Opera House which was
burned to the ground, has offered to put
$10,000 toward a new theatre and take a
fifteen year lease. . . . Claude Fish of the
American in Schenectady is a leading offi-

cer in the Elks lodge, and officiated last

week at the largest initiation in many
months. . . . Edward Walsh of the Albany
theatre in Schenectady will continue his

“country store” one night a week, and will
feature coal as first prizes until the strike
is over. . . . Frank Breymaier, who has
been handling the Bareli in Schenectady,
has just been made manager of the Van-
Curler in that city. . . .

Servatius and Wagner have remodeled
an old church in Oriskany, and opened
it under the name of the Star. . . .

John Gillies has sold his theatre in Salem
to Frank Wurm. . . . S. W. Burns, for-
merly of Warner Brothers, has been made
manager of the local Bond exchange. . . .

At a meeting of the Albany Film Board
on Monday, plans were inaugurated for
another ball. . . . Film Row generally
turned out to the benefit given at the Co-
lonial f®r Harold Filkins, salesman for
F. B. O., who is very ill. . . . Mrs. Maurice
Sullivan, wife of the owner of the San
Souci in Watervliet, died from pneumonia.
. . . Employes of Farash Theatres, Inc., of
Schenectady took initial steps for the for-
mation of a welfare society. . . . Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Buettner are planning a trip to

the West Indies. . . . William VanAlstine
of Fonda, whose house was burned two
weeks ago, will rebuild in the early spring.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.

—

The Montreal Thea-
tre Managers’ Association is holding a
dance at the Venetian Gardens, Montreal,
on February 12, as a Valentine feature.

. . . Carre St. Louis, proprietor of the
Bourget, Montreal, was rebuked for allow-
ing rubbish to collect in the basement, fol-

lowing a small fire there. ... A dinner
was tendered Ray Tubman, the new man-
ager of the Capitol, Hamilton, at the Royal
Connaught hotel, which was attended by
prominent citizens. George Stroud, man-
ager of the Pantages, was chairman. Man-
ager Tubman was welcomed by Mayor
Jutten and Judge Gauld. . . .

W. G. Rupay, manager of the Griddin
at Woodstock, literally had some old
friends drop in to see him when three
airplanes from Toledo, Ohio, made a

voluntary landing at Woodstock. A
quantity of literature regarding current

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning January 30)

GRANADA : “The Grand Duchess and The
Waiter,” Paramount.

LOEW’S WARFIELD : “The Auction Block,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

IMPERIAL: “The Eagle,” United Artists.

ST. FRANCIS: “The Skyrocket,” Associated
Exhibitors (continued).

CAMEO : “Camille of The Barbary Coast,”
Associated Exhibitors.

UNION SQUARE: “Wyoming Wild Cat,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

CALIFORNIA : “The Masked Bride,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

WILKES : “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer (continued).

attractions at the Griffin was scattered
over the city as the planes circled away
for the return flight. . . .

Showing of a local two-reel comedy,
“Black and White,” was a recent event of
interest at the Brock, Brockville. . . . Boy
Scouts attending a conference at Edmon-
ton, Alta., were the guests of Manager
Walter Davis at the Empress. The crowd
was delighted when the Scouts gave some
of their stunts after the show. ... A
“Children’s Hour” has been established by
Manager George Swanwick of the Lyric,

Hamilton. The old five cents admission
fee is in effect during this hour. . . .

H. W. Conover, manager of the Imperial,

Montreal, presented a British feature, G.

B. Samuelson’s “The Unwanted.” . . . The
Tivoli, Hamilton, has booked a series of
DeForest Phonofilm creations as an extra
novelty. . . . Club quarters for members
of the Ontario Division of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners have been established

in the Hermant Building, which is devoted
to film exchanges.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Crandall’s Col-

ony theatre, apartment, and store building

is rapidly nearing completion. . . . Milton
Sills, creator of the role of “The Sea
Hawk” in the First National superfeature,

was the honor guest of the Washington
branch of the League of American Pen
Women at the annual ball in the May-
flower hotel February 3. . . . John J. Pay-
ette, assistant general manager of the

Crandall theatres, left Washington for a

brief business trip to Baltimore, Md., and
Lancaster? Pa. . . . The Crandall Saturday

Milwaukee
First Runs

(W'eek Beginning January 30)

ALHAMBRA: “The Fool,” Fox; “Prep
School,” Universal ; International News.

GARDEN : “Braveheart,” Pro-Dis-Co.
STRAND : “Clothes Make the Pirate,” First

National ; “Felix Flirts with Fate,” Edu-
cational ;

Kinograms.
MERRILL: “Mike,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ;

Kinograms.
WISCONSIN: “Infatuation,” First National ;

“One Wild Ride,” Educational; Interna-

tional Newsreel.

Nighters participated in the international

radio tests recently. . . . Swagger Sixteenth
street, barred to horsedrawn vehicles, re-

ceived a shock when “Wild” Bill Shannon
drove up the Avenue of the Presidents
with his hero team of Alaskan huskies

—

the team of dogs that started the relay
race to Nome last winter. . . . Harry M.
Crandall, founder of the theatres bearing
his name and executive vice-president of
the Stanley-Crandall Company, spent a
week with a group of the Stanley Com-
pany of American executives on a duck
hunting expedition along the eastern shore
of Maryland. . . . Daniel Breeskin, con-
ductor of the Metropolitan Symphony, ar-

ranged a tuneful symposium of Irving Ber-
lin’s melodies for the showing of First

National’s “Joanna.” . . . Harry M. Cran-
dall was in Philadelphia recently in con-
ference with the executives of the Stanley
Company of America, with which the Cran-
dall theatres recently were affiliated. . . .

Barnett Breeskin, son of Daniel Breeskin,

and himself a director of his own orches-
tra, played a violin solo at the special per-

formance for juvenile audiences at Cran-
dall’s Tivoli January 9.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOLTS, MO.—A modern cafeteria

has been opened in Loew’s State Theatre
Building by the Woman’s Chamber of Com-
merce, profits of which will be used to

finance scholarships in St. Louis and Wash-
ington Universities and Principia Academy.
. . . Robert Stempfie of the Strand, St.

Charles, has awarded the contract for his

new theatre to E. M. Humphrey. . . .

President Jack Grosse of the Municipal
Athletic Association has accepted a silver

soccer ball to be contested for as the Loews
State Theatre challenge trophy. Manager
Harry Greenman will have motion pictures

taken of the contest next spring. . . . “La-
bor’s Reward,” the American Federation
of Labor’s cinema history of the labor

movement, is being shown in various thea-

tres. . . .

The cinema was the means used by
the seventeenth annual convention of

the National Association of Merchants’
Tailors held here January 27 to illus-

trate the correct clothes to be worn by
the American man. . . .

The finale of the St. Louis Times-Arrow
Pictures’ contest was held at William Gold-
man’s Kings theatre January 29. The fif-

teen girls selected from the thousands of

entrants put on a skit. Miss Pansy Curtice,

2115 Adelaide avenue, who won the con-

test, will go to New York for a tryout

in motion pictures. . . . The Reed-Yemm-
Hayes Circuit in southern Illinois has
booked Universal’s product 100 per cent.

Universal has also obtained ten first run
play dates here from Skouras Brothers and
William Goldman as their contribution to

Carl Laemmle’s twentieth anniversary cele-

bration. . . . Joe Friedman, special repre-

sentative for Reginald Denny, was a visitor

recently. . . . Lou Hess, manager for Uni-
versal, is recovering from a minor opera-

tion. . . . Roy Dickson has taken charge
of the local Arrow office. . . . Nat Stein-

berg has been appointed manager of the

local Associated Exhibitors’ office. . . . The
theatre at Creel Springs, 111., has been
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closed. . . . Arthur S. Kane, business man-
ager for Douglas McLean Pictures, vis-

ited us. . . . A. E. Adkinson, temporary
manager for the local Associated Exhib-

itors following the resignation of Roy Dick-

son, has moved to the Pittsburgh office.

...£.£. Hiller, special serial representa-

tive for Pathe, was a caller here.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.

—

W. E. Matthews,
who has been manager for the past several

months for the local branch of F. B. O.,

will be transferred to San Francisco. Sid
Weishaum, former F. B. O. manager here
and now manager of the Frisco office, will

return to Denver to take over his old

duties. . . . S. B. Sturtevant of the Ma-
jestic theatre, Fruita, Col., who has been
an exhibitor for many years and has al-

ways been desirous of gaining a peep at

the other side of the industry, is leaving
for California to visit the studios of the

producing companies. .

Allen J. O’Keefe, ace of the local
salesmen for Pro-Dis-Co, is taking over
the management of the Salt Lake branch.
Jim Riley, former Warner Brothers
salesman in San Francisco, will fill the
vacancy left by O’Keefe. . . .

Jones and Carmichael are opening a new
700 seat house in Clovis, N. M., which
will be called the Rex. Artesia, N. M.,

boasts a new 500 seat theatre being built

by John Foster and Joe Clayton. . . .

The American Legion of Alamosa has
gone into the theatre business. It is build-

ing a 700 seat theatre which it will lease

as investment. ... In Las Cruces, N. M.,
the i^as Cruces Drug Co. is building a new
700 seat house. . . . Exhibitors seen around
Film Row recently were £. N. Disney,
manager of the new State, Boulder, Col.

;

Dave Hess, who operates the Princess at

Del Norte and the Iris of Monte Vista;
A. G. Dicz, one of the owners of the Isis,

Boulder; Max Kravetz of the America
theatre, Ft. Collins, and A. F. Allen of
Aguilar. . . . Chas. R. Gilmour has re-

turned from a week’s sales trip into West-
ern Nebraska. . . . G. S. Rosenwald, Uni-
versal manager, has also just returned from
a trip into Wyoming, where he visited

Parco and other points.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—With a view

of logically and constructively handling the
careful amusement of children, the public

relations department of the West Coast
Theatres, Inc., has established a special

organization for the presentation of Junior
Matinees for them. . . . Walt Resner,
Loew’s Warfield conductor, and Billie

Doyle, a Sunkist California beauty with
Fanchon and Marco, almost stopped the

show while exhibiting the Charleston ar-

rayed in formal Sunday-go-to-meeting
clothes, to prove their contention that

styles make little difference in the execu-
tion of the Charleston. . . . The San Fran-
cisco county council of the American Le-
gion assembled recently at the California
theatre to witness “Flavoc” as a prelude
to the ex-servicemen’s membership drive.

. . . Harry Scott, short feature sales man-
ager of Pathe, returned from another
successful tour in behalf of the new 1926
program. . . . Jack Tripp, promoting Asso-
ciated Exhibitors’ “Skyrocket,” which is

going over big under the management of
Edward A. Smith at the St. Francis, has
been praised for the manner in which he
obtained store concessions. . . . Harry
Schmidt of Pathe, who formerly was man-
ager of the Virginia theatre at Vallejo,

has been installed as head booker, with
Edward Frier and Herman Lelirhack as his

assistants. . . . Rodney Pantages arrived in

town to prepare for the opening of the
newest vaudeville and motion picture house

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning January 30)

STANLEY: “Phantom of the Opera;” News:
Stanley Magazine; Universal. Overture:
Excerpts from “Faust,” Stanley Sym-
phony Orchestration; Coral Gables Revue,
Guiran and Marguerite; Prolog.

FOX: “The Golden Strain,” Fox ; News:
Fox Theatre Screen Magazine. Over-
ture: “Madame Butterfly,” Fox Theatre
Grand Orchestra; Spanish Fantasy-Span-
ish Ballet and La Chapina, Marimba
Band; Benny Davis & Co.; Orville
Harrold and Patti Harrold.

STANTON: “Vanishing American,” Para-
mount.

KARLTON : “The Only Thing,” Metro

•

Goldwyn-Mayer.
ARCADIA : “The Merry Widow,” Metro

•

Goldicyn-Mayer.
PALACE: “Lights of Old Broadway,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
VICTORIA: “The Enchanted Hill,” Para-

mount.
CAPITOL: “The Beautiful City,” First
National.

here, which he announced would take place

February 20. “It will be a gala affair,”

said young Pantages. “Close to two train-

loads of theatre men, motion picture direc-

tors and stars will be coming up for the

opening. A national figure wil 1 be master
of ceremonies.” . . . “Bill” Hart, two gun
star, was greeted with applause when he
appeared in person at Loew’s Warfield
theatre January 23 and 24, where his “Tum-
bleweeds” was shown.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—“Motion pic-

tures have gone a great way towards creat-
ing an understanding among nations,” said

Will Hays while here on his way from
Los Angeles to Sullivan, Ind. “The screen
is being purged of suggestiveness and
‘flaming youth’ pictures.” . . . Several open-
ings of new theatres were announced re-

cently. The Abdallah Temple Shrine has
been opened in Leavenworth, Kan., by T. S.

Wilson. The Paramount in Osceola, Mo.,
has been opened by S. C. Alexander. This
house seats 300 and operates on a triweekly
change of program policy. The Kennedy,
in Kirksville, Mo., the new house of Mid-
west Film Distributors, Inc., will open
March 15. The Madrid, a 1,500 seat su-

burban house to be managed by Jack Roth,
will open about April 1. Another house is

being planned for Osawatomie, according
to reports. . . . “Curley” Wilson, Abilene,
exhibitor, has taken back his first love and
accepted a position as Pathe representative
in the Northern Kansas territory. . . .

A new system of selling film is being
given a trial by the Standard Film Ex-
change. The price is determined by the
number of pictures purchased. An ex-
hibitor buying fifty pictures will receive
a lower rate than one buying twenty-
five, etc. “There is no reason why
quantity should not command a cheaper
price in pictures the same as it does in

any other merchandise,” Mr. Akers said.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the
Film Market were : Walter Wallace, Or-
pheum, Leavenworth ; C. H. Jordan, See-
ley, Abilene; Ensley Barbour, Joplin; C. L.

McVey, Dreamland, Herington; Mrs. E.
Jennings, Majestic, Little River; Frank
Weary, Farris theatre, Richmond, Mo.

;

Edward Peskay, Penn and Rivoli theatres.

St. Joseph, Mo.; G. E. Montrey, Park and
Palace theatres, St. Joseph, Mo. . . . M. W.
Reincke is to have charge of the booking
for LTniversal theatres and will make Kan-
sas City his headquarters. He will main-
tain his interests in St. Joseph, Mo.,
theatres, however. . . . J. W. MacFarland,
home office representative for Associated
Exhibitors, was a visitor. Lou Bent, F. B.

O. representative, because of illness, was
forced to call off all trips this week. /. A.

Epperson, Pathe branch manager, and Mrs.

Epperson will go to New York this month
to attend the annual Pathe convention. . . .

Tom Byerle, First National branch man-
ager, who has been confined in Research

hospital with typhoid fever, is greatly im-

proved. W. E. Calloway, Southern district

manager for First National, who has been

in charge of the Kansas City office during

Tom Byerle’s illness, returned to his head-

quarters in New Orleans this week. D. J.

McGowan, special First National repre-

sentative of New York, held a sales meet-

ing here. C. F. Senning, Educational

branch manager, has been honored by be-

ing made a member of the Fire Prevention

Bureau of the Film Board of Trade of

Kansas City. . . . The 300 members of the

Co-operative Club who were guests of the

Orpheum theatre managed by Lawrence
Lehman, received a genuine and unexpected

treat. The third number on the program
proved to be an “act” by Harry Taylor,

manager of the Universal exchange, and a

member of the Co-operative Club. Harry

“got by” with it.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.—N. P. Lawrence qf

Tuckerman, Ark., has leased his theatre in

Swifton, Ark., to John Mosley, who will

start operating the house immediately. . . .

Jack Pickens of Harlingen, Tex., has pur-

chased new draperies and other equipment

for his Rialto theatre. . . . Lee A. Walker

of the new Le Roy at Lampasas and A. R .

Bender of the Olympic, Cleveland, Okla.,

are going to install cooling systems. . . .

Joe Echols of Brownsboro has ar-

ranged to open his new Palace soon.

He is having a special theatre building

constructed and is buying attractive

equipment. Bert E. Graetz reports he

has sold Echols a Universal complete

service contract. . . .

W. H. Goodwin of Tyler is opening the

Star, a new theatre for Negroes, at Jack-

sonville. . . . Jefferson Amusement Com-
pany of Beaumont is making

_

extensive

improvements on a number of its houses.

W. A. V. Mack, short features sales

manager of the Pathe home office, was a

recent visitor. . . . E. C. Robertson and

W. F. Sonneman of Fayetteville, Ark., have

dissolved partnership in Fayetteville Amuse-

ment Enterprises. Robertson owns the

Ozark and Sonneman the Victoiy. . . •

Word has been received of the death of

the son of Burt King, who manages the

Alcove and Crystal theatres at Stamford

for H. T. Hodge. The many friends of

Mr. King extend their sympathy ' I

.

Richardson, Jr., of the Princess theatre,

Olney, was a visitor at the Dallas market.

John Peyton, associated with theatre

supply houses in Oklahoma City, has a.

new son, John T„ Jr. . . F E. Sturgis

of Manitou, Okla., has sold his Electric

theatre to J. E. Bailey. H. O. Stark,

booker for Producers Distributing Cor-

poration of the Oklahoma City branch,

says he’s not teaching his seven pound girl

the Charleston yet.
. _. . Guy E. Jc a9e '

supervisor of accessories for the Dallas

district of Universal, just returned from

New Orleans, La., where he reorganized

the accessory department.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA .—David II. Bar-

rist and C. H. Goodivin, former owners of

the Ritz, who are also interested in a

motion picture theatre in. Schwenskville,

have returned from a brief vacation in

Miami. . . . Al Blofson, distributing man-

ager for Associated Exhibitors, has re-

turned from a short trip through the New
England states. . . . Harry T. Jordan, gen-

eral representative for the Keith interests
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“Sandy”
Fox took photos
in advance of

t li e principals

of the picture to

he made from
the Elenore Me-
herin story.
Madge Bellamy
posed as Sandy,
Leslie Fenton's
Douglas Keith,

Gloria Hope as

Judith; Harri-

son Ford as

Ramon, Bard -

son Bard a s

Murillo.

in Philadelphia, left for a month's vacation
in Palm Beach. . . .

The recent acquisition of the Amer-
ican Feature Film Exchange from Bob
Lynch by Sam Stiefel and Oscar Neu-
feld oi the De Luxe makes De Luxe
one of the two largest independent dis-
tributing organizations in the East. . . .

John Bethel, former manager of Amer-
ican Feature, has joined the sales force of
Associated Exhibitors here, while Bill Mat-
tison, who was also a member of the Amer-
ican sales force, has returned to Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

—

Steve Dorece
opened the Douglas at Racine January 30.

. . . IValter G. Blaney of the Midwest Dis-
tributing salesforce and /. B. De Lorenzo
were forced to lay over in Millston when
their machine became snowbound en route
to La Crosse. ... In another road mishap
was Charles Trampe, manager of the Mid-
west Distributing Corporation, who fol-

lowed the wrong rut and landed in a ditch
near Kilbourn. . . . Lyman Ballard, who
left to become manager of the Omaha
office, has returned to his old friends. He
entertained his chief, C. C. Wallis, manager
of the Chicago branch, and C. E. Smith,
general sales manager of the Midwest Di-
vision. . . . Sam Pylet, former manager of
the Hollywood, has announced that Shore-
wood will soon boast a new theatre. . . .

Joe Cullen, erstwhile manager of the Jack-
son and owner of The Lobby Display Com-
pany, will soon open the Studio, seating
capacity of which will be 600. . . . Recent
callers along Film Row include Saw The-
rion of the Bijou, Green Bay; Henry Gold-
man of the Colonial and Grand. Green
Kay; Harry Hatfield of the Strand, Green
Bay; Steve Dorece and Lends Rossa of
the Star and Douglas, Racine

;
George

Huebner of the Crystal and Grand at Ocon-
omowoc ; Benny Bennie of the Menominee,
Menominee. . . . Charles Bauman of the
Star at Oshkosh came in to make adjust-
ments for the loss of films during a fire

at his theatre. . . . L. H. Guhl, former
owner of the Pastime at Delavan, is trav-
eling for the Ludwig Film Exchange. . . .

Danny Ryan has left Celebrated Players
for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office. . . .

J. G. Frackman, manager of the Milwaukee
branch of Progress Pictures company took
to the road, leaving Charlie Koehler in

charge of the office. . . . Miss Barbara
Gardner, chief of the stenographic force
in the Progress office, has transferred to

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer branch offices.

. . . Pictures have been introduced at the

Empress, a stock-burlesque house.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Gratifying re-

ports were read recently at the first annual
meeting of the stockholders and directors

of the Tivoli theatre at Mishawaka. All

officers and directors were re-elected. Thev
are: William Mclnerny, president; O. J.

Lambiotte, managing secretary; William
Buckel, vice-president; Milo W. Stark,

treasurer; Walter Mclnerny and Duncan J

.

Campbell, directors. . . . No policy of the

theatre has been changed, but it was de-

cided that the present policy of motion
pictures and special musical and stage fea-

tures be carried further during the coming
year. Satisfaction was expressed over the

financial condition of the theatre and of the

Mishawaka Theatre Corporation, which
controls the theatre building.

Verne Porter in Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD.—Verne Hardin Porter, editor-

in-chief of Paramount productions, has arrived

here from the East with story material for the
inspection of Hector Turnbull and B. P. Schul-
berg, Paramount associate producers. He will

remain here several weeks.
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THE FILMMART
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

“Scarlet Letter” in Production

“The Scarlet Letter,” with Lillian Gish
as the heroine, has been put into produc-
tion under the direction of Victor Seastrom.

“Midshipman” Breaks All Records

It is announced that “The Midshipman,”
starring Ramon Novarro, broke all records

in Olympia, Wash., by playing to overflow
capacity in the Liberty and the Capitol on
the opening night.

“Dance Madness” Wins Praise

New York newspaper critics have highly

praised “Dance Madness,” with Claire

Windsor and Conrad Nagel, after its show-
ing in the Capitol, N. Y.

Lars Hansen to Play First American Role

Lars Hansen, famous Swedish actor, will

play his first American role in “The Scar-

let Letter.”

Greta Garbo to Have Title Role

Greta Garbo, Swedish actress, will play

the title role of “The Temptress,” which
will be directed by Mauritz Stiller.

Pro-Dis-Co

William Boyd in “Eve’s Leaves”

William Boyd has been signed to play
opposite Leatrice Joy in “Eve’s Leaves.”

“Prince of Pilsen” Completed

Filming work on “The Prince of Pilsen”
has been completed and the production is

in the editing stage of work. Paul Powell
directed.

Vera Reynolds to Be Featured

Vera Reynolds has been assigned the

feminine lead opposite H. B. Warner in

“Silence.”

“Red Dice” Editing Almost Finished

The editing of “Red Dice,” under the

direction of Tcanie MacPherson, is almost
finished. Rod La Rocque is the star of
the picture.

Gotham
“Hearts and Spangles” in Work
“Hearts and Spangles,” with Wanda

Wiley in the leading role, has gone into

production at the Metropolitan studio under
the direction of Frank O’Connor.

Campaign Sheet for “Forest Phantom”

Gotham is issuing a complete and prac-
tical campaign sheet as an exhibitor aid
in exploiting “The Phantom of the Forest.”
It is 12 by 18 inches and is in tabloid form.

Red Seal

Featurettes Rights Go to Pathe, Ltd.

Rights to Red Seal’s “The Silvery Art”
and “Flirting with Death” for the British
Isles have been acquired by Pathe, Ltd.
R. Reubensen, Red Seal’s London agent,
closed the deal.

Arrow
Arrow Bookings Heavy
Golden Distributing Corp., Boston, dis-

Los Angeles
First Runs

(Week Beginning January 23)

ALHAMBRA: “Soul Mates,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

BOULEVARD : “The Beautiful City,” First

National.

CRITERION : “Paint and Powder,” Chad-
wick.

FORUM : “Steel Preferred,” Pro-Dis-Co.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN: “The Big Parade,”
(twelfth week), Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

LOEWS: “Dance Madness,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

METROPOLITAN : “Mannequin,” Para-
mount.

MILLION DOLLAR: “The Merry Widow”
(closed Wednesday), Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. “Don Q” (opened Thursday),
United Artists.

RIALTO: “That Royle Girl” (second week).
Paramount.

UPTOWN : “Irish Luck,” Paramount.

tributing Arrow pictures in New England,
and De Luxe Film Company, distributing

Arrows in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and Delaware, report heavy
bookings.

Fox

“The World of Promise” Being Completed

“The World of Promise,” after a year
of intensive research and another year
of preparation and filming, is said to be
beginning to assume mammoth propor-
tions under the direction of John Ford.

“Sandy” In Production

Harry Beaumont, director, has started
the filming of “Sandy,” in which Madge
Bellamy plays the stellar role.

Mammoth Cast in “World of Promise”

]. Farrell MacDonald, Thomas Sant-
schi and Frank Campeau have title roles
in “The World of Promise,” while
George O’Brien, Olive Bordon, Lou Tel-
legen, Otis Harlan, Jav Hunt, Alec Fran-
cis, Walter Perry, Georgie Harris, Zasu
Pitts are also in the cast.

Novel Climax in “Dixie Merchant”

A trotting race with the use of gigs
as called for in the script, is featured in

“The Dixie Merchant,” directed by Frank
Borzage.

All-Star Cast in “Dixie Merchant”

Madge Bellamy and Jack Mulhall head
the all-star cast with J. Farrell MacDon-
old in the role of the Dixie Merchant.

Cosmopolitan

“Flaming Forest” Barker’s First

Reginald Barker, recently placed under
contract with M-G-M, will make “The
Flaming Forest” as his first picture in his
new connection.

Chadwick
“Chadwick Clarion” Out Feb. 15

The third issue of the “Chadwick Clar-
ion,” Chadwick’s semi-monthly newspaper
for exhibitors, will be out Feb. 15. The
paper is edited by Charles Reed Jones.

“Limited” Set for Release

February 15 has been announced as the
release date for the railroading melodrama
“The Transcontinental Limited.”

Pathe
Feb. 14 Releases Announced
A chapter of the Patheserial “Casey of

the Coast Guard,” “Gooseland,” “Buried
Treasure,” “Trimmed in Gold,” “Pay the
Cashier,” an issue of Pathe Review, “Hunt-
ing in 1950,” an issue of Topics of the
Day and two issues of Pathe News are the
short feature releases for the week of
February 14.

“The Frontier Trail” in Work
“The Frontier Trail,” starring Harry

Carey, has gone into work under the direc-
tion of Scott R. Dunlap.

Ralph Graves Making New Comedy
Ralph Graves has just started work on

an as yet untitled two-reel comedy. Thelma
Parr has the feminine lead.

All-Star Company Makes Comedy
Del Lord is directing Billy Bevan, Andy

Clyde, Vernon Dent and Madeline Hurlock
in a comedy of cannibal life. Release date
has not yet been announced.

New' “Smith Family” in Production

Raymond McKee and Ruth Hiatt are
making another “Smith Family” comedy
under the direction of Gilbert Pratt.

United Artists

Parker Goes to Boston for “Pirate”

Albert Parker, director of “The Black
Pirate,” has gone to Boston to superintend
the assembling of the picture, which is

being printed in technicolor.

Universal

“Poker Faces” Is Release Title

Harry Pollard's latest production will be
released under the title “Poker Faces.” The
title was changed to “Beware of Blondes,”
but a change back to the original title was
made.

Denny Picture Held Over

Reginald Denny’s “California Straight
Ahead” was held over for a second week
following its initial showing at the Colony
theatre, New York City.

Virginia Corbin in Feminine Lead Role

Virginia Lee Corbin has been signed to

play the feminine lead opposite Edward
Bverett Horton in “The Whole Town’s
Talking,” which Edward Laemmle will

direct.

June Marlowe Signs Contract

June Marlowe, 1925 Wampas Baby star,

has just signed a five-year contract to ap-
pear in Universal pictures. She is to play
the feminine lead in “The Old Soak.”
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Richard Wallace directed Clyde Cook
in “What’s the World Coming To?”
This is a two-reel picture from the
Hal Roach studios. Katherine Grant
is the manly wife.

Fred Humes Making “Prowlers

”

Fred Humes is at work in a Western
production titled “Prowlers of the Night.”
Barbara Kent plays opposite Humes. Ernst
Laemmle is directing.

Paramount
William Beaudine to Direct MacLean
William Beaudine will direct Douglas

MacLean in the forthcoming picture,

“That’s My Baby.”

Frank Tuttle to Direct “American Girl”

Frank Tuttle has been chosen to direct

Florenz Ziegfeld’s “Glorifying the Amer-
ican Girl,” and Gregory La Cava will direct

Richard Dix in “Romance a la Carte”
(temporary title).

“Irene” Being Heavily Booked
Among the bookings pouring in for

“Irene,” starring Colleen Moore, which is

to be released February 21, the following
have been made : Strand, N. Y.

;
Metro-

politan, Boston; Million Dollar, Los An-
geles ; Circle, Indianapolis

;
State, Minne-

apolis, Capitol, St. Paul, and Garrick,
Duluth.

Title for Griffith Film Changed

Bryant Washburn is to have an impor-
tant role in Raymond Griffith’s production,
the title of which has been changed from
“Fresh Paint” to “Wet Paint.”

Roberts Completes First Appearance

Theodore Roberts has just completed his

first appearance before the camera in two
years in “The Cat’s Pajamas.”

Georgia Hale Assigned Feminine Lead

Georgia Hale has been selected to play
the leading feminine role in “The Rain-
maker,” which will be directed by Clarence
Badger.

First National
Corinne in “Into Her Kingdom”
“Into Her Kingdom” is to be Corinne

Griffith’s next starring vehicle.

Test Shavings for Langdon Picture

Harry Langdon’s picture entitled,

“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,” will be given

test showings in key cities before the sales

department decides on a definite selling

plan.

February Releases Announced

“Rainbow Riley,” which was released
February 7th, is to be followed by “The
Far Cry,” February 14; “Irene,” February
21, and “The Dancer of Paris,” February
28th.

“Kid Gloves” for Johnny Hines

C. C. Burr announces he has purchased
the rights to a story entitled “Kid Gloves”
for Johnny Hines.

Warner Brothers

“Sea Beast” Opens in Chicago

‘The Sea Beast” starring John Barry-
more, opened at Warner’s Orpheum, Chi-

cago, February 12. The picture has been
booked for the Seattle Metropolitan and
the Los Angeles Figueroa.

Irene Rich Preparing for “Silken Shackles”

Irene Rich is making preparations for

the filming of “Silken Shackles,” her next
starring vehicle. Huntly Gordon will have
the masculine lead and Walter Morosco
will direct.

Two Put in Work

“Hell Bent for Heaven” and “The Hero
of the Big Snows” have just gone into

production. J. Stuart Blackton is direct-

ing the first and Herman Raymaker the

second.

Three February Releases Carded

“The Night Cry,” “The Man Upstairs”

and “The Cave Man” have been announced
as February releases.

Matt Moore Lent

Matt Moore has been lent to Fox Film
Corp. to appear in a production that will

be directed by Frank Borzage.

Educational

“Whoa Emma” Announced

“Whoa Emma,” starring a horse, and
“Run Tin Can,” featuring a police dog, are

now in production.

Donna Barrels, Scenarist, Signed

“Home Cured,” to be produced under the

direction of William Goodrich, is Donna
Barrels’ first scenario since joining the

staff.

Chinese “Actor” in Felix Pictures

Ng Ka Py, a new Chinese dragon-actor,

has been added to the cast of “Felix in

Blunderland.”

Center, William Boyd, co-star with Yera
Reynolds in Pro-Dis-Co’s “Steel Preferred.”

“The Great Love,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer production featuring Norma,
a huge elephant, was written and
directed by Marshall Neilan. Viola
Dana and Robert Agnew play the
leading roles.

Lane Plays Three Roles In One

Lupino Lane portrays the characters of
a grandfather, his son and grandson, in

“Time Flies,” his latest comedy.

“Wireless Lizzie” for Hiers

Walter Hiers, Duane Thompson, Jack
Duffy, Bill Irving, and Lincoln Plumer are
cast in “Wireless Lizzie,” new Walter Hiers
Comedy.

F. B. O.

Two Begun, Four to Start

Scenes for “Hands Across the Border”
and “The Non-Stop Flight” are now being
shot, while “The Isle of Retribution,” “A
Poor Girl’s Romance,” “Secret Orders,”
and “The Arizona Streak” are scheduled
for future production.

“Fraternity Mixrup” Underway

“A Fraternity Mix-Up” is being directed

by Percy Pembroke, and the cast consists

of : Alice Ardell, Gale Henry, Ella McKen-
zie, Joe Bonner, Will Hayes, Yvonne
Howell, Eddie Harris, A1 Ford and Jack
Goodrich.

“Bom to Battle” Completed

Tom Tyler has completed “Born to Bat-
tle” under the direction of Bob De Lacey.

Thompson Super-Production Named

“Hands Across the Border” will be the

second super-production of Fred Thomson.

Hawks Doing “Her Honor”

The continuity for “Her Honor The
Governor” is being undertaken under the

supervision of J. G. Hawks, scenario

editor.
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Putting Over Warner Brothers’ “The Sea Beast”
These pictures show how Warner Brothers exploited “The Sea Beast,” starring John Barrymore, in New York.

“The Sea Beast” also opened in Chicago February 12. A billboard campaign started two weeks before the New
York premiere at Warners theatre. A special invitation was forwarded to 11,000 names in the Social Register

and Blue Book. A circular was distributed at the John Wanamaker store in connection with its “Moby Dick
Week.” Thomas Cook & Son had a special window display. Grosset & Dunlap, publishers, distributed 5,000

folders. Theatre and hotel ticket agencies were provided with old shop models and Barrymore portraits. Fifty

retired jack tars were guests at a special party at the Wanamaker auditorium. An exhibit was staged at the

58th street library branch.

JOHN

Warner theatre window display. Electric sign at Warner theatre.

A corner of the Warner theatre. Oldtime whalers at John Wanamaker exhibit.

Thomas Cook & Son display.A John Wanamaker window display.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Suggestion Approved
FOX LAKE, ILL.—To the Editor: En-

closed find a report on three features and
one comedy. I have used the column to
very good advantage but have never con-
tributed any information so here goes:
Am rather late on some productions at

this time of the year, on account of this

being a summer resort town, but can
send in some first hand reports on my
Summer shows. I would suggest you
add a page on dates of issue of produc-
tions of at least a year old as it would
help some of us who want to know these
facts.

This picture game is a side issue with
me and I do not keep up on old release
dates, so sometimes get hooked for old
stuff. This is a suggestion only, and
you may take it as such, but I think there
are others in the same position as I am
who would appreciate such service.
Wishing you the best of success.—E. G.

Wean, Fox Lake, 111.

See “The Theatre” Department

BELLE PLAINE, IOWA.—To the Edi-
tor: “The Lost World” playing at one
theatres in Nebraska City, Neb., sometime
ago prompted Mr. J. S. Sweet, editor of
the Nebraska Daily News-Press to include
the enclosed clipping in his Town Crier
column, and as it is so original I am pass-
ing it on to you to use as you see fit.—W.
W. Booth, Strand and Rivola theatres,

Belle Plaine, Iowa.

Special to Jackie, Max, M-G-M, Et A1
KING CITY, CAL.—To the Editor:

Just dropping you a line to let other ex-
hibitors know what I think in regard to

a certain type of pictures. I operate a
450 seat house in a small town and after
playing all types of pictures would like

to express my views.
Jackie Coogan in “Old Clothes”

pleased my patrons more than any
picture I have played in the past two
months. My patrons and I think most
all picture goers would like to see Coo-
gan and Max Davidson, as Ginsberg and
Kelly, continue on their partnership and
help another couple or two get ac-

quainted and maybe get married. I

would like to say that this Coogan pic-

ture, “Old Clothes,” becomes nearer
pleasing the average American crowd
than nine-tenths of the so-called big spe-
cials.

If the firm of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
want my signature on next year’s con-
tract in a hurry, all they have to do is to

include plenty of Coogan pictures. Any-
body playing “Old Clothes” should let

the people know they are going to get
en evening’s entertainment that is good,
clean wholesome amusement.—L eslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.

Bill Brenner—You Mustn’t Read This

UNION CITY, IND.—To the Editor:
It has been a long time since I wrote to

the FIerald, but I have been reading it just

the same, and it is sure amusing to read
some of the reports. I have read “Sally
of the Sawdust” reported as bad, no good.
I consider it one of the greatest entertain-

ment pictures I ever saw. Business bad,

weather bad, but picture good. And “Beg-

Aileen Pringle and Edmund Lowe have
the leads in Elinor Glyn’s “Soul
Mates,” directed by Jack Conway
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

gar on Horseback”—Oh my, what a razzing
it got. I have read reports on lots of pic-

tures that could not hold a candle to “Beg-
gar on Horseback” that reported them
good, with a boost clause to them. En-
closed find clipping of “Beggar on Horse-
back” from Daily Times, from my regular
program, as I list my program in the
Times all the time. The clipping will

explain itself, and it went over as good,
and pleased as well, as most pictures of
same rental. Averages up to “A Kiss for
Cinderella,” which proved extra good.
Since opening the Miami I show West-

erns and serials at the Victory. I have
run “The Circus Mystery” which is good,
“The Riddle Rider,” good, “The Iron
Man,” fair, “Wolves of the North,” fair,

Perils of the Wild,” extra good, and
“The Scarlet Streak,” fair, “Ace of
Spades,” fair. Universal two-reel West-
erns average good. “The Calgary
Stampede” the best entertaining West-
ern I ever showed in either house. One
in a thousand.

LTniversal Complete Service Contract is

a good buy. I show First National,
Paramount, United Artists and most
Universal Jewels at the Miami. First

National I consider by far the best pic-

tures on the market. Broke all house
records with “The Ten Commandments,”
and “The Lost World” a close second.
“The Gold Rush” was a flivver in ac-

tion, a Packard in price. “Classified”
and “The Dark Angel” are the best
medium priced pictures of the year.

Corinne Griffith’s “Infatuation” was bad,
after showing “Classified.” Had it been
made first, it might have been better.

“Little Annie Rooney” was extra good
as a picture, not extra at the box office.

“Don Q” good, fair at the box office.

Both these shown last August and Sep-
tember in hot weather. Might have been

better later. This probably won’t inter-
est many, so I will chop it off.

As an after thought, I have often
thought that a good report from some
people was influenced in some way, and
my suspicion was proven when I stepped
into the Cozy at Winchester and found
some of the stars are getting real
chummy with my friend Bill Brenner,
as he was displaying photographs and
boxes of handkerchiefs from some of the
real peaches of the screen. Now I am
exposing this little secret (taking a
chance that Bill will not see it), so if

you see some of his flowery reports on
some of the beauts just check it down
that he is getting another—well, maybe
I’d better stop here—as Bill’s reports
as a rule are bona fide reports; just an
occasional little flowery report once in
a while, probably when he is looking at
one of these photographs. I wonder if

a lot of others are not playing the same
game. I am inclined to believe so, but I

caught Bill with the goods. Will call
again some other time—R. S. Wenger,
Miami and Victory theatres, Union City,
Ind.

Seconds “No Split” Suggestion
CRANDON, WIS.—To the Editor:

Just read the interesting letter from Mr.
C. A. Spainhour in regard to playing pic-
tures on a “split.’’ I agree with all that
he has to say and if you start a “No-Split”
Club I want to be a charter member, for
I have never run a plit picture for anyone
and, what is more, I never intend to,

either. Therefore, I feel that I am en-
titled to a front seat. If the exhibitors
would just refuse to enter into such a con-
tract they would soon stop this practice
and it is getting now so they try to demand
a “split” on every worth-while picture they
produce. Let’s hear from the rest of you
fellows.

I have just spent half an hour looking
up a feature to find out something about
its length and have finally ended up by
writing a letter to Milwaukee to try and
learn how long or short the thing is. Seems
to me that the press sheet could well con-
tain this information and drop out a lot

of usefull stuff that they are all full of,

and which is of no value to anyone. True,
a press sheet now and then does have this

information, but for the most part it seems
that they try to hide this information,
which I feel is very imoprtant when mak-
ing up a program.—H. D. McChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.

Why Not Make It a Habit?

SOUTH HIBBING, MINN.—To the
Editor : Am sending you a report on a

Universal film, “The Phantom of the

Opera.” Kindly publish in your next is-

sue.

Boys, if you want to make enough money
to carry you over the winter, book “The
Phantom of the Opera” with Lon Chaney.
We booked it five days and had to hold
over two more days. The greatest box
office attraction ever held in the city of
Hibbing. Sell out every night. Population
17,000, seating capacity 424, weather good,
print good. G. J. Edelstein, Garden Thea-
tre Company, South Hibbing, Minn.

Same to You
ATLANTIC, MASS.—To the Editor:

Enclosed are reports on pictures I have
played during the past few months. I have
given each report individual attention.

My best wishes to your publication for

its continued success.

—

Nyman Kessler,
Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.

Writer Signed by Metro
NEW YORK.—George Ridgewell, fiction writer,

has been signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to

work on the adaptation of novels, write continui-

ties and act in an editorial capacity.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
HIS BUDDY’S WIFE: Glenn Hunter—Very

good picture. Will please 80 per cent of audi-

ences. Six reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

PRICE OF A PARTY : Special cast—Just a

picture and will draw just ordinary business and
please about the same. Six reels.—Ray W. Mus-
selman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General

patronage.

NEVER WEAKEN: Harold Lloyd—Just fair,

and it is very old. Three reels.—A. O. Lambert,

Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.—General

patronage.

Columbia
STEPPING OUT: Special cast—Very good pic-

ture but did not draw. No handicap. Print good.

Six reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo, III.

—

General patronage.

SAVED BY RADIO : Mary Carr—No excuse

for producing this one as far as I can see. Six

reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins

Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

F. B. O.
LADY ROBINHOOD: Evelyn Brent—Just like

any other Evelyn Brent. First class entertain-

ment.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111 .—Small town patronage.

PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge—Talmadge
a real bet in a great picture. Boys, if you don’t

buy F. B. O. product you had better get busy.

All good. Five reels.—H. W. Perry. Ogden thea-

tre, Ogden, Utah.—Railroad patronage.

RIDING STREAK: Bob Custer—A real West-
ern. What the western fans expect. Not a lot

of mush like Fox has been trying to put Mix
into lately.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Van-
dergrift. Pa.—General patronage.

MAN OF NERVE: Bob Custer—This one of

the poorest offerings of Custer’s. There is noth-

ing to it. Five reels:—F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Dorothy Devore—
This was the best that has been played here of

this type and it left a strong impression on all.

Rating 95 per cent, films good, copyright 1925.

Played Saturday. Sunday, no. Seven reels.—J.

W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE HUMAN TORNADO: Yakima Canutt—
This fellow Canutt may be a good rider, but
actor, no. This is a mighty good picture to not

buy. Five reels.—F. J. O'Hara, Community thea-

tre, Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

SPEED WILD: Lefty Flynn—Some thriller for

Saturday night. Our patrons like Flynn better all

the time. Five reels.—Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox,
Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE LAST EDITION : Ralph Lewis—Business
good two nights. Everyone pleased. We think
as good as "The Third Alarm.” Eight reels.

—

Hewitt and De Vault, American theatre, Seattle,
Wash.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—Films
good, copyright 1925. Type Western. Played Sat-
urday. Sunday, yes. Rate 90 per cent. This is

a humdinger. It’s like a hurricane. Let’s try
it, and you’ll find out the same. Five reels.—J.

Special to

Contributors

Week before last you sent 456 re-

ports to this department, raising that

mark last week to 491, the highest
figure reached since the issue of

January 16, which contained 513 re-

ports. Reports in this issue have not
been counted at the time this is

written, hut they look like more.

At this rate there can be no ques-

tion that the Spring “Box Office

Record” will surpass all previous
issues.—W. R. W.

W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—Just like all

the rest of Bob’s pictures. Each one of them a

money-maker, and they all please all classes.

Five reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

HEADS UP: Lefty Flynn—A delightfully funny
stunt comedy, burlesquing the Central American
Revolution stuff. Pleased.—C. A. Miller, Strand
theatre, Alma. Mich.—Small town patronage.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY: Evelyn Brent—A good
melodrama to good business. Six reels.—Rae Pea-
cock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
Had good comments on this picture. Business
poor, sub-zero weather.—J. Winninger, Palace the-

atre, Waupaca. Wis.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
An excellent adaptation of Gene-Stratton Porter’s

new novel. An interesting story beautifully pic-

tured, and the little scout and her gang furnish

the comedy.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME: Lefty Flynn—Plenty
of action in this, Fellows, which includes a big
prize fight. Seemed to please ’em all. Six reels.

—

D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.

—

General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—If you want a picture with a bang get the
Thomson features from F. B. O. I find most of

Special to

Evelyn Brent
THE BROADWAY LADY: (F.

B. O.) Evelyn Brent—The finest she
has ever made, and that is sure say-

ing something. Evelyn Brent is the
only star that I have run (lady star)

that has pleased all the time. The
best lady star in the game, and surely
the best drawing card. Men, you are
taking no chances when you play
Evelyn Brent. Six reels.—CHAS. E.
LAWRE NCE, Star theatre, Tucker-
man, Ark.

the F. B. O. pictures O. K. Six reels.—Hewitt
and De Vault, American theatre, Seattle, Wash.

—

General paronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—Played this New Year’s. Ran it just one day
and am sorry I didn’t play it longer. Silver King
is the best horse I’ve seen act. Pleased the

largest crowd I’ve ever had. Hope Fred and Silver

King make some more like this. Six reels.

—

Peter Bifarella, Family theatre, Attica, N. Y.

—

General paronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—A good picture that enabled me to break even

against bad weather and a stock company at the

opera house. Thanks Fred. Six reels.—Ernest

Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt—This is

one of his good ones and, while it is not crammed
with action, it has enough to please the western

fans. It has a good story and beautiful scenery.

Five reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt—The mo-
ment I put out in advance in my lobby racks (I

keep two weeks’ plays always in display) the

11x14 pictures of this Western I knew that there

would be a crowd. Good paper showing action

always draws for me (other things being equal)

and F. B. O. as a general rule equals Vitagraph
in its reliability to show the high spots of its

productions. This play pleased. Five reels.—

-

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt—This was
a good Western picture. But Yakima could have
done more riding. Five reels.—Howard Nelson,

Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patron-

age.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
From the comments we had on this picture you

would imagine that we had put on a big Western
special costing about 50 or 75 dollars. Patrons

remarked it was the best Thomson picture yet.

The will bull scenes were good and, believe it or

not, if Fred Thomson keeps coming with pictures

like this he is going to be a real friend of the

exhibitor. Six reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace

theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Special cast—As
ususal, this was a good Thomson picture and
Silver King plays his part very well and does

many clever tricks. If you are not playing this

star’s pictures you are surely missing a real bet.

His pictures are nearly all good, with hardly a

weak one. Catherine Bennett has the leading

feminine role in this picture. Six reels.—W. T.

Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—Received a poor
print on this one. Not up to some of his pic-

tures, but a fair picture if it had been all there.

Seven reels.—Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre,

Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
I think that this is in a class by itself as a ser-

mon and also as a picture. It will get plenty of

business and will more than satisfy. Had a lot

of good comments. Eight reels.—Ray W. Mussel-
man, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General
patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr-
Very good picture and had many favorable com-
ments, but business was below average. Seven
reels.—Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.
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RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—All the

Thomsons have been good and this one is as good
as any. Six reels.—W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre,

Bloomer, Wis.—Small town patronage.

FORBIDDEN CARGO : Evelyn Brent—Good
crook drama. My patrons seem to like this star

quite well. Print No. 1. Five reels.—P. G. Held,

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—It’s a

good action picture. Lots of impossible stuff.

Why not give him a good story ? Horse fine.

Five reels.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monti-
cello, Wis.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—West-
ern picture very well liked here.—Mrs. F. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—Splen-
did ; good : fine ; great and so on. Everybody
pleased, including myself, for we had a full

house once more. Silver King walked off with all

the laurels. He does everything but talk. Any
exhibitor passing up these Thomson’s is surely

letting a good thing get by him. Five reels.—
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

—

General patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO : Fred Thomson-
Very good, just as all of Thomson’s pictures. It

is a pleasure to play a Thomson picture. They
please the patrons and make a little money for
the exhibitor. More success to Thomson and Silver

King, his wonderful horse. Print good. Five
reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—General patronage.

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent—A good
picture of its kind. Crook story. Fair business.

Six reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

FORBIDDEN CARGO: Evelyn Brent— Good
crook story. Evelyn Brent always good. Six
reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

WILDCAT JORDAN: Richard Talmadge—Oh
Boy, Talmadge is there and over. Talmadge
should make more pictures than he does. Five
reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
Va.—General patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER: Richard Tal-
madge—This is not a Talmadge vehicle, as there
isn’t enough action for him. My patrons came
to see him in something with pep and action in
it, but not this class of story. Richard, show us
something along the lines of your former pic-
tures. Four reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

IN FAST COMPANY: Richard Talmadge—
Very good of its kind. Business good. Six reels.

—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST: Special cast—Fine show for everybody. F. B. O. are nice
people to do business with. Seven reels.—H. L.
Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello, Wis.—General
patronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson—The
first Thomson ever played here and it made a hit.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

ISLE OF HOPE, THE CLOUD RIDER, HEADS
UP, THE BROADWAY LADY, THE MYSTERI-
OUS STRANGER, KEEPER OF THE BEES, AD-
VENTURES OF MAIZIE, WYOMING WILDCAT:
All mighty good. Just what F. B. O. says they
are. Good pictures well diversified and priced so
that a fellow can make a few dollars. That is all

I ask.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vander-
grift, Pa.—General patronage.

First National
BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES: Ben Lyon—

Did fine at the box office. The star puts it over.
Lots of impossible stuff. Prints new. Seven
reels.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello,
Wis.—General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone—Very good
picture. Good acting, also good story. Seven
reels.—Geo. Geithman, Lyric theatre, Genoa, 111.

General patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Special cast—A really

fine picture for old and young. Print new. First

National has the best average pictures. Eight
reels.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello,
Wis.—General pati nage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—I class this

as a very good picture of the Alaskan gold rush ;

although I would not attempt to compare it with

the original “Spoilers,” which was the greatest

of all Alaskan stories. Ben Lyon and Victor

Special to

Dick Talmadge
THE PRINCE OF PEP: (F. B. O.)

Richard Talmadge—My favorite star

in one of his finest pictures. This one
is chock full of action. This good
looking Talmadge boy tries to see

just how much he can put into his

pictures, I think. The only thing I

regret is that he does not make more
than he does. I don’t get to show
him as often as I would like. Hurry
up with your next one, Dick. Five
reels.—CHAS. E. LAWRENCE, Star

theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.

McLaglen carried off the honors, while Anna Q.

Nilsson and Viola Dana were very good in the

supporting cast. This was enjoyed by those who
saw it. Business below normal owing to extreme

cold weather, it being only 27 below zero here.

—

J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Special cast—Good
picture but not worth more than a program pic-

ture. Eight reels.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen theatre,

Monticello, Wis.—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Special cast

—The perfect flop. First time this year I’ve used

the cellar. Walkouts galore.—R. B. Maxwell,

Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CLASSIFIED, CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE,
SCARLET WEST, WHAT FOOLS MEN—Fair to

good productions. Gave general satisfaction,

which is more than you can say about some
others. Better than average.—Frank G. Kresler,

Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

JOANNA: Special cast—Good picture. Print

new. Eight reels.-—H. L. Karlen, Karlen theatre,

Monticello, Wis.—General patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Special cast—

A

real high class picture. One that has the needed

punch. Everyone enjoyed it and many good com-

ments. Entertainment plus. Seven reels.—Frank
G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.

—

General patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Special cast—Rather good
picture, especially for the women. Failed to draw
average business, but pleased majority who s

it.—I. A. MeCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett,

Ark.—General patronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—

Leaves a very bad taste, as there was more drink-

ing and carousing around in this picture than any
we have had in a long time. Corinne is a strong

favorite here but pictures like this will hurt, even

though she was surely fine in her part. Eigh
reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—I received

this film a day late, which hurt business, result

being only a small crowd out to see it on second

night. The picture is very good, however, one

of the finest Norma has played in. Eugene
O’Brien splendid in support of the star. The
circuit and percentage pictures are the bunk from
a financial standpoint.—J. Z. Zimmerman, Rex
theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—A very fine

picture but did not draw so well. Those that

came were well pleased. One I enjoyed. Seven

reels.-—Frank G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kent-

land, Ind.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Best Tal-

madge in two years from box office angle. Not
as good a picture though, as “Secrets,” though I

lost money on “Secrets.”—C. R. McHenry, Rose-

win theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—A very beau-

tiful picture, but don’t stress the story in your

exploitation, as it has been greatly changed. Why,
I cannot understand, for the book is by far the

better story, and the stage version followed this

book exactly. Ten reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Col-

leen again proved herself the greatest woman
drawing star. We have hit the bell again with

the people as usual. A dandy good piece of en-

tertainment for everybody. We put on our first

prologue attempt with this to great result. I
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am giving details in full in a longer report on the
show. More power to Colleen (no joke) she’s a
dandy. John McCormick is a good business man
and a good picker. Seven reels. Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.—(NOTE. Mr. Reeve’s pmlogue report is

published in the “Presentation Acts” department
of this issue.)

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Very
ordinary program, exceptionally good for small
towns. This star is very popular. Seven reels.—
Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg,
la.—General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—

Something- different for Milton Sills and it is that
type of story that will no doubt win new friends

for Sills. Dorothy Mackaill fits in fine and plays

a very good part. It has box office value, owing
to Sills’ name, and will do good business wherever
shown. Eight reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy thea-

tre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills-
Very good program picture. Boost this one. Sills

is always a good drawing card here. Seven reels.

Geo. Geithman, Lyric theatre, Genoa, 111.—General
patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—Could not see anything wrong with this

picture. My patrons liked this better than any
of Talmadge pictures. Seven reels.—Geo. Geith-

man, Lyric theatre, Genoa, III.—General patron-

age.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—I should have reported on this sooner.

Gave very good satisfaction. Pleased all classes

and one of this star’s best offerings. If you have
not run it, get it, for it’s entertainment plus.

Seven reels.—Frank G. Kresler, Kentland theatre,

Kentland, Ind.—General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—Barthel-

mess is always a good card here. “Shore Leave”
better than “Classmates.” Everybody pleased.

Eight reels.—Hewitt and De Vault, American thea-

tre, Seattle, Wash.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—One of the

best pictures made in 1925. It has everything
from an entertainment standpoint and that is

what we want. Colman and Banky very good.

Give us more just as good. Eight reels.—Frank
F. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Another
special that they asked a special price upon and,

while it would have been a crackerjack picture,

the sequences were too long in happening. An-
other case of two less reels and it would have
been a picture. As it was, it tired the audience
out. They were all on their feet leaving five

minutes before it finished. Seven reels in a fea-

ture picture, unless it is a super, is enough,
plenty !—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Colum-
bia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—This

is a very good picture. Pleased about all of my
patrons and drew fair business. Shipwreck very

good. Eight reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,

Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET: Special east—
Just fair. If you have not bought it you will not

miss anything.—W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre.

Bloomer, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SUNDOWN : Special cast—Not the big special

it is sold for. Business second night very poor.

Pay regular program price only. We paid more
and lost money.—W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre,

Bloomer, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—A wonderful pic-

ture that fell down at the box office. Never again

will we pay a big price for a Talmadge.—W. L.

Crone, Ideal theatre, Bloomer, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

IN HOLLYWOOD WITH POTASH AND
PERLMUTTER: Special cast—A high class com-
edy that pleased all. Even better than the first

one with same characters. It did extra business

for us. Six reels.—W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre.

Bloomer, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special east—I would

rank this as a very good novelty picture and
that’s all. Too improbable to believe, was the

opinion of my patrons and generally disliked by

the majority of those who saw it. Mechanical

movement of animals very evident, which brought

chuckles from those who understood motion pic-

tures. Business poor at 35 cents admission.—J. A.

Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General

patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—A great pic-

ture. Different from anything I have ever run.

You can't go wrong booking this. It’s a money
getter.—Tom Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.

—

General patronage.
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THOSE WHO DANCE: Blanche Sweet—Should
be run in all houses especially small town thea-

tres. It carries a lesson that will do your theatre

good. Invite all the ministers, as they will like

it.—W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

THOSE WHO DANCE: Special cast—Very good
picture of its kind. The title speaks for itself.

Those who dance must pay.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis,
Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS: Corinne Griffith—Did
not get film rental first night and fell off worse
next night. Bad weather. Net loss $103.00. No
drawing power.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE GOLDFISH : Constance Talmadge—Had
several good comments on this. Zasu Pitts helps

put the comedy scenes over in great style. Seven
jeels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky.—General patronage.

A MADONNA OF THE STREETS: Nazimova—
A good picture spoiled by unnecessary nude spots.

Naked women are not helping the picture business

in small towns but will kill it.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

MY SON : Nazimova—Here is a picture that

pleased my crowd. It has a good bit of comedy,
and more pathos, but is an excellently balanced
feature and will stand heavy exploiting and a
slight increase at the door. We consider it A-l,

but why people get enthused over Nazimova is

beyond me. I cannot. Fine actress, yes ; good
looking, in some ways, yes ; others, not. Seven
reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

WANDERING DAUGHTERS: Special cast—
Good print, ordinary story, plenty of this jazz

stuff, result no money. Paper good, service from
Washington good. Still no money. Looks to my
lookers like they don’t care for this so-called

modern day applesauce. Six or seven reels.—O. R.

Oates, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—Small
town patronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
—A very good Constance Talmadge picture, but
weak at the box office for us. Seven reels.—M. G.

Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

FLOWING GOLD: Special cast—Good picture

of oil fields of the South West. Good fire scene.

Eight reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre.

Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

CHICKIE: Dorothy Mackaill—Actually a draw-
ing card for us. In bad weather with roads al-

most impassable we had an unusually good crowd.
Very well liked, too. Eight reels.—Horn & Mor-
gan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb —Small town
patronage.

Fox
GREATER THAN A CROWN: Edmund Lowe

—Have never gotten a bad one from him yet.

This is a real clever picture and will hold your
interest from start to finish. A good deal of

comedy furnished by the guy with the derby.
Five reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,
Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—
Here is a picture that certainly may not be all

that it should be, but it pleased. The crowd ate
it up. It is jammed full of comedy situations
and a few thrills. It just missed the hall of
fame, so far as being a big show. Six reels.

—

Faithfully Portray Full NegativeValues

Special to

T. O. Service

WINDS OF CHANCE: (First Na-
tional) special cast—A real honest to

goodness special. T. O. Service said

it right in the HERALD of January
23,—a great one without question. A
credit to Frank Lloyd and superla-

tively acted by the best all around
cast in many a day. Rain, mud, and
then six inches of snow, knocked us

out completely, but picture is , there
and over. I was more sorry that but
a few could enjoy it than I was at the

financial loss. Ten reels.—HENRY
REEVE, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville, Kan.
—General patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Special cast—Good,
clean program. Plenty of comedy. Not a spe-

cial. Worth running. Don’t pay too much.—

-

Geo. Herber, Opera House, Apache, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE WHEEL: Harrison Ford—Very good pic-

ture.—F. H. Sumner, Paramount theatre, Kok-
omo, Ind.—General patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Special cast—Fine dope
here. We play a Fox comedy with Kathryn
Perry, and when the much advertised feature

starts same Kathryn Perry takes the lead. Some
jump from a comedy to a super-special. Wonder
how many stars do this. Fox sure has the
dope to string exhibitors with. Wonder how
many bit.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre,

Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Special cast—just an-
other picture to show. No pep. If you have
it bought run it, otherwise lay off.—Geo. Herber.
Opera House, Apache, Okla.—General patronage.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—Good pic-

ture, but not a Western and may not please

where they want shoot-’em-up stuff.—J. J. Hoff-
man, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THANK YOU: Special cast—A right good

program picture. Not the special they would
make you believe it was. Did not have any
kicks, nor no compliments. A fair offering if

you can buy it right. I did not. Seven reels.

—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THANK YOU : Special cast—Just another pro-
gram picture. That’s all. But Mr. Fox again
sells ’em as specials. Pulled after one day.

—

F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.

—

General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—The
first reel is slow, but after that—Oh boy 1 It

comes to life. Although a complete failure at

the box office, this one is second to none for
amusement, entertainment and comedy. The coon
is the principal part of the show. Anybody that
doesn’t laugh at this one should consult a doc-
tor, for there sure is something wrong with
them. Seven reels.—Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic
theatre. Forks, Wash.—Small town patronage.

EVERYMAN’S WIFE: Special cast—Picture
terrible. Too much cannot be said about this.

Pay for it and forget it.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic
theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—This is

the finest picture of its kind that I have ever
seen. Not a draggy moment in it. Everything
about this picture is wonderful. The acting of
O’Brien is great, as well as the three musketeers.
I did not make any money on this picture due
to a general drop in business. If you can buy it

right, play it. Ten reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence,
Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

Whether you cater

to kids or to

grown-ups

Cracker Jack
Gets the Crowd

We furnish slide FREE and co-

operate on a Cracker Jack show
that will interest you.

Will turn your “dull- season” into

a series of capacity shows.

Write or wire

The Cracker Jack Co.
530 So. Peoria S;reet

Chicago, 111.

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

It’s little to ask for, but it’s the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians

to help put the picture over. P

TRA ILERS SELL SFATCil
I0NAL SCREEN sSERVICE

YOUR MOST EFFECTIVE SALESMAN
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THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Fine. This
is the biggest picture of Pioneer Days of them
all. Will not do near the business "The Covered
Wagon" did, but really a bigger picture. Ten
reels.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen theatre, Monticello,

Wis.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—A wonder-
ful picture. Big, strong, different. Takes lo.s

of advertising to get them in but pleases when
they come.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

LIGHTNIN’: Jay Hunt—This is a dandy pic-

ture. Not a big special but will please all

classes. We did not have a complaint. Pleased

at regular admission prices. Paper on this is

very good. Six reels.—W. L. Crone, Ideal thea-

tre, Bloomer, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Special cast—Fair
program. Too long. Some comedy. Some good
action. Will do for Saturday. Be careful wnat
you pay for it. Not a special.—Geo. Herber,
Opera House, Apache, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.
LAZY BONES: Buck Jones—Buck Jones

finally has a chance to show that he can really

act and does a first class job of it. By far

the best Buck Jones picture ever made. Eight
reels.—R. B. Maxwell. Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111.—Small town patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—Just a
little better than the ordinary Western and a
somewhat different role for the star. Good print
from Washington. Business good. Five reels.

—

O. R. Oates, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.
—Small town patronage.

LIGHTNIN’: Jay Hunt—Good enough for any
house. Acting splendid and Jay Hunt wonder-
ful, but did not draw as much as it should by
many dollars.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin thea-
tre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

EAST LYNNE: Special cast—Very finely

staged. Seemed to please the majority. Much
too long, which made the picture draggy. Drew
nice business among the old timers, but the
young folks can’t see this kind of picture. But
what we lost in young people we more than
made up in others, so we can’t complain. Nine
reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Bellevi.le,

Kan.—General patronage.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast
—A mighty good picture. A true-to-life story of
the telephone girl. Some action and thrilling

scenes in this one. Six reels.—Chas. E. Law-
rence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General
patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Kenneth Harlan-
Excellent picture that deserved much better
houses than we were able to give. Good cast,

well connected story. Should do for any house.
—F. H. Sumner, Grand theatre, Kokomo, Ind.

—

General patronage.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones—One of
Buck’s best. This is a real Western that will

please all your fans. Buck gets better all the
time. Five reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star thea-
tre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—I think that
this picture is just about the best one that Tom
Mix ever made, and that includes Zane Grey's.

Action galore and some real scenery. A good
bet against stiff opposition. Seven reels.—Ray
W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—

-

General patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—Fine
Western. Business good as on all Buck Jones.
Six reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THE LAST OF THE DUANES: Special cast

—Good but too old and will not draw if picture
gets too old. We small exhibitors must play
pictures with big town, otherwise might as well

close. Poor prints.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen thea-

tre, Monticello, Wis.—General patronage.

THE LAST OF THE DUANES: Tom Mix-
Good Mix picture. Went over here O. K —Mrs.
F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—probably a little better than average Jones.
Six reels.—F. H. Sumner, Paramount theatre,

Kokomo, Ind.—General patronage.

THE HUNTED WOMAN: Seena Owen—Like
a good many exhibitors have said, this title is

uncalled for and has no relation to picture. The
picture is good—good story, good scenery and
good photography. As a suggestion. I would
advise producers to lay off of title using the

word “woman” for at least a year. Five reels.

—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE HUNTED WOMAN: Special cast—This
is a good picture. Five reels.—C. H. Martin,

Special to

Colleen Moore
SALLY; THE DESERT FLOWER;

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore

—

Colleen Moore pictures run true to

form. All good and just what the

public wants. I wish we had more of
them to offer to the fans. Colleen,
you are fine. Let’s have “Irene” now.
—FRANK G. KRESLER, Kentland
theatre, Kentland, Ind.

Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. — General
patronage.

SOFT BOILED: Tom Mix—This is our first

shot on Tom’s specials since we reopened. The
comedy vein carried through the picture is good.
Tom Wilson makes a hit and is good in any role,

but a knockout as a coon. All in all, Mix and
Tony maintain their good reputation here, though
the audience grieved because of only one or
two glimpses of Tony. Personally I believe the
picture a little drawn out, but the film company
knows their business better than I do. Eight
reels.—Ralph K. Russell, Pastime theatre, Cush-
ing, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

THE PAINTED LADY : Special cast—A good
picture. Much better than the title would imply.
Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH: Earle Foxe—
A fantastic comedy drama that is highly amus-
ing and will create a good deal of comment.
The novelty of it was responsible for its success
here.—H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

OH YOU TONY : Tom Mix—One of his best.

Plenty of comedy to keep one laughing all the
time. Tom Mix is always good and certainly
the best drawing card of all. Seven reels.—

-

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.
—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—What Jackie

Coogan has lost in cuteness he has made up in

cleverness. This picture, to my judgment, is

genuine entertainment. It is not high pressure
stuff but pleases all the kids and the grown
ones too. In this picture Jackie Coogan, as the
kid he represents, knows and does things not
attributed to a minor. However, this is where
the make believe comes in. Six reels.—Bertin
E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—Mighty
good picture, but no draw at the box office. Had
good opening but fell down second night.—J.

Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion
Davies—This seemed to please, but did a rather
poor business on it.—T. L. Little, Majestic thea-
tre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.
THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—I want

to just say this is a wonderful production.
Should go over big in any town. Ten reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies

—

Splendid Western. Seemed like good pulling

power. I got rained out.—C. R. McHenry, Rose-
win theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

THE CIRCLE: Eleanor Boardman—We set

this out twice before we used it and made a

big mistake in doing so. Bringing it back next
month for second run.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois

theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE CIRCLE: Eleanor Boardman—Proved a

very poor picture and did not satisfy at all those

that came out.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THE CIRCLE : Eleanor Boardman—This could

have been a good picture but there seemed to

be something lacking in the directing.—J. Win-
ninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General
patronage.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—This pic-

ture drew fine for me, in fact, better than any
program picture that I have had in several weeks.

The stage scenes done in Technicolor aroused
considerable comment, as they seemed to be more
perfect and more pretty than any colors that

have appeared heretofore. Six reels.—Bertin E.

Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General
patronage.

CHEAPER TO MARRY: Special cast—Very
pleasing domestic drama with plenty of kick and
some comedy. Louise Fazenda and Claude Gil-

lingwater really steal the picture. Not sugges-

tive, as you would believe from seeing the 11x14

photos.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

ROMOLA: Lillian Gish—Mighty glad to be

able to report on this one. Not that I am anxious

to pan it, or praise it, but the fact that I can

now report on it shows that it is all over ; for

which I am very thankful. From a production

standpoint I would call this a masterpiece, but

as a box office attraction in a small town, it’s

the bunk, and, what’s worse, it did not please

20 per cent of those who saw it. At least three-

quarters of a mile too long. Eleven reels.—

-

M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

ROMOLA: Lillian Gish—Big special with no
drawing power. Poor entertainment and many
walk outs. No comparison to “The White Sis-

ter.”—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Eleanor Boardman
—A good entertainment that pleased a fair Sun-
day crowd.—J. Winninger, Palace theatre, Wau-
paca, Wis.—General patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Eleanor Boardman
—One of the best, if not the best, comedy-dramas
we have ever shown. Sunday, yes.-—-R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan.—Small town
patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Eleanor Boardman
—Those that saw this picture said they enjoyed

it.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre. Camden, S. C.

—General patronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Eleanor Boardman
-—Just a program picture. Fair comedy. Noth-

ing to pay a big price for. Seven reels.—A. O.

Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—General patronage.

THE GREAT LOVE: Special cast—Just a

foolish comedy drama with an elephant loving

a doctor who saved his life. Nothing to it and
the people told me so. I could see myself

that it was just the poorest one from Metro so

far. It it hadn’t been for Universal serial, “Ace
of Spades,” saving this program, I sure would

quit. Six reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

CIRCE THE ENCHANTRESS: Mae Murray—
Really the poorest of our Metro-Goldwyn contract.

Sorry that we used this one, for it will hurt

us when we play her better ones, such as “The
Merry Widow.” Eight reels.—Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE: Conrad Nagel—

A

program picture, better than average. Well liked

and received many favorable comments. Color

photography beautiful. Seven reels.—Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—Draws business but it’s not the best

South Sea Island picture that we have played.

—

J. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca. Wis.

—

General patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—Good picture. Drew well in my house.

—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.

—Neighborhood patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Alice Terry—Did not

raise on this picture. While it is an excellent

picture, we small town exhibitors can’t afford

to raise admission on pictures that are no better

than the average. Hereafter we raise on big

pictures only, and the semi-specials will have
to come to our price or we don’t run them.

There are lots of pictures on the market and

they are all begging for business. Eight reels.

—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Special cast—This is

a dandy Western, full of action and entertain-

ment. If you haven’t played same be sure and

do, as it will make you money. Print in No. 1

shape. Eight reels.-—P. G. Held, Sterling thea-

tre; Fairmont, Neb.—General patronage.

THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE: Special cast—
This one pleased fine. Some wonderful scenery,

good story and acting. Splices in Metro film,

out of Salt Lake, don’t hold good, otherwise film

good. Eight reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House
theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

OUR HOSPITALITY: Buster Keaton—This
one pleased 90 per cent. The 10 per cent that

didn’t like it said “too silly.” Film in poor
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condition. Seven reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club
House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

THE SPORTING VENUS: Blanch Sweet-
Only a fair program picture. No drawing power
to this. I lost money on this. Print No. 1.

Six reels.—P. G. Held. Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE WAY OF A GIRL: Special cast—Very
poor. Just another picture. Raised admission.

Most all walked out and bawled us out for run-
ning it. Never made a dime on Metro yet. Six

reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins theatre, Wallins

Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Conrad Nagel—A comedy melo-
drama which is very good. Most of play is on
a Pullman train and action is reserved for the

last, where Conrad Nagel, who has missed his

train, boards it again by use of aeroplane and in

the nick of time stops the train from going
over a falling burning bridge. Norma Shearer
is good little actress. This play is good for any
day of the week ; it pleased 99 per cent, the 1

per cent missing lies in the poor attempt of

Walter Hiers to entertain as a darky porter.

We boosted it to the skies, but a local basket
ball tournament gave us a poor second night.

Good print. Six reels.—Philip Rand, Rex thea-

tre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE SNOB: John Gilbert—This is a very good
picture and pleased those who came to see it.

Played it on Christmas. Had very bad weather.
Think that held them at home. Seven reels.

—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—

-

Small town patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—The best Christie

special we have played so far. Hope we get

more of them. Business good. Seven reels.—
Hewitt and De Vault, American theatre, Seattle,

Wash.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTY PRIZE: Viola Dana—This is

a dandy little comedy drama. It pleased the

majority. Viola Dana is always good. Don’t be
afraid to book this. It will please. Print No. 1.

Six reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE BANDOLERO: Renee Adoree—Only a
fair program. This should have been put in

6 reels instead of 8. This was too much drawn
out. Pleased about 50 per cent. Eight reels.—
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont. Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A BOY OF FLANDERS: Jackie Coogan—We
cater to the kids with Coogan pictures and beside

cutting price 5 cents we give them crackerjack

free, which may be obtained from the Cracker
Jack Co., Chicago at $1.50 per hundred, f.o.b.

your theatre. Coogan and Cracker Jacks is a

hard combination to beat. There are a great

many fans among the grown-ups who like Coo-
gan. This one was only fair. We use this stunt

on our quiet night and it helps to beat the band.

Seven reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre.

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies—We ran
this as a school picture and it certainly is a

good clean type of picture covering the early

history of our country. While this was not a

complete success from the financial side, yet we
are glad to show it to the public and the schools.

I believe that the majority of school principals

will help the exhibitor in putting this over.

Particularly so if you can show him the value
of this picture. Eleven reels.—F. R. Meinecke,
Cashton Public School theatre, Cashton, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—A very
good comedy drama. Print good. Six reels.

—

P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—Ex-

cellent picture that pleased my patrons.—C. A.
Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—This star is

not what he is cracked up to be. Did a fair

business but did not please all. About a 50-50

proposition.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Cam-
den, S. D.—General patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—Say, Rudy, if it’s

all the same with you. please step down and out

and don’t hand us any more junk. Everyone is

feeling the same way about you.—Frank G. Kres-

ler, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—General

patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—

A

weak offering that got by and that’s about all.

Would class this a fair program picture. Nothing
more. I have found the great majority of Para-
mount’s Fall and Winter group rather poor pic-

Special to

All Concerned
LIGHTNIN': (Fox) Jay Hunt—In

spite of inclement weather we did
fair business. To John Ford goes the
main honors for perfect direction. To
him goes credit for instilling human
pathos to the nth degree, sympathetic
treatment, plenty of suspense, clean
comedy and intelligent treatment of
this stage play. To John Golden and
his unit, the laurels for bringing
clean American stories to the screen,
to the rest of the cast goes credit for
admirable support of the star. We
wish to commend the Washington
branch for their unparalleled service
and good condition of film and to
Fox Film Corporation goes the
thanks for fair treatment in the sell-

ing of their product during the last

two years. To small town exhibitors,
here is a tip. If you want a clean
picture, void of society and sex bunk,
here is a real picture. If you do not
want a clean picture that you can
boost, lay off. That’s why we booked
it.—0. R. OATES, Bridge theatre,
Petersburg, W. Va.

tures.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S.
D.—General patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special cast

—

A clever little comedy. Played this Xmas and
made good. Esther Ralston is the prettiest girl
I’ve ever seen. She is well liked around here.
Seven reels.—Peter Bifarella, Family theatre, At-
tica, N. Y.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson — Punk.
Very ordinary. Gloria is slipping here, but through
no fault of hers. Give her something to work
with and she will do better. Seven reels.—Frank
G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.

—

General patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Bessie Love—The kind you
love to show. Ideal for the small town.—J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson

—

Some very beautiful scenes in this picture, but is

not the type for a small town. The story is very
weak. If you buy it, don’t pay more than pro-
gram price. Ten reels.—L. E. Schafer, Palace
theatre, Greenview, 111.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson—

I

have noticed quite a number of exhibitors have
said this one is a flivver, and I may say it is that
with some patrons. However, you will have to

admit that as a whole it is very good entertain-
ment. Gloria, you are wonderful in this, but don’
let ’em talk you into a part that requires you to
appear so old. Business good three days. Eight
reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY; KING ON MAIN
STREET; SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE ; A
KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Just fair productions.
Nothing to cause any favorable comments. Did
not draw any extra business.—Frank G. Kresler,
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—General patron-
age.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—A real
show for a Saturday night. It is full of thrills

and laughs. They like Dix fairly well here. It is

a dandy program picture and should please a

mixed audience young and old. Six reels.—C. A.
Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—A fairly good story. Not suited to

Meighan. Get him some more stories like “Bache-
lor Daddy’’ and “Back Home and Broke.’’—J.

Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Played two days to fair business. This
is a better show than his last one. At least

was better for us and seemed to please most
everyone. Say, Tom, I wish you’d quit pointing
your finger in every one of your shows and put
a little more pep in your acting. Seven reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Not a spe-

cial, as claimed, but a well directed Western.—J.

Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—They enthused

over this.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Try this boy

some Saturday and see if he doesn’t make you
more money than any other day.—C. R. McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—We played this two days to just fair busi-

ness. We pleased most everybody with this. They
had the comedy spread pretty thin, over the seven

reels. Edith Roberts was good to look at in this.

Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Naza-
reth, Pa.—General patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—This cannot come up to MacLean’s other

pictures. Not worth the money we had to pay.

Just an ordinary program picture.— J. J. Hoffman,
Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—Poor picture that drew well and actually

pleased on New Year’s Day. They liked it, so

why should I worry ?—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin
theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN: Richard Dix—This is a
good picture, of which the title is no good. The
story carries a good moral and the picture is in-

teresting as well. Dix has a fine part in this.

Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: D. W. Griffith—Not so

good as most of his pictures. Some very sug-
gestive spots in it, but it drew as much as I ex-

pected with that kind of a title.—C. R. McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Just
a fairly good Western, well acted, but the story

as pictured is rather lame. Raymond Hatton
makes an interesting invalid. Seven reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota,
Minn.—Smalltown patronage.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT: Pola Negri—

A

good picture. Pleased all that saw it, excepting
for a title. “American Pigs.’’ I do not think
much of the director who would say that. If he
is a foreigner he had better go back where. Al-
though Pola is a favorite here. Seven reels.

—

Peter Bifarella, Family theatre, Attica, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Ricardo Cortez—Very
poor first night. I can say what others did, the
best thing and nearest to “The Covered Wagon’’
achievement. It sure is a big and costly produc-
tion, but the opening night disappointed me. Ex-
tra advertising, but somehow it did not draw
anywhere near to compare with “The Covered
Wagon.” Both nights brought in less people than
first night on “The Covered Wagon,” so I guess
I’ll say good picture to loss. Ten reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—Good
enough for any house. Ran three days. Held up
fine. Advertise it big; it won’t fall down on you.
—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL: Bebe Daniels—A fair

program show but not enough action for a Satur-
day night here in this house. It is not as good
as “The Crowded Hour” and has very little real

comedy in it. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y.
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL: Bebe Daniels—Five
cents worth of coloring and acid to a gallon of

water makes alluring circus lemonade. Lasky
must have learned this trick in his early days and
saved it for this play. Bebe, a dandy girl, a
handful of nondescrip actors, a serious plot and
a few jazzy sub-titles are mixed into a play la-

beled “a fine comedy drama funnier than ‘Miss
Bluebeard,’ ” but unfortunately somebody forgot
to put in the comedy. Please page Mr. Barnum !

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast—

A

really fine big show. Everybody should see it.

Print fair. Eight reels.—H. L. Karlen, Karlen
theatre, Monticello, Wis.—General patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Special cast—
Good picture of Western type. Plenty of action.

Not to be compared with “The Covered Wagon.”
Eight reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre,

Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—

A

program picture only.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.
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THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson-
Splendid picture, but badly handicapped with

fairy tale title.—C. A. Miller, Strand theatre,

Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—I wish Percy

Marmont would go back over the water to where

he came from. Of all the duds, he is the prize

one. He is forever suffering. He suffers all

through this picture and he has nothing on my
audience tonight, from the number of walkouts

and hoots that have kept me running all over the

house to suppress. Conrad may be a writer of

good sea fiction, but I have not been able to get

any more kick out of his stories than my audience

is getting out of this picture. It just is not there,

too slow and long drawn out. Takes too long to

happen ; that’s what’s the matter with it.—A. E.

Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.-
General patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—After seeing a

number of adverse reports on this, was agreeably

surprised. Think it pleased most. Personally en-

joyed it very much.—C. A. Miller, Strand theatre,

Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—This is a better

one than Marmont has had his name to in some

time. He does Joseph Conrad’s character well.

The cast in support is good and I think it pleased

a little above the average. Seven reels.—Bertin E.

Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General

patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Richard Dix—Played
the day after Christmas and have been trying ever

since to figure out just why I bought it. Also

trying to figure out just why F. P. made it.

Nothing to it. Leave it alone and you won’t

miss nothing. Seven reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Pauline Starke—This is

a poor excuse of a picture. Title and all that

go with it. I feel sorry for the boys that have it

booked. Eight reels.—Hunstad and Becker, Princ-

ess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—General patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Warner Baxter—Pretty
good program picture which adds prestige to any
theatre. Different from most of the pictures and
you could brag same if you buy it right. Don’t
pay special price, as they would like to get it,

but the men that know Paramount should know
better. One trouble with Paramount is that they
want to sell you a full group and after a while

they come and cancel the good ones and let you
keep the rest. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal thea-

tre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Lois Wilson—If you can
get anything else to play, don’t play this one.

It’s tiresome as it can be. It’s a disgrace to

Paramount’s program and an insult to make peo-

ple pay to see it. Sorry I didn’t play a Western
in place of it. One day only. Seven reels.—A.
N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.—-Gen-

eral patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Special

cast—Zane Grey stories always good for the box
office. Seven reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre,

Stafford, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Special

cast—To my way of thinking, this was just an
average Westerner and most of my small crowd
felt the same way about it. Didn’t do enough
business in two days to pay the expense of put-

ting it on, so there you are. Seven reels.-—G. F.

Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

NORTH OF ’36: Jack Holt—Picture is fine.

Much better than “The Covered Wagon.’’ But Oh
my, the print was awful. I never had a print in

the house as cut up as this one was. That is my
biggest, in fact only, trouble with Paramount pic-

tures. No more like that for me. Nine reels.

—

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.
-—General patronage.

NORTH OF 36 : Jack Holt— Good picture.

Business fair. Seven reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic

theatre, Stafford, Kan.—Small town patronage.

NORTH OF 36: Special cast—Good story, good
picture, but not to be compared with “The Cov-

ered Wagon.” Eight reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis,

Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt—This is a good

picture and I did a good business. One reason

they all liked it was because it was made in

Texas.—L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre, Kilgore, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE CHARMER: Pola Negri—The best Pola

Negri picture since “The Cheat." This is one

Negri you can praise highly without any fear of

a comeback. Seven reels.—George Benson, Com-
munity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Special to

Lon Chaney

THE UNHOLY THREE:
(Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer) Lon
Chaney—Ques.: Who is the greatest

American actor? Ans. : Lon Chaney.
There is a certain school of critics,

who are going to disagree with me
because of John Barrymore, perhaps.

But Chaney gives us a characteriza-

tion that is more true to life than any
of his contemporaries. It is Chaney,
yet it is not. His personality remains
in the background and his character

struts about the stage, a living image
of that which he wishes to portray.

With others it is different, their per-

sonality often affects too much their

make-believe. But to get back to our
picture, “The Unholy Three” is fasci-

nating to say the least. All who saw
it were pleased and some saw it

twice. Seven reels.—BERTIN E.

Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Poor Xmas week. A fine picture for that oc-

casion. Prints poor due to being old. Should not

buy old pictures. Seven reels.—H. L. Karlen, Kar -

len theatre, Monticello, Wis.—General patronage.

FEET OF CLAY : Special cast—Did more with
this picture than “The Ten Commandments.” Ten
reels.—L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre, Kilgore, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:
Special cast—An old one but drew good business.

Print somewhat cut.—J. Winninger, Palace thea-

tre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

EAST OF SUEZ: Pola Negri—Good many fav-

orable comments. Was surprised as I had heard
it was no good. Seven reels.-—Lester N. Leek,

Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BORDER LEGION : Antonio Moreno—

-

This is a one hundred per cent picture and every-

body told me so that saw it, but a fair just a

block away caused me to use a little red ink.

Seven reels.—Othello O. Hore, Crosby theatre,

Crosby, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE GOLDEN BED: Special cast—One of the

best I have used in a year. Everyone pleased.

Ten reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre,

Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas Meighan—
Good picture and well directed, but too much price

and weather. Paramount has some good pictures

but all they want you to have is the pleasure of

seeing them and they will take care of the profits.

Nine reels.—Othello O. Hore, Crosby theatre,

Crosby, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—Ran his pic-

ture on December 23 and 24 to poor business,

thinking it would be a good Christmas picture,

but did not get them in. Paramount has some
good stuff but too much price and block booking.

Eight reels.—Othello O. Hore, Crosby theatre,

Crosby, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE: Rudolph Valentino
-—Too much cannot be said to condemn Valentino
in this "big parade.” If ever you find any star

like Valentino, someone please wire us, as we
want to avoid him. We tried for two years to

get out of playing it, but someone needed the

money worse than sin. The other day we got a
letter from an exhibitor that wants to sue a cer-

tain producer for misrepresentation and fraud.

If his case is half as bad as “Beaueaire” he will

win any suit before a jury, and it won’t make
any difference where the jury comes from. Nine
reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville,

Kan.—General patronage.

TIGER LOVE: Antonio Moreno—One of the

best I have run for this star, but don’t see why
he has such a co-star as he has. It spoiled pic-

ture, so no drawing power. Six reels.—W. A.

Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

PIED PIPER MALONE: Thomas Meighan—
A very good picture but could have been told in

about five reels. Eight reels.—W. A. Doerschlag,

Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK: Rod La Roque

—This is a very pleasing picture. Good work of
the whole cast. Good for Sunday. Eight reels.

—

Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg,
la.—General patronage.

WOMAN PROOF: Thomas Meighan—Old, but
a good program picture. Thomas Meighan is not
the drawing card he used to be. I did not make
any money on this one. Print good. Seven reels.

—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE SPANIARD: Special cast—This drew a
little above the average for Monday and Tuesday
shows. It is beautifully put on and seemed to
please. Seven reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence the-

atre, Eminence, Ky.-—General patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Owen Moore— A
mighty good Western picture that pleased all.

Quite a lot of comedy in this one. Print good
for the first time on a Paramount. Seven reels.

—

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.
—General patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—In spite

of bad weather, this held up very good and gave
satisfaction, although it was far from big. Just
an average Western. Seven reels.—Horn & Mor-
gan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

CODE OF THE SEA: Jacqueline Logan—This
is a very good sea picture. Full of action. Print
good. Six reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan — Some
pretty scenery, well directed and well played. A
picture that no small town will be ashamed of
showing. Eight reels.—Othello O. Hore, Crosby
theatre, Crosby, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan— Very
good picture but have seen star in much better.

Business off on account of stormy night.—Mrs.
F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Raymond Griffith—

I

consider this a real comedy-drama. Griffith is a
good comedian and the double exposure stuff in

this about as good as you will see. Seven reels.

—

Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Special cast—
Here is what I would call a real picture. Stars,

character, actors, scenery, good story and plenty

of action in the storm scenes. And to top it all

off is the final scene done in color. Seven reels.

—

Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,

Kan.—-General patronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN: Special cast—This
pleased all who came to see it. It is a great deal

better than I expected. Eight reels.—F. J. O’Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General patron-
age.

THE FIGHTING COWARD: Cullen Landis-
Good picture of ye old South during war days.

Cullen good in this picture.—Mrs. F. A. McGin-
nis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De
Mille—Barely broke even on this one. The first

part is extra good. The last part an ordinary
meller. I spent more to advertise this picture

than any I have ever run. There are nine
churches in this little town and I thought they
would fall for it, but they sure did not. Ten
reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—The finest

he has ever made. This is absolutely a scream.
Everyone in the house roared from start to
finish. This picture is certainly no remedy for

an aching side. If you cannot stand to laugh,

don’t see this picture. The picture is too high
priced to make any money, as Pathe wants it

all. Business not as good as expected. Lacked
$1.50 of having enough to split with Pathe.
Seven reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—The best

Lloyd to date, but where do they get the big

rental? They get all the money and you get

the prestige, as they call it. No more Lloyds
until they are sold on a different basis.—W. L.

Crone, Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Nothing
better ever made for laughing purposes. Satis-

faction, yes, great.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—It certainly

is funny. Just about the richest thing I ever

saw in the comedy line. But I have nothing to
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show for having put in three or four weeks
advertising it and running three nights. At this

rate if Lloyd’s pictures continue to cost so much
his name, like Pickford’s and Fairbanks’, will

soon be only a memory in the small town. Seven
reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—It almost
cleaned our bank account to pay the C. O. D. on
this subject, but Boy Oh Boy 1 how the jack
did come in at the box office, and they did not
kick at 40 cents a throw and it pleased. Not
a dull moment in 6000 feet. Seven reels.

—

Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg,
la.—General patronage.

WHITE SHEEP: Glen Tryon—Fine, Fine,

Fine, but no crowd out to see it. Seven reels.—
Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre , Tuekerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Glen Tryon—Al-
most as many laughs as “The Freshman.’’ This
is certainly a scream. This picture will make the
grouchiest of them laugh. Not a very good draw-
ing card, however. Seven reels.—Chas. E. Law-
rence, Star theatre, Tuekerman, Ark.—General
patronage.

Preferred
THE VIRGINIAN : Special cast—We played

this as a school show and it was supported by
the public. If you have not shown this, we
recommend it to you as a clean, live outdoor
picture. While it is not a new subject, yet
the book has exceptional drawing power. Eight
reels.—F. R. Meinecke, Cashton Public School
theatre, Cashton, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS:
Ethel Clayton—Played this on a Saturday and
did not please over half. It is not a very good
picture morally, as its theme is punk. Only an
ordinary program picture. Six reels.—C. A.
Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

Principal
THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Spe-

cial cast—A very good picture. A little bit

slow. Seemed to please, though. Business fair.

Seven reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Staf-
ford, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Spe-
cial cast—If you have never played this, do so,

and step on it hard, because it was one of the
biggest drawing cards for us. You may rest as-
sured that you can advertise this as a faithful re-

production of the book. We liked it for that
reason and so did the people. I believe that
this gives better satisfaction than “Keeper of

the Bees” because “Keeper of the Bees” did not
reproduce the novel faithfully and, as most of
our people read the story before seeing the pic-

ture, we did not get satisfaction on “The Bees.”
Eight reels.—F. R. Meinecke, Cashton Public
School theatre, Cashton, Wis.—General patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
MADAME BEHAVE: Ann Pennington—They

say this is a cousin of “Charley’s Aunt,” but to
us it proved to be a twin sister. Boys here’s
a good one and can be bought right. Colored
photography at the end very beautiful. If your
patrons like to laugh get this. Six reels.—J. J.
Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE PIRATE: Harry Carey—As
good as any Harry Carey I have seen, but he
is too old and looks it.—C. A. Miller, Strand
theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small town patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—This is

real high class entertainment. If P. D. C. keeps
up the pace they set with this one they’ll be
stepping some.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime thea-
tre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

WITHOUT MERCY: Dorothy Phillips—Title
apparently did not attract, although cold weather
may have been partly to blame. Picture well
made, good story and excellent entertainment.

—

C. A. Miller, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Boy, how
we would like to have played this with the roads
good. Sure would have packed them in. As it

was, we enjoyed a fine patronage for two nights,
and it is a scream ! No joking, we think this
the best comedy we ever played, and we have
used most of the Lloyds too. Eight reels.—Horn
& Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

HER OWN FREE WILL: Helene Chadwick—
This is a dandy little picture. Helene Chadwick

Special to

B. P. Scliulberg

THE PLASTIC AGE: (Schulberg)
special cast—Poor business owing to

weather. An exception in pictures.

In this story Clara Bow equals Col-
leen Moore in any flapper role I have
ever seen her play. Donald Keith is

good, too. He plays his part in such
a way that you do not think of him
as an actor but see only the char-
acter he is portraying. But best of
all is the story and the manner in
which it is directed. Not a bit of
surplus action, but yet plenty so that
the story flows from one scene to
another with a smoothness that is de-
lightful. There is an intense love
story, a mighty good moral and a
football game that will make your
patrons stand up in their seats and
yell. Mr. Schulberg should be com-
plimented on this picture.—H. L.
FOX, Tokio theatre, Morehose, Mo.

and Holmes Herbert do some fine acting but
failed to draw here. Six reels.—D. M. Spade,
Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

THE AWFUL TRUTH: Special cast—Most re-
ports on this say awful, but it is a fairly good
program picture.—J. Winninger, Palace theatre,
Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS TRAIL: Harry Carey—We don't
have Harry Carey very often, so we slipped him
on Friday-Saturday for a change. Hairy still

has lots of fans and this one seems to have
enough comedy in it to make it a real picture.
That leading lady sure is a peach and we hope to
see her again. Five reels.—Gunther & Metzger,
Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE FLAMING FORTIES: Harry Carey—

A

very good Western picture with a good deal of
comedy. Harry Carey not very well liked here,
for some reason. Had a very good house, though,
on Saturday to this one. Six reels.—Chas. E.
Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuekerman, Ark.—-Gen-
eral patronage.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES: Special cast. One of
the best we have had for some time. Weber and
Fields as the two old men furnish both comedy
and pathos. The remainder of the cast is excel-
lent. Seven reels.-—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

HOLD YOUR BREATH: Dorothy Devore

—

Here is a laughslaughter. A grouch killer from
the first. Even our critical operator let out some
healthy guffaws and gasped for his breath while
he unwound the spasms of laughter on the screen
to the tune of shekels doing their daily hundreds
into the hopper of the box office. Six reefs.

—

O. R. Oates, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GIRL OF GOLD: Flornce Vidor—Not
half bad—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—

A

good Carey picture that pleased my week-end
crowd and that is saying quite a bit. Carey is

a good bet for me and his pictures go over nicely.
Six reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN: Special cast
—Just fair, nobody complained.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patron-
age.

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN: Special cast
—Confidentially I would say this is as near noth-
ing as anything I have ever run. Had a lot of
good looking girls dressed up like a flock of de-
serted apes and the whole thing was a frost

on the grapevine. Say, Pete, the next time you
put a story in pictures, go out on the back lot

and see what the child looks like before you
release it to the gullible and unsuspecting pub-
lic. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-
tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN FROM RED GLUCH: Harry
Carey—This is the best Carey I have had yet.

A good Western. I have not been as well pleased
with the other Carey’s as most of the exhibitors
seem to be from reports I read. I thought the
others were a little slow and sleepy. But this

one struck me as all right.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—This is a
sure enough good one. Had them laughing all

the time. I wish there were more like “Charley’s
Aunt.” Seven reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic thea-

tre—Stafford, Kan.—Small town patronge.

THE CRIMSON RUNNER: Priscilla Dean—
This is a little more like the Priscilla Dean we
used to know. I wish to Heaven someone would
give this girl a good big part, sometime, and
watch her get away with it. For real acting

she’s got all these baby dolls beat a mile.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Special cast—A good
comedy. Six reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty thea-

tre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

ON THE THRESHOLD: Special cast—Rather
unusual story. Great acting by Henry B. Wal-
thall. It seemed to please.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patron-
age.

United Artists

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—The first

Hart has made in a long time and the best he has

ever made. If he continues to make this kind of

pictures he will be with us a long time before he

retires again. Picture cost me too much, though,

so I lost on it. Seven reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence,
Star theatre, Tuekerman, Ark.—General patron-

age.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—This is

truly a typical Hart picture. Has a good story

about the Cherokee Strip land rush, but there are

other Western stars who are better box office bets,

and film rental is less. Seven reels.—J. J. Hoff-

man, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charles Chaplin—This is

a good Chaplin picture and drew well.—E. W.
Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH : Charlie Chaplin—Far be it

from me to try and tell Mr. Chaplin how to make
a comedy. All I can say is that “The Gold Rush”
did not please the people of this particular com-
munity, and they are the ones who keep the

Crossett theatre going. Good business first night,

absolutely nothing second night. Hate to see old

stand-bys go, but Charlie is through here.—I. A.
McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Best since

“Shoulder Arms” for Chaplin. Some pathos

;

some laughs. Good enough for any house. Big
first day, fair second, poor third day. Buy it

reasonably. Please your people and make a little

on it. I made a small profit. C. R. McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—First night turned
them away. Not so good second and third nights.

Kids about here have great sport using the Fair-

banks whip, especially where they can find mud,
to lambaste one another. Pleased 100 per cent.

—

Hewitt and De Vault, American theatre, Seattle,

Wash.—General patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—Best Fairbanks
yet. House record first day. Held up well second

and third days. Don’t be afraid to promise best

picture of its kind. Eleven reels.—C. R. McHenry,
Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster
—Played two days at special prices to fair at-

tendance. It is a good picture but we had to

charge too much for it. I personally could not

see Dempster in the part of Sally. They could

have had a better girl for the part. Most of the

folks that saw it enjoyed Fields’ work. Ten
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster
—After seeing some unfavorable reports on this

picture we were very agreeably surprised to find a
very pleasing feature and we can recommend it

to be worthy of a prominent place on your pro-

gram. Eight reels.—Hewitt and De Vault, Amer-
ican theatre, Seattle, Wash.—General patronage.

ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin—This is a

picture that will appeal to the ladies and some of

the men but the Western fans will call it punk.

It is a very nicely made picture. Acting, direct-

ing and photography were excellent, also a good
story. Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe thea-

tre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—A real good

dog picture that can be bought right and it will

sure draw a house full. It is just as good as

“The Silent Accuser” and will please every pat-

ron who sees it. Buy it and cash in on it. Six
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reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lin-

coln, Kan.—General patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Had the surprise of my life. Was
scared to death after booking this at advanced
prices on my best nights, Sunday-Monday, for

fear this play was but for children and would
draw only children, but I had a packed house on
a ten below zero night and, what’s more, I had
more congratulations on this showing than on
any in a long, long time. The first part is for

the children, then its story catches the women,
then its action gets the man, and the climax,

when Tess brings the dying baby to the church to

be baptized, grips the entire audience and raises

the whole play to great dramatic intensity. This

is a play for the great bulk of people—the class

that makes “movies” pay. Ten reels.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

ROBIN HOOD: Douglas Fairbanks—A great
picture that did a fairly good business for this

time of the year. Old but good. Eleven reels.

—

Ernest Vetter, Majesic theatre, Homer, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

NO MORE WOMEN: Special cast—Not much
drawing power. Picture very good of its kind.

—

Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

ORPHANS OF THE STORM: Gish Sisters—
While this is an old one, yet we bought it for the

schools, using it along with our study of French
History. We found the public interested and gave
its support liberally. If you have not shown this,

tie up with your schools, for they ought to lend

their cooperation. Eleven reels.—F. R. Meinecke,
Cashton Public School theatre, Cashton, Wis.

—

General patronage.

GARRISON’S FINISH: Jack Pickford—Good
race track picture. Eight reels.—Mrs. F. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE IRON TRAIL: Special cast—Very good
railroad story.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey thea-

tre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

WAY DOWN EAST: Richard Barthelmess—
This picture is old, but way they came to see it

sure surprised me. Eleven reels.—Rae Peacock,
Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR: Mary Pick-
ford—Old but good picture. Eight reels.—Mrs.
F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Universal
WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald

Denny—Laughed their heads off. Universal sure
has the pictures. Seven reels.—L. W. Perry,
Egyptian theatre, Ogden, Utah.—Railroad pat-

ronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—Good work
by Mary Philbin and cast, but badly directed.

—

J. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-
son—Below the Gibson average. Gib -on worth
about what he sold for two years ago, and not
the 1926 price.—F. H. Sumner, Paramount theatre.

Kokomo, Ind.—General patronage.

PEACOCK FEATHERS: Special cast—Not a

big special but a nice little picture which pleased
all the women and moat of the men. Some
comedy touches which help put it over. Film was
good. Seven reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond thea-

tre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronge.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Fair
Western. Business off a little.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patron-
age.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—You have
got to hand it to Hoot in this one. Our patrons
liked it fine. Weather bitter cold and snowy but
enough turned out to put us on the winning side.

Six reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE CIRCUS COWBOY: Art Acord—Reg lar

Saturday night business. Good show for a Sat-

urday night. Pleased my patrons. Did not draw,
but will get better as star gets a following. Then
they will raise their price so that we’ll lay off

of him. Five reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Special cast—
Very good program picture. Women all liked it

and said so when they went out.—Six reels.

—

W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN: Louise Dresser—We

Special to

Syd Chaplin
CHARLEY’S AUNT: (P. D. C.)

Syd Chaplin—Started “Laugh Month”
by playing this and those that saw it

laughed a-plenty. Syd Chaplin is a
scream in the picture, which is very
cleverly and ably directed by Scott

Sydney, who should get credit for the
success it has enjoyed. Film in good
condition and photography of the
highest order throughout. Thirty-five

cents admission and no kicks.—J. A.
ZIMMERMAN, Rex theatre, Aurora,
Minn.

ran "The Phantom of the Opera" the week before
“The Goose Woman” and charged 50 cents ad-
mission. Our admission on "The Goose Woman”
was 30 cents. Many of my good patrons told

me they would have felt satisfied had they paid
50 cents to see “The Goose Woman” but felt

stung to think they paid 50 cents to see "The
Phantom.” My personal opinion is that "The
Goose Woman” will be in the lead of the ten
best pictures in my house for 1926. Nothing
better of its kind or class on the film market.
Eight reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fay-
ette, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—Our
audience liked this one.—J. Winninger, Palace
theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MAD WHIRL: May McAvoy—Good film.

Cannot say much for this one. In the first place

it should have been in fewer reels and so, of

course, this made it draggy. A lot of unneces-
sary stuff in it and no acting by any of the

stars. Another case of a big cast and none of

them doing anything. When it was all over we
didn't know what it was all about. No print

was brought out. Seven reels.—W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SLANDERERS: Johnnie Walker—If you
could only get the people that this picture hits

in to see a show, I know that your town would
be better for a few weeks anyway. It is a real

picture for a small town to show and you can
name every actor in it from your own list. Six

reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
One of Hoots best. Six reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe
theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—Very good, as

are all of Denny’s we have played. Lots of good
comedy and that is what they like.—W. L.

Crone, Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—A very good comedy that will please

nearly 100 per cent. Personally I think Denny
had a better chance to act in many of his other

pictures. Eight reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy the-

atre, Fayette, Iowa.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—This is up to standard or better and
tickled ’em pink, but due to cold weather or

something attendance fell off.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patron-

age.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—From an entertainment standpoint mighty
fine. An audience picture, one that sends them
home with a smile. We small town exhibitors

need more of this type and less sex stuff. Eight
reels.—Frank G. Kresler, KenHand theatre, Kent-
land, Ind.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—A' rarin’ good picture. Pleased all who
saw it. Business better than for several weeks.

Ran it Sunday and Monday. Universal for me.
The features are doing better than First Na-
tional did last year. Eight reels.—R. D. Young,
Polo theatre, Polo, 111.—General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—This is the best of all Denny’s pictures.

I will say that nothing was left out to make it

a knockout. Boys, book this one. Eight reels.—

-

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
eello, la.—General patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—Mary Alden does a

wonderful piece of acting, never loses the char-

acter for a minute. Business fair.—J. Winninger.
Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patron-
age.

SIEGE: Special cast—Very good picture which
satisfies and I believe that pictures with more
action and excitement are better than this,

although it satisfied my crowd that saw it.

Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

S. D.—General patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
Talk about serial stuff, suspense, thr.lls and
Florida swamps.—J. Winninger, Palace theatre,

Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—We
did not know what it was all about. Could not see

much to this one. Seven reels.—Chas. F. Law-
rence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General
patronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—They
don’t make them any better than this for clean
entertainment.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—Very
good of its kind, but we must give them West-
erns. Seven reels.—A. C. Mahan, Wallins the-

atre, Wallins Creek, Ky.—General patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—A very
pleasing picture. Played on our “Ladies Night,”
when we admit one lady free with each 25c

ticket. Seven reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence the-

atre, Eminence, Ky.—General patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Special cast—This is a

good picture. Carl is getting better on all his

productions. Six reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monti-
cello Opera House, Monticello, la.— General pat-

ronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—For a small

town where they have really seen cowboys that

follow rodeos, this is a snorter. Step on it. you
can’t go wrong. Six reels.—Othello O. Hore,

Crosby theatre, Crosby, Tex.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Can’t give this

one much. Advertised extra but did only ordi-

nary business. Hoot not as good as Fred Thom-
son—Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

SMOLDERING FIRES: Special cast—I con-

sider this just a program picture. It will please

most of the patrons, as it has a little bit of

everything. Seven reels.—Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patron-

age.

SMOLDERING FIRES: Laura La Plante-
Very good picture. Pleased 90 per cent. Seven

reels.—Harmony Club, Community theatre,

Sheldon, N. D.—General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—Just an
ordinary program picture that would have been

much better in five reels. Seven reels.—A. J.

Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, Iowa.—General

patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—One of the

finest little light comedies you can treat your

patrons to. They chased me for blocks to tell me
how they enjoyed it.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime

theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—Good fea-

ture with lot of laughs in it. These society

dramas are not very good for my business and

I hope they won’t make so many of them.

Melodramas with excitement and action, that’s

what we want, but society stuff don’t count.

Everybody is just tired of pictures like that.

This is a very good one, so it passed here. Seven

reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—Fair pro-

gram, but everybody wanted to see it and 1

didn’t care. Universal has some good Westerns
and they will treat you right. Five reels.

—

Othello O. Hore, Crosby theatre, Crosby, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: Special east—
Mystery melodrama with quite a little comedy
in it. Average business for the season and that’s

not saying much.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime the-

atre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—Fail-

Western picture ; hor3e and dog are good.—Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Special cast—Corking good

melodrama. Decided improvement over the old

one made by Paramount some years ago. Goo!
action throughout. Horse race not much to brag
about however. It’s O. K. if your people don’t

know much about the game. Seven reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

FIGHTING FURY : Jack Hoxie—Fair business

on a rainy night with a good program and No.-l

print. Hoxie is getting better all the time. Five

reels.—Othello O. Hore, Crosby theatre, Crosby,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.
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THE SIGNAL TOWER: Virginia Valli—Good
picture that will please a small town. Business
poor on account of bad weather. Seven reels.

—

Othello O. Hore, Crosby theatre, Crosby, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin—This is just

another picture and will please some. I thought
it was good and I had no kicks, so it must have
got over. Six reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Prin-
cess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.
ROARING ADVENTURE: Jack Hoxie—Good

Western.—F. H. Sumner, Grand theatre, Koko-
mo, Ind.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—A Western
with enough good comedy to put it over. Not so

much stunt stuff and wild riding, but will please.

Six reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette.
Iowa.—General patronage.

BUTTERFLY : Laura La Plante—A mighty
good little picture and a good crowd of people
to see it. Kathleen Norris’ name went a long
way in advertising this picture. Acting fine.

Seven reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre,

Tuckerman. Ark.—General patronage.

THE SUNSET TRAIL: William Desmond—
This picture taken from the book, ‘‘Overland
Red,” and is a very good story. It is of the
Western type and goes over good. Used this on
a Complete Service Contract. Five reels.—L. E.

Schafer, Palace theatre, Greenview, 111.—General
patronage.

EXCITEMENT : Laura La Plante—Films good,
copyright 1925. Played Wednesday-Sunday, yes

;

rating 90 per cent. Great appeal here and
laughter, cheers in heaps. Laura is a good and
active actress. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.—General patronage.

WINE: Clara Bow—A good picture 6f the
twelve mile limit orgies that are put on by the
elite. Some mighty snappy stuff in this and it

is a good thing that we have censors in Kansas.
Otherwise we might see pictures similar to one
I saw in October at a big convention. Did any
of you boys see it at the church ? Seven reels.—
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE SAWDUST TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—Hoot
is there and over in this. This is good. It’s

really above Hoot’s average and will please in

any community. Especially in the small towns.
Six reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

SPORTING YOUTH: Reginald Denny—They
don’t make them any better than this, and I

don’t mean maybe either. This picture comes
nearer being a special than anything I have
played in a long time and it came on the C. S. C.

Oh Boy 1 What a picture 1 If you have not
shown this picture you have missed the best bet

of the year and no fooling. Seven reels.—F. J.

O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General
patronage.

LOVE AND GLORY : Special cast—Fairly good
picture but didn’t give satisfaction. Some good
scenes, but too heavy for the cast to put over.

Not any actors in the bunch. Eight reels.—Ray
W. Musselman. Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—
General patronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—A fairly

good Western with a good horse race and it will

get by if you have a Western crowd. Five reels.

—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Virginia Valli—This
is a mighty good picture and pleased a good
crowd. There is some very good acting in the
cast. All are good. Seven reels.—F. J. O’Hara.
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

Vitagraph
PAMPERED YOUTH: Cullen Landis—'ThL

was the one that started Vitagraph pictures los-

ing me money. I haven’t been able to draw a
decent crowd since on one of their pictures.

"Fearbound,” “Clean Heart,’’ “The Redeeming
Sin,” are the ones that followed. Thank good-
ness they are getting so old that but few more
exhibitors will be stung on them. If it would be
necessary to take either these pictures or the
measles, I would advise taking the measles. You
can get over them.—H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre.

Morehouse, Mo.—Small town patronage.

TIDES OF PASSION : Special cast—Where do
they get that stuff? The worst Vitagraph ever
stuck on us. Wish we had more like “Steele of

the Royal Mounted” instead of this bunk. If we
hadn’t had a real comedy we would have been
hung out over the pond bridge for the buzzards
to pick at and a target for the bootleggers to
advertise by. Six spasm of slow torture ree’s.

—

O. R. Oates, Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.
—Small town patronage.

“A Desperate Moment” is a Banner pro-
duction directed by Jack Dawn and
released by Henry Ginsberg Distrib-
uting Corporation. Wanda Hawley
and Theodore Von Eltz are starred.

THE UNKNOWN LOVER: Special cast-Saw
several rather bad reports on this, so I made up
my mind to pull something out of the ordinary.
Advertised that this was not a good picture and
that it was reported that it was just a little hit

suggestive and I advised them not to come as 1

was most certain that they would not be pleased

with the picture. Also advertised that we would
not admit any one under 15 years of age. Well,
we packed the house twice on a one show night.

Seven reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

WILD FIRE: Special cast—This is real enter-

tainment. There is a wonderful horse race and
plenty of action. It is good. Seven reels.

—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

General patronage.

WILD FIRE: Special cast—Good and sold at

a very fair price.—W. L. Crone, Ideal theatre.

Bloomer, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE REDEEMING SIN: Nazimova—Another
Vitagraph lemon for me.—H. L. Fox, Tokio the-

atre, Morehouse, Mo.—Small town patronage.
FEARBOUND: Special cast—Nothing but bunk

from start to finish. Seven reels.—H. L. Fox,
Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE BELOVED BRUTE: William Russell—

A

good picture. Terrific fighting and lots of it.

O. K. for Western fans.—H. L. Fox, Tokio the-

atre, Morehouse. Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES: Spicial

cast—Just you go get this and step on the ad-
vertising and say what you darned please about
how good it is, and then you can't say half

enough, and it will back you up. Seven reels.

—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE CLEAN HEART: Percy Marmont—This
picture killed Percy Marmont in my town. Have
been unable to pay expenses on his pictures

since. Seven reels.—H. L. Fox. Tokio theatre,

Morehouse, Mo.—Small town patronage.

Warner Brothers
RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Quick action,

full of hokum, but nevertheless good entertain-

ment.—J. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca,
Wis.—General patronage.

BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—Clever and
amusing. Acting good. A little hard to trtl

what it was about for one who did not get in

at the first of the picture. Nothing to rave
about.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vander-
grift. Pa.—General patronage.

THE WOMAN HATER: Helene Chadwick-
One of the best in the group. Quite a change
in Helene since “The Dark Swan.” Shows very
well that she can be ugly or very pretty. Some
good acting on Clive Brooks’ part, too. Here is

some actor, men. Seven reels.—Chas. E. Law-
rence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General
patronage.

HOW BAXTER BUTTED IN: Special cast—
Not liked as well as “The Narrow Street.” Busi-

ness off on account of basketball and stormy
night. Seven reels.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey
theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

A LOST LADY : Irene Rich—Lost is right.

I lost money on this for two nights and I am
sure glad I did, for it was absolutely N. G.

—

L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre, Kilgore, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

RECOMPENSE: Special cast—Picture seemed
to be very well liked here, though comments
differed. Has war background.—Mrs. F. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

LOVERS LANE: Special cast—This Warner
stuff is too much on the mushy order. It seems
as if some of these producers just want to see
how much kissing and hugging they can inject
in a picture. I am glad that I haven’t many of
this type picture to run. I am losing money on
every one of these kissing pictures. Six reels.

—

P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

—

General patronage.

KISS ME AGAIN: Special cast—I made money
on this because the paper promised it to be a
naughty picture and they came out to see if it

was. However, they were disappointed, as it was
like the rest of Warner's, fair. Seven reels.

—

L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre, Kilgore, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE NARROW STREET: Special cast—This
picture well liked. Our people like good clean
comedy dramas. If your patrons like this class
of picture, you will not go wrong booking “The
Narrow Street.” Eight reels.—Mrs. F. A. Mc-
Ginnis, Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Went over
exceptionally well here with the fans. Business
a little above the average. We advise anyone
who has this coming to get behind it. Seven
reels.-—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—I had a
full house on this the first night and stood them
up on the second. The picture was good all the
way through and the railroad wreck was the best
I have ever seen on the screen. I believe every-
one likes a railroad picture. Boys, don’t buy this
unless you are going to boost it to the skies,
as it is sure to please.—L. N. Crim, Dixie the-
atre, Kilgore, Tex.—Small town patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—Good pic-
ture of its kind. If your patrons like dog pic-
tures, book this one.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey
theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—Very good
picture. Pleased 100 per cent. Seven reels.

—

Harmony Club Community theatre, Sheldon,
N. D.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—This pic-

ture proved to be a pleasant surprise and was
better liked than some of his recent pictures.
Seven reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre,
Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—A splendid
dog picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—Pleased 100 per cent. One of Rin Tin
Tin’s best pictures. Supporting cast also good.
Seven reels.—Geo. Geithman, Lyric theatre,
Geneva, 111.—General patronage.

BEING RESPECTABLE: Special cast—Com-
ments differed on this.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis,
Posey theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE SPEED SPOOK: Johnny Hines—Johnnie
very good in this. In fact, find all of Hines pic-

tures good. His pictures O. K. for Sunday show-
ing.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey theatre, Posey-
ville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS: Rin Tin Tin
—Good dog picture.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey
theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

TIGER ROSE: Special cast—This is a very
good picture of the Northwest but it fell fia f at

the box office. No drawing power to it. Just
like all the Warners, no money for me. Print
good. Eight reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

CONDUCTOR 1492: Johnny Hines—Very good
comedy drama. Print fair. Seven reels.—P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—General
patronage.

BROADWAY AFTER DARK: Special cast—
Only a fair program picture. Print No. 1.
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Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-
mont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PRINTER’S DEVIL: Wesley Barry—

A

good light comedy. Not much of a story. Print
No. 1. Six reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

DADDIES: Special cast—This is a dandy
comedy drama. If you haven’t played this one you
better do so, as it will please most any audience.

Print poor. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—General patronage.

State Rights
BATTLING BREWSTER: Special cast—Fair

action ; starts off very ordinary and gathers little

interest. Poorly directed and acted and a nar-
row thread of a story. Does not draw any added
business. Two reels each episode.—O. R. Oates,

Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—Small town
patronage.

THE COURAGEOUS FOOL: Reed Howes-
Fair mystery stunt picture, but star has no fol-

lowing here.—F. H. Sumner, Paramount theatre,

Kokomo, Ind.—General patronage.

DOWN BY THE RIO GRANDE: William
Fairbanks—A fair Western picture of the south-

ern country along the Rio Grande. It lacks the

humor that makes most pictures complete. Four
short reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,

Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FIGHTING COURAGE: Ken Maynard—My
first one of this star and, if they are all as

good as this one, I have just added another regu-

lar Western star to my list. His horse is fine,

but not as good as old Silver. The six girl

beauties help this picture a lot. Five reels.

—

Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.

—General patronage.

THE SILENT PAL: Special cast—Thunder,
the wonder dog, not known here. The dog is as

good as the best and will come to the front fast

if properly handled.—Mrs. F. A. McGinnis, Posey
theatre, Poseyville, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE SNOB BUSTER: Reed Howes—Don’t
think much of this series. Similar in type to

the Richard Talmadge stuff but not as much
action. I personally don’t care for the latter,

so, my own opinion is somewhat against the

pictures before I see them. However, I can’t get

any people in the house with Howes so others

must feel the same way. Only good for one day
and that day wasted here. Five reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

SUPER SPEED: Special cast—Not much. All

right for kids, but adults care nothing for this

Rind of stuff. Five reels.—Rae Peacock, Mystic

theatre, Stafford, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TEARIN’ LOOSE: Wally Wales—This star’s

first picture and he is great. Sure is there with
the stunts. Five reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic

theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

WOMEN FIRST: Special cast—A good little

picture that failed to get the business. Five
reels.—Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

Serials

THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William
Desmond—Here is a serial worth running any
place and will build up I think. This is the kind
they like. Lots of action, excitement and thrills.

Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—Drew well. Pleased the patrons.
Two reels.—H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal—This
may not be the worst serial ever perpetrated, but
it’s darn near.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)
Joe Bonomo—Started this off at 10 cents to every-
body and had the largest crowd ever in the his-

tory of the house. Put 300 in a 250 seat house
for one showing. I will continue this with a
two reel Western and comedy every Tuesday for
10 cents. I believe it will prove to be the best
serial ever in the house. It starts off with a
bang. Two reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star the-

atre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)
Special cast—Started off fine and seemed to
please. Filled the house by selling the idea to

the ladies, for every lady who bought a ticket
we would admit one male escort, and it worked.
Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Univer-
sal) Special cast—There is plenty of hokum in

this serial. Will run the last chapter next week.
One of the best serials I ever ran. Boys, if

you want a good serial play this. It sure draws
the crowd. Two reels.—Peter Bifarella, Family
theatre, Attica, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)

Joe Bonomo—Just finished first episode and was
well received. Believe we are going to like it

fine, as the circus stunts will appeal to the kids,

and quite a few grown-ups pronounced it good.

Two reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—Have shown second chapter and want to

warn that first chapter hasn’t the stuff to bring
them back, though the second one has. This

will necessitate work on both the first and second
chapter. Two reels.—H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre,

Morehouse, Mo.—Small town patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal)—This
is supposed to be taken from the Swiss Family
Robinson story. Nothing like it. Where do the

pirates come from? Well I am through with
serials. Never again 1—J. Winninger, Palace
theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—I have just played number eight and
it is a whiz. This serial is pleasing my patrons

better than “Into the Net.” Both of these are

worth running and they’ll get you some business.

Two reels.—-Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—A really good serial that is drawing
me some extra business on a weak night. Two
reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) Special

cast—No. 8. This serial is holding up very well

and is about as good as you can get.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.—General

patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—This is holding up very good consid-

ering the bad roads and weather we have had.

Don’t think we could have done nearly as well

without a serial and this is especially good. Two
reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Through with Chapter 10. Only five

more, thanks be. As I’ve said in previous re-

ports, this is the only picture I’ve ever had to

really totally disagree with “Herald” reports.

The so-called thrilling climax to this chapter was
a joke. Bright sunlight, not a breath of air

stirring on land, and the heroine on a boat with

a hose throwing large waves—zabunk. Two reels.

-—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal)—

A

dandy serial. Two reels.—L. W. Perry, Ogden
theatre, Ogden, Utah.—Railroad patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe)—One of the best

ever run. Held up good to very last.-—C. R.

McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal)

Special cast—Interesting story in as much as the

action does not repeat so much. Good but not
equal to “The Fighting Ranger” in drawing
power.—H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal)—Wil-
liam Duncan—They don’t seem to take to this

serial. It is very good but nothing to follow up
“The Riddle Rider” with. Two reels.—Chas. E.

Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BEWARE: Lige Conley—Good slapstick com-
edy. His always get some laughs.—C. R. Mc-
Henry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Bobby Vernon—Ran this

with “Tumbleweeds” and some said they liked

it better than the feature. This is not a new
comedy, but a knockout. Two reels.—J. J. Hoff-

man, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CHASE : One of the best short fea-

tures we ever played.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CLEANING UP: This is one of the best com-
edies I have had in my house in a coon’s age.

It kept them laughing all the time. Wish they
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could give me more like these, then I could ad-
vertise my comedies and be sure of a laugh.
Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE CLOUD HOPPER: Larry Semon—Get
this, it will save and put over a mighty poor pro-
gram picture. The price is right and it has all

the action that is necessary to fill out a show.
It is good. Two reels.—F. J. O'Hara, Commun-
ity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

DRAGON ALLEY : A dandy comedy that
tickled the kids pink. They seem to be getting

better with every one that we get. Two reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FARES PLEASE: A1 St. John—Oh Boy I This
one rang the bell for us. It has a laugh in

every inch of film and no mistake about that.

It is one of the best and we opened January,
National Laugh Month, with it. Two reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FELIX TRIFLES WITH TIME: Felix—

A

dandy. A real laugh getter and better than 75

per cent of the much touted two reel comedies
on the market. Felix is there and over. This

should be tied up with “The Lost World” to

good advantage. Prehistoric animals, etc. One
reel.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

FOLD UP: Fairly good. One reel.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—General

patronage.

FRENCH PASTRY : Bobby Vernon—Very good.

Everyone pleased, as the joke was on the Ger-

mans. A comedy with the war as a back-

ground. Two reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club

House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patron-

age.

GOING EAST: Lloyd Hamilton—Hamilton Is

always good. He could raise a laugh in a grave-

yard. Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.—Small town patronage.

GOOD MORNING: Lloyd Hamilton—This is

what saved the Custer picture. It is good, as his

usually are. Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Com-
munity theatre, Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

GREAT GUNS: We will always feel grate-

ful to this comedy, for it saved the lives of

everyone connected with the show when we
played “Beaucaire.”—Sam H. Blair, Majestic

theatre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

HELLO GOODBYE : Lige Conley—This com-
edy, as all of Conley’s comedies seem to do,

pleased the audience very well. There are sev-

eral good gags and slapstick merriment in it.

Two reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre,

Crowley, La.—General patronage.

HELLO, GOODBYE: Lige Conley—This was
up to the usual slapstick Mermaid brand. Some
new gags in it. Made ’em laugh. Two reels.

—

reel.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
General patronage.

HI FLIERS: This is our last Hodge Podge
and am convinced that our patrons do not want
these kind of fillers on their programs. One reel.

—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
General patronage.

IN DEEP: Cliff Bowes—This one was as good
as the average Cameo comedy. I miss the fine

actress, Virginia Vance, in this new series. One
reel.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nzaareth, Pa.

General patronage.

THE IRON MULE: Something new in tne
comedy line. 100 per cent entertainment. Get it.

Two reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre,

Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

LOW TIDE: Fairly good comedy. Educational
sadly needs some title writers who do not attempt
comedy titles in a punk situation. This is a fail-

ure that is being severely criticised by patrons.
If it’s rotten, just let it go at that seems to be
the thing to do, especially if nit wits do the
telling. Two reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic thea-
tre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MARIONETTES: Hope Hampton—A fine

subject to show in any house. My people raved
about the pretty colors. I want more of these.

Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE MISFIT: Clyde Cook—Just ordinary.

Had some good gags but they were all overdone.
Two reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

NEVER FEAR: A very good 1 reel comedy.

—

P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE OPTIMIST: Lloyd Hamilton—Think these
comedies are just fair. Rather silly and not
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many laughs. Two reels.-—Horn & Morgan, Star

theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

OVER THE FENCE: Juvenile—These are

pretty good comedies but hardly up to Our Gang
standard. Seem to please our patrons, though.

Two reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

PERMIT ME: Fair. Ernest Vetter, Majestic

theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

A RARIN’ ROMEO: Walter Heirs—Walter,

whoever told you that you were a comedian ?

This is the poorest Educational comedy we ever

played and the folks were not slow in saying so.

His comedies are of the poorest quality. Two
reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville,

Kan.—General patronage.

SAVAGE LOVE : A right good comedy and
kept them laughing from start to finish. Two
reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,

Neb.—General patronage.
SIT TIGHT: A fair comedy.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

SIT TIGHT: Jimmie Adams—A fair comedy
with some very dark scenes in it that showed
up poorly on the screen. It has some good
laughs in it. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y.

theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

TENDER FEET: Walter Hiers—A funny com-
edy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE TOURIST: A novelty comedy with plenty

of laughs and some new stuff in it. Two reels.

—

C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: One of the best comedies
we have played for some time. Two reels.—W.
L. Crone, Ideal theatre. Bloomer, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

WIDE OPEN : A very good comedy which
seemed to please all and brought a laugh from
all. Two reels.—F. R. Meinecke, Cashton Public

School theatre, Cashton, Wis.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn
—They are just the best ever and please my clien-

tele to perfection. Enough ’sed. Two reels.

—

F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn
—I believe these will turn out to be as good as

“The Go-Getters” but they cannot beat “The Pace
Makers.” Believe my patrons would like these

better if George O’Hara were in them. Two reels.
-—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tuckerman,
Ark.—General patronage.

ALL OUT: This is a dandy slapstick comedy.
It made the crowd roar with laughter and that is

what I want a comedy to do. Played it with
Warner’s "Compromise” and the two made a
dandy program.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre,

Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE COVERED FLAGON: Alberta Vaughn—
This short feature deserves to be advertised ahead
of the average feature. "The Pacemakers” series

are far above the average. Two reels.—Hunstad
and Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.

—

General patronage.

DR. PYCKLE AND MR. PRIDE: Stan Laurel
—Absolutely nothing to these comedies. Too silly

for anyone to see. Don’t play them. Print good.

Two reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb.—General patronage.

THE GO GETTER: Alberta Vaughn—No. 12.

Everyone of these “Go Getters” is O. K. Don’t
be afraid to buy them. F. B. O. will sell them
right. I am just starting on “The Pacemaker.”
They seem to be better yet than “The Go Get-

ters.” Two reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—General patronage.

THE GO GETTERS: George O’Hara—In re-

porting on this series there is nothing to do but
to quote Coue—“Every day in every way they’re

getting better and better.” If these haven’t been
run in your town, book them. Back up your
artillery with advertising and if you don’t smash
your competitors’ attendance when you run these

it won’t be any fault of the pictures. Two reels.

—Elmer F. Holmberg, Bijou theatre, Amasa,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

HALF A MAN : Stan Laurel—Stan acts up as

usual in this one and I believe it is about as

good as any he ever made. “Dr. Pyckle and Mr.
Pride” didn't seem to register, as lots of peo-

ple don’t know the story of “Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde.” Price right on these comedies, so can’t

kick. Two reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace
theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HALF A MAN: Stan Laurel—These 2 reel

comedies are no good to me. I am sure glad

that I am through with these comedies. No
more Stan Laurel for me. Print good. Two
reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

Neb.—General patronage.

HE WHO GETS RAPPED: Alberta Vaughn—
Not up to the F. B. O. standard. Two reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-

cello, la.—General patronage.

LAME BRAINS: Very good comedy. As good
as they make them. Two reels.—Irwin H. Davis,

Gem theatre, Alton, 111.—General patronage.

MEET THE AMBASSADOR: Jimmy Aubrey—
This was about the same as all the Aubrey com-
edies, except possibly a little more sensible. We
are glad it is the last we have to play. Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

MAN RUSTLIN’: Bob Custer—About the poor-

est excuse for entertainment I have ever run.

Stay clear away from this' flat tire. Terrible. Six

reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111.—Small town patronage.

MAZIE’S WON’T TELL: Alberta Vaughn—
“The adventures of Mazie” series are good. They
are the best short subjects we have. Action,

comedy and thrills with romance thrown in for

good measure, and they are all clean, too. Two
reels.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre. Plain-

view, Neb.—General patronage.

MAZIES WON’T TELL: Alberta Vaughn—
This series of comedies do not appeal so as the

others before. Best actors taken out. Copyright
1925, rating 80 per cent, Sunday, yes. Film good.

Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—General patronage.

MISS ME AGAIN: George O’Hara—This was
the last of “The Pacemakers” and it went over
O. K. A1 Cooke and Kit Guard were fine. Two
reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland,

Ind.—General patronage.

MOTHER’S JOY: Stan Laurel—Either my pa-
trons and myself are dead from the ankles up
or the director of this line of comedies ought
to be given a life job of picking blossoms from
a century plant. The comedy pleased neither the
kiddies nor their elders, and folks are beginning
to ask me when we are going to have a good
one. I wonder, too.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

ON THE LINKS: This was a very good com-
edy that had quite a few laughs throughout. It’s

no big special but went very good for a change.
Two reels.—-W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

OR WHAT HAVE YOU?: Alberta Vaughn—
This series of comedies does not have such a
great appeal as others. George O’Hara and part-

ner are lacking and so is the comedy. Rating
80 per cent, Sunday, yes ; copyright 1925. Two
reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Have
played five of these and they are all fine. No. 5

is the best so far. A1 Cooke and Kit Guard are
the funniest pair I’ve ever seen on the screen.

Two reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SOMEWHERE IN WRONG: Stan Laurel-
Rating 80 per cent. Played Wednesday ; Copy-
right 1924. These are too silly to be good and
they could be improved some. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—General
patronage.

WELCOME GRANGER: Alberta Vaughn—No.
2 "The Pacemakers.” Very good. You can’t go
wrong on these 2 reelers. All of them are good.
Print No. 1. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—Neighborhood patronage.

FOX
BIG GAME HUNTER: Earle Fox—Not so

good as the others, but was somewhat amusing
at that. Two reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic thea-
tre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

FOX NEWS: Best of all News Reels.—A. O.
Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—General patronage.

HELP YOURSELF: Here is a good comedy
and will get some laughs and some roars. A nig-

ger and a bear sure help put this over. Book it

;

it’s worth the effort. Two reels.—Ray W. Mus-
selman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—General
patronage.

THE HONEYMOON LIMITED: Sunshine—
This comedy will bring the laughs. Two reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

THE HONEYMOON LIMITED: Poor for a
Sunshine comedy. Not near up to their standard.
Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dal-

las, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE HONEYMOON LIMITED: Redeemed a
miserable show, and it was none too good. Two
reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic theatre, Belleville,

Kan.—General patronage.

THE MILK BANDITS: Another Sunshine that
was good old slapstick and pleased the crowd. Had
plenty of laughs, as do all Sunshine comedies.
Two reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

A NIP O’ SCOTCH : Very good. Two reels.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.

—

General patronage.

THE SKY SCRAPER: Van Bibber—A good
clean comedy.—Bert Siver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

UP ON THE FARM: This is a laugh provok-
ing thriller. Kept them gasping and laughing. I

believe Lee Moran sneaked in on us in this one.
At least it was he, or his double. Our first Im-
perial comedy but not the last. Two reels.

—

Ralph K. Russell, Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
—Small town patronage.

UP ON THE FARM: Good slapstick comedy.
Plenty of thrills and laughs. Two reels.—C. R.
McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

VAN BIBBER COMEDIES: Earle Foxe—Best
short stuff I have used. Two reels.—J. S. Walk-
er, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

VAN BIBBER SERIES: Earle Foxe—Equally
good as a comedy or short length drama. They
do not seem to get as many laughs, but it seems
because one is so interested in the action he has
only time for a chuckle or two. Two reels.

—

H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WRESTLER: Earle Foxe—Would do your
heart good to hear the way our audience enjoyed
this one. There wasn’t anything to it, but it

certainly went over, and all the Van Bibbers are
good. Two reels.—Sam H. Blair, Majestic thea-
tre, Belleville, Kan.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES: These please my people

fine. Some say better than comedies. One reel.

—

Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson,
Wyo.—General patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: Silly things, but they go
over each week just the same. Have had one
each Saturday for 3 years. One reel.—C. R. Mc-
Henry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

AESOP’S FABLES: I can’t see how any ex-
hibitor can give these much of a boost. I sure
can’t. Fair to use as a fill up at times is all.

—

W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

ALL NIGHT LONG: Harry Langdon—Oh boy,
here is a real comedy. This Harry Langdon is

a real comedian that will certainly get the laughs
from any crowd. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, De-
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE BELOVED BOZO: Just fair. Could have
been a much better print for the price we paid.
Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sulli-

van, 111.—Small town patronage.

BOYS WILL BE JOYS: Our Gang—We con-
sider this one of their weak comedies. The ef-

forts at comedy in it did not register. Two reels.

W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

CUPID’S BOOTS: Better than the average
Ralph Graves comedy but I am not bragging
on it. Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin thea-
tre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVES BEHIND: This is a
right good comedy that has some of the makings
of a plot in it. The dashing hero dandy is a
little stiff and new. The villain and the girl are
O. K. Two reels.—Bertin E. Leveque, Arcadia
theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

GOOD CHEER: Our Gang—Not up to the
standard set by the other comedies by this bunch.
They are slipping quite a little and I am getting
kicks where I used to get nothing but praise.

And then the price went up when the quality

went down. Guess I’ll have to quit the Gang.
Two reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING NURSE: Ralph Graves—
Has more laughs than a kitten has fleas. A new
treatment of comedy from the comedy king. Two
reels.—O. R. Oates, Bridge theatre, Petersburg,

W. Va.—Small town patronage.

THE GOOFY AGE: Our Gang—Didn’t seem to

get the kick out of this one. Two reels.—Ernest
Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.
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HIS MARRIAGE WOW: Hairy Langdon—

A

comedy with lots of humor. Langdon is a top

notch comedian. Two reels.—Bertin E. Leveque,
Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.—General patronage.

HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS: Spat Family-
One of the biggest liars I ever knew told me not

to miss buying these. I didn’t know he was a
liar ’til I ran them. Two reels.—R. B. Max-
well, Illinois theatre, Sullivan, 111.—Small town
patronage.

HOLD MY BABY : Glen Tryon—Good clean

comedy. Two reels.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois thea-

tre, Sullivan, 111.—Small town patronage.

INNOCENT HUSBANDS: Charley Chase—Best
Chase yet. Lots of laughs. Two reels.—C. R.
McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

MYSTERIOUS MYSTERY: Our Gang—One of

the best they have ever made. Two reels.—C. R.

McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

NO NOISE: Our Gang—My first Gang com-
edy and was surprised at the large number of

kids it drew. Very good and I can bank on a
good crowd on the next Gang.—J. A. Zimmerman,
Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General patronage.

OFF HIS TROLLEY : A splapstick with sev-

eral little laughs. Two reels.—Hunstad and
Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PATHE NEWS: I might just as well try to

run without a machine as to not show Pathe
News at least once a week. One reel.—Lester N.
Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Very good all the time and
some people ask for it. One reel.—C. R. Mc-
Henry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

PATHE REVIEW : Always a good filler and
frequently very interesting and entertaining. One
reel.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas,

Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

SMILE PLEASE: Harry Langdon—This com-
edy kept them laughing through the two reels.

My first Langdon and a good one. The kids

stayed through both shows and enjoyed it as

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Only theatre in good central

Nebraska town. Doing a good business. Fully

eguipped for road shows. E. L. Davies, Ewing,
Nebr.

FOR SALE: Picture business with all high
class equipment (594 seats), including Page Organ
with both hand and mechanical consoles, in one
year old attractive neighborhood theatre in city

of over 100,000 in Northern Indiana; building
for rent. Address Box 620, Exhibitors Herald,
407 South Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: To lease Motion Picture Theatre

in good sized town. Must be in A-l condition
with a seating capacity of at least 500. Brick
building preferred. Write E. L. Wilson, Harlan,
Ky.

POSITION WANTED
MANAGER or Assistant, efficient, progressive

and live wire seeks position. Five years exper-
ience with Broadway Picture House. Best of
references. Box 403, Exhibitors Herald, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

AT LIBERTY March 1st, a No. 1 Projection-
ist. Three years* advertising experience. Write
or wire. Leroy Horst, Liberty Theatre, Sanger,
Texas. (Box 1.)

much the second as the first.—J. A. Zimmerman,
Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.—General patronage.

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN: Nothing
to this one. Poor entertainment. It’s not a
comedy. Just film. Two reels.—F. G. Roberts,
American theatre, Ada, Okla.—General patron-
age.

THUNDERING LANDLORDS: Glen Tryon—
Just two more reels of comedy with no more or
less laughs. Looks like Mack Sennett has the
comedy stuff, to me, what do the rest of you
say ? Two reels.—O. R. Oates, Bridge theatre,
Petersburg, W. Va.—Small town patronage.

WILD PAPA: Ben Turpin—Just like a dog
chasing its tail, you start laughing and you can’t
quit until “the End’’ shows up. Ben’s face is

the berries’ seeds. Two reels.—O. R. Oates,
Bridge theatre, Petersburg, W. Va.—Small town
patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ALMOST A HUSBAND: A good comedy. Bet-

ter than I expected, as the bag packers have been
knocking those Century comedies ever since 1

bought the C. S. C. And by the way, I am not
the least bit sorry that I bought it. Not yet.

Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,
Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

ANDY’S DAY OF REST : Joe Murphy—The
Gump comedies are all very good. Two reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

ANDY’S HAT IN THE RING: This one went
over all right. Quite a lot of laughs in the
two reels. Very small crowd came to see this.

Two reels.—G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Rye-
gate, Mont.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER BE GOOD: A good comedy for
children.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CAPTURED ALIVE: These short Westerns
are as good as lots of the five reelers. Every
one I have played so far have stood up well.

Lots of action. Two reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence,
Star theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patron-
age.

CENTURY COMEDIES: Day by day in every
way these are growing—not really better but not
quite so bad as they used to was. “Kicked

ORGANS FOR SALE
D’ART RIDGE factory personnel will sell or

trade automatic or hand played organs. Also
music rolls. Have you a Reproduco or Foto-
player to sell ? I can sell it. D’Art Ridge, 845
S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new

veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, III.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
Iamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs at very low
prices. We replace broken backs and seats with
new ones. Why buy junk? Address C. G.
Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less
than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.
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About,’’ with Eddie Gordon, is good.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—Geneial
patronage.

CITY BOUND: Charles Puffy—Good one
reeler. This fat boy is a good one and gets a
good many laughs. One reel.—W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town pat-
ronage.

DON’T WORRY: Wanda Wiley—Good film.
A pretty good comedy is what I would say for
this one. What a pleasure it would be if we
never got any that was worse than this. Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE GREEN EYED MONSTER: Arthur
Lake—This boy is sure clever as they get them.
One reel.—D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Port-
land, Ind.—General patronage.

GREEN TEES: Pretty good comedy of the golf
tournament. Good filler that’s all. One reel.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

HER DAILY DOZEN : Very good comedy from
Universal. Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

JUST A COWBOY: Special cast—This is a
two reel Western and pleased as there is plenty
of action. Went better than most comedies.
Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,
Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS: Billy Sullivan—
These are fine. Could not be any better.—E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General
patronage.

MUSTANG WESTERNS: Nothing extraordi-
nary in the few I have played, but will suffice to
draw and satisfy Western patrons when they
would not come to see the big super-special. Two
reels.—H. L. Fox, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.—Small town patronage.

NICELY REWARDED: Charles Puffy—Real
good 1 reel comedy. We like Puffy.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.—General
patronage.

OFFICER NO. 13: Eddie Gordon—Very good
comedy. Sure had them guessing, on the edge
of their seats until the final scene. It’s good
to be put in prison for life if they give a man
company like they gave Eddy. Two reels.

—

R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General
patronage.

OFFICER NO. 13: Eddie Gordon— Usual Cen-
tury slapstick comedy. No better and no worse
than most. Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star the-
atre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

OFFICER NO. 13: Not much to this one.
Two reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Po’o, 111.—General patronage.

OMAR KHAYAM: Not much to this as a
comedy. One reel.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe the-
atre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

OUR PET: Baby Peggy—Good kid comedy and
the kids liked it. Gave the kids a free matinee
and of course had the house packed. Two reels.

—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.
—General patronage.

PAGING A WIFE: A real good comedy. Two
reels.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star theatre, Tucker-
man, Ark.—General patronage.

PAGING A WIFE: A1 Alt—Got by very well.
Just as good as many two reelers from other dis-

tributors. Film good. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

POWDERED CHICKENS: Not as good as Cen-
tury Comedies usually are. Two reels.—A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.—Gen-
eral patronage.

QUEEN OF ACES: Very good comedy. Seemed
to please all, as there were plenty of laughs.
Two reels.—F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,
Elgin, Neb.—General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PASS: Fred Humes—Not
enough action. This bird had better step on the
gas if he wants to keep up with the rest of the
Western stars. Two reels.—Howard Nelson, Ma-
jestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

SHOOTIN’ WILD; TRICKED; THE RUSTLIN’
KID: Mustang Westerns—These work in fine on
a short subject night or to balance up a comedy
feature.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

SPEAK EASY : Charles Puffy—We consider
these Puff comedies the best 1 reel comedies we
have had for a long, long time. Try them.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

—

General patronage.

A TIRED BUSINESS MAN: Good two reel

comedy.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-
ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copies and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By D. H. .

= -

Dever Asks Repeal of Fire Law at

Opening ofNorth Center Theatre

GO to your alderman! Get the bad laws repealed! That was the
. message Mayor William E. Dever brought to guests at the open-
ing of the North Center theatre, Lincoln and Irving Park boule-

vard, February 3. Mayor Dever referred directly to the 20-year-old fire

prevention laws which are causing local theatres trouble throughout
Chicago.

p)Y inference he admitted me aged
ordinances are bad but declared “I do

not make the laws
;

1 have to enforce them.”

His appearance at the festivity had been
sudden but his appeal for the ordinance
repeal was startling.

He congratulated Andrew Karzas, presi-

dent of the Woodlawn Theatre Company,
standing beside him, and congratulated the

more than 3,000 first nights ‘‘for the con-

struction of this ideal theatre, adding not

to health, not to wealth but to the moral
progress of the community.

“There are 500,000 young people in Chi-
cago who now find healthful, wholesome
amusement in the motion picture theatres

of the city,” he said.

The merchants’ association had brought
the community enthusiasm to a high pitch

with a pretentious parade, music and bright

lights. The Northwest side of Chicago
Jollified.

Rex O. Lawhead, manager of the house,

directed the crowds into the auditorium
with skill

;
more than 9,000 guests were

accommodated during the day.

Other figures in the enterprise are Edgar
I. Schooley, production manager, Armin F.

Hand, conductor, William Slanis, assistant

manager, Arthur Gutow, organist, J. B.

Lampe, musical director, and Harold E.

Murphy who is the astute publicist for the
Karzas company.
The house seats more than 3,000 people.

It is a unique creation, artistic yet practical.

* * *

King Meighan, who looks enough like

Tommy Meighan to be his own brother
and who is his own brother, was in Chi-
cago February 5 and 6 westward bound.
If the hotels hadn’t been so full of but-
ter and egg men attending the automo-
bile show and taking all the hotel rooms
King might have stayed longer. He’s
to start starring in Joe Brandt’s Colum-
bia pictures when he reaches Hollywood.

* * *

William A. Seiter, worried and care-
worn because of Reginald Denny’s ad-
venture in the Pacific storm, was in

Chicago February 5, arriving early en
route East, and getting Bill Brumberg and
a couple dozen conscientious newspaper
photographers out of bed before breakfast
time. The Denny director will select five

stories for the comedian while in New
York.

* * *

After having done up their business at

headquarters Hal Roach and Leo McCary
reached Chicago February 3 on their way
to Hollywood to put little Farina to work
again.

* * *

Announcement was made by Dave Dubin
that the Edrlcational picture “Marionettes”
has been booked in every circuit in Illinois,

counting Ascher Brothers, B. & K. and all

the rest.
* * *

E. J. Smith, general manager of Asso-

ciated Exhibitors, visited with John Medni-
koiv and George Weinberg in Chicago,
February 2 (Ground Hog day) and then
left for Detroit.

* * *

The Theatre Equipment Company which
has increased its size tenfold and its busi-

ness a hundredfold since last fall has
given up its small quarters at 738 South
Wabash Avenue to take larger offices at

1410-11 in the Bloom Building, 624 South
Michigan Avenue. The move was made
February 8.

An additional announcement was made
that Meyer S. Boog, general manager of
the company, has closed with Gold Seal
Tickets company for the territory in Illi-

nois, Wisconsin and Indiana which has for-

merly been represented directly by Gold
Seal.

* * *

Bruce Godshaw, tvho has handled
publicity for the Capitol theatre. Na-
tional Theatres Corporation and other
Cooney Brothers enterprises in an en-

terprising manner, has resigned. Lit-

tle is known as to the cause for the
breach, except that Godshaw admits
there was a misunderstanding. God-
shaw will continue in his post at Uni-
versal film exchange as publicity di-

rector.
* * *

One of the M. P. T. O.’s finest gentlemen,
Wiley N. McConnell, was in Chicago for

two days last week on business with film

managers and others. Mr. McConnell, who
is just as Gaelic as Scot and as Southern
as either, announced that he plans to retire

soon. By June he wants to be on his way
across the Pacific. He may have been
thinking of selling his Orpheum theatre and
Empress theatre at Quincy and Decatur,
but he wouldn’t say so. He wouldn’t say
that he was “tired of the show business,”

but that he is tired of business. He loves
shows

; he has been a showman since the

World’s Fair in 1893. And he’ll be a show-
man at heart as long as he lives.

* * *

King Vidor, director, Irving Thalberg,
assistant production manager, and Jack
Gilbert were in Chicago February 4 for a

( Continued on page 89 )

ANNOLINCE^J'ou r~
[

PRESENTATIONS^,
TILMACK TRAILERS/

ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
^ORK—LOW PRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-
ing shipped same day

TILMACK CO.
030 S. WABASH CHICAGO.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

HARRY D. GRAHAM
Pathe

Illinois and Indiana Manager
Nickname? They never could find

anything except Harry.
Born in Portage, Wis., August 10,

1890.

Schools? Portage public and high
schools and science course at Northwest-

ern University.

First ambition?
To be a railroad
engineer. Another
was to be a pro-
ducer.

First job? With
Sears-Roebuck in

the office. Lasted
six weeks. Then
took to selling
ads for the Chi-
cago Examiner.
When did you

enter the motion
picture business?

In about 1912 another fellow and I had
ambitions and put on a small roadshow,
“Papa’s Boy.”
Next? In 1913 I began managing mo-

tion picture theatres. Went into Mil-
waukee. Managed the Climax, Atlas and
Butterfly houses for John Freuler, for-

mer president of Mutual Film Company.
Built the Merrill theatre in Milwaukee
for Merrill Theatre Company. Went to

Minneapolis in 1916 as branch manager
for George Kleine, distributor of Es-
sanay pictures. Next to Dallas as

branch manager and then to Boston as

a special representative. Joined Pathe
in 1919 as branch manager at Omaha.
In 1921 became Kansas City manager
and two years later took the same job

at St. Louis.
When did you assume your present

post? Transferred to Chicago in 1925

as Illinois and Indiana manager.
Worst Scotch story? The driest is

about the Scotchman who went to a

saloon with an Irishman who didn’t have
any money. (By the way, Graham says

Jimmie Gillick, Chicago branch manager
for Pathe, is his closest friend!)

HERE—
—to serve you with Equip-

ment. Giving our advice and

price to meet your require-

ments.

Carrying a complete line of

theatre equipment.

From Thumb Tack to Organ.

Theatre
Equipment Co.

738 So. Wabash Ave.

Phone Harrison 4198-4199
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INDEX TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The:Dee.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Dee. 19-Ins.Jan.30-8,9.
Hearts and Fists :Dec.l9-Ins.
How to Train a Wife :Dec. 19-Ins.
I Do:Dec.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling:Jan. 16-Ins.
Lady From Hell, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Lovers’ Island :Dec. 19-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.
North Star:Dec.l9-Ins.
Pinch Hitter.The :Dec. 19-Jan. 16-Ins. Feb.6-20,21.
Play Safe:Dec.l9-Ins.Jan. 16-Ins.
Shadow of the Law, The :Dec. 19-Ins.
Ship of Souls, The:Dec.l9-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Dec.26-Ins.Jan.l6-18-Ins.Jan.23-

12,13.

Two Can Play :Dec.l9-Ins.
White Mice:Dec.l9-Ins.

Capitol

Lost Chord, The:Jan.2-98.
Plastic Age:Jan.2-98.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The:Jan.16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Fight to the Finish, The :Dec. 19-89.
Great Sensation, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Handsome Brute, The:Dec.l9-89.
Ladies of Leisure :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
New Champion, The:Dec.l9-89.
Price of Success, The:Dec. 19-89.

Sealed Lips. The:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Speed Mad:Dec.l9-89.
Steppin’ Out:Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The:Dee. 19-89 .Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The :Dec. 19-89.Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt :Dec.l9-89.Jan.9-72.

F. B. 0.
Beyond the Rockies :Feb.6-86,87.
Bloodhound, The:Dec.l9-104.
Bom to Battle :Jan.30-80,81.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-168,159.
Dead Line:Feb.6-86,87.
Devil’s Gulch :Feb.6-86, 87.
Flaming Waters :Jan.9-10, 11.
Flashing Spurs :Dec.l9-104.
Galloping Vengeance:Dec.l9-104.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Dec.26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dec.26-10.Jan. 16-17.
Man of Nerve, A :Dec.l9-104.
Man Rustling :Feb.6-86,87.
Midnight Flyer, The :Jan.9-8,9.Jan. 16-7.
No Man’s Law :Dee.l9-104.Feb.6-86,87.
Prince of Pep, The:Dee.26-88,89.
Range Terror, The :Dec. 19-104.
Riding Streak, The :Dec. 19-104.Feb.6-86, 87.
That Man Jack :Dec. 19-104
Texas Bearcat. The :Dec. 19-104.
Tough Guy, The:Jan.9-Ins.
Trigger Fingers :Dec.l9-104.
Valley of Bravery :Feb. 6-86, 87.
When Love Grows Cold:Dec.25-22,23.Jan.9-12,13.
Feb. 14, 15.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec.l9-29.Jan. 23-Ins.
Beautiful City, The :Dec. 25-32.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-26,27.

Jan.2-21.Jan.16-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Classified :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.
Clothes Make the Priate:Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-31,32.

Dec.26-26, 27.Feb.6-22, 23.
Dancer of Paris, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Dark Angel, The :Dec.25-32.
Desert Healer, The:Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.

Far Cry, The:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Girl from Montmartre, The:Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.

Jan.9-26.Jan.30-24, 25.
Good Luck:Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Graustark:Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-30,32.
Her Sister from Paris:Jan. 23-Ins.
Infatuation :Dec. 19-Ins.Dec.25-32.Jan.16-Ins.
Irene:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.6-22,23.
Joanna : Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-32.Dec.26-24,25.Jan.23-

Ins.

Just Suppose :Dee.25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-
24,25.

Kid from Montana, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Kiki :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Live Wire, The:Dec.26-32.
Lost World, The :Jan.23-Ins.

Lunatic at Large, A:Jan.23-Ins.
Memory Lane :Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-

24,25.

Men of Steel:Jan.23-Ins.
Mile. Modiste :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Molasses:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
New Commandment, The:Dec.25-32.
Pals First :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Rainbow Riley :Jan.23-Ins.
Reckless Lady, The:Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Savage, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:Dec.25-32.
Second Chance, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Shore Leave:Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The :Dec.25-32.Jan.23-Ins.
Too Much Money :Dec.25-32.Dec.26-26,27.Jan.9-26.

Jan.23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp :Jan.23-Ins.
Viennese Medley, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Unguarded Hour:Dec.25-32.
We Moderns :Dec.l9-Ins.Dec.25-28,29,32.Dec.26-26,

27.
What Fools Men:Dec.25-32.
Why Women Love:Dee.25-32.
Winds of Chance :Dec.l9-Ins.Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Dec. 19-10.
Auctioneer:Jan.23-19.Feb.6-19.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec. 19-7.Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19.
Family Upstairs, The:Dee.l9-7.Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
First Year, The:Dec.l9-8.Dec.26-21.
Gilded Butterfly, The:Dec. 25-14, 15.
Going Crooked :Feb.6-19.
Grand Army Man, The :Jan.30-7.Feb.6-19.
Johnstown Flood, The:Jan. 2-9.Jan.9-20.Jan.16-12,

13.Jan.23-Ins.
Last Year, The :Dec.25-12.
Married Alive:Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Music Master, The :Dec.25-13.Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19.
One Increasing Purpose :Dee.l9-7.Jan. 16, 11.Feb.6-

19.

Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The:Dec.26-21.
Pigs :Dec. 26-19.Jan.16 -11.Feb.6-19.
Sandy :Jan.30-6.Feb.6-Ins.
Three Bad Men:Jan. 2-10.Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The:Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11.Feb.

6-19.

What Price Glory ? :Dec.l9-7.Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19.
World of Promise :Feb.6-19.
Yankee Senor, The:Dec.25-10,ll.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Dec.19-112.
Mystery Box :Dec. 19-112.
Hey Fellas :Dec. 19-112.
Lightning :Dec. 19-112.
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec. 26-96.
North Pole, The :Dec.25-169.
Othello :Dec. 19-112.
Passionate Adventure, The :Dec.l9-112.Jan. 16-97.

Jan. 16-97.
Power God:Dec.l9-112.
Red Kimono, The :Dec. 19-112.
Santa Claus :Dec. 25-169.
She:Dec.l9-112.
Sheiks and Shebas:Dec.l9-112.
Wasted Lives :Dec. 19-112.

Lee-Bradford

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Barrier, The :Jan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22,23.
Beverly of Graustark :Jan.2-Ins.
Black Bird, The:Jan.9-l.
Bright Lights: Dec.19-l.Jan.2-Ins.
Dance Madness :Jan.2-Ins.
Don’t :Dec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An:Dec.l9-l.Jan.2-Ins.
Go West :Jan.2-Ins.
Great Love, The :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped :Jan.2-Ins.
His Secretary :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.Jan.16-7.Jan.30-

16,17.
Lights of Old Broadway :Jan.2-Ins.
Masked Bride, The :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Mike :Jan. 16-1.Jan.23-1, 6,7.Jan.30-l.Feb.6-l.
Midshipman, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks :Jan.2-Ins.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Jan.2-Ins.
Old Clothes:Jan.2-Ins.
Only Thing, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies:Jan.2-Ins.
Rag Man, The:Jan.2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec.l9-22,23.Dec.25-25.Jan.

2-Ins.
Slave of Fashion:Jan. 2-Ins.
Soul Mates :Dec. 25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Sun Up :Jan.2-Ins.
Time, the Comedian :Dec.25-25.
Torrent, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Unholy Three, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The:Dec.25-4.Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.

Jan. 23-4, 5.

Ancient Highways, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.Jan.30-3.Feb.

6-3,4.

Blind Goddess :Dec.26-Ins.
Coast of FolIy,The:Dec.26-Ins.
Crossroads of the World :Doc.26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.30-3.
Deer Drive,The:Dec.26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.
Flower of Night :Dec.26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake:Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Fresh Paint :Dec.26-Ins.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Dec.26-Ins
Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.

Grass :Dec.26-Ins.
Hands Up :Jan.9-5.Feb.6-5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck :Jan.9-4.

It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A:Dec.25-4.Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3

Jan. 16-3.

King on Main Street, The:Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Dec.26-Ins.
Lord Jim :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-5.
Lucky Devil, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec.26-Ins.

Man From Mexico, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Man Who Found Himself, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Mannequin :Dec.19-4, 5.Dec.25-4.Jan.2-3.Jan.9-4.

Jan. 16-3.Jan.23-3.

Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.

Moana :Dec. 26-Ins.

New Brooms :Dec.26-Ins.

New Klondike, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Night Life of New York:Dee.26-Ins.
Pony Express, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Peacock Parade, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Regular Fellow, A:Dec.26-Ins.
Sea Horses :Dec.26-Ins.

Secret Springs, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Song and Dance Man, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan.
9-5.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.

Seven Keys to Baldpate:Jan.9-4.

Take a Chance :Dec.26-Ins.

Tamed :Dec.26-Ins.
That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.
Vanishing American :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.

Jan. 9-4.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.
Volcano :Dec.26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec. 19-3.Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.

Jan. 30-3.
Wild Geese :Dec.26-Ins.
Woinanhandled :Jan.9-4.She:Jan.23-2.
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Producers Dist. Corp.

Braveheart :Dec. 1 9- 1 6 ,17

.

Charley’s Annt:Dec.l9-13.Dec.26-5.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.26-25.
Madame Behave :Dec. 19-12, 13.Dec.25-5.Jan.16-8,9.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec.25-26.Feb.6-16,17.
Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Seven Days:Dec.25-5.
Silence :Dec. 19-14, 15.
Simon the Jester:Dec.l9-12,13.Dec.25-16,17.
Steel Preferred :Dec.l9-12,13.Jan.9-6.Jan.23-17.

Jan. 30-18.
Stop Flirting :Dec-25-5.
Without Mercy :Dec.l9-12, 13.

Rayart
Midnight Limited, The:Jan. 30-10.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dec.26-12,13.Jan.2-18.Jan.9-24.Jan.l6-22.
Eagle, The :Dec. 19-19.Dec.25-7.
Little Annie Rooney :Dec. 19-18.Dec.25-6.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:

Dec.26-14, 14.Jan.2-19.Jan.9-26.Jan.16-23.
Tumbleweeds :Jan.23-ll.Jan.30-19.Feb.6-18.

Universal

Arizona Sweepstakes, The:Jan.9-17.Feb.6-9.
California Straight Ahead :Dec.25-21.Jan.l6-20,21.

Feb.6-9.

Calgary Stampede, The :Dec.25-21.Feb.6-8.
Chip of the Flying U :Feb.6-9.

Cohens and the Kellys:Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.30-
20,21.Feb. 6-8.

Combat :Feb.6-9.

Fast Worker, The:Jan.16-21.
Flaming Frontier, The :Feb.6-7,8.
Goose Woman :Dec.26-21.
His People :Dec. 25-21.Jan.9-17.Feb.6-8.
Home Maker, The:Dec.25-21.
Hunchback of Notre Dame :Feb. 6-8.
Hurricane Kid:Feb.6-9.
I’ll Show You the Town:Jan. 16-21.Feb. 6-8.
Let ’er Buck:Feb.6-9.
Midnight Sun, The :Dec.25-19.Dec.26-ll.Jan.2-11,

12,13, 14,15, 16,17.Feb.6-8.

Oh Doctor:Jan. 16-21. Feb. 6-8.
Outside the Law :Jan. 30-22, 23.
Phantom of the Opera:Dec.l9-20,21.Jan.9-15.Jan.

28-8, 9.Feb. 6-8.

Reckless Age, The :Jan. 16-21.
Rolling Home: Feb.6-8.
Saddle Hawk, The:Feb.6-9.
Scarlet Saint :Dec.26-3.
Siege:Dec.25-21.

Skinner’s Dress Suit:Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20, 21.Feb.6-8.
Sporting Life, The :Dec.25-21.Feb.6-8.
Sporting Youth:Jan. 16-21.
Still Alarm, The :Dec.25-21.Jan. 19-17.Feb.6-8.
Taming the West:Feb.6-9.
Teaser, The :Dec. 25-20, 21.
Under Western Skies :Feb. 6-9.
Watch Your Wife :Feb. 6-8.
What Happened to Jones:Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.

16-20,21.Feb.6-8.

Where Was I? :Dec.25-20, 21.Feb.6-8.

Warner Brothers
Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-14, 16.
Sea Beast, The:Jan.2-Ins.Jan.30-ll,12,13,14.Feb.6-

12,13.

Pathe
Casey of the Coast Guard :Feb.6-82,83.

Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy :Jan.9-14.

Cheap Skates :Jan.2-57.

Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.
Framed:Jan.2-56.
Fire Away :Jan.2-57.
Live Cowards:Jan.2-57.
Maid in Morocco:Jan. 16-25.

On Edge:Jan.2-57.

Wild Beasts of Borneo :Feb.6-ll.

Cranfield-Clarke, Inc.

Her First Night in Philadelphia :Feb.6-47.

Fox Film Corp.
All Abroad :Dec.26-23.

Big Game Hunter, The:Dec.26-23.
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.

Cupid a la Carte :Dec.26-23.

Cloudy Romance, A:Dec.26-23.
Control Yourself :Dec. 26-23.
East Side—West Side :Dec. 26-23.
Flaming Affair :Dec.26-23.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.
Feud, The :Dec.26-23.
Heart Breaker, The:Dec.26-23.
His Own Lawyer :Dec. 26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23.

Hold for Investigation :Dec.26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec.26-23.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Dec. 19-9.

Dec.26-23.
O. Henry Stories :Dee.l9-9.Dec.26-23.Dec.26-23.
Officer of the Day :Dec-26-23.

Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec.26-23.

Strong for Love :Dee.26-23.
Sky Jumper, The:Dec.26-23.
Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.
Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 19-9.

Van Bibber Comedies :Dec. 19.9.

F. B. 0.
Adventures of Mazie:Jan.2-60.
Fighting Hearts :Jan. 2-60.

Greiver

Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec.26-96.

Pathe

Amundsen’s Expedition :Jan.9-92.

Charlie, My Boy :Jan.2-Ins.

Good Cheer:Jan.2-Ins.
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The:Jan.2-Ins.
Green Archer, The:Jan. 2-100.

His Wooden Wedding :Dec.25-182.
Hot Cakes for Two:Jan.2-Ins.

Long Pants :Jan. 2-Ins.

Moonlight and Noses :Dec.l2-90.
Papa Be Good :Dec.26-98.
Pathe News:Jan.23-20.
Pathe Review :Jan.23-108.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan. 2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan.2-Ins.

Wide Open Faces : Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.
Whispering Whiskers:Jan.2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell :Jan.2-43.
Dolly Gray :Feb.6-46.

Ko-Ko Steps Out:Jan.16-43.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Dec.26-17.Jan.2-51.Jan. 16-
10 .

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137.

Chicago Notes
( Continued, from page 87)

short time before continuing their trip to
New York. Jack’s hair seems pretty long
but he can’t have it cut until he finishes
his role in his next picture.

* * *

George Dembow lost a pound and eight
dollars last week at the dentist’s office. It

was an overgrown wisdom tooth.

* * *

Kenneth Bond, now back from Florida,
is selling for Si Greiver.

* * *

Fred Rosenthal, who joined Filmack a
week ago, has the place stacked high with
orders already, says Irving.

* * *

Henri Ellman and Carl Harthill are back
and Capitol business booms again. Henri
signed for 24 Columbias in New York,
while Carl was doing some pretty important
things in Indianapolis at the company’s ex-
change.

Jack Barry, Morris Heilman’s most regu-
lar salesman, has finished five weeks at the

hospital and is feeling “fine as a fiddle.”

* * *

A honeymoon what is a honeymoon is

what Max Levey, owner of Exclusive Film
Service, has just experienced. Elizabeth

Segal, who was with Warner Brother’s ex-

change in St. Louis, became Mrs. Levey
three weeks ago. The couple visited Cuba,
Havana, Florida and New York. The
news of the wedding was not known until

the couple had returned.

* * *

Which reminds us that the owner of the

Honeymoon theatre, Ben Lucas, of South
Bend, Ind., visited Joe Lyon last week. Joe
has been harder to locate than an Irish-

man’s flea. He has been in nearly every

town in the territory recently.

* * *

Walter Brown, who sells F. B. O. films

to everybody he meets, whether they are

exhibitors or locomotive engineers, went
last week into

Spring Valley, III,

and came out with
his hands full of
contracts signed by
E. S. Holland of
the Valley theatre.

A l Hoffman heard
the news and im-
mediately went
down to join Wal-
ter. He is bunk-
ing with him this

week with the

hopes that he’ll

learn Walter’s
method of selling

them when Walter
talks in his sleep.

Holland has been in the show business

ten years, starting his career in an Alton,

111., theatre which had had seven managers
in six months. Since putting that house
over he has made similar records in Abing-
ton, Lincoln, 111., and Spring Valley, 111.

* * *

/. E. Willis announced last week that he
has the Advance Trailer Service account;

and Cycle Pictures, 804 South Wabash, an-

nounced it has the reissue of “The Great
Train Robbery” which one time was re-

garded Some Picture.

* * *

Sam El Morris, general manager of

Warner Brothers, was in Chicago sev-

eral days last week with A. C.

Thomas, legal counsel. Morris’ trip

was chiefly in connection with ex-

change business affairs. While in the

city he enthusiastically commented on
the “Sea Beast,” which has its Chicago
premiere February 12 at Warners Or-

pheum.
* * *

F. C. Aiken, Pathe district man-
ager, returned January 28 from a

tour through his territory lasting

two weeks.
* * *

Irving Mandel returned January 30

from a several days’ trip to Indianap-

olis and surrounding towns.

* * *

Nat Levine of Levine-Bischoff
stopped in Chicago from January 29

to February 1 en route to New York
from the Coast to visit with Morris
Heilman at Reelcraft.

* * *

Lee Marcus, Film Booking Offices

sales manager, was in Chicago two
hours and 51 minutes January 28 be-

tween trains on a flying trip to New
York from Los Angeles.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
AND EQUIPMENT

Theatre Organ Solos

Are Broadcast by
Detroit Station

Among the features of the program from
WJR Detroit since the first of the year
has been the organ music broadcast by
this station from the Martha Washington
theatre at Hamtramck, Mich., where Reg-
inald E. Webb presides at the console of

the three manual Marr & Colton organ.
The theatre’s concerts go out over the air

on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
evenings.
Mr. Webb is an organist of note. He

was born and raised in Orillia, Canada,
and his early instruction on organ was re-

ceived from Dr. J. H. Pierce, organist of

the Episcopal church, Orillia, Canada. Mr.
Webb later became Dr. Pierce’s assistant.

Later Mr. Webb studied at the Toronto
Conservatory of Music, completing a four
years’ course in theory, orchestration, piano
and organ under such well known teachers

as Frank S. Wellsman, former conductor
of the Toronto Symphony, Dr. A. S.

Voght, conductor of the Mendelssohn
choir, and Edmund Hardy, M. B.

In 1915 Mr. Webb came to Detroit to

take up theatre organ work and has been
playing and teaching ever since.

Wurlitzer Reports Big
Month in January

The first month of the new year has
been concluded with a bang bv the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Company, so far as sales and
installations of organs in motion picture

houses are concerned, it is announced.
Memphis, Tenn., leads the merry race

with two installations, both Loew houses,
the State and the Palace. The Denver
branch reports three important installa-

tions, one in Denver and the other two in

nearby towns, all of them Famous Players-
Lasky houses.
The Cincinnati branch reports the fol-

Henry Schoenstadt (left) and brother
Arthur, sons of Herman Schoenstadt,
and members of the theatre company
which is carrying on an improvement
campaign estimated at nearly $3,000,-

000. A bond issue has just been
launched.

REGINALD E. WEBB

Ramish and Gore
in New Project

Work will soon start on a new $150,000
Los Angeles theatre and store building it

is announced by Adolph Ramish and Abe
Gore of the Venice Investment Company.
Mr. Gore is also vice president of West
Coast Theatres, Inc. The theatre will be
erected on a lot 150 by 175 feet on Haw-
thorne boulevard, 300 feet north of Broad-
way and will be known as “The Roose-
velt.”

Plans and specifications executed by
John Porrinno, architectural engineer, have
been approved of by Gore Brothers, Sol

Lesser, Adolph Ramish and D. B. Van-
derlip. According to Adolph Ramish and
D. B. Vanderlip, the theatre will seat over
a thousand. It will contain a stage large

enough for any roadshow as well as the

perfect staging of West Coast Theatres
presentations, produced by Fanchon and
Marco.

Open State Theatre
The new State theatre, built by Finkel-

stein & Ruben, Minneapolis theatre owners,

was formally opened Thursday evening

January 19.

lowing for the month for that district

:

Liberty theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.
;
Col-

onial theatre, Dayton, O. ; Kentucky thea-
tre, Lexington, Ky.

;
Tivoli theatre, Indian-

apolis’ newest and greatest movie palace

;

Ark theatre, Lafayette, Ind.
;
Linden thea-

tre, Columbus, O. ;
Columbia theatre,

Columbus, O., and the Palace theatre, Jelli-

coe, Tenn.
Some other important installations dur-

ing the month, reported by various
branches, are: Allen theatre, Detroit; Lan-
caster theatre, Detroit

;
Albert theatre,

Berlin, N. H., a Famous Players-Lasky
house

;
Stanley theatre, Camden, N. J., and

the Majestic theatre, St. Louis.

Stettmund Will Build

New Playhouse
H. J. Stettmund, Jr., of the Odeon

theatre, Chandler, Okla., has had plans
prepared for a new theatre which will

have a seating capacity of 500. With
the exception of an organ, entire new
equipment will be purchased for the

house by Mr. Stettmund.

Make-Up No Longer Needed
HOLLYWOOD.—With the completion of “Sea

Horses” at the Paramount studios it has been
found that make-up for screen players is no
longer essential to good photography. During the

filming of the picture none of the masculine
actors wore make-up, and the leading woman used
only powder on her face.

“Steel Preferred” is a Metropolitan pro-

duction directed by James Hogan and
released by Pro-Dis-Co. Among those

in the cast are Vera Reynolds, Wil-
liam Boyd and Charlie Murray.



You can check up

There is no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.

Your patrons expect it.

Eastman Positive is the film that carries

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

And you can check up—the black-lettered

identification “Eastman” “Kodak” is in the

transparent margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



JOHN ADAMS Presents

LARRY SEMON
in

“ STOP, LOOK
AND LISTEN!”

Adapted from the Musical Comedy—by Harry B. Smith

Directed by Larry Semon

A Big National Stage Success Becomes a

Big Larry Semon Hit

Larry Semon as “Luther Meek” is

something to remember.

He’s absent-minded as a Tadpole;

as innocent as a new hatched chick;

as funny as a 2501b. songstress sing-

ing “Oh that I had wings like a

dove.”

Dorothy Dwan is the school-maam,

easy to look at, hard to forget; and

there are Josef Swickard, Lionel

Belmore, Mary Carr and Bull

Montana also in the cast.

A mixture of laughs and thrills,

ending with an auto chase that

shocks you, grips you, and has you

gasping for breath from laughing.

1926 will be a big year for comedy.

“Stop, Look and Listen” will make

it bigger.

Pafhepicture
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“ — CHICAGO’S LATEST SUCCESS”

DON ALVIN

Solo Violinist
Guest Conductor
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V.^bane

A BIG CAST!
Ricardo Cortez

Greta Garbo
Gertrude Olmstead

Edward CoDnelly

Tully Marshall

Mack Swain

Arthur E. Carew
Lucien Littlefield

Martha Mattox

Lucy Beaumont
Mario Carillo

Lillian Leighton

Scenario by Dorothy Farnum

Jrom Vicente Blasco Ibanez' now/.

Titles by Katherine Hil/iker and
H. H. Caldwell

A MONTA BELL
Production



A GREAT NEW
PRODUCTION ARRIVES

Not since

“Enemies of Women”
Has Cosmopolitan

Given exhibitors

A more positive hit

Than “
Ibanez ’ TORRENT”

A great production

Of a powerful story

With a money cast

Of 12 Big Names
Backed by nationwide

Cosmopolitan promotion

We are proud

To add this picture

To M-G-M’s big hits

A Cosmopolitan Production

Goldwun-Mayer
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Improve Your Projection at

a Saving of $250 to $1,000
The outstanding advantage of

incandescent lamp projection is

its great economy. It reduces

current costs from 25% to 75%.

But this new and better

method of projection has many
other advantages. It improves

the appearance of pictures on
the screen by supplying an in-

tense light, that is free from
flicker, glare and shadows.

It improves operating condi-

tions by eliminating fumes, car-

bon dust and excessive heat. It

is simple to operate and it costs

little to install.

Edison Mazda lamps for mo-
tion picture projection are made
to the highest standards of qual-

ity. Each lamp is thoroughly
tested before it leaves the fac-

tory and is guaranteed to give

satisfactory results when prop-
erly operated.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT

READ WHAT OTHERS SAY OF INCANDESCENT
LAMP PROJECTION

Just a word about the Incandescent
Lamp Projection that we installed in

November. Our electric saving is about
60%. Our lamps have given good serv-
ice and our projection is much better
than when we used the arcs. I feel that
Incandescent Projection is the only
thing to use.

—

F. IV. Meade, Meade
Theatre, Kingman, Kas.

* * *

We are thoroughly satisfied with In-
candescent Lamp Projection. Our screen
is 12x16 ft. with a throw of 119 ft. We
consider the light we are now getting
superior to our 70 amp. arc. The actual
saving accomplished amounts to over
$60 a month on the light and over $13
on lamps over cost of the carbons.

—

IV.

D. Fulton, De Luxe Theatre, Hutchin-
son, Kansas.

After several months use we are more
than satisfied with Mazda Lamp Pro-
jection. Our equipment is not only pay-
ing for itself but is also giving us the

best projection we have ever had. We
are sorry now that we hesitated so long.—I. E. Runyon, Iris Theatre, Hutchin-
son, Kas.

* * *

Mazda Projection has cut our power
cost about 45%. There is also quite an
added improvement in projection and
we find the equipment satisfactory in

every way.

—

R. R. Gladish, Rex Theatre,

Higgansville, Mont.

* * *

We are delighted with Incandescent
Lamp Projection. Our power bill has
been reduced from $32 a month to $7.

—

Strand Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

The full story of incandescent lamp pro-

jection is told in an interesting bulletin

prepared by engineers of our Lighting
Service Department. A copy of this bul-

letin will be sent to you free on request.

The 900 Watt
Edison Mazda Lamp

MAIL THIS COUPON

Publicity Department,

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co.

Harrison, New Jersey.

Please send me your free book-
lets on Incandescent Lamp Projec-
tion.

Name

Theatre

Address
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Here Are Just A Few

“Who isMaking
Pictures it

“UNIVERSAL AND CARL LAEMMLE DESERVE
a world of praise for making sure profits possible for the

small exhibitor.”
Louis Darntn, Damm Theatre

,
Osgood,, Ind.

“I HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL FOR 15

years, and every other make of picture, and I find Univer-
sal atfs good as any and better.”

F. C. A stels, Bijou Theatre, Cobalt, Ont.

“I AM BANKING ON UNIVERSAL, KNOWING
that whenever I play one of your pictures I am assured of

a profit.”

Joe George, American Theatre, Idaho Falls, Ida.

“MORE POWER TO UNIVERSAL AND THEIR
White List.”

J. W. Kellog, Sedgwick Theatre, Colo.

“A GOOD LINE OF PICTURES. AUDIENCES
have taken a liking to everyone shown so far.”

H. Witherspoon, Glenboro Theatre, Glenboro, Can.

“I WISH TO JOIN THE RANKS OF BOOSTERS
for Universal and wish you continued success.”

N. K. Furey, Patriot Theatre, De Kalb, Tex.

‘FOR 10 YEARS WE HAVE MADE MONEY ON
every Universal we have shown and from the looks of
coming attractions, we will continue to do so.”

Coos Bay Amusement Co., North Bend, Ore.

“YOUR JEWELS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
money-makers. I intend to play them as long as I am in

the business.”
Tourney Theatre, McPherson, Kan.

“UNIVERSAL PICTURESARETHE ONLY REAL
money-makers I run. My Universal night doubles and
sometimes triples my other nights.”

Princess Theatre Waynesboro, Miss.

“I SAY HIP, HIP HOORAH FOR CARL
Laemmle. Run Universal and make money.”

F. N. Harris, Aw Use Theatre. Hart, Mich.

“I CONSIDER THE PICTURES ON YOUR
Second White List the cream nf the new pictures offered
to the public.”

E. F. Dunlap, Legion Theatre, Derby, la.

“I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR FIRST-
class shows, your service and square dealing with us.”

F. E. Foy, Jewel Theatre, Vienna, S. D.

“KEEP UP YOUR POLICY AND REAP THE
everlasting reward due you for your live-and-let-live
policy.”

A. E. Gates, Liberty Bell Theatre, Flemington, W. Va.

“I HAVE ALWAYS FOLND UNIVERSAL FAIR
and square in their deabngs and true to promises.”

//. A. Felps, C met Theatre, Shelton, Neb.

“HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL SERVICE
for four years and have always been treated fairly and did

not have to fight for a square deal.”

W. M. Lodge, Fulton Theatre, McConnelsburg, Pa.

“YOUR NEW PRODUCT THE BEST YOU
have ever made. Best wishes for continued success.”

B. Raful, Rialto Theatre, Kenmore, 0.

“INDUSTRY OWES YOU A VOTE OF THANKS.”
Harry McClure, Strand Theatre Corp., Emporia, Kan.

“I HAVE MORE CONFIDENCE IN THE Pic-
tures on my Universal contract than in any other I buy.”

Elmer Uhlhorn, Dicke Theatre, Downersgrove, III.

“MY HAT IS OFF TO YOU. BEST WISHES TO
the silent partner of small town exhibitors.”

F. D. Moore, Liberty Theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.

“HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL PICTURES
almost 100 per cent since the first one was produced and
have found them consistently good.”

F. Lissman, Cordelia Theatre, Oroville, Cal.

“NEVER MORE PLEASED WITH ANY GROUP
of pictures than I am with these. We exhibitors owe Carl
Laemmle one big debt.”

W. A. Simon, Liberty Theatre. Fromberg, Mont.

“YOUR FILMS HAVE BEEN MONEY-MAKERS
for us.”

W. E. How rd, Aft Theater, Langley, Wash

“IT WON’T BE LONG BEFORE YOU HAVE
me playing Universal 100 per cent.”

P. K. Butterworth, Lyric Theatre, Minnedosa, Minn.
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Answers to the Question —

The Best
the Business?”
“BOY, UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES THIS

year. Made money with everyone.”
W. H . Hall, Gent Theatre, Memphis, Tex.

“I AM 100 PER CENT UNIVERSAL BECAUSE
they have been 100 per cent with me. My motto is Uni-
versal from now on.”

H. D. Youse, Pantheon Theatre, Market, lnd.

“I AM NOW 100 PER CENT UNIVERSAL AND
I will always be one of your good accounts.”

L. J. Bennett, Liberty Theatre, Mason City, III.

“BEYOND DOUBT THE BEST PROGRAMS I

have been able to secure . . . every one a picture that

pleased all classes.”

G. E. Foosher, Fungo Theatre, Golden Pond, Ky.

“UNIVERSAL COMEDIES FILL A LONG FELT
want and their features never fail to please.”

A. W. Martin, Legion Theatre, Blunt, S. D.

“VERY GRATEFUL TO YOU FOR THE SPIRIT
you have shown in the matter of the small town exhibitor.”

J. P. Vinyard. Star Theatre, Winslow, lnd.

“YOUR PICTURES ARE AS GOOD AS ANY
and your treatment of the exhibitor is fair and more rea-

sonable than competitors.”

W. H. Dean, Ideal Theatre, Windfall, lnd.

“ACCEPT MY HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
on your evident willingness to cooperate with the exhib-
itor.”

Max Patterson, Star Theatre, Waynesboro, Va.

“I HAVE ALWAYS USED UNIVERSAL Pic-
tures as far back as 1915.

T. H. Hartley, Border Theatre, Rock Island, Que.

“I BELIEVE I HAVE BOUGHT THE FINEST
line of pictures there is to be found on the market.”

C. H. Bills, Opera House,. Lenora, Kan.

“HAVE FOUND UNIVERSAL PICTURES TO
be almost 100 per cent for the small town exhibitor and
Universal is the whitest exchange to do business with.”

J. S. Kenneaster, Mystic Theatre Clovis, Cal.

“THANK YOU FOR ASSISTING EXHIBITORS
who need assistance such as myself.”

Cameo Theatre, Brewster, N. Y.

“I HAVE PLAYED UNIVERSAL PICTURES
for some time and you are giving us as good and consist-
ent pictures as anybody.”

M. C. Madison, Rex & Elk Theatres, Rexburg, Ida.

“I WISH YOU SUCCESS IN EVERY WAY AND
hope you can keep up the good work.”

John H. Wetz, Rialto Theatre, Middletown, lnd.

“UNIVERSAL DOES NOT OWN MY THEATRE
but they make it possible for me to own it.”

D. M. Hix, Garden Theatre, So. Charleston, O.

“BOTH PICTURES AND SERVICE ARE ABOVE
the average.’

’

L. J. Graffort, Cosmo Theatre, New Carlisle, lnd.

‘•WE HAVE ALL BEEN GRACIOUSLY THANK-
ful to you in the past, but you have certainly come to the
front for us this time. More power to you.’’

Ed. Buckley, Idle Hour Theatre, Olivia. Minn.

“YOU ARE TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR
giving exhibitors such a square deal. I am for you one
hundred per cent.”

Opera House, Newark', Del.

“HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL PICTURES
for eight or ten years and have always found them to be
of the highest type of entertainment.”

J. Nowatske, Park Theatre, Mukwonago, Wis.

“MR. LAEMMLE, YOU DESERVE A LOT OF
credit for saving the small town exhibitor.”

L. A. Hutnick, Fairview Theatre, Fairview, N. J.

“YOURS IS THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE.TO
be found in the reach of the exhibitor.”

John W. Priour, Casino Theatre, Hebbronville.fTex.

“FOR GOOD, CONSISTENT BUSINESS THE
Universal product is hard to beat.

F. Beatty, Garden Theatre, St. Clair, *Mich.
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PEP! LAUGHS! PUNCH!
AND THE NOW FAMOUS GOTHAM BOX-OFFICE ANGLE

READY

NOW
9YJAS. J. TYNAN

ASNAPPY PHOTO-COMEDY
DRAMA WITH THEZIP OFA

STREAK OF LIGHTNING.

/iSSw ETHEL SHANNON
MCKEE ^ A SIILIAB CAST/^ DIRECTED PY

drank o'ccmop
SUPERVISED 9Y
mhUDUOMN

( This is ad cut No. 91 from the press sheet )

Released by

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION

PLACE

YOUR

PLAY

DATES

PRODUCTIONS 16!50 Broadway SAM SAX, President New York City

There’s a Gotham Distributor in Your Territory

Foreign Rights Controlled by
INTER-OCEAN FILM COMPANY. L. W. Kastner, Pres., 218 IV. 42nd Street, New York City

Cable Address, “Inofilms”

PRODUCTION
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For Season 1926 ~ 1927

&
great stage

success

William Fox presents

%e Return of
PeterGrimm

The most widely discussed play

that ever hit the boards

Everywhere, newspapers called it

“extraordinary” and devoted col-

umns to its theme.

It tells of old Peter— beloved by
all— who dies yet lives.

For again and again he comes back
—and through the medium of a

small child advises and steers those

he loves into the realms of hap-
piness.

A mighty thought— a marvelous
production.

One of the biggest pictures on the

FOX program.

—" ——

'

Watch
next week

for

NO. 15 Fox FI I in Co rp o rat i o ru



This—the most winning—and speediest of

all the fine money makers this great box-
office star has ever made.

Every reel shouts a “Sell-Out” for

any theatre.

WILLIAM FOX
presents

MY OWN PAL
A 1926 typical Tom Mix Picture De Luxe

with OLIVE BORDEN —Tom Santschi

Virginia Marshall and TONY—The Wonder Horse

Story by Gerald Beaumont.

J. G. BLYSTONE PRODUCTION.

Action!loi’e/Thrills-ft'sa iQou)!

Fox Film Corporation
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A great treat

MARGARET awaits YOU!

LIVINGSTON

HARRISON
Beauty!

Drama!
FORD Action!

Wallace McDonald v * igs I S* £5$ Girls!
Henry Kolker wm jHn & s

,
' WfL ' fmfl&

;-?V' Thrills!

from the novel and a title worth
“The Just and Unjust” s

f 1 ? * - A many extra dol-
by Vaughn Kester W 'H m flHH

'-'V w 'W S
lars in sales.

Scenario by
h ‘

It’s a red hot rec-

Bradley King 'SL ' % •!• ord-breaker.

1
I

ratioa
1

JOHN
_WBAY
cprodud}ion

: .
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THE GREATEST SOCIETY DRAMA OF THE YEAR

An ERNST LUBITSCH
PRODUCTION

“LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN”
from the play by OSCAR WILDE

May McAvoy Irene Rich Bert Lytell Ronald Colman
(By arrangement with Samuel Qoldwyn)

Directed by ERNST LUBITSCH
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION
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A PAUL SLOANE production
STORYAND ADAPTATION BY GARRETT FORT

WITH
EDMUND BURNS, BERTRAM CRASSBY

and ETHEL WALES
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WILLIAM S. HART
IN

TUMBLEWEEDS
Story by HAL G. EVARTS ^Idaptedjbr the screen by C. GARDNER SULLIVAN

directed byKING DAGGOT

New York Liked “Tumbleweeds

“We believe ‘Tumbleweeds* will have a long

and vigorous box office life* New York audi-

ences liked it
*

M. P. News Editorial.

“NewYork liked‘TumbleweedsY*—Trade Review.

~'r
'-

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

o IMary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks D.V/. Qriffifh

Joseph M Jchenck,
Chairman . Hoard of Directors

Th'ram Obrams
President
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Guaranteed
knockout

ohnny's corns
marchinghome
with the real

straiqhtfrom the
.

BluenidcfeMountains

of Virqinia where

the moonsHINES
wonderful,!

*

C.C. BURR, presents ^

tanwrttNEsl

<y0m THOMPSON BUCHANAN'S ‘"the CUB"

Directed by. . . .CHARLES HIKES



Robert Kane
presents

Belle Bennett-

BEN LYON-
lok Moran-
JAME<J KIRKWOOD'

LOWELL (^HERMAN &

CHARLE5 MURRAY

Scenario by <?ADA COWAN - Directed by HOWARD HlGCIN-



undoubtedly the strongest cast of
stars you ever played!

OIX big box-office names in “one of the best pictures

^ of the month.” That’s what the N. Y. Daily

News called “The Reckless Lady,” stacking it up

against all other February releases.

YOU KNOW PICTURE VALUES! “THE
RECKLESS LADY” HAS THEM ALL!

3ir?t Rational Picture
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(Zft}-st Rational Pictures

J extend congratulations to

A AhAAA A 4hi> A A iAn

—NORMA TALMADGE, whose pic-

turization of “Kiki” occupies an out-

standing place among the screen’s finest

achievements.

—RONALD GOLMAN on his excellent

portrayals in such productions as “The
Dark Angel’’ and “Her Sister from
Paris,” and on the artistry that dis-

tinguishes his performance opposite

Norma Talmadge in “Kiki.”

—CLARENCE BROWN by whose directorial

genius “Kiki” is in every sense a Clarence
Brown Production.

with

RONALD
COLMAN
Screen story by HANS.KEVALY
Based on the stage play KIKI”. Written by
ANDRE PICAAD and adapted by DAVID BELASCO

ct CLARENCE BROWN Production
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v

r

RECENT activities of Mr. Morris Gest in Chicago
. afford an interesting and potentially profitable

example for all men engaged in the business of selling

amusement.
Mr. Gest is American impresario of the European

pantomine called, “The Miracle.” Aided by consider-

able social patronage and recommendation from lofty

quarters, the play had a considerable vogue in New
York. One or two other engagements enjoyed fair

prosperity before the piece was brought to Chicago. In
Chicago the production has been playing to an at-

tendance that taxes the capacity of the great Auditorium
theatre, and still there are thousands clamoring for

tickets. And with all of this it has become the talk of

the town.
One does not have to be very well versed in the ways

of the theatre to realize that the play and its Chicago
engagement have attained a prominence and popularity

that is quite out of proportion with any possible attain-

ment based simply on the merits of the production.

The play has been sold to Chicago and its people in a

manner and to an extent never previously enjoyed by
any theatrical entertainment, at least as far as recent

history goes.

Mr. Gest is the glorified fakir of the American thea-

tre. He knows all of the old tricks, most of the new
ones and also has quite a few that have originated under
his fuzzy fedora. Almost his complete assortment has

been lavished upon Chicago.

Prior to the opening of “The Miracle” in Chicago
the city was bombarded for weeks with every possible

shot in advertising, publicity and exploitation. Lead-

ing stores were prevailed upon to offer window displays;

the radio sent out information down to the minutest

detail concerning preparations being made; social and
civic personalities found themselves identified in one
way or another with the forthcoming production and
the newspapers were supplied with vast quantities of

matter which they felt called upon to carry.

As added assurance of newspaper support Mr. Gest

placed the daughter of one of the owners of Chicago’s

greatest newspaper in the leading role in the play.

All in all, Mr. Gest’s current visit to Chicago stands

out as a publicity and exploitation achievement that has

rarely been duplicated and probably never surpassed.

After several months of comparative complacency
, the censorship situation broke out last week in a

fresh and heated rash with a meeting in Chicago at-

tended by a number of noisy persons who apparently
have not yet sensed the fact that public opinion in this

country has taken a decided swing away from the
theory that the state should be a nurse girl for all the
citizens and their children.

The particular theme of the Chicago meeting was
federal censorship. The meeting assumed a typical
aspect at the outset in attempting to censor a speech by
Judge Ben Lindsey—by deleting the speaker from the
program.

Regardless of the outcome of the so-called delibera-

tions of the Chicago meeting, there will be no federal
censorship law; at one stage of the public’s fight against
this form of legalized annoyance, such a law might have
been passed. But the public has been thinking and
their thoughts have led to a determined spirit of defi-

ance against that school of reform of which motion
picture censorship is a member.

*

THE long-continued publicity which prefaced the

appearance of “Ben Hur,” together with the volumes
of spoken and written word, served naturally to cause
the trade to expect a great production. If the produc-
tion fell short of expectations, word of this would have
thundered relentlessly through the trade. But now
that the production has proven to be a great one the

trade seems to have accepted it simply as a matter of

course, something that was expected and has quickly

turned its attentions elsewhere.

This may he in the natural order but if the trade’s

attitude should become pronouncedly matter of fact to-

ward this production it will amount to a serious reflec-

tion on the trade’s judgment and sense of appreciation.

The production of “Ben Hur” by Mr. Fred Niblo and
his associates is not simply a good job, well done. It

is actually a magnificent achievement, the greatest justi-

fication yet put forward for what the motion picture is

and can he.

This production of “Ben Hur” will continue for

years to be the greatest ambassador the industry has

ever had. If the cost were ten times greater than it

has been, the investment would have been a safe and
sound one on the single point of the good will it will

obtain for the motion picture, the respect it will secure

for the pictures from critical people and the proof that

it will be to the whole world that the industry, as

now constituted, is well equal to its tremendous
responsibility.

r

f

T//ESE are the final lines I shall contribute to the pages of the HERALD for a period of several

Jl %veeks. Before they are published I will have sailed from New York for countries of the old

ivorld where American motion pictures continue to win legions to a better understanding of this nation,

its people and its customs. I tvill pursue a course of study and inquiry concerning the motion picture

abroad and the status and future of the foreign film market which shall, later, afford the basis of a

series of articles which shall be intended to be importantly informative to the American trade.

During my absence-—which will comprise the first lapse in the continuity of weekly editorial com
tributions written by me for these pages since the founding of the HERALD more than ten and one-half

years ago—I tvill resign this page to the tender mercies of a group of leaders in the motion picture trade

who will write a series of articles appearing here weekly.

W hatever may have been the shortcomings of this page in the past, we trust that it shall now blaze

forth in greater interest and popularity under the auspices of these temporary journalists whose series

of articles tvill commence here next iveek.

J)
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Censorship Meet Fails to Back
Upshaw Measure; Ends in Row

Pontius Pilate First
Censor, Says Lindsey

Judge Slighted, Then Applauded—Resolutions Com-
mitteeman Hits Convention*s “Tyranny”

Virtual failure of accomplishment in the move for federal censorship

marked the Fourth National Motion Picture Conference which met in Chi-

cago at the Congress hotel February 10 to 12 under the auspices of the

Federal Motion Picture Council in America. The delegates convened with
the stage set for endorsement of the Upshaw bill for governmental censor-

ship and closed with a verbal battle over adoption of a toothless resolu-

tion in which neither the Upshaw measure nor censorship was mentioned.
One of the members of the committee which framed the resolution even
refused to vote for it after upbraiding the chairman for the “highhanded
and tyrannical” methods used in gagging an opposition speaker.

Wrangles among delegates intermingled with shouts for the floor, acrimoni-

ous attacks on foes of censorship, misstatements and gross exaggerations of

conditions in the industry almost precipitated the conference into a heated

cjuarrel at the close. A number of the delegates left the hall even while the

final vote was taken.

Foe of Censors Wins Most Applause
The conference’s about-face on the Upshaw bill followed three days of ses-

sions in which several speakers assaulted the very purpose of the meeting and
the greatest applause accorded any speaker was given to Judge Ben B. Lind-

sey, vigorous opponent of any form of censorship, who was given a place on
the Friday afternoon program after Mrs. Charles E. Merriam, in charge of

the program, had announced earlier in the conference that there was no room
for him.

Censorship Hit

in Newspaper
Editorials

Chicago Post: We are against

the Upshaw bill. We have had
always a distaste for censorship.

We believe in holding the film

producer or the play producer re-

sponsible under law for observing
the requirements which may
rightly be demanded in the inter-

est of public morals. The violator

of the law should be punished.
Further we believe in encourag-

ing all efforts which are now be-

ing made to raise the standard of

motion pictures, and to educate
public sentiment to insist upon
film portrayals which are clean

and have artistic merit. And we
believe in a more intelligent and
firm exercise of parental author-

ity over the children in their de-

sire for screen entertainment.
Chicago Journal: The film cen-

sorship movement is the product
of the American passion for legis-

lation. The principle is that noth-
ing may be permitted to exist in

America unless it support one
federal statute, 48 state laws and
some thousands of city ordinances.

Chicago Herald-Examiner

:

Cen-
sorship of plays, of literature, of

art, is a thing that should long
since have passed into Time’s dis-

card. The history of censorship
in different forms, in different

countries, is not enlightening in

most cases, except as a horrible
example of what to avoid.

Tillson Leaves Post
for Butterfield Job

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KALAMAZOO, MICH., Feb. 16.—Roy
Tillson, for three years manager of the
Fuller theatre, has resigned to become
manager of the new State theatre at Pon-
tiac, Mich., the latest addition to the But-
terfield Circuit, which will open the latter

part of February playing vaudeville and
pictures.

Edgar Guest Addresses
200 Michigan Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 16.—Edgar
Guest, Michigan poet, is to be the speaker
at the second quarterly banquet of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan,
to be held at the Wolverine hotel tomor-
row. About 200 exhibitors are expected to

attend.

Fire Destroys Booth;
House Dark Temporarily

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 16.—The Liberty
theatre at Murphysboro, 111., will be closed
for three weeks as a result of a fire last

week which destroyed the booth.

Following are decisions of the confer-
ence :

Denounced Sunday shows.
Recommended that universities

and educational foundations do
scientific research on motion pic-

ture problems, that “eminent psy-
chiatrists, social workers and spe-

cialists in children’s ailments give
unbiased consideration,” and that
“until there is sufficient accumula-
tion of evidence of a scientific char-
acter to show that regulation of

films for minors is undesirable this

Conference declare itself as ap-
proving an adequate means of lo-

cal, state, federal or international
regulation of the motion picture
industry.”

Conference slighted the press in

its resolutions of thanks to various
organizations for cooperation.

Other highlights were:
Judge Lindsey declared that if censor-

ship is accepted “it will be the saddest
day in the history of human progress
since the bigotries and tyrannies of the
Middle Ages.”
Terry Ramsaye, author of “The His-

tory of the Motion Picture,” said: “The

One of the unique specimens of
censorship tactics was shown at the
convention in the form of a “Mo-
tion Picture Score Card,” issued by
the Federal Council and calling for
reports on pictures. Fifty-two ques-
tions are listed bearing on the
moral qualities of the picture,
whether it is propaganda, and re-
quiring a grading of the picture.

movies have been a shining mark (for
censorship) because they are a success.
Someone is always complaining about a
success.”

Frank J. Rembusch, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of In-
diana, declared: “Some of you people
here would get $9,000 or maybe $10,000
a year jobs if this Upshaw bill passes,
which, of course, it won’t. This country
isn’t for censorship.”

Called Gag on Genius
“To stifle the work of the creative

geniuses of the films by restrictions

which are not imposed on the other arts

would be to work disaster to this

new industry” said Mrs. Alfred Hamburger
of the Book and Play Club.

Debate was precipitated by insinuation
of Mrs. Robbins Gilman, secretary of

the Woman’s Cooperative Alliance, Min-
neapolis, that the National Board of Re-
view was bribed by producers. E. A.
Moree of the board replied that “it was
a vicious thing to have to listen to a

libel against workers who are giving
their services in a worthy cause.”
The printed program carried the state-

ment that “this is an open conference
with a free platform,” but the conference
refused to let Moree answer a sarcastic

question at the concluding session.

Airs. Walter E. Hughes, representing
3,000 members of the Illinois Woman’s
Athletic Association, warned that “you
can’t legislate goodness into the con-
sciousness of a people,” and “sending
people to Heaven isn’t the job of a
Washington censorship board.”

Professor E. A. Ross of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, declared himself op-
posed to censorship for adults though
recommending it for children.

Mayor I. M. Kittleson of Madison,
Wis., showed how his city gets clean pic-

( Continued on page 34 )
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NEW YORK.—Harvey Day always ob-

serves the anniversary of the birth of

the “Great Emancipator” so he did not
work Feb. 12. . . . Billy Goldman, St.

Louis motion picture impresario, spent last

week in New York just “visitin’ around
and lookin’ ’em over.” . . . Julius Singer,

beau brummel of the Carl Laemmle forces,

had his picture taken last week and now
they’re in great demand by the fair sex.

. . . Bennie Fineman, now with First

National as a supervisor of production, is

spending a vacation in New York. . . .

Nat Rothstein says “The Flaming Fron-
tier” is a picture that would make any
man quit any job to handle it. . . . Bill

Yearsley, now representing Jay Dee in this

country, has moved his offices from the

Ritz-Carlton Hotel to the eighth floor of

the Straus building. . . . Hon. Charles L.

O’Reilly, Hon. Lee A. Ochs and Will Hays
were among those who attended the

T. O. C. C. dinner according to the official

seating list. . . . Hy Daab’s promotion to

director of advertising for F. B. O. lets

the world into the secret that Hy’s first

name is Hyatt. . . .Paula Gold has joined
Nat Rothstein in his new job at Universal
and will join the general publicity staff

after “The Flaming Frontier” gets under
way. . . . Barry Curran, late of Columbia
Pictures, has joined Warner Brothers and
will handle trade paper publicity. . . .

Eddie Klein has joined the ranks of the

trans-oceanic commuters and sails for the

other side again next week. .'
. . Mike

Gore and Mike Rosenberg are here from
the Coast and the presence of the two
Mikes suggests that there is something
doing in West Coast theatres. . . Robert
Fairbanks, close kin of Doug, stopped over
in New York en route to Europe. .

Fred Balsliofer blew in from the Coast last

week and will stay here for a couple of
weeks. . . . Harry Scott, general sales

manager of Pathe, left last week on a
Western trip. . . . Henry King finished his
New York visit last week and departed for
Hollywood where he will begin another
picture for Sam Goldztryn. . . . Eddie
Smith, sales manager of Associated Ex-
hibitors, is away on a flying trip, placing
“The Skyrocket” with first run houses and
says it doesn’t take long to do it. . . .

Jake Wells, Virginia theatre magnate,
spent part of last week in New York,
chiefly in consultation with Joseph M.
Seider on legislative matters affecting the-

atre owners. . . . Sidney R. Kent was laid

up for several days last week with tonsi-
litis. . . . Vic Shapiro denies that it was
his $125,000 that was paid for “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth,” and suspects that
it was Sam Goldwyn’s money. . . . Jack
Woody, now a producer on his own, is

busy making preparation for beginning
work on his first picture. . . . /. Charles
Davis, 2nd., hurried back from the Coast
to take a look into the muddled affairs of
Vital Exchanges, which was hooked up
closely with his company. . . . Kenneth J.

Bishop, of Tennek Films, is here from the

Coast with five 2-reelers which Hopp Had-
ley says are bears. . . . Ralph Cider, F.

B. O. director, is here on a visit from the

Coast. . .Joe Plunkett smiled clear up
to his heavy thatch of hair when being
told that his “Mark Strand Frolics” is get-

ting to be the regular weekly hit of the big

street . . . Herman Heller’s orchestra is

making a big hit broadcasting Warner
theatre music from Station WBPI.

—SPARGO.

To Be Seen
Under the
Universal
Banner

LEFT: CREIGH-
TON HALE has
the leading male
role in “Char-
ley’s Niece” to

be made by A1
Lichtman.

RIGHT: ETHEL
SHANNON sup-
ports Madge
Kennedy in the
new Lichtman
picture for Uni-
versal distribu-

tion.

AIDA McPHAIL, formerly of Chicago, appearing in Cen-
tury Comedies which are released through Universal. She
posed this one for Harry Nichols, “Herald” staff photog-
rapher now on the West Coast.

FLORA FINCH is to

be seen again in a
characteristic role in

the picture Lichtman
begins soon for U
release.

AL LICHTMAN has
entered the produc-
tion field. His first

subject goes through
Universal’s distribut-

ing company.

DAVID BUTLER has
been assigned an im-

p o r t a n t role in

“Charley’s Niece, the

first production of

Lichtman’s.
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Martin J. Quigley

Who has gone abroad to

study conditions in for-

eign markets.

Martin J. Quigley, publisher and
editor, of the HERALD, sailed

from New York for Europe on the

S.S. Mauretania on Wednesday,
February 17. Mr. Quigley will be
abroad several weeks, during which
time he will visit the film capitals

of the Continent and England, dis-

cuss international trade matters

with various leaders in the indus-

try abroad and obtain material for

a series of articles on “Motion Pic-

tures Abroad,” which will appear in

the HERALD.

Music Society Settle

Five Texas Lawsuits
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX, Feb. 16.—The Ameri-
can Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers have arbitrated and settled with
following theatres on a basis of 10 cents

per seat, and attorney’s fees

:

Keen. Fort Worth, Tex.: Strand, Houston,
Tex.; Palace theatre, Wo'tha-n, Tex, and the

Duncam Cafeteria and Thomas Confectionery,
Dallas, Tex.

Suits also pending against Rialto theatre, Fort
Worth; Rialto, Midland, Tex, and Custer thea-

tre, Slayton, Tex.
Suits will also be brought against a number of

Oklahoma and other Texas theatres in the near
future.

Moran’s Mother Dead
PORTLAND, ORE.—Billy Moran, manager of

the U office at Oklahoma City, and James Moran,
salesman of the U Portland office, are receiving
condolences following the death of their mother
in Portland.

DeMille Stars as Waitresses
to Greet Nation’s Exhibitors

Banquet and Dance at Studio Planned—Seider Attacks “Screen

Leeches”—Woodhull Plans Speakers Squadron—E.

Thornton Kelly Directs New Contact Bureau
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

J

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Cecil B. DeMille as the headwaiter and all of

his stars as waitresses will provide one of the stellar evening attractions

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America at their convention
at Los Angeles June 1 to 5.

“Theatre Bootleggers” Attacked
One of two other announcements of importance to exhibitors made last

week from the M. P. T. O. A. headquarters concerned what Joseph M.
Seider, business manager, branded as “theatre bootleggers,” whose “sys-

tem of encroaching upon territory already meritoriously and adequately
covered by pioneer exhibitors is being done through no other purpose
than for the milching of the industry.” Establishment of a Contact Bureau
with E. Thornton Kelly as director was also announced.

Glenn Harper, secretary of the California
M. P. T. O. and West Coast entertainment
chairman for the national convention, wrote
Seider last week of the, banquet and ball

which DeMille is planning at his studio in

Culver City during the national convention.
The banquet will take place on the lawn
with all his stars waiting on the diners,

and the dance will be on a special ballroom
set on one of his large stages.

Los Angeles in Gala Attire
The Ambassador hotel, which will be the

convention headquarters in Los Angeles,
is a magnificent structure of Alhambra ar-
chitecture, commanding a frontage and
background of 37 acres. Mr. Harper makes
known he now has several manufacturers
making miles of banners and streamers
which will not only decorate these 37 acres
but will be suspended across all the main
thoroughfares several days before the con-
ventionees arrive on the Coast.
The special train which will conduct the

exhibitors in the Eastern and Middle Atlan-
tic states to Los Angeles will be the first

transcontinental express of its kind. Na-
tional headquarters last week was informed
by the New York Central Railroad that it

would have to be a through train and that

all reservations therefore would necessar-
ily have to date from the Grand Central
Terminal in New York. Consequently the
various heads of the transportation com-
mittee designated by Seider will make their

own arrangements as to transportation.
Complete announcements as to transporta-
tion facilities from parts of the country
other than New York will be made in the
near future when a complete schedule of
facilities will be finally decided. Already
reservations for the big flier from New
York are piling up in the business man-
ager’s office. Seider requests that all who
intend to board this train should hasten to

inform Sam Sonin at national headquar-
ters.

The attack on “screen leeches” was made
by Seider at the installation of officers of

Theatre Raises Funds
for Rebuilding Church

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y. f Feb. 16.—The
Photoplay theatre in Keeseville,
N. Y., run by Peter Gordon, did
its part February 14 in raising
funds toward replacing the church
that was burned to the ground a
few days ago. The money raised
by Mr. Gordon, in a benefit at his
theatre, will be used toward buy-
ing a bell for the new edifice.

the M. P. T. O. of Brooklyn last Tuesday
night. He protested against activities of
persons who become exhibitors solely to

“bleed our honest members by compelling
them for the sake of their very existence
to buy up these business-destroying decoys
erected by theatre bootleggers.”

R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P.
T. O. A, sounded a warning against “dys-
peptic minds” and said he would organize
a speakers’ bureau to answer attacks on the
industry.

Eighteen officers of the Brooklyn M. P.
T. O. installed were

:

Rudolph Sanders, president; M. S. McNamara,
vicepresident; Abraham Phillips, secretary; Louis
Schiffman, treasurer; Meyer Rosenthal, sergeant-
at-arms; Eugene Zerner, business manager; and
these directors—Elias Bernstein, Eugene Zerner,
Sam Fisher, Louis Rosen, Ben Idson, Max Pear
and Fred Stein.

Under E. Thornton Kelly’s direction as
head of the Contact Bureau will be a num-
ber of field men. Kelly, who had been sent
to interview Western leaders, was recalled
to New York when the contract conference
was successfully concluded and given the
appointment as head of the bureau.

Colorado Exhibitors
in Sunday Show Fight

DENVER. COLO., Feb. 16.—The Sun-
day closing question will play an impor-
tant part in the coming city election at

Arvada. Although the election will not
be held until April the issues have begun
to take shape. Prospective councilmen are
already being asked to express their views.
No ordinance against Sunday closing is

now in existence in Arvada but because of

a state law against Sunday shows the the-

atre in the city has been closed. All the

nearby towns have Sunday shows.

Three-fifths of Films
in Finland from U. S.

( Special from Department of Commerce )

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 16—More
than three-fifths of all the motion picture

films exhibited in Finland during 1925 were
American productions, according to con-

sular advices from Helsingfors to the de-

partment of commerce. A total of 530
films were passed upon during the year.

Leonard Goes from
F. B. O. to Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Frank Leonard,
on the F. B. O. publicity staff, has resigned

to join Nat Rothstein in the exploitation

department of Universal.
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WHAT EXHIBITORS ARE SAYING ABOUT-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
“I find your paper the most valuable to me of any trade paper I

take, and I have been in business nine years, which is, by the way,
just one year less than the HERALD has been in business.”—C. A.
SPA1NHOUR, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.

* * *

“I cannot say too much for the HERALD. It has been a very good
friend to me.”—M. G. PRICE, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.

* * *

“May I compliment you on your Copy Service for exhibitors in your
paper? To me it is about the most valuable bit of service I get from
any trade paper. I also get a great deal of value out of Service Talks
on Pictures, and would like to see it cover a larger field, particularly on
the big releases.”—BEN L. MORRIS, Spragg Amusement Co., Bel-

laire, O.

Exhibitors Vote

Quiz on Exchange
Accessories Sale
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 16.—At the

regular meeting of the M. P. T. O. of East-
ern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
and Delaware a committee was appointed
to investigate allegations lodged against cer-

tain Philadelphia exchanges which it is

claimed have been insisting that all paper
and advertising material be purchased from
them at the time of renting film. Exhibi-

tors maintain that by this action on the

part of some exchanges they are com-
pelled to pay three times what such acces-

sories would ordinarily cost them, and
further that the paper obtained from the

exchanges is unmounted and very perish-

able. A committee consisting of George
Naudascher, Elliott Goldman, I. Perlin, H.
Meeker and Ben Fertle was appointed to

negotiate with exchanges for abolition of

the practice.

In order to give the department of Public

Safety and George W. Elliott, its new di-

rector, who succeeded Director Butler, its

unqualified support, the organization voted

to flash pictures of Director Elliott on the

screens of all theatres in Philadelphia and
to prepare a short slide urging all citizens

to stand solidly back of Director Elliott in

eliminating vice and banditry from the city.

The M. P. T. O. again went on record as

being strongly opposed to percentage book-
ings.

Four FieldMen Added to

Paramount Exploitation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—In accordance

with the expansion policy made public at

the time of the reorganization of the Para-
mount exploitation department, Oscar Kant-
ner, manager of the department, has an-

nounced assignment of four new men to

the field, bringing the total number of the

company’s exploiteers to 21.

Myron Shellman has been assigned to the

Charlotte exchange, with the Memphis ter-

ritory also under his direction. Carl O.

Weaver goes to the Cleveland branch.

Elmer R. Burger will have his headquar-

ters at Des Moines, with Omaha also in his

territory. F. L. Collins goes to Indianapo-

lis, and will also handle Louisville.

Cruze and Compson Escape Death
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—James Cruze and his

wife, Betty Compson, had a narrow escape when
an explosion occurred on board the boat on which
they were passengers.

Texas Directors Draw
Bill Against Carnivals

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEXAS, Feb. 16.—The M. P.

T. O. directors of Texas have drawn up
a bill barring tent shows, to be presented
at the next meeting of the legislature. A
membership drive and the rates charged to

theatres for power and fights were also

discussed. New directors appointed are

Jack Lilly, Greenville, C. J. Musselman,
Dallas, and H. B. Robb, Dallas. Alternates,

J. M. Reynolds, Arlington, S. G. Howell,
Dallas, and M. J. Gwynn, Terrell.

Full Tax Repeal
Voted by Senate;

Now Up to House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Feb. 16.—Full
repeal of the tax on admissions and dues,

adopted by the senate as in committee of

the whole on February 10 in agreeing to

an amendment offered by Senator King of

Utah and ratified in passing the bill on
February 12, will be the subject of con-

siderable controversy when the bill is taken

up in conference, the house having voted

to leave the admission tax as it now stands,

with an exemption of 50 cents, but exempt-
ing from all tax the socalled spoken drama.

In preparing its bill the senate finance

committee had voted to increase the ex-

emption to 75 cents and not to give any
additional relief to the spoken drama or

any other class of amusement, and Sen-
ator King’s amendment was adopted by
a vote of 36 to 34 only after lengthy de-

bate.
It was pointed out by Senator Smoot of Utah,

chairman of the finance committee, that the amend-
ment increasing the exemption to 75 cents would
reduce the tax collected from this source by
$9,000,000 and that the total repeal of the tax

would mean a loss of $24,000,000 more, or a total

of $33,000,000. It was pointed out by other sena-

tors, however, that the Democrats were success-

ful in having adopted many other and more im-

portant relief measures during consideration of the

tax bill, and that this was a “mere bagatelle”

which might as well be allowed to go out.

Rembusch Asks All to

Work Along with Hays
Frank J. Rembusch, president of the

M. P. T. O. of Indiana stated February
11 that he wants all exhibitors to “go along

and work with Mr. Hays.” “Mr. Hays is

sincere;” he said, “he has proven it by
giving us a fair and equitable contract with

about everything we ask for.”

Woody Will Put
James, Younger

Bands in Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—John S. Woody
will engage in production, he announced
this week. He has been active for the last

several weeks
making plans, now
completed, for

making a feature

based upon the ex-
ploits of the James
and Younger boys.

A deal has been
completed with
Robertus Love of
the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch for

the motion picture

rights to a book,

“The Rise and
Fall of Jesse
James,” now being John s. Woody
printed by Put-
nam. The story already has been pub-
lished serially, in 36 installments, through
the Thompson Feature Service, in a large
number of newspapers.
Work on the preliminaries of production

are already underway and Woody expects
to start casting immediately with the pic-

ture to be ready for release next Fall. He
has budgeted the cost at $250,000.

Woody says releasing arrangements have
been completed and intimates the picture

will be handled by F. B. O. Colvin Brown,
F. B. O. vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution, confirms the fact that negotia-
tions are underway.

Censor Board Move
in Kentucky Fails;

Measure Is Buried
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) .

FRANKFORT, KY., Feb. 16.—Efforts to

establish a board of motion picture censors
in Kentucky have failed in the present ses-

sion of the Kentucky legislature.

A bill introduced by Senator Hiram
Brock has been buried in committee and
according to its author probably will remain
there, unacted upon. “There appears to be
no sentiment for such a board in Ken-
tucky,” Senator Brock said, “although there

is much in the moving pictures that ought
to be deleted if we are to safeguard our
children.”

The Brock bill would have created a

censor board of three members, who would
have worked under the state department of
public instruction. The Brock bill was
modeled after the Ohio moving picture cen-
sorship law.

Fox Deal with Southern
Chain 100% for 5 Years

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 16.
—“Jimmy”

Grainger, general sales manager of Fox
Film Corporation, last week signed the In-

terstate Amusement Corporation to a con-
tract calling for 100 per cent first runs for

five years. The contract was made by
Karl Hoblitzelle, president.

DeLorme Transferred
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 16.—
L. V. DeLorme, manager of the Palmer
theatre here, has been transferred to the

new Fruitvale theatre at Fruitvale, Cal,
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Accepted Contract Promises
to Unite Exhibitor Factions

Agreement Indicates All Groups Will Be Brought Together

Under M.P.T.O.A, Banner at Los Angeles Convention June
1 to 5—Practically All Leaders Say They’ll Attend

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—The new standard exhibition contract agreed upon
by the exhibitors of the country and the Hays organization, full text of which
is printed in this issue of the Herald, gives promise of wiping out all fac-

tional fights among the exhibitors, and bringing them all under the M. P. T.

O. A. banner at the convention to be held in Los Angeles June 1 to 5.

Leaders Going to Los Angeles

Practically all the exhibitor leaders, many of them leaders of exhibitor bodies

which for some cause or other have broken away from the M. P. T. O. A. and
formed organizations of their own, who were in attendance at the contract

meeting at the Hays office, announced their intention of going to Los Angeles
for the convention.

Exhibitors here generally, leaders and laymen, are jubilant over the settling

of the long drawn out fight on the contract.

Paula Gould Resigns
from F. B. O. to Join

U Publicity’s Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Paula Gould,
for the last four years general press repre-

sentative for F. B. O. in the East, has
resigned, to join

the publicity de-

partment of Uni-
versal Pictures
Corporation. Miss
Gould will assist

Nat Rothstein on
“The Flaming
Frontier” cam-
paign, and at its

conclusion will be
assigned to special

work in the pub-
licity department.

Although Miss
Gould is one of

the youngest of

the women public-

ists in the industry, she made an enviable

reputation for herself when two years ago
she was placed in full charge of all F. B. O.

trade paper publicity, in addition to fan

magazines and newspaper work, and ac-

quitted herself creditably.

Miss Gould is wellknown in the trade,

and is a contributor to several popular

magazines and newspapers.

Fred Kley Retires from
Industry ; Former Head

of Studio for F. P. L.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16.—Fred Kley,

general manager of the De Mille Studio,

has resigned. He leaves the motion picture

industry.

Kley, who was formerly studio manager
for Famous Players-Lasky, came to Cali-

fornia with limited funds and was for-

tunate enough to invest a portion of his

earnings in Los Angeles real estate, and
later in other investments, which were very
profitable for him, and has enabled him to

retire. Having no desire to be inactive after

twelve years of strenuous work as a motion
picture executive, Kley has associated him-
self with the West Coast Mortgage Securi-

ites Company, in which he holds the office

of vice president. Kley is also on the board
of directors of the Metropolitan Mortgage
Company and is chairman of the advisory

board of the Culver City branch of the

Bank of America.

“Sea Beast” Sets New
Record with Other
Bookings by Warners

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb! 16.—John Barry-

more’s “The Sea Beast,” Warner Broth-

ers production, is making an unusual rec-

ord for bookings. Most of the bookings
are for February. The entire Famous
Players chain in the South has booked it.

Other leading bookings are from Atlanta,

Cincinnati, Cleveland and Denver.
“Lady Windermere’s Fan,” Ernst Lub-

itsch production, has broken all records

at the Forum theatre, Los Angeles. The
new Syd Chaplin picture, “Oh ! What a

Nurse!”, is to have its world premiere at

the opening of Pantages’ new $3,000,000

theatre in San Francisco February 20.

“Hogan’s Alley” made a new high record

at the Metropolitan, Baltimore.

Dolores Costello’s third picture will ap-

pear on Broadway March 21 at the Rialto.

The others were “The Sea Beast” and
“The Mannequin.” “The Cave Man” ap-

pears at the Rialto February 28.

Jubilation Meeting Planned

They feel that the Los Angeles meeting
aside from any other important convention
business, should be made a general jubila-

tion meeting as a celebration over the set-

tlement of their most troublesome problem
with the exception of the overseating
question.

The new form of contract has been
printed and is now being circulated among
the distributing companies, each of which
will have its own forms printed.

It is expected that the new contract will

be in operation early next month.

Woman Cashier Dupes
Bandits; Dynamiters

Escape with $1,200
Mrs. Pauline England, cashier of the

Newman theatre, Kansas City, Mo., paid

$204 for just a glimpse of a partly con-
cealed pistol last week. Several men were
loitering in the lobby when one of them
walked over to the ticket window where
she was counting out $700 in receipts. As
she looked up she was facing a pistol. She
promptly pushed out $204, whereupon the

bandit went on his way.

Bandits who dynamited the safe of the

Columbia theatre, Columbia, Mo., escaped
with $1,200. The robbery was not discov-
ered until about noon the next day.

San Francisco safecrackers knocked the
knob from the safe in the office of the
Sutter theatre, but were unable to open
the strong box.

Literary Censorship
Attacked as Danger

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY MO., Feb. 16.—Censor-
ship and the socalled “clean books bill”

now before the New York state legislature

came in for an ironical panning by the

Kansas City Star this week.
“Therein lies the danger of literary cen-

sorship—it gives a political weapon into

hands that are too likely to be unfit to

wield it. Some legislators are terribly afraid
the people won’t be governed enough. What
they seem to need is the political wisdom
to recognize that the best and most effective

protection to public morals is public opin-
ion. That will very quickly terminate the

life of any publication that persistently of

fends it.”

Joseph P. Kennedy (left), purchaser of Film Booking Offices, shaking

hands with Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A.
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Censorship Meeting
Fails to O. K. Upshaw

Federal Control Bill
( Continued from page 29)

tures without legal censorship, through
cooperation of the exhibitors with an ad-
visory group.
Mrs. David Ross of Indianapolis,

president of the Indiana Endorsers of
Photoplays, charged that “from the
first this convention has been packed to
endorse the Upshaw bill.”

Moree accused Rev. W. S. Chase,
chairman of the conference, of “political

maneuvering.”
Censorship advocates ran into a quag-

mire of arguments even before the con-
ference opened. On Tuesday night at a
preliminary meeting at the Chicago
Woman’s Club, Mrs. Hamburger deliv-

ered a broadside against gagging the in-

dustry, in answer to Reverend Chase,
Mrs. Gilman and Miss Mary Caldwell of

Chattanooga.

Lindsey Hurls Bombshells
While the opening session of the con-

ference was getting under way Judge
Lindsey was hurling verbal bombshells
through the conference doors, at first

closed to him.
“Pontius Pilate was the first great cen-

sor and Jesus Christ was the first great
victim,” the Denver judge declared. Ar-

“You’re in favor of the Upshaw
bill whjch would establish a
bureau of high salaried politicians
to stick their fingers in the mak-
ing of movies. That’s great!
providing you get one of those
high salaried jobs.

“I’m for censorship whenever I

can be the censor. If somebody
else is going to do the censoring

—

then nothing doing. That’s the
way it is with everybody. They
want to regulate but they don’t
want to be regulated .”—Frank J.
Rembusch.

riving as unofficial representative of the
Colorado Parents and Teachers Associa-
tion and the Colorado Mothers Council,
Lindsey found the way to the platform
blocked, though Mrs. Virginia Palmer,
chairman of the Colorado associations,
had asked a place on the program for
the judge, to insure that the views of the
Colorado women would be heard.
Lindsey declared the mothers and

teachers of Colorado were opposed to

city, state or national censorship and
that his many years on the bench had
convinced him there would be more
crime if there were no motion pictures.

Board of Review Defended

The first debate on the floor came
when Mrs. Gilman insinuated that pro-
ducers had a hand in the decisions of

the National Board of Review and Moree
took up its defense against the entire

assembly. More declared the board’s
work was being done by 250 volunteers
“who are just as honest, if not as in-

telligent, as those sitting in this audi-
ence.” In answering a fusillade of ques-
tions from delegates Moree had to

appeal several times to the chair and re-

minded the delegates that he was an
American citizen. Dr. Leonard White,
chairman of the Chicago committee,
joined in the baiting of Moree until Dr.
George Davis Bevan, a psychiatrist,

called for less bickerin'3'.

Mrs. Gilman’s advocacy of federal

censorship was opposed by Dr. Ferdi-
nand Schevill, professor of history at
the University of Chicago. Dr. Schevill,
though not attending the conference, de-
clared that “national regulation—censor-
ship, call it what you will—means death.
It cannot help but kill it eventually.
National censorship would mean an at-
tempt to standardize national thought.”

Mrs. Merriam charged that “we cannot
find one really constructive thing that
has come from Will Havs’ regime in

four years.” But to the question
whether “in every film should every sin

be punished,” the reply was that “that’s
an old question I refuse to become in-

volved in.”

Ramsaye and Rembusch Speak

Ramsaye and Rembusch had their in-

nings at the Wednesday night session at

the Chicago Woman’s club.

“Nobody is for the motion pictures but
the people,” Ramsaye told the delegates.
“Nobody cares about the motion picture,
for itself alone, except the 55,000,000
customers who go to the box office to

buy what they wrant.

“I find that Canon Chase of this coun-
cil has been a very considerable factor in

making the motion picture what it is to-

day.” Ramsaye then told of how Rev-
erend Chase helped drive Adam Kessel
and Charles O. Bauman from racetrack
bookmaking into motion pictures, and
that Kessel drafted Charles Chaplin into

pictures and the two were “instrumental
in giving the screen Douglas Fairbanks
and some of the major work's of D. W.
Griffith, Thomas Ince, W. S. Hart and
many of the best pictures the screen of

the era saw.

Bicycles Once Censored

“The very week that the theatre screen
career of the films was born, back there
April 27, 1896, the Reverend D. Asa
Blackburn of the Church of the Stran-
gers in New York preached a sermon en-
titled: ‘You cannot serve God and sky-
lark on a bicycle.’

”

“I suppose your idea of censoring the

movies is that it prevents crime,” said

Rembusch. “Chicago is a great town to

to come to, to put over that argument.
They’ve been censoring pictures here for

years and it has been so successful in pre-

venting crime that outside of a few in-

stances of boys murdering their. friends

and young gunmen and bootleggers run-
ning amuck regularly—Chicago is en-

tirely pure.

There was a reversion to the addresses
of Ramsaye and Rembusch in the

comment at Thursday’s session. One
delegate charged that jRamsaye “in a

foul mouthed way flung out a number of

statements.” There was an uproar and
another delegate demanded the phrase be
stricken from the records.

But the real headliner of the Thursday
afternoon session was the most ardent
foe* of censorship at the meeting—Judge
Lindsey, and at that he was the only
scheduled speaker whose time was cut

short by the chairman.

“We have yet to find one case of crime
among youth that could fairly be traced

to the movies. But I do know of thou-

sands of children who have been ele-

vated, inspired and made happier because
of the movies. There is certainly no
more and probably less crime, especially

among youth, in cities where there is no
local or state censorship.” He declared
that cities or states with censorship do
show “a messy lot of contradictions and
silly absurdities in mussing up films and
frequently petty politics and tyranny.
Anything they have done has been far

better done in cities like Denver through

cooperation of civic agencies with the
producers and exhibitors themselves.”
Thursday night the censorship bills of

Congressmen William I. Swoope and
William D. Upshaw were debated. Up-
shaw was represented by a leader of the
conference.

A. R. Miller charged that Moree and
his board received money from the in-

terests and the latter shouted that was a
lie.

But it was at the final session Friday
forenoon that the fireworks of charges
and incriminations reached their height.
This followed an address by Miss Alice
Miller, formerly chairman of the Chi-
cago Board of Censorship, who admitted
a number of limitations in the Chicago
system, and proposal of a new form of
federal censorship by Nelson L. Greene,
editor of the “Educational Screen,” Chi-

“It is inevitable that the motion
picture, now a means of entertain-
ment, will become a vehicle of

ideas. A federal governmental
board, empowered to censor mov-
ing pictures for adults, would en-
able the party in power to choke
off opinions opposed by favored
political or economic groups.
“We do not want to see in this

country choking off of opinions as
employed in soviet Russia or un-
der the Mussolini regime.”

—

Pro-
fessor E. A. Ross.

cago. Greene suggested a federal board
of film classification,

When the resolution for mild regula-
tion was read, Moree demanded the floor
to register the following declaration:

“On behalf of the 90,000,000 motion
picture lovers of the United States I de-
sire to record them as not present and
not voting on any set of resolutions pre-
pared long in advance of this convention
and now submitted for adoption and I

personally hope that no true friend of
the motion picture here present will cast
an assenting vote upon this resolution.”

“By what right do you presume to
speak for the 90,000,000 lovers of mo-
tion pictures?” demanded J. B. Rogers.
Laughter and jeers greeted the question
but when Moree arose to explain Rev.
Frank E. Jensen of Chicago, presiding,
refused to let him speak.

Representative Oliver W. Stewart of
Hyde Park, who was one of the commit-
tee who drafted the resolution, demand-
ed Moree be given a hearing and pro-
tested against the “highhanded outrage.”
Reverend Jensen called for a vote and
interpreted the response as unfavorable.
Stewart appealed on a point of personal
privilege and finally obtained a hearing.
He declared he was voting against the
resolution he had helped frame, in pro-
test against the way the conference was
conducted. He declared that in the legis-

lature a speaker had been driven from
his chair on less provocation.

Swoope’s charges against the National
Board of Review are branded false in

an open letter issued by the board last

week. Following are the replies:

The National Board was established by
the People’s Institute of New York City,

not by the producers. The M. P. P. D.
A. was organized 12 years after the
board. The board is seeing 98 to 100
per cent of all entertainment films. Pic-
tures rejected by the board are not be-
ing shown. All producers submit their

pictures to the board. No member of

the board. ever has been appointed by
the producers.
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New Jersey Bill

Would Restrict

Non-Tax Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—In their fight to

eliminate unfair competition by the non-

theatrical institutions with tax paying mo-
tion picture theatres, the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of New Jersey have had a

bill introduced in the legislature providing

for the supervision of theatres, carnivals

and other amusements by the State Tene-

ment House department.
The bill was introduced last week by

Assemblyman Siracusa, majority leader at

the request of Joseph M. Seider, president

of the Jersey theatre owners. The bill is

in the nature of a code worked out by the

State Tenement House Department and the

New Jersey M. P. T. O. in compliance

with the terms of Senate Bill 241 passed

by last year’s legislature.

Seider sets forth that there are at the

present time in communities with a popu-

lation under 10,000 in New Jersey 195

theatres with a seating capacity of 233,361.

theatres with a seating capacity of 185,807

and 65 halls with a seating capacity of 233,-

361. Thirteen of the 195 theatres are on

the second floor, some with balconies.

WELLS TO WAGE WAR
ON VIRGINIA TICKET TAX

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Jake Wells

member of the M. P. T. O. A. administra-

tive committee has been designated by the

national organization and by his own state

unit of Virginia to head a campaign in

Virginia against a drastic measure which

states that on and after July 1, of this year,

a ten per cent levy on all admissions to mo-
tion picture theatres and legitimate houses

in Virginia would become effective.

Only Four Companies
Incorporate in Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.—There was
a marked slump last week in the number
of motion picture companies incorporating

in New York state through the secreitary

of state’s office. But four companies in-

corporated during the week in marked con-

trast to two and three times that number
of other weeks. The companies were Bat-

tery Amusement Corporation, capitalized

at $10,000; Herab Amusement Corporation,

$1,000 ;
Rockcent Realty Corporation, $10,-

000, and the Cantor Comedies, Inc., which

did not specify the amount of capitaliza-

tion.

First National Takes
New Office in Toronto

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, Feb. 16.—The Toronto ex-

change of First National Pictures, Inc. is

now installed in the Film Exchange Build-

ing at 277 Victoria Street. Three additional

floors have been added, making an imposing
structure which will, in all probability,

house six or seven of the big distributing

companies.

M. Autrey Heads Photo
Department for Fox

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.—Max Autrey,
portrait expert, has been selected to head
the photographic portraiture department
at the Fox studios.

New Appointees in F. B. O. Positions

HYATT DAAB EDWARD McNAMEE

Hyatt Daab Heads F. B. O.’s

Advertising, Exploitation
McNamee Takes Charge of Publicity Department Under

Reorganization Required by Company’s Increased

Activities, Vicepresident Brown Announces
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Hyatt Daab will be placed in charge of adver-
tising and exploitation at the New York office of Film Booking Offices

and Edward McNamee will add the publicity department to his responsi-
bilities as director of sales promotion.

Departments Reorganized

Colvin W. Brown, vicepresident in charge of distribution, announced
that in conformity with the company’s enlarged scope of activities for the
coming season the reorganization of F. B. O.’s advertising, exploitation
and publicity departments was deemed necessary.

Hyatt Daab was for five years director
of studio publicity for F. B. 6. on the West
Coast. Mr. Daab is one of the best known
and best liked publicists in Hollywood, and
is a veteran New York newspaper man.
His elevation to the new post comes as a
reward for faithful and efficient service.
With Daab supervising the elaborate adver-
tising and exploitation campaigns F. B. O.
has planned for the coming season, exhib-
itors playing the company’s product can

rest assured that these two highly impor-
tant branches of service are in competent
hands, the home office announced.
Edward McNamee, a newcomer to the

organization and but recently in charge of
sales promotion, will continue in his pres-

ent berth, with the publicity department
added to his duties. McNamee, like Daab,
is also a former newspaper man, and has
served with Fox and First National since

coming into the industry.

Stolte Makes Own
Film When River Freezes

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Feb. 16.—
A. G. Stolte, manager for the
Capitol theatre, and booker for
the A. H. Blank Enterprises, took
several feet of film showing the
ice jam in the Raccoon river. The
ice blocks the river bed for five

miles. Pictures of trees surround-
ed by great rings of ice several
feet wide, left when the water
receded two or three feet, are
shown. The him was shown on
the theatre screen.

“La Boheme” to Start
Premiere February 24

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—“La Boheme,”
the King Vidor production, for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, will have its world pre-

miere at the Embassy theatre February 24.

Harold Filkins Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ Feb. 16.—Harold Fil-

kins, one of the best known film salesmen
working out of Albany, N. Y., and who
was associated for a long time with the

Merit exchange, and more recently with

the F. B. O. exchange, died in a hospital

in Syracuse, N. Y., last week.
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Special Exploitation Starts
“Skyrocket” in Altoona

First-Page Streamers on Peggy Joyce in Nexvspaper Open Campaign
—Store Displays and Novel Ads Bring Turnaivay Business

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Feb. 16.—Unusually effective exploitation was
achieved for “The Skyrocket,’’ recently released by Associated
Exhibitors and starring Peggy Hopkins Joyce, when it appeared

recently at Altoona, Pa., first average-sized city to play the picture.

I
N ORDER to test the publicity possi-

bilities of their star in the smaller
cities, an exploitation man was dispatched
to Altoona three days before the opening
of the Joyce picture at the State theatre
there and presto—everyone in Altoona
knew that the one and only Peggy Joyce
was soon to arrive in town. Associated
Exhibitors has said the renowned Peggy is

known to editors throughout the nation
as “automatic front-page copy” and the
publicity given her in Altoona fully bears
out the claim.

Papers Print Star’s Story

Dewey D. Bloom arrived there with his

publicity material on Wednesday and the
next day first-page streamers greeted his

eye in the Altoona Morning Tribune. The
Tribune editor readily accepted a lengthy
story on the life of Peggy Hopkins Joyce
and ran it in five instalments starting on
the day “The Skyrocket” opened at the

State. He preceded the serialized story of
her life with first-page streamers. Mean-
while the Altoona afternoon paper, the Mir-
ror, had started a series of beauty articles

by Peggy Hopkins Joyce on their Women’s
Page and ran the entire series exactly as

given in the press book.

Window displays on Peggy Hopkins
Joyce sprang up in the most prominent
stores and the Penn-Alto hotel, one of

the United Hotels chain and the leading
hostelry of the city, ran a “Peggy Hopkins
Joyce Dance.” The orchestra preceded
the inclusion of “Wonderful One” in its

programme with the announcement it was
the theme song of “The Skyrocket.” Photo-
graphs of Miss Joyce were presented to

the women.

Double Truck Advertisement

On Monday the Tribune gave over its

second page to a co-operative double truck
advertisement on “The Skyrocket” and
Peggy Hopkins Joyce. A large picture

of the renowned charmer was in the

center of the page and this was bordered
by advertisements of leading merchants
mentioning Miss Joyce and using cuts from
her production.

Advertisements of the leading ice cream
manufacturer in Altoona daily announced
“The Peggy Joyce Brick” as special for

the week. Leading confectioners and drug-
stores advertised the “Peggy Hopkins
Joyce Sundae.” Music stores arranged
“Wonderful One” windows.
Other stores had windows of perfume,

candy, furs, etc. and the W. F. Gable
Company, leading department store, gave
over their best window to a display of

fashionable ready-to-wear. A painting of

Miss Joyce was in the center of the window
and the words “Stylish Beyond Words,”
quoted from a very commendatorv review
of “The Skyrocket” by Quinn Martin in

the New York World, formed its kevnote.

This store conducts radio station WFBG
and the Associated Exhibitors representa-

tive gave a five-minute talk on Peggy.
This proved so successful that the talk

was repeated on four occasions by Mr.
Bloom.
Three of the theatres ran slides announc-

ing the Peggy Hopkins Joyce serial run-

ning in the Altoona Tribune and the news-
paper covered their delivery trucks and
news-stands with notices.

The results was the picture opened to

turnaway business. Blizzardy weather had
a detrimental effect on business part of

the week, but “The Skyrocket” approached
house records held by “The Freshman,”
“Little Annie Rooney,” and “Don Q.”

Loew Plans House
to Cost $2,000,000

K. C. HasNew Chain
Activity in theatre transactions during

the past week included a new organization

in Kansas City, a new Loew enterprise,

and a purchase by Levin in San Francisco.

The Kansas City organization is the

American Theatres, Inc., with $500,000
capitalization, headed by Jack Truitt and
Lee Jones. The houses in the circuit are

the Sedalia, Mo., Strand and Liberty; the

Grand theatre of Moberly, Mo., and a house
being built in the same city.

Loew’s Theatres, Inc., have announced
a ten story office and theatre building will

be built in Dallas to seat 3,000, showing pic-

tures and vaudeville. It is estimated the

house will cost $2,000,000. The project was
confirmed by Leroy Bickel, branch man-
ager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It is re-

ported as soon as the theatre is completed

in Dallas, Loew will start another of the

same kind in San Antonio, Texas.

The Samuel H. Levin circuit purchased

the Coliseum and Alexandria theatres

from Herbert Rothchild February 1. These
two houses are the largest residential the-

atres in the far West.
Julius Lamm and Ludwig Sussman,

owners of the Elite theatre, Waukegan, 111.,

have taken over a ten year lease on the

Orpheum theatre here. Plans are made
for improvements soon. The Palace in

Moline, 111., has also been leased by the

company.

Monopoly Move Fails

on News Reel Rights
on Wills-Lenglen Tilt

News reel companies’ protests against

the granting to a monopoly of motion pic-

ture rights to the Helen Wills-Suzanne

Lenglen match for the women’s tennis

championship of the world were successful

and the agreement giving one American
company the exclusive rights was cancelled,

according to Associated Press dispatches

from Cannes, France, last week.

Neufeld Entertains
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HARRISBURG, PA., Feb. 16.—Oscar
Neufeld of DeLuxe Film Company was
host recently to a large number of exhibi-

tors of Eastern Pennsylvania at the Penn
Harris hotel.

Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Associated Ex-
hibitors star of “The Skyrocket,”
welcomes Bill Cody, Western star, to

the Associated Studios, Los Angeles.
Photo snapped in front of Miss
Joyce’s bungalow.

Bury u
States Righter”

Term Forever, Declares
Joe Brandt of Columbia

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—“The term
‘states righter’ should be buried and
buried deep,” says Joe Brandt, president

of Columbia Pic-

tures Corporation.
“No longer is it

possible for the

one-picture pro-
ducer to fly
around the coun-
try with a print

under his arm and
sell an ‘orphan.’

“The franchise

holders who are

operating under
our contracts this

season will un-

doubtedly be the

same for 1926-27 Joe Brandt

and for years to

come. We have found men who believe

in the square deal for the exhibitor, for

the producer and for themselves, and all

three have prospered with the Columbia
product.”
Brandt told how he and his partners,

Jack and Harry Cohn, started out five

years ago to test their theory that they

could find one man or group in each re-

leasing city who could be relied upon to

play fair.

Actual Production to

Start Soon by Moomaw
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.—Lewis H.

Moomaw, Portland director, announced at

the same time as the departure for New
York of Fletcher Linn, treasurer of the

Moomaw company, that the program for

production for the year has been com-
pleted. Actual production will begin at

once. Approximately $1,500,000 is to be

spent on the making of pictures.
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Re-Takes

W ELL, I see the reformers are indulg-

ing in their favorite indoor sport,

attacking the movies. In a three

days session in Chicago they declared pic-

tures were ruining the morals of the

young. However, Terry Ramsaye, Frank
Rembusch and a few others gave them
something to think about on their way
home.

* * *

They didn’t invite Will Hays “because he
failed to attend a previous session.” Which
probably made Will awfully mad.

t' * *

I’ll bet they’re sorry they invited Judge
Ben Lindsey and the other speakers.

* * *

A Lota Money
The DeMille studios have discontinued

the watchman guarding 700 Chinese coins

used in a scene for “Eve’s Leaves,” a

Leatrice Joy picture. It has just been dis-

covered they are worth 9 cents.
* * %

Those Tiresome Talkers
I hope the radio announcers of California

observe National Music Week, May 2 to

8, by closing their traps and refraining

from being funny that week.
* * *

Tough on the Help
The Douglas MacLean company has

posted a new set of rules over on the

F. B. O. lot which reads as follows

:

1.

Employees will be at their desks at

9 a. in. or ajs soon thereafter as may be con-
venient subject to their individual preference
about getting out of bed.

2.

The office will be closed at 5 p. m.
regardless of whether important work is to

be done. Pick out your exit and run don’t
walk to it.

3.

When leaving promptly at 4:55 always
leave the lights on.

4.

We do not want you to work at night
because it disturbs the watchman’s sleep.

5.

When leaving the studio during work-
ing hours, please do not notify the office

secretary where you are going. It interferes

with her work and clutters up her mind.
Besides, it’s none of her business.

Cute, aren’t they?
* * *

Fill ’er Up Bartender
I see they’ve discovered a glass that

stretches. Comes too darn late. Ought to

have had it in the old days when you could

buy a big one for a nickel.

* * *

They Need ’em
That’s a nifty idea of the girls wearing

garter flasks but perhaps they’ll be like the

Xmas flasks one gets—nothing in ’em.

* * *

Paramount is making “The Cat’s Pa-
jamas.”It’s spelled C-A-T-S not K-A-T-Z.

* * *

They Fool You in the Dark
Eugene V. Brewster, publisher, predicted

away back in 1912 we’d have “dollar”

movies, large orchestras, screen presenta-

tions and ushers with tuxedoes, but he
never predicted we’d have boyish bobs and
girl ushers that you can’t tell from males
when you want to bawl ’em out.

* * *

Wow!
Aw, Gee, fellows. Didja see what Buster

Keaton calls the Gag Man. “Well-paid
loafer with mentality two degrees higher
than a scenario writer. Suggests titles and
situations for comedians that are never
accepted.”

* * *

Famous Last Lines
“I never give interviews. They don’t

mean a thing to an actor.”

R. M.

Vital Exchanges and Davis
Firm in Receivers’ Hands

Davis Company Equity Action Taken to Protect His Interests

After Bankruptcy Petition Against Vital Is Filed by
Three Former Employes of Latter Concern

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Vital Exchanges, Inc., and the Davis Distributing

Division, close business allies, are in the hands of receivers as the result of

actions taken late last week and yesterday. The trouble for Vital Exchanges
was brought about by a bankruptcy petition filed last Thursday by three em-
ployes with claims totaling $1,500.

Davis Action Voluntary

The Davis Distributing Division affairs were so bound up with those of Vital

Exchanges that it was deemed expedient by J. Charles Davis, 2d, head of the

distributing organization, to petition for a receiver in equity in order to pro-

tect his interests.

This action was taken yesterday.

It is understood that internal dissensions

over control of the two companies, which
were financed from the same source, are

responsible for the legal entanglements.
Davis returned last week from the Coast

and is understood to have come back with
financial backing to purchase the interests

held by L. A. Price, of Associated Banking
Corporation, who had provided the money
for the operation of both companies. While
negotiations for this purchase were under
way, Milton Kempner, George A. Balsdon
and Max Goosman filed the bankruptcy
petition for Vital.

Davis Issues Statement

The following statement was issued from
the Davis offices

:

“Announcement was made by the Davis Distrib-

uting Division, Inc., today that there had been
appointed a receiver in equity for the Davis com-
pany to conserve the assets of this corporation and
to protect the interests of their producers and
various creditors, who otherwise might be injured
by the bankruptcy proceedings last week against

Vital Exchanges, Inc.

“J. Charles Davis, 2d, president of Davis Dis-

tributing Division, in making this announcement,
stated:

“ ‘The object of the equity receivership for the

Davis Distributing Division, Inc., is to protect the

interests of the various producers releasing
through our organization and also to protect our
creditors who might be affected by the bankruptcy
of Vital Exchanges, Inc.

“
‘It is our purpose to carry on the releasing of

our program through the exchanges now handling
our product and also to open up the remainder of
the territory which will give us 100 per cent
distribution.

“ ‘The fact that Vital Exchanges, in a period
of seven weeks, secured over $650,000 in exhib-
itors’ contracts while operating in only 52 per cent
of the territory is conclusive proof of the demand
that exists for our product on the part of the
exhibitors in the United States and Canada. Ex-
changes in several centers are ready to open and
handle this product immediately and plans are
under way for all necessary financing to take care
of these exchanges and our productions. It was

Chewing Gum Used
to Patch Tom Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.—
There are certainly some careless
projectionists in New York state.

A roll of film was received last

week by Charles Travis, projec-
tionist at the Bareli in Schenec-
tady, which had been patched by
the simple expedient of using an
ordinary steel clip such as is used
on letters. Another film recently
made its appearance with the patch
sewed with needle and thread. It
was only a short time ago that A1
LeMay of the Lincoln theatre in

Troy, received a film that had been
patched with chewing gum.

for this purpose that I came to New York last

week and while conducting negotiations for the
purpose of control of Vital Exchanges, Inc., three
of their former employes filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy. But the exhibitors may rest assured that
our entire program will be released and that they
can count on the productions listed by us. I
regret the action taken by the Vital employes. It
was absolutely uncalled for and should never have
been done.”

The statement from the Davis offices was
issued last night.

Eckhardt Back to

Chicago to Manage
Middle West Sales

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Clyde W. Eck-
hardt, for the past three years assistant to

General Manager Winfield R. Sheehan of
Fox Film Corpo-
ration, has been
transferred to the

sales department
and assigned to

the Middle
West, with head-
quarters in Chica-
go. He will have

Clyde Eckhardt

supervision over
the territories
served out of the

Chicago, Milwau-
kee and Minneapo-
lis branches.
Eckhardt assumed
his new duties
this week.

Eckhardt in Chicago is a well known and
popular figure in Chicago film circles. Prior
to his coming to New York Eckhardt
served the Fox company in the capacity

of district manager in Chicago.

Eckhardt has been with Fox in various

capacities for ten and a half years and is

considered one of the highly valued em-
ployes of the corporation. His going in the

sales organization is due to the fact that

Sheehan will devote practically all of his

time to the supervision of production in

Hollywood.
George F. Dembow, at present manager

of the Chicago office, will be transferred

to the home office in New York to work in

the field as special representative, Mr.
Grainger also announced.
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Pete Smith New Wampas Head
for 1926; Brand Retires

McCormick Forms F. N. Sales Promotion Branch—F. B. O. Sales

Meeting on Coast April 1-3—Schenck Units Move

By RAY MURRAY

H OLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.—Pete Smith, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pub-
licity director, was unanimously elected president of the Wampas
at the annual election February 8. Smith succeeds Harry Brand

as president. Harry Hammond Beall was elected first vice president,
Francis Parrett, second vice president; Hal Wallis, treasurer; Sam W. B.
Cohn, secretary, and B. A. Holway, sergeant-at-arms.

'T'HE following were elected to the
board of directors: Ray Coffin, Har-

old Hurley, Ray Davidson, LeRoy
Johnston, and James Loughborough. The
Wampus boys presented retiring officers
with beautifully
engraved memen-
toes. Brand was
given a white-
gold watch, chain
and knife, beauti-
fully inscribed.
The annual in-

stallation dance
this year will be
held February 27
at Coronado
Beach. Many
new members
were taken in to
the association at

the last meeting.
A final account-
ing on the Wampas Ball and Frolic
showed that the total receipts were $37,-
000, while the expenses ran close to $18,-
000 .

4

Smith, the new president, has been ac-
tive in the Wampas since he came to the
Coast four years ago.

Hi ^ jJj

U. S. Films Dominant

Sigmund Moos, manager of the leasing
department, Universal, who arrived here
from a three months trip abroad last
week stated the United States is domi-
nating the European market in pictures.
Moos has been working with Carl
Laemmle on the latter’s amalgamation
deal with Ufa. Laemmle is due here this
week.

* * *

John McCormick, general manager
of production activities of First Na-
tional, has created a sales promotion
department for West Coast Studios
of First National. The purpose is to
bring a direct contact between the
production centre and the sales
forces throughout the country and to
keep the sales forces constantly ad-

vised as to activities surrounding the
product they sell exhibitors.

* * *

Katherine Hilliker and her husband
Capt. H. E. Caldwell, popular Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer title writers, left Sunday
for New York.

Hi Hi Hi

Charles Van Enger, cameraman, and
family left for New York Sunday to
work under George Archainbaud, direc-
tor of First National.

* * *

F. B. O. to Hold Coast Meet
Film Booking. Offices will hold their

annual sales’ convention here April 1, 2
and 3. Officers and executives of the or-
ganization, together with approximately
150 sales representatives from the 35 ex-
changes scattered throughout the United

States, will attend the gathering. Con-
vention headquarters will be at the Am-
bassador Hotel and many entertainment
features are being planned for the visi-

tors.

This will be the first time F. B. O.
has held a convention on the Coast.
Among the officials who will come here
from New York are Major H. C. S.

Thomson, managing director, J. I.

Schnitzer, vice-president in charge of

production, and Calvin Brown, vice-

president in charge of distribution.

* * *

E. W. Hammons, president of the
Educational Film Exchanges, arrived last

week to hold conferences and go over
studio interests, which have been en-

larged since his last visit. Charles H.
Christie, general manager of the Christie

Studios, accompanied Hammons on the
trip West.

* * *

Weed Dickinson, who has been Hyatt
Daab’s assistant since coming to the

Coast, has been promoted to director of

publicity here. Dickinson was formerly
on the New York Telegraph.

H« H*

Barthelmess to Make One
Richard Barthelmess will make his

next big production, “Ransom’s Folly,”

at the Marshall Neilan studio on Glen-
dale Boulevard. Sidney Olcott will di-

rect. Alfred Mannon, acting for the

Tec-Art Company, and Leeds Baxter,

vice president and general manager of

the Neilan organization, closed the deal

last week. This is the first Barthelmess
production to be made here since he ap-

peared in “Broken Blossoms,” the Grif-

fith picture which brought him to star-

dom.
* * *

The motion-picture colony is mourning
the death of Bruno J. Becker, a former
director of comedy, who died Tuesday at

his Laurel Canyon home after a linger-

ing illness.
* * *

Schenck Moves Units

Sunday was moving day for the Joseph
Schenck production units, formerly
housed on the United lot. They moved
to their new quarters at the Pickford-

Fairbanks in order to permit the new
owners of United, Famous Players-

Lasky, to take possession.

* * Hj

The fifth annual ball and entertainment
of the American Society of Cinematog-
raphers at the Biltmore Hotel Saturday,
February 20, promises to be one of the
big affairs of the year in film circles.

Arthur Edeson, chairman of the enter-
tainment committee, and a host of mo-
tion-picture stars and society celebrities
have engaged boxes for the affair. The
proceeds of the ball go into a fund of
the Society to carry on its work of ex-

periment and development, of the techni-
cal side of the film industry.

* * *

Announcement was made last week of
the marriage of Marion Harlan, film act-
ress, to Walter Kennedy, son of a hotel
proprietor at Mineral Springs, Ind. Miss
Harlan is a daughter of Otis Harlan,
character actor, and a cousin of Kenneth
Harlan, Warner Brothers star. Miss
Harlan will retire from the screen.

* * *

Emery D. McCarger, credited with the
idea of using music in studio work, died
February 7. Funeral services were held
Wednesday.

* * *

Letters of administration for the estate
of Barbara La Marr revealed its value to
be less than $10,000.

* * *

Sol Lesser, West Coast Theatres ex-
ecutive, who has been conferring with
officials in New York City, expects to
return home in time for the opening of
the new Belmont Theatre, the new $750,-
000 house, on Washington’s Birthday.

H? ^ *

Monte Blue has been re-signed by
Warner Brothers on a long-term con-
tract, and will henceforth star in his own
productions. He will appear in a series

of outdoor specials, similar to “The
Limited Mail” and “Redhot Tires.” Blue
has just returned from a tour of the East,
making personal appearances.

Cranfield& Clarke

Increases Capital;

Expands Schedule
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Cranfield &
Clarke has increased its capital to $100,000
and is launching an expanded program of
short features. Cranfield & Clarke has to

its credit the series called Gems of the

Screen, the special, “Through Three
Reigns” which was runnerup for the Ries-

enfeld Gold Medal, and the Holland
Flower Show pictures.

The following short features are ready:
The Molly May series of twelve two-reel
comedies, featuring Violet Mersereau, pro-

duced by Arthur J. Lamb and directed by
Joe Levering; 12 two-reel DeLuxe dramas,
directed by Arthur Maude; Cranfield &
Clarke’s International 12. Production
starts next month on 12 ^two-reel Make
Me Laugh comedies.
Personnel of the company remains the

same with the addition of Rudolph Beyer
as director, George Merrell as secretary

and treasurer, and William Brotherhood
as production manager. Frank B. Rogers
has joined as manager of distribution and
vicepresident, to take effect on completion
of the company’s organization. An office

will be opened in England in April, the

president of the company going abroad for

this purpose.

K-M to Add Civic Group
to M.P.T.O.; Meet April

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 16.—A new
addition to the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Mis-
souri will be organized in the near future,

according to C. E. Cook. The body will

be known as the Friars and will be com-
posed of civic leaders, club workers, min-
isters and others engaged in similar work.

It virtually was agreed this week that
the next annual convention of the M. P.
T. O. K.-M. would be in Joplin, Mo., early
in April, although the committee in charge
have not determined definitely upon the
location yet.
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Film News

in
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Stories Told

by

the Camera

Dolores Costello appears here

as in her Warner Brothers

role in “Bride of the Storm”
which is directed by Blackton.

She is a waif of the storm and

J. Stuart Blackton is now directing
“Hell Bent for Heaven” for Warner
Brothers.

is said to do the role in good
fashion as it is suitable to her

personality.

Rin-Tin-Tin is no flop as a camera winder
either. The actor being shot by “Rin” is

John Patrick, with Warner Brothers.

Hal Roach is back on the Coast following a two weeks
business trip to New York with Leo McCary. He will
reveal to his studio staff plans for the coming season
upon the return of Robert McGowan, director of Pathe
“Our Gangs,” Fred Jackman and Warner Doane.

Michael Gore of Gore Brothers who have approved plans and
specifications for the building of a new $150,000 theatre in

Los Angeles. Gore is president of the West Coast Theatres.
His brother Abe is vice-president and is a member of the
Venice Investment company.
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Harold D. Finkelstein, director of produc-
tion with Finkelstein and Ruben, Minne-
apolis, was married to Gladys Jacobs Febru-
ary 2. They are now in Bahamas and Cuba
on an extended wedding trip. Finkelstein

is the son of M. L. Finkelstein.

Eleanor Boardman and the cup given her by Wampas, 1926. Miss Board-
man was not present when the award was made February 4 so Sally Long
and Joan Crawford were instructed to give it to her upon her return. Miss
Boardman’s honor comes for having made the most progress of any film

star during the past four years. She has appeared in many Metro films.

Neely Edwards
will have the com-
edy role in
Arrow’s “S i 1 v e r

Lanters.”

Amber Norman is

leading woman in

“A Salty Sap,”
Educational-Chris-
tie comedy.

Max Graf is today the proud possessor of a handsomely marked sorrel “paint” pony.
Tenny Wright, director, brought the animal from Pendleton, Ore., when he returned from
filming scenes for their “rodeo.” The presentations ceremonies that followed came as a

surprise to Max who has had ambitions for a horse for a long time. Graf is San Fran-
cisco’s pioneer producer. His product is made at the Peninsula Studios on the Coast.

Edward L. Klein of the
Edward L. Klein company
will leave soon for Europe
in the interest of his new
productions.
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Creighton Hale stopped
in Chicago last week en
route to New York. He
has signed a two year
contract with Associated
Exhibitors.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

It’s common they say to hitch a camera on the rear of an automobile to get a scene but

it is less common to hitch on in Hollywood three cameras even though it’s a racing scene

such as this was in “The Dixie Merchant.” Frank Borzage, Fox director, was perched

on the running board beneath one of the cameras. At that camera is Frank Good who
in earlier days was known as an automobile racing man himself

E. M. Asher who is asso-

c i a t e d with Charles
Rodgers making “Good
Luck” for First National
has just begun the pic-

ture’s production.

“Red Grange” (in cap)
was greeted in Holly-
wood by Judy King, left,

who will appear in a
series of pictures for
Associated Exhibitors.

Right: E. C. Maxwell, scenario editor, sitting between
President H. C. Weaver of Weaver Studios at Tacoma,
Wash., and Peter L. Shamray, production manager,
right. The group was snapped while selecting a
manuscript to be used in the film to follow “Hearts
and Fists,” Associated Exhibitors picture.
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Some fellows have all the luck!
This is Charlie Murray in First

National’s “Her Second
Chance” with Anna Q. Nilsson.

Anna Q. has the lead role.

A scene in “Mile. Modiste,”
First National picture, where
Corinne Griffith and Norman
Kerry sit for a tintype. And
they are playing the role well.

Left to right: King
Vidor, John Gilbert and
Irving Thalberg, Metro
director, star and pro-
ducer, last week re-

turned to the Coast.

Left: Doug Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford at

the opening of United
Artists’ “Don Q” at the

Los Angeles Million
Dollar theatre, January
28, 1926.

Right: Clarence Brown,
in auto, has been en-
gaged by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to direct

“The Trail of ’98.” In

photo here is also

Charles Dorian, his as-

sistant.

Ethel Shannon “shiv-

ered” into Chicago last

week en route East after

signing a five year
Gotham contract. Her
first film will be “The
Cherry Tree.”



Charlie Chase was called upon to broadcast before he’d
been in New York six hours. But don’t believe that this

is the set on which he broadcast. No, it’s a gag set that
he wished to use for photographing only. The broadcast-
ing was from WOR, however. Charlie is a Pathe-Roach star.

“All dressed up” but this time there is someplace to go.

Here with Emory Johnson are his two sons who appear very
able seamen. The F. B. O. producer was snapped at the
United States naval base at San Diego where he is filming

his forthcoming melodrama, “The Non Stop Flight.”

When the Dallas Film Board of Trade entertained film salesmen of the Texas territory at luncheon February 6 speeches were
made congratulating the salesmen on their high standards of salesmanship. Ethics was the keynote of the meeting. William
Underwood, chairman, opened the meeting and called attention to the absence of the “fly-by-night” salesmen that were in

evidence two years ago. Don Douglas spoke regarding the “subrenter” or “thief” of the show business who has been largely

eliminated. Harry Peebles told them “in reverse English” how not to sell film. Preston Reynolds pointed out the advantage
of moral character in business intercourse.
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T. O. C. C. Holds Big Night as

Real Exhibitor Celebration
AMPA Turns Thursday Into “Laugh Day” WAth Hirshfield, Gross,

Allvine and Shapiro Making Fun—W/arner and Flint Due Back

By JOHN S. SPARGO

N EW YORK, Feb. 16.—The big social event of the local film world
last week was the annual T. O. C. C. dinner dance which was
held at the Hotel Astor last Friday night at $12.50 per throw.

While the affair was voted a success similar to the pace set by previous
affairs given by the T. O. C. C. the attendance failed by long odds to set

any new records, probably due either to the particular brand of bad.

weather New York has been enjoying for the past couple of weeks, or

to the $12.50 per throw—likely a little of both.

W HATEVER it was that kept down the

attendance, many of the theatre
owners who attended are giving thanks for,

as the whole affair devolved itself into a

real exhibitor social function, such as
T. O. C. C. dinner dances were originally

intended, and as the result a better time
was had by all than at some of the events
which were so overcrowded by many per-
sons who had little or no connection with
the industry.

Of course there were many there who
were not theatre owners, as nearly every
distributing company was represented by
some of its chief officials, most of them
having engaged boxes for the occasion. As
in many recent similar functions there was
a noticeable absence of stars and near
stars.

Feasting and dancing was the order of
the evening, although a show, small in

numbers but large in entertainment was
provided for the entertainment of the
guests. Charles Bennington, whose special-

ty dance is the big hit of the “Dearest
Enemy” show, danced for the entertain-
ment of the theatre owners, and proved as
popular as he does at the Knickerbocker
theatre. A chorus number from the same
show was also on the bill. Gus Edwards
(himself) sang a number, as did two hand-
some and spritely young girls he brought
with him.

Among the boxholders were : Apollo Exchange ;

J. L. Ryan, Wurlitzer Organ Company; L. Olm-
stead, American Seating Company; J. C. Hornstein,
Howells Cine Equipment Company; Pathe Film
Exchange; Universal Film Company; Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Company; Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration; United Artists Corporation; Fox Film
Corporation; Prod. Dist. Corporation; Warner
Brothers; Will H. Hays and Guests.

Others present as the guests of the theatre
owners were: Gustave Hartman, Patrick J. Dia-
mond, Jos. F. Fitzgerald, John J. Dorman,
William S. Quigley, John H. McCooey, Maurice
E. Connelly, Algernon Nova, James A. Lynch,
Jeremiah T. Mahoney, Frank J. Taylor, Jos. M.
Callahan, Chas. D. Donohue, William E. Walsh,
Joseph N. Hannon, Charles Brady, Benj. F.
Schreiber, James P. Holland, Louis D. Gibbs,
John V. McAvoy, John P. O’Brien, Edward
Lazansky, Nathan Burkan, Peter Schmuck, Louis
A. Valente, William Harmon Black, Louis I.

Harris, John F. Gilchrist, Mrs. Smith and party,
Jos. V. McKee, George V. McLaughlin, Mrs.
Henry Moskowitz, Hon. Moses H. Grossman,
Leopold Prince, Maurice Bloch, William Fether-
ston, Joseph T. Ryan, W. Bernard Vause, J.
Matthews, Joseph D. Kelly, Henry W. Herbert,
Frank W. Smith, Moses Herrman, Charles P.
Caldwell, Edward L. Stanton, George Collins.

“Laugh Day” at A. M. P. A.

January was laugh month in the indus-
try but last Thursday was laugh day at

the A. M. P. A. Three professional fun-
ny men, who earn their three squares a
day, with an occasional night club stunt
thrown in, by being funny, furnished most
of the laughs.

Glen Allvine and Vic Shapiro, who don’t
earn their livings that way, but who are
funny at times—and even at times without
trying to be, furnished the other laughs.
Montague Glass, perpetrator of “Abe and

Mauruss” and many other laughs, was
billed as the principal speaker of the ses-

sion, but with Harry Hirshfield and Milt

Gross there—to say nothing of Allvine and
Shapiro, the noted humorist and novelist

was simply among those present.

Announces “Kosher Trio”

Glen Allvine, president of the organiza-

tion, gave a rapid fire start to the proceed-
ings by heralding the three guests as the

“Kosher Trio of Inimitable Humorists.”
As first speaker, Harry Hirshfield had

the assemblage beside itself with laughter

as a result of the speech, studded with
gems of humor, with which he introduced
Milt Gross to the gathering. Milt Gross
duplicated Hirshfield’s success as a humor-
ist.

Vic Shapiro, press agent extraordinary
for Sam Goldwyn, then took the floor and
presented the guest of honor for the occa-

sion, Montague Glass, to the diners.

Mr. Glass, in a decidedly amusing ad-

dress, told of some of his experiences in

Hollywood, his entry into the film business,

his views on production and titling, a word
or two about his most recent achievement
—the editing and titling of Samuel Gold-
win’s screen version of Glass’s nationally

popular “Potash and Perlmutter” story,

“Partners Again.”
Among the guests present at the lunch-

eon were Charley Chase, Hal Roach, com-

Rod LaRocque is in the stellar role of

“Braveheart,” Alan Hale produc-
tion for Pro-Dis-Co, in which Lillian

Rich, Robert Edeson, Tyrone Power
and Jean Acker also appear. Cecil B.
DeMille supervised.

edy star, and Carroll T. King, well-known
Tennessee newspaper editor, all of whom
were introduced to the assemblage.

* * *

Some times we have to go across the

ocean to find out what is doing in our
own line right here at home. This, from
a London trade paper, will be inter-

esting to a lot of people to whom Jay Dee
didn’t say anything about it while here.

Further news is to hand this week con-
cerning the production of “Kim,” to which
I referred in my last week’s notes. As 1

then mentioned, it looked as if the project
outlined by Mr. John L. Meador had fal-

len through, and further evidence of this

fact is contained in cabled news I have re-

ceived from New York to the effect that

J. D. Williams is dickering with Miss Maude
Adams to produce “Kim” under the banner
of British National Pictures. It will make
a very auspicious start for the new com-
pany if they can obtain from Miss Adams
the right to produce this immortal work.

And speaking of Jay Dee, when the

Paris sailed last Saturday for the other

side she carried Mr. Williams’, Mr. Eaton
and Mr. Wilcox, the British contingent

which came on here with “Nell Gwyn.”
The English visitors (get Jay Dee Wil-
liams as an English visitor) expressed
themselves as greatly pleased with the

treatment accorded them by the American
film men, and left especially happy over
having placed “Nell Gwyn” with Para-
mount for distribution.

W arner and Flint Due Back

Harry Warner and Motley Flint are

due to return from their European trip

March 1, and while no official indication

has been given, it is rumored that Mr.
Warner will bring word of the establish-

ment of his own distribution organization

in England and on the continent.
:jc % ^

Some time these press agents, especially

the feminine members of the craft, in-

dulge in deep stuff. If this is too deep
for your comprehension, you might get

Mabel Livingston to send you a chart,

which she failed to slip along to us;

“Dorothy Gish has been chosen as the

referee for the Great Amateur Boxing
Match which will be held at the reception

and dinner given by the Authors’ League
at the Roosevelt Hotel February 17.

“Dorothy postponed her trip to the Coast
until February 20 in order to act as referee

at this prize fight which will be staged by
Clare Briggs (the Metropolitan Heavy-
weight) and Ellis Parker Butler (the

Flushing Bantam).”

Rivoli Holds “Navy Night”

Last Tuesday night was “Navy Night”
at the Rivoli theatre, 49th and Broadway.
Through the courtesy of the management,
a large party of naval officers from the

headquarters at the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
their wives and friends, attended the show-
ing of the Paramount war comedy, “Be-
hind the Front.” Among those who at-

tended were Rear Admiral C. P. Plunkett,

commandant of the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
his aide, Lieutenant B. J. Sinnott, Captain
F. Lyon, Commander J. J. Broshok, Com-
mander W. H. Cashley, Commander J. H.
Collins and Commander George C. Colman.

Krofta New President
of Milwaukee M.P.T.O.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 16.—Max
Krofta, owner-manager of the Idlehour
theatre, was elected president of the Mil-

waukee unit of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin at the annual elec-

tion held here last week. Bert Fischer of

the Park theatre, was named vice presi-

dent
;
George Bauth, Mirth theatre, secre-

tary; Ernie Lartgemack, Colonial theatre,

treasurer, and George Fischer, Milwaukee
theatre, sergeant-at-arms.
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Pro-Dis-Co Announces Forty
on $10,000,000 ’26 Program

Cecil B. De Mille Doubles Schedule— Expansion and Con-

struction at DeMille and Metropolitan Studios Calls for

$500,000 Outlay—Sistrom Will Manage Both
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Forty pictures aggregating $10,000,000 comprise
the 1926 production program of Producers Distributing Corporation,

F. C. Munroe, president, announced last week. Cecil B. De Mille’s inde-

pendent production activities will be doubled and a $500,000 expansion and
construction schedule at the DeMille and Metropolitan studios, it was
also announced. ~ j -r. 0High Production Pace Set

“Our first year with Mr. DeMille as part owner and chief producing
genius has been so well received by American exhibitors that we are

doubling our production program at the DeMille studios as well as main-
taining the high production pace of the Metropolitan plant,” Munroe said.

Expect Republican

Support for Bill

to Kill Commission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16.—Another ef-

fort to abolish the New York State Mo-
tion Picture Commission has been launched
through the introduction of a bill in the

legislature by Assemblyman Frederick L.

Hackenburg, of New York City, calling for

the abolishment of the commission
June 30.

A companion bill is scheduled for intro-

duction in the senate this week. Mr. Hack-
enburg is a Democrat and while Demo-
cratic measures are generally opposed by
the Republican majorities of both houses,

it is believed that Republican support will

be given the bill because of the fact that all

patronage of the commission is now Demo-
cratic, and there are many Republicans in

the legislature who do not take kindly to

censorship.

The hill would transfer records of the commis-
sion to the state comptroller who would be charged
with the duty of winding up the affairs of the

commission on and after July 1, next. The bill

provides nothing shall affect any suit or proceed-
ing pending on July 1 but that such suits shall

be continued by the state comptroller assisted by
the attorney general.

“Irene” Wins Approval
at Test Preview Given
in Mamaroneck, N. Y

.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—A test preview
of Colleen Moore’s “Irene,” First National
special, was given last Tuesday before an
audience that packed Mamaroneck’s new
Playhouse theatre, seating 1,400. Manager
Edwin Wheeler of the Playhouse predicted

“Irene” is destined to be one of the most
popular pictures Miss Moore has ever had.

A delegation of 50 First National officials

and magazine representatives journeyed to

Mamaroneck in a special car and filled the

mezzanine boxes at the Playhouse. Among
those in attendance were Richard A. Row-
land, June Mathis, Samuel Spring, Sylvano
Balboni, Bruce Johnson, Louis Brock, A.
W. Smith, Jr., Ned Marin, Ned Depinet,
W. C. Boothby, C. W. Bunn, Joe Fisher,

Hugh McCollum and C. F. Chandler.

Following the showing Ernest Kopp,
house manager, entertained the visitors at

a buffet supper, served in his apartment in

the theatre. The return trip was made in a

special car, reaching New York shortly

after midnight.

Five Guilty and Two
Acquitted in Mail Case

Five officials of the Consolidated Realty
and Theatres Corporation, formed to con-
struct theatres and hotel buildings, were
found guilty last week in federal court in

Chicago upon charges of using the mails
to defraud investors. The five were Fred-
erick Gruneberg, his son Frederick, Jr.,

Oscar H. Olson, C. M. Ortner and E. B.

Harang. A. F. Brenklinger and James
Rohr were acquitted.

The company became bankrupt a few
weeks ago when liabilities were listed at

$4,000,000 and assets at a small figure.

Universal Group Called
“Greater Movie List

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Universal has
designated the Jewel productions, Western
features and short features the “Greater
Movie List” rather than the Greater White
List as had been indicated.

“We have proved, with Mr. DeMille,
that the industry will support independent
pictures, independently made, and we are

backing that proof with the greatest

amount of money yet spent for independent
production. Mr. DeMille came to us one
year ago, promised us a studio, a studio

organization and twelve pictures within
twelve months. He has made good abso-
lutely on schedule. Mr. DeMille will per-

sonally direct a great picture of size and
importance equal to ‘The Ten Command-
ments.’

22 Pictures at DeMille Studios

“Twenty-two productions will be made at

the DeMille studio. These 22 and 18 Met-
ropolitans to be made at the Metropolitan
studio will be under the general manage-
ment of William Sistrom, who will soon
start construction of a stage 300 by 150 feet

at the DeMille studio. He will also build

a large carpenter shop, increase the elec-

trical equipment and double facilities of
several departments by rearrangement of
several buildings. Work will be continued
at the Metropolitan studio to increase stage
No. 4 to 280 by 140 feet. A new generator
set is to be installed and the woodworking
facilities nearly doubled.

“Marie Prevost is but one of the three

new stars who will be offered on the

P. D. C. program for the first time,” Mun-
roe declared. “Two of these stars, im-
portant box office names, will account for
eight of the pictures to be made at the
DeMille studios.

“At the DeMille studio three big specials

will be made in addition to Mr. DeMille’s
own large production. Charles and A1
Christie, the builders of ‘Charley’s Aunt,’
will give us two of their laughmakers, the
first of which will be the hilarious New
York success, ‘The Nervous wreck.’

“Big specials together with starring pic-

tures of Marie Prevost and Priscilla Dean
will be outstanding features at the Metro-
politan studio. ‘The Last Frontier,’ the

great unfinished epic of Thomas H. Ince,

being made on this year’s program, is of
the size of the entertainments we contem-
plate from Metropolitan.”
Among the players listed are: Rod LaRocque,

Leatrice Joy, Marie Prevost, Priscilla Dean,
Seena Owen, Lillian Rich, Lilyan Tashman, John
Bowers, Edmund Burns, Jetta Goudal, Vera
Reynolds, Marguerite de la Motte, Sally Rand,
Joseph Schildkraut, William Boyd, Elinor Fair,
Robert Edeson, Walter Lgng, H. B. Warner,
Jocelyn Lee, Helene Sullivan, Josephine Norman,
Julia Faye, Clarence Burton. Directors: Cecil
DeMille, George Melford, William K. Howard,
Rupert Julian, Paul Sloane, Donald Crisp, Scott
Sydney and Alan Hale. Writers: Jeanie Mac-
pherson, Frances Marion, Lenore J. Coffee, Jack
Cunningham (The Covered Wagon), Finis Fox,
Douglas Doty, Beulah Marie Dix, Elmer Harris,
C. Gardner Sullivan, Bertram Millhauser and
Will M. Ritchey.

“Mr. DeMille is now completing the cut-
ting of ‘The Volga Boatman’ and immedi-

ately thereafter will leave for New York
to complete the signing of the papers cov-
ering the 1926 program, details of which
have been arranged here with myself and
Frank Wilson, president of Motion Picture
Capital Corporation,” Munroe said.

“Both studios will overlap the comple-
tion of their 1925 allotment with the be-
ginning of the 1926 schedule. The first of
our new pictures starts at the DeMille stu-

dio Feb. 15 and at the Metropolitan Feb. 22.

“Next May we are contemplating a big
national convention of our sales force
headed by John C. Flinn, vicepresident and
general manager.”

Bott Suit Involves

Right of Musician
Union in Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 16.—Archie J.

Bott, orchestra leader at the O’Fallon the-
atre, February 13, filed suit in the St. Louis
Circuit to enjoin his expulsion from the
Musicians’ Mutual Benefit Association. The
suit, which also names as defendants Clar-
ence H. and Chester Kaiman, owners of
the theatres, asks the court to prevent the
union from interfering with a contract to
furnish an orchestra for the theatre.

Bott’s suit will be watched with interest
as the issue involved is whether the offi-

cials of the union shall dominate the plac-
ing of orchestras in the various theatres of
the city.

New Roxy Theatre Gets
Victor Herbert Music
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—S. L. Rothafel,
“Roxy” has purchased Victor Herbert’s en-
tire personal library for the new Roxy
theatre. Roxy acquired the music from
Ella Herbert, daughter of the famous com-
poser.

The library contains not only Herbert’s
own lilting melodies but the symphonic
scores, orchestrations and classic and light

comedy music used by him.

Manitoba Ignores Plea
of Shows on Ticket Tax

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., Feb. 16.—Despite the

pleadings of the exhibitors of Manitoba for
the past two years, the Manitoba provin-
cial goverment ignored the theatres when
an order-in-council was read before the
Manitoba legislature at Winnipeg, February
12, which provided for changes in the pro-
vincial amusement tax.
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New Standard Exhibition Contract
Agreement, made in cate this

day of 19 , between
a cor-

poration (hereinafter called “the Distributor”),
party of the first part, and
an exhibitor operating the
Theatre No. Street,
City of
State of (hereinafter
called “the Exhibitor”), party of the second
part,

WITNESSETH :

The parties hereto agree as follows:

Warranty as to Form
First: The Distributor warrants that there

is contained herein all of the numbered Arti-
cles of the “Standard Exhibition Contract”
filed with the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America, Inc., identified by the
signature of its President on the 1st day of
March, 1926. Articles
hereof are in addition thereto.

License

Second: The Distributor hereby grants to
the Exhibitor, and the latter accepts, a license
under the respective copyrights of the several
photoplays designated and described, in the
schedule herein, subject to the terms and con-
ditions hereinafter stated to exhibit (during
the year commencing with the date fixed or
determined as hereinafter provided for the
exhibition in the above named theatre of the
first photoplay deliverable hereunder) each of
such photoplays at the said theatre only, for
the number of successive days in the said
schedule specified.

_
Such license shall be specifically for the ex-

hibition of such photoplays at said theatre on
the exhibition date or dates specified in said
schedule or determined as hereinafter provided
and for no other purpose.

Time and Place of Exhibition

Third: The Exhibitor agrees to exhibit said
photoplays but only at the theatre above
specified on the said date or dates and will
not allow any positive print thereof to leave
the Exhibitor’s possession during the period
specified for the exhibition thereof by the Ex-
hibitor, nor exhibit or permit the exhibition
of any such positive print at any other time
or place than those herein specified or de-
termined as herein provided.

Payment of Fixed Sums
Fourth: The Exhibitor agrees to pay for

such license as to each of such photoplays the
fixed sums herein specified at least three (3)
days in advance of the date of shipment from
the Distributor’s exchange or from the last
previous Exhibitor of the positive print thereof.

Percentage Bookings
Fifth: If this contract calls for payment

or any part thereof computed upon the Ex-
hibitor’s gross receipts the Exhibitor shall fur-
nish to the Distributor daily a correct itemized
statement of the gross receipts of said theatre
for admission thereto upon the exhibition date
or dates of each photoplay for which payment
is so required to be made. Should the Dis-
tributor so require, such itemized statements
shall be made upon forms furnished by the
Distributor.
The Distributor shall have access during the

period of exhibition of each such photoplay
and for a period of sixty (60) days after the
receipt by the Distributor of the final box
office statement, for the purpose of inspection,
to the box office and to all books and records
relating to the Exhibitor’s box office receipts
during the period of exhibition of each such
photoplay.
Payments or any part thereof computed upon

the Exhibitor’s box office receipts shall be
made daily during the exhibition of the print
of each photoplay for which payment is so
required to be made.

Payment on Account
Sixth: Payment, if any, made upon the

execution hereof by the Exhibitor shall be
deemed payment on account of the sums last
payable hereunder.

Protection and Run
Seventh: During the life of this contract

the Distributor agrees not to authorize or
jicense the exhibition of any such photoplays
in violation of the run or protection period,
if any, in the schedule specified. Unless other-
wise provided herein such protection period
shall be computed from the first date of ex-
hibition of each photoplay as fixed herein.

Delivery of Prints

Eighth: The Distributor agrees to deliver
to the Exhibitor during the period specified in
Article Second hereof a positive print of each
of such photoplays in time for exhibition at
the said theatre on the dates specified or on
the dates determined as herein provided. De-
livery of such positive prints by the Dis-
tributor to the Exhibitor at the Distributor’s

Exchange or to a common carrier or to the
United States postal authorities for mailing
or to any agent of the Exhibitor shall be
deemed delivery by the Distributor to the Ex-
hibitor hereunder.

Selection or Designation of Play Dates
Ninth: The exhibition date or dates of

each of the photoplays unless definitely speci-
fied in the said Schedule or otherwise agreed
upon shall be determined as follows:

(a) The Distributor shall mail the Exhibitor
at least fifteen (15) days’ notice in writing
of the date upon which each photoplay will be
available for exhibition by the Exhibitor con-
sistent with prior “runs” and/or “protection”
heretofore or hereafter granted to other Ex-
hibitors.

(b) Within fourteen (14) days after the
mailing of such notice the Exhibitor shall
select the exhibition date or dates within the
four (4) weeks’ period commencing with such
date of availability by giving written notice
to the Distributor of the date or dates so
selected.

If the exhibition date or dates so selected
by the Exhibitor are not available to the Ex-
hibitor then the exhibition date or dates shall
be designated as follows:

1. If other dates within said four (4) weeks’
period shall be available the Exhibitor shall
immediately select from such other available
dates another date or other dates failing which
the Distributor shall designate the date or
dates by mailing two (2) weeks’ notice thereof
to the Exhibitor, but such date or dates so
designated shall not be fixed earlier than two
(2) nor later than six (6) weeks from the
exhibition date first selected by the Exhibitor;

2. If no other date or dates within said
four (4) weeks’ period shall be available (after
the Exhibitor’s written request therefor) the
Exhibitor shall designate the date or dates by
immediately giving written notice thereof to
the Distributor but such date or dates so desig-
nated shall not be fixed earlier than two (2)
nor later than six (6) weeks from the last

day of the said four (4) weeks’ period. If the
Exhibitor fails to so immediately designate
such date or dates as provided in this para-
graph (2) the Distributor shall designate the
date or dates within the period last specified
by mailing to the Exhibitor two (2) weeks’
notice of such date or dates.

(c) If the Exhibitor fails to make such
selection within fourteen (14) days after the
mailing of such notice of availability then

(1) the Distributor may at any time there-
after designate the exhibition date or dates
(no such date to be prior to the initial date
of availability) by mailing notice thereof to
the Exhibitor at least fourteen (14) days be-
fore the first exhibition date so designated

;

(2) provided that the Distributor shall have
then entered into a contract with any other
Exhibitor in which contract is specified a
“run” of any of the photoplays prior in point
of time and immediately preceding the “run”
(specified in the Schedule) granted the Ex-
hibitor and provided further that such photo-
play shall have been exhibited by such other
Exhibitor the Distributor shall in the manner
specified in Sub-division 1 of this Paragraph
(c) designate the exhibition date or dates of
such photoplay within the period of forty-five

(45) days commencing with the date of avail-

ability specified in the notice provided for in

paragraph (a) of this Article.
(d) In case the exhibition date or dates of

any of the photoplays shall be designated by
the Distributor pursuant to paragraph (c) ot

this Article the period of “protection,” if any,
specified in the Schedule shall begin upon the
day after the expiration of the four weeks’
period specified in paragraph (b) of this

Article.
(e) The exhibition date or dates of any of

the photoplays selected by the Exhibitor (if

available) or designated as above provided or
otherwise agreed upon between the Distributor
and the Exhibitor shall be for all purposes
the exhibition date or dates of such photoplay
as though definitely specified in the said
Schedule.

(f) In case this contract embraces a series

of feature photoplays, five reels or more in

length, and featuring a particular star or di-

rector, the Exhibitor shall not be required
hereunder to exhibit more than one photoplay
of such series every five (5) weeks.

Return of Prints

Tenth: The Exhibitor agrees to return each
positive print received by the Exhibitor here-
under, with the reels and containers furnished
therewith, to the exchange of the Distributor
from which the Exhibitor is served or as other-
wise directed by the Distributor immediately
after the last exhibition of such positive print
licensed hereunder, in the same condition as
when received by the Exhibitor, reasonable
wear and tear due to the proper use thereof
excepted. The Exhibitor agrees to pay all

costs of transportation of such positive prints,

reels and containers from the Distributor’s ex-
change or the last previous exhibitor having
possession of any such positive print (as the
case may be) and return to the Distributor’s
exchange; or if directed by the Distributor, to
ship such positive prints elsewhere than to
the Distributor’s exchange transportation
charges collect. It is agreed that the delivery
of a positive print properly directed and
packed in the container furnished by the Dis-
tributor therefor, to a carrier designated or
used by the Distributor and proper receipt
therefor obtained by the Exhibitor, shall con-
stitute the return of such positive print by the
Exhibitor.

If the Exhibitor fails to or delays the return
of any positive print to the Distributor or
fails to forward or delays forwarding (as di-

rected by the Distributor) any such print to
any other Exhibitor the Exhibitor agrees in
addition to paying the Distributor the damage,
if any, so caused the Distributor to pay to
such other Exhibitor the damage, if any, so
caused such other Exhibitor as shall be de-
termined by Arbitration as provided for in
Article Twentieth hereof. In case the Ex-
hibitor shall be damaged by reason of the
failure or delay of any other Exhibitor in
returning any print to the Distributor or in
forwarding (as directed by the Distributor)
any such print to the Exhibitor the Exhibitor
agrees to assert such claim for damages only
against such other Exhibitor and that such
claim and the damage, if any, shall be de-
termined by Arbitration provided for as afore-
said.

Loss and Damage to Prints

Eleventh: The Exhibitor shall pay to the
Distributor the sum of four (4) cents for each
linear foot of any positive print lost, stolen
or destroyed or injured in any way in the
interval between the delivery thereof by the
Distributor and the return thereof by the Ex-
hibitor in full settlement of all claims for such
loss, theft, destruction or injury. If any such
positive print or any part thereof is colored,
then for any such print or part thereof the
Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor the lab-

oratory cost thereof instead of four (4) cents
per linear foot. (Laboratory invoice for such
colored print or part thereof shall be conclu-
sive of such laboratory cost upon the parties
hereto.) Such payment, however, shall not
transfer title to or any interest in such posi-

tive prints to the Exhibitor or any other party,
nor release the Exhibitor from liability arising
out of any breach of this agreement. The
Distributor shall repay or credit to the Ex-
hibitor any sums paid by the latter for lost

or stolen prints, excepting new reels, upon
their return to the Distributor within sixty

(60) days after the date when the same should
have been returned hereunder. The Exhibitor
shall immediately notify the Distributor’s ex-

change by telegram of the loss, theft or de-

struction of or damage or injury to any posi-

tive print. If any print shall be received from
the Exhibitor by the Distributor or any sub-
sequent Exhibitor in a damaged or partially

destroyed condition it shall be deemed to have
been so damaged or destroyed by the Exhibitor
unless the latter, on the day of receipt of
such print and prior to the second public
showing thereof, shall have telegraphed the
Distributor’s exchange that such print was re-

ceived by him in a damaged or partially de-

stroyed condition, and setting forth fully the
nature of such damage and the amount of

footage so damaged or destroyed.

Titles of Photoplays: Reissues

Twelfth: The Distributor reserves the
right to change the title of any of the photo-
plays specified in the said schedule but shall

not substitute any other photoplay therefor
without the consent of the Exhibitor; and
warrants that none of such photoplays are re-

issues from old negatives or are old negatives
renamed excepting those specifically set forth
as such in the said schedule.

Assignment and Sale of Theatre a.

Thirteenth: The contract shall not Be as-

signed by either party without the written
acceptance of the assignee and the written
consent of the other party; provided, that if

the Exhibitor sells or disposes of his interest
in the theatre above specified, he may assign
this contract to the purchaser of such interest
without the written consent of the Distributor
and such assignment shall become effective
upon the written acceptance thereof by the
assignee, such assignment, however, not to re-

lieve the Exhibitor of his liability hereunder,
unless the Distributor consents in writing to

release the Exhibitor from such liability.

Exhibition and Advertising

Fourteenth: The Exhibitor agrees to run
photoplays as delivered without alteration, ex-
cept with the written or telegraphic approval
of the Distributor, subject to requirements of
competent public authorities necessitating any
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change. The Exhibitor also agrees to adver-
tise and announce each photoplay as a “

.” In all news-
paper advertising and publicity relating to said
photoplays issued by the Exhibitor, the Ex-
hibitor shall adhere to the form of announce-
ment contained in the advertising matter issued
by the Distributor.

All advertising accessories used by the Ex-
hibitor in connection with the exhibition of
said photoplays must be leased from or
through the Distributor and must not be sold,
leased or given away by the Exhibitor.

Unless this contract expressly provides for
the “first run” in the City or Town wherein
the theatre hereinabove specified is located,
the Exhibitor agrees not to advertise any of
the photoplays herein provided for by means
of lithographs, slides, trailers, lobby displays,
newspaper announcements, advertising or
otherwise prior to, and until after the com-
pletion of, the exhibition of such photoplay
by any other Exhibitor having the right to
the “first run” thereof in said City or Town.
The Distributor shall not in any wise be

liable for any breach of the provisions of the
immediately preceding paragraph contained in
any other Standard Exhibition Contract with
any other Exhibitor.

Warranty as to Advertising
Fifteenth: The Distributor warrants that

the photoplays herein provided for will not
contain any advertising matter for which com-
pensation is received.

Taxes
Sixteenth: The Exhibitor agrees to pay to

the Distributor upon demand any tax, fee or
other like charge now and/or hereafter im-
posed or based upon the delivery and/or the
exhibition of positive prints of the photoplays
and/or upon the sums payable under this con-
tract by the Exhibitor to the Distributor. If
under any statute or ordinance any such tax,
fee or other like charge is or shall be payable
or paid by the Distributor and the exact
amount payable hereunder by the Exhibitor is

not therein definitely fixed or cannot be
exactly determined then the Exhibitor agrees
to pay such part of any such tax, fee or other
like charge, paid or payable by the Distributor
as shall be fixed in the manner determined by
the then President of the Arbitration Society
of America.

Minimum Admission Charge
Seventeenth: The Exhibitor warrants and

agrees that during the period each of the-
photoplays herein provided for shall be ex-
hibited in said theatre the Exhibitor will
charge for admission to said theatre an actual
admission fee which shall not be less than ten
cents, unless a greater minimum admission
charge is herein elsewhere specified, for each
exhibition; and that such photoplays shall not
be exhibited unless such admission fee is

charged.

Delay in or Prevention of Performance
Eighteenth : In case the Exhibitor shall

be delayed in or prevented from the per-
formance of this Contract with respect to any
of the photoplays herein specified by reason of
censor rulings, the elements, accidents, strikes,
fire, insurrection, acts of God, the public
enemy, public calamity or order of any Court
of competent jurisdiction, then such delay or
failure of performance with respect to such
photoplay shall be excused and all claims or
causes of action for damages therefor, or
arising therefrom, are hereby expressly waived
by the Distributor. In any such event, the
time of the Exhibitor to perform this Contract
with respect to any such photoplay shall be
extended for a period equal to the time of
such delay, unless performance thereof be-
cause of the happening of any such cause or
contingency is rendered impossible, in which
case performance by the Exhibitor with respect
to any such photoplay shall be waived. The
resumption of performance by the Exhibitor
shall begin promptly after the removal or
abatement of the contingencies or causes of
such disability or prevention of performance,
provided, that if such delay and/or prevention
of performance, caused as aforesaid, shall con-
tinue for a period of three (3) months either
party hereto may cancel this contract, but only
with respect to any such photoplay the exhibi-
tion hereunder of which has been so delayed
or prevented, by sending within ten (10) days
after the expiration of such three (3) months’
period to the other party notice in writing to
such effect.

In case the Distributor shall be delayed in
or prevented from the performance of this
Contract with respect to any of the photo-
plays herein specified by reason of the ele-

ments, accidents, strikes, fire, insurrection,
acts of God, the public enemy, public calamity,
Court orders, censor rulings, delays of any
common carrier, delays in production or
failure of the producers of any of such photo-
plays to make or deliver them to the Dis-
tributor or of any star or other performer to
appear therein in time for delivery, as herein
provided, or the failure or delay of any prior
Exhibitor in returning any positive print to
the Distributor or in forwarding any positive
print to a subsequent Exhibitor, the« such
delay in or prevention of performance shall

be excused and all claims or causes of action
for damages therefor or arising therefrom are
hereby expressly waived by the Exhibitor. In
any such event, the time of the Distributor to
perform this contract with respect to any such
photoplay shall be extended for a period equal
to the time of such delay, unless performance
because of the happening of any such cause
or contingency is rendered impossible, in
which case performance by the Distributor
with respect to any such photoplay shall be
waived. The resumption of performance by
the Distributor shall begin promptly after the
removal or abatement of the contingencies or
causes of such disability or prevention of per-
formance and the Distributor shall deliver to
the Exhibitor any such photoplay at the earliest
available date thereafter, and such delivery in
any such case shall be the same force and
effect as though delivery took place within
the period herein above limited and the Ex-
hibitor agrees to accept, pay for and exhibit
any such photoplay at any such later period
pursuant to the terms hereof, provided, that if

such delay and/or prevention of performance,
caused as aforesaid, shall continue for a period
of three (3) months either party hereto may
cancel this contract, but only with respect to

any such photoplay the delivery hereunder of
which has been so delayed or prevented, by
sending within ten (10) days after the ex-
piration of such three (3) months’ period to

the other party notice in writing to such effect.

Waiver
Nineteenth: The waiver by either party

of any breach or default by the other party
shall not be construed as a waiver of any
other or subsequent breach or default by such
other party.

Arbitration

Twentieth: The parties hereto agree that

before either of them shall resort to any
court to determine, enforce or protect the
legal rights of either hereunder, each shall

submit to the Board of Arbitration (established
or constituted pursuant to rules and regula-

tions now on file in the office of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of Amer-
ica, Inc., bearing date March 1st, 1926, and
identified by the signature of its President, a
copy of which will be furnished to the Ex-
hibitor upon request) in the city wherein is

situated the branch office of the Distributor
from which the Exhibitor is served or if there
be no such Board of Arbitration in such city

then to the Board of Arbitration in the city

nearest thereto (unless the parties hereto
agree in writing that such submission shall be
made to a Board of Arbitration located in

another specified city), all claims and contro-

versies arising hereunder for determination
pursuant to the rules of procedure and practice

adopted by such Board of Arbitration.
The parties hereto further agree to abide

by and forthwith comply with any decision
and award of such Board of Arbitration in

any such arbitration proceeding, and agree
and consent that any such decision or award
shall be enforceable in or by any court of

competent jurisdiction pursuant to the laws
of such jurisdiction now or hereafter in force;

and each party hereto hereby waives the right

of trial by jury upon any issue arising under
this contract, and agrees to accept as con-
clusive the findings of fact made by any such
Board of Arbitration, and consents to the
introduction of such findings in evidence in

any judicial proceeding.
In the event that the Exhibitor shall fail or

refuse to consent to submit to arbitration any
claim or controversy arising under this or any
other film service contract providing for arbi-

tration which the Exhibitor may have with
this or any other Distributor or to abide by
and forthwith comply with any decision or
award of such Board of Arbitration upon any
such claim or controversy so submitted, or if

the Exhibitor shall be found by such Board
of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceed-
ing to have been guilty of such a breach of
contract as shall in the opinion of such Board
of Arbitration justify this or any other Dis-

tributor in requiring security in dealings with
the Exhibitor, the Distributor may, at its

option, demand, for its protection and as

security for the performance by the Exhibitor
of this and all other existing contracts be-

tween the parties hereto, payment by the Ex-
hibitor of an additional sum not exceeding
$500 under each existing contract, such sum
to be retained by the Distributor until the
complete performance of all such contracts
and then applied, at the option of the Dis-
tributor, against any sums finally

_
due or

against any damages determined by said Board
of Arbitration to be due to the Distributor,
the balance, if any to be returned to the Ex-
hibitor; and in the event of the Exhibitor’s
failure to pay such additional sum within
seven days after demand, the Distributor may
by written notice to the Exhibitor suspend
service hereunder until said sum shall be paid
and/or terminate this contract.

In the event that the Distributor shall fail

or refuse to consent to the submission to arbi-

tration of any claim or controversy arising
under this or any other film service contract
providing for arbitration which the Distributor
may have with the Exhibitor, or to abide by

and forthwith comply with any decision or
award of such Board of Arbitration upon any
such claim or controversy so submitted, or if

the Distributor shall be found by such Board
of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceed-
ing to have been guilty of such a breach of
contract as shall in the opinion of such Board
of Arbitration justify the Exhibitor in refus-

ing to deal with the Distributor, the Exhibitor
may at his option terminate this and any other
existing contract between the Exhibitor and
the Distributor by mailing notice by registered
mail within two (2) weeks after such failure,

refusal or finding, and in addition the Dis-

tributor shall not be entitled to redress from
such Board of Arbitration upon any claim or
claims against any Exhibitor until the Dis-

tributor shall have complied with such decision,

and in the meanwhile the provisions of the

first paragraph of this Article Twentieth shall

not apply to any such claim or claims.
Any such termination by either party, how-

ever, shall be without prejudice to any other
right or remedy which the party so terminat-
ing may have by reason of any such breach
of contract by the other party.
The provisions of this contract relating to

arbitration shall be construed according to the

laws of the State of New York.

Representations
Twenty-first : No promises or representa-

tions have been made by either party to the

other except as set forth herein.

Acceptance of Application
Twenty-second: This instrument shall be

deemed an application for a license under
copyright only and shall not become binding
until accepted in writing without alteration or
change by an officer of or any person duly
authorized by the Distributor and notice of
acceptance sent to the Exhibitor as herein
provided. The deposit by the Distributor of

any check or other consideration given by the

Exhibitor at the time of application as pay-

ment on account of any sums payable here-

under shall not be deemed an acceptance
hereof by the Distributor.

Unless notice of acceptance of this applica-

tion by the Distributor is sent to the Exhibi-

tor by mail or telegraph within the number
of days after the date thereof hereinafter
specified immediately following the name of

the city wherein is situated the branch office

of the Distributor front which the Exhibitor
is served, said application shall be deemed
withdrawn and the Distributor shall forthwith
return any sums paid on account thereof by
the Exhibitor. Albany 10; Atlanta 15; Boston
10; Buffalo 10; Charleston 15; Charlotte 15;

Chicago 15; Cincinnati 15; Cleveland 15;

Dallas 20; Denver 20; Des Moines 15; De-

troit 15; El Paso 25; Indianapolis 15; Jack-

sonville 15; Kansas City 15; Los Angeles 25;

Little Rock 15; Louisville 15; Memphis 15;

Milwaukee 15; Northern New Jersey 7; Min-
neapolis 20; Butte 30; New Haven 10; New
Orleans 15; New York City 7; Oklahoma
City 20; Omaha 15; Peoria 15; Philadelphia

10; Pittsburgh 10; Portland, Ore., 30; St.

Louis 15; Salt Lake City 20; San Francisco

20; Seattle 20; Washington, D. C., 10.

A copy of this application, signed by the

Exhibitor shall be left with the Exhibitor at

the time of signing, and in the event of ac-

ceptance thereof as above provided a duplicate

copy, signed by the Distributor, shall be for-

warded to the Exhibitor.

Schedule
In the schedule there shall be provided

space in which shall be specified either the

title of each photoplay, or the name of the

star, director or author thereof or the brand
by wfiich such photoplays are known.
The schedule shall also contain the words

“Protection Period” and the word “Run”
with space to specify the protection period or

run, if any agreed upon.
* Cancellation

^Optional Cancellation Clause: If this

contract designates certain photoplays by title,

it shall be non-cancellable as to such photo-

plays. If it embraces a series of photoplays
not designated by title it may be cancelled as

to such series by either party after two photo-
plays of such series have_ been played and
paid for, by notice in writing to the other
party after playing the second of said photo-

plays, such cancellation to take effect after

( ) additional

photoplays shall have been exhibited and paid
for.

* It is optional with Distributors to incorporate

or omit tlus clause from their Standard Exhibition
Contract.

Direction to Salesmen: While you have
every right to trade among prospective cus-

tomers to obtain the best offer possible for
your product, after you have selected a par-

ticular exhibitor whose offer you believe to be
the best obtainable and take a written applica-

tion from such exhibitor, you: are hereby di-

rected to forward the application to the office

of your company and make no further effort

to sell the same service to any other exhibitor
directly competing with such exhibitor until

the application so forwarded has been duly re-

jected, accepted or withdrawn in accordance
with its terms.
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SPORTLIGHTS IN BIG TIEUP
700 Agencies

of Playground

Body in Deal
One of the most far-reaching tie

ups ever made on a short feature

has just been concluded between
Pathe’s department of public relations,

under the direction of Miss Regge
Doran, and the Playground and
Recreation Association of America on
the Grantland Rice Sportlights, dis-

tributed by Pathe. Through a co-

operative plan this association, a semi
civic organization interested in the

promotion of all forms of sport, for
both child and adult, has asked its field

representatives and members who
work through hundreds of clubs, wel-
fare units, schools and gymnasiums,
to encourage the exhibitor in the
showing of the Sportlights and to work
with Pathe in properly exploiting them
for the good of each community.
The officers of the association wit-

nessed a number of showings of the
Rice sport features and immediately
called to the attention of their various
agencies the fact that the Sportlights en-
courage participation in sports and
games, besides providing excellent en-
tertainment.

Publication Shows Gains

An article in the Playground, official

publication of the association, devoted a
full page to scenes from various num-
bers of the Sportlights and stated in

part:

“Swift and exciting action, humor,
sentiment and instruction mingle in the
Grantland Rice Sportlights, a series of
moving pictures on sports and recreation
edited by Grantland Rice and released by
the Pathe Exchange, Inc. Sportlights
deserve the attention of all interested in

sportsmanlike play and games.

“Each Sportlight takes a particular
theme, such as ‘Rough-and-Tumbling,’
‘Learning How,’ ‘Spikes and Bloomers,’
‘The Happy Years,’ and develops it by
scenes from a large list of athletics,

games and other recreations. The ma-
terial has been collected from college

and academy athletic fields, western
ranches, girls’ schools, summer camps,
on land and water, and from country and
city.

//. G. Olson Wins

2nd Week ’s Prize

In Laugh Month
H. G. Olson of the Majestic theatre,

Reedsburg, Wis., won the first prize of

$100 for the second week of the Laugh
Month exploitation contest with one of

the most comprehensive campaigns of ex-
ploitation and publicity ever conducted in a
small town.
Olson has long been a Herald subscriber

and his name is on the House Organ List.

When the judges came to consider Ol-

son’s entry they found by the description

and photographs that he had taken good
advantage of every possible means of ex-

ploitation in connection with an all short

feature program made up largely of com-
edy subjects. The program included the

Educational-Lupino Lane comedy, “Maid
in Morocco”

;
the single reel novelty, “A

Ride On a Runaway Train”; the one reel

color subject, “The Voice of the Night-
ingale,” which won the Riesenfeld gold
medal for the most novel short feature of
the year ; the Sing Them Again release,

“Close Harmony”
; a single reel Cameo

comedy, “Sweet and Pretty” ; and a car-

toon reel, “Felix the Cat on the Job.” An
illustrated song, two home talent comedy
acts and a special orchestra number com-
pleted the entertainment.

Olson’s exploitation tieup with the Laugh
Month campaign included the most com-
prehensive lobby display, a funny ballyhoo
consisting of a stretcher with a dummy
of a man who split his sides laughing
at the Majestic Annual Fun Fantasy, spe-

cial slides, numerous posters, a loud
speaker device in the lobby which trans-

mitted laughter from inside the theatre to

the street, as well as special music and
announcements made bv the manager,
newspaper advertising and throwaways.

F. V. Kennebeck, exploitation manager
of the North Star theatre, Omaha, Neb.,
who won the second prize for the first

week, again took second prize ($50) in the
second week’s contest.

Third prize went to David T. Lustig.

NOW BOOKING
St. Patrick’s Day Special

Week of March 14th
Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

“HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY”

Hand Colored by Brock

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

Protecting
News Reel
The situation which recently

developed at Cannes, France,

over the taking of motion pic-

tures of the tennis match be-

tween Miss Helen Wills and
Mile. Suzanne Lenglen, should

be the subject of serious thought

on the part of all the publishers

of news reels.

With increasing frequency

someone attempts to shut out

news cameramen from events of

public interest unless they are

willing to pay an exorbitant

price for the so-called “motion
picture rights.” Demands of

this kind are simply “shake

downs.”

In some instances owners of

news reels may have considered

themselves well repaid by pay-

ing this “tribute” and thereby

getting a “beat” or “scoop” on

other services. This, however, is

a short sighted policy. Paying
once simply encourages future

demands.

The motion picture exhibitor

would back the news reels in any
action they took. They know'

that the paying of tributes of

this kind must either be passed

on to them in increased rentals

or sacrifices in quality in other

issues of the news reel service.

This department suggests that

the news reel publishers enter an

agreement to refuse to pay any

fees for the privilege of photo-

graphing events of public inter-

est. And in case they are barred

for refusing to be “shaken

down” that they publicize the

fact in their news reels. We
predict they will be pleasantly

surprised by the endorsement
the theatre owner and the public

wall give them for resisting this

form of graft.
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Farina 's Ace in the Hole,

Says McGowan in Chicago
Sonny (That’s His Nickname on the Lot) Always Goods for Our

Gang Reel When Director’s Bag of Tricks Runs Low

—

Best When He Doesn’t Rehearse

WHEN you need just one more good card to win the game, whether
it’s bridge, poker or a lot of other games, and that other card
happens to have on it the letter “A” in great big type, that’s

what’s called an “ace in the hole.” There’s a little dusky faced fellow on
the Hal Roach lot called Farina that Robert MacGowan figures is plenty
good enough type. And he’s what MacGowan calls his “ace in the hole.”

Stern Brothers

Announce Future
Comedy Program

An extensive reorganization of picture

policy and production activities is an-

nounced by the Stern Brothers, makers
of two-reel comedies for Universal re-

lease. Building on the extraordinary
success of the Buster Brown productions,

the first excursion of the Stern Brothers
into high class comedy series pictures,

the comedy producers have outlined a

program for next season consisting

wholly of super-comedy series.

There will be at least five series of

first-class comedies on the 1926-1927 re-

lease schedule of the Stern Brothers
comedies. An extension of the present
Buster Brown Productions will form the
necleus of the new schedule. The cur-

rent Buster Brown Productions are the
talk of the industry by reason of their

unexpected drawing power. They are

getting representation in big first run
houses all over the country, including
the Capitol, the Rialto, the Warner’s in

New York City, the new Metropolitan in

Boston and similar houses elsewhere.

Hereafter, the comedies made by the

Stern Brothers, Julius and Abe Stern, for

Universal release, will be known as

Stern Brothers Comedies. Their former
output—Century Comedies—is being dis-

continued. This change of production
policy is a great forward step on the part

of the two Sterns and marks their com-
plete advent into the top ranks of

comedy producers.

Exhibitor Freezes Stills

in Ice in Novel Display

on Amundsen Polar Films

When Charles Hartwig, manager of the

Antlers theatre, Helena, Mont., played
Pathe’s “The Amundsen Polar Flight,” he
got over his stills with atmosphere that

fitted into the setting of the picture—the

vise-like white desert of the polar regions.

Hartwig froze the Amundsen stills into

blocks of ice in his theatre-front display.

Through this method he brought home to

passersby in a striking way an inkling of
the life this little party of six had lived

in the frozen Arctic. If the party, lost

for 26 days at the top of the world, had
not survived, its members would have
found a final resting place in the icy North.
Hartwig’s exploitation idea held the at-

tention of everyone who passed by the

theatre, while the inexpensive stunt got
big news space in the Helena papers.

Plans Scientific Series

Max Fleischer, president of Red Seal
Pictures, is devoting some of his time
these days to preparing a special series of
scientific popular features which will be
released next season. “The screen is un-
doubtedly one of the best educational me-
diums of this generation,” Fleischer stated,

“but this series also wants to be enter-
taining.”

Loew Buys Bray Cartoon

for 33 Day Circuit Run
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the F.

B. O. exchange in New York, has sold
“Lost & Found,” a Bray cartoon, to the
Loew Circuit in New York for a thirty-

three-day run.

"'ll 7HEN MacGowan was in Chicago last
’ * week he smiled complacently even
when Farina’s name was mentioned and
then began to tell about the scene where
Farina was told to walk ahead of the

camera holding a dog by the tail and “don’t
let loose whatever happens.” Plenty hap-
pened ! Little Farina felt a button slip

and with the slip felt a loosening at his

jumpers. He couldn’t hold the dog and
the jumpers at the same time, but he’d
been told to hold the dog. The jumpers
slipped; the camera clicked; Farina bit his

lip
;
and everybody laughed.

Farina Is Sonny on Lot

It’s not news that Farina is not a girl,

but not -everyone knows Farina is not
Farina on the lot; he is “Sonny.”

When, if ever, Director MacGowan’s bag
of tricks runs low he orders the camera
turned on Sonny. And come what may,
Sonny is copy to the producer just as the

Prince of Wales is to newspapermen. He’s
always good for a reel (or a ream).

And don’t make the mistake that that

little darky is classed as an actor. Not
he. His first rehearsal is better than his

second. Therefore he doesn’t rehearse.
He gets instructions and the picture goes
along.

That is pretty generally true with the
rest of Our Gang, with the result that a

two reeler may be made in eight or ten

hours.
Ideas Supplied by Gang

Ideas for the pictures are supplied by
the gang. For each practical suggestion
that MacGowan uses he pays 50 cents. It’s

good spending money for the gang, for
they are full of ideas.

Plots have never been bought from the

outside. It hasn’t been necessary. They
come from “out of the air.” But they do
run low, said the director. “If you have
a good one send it to me; I’ll use it.”

Salaries for the children are as high as

$400 a week and as low as $100 a week.

The parents receive and bank the money
for them.

An hour a day is the average workday
for the gang. School at the studio begins
at 8:30 a. m. and ends at noon.

Drive Adds To

Press Space On
Short Features

One of the purposes for which the Short
Features Advertising Association was or-

ganized was to encourage more construc-

tive comment in the daily press on short

features. This point was very plainly

brought out by R. F. Woodhull, president

of the M. P, T. O. A., chief speaker at the

luncheon tendered to newspaper men at

the starting of Laugh Month activities,

and now at the conclusion of the campaign
it is interesting to note the results were
very much worth while, since the news-
paper comment on short features have
shown a pronounced increase.

In the Cleveland Plain Dealer there ap-
peared recently an unusually lengthy and
comprehensive article on short features by
W. Ward Marsh. Marsh’s article occupied
two columns and was entirely devoted to

a discourse on recent Educational releases.

The article started off with the comment
that “unusual progress in color photogra-
phy will be noted when Hope Hampton
in ‘Parisian Modes In Colour’ is released
here.”

“I didn’t count the number of different

gowns, coats, etc., which Miss Hampton
wears in the film, but there are enough of
them to furnish a topic for the ‘club’ for

a couple of weeks,” he said.

The remainder of the discussion is on
three two-reel comedies released by Edu-
cational.

Arthur J. Lamb
presents

THE MOLLY MAY SERIES
(INC.)'

12-2 reel comedies
Written by A. J. LAMB

Featuring VIOLET ' MERSEREAU
Direction of JOSEPH LEVERING

Number four will be

“Her First Night with the Bootleggers’

Granfield and Clarke (Inc.)

Distributors for the W/ orld
1476 Broadway New York City
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Don Alvin Is Creating Name Band
Presentation
Style Is to
Be Brilliant

Experience in Theatre, Studio and
Clnb Will Be Combined for

Picture House Stage

Don Alvin, solo violinist and per-

sonality guest conductor who has

created a furore in Balaban and
Katz Chicago theatres in recent

weeks, has in rehearsal a band that

is certain to create a sensation

when it is introduced to the motion
picture theatrical world. In the

band are members of a number of

Chicago’s principal name orches-

tras. The unit is rehearsed at a

North Side theatre, and is shaping
so well that a representative of

about every theatre chain in Chi-

cago and vicinity has been negotiat-

ing with Alvin for its services.

The house of Lester, Chicago, costum-
ers and mounting designers, has been
charged with the task of decking Alvin’s

band in creations that are brilliantly un-
usual, and this music unit will create a

great stir when it makes its debut.

Experience Is Wide
Alvin has a wealth of experience as a

conductor. Both New York and Hollywood
are familiar with his work, and he is popu-
lar on both coasts. In Hollywood he was
studio solo violinist for some of the best

known motion picture performers, and his

Green Mill melody unit was a strong draw
at that mart of pleasure. New York re-

members Alvin for his work in several
fashionable supper clubs.

The theatre that obtains Alvin’s band
will be doubly fortunate in that Alvin has
a picture hookup that gives patrons a peep
at the “inside” of studio procedure and is a

finished musician. The film leader he has
used in Chicago Publix and L. & T. houses
is itself worth the price of admission.

Stage Shows Adopted
for Fort Dodge House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

^
FORT DODGE, IA., Feb. 16.—A. G.

Stolte, presentation booker for A. H.
Blank Enterprises, announces that pres-
entation acts will be played four days a

week at the local Blank house. The
same policy is contemplated for Blank
houses in Boone and Mason City, Stolte
reports.

George Givot, Chicago boy who has
attained success with his singing-

dancing act in B. & K.-L. & T. thea-

tres, dropped into the “Herald”
office one day last week for a chat.

Jimmy Adams
Tours Coast in

Pianologue Act
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16. — Jimmie
Adams, Christie Comedy star, is touring

the key cities of the Pacific Coast in a

pianologue-character song act, working
with an accompanist. The act was written

for Adams by Addison Burkhert. Adams
will be on tour 10 weeks.

Fiske O’Hara to

Open in La Crosse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LA CROSSE, WIS., Feb. 16.—Fiske
O’Hara, noted tenor, opens at a La
Crosse Theatre Company house here
February 21 in his presentation featur-

ing “Songs New and Old.”

Willard Moore Recovers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Feb. 16.—Willard
Moore, conductor of the orchestra at the

Capitol theatre, whose leg was broken
when he was run down by an automobile
Christmas week, is back at the house
again. His men, known as Moore’s
Merry Makers, gave their leader a rous-

ing welcome. They have produced some
excellent programs recently in connection

with Capitol presentations.

Elizabeth Thornberry to Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 16.—Eliza-
beth Thornberry, local soprano who has

just completed a two-week engagement at

the Metropolitan, is soon to begin a tour of

the larger motionm picture theatres of the

East.

Censors Open
War Against
Presentation

Canadian Reformer Says Spice

Is Added to Filmsliows

By Addition of Acts

Reformers who have been lying
awake nights to think of more ways
to stifle brilliance and originality

in the production and exhibition of

motion pictures have now turned
a part of their attention to presen-

tation. Presentation acts came in

for a verbal bombardment as one of

the objectives of speakers at the

Fourth National Motion Picture

Conference, held in Chicago last

week under the auspices of the

Federal Motion Picture Council in

America.
Attacking from the usual angle, Gilbert

Agar of the Ontario Council of Social

Agencies, speaking on censorship in that

Canadian province, charged that “vaudeville

acts are now inserted into the middle of

the censored motion picture show to add
the spice that we have cut out.”

Agar declared that “we are getting after

them,” and said a number of committees
are busy investigating presentation acts.

Harry E. Long and
Heinz Roemheld in

Line for New Posts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 16.—Harry
E. Long, for the last several months man-
ager of the Alhambra theatre, has been

made assistant to George Levine in the

administration of affairs pertaining to the

acquisition and operation of several new
theatres Universal plans to open in this

territory. Long will not leave the Alham-
bra, but will be relieved of some of the

time-taking duties there.

Heinz Roemheld, musical director of the

Alhambra, will take complete charge of

production activities after March 13.

Equipment that will make possible the

working out of some new ideas in pres-

entations has been ordered for the house.

Tom Brown at Capitol
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES, IA., Feb. 16.—Tom
Brown and His Minstrels opened at the

Capitol here Feb. 14. The date is for

a week.
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New Type Presentation Is Success
Another F.-R.

Presentation
Is Circuiting

Show Is Built in Minneapolis

Studio and Routed Over
30-House Chain

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb.
16.
—“King Cole Up-To-Date,” revue

child of the State Studios here,

maintained by Finkelstein and Ru-
ben, is now playing over the F. & R.
circuit of 30 de luxe theatres.
The incidental music for the revue,

which carries 15 people and fills 25 min-
utes of stage time, was written by Wil-
liam Warvelle Nelson, conductor of the
State theatre orchestra, Minneapolis, and
the lyrics are by Danny Finkelstein of
St. Paul.

Tabloid Opening Used
The act opens with tabloid behind a

screen on which slides are thrown and
then breaks into a modern revue of songs
and dances. Joe Ross, dancer, formerly
with Elsie Janis’ “Puzzles of 1925,” and
Johnny Herman, have the lead roles.

Jimmy Buscher Melody Makers form a
part of the act and the dancers who
appear are Edith Warren, the Sawyer
sisters and Mile. Baubet.

Showed First in Duluth
The revue opened in Duluth, at the

Garrick theatre, where it played to ca-
pacity houses. It then appeared at the
State in Minneapolis, after which it is

booked in St. Paul and other houses of

the circuit.

A special set was built for the piece
in the Finkelstein and Ruben studios,

and a stage manager and electrician are
being carried with the show on the road.

Plastex Novelty in

Publix “Skylarks” Act
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Renown Plastex
film novelty “Man or Illusion,” which is

showing at the Rivoli theatre here this

week, has -been bought by Publix Theatres
Corporation for exhibition in connection
with the John Murray Anderson stage pres-

entation, “Skylarks.” Along with the And-
erson act, the film was shown last week at

Shea’s Buffalo theatre, Buffalo, and will

play simultaneously with “Skylarks” in De-
troit, Chicago, St. Louis and other cities.

B. N. Mirsky Resigns
(Sbecial to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. Id-
Resignation of B. N. Mirsky as conduc-
tor of the Newman theatre orchestra
has been announced. No reason was
assigned for the resignation. Mirsky
came here from London, Eng. He said
he intends going to Los Angeles to con-
duct an orchestra. It is understood his

assistant at the Newman, J. Blumberg,
will succeed him as leader of the New-
man orchestra.

Codee and Trigg Booked
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FORT DODGE, IA„ Feb. 16.—Codee
and Trigg, song team, opened here
Feb. 14.

Dieterich Tops
Rivoli Bill

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Roy Die-
terich, tenor, who has been playing
Balaban & Katz houses for the last

three years, was brought in for the
Rialto theatre presentation show last

week, and the consensus is that he
should have been here long ago. Now
that he is here, New York audiences
should see and hear a lot more of him.
Dieterich has an excellent voice, and

a personality which enables him to

put over a song in great style and win
his audiences from the start. He
opened in full stage with an eccentric

drop, singing the popular “Sometime.”
This he followed with “Sitting On
Top of the World” and won himself
encore after encore.
Another popular feature of the

Rialto presentation is Hy. C. Geis, or-

ganist, playing “Don’t Forget to Re-
member.” For this he wrote verses

which are thrown on the screen.

Their popularity is evidenced by the

fact that the audience joined in the

singing with zest, if not always with
harmony.
Vess Osman and Rex Schepp, ban-

joists, and Doris Vinton, a tap dancer,

put on a turn that should command
attention on any bill. They are wiz-

ards on their instruments. In the one
number in which Miss Vinton ap-

peared she registered a decided hit.

Frank O. Lowden
Praises Waring’s

Pennsylvanians
Waring’s Pennsylvanians easily topped

the bill of entertainment last Thursday at

the Interfraternity banquet held in the

main dining room of the Drake hotel, Chi-

cago, at which they played before more
than 2,000 students and a number of Chi-

cago and Illinois civic notables. Ex-gov-
ernor Frank O. Lowden of Illinois, in com-
menting on the Pennsylvanians’ offering,

said

:

“I suggest that next time we have a

banquet instead of listening to an assembly
of speakers we listen only to Waring’s
Pennsylvanians.”

Next Friday night Fred Waring will give

a dinner at the Congress hotel for the

men in his orchestra as a tribute to them
for their work during their Chicago B. &
K. engagement. The dinner also will be

in the nature of a tribute to Coon Saun-
ders and his orchestra.

Hazel Brown Returns
from New York Visit

Hazel Brown, formerly in charge of book-
ings for Balaban and Katz Midwest circuit

and now associated with Premier Attrac-

tions, Chicago, in the same capacity, re-

turned from New York City Monday after

having renewed acquaintance with many old

friends on film row in the eastern city. In-

cidentally she made several valuable connec-
tions for Premier, and it is predicted that in

a short while this organization will be con-

ducting a large business in the East as

well as in the Middle West territory.

Small House
Stage Show
Sets Record

Little Theatre Presentation Fills

720-Seat House Three Times

—

Owner Is Enthusiastic

Box-office records were smashed
at the Regent theatre, 6746 Sheri-
dan Road Saturday night, when the
first of a series of Little Theatre
Presentations took the stage. It is

the first time in the history of this

720 seat house, according to Man-
ager John Semedallis, that patrons
have been lined up in front of the
theatre waiting for a performance.

Little Theatre Presentations have been
inaugurated by Premier Attractions of
Chicago for the purpose of supplying high
class talent to small neighborhood motion
picture houses. The test performance at

the Regent proved beyond doubt that pres-
entations are the tonic to house receipts

of small theatres.

House Packed to Capacity
The house was filled between three and

four times in a neighborhood which is con-
sidered by managers in general as one of
the “toughest” districts, figuratively speak-
ing, for a motion picture house in Chicago,
the location being in the exclusive North
Shore area, where patrons are known to

be more than ordinarily “stay-at-homes.”
Judging by the results obtained in the test

presentation, high class musical acts are
the stimulus required to lift all small
houses into a state of greater opulence.
When the small theatre can begin to offer

entertainment programs which are just as

fine as those at the cinema palaces down-
town, competition of a healthy order seems
about to begin.

It is the aim of Little Theatre Presenta-
tions to produce and supply high class

stage attractions of a style hitherto un-
available to small theatres. By maintaining
a production unit it is possible for Premier
Attractions to routine acts so that they
are adaptable to every neighborhood. This
step in the promotion of presentations has
long been looked forward to, and is con-
sidered one of the most noteworthy strides

toward advancement of the “filrashow.”

Chance Is Eliminated
Hitherto managers have had to depend

mainly upon whatever chance acts have
been available at the various agencies. In
the scramble for talent, in order that they
might compete with large theatres, they
have been accepting, and disastrously on
many occasions, acts entirely unsuited to

the theatre’s locale.

In initiating the Little Theatre Pres-
entation idea at the Regent theatre, Premier
took over the entire management of the

theatre Saturday, as well as the house ex-

ploitation. Pluggers announcing the pro-

gram were distributed in the neighborhood
a week in advance, and a trailer announc-
ing the coming attraction was run at the

regular picture performances. Stories con-

structed to stimulate an air of mystery
about Little Theatre Presentations were
given circulation in the neighborhood news-
paper. Besides this, a large banner was
strung across the front of the house, an-

nouncing the forthcoming attraction.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Helen Yorke Finish
Saves Second Publix
Show for Chicagoans

Helen Yorke, soprano, saved the second
Publix show for Chicagoans with her vocal
number at the finish. Until then it had
been one dance act after another, none of
them jarring the folks into noisy outbursts.
Miss Yorke, unbilled but recognized by
those present on account of her many suc-
cessful appearances here in original Bala-
ban & Katz presentations, sang the show
out of the depths and got for it a better
hand at the finish than the flag won for
its predecessor the week before.
John Murray Anderson’s name is all over

this one, too, the title being “The Dime
Museum” and the routine following out
that suggestion. The faot that Mr. Ander-
son produced a stage piece called “The
Greenwich Village Follies,” never consid-
ered here as better than a follw-up on
Mr. Ziegfeld’s original, seems not to awe
patrons who thought Balaban & Katz them-
selves knew pretty well how to put a
show together. As *the billing gives no
other name, the acts embraced in these
units get no berries and patrons used to

knowing their entertainers at least by
name seem not to care greatly what they
do. Incidentally, the acts comport them-
selves as though they don’t care either.

Business at the Chicago last Thursday
night was better than the Thursday night
preceding but still one could get in. As
the picture was “The American Venus,”
and this is Chicago, it wouldn’t be fair

to guess what they thought of “The Dime
Museum” on the basis of attendance.

Anderson Revue at

Met Is Bolstered by
Six Brown Brothers

BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 16.—Tn ac-

cordance with what apparently has be-
come the general rule in presentations
nowadays, the Metropolitan’s presenta-
tion for the week of Feb. 8 had no con-
nection with the long feature, George
M. Cohan’s “The Song and Dance Man.”
The presentation was “Paradise Isle”

or “On the South Sea Isles.” (Pick your
own title—they advertised it sometimes
under one title, sometimes under the
other.) Anyway, it was another of those

John Murray Anderson rich dishes, with
a real prince in it.

The act was about what it was billed

as being—a Samoan revel, with the Ha-
waiian song “Aloha Oe” as a finale, just to

make it complicated. Maybe there aren’t

any Samoan songs suitable for finales.

In the cast are Prince Lei Leni,
Thelma Harvey, a dancer, and the Royal
Samoans. Tandy MacKenzie was an-
other Samoan in the act. It was real

gorgeous however.
The show, as usual, started* Sunday,

even including the presentation. Of
course the dancing was out. Then, for
some reason, the Six Brown Brothers
were added Monday, although theirs is

an act which could be u=ed on Sunday.
The “Added Sunday Treat” was the

bunk this time, as the wording of the
ad will reveal

—“Added Sunday Treat,
Klein and orchestra in Klein iazz

—

opera, too! voices, too! a hit, too!”
Marjorie Dodge, a soprano, was also

on the stage, and that was all except
the films.

Acts Reported
in This Issue

Albano. Edward—Mark Strand
, Netc York.

“A Night in India" Washington
,

Detroit.
“Arabesque" Granada

, San Francisco.
Ash. Paul and Band—McVickers, Chicago

.

Bain. Jack Metropolitan
, Los Angeles.

Harris. Harris McVickers, Chicago.
Bartram and Saxton Capitol

,
Chicago.

Billings, George Capitol
, Des Moines.

Born and Hanley Missouri
, St. Louis.

“Bughouse Cabaret" Rivoli
, New York.

Bullet. Stanley Stanley
,
Philadelphia.

Campbell and Stuart Stanley
,
Philadelphia.

Coughlin, Larry—

-

Capitol
, Chicago.

Davis, Denny State
,

Boston.
Dieterich, Roy Rialto

,
New York.

“Dime Museum. The" Chicago
,

Chicago.
Dixon, Henry Rialto , Omaha.
Du Franne, Georges Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Eaton Sisters Sun, Omaha.
Elkins, Eddie and Band Rivoli, New York.
Elsie and Paulson Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Fagan, Sybil Sanderson— It isconsin, Mil-

waukee.
Ferguson. Hilda Stanley, Philadelphia.
Flegal, Melvin—State. Detroit.
Forbstein, Louis anti Syncopators Royal,

Kansas City.

Four Playmates Liberty, Portland.
Gatehett and Carroll Sun

,
Omaha.

Geis, Hy C. Rialto, New York.
Gilbert. L. Wolfe Loew's State, Kansas

City.

Gioia, John Rivoli, New York.
Gitz-Rice, Lieut, anti Peerless Four Fox,
Philadelphia.

Gompert, Minnie State ,
Boston.

“Gypsy Follies" Capitol, Detroit.
Ihirmony Boys, The—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Hart, Annie anti Company Capitol, Chi-

cago.
Heller and Riley— Metropolitan, Los An-

geles.

Hopper. Edna Wallace Capitol, Detroit.
Howard Twins Rialto, Omaha.
Karenoff and Maree M issouri, St. Louis.
Kay, Chappie and Libby Rivoli, New York.
Kay Sisters and Fischer^—Alhambra, Mil-

waukee.
Kelly, Nell—Loew* s State, Los Angeles.
King, Irma Loew's State

, Los Angeles.
Klein. Miriam—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Klemova. Mile.—Mark Strand, New York.
Kneland. Jack and Supermaniacs— Sun.
Omaha.

Kosloff, Louis McVickers, Chicago.
Lee, Dorma Loew's State, Kansas City.

Lichter, Joie and Band—Strand, Milwaukee.
Littau, Joseph and Orchestra—Rivoli, New

York.
Mark Strand Ballet—Mark Strand

,
New

York.
“Mark Strand Frolics"—Mark Strand, New

York.
Maryland Collegians Loew's State, Kansas

City.

Metropolitan Sextette Fox, Philadelphia.
Missouri Rockets—Missouri, St. Louis.
Osman and Schepp—Rialto, New York.
“Paradise Isle"^—Metropolitan, Boston.
Powers, Peggy Sun, Omaha.
Pryor. Ruth Dancers—Newman, Kansas City.

Ramsay, Harold—Rivoli, New York.
Renoff and Renova Metropolitan, Los An-

geles.

Rome and Dunn—Fox, Philadelphia.
Royola, Bayard and Bolger State, Boston.
Rubini. Jan—Fox, Philadelphia.
Rugel,Yvette—Fox, Philadelphia.
Savage, Steve McVickers, Chicago.
Shaw, Frank Liberty, Portland.
Six Brown Brothers—Metropolitan, Boston.
Small. Paul—Missouri, St. Louis.
Spencer, The Greal^—Washington, Detroit.

Stickney, Robert—Mark Strand, New York.
Straub. Herb and Orchestra State, Detroit.

Stritt, Fred—Stale, Detroit.
Taylor and Hawks—State, Detroit.

Tremaine, Bobby Dancers Metropolitan,

Los Angeles.
Utgoff, Tamara Herp Ensemble—Mark

Strand, New York.
Van Alstyne, Egbert Wisconsin

,
Milwaukee.

Vinton, Doris Rialto, New York.
Watson, Donald (Monk) Rialto, Omaha.
Wolf. Rube and Band Loew's State, Los

Angeles.
Watson, Milton McVickers, Chicago.
Woodruff, Charlotte Missouri, St. Louis.

Yorke, Helen—Chicago, Chicago.

The Met ads capitalized the recent

blizzard by shouting “Another Blizzard

for Boston—a Storm of Entertainment.”
The newspaper linotype machines were
worn out using exclamation points for
every feature on the Met bill, including
even the organ solo.

Loew’s State had a bigger ad than the
Met Sunday, Feb. 7, and so mingled
everything together it looked as if the
Met didn’t has as many features. As a
matter of fact, the Met bill was more
numerous.

Edna Wallace Hopper
and “Gypsy Follies”

Pack House to Roof
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 16.—The com-

bination of Edna Wallace Hopper, “the
eternal flapper,” and the third of the Pub-
lix Theatre Corporation unit shows, was
a magnet that packed the Capitol from pit

to dome all last week. Miss Hopper gave
special morning matinees during the week
and these, too, were attended liberally by
audiences composed exclusively of women.
Miss Hopper carries a motion picture

showing an operation in plastic surgery
and then she appears before the footlights
with a short recitation on how she thwart-
ed Father Time.
“Gypsy Follies” is the title of the new

Publix act, staged by John Murray An-
derson. There are gypsy songs and gypsy
dancing, amid colorful settings. The com-
pany numbers about 25. The dancing
number of a young couple, man and girl,

brought forth tremendous response at every
showing through the surprising acrobatic
ability displayed by both.

Joie Lichter Band
as Rube Musicians

Good Jazz Players
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 16.—Joie

Lichter’s band which has appeared in

presentation acts at the Strand in the
garb of natives of almost every part of
the globe, is back in the U. S. A. this

week playing old-time airs intentionally
poorly and modern jazz numbers excep-
tionally well, and in general providing
visitors at the Strand with entertain-
ment that fulfills their desire both for
comedy and lively music.
The act is the work of the productive

talent of Stan Brown, the Strand man-
ager, and is staged as a presentation for
“Hands Up !” There is no direct rela-

tionship between the band act and the
humorous screen burlesque of Civil War
days, but the general tone of pseudo-
seriousness is present in both.

Curtain unfolds on a more or less

ridiculous appearing scene, with Lichter
and his band men in the clothing of rus-
tics in a general store. Ragged straw
hats, chin whiskers and leather boots
serve the musicians as costuming. The
initial numbers are hopelessly antique
and raggedly rendered but the comic
element in the performance saves it

from becoming annoying. The quality
of the music is changed, however, when
the band leader announces jazz numbers.
While the general idea of the act has

been utilized often in vaudeville acts,

and usually with indifferent success, a
touch of originality in this particular
presentation gives it the atmosphere of
something “different.” The players fur-

nish plenty of laughs.
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Bartram and Saxton
Score High ; Lincoln
Number Timely, Good

Easily the hit of the Chicago Capitol

bill for the week ending February 14 were
Bartram and Saxton, harmony singers to

whom both terms
—“harmony,” “singers”

—

apply. This team is known to the theatre-

going public of the entire country, and
the house is fortunate that obtains their

services.

They worked in one. Both were attired

in neat tuxedos. “Knee Deep in Daisies”

was their opener, and it took a long, loud

hand. They swung back with “Kentucky’s

Way of Saying Good Morning,” which is

a fine number and was put across in great

style. Bartram soloed “Tie Me to Your
Apron Strings Again.” This boy’s tenor

mixed with that kind of tune is something
to go far to hear.

Following this Bartram picked up the

guitar and Saxton came on to collaborate

with him on one of their own arrange-

ments—“Thirty-Fifth Street Blues.” Sax-
ton threw several sections of yodeling into

this and Bartram crooned it as only Bart-

ram can. All around him this reporter

caught snatches of conversation compli-

mentary to the team during and after their

appearance.
Opening the bill was a timely Abraham

Lincoln presentation, Lincoln impersonated

by Larry Coughlin. Coughlin stood on

a dais, on each side of which was a

youth in Union uniform, standing guard.

A large flag of the Union was the drop.

Coughlin recited the Gettysburg Address,

and at the conclusion the flag was filmed

in as the figures faded out. This part of

the show was roundly applauded.

Closing the show were Annie Hart and
four men, all “old timers.” Their song

and dance offering was novel, and as “old-

time” stuff did not go over so badly. A
bit of bone-rattling by one of the men
scored a good hand.

Classics and Jazz
Mingled on Varied

Musical, Song Bill
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 16.—An

ambitious and varied musical program, de-

scribed as a “Mid-winter Song Festival,”

shared honors with the long feature film,

“The Palace of Pleasure” at the Fox the-

atre last week. The program was well

balanced and combined the modern and the

classical.

The Fox Theatre Orchestra opened the

hill with “Gems from Grand Opera,” in-

cluding selections from “Aida,” “Cavalleria

Rusticana,” “La Boheme,” “Evening Star,”

and “Lucia.” As they played the latter, a

fade-in revealed the Metropolitan Sextette
in costume, standing before an impressive
stained glass window effect. They sang
the “Sextette” from “Lucia” beautifully.

This was followed by the entrance of
Lieutenant Gitz-Rice and his Peerless
Four, in a stage arrangement representing
an informal gathering in a club. In addi-
tion to rendering the Lieutenant’s own
composition, “Dear Old Pal of Mine,” the

quartette sang a number of favorites,

among them “Bam Bam Bammy Shore,”
“Louisville,” and “It Happened in Novem-
ber.” Perhaps the most popular number
was “Mammy Lou,” which was twice en-
cored.

Jan Rubini, composer, conductor and mu-
sician, gave as his first offering Kreisler’s
“Caprice Viennois,” which he played in

brilliant style. His second number, “The
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,” was
played with a sympathetic quality which
pleased the audience.
Yvette Rugel, billed as “the interna-

tional prima donna,” was in excellent voice
and sang “The Firefly,” “I Never Knew”
and “Remember.” She possesses a beau-
tiful lyric soprano which is best adapted
to the lower registers and by her beautiful

interpretation of these numbers she won
prolonged applause.

Bert Rome and Harry Dunn, former
“Greenwich Village” songsters, delighted
the audience with some “Harmony as You
Like It,” singing some popular operatic airs

to burlesque words. These two songsters
have been held over by popular request and
have an especially pleasing program for
the current week.
Miss Yvette Rugel will also remain for

a second week at the Fox.

Rube Wolf and Band
Make Debut; Kelly,

King, Click in Song
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16.—Rube Wolf

and his musicians made a triumphant debut
at Loew’s State the week beginning Feb. 6.

He is billed as “The Czar of Rhythm” and
comes fresh from a successful season at

the Boulevard. He is not only a splendid
orchestral conductor, but a skilled dancer
and soloist as well. His orchestra of 20
pieces consists of trained artists, each one
a soloist in his particular field, selected

from all over the West Coast circuit of
theatres, as well as from various Eastern
orchestras. The welcome accorded this

organization was in the nature of an ova-
tion.

Rube is a native Angeleno, and thou-
sands of his old vaudeville, theatrical and
motion picture and other friends turned
out to see the home-town boy make good.
Irma King followed Rube’s opening num-

ber with “I Wonder Where My Baby Is

Tonight,” with orchestra accompaniment.
Salvadore Samitelli, pianist of the orches-
tra, followed Miss King with a classical

number. Another popular selection was
“Everybody Stomp,” with the audience
clapping hands in time with the orchestra.

Nell Kelly made another bright spot on
the bill with a song and dance number,
“Don’t Be a Fool, Fool.” The sixth selec-

tion on the bill was “Ida, I Do,” which was
accorded a tremendous hand.
The long feature on the program was

“The Auction Block,” while a newsreel and
a Lloyd Hamilton comedy, “Framed,” com-
pleted the program.
The setting for the band was a terrace,

with a sloping wall back of the musicians.

The background consisted of three scal-

loped circles of different colors, with three

great shafts of gold cloth beginning at the

center and spreading out at the top. This
was erected against a black velvet drop,

and lent a novel effect to the stage.

Above: 8 years ago: “Poley” McClintock, Fred Waring, Tom Waring and
Fred Buck, the entire personnel of Waring’s Banjo Orchestra. Below:
Waring’s Pennsylvanians, a box-office success from coast to coast, now
and for the last seven weeks appearing in Chicago Publix houses.
McClintock and Buck are still members of the unit.
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Broadway Presentations
By T. E. LEAHY

“Bughouse Cabaret,”

at Rivoli, Is Riot
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Broadway has

seen many nut performances of almost
every sort, but it remained for John
Murray Anderson’s “Bughouse Cabaret”
to teach the populace what real nut
stuff is. The “Bughouse Cabaret” was
the chief presentation act last week at
the Rivoli—the sixth of the Anderson
series—and as a laugh provoker it is a
scream from start to finish.

“Bughouse Cabaret” has a little of
everything. The entertainment—every-
thing from “Nutty Musicians” to a
grand opera singer. For “props,” every-
thing from wash-tubs to ducks. Laundry
utensils were used by a nutty trap drum-
mer who got a lot of laughs and who
was ably assisted by a nutty piano
player. The ducks suspended from a
chandelier were used for the purpose of
hiding a platform on which an upside-
down dancer did a novelty tap dance.
The review opened in one—a sailor

singing an introductory song. When the
curtains parted the fun and laughs be-
gan. A “mock” singer—laughs—team
of contortionists —• applause •— comedy
ballet dancer accompanied by nutty or-
chestra—lots of laughs and applause

—

six dancing girls who not only danced
a very fine style of Tiller dancing, but
also were good to look at—applause—

a

team of comedy acrobats. A riot—the
grand opera singer—who after singing
an aria from “Aida” in a very good
voice turned the audience into a fit of
laughter when he decided to go nutty
by doing a comedy acrobatic dance.
“Bughouse Cabaret” is billed as “a

daffy divertissement” and as a draw it

proved itself by playing to turnaway
audiences all week. Music and lyrics

were by Milton Ager and Jack Yellen
and added much to the nutty hilarity
of the showing. According to program
the cabaret “inmates” included the
Nurse, the Master of Ceremonies, the
Prima Donna, the Ballerina, the orches-
tra Leader, the Musical Act, the Smith
Brothers, the Tenor, the Acrobatic Wait-
ers, the Duke, the Pages, the Rivoli
Dancers, Herman & Seamon, and Grace
Worth and her Worthless Brothers. If
there was anyone in the entire bunch
who didn’t do a nutty act which pro-
voked laughs it would take a prohibition
officer with a search warrant to find him.
The show opened with orchestra play-

ing “II Guarany” as an overture, Joseph
Littau directing. This was followed by
Harold Ramsay at the organ playing
“Paddlin’ Madeline Home.” Ramsay
won a hearty round of applause.

Then came Eddie Elkins and his

Melody Mixers, in the final week of
their engagement at the Rivoli, in two
numbers. The first was “A Charleston
Medley” and with this was introduced
John Gioia, world’s champion Charles-
ton endurance winner, who won this

questionable title by hoofing the Charles-
ton for 22 hours and some minutes with-
out a stop. He was partnered by
Chappie Kay, the runner up of the long
distance contest, and the latter’s sister,

Libby Kay. Libby, while a chipper floor

pounder, is really only a starter as she
hoofed it for but 3 hours and 40 min-
utes in the contest.

From the Rivoli the entire “Bughouse
Cabaret” moved over to Boston, where
it is giving the people of Bean town a
chance to do some laughing.

“Mark Strand Frolics”

Unusual Entertainment
NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—So popular

have become the “Mark Strand Frolics,”
conceived, produced and directed by
Manager Joseph Plunkett, that it is a
matter of guessing whether the presen-
tation or the long feature picture was
the biggest draw last week. Last week’s
presentation was the fourth of these
“Frolics” by Plunkett, and like the stuff

forbidden but not banished by Volstead,
they improve with age. They are the
talk of the professional part of Broad-
way.

Plunkett bills his show as “Every
Week—Everything New,” and to keep
up the pace he has started in furnish-
ing new and sound entertainment with-
out a dull spot is going to tax the in-

genuity of even so ingenious a person
as the Strand’s manager.
The “Frolics” opened with an artistic-

ally beautiful act called “Idyll” with
Mile. Klemova and the Mark Strand
ballet in some remarkable dancing as-

sisted by the Tamara Utgoff Harp En-
semble, six women harpists.

Then came an act billed as “Billboard
Antics,” in which Robert Stickney
of “The Monkey Talks” company, did
some startling dancing on stilts. No
Broadway show is complete nowadays
without some Charleston dancing, so
Stickney regaled the audience with some
Charlestoning on stilts.

The stilt dancer’s turn opened with a
series of billboards painted on a drop,
with Stickney as a part of the painted
advertisement of a brand of cigars. He
came to life, stepped from the adver-
tiesment and in the vernacular stopped
the show with one of the most remark-
able exhibitions of dancing ever seen
on Broadway.

Orchestra, Teams
and Singles Work

in Music-Step Show
OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 16.—The Sun pro-

gram was jammed with entertainment dur-

ing the week, Manager Ralph Goldberg
providing a popular picture, “Mike,” and a

wealth of other attractions. Gatchett and
Carroll presented bits of musical comedy,
with Jack Kneeland and his “Supermani-
acs” jazzing up music to the nth degree.

The Eaton Sisters put on some clever

dancing and Peggy Powers pleased with

her violin. Edwin Stevens was at the or-

gan and Louis Scnauber directed the the-

atre orchestra, both being up to their usual

high standard.

Spencer, Magician,
and Musical Turn

Draw Good Crowds
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 16.—Audiences

at the Fox-Washington theatre became all

worked up last week through a mystery
act. In fact this number scored so well
that the management plans on repeating
within a short time. Billed as “The Great
Spencer,” the performer offers an illusion

of shooting a length of colored ribbon
through the body of a girl assistant.

On the program last week was a

fine musical act, “A Night in India,” which
included an orchestra and several singing

and dancing girls. The settings were un-
usually attractive.

Youngsters Put New
Pep in Ash Show and

Line-Out Continues
A 16-year old girl and a 17-year old

boy (Paul Ash vouching for the ages) put
a lot of new pep into the McVickers
show last week and the line out front con-
tinued as long or longer, probably the
latter. The girl sings and the boy plays
piano, singing also after the fashion of
pianists. Ash and the boy are doing some
ditties together and Paul promises that
he’ll be in the show for eight or ten weeks.
He says nothing about the girl but he
builds up a couple of extra encores for her
and that’s indicative.

The show opened with the band playing
“Then I’ll Be Happy,” following with
“Nothing Else to Do,” of which the un-
named girl singer held over from last week
sang a chorus. Milton Watson was next,
singing “Sleepyhead” while the girl in a
tableau upstage tossed in another extra
chorus.

Then Ash advertises his Columbia record
of “Thanks for the Buggy Ride” by having
the orchestra play it the way they did for
the machine. Two of the boys sing a
chorus of it and they are a better act than
most duos parading as such.

Here Grace Blair did a neat dance and
was shushed to bring on a burlesque Rus-
sian follow-up by somebody who looked
like Steve Savage in dresses.

Next was the 16-year old phenom, whose
name is something like Peggy Bonyear but
undoubtedly is spelled otherwise. This
youngster is a more compact, animated and
competent Lydia Harris than the original,

whom she replaces in the show. She sang
four numbers before they’d let her go.

Ash drumming up applause for her on the

last two.

The 17-year old pianist-composer-singer,

etc., whose name sounded like Harris Bar-
ris, was next, working at a piano elevated

from the pit with Ash personally conduct-
ing him to success. He went big and is

worth all he got. Ash touts him as a

find and if he lets him go his stride it

isn’t unlikely he’ll find he picked up a Tar-
tar, which is a bad metaphor.

The show closed with Watson singing

“Sweetheart” in a valentine tableau while

Lewis Kosloff (announced as cousin or

something of Theodore, etc.) fiddled.

Whether he’s anybody’s cousin or not, he’s

a demon with the fid.

Watson Ends 14-Week
Date; Howard Twins
and Henry Dixon Hit

OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 16.—Closing a suc-

cessful season of 14 weeks, Donald Watson
left the Rialto theatre on Lincoln’s birth-

day to go to the Lincoln Square theatre

at Decatur, 111., for an indefinite run. Wat-
son put on a strenuous program for him-

self the final week, participating in all the

acts of his entertainers and putting on quite

a show himself. By special request, he

reproduced his act of walking the tight

rope—everything being realistic except the

fact that the act was on the floor instead

of in the air. The act brought down the

house as it did the first week “Monk” was
in Omaha, when he introduced the stunt.

Henry Dixon, uke and guitar expert, was
on the program, coming from a tour of

A. H. Blank theatres in eastern Iowa. The
act was well received. Next were Ed and

A1 Howard, twin dancers. Their imitation

of the approach of a drum corps was es-

pecially good. Harry Brader’s orchestra

played Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata”

and “Dinah.” The long feature picture

was “The Song and Dance Man.”
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Whitey
Kaufman

and his

VICTOR

RECORDING

ORCHESTRA

last week proved

absolute sensation

at the

Metropolitan

Theatre

Washington, D. C.

Jack Smith
“The Whispering Baritone

”

a Radio Broadcasting favorite and exclusive
Victor artist. Just completed sensational engage-

ments at the

STRAND THEATRE, New York City
and the

RIVOLI THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

Walter Batchelor T. D. Kemp, Jr.

Batchelor and Kemp
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

FOR RENOWNED ATTRACTIONS

745 Seventh Avenue, New York
Telephone Circle 9835

Prince Lei Lani and His
Royal Samoans
in “Paradise Isle”

John Murray Anderson’s greatest achieve-

ment in the picture house field—Variety.

Re-United

VINCENT
ROSE

and

JACKIE
TAYLOR

AND THEIR

ORCHESTRA

proved amazing suc-

cess last week at the

NEWMAN
THEATRE

Kansas City, Mo.

Prologue to Long
Feature Film Is

Elaborate, Bright
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 16.—Pre-

ceded by an elaborate prologue, that mas-

terpiece of screen photography, “The Wan-
derer,” was received by appreciative audi-

ences at the Stanley last week.

The oriental extravaganza opened with

the Stanley Symphony Orchestra playing

the processional march from Goldmark’s

“Queen of Sheda.”

Craig Campbell, tenor, then sang a se-

lection from “Tosca,” and “I’m Falling in

Love With Some One,” accompanied by

Allan Stuart at the piano.

This was followed by the gorgeous pro-

logue to the long feature, staged and ar-

ranged by the Stanley staff, depicting

Jether, the wanderer, gazing enraptured

at the court of Tisha, the temptress, im-

personated by Hilda Ferguson, famous
beauty and “Ziegfeld Follies” star. The
stage setting was magnificent, duplicating

the one appearing in the picture, and on
a divan in the center of the room was
seated Miss Ferguson, surrounded by mem-
bers of the Stanley ballet. There were a

number of beautiful oriental dances by
Miss Ferguson and the members of the

ballet, all accompanied by weird and appro-
priate music especially arranged for the

occasion by Sidney Lowenstein. The pro-

logue ended in a wild dance by all the cast,

with thunder crashing and lightning flashes,

representing the destruction of the city and
all in keeping with the spirit of the picture.

The incomparable Albertina Rasch Ballet
is at the Stanley this week (beginning
February 15) in a ballet of unusual beauty,

“Rhythmic Toes,” to accompany the long
feature, “The Grand Duchess and the
Waiter.”

Bernardo De Pace, popular mandolinist,
also is playing a return engagement at the
Stanley during this week.

Clothes Do Not
Make Charleston

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 16.—
That styles make little difference in the
execution of the Charleston is the con-
tention of Walt Resner, Loew’s Warfield
conductor and Billie Doyle, who, ar-
rayed in Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes
recently almost stopped the show with
their version of the dance, Miss Doyle
is one of the Sunkist Beauties working
in Fanchon and Marco presentations.

Vess Ossman and Rex Schepp, banjo
demons, appearing in presentation
motion picture theatres in the East.
They are hilled as “The Master Ban-
joists.”

Maryland Collegians,
Gilbert and Lee in

Music Presentation
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 16.—The Mary-

land Collegians were the headline stage
turn at Loew’s State the week of February
6, and judging by the reception accorded
them by the patrons of the house they
must be good.
This aggregation apparently sported at

some time on a campus, for the boys were
collegiate even to the flappy trousers and
the campus sweaters.
Their music at times was loud and jazzy

and at times low and sentimental. But on
the whole very pleasing.

The bill also included L. Wolfe Gilbert,

song-writer, who sang a number of his own
compositions. Dorma Lee, vocalist, was
given a very nice reception. This young
lady has a pleasing voice and fine stage
presence. She sings some of the old time
songs, and they are well worth hearing.
Tom Terry’s turn on the organ and the

orchestral overture of Don Albert and his

players were up to the usual Loew’s State
standard.
The long film attraction of the week was

“Dance Madness.”

“Ingenues” Open at

Cumberland Strand
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CUMBERLAND, MD., Feb. 16.—“The
Ingenues,” girl jazz band that has been
appearing successfully in presentation
houses for some months, opened at the
Strand theatre here yesterday.
The unit comprises 18 musicians. Dur-

ing the Strand date, which is for one week,
the band will play during each film show-
ing.
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Songs and Stepping
Offered to Enliven
Second Fashion Show

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 16—The second
edition of the St. Louis Spring Fashion
Festival was the feature stage turn at the

Missouri theatre the week of February 6.

That the festival would continue to be a

big attraction for the women patrons of

the house, Skouras Brothers saw to it that

the garments and styles portrayed were
entirely different from those on display

the previous week. The girls continued to

come in large numbers.
To fit in with the style show Milton

Slosser at the Wurlitzer played a matri-

monial duet. It was splendid. In between
the costume promenade there were song
and dance numbers on the runway.
Of especial note was the burlesque on

classical numbers by Born and Hanley,
comedians. It made a big hit with the au-
dience. Charlotte Woodruff and Paul
Small, vocalists, were as good as ever.

They are prime favorites with the Mis-
souri patrons. Kerenoff and Maree, Rus-
sian dancers, and the Missouri Rockets,
furnished the needed step numbers to

round out the bill.

With the exception of Born and Han-
ley all of the stage turns had been on the
bill the previous week.

Ruth Pryor Dancers
Play to Big Crowds

in Beauty Revue Act
KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 16.—Bruce

Fowler of the Newman theatre selected to

weave his novelty acts about the feature
picture this week. After booking Ruth
Pryor and her six dancers, Fowler pro-
ceeded to send to Dallas, Tex., Little Rock,
Ark., and Tulsa, Okla., for the prize win-
ning girls in last year’s national beauty
contest, as well as obtain the Kansas City
prize winner.
With Miss Pryor’s act to lend sufficient

professional touch to the program, the per-

formance was a decided hit. There is not
a dancer in Miss Pryor’s company who
does not look capable of doing a big time
act alone.

The performance was divided into three
scenes, depicting an atmosphere of the

beach and sea bathing. Not only can the

Pryor unit dance, but it was difficult to

distinguish the company from the beauty
prize winners, as far as facial appearances
are concerned.
The performance lasted half an hour and

was well received by unusually large

crowds throughout the week.

Louis Forbstein and
Syncopators Do Good
Limehouse Music Act

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 16—Giving
their own version of how real Limehouse
music should be played, in conjunction with
the long feature picture, Louis Forbstein
and his Royal Syncopators again won
hearty applause all week from audiences at

the Royal.
Garbed in make-shift Limehouse cus-

toms, the Syncopators staged some clever

atmospheric comedy with their original se-

lection. But the four other musical num-
bers on the program proved equally as en-

tertaining, especially the selection, “Why,”
which Kenneth Williams sang as few can.

The selection “I Want Someone to Care
For Me” was well staged, a back-stage

lighting effect showing the interior of a

prison cell, while Williams, as the prisoner,

did justice to the vocal phase of the num-
ber.

Among Other Acts,
Trained Seals Work

in Picture Theatre
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 16.—The pop-

ularity of Herb and His Bunch, plus Fred
Stritt, the clever interlocutor, continues un-
abated at the new State and the manage-
ment continues to billboard them and ad-
vertise them ahead of all else on the pro-
gram.

Last week the group offered a number
called “Heating LT

p the North Pole,” which
turned out to be a very red-hot affair,

jazzed up by Stritt, the orchestra and all

the entertainers until the temperature
reached the melting point.

Numbered among the entertainers were
Taylor and Hawks, who remained for
further hearing; Wanda and her trained
seals in a novelty act that moved swiftly
and pleasantly for children and grownups
and Melvin Flegal in a lovely program of
song and dance. The settings were new
and in excellent taste.

Jack Partington’s

“Coffee Dan” Show
Unique; Hits Hard

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 16.—
“Twenty Minutes at Coffee Dan’s,” pres-
entation act by Jack Partington shown at

the Granada theatre, was one of the long-

est and most unique shown by the inventor
of the “moving stage,” and it hit hard.

This act had a special local setting, includ-

ing many familiar scenes with picturesque
embellishments of the famous “Coffee Dan”
restaurant in this city. Frank Shaw, who
leads the singing, dancing, etc., at this fa-

mous local restaurant, appeared on the

stage as master of ceremonies, thus lending
realism to the arrangement. There were
50 singers and dancers in the cast.

The stage was arranged as a restaurant,

with plain seats, tables, etc., and while the

different performers were doing their turns

others would come and at different times

join the so-called principals. Popular, as

well as special songs, were sung. The act

consumed 35 minutes.

Presentation with
Music and Singing

Featured Hits High
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 16.—Speak-

ing of batting averages, Eddie Weisfeldt,

Saxe’s Wisconsin, has just added another
hit to his record. His presentation show
for the week of February 6 was another

wow.
The overture (incidentally, Glenn Welty

Bartram and Saxton
Writing “Emaline”
Bartram and Saxton, who topped
the stage bill at the National The-
atre Corporation s Capitol theatre,

Chicago, the week of February
7-13, are writing a new song titled

“Emaline.” On a recent evening
Saxton went over the song for a

“Herald” staff man, who was
caught by a decidedly “different”

bit in the middle of the chorus.

The number should be a winner.
This team has arranged many

songs for their own use and have
been successful with a number of

them. “Thirty-fifth Street Blues”
is among these. To date they
have not published, but “Emaline

”

is intended for publication.

is in charge of the orchestra during Ru-
dolph Kopp’s illness) was a selection from
“Rigoletto,” and a happy selection it was.

Lest there be any monotony in this, a tenor

and soprano in the person of Georges Du
Franne and Miriam Klein sang from a

clever setting on the stage. Everything
clicked beautifully.

After the newsreels, Egbert Van Alstync,

billed as “America’s foremost song writer,”

and two clever harmony singers took the

boards and put on a beautiful act. Van
Alstyne sat at a piano back of a scrim

on which the words of his biggest hits,

from “In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree”
(vintage of 1903) to his latest jazz suc-

cesses, were projected. Plenty of clever

and good natured verses about the com-
poser’s private affairs were interspersed be-

tween the song numbers, adding consider-

ably to the warmth of the offering.

Toward the end of the act the scrim was
raised and the Harmony Boys joined Van
Alstyne at the piano and put over the most

recent hits of this prolific composer. It was
a long act, but at the end the gang that

parked their change with the box office

girls clamored for more.
There was another “America’s etc.” on

the bill. Sybil Sanderson Fagan, billed as

the premiere whistler of this continent, had

little difficulty in convincing the crowd that

she is the genuine article. Her whistling,

aided by the pretty setting provided for

her, brought out some highly encouraging

applause. It wasn’t a big flash show, but

what there was was THERE, and so the

problems of another week were solved.

Boston State Show
Is Weak; Patrons
Amuse Themselves

BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 16.—The
State didn’t have the strongest show in

the world this week; so the management
billed it as “the biggest show ever at-

tempted by any Boston motion picture

house.”
There wasn’t anything much resem-

bling a presentation. Benny Davis,

“writer of 100 song hits,” warbled, with

Jesse iGreer at the piano-box. Minnie
Gompert Charlestoned to round out the

act. Then there was a troupe of three

eccentric dancers, William Royalo,

George Bayard, and Roy Bolger, and that

told the story. The only way one could

tell it was presentation was that there

was only one long feature and not

enough acts to make the show pictures-

and-vaudeville.
To strengthen the entertainment will-

ing audiences were dragooned into a

“Kazoo Chorus of 3,500!” In the ad it

wasn’t explained what this meant. May-
be some of the folks from the suburbs

thought there would be 3,500 performers

on the stage. But of course it meant
merely that everybody got a kazoo_, and
played it as worst they could. In fact,

many of the customers got so into the

spirit of the thing that they kept kazoo-

ing after that part of the entertainment

was supposed to be at an end—and with

curious harmonic results.

The State, by the way, is apparently

all wised up now to the fact that there

are such things as exploitation stunts.

Last week they had a contest to see

what local girls looked most like Sally

O’Neil, who was featured in “Mike.”
_

This week, the house cut loose with

an amateur song writer’s contest, tying

the thing up with Benny Davis, the

pro song writer appearing in the presen-

tation.

In the meantime the Met is sitting

tight, and not doing anything very eye-

opening. Two weeks running the State

has “pulled” something, and the Met
hasn’t peeped.
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George Gillings Is

Big Attraction at

Capitol, Des Moines
DES MOINES, IA., Feb. 16.—George

Billings, famous film and stage imper-
sonator of Abraham Lincoln, has proved
to be one of the best attractions the
Capitol theatre has presented in many
moons. Coming at the opportune time,
the week of Lincoln’s birthday, the pub-
lic was in the right frame of mind to
doubly welcome him. The act has gone
over beyond the expectations of Mana-
ger A. G. Stolte.

A. G. Stolte, manager, arranged for
Billings’ appearance a stage setting
which was a masterpiece for simplicity
and effectiveness. The stage was hung
with a black velour cyclorama. Amber
spots, one on each side of the stage,
furnished the illumination. The house
was dark. A young man in military
costume of Civil War days acts as Sec-
retary Hay in the act.

Elaborate Mounting,
Rich Costuming in

Fanchon, Marco Act
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 16.—In

connection with the showing of the picture

“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives” recently at

Loew’s Warfield theatre, Fanchon and
Marco presented as their presentation act,

“Arabesque,” a Persian fantasie. The Kos-
loff dancers staged a Persian ballet and
singers in Persian costumes appeared. One
of the features was one appearing in a

gown of gold, which represented a great

array of costly plumage. There were
others in gowns of silver

;
and the rich

silver and gold settings of the stage made
this presentation pretentious. Louis Ber-
koff directed the special Persian dances,

which were cordially welcomed by the audi-

ence.
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Novelties
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Elsie and Paulson,
Kays, Fischer, Put

on High Class Show
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 16.—Two

acts that lend themselves beautifully to

presentation work, and an overture that
made an excellent prologue, combined to

make the other-than-film program at the
Alhambra the week of Feb. 6 worthy en-
tertainment.

The picture title, “What Happened to
Jones,” seems the happy inspiration for
the original overture, “What Happened
to Smith,” by Heinz Roemheld, musical
director of the Alhambra. The number
consists of snatches from popular songs
of the last few years so arranged as to
tell a story by their titles with the aid
of rhyming legends shown at intervals
on an easel behind the parting curtain.
Of the two acts that made up the

presentation program proper, Elsie and
Paulson, sensational ice skaters, were so
good, their act so decidedly “belongs” in

picture houses, that the management
can easily be forgiven for using them
“as is.”

Instead of the usual exhibition of
stunts one would expect on the artificial

“ice,” these artists imbue their act with
a “soul” and all their very exceptional
skate-handling is made just incidental to
the action of the act. Their best num-
ber, and the number about which the
entire act is built, is an Apache “dance”
which they put over on skates better
than most good performers do on their
shoes. Elsie and Paulson show more
real talent than any other act at the
Alhambra for many weeks past.
The other act was the Kay Sisters and

Fischer, a trio of talented girls who also
scored heavily. The Kays are dancers
of attainment, while Miss Fischer’s sing-
ing at the piano is almost enough to
make the act click on its own accord.
The sisters open with a clever dance in
natty costumes, whereupon Miss Fischer
sings a medley of Irving Berlin hits.

After the sisters each do an interesting
solo dance, Miss Fischer steps to the
front of the stage to put over another

novel medley, this time contrasting the
past and the present. She is the kind of
“personality singer” that has half the
patrons unconsciously puckering their
brows and winking in emulation of her
own clever facial work.
The act closed with Miss Fischer back

at the piano and the Kay Sisters strutting
off a Charleston finale near the foot-
lights. Their act is well costumed and
their work is above criticism.

Renoff and Renova,
Heller and Riley,

Bain, in Brief Show
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 16.—The presen-

tation features at the Metropolitan theatre
were somewhat shortened last week. Forb-
stein and his orchestra opened with “Caval-
leria Rusticana” and "Normandy,” the
chorus of the latter being sung by Jack
Bain.

Following the newsreel was a prettily
staged number “In a Swing,” with Helene
Heller and George Riley, late of the “Sally,
Irene and Mary,” musical comedy success.
Miss Heller in an attractive gown sang the
“Mary” song, accompanied by Riley and the
Tremaine dancers. This proved the most
popular number of team’s repertoire.
“Ouch,” a stereoptic picture released by

Pathe, put the audience in good humor for
the Renoff and Renova dance number that
followed. This was called “In the Slave
Market,” and the Tremaine dancers as-
sisted the two popular stars.

The long feature was “The American
Venus.”

Weider Books Fiddlers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 16.—A. S.

Weider, manager of the Rivoli theatre,
after cashing in on the Charleston craze,

hit the nail on the head again on an
old fiddlers’ contest. He hooked up with
the Portland News and they put it over
with a bang. More than 60 fiddlers en-
tered in the contest. The Rivoli enjoyed
phenomenal business during the week.

MELODY SEXTET
SINGERS — INSTRUMENTALISTS — ENTERTAINERS

EARL CARPENTER. Manager

NOW PLAYING THIRD ENGAGEMENT
MARK STRAND THEATRE, NEW YORK
For Picture Theatre Bookings Communicate with

WILLIAM E. MORRIS, 1560 Broadway, New York City

Personal Representative: TAPS, 1607 Broadway, New York City

ROY D1ETERICH
Popular American Tenor

Management: Win. Morris Phone: Bryant 1637

1560 Broadway, New York City

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City
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Among Missouri champions of the HERALD are: (left to right) Charles T. Sears, former president of the M. P. T. O., who sold to Universal
his Star at Nevada, Mo., Auditorium at Marshall, DeGraw at Brookfield; W . P. Cuff, owner of the Strand at Chillicothe; H. C. McElroy, 45th
Street theatre, Kansas City; Barney Schultz, Marlborough; T. C. Wilson, Queens, St. John and Bancroft, also a theatre booker; Rube Melchor,
salesman for Midwest Film Distributors and manager of the Waldo; C. D. Struble, owner of the Yale theatre Supply Co.; and C. H. Bates,

of the Hollywood theatre, also of Kansas City, who has remodeled his house at a cost of $5,000.

Missouri

Boosters of

The Herald

Pictorial Who’s Who of

Some of the Theatre Own-

ers and Exchange Forces

in the “Show-Me” State.

Educational's Kansas City force. Left to right

:

Catherine Koury, stenographer and biller; G.

W. Harttman, salesman; C. F. Senning, man-
ager; R. C. Borg, booker; Gladys Libby, assist-

ant booker of the exchange; Agnes Kemp, who
holds the dual position of cashier and book-
keeper, and Blanche Hunt of the contract
department of the Midwest Educational Film
Exchange, Inc.

Below are the central figures of the exchange of
Film Booking Offices at Kansas City. Reading
from left to right are H. S. Stulz, sales repre-

sentative; D. M. (“Papa") Major, city sales

representative; Roy E. Churchill, manager of

the branch; J. A. Masters, office manager; C.

G. Oliver, branch booker, and E. C. Clay, sales

representative. And don't forget Strongheart,

the Dog.

First National's staff at Kansas City. First row,

left to right: Ralph J. Heft, head booker; T. O.

Byerle, branch manager; Wm. Burke, office man-
ager. Top row: Jack Moore, salesman; J. J.

Curran, salesman; A1 Chaffee, exchange auditor;

A. R. Zimmer, H. E. Schiller and Harold Cass,

salesmen.

Above: L. Reichert, manager. Warner
exchange, K. C., and Lloyd Willis of the

home office. Below: Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer exchange. Standing (1. to r.),

Veronica Cunningham, stenographer;
Ruth Pardee, biller; Gladys Mueller,

stenographer; Hilda Eastburn, book-
keeper; Catherine Donohure, cashier;

Wm. Bradfield, salesman; Louise For-

man, contract clerk; Jack Harris, assist-

ant booker. Seated: Eddie Green, Chas.

Gregory, manager, Jack Flannery.

Introducing Joe and Freddy of
Kansas City, a familar pair in

the motion picture activities in

that city. Joe Rosenberg is city

salesman for Universal. Fred
Hewes is identified with the

Bonaventure theatre.

Above: H. H. Barrett and George A.
Maloney of the Ritz theatre at Kansas
City. Below is a picture of the sales

force of Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion of the Kansas City branch. They
are James H. Bradford, salesman; C. W.
Allen, salesman; S. E. Schwahn, sales-

man; C. A. Schultz, manager; Finton
Jones, salesman, and A. W. Day, whoi is

also a salesman. This is the group
that carries the Pro-Dis-Co product mes-
sage to the exhibitors.
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Real

Figures

in Hollywood

FRED THOMSON is now working on
a new Film Booking Offices produc-

tion, “Hands Across the Border.’’

JACK MULHALL has been chosen
by Mike Levee to star in “Molasses.’’

He is on First National contract.

JOHN ARNOLD. A. S. C . has

just finished shooting scenes

for “The Auction Block’’ for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

JUNE MATHIS, adaptor for

First National of “The Vien-

nese Medley.” She is now a

production supervisor.

KENNETH HARLAN is a War-
ner Brothers star. He has just

finished his starring role in

“The Sap,” an early release.
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THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson—

A western photoplay de luxe. A better Western

cannot be made by any star except the king of

cowboys—Fred Thomson and the king of "horses

—Silver King. In “The Silent Stranger” you

have Action, Thrills. Fun, all three in capital

letters. Any theatre playing Fred Thomsons

should have S. R. O. at every show. Play

“Stranger." boys, it's real money. Really one

of the best pictures you ever will see. We had

to have special men around the show to keep

the house in order—to keep the patrons from

clapping and cheering all through the picture—

so you can imagine just how good Thomson is

liked here. Boost this picture to the limit and

then some. Exploit it like a special. Run spe-

cial matinees, then watch for the crowds. Five

reels.—George Khattar's theatre. Sydney. N. S„

Canada. Neighborhood patronage.
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THE WILD BULLS LAIR: Fred Thomson—
I claim this one of Thomson's best and Silver
King does everything in this picture but talk. Ad-
vertise this and make some money Five reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.
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Coast Spending Eight Millions;

Production in East Takes Spurt
Independents

Contribute to

Western Boom
By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.—Eight of

the largest producers on the Coast

will expend approximately $6,500,-

000 within the next thirty days on

new pictures, and probably another

$1,500,000 will be put in circulation

by the independents. There are 35

pictures now in the course of produc-

tion and about 25 more in the cutting

room, representing an investment of

$7,000,000 or more. Cameras will

start to grind on a score of new pic-

tures this week, following several

weeks of quiet at the studios when
scripts and sets were being prepared.

First National looks forward to the

greatest production season in its history.

Approximately $8,000,000 will be spent on
pictures this year according to John Mc-
Cormick, general manager of West Coast
production activities. Several new units

are to be added on the Coast within the

next 30 days. Forty big pictures are

scheduled for this year. Five are now in

active production and five are to start soon.

In production are : “Her Second Chance,”
“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,” “High Steppers”
“Kiki” and “Mile. Modiste.” Lambert Hill-

yer is directing “Her Second Chance”
starring Anna Q. Nilsson, with Huntly
Gordon, Charlie Murray, Mike Donlin,
Sam DeGrasse, Corliss Palmer, Dale Ful-
ler and others in the cast. John Boyle is

at the camera. Harry Langdon’s initial

First National comedy is about completed.
Harry Edwards directed and it promises to

be Langdon’s best from every angle. Edwin
Carewe is making “High Steppers” and
Clarence Brown is adding many unique
touches t» “Kiki” with Norma Talmadge
and Ronald Colman in the principal roles.

Robert Leonard is directing Corinne Grif-
fith in “Mile. Modiste” with an all-star

supporting cast.

Colleen Moore’s next will be “Ella
Cinders” an adapted comic strip written by
William Counselman. Anna Q. Nilsson’s
next will be “Miss Nobody.” “The Wise
Guy” will be Frank Lloyd’s next produc-
tion, while Charles R. Rogers is to make a
Western picture for First National with
Ken Maynard. Mike Levee has a unit also
making a picture called “Molasses.”

F. B. O. to Make Sixty

Over next door to the United Studio the
Film Booking Offices are clearing the
decks for a pretentious schedule. Sixty
features will be made on this lot next
season. Seven companies are scheduled to
begin shooting soon on F. B. O. studio
stages very soon. At present Emory John-
son is making “The Non-Stop Flight,” Fred
Thomson has launched his next big west-
ern melodrama, “Hands Across the
Border,” and under the guidance of Chet
Withey Evelyn Brent is starring in “Secret
Orders,” a German spy story. “Big Tim-

A NEW SERVICE
ITH this issue of “The
Studio” the Herald broad-

ens the scope of its “Copy Serv-

ice to Exhibitors,” an exclusive

branch of the “Theatre” depart-

ment, to include first-hand

news of the studio written by
representatives of this paper

with this double purpose in

view. This new service is in-

augurated upon the sixth page

following.

Material appearing under the

caption “By Herald Representa-

tives at The Studio” may be re-

published by exhibitors direct

from Herald pages. It is not

necessary to credit this material

to this paper or to the repre-

sentatives writing it, though that

procedure is permissible and is

preferred by many exhibitors

for the added weight of author-

ity carried by citation of re-

sponsible source.

Ray Murray, on the West
Coast, and John S. Spargo, in

New York, will cover special

assignments for exhibitors upon
request addressed—Editor “The
Studio,” Exhibitors Herald,
407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

—W. R. W.

ber,” a story of the logging industry, is

Lefty Flynn’s next starring vehicle.

Several independent companies are
working on the F. B. O. lot also. Douglas
MacLean is making his next Paramount
picture, “That’s My Baby” on that lot and
Larry Semon is preparing for his next
comedy. S. S. Hutchinson is soon to begin
his second series of four comedies for
Associated Exhibitors very soon.

Warners Working on Fourteen
Fourteen pictures are under way at

Warner Bros, studios. Four are in pro-
duction, six in the cutting room, and four
preparing. Those in work are “Silken
Shackles,” “Hell Bent fer Heaven” and
“Hero of the Big Snows.” “Silken Shack-
les” features Irene Rich and Huntly
Gordon. “Hell Bent fer Heaven” is the
Pulitzer prize story, being directed by J.

Stuart Blackton with Patsy Ruth Miller
and John Harron featured. Marian Con-
stance Blackton adapted the screen story
and Nick Musuraca is acting as first cam-
eraman.
Herman Raymaker is directing Rin Tin

Tin in the snow picture.

“Don Juan” is in the process of editing

at Warner’s studio, as well as “Why Girls

Go Back Home,” “The Sap,” “The Little

Irish Girl,” “The Honeymoon Express”
and “The Night Cry.”
William Beaudine directed “The Honey-

moon Express” with John Patrick, Dorothy
( Continued, on page 98)

Companies to

Renew Studio

Work in East
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Feb. 16.—Motion
Picture production here in the East

has been away below par for the past

several weeks, but will soon be on
again in full blast at the two big

company studios and a number of

the smaller ones which rent space to

producers. The big Paramount plant
on Long Island has practically been
on a holiday for the past two weeks.
At First National studios in the

Bronx one big production has just

been completed and another com-
pany is in Florida making exteriors,

which is not a bad place to be as any
New Yorker will testify. A1 Licht-

man is a newcomer in production in

the East who started work on his first

picture last week.

The two weeks’ lull in production at

Paramount’s studio will be broken on
February 22—Washington’s birthday

—

when cameras start grinding on five pic-

tures, among them specials for spring and
fall.

On that day W. C. Fields, famous mu-
sical comedy star whose screen achieve-
ments in two D. W. Griffith pictures
prompted Paramount to sign him for
stellar roles, will commence work in “The
Old Army Game,” from a story by J. P.
McEvoy. Louise Brooks, another recruit

from the musical comedy stage who has
been winning screen laurels in Paramount
pictures, will play the leading feminine
role. Edward Sutherland will direct. Mc-
Evoy’s story was adapted by Luther Reed.

Begin Next Griffith

Production on D. W. Griffith’s “The
Sorrows of Satan” also will get under
way. This special is scheduled for the fall

and winter program. For this production
Griffith has chosen Adolphe Menjou for
the role of Satan, Carol Dempster for the
part of the English authoress, and Ricardo
Cortez for the role of Geoffrey Tempest.
One other important feminine role is yet
to be filled. Marie Corelli’s story was
adapted to the screen by John Russell and
George Hull, with the continuity being
prepared by Forrest Halsey.
Bebe Daniels has returned East to make

her next production, “The Palm Beach
Girl.” The company departs soon for the
South where exteriors will be made, re-
turning in about a month to the Astoria
plant for interiors. “The Palm Beach
Girl” was adapted to the screen by Forrest
Halsey from an original story by Byron
Morgan. It will be a speedboat picture,
with the swift action that marked so many
Morgan automobile stories in which Wal-
lace Reid starred. Lawrence Gray, young
leading man who has played in the last

two Gloria Swanson attractions, “Stage
Struck” and “The Untamed Lady” will

(Continued on page 79)
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Exhibitors Herald Production
(J

A Monthly Service Devoted
to Stars, Directors, Scenar-
ists and Cameramen at

Work Upon Pictures in

Current Production.

Directory
Chicago Office: 407 So. Dearborn St.

{Jj
Hollywood Representatives:

Ray Murray, H. E. Nichols

Cl} New York Representatives:

John S. Spargo, T. E. Leahy

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stctge

ASSOCIATED STUDIOS, INC. 3800 Mission Road. Capitol 2120.

Von Stroheim
Wm. Craft

All-Star
Bill Cody
Creighton Hale

Von Stroheim •

J. L. Taylor

“The Wedding March”
“Arizona Whirlwind”
“Tardy Tolliver”

Preparing
Preparing
Preparing

BERWILLA STUDIOS. 5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Granite 2829.

Denver Dixon Roberts-Lee Jefferson-Goldaine J. P. Whalen “Range Pirates” Shooting

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS. 1420 Beechwood Drive. Hollywood 0162.

BISCHOFF PRODUCTIONS
Geo. Jeske

Wm. J. Craft

Geo. Jeske

Arthur Maude

Chas. Delaney
Illona Marlow
Malcolm MacGregor
Louise Lorraine
Silver Streak (canine)
Jack Richardson
Edna Flower
Roach-Johnston

H. C. Witwer

Geo. Morgan

Arthur Maude

Earl Walker

Robertson-James

Earl Walker

Rennehan

“Alibi’s Forty Thieves”

“Silent Flyer”

“Defective Detectives”

“Speak, Speak” (Techni-
color)

Cutting

Shooting

Shooting

Preparing

CENTURY STUDIO. 6100 Sunset Blvd. Hempstead 4111.

Gus Meins

Francis Corby
Hyer-Ross

Arthur Trimble
Doreen Turner
King-Marion
Wanda Wiley

Meins-Neufeld

Francis Corby

Bill Hyer

Bill Hyer

Buster Brown Comedies

“The Excuse Maker”
Comedy

Shooting

Shooting
Preparing

CHADWICK STUDIO. 6070 Sunset Blvd. Hempstead 4111.

Reaves Eason

Scott Dunlap

Geo. Walsh

Clara Horton

Adele Buckington Art Reeves “The Test of Donald
Norton”

“Winning the Futurity”

Shooting

Preparing

CHRISTIE STUDIO. 6101 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 3100.

Earle Rodney Bobby Vernon Frank R. Conklin Phillips-Jacquemin “Broken China” Cutting
• Frances Lee

Harold Beaudine Walter Hiers Sig Herzig Garnett-Peterson “Fresh Faces” Shooting
Duane Thompson
Bill Blaisdell

Robt. Thornby Jimmie Adams * “Gimme Strength” Cutting
Wm. Watson Billy Dooley Sig Herzig “Shore Shy” Shooting

CECIL B. DEMILLE STUDIO. Culver City. Empire 9141.

Paul Sloane Leatrico Joy
William Boyd
Jack Winn
Arthur Hoyt

Elmer Harris Arthur Miller “Eve’s Leaves” Shooting

Alan Hale Rod La Rocque Gardner Andriot “Bachelor Brides’* Shooting
Elinor Fair Sullivan

Rupert Julian H. B. Warner Beulah Marie Peverell “Silence” Shooting
Vera Reynolds Dix Marley

COLUMBIA PICTURES. 1438 N. Gower. Hollywood 7940.

Frank Strayer Dorothy Revier Geo. Scarbo McLane “The Beautiful Maniac” Preparing

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS. 7250 Sauta Monica Blvd. Hollywood 2806.

Steve Roberts Lige Conley Dwight Warren Mermaid Comedy Shooting
Norman Taurog Johnny Arthur

Virginia Vance
Len Smith Tuxedo Comedy Shooting

Jules White Cliff Bowes Dwight Warren Cameo Comedy Shooting

F. B. 0. STUDIOS. 780 Gower St. Hollywood 7780.

Dave Kirkland Fred Thomson-“Silver Ross Fisher “Hands Across the Bor- Preparing
King” der”

Emory Johnson All-Star Gilbert Warrenton “The Non-Stop Flight” Shooting

UNITED STUDIOS, Inc.
M. C. LEVEE, President

100,000 SQUARE FEET OF PROPS GARNERED FROM EVERY CORNER OF THE GLOBE
Let us supply the Props for your next production. Our Props Dressed “The Sea Hawk,” “Stella Dallas,” “Irene,

“Sally,” and other spectacles

UNITED STUDIOS, INC., 5341 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

Ralph Ceder Alberta Vaughn
Grant Withers

Lewell Martin Phil Tannura “Fighting Hearts’* Shooting

Larry Kent
Kit Guard

Chester Withey Evelyn Brent
Robert Frazer

Roy Klaffki “Secret Orders’* Shooting

Robert DeLacey Tom Tyler
LeRoy Mason

F. A. E. Pine John Leizer “Arizona Streak** Shooting

Harry Carson Lefty Flynn Victor Gibson W. O'Connell “Big Timber’* Shooting
J. P. Hogan “Retribution” Preparing
Del Andrews Bob Cutter Burl Tuttle “Man Rustlin’ ** Preparing
Larry Semon Larry Semon

Dorothj Dwan
“Spuds’* Shooting

PARAMOUNT PRODUCTIONS
Wm. Beaudine Douglas MacLean

Margaret Morris
J. F. Poland Jack McKenzie “That’s My Baby** Shooting

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS. 4506 Sunset Blvd. Olympia 1715.

Millais-Jones Gladys Roy J. Whiting “Up in the Air** Shooting

FINE ARTS STUDIO. 4500 Sunset Blvd. Olympia 2131.

Grover Jones Frank Merrill
Gloria Grey

Grover Jones Ernest Smith “Galloping Ghost” Shooting

Tom Forman Lionel Barrymore Mary Alice Scully Abe Fried “Man With Brooding Preparing
Ruth Clifford
John Miljan
William V. Mong

Eyes’*

Chas. Hutchison Edith Thornton Preparing
John lnce Rawlinson-Darmond Frederick Chapin Baldridge “Empty House” Shooting
H. J. Brown Billy Sullivan Jay Metford Geo. Meehan “Bankers Trust” Shooting
Spencer Bennett Allene Ray

Walter Miller
Ben Walker

H* Leon Smith Snyder-Redmand “Snowbound” Shooting

Milbourne Moranto Pete Morrison Jay Inman Kane Dick Fryer “Redhanded” Shooting

FOX STUDIO. 1401 N. Western Ave. Hollywood 3000.

Schertzinger , Alma Rubens
Edmund Lowe

Eve Unsell Frank Good “Siberia” Shooting

Lou Tellegen
Tom Santschi

Emmett Flynn Olive Bolden Eve Unsell Ernest Palmer “The Yellow Fingers” Shooting
Ralph lnce
Claire Adams

Jno. G. Wray Margaret Livingston
Wallace MacDonald

Bradley King Karl Struss “Hell’s Four Hundred” Shooting

Harrison Ford
Harry Beaumont Madge Bellamy Eve Unsell R. J. Berquist “Sandy” Shooting

Albert Ray

Leslie Fenton
David Torrence
Hallam Cooley
Kathryn Perry
David Butler

Andrew Dennison Wagner “Too Many Relations’* Shooting

John Ford All Star “Corncob Kelly Benefit” Preparing
Irving Cummings George O'Brien

Jacqueline Logan
L. G. Rigby Abe Fried “Rustling for Cupid” Shooting

Juck Blystone Tom Mix “Hard Boiled” Preparing
Phyllis Haver
Helene Chadwick

R. Wm. Neill Buck Jones
Sally Long

Chas. Darnton Reg. Lyons “Fighting Buckaroo” Cutting

Chester Bennett Pauline Starke L. G. Rigby “Dangers of a Great Cutting
Rockliffe Fellowes
Johnnie Walker

City”

HERCULES FILMS. 6418 Santa Monica Blvd. Gladstone 8801.

Grover Jones Frank Merrill Grover Jones Wm. Adams “Galloping Ghosts” Shooting

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way. Hollywood 5814.

Buster Keaton Buster Keaton Keaton Jennings-Houck-Hines “Battling Butler” Shooting

MALOFORD STUDIO 1442 Beechwood Drive. Granite 5378.

Leo Maloney Leo Maloney Ford I. Beebe Frank Cotner “Without Orders” Shooting

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO. Culver City. Empire 9111.

Sidney Franklin Marion Davies
Antonio Moreno
Roy D'Arcy

Agnes C. Johnston Percy Hilburn “Beverly of Graustark” Shooting

John M. Stahl Lew Cody
Carmel Myers
Dorothy Phillips
Antonio D’Algy

Ben Glazer Tony Gaudio “Toto” Shooting

Jack Conway Mary Brian
Jack Pickford
William Haines

A. P. Younger Ira Morgan “Brown of Harvard’® Shooting

Victor Seastrom Lillian Gish
Marcelle Corday

Frances Marion Henrik Sartov “The Scarlet Letter” Shooting

RIES BROS.
Invite you to inspect their new office building at 1152 N. Western Ave., Hollywood

CHOICE OFFICE SPACE FOR MOVING PICTURE PRODUCERS AND
PUBLICITY MEN AVAILABLE NOW

Moving Picture Camera* for rent
all description#

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Phone Holly. 4338

Developing—Printing and Photogra-
phy in all its branches
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

M. Stiller Antonio Moreno
Greta Garbo

Dorothy Farnum “The Temptress’* Preparing

Christy Cabanne Gertrude Olmsted
Lew Cody
Harry Myers

Alice Miller Wm. Daniels “Monte Carlo*’ Cutting

Archie Mayo All-Star “Money Talks** Shooting
Marshall Neilan Marion Davies “Red Mill”
Harry Millarde Bessie Love Agnes Johnston “Lovey Mary** Preparing
Reginald Barker All Star Waldemar Young “Flaming Forest’’ Preparing

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS. 1040 Las Palmas Ave. Hollywood 1431.

Sam Taylor Harold Lloyd
Jobyna Ralston

Walter Lundin “For Heaven’s Sake’* Shooting

Jos. Henabery Joseph Schildkraut
Seena Owen
Charlie Murray

Finis Fox Dave Kesson “Shipwrecked** Shooting

Robt. Z. Leonard Corinne Griffith

Norman Kerry
Willard Louis

Adelaide Heilborn George Barnes “Mile. Modiste’* Shooting

Renaud Hoffman All Star Ray June “Unknown Soldier’* Shooting
Alan Hale Priscilla Dean

Walter McGrail
Dan Mason

Chas. Logue Georges Benoit “Forbidden Waters’’ Cutting

Paul Powell Anita Stewart
George Sidney
Myrtle Stedman

Anthony Coldeway Van Trees “Prince of Pilsen** Shooting

Ceo. Melford H. B. Warner
John Bowers
Lilyan Tashman

Clawson-Ritchey Chas. G. Clarke “Whispering Smith” Cutting

E. Mason Hopper Lionel Barrymore Frances Marion Peverell Marley “Paris at Midnight” Cutting

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIO. 1845 Glendale Blvd. Drexel 7861.

Neilan Blanche Sweet Benjamin Glazer David Kesson Untitled Preparing

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS. 1520 N. Vine St. Hollywood 2400.

Buchowetski Pola Negri
Robert Ames
Noah Beery

Ernest Vadja Bert Glennon “Love Lady” Shooting

Clarence Badger Bebe Daniels
Ford Sterling
Warner Baxter

Monty Brice H. K. Marlin “Miss Brewster’s Millions” Shooting

Victor Fleming Jack Holt
Esther Ralston
Louise Dresser
Ernest Torrence

Loring-Lighton Arthur Jilks “Blind Goddess” Shooting

Arthur Rosson Raymond Griffith

Helen Costello
Bryant Washburn

“New Paint” Cutting

Wm. Wellman Betty Bronson
Ricardo Cortez
Theodore Cortez

Ernest Vadja Victor Milner “The Cat’s Pajamas” Shooting

Wm. DeMille Clara Bow
William Powell
George Bancroft
Warner Baxter

Albert LeVlno “The Flight to the HilI»,• Shooting

Alan Dwan Lois Moran
Noah Beery

“Padlocked” Shooting

Gregory La Cava Richard Dix “Romance a la Carte” Preparing
Clarence Badger Wm. Collier, Jr.

Georgia Hale
“The Rainmaker” Preparing

HAL ROACH STUDIOS. Culver City. Empire 1151.

Bob McGowan Our Gang Arthur Lloyd “Uncle Tom’s Uncle” Shooting
Fred Guiol Glenn Tryon

Eva Novak
Martha Sleeper

Glenn Carrier 2-Reel Comedy Shooting

Richard Wallace Theda Bara Floyd Jackman “High Explosives” Cutting
Leo McCarey Chas. Chase Frank Carrier 2-Reel Comedy Preparing

MACK SENNETT STUDIOS. 1712 Glendale Blvd. Dunkirk 7957.

Earle Rodney Alice Day
Eddie Quillan

Doran-Davis 2-Reel Comedy Shooting

Del Lord Billy Bevan
Thelma Hill

Depew-Unholze Comedy Shooting

Eddie Cline Ben Turpin
Madeline Hurlock

Walker-Dawson Comedy Shooting

Gilbert Pratt Raymond McKee
Ruth Hiatt
Cap, the Great Dane

Fowler-Fish “Smith Family” Shooting

Wesley Ruggles Ralph Graves
Ruth Taylor

Williams-Jennings Comedy Shooting

UNITED STUDIO. 5341 Melrose Ave. Hollywood 4080.

FIRST NATIONAL
PRODUCTIONS

L. Hillyer Anna Q. Nilsson
Huntly Gordon
Charlie Murray
Sam de Grasse

Eve Unsell Jno. Boyle “Her Second Chance” Shooting

Dale Fuller

Clarence Brown Norma Talmadge
Ronald Colman
Marc McDermott
Gertrude Astor
Geo. K. Arthur

Hans Kraly O. Marsh “KikI” Shooting

Harry Edwards Harry Langdon
Joan Crawford
Alec B. Francis

Leslie-Spear Elgin Lessley “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” Shooting

Edwin Carewe Mary Astor
Lloyd Hughes
Dolores del Rio
Rita Carewe

Lois Leeson Robert Kurrle “High Steppers” Shooting

Clarissa Selwynne
Sidney Franklin Constance Talmadge Schrock-Edwards “Silky Ann” Preparing

Frank Lloyd James Kirkwood “The Wise Guy” Preparing

A1 Green Colleen Moore Wm. Conselman “Ella Cinders” Preparing
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Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story Stage

MARION FAIRFAX
PRODUCTIONS

Maurice Tourneur Lewis Stone Marion Fairfax Cronjager “Desert Healer” Shooting

UNITED ARTISTS
Roland West

Barbara Bedford
Tully Marshall
Belle Stoddard

Pickford-Fazenda Roland West Edeson “The Bat” Shooting
Geo. Fltzmaurico Valentino Frances Marion “Son of the Sheik” Preparing

M. C. LEVEE PRODUCTIONS
Geo. Sidney
Charlie Murray
Kate Price
Vera Gordon
Jack Mulhall

“Molasses’* Preparing

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS. Universal City. Hempstead 3131.

Lois Weber Mary Philbin
Warner Oland

Lois Weber “Technique” Preparing

Francis X. Bushman
Caroline Snowden
Grace Darmond

Mel Brown Laura La Plante
Einar Hansen

Nita O'Neal “The Big Night” Shooting

Tully Marshall
Zasu Pitts
Cissy Fitzgerald
Mack Swain

Ed. Sedgwick
Wm. Austin
Jack Daugherty
Blanche Mehaffey
Harry Todd

Curtis Benton Milner “Collision” Shooting

James Spearing Viola Dana
Kenneth Harlan

Leman-Spearing Gehrstadt “The Ice Flood” Shooting

King Baggott

Henry Walthall
DeWitt Jennings
Billy Kent
Mae Busch Mary O'Hara Stumar “Perch of the Devil” Shooting
Pat O’Malley
Theo. von Eltz
Lincoln Stedman
Mario Carillo

Wm. A. Seller Reginald Denny
Marian Nixon
Margaret Seddon
Geo. Marion

Rex Taylor Art Todd “Rolling Home” Cutting

Edward Laemmle Edward Everett Horton
Virginia Lee Corbin
Otis Harlan

Ray Cannon Stumar “The Whole Town’s
Talking”

Shooting

Trixie Friganza
Margaret Quimby

A1 Rogell Jack Hoxie
Olive Hasbrouck

Wm. Lester Wm. Nobles “Fighting Three” Shooting

Willy Wyler Art Acord
Fay Wray

H. Jacobs Linden “Lazy Lightning” Shooting

Herbert Blache Edith Roberts
Earle Metcalfe
Mildred Harris
Chas. Puffy
Warner Oland

Helen Broderick Jackson Rose •‘The Mystery Club” Cutting

Ernest Laemmle Fred Humes
Barbara Kent

Laemmle Ullman “Prowlers of the Night” Cutting

Ed Sloman Jean Hersholt
June Marlowe
Wm. V. Mong
Louise Fazenda
Geo. Siegmann

Chas. Kenyon Jackson Rose “The Old Soak” Shooting

Scott Dunlap Harry Carey
Mabel Julienne

Schayer-Dlckey Sol Polito “Frontier Trail” Cutting

Scott
Aggie Herron
Frank Campeau

Scott Darling Arthur Lake Jerry Ashe “Sweet Sixteen” comedies .. Shooting
Pembrook Fatty Alexander

Kewpie Ross
Kirkpatrick “Heavy Love” Preparing

Cliff Smith Hoot Gibson “Phantom Bullet” Preparing

RENAUD HOFFMAN
PRODUCTIONS

Frank O'Connor Wanda Hawley
Bobby Gordon

McCarty Gheller “Hearts and Spangles” Shooting

WARNER BROTHERS STUDIO. 5842 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 4181.

J. Stuart lllackton Patsy Ruth Miller
Gayne Whitman
lames Marcus

Marian Constance Musuraca-Adams “Hell Bent for Heaven” Shooting

Walter Morosco Irene Rich
Huntly Gordon
Victor Varconi

Morosco-Klein Jno. Mescall “Silken Shackles” Shooting

Roy del Ruth Dolores Costello
John Harron
Joseph Dowling
Mathew Betz

Zannuck John Mescal “The Little Irish Girl” Cutting

Wm. Beaudine Dorothy Devore E. T. Lowe, Jr. Van Enger “The Honeymoon Ex- Cutting
John Patrick press'*

Raymaker
Montagu Love
Rin-Tin-Tin (canine) Ewart Adamson Du Parr-Robinson “Hero of the Big Shooting
Alice Calhoun
Don Alvarado

Snows”

Erie Kenton All-Star E. T. Lowe-Phil Klein “Broken Hearts of Holly- Preparing
wood”

BEN WILSON STUDIO. 1439 Beechwood Drive. Gladstone 3852.

Francis Ford Ben Wilson
A1 Ferguson

Ford-Hickson Joe Walker “Officer 444” Shooting

WOLCOTT STUDIOS. 6050 Sunset Blvd. Gladstone 8302.

Frank Mattison Fearless (police dog) Frank Mattison Untitled Preparing
James Davis Syd Smith James Davis Phil Rand “Go Get ’Em” Preparing
A1 Neitz Wild Animals AI Neitz Chas. Kline “Terrors of the Jungle” Shooting
A1 Neitz Eileen Sedgwick A1 Neitz Baldridge Preparing

“Lightning” (police dog)
Lon Carter All-Star H. Van P.h “The Love Thief” Shooting
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Studio
Folks

Kenneth Harlan and Marie
Prevost. Miss Prevost, Har-
lan’s wife, is now starring in

Pro-Dis-Co films.

Did you ever see Bobby Vernon in this environment?
With the Christie star, his wife and child.

is Tom Mix’s
chief camera-
man at the Fox
West Coast Stu-

dios.

Daniel Clark,

A. S. C. (in
center of page),
with his two
daughters. Dan

At
Home

Jack Mulhall and Mrs. Mul-
hall at the gate of their
home. Jack is now a First
National contract player.

Myrtle Stedman has just finished

her role in “The Prince of Pilsen,”

a Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion release at Metropolitan studios.

“Lefty” Flynn, star in “Big Timber,”
Film Booking Offices production,

serenades Mrs. Flynn, well known as

Viola Dana.

Lincoln Stedman has been selected

by King Baggot for the comedy re-

lief part in a forthcoming Univer-

sal film, “The Perch of the Devil.”
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By Herald Representatives at
Special Assignments Will

Be Covered for Exhibitors

Upon Request to Editor

“The Studio,” Exhibitors

Herald, Chicago, 111.

r

the Stud
Publication Rights Granted

lio

Exhibitors

(J
A Double News Service In-

forming the Showman Upon
Studio Events and Enabling
Him to Inform His Reader
Patrons in Turn.

N EW YORK, Feb. 16.—Lawrence
Hitt and his art staff are the busi-

est people at the Paramount Long Island

studio, preparatory to a big revival of

production. They are designing sets

for Bebe Daniels’ picture, “The Palm
Beach Girl,” Gloria Swanson’s next,

“Fine Manners,” D. W. Griffith’s “The
Sorrows of Satan,” Richard Dix’s new
picture, “Take a Chance,” and for W. C.

Field’s initial starring vehicle, “It’s the

Old Army Game.”
* * *

Fifty members of the National Board
of Review in New York at convention
last week were guests of First National
at their studio. The party watched Ben
Lyon at work on “The Savage.”

* * *

Madge Kennedy whose popularity ex-

tends to enthusiasts of both stage and
screen has the leading feminine role in

“Charley’s Niece,” an original feature

comedy by Harley Knoles which is being
produced by A1 Lichtman. Miss Ken-
nedy has just terminated a successful

stage engagement in “Beware of

Widows.”

A1 Rockett who will supervise the
making of “Puppets” for First National
in New York, made a business trip to

Chicago last week. He accompanied
Director Alfred A. Santell as far as the
Windy City. Santell was on his way
back to Hollywood after finishing “The
Dancer of Paris” for Robert Kane.

* * *

Emma Hill, cutter of Herbert Brenon’s
pictures, has gone to Hollywood to join

the Brenon unit which is on the Coast
to make “Beau Geste.”

* * *

Sam Wood has completed the filming
at the Paramount Long Island studio of

the Junior Stars’ initial effort, “Glorious
Youth.” He is now busy in the projec-
tion room editing.

* * *

“Mismates” will probably be the next
picture to be started by Earl Hudson for
First National in New York. Present
plans call for Doris Kenyon in the lead-
ing role. * * *

Ralph Lewis who has an important
role in the Paramount Junior Star’s
first attraction, “Glorious Youth,” has
returned to the West Coast, and most
of the 16 students who were in the pic-

ture have gone to their homes. They
will return next month when they will

be formally graduated from the school.
* * *

Milton Sills, First National star, made
a flying trip to Washington last week
to be present at the big ball of the So-
ciety of American Pen Women at which
he was an honored guest. He left New
York at 3:05 in the afternoon, and left

Washington at one the next morning and
was back at work on “Men of Steel”
as though he had never left New York.

Harley Knoles is directing A1 Licht-
man’s first production, “Charley’s Niece,”
now being shot at the Tec-Art Studios,
New York, for release through Uni-
versal. Knowles is well remembered for
such work as “Half an Hour,” “Little
Women,” “The Bohemian Girl” and
“Carnival.”

* * *

Bebe Daniels arrived at the Paramount
Long Island studio last Friday, bring-
ing Monty Brice and Tom Gibson, gag
men, and Erie Kenton, her director.

* * *

Five Canadian beauties, winners of
the Montreal La Presse beauty contest,
were guests at tea at the Paramount Long
Island studio last week. They were met
by Lois Wilson, Adolphe Menjou, Frank
Tuttle and others of the Paramount
stars and directors, as well as executives
from the home office.

* * *

May McAvoy, now playing opposite
Ben Lyon in “The Savage,” which Fred
Neumeyer is directing for First National
in the East, is the latest one to enter the
gym class atop the First National studios,
where Nate Slott reigns as physical in-
structor.

* * *

Arthur Hoerl has completed the script
of “The Cherry Tree” which A1 Licht-
man will bring to the screen in the near
future with George Jessel, stage star, in
the leading: role. Jessel is now playing
across the footlights in “The Jazz Singer,’
a current Broadway hit. Production on
“The Cherry Tree” will start as soon
as Lichtman completes personal super-
vision of “Charley’s Niece” which is al-
ready under way at the Tec-Art Studio,
New York.

* * *

Tom Maguire is at the First National
New York studios playing the role of
a meek professor and poor little hen
pecked spouse of Charlotte Walker in
“The Savage.”

* * *

Adolphe Menjou, Carol Dempster and
Ricardo Cortez have been selected to
play important roles in D. W. Griffith’s
“The Sorrows of Satan.” One more im-
portant role remains to be filled.

* * *

Tests are being conducted almost
daily at the Paramount Long Island
studio in an effort to find an actor to
portray Roosevelt in his younger days
as he will appear in Paramount’s forth-
coming “The Rough Riders.”

* * *

Sam Hardy who plays the newspaper
editor in “The Savage” engaged in a
terrible fistic duel with Ben the other
day under the direction of Fred New-
meyer. The fight lasted two days.

* * *

Louise Brooks, former Follies star,
will appear with W. C. Fields in “It’s the
Old Army Game.” She has just finished
The Social Celebrity” with Adolphe
Menjou under the direction of Malcolm
St. Clair.

* * *

Gregory La Cava, former newspaper
cartoonist and gag man, has directed
Richard Dix’s last two pictures.

X-J OLLYWOOD, Feb. 16.—Lewis H.
Moomaw who has just finished

editing and cutting his Oregon-made
picture called “Flames” is having the
forest fire scenes especially tinted. Jean
Hersholt plays a character role in sup-
port of Eugene O’Brien and Virginia
Valli.

* * *

Two new additions to the scenario
staff of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are El-
liott J. Clawson who prepared “The
Phantom of the Opera” and Donna Bar-
rell, author of “Their Second Honey-
moon.” Clawson was formerly a news-
paper man. Miss Barrell is a fiction
writer.

* * *

Of eight Pathe short features listed as
“better pictures” in the current number
of “Photoplay Guide” issued by the Na-
tional Committee for Better Films, two
were Sennett comedies: Alice Day in
‘‘Puppy Love Time” and Harry Langdon
in “Fiddlesticks.”

* * *

Five Arabian horses were brought to
Hollywood from a ranch in the Middle
West last week to be used in Para-
mount’s spectacle “The Lady of the
Harem.”

* * *

Cecil B. DeMille is personally super-
vising the cutting of his recently com-
pleted feature for P. D. C., “The Volga
Boatman.”

* * *

Jack Mulhall, one of screendom’s mlost
popular leading men, has been added to
the cast of “Silence.” Mulhall in the
past year has played the male lead in
four outstanding productions: “Classi-
fied”

,

with Corinne Griffith; “We Mod-
erns with Colleen Moore; “Joanna” and
The Far Cry ’ with Blanche Sweet.

* * *

The popularity of Theda Bara was
clearly demonstrated recently following
a preview of “High Explosives” a
Roach-Pathe comedy in which the for-
mer vamp played an important part.

* * *

Scott Dunlap is directing “Winning the
Futurity” for Chadwick "

Pictures Cor-
poration. He recently took his company
to Tiajuana to get the racing stuff and
through an arrangement with the man-
agement the favorite mounts were lent
to the director.

* * *

Lois Moran, the 16-year-old girl dis-
covered by Samuel Goldwyn, who made
such a sensational hit in “Stella Dallas”
is to play the lead in “Padlocked” for
Paramount.

* * *

Alan Hale who directed “Braveheart”
for P. D. C. release at the DeMille stu-
dios and “Forbidden Waters” with Pris-
cilla Dean is to direct a First National
production next, for Ben Verschlager.
It is called “Good Luck” and is a racing
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Supervising
Production

of

‘MEN OF
STEEL’

(Milton Sills

and
Doris Kenyon)

THE
SAVAGE’
(Ben Lyon

and
May McAvoy)

THE
CRYSTAL

CUP’

(in preparation)

EARL J. HUDSON

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

John C. Brownell

Film Booking Offices

of America

June Mathis and Balboni, her director-hus-

band, leave on first trip to New York since

their marriage in Hollywood a year ago.

Miss Mathis is to produce four features for

First National this year.

story based on the Drury Lane stage
success.

5*4 * Jji

Dan Mason, veteran character man of

the screen, and creator of the role of

the “Skipper” in the “Toonerville Trol-
ley” comedies, is cast as “Nugget Pete”
in “Forbidden Waters” a newly com-
pleted Metropolitan production for

P. D. C.
* * *

Edward Dillon, director, and Georges
Benoit, A. S. C., who worked together
on “The Danger Girl,” starring Priscilla

Dean, are again together producing
another Metropolitan picture, “The Dice
Woman.”

* * *

Charles Stumar, A. S. C., is scheduled
to photograph Universal’s big special

feature “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” Harry
Pollard will direct.

* * *

Peverell Marley, chief cinematographer
for Cecil B. DeMille, has been lent to

Rupert Julian to photograph “Silence,”

the screen version of Max Marcin’s
crook melodrama for P. D. C.

* * *

Bert Glennon is back in Hollywood, after

a week’s stay in Truckee, Cal., where he
shot snow scenes for his latest Paramount
production, starring Poli Negri.

* * *

Charles G. Clarke, A. S. C., is filming

“Whispering Smith” at Metropolitan studios

under George Melford’s direction.
* * *

William Beaudine, Warner Brothers
director, has moved his megaphone to

the MacLean production headquarters
on the F. B. O. lot to direct “That’s My
Baby” for Paramount. MacLean and
Beaudine are busily engaged selecting

the cast. Work will start this week.
* * *

Dan Clark is back after a ten days
location trip with the Tom Mix com-
pany.

* * *

Norbert Brodin, A. S. C., has com-
pleted shooting “Paris at Midnight” a
Frances Marion production directed by
E. Mason Hopper, at Metropolitan
studios. Brodin will photograph Frank
Lloyd’s next First National production.

* * *

J. D. Jennings, A. S. C., photographed
the latest Buster Keaton comedy.

* * *

Leigh R. Smith, assistant to Rupert
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Charles Van Enger, A. S. C., is the camera-

man who aided Ernst Lubitsch make “Lady
Windermere’s Fan” for Warner Brothers.

Julian, director of “Three Faces East,”
will again assist Julian on “Silence.”

* * *

Hercules Productions and Bruce Mit-
chell Productions have taken space at

the Fine Arts Studios on Sunset boule-
vard. There are 12 companies working
at this plant at the present time.

* * *

Mary Pickford attended a fancy dress
ball of Marion Davies at the Ambassador
Hotel recently. She chose to imper-
sonate Lillian Gish, one of her closest
friends, and represented Miss Gish in

the character of “Mimi” in La Boheme.
Hi Hi Hi

Winifred Dunn, author of Mary Pick-
ford’s new photoplay, “Sparrows,” a
story with its locale on an island in
the swamp country, was herself born and
reared on a pretty island in the lakes of
Wisconsin.

3f: Hi

Charles Rosher who photographed
Mary Pickford in all her pictures for
over seven years “shot” from high tres-
tles, over roaring streams and in many
other dangerous places without injury,
only to meet his “Waterloo” in a peace-
ful Berlin taxicab. As he stepped from
the vehicle in the German capital re-
cently, Rosher fell and dislocated his
shoulder.

* * *

“The Flaming Forest,” James Oliver
Curwood’s novel of the outdoors, will be
the first production to be directed by
Reginald Barker under his new Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer contract, details of
which were announced a few days ago,
according to an announcement by Louis
B. Mayer.

* * *

Maurice Tourneur, famous for his fan-
tastic

_

production, is to direct what is

scientifically the most interesting de-
velopment in vears in photoplay art.
He has been chosen to direct the first

pictureplay actually made under the sur-
face of the ocean, in the forthcoming
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production of
Jules Verne’s “The Mysterious Island.”

* .* *

Dorothy Phillips, noted screen player,
who has just been signed to a long term
contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has
been assigned the role of “Toto’s” wife
Claire, in “Toto,” according to an an-
nouncement by Louis B. Mayer.

AL ROCKETT
Supervising

Four First National Productions for 1926
(EASTERN UNIT)

First Production

“PUPPETS”
Starring Milton

Sills

C. C. Burr presents

for 1925-1926

Johnny Hines

in

“The Live Wire”

“Rainbow Riley”

“The Brown Derby”

Johnny Hines Is

First National's Comedy King!
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Jack

Mulhall

Who has just

signed a long

term contract

with First
National as a

featured play-

er. His com-

ing release

under this
banner is

LLOYD BACON
DIRECTOR

With Mack Sennett

STEPHEN
ROBERTS

Director

EDUCATIONAL
COMEDIES

Neal Burns is starring in Christie Comedies
for release through Educational.

Pickford’s “Sparrows
”

Completed; Written by

Miss Winifred Dunn
ARY PICKFORD has finally com-
pleted her new picture, “Sparrows,”

This production, said to be the best she
ever made, was more than seven months
in the making and the negative is now
being cut and assembled at the Pick-
ford-Fairbanks Studio by a staff of

experts.

“Sparrows” is the story of a baby
farm in the swamp country. It was
written by Winifred Dunn and adapted
for the screen by C. Gardner Sullivan,
famous scenarist. William Beaudine,
director of Miss Pickford’s successful
picture, “Little Annie Rooney” directed
“Sparrows” and Tom McNamara, Carl
Harbaugh and Earle Browne were
collaborators. George Marion, Jr., titled

the picture. Charles Rosher, Hal Mohr
and Carl Struss were the photographers.
An entire swamp was built for “Spar-

rows” under the direction of Harry
Oliver. More than 600 trees were
transplanted.

Left to right: Park French is associate art

director and William Cameron Menzies is

art director of “Kiki,” First National pro-

duction starring Norma Talmadge.
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Rex Midgley, owner of the American thea-

tre, Oakland, Cal., introduced Mrs. Midgley
to Director William Beaudine (left). “That’s

My Baby,” said Rex to Beaudine, who is

making a picture by that name.

Al and Ray Rockett

“Work and Win ’ to

Reach Top in Film

I
N the great film world there is perhaps
no such pair of brothers as Al and

Ray Rockett, one a production super-

visor, the other Eastern studio manager
for First National.
There is a pair of brothers who would

furnish an excellent start for a new series

of “Work and Win” stories. They have
always stuck together during the years
of struggle to reach the top. Now that

Al has become a producer for First

National we find his brother Ray right

next door as studio manager with the

prospect very bright for him to become
a production supervisor himself in the

not far distant future.

Born in Vincennes, Ind., these two
boys have known what it means to labor
to reach success. Their father died when
they were very young. When the cross
of hard work was placed on their should-
ers Ray sold papers and Al pounded the
keys of a piano in a nicklcodeon to
bring in the cash necessary to live.

Eventually they started their own
company and made several pictures and
then filmed “Abraham Lincoln” which
was hailed far and wide as one of the
greatest pictures ever made. The
Rockett brothers joined First National
where they have worked in many
capacities. Al was assistant to General
Manager Rowland. Ray was a produc-
tion manager on the West Coast. Then
Al was made business manager of the
Eastern units and Ray took his place in

the office of Rowland. In a short time Al
was elevated to the position of a produc-
tion supervisor in the Eastern units with
the job of making four pictures a year.
Ray followed as studio manager of the
same units.

Now Al is preparing to start his first

First National picture which will be
“Puppets,” with Milton Sills starring.

Helen Ferguson and George O’Hara play
the leads in “Casey of the Coast Guard,”
Patheserial.

|5llllllll]lll!lllllll!llllllllllllllllllllll1llllllllNllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIlj|jillllllllllllllllllllI!lllllllllll!!W

I’m Still Here!
Just came out of the projection

g
room at First National’s studio |
in Hollywood.

Saw the rushes on “TRAMP,
|

TRAMP, TRAMP” and Pm
|

smiling. When a comedian can j
smile and keep smiling after he |
looks at his “stuff,” it must be j
THERE.

|

Don’t like to talk about my own
|

pictures, but I will say this—I |
feel everyone is going to be j
happy over “Tramp, tramp, |
tramp.” It’s my first Feature-

|
length production for First Na- g
tional release and it represents j
the experience I have encoun- g
tered in years on the stage and j
before the camera.

Watch for it ! See you next
j

month, right here, and will tell j

you some more about the picture. g

LINCOLN STEDMAN
Juvenile

“SEALED LIPS”

COLUMBIA PICTURES

EDWARD P. MORAN

Scenario Writer—Title Writer

Gag Man

Wrote the story and scenario of

“SOFT BOILED”

Also story and scenario of

“DARWIN WAS RIGHT”
A Six-Reel Comedy Special

Two years with Educational Pictures

as gag man and title writer for Jack

White and Mermaid Comedies.

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG
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JUNE
MATHIS

FIRST NATIONAL
RELEASE

ADAPTATIONS

“BEN HUB”
“VIENNESE

MEDLEY”
“SALLY”
“CLASSIFIED”
“IRENE”

BALBONI
DIRECTOR

“THE FAR
CRY”

Prevost Raised
to Stardom by

Public Approval
Metropolitan Pictures have placed Marie

Prevost under long-term contract and
plans are now being rapidly made to star
her in a series of
special produc-
tions for release
in 1926 by Pro-
ducers Distribut-
ing Corporation.

In thus achiev-

ing stardom, Miss
Prevost follows in

the footsteps of

Gloria Swanson in

that she is the

second of the

famous original

Mack S e n n e 1

1

bathing girls to

gain full stellar

honors.
In referring to the deal, William Sis-

trom, general manager of Metropolitan,
said : “The public makes the stars and
they have definitely expressed their ap-
proval of Miss Prevost’s work in such pic-

tures as ‘The Dark Swan,’ ‘Tarnish,’

‘Recompense,’ ‘The Marriage Circle,’ ‘Kiss

Me Again’ and ‘Bobbed Hair.’

Marie Prevost

“We feel that she has one of the most
interesting screen personalities that the

screen has developed within the last few
years and we believe that, given the sort of
story material that Metropolitan will pro-
vide for her, she will rise to the very
heights of public favor.”

Production on the first Prevost feature

will begin as soon as the star recovers
from a minor operation which confined

her to the hospital at the time her new
contract was signed.

With “Rainbow Riley
99

Completed Hines Begins

on “The Brown Derby

”

J
OHNNY HINES had a somewhat
varied but always successful career

on the stage and screen, which event-

ually brought him under contract to

First National, where he is starring in

a series of C. C. Burr productions.

Hines’ first under his contract was “The
Live Wire,” and his second, “Rainbow
Riley,” adapted from Thompson Bu-
chanan’s stage play “The Cub” has just

been completed. He is now started on
“The Brown Derby,” exteriors of which
are being filmed at Miami, Florida.

Hines is a native of Colorado, where
he was born in Golden. He is of a
theatrical family, his older brothers and
a sister having appeared on the legiti-

mate stage for many years. Johnny is

a graduate of the College of the City
of New York, and it was not long after

his graduation that he started his

theatrical career.

He was and still is a talented dancer.
It was while dancing with Wellington
Cross in “Just a Minute” that he was
noticed by C. C. Burr and engaged to
portray the role of Torchy on the screen.
Following this series of 27 two-reelers,
Hines graduated into the feature class
with such high-powered features as
“Burn ’Em Up Barnes,” “Sure-Fire
Flint,” “Little Johnny Jones,” “Con-
ductor 1492,” “The Speed Spook,” “The
Early Bird,” “The Crackerjack,” “The
Live Wire,” and “Rainbow Riley.”
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Here’s Fred Thomson reading the reports

of exhibitors in “What the Picture Did for

Me.” Fred is an F. B. O. star.

Cunningham Will Soon
Name First Prevost

Film of New Contract

WHAT will Metropolitan Pictures
Corporation give Marie Prevost as

her first starring vehicle on her new
contract?
Jack Cunningham, editorial supervisor

at Metropolitan has assigned Charles
Logue to make the selection from sev-
eral stories which Metropolitan recently
purchased for Miss Prevost.
Marie Prevost stands today, without

question, the most promising of recently
created screen stars. Her previous
vehicles have increased her chain of
admirers by the tens of thousands and it

is Metropolitan’s plan to place her in the
type of story where her piquant charm
and histrionic ability will be permitted
full rein.

Since her recent recovery Priscilla
Dean, Seena Owen, Marguerite de la

Motte, Lillian Tashman and John Bow-
ers, all Metropolitan stars, tendered her
an informal tea on the lawn between
stages. It was an inspiring sight to
witness six popular stars—just like one
little family, reflect the true spirit of
hospitality for which Metropolitan stu-
dios is noted.

Exclusive

Motion Picture Rights

to Stage Plays and

Select Screen Story

Material

M. V. WALL
Suite 904

1476 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.
BRYANT 1191

Henry King, director, and George Barnes,
cameraman, making a scene for “Partners
Again,” Samuel Goldwyn production for
United Artists.
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Lige Conley
WHOSE CONTRACT IS

ABOUT CONCLUDED
WITH EDUCATIONAL.
HE WILL ANNOUNCE
HIS FUTURE AFFILIA-
TIONS SHORTLY.

Two of the busiest and happiest peo-

ple in Hollywood—Marshall Neilan
and his wife, Blanche Sweet. Neilan
plans soon to start directing “The Red
Mill,” with Marion Davies, for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.

Plans for $8,000,000

in Production, States

McCormick, on Coast

FIRST National Pictures will enjoy

the greatest production season in its

history, an expenditure of nearly $8,000,-

000 on forthcoming pictures will be

made, and according to John McCor-
mick, general manager of the West
Coast production activities of the or-

ganization, there will be many new units

on the Coast within 30 days.

Approximately 40 big pictures are

scheduled to be made this year in the

West Coast studios of the First National
company. Each will be made on a lav-

ish scale and will present all of the well

known First National stars and players.

“C. P. Butler has been assigned to

take charge of the erection of the new
studios. With Butler will be associated

Hal Barter, who was formerly with the

Lasky organization and affiliated with
Victor Clark at that studio.”

According to McCormick, Dave Thomp-
son will hold the post of production
manager with Dan Kelly in the position

of casting director. The auditing divi-

sion comes under the management of

A. J. Hughes.
June Mathis will have charge of the

making of four features during the com-
ing season. The writer is now in the

East making plans for the stories she

will produce under her banner for First

National release.

Also in the East at this time, is B. P.

Fineman, formerly general manager at

the F. B. O. studios who has been signed
to supervise the production of another
four pictures during the coming season.

Fineman is now making all plans for

his unit organization and will be ready
to take active hold immediately on his

return, scheduled early in March.
Wid Gunning, former magazine editor

and recently active in the studio pro-

duction, has been signed to be associated
with McCormick in the production of

the Colleen Moore pictures and those
“all-star” productions that will come
directly under McCormick’s supervision.

Katherine Kavanaugh is in charge of

the reading department According to

McCormick, the forthcoming season will

bring to the screen through First Na-
tional releasing channels, the major pro-
duction activities of Joseph M. Schenck
which includes product from Norma and
Constance Talmadge. Colleen Moore
will provide four big features.
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Gus Meins, director of Buster Brown com-

edies for the Century company on the Uni-

versal lot. Standing are Mrs. Wintergust
and James D. Kennedy, Indianapolis exhib-

itor.

Myrtle Stedman Tells

Secret of Her Eternal

Youth in Fan Paper

I
N the January issue of Photoplay is

an article by Myrtle Stedman en-

titled, “Growing Old Gracefully.”

It will interest the exhibitor to know
that the editor of Photoplay, James R.

Quirk, a very astute executive and a

shrewd judge of screen values, inserted

a personal statement with the story, as

follows:
“Photoplay considers it a privilege to

publish this article by Myrtle Stedman.
The next time you have an opportunity
to see her in a picture do not fail to

study this wonderful woman who has
found the secret of eternal youth.

—

James R. Quirk.”
The secret of eternal youth, the ever-

sought “Beauty,” as given by Miss Sted-
man lay not in artificiality but—to use
her words among others:
“Happiness is the secret of eternal

youth.
“You can’t keep your face young. You

don’t fool anybody but yourself with
vain pretenses and mud packs, false

curls and rubber girdles. Beauty does
not depend upon youth alone

—

”

This small portion of her article gives
her idea of how the heart and happiness
keep beauty and youth. It is well stated
by one of the most beloved and respected
women of the film colony.

Western Pictures with

Comedy Best, Says

Edenfield
I am making the most money with

Westerns which have some comedy run-
ning through them. This kind of a pic-

ture seems to please my patrons best.

I am playing to the masses and not
the classes. I find that the masses like

good Westerns best. I change my pro-
gram every day and run for 10 cents
for everybody.

Yours truly,

Dreamland Theatre,
H. E. Edenfield, Mgr.

NORMAN
TAUROG

Senior Director

EDUCATIONAL
COMEDIES

Three Years

My contract with

Educational
is about concluded.

Will announce my
new a ffi 1 i a t i o n

soon.

Marian Constance Blackton
SCENARIOS AND ADAPTATIONS

CURRENT PRODUCTION
J. Stuart Blackton’s

“HELL BENT FER
HEAVEN”

A $25,000 Pulitzer Prize Story
Warner Bros. Classic

“BETWEEN FRIENDS”
“THE CLEAN HEART”
“THE BELOVED BRUTE”
“THE HAPPY WARRIOR”
“THE GILDED HIGHWAY”
“BRIDE OF THE STORM”

NOW DIRECTING HIS
15th CONSECUTIVE

Buster Brown Comedy
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Marie Prevost

Will be starred in

a series of produc-

tions by Metropol-

itan Pictures to be

released thru Pro-

ducers Distribut-

ing Corp.

Lige Conley makes ’em laugh with this garb
on in his newest Educational comedy.

Newspapers Provided

Burr’s Entrance to

Picture Industry

C C. BURR, producer of the Johnny
• Hines starring vehicles for First

National, went to the production side

of the industry through the mill of the

newspaper. His entrance into motion
pictures was through Vitagraph, follow-
ing which he joined Paramount where
he served in the capacity of advertising
manager and was later advanced to the
position of assistant general manager in

charge of distribution.

He resigned in 1920 to get “on his

own” which resulted in his signing of

Johnny Hines and the production of the
famous Torchy Comedies released
through F.ducational. Twenty-seven of

these were made with signal success
which prompted Burr to inaugurate a

more ambitious program for his star.

This resulted in Johnny’s first feature
length comedy, “Burn ’Em Up Barnes,”
which proved an instantaneous hit.

Following “Burn ’Em Up Barnes”
came “Sure-Fire Flint,” “Little Johnny
Jones,” “Conductor 1492,” “The Speed
Spook,” “The Early Bird” and “The
Crackerjack.” These were so successful
that they attracted the attention of First

National which contracted with Burr
for the service of his star.

Scene from Educational’s “Yes, Yes,

Babette,” in which Bobby Vernon is fea-

tured. It was a Laugh Month release.
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Hank Mann is now writing and “gagging”

stories for Christie comedies. Bill Watson,
well known director of successful comedies
for Christie.

Arnold Signed Under
New Contract in Metro

Photography Corps
T^O'LLOWING a series of brilliant suc-
-C cesses in the past two years, John
Arnold, pioneer of the camera, has been

placed under new contract by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, for which he has photographed
in the past season “The Big Parade,”

“Sally, Irene, and Mary,” “The Auction
Block,” “Bright Lights,” and “Sun-Up.”
John Arnold is one of the older genera-

tion of cameramen, first coming into prom-
inence in 1919, when he photographed
“False Evidence,” “Parisian Tigress,”

“Satan Junior” and other well known pro-

ductions.

Among his other productions are “The Willow
Tree,” “Please Get Married,” “Dangerous to

Men,” Viola Dana’s famous hit “The Chorus Girl’s

Romance,” under the old Metro banner, “Black-
mail,” “Puppets of Fate,” “Glass Houses,” “June
Madness,” “Rouged Lips,” “In Search of a

Thrill,” “Along Came Ruth,” and many others.

Since 1919 he has photographed 50 major box-
office hits.

Arnold is known for his clever handling
of artificial lighting to obtain such beauti-

ful effects as marked “Sun-Up” and his deft

manipulation of brilliant effects such as

those in “Sally, Irene and Mary” and
“Bright Lights.” The battle scenes in “The
Big Parade” gave him opportunity for re-

markable work in the technique of the

camera.

Vernon in Dizzying

Heights in New Film

Now in Production
DOBBY VERNON will be seen in a

new comedy soon called “Page Me”
in which he is said to present the last

word in dizzy heights stuff when he
hangs from a flagpole rope about eleven
stories off the ground. In the new
comedy Vernon plays a bellboy in a

hotel who gets mixed up with some in-

ventors of a laughing gas apparatus
which starts most of the trouble.
Bobby hurls himself right out of the

window in his hysterical condition where
he finally marries the girl on the window
sill with the parson hanging in dizzy
space in a basket. Frances Lee is the
leading lady in “Page Me” with a big
cast also in support including such well
known comedians as Bill Irving, as the
villain, Bill Blaisdell, as the big- house
detective, Billy Engel and Yola D’Avril.

Mary Louise Miller
in “The Night Cry”
WARNER BROS.

MYRTLE STEDMAN
“The Far Cry”

First National

“The Prince of Pilsen”
Producers Dist. Corp.
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GIL PRATT
DIRECTOR

“Smith Family”

Sennett Comedies

Brown, Director of

Talmadge Film, Aided

by Screen Foresight

AN ability to foresee potential screen
story material ahead of his associates

in the producing and directing end of

the motion picture business in Holly-
wood is adding to the fame and fortune
of Clarence Brown, Norma Talmadge’s
present director.

Outguessing the producer as to what
the fickle public will be demanding for

screen fare a few months or years ahead
is proving to be a most enjoyable and
profitable sideline for this noted di-

rector.

Brown is an inveterate reader and,
being a film man, first last and all the
time, he naturally visualizes the story
and characters as possible celluloid
material. When he read the fantastic
novel “The Isle of Lost Ships,” a few
years ago he knew that some day the
screen would be ready for this type of
picture.

Brown owned the rights to “The Sig-
nal Tower” for two years before he
could find a producer who would allow
him to make it. Another story which
he has owned for a considerable time
is Somerset Maugham’s “The Magi-
cian,” which is about to be filmed by
Rex Ingram. But the most outstanding
example of his foresight is the case of
“The Unholy Three.”

This dramatic tale appealed to Di-
rector Brown as ideal screen material
when it happened to come to his notice
seven years ago and was purchased for
his first picture, and he approached five
producers to get them to film it. All
turned it down as

‘

‘impossible screen
stuff.”

Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, Warner
Brothers director, making “Hell Bent for

Heaven” with his daughter Marian Con-
stance on the family porch.

“Temperament Vital to

Film Players,” Hudson
Says

,
“Not Temper”

Temperament is one of the most
necessary qualities which an actor or

actress must have for success on the
screen, according to Earl Hudson who
is now supervising four pictures yearly
in the East for First National.

“I wouldn’t give a thin dime for any
player who does not have this quality,”

says Hudson. “Temperament and
imagination go hand in hand. What
good is an actor without imagination?
He may do everything the director tells

him but without imagination he will lack
that something which the successful
actor has. It is hard to describe but it

shows on the screen.
“Don’t mistake temperament for

temper. There is a vast difference. I

have no use for the alleged temperament
which is only a cloak for temper.
Temperament is a special type of
mental constitution and development
or mixture of characteristics. In other
words it is the summary of intellectual

and emotional tendencies. I figure and
I believe I am right, that where there is

no temperament there is little, if any,
intellect. Where there is no intellect

there can be no emotionalism and where
there is no emotionalism the actor does
not get far.”

Hudson is now supervising “The
Savage” for First National. Ben Lyon
and May McAvoy have the featured
roles, and Hudson says that one of the
great reasons why they have gone so
successfully in pictures is they have the
temperament which he deems necessary.

Flynn to Organize

Hockey Team of Film

Colony Erstwhile Stars

WHEN the new Glacier Ice Rink on
Van Ness just south of Melrose

opens in the near future, Lefty Flynn
expects to have a Hollywood hockey
team, composed of motion picture folk,

all organized and ready to take the ice.

Lefty, a former star forward at Yale
as well as a gridiron hero, is devoted to

hockey and has gathered around him a

group of six or seven ex-school and
college luminaries, the nucleus of what
he believes will prove a formidable team.
George Marion, Jr., former Harvard
goal, Larry Kent, an erstwhile prep-
school forward, Joe O’Brien, point at

Syracuse, and Lefty have already agreed
to work out together at the new rink.

Mr. Flynn expects to get his team to-

gether as soon as he completes “Big
Timber.”

Challenges will be accepted by Lefty’s
organization,
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Here is the Film Booking Office exchange

force in Los Angeles. Left to right: W. T.

Wall, M. J. Frisch, J. K. Burden, Harry

Cohen, manager, B. Pollard, N. P. Jacobs.

Companies to

Renew Studio

Work in East
( Continued, from page 61)

appear opposite Miss Daniels. Erie Kenton will

direct.

For Richard Dix’s next picture Howard Emmet

Rogers has written an original story, “Take a

Chance.” Ray Harris lias adapted it to the

screen and Gregory LeCava, who has been so

successful in his direction of the last two Dix

pictures, “Womanhandled” and “Let’s Get Mar-

ried,” will handle the megaphone on “Take a

Chance.” Playing opposite Dix in the leading

feminine role will be Alyce Mills. Rogers, author

of the piece, has just been added to the scenario

staff at the Long Island studio.

Swanson to Start

Gloria Swanson will start her next production,

“Fine Manners,” on the same day. Eugene
O’Brien comes to the Paramount studio to play

opposite the star in this attraction, which will be

an adaptation of an original story by James Ash-

more Creelman and Frank Vreeland. Frank

Tuttle will again direct, having just completed

the cutting of Miss Swanson’s newest picture,

“The Untamed Lady.” The picture will be made
under the supervision of Townsend Martin.

William Le Baron, associate producer, is in

charge of the five productions.

F. N. Finishes “Steel”

Last week saw the completion at First

National’s New York studios of the big

steel “special,” “Men of Steel” which was
started last Nov. 2. This picture is expected by
First National to be one of the biggest and most
impressive pictures yet filmed by this organiza-

tion. All who have been connected with the

picture or who have seen any part of the film

are bubbling over with enthusiasm for not only

is the story said to be an unusual one and the

settings out of the ordinary, but Milton Sills who
is starred is said to have done the greatest work
of his career in this role. Sills, incidentally,

wrote the story from a suggestion received from
R. G. Kirk’s short story, “United States Flavor.”
It was directed by George Archainbaud and Earl
Hudson supervised the production. No time nor
money have been spared in the making of this

picture. The United States Steel Corporation co-

operated with First National in its making, turn-
ing over the great Ensley Mills of the Tennessee
Coal and Iron Company at Birmingham, Alabama,
to the film people for the filming of the steel mill

scenes which are said to be of a calibre never
before seen on the screen. It has now gone to

the cutting room.

A1 Rockett’s first production for First National
under the new arrangement at this organization’s
Eastern studios whereby Rockett makes four pic-

tures a year and Earl Hudson a like number, will
go into production February 23, according to an
announcement by Rockett.

This picture will be “Puppets,” the stage play
by Frances Lightner which ran successfully last
year in New York. Milton Sills will have the
starring role. Gertrude Olmstead has been secured
to play the feminine lead.

Francis McDonald and Matilda Comont have
been cast for the other two important roles.
George Archainbaud will direct. Miss Olmstead
has been loaned by Merto-Goldwyn-Mayer and
this will be her first visit to New York.
Work is well under way at the studio on the

erection of sets for this picture and all will be in

(Continued on page 98)

ERNST LUBITSCH
DIRECTOR

WARNER BROS.

LOS ANGELES TIMES:—" ‘Lady Windermere's
Fan' to all intents and purposes Is going to prove
a surpassing attraction for film- going audiences."
CHICAGO TRIBUNE:—“ ‘Lady Windermere’s Fan'

is not a film to be lightly passed by. It is intelli-

gent and it is beautiful."
NEW YORK AMERICAN:—"Lubitsch has taken

Wilde's play and made it his own. All evening we
tingled with delight at the delicacy, the originality,
the precision of the directing."
NEW YORK MORNING TELEG RAPH :—"The

combination of Oscar Wilde and Ernst Lubitsch
makes a delightful picture, with gay bits of humor
and a charmingly told story. It is an outstanding
good picture. Lubitsch could never be dull."

c. c. BURR

C. C.BURR
producer of the

Johnny Hines

comedies

“The Live Wire”

“Rainbow Riley

”

“The Brown Derby”

Distributed by

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

m
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CHARLES STUMAR—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN”
Universal Release

DANIEL B. CLARK—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

Tom Mix Productions

PEVERELL MARLEY
Cinematographer

“THE VOLGA BOATMAN”
P. D. C. Release

RAY RIES
CINEMATOGRAPHER

Now Shooting

ACTION PICTURES

Camera!
A Department Devoted to News and Affairs of

the American Society of Cinematographers and Its

Members, Published as a “Studio Section” Feature.

Use of Cinematographers ’Names
Adds Driving Power to Pictures

By FOSTER GOSS

The more “big names” a production carries the greater its chances for

successful exhibitions. The foregoing appears to be a thoroughly accepted

truism.

If that is a logical premise from which to reason the exhibitor who wholly
ignores the cinematographer is losing potential money at the box office.

There are “big names” in the cinematographic world just as there are among
stars, directors and writers.

In a symposium recently compiled by
the American Society of Cinematograph-
ers, Robert E. Sherwood, renowned
motion picture critic of “Life,” tersely

stated: “I may say that in my estima-
tion the cameramen do their work con-
sistently well throughout the industry
as a whole and are responsible for most
of the progress that the motion picture
has made. I wish that I could say as
much for the actors, directors and con-
tinuity writers.”

The exhibitor who will identify with a

given production the name of a cine-

matographer—and there are many of
them—-who has made notable achieve-
ments on past motion pictures, that
exhibitor is stimulating the interest of
his public in the picture that he is show-
ing. In a variety of important film

Edna Marion in “A Honeymoon Squabble,” Stern
Brothers comedy released by Educational.

efforts, there is any amount of interest-
photographic material that makes legiti-

mate reading—features and items which
will tend to draw the populace to the
box office. Why, then, shun this ma-
terial and the cinematographer who
stands forth as a part thereof?
Recognize the cinematographer. Be

sure his name is on the credit titles of
the prints which are exhibited. Carry
his name in program or house organ.
Recognize the cinematographer and the
public will recognize him as one of the
most interesting factors in practically
every picture—and, after all, the public
wants to be interested. Creating interest
is showmanship.

Why Not a Verse to ‘Alan

Behind the Camera ?”

Some years ago some one wrote a
bit of verse or a song about “The Man
Behind the Gun.” The writer tried to
put over the idea that it was the men
in the ranks—the humble privates and
the frolicsome gobs who really were
the principal factors in the winning of
wars and battles. All of which brings
to mind that some knight of the type-
writer should turn out an epic in honor
of “the men behind the camera.”
The subject might be “The Unseen

and Unknown Heroes of Motion Pic-
tures.”

For the principal characters the hard
working director might be included
though it must be admitted that he is

given screen credit and a certain amount

GEORGE SPEAR
Cinematographer

HARRY LANGDON PRODUCTIONS
First National Release
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CHARLES VAN ENGER—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“Lady Windermere’s Fan”
Warner Bros. Release

BERT GLENNON—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“THE PASTEBOARD QUEEN”
Paramount Release

RAY JUNE
Cinematographer

“THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER”
P. D. C. Release

William S. Adams
CINEMATOGRAPHER

“Speed Madness”

Hercules Production

PHOTOGRAPHED

NORMA TALMADGE
ANITA STEWART
MAY McAVOY

of other forms of publicity. Add to

this a fat salary. But let’s include him
anyway. Seldom, if ever, does the public

hear of the unit production manager or

the assistant director, unless it be when
these latter are working with directors

such as Cliff Smith or Clarence Brown.

And what about the cameramen to

whom the director is continually turn-

ing for suggestions and advice as to

the general appearance of a set, the

make-up of the players and the lighting.

During the filming of a picture, the first

cameraman, and the second and third

cameramen with their assistants toil for

days in the broiling sun carrying cam-
eras up and down arid hills and along
the bottoms of rugged canyons. Every
company has a “still” cameraman at-

tached to it. The public knows nothing
of him, yet his work confronts it in the

lobbies of the theatres and in newspapers
and magazines. The “still” man shoots
all the photographs that are used for

publicity purposes.

But in addition to all these there are

others “behind the camera” of whom the

public knows nothing or very little at

the best, yet without them no motion
picture would be possible. Take the vast
army of technical men whose business
it is to design and make sets and to

fashion those tricky little miniatures that

are among the wonders of the industry.

These men are truly the magicians of

the industry. Not only are they experts
in the making of the things desired but
their fund of historical knowledge must
be almost limitless. They must be able

to set down a bit of old Europe with
the same ease they manufacture an
American setting.

R. N. (BOB) DORAN, A.S.C.
CINEMATOGRAPHER

ALICE DAY, SENNETT COMEDIES

CHARLES G. CLARKE—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“ROCKING MOON”
P. D. C. Release

GEORGE BARNES—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“MLLE. MODISTE”
First National Release

WALTER LUNDIN—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE”
Harold Lloyd Prod.

JOHN
ARNOLD
—A.S.C.

Cinematographer

“THE BIG
PARADE”
M.-C.-M. Release

GEORGES BENOIT—A.S.C.
Cinematographer

“THE DICE WOMAN”
P. D. C. Release
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Walter Camp, President J. Boyce Smith, General Manager

INSPIRATION
Announces the following

vehicles of unusual merit

for the first two

SIDNEY OLCOTT
PRODUCTIONS

Starring

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
1. RANSON’S FOLLY, one of the most thrilling tales ever penned by

Richard Harding Davis, the master of adventure writers. This story

deals with picturesque and red-blooded life at a U. S. Army post in the

West in the early Eighties when bandits roamed and Indians were

still a daily menace. Dick will play the part of a lieutenant in active

service— a West Point graduate — so this in a sense will be a sequel

to CLASSMATES, one of the finest vehicles ever secured for this

popular star. The production will be made in the West where the

story is laid. The adaptation of this story was made by Lillie Hay-

ward, the well-known scenario writer.

2. THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN to be adapted from the great novel

by Jeffrey Farnol, deals with life in robust old England, when fight-

ing blood ran high. The part of “Barnabas” will be one of the most

romantic, colorful and heroic parts Richard Barthelmess has ever

essayed. The company will go to England for this production.

Unusual pains will be taken to make these pictures mark a new high level

for Inspiration, Sidney Olcott, and Richard Barthelmess.

Inspiration
—

“all that the name implies
”

565 Fifth Avenue New York City
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You can check up

There is no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.

Your patrons expect it.

Eastman Positive is the film that carries

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

And you can check up—the black-lettered

identification “Eastman” “Kodak” is in the

transparent margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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rTHE THEATRE]
Aj)epartment ofPractical Showmanship J

Madison’s Parkway Opens After Boy
from U Stirs Town with Publicity
Jack Baker went from the Chicago office of Universal to Madison,

Wis., to help in the opening of the New Parkway theatre last month.
A few of Baker’s strokes in the exploitation brought the town to its

realization that “What Happened to Jones” must be a real picture.

The Yellow Cab company used large
white cards printed in red in the win-
dows of all their cabs with this message
for the populace: “Ride in a Yellow to

the opening of the New Parkway The-
atre, Wednesday. See Reginald Denny
in ‘What Happened to Jones.’ ” The
street cars used similar cards in a spe-
cial rack.

Fifteen hundred postal cards reading:
“Your telephone number may bring you
luck—Watch for your number in the

windows of Madison merchants as well

The Opening of the New Parkway The-
atre and see ‘What Happened to Jones,’

”

were mailed to persons picked at random
from the telephone book three days be-

fore the opening. The cooperating
merchants placed 11 by 17 inch cards m
their windows with a huge question mark
on it several days before the opening.

A few days later the following was
added:
“Are You Lucky? ‘What Happened

to Jones’ may happen to you. If your
telephone number is the one that is

checked, there is a surprise awaiting

you.”
Two days previous to the play date two

hundred or more persons were called on

the telephone and the following conversa-

tion took place

:

“Hello. Is Mr. Jones there?” (Natural-

ly the answer was “No.”)
“Well, that’s strange. I received a nota-

tion from Mr. Denny asking me to call

this number to see what happened to

Jones.”
Both of the Madison papers ran co-op-

erative ad pages with the State Journal

giving a banner head on the first page of

the third section on the Parkway opening.

Post office regulations were complied

with.

Mystery Automobile License Hunt
“The Phantom of the Opera” com-

bined its unapproachable drawing power
with an extensive exploitation campaign
by the management of Shea’s Opera
House, Jamestown, N. Y., and “Het”
Manheim, a Universal exploiter, to break
the house record. The engagement
opened to the greatest Sunday business
in the theatre’s history, established a

matinee and engagement gross record,
and passed the “Hunchback of Notre
Dame” figures for Jamestown by over
$800 although “Hunchback” played the

town a day longer at dollar prices

whereas “Phantom” admission was fifty

cents.

The outstanding scheme in the cam-
paign proved a “mystery automobile li-

cense hunt,” which was played up over
a week’s time by means of a masked and
red-cloaked man who was sent through
the streets to take auto numbers. The
campaign was carried out, with particu-

lar pains in covering the large factory
districts and neighboring country.

Through a tieup with the local Vic-
trola agency, an orthophonic machine
was used in the presentation of the

scene in which the huge Paris Opera
House chandelier falls upon the audience.

The theatre’s large orchestra worked its

score into great volume and stopped
abruptly at the proper moment, when
the Victrola was started from a rear box,

playing “Faust” theme as sung by a

noted artist. The stunt proved the

height of effectiveness at every perform-
ance, and the falling of the chandelier

will be well remembered in Jamestown.

Two Months’ Mystery Campaign

Bill O’Hare who manages the Garden
theatre in Davenport, la., for the A. H.

( Continued on page 85 )

Do It Yourself

H. G. OLSON of the Majestic the-

tre, Reedsburg, Wis., finds that signs

and posters can be made well and with
attractive effects when you do your own
designing. The film “When the Door
Opened,” Principal Pictures, was ad-

vertised by him in the manner shown
above.

Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

By George!
The Lay of the Land

According to government reports there
are ten times as many eggs in cold
storage this year as there were last year
at this time which assures “fresh” eggs
at all the resorts this summer.

* * *

A man up in Halifax went into isola-

tion for 28 years after a girl had jilted

him at the age of 20. If nothing else

it kept him from the possibility of be-
ing jilted the second time.

* * *

Order Your Copy Early

Congressional investigation of the
Anti-Saloon league has been demanded
which ought to make the Congressional
Record one of the “six best sellers” of
1926.

* * *

Guy Massey, generally credited with
being the author of “The Prisoner’s
Song” is dead in Texas and doubt is

expressed about his writing the song that
has made all radio stations sound alike.

Far be it from us to say he did it.

^

Cash and Carry

European titles in the future must be
obtained on the C. O. D. basis, according
to the poverty stricken sons of famous
titled families who claim that in mar-
riages with title seeking American girls

they have all received the worst of it.

We suggest a hookup with the 5 and 10

cent stores.
* * *

“If your income is over $10,000 a year
—talk this over with the family,” reads
the advertisement of a piano company.
We don’t know whether to clip it and
save it or just forget it.

* * *

Real Estate Bargains

Homes where intoxicating liquor is

manufactured for sale are to be con-
fiscated by the prohibition forces and
sold at auction. If you buy one do you
get the still with it?

A DISTINCT ADVANTAGE
THE Theatre is a distinct advantage
-* to America. It is a distinct advan-
tage to you—and there are 110,000,000

“you’s”—so it must be a distinct advan-
tage to America.
Providing comfort to one, lending

cheer to another, teaching a lesson or
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imparting an idea. In these ways the

Theatre finds itself useful.

During the world war and during other
wars the Theatre served the nation by
aiding to stir up patriotism, it stimulated

the national spirit. A keen notion of the

kind of life our boys lived in France was
brought to us through the Theatre. No
imagination could have pictured the

thousands of details that were shown in

war pictures and newsreels of the army
in action or the navy’s encounters with
the Hun. No book could have reached
the millions of Americans to describe so

well the suffering and gallantry—spent

by someone for us.

Histories are written. But history is

made. The newspaper does not make it

but it has long conveyed the first re-

corded history. But now a more com-
plete and satisfactory recording is made
by the agencies of the Theatre. The
photographer gets the only accurate pic-

ture of today’s doings when he puts it in

film.

All of which results in Americans to-

day being far better versed in current

history than were our fathers who all

claimed to be historians. We recognize

then our benefactor, The Theatre, for it

is a distinct advantage.

Newspapers Give Front
Pages to Exploitation

Several columns of front page news-
paper space aided the exploitation stunt for

First National’s “Winds of Chance” when
it played in Akron, O., at the Strand the-

atre. Much of the credit for the stunt’s

success goes to Walter Lindlar of First

National’s exploitation staff. Lindlar and
Manager Art Dunlevy knew that the best

possible way to exploit the Rex Beach film

was a direct tieup with the name and they

sold the Akron Times-Press the idea of

conducting a big treasure hunt. Accord-
ingly a long story appeared on the front

page of the paper the following day. And
the stories kept building up, adding to the

excitement for seven days.

On Saturday before the opening the

street in front of the newspaper was black

with people. Young, old, everybody who
could possibly be there to join in the fun
had turned out for the treasure hunt. Ten
separate treasure trails were given, each
leading to an order for cash or theatre

tickets which “the winds of chance” had
placed there. The Times-Press was so

pleased with the treasure hunt that a first

page followup story was used on opening-

day, with plenty of art, telling of the out-

com of the stunt. Post office regulations

had been complied with.

(CONTINUED FROM OPPOSITE
PAGE.)

Blank interests, had his entire town walk-
ing sideways down the street and looking
into their clothes closets before going to

bed not long ago. It was part of his cam-
paign for “The Phantom of the Opera,”
Almost two months before the play date

of “The Phantom,” Bill purchased several

thousand white cards the size of an ordi-

nary visiting card. On these he lettered

“The Phantom” in red ink. His job then
was to dispose of them, for to get the best

results of his campaign it was necessary to

maintain an air of secrecy and mystery.
First he secured the cooperation of two

high school girls who placed one of these

cards in the pocket, purse, book or any
other personal article of their classmates
without anyone else in the school knowing
what they were doing. This appeared to

them as a great game and they entered
into the proposition with zest. Next he
arranged with several cleaning establish-

ments to insert one of the cards in the

pocket of every garment they cleaned.

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications

with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.
BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.
EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,

McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.
GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.
GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-

atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.
LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D.. Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,

Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.
RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street.

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing

Co Portland
, Me.

SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.
SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.
WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,

111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.
WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

(Exhibitor)

|
(Theatre) .

!
(City) .... State

1

I

1

Zippers

A national tieup for “The Midnight
Sun,” Universal’s forthcoming special
with Laura LaPlante in the starring
role, has been made with the Goodrich
Company manufacturing Zipper boots,
the new galosh that all women are

wearing, by Joe Weil, director of ex-
ploitation for Universal Pictures Cor-
poration.
Twenty thousand counter or window

cards showing Laura putting on a pair
of Zippers have already been distrib-
uted to shoe stores throughout the
country. A 6-color footwear calendar
is now being prepared.

Denver Post Supports F.
P. L. Beauty Contest

The Denver Post went whole heartedly
into the contest for “The American
Venus” when it played the Victory the-
atre.

The purpose of the contest was to find
in the inter-mountain territory a girl
whose physical measurements most
nearly coincided with those of Fay Lan-
phier, winner of the Miss America title

at Atlantic City and a featured player
in the Paramount feature. Each story
mentioned specifically that the winners
would not be guaranteed a place in pic-
tures.

Children Get Half Price
Coupons to See Show
An arrangement with the surburban

newspaper in Brooklyn, N. Y., was made
by the Meserole theatre in advertising
for the Metro film, “Old Clothes.”
Coupons were printed daily. When

a child cut one from the paper and
brought it to the office of the newspaper
he received a Coogan “Play Pals” but-
ton which enabled him to see the picture
for half price.
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Clem Pope is the editor of this T & D
Newsette printed under the auspices of
the West Coast Theatres.

Watch Your Oil

Gasoline Record

Dale Gals. Gas Oil Cts.

See REGINALD DENNY in

California Straight Ahead

PASTIME . MASON, Jan. 17 18

Quite an unusual display resulted from
the method in which publicity for the
first National picture “Clothes Make
the Pirate,” was used in the Loew’s
State Newsette.

Nothing pleases theatregoers more in

Winter than a warm theatre. Nor dis-

pleases one more than a cold one. Don’t
save coal.

Roy W. Adams, Mason, Mich., com-
plains that his exploitation is not bring-
ing results. One of the clever ideas used
by the Pastime theatre manager was this

gasoline card for the picture “California
Straight Ahead,” Universal.

Mayor Helps Fox Put
“Thank You” Over Big

When Fred Dolle played “Thank
You” at his Alamo theatre in Louisville,
he had the assistance of almost every
prominent person in town, including the
mayor and the Retail Merchants’ Asso-

MEMBER
AMERICAN

THANK YOU
LEAGUE

Do Your Bit and See “Thank You"--AIAMO uVmS

ciation. Dolle so strongly sold Mayor
Arthur A. Will on the idea that he is-

sued a proclamation announcing the
Week starting January 28 as “Thank
You” Week.
Do Your Bit and See “Thank You”

—

Alamo, Week Starting Jan. 24, were
pasted on the windows of almost every
store in the city. This task was made
very simple by letters of endorsement
signed by Mayor Will and by the man-
ager of the Retail Merchants’ Associa-
tion. Stickers were also pasted on all

delivery wagons, including those of the
American Express Company and Ward’s
Bakery.

Toledo Charleston
Aids Mix Picture

When the Temple Theatre, Toledo,
played Tom Mix in “The Best Bad Man,”
Manager Billy Exton took advantage of

the Charleston craze to post notices in

local dance halls which resulted in his

receiving so many contest entries that

he had sufficient to tide him over the week.
The applicants naturally brought their

friends to boost for them, and each
friend paid admission.

In order to give the local amateurs
a mark to shoot at, he engaged a colored
page boy from the Secor Hotel. This
boy is the champion Charleston dancer
of Toledo. The picture opens with a
banquet scene in which a Charleston
dancer “struts her stuff.”

Come On Small Towns! How Do You
Tell What You’ve Got?

“The Theatre,”
Exhibitors Herald.
When is some beneficent genius going to tell the small town guy how to

sell his pictures to the public ? I recently tried a little special exploitation
on Denny’s “California Straight Ahead,” under the direction of two of
Universal’s high-priced publicity experts. On the front we had a banner and
two cut-outs of Denny, and a flock of old auto casings with teaser cards
inserted inside them: Two stills of Denny in a drug store window, with a

tie-up on tooth paste and shaving cream, gasoline record cards, with an ad
of the picture on the back of each, distributed by the filling stations:—these
were the stunts that were guaranteed to knock the rubes for a goal. In
addition I put out my posters and photos on the streets, usual newspaper
spread, and heralds in all the stores and homes. Result:—smallest business
Denny has done in a year, after an advertising campaign that cost more than
the picture.

Understand, I’m not throwing any bricks at the exploiteers—they were
doing the best they could, and a flashy front is nine-tenths of the battle in

a big town, but it’s an economic blunder to spend much money on it here
for this reason:—My people aren’t parading the streets these zero days and
nights, they’re at home shaking down the furnace or fussing with the radio.

When they leave home of an evening it’s with the definite purpose of going
to lodge, or prayer-meting, or dance, or basketball game. If I want them I’ve
got to reach right into that home, pry them loose from the fireside and head
them toward the Pastime theatre. That’s why I place my chief dependence
on newspaper advertising and heralds placed in every home.

The drug store tie-up was good; the gas record cards should have been,
but they didn’t seem to click this time. I have a stunt that I prefer to this,

but I don’t use it too often because I don’t want it to get stale. About two
weeks ahead of some special attraction I borrow 500 or so paper bags, of
the sizes most frequently used, of the local grocers, and print a good teaser
ad on the picture, on each bag, then take them back to the stores. These
ads go into every home in the community and usually stand around a day
or two where every one can see them. That works fine once in a while, but
you’ve got to hit the “show me” guys in a new spot every now and then if

you wish to intrigue their interest.

One sure thing: a small town theatre man, competing for the attention of
the public with forty or fifty fraternal, social and religious organizations
and activities, can’t wait until his people get out on the street to grab them
off. He must stimulate their interest in the evening’s entertainment to such
a pitch that they’ll jump up from the supper table and make a mad dash for
the theatre, and he must give them their money’s worth of entertainment
after he gets them there.

Speak up, you small town fellows; how do you tell folks what you’ve got?
Roy W. Adams, Pastime Theatre, Mason, Mich.
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A Wise Crackin’ Program

First Annual New Years Eve Frolic

LORRAINE THEATRE
IIOOPESTON, ILL. DEC. 31ST 192.)

PROGRAMME
PART ONE

1—

Around the World with the Lorraine News Cameraman.

2—

-This one’s like Cracker Jack—“The more you see, the more you want.”

3—

The Great Radio Mystery—Find Margaret Miller!!

(This aint nothin’ like you think it is)

4— WATCH YOUR STEP!
Three Tantalizing Toe Teasers

(Misses Bracewell. Walker and Bracewell)

V—D-ai Folks! Here’s something I always Wanted to Know
BROWN EYES—WHY ARE YOU BLUE?

Yours blue-ly

Clark.

TERRIBLE SCANDAL!
"Exchange of Wives”

These folks will show you what happened when they tried it.

Lew Cody — Eleanor Bonrdman — Renee Adoree — Creighton Hale

INTERMISSION
Hurry Back! More Fun in Ten Minutes!

PART TWO
The Cats Are At It Again! By Aesop

2— DANVILLE-ITIS IT’S CATCHY
Keep your eye on the^e little germs

Mary Jane Walker. Katherine and Jane Bracewell

;i
_ ZOW1E !

Just a Minute—the Boss will give a pair or

Stereoscopik Shock Absorbers

,jt_ PIANORGANLOG

Fatty and the kid will jazz up a few familiar tunes

You all like Peaceful Valley, Cecelia.

Normandy and Kinky Kids Parade

5 She’s a Pippin — Bathin’ Suit n’everythin’

“THE BEAUTY PRIZE”

With Viola Dana

ft__ A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING
“Here s where you get yours—don’t you dare go away

7 HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!!!

ALL THIS FUN FOR 5 0 c — KIDS 25c

ONLY ONE SHOW 8:10 TILL MIDNIGHT

THE LORRAINE GANG

A. B. McCollum — “Mac” Clark Fiers —“Clark”

Arthur J. Nelson — “Art” Frank Harris — “Frank”
f

Maude Street — "Maudie” Harold Lucas — "Toddy”

Herbert Walsh — “Herbie”

A. J. Nelson of the Lorraine theatre,

Hoopeston, 111., has contributed a pro-

gram used for the first annual New
Year’s Eve frolic. The virtue of the

program is the facetiousness in which it

is composed. An instance of this is the

line “The Great Radio Mystery (This

ain’t nothin’ like you think it is.)”

Unusual

The Pastime Theatre
RALPH K RUSSELL. Managei

Cushing

PROGRAM FOR MONTH. FEBRUARY 1926

SATURDAY and SUNDAY FEBRUARY o and / -'>

O
jz k ‘THE- STORY Oi< PORTLAND CEMENT’ H
~ Educational Q

J 2. “MONEY TO BURNS’ H

^ Chapter 3 ‘The Telephone Girl’ Senes n
co

D 6 ‘THE MASK OF LOPEZ’ S
Initial appearance of Fred Thompson ana Silver c

King:, the smallest horse in filmdom —
You’ll like this one Nine reels yj

First shows at 7:45 p. m.

Second show* at 9:15 p m.

Matinee Saturday at 2:30 p. c

An extremely unusual house organ in

appearance is that printed by Ralph K.
Russell, Pastime theatre, Cushing, la.

Above is front page reproduction.

Opening of Metropolitan Puts Ginger Into

Boston’s Exploitation
(By Herald Staff Correspondent)

So far the opening of the Boston Metropolitan has waked up precisely one
local film theatre—the State. The others are still snoring in troubled slumber.

But, Boy! Has somebody come to life in the Back Bay, and found out
that there is such a thing as exploitation?
Two full pages of ads by various business concerns, all tied up in one way

or another with "Mike,” the film feature at the State for the week of Feb.
1. One store gets out a shoe number and titles it the Sally O’Neil pump,
and so on all the way down the line. At the top of the big double spread
the winners of a "Sally O’Neil Contest” have their pictures.
The local girl looking most like Sally O’Neil, star of "Mike,” appeared

in person at the State, being dubbed "Boston’s Sally O’Neil.” The odd part
of the contest was that the three girls pictured as most like Sally really did
look like Sally. Did you ever hear of such a thing in such a contest?
The State, after a torpor of years, is now giving the Met the battle of its

life for stunts and general publicity. The Gordon houses don’t know what
it s all about, and the Keith places are sitting pretty on their name.

Trackless Train in

Foreign Field
During the course of last month’s cam-

paign the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Track-
less Train crossed the border into Mexico,
and for the first time was seen in a
foreign land—but not too foreign, for it

went to the races at Tia Juana, largely
attended by Americans.
The train was parked at the entrance

to the race track and created a big sen-
sation, especially with the native popula-
tion. In addition to its regular program
while on the Coast, touring the streets

of Los Angeles, San Diego and other
towns, parking in front of prominent
sites, visiting public schools and distrib-

uting heralds, the trackless special did
some special exploitation work this

month by tying up with important
events.

At Red’s Performance

One of these was the football game
between “Red” Grange’s team and the
Los Angeles Tigers at the Coliseum sta-

dium. It was impossible to get into the
grounds as officials were afraid to let the

heavy train run on the running track.
So the crew parked their charge in an
advantageous spot in front of the gates,
where thousands of people saw it.

Another event that the trackless tied
up with was the Alhambra fruit exposi-
tion which is attended annually by thou-
sands of people. Again the train was
parked by a main gateway, and this time
proved to one of the main attractions at
the exposition. Thousands of heralds
were given away on “The Big Parade.”
Once on an exploitation excursion into

the town of La Jolla the leader of the
Trackless Train activities was asked to
speak at a Rotary luncheon, and he gave
a big boost, in the speech to the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer company, and “The Big
Parade.”

Good Stunts Advertise
F. P. L. Pictures

Stunts appropriate for “The Vanishing
American,” “Mannequin,” and “That Royle
Girl” have been reported with unusual
success.
“That Royle Girl” was exploited for

( Continued on page 88)

With a large beaver-board cutout in the lobby of the Knickerbocker theatre,
Nashville, Tenn., Manager Dewey Mousson succeeded in attracting the attention
of his patrons to “The Unguarded Hour,” a First National picture. The entrances
to the theatre were decorated with posters of various sizes, also large frames
carried scene stills and star photos.
From 150 to 175 safety zones carried quarter-sheet posters. Half sheet posters

were placed on every street car in the city. Frosted colored bulbs were used in
the electric sign on the marquee spelling the name of the picture.
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piainview
Theatre

“PI.AIN VIEW'S POPULAR AMUSEMENT PLACE"

1926 FEBRUARY 1926

J. J. HOFFMAN, Manager.

HHSIijSL
1

L
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14 15 16 17 18 19;20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27cniiq

Eebruary
I

Program
‘BETTER PICTURES”

Piainview, Nebraska.

Monday

"THE FJRfT YEAR’’
L With Matt Moore, Kathryn'1

, Perry Margaret Liv-
ingston and Frank Currier The laughing hit of
the season Also^HELEN & WARREN series

Tuesday ,

RICHARD TAI.MADUE
) In “THE PRINCE OP PfcP" Also PoMie News.U THIS IS BYRUAIN NIGHT.

iVednes.
<

“SEVEN DAYS
with Lillian Rich. Creh.nton Hale. Liiyan Tasji-

man, Tom' Wi 1son. This istory was not written
by Eflnbr Qlyn Mary Roberts Reinhart wrote
it and Its funny. «o if you like a good laugh see

Uhls. Also COMEDY

Thursday
^I

"A Girl of the Limberlost”
t Gene Stratton Porter's own production of her own

famous novel. With Gloria Grey, Emily Fitzroy,

Cullen Landis, and Gertrude Olmsted Also
comedy Undei Mia auspices of Woman’s Club.

Friday
j

Saturday
(

~ “SILENT SAjNDERSON”
J with Harry Carey A story that shifts from
_ the warm friendly West to the merciless bitter

^ Yukon country, in other words it a western and
9 northern combined Comedy “MOTOR MAD."

Sunday

Monday 1

Rudolph Valentino
7 In “THE, EAGLET* Valentino gives one of his
I most Intelligent and likable “characterizations,

and ti^e men as well as the women will like this

^ drama of lo'e and hate, intrigue and laughter.

S Vi'ma Banky the Hungarian "find” and Louise
Dresser, are in the cash. Ccrmody ADVENTURES
OF MAZIE “SO’S YOUR OLD MAN.”

“THE QUEEN OF DIAMONDS”

BARGAIN NIGHT

Wednes. 10
Thursday 11

“THE WINDING STAIRS”

with Alma Rubens. Edmund Lowe. Mahlon Ha-
milton Love made him A quitter—then remorse
made h-lm a hero. Comedy Dinky Doodle cartoon
“THE GIANT KILLER.”

Friday 12
Sntunlay 13

“THE FIGHTING HEART”
with George O'Brien and Billie Dove O'Brien as

a prize fighter is great and there are three
thrilling fighls in this.Comedy “SWEET MARIE”

Sunday 14
Monday 15

“THAT ROYLE GIRL

”

with Carol Dempster W C Fields. James Kirk-
wood. Harrison FY)rd A colorful love drama of
Chicago's Jazz, zone made real bv D \V Griffith.

The scenes in the underworld Jazz Joints are the
last word .In realism So Is the great storm se-

quence Comedy “A PARISIAN KNIGHT” Van
Brbber

Tuesday

Wednes.

Th u rsday

16
with L£fty Flynn.

GAIN ffIGHT

“HIGH AND HANDSOME”
Pathe News' THIS IS BAR

17

18

“THANK YOU”
A John Golden play hit, wlfih George O'Brien.
Jacqueline Logah. -A human story of the taming
of -a town of hvpocrits By arrangement ‘be-

tween Wm Fox and John Golden, a part of this
picture's proceeds will be turned over to - the
ministers ‘pension fund. Comedy “HOW THE
.ELEPHANT GOT HIS TRUNK," un natural his
tory'

19 FRED THOMSON
with his famous horse SILVER KING

Friday

Saturday 20 TOUGH GUY.” You catl't go wrong on
THE
FYed

ThomsKj'n picture, and be knows the value of
clean and wholesome pictares, thats the ohly
kind he makes. Bring the family. Comedy
“SHORT CHANCfE,” with Walter Heirs

MARY PlOKFORD In

« < Tessofthe Storm Country
Sunday Mary Pfckford as a girl again, with her beautiful

curls and wonderful pmile One night only
Also comedy

American Legion Benefit

Monday 22 * ^ou Can't Stand There”

An educational, thrilling, faclnating film, of th»

World War Also News Reel of the OMAHA
CONVENTION

Tuesday 23

Wednes. 24
Thursday 25
Frida, 26
Saturday 27

“NEW LIVES FOR OLD”
with Betty Compson PATHE NHW& THIS IS
BARGAFN NIGHT

“SINNERS IN HEAVEN”

with Richard Dix Something new in lost-on-a
desert island romances. Actually filmed on b

South Sea Island Also Screen Almanac

“MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP’*
with Verk Reynolds,
picture that will be
“LOVE AND LIONS/

A real honest to goodnes^
veil worth seeing Comedy

Sunday 28
1

Monday
March

“FLAMING WATERS”
with Malcolm McGregor Pauline Garron and
Mary Carr Sensational melodrama-gasp-making
thrills—a great spectacle of a river of oil aflame
Don't miss this Also ADVENTURES Oh
MAZIE “PIKES PIQUE.”

FEBRUARY—Shortest of the months and In many respects best of them—thA month thut gave ns Washington abd Alvrnhlnin Lincoln. A
big little month ably fulfilling in 28 or 2!) days its n.'oport Innate responsibility op u twelfth division of the year

In February the keeping 'of good .resolutions sustained through January becomes hahltuuL It is a shorter distance to the next roan
marker. Four weeks Is not u long time to carry on. Perhaps Providence ordered It so In recognition of Mankinds need for <n>
courageinent. February Ik a big month in the the tlieatre year. Patrons age accustomed to (snow. Ice and cold. The fireside has become
a bit monotonous. There Is a general demand for a good place to go to have a good time. Business is always good In February. Accord-
ingly, theatres offer nn extremely high grade entertainment during tills., period. GO TO THE THEATRE IN FEBRUARY.

Calendars are the thing in January and February just as Holly is the thing in De-
cember. And J. J. Hoffman of the Piainview theatre, Piainview, Neb., tied up
Father Time with a dozen pictures booked for the month of Fehruary.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 87)

the Academy theatre, Charleston, N. C.,

with a campaign which was based upon
the trade-at-home spirit. The campaign
aided by the Evening Post demonstrated
that a country girl may be brought to the
city and dressed in the latest modes with
the result that she will soon have com-
fortable access to the homes of the most
elite. At Seattle, Wash., the picture was
exploited in the Strand theatre with a
Charleston contest.
“We arranged for the personal appearance of

Chief William Red Fox to do a prologue and
reach the public schools and the civic bodies.
Upon the arrival of the chief on Saturday after-
noon we had 100 Boy Scouts standing in salute
as he stepped from the train in full Indian re-
galia. This made a very impressive picture and
after he had talked to the Scouts on loyalty and
service he had completely won over the entire
reception committee of press representatives, the-
atre managements and Scout executives. The
Scouts escorted the chief through the main section
of the city to the mayor’s office where he was
extended the key to the city. After this he made
the newspapers, both of which were receptive
and cooperated during his stay in Charleston.
"Sunday was a quiet day, but starting on Mon-

day every available minute was filled with an
appearance before schools and civic bodies. Every
school room in the city was visited. All during
the week the chief built up a special matinee for
Saturday morning at which time he would tell

of Custer’s last fight. The attendance at that
matinee was over 2,000.”

The campaign on Paramount’s “Man-

nequin” at the Miller theatre, Wichita,
Kan., started off with the publication of

teaser ads offering a reward for informa-
tion leading to the whereabouts of Joan
Herrick, who was kidnapped by her
nurse. These teasers were run five days.

On Sunday a double truck announced
the discovery of Joan as The Mannequin
Girl, stating that she would appear in

person at the Miller theatre on Monday
and Tuesday. On Wednesday she visited

the stores advertising in the double
truck.

“In Borrowed Plumes”
Brings Plumes
An idea that is unusual if not

unique has been launched by Ar-
row Pictures Corporation for “In
Borrowed Plumes,” directed by
Victor Hugo Halperin.

Exhibitors and independent ex-

changemen and the press are re-

ceiving elaborately colored plumes
of black, yellow, lavender and red.

F. N.’s Campaign Brings
Thanks from Newspaper
Following a campaign for First Na-

tional’s “Clothes Make the Pirate” in Ak-
ron, Ohio, a letter came to the exploiteer

from the circulation manager of the news-
paper which had taken part in the cam-
paign expressing thanks for the value of

the publicity for the paper itself.

In co-operation with Arthur Dunlevy,
manager of the Strand, in Akron, Walter
Lindlar of First National’s exploitation de-

partment, arranged with the Akron Times
Press to include a Leon Errol Pirate hat as

a special supplement with each copy of

the Sunday edition. The paper carried a

page one story of the stunt daily, a week
in advance and the stunt went over big for

all concerned as is shown by the follow-

ing letter from the circulation manager:

Dear Sir:

“I certainly appreciate all the co-operation
you gave ue in the circulation department
of the Time9-Press during the week your
picture, “Clothes Make the Pirate” appeared
at the Strand.

“Your stunt in enclosing the pirate hat
in each Sunday edition was a circulation
getter and created a lot of good will with
our subscribers. Calls started coming in for
papers the minute the first paper appeared
and have come in daily since that time.

“I hope our co-operation has meant as

much to you as it has to us.”

The town was heavily billed and the

newspaper advertising made a big splash.

On Saturday, before the opening, a special

parade of more than 600 newsboys led by
a police escort and a 50 piece band marched
through the principal downtown streets to

a special show. All of the boys carried

banners and wore the pirate hats. And
this stunt was given daily page one pub-
licity. Apparently from the way this live

showman’s organization works there is no
page but the front page.

And not content with this two big helps

toward record breaking business Lindlar
promoted a Pirate Ball at East Market
Gardens, Akron’s finest ballroom. The
ballroom management took large daily

newspaper ads announcing a “Clothes
Make the Pirate Ball” and posted more
than 200 one sheets. They also strung
painted banners announcing the event all

over town, besides decorating the ball room
a week in advance. The local costumers
were swamped and had to send to Cleve-
land for more costumes. The total cost to

the theatre was small. The net result was
big business for everybody concerned—the

theatre, the newspaper, and the ball room.

Fox “Sandy” Campaign
to Exploit Every Angle

Taking advantage of the publicity be-
ing given “Sandy,” by Elenore Meherin,
now running in more than 100 news-
papers and anticipating the demand on
the part of the public to see it, Fox Films
has arranged complete exploitation and
publicity campaigns.

The press book is crammed with valu-
able advertising and exploitation sugges-
tions. It offers many opportunities for

tie-ups with the newspapers publishing
the serial, contests of various kinds, mer-
chant cooperation, special store window
tie-ups and street ballyhoos.

General Sales Manager James R.

Grainger has sent special representatives

throughout the country to complete the
arrangements for the newspaper tie-ups.

Another feature is the supplying of

slides and trailers announcing that

“Sandy” is in the pictures now.
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o n Picture s

^j^HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions , It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

RANCIS BUSHMAN IS A BET-
ter villain in “Ben Hur” than he ever

was a hero in anything. Wallace Beery
is a better comedian in “Behind the
Front” and other recent pictures than
even he ever was a villain in previous
pictures. Other recent transitions, to in-

clude those of Lewis Stone, Adolphe
Menjou and, a little further back, Lew
Cody, indicate not only a growing tend-
ency toward “changing horses” but a
gratifying readiness on the part of the
public to permit it.

On the other side there are the cases
of Mary Pickford, whom the public will

have none of save in her grimy gingham,
Charles Chaplin, who doesn’t click save
in slapstick, Tom Mix, Gloria Swanson
and a host of others whose attempts to

switch characters have been summarily
disapproved by the people who buy the
tickets.

Undoubtedly it is a natural impulse
which moves a star to change his stuff.

At any rate, they all make the attempt,
sooner or later. The record is presented
here merely to the end that all may real-

ize the majority experience is against the
idea. If the attempt must be made, it is

good judgment to confine it to one pic-

ture and see what happens to that one
before going further.

“DEHIND THE FRONT” IS QUITE
J-J the funniest long picture in many

moons. In it Wallace Beery and Ray-
mond Hatton are a couple of rookies to
whom things happen. Some of the best
war jokes you have heard, and others
that you haven’t are dramatized to pro-
vide the laughs and they are plenty.
Mack Sennett made a two-reeler with

Harry Langdon which was a beginning
in this direction. Others followed with
short features of similar character. This
picture is as much better than these as
it is bigger.

I saw it at McVickers and the funniest
part of the whole thing was the gentle-
man sitting behind me who kept assur-
ing his fair company that the drama
would begin in a moment. Yet the pic-
ture didn’t need this fellow to make it a
scream.
Mary Brian’s in it, too.

O UR GANG, BACK IN McVICKERS
for some reason or othef after a re-

cent transfer to the Chicago, knocked
them over again last week with “Better
Movies.” I seem to recall having read
reports of this comedy in “What the Pic-
ture Did For Me,” which may mean that
it is not fresh off the griddle, but Chi-
cago theatres are getting later and later
on their first runs.

This is a big step up for the Gang,
their last two shown here sagging a bit

from standard. I consider the recovery
a development of utmost importance to
trade and public, the latter especially.
The reverse would be a calamity which
I refuse to think about.

This Week:
Changing Horses
Behind the Front
Better Movies

The American Venus
Pathe Review
The Sea Beast

Exhibitor Reports
Lord Jim

Lady Windermere’s Fan
The Eagle

Mike
Lights of Old Broadway

Slippery Feet

1\T OW THAT THEY’VE MADE
IN “The American Venus,” there seems
no good use in going through with that
project to picturize the Follies. This has
at least as many legs, etc., and not even
Mr. Ziegfeld could improve upon the pic-

ture, mechanically, pictorially or anatom-
ically.

I should like to have been able to take
Mr. Ziegfeld and Mr. Sennett with me to

“Venus.” The things they do so well
have been done so much better that their
respective faces should have provided a
study—if indeed I could have spared eye
for the inspection. There is very little

opportunity to look away from the screen
while “The American Venus” is upon it.

There is a story of a sort but there is

so much else that it doesn’t matter. The
big item is the feminine form more or
less divine and for the most part more.

Walter Lundin, A. S. C., for many years
Harold Lloyd’s cameraman, now making
“For Heaven’s Sake,” Lloyd’s next feature.

And in Technicolor, in black and white,
stilled in tableau and unstilled in motion,
draped and merely bejeweled.

Ford Sterling, Esther Ralston and
Lawrence Gray are the chief partici-

pants, Mr. Sterling providing the humor,
Mr. Gray the heroics and Miss Ralston
a bewildering assortment of unsuspected
curves and contours. Fay Lanphier,
Miss America herself, is in but briefly

and runs a bad second to Miss Ralston
as to acting and elsewise.

Early exhibitor reports say the picture
is a whale at the box office and enough
of it got by the Chicago censor board
to hold my attention the required num-
ber of minutes, so why write more about
it?

T WENT TO McVICKERS EARLIER
L than usual last week and got in on
one of the short features they screen
only on the dinner show. It was Pathe
Review and it got more spontaneous
comment from persons sitting near me
than anything else on the expansive and
varied program.

I don’t know the number of it and I

don’t think it matters. Exhibitors who
report on Pathe Review invariably say
the same thing and you know what that
is. The mystery is that McVickers or
any other theatre should use so good a

picture on the dinner show and then
drop it out. There are plenty of reasons,
of course, but no justifications.

JOHN BARRYMORE IN “THE SEA
J Beast” is still another John Barry-
more. It is said that he insisted upon
making this picture, having cherished
that ambition these many years, and
whether or not that be the case it is

true that he worked out on it.

The main item of the picture is Mr.
Barrymore’s acting. And there are

other items which would classify as big
if it were not for the star’s dominance
over mere events. There is a sea storm
of staggering proportions and a whale
killing which undoubtedly is impressive,

but in each incident it is Barrymore’s
behavior that stands out.

Dolores Costello is the young lady in

the case and suffers the same eclipse as

the incidents mentioned. Undoubtedly
she is at least as good as in “Manne-
quin,” but Barrymore is so much better
than anyone in that picture that she
seems less impressive. The same fate

meets George O’Hara, who was the
works as hero of “Fighting Blood” and
is just a cog as the villain of “The Sea
Beast.”

Society paid five and ten dollars per
seat to see “The Sea Beast” at the Good-
man Little Theatre, Chicago, two nights
before it opened at the Orpheum, the
proceeds p-oing to some sort of charity
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and those present pronouncing the show
well worth the money for whatever rea-

son. On top of which Mae Tinee—who
may mean this, that or nothing to you

—

devoted her Sunday space in The Chicago
Tribune to telling how good it is.

VX7ILLIAM E. TRAGSDORF,
^’Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.,
drops me this casual letter which I’m
sure you’ll want to read. Mr. Trags-
dorf is, as you know if you read “What
the Picture Did For Me,” a man of defi-

nite opinions and gifted in expressing
them. He writes:

Took a flyer up to Mpls. to see the
family and while I was there took in a
few of the New Ones. That is, NEW,
so far as the Brush Apes out in the Tall
Grass are concerned.

For the benefit of the boys out in the
Tall Uncut, this is the way they looked
to me

:

LORD JIM. The opening title says
that it is a serious attempt to put Con-
rad’s book into film. I would class it as
a very fine production for the MEN in the
audience. The women will not care for
it. In fact, Mrs. Trag. told me she did
not like it. I thought it was very good,
due, probably, to the fact that I had spent
many of my young and giddy years in

Panama where the scenes were natural and
the story could have happened. The title

is a total loss, except for the few High
Brows who may have read Conrad.
LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN. Di-

rected by Lubitsch. The acting of Irene
Rich, May McAvoy, Ronald Coleman and
Bert Lytell was very good. The direction
was of the very best. Mrs. Trag. said this
was wonderful, and I almost concurred in
her opinion. The only objection I had to
this picture was that it was too damned
slow for small towns. There was too
much posing. It might go over in Small
Towns, but I doubt it. However, I claim
it was a very clever picture and the di-

rection was above par.

THE EAGLE. This is probably Rudy’s
best since “The Four Horsemen.’’ It is

something on the order of Doug’s “Mark
of Zorro’’ with the exception of being a
costume picture. Not so much soft soap
in it as there has been in Rudy’s last four
or five, and more action. Should please
the men as well as the women. How-
ever, due to his last four or five flops
out in the sticks, we would have a hard
time getting anyone with good sense in
to see him.

MIKE. Due to hilarity caused by
Charley Murray and Ford Sterling, this is

a beaner of a comedy. It is not a RIOT
as Metro would try to make you believe,
but it is a hoop la of a picture, if you
can get them in with any such fool title

as that. The picture as a whole is very
good, and it is not all comedy. There are
moments of pathos which will aLmost make
you weep, and there is enough action stuff

to please the most rabid serial fans. As a
whole, a very fine picture. Sally O’Neill,
as Mike, is pretty good, and she has three
kids and a dog and a goose which help her
very much.

The first two I saw in vaudeville houses
and the music and projection was of the
most terrible. The last two in regular
movie palaces, and the projection was fair-

ly good; the music was better.

I have room in these pages, or others

which I may occupy with my stuff if it

is sufficiently meritorious and volumi-

nous, for other good letters from ex-

hibitors about pictures which they have
seen in other than their own theatres

and therefore cannot write about in the

regular report department. Who’ll be
first to repay Mr. Tragsdorf for his let-

ter by writing another? You can even
guess about the drawing power of the

pictures, as Mr. Tragsdorf does, if you
like to do that, as so many do, but I

shall label them as guesses for the good
of the cause.—T. O. SERVICE.

Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone are
starred in First National’s “Too
Much Money.” Robert Cain is also
shown in the bottom picture.

O RDINARILY, WHILE I ENJOY
the pictures Marion Davies stars in,

and while I appreciate her versatility, I

feel that her face is devoid of that

warmth that is essential for some of the
characters she portrays.

I think that in her dual role in “Lights
of Old Broadway” she is better than I

have ever seen her. To my way of

thinking the entire picture is splendid.
A whimsical note prevails from start to

finish, and just when I thought the
humor was going to drop precipitately
over the brink of low comedy it kept
its footing beautifully.

The characterizations of Conrad Nagel
as the ardent lover, and of Charles Mc-
Hugh as the lovable but hot-tempered
Irish father, merit the highest commen-
dation. The other characters keep up
with the pace set for them.
The delicacy and ease with which the

historical background is maintained
should not be passed without mention.
Young Thomas Edison and little Teddy
Roosevelt are introduced in a most in-

teresting. manner.
There is some vitally alive about the

picture that I liked—Fanchon Kauders.

'THREE THINGS WERE HAN-
died well at a show which I attended

at the Rialto, Elgin, the other night.

Two were the pictures and the third

brings credit to Will Newman, manager
of the Great States houses in that busy
neighbor city of Chicago.

When a small fire started in an ad-

joining building and the smoke entering
the theatre started some of the patrons
toward the exits, Manager Newman
quietly ordered the orchestra leader to

swing his musicians into a rollicking tune
while he got all the ventilation possible

into the house. Patrons who had started

to leave returned to their seats and
others who had hesitated at entering for-

got their hesitation. That’s real man-
agement.
And it would have been foolish to miss

such a good program anyway. It was a
splendid challenge to some of the misstate-

ments and exaggerations heard last week
from advocates of federal censorship at

the conference in Chicago of the Federal
Motion Picture Council in America. One
speaker had said that if there happened
to be a good long feature on the pro-
gram it usually was accompanied by an
“obnoxious comedy.” Certainly the
Rialto had a convincing rebuttal for that
assertion.

“Lights of Old Broadway” was ac-
companied by Bobby Vernon’s “Slippery*
Feet,” a Pathe multiple picture showing
Annette Ivellerman’s training stunts and
by some color pictures of Yale’s cam-
pus. If there was anything “obnoxious”
on this program only the socalled re-

formers could find it, but of course that
might not be difficult for a person with
distorted ideas of how to improve mo-
tion pictures.

Marion Davies is not only good to
look upon but she again proves she can
act in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.
Laurence Eyre, the author, and Carey
Wilson, the adaptor, have accomplished
that too often difficult feat of making
educational material entertaining. His-
tory is worked into the picture in a de-
lighting way in flashes of Teddy Roose-
velt, the boy, with a mark of 100 in his-

history lessons but 50 in conduct; Tony
Pastor and his theatre; the boys Weber
and Fields in their first tryout; the first

experiment with electric lighting on old
Fourteenth street; and possibly especial-

ly in the young man, Thomas A. Edison.
Introduction of the latter character was
particularly interesting to me in that I

saw the picture on the day the Wizard of

Electricity was celebrating his 79th birth-

day.

Miss Davies plays the dual role of

Anne and Fely, twin sisters, the former
of whom was adopted into the family of

Lambert De Rhonde (played by Frank
Currier,) the “aristocrack,” as he is

termed contemptuously by Shamus
O’Tandy, the squatter, who adopted
Fely, lighthearted variety girl at Pas-

tor’s. Charles McHugh as Shamus ran

a close second even to Conrad Nagel as

Dirk in the opinion of the audience, at

least if its applause is a criterion. Monta
Bell, director, did good work in han-
dling the difficult situations required by
the dual characterization.

—

Ernest Rovel-
stad.

S LIPPERY FEET” GIVES BOBBY
Vernon a good opportunity for

some impersonations well intermingled
with comedy errors, particularly when
he is tricked by the rival for his hostess’

heart to dress as a notorious bandit.

The constable and his helper catapult

into the scene from the seats of a tandem
bicycle (somehow this reversion to the

Keystone Cop type seemed out of place

and it didn’t draw much of a laugh).

Then the chase begins, with Bobby and
the real bandit getting in a few novelties

before a mirror and with the mirror
removed. Likewise there is a laugh in

the alternating demands of the bandit
that the guests drop their jewels into a

wastebasket and of Bobby that they take

them back.

The Annette Kellerman pictures did

not draw a very enthusiastic hand des-

pite the novelty. Miss Kellerman ap-

peared as a troupe of five going through
calisthenics. It was interesting to me
and the audience interest’s lagging
might be accounted for by the fact that

she appeared to be at a distance, possibly
a mechanical necessity. The color pic-

tures of Yale University, parts of a

series,, were well received.—Ernest Rovel-
stad.
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Scene from “The Danger Girl,” Pro-
ducers Distributing Corp. release in

which Priscilla Dean has the stellar

role.

The Road to Glory
Distributor: Fox

Producer: Fox

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR HOWARD HAWKS
Author Howard Hawks
Adaptor L. G. Rigby
Cameraman Joseph August

PLAYERS
Judith Allen May McAvoy
David Hale Leslie Fenton
James Allen Ford Sterling-
Del Cole Rockliffe Fellowes
Aunt Selma Milla Davenport
The dog Hank
Butler John MacSweeney
TYPE: Modern society drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME : The present.

STORY : There is a bond of sympathy
between a girl and her father, who
laughs when his daughter shows him a
bruise over her eye which she tells him
she received when she and her lover
wrecked the roadster through speedy
driving. The father is killed next day by
a falling brick, and the girl in her grief
goes blind from the bruise, and re-
nounces God and her lover in her misery.
She goes to a lonely cabin to get away
from everything and is followed by her
lover, who is hurt when a tree crashes
on the cottage. The girl prays, and he
recovers and she regains her sight.

HIGHLIGHTS: Cabaret scenes. . . .

The auto wreck. . . . Heroine’s loss of
sight. . . . Miraculous recovery when
tree crashes on cabin and injures her
and her lover.

The Danger Girl

Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co

Producer: Metropolitan
*

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR EDWARD DILLON
PLAYERS

Marie Duquesne Priscilla Dean
Wilson Travers John Bowers
James, the butler

Gustave Von Seyffertitz

Henrietta Travers Cissy Fitzgerald
Mortimer Travers Arthur Hoyt
Pelham William Humphrey
Organ Man Clarence Burton
Henderson Erwin Connolly

TYPE: Mystery melodrama.

THEME: Outwitting crooks.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME : The present.

STORY : Two wealthy brothers are
visited by a girl in bridal attire who
enters their home via the roof and asks
to be saved from a distasteful marriage.
Meanwhile the police inform the broth-
ers, one of whom is in love with the
girl, that a robbery has taken place and
a woman has been seen scurrying over
the roofs. Numerous exciting and hu-
morous incidents occur before the girl

reveals that she is aiding the police, and
the real thieves are apprehended.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which the

girl enters bachelor apartment. ... Ap-
pearance of the brothers’ aunt. . . . Fight
in billiard room. . . . Capture of thieves.

. . . Disclosure of girl’s identity as

police aid.

May McAvoy in a scene from “The
Road to Glory,” produced by Fox Film

Corporation.

“The Danger Girl,” from which this

scene is taken, is a Pro-Dis-Co release
made by Metropolitan.

The Fighting Buckaroo
Distributor: Fox

Producer: Fox

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR R. WILLIAM NEILL
Author Frank Howard Clark
Adaptor Charles Darnton
Cameraman Reginald Lyons

PLAYERS
Larry Crawford Buck Jones
Betty Gregory Sally Long
Glenmore Bradley Lloyd Whitlock
Percy Wellington Frank Butler
Richard Gregory E. J. Radcliffe

First Crook Ben Hendricks
Second Crook Ray Thompson
Ranch Foreman Frank Rice

TYPE: Comedy-drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Western American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man in an endeavor
to stop a car which runs over a boy halts

a judge through error and is arrested

and falls in love with the judge’s daugh-
ter. He is sent to take up an option on
the judge’s land, on which gold has been
found. Another wants the land and the

girl, and his gang steals the girl’s pearls

and the young man saves her. After a
wild ride they arrive in time to take up
the option and win the judge’s consent

to their marriage.

HIGHLIGHTS : Car hitting boy. . . .

Fight on hotel. . . . Wild motorcycle
ride, hero dropping on train from
bridge. . . . Hand car ride and fight.

. . . Horse riding. . . . Many humorous
incidents.
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Irene
Distributor

:

First National

Producer: First National

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR ALFRED E. GREEN
Scenarist June Mathis

PLAYERS
Irene O’Dare Colleen Moore
Donald Marshal Lloyd Hughes
“Madame Lucy” George K. Arthur
Pa O’Dare..... Charles Murray
Ma O’Dare Kate Price
Mrs. Warren Marshall Ida Darling
Eleanor Hadley Eva Novak
Larry Hadley Edward Earle
Bob Harrison Lawrence Wheat
Helen Cheston Maryon Aye
Jane Gilmour Bess Flowers
Mrs. Cheston Lydia Yeamans Titus
Mrs. Gilmour Cora Macey
TYPE: Society comedy-drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An Irish lass loses her job,

and through the kindness of the son of a
wealthy family obtains employment as a
model to a costumer, who accepts her in
return for the hero’s patronage. When
the models are brought to the man’s
home the young girl is left behind, being
considered impossible as a mannikin.
The young man has her array herself
modishly and takes her to the affair,

where she is a sensation. The mother
is dubious of her son’s friend and dis-

covers the girl’s shopgirl past and de-
nounces her. The girl runs from the
house. After convincing the girl’s

mother of his affection for her daughter,
the young man follows her and finds

her on the fire-escape of her home. He
convinces her there is no escape from
love.

HIGHLIGHTS: The fashion show.
. . . Colored photography. . . . Whippet
race.

Colleen Moore and George K. Arthur
in a scene from “Irene,” produced by

First National.

For Woman s Favor
Distributor

:

State Right

Producer: Lund Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR OSCAR LUND
PLAYERS

The Man Elliott Dexter
The Girl Seena Owen
“The Shark” Wilton Lackaye
“The Lamb” Irma Harrison
“The Fool” Henry Hull
“The Wolf” Paul McAllister
The Brother Arthur Donaldson

TYPE: Society drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young man finds himself
penniless and disillusioned and deserted
by the girl he loves. His friend turns
wolf and hounds him for money, demand-
ing he blackmail the girl. The young
man happens to read “The Falcon,”
whose plot resembles his life, and reads
how the lover sacrifices all for the

woman he loves. When the girl comes
to obtain her letters, the hero gives them
to her despite the remonstrances of his

friend. The girl realizes the bigness of

his nature and that she loves him.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in which vil-

lain suggests blackmail. . . . Scene in

which heroine asks for her letters. . . .

The villain’s demand lor money. . . .

Final love scene.

Fox News No. 39
DARTMOUTH SKATING STARS WIN THEIR SEC-
OND VICTORY OVER YALE TEAM, 3 TO X,

IN INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY.
*

Fox News No. 38
HELEN WILLS, AMERICA’S WOMAN TENNIS

CHAMPION, MEETS FOREIGN NET STARS
IN RIVIERA TOURNAMENTS.

*

Kinograms No. 5159
EXCAVATORS AT PINE GARDENS, PETERSBURG,

UNCOVER PASSAGES DUG BY CON-
FEDERATES IN SIEGE.

*

Kinograms No. 5160
“WESTPHALIA” IN PORT IN NEW YORK WITH

27 HEROICALLY SAVED FROM DOOMED
FREIGHTER "ALKAID.”

*

Pathe News No. 13
BLIZZARD SWEEPS EAST, BLANKETING METROP-
OLIS IN DEEP SNOW. NEW YORK TRAFFIC

IS TEMPORARILY DEMORALIZED.
*

Pathe News No. 14
NORTH CHINA IN THROES OF STILL ANOTHER

CIVIL WAR. TROOPS OF GEN. LI CHING-
LING STRIVE TO HOLD LINES IN SMALL

TOWNS.
*

International News No. 12
NEWSREEL CAMERAMEN “SHOOT" BIG GAME.
WITH LENSES, NOT RIFLES. AND RESULTS

ARE SOME STRIKING SNAPSHOTS.
*

International News No. 13
HELICOPTER IN NEW TESTS “TURNS TURTLE.”

“AUTO-GIRO” PLANE MAKES SUCCESSFUL
ASCENT—BUT THE LANDING ENDS IN

DISASTER.

The Blind Goddess
Distributor: Paramount

Producer: Famous Players-Lasky

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR VICTOR FLEMING
Adaptors .'

Hope Laring and Louis D. Lighton

PLAYERS
William Devens Ernest Torrence
Hugh Dillon Jack Holt
Moira Devens Esther Ralston
Aileen Clayton Louise Dresser

TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: Maternal love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The daughter of a politician

is in love with a young attorney. The
father’s happiness ends with the appear-
ance of his wife, who had deserted him,
but returns to see her daughter. The
father pleads with her to go, as he has
built up an ideal of her for his daughter.
The wife leaves and is seen by the
daughter, who does not know her. Im-
mediately after this the father’s partner
comes in and admits being mixed in

several crooked deals in which he has
implicated both—and during a quarrel
kills him. The daughter believes the
woman guilty and she is arrested. She
does not reveal her identity, but tells her
story to the young lawyer, who origi-

nally was the prosecuting attorney, and
who, while reconstructing the murder,
turns on the dictaphone, into which the
father spoke before he died. The lawyer
changes to the defense and wins an ac-

quittal. Mother and daughter are re-

united.

HIGHLIGHTS : Appearance of wife.

. . . Fight between partners. . . . Court
scene. . . . Reunion of mother and
daughter.

Colleen Moore and Kate Price in

“Irene,” First National production
directed by Alfred E. Green.

When Love Grows Cold
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR HARRY O. HOYT
Author Laura Jean Libbey

PLAYERS
Margaret Benson Natacha Rambova
Jerry Benson Clive Brook
Jerry Jr Russell Griffin

Alec Clark Johnny Gough
Vera Clark Kathlene Martin
William Graves Sam Hardy
Gloria Trevor Kathryn Hill

TYPE: Domestic drama.

THEME: Triumph of loyalty.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young inventor and his

wife become wealthy through the wife’s

ability to convince influential persons of

the worth of one of her husband’s inven-

tions. After their rise in fortune the

inventor develops into a neglectful, un-
interesting man-about-town and his wife
lives apart with their son. Through a
complication arising out of a wealthy
man’s attempt to win the inventor’s wife
the wayward husband is brought to reali-

zation of his wife’s loyalty and a re-

union is effected.

HIGHLIGHTS: The scene in the

committee-room. . . . The dinner party.

. . . The attempt to compromise Jerry.

. . . The hero’s attempt on the villain’s

life. . . . The hero’s rescue of his son.

. . . The reunion.
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DENVER
DENVER, COL .—Seth Perkins, new

district manager for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, has been here yisiting R. J. Gar-
land, local branch manager. . . . B. P.

McCormick, manager of the Liberty at

Florence, and the Opera House at Canon
City, who was a visitor here recently, an-
nounced that he has about closed negotia-
tions for the purchase of the Opera House
from Jessie Jones. McCormick has been
operating the theatre under a lease for the

past year. . . . Frank Fairchild of the
Kohn-Fairchild Amusement Company was
seen visiting in Film Row a short time
ago. . . . G. E. Rosenzvald, manager for
Universal, accompanied by Barney Rose,
sales representative, returned from a hur-
ried sales trip to Casper, Wyo. . . . Lou
Marcus, district manager for Paramount,
has been visiting the exchange here. . . .

Eugene Gerbase, new Associated Ex-
hibitors manager, was recently presented
with an honorary life membership to the
Denver Film Board of Trade as an ap-
preciation of his sincere cooperation and
activity as a member while manager for
Universal over a period of eight years.
. . . Jim Hughes, manager, and B. J.

Sallows, owner of the Imperial in Alliance,
Neb., were visitors here, writing up future
bookings with various exchanges.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The Alma,

formerly operated under a lease by
A. Brown, has been taken over by the
owner, Fred Beckhart. C. J. Seldenridge
will act as resident manager and will have
charge of the bookings. . . . The Phila-
delphia Arbitration Board, in a recent
ruling, declared that contracts entered into
on a percentage basis must be played the
full duration of the stipulated time, and
that exchanges are entitled to a return
figured on the basis of business actually
done. . . . Ground will be broken early
in spring for a 100 seat theatre to be
erected in Germantown by Golder Broth-
ers. . . . John Gill, former member of the
Liberty sales force, has joined the Uni-
versal personnel. . . . The Bar.dy Mo-
tion Picture Machine Company which
spent approximately $75,000 in an at-
tempt to perfect a flickerless and shut-
terless motion picture projector, will go
into voluntary bankruptcy, it was an-
nounced following a vote taken by the
stockholders at a recent meeting held in
the Hotel Vendig. Optical engineers
who have worked in conjunction with
Sam Bardy, the inventor, for some time
have been unable to correct certain lens
defects that prevented the machine from
being put on the market in a compact
and practical size. . . . Joe Wilson,
assistant technical director for Metropoli-
tan, a former Philadelphian, was a recent
visitor to the local Producers Distributing
Corporation’s office. . . . Charles Dutkin,
manager of the Astor, has returned in the
same capacity to the Grant, of which he
was the original manager. . . . A. M.
Rosenberg representing the Advance
Trailer Service has resigned to accept a

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning February 6)

ST. FRANCIS : “Behind the Front,” Para-
mount.

CALIFORNIA: “Three Faces East,” Pro-Dis-
Co.

LOEWS WARFIELD : “Dance Madness,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

GRANADA: “Enchanted Hills,” Paramount.
IMPERIAL: “The Eagle,” United Artists

(continued)

.

CAMEO : “Man From Red Gulch,” Pro-Dis-
Co.

GOLDEN GATE: “The Mystic,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

UNION SQUARE: “Smilin’ at Trouble,”
F. B. O.

WILKES: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Goldwyn

-

Mayer (continued).

position as salesman for the Independent
Film Corporation. . . . John Evans who
recently sold the Tioga and Drury and
who has been confined to his home for a

long period because of illness is slowly
recovering. . . . Herb Hayman who has
been connected with the New York Ex-
change of Famous Players has succeeded
Ben Tolmas as manager of the office here
of the Independent Film Corporation. Mr.
Tolmas has gone with the Sierra Pictures
Corporation.

PORTLAND
PORTLAND, ORE.

—

K. L. Burke, Don
Myers and Joe Stiles dropped in from
Eastern Oregon, and after attending the

convention transacted some business! on
Film Row and then departed to the land
of the Jack-Rabbit. . . . Southern Oregon
was represented by Ross Nelson, L. Goux,
George Gould, and Frank Bligh at the

convention, and Film Row was certainly

crowded. . . . Paramount have their

Poster Coach in town and it is attracting
much attention. . . . George Gould from
Dallas states that an epidemic of flu has
taken its toll from his business, and that

so far it is not abating. . . . Sympathy is

extended to Jimmie Moran because of the

loss of his mother. . . . Neal East, Para-
mount manager, is sporting a new Auburn
Straight Eight. . . . Kolruss has left Pro-
ducers and has taken his old position of
shipping clerk with Pathe. . . . “The
Phantom’’ is just breaking for the subur-
ban houses and the town is plastered with
posters, handbills and window cards. . . .

Mgr. Hamburger of the Circle wants to
know what to do with four barrels of
horse-shoes he received from children for
admission to the “Calgary Stampede.” . . .

Langhorn is now owner of the Rose on
Lombard and Mississippi. . . .June Davis,
inspector for Universal, was struck by an
auto and is now in the hospital with an
injured foot. Everybody wishes her a
speedy recovery. . . . The Oregon, man-
aged by Bill Roache, Jr., presented “His
People” with their organ recital and both
were very well received.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA, ONT.—Following her recent

visit to Montreal, her home town, Norma
Shearer has launched upon a discussion of
motion picture subjects in a series of news-
paper articles which are being published
exclusively in the Canadian dailies through
a Montreal news bureau. . . . The picture

operators of Calgary, Alta., staged an old-

fashioned smoker at the Calgary Labor
Temple, Feb. 4, which was freely patron-
ized by local theatre fans. . . . Hon.
W. H. Price, Provincial Treasurer, an-
nounced that because there is a demand
for pictures other than those made in

the United States, many British and
foreign agencies have made requests for
the moving picture subjects produced
at the Ontario Government studio,
Trenton, Ontario. . . .Manager John
Hazza of the Capitol, Calgary, Alta.,

has provided a free cloak room for all

his patrons during the winter months.
. . . Manager Ernest Moule an-
nounced that the Temple, Brantford,
enjoys the use of printed programs
regularly through an arrangement made
with a local printing firm, the only cost
to the theatre being a couple of passes.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.

—

W. W. Farley,

_

owner
of theatres in Schenectady, Catskill, and
Yonkers, recently returned from Miami.
... J. H. Gerner has been named man-
ager of the Lowville Opera House. . . .

Dr. J. Victor Wilson, former manager of

theatres in Watertown, left for Miami
where he will be general manager of the

Motion Picture Corporation of Florida.

. . . Uly S. Hill, managing-director of the

Mark Strand theatres in Albany and Troy,
drops in at the State Capitol frequently to

watch motion picture legislation. Edmund
Trembly of the American in Troy has a

new pianist who is a niece of Clarence
Darrow, well known criminal lawyer. . . .

Mrs. Elizabeth V. Colbert of the New
York State Motion Picture Commission
presided at the recent meeting of the

Albany County Democratic Women’s Club.

. . . Tom North, exploitation man for

Pathe, is spending a couple of weeks here.

. . . Mrs. A. A. Elliott, wife of the owner
of the Rialto and Playhouse in Hudson, is

recovering from a long illness. . . . H. C.

McNamara will open his new theatre in

Valatie the latter part of this month. . . .

C. H. Buckley of the Clinton Square and
Leland was in New York attending the

Naked Truth dinner. . . . Sidney Katz,
assistant sales manager for F. B. O., was
in town and announced that next month
would see him in California. . . . Austin
Interrante, local manager for Warner
Brothers, is laid up with the grippe. . . .

Alex Sayles of the Leland gave an 11

o’clock show one night in an effort to

handle the crowds attending “The Phan-
tom of the Opera.” . . . Grant Palmer,
owner of the Star in Northville, died a
short time ago, and his son is expected to

continue in his stead. . . . Frank Wurm,
former state trooper, is handling the Star
in Salem. . . . Mrs. A. E. Milligan,
Schuylerville, was recently seen in Film
Row. . . . George Goldberg, salesman for
Pro-Dis-Co., is with Associated Exhibitors.
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. . . Abe VanDeusen, former shipper at
F. B. O., has been made booker, while
Vincent Fisher will represent the company
on the road. . . . Alec Herman, First Na-
tional manager, visited New York. . . .

Jerry Sullivan has been made manager of
the Rialto, Glen Falls. . . . Will Rose,
manager of Gardner Hall, Troy, an-
nounces that he has taken unto himself a
wife. . . . Jake Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose in Troy, gave a ten cent show that
included sixteen reels of film and two acts
of vaudeville. . . .Ben Davis, formerly
connected with the Schines, was recently
in Boston. . . . One theatre in Troy was
unable to secure either cord wood or coke,
and had to resort to discarded boxes for
obtaining heat.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX .—Non Binion has pur-

chased cooling systems for two of his
houses in Lufkin. ... A special program
was presented at the dedication of the new
pipe organ in E. F. Bradys theatre. . . .

Brady and Betancourt opened their new
house in Brownsville which seats about
800 people and is equipped with a pipe
organ. . . The following exhibitors have
purchased new equipment for their houses

:

L. B. Clark for his Rialto and Mission, El
Dorado

; Sidney M. Nutt for his Central,
Hot Springs

; Ozona, Ozona
; Independent,

Weslaco;,' Amusu, Kingston, Okla., and
/. D. Jones who is opening a new house in
Cl' vis,. N. M. . . . E. B. Buffington has
sold his Crescent and Airdome in Wood-
ville, to E. A. Swearingen. . . . Wiley
Day, formerly manager of the Strand and
Majestic in Wichita Falls, has been ap-
pointed supervising director for Texas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Kansas, and Mis-
souri by the Ad-Vance Trailer Service
Company of N. Y., and has opened his
office here. . . . The Palace at Muskogee,
Okla., has been remodeled. . . . Don
Milliken has purchased a half interest in
the Gem Amusement Company from Ray
Wilson. . . . Keatherall Brothers have
leased the Star, Gould, Ark. . . . H. H.
Peace, Carizo Springs, has announced that
he will soon move his Winter Garden to a
larger building because of rapidly increas-
ing patronage. . . . W. W. Grist, Jr.,
Little Rock, Ark., succeeds /. O’Donnell
as manager of the Majestic, Dallas. . . .

Ponca City, Okla., is to have a new theatre
operated by Eugene Wetzel, C. F. Calkins,
George H. Brett and Dr. J. A. Douglas.
... It is rumored that W. G. Underwood,
who purchased the Palace at Muskogee,
and the Crystal at Dallas, which has re-
opened under the management of W. O.
Goodman, is contemplating the purchase
of the Southern Enterprise houses in Mc-
Alester and Chickasha, Okla. . . . J. D.
Bennette has purchased the three theatres
at Drumright, Okla. Spot Dunbar, former
owner of the Idle Hour and Folly, will
have new connections in San Antonio. . . .

The theatre under construction in Stroud,
Okla., to be operated by Griffith Brothers
and Lewis Barton, is to open in May. . .

The Nusho, Woodward, Okla., operated by
D. V. and Ben Terry of Hobart, Okla., has
opened. . . W. P. Moran, manager of
the Oklahoma City branch of Universal,
was recently called to Portland to attend
the bedside of his mother who is seriously
iP. • • William R. O’Neil has bought
the Criterion, Butler, Okla., from W. G.
Parker. Three exchanges were the losers
as a result of the latest Board of Arbi-
tration findings, while one exhibitor was
awarded the expense of his trip. . . .

Roy Avey, Claude Fulgham, and Buddy
Benjamin, Oklahoma film men, received
minor injuries when their machine turned
over.

BOSTON
BOSTON, MASS .—Laurence “Buddy"

Salt Lake City

First Runs
(Week Beginning January 30)

AMERICAN : “The Beautiful City,” Asso-
ciated First National

;

“Educating Buster,"
Universal

;

International News.
KINE\tA : “Ramshackel House," Pro-Dis-Co;

“What Price Goofy," Pathe; Pathe Re-
view; International News.

PANTAGES : “Lilies of the Street," F. B. O.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “Hands Up,"

Paramount

;

“Mary Queen of Tots,"
Pathe; Pathe News.

VICTORY: “Cobra," Paramount; “Careful
Please," Educational

;

Pathe News.

Stuart, former manager of the Fenway,
recently arrived at the Copley Plaza as
special representative of Associated Exhib-
itors, Inc., with Al Blofson, general East-
ern division manager for Associated, to
sell and exploit “The Skyrocket.” . . .

G. K. Rudulph, general publicity director
for Fox, paid a brief but energetic visit

here in the course of doing a bit of con-
tact work and “looking things over,” and
gleaning many odd batches of information
on newspaper publicity possibilities. . . .

Harry Campbell and Max Roth, represent-
ing Fox, are touring New England in an
endeavor to multiply sales for February,
appointed as “Jimmy Grainger Month,” a
month consecrated to more sales.

ATLANTA
ATLANTA, GA.—Reports were recently

received that an involuntary petition for
bankruptcy has been filed by Alexander
Marks of New York against Enterprises
Distributing Corporation. . . . Lowe’s
Grand is giving a Masked Players Contest.
Views of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stars with
masks over their faces are given with hints
of the identity of the players, and the con-
test is being extensively advertised in a
local paper. . . . One of the most popu-
lar theatrical stunts was concluded at the
Metropolitan with the completion of the
Charleston contest in which scores of ama-
teurs were entered. . . . The Atlanta Film
Board of Trade has moved to new offices

in the Marietta building. ... IF. C. Alex-
ander has been added to the sales force of
the Southern Theatre Equipment Com-
pany, and will travel the Alabama terri-

tory. . . . Visitors to film row last week
included J. M. Johnson of the Colonial,
Jasper, Ala.

; Joe Shear, of Lee-Lash Stu-
dios, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

; R. T. Hill, of the
Cumberland Amusement company; M. W.
Smith, of the United States Army Motion
Picture Service, Washington; and Dave
Kalker, publicity man for Lee-Lash studios.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Harry M.

Crandall, founder of the circuit of 15 the-
atres bearing his name, spent last week in

New York at the home office of First Na-
tional, where he served as a member of
the executive “rotating committee.” . . .

The Stanley company recently designated
the Crandall sign shop as the one to do the
poster work for the Earle, the advertising
and publicity of which has been turned
over to Nelson B. Bell, in charge of the
publicity department of the Stanley-Cran-
dall theatres. . . . Elizabeth Thornberry,
soprano, was recently featured with the
Crandall Saturday Nighters on the air. . . .

Paul B. Davis, auditor of the Crandall the-
atres is receiving the condolences of his
many friends upon the death of his mother.
. . . On Friday, Feb. 26, Mrs. Harriet
Hawley Locher, director of the Public
Service Department of the Crandall, will

be hostess to her juvenile friends at the
Ambassador, in honor of her birthday. . . .

Nick Lucas, an exclusive Brunswick Re-

cording artist, recently occupied an impor-
tant place in “Syncopation Week,” which
was recently observed at the Earle.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH .—Vernon Locey,

Howell exhibitor, has taken over the Fow-
lerville and will operate it for the time
being. . . . The friends of William Peck,
Fowlerville, were grieved to hear of his
sudden death. . . . Roy Tillson, who won
the “Laugh Month” award for the best
exploitation of a comedy, is proving an
incentive to other exhibitors to plug hard
for their short features. . . . The second
quarterly luncheon of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan was held Feb-
ruary 17 at the Wolverine hotel. . . .

George W. Trendle, general manager of
the John H. Kunsky Enterprises, who
has returned from Los Angeles, con-
firmed the report that First National in-

tends to build in Hollywood the largest
producing studio in the world. . . . C. E.
Penrod, division manager for F. B. O., was
in the city recently conferring with Arthur
Elliott, local exchange manager. . . . Mr.
and Mrs. IF. S’. Butterfield have left for
Miami. . . . George Olsen, owner of the

Star at Gaylord, is suffering from a nerv-
ous breakdown. . . . F. B. Moore of the
Community at Coldwater is spending the

balance of the winter in Florida. . . . Lew
Cohen of the Colonial, with Phil Kaplan
of the Theatrical Advertising Company,
left for New Orleans, where they will try

their luck on the thoroughbreds. . . . The
Hancock is now being operated by Alex
Schreiber, who also has the Frontenac and
Plaza.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA.—Charter of corpo-

ration was issued February 8, to the Eastern
Iow'a Theatre company, Anamosa, of which
X. Coston is president and Clifford L.

Niles, secretary and treasurer. ... A. H.
Blank, head of a string of theatres in Iowa,
Nebraska, and Illinois, is building a home
here, that will be one of the show places

of the city, and which will be fitted for

home picture shows. . . .Ted Bryant,
owner of the Gem in Oelwein, sold his

house to the Eastern Iowa Theatre com-
pany, who will take possession about
March 1. . . . Thousands of inserts,

eight page roto sheets exploiting “Manne-
quin,” which played the Capitol, were
placed in the Sunday issue of the Des
Moines Capital of February 7 by L. Rob-
ert Brager, publicity director for A. H.
Blank. . . . F. F. Feist, general manager
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, New York City,

accompanied by A. F. Cummings, assist-

ant manager, recently visited IF. E. Ban-
ford here. . . . Herbert Cass, Minne-
apolis, is a new salesman for Universal,
of which Manny Gottlieb is the manager.
. . . A. IF. Nichols, district manager for
Famous Players with headquarters in

Minneapolis, was here to confer with
Frank Crawford. . . . Jimmie Winn,
manager for Educational, has returned
after a trip, in the interest of “Laugh
Month” pictures. . . . C. D. Hill, dis-

trict manager for Pro-Dis-Co, said that
“Madame Behave,” which played the
Strand, is the first picture presented by his

company at a first run house this year.

. . . . W. E. Banford, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, reports splendid business on
“Mike,” which played the Capital. . . .

The following exhibitors were recent vis-

itors here: E. P. Smith, Strand, Newton;
F. IF. Curtis, Princess, Dexter

;
William

Eddy, Empress, Indianola; Tony Veen-
sclioten, Rivoli, Elkader; A. C. Schuena-
man„ Isis, Webster City; Byron Watson,
Strand, Knoxville; Ted Bryant, Gem, Oel-
wein.
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KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—The M. P. T. O.

Kansas-Missouri, through C. E. Cook,

business manager, recently closed an ad-

vertising slide contract with one of the

largest department stores here for $6,000

a year, the slides to be used in theatres

here and in Kansas City, Kan. Cook will

leave for a trip through the territory to

arrange similar contracts in all the larger

towns of the Kansas City district, the

money to be used for the organization’s

headquarters. . . . Joe Rosenberg, Uni-
versal salesman, won a promotion which
will take him back to England, working
in conjunction with the sales staff there.

. . . An old fiddlers’ contest is being

planned by Stanley Chambers, head of the

Miller theatres in Wichita, in conjunction
with the showing of “Some Punkins.”
. . . The Maple theatre has been pur-
chased by W. H. Hurley from P. G. Vaughn.
. . . Recent visitors here were : Blaine
Cook, Beatrice, Neb.; /. S'. Shortly, Strand,

Independence; Glenn Dickinson, Lawrence;
G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka; H. E.

Garber, Baxter Springs; A. F. Perkins,

Schnell, Harrisonville, Mo.
; C. M. Pattee,

Pattee, Lawrence
;
R. B. Christian, Byers,

Excelsior Springs, Mo. . . . Mrs.
Virginia Bridger Hahn, daughter of Jim
Bridger, whose character is depicted in

“The Covered Wagon,” dismissed the
$1,000,000 damage suit against Para-
mount after the case was lost recently
when Judge Albert L. Reeves sustained
a demurrer to the suit. . . . Felix F.

Feist, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer general man-
ager, and Allen F. Cummings, sales sta-

tistician, visited here. . . . J. E. Flynn,
district manager for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, conducted a sales meeting here.

. . . Harry Silverman, Independent Pic-
tures Corp. representative, is said to be
establishing an enviable record in Western
Kansas. . . . Sid Ginsberg has been
appointed special representative for the In-
dependent Film Corp. ... A. W. Day,
former Warner Brothers booker, has been
succeeded by Charles Lewis. . . . Tommy
Thompson, formerly with Vitagraph- War-
ner has joined the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sales force.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOLTS, MO.—It is said that Bar-

bara La Marr carried $150,000 of life in-

surance of comparatively recent date with
the International Life Insurance Company
of St. Louis. The beneficiaries were the
producing company with whom she had
contracts or individuals in the film indus-
try. . . . The Marshall, Maplewood, has
discontinued motion pictures for dramatic
stock. . . . “Food for Thought,” a one reel

safety picture produced for the Missouri
Automobile Club by the Film Corporation
of America, opened' at the Grand and Cap-
itol. It will play the St. Louis Amusement
Circuit later. . . . A. H. Whitney, general
manager of the Liberty and Orpheum,
Mexico, Mo., was a recent caller at First
National. . . . The partnership of Mullens
& Patterson has been dissolved and Mul-
lens will operate the Star, Palmyra, 111.,

and Patterson the Princess, Hettick. . . .

Sieg Lansing is now operating the Rhine-
land, Rhineland, Mo., formerly owned by
Hagedorn Brothers. ... It looked like a

convention at the Delmonte the night of

February 1. In one box were Charles Wer-
ner, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer manager; Ar-
thur S. Kane, representing Douglas Mc-
Lean Productions; Floyd Lewis, district

manager for Arrow; Roy Dickson, local

manager for Arrow; Jack Weil, Jack Weil
productions, and Harry Weiss, manager of

the local First National exchange and presi-

Peggy Shaw in “Songs of Ireland,” of Pathe's
one-reel Famous Melody series.

dent of the St. Louis Film Board of Trade.
Roy Miller was host and the lone exhibitor
present. . . . W. F. Sauerwein, the new
manager of the Community, New Athens,

111., had a narrow escape when his auto-

mobile skidded into a curb while he was
on his way here. . . . Harry Strickland,

United Artists salesman, has taken leave

of absence to visit his mother, who is ill

in California. . . . Max Meiler, special Fox
representative, was here. . . . Bob Stemple,
who operates the Strand, St. Charles, and
who is building a new house there, has
taken over the Pine Lawn, St. Louis
county, formerly operated by Jim Drake.
. . . Ray Netemeier, booker for F. B. O.,

has been promoted to the sales staff, and
Chris Crescent, who comes from the local

Enterprise, will fill his place. . . . Reed-
Yemm & Hayes plans to make the Grand,
Duquoin, 111., larger and better than it was
before the recent fire.

SALT LAKE CITY
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—L. /.

Schlaifer, Universal division manager, has
gone to Seattle. . . . L. A. Davis, local F.

B. O. manager, held a preview at the

Pantages of “When Love Grows Cold.” . . .

Mathew Aparton, manager here for Uni-
versal, left for a four weeks’ trip into the

territory. . . . Jimmie Beale is expected
to arrive soon from Seattle to sell for

Llniversal. . . . W. F. Gordon, branch man-
ager for First National, has returned from
a short trip to Idaho. . . . L. N. Strike of

the Star and Kinema is spending a few
weeks in New York City. . . . W. H.
Rankin made a short trip with his Warner
Brothers new product. . . . “His Masters
Voice” was screened at the Pantages by
George Mayne, owner of Preferred Pic-

tures. . . . “Siegfried” opened at the Hip-
podrome February 16. . . . C. J. Hamal,
Pathe sales representative, returned from a

three weeks’ trip to Idaho. . . . P. B.

Epperson is leaving for Southern Utah.
. . . George E. Carpenter, manager of the
Empress, returned from California. . . .

R. D. Boomer, local Associated Exhibitors

manager, will preview “The Sky Rocket”
for all first run exhibitors. . . . The new
Mission, owned by Mr. and Mrs. J. B.

Harrison, opened February 12. . . . W. P.

Moran, former branch manager here for

Famous Players-Lasky, was a recent vis-

itor. . . . Paul DeMourdant, manager of the

Rialto at Blackfoot, Idaho, reports that

Paramount’s “The Vanishing American” is

causing phenomenal business there. . . .

C. F. Parr, former branch manager for

Pro-Dis-Co, has joined Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. . . . Charles M. Stern has gone to

the Utah territory, formerly covered by

J. F. Samuels, who is now local manager
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. . . . The Peery
Brothers, owners of the Egyptian at Og-

den, were recent exhibitor visitors here. . . .

John Ruger of the American and Or-
pheum at Park City was checking over
contracts with local exchange managers.
. . . According to reports, the Diana, just

opened at Copperfield by Ernest Pappas,
has contracted with Pro-Dis-Co one hun-
dred per cent. . . . Kenneth Hodkinson,
district manager for United Artists, was
here lately. . . . Dave Barnholtz, assistant

office manager and booker for Pro-Dis-Co,
has closed for the entire 1925-26 line up
in the Egyptian of Ogden. . . . Seth D.
Perkins, M etro - Goldwyn - Mayer district

manager for Salt Lake and Denver, has
been visiting here.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Elwyn Seymore,

formerly affiliated with Fitzpatrick and
McElroy in Illinois and Indiana, has been
made manager of the Saxe houses in

Marinette. . . .Joe Gross, manager of
the Comet, has announced his intention of
retiring from the business at the expiration
of his present lease. . . . Sam Miller,
Chicago, buyer for Fishers-Paramount
theatres, narrowly escaped serious injury
when his automobile skidded and turned
over near Campbellsport. . . . George
Herzog, manager of the Strand and Or-
pheum at Manitowoc, was a recent visitor
in film row. . . . Harold J. Fitzgerald,
general manager of the Saxe Amusement
Enterprises, spent several days in Minne-
apolis. . . . Harry E. Long, manager of
Universal’s Alhambra at Milwaukee, has
been named assistant to George Levine in
administrating affairs pertaining to the
acquisition and operation of several new
theatres which Universal is planning to
open. . . . Heinz Roemheld, musical di-

rector of the Alhambra, will take complete
charge of all production activities after
March 13. . . . Elmer Hall, assistant
manager of the Merrill, has been tempo-
rarily assigned to manage the Bijou at Ra-
cine, which has just been taken over from
Owen McKivvet by the Saxe Circuit. . . .

Plans for spending more than $50,000 in

modernizing and improving the Bijou have
been announced. . . . Work has been
started in the installation of a large Wur-
litzer organ in Universal’s Alhambra.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Rodney

Pantages, 21-year-old son of Alexander
Pantages, has been appointed manager of

the new local Pantages. . . . R. K.
Covington, formerly manager of the Bijou
at Fresno, is now on the managerial staff

of the Golden State Theatre and Realty
Corp. . . . C. Lester Theuerkauf, West
Coast division manager for Associated

Exhibitors, pleasantly surprised his friends

January 30 by resuming the managership
of the Cameo. . . . Lee Marcus, gen-

eral sales manager for F. B. O., together

with Division Manager A. A. Schmidt, were
recent visitors. . . . V. Preston, First

National booker is back on the job follow-

ing a siege of flu. . . . The Flag in the

North Beach district has closed. . . .

L. W. Wier and Don Smith the division

sales manager and his assistant represent-

ing Pro-Dis-Co, were in town recently.

. . . Moyle of First National is slightly

improved and his friends hope he will soon

be at his desk. . . . Mrs. T. H. Dixon
has taken over the Woodlawn from Mr.

Parks. . . . Edward H. Kemp, local

motion picture theatre supply dealer, has

announced the acquisition of the Waldron
Ball Film Laboratories establishment.
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THE FILMMART
Red Seal

“Old Kentucky Home” Next Ko-Ko

“My Old Kentucky Home” is the title

of the next Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune to be
made by the Inkwell studios, it has just

been announced.

Tenneck
Prints Taken East

Kenneth J. Bishop has taken East the

prints of five two-reel pictures, each the

first of a new. series. The prints are in

the Fatty Laymon, All Star, Charlie
Dorety, Eddie Gordon and Selig Wild
Animal series.

United Artists

Rights to Novel Bought

Samuel Goldwyn announces purchase
of the screen rights to “Beauty and the

Beast,” which George Fitzmaurice will

direct. Vilma Banky and Ronald Col-
man will have the leading roles.

King to Direct “Garden of Allah”

Henry King has been assigned to di-

rect “The Garden of Allah,” in which
Norma Talmadge will be the star and
Ronald Colman the leading man.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“Black Bird” Breaks Record

The Metro office has received a tele-

gram from the Tower theatre, St. Paul,
Minn., in which it is stated Lon Cha-
ney’s “The Black Bird” made a box
office record for the house.

Rights to Novel Bought

Louis B. Mayer has announced pur-
chase of the screen rights to Donna
Barrell’s novel “Their Second Honey-
moon.” Miss Barrell is to adapt it for

the screen.

“Mare Nostrum” Booked to Criterion

“Mare Nostrum” was scheduled to

open at the New York Criterion
Feb. 15. “La Boheme” is to follow “The
Merry Widow” into the New York Em-
bassy, according to announcement.

Douglas Gilmore Signs Contract

Douglas Gilmore, former stage actor
who has appeared in “Sally, Irene and
Mary” and “Dance Madness” has signed
a new contract with M-G-M.

Frances Marion to Scenarize “Red Mill”

Frances Marion has been engaged to

prepare the scenario for “The Red Mill,”

in which Marion Davies will have the
principal role.

Universal
Four Go Into Production

Four new pictures that have been put
in work are “Technic,” “The Quest of

Joan,” “The Phantom Bullet” and “The
Love Thief.”

Two Pictures Completed

‘The Mystery Club,” with Matt Moore,
and “Rolling Home,” Reginald Denny
picture, have just been completed. Re-
lease dates have not been announced.

Clara Bow and Alice Joyce have star-

ring roles in “Dancing Mothers"
Paramount picture from the stage
play of the same name. Elsie Law-
son and Dorothy Cumming also ap-

pear in these scenes.

“The Old Soak” in JFork

Edward Sloman has started produc-
tion of “The Old Soak,” in the cast of

which are Jean Hersholt, George Lewis,
June Marlowe, George Seigmann, Wil-
liam V. Mong, Gertrude Astor, Louise
Fazenda and others.

New Series of “Gumps” Started

A new series of 12 two-reel “Andy
Gump” comedies has been started under
the direction of Hughie Fay. Joe
Murphy, Fay Tincher and Jackie Morgan
are the principals.

Edward Laemmle Directing Horton

Edward Laemmle is directing Edward
Everett Horton in “The Whole Town’s
Talking,” a light comedy. Not all of the

players for the supporting cast have
been chosen.

Warner Brothers

William Beaudine Signed Again

William Beaudine has been signed to

a new long-term contract to direct for

Warners, it has been announced.

Bess Meredyth Signs for Another Year

Bess Meredyth, who adapted “Don
Juan” and “The Tavern Knight,” both
John Barrymore vehicles, for 33 War-
ners, has signed a contract to stay with
the company another year.

“Sea Beast” to Capacity in Seattle

John Barrymore’s “The Sea Beast”
opened to capacity business at the Met-
ropolitan, Seattle, it is reported. The
top price for the showing is $2.00.

Alice Calhoun Has New Assignment

Alice Calhoun has been chosen to play
the leading feminine role in “The Hero
of the Big Snows,” which Herman Ray-
maker will direct.

Pro-Dis-Co
Last C. De Mille in Work
“Bachelor’s Brides,” last of Cecil B.

De Mille’s productions for the current
season, has gone into work under the di-

rection of William K. Howard. Rod La
Rocque has the stellar role and Elinor
Faire plays opposite him.

Three Are Completed

Production work on “Paris at Mid-
night,” “Whispering Smith” and “For-
bidden Waters” has been completed.

Two Ready for Work
Two productions scheduled to go into

work in a few days are “Shipwrecked,”
with Seena Owen and Joseph Schild-
kraut, and “The Last Frontier,” Western
epic.

Cecil B. De Mille Directs Two
Cecil B. De Mille has personally di-

rected two of nine pictures already
completed, “The Road to Yesterday”
and “The Volga Boatman.” “The Volga
Boatman” has not yet been released.

Leatrice Joy Making Comedy
Leatrice Joy in “Eve’s Leaves” has

her first role in a long comedy. She is

the only woman in the cast.

Pathe
February 21 Releases Number Eight

“The Great Arena,” “Wandering
Papas,” the second chapter of “Casey of

the Coast Guard,” Pathe Review No. 8,

Topics of the Day, an Aesop’s Fable
and two issues of Pathe News are
carded for February 21 release.

Eleven Releases for March 7

Pathe releases for March 7 are “Un-
der Suspicion,” “Spanish Love,” “Circus
Today,” “Meet My Girl,” “The Hug
Bug,” “Leaps and Bounds,” “Songs of
Scotland,” Pathe Review No. 10, Topics
of the Day No. 10 and two issues of
Pathe News.

March 14 Releases Announced

Pathe’s March 14 releases are “The
Gas Chamber,” “The Fire Fighter,”
“Hired and Fired,” “Dizzy Daddies,”
“Spanking Breezes,” “The Bar-C Mys-
tery,” Pathe Review No. 11, Topics of

the Day No. 11, and two issues of Pathe
News.
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Eight Slated for March 21 Release

March 21 Pathe releases are “Shot
from the Depths,” “Up in the Air,”

“Monkey Business,” “Dixie Doodle,”
Pathe Review No. 12, Topics of the Day
No. 12, and two issues of Pathe News.

Nine Releases on March 28 Schedule

On the March 28 release schedule are
“Contraband Channels,” “Fly Time,”
“Do Your Duty,” “Wife Tamers,” “Wan-
dering Willies,” Pathe Review No. 13,

Topics of the Day No. 13, and two issues

of Pathe News.

Paramount
Title of Negri Picture Changed

“The Crown of Lies” has been selected
as the final title of the Pola Negri pic-

ture that Dimitri Buchowetzki directed.

It has borne two other titles, “The Pea-
cock Parade” and “Because I Love
You.”

“New Klondike” Finished

Final shots on “The New Klondike,”
Thomas Meighan’s latest production,
have been made.

“Sorrcnvs of Satan” Players Chosen

Adolphe Menjou and Carol Dempster
have been assigned the principal roles in

“The Sorrows of Satan.”

“Desert Gold” in Cutting Room
Final shots on “Desert Gold” have

been made and the film is in the cutting
room. Shirley Mason, Neil Hamilton,
Robert Frazer and William Powell have
the leading roles.

Douglas MacLean Feminine Lead Chosen

Margaret Morris has been chosen to
play the feminine lead opposite Douglas
MacLean in “That’s My Baby,” Mac-
Lean’s newest picture. William Beau-
dine is directing.

Cranfield & Clarke

“Molly May Series” No. 4 on Way

“Her First Night with the Bootleggers,”
No. 4 of The Molly May Series, featuring
Violet Mersereau, is now in production.

Inspiration

Dorothy Gish Goes West

Dorothy Gish will visit her sister in Hol-
lywood before sailing for England to make
three pictures for Herbert Wilcox.

Chadwick
Second Release Scheduled

“The Transcontinental Limited,” second
February release, was scheduled for Feb-
ruary 15.

Lumas
Fairbanks First Release

“The Mile-a-Minute Man” is to be Wil-
liam Fairbanks’ first Lumas release.

Progress Acquires “Northern Code”

Progress Pictures Exchange of Wash-
ington, D. C., has recently acquired “The
Northern Code” in a deal with Lumas.

Arrow
“Lena Rivers” Breaks Bookings

All records for the number of bookings
of a feature picture are said to have been
broken when “Lena Rivers” reached its ten
thousandth booking.

“Lightning Hutch” in Work
Charles Hutchison is hard at work on

“Lightning Hutch,” a serial, four episodes
of which have been completed.

Vera Steadman at the stake in “Run Tin Can,”
Educational Christie comedy starring Neal Burns.

Columbia

New Pictures Purchased

The screen rights of “The Price of Hon-
or” and “Sweet Rosie O’Grady” have been

purchased by Columbia for the coming sea-

son’s schedule.

Associated Exhibitors

Two Features Purchased

“The Earth Woman” and “The Big

Show” have been acquired by Associated

Exhibitors and are expected to have an

early release.

Western Unit Signs Cody

Bert D. Carber is to produce a series of

Western features for release through As-

sociated Exhibitors with Art Cody as star.

Beresford Engaged by Carber

Frank Beresford has been engaged by

Carber to do the continuities for the Cody

NEGATIVE RAW STOCK
Now

Foot Numbered

POSITIVE RAW STOCK
Outlasts All Others

in

Wearing Quality

Sole Distributors:

Fish-Schurman Corporation

45 W. 45th Street

New York City

1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Hollywood, Cal.

IN CANADA:
John A. Chantler & Co.

220 Bay St. Toronto, Ont.

series as well as to write the original

stories.

Associated Signs Creighton Hale

Creighton Hale has signed a long term
contract to star in the productions ot
Thomas L. Griffith, to be released through
Associated Exhibitors.

Educational

“Page Me” Released Feb. 28

The Educational-Christie comedy “Page
Me” will be released February 28. Bobby
Vernon has the lead, and is directed by
William Watson.

March Releases

The following are announced for March

:

Lige Conley releases, March 7 ;
Cliff Bowes

and Johnny Arthur releases, March 14;
Cliff Bowes, Jack Duffy and A1 St. John
releases, March 28.

Wins “Laugh Month” Program

The winning program for “Laugh
Month” exploitation included the Educa-
tional-Lupino Lane comedy, “Maid in Mo-
rocco” ; the single reel novelty, “A Ride
On a Runaway Train”

;
the one reel color

subject, “The Voice of the Nightingale”;
the Sing Them Again release, “Close Har-
mony”

; a single reel Cameo comedy,
“Sweet and Pretty”

; and “Felix the Cat
on the Job.”

Fox

“Sandy” Release Set

“Sandy,” being directed by Harry Beau-
mont, is to be released April 11.

Gladys McConnell Signed

Gladys McConnell has just been signed
with Fox.

“Sandy” Company to Santa Barbara

Harry Beaumont is about to start shoot-

ing interiors and exteriors of an Italian

villa, for “Sandy,” in Santa Barbara.

Four New Pictures Scheduled

“The Shamrock Handicap,” “Rustling for

Cupid,” “Hard Boiled” and “Early to Wed”
are four new pictures scheduled for this

season.

Four Others Nearing Completion

“Siberia,” “Hell’s Four Hundred,” “Yel-

low Fingers” and “Sandy” are nearing
completion.

First National

Kane Releases Scheduled

The Robert T. Kane production, Michael
Arlen’s “The Dancer of Paris,” is to be re-

leased this month.

“Men of Steel” Nearing Completion

Milton Sills’ “Men of Steel,” being di-

rected by George Archainbaud, is expected

to be completed in the very near future.

Kirkwood to Play Lead

It is announced that Frank Lloyd has

arranged a deal whereby James Kirkwood
will play the title role in “The Wise Guy.”

“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” Release Set

Harry Langdon is nearing the finish line

of “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,” which is

scheduled for First National release in

March.

Colleen to Start New Picture

According to John McCormick, Colleen

Moore’s new picture, which she will start

soon, is to be “Ella Cinders.”
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New York
Director Star Scenarist Cameraman Story

FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS. 807 E. I75th St. Phone Tremont 5100.

FIRST NATIONAL
George Archainbaud Milton Sills John Fish

Goodrich-Rockett
“Puppets”

FIRST NATIONAL
Fred Neumeyer Ben Lyon-May McAvoy George Folsey “The Savage”

TEC-ART STUDIO. 332 West 44th Street, N. Y. C. Longacre 9350.

AL LICHTMAN PROD.
Harley Knoles

AL LICHTMAN PROD.
Madge Kennedy
George Je9sely

“Charley’s Niece”
“The Cherry Tree”

PARAMOUNT, LONG ISLAND (NEW YORK). Phone Astoria 3500.

PARAMOUNT
D. W. Criffith

PARAMOUNT
Edward Sutherland

Adolphe Menjou

W. C. Fields

John Russell and
George Hull

Luther Reed

“The

“The

Sorrows of Satan''

Old Army Game”

PARAMOUNT
Erie Kenton Bebe Daniels Forrest Halsey “The Palm Beach Girls'

PARAMOUNT
Gregory La Cava Richard Dix’s Ray Harris “Take a Chance”

PARAMOUNT
Frank Tuttle Gloria Swanson Townsend Martin “Fine Manners”

East Coast

Production
(Continued, from page 79)

readiness for the start of shooting the day after

Washington’s birthday.

Hudson on Location

Earl Hudson and Director Fred Newmeyer left

last week for Florida with “The Savage, unit for

the filming of exteriors there for this picture.

Ben Lyon and May McAvoy have the featured

roles with Sam Hardy, Philo McCollough, Char-

lotte Walker and Tom Maguire in the cast. Hud-
son is supervising this picture which is his first

under the new arrangement at First National s

Eastern studios whereby Hudson makes four a

year and A1 Rockett makes a like number. “The
Savage” unit is in Miami where they have estab-

lished headquarters. A large part of the film-

ing will be done on a yacht off the Florida Coast,

however. About three weeks will be spent on
location, then the company will return to New
York to finish the interiors. Ben Lyon has grown
a luxurious beard for the occasion as he has the

title role.

Lichtman Launches Company
After fifteen years of prominence in the dis-

tributing end of motion pictures, A1 Lichtman has
launched his own producing organization, the

future activity of which he will personally super-

vise.

All production will be carried on in New York,
the first picture, “Charley’s Niece,” having been
started at the Tec-Art Studio on Feb. 8. This is

a super-comedy of feature length which will be
released by Universal.
The direction is in the hands of Harley Knoles

whose last work included “Carnival” and “The
Bohemian Girl,” both produced in England. Mr.
Knoles wrote the story of “Charley’s Niece”
while the screen adaptation was contributed by
Arthur Hoerl.
A cast of featured players is headed by Madge

Kennedy. The title role will be enacted by Little

Billy, a versatile midget who has gained national
fame as a vaudeville headliner. Others in the cast
include Creighton Hale, Ethel Shannon, Flora
Finch and David Butler.
Immediately upon the completion of “Charley’s

Niece,” Mr. Lichtman will begin a screen version
of “The Cherry Tree” in which George Jessel,
star of the legitimate stage success, “The Jazz
Singer,” will be featured.

West Coast

Production
( Continued from page 61)

Devore and Montagu Love featured. “The Night
Cry” has besides the dog Rin Tin Tin, little Mary
Louise Miller, June Marlowe, John Harron
Heinie Conklin and Gayne Whitman in the cast.

Roy Del Ruth directed “Little Irish Girl” and
Dolores Costelllo and John Harron are featured
in it.

Warner Brothers have the following stories in
preparation: “Broken Hearts of Hollywood,”
“The Tavern Knight,” “The Door Mat,” “The
Footloose Widow” and a Syd Chaplin story as
yet untitled.

Paramount at Full Speed
Every available foot of space in the five large

enclosed stages on the Paramount lot is being
used either by companies filming scenes or by
carpenters and workmen dismantling used sets
and building new ones.

Herbert Brenon is preparing for the filing of
“Beau Geste” which will require thousands of
extras it is said. It is a story of the French
Foreign Legion in Algeria, Africa. Six compa-
nies are now at work at the Famous Players
studio: Allan Dwan is filming Rex Beach’s “Pad-
locked”; Betty Bronson and Ricardo Cortez are
co-starred in “The Cat’s Pajamas”; William de
Mille is directing Warner Baxter, Clara Bow,
Wm. Powell and George Bancroft in “The Flight
to the Hills”; Raymond Griffith is busy with “Wet
Paint”; Victor Fleming is making “Blind God-
dess,” with Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Louise
Dresser; and Clarence Badger is finishing Bebe
Daniels’ comedy “Miss Brewster’s Millions.” His
next will be “The Rainmaker,” a race track ro-

mance. The following Paramount pictures are in

the cutting rooms: “The Lady of the Harem,”
“Sea Horses,” a Pola Negri picture as yet un-
titled, “Desert Gold” and “Behind the Front.”

M-G-M Making Four
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios has four features

in production; four in final stages of editing, and
eighteen in course of preparation, many of these
to be started within a week. “The Scarlet Letter”
adapted from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s classic of
Puritan days is now under way with Lillian Gish
starred. Victor Seastrom is directing. “Toto,”
adapted from Leo Detrichstein’s stage play, is

being directed by John M. Stahl. Dorothy Philips

and Carmel Myers have the principal feminine
roles. “Brown of Harvard” being directed by
Jack Conway is well under way. Jack Pickford,
Mary Brian, and Francis X. Bushman, Jr., are
in the cast.

Marion Davies’ new Cosmopolitan production
“Beverly of Graustark” is being directed by Syd-
ney Franklin. Antonio Moreon is in support.

Ibanez’ “Torrent” is in the final stages of edit-

ing. This was directed by Monta Bell with Greta
Garbo, Gertrude Olmsted and others in the all-

star cast.

An all-star cast appeared in “Monte Carlo” just

finished by Christy Cabanne, and “The Devil’s
Circus” was directed by Benjamin Christianson
from his own scenario. George Hill has finished
“The Barrier” with Norman Kerry, Henry B.
Walthall, Marceline Day and others. Final edit-

ing is also under way on an untitled story di-

rected by Phil Rosen with Conrad Nagel and
Renee Adoree featured. John Arnold photo-
graphed it.

Harry Millarde will direct Bessie Love in

“Lovey Mary” for Metr'o-Goldwyn-Mayer; “The
Temptress” will be directed by Mauritz Stiller,

with Antonio Moreno and Greta Garbo in prin-
cipal roles; “The Flaming Forest” is to be Regi-
nald Barker’s forthcoming M-G-M production.
Marshal Neilan will next direct Marion Davies in

the adapted musical stage play “The Red Mill.”

Nine Units Busy at “U”
Nine companies are now in the midst of

feature productions at Universal City, and four
more units will begin work next week. “The Big
Night” with Laura LaPlante is being directed by
Melville Brown; “The Old Soak” starring Jean
Hersholt, is Edward Sloman’s production for the
season’s program; Hoot Gibson is making “The
Phantom Bullet” under Cliff Smith’s direction.
Mary Philbin is being directed by Lois Weber in
“The Star Maker.”

Other productions include: “Rolling Home” a
William Seiter opus with Reginald Denny; “The
Mystery Club” directed by Herbert Blache with
an all-star cast; “Perch of the Devil” a King
Baggot production with Mae Bush, Pat O’Malley,
Theodore Von Eltz and Mario Carillo. James O.
Spearing directed “The Ice Flood,” with Viola
Dana, Kenneth Harlan and Henry B. Walthall.

Fox Works Eight Units
Eight companies are at work on the Fox lot

producing besides several specials, features star-

ring the popular Fox stars. The popular Van
Bibber tales by Richard Harding Davis are pro-
gressing under the supervision of George Mar-
shall. Eve Unsell prepared the scenario for
“Yellow Fingers” now in production with Olive
Borden featured. Victor Schertzinger is direct-

ing an all star cast in “Siberia” a big special
production. “Hell’s Four Hundred” is a John
Griffith Wray production with Margaret Livings-
ton starred. Bradley King wrote it. A1 Ray is

directing an all star cast in “Too Many Rela-
tions” and Harry Beaumont is handling the
megaphone on “Sandy,” a story also prepared by
Eve Unsell.

Christie Busy
Two new comedies are being shot, two are in

the preparatory stage and two being edited for
early release at the Christie studios. Bobby Ver-
non is working on “Broken China,” Walter Hiers
in “Fresh Faces” and Jimmie Adams has just
finished “Whoa Emma.” Another comedy being
completed is “Dancing Daddy.” “Shore Shy”
and “Gimme Strength” are two comedies- in prep-
aration.

Roach Finishes Feature
Hal Roach has just completed another Rex,

king of wild horses, feature, called “The Devil
Horse”; Fred Jackman directed. “Our Gang” is

just putting the finishing touches to “Uncle Tom’s
Uncle” in which McGowan's rascals put on a big
show in a barn. Their next will be “Baby
Clothes.” Glenn Tryon is working with Eva
Novak, Martha Sleeper, “Babe” Hardy and oth-
ers in a new comedy as yet unnamed. Claude
Gillingwater, famous character actor, has com-
pleted his first Roach comedy for Pathe release.
Richard Wallace directed. W. H. Walker is now
“The Runaway Express” directed by Edward
Sedgwick; “The Whole Town’s Talking” directed
by Edward Laemmle, with Edward Horton fea-
tured; “Lazy Lightning,” a Willie Tyler produc-
tion, starring Art Acord, “Prowlers of the Night”
starring Fred Humes, directed by Edward
Laemmle and “Fighting Three” an A1 Rogell pro-
duction with Jack Hoxie.

P. D. C. Producing
The following pictures are in production at the

Metropolitan studios for P. D. C. release: “Ship-
wrecked” adapted from Langdon McCormick’s
stage success, being directed by Joseph Henabery.
Seena Owen, Joseph Schildkraut, Charles Burton,
Mathew Betz and Lionel Belmore are in the cast.
“The Dice Woman” from Percy Heath’s origi-

nal story is being directed by Edward Dillon and
photographed by Georges Benoit. Priscilla Dean,
John Bowers, Lionel Belmore, Phillips Smalley
and Gustave Von Seyffertitz are in the cast. Will
M. Ritchey is doing the script on “The Last
Frontier” a forthcoming production for P. D. C.
and Finis Fox is preparing “The Flame of the
Yukon. Jane Murfin is adapting “The American
Sex” by Frank R. Adams, who recently returned
to Michigan after conferring with Miss Murfin.
Charles Logue is preparing the initial starring
vehicle for Marie Prevost. Walter Anthony is

titling “Whispering Smith” a George Melford
production and Malcom Stuart Boylan is titling
“Forbidden Waters.”

Sennett Making Five
Out at the Sennett studios there are five two-

reel comedies in production. Ben Turpin is play-
ing a debonair Prince supported by Madeline
Hurlock; Eddie Cline is directing. A new “Smith
Family” two reeler is nearing completion under
Gil Pratt’s direction, and Alice Day with a com-
pany of players spent the last ten days at Sen-
nett’s ranch getting outdoor stuff. Earle Rodney
is directing this one. Billy Bevan and support-
ing troupe under Del Lord’s direction are finish-
ing a snappy short feature for which this director
is noted.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address : “IFhat the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
IS LOVE EVERYTHING?: Alma Rubens—

This is as good a program picture as any we have
played for a long time. Photography excellent.

Acting very good. Beautiful scenes. Lot of

good comments from our patrons. Five reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

HIS BUDDY’S WIFE: Special cast—Here is

a picture that went over good. Played this

with Harold Lloyd in “Never Weaken.” Had a

full house and everybody left pleased. Book it

and you will like it. Six reels.—Fred Boeselager,

Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SPITFIRE: Betty Blythe—My audience

not pleased with this feature. Betty is too

haughty looking for me in this one. Five reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—
General patronage.

I DO : Harold Lloyd—This is a dandy comedy.

I ran it with a short subject night program and
advertised it as such and yet had several people

crab because they were expecting to see seven

reels or so of Lloyd. Next time I am going to

put more emphasis on “Short but Good” stuff.

Lloyd wants too much for his pictures but these

are sold so you can make money with them if

you can stand second runs.—Chas. Lee Hyde,

Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE PRICE OF A PARTY: Harrison Ford—
A good modern drama which will please any
audience. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

NEVER SAY DIE: Douglas MacLean—Very
good comedy drama. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

EAST OF BROADWAY: Owen Moore—This
picture fair only. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

Chadwick
THE PERFECT CLOWN: Larry Semon—

A

typical Semon comedy with slapstick and all

that goes with it. Nothing great, however. Worth
what Specialty, Dallas, will charge you, then some,
Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE SNOB BUSTER: Reed Howes—Splen-

did picture, especially for Saturday night. Six

reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.

—

General patronage.

F. B. O.
THE COWBOY MUSKETEERS: Tom Tyler-

Torn Tyler is sure a comer. Liked very much by
our big audience. Fine business. Five reels.

—

H. W. Perry, Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.

—

General patronage.

PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge

—

Pleased, as do all of Richard’s pictures. Plenty of
action in this one. Most dependable line of

pictures on the market. Keep the good work
up, Richard. Six reels.—A1 Powell, Highland
theatre, Guthrie, Okla.—General patronage.

A MAN OF NERVE: Bob Custer—This one
will average up with most of Bob’s. Five reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE WYOMING WILD CAT: Tom Tyler-
Fine entertainment. This star is not a comer,
he’s here, with the goods. Compares with any

Special to

Contributors

Last week’s issue contained 522 re-

ports, an increase of 28 over the issue

preceding.
*

Walter Bradley, now batting for

J. C. Jenkins at Neligh, Neb., is a

welcome newcomer in this issue. His
letter is addressed “Special to Old
Timers” and his reports will be found
throughout the section.

*

Carl E. Anderson writes in to argue
with F. J. O’Hara’s opinion that “The
Iron Horse” is a better picture than

“The Covered Wagon,” expressed in

the February 6 issue, providing his

own address for the message as “Spe-

cial to F. J. O’Hara.” He invites

other opinions and so long as hitting

in the clinches is barred there seems
no reason for not letting the bout go

its length. Mr. O’Hara is not the first

to rate the “Horse” higher than the

“Wagon” and if memory serves a

similar number have contended to the

contrary. Both pictures are big

enough to come off second in such a

discussion without injury.

*

Russell Armentrout sets up a stiff

record on “Biggest Money Makers of

1925” played, but possibly someone
can beat it for the very good reason

given in his letter, on another page.

How many have you played?
*

Philip Rand lists his January attrac-

tions according to their business rec-

ord in the “Letters From Readers”
and that’s a good means of getting an

accurate monthly line-up on values.

Mr. Rand’s box office letter is written

at the close of each month and there

is room for more of the same.

—W. R. W.

of them, and that kid and dog- makes him
strong with the children.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE ISLE OF HOPE: Richard Talmadge

—

An action picture that is filled with action.
Dick sees to that. But he sure is being put in
some weak stories. There’s absolutely nothing to

them. Same old stuff. We ran this on double
program with “Caliber 45,” which was only
fair. Five reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle the-
atre, Havana, 111.—General patronage.

A BROADWAY LADY : Evelyn Brent—Can’t
give this one much. In fact, would rate it about
the very poorest of hers I have shown. Six reels.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

A BROADWAY LADY: Evelyn Brent—Pa-
trons well pleased. Miss Brent seems to improve
in each production. Six reels.—Fry, Palace the-

atre, Naples, Tex.—General patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Special cast—Fail-
program offering that has been worked over and
over again, but will please. Six reels.—W. A.
Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana, 111.—General

patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Special cast—This is

a good program picture but not a special. Good
acting and beautiful scenes. Seven reels.—Theo.

Goryezka, Empire theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.—Gen-

eral patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—An average Thomson. Horse does some very

fine work as usual and Fred has his usual smile.

Goes over nicely but why can’t we have some of

his old time action ? Had quite a few remarks

that it is not up to his usual standard. Six reels.

—

H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.

—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN : Fred Thomson
—A very good Fred Thomson Western spoiled by

having over 3000 feet of dark blue night scenes,

and the fake of handcuffing the sheriff to a

runaway buggy wheel was ridiculous, as the

sheriff fell behind about 100 feet trying to keep

with the buggy. Six reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy

theatre, Fayette, Iowa.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson

—Thomson is always good, and so is Silver King.

Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,

N. H.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson

—This is not a kitchen utensil drama. It is a

crackerjack of a Western, as are all Fred Thom-

sons. Buy them all.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,

Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS BEARCAT: Bob Custer—Fine

Western. Will draw and please. Five reels.

—

Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General

patronage.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—A good

Western program. Watch this boy, for he sure

is coming fast if given good stories. A wonder-

ful rider and can fight. This is what the boys

like on Saturday night. Five reels.—W. A.

Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana, 111.—General

patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr

—For real entertainment and heart interest this

cannot be bested. It would be an iron man or

woman who would not get in sympathy with

Drusilla in this. Book it and get your ministers

out to see this. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace the-

atre, Naples, Tex.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr

—One of the best pictures I have played this

winter but a poor title and people stayed away,

later saying they wished they had come but title

didn’t look good. Play it. Eight reels.—E. H.

Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General

patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast

—Good picture from widely read book. Booked

“The Girl of the Limberlost” to play a week later

and my what a clean up 1 People came that I

never saw before. We did better business with

above picture than any at higher rental this

year. You can’t go wrong. Seven reels.—M.

Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.

—

General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow
—One of the best. A good drawing card. Seven
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How Many Have YOU Played?
George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn., wrote

to the “Herald” a letter printed on page 76 of the February 6

issue stating that he has played 37 of the first 50 pictures deter-

mined by this paper’s survey to be the “Biggest Money Makers of

1925.”

Herewith are published letters from other exhibitors claiming

better records:

How many had you played?
I have played 35 out of the first 47 of the year’s best pictures,

and 37 out of the first 50. Out of the balance to play, 7 more are

booked.
However, my hat is off to Brother Benson, as I am 12 years his

senior in the business.

The list you published is wonderful. Out of the first 13 leaders,

“The Freshman” is the only one I haven’t played and that is com-
ing up.—A. C. RUSSELL, Iris Theatre, Velva, Neb.

Whether 35 out of 47 is more than 37 out of 50 is something

for mathematics fans to worry about, but there is no uncertainty

about the record described in the following letter:

Regarding Mr. George Benson’s letter, of Minneota, Minn., beg
to state that we can go him still better in the number of pictures

played of the first 52 best of the year. We have shown all except:

“THE THIEF OF BAGDAD”
“THE RAG MAN”
“JANICE MEREDITH”
“THE DIXIE HANDICAP”

I wonder if any exhibitor has a 100% record of the first 52 pic-

tures or can any one equal the above?
December was the first time we had seen a Metro-Goldwyn repre-

sentative or we would have shown two more of the above. For 12

months a Metro-Goldwyn salesman did not make Central Illinois

out of the St. Louis office. If he did he certainly skipped the thea-

tres I was interested in.

Any exhibitor can play the 52 best of the year each year if he
will keep a careful record of exhibitors reports in the HERALD.

That’s no hot air either.—RUSSELL ARMENTROUT, K. P.

Theatres, Pittsfield, 111.

reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buenna Vista,

Va.-—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast

—Gene Stratton Porter’s name brought them in

and the picture pleased, although we believe that

it could have been made even better. Drew well

and all satisfied, so we should worry. Seven reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast

—I have been too busy with building operations,

and later by a strike being indulged in against

my three theatres, that I haven’t been in print

for a long time, but I want to take time out to

tell independent fellow exhibitors to get this on

contract and boost it big. You will be surprised

how many “keepers of the bees” there are in your
town. It’s a good clean picture. Seven reels.

—

Dwight B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa.

—General patronage.

THE WALL STREET WHIZ: Richard Tal-

madge—As an exhibitor, I’m a good “hoss trader.”

However, I know F. B. O. have the product that

should make the money. They do not require a

mortgage on your theatre for a contract. Richard

Talmadge is one of their best bets. This one

fine. Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Naples, Tex.

—General patronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Special cast—A fine

picture from every angle ; story, cast, direction.

Pleased patrons. Actual newspaper office made
interesting background for story. Seven reels.—

-

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

SPEED WILD: Lefty Flynn—Lefty has de-

parted from Westerns and makes a hit with our

patrons in this fast moving comedy drama. Plenty

of action to please his previous followers. Six

reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—
This is the best Fred Thomson picture that I have
played to date. Silver King sure is wonderful.
He is the smartest horse in pictures today. Brother
exhibitors, if there are any of you that are not
playing these Fred Thomson pictures, you are
missing the best bet in the picture game, and
F. B. O. will treat you right as far as rental is

concerned. Everything I play on Thomson pic-

tures I make a little money for myself. Thomson
and Silver King are the best bet I have. More
success to Thomson and Silver King. Print in

No. 1 condition. Five reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling

theatre, Fairmont, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—
What is the use of reporting these pictures ? They
are good and this is one of the best. Pleased 100
per cent. That’s plenty. Five reels.—E. W. Mc-
Clelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Either
Thomson or his hoss draw the masses for us,

and the best part is “They Satisfy.” Five reels.

—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General
patronage.

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson—A good
Western with Fred and Silver doing their stud,

but it has quite a few weak spots. Fred had
better get better stories as he might slip, and it’s

sure hard to get back on your feet again, as we
had experience with Hoot Gibson. Six reels.—

W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana, 111.

—

General patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—Starts out won-
derfully entertaining, then with the suddenness of

a knockout punch, jumps from dead of winter to

beautiful spring. Continuity not maintained.

However, it will please, but don’t over exploit

it lest they expect too much. Not a special.

F. B. O. doesn’t ask you a big price. Well worth

playing. Six reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre,

Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—This is an ex-

cellent feature for those who like dog pictures.

The balance of the cast was weak. Perhaps this

was done to accentuate the work of Strongheart.

Many good compliments on this. Six reels.—Elmer
F. Holmberg, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—This is a dandy
picture. Great for Sunday. The censors did their

part, but good anyway. Five reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.

—General patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER: Richard
Talmadge—Very good action picture. Five reels.

—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

LIFE’S GREATEST GAME: Johnny Walker
—Good program picture which will please. An
unusual plot which appeals to many. A baseball

story. Seven reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre.

Fox Lake, 111.—General patronage.

THE RIDIN’ COMET: Yakima Canutt—Good
Western. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

TEARING THROUGH: Richard Talmadge—
Good entertainment with plenty of Chinks to make
it serially. Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.

Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
Fred and Silver deliver again in this picture.

All Fred’s are fine. Five reels.—Fry, Palace the-

atre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson-
Just an average Thomson. A little overdrawn
at last two reels. Will please where they like Fred.

Six reels.—C. M. Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Me-
chanicsburg, O.—General patronage.

O. U. WEST: Lefty Flynn—Splendid enter-

tainment. Fear his departure from Westerns will

serve badly. From reports on newer pictures,

though, he makes good. Five reels.—Fry, Palace

theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge—
Our business builds each time we show Dick

Talmadge. Therefore, must be something about

this star’s pictures that please. We run them
Saturday night and find them excellent. Six

reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.

—

General patronage.

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid—Very
good picture. Direction and story good. Special,

yes, Sunday, yes. Seven reels.—Theo. Goryczka,

Empire theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THUNDERING HOOFS: Special cast—Very
good Western and just a bit different from the

usual run. Got me extra business, photography a

trifle dark in opening reel, otherwise O. K. Talk

about throwing the bull, Fred sure tackles a tough

customer in the last reel. Five reels.—H. G.

Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FIGHTING DEMON: Richard Talmadge
—Nice program. Action as per Talmadge style.

Some comedy and pretty fair story. Should please

the stunt enthusiasts. Five reels.—H. G. Selk,

Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE MASK OF LOPEZ: Fred Thomson—
Our first one of Thomson and Silver King but

not the last. Sorry that he wasn’t strutting his

stuff before we closed up several years ago, and
we’d have been running ’em ragged here yet.

Some will smile when they read the title (exhibitor

friends, we mean) but allow me to inform you

gentlemen that anything good does not have cob-

webs on from age. And anyway, there’s too

much action in a Thomson to allow anything

to stay in one place long, even the audience.

Horse is fine. Five reels.—Ralph K. Russell,

Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.—Small town pat-

ronage.

First National
THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet

—Wonderful reception accorded this by Sunday
patrons, who said it is one of the best war pic-

tures we have had of late. Not too much war
in it, but sufficient for a thrill. The love scenes

will knock ’em over if they are susceptible to

spicy stuff done in an offensive manner.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—General

patronage.

MEMORY LANE: Eleanor Boardman—A soft-

toned, sentimental, romantic effusion that will

appeal because of the scenery, love episodes and

above all the splendid acting. Not so big, but

very beautiful.'—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, Iowa.—General patronage.
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WHAT FOOLS MEN : Lewis Stone—Very fine

picture that holds attention. Your patrons will be

glad to express themselves favorably. Mine were
and did.—E. J. Callahan, Auditorium theatre,

Crockett, Tex.—High Class patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Errol

—I consider this the poorest entertainment of

any picture I have played this winter. Nine reels.

—E. H. Breehler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Errol

—For entertainment worth, this has no drawing
power at all. Likely it cost a lot of money to

produce, or make, but likely it would cost a lot

of money to produce or make a bank or hill 100

feet high out of fly specks too. The bank, hill or

mound of fly specks would likely have as much
entertainment value as "Clothes Make The Pirate.”

Hope Leon Errol cancels his contract and does not

make his next one, for I have it under contract

and have tried to cancel same and have been re-

fused by Mr. Brewer, Oklahoma City.—W. F.

Jones, Criterion theatre, Frederick, Okla.—General

patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—A Rex
Beach story but it was an awful flop at the

B. O. Paid a big price for it and that is all

that was big about it. Too long. Ten reels.—

•

Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.
-—General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—Here is

a real picture, one that should draw real business.

Opposition too strong for me, though. Wonder-
ful scenes, great acting by all characters, who
fitted their parts mighty well. It has a fine story.

Cannot boost it too highly. Paper on it is great.

Ten reels.—A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie,

Okla.—General patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—This pic-

ture was well received here. A special. Ten
reels.—E. H. Breehler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.—General patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—Pic-
ture worth showing. Good comments on this.

Seven reels.—E. H. Breehler, Opera House, Fenni-
more, Wis.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—Oh Boy!
How I wish that we exhibitors could play these

kind of pictures all of the time. We would be able

to pay all of our bills when collection day came
around. This picture has everything in it to

please the public. Colleen sure struts her stuff

in this one. Good thrills ; good love scenes ;

good print and lots of good comments on this

one. That’s what it takes to build up your busi-

ness. Step on this one if you don’t step on
another one. Seven reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plain-

view theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—A cracker-

jack picture, and sure does get them in. Should

please in any house. They have to step some to

stay in Colleen’s class.—C. E. Kuhn, Almo the-

atre, Cameron, W. Va.—General patronage.

WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—This is en-

tertainment, if you want to call it that, but it

seems a shame to make an audience sit through
an hour and fifteen minutes of slapstick comedy
when there is such an abundance of comedies re-

leased that take care of slapstick so well. Seven
reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family pat-

ronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Lewis Stone—This
was adapted from the novel, “Snake Bite.” The
director must have thought nobody would recognize

the story unless a repulsive snake was shown in

the picture. Anything the ladies love is to see

snakes, crocodiles and other retillian mon-
strosities in a picture. Likell. Otherwise a very

fine picture. Eight reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE HALF WAY GIRL: Special cast—A real

picture all the way through. Boat explosion

scenes wonderful. Lloyd Hughes well liked here.

Eight reels.—Harry Dickerman, Alhambra the-

atre, Minneapolis, Minn.—Working class pat-

ronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—One of

the finest made. Easily ranks with “The Merry
Widow” as a production, but won’t get the money.
A business builder. Ran this during adverse

weather.—E. J. Callahan, Auditorium theatre,

Crockett. Tex.—High class patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—If better

pictures are made than this one and the others

so far released in this group, they are somewhere
outside the United States. Let it be said again

—

First National has the pictures. This is one of

the very best.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wag-
ner, S. D.—General patronage.

Special to

Old Timers
This is my first attempt at “What

the Picture Did For Me,” so don’t

take it to heart too much. I took
over Dad Jenkins’ end of the business

out in this country, but I cannot fill

his shoes entirely. I mean that I

can’t write such flowery stuff as he
and O’Hara of Elgin write, but I’ll

give you the best that I can.

I find that with so much literary

talent in my nearest neighbor, O’Hara,
it will be hard for me to compete
with him. If you knew him as I do
you would wonder where it all comes
from, but I guess that a man can't

be blessed with good looks and talent

to write also. So you can see where
I stand, and I’m no “sheik” either.

I am enclosing a few reports and
if you see fit to print it or pass it

along it will be appreciated.—WALT
BRADLEY, Moon theatre, Neligb,

Neb.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—One of

the good ones. Pleased 100 per cent. Business

poor first night but good second. Seven reels.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

-—Real good family picture. Eight reels.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—Good picture but Sills poses too much in his

work. Children characters fine.-—E. W. Swarth-

out. Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—Excellent. Will please any audience.—Boom &
DuRand, Ellendale, N. D.—Small town patronage.

DECLASSE: Corinne Griffith—A fair pro-

duction but not a money maker. Eight reels.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—Knockout entertainment. Seven reels.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkely, Cal.—Family patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-

madge—Business fair. Now, boys, here is real

entertainment. Without question the best Con-
stance has ever done. There is only one reason

producers don’t make more just as good as this

and that is they can’t do it. If every picture

made could contain as much entertainment as

this, the show business would be a snap. Pleased

my patrons 100 percent. Eight reels.—M. G.

Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson—
A splendid Western and you needn’t be afraid to

boost it. Something different in the days of ’49.

—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas,

Iowa.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Played
Sunday and Monday. Packed ’em in Sunday in

spite of opposition showing “Don Q.” Pleased

100 per cent. First National leads in our esti-

mation. Eight reels.—Harry Dickerman, Al-

hambra theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.—Working
class patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—A mighty
fine picture in every way. Johnny Hines just

hasn’t got into the big class yet, but he should

be. This picture pleased them all and got many
laughs. Advertising matter was real good. Seven

reels.—A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.

—General patronage.

THE SCARLET SAINT: Special cast—A very

good picture with plenty of real acting. However,

I don’t see where they get the title. Seven reels.

—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—A very

good picture that pleased a large crowd. Worth
playing. Eight reels.—E. H. Breehler, Opera

House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—It’s a

novelty that amazes the men and children. Also

frightens the women. Not a woman’s picture. It

drew a lot of children but proved a flop at the

box office because we paid too much for the pic-

ture. Ten reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Played
two days on this. While this picture is wonder-

ful in its way, I think it does not measure up to

expectancy. Don’t know why, unless it is be-

cause it drags at times and the light is not

good, particularly the scenes in London, which1

is not expected, however. It is a remarkable pic-

ture and should be on the booking sheet of every

exhibitor because it’s different. It seems that

we are getting calloused that nothing pleases 1001

per cent any more. Ten reels.—Elmer F. Holm-
berg, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Very good.

Good business for three days.—H. V. Smoots, Vine -

theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Business

good. Here is a very fine picture. While it will

not please all of your regular fans, it will get a
great deal of praise from people who seldom

come to the show and will please 90 per cent of

the better class. It is a real novelty and it is

big. It has good drawing power and should be

run at advanced admission prices. Ten reels.

—

M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—The best we
have had from this star. Patrons all liked it,

but business very bad. Seven reels.—A. G. Wit-

wer, Grand theatre, Rainier. Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

It’s little to ask for, but it’s the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians

to help put the picture over. 1?

TRAILERS SELL SEATS
NATIO MAI SCREEN SERVICE

miiiRMnsT EHLUIVfc SALLSMANI
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CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Good again.

Let us all rise and sing praise to the Winner
Group. May the day be far away when the

clutch of another hand shall swallow up this

organization. This is one organization that should

be preserved. If it should need help, let us

thousands of exhibitors rise as one man and say,

“We are coming 300,000 strong.”—R. C. Metzger,

Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.— General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—This drew a good
crowd for me. Due to all the good reports, I

stepped on it hard and was well pleased with
results. This is by far the best thing this talented

actress ever did and it is as near a knockout as

you ever expect to get. Plenty of good clean

comedy and interesting all the way. Nine reels.

—

H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance Tal-

madge—Was an average program. Went over

fairly good.—James Le Richeux, Arcade theatre,

Camden, N. Y.—General patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE: Constance Tal-

madge—Ran this on Saturday to very good busi-

ness. My patrons were pleased with it. It is a

very good comedy drama that will please any
audience. Constance is splendid. Her eyes alone

would make her a favorite. This is entitled to a

place in your date book. Eight reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

SINGLE WIVES: Milton Sills—Good picture

but the wrong role for Milton Sills. Nobody liked

him in this.—James Le Richeux, Arcade theatre,

Camden, N. Y.—General patronage.

BOY OF MINE: Ben Alexander—A good
clean picture which is especially suited for small

towns. If your patrons enjoy clean pictures, book
this one. Seven reels.—H. B. Osborn, Community
theatre, Mount Hope, Kan.—General patronage.

HER HUSBAND'S SECRET: Antonio Moreno
—This is not what the average First National is.

From an entertaining standpoint this is not much
of a picture. Of course, you might have a differ-

ent opinion when you see the picture. There is

some good acting on the part of Antonio Moreno
but they don’t like him so well here yet. Seven
reels.—R. E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre. Plain-

view, Tex.—General patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—The women will

like this just because Norma Talmadge stars in

it. Will not please the men. Not up to some of

Norma’s other pictures. Do not pay too much
for this, nor raise admission. Not worth it.

—

R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE: Richard
Barthelmess—Oh boy ! This is a punk. My people
did not like it and did not hesitate to tell me
so, and walked out on it. I, myself, thought it

was rotten. I am getting plenty of poor ones
from First National, with “New Toys” and “Heart
of A Siren” yet to come. I will be glad when it

is over.—James Le Richeux, Arcade theatre, Cam-
den, N. Y.—General patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge—Sunday to fair

business. Not as well liked as her sister, and, in

my opinion not as good as Connie, though we
have to pay about double the price for her pic-

tures. She is boosted way above her value. I

reckon she has some price with the producer. I

will buy no more of Norma’s until the rights are
lowered. You fellows do as you like. Nine reels.

—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS: Special cast—
While this is not a big picture, it is very good.
—James Le Richeux, Arcade theatre, Camden,
N. Y.—General patronage.

SUNDOWN: Special cast—Sunday to very
good business. I have read many adverse reports
on this picture. For that reason I watched it

carefully and my conclusion was that it is a
mighty good Western. Will please any person
who enjoys Western pictures. Charley Murray
alone furnishes enough entertainment to make
the picture worth the admission price. Buy “Sun-
down.” Nine reels.—P. W. Quinlin. Ideal the-

atre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Consider this

one Sills’ best picture. A well produced picture.

Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fenni-
more, Wis.—General patronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN: John Bowers-
Fair picture that is too tame for a Western.
Seven reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

INEZ FROM HOLLYWOOD: Anna Q.
Nilsson—Condition of business could be blamed
on extreme cold weather and, again, on the pic-

ture. Would advise any exhibitor not to play up

Special to

Fred Thomson
I am taking this method of sincerely

thanking yon for your splendid con-
tribution to motion pictures in giving
us good clean pictures, something
that the audiences of today enjoy see-

ing. I have played nearly all of your
releases to date and have not yet re-

ceived an unsatisfactory one.

My patrons tell me how good they
are and ask when the next one is

coming. This is something I find very
unusual in the small towns in this

territory, as the people seldom express
their opinion on pictures.

When I advertise a Thomson pic-

ture in front of my theatre it causes

more talk among the children and
grownups than does many of the ex-

changes’ so-called “specials.” Your
pictures have meant increased busi-

ness to me and I advise brother ex-

hibitors who have not already hooked
your pictures to do so, as I feel they
will do for them what they have done
and are doing for me.

Fred, keep up the good work of

the past and give us more of this type
of pictures.

Before closing, I must mention the

wonderful work of your beautiful

horse, Silver King. He is wonderful
and in my patrons’ estimation, as well
as my own, the best horse on the

screen.

In closing, I wish to thank you for

the photograph you sent me of your-

self. I greatly appreciate this, hut the

above comments were not written on
account of receiving the picture hut
are absolute facts in my estimation
from experience in playing your many
pictures.—P. G. LADD, Star theatre,

Clinton, Ont., Canada.

too strong on production, as it is not what it is

cracked up to be. Seven reels.—Lorin theatre,

Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—I have
read a great many critics on this picture. The
boys who knocked it were in their right mind.
Lay off this one. Nothing to it. If you have it

bought, would advise paying for it and leaving
it in the exchange. Eight reels.—James Le
Richeux, Arcade theatre, Camden, N. Y.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore-
Good picture that pleased a good attendance.

Seven reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—The kind
of picture that goes in any community. A clean

cut rapid fire picture that keeps them from going
to sleep. Eight reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox the-

atre, Fox Lake, 111.—General patronage.

JUST A WOMAN: Conway Tearle—A little

old but nevertheless a good picture. Seven reels.

—

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

MY SON : Nazimova—A fine little picure that

will please 75 per cent. Good story and well

acted. Kind of slow in spots, but many comments
on it as a whole. Seven reels.—E. G. Wean,
Fox theatre. Fox Lake, 111.—Generajl patronage.

Fox
THANK YOU: Special cast—Splendid picture

which all "misers” and “closely built” fellers

should see. Not a big special, but above the

average. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Na-
ples, ex.—General patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—

A

slow moving piece that does not measure up in

any way to the present demand for photoplay
entertainment. It serves as a vehicle to display

Madge Bellamy’s talent and she certainly puts
herself right up front here. I don’t think you
will be able to please any class audience with
this offering. Eight reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—
Why wouldn’t any one like this outdoor picture?

It has all the makings of a good picture. Boost

it. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Naples,
Tex.—General patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special cast—
Fellows, here is a picture that you can be mighty
proud that you run. It is no great box office

bet, but it pleased all that did come. The title

spoils it. If it could have been called by its right

name, it would have been a lot better picture to

draw. I am glad that I had the chance to run
it.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES, THE OUTSIDER:
Played these two Fox Week. Just ordinary pro-
gram pictures. Sold at special prices. No more
Fox for me.—C. M. Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Me-
chanicsburg, O.—General patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Special cast—Good en-

tertainment. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre,

Naples, Tex.—General patronage.

THE WHEEL: Special cast—Another of Fox
so-called specials. Just an average program pic-

ture. No more Fox for us after this year unless

they change their policy. Eight reels.—C. M.
Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Mechanicsburg, O.—

-

General patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Special cast—
Just so so. Some came expecting to see a dog
picture. They were disappointed. This pup looked
like a soup hound, compared with the work of

Peter The Great, in "The Silent Accuser.” Seven
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

LIGHTNIN’: Jay Hunt—Wrong type but good
directing. Not good for a small town. Too slow
and draggy. Poor business, pleasing only GO per
cent.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.
—General patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Special cast—A good pro-
gram picture. Nothing more.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—There has
never been a picture any better than this. It

far excels “The Covered Wagon.” That’s the
verdict of all who came to see it. However, it

is not sold to the public. We believe 12 months
from now, this picture will repeat and bring
more business than on first run. A wonderful
production. Ten reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Just cannot
figure it out. Advertised it to the limit ; ad-

mission only 10-35 cents. Picture pleased 100 per
cent. Many said it the best picture ever made,
but where was the business ? It did a terrible

flop. Why ? Don’t know, unless it was lacking

the national advertising that it should have had.
Ten reels.—A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie,
Okla.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—This is one of

those really fine pictures. I did not particularly

care for the story, but it has a lot of meat on
it and the picture is well thought of by many.
I have had a lot of favorable comments since I

ran it. It makes a lasting impression and raises

the standard of the movies.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Special cast—A wonderful pic-

ture of its kind. Pleased on an average better

than "The Ten Commandments,” and lost about
the same amount of money. Our folks do not
like this kind of stuff. Nine reels.—E. W. Mc-
Clelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—-Small

town patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast—It is some
relief to show a picture of this kind. Free from
sex stuff, with a good story, plenty of Irish comedy
and good shots of races and fine race horses.

Book it and boost. Will make you money. Fox
seems to have the product in its 1925-26 releases.

Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Naples, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—The
saddest thing we have ever reported on a star

:

Tom’s zeal for costume stuff has relegated him to

the lowest rung of the ladder of Western players

with our people. Five reels.—E. W. McClelland,
Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Won’t
please Mix fans, but will please those who don’t

care for horse and gun operas. It’s a lavish

picture, well staged, after the order of “Don Q.”

—E. J. Callahan, Auditorium theatre, Crockett,

Tex.—High class patronage.

LAZY BONES: Buck Jones—Buck put over

his part in this picture. A story of small town
life that must have hit, for they came out fairly

well and were pleased 100 per cent. Beautiful

scenes in this. Advertising matter is terrible.
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When will Fox ever learn ? Eight reels.—A1

Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE, THE EVERLAST-
ING WHISPER: Tom Mix—Both are okay for

any small town if you can get them without

buying Fox Film Corporation to get them. Played

to average Mix business.—C. M. Byerly, Rainbow

theatre, Mechaniesburg, O.—General patronage.

THE ‘CYCLONE RIDER: Charles Conklin—

Boys, when you book this get behind it and

boost it. It is a thriller. Oh, Boy ! One thrill

after another, and some auto race. At last

over the fence he goes. Paper on this feature

great. Seven reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.—General patron-

age.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—The

biggest box office picture in the entire Fox 1925

and 1926 output. A Western that has everything.

Second run and business good.—R. C. Metzger,

Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

CURLY TOP: Shirley Mason—Not half as bad

as some of the reports sent in. Five reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

THE HEART BUSTER: Tom Mix—Good. I

don't think Tony is half as good as Silver King.

Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,

N. H.—General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Special

cast—Boys, if you do not knock ’em cold with

these Zane Grey, Tom Mix combinations—some-

thing’s wrong. It will surprise you how they

will draw all classes. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace

theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
HIS SECRETARY: Norma Shearer—Pleased

our patrons immensely and took a few records

at the box office. Should please all classes, for

it’s genuine comedy of every-day life. Seven

reels.—Louis K. Ansell, Ritz theatre, St. Louis,

Mo.—High class patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Special cast—Good story

nicely produced and Chas. Ray in the kind of

role they like. Business slightly better than usual

and seemed to please most of them. Seven reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast—
Good business. Should draw well among classes

acquainted with high grade stage attractions.

Six reels.—Louis K. Ansell, Ritz theatre, St.

Louis, Mo.—High class patronage.

DON’T: Sally O’Neill—Too much opposition.

Legion circus on. Excellent comedy ; clean ; full

of laughs.—Boom & DuRand, Ellendale, N. D.

—

Small town patronge.

DADDY’S GONE A HUNTING: Special easV-
Good picture. Pleased most of them. Some of

the scenes in the Paris cafe a little fresh, accord-

ing to reports from the older folks, but necessary

to bring out the point of the story. Seven reels.

—Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine, Wis.
—General patronage.

DADDY’S GONE A HUNTING: Special east—
Good.—Boom & DuRand, Ellendale, N. D.—Small

town patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—Played
part of one day. Missed out matinee and did

not get a print until 8 :20 at night, so was very

lucky to break even, as that was all I did.

Would have done a wonderful business had I

gotten in time for matinee and had I been sure

of a print for night show. Those who saw it were
high in their praise of it. It's a mighty good
picture.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden,
S. C.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—A rec-

ord breaker. Pleased every one. Should draw
big in any community of intelligent and well

read people. Ten reels.—Louis K. Ansell, Ritz

theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—High class patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: John Gilbert—It’s a
box office attraction and that’s what we are all

waiting for. Get it and go the limit. Ten reels.

—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronge.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—The cow star in

this offering is quite a novelty. Patrons all

seemed to like it. Business Sunday brisk. Monday
poor. Six reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,

Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

GO WEST : Buster Keaton—We never go
wrong on Keaton. They like him. Seven reels.

—

Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—Excel-
lent. Step on it, it’s worth while.—Boom & Du-
Rand, Ellendale, N. D.—Small town patronage.

Special to

F. J. O’Hara

(To the Editor: Please give the

following article as prominent place
as was given the article by F. J.

O’Hara regarding “The Iron Horse’’
in your issue of February 6.)

A good many indignant exhibitors
out here in Western Montana would
like to know where you get the idea
that “The Iron Horse” can in any way
compare with “The Covered Wagon.”
We will bet two to one that it was
spite of some kind that made you
make this comparison. Maybe your
competitor played “The Wagon” and
you had to sit and suck your thumb
until he finished. In my estimation
this is the most illogical comparison
that any picture ever received.

Everyone in this neck of the woods
thinks that “The U. P. Trail” is a

much better production than “The
Horse.” We played all three of these

pictures and honestly believe that

“The Iron Horse” is the poorest pic-

ture of the three. We don't say it

was a poor picture. But it certainly

is a back number compared with the

greatest of all motion pictures, “The
Covered Wagon.”

It is not only the greatest motion
picture the world has ever known, but

it is also the biggest money maker of

the age. I think “Bill” Fox is good
enough a sport to take olf his hat to

Jimmy Cruze when it comes to pass-

ing honors as to which is the best

picture and biggest hit.

And talking about casts and por-

trayals, don’t forget that the “Wagon”
cast was not so terribly amateurish.
No need to make comparisons. Leave
it to the thousands of exhibitors to

judge for themselves.

Our patrons told us that the “Horse”
was a good educational picture hut

rotten entertainment. And believe

me, brother, the people don’t come to

the theatres now-a-days to be educated.

They come to be entertained.

A picture with rich historical back-
ground is okay but the entertainment
side of it must be about 75% if the

picture is to be a success. That is

why the “Wagon” grossed dollars

where the “Horse” grossed pennies.

Look up and compare the long runs

of “The Covered Wagon” with the

short runs of “The Iron Horse” and
let your conscience be your guide,

regardless of a friendly drug store

straw’ vote. They could have had a

real herd of longhorns if they wanted
to pay the price. Paramount did not

count the cost when they built the

covered wagons.

Let’s have some other exhibitors’

views on this important debate.

—

CARL E. ANDERSON, Liberty Thea-

tre, Kalispell, Montana.

MAN AND MAID: Lew Cody—Another Glyn

lemon. Very slow and draggy and will not

please. Six reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle the-

atre, Havana, 111.—General patronage.

MAN AND MAID: Special cast—Just another

picture. Seven reels.—Squires & Luth, Alamo
theatre, Pembine, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Went
over well. Good box office attraction in a high
class community, especially since showing of “The
Merry Widow.” Six reels.—Louis K. Ansell.

Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—High class patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—A real

picture but did not have the pull here that it

should. Chaney fine. In fact, all of cast good.

Story will hold the interest of anyone, if you

can get them in. Advertised this heavy. Seven
reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana,
111.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Great
picture. Did wonderful business. Seven reels.—

-

Lroin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer

—

Saturday night to a nice little business. This
is a very interesting little picture, different in

some ways to the average program. You boys
can feel sure that this one will be an ornament
to your program, so don’t be afraid of it. Six

reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION : Norma Shearer—Real
good woman’s picture, although the fashions were
conspicuous by their absence. Six reels.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer-
Excellent picture. Quite different from the ordi-

nary ran of pictures. Audience seemed well
satisfied. Six reels.—Lroin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.

—Family patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Went over
big. Great box office card in neighborhoods.
Should draw well anywhere. Six reels..—Louis K.
Ansell, Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—High class

patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Very good
entertainment for the whole family. Coogan
similarity contest was a decided success. Six
reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

THE SNOB: Norma Shearer—Business fair. A
real good picture. A little old, but well worth
picking up if you have missed it. Norma Shearer
is mighty easy to look at and I think when we
have run a few more of her pictures, she will
have a real box office value here. She has sure
made a hit with the management already. Seven
reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

SUN UP : Special cast—Saturday to very fair
business. I have been getting good pictures from
Metro and I have reported them good. I am
sorry to say I can’t report this one good, for
I won’t lie, even for Metro. All you chaps can
do as you like about it. Seven reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

THE DENIAL: Claire Windsor—Do not know
why so many exhibitors pan this one. It must
be it hits home. Seemed to please most of them.
Five reels.—Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pem-
bine, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Peter the Great-
Best dog picture we have ever shown. Beats “Rin
Tin Tin” to a frazzle. Six reels.—Harry Dick-
erman, Alhambra theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Working class patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Peter the Great

—

A very good dog story, good for any small town.
Played to good attendance and pleased.—C. M.
Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Mechaniesburg, O.—

-

General patronage.

THE MONSTER: Lon Chaney—A marvelous
production and without a doubt any exhibitor
would go wrong not to play it. He should find
it not only a great help to the box office, but also
very pleasing with his audience. Seven reels.

—

Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

LADY OF THE NIGHT : Norma Shearer

—

Norma Shearer good in any picture. Weather
prevented better business. Six reels.—Squires &
Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine, Wis.—General
patronage.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE: Eleanor Boardman
—Good program picture. Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—This is a real picture, and also a box
office picture. The popularity of the story will

help a lot in putting it over. You can boost
and back this one up. Real audience picture.

Seven reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre,

Havana, 111.—General patronage.

CIRCE THE ENCHANTRESS: Mae Murray

—

Our patrons enjoyed this very much, although
Mae overdoes everything, including her acting.

It pleased. Seven reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle

theatre, Havana. 111.—General patronage.

SHERLOCK, JR.: Buster Keaton—A laugh-

able comedy that pleases most of them. I even

smiled. On account of weather and bad roads,

it was the first picture in five weeks that I quit

ahead on. If your patrons are strong for comedy,,

book it. The price is right. Five reels.—H. G.

Isbell, Casino De Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.

—

General patronage.
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THE BANDOLERO: Renee Adoree—This is the

first of many foreign pictures that have been
interesting, not considering the historical cos-

tume productions. The picture was taken in

Spain. The actors were excellently cast and they

did their stuff in a way pleasing to Americans
contrary to tradition. The bull fighting scene

was good. We showed this one in sub-zero

weather with a rip-snorting nor’wester hitting on
all six and as a result the attendance was very
much a private showing. Do not recall any at-

tendance that was so close to being none at all.

Eight reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Pioneer theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

BREAD : Special cast—-A very good picture

-which pleased all that saw it. The title has no
drawing power to it. Six reels.—A. H. Roeper,
Leeds theatre, Leeds, la.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—One of

the best comedy dramas we ever played. Played

to good attendance and pleased immensely. Think
Keaton is better than Lloyd any day. Sold at

a. live and let live policy. Seven reels.—C. M.
Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Mechanicsburg, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ALONG CAME RUTH: Viola Dana—Very
good comedy drama. Five reels.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE: Special cast—
This picture included in the cast—Barbara La-
Marr, Renee Adoree, Earle Williams, Pat
O’Malley, Wallace Beery and Joseph Swickard. A
fairly good Northern that took well. As Bar-

bara LaMarr had passed away 3 days before,

there was a real reverence shown when she ap-

peared on the screen. Eight reels.—H. G. Isbell.

Casino De Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—General
patronage.

Paramount
THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix—

Very good.—H. V. Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Ver-

non, O.—General patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—Two days at

advance admissions. First day fair ; second very

poor. Did not please and proved a poor box
office attraction.—L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—Not another

“Ten Commandments,” but a mighty good picture.

Seemed to please all classes, as it is the kind of

picture in which one finds what he is looking for,

spicy or pious depending on viewpoint. Did not

do much business, due, I think, to lack of na-

tional exploitation, as for some reason Paramount
has neglected this picture and ballyhooed some
of lesser quality. Nine reels.—I. A. McCaskill,

Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.—General patron-

age.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence Vi-

dor—Thoroughly enjoyable comedy drama of the

domestic class. Drew and pleased. Seven reels.

—

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—The
picture is easy to look at for the greater part.

Nothing unusual in story or plot. Will get by
with a non-critical audience and probably do a

good business.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special oast—The
picture has everything ! Our people ate it up
and went wild on the comedy situations. The
Techni-eolor is beautiful beyond description and
injected only where it adds a real punch. Miss
Ralston is a positive sensation in this one. If

they are asking for something big and different,

“The American Venus” is it. Seven reels.

—

George T. Cruzen, Palace theatre, Lockport, N. Y.
.—General patronage.

HANDS UP : Raymond Griffith—This is good
burlesque comedy, but I don’t believe same is

popular. It goes right out over the heads of

some of my most intelligent patrons, who think it

is silly. I got an awful kick out of this myself,

but also several kicks from good patrons. Em-
phasize the fact that it is burlesque strong, and
then you will get those that want same.—Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General
patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—A good
big Western picture. Clean and entertaining.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—One of

the best of Paramount’s Greater Forty. Picture
pleased almost one hundred per cent. This class

of Westerns are the best bets for me. They do
not like the shoot ’em up stuff.—Walt Bradley,
Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Special to

Tom Tyler
THE COWBOY MUSKETEERS

(F. B. O.) Tom Tyler.—F. B. O. found
a real Western star in this boy. Keep
at it, Tom, I’m betting six bits on your
coming popularity. — FRY, Palace
theatre, Naples, Tex.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Better
than anything she has done recently. Better
than “The Coast of Folly,” but nothing to brag
about. Just a program picture for a small town.
Flopped badly on the second night. Seven reels.

—George Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson
—Betty is a marvelous actress, but why burden
her with such whimsical stuff? People don’t care
for dry English humor, especially when coupled
with a fairy tale during the war period that
doesn’t mean a thing. It’s all right for urban
houses, but not the sticks, as we had any num-
ber of walkouts, which is the first experience in

our theatre since here, three years.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson
—A fine picture for children. Fair business.

—

H. V. Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.

—

General patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson
—This picture was a very big disappointment
to me. It pleased the kids and most of the
women, but the men did not like it. I think
that is all right, to kind of make the men see

something that will make them dust out part of

their brain cells of long ago. I ran a kid’s

matinee on this and cleaned up. Had several
tie-ups and the picture went over fine. But
these kind sure do take the work ; they won’t
put themselves over.—Walt Bradley, Moon the-

atre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou
—Holds the records as doing the poorest busi-

ness in the last year and one-half. There are
600 others on the market that have this one
beat. It is one of Paramount’s Farewell group.—

-

R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—

-

General patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou
—A very good picture. Nothing big, but this

star always is a good drawing card for us. He
has plenty of comedy and has a way of putting
it over. Buy it right and you will make money.
Six reels.—George Marlow, Washington theatre,

Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—This is

rattling good entertainment, with the exception
that it is a little too long. Too much footage
that could have been condensed and made a snap-
pier picture. The first night half the house were
on their feet going for the door with about three

hundred feet to run. There was a clinch scene,

then the picture had to dispose of Rhode Island

Red, sort of a semi-climax that is irritating

because the minute a “clinch” scene shows up in

a picture toward the end half the house grabs
their wraps and hats and are on their way. Busi-

ness below normal.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—An-
other picture that will live forever. Did only a
fair business on this, but this was due to the

extreme cold spell. I can add nothing to what
other exhibitors have said. Anybody that does
not play this is just hurting himself. Some
thought it better than “The Covered Wagon,” but
it will be a long time before they make one that

will beat it. Wallace Beery cannot be beaten in

this one. In fact, this picture has put a halo,

around his head in the box office. Book it, even
if you have to mortgage the theatre to pay for

it. Ten reels.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre,

Leeds, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—This
must be that 100 per cent picture you have
dreamed about. Ten reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—This
picture went over big 2 days. My patrons raved
about it. Ten reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—

A

very nice program picture. I ran it on Sunday
and it pleased. I think that Bebe gets better in

every picture. There was a little action and
enough comedy that the picture went over in
nice shape.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Special cast—-A very or-
dinary program picture. It was a shame to put
these two stars in such a story. It is the worst
Paramount that I have run. From the name we
were expecting a good one. Six reels.—George
Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT: Pola Negri—Good
Western drama with Pola below her standard.
Pleased the majority. One of the Farewell group.
—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.

—

General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—A right
clever show with the wrong title. As enter-
tainment it is of the best. The story moves
along in a semi-humorous vein and Dix made
some friends. Why it should be titled as it is,

I don’t know, but I do know that it was a dif-

ferent picture from what four out of five ex-
pected, for which I am thankful. I suppose it

is a hard problem to find box office titles for
all the pictures that are made, but “Woman-
handled” did not fit this one. The larger part
of it is Western, with good streaks of humor
running through it. It was satisfactory except
at the box office. What the public wants now-a-
days I don’t know.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia the-
atre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
A very good picture. Anybody that will knock
a picture like this don’t know what’s what. I

considered it one of purest pictures we have
played. This one should be played around Xmas
time, but it ought to pull, although don’t suggest
much. It will surprise you. Six reels.—A. H.
Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, la.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Very satisfactory. Six reels.—M. W. A. theatre,

Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Good picture with good moral. Program calibre.

Should have done more business, as it is a
worthy production.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,

Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—A very good
Meighan picture. Scenes in Ireland fine. Pho-
tography good, action slow, but holds interest to
the end. Seven reels.—-A. J. Steggall, Cozy
theatre, Lafayette, Iowa.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—This is a
swell picture. Pleased. The scenes that were
taken in Ireland are wonderful, and Tom does
his regular good acting.—Walt Bradley, Moon
theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
This picture was the greatest surprise that I have
had in years. It was really good, and I think
that it went over as near 100 per cent as any
picture that I have run in a long time. Chester
Conklin sure did put the picture over. He was
a scream. In fact, he made the stately Pola
laugh right out loud.—Walt Bradley, Moon the-

atre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—

I

know, now, the idiot who has been naming our
sleeping cars. It is the same fellow who picked
this Western and gave it a fairy story title.

This name kept all the men away, to a big loss

which we were not looking for. Play was mighty
good. There is getting to be too much so-called

“art” and too little brains in the Paramount
organization of late, which is bound to be taken
seriously by the exhibitors unless shortly reme-
died.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith—This is

not a picture. It was no doubt made by mistake
and released the same way. So foul and con-
taminated with nothingness that it is a shame
to waste the celluloid. This belongs to Para-
mount’s Farewell group.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy
theatre, Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—A good picture but priced too high.
Business fair. Good as a program. A worth
while picture, belonging to the Farewell group.—
R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
Joy—An all around picture that will please most
any audience. Good comedy and not slapstick.

Eight reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette,
Iowa.—General patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
Joy—Dandy picture and Leatrice Joy well liked

here. Should please all. Seven reels.—Squires &
Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.
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PETEK PAN : Betty Bronson—Because of the

popularity of the fairy story and also so much
said in times past concerning Peter Pan, a num-
ber of people will come to see this, but most will

not be entertained. Entirely for children and will

not interest grownups, although the picture is

beautiful and I'd say to use it one night in a

small town. Ten reels..—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy

theatre, Union, Ore.—Small town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—

Lots of action throughout. A picture that keeps

them on the edge of their seats. Seven reels.

—

E. G. Wean, Fox theatre. Fox Lake, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—

A very good comedy crook story with Griffith at

his best. Worth showing. Seven reels.—E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

MANHANDLED: Gloria Swanson—Swanson
pulled this time. Seven reels.—Chas. W. Cook,

Community theatre, Noble, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

ARGENTINE LOVE: Special cast—Not much
to this picture, although better than “The Sainted

Devil.” Don’t book it. No good for small towns.

Seven reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd
Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Special cast—Not
liked here. Too rough and coarse.—Boom & Du-
Rand, Ellendale, N. D.—Small town patronage.

WILD, WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—A clever

little comedy-drama. Worth showing. Six reels.

—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS: Special

cast—This was an extra good picture. Not a
special, but better than the average. The acting
of Louise Dresser was wonderful. Seven reels.

—

Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows Hall,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN: Richard Dix—Here
was a very good picture. Scenes good ; photog-
raphy fine. A little racy but not near as bad
as the book would indicate. Would pass as a
good program picture. Nothing more. Seven
reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd Fel-

lows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patron-
age.

LITTLE FRENCH GIRL: Alice Joyc^Walked
out on this. A slow, non-interesting picture.

One of those Paramount made to slip to us small
exhibitors. Pay for it but leave it in the can.

Six reels.—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre, Fox Lake,
III.—General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—A Western
photoplay but a step removed from the ordinary
so-called Western. It is very well done, with
credit to story, cast and direction. However, it

does not have the tremendous drawing power
that I believed it had with the showing here after

doing a big advertising campaign. We only did
but little better than average business. Eight
reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK: Special cast—
While this one did not register so strong at the
box office, it does prove to be mighty fine enter-
tainment. Rod LaRoeque is well liked and Doro-
thy Gish sure wins your heart. Balance of cast
good and story sustains interest throughout on
account of being capably handled. Eight reels.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL: Rudolph Valentino

—

This was one of the worst pictures we ever
ran here. Nine reels of nothing ; six reels would
have been too many. Photography dark. All
Rudolph did was pose. No punch whatever. Don’t
run it, not if they give it to you. We ran it

and are glad it is over. Nine reels.—Schaghti-
coke Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows Hall,
Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

CONTRABAND : Lois Wilson—Bootlegger
story and sure hits the conditions as they are
in the small town today. I would class this as
good. Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

WELCOME HOME: Lois Wilson—Not much
of a picture. The action was good but nothing
to the story to make a picture. Six reels.—H.
D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special cast—Very
good melodrama. Plenty of action and comedy.
Wallace Beery runs away with the show. Is

sure to please if your patrons like action. Little

long but makes an excellent program. Eight
reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Cran-
don, Wis.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special cast—Run-

Special to

First National

THE HEART OF A SIREN: (First

National) Barbara LaMarr—This is

one of Barbara’s best program pic-

tures. This one is as good as “The
White Moth,” and that is enough.

This one is not just one more from
her. It takes talent to play as she

does. (SPECIAL TO FIRST NA-
TIONAL.) Please accept my deepest

regret. Upon learning of Barbara La
Marr’s death I knew that First Na-

tional had lost one of its best stars.

Seven reels.— R. E. MITCHELL,
Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.

ning this late. Wish I had left it on the shelf.

Old time clothes and scenes, I find, don’t take

with the picture fans. Anyway, film of this type

doesn’t. Patrons laughed when asked their opin-

ion of this. ’Nuf sed!—E. J. Callahan, Audito-

rium theatre, Crockett, Tex.—High class patron-

age.

THE CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast—The

biggest money getter I ever run. It’s a dandy.

My patrons enjoyed it from start to finish. Eight

reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Mil-

waukee, Wis.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Very
good. Our house sounded like a county fair

when the old constable got into action. Seven

reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette.

Iowa.—General patronage.

THE CODE OF THE WEST: Owen Moore—

A

very ordinary Western. This was substituted at

the last minute by exchange for “Wanderer of

the Wasteland.” Our crowd was disappointed, as

we had advertised the natural color effect of the

"Wanderer of the Wasteland.” Seven reels.

—

C. M. Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Mechanicsburg,

O.—General patronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Anna Q. Nilsson

—A peculiar title for this picture. African

locale. Good storm scene. Would class it as

just an ordinary picture. Funny coincidence.

Running trailer on “The Lost World” ahead of

feature. Fade out “The Lost World,” fade in

"The Top of the World.” We figure similar

titles close together are confusing and on the

whole bad business. Seven reels.—Elmer H.

Holmberg, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—Fair.
Seven reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Pioneer the-

atre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—This is

what I call a real picture. In fact, they don’t

make them any better. Step on this hard and
you will have nothing to fear. I think it the

best comedy we have shown in a blue moon. Title

doesn’t mean anything, but if you can get them
in it will send them out talking. Seven reels.

—

H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt. A good Zane Grey picture but not the

best. Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

FEET OF CLAY: Vera Reynolds—Another
good one from De Mille. He never made a bad
one, and it will please any class of people.

—

C. M. Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Mechanicsburg,
O.—General patronage.

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME: Special

cast—A good crowd to only a fair picture. Would
have been a better picture if there had been a
director in charge, because the acting could not
have been worse. Seven reels.—M. W. A. theatre,

Soldier, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING COWARD: Ernest Torrence
—Another good picture that every exhibitor

should run. Good business. Eight reels/—Frank
J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

General patronage.

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Leatrice Joy—

A

comedy of no special merit or demerit. Some
liked it and said so. Raymond Griffith is good.

Seven reels.—M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Wallace Beery—

A

very good picture. You won’t go wrong on it.

Did a very good business. Don’t pass it up.

Eight reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre,

Milwaukee, Wis.—General patronage.

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt—-Very good picture.

Book it. Wonderful business. Seven reels.—

-

Frankk J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.—General patronage.

WOLVES OF THE RAIL: William S. Hart-
Used this old picture on a Saturday—matinee
and night only. The results were very big at

the box office. Five reels.—Frank J. Sutter,

Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—A rip roar-

ing comedy drama. Book it, but don’t pay too

much for it. I got stung. Perhaps you can
make a few dollars on it, but book it. Eight
reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Milwau-
kee, Wis.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd.—Extraordi-

nary comedy with Pathe hogging it at the box
office. Extremely cold weather drawback. Seven
reels.—H. K. Allen, Queen theatre. Ft. Stockton,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Played this for high
school and pleased everybody. Six reels.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General
patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—A very good picture

of the kind. Will appeal to all lovers of horses.

Pleased about 75 per cent for us and drew more
than average business. Six reels.—M. G. Price,

Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

PERCY : Charles Ray—Good film. This was a
fair picture with Charlie Murray, Louise Dresser,

Barbara Bedford and Betty Blythe in support of

Ray. It’s rather a slow picture until the last

reel. However, we couldn’t advise anyone to

book it, as there are lots better, and the film

of this was so dark that there was only about
one-third of the picture which we could see.—Six
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

GIRL SHY: Harold Lloyd—Played this to an
average crowd. Pathe got all the money. You
know, fellows, I believe that we very often allow
our criticisms to absorb a taint of bias that is

governed in no small way by the box office re-

sults a picture brings, and for that reason I want
to say that this is an excellent picture all around.
Eight reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Pioneer thea-
tre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

WHITE SHEEP: Glenn Tryon—Very good
comedy. Just came in right for Laugh Month,
as it is a scream right through. Six reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

WHY WORRY: Harold Lloyd—Competition
house played this a year ago, so we didn’t do so

much with it. Those who came were pleased.

A few said it was as good as “The Freshman,”
but it isn’t. Print only fair. Six reels.—I. R.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

DR. JACK: Harold Lloyd—Old but worth run-
ning. It certainly is a chaser for the blues.

—

Boom & DuRand, Ellandale, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
HELL’S HIGHROAD: Leatrice Joy.—A fair

program picture. No knockout. Producers Dis-

tributing gives us about the poorest titles they

can find. We cannot make money on them.
Never have, anyway. Six reels.—W. A. Clark,

Jr., Castle theatre, Havana, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PEOPLE VS. NANCY PRESTON:
Special cast—-Poor title. Poor direction. Poor
story. Poor acting. Poor business. Poor ad-

vertising matter. In other words, it’s a miss.

Seven reels.—A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guth-
rie, Okla.—General patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Lillian Rich—This one
is a very pleasing offering. Lillian Rich does

good acting as the little horseback rider in the

circus, ably supported by Eugene O’Brien as the

jester. The dwarf in this is real. Seven reels.

—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana, 111.

—

General patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Lillian Rich—A fair

picture which is a little out of the Ordinary.

Gave it to the Camp Fire Girls as a benefit. Has
quite a few circus scenes, which pleased the kids,

of whom there were quite a few. Seven reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast—
A picture that is very complicated to the general

public and in our opinion will not get very far
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as pictures go. A flop here. This dream stuff

is the failure of many pictures. A wonderful
production. Am afraid will not be a box office

picture. Ten reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle

theatre, Havana, 111.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Any small

town theatre that cannot put this one over had
just as well quit. Priced right and will do the
business if you hold admission down. Print and
paper good. Eight reels.—E. W. McClelland, Rex
theatre, Gilman City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Special cast—Highly
entertaining farce comedy. Not much of a story,

but is well done and makes a good program.
Very poor title and therefore, will not draw.
Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,

Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

SILENT SANDERSON: Harry Carey—This one
of his is just as bad as "Bad Lands” was good.

No story ; too suggestive in some scenes. The
man who wrote the scenario for this must have
had a vivid imagination, in addition to being a
constant reader of “True Confessions” magazine.
—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special east—
From an artistic standpoint this is very fine.

While not a small town picture, we must say
we did fairly well at the box office. This picture
must be exploited strong to get over with it.

Photography fine. Settings fine and a railroad
wreck that makes ’em gasp. Ten reels.—'Clark &
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General
patronage.

OFF THE HIGHWAY: Special cast—Monday
to fair business. This is a program picture of
extraordinary value. It’s in fact away better
than many we get with “special” written in big
letters on the front page of the press book. I

can honestly recommend this one to all my ex-
hibitor friends and I don’t do that until I feel

confident that I am justified in doing so. Six
reels!—3. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE BAD LANDS: Harry Carey—A Western
that is far above average.—Walter Hohlfeld,
Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

WANDERING HUSBANDS: Special cast—Best
this year. Pleased all. Many comments. Six
reels.—Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre. Noble,
111.—-Small town patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—A fair comedy
but not nearly as good as “Charley’s Aunt.” They
try to overdo some of the scenes, which gets very
monotonous. As a whole will please. Seven
reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana,
111.—General patronage.

HIS DARKER SELF: Lloyd Hamilton. Pretty
good. Pulled them. Always does. Pleased 100
per cent. Advertised a comedy and they got it.

Five reels.—Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre.
Noble, 111.—Small town patronage.

WHAT SHALL I DO?: Special cast—Pleased
about 95 per cent. Six reels.—Chas. W. Cook,
Community theatre, Noble, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

United Artists
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—Held ’em

out for 20 minutes on this picture. A very good
picture. Seven reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—A good
Western and seemed to please, but business not
as good as we expected.—H. V. Smoots, Vine
theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—'In the
same class as “The Covered Wagon.” Everybody
liked it. United Artists certainly have had the
specials the last few months. Big business.
Seven reels.—H. W. Perry, Egyptian theatre, Og-
den, Utah.—General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
For an evening of light entertainment, it was
cute. Seemed to please about 50-50. For a
small town, they ask too much rental for this
class of picture. Nothing big or nothing small
about this picture. Ten reels.—George Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter The Great—Don’t pass
this wonderful picture up. Book it. My patrons
went bugs over it. Seven reels.—Frank J. Sutter,

Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter The Great—This is a

very good dog picture and Peter the Great sure
does some fine acting, especially, where he is

roped in the canoe. They do not hold you up on
price either.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Val-

paraiso, Neb.—General patronage.

Special to

Carl Laemmle
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE

DAME: (Universal) Lon Chaney

—

The surprise package of 1925-26. Carl
Laemmle furnished us a great play
and I have a sneaking idea that he
shipped in the crowd to hoot. That’s

the only way I can explain our great

attendance for two nights. Some serv-

ice, Carl! Some service!—PHILIP
RAND, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—Tuesday night to

a very large and enthusiastic crowd. The only

report necessary is to say it is the best Douglas
Fairbanks ever made. Ten reels.—P. W. Quinlin,

Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

HILL BILLY: Jack Piekford—Good picture of

the South, as it used to me, but the print was
very dark. Page Rothacker. Six reels.—Crosby

Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood

patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—Good
comedy overrated. Business off on second night.

Rental too high. Ten reels.—H. K. Allen, Queen

theatre. Ft. Stockton, Tex.—Small town patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Piekford—This was the first Piekford we ever

run and the first time a great many had ever

seen Mary. Now they want her in “Little Annie

Rooney.” That speaks well for “Tess.” Nine
reels.—Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine,

Wis.—General patronage.

A THIEF OF BAGDAD: Douglas Fairbanks

—

This was the biggest money getter I’ve ever

played. Ten reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln

theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks-
Brought in this old one. Received good print and

the picture drew and pleased beyond our expecta-

tions. Always had regarded it as best of the

Fairbanks. Eight reels.—P. G. Estes, S. T. thea-

tre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Piekford—Played to very poor business.

Guess our patrons do not like many in this type

of service. Will please if they like costume stuff.

Cannot make any money at United Artists prices.

—C. M. Byerly, Rainbow theatre, Mechanicsburg,

O.—General patronage.

SUDS: Mary Piekford—Thursday to very sat-

isfactory business. This is one of our Mary’s old

ones but good just the same. It was enjoyed by

our patrons. Many of them stopped on the way
out to tell me how good it was. America’s

sweetheart still retains her place in the heart of

American filmdom. Five reels.—P. W. Quinlin,

Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town

patronage.

Universal
STELLA MARIS: Special cast—Those who saw

this picture seemed very much pleased with it.

Find Universal product on a whole very good and

usually pleases, but as box office attractions, do

not seem able to get there.—T. L. Little, Majestic

theatre, Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

HIS PEOPLE: Special cast—This is the best

all around audience picture of the year. Comedy,

tears, heart appeal, in fact, one of the kind that

builds up the picture industry. Let’s have more
on this order. Nine reels.—A. J. Steggall, Cozy

theatre, Fayette, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Special cast

—As Western pictures go, this is very good. Will

please an audience that likes Western pictures.

Was a good Saturday attraction for me.—-T. L.

Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General

patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson

—This is a good Western with an interesting

story starting in the underworld of Frisco and
ending with a cross country race in Arizona. It

is what the people want, though I do believe they

would be just as well satisfied with a little more
reasonable action. Why not a Western star who
is more human and less hero?—Chas. Lee Hyde,

Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—Another good Hoot Gibson picture. All

good. Big business. Six reels.—H. W. Perry,

Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.—General patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Norman Kerry
—Another dandy Jewel. I have played five or
six on the 2nd White List and find them all

extra good. This one is hard to put over on
account of the title, but it will please the most
of them if. you can get them in. Some very
beautiful jungle scenery in this, wild animals,
natives and everything to make it look real.

Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre,

Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth
Miller—Tarzan type story which drew average
business in face of stiff opposition and heavy
rain. Pleased generally here and should do well
in the small town. Seven reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
This was a good picture. The jungle stuff was well
put over and though the plot was nothing par-
ticularly outstanding it was O. K. and held the
crowd. The lions got off pretty easy in this and
the poor gorilla is worked hard, but guess the
more catchy name is worth misleading the public
a little. They will some expecting to see some
animal action and they will see it, though it is

not done by the half dozen lions.—Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
Very good picture for the children, but the
adults thought it unreasonable and impossible.

Seven reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE MAD WHIRL: May McAvoy—A dandy
picture. Anything with May McAvoy in it is

always very good. Seven reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—There are a
number of laughs in this one, also there is a
lot of business meant to bring a laugh that
missed fire. Somewhat below Universal’s Gibson
standard. Just a fair program picture. Business
away off.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre,

Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—One of Hoot's
best. Great at the box office. Keep it up, Hoot.
Six reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena
Vista, Va.—General patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Very weak. If

it wasn’t for the coon this would have fallen
flat. Several like this and Hoot will be all

through. Six reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Virginia Valli—
A picture that is worthy of a Jewel trade mark.
Don’t pass this one up. In fact I wouldn’t pass
up a single one of these Jewel productions as
they all are dandies. You’ve got to hand it to

Universal for pictures like this one. It has
everything a picture needs to make it 100 per
cent. Seven reels.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre,
Leeds, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Special east—
This is a very good program picture. Louise
Fazenda is very funny in this and gets lots of

laughs.—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valpa-
raiso, Neb.—General patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Special cast—Very good.
The boy in this is a real little star. Step on this

one. It will please everyone. Business here very
light, but not fault of the picture. Eight reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Alice Joyce—Program
picture with a bum finish. Seven reels.—Crosby
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Alice Joyce—Do not

consider this much of a picture. Had several

complaints on it. Very poor drawing card. Story
weak ; nothing to it. Eight reels.—A1 Powell,

Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Picture

okay but price too steep for a program calibre.

Star considered only ordinary here.—R. C. Metz-
ger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—Fair
picture of type. Star doesn’t mean anything, or

title either. Nothing about it to draw.—E. J.

Callahan, Auditorium theatre, Crockett, Tex.

—

High class patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—
Cheaply made picture with poor cast, faked storm
scenes and an unpopular ending. If Laemmle
puts less money in national advertising and
more in production, accidents like this one
wouldn’t happen. Seven reels.—Crosby Bros.,

Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.
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WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—Pleased

most everyone. Did not draw extra well, but no
fault of the picture. It is a dandy. Denny will

be one of my best bets if he keeps on making
pictures this good. He kept the gang in an
uproar all the time. More laughs than in a
Lloyd. Seven reels.—A1 Powell, Highland thea-

tre, Guthrie, Okla.—General patronage.

WHERE WAS I?: Reginald Denny—It will

please those who want to see comedy. This is

the third Denny picture for me and business gets

worse on each.—E. J. Callahan, Auditorium
theatre, Crockett, Tex.—High class patronage.

BUSTIN’ THRU: Jack Hoxie—Fairly good
Western. Five reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily thea-

tre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—Fair
picture. Nothing to rave about. Lost money
on it. Five reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Special cast—Good
picture but didn’t pull them in. Seven reels.

—

Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre. Noble, III.

—

Small town patronage.

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—A dandy
show, enjoyed by everyone. Seven reels.

—

M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—Film in

very poor condition. Photography poor ; cast

poor. Nothing for anyone to do in the picture
and they all acted their parts to perfection. Six

reels.—M. W. A. theatre, Soldier, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—About the
best story Jack has had in a long time, although
wish he would stay out of Mexican stuff. Keep
up the good work, Jack, and demand good stories.

Five reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre,
Havana, 111.—General patronage.

DRIFTING: Priscilla Dean—This is an old one
but a good one. My patrons liked it very much.
Good business. Seven reels.—Frank J. Sutter,
Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—General pat-
ronage.

LOVE AND GLORY: Charles de Roche—
Would have been a much better picture if they
would have eliminated the 50 year lapse. That
ruined it. Some excellent situations and scenes.
Would rate it about 50 per cent. Couldn’t class
it a Jewel. Seven reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk thea-
tre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura LaPlante—No fault of
the picture that we did not do more business,
but the heavy snow keeps them in. Laura well
liked here, even by yours truly. Seven reels.

—

Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine, Wis.—
General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura LaPlante—Business de-
cidedly off. Patrons reported it a “cute” pic-

ture. Star not known here.—E. J. Callahan,
Auditorium theatre, Crockett, Tex.—High class
patronage.

THE TORNADO : House Peters—Good picture.

Can’t get them in. Pleased all that were there.
Six reels.—Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre.
Noble, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—This is a good
picture for average town. There is enough action
in this picture to please 90 per cent.—Theo.
Goryczka, Empire theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Good picture with some interesting news reel

material of a rodeo incorporated in a typical
Western. Six reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
This is all they say it is and then some. It’s

only five reels but they pack a wallop, as do
most of Hoot’s and it went over with a bang.
Authentic picture of the great Calgary Stam-
pede.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas,
la.—General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Very good Western, doing excellent business. Uni-
versal is coming up fast. They will treat you
right. Use them.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,
Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie—A good West-
ern drama that will please about 85 per cent.
This, I think, is one of Hoxie’s best. Six reels.

—

A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, la.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie—Just another
Hoxie, about up with his average. Five reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie—Anything that
looks like the West pulls them in.—Chas. W.

Special to

Louise Dresser

THE GOOSE WOMAN (Universal)

Louise Dresser—One of the best pic-

tures of the year, and still, if the prin-

cipal role were given to a less talented

actress, the picture would be quite

ordinary. As “The Old Nest made
Mary Alden, so “The Goose Woman”
should make Louise Dresser. May
the divil miss ye’, Louise.—CROSBY
BROS., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Cook, Community theatre. Noble, 111.—Small

town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Percy Marmont—
Played this one on a Saturday night. It is an

excellent program picture with enough comedy

in it to make it wonderful entertainment. I

want to say this about this picture. I have

never seen better photography. We use 900 watt

incandescents in our projectors and have good

light on the screen, but somehow we felt that

the light is not what it should be. Now I have

come to the conclusion that it is not the fault of

the light, but of the picture itself. I am firmly

convinced that the photography on about 75 per

cent of the pictures on the market can be greatly

improved. Let every producer put this hint in

his pipe and smoke it. Seven reels.—Elmer F.

Holmberg, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—Very
satisfactory entertainment. Pauline Frederick at

her best. Some say she is looking old. I think

she is as beautiful as ever and leaves a deep

impression of doing things the very best. Seven

reels.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union,

Ore.—Small town patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—Pleased

Western fans. Five reels.—Chas. W. Cook, Com-
munity theatre, Noble, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE MEDDLER: William Desmond—Not
much business. So far Universal hasn’t made a

showing at the box office. Five reels.—Chas. W.
Cook, Community theatre, Noble, 111.—Small town
patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—Got this on C. S. C., as I do all except

the big specials from Universal. You cannot go
wrong on Denny. We have never shown one of

his yet but what it was a good one. and made
money on them. Eight reels.—George Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

THE ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin—A fail-

production. Good cast but poor story. Seven
reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family pat-

ronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH: Virginia Valli—Sunday
night to good business. Patrons well pleased.

The scenes are very beautiful and, taking it all

together, is a very good picture.—Theo. Goryczka,

Empire theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

SIEGE: Mary Philbin—Very good picture that

brought more favorable comments than last

month’s pictures. Seven reels.—Crosby Bros.,

Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—A good
Indian story. Just a little too pathetic for Jack,

but a good entertainment.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

FIGHTING FURY: Jack Hoxie—A very good
program picture. If they were all as good, every-

body should be pleased, but you cannot satisfy

them all. Six reels.—Fred Boeselager, Opera
House, Hilbert, Wis.—General patronage.

WINE : Clara Bow—If you people want to see

what is going on in the United States, just go
and see “Wine.” This is a picture you should

make 1,000 prints of and let the people see it

for 10 cents so as to get everybody to the show,
and then they will find out what is going on.

There are too many people sleeping and don’t

know of this. Reels new. Six reels.—Fred
Boeselager, Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.—General
patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Good Western,
well liked. Five reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily thea-

tre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—One of

the best Hoxie’s we have had. As an actor, our

Friday and Saturday Western fans consider him
a negative issue, but praised this one.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—General
patronage.

Vitagraph
THE CODE OF THE WILDERNESS: John

Bowers—One of the really good attractions for

any small town. Played to good attendance and
pleased immensely. Would like to have had
Vitagraph stay in business, as a picture of this

type is seldom produced by any of the Big Three.
Seven reels.—C. M. Byerly, Rainbow theatre,

Mechanicsburg, O.—General patronage.

STEEL OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert
Lytell—Very good. Should go in any town.. Six
reels.—M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

BAREE SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart

—

Excellent program. Has all that anyone could ask
for in a picture. Curwood story, very well done.
Beautiful scenes and holds the interest from start

to finish. Wish I could have one like this every
week. Seven reels.—H. D. McChesney, Princess

theatre, Crandon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE UNKNOWN LOVER: Elsie Ferguson-
Good program offering but pretty spicy in places.

May not go in some towns. Our patrons like it.

Ferguson too old to take the leading part. Seven
reels.—W. A. Clark, Jr., Castle theatre, Havana,
111.—General patronage.

Warner Brothers
RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Well, broth-

ers, here is another one that you can pay your
rent and gas bills with. This is a real comedy,
and if your seats are not fastened down very
good you are sure going to have a job putting
them down the following morning. It has every-

thing in it to make one of the finest evenings

that you will spend at your theatre in many a

day. I played this in connection with so-called

vaudeville and got more favorable comments on
the picture than I did on the vaudeville. Seven
reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plain-

view, Tex.—General patronage.

BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—The ex-

change having no heralds on this subject, I had
some printed at the local printing office, offering

as prizes a week's pass to the prettiest bobbed
head. In a town of this size, they are generally

too timid to compete in a contest, and I had an-

ticipated this, so when the time came for judg-

ing the domes of the fair ones, no one stepped

forward. I then asked if someone in the house

between the ages of 16 and 100, having bobbed

hair, would step forward and accept a week’s pass

for bravery. Much to my delight, several promi-

nent ladies started to the front, one, of course,

getting there first, and received the pass amidst

great applause. I then made a similar announce-

ment in re to one having unbobbed hair and

with one headlong dive, so to speak, one of the

most prominent instructors at the city schools,

reached my side, claiming the pass. More ap-

plause, of course. Had a packed house. Only

charged 10 and 25c and everybody was greatly

pleased. “Bobbed Hair” has a splendid title to

exploit. Seven reels.—Dorothy B. Strauss, Dora-

dele theatre, Copperhill, Tenn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

COMPROMISE: Irene Rich—Wow ! What a

picture for your better class patrons. Splendid

entertainment and a good moral. Louise Fazenda

again scores a hit with her comedy role. Seven

reels.—FVy, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—
General patronage.

SEVEN SINNERS: Marie Prevost—This is a

very good crook drama. Good clean interesting

program. Good for Sunday. Seven reels.—A. O.

Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello,

Iowa.—General patronage.

ROSE OF THE WORLD: Special cast—Just

an average program picture, but it did a land

office business, because the story was running in

“Collier’s Weekly” at the time I played it.

—

Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—
General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—

Warners have pictures that get over good here.

This one is a bear-cat and a business builder.

It will pay big dividends if advertised.—E. J.

Callahan, Auditorium theatre, Crockett, Tex.

—

High class patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—Very

good picture with excellent drawing power. Eight

reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family pat-

ronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin

—

Pleased, but not as well as “Charley’s Aunt.”

—
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H. V. Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.

—

General patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene
Rich—Acclaimed fine and drew higher class of

patronage. Seven reels.—Fry. Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

HOW BAXTER BUTTED IN: Matt Moore—
This is a good light comedy and should please

if you can get them in. Title apparently bad.

Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,

Tex.—General patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Can’t say
when we have played a more entertaining pic-

ture. It is productions like this that the exhibi-

tor needs for his audience, and not some of the

junk that he is handed and expected to make a

fair return on to his patrons as well as himself.

Seven reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Fam-
ily patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—A fast

moving railroad melodrama with a most realistic

collision. This role is the most suited for Monte
we have as yet seen and the picture will please

99 and nine-tenths—what more? Seven reels.—

-

Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—A mighty
good R. R. melodrama that rang the bell for us.

—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—

-

General patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—This man’s dog draws and pleases for

us. This good, as the previous releases. Seven
reels.—Fry-; Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—
General patronage.

KISS ME AGAIN : Monte Blue—This picture

is fair, but not what Warner would make you
believe. Used it two nights to only fair busi-

ness. Light and frothy, although it is one of

Ernst Lubitsch’s productions. Seven reels.—Mrs.

Jame Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.—Small

town patronage.

THE DARK SWAN : Monte Blue—A pretty

good little picture. No good at box office. Six

reels.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre: Buena Vista,

Va.—General patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE: Special cast—
Very good picture that was well liked. Nine
reels.—Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

BEAU BRUMMEL: John Barrymore—This is

sure the bunk for a small town. Nothing but

10,000 feet of footage. No entertainment, no ac-

tion, no nothing, and then they make me play

bunk like that. From now on I absolutely will

not buy pictures that are not suitable for a small

town. Ten reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb.—General patronage.

THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin
—Drew better than average. Good story. Plenty

of comedy in this one.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite

theatre, Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin Tin Tin—You can’t

go wrong on the dog. It seems like a magnet,
and drew them in fine here. Film condition was
bad and the picture incoherent in some places,

but perhaps that won’t happen with anybody
else. Book it and boost it, as it will bring ’em

in. Eight reels.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre,

Leeds, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
THE BATTLING FOOL: Special cast—We

played five Fairbanks-Eva Novak pictures and all

of them pleased. We get good service on State

Right from Celebrated Wilson Exchange. Six

reels.—Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal)—A1
Wilson—I believe it the poorest serial on the

market. No good at all. Two reels..—E. C.

Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General
patronage.

FLATTERY : Special cast—This picture is just

another picture. Both stars are liked here but
somehow I couldn’t get them in on this one. Gave
this the same advertising that I did the rest.

Weakest night I have had since I opened my
new house. Print buckled in several places,

which causes a lot of explanation uncalled for.

Six reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre,

Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

GALLOPING HOOFS: (Pathe)—Allene Ray—
This is a very good serial but not quite up to

“Into the Net,” although very good. Those who
like racing pictures cannot go wrong on it. Ten
chapters.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union,

Ore.—Small town patronage.

LIGHTNING ROMANCE: Reed Howes—Plenty

Special to
“
Reporters

”

BOBBED HAIR (WARNER
BROS.: Special cast—From reports in

the HERALD we raised our admission
on this and got away with it. We did
not hear of anyone who was not well
pleased. Louise Fazenda almost pigs
the picture, though. Buy it and step
on it. Will stand anything you say.

—FRY, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex.

of action and a star who is delivering the goods.
Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
—General patronage.

MYSTERIOUS GOODS: George Larkin—
Haven’t had a piece of junk like this since we
have been in the game—going on nine years.
Five reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Pioneer theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

PASSION’S PATHWAY: Estelle Taylor—This
was substituted by Mid-West Dist. Co. of Milwau-
kee and was a very good picture. However, we
would say that Jean Perry was the star instead
of Estelle Taylor, as he gave the most outstand-
ing portrayal. The title of this is bad and we
cannot see how any producer can expect to have
anyone see a picture with a title such as this.

However, the picture itself is first class and clean

throughout. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE SPEED DEMON: Kenneth McDonald—
A decidedly peppy, thrilling, interest-holding and
entertaining speed-drama of dear old Kentucky.
My entire program the day this was played was
of the race track, thoroughbreds, etc., all scenes

being laid in the Blue Grass State. Enjoyed it

thoroughly, as did my patrons, but Oh, how home-
sick it made me. Five reels.—Dorothy B. Strauss,

Doradele theatre, Copperhill, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

WITH BUFFALO BILL UP TRAIL: Special

cast—These historic Westerns have good stories

and draw fine for us. Specialty. Dallas, treat

you right on the prices, too. Six reels.—Fry,

Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

SERIALS
THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal)—Wil-

liam Desmond—Have played five chapters. Hold-
ing up pretty well. The first serial I ever played.

Many like them and many hate them, especially

the women folks. This is the Western type and
the kids and boys in the gallery keep coming, =o

I guess they like it, although many that saw
“The Riddle Rider” in a nearby town say this is

not as good. Ten reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal)—William
Desmond—A piece of cheese for me. If you are

using it, more power to you. Two reels.—Crosby

Bros., Lily theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.—Neighborhood
patronage.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe)—Allene Ray—This
is one of the best serials I have ever used and
business held up well, considering these times.

Different than most serials. Any exhibitor using

serials should give this a trial. Ten chapters.

—

Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.

—

Small town patronage.

PLAY BALL: (Pathe)—Allen Ray—The very

poorest short reel subject we have ever run. If

you have it purchased, pay off and leave in ex-

change. Two reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.

Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal) Special

cast—No. 8. A dandy serial. Two reels.—H. W.
Perry, Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

DON’T PINCH : Very good.—Boom & DuRand,
Ellendale, N. D.—Small town patronage.

DRAGON ALLEY : Would have been a good
comedy but I didn’t receive but about two-thirds

of it. Poor print. Two reels.—Roy E. Mitchell,

Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

HALF A HERO: Lloyd Hamilton—Fair com-
edy. Two reels.-—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—

-

Family patronage.

HER BOY FRIEND: Larry Semon—Good.

This is what saved the day. You will get lots of
favorable comments on this comedy. Print could
have been better. Anyway, it’s a dandy good
comedy. Two reels.—Roy E. Mitchell, Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

THE IRON MULE: A1 St. John—This is a
classic. If you haven’t played it, buy it. It’s a
burlesque that’s “funny.”—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

NOBODY WORKS BUT FATHER: This is one
more comedy mixed with fun and thrills galore.
This is, I believe, an exceptionally good comedy
all the way through. Two reels.—R. E. Mitchell,
Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General pat-
ronage.

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE: A
beautiful artistic short that is worth mention in

your program and advertising. It is well worth
running just because it is so entirely different
than anything the writer had ever seen on the
screen. It purports to tell the story of why the
nightingale sings at night. The main characters
are a pair of birds, with the insects and under-
world of bird life taking part. A little comedy
streaks run through it with the antics of some
kind of a green bug that acts as horse for the
bug messenger that carries the message of the
wounding of the female nightingale to its mate.
The subject received a little mention by the edi-

tor of the local paper for its novelty.—A. E.

Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.

—

General patronage.

WAKE UP: Not much to this one. Just a

lot of silly acting which didn’t even get laughs
from the kids. One reel.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds
theatre, Leeds, la.—Neighboorhood patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn

—A crackerjack series. Positively the best buy in

comedies. Two reels.—H. W. Perry, Egyptian
theatre, Ogden, Utah.—General patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn—
If you want something different, book these. Com-
edy, action and everything needed. Each story

complete. We have played first "Fighting Blood,”
second, “The Telephone Girl,” “Go Getters,” “Pace
Makers,” and now these. All are good. Go back
and get them if you can. F. B. O. will treat

you right. Two reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

BOOK BOZO : Jimmy Aubrey—Jimmy’s com-
edies are fine. Our patrons inquire as to when
the next one will be shown. Two reels.—Fry,
Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant. Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: George O’Hara—“A Miss
in the Dark.” Getting away from railroad
background in this. Think this is a mistake.
Hope they get back. Two reels.-—Elmer F. Holm-
berg, Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

HE WHO GETS CROWNED: Jimmie Aubrey
—Fair only. Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

HE WHO GETS RAPPED: Alberta Vaughn—
“The Pacemakers,” No. 2. Very good. The cast
is what puts these comedies over. There is an-
other thing about these two reel comedies, and
that is they are always clean. Nine-tenths of
the movie patrons like clean and wholesome pic-

tures. There is only a small percent that likes

smut in pictures. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Sterl-

ing theatre, Fairmount, Neb.—General patronage.

HOME SECRETS: Jimmy Aubrey—A fairly

good 2 reeler that gives general satisfaction. Two
reels.—H. G. Isbell, Casino De Luxe theatre,

Kiowa, Colo.—General patronage.

MADAME SANS GIN: George O’Hara—Like
all F. B. O. comedies—Good. Two reels.—A. O.
Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello,

Iowa.—General patronage.

MONEY TO BURN: Alberta Vaughn—Third
chapter of “The Telephone Girl," series. Not quite

as good as the two preceding ones, but fair

enough. If I can get two good comedies out of

every three. I’ll beat the first run house average.
I know, for I’ve seen some of the newest, rotten-

est comedies at first run stands that I have ever

been made to witness, and they are so good about
charging you enough to make you remember it.

Two reels.—Ralph K. Russell, Pastime theatre,

Cushing, Iowa.—Small town patronage.

NAVY BLUES: Stan Laurel—Good and funny.

Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

SAY IT WITH FLOUR: Not up to standard,

and Oh the paper 1 Will Fox wake up ? Two
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, Iowa.—General patronage.
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Lewis Stone is featured in the First National picture, “Too Much Money,” in which
the special Gorham silverware is used and for which the silverware tieup has
been made for exploiting both the silver and the picture.

SCIENTIFIC HUSBANDS: A fair comedy.
Two reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris,

Idaho.—General patronage.

THE SLEUTH : Stan Laurel—Stan Laurel
comedies consistently good. Two reels.—Fry,

Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General pat-

rohage.
FOX

THE AMATEUR DETECTIVE: Earle Foxe—
Splendid comedy. Two reels.—Lroin theatre,

Berkeley, Cal.—Family patronage.

FIRED: O. Henry—A splendid entertaining

comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

FOX NEWS: We cannot see anything wrong
with Fox News. They are as good as the best.

—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GUEST OF HONOR: Earle Foxe—Ex-
cellent comedy. Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berke-
ley, Cal.—Family patronage.

SHOES: O. Henry—A very good entertaining
comedy. These comedies a relief from slapstick.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE SPANISH ROMEO: Earle Foxe—Very
good comedy. We have found all these Van
Bibber stories to come right up to the mark.
Seem to be very pleasing to our audience. Two
reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family pat-

ronage.

UP ON THE FARM: Imperial—Here was one
of the best slap-jack comedies we have run in a

long time. Something doing every minute and a
laugh from start to finish. Two reels.—

-

Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows Hall,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

PATHE
BLACK OXFORDS: Caused a lot of laughter.

Film fair. Two reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond
theatre, Hammond, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BOUNCER: Very poor. One reel.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General
patronage.

THE CAT'S MEOW : Harry Langdon—Sure
no good for Laugh Month. Two reels.—E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

CHASE THE CHASER: Jimmie Finlayson

—

Poor one reeler.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Con-
way, N. H.—General patronage.

DADDY GOES A GRUNTING: Lots of laughs
in this comedy. Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

DOG DAYS: Our Gang—Good, as usual. Two
reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.-—General patronage.

ECHOES FROM THE ALPS: Good cartoon
comedy.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,
Ore.—General patronage.

THE FAST WORKER: Good cartoon comedy.
—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

A HAUNTED HONEYMOON: Glen Tryon—
Just an ordinary comedy. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

HE WHO GETS SMACKED: Good.—H. V.
Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General
patronage.

HIGH SOCIETY : Our Gang—A very good com-
edy. Two reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,
Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

INNOCENT HUSBANDS: Not good.—Boom &
DuRand, Ellendale, N. D.—Small town patronage.

JUBILO JUNIOR: Our Gang—Very good, al-

though not as good as some of the others. In-

troducing Will Rogers in it was quite a novelty.
Two reels.—Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd
Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General pat-
ronage.

KNOCKOUT KELLEY : A good action com-
edy with plenty of laughs. One reel.—L. C. Bol-
duc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General pat-
ronage.

LITTLE ROBINSON CORKSCREW: A dandy
comedy. Two reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,

Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

LOVE AND KISSES: Alice Day—A laugh get-

ting comedy. Very good. Two reels.—Louis K.
Ansell, Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—High class

patronage.

THE MARRIAGE CIRCUS: Ben Turpin—A fair

comedy. Two reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

ONE WILD RIDE: Our Gang—Good.—H. V.
• Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General
! patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: No. 5. This one has some
very interesting views of Chapman's Expedition

into the Gobi Desert in search of the “Origin of

Man.” One reel.-—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PICKING PEACHES: WHAT PRICE GOOFY:
Both knockout comedies. Print fine. Two reels.

—E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

PLAIN CLOTHES: Harry Langdon—Just a

fair comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE POOR FISH: Charley Chase—Good film.

Just another single reel comedy. They are about
all the same. Not much to them. Just film. One
reel.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

A RAINY KNIGHT: Very good. Also “Cold
Turkey,” Pathe comedy. This one is a scream.
Twenty minutes of laughter. Two reels.—Louis
K. Ansell, Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—High
class patronage.

THE RAT’S KNUCKLES: Charley Chase—
Without question one of the poorest comedies
Pathe has ever released. It’s about time some-
body woke up. One reel.—Lorin theatre, Berke-
ley, Cal.—Family patronage.

SEEING THINGS: Our Gang—Very, very
good.—Boom & DuRand, Ellendale, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

SHOULD SAILORS MARRY: Clyde Cook—
They laughed their heads off on this one. Very
good. Two reels.—Louis K. Ansell, Ritz theatre,

St. Louis, Mo.—High class patronage.

SNEEZING BEEZERS: Just fair.—H. V.
Smoots, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

SUNDAY CALM: Our Gang—Fine stuff for any
exhibitor. You can’t beat ’em. Two reels.

—

E. G. Wean, Fox theatre, Fox Lake, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SUPER HOOPER DYNE LIZZIE: Mack
Sennett—Oh boy ! A zipper. Book it. Two reels.

—E. G. Wean, Fox theatre. Fox Lake, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SUPER HOOPER DYNE LIZZIE: Good
slapstick type comedy. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

TEN DOLLARS OR TEN DAYS: Ben Turpin
—Fair comedy. Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berke-
ley, Cal.—Family patronage.

THERE GOES THE BRIDE: Good. H. V.
Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General
patronage.

THUNDERING LANDLORDS: Glenn Tryon—
Side splitting comedy. Book it by all means.
Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family
patronage.

THE UNEASY THREE: Charley Chase—
Fairly good but not big. Two reels.—Louis Iv.

Ansell, Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—High class

patronage.

UNFRIENDLY ENEMIES: Jimmie Finlayson—
Fair. One reel.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

WHEN MEN WERE MEN: This is a very

clever cartoon Aesop Fable. No story, but
plenty of action and the artist is a real humorist.
He makes them funny. I think these are by far

the class of all cartoon stuff I have ever seen.—
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
BACK TO NATURE: Fair comedy but it takes

more than a fat man to get the laughs. One
reel.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

BADLY BROKE: Extra good one reeler.

—

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

BEN FRANKLIN: Hysterical History—Do not
take here. Not a laugh. One reel.—Chas. W.
Cook, Community theatre, Noble, III.

—

Small town
patronage.

BLOW OUT : Fair. Two reels.—Chas. W.
Cook, Community theatre, Noble, III.

—

Small town
patronage.

THE BOUNDARY LINE: Fred Hines—Good
action comedy. Western featurette. Pleased gen-
erally. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

BUSTER BE GOOD: A dandy good comedy
that will please all. All Buster Brown comedies
have plenty of laughs to them. Two reels.—A. H.
Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, la.—Neighborhood
patronage.

BUSTER BE GOOD: Arthur Trimble—They
like these and seem to draw extra business. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.

—General patronage.

BUSTIN’ THRU: Jack Hoxie—An average
Western to average business. Five reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

BY THE SEA: Charles Puffy—Good short

comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN SUDS: Century—There didn’t seem
to be much laughter or cheering while this was
being shown. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CHESTER’S DONKEY PARTY: Joe Murphy-
Some new gags in this Gump comedy that kept the

crowd in good humor. Good business. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

CUPID’S VICTORY : Wanda Wiley—This com-
edy O. K. Some new gags and several good
healthy thrills. Two reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk thea-

tre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING COWPUNCHER: Billy Sulli-

van—A very good subject and had lots of favor-

able comments on it. Two reels.—A. H. Roeper,

Leeds theatre, Leeds, la.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

FRESH PAINT: Neely Edwards—Nothing bad,

but would class it as a llttie vulgar. Too many
bare legs. When will they learn that bare legs,

etc., are not necessary to get laughs. One reel.—

-

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.
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THE GAME HUNTER: Fairly good. One
reel.—Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre. Noble,
111.—Small town patronage.

THE GREEN EYED MONSTER: Arthur Lake
—Lively little comedy that seemed to please all.

One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatr , Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

HER DAILY DOZEN: Edna Marian—Just a

comedy. Not many laughs. Two reels.—A. O.

Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello,

Iowa.—General patronage.

A HONEYMOON SQUABBLE: Marion Nixon
—A few laughs in it. Two reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

JUST COWBOYS: Mustang—This was labeled

as a Mustang Western. There was nothing Mus-
tang about it and the kids were not bashful about
shouting their disapproval at its conclusion. Two
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE LOST CHORD: Lots of chasing. No one
knows what about. Otherwise all right. One
reel.—Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre, Noble,
111.—Small town patronage.

OFFICER NO. 13: Good comedy. The star is

some acrobat. One of the best comedies I have
had from Universal. Two reels.—H. G. Selk,

Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town patronage.

OH BUSTER: Good comedy that was used to

bolster up "The Home Maker.” Two reels.

—

Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

OMAR KAYHAN : Pretty thin. People must
have thought they were at a funeral. At least

they didn’t laugh. One reel.—Chas. W. Cook,
Community theatre, Noble, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PAGING A WIFE: Good. Two reels.—P. G.

Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

RIP VAN WINKLE: Best of these Histories

and that’s not much. One reel.—Chas. W. Cook,
Community theatre, Noble, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th St., Kansas City,

Mo.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, films, sup-
plies, Stereopticons, Spot Lights; Power Veri-
scope, Motiograph, Edison, Zenith Projectors,
Suit-case Machines; Theatre, Road Show and
Home Machines. Bargain lists. National Equip-
ment Co., 409 W. Michigan St., Duluth.

FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-

built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR S/LE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
Iamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less

than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

“The Mine with the Iron Door” from
Harold Bell Wright’s novel, is a Prin-
cipal Pictures Master Production di-

rected by Sam Wood. Those appear-
ing in these scenes are Dorothy Mac-
kaill, Mary Carr, Pat O'Malley and
Robert Fraser.

THE SCANDAL HUNTERS: Good. Two reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

POSITIONS WANTED
MANAGER AT LIBERTY after March 15th.

20 years experience, Managing, Vaudeville, Road
Show, Combination, Picture, and Picture with
Presentation houses. Able to do own Publicity,

and Exploitation work. Able to build own presen-

tations, and prologues, also able to buy and book
Vaudeville, Pictures, and road shows. Have the

very best of references from former positions and
recognized showmen. Am a business getter as

proven and like lots of hard work. Prefer large

class A theatre or a group of smaller houses.

Salary what I am worth to you, or will consider

percentage proposition, or a fair starting salary.

Married, 39 years old, will go anywhere if there

is chance of advancement. Address Box 504,

Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago,

111 .

DESIRE POSITION as Theatre Manager. Ex-

perienced buyer. Understand publicity and ex-

ploitation. M. L. Freedman, 600 Main Street,

Forest City, Pa.

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Only motion picture house in

city of five thousand. Will stand full investiga-

tion. Eugene Pellettieri, Oconto, Wis.

FOR SALE: Theatre in town of six thousand

(6,000) population. Located in East Tennessee.
Equipment new and up to date in every respect.

Write or wire R. D. Fulks, Rockford, Tenn.

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: Theatre country town. Buy or

lease. No opposition. Address Box 503, Exhibi-

tors Herald, 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

SCARED STIFF: Not many laughs, but took
the kids.—Chas. W. Cook, Community theatre.

Noble, 111.—Small town patronage.

SHOOTIN’ WILD: Comedy Western that kept
them laughing. Went over nicely on Short Fea-
ture program. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

SHORT PANTS: Arthur Lake—Fairly funny.
Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SLEEPING SICKNESS: Better than the aver-
age one reeler. One reel.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds
theatre, Leeds, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

SMOKED OUT: Arthur Lake—Just a fair

comedy. One reel.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre,

Leeds, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE TAXI WAR: Poor comedy. Two reels.

—

—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Family patron-
age.

UNCLE TOM’S GAL: Edna Marian.—Good
comedy. Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.

—Family patronage.

UNDER A SPELL: Fair. One reel.—Chas. W.
Cook, Community theatre. Noble, 111.—Small town
patronage.

UNCLE TOM’S GAL: Edna Marion—A take
off on “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” Would class it as
just fair. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-

tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—The
best we have had from Wanda. Plenty of thrills

and laughs. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

A WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—An excel-

lent comedy. Two reels.—Lorin theatre, Berkeley,

Cal.—Family patronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW: Century—
This is real good and gets the laughs. Plenty of
action as well as good comedy. Two reels.

—

Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

TRIPLE ACTION: Pete Morrison—Just an-
other Western.—J. Winninger, Palace theatre,

Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

WATCH PAPA: Gumps—Best Gump we ever
had. Pleased 100 per cent. Two reels.—Harmony
Club, Community theatre, Sheldon, N. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WESTWARD WHOA: Charles Puffy—Fine
comedy. As good as lots of two reelers. Full of
laughs. One reel.—Chas. E. Lawrence, Star the-

atre, Tuckerman, Ark.—General patronage.

WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG: Say, Boys, here is

the best one reel comedy I ever saw and I will

say that it has lots of the two reelers backed
off the screen. Why don’t they make more with
these boys in them and throw Roach, out of the
east and also Neely Edwards. They are not
worth looking at. One reel.—R. Duba, Royal the-

atre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

VITAGRAPH
THE RENT COLLECTOR: Larry Semon—

Plenty of laughs all the way through. Larry is

hard to beat for comedy. Two reels.—D. M.
Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General
patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
HAY FEVER TIME: Gloria Joy—Had more

laughs out of this than any comedy in the past

three months, including the Andy Gump series.

Two reels.—Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pem-
bine, Wis.—General patronage.

JUNGLE PICTURES: Vivid portrayal of

jungle life in these two reelers make real pro-

gram fillers and they certainly do draw the chil-

dren, as well as the grownups. Two reels.—

-

Dorothy B. Strauss, Doradele theatre, Copperhill,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

SATURDAY : This is the first of these we
have run and will say they are not near as good

as “The Gang” comedies. They may have some

better but this one was very tame. Have been

looking for a report on some of these comedies

but have not seen any as yet. Two reels.

—

Schaghticoke, Amusement Assn., Odd Fellows

Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.—General patronage.

WOOD SIMPS: Gloria Joy—Pleased most of

them and that’s saying a lot now-a-days. Two
reels.—Squires & Luth, Alamo theatre, Pembine,

Wis.—General patronage.

HOT SHIEKS: De Havens—Good two reeler.

Very fast ; funny and foolish. Two reels.

—

C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Rand Reports January Business

Salmon, Idaho.—To the Editor:

—

Busi-

ness for January, though not quite as good
as in December, was way ahead of Janu-
ary a year ago.

The following plays were run and pulled

as follows: Extra drawing value
—

“Tess
of the Storm Country,” ‘‘The Great Di-

vide.” Good drawing value—-“The Dixie
Handicap,” with “Our Gang” contest, “The
Ancient Highway,” “The Navigator,” “Code
of the Wilderness,” “Safety Last,” “White
Thunder,” “That Devil Quemado,” and
“Excuse Me.” Poor drawing value

—“The
Man Who Found Himself,” “The Devil’s

Cargo,” “Contraband,” “The Golden Prin-

cess,” “The Best People,” “The Manicure
Girl.”—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

“The Problem of an Exhibitor”

Mill Valley, Cal.

—

To the Editor :-—As
I have not sent in anything for quite a

time, I would like to write on the subject,

“The Problem of an Exhibitor.”

Near the closing of the fiscal year the

salesmen from the different organizations

sweep down upon the exhibitors like a

bunch of vultures and tell us of their new
product. You must sign a contract for

their year’s output. After you have signed
the contract, you find that said contract is

for their mediocre pictures only. The spe-

cials have been carefully reserved for

higher prices and, if big enough, for the
legitimate houses.

While “The Big Parade” is playing to

capacity houses, we find ourselves playing
“Soul Mates.” What everybody wants to

see is playing at the legitimate house and
nobody wants to see is playing in the mo-
tion picture houses. The exhibitors who
are playing the mediocre pictures have fur-

nished the money to make “The Big Pa-
rades.” The legitimate house merely
collects.

Before the motion picture industry can
be called a business, the big pictures will

have to be made and released directly to

the exhibitors who are running the
mediocre product and the source from
which the money is derived to make the
big specials. It is unfair that we should
run pictures of less importance while the

big productions are road-showed in direct

opposition to us—and, after they have
squeezed every dollar out of it they can,

they pass it on to us with high rentals and,
after we have played it, we find that we
have nothing but the skimmed milk.

This is not only true of one producing
company; it holds good with all producers.
My answer to the problem is this

:

Get the best price you can from one
distributor as a basis to work from. Pick
up from Independents, and pictures that

have a little age ;
also keep your date book

open for the worthwhile pictures, for ninety
per cent of the pictures released are merely
fill-ins, to keep your house open.
Do not be rushed into a lot of contracts

and tie up all your time, so that when a

real picture does make its appearance you
find you have no time to play it.

This is not guesswork on my part. I am
just passing through it. We all make mis-
takes, or we never do anything. The surest

way to stop this practice is to stop uphold-

ing it, by not signing contracts. To solve

this problem is to stop, wait and listen.

Please find enclosed check for renewal
of my subscription to your valuable maga-
zine.-

—

George H. Cooke, Hub theatre, Mill

Valley, Cal.

Agrees With H. M. Richey

CONWAY, N. H.—To the Editor: The
letter Mr. H. M. Richey of the M. P. T. O.
wrote about the small town theatre strikes

the right note. He is correct in all he
says.

Most of the exchange managers think

we small town exhibitors are all a bunch
of “rubes” and that any old picture is

good enough for us. By small town I

mean towns where you get a seating av-
erage of 150 to 200 in summer twice a

week and 100 average in winter once a

week. That’s the kind of a town I am in.

The country folks of today are very wide
awake customers. They all go to the city

ever so often and they s.ee good pictures

there. If I happen to show a picture they
have seen they soon tell me what an old

picture I am showing, so with them and
the city people which we get up here in

the summer we have to show pretty late

films
;
and because they are new the ex-

change wants a big price.

We can only pay so much and make a

dollar or so, so all the really “big” pic-

tures our patrons ought to be given a

chance to see we cannot show, as they
cost too much. I show about three specials

during Spring and Summer, when I raise

my prices, and my audience on these spe-

cials is the class of people who do not

show up for my other pictures. They
think they are not good enough for them.
Now why cannot the exchanges let us

have the specials with the other features

for what we can really pay and please

everybody? They would not lose any-
thing, as lots of these films are lying idle

on the shelves part of the time.

I have not shown Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin or Douglas Fairbanks since

I have been in the business, six years, as

prices are way beyond my reach.

I am sending in what I have been doing
to get by the dull winter nights. Some of
the small exhibitors might try the same
stunts and it would help them as it has me.
One time I’ll go to the school and give

tickets to two grades. The children who
get the tickets get all the others in the

school wanting to see the picture too, so

the result is they all come and lots of

their folks as well. Another time I'll let

all children under twelve in free if accom-
panied by an adult, and that brings good
results too. Again I’ll let all the children

in for five cents
; my admission prices are

thirty and fifteen cents. To be a success-

ful small town exhibitor you must get on
the right side of the people, and to do
so you must step right along.

Wishing every good thing to the Herald,
the best ti'ade paper, I am, Leon C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

Wants to Select Own Pictures

LAMONT, OKLA.—To the Editor: In
your last issue of the Herald I read an
article on “block booking” written by Philip
Rand of the Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

I agree with Mr. Rand on this block
booking, especially for us small town the-

atremen. I have been in the theatre busi-

ness running theatres in small towns for
the past several years.

I have always used Fox pictures and
usually gave them about one picture a
week. In the days of Mix, Jones, Mason,
Russell, and Gilbert Star Series I used to

make some money on Fox pictures and
will say that those pictures were made
right and sold right, but in the season of
1924-25 Fox announced that he was chang-

ing his policy and doing away with the
Star Series and making specials instead.

Well, Fox had been a good bet for me,
so I took over his service, but will add
right here that the money that I made
on Mix and Jones was by far offset by
the loss that I took on his so-called spe-

cials, besides losing the good will of my
people.

It came around to the 1925-26 series of

Fox pictures and he still had his idea of

all specials and no Star Series. He had a

lot better bunch of actors than he had
previously and I had always used Mix
and knew that my people would want to

see him, so I took another shot at it. I

have played five or six of the new specials

and, although they are better than the

ones were last year, they are not sure-

fire attractions for a small town, yet I am
afraid that I have made a mistake again.

It all simmers down to the fact that we
small town fellows have got to pick what
we want and not be forced to take any-
thing else.

Running a theatre in a small town is

altogether different than the city, because
you have the same people to deal with
and you have got to give them what they
want in order to keep them coming, and
if you think they don’t know the difference,

just try to put over a few lemons and
see where you get off at.

Every year it is getting harder because
of the radios, good roads and more cars,

so that a person has to give them the

best you can get all of the time if you
expect to come out ahead.
There are plenty of these kind of pic-

tures made every year if we can just pick

out what we want and be able to buy
them at a price where we can still make
a legitimate profit. There are quite a few
of the film companies that are adopting
this policy now, but there are still some
of the bigger ones that insist on the block

booking, and these are the ones that we
should be allowed to pick what we want,
as they have the money and power behind
them and consequently put out some big

pictures within the year that are so na-

tionally advertised that we small town fel-

lows have pretty nearly got to show them.
Maybe these companies are doing right.

I am going to try to tell them how to run

their business, but I do know that we small

town exhibitors have got to break up this

block booking if we can.

The theatre business is fast becoming
organized and theatre chains are reaching

out and acquiring more theatres all of the

time, but I do not think they will take

hold of the small town theatres of, say,

around 1,000 population or under, as there

is only so much business to be gotten in

these localities and it is not sufficient to

pay all of the salaries and expenses
;
but

I think there will come a time when we
smaller town exhibitors will have to or-

ganize to protect ourselves the same as

the larger theatres and chains of theatres

are doing. Because, say within a radius of

20 miles of a large city, there are several

small town theatres
;

if the bigger fellow

can shut up these theatres within this

radius he is going to profit by it and more
people are getting cars and the roads are

getting better so that a person thinks noth-

ing of driving 20 miles a night.

However, on the other hand, if we can

pick what pictures we want and buy them
where we can make some money on them,

also get them so we can advertise them
coming about two or three weeks behind

the big fellow, we can hold this business

and keep ourselves open.

Well, I guess if you are willing to print

this that I have taken up enough of your

columns for this time, so will close hoping

to hear of some other small town exhib-

itor’s opinion on this matter.-—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.
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TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and number of pages bearing announcements.
‘’Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Tom Tyler has just completed his
starring role in “Born to Battle,”
which will he distributed by Film
Booking Offices.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The :Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense:Jan.30-8,9.
Hearts and Fists :Feb.l3-6,7.
How to Train a Wife:Feb.l3-6,7.
I Do :Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling: Jan. 16-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Jan. 16-Ins.Feb. 6-20, 21.
Play Safe:Jan. 16-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.l6-18-Ins.Jan.23-

12,13.

Capitol
Lost Chord, The:Jan. 2-98.
Plastic Age:Jan.2-98.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The :Jan. 16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The : Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An:Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Jan. 9-72.
Fighting Youth:Jan.9-72.
Great Sensation, The :Jan.9-72.
Ladies of Leisure: Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The:Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz :Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea :Jan.9-72.
Sealed Lips :Jan.9-72.
Steppin’ Out:Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The :Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The :Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt :Jan.9-72.

F. B. 0.
Beyond the Rockies :Feb.6-86, 87.

Born to Battle :Jan. 30-80, 81.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158, 159.
Dead Line :Feb. 6-86, 87.
Devil’s Gulch :Feb.6-86, 87.
Flaming Waters : Jan.9-10, 11.Feb. 13-17.

Keeper of the Bees, The :Dec. 26-18.

Last Edition, The :Dec.25-8.Dec. 26-10.Jan. 16-17.
Man Rustling :Feb. 6-86, 87.

Midnight Flyer, The : Jan. 9-8, 9.Jan. 16-7. Feb. 13-11.
No Man’s Law :Feb.6-86,87.
Prince of Pep, The :Dec. 26-88. 89.
Riding Streak, The :Feb.6-86,87.
Tough Guy, The :Jan.9-Ins.
Valley of Bravery :Feb. 6-86, 87.
When Love Grows Cold :Dec.25-22, 23.Jan. 9-12, 13.

Feb. 14, 15.

First National

Abraham Lincoln :Dec. 19-29.Jan.23-Ins.
Beautiful City, The :Dec.25-32.

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.25-32.Dec. 26-26, 27.
Jan. 2-21.Jan. 16-26.Jan.23-Ins.

Classified :Dec. 25-32.

Clothes Make the Pirate :Dec.25-31,32.Dec. 26-26, 27.

Feb. 6-22, 23.
Dancer of Paris, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25. Feb.

13-23.
Dark Angel, The :Dec. 25-32.

Desert Healer, The :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24. 25.
Far Cry, The : Jan. 23-Ins. Jan. 30-24, 25. Feb.13-23.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Dec. 25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan.

30-24,25.
Good Luck : Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.
Graustark :Dec.25-30, 32.

Her Sister from Paris :Jan. 23-Ins.
Infatuation :Dec. 25-32.Jan. 16-Ins.

Irene : Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24.25.Feb.6-22, 23.

Joanna :Dec. 25-32.Dec. 26-24, 2 5.Jan. 23-Ins

J ust Suppose : Dec. 25-3 2.J an.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-

24.25.

Kid from Montana, The :Jan.23-Ins.

Kiki : Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
Live Wire, The :Dec.25-32.

Lost World, The :Jan.23-Ins.

Lunatic at Large, A :Jan.23-Ins.
Memory Lane : Dec.25-32.Jan.9-26.Jan. 23-Ins.J an. 30-

24.

25.

Feb.13-24.
Men of Steel :Jan. 23-Ins.

Mile. Modiste:Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.

Molasses : Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.
New Commandment, The :Dec. 25-32.

Pals First : Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24. 25.
Rainbow Riley :Jan. 23-Ins.Feb.13-23.
Reckless Lady, The : Jan.9-26.Jan. 23-Ins.
Savage, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The :Dec.25-32.

Second Chance, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Shore Leave :Dec.25-32.
Splendid Road, The :Dec. 25-32.Jan.23-Ins.
Too Much Money :Dec. 25-32.Dec. 26-26, 27.Jan.9-26.

Jan. 23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp :Jan. 23-Ins.
Viennese Medley, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Unguarded Hour :Dec.25-32.

We Moderns :Dec.25-28,29.32.Dec.26-26,27.
What Fools Men :Dec. 25-32.
Why Women Love :Dec.25-32.

Winds of Chance: Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Auctioneer :Jan.23-19.Feb.6-19.
Cradle Snatchers : Jan. 16-11.Feb. 6-19.
Dixie Merchant, The :Feb. 13-14.

Family Upstairs, The : Jan. 16-11. Feb.6-19.
First Year, The :Dec. 26-21.

Gilded Butterfly. The :Dec. 25-14, 15.
Going Crooked :Feb. 6-19.

Grand Army Man, The :Jan. 30-7.Feb.6-19.
Holy Terror, A:Feb.l3-13.
Johnstown Flood, The : Jan. 2-9.Jan. 9-20.Jan. 16-12,

13.Jan. 23-Ins.Feb. 13-14.
Last Year, The :Dec. 25-12.

Married Alive :Jan. 16-11.Feb. 6- 19.

Music Master, The :Dec. 25-13.Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.

One Increasing Purpose: Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.

Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.

Palace of Pleasure, The :Dec.26-21.

Pigs :Dec.26-19.Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.

Road to Glory The :Feb. 13-15.

Sandy :Jan. 30-6.Feb.6-Ins.

Three Bad Men : Jan. 2-10.Jan. 16-11.

Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.

Maurice (Lefty) Flynn is starred in

“Smilin’ at Trouble,” directed by
Harry Garson for Film Booking
Offices. It is a romantic melodrama.

Way Things Happen, The : Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11.Feb.
6-19.

What Price Glory ?:Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
World of Promise :Feb. 6-19.
Yankee Senor, The:Dec. 25-10, 11.

Greiver
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec. 26-96.
North Pole, The:Dec.25-169.
Passionate Adventure, The : Jan. 16-97.

Santa Claus :Dec.25-169.

Lee-Bradford
She :Jan. 23-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The:Jan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22,23.
Beverly of Graustark :Jan.2-Ins.
Black Bird. The:Jan.9-l.
Bright Lights: Jan. 2-Ins.
Dance Madness :Jan. 2-Ins.
Don’t :Dec.25-25.
Exchange of Wives, An :Jan. 2-Ins.
Go West :Jan.2-Ins.
Great Love, The :Dec.25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped :Jan.2-Ins.
His Secretary :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.Jan. 16-7.Jan.30-

16,17.
Lights of Old Broadway :Jan. 2-Ins.
Masked Bride, The :Dee. 25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Mike :Jan. 16-1.Jan. 23-1, 6, 7.Jan. 30-1.Feb. 6-1.Feb.

13-1.

Midshipman, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks :Jan. 2-Ins.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Jan. 2-Ins.
Old Clothes: Jan.2-Ins.
Only Thing, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Jan.2-Ins.
Rag Man, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Dec.25-25.Jan. 2-Ins.
Slave of Fashion :Jan. 2-Ins.
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Soul Mates :Dec.25-25.Jan.2-Ins.
Sun Up :Jan.2-Ins.
Time, the Comedian :Dee.25-25.
Torrent, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Unholy Three, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Dec.25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.

Jan.23-4, 5.

Ancient Highways, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Because I Love You :Feb. 13-5.

Behind the Front :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.Jan.30-3.Feb.
6-3, 4.Feb. 13-5.

Blind Goddess :Dec. 26-Ins.
Coast of Folly,The:Dec. 26-Ins.
Covered Wagon, The :Feb. 13-3.

Crossroads of the World :Dec.26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec.26-lns.Jan. 30-3.Feb.13-5.
Deer Drive,The:Dec. 26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec.26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.
Flower of Night :Dec. 26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 9-5.Feb. 13-5.

Fresh Paint :Dec.26-Ins. Feb. 13-5.

Grand Duchess and the Waiter. The :Dec. 26-Ins
Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.Feb. 13-4.

Grass :Dec. 26-Ins.
Hands Up :Jan.9-5.Feb.6-5.
I’ll See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.

Irish Luck : Jan. 9-4.

It’s the Old Army Game :Dec.26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Dec. 25-4.Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3

Jan. 16-3.

King on Main Street, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Dec. 26-Ins.
Lord Jim:Dec.26-Ins.Jan.9-5.
Lucky Devil, The:Dec.26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec. 26-Ins.

Man From Mexico, The :Dec.26-Ins.

Man Who Found Himself, The :Dec. 26-Ins.

Mannequin :Dec.25-4.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 9-4.Jan. 16-3.
Jan. 23-3.

Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.
Moana :Dec. 26-Ins.
New Brooms :Dec. 26-Ins.
New Klondike, The :Dec.26-Ins.Feb. 13-5.
Night Life of New York:Dec.26-Ins.
North of 36:Feb.l3-3.
Pony Express, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Peacock Parade, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The :Dec.26-Ins.Feb. 13-5.

Regular Fellow, A :Dec. 26-Ins.
Sea Horses :Dec.26-Ins.Feb. 13-5.
Secret Springs, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Song and Dance Man, The:Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.Jan.

9-5.Jan. 16-3.Jan. 30-3. Feb. 13-5.

Seven Keys to Baldpate :Jan.9-4.
Take a Chance :Dec.26-Ins.
Tamed :Dec. 26-Ins.
Ten Commandments, The :Feb. 13-3.

That’s My Baby :Dec.26-Ins.
Thundering Herd, The :Feb,13-3.
Untamed Lady, The:Feb,13-5.
V anishing American :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 9-4.

Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.Feb. 13-4.

Volcano :Dec. 26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan.16-3.Jan. 30-3.

Feb.13-4.

Wild Geese :Dec.26-Ins.
Womanhandlcd :Jan.9-4.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Feb. 13-10.

Charley’s Aunt :Dec.25-5.
Hold Your Breath :Dec.25-25.
Madame Behave :Dec.25-5.Jan. 16-8, 9.

Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 25-26.Feb.6-16, 17.
Reckless Romance:Dec.25-5.
Seven Days :Dec.25-5.

Silence :Dec. 19-14, 15.

Simon the Jester :Dec. 25-16, 17.

Steel Preferred :Jan.9-6.Jan.23-17.Jan. 30-18.
Stop Flirting :Dec.25-5.

Without Mercy :Dec. 19-12, 13.

Rayart
Midnight Limited, The :Jan.30-10.

United Artists

Bat, The :Dec.26-12,13.Jan.2-18.Jan.9-24.Jan. 16-22.
Eagle, The :Dec.25-7.

Little Annie Rooney :Dec. 25-6.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlrautter:

Dec. 26-14, 14.Jan.2-19.Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.

Tumbleweeds :Jan. 23-11. Jan.30-19.Feb. 6-18.
Feb. 13-12.

Universal

Arizona Sweepstakes, The:Jan.9-17.Feb. 6-9.
California Straight Ahead :Dec.25-21.Jan. 16-20, 21.

Feb.6-9.

Calgary Stampede, The :Dec.25-21.Feb.6-8.
Chip of the Flying U :Feb.6-9.

Cohens and the Kellys :Dec.25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.30-

20,21.Feb. 6-8.Feb. 13-18, 19.
Combat :Feb.6-9.

“In the Air,” from which these scenes
are taken, is one of the Standard
Fat Men Comedy series of Joe Rock
for Film Booking Offices distribu-
tion.

Fast Worker, The : Jan. 16-21

.

Flaming Frontier, The :Feb.6-7,8.

Goose Woman :Dec.25-21.

His People :Dee.25-21.Jan.9-17.Feb.6-8.
Home Maker, The :Dec. 25-21.

Hunchback of Notre Dame :Feb. 6-8.
Hurricane Kid:Feb.6-9.
I’ll Show You the Town :Jan. 16-21.Feb. 6-8.

Let ’er Buck :Feb.6-9.

Midnight Sun, The:Dec. 25-19. Dee. 26-11.Jan.2-11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17.Feb. 6-8.

Oh Doctor:Jan. 16-21. Feb. 6-8.

Outside the Law :Jan.30-22. 23.

Phantom of the Opera:Jan.9-15.Jan.28-8,9.Feb.6-8.
28-8, 9.Feb. 6-8.

Reckless Age, The : Jan. 16-21.
Rolling Home :Feb. 6-8.

Saddle Hawk, The:Feb.6-9.
Scarlet Saint :Dec. 26-3.

Siege :Dec.25-21.

Skinner’s Dress Suit : Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20, 21. Feb. 6-8.

Sporting Life, The :Dec.25-21.Feb. 6-8.

Sporting Youth:Jan. 16-21.

Still Alarm, The:Dec.25-21.Jan.l9-17.Feb.6-8.
Taming the West :Feb. 6-9.

Teaser, The :Dec.25-20, 21.
Under Western Skies :Feb. 6-9.

Natacha Rambova in “When Love
Grows Cold,” F. B. O. picture made
from the story by Laura Jean Libbey.

Watch Your Wife :Feb. 6-8.

What Happened to Jones :Dec. 25-21.Jan.9-17.Jan.

16-20, 21.Feb.6-8.

Where Was I? :Dec. 25-20, 21.Feb. 6-8.

Warner Brothers

Hogan’s Alley :Feb. 13-8.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-14, 15.

Sea Beast, The:Jan.2-Ins.Jan.30-ll,12,13,14.Feb.6-

12, 13. Feb. 13-9.

Pathe
Casey of the Coast Guard :Feb.6-82, 83.

Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy :Jan.9-14.
Cheap Skates:Jan. 2-57.

Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.

Framed :Jan.2-56.

Fire Away :Jan. 2-57.

Live Cowards :Jan.2-57.

Marionettes :Feb. 13-20.

Maid in Morocco :Jan. 16-25.

On Edge :Jan.2-57.

Wild Beasts of Borneo :Feb.6-ll.

Cranfield-Clarke, Inc.

Her First Night in Philadelphia:Feb.6-47.

Fox Film Corp.

ill Abroad :Dec.26-23.

iig Game Hunter, The :Dec.26-23.

tankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.

lusiness Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.

’upid a la Carte :Dec.26-23.

Jloudy Romance, A:Dec.26-23.

'ontrol Yourself :Dec.26-23.

last Side—West Side:Dee.26-23.

'laming Affair :Dec.26-23.

’lying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.

^eud. The :Dec.26-23.

leart Breaker, The :Dec.26-23.

I is Own Lawyer :Dec.26-23.

leavy Swells :Dec.26-23.

Iold for Investigation :Dec.26-23

mperial Comedies :Dec.26-23. tl..h.. 9C m
larried Life of Helen and Warren, The -Dec.26 .3.

>. Henry Stories :Dec.26-23.Dec. -6-23.

Ifficer of the Day :Dec.26-23.

Frisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.

’acemakers, The :Dec.26-23.

itrong for Love :Dec.26-23.

ilrv Tnmnpr. The :Dec.26-23.

F. B. 0.

Adventures of Mazie: Jan.2-60.

Fighting Hearts:Jan.2-60.

Greiver

Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec. 26-96.

Pathe

Amundsen’s Expedition :Jan.9-92.

Charlie, My Boy : Jan.2-Ins.

Good Cheer :Jan.2-Ins.

Gosh Darn Mortgage, The:Jan.2-Ins.

Green Archer, The:Jan. 2-100.
His Wooden Wedding :Dec.25-182.

Hot Cakes for Two:Jan.2-Ins.
Long Pants :Jan.2-Ins.

Papa Be Good :Dec. 26-98.

Pathe News:Jan.23-20.
Pathe Review :Jan. 23-108.

Punch in the Nose, A: Jan. 2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan.2-Ins.

Wide Open Faces : Jan. 2-Ins.

What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.

Whispering Whiskers :Jan.2-Ins.

Red Seal

Daisy Bell:Jan.2-43.

Dolly Gray :Feb. 6-46.

Ko-Ko Steps Out:Jan.16-43.

Universal

Buster Brown Comedies :Dec.26-17.Jan.2-51.Jan.16-

10 .

International Newsreel :Dec.25-137

.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES— By D. H. ,
= sJ

T WO rumors were given definite foundation February 12 in Chicago
when George Dembow, Fox district manager, stated he would be
transferred to New York February 17, and when L. A. Rozelle,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer branch manager, stated definitely that he leaves

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer March 1.

A testimonial dinner was given in honor of Rozelle and Dembow at

the Congress hotel February 16 by the Film Board of Trade. Forty at-

tended. Following the dinner the men went to the Palace theatre, then
joined at a midnight buffet luncheon at the Congress.

Dembow who has been in the Chicago
office since October, 1924, becomes an as-

sistant to James Grainger, general sales

manager. Clyde Eckhardr of the home
office of Fox returns to his old office in

Chicago February
13. Eckhardt will

annex the t e r r i-

tory of Minneapo-
lis Co this district,

which formerly in-

cluded only Chica-
go and Milwaukee
exchanges.
Up to three

years ago Eck-
hardt had been in

charge of the Chi-

cago office six

years, surrounding
himself with hun-
dreds of friends.

No other changes
in the personnel are expected in the local

Fox organization.

Rozelle’s statement relative to his depar-
ture March 1 came as a disappointment to

many Chicago people who were cognizant
of his contemplated withdrawal. He has
been with Metro-Goldwyn for a number of
years, being regarded in Chicago as the

oldest local branch manager in view of
continuous service.

During February Felix Mendelsohn is

taking up the reins released by Rozelle.
At the close of the month the latter plans
to enjoy a four weeks’ vacation.

*

An unpretentious little envelope came to

our rendezvous February 11, which, to our
surprise, told us the old time Greek Consul
is in far off Harper, 111. Quoting from
Joe:

“This town knows all about Old Man
Volstead and his famous law. First town
I ever hit that is so dry; and right on the
big river. Regards to all, Joe Lyon (‘En-
route’)-”

sf: j{s ijc

Harry Bernstein, sales manager of Red
Seal Pictures, has left Chicago after a
visit here to close some booking contracts.

Balaban & Katz will put “Silvery Art,” the
skiing reel, into the Chicago March 1.

>|<

Chicago railroad officials have chosen
Esther Ralston, Famous Players-Lasky
star, to pose for posters which will tell

the world this spring that Chicago is the
place to visit during summer vacations.
The star lived in Chicago eight years.

The announcement of the choice was made
by C. R. Davidson, assistant general pas-
senger agent of the Chicago & Alton rail-

road.
4= 4= *

Harry Graham, branch manager of Illi-

nois and Indiana, has returned from New
York after a several days’ conference with
home office officials at Pathe. By the time
he got back Jimmie Gillick was on his way
to New York for a similar meeting. Jim-
mie was accompanied by Mrs. Gillick and

Robert MacGowan, director of Our
Gang comedies for Pathe, visited

Jimmie Gillick last week in Chicago
en route East.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Nolan of Milwaukee.
They will return February 22.

^ ^ ^

In the transients from Hollywood
last iveek were Ethel Shannon,
Gotham star, ivho is so liny that we
almost missed her when we were at

the station to meet her; and Creigh-

ton Hale, who was on his way to New
York to make a Gotham picture. He
said he had just signed a new con-

tract with Associated Exhibitors for

two years. Then there were Robert
McGowun and Fred Jackman, Hal
Roach directors; Warner Doane,
studio manager for Roach, and Ben-

jamin Shipman. Roach’s attorney.
;{? iK %

Sam L. Warner of Warner Brothers left

Chicago February 14 after a week’s visit

with Eddie and Earl Silvermann. Sam did

the honors at the opening of “The Sea
Beast” at the Orpheum February 12. Mr.

ANNOLlNCE^Hoz^
PRESENTATIONS^,
FILMACK TRAILERS/

ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
WORK—LOW PRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-

ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO.
\730 S WABASH CHICAGO.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

LEE WOODYATT
Country Salesmanager
Warner Brothers

Nickname? Woody.
Bom March 6, 1885, in Moline, 111., the

town of wagon (not waggin’) tongues.
Schools? Public

schools of Mo-
line.

First ambition?
To get into the
show business.
First job?

Played the piano
and organ at the
Criterion in Mo-
line. It was real-

ly a tri-city or-

chestra from
Davenport, Rock
Island and Mo-
line.

How did you
enter the motion picture business? Built

the Lyric at Moline and ran it four

years. Also had the Grand in Moline
and Colonial in Rock Island.

Next? I went selling automobile stock
in St. Paul, Minn., for three months.
Went with Select Pictures Corporation
in Chicago eight years ago when it

started. Was doing outside selling.

Next to United Artists. Back to Select.

When did you assume your present
position? Left Select and joined Warner
Brothers when they started their Chi-
cago office two and one-half years ago
as country salesmanager.
Hobby? A nut on football.

Greatest experience? Became a grand-
dad six weeks ago. And Boy! He's a

boy!

and Mrs. Warner went to New York from
here.

% :jc

Joe Brandt was Henri Ellman’s guest last

week, leaving for West Coast February 14.

Toe will put in several weeks in Hollywood
on production business.

ijt jfc

Bebe Daniels, on her way to Florida to

make a Palm Beach picture for Adolph
Zukor and Jesse Lasky, was in Chicago for

a breathing spell February 11.

* *

H. A. Ross, Paramount district manager
in Chicago, last week reached California,

where he plans to spend two weeks.
* * *

Ben and Jack Cooney of National The-
atres Corporation left Chicago February
12 for Mississippi (can’t spell the name of

the town) for a three weeks’ golfing trip.

Sort of a Spring training camp.
ijc J*C

George Collins, Pathe booker, last week
became a Chicago salesman. Ted Ferrand
is in George’s place; Walter Nay is in

Roy Pearson’s place, and P. A. Tomke
leaves Paramount this week to take Fer-

rand’s place.
* * *

Sam Gorelick, exchange manager for F.

B. O., left last week for a trip around the

territory, spending a few days with Walter
Brozvn, salesman.

* * *

Balaban & Katz, Ascher Brothers, L & T
and the rest of the circuits in Chicago have
booked that old Chaplin reissue “A Dog’s
Life” solid, they say. What a dog’s life

that old fillum is leading!



The

Gold Seal

Automatic Ticket Register
Is Now Being Distributed

in Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana

by the

Theatre Equipment Co.

Selection of Theatre Equipment Co. by
the Automatic Ticket Register Corp. of

New York as their distributor in this ter-

ritory is an added indication of the

soundness of the policy which has gov-

erned our business since its inception.

XTINE months ago we entered the field convinced that we had ideas of policy and
^ ’ service which could be put in effect to the benefit of the industry. The gen-

erous patronage we have received proves we were right. And now in our new and

larger quarters in the Blum Building we are prepared to further carry out the ideals

which have made our success possible.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.
£5^ Address Blum Building, 624 So. Michigan Blvd.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone—Harrison 2468-2469

EVERYTHING FROM A THUMB TACK TO AN ORGAN



CHARLES R. ROGERS Presents

HARRY CA

You’ll make more money
on this than any Harry
Carey picture you ever

played, because it’s a better

picture.

You don’t need to look

for a better Western. There
aren’t any.

You can't tell the half of it

until you see the whole picture.

Pafhepicture
TRADE MARK.



IN TWO SECTIONS SECTION II
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MAJOR

MAJOR

MajorEquipmcnt Company
4603-19 Fullerton Avenue, Chicago

1A

MAJOR Made in the new

Major Factory

Flood lights
for interior or
exterior thea-
tre lighting

No theatre is fully equipped until it is MAJOR
equipped—as all the biggest theatres and hundreds

of the smaller ones testify. Built to give more light

at less cost.

“Everything Electrical

for The Theatre”
Send for the MAJOR
Bulletins—they are free

Vol. XXIV, No. 10 FEBRUARY 20, 1926
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* as an, added*
ATTRACTION

HE Wurlitzer Organ, in it’s ad-

vanced stage of perfection today,

is an indispensable attraction in

every motion picture theatre. The
most stupendous production is inani-

mate without instrumentation which
can interpret and follow the action,

moods and atmosphere of the picture.

In the Wurlitzer Organ there are no
limitations in effects, other than in the

ability of the organist to create them,
and the possibilities of achievement
are innumerable. The absolute flex-

ibility, elasticity, reliability and, above
all, tonal majesty of the Wurlitzer is

unapproachable in any other organ.

Recognition of superiority of the
Wurlitzer Organ is evidenced by the

overwhelming number of leading thea-

tres in which the Wurlitzer is installed.

Beautifully Illustrated Organ
Catalog Upon Request

CINCINNATI NEW YORK CHICAGO
121 East Fourth St. 121 W. 42nd St. 329 S. Wabash Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO DENVER LOS ANGELES
250 Stockton St. 2106 Broadway 814 S. Broadway

Wu^lHzei?
Pianos are the highest achieve-

ment in instrument making.

Wu^uIZEI*
Residence organs are the

finest ever constructed.
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Over1000 tickets in onehour

cirie JMexu
THEATRE MODEL

7^7 With the Subtracting Keyboard

sold by

one cashier
with a

BRANDT

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston

On Sunday, January 3rd, of this year, one of the Metro-
politan’s cashiers—using a Brandt—gave this remarkable
demonstration of the splendid service this theatre

affords its patrons.

The Metropolitan is one of the finest show placec

of New England. Its patronage is not only large but

most discriminating—even for Boston. The manage-
ment realizes the importance of the patrons’ first

point of contact with the house—the cashier. To best convey the

desired impression of courtesy and service a Brandt Automatic
Cashier has been installed in every one of the three ticket windows
of the Metropolitan’s box office.

Service Means Accuracy
as Well as Speed

The Brandt does more than keep the wait-
ing line of patrons moving smoothly and
quickly. It inspires confidence because it

always delivers the correct change. All men-
tal calculations are entirely eliminated by
the Subtracting Keyboard. Only one key to

press—and that’s the price of the ticket. In-
stantaneous—automatic—the Brandt Junior
is specially built for the theatre box office.

Its accuracy makes friends—its speed makes
money.

30 Days
Free Trial

/

/ Automatic
Cashier Co.,

/ Department A,
Watertown, Wis.

Mail
The Coupon/

/
Please place with

us on Thirty Days
. Free Trial your Brandt/ Junior Automatic Cash-

. ier. It is, of course, under-

/ stood that we can return it

y as we accept the trial without/ obligation or expense.
/ Please check whether used on

' the right or left hand side of the

y Box Office.

/ Right

/NOW /
yS City

Firm Name

Individual

Left

State..
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he* Iviinpr Pp/7prfni* / /imn”TAe Super Reflector Arc Lamp’

T5he

Mark of Excellence
T^XCELLENCE in the Reflector Arc Lamp field is

' inseparably associated with the name “Peerless.” It is

the Peerless standard; and all Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps
faithfully measure up to this standard.

Therefore—Peerless performance is not an uncertainty or

a printed promise; it is a matter of record based on reality,

for every one of the thousands of Peerless Lamps in daily

operation, in the greatest theatres and theatre circuits in this

country, prove its superiority.

Bear in mind, Peerless installations outnumber the total of

all others added together and that this condition is not a mere

coincident, but is, absolute proof that Peerless Reflector Arc
Lamps are every inch the leader they were built to be.

Peerless results cannot be obtained with other than Peerless

equipment, Perfect Performance, Maximum Operating

Economy, Maximum Light Volume, and Everlasting Sat-

isfaction are assured you so . . .

WHY EXPERIMENT?

J. E. McAtiley Mfg. Co

Our New Catalogue will

be mailed for the

asking

552-54 W. Adams St.,

Chicago, 111.

Mfg. By

Passed and Approved by the Underwriters Laboratories
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pjhiiother
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Film
Cement
$|°2

Reel
Holder
$3°?

FOB Lond Island City,N.Y!

Splicing Block $149?

Reel
Rewinder
$9*2

27£9 worth ofqualityequipment for$2299
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, inc jong island aty,Newidrk
/'fon/y part ofthe
DUPLEX SPEC/AL
$ wanted'-'checkhe/oW

—

8

oz. Bottle Film Cbmentd

Reel Holder

Splicing Block....

—Reel Reminder.....

Duplex
fongIsland Ctty,J\I.Y?

DATE

off/fate
yteaaf?ns 'zJ'd&Lkt

HheDUPLEX special N?2
PLEASE SHIP Name

PARCEL
POST CHARGE

EXPRESS C.O.D.

Address

C/ty—
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100> YEARS - OP - (NYAATTJFAC 1TURING - EXPERIENCED

The Finest Seats in the

Finest Section of

the “Uptown”

WHEN it came to selecting the finest seats

(the loge) for the new Chicago “Uptown’'
Theatre, the management naturally turned to

Heywood-Wakefield

.

This order was placed with us because architects

and owners knew our 100 years of experience

would produce chairs built to H-W standards of

quality in exact accordance with specifications

and with that element of patron comfort which
always distinguishes H-W chairs.

Heywood-Wakefield chair designs embrace seat-

ing equipment for every part of any theatre,

whether you cater to permanent or transient

Chair designed by and built

to specifications of Mr. C.

W. Rapp of Rapp & Rapp,
Architects for the Uptown
Theatre in Chicago.

Interior showing loge and
boxes of Balaban and
Katz new “Uptown” The-

atre in Chicago, Illinois.

patronage.

Before you build, or re-seat your theatre, write

our nearest warehouse. Without cost or obliga-

tion our seating experts will help you plan for

maximum capacity, durability, beauty and
comfort.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
Baltimore, Maryland 113 West Conway Street

Boston 45. Mass. Winter Hill

Display Floor , 174 Portland Street

Buffalo, New York Wells and Carroll Streets

Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington Street

Display Floor, American Furniture Mart

Kansas City, Missouri 1310 Woet Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California 801 East Seventh Street

New York, New York 516 West 34th Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th Street

Portland, Oregon 148 North Tenth Street

San Francisco, California 737 Howard Street

St. Louis, Missouri Sixth and O’Fallon Streets
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A monthly supplement of Exhibitors Herald, published for the information and

guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, operation and equip-

ment and to promote the ideal of greater and finer theatres.

F.ditor Advertising Manager Eastern Representative

Harry E. Holquisi' Charles B. O’Neill Frederick M. Savage

Published by the Exhibitors Herald Co.; Martin J. Quigley, Editor and Publisher; Edwin S. Clifford, Managing Editor; George Clifford,

Business Manager.

Shea’s Buffalo Typifies Modern
Theatre Construction

Two Million Dollar Playhouse Seating 4,000 Embodies
Utmost in Construction, Appointments and Facilities

Pictures on Pages 10 and 11

Approximate cost of Shea’s New Buffalo theatre $2,000,-

000—Seating capacity 4,000—Architects, C. W. & Geo.

L. Rapp, Chicago—-Builders, John Gill & Sons, Cleve-

land.

Main Entrance Rises 100 feet—Electric Sign Is 66 Feet

High—Lobby Measurements, 80 feet by 30—Foyer Is

22 Feet Wide by 90 Feet Long.

^1 Proscenium Height Is 50 Feet—Stage Opening, 66
Feet High by 32 Feet Wide—Balcony Seats 1,600

—

Main Dome Measures 56 Feet by 70 Feet.

Architectural Style Is French Renaissance—Predomin-
ating Color Scheme Is Gold, Blue and Pink—Orchestra

Platform Mounted on Elevator—Wurlitzer Organ Simi-

larly Mounted.

{J Lighting Control by Major System—-Exterior Illumi-

nated by 7,000 Lamps—Automatic Elevator to Dress-

ing Rooms. Washed Air Enters Through Mushroom
Ventilators.

CJf Projection Throw at 22 Foot Angle—Equipment In-

cludes Simplex Machines, Superlite Lenses, Hall & Con-
nelly Lamps, Leonard Rheostats, Brenkert Slide Pro-

jector and Da-Lite Screen.

€J Personnel: Michael Shea, Owner; V. McFaul, Manager;
Harry Wallace, Orchestra Director; Jack Sawyer, Chief

of Projection. Total Operating Personnel, 200.

r'OMPARING in gor-

geousness o f decora-

tion, completeness of equip-

ment and conveniences for

patrons with the finest thea-

tres of the capitals of the
world, Shea’s Buffalo
theatre has been opened
to an expectant public

which now is singing its

praises on all sides. The
new Buffalo is the cli-

max of a half century of

accomplishment in the the-

atre world by Michael
Shea, who when only 23
years old, launched on his
first venture, the Shea
Music Hall in the old
Arcade building on Clin-
ton street. Today Mr.
Shea is nearing the age
of three score and ten,

but is still “on the job,”
continuing to direct the
operation of his chain of
Buffalo houses under the
new Publix-Shea organi-
zation known as the Shea
Operating company.

Has Mammoth Marquise

The Shea Buffalo, built

in exactly one year by
John Gill & Sons of
Cleveland, from plans
drawn by C. W. and
George L. Rapp, Chicago,
cost close to $2,000,000
and has a seating capacity
of 4,000. The entrance,
which is on Main street,

is an impressive one. It rises to a height
of 100 feet. A mammoth marquise is

faced with three interchangeable attrac-
tion signs, the ones at the side contain-
ing four rows of letters, while the one
in front has two rows. At the left side
of the front of the building is the large
electric sign, 66 feet high and eight feet
wide, and which flashes the name,
“Shea’s Buffalo,” for miles up and down
Main street and illuminates the sur-
rounding district like daylight. Directly

above the marquise opens a plate glass
and ornamental iron window, surmount-
ed by a 40-foot parapet in Gothic design
and constructed of terra cotta. The
front is of white terra cotta, elaborately
decorated.

Entering a vestibule, 22 by 30 feet,

from Main street, through five double
bronze doors one comes to a ticket of-
fice placed in the center, which is of
marble, six feet by five feet and seven
feet high. Large frames are placed in

the marble walls of this

vestibule to announce at-

tractions. Five more
bronze and leaded glass

doors lead from the vesti-

bule into the lobby which
is 80 feet long and 30 feet

wide. Here one comes
upon a gorgeous scene of
marble walls and pillars,

including immense m i r-

rors of panelled glass
which reflect the graceful
arches opposite them.
These mirrors are hung
with gorgeous red and
gold curtains. On the
walls are beautiful can-
delabra while from the
ceiling hang four gor-
geous crystal chandeliers,
each of which was es-
pecially designed for the
Shea Buffalo and each of
which cost many thous-
ands of dollars.

Large arches extend up
each side of the lobby. A
grand marble staircase
leads from the right end
of the lobby to the mez-
zanine promenade which
runs around the rear and
along the south and front
sides of the lobby.

Lobby View From
Promenade

This promenade is ar-
tistically furnished, laid

with gorgeous rugs, and
has a lounge at the front

over the space occupied on the ground
floor by the ticket vestibule. Here is

placed a grand piano, divans and large
easy chairs. From this promenade the
patron looks down into the lobby. From
the front lounge one looks through the
large front arched window into Main
street. This window is decorated on the
inside with draperies in gold and crim-
son silk.

From the lobby, one enters the foyer
( Continued on page 26 )
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Editorially

Speaking
Page

Shea's New Buffalo, Recently Opened, Typifies

Modern Theatre Construction—House Costing

$2,000,000 Has Seating Capacity of 4,000. ... 7

(Views of the New Buffalo are shown on pages

10 and 11)
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NDIVIDUALITY in the design of motion picture the-

atres is a highly desirable trend which is gaining
recognition at present. In the field of larger theatre con-

struction the most promising departure from what may
be termed the “conventional” has been accomplished in

the “atmospheric” type theatres. The big field for in-

dividuality in theatre design, however, lies not necessarily

in the large theatres, but in the thousands of theatres in

cities of lesser size throughout the country. Possibilities

for improvement and development in this direction are

aptly pointed out by J. II. Phillips, a New York archi-

tect. writing in The Architectural Forum, who says:

“It is unfortunate, considering the great number of

theatres and motion picture houses that have been built

in recent years, that architects have not given more at-

tention and shown more creative ability in the designing
of the small rural and suburban motion picture houses.

Here lies a great opportunity to improve public taste hv
designing more attractive buildings, which will attract

and delight the public. An attractive, comfortable mo-
tion picture theatre in a suburban town is a source of

pride to the community, just as much as are artistic

homes and quaint cottages. In designing the exterior of

a small theatre there are unlimited opportunities for

carrying out fantastic ideas and interesting effects. The
motion picture playhouse may become a potent factor

in the architectural development of a community, so that

its influence, artistically as well as commercially, cannot
be overestimated.”

Development of theatres along lines of individuality

and in a taste as suggested by local surroundings is un-
questionably one of the interesting possibilities of the
future. In this direction, as pointed out, there is much
opportunity for creating for the motion picture theatre

a more conspicuous place than ever as an integral part

of the community.
* * *-

A GREAT opportunity awaits the equipment dealers

association to make itself an important force for

constructive work in the promotion of better and more
profitable theatres throughout the country. The associa-

tion is fortunate in having among its members leading

manufacturers and distributors of motion picture equip-

ment. An excellent example of what it may accomplish
was demonstrated in the Milwaukee equipment show
last year.

We believe the association would do well to give

thought to ways and means of serving the industry

along broad and liberal lines. Much valuable and prac-

tical information lies within its province to obtain and
disseminate for the general good of the industry as well

as its own membership. Such a program of service to

theatre owners and the industry would work unques-
tionably to the advantage of all concerned.

Sfr * *

THEATRE construction during 1926 will easily out-

rank any previous year’s activities in the motion
picture field, it is possible to forecast at this time. Never
before has the season opened under such auspicious cir-

cumstances. The volume of construction scheduled at

this time, combined with the fact that theatres every-

where are being constructed and equipped on a scale

heretofore unknown, undoubtedly will make 1926 stand

as a banner year for the equipment industry.

—H. E. Holquist.
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Public Relations Bigger Than
Box Office—Meyer

Exhibitor Who Won National Recognition for Methods
Employed in Managing “Small Town 99 Theatre Tells How

T F Will Hays and his organization
accomplish no more than to

broadcast to the world that the

theatre .is a semi-public institution,

a medium of service that stands
ready to serve in the true sense of
the word, then we can well over-
look the technical defects of the

uniform contract. After all, I al-

ways have felt that a contract be-
tween exhibitor and distributor is

nothing more nor less than a mem-
orandum of agreement between two
men who are willing to take a

chance on one another. Of course,

there have been a lot of abuses

;

there always will be. And no con-
tract-regardless of how worded

—

will ever solve this problem until

the producer agrees to make good
his share of the losses when a sup-
posed super takes a brodie. Fortu-
nately, Will Hays is a Rotarian,
and if he’s a real one, by heart
as in fact, then he’ll some day soon
say to his bosses: “You fellows
have to subscribe and live up to the

golden rule, the underlying princi-

ple of service that says ‘do ye unto
others,’ etc.” But in the meantime
let’s get back at my first sentence.

After all, your relations and mine,

with Hays are family troubles.

Minor zeros, as Danny would call

them. Hays’ real task is in the

matter of PUBLIC' RELATIONS.
The only difference between your

own relations and public relations

is that the former are wished onto
you; the latter you acquire—or at

least you should. I’ve been in Ham-
ilton a little over six years now,
and some day, when I depart from
here, either to a “bigger and bet-

ter” field, or to be buried, I don’t

want my going to furnish the excuse for

a celebration.

This is our 6th anniversary, and in these

past six times three hundred and sixty-five

days I’ve never for a day lost sight of

public relations. In the words of Merton,
“all that the Palace is today or ever hopes
to be is because of its relations (with the

public),” and never for a single minute
would I want to lose sight of this fact.

Pictures may spread a certain amount
of propaganda for this, that or the other.

Publicity of the right kind will help, but
public relations can only be brought about
by direct contact. Let’s analyze this

:

When we run a slide for the Red Cross,

or the mail-early campaign, we are per-

forming a public duty. When we help the

Chamber of Commerce get more members
we perform a public service. Both classi-

fications rightfully belong under the head-
ing of public relations, but there’s this

distinction : When people say let’s ask the

man at the picture show to run a slide for

our bazaar we’ve established no identity

either for ourselves or for our theatre.

When the Community Chest campaign
opens and they select you as a worker (not

necessarily a captain of a team), then your
town knows you’re on the map, part of

by

FRED S.

MEYER

FRED S. MEYER, manag-
ing director of the Palace

theatre, Hamilton, O., was
for two years President of

the Hamilton Merchants’

Association, two years
President of the Hamilton
Boosters’ Club, is Secre-

tary of the Rotarian Club,

Member Executive Board
of the Advertising Club,

has held the executive

chairs of various fraternal

organizations, headed pub-
lic drives, is Director of

the Auto Club and the first

citizen of Hamilton to be
interviewed by the press

on matters of civic impor-
tance.

Mr. Meyer here discusses

the matter of theatre-pub-

lic relations with the au-

thority of six years"

broken success.

un-

the community, as essential as the banker,
the butcher, the baker, the candlestick
maker.

It’s a mighty fine policy to personally
greet every one of your patrons as they
come in, chat with those you know per-

sonally and exchange the time of day with
the rest. But it’s far more important to

let them know that you and your theatre

are in existence when they don’t see you
than when they’ve decided to spend an eve-
ning at the “movies.”

I’ve heard a lot of pro and con on this

“service above self” attitude. It is just

possible that I personally take my Rotary
doctrine a little too seriously; I’ve been
asked time and again, “What does it get

you?” and my answer always has been,

“Your guess is as good as mine.”

Well, what does it get me? Publicity?
Yes, loads of it, and every time they pub-
lish my name they inadvertently connect
the Palace theatre with it. Hardly a day
passes by but what I’m confronted with,

“If they want to see your show, they’ll

come regardless, and if you haven’t got

what they want they’ll stay away !” There’s

a lot in this, but I’m not ready to admit
that I am so poor a judge of human nature
or that the people here are so very much

different from those elsewhere.

And here’s why I feel that way

:

Six years ago the Palace theatre

came out in bold type, standardizing
its signature cut, and compared it

with sterling and other high-grade
standard commodities. The public

was told—and ever so often is re-

minded again—that Palace adver-
tisements contain facts only; truth

always.

Five years ago I inaugurated the

“Critical X-Ray” feature of our
monthly house organ, in which I

gave my personal opinion of the

forthcoming attractions and how,
in my opinion, they would appeal

to our patrons. I was no little

amused, but none the less pleased,

to learn that my old friend Latta
in Iowa (formerly an exhibitor

served by me as an exchange man-
ager out of Minneapolis) received

national recognition because he did

something we pulled here 5 years

ago and told the patrons to stay

away from a certain picture. The
man who distributed this picture at

the time was madder’n . . . and
ready to shoot us, but through it

all our X-Ray p.age has been fear-

less, candid and written purely with

the theatre-goer, not the box office,

in mind. And the greatest tribute

that was ever paid to me personally

came from an Eastern Editoi,

whose compliment we again repro-

duced in the 6th Anniversary edi-

tion of our Magazine.

But to come back to Public Re-
lations. You will never get more
out of anything, lodge, club or com-
mercial organization, than you put

into it. Be a worker, and you’ll

profit accordingly. Not necessarily

in a financial way, but spiritually and mor-
ally.

We can’t everlastingly think of today
only. We can’t buy public confidence or

relations like we do pictures with the

thought, “What’s it going to mean to the

Box Office?” Sell your people the idea

that everything is all right with the mov-
ies and that you’re everlastingly doing your
part to make it so. Try and convince
them, but be sincere yourself, say and
feel that you consider yourself as essential

as anybody in your town. There’s only

one way you can do that
;

namely, by
really selling your own self first. You
know when you’re sold on a picture you’ll

find it comparatively easy to exploit It.

But when you’re lukewarm your advertis-

ing almost invariably reflects this thought.

Sell yourself to yourself
;
then sell yourself

to your community.
Sure ! The Radio has made a heavy

inroad in our daily receipts. And then,

when a stock company pops up and takes

the town by storm, we shed tears and refer

to our fickle public. Nothing like it. We’ll

not know how our luck will turn until our
pluck has had a turn ! We’re licked only

if we lick ourselves. Say to your patrons,

“You’ve got to come back!” and then back
( Continued on page 30))
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Main foyer, new Buffalo theatre. Artistic niche in new theatre.
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Latest Link

in

PUBLIX

Chain of

THEATRES

Detail of ceiling. Shea’s Buffalo.

Operated

by

Michael Shea

A glimpse into auditorium.

Beautiful foyer of new playhouse.

Interesting comer in Shea's Buffalo.
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Durand Simplifies Theatre Finance

Problems for Theatre Owners

Durand Plans Adopted

N. E. Durand’s concise exposition of theatre financing plans,

the first series of articles on this vital subject ever published in

a trade paper, is being used by theatre men in various parts of

the country as guidance in building projects contemplated.

Although Mr. Durand’s first article appeared in the December

issue of “Better Theatres,” the second following in the January

number, practical exhibitors already are well along the way to

successful financing of new theatres by means outlined.

In the January issue, Mr. Durand named five methods of

financing a new theatre and explained two of them. In this issue

he explains the remaining three methods in detail. In the three

articles of the series the bed-rock facts about theatre financing

have been published for the first time.

In presenting this series to readers “Better Theatres” renders

a service unattempted by contemporaries. Its purpose is to enable

the individual showman to expand his field of operations and

participate more importantly in the great forward movement of

the theatre as a whole. Already this end is in process of realiza-

tion.

By NOEL E. DURAND
Frederick C. Foltz & Co., Architects,

Engineers, Builders, Chicago, III.

C ONTINUING last month’s dis-

cussion of ways and means to

finance theatres, let us consider The
Debenture Certificate to Sub-Con-
tractor’s Plan.

A Debenture Certificate is simply a

written promise to pay out of the

earnings of your theatre project cer-

tain stated sums at certain intervals.

Its proper use will prove very valu-

able to you in supplying a necessary
part of the financing if handled as

follows

:

1st—Plan to start your building in
the dull season for the sub-con-

tractors, as this has a very definite

bearing on the success of the plan.

2nd—Have your architect get esti-

mates from the various sub-eon-

tractors on their parts of the work.

These first estimates, of course, will

be based on their understanding

that you are to pay all cash for the

work and. therefore, will be valu-

able as a guide to the fairness of

their final estimates based on their

accepting as part payment for their

work your Debenture Certificates.

The following typical conversation may
then take place, as an example between the
exhibitor and the head of the lowest ac-

ceptable plumbing firm bidder, chances are
the exhibitor knows this plumber well
enough so that he says, “Here, Bill, my
architect tells me you are low bidder on
my job, now I have almost enough money
from the proceeds of my first or first and
second mortgage or bond issue (as the case
may be), together with my own funds to

completely pay for my building, but not
quite, so I need a little help from you. You
want this job and I want you to have it.

“You want to see this substantial im-
provement in our community because it will

attract others to come here and build,

which means added prosperity for all of us.

“You know my record as a successful

exhibitor and— (here know and have avail-

able your figures so that you can convince
Bill that your Debenture Certificates or

promises to pay out of earnings means
something and that your figures are based
on good sound business judgment).”

If you do this also reminding Bill that

this work comes in his dull season and
that you are prepared to pay in cash $7,-

000.00 of his $8,000.00 estimate only asking
him to take $1,000.00 in certificates, the

chances are he will gladly accept your
proposition and you are then $1,000.00

further along toward getting your project

financed. This same method can be pur-

sued with other sub-contractors and mate-
rial dealers to the end that you are seeking

to accomplish.

The Advanced Rental on Leased
Space Plan

Assuming that the exhibitor, in order to

have a well founded, sound project, has
added to his theatre proper a number of
stores and offices, let us analyze them and
see where they can be made to aid the
financial scheme as a whole. In the first

place these stores, if the theatre is well
located, constitute the most valuable stores
in town as they will receive the benefit of
the passing hundreds and hundreds of
people that are attracted daily and nightly

to the theatre. Now in every town or city

you will find a few outstanding stores or
shops who have made a substantial suc-
cess—go to them, sell them on the idea of
wanting a store in your building—near
your theatre and explain to them what the

passing hundreds of people mean to them
in added profits, create a desire for your
stores and you will have no trouble in

leasing them for ten years in advance, for
you can make the prospective tenant see
why he should enter into a long term lease
in order to capitalize and cash in on his

location. The next step is to get your tenant
to put up the tenth year’s rent in advance
on which you will pay him the prevailing
rate of interest. For example, we will as-

sume that you have sold a druggist on the

idea that he should lease the store nearest

your theatre entrance on a basis of $150.00

per month or $1,800.00 per year, show this

druggist that every month his lease is in-

creasing in value, yet for ten years, if he

signs up on a lease, his rent will not be

raised, for this privilege you ask that he

deposit the tenth year’s rent in advance on
which you will pay interest at the prevail-

ing rate each year.

The Preferred Stock Inducement Plan
to Benefitted Adjoining Property
Owners

To get the best results, using this plan,

the exhibitor should choose two or three

available and acceptable locations, get your
options on' them, if possible, but do not

agree to buy any one of them until you
have talked with the owners of the ad-

joining property in every direction from
your location and find out how much pre-

ferred stock they would buy in your cor-

poration to insure the location of your

theatre in their immediate vicinity. Your
first reaction to this suggestion may be

that it cannot be done in your particular

community, but is this necessarily true? If

you meet with opposition at first, is it not

because you have failed to thoroughly

familiarize yourself with the many advan-

tages of having a theatre located in a par-

ticular spot with reference to its surround-

ing territory. It has been proven time and

time again that a theatre will double and

sometimes treble the value of any property

within from one to four blocks in any di-

rection from this theatre, depending, of

course, upon its size which naturally de-

termines its drawing power.

In order to give you a concrete example

of what other exhibitors have done, the
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Exhibitors Use Durand Series as

Guidance in Building Projects

Definite Problem Solved
Mr. Durand has explained in preceding articles how the build-

ing project here described may be financed by the “Preferred

Stock Plan” and the “Second Mortgage Plan.” In this article he

shows how it can be done by the “Debenture Certificates to

Sub-Contractor,” “Advance Rental on Leased Space” and “Pre-

ferred Stock Inducement to Benefited Adjoining Property

Owners” plans.

In all cases, Mr. Durand has discussed the definite project de-

scribed as follows:

Value of land owned clear $ 50,000.00

Cost of building 150,000.00

Cost of furnishings 30,000.00

Cost of mortgage or bond issue items, such as commis-
sion, 6 months’ interest in advance during construc-

tion, taxes, recording fees and insurance 14,000.00

Total $254,000.00

Total value $254,000.00

Less land value 50,000.00

$204,000.00

Less mortgage or bond' issue based on 60% of total

value 152,000.00

Total cash to be raised in addition to loan $ 52,000.00

writer has chosen two outstanding cases.

The first is a big Chicago exhibitor, the

second a small town exhibitor. These two

were chosen as they were indicative of the

use of this plan in both a small town and

a large city.

Let us take the case of the Chicago ex-,

hibitor. He is the owner or rather the con-

trolling head of a corporation owning and

operating a string of motion picture the-

atres. It was the desire of his firm to

locate a large theatre in one of the out-

lying sections of Chicago. They first made
a complete survey of the proposed section

and found that there were three locations

which were available and equally suitable

for the erection of a theatre. Options were

taken on the three properties, a represen-

tative of the corporation was sent out im-

mediately to interview the owners of the

property located within four blocks in

every direction from the three proposed

sites. These property owners, after having

an explanation of the advantages of hav-

ing a motion picture theatre located in

their immediate vicinity, were told frankly

three locations were being considered and
that whichever group of surrounding prop-

erty owners gave the most support in the

way of subscriptions to preferred stock

issue in the corporation, would obtain the

building in their particular location. The

campaign for stock subscriptions of the

preferred issue started and at the end of

ten days it was found that one group had

raised over $200,000.00. Think of what
this meant to the Chicago exhibitor. It

made it perfectly easy for him to finance

the balance of his project and now that

the theatre is completed it has been found

by the surrounding property owners that

the value of their holdings have in many
cases quadrupled, so it has been a most

profitable undertaking from, every stand-

point.

The case of the small town exhibitor is

considerably different. Visualize a small

community, the main street is one mile in

length which is the distance between its

two railroads which intersect with the

main street at right angles. The business

section constitutes about three blocks of

buildings of a very substantial nature lo-

cated within two blocks of railroad No. 1.

The town was founded over sixty years

ago and no thought was given to any

serious change in the business section until

just recently a large development company
decided to subdivide several hundred acres

and put in a number of large improvements

in the way of business houses surrounding

the depot of railroad No. 2. This caused

the business men in the town much worry

as to what was going to happen to the

values of their property if the main busi-

ness district moved to the new section.

They held a meeting for the purpose of

providing ways and means of holding the

business section of the town in its present

location and thereby preserve the values
that it had taken them years to build up.

The owner of the motion picture theatre in

the old section was enterprising enough
to speak up at this opportune time and
suggest that if the business men of the

old section would back him to the extent

of subscribing $50,000.00 worth of pre-

ferred stock, he would erect in the old

business section a modern motion picture

theatre to contain a seating capacity of

1,200. He argued his case well, for within

two days all of the necessary preferred

stock had been subscribed and the motion
picture house is soon to be started and upon
its completion, the worries of the bankers
and merchants of the old section will

cease, as this house is large enough and
well equipped to keep out competition and
will for many, many years keep the flow of

people Jrom the new residential section

coming to the old business section.

All of you exhibitors cannot, of course,

be so fortunate as to have such an out-

standing opportunity to force the sale of

your preferred stock, but nevertheless, this

case demonstrates how important it is for

the owners of adjoining property to sup-

port a motion picture house to be located

in their immediate vicinity.

West Coast Theatres’

Newest House Ready
The “West Coast Belmont” theatre, store

and office building, now under construction

by the West Coast Theatres, Inc., located

at First and Vermont, represents an in-

vestment, including land, building and
equipment, closely approximating $750,000,

according to an announcement made by M.
Gore, president of the organization

;
Arthur

Bernstein, general manager of the Bel-

mont, and J. J. Warrick of the Bimini

Income Properties.

The building is of entirely Class A con-

struction, Spanish type of architecture, of

reinforced concrete and steel and embrac-

ing all the latest types of fire-proof con-

struction. This structure is being erected

by Bavin and Burch, general contractors.

L. A. Smith is the architect. Sol Lesser

announces that the theatre is about ready

for opening. It has a seating capacity of

1,800.

Office in New York Is

Opened by Eberson
John Eberson, prominent theatre

architect of Chicago, has opened an

office in New York to facilitate the

handling of a number of theatre projects

in the east and south which are now
under way. The new office is located at

200 West 57th street. A. O. Budina is

in charge.
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Ascher Bros. New Terminal Theatre

With a seating capacity of 4,000 Ascher Bros.’

New Terminal theatre, executed in the Spanish

design ranks with Chicago’s most beautiful

playhouses.

in

Chicago

J. E. O. Pridinore

Architect

Study of the above view shows unusual wall

treatment of the new Terminal theatre.

Spacious lobby and staircases to mezzanine

foyer are shown in the above view.
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Theatre Organists Invited to Tell

“How I Played the Picture”
Forum for Exchange of Information and Suggestions

Established in Interest of Better Photoplay Music

'T'HE mystery play, so popular on the stage, has become as

popular on the screen. In the filming of this sort of play, as

in the filming of all sorts of plays, the movies have their limita-

tions as well as their advantages. The greatest advantage, of
course, is the possibility to jump from scene to scene, with cut-

backs and all the little tricks

of the trade impossible on
the legitimate stage, where
the action is restricted to a

narrow area and much must
be left to explanation and
imagination.

The chief drawback is the

absence of the spoken word.
This deficiency is supplied

in part by the makers with

numerous subtitles which
explain and interpret the

action. It is possible for the

organist to bridge this gap
very considerably and ef-

fectively by making the

organ talk. It is astonish-

ing how closely you can ap-

proximate the sounds of the

human voice, so that the

audience will understand as

readily as though the words
you simulate were actually

spoken. I find speaking the

words I wish to simulate as

I touch the keys is very
helpful in attaining the de-

sired effect. Making the

organ talk, of course, is a

trick and simple once it is

learned. You wish to make
the audience hear the hero-

i n e scream, “Leave me
alone !” for example. That
is done by speaking aloud

to yourself. You find you
have accented “leave”

heavily and “me” and
“alone” softer and in a de-

scending voice. So you pat

the high register of your full organ heavily

and sharply once and three staccato pats

descending the manual.

Both on the stage and the silversheet,

mystery plays are filled with hokum and
hilarity. Without that they would be in-

sufferable. The charm of the mystery play

lies not in whatever horrible or gruesome
features it may reveal, but in the tricks

which are worked to make things seem
what they are not. A girl is shot, and
later on it is revealed she was not shot,

but pretended to be. And there is the

challenge of the wits, the unfolding be-

fore one’s eyes of a set of circumstances
of a bewildering nature, circumstances
which might lead to any conclusion, but

at the same time have a logical—or sem-
blance of a logical—sequence.

The solution of a good mystery play is

cleverly concealed to the end, and the organ
accompaniment must lend itself to that

concealment. It wouldn’t be fair and it

would spoil the fun to play anything
which might lead the audience to guess how
it is going to turn out.

A mystery play is a spooky thing, and
one needs a repertoire of spooky music for

its interpretation. Unfortunately, the library

of spooky music is rather shelfbare and im-

the subtitle requesting the audience not to reveal the plot.

Any love-lorn youth clings to the photograph of his sweetheart

in the absence of the divinity herself, and Magee is not at all

squeamish about letting the world see his portrait of Mary, nor

does he try to conceal his infatuation. It is such an obsession

that he thinks of nothing
else and does not even con-
sider others, except that he
wants the whole world to

rejoice with him. As Ma-
gee is revealed returning
home on the liner Olympic,
showing the picture to a

bevy of interested dames,
play “That’s My Girl,” col-

orfully, continuing this
number through the scenes
where he sends her a radio

message every twenty min-
utes.

The receiving station for

these ardent messages, the

Norton home, with the mes-
senger boys stacked up in a

row trying to make delivery,

is cue sufficient for “Hail,

Hail, the Gang’s All Here,”
followed by “Yours Truly”
—a charming musical com-
edy selection.

Our heroine’s father is a
comedy character, gruff and
growly, and you have wide
open opportunity here to

make his temper roar
grandly. As pater paces the
floor play a short recitative

number for the plot is being
unwound. Make his an-
noyance comical. As Mary
enters with her sheaf of ra-

diograms from Magee, play
“Yours Truly” again. This
scene reveals more of the

plot, the fact that Magee is

returning home without
having written a novel he has contracted to

write and which Norton has advertised
extensively, with 100,000 copies ordered in

advance of publication.

The entrance of the messenger with Ma-
gee’s long delayed reply to Norton’s frantic

messages demanding to know if the book is

finished is a delightful comedy bit and can
be made funnier as the father clumsily tries

to get at the message, finally tearing it up.

Play cluttering, sputtering notes, followed
by “I’m in Love with You” when the mes-
sage is finally pieced together and the father

reads Magee’s message, “My love to you,”'

played as a comedy snatch. Follow imme-
diately with a deep growl as the father

makes Mary promise she will not marry
Billy unless he has finished the book. Here
is the first opportunity afforded by the

picture to play a bit of plaintive melody

—

eight bars of “Melody in A” by Friml to

the fadeout.

The docking of the Olympic is a bustling

scene. Play “I’m in Love with You,” for

Billy scarcely can contain himself now.
They spy one another—wild excitement,

chattering, shouting notes, tooting of the

siren interrupting Billy’s greetings to Mary.
As he seizes the megaphone from the deck

(Continued on page 37 )

“Better Theatres” herewith establishes an open forum

for use of theatre organists in exchanging mutually help-

ful information and suggestions combining to operate as

a force for the development of motion picture scoring.

“Better Theatres” holds the organ to he the ideal

motion picture accompaniment for the great majority of

theatres; this without reflection upon the orchestra, which

has its own distinct and highly essential office.

With the splendid instruments now provided, instru-

ments unrivaled in the field of musical expression, no

limit can he placed upon the possibilities of photoplay

accompaniment. The single blot upon many otherwise

irreproachable playhouses is the incredible use made of

valuable instruments by incompetent or careless operators.

In opening this forum for exchange of ideas, opinions

and suggestions, “Better Theatres” invites communica-

tions from musicians in all classes of theatres and from

exhibitors as well.

An interesting beginning is made by Iris Vining, Gra-

nada theatre, San Francisco, who discusses in this issue

the scoring of the mystery melodrama.

provisation is necessary. I do not indulge
often in improvisation, but here is a time
when one must be tricky and weird, where
the opportunities for artistry are endless.

In this article I am going to describe
how I accompanied Douglas MacLean &
Co. in his latest success, “Seven Keys to

Baldpate.” This great stage success of
George Cohan’s has been done before for
the screen, but it would be hard to imagine
anything more successful than the recep-
tion accorded by Granada devotees to the
current production. The house was packed
for every performance, and the way the
audience responded to the tricks of the
organ was a joy to the organist.

An air of mystery is the first thing the
organist should strive for in accompanying
and interpreting tonally “Seven Keys to

Baldpate.” Mystery is the motif and it

should not be lost sight of in all the fun,

the lovemaking and the excitement of the
play. The love theme is very pronounced,
so open with a few strains of “I’m in Love
with You,” for William Magee, the novel
writing hero, is ludicrously in love with
Mary Norton. Immediately comes a chance
for a dead pause, a subtle, mysterious thing
in itself, for silence often is harder to

endure than sound. The cue for this is
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If Economy with Better Pictures

is Your Aim—
If you are troubled with inadequate pro-
jection equipment or your cost at the
meter is too high

—

If flicker and fluctuation are constantly
annoying—

If you want to produce better pictures

from good pictures and increase your audi-

Or, if your projection

room is to be remodeled or

equipment altered

—

Send in the coupon and we will

send you, absolutely free of

charge, valuable information that

will aid you in solv-

ing your problems.

S^HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
1900 W. 114 tti.Street Ctevetand ,

Ohio U SA

New Ambassador Theatre, Chicago, III.

Let Us Finance, Design, Build and Equip Your
Next Theatre

We have built many beautiful paying; theatres whose owners will endorse
our work and recommend our service.

THE UNITED STUDIOS IS AN INCORPORATION OF ARTISTS, ARCHI-
TECTS, CONTRACTORS & EQUIPPERS
LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS

UNITED STUDIOS, INC.
L. P. LARSEN, Managing Art Director

30 W. LAKE ST. CHICAGO
Local and Long Distance Telephones, Dearborn 1774-1775-1776
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Cools Seats at a

Cent Apiece

Machinery of the 300-ton

carbonic anhydride refrigeration

plant which cools the big 5,000-

seat Chicago theatre in the Mid-

West metropolis. It has two

duplicate units each of 150 tons

refrigerating capacity. The varia-

tion in the theatre from roof

to orchestra pit has never ex-

ceeded 2 deg. in any place since

the system was put in. Cooling

is attained by direct expansion,

the coils for this purpose being

placed within the air washer.

Examples like this suggest how
much coal will be used when we

temper our air to suit our

bodily comfort.

Gives Cost Figures for Cooling

Theatres by Refrigeration

I
NTERESTING facts covering the cost

and methods of theatre cooling by re-

frigerating systems is contained in an

article by R. Dawson Hall, Engineering-

Editor of Coal Age in that publication’s

January 14 issue. Mr. Hall, in pointing

out that the immense refrigeration plants

in many theatres of the country are de-

veloping a new and growing use for coal

for operating the electric power plants

which are operated by coal reveals that

the daily operating cost of refrigerating

systems averages l.Sc per seat.

Mr. Hall says

:

“There are always new uses for coal.

One of these which has been almost un-

known until today, but which has large

possibilities for the future, is the cooling

of the air in theatres, offices, factories,

stores, resturants, hotels, hospitals and
homes by refrigeration plants the electric

power for which is generated with coal.

Sufficient advance has been made in the

refrigeration of moving-picture houses to

prove the case. There, summer patronage

has been increased enough to more than

offset the original plant investment and

the daily operating cost which averages

only l.Sc per seat.

“In Chicago the following theatres have

been refrigerated : The Chicago, State-

Lake, McVickers, Pantheon, Tower, Sen-

ate, Harding Madison Street, Diversey,

United Masonic Temple, Uptown, Woods,
Riviera, Palace Music, Annette, Central

Park, Trianon, Laurence, Tivoli and Cap-
itol. Chicago has led in the work of re-

frigerating buildings though there are

many cities where the need for cooling is

greater. The Woods Theatre, is the only

one which houses the legitimate drama.
The play which ran in this theatre last

summer had left New York where it had
played to crowded houses, and had come
to Chicago to take advantage of the cooled
air of the Woods Theatre. It played to

full houses, the seats being taken six

weeks in advance. Today it is back in

New York, the temperature in the city no
longer needing improvement by refriger-

ating processes.
* * *

“In New York, the Capitol Theatre and
the Rivoli have refrigeration. So far
little has been done in that city of many
first-class theatres to keep such places cool.

In Pittsburgh two theatres have recently
been cooled by refrigerated air, the Davis
and the Grand. In Philadelphia, the Fox
is thus cooled, and in Buffalo, Shea’s
Theatre.
“The South is plentifully supplied. Thus

at St. Louis, Mo., is Loew’s the Grand
Opera House, Delmonte, and the Masonic;
in New Orleans, La., is the Orpheum,
Main Street and Newman Theatres; in

Dallas, Texas, is the Palace, theMelba and
the Majestic; in Houston, Tex., the Texan
and the Majestic; in Fort Worth, Tex.,
the Majestic; in Tulsa and Oklahoma City,

Okla., two Orpheum Theatres. In San
Antonio, Tex., also the Majestic Theatre
is refrigerated. The Palace Theatre at

Peoria, 111., the Capitol Theatres at Des
Moines, la., and Cincinnati, Ohio, respec-
tively are other examples.
“Other theatres where refrigeration is

being installed are the Belmont, Ascher,
Marks, Howard, Highland, Grove and
Wasson in Chicago, the Hammond at Ham-
mond, Ind., the New State at Detroit, (209
tons), the Rialto at Joliet, 111., the Lyric at

Indianapolis, Ind., the Keith, at Atlanta,

Ga., and the Miami at Miami, Fla. Keith’s

theatre in Washington is to have an instal-

lation. These are only a few of the pro-
jected plants. The work of preparing for
the coming summer is exceeding the capac-
ity of the architects and manufacturers
to fill the demand.

“The cost of these installations is con-
( Continued on page 36)

Weather - Making Ma-

chine for Theatre Cool-

ing.—This plant uses

“dieline’' or, more scien-

tifically, “dichloroethy-

lene” as the refrigerating

fluid. This 1 i q u i d is

heavier than water, boils

at atmosphere pressure at

a temperature about 120

deg. F. It is flammable

but only with relative

difficulty. This 75 to 90-

ton plant is a model of

compactness.
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Used in All Comers of the Globe

HEWES 2 IN 1 FILM CEMENT
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

FILM WAX
VITRO LAMP DIPS

All colors—waterproof

THEATRE PERFUMES

DISINFECTANTS
Strong Pine—Sanifume

GERMICIDES
LENS CLEANER

Our Products and Prices Are Right

ASK YOUR DEALER

All Products Manufactured and Guaranteed by

Hewes and Company
47 Meserole St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

“Ventilation that is Ventilation” =“BLIZZARD”
Don’t Buy Your Ventilation

without thoroughly investigating

The NEW SELLING POLICY of Blizzard Ventilating and Cooling Systems
Write for complete information

BLIZZARD SALES CO., 1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Nebraska, or
YALE THEATRE SUPPLY
Kansas City, Mo.

UNITED ELECTRIC CO..
LTD.

Vancouver. B. C.

THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

Seattle, Wash.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

Cleveland, O.
Omaha, Neb.
Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Denver, Col.
Des Moines. Ia.

St. Louis, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Indianapolis, IncL

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
Dallas. Tex.

S. & S. FILM SUPPLY CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

A FEW AVAILABLE TERRITORIES NOW OPEN FOR DEALERS IN U. S. A. AND ALSO FOREIGN COUNTRIES

*
ROLL

Folded Machine
RESERVED
COUPON

^ LARGEST EXCLUSIVE ik

AMUSEMENT TICKET
Iff PRINTERS IN N.E.for]Qyears ^

BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE —

Weprove it—Send the order

Trimounf Press
117 ALBANY STREETBOSTON, MASS.
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Free Theatre-Taxi Service Solves

Bad Weather Problem
Texas Showman Brings Patrons to Theatre and Takes Them
Home—Can the Big Theatres Overcome the Rain Hazard

?

Free Taxi Service to and from the Star theatre, Menard,

Texas, has been found a profitable investment.

Can the same scheme be worked out for the big theatres

in the big cities?

Is this the solution of the oldest box office problem in the

world—bad weather?

Henry Reeve, the showman who has worked out a prac-

tical free taxi service for his patrons on bad nights, serves

on an average of 28 calls per car. The story of his plan

and its results is told on this page.

Exhibitors are invited to write opinions and suggestions

relative to working out a practical free taxi service system

for theatres of all classes in communities of all sizes.

Henry reeve, star
theatre, Menard,

Texas, has found it not

only commercially practical

but extremely good business

to go after patrons, bring

them to the theatre, then

take them home, when rain

makes it uncomfortable or

unpleasant to leave the

house to attend the picture

show. In two letters giving

details of his plan and its

operation, Mr. Reeve covers

points apparently proving
that the same system can

be applied generally with
local modifications.

Mr. Reeve operates his

own taxi line and finds it

possible to serve 26 calls of

an evening without difficul-

ty or making patrons wait

unduly. This number, he
states, represents only a

sfnall portion of the patron-

age attracted by the pub-
lished offer of the free

transportation, the project

operating as a big business

stimulant upon the public generally.

The text of Mr. Reeve’s initial advertise-

ment on the service is interesting. It reads

as follows

:

Taxi?
Call 245.

The bad weather season is with us.

As a service to our friends. The Star

Theatre places Free Auto Service to the

Show on rainy nights at your disposal.

Whether or not you have a car—you may
not care to muddy up your good car—just

phone 245 any time before 7:30 and we’ll

be glad to come for you.

This applies to within the city limits and

we sincerely hope our friends will avail

themselves of it.

Remember—no charge of any kind.

We feel that if there is a picture on that

you’d like to see and weather is had it is

only a pleasure for us to help you come
to the theatre.

Yes, we’ll take you home after the show,

too.

The effect of this announcement in

Menard was as anticipated. There were
incredulous inquiries at first, patrons won-
dering how the theatre could afford to

extend this service. Demonstration was
instant proof, however, and credit reacting

to the benefit of the theatre was propor-

tionate.

The reaction was not the landslide affair

that the hesitant might expect, Mr. Reeve
states, the basic good sportsmanship of the

public operating as expected to automati-

cally limit the calls to those whose location

and need were in mind at the outset. The
good sense of the people is, as it works
out, the best argument for the practical

success of the system.
* * *

Menard is not a large city. The longest

calls the Star is called upon to make are

not prohibitively distant. Mr. Reeve is a
bit dubious about recommending the sys-

tem for larger cities because of this con-

sideration. Others interrogated on the

subject hold that a routing system, properly

timed, will overcome this angle of the

proposition for the big theatre in the big

city operating, necessarily, a larger number
of cabs.

Mr. Reeve stations an attendant at the

phone and calls are written down as re-

ceived. Without doubt this could be

worked out satisfactorily elsewhere, with

a street routing chart at hand and call—in

points for the drivers in various sections

of the city.

Mr. Reeve, in addition, owns his own
equipment. This, it would seem, is not a

necessary feature of the plan in all cases.
* * *

Inquiry at the headquarters of a promi-

nent taxi line in Chicago as to the possi-

bilities of making a cooperative agreement
covering a project of this nature was met
with a warm response. While the concern

does not wish to be identified in this

article, preferring to work out the plan in

its own way before entering into negotia-

tions, it was stated that the enterprise in

all likelihood could be worked out along
the lines of past cooperative enterprises

shared with theatres. What all this

amounts to, in simple language, is that a

low rate coupled with advertising privi-

leges, together with the call-in stations

mentioned above at points whence incom-
ing drivers could pick up calls, would com-
bine to make the proposition a profitable

venture for the big house as well as for

the lesser ones.

At the box office, reckoned on Mr.
Reeve’s experience, the profit from such
an enterprise is multiple. While only a
small percentage of patrons reading about
the free service actually take advantage
of it, a great percentage of them formu-
late the idea that it isn’t impossible to go
to the theatre just because it is raining.

Indeed, the project seems to

implant the idea that better

seats are available on rainy
nights than at other times
and hence proves an induce-
ment to attendance. This
has its natural result.

* > * *

While there are various
angles of the plan which
necessarily will require
various handling in various
localities, the basic idea
seems to be sound. Not
only is the thing a service,

but an advertisement as
well, and a powerful means
of obtaining word of mouth
publicity for the theatre.

Whether it be worked
out in cooperation with a
cab company, with privately
owned vehicles made avail-
able for a consideration,
with vehicles owned and
operated by the theatre, or
elsewise, there can be no
doubt that the system pre-
sents an interesting subject
for contemplation.

Bad weather is the box office’s most
ancient and highly respected enemy. It is

also the one about which exploitation men
and the trade in general have been able to
do the least in the way of overcoming.
Rain insurance looked for a time to be a
substantial solution of the thing, but for
some reason this proposition has not
proven widely popular.

“Better Theatres” merely presents the
facts of the Menard system and invites
exhibitors to consider the proposition on
its merits as affecting their individual the-
atres. It s felt that here may lie the great
answer to the greatest of all box office

questions. All are invited to write in their
opinions of the proposition and suggestions
for its development.

Dr. Herman Kellner Is

Taken by Death
Dr. Herman Kellner, noted optical ex-

pert associated with the Bausch & Lob
Optical Company, passed away in his home
in Rochester, N. Y., on January 28. Dr.
Kellner was well known throughout the
motion picture industry having contributed
much toward the improvement of projec-
tion.

He was an active member of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers having held
various offices of that organization. Dr.
Kellner was the author of many important
papers read before the society’s conven-
tions.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—Green & Alt-
man, Heymann Building, 213 South Broad
street, contemplate erecting one-story brick

and stone-trim moving picture theatre at

southwest corner 31st and Diamond streets,

with seating capacity of about 1800.
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Martha Washington Theatre, Hamtramck, Mich.

Features the Marr & Colton Organ

“I heartily agree that Marr & Colton

is in truth America’s Finest” writes

Reginald E. Webb, well known organ-

ist of Martha Washington Theatre.

He further states “you have success-

fully combined beautiful tonal quali-

ties with instantaneous response. Even

the large reeds speak as rapidly as the

lighter registers. The individuality

of every set of pipes and the balance

of the instrument is amazing.”

Reginald E. Webb

Exhibitors from coast to coast, have found that the Marr &
Colton organ has real box office value. You will find a

Marr & Colton in leading theatres throughout the country

as a permanent attraction, because it stimulates better pat-

ronage. A Marr & Colton organ keeps the crowds coming.

Write for our Beautiful Organ Catalog.

Ask about our Easy Payment Plan.

The Marr & Colton Co., Factories: Warsaw, N. Y.
EASTERN SALES OFFICE: WESTERN SALES OFFICE:
Suite 1314, 1560 Broadway, 6372 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,

New York Calif.
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Theatre Organ Expert Replies to

Readers’ Music Questions

I
HAVE received, in the past few
weeks, a number of letters from
exhibitors and organists touching

on varied phases of organ music.

These letters, in many instances, have

propounded some very interesting

questions and set forth problems

which I have been glad to answer.

I know, from past experience, that

many of the trials and problems of

both exhibitor and organist are ones

which are not singular in the case of

the particular theatre. In fact, there

is virtually no phase of the theatre’s

organ music which has not been previ-

ously encountered and satisfactorily

solved.

The point is that we should benefit

by the experiences of others, and this

department may well be used as a

clearing house for this purpose. All

letters will be given careful attention,

and exhibitors and organists are in-

vited to write the Music Department
of “Better Theatres” for suggestions

and aid pertaining to matters on which
they would like to have assistance and
advice.

* * *

Several managers, and organists too,

have written me to ascertain just where
they may obtain illustrated slides for or-

gan solos, and I am giving here a list of
the foremost Chicago publishers, with ad-
dresses :

1—Jerome H. Remick 634 State Lake Bldg.
2 Leo Feist, Inc 167 No. Clark St.

3—Irving Berlin (J. B. Kalver)
Woods Theatre Bldg.

4 Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
Woods Theatre Bldg.

3 Jack Mills (Murray Bloom)....
Woods Theatre Bldg.

6—Shapiro Bernstein 81 West Randolph St.

7—Milton Weil 81 West Randolph St.

8—Villa Moret 81 West Randolph St.

9—Harold Rossiter 323 West Madison St.
10—Will Rossiter 30 West Lake St.

Just write your wants to any of these
firms and you will find them willing to

co-operate fully with bona fide profes-
sionals.

I have a letter from an organist regard-
ing a situation that is really outrageous,
and am withholding the name and place
also for that reason. The letter says in
part : “I arrange a great many of my
solos myself, and some of them have de-
manded encores, but invariably when I do
pick a ‘Hit’ it is taken off on account of
the unusual length of the show, or some
like ‘excuse.’ The musical director is always
extremely critical and will not co-operate
with me, and at times openly shows his
feeling of disregard for my part in the
music.”

By HARRY L. WAGNER
Empress Theatre, Chicago, III.

This reveals a condition that exists in a
surprising number of the houses through-
out the country where an orchestra and
organ both are used. I have been con-
fronted by exactly the same situation my-
self and know just how utterly miserable
some conceited directors can make it for

the organist.
ijj i}i %

Just as soon as the organist draws a

greater amount of applause for his offer-

ing than does the “Great Leader” and his

orchestra the latter manages in some way
to alter things to his satisfaction. In

Ask
Wagner
HARRY L. WAGNER, prac-

tical organ expert, this month
replies to several readers of

“Better Theatres” who have
acted upon the suggestion that

problems confronting them in

their work he presented to this

forum for discussion.

It is more and more widely
conceded that the organ is the
ideal picture accompaniment.
The technique of the theatre

organ is distinctive and co-oper-

ation between theatre organists

is the fountainhead from which
development must emanate.

“Better Theatres” is grateful

to Mr. Wagner for his assistance

in expanding this branch of its

service and invites readers to

avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity for mutual benefit.

short, Mr. Leader is going to rule supreme
at all cost, and unfortunately it is a situa-

tion that is hard to cope with.
The only practical solution is to put up

a concerted fight for your rights with the
director himself, and make the best of a
bad deal until you can better yourself.
Rest assured that this type of person in-

variably “hang themselves,” if given
enough rope, and diligent, unselfish work
is bound to reap its own reward eventually.

Don’t be too sensitive about your solos
being taken off, because there are a great
many times when that happens to us all

when the program is too lengthy, and that

particular part of the program can be dis-

pensed with, as a rule, with the least con-
fusion. I sincerely hope that conditions
will better themselves very soon, for you,
and all other organists in the same pre-
dicament.

The next inquiry comes from a manager
in Dallas, Texas, who writes that he uses
organ music alone most of the time, but
occasionally adds a four or five piece or-

chestra on big feature pictures, playing

with the organ, and asks what instrumenta-
tion I think best.

It has been my experience that a violin,

cello, piano, and clarinet make the best

additions using only four pieces, and in

case of more the next should be cornet,

trombone and drums. An orchestra of

seven in this instrumentation blends in

wonderfully with an organ, and the organ-

ist should use registrations embodying a

pronounced bass and fill out the instru-

mentation of a large orchestra by his stops.

There are some wonderful things being

done with an arrangement of this kind, and
I should like very much to hear from more
readers regarding this sort of picture ac-

companiment.

Another organist writes that he is hav-

ing some difficulty with his local union and
his manager regarding his rest periods. His
manager wishes him to play the entire fea-

ture picture and take his rests during the

comedy and other short features. While
his union demands that he take a fifteen

minute rest each hour.
* * *

I think this is a case of misunderstand-

ing more than anything else. I don’t

blame your employer for wanting you to

play the entire feature, because it certainly

is much better than breaking off and start-

ing the music one or two times during its

presentation. And then, again, I don’t

blame your local for fighting for your

rights and demanding the allotted time of

rest due you. But I think you will find

that the fifteen minutes per hour is only

literal and can be altered to fit each pro-

gram arrangement. The main objection to

deviating from the set rule is on account

of the fact that a great many. musicians

either voluntarily work out their time on

the accumulative basis, or are compelled

to by the management. By that I mean,

if you have a four hour shift to work you

work continually for three hours and quit

an hour earlier or start later, as the case

may be. It is the rule in most locals that

this is entirely taboo, and I personally think

it a good thing, because one needs a rest

to recuperate, and naturally it should be at

intervals during the working time, and not

a loop hole to shorten the hours of con-

finement within the theatre. I think you
will find your local in perfect harmony
with you and the management, too, if you
take your rests in twenty, twenty-five, or

thirty minute periods and play continuously

during the feature picture, because they

only run on an average of from an hour
to an hour and a half. But see to it that

the rests are distributed within the allotted

shift of hours, and not used to shorten

your time on the job.

( Continued on page 27)
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Better Projection Pays

When the splendid work

of the Engineering and

Craftsmen ’s Societies of

of the Motion Picture

Industry is fully under-

stood by Exhibitors they

will then realize that

Screen Presentation

Is An Important Part

of Good Showmanship

Power’s Division

International Projector Corporation
90 Gold Streeet New York, N. Y.
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“Better Theatres” Survey Answers
Vital Projection Questions
Final Installment of Survey Shows Projection on

Up Grade—Questionnaire Reveals Trade Progress

The Questions

:

1. What has been your observation with regard to the standard of projection in theatres gen-

erally ?

2. What do you consider the minimum size and requisites of the efficient projection room?
3. What can be done to help the print situation?
4. What can “Better Theatres’' do to help projectionists in their work ?

5. Have you found use of the “Better Theatres” Stop Charts productive of benefits?
6. What practical measures do you suggest to better working conditions for projectionists?

7. Do you feel that practically ideal projection can be accomplished with the best equipment
now obtainable?

8. In what department of projection do you believe the next important improvements will be
effected ?

9. By what steps do you believe exhibitors can promote general improvement in projection?

The Answers:
(Composite answers formulated from questionnaires returned to “Better Theatres’’ follow.)

1. Projection has been greatly improved and is now of a high grade with exceptions noted prin-
cipally in smaller houses.

2. Size varying according to requirements. Need for proper ventilation, toilet facilities and up-
to-date equipment emphasized.

3. Better inspection by exchanges and elimination of punch marks and scratches. More care in

patching.
4. Continuation of present practice of encouraging better projection through publication of in-

formative and constructive articles on this subject.
5. “Better Theatres” Stop Charts unanimously endorsed as valuable aid in bringing about im-

proved projection.
6. Well ventilated projection rooms, sanitary and safe conditions, toilet facilities and modern

equipment with which to work.
7. In hand of competent projectionist majority of replies indicate practically ideal projection is

possible with present equipment.
8. Individual opinions at variance in replies pointing out many interesting possibilities for fu-

ture! improvement.
9. Use of first class equipment. Better working facilities and cooperation with projectionist to-

ward end of securing better screen results.

“Better Theatres” herewith pub-
lishes the final installment of its

projection survey, together with
composite answers to the various
questions, bringing out important
points established in the enterprise.

Of outstanding importance is the

wholesome response to this invita-

tion to record findings pertaining to

the general science of projection.

This readiness to work together for

the common good is without ques-

tion the best of all assurances that

the mechanical phase of motion pic-

ture exhibition will continue in pace
with the general advancement of the

film form of entertainment.

Questionnaires follow:
THOMAS E. COLWELL, West End

Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., (1) My
answer to this is, poor in one and ex-
cellent in another, and for a matter of
fact, the poorness is not to be laid on
the projectionist as far as I have ob-
served. Many of the small houses are
showing bright, clear, steady, and un-
distorted pictures. Then, there are many
that are just opposite. The poor pro-
jection is to be laid on the shoulders
of the manager who doesn’t care so long
as he gets by. The big theatres are
O. K. from my point of view. (3) Em-
ploy only first class and competent film

inspectors who thoroughly understand
every branch of film repair. Using per-
fect reels and rewinding 1,000 feet in

not less than five minutes. Keeping pro-
jection machinery in only first class con-
dition and by using proper lubrication

only on that part that requires it. Then
by all means avoid letting the next
fellow worry. (4) Keep them posted
on up to the minute improvements on
auditorium decorating, lighting, projec-
tion, music and many other branches of

the industry. Increase the circulation so
that others will benefit by it. (5) Yes.
All interruptions that stop projection,
and thus cause trouble on the screen
should be recorded. These are not
pleasant things to keep track of. One
who uses Stop Charts will be apt to be
more careful knowing that “stops” must
be recorded and if care is not taken while
projecting a show, or shows, these Stop
Charts will soon be filled with many
unpleasant incidents. (7) Yes, if the
projectionist in charge has the knowl-
edge and skill to handle such an equip-
ment intelligently. The best eauip-
ment can deliver very poor screen re-

sults with lack of skill on the part of

the projectionist. I would then leave
this question rest entirely with the one
who is using it. Of course there are
many who will no doubt disagree with
me, but I feel that I have said as I think.

(9) By keeping projection equipment in

no other than perfect condition. Buying
only genuine parts and employing only
first class projection. Then by doing
his share he will have a perfect right
to expect and demand high class screen
results. The exhibitors are paying for
good pictures, and of course, that in-

cludes good prints. They should not
depend solely on the exchanges but
partly on their projectionists to examine
film before it passes their projector
aperture. * * *

H. L. MCFARLIN, Pheil Theatre,
St. Petersburg, Fla., (1) Most managers
want pictures put on the screen, regard-
less of whether film or equipment is in
shape, so would deduct that the stand-
ard isn’t very high. (2) For two pro-
jectors and stereopticon, the room
should be at least 12 ft. by 8 ft. and as
high as possible. It should be fireproof,
soundproof, free from vibration. The
booth should be located approximately
75 feet from screen and should be in

(Continued on page 31 )

Editor, “Better Theatres” Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

EXHIBITORS HERALD projection.

407 S. Dearborn street, Name

Chicago, Illinois Theatre

City

State
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V

ALABAMA
Theatre Town

M. P. Theatre Birmingham
Geo. Mauk Florence
Lyric Theatre Jerome

CALIFORNIA
Granada Alhambra
The Oaks Theatre Berkeley

Gores Theatre Long Beach
Chotiner’S Theatre .... Los Apgeles

Crenshaw Theatre .... Los Angeles

Gores Theatre Los Angeles

Follies Theatre Los Angeles
National Theatre Marysville

Tempest Theatre Los Angeles
Merced Theatre Merced
Pacific Grove Theatre . Pacific Grove

E. J. Arkush Theatre Palo Alto

Alexandria Theatre Pasadena
Community Playhouse Pasadena
Fair Oaks Theatre Pasadena
Mystic Theatre Petaluma
San Bernardino Theatre . . San Bernardino
Plaza Theatre San Francisco

Strand Theatre San Francisco

San Mateo Theatre San Mateo
Wilmington Theatre .... Wilmington

CONNECTICUT
Fremont Theatre Ansonia

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Earle Theatre Washington

FOREIGN
Dog Stadium Havana ,

Cuba

FLORIDA
Tabott & Schmitz Orange City

Saenger Amusement Co ... Pensacola

GEORGIA
Imperial Theatre Augusta
Ogion Theatre Savannah

ILLINOIS
Colonial Theatre Bensonville

Grand Theatre Blendinville

National Theatre Chicago
Uptown Theatre Chicago
Princess Theatre Peoria
Taylorville Theatre Taylorville

Grand Theatre Wheaton

INDIANA
Switow Theatrical Co Bedford
Palace Theatre Gary
Liberty Theatre Lawrenceville

Princess Theatre New Castle

Victory Theatre Union City

IOWA
Dale Goldie Cherokee
Garden Theatre . Iou a City

KANSAS
Electric Theatre Valley Falls

KENTUCKY
Brown Theatre Louisvill

LOUISIANA
SaengerITheatre . Shreveport

MASSACHUSETTS
Capitol Theatre, Inc .... Arlington
Bellevue Theatre . Boston
Beacon Theatre . Boston
Exeter Theatre . Boston
Cobb Theatre . Boston
Jamaica Theatre
Keith's Theatre

Boston
Boston

Shawmut Theatre Boston
Colonial Theatre Brockton
Palace Theatre Pittsfield

Saugus Theatre Saugus Center

MICHIGAN
Lafayette Theatre
Franklin Theatre . . . .

Myrtle Theatre . . . .

Braumart Theatre . . . .

Strand Theatre . . . .

Bay City
. Detroit
. Detroit

Iron Mountain
. Sturgis

MISSISSIPPI
Bakers Grand Theatre . . Natchez
Yazoo Theatre

MISSOURI
Allen Theatre . Mapleu ood
RlVOLI 1HEATRE .... . St. Joseph
Garrick iheatre .... St. Louis
Powhatan Theatre St. Louis
Rainbow Theatre .... St. Louis
So. Hampton Theatre . St. Louis

NEVADA
Majestic Theatre .... Reno

"\ r

In Americas

E

f M rTTAINING leadership in any line of ende;

is largely a matter of building— constantly, sui

patiently building. Many years of building confidenc

CSV

The Exeter Street Theatre, Boston

?{ew Embassy Theatre, N,ew Tor\ City

San Mateo

Commun 11

Playhouse,

Pasadena,

California

NEW YORK
121 W. 40th St.

CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

American Se
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most Theatres
product, our service and our policies have won for this

pany a recognition that must be maintained and pro-

>d.That fact is best assurance to you of faithful service.

>, California

The Uptown, Chicago

/ $ '

I

Earle Theatre, Washington, D.C.

Inwood

Theatre,

few Torl(

City

$ Company
BOSTON

65-D Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
12 11 -A Chestnut St.

NEBRASKA
Theatre Town

Gilbert Theatre Beatrice
Lincoln Theatre Lincoln
Alhambra Theatre North Platte
North Star Theatre Omaha
Dundee Theatre Omaha

NEW JERSEY
Main Street Theatre .... Asbury Park
Recent Theatre Arlington
City Square Theatre .... Atlantic City
Palace Theatre Atlantic City
Park Theatre Caldwell
Lyceum Theatre East Orange
West End Theatre Newark
Rivoli Theatre Paterson
Bi jou Theatre Plainfield
Summit Theatre Summit

NEW YORK
Beacon Memorial Theatre .... Beacon
Harmonus Bleeker Hall Albany
Albemarle Theatre Brooklyn
Mirror Theatre Brooklyn
Temple Theatre Ilion
Midwood Theatre Brooklyn
Palace Theatre Eastwood
State Theatre Mechanicsville
Inwood Theatre New York
Lefferts Theatre New York
Grand Street Theatre .... New York
New Picadilly Theatre . East New York
Ritz Theatre Queens
Strand Theatre .... Rockville Centre

NORTH CAROLINA
Stevenson Theatre Burlington
Playmaker’s Theatre .... Chapel Hill
Taylor Theatre Edenton
Capitol Theatre Salisbury
Patovi Theatre Madison
Ideal Theatre Winston-Salem

OHIO
Ambassador Theatre Cleveland
Circle Theatre Cleveland
Ivanhoe Square Theatre .... Cleveland
Ritz Theatre Cleveland
Innis Theatre Columbus
Dreamland Theatre Lorain
August Ilg Theatre Lorain
Pantheon Theatre Lorain
Laroy Theatre Portsmouth
Toledo Museum of Art Toledo
Quinby Theatre Zanesville

PENNSYLVANIA
Richelieu Theatre Bellefonte

Rowland & Clark Theatre .... Erie
Victoria Theatre Harrisburg

:

Temple Theatre Kane
Kingston Theatre Kingston
Capitol Theatre Lancaster
Pastime Theatre Lewistoun
Academy Theatre Meadville
Newton Theatre Nesquehoning
Columbus Theatre .... New Kensington
Colonial Theatre Norristown
Fairmount Theatre .... Philadelhpia
Imperial Theatre Philadelphia
Shawnee Theatre Plymouth
Green Ridge Theatre Scranton
Poli Theatre Scranton
Capitol Theatre Shenandoah
Poli Theatre Wilkes Rarre

SOUTH DAKOTA
Colonial Theatre Sioux Falls

TENNESSEE
M. P. Theatre Memphis
Belmont Theatre Nashville

TEXAS
M. L. Levine Corsicana
Rosewin Theatre Dallas
Majestic Theatre Dallas
Cozy Theatre El Cambo
Majestic Theatre Ft . Worth
Cozy Theatre Houston
Arcadia Theatre Tyler
Electric Pal ace Theatre .... Tyler
Rcyai Theatre Tyler
Orpheum Theatre Waco

VIRGINIA
Grand Theatre Norfolk

WEST VIRGINIA
Arcade Theatre Morgantown

WISCONSIN
Majestic Theatre Reedshurg
Wisconsin Theatre ..... Eau Claire

WYOMING
Bowen Amusement Cc Evanston

h r
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Broadway Demands the Best Projection

SO DO YOUR PATRONS
BROADWAY

INSTALLATIONS

COLONY THEATRE
CAPITOL THEATRE
RIVOLI THEATRE
STRAND THEATRE

EMBASSY THEATRE
ASTOR THEATRE

STATE THEATRE

GEO. M. COHAN
THEATRE

And Now—
WE ARE INSTALLING THREE

“HC” HIGH INTENSITY LAMPS
IN THE

CRITERION THEATRE
Broadway and 44th St.

New York City

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.
129 Grand St. New York City

Palace Theatre

Gary, Ind.

Decorative Motif by
Michael Angelo Studios,

212 Superior Street, East,

Chicago.

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
A Few Prominent Users

The Stanley Co. of America Chain of Theatres

M. E. Comerford Chain of Theatres, Coal Regions of Pennsylvania and New York
Rowland & Clark Chain of Theatres, Western Pennsylvania

Walter Read Chain of Theatres, New York and New Jersey

Jensen & Von Herberg Chain of Theatres, Seattle, Wash., and Northwest

U. S. Government Motion Picture Service

C. S. WERTSNER & SON
MANUFACTURERS

211-221 N. 13th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Newest Tendencies in

Theatre Design Seen
in Shea’s Buffalo

(Continued from page 7 )

which extends along the entire length
of the auditorium to Pearl street, where
there is another entrance, marquise,
ticket office, etc. This foyer is 22 feet
wide and 90 feet long. It is separated
from the auditorium by glass doors and
like the rest of the house is strikingly
and elaborately furnished.

Side aisles, separated from the audi-
torium, run down each side of the house,
and it is at a point about half way down
one of these aisles that one gets the
first idea of the theatre as a whole.
The first impression is that of a con-

fused mass of gold, pink and blue. The
eye notes the elaborately decorated
proscenium arch which has a height of
50 feet. The stage has an opening 66
feet wide. It is 32 feet deep. The bal-
cony, which seats 1,600, is supported by
three large members, two girders 54 feet

long and five feet high and truss 53 feet

long and 11 feet high and weighing ap-
proximately 56 tons each, thus giving
the balcony the same factor of safety as
the auditorium floor.

Large Dome a Feature

There are eleven rows of loge seats
in the front of the balcony. There are
three mammoth arches at each -side of

the balcony, each of which has a large
mirror at the top and a fire exit at the
bottom. A large crystal chandelier hangs
from the ceiling in front of each arch
mirror.
At the center of the top of the audi-

torium is an immense dome, indirectly

lighted. This dome is 56 feet north and
south by 70 feet east and west. The
total distance from the top of the dome
to the orchestra floor is 89 feet, a dis-

tance equal to the height of the average
seven story office building.

In front of this dome is a smaller,

rectangular shaped dome, in which are

concealed ten floodlights for the stage.

The whole interior decoration of the

theatre is French renaissance in char-

acter, approaching most nearlv to the

Louis XIV styles, but with a modern
and American adaptation. The ceiling

is covered with an infinite variety
_

of

interlacing woodwork designs on curving
panels, painted in the dominant golds,

pinks and blues, with many variations

of these shades. The designs include

shields, scrolls, conventional flowers and

plaques.
nt the front of the side walls are high

arches of marble over the two boxes,

also of marble. Draperies in crimson
and gold silk set these off, and are found
again in a series of arches which occupy
the sides of the theatre. In some of the

arches are set panelled mirrors.

Ten great hanging lamps. in variegated

glass provide light at the sides, together

with a number of lights of similar glass

set in plaques on the walls. At the front

the proscenium arch is set off by indirect

lights all around.

Orchestra on Elevator Platform

The orchestra is arranged on a special

platform which can be lowered to the

basement, and raised to the stage level

at the time of the overture. The organ
console, similarly arranged, is on a sep-

arate elevating unit. This organ, one of

the largest ever built by the Wurlitzer
company, has pipes ranging in size from
32 feet to three inches in length.

Opportunities for originality in stage

fittings are somewhat limited, but the

stage of the Shea Buffalo offers some-
( Continued on fage 34 )
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Theatre Organ Expert

Replies to Readers’

Music Questions
(Continued from page 21)

Here’s an organist in Ohio who is hav-

ing no end of grief trying to keep his

instrument in tune. Any slight change in

the weather and all the “reeds” are out of

tune so badly that it is impossible to use

them until the organ is tuned. He wants

to know if heating the organ would help

the situation any.

Right here I must correct an old belief

about the vox humana, trumpet, oboe, and

all other reed pipes in the organ. It is the

general belief that these pipes are the most
sensitive and susceptible to heat, cold, and
dampness. But the truth of the matter is

that they are really the least affected of

the entire balance of the organ. I know
that this statement is going to bring forth

a lot of contrary viewpoints, but I know
it to be a fact. You all know that the

xylophone, orchestra bells, harp, and all

other “percussion” instruments in the organ
vary but little and at all times are in pitch

with your piano. The next time you find

your reeds off pitch, try them out with any
of the percussions and you will find them
right in tune with the latter.

In short, all pipes except the reeds fluctu-

ate a great deal, but, of course, the reeds
are in a minority, and as a rule are altered
to the pitch of the flue pipes.

But to answer “Ohios” question I will

say that heating the organ chamber will

entirely overcome his trouble. Hot air,

steam and gas heat has proved to be en-
tirely unsatisfactory for many obvious rea-
sons. First the heat is too dry and even
temperature cannot be maintained at all

times, to say nothing of the drying effects

that this method of heating has on the

entire mechanism of the organ. There are
several different heaters on the market, the
most practical of which is operated elec-

trically and self controlled by a thermo-
stat. Nearly all organs are so constructed
that the “swell shutters” automatically open
when the organ is not in use, and some
arrangement must be made to keep them
closed, when not in use, in order to retain

the heat within the chamber.

* * *

A Kansas City, Mo., manager is not sat-

isfied with the volume of his instrument
and wants to know if re-voicing it would
improve it any. His local mechanic ad-
vises it and says he can do the work
himself.

The old adage, “let well enough alone,” is

rather a short and snappy answer, but it

is the only real practical one. If you
wanted to reduce the power of your in-

strument, the case would have an entirely
different aspect. The voicing of an organ
is an art, and to attempt to alter what has
been done in the factory where they have
all the necessary equipment will simply re-

sult in no end of trouble with your in-

strument.

Each pipe is regulated and voiced at the
factory to perform most efficiently on the
exact wind pressure it is installed at, and
any variation is bound to lower its effi-

ciency because you have not the blower
capacity to handle it.

* * *

The safest thing for you to do is to get
in touch with the people from whom you
purchased the organ and let them take
care of you.

Warner Brothers

New Hollywood

Theatre

In Film

Capitol

PLANS and details of the first War-
ner Bros, theatre in California have

been completed by the studio officials

and Joe Toplitsky who acted as the

agent for a $2,000,000 theatre building

at the corner of Hollywood Boulevard
and Wilcox Avenue in Hollywood. Its

seating capacity will be 3,000. This is

the third theatre now controlled by the

Warners on the coast. The Pantages
theatre in Portland will be remodeled
and put in operation by them shortly,

and the Egyptian in Seattle opened Christ-

mas day.

Jack L. Warner, western executive for

the concern, made the following state-

ment in behalf of his company: “Before
going East, Harry M. Warner, the presi-

dent, made the announcement that here-

after Warner productions would be ex-

hibited in every large city in the United

States. This is the first theatre to be
erected. It is the beginning of theatres

where Warner Bros, pictures will be
given first run. At no time will our

company build theatres in opposition

to another showman where our product

is receiving equal showing with produc-

tions of other producers. At this Holly-

wood Theatre we are not only going to

show our own productions, but will use

those of other producers whose produc-

tions merit such a release. This will be
our policy at all times, to show the best

pictures available.”

The site of this project covers 196.15

ft. on Hollywood Blvd. and 223 ft. on
Wilcox Avenue. The plans for the

building call for, in addition to the the-

atre itself, a six story Class “A” store

and mercantile building.

New Butterfield House
at Pontiac, Mich.,

Soon to Open
The new State theatre under construction

at Pontiac, Mich., by C. B. and D. R. Wil-

son for the W. S. Butterfield interests is

nearing completion. The theatre was de-

signed by George L. Bachmann of Flint,

Mich., and is of the old Roman period.

Gray Indiana limestone is used for the first

story and trimmings, while the upper stories

are of variegated tapestry brick in buff

color.

The building is of fireproof construction,

the floors and stairways being of rein-

forced concrete. Its height is equivalent

to a four-story structure, with a front

rising fifty-six feet above the pavement.
A spacious marquise provides shelter over
the main entrance. A shop is located in

front, with offices on the second and third

floors. There is space for two small stores

on either side of the lobby. The entrance
lobby has ornamental walls and ceiling.

The foyer adjoining the lobby is semi-circle

in shape, having a vaulted ceiling, with
an elaborate cornice and frieze.

On either side of the foyer an arched
entrance leads to the stairway and the

mezzanine floor. All floors are carpeted.

Four arches from the foyer lead into the

main auditorium.
There will be no lights visible in the

main ceiling. Those around the dome will

be in an elaborate ornamental panel, which
is recessed in the ceiling. A spacious cove
stands out from this panel to the side

walls, where it rests on a heavy ornamen-
tal cornice. Located in the top of this

cornice are soft concealed lights, throwing
rainbow colors on the cove above.

The State theatre will have seating ca-

pacity of 1,300 and, when completed, will

be operated by the Butterfield interests.
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Better Theatres Information

and Catalog Bureau
Many of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres

See “Advertisers Index” before filling in coupon for information.

Free Service to Readers
of “Better Theatres”

tfJT “Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indi-

ai vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors

Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed informa-

tion and catalogs concerning any product listed cm
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect or projectionist.

tfTTFiU in the coupon on the next page and mail it to

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

407 S. Dearborn street, Chicago.

{ITMany of the products listed by this Bureau are
J advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.” See

Advertisers’ Index.

{TTWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask

us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

A
1 Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3

Adapters, carbon.

4

Adding, calculating ma-
chines.

6

Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,
materials.

8 Advertising projectors.

9 Air conditioning equip-
ment.

10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain con-
trol.

20 Automatic projection cut-

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B

22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal sys-
tems.

26 Blocks, pulleys, stage-
rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.

28 Booking agencies for mu-
sicians.

29 Booking agencies (state

kind).

30 Boilers.

31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

34 Box, loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

37 Brokers-Theatre promo-
tion.

38 Bulletin boards, change-
able.

c

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.
44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

49 Carpet cleaning com-
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.

52 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

D
61 Date strips.

62 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.
68 Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E

70 Electric circuit testing

instruments.
71 Electric fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generat-

ing plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electric signal and con-
trol systems.

76 Emergency lighting

plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).

81 Film waxing machine.

82 Fire alarms.
83 Fire escapes.
84 Fire extinguishers.
85 Fire hose.
86 Fire hose reels, carts.

87 Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.

99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby dis-

play.

102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, coal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

G

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.

109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance, Fire.

116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating serv-

ice.

118 Interior illuminated
signs.

J

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L

120 Labels, film caution.

121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent pro-
jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, fur-
nishings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting systems, com-
plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.
142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vend-

ing.

150 Make up, boxes, theatri-

Cell

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt-

crs.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal numbers, letters.

158 Metal polish.

159 Mirror, shades.
160 Motor generators.
161 Motion picture cable.

162 Musical instruments
(state kind).

163 Music publishers.
164 Music stands.

N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishings and

equipment.
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168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,

furnishings.

171 Organs.

172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

176 Ornamental fountains.

176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal thea-
tre fronts.

178 Paint, screen.

179 Paper drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.

182 Photo frames.

183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and dec-
orations.

187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.

191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.

194 Pottery, decorative.

195 Power generating plants.
196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

201 Projection machines.

202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equip-
ment.

R
204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).

213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.
215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, carrying
cases.

218 Resonant orchestra plat-
form.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.
226 Scenic artists’ service.

227 Screens.
228 Screen paint.
229 Seat covers.
230 Seat indicators, vacant.
231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking. 269 Theatre seats.

234 Signals, reel end. 270 Tickets.

235 Sign flashers. 271 Ticket booths.

236 Sign-cloth. 272 Ticket choppers.
237 Sign lettering service. 273 Ticket holders.

238 Side walk machines, corn 274 Ticket racks.
poppers. 275 Ticket selling machines.

239 Slides. 276 Tile.

240 Slide ink, pencils. 277 Tile stands.
241 Slide lanterns. 278 Tool cases, operator’s.
242 Slide making outfits. 279 Towels, paper.
243 Slide mats. 280 Towels, cloth.
244 Shutters, metal fire. 281 Trailers.
245 Soap containers, liquid. 282 Transformers.
246 Speed indicators. 283 Tripods.

247 Spotlights. 284 Turnstiles, register.' ..

248 Stage doors-valances, etc. 285 Typewriters.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems. u
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

pulleys. 286 Uniforms.
252 Stage scenery.
253 Stair treads.
254 Statuary. V
255 Steel lockers.
256 Stereopticons. 287 Valances, for boxes.

257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.

288 Vases, stone.
289 Vacuum cleaners.

259 Switches, automatic. 290 Ventilating fans.
291 Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.

T 292 Ventilating systems,
complete.

260 Tally counters. 293 Vending machines, soap,
261 Tapestries. towels, napkins, etc.

262 Tax free music. 294 Vitrolite
263 Telephones, inter-com-

municating.
264 Temperature regulation w

system.
265 Terra Cotta. 295 Wall burlap
266 Terminals. 296 Wall leather.

267 Theatre accounting sys- 297 Watchman’s Clocks.
terns. 298 Water coolers.

268 Theatre dimmers. 299 Wheels, color

COUPON

“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks

Name....

State......

Theatre City.

Seating Capacity
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Organ arrangement at the Uptown
theatre. Chicago's largest motion pic-

ture palace. Organ chambers fully

protected by Evenheeters.

YOUR PIPE ORGAN
Should b& Protected Against

COLD WEATHER
AND DAMPNESS

THE PIPE ORGAN’S TWIN
ENEMIES

Install Evenheeters
“Automatic Electric Heat”
The only Fire Underwriters approved
equipment especially designed for pipe

organs.

Are you protecting your organ against
deterioration? Is its music giving you the
greatest returns on your investment? Do
you feature your organ in your program?

If cold weather is allowed to influence
your organ, your best planned effects are
ruined. Cold organ chambers put the
organ out of tune with itself and your
orchestra. Your whole organ program can
be quickly spoiled by a sudden cold wind
or blizzard blowing on the exposed walls
of your organ chambers.

EVENHEETERS are the quick and
permanent cure for these organ troubles.
EVENHEETERS, “Automatic Electric
Heat” are quickly and easily installed and
come complete with simple thermostat con-
trol.

EVENHEETERS
Are indorsed and used by the fol-

lowing theatre chains:

BALABAN & KATZ, Chicago
LUBLINER & TRINZ, Chicago
SAENGER THEATRES, Inc., New

Orleans
NEW ENGLAND THEATRES,

Boston
FINKELSTEIN & RUBEN, Minne-

apolis

SAXE OPERATING COMPANY,
Milwaukee, Wis.

FISCHERS PARAMOUNT THE-
ATRES, Chicago
COMERFORD AMUSEMENT

CO., Scranton, Pa.

W rite today and stop deterioration

of your organ.

Cramblet Engineering

Corp.
177 Sth Street Milwaukee, Wis.

Also manufacturers of sign flashers,
herder chasers, etc.

Meyer Gives Views on
Public Relations

( Continued from page 9)

up the statement with the best entertain-

ment money can buy, coupled with your
own enthusiasm and continued unselfish

service.

I’ve lain awake nights worrying what to

do to bolster up business at the Palace

theatre, and next morning responded to a

call for a civic movement which indirectly

took people away from our shows. Maybe
I am all wet. But, according to the Chi-

cago papers, Balaban & Katz with all their

millions are trying mighty hard to sell

themselves, their service, their semi-public

institutions, rather than individual shows.

An exhibitor once ran an ad . . . “Rex
Theatre, always a good show” and a cer-

tain advertising expert promptly criticised

it, by comparing it with “cow’s milk; al-

ways good.” I respect the critic, but in

this instance I think he’s mistaken. Not
every show is perfect, and one is better

than the next, but all can be made con-

sistently good. And if you sell yourself

to your patrons they’ll overlook some of

me poorer attractions and remember only

the good ones.

Summing it up: We can all be Rota-

rians in spirit if not in fact. We can be

truthful with our patrons. We can com-

pete with opposition theatres on a “golden

rule basis.” We can make ourselves as

important or as insignificant as we choose.

In other words, we can make our theatre

be the “Palace” or the “picture show.” And
nobody, nothing can lick us unless we beat

ourselves.

Profits can’t be measured in dollars and

cents
;
and while perhaps I’ll never amass

any riches, I’ll at least endeavor to so

conduct myself while here that, when my
obituary is printed, it doesn’t appear among
the “out-of-town improvements.”

He profits most who serves best. Who
serves best? He who helps others; he who
wants to do what’s right—and does it.

Even as you and I.

F. S. M.

Nussbaumer Head of

Theatre Division of

Channon Company
Affairs of the James H. Channon Manu-

facturing Company were taken over temp-

orarily for reorganization by the Erie

Supply Company. The business has been
entirely reorganized and is now operating

under the name of the J. H. Channon
Corporation.

The plant and offices of the new com-
pany remain at the present address in

Chicago where the James H. Channon
Manufacturing Company for many years

has been engaged in the manufacture
and installation of theatre fire curtains

and stage rigging equipment.

Several changes have been made in

the personnel of the organization. N. C.

Nussbaumer, whose many years experi-

ence in the theatre field places him in a

position to speak expertly on subjects
pertaining to stage curtains and rigging
equipment, will have supervision of the
engineering service department which
cooperates with architects and exhibit-

ors on problems of stage layouts and
equipment.

Another Collection

of Sign Ideas

Write

for

Them

Our photographer took them
at night.

Of course you can’t see the
most important features of
these signs—the

MOTION and COLOR
That’s what makes signs
force attention. To get Mo-
tion and Color, use RECO
FLASHERS & COLOR
HOODS.

Flashers
have been the
standard for
20 years.
Reynolds Mo--
tors and spe-
cial brushes
are used.
Very reliable
and low in
upkeep.

Color Hoods
are inexpensive, easily at-

tached. They fit standard
size lamps and are the

most economical and successful method of
injecting color into signs. Six rich colors:
ruby, blue, green, amber, opal, canary.

Write today for the new series of sign

photos, also “What’s New in Signs”

2651 W. Congress St., Chicago
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“Better Theatres”

Concludes Survey

on Projection
( Continued from page 23 )

such a position in respect to the screen

to cause the least distortion of the pic-

ture. (3) Have every exchange demand
a report upon the condition of the film

as received from every house. Charge
the houses for damages done, give bo-

nuses to the houses that do no damages.

(4) Establish a standard of proiection,

and suggest to every manager that he

insist that his house abide by the stan-

dard regardless of cost. The cost could

not be prohibitive. (5) The charts show
me the cause of every stop thereby

enabling me to show whether stops are

caused by poor projectionist or the

equipment. (6) A conscientious effort

on the part of the union to cooperate

with management in every detail. Laws
governing the installation of toilets and
lavatories in projection rooms. Fair

wage with minimum of eight hours in

well ventilated rooms. (7) Yes and no.

There are too many factors to enter into

perfect projection-location of booth-lots

of bad film and many other items that

would prohibit you from having perfect

projection at all times. (8) Handling
and care of film. (9) By employing com-
petent projectionist and giving them
authority to buy or cooperating with

them in the purchases or projection

room parts and supplies.
* * *

CARLISLE A. ANGLEMIRE, Y. M.
C. A. Theatre, Nazareth, Pa. (1) It is

improving slowly, but in most theatres,

it is not given near enough attention. I

have in mind a large theatre in a nearby
city, with a large picture and long throw
with too weak amperage at the arc.

(2) A projection room for two machines
should be twelve feet lone and at least

ten feet wide. For three machines, it

should be larger in proportion so as to

give one enough room to work in prop-
erly. (3) Every projectionist should re-

spect the print he is working with when
it is new so as to send it back in good
shape. Exchanges should never send out

poor prints. (4) Give all the latest news
as to projection practice and data or new
devices used in projection from time to

time. (5) Yes, I have found that most
of my stops have been due to ripped

sprocket holes, poorly made splices and
film reels in poor shape. I have had one
stop not due to film and that was a

broken belt. (6) For the small town
better prints and equipment. One the

exchanges must supply and the other,

exhibitors. Also have every projection

room equipped with toilet facilities,

where only one man is on duty. (7)

Almost perfect projection can be ob-
tained now with the best equipment. A
projector without an intermittent and
shutter would bring us nearer the ideal

projector. (8) The guarantee of honest-
to-goodness good prints on all pictures,

at least, should be the next real improve-
ment to my may of looking at it. (9)
Encourage their projectionists to do
better work. Give him all necessary re-

pair parts and equipment to properly put
on the show within reason. Demand
good prints from the exchanges as the
exhibitor is paying for them.

* * *

STANLEY CRAMER, Cozy Theatre,
Garnett, Kansas, (1) The projection has
in my opinion greatly improved. (2)
8 ft. by 8 ft. by 8 ft. (3) Refuse any
print that has not been inspected by
Film Company. Send information on

CHANNON EQUIPMENT AGAIN

THE STAGE
of

ASCHER BROTHERS
NEW TERMINAL THEATRE

FURNISHED COMPLETE

RIGGING AND STEEL CURTAIN
by

223-233 W. ERIE STREET

Ghig/igo

For the exhibitor who takes pride in his

presentation, and who measures value

by quality, there is no alternative but

—

MINU/A
De Luxe Special

Bring your projection problems to us

and you’ll find exactly the screen you

need.

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
Bomont at Morgan Saint Louis
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SACRIFICE SALE
FOR QUICK ACTION on

Rebuilt Motion Picture Machines and Equipment

2 (only) MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE
Latest Type, Friction Drive (for 2)

1 (only) MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE
Old Style, Motor Drive

2 (only) MOTIOGRAPH (1002D Model)
Motor Drive

2 (only) MOTIOGRAPH (1002D Model)
Hand Drive

2 (only) SIMPLEX, Type S Lamphouse
Latest Type Speed Control (each)

2 (only) Simplex, Type S Lamphouse
Hand Drive (each)

2 (only) POWERS 6B
Friction Speed Control (each)

2 (only) POWERS 6A
Friction Speed Control (each)

4 (only) FORT WAYNE COMPENSARCS
110 Volt 60 Cycle A.C. or 220 Volt (each)

4 SPOTLIGHTS Like New, Used on Floor as
Samples, at 20% Discount.

1 SIMPLEX TICKET MACHINE (2 unit)
Motor Drive

All Machines Have Been Completely Rebuilt and

Carry Same Guarantee as a New Machine

Save Time and Money and Wire in Your Order at Our Expense

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

$90®-°°

300 °°

IGO-oo

WO -00

350 -0°

25®-00

350 -0°

250 -0°

45 -0°

59-00

PRODUCTS
for the

Motion Picture Industry

S.O.G. CONDENSERS: Heat resisting and of superior op-

tical quality—diameters: \/i in.— 12 in.

GOERZ MIRRORS: For arc lamps.

OPTICAL RAW GLASS: For motion picture equipment,

etc.

Sole Distributers

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
45 West 45th Street 1050 Cahuenga Avenue
New York City Los Angeles, Cal.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 West 45th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen :

We are interested in the
products checked

—

S.O.G. Condensers

Name

Address

Goerz Mirrors

Optical Raw Glass. City

use to operators. (4) Print expenses of
operators. (5) I fully believe the “Better
projectionist to give to a manager. If
the manager thinks enough about good
projection to give the booth these charts,
Theatres” Stop Charts has improved
projection in my theatre 25 per cent.

(7) Yes. (9) Using best operators, good
equipment and best screen.

* * *

H. H. ROBEY, Auditorium Theatre,
Spencer, W. Va., (1) I do not believe
that more than 50 per cent of operators
produce as good pro ; ection as is pos-
sible with equipment at their disposal.

(2) Eight by twelve feet with at least
7 foot ceiling, room equipped with ex-
haust fans and air intakes. (3) Theatre
managers demand good prints and de-
mand of their operators every precau-
tion in the treatment of good prints.
Exchanges demand proper care of prints
or refuse service. (4) Insist that man-
agers require good projection, but first

of all give operators proper equipment.
(5) Yes. It makes operators more care-
ful in looking over films and keeping
machines in perfect adjustment. (6)
Larger and better equipped booths.
(7) Yes. (8) Less inflammable film.

(9) By demanding better service for the
high salary demanded by operators.

* * *

CHESTER JOHNSTONE, Leavitt
Theatre, Sanford, Me., (1) Would say
that projection is improving faster than
any other department. However, there
is one evil which I think is on the in-

crease and that is the tendency to speed
up the shows. I believe it is utterly im-
possible to give perfect projection where
a rigid schedule is in force. (2) Would
not consider anything smaller than
10 ft. by 12 ft. for two projectors and
I would recommend 5 ft. additional for
each extra projector or spotlight. The
ceiling should be at least 10 ft. high to
allow carbon gases not removed by ven-
tilating system to rise. There should
be at least one exhaust fan not less than
14 inches in diameter, a geared down
motor, rewinder, also a rewind with a
light under for proper inspection of
films. Film splicer, fire extinguisher,
film storage, cabinets and good assort-
ment of tools, and extra projector. The
hand rewind and film storage cabinets
should be separated from the projector
room if possible. (3) There must be
cooperation between the projectionist
and the exchange. It is discouraging to
the exchange to send out a print in per-
fect condition and have it returned
literally perforated with punch marks
and the sprocket holes strained. It is

equally discouraging to the projectionist
who really takes pride in his work to
receive a print with which it is impos-
sible to give perfect projection. I think
that if the exchange would check up and
charge back to the offending theatre all

damage done (except ordinary wear of

course), a decided improvement would
be made in the print situation. There
is one thing which I do not believe re-

ceives the attention it should and that

is the dyes which are used for tinting

purposes. I have found that certain

colors have a tendency to make the film

brittle and therefore less durable, and
others seem to act as a preservative.

Pink seems to be the worst offender,

yellow, amber, lavender and sepia do
not have any effect while blue seems to

lengthen the life of the film. Of course
this has nothing to do with the pro-

jectionist in one sense, still if dyes can

be found which do not have a tendency
to make the film base brittle, it will,

nevertheless help the print situation.

(4) Since I have never seen an issue

of BETTER THEATRES, it naturally

follows that I cannot answer this ques-

tion. (5) Not in this theatre. There
( Continued on page 42)
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A truck load of projection machines and reflector arc lamps starting on their journey to theatres throughout the country from the plant

of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company in Chicago. At left, a corner of the shipping department in the Motiograph plant.

PARALLELING the present tremen-
dous theatre building program is a

brisk activity prevailing in theatre equip-
ment manufacturing plants in many sec-

tions of the country to keep pace with
the demand for modern equipment
necessary to the successful operation of

the new theatres. An excellent illus-

tration of this activity is provided in a

trip through the factory of the Enter-
prise Optical Manufacturing Company
in Chicago where the Motiograph pro-

jectors and reflector arc lamps are made.
Activity in the plant is proceeding at a

new high peak, according to O. F. Spahr,
president, and a trip through the various
departments readily confirms this state-

ment.

Facilities in the shipping department
have been extended to the utmost in the
daily task of preparing for shipment to

dealers throughout the country machines
and reflector arc lamps. Illustrations
above show a corner of the shipping de-
partment with orders r?ady started on
their journey to theatre projection
rooms in various parts of the country.
Motor trucks are used for the first lap
of the journey.
Increased production, necessitated by

growing demands has resulted in the es-

tablishment of a highly efficient system
in the manufacturing and assembling at

the Enterprise plant. Highly modern
and exacting equipment is used through-
out. Each part, which will ultimately

be a part of the completed projector or
lamp, is routed from its starting point
with clock like regularity from machine
to machine and from man to man until

it emerges in completed form. In this

fashion each piece of mechanism is

treated by an expert in his particular
task, resulting in a uniformly high stand-
ard of quality in the finished product.
Orders for projection machines and

lamps indicate that the motion picture
industry is in a flourishing condition, says
Mr. Spahr. He stated further that the
Enterprise Optical Company enjoyed the
biggest year in its history in 1925 and
makes the prediction that 1926 will set

another new high mark in the company’s
business calendar.

For the benefit of such downtrodden pro-

jectionists as may at this or some other time
he out of a job, position, situation or what
have you, such calamity occuring more or

less frequently in the lives of the best of

us, I am this month making public for the

first time on any page the form letter

which I have so successfully used during
my long and invariably sensational career

behind—in a manner of speaking—the great

American public.

Here it is:

Dear Prospective Boss : I received

the letter your steno I. M. M. T. wrote
for you on the typewriter.

Yes, I can furnish references. I still

have the one Mr. I. Ben Stung gave me.
I might add that he lost a patron when
I quit. The fellow, an ex-operator, came

once every two weeks out of curiosity

to see if 1 had set my shutter in time.

I worked for a bank once and when I

left it nearly ruined the bank. The bank
President’s reference got me a position
in the Sing Sing Theatre. The length
of time I stayed there proves I’m not a
fly by night.

If you hire me your patrons will al-

ways be anxious to see me put a picture
on the screen. If you can furnish refer-
ences I will accept your checks.
Where the manager has a good look-

ing daughter I always get around early.
1 always stay till the last reel has been
started.

I can handle any projector except Sim-
plex, Powers, Motiograph, Superior,
Baird and portable projectors.

I am A. A. A. A. 1, professional, com-
petent, steady, single, reliable, honest,
sober, trustworthy and impartial. Am
applying on my merits and not on other
operator’s demerits.

I can help in many ways around the
show. I have even taken ticket girls

places. I can do sign writing and I

make a wicked lobby display. When a

pocket book has been lost in the theatre
I will be glad to do janitor work.

I know electricity from a dry cell bat-
tery to a flivver headlight which is dim
in the minds of most operators.

I understand the mechanism of a pro-
jector from the oil can to the rewind.

I make a real flashy patch. I do this

by scraping the emulsion off about three
inches back. I have several other little

secrets that help make brighter screen
results. I mark my prints at change-
over point by pouring a little iodine on
the print.

My popularity speaks for itself. You
will hear Mr. Filmscratcher mentioned

at every meeting of the Film Board.
They even suggested having me retired

on a pension.
To show how essential I am to a

show I recall an occasion where a man-
ager said I was a bum thing to have
around a show. That day the musicians
were absent and he had to put up a
sign, “No Musicians—No Music.” That
day we had a better crowd than usual.

Next day to prove to the manager that

I am a good thing to have around a
show, 1 did a little sign writing myself.
As the day passed and no one came into
the show he got real riled up about it

so I took him out and showed him my
sign “No operator, No projection.”
He learned his lesson alright, but as

he accepted the sign as a resignation
I’m open for booking again. I would
be glad to come on a tryout as you sug-
gested, but you must be sure and send
me a round trip ticket.

Your Future Operator,
Necker Filmscratcher.

(Per CLELL JAY.)

Proposes Meeting of

Manufacturers in

N. Y. March 12
A meeting of the Manufacturers division

of the Association of Motion Picture Equip-
ment Dealers in New York on March 12 is

proposed in a letter from the office of

President Sam Lears.

The date and place are merely suggestive,
Mr. Lears points out. He is awaiting word
from the various members as to their

wishes in the matter before officially decid-
ing upon the time and place.
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The Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo., 2000 seats, has both Supreme Healing and Cooling

You Should Investigate SUPREME Heating

All of these ad-

vantages over

steam at 25 to 35
percent lower cost.

Write us today.

The Big 5 Reasons why:
Quick, uniform heating.

No danger of freeze-up.

Occupies no aisle space.

Excellent Ventilation.

Noiseless, Dustless, Eco
nomical operation.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp.
1522 Olive St. St. Louis, Mo.

We also manufacture complete Cooling Plants and Fans

The entire Vallen or-

ganization is ready to

give their extensive ex-
perience and complete
cooperation for the cor-
rect design and opera-
tion of any curtain in-

stallation.

Character—Built In
That’s what distinguishes the meritorious

product from the mediocre. It represents the

brains, efficiency and honesty of the manu-
facturer.

Curtain Machines and Noiseless Tracks

are the accepted standard of America. They
have character—built in.

E. J. VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
Akron Ohio

It ’s Good
Showmanship
One of the first principles of good
showmanship is to make the ex-

terior of your theatre as attractive,

and the entrance as inviting, as pos-

sible.

There is no other single feature

that can accomplish so much in this

direction as a well designed mar-
quise. That is why you see them
on practically all the new show

houses. For the same reason, many
theatres are including marquise in

remodelling plans.

The value of the marquise for ad-

vertising display is enormous.

We build marquise of all kinds.

The Prices are reasonable. Write
us.

ProBert Sheet Metal Co.

MARQUISE - - - - KALAMEIN DOORS

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

Newest Tendencies in

Theatre Design Seen
in Shea’s Buffalo

( Continued from page 26 )

thing quite different. The fire curtain
in the 66-foot wide proscenium, is raised
at the opening of the house in the morn-
ing, and only the drop of red silk is

visible. This curtain alone weighs 800
pounds. When this is parted, the real
novelty of this stage is visible in the
form of enormous gilded gates weighing
1,600 pounds, which slowly fold back.
The opening of the nortal is 42 by 26
feet, and forms the stage proper. The
sounding bound is attached to this and
extends 42 feet into the air, making the
acoustics practically faultless.

All of the stagehangings and scenery
are regulated from the ground floor by
means of counter weights. The house
has a lighting system above reproach, at
the heart of which is the FA Major
All-Master Control System. /\s many
lighting scenes as are desired can be pre-
selected. At the proper cue, the scene
is automatically changed by the opera-
tion of one All-Master switch.

Sixty Spots Used on Stage

The foot and border lights are straw-
berry red and blue in color, a combination
found to give the best effect. On the
stage there are sixty 1,000-watt spot-
lights and eighteen 1,000-watt footlights.

In addition there are nine footlights

from the balcony and ten lights from
the ceiling which play upon the orches-
tra. Thus there is an ever changing
lighting effect during the overture with
the music and lights always in unison.

It is interesting to note that on the out-

side of the building alone there are 7,000

lights.

Dressing rooms for the artists are

located on the Main street side with an
automatic elevator for the use of these
folk. The screening room, equipped
with two Simplex machines, is over the

.dressing room.
A great deal of attention has been de-

voted to making the house comfortable
for women patrons. There are rest

rooms on the balcony foyer, on the or-

chestra foyer with a lounge on the mez-
zanine, while in the basement a complete
suite has been reserved for their use,

including cosmetic and smoking quar-

ters. All the furniture in the women’s
rooms is in excellent taste and har-

monizes beautifully with the luxurious

hangings.

Women Have Cosmetic Room
There is a special ventilation system

for the smokin°- room, while the cos-

metic room is supplied with many small

tables and mirrors. Behind the balcony
is a large foyer, decorated in similar

style to the lobby. Above it is an upper
balcony foyer, with arches along both
sides, so that it gives the feelin- of being
on a bridge.

In the basement are rooms and shower
baths for the ushers, as well as the air

conditioning apparatus with which all

the air entering the house is “washed.”
The projection booth is one of the

finest as well as most up-to-date in the

country. It is located at a central point

at the top of the balcony. It is 34 feet

long and 12 feet wide. Three Simplex
machines of the very latest type are used
and they have special features such as

door opening and tilting devices, a three-

inch diameter for opening, special front

plates of non-warping material, film trap

gates of the same material, friction

cranks, measuring devices, attachments
for speed indicators, direct current mo-
tors, 200-ampere switches and boxes
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EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc. A work of art

and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of

the cost. Furnished complete, easy to erect—Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired. Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sep-

arately. Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth St. Cincinnati, Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable

Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

for same, porcelain insulators in the

switch boxes to take care of No. 00

wire; 3,000-foot reel magazines, includ-

ing the latest tyoe Hall & Connelly high
intensity lamps.

Inasmuch as the operators are project-

ing a picture on a 22 degree angle,

special lenses have been procured. They
are 3-inch Superlite lenses, designed to

give long depth of focus. In spite of the
22 degree angle perfect projection has
been obtained.

Sawyer Supervises Projection

The booth is equipped with all the
latest devices such as three Leonard
multiple rheostats, 110 volts, 150 am-
peres; four Leonard multiple rheostats,
110 volt and 100 ampere; one Brenkert
color effect machine, Woe “F-3”; one
Brenkert slide projector; three Brenkert
spotlights with six inch iris shutters;
one Brenkert metal color box complete;
one Brenkert color wheel, three gener-
ators for indicators, one motor rewind,
an approved film box which will hold
3,000-foot reels and which is in 15 sec-
tions. There are also two sets of hand
rewinds, for mounting and inspecting
film, one rewind and inspection bench
which was constructed according to
specifications submitted by Jack Sawyer,
chief of projection, who supervised the
entire installation of the booth equip-
ment which was supplied through the
Becker Theatre Suooly company of
Buffalo. A Da-Lite crystal white screen
made in Chicago, is used.

The picture shown on the screen is 23
feet wide, unusually large and requiring
expert projectionists as well as equip-
ment when the 22 degree angle is con-
sidered. The floors of the booth are
covered with quarter inch battleship
linoleum which is noiseless. There are
toilets and wash rooms for the operators
and rheostat rooms. There is also a
vent room for taking out the foul air

from the booth. All the projection ma-
chines are equipped with a changeover
device which can be operated from any
part of the front wall by touching
momentary contact switches.

A. R. Bruggeman of Cleveland in-

stalled the low pressure steam heating
plant as well as the mushroom system
of ventilation. The “washed” air enters
the house through mushrooms placed
under the seats. The house also has its

own refrigerating plant.

The house is operated by a staff of
almost 200 persons under the managing
directorship of Vincent R. McFaul, who
is also a member of the board of direc-
tors of the Shea Operating company, the
new organization formed of the Shea-
Publix officials. The Shea interests in

Buffalo recently were merged with the
Publix Theatres corporation. Michael
Shea is in direct charge of the operation
of the Shea Buffalo, as well as Shea’s
Hippodrome, Court Street and North
Park. The orchestra of 50 men is under
the direction of Harry Wallace, who was
conductor for many years at Shea’s
Hwoodrome.

Change Programs Monday

The programs at Shea’s Buffalo will
be the elaborate Publix bills as offered
at the Rivoli, New York, and the Metro-
politan, Boston, including the John
Murray Anderson stage presentations.
A novel price system is in vogue. From
11 a. m. until 1 p. m., the admission is

30 cents; from 1 p. m. to 5:30 p. m., 40
cents, and from 5:30, 65 cents. There
are no reserved seats. The programs,
by the way, will open on Monday in-

stead of Sunday of each week. On
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, all

seats are 65 cents.

DECORATIVE STAGE
SETTINGS

and EQUIPMENT

DROPS -CURTAINS
DRAPERIES and
PROLOGUE SETS

ALL DESIGNS ORIGINAL

NO CATALOGUE ISSUED

We shall be pleased to submit

prices, sketches, and samples of

materials, if you will send us a

list of your requirements with

sizes.

THEODORE KAHN
SCENIC STUDIOS

155 West 29th St., New York

PHONE: PENNSYLVANIA 2288

IS BEING USED

FOR THE

PREMIER SHOWINGS
AND

ROAD SHOWS
OF ALL

BIG PRODUCTIONS
WHERE HIGH CLASS
PICTURE QUALITY
IS MOST ESSENTIAL

Samples and Literature on Re-

quest or Your Dealer Can

Supply You

Raven Screen Corporation

1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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How Do You

Get By With

Such a Screen?
Ask yourself that question. Then go
take a close up view. Often we do
not notice changes that take place

gradually under our own eyes. But
your audience will notice those im-

perfections. And when they do—you
will notice it at the box office.

But why worry about screens at all ?

You can install a DA-LITE and
guarantee your patrons a perfect

screen for the longest time possible.

For long wearing qualities are woven
in DA-LITE backing and the

DA-LITE surface is made to with-

stand all kinds of hard knocks. You
just can’t find another screen to give

you the same service.

WE’LL PROVE IT!

Send for some DA-LITE Screen
samples. It won’t cost you a cent, or

obligate you in any way. Test them
any way you see fit—test them
against any others. Just use your
own good, impartial judgment. We
leave the outcome of the test entirely

to you. And

—

DA-LITE SCREENS COST
LESS THAN 1% OF
YOUR INVESTMENT

That’s cheap enough for the best

—

isn’t it ? Think it over. Use a pencil,

if you like. It is certainly surprising

what you can get a real 100% good
screen for.

SPEND 2c TO INVESTIGATE
A LETTER TO US IS A

MIGHTY GOOD INVEST-
MENT

DA-LITE SCREEN &
SCENIC COMPANY

922 W. Monroe Street

CHICAGO

lU-uTf

Super Quality

SCREENS

Gives Cost Figures of

Refrigeration in

Theatre Cooling
(Continued from page 17)

siderable and is made more difficult by

the fact that such plants require much
room which is not always available. What
space has been found is already pre-empted
by the heating equipment. One authority

said that a 400-ton plant which would
supply a house with about 6,000 seats would
cost, including air washers, $100,000. With
current at l^c. a kilowatt-hour, the re-

frigeration plant could be run for $6.00 an

hour. The ventilating fan by which the

cooled air is circulated would cost another

$2.00 per hour for operating charges, but

that unit must be kept running whether
the air is cooled or drawn direct from the

street.

“Ventilating is necessary in any event

to the cost is only 0.1c. per seat per hour.

Just how often the seats are filled is doubt-
ful. Throughout the industry perhaps it

may be only \y2 times per day. One
authority, speaking of a New York theatre

of modest size, says that ‘it is a safe esti-

mate to say that the seats have never been
filled less than V/2 times a day and the

average is more nearly twice that. On
some occasions the seats have been filled

3.9 times during the day.’ This same
authority said that the rate of lGc. per

kilowatt-hour was unusually low and that

the cost of a 400-ton plant would be nearer
$150,000. Making the rate 3c. per kilowatt-

hour the cost would be $30.00 per day per
1,000 seats for twelve hours’ operation.

Assuming the seats were filled twice a day
as an average, the cost per patron would
be lj4c. This, he assumed, would be a

fair average for the season.

* * *

“It is easy to see that this would not
be a figure that would deter theatre man-
agers from making the investment. Dr. E.

Leonard Hill, a ventilating engineer, said

that the McVickers Theatre in Chicago
had spent $69,000 in cooling equipment and
found that the increased profit in showing
to large houses was such that in two years
they hoped to have their expenditures back
in those increased profits alone.

“At the Chicago Theatre, a 300-ton re-

frigerating plant cools the outside air from
95 deg. to 74 deg. The theatre which
houses from 4,000 to 5,000 people is kept

cool by a plant that is said to be run for

$50.00 a day or a cent a seat and for less

than that therefore per patron. The plant

has two units so that one only can be run
if full refrigeration is not needed. R. A.
Kroeschell said that 15 deg. of a drop be-

tween outside and auditorium was all that

should be attempted. Dr. Hill said that the

air could be profitably cooled to 50 deg. and
then heated by radiators to reduce the

moisture, or it could be passed through

ducts that would add to the temperature

or again it could be mixed with bypassed
air. He advocated that when the air was
90 deg. outside it should be cooled so as

to keep the temperature of the auditorium

75 deg. with 60 per cent relative humidity.

Mr. Wittenmeir said that if anything 72

deg. was too low and 75 deg. was better.

With the air passing along the floor the

women would complain that their ankles

were cold and would wrap them in news-
papers to avoid that discomfort and to

allay their fears of catching cold. Mr.
Wittenmeier thought that if the temper-
ature was 90 deg. outside, it should be

about 15 deg. lower inside the building

for comfort.

( N

Increase

Your Orchestra
Without Additional Weekly Expense

The Gallagher Orchestral Base

will increase volume and tone at

least 20%. The cost is surprisingly

small. Used by all the most modern

theatres. The investment pays for

Gallagher Mu-
sic Stands are
made in a de-
sign especial-
ly fitted for
Motion Picture
Theatres. They
assure better
handling of
well lighted
music for the
musician, n o

light to blind
the audience
and more
beauty for

your pit.

itself in in-

creased pat-

tronage. By

all means
investig ate
the

GALLAGHER
RESONANT

ORCHESTRAL

BASE

Write for

New Bulletin

and Full Details

GALLAGHER ORCHESTRA
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

3235 Southport Ave.

CHICAGO
V J

Theatre Displays
Electric Signs
ILLUMINATED
ATTRACTION
BOARDS

Sketches free upon
request

We erect our signs
anywhere in the coun-
try.

VERB SIGN CO.
4543-51 W. Lake St.

Chicago, 111.

Newest
said

Best

LIBERTY
MUSIC STAND

Standard for

All Purposes

Send for Our New
Booklet

LIBERTY MUSIC STAND CO.
I960 E. 116th St. Cleveland, O.
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A NEW departure in wash room equip-
ment for theatres, clubs, schools and

hotels is a washfountain of the type pic-

tured above. This equipment, as developed
by the Bradley Washfountain Company,
2203 Sycamore street, Milwaukee, Wis., is

designed for washrooms of limited space.
The washfountains illustrated take up 32"

on the wall and extend 21".

Theatre Organists Are
Invited to- Tell How
They Play Film

( Continued from page 15 )

officer and shouts to Mary, play “I’m in

Love with You” once more, followed by
growls from Norton.

Continuing the gay excitement, play “Oh,
Gee; Oh, Gosh; Oh, Golly; I’m in Love,”
fast and furious as Billy descends the gang-
plank, continuing this through the comedy

It is said that one washfountain displaces

and does the work of four individual

basins. They are made in two sizes to

serve four persons, with larger models to

serve six.

Liquid or Ivory soap dispensers or

shaved soap attachments, as well as cake

soap, may be used with the washfountain.

bits to the waiting room. Then your or-

gan shouts, “Magee, answer one question!”

as Norton comes to the point, interrupting

the business of the young lovers. Pause as

Billy produces the ring. This delightful

bit requires close watching and interpreta-

tion.

A steward enters with a cablegram, hands
it to Billy

—“Yours Truly” again, rendered
very quaintly. He reads : “Have you written
the book? Yes or no. Dammit.” Pause
as Billy writes his reply, then when Norton
is handed the message, break out in growls
and roars. Another opportunity is afforded

as the father refuses angrily to permit the
marriage. Play “Melody in A” again, very
sweetly and tenderly on the solo trumpet.
Make the most of this, for this is the only
sweet melody the organist finds opportunity
to play throughout the film. From this

point on, the picture will be one succession
of hair-raising gasps and comedy situations

requiring the closest attention by you. Billy

agrees to go to a lonely inn and write the
promised book in twenty-four hours and
the picture fades.

Baldpate Inn, miles from nowhere, re-

puted to be haunted by a ghost, is a spooky
place at night, and as Billy approaches, the

organist cues by silence, followed by
“Grewsome Mysterioso,” played very softly

as the old woman thinks she sees a ghost.
Throughout the scene of Magee’s arrival

and preparation to set about writing his

book, opportunity is afforded to. create
sneaky, insinuating, hair-raising atmos-
phere. You will hear the audience begin to

giggle apprehensively, for you have pre-
pared them, if you have done your stuff,

to expect anything weird.
When the old man explains to Billy the

“ghost” is only a hermit, you can pave the

way for this comical old codger, a delight-

ful nut. His theme is “Coocoo.” As Magee
is handed the “only key to Baldpate,” work
on the strings and mixtures. Then as the

old couple leave and Magee looks at his

watch, sound twelve chimes. Nothing is

more ominous, foreboding, than the stroke

of twelve in a supposedly haunted house.
Do this properly and j'ou will have a shiv-

ering audience at your back, completely at

your mercy.
The foregoing scenes have been long and

descriptive. Pause now as Billy sets up his

typewriter, then, as he begins to whistle

—

unmistakable indication of nervous appre-
hension, play “All Alone” on the piccolo

followed by clicks as Billy starts to pound
the keys.

A dark figure enters downstairs. Magee
is annoyed by his first interruption and goes
to see who is intruding. Play “Grewsome
Mysterioso” very agitatedly, with forebod-
ing. These scenes can only be improvised.
The crook places the $200,000 in the wall

safe, mutters, “This place gives me the

creeps. I’m nervous enough to take a shot

at some one.” When your organ says that,

the listening Billy starts to run. Frighten
your audience with a shrill crash. Impro-

Interior views of Finkelstein & Ruben’s New State theatre at Eau Claire, Wis., which was opened last month.
a cost of $315,000 and has a seating capacity of 1,300.

The house was erected at

PINKELSTEIN AND RUBEN of

Minneapolis have added another
State theatre to their rapidly growing
list of motion picture houses bearing
this name. The “baby” of the chain is

at Eau Claire, Wis., and was opened
January 19 to packed houses.
The theatre building was erected at a

cost of $315,000 and seats 1,300 patrons
on main and mezzanine floors. Store
and office space is available in the build-
ing and a dance hall is provided, leased

to outside interests. A $20,000 Wur-
litzer organ is supplemented by an or-

chestra of seven pieces.

Corinne Griffith in “Classified” was
the opening film attraction, and 18 per-
sons appeared in vaudeville acts.

The new theatre will have a change of
program on Sundays, Tuesdays and Fri-

days and on Fridays and Saturdays five

acts of vaudeville will be shown. These
acts will be booked out of Chicago and
will appear at the Eau Claire State as

an opener over the F & R circuit. It is

also planned to send from time to time
the acts worked up in the Finkelstein
and Ruben Studio, Minneapolis, which
play regularly at the State and Garrick
theatres, Minneapolis, and the Capitol
in St. Paul.

V. B. Valleau, former theatre owner
at Albert Lea, Minn., and well known
among the theatre proprietors of south-
ern Minnesota for the last 20 years, is

manager of the new house.
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That s what good projection means—sharp, clear, contrast between
light and dark. But contrast depends on the lens.

Eliminate muddy, cloudy effects from your pictures by using Snap-
lite Lenses. They will inject more snap into even the poorest print,
and give better ones the clear definition and strong black and white
that audiences demand.

See your Dealer or Write direct to

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Makers of

SNAPLITE LENSES

vise to action. Billy comes downstairs.
“Who's up there?” “My typewriter.” “A
waman?” “Yes—No!!!” Speak this funny
conversation.

While this crook isn’t very important he
looks his part and is a good comedy foil.

To action as he is locked in room and is

frightened into escaping through a window
when he hears Billy telephone the police.

Enter the “ghost.” Make your organ
shriek and you’ll hear echoing shrieks out
in the dark of the house. As the hermit is

revealed, play “Coocoo.” “I’m a hermit,” he
announces, and you make the organ enun-
ciate that. “How is the postcard business?”
Billy asks blandly. “Blaa, blaa !” cries the
hermit, and then crazy giggles. This also
is incidental but good comedy, and in an
all-hokum picture everything is legitimate.

The hermit begs permission to sleep in

the cellar and Billy returns upstairs to re-

sume his writing.

Play “Mysterioso” in a dignified furioso
as the two new crooks enter and are en-
raged to find the $200,000 in bank notes re-

moved from the wall safe. “Hey, you,”
cries Billy, interrupted again, “what are you
doing here?” All three are enraged, so

continue playing heavily. Billy sets up his

typewriter downstairs and resumes writing
—play the clicks. “Keep quiet !” roars one
of the crooks, trying the combination. “I

can’t hear it click.” Play “I Should Worry.”
Simulate “Shut up !” Business of type-

writer clicking, growls, “Hey, quit clicking

that thing!” Play, “You Told Me to Go,”
just a snatch. “I’m on to your game,” says

Billy, and you simulate the words. “Bent-
ley hired you to disturb me, to prevent me
finishing my book.” They think he is

“cracked”—simulate birds.

ALSO SNAPLITE JR. LENSES TOR PORTABLE MACHINES

(©ualttp

XFJglNg?
cexricgtodtoe
TWOKWP

Everything for the Stage

UNIFORMS
ForUshers, Door-
men, Footmen,

Orchestras,
Hands, etc.

Made to individual mea-
sures, fit guaranteed.

Special catalogue, with

correct up-to-date styles,

and samples sent free

posipaid.

WESTERN UNIFORM CO.

204 So. Clark Street

Chicago, 111.

Programs
Heralds
Dodgers

THE NATIONAL
POSTER & PTC. CO.

729 S. Waba*h Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL. MFG. BY

‘BEST’
The original

jaw type Mazda
Adapter

For sale at

all Supply
Dealers

BEST DEVICES CO.
CLEVELAND, O.

Enters the “lady crook.” Play as a light

agitato “Under the Leaves,” musically, agi-

tatedly, relieving your improvised myste-
riosos. She entreats Billy to help her. Play
the popular “Please” as a twelve-eighths

dramatic number. This is adapting a title

to fit the scene musically. Now the heroine

enters, so play “Jealous” as she sees the

“lady crook” with her arms about Billy’s

neck, entreating. Billy, upset by his sweet-

heart’s suspicions, cries “No !” meaning
this girl clinging to him is no friend of his.

Resume “Jealous” after simulating an ab-

rupt and forceful “No!” playing as a

twelve-eighths dramatic. This also is all

incidental to the plot, of course, but adds
to the interest and everything goes. Con-
tinue playing this number to the action

until Mary leaves with her haughty aunt

to summon the police, they taking in the

situation while Billy thinks the whole crowd
has been induced to prevent his finishing

his story. He resumes. Click, click. Con-
tinued interruptions, violent quarreling

—

chatterboxing. These scenes must be

watched closely and you must make your
music grow in intensity as the rage of the

crooks and the novelist increases. Finally,

in desperation, Billy retreats to the cellar

to continue his writing. Play “Mysterioso”
immediately, putting the audience on the

qui vive. Anything is liable to happen
now.

Play “Coocoo” as the hermit bursts in,

then scary music and a sliding crash down
the keys. Your audience will jump as

Billy jumps and then they will laugh al-

most hysterically. Another man slides

down the coal chute. Who is he? The
quarreling continues. Billy is so angry and
confused he gets his sentences twisted.

Play growls and runs, then be tremendously
quiet as Billy goes back upstairs and re-

sumes writing. Business of clicking as his

sweetheart creeps up behind him. Frighten
him with a shrill noise as she addresses
him from behind then play “Kiss Me
Again.” Then they quarrel, Mary entreat-

ing him to leave and he refusing. He
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pleads with her to “make up,” asking her

to kiss him. Play to the last line and then

when he tires of begginu her and grabs her

and kisses her, increase your tones vio-

lently, making the organ fairly roar “Kiss

Me, Kiss Me Again.” Resume clicks. This

bit is wholly delightful and I have made
the most of it, with rich audience reward.

To funny snatches the hermit rushes in.

Play “Coocoo,” for every time you do you

will hear rearward laughter. This scene

between Billy and the hermit is very com-
ical and must be watched closely to catch

all the remarkable bits of business, all im-

provised.

The “lady crook” creeps in on Billy.

There is wild shooting, simulated on the

organ. You know a girl’s scream is going

to save our hero, so be quiet again, and at

the proper time simulate the heroine’s ago-

nized cry. During all the comedy shooting

hold down the grand crescendo pedal,

spread your hands over the lower register

and crush down with pats for each shot.

This gives a remarkable firing effect.

Billy manages to get possession of the

firing irons and chucks them. The hermit

returns. Play Lavallier’s “The Butterfly,”

followed by “Goodby Forever,” and sound

the siren as the gang is thrown out into

the night. But they rush back almost im-

mediately and the wall-eyed crook finds an-

other gun, lost by the first crook in his

escape through the window when he was
locked in an upstairs room by Billy. The
“lady crook” threatens to “squeal” and he

shoots her. Strike a tragic, dramatic chord

as he blazes away and she is pronounced

dead. The murder is fastened on Billy

by the crooks. Improvise throughout this

scene.

“Shoot the rest of them!” cries the old

hermit excitedly. Here is a comico-tragic

note, interpreted by the largo movement
from “Light Cavalry Overture.” Continue

this number until the police arrive. In the

ensuing business between the bogus chief

and Billy, improvise, then resume the

“Light Cavalry Overture.” Comedy play-

ing in the dialogue between Billy and the

fake chief of police, then quickly create a

dramatic atmosphere as the “chief” takes

his stickpin and pricks the “dead” girl in

the arm, bringing her instantly to life, and
the “chief” cries triumphantly, “Ha, Chi-

cago Molly!” Relieve the tension by play-

ing that popular jazz number, “Chicago.”

The “chief” turns out to be the master

criminal of all the crooked crowd at Bald-

pate and as he announces he is going to

grab the money, play “So I Took the Fifty

Thousand Dollars.” In the business of the

mad rush for the bank notes play in high

excitement, with a note of “Coocoo” now
and then, followed by “So I Took the Fifty

Thousand Dollars,” played in dramatic
style.

Billy again resumes his writing to the

last few strains of “Kiss Me Again” and
clicking on the fadeback into the living

room, followed by twelve chimes on the

grandfather clock. Billy’s period of proba-
tion is ended. So is his book.

The old caretaker and his timid wife re-

turn to the strains of “Melody in A,”
played as an old waltz refraint, for at

last everything is as it should be.

In the concluding scenes when Mary en-
ters and tells him it is Monday morning
and they can be married, delightful oppor-
tunity is afforded to play “What Do You
Do Sunday, What Do You Do Monday,
Mary.” This can be continued to the fin-

ish as an exit march.

IT’S THE MUSIC
THAT PUTS OVER
MANY A PICTURE

That Is One Reason Why We Say

CUE WITH FILMUSIC
We record 1 0 new PICTUROLLS every month for

88-note organs

The best and the latest music published for

pictures

FILMUSIC ORGAN MUSIC
ROLLS

Meet every requirement. You get 100% more
melody and action out of your instrument
than if played by hand.

A Complete Music Service for

your theatre

Write for Trial Roll FREE
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Smooth,
steady power supply

under all conditions of operation
The simple, compact Actodec-
tor unit, hooked up to your
A.C. power line, gives power
for reflector type arcs under all

normal conditions of operation.
In spite of being a small, com-
pact unit that saves space in

the projection room, the
Actodector has ample capacity
to carry two arcs during the

change-over period, and it does
this without requiring any ad-

justments.

Furnished complete with con-
trol panel and instruments,
ready to set up. Send for your
copy of the Actodector bulle-

tin and see for yourself what
this machine will do.

Also built in larger sizes to meet any
projection requirements.

The
ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
1409 W. Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

Roth Brothers

ACTODECTOR
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Such Theatres Use

THE
CAPITOL
THEATRE
Chicago

(John Eberson,
Architect)

THE GRAND RIVIERA
Detroit

(John Eberson,
Architect)

District Offices

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.

The most flexible of theatre lighting control
systems. As many scenes as desired can be
pre-selected and set up. At the proper cue,
they are automatically changed by one rh,

All-Master Switch.

Complete information and detailed
estimates are furnished free. Our
engineers welcome a consultation
with your architect.

Srank t^Cdam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST LOUIS
Los Angeles, Cal. Minneapolis, Minn. New Orleans. La.

THE PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
New York

(C. W. & Geo. L.

SHEA’S BUFFALO
THEATRE

(C. W. & Geo. L.

Rapp. Architects)

New York City, N. Y.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Ihttsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Seattle. Wash.
San Francisco. Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Winnipeg, Canada
London. Ont., Canada

THE WARNER PICTURE MACHINE MOTOR
OF A

THOUSAND SPEEDS
Why install a constant speed motor
with their troublesome friction pulleys
to get variable speed when you can get
a variable speed motor that will give
you any speed from minimum to max-
imum by turning on or shutting off the
current just like you turn on gas in an
automobile. The Warner Motor saves
you in power bills as the speed, power
and current go up and down in direct
proportion. Some of the best theatres
in the country are taking out their
old motors and installing “Warners”.
Why not you?

Warner Electric Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

110 volts 25 to 60 cycles Makers of Ventilating: Fans and
Variable Speed Motors for Theatres

PRINTING
Exclusively for

Exhibitors

CIRCUS”HERALDS
PROGRAMS

DATES - POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE

711 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

TRY
ROSCO
GELA-
TINE
qFJ^H7 r^

Made of Pure Gelatine of

Excellent Durability

Now used by

Keiths Hippodrome

I

Metropolitan Opera House
Capitol Theatre
and others.

ROSCO LABORATORIES
129 Third Place Brooklyn, N. Y.

Features of Building
Floodlighting Are
Told by Atherton

/\ BUILDING that is suited to it should
1 be floodlighted by means of one or

more groups of projectors, says C. A.
Atherton in “Electrical Advertising—Its

Form and Characteristics” published by the

National Lamp Works, Cleveland. The
principal problem I after deciding whether
or not the building is of the right type and
properly located for floodlighting and after

selecting the parts of the building that are

to be floodlighted) is to find suitable loca-

tions for the projectors and to determine
their number and size.

It is usually found to be easier and less

likely to cause glare from stray light when
the projectors are concealed at points below

the wall or building face that is to be il-

luminated, but above the heads of the

passers-by. However, the location of the

projectors should also be carefully studied

with a view to the shadow effect. Most
architecture is designed around the shad-

ows from the sun. The improper loca-

tion of the lighting units may cause

grotesque inverted effects. For building

faces which reach down to within short

distances from the ground, the projection

distance should not be too great, as very
narrow, high intensity beams of light are

visible because of the dust and moisture in

the air. These bright streaks of light at-

tract attention to the projectors rather than

to the building.

It frequently happens that the only pos-

sible location for the projectors is on a

ledge, balcony, or marquee of the building

which is to be lighted. The latter usually

gives considerable flexibility in working out

the lighting, but from the narrower ledges

and balconies smooth lighting will not re-

sult. There may, however, be vertical lines,

such as columns, which may be brought
out, or streamers of light crossing at

angles with the lines of the architecture

may in some instances be found desirable.

Pools of light may be introduced at vari-

ous points in effective manner. Artitic use

of colored light in this way is especially

effective in adding depth and interest to a

structure. With color it is especially im-
portant to provide the additional wattage
necessary to bring up the brightness to lev-

els comparable with that from clear lamps.

Rules for Floodlighting Installations

The following rules for determining the

proper number and size of projectors will

hold for all ordinary floodlighting installa-

tions :

a. LTse from 2 to 20 (or more) watts
per square foot of surface to be illumi-

nated, depending upon the following : The
color of the surface; if it is white, it re-

quires less wattage than it does if it is

colored. The shape of the surface; if it is

irregular, so that a great deal of light spills

out into the air, it requires a larger wat-
tage. The efficiency of the projectors; if

they are to be located at a great distance

and consequently are shaped so as to con-
fine the light within a narrow angle and
therefore utilize a smaller proportion of
the light from the lamp, the display will

require more wattage per square foot. The
brightness of the district; if there are other
bright objects near by, it requires more
wattage. The color of the light ; blue and
green light require much more wattage
than do orange and yellow and these re-

quire more than does uncolored light.

b. Make the top of the building brighter
than the bottom.

c. Conceal the projectors and locate

them so that no part of the beams can
(Continued on page 44)
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$6,580,000 Building
Program Under Way

by Coast Firm
20 New Playhouses Will Have
Seating Capacity of 30,700

P ERHAPS there is no more impressive

evidence of the gigantic theatre con-

struction campaigns being launched in Los
Angeles and other California cities than the

fact that West Coast Theatres, Inc., have
announced that this company at the present

time is expending over $6,580,000 in theatre

construction and theatre equipment alone,

adding 30,700 additional seats to their pres-

ent enormous buildings.

West Coast at the present time has the

largest chain of theatres in California, total-

ing 168, and is constantly adding to this

group of houses.

In speaking of the building program,
Sol Lesser, secretary and treasurer of

the company states, “Construction of

modern up-to-the-minute theatres, with

high class metropolitan atmosphere has

become a great factor in the theatrical

world as the presentation of the enter-

tainment itself. The demands of the

American public in its entertainment
have long passed mere showmanship.
The public insists that quality start at

the box office, into the foyer, on through
to the orchestra pit and even backstage.
The residential theatre must be artistic

both in exterior and interior, from the

angle of the architect as well as the

showman. As a result of these demands,
I believe, that the year 1926 will be the

greatest in the history of theatre erec-

tion.

“At the present time we are having
under construction, and sites secured for

20 new theatres, and are expending in

excess of $6,580,000. This campaign re-

quires a great organization, embracing
all classes of working and professional
men, from day laborers to architects.

Daily this organization and appropria-
tions are being increased to meet the
demands of the building committee.”

Aside from the commercial benefits
attendant to large construction pro-
grams of this nature, we have been
furnished with most impressive evidence
that the artistic architecture of our
theatres is greatly improving real estate
values in the neighborhoods where they
are being erected.

The following theatres are now under
construction by the West Coast circuit

in Los Angeles, and many of them prac-
tically completed.

The Balboa at Slauson and Mesa. Cost

$340,000. Seating capacity, 1,800.

The Belmont, First and Vermont. Cost

$485,000. Seating capacity, 1,800.

New House at Wilshire and Alvarado. Cost

$435,000. Seating capacity, 1,800.

New House at Griffin and Main. Cost $175,000.
Seating capacity. 900.

New House at Wilshire & Sycamore. Cost
$375,000. Seating capacity, 900.

New House at Vive and Lamirade. Cost $175,-
OOO. Seating capacity, 900.

New House at 87 th and Vermont. Cost
$280,000. Seating capacity, 1,600.

New House at Western and Maplewood. Cost
$380,000. Seating capacity, 1,800.

Construction on the following theatres
outside of Los Angeles is going ahead
in California at the present time:

“The Rialto” at South Pasadena. Cost $300,-
000. Seating capacity, 1,700.

“The California” at Huntington Park. Cost
$425,000. Seating capacity, 2,000.

New House at Wilmington. Cost $240,000.
Seating capacity, 1,200.

New House at Long Beach. Cost, $205,000.
Seating capacity 900.

Building projects in the northern part
of the state:

New House at San Jose. Cost $400,000. Seating
capacity, 1,600.

New House at Fruitvale. Cost $340,000. Seat-

ing capacity, 1,600.

New House at Taft. Cost $300,000. Seating

capacity, 1,250.

New Houses (2) at Oakland. Cost $985,000.
Seating capacity, 3,400.

The gigantic theatre construction

being carried on by the West Coast
Theatres in California today, will not

only meet the great entertainment de-

mands, but is being conducted on such
an enormous financial scale that the

general business conditions of the cities

will be materially benefited in many
ways, it is pointed out.

L. J. SINNOTT

L. J. Sinnott Heads
Sales Division of

Hertner Electric
L. J. Sinnott, for ten years connected with

General Electric Company and a pioneer in

the motion picture equipment industry, has
been appointed district sales manager for

the Hertner Electric Company of Cleveland,
manufacturers of the Hertner Transverter,

it is announced by John H. Hertner, presi-

dent.

The company under the direction of Mr.
Hertner has just completed the biggest
year in its history, with indications point-

ing to a new high mark in 1926. To Mr.
Hertner is credited much of the advance-
ment made in screen results in the coun-
try’s theatres in the past fifteen years,

during which he has made many important
contributions to the field of theatre equip-
ment.

Mr. Sinnott in joining the Hertner or-
ganization brings to it a wealth of prac-
tical experience in the motion picture in-

dustry. For ten years with the General
Electric Company, he has the distinction

of having installed one of the first direct

motion picture mercury arc rectifiers ever
used in Cleveland. Many years of experi-
ence as salesman and sales promotion
executive qualifies him admirably for the
new work he has undertaken.

The Hertner product is sold through
leading distributors throughout the coun-
try. More than 2,000 transverters are now
in use in representative theatres.

Gives Show in Tent on
Monday Night After
Theatre Fire Sunday
Woman Exhibitor Fights Odds
to Turn Disaster into Success

7HEN the “breaks” are all the wrong
* * way consider the case of Dorothy B.

Strauss of Copperhill, Tenn.

Hurriedly -.ummoned downtown on the

Sunday of Aug. 23 last year Miss Strauss

was confronted with the spectacle of her
Bonita theatre rapidly being consumed in

a fire which destroyed eight buildings in

Copperhill. Right down to the basement
the flames licked the theatre, leaving noth-

ing but a pile of ashes.

Right at this point, which would have
marked the exhibitorial exodus of a less

courageous person, Miss Strauss stepped
into the breach and into immediate action.

Getting in touch with Mr. Rhodes of the

Progress Exchange in Atlanta she obtained
his assistance in getting started to Copper-
hill the necessary equipment with which to

project pictures. At the same time avail-

able carpenters in the town, were called

into quick action and ordered to erect a

high fence on a vacan lot across the street

from the demolished theatre.

Work proceeded at a fierce pace under
Miss Strauss’ supervision. Monday eve-

ning the film and equipment arrived and
there, in an only partially completed open
theatre affair the plucky young woman who
but a few hours before had lost her entire

business was again showing pictures.

By the following day the fence-theatre

was about completed. Another projection

machine arrived. A projection room and
a temporary office were built within the

week.
Aided by favorable weather film patrons

of Copperhill never missed a performance
despite the sudden disaster. While con-
ducting the show in the open air Miss
Strauss acquired the property adjoining her
former theatre location and purchased a

large tent to which the open air shows
were transferred. This canvas show was
but the second step in the “comeback”
being staged by Miss Strauss for by this

time the work was already under way on
a modern theatre building. By the time it

became too cold to continue in the tent

show, despite the hot blast heater, the new
playhouse, equipped with a fine organ, up-
to-date lighting system, steam heat and
other features of modern playhouses, was
ready to move into. The new house was
named the Doradele, a combination of the

names Dorothy and Adele Strauss.

Says Miss Strauss : “My advice to other
exhibitors is ‘Don’t Give Up the Ship.’ If

you lose your theatre as unfortunately as I

did you can still be ‘in-tent’ upon your
business as I was.”
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Are You Getting

Your Money’s Worth?

Y OU may have a fine house and

good pictures, but you are not

getting your money’s worth out of

them unless your projection system

itself is right.

Crowds come back to see pictures

that are clear, with strongly defined

contrasts of black and white—pictures

that make the characters live, because

they are vividly projected

The Bausch & Lomb Optical Con-
densing System increases illumination,

distributes the light evenly, and as-

sures perfect projection.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
652 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

Liberty Theatre
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

December 16, 1925

Alexander Film Company,
Denver, Colorado.

Gentlemen

:

Permit me to offer you a well deserved
compliment. I am prompted to do this

as I have received so many words of
praise from the patrons of the Liberty
Theatre, and from advertisers ivho are
represented on your Alexander Film,
which we are presenting on the screen

of this theatre.

If I close my ears to these compliments
it would be unfair to you, and I am
simply sending along the good word to

you as you should know, being the

manufacturers of this exceptional adver-
tising film.

In all my business experience I have
never seen so complete and such high
grade treatise of advertising copy as
you are sending us.

With best wishes for a highly prosper-
ous new year, I remain,

Respectfully yours,

LIBERTY THEATRE,
By E. L. Perry, Mgr.

cl)
cm OF

Another Class

Theatre OK’s Alexander

Film Publicity

This is just one of many let-

ters from high class theatre

men praising our Motion Pic-

ture Publicity Service. The

free booklet tells how this serv-

ice will bring added profits and

patronage to your theatre, too.

Write For

Free Booklet $>/
Now!
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“Better Theatres”
Concludes Survey
on Projection

(Continued from page 32)

have been but two stops in the past
twelve months, and one of these was
caused by loss of electric power. How-
ever, I believe the BETTER THEA-
TRES Stop Charts is bound to do good,
because if it is hung in a conspicuous
place in the projection room, the pro-
jectionist is going to do his darndest to
keep that chart clean. (7) Absolutely.
(9) The exhibitor must be educated to
the fact that the projectionist knows
more about the projection of motion
pictures than he (the exhibitor) does.
This applies to theatres of all sizes, ex-
cept in a few cases perhaps. In planning
a new theatre, better projection will be
had in that theatre if a competent pro-
jectionist is consulted as to location and
size of the projection room.

LIONEL B. WILCOX, Strand Thea-
tre, Syracuse, N. Y., (1) It has been
raised to greater heights in the last few
years. New equipment and competent
projectionists have made this a .possi-
bility. (2) 'Size, 12 feet by 14 feet.

Three projectors, one spot, one flood,
two Brenkert double dissolvers, control
panel for each machine, work bench,
film container with separate compart-
ments, rewind bench, film splicer,

measuring machine. Also telephone con-
nection with every important part of the
theatre. (3) Change-overs could be
marked on band of each reel. Fine im-
posed on anyone willfully damaging film.

Keep sprockets in good condition. Gate
tension always exact. A.l exchange
examination. (4) Continuing department
on “better projection” keeping us posted
on new equipment, and by telling us the
other fellow’s troubles and their reme-
dies. (5) They are a great help, in that
they form a check up on the projectors
themselves, and also form a goal for
the projectionist who does not want a
stop. (6) Best ventilation possible,
toilet, and wash-room, best equipment,
and an assistant should always be pro-
vided. (7) With perfect film and com-
petent men, yes. (8) I believe in the
optical system. Giving us less heat and
as much or more light with less current.

(9) Giving us first class equipment in-

sisting it be kept in A. 1 condition, and
by buying parts when needed. Also he
should have strict confidence in the
projectionist.

COY LAMBETH, Palace Theatre,
Thomasville, N. C., (1) As a general
rule the projection in this part of the
country is very poor, but of course,
there is exceptions. (2) I don’t think
it would be easy to get a projection
room too large, but the one that I am
working in is entirely too small. They
should never be smaller than 8 feet by
10 feet. (3) The prints should be in-

spected at the exchange better than what
they are and the projectionist should
have his projectors properly adjusted,
with good sprockets on them. (4) The
Motion Picture World has a large pro-
jector’s Department, and I don’t think it

would be a bad idea for the BETTER
THEATRES to do the same thing. (5)
The “Better Theatres” Stop Charts are

a great help to the projectionist where
the manager will take an interest in

such things, but I have never been able

to find one that would. (7) If the right

man is in charge of it, I am sure that
ideal projection can be obtained with the
best equipment now obtainable. (9) By
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getting a first class projectionist and
by giving him permission to order all

or most of his supplies, in that way he
will never be in need of a part for his

projectors.
* * *

HORN & MORGAN, Star Theatre,
Hay Springs, Neb. (1) We are frank
to say that we have never seen any-
where, any better projection than we
have in our own theatre. Some that we
see is terrible, but we know that the
blame rests principally with the negli-

gence of the operator. (2) For a pro-
jection room with two machines only,

we think we would have about 8 feet by
12 feet and larger if a stereopticon is

used. (3) The greatest trouble with
prints is the carelessness of the oper-
ators in splicing. Next, poor inspection

at the distributing branch. But we have
very little complaint to offer on prints

received from the Denver branch. (4)
Show in simple ways how a projectionist
should care for his machines. (5) We
run so few shows that it is impossible
to judge. (7) Absolutely yes! Most any
equipment of fair condition can obtain
good results with conscientious oper-
ators. (9) Absolute insistence on their

projectionists doing their work right.
* * *

WILFRED G. RUPAY, Griffin’s

Theatre, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.,

(1) Fair, Some are exceptionally good;
others very poor. Projection has not
yet reached its heights. There is room
for improvement. (2) 20 feet across, at

least depth to leave 6 feet behind ma-
chines, 5 feet on either side and S feet

between each projector. (3) Pay every
operator to revise films after using.

Make it a law that he must do so under
his license. (4) Have every projectionist
state his views and troubles. Encourage
this department. Print suggestions
every week for new and old projection-
ists. This will eliminate most difficul-

ties. (5) Yes and no. Give us a chart
to be placed in both—preferably on card-
board and have the operator enter each
night his stops. Daily slips seem to be
forgotten by the operator. (6) All towns
are not the same. Projection is more
in its infancy than motion pictures. The
projectionist and projection organiza-
tions are not ready to advance although
they are coming ahead steadily. (7)

Yes, someone will advance these ideas.

(8) In the film prints especially. More
clearness of photography. The plan
now rests with photography. (9) Bet-
ter lenses, better screens, better light

and cooperation of operators.
* * *

HARRY F. STORIN, Leroy Theatre,
Pawtucket, R. I., (1) Have seen poor
projection in good theatres and vice
versa. Average is good, however. (2)
Approximately 10 feet by 20 feet. Should
have projection room and adjoining
small room. Projection room to con-
tain three projection machines, spot, and
stereopticon, electrical panels, ventilat-

ing fan in roof, automatic shutters,
change over, extinguisher, correct light-

ing equipment. Small room to contain
work bench, tool cabinet lockers, wash
stand, film filing cabinet, supply cabinet,
waste can with cover, extinguisher, etc.,

(3) Better inspection of prints in ex-
changes. Better equipment and atten-
tion to film in projection rooms. An ap-
preciation of the other fellow’s interest
in the film on hand, whether it be in

exchange or booth in theatre. Keep
poor prints out of distribution system.

(4) A constant campaign of advice and
education that leads toward better equip-
ment. Thorough inspection in ex-
changes. Point out specific errors of

both parties. (5) Yes. There is a ten-
dency of the projectionist to have a clean
slate. Presenting a chart with a series

of stops is not the easiest thing for the

SECTIONAL VIEW

REYNOLDS UNIT HEAT-GENERATOR
REYNOLDS EQUIPMENT

HEATING AND VENTILATING
IS NOW BEING INSTALLED IN
THE FOLLOWING THEATRES

RITZ THEATRE, TULSA, OKLA 2000 SEATS
AVALON THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL 3500 SEATS
ST. LOUIS GRAVOIS THEATRE, ST. LOUIS, MO 3000 SEATS
DRAKE THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL 2500 SEATS
PALACE THEATRE, CANTON, OHIO 2500 SEATS

B f REYNOLDS & «>.
118 W. OHIO ST. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
REYNOLDS MANUFACTURES, ENGINEERS & INSTALLS ITS OWN EQUIPMENT

Definition !

Light

!

Contrast!

SUPER-LITE
ASK YOUR DEALER

OR
WRITE TO

Projection Optics Co., Inc.

203 State Street Rochester, N. Y.

THAT ALL MAY ENJOY THE PERFORMANCE
djF*

*™**^ "Bp "f*

1
WILL BE APPRECIATED -

... '

Most folks wdl respect this gentle, but

firm, “request with a logical reason.”

The illumination is in a restful, soft

green that does not lessen nor interfere

with the effectiveness of your screen.

These rich Edgeglow signs are furnished

in any length desired, from 24 inches up,

in multiples of 8 inches, at very attractive

prices.

Edgeglow and other beautiful and prac-

tical glass signs are described in our folder

“Signs of Class Made of Glass.” Let us

send it to you.

Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712 Washington Boul., Chicago
(3104A)
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The First

Successful Projection Carbon

And Still The Best

CARBONS
For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION

Also Carbons for every kind of lighting.

Write for Prices and Samples

HUGO REISINGER
Sole Importer United States, Canada, Mexico

11 Broadway New York

“JUST PRESS
A BUTTON!”

accompany, most satisfactorily, the finest type
moving picture productions in the country. Con-
trol button may be located wherever desired.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
17 N. 7th ST. ALLENTOWN, PA.

A. D. C. Curtain Controls

SMOOTH
COMPACT SILENT

ECONOMICAL

FREE TRIAL OFFER

Patented

Double

Disc

Shutter
No obligation
—Just send us
nake of raa-

hines used.
GIVES
MORE
LIGHT-
LESS

FLICKER
—BETTER
PROJEC-
TION-
LESS
VIBRA-
TION

The Double Disc Shutter Co.
2100 Payne Ave., Film Bldg-.

Cleveland, Ohio

Slides of all 'Kinds

JTRANSLEY
337 West Madison St.

CHICAGO ILL.

projectionist to give to a manager. If

the manager thinks enough about good
projection to give the booth these charts,

the projectionist naturally gives a bit

more attention to his projection. No
matter how little improvement it brings
to conditions, it is helpful and tends
toward perfection. (6) Give them right
equipment and space to work in. Elimi-
nate every possible chance for alibis with
equipment and personal attention to
their work. Educational campaigns by
the unions, and a more careful selec-
tion of applicants to the locals. (7) Yes.
(8) If you consider the film included in

the department of projection, I look
forward to marvelous improvements in
quality of film and that which it pro-
duces. (9) Better Equipment. Per-
sonal attention to projection. Take time
to discuss problems that hinder perfect
projection. Satisfy yourself that you
have the right men on your staff. For
circuits, a chief projectionist who can
get results; having detailed reports to

file at headquarters on each house, and
careful scrutiny of these reports by
executives.

* * *

FRED A. LEESE, Lake View Thea-
tre, Lake View, Iowa. (1) In small
towns from 500 to 5,000 population the

projectionists as a rule, are incompetent
and need much training. The result is

a hit and miss as to good projection.

(2) The model room I would say, should
be at least 10 by 12, and at least 8 foot

ceiling with outside windows if possible,

and at least an eighteen inch diameter
ventilator with exhaust fan. (3) Let the

exhibitors publish a booklet on care of

film periodically and send to theatres for

projectionists. (4) Reserve a section of

the magazine for projectionists, to be

written by projectionists, paying a small

prize for best suggestions. (5) I have
not used them, but am sending coupon
for some. Will say that any projection-

ist who takes any pride in his work will

have few stops. (6) Give projectionists

good equipment, well ventilated projec-

tion rooms with toilet facilities built in,

and rights to order needed equipment.

(7) Ideal projection is a matter of time.

What is best equipment today is ren-

dered obsolete in a few years. However,

as stated in last sentence of number 5,

it is the careful projectionist, who takes

pride in his work, that gets the best out

of the equipment furnished. (8) In the

development of talking pictures the one

using the light method being most prac-

tical. (9) By employing only those who
know the business and take interest in

their work.

Features of Building

Floodlighting Are
Told by Atherton

(Continued from page A0)

possibly strike the eyes of people on the

streets.

d. The choice of the size and angle of

the beam of the reflectors depends upon
the size of the surface to be illuminated and
the distance from the surface to the reflec-

tors. The dimensions of the ellipse of light

resulting from a given distance, angle of

incidence and angle of beam may be ob-

tained from tables supplied by the manu-
facturer of the projector. The area of the

ellipse should be a small part of the sur-

face to be illuminated
;
every part should

receive light from more than one projector

so that streaks in the individual beams may
be eliminated and the outage of a unit will

leave no area dark. The standard (and
most commonly used) units employ 250,

500 and 1,000-watt Mazda C lamps.
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Three New Names
j

Added to Music
Roll Exchange

The Music Roll Exchange,
sponsored and conducted hy ex-

hibitors through this department

and which has for its purpose

the exchange of music rolls

among the various members, is
|

increased by the addition of
j

three new members this month.

Their names are included in the

list below.

Exhibitors who would like to

exchange rolls with other thea-

tres need simply indicate their

desire in a letter to “Better

Theatres” stating the type of in-

strument used.

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE
J. M. BAILEY, Bailey theatre,

Waverly, Kansas. (Electric

Player.)
DR. J. G. OHLWEIN, Royal the-

atre, New Boston, 111. (Empress
Electric.)

F. G. ROBERTS, American the-

atre, Ada, Okla. (Wurlitzer A
Flute and Photoplayer.)

R. H. McFARLANE, Liberty the-

atre, Burkburnett, Texas. (See-
burg “S.”)

MAGNET THEATRE, Danville,
Quebec, Canada. (Wurlitzer
“O.”)

M. K. HARRIS, Liberty theatre,

Franklyn, Ky. (Reproduco.)

J. J. DISCH, Majestic theatre,

Cudahy, Wis. (Wurlitzer “O.”)
CHARLES E. BARBER, Electric

theatre, Tilden, 111. (Wurlitzer
Style “O.”)

GUNTHER & METZGER, Pal-
ace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.
(Gulbransen.)

C. H. MUEY, Pastime theatre,
Richmond, Ind. (Wurlitzer “G.”)

R. C. BUXTON, Strand theatre,

McCracken, Kan. (Cremona.)
F. A. FERGUSON, Royal theatre,

Fairmount, Ind. (Seeburg “S.”)
WICHITA THEATRE, Wichita,

Kans. (Reproduco.)
JESS LeBRUN, Cort theatre, De-

catur, Ind. (Wurlitzer O Du-
plex.)

R. SMITH, Palace theatre, Rock-
mart, Ga. (Seeburg “W.”)

RYAN & KUNDERT, Empress
theatre, Beresford, Okla. (Wur-
litzer Pian-Concert Style “K”
and Seeberg “X” player piano.)

CHAS. HOLTZ, Princess theatre,
Danforth, Me. (Sublima Re-
gina piano.)

FRANK HOCKING, JR., Or-
pheum theatre, Flora, 111. (Re-
produco.)

DIXIE THEATRE, Olive Hill,
)

Ky. (Electric player, Style G.)

Theatre Opens on Radio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, Feb. 16.—
Knute Anderson, president of the Eau
Claire, Wis., Civic and Commerce Asso-
ciation, delivered an address over the

WCCO radio station in Minneapolis in

connection with the opening of the new
State theatre in Eau Claire. He was ac-
companied on the program by entertain-
ers from the theatre.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Check Up!

How many tick-

ets have you in

J stock?

Do you have to count

rolls or figure it out?

Then you need INVENTORY NUM-
BERED TICKETS that will tell you at a

glance exactly how many you have.

We will gladly send you samples and more
information about them.

Qlobe ‘Ticket Compartij
Specialists in Tickets and Checks Since 1873

1 22 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

(Theatre

BANNERS
C Each

HAND PAINTED
ON HEAVY POSTER. PAPER . _

SIZE 32 w36 IN.X IO FT.
Positively

.
the BEST and. most ECONOM1GA L-

OTHER PRICES AS FOLLOWS:
PAPER BANNERS

32*36 in. 10*

MUSLIN BANNERS
36 In.Wide per kt/wwo root 25*

PA/NTED -IN OIL COLOR (Waterproof)
" IN OR MORE HARMONIOUS COLORS.

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS
that never fait to attract thepasserby rs rf
Very dive For Big A ttradions- pet running ft. JO
(These prices donot include postage )

PLAIN WFANCY SHOWCARDS.

Tea'll us tjour trial order7oday

H. dryfhouT
742-44 S.WABASH AVE.CHICAGO,III.

"Ifyour Business isnt worth, advertising.

Advertise it For Sale
"

Dixie Cup Service

Also Pays a Profit
T F DIXIE Cups and vendors
J- really were an expense the laws
prohibiting the common drinking
glasses might be a matter of some
concern to motion picture the-

atres.

But since they actually pay a

profit there is an added incentive

for making available to your
audiences this service which they

use so constantly and appreciate

so much.
The DIXIE penny vendor op-

erates silently—another advan-
tage appreciated by the theatre

owner.
Complete information upon request

A FRESH CUP WITH EVERY DRINK
INDIVIDUAL DRINKING CUP CO.,

Inc.

Original makers of the Paper Cup
Easton, Pa. New York, N. Y.
With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago,

Baltimore, Los Angeles, New York

DIXIE cups
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Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau on preceding pages will get it for you.)

ADAPTERS, MAZDA
Best Devices Co.,
Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

Automatic Devices Co.,
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BANNERS, HAND PAINTED
H. Dryfhout,
744 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,
Denver, Colorado.

CARBONS
Hugo Reisinger,
1 1 Broadway, N. Y. C.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
Watertown, Wisconsin.

CONDENSERS
Fish-Schurman Corp.,
45 W. 45th St., New York City.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
Easton, Pa.

ELECTRIC FLASHES, COLOR
HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

FILM CEMENT
Duplex Motion Picture Industries,

Long Island City, New York.

Hewes & Company,
47 Meserole St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

GELATINE SHEETS
Roscoe Laboratories,
129 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HEATING & VENTILATING
B. F. Reynolds & Co.,
118 W. Ohio, Chicago.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Co., 1552 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

LENSES
Bausch & Lomb,
Rochester, N. Y.

Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,
35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Projection Optics Co.,
203 State St., Rochester, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Edwards Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ProBert Sheet Metal Co.,

19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.

MOTORS FOR MOTION
PICTURE MACHINES

Warner Electric Co.,
319 N. Church St., Kalamazoo,
Mich.

MUSIC ROLLS
Filmusic Co.,

6701 Santa Monica Blvd., Los An-
geles, Cal.

MUSIC STANDS
Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,
3235 Southport Ave., Chicago.

Liberty Music Stand Co.,
1960 E. 116th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

ORGANS
Marr & Colton,
Warsaw, N. Y.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng. Corp.,
177 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

Nicholas Power Co.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Hall & Connolly, Inc.,

129 Grand Street, N. Y. C.

McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.

SCREENS
Da-Lite Screen & Scenic Co.,
922 W. Monroe St., Chicago.

Minusa Cine Screen Co.,
Morganat Bomont, St. Louis, Mo.

Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
American Seating Co.,

14 E. Jackson, Chicago.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.,

209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

SHUTTERS
Double Disc Shutter Co.,

2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland,

Ohio.

SIGNS
Verb Sign Company,
4543 W. Lake Street, Chicago.

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,

710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SLIDES
J. F. Ransley,
337 W. Madison St., Chicago.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co.,

3650 Windsor Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Major Equipment Co.,

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE
James H. Channon Co.,

223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

J. R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios,

Tiffin, Ohio.

STAGE SETTINGS
Theodore Kahn Scenic Studios,

155 W. 29th St., New York City.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios,

28 W. Lake St., Chicago.

THEATRE DECORATING SERV.
Michel Angelo Studios,

212 E. Superior St., Chicago.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,

711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

The National Poster & Printing

Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,

122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trimount Press, Inc.,

113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSFORMERS
Hertner Electric Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Roth Brothers & Co.,

1400 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

UNIFORMS
Western Uniform Co.,

202 S. Clark St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Blizzard Fan Sales Co.,

1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.



ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wive

Why do they select

ROCKBESTOS?

Manufacturers of electrical apparatus for

theatre use, invariably select ROCK-
BESTOS wire. This is particularly true on

apparatus that is subject to intense heat,

such as motion picture projectors, arc and

spot lights, lighting fixture units using high

wattage lamps. The reasons are, the insula-

tion is perfect, has long life and does not

deteriorate, which means fewer replace-

ments, is beautifully finished and made in

all the capacities and flexibilities needed.

The name ROCKBESTOS means the best.

The Balluna spot light here illustrated is a

fine light and it is equipped exclusively with

ROCKBESTOS.

When you are buying wire for any

of the above apparatus just ask for

ROCKBESTOS. S a m pies and

prices will be sent at any time.

The BALLUNA spot

l i g It t . Rockbestos
equipped.

ROCKBESTOS—the asbestos covered wire

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTSCORPORAT I ON
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

5942 Grand Cent. Term. Bldg.,

New York

Madison Term. Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.



THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO. Chicago, II
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Changing the Map
<§)of the World !

Marshall
Neilan’s
production

Sally O’Neil
Charles Murray
William Haines
Ford Sterling

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s Miracle Comedy
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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PIT PIPE ORGAN
enables the Average Exhibitor to give the
highest typeperformance at minimum cost.

Does not require high-priced organist ..

Can. be played manually , or with
ordinary eighty*eight note music rolls..

GENUINE DEAGflN PERCUSSIONS USED

MAIL TO
NEAREST

ADDRESS FOR
NEVSELLINGPLAN

CHILLICOTHE. MISSOURI

December 21 1925.

The Robert Morton Organ Company,
1560 Eroadway,
New York City, N. Y.

Gentlenen:-

The Style 49 Pit Chit Organ which
we purchased some two years ago, we consider
a wonderful addition to our musical programs.

The instrument has caused us no
whatever and being located where we cs
have the attention of an experienced
Mechanic for repairs and tuning, we f<j

that in a very short time, with just^
experimenting, that we were able ou

to keep the organ in first class col ;ion.

We feel confident in 9aying W> the
average Exhibitor who wishes to play to
capacity, that this is the best musical instru-
ment the smaller town theatre could possible
have.

Yours truly.

RobertMortonOrgan Q
anufachirers of Pipe Organs Exclusively^r

y JJevYork~ 1560Bioadsiy

Chicago~ 845 So. Vabash

San7rasic/SC0‘-168 Golden Gale,

EosAngeles ~ l9l4So.Va-mont

Theatre

Seating Capacity

City and State > r4
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Starring CONWAY TEARLE, ALICE JOYCE, CLARA BOW
FROM THE PLAY BY EDGAR SELWYN AND EDMUND GOULDING

/
SCREEN PLAY BY FORREST HALSEY

tfammowithas the b\G TIME HITS/
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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Herbert B r e n o n

Prod. Starring

Conway Tearle,

Alice Joyce, Clara

Bow. By Edgar
Selwyn and Ed-

na u n d Goulding.

Screen play by
Forrest Halsey.

Allan Dwan Prod.

With Jack Holt,

Florence Vidor,
George Bancroft,

Wm. Powell. By
Francis B. Young.
Adapted by Becky
Gardiner. Screen

play by James
Hamilton.

Victor Fleming
Prod. With Jack
Holt, Ernest Tor-
rence, Esther Rals-

ton, Louise
Dresser. By Arthur
Train. Adapted by
Hope Loring and
Louis Lighton.
Screen play by

Gertrude Orr.

THE BLIND
goddess*

BookthanNOW/,
Playthem

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



THE BEAtm^

n viakbs love
to

ulous tkaoek^ giKL .

SOV a

“'" fox

A LASKA as it has never been shown
XV on the screen! A picturization

of the sensational “best seller” that

has thrilled hundreds of thousands

of readers.

A powerfully graphic story of the

North, revealing the primitive rites

of the famous Aleut Indians as back-

ground for an absorbing drama of

love and unbridled passion.

mTES a*e observed

CEO -^^r^TOASCES

Sitka and Juneau! Where was staged

the greatest gold rush of modern
times. The Isle of Rocking Moon-
land of romance and rogues—where
men battled in the age-old way for a

woman’s love!

A Picture of the Golden North

That Will Fill Your Box Office

With Qolden Nuggets!

A METROPOLITAN PRODUCTION

faemFOXBLUEtheONRAIDthe



with
LJLYAN TASHMAN
JOHN BOWERS
R0CKCL1FFE FELLOWES
and LASKA WINTER

adaptedby

JACK CUNNINGHAM
and ELLIOTTJ.CLAWSON

from thenovel

bu BARRETT WILLOUGHBY
'Directed by

GEORGE MELFORD

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation 130 West 46th Street New York, N. Y
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Thc LEADERS >i

the LEADING MONEYS
Ike Libson's Saenger Amus. Co.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE STRAND
and LYRIC New Orleans
Cincinnati ^VARNERS Famous Play

New York c<r cn&wr
Robt. Lieber's

CIRCLE
Indianapolis

OPERA HOUSE
Des Moines

Famous Players
ST. FRANCIS
San Francisco

BROADWAY Miller's FIGNEROA

PANTAGES
Minneapolis

Charlotte Los Angeles

PANTAGES
Kansas City

STRAND

R & F CAPITO
St. Paul

Fabian's
MOSQUE
Newark

, V' -

wm&m
Harry Go|dbciJ

SUN
Loew's STILLMAN Omaha

Talbot's COLORADO
.

Denver
.

Stanley Co.

STRAND STANTON
Hartford Philadelphia

A WARNER BROS
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BOOIO
MAKER, o

Lou Marcus*
VICTORY

Salt Lake City

Abe Goodside’s CRITERION
EMPIRE Oklahoma City

Portland, Me.

STRAND
Akron, O

Universal’s
RIALTO

Washington, D. C

John Hamrick
BLUE MOUSE
Portland, Ore.

METROPOLITAN
Baltimore

jcjm . Hamrick’s
METROPOLITAN

Sig Samuels Seattle
METROPOLITAN ^

Atlanta, Ga.

Will Mahony’s
RIALTO

Providence

PALACE
Norwich

ALHAMBRA
Stamford

ORPHEUM
Chicago

Skouras Bros.
NEW GRAND CENTRAL A

St. Louis J

PRODUCTION
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A Bit of History
In the Fall of 1922, the Association of

Motion Picture Advertisers issued a re-

quest to all trade papers soliciting motion

picture advertising to submit their circu-

lation lists to regular audits by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations.

Of the entire number of publications seek-

ing motion picture advertising, only four

joined the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Exhibitors Herald was one of that four.

One publication has had every one of its

Publisher’s Statements on circulation

issued since 1922 substantially verified by

the Audit Bureau of Circulations. Exhibi-

tors Herald is that paper.

The Publisher’s Statement of the Herald’s circulation as of

December 31, 1925, was recently published by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations. The official audit statement of the

A. B. C. for the same date will soon be available.
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For the Season 1926~ 1927

WILLIAM FOX presents

(TfhtMonkey

Here’s a
Big one

No.

15

Talks
Adapted by Gladys Unger
from the French of Rene
Fauchois and produced in

America by

ARCH SELWYN

From the Atmosphere of the

Circus Comes One of the Most
Unusual Dramatic Novelties

Presented for Stage or Screen.

The startling

comedy
drama

sensatiorv

of
three

continents

Thrilling Mystery!

A love theme that is as

fascinatingly different as

it is beautifuL

The most sincere portray-

al of circus life that has

ever been penned* The
gorgeous luxury of a Fol-

lies Bergere*

And all revolving around
the talking monkey-
“Faho*”

It’s different

l

It's tremendous

!

~~ and FOX plans

to make it a stupendous screen sensation.

Fox Film Ctipiorafiao,





Illiam Fox

you’re certainly

** tygjsrsr *«
\m telling you

-

jt'S sure-fire .

every minute !

1 A 7TT T T A A/f IT

MYOWPL
St^

TOM MIX Picture

DeLuxe

OLIVE
BORDEN
Tom Santchi

Virginia Marshall

and

TONY
the wonder horse

Story by

Gerald Beaumont

J. G. Blystone
Production

Fox Film Co i do ratio iv—,— — - —
• Ont> aj ct rv)

years

hartley

Campbells
Soul—
Ctiwinrr

With

ALMA RUBENS

EDMUND LOWE

LOU TELLEGEN

LILYAN TASHMAN
ia% 1

Tom Santschi

Helena D’Algy

Scenario hy Eve UnscllVictor Schertzmger Production

o n
. .
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Double Your

VERY DAY—AT EVERY
showing—we get new proof

that none of us realized what a

gigantic box-office picture we had

in “His People*” Take my word
and DOUBLEYOURBOOKING TIME
ON “HIS PEOPLE.”

IT IS PROVING ITSELF A
terrific smash wherever it is

shown. It is hitting the heart of

every man, woman and child who
sees it. Judging by the results at

the box-office almost every man,

woman and child is trying to get

into the theatres to see it. Take a

friendly tip: DOUBLE YOUR BOOK-
ING TIME ON “HIS PEOPLE.”

IT HAS A SUPER POWER ON
which you ought to and can cash

in—in sensational fashion. Take

advantage at once of this extraor-

dinary opportunity. Don’t delay:

DOUBLE YOUR BOOKING TIME ON
“HIS PEOPLE.”

IF YOU HAVE BOOKED IT

for three days—play it a week. If

you ordinarily play a picture one

week arrange to show this two

weeks. It is a positive crime and

shame to play “His People” in any

good house for less than a week.

There’s a clean-up in it: DOUBLE
YOUR BOOKING TIME ON “HIS

PEOPLE.”

THERE IS NOT A SINGLE
case where “His People” has failed

to make a tremendous hit. It

builds up at every house where it

has played and becomes the talk

of the town. It*s a cinch to gross

record money with it if you get

behind it right. Make sure. Qet

that extra profit: DOUBLE YOUR
BOOKING TIME ON “HIS PEOPLE”
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ookltig Time on

IN ENGLAND THEY ARE
simplymad over it* It is in its tenth

week and turning crowds away*

IT OPENED AT THE PANTAQES
in Toronto, breaking the house record.

Jules Berinstein of the Wm. Berinstein

Theatre, Elmira

,

N. Y., writes: “My
conscience hurts me when I think of the

price I have paid for this picture and

feel I should pay a whole lot more.

Wanting to be fair at all times, I am
happy to enclose my check for 20 per

cent additional. It is the finest picture I

have looked at this year—barring none.”

R. N. REDDIQ OF THE WABASH
Theatre, Los Angeles, says: “This has

broken all records for this house. There

was a line-up practically all evening of

six abreast extending one block. We had

four police officers to keep the crowds

in order. This is the most wonderful

demonstration that we have experienced

in all our years in the show business.

I am booking this picture for another

run in thirty days.”

J. A. CARRIER OF THE STRAND
Theatre, Detroit, wires: “Despite deep

snows slush rain Saturday and Sunday

‘His People’ played to all we could

possibly handle at ouradmission prices.”

AND SO ON-AD INFINITUM*

WHAT BETTER ADVICE—
what truer friends could we prove

ourselves than to urge you to get

in touch with your exchange at

once and DOUBLE YOUR BOOKING
TIME ON “HIS PEOPLE,” The Unh
versal—Harry Pollard Production

with Rudolph Schildkraut,
George Lewis, Blanche Mehaffey,

Virginia Browne Faire and Rose

Rosanova* From the story by
Isidore Bernstein*

FRED MILLER OF THE FIGU-
EROA, Los Angeles, wires: “Unbroken

lines at both entrances until 9.30. A
sensation and predict it will make a

box-office record hard to surpass.”



v shows
I inone
•backed by the
mgest advertising
campaign ever
put behind /

, a special/
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IRENE
cidaptecL from the famous musical comedy triumph

James Montgomery, JLuthor
;
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Joseph McCarthy, Composers

with LLOYD HUGHES
GEORGE K.ARTHUR^CHARLES MURRAY

Dirtded. byAlfred E.GreenJuneMathis

A *3iiat national Picture
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—Quoting Arthur
S. Bailey, Roose-
velt Theatre,
West Coast—
Langley Circuit,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Please accept our congratulations
on your very wonderful subject,

“MEMORY LANE,” which was pre-

viewed at the Roosevelt last night.

Without a doubt, it is one of the
finest pictures we have ever
shown. It held our audience to the

last foot of film and received a big round of

applause as the curtain closed on the final fade-out.

subjects of

Many excellent pictures
have been previewed at the
Roosevelt, but we feel safe

in saying that “MEMORY
LANE” will prove one of

the outstanding feature
the year.

Our patrons were unani-
mous in their praise, many
saying that it was perfect
in both acting and direct-

ing, all of which means
that you are certainly to

be complimented on “MEMORY LANE.”

Louis B. Mayer presents

% totalRStaMproduction.

moru Jjcuie
Ql)ok Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel
cAn original play by John M. Stahl and Beniamin Glaz^r

Cornerman . . . PERCT HILBURNE

A
3iiat national

Picture
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Martin J. Qirigley, Publisher Editor

Contract Agreement Helps Exhibitors to United Front; Credit Given Largely to Seider;

M. P. T. 0. A. Headquarters Receive Many Checks for Dues.

Fabian’s New Ritz Theatre in Elizabeth, N. J., Opens March 8 on Site of Razed “Proc-

tor’s”; New Chain Forming in Kansas City—Henry Trinz of L & T Dies.

Metro Sets Mark with Seven Pictures Playing on Broadway in One Week—Ann Rork
Spurns Social Debut to Appear in Motion Pictures—Barthelmess Signs to Appear

in Eight Productions to Be Made by First National.

Winfield R. Sheehan, Fox General Manager, Goes West to Devote Full Time to Produc-

tion Until Next Season’s Schedule Is Completed—Universal Starts Big Campaign for

“The Flaming Frontier.”

Chadwick and Beck Chosen as Committee to Organize Independent Producers of West;

Projected Association to Avoid Alliances with Other Organizations for Present,

Conferees Agree.

Laemmle on West Coast for Twentieth Anniversary Banquet—Hy Daab Finds Noo Yawk
a Big Town with Lots of People.

Clayton P. Sheehan Heads Fox’s Foreign Department— Intensive Campaign Pre-

cedes F. B. O.’s “When Love Grows Cold,” at Capitol Theatre, Newark, N. J.—Ron-
ald Colman Gets Role of Title Character in Paramount’s “Beau Geste.”
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Editorial

by

Will H. Hays

A 7RITERS who seek the facts about motion pictures,
* v who have a genuine understanding of the effect

of the motion picture upon the mind of all, arrive at

the same conclusion—that the motion picture is a leader

among the great influences for good in our present day
civilization.

If Mr. Quigley will permit, I would like to present in

the space he has alloted to me, a statement from Basil

King, one of our greatest authors—perhaps one of our
greatest philosophers and students of psychology.

Mr. King’s appreciation of motion pictures is of un-

usual importance since it shows the trend of the thought
of our keenest minds today.

“Faith and Success” is Mr. King’s newest book, pub-
lished by Doubleday Page & Co., and in it he points

out that in the vast majority of human beings “the im-

agination has been forced into disuse to a point at

which it has been nearly atrophied. It is that fact which
enables those whom we call the working classes to be so

largely indifferent to beauty, to religion, to literature,

to the greater problems of mankind, and to anything

whatever which partakes of the higher life. I have not

said totally: I have said largely.

“Those who know the narrowness of the life the poor
have lived, up to quite recently, at any rate, know how
blocked and blind is the outlook which to us of the

minority the imagination offers over the world. They
see what is before them and around them, and not

much else. When the mental stock runs low there is

nothing to re-supply it. They are not readers of books,

they do not go to the theatre, they hear no music, they

visit no galleries of pictures. All these recreations are

beyond their leisure, their habits, or their means. They
have never been taught to make use of them. If they

tried they would scarcely know how.
* * *

AND the humbler classes among our own people are

^ but a small portion of those who have been dis-

possessed of the imaginative faculty among the races of

mankind. China, India, Africa teem with them. In

these countries, as in our own, the stimulation of crea-

tive work has been for the relatively few. The masses

have been like a people parched with thirst, but to

whom nature affords no such refreshment as water.

“Far beyond any reckoning of ours this inhibition on

the part of the greater number has delayed our prog-

ress, making all our advance like the lifting of dead

weights.

“It has remained for our own time to do anything

to ameliorate this condition. It will not be a digression

from my theme, it will be directly along the lines of it,

if I say that one invention or discovery, call it what
you will, has done more to rouse the imagination in

those in whom it was suppressed than all that the past

centuries have contributed together. I mean the mo-
tion picture.

“I dare to think that the significance of this new
department in human effort is not yet apparent to the

great majority even of our social thinkers. The fact is

that for the first time in the history of man something

is offered to the simpler people which appeals to them
on principles they can understand. For the first time

they find their famished imaginations roused, stimu-

lated, fed. Those who hitherto have either been denied,

or provided with that which was beyond their capacity,

have now been given something which meets them on
their level; and the response has been outside all pos-

sible calculation.
* * *

“TT is said in Spain that the old Spanish proverb, ‘All

roads lead to the bull ring,’ can now be quoted as,

‘All roads lead to the cinema.’ The same thing is true

all over Europe and America. It is true, not only all

over Europe and America, but all over China, India,

Burmah, Japan, and into the heart of Central Africa.

Wherever a motion picture theatre is opened there you

will find the throngs. The phenomenon is one of the

most remarkable in modern social history, deserving an

attention which has not been accorded it.

“My own explanation can be illustrated by the pic-

ture of the water hole with which the cinema itself has

made us familiar. Where there is a water hole all the

animals come with the single desire to drink. Lions,

zebras, tigers, giraffes, and antelopes seemingly forget

their mutual feuds in the pressure of that which sup-

plies their thirst. So wherever there is a picture the-

atre, in whatever country in the world, those whom our

civilizations have kept mentally parched rush to slake

their need.”

This is a statement that should be read by the whole

world—by those in our industry, that it may stimulate

them to do even finer things; by our friends, that they

may realize that their faith is not misplaced, and by

the handful of persons who do not yet appreciate the

motion picture, that they may understand the influence

for good of this great new art.

(During the absence of Martin J. Quigley
,
who

is abroad, a series of articles for this page is being

written by a group of leaders in various branches

of the motion picture industry.)
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Contract Agreement Helps
Exhibitors to United Front

Credit Given Largely to Seider—M.P.T.O.A. Headquarters

Receive Many Checks for Dues—Honor Roll Is

Big Factor, Says Business Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Enthusiasm over the results of the M. P. T.

O. A. in obtaining a satisfactory Standard Exhibition Contract is already
making itself felt in a substantial manner, and it is confidently expected
that the Los Angeles convention will see a unified exhibitor organization
presenting a solid front, unmarred by insurrections and factional fight.

Much of Credit Given Seider

Much of the credit for the accomplishment in the contract work is being
given to Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the M. P. T. O. A. and
chairman of the contract and arbitration committee, who has put in the
major part of two years in whipping the instrument into such shape that
it is equitable to all concerned.

Gov. Baker Will

Offer New Tax
Measure, Belief
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 23.—Al-
though Governor Baker of Missouri has

been forced by opposition to withdraw
his proposed 10 per cent amusement tax

it is generally believed that he will offer

a revised measure for theatre taxation

with a provision for the money to go to

the state school fund.

The annual convention of the state

organization has been virtually agreed to

be held at Joplin, Mo., early in April.

Exhibitors will be confronted with a

man’s sized job in view of the adverse

legislation being planned for the ses-

sions of the Missouri and Kansas legis-

latures.

Seider in Seaboard
Resort Following His

Collapse at Office
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Joseph M. Sei-

der, business manager of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America, is at

Atlantic City suf-

fering from a ner-

v o u s breakdown
which his physi-

cians ascribe to the

strenuous work he
has been doing for

the past several

months.
Mr. Seider col-

lapsed at his desk
last Wednesday
and was taken to

his home in Brook-
lyn. Fie was or-

dered to take a

complete rest and
,oscph Seider

a course of treat-

ment and it was first planned to take him

to Battle Creek, Mich., for several weeks.

This was vetoed by Mr. Seider and At-

lantic City was substituted for the Michi-

gan health resort. On Saturday Seider

accompanied by his physician went to the

Jersey resort where it is expected he will

remain for a week or two.

N. Y. Solons to Vote on
New Compensation Bill

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 23.—Employes in

motion picture studios in this state who
do not receive more than $25 a day or

more than $100 a week in wages will be

entitled to come under the provisions of

the workmen’s compensation law accord-

ing to a bill introduced last week in the

legislature. A similar bill was defeated

a year ago.

Film Airmen Crash to

Ground,
Both Injured

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—Harry Cran-
dall, stunt aviator, and his passenger, Leo
Shamroy, almost met death when their

plane crashed to the ground at Glendale

airport Friday while making a scene for

a motion picture.

Yeggs Get $600
WICHITA FALLS, TEX., Feb. 23.—

The safe of the Olympic theatre here was
blown by yeggmen and $600 in cash was
stolen last week.

Mr. Seider modestly says

:

“The results should be credited to no
individual. We all worked and whatever
was accomplished was done by exhibitor
organization.”

Many Letters Bring Checks
Many letters received at national head-

quarters contain checks for dues and almost
every sender has something laudable to say
of the hustling business manager.
One of the largest of these recent pay-

ments was made by L. M. Sagal of tbe

Poli Circuit, New Haven, Conn. Mr.
Sagal’s check for $1,040 represents the

total of dues for his own Connecticut the-

atres. In making this payment to national

headquarters the national treasurer writes

:

“I observe that you are doing some won-
derful work. Keep up the pace and I know
that we will all benefit by it.”

In the same mail with Mr. Sagal’s check

came one from the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of Ohio, which brings the

total of that state’s payment to the national

organization up to $1,648.

Mr. Seider is elated over the way the

new system of dues for direct membership
and payment to the national organization

by state units is functioning. Under this

system, an exhibitor can belong to both

his state and the national organization

A Theatre with a Cross

—

A Church with Ticket Gate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—The
Haven Community Church at

Sixty-fifth place and Normandie
avenue was dedicated Sunday as a

combined place of worship and a

motion picture theatre. Six days

a week it will serve as a picture

house and on the seventh as a

church.
Leading Methodist officials of

Los Angeles were present at the

dedication ceremonies. Behind
the pulpit where the young pastor

Rev. Donald Clarey preaches the

gospel is a white screen and in the

rear is a projection booth. A
ticket booth is at one side of the

entrance.
Admissions of 10 and 20 cents

are charged.
It is a theatre with a cross—

a

church with a ticket window. Rev.
Clarey after three years labor in

the community hopes to solve the

problem of furnishing amusement
to his people with his combined
church and motion picture theatre.

without duplicating his dues. This has
been another achievement realized under
the strict business policy observed since the

national organization’s appointment of the

business manager.

Honor Roll Called Incentive

The Honor Roll of state units published
in the Official Bulletin is also considered
by the business manager as another medium
for the stimulating of exhibitors into meet-
ing their material obligations. In the Feb-
ruary 15 issue of the Official Bulletin the

Honor Roll evidenced real co-operation
on the part of individuals. One exhibitor,

I. W. Rodgers of Cairo, 111., owner of sev-

eral small theatres, not only paid dues for

these theatres but donated an additional

10 per cent, giving as his reason to the

business manager

:

“I am paying for them as though they

were 5,000 seats or more, as I know you
will make good use of the money.”
Another illustration of this kind which

the Honor Roll records is the case of J. H.
Cruger, manager of the Gem theatre, Thur-
mont, Md. In tendering his check, Mr.
Cruger writes

:

“This is the first money we have given

for one of the best causes of the industry

and we feel very much ashamed to say this

(the first) but we have been up against it

for several years. At the present time our

business is a little better and we hope we
will be able to pay our dues at the proper

time in the future.”

Clayton Fights Bill

to Fix Commission
as Education Bureau
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 23—The New
York motion picture commission which is

fighting for its existence in legislature will

become the center of another fight to be

staged on the floors of the legislature dur-

ing the next few days. The Hughes re-

organization commission which would con-

solidate about 150 departments and com-
missions into 21, the commission is

scheduled to become a bureau in the state

department of education. This plan is

being fought by Walter F. Clayton of

Brooklyn.
Clayton appeared at the New York bar

association last week in an effort to see

Hughes, and have the commission left a

separate body. Clayton was unsuccessful.

The bills abolishing the commission are in

committee.

Metro Signs Goldbeck
Willis Goldbeck, scenarist for “Mare Nostrum,”

lias been placed under contract by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.
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NEW YORK.—Henry Ginsberg, 1st. pre-

paring to enter the production field, is

considering casting Sir Joseph Ginsberg

(Sir Joseph no kin to Henry, 1st.) in a

prominent role (or roll) in his first pic-

ture. . . . Elmer Pearson, back from a

vacation at Pinehurst, N. C., says the golf-

ing there is good but not all golf there

was good. . . . Lee Marcus of F. B. O.

announces that the month of March is to be

F. B. O.’s own month, and Colmn Brown
is willing to have it that way euen though
both feel sorry for other distributors.

. . . Dale Henshaw, here from the

Coast with his picture “Vanishing Mil-

lions,” says the story is not of a man who
broke into the film industry to make pic-

tures. . . . Ned Marin is on a six

weeks’ Western trip which will take him
to Hollywood and his friends are again
fearful that some director will grab him
for a picture star. . . . Carl Laemmle,
accompanied by his son Carl, left last

week for the Coast. Lou Metzger accom-
panied them as far as Chicago, and Man

-

nie Goldstein started on a vacation. . . .

Bert Moeller, now president of a producing
and distributing company, is back from
Detroit and says his company will exhibit
pictures. . . . Walter Tilford, now a

Florida producer (of pictures) reached New
York last week with a print of a produc-
tion made in Miami. . . . Raoul Walsh
departed last week for Hollywood to be-
gin work on “What Price Glory,” and
hasn’t yet found all the good actors and
actresses he wants for his cast. . . .

Joe Berger, president of the Jazzbo Club,
a P. D. C. social organization, is busy
preparing for the annual ball of the club
and those who know Joe’s ways and means,
dimensions and capacity, are betting it will

be some hall. . . . William Fox do-
nated $25,000 for Jewish Relief, and who
wouldn’t be a picture producer. . . .Ed-
die Hurley who has been among the miss-
ing for some time past, insofar as the
local film and night club guild is concerned,
bobs up on the West Coast as a partner of
Dave Warner in a producing company.
. . . Harry Goldberg who resigned from
Paramount Theatres department on ac-
count of ill health is doing sales exploita-
tion work for Douglas McLean, taking the
job because it keeps him out in the open.
. . .Paul Berger of Metro sales depart-
ment is now an editor, his brain child be-
ing a new house organ called “The Dis-
tributor.” . . . Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld

,

supposed to have been slated to succeed
Nathaniel Finston as general musical di-
rector of Publix Theatres, enters a denial
and says he will soon take a long vacation
in Europe. . . . Will Nigh, eminent di-

rector of and actor in many pictures, leaves
soon for Culver City, having signed a con-
tract to make pictures for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. . . . Adolph Zukor, Jesse
Lasky and Sam Katz have returned from
a two week’s sojourn in the sun baked
shores of Florida. . . . M. H. Hoff-
man, with health pretty fully recovered,
is expected back from the Coast next
week. . . . John C. Flinn who has been
confined to his home with a bad cold is so
far recovered that he is back at his desk
it P. D. C. . . . Fred V. Greene, Jr.,

has joined Max Fleischer at Red Seal as
assistant to the president . . . Harvey
Day who celebrates all holidays observed
Feb. 22 by reading Lincoln’s Gettysburg
address to his son. Spargo.

One of the star bungalows at the Associated Studios, Los Angeles, which
was included in the purchase of P. A. Powers for Associated Exhibitors.

A good view of the Administration Building of the Associated Studios, Los
Angeles, recently acquired for production facilities on the West Coast.

One of the buildings acquired by P. A. Powers recently to house the West
Coast production units. This shows a corner of the Administartion Building

of the Associated Studios.
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Fabian’s New Ritz Theatre
in Elizabeth Opens March 8

Famous “Proctor’s” Playhouse on Site Completely Razed

—

Will Boast Largest Lobby in East—New Chain of

30 Houses Forms in Kansas City

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23—Fabian’s new Ritz theatre, now being erected

on the site of the old Proctor building, Elizabeth, N. J., is rapidly nearing
completion after six months of constant hammering, labor, concentration
and activity by an army of 200 skilled workmen and artisans recruited from
all the metropolitan cities of the East, including Elizabeth. If present
plans materialize and no unlooked for obstruction encountered, the theatre

will be thrown open to the public March 8.

“Proctor’s” Completely Razed
Not a trace or mark of identification remains of the once popular play-

house known to the public of Elizabeth as “Proctor’s.” No sentiment saved
it from being completely demolished and razed so that the land could be
absolutely cleared for the newest P'abian achievement—the Ritz.

Henry Trinz

Henry Trinz of L. & T.

Theatres of Chicago

,

Dies at Hot Springs
Henry Trinz, member of the theatrical

firm of Lubliner and Trinz theatres, Inc.,

died suddenly at Hot Springs, Ark., Feb-

ruary 18.

Mr. Trinz had been in ill health for

some years. He was 66 years old. He
came to America from Austria in 1880.

In association with Harry M. Lubliner

and his brothers Joseph, Samuel and Aaron
Trinz, he established in 1903 the picture

firm which has grown to be one of the

largest circuits in Chicago. Mr. Trinz is

survived by four sons, Edward, Samuel,

Benjamin and Martel; a daughter, Bertha,

all of Chicago, and a daughter, Mrs. Joseph
D. Roderick of Tampa, Fla.

Burkey Takes Case to

Court of Appeals on
Plea Board Is Illegal

( Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb._23.—W. O.

Burkey, manager of the Admiral theatre,

suburban house, has taken a case against

the local Arbitration Board to the court

of appeals upon the advice of counsel that

the by-laws of the board are in violation

of the state law. Several days ago Bur-
key had an arbitration case pending against

him, Paramount being the plaintiff.

It so happened that Burkey had a $15,000

damage suit pending against Moe Levy,

Fox branch manager, and a member of

the board. Burkey challenged the right of

Levy to hear the Paramount case. In the

Jackson County court of appeals it was
contended by Burkey’s counsel that the ar-

bitration board was illegal in that its by-

laws conflicted with state laws pertaining

to the right of the defense to challenge
jurors or persons who sit in a case to be
arbitrated. The arbitration board’s by-

laws provide for no challenges.

Since the case was taken to the court

of appeals the term of Moe Levy on the

board has expired. It probably will be a

week or more before a decision is reached
in the Burkey-Paramount case, which will

set a precedent in the Kansas City terri-

tory.

“Films Only Living Art”
NICE, FRANCE.'—Motion Pictures are the only

living art, it has been declared by Harry Lach-
man, a Chicago painter who is now production
manager of the Rex Ingram studios.

The Ritz theatre, when completed, will

have a seating capacity of 3,000 and the

seats are so arranged that none is too far
from the stage and perfect vision can be
had from each.

The theatre will boast of the largest

lobby in the East, even comparing favor-
ably with the Capitol theatre of New York.
The floor will be entirely of terrazzo mar-
ble, complicated in its pattern but delicate

in its coloring. Other features of the new
theatre are a stage large enough to pro-
duce grand opera

; a four story structure

of sixteen dressing rooms equipped with
every known and modern convenience for
the comfort of stagefolk; a crystal and
wrought iron chandelier weighing a ton;

bronze doors, marble staircases, paneled
damask side walls; a luxurious lounge
forming part of the marble wainscot
foyer; and lavishlv furnished retiring

rooms for men and women leading off

from the mezzanine floor.

The theatre will adhere to a policy of

high class vaudeville and feature photo-

plays. William B. Stein, managing direc-

tor of Fabian’s Regent theatre, Elizabeth,

will officiate in a similar capacity at the

Ritz.

New Chain of 30 Theatres
Forming in Kansas City

Heading the week’s news of theatre

chain activities and further construction is

the announcement from Kansas City that

another chain is being established to com-

Preacher Praises

“Wanderer” to Flock
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 23.

—Dr. Andreas Bard, pastor of the

St. Marks Lutheran church, last

week recommended that his flock

see “The Wanderer,” a Paramount
picture from the story of the prod-
igal son.

“The church welcomes the pre-

sentation on the screen of Biblical

subjects,” said the preacher. “Wag-
ner’s Parsifal is shown to a chosen
few who can afford a journey to

Bayreuth, and the Passion Play
is reserved for wealthy American
tourists, but the motion pictures
open a great avenue of informa-
tion to the common folk who must
stay at home.”

prise 30 combination houses. Archie Joseph-
son heads the syndicate, which already has
under control the Gillham, Penn Valley
and Lincoln theatres in Kansas City, the

Mainstreet in Lexington, Mo., and the

Grand in Mexico, Mo. Last week a 3-

story building in Pittsburg, Kan., was
placed under option to be rebuilt as a large

theatre. Locations also have been selected

in Trenton and Clinton, Mo. The business
will operate as the Josephson Amusement
Company and the Josephson-Finklestein
Circuit. Archie Josephson is president.

The new Butterfield theatre in Owosso,
Mich., opens late this month, while the ex-
pansion of the string of theatres owned by
George Koppin has necessitated the taking
over of the entire third floor of the Penin-
sular State Bank building in Detroit for
offices of the Koppin enterprises, which
last week added the Catherine and Lasky
theatres.

A deal has been closed for erection of
a new $750,000 theatre in Oshkosh, Wis.,
for the Fischer Paramount circuit. It will

seat 3,000. On the other hand, realty
dealers at Des Moines, Iowa, say they be-
lieve the $700,000 theatre project announced
last October by Alexander Frank of
Waterloo will not be consummated. Real-
tors say negotiations for three downtown
sites failed.

Committee Agrees
to 75c Exemption
for M. P. Tickets

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Feb. 23.—The
conference committee in considering the
tax bill February 19 agreed to restore
the admission tax and to increase exemp-
tions for motion picture theatres to 75

cents.

The bill now goes back to the senate
and house for a vote.

Previously the bill had been pre-

pared by the senate finance committee
which voted a 75 cents exemption.

Barrymore Aid to U. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—Bennie Zied-

man, former production official at Warner
Brothers, will produce for United Artists.

Ziedman had charge of the John Barrymore
productions at Warner’s studio.
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“The Music Master,” “The Auctioneer,”
“The Return of Peter Grimm” and other
Belasco plays, “Seventh Heaven,” the John
Golden unit production, the several plays
purchased from Sam H. Harris, the Sel-
wyns, “Is Zat So,” “One Increasing Pur-
pose,” A. S. M. Hutchinson’s latest novel,
which is claimed to be greater than his “If
Winter Comes,” and upwards of thirty
other productions. He plans to have pro-
duction activities at their peak by the time
the annual Fox convention is held in Los
Angeles in April.

WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN
Vice-president and general manager of Fox Film Corporation.

Sheehan Goes West to Devote
Full Time to Production

Fox General Manager Temporarily Drops Supervision Over Other

Departments Until Next Season s Product Is Completed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and
general manager of Fox Film Corporation, will devote his future
time exclusively to production activities after he arrives at the

Fox studios in Hollywood. Mr. Sheehan started back for the West Coast
last Saturday after a stay of five weeks at the home office, to which he
came from Los Angeles where he had been for four months.

M R. SHEEHAN relinquishes supervi-
sion temporarily over the other de-

partments to which he had directed his at-

tention for the past ten years, during which
time he organized the extensive chain of
branch office exchanges in the principal

cities of the United States and Canada and
in thirty-seven foreign countries and estab-

lished one of the largest distribution organi-
zations in the world.

Having mapped out the most ambitious
program in the history of Fox Films, due

to the purchase of the greatest number of
outstanding stage successes and works of
fiction ever obtained for one season’s screen
production, the engaging of several new and
highly successful directors and the placing
under long and short term contracts of
several noted artists, Mr. Sheehan will re-

main at the Fox studios until the comple-
tion of next season’s product.

He will immediately proceed with the
casting of “What Price Glory,” and the

assignment of directors and players in

Supple Quits as Pathe
Publicity Manager to

Join Advertising Firm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Ed Supple,
who recently resigned as publicity man-
ager of Pathe Exchange, has become as-
sociated with the Whitman Advertiser’s
Service, Inc., 1182 Broadway, New York.
The Whitman agency has been estab-
lished sixteen years and conducts the
consumer and trade advertising of im-
portant national enterprises in several
merchandising fields.

Prior to his connection with Pathe,
Supple was assistant managing editor of
Motion Picture News, on the editorial
staff of which he served for over four
years. He joined Pathe in 1923. During
the period of consolidation of Pathe and
Associated Exhibitors’ departmental ac-
tivities, Supple conducted the national
publicity affairs of Associated Exhibitors
in addition to those of Pathe, and at
the time of his resignation from the lat-

ter company was also in charge of the
publicity work for Pathex, Inc., the
Pathe subsidiary distributing the Pathex
camera and projector in America.

He expects to start work shortly on
plans for national motion picture ad-
vertising.

Hays Requests Health
Survey to Determine
Hollywood Conditions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Will H. Hays,
president of the M. P. P. D. A., has re-

quested that a general survey of health con-
ditions in the motion picture industry shall

be made by Dr. Lee K. Frankel in Holly-
wood. Dr. Frankel conducted a similar in-

vestigation for Hays in the Post Office
department when the latter was in charge
under President Harding.

Bandits Loot Theatre
at End of Performance

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, Feb. 23.—While hundreds
passed through the lobby of the Tuxedo
theatre in Highland Park at 10 p. m. Sun-
day two bandits broke the rear windows of
the office and, after covering the assistant
manager, Louis Mitchell, with a revolver,
forced him to give up in receipts slightly
less than $1,000.

Radio Provides Ad
Hookup for Simonds

AKRON, O., Feb. 23.—Manager Simonds
of the Allen theatre has connected his
auditorium and a local broadcasting sta-
tion by a wire which enables him to broad-
cast each evening the program the Allen
will offer during the coming few days.
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HEREWITH we present a copy of Canon William
Sheafe Chase’s “Motion Picture Score Card.”

This extraordinary questionnaire is a device invented
by the famous reformer for the purpose of dissecting,

dismembering and laving in the vitals of a question-

able motion picture. But it is not intended for ques-

tionable pictures alone; his adherents are urged to

employ the questionnaire in making reports on all

motion pictures viewed.
This questionnaire is entitled to become a prom-

inent exhibit in the censorship chamber of horrors.

The fanaticism which has inspired it may be real-

ized when it is noted that in advance of judgment
Canon Chase’s reviewer’s mind is muddied with every

possible obscene, salacious and horrible suggestion

as brought out by the questions that are to be an-

swered. The entire range of sin and crime is dangled
before the reviewer’s eyes and in this filthy atmos-
phere the reviewer is expected to look upon such a

human document as a motion picture and render a

sane verdict!

It is a preposterous and abnormal device. It re-

flects the creed of the witch-burner, but it is more
revolting because it exists today in the enlightened
era of the Twentieth Century in America.

At the recent censorship meeting in Chicago Canon
Chase said:

“I want to call your attention to our score card,

copies of which may be found at the desk. I recall

seeing one picture which I didn’t think was so bad.

But then I took my score card and started checking
up. It’s surprising the number of evil things I found
in the picture that way.”

We invite the attention of the trade to this ques-

tionnaire because of the light it sheds on the mental
attitude of the fanatical reformer of which Canon
Chase is a type. It shows that the latrines of human
life have a greater attraction and fascination for them
than life itself. It shows that their search for evil

is so zealous that their minds will create an evil as-

pect to whatever they may see, whether it exists or

not. It shows that they possess and live by a code

which is at variance with that of any normal think-

ing person.

It shows that there can be no compromise with

them in the fight for tolerance.

It shows that the asylums of the land should either

make room for them or for the rest of the people.

—Martin J. Quigley.
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“The Flaming Frontier," Universal picture of the West, will have its world premiere in April at B. S. Moss’ Colony
theatre, New York. Hoot Gibson is the express rider, Dustin Farnum is cast as General Custer, and Anne Cornwall and
Kathleen Key play an ingenue and a vampire of the ’70s.

Universal Starts Big Campaign
for “The Flaming Frontier”

Huge Electric Sign Will Spread Across Front of Colony, New York

,

During Run Opening Early in April
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, Feb. 23.—A nation wide exploitation campaign of un-
usual proportions has already been started by Universal Pictures
Corporation on “The Flaming Frontier,” the great epic of the

West, which will make its world debut at B. S. Moss’ Colony theatre the
early part of April. Nat Rothstein has charge of the exploitation for

“The Flaming Frontier.”

A N electric sign of gigantic' proportions
will grace the entire front of the

Colony theatre during the run of the pic-

ture ; a sign said to be one of the largest

of its kind in the United States. Plans
are afoot for an unusually brilliant open-
ing night, and it is expected the premiere
will be one of the notable events of the
season.

Romantic Historical Drama
Universal officials are convinced the big-

ness of the production merits an exploita-

tion campaign of this calibre. “The Flam-
ing Frontier” has been pronounced by lead-

ing educators who have previewed the film

as the greatest epic of the West that has
yet reached the screen, says the Universal
home office.

The story is a romantic historical drama,
produced with a fidelity to detail rarely

equaled in picture making, and climaxing
in the world-famed Battle of Little Big
Horn, popularly known as Custer’s Last
Stand. The picture will be released on the

50th anniversary of Custer’s Last Stand.
The action of the picture takes place at

West Point and in the West, in 1876, and
concerns a young pony express rider who
obtains an appointment to West Point, but
who is forced to leave the Academy as a

result of a political intrigue stirred up by
enemies of General Custer, the young ex-
press rider’s friend. The boy returns West,
and joins Custer as a Scout.

Hoot Gibson as Scout
An unusually brilliant cast has been as-

sembled. The young express rider is played
by Hoot Gibson, Universal Western star

and one of the most daring horsemen on
the screen. Dustin Farnum portrays the

role of the ill-fated and courageous General
Custer, while Anne Cornwall and Kathleen
Key play an ingenue and a vampire of the

70’s. Others are Ward Crane, Walter
Rodgers, Eddie Gribbon, Harry Todd, Har-
old Goodwin, Charles K. French and Wil-
liam Steele. Historical Indian figures in-

clude the Sioux leader, Sitting Bull, played
by Noble Johnson, and Chief-Rain-In-The-
Face by Joe Bonomo.
The story was written by Edward Sedg-

wick, director of the picture, after months

of research and study of the history and
customs of the period. It was adapted to

the screen by Edward J. Montagne and
Charles Kenyon, and photographed by
Virgil Miller.

Overbought, Cameraman

,

in British National Post
NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—R. Field Over-

baugh, the cameraman, has signed a long
term contract as photographic supervisor

of the new studios

now being erected

by British Na-
tional Pictures,

Ltd., at Elstree,

near London.
Mr. Overbaugh,

who is responsible

for the photo-
graphic beauty of

Herbert Wilcox’s
“Nell G w y n,”

which was pro-

duced in London,
has to his credit

also such produc-
t i o n s as “The
White Sister” and

“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.” He has done

most of the Barthelmess pictures, and
spent three years with Famous Players,

his career having started in 1910. He sails

this month to arrive in time to supervise

the plans for the laboratories at the studios,

which are to have the best and most mod-

R. Field Overbaugh

era equipment possible.

18 Pathe Men Sign to

Try Out for Bowlers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Pathe aspires to

the winning place in the bowling tourna-

ment which is to include seven distributing

and producing companies here, according

to a statement of L. S. Diamond, manager
of the sales statistical department, in which

he said eighteen Pathe men have already

signed to try for the team.

Gores, F-N Group

Buying Control of

West Coast, Inc.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—It is expected

that within a few days final papers will be

signed which will give control of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., to the Gore brothers

and a group of First National franchise

holders. Negotiations have been underway
here for the past two weeks and among
the active bidders for control was William
Fox, who several months ago obtained large

holdings in the company.

The deal was set for last Friday when
Sol Lesser’s 30 per cent ownership was
sold to the Hoyt syndicate for a price not

made public. The Hoyt syndicate was
formed by Hayden Stone & Co. of Boston
and a group of First National franchise

holders, including Richard A. Rowland,
Robert Lieber, Moe Mark, Gore brothers

and several others.

West Coast Theatres owns and controls

169 theatres; combined holdings of Sol

Lesser and the Gore brothers amounted to

60 per cent. It is understood the Fox
proposition approximated 40 per cent.

“Hays Group Leads in

War on Fire Hazards”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—The Hays or-

ganization is now the leading trade or-

ganization of the country in point of its

efficiency in supervising fire hazards to be

found in the industry, according to an edi-

torial comment of “Fire Protection,”

America’s leading fire prevention magazine.

Nast Named Judge in

F. N. Radio Contest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Following the

withdrawal of Mayor James J. Walker
as a tentative judge in the radio con-

test for the exploitation of “Irene,” First

National film, Conde Nast has agreed to

act as a judge in his place.

Warners to Keep Star
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—Patsy Ruth
Miller yesterday renewed her contract with

Warner Brothers, at a substantial increase

in salary.
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Re-Takes

HURRAH for Michael Arlen! He has

written a better description of Holly-

wood than Fannie Hurst or any of

her predecessors and he wasn’t here half

as long.
* *

Well, the old dress suit got an airing last

week. There were three openings one

night, several previews and the Camera-
men’s Ball.

sjc # jfc

“The Sea Beast” drew a big crowd at

the Figueroa (don’t you just love that

name) with seats selling at five smackers

apiece. Verne Buck and his peppy band
and Jack Partington’s “flying” stage got a

good play at the Metropolitan theatre and
“Torrent” drew quite a crowd at Loew’s
State. So all together it was a Big Friday

nite.
* * *

Fritz Tidden and Pete Smith, represent-

ing M-G-M, invited everyone who owned
a dinner coat to see “The Devil’s Circus”

and break bread with them at the Writers
Club. The meal was good and the picture

was great. All I got to say is if “Benj”
Christiansen can make more pictures like

this one, we need him in America.
* * *

And the Cinematographer’s Ball was a

wow! There’s a fine bunch of boys. The
public doesn’t half appreciate them, because
they don’t know what an important part

they play in making pictures.
* * *

Absolutely

I see over in England they’ve discovered
a ghost that rides horse back. The ghost
that walks once a week is the only one
that interests us.

* * *

Phony Stuff

“Every orange in the land is crying for
its gin,” says a Los Angeles paper. Yes,

and a lot of ’em get alcoholrub instead.

Speaking of Gin the joke we like best,

and the one that seems to be worked to

death these days is this one: “I see your
bootlegger got arrested yesterday,” “What
for?”

* * *

Speaking of bootleggers, we never could
understand why they always go to Tia-
Juana for a vacation?

* * *

Proper Time
I notice the furriers have gone on strike

in New York. They pick out good weather
to strike. At least everyone will give them
a thought now and they wouldn’t in July.

A New Angle
The English newspapers are not so slow.

When they found that it was no longer
news to report the Prince of Wales falling

off his horse, they changed it. They had
the horse drop dead.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“Mr. Exhibitor did you read every word

of the new Uniform contract?”
ifc ^

Then came evening— R.M.

Two Kyne Stories Now
Being Filmed by Fox

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—Two stories

written by Peter B. Kyne are now being
produced by Fox Film Corporation,
“Rustling for Cupid,” and “The Shamrock
Handicap.” Tohn Ford directs the latter.

Chadwick, Beck to Organize
Independent West Producers

Name Committee at Preliminary Session—Projected Body to

Avoid Alliances at Present, Conferees Agree—Beetson

Speaks—Plan Called Protective Measure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—I. E. Chadwick and Arthur F. Beck will act

as a committee to organize the independent motion picture producers
operating on the West Coast. The first steps were taken at a meeting
held February 17 for the formation of an association to deal in a collective

manner with the issues and problems peculiar to their particular activities

in the industry.

Independent Producers Attend

Those who attended the meeting were Flarry Cohen, Columbia Pictures
Corporation; Arthur F. Beck of Arthur F. Beck Productions; Sam Bischoff
of the California Studios; George Blaisdell of the Rayart Pictures Cor-
poration; Morris Schlank of Anchor Films Distributors, Inc.; Jesse J.
Goldburg of Bob Custer Productions

; Sierra Pictures Corporation, and
I. E. Chadwick of Chadwick Pictures Corporation.

The meeting, which was called by I. E.
Chadwick, president ' of the Independent
Motion Picture Producers’ Association of
New York, and of the film producing or-
ganization bearing his name, was held at

6912 Hollywood boulevard. Fred W.
Beetson, executive secretary of the Asso-
ciation of Motion Picture Producers, ad-
dressed the meeting on the desirability of
there being some point of contact between
the association represented by him and
the independent producers for the dissemi-
nation of information bearing upon the

industry’s relation to the public and other
noncompetitive and noncommercial sub-
jects.

Collateral Body Proposed
Following Mr. Beetson’s talk the pro-

ducers went into executive session, at

which there was presented for their con-
sideration a suggestion received from the

Independent Producers’ Association of

New York for the organization of a col-

lateral body on the West Coast. A gen-
eral discussion revealed the fact that it

was the sense of the gathering that since

the problems of the producers in Holly-
wood were essentially pertinent to them,
the projected organization will not ally

itself with any other body for the present,

at least.

Producers attending the meeting made it

plain that the organization of the inde-

pendent film manufacturers was not to be

construed as a declaration of war against

any faction within the business, but merely
as a protective measure for common ac-

tion on matters affecting their mutual in-

terests.

Other organizations that will be invited

to ally themselves with the new association

at its formal organization, to be held

March 1, include Banner Productions, John
Ince Productions, Charles Hutchison Pro-
ductions, H. J. Brown Productions, Lariat

Productions, Action Pictures Corporation,

Filmcraft Productions, Maloford Produc-
tions, Renaud Hoffman Productions, Rich-

ard Talmadge Productions, Phil Goldstone
Productions, Rex Thorpe Productions, Joe
Rock Productions, Great Western Produc-
tions, Ben Wilson Productions and Van
Pelt Productions.

California Studio Buying
Marks Columbia Expansion
NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Purchase of the

California studios on Gower street near

Sunset boulevard in Hollywood, announced
by the executives of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, involves the studios grounds,

comprising eight acres with a 350-foot

frontage on Gower street; three stages, ad-

ministration buildings and various produc-
ing equipment. The studio is the largest

independent plant on the West Coast and
one of the most centrally located in Holly-
wood.
More than $250,000 will be spent for im-

provements on the property. A modern
stage measuring 150x270 feet will be erect-

ed and additional equipment will be in-

stalled, making the plant one of the most
modern and complete in the West. The
studio will be known as Columbia Pic-
tures Studio. The company’s production
activities were formerly housed in the
Clune Studios, also in Hollywood, under
the name of Waldorf Productions.
With the move to the new studios all

production activities will be conducted un-
der the Columbia name and all pictures for
the coming season will be under that
brand.
The purchase of the studio in Holly-

wood is in keeping with the growth of the
organization plans. Harry Cohn, vice-
president of the company, who is in

charge of production, is building up his
staff of directors and players, many of
whom are being put under contract.

For the 1926-27 season the Columbia
output will be greatly increased. Story ma-
terial for the coming productions is being
acquired with three angles in mind. Plays,
songs, books and one or two original

stories will constitute the new season’s
list and each is being acquired to permit
the greatest latitude from a production
angle as well as for its advertising, exploi-
tation and money making value to exhibi-
tors so that 1926-27 will decidedly be a
Columbia year.

Employees Honor Wells
on 25th Anniversary

of Entry in Norfolk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NORFOLK, VA., Feb. 23.—Employes
of the Wells Amusement interests which
controls a big chain of theatres in the
South presented Otto Wells, general
manager, with a silver loving cup. L. J.

Le Faucheur, oldest employe, made the
presentation. The honor was in com-
memoration of the 25th anniversary of
his arrival in Norfolk to operate a

theatre on a small scale.

Russell to Go Abroad
William Russell who has just recovered from an

operation is preparing for an early start to Europe
to star in a picture to be made for the Con-
cordia Film Company of Paris.
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Laemmle on West Coast for
20th Anniversary Banquet

Chadwick Aivards Contracts for Studios—Ethel Clayton Joins Roach
Cast—Pro-Dis-Co Answers Ayres’ Suit

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures Corporation, arrived Wednesday to celebrate Universal’s
20th anniversary. He was accompanied by his son, Carl, Jr., and

Andre Mattoni, press-agented as “Europe’s Blonde Valentino.’’ E. A.
DuPont, noted European director, also accompanied Laemmle.

HARRY ZEHNER, assistant general
manager at Universal City, and

other employes, together with Herb Wie-
doft’s band, met the incoming party.
Mr. Laemmle is staying at the Ambas-
sador, where it is planned to hold a
banquet February 26. More than 400
guests are expected to be present to pay
tribute to the veteran producer.

* * *

Says Star Is Too Fat

The Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion has filed an answer to the suit re-

cently instituted by Agnes Ayres, cinema
star, for breach of contract, claiming
$93,000 damages. The company in its

answer charged that Miss Ayres “al-

lowed herself to become fat,” and in this

way they aver “she was supposed to

have lost her physical charm and facial

beauty.”
* * *

Chadwick Lets Contracts

I. E. Chadwick, president of the In-
dependent Motion Pictures Producers Cor-
poration, and himself an independent
producer who recently transferred his

producing activities from New York to

Hollywood, has awarded contracts for the

enlargement of his studios. The administra-
tion building will be rebuilt and a two-story
building will be erected. The first floor

of the administration building will be
occupied by stores.

* * *

Jobyna Ralston has been lent by the
Harold Lloyd Corporation to M. C.

Levee to appear in “Molasses,” a special

production Levee
is making for

First National.
Miss Ralston has
been leading lady
for Harold Lloyd
for three years,

and this is the
first time she has
ever been
“farmed out” to
another com-
pany. She will

return to the

Lloyd organiza-
tion on the com-
pletion of “Mo- lasses.”

A1 Santell whose recent directorial

work has attracted wide-spread attention

within the industry has been engaged by
Levee to direct “Molasses.” Along with

Miss Ralston, the cast of the Levee special

will comprise some of the screen’s most
popular players, including George Sid-

ney, Charlie Murray, Vera Gordon, Jack
Midhall, and Aggie Herring. Arthur
Edeson is to turn the camera crank on
“Molasses.”

* * *

Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, mother of

Mary Pickford, was operated on at the
Osteopathic Hospital last Wednesday
and is now on the road to recovery.

* * *

Samuel Bischoff, president of Cali-

fornia Studios, his wife, Harriet Bischoff,

Morris Schlank, independent producer,
and his wife, and Mrs. Samuel Rudolph,
suffered cuts and bruises when an auto-
mobile, driven by Bischoff, was struck
by a Pacific Electric train on Santa
Monica Boulevard Sunday, February 14.

* * *

Frederick Peters, comedian, has
brought suit against United Studios, Inc.,

for $102,000 for injuries said to have
been received when he was run over by
a tractor.

* * *

Jane Thomas, a motion picture actress,

has recovered $6,800 damages against
Clifford Elfelt, former producer who is

now in Europe. Miss Thomas stated
she was engaged by Elfelt who left for
Europe and failed to pay her.

* * *

Gets Studio Contract for F. N.

The Austin Company of California has
been awarded the contract for the erec-
tion of 40 new studio buildings for First
National on the new Burbank site. The
buildings, according to contract, will cost
$70,000. Stars will be assigned patio
bungalows and feature players will have
quarters in regular duplex studio homes.
Eight large stages will house all pro-
duction operatives. A large wardrobe
and property building, as well as 100
dressing rooms for extras, will be part
of the equipment.

* * *

Jack Warner, Mack Sennett, John
Waldron, Sennett’s general manager
in charge of production, and many
W arner Brothers stars went to San
Francisco Friday to attend the open-
ing of the new Pantages theatre which
took place Saturday night. Chief
Electrician, Frank Murphy with one
of Warner Brothers’ largest generators
and a portable broadcasting outfit,

left Wednesday to make ready for the

opening. “Oh, What a Nurse!” opens
the neiv theatre.

j{c i|»

The report that Hal Roach was to

break with Pathe and sign a new leasing
contract with Famous Players-Lasky
was denied last week.

* * *

The Writer’s Club will present four
one-act plays February 26-27 at their

Sunset Boulevard theatre. The playlets

will be: “Don’t Be Yourself,” “The
Boor,” “Amends,” and “Phipps.”

ijc s{:

Lewis H. Moomaw, producer director,

who recently completed “Flames” at

Portland, Ore., plans to make his next
production in Hollywood. His program
calls for an estimated outlay of $1,500,-

000. The Portland Studios will be con-
ducted under a prominent director soon
to be named.

* * *

Washington’s Birthday witnessed the
opening of the Belmont theatre.

* * *

A shower of openings descended on
Los Angeles Friday night. The Metro-
politan announced a change of policy on

that date and opened with Verne Buck,
and a new magic stage. Loew s State
had a number of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
stars present for the opening of “Ibanez’
Torrent.” Out at the Figueroa, Warner
Brothers held its Western premiere of

“The Sea Beast.” There was great
rivalry to get the greatest attendance.
Frank L. Newman of the Metropolitan

announced that hereafter the weekly
programs will begin on Friday instead
of Saturday. This will give presenta-
tion acts closing at this house on Thurs-
day night an opportunity to jump to

San Francisco and open there on Sat-
urday.

* * *

Ernst Lubitsch’s brilliant picture

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” has been held
over for the fourth week at the Forum
theatre. The Warner Brothers offering
has piled up attendance figures at this

popular neighborhood house far beyond
expectations of the management. “Tum-
bleweeds” will be the next attraction at

the Forum.
* * *

Alice Joyce arrived in Hollywood Sat-

urday and will have one of the leading
roles in “Beau Geste,” Paramount pro-

duction.
* * *

S. R. Bray, head of Bray Productions,
and L. S. Darmour, vicepresident Stand-
ard Cinema Corporation, arrived last

week for a conference with Joe Rock.
Paul J. Mooney, formerly with Produc-
ers Distributing Corp., is also in town
lining up new product for a newly
formed company.

* * *

John H. Kunsky of Detroit is regis-

tered at the Biltmore Hotel, and expects

to spend a month on the Coast.

* * *

Eddie Carrier and Metro’s “trackless

train” left Thursday for New Orleans.
* * *

E. W. Hammons, president Educa-
tional Exchanges, expects to remain in

Hollywood several weeks.

Four Theatre Heads
Shifted This Month

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 23.—February has
been moving day for motion picture theatre

managers.
Ed Hass, manager of the Strand theatre in

Minneapolis, has become manager of the new
State theatre in Eau Claire, Wis. Hass has been
succeeded at the Strand by Bill Houck, former
manager of the Garrick. A1 Kavool, for two
years house manager of the State theatre, Min-
neapolis’ largest motion picture house, has been
promoted to manager of the Loring theatre. Cliff

Daigler, former manager of the Loring, has been
transferred to Eveleth, Minn., to manage the

Regent and Rex theatres.

White Ribbons Flay
“Immorality” in Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, Feb. 23.—Censor in-

fluence was again felt here last week when
at the W. C. T. U. meeting members de-

nounced officials, charging they had permit-

ted immoral plays and pictures to be shown
in the local houses. A committee was
named to investigate.

“Irene” Reported Big
Success in 3 Cities

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—It was reported
today that Colleen Moore’s latest produc-
tion, “Irene,” has broken records in its

prerelease showings at Adams theatre, De-
troit, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, and
the Strand, Hartford.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald by

the Camera
Issue of February 27

Blanche Sweet was taken ill with
pneumonia last week and is confined
at the home of her husband, Mar-
shall Neilan. She is a First National
star.

Cecil B. DeMille, Pro-Dis-Co producer,
with Marie Prevost. DeMille announced
last week that he will attend the exhib-
itors convention June 1-5 acting as

head waiter and his stars will be
waitresses.

The South American “Snifpouf”
plays an important part in the War-
ner picture “The Love Toy.” It is

shown on the shoulder of Myrna Loy
who is featured in the film.

June Marlowe is in a prominent role
in support of Jean Hersholt in the
Universal-Jewel, “The Old Soak,”
which is directed by Edward Sloman.
Production began a few days ago.

George Sidney was caught here in a
character pose with Charlie Murray,
right. Sidney is Cohen and Murray is

Kelly in Universal’s “The Cohens and
Kellys” from “Two Blocks Away.”

Gil Pratt, director of Pathe-Sennett
comedies, is engaged in the produc-
ing of “The Smith Family” series in

which Ruth Hyatt is featured. The
series is added short product.
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Andre Mattoni, Germany’s “blond
Valentino,” formerly seen in UFA pic-

tures, returned with Carl Laemmle to

America to begin on a Universal con-
tract. On their stop in Chicago Febru-
ary 13 both Laemmle and Mattoni
broadcast from Station KYW.

Two Decades
in the Motion

Picture Industry

Carl Laemmle is shown at right, stand-
ing. Beside him is Will Hays, presi-

dent of M. P. P. D. A. A. This is

Laemmle’s table at the anniversary din-
ner. At his other side is Rosabelle
Laemmle, his daughter. Beside Mr.
Hays is Abe Stern and Mrs. Stern.

Universal employes held a monstrous demonstration and testimonial dinner for their “grand old man,” Carl Laemmle, at the
Hotel Commodore as the first activity in the celebration of his anniversary in the industry, February 6. His film achieve-
ments began in February 26, 1906, when he opened his first theatre in Chicago. That event was celebrated this week by him
in Los Angeles. Within a few months after the opening of that theatre, called the Little White Front theatre, the business
had been so prosperous that he was operating four houses. Difficulties in getting film caused him to open his own exchange
soon after that. Then difficulties in getting film for distribution caused him to begin production.
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“The Industry points with pride” The photo was taken at the arrival

of the Wampas stars at the presentation of “The Big Parade,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer film, in Grauman’s Egyptian theatre. L. to r. Fay
Wray, Sally Long, Mary Brian, Mary Astor, Sally O’ Neill, Joyce Comp-
ton, and Dolores Del Rio.

Dorothy Havmeyer, New York society de-

butante, impersonated Priscilla Dean, Pro-Dis-

Co star, at the motion picture carnival at the

Plaza hotel in New York City a few days ago.

She received especial mention.

Nancy Glave, one of the year’s prettiest social

debutantes impersonated Syd Chaplin as

“Charley’s Aunt” at the fashionable motion

picture carnival at the Plaza hotel. She was
awarded second place.

Left: The people in production whom few see

are the comedy scenarists or “gag” men. This

group functions for Christie Studios. Left to

right: Frank Roland Conklin, F. McGrew
Willis, Norman McLeod, Sig Hersig, Hank
Mann.
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Left, above: Louis B. Mayer entertained editorial high hats

when Arthur Brisbane, left, and Ray Long, right, of the

Hearst publications visited the Metro studios. Right: Mayer,
and his stars were hosts to the Bar. Left to right, from
Mayer, Claire Windsor, Charles Whitman, former governor
of New York, Eleanor Boardman, and Senatjw Chester. I.

Lorg of Kansas, president of the association.

A chance shot of the “Monte Carlo” company on a set at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. It is a realistic still taken of a group at work on production. Christie

Cabanne, director is seated in the chair. Zasu Pitts stands before the camera doing

her “stuff.” The cast is headed by Lew Cody and Gertrude Olmsted. Incidentally

Miss Olmsted left for the East last week, announcing her engagement to Robert Z.

Leonard, director, just before leaving.

Walter Hiers gets a few pointers

on the new Studio Section of the

“Herald.” Right is “H. E. N.” of

the staff. Hiers, Educational-

Christie comedian was in Chicago
February 13.
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Mary Louis Miller

played an important
role in “The Night
Cry,” a new Warner
Brothers production
with Rin-Tin-Tin.

Rough Riders gathered at Phoenix, Ariz., to welcome Hermann Hage-
dom, Roosevelt’s biographer, who is seeking material for the

Roosevelt film to be made for Paramount. Left to right: J. H. Tait,

G. A. Tod, Col. C. P. Crouin, J. H. McClintock, J. E. Thompson,
Hermann Hagedom, George Truman, Capt. J. L. B. Alexander and
Rollie Little. The film will be called “The Rough Riders.”

This horse has been
bought by Anna Q.
Nilsson. She rode it

in scenes for First

National’s “Her Sec-
ond Chance.”

Francis Lee appears opposite Bobby
Vernon in his latest Educational-
Christie release, “Page Me.” The pic-

ture will be released February 28. It

is directed by William Watson.

Elenore Meherin writes understand-
ing^ about children perhaps be-

cause of her own experiences with
her family in “Sandy” her story by
Fox.

Marion Nixon in a tableaux for

Washington’s Birthday which inciden-

tally is celebrated near the 20th anni-
versary of Carl Laemmle in the
industry. She is a Universal player.

Lois Moran, 16, has ar-

rived in Los Angeles to

play a leading role in

Famous Players’ “Pad-
locked.”

Standing, left to right: P. C. Schram, prominent exhibitor from
Kalamazoo, Mich., Henry Walthall, Ray June, cameraman,
Renaud Haufman, director. Sitting: Florence Schram, daughter

of the exhibitor, Marguerite de La Motte, Mrs. P. C. Schram.
Photographed at set during shooting of P. D. C. picture.

Claire Windsor’s recent
release for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer is “Dance
Madness,” in which she
appears with Nagel.
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Hy Daab Finds Noo Yawk a Big
Town with Lots of People

F. B. O.’s New Advertising Head Feted Upon Arrival—Smith Expands
A. E. Selling Staff—Supple Leaves Pathe—Bunn Joins Warner

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Hy Daab has hit New York and says the old

place comes up to all the advance billing. He says he hasn’t seen
it all yet, but what he has seen looks pretty big and he is willing

to believe that it is a town of some dimensions where several people
congregate during the course of the week. Broadway crowds on a

matinee afternoon reminds him of court day in a Kentucky county seat.

T-JY, be it known to those few in the in-

dustry who don’t know, is one of the

most popular publicists in the film indus-
try—although he may object to being called

a publicist. Publicists usually carry en-
graved cards and meet people “by appoint-
ment only” which differentiates them from
from press agents, publicity men and ad-
vertising directors. Any one of the latter

three designations probably fit the genial

Hy better.

For the past five years Hy has been deal-

ing publicity from the top, bottom and
middle out at the F. B. O. West Coast
studios. A recent shift caused by Nat
Rothstein going over to Universal brought
about the transfer of Hy to the home of-
fices in the capacity of advertising man-
ager. He arrived on the new job last

Wednesday.

Hy Gets Clocks But Does Not Punch It

One of the first things which greeted Hy
as he entered his new office was a hand-
some desk clock, a gift from his many
friends in the New York office. It was
with some trepidation that Hy made in-

quiries as to the source of the gift. He
may have feared that it was donated by the
bosses and carried with it somewhat of a
hint.

On Friday night, the F. B. O. office gang
took Hy out and gave him a “bang up
feed” in celebration of his arrival. Hy
said he wasn’t very hungry, having eaten
since arriving, but he enjoyed the food and
what went with it.

* * *

McConnell Buys Into Review

Fred J. McConnell, erstwhile newspaper
man in Chicago, Cleveland and other for-
eign seaports, and later prominent in the
sales departments of a number of film com-
panies, has returned to his first love and is

now a publisher. Last week Mr. McCon-
nell purchased a substantial interest in the
Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation,
and yesterday took charge of the office of
publisher of Exhibitors Daily Review and
Exhibitors Review.

Coincidental with the advent of Mr. Mc-
Connell, Willard C. Howe who has been
editor of the publications for the past
couple of years resigned to make new con-
nections the nature of which he has not yet
announced.

Mr. McConnell’s most recent connection
with the industry was with Universal
where he was manager of the short subject
department. Prior to his connection with
Universal he was at one time general man-
ager of Associated Exhibitors.

Hs H1 H1

Smith Engages Weiner

Eddie Smith, general sales manager of
Associated Exhibitors, is a busy man these
days strengthening the selling line-up of
his company and it’s a poor week that
doesn’t see him connecting some good man
with the sales force. His latest acquisition
is H. E. Weiner, one of the ablest salesmen

in the business, who last week was appoint-

ed manager of the Philadelphia branch.
Mr. Weiner formerly was in turn, con-
nected with Universal and with Warners
and has an unusually large circle of friends
in the territory to which he has been as-

signed.
* * *

Eddie Supple, one of the most popular
of the younger directors of publicity, has
resigned from Pathe, where he has been
for the past couple of years, and joined
the Whitman Advertising Service, a na-
tional agency handling a number of motion
picture accounts.

S. Barrett McCormick, who has had
charge of the Pathe exploitation depart-
ment, has been placed in charge of publicity

also, the two departments having been con-
solidated.

Jack Ross, secretary to Carl Laem-
mle, upon his departure for Universal
City, issued an ultimatum to the pub-
licity department.

“Will you be kind enough to use
your best offices to keep people from
referring to me as Charley Ross? I’m
sick of being referred to as a kid-

naped son, arid if there is any way to

put a stop to it I’d like to do it.”

Those are his very words, and this

is the way that Paul Glick is taking

to warn divers and sundry people who
pass through the portals into his boss’s

office that J. H. Ross’s name is Jack,

if one wishes to be on the right side

of him.

As a matter of fact Ross shouldn’t

complain about being mistaken for

the world-famous boy of kidnaped
fame because he appropriated a fa-

mous name for his own daughter. If

Jack Ross objects to being called

Charley Ross why did he give his own
daughter. Betsy, the name of the lady

who made the first American flag?

ifc *

C. L. (Bill) Yearsley, one of the oldest

and most esteemed friends of everybody in

the industry, is now president and treasurer

of British National Pictures of New York,
and as such has established offices on the

eighth floor of the Strauss Building, 565

Fifth Avenue. As a still further conveni-

ence to you we will say his telephone num-
ber is Vanderbilt 8291, and he doesn’t

propose to be “in conference” when any of

his friends call.

Before leaving for England last week
Jay Dee Williams and George T. Eaton, of
British National Pictures, Ltd., of London
registered the incorporation of the New
York company for the transaction of the

British company’s American business.

* * *

Bunn Joins Sam Morris

Sam E. Morris, general manager of dis-

tribution of Warner Brothers, is surround-
ing himself with a stiff and hustling staff

to handle the remainder of this year’s pro-

gram and get set for the big drive on next
season’s product.

Clarence Bunn until recently in charge of
the open market specials of First National
Piotures is the latest addition. Mr. Bunn
goes into the home office of Warner Broth-
ers and for the present will do special sales

promotion work on “The Sea Beast” and
Syd Chaplin’s “Oh, What A Nurse.”

* * *

Barrymore Still With Warner

Abe Warner is all het up over a report
which found its way into print: that John
Barrymore had signed up with another
producing company.
The following statement was issued by

Mr. Warner:
“We are not aware that Mr. Barrymore

has signed with any other company. So
that exhibitors may not get the impression
from reading printed reports that Mr.
Barrymore has left Warner Brothers, I

would like it clearly understood that he is

still with us and will remain with us until

the completion of three special productions
for which he has contracted.
“The Sea Beast,” his first picture, is now

playing throughout the country;” “Don
Juan,” his second, is completed sufficiently

to reach the editing stage, and it is of
such magnitude that we expect to release it

next season as a road show; his third pic-

ture is in preparation and Mr. Barrymore
will be engaged in making it until early in

the summer. This will also be released
first as a road production.

“I would like to emphasize the statement
that he will be seen this season only in
pictures produced by our company.”

President of Sierra
Is Supervising Selling
of “Vanishing Millions

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Dale Hanshaw,
president of Sierra Pictures, which is mak-
ing rapid forward strides and has become
a real factor in the Independent market, is

in the East supervising distribution of
Sierra’s latest release, “Vanishing Mil-
lions,” a 15-episode serial starring William
Fairbanks and Vivian Rich and including
in the cast Alec B. Francis, Sheldon Lewis
and Bull Montana. Flying trips are Presi-

dent Hanshaw’s specialty.

H. B. Carpenter, vicepresident, is on the

Coast supervising the production of addi-

tional product, which includes “The Feud
Woman,” the first of a dramatic series

starring Mary Carr, and also a series of

fast comedy-dramas, featuring Earle Doug-
las. Sierra also includes among its current

releases a unique series of Animal Bedtime
Stories, beside a good lineup of comedies
and Westerns.

Jerry Marks, who is well known in the

State Right market, has been added to

Sierra’s sales force. His first stop will be

Atlanta from which he will make a loop

through the Southern territory.

Fried and Crew Guests
at Benefit Showing of

“Sea Beast” at Warners
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Capt. George
Fried and his crew of the U. S. Line
Steamship President Roosevelt which res-

cued the British freighter Antinoe, were
guests February 18 at a performance of

“The Sea Beast,” Warner Brothers picture

at the Warner theater.

It was a benefit performance, half the

receipts of which was given to Fried and
his men, besides which a large portion was
given to the widows of the two men who
perished.
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Gets Big Role

Colman Gets Part of

Title Character for

FP-Us “Beau Geste
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Ronald Colman,
one of the outstanding leading men in

motion pictures, has been engaged by Para-
mount for the role of Michael, the title

character in “Beau Geste,” which Herbert
Brenon will produce as a big special for

next Fall, it was announced yesterday by-

Jesse L. Lasky.
Casting of Mr. Colman for the part was

characterized by Mr. Lasky not only as

one of the most important in some months,
but also as one that will certainly enhance
the young British actor’s great popularity

with screen audiences. “It was only by a

special arrangement with Samuel Goldwvn
that we obtained Mr. Colman, who is the

ideal man for the part,” Mr. Lasky said.

Unknown less than two years ago, Col-

man is now ranked as one of the foremost
group of screen players. He first became
popular through his appearance with Lillian

Gish in “The White Sister.” Other films

in which he has appeared are “Romola,”
“A Thief in Paradise,” “The Sporting

Venus,” “Kiki” and “Stella Dallas.”

Joe M. Lyon Resigns
Position with Renown

Joe M. Lyon, one of Chicago’s most
widely known film salesmen, resigned
his position with Renown Exchange on
Wabash Avenue,
effective Febru-
ary 20.

Lyon has been
with the com-
pany almost a

year, joining the

o rganization
when Jerry
Abrams was dis-

trict manager and
A. H. MacLaugh-
lin was exchange
manager. Before
going to Renown
he was with Fox
Film Corporation joe M. Lyon

almost ten years.

No definite plan has been announced
by Lyon as to his future connection ex-

cept an intimation that he may return

to his old love as theatre owner.

Clayton P. Sheehan Heads
Fox’s Foreign Department

Established and Standardized Many Offices on World Tour

—

Nine Years with Fox—Began Inspection of Foreign Branches

Three Years Ago—Visited South America First
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Clayton P. Sheehan, for nine years with Fox
Film Corporation, has just been appointed manager of the foreign depart-

ment. During the first six years that he has been with Fox, Mr. Sheehan

has been engaged in sales development in the Eastern District, covering

Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit. He was given charge of the

Buffalo office and later became district salesmanager.

Three years ago Mr. Sheehan began an inspection of the Fox foreign

offices which dot the entire globe. Pie visited South America first, gaining

an insight into the necessities for amicable trade agreements between this

country and the sister republics to the South.

The following year Mr. Sheehan made
a survey of Europe and the needs for

friendly international dealings. After re-

turning to the

United States he
began a world
tour, covering
Australia, Japan,
China, the Philip-

pines, the East In-

dies and Egypt.
Many offices were
established by Mr.
Sheehan and he
standardized t h e

system of trans-

acting business in

all of them.
Wi t h such a

highly developed c|ayton p Sheehan
working k n o w 1-

edge of foreign requirements, Mr. Sheehan
is well fitted to the task of operating the

Fox foreign department. His study of the

film industry abroad has acquainted him
with the many intricate details of foreign

trade, which might easily confuse anyone
who had not made a thorough survey of

the situation.

Mr. Sheehan was graduated from Holy
Cross College in 1914 and received a law
degree from Harvard University in 1917.

He was admitted to the bar in New York
state the following year.

With the experience of his several years

in the service of Fox Film Corporation in

the development of the foreign field Mr.
Sheehan is eminently fitted for his new
duties in the position of manager of the

foreign department and takes up the work
with jthe congratulations of the entire Fox
force here and abroad.

Intensive Campaign Precedes F. B. O. ’s

“When Love Grows Cold, ” Capitol, Newark
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—When the
Capitol theatre, Newark, N. J., played
Natacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valen-
tino) recently in “When Love Grows
Cold,” the citizens of that bustling baili-

wick were apprised of the engagement
in many unexpected ways. Michael
Cullen—better known as “Mike”—who
directs publicity for the Capitol, mapped
out an intensive campaign that started

one week before the picture opened, and
was really championship exploitation in

the variety and comprehensiveness of

the many stunts employed.

Shirley Holmes, an extremely decora-
tive actress, sat in the window of Petty’s

Drug Store for a week preceding the

engagement and applied stage, screen

and street makeups to her face, using

the same makeup materials that Mrs.
Valentino is accustomed to use. This
stunt drew great crowds.
Hahne’s Department Store came

through with an excellent window dis-

play, consisting of Florida costumes_ of

Mrs. Valentino’s selection. The fashion

angle was played up big.

Four shoe stores in Newark were tied

in with window displays consisting of

gold cards with raised fetters of plaster,

and a bas-relief replica of Mrs. Valen-

tino’s foot, which was described as the

most perfect foot in motion pictures.

Laura Jean Libbey Week was cele-

brated at the Newark Public Library,

with book marks carrying the Capitol

engagement announcement.
“Mike” further achieved a very ritzy

lobby during the engagement by the

use of uniform sized cards of dull gold

backgrounds, with French gray letters

and decorations surrounding the stills.

Another innovation was the utilizing of
pages from the Sunday Magazine Sec-
tion of the New York World which con-
tained Mrs. Valentino’s fashion articles.

These were mounted in suitable frames.
A decided innovation in the use of

synthetic trailers was achieved by clip-

ping big moments from all of Rudolph
Valentino’s best known pictures.

Six Companies Obtain
Charters in One Week

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y. Feb. 23.—An even half

dozen motion picture companies were in-

corporated in New York state during the

past week, which is somewhat above the
past few weeks, although not yet up to

normal. The companies are :

Henwilhen Co., Inc., capitalized at $50,000;
General Film Renovating Corporation, $35,000;
W. and S. Amusement Corporation, $10,000;
Tribute Theatre Corporation, Albany; Franhild
Theatre Corporation; Schine Enterprises, Inc.,

Gloversville.

New Exchange Building
At Salt Lake Planned

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Feb. 23.—
Plans are reported to be in preparation
for a new $200,000 film exchange building

here to house all the film distributors of

the intermountain section. Twelve of the

big distributors have already signed leases

in the building, which is expected to be
ready for occupancy June 1.
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Ann Rork Spurns Social Debut
to Appear in Pictures

Daughter of Producer at 17 Passes Screen Test—Given Good Role

by Marion Fairfax in “The Desert Healer ’

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

L
OS ANGELES, CAL., Feb. 23.—Ann Rork is a lucky girl.

Like hundreds of thousands of other girls Ann wants to be a

motion picture star. But unlike the thousands who come to Holly-
wood and tramp the weary, discouraging rounds of the studio casting
offices, Ann did not have to beg for work as an ex*ra. She had but to

express the wish and it was gratified.

Lj'OR Ann Rork is the daughter of Sam
*- E. Rork, one of the big producers of the

industry.

Ann’s decision was as great a surprise

to father Rork as to the rest of Hollywood.
He had supposed her to be looking forward
eagerly to her “coming out” next year
when she will be 18. Ann is a popular
member of the younger social set.

When Ann decided she rather would have
a screen than a social debut, Rork, with the

modern father’s deference to flapper dom-
ination, could do nothing but comply. But
first he required her to convince him of her
fitness for a screen career.

Several thousand feet of film were taken
to test Ann, with Maurice Tourneur, fa-

mous director, supervising the test. The
ordeal embraced every phase of histrionism

Tourneur could conceive in the emotional
scale. Not every girl could get such a test

—fewer still could pass it. Ann did. At
least Tourneur, Marion Fairfax, noted
woman producer, and lastly, father Rork,
were convinced.
So Marion Fairfax has given Ann a very

good role in her production of “The Desert
Healer,” in company with such famous stars

as Lewis Stone, Barbara Bedford, Tully
Marshall and others. For the past week
she has been appearing before the camera.
Ann comes by her urge for acting naturally
enough. She was born in a theatrical at-

mosphere, for her father was a New York
stage producer and Mrs. Rork was at one
time in opera. She finished her schooling
at the Knox School for Girls, Cooperstown,
N. Y., where dramatic expression was a
part of her studies.

Louis and Max Graf
Resume Work on Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 23.—
Production has begun on “Westward
Bo,” the first of a series of comedy fea-

tures starring Billy Bletcher for Alta-

mont Pictures Corporation which has re-

sumed operation after idleness lasting
nearly a year. The series is under su-

pervision of Louis and Max Graf.

Lubitsch Honored by
Plans of Guild to Show
Four Films at Cameo

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Ernst Lubitsch,

Warner Brothers director, has been hon-
ored by the announcement of the Inter-

national Film Arts
Guild that it will

devote two weeks
to the exclusive

showing at the

Cameo of motion
pictures made by
h i m. Four pic-

tures to be shown
are “Lady Win-
dermere’s F a n,”

“Kiss Me Again,”
“Three Women”
and “The Mar-
riage Circle.”

The work of

the International

Film Arts Guild
has been lauded in most of the newspapers
throughout the country. The New York
dailies in particular have supported the

work of this organization in bringing back
to the screen the best in photoplay art and
in particular for having chosen the produc-
tions of Ernst Lubitsch for their revival.

U. A. Leases Site
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 23.—The
United Artists Corporation, distributor of

motion picture films, has taken a five-

year lease on a room in the building at

Illinois and Vermont streets. E. R. Mc-
Lean will be local manager.

Before sailing for Europe from. New York, Martin J. Quigley wrote
the folloiving on the premiere of Rex Ingram s “Mare Nostrum,” Metro-

Goldwyn picture, at the Criterion theatre.

“Mare Nostrum,” the latest

Rex Ingram production made
abroad with Alice Terry and
Tony Moreno in the leading roles,

opened a premiere engagement at

the Criterion theatre. The open-
ing was another gala gathering of

screen and theatrical personalities

who accorded an enthusiastic re-

ception to the picture.

“Mare Nostrum” is based on
the famous novel by Ibanez. It

provides an unusual tale but one
that offered many serious difficul-

ties in production. Ingram’s

studied artistry is again much in

evidence. He has obtained many
beautiful shots of the Mediter-

ranean country which add a de-

cided pictaresqueness to the pro-

duction.

The production is a big and un-

usual subject, thoughtfully di-

rected and well acted. The theme
centers around a war-time spy

story and there are several sensa-

tional effects in the sinking by
submarines of passenger vessels.

Ann Rork

Lesser Sells Goldwyn
“Barbara Worth” Rights

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—Sol Lesser
has disposed of his title and interest in

Harold Bell Wright’s “The Winning of
Barbara Worth” to Samuel Goldwyn.
Goldwyn will produce the picture as the
first of a series of three for the United
Artists’ program of 1926.

Henry King will direct and Ronald Col-
man and Vilma Banky will be featured in

the picture. Frances Marion will write
the scenario, and production will start some
time in April. Mr. Lesser gave up the idea
of making this production after expending
$35,000 on it to enable him to concentrate
all his activities on West Coast Theatres,
Inc.

Three Branch Changes
Are Announced by Pathe

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Three branch
changes, including appointment of two new
branch managers, were announced last week
by Harry Scott, general salesmanager of
Pathe.
Roy O. Pearson has been appointed

branch manager in Omaha, succeeding F.

W. Gebhart, who yesterday started as
Kansas City manager, taking the place left

vacant by J. A. Epperson, who will take
another important position with Pathe. At
New Haven, Conn., John R. Mahan is the
new branch manager, succeeding W. J.
Whyte, who is assuming other duties with
the organization.

Wilcox Sells Colome
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLOME, S. D., Feb. 23.—Don Wilcox
has sold his theatre, the Colome, and moved
to Santa Monica, Cal. Mr. Wilcox expects
to locate in California and again enter the
exhibitor field.

Lichtman Film Renamed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23—It was an-
nounced this week that A1 Lichtman, pro-
ducer, has changed the name of “Charley’s
Niece,” to “Oh, Baby.” It will be released

by LTniversal.

Goes Back to Real Name
Celia Lynn, Max Graf player in a Pathe com-

edy, has changed her name back to her christened
name, Lucille.
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Metro Sets Mark with 7

Playing on Broadway
New Record of
Appearances on
Big Street Made

Pictures

in One Week

Sets Another Mark to Shoot at

After Passing Goal of

Other Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) .

1

.

N EW YORK, Feb. 23—Broadway
is the Mecca of makers ,of mo-

tion pictures. Practically every pro-

ducer, when he has made a picture

which he thinks is a little better than

the ordinary, asks himself, and
usually some of his friends : “Can I

get a Broadway showing.”

If he does, he’s happy and feels that

his production has made a big stride

toward “going over.” If he doesn’t

get it he feels that he has been cheated

out of something he is entitled to and
usually can find some circumstance or

chain of circumstances to blame.

Just how much good a Broadway show-
ing does for an individual production in

its effect on exhibitors throughout the
country, when that production gets out in

general distribution, is a moot question
and allows room for much argument. But
the fact remains that every producer is

keen for a showing on Broadway.
Several times in the past some of the

larger companies have had the good for-
tune to have two, or in one or two cases,

even three productions playing the coveted
Big Street simultaneously, but it remained
for Metro-Goldwyn to set a new mark
this week with seven productions play-
ing to Broadway audiences during the
seven days. These are :

“Ben Hur,”..,.

George M. Cohan theatre.
“The Big Parade,” Astor.
“Mare Nostrum,” Criterion.
“La Boheme,” Embassy.
“Ibanez’ Torrent,”.... Capitol.
“The Blackbird,” Loew’s State.

“The Blackbird,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production featuring Lon Chaney, opened
at Loew’s State, New York, February 21, which is its second appearance on
Broadway.

“The Merry Widow,” Embassy.
(Played Sunday, Monday and

Tuesday of this week).

D LAYING to standing room only at the

George M. Cohan theatre is Fred Nilb-

lo’s masterpiece, “Ben Hur,” adapted from
General Lew Wallace’s story in arrange-
ment with Abraham L. Erlanger, Charles
B. Dillingham and Florence Ziegfield, Jr.

This, the most stupendous picture of all

time, has Ramon Novarro in the title role

with a huge supporting cast that includes
Francis X. Bushman, May McAvoy, Betty
Bronson, Claire McDowell, Kathleen Key,
Carmel Myers, Nigel de Brulier, Mitchell
Lewis and Frank Currier.

Such thrills as the chariot race one
would believe impossible to stage and

photograph with such remarkable realism.

The galley slaves and their ships, the sea

battle with pirates, all are pictured in a

massive and astounding way. Biblical

scenes, in color, are of rare beauty and the

entire production stands as a monument to

the motion picture industry.

Others concerned in the making of “Ben
Hur” include June Mathis and Carey Wil-
son, who did the adaptation and scenario
respectively

;
A1 Raboch, Charles Stal-

lings and Reeves Eason, assistant direc-

tors
;
Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Cald-

well, who did the titles; Lloyd Nosier, film

editor; Rene Guissart, Percy Hilburn,
Karl Struss and Clyde De Vinne, the pho-
tographers

;
Cedric Gibbons and Horace

( Continued on next Page)

Metro-Goldwyn s Broadway Seven”
“Ben Hur

”

Directed by Fred Niblo.

Heading the cast: Ramon No-
varro, Betty Bronson, Francis X.
Bushman, May McAvoy and Carmel
Myers.

From Lew Wallace’s novel.

Adaptation by June Mathis.

Scenario by Carrie Wilson.

“The Big Parade

”

Directed by King Vidor.

Heading the cast: John Gilbert
and Renee Adoree.

From the story by Laurence Stal-

lings.

“Mare Nostrum”
(Our Sea

)

Directed by Rex Ingram.
Heading the cast: Alice Terry

and Antonio Moreno.
From the story by Vicente Blasco

Ibanez.
Scenario by Willis Goldbeck.
A Metro-Goldwyn picture.

“La Boheme”
Directed by King Vidor.
Heading the cast: Lillian Gish,

John Gilbert, Renee Adoree, Edward
Everett Horton, George Hassell and
Roy D’Arcy.
By Fred De Gresac; Suggested

by Henry Murger’s “Life in the Latin
Quarter.”

Continuity by Ray Doyle and
Harry Behn.

“Ibanez’ Torrent”

Directed by Monta Bell.

Heading the Cast: Ricardo Cortez
and Greta Garbo.
From the novel by Ibanez.
Scenario by Dorothy Famum.

“The Black Bird”
Directed by Tod Browning.
Heading the cast: Lon Chaney,

Owen Moore and Renee Adoree.
Author: Tod Browning.
Scenario by Waldemar Young.
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Jackson, for their settings, and Ferdinand
P. Earle, for his art effects.

“Ben Hur” opened on Broadway Decem-
ber 30.

* * *

The Big Parade

THE sensational hit scored by “The Big
Parade” is already motion picture his-

tory. Playing to over capacity, due to stand-

ing room, since it opened at the Astor the-

atre on November 19, this stirring story of

the World war by Laurence Stallings has
verily been “the talk of the industry.”

John Gilbert came into his own with the

presentation of “The Big Parade” and
Renee Adoree rose to great heights while
Karl Dane scored heavily in the role of
a laughter loving doughboy. King Vidor
took his place at the top because of his

masterful direction of this picture, which
is conceded to be the finest story of the

world war ever filmed. Both “The Big
Parade” and “Ben Hur” are being road
showed, the former already set for in-

definite runs in many of the larger cities.

% %

“Mare Nostrum”

“A/I ARE NOSTRUM” (Our Sea),

Rex Ingram’s production of the

Ibanez novel, opened a week ago last Mon-
day at the Criterion and is already firmly

in the hit class. Alice Terry and Antonio
Moreno have the leading roles in this pro-

duction made for Metro-Goldwyn which

was filmed abroad in the exact locations

described by the author.

Likewise a story of the World war,

“Mare Nostrum” relates the thrilling ad-

ventures of submarines operating on the

Mediterranean sea and. the work of a group

of spies who, through the power of one of

their members’ beauty, enlist the aid of a

famous Spanish sea captain. The pro-

duction is pictorially beautiful, has some
particularly thrilling sea scenes and has

settled down for a run at the Criterion.

“Mare Nostrum” was personally directed

by Ingram from a scenario prepared by

Willis Goldbeck and it was photographed

by John F. Seitz.

* * *

“La Boheme”
< $ T A BOHEME,” which opens at the

' Embassy theatre tomorrow night, is

to follow “The Merry Widow,”' which to-

A scene from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Merry
Widow,” starring Mae Murray and John Gilbert.
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night completes an unusually successful

run of over seven months. Lillian Gish

and John Gilbert co-starred in this King
Vidor production which was suggested by

Henry Murger’s “Life in the Latin Quar-

ter” and the famous opera. Renee Adoree,

Edward Everett Horton, George Hassell

and Roy D’Arcy have important roles in

support of the stars. Karle Dane plays the

role of a janitor, another comedy oppor-

tunity for him.

Hailed as one of the most artistic pro-

ductions ever screened, “La Boheme” bids

fair to play even a longer engagement at

the Embassy than did “The Merry Widow.
It is a Lillian Gish’s initial picture under

her Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract and
presents this charming actress in a partic-

ularly suitable role, Mimi, a fragile waif

who ekes out a bare living doing sewing.

She and John Gilbert, cast as a struggling,

ambitious playwright who barely manages
to live by doing hack writing for a news-

paper, make an ideal pair of lovers.

t- * *

“Ibanez’ Torrent”

M onta Bell’s production of “Ibanez

Torrent,” playing to record breaking

business at the Capitol theatre, is another

adaptation of a novel by Vicente Blasco

Ibanez currently playing on Broadway. It

is a Cosmopolitan picture for Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer and serves to introduce a

Swedish beauty and new star, Greta Garbo,

brought to this country by M-G-M and

making her initial bow to American audi-

ences in this picture. Ricardo Cortez is

seen in the leading role, Don Rafael Brull.

“Ibanez’ Torrent” tells the story of a

daughter of a poor doctor who becomes a

successful singer and is loved by the son

of a haughty Donna who, because of the

girl’s unsavory reputation, forbids them to

meet. The scenario was prepared by

Dorothy Farnum and the production titled

by Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell.

Other wellknown players in the cast in-

clude Gertrude Olmsted, whose engagement

to Robert Z. Leonard has just been an-

nounced ;
Edward Connelly, Tully Mar-

shall, Lucien Littlefield and Mack Swain.

“The Blackbird”

T ON CHANEY in “The Blackbird” is

playing its second engagement on Broad-

way at Loew’s State theatre, already hav-

ing enjoyed a successful two weeks at the

Capitol. It is a Tod Browning production,

written and directed by him with scen-

ario by Waldemar Young. In it Chaney
plays a dual role, one of a hopeless cripple,

adding another to his list of peculiar and
unusual characterizations. “The Black-

bird” is a story of the Limehouse district,

( Continued on next Page )

Lon Chaney and Owen Moore in “The Black Bird,”
directed by Tod Browning for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.
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a tale of crooks and underworld cunning.
Owen Moore and Renee Adoree head the
supporting cast.

* * *

“The Merry Widow”
T NASMUCH as “The Merry Widow” did

not close at the Embassy until tonight
it also comes under the wire and Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer can be credited with hav-
ing seven pictures playing the big time
theatres on Broadway during one week.
Quite a record to shoot at.

Many Publicity Stunts
Put Over by M-G-M
NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Beginning last

April when the now famous Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Trackless Train left Indianap-
olis on its tour of the country, M-G-M
has planned and put over many publicity

stunts and tieups that have been of direct

value to every theatre in which the com-
pany’s pictures have played.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Trackless
Train actually created a sensation in every
city and town it visited. The showmen be-

hind this record breaking ballyhoo took
particular pains to park the train in front

A dancing scene from “The Merry Widow,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer picture.

of those theatres where M-G-M product

was booked and, in every way possible, tie

up the stunt with that theatre. It is a fact

says M-G-M, that never before have ex-

hibitors been so enthusiastic over an ex-

ploitation stunt. It was a stunt that was
“the talk of the industry” and at the pres-

ent writing the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Trackless Train is on the Pacific coast do-

ing wonderful work in exploiting “The Big

Parade” for Grauman’s Egyptian theatre.

Embassy Case Cited

A short time after the Trackless Train

stunt, Metro-Goldwn-Mayer took over the

intimate little Embassy theatre on Broad-

way. Here again the astute showmanship
of the M-G-M organization asserted itself.

Gloria Gould, prominent young society

matron, was induced to take over the man-
agement of the house and the fact that she

was the first woman to manage a Broad-

way theatre, coupled with her prominence
in society, provided fine newspaper copy

that was used throughout the country. In-

cidentally it brought to the Embassy a

“classic” patronage that was beneficial to

the entire industry for it served to make
motion picture fans of hundreds who had
never before visited a picture theatre.

Recently Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the

Nezv York American conducted a contest
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to select a child who showed promise of

development into a film star. The same
contest was conducted on the Coast with
the Kellogg-Dickson chain of newspapers
in Southern California, represented in Los
Angeles by the Evening Express. Thou-
sands of parents entered their children in

these contests. In New York the Ameri-
can opened a special office at Columbus
Circle to handle the entries with pages and
pages of advertisements and news of the

contest carried in the columns of the pa-

per. Both East and West the contests

created unusual public interest, all of

which was of decided benefit to all bookers
of M-G-M pictures.

Fire Prevention Picture

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer made arrange-

ments with the International Association

of Fire Engineers (Fire Chiefs) to pro-
duce a fire prevention picture that would
not only carry the message but provide

thrilling entertainment as well. This is a

tie up that concerns every fireman in the

country and at the present time a contest,

with cash prizes amounting to a thousand
dollars, to select a title for the production,

is being conducted by the official organ of
the Association and M-G-M. Postoffice

regulations are met with in the contest.

Inasmuch as a large part of the proceeds
from the rental of the production will go
to various benefit funds of the fire fighters

Mae Murray in “The Merry Widow,” Erich Von
Stroheim production released by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

it is not difficult to see what valuable ver-

bal boosting the picture will get. Likewise
when it is booked, and if the booker is wise
enough to devote a part of his intake to a
local firemen’s benefit fund, it should get
enough word of mouth exploiting to pack
the theatre at every showing, says the home
office.

There is now being conducted in fifteen

key cities the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Masked Players Contest and so successful

has this proved to date that it has been
decided to add at least ten more cities to

the list by making additional subjects. This
exploitation for M-G-M players and pic-

tures consists of several short reels show-
ing the stars masked, or in poses where it

is a bit difficult to recognize them. The
local newspaper handles the contest, the

public viewing the reel each week at the

theatre and sending in their answers to

the paper. The Masked Players Contest
reels are provided free of charge to the

exhibitor.

Conceived by Pete Smith
The awards in the various cities vary,

being determined by theatre owner and
newspaper. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Masked Players Contest is getting front
page newspaper space and much publicity

( Continued on next Page )
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“Ibanez’

Torrent”
Marks Greta Garbo’s first

A m e r i c an appearance.

Right: Ricardo Cortez
and Gertrude Olmsted.
It’s a Cosmopolitan pro-

duction released by Me-
tro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41)

in every city where it is being conducted.
The idea was conceived by Pete Smith and
filmed under his supervision at the Culver
City studios. Howard Dietz worked out
the distribution end through the M-G-M
exploitation force.

This is only “scratching the surface” of
original and result bringing publicity ideas
inaugurated and carried out by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer during the past several

months in the interests of their exhibitors.

There have been hundreds of purely local

campaigns, such as “The Merry Widow”
identification stunt, that have brought out

the S. R. O. sign for many and many a

theatre. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have
backed up their consistently fine product
by effective advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation from every angle.

Lon Chaney in a scene from “The Black Bird,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

Exchange Manager Flees

$300,000 Albany Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 23.—George
Ames, manager of the Pathe exchange in

this city, with his family, had a narrow
escape last week from a fire that did $300,-

000 worth of damage in Albany, destroy-

ing a church and three or four adjoining

rooming houses. Mr. and Mrs. Ames oc-

cupied an apartment directly across the

street from the church. The first intima-

tion of danger came when Mr. Ames was
awakened by the crackling of flames on

the casements of his windows.

Major Bowes Enlarges
Capitol House Staff

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Major Edward
Bowes has enlarged the house staff of the

Capitol theatre by the addition of 20 men.

This addition, made to handle the larger

crowds that visit the Capitol weekly, brings

the force to 110 men.

The uniformed staff at the Capitol is in

effect a training school in theatre manage-

ment, and promotions are made directly

from the ranks, on the basis of merit.

Durand and Delaney
Busy for Film Ball

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Most of the

plans have been completed for the annual

ball of the motion picture local, 52, I. A.

T. S. E., which will be held May 1 at the

Hotel Commodore. John Durand of

Famous is chairman of the committee in

charge. James Delaney has been aiding

him.
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Barthelmess Signs to Star in

Eight Made by First National
Contract for Two Years’ Production Completed with Rowland

—Has Three More Pictures to Make for Inspira-

tion—Now in “Ranson’s Folly”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—It has just been made known that prior to his

departure for the West Coast two weeks ago, Richard Barthelmess signed
a contract which will make him a First National star in pictures made
directly by First National, instead of being a First National star in pic-

tures made by another producing company.

To Make Eight in Two Years
Before departing for Hollywood, where he is now making “Ranson’s

Folly,” under the direction of Sydney Olcott for Inspiration Pictures, Bar-
thelmess and Richard A. Rowland got together for a few hours, the result
being a contract for the star to make eight productions within two years.

Dixie State Given

Rigid Law Taxing

Traveling Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Joseph M.
Seider, business manager of the M. P.

T. O. A., announced today that the state

senate of Mississippi has just passed a

law rigidly taxing traveling shows.
A tax of $200 is put on shows to seat

more than 1,000; $150 where the seating

is 750 to 1,000; $100 for seating less than
750. If an exhibition is given in a town
of more than 1,000 population the tax

is $250; and $15 where the population is

less than 100. If the show is given in

a dance room or hall the tax is $10.

Johnston Announces
Sales of Past Month

( Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—W. Ray Johns-
ton of Rayart Pictures Corporation an-

nounced this week the sales of Rayart
Product for the past 30 days as follows

:

“The Phantom Police” Rayart serial, to Inde-
pendent Films, Boston; Merit Film Corporation,
New York; First Graphic Exchange, Buffalo;
Liberty Film Exchange, Washington, D. C. ; Prog-
ress Pictures, of Atlanta, Charlotte and New Or-
leans; De Luxe Film Company, Philadelphia; S. &
S. Film and Supply Company, Pittsburgh, Amer-
ican Booking Corporation, Detroit; Security Pic-

tures Corporation, Chicago; Ludwig Film Ex-
change, Minneapolis; Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion, St. Louis; Progress Pictures of Atlanta and
Oklahoma City, and Big Feature Rights Co. of

New Orleans.

3 Warner Directors
Plan to Begin Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23. — Millard
Webb, director of “The Sea Beast,” who
has just returned from the East, will begin
in a few days the production of* “Footloose
Widows” ;

Commodore J. Stuart Blackton
will complete work this week on “Hell

Bent for Heaven” to start on “The Pas-
sionate Quest” ;

Roy Del Ruth will soon
begin directing “The Social Highwayman”

;

John Barrymore’s next production is Saba-
tini’s “The Tavern Knight.”

Bible and History Go
Big in De Mille Contest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER CITY, Feb. 23.—The Bible

andliistory idea predominates over the love

and sex idea by a count of 10 to one in

the submitted efforts in the “Idea Contest”
being sponsored by Cecil De Mille and the
Los Angeles Times. The hope is that an
idea will be suggested that will be produced
as a motion picture.

NfEngland Overbought
Says A. E . Exploiteer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Buddy Stewart,
exploitation representative for Associated
Exhibitors, returned here last week follow-
ing a month’s trip to New England with
the report that exhibitors there are over-
bought in general on pictures. All the
theatres that he knows of are making
money, he said.

Arrow V. P. Back to U. S

.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Howard Tur-
rill, vice president of Arrow Pictures, has
returned from a two months trip abroad.

Barthelmess’ contract with Inspiration
calls for three more pictures, the first of
which is now in production. After the

completion of the

three, he moves
over to the First

National lot, either

at the West Coast
studios or here in

the East, the loca-

tion having not yet
been determined.
The official an-
nouncement of the
change was made
last week by Mr.
Rowland.

First Story
Selected

Richard Barthelmess
r

During the next
few months every

effort will be made to obtain a strong
array of stories for the star, who has long
been one of the screen’s leading favorites.

Although the title is not disclosed, it is

announced that the first story, a work of
world wide fame, has been selected.

“I have always had the highest regard
for Mr. Barthelmess, both personally and
as an artist,” said Mr. Rowland. “He
has gone far in the past few years since

his memorable performance in ‘Tol’able

David.’ But I am confident that with the

bigger stories he will do even greater things

in the future. I recall no star who has
shown greater versatility in interpreting

contrasting characters and none who has
contributed more to the development of
the art of screen acting.

“Our relations with Inspiration Pictures,

producers of the Barthelmess productions,
which we have been distributing, have al-

ways been most cordial and continue to be

so.”

Started in “War Brides”
Walter Camp, Jr., president of Inspira-

tion Pictures, expressed a similar senti-

ment and said that “many of Inspiration’s

future plans will, in all probability, con-
tinue to be carried out in conjunction with
First National.”

Although Mr. Barthelmess’ screen career

dates back to “War Brides,” it was not un-

til “Tol’able David,” which won the Photo-
play Magazine Medal in 1922, that he firmly

established himself as a star. Prior to thax,

however, he had attained great popularity

through his work in D. W. Griffith produc-

tions, his characterization in “Broken Blos-

soms” being especially notable. The latest

pictures he has made are “Shore Leave,”

“The Beautiful City” and “Just Suppose.”
And now he is engaged on “Ranson’s
Folly.”

Morosco Lists

Assets at $200
in Bankrupt Plea

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Oliver Morosco,
theatrical and motion picture producer,
listed liabilities at $1,033,000 and assets at

$200 when he petitioned in voluntary bank-
ruptcy here last week.

Peggy Hopkins Joyce is listed as one of

his creditors, being credited with a claim

of $15,000.

Lya De Putti in U. S.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Lya De Putti,

Hungarian actress who has been signed to

star in Famous Players-Lasky pictures, ar-

rived yesterday to begin her career. Her
first picture to be seen in this country is

“Variety,” produced in Berlin by U. F. A.

WHAT EXHIBITORS ARE SAYING ABOUT-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
"I have received much valuable assistance from the ideas contained

each week in the HERALD.”—EDWIN B. RIVERS, Arcade theatre,

Walla Walla, Wash.
¥ ¥ ¥

“I wish to take this opportunity of expressing my appreciation for

the real service you are rendering us exhibitors. Most especially in

your “What the Picture Did For Me” section. This service alone has
saved me the price of subscription for several years. I don’t see how
any exhibitor can afford to do without the HERALD. —HENRY
SPARKS, Grand & Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex.
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Included in the list of

big theatres and cir-

cuits who are playing

the Buster Brown
series are Rialto, Capi-

tol, Hippodrome and

Loew Circuit, New
York; Balaban & Katz

and Lubliner & Trinz,

Chicago; Metropolitan,

Boston; Granada, San

Francisco; American,

Salt Lake City; Colo-

rado, Denver; Capitol,

Des Moines, and Co-

lumbia, Seattle.

Presented by

STERN
BROS.

“In all my thirteen years

experience Idon 7 remem-
ber a better comedy.

"

M. Steffen,

Rex Theatre,

Tacoma, Wash.

Released thru

UNIVERSAL

From the famous cartoons

by R. F. OUTCAULT.

Featuring Buster Brown,

Mary Jane and “Tige.”

“Think they are the best
comedies on the market
today. They are in a class

by themselves.”

Olympia Theatre
Chicago, 111.

“A landslide for the box-
office.”

Larchmont Theatre
Los Angeles, Cal.

“Certainly gave the best
of satisfaction to our
patrons.”

Ohio Theatre
Alliance, Ohio

“Consider Buster Browns
finest two-reelers on the
market.”

Alhambra Theatre
Milwaukee, Wise.
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SHORT FEATURES WIN CROWN
r 1 A HE dollars-and-cents story of

I
Laugh Month has been told.

-L Good as it is, the general-re-

sults story is better. Dollars and
cents drawn into the box office during
January will drift back into circula-

tion unless stowed away in a safety

deposit vault, but there is no confin-

ing the bigger benefits of the enter-

prise.

During January showmen who had
not advertised their Short Features

did so and learned that it pays. To-
day examination of any representa-

tive newspaper shows the number of

theatre ads including Short Feature
copy doubled or trebled. The policy

inaugurated for the special season

has become permanent. If only this

were accomplished by the drive,

there would be cause enough for

satisfaction on the part of all con-

cerned.

Back of this change in advertising

policy may be seen another change
no less important. Short Feature

concerns unanimously report continu-

ation of bookings on the scale of

January business. January, as is well

known, established records as to the

number of Short Features in daily

exhibition. Continuation of bookings

on this basis can mean only that box
office returns during January warrant

it. Public response to the expanded
entertainment offered exceeded ex-

pectations of the most enthusiastic.

Together, these results of Laugh
Month clear up most of the issues

confronting the Short Features

branch of the business. No longer is

there doubt in any quarter that it

pays to advertise Short Features.

Neither is there uncertainty as to the

wisdom of providing a maximum
number of individual film subjects on
the picture program. Even the

habitually skeptical, the inherently

backward and the purposely contrary

have abandoned their stands. The
Short Feature has taken the “place

in the sun” asked for it by its stead-

The Short
Feature
Year

Laugh Month Results

Advertising Wins
Bookings Continued

Screen Time Gained
Ledger Shows Value

fast adherents and it looks well in

the light.

The Short Feature today occupies

a greater total screen time than in

LOOK!
“Has

Anybody
Here
Seen

Kelly?”

BOOK!
For Week of March 14th

St. Patrick’s Day Special

One of Max Fleischer’s Great Ko-Ko
Song Car-Tunes

Hand Colored By Brock

729—7th Ave., N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

any previous period of its develop-
ment, not excepting even the era in

which the two-reeler was the longest

picture. The Chicago theatre, prin-

cipal Balaban & Katz house and un-

questionably the theatre model of

more exhibitors than any other house
in the world, is the perfect example.

Last week’s program follows:

1. Overture

2. Newspicture (1 reel)

3. Topics (1 reel)

4. Lester Spring (Presentation)

5. “The Marionettes” (2 reels)

6. Organologue

7. “Gypsy Follies” (Publix presentation)

8. “Sally, Irene and Mary” (6 reels)

9. “The Fighting Dude” (2 reels)

Not even in the period of the two-

reeler’s uncontested supremacy did

programs frequently run six reels.

Today the theatre that is most widely

considered the criterion of entertain-

ment uses that number at a time

when great effort is being made to

focus favor upon the first of a series

of stage attractions to continue in-

definitely. No more substantial proof

of the Short Feature’s well won posi-

tion can be set down.

The Chicago theatre example is

widely followed, in the matter of

program makeup as elsewise. The
Chicago theatre policy is, auto-

matically, the policy of other Chicago

theatres, and Chicago theatres set the

standard for the nation, hence the

world.

That 1926 is a Short Feature year

thus far is a trade bromide. That it

will be a Short Feature year on

December 31 seems definitely assured

by the developments cited and those

even more interesting ones which are

discernible through survey of studio

production activity surpassing that of

any previous season in extent and
scale.

Laugh Month was a beginning. It

was not an end. Forces which it set

in motion cannot now be stayed by
any cross-current eventuality. The
Short Feature has won its place in

the sun and it casts a robust black
ink shadow upon the box office

ledger.
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EDUCATIONAL TIEUP EXPANDS
Exhibitors Take
to Harmonica
Playing Stunt

_
Within a month after Educational Film

Exchanges, Inc., announced a harmonica
playing contest tieup arranged by its ad-
vertising and publicity department with the
manufacturers of Hohner harmonicas for
the benefit of exhibitors playing Juvenile
Comedies, 100 exhibitors from Maine to
California and from Georgia to Canada had
asked for information and assistance in
staging harmonic contests.

Exhibitors have been so eager to take
advantage of this great publicity stunt that
a number of them immediately began their
campaigns of publicity while waiting for
materials and advice from the Educational
home office and the office of M. Hohner,
Inc., of New York, and several showmen
already have staged these contests, while
several other contests are in progress this
week.

In Jersey City the harmonica contest was
adopted immediately as a business builder
for the matinees by the Haring and Blu-
menthal theatres and under the direction of
David Schaefer, exploitation man, the Ritz
and Roosevelt theatres are now conducting
a series of contests extending over five
weeks with contests two days each week.
At the conclusion of the series of contests
a final will be held at each theatre and then

From the Educational-Cameo comedy “Keep Try-
ing," starring Cliff Bowes.

a grand final to pick the “champeen” har-
monica player of Jersey City.

Harmonicas and Loving Cups
Harmonicas are being given to the win-

ners of each of the separate contests, while
the prizes for the finals and the grand
final will include several beautiful loving
cups in addition to the finest instruments
manufactured by the Hohner Harmonica
Works. All postoffice requirements are
complied with in the contest.
The result at the box office, according to

Schaefer, has been one of the most spec-
tacular increases in matinee business in the
history of the Haring and Blumenthal
houses.
A contest which will undoubtedly be the

first of a big series of such contests
throughout Canada is in progress at the

Pantages theatre in Toronto, where medals
are being given to the winners in addition
to a large number of prize harmonicas.
Roy Tillson, the wide awake manager of

the Fuller theatre at Kalamazoo, Mich., is

conducting a three-day contest at this the-
atre this week as his final big exploitation
stunt before going to Pontiac to become
manager of the new State theatre there.
Tillson has put into the harmonica con-
test the same display of energetic show-
manship that won for him the first prize
for the first week of the Laugh Month
exploitation contest. He has enlisted the
enthusiastic co-operation of the music di-

rector of the public schools and the direc-
tor of the Kalamazoo Conservatory of
Music, as well as splendid newspaper co-
operation. One of Mr. Tillson’s stunts to

arouse interest throughout the suburban
district was the distribution of application
blanks with all newspapers delivered by
the newspaper agency which handles all the

out-of-town paper deliveries.

Newspaper Tieup in Kentucky
In Newport, Ky., the Hippodrome the-

atre has arranged a newspaper tieup with
the Kentucky Times-Star as the feature of

its own exploitation in connection with the

contest planned for March 5.

In all cases co-operation is being given
the theatre by both the Hohner company
and the Educational home office, which are
supplying not only large numbers of har-

monicas to be given as prizes to the win-
ners of the contests, but large quantities

of publicity material, window display and
lobby accessories, slides and other public-

ity helps.

DAZZLING!
M. P. NEWS

DELICATE!
EXH. TRADE REVIEW

INTERESTING!
N. Y. TIMES

RARE! EXQUISITE!
N. Y. MIRROR

GORGEOUS! STYLISH! DAINTY.!
N. Y. WORLD

TANTALIZING ! PERFECT ! SUPERB

!

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

CHARMING! GORGEOUS ! N. Y. AMERICAN

REMARKABLE! STRIKING! M. P. WORLD

Just a few of the adjectives used by the critics to describe

“PARISIAN MODES in COLOUR”
and the gowns displayed by

Hope Hampton
McCall Colour Fashion News

—i

Short Features Ad Values

Recognized, Survey Shows

An analysis of motion picture theatre advertising for a

weekday in the Kansas City Times, which is the evening
edition of the Kansas City Star, reveals the fact that the

value of advertising of short feature product in that ter-

ritory is now recognized by practically all of the houses.
In one edition there were 38 advertisements of motion

picture theatres. Twenty-six of these pieces of copy
carried type display lines which mentioned Pathe’s short
product. Three of these 26 advertisements mentioned
Pathe short feature product in three distinct places. Four-
teen of the advertisements mentioned Pathe shorts in

two places and nine of the ads mentioned Pathe product
in one spot.

The short features covered in these advertisements were
the Hal Roach and Mack Sennett comedies, most of which
carried the name of the producer, the title of the produc-
tion and the name of the star, the Pathe serials, “The
Green Archer,” “Wild West” and “Sunken Silver,” Grant-
land Rice’s “Sportlights,’ the Pathe News, the Pathe Re-
view, “Aesop’s Film Fables,” “Topics of the Day” and
the “Amundsen Polar Flight.”

Paper Has Large Circulation
This analysis is doubly interesting when the fact is

taken into consideration that the Kansas City Star, gen-
erally considered one of the best newspapers in the

country and known as one of the most-clipped publica-
tions in the world, has a large circulation and conse-
quently a high rate per agate line. Where exhibitors, and
many of them owners of only small houses, will pay big
money to advertise their shorts, this sheet of theatre copy
is evidence that showmen are coming to see the advantage
to be gained in advertising all of their program all of the
time.

Regarding the complete pressbook service Pathe is

providing for all short features, George D. Geib, manager
of the San Luis Obispo Theatre, Inc., San Luis Obispo,
Calif., says in a letter to Barrett McCormick, in charge
of Pathe exploitation and now also publicity director:
“Will be very glad to have you send us cue sheets for

all the two reel comedies as we will find these very valu-
able. If you will also send a small mat for the two reel-

ers, we will be able to use same in many instances.”
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HIGH IN BOOKINGSF. B. O.
Entire Product of

F. B. O. Is Sold

to New Biscayne
C. B. Ellis, manager of the F. B. 0.

exchange at Jacksonville, Fla., sold the

F. B. O. product 100 per cent to the New
Biscayne Plaza theatre, Miami Beach, Fla.

The New Biscayne Plaza , will play the

twelve Gold Bonds as well as the entire

series of Fred Thomson Westerns, Richard
Talmadge comedy dramas; Evelyn Brents,

“Lefty Flynn’s, “Fighting Heart” series,

the Standard and Blue Ribbon comedies

and the Bray cartoons.

Fred Thomson’ s New
Quarters Proof of His

Growth in Popularity

Substantial proof of the popu-
larity of Fred Thomson is the ex-

pression of the Thomson plant at the

F. B. O. studio where the athlete holds

forth. It is safe to state that no West-
ern unit has ever had more complete
and modern equipment and no more pre-

tentious quarters than those occupied
by the Thomson troop.

New garages have been built at the

south end of the lot where the big battle

fleet of Thomson Packards, from the

flashing dreadnaught camera-car to the
swiftest roadster are quartered. Trucks,
location cars, and all the first line

vehicles which go to make up the defense
of Thomsonian supremacy are over-
hauled and cared for in these garages.
Frequently they receive Fred’s personal
attention, for there is nothing the ver-

satile star would rather do than take
an automobile apart and put it back
together again.

Roach, Back on Coast ,

Says Exhibitors Favor

Strong Supporting Cast
Hal Roach, Pathe comedy producer, who

started the vogue for casting long feature

players in trie supporting casts of his

Pathe comedies, is back in Hollywood fol-

lowing a business trip of several weeks
in the East. He said the use of superior
supporting casts had won the endorsement
of executives of several circuits.

In discussing his forthcoming comedies
with their outstanding casts, Roach was
thoroughly enthusiastic over the results

thus far attained. “Wife Tamers,” the

two-reel comedy in which Lionel Barry-
more is seen with Clyde Cook and a cast

including John T. Murray, Vivian Oakland
and Gertrude Astor, brought splendid com-
ment at the showing before the Pathe re-

viewing committee.

Theda Bara is going to prove a sensa-
tion. in her two-reeler, according to the

Pathe' producer. Supporting the famous
screen actress in her initial short feature
comedy are such favorites as Tyler Brooke,
Jimmie Finlayson, Fred Malatesta, William
Gillespie, Joe Madison and others. Rich-
ard Wallace directed.

Roach announced he had engaged Eva
Novak, heroine of many a big screen fea-

ture, as leading woman for Glenn Tryon
in a new two-reel comedy being made un-
der the direction of Fred Guiol. Martha
Sleeper and “Husky” Hanes are also in

this cast.

“Roll Your own,” No. 1 of “Fighting Heart.”

F. B. O. series starring Alberta Vaughn.

Bray Cartoon Is

Booked by Loew’s

for 33 Days Run
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the F.

B. O. exchange in New York, has sold

“Lost & Found,” a Bray Cartoon, to the

Loew circuit in New York for a 33-day

run.

Jimmy Adams in Five

Different Types This

Year; “Whoa Emma” Next

J
IMMIE ADAMS will probably have
quite a variety of types of comedies

to his credit when this season of new
pictures made at the Christie studios is

finished.

He is now working on his fifth for the

year which presents the fifth different

kind of a comedy. In his first, “Be
Careful,” he was chased by bloodhounds;

in the next “Fair But Foolish” he played

thq^pdrt of an immigrant on the docks;

then in “For Sadie’s Sake” he was a

farmer boy delivering a load of animals

to a city theatre to be used as props.

The latest one finished “Whoa Em-
ma!” features a vamp-horse, Emma, on

the ranch with Jimmie, and then he will

do “Gimmie Strength” in which he is

put through all sorts of acrobatic con-

tortions in a gymnasium by the burly

villain Kalla Pasha.

March Drive

Brings Record,

Brown Declares
Cojvin W. Brown, vicepresident of Film

Booking Offices, in charge of distribution,

is authority for the statement that next

month, when F. B. O. celebrates its own
particular month—F. B. O. Month—the

company will enter upon its annual yearly

sales celebration, with the most formidable

list of bookings that F. B. O. has ever en-

joyed.

Short features will have a large part in

F. B. O. Month. Among those which will

make their screen bow in March are the

first of the new “Fighting Hearts” series,

which is similar to “The Fighting Blood”
series, was widely booked by exhibitors all

over the country. The series is by Sam
Heilman, the Saturday Evening Post
humorist, and stars Alberta Vaughn. Other
short features released during March are

two Bray Cartoons
;
“A Beauty Parlor,”

which is a Standard Fat Men Comedy, and
“A Fraternity Mix-Up,” a Blue Ribbon
Comedy starring Alice Ardell, both from
the Joe Rock Studios.

“It is perhaps the general excellence of

the current product this year rather than
any intensive sales campaigning,” says Mr.
Brown, “that has lodged F. B. O. offer-

ings in more first run houses during March,
than at any time heretofore.”

The production department under the

able generalship of Vicepresident J. I.

Schnitzer, has been especially watchful dur-
ing the current season, that every unit of
the F. B. O. product be a highly standard-
ized piece of merchandise, made to meet
every demand of the box office.

Lee Marcus, general salesmanager of F.

B. O., but recently returned from an ex-
tensive tour of the country, during which
he acted in the capacity of F. B. O. Month’s
advance agent. Mr. Marcus visited at all

the company’s branches, and mapped out a

plan of intensive campaigning for March.
He addressed employes at the branches, and
also called on many of the company’s big-

gest exhibitors.

That F. B. O.’s front line trench contains

nothing but the kind of high powered ma-
terial that can execute a big money offen-

sive for the most lethargic box office in

the land, is substantiated by the following

list of productions which are heavily booked
for March

:

“When Love Grows Cold” with Natacha
Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino) with

the name of Laura Jean Libbey as author,

thrown in for good measure
; “The Keeper

of the Bees,” a film version of Gene Strat-

ton Porter’s world-famous novel
; “The Mid

night Flyer,” Arthur Guy Empeys sprightly

romance of the thundering rail
;
“The Last

Edition,” Emory Johnsons fascinating-

newspaper drama
;
“Queen O’ Diamonds,”

called Evelyn Brent’s finest picture to date

;

“Flaming Waters,” a drama of the' oil

fields ;
“The Night Patrol,” starring Richard

Talmadge; “The King of The Turf,” a

stirring narrative of the race-track
; “The

Tough Guy,” starring Fred Thomson, and
loved mount, Silver King and many others.
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Pictures of the Rescue
of the “Antinoe” by the

“President Roosevelt”

Major E. J. Bowes, Mgr. Director—Capitol Theatre, N. Y., says:

“It is the most remarkable picture of the sea that I

have seen. International Newsreel deserves no end

of credit for enabling the American people to see

the thrilling exploits of the brave men of the

Roosevelt.”

Quinn Martin, Critic of the N. Y. World,

says:

“By all odds the most exciting thing mov-

ing upon the screen at the Rialto this week
is the International Newsreel showing the

steamship Roosevelt rescuing the crew of

the freighter Antinoe.”

Your audience can see this remarkable

rescue only in International Newsreel—
no others have it

As usual—without

extra cost to

exhibitors.

by UNIVERSAL
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BUSTER BROWN SCORES AGAIN
Sterns’ Series

Shown in Third

Broadway House
Buster Brown made a new bow on

Broadway last week when “Buster’s Sky-
rocket,” the latest Buster Brown Comedies,
was the comedy feature of the bill at the

Rialto theatre. This is the first appearance
of the Buster Brown Productions in the

Rialto, which makes the third big first-run

Broadway house to show these comedies.

The others are the Capitol and Warner’s,

while the Buster series also attracts the

Broadway crowds into Loew’s State and
Loew’s New York.

The Buster Brown Comedies are made by
the Stern Brothers for Universal release.

Their success has been phenomenal, the

three Broadway showings attesting to the

quick jump in popularity of the series

since it was first put on the market sev-

eral months ago. This series marks the

first venture of the Stern Brothers into

high class comedy series production.

Production Policy Changed

Its success caused a complete shift in pro-

duction policy by that firm. Their forth-

coming product will be entirely confined to

high class series pictures, of which the Bus-

ter Brown Comedies will be among the out-

standing. The Stern Brothers comedies

for Universal release are to be known
henceforth as Stern Brothers Comedies.

Century Comedies, their former output, is

being discontinued.

“Buster’s Skyrocket” is a fast moving
two-reeler in which Buster and his pal,

Mary Jane, not to mention the famous dog,

Tige, go through a rapid succession of

escapades, with many laugh getting situa-

tions and cute comedy tricks. It was di-

rected by Gus Meins. Buster is played

by little Arthur Trimble, Mary Jane by
Doreen Turner, and Tige by Petey, the

dog comedian which the Stern Brothers

have just signed up on a long term con-

tract.

Eighth Buster Brown

This two-reeler is the eighth of the Bus-
ter Brown comedies. It is marked for reg-

ular release in April. The Rialto showing
is a pre-release one.

The series is adapted from the famous
newspaper cartoon comic strip made pop-

From “Buster’s Bust Up,” Stern Brothers comedy,
a Universal release.

ular by R. F. Outcault. The screen adap-
tations are being produced with real per-
sons in the comic strip roles.

Pathe All-Comedy Circus

Presented in Four Rings

at Arbor in Los Angeles

The Pathe All-Comedy Circus is becom-
ing to the theatre patrons what the Bar-
num and Bailey Show was to those who
paid an annual visit to the “big top,”

according to reports from Pathe field men
to S. Barret McCormick, exploitation man-
ager. They declare the modern theatre

has become an indoor “arena” in dozens
of theatres throughout the country, with its

screen likened in the showmen’s advertis-

ing to the rings of a circus.

The latest All-Pathe Circus to pitch its

indoor screen and stretch its celluloid

“ropes” was that held at the Arbor thea-

tre, Los Angeles. The folk in the great

film colony saw four attractions unreeled.

Heading the parade was Harry Langdon
in a Mack Sennett comedy, “Remember
When.” Then came those rascals typical

of the younger generation who carry water
to the elephants or hay to the hippopotami,

“Our Gang.” The Hal Roach-Pathe ras-

cals were seen in “Mary Queen of Tots.”

Alice Day and Raymond McKee occu-

pied ring number three on the program in

a Mack Sennett comedy, “Cold Turkey.”
Then came another Mack Sennett, “The
Iron Nag,” with Billy Bevan.

The patrons were guaranteed their

money back if they didn’t laugh.

Stern Brothers Buy
“Newlyweds and Baby”

Press Comic for Series

Stern Brothers, makers of two-reel
comedy releases for distribution by Univer-
sal, have just signed a contract with George
McManus, newspaper cartoonist, whereby
the comedy producers have obtained the
screen rights for the popular newspaper
cartoon characters. “The Newlyweds and
Their Baby.” The series will include 13
two-reelers.

“The Newlyweds and Their Baby” is one
of the best known newspaper comic strips

ever published. It has appeared in scores
of newspapers all over the country.

“The Newlyweds and Their Baby” series
is the third high-class series so far
announced by the Sterns for the 1926-1927
market. The first was a new “Buster
Brown” series, to be even better than the
present series.

The second series to be announced for
Universal release was “What Happened to

Jane,” a group of 13 two-reelers featuring
Wanda Wiley and A1 Ford. This series is

already in the making. The stories are be-
ing written by Roy Evans and the direction
is in the hands of Jess Robbins.
No selection has yet been made of players

to take the roles of the “The Newlyweds
and Their Baby.” The series, of course,
will be enacted by real actors, as closely

resembling the original cartoon characters
as possible, just as in the case of the
“Buster Brown” comedies. The Sterns are
studying the comedy field in the hopes of
obtaining the services of a top-notch direc-

tor.

Pressbook Service on
Pathe Comedies Brings

Thanks of Exhibitors

The complete pressbook service plan
which Pathe has inaugurated for all its

two-reel comedies is meeting with whole-
hearted approval of exhibitors in every
section, says the Pathe home office. With
every Mack Sennett and Hal Roach two-
reel comedy there is issued a pressbook
containing material for press stories, ex-
ploitation ideas, theatre-front display and
accessories, a music cue sheet, five corner-
block advertisements and a special gummed
sheet which contains ad illustrations,

handy for the exhibitor to clip and paste
in his layout.

A coupon is printed with each pressbook
and all the exhibitor has to do to get the
material is to sign on the dotted line and
mail it to the nearest Pathe exchange. No
charge is made for the advertising mats.

“Never before has so complete a service

been furnished to showmen on short prod-
uct,” said S. Barret McCormick, exploita-

tion manager for Pathe. “We are offering
the exhibitor every incentive for adver-
tising his short features and cashing in on
them in proportion to their actual worth
rather than on a mere basis of footage
when compared with his feature produc-
tion. We have begun to see evidence that

this service is appreciated by showmen and
is being put to practical use with a ven-
geance.”

“To say that I am greatly enthused over
this service is putting it mildly,” says C. J.

Latta, manager of the Empress theatre,

Shenandoah, la. “This is certainly service

of the very finest degree, and the fact that

you are furnishing the material gratis

should make it all the more appealing to

exhibitors.”

Arthur J. Lamb presents

THE MOLLY MAY SERIES
(INC.)

2 Reel Comedies
Featuring Violet Mersereau Direction Joseph Levering

“Twas her first night in Philadelphia,
“She looked so sweet in her old fashioned clothes;

“The boys all said ‘Now she is as modest as can be.
“ ‘You can’t even see the color of her hose.
“ ‘She has the baby stare, she doesn’t bob her hair.

“‘She'll never go astray!’
“Twas her first night in Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Pa.”

For further information apply to

Cranfield and Clarke, Inc.

1476 Broadway Distributors for the World New York City
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Over the whole face of the Short Feature field

has come a remarkable change within the past

year. The full length picture, during 1925, stepped
out with a full stride. The Short Feature kept
pace with it, and in the matter of relative change,
eclipsed the performance of its big brother . . .

Great things will be done in the Short
Feature field in 1926.

WILLIAM J. REILLY
in Moving Picture World.

And" are doing them

Right Now!

They are doing great things

in comedies. The records of

such great laugh-makers as

“The Fighting Dude,” with
Lupino Lane, prove it!

They are doing great things

in novelties and timely
specials. The inspiring re-

ceptions given to such pic-

tures as “Marionettes” and “Parisian Modes in

Colour,” the superb colour subjects with Hope
Hampton, prove it!

All along the line—in providing the best pictures

and the best national exploitation to back them
up—they are doing great things. The hundred
new exhibitors who are every week joining

the thousands who show Educational Pictures

prove it!

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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SHORT FEATURES WIN RANK
Laugh Month
Bearing Fruit

Says Quimby
Can the entertainment value of a mo-

tion picture be measured in feet and inches?

Fred C. Quimby, short features sales

manager of Fox Films, and a member of

the National Laugh Month committee, is

one of those who insist that it cannot.

Still, it hasn’t been so many years since

many exhibitors advertised the length of

their programs in lineal feet rather than

quality. Most of us distinctly recall such

advertising phrases as “six thousand feet

of thrills” of “nine reels of mystery and
romance”—which somehow recalls the late

Ezra Kendall’s recommendation given his

departing cook—“She was the tallest cook
we ever had.”

Patrons Discriminating Now
Of course, that day is past. Time was

when patrons were not so discriminating

—but that was in the day when a quarter

would take the whole family to the show.
Nowadays it is different. When Mr. Aver-
age Man spends from fifty cents to four

dollars a head to take his tribe to the

cinema, he expects something for his

money. He is no longer satisfied with sit-

ting calmly by while the operator grinds

Earle Foxe in “The Feud,” Van Bibber comedy
for Fox.

eight or ten miles of flickering celluloid

through his machine.

All of which, of course, is beside the

point. The burning question which this

article started out to discuss was : “Does
it pay to advertise short comedies?”

Mr. Quimby believes the comedy part of
the program is too lightly regarded by many
exhibitors. He points out that the sole

purpose of National Laugh Month was to

convince exhibitors that they were cheat-
ing their own box office by neglecting to

give the short reelers a fair break in ad-
vertising their programs.

It seems a fair statement that at least

75 per cent of exhibitors wind up their
ads with the phrase “also a comedy.” That
estimate may not be accurate, but where

there is one theatre manager who does
mention the comedy portion of his pro-

gram, there are several times as many who
don’t. Skeptics may satisfy themselves on
this point by a casual reading of the the-

atre ads in the newspapers.

Every exhibitor knows it would be box
office suicide to present a program without

comedy, yet few seem to consider it impor-
tant enough to mention.

It will probably be several weeks before

the actual results of the Laugh Month
campaign are known, but reports from ex-

hibitors here and there who did tie up with

it prove that it was a worthwhile experi-

ment, says Quimby. Many others who
stood by and let their competitors do the

experimenting are now convinced that they

let an opportunity slide past without tak-

ing advantage of it.

Whether Laugh Month will be repeated

in 1927 is yet to be determined. This

much, however, is certain : Good comedies,

regardless of whether two or seven reels

in length, will increase business—but they

must be given a chance by judicious ad-

vertising and exploitation.

First Molly May Issued
Cranfield & Clarke announced release

February 1 for “Her First Night in Phila-

delphia,” the first of the Molly May series.

Joe Lovering, the producer, is just com-
pleting the cutting of the next two
releases.

Remember

“THE VOICE OF
THE NIGHTINGALE”

Winner of the

Riesenfeld

Qold Medal!

Here’s another beautiful fantasy

in colors that’s making the same

kind of record everywhere

—

“MARIONETTES”
with Hope Hampton

It seems to be the loveliest bit

of color work these old eyes

ever have rested on. Miss
Hampton is exquisite . . . .

Don’t miss this.

New York Herald-Tribune

PRODUCED BY DIAMANT FILM
COMPANY OF AMERICA

Photography by Technicolor Process

GreeneNamedFleischerAid;
Solomon Brothers Joins Staff

The determination to build up a strong national organ-
ization with its own distributing exchanges last week
resulted in Max Fleischer, head of the Inkwell Studios,
creator of Ko-Ko the clown and other screen novelties, and
president of Red Seal Pictures Corporation, obtaining the col-

laboration of Fred V. Green, Jr., as his assistant.

Fleischer also recently obtained the services of “Marty”
Solomon as special representative in the New York ter-

ritory and his brother “Gus” Solomon as assistant to
General Salesmanager Harry Bernstein. “Gus” Solomon
will tour the country at large as special sales representa-
tive and will continue to meet personally as many of the
exhibitors as possible, even after Red Seal established
its complete chain of exchanges.

Greene’s Career Varied

Greene’s official capacity is specifically designated as
“assistant to the president,” and his duties will be strictly

of the highest official capacity, according to President
Fleischer.

A young, vigorous appearing man in his early forties,

Greene has crowded a series of unmistakable successes in

his yet brief career.

Although he achieved the marked success of having
had more than 350 stories published in the Munsey magazines
during a three year period, the record which he later

established in the “picture” field he considers his best.

During the four years he spent as special exploitation
representative for Famous Players he put over some of

the best tieups in the annals of the screen.

One of Greene’s most interesting assignments resulted

when Famous Players turned the complete management
of its French and Belgian theatre chain over to him.
A desire to return to America was satisfied and he was

signed to act as district manager for the famous Players
theatres in New York state.

Greene is also remembered for the two years he spent
with Universal doing special national exploitation. His
biggest accomplishment was the “Hunchback” campaign.
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INTERNATIONAL SETS MARK
Gets Pictures

of Rescue of

Antinoe Crew
Exclusive motion pictures of the rescue

of the crew of the British steamer An-
tinoe by the plucky lifeboat crew from the

S. S. Roosevelt, the thrilling midocean ro-

mance now the center of the world’s at-

tention has been obtained by International

Newsreel and speeded to all International

Newsreel customers throughout the United
States.

The pictures, taken by an expert photog-
rapher, faithfully record the struggles of

the brave Roosevelt men and the moun-
tainous seas which drove the Antinoe to its

doom.

It was little short of a miracle that one
of the passengers aboard the Roosevelt
carried a motion picture camera. He was
Lister Carlyly, a big game hunter on his

way to Africa. The negative he took was
obtained by International Newsreel through
the cooperation of the United States Lines
officials.

Special Cutter Takes Prints

Through arrangements previously made,
representatives of the International News-
reel met the Roosevelt down the bay when
it arrived in New York, took the negatives
off the ship and rushed them by special

cutter to the newsreel’s laboratory, where
prints were hurriedly made for Broadway
and other showing.

The rescue pictures are being released as

a part of International Newsreel No. 15,

and although being rushed to all parts of
the country by air-mail, fast express and
other speedy means are part of the

Newsreel’s regular service to its customers.
The pictures, in addition to the rescue
scenes, show the honors accorded to the

Roosevelt crew in Europe and upon arri-

val back in New York.

The pictures reached Broadway during
the middle of the afternoon the Roosevelt
reached New York. They were immediate-
ly accorded a featured place on all pro-
grams. Major Edward J. Bowes, manag-
ing director of the Capitol theatre,

expressed his appreciation to International
Newsreel officials, in the following terms:

“It is the most remarkable picture of the
sea that I have ever seen. International
Newsreel deserves no end of credit for en-
abling the American public to see the
thrilling exploit of the brave men on the
steamship Roosevelt.”

Plunkett Adds Praise

Joseph Plunkett, managing director of
the Strand theatre, New York, also com-
mended the newsreel’s enterprise as fol-

lows :

“I am wonderfully pleased with the in-

itiative displayed by the International
New'sreel in securing this remarkable pic-

ture. It is far more thrilling than any
story of fiction and occupies a prominent
place on the Strand screen.”
The rescue pictures were being shown to

Broadway audiences while the celebrations
and welcoming to the Roosevelt heroes
were still going on. The acquisition of
these pictures is called one of the biggest
achievements ever scored by a newsreel or-
ganization. The decision of International
to put these pictures out at no additional
cost, and to speed them with the least

possible delay to all parts of the country,
has met with widespread commendation on
the part of exhibitors.

This picture was taken during the attempts to rescue the crew of 25 of the British
steamer, Antinoe, in the Atlantic gale. The picture was snapped from the deck
of the S. S. Roosevelt as a lifeboat was being lowered to go to the assistance of
the Antinoe, shown in the background. International Newsreel obtained ex-
clusive rights to the motion pictures of the rescue taken by a big game hunter
on his way to Africa.

Fun Tieup Versus

Anatomical Variety

The exploitation department of

Pathe has made u tieup with Scott &
Bourne, Bloomfield, N. J., manufac-
turers of Scott’s Emulsion, whereby
biographical publicity on the Pathe-

Hal Roach “Our Gang” comedians is

used in an elaborate booklet, printed

in three colors
,
which will be dis-

tributed widely throughout all Span-

ish-speaking countries. Several pages

are devoted to the healthy “rascals,”

their home life in Hollywood, their

mode of play when off sets, their ages,

place of birth, etc.

Among other things solved for juKs

of foreign countries is that of whether
Farina is of the masculine, feminine
or neuter gender. Yes, Farina is a

boy, despite the feminine dress he
sometimes dons and the neuter-

sounding appellation.

“Casey of Coast Guard

”

Shown to Thrift Boys
Chicago youngsters are being treated

these days to showings of “Casey of the

Coast Guard,” Pathe serial starring George
O’Hara and Helen Ferguson, through a

triple tieup with Lubliner & Trinz, the Her-
ald and Examiner Sports and Thrift Club
and the United States Coast Guard.

Captain John O. Anderson of the Coast
Guard station arranged for the talks by
members of the service. Captain Ander-
son holds a congressional medal for brav-

ery. The picture is showing at various

L & T houses, with the members of the

Sports and Thrift Club as special guests.

Columbia Corporation
Expands Activities in

Plan for Biggest Year
Columbia Pictures Corporation is in the

midst of an expanded program in keeping
with the year by year increase of product
that has marked the history of that com-
pany for the last five years, and in which
short features play an important part.

One of the recent evidences of that ex-
pansion was the purchase of the old Cali-

fornia Studios in Hollywood, at which more
than $250,000 in improvements is planned.

President Joe Brandt and Jack and
Harry Cohen, vicepresidents of Coluumbia,
are active in the new association of Inde-
pendent producers to be established on the

West Coast. The story of this movement
and details of Columbia’s plans at its new
studios are printed on Page 27 of this

issue.

Violet Mersereau in

Molly May Series of
Cranfield & Clarke

Violet Mersereau is featured in a series

of two reel comedies called “The Molly
May” series, under the direction of Joseph
Levering. The series is presented by Ar-
thur J. Lamb.
The fourth picture of the series is now

nearing completion of production. The
title of No. 4 is “Her First Night with
the Bootleggers.’”'

European Rights Sold

for Tennek’s Comedies
That the foreign market seems to be good

for independent two reel subjects is indi-

cated by an announcement by M. C. Dis-
tributing Company that the Hank Mann
comedies and the Fatty Laymon Comedies,
each series consisting of twelve two-reelers
and produced by Tennek Film Corporation,
have been sold for England and Europe.
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Small Town House Stages Big Act
Edwards Act
Clicks After

Slow Opening
Shortening of Running Time

Adds Speed to ‘“Star Maker’s
’

First Publix Revue
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23—Gus
Edwards, “The Star Maker,” who
has just been added to the presen-

tation production staff of Publix

Theatres, gave Broadway his first

motion picture theatre offering last

week at the Rivoli.

After a weak beginning on the opening

day, Edwards’ years of experience in the

business came to the rescue in the way of

enabling him to revamp the show in such

manner that by the middle of the week it

was a bang up piece of entertainment and

going over great.

The Edwards show was called L he

Garden of Girls,” and each of the many
young women in the revue represented a

flower in the garden. The whole thing

savored much of a beauty show, for the

producer had gathered together talent of

much pulchritude. The costuming of this

bunch of beauty as flowers did much to

enhance the visual attraction of the affair.

Stepping Enlivens Songs

While there was little, if anything, new
in the songs, they were tuneful, as is all the

Edwards stuff, and were enlivened by de-

lightful dancing. The show opened with

the garden of girls before a drop and six

boy gardeners singing as they cultivated the

flowers. After several clever specialties and

some business leading up to a “Mother’s

Day” sentiment, Vincent O’Donnell, a

boyish tenor, sang “Mother Machree’ effec-

tively.

Eight girls representing a Vassar Daisy

Chain and singing “Yes, Sir, We’re from
Vassar” to the tune of “Yes, Sir, That’s

My Baby” got over well as the closing of

the first half of the show.

Rose Songs Featured

During the second half a number of old-

time but still popular songs were sung,

among them being ‘Mighty Lak a Rose,”

“The Rose of Washington Square,” “Wild
Irish Rose,” “For You a Rose,” and several

other rose songs.

The running time of the show on the

opening night was 28 minutes, entirely too
long for a show of this kind unless there

is something more sensational to be pre-

sented. After the first couple of showings
it was snapped up by the elimination of
several numbers, which in the time better-

ment were not missed.

Roemheld Will

Stress Talent,

Play Down Sets
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 23.—Heinz
Roemheld, musical director of the Alham-
bra theatre, who was recently appointed

director of presen-

tations for this
house, has many
new and original

ideas to put into

effect when he be-

gins active produc-
tion March 13. It

is his belief that

high grade talent

is the most impor-
tant asset of any
motion picture

theatre stage show
and that mounting
should be second-
ary.

According to

Roemheld, producers are giving too much
attention to elaborate settings. He intends
to “say it with lighting effects.” He fur-

ther contends that the elaborate sets that

are features of some picture house stage
shows often are merely gilded props that

sometimes disguise acts that have little or
no intrinsic merit.

It is expected Roemheld will contrive
many new and diverting surprises for pa-

trons of the Alhambra under the new pro-
duction arrangement.

Edna Wallace Hopper
Opens in Reading, Pa.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

READING, PA., Feb. 23.—Edna Wallace
Hopper, fresh from triumphs at the Capitol,

Detroit, and Fay’s, Rochester, N. Y., opened
at the Colonial here yesterday. On March
1 Miss Hopper opens at the State, Boston,
and on March 8, 9 and 10 will hold the

stage at the Capitol, Passaic, N. J. During
the remainder of March she will appear
in Washington, D. C., and in Philadelphia.

Miss Hopper since the beginning of her
film house engagements has been one of the

greatest box office draws available. Her
special morning matinees for women only
have seldom failed to attract standout
crowds.

Mary Vargo Wins Contract
(Special to Exhioitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—Mary
Vargo, winner of fourth prize in Prin-
cipal Pictures’ “Barbara Worth” contest,
has been given a contract to appear in

Fanchon and Marco-West Coast The-
atres presentations.

Reeve Puts
on Another
Act; It Hits

Texas Showman Offers Script for

Those Who Wish to Stage

Film Prologue

Henry Reeve of Menard, Texas,
one of the most enterprising small
town showmen in the business,
staged a prologue to “Clothes Make
the Pirate” and it was highly suc-

cessful. To the Presentation Acts
department of the “Herald” he
sent the details of the prologue, as

follows

:

We ran the second of our Star theatre
prologues with “Clothes Make the Pi-

rate” this week. Its success was so
great that I am again sending you the
details, as I think small town showmen
are missing a very great money maker
and interest builder if they don’t try it

out.

Much Depends on Showman
I realize one thing, of course. Much

depends on the showman. I’m not being
egotistical or conceited in saying this,

though it sounds like it, I know. I’ve

done stage work and just happened to
be able to direct and handle theatricals.

I also work in the acts and since this

stunt worked out so well here, I am put-
ting on a regular short stage act every
other week, alternating with the presen-
tations.

I’m getting together a few with the
ability and inclination here in town and
using the Paul Ash “gang” idea. Am
working it with my own name for an act

each week. Different stuff each time, of
course. Some music, songs, regular ho-
kum; and I have a couple of youngsters
who do specialty dance stuff for a little

variety.

Presentation Good Anywhere
But regardless of whether the theatre-

man can work himself, the presentation
idea tied up with the school expression
teacher as I have it here, can be worked
anywhere. There’s not a town in the
country that hasn’t somebody interested
in theatricals.

I attach the “Pirate Idea” act that I

got up for this picture. If this material
I’m sending you is too long and uninter-
esting to use you won’t hurt my feelings
any. But I did feel that it might interest

others and it can be done by anybody
anywhere. It saved the day for us with

(Continued on Page 56)
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WARING’S
PENNSYLVANIANS
FRED WARING, Director TOM WARING, Soloist

18 Musicians 18 Voices 48 Instruments

VICTOR ARTISTS
After 7 Weeks with Balaban & Katz in Chicago Will Play the

Following Theatres:

MADISON, Detroit, Feb. 28-Mar. 6, Inclusive

LOEW’S ALDINE, Pittsburgh, Mar. 8-14, Inclusive

STANLEY, Philadelphia, Mar. 15-Apr. 3, Inclusive

METROPOLITAN, Washington, D. C., Apr. 4-May 2, Inclusive

RIVOLI, Baltimore, May 3-16, Inclusive

Managers of These Theatres Are Paying a Greatly Increased Salary to

This Enlarged Organization for One Specific Reason

—

BOX OFFICE VALUE
“The Orchestra Incomparable

”

Reeve Show Hits
( Continued from Page 55)

this “Pirate” picture, as the picture did

not go over well.

“THE PIRATE IDEA”
In connection with “Clothes Makes the Pirate,”

First National. Characters “Tremble at Evil”
Tidd, Betsy (his wife), chorus of five girls. Pirate

chief, specialty dancers, four boys as pirates with
the girls.

Total running time 14 minutes (including be-

tween scene change waits).

Scene 1

A street in Boston. Tidd reading book of

pirate tales as curtain rises. Announcer reads an
explanatory introduction in the mode of speech of
that time.

At close of this Betsy appears at window berat-

ing Tidd, etc. Telephone bell rings (it brought a
laugh). She leaves to answer it and make a joke
on the local ’phone manager. Tidd now alone
has short monologue telling what he’d like to do
if it weren’t for his wife. Chorus comes on under
spot, one at a time, singing “So That’s the Kind
of a Boy You Are.” Tidd flirts with each one.
They sing one chorus, specialty dance on one
more chorus, then Betsy reappears and all Tidd’s
valor leaves him. One more chorus acted by
chorus as if disgusted with Tidd, etc.

CURTAIN
Second scene is Tidd as fake pirate chief with

his band. I killed the wait with “Show Me the
Way to Go Home” in front of the curtain..

Curtain up with Tidd in pirate costume at the

head of his band. All singing “Fifteen Men On
a Dead Man’s Chest” as curtain rises. Short
pirate dance to same tune by two girls. Dialogue
and a couple of local jokes, then real pirate chief

comes on. Tidd runs off stage. -Tidd comes back
a bit lit up, makes a crack on the local well

known liquor lover, a “moonshine” gag, and while
all are looking up at the moon, pirate chief starts

after Tidd. Chief falls and Tidd runs back and
stands over him with sword as if he had defeated
him. All cheer for Tidd. Music starts “Show Me
the Way to Go Home,” fast jazz. All step out of
pirate characters and sing it as jazz, behind two
youngsters doing specialty dance at the foots.

CURTAIN
On the encore the two girls did the same

chorus with the whole bunch singing. Did it

Charleston for the finish.

FINAL CURTAIN
I have the introductions and parts if

anybody might want to have them for

their own use. Just wrote them myself,
using the press book ideas and synopsis.

Gino Severi Transferred
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SACRAMENTO, CAL., Feb. 23. —
Gino Severi, popular orchestra conductor
formerly at Loew’s State, Los Angeles,
now wields the baton over the Senator
theatre orchestra here.

Hoffman and Flesch
Featured at Stanley
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 23.—In
the fourth of a series of five concerts pre-

sented by the Stanley Music Club, two
distinguished artists, Carl Flesch, violin-

ist, and Josef Hoffman, pianist, appeared
at the Stanley theatre before a capacity
audience. While the previous concerts
of this organization have occupied a high
position among the season’s musical
events, this program was enthusiastically

praised.

Fiddlers Still Going Strong

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GOUVERNEUR, N. Y„ Feb. 23.—The
Graylin, local house, recently staged an
old fiddlers’ contest. A part of the re-

ceipts went to the American Legion.
Charles H. Goulding, manager of the

Proctor, Troy, N. Y., is conducting a

series of fiddlers’ contests.
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English to View New Type Shows
Stage Plays
for Screen
in Ballroom

Presentation Performers Head
Bill of Entertainment at

M-G-M Employes’ Ball
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—
Motion picture theatre stage and
screen were intimately associated

on the entertainment end of the

program of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studio, ball held at the El
Patio ballroom. The ball was
staged by the personnel department
of the organization, but was also

attended by a number of company
executives.

Entertainment was provided by prac-
tically the entire cast of the Fanchon and
Marco presentation at Loew’s State theatre.

The cast was headed by Nell Kelly and
Rube Wolf. Trixie Friganza presented her
“Bag o’ Tricks” and the “Red, White and
Blue” chorus from Sid Grauman’s pro-

logue to “The Big Parade,” showing at

the Egyptian, appeared in a novelty offer-

ing.

Huge Piano Featured

Music for dancing was provided by
Rube Wolf and his orchestra and Bob
Cook and his Hollywood Roof boys. A
feature of this part of the program was
the use of what is said to be the largest

concert grand piano ever built in the

United States. It is 15 feet long.

Charles Ray was master of cere-

monies. As a surprise offering he drove
onto the ballroom floor in his automo-
bile.

Among the executives and screen
players present were Louis B. Mayer,
Harry Rapf, Hunt Stromberg, Eddie
Mannix, Lew Cody, Karl Dane, Douglas
Gilmore, Carmel Myers, Gertrude Olm-
sted, Joan Crawford, Gwen Lee and
Estelle Clark.

George Givot Ends
Long Chicago Run;

to Open in L. A.
George Givot, peppy and versatile

young singing dancer—dancing singer, if

preferred—closed a long and phenomen-
ally successful run in Chicago motion
picture theatres at the Senate Sunday.
He has left for Los Angeles, where he
is to open with Verne Buck at the Met-
ropolitan February 26.

Givot opened at the McViclcer’s with
Ash more than 25 weeks ago and was a

sensation from the outset, his unique
song delivery putting him across consis-

tently, no matter what kind of song he
offered. Since then his climb has been
steady, and in recent weeks his work
has been the talk of theatregoing Chi-
cago.
The Los Angeles date follows directly

from his Chicago success. Givot is

slated to work in front of the band Buck
is to put into the Metropolitan,' and un-
less all predictions go awry the com-
bination should mean greater box office

takings for the Met.

Presentation
Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman
By WILLIAM R WEAVER

Publix’ Good Joke on
Little Old New York

N EW YORK news and trade papers

deal harshly with the first stage shows
introduced there by Publix Theatres cor-

poration, cities so remote as Los Angeles
quoting their high sounding criticism at par

value. The newspaper angle seems to be the

ancient one which prompts condemnation
of anything emanating from elsewhere.

The trade paper angle is different but
equally biased. The very good joke is that

the John Murray Anderson efforts are not

the “Balaban & Katz Entertainment” which
won world recognition but are in reality

tabloid revues done wholly in the Broad-
way technique of their producer. They do
not belong, of course, in the picture thea-

tre.

In his third start, “Gypsy Follies,” here
last week, Mr. Anderson got somewhat
away from his ancient inhibitions and the

result was a step in the direction of the

Balaban & Katz original. Broadway will

get its first glimpse of the real thing when
the shows produced here and taken East
by Frank Cambria, father of the entertain-

ment form which made Chicago the cine-

matic culture center of the world, are re-

vealed at the Rivoli. As a result of the

managerial policy which the world has
learned to respect if not fully to under-
stand, Mr. Cambria’s original B. & K. en-
tertainment will make its bow after the
press has exhausted its spleen upon Broad-
way’s own producer and his product. Un-
less the cards are stacked permanently,
which is doubtful, the real B. & K. shows
will take New York in a walk.

The New York complex is a bit tough.

Last Summer the New York press went
into eulogies when the Rivoli installed a

cooling system and Broadwayfarers dis-

covered it is possible to see a filmshow
comfortably in the Summertime. Even the

Eastern trade paper editors fell for that

one, although Balaban & Katz had box of-

ficed the cooling thing five or more years

before. Perhaps this and other past events

figured in the decidedly neat idea of lead-

ing off with Mr. Anderson’s “presenta-

tions.”

Vaudeville in Panic
About Presentation

YTAUDEVILLE, if organs held out as
* its spokesmen may be credited, is wor-

ried about the spread of presentation. It

seems very little good vaudeville time is

left and working conditions are going from
bad to worse. A sort of panic exists, lack

of sound understanding of the presentation
field figuring largely as responsible.

Vaudeville has learned definitely that it

is not wanted in the picture theatres. Both
performers and agents have had this dem-
onstrated to them convincingly. The more
competent among them, however, have
found it a not difficult and conveniently
profitable thing to step over into the new
and better field of endeavor. It is only

(Continued on Page 63)

Mangan Is to

Give London
Presentation

Sixty-Piece Orchestra Will Be
Used at New Plaza—Staging

to Be Elaborate
“The stage production which I

will put on at the New Plaza dur-
ing opening week (March 1) will
mark the beginning of stage pres-
entations in a motion picture thea-
tre in London,” says Francis A.
Mangan in a letter to the “Herald.”
The letter further states the shows
at the New Plaza will be elaborate
and that a 60-piece orchestra will
be a feature of the entertainment
offered patrons of the house.
The New Plaza, a 4,400-seat house, is

the largest and most modern picture thea-
tre in London. It was originally scheduled
to open under Mangan’s management Feb-
ruary 1, but the opening was delayed.
When the doors are finally opened London
will view a house such as it never has seen
before, and will be entertained in a man-
ner that will be altogether new.

No English History
Mr. Mangan in his communication to the

Herald states that though some London
motion picture theatres offer other-than-
screen entertainment, presentations as the
United States knows them have no history.
The stage shows Londoners are accus-
tomed to viewing in film houses are of the
variety type, and Mangan’s presentations
will be decidedly novel.

According to present plans, Mangan is

scheduled to open the New Paris theatre,
Paris, France, in the fall. He may return
to the L^nited States next summer to do
some production work, but will go abroad
again later in the season.

J. B. Barron Happy
Over New Orchestra

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CALGARY, ALTA., Feb. 23.—J. B.
Barron, manager of the Palace theatre,
has installed a new house orchestra, and
is highly enthusiastic over its work. In
a statement on the new unit, which is

under the direction of Leon Asper, Bar-
ron recently said:

“At 3:00 a. m. this morning I sat in

the theatre, empty save for my new Pal-
ace concert orchestra in rehearsal, listen-
ing to the rapturous strains of Mozart’s
‘Titus.’ I came to the sudden realization
that after months of patient endeavor I

had finally achieved my ambition, name-
ly, to secure for the Palace the finest

orchestra, composed of talented soloists,

that has ever been heard in any theatre

in Calgary. I am so enthused that I

want every person to share with me my
enjoyment of Leon Asper and his or-

chestra.”
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?£u
VE YOUTH? TALENT? BEAUTY?

Do You Want to Stay Forever in the Chorus?

Or Have You Ambitions to Be Developed “THE STAR OF TOMORROW?”
It Can Be Accomplished as the Following “STARS OF TODAY” Will

A ttest

:

LILA LEE LOUISE GROODY EDDIE CANTOR GEORGIE JESSEL GEORGIE PRICE
DUNCAN SISTERS HELEN MENKEN OLGA COOK YVETTE RUGEL MAE MURRAY
ONA MUNSON LILLIAN WALKER GREGORY KELLY ORVILLE HARROLD JULIUS (Groucho) MARX

Then See the Man Who DISCOVERED and DEVELOPED the Above Artists and Several Hundred Others:

GUS EDWARDS
THE STAR MAKER

Who Presented His First of a Series of De Luxe Presentations for THE PUBLIX THEATRES CORPORATION

“GUS EDWARDS’ GARDEN OF GIRLS”
AT THE RIVOLI, NEW YORK, LAST WEEK (FEB. 14)

Address All Communications Personally to

GUS EDWARDS, 227 West 45th Street, New York City. Tel. Chickering 3966
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GEORGE GIVOT
Opening METROPOLITAN, LOS ANGELES,

February 26

Thanks to:

PAUL ASH
JACK PARTINGTON

Billy Stevens

NOTE: Thanks Also To The Beneficiaries Of The Future.

ROY DIETERICH
Popular American Tenor

Management: Wm. Morris Phone: Bryant 1637

1560 Broadway, New York City

Missouri Rockets in

Bacchanalian Revel
as Picture Prologue

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 23.—“The Wan-
derer” was the long feature film at the
Missouri last week. Skouras Brothers de-
cided that a bacchanalian prologue would
be in keeping with the atmosphere of the
picture.

A bacchanalian prologue for “The Wan-
derer” would not be complete without danc-
ing girls and plenty of them, and dancing
was not lacking at the Missouri, for the
Missouri Rockets—sixteen of ’em—danced
and drank their best in that portion of the
banquet scene which was lifted bodily from
the picture. It’s a great organization, those
Rockets, who belie their name. Our con-
ception of a rocket is something that shoots
skyward very fast and then falls with a
dull thud in a brief space of time. These
Rockets apparently haven’t reached their
peak, although they have been on the boards
at the Missouri and the Grand Central for
many weeks. They are good looking and
know how to dance, and are getting bet-
ter week by week. However, some of the
patrons thought there was too much yell-

ing by the girls in the banquet scene.
“Charlotte Woodruff’s” clear soprano

was as pleasing as ever.

Gene Rodemich and his orchestra selected
“Hungarian Fantasy” for their overture of-
fering. Milton Slosser at the organ was
heard to decided advantage in “Tie Me
to Your Apron Strings Again.”

Yodeling Novelty Is

Hit; Zimmerman and
Grandville Are Held

DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 23.—The Palace
theatre held over Zimmerman and
Grandville last week. They presented
another Yodeling Novelty, which was
composed of Southern melodies. The
setting is rather pretty, though not par-
ticularly in keeping with the rest of
the presentation. The act was well re-

ceived, and the applause was vigorous.
The Palace orchestra, conducted by

Alexander Keese, presented “Southern
Rhapsody,” an arrangement of Southern
melodies, with some original themes
founded on negro rhythms.

“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives” was the
long feature.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Acts Reported This Week

Mardi Gras Show Gets
Big Response; Capitol
Annual Timely Stunt

People liked the Capitol’s annual
Mardi Gras show last week well enough
to rattle the rafters if the theatre had
any. It was a big bill admirably de-

veloped and with only an occasional sag,

these serving to highlight the rest of

the cantata by contrast.

Albert E. Short, back from his East-
ern tour, opened the show with one of

his dramatized overtures. It was good
old “William Tell” cut down to length
and intersected by a break to a scenic

storm which evoked applause in keep-
ing with the thunderous motif. For en-

core he gave one of his popular bits, a

ballad number soloed in turn by violin

and cello and landing solidly.

A newsreel was next and then Leo
Terry, organist, combined Irving Ber-
lin’s “What’ll I Do,” “All Alone,” “Re-
member” and “Always” for a neat sonata.

He did n’t sing this time, but the words
were on the screen and many of those
present did.

The presentation was in three parts,

closing in from full to one and going
back to full to finish. Billy Sharpe and
his orchestra, with dancers, figured prin-

cipally in the first part, Eddie Rasch,
comedian and dancer, trotting along.
Rasch began well but imitated George
Primrose for his final number and the
audience hadn’t heard of the revered
minstrel. Sharpe sang a couple of num-
bers, but the music itself was liked.

In one, a trio popular via radio did
three or four harmony numbers, the man
playing the piano and singing with the
girls. Their “Roll Them Bones” was
their best number, one of the girls ex-
hibiting a baritone any fellow could be
proud of.

The Mardi Gras angle was stressed
most strongly in the third section, full

stage again, when a float mounted by
statuesque damsels was dragged on to

make a background for the Capitol-Ab-
bot chorus to Charleston and otherwise
disport itself down stage. For the finale

a colored youth came on and stepped his

national dance to the complete satisfac-

tion of everyone present.

Zez Confrey’s Jazz
Orchestra Tops Bill;

Solo Numbers Go Big
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 23.—Zez Con-

frey’s orchestra, peppy and tuneful as ever,

held the boards at the Grand Central the

week of February 14, and they went across
in great style.

Zez and his aggregation brought back
many old favorite tunes, the patrons show-
ing their enthusiasm with this innovation
by loud applause.

Needless to say, Zez, who was there in

person, was expected to and did play “Kit-
ten On the Keys,” his own composition.
He also played several other good numbers.

Stuart Barrie at the organ pressed out
another edition of his Community Songs,
for which he started the vogue in St. Louis
some time back. This is a great stunt. It

sets the audience singing.

Adler and Bradford

—

Lowe's State
,

Los
Angeles.

Albert, Don and Orchestra Loew’s State
,

St.

Louis.
Ash, Paul and Band McVickgrs

,
Chicago.

Austin, Gene—Strand, New York.
Axtell, Helen Prolheroe—B isconsin, Milwaukee.
Bain, Jack Metropolitan , Los Angeles.
Banjophiends and Betty Hale Strand

,
New

York.
Barrie, Stuart Grand Central , St. Louis.
Barris, Harry—McVickers, Chicago.
Breault and Begley—Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Brewer, Ruth Rialto , New York.
Burroughs, Janies—Loew’s State , Los Angeles.

Capitol-Abbott Ballet (Jean Moebius, Ann
Bronson, Frances Dahl, Marie Hisgen, Rose
Kirsmer, Muriel Moore, Fern Anderson)—
Capitol , Chicago.

Charles, Milton Chicago ,
Chicago.

Clarke, Georgette Loew’s State , Los Angeles.

Confrey, Zez and Orchestra—Grand Central ,

St. Louis.
Dempsey and Laveaux Wisconsin ,

Milwaukee.

Ellis, Roy Chicago ,
Chicago.

Falgar, Clark Newman
,
Kansas City.

Fitch and Richter—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Forbstein, Louis and Syncopators Royal ,

Kan-
sas City.

Geis, Hy C. Rialto
,
New York.

Givot, George Senate ,
Chicago.

“Gypsy Follies,” Chicago ,
Chicago.

Hank and Lill Senate
,
Chicago.

Heller and Riley Metropolitan , Los Angeles.

Kelly Dancers Newman ,
Kansas City.

Kelly, Nell

—

Loew’s State
,
Los Angeles.

Key, Kathleen

—

Loew’s Warfield , San Francisco.

Klein, Miriam—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Klemova, Mile, and Ballet Strand

,
New York.

Kopp, Rudolph G. and Orchestra Wisconsin ,

Milwaukee.
Lee, Dorma—Loew’s State, St. Louis.

Lee, Luella and Dancers Metropolitan ,
Los

Angeles

.

Lenore Steppers Chicago ,
Chicago.

Lyon, Velma—Newman, Kansas City.

Marshon Brothers,

—

Loew’s Warfield ,
San Fran-

cisco .

Mass and Manning Sisters Newman,, Kansas

City.

Prologue to Long
Film Good Number;

Dancers Top Show
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 23.—“From

Canteen to Firing Line” was the title of the

prologue on last week’s Alhambra bill.

Though not a presumptuous affair, the act

made an acceptable atmospheric prologue to

the long feature, “Havoc.”

The act was in two scenes. The first and

longer showed a group of six doughboys

on furlough in a canteen. With the aid of

somewhat forced conversation they intro-

duced a number of entertainment features,

consisting chiefly of solo and quartette

singing by the Silver City Four and clever

dances by Breault and Begley. All six were
in service uniform.

The dancers were easily the better talent

of the group, and with the exception of

one song in which they aroused too many
memories of the barber shop quartette the

songsters held their own satisfactorily.

The second scene excelled in setting. It

depicted a portion of a front line trench

overlooking no-man’s-land, and rather well

executed. Only one number, “The Rose of

No Man’s Land,” was done in this setting,

which put it in the class of a mild flash.

Liszt’s “Second Hungarian Rhapsody”
was the overture, and in the capable hands
of Heinz Roemheld and his orchestra this

number was well up to the high standard
which Roemheld has consistently maintained
on the musical end of the Alhambra bills.

Missouri Rockets Missouri
, St. Louis.

O'Donnell, Hughie State, Detroit.

Pasetki, David Metropolitan
, Atlanta.

“Perfumed Idea” Loews Warfield
, San Fran-

cisco.

Pierce, Evelyn

—

Metropolitan
, Los Angeles.

Pierre and Pagie Howard
, Atlanta.

Quinlan and Miller Strand
, New York.

Racette, Ruth—Senate, Chicago.
Rappaport, Albert

—

Loew’s Warfield, San Fran-
cisco.

Rasch, Eddie & Co.—Capitol, Chicago.
Richards Twins Metropolitan

, Los Angeles.
Ricketts, Verne State , Detroit.
Roemheld, Heinz and Orchestra—A lham bra,

Milwaukee.
Rose and Taylor and Orchestra

—

Loew’s State ,

St. Louis.
Roth, A1 Strand

, New York.
Santry and Norton Strand

, New York.
Sellers, Preston Senate , Chicago.
Sharpe, Billy, Revue Capitol

, Chicago.
Short, Albert E., and Orchestra Capitol , Chi-

cago.
Silver City Four—Alhambra, Milwaukee.
“Skylarks”—Capitol, Detroit.
Spring, Lester—Chicago^ Chicago.
Stanton, Will—Newman, Kansas City.

Stickney, Robert—Strand, New York.
Stockwell, Harry—Newman, Kansas City.

Straub, Herb, and Band—State, Detroit.

Stritt, Fred—State, Detroit.
Suzette, Mile. Loew’s State, Los Angeles.
Taylor and Hawks—State, Detroit.
Terry, Leo Capitol, Chicago

.

Terry, Tom Loew’s State, St. Louis.
Turrelly, Arthur Newman ,

Kansas City.

Wakeling, Irene Metropolitan
, Los Angeles.

Walters, Teddy—Chicago^ Chicago.
Waring's Pennsylvanians—Senate, Chicago.
Watson, Milton—McVickers, Chicago.
Western Quartette Rialto , New York.
Weston's Models Newman

,
Kansas City.

White, Norman—State, Detroit.

Williams, Kenneth Royal , Kansas City.

Wolf, Rube, and Band—Loew’s State , Los An-
geles-

Woodruff. Charlotte Missouri
, St. Louis.

Zimmerman and Grandville Palace , Dallas.

Fourth Publix Show
at Detroit Capitol

Fast and Colorful
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 23.—The stage

of the Capitol was given over again last

week to a Publix Theatre Corporation act,

this act, the fourth in the series, traveling

under the title of “Skylarks.”

Like previous offerings under the same
banner, it is quite elaborate and colorful.

There are about 25 players in the com-
pany, singers and dancers all. So far each
weekly presentation has been different from
the others and “Skylarks” is no exception,

having been equipped with a wide variety

of novelties.

The action throughout is so swift that

the 20-minute turn seems brief.

Janet Adler’s Girl

Jazz Band, Steppers,
Featured at Madison

DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 23.—The Madi-
son stepped into the presentation whirl last

week by staging one of the most attrac-

tive numbers in its history. Along with the

long feature picture, “Mike,” appeared
Janet Adler and her girl jazz band. Pop-
ular dance melodies were the keynote of

the Adler performance and the singers

and dancers in the troupe all have good
talent.

The performance was brought to a smash-
ing finish with a quartet doing the Charles-

ton and bearing down hard on some new
and intricate steps.
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Broadway Presentations
By T. E. LEAHY

Joe Plunkett’s Stage
Show Is Knockout
NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Joe Plunkett’s

presentation proved another “wow” at the
Strand theatre. It opened up with a beau-
tiful garden set in which John Quinlan
and Pauline Miller sang a duet entitled

ou and I.” Then Mile. Klemova and
ballet corps danced a minuet, to the tune
of “The Glow Worm.” Gene Austin, a
Victor record artist, playing his own ac-
companiment, sang three numbers. Austin
proved to be the weak spot in the presen-
tation, the main reason for this being that
the Strand auditorium is a bit too big
for his voice.

With a complete black background, with
baby spots playing on them, the Banjo-
phiends and Betty Hale appeared. Miss
Hale did a dance that was greatly appre-
ciated by the audience. Robert Stickney,
who was held over for the second week,
again proved a knockout doing his Charles-
ton on stilts.

A valentine number served not only as

a finale but also let the audience know
that they had seen 30 minutes of excellent
entertainment. A large envelope effect was
used in this scene and as the pages were
opened Helen Santry and James Norton
stepped forth and did their “tough” dance
specialty, which brought down the house.
Then A1 Roth decided he had something

“Gypsy Follies” Up
Slightly; Still Ranks

Below B-K Standard
Though a slight improvement over “The

Melting Pot” and “The Dime Museum,”
“Gypsy Follies,” John Murray Anderson

—

Publix revue caught last week at the Chi-
cago, Chicago, is not up to the original

B. & K. standard for presentations. There
is much color and much—much too much

—

action in the piece. The color makes, at

first shot, the impression of gorgeousness.
On closer view it is seen that the thing is

only gaudy.
Teddy Walters, Roy Ellis and the Le-

nore Steppers are named in the trailer on
the revue. But they are so far buried that

no one out front who does not know them
before he takes a seat can segregate them
from the remainder of the crowd. Too
many people and too rapid routine seems
to be the chiefest fault with “Gypsy Fol-
lies.” One is dazzled but not impressed.
Looking at the show is like looking into

the noonday face of a July sun, and the

reaction is greatly similar.

And at the finale a young woman steps

down front and clamors—-singing, sup-
posedly. Her bit made the worst of all the

bad impressions. Chicago B. & K. patrons
have fresh memories of work—even comic
work—that is better, and do not take per-
formances such as this as the pure gold of
entertainment.
An item. After the close of the first

evening show last Tuesday the lobby was
empty save for the inevitable few persons
strolling in for seats. There was no lineup

on the walk when this reporter left the

house.

Preceding the Anderson show, Lester
Spring, working behind an anvil in front
of a smithy drop and set forge, sang the

“Armorer’s Song” from “Robin Hood.”
Spring is a basso and bassos do not go over
so well in most Chicago houses. But this

part of the stage bill was easily more like

a B. & K. presentation than was the swift-

moving jazzily bright revue that followed.

to offer and went into a fast dance, which
did not slacken the speed of the finale one
bit

;
in fact it added to one of the best

presentations Broadway has witnessed in
some time.

Ruth Brewer Flops;

Western Quartette Hits

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Presentation
shows in the big Broadway theatres have
come to be such a regular feature, that
the audiences have learned to look forward
to them as a part of the entertainment they
pay for. And so uniformly good have
these presentation shows been that the the-

atregoers are already educated to that class

of shows and when they do not get good
ones, they feel cheated.
From the amount of applause which

greeted the presentation at the Rialto last

week the audience seemed to feel just that
way. Ruth Brewer, billed as “A Whole
Orchestra,” played about every instrument
known and worked mighty hard to put her
efforts over, but left the stage without
causing a ripple.

The Western Quartette, in “Bits O’ Har-
mony,” sang two selections, using wise
showmanship in offering for their closing

number that every popular favorite “On
the Road to Mandalay,” which is always
bound to receive some applause, whenever
sung.

Hy C. Geis, organist, got the audience
in a good mood to see the picture, playing

“Vocal Athletics,” during which was flashed

on the screen a request for the patrons to

sing with him. And sing they did.

E. Peabody Succeeds
V. Buck at Granada
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 23.—
Eddie Peabody, prominent musical director

formerly of New York City, bas succeeded
Verne Buck as director of the Granada
theatre orchestra. Peabody also has a

reputation for good work in musical
comedy. He sings, dances and is a capable
violin and banjo player.

H. M. Thomas Is Announcer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINNIPEG, MAN., Feb. 23.—H. M.
Thomas, manager of the Capitol theatre,

has taken over the duties of announcing
by radio the concerts and prologues
staged by Earle Hill and his Capitolians,
comprising the house orchestra and spe-

cial artists.

ARTHUR SPIZZI
Booking- the Better Picture Theatres

NEW YORK OFFICE

1587 BROADWAY

David Pasetki, Piano
Single with Film Lead,

Hits at Metropolitan
ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 23.—David

Pesetki, a Russian pianist of note, appeared
last week in a feature presentation at the

Metropolitan theatre is connection with a

picturization of what is billed as an epi-

sode of the Bolvshevik revolution. “Sonia’s

Song” is the title of the film, in which
Pesetki appears as a court musician to

the czar who is forced to flee when the

revolution begins. Through the medium
of “Sonia’s Song,” written by him for

his sweetheart, the young composer is fin-

ally reunited with his fiancee after years
of separation.

Pesetki’s act consumes about 25 minutes
and his rendition of several brilliant piano-
forte numbers, among them Rachmaninoff’s
“Prelude in C Sharp Minor,” stamps him
as an artist of high ability.

Milton Charles Hits
with Unique Type of

Organ Presentation
Milton Charles, B. & K. organist rotating

between the Chicago Tivoli and Uptown
theatres, last week gave the finest demon-
stration of his instrument heard in fre-

quently demonstrated to Chicago these
many years. The organ demonstration
thing is one of the soundly established

prestige getters of the picture theatre and
should be executed accordingly.

Mr. Charles called his number “A Trip
Through the Organ” and took it less seri-

ously than is customary, using humor in

screened captions and his musical subject
matter, thus getting a better total effect

than that obtained by his more laborious
brethren. His routine may or may not be
obtainable, but if it is theater organists
elsewhere should get it and use it.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Novelties
Singers
Dancers

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
(Incorporated)

Specialists in prologues

and presentations

for the motion
picture
house

Auditorium Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

Phone Wabash 2692
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Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City
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Fanchon and Marco

“Perfumed Idea” Is

Frisco Warfield Hit
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 23—

One of the cleverest presentation acts

Fanchon and Marco have shown was pre-

sented at Loew’s Warfield theatre in con-
nection with the picture “Dance Madness.”
The performance was entitled “Perfumed
Idea.” Albert Rappaport, Russian tenor,

was one of the outstanding features of the

act and his songs proved exceptionally pop-
ular. Kathleen Key, motion picture actress,

made a personal appearance.
Different singers and dancers, including

the Marshon Brothers, worked in oriental

costumes. The Marshon Brothers made an
especially big hit when they appeared as

women and after taking off their masks it

was seen they were men. The Chinese, the

Assyrians, the Persians and the French
were imitated in such a manner that the

applause was constant. At first the dancers
appeared with masks on, partly because
they imitated those whose dances they fol-

lowed and partly because in the picture a

mask was worn by one of the players.

While at first special dances and songs
were given by special individuals and
groups, the finale was impressive. The back
curtain was raised while one was singing

and on the stage appeared six huge bottles

of well known perfumes. Each bottle, of

course, was appropriately decorated and
from each bottle appeared one who sang
and danced. Then all danced together. The
Marshon Brothers danced in costumes out
of “Scheherezade,” emerging from the

giant bottles. Their masks, grotesque, odd
and beautiful, are their own handiwork.

Songs, Steps and
Music Featured in

Metropolitan Show
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—Leo Forb-

stein and his orchestra offered on the fare-
well week’s program “Raymond Overture”
and a new Irving Berlin song, “Always,”
with a vocal chorus sung by Jack Bain.
This was followed by an Aesop’s Fables
“Hunting in 1950.” Unit number three on
the Metropolitan program was “A Musical
Interlude,” with the Richards’ Twins play-
ing a violin duet, Irene Wakeling whistling
and Evelyn Pierce at the piano. A beau-
tiful back drop set off the number to good
advantage. It consisted of a waterfall
with unique lighting effect.

“Shadowland” served to introduce Hel-
ler and Riley, who sang several pleasing
numbers. Luella Lee and her dancers gave
a pretty interpretation of the song.
The long feature on the bill was “The

Song and Dance Man,” and the short fea-

ture was “Wandering Papas.”
The Metropolitan newsreel was a trailer

showing Verne Buck greeting Paul Ash be-
fore McVicker’s theatre in Chicago. An-
other trailer showed Buck’s arrival in Los
Angeles.

Team and 4 Singles
Perform in Front of

Herb Straub’s Band
DETROIT, MICH., Feb. 23.—Box office

figures continue high at the State as the
result of the public’s continued interest in

Herb and his Bunch, together with the
comical Fred Stritt, who have been head-
lining the State programs for the last six
weeks. Regardless of the strength of the
long feature picture it seems that this

number always draws a tremendous pat-
ronage. The State is now the best money

bet of all the Kunsky downtown theatres
and this is extraordinary in view of the
fact that during the first few weeks fol-

lowing its opening patronage was not nearly
as great as expected.
Last week’s program by the outfit pre-

sented nothing out of the ordinary in scenic
investment or comedy value, yet it went
over big with the audiences. Included on
the program were Taylor and Hawks, song-
sters, well known to Kunsky audiences;
Norman White, a good comedian with a
fair voice

;
Verne Ricketts, a fast stepping

song man, and Hughie O’Donnell, who
packs a line of nifty stories.

Seasonal Show Is

Marred by Wrong
Spotting of Acts

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 23.—Ed J.

Weisfeldt made last week’s presentation at

the Wisconsin tie up with calendar events.
“To My Valentine” was the chief number
of the bill.

Setting consisted of a heroic sized val-
entine rising the full height of the stage,

with Miriam Klein, soprano, in a costume
built on the same proportions as the rest

of the set, as the central figure. This ef-

fect was created by having the singer stand
on a platform with only the tipper portion
of her body protruding from a high full

skirt. The beauty of the piece was accen-
tuated by having it first shown through
scrim, which parted and revealed the rich
color effects of the gown and background
in excellent light.

After Miss Klein did her song, Dempsey
and Laveaux went through the routine of
a very pretty “Valentine Dance.” Their
costumes fitted well into the general set

and the entire piece was a delight to the
eye. At the close of the dance a cutout
blue bird, typical of valentine cards, .was
cleverly made to “fly” out in front of the

set-background with a large card, “To My
Valentine” in his beak. Thus the act ended
with a flash.

Further up in the program, Helen Pro-
theroe Axtell, a soprano with an excellent
and well modulated voice, sang several se-

lections in a set of her own. It was un-
fortunate that this talented girl appeared
before the feature act, for her offering

detracted from the effectiveness of the
singer in the big number, whose voice in

comparison is slightly inferior. The fact

that both are sopranos and that Miss Klein
was further handicapped by being rather
far back on the stage, made this defect
stand out more than it might under other
circumstances.
Rudolph G. Kopp, musical director,

wielded the baton for selections from “Rose
Marie,” which comprised the overture for

the week. Edmund Fitch and Arthur Rich-
ter, presiding at the twin consoles of the

organ, put over “I Never Knew” with their

usual success.

Pierre and Pagie’s

Dance Cycle Is Good
Stage Presentation

ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 23.—The Howard
theatre had as its stage offering last week
Pierre and Pagie, presenting a series of
dance numbers in one of the best offer-

ings of this kind the theatre has had. It

was a finished performance omitting all

suggestiveness. The audiences took to it

strongly.

The team offered four numbers, two
duets, “Spanish” and “Old Fashioned,”
and two solos, “Burglar” and “Leopard”
dance. Their scenic efforts were well
designed and appropriate. Their act con-
sumed about 15 minutes.
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Bruce Fowler Stages
Elaborate 60-Minute
Song and Dance Show

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 23.—Bruce
Fowler of the Newman arranged a revue
last week that was little short of a regula-
tion musical comedy. Known as “The Val-
entine Vanities,” and having a cast of 20,

the program lasted virtually an hour and
proved one of the biggest novelty hits of
the season.
The revue, which was in three scenes,

included Will Stanton of comic, musical
comedy and vaudeville fame; Arthur Tur-
relly, the world’s champion harmonica
player, who introduced some new musical
novelties

;
Mass and Manning Sisters, a

popular trio of dancers
; a beautiful scenic

novelty which included the appearance of
the Weston’s Models; Velma Lyon and
Harry Stockwell, who appeared in many
of the musical interpolations

;
Clark Fal-

gar, who appeared as the Valentine shop-
keeper and who worked throughout the

story of the revue, and the Kelly Dancers,
whose popularity has increased with their

extended stay in Kansas City.

The revue told a .simple but fetching
story of the Valentine. The musical score
was so arranged that one almost forgot
there was a film program yet to come.
Will Stanton received a liberal share of

applause throughout the week, which was
seven days of packed houses, despite stormy
weather. Weston’s Models also proved to

be an approval winning act. In fact, to

find a flaw in any of the acts or the tech-

nique of the arrangement of the revue
would have been difficult.

The long feature picture was “The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter.”

Dorma Lee, Taylor
and Rose Orchestra

Provide Good Show
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 23.—Dorma Lee

singing “Crinoline Days,” in which she was
heard to decided advantage in the baby
days of Loew’s State, elected to come back
with this number in her week’s extension

run at this house. And Dorma was as

pleasing as ever. The excellent reception

accorded her showed that the patrons ap-

preciate her singing.

Vincent Rose, Jackie Taylor and their

Hollywood jazz orchestra convinced all

they know stuff. They did in grand style.

Don Albert had as his overture selection

“Charleston the World Over” and gave a

music interpretation of how these hybrid

steps should be stepped the world over.

It started with the customary American
spasm—no convulsions being overlooked—

-

then came an Irish jig, Spanish fandango,
Hungarian waltz, Argentine tango, Japa-
nese steps and a plodding and staid melody
of the Germans. The negro versions of the

Charleston was saved for the climax.

Tom Terry at the organ had everyone
clapping hands when he put on his num-
ber “Clap Hands, Here Comes Charley.”

On the screen the long feature was “The
Auction Block.”

Bluebird Orchestra
Plays at Empress

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

J

EDMONTON, ALTA., Feb. 23.—On
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of each
week Manager Walter Davis of the Em-
press theatre makes a special presentation
as an added attraction of the Bluebird
Orchestra. The engagement is intended to

bolster the patronage on these three days
at the theatre. The orchestra plays twice
daily.
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Joie Lichter and
Band Featured in

“Jungle” Stage Act
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 23.—Stanley

Brown’s originality and Joie Lichter’s musi-
cal talent made last week’s Strand presenta-
tion as successful as many that have pre-
ceded it.

Stage settng was a jungle scene, deserted
at curtain draw save for two chattering
figures perched on the felled trunk of a
tree. The first portion of the show was a
kind of burlesque on “The Lost World” or
some such story. In the dim light of the
jungle a formidable reptile with red incan-
descent eyes crept from the underbrush and
then back into the “jungle” off-stage.

Weird forms moved about on the stage
which, under the clever lighting effects, was
surprisingly like a jungle clearing. A large
pot suspended from a tripod identified the
spot as a haunt of savages.

Presently the “natives” appeared, took up
their instruments, and after a few prelimi-
nary flourishes to add color to the scene
launched into their regular jazz rendition.
The program of music possessed slightly

less of merit than has gone with other pre-
sentations at the Strand, but what was lack-
ing in this regard was made up in other
ways. There were many laughs through-
out the bill as Lichter and his “Jazzulians”
attempt to act as well-regulated jungle
tribesmen are expected to act.

A somewhat spectacular effect was pro-
duced for the closing number when the
stage was darkened and a forest fire was
effected by means of trembling ribbons of
red light projected on the stage. It added
a highly desirable “punch” to the act.

House Orchestral
Music Backgrounds

Fanchon-Marco Act
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—Rube Wolf

and his orchestra continued at Loew’s State
the week starting February 13. The Fan-
chon and Marco feature on the program
was “Dream Song.” The presentation
opened with Wolf and his band playing
an overture, “Rhapsody in Blue,” a num-
ber which drew a great hand.
“Do You Believe in Dreams” was next

sung by James Burroughs, accompanied
by Georgette Clarke dressed in a colonial
gown. She entered from curtains back of
the orchestra and came down the stairs to

the footlights singing.

A bevy of sunkist beauties in blue cos-
tumes, with skirts that formed fans, danced
a pretty number on the upper stage behind
the orchestra. A novel effect was produced
when the dancers turned around, as the
backs of their costumes were large batik
shawls. Mile. Suzette did a graceful solo

dance, and Fay Adler and Teddy Bradford
danced a Pierrette and Pierrot number.
“Day Dreams” from “The Spring Maid”
was the motif of the act.

Wolf and his orchestra repeated the

“Stomp” number used the opening week,
but the song “That Certain Party,” proved
the most popular number he has yet played.

Nell Kelly, eccentric dancer, won the

large audience with her clever rendition

of a song and dance. She was assisted

by the orchestra leader.

The long feature was “Just Suppose,”
and a “Felix the Cat” cartoon the short
feature.

Charles Raymond to Go West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 23.—
Charles Raymond, former publicity di-

rector of the Newman theatre, who re-

signed recently, will go to the West
Coast, he has announced.

Bruce Fowler Gives
Patrons Double Treat
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

^

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 23.—
Bruce Fowler, manager of the Newman
theatre, Kansas City, devised a plan last
week whereby his patrons could hear
two big orchestras in one week. Vin-
cent Rose’s Montmartre Club orchestra
from Hollywood, playing as an added
attraction at the Newman, was exchanged
on several days for Ted Weem’s orches-
tra at the Hotel Muehlebach, the New-
man patrons receiving variety, while the
stunt received publicity.

Pennsylvanians End
Successful 7-Week
Chicago B. & K. Run

Waring’s .Pennsylvanians closed a highly
successful Chicago B. & K. run last Sunday
at the Senate, L. & T. hookup house, with
their collegiate presentation, slightly altered

as to mounting. The drop against which
they opened was not as good as the one
used at the Chicago and other B. & K.
houses, and the bandstand was not as at-

tractive.

During their last week they featured two
numbers not used previously

—“Thanks for

the Buggy Ride” and “Everybody’s Charles-

ton Crazy.” The “Buggy Ride” thing, as

these boys do it—featuring a drummer
who neighs and whinnies—is an ace-high

offering. To “Everybody’s Charleston

Crazy” Hank and Lill ripped off their con-

sistently good Charleston offering. And
just to make the tune about agrarian loco-

motion better the Pennsylvanians sang a

chorus of it.

Ruth Racette once more strolled through

“Kentucky’s Way of Saying Good Morn-
ing” singing a section of “Old Kentucky
Home,” for a reason that is yet to be dis-

covered. Certainly Tom Waring had no
need of any aid from Miss Racette, and
equally certainly she did not deck herself

With glory with her offering.

George Givot, singing a trio of songs,

hit as hard as ever. His work never lacks

steam and so far as this reporter knows
never has failed of bowling over a great

hand.

Preceding the Pennsylvanians’ offering

the Senate staged a queer birthday tableau.

The mounting was a kind of three-opening

arch on which the years the Senate has

been in operation were written in electrics.

A girl spieled a birthday speech that meant
nothing and a group of dancing girls, none

of whom had anything new to offer, stepped

around in costumes that were no more
startling than the stepping and the mount-
ing. The offering was altogether unin-

spired.

And ahead of all this Preston Sellers

piped an organ version of “Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charley,” bidding the cus-

tomers assist in the handclapping part. The
offering was a get-by and no more. It

barely made the tape.

Added Attractions
Grow More Popular
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y, Feb. 23.—Motion pic-

ture theatres in this part of New York
state are depending more and more on
feature acts in order to attract business.

The Griswold theatre in Troy, has just

started a musical instrument contest,

running each Monday evening, and end-

ing on April 5. A great many theatres

are now running old fiddlers’ contests.

Ash “In Florida” Not
So Good; Young Folks’
Speed Saves the Show

Last week Paul Ash had his way with
the Florida thing, calling it “In Florida.”
It wasn’t so good, the general idea prov-
ing a not very fertile one. But the young
folks introduced the week preceding
saved the cakes. Watson did a single
number and the band played more than
usual.

These young folks, Harry Barris at

the piano, and the unpronouncable young
lady with the voice and manner, are a
great help. They have a lot of steam
and the audience seems not to tire of
them, though Ash builds up a number
of phoney encores for them. They do
three or four numbers apiece in this

exercise and finish together.

The set was a good joke on Florida,
looking like almost anything else but
that Klondike. A wheel chair borrowed
from the Drake was an obvious “kid,”
however, so nobody cared. Ash’s giddy
jacket and knickers also were comedy,
but the boys in the band lifted Waring’s
Pennsylvanians’ college outfits direct
and it meant nothing.

What each of the folks did wasn’t im-
portant enough for repetition, but a
couple of Ash’s jokes stick in mind. The
one about his being sent to Florida by
the same doctor who treated A1 Jolson
and Eddie Cantor got over good, but
the people didn’t care for the one staged
with Watson to this effect.

WATSON—Lots of people down here in

Florida, Paul.

ASH—Yes, lots of ’em.

WATSON—Do you know, Paul, there

are so many people here that some of

them are sleeping with the dogs.

ASH—Well, that’s nothing. Even in

Chicago people sleep with cats.

WATSON—They do, Who?
ASH—Mrs. Katz.

This week Ash is doing something ex-
traordinary about the coincidence that

his birthday and that of George Wash-
ington are one, say the newspapers, and
he’s calling it “The Evolution of Jazz,”
which sounds like the sort of thing he
does better.

Louis Forbstein and
Syncopators Create
Prologue to Long Film

KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. 23.—Louis
Forbstein and his Royal Syncopators
donned Indian costumes at the Royal the-

atre last week in an atmospheric novelty
in conjunction with the long feature pic-

ture and proved to Manager Bruce Fowler
that they are just about as capable in act-

ing as they are in handling musical instru-

ments.

As a solo number Forbstein played the

“Indian Love Call” on the violin in such

a manner that he had a difficult time in

breaking away from the encores. A num-
ber of Indian airs featured the prologue,

while Kenneth Williams proved himself

capable of being a “big chief” singer just

as effectively as he has a “pale face” of

the past.

The performance lasts about 30 minutes, a

bit longer than usually is allotted to the

Syncopators, but, were encores to be

heeded, the time would run well beyond
that limit.

The long feature picture was “The Van-
ishing American.”
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( Continued, from Page 57 )

among the incompetent and the dumb that

panic prevails.

The step over is a simple one for the

performer of ability. He has but to un-

derstand that this new field demands of

him no other thing than ability to do that

which is wanted done. It is but necessary

then to stow away the frowsy “routine”

and report for work. The work is lighter,

the pay is better, the jumps are shorter,

the working conditions are immeasurably
better and there is no graft.

Performers, competent ones, are making
the change without difficulty. Among the

agents things are not going so well. Most
of them refuse to understand that vaude-
ville is not wanted, and practically all of

them attempt to serve the vaudeville and
picture theatres simultaneously and iden-

tically. In their ranks, as in the ranks of

the performers, the first to understand and
intelligently serve the new field are receiv-

ing due rewards. The others will follow

as always.

“Morality Clause” in

Presentation Contract

STAGE people signing contracts for work
in Publix presentations get quite a

laugh' out of the morality clause therein.

They are used to nothing like it and won-
der what it’s all about. It is to be hoped
that none of them have the misfortune to

find out through experience.

The morality clause is no laughing mat-
ter. It is one of the many little things

about the picture theatre which has set it

on a plane above the others. The laughter
of the stage people is properly good na-

tured and wholly respectful.

Reformers Contribute
Dirty Suggestion

PROFESSIONAL reformers meeting in

Chicago for the purpose of agitating the

federal censorship proposition contributed

a typically dirty suggestion in the charge
that picture theatres use stage acts to por-
tray the alleged improprieties which cen-
sors are supposed to delete from the pic-

tures. The idea is typical of its source.

Typical, also, is the reformers’ failure to

specify a single place or occasion where
this has been done.

Exhibitors are properly but needlessly
incensed over the charge. Its absurdity is

so apparent as to render it important only
as another reflection upon the sincerity and
intelligence of persons making it. Such re-

flections eventually will obscure them.

Presentation Talent
From the Film Field

I
T is a bit curious that the big theatre
concerns investing great sums in presen-

tations have not gone to the motion picture
studio for producerial talent instead of to

the stage. The man who staged the
tableaux in “The American Venus” could
produce better presentations than almost
anything now visible on the picture theatre
stage. The man who staged Educational’s
short feature, “The Marionettes,” could
make John Murray Anderson’s best effort

look like the work of a rank amateur. The
salary of film producers is not greater than
that being paid and offered stage people.

The shortest distance between two points
is a straight line and presentations staged
for picture theatres by men accustomed to
staging entertainment for picture theatres
in all probability would give the organiza-
tion leading in this direction immediate
and substantial advantage.

PRESENTATION IDEAS
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

“ROMANCE OF YESTERDAY”
This opens in one, going to full stage

and then back again to one. The rise of

the curtain discloses an old man sitting in

an arm chair facing a prop fireplace which

is set to one side of the stage. Your drop

should represent the rest of the room and

should be painted on scrim. Footlights

are in blue and a red glow comes from

the fireplace. The old man should be

picked out by a red spot from the wings.

During the introduction to his song.

“That Romance of Mine” from “The

Dancing Girl,” he rises and gazes at an old

painting of a woman over the fireplace, then

sings. After one verse and chorus he drops

into the chair (dramatically) and hangs his

head. Orchestra then goes into introduction

of “Will You Remember?” from “May-

time.”

The lights behind the scrim drop have

come up, disclosing an old Southern gar-

den. An old brick fence with an iron gate

is in the background. The fence is covered

witli roses. Two or three prop trees in

full blossom (cherry or apple trees) are

set in various spots. The floor is covered

with grass mats and a garden bench is

placed center stage beneath one of the trees.

A man and a girl dressed in the crinolines

and clothes of the fifties, are seen seated.

They sing “Will You Remember?” alternat-

ing on the verses, and ending as a duet. To-

ward the end of their last chorus the lights

behind the scrim drop will gradually go

down, and then out, while the blue foot-

lights come up. The red glow from the

fireplace and the side spot again show the

old man, who sings another chorus of “That

Romance of Mine.” Curtain.

“LOVE’S COTTAGE”
Using the new ballad success, “Just *•

Cottage Small by a Waterfall,” the words

of which were the inspiration for the idea.

They start off, “Just a Cottage Small by a

Waterfall. At the closing of the day. And
someone to wait, At the garden gate, etc.”

The stage is set just as the words imply,

to the right is a small cottage. This is sur-

rounded by a white picket fence with a

gate, inside of which are placed grass mats

and perhaps a few flowers set so they seem

to be growing. Your back drop should be

painted to represent hills, and on one of

these have a waterfall. The balance of the

stage can be set with wood wings or cut

foliage drop.

At the curtain, a girl dressed in gingham

is seen at the gate, waiting. It is sunset

and your lighting should be done accord-

ingly. Presently a man comes and sings

the song “Just a Cottage Small.” Toward
the end the lights should be dimmed, bring-

ing up some blues to represent the coming
of evening. At this time you can put your

waterfall effect on the back drop. Song
ends as the couple walk with their arms
around each other toward the door of the

cottage. Curtain.

“ON THE WHARF”
The back drop represents the other side

of the Hudson River, New York, showing

large buildings, the windows of which are

cut out transparencies, and lighted from
behind. Below the buildings is the water

row, on which is played a ripple effect.

Then a set row representing the end of a

pier or wharf on the opposite side of the

river. In front of this should be piled

boxes, bags, bales, baggage, a truck, etc.

From right stage comes a young man. His

coat collar is up, he wears a cap, and is

smoking a cigarette. He looks out over the

water, then comes down center stage and
sits on a box, singing his song, “I’m Wait-

ing for Ships That Never Come In.”

Julius Johnson Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 23.—Julius K.
Johnson has resigned as organist of the

St. Louis theatre. His successor will be
announced soon.

Kate Smith Plays Outside Date

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 23.—For
at least a week Washington has lost clever
Kate Smith, who is playing a special en-
gagement in Hagerstown, Md.

Presentation act “Venice” created for the California theatre, San Francisco, by
Manager Nat Holt and Conductor Max Dolin. Italian songs and dances were
featured.
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HYMAN COMPILES SERVICE CODE
Edward L. Hyman of Mark Strand

Theatre Sets High Standards

EDWARD L. HYMAN, managing director of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatre, has compiled a service code for the instruction and
guidance of the employes in the operation of the theatre. The code

is based upon the idea that the theatre which progresses the most rapidly
is the one which offers a little more and a little better service and shows
to its patrons.

THE service code has been made up in

form that is easily handled and easily

read.

Highlights from the code follow:

TO OUR EMPLOYEES
It has been said that Life is Serv-

ice. With this in mind it is reason-
able to believe that the one who
progresses is the one who gives his

fellow-beings a little more—and a

little better—service.

This motto can be applied to the

theatre as well as to other lines of
endeavor.

Aye, No. 1

!

George Rea has contributed the photo
above showing his stunt in exploitation
for “The Mine with the Iron Door,”
distributed by Principal Pictures. Rea
is owner of the Grand theatre, Colum-
bus, Ga., and is recorded as the “Num-
ber One” member of the “Herald Only
Club.”

It is the aim and the constant desire

of the Brooklyn Mark Strand to give
to all its patrons a little more, and a
little better, than any other theatre.

This applies alike to the perform-
ances upon the stage and screen and
to the service rendered patrons by
ushers, attendants and all employees.
It is the combination of -the two fac-

tors which form in the public mind
the opinion of a theatre, and it is

this opinion which must spell either

mediocrity or undisputable success.

PRIDE AND SERVICE
It should be the purpose of every

employee to perform his service thor-
oughly and courteously. Pride in

doing things well can be made a de-
cided asset to one’s work and a sat-

isfaction to one’s personal feelings.

The Brooklyn Mark Strand, in

choosing employees to service its

patrons, sets a high standard that

precludes any possibility of inferior

or indifferent service. Realizing that

the best is none too good for patrons,

it is the aim of the management to

employ only those who fully appre-
ciate this fact and who will strive to

make it a reality beyond any doubt.

PATRON IS RIGHT
From the time a patron enters the

outer lobby it is our purpose and
our duty to make him feel that the

“house is his.” The carriage man
and the outside attendant can both
pave the way by courteous service

that creates a welcome air before
the patron even enters. The cashier

must realize that pleasantness was
made for the box office as well as

other places, and greet pa-trons with
accurate and prompt service accom-
panied by a smile. Expression of

pain or boredom or impatience or

curtness have no place in the scheme
of things at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand. A percentage of every coin

laid down by the patron must be

earned for the theatre by <the cashier

with pleasant personality and correct

service.
The patron expects every employee to

answer any question intelligently, and the

management expects every employee to give

the best possible reply to anything asked.

If explanations are in order, the wise and
intelligent employee will inform the patron
in a manner that will create admiration
and respect for the theatre and for the
employee.

Front cover of Service Code, insti-

tuted for employes by Mark Strand the-
atre, Brooklyn.

The doormen, in their manner of taking
a ticket from the hand of the patron, may
either add to or detract from the pleasure

of the patron while in the theatre. The
doorman who “grabs” a ticket instead of

’’accepting” it is exercising a lack of judg-

ment incompatible with the general tone of

the theatre, and the doorman who jabs a

stub back at the patron instead of placing it

in his hand will not long remain.

DIRECTING THE PATRON
At the inner door the directness must

contribute an important service by direct-

ing patrons to those portions of the the-

atre in which are the best remaining seats.

If the directress says: “To the right,

please,” and the patron wishes to go to the

left instead, the patron must be accom-
modated.
The ushers must be alert and endeavor

to seat patrons where they want to sit, or

make the patron feel that he will be seated

in a location just as good. The usher will

not disagree with the patron on any point,

no matter how provoked, for the good
work of a whole week may be entirely

spoiled by an indiscreet answer.

LOST ARTICLES
Good service extends further. Patrons

losing articles, no matter how trivial, must
be given wholehearted attention by ushers,

head ushers and attendants, and honest

efforts must be made to find the article for

the loser. Each member of the force is

valuable to use only in proportion to his

or her ability to serve our patrons.

The employes opportunity will come
from his or her ability and anxiety to make
his or her part of Brooklyn Mark Strand

service the BEST service.
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By George!
Stop-Go-Stop!

Everybody’s talking about making the
streets safe for pedestrians and nobody’s
doing anything about it.

* * *

The Senate and House have agreed on
the size of the tax cut and March IS will

be a whole lot more popular this year than
it was last.

* * *

And, oh yes, the coal strike has been set-

tled and the men have gone back to work
and there will be plenty of hard coal this

summer.
* * *

The Countess of Cathcart, who has added
“moral turpitude” to our vocabulary, threat-

ens upon her return to England to stir up
her government to make reprisals on Amer-
ican divorceesl attempting to enter the

the British Isles. Our divorcees don’t stay
divorced that long.

* * *

Sporting Notes
Suzanne Lenglen is resting up after de-

feating Helen Wills, “Red” Grange is go-
ing to start his own football league and
Jack Dempsey may fight any year now.

* * *

SPRIG POEB
The sdo is udder foot
The robbids dever sig

The air is full of soot
Oh, welcub, welcub, sprig!

* * *

Assistant Secretary Lincoln C. Andrews
wants to buy the country’s liquor supply
for $300,000,000. Maybe we can get a bet-

ter price from the bootleggers.
* * *

Attorney General Sargent has been asked
if it is lawful to print George Washington’s
recipe for beer. Even if it’s lawful, it’s a

darn mean thing to do with most of us liv-

ing in apartments without freedom of the

basement.

FILMS FOR PRISONERS
A N ARTICLE in a motion picture bul-

letin recently quoted a statement of

Thomas J. Tynan, warden of the Col-
orado State Penitentiary, Canon City,

Col., in which he said pictures have
played a part in preparing prisoners for

life when they become free.

His statement continues:
“I found many inmates here who had

been here so many years that they had
never seen a motion picture and it was
a source of delight to all of the inmates
—and has continued to be so ever since.

“It was at that time that we passed
our first rules to cut down punishments
in the prison, requiring that any prisoner
who violated prison regulations would
be deprived of the privilege of attending
the picture shows for various lengths of

time. We found it such a great success
here that other prisons soon began to

make inquiry from us and it has grad-
ually grown throughout the country.

“If there was a picture projector in

any prison before, 1 have no knowledge
of it and the movement has spread to all

institutions—reform schools, hospitals,

asylums, boys’ and girls’ industrial
schools and other places where any large
group are confined at one point.

“We found that after installing the
motion picture and adopting a few sim-
ple rules the number of punishments in

the prison dropped over seventy per cent
and has remained there ever since, be-
cause our picture shows are something
for which a prisoner must have a good
record in order to have the privilege of

seeing them.

“We have always found the aim in

every picture an elevating one, suggest-
ing better ways of living, better man-
hood and more ‘sticktoitiveness.’

“We find that our inmates enjoy about
the same kind of pictures that other
people enjoy because, were we to put
our prisoners in civilian clothing, they
would look very much like any other
body of people. Of course, you will

understand that all men leaving prison,

rub elbows with the people outside and
most of them have, I am glad to say,

been corrected through outdoor labor and
other means of education and learning
which has been found necessary for them
to assimilate while here, not forgetting

that the motion picture has also played
its part.”

Song

A show that is full of laughter

A film, then a little song

A place whose aim is pleasure

;

What, there, is quite so wrong?

Men’s bodies deserve a lot of care,

Most men work far too much.

Their hearts are filled with worry

About pork chops, rent and such.

But a show that is full of laughter

A film, then a little song.

Shoes will not cost any more

And life lasts twice as long.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

MR. SLENKER THANKS US
AND OFFERS AN IDEA

Linder separate cover I am forwarding
you photo of theatre front used on Johnny
Hines-First National picture, “The Live
Wire.”

I have gained many valuable ideas for

exploitation from your columns but this

is the first time I have submitted any of

my work in return.

The ballyhoo front brought us some
really unusual returns, for this reason I

thought perhaps it might be of interest to

your readers.

The front as you will note from photo,

consists of a plain cloth back drop, suit-

ably colored of course. In front of this

are the cut-outs. The two smaller ones
were made from three sheets. The larger

one our artist enlarged from the one sheet.

The front proper is of beaver-board con-

struction, the whole thing being done up in

bright red and yellow. There is a depth
of three feet from the front wall to back
drop. Across back of front wall and floor

were strings of 100 watt lamps. These
lamps made the big cut-out loom up like

a sore thumb. The outside was given its

illumination from the canopy lights. No
one got away that got a look at the layout.

The whole thing was built for less than

$50.

Should you find this matter of interest, I

shall be pleased to send in other stunts

from time to time.

F. O. Slenker, Spencer Theatre, Rock
Island, 111.

A photograph showing Slenker’s theatre

front appears in this issue. And by the

way, Slenker, you are welcomed to come
again with all the ideas like this you have
on hand .

—

The Editor.

For Johnny

This front has been recommended by F. O. Slenker of Rock Island, 111., who
used it for the Spencer theatre in advertising “The Live Wire,” First National
picture. It cost less than $50, he said, and it brought valuable returns. There is

a depth of three feet from drop to the front of the large cutout. A letter from
Slenker appears in another column.
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Bunk

PALACE THEATRE

BUNK
William Allen White, Sage of Emporia, Kansas, wrote an article about the

Movies. A magazine, known for its “reform” policies, published it. Perhpas you read

the story. If you did, then you know how ridiculous it sounded. “Millions are kept
from the motion pictures because there are no movies for them.” Sad, if true ; but
it isn’t. Mr. White meant well, no doubt, but like most reformers he wrote of a

subject of which he knows little, if anything. In plain words, some magazines pay
good money for certain articles, possessant of a savory flavor, in brief BUNK.

|

COLLEGES

There’s been no end of excitement in Columbus lately. The Legislature “investi-

Above is an editorial which appeared in an issue of the Palace Theatre News of

Hamilton, Ohio. Although but a paragraph, it is a smart retort to William Allen
White, who wrote an anti film article in an issue of Collier’s Weekly a few weeks
ago. The editorial, under the title “Bunk,” was written by Fred S. Meyer.

“Mike” Stunts Put Over in East

by Use of Railroad Scheme
Railroad paraphernalia elaborately worked into the exploitation for

“Mike,” Metro-Goldwyn picture, has so far succeeded in a number of

cities.

The picture received a big break when it played at Loew’s Palace

theatre in Washington, D. C. Howard Pyle, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
exploiteer, and Manager Larry Beautus conducted a fine campaign fea-

turing an appropriately decorated theatre front and lobby which brought

capacity business to the box-office.

The lobby display was excellently done.
A compoboard freight car was the high
spot in the display, and red lanterns, stop-

look-listen-“Mike” signs, railroad tie-up

posters, signal semaphores, and other rail-

way paraphernalia carried out the railroad
atmosphere of the picture.

The front of the theatre was similarly
decorated.

Beside all the promotional work in news-
papers, the theatre had underlines in all

the local papers, stickers on “Mike” were
given out and a trailer was run on the
screen one week in advance of the opening.
As the Washington Times was plugging

the M-G-M Masked Players Contest at the

same time that the other two papers were
running contests on “Mike,” the theatre had
three papers out of five in back of it on
this feature.

On the opening day, fifty minutes before
the box-office opened, a line was coiled

double around the block, people waiting to

see the much heralded comedy.

“The Merry Widow” In Ohio

Three different types of campaigns,
each ideally suited to the requirements of

the town in which it was used were put
over by Deardourff in Tiffin, Findlay and

It’s Mary Fairbanks
Now—Know Her?

Mary Pickjord and Douglas Fairbanks at-

tended the opening of Doug*s **Don Q** at

the Million Dollar Theatre in Los Angeles
the other night and Doug introduced his
famous wife.

**1*11 now call on my best friend and
severest critic,** he said with a smile, **Mary
Fairbanks.**

Miss Pickford left her seat and started
down the aisle.

**Why, he means Mary,** said several sur-
prised spectators when they realized who
was really being introduced.

Marion, Ohio. In Tiffin, when “The Merry
Widow,” which was directed by Eric von
Stroheim, played at the Grand theatre, he
billed the entire countryside, using 300 win-
dow cards, 100-3000 heralds, IS special ban-
ners. To cover the entire countryside an
automobile was used, and cards tacked up
on every available site. On the Saturday
night preceding the opening, a shadow box
was paraded about town on a truck with
a set of Deagon chimes to attract atten-
tion to it. Later this shadow box was put
into the lobby of the theatre, and the fig-

ures operated by a motor. Many window
display tie-ups with stores also aided in ex-
ploiting the feature. Manager Werba of
the Grand co-operated splendidly in this

campaign.

With the aid of Manager McGovern of
the Majestic theatre in Findlay, the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer exploiteer conducted a
very diversified campaign. A special elec-

tric sign above the marquee brightened the

entire block. 5,000 paper napkins with an
announcement of the attraction were dis-

tributed in the hotels and restaurants.
Many window displays were secured, with
cards telling where the attraction was play-
ing, and when. An orthophonic talking

machine in the lobby of the theatre playing
records of the music from the Leon-Lehar-
Stein operetta from which the picture was
adapted by Benjamin Glazer and Eric von
Stroheim, attracted the attention of pass-
ersby. Two young ladies were employed to

call up all residence subscribers and tell

them that “The Merry Widow” wanted to

see them at the Majestic theatre. Extra
newspaper space was taken and the whole
campaign went over like a charm.

In Marion, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
feature played at the Marion Theatre, and
the Manager, G. H. Foster gave Dear-
dourff his best co-operation. They tied-up

with the Auditorium dance hall and the ex-
hibitor imported a pair of dancers to give

an exhibition of the “Merry Widow” waltz
to arouse interest in the contest. It brought
a lot of people to see the picture. The same
performers were used in the presentation

prologue to the screen play, and it went
over big. 3,000 napkins were printed with
announcements of the feature, a lot of

outdoor billing, several good window dis-

plays, and extra newspaper space made it

a big exploitation campaign.

All three houses played to capacity

crowds.

Box Car to Exploit “Mike”
Among the many promotional ideas that

helped break box-office records at Loew’s
Metropolitan theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

none stood out so boldly as a miniature box
car in the lobby which tied-up with the

box car home of “Mike” in Marshall
Neilan’s M-G-M production, featuring

Sally O’Neil.

This ballyhoo was constructed of compo-
board and light wood stock, and artificial

flowers were placed in pots on the top.

A sign on the front of the car, printed in

childish letters, read “The House that

‘Mike’ Built,” and the idea was the new
method of combating the high cost of

living.

On the M. I. & K. E.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture “Mike” affords some good material for
exploitation stunts. The World Realty Company theatre in Omaha utilized the
trackless train scheme a few days ago.
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Heads Branch

Aaron Fox, who was appointed man-
ager of the recently consolidated mail
order and non-theatrical departments at

Fox Film Corporation. He has been
head of the mail order department for

the past year.

Critics Are Unanimous!
IN PRAISING

“THE SEA BEAST”
From the New York Daily Newspapers:

U TELEGRAM— (Frank Vreeland)—The picture

is. greater than “Down to the Sea in Ships,”
and is one of the finest seascapes on record.

You cah't afford to miss seeing John Barry-
more.

fl THE EVENING SUN— (John S. Cohen, Jr.)—
Mr. Bari*ymor0 makes his one and only appear-
ance of the season in the film at Warner’s
which is a pity, for he gives us an entertain-
ing, showy display of effective screen acting
and the season being what it is, another exhi-
bition of his pictorial fireworks would come as
a welcome addition

H AMERICAN— (Eileen Creelman)—If you like

red-blooded adventure you’ll enjoy “The Sea
Beast.” John Barrymore has never seemed so
human before.

II THE EVENING WORLD— (Palmer Smith)—
A tense melodrama of the sea, affording John
Barrymore opportunity to revive and vary his

“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” in the more pictur-

esque surroundings of the whaling industry.

HERALD-TRIBUNE — (Harriette Underhill)—“The Sea Beast” is a magnificent production.
It is so big.

RESERVE SEATS NOW.

H MORNING TELEGRAPH—(Norbert Lusk)—
It should 'be seen by every serious follower of

the screen, and will undoubtedly crowd the
theatre for weeks to come.

Premier Southern") Showing starting Thursday, Febru-
ary 18. All orchestra seats reserved at both night
performances. Write, wire or phone reservations now.
Matinee Daily, 1:00-3:10. Nights, 7, 9:15

A forceful sales talk was in the adver-
tisement for the Warner Brothers film,

“The Sea Beast,” in New York.

Red Skins

Six Indians in regalia and on horses aided in the exploitation of the Fox pic-
ture, “The Iron Horse,” at the Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky.

Fox Holds Championship Matches to

Find Ohio’s Best Fiddler
It was Henry Ford’s discovery of Mellie Dunham, the old fiddler, that

provided Fox Film Corporation a good idea for the exploitation of “The
Golden Strain.”

An attempt was begun a few days ago by
Fox in Cleveland under the direction of

Ned Holmes, director of exploitation, to

determine the state champion fiddler. Fid-

dling matches were planned in each of 12

Ohio cities.

The following theatres took part in the

program by conducting the matches : Rivoli

theatre, Elyria; Plaza theatre, Sandusky;
Hippodrome theatre, Youngstown ;

Mozart

theatre, Canton
;
Colonial theatre, Akron

;

Temple theatre, Toledo; Ritz theatre,

Mansfield; Palace theatre, Ashtabula;
Temple theatre, Bellaire; Marion theatre,

Marion
;
Duchess theatre, Warren.

The finals will be held in Cleveland. Ex-
penses will be paid for carfare

;
no cash

prize is offered the champion, but a gold

medal identifying the winner as the cham-
pion fiddler of Ohio wall be awarded.

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications

with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.

BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK II., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Cloversville, N. Y.
EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,

McConnelsville, O.
FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.

GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.

GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.

JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-

atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.

LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,

Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Class
Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O’ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing

Co., Portland, Me.
SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.
SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,

The Dalles, Ore.
WALLACE, II. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,

111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.
WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

|

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre) .

!
(City) State

1

1

1

1

1

J
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Latticed

The front of the Liberty theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., was decorated during
the recent run of Warner Brothers’

#
“Rose of the World” with appropriate window

cards and with arbor latticework and rosebush.

‘Memonj lane'

-Ends
Frfdatj NiciHt

lfcbruarq jg

4 Unsurpassed Features 4

ELEANOR BOARDMAN
CONRAD NAGEL- WILLIAM HAINES

MEMORU
\\ LANE'/

John M Stahl'S Startlinq Drama

~ .. TOP ICM REVIEW/
On the 5taq<? __

flaboraMu stuaecf selections (jrmmphenf Return of
^fFJfieMIKADOi. ESTELLE CAREY

With Famed Soloists Brooklyn's Favorite 5°Pran0

I'MEMORY LANE DAYS:
In focz^scenes With—

ELDORA STANFORD. RICHARD BARTIETL ROSALIE ERCK.

CARLTON GERARD s/tfAUGMENTED BALLET CORPS-

—.FAMED MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA—
of Versatile Soloists .Harold Stem, Conductor

6 Boqznmrxj Saturday Moon. February 20 *b °

ADOLPHE MENJOU in.. /y VINCENT LOPEZ
'The GRANDDUCHESS and the WAITER\ ^ QjmdHlSAUGMENTEDBAND

New Jokes and Good Jokes Help Christensen’s

House Organ in a Big Way
Below appears an idea used in the house organ printed by Twin City The-

atres of Chehalis, Wash., under the direction of C. R. Christensen. It occu-
pies but a comparatively small space in the eight page folder, but it fulfills

the need for humor in Christensen’s columns.

Bingville Gazette
The two famous “Bills” of Chehalis Smith

and West are back from California after hav-
ing rooted themselves hoarse at the Washing-
ton-Alabama football game. We asked one Bill

how he liked Tia Juana and he sez we'd be
surprised. Maybe we would, but we're from
Missouri.

’Tis sed that Radio has added 5,000 new
words to the English language. Yes, we used
every one of'um last Saturday night intrying
to get our 3 reel separable heteryte to func-
tion pro-properly 6o's we could get Don
Meany's mid-nite frolic. The papers sed it

was a good program. Anyway Don auto send
us a goofy bird from KF1 Los Angeles for
mentioning his names in our exclusive paper.

The Hauber theatre, Camden, Arkansas, pens
us that Rome celebrated the anniversary of
its legendary founding last month, which was
just 2678 years ago. And adds that there were
only a few of the original settlers present.

A friend of ours taught his police dog to

drink coffee, and now the lazy hound sits

'round the kitchen all the time flirting with

the hired girl.

Old Grandpa in his motor car pushed the

gas too gosh darned far; twinkle, twinkle lit-

tle star services by the G. A. R.

Operator (who has just run the fifth reel
second) : Well, here’s one movie with an un-
happy ending.

Many a sixteen-year-old boy is sitting up
later at night than he should be, trying to
teach ma and pa the Charleston.

Hank Ford sez he approves the marriage of
Miss Mackay and Irving Berlin. Well, that
makes it uanimus. We ain’t against it either
and she ain’t our daughter either.

And the Five Cent Seegar
Congress and the Senate are kicking up a

big fuss about two seventy five beer. What
we want brought back is two seventy five

shoes, five dollar coal and four cent milk.
Of course, if they insist we would sample the
two seventy five beer.

George Sears sez that if this Charleston
craze keeps up it will be “Say it with lini-

ment” and that shin guards and helmets will

take their place with the wing collar and the
low cut gown.

The Holes Are Harmless
She; “I’ve tried nuts as a food, but they

don’t agree with me.”
He: “What kind did you try?”
She ; “Doughnuts.”

Governor Attends Fox
Showing in Madison

When F. J. McWilliams, manager of the

Parkway theatre at Madison, Wisconsin,

gave a private screening of “The Iron

Horse” a few days before its public open-

ing at his beautiful playhouse, the affair

was graced by the presence of Governor
Blaine of Wisconsin, who permitted his en-

dorsement of the film to be sent to col-

leges, schools, Parent-Teachers’ associa-

tions and women’s clubs.

Besides Governor Blaine, the showing
was attended by the mayor of Madison,
the presidents of the Kiwanis and Rotary
clubs, the president of the Madison Cham-
ber of Commerce, members of the local

school board, the faculty of Wisconsin
University and other prominent personages.
The fact that the governor and the other
notables indorsed the picture, served as
authority for the teachers in the university
and in the public schools to announce the
showing to their pupils in the classrooms.

Seats Here Season in

Advance, But Come Early
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTREAL, QUE.—An inter-

esting reserved seat plan has been
evolved by Manager H. W. Con-
over of the Imperial theatre, a

large downtown house here. Five
rows of seats on the orchestra
floor are reserved as well as the
stage and loge boxes every night
except Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays. Patrons may reserve
seats one week in advance or they
may subscribe for the same seats
for a season in advance bv enroll-

ment at the box office, without
advance charge. If the subscribed
seats are not taken before the
mentioned hour on the specified
night each week they can be sold
to others.

The Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn,

contributed the ad shown above for

First National’s “Memory Lane.” The
original appears in a newspaper twice

the width shown here.

January is First
National Month..

A Frank. Lloyd.
.Production

A Drama of Sweeping Magnificence
of the Gold Frontier and an Angel Who Dared to Tread the

Road Brut* Man Disputed. Tlfe Story Will Enthrall You.

The Excellent Cast Is Headed by

Anna Q. Nilsson-^Lionel Barrymote
Robert Frazer

Overture

“La Stradella"
By F. Von Flo tow
Played by the Incomparable

Circle Concert Orchestra

A Circle Comedy

“FRAMED"
With Funny Lloyd Hamilton

A Novelty Organ Solo

DESSA BYRD

"That Certain Party”
On Lb. Mlfbly WurliUcr

Other Circle Features

Next Richard Barthelmes9 Next

Attraction in “jusn suppose" Attraction

The advertisement shown above is

worthy of notice because of its attrac-

tiveness. It was used by the Circle

theatre, Indianapolis, for the First Na-
tional picture, “The Splendid Road.”
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Page 2 FORT - O - GRAFS
Fort hOc Qrajs

Vol. 1 February 14, 1926 No. 29

FORT-O-GRAFS is published
each week by the Fort Arm-
strong Theatre. Its object is

to enlighten the patrons of this

theatre on the coming attrac-

tions, also carry bright bits and
news notes on activities in the

motion picture field.

GOOD RESOLUTIONS
Good resolutions made at

New Year's time generally

contemplate too radical
changes in habits. That is

why so many of them are-

broken so quickly. The good
resolutions which" endure are

mainly those which are out-

growths of habits already

formed, extensions of prac-

tices already in daily use.

Good habits should be ex-

panded. Bad habits should

be curtailed. This way the

race benefits. Progress is

gradual, always, never con-
sistently swift.

Theatre going is a good
habit. Each year following
New Year’s increased theatre
attendance shows that it is

increasingly popular. This is

one of the resolutions not
commonly broken. It must
be a good resolution.

, * * *

DID YOU HEAR—
The other day a real scan-

dal about a motion picture

player became public. The
newspaper printed the facts,

just as though they had con-
cerned a plumber or carpen-
ter, and nobody got excited.

Three years ago the papers
would have got out extra
editions to tell the same
story.

Why?
Because it has become

known that a motion picture
player can be good, bad or
just normal, just like other
folks. Because the reading
public has expressed its wish
—that the press play square
with the people of the screen.
/We’re getting on.

* * *

SERVICE
Service, in the theatre or else-

where, is not perfect until it

ceases to be noticed. There’s
something wrong with service
that sticks out like a sore thumb.
This theatre hears less of its

service, for or against, than any
other phase of its make-np.

- That’s service that serves.

Here’s a Tip— See “His Seer

Spencer Thurs., Fri., Sat., Fel

You can’t go wrong on this

one. "His Secretary” has
everything It has Norma
Shearer, a star of the first

magnitude. It has Lew Cody,
the screen’s favorite villian-

comedian. It has wit, sparkle,
h u nr o r, sophistication and
human interest in such quan-
tities as only Hobart Henley
can supply. And what a sup-
porting cast! In addition to
Cody, Willard Louis, who
played the prince in. "Beau
Brummel” and starred in
“Babbitt.” And Karl Dane,

who has crashed into fame
in "The Big Parade.”

You know and remember
the story of the Ugly Duck-
ling. Everybody knows and
remembers it because of its

universal appeal. Here’s a
glorified version of the most
popular fable in the world
worked out in terms of hu-
man life and happiness. Nor-
ma Shearer is the unhappy
duckling who turns into a
swan of surpassing loveli-
ness. Clothes do the trick.
Stunning, regal, elaborate

clothes wo
most fascii

"His Sec
Wilson stt

is one of

writers wh
a flop. H<
Is Marriag
varro’s “T
both big s
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In a recent issue of Fort-O-Graphs appeared editorials taken from the abundant
material provided in the columns of the House Organ Copy of this department.
It is printed by the Fort Armstrong theatre, Rock Island, 111.

foTRAG’S THEATER©
^ NEllLSVILLE’S SHOW "W*

- PLACE^
WEDNESDAY. TONIGHT. EVELYN, BRENT in THE BROAD

WAY LADY. A clever picture with a clever Star.

Also PATHE NEWS. 10 and 25 cents.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—SIMON THE JESTER with LIL-

LIAN RICH and EUGENE O'BRIEN. Adapted from

the Novel by Wm. J. Locke. On THURSDAY NIGHT
the show will be given for the BENEFIT of the CAMP
FIRE GIRLS. It is so good that those who miss it the

first night will want to come on FRIDAY— 10 and 25

SATURDAY—JACK HOXIE in THE WESTERN WALLOP
.

One of those Rip-Snortin’ Westerns where they ride

High. Wide and Handsome. You will also see the

Famous Universal Ranch Riders. 10 and 25 cents.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY—THE PACE THAT THRILLS with

i

|
BEN LYON AND MARY ASTOR. The Film Hound
who sold me this told me. it was going to be a

I Knock Out. The reports on it would indicate that he

[

was a liar. However, if you like Prize Fights. Bull

I Fights and REAL Auto Races, you are sure to like it.

]

Also THE UGLY DUCKLING—an EASOP’S FABLE.
* 15 and 35 cents

TUESDAY—THE RIDDLE RIDER; also a MUSTANG WEST-
ERN and BUSTER BROWN in a CENTURY COMEDY.
All parents should bring the children to see BUSTER
BROWN AND T1GE (di you remember him in the

Funny Papers?). ONE LADY FREE with each paid

adult ticket: 10 and 25 cents.

WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. FRIDAY—CHARLEY’S AUNT,
the biggest laugh e’er shown on land or sea—stage or

screen—in fact, anywhere. You have three days in

which to pick the night on which you want to laugh

yourself sick.

In the paragraph indicated by three

vertical lines more than half way from
the top here is a daring piece of adver-
tising “for” a picture. We should like

to know from William Tragsdorf of the

Neillsville, Wis., house what results the

advertisement brought him.

Get a Barber v

to Bob ’er

Boston Patrons Find It

Great Sport
(By Herald Staff Correspondent)

BOSTON.—Here’s a stunt that’s being
pulled at the St. James theatre here. It

sounds new to us in this scrawny neck of

the woods. Maybe it will prove a wow for

some of the exhibitors in other parts of

the country.

There’s a bird in town who runs a beauty
and bobbing shop. He has always had his

optics wide open for publicity. Whenever
any gal won a beauty contest in a news-
paper, he’d offer her a free bob and treat-

ment, and run a big ad saying that "Miss
McSomething, Prize Beauty of the Boston
Glumph, Has Her Bobbing Done At
Russo’s.” And he’d run a big picture in

the ad showing the dame bobbed a la his

stuff.

For the week of Feb. 8 the St. James
has him billed as a feature, “in person,

demonstrating the American Venus Bob.”
The tie-up is that a wise bobber will go

on the boards for nix, and do his stuff for

the publicity. And it’s honey as a novelty.

Managers can always get pretty girls to go
up on the stage and be bobbed and treated

in a beauty shop interior. It’s something
entirely diff.

And you can name the bob anything you
want—the "Hicktown Bob,” or the “North-
ern Wisconsin Bob,” or even the Golden
Palace Theatre and Popcorn Emporium
Bob. You get the biz with no expense;
the bobber and “beautyist” gets an ad ;

and
the public gets something different from
anything it’s seen.

And folks always like to see someone
having a tooth pulled, or being hypnotized,
or getting a kick in the pants from a ma-
gician’s “spirit” assistance.

Bair Seeks to Learn
Patrons’ Taste by

Questionnaire
E. E. Bair, who operates the Falls

theatre, Cuyhoga Falls, Ohio, has exe-

cuted an idea similar to that described in

this department recently when Lubliner
& Trinz sent out questionnaires to de-
termine what its patrons want.

Blair’s questionnaire which has been
distributed through the Falls Theatre
news asks a great number of questions
first of which is “what kind of picture
do you like best?”

Schade Utilizes Vacant Store Windows
George J. Schade of the Schade theatre, San-

dusky, Ohio, used the show windows of the most
desirable of the vacant store rooms in Sandusky’s
downtown district, to help him get “What Fools
Men,’’ with Lewis Stone, before his public and,
further, get this public into his house. Each
window was neatly backed with a cheap but rich
fabric of plain black, dimly lighted from above
and dressed with a picture of a woman, set in

a small frame and set up on a miniature easel
embellished with a bow of white ribbon.
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Claire Windsor and Conrad Nagel, Metro stars, beside the huge box of candy,
weighing 150 pounds, awarded to Belle Lloyd, Los Angeles, in connection with
the Metro-Goldwyn exploitation for “Dance Madness.”

150 Pounds of Chocolates for Letter
on Film at Loew’s State

A tieup with Bishop Candy company brought Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
some excellent exploitation recently when a box of candy weighing 150

pounds was offered for the best criticism of "Dance Madness” which was
playing at the Loew’s State theatre, Los Angeles.

The winner is Miss Belle Lloyd, 2214
Elsinore Street, Los Angeles. About 200
letters were submitted.

Post office regulations were complied
with.

The letter which won the chocolates
follows

:

Laughter, reels of it, keen comedy,
frivolity and mirth, in a setting of the

famous night life of Paris, and beneath
it all, dimly seen, stark tragedy, so close

at times that one feels suspended between
gasps of terror and peals of laughter.

Such is "Dance Madness,” a screen pro-
duction highly amusing and entertaining
and, at the same time, carrying its mes-
sage to the young generation of today. It

strikes clearly at the lightness of the ob-
servance of marriage obligations in this

age.

The Piccadilly theatre, Berlin, Germany, exploited the Producers Distributing
Corporation picture, “The Siren of Seville,” in this way. Priscilla Dean is

starred in the film.

The hero of the picture, ably played by
Conrad Nagel, is a typical man-about-town
who, after the first year of marriage, drifts,
without much urging, back into his old
haunts in Paris, neglecting his wife night
after night, and using the old-time worn
out excuses which must amuse many wives.

The hero imagines himself madly in love
with a masked dancer, whose husband
proves to be an old friend of the young
wife, played by Claire Windsor. The dancer
and her husband conspire with the young
wife to teach our hero a real lesson. This
they proceed to do with such forcefulness
that the final scene finds him abjectly on
his knees to the young wife, who forgives
him and all ends happily.

The story is well told anti the moral is

60 entertainingly carried home, that it will
in all probability leave a lasting im-
pression.

The photography and costuming are ex-
cellent; the cast is far above the average
and a certain popular comedian, by name
Raymond Griffith, would do well to look
to his laurels if Conrad Nagel should decide
to continue in the comedy field. His work
was a revelation.

(Miss) Belle Lloyd, 2214 Elsinore St.,

Los Angeles.

Googan Gives Signed
Photos at Matinee

The West Coast Theatres, Inc., through
its public relations department, under the
direction of Miss Hemington, is holding
special junior matinees every Saturday
morning at 10 :30 at the Boulevard theatre
for children from four to 16 years of age.

The first was held February 6, the fea-

ture was “Old Clothes,” and Jackie Coogan,
the star, appeared in person and gave away
1,000 autographed photographs. On Febru-
ary 1 Muriel Frances Dana was the honor
guest, and on February 20 Baby Peggy
officiated, presenting each kiddie with a
miniature George Washington bracelet.

Several hundred children from the Chil-

dren’s Hospital were guests of Baby Peggy.

Hoosier House Has Big
Time at Fashion Show
MISHAWAKA, IND., Feb. 23—A rec-

ord crowd was drawn at the Tivoli theatre

here the night of Washington’s Birthday
when H. G. Bryan, manager of a local

department store, showed the latest spring

styles at the town’s first fashion show.
Garments were shown which were used in

fashion shows recently in New York, Chi-

cago and St. Louis.

Warner Brothers production, “The Man
Upstairs,” with Monte Blue and Dor-
othy Devore, has been released.

Hans Exploits
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Frank Lloyd Signs
Contract to Direct

for Famous Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Frank Lloyd, di-

rector, has been signed to a long term con-
tract by Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion, according to

an announcement
made recently by
Jesse L. Lasky.

In the last few
years Lloyd has

produced numer-
ous big pictures,

his most notable
achievement hav-
ing been “The Sea
Hawk” which held
the screens of the

country for ex-
tended engage-
ments. Among
other pictures
which bore the

Lloyd stamp of directorial achievement
were “Black Oxen,” “The Voice from the

Minaret,” “Winds of Chance,” “Ashes of

Vengeance,” and others.

“I am happy,” said Mr. Lasky in an-
nouncing the contract, “that Paramount has
had the fortune to obtain the services of

Mr. Lloyd, whose capabilities in handling
big productions have won for him the es-

teem of the entire industry. There is no
more skillful director in the business. He
is versatile, and has mastered a fine tech-

nique in his direction of many and varied

situations. His great production, ‘The Sea
Hawk,’ will long stand as a monument to

his ability.”

Lloyd will join Paramount at the termi-

nation of his present contract. He has now
in production his last picture under the

terms of this agreement.

Associated Exhibitors

Acquire Two Epic Films

for Season’s Releases
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Two outstanding
features have been acquired by Associated
Exhibitors, “The Earth Woman,” and “The

Big Show.” In
the former Mary
Alden contributes

a characterization

as a pioneer
mother that sur-

passes her many
former mother
portrayals.

Mary Alden

John Lowell and
Evangeline Russell
have the featured
roles in “The Big
Show” which is a
circus story pic-

t u r i z e d on the
Miller Brothers John Lowell
101 Ranch. It has
been announced as a March release.

Each picture is said to approach per-
fection in photography, direction, story and
audience appeal.

Hagedorn Offers $500 for
Person for Roosevelt Role

Official Biographer Announces Prize for Individual First Sug-

gesting Man Adjudged Most Suitable for

Part in Paramount Picture

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Nationwide search for a suitable character to
play the role of Theodore Roosevelt irt “The Rough Riders” was stimulated
last week when Hermann Hagedorn, secretary of the Roosevelt Memorial
Association and official biographer of Roosevelt, acting in co-operation
with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announced $500 would be given
to. the person who first suggests the man adjudged the most suitable to play
this role.

Many Already Found Unsuitable
A number of applicants for the role have applied, including many well-

known screen actors, but none has been found suitable.

A committee of judges, consisting of
Hagedorn, Lewis Maverick of San Antonio,
Tex., vice president of the Rough. Riders
Association, and the director of the pic-

ture, who has not yet been selected, has
been named to pass on the applicants.
Maverick, who is now a prominent busi-
ness man of San Antonio, was a close
friend of the late president.

New Face Sought
It is the desire of the Paramount organ-

ization to obtain a character who will live

not only in the minds of the general pub-
lic, but in the minds of the Rough Riders
themselves, who knew him intimately, as
Roosevelt. For this reason it is hoped that

a man can be obtained whose face never
before has been seen on the screen. Pref-
erably he should have some experience as

an actor, possibly in a small stock company
or amateur theatricals, according to Hage-
dorn. But above all, he must be familiar

with the character of Roosevelt, the spirit

of his life, his habits, his eccentricities and
his mannerisms.

“The perfect double of Abraham Lincoln
has been found in George Billings,” said

Hagedorn. “Ralph Faulkner is a perfect

double of Woodrow Wilson. I feel sure
that somewhere, perhaps in an obscure
hamlet, there is a man who is an ideal

double of Roosevelt.

Public Co-operation Asked
“We are extremely anxious to obtain the

widest possible co-operation of the public.

Those who know of anyone who bears a

striking resemblance to Roosevelt will con-
fer a real favor on those preparing ‘The
Rough Riders,’ which is to be one of the

greatest pictures of the year, by letting me
know and sending a photograph of the maa
with their letter. No letters will be con-
sidered without photographs, for it is im-
possible for us to judge with only a

written description. Information with pho-
tographs should be sent to Herman Hage-
dorn, Famous Players-Lasky Studio, Holly-
wood. In case more than one person

suggests the winning man, the suggestion
submitted first will receive the award.”

Postoffice regulations have been complied
with.

Hagedorn and John Russell, the short
story writer, are collaborating oni the

screen story of “The Rough Riders.” Hage-
dorn also is gathering material for a new
biographical volume.

Bill Cody to Star in

Associated Exhibitors
Films ; Carber Signed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—The first

masculine star signed by P. A. Powers
for his new Associated Studios in Los
Angeles is Bill Cody. Negotiations were
completed this week between Powers and
Bert D. Carber, whereby Carber is to pro-

duce a series of Western features with
Cody as the star.

Frank Beresford has been engaged for

the continuities for the Cody series as well

as to write the original stories.

Rock Gets Output of

Van Pelt Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Joe Rock, com-
edy producer, has acquired the entire out-

put of Van Pelt Productions, which will

be distributed by Chesterfield Pictures Cor-
poration of New York.
The deal involves 30 pictures during the

1926 season, three of which already have
been delivered. The Van Pelt program in-

cludes six dog features starring Sandow,
12 two-reel police dog comedies starring

Fearless. Twelve two-reel “Swede” come-
dies are included in the deal. All the Van
Pelt pictures will be made at the Wolcott
studio.

Herman Hagedorn,
Famous Players-Lasky Studio,
1520 Vine street,

Los Angeles, Cal.
I suggest that

(Name of Man)
be selected by you and your committee to portray the role of Theodore
Roosevelt in Paramount’s forthcoming picture, “The Rough Riders.”

Enclosed is a recent photograph of Mr
It is my understanding that the first person to suggest the man selected

for this role is to receive an award of $500.

NAME
STREET NO - ,

CITY
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THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

E ducational’s “The Marion-
ettes,” two reel pantomime in

color featuring Hope Hampton, is the

most likely candidate for Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld’s 1926 Short Feature gold

medal, if there is to be one. If there

is not, “The Marionettes” is entitled,

thus far, to such distinction as the

medal is understood to convey.

The story of “The Marionettes” is

the ancient classic that is never old.

It is enacted with an understanding
beyond that commonly displayed by
picture performers and produced with
a technique approaching the perfect.

In coloration it gains a likeness to life

seldom achieved in the best pigmenta-
tion. Miss Hampton, by the way, is

probably the one actress who could do
the thing so well.

In these days of lavish expenditure

for presentations the feature has an
additional interest. Transplanted in-

tact to a stage capable of accommodat-
ing it, it would serve the purpose
aimed at and so often missed by other

footlighted activities. Left where it

is and used for the same purpose it

is even more valuable. It gives the

theatre unequipped for stage acts

practically every benefit looked for

from that source. There is a vast

need for short features of this type

and it is to be hoped that the sponsors

of “The Marionettes” will discover

and plumb a sufficient supply of kin-

dred subject matter.

* * *

H erbert Brf.non Has Made
many bad pictures and some

good ones in his long and varied ca-

reer, but to none in memory has he
done such things as to “The Song and
Dance Man,” a no doubt good story

all but destroyed by his transcription.

It» may be that Mr. Brenon’s adven-
tures in the “Peter Pan” realm have
left him with bad production habits,

or it may be that the fairy tales he
has turned out would have been bet-

ter if done by another, but at any rate

“The Song and Dance Man” is an
awful job directorially.

Mr. Brenon’s direction of Tom
Moore as the name bearer of this

defeats that good actor’s efforts com-
pletely. It seems to clash less dis-

astrously with the work of Bessie

Concerning:

The Marionettes

The Song and Dance Man
Sally, Irene and Mary
The Road to Yesterday

The Wanderer
The Exquisite Sinner

Play Safe

The Enchanted Hill

We Moderns

Love, whose Charleston is the best

reason for the picture as it stands.

It almost completely nullifies the work
of associated players and, in a first

reel flash-back which runs forever and
a day, the story itself is put on the

skids before the principal action is

begun.

Almost certainly there was a good
picture in George M. Cohan’s play.

Almost anybody could have gotten a

fair picture out of it. Mr. Brenon’s
extraction is a dreary succession of

drawn out incidents draped both ways
from the middle. I hope somebody
some time remakes the story and does

it justice.

* * *

I
f “Sally” Is as Good as Colleen
Moore’s picture and “Irene” is as

good as it is expected to be, by simple

addition “Sally, Irene and Mary”
should be a triple gold lined super de
luxe et cetera. Of course it couldn’t

be that, but it is a better than ordinary
jazz number. Sally is pretty good, as

done by Constance Bennett, Mary is

pretty good in the acting of Joan
Crawford and Mary is the big hit of

the trio as enacted by the surprising

Sally O’Neil.

Miss O’Neil in this is not at all the

Sally O’Neil of “Mike.” Here she

is a fresh young person stepping onto
the Minusa with no resemblance to

anyone in person or performance. I

hope to see her do much more in the

same smart manner she does what she

does in this.

The story of “Sally, Irene and

Mary” was pretty hard to get into one

film of projectionable length. It is

some way into the picture before the

personalities are definitely established

and there is necessity for some deft

continuity incisions and abridge-

ments. What with a meddling scissor

gumming up the flow of action oc-

casionally for innocent Chicagoans, all

this makes the going a bit uncertain

now and then. Even the sheltered

citizens of this Utopia manage, how-
ever, to get the gist of the yarn and,

curiously, they like it.

There’s considerable animation to

the picture and quite a lot of disaster,

the cardinal virtues being seriously

threatened from time to time but

definitely violated only in one instance,

which ante-dates the opening scene

and is therefore, by the queer calcu-

lations of the censors, permissible.

Aside from this and a somewhat ex-

tensive exhibit of epidermis in the

mass there is nothing to differentiate

the picture from other productions of

its kind save a superiority in narra-

tion and subject matter.

Miss Bennett is forced to be sad

and doesn’t do it as well as she does

the opposite sort of thing. Joan Craw-
ford also carries a bundle of woe and
gets what seems her real personality

across only now and then when per-

mitted to lay it aside momentarily.

Miss O’Neil, however, packs nothing

but a punch and it’s a real one.

* * *

T he Best Train Wreck I Have
seen in pictures is that included

as a major incident of “The Road to

Yesterday.” The old line about mak-
ing people cling to their chairs runs

close to truth in this case. I doubt if

the railroad companies are in favor of

this realism, though it should be a hit

with insurance people.

“The Road to Yesterday” is a curi-

ous one, running back some hundreds
of years to a previous existence. It

took considerable courage to under-

take the telling of the story and skill

to go through with it. The result is

a picture quite unlike anything sub-

mitted to this gaze in all these years.

It is a quite impossible thing to say

that an utterly new type of picture
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Fred Thomson has the stellar role as

the strong man in “The Tough Guy,”
an F. B. O. production.

story is good or bad. I think this one

is good, but I have talked with per-

sons equally certain that it is not. As
is happily inevitable, the box office is

going to settle the matter definitely

in due time.—T. O. Service.

* * *

TOM MOORE BRIGHTENS THE
-* corner where he smiles his infectious

Irish smile in “The Song and Dance Man”
and makes you believe that a song and
dance man is really a person of some ac-

count. The picture suffers, however, from
an overdose of talky titles, many of them
being lines from the original George M.
Cohan play. There is brisk dialogue be-

tween Tom and Harrison Ford, and be-
tween Bessie Love and Tom, while
George Nash, as Inspector Graig, kept

up a running fire of wise-cracks with
Josephine Drake, the boarding house
missus.

Herbert Brenon directed and assem-
bled a capable cast for the various roles.

Tom Moore played “Happy” Farrell, the
down and out song and dance man, with
splendid understanding and put pathos
in where it belonged. Little Bessie Love
scored in the role of Leola and was
given an onoortunity to show her prow-
ess as a Charleston stepper as well. I

liked the work of Norman Trevor, as

the theatrical producer, and Harrison
Ford as his friend, Murdock, switched
from “hot” to “cold” and back again to

“hot” as is his wont.

The story concerns a youth who tries

to come back after the war in theatrical

circles as a song and dance man. His
first try-out on Broadway proves a

bloomer, and although his little friend
on the bill makes good, Happy wins the
friendship of the theatrical producer,
gets a good job in a small town and
finally repays the theatrical what he
loaned him. The back stage scenes were
interesting, although nothing very novel.

* * *

Monty Banks’ latest, “Play Safe,” has

a lot of sure-fire laughs in it but I can’t

for the life of me understand why it is

called “Play Safe.” Any one of a dozen

Johnny Arthur is at work on “My
Stars,” a new Educational production.

joins a gypsy band, meets a charming
gypsy maiden and falls in love with her.

Finally his relatives meet up with him
but he declares his love for the girl is

stronger than his love for his relatives

and he leaves them.

The titles are exquisitely done and the

picture has been well directed for the most
part, is nicely photographed and well

mounted. Josef VonSternberv directed as

well as adapted the story.—Ray Murray.

* * *

THERE ARE ENOUGH GEMS OF
good production and good acting in

“The Wanderer” that it is well worth
its cost. In the Raoul Walsh production
there is an obvious effort to please and
satisfy an admirable taste in the theatre-

going public—the taste for Biblical nar-

rative. But it has been that aim which
has made the task more difficult.

It is difficult to picturize a story so

often told and so well known and yet

to continue the telling with any great

degree of suspense.

—

Douglas Hodges.

* * *

TACK HOLT AND FLORENCE VI-

J DOR, plus Noah Beery and George
Bancroft, made “The Enchanted Hill”

easily the best picture I saw last week.
The tale is all about the attempted theft

of a ranch that is blessed with a broad
seam of coal of which the owner knows
nothing. As westerns—even this kind of

westerns—should, it includes some neat

shooting and some fancy riding, though
all the riding is done in automobiles and
airplanes.

On the side of the unlikely is the ma-
chine gun mounted in the ranch-hands’
mess hall and the aviator cowboys. But
the gatling and the plane make for

thrills, and they are what matter. The
manner of their development is secon-

dary. The most breathless scene is that

in which Holt in a plane chases Ban-
croft’s careening automobile, frighten-

ing the poor devil out of half a lifetime

and taking the remainder from him by
driving him over a cliff to death.

Miss Vidor is her own reason for be-

ing in this or any picture. For sheer

loveliness she has no peer, so far as I

am concerned. She adds to the simple

other titles would serve as well. Joe
Henabery directed and Joe knows his

stuff. The final sequence with Monty
hanging onto a plank protruding from
the top of a runaway train, literally got
’em out of their seats at a preview given
at the Melrose theatre, Hollywood, a

week ago. This railroad episode is

great, although prolonged too much to

hold the laughs.

There’s very little plot to it, there
never is to these farces, but the thing
holds your attention throughout the six

reels. A headstrong girl of wealth runs
away from home. Monty a poor boy
befriends her, cooks her meals and gives

up his bed to shelter her. They escape
on a freight train and Monty uncouples
the car containing the girl while he is

on the other section of the train. He
finally gets aboard the runaway car and
saves the girl after many hairbreadth
escapes.

:*: * *

“The Exquisite Sinner,” a Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer picture, was shown to Holly-
wood folk at the Apollo theatre last

week, and the response of this neigh-
borhood audience must have been very
gratifying to Director von Sternberg and
his staff who were present. It is clev-

erly titled and for the most part well

directed. Plenty of comedy and action
in the eariy footage put the audience in

good humor and they applauded to the
echo the work of Conrad Nagel and the
supporting cast.

George K. Arthur as a general’s aide,

the general being Frank Currier, was ex-
tremely funny and got a hand in every
scene. Paulette Duval, as Nagel’s af-

fianced bride registered in the few scenes
allotted her. She looked and acted the
part of a high strung French maiden to

the letter.

The story concerns a French youth
who is left a fortune and a silk mill by
his uncle, who stipulates that he must
manage the mill or it reverts to the em-
ployees. He has two sisters who urge
him to get down to work, but he turns
his office into a studio and finally sim-
ulates a crazy man to get away from
them. He escapes from his home and

Ben Lyon, Belle Bennett, Lois Moran
and James Kirkwood are featured in

“The Reckless Lady,” First National
production.
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Richard Talmadge, who has just been chosen to head several units of the Carlos
Productions, stars in “The Night Patrol,” an F. B. O. release.

That was my feeling when I saw “We
Moderns.” It was not quite done enough.
Of course a number of merits could be
chalked up for this picture—there was
good photography, splendid acting, the
story held my interest while I wondered
what fool thing the “Modern” was going
to do next.

I admired “We Moderns” from a
technical point of view, but the story
was one of the over-seasoned things that
I cannot stomach. With all my fund of
imagination, mayhap I am too conserva-
tive—maybe a trifle more susceptible to
indigestion.—Fanchon Kauders.

* * *

V\/ITH THE RAPIDITY THAT
» * the motion picture industry has
been growing since its inception not
only tradition but need has decreed that
new figures become manifest in the cin-
ema Circus Maximus suddenly and pe-
riodically. They become known within
a month from their entrance into pic-

tures and become venerated within a
twelvemonth.

Now that it is about the time for a new
star to be acclaimed by the patron saints,
Sally O’Neil appears in the role of
“Mary” in “Sally, Irene and Mary,” and
is deified in the customary way. In that
picture she has done work which has set
her in a category of her own.

Not to say that other women have not
played roles to some extent similar, but
that Sally O’Neil is unlike, in acting, in-

terpretation and personality, other wom-
en who have tried comedy roles. Per-
haps something in her part was a re-

minder of Gloria Swanson in “The
Humming Bird.” Her roguish rebellion
against the natures of her sweetheart
and her friends was a reminder then of a
few of Colleen Moore’s recent roles.

But her speedy action and clever inter-

pretation in bits throughout the perfor-
mance are not easily comparable and
kept the picture from being a dragging
piece of film.

The picture has display of gorgeous
gowns during the stage show sequences
and it is a rather fascinating story on
the whole.—Nor'MA Mack.

Viola Dana and Robert Agnew are fea-
tured in “Wild Oats Lane,” a Marshal
Neilan production released by Pro-
Dis-Co.

act of replacing a strayed strand of her
hair or to answering a query with a

glance enough charm to make her this

scrivener’s favorite.

* * *

“Sally, Irene and Mary” seems to have
lost greatly through cutting, first, prob-
ably, in the cutting room, and secondly
when the “Thou shalt not” brothers and
sisters had their inning. But, this aside,

it was for me a dreary tale of suffering.

Everyone suffered, the butterfly men and
the gossamer (intellectually) women.
How they suffered! And mostly for no
reason.

The makers of the picture had so
much trouble keeping track of the three

principals that once there flashes on the
screen a subtitle that I remember as

“But what of Irene?” or whoever it was.
There was more to the title than that,

but that is the sense of it. At last she
was found, and she was—suffering.

Along about the last quarter Irene
goes West, by the banal route of the
speeding automobile that did not beat
the train to the crossing. Automobiles
have failed to beat trains to crossings
for so many years that something dif-

ferent is about due, and is expected in a
picture of any pretentiousness.

If anyone should have a hand for per-
formance it is Sally O’Neil. And even
she did not impress me as being an alto-

gether new type nor as having an en-
tirely new manner. In fact it is possible
to note in her work borrowings from
the work of several more experienced
women. Perhaps one day she will find a

director who will insist that she be her-
self. Until then ....

* * *

I caught about the last two reels of

“We Moderns” one night the week just

past, and got in on some more suffering.
In the dirigible the members of the
party were suffering from overindulgence
in various appetites, and after the fall of

the sailer they suffered from bruises,

sprains, cuts, remorse, and bad luck. But
it came out all right. She and he made
arrangements for a visit to the church.
—Al Barr.

Scenes from “Cupid a La Carte,” Fox
production directed by Robert Kerr.

p ONSIDERING MYSELF SOME-
what of a “Modern,” it may sound

paradoxical to say that my main crit-

icism of “We Moderns” is, that I con-
sider it too modern.
Being somewhat altruistic, I believe

that if the highlights and the lowlights,
that is the extremes, were filmed of the
lives of several ordinary individuals,
chosen at random, one would have a ro-

mantic, adventurous, poignant and happy
tale. However, I think that there are
times when the producer turns too
strong a magnifying glass on the inci-

dents of life, with a result that the view-
ing of the picture gives one the same
feeling as too many sweets.
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NEW PICTURES

Richard Talmadge in a scene from “The
Blue Streak,” F. B. O. picture.

The Blue Streak
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR NOEL SMITH
PLAYERS

Richard Manley Richard Talmadge
John Manley Charles Clary
Inez Del Rio Louise Lorraine
Jack Slade Henry Herbert
Don Carlos Charles Mailes

TYPE: Melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Mexico.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man is sent by his

father to Mexico to investigate his mine.
On the way he meets a girl, whose life

he has already once saved, who is travel-

ing to the same place. He is kidnaped
by some men who are misdirecting the

mine shipments, and escapes in time to

save the girl from death.

HIGHLIGHTS : Dining car scene. . . .

Kidnaping of hero. . . . Knife throwing
scene. . . . Saving of girl and uncle.

Richard Talmadge and Louise Lorraine
in F. B. O.’s “The Blue Streak.”

False Steps
Distributors

:

Paramount
Producers: Famous Players-Lasky

Corp.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR WILLIAM DE MILLE
Author Charles Neville Buck
Scenarist Albert Shelby Le Vino

PLAYERS
Cynthia Meade Clara Bow
Wade Murrell Warner Baxter
Jack Harrison William Powell
Lesher Skidmore George Bancroft
Wade’s Mother Edythe Chapman
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A Tennessee town and the

baekhill country of Kentucky.

TIME: The present.

STORY : While working on location in

Tennessee, a Broadway motion picture

actress is surprised by the appearance
of the man she loves, yet whom she

hates because he will not marry her.

During an argument he is accidentally

shot. Believing he is killed the girl flees,

and is found by a mountaineer who
agrees to save her if she adapts herself

to his ways. Numerous exciting inci-

dents occur before the man from Broad-
way reappears and, realizing the girl has
changed, asks her to return to New York
and marry him. She starts to do
so, but realizes she loves the mountaineer
and remains with him.

HIGHLIGHTS : Accidental discharge
of pistol and flight of heroine. . . . Scene
where hero whips rival clan. . . . Ap-
pearance of Broadway man. . . . His
accusation that heroine shot him. . . .

His saving hero’s life. . . . Heroine’s
decision to remain with hero.

Songs of Scotland
Distributor: Pathe

Producer: James A. Fitz Patrick

Length: One reel

DIRECTOR
JAMES A. FITZ PATRICK

Cameraman Bert Dawley

PLAYERS
The Girl Peggy Shaw
TYPE: Romantic folk-song feature.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Scotland.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A Scots lass parts regret-
fully from her lad as he goes to make
his mark in the world. Tire lad meets
an old man who warns him against leav-

ing his beloved. He returns to her and
they are married. Then the old man,
who loves the girl’s mother, asks that

she be his wife. Thereafter another mar-
riage is arranged.

HIGHLIGHTS: Peggy Shaw’s per-

formance. . . . Authentic settings and
action. . . . Synchronization of picture

action and music score.

After the battle. The scene is from
Chadwick’s “Sweet Adeline,” starring

Charles Ray.

Sweet Adeline
Distributor: State Right

Producer: Chadwick Pictures Corpo-

ration

Length: 600 feet

DIRECTOR JEROME STORM
Author Charles E. Banks

PLAYERS
Ben Wilson Charles Ray
Adeline Gertrude Olmstead
Bill Wilson Jack Clifford

Pa Wilson. John P. Lockney
Ma Wilson Ida Lewis
The Fat Lady Sibyl Johnston
Cabaret Dancer Gertrude Short

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Small American village;

Chicago.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The household drudge, bul-

lied by his older brother, loves the girl

his brother loves. He is sent to Chicago

to sing in a cabaret in order to eliminate

his competition, where, after a failure,

he becomes successful, and marries the

girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: The Chicago caba-

ret. . . . “Sweet Adeline” quartette.

Scene from “Sweet Adeline,” Chadwick
picture in which Charles Ray is the star.
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Scene from “Wild Oats Lane,” Pro-Dis-
Co release in which Viola Dana has the

leading feminine role.

Careful Please
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Educational
Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR NORMAN TAUROG
Author Norman Taurog

PLAYERS
The Boy Lloyd Hamilton
The Girl Marcella Daly
The Tough Dick Sutherland
His Wife Louise Carver

TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A bashful young man is bill

collector in the toughest district in the
city and attempts to collect a bill from
the villain’s wife. When the bully sees
his furniture in the street he gets his

gang, but loses the fight that ensues.
The hero rescues a girl held prisoner in

the flat and is invited to her home.
While calling on her he is discovered by
her guardian, and flees. He meets some
of his friends and tells them he is in

love, and all start to see the girl. There
follows a series of mishaps that ends
with the collapse of the car.

HIGHLIGHTS: Fight in street.

Rescue of girl. . . . Car raised by hoist-
ing tackle. . . . Ride down Eight of
stairs.

The Night Patrol
Distributor

:

F. B. O.

Producer: Richard Talmadge
Productions

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR MASON NOEL
Author Frank Howard Clark
Adaptor Frank Howard Clark

PLAYERS
Tom Collins Richard Talmadge
Louise Hollister Rose Blossom
Mrs. Hollister Mary Carr
John Pendleton Josef Swickard
Goldie Ferguson Grace Darmond
Chuck Wolcott Victor Dillingham
“Terry the Rat” Arthur Conrad

TYPE: Comedy-drama.
THEME: Triumph of the law.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young policeman who is

in love with a girl whose brother falls

afoul the law succeeds by daring in clear-

ing the boy of a charge of murder and
wins the girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: Richard Talmadge’s
stunt acting. . . . Fast act'on. . . . Good
work of the supporting players.

Wild Oats Lane
Distributor

:

Pro-Dis-Co

Producer: Pro-Dis-Co

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR MARSHALL NEILAN

PLAYERS
The Girl Viola Dana
The Boy Robert Agnew
The Priest John P. MacSweeney
The Mother Margaret Seddon
The Father George Barnum
The Dude Jerry Miley
The Detective Scott Welch
The Kleptomaniac Robert Brower
The Gangster Eddie James
The Bum Mitchell Lewis

TYPE: Melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A boy, leaving Sing Sing
embittered with life, meets a girl who
is honest and whose father objects to

their marrying. The boy leaves for New
York with the girl’s promise to meet him
there. When she arrives he fails to meet
her, as he is being held captive. Believ-
ing she is deserted she turns into an
adventuress and he into a dope fiend.

Numerous exciting incidents occur before
they are re-united and reclaimed.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in which boy
is taken captive. . . . Girl’s arrival in

New York. . . . The girl as an adven-
turess. ... The boy as a dope Eend.
. . . Meeting of the girl and boy. . . .

Reunion.

Down Upon the Swanee
River

Distributor: State Right

Producer: Royal Palm Productions

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR LEM F. KENNEDY
PLAYERS

“Hopeless Bill” Ruble
Charles Emmett Mack

Mary Norwood Mary Thurman
David Norwood Arthur Donaldson
Rev. John Banner Walter P. Lewis
“Old Mag” Holloway..Blanche Davenport
Herbert Norwood Wally Merrill

TYPE: Melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Southern small town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The daughter of the village

“big man” loves the good-natured ne’er-

do-well, who denies God. The girl and
the young man elope, and upon their re-

turn the man is forced to leave town.
The girl’s brother steals money to pay
debts he owes a gambler, and confesses
to her husband, who plays cards with
the gambler to win back the money,
which he does. He attempts to return
the stolen money and is accused of theft.

He escapes. Meanwhile the girl attempts
to drown herself and is saved by a negro
servant, who is searching for his master.
The lover returns and the young couple
and the father are reunited by the baby.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene where mob
horsewhips hero. . . . Gambling house
scene. . . . Fight scene on a railroad
trestle. . . . Fight between the minister
and the moonshiner. . . . Scene pic-
turizing girl’s hallucination. . . . Scene
in which hero confesses existence of
God. . . . Reunion of couple with the
father.

Viola Dana and Robert Agnew in
“Wild Oats Lane,” a Producers Distrib-

uting Corporation release.

Sea Scamps
Distributor: Educational Film Ex-

changes, Inc.

Producer: Jack White Productions

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR CHARLES LAMONT
Author Staff

Adaptor Staff

PLAYERS
Star Big Boy
Bonnie Bonnie Barret
Spud Jack McHugh
Ginger Harry Spear
Bobbie Bobbie Gordon
The Dog Pal

TYPE: Juvenile comedy.

THEME: Orphans on a holiday.

LOCALE: On board a steamer.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A group of orphans is taken
on an excursion steamer, on which num-
erous exciting incidents occur.

HIGHLIGHTS: Chase of Eying Esh.

. . . Attempts of crew to keep order.

. . . Explosion of case of Ereworks.

Run Tin Can
Distributor: Educational Film Ex-

changes, Inc.

Producer: Christie Comedies

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ROBERT THORNBY
PLAYERS

Neal Neal Bums
Vera Vera Steadman
The Rival Eddie Baker
Run Tin Can Brownie

TYPE: Comic melodrama.

THEME: Dog heroism.

LOCALE: Small American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A dog prevents his master
from signing a bill of sale on his oil

well until a girl arrives to tell him that

it has started to gush. The man’s rival

attempts to beat them to the tax office

to turn the well in for unpaid taxes, but

the dog aids his master and the girl to

escape from a barn where they have been
tied to posts, and runs with the money
in his collar to the tax office. He arrives

in time, after several exciting incidents.

HIGHLIGHTS : Rescue of man and
girl by dog. . . . Dog’s saving drowning
puppy. . . . Dog’s race to tax ofEce.
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George Walsh has the star role in Chad-
wick’s “The Count of Luxembourg,”

from which this scene is taken.

The Count of Luxem-
bourg

Distributor

:

State Right

Producer: Chadwick Pictures Corpo-
ration

Length: 6300 feet

DIRECTOR ARTHUR GREGOR
Supervised by Hampton del Ruth
Author Franz Lehar
Adaptors

John F. Natteford, Arthur Gregor

PLAYERS
Renee Duval George Walsh
Angele Didier Helen Lee Worthing
Duke Rutzinoff Michael Dark
The Secretary Charles Requa
Anatole James Morrison
Juliette Lola Todd
Yvonne Joan Meredith

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Paris.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A man who cannot marry
the woman he loves because she has no
title, arranges for a count to marry her
to give her a title, and to divorce her
immediately afterward. To this the
count agrees in order to obtain money
for a friend. The newlyweds meet after
the ceremony without knowing they are
married, and fall in love. The villain

denounces them for breaking the agree-
ment. A duel follows. The woman,
learning that the count is not a fortune
hunter, but has married her for the sake
of a friend, is conciliated.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scenes in Parisian
Latin Quarter. ... The Riviera. . . .

The duel. ... The masked ball.

Blue Blood
Distributor

:

State Right

Producer: Chadwick Pictures Corpo-

ration

Length: 5600 feet

DIRECTOR SCOTT DUNLAP
Adaptor Frank Howard Clark
Cameraman George Benoit

PLAYERS
Robert Chester George Walsh
Geraldine Hicks Cecille Evans
Percy Horton Phillip McCullough
Delight Burns Joan Meredith
Leander Hicks Robert Boulder
Tim Reilly Harvey Clark
Amos Jenkins G. Howe Black
Charley Steven Eugene Borden
TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

Scene from “Blue Blood,” Chadwick
production in which George Walsh is

starred

LOCALE: An American beach resort.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A girl falls in love with a
young scientist who is arrested in error
as a rum-runner. The guilty man, the
one the girl’s father wants her to marry,
tries to escape on his yacht with the
father and the girl, who are saved by
the scientist.

HIGHLIGHTS: Hero’s athletic
stunts. . . . Airplane flight. . . . Yacht
scenes. . . . Bathing beach scenes.

Some Punkins
Distributor: State Right

Producer: Chadwick Pictures Corpo-
ration

Length: 7000 feet

DIRECTOR JEROME STORM
Authors

....Bett Woodruff and Charles E. Banks

PLAYERS
Lem Blossom Charles Ray
Pa Blossom George Fawcett

International News No. 15
HEROIC CREW OF UNITED STATES LINE STEAM-

SHIP PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RESCUES
CREW OF SINKING BRITISH

FREIGHTER ANTINOE.
*

International News No. 14
CRIMSON RUNNERS TRAIN FOR SPRING MEETS.
ZERO WEATHER FAILS TO DAUNT COACH

DONOVAN'S AMBITIOUS TRACKMEN.
*

Fox News No. 39
WITH THE SNOW FOR TURF, HORSES RACE AT

ST. MORITZ IN EVERY KIND OF CONTEST
BEFORE THE WINTER SOJOURNERS LEAVE.

*

Fox News No. 39
DARTMOUTH SKATING STARS WIN THEIR SEC-

OND VICTORY OVER YALE TEAM, 3 TO 1,

IN INTERCOLLEGIATE HOCKEY.
*

Kinograms No. 5162
AFTER SIX MONTHS STRUGGLE THE COAL

STRIKE IS ENDED WHEN BOTH SIDES
AGREE TO TERMS AT MEETING.

*

Kinograms No. 5161
NATIONAL CHARLESTON CONTEST IS HELD IN
CHICAGO. WHERE ALL KINDS OF NEW STEPS
ARE SHOWN IN ENDEAVORS TO WIN U. S.

CHAMPIONSHIP.

Pathe News No. 15

LONDON, ENGLAND, IS SCENE OF GLITTERING
MEDIEVAL PAGENTRY AS CENTURY-OLD

CEREMONY TS CELEBRATED WHEN
KING OPENS PARLIAMENT.

*

Pathe News No. 16

THOMAS EDISON CELEBRATES HIS 79TH BIRTH-
DAY AT FLORIDA HOME.

Charles Ray and Gertrude Olmstead in a
scene from “Some Punkins,” Chadwick

picture.

Ma Blossom Fanny Midgley
Mary Griggs Duane Thompson
Josh Griggs Bert Woodruff
Tom Perkins Hallam Cooley
Constable William Courtright

Gossip Ida Lewis

TYPE: Rural comedy drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Small American village.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The hero, a fire chief, is

rivaled in his love by a buyer of pump-
kins, who constantly interrupts the
courtship with false alarms. The hero
strives to corner the pumpkin market.
The girl’s home bums, and she is saved
by the pumpkin buyer, who marries her.

HIGHLIGHTS: The Are. . . . The
country dance.

The Passionate

Adventure
Distributor: State Right

Producer: Graham Cutts

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR GRAHAM CUTTS
•PLAYERS

Drusilla St. Clair Alice Joyce

Vickey Marjorie Daw
Adrian St. Clair Clive Brook
Herb Harris Victor McLaglen
Pamela Lilian Hall Davis
Stewart Sladen J. R. Tozer
Lady Rolls Mary Brough
Bill John Hamilton

TYPE: Society drama.

THEME: Domestic strife.

LOCALE: London, England.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young couple live a disin-

terested matrimonial existence until the

man returns from war, realizing the

depth of his devotion. His wife repulses

his affections, and he seeks diversion in

the slums. Here he saves a girl who
cares for him when he is wounded, and
it becomes obvious she loves him. He
returns to his wife, who has learned her
lesson. Meanwhile the girl is in danger,

so the young husband goes to her assist-

ance, and is discovered in her room with

the dead body of another man. The girl

tells her part of the murder to the wife,

who tries to shield her. Scotland Yard
causes many moments of suspense before

the couple embark on a happy marriage.

HIGHLIGHTS: Slum scenes. . . .

Death of the villain. . . . Discovery of

hero with body. ... The girl’s confes-

sion. ... The reunion.
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ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS MO.—The General Commit-

tee on “Our Community and Its Youth”
recommended that a committee be appoint-

ed to study undesirable motion pictures and
theatrical performances and recommended
city ordinances and state legislation that

might bring about any necessary improve-
ment. . . . William Goldman, owner
of Kings and other theatres here, has an-

nounced plans for a $175,000 motion pic-

ture theatre for the Union boulevard and
St. Louis avenue site. . . . Fire started

by a short circuit did damage estimated at

$2,000 in the Liberty, East St. Louis, 111.,

on February 12. Patrons left the house
quietly, and the house was cleared when
firemen arrived. . . . Harry Saunders
has joined the First National’s sales or-

ganization here, taking the place of J. J.

O’Neil, who resigned. . . . The Liberty,
Murphysboro, 111., was damaged by fire Feb-
ruary 6. . . . Paul C. Mooney, an exec-
utive of Pro-Dis-Co, and Holly Turner,
formerly of the Turner Advertising
Agency, called on Spyros Skouras recently,

and it is reported that the three have
made arrangements that assure St. Louis
something new in the way of theatricals

A farewell party was given Feb-
ruary 12 at Bevo Mill for Julius K. John-
son, who plans to return to Hollywood,
and who has resigned as guest organist at

the St. Louis. . . . “Movie News” is

the title of a new St. Louis monthly pic-

ture-fan magazine. The editor, Wallace
P. Mullen, has been connected with pro-
ducing companies in California, and hopes
to make the magazine national in scope

Harry Greenman, manager of
Loew’s State, is thoroughly “sold” on the
radio as a means of advertising the musical
acts of his theatre, and he never overlooks
an opportunity to have his headliners take
the air.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.—Barney Gurnette,

former manager of Universal in Salt Lake
City, has accepted a position on the sales

force in the local office of Universal. . . .

E. F. Wagner, special service representa-
tive for Pro-Dis-Co., recently visited the
local branch of his company. ... A. F.
Alien of the Princess, Aguilar, has leased
the Rialto at Florence and will take pos-
session March 1st. . . . Emmett R.
and William F. Freeman have taken over
the management of the Avalon, Denver,
which has been under the management of
George A. Brown. . . . Ben Cohen,
traveling auditor for Warner Brothers, has
arrived here to visit Charles R. Gilmour,
local Warner manager. . . . Among
the exhibitor visitors recently here were

:

J. H. Borders of the Majestic, Stratton;
D. Bratton, owner and manager of the
new Ovid, Ovid

;
Carl Ray and Earl Nye

of the Carl Ray Amusement Theatres,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

;
A. F. Allen, Princess,

Aguilar. . . . Hugh Braly, local Para-
mount manager, left on a business trip

for Pueblo and other points South.

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning February 13)

STANLEY: “The Wanderer,” Paramount;
News: Stanley Magazine; Cartoon: “Ko
Ko Eats”; Overture: “The Queen of
Sheba,” Goldmark; Stanley Symphony
Orchestra ; Selections from “Tosca,”
“I'm Falling in Love with Someone,”
Tenor solos by Craig Campbell; Prologue
to “The Wanderer,” introducing Hilda
Ferguson

,
Mikolaichik and the Stanley

Ballet.

FOX: “The Palace of Pleasure,” Fox;
News: Fox Theatre Screen Magazine; Mid-
Winter Song Festival: Overture “Gems
of Grand Opera,” Fox Theatre Orchestra,
“Caprice Viennois,” “The World is Wait-
ing for the Sunrise,” Violin solos by Jan
Rubini; “Firefly,” “Remember,” and “I

Never Knew,” Soprano solos by Yvette

Rugel; “Dear Old Pal of Mine” and
popular melodies by Lieut. Gitz-Rice and
Peerless Four; “Dinah,” “Operatic Pot
Pourri,” etc., by Bert Rome and Henry
Dunn.

STANTON: “The Splendid Road,” First

National.

KARLTON : “Infatuation,” First National.

PALACE: “Compromise,” W'arner Brothers.

VICTORIA: “Braveheart,” Pro-Dis-Co.

CAPITOL: “His Majesty Bunker Bean,”
Warner Brothers; Added Attraction:
“Never Weaken.”

ALDINE: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.—The blizzard in New

York State was by far the worst of the

entire winter, and between delayed film

shipment and blocked highways theatres in

many of the smaller places suffered con-
siderable financial loss. Business at the

motion picture theatres is once more about
normal. . . . Matt Moran has opened
another theatre in New Baltimore. . . .

Mike Freedman, who took over the Rialto

in Schenectady, has disposed of his house
to Louis Cappa, who has been running the

Dreamland, Albany. . . . C. H. Buckley
donated the use of the Leland in Albany
for a trade showing of “The Sea Beast”
. . . Gene Thornton of Saugerties and
Len Garvey of Clinton were along Film
Row recently. . . . The Plaza, Chester-

town, formerly run by H. Richardson, has
been taken over by Dr. Sivan. . . . Nate
Robbins of Utica was in New York City

recently. . . . Walter Hays dropped off

here recently on his way from Buffalo to

New York, to inspect the new theatre be-

ing erected by Strand interests.

William Benton, owner of the Rialto, Glens
Falls, stopped pictures for three days re-

cently, during which time a home talent

minstrel show held forth. . . . George
Loomis has considerably improved his the-

atre at Frankfort. . . . The Graylin
in Gouverneur, a Papayanakos house,
staged an old fiddlers’ contest, with the

American Legion sharing in the receipts

. . . Every effort is being made to rush
the new Proctor in Schenectady toward
completion. The house represents an in-

vestment of more than $500,000, and it is

expected to open during the late spring

C. H. Trazls, projectionist at the

Bareli, Schenectady, has been elected presi-

dent of the W. W. Farley Association
. . John Garry of the Empire, Glens

Falls, gave double features in honor of
Anniversary Week. . . . Bill Smalley,
Cooperstown, was here recently booking
for his dozen or more theatres.

James Roach, manager of the Farash the-

atres in Schenectady, probably puts in more
actual working hours than any exhibitor
in this part of the state. He starts at nine
in the morning and continues until mid-
night, making the rounds of all the theatres

each evening. . . . John Augello, Utica,

expects to open his new theatre Easter
week.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.—Word has been re-

ceived that the Lyric at Rising Star re-

cently burned, the extent of the damage
not being known. . . . Mr. E. P. Selz of

the Queen, Pilot Point, was scheduled to

move into his new theatre about February
15. . . . The razing of the old build-

ings has been started preparatory to the

building of the combined office and the-

atre building in San Antonio, by W. C.

Lyttle and Famous Players. The total

cost is estimated at $1,500,000, and San
Antonians are looking forward with keen
interest to its completion, as this new
theatre has been planned and talked of

for some time. . . With the acqui-
sition of the Yale and Strand in Muskogee,
Okla., Mr. W. G. Underwood, president

of Specialty Film Company, is now owner
of three houses, which are personal ac-

quisitions. . . . The Olympic, Wichita
Falls, a Dent-Musselman house, was re-

cently robbed of Saturday and Sunday re-

ceipts, amounting to about $600.

It is reported that J. L. Brown, Austin, is

trying to secure a lease on a lot next door
to the Y. M. C. A. of the University of

Texas in order to build a new theatre

to house his Texas. . . . Louis Streiber,

Yorktown, is planning to erect a new thea-

tre soon. It will be modern in every re-

spect and will cost approximately $50,000

. . . The Oklahoma City branch of First

National has been awarded $3,500 as win-
ner of the national drive for January,
which amount will be prorated to the

employes according to salary. The Dallas

branch comes out winner of fourth place

and $1,000. . . . Moore Brothers, Avant,
Okla., have reopened the Cozy, Sperry,

after extensive remodeling. . . . Floyd
Parker of Slayton recently purchased the

Palace, which has been completed only

two months, for $16,000. . . . Dent-
Musselman, Inc., have purchased a cool-

ing system for their house in Abilene. . . .

Messrs. Levy and Suddath of Natchitoches,

La., have been remodeling and redecorat-

ing their Opera House. . . . The new
theatre at Gilliam is also purchasing at-

tractive decorations, and LI. L. Levine,

Oil City, is making his house a beauty spot

by adding decorations to it. . . . Regi-
nald A. Markham, formerly of Kosse, has
leased the Crockett, calling it the Strand,

Crockett, Tex.
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OTTA WA
OTTAWA, ONT,—H. M. Thomas, gen-

eral manager of the Capitol, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, has become the announcer for

the concerts and prologues presented, these

specialties being broadcast through a Win-
nipeg radio station. . . . Fred Jackson,

manager of Loew’s London, Ontario, hit

upon an effective arrangement when he
secured the cooperation of the London
Typographical Union, in addition to the

regular program during the week of Feb-
ruary 8, for the presentation of “His
Brother’s Keeper,” a picture relating to the

activities of the International Typograph-
ical Union. . . . Manager John V.

Ward of the Classic, Stratford, has in-

stalled vaudeville in addition to motion
picture programs. ... A second run pol-

icy has been adopted by Manager F. L.

Willis for the Crescent, Winnipeg, Mani-
toba. Programs are changed twice weekly
and when there is a feature with special

appeal to children, he opens the theatre at

4:15 P. M. for children’s matinees. Other-
wise the opening is at 6:30 P. M. . . .

E. Levy, Montreal, is manager of the
new Amherst, an 1,800 seat house, which
opened this month. The fourth
annual Winter Fair of London, Ontario,
staged under the auspices of the London
Free Press, was held during the week
of February 8 in the lobby of the Cap-
itol r the manager of which is Tommy
Logan. A score of general merchants
had extensive displays of merchandise
in the lobby, and Manager Logan ob-
tained reams of publicity. There was no
tie-up between the fair and the show

/. D. Fletcher, manager of the
York, Toronto, has been appointed man-
ager of the Capitol, Peterboro, succeeding
A. G. Croive, who resigned. . . . Con-
gratulations are in order for Manager M.
O. Allen of the Monarch, Edmonton, Al-
berta, formerly of Calgary, who recently
married Esther Bloom. . . . Fred W.
Crosbie of Winnipeg, formerly exploita-
tion manager for Universal in Western
Canada, has been appointed manager of
the Starland by Charles A. Meade, super-
visor of theatres for Universal.
Mannie Brown, special representative for
Fox, Toronto, is receiving congratulations
because of the arrival of a baby girl.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—A. J. Moeller,

president of the recently organized Amer-
ican Cinema Association, has completed ar-
rangements for the establishment of exec-
utive offices here. General offices of the
concern will be in New York. . . . “The
Big Parade” moved into a seventh week
in its run at the Shubert, thus establishing
a new long run record for a picture in
any Detroit theatre. . . . The Majestic
is thriving under the management of Henry
Koppin, who has added it to his string of
a score of houses. . . . William Slocum,
one of Detroit’s oldest theatre managers,
who has operated the Library for the last

10 years, has sold his interest to Solomon
and Harry Trustmas, and has retired from
business. . . . Detroit will soon have
another large suburban theatre of the bet-
ter type added to its long list of large
houses. The New Dexter Boulevard, lo-

cated at Webb and Burlingame avenues,
under the management of Sam Brown and
his associates, is well on its way to com-
pletion. . . . William Flemion, city
salesman for Standard Films, was called
to his home in Findlay, Ohio, because of
an explosion that killed his sister and seri-

ously injured his mother. . . . Ned
Homes, director of exploitation for Fox,
was in the city recently reorganizing the
accessories department of the local Fox
exchange.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(TPeek Beginning February

)

CRITERION: “The Only Thing,”
Goldwyn-Mayer.

Metro-

FIGUEROA: “His Jazz Bride,”
Brothers.

Warner

FORUM: “Lady Windermere's Fan
week), Warner Brothers .

’ ( 2nd

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN: “The Big Parade”
(14th week), Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

LOEWS STATE: “The Auction
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Block,”

METROPOLITAN: “The American
Paramount.

Venus,”

MILLION DOLLAR: “Don Q” (3rd
United Artists .

week)

,

RIALTO : “That Royle Girl” (4th
Paramount.

week)

,

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Following au-

thority granted by the Orphans’ Court, the

estate of Samuel F. Nixon-Nirdlinger will

withdraw as a factor in theatrical affairs

in this city. The holdings of the estate

in the South Broad Street, Garrick, Forrest,

and several smaller motion picture theatres

have been liquidated, and it is reported
they have been purchased by the Stanley
Companv of America for a figure said to

be $170,000. . . . Plans are now being
prepared for a motion picture theatre to

be erected by M. Kapner. . . . Mrs. D.
Rossheim, who has been visiting her son,

Irving, treasurer of the Stanley Company,
sailed recently on the Olympic to return
to her home in London. . . . Ralph
Binns. for several years sales manager of
the Electric Theatre Supply Company, dis-

tributors for Educational, has resigned and
is now Washington branch manager for
Warner Brothers, succeeding Harry Eiener,
who was recently appointed manager of
the local Associated exchange.
Charles U. Martin, at one time manager
of the local office of United Artists, and
later with Independent, Universal, and As-
sociated, has been induced to leave the
real estate field for Pathe. . . . The
local branch of F. B. O. gave a special

showing of “Stormy Waters” at Fay’s
Knickerbocker. It was attended by 2,000
people . . . Jules E. Mastbaum, presi-
dent of the Stanley Company, is now
formulating plans for a combined garden
and museum to be erected on the Park-
way to house the collection of 108 pieces
of statuary, by Auguste Rodin, recently
purchased by him from the French gov-
ernment. This museum will be modeled
after the Musee Rodin, where these
works of art were housed in Paris, and
Mastbaum is planning to have it always
open, free of charge, to the public. . . .

The following will make a trip to the coast
to attend the annual conventions of their

respective companies : Edgar Moss, man-
ager for Fox: Charles Zagrins, assistant

manager for Fox; Al Davis, salesman for
Fox

;
William G. Humphreys of Pro-Dis-

Co, and Jerome Safron, manager of the
local branch of F. B. O. . . . The Fox
gave a special presentation for newly mar-
ried couples only, February 14, of “The
First Year.” Free admission was obtained
by the presentation of marriage licenses

dated in February.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The “Crandall

Saturday Nighters” have abandoned broad-
casting because of restrictions imposed by
the Radio Corporation of America on their

station. . . . Joseph P. Morgan, gen-
eral manager of the Crandall theatres, and
John J. Payette, assistant general manager,
left for Chicago, where they will enter

into negotiations for the acquisition of sev-
eral special attractions. . . . Jack Pegler,
formerly a resident here and now a valued
member of the Pathe publicity and exploi-

tation department in New York, was a re-

cent visitor. . . . Marguerite Parker,
associate cashier, with Alice Mooney, in

the Metropolitan, recently entertained a
dancing party at Wardman Park, following
which an elaborate midnight supper was
served at the home of the hostess, where
dancing was resumed. . . . Daniel Bree-
skin, violinist and conductor; Nell Paxton,
pipe organist, and Viola T. Abrams, solo

harpiste, all of the Metropolitan, render
a program over the radio every Tuesday
from 12:00 to 1:00.

BOSTON
BOSTON, MASS .—Harry S. Brown,

formerly manager of the Pittsburgh office

of Associated, has been appointed manager
of the local exchange, covering five of the
New England States—Rhode Island, Mas-
sachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Maine. He replaces Walter Scates, who
has resigned. . . . Joe Di Pesa is sit-

ting up late nights figuring out ways to

present the State advertisements, now that

the State is going in for presentation bills.

Manager Joe Brennan is also having a fine

time buying kazoos, of which 3,500 are used
at every de luxe presentation.
Harry Erskin has been transferred from
the New Haven branch of Associated to

the Boston office, as salesman.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA .—Lazvrence Brook-

hart has purchased the Family at Letts

from A. D. Crunley. . . . Vance Smith
took over the Main Street in North Eng-
lish from D. D. Mason. . . . Leo
Moore bought the Orpheum at Centerville

from Dr. Fogarty. . . . J. H. Pabst of
Davenport took over the Princess at

Bettendorff, from J. F. Gorgan. . . . Wil-
liam Frye of Our Theatre at Brayton dis-

mantled his theatre and sold all the equip-

ment. The theatre is closed indefinitely.

. . . Ralph Hoyt bought a new theatre

at Greenfield. . . . F. R. Valentine has
recently opened the New Theatre at Casey.

. . . F. W . Curtis, Dexter, has re-

cently opened the Princess there. . .

New offices have just been opened by the

Des Moines Film Board of Trade. . . .

Ten local exchanges were treated to a
surprise fire drill, when Mary Benjamin,
secretary of the Des Moines Film Board
of Trade, and Abe Kahn, chairman of the

fire committee, pulled the fire alarm with-
out warning. Miss Benjamin announced
that the rooms were emptied without con-
fusion. . . . The Eagle Auto company
had a popular tieup with the Des Moines
theatre during the showing of “The Eagle”
the week of February 14. . . The Ri-
alto, an A. H. Blank house, closed and
the building was taken over by the Regis-
ter-Tribune and will be remodeled for
office purposes. . . . It is reported by
the Blank offices that front page breaks
for the American Venus contest in Omaha
have been obtained. . . . James H.
Chrystal of the Hays organization visited

James Winn, manager for Educational
. . . A. W. Nichols, district manager for
Famous Players, was here for a short
visit. . . . “Irene” was filmed for the
office force at First National. . . .

Arthur Kane, producer, was in Des Moines
from New York to see A. H. Blank.

. . . . Paul Mooney, of the Stalling
Stock Company was here recently. . . .

A. H. Blank has instituted monthly meet-
ings for his managers which will be a
clearing house for house ideas and other
business.
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San Francisco

First Runs
( Week Beginning February 13)

CALIFORNIA: “The Gilded Butterfly,”

Fox.
GRANADA : “The Song and Dance Man,”

Paramount.
LOEW’S WARFIELD: “Ibanez Torrent,”

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer.
ST. FRANCIS: “Behind the Front,” Para-

mount.
IMPERIAL: “The Eagle,” United Artists ,

continued.
CAMEO: “Under the Rouge,” Associated

Exhibitors.
WILKES: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold -

icyn-Mayer .

GOLDEN GATE: “The Mystic,” Metro-
Goldivyn-Mayer.

UNION SQUARE: “No Man's Law,”
F. B. O.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

—

William H.
Depperman, assistant manager of the new
industries bureau of the Indianapolis

Chamber of Commerce, and previously

assistant dramatic critic of the Indian-

apolis Star, has resigned and accepted a

position as house manager of the Circle. . . .

The new Idle Hour has been opened under

the management of /. A. Aldridge. . . .

Claude Johnson, police chief, Fire Chief

Hutsell, and John Friday, John A. George

and O. D. Haskett, members of the board

of public safety, together with Mayor Du-
vall, were guests recently of A. C. Zaring

at a theatre party at Zaring’s Egyptian.

. . . The Orpheum, South Bend, recently

held a constest to determine who could

make up to most closely resemble Jackie

Coogan. The contest was won by three

young girls, who received suitable prizes

and a large autographed picture of the

star.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.,—In Springfield

the steelwork of a $400,000 house has be-

gun, and it is expected to be completed

in September. ... In Joplin a site has

been obtained for the erection of a 2,500

seat theatre to cost $500,000. Work will

be started March 1. . . . The Colonial,

Pittsburg, Kan., has been acquired by Ed
Frasier and Glenn Klock from S. H. Har-
vey. . . . Charles German, owner of the

Royal, Bonner Springs, which recently

burned, announces plans for the new house
have been completed and construction will

start soon. . . . Universal failed to ex-

ercise its option which recently expired on
the Jefferson, Springfield, Mo., which is

leased by S'. E. Wilhoit. . . . The head-
quarters of Ensley Barbour, circuit owner
of Missouri and Kansas, have been moved
from Joplin to the Landers-0rpheum build-

ing, Springfield. . . . Among recent out-

of-town exhibitors in film row were

:

John H. Thomas, Novelty, Winfield, Kan.;
Ed. Frasier, Strand, Pittsburg, Kans. ;

R.

B Christian, Byers, Excelsior Springs,

Mo.
;

Frank Weary, Farris, Richmond,
Mo.

;
C. R. Wilson, Liberty, Liberty, Mo.

;

H. Fisher, Peoples’, Pleasant Hill, Mo.

;

R. W. McAleer, Orpheum, Parsons, Kan.
. . . /. A. Epperson, Pathe branch man-
ager announced that of the seventy-five

theatres in Kansas City, fifty-three had
booked the serial, “The Green Archer.”
. . . Max Meiler, Fox special represen-
tative, was a visitor recently. ... A
large number of exhibitors attended a spe-

cial showing of “The Unwritten Law,”
screened by the Independent Film Corpo-
ration. . . . The first week of “Jimmy
Grainger Month” was well received here,

according to Moe Levy, Fox branch man-
ager. . . . Andre Bustnoby, Pathe in-

spector booker, was looking over the Pathe
books here. . . . Guy S. Pinnell, former

Gladys M cConnell , recently signed with
Fox, has the lead in that company’s
production, “Elsie in New York,” an
O. Henry story.

Paramount representative in Denver, has
been added to the Educational sales force.

. M. E. Williams, formerly with
Paramount, has accepted a position as rep-
resentative for Associated Exhibitors. . . .

The shipping and inspection rooms of the
Pro-Dis-Co branch have been enlarged to
take care of increased distribution.

J. S. Blachton Directs
“Hell Bent for Heaven

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Warner Broth-
ers is filming “Hell Bent for Heaven”
under the guidance of J. Stuart Blackton.
The story was adapted by the director’s

daughter.

Conway Tearle and Agnes Ayres are
featured in the new Tiffany produc-
tion, “Morals for Men.”

William Wolcott Buys
Patton Studios; New
Name Wolcott Studios

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 23.—William Wol-
cott has bought the Patton Productions stu-

dio at 6050 Sunset boulevard, and in future
the plant will be known as Wolcott stu-

dios. Wolcott, who is one of the best

known technical directors in the industry, is

constructing many novel sets in the studio

to accommodate independent producers.
Van Pelt Productions Co., which is pro-

ducing the “Sandow” and “Fearless” (po-
lice dog) series for Joe Rock, has leased

space in the Wolcott Studio.

With Wolcott’s new construction pro-
gram and installation of modern Creco
Electrical Equipment, which recently was
completed, the enlarged studio will accom-
modate at least six producing companies
simultaneously.

E. A. Du Pont Arrives;
to Direct for Universal

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—E. A. Du Pont,
European director, has arrived here and
gone to the West. Coast, where he is to

direct for Universal, with which company
he has a three-year contract. His latest

European success is the UFA picture “Va-
riety.” Other outstanding Du Pont pro-
ductions are “Whitechapel,” “The White
Peacock,” “Alcohol” and “The Ancient
Law.”
“My ambition,” said Du Pont soon after

arriving, “is to make a pioture or pictures

which shall combine all that is good and
legitimate in the sensational picture, but
which will not leave out the real artistic

and psychological effects. Pictures should
be artistically and commercially satisfying.”

200 Reels of Pictures
Shipped to Leper Colony

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Two hundred
reels of motion pictures, including long
and short features and comedies, have been
shipped to an isolated leper colony in Bal-

boa, Canal Zone. They were donated by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Universal and
Famous Players, and delivered to the chief

officier of the Medical Supply Department
of the United States through the M. P. P.

D. A.

Oxford, Glazer, Clawson
and Tourneur to Metro

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Feb. 23.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer has made a number of additions to

its production staff in recent weeks.
Maurice Tourneur, director, has signed to

direct “The Mysterious Island,” Buckleigh
Oxford, scenarist, has been added to the

writing staff, as has Elliott Clawson, sce-

narist, and Benjamin Glazer, continuity
writer.

Boardman Gets Trophy
for Picture Progress
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 23.—E 1 e a n o r

Boardman was selected by the motion pic-

ture writers as the Wampas star who has
made the most progress in the past four
years.

Theby Wedding Verified
HOLLYWOOD.—Rosemary Theby verified at a

tea given at Colleen Moore’s home recently that
she was married a year and a half ago to Harry
Myers. They appeared together in Fox’s pro-
duction “A Connecticut Yankee.’*
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THE FILMMART
F. B. O.

Fred Thomson Starts Another Soon

Fred Thomson’s next production, tem-
porarily titled “Hands Across the Border,”
is scheduled to go into work in a short

time. David Kirkland will direct.

C. B. Ellis Closes Big Sale

C. B. Ellis, manager of the Jacksonville,

Fla., F. B. O. exchange has closed a deal

under which the New Biscayne Plaza the-

atre at Miami Beach will show F. B. O.
product 100 per cent. Long and short

feature pictures are included in the sale.

Brav Cartoon Sold to Loew's

Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the

New York F. B. O. exchange, has sold the

Bray Cartoon “Lost and Found” to the

Loew Circuit in New York for a 33-day
run.

Ralph Ceder Making New Series

Ralph Ceder is directing a new series of
“Fighting Hearts” short features, in which
Alberta Vaughn has the leading role.

First National

“Into Her Kingdom” Ready to Start

“Into Her Kingdom,” in which Corinne
Griffith will be starred, is scheduled to go
into work the first week in March, under
the direction of Svend Gade.

Two Stories Bought

First National announces the purchase
of screen rights to “The Sheik of Florida,”

by George F. Worts, and “The Lying
Truth,” by Ralph Spence.

“Kiki” Filming Completed

Announcement of the completion of
camera work on “Kiki” has just been made.
It is scheduled for release on April 4.

Alan Hale to Direct Conway Tearle

Alan Hale has been selected to direct

Conway Tearle in this player’s first starring
vehicle for First National, “Good Luck.”
The picture is scheduled to go into work
in a short time.

Wid Gunning Signs Contract

John McCormick, West Coast production
manager, announces Wid Gunning, produc-
tion and story authority, has signed a con-
tract to assist in the production of forth-

coming Colleen Moore pictures.

Columbia
“Price of Honor” Rights Bought

Screen rights to the stage play “The
Price of Honor” have been bought and the

film version of the play will be made dur-
ing the coming season.

Educational

March 7 Releases Number Three

“Wireless Lizzie,” two-reeler, “Felix the

Cat Laughs It Off,” one reel, and “Light
Housekeeping,” a two-reel Mermaid
comedy, are scheduled for March 7 release.

Three Short Features for March 14

Three short features carded for March

Milton Sills appears as a steel worker
in “Men of Steel,” scenes of which
were taken at the Ensley Mills at

Birmingham, Ala. It is a First Na-
tional picture.

14 release are “Quick Service,” “Home
Cured” and ‘“Whoa Emma.”

March 21 Releases Announced

“Lelix the Cat Weathers the Weather,”
“Neptune’s Domain” and “Fool’s Luck”
have just been announced as short feature

releases for March 21.

Three Slated for March 28

Three short features have been slated for

March 28 release
—

“Cratching Through,”
“Dancing Daddy,” and “Sky Bound.”

Fox
Tom Mix Making Last of Season

Tom Mix has started work on “Hard
Boiled,” which is his last Fox starring

vehicle on the current season’s schedule.

Moore, Perry Teamed Again

Matt Moore and Kathryn Perry have
been cast together again, for the leading

roles in the domestic comedy “Early to

Wed,” which Frank Borzage will direct.

Anita Stewart in “Rustling for Cupid”

Anita Stewart has been signed to play

the leading feminine role in “Rustling for

Cupid,” which has just gone into produc-
tion under the direction of Irving Cum-
mings.

Fox Pictures Open Two Theatres

“The First Year” was shown during
opening week at the new North Center
theatre, Chicago, and “The Gilded Butter-

fly” was shown at the new Terminal, also

a Chicago house, during opening week.
The houses opened within a month of each
other.

Hoblitzelle Circuit Signs for Product

Jimmy Grainger has closed a deal with
Karl Hiblitzelle, head of the Interstate
Amusement Company, for the 100 per cent
showing of Fox product for a period of
five years, it is announced. Interstate has
houses in Texas, Arkansas and Alabama.
The showings begin with next season’s re-

leases.

“Sandy” Mountain Scenes in Filming

Harry Beaumont is busy directing the
exterior scenes in the mountains for
“Sandy.”

“Yellow Fingers” Completed

“Yellow Fingers,” starring Olive Bordon,
has just been completed under the direction
of Emmett Flynn.

Barbara Luddy on New Contract

Barbara Luddy has been signed to a new
contract to extend three years.

Ethel Terry Added to “Hard Boiled”

Ethel Gray Terry has been added to the
cast of “Hard Boiled,” directed by J. G.
Blystone.

Universal

Knoles Directing for Lichtman

Harley Knoles is directing the first A1
Lichtman production, “Charley’s Niece,”
for which he also wrote the story. “Char-
ley’s Niece” will be distributed by Univer-
sal.

“The Cherry Tree” Lichtman’s Second
Production

The celebrated stage success, “The
Cherry Tree,” to be the second A1 Licht-
man production, will be started immediately
following the completion of “Charley’s
Niece.”

Lichtman Signs George Jessel

George Jessel, stage star, has signed a
long term contract with A1 Lichtman.

Wyler Directing Art Acord

Willy Wyler, recently promoted to full

directorship, will direct Art Acord in “Lazy
Lightning.”

Reynolds to Direct House Peters

House Peters, who will play the starring

role in “Prisoners of the Storm,” will be
directed by Lynn Reynolds.

Gotham
Two New Stories for “Peter the Great”

Peter the Great, dog star, will be seen

next season in two new stories, “King of
the Pack” and “The Silent Avenger.”

Chadwick
One Yet to Be Made
The only uncompleted picture on the

season’s schedule is “The Bells,” which
will go into work soon.
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Betty Compson and Edmund Lowe
star in Fox’s “Palace of Palace,” from
the stage play. It is an Emmett
Flynn production.

Pathe

Ralph Graves at W ork
Ralph Graves is working on a new film

in which he takes the role of a bashful
youth.

Turpin on New Comedy
Ben Turpin is at work on a new comedy.

“Smith Family” in Work
A “Smith Family,” comedy of domestic

life, is in work under the direction of Gil

Pratt, with Raymond McKee and Ruth
Hiatt in the cast.

“Devil Horse” New Hal Roach Feature

“The Devil Horse” is the title of the new
Hal Roach picture starring Rex, noted
equine actor.

Lloyd Comedies Used in Picture Revival

Ever since the inauguration of the In-

ternational Film Arts Guild programs of

picture revivals in New York City, Harold
Lloyd feature comedies have been used to

supply the fun element.

Arrow
Four Serial Chapters Completed

Four chapters of the serial picture

“Lightning Hutch” have been completed.
Featured in the picture are Edith Thorn-
ton, Sheldon Lewis, Virginia Pearson,
Eddie Phillips and Ben Walker.

Banner
“Whispering Canyon” Players Chosen

Jane Novak, Josef Swickard, Eugene
Pallette and Lee Shumway have already
been assigned roles in “Whispering
Canyon,” and more roles will be filled in a
short time.

Warner
Luhitsch Prepares for “The Door Mat”

Ernst Lubitsch is preparing to start work
on “The Door Mat.”

W illard Louis Lent

Willard Louis has been lent to the Wil-
liam Fox company.

Fox Borrows Conklin

Heinie Conklin has also been loaned to

the Fox company for an important part.

Irene Rich in “The Door Mat”
Irene Rich has been selected by Ernst

Lubitsch to lead in “The Door Mat.”

Lubitsch Films First American Story

“The Door Mat” will be Lubitsch’s first

attempt to produce a story with an Amer-
ican locale.

Rayart

“The Self Starter” Completed

Harry J. Brown has completed shooting
“The Self Starter.”

U. R A.

“Tartuffe” Latest Production

“Tartuffe,” F. W. Murnau’s latest pro-

duction, was the first picture shown in the

Gloria Palace in Berlin when that theatre

recently was opened.

Paramount
Negri’s Final Title Selected

The final title of Pola Negri’s latest star-

ring picture is “The Crown of Lies,” which
was directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki.

“That’s My Baby” Cast Completed

Douglas MacLean has completed the cast

of “That’s My Baby,” being directed by
William Beaudine, with the selection of

Richard Tucker for the role of his rival.

“Blind Goddess” Filming Ended

The final sequence has been filmed of

“The Blind Goddess,” which was directed

by Victor Fleming.

“Behind the Front” Breaks Record

It is reported that “Behind the Front,”

which had its world premiere at the St.

Francis, San Francisco, broke the box office

records of the house.

“W'et Paint” in W'ork

Work has begun on “Wet Paint,” in

which Helene Costello plays opposite Ray-
mond Griffith.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Special Music for “Ibanez’ Torrent”

A special musical program to supplement
“Ibanez’ Torrent” has been arranged at the

Capitol theatre.

Three Productions Started

“Love’s Blindness,” “Money Talks” and
“Lovey Mary” have been put in work.

Ena Gregory Borrowed

Ena Gregory has been borrowed to play

the part of “Shirley” in “Brown of Har-
vard,” directed by Jack Conway.

Rosen Cutting Film

Phil Rosen is cutting his recently com-
pleted, but as yet untitled, picture, in the

cast of which are Conrad Nagel, Renee
Adoree and Antonio D’Algy.

“Unholy Three” Breaks Record

“The Unholy Three,” in which Lon Cha-
ney stars, is reported to have broken all

house records at the Copper theatre, Han-
cock, Mich.

United Artists

“Black Pirate” Premieres Dated

“Black Pirate” is scheduled to have its

American premiere at the Selwyn, New
York City, March 8, and its London open-
ing at the Tivoli March IS.

“Sparrows” Completed

“Sparrows,” Mary Pickford’s new pic-

Colleen Moore, Charlie Murray and
Kate Price are shown in these two
scenes from “Irene,” a First Na-
tional picture.

ture, has been completed and is now being
cut and assembled. The working title was
“Scraps.”

“Bat” Nears Completion

“The Bat” has entered its final week of

camera work and is scheduled for release

during the latter part of March.

Vilma Banky Again with Valentino

Vilma Banky has been chosen as Ru-
dolph Valentino’s leading woman in “The
Son of the Sheik,” which will start pro-

duction soon under the direction of George
Fitzmaurice.

“Partners Again” Shown at Strand

“Partners Again,” with Potash & Perl-

mutter, had its world premiere at the Mark
Strand.

Pro-Dis-Co

“Shipwrecked” Well Under Way
“Shipwrecked,” featuring Seena Owen

and Joseph Schildkraut, is well on the way
in production.

“Dice Woman” Filming Starts

“The Dice Woman,” starring Priscilla

Dean, directed by Edward Dillon, is now
being filmed.

Two Additions to “Silence” Cast

Jack Mulhall and Virginia Pearson have
been added to the cast of “Silence.”

Chinatown Leader Aids “Eve’s Leaves”

Tom Gubbins, who lived for years in Los
Angeles’ Chinatown, is handling the tech-

nical details in Leatrice Joy’s Chinese star-

ring picture, “Eve’s Leaves.”

Long Comedian in “Eve’s Leaves”

Walter Long, established as a screen vil-

lain, will appear in “Eve’s Leaves” in a

comedy character.

Associated Exhibitors

“Skyrocket” Praised on Both Coasts

Press critics of New York and San
Francisco have been unstinted in their

praise of “The Skyrocket,” in which Peggy
Hopkins Joyce is starred.
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SIBERIA” is a forthcoming Fox production by Victor Schertzinger, with a cast including

Alma Rubens, Edmund Lowe, Lilyan Tashman, Vadim Uraneff, Lou Tellegen and Paul

Panzer. It is taken from Bartley Campbell’s drama of love and intrigue in Russia. Eve

Unsell did the scenario.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Played 20 of 22 and 57 of 82

Pierre, S. D.—To the Editor: I notice
some exhibitor friend getting chesty about
running 37 of the first 50 on your list of
the “Biggest Money Makers of 1925.” Fine.
I want to get in on it, too. I have run or
can show contracts for 20 out of the first

22 on the list and 57 out of the first 82, all

that received 20 votes or more.
Now the reason I am chesty about this

showing is that I am the kid showman in

the town, running in competition to a man
who has been in the business ten years
longer than I have. Our friend, Mr.
Fisher, president of the Minneapolis Film
Board of Trade, slapped me in the face a

couple of years ago by telling me that my
competitor was running the finest lineup of
pictures it was possible to get.

I send in exhibitors’ reports on every pic-

ture I run and I read every exhibitor’s

report and I am sure that they help me
“pick the winners.” I believe your Exhib-
itors Herald list is the real list of the

year’s best pictures. A picture isn’t a “best”

unless the public will so vote it by patron-

age.

—

Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,

Pierre, S. D.

Played 48 of 50 and 84 of 104

Eagle River, Wis.—To the Editor : I

just returned yesterday from Milwaukee,
where I had a six week’s tussle with, I

thought, about every head trouble there

could be, and what the surgeons didn’t cut

away they left very shaky, hence this

scrawl.

I just naturally had to look over my
mail and go all through the Herald and
on to the claim of George Benson that he

had shown 37 of the 50 best pictures for

1925. That is a very good record, but I

have shown 48 of the 50 best, and for

some reason the two missed being two of

the most popular, viz., “Sally” and “The
Lighthouse by the Sea.”

Of the 104 best money makers, I have
shown 84 and will show several of these

later. Four of the 20 not shown were not

shown by me because they had been shown
here previously to my buying of the the-

atre, and several of the remaining 16

because I could not get together with the

distributors on a fair basis.—N. M. Em-
mons, Eagle theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

How Long Have YOU Been Reading It?

Garrett, Ind.—To the Editor: En-
closed find check for subscription for the

Herald. It is my right hand partner. I

think I used the first copy that went through

the mail.

Never have missed reading and, although

I was out of the picture business for a

couple of years in Florida planting an

orange grove, for a rest, I would read the

Exhibitors Herald. I received a box of

oranges last week from my grove and
now I eat oranges, and still read the

Herald. Last week someone broke into

my office and all they could find was the

Herald.
Ten years ago I read it because it was

interesting. Today you read it or some-
one will get more than you. In regard to

“What the Picture Did For Me,” I have

never used it very much, as neighborhoods
vary so much. What helps me don’t help

you.—H. A. Giles, Royal theatre, Garret,

Ind.

“Free” Advertiser Told

HARDIN, MO.—To the Editor: Find
enclosed letter from a candy company and
our reply thereto which, if you feel it is

worth anything to the picture industry,

you are welcome to use in such a manner
as you deem best.

—

Charles D. Weakley,
Hardin Entertainment Co., Hardin, Mo.
The letter of the candy concern to Mr. Weak-

ley read as follows:
You have, perhaps, heard of our plan which is

one of the most modern and up-to-date candy
factories in America.
Everybody likes candy and very few have ever

had the opportunity of going through a modern
plant, nor do they know how candy is made on a
large scale.

We have just completed a thousand foot motion
picture reel of our plant showing the workings
of all departments, running time from eleven to
fifteen minutes.
We offer to loan this to you to be shown in

connection with any feature picture you may be
running and for the length of time the feature
picture runs.

It is understood that this picture is to be run
free of all expense to us and that we pay all

the transportation charges on the reel.

Having only one reel, it is necessary to map
out a schedule for it and, having many operators
who will desire to show it, trust to have you
advise if you are interested and about when you
would want it.

Use this letter for your reply and advise us
at once.

Mr. Weakley’s reply to the candy concern
reads as follows

:

Of course we are glad that your success
in the candy business has been sufficient to

enable you to make a nice 1,000 foot reel

to loan motion picture houses, but incident-
ally we might mention that before you
went to this enormous expense it is indeed
a sad mistake that someone did not advise
you of the fact that our line of business
is somewhat different from the American
Red Cross and other organizations, which
as you no doubt know are supported by
public subscription.

Possibly this is a very contrary view to

what you had in mind when you contracted
this new and added expense to your adver-
tising repartment, but without any expense
to you we are very happy to advise you
that many large business establishments
have lived beyond the nine day period and
therefore their eyes have been opened to

the fact that the screen is a legitimate ad-
vertising medium and they plank down the

cold hard cash in order to secure the de-'

sired publicity.

Of course we regret that we cannot run
our business on a basis of charity, but so
long as we are forced to pay for our pic-

tures and take our chances on whether con-
ditions and all the various other obstacles

with which we are continually meeting, we
must forego the pleasure of going through
your factory.

We admit it is annoying that the light

companies and everyone we do business

with insist upon a money consideration,

even being forced to pay someone to run
cur machine when he has the opportunity
of seeing so many nice things like that

which your firm have so painstakingly pre-

pared. Charles D. Weakley, Hardin En-
tertainment Co., Hardin, Mo.

“Rose of World” Draws ’Em
Greenleaf, Kan.—To the Editor:—

I

would appreciate it very much if you would
add my name to the Music Roll Exchange
as listed in “Better Theatres.” I am using

a Reproduco.
I am also enclosing a few box office re-

ports on some of the late pictures. You
may publish this letter in your “Letter

From Readers” column or you may give

space to the following experience or inci-

dent of mine in any way you wish, as I

feel certain that this will be a benefit to all

exhibitors in this part of the country, par-

ticularly Kansas.
About two weeks ago I played “Rose of

the World,” one of the new Warner pic-

tures. Now I would call this picture only

an average program offering. I did not do
any extra advertising on it and played it at

regular prices.

Imagine my surprise when the “country
folks” and all came stringing in as early as

6:30. Well, to make a long story short, I

did a capacity business for two nights,

Monday and Tuesday. I did over three

times as much business on this picture as

I ever did before on these same nights.

The reason, because the story was run-
ning serially in one of Capper’s publica-

tions.

My advice to exhibitors in Kansas
would be to buy this picture and make
some money on this ready made publicity,

because the farmers in Kansas certainly

read Capper’s weekly. I would not have
believed this could happen had it not been
in my own theatre.

I also want to say that I find Warner
Bros., have some mighty good products this

year and you can buy it right. I picked
fifteen of their new pictures and am well

satisfied.

—

Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre,

Greenleaf, Kan.

Wants Advertising Suggestions

Weiner, Ark.—To the Editor: Every
theatre has its peculiar problems. We have
a number of them. Almost everyone be-

lieves in advertising. We do, too, but every
time we put on an extra advertising cam-
paign we play to a smaller audience, in-

variably.

Recently we had a good picture with a

popular star, advertised heavily and, in

spite of good weather and no opposition,

did not break even.

The following Saturday we did not know
what picture we were to receive and never
put out a single sheet of advertising—and
broke the theatre record in admissions!
It seems to be a case of going to the the-

atre when they take a notion, instead of

when a special attraction is on.

We beat Phil Rand a month in putting

on an Our Gang contest for kids, with
prizes for the best impersonation of any
of the Gang, and never got a kid to try

for it! But when I have time to work
up an original sketch and train the kiddies

myself, they respond eagerly and put on
a good show that draws well. A Baby
Peggy contest fell just as flat.

Our town is small, only 400 population,

so this may have a lot to do with it. We
would like to have good vaudeville, occa-

sionally, but we have not the population

to attract the better sort and we would
not run the shoddy.
Wish some of you theatre owners in the

towns of our size would suggest some
things you have found to be of benefit in

creating interest.

—

Dinsmore & Son, Ma-
jestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

Knows Where to Buy Singly

Antwerp, N. Y.—To the Editor : Our
friend Phil Rand hit the nail on the head
in his recent article on block booking.

I have had some experience along that

line. For instance, a short while ago I

desired to play a big picture and asked for

a price and the reply that I received was
that if I would book 40 other subjects, I

could have the picture I wanted.
Just this week a salesman called on me

and I selected 5 pictures that I wanted and
asked for a price. The reply I received

was this: “You are all wet; book the

whole list or none at all.”

I’ve cut out the block booking and if I

can’t get what I want in one place I know
where I can go to get other pictures that

are just as good from every angle, and I

don’t have to book 40 pictures to get one,

either.

The “strangle hold and half Nelson” are

very popular in film selling circles these

days.

—

Clyde Allen, Casino theatre, Ant-
werp, N. Y.
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Associated Exhibitors
NORTH STAR: Strongheart—This is a good

picture and the one-sheets will bring them to

see it. Paper, photography and comedy are good.

Five reels.—Tom Murphy, Shuler Auditorium,
Raton, N. M.—General patronage.

KEEP SMILING: Monty Banks—Here is

about as good a big feature comedy as we have

had, but unfortunately Monty Banks has not been

established as a feature comedian and it is hard

to convince the public. Those that got in liked it

very much. It is along the line of the Fox Van
Bibber stories, but more elaborate.—Ben L. Mor-
ris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.—General pat-

ronage.

Chadwick
SOME PUMPKINS: Charles Ray—A typical

Ray picture. Pleased everyone. Good, clean

drama in the heart interest. Give us more of
these. Admission 10 and 25 cents. Six reels.

—

H. A. Woodward, Woodward Hall, Hill, N. H.

—

High class patronage.

THE FIRE PATROL: Special cast—A real

good production and pleased my fans. Film
poor. Seven reels.—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WESTERN PLUCK: Special cast—Just another
Western starring Art Accord.—Jos. Winninger.
Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patron-
age.

BLUE BLOOD: George Walsh—Good business
and everybody liked it. Five reels.—H. W. Perry,
Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah.—Railroad patronage.

Columbia
THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: Elaine Hammer-

stein—A dandy railroad drama and pleases the
fans in great shape. One of the best railroad
pictures I ever used. Film good. Six reels.

—

W. A. Doerschlag, Strang theatre. Ransom, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE PRINCE OF BROADWAY: George Walsh
—Our patrons did not like this one much, but
suppose it is because they are not Walsh fans.
He is not popular here. Six reels.—Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

BLOOD AND STEEL: Special cast—This is a
good outdoor action picture. Five reels.—Julius
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111 .

—

General pat-
ronage.

THE DANGER SIGNAL: Jane Novak—An ex-
cellent railroad picture. Pleased 100 per cent.

You will make no mistake in advertising this to
the limit. Admission 10 and 25 cents. Six reels.

—H. A. Woodward, Woodward Hall, Hill, N. H.

—

High class patronage.

F. B. 0.
THE PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge—

Lots of action and that’s what it takes to satisfy
most of our patrons. Six reels.—Fred Brown,
A-Mus-U theatre, Frederick, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Mary Carr—Here is a
picture with everything in it to keep them inter-
ested. A leader in its kind. The Gold Bonds are
good to date. Played this with snow a foot high
but they came out. Six reels.—W. J. Curry, Vic-
tory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.—General patron-
age.

Special to

Contributors
Additional letters from exhibitors

telling how many of the 104 “Biggest
Money Makers of 1925” they have
played are printed this week in “Let-

ter From Readers.”
How many have YOU played?

*

Exchanges report that calls for the

pictures named as biggest money mak-
ers have exceeded any demand of

like nature in history. If you have
not picked up these sure fire attrac-

tions for dates it is not too late. It

is never too late to book genuine
money makers.

An interesting aspect of the service

this department renders is brought
out by the frequent comments in the

“Service Talks on Pictures” depart-

ment stating that exhibitors have re-

ported this way or that as to the box
office value of the attractions seen by
Mr. Service in Chicago first runs.

This timeliness of coverage is not the

least important phase of “What the

Picture Did For Me.”
*

In last week’s issue it also is in-

teresting to note Mr. Service used

a letter from Wm. E. Tragsdorf com-
menting on pictures he had seen but

not played, adding the suggestion that

other exhibitors send him similar re-

ports. It’s quite all right to accept

that invitation, but it isn’t all right to

do so if so doing implies letting down
in reports to these columns upon pic-

tures exhibited.
*

Prospects for the bigger and better

“Box Office Record” continue bright

and there still is time for anyone who
has not brought his reports up to

date to do so. To do so is to insure

the completeness and authority of that

booking guidance.

—W. R. W.

SMILIN’ AT TROUBLE: Lefty Flynn—Six
reels of nothing but flickering photos.—Fred
Brown, A-Mus-U theatre, Frederick, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE WALL STREET WHIZ: Richard Tal-
madge—This is a pretty good program picture.

Has some comedy, action and stunts. Six reels.

—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Special east—Yes, and
the picture failed for us. No good for small town.
Put it on the shelf and run a cheap Western
and make your patrons more satisfied. Pleased
only a few. Why so much posing? Seven reels.

—R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.—General
patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Cullen Landis-
Guaranteed box ofliee picture. Sure did a fine

business on this one. One of the Gold Bonds that

are made to show any audience and send them
home happy and you can buy them without sell-

ing your home to make up. Play this one sure.

Seven reels.—W. J. Curry, Victory theatre, Cam-
bridge, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special cast—Really
didn’t like this picture very much. It is too one-

sided. I don’t believe there is a man that would
stand for such cuffing and abuse as Landis does in

the picture. I would not class it as one of the

specials, just an ordinary program picture and a

rough one at that. Seven reels.—John Aden,

Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Special east—Great
appeal to those who like action. Seven reels.

—

R. D. Goldberg, Moon theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

Medium patronage.

LOVE’S BARGAIN: Special cast—Not so good.

Many feet of film wasted. Story not interesting.

Six reels.—W. J. Curry, Victory theatre, Cam-
bridge, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler-
Good picture. Tyler will be a winner if they keep

him in this kind of picture. Five reels.—M. E.

Ames, Pastime theatre. Jefferson, O.—Small town
patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler—
A very good program picture. Good for Saturday

night. Five reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star the-

atre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Tom Tyler—
This is a real good program picture. Has not

got as much as “The Wyoming Wildcat.” Five

reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME: Lefty Flynn—This
is a good comedy drama. Has plenty of pep and

action. Six reels.—John Aden, Rialto, Terril,

Iowa.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—Regardless of the theme in the picture, Thomson
always gets them in for me, and “All Around

Frying Pan” was no exception. From a box of-

fice standpoint as good as Tom Mix. Have played

them all and figures are in black and white.

Bring on the tough guy. Six reels.—John Cleva,

Jr., Enterprise theatre, Glenalum, W. Va.—Gen-

eral patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—As good a picture as this star has ever appeared

in and certainly pleased our poeple. Thomson is

one of our best bets, quite largely due to his

horse, Silver King. Six reels.—P. R. Matson,

Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—This was the best of all the pictures that Fred

has made, but then he gives us all pictures that

must be classed as the better and good, clean pic-

tures. Five reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre,

Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—This is

another one of the Emory Johnson pictures. Is

a good picture and had many good comments.
Seven reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

Iowa.—General patronage.

VANITY’S PRICE: Anna Q. Nilsson—A good

picture and very fine photography. Title not so

good, but the small town exhibitor can’t help

making money with F. B. O. pictures. Six reels.

-—W. J. Curry, Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.

—General patronage.
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THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast
-—A picture with drawing power. Book was read

by almost everyone. Raised admission and did

advance advertising. Broke all records since

“Omar.” Can’t go wrong when you buy this one.

Can be bought reasonable from F. B. O. Seven
reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton,

S. D.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
Well, sir, if your bank account is overdrawn,
book this one and see ’em roll in. Broke all house

records for any picture ever played at regular

admission prices and a one night stand at that.

Not as good a picture as “Drusilla With a Mil-

lion,” but a regular he shekel magnetizer.—Clyde

Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast
-—This was a very pleasing picture, and registered

at the box office.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre,

Camden, S. C.—General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Special cast—
This drew fine and gave satisfaction. Showed
to 500 admissions in a town of 1,000. Seven
reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler,

Colo.—Small town patronage.

TEARING THROUGH: Richard Talmadge—
Better than I expected from advance reports re-

ceived from other exhibitors. It was a good show.

He is a favorite with the kids. Five reels.—C.

A. Anglemire, Y theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General

patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—Did fine with

this one, notwithstanding so much sickness.

Much better than “The Lovemaster.” Print in

good condition, out of Buffalo. Six reels.—Clyde

Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—A real good pic-

ture and holds my house record for a 10 and 25

cents show. Six reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star

theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

FOOLS IN THE DARK: Special cast—Oh.
what a dandy picture ! Packed with the funniest,

thrilliest, most weird stunts imaginable. The
walking skeleton is simply a scream. But Oh.
double Oh, what dreadfully poor paper issued

on such a picture. If I had had a press sheet on
this feature in advance I surely would have ex-

ploited it and put it over big. As it was, I was
a “fool in the dark” and lost money. I person-

ally met Mr. Grassby while in Hollywood and
disliked seeing him play so mean a part, though
of course did it wonderfully. If you buy this one,

and I advise you to do so, fellow-exhibs, for

box office sake make your own posters thereon.

You will then have an opportunity of making a
fair profit. Seven reels.—Dorothy B. Strauss,

Doradele theatre, Copperhill, Tenn.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—As
good as Thomson has made and the acting of

Silver King is very good. Five reels.—Julius

Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, III.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—Too
many subtitles about the personal care of babies

to suit many pati'ons. Otherwise okay. Silver

King is especially good. Five reels.—Dinsmore
& Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General
patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—This
one good, as are all of the Thomson and Silver

King pictures. Six reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard,
Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

NO MAN’S LAW: Bob Custer—Plenty of ac-

tion but weak story and poor direction. If you
like shoot-’em-up kind, buy this. Five reels.

—

M. E. Ames, Pastime theatre, Jefferson, O.

—

Small town patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Elaine Hammerstein—
Copyright 1925. Rating 90 per cent. Film good.

This is not as neat as it is put up to be. Seven
reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.-—General patronage.

THE DESERT SHEIK: Wanda Hawley—This
was a good picture which had good photography
and good direction. Wanda Hawley played her

part very well, as did Nigel Barrie in support.

This picture a little different from the average run
and so quite a relief. Give us more as good as

this one. Six reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

First National
THE BEAUTIFUL CITY: Richard Barthelmess

—Dandy picture. Everyone delighted. Make
some more.—McTodd theatre, Willoughby, O.

—

General patronage.

THE BEAUTIFUL CITY: Richard Barthel-

Special to

Bob Custer
A MAN OF NERVE (F. B. 0.),

Bob Custer.—This is my last one on
a series of eight, and they were all

good average Westerns. This star is

coming and his popularity is increas-

ing. He’s got an awful wallop, and,
though I don’t know where he is

from, I’d bet ten to one he’s a Ken-
tuckian. I live just across the line

and I know one when I see him. Five
reels.—JOHN CLEVA, JR., Enterprise

theatre, Glenalum, W. Va.

mess—Good picture and seemed to please all who
saw it. Business very poor on account of weather
and school entertainment. Seven reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Blanche Sweet—While
this may be well produced, there is no use talking,

folks will not stand for this sort of overdrawn
meller, so that’s that. Eight reels.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES: Ben Lyon—
Yes, Ben has sex appeal, if that’s what the

women want, but half our patrons came out

asking what it was all about. Pleased fifty-

fifty. Eight reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre,

Pocahontas, la.—Mixed class patronage.

BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES: Special cast

—Good. A very good picture. Will go good in

any town.—A. J. Paul, Royal theatre, Galion, O.

—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Would rate

this as a poor program attraction. Lacked a lot

of going over with my audience.—T. L. Little,

Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Played two
days to good business. Everyone seemed pleased

with picture at advanced prices. Eight reels.—

-

Frank Brock, Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.

—

Small town patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—They liked

this one and told me so. It will go big in small

towns for two days. Everybody pleased but me,
and my trouble is I have yet to run this star in

“The Lady,” and was forced to buy “The Lady”
to get “Graustark.” No doubt you know that

Norma Talmadge in “The Lady” is rotten. That’s

the way I have it labeled.—A. Mitchell, Dixie

theatre, Russellville, Ky.—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Special

cast—Hard picture to report on. I liked it,

but never had so many walkouts on a picture.

Two reels too long. Errol good. He is funny,
but the picture just didn’t seem to register with
my crowd. We had splendid business due to the

second of our Star Theatre Presentations (details

in my letter). Costume stuff no matter how it

is done will not get over for me. Without the

prologue we would have had a hard time. Nine
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—Small town patronage. (See Presentation Acts
department.)

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—Very
good. Barthelmess is one of the most popular
stars I have here. Quite a bit of talk among
my people as to which was the better, "Shore
Leave” or “Classmates.” Both did big business.

Different from his usual role in this one. Change
from the play did not help the picture, but of

course the play could not well be put on the

screen as was. Seven reels.—Henry Reeve, Star

theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Special cast—Quite
an interesting story with a very capable cast

done in a remarkably able manner. Desert night

scenes are far better than anything shown along

this line and the picture will serve as good
entertainment for anyone.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE PAGE THAT THRILLS: Ben Lyon—
Without exaggeration, this is as near nothing
as I have run for many months. All the action

in it could have been (and was) put in half a
reel. The gag man on the lot must have se-

lected that title, for it sure was a joke. Second
night a total loss, with no insurance. Seven
reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Played
to very poor houses both nights. A very good

bit of historical entertainment, if your people
like to see history on the screen. Ours don’t,

hence the flop. Nine reels.—C. W. Veseth,
Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

ENTICEMENT: Mary Astor—Just an ordi-

nary sex program picture. Mary Astor very
pretty. Some beautiful scenery, otherwise noth-
ing to it. Seven reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou
theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Coleman—The
nearest thing to a perfect picture that we ever
ran.—Strand theatre, Irvine, Ky.—General pat-
ronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—A fine

picture. We find First National pictures better

this year than ever before. You cannot go
wrong on First National pictures.—A. J. Paul,
Royal theatre, Galion, O.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Vilma Banky—This is

as good as any picture released in 1925. Vilma
Banky is great and Ronald Colman is fine. Will
appeal especially to ex-service men and adults,

but comedy and action satisfy the children. Many
good comments and a good second night. Seven
reels.—Tom Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton,
N. M.—General patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne Griffith—Many favor-
able comments and all said it is the best Corinne
Griffith yet. Seven reels.—Tom Murphy, Shuler
Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—General patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—Very fine.

Colleen great in this. First National pictures are
certainly good. Seven reels.—A. B. Bud, Opera
House, Arlington, la.—General patronage.

PAINTED PEOPLE: Colleen Moore—A splen-

did program picture. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C.

Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Ronald Colman—
Pretty good but way over touted. If you read
the reviews on this you will think you have a
knockout, but you will have a sorry awakening.
Eight reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre.

Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Aileen Pringle—
A real high class feature and one that everyone
liked. Personally think it one of the best enter-

tainments of the year.—R. L. Wood, Garden
theatre, Portsmouth, O.—General patronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS: Lewis Stone-
Keep off of this one, boys. It’s the bunk. Seven
reels.—John Stoll, Linwood Square theatre, Nor-
walk, O.—General patronage.

LILIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith—
This was an old picture but First National always
has good prints and it went over big. Nine reels.

—W. H. Grimes, Darkfeather theatre, Aehille,

Okla.—Small town patronage.

FLOWING GOLD: Anna Q. Nilsson—Pleased
well until last reel. Seems like it was added
after the story was complete. Eight reels.

—

W. H. Grimes, Darkfeather theatre, Aehille,

Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Here’s a
picture that will please any crowd that comes to

your theatre and you will get many favorable
comments on it. In its way it is really wonder-
ful. It you can’t get them in on this one, you
had better start in some other line of business.

There is plenty of good advertising available and
the picture is sure to satisfy, so you can’t lose

money, that is one sure cinch. Get the trailer

for sure. Ten reels.—R. E. Mitchell, Plainview

theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

I WANT MY MAN : Special cast. Not what
my patrons expected but all were well satisfied.

Business good. Eight reels.—Frank Brock, Grand
theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

FINE CLOTHES: Special cast. Business very
poor on this one, but picture was good. Lost
money on the last 14 First National pictures.

Nearly all were good pictures but they don’t

seem to take with our patrons. Seven reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

LILLIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith—

A very good picture. What I would call a spe-

cial. Seven reels.—Julius Schmidt, Grand thea-

tre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE HEART OF A SIREN: Barbara La Marr—
A good program picture.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Special cast. A corking
good high type Western picture. Ben Alexander
fine. Two distinct types of paper on this pro-

duction, one outdoor action, the other love theme
stuff. You can use whichever is best for your
town. Splendid outdoor scene in this. Really

excellent picture. Eight reels.—Henry Reeve.

Star theatre. Menard, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.
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HER HUSBAND’S SECRET: Antonio Moreno.
This is a very good attraction, but you will never

get anyone in to see it. Paper very poor, slide

no good. Not worth bothering with. Seven
reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre, Beach, N. D.

—Small town patronage.

THE PERFECT FLAPPER: Colleen Moore—
A fair picture but does not mean a thing at the

box office. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star

theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

Fox
THE COWBOY AND THE COUNTESS: Buck

Jones—This star is making ’em better right along.

Five reels.—R. D. Goldberg, Moon theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Medium patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—It pleased

better than other Mix pictures have done for me.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—Mix good,

as usual. These are the kind of stars we want,
who always pull them in. Five reels.—H. M.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Small town
patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—Nice West-
ern picture that got out big crowds with a three

reel Lloyd comedy along with it. Five reels.

—

O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.

—

Better class patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—Bucks’
pictures have shown a remarkable improvement
for the past year. This one is exceptionally good.

He is getting to be a good drawing card again
for me. Keep the good work going. Buck. Six

reels.—H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.

—Small town patronage.

THE OUTSIDER: Lou Tellegen—Another of

Fox’s specials, sold at a special price. Wonder
where Fox gets the special idea. I have yet to

get the first special that is one. Just try and
charge special prices for this. No good. Seven
reels.—A. B. Bud, Opera House, Arlington, Iowa.

—General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—An ex-

cellent Western offering with some class. Good
scenes and photography ; good story, good acting

and a couple of classy girls. If the rest of Buck
Jones’ pictures are as good as this one he will

have it all over Tom Mix. Six reels.—R. Pfeif-

fer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—This is

a fine Western. Sure to please all Western fans.

Plenty of action.—A. J. Paul, Royal theatre,

Galion, O.—General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—This is

the kind of an adventure picture we like to see

Buck in. Buck sure struts his stuff in this one
and on top of that there is a story written by
William McLeod Raine and it is one of the most
interesting pictures I have got from Fox in a long
time. Six reels.—R. E. Mitchell, Plainview the-

atre, Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

THE GILDED BUTTERFLY: Alma Rubens—
Would not call this one a good program. Play it

on one of your off nights.—A. Mitchell, Dixie the-

atre, Russellville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
This is the thinnest thing that Mix has appeared
in, and the picture business has now arrived at a

place where a photoplay as poor as this will kill

the popularity of a star even as big as Tom Mix.

My patrons are too intelligent to stand for this

one. Six reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
This is a good picture of the Northern type. Was
liked here. Six reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre,

Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

EAST LYNNE : Special cast—It’s good, but as

you know, it’s a sob story and makes them cry

and the public don’t want this any more. It

will get you some extra business, but why do they
still try to put over these sob stories ?—A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—General
patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—
Pretty fair picture. Did not draw as good as I

expected. Nothing big. Seven reels.—H. M. Retz,

Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—This is a great
picture and a most excellent sermon. The work
of Edmund Lowe deserves the highest praise. But
from a box office standpoint it fails. It is too

long, too depressing. People come to the theatre

to be entertained, not preached to. While a few
patrons appreciated it and liked it, most of them
did not. I had it bought and had to run it at a

Special to

William Fox
THANK YOU (Fox), special cast.

—We have seen one or two adverse
reports on this picture. What a
shame; almost a crime. We do not
believe we have ever shown a pro-

duction which had a better balanced
cast. The picture contains comedy,
pathos and everything for entertain-

ment, and, above all, a good moral.
We are sorry that any exhibitor would
pan a picture of this class, as we
believe producers should be encour-
aged to make more of the pictures

which you can show to the whole
family any day in the week. More
power to William Fox. Please give

us more pictures of this class. Seven
reels.—P. R. MATSON, Crystal thea-

tre, Flandreau, S. D.

long rental. Lost money. It is not worth a long
price. Ten reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre,

Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—I was the fool

to book this for a small town. Believe me, when
my contract is done, no more block booking for

me. Eight reels.—A. B. Bud, Opera House, Ar-
lington, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—If you are in a
town where they are opposed to Sunday shows,
get this one. Better than a sermon. While we
did not like this picture as well as “Thank
You!” (another Fox picture) yet it caused more
talk, which gave us a better business on the sec-

ond day’s showing. Truly a great picture and a

credit to the industry and William Fox. The
only complaint we heard was that it was too long
and personally we think it would have been much
better in seven or eight reels. Ten reels.—P. R.

Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LAZY BONES: Buck Jones—This is a beau-
tiful and homely picture of an ordinary small
country community. It is clean and wholespme
and very welcome to me after the run of jazz

stuff I have had. Buck Jones proves that he can
act in anything. His work is very fine. However,
hope that Fox, now that he has proven Buck a
real actor, will not do it again. The fans want to

see Buck in his leather pants and in snappy West-
ern pictures. Give him good ones and he will be
a good card. Eight reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou

theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

LAZY BONES: Buck Jones—The casting di-

rector who framed this picture should be burned
at the stake, although Buck proves himself a real

actor. The picture itself is above criticism but
absolutely a fizzle as a money getter. Grossed
just 25 per cent of what “Timber Wolf” did.

In this business we pay for someone else’s mis-
takes and in this case dearly.-—F. G. Roberts,

American theatre, Ada, Okla.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Drew
big business but did not satisfy all our Western
fans, as this is not a Western picture. Title mis-
leading. Not enough action. Buck Jones in “The
Desert’s Price” was far better. Six reels.—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—A real

good Mix picture, but many would rather see

Tom in the Westerns, and this is not a Western
picture. Five reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre,

Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

DICK TURPIN: Tom Mix—Why don’t Fox
make a picture starring Tom Mix as Noah build-

ing the ark. Sure would pull as good as “Dick
Turpin.” Laces and frills for Mix is the bunk.
Why do they do it? Seven reels.—A. B. Bud,
Opera House, Arlington, la.—General patronage.

DICK TURPIN: Tom Mix—Fair picture, but
my patrons would rather see Mix in Western fea-
tures. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star
theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—We consider this as good a production as this

star has ever appeared in, and a few more like

this and he will be outdrawing Tom Mix unless
the latter gets back into .Westerns where he be-

longs and stays there. Six reels.—P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Special east—
As this picture was adapted to the screen from
the James Oliver Curwood story, it drew us a
very good house and delivered the goods in the

way of entertainment. The flood scenes were a
wow. Seven reels.—P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre.

Flandreau, S. D.—General patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special cast—
This is a good picture. Wonderful acting, but it

ends up sad in the end. Most people like to see

a picture end up differently than this did. Nine
reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.

—

General atronage.

AN ARIZONA ROMEO: Buck Jones—Our Fri-

day and Saturday Western crowd liked this great,

though it was inconsistent in one scene near the
end where his horse keeps pace with a fast mov-
ing train. Five reels.—Pace & Bouma, Rialto the-

atre, Pocahontas. Ia.—Mixed class patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—Little late in playing this, but print in

good shape and many said the best Jones ever.

If your patrons like real action and all the re-

quirements of real entertainment—book this one.

Seven reels.—John Cleva, Jr., Enterprise theatre,

Glenalum, W. Va.—General patronage.

THE ROUGHNECK: George O'Brien—What is

the matter with Fox pictures. Going on the bum.
I did for a while bank on Fox for good ones,

but now it is different. Big prices and poor pic-

tures. Eight reels.—J. G. Varnell, Princess the-

atre, Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Not as
good as some others we have shown, but Mix
always pleases our Saturday crowd.—George Ben-
son, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: J. Farrell MacDonald—
Fox has the pictures this year. This is one of
the best. Seven reels.—John Stoll, Linwood
Square theatre, Norwalk, O.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—Good
drawing power. Did not please as well as “Riders
of the Purple Sage.” Six r-eels.—M. E. Ames,
Pastime theatre, Jefferson, O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
—Oh, boy ! Just one wonderful picture. One
of Mix’s best, if not his best. Book it by all

means.—E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,

Va.—General patronage.

THE DESERT OUTLAW: Buck Jones—A good
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Western. Five reels.—Julius Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—
Drew well and pleased.—J. S. Walker, Texas the-

atre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—A good

Western picture.—Julius Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Very
good picture of the Western type. Seven reels.

—

Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—

-

Small town patronage.

HEARTS OF OAK: Special cast—Here is a

real picture that has a punch at the finish. I

heard one lady remark going out, “The next time

I go to a picture show I’ll bring a handkerchief.”

I’ll tell the world. Seven reels.—Julius Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MIKE: Sally O’Neil—This picture pleased one

hundred per cent. A great bet anywhere. Seven

reels.—R. D. Goldberg, Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—Medium patronage.

THE CIRCLE : Elinor Boardman—A fair pro-

gram picture. No drawing card. The two old

gents in this picture are sure good and supply

the comedy. Without them the picture would be

no good. Six reels.-—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HIS SECRETARY: Norma Shearer—This one

rings the bell for entertainment. Excellent

comedy drama that everyone will enjoy. You
boys who have this bought can step on it and

not be afraid of the picture not delivering the

goods.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre.

Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast—

An excellent picture. It is taken from the musical

stage success and should be a good box office

attraction. Sally O’Neil does some excellent work
and if given the right kind of stories will become

a great star. She has made a great hit with

our patrons. Six reels.—James D. Kennedy,

Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—

A

splendid entertainment. Good cast and story.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro—An
excellent attraction but failed at the box office

as business was below average. Seven reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GREAT LOVE: Special cast—Absolutely

the silliest picture I ever had. Took it off after

matinee and put on “The Live Wire” with Johnny
Hines for the night show. “The Live Wire” was
a slight improvement. Don’t think I ever had a

picture that was so very poor as was “The Great

Love,” and with me it was a very high priced

production.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Cam-
den, S. D.—General patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—Good pro-

gram picture. More like Ray’s old pictures be-

fore he tackled the big stuff that killed the

drawing power of his pictures.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: John Gilbert—Oh Boy,

a wow of a picture. The men raved about

Miss Murray and the women about John Gilbert.

It had a pull at the box office, too. Ten reels.

-—Fred Brown, A-Mus-U theatre, Frederick, Okla.

-—General patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Very nice

picture. Better than “The Ragman" by far.

Six reels.—Fred A. Brown, A-Mus-U theatre,

Frederick, Okla.—General patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Get this one. My
patrons were all pleased with this one. Did not

make much but was not the fault of the picture.

Advertise it, though. Six reels.—John Stoll,

Linwood Square theatre, Norwalk, O.—General

patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT: Marion Davies—

A

good picture but didn’t do well at the box office

for us due, we think, to her former appear-

ance in so many costume productions. The
photography was very poor. Eight reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.—General

patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Mae
Murray fans liked this and said so : others were

easy on it.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Cam-
den, S. C.—General patronage.

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE: Jackie Coogan—
Here is a good Coogan picture that will please

everyone and pull in the kids like flies. Ordi-

narily we have less than 15 youngsters at our

shows as most of the pictures are of little benefit

to them. At this show we had 92 of them, which
we consider a record here. We used those sample
Cracker Jacks on nights when we have a good
subject for kids which certainly brings them out.

Added to this we cut the price to 15c. Our regu-

lar children’s price is 20c. If you haven't tried

the Cracker Jack stunt, do so. It goes big with
the kids. Six reels.—Elmer F. Holmberg, Cham-
berg theatre, Amasa, Mich.—-Small town pat-

ronage.

ROMOLA: Gish Sisters—A fine picture if you
like the heavy stuff. I gave this away to the

high school crowd, and even then it did not

please half, as it is too big for a small town
crowd. It belongs to an educated crowd, either

a college town or big city clientele. Eleven reels.

—-Leslie Habbes, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

SINNERS IN SILK: Special cast—Better see

this one first, boys, as your lady patrons may
run you out of town. To our patrons it was
vulgar, and it is one of those impossible kind that

hurts business. Seven reels.—O. O. Troyer,

Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.—Better class pat-

ronage.

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK: Marion Davies-
Played this picture with the expectation of being

criticized for playing such an old one, but hot

sock 1 It drew twice the crowd for one night that

“That Royle Girl” drew in two nights, and every-

body liked it, and told their friends, and we had
a fine house the second night. What more can

an exhibitor ask? Eleven reels.—C. W. Veseth,

Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Special

cast—-A good picture that my patrons all liked.

Acting fine ; direction good and scenery O. K.

Just a good picture. Everyone should play.

—

Frank Brock, Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.

—

Small town patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Special cast—This is very

good. Better than “The Navigator.” Everyone

seemed well pleased. Six reels.—Julius Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE BEAUTY PRIZE: Viola Dana—Fair

picture. Viola good drawing power. Six reels.

—M. E. Ames, Pastime theatre, Jefferson, O.

—

Small town patronage.

CHU CHIN CHOW: Betty Blythe—Didn’t do

much business on this, as I killed Miss Blythe

with one of the rottenest pictures I have ever

seen, “The Breath of Scandal,” a short time

before I ran “Chu Chin Chow.” Picture fair but

nothing extra.—Frank Brock, Grand theatre,

Okolona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Claire Windsor—

A

very good program picture. Held the interest

and pulled a better than average crowd. Seven

reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—Very

beautiful. Lots of Technicolor and a style show
that sets the ladies crazy. High class audience

will rave over this. Eight reels.—Clark & Ed-

wards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General pat-

ronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—Great.

One of the best pictures I have played this year.

Comedy and action galore. This is not an Annette

Kellerman picture, as you would think it would be.

It’s a real knockout comedy. Pleased 100 per

cent. They will all rave over this, and you’ll also

see a real fashion show.—A. J. Paul, Royal the-

atre, Galion, O.—General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—An-
other good one from Paramount. This sure

pleased the small crowd that came out to see it.

Paramount poster department out of San Francisco

did not let me use any paper on this, so I don’t

know how well it would have drawn. Seven reels.

—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—Personally

we think it bigger and better than “The Ten

Commandments.” But we did not do half the

business that we did on “The Ten Command-
ments.” Same amount of advertising ; same ad-

missions. No comments. Nine reels.—Guerrin

Bios., Grand theatre, Paulding, O.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—Wonderful

of its kind. Not a small town Saturday picture,

but everyone should see it. Complete in every de-

tail. Destruction of the city is great. Nine

reels.—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,

O.—General patronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—This picture

should never have been sold to the exhibitor. It

should have been given to him free to run for

his church people. I got stung plenty on this and

advise anyone that hasn’t it bought to give it a
wide berth. Nine reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—Too
much jazz for the small town and too little com-
edy. If this is a fair sample of Fields as a come-
dian I don’t want any of his pictures. The cy-

clone scene is good and Carol Dempster is all

that saves this from being a “flop” in my estima-
tion. Ten reels.—George Benson, Community the-

atre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—A big
picture. Star and cast fine. Story good, but for

a small town too artistic. More suggestive scenes
than I ever saw in a picture. If this is good
direction, I don’t want any more of them. This
picture is great for big towns and old people.

The older the better. If they do this for art’s

sake, they certainly went the limit. Pleased 50

per cent.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—Run
this picture on percentage. Paramount thought
they were not getting enough rental out of this

town, so they wanted to run percentage. D. W.
is the only director who could take a story of this

kind and put it over. The picture is there but
it didn’t have “rep” enough to get the money.
Ten reels.—Strand theatre, Irvine, Ky.—General
patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—We paid
a big rental for this, used a lot of advertising,

and put it over big the first night, but did only
house expense the second night, and had a good
many objections to the bedroom scenes. Ten
reels.—Tom Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton,
N. M.—General patronage.

MANNEQUIN : Dolores Costello—A very good
picture. Will draw in any theatre. Everybody
pleased. They will come out and tell you how
good it is.—A. J. Paul, Royal theatre, Galion, O.
—General patronage.

MANNEQUIN: Dolores Costello—Very good
picture and many favorable comments. Ran on
Sunday. If followed on Monday, will make your
Monday good.—Tom Murphy, Shuler Auditorium,
Raton, N. M.—General patronage.

MOANA OF THE SOUTH SEAS: Special cast
•—Native cast interesting for children and grown-
ups from an educational standpoint. No plot,

just the customs and manners of living of the
South Sea Islands. Is beautifully photographed.
Six reels.-—Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ash-
land, O.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—The type of a picture you are proud to show.
It creates talk of the kind that helps the business.

Richard Dix in this portrays one of the most
noble characters that has graced the screen for
a long time. It proved that the beauty of soul

was what counted regardless of race or creed.

The picture is historical and holds the interest

all the way, though it runs through centuries of

time. The support was good all the way, par-

ticularly Lois Wilson and Noah Beery. Three
days to excellent business and in the face of a
blizzard.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,

O.—General patronage.

THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER:
Florence Vidor—Florence Vidor wonderful. The
story rather slow getting under way and the
last fifteen minutes was the greater part of the
picture. My audience rather enjoyed this, but
nothing unusual as a drawing card. My paper
order on this was double my regular order and
did not do more than ordinary business.—T. L.

Little, Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.—General
patronage.

STAGESTRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Good pic-

ture for small towns. A few of the Swanson
fans did not like it. Drew good business. Seven
reels.—M. E. Ames, Pastime theatre, Jefferson, O.
—Small town patronage.

STAGESTRUCK: Gloria Swanson—It looks like

Gloria has slipped in this one, yet it’s better than
several of her other releases at that. It gets

laughs from the gallery and had lots of my
shoot-up crowd that said it was good, but the

ones who turned out to see Gloria expecting a high
class production were disappointed. Paid a big
price for this slapstick comedy.-—A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, Russellville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—

A

good timberland story that pleased well. It’s

too bad Jack must stoop to act for a livelihood,

judging from his bored and upstage expression

throughout his recent pictures. Seven reels.

—

Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.

—

Mixed class patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas Mac-
Lean—One of the nicest bits of entertainment we
have had the pleasure of showing to our Sunday
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patrons for many moons. Very entertaining and
clean-made. Compliments from all who saw it.

—C. W. Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.

—

General patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Very good.

Seven reels.—M. E. Ames, Pastime theatre, Jef-

ferson, O.—Small town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Highly
pleasing.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Nice lit-

tle comedy picture. Six reels.—O. O. Troyer,

Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.—Better class pat-

ronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—This is high

class foolishness but got several kicks on it.

Should go good in better class towns but majority

won’t appreciate it. Six reels.—Tom Murphy,
Shuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—General pat-

ronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
A fine picture for small town house. Many of

them said this was her best. Pola was not liked

here but if she makes a few more like this she

will be a card. I have trouble getting paper out

of the San Francisco office. Seven reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small

town patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson—
Nothing like the advertising leads one to think

it is and Gloria sure makes a h of an old

lady. The poorest picture in our house for some
time. Wish we could say goodbye Gloria, but the

block selling forces us to use her and she don’t

mean a dime to us. This one is punk, boys.

Seven reels.—O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dick-

inson, N. D.—Better class patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
We played this two days to very ordinary busi-

ness. It is only a program show. Not any of

her best shows did better at the box office than
“Madame Sans Gene,” which is not saying very

much. Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Men-
jou—This is above the average picture. An old

story told in an intensely interesting and human
manner. Seven reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas the-

atre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—Har-
old Bell Wright’s novel made a very pleasing pic-

ture and both stars suited to their roles. Seven
reels.— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Warner Baxter-
Played two days for the benefit of the Boy
Scouts to fairly good attendance. Wright’s name
helps to pull them in and it will sure please the

action lovers and the boys. If is a mighty good
program picture. Seven reels.—C. A. Anglemire,

Y theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson—

-

Just fair. Worth about one-half what we were
obliged to pay for it. Seven reels.—P. R. Matson,

Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE .COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—
Gloria’s wonderful acting in a dual role makes
this picture well worth seeing. But, as usual,

they have made a different story of it. Seven
reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Min-
neota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont—This is a good underworld story, but

my patrons do not seem to take to that kind of

stories, so they didn’t enthuse, and it didn't draw,

either. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American the-

atre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

MANHATTAN : Richard Dix—I would rate

this as a fair program picture. With a nice

night, I did about 75 per cent of regular Saturday

night’s business. Seven reels.—J. LeRicheux, Ar-

cade theatre, Camden, N. Y.—General patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—Fine stars, but

no story to play on. Can’t see why Director

Cruze would waste his time on a thing like this

one. Six reels.—J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.

Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Bessie Love—A very good lit-

tle program picture, but our people do not care

for Bessie Love and we notice in selecting their

entertainment they take into consideration who is

featured in the production as much as they do

the story and title. Six reels.—P. R. Matson,

Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith-

Good, fast but absurd, fast moving crook drama.

—Jos. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.

—Genera! patronage.

WAGES OF VIRTUE: Gloria Swanson—Ter-

rible. That’s the only word I have for this one.

Thank goodness I had sense enough to use it just

one night, even at the high rental. Those who
like Swanson came out to see her and we didn’t

lose on it. But for two days—whew ! ! Seven
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast—
Not up to expectations at the box office, but pic-

ture is one of the best we have ever played. Six

reels.—R. L. Wood, Garden theatre, Portsmouth,
O.—General patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels—This is one
of the best program pictures we ever played.

Some said almost as good as “Charley’s Aunt.”
Everybody thought it fine. Seven reels.—Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

EVE’S SECRET: Special cast—We had a good
turnout to this due to the great combination of

stars. It is a fairly pleasing program picture.

We played this on a Saturday night. Seven reels.

—C. A. Anglemire, Y theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

General patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES: Richard Dix—This was
an excellent program picture. Everybody liked

this. He is becoming a popular star with us.

Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special east—
A wonderful picture. Played this in the worst
snow storm of season. Business good. Eleven
reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler,
Colo.—Small town patronage.

STEPHEN STEPS OUT: Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.—This is a very poor picture. When Theodore
Roberts is on the screen it is O. K. Otherwise
there is nothing to it. Six reels.—Julius Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL: Bebe Daniels—This
was pretty poor stuff, advertised by Paramount
as a comedy, but we never could find it here.

Very slow and tiresome. We knew it beforehand
and booked in the Chaplin re-issue, “Dog’s Life.”

Did most of our billing on the comedy and had
two exceptional days. Six reels.—Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Very good

and had fair business considering the 50 cent

admission. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard,
Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Yes, we
ran it, too. That means more money for Lloyd
and Pathe. We get prestige (I believe it is

called). Well, it is funny, or rather so silly that

you can’t help but laugh, and that’s what you
want.—Frank Brock, Grand theatre, Okolona,
Miss.—Small town patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Fair business and
a great novelty picture. Well liked. Six reels.

—

M. E. Ames, Pastime theatre, Jefferson, O.—Small
town patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
TIME THE COMEDIAN: Special cast—Very

poor entertainment. Looks like they started out

by trying to make something big but run out

of material and finished it up any old way.—Jos.

Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.

—

General patronage.

HELL’S HIGHROAD: Leatrice Joy—Not for

Sunday, children, nor small towns. It is sug-

gestive and can’t help your business and some
will stay away until they forget it. Should be
all right for large towns where they can go
from choice, not necessity. Six reels.—Tom
Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—

-

General patronage.

THREE FACES EAST: Special cast—This is

just the right time for this one. Went big.

Seven reels.—R. D. Goldberg, Sun theatre, Omaha,
Neb.—Medium patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Lillian Rich—Many fa-

vorable comments and it showed up good on
the second night. Should appeal to all classes

and send them away well enough satisfied so that

they will come right back. Six reels.—Tom Mur-
phy, Shuler Auditorium theatre, Raton, N. M.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN FROM RED GULCH: Harry Carey
—This is not up to Carey's standard, but we did

average business on it. Six reels.—Guerrin Bros.,

Grand theatre, Paulding, Pa.—General patronage.

CHALK MARKS: Special cast—Here is an

epic film that is superb. If we had known what
it was in advance we would have advertised it

like a circus. Play it. We are going to put it

back for another showing and tell our patrons

all about it.—E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre,

Aurora, Ind.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Played this

Thanksgiving to wonderful business. Better

than “The Freshman.” Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C.

Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Every-
thing good which has been said about this pic-

ture is correct, only more so. A continual laugh.

I cannot recall a picture with so many belly

laughs. When they weren’t laughing at the pic-

ture, they were laughing at some of the audi-

ence, who had apparently gone into convulsions

and couldn’t stop laughing. Boys, it’s a beaner
and make no mistake. Eight reels.—Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES: Weber and Fields—
This gave very good satisfaction here. Per-
sonally thought it very good. Eight reels.

—

W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.—

-

General patronage.

THE TEXAS TRAIL: Harry Carey—Some of

my patrons said it was a fine picture for kids,

otherwise was bunk. Carey has improved and
is now more popular than he was when I first

ran his pictures. Before the third picture some
seemed to take to him but some didn’t. With
this ends this set. Six reels.—Robert W. Hines,

Hines Circuit, Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS TRAIL: Harry Carey—The poor-
est of the series, but Carey always draws for us.

In this picture the girl carries off the honors.

Six reels..—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

STEPPIN’ OUT: Charles Murray—They are

talking about this one yet, and we ran it six

weeks ago. One you can step on and satisfy your
patrons with, and the exchange allows you to
make enough for ham and eggs and a new rattle

for the youngster, too. It’s good : play it and
reap.—C. W. Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.
-—General patronage.

THE BREATH OF SCANDAL: Special cast.

—Absolutely nothing to it and really not fit for

any audience. When they get worse, would like

to see them.—Frank Brock, Grand theatre,

Okolona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

TIGER THOMPSON, SOFT SHOES: Harry
Carey—Very good. My patrons like all of Carey’s
pictures that I have played. Don't pass them up,
for I believe you will make a mistake. Six reels.

—E. Brown, Art theatre, Boswell, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE: Special cast—Here
is an excellent comedy drama which kept them
laughing all the time. Six reels.—C. E. Holt,

American Legion theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

United Artists
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—Good pic-

ture. Older folks liked it very much. Younger
folks said not enough action. Weather cold so

cannot tell box office power. Seven reels.

—

M. E. Ames, Pastime theatre, Jefferson, O.—Small
town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charlie Chaplin—We
played this three days to very poor business. It

snowed great guns one night and ruined our
chances. It is a good comedy, but Chaplin is not
liked here in this town. We paid too much for

this show in comparison to his drawing power.
Ten reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth,
Pa.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster
—This pleased 85 per cent and was highly praised

by those who are not familiar with Griffith’s

former glories, which he is apparently depending
on. Not one outstanding punch, nothing new in

slapstick ; worn out homey pathos and succeeding

sequences that jump at the most impossible con-

clusions with nothing between to show the why
and wherefore. Ten reels.—Pace & Bouma,
Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed class pat-

ronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—One of the

best dog pictures ever released. Six reels.

—

Julius Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
Good picture that pleased all. Mary is fine. Mary
Pickford cooperated by sending telegram convey-

ing good wishes on occasion of its showing.

—

E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.

—

General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
A splendid production from every angle. Drew
and pleased as nearly 100 per cent as it is

possible for a picture to please. Ten reels.

—

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small

town patronage.
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Universal
THE HOME MAKER: Alice Joyce—Very good

picture. Eight reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star

theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

THE HOME MAKER: Alice Joyce—Good pic-

ture, but there seemed to be something missing
at the finish.—Jos. Winninger, Palace theatre,

Waupaca, Wis.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—Oh boys, it’s a knockout. We had them
standing on their toes and they broke 2 or 3

seats that we are going to charge to Universal
Exchange. Play the picture. It will give your
house the best advertising you have for a long

time. Seven reels.—H. C. Henry, Valentine
theatre. Defiance, O.—General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—Fine picture. Did not do any good with

it but not the fault of picture. Too much basket

ball. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star

theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

THE DEMON: Jack Hoxie—Another good
Jack Hoxie picture. Haven’t had one poor

picture from Universal in many, many months.
Five reels.—H. W. Perry, Ogden theatre, Ogden,
Ut.—Railroad patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Yes, sir, that’s my baby. The best

thing that Denny has made up to date. A little

too long. Could have been done in fewer reels

but it’s right there with the pep just the same.
Let’s have more of ’em. Eight reels.—Clyde
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—This is one of the best comedies of the

year. Eight reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star

theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—I can honestly and truthfully say that

this pleased a greater percentage of my patrons
than did “The Freshman.” It is good clean

entertainment with lots of good clean comedy and
the auto race is exceptionally good. Seven reels.

—H. J. Eagan. American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.
-—Small town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
Denny—Very good. Pleased all my patrons and
received many comments. Advertise it. Eight

reels.—John Stoll, Linwood theatre, Norwalk, O.

—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedwick.

Only fair. Looks cheap. Worth about 10c ad-

mission. Several walkouts. Many disappointed

and told me so. Outside of the Jewels and Gib-

sons Universal products not worth running. Five

reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Bert Lytell—A melodrama
with English background. Pretty good picture

and with nothing objectionable, but believe that

the title is a poor one with which to draw busi-

ness in small town. Anyway, that was our ex-

perience. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. thea-

tre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gibson
—Old man Carl is keeping Hoot where he be-

longs and if he will let him stay in this kind,

it will be no trouble to get them in on Hoot
like I used to.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russell-

ville, Ky.—General patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters—This picture is not
nearly as good as many of this star’s other pic-

tures were. Seven reels.—John Alden, Rialto

theatre, Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE LITTLE GIANT: Glenn Hunter—Nothing
bad about this morally, although the old hooch
jokes dragged in, but it’s a weak offering. Did
not draw and did not please. Poor direction,

poor subtitles. Far fetched humor and above
all a star who looks like an eighth grade school

boy rather than leading man. Edna Murphy
O. K. and Uncle Clem is the bright light of

the mess. Seven reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE LITTLE GIANT: Glenn Hunter—Not
much to this one and if it had been good they
would not have turned out, as Glenn Hunter is no
favorite here.—A. Mitchell Dixie theatre, Russell-
ville, Ky.—General patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson-
Very good picture. Six reels.—Mrs. W. C.
Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

THE CALL OF THE CANYON: Art Acord—
A good Western. The horse and dog are fine.

Poor business due to heavy storms and electrical

trouble. Five reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand thea-
tre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedge-
wick—I find the Universal Westerns, or Blue
Streaks, much better than they used to be, and

Special to

Carl Laemmle
TWO FISTED JONES (Universal),

Jack Hoxie.—Come on, Uncle Carl,

give us more like this. I can bank
on Universal’s features now. Don’t
be afraid to tell your patrons you have
this one booked. It will please. Five
reels.—J. G. VARNELL, Princess the-

atre, Piedmont, Ala.

recommend them to any town wanting the action

stuff. They are head and shoulders above their

former stuff. Five reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Hoot,
you are a new star here and you surely are win-
ning much favor. Had only a half day to adver-

tise this one but drew fine. Can’t get enough of

your pictures. Six reels.—R. D. Young, Polo
theatre. Polo, 111.—General patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—A fine comedy drama. Pleased them
all. A clean entertainment.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Special cast—
This is a very good picture. You can boost it. Had
lots of good comments on it and all liked it.

Sevel reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

Iowa.—General patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Hoot does his

stuff again and wins the race and girl. Hip

!

Hip!—Jos. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Big massive picture but somehow 01-

other it did not give general satisfaction. Draw-
ing power not so good for small town.—Jos.

Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.

—

General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Special

cast—Wonderful picture but why producers
spend the time, talent and money on such a pro-
duction is beyond me. Everyone thought it was
a terrible picture. Lost money.—McTodd theatre,

Willoughby, O.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—The poorest business getter we ever

showed. A complete flop the second night. If

you have a small town theatre, leave this one
alone. Ten reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star

theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Terrible any way you look at it, unless

you are running a crazy house.—Russell Arraen-
trout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—Here’s
a fine action picture. Plenty of thrills. The
horse is wonderful and the picture as a whole
is good entertainment. Five reels.—Clyde Allen,

Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.—Small town pa-

tronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—This did not
go here. Some said as bad as “The Phantom.”
Just a program picture. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C.

Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

THE MEDDLER: William Desmond—This is

a fair program offering not as good as the Des-
monds usually are. Our patrons didn’t go wild

about it. Five reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre,

Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE TEASER: Special cast.—A good little

picture without much drawing power for us, as

Laura is not very well known here yet. It’s

mighty nice entertainment, though, and she made
some friends. O’Malley very good, too. Seven
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—This
Blue Streak Western had nothing, the circus

background consisting mostly of a big display

of tents and one clown. Nothing bad about it,

but just wasted time for the patrons. Five
reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—This is a
good program picture and has a fine horse race
at the end. Print was in good condition. Five
reels.—C. E. Holt, American Legion theatre, Elm-
wood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

DARING CHANCES: Jack Hoxie—Just a fair

Western picture. Nothing to rave about. Five
reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

FIGHTING FURY : Jack Hoxie—Better than
the average Hoxie. Five reels.—Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General patron-
age.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Different
from the usual Western and received favorable
criticism here. Indian stuff quite well done.
Scenically good. Five reels.—Henry Reeve, Star
theatre, Menard Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—People left

before picture was over. No good. Regular ten
years ago picture.—McTodd theatre, Willoughby,
O.—General patronage.

HIGH SPEED : Herbert Rawlinson—Not much
to this one. Not near up to Universal's stand-
ard. Five reels.—Jos. W. Springer, Strand thea-
tre, Elizabethtown, Ind.—General patronage.

THE WESTERN WALLOP: Jack Hoxie—Not
Jack’s best, but a fair picture. Five reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

HIT AND RUN: Hoot Gibson — Weather
knocked me out on this one but Universal is

giving me a return gratis. That’s what I call

service, as for me the picture is a sure shot.
Seven reels.—W. H. Grimes, Darkfeather thea-
tre, Achille, Okla.—Small town patronage.

BREAKING THROUGH: Jack Hoxie—Just a
so-so picture. Nothing extra. Five reels.—E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.—General
patronage.

THE SIGN OF THE CACTUS: Jack Hoxie—
Another one of Hoxie’s good pictures. Played it

Friday and Saturday and everyone thought it

fine. Five reels.—E. Brown, Art theatre, Bos-
well, Okla.—Small town patronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE: Laura LaPlante
—Good little program offering, but why Jewel
trademark and price? Laura LaPlante very
pretty and does good work, but nothing about
the picture to draw in a small town. My patrons
are fed up on this jazz stuff and won’t come
out any more for anything like this. Flopped
on “The Mad Whirl,” “The Wheel,” and “Fine
Clothes.” They simply are tired of this stuff.

Seven reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach,
N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—Good
film. This was a fair picture but no better than
any other common program picture. Our patrons
liked this, we guess, but personally we cannot
see Hoot Gibson as a Western star. He is too
dreamy and slow with no action at all. Not in

a class with Mix or Thomson. Marion Nixon,
Josie Sedgwick and Fred Hines play in this pic-

ture but they don’t do anything. Six reels.

—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—

-

General patronage.

SIEGE: Special cast—Like the rest of the
Jewels, this is a good one. Good east and settings.

McDermot and Mary Alden very good. A pic-

ture worth playing. Business average. Seven
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Hoot Gibson—Very
good picture and worthy of a better attendance.
Had only short time in which to advertise it,

for the night we ran it we were supposed to

have another picture, but it did not arrive.

Opposition, scarlet fever epidemic. Universal’s
are going fine here. Five reels.—R. D. Young,
Polo theatre, Polo, 111.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
THE LOVE HOUR: Special cast—This is a

good comedy drama and will give excellent satis-

faction. Got over fine with us with good business.

—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

EMPTY SADDLE : Pete Morrison—Not much
to this. Just a fair Western. Poor acting.

Pleased 50 per cent. Five reels.—J. LeRicheux,
Arcade theatre, Camden, N. Y.—General pat-

ronage.

COWBOY GRIT: Pete Morrison—Pete Morri-

son is one of our best drawing cards. This series

from Vitiagraph have held up fine.—R. L. Wood,
Garden theatre, Portsmouth, O.—General patron-

age.

THE HAPPY WARRIOR: Special cast^Iust
a fair program picture. Eight reels.—Mrs. W. C.

Bevard, Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town
patronage.

Warner Brothers
LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN: Irene Rich-

Played to very good business for two weeks. A
very high class picture and a directorial triumph
for Lutbitsch. Patrons all enjoyed it very much.
You can’t go wrong on this one. Stars do best

work of their careers. Eight reels.—H. W.
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Koerste, State theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Down-
town patronage.

HIS JAZZ BRIDE: Marie Prevost—A very

good little picture and very satisfactory to me
and to the box office. Marie Prevost a favorite

here and she is not hard to watch in this. I find

Warner Bros, pictures most satisfactory this year.

Don’t be afraid to boost this one as good enter-

tainment. Seven reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou the-

atre, Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Special cast—Somehow or

other the advance reviews read on these new
Warner Brothers pictures makes an exhibitor

afraid to want to play them, but they all seem
to have just that little something that the patrons

want, so why be guided by New York critics ?

—

Jos. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—
General patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—Our patrons

all liked this picture and it drew fairly well, but

we had a scarlet fever epidemic, otherwise we
would have almost doubled our business. Razz
it good and hard, it will stand it and then some.

Seven reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.

—General patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—Broke every

existing house record, playing to capacity busi-

ness. 16,082 admissions in 684 seat house in a

six day town. Audience kept in gale of laughter.

Picture is built for the box office. Six reels.

—

H. W. Foerste, State theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—

-

Downtown patronage.

A MAN WITHOUT A CONSCIENCE: Willard

Louis—Another rotten picture from Liberty. Have
not made anything on a single picture distributed

by Liberty Film Dist. Corp. of the South. When
pictures get worse than their stuff peddlers will

have to haul it around like they do “Trail Dust”
and “Rounding Up Southwest Outlaws.”—Frank
Brock, Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town
patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—This
is about as good as “Charley’s Aunt” and should

satisfy anyone. Seven reels.—Tom Murphy, Shuler

Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—General patronage.

HIS MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN: Matt Moore
—If you have this bought, pay for it and set it

out. You will lose everybody who sees it for a

couple of weeks and it will cost you more in pat-

ronage than “The Salvation Hunters” did. Seven

reels.—Tom Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton,
N. M.—General patronage.

KISS ME AGAIN : Marie Prevost—Personally

I thought this fine but not the kind of picture

for my patrons. Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard,

Star theatre, Fowler, Colo.—Small town patron-

age.

SATAN IN SABLES: Special cast—A fairly

good picture. No pull at box office. They fea-

ture Lowell Sherman, but Pauline Garon does the

work.—Jos. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin

—Great appeal to those who like action. Seven
reels.—R. D. Goldberg, Moon theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—Medium patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—A dandy picture. If you are not play-

ing these dog pictures you are missing something.

Seven reels.—Mrs. W. C. Bevard, Star theatre,

Fowler, Colo.—Small town patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin
Tin Tin—-Here is the best Rin Tin Tin show we
have had. He is wonderful. The detail is good
and what a story. And Oh, the puppies ! Many
old people came to see the latter. Book it. Bet-

ter than “Where the North Begins.” Seven reels.

—A. C. Russell, New Iris theatre, Velva, N. D.—

-

Mixed Patronage.

State Rights
AFTER BUSINESS HOURS: Special cast—

About as poor a show as I have seen in a long

time. Nothing at all to it. Did not please anyone
and business was rotten.—Frank Brock, Grand
theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

BUFFALO BILL ON THE U. P. TRAIL:
Special cast—Just a Western with not much ac-

tion. Kids expected a lot of Indian fighting, so

were disappointed. Drew very well owing to title.

Six reels.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner, Ark.—General patronage.

FIGHTING FATE: Billy Sullivan—Pretty good
story concerning the prize fight game. Five reels.

-—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
—General patronage.

A FOOL AND HIS MONEY: Special cast—
Nice little comedy. Pleased our patrons im-

mensely. Was afraid of the title.—Jos. Winnin-

ger, Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

LEND ME YOUR HUSBAND: Special east—
Poor picture and bad photography. This kind of
a show don’t mean a thing here.—R. L. Wood,
Garden theatre, Portsmouth, O.—General patron-
age.

LUCK: Johnny Hines—A little too much on
the line of the two reel comedies stretched out.

Not enough drama and heart interest. Hines is

very good in what he has to do.—Ben L. Morris,

Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

MY WIFE AND I: Special cast—Well, here is

another punk one. I must have had a stroke of
insanity when I signed for this Liberty stuff.

They certainly have a good salesman. He will

work on your friendship to sell you the rottenest

pictures made.—Frank Brock, Grand theatre, Oko-
lona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

THE PASSIONATE ADVENTURE: Special

cast—Was really surprised at this. Watched every
foot of it and it gripped me as well as the audi-

ence. Clive Brooke and Marjorie Daw do some
very clever work as well as the balance of the

cast.—Jos. Winninger, Palace theatre, Waupaca,
Wis.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE FOREST: Thunder
—Our patrons liked this picture first rate. Six
reels.—W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren,
Minn.—General patronage.

THE PRIMROSE PATH: Special cast—Very
good independent picture. Business not up to

what it should be. Patrons liked the picture fine.

-—R. L. Wood, Garden theatre, Portsmouth, O.

—

General patronage.

ROSE OF THE DESERT: Special cast—This
is a good picture that could have been made 100

per cent better by giving Wolfheart more to do.

When the audience is expecting the dog to jump
in and do things he sits still and interest lags.

Five reels.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner, Ark.—-General patronage.

ROUNDING UP SOUTH WEST : Special cast—
One of those pictures so punk someone has to

travel with it to keep it from quitting running
itself. Nice gun display, about all that can be said

for it. Fellows, lay off this one.—Frank Brock,
Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town
patronage.

SPEED MAD : William Fairbanks—Very good.
Nice Saturday program picture. Thrills, ’n every-
thing. Six reels.— C. W. Veseth, Palace theatre,

Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

THE SPEED SPOOK: Johnny Hines—This is a
good picture. Quite a bit of action that holds your
attention but you will forget it soon.—Julius

Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General
patronage.

SERIALS
ACE OF SPADES: (Universal.) William Des-

mond—This is a pretty good serial. Is not draw-
ing as well as "The Circus Mystery,” but not the
fault of the picture. Schools closed and 200
students sick or under quarantine for measles.
Two reels.—Clyde Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

ACE OF SPADES: (Universal.) William Des-
mond—Can’t say much for this one after seeing
"The Riddle Rider.” The short reel Western pic-

tures we have are all that keeps it from being a

flop. Two reels.—J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.

Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal.) Eileen
Sedgwick—My patrons seemed well pleased with
this serial. The action seemed slow, yet a num-
ber seemed interested. Give it a trial. Two reels.

—E. Brown, Art theatre, Boswell, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE JUNGLE GODDESS: Elinor Field—A wild
animal serial that we booked in as a benefit pro-
gram that is doing very well. It is interesting and
fairly exciting and is holding up better than we
expected during the bad weather. Two reels.

—

Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal.) Joe
Bonomo—Second chapter of this serial and it

seems to be coming O. K. Nothing to rave about,
but have seen worse. Two reels.—Frank Brock,
Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town
patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal.) Special

cast—Now on sixth episode. Holding up fair.

Each episode about alike. Not much story. Acting
nothing to brag about. About the only good thing
is the animals and scenery. Two reels. R. Pfeif-

fer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William
Desmond—With country roads almost impassable.

this serial is holding up better than any we
have had in a long time. On 10th chapter this

week. Two reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre.

Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William
Desmond—Still meandering along. Very near the

end, thank the gods. Can’t hand this effort a

thing. See where “The Riddle Rider” is to do a
return, but not here. Two reels.—Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William
Desmond—Just finished No. 12 and is holding its

own. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William
Desmond. Every week gets us nearer the finish

is all I have to report on this stuff. Two reels.

—

Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe.) Allene Ray—Ran
seventh episode. Every one gets better. Something
different and pulls well. Don’t pass this one up.

Ten episodes—W. H. Grimes, Darkfeather thea-

tre, Achille, Okla.—Small town patronage.

WILD WEST: (Pathe.) Jack Mulhall—Did a
good business on this, but it was one of nature’s

freaks as a serial. Two reels. —Fred Brown,
A-Mus-U theatre, Frederick, Okla.—General

patronage.

WILD WEST: (Pathe.) Special cast—We use

this serial matinee only on Saturday. Business

held up very good.—R. L. Wood, Garden theatre,

Portsmouth, O.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BABY BLUES: Mickey Bennett—A fine com-
edy under the juvenile brand. It has a lot of

laughs in it. The baby is great. In fact he is

almost the whole show. Two reels.—C. A. Angle-
mire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patron-

age.

BACHELOR BABIES: Juvenile—Very ordinary

comedy. Can’t see why they make one like this

when they can make real ones. This bunch gener-

ally turns out good ones. Lay off of this one.

Two reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

BARNUM JUNIOR: Hardly up to the stand-

ard and not many laughs. These do not compare
with the Gangs, but generally get by. Two reels.

—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE CHASE: This is very fine and if you

haven’t used it you have missed a good bet, as it

will please the ones you show it to and that’s

what makes good business.. Two reels.—Tom
Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—Gen-

eral patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE: A1 St. John—Went over

with a roar. Was talked about for days after

showing. Have run several Educational comedies

and find them excellent entertainment in the

comedy line. Two reels.—H. A. Woodward,
Woodward Hall, N. H.—High class patronage.

FAIR BUT FOOLISH: Jimmie Adams—Mark
up another good comedy for Jimmie Adams. This

is sure a good one. Two reels.— C. H. Moulton,

Bijou theatre, Beach, N. D.—Small town patron-

age.

FARES PLEASE: A1 St. John—Better than

other A1 St. John comedies. Two reels.—C. E.

Holt, American Legion theatre, Elmwood, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

FELIX THE CAT: A snappy short reel that

goes over good. One reel.—W. A. Doerschlag,

Strand theatre. Ransom. Kan.—Small town
patronage.

HOT FEET: Cliff Bowes—Only an ordinary one

reeler with very few good laughs. It only helps to

take up time on one’s program. Some of them
are good, though. One reel.—C. A. Anglemire,

Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE IRON MULE: A1 St. John—A dandy
comedy that is there. It had everybody laughing

from the beginning to the end. It is a wonderful

comedy and no mistake. Two reels.—C. A. Angle-

mire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patron-

age.

KINOGRAMS: I want to say that this is my
style of a news reel and I am for it strong. I am
satisfied with the treatment I get from Educa-
tional out of San Francisco and advise anybody
in this territory to do business with them. One
reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal,—Small town patronage.

THE MARIONETTES: Hope Hampton—

A

dandy reel for any program, colored and a nice
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love story. Pleased my crowd fine. Educational

out of San Francisco are a very square bunch
and I give them all my business. Two reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MARIONETTES: Hope Hampton—If they

like novelties this should strengthen any pro-

gram. Will bring requests for more.—Tom
Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—Gen-
eral patronage.

OH BRIDGET: Walter Hiers—This was just

fair. I have nothing more to say about it. Two
reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—General patronage.

ON EDGE: Lige Conley—This is a dandy
comedy. First reel fair and second reel a wow.
It’s good. Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou thea-

tre, Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

SCRAMBLED EGGS: Cameo—A dandy one
reeler. This company has a better average for

good comedies than any I have ever used, and
the San Francisco bunch are a square lot. One
reel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

SONG OF THE NIGHTINGALE: We played

this last July and we have had so many good
comments that we are using it again at the orig-

inal rental. It is wonderful and will add to any
bill advantageously. One reel.—Tom Murphy,
Shuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.—General patron-

age.

STEP FAST: Good lively comedy, but not as

good as those of A1 St. John. Goes over fairly

well, however, and got a lot of laughs. Two
reels.—H. A. Woodward, Woodward Hall, Hill,

N. H.—High class patronage.

WAITING: Lloyd Hamilton—A wow for us on
a Saturday. There was a bunch of funny stuff

pulled in this one that registered great with our
audience. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. thea-

tre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
THE ADVENTURES OF MAZIE : Alberta

Vaughn—Every one a knockout. Better than any
comedy ever screened.—W. J. Curry, Victory
theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta
Vaughn—Have used ten of these and they are
fine. I understand Alberta is soon going into fea-

tures. Am sorry to hear this, as she will be
another star gone wrong. About two features and
then it will be ‘‘just too bad” for Alberta. I

wonder if she can think of anyone who made a
hit in certain lines and then switched to a differ-

ent phase of production and got away with it.

When you simmer it all down, Cook and Guard
are the boys putting her over. Two reels.—H. G.

Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.—

-

Small town patronage.

ALICE AND KRAZY KAT CARTOONS: Good
cartoons of the Felix type. The Krazy Kat we
liked better than the Alice Cartoons, but both are
good. One reel—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic thea-

tre, Weiner, Ark.—General patronage.

ALICE REEL CARTOON : We bought six of

these and they proved entertaining.—Jos. Winni-
ger. Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General
patronage.

ALL TIED UP: Fine comedy.—Robert W.
Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton, S. D.—General
patronage.

CARTOON REEL: Nice little fill in reel. Will
get some laughs from the kids.—W. J. Curry,
Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.—General
patronage.

DINKY DOODLE CARTOONS: Our crowd has
seen so many really good cartoons that these
Dinky Doodles don’t go over good. Too much of
the man in the picture, and he isn’t much as
an actor. One real.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General patronage.

THE HUNT: Dinky Doodle—Fine comedy for

a one reeler. Many of my patrons prefer these
one reel Dinky Doodle comedies.—Robert W.
Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton, S. D.—General
patronage.

LAME BRAINS: This is the ‘‘Lame Brains” all

right, and I think the director that directed it

must have had “ lame brains” too. Nothing to it.

Two reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

Iowa.—General patronage.

ON THE LINKS: This comedy features the
three big fat men and is on the order of the
Katzenjammer kids in the Sunday papers. Two
reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.
—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: George O’Hara—Good
film. We just started this series. This No. 1

entitled “Welcome Granger” was very good. If

Special to

Felix

FELIX THE CAT (Educational).—
The only reel my patrons ask about
among the short features. He seems
to please and you get a square deal

out of the San Francisco office of

Educational.-—LESLIE HABLES, Reel

Joy theatre. King City, Cal.

they are all as good as this one they will be
a fine series. Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son,

Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Have
played six of these and they are fine. The younger
set enjoy these stories of college doings immense-
ly.—George Benson, Community theatre, Minne-
apolis, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SALUTE : Only just a fair comedy. Two reels.

—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.—Gen-

eral patronage.

SO’S YOUR OLD MAN: Alberta Vaughn-
Copyright, 1925. Rating 80 per cent. Films good.

Not nearly as good as other series. No appeal for

a comedy. Two reels.—W. Ryder, Jewel thea-

tre, Verndale, Minn.-—General patronage.

FOX
A BANKRUPT HONEYMOON: Imperial—This

comedy has some laughs and will get by, but

could be better. Two reels.—John Aden, Rialto

theatre, Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

A BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT: Good clean

comedy.—Bert silver, Silver family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

A BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT: Played it with

“The Freshman” and personally I enjoyed it

more. Boy, these kind of pictures make a fellow

feel glad to be a bachelor. Two reels.—Frank
Brock, Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town
patronage.

A CLOUDY ROMANCE: Good comedy. Two
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Prairie, Tex.
-—Small town patronage.

A CLOUDY ROMANCE: Can’t see anything to

these Imperial comedies. Two reels.—Frank Brock,

Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town
patronage.

CONTROL YOURSELF: Imperial—Just a fair

comedy. Do not think much of Fox comedies. Have
not had a real good one yet. Two reels.-—C. H.

Jacqueline Logan and Lou Tellegen
are headlined in "The Outsider,” a

Rowland V. Lee production to be
distributed by Fox Film Corpora-
tion.

Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: Just another sup-

posed-to-be comedy that wasn’t even fair. Two
reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.
—General patronage.

THE IRON NAG: A fair comedy. Two reels.

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

LOVE AND LIONS: Imperial—A good comedy.
Use it is you haven’t already. Two reels.—John
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa, — General
patronage.

ON THE GO: A good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

SWEET MARIE: Another comedy that is the

bunk. What's the matter? Can’t they make come-
dies at all any more that are worth running?
Two reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

Iowa.—General patronage.

SWEET MARIE: Can’t say much for this

comedy. Two reels.—Frank Brock, Grand theatre,

Okolona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

THE WRESTLER: Van Bibber—A funny
comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE
AMUNDSEN POLAR EXPEDITION: No lec-

turer or printed description could ever convince

you of the hardships these men went through like

the camera does. When you see them chopping
away at veritable mountains of ice with a hatchet

as big as your hand to make a runway for the

airship which meant life or death to them, you
realize what they were up against. It is a credit

to any program. Three reels.—Ben L. Morris,

Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

AMUNDSEN’S POLAR FLIGHT: A mighty
good educational subject. You can tie up with the

schools on this one. Scenery wonderful.—A. J.

Paul, Royal theatre, Galion, O.—General patron-

age.

BLACK HAND BLUES: The Spat Family—
Not so good. Two reels.—H. W. Perry, Ogden
theatre, Ogden, Ut.—Railroad patronage.

CHARLEY MY BOY : Charley Chase—Another
of Pathe’s good rib ticklers. Two reels.—Fred
Brown, A-Mus-U theatre, Frederick, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DERBY DAY : Our Gang—Wonderful comedy
for everybody. Kept audience in uproar. Best Our
Gang to date. Two reels. A. C. Russell New
Iris theatre, Velca, N. D.—Mixed patronage.

DERBY DAY : Our Gang—Another good Gang
comedy that registered a good many laughs. Two
reels.—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,

Ore.—General patronage.

DOGS OF WAR: This is a fair Gang, but these

kids don’t go over here. Too much kid stuff. Two
reels.—Julius Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

A DOG’S LIFE: Charlie Chaplin—The reissue

series. Lots of people have seen it of course, but

they surely flocked out to get it again. Just as

good as it ever was and a decided box office

drawing card. Paid double usual comedy price and
it’s worth it. Three reels.—Henry Reeve, Star the-

atre, Menard Tex.—Small town patronage.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHOES: Mack Sen-

nett—This is a novelty, and for the first time it

will go over good. Julius Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.

THE GOOFY AGE: Glen Tryon—An average

comedy but the print was in poor condition, like

all Pathe subjects. Two reels.—C. E. Holt, Amer-
ican Legion theatre, Elmood, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

HONEYMOON HARDSHIPS: Mack Sennett.

—This one is a knockout. Boost it to the limit.

I ran it with Sunken Silver. Two reels.-—W. H.

Grimes Darkfeather theatre, Aehille, Okla.—Small

town patronage.

HONEYMOON HARDSHIPS: Mack Sennett—
Darn good comedy. Wish to congratulate Mr. Sen-

nett on his 100 per cent comedies. Two reels.

—

H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,

Okla.—Small town patronage.

IT’S A BEAR: Our Gang—It’s a bear! Farina
is a riot in one or two places and Joe’s pants

keep the audience guessing. Two reels.—Dins-

more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Gen-

eral patronage.

LONG PANTS: Glenn Tryon—Got very few
laughs. Two reels.—Fred A. Brown, A-Mus-U
theatre. Frederick, Okla.—General patronage.

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN: Nothing to

this as far as comedy is concerned. Two reels.

—
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Julius Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE UGLY DUCKLING: Aesop’s Fable—An
average fable. One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town
patronage.

THE UNEASY THREE: A fairly good comedy.
Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

WHISPERING WHISKERS: Mack Sennett—
Good! Two reels.—Fred Brown, A-Mus-U theatre,

Frederick, Okla.—General patronage.

THE WHITE MAN WHO TURNED INDIAN:
Indian Frontier Picture. A nice little Indian story

with a number of good laughs. Johnny Fox is

sure good in his part. Supposed to be a filler

but it is really a comedy picture. Two reels.—

-

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
-—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
BACK TO NATURE: Charles Puffy—Good aver-

age short comedy. One reel.—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES: These are the

best Century comedies that we get from Univer-
sal. The dog Tige is a wonder.—Jos. Winniger,

Palace theatre, Waupaca, Wis.—General patron-

age.

CLEAR THE WAY: Buddy Messinger—This is

a pretty good comedy, but there are quite a few
of Universal's comedies that are merely a waste
of time running them. Two reels.—John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

GETTING TRIMMED: Wanda Wiley—About as

silly a comedy as anyone can imagine. Not a

laugh for anyone but the kids. Poor stuff. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GREEN EYED MONSTER: Arthur Lake
—A few laughs in it. One reel.—Wm. E. Trags-

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

ITCHING FOR REVENGE: This Century
comedy was a little better than many of their’s

are. Two reels.—John Aden, Rialto, Terril, Iowa.
-—General patronage.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS: Special cast—Very
good. Pleased the boys and men. Don’t fail to

give them a trial. Two reels.—E. Brown, Art
theatre, Boswell, Okla.—Small town patronage.

LOVE SICK : Century—-Another pretty fair

comedy. Two reels.—John Aden, Rialto theatre,

Terril, Iowa.—General patronage.

MARRIED NEIGHBORS: Edna Marian—This
youngster isn’t so bad. Far better than Wanda
Wiley, though it’s just a comedy filler. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard Tex.—

-

Small town patronage.

NURSERY TROUBLES: Edna Marian—Fairly
good comedy. No comments. Two reels.—A. G.

Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General
patronage.

OFFICER 13: Another poor Universal comedy.
Didn't get a good one yet. Two reels.—B. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

PAPA’S PET: Awful. If they want to send you
this, kick like a steer. One reel.—-Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patron-

age.

PIPING HOT: A! Alt—Can't say much for

this one. Had a rotten feature, "After Business
Hours,” too, as all my patrons kicked. Two reels.

—Frank Brock, Grand theatre, Okolona, Miss.

—

Small town patronage.

PLEASURE BENT: Very poor. One reel.—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE POLO KID: Eddie Gordon—This is just

another lot of bunk and a waste of time running
it. Two reels—John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

Iowa.—General patronage.

POWDERED CHICKENS: Edna Marian—

A

fairly good comedy with quite a few laughs. Miss

Marian is a cute ilttle thing and pleases our

patrons. Two reels.-—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

PREP SCHOOL: Arthur Lake—Lake is a like-

able young chap that appeals to our bunch. This

is a good one reeler.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic

theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General patronage.

THE ROAD FROM LATIGO: Edmund Cobb-
Ordinary Western featurette. No comment. Busi-

ness about as usual. Two reels.—A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.—General patronage.

RUSTLERS OF BOULDER CANYON—Edmund
Cobb—Snappy little Western that went over nicely

Jack Hoxie is shown in two dramatic
scenes of “The Demon,” a Western
released by Universal Pictures Cor-
poration.

on our weekly short feature program. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

POSITIONS WANTED
DESIRE POSITION as Theatre Manager. Ex-

perienced buyer. Understand publicity and ex-

ploitation. M. L. Freedman, 600 Main Street,

Forest City, Pa.

A-l PROJECTIONIST will go anywhere.

Any machine, best references. Address T. H.
Kimball, Jennings, Okla.

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Only motion picture house in

city of five thousand. Will stand full investiga-

tion. Eugene Pellettieri, Oconto, Wis.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be

hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the

motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising

experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WE BUY AND SELL used theatre chairs, all

makes of machines; generators, frames and other

theatre equipment. Be sure to get our prices be-

fore you buy or sell. United Theatre Supply Co.,

845 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

SPEAK FREELY: Just the usual Century two
reeler. Nothing to brag about. Two reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

STEPPING SOME: Baby Peggy—Better than

some of hers, but Peggy has no following here

only among the small girls. The majority of the

kids prefer gang comedies. Two reels.—Dinsmore
& Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General

patronage.

STRANDED : Edna Marian—Good comedy on
slapstick order. Two reels. F. G. Estee, S. T.

theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

STRANDED: No good. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.,—Small town
patronage.

A WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—Wanda
sure is a “wonda.” Plenty of laughs. Two reels.

—H. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo, 111.—General

patronage.

A WINNING PAIR: Wanda Wiley—Can’t see

anything to Wanda Wiley. She may be the rage

somewhere, but I can’t get a laugh out of my
patrons with her. Two reels.—Frank Brock, Grand
theatre, Okolona, Miss.—Small town patronage.

WON BY LAW: Wanda Wiley—A very very

good comedy. Two reels—R. D. Young, Polo thea-

tre, Polo, 111.—General patronage.
WON BY LAW: Wanda Wiley—Good enough

slapstick. Two reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

HOT DOG: A novelty comedy. Actors are all

small animals. Not much to it, but the novelty

will put it over and please. Two reels.—W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

A SAILOR’S PAPA: Just a fair comedy. Two
reels.—Julius Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

WOOD SIMPS: Gloria Joy—A fair comedy that

seemed to go over with the majority. Two reels.

—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

General patronage.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th St., Kansas City,
Mo.

FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR S/LE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less
than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE and “Still” Cameras
rented, sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
sale and for rent. Keep us advised of your wants.
Ruby Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Av., New
York.

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check hack and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and number of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The :Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense : Jan.30-8, 9.

Hearts and Fists :Feb. 13-6, 7.

How to Train a Wife :Feb. 13-6,7.

I Do : Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling : Jan. 16-Ins.
Never Weaken : Jan. 16-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The : Jan. 16-Ins.Feb. 6-20, 21.
Play Safe : Jan. 16-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-18-Ins.Jan.23-

12,13.

Capitol
Lost Chord, The:Jan.2-98.
Plastic Age :Jan.2-9S.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The :Jan. 16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An:Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Jan. 9-72.

Fighting Youth :Jan. 9-72.
Great Sensation, The :Jan.9-72.
Ladies of Leisure : Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The :Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz : Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea :Jan. 9-72.
Sealed Lips :Jan. 9-72.
Steppin’ Out:Jan. 9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The :Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The : Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt :Jan.9-72.

F. B. 0.
Beyond the Rockies :Feb.6-86, 87.
Broadway Lady, A :Dec.25-158. 159.
Dead Line :Feb. 6-86, 87.
Devil’s Gulch :Feb.6-86, 87.
Flaming Waters :Jan. 9-10, 11.Feb. 13-17.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Dec.26-18.
Last Edition, The :Dec.26-10.Jan. 16-17.
Man Rustling :Feb. 6-86, 87.
Midnight Flyer, The :Jan. 9-8,9.Jan. 16-7.Feb. 13-11.
No Man’s Law :Feb.6-86,87.
Prince of Pep, The :Dec.26-88,89.
Riding Streak, The :Feb.6-86,87.
Tough Guy, The :Jan.9-Ins.
Valley of Bravery :Feb 6-86,87.
When Love Grows Cold:Jan.9-12,13.Feb.l4,15.Feb.

20-6,7.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Dec. 19-29.Jan. 23-Ins.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Dec.26-26,27.Jan.2-21.Jan.

16-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Classified :Dec.25-32.
Clothes Make the Pirate :Dec.26-26,27.Feb.6-22, 23.
Dancer of Paris, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.Feb.

13-23.
Desert Healer, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Far Cry, The :Jan. 23-Ins. Jan. 30-24,25.Feb.l3-23.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Jan.9-26.Jan.30-24,25.
Good Luck :J an. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
Her Sister from Paris :Jan. 23-Ins.
Infatuation :Jan.l6-Ins.
Irene :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.Feb.6-22,23.
Joanna :Dec.26-24,25.Jan.23-Ins.
Just Suppose :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24-25.
Kid from Montana, The:Jan. 23-Ins.
Kiki :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.20-26.
Lost World, The:Jan. 23-Ins.
Lunatic at Large. A :.Tan. 2.3-Ins.
Memory Lane :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.

18-24.
Men of Steel :Jan.23-Ins.
Mile. Modiste :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.
Molasses :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
Pals First :.Tan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24. 25.
Rainbow Riley :Jan.23-Ins.Feb.l3-23.Feb.20-23.
Reckless Lady, The:Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Feb.20-24,

25.
Savage, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Second Chance, The :.Tan. 23-Ins.
Splendid Road, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Too Much Money :Dee.26-26, 27.Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp :Jan. 23-Ins.
Viennese Medley. The :.Tan. 23-Ins.
We Moderns :Dec.26-26,27.
What Fools Men:
Winds of Chance : Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Auctioneer : Jan.23-19.Feb.6-19.
Cradle Snatchers :Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Dixie Merchant, The :Feb. 13-14.
Family Upstairs, The:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
First Year, The :Dec. 26-21.
Gilded Buttertly. The :Dec.25-14, 15.
Going Crooked :Feb.6-19.
Grand Army Man, The :Jan.30-7.Feb.6-19.
Hell’s Four Hundred :Feb.20-17.
Holy Terror, A:Feb,13-13.
Johnstown Flood, The :Jan.2-9.Jan.9-20.Jan. 16-12

13.Jan. 23-Ins.Feb. 13-14.
Last Year, The :Dec.25-12.
Married Alive:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
Music Master, The :Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
My Own Pal :Feb.20-16.
One Increasing Purpose: Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19.
Outsider, The :Dec.26-20.Jan.9-20.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Dee.26-21.
Pigs :Dec.26-19.Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19.
Return of Peter Grimm, The:Feb.20-15.
Road to Glory The :Feb. 13-15.
Sandy :Jan.30-6.Feb. 6-Ins.
Three Bad Men : Jan. 2-10.Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The :Jan. 9-19.Jan. 16-11.Feb.

6-19.

What Price Glory ? :Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
World of Promise :Feb.6-19.

Greiver
Mine with the Iron Door, The :Dec.26-96.
Passionate Adventure, The : Jan. 16-97.

Lee-Bradford
She: Jan. 23-2.

Lumas
Speed Limit, The:Feb.20-14.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The :Jan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22,23.
Beverly of Graustark:Jan. 2-Ins.

Scenes from “Rainbow Riley” with
Johnny Hines, First National picture,
which is to be followed by “The
Brown Derby” on Hines’ starring
schedule.

Black Bird, The :Jan.9-l.Feb.20-l.
Bright Lights: Jan. 2-Ins.
Dance Madness :Jan.2-lns.
Exchange of Wives, An :Jan. 2-Ins.
Go West :Jan. 2-Ins.
Great Love, The :Jan.2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped :J an.2-Ins.
His Secretary :Jan.2-Ins.Jan.16-7.Jan.30-16, 17.
I ights of Old Broadway :.I an. 2-lns.
Masked Bride, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Mike:Jan. 16-1.Jan.23-1, 6, 7.Jan.30-1.Feb. 6-1.Feb.

13-1.

Midshipman, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks : Jan. 2-Ins.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Jan. 2-Ins.
Old Clothes: Jan. 2-Ins.
Only Thing, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Jan. 2-Ins.
Rag Man. The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Jan.2-Ins.
Slave of Fashion an. 2-lns.
Soul Mates : Jan.2-Ins.
’-un Up:Jon. 2-lns
Torrent, The:Jan. 2-Ins.Feb. 20-6,7.
Unholy Three, The:Jan.2-lns.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.

Jan. 23-4, 5.

Ancient Highways, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Because I Love You :Feb. 13-5.

Behind the Front :Dec 26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.Jan. 30-3.Feb.
6-3, 4.Feb. 13-5.Feb. 20-3, 5.

Blind Goddess :Dee.Zb-lns.
Coast of Folly,The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Covered Wagon, The :Feb. 13-3.
Crossroads of the World :Dec. 26-Ins.
Dancing Mothers :Dec.26-lns.Jan.30-3.Feb.13-5.
Deer Drive,The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Desert Gold :Dec. 26-Ins.
Enchanted Hill, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-4.
Flower of Night :Dec. 26-Ins.
For Heaven’s Sake :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan.9-5.Feb. 13-5.
Fresh Paint :Dec.26-Ins.Feb. 13-5.

Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Dec. 26-Ins
Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.Feb. 13-4.Feb.20-4, 5.

Grass :Dec.26-lns.
Hands Up : Jan. 9-5.Feb. 6-5.
PI1 See You To-night :Dec. 26-Ins.
Irish Luck :Jan. 9-4.
It’s the Old Army Game :Dec. 26-Ins.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.Jan. 16-3.
King on Main Street, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Dec. 26-Ins.
Lord Jim :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 9-5.
Lucky Devil, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Lucky Lady :Dec. 26-Ins.
Man From Mexico. The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Dec. 26-Ins.
Mannequin :Jan. 2-3.Jan. 9-4.Jan. 16-3.Jan.23-3.
Miss Brewster’s Millions :Dec.26-Ins.
Moana :Dec.26-Ins.Feb.20-4.
New Brooms :Dec.26-lns.
New Klondike, The :Dec.26-Ins.Feb. 13-5.

Night Life of New York :Dec.26-Ins.
North of 36 :Feb.l3-3.
Pony Express, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Palm Beach Girl, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Peacock Parade, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Rainmaker, The :Dec. 26-Ins. Feb. 13-5.
Regular Fellow, A :Dec.26-Ins.

Sea Horses :Dec.26-Ins.Feb. 13-5.
Secret Springs, The :Dec.26-Ins.
Song and Dance Man, The :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan.

9-5.Jan.16-3.Jan.30-3.Feb.13-5.
Seven Keys to Baldpate :Jan. 9-4.
Take a Chance :Dec. 26-Ins.
Tamed :Dec.26-Ins.
Ten Commandments, The :Feb. 13-3.
That’s My Baby :TVc. 26-Ins.
Thundering Herd. The :Feb. 13-3.

Untamed Lady, The :Feb. 13-5.

Vanishing American :Dec.26-Ins.Jan.2-3.Jan.9-4.
Jan. 16-3.Jan. 30-3.Feb.13-4.

Volcano :Dec. 26-Ins.
Wanderer :Dec. 26-Ins.Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.Jan. 30-3.

Feb. 13-4.

Wild Geese :Dec. 26-Ins.
Weinanhandled :Jan.9-4.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Feb. 13-10.
Madame Behave:Jan.l6-8,9.
Made for Love:Feb.20-19.
Million Dollar Handicap :Feb.6-16,17.
Silence :Dec. 19-14. 15.

Steel Preferred :Jan. 9-6.Jan. 23-17.Jan. 30-18.
Three Faces East:Feb.20-20,21. 2
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Seven

Studio

Studies

Here is an informal shot taken during the
filming of “Sally, Irene and Mary” which
showed at the Chicago theatre, B & K
house, last week. It is a Metro-Goldwyn
film.

The rolling stage at Educational Studios,
Los Angeles, is used for filming interiors

of cabins of ships and comedy up-side-
down situations.

Marie Prevost has
been signed on
contract and is

now appearing for
P. D. C. in the
production “Beau-
tiful Cheat.”

Verla Townsend
has been playing
bits in Universal
pictures. She is

now the bride of

Casting Director
Mayberry.

Harry Langdon’s
first comedy for
First National,
“Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp,” is now
nearing comple-
tion.

Marian Constance
Blackton has just

adapted “The
Bride of the
Storm” for pro-
duction by War-
ner Brothers.

William Mayberry
who is in charge
of casting at Uni-
versal has been
married to Verla
Townsend, who
plays for “U.”

Rayart
Midnight Limited, The:Jan.30-10.

United Artists
Bat, The :Dec.26-12,13.Jan.2-18.Jan.9-24.Jan.l6-22.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:

Dee. 26-14, 14.Jan.2-19.Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.

Tumbleweeds : Jan. 23-11.Jan.30-19.Feb.6-18.
Feb. 13-1 2.Feb. 20-22.

Universal
Arizona Sweepstakes, The : Jan.9-17. Feb. 6-9.

California Straight Ahead:Jan. 16-20,21.Feb. 6-9.
Calgary Stampede, The:Feb.6-8.
Chip of the t-iying O :Feb.6-9.
Cohens and the Kellys : Jan.9-17.Jan.30-20,21. Feb.

6-8.Feb. 13-18, 19.

Combat : t eb.b-y.

Fast Worker, The :Jan. 16-21.
Flaming Frontier, The :Feb.6-7,8.
His People:Jan.9-17.Feb.6-8.
Hunchback of Notre Dame :Feb. 6-8.
Hurricane Kid:Feb.6-9.
Pll Show You the Town : Jan. 16-21.Feb. 6-8.
Let 'er Buck :Feb 6-9.

Midnight Sun, The:Dec.26-ll.Jan.2-ll,12,13,14,15,
16, 17.Feb. 6-8.

Oh Doctor :Jan. 16-21. Feb. 6-8.

Outside the Law : Jan. 30-22. 23.
Phantom of the Opera :Jan. 9-15.Jan.28-8, 9. Feb.6-8.

28-8, 9.Feb. 6-8.
Reckless Age, The: Jan.16-21.
Rolling Home :Feb. 6-8.
Saddle Hawk, The:Feb.6-9.
Scarlet Saint :Dec. 26-3.
Skinner’s Dress Suit:.Tan.9-17.Jan. 16-20, 21. Feb.6-8.
Sporting Life, Thc:Feb.6-8.
Sporting Youth :Jan. 16-21.
Still Alarm, The :Jan.l9-17.Feb.6-8.
Taming the West :Feb. 6-9.
Under Western Skies :Feb.6-S.
Watch Your Wife :Feb. 6-8.
What Happened to Jones :Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20-21.

Feb.6-8.
Where Was I? :Dec. 25-20, 21.Feb.6-8.

Warner Brothers
Hogan’s Alley :Feb. 13-8.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :Dec.26-Ins.Jan. 16-14, 15.

Feb.20-18.
Sea Beast. The:.Tan.2-Ins.Jan.30-ll,12,13,14.Feb.6-

12, 13.Feb. 13-9.Feb. 20-11.

Pathe
Casev of the Coast Guard :Feb.6-82, 83.
Driftin’ Thru :Feb.20-116.
Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy :Jan.9-14.
Cheap Skates :Jan. 2-57.
Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.
Framed :Jan. 2-56.

Fire Away :Jan. 2-57.

Live Cowards :Jan.2-57.
Marionettes :Feb. 13-20.
Maid in Morocco : Jan. 16-25.
On Edge :Jan.2-57.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Feb.6-11.

Cranfield-Clarke, Inc.
Her First Night in Philadelphia :Feb.6-47.Feb. 20-

49.

Fox Film Corp.
All Abroad :Dec.26-23.
Big Game Hunter, The :Dec.26-23.
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A:Dec.26-23.
Business Engagement, A:Dec.26-23.
Cupid a la Carte :Dec. 26-23.
Cloudy Romance, A:Dec.26-23.
Control Yourself :Dec. 26-23.
East Side—West Side :Dec.26-23.
Flaming Affair :Dee. 26-23.

Flying Fool, A:Dec.26-23.

Feud, The :Dec. 26-23.
Heart Breaker, The :Dec.26-23.
His Own Lawyer :Dec. 26-23.
Heavy Swells :Dec.26-23
Hold for Investigation :Pec. 26-23
Imperial Comedies :Dec.26-23.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Dec.26-23.

O. Henry Stories :Dec.26-23. Dec.26-23.
Officer of the Day :Dec.26-23.
Parisian Knight, A:Dec.26-23.
Pacemakers, The :Dec. 26-23.
Strong for Love :Dec. 26-23.
Sky Jumper, The :Dec. 26-23.
Transients in Arcadia :Dec.26-23.

F. B. 0.
Adventures of Mazie :Jan. 2-60.

Fighting Hearts : Jan. 2-60.

Greiver
Captain Peggy :Dec.26-96.

Helen’s Babies :Dec. 26-96.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition : Jan.9-92.
Charlie, My Boy : Jan.2-Ins.
Good Cheer : Jan. 2-Ins.
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan.2-Ins.
Green Archer, The :Jan. 2-100.
Hot Cakes for Two :Jan. 2-Ins.
Long Pants :Jan. 2-Ins.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 26-98.
Pathe News :Jan. 23-20.
Pathe Review :Jan. 23-108.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan. 2-Ins.

Saturday Afternoon : Jan. 2-Ins.
Wide Open Faces : Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan. 2-Ins.

Whispering Whiskers : Jan. 2-Ins.

Red Seal
Daisy Bell :Jan. 2-43.

Dolly Gray :Feb 6-46.

Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly :Feb.20-48.

Ko-Ko Steps Out :Jan. 16-43.
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(The conversation below is said to have occurred when Clyde Eckhardt arrived in Chicago to take charge
of the Mid-West district of Fox Film Corporation upon the transfer of George Dembow to become a
representative in the home office.) “Herald” photo.

Dembow : Hello, Clyde! Everybody in Eckhardt : Gee, it feels good to be back
Chicago’s been asking when you’d get in the old chair again. The three
here. years that have passed since I sat

Eckhardt : Hello, George! here seem like 30.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
1 = By D. H.

RED SEAL PICTURES CORPORATION, a short features distrib-

uting company, will open an exchange in Chicago March 1 under
-the management of Charles Lundgren, at present on the sales staff

of Producers Distributing Corporation. The announcement follows a

visit made to Chicago by Harry Bernstein, general sales manager of Red
Seal, a few days ago.

'T' HE exchange will be located on the
-* floor occupied by Pro-Dis-Co in the

Scown building, 831 South Wabash avenue.
Lundgren was

formerly branch
manager of the P.

D. C. office at Mil-
waukee

;
previous

to that he was in

the same capacity

at Indianapolis.

The installation

of the new ex-

change is in ac-

cord with the an-
nouncement of
Max Fleischer,
president of the
company, two
weeks ago, that a

series of ex-
changes would be established in a short

time. Los Angeles is said to be the next
center to have such an exchange.

Fleischer is likewise head of the Inkwell
Studios.

5*C jjC jji

Harry Canfield, at one time city editor

of a Hearst publication, has joined Marks
Brothers in the capacity of director of

publicity and exploitation. He is working
full fledged on the contest being held to

determine a name for the new theatre of

ANNOUNCEjn)ur~[
PRESENTATIONS^,
FILMACK TRAILEFLS,

ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
WORK—LOW PRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-

ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO. j

^730 5. WABASH^yCHICAGO^^-l

Marks at Devon and Sheridan road, Chi-

cago. The contest closes February 28.

* * *

J. B. Naldi, special representative from
the home office of Producers Distributing

Corporation, left Chicago February 20 after

spending several days with Dan Roche,
Harry Lorch and /. J. Clarke.

* * *

Charles Carpentier, who is a “City
Father” from East Moline. 111., and who
must be some relation to Georges, because
he has that kind of a grip, spent a couple

of days in Chicago buying a lot of Uni-
versal pictures from Bill Brumberg and
telling Bill all about the terrible competi-
tion there is for the Strand, Majestic and
Lyric in East Moline.

* * *

Ed Dayton was in Bruce Godshaw’s office

February 19 to announce that he is plan-

ning to build a new theatre in Kenosha,
Wis., despite the fact that he already has
half the town in his name. You see, Ed
can go to the “Dayton” ballroom to dance,

sleep and eat at the “Dayton hotel,” see a

picture at a “Dayton” theatre, and drink
"Dayton” ginger ale. He has left the Sax
organization.

* * *

Meyer S. Boog ought to come in for a

little mention hereafter when unique enter-

prises are discussed along the avenue. If

you don’t realize it, Boog has been in busi-

ness but nine months in the Theatre Equip-
ment Company, but has in that time caged
one of the prize contracts of the year. And
with that, the agency for -Hold Seal ticket

machines, he has already sold almost a

dozen of them in less than three weeks.

% % ^

Jerry Abrams, who now operates the

Gotham exchange, celebrated Lincoln’s

Birthday with a quiet party at the Con-
gress hotel February 16.

* * *

Jimmie Gillick says that word from Hal
Roach informs him that now with Bara,
Barrymore and the other stars on Roach
contracts there will be no peace in Holly-
wood until Swanson’s name is on one too.

Gertrude Olmsted was in Chicago, her
old home, February 19 on her way to

New York to make a picture. Before
leaving the Coast the Metro star an-
nounced her engagement to Robert Z.
Leonard, director. They will be mar-
ried in June. (“Herald” photo.)

Booking

Now!

“The
Passion

Play”

Life of Christ

(5 Reels)

The only picture that will triple

Box-office Receipts during the

Lenten Season.

35 Prints Available

Wire, Write or Phone for dates

and prices

BLAND BROS.
730 So. Wabash Ave.

Chicago

Phone Wabash 1451
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Silver Streak, screenland’s newest ca-

nine actor, stars in “The Silent Flyer,”

a Levine-Bischoff production.

It has been reported that the Milo thea-

tre, a Balaban & Katz house, recently

opened on the near South Side of Chicago,

has been sold to James Gregory of the

Gregory chain of theatres.

* * *

During the Film Booking Offices drive

for March, which has been designated “F.

B. O. Month,” the salesmen are doubling

up in the territory. A l Hoffman is spend-

ing most of time with Walter Brown.
* * *

Eddie Silverman, branch manager of

Warner Brothers, has returned from Mil-

waukee, where he spent several days at the

company’s exchange.
* * >fc

Jimmie Gillick returned February 22

from New York after a quiet week at the

Pathe home office. During his absence Len
Ullrich filled his chair, being addressed by
all and sundry as the acting branch man-
ager of the Chicago exchange.

* * *

/. W. MacFarland has arrived in Chicago
to take charge of country sales at the

Associated Exhibitors exchange. He is

formerly, he says, “of New York and
every place else.”

* * *

Cleve Adams celebrated Washington’s
Birthday by returning to Chicago from
Memphis, Tenn.

* * *

Fred Aiken, district manager for Pathe,

returned from Detroit and left at once
last week for Des Moines and Omaha.

* * *

Carl Laemmle was in Chicago February
13 and spent most of his time being con-
gratulated by his thousands of friends on
his 20th anniversary in the film business.

* ^

Clyde Eckhardt is now fully in-

stalled with all the trimmings as the

branch manager of the Chicago Fox
territory. George Dcmbow is now in

New York taking up new duties with
Fox. And in doing so carries with
him all the well wishes of “Chicago
Personalities.” And as for Mr. Eck-
hardt, we extend a “Welcome Home,”
Sir!

We have known him but eight days,

but we feel it has been eight years.

We’re glad you’re here and wish you
happiness.

* * *

Hy Daab, publicity director for two years
on the F. B. O. lot in Hollywood, was in

Chicago a few minutes February 15 on his

way to New York to take up his new work
as advertising director for his company,
succeeding Nat Rothstein.

* * *

Charles Lamb of Rockford, 111., stopped
to see Dave Dubin Saturday morning, Feb-
ruary 13, before leaving for the Coast. Of
course, the Educational branch manager
imparted the “good spirit” of the exchange
to Charlie before sending him on his jour-

ney.
?}: 5J; i|c

Walter Hiers was in Chicago last week
on his way East. He will return March 8
to make personal appearances in Chicago
houses for two weeks.

* *

Bess Harris, who is one of the chief

secretarial aids of Cecil E. Maberry at Pro-
Dis-Co, announced recently that she has
become engaged to be married.

* * *

Chicago was full of motion picture

stars again February 19 when the
Santa Fe train, having plowed through
snow drifts and two hours late,

brought Ricardo Cortez, Paramount
player ; Alma Rubens, Fox player, and
Gertrude Olmsted, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer player, to Chicago. Cortez and
his wife. Miss Rubens, were on their

way to New York for the opening of
“The Torrent,” a Metro picture. Miss
Olmsted stopped in her old home
town but a few minutes before con-
tinuing on her way East to start a
First National picture for Al Rockett.
She said little relative to her new
engagement to Robert Z. Leonard,
director.

* * *

Irving Mandel, manager of Security Pic-
tures, is down East hobnobbing with Ray
Johnston of Rayart Pictures. And as soon
as Irving has finished “hobnobbing” and
talking about a few new releases he’s com-
ing back to Chicago with a big message
for the trade. (We know what it is but
can’t tell.)

* * *

Announcement was made by Henri Ell-

man, manager of the Capitol Film Ex-
change, that his company will open a new
branch office in Milwaukee within three

weeks. Prior to that time Henri expects
to spend soma time at the production
quarters of Columbia in Hollywood. He
will leave the last of the month.

Now

—

you may get your equip-

ment from a company
formed to serve every
need that a showman has

in the line of supplies.

Our rapid growth is evi-

dence of the demand for

our equipment. Prices and
quality that suit you.

Theatre Equipment
Company
New Address:

Blum Building
624 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, 111.

(Telephone—Harrison 2468-2469)

From Thumb Tacks to Organs
Meyer S. Boogr Max B. Slott

Albert E. Berger

Anne Teeman, who won the beauty con-

test in Chicago a while back, is in a

big role in De M tile’s “Volga Boat-
man,” released by Pro-Dis-Co. Julia

Faye is on right.

Managers
Facts and Fancies

About the Bosses of

the Chicago Exchanges

EARL SILVERMAN
Warner Brothers

City Salesmanager and General Assistant

to District Manager Eddie Silverman

Nickname? Never called anything but

Earl.

Born at Hancock, Mich., in 1901.

Schools? Han-
cock public
schools, Univer-
sity of Chicago
and University of

Illinois commer-
cial courses.

First ambition?
Civil and electri-

cal engineering.
First job?

Rushing special

delivery letters
while going to the

grade schools.
How did you

enter the motion
picture business? With Associated Pro-
ducers, doing just about everything and
not much of anything. Booking, posters
and so on.

Next? Associated Producers merged
with First National. I became assistant

booker and then got the head booker
job. Next I handled the West Side ter-

ritory.

When did you assume your present
post? Went to Warner Brothers in Sep-
tember, 1925.

Hobby? Golf and then some more
golf.

Wildest experience? When I was ini-

tiated at Champaign while attending the
University. I was ordered to go out
and get a black cat. After long and
fruitless search I stumbled over one in

the garage.
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J. J. Bausch, Founder
of Bausch & Lomb,

Dies at 95
John J. Bausch, founder and president

of the firm of Bausch & Lomb Optical Com-
pany, Rochester, New York, passed away on
February 14 at the age of 95 years. His
death followed an illness of four weeks, up
to which time' he had assumed an active

interest in the affairs of the company.
From a small start Mr. Bausch has de-

veloped one of the largest businesses of its

kind. He came to Rochester from Ger-
many virtually penniless and for a time
worked for a meager salary. Starting the
business of importing lenses and grinding
them on a borrowed capital of $60 from
Henry Lomb, the business met with slow
success until in 1864, when a wide demand
was experienced for his lenses. A factory
was rented in 1864 and a larger one was
found necessary in 1868. The first build-
ing on the site of the present olant of the
company was later erected in 1874. Captain
Henry Lomb, who had been made a part-
ner in the business, died in 1908.

Funeral services for Mr. Bausch were
held February 16 from the family home.
Burial was in Mount Hope Cemetery.
Mr. Bausch is survived by his wife, Mrs.

Caroline Bausch; two daughters, Mrs. Carl
F. Lomb and Mrs. William A. E. Drescher;
two sons, Edward and William Bausch;
four grandchildren

;
Mrs. Herbert Eisen-

hart
; Mrs. Joseph F. Taylor, Mrs. Gordon

C. Baird and Theodore B. Drescher and
ten great grandchildren.

Five Theatres Install

Praises Music Roll

Exchange; Urges
More Members

The Music Roll Exchange, a regu-
lar feature of “Better Theatres,”
sponsored by readers, which has for
its purpose the- exchange of roll

music among exhibitors, is heartily

lauded by Charles E. Barber, one of
the first members of the exchange in

a letter to “Better Theatres.” Mr.
Barber writes

:

“It has just been recently that I

have had any occasion to use the

Music Roll Exchange and I am more
than pleased to say that so far it has
proved very satisfactory to me. I

have made several exchanges with ex-

hibitors and the rolls I received have
been in first class condition. I think

that this department should have
many more members. It is sure a

help to the small town exhibitor.”

The Music Roll Exchange now has
19 members. Exhibitors desiring to

exchange music rolls with other the-

atres may have their names added to

the list published each month. Type
of instrument used should accom-
pany request to have name added to

exchange.

Esco Installs Peerless

Lamps in Five Houses

Marr & Colton Organs
The Marr & Colton Company reports

the following installations in the eastern
part of the country: H. L. Troxell of the

Strand theatre at Gettysburg, Pa., just in-

stalled a 2-manual Marr & Colton Organ
in his beautiful theatre. E. J. Vought of
Paris, 111., has installed a 2-manual Marr
& Colton in his Dixie theatre. Frank Pope
of Exeter Boro, Pa., has installed a 2-

manual. F. A. Keeney of Elmira, N. Y.,

has installed a large 3-manual Marr & Col-
ton Organ in his Keeney theatre, and the

Arcade theatre of Mount Carmel, Pa., in-

stalled a Marr & Colton 2-manual.

TttKtTBfasm&l H3 No. Wabash Ave. Chicaqo.
«BU>llA»J>tX»lYTKO

Installation of Peerless reflector arc

lamps in five theatres by the Exhibitors
Supply Company is reported by the J. E.

McAuley Manufacturing Company. The
theatres to be equipped are the Parthenon
and DeLuxe in Hammond, Ind., owned by
S. J. Gregory; Ascher Bros, new Terminal
in Chicago; the new North Center in Chi-

cago owned by Andrew Karzas, and Jones,

Linick & Schaefer’s Rialto theatre in Chi-

cago.

+ BETTER +
THEATRES
9he only Magazine devo-

tedExclusively to Theatre

Construction, Equipment
and Operation, is pub-
lished as Section II of
every fourth issue of
"Exhibitors Herald

Koppelberger Spends
$100,000 Remaking

Theatre
Plans to remodel the Rivoli theatre in La

Crosse, Wis., at a cost of more than $100,-

000, to equip it to accommodate road shows
and vaudeville as well as motion pictures,

have been announced by F. L. Koppel-
berger, of the La Crosse Theatres com-
pany. The remodeling will be started, ac-

cording to present plans, in May, and the

theatre re-opened in September.
The plans call for bringing the proscen-

ium which outlines the present stage twenty
feet forward into the auditorium, adding
a fly-loft above the stage, and building
j. balcony in the auditorium which will

considerably increase the seating capacity.

When completed the new Rivoli will have
a seating capacity of approximately 2,000,

making it one of the largest theatres in

the northwest.
The stage of the new theatre will be

amply large enough to accommodate the

largest traveling theatrical attractions. It

will be considerably wider than the stage

of the La Cross theatre, and within a few
feet of the depth of that stage. It will be

completely equipped for every sort of en-

tertainment, and ample dressing rooms will

be provided in the basement.
Plans are now being drawn for the re-

modeling and it is expected that they will

be completed within a short time, so that

the work may be started as soon as weather
permits.

Mr. Koppelberger, in announcing the

improvements at the Rivoli, said that it

was planed to make the theatre after the

remodeling the home of all the road at-

tractions instead of the La Cross theatre,

which has for years been the “legitimate

house” in La Crosse. The “opera house”

will be continued as a motion picture the-

atre.

Work on Syracuse

Theatre Begins
Construction of a $125,000 theatre in

Syracuse, N. Y., has been started by the

Fitzer-Syracuse, Inc., chain of which Ben-
jamin Fitzer of Syracuse is manager. The
location is on Hawley avenue. The seat-

ing capacity of the new house will be 1,500.

The Fitzer-Syracuse corporation, formed
when the firm took over the Strand theatre

in Auburn, will erect several more motion
picture houses in central New York it is

reported.

S. E. Rose in Chicago
S. E. Rose of the Robert Morgan Organ

Company was a visitor in Chicago last week
enroute to New Orleans. Mr. Rose was
accompanied by his wife and their daugh-
ter. At the Chicago office of the com-
pany where he conferred with Eugene Wil-
der, Mr. Rose declared that the business

outlook for the season was decidedly en-

couraging.



You can check up

There is no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.

Your patrons expect it.

Eastman Positive is the film that carries

the quality of the negative through to the

screen.

And you can check up—the black-lettered

identification “Eastman” “Kodak” is in the

transparent margin. Look for it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Casey of the
CoastGuard,

with George O'Hara Helen Ferguson

Produced by the Grey Productions, Inc. with the GbOperdtlOT1 ofthe United StQteS Co&St QUctrcf

Airplanes, radios, warships, submarines, sea-planes,

all are used—all speed up the action in this fast mov-
ing, quick-shooting, two-fisted, he-man serial.

Piracy on the high seas, rum-running, diamond smug-

gling, underground passages, secret codes,—cunning

schemes of murderous men, who maliciously machi-

nate their get-rich-quick plans against Uncle Sam.

Presenting the famous Watch-dogs of the Coast in a

faithful record of a drama that is being lived today.
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The Wui^uIzER Creed
"pOR over 200 years our business ideal
^ has been to produce only the finest

instruments regardless of price*

At the same time, our aim has always
been to build these instruments in suf-

ficient quantities to enable those even of
modest means to enjoy possession of
the best.

Today our entire organization is schooled
to give unstintingly of time, effort and
enthusiasm to achieve this end.

We desire always to deserve the good
will of our patrons by reason of the ex-

cellence of our products.

We hope ever, through the methods by
which they are sold; through the artistic

service they render and their permanent
value, to make and hold countless friends.

Only in this way can we satisfy and per-

petuate that high ideal established for us
two centuries ago.

We have just this one way of do-

ing things. And, we are going
to keep on doing business

just this way as long
as the name Wur-
litzer is graven
on our door. URLxIzER

Grand Pianos
Reproducing

Pianos
Player Pianos

CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.

NEW YORK
120 W. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
329 S. Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton St.

DENVER
2106 Broadway

LOS ANGELES
814 S. Broadway
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DAY in and day out, with clock-like regularity, Paramount delivers

the HITS !

For instance, take the last eight releases: “THE WANDERER,”
“GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER,” “SONG AND DANCE
MAN,” “VANISHING AMERICAN,” “MOANA,” “BEHIND THE
FRONT,” “DANCING MOTHERS” and “SEA HORSES.”

Every one of them is hanging up records at box-offices all over the

country l

Not for just a day, not for just a week, not for just a year, but ALWAYS
—the Daddy of them all is

paramount {pictures
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RAOUL WALSH
PRODUCTION

WITH
ERNEST TORRENCE
GRETA NIS5EN

WILLIAM COLLIER, jr.
WALLACE BEERY
TYRONE POWER

KATHLYN WILLIAMS
FROM THE STAGE SPECTACLE
BY MAURICE SAMUELS, SCREEN
PLAY BY JAMES T. ODONOHOE

CL paramount Cpicture
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Marion Davies

Charles Chaplin

Harold Lloyd

35 — World's Greatest Stars — 35

200 — Screen's Principal

This stupendous galaxy of staggering box-office

Chaplin, Talmadge, Meighan, DeMille, Griffith

A Mammoth
Made in 40 Episodes From the!

40 Successful

BIG PRIZES FOR YOUR PATRONS WHO
Separate Contest With Special Awards in Your City— Opens

in New York With 845 Cash Prizes Totaling $10,000

YOU HAVE NO CONTEST DETAILS to handle; all ONLY TWO MINUTES are required to handle and
the work is done for you by the Movie Lovers’ Contest run the average photoplaylet, and only about forty

Organization. minutes to run the forty when combined.

THE PHOTOPLAYLETS are only 75 to 100 feet long

and do not interfere with your regular program.

EACH PHOTOPLAYLET IS SEPARATE —based
upon a well known motion picture—yet the forty are

combinable into four reels of as interesting and enter-

taining a feature production as your screen has ever
shown.

COST IS LESS than for good short subjects. Get details today of contest in your city.

This is the greatest Movie Lovers’ Contest ever planned and has been de-

vised by PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, the biggest and best fan magazine
in the world.

It has the cooperation and enthusiastic support of Producers, Stars, Direc-

tors and the biggest newspapers throughout the United States.

MOVIE LOVERS' CONTEST
729 Seventh Avenue (Suite 705) New York City

THE WHOLE VALUE IS IN THE FILM. The con-
test, the big prizes and the unprecendented advertising

are ADDED parts of the plan to increase box-office
pull.

YOU HAVE CO-OPERATION, not only of a news-
paper of wide circulation, but of Photoplay Magazine,
which will editorially support the contest from the outset
to the end.

Tom Mix
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50 — Foremost Directors — 50

Leading PIayers — 200

rallies, including Lloyd, Fairbanks, Pickford,

iCruze and scores of others brought together in

Attraction

Thomas Meighan

Gloria Swanson

O Most Memorable Scenes of
*

otion Pictures

ORRECTLY NAME STARS AND TITLES Rodolph Valentino

A Tie-up With Your Biggest Newspaper Which Has Largest
and Best Circulation Among Motion Picture Fans

The newspaper will co-operate with you in a manner so
elaborate and complete that the success of the Movie
Lovers’ Contest is assured from the start.

Look at the service which the newspaper guarantees to
you:

1. To advertise the contest in its issues, daily, for about
sixty days, giving anywhere from 500 to 1000 columns
of publicity worth more than $50,000.

2. To use posters on all of its wagons and newsstands
advertising the contest.

3. To publish stills from your photoplaylets.

L To print synopses of the photoplaylets.

All the publicity plans will be under the personal direction of James R.
Quirk, the Editor of Photoplay Magazine, who is one of the greatest motion
picture authorities in the world.

No contest ever approached it in magnitude and Box-Office possibilities,

and it is now taking the country by storm.

MOVIE LOVERS' CONTEST
729 Seventh Avenue (Suite 705) New York City

5. To run pictures of the stars who are involved in

your contest.

6. To print special puzzle cartoons suggesting the

names of the motion pictures on which your photo-
playlets are based.

7. To urge readers to compare these cartoons with the

photoplaylets which you are running.

8. To advertise specifically and definitely, WITH NAME
AND ADDRESS OF YOUR THEATRE, the fact

that you are exhibiting the photoplaylets and that
your patrons can participate in the Movie Lovers’
Contest.

Mary Pickford

D. W. Griffith
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Folds uofl‘Ben-Hur” Started to $16,000 at $2—“Behinc

Got $33,000 at McVicker’s— “Parade’

$16,800 at $2 in Sixth Week at Garrick

The grafter, upon effecting

a booking, baldly asks the

agent of the act, "Can I buy
myself anything?" and then,

upon notifying the agent of a
hold-over, works the same gag
twice.
The graft is nominal, such its

or ties, but annoyine^o
thwigents.

Baltimore, Feb. 16.

The heavy snow storm Tuesday
slowed up the box office trend. It

was the heaviest fall of the season
locally and within an Inch of last

year's demoralizing fall. This time
there was no transportation break-
down, however, and conditions re-

turned to norfnal Thursday.
^The New hon-
Aainmig
^^B Merry

riding \v .? r h 1

Fox Drops to $16,500

—"Splendid Road”
Flopped

Chicago, Feb. 16.

While the uplifters of the coun-
try- were holding their convention
it the Congress Hotel last week the
!iol polloi were flocking in consid-
erable numbers to view "The Amer-
ican Venus” at the Chicago theatre.
The riot, of nudity dished up by
Famous Players Interested the com-
mon "pec-pul" more than what the
reformers had to say. the latter
drawing a thin gallery, while Dnla-
bm and Katz had a $42,000 week.
Mctro-Goldwyn, with two of the

four theatres on the main stem tied
up with specials, is building plenty
of prestige. "The Big Parade" is

still popular, and "Ben-Hur” has
started strong. They turned in a
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“Secretary” Couldn’t Hop

Up 2nd Week
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^B Aldine, ^^^H"The ^Barariej
MIL pi IN

ley, with the third picture in five

weeks which had had an original
showing at the Aldine, fared rather
poorly. The film was "The Wan-
derer. Hilda Ferguson, billed as
equally Important, saved the day
from being much worse than it was,
and the gross was about $23,000.
The house might have dropped be-
low $20,000 for the First time in sev-
eral seasons If it had not been for

notorie^Las a

inter
ter <

licit*

some
original backers became involved
in a scandal into which prominent
politicians were dragged. .The
house has an uptown location On a
wide crosstown thoroughfare and
on the fringe of the city’s most
fashionable suburb. It plays sec-

ond runs.
The Whttehurst-Fox deal is still

in process of the final, ironing out.

There hav.e been several stockhold-
ers' meetings to complete t^^^aj
kbut legal technicalities
Kifficulties still retard
cationBAccording to late, but
^Bned reports, the sal’s

^Hthe Century and Pugkwa y Jihe-
• ui

^^Brnl of the la nlen Ind

LTOSS

[

The arrival of the Warner Broth-
ers “Sea Beast” was the occasion for

a. boost In prices at the Orpheum
from 50 to 85. Only Limited

hieh reverted
gram features after a month of good
grosses with "The Iron Horse.”

Estimates for Last Week
Chicago—"American

P.» i4.mil: > "FI
!., .^d^H ,. .%/

jjM v-

^Mkxk: 3
JkA , v %wEi&BimC

Hip
have.”
PennJ Miss Pei

the^H rd

P^^ncluded
Jan Rubin,

iponsea
of Pie
$lC,50t
Lieute
ft’vettf

The \i

Gitz-I

lei. anl
lates ft
6,000

;
^^^H^^Th e

"First sB^^^Btere at
Aldine last fall. Not much of a
draw. Hilda Ferguson, billed with

|

equal prominence, helped lot. Gross
only about $23,000, considerably un-
der norfnal.

Aldine (1,500; $2)
—"Big Parade"

(M-G. 8th week.) Off anoOyg^totch
or so. due to weatner. I^^^^Bat-

. Jsfactory and moim
• I Fox (3,000; S^^BPalace o^Has-
re" (Fox.) wUlud
H> weather. d^^HB^BHabiHpSliL#3
1)0. Picture p^^HTbut
Helped. flH

Stanton -
( 1.7^^B35-50-7afc-5|jrhe

Hplendid RoadBHfit X). iSHted
Buple of wee^^But bus^^H so

I mad taken off ^^Bay. Gr^^Hnly
$7,000. way Iow^^^Bn^k?.

Karlton J^Hk-
tion” (lst<’N). iBi^vltflBHHRr
making it J<vorse. About $1,750.
Arcadia (800; 50)—"Mannequin"

(F. P., 1st week). Quite good no-
tices. Business fair considering.

to replace

ner-Metropolitan will

:prlse next week wbfen
ast" comes in at reg-
krices, establishing a
Hedent for this super-

sard's Seven Wives"
Ini drew well from
inith, Victor barl-

Tuesday crip-
H|cht and perhapsBo a lesser de-
^^kselcct uptown
^^kndlcaps fairly

^^Babout $ 1 2,0)

^Bix
^B i

•

^B.

gll^B I.ibi-I.i!

^B -

Bi •
<

^B
Jw| Dt

“Sea Beast” in Figueroa

Reserved Seat Run Film
Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

Figueroa, one of the newer pic-
ture houses located in an outlying
district, has beoked Warner 'Broth-
ers "The Sea'Beast” and will open
with it at a $5 top Feb. 19.

The house will operatfe with a re4
served seat policy during the run
of the picture. It will be closed for
one day prior to the opening.
Emile De Recat who has been

appointed producing director of the
house will stage an atmospheric
Prolog in conjunction with the pic-
ture.

VON STERNBERG RETURNS
Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

i Joseph von Sternberg, who dlrect-
I "The Exquisite Sinner" for
Bro -Goldwyn-Mayer, and hastilyB the lot before the picture was
^for a European trip, has re-
^Bd to the studio In Culver City.

now engaged In cutting the

^^B When completing that

^^B will go over to the Charlie
Studio, where he is to pro-

-^^Bicture starring' Edna Pur-

^st Natl.’s “Westerns"

B Los Aivgeles, Feb. 16.

Hrles R. Rogers, who produced
Harry Carey Western subjects,

i signed a contract with First

pnal to make a series of West-

^^Tarry J. Brown will supervise
the sfcries, for which Marlon Jack-
son will make the screen •adapta-
tions.Gnrden-

U .tfedl

iV ItF.M
'HJ* Ore! ^^^^^“Collusion" for Films

*T "Collusion,” an English play, ha§
iieen sold to First National for plc-

! lures. Jay Packard representing the

l play owners.

>u don’t advertise in

VARIETY
don’t advertise

^PRSnley
I) open Its
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Kathleen Key Believes in Signs

San Francisco, Feb. 16.

a Tuj^^^iotel on
in ^^^^Panclsco.

ey; ma^JI personal
w’s War-

by i

ock was on the

LOEWS STATE, L A., AT $22,700

BIG SHOWING AD IN LEAD

business on Broadway pretty gen-
erally recovered from the storm last

week. Top money went to the Capi-
tol with a holdover attraction, “The
Black Bird,” which got almost $54,-

000 on the week, and giving the pic-

ture nearly $114,500

the “Royle Girl” at the

pulled $4,550.

A new special came on the street

Monday With the opening of “Mare
Nostrum" at the Criterion, Metro-

Go Idwyn ha-ving taken, the house on

'a lea

IBNUS" FLOP/

AIM TOPHI

State’s Capacity 2,300 as Against 3,700 for Met,

Doing $21,500 Last Week with “Am. Venus”

—

“Auction Block” and Rube Wolf at State

|for l-lo

l Dallas’
i.io-t

______ r be abo i

_ jvn with business remaining
In neighborhood of $12,600.

Astor-"Big Parade” (M-G-M)
U.120; $l.lU-$2.20) (13th week).
jAimp of almost $700 last week, to

HI. 291. ^
,N

Cameo—"That Royle Girl" (F. P.-

L) (549; 50-85). Little business
here, but under average for little

house, showing $4,660.

ai—"The Black Bird" (M-G-
fcver foi

the houses last week. The town got
tangled up in a fierce snowstorm
that knocked everything in the

amusement line completely out.

“The Road to Yesterday." the first

Independen t film to crash through
^tood the storm

recorded for
ood, when
consldera-

i American
tter’s pub-

it Week
„ [an Venus" (*

Bad reviews plj

[uined works. $7,50 r

Roadr to Yesterd
42; 35-50). Wa;
names. This pll

considerably. $8,5007

Palace, Lon Chaney in "Black
Bird" (M.-G.) (2,432; 35-50). Had
it maintained pace of opening, would
have broken house record. $14,500.

Poli’s, “Big Parade" (M.-G.-M.)
(1.9&J^^ttkJ2.00). Started fourth

11 Tol

'on Wee
—Other Flops, Too

to bring to

Cozy over

week, getting $19,970.
Colony— "What Happened to

Jones” (U). (1,980; 50-85). For first

week of Universal's tenancy house
got $24,325, picture taking greatest
part of the cbedit for the pull at the
box office.

Criterion—“Mare Nostrum" (M-
G-M) (60S; $1.10-$2.20) (1st week).
Opened Monday night. Not ofv$2'
road show, type of picture, but niay
hold 6f\ here for possibly three
months' because of limited capacity
and plugging that will be given pic-
ture.
Embassy—“The Merry Widow

(M-G-M) (600; $l.l0-$2.20) Final
week of Mae Murray picture here,
the run havin'- been over six mbntfis
in duration. “La Boheme" next
week. Last week’s receipts, $5,565.

Rialto
—“Moana of the South

Seas" (F'. P.-L.) (1,960; 35-50-85-
99). Combination of circumstances
last week that shot' business* up.
Running of screen tests of depart-
ment store girls pulled and picture
itself carried considerable draught
af box office. Almost $25,000.

Rivoli—“Behind «th© Front" (F.
P.-H.) (2,200; 35-5^-86-99). Cork
lng laugh producing 1 picture together
with best revuo presentation, “The
Bughouse Cabaret," which Publix
has as yet put on ran business U)l>

to best figure theatre has had since
“Madame Sans Gene." Take, $32,
600.
Strand—-“The Grand Duchess and

the Waiter" (F. P.-L.) (2,900;. 35-
50-86). Menjou’s name draw -and

good picture together with cork-
j«Mid||ydaa|a went right

Topeka, Kans., Feb. 16.

(Drawing Population, 75,000)

“The Road to Yesterday" failed

office of the

week’s ru^

it wondere

t, and the oth(
uesome." The!
way.

picture of the
[andled." At the

is" was run
y advertis-

______ ___ scored an-
other flop, though not so heavy as
that at the: Cozy.

Estimates for Last We^k
Isis (700; 40)—“The American

Venus" Just bathing beajity parade.
Folks hero did not care for small
pwn stuff. $1,400.

(400; 30)—“Road to Yester-
ld not get business. Picture

entirely too deep fdr average screen

“SEA BEAST,” $8,500 IN

PROVIDENCE; HELD OVER

Warners’Film Made BigShow-

ing in Bad Week—Snow-

storm Kicked Grosses

Providence, Feb. 16.

“The Sea Beast” held over by the
Rialto, where it played to $8,500,
breaking all records last week.
Business elsewhere in town wks

below, par. The stormy weather
slowed it up, and the pictures lacked
the right appeal, after weeks
similar stuff.

(2,500; 10-40) “The
Woman of the World" (F. P.) ;

"The
Unwritten Law” (Indep.). W'eek off

?u^^
Rialto —(1,448; 15-40) “The Sea]

Beast” (Warners). $8,500. Excep-
tionally good. Held over.
Victory— (1.950; 15-40) “Palace

Good, except for stormy days. $7.-

300.
Strand— (2,200; 15-40) "The Road

to Yesterday" (P. D. C.). Manage-
ment claimed picture over publics
heads. $5,800.

This Week
Majestic, “Far Cry," “Cave Man";

Strand, "Braveheart," “Fifth Ave-
nue"; Victory, “Sally, Irene and
Mary," and “Stella Maris"; Rialto,

“The Sea Beast" (holdover).

This

Columbia, "Mannequin”; Metro-
politan, “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives’’;
Palace, “Song ai\d Dance Man";
President, - “Lost Battalion" (2d

week); Rialto, “Palace of Pleasure.’

“Peacock Feathers,” first half, good
picture, but this theatre “just one of
those weeks." Total, $600.

0m
Warner—"The Sea Beast" (War-

Itner Bros.) (1,380; $1.10-$2.20). Al-
|mo8t lift of $1,100 here last week
lover storm figures of week before.
That means picture is doing capac-

R ity and standing them up on t.wo-a-
[fday policy. $21,966.

Bert Ennis’ Serial
Bert Ennis, former publicity di-

rector for Sawyer 9c Lubin, and
personal press agent of the late

Barbara La Marr, has signed to
write 12 articles on the picture busi-
ness for "Photoplay Magazine."
Ennis will deliver one article of

2,600 words monthly for one year
under the title, "Them Were the
Happy Days.” The stories will be
reminiscent and cover Clotures since
1910.

BOSTON REPEATS

Storm and Business Same As Pre-
’ vious Week

Conditions’
last week
the previous^
that swept
nesday cn
6ne the

Despite the storm, "The Big Pa-
rade” at the Majestic did $17,000.
This was on a par with the busi-
ness ^^he*week before. The pic-
ture its fifth week has so far
done as any fe;

tur^BB u^^HB^flRKe(l in
T* and
’enway
The h
100.

are till

business is still hitting a high fig-

ure under the new policy, which is

in direct competition vPith the big
"Met."

few
at

two
eeks. Elkins has six more weeks
ith the Publix Theatres Corp.,

ioked through William Morris,

d he will probably rotate in the,

her Publix houses to play out h
n tract.

s
The jazz policy at the Rlvc

didn’t click, it being decided th
the pit orchestra and the Jol

Murray Anderson units we
enough.

K. C. Houses Dropped Off

Badly Last Week—No Out
(Drawing Population, 600,000)

Kansas Ci ty, Feb. 1 6.

Last week's"
:eems to be*

hich recen’
ille to picturt
|ck, gave its fi

:

lctures, “Th
but the
y sensati*

biggest show on the street was the
offering at the Newman, where an
elaborate presentation was given in
Connection with, the film, “The
American Venus.” Seve:
contestants in the

1st N. Exch. in Sioux Falls

Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

First National is tc establish
exchange here within the near f

ture, It Is rumored. A lease for stc

rooms has’ been sent to New Yo
for approval.
Paramount, Unrversal and F. B.

each have an exchange here.

Royal, “The Black Bird" (920; 35-

50). Title did not mean so much
the fans

Chaney. Royal
the name
Syncopators

Ltflt)

Playing lc Ante?
Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

Quite a -few picture actors and
udio employes at the Fox lot, vis-

ited a soft drink establishment
Western avenue and were plavi:

oker/ When the police walked
ey found $2.45 on the table.

They took the following into cuj

tody: Joseph Planch, 29, dir

Thomas Smith. 31. property maj
Leo Collins, 2?, film cutter; Jaj

Fox, 25; Fred Davis, 32; Rich
Humphreys, 29, ftupert Narvil,

John C. Weskey, 52; Billy Beaumjl
John Brown.

.

All of then) proved to be actors,

as they had (heir make-up on and
were in costume.

eld Up
Feb. 16.

unca^^M|MBfi.nd director

Tin-T^^BB^ner Brothers
canine star, broke his leg in jump-
ing from a cliff at Elysian Park,
which at the same time stopped
production of the hero of the big
snows.

took place when
another dog were
!sed fakC fight,

•ed^he animals were at

made a leap to

ithout his master,
Rln -Tin-Tin will not work, so the
picture must be held up until his.

boss can get on the* Job

production, but draw was not up to
expectations. About $12,000.

Liberty, "His People (U.) (1,000;

extra publicity
-

Boost for “Sea Bea»t”
Chicago. Feb. If.

The Orpheum, Warner Brothers

theatre, showing the Chicago pre-

miere of the “Sea Beast," Iuub taken
advantage of the popularity of John
Barrymore and boosted their ad-'
mission from 60 oents to 86 cents.
These prioee seem to have made no
llfference with the public, who ore
f .ling the house at all performances,
and the management will probably
retain this scale throughout the
picture's t\m.

tnmr
ture made prior to her fatal illness.

Miss La Marr’s name will bf
eliminated from the title and fron|

billing, with the new name tith

ading:
First National Presents

'The Girl from Montmartre"
with

Lewis Lewis

Los Angeles, Feb. 16.

(Drawing Population, 1,250,000)
' oew’s State, with 2,300 capacity,

the road up last week against
sister competitor. Metropolitan,
ich has a holding strength of
>0. The cause for it was the
ut of Rube Wolf and ItfS Greater
nd. Wolf is one of those liiusl-^

entertainers who can do any-
ng and amuse an audience. The
vn went wild over him from the
irt, as they had been tipped off

to what he had done at the
>ulevard, whence he came from,
th the result that the evening
tele at this house was holdout.
Fanehon and Marco seem to have
ipped over a great “idea" in plac-

jig their brother here and at this
me, as he has set a .pace which
erne Buck, who is coming Into the
Metropolitan with a big blare of
trumpets and similar style of enter-
tainment, will find hard to keep up
with. There was little difference In
the actual gross, if any, of. both of
these houses, with, of course, the
smaller house thereby entitled to
rst place.
The feature picture at the State

was a Hobart Henley opus, "Auction
Jlock.” At the Metropolitan they

_
ad just one of those average stage

shows in conjunction with the
screen showing of "The American
Venus.” No one got over-enthus-
iastic about seeing the unclothed
females, as that is nothing novel out
here. One evening early in the week
by actual count at 9 p.' m. there
were 19 persons scattered about the
vast balcony of the Metropolitan.
Gruuman's Egyptian, with “The

Big Parade" in its 14th week, kept
abreast of the two downtown
houses. It Is hard to figure how
long “The Parade" will last here, as
the profits each week at Grauman’s
are way in excess of $5,000.
"Don Q," in its third week, ran

along at a good gait in the Million
Dollar. The Rialto sort of began to
lose hold with "That Royle Girl"
last week, and it looks as though a

"Lady Windermere’s Fan," In its I

second week at the Forum, still keptfl
up at a remarkable gait, only run- n

ning about $1,000 less than the ini- I

tial week. It is carded this week |
for its third and last stanza.
“The Jazz Bride,” at the Figueroa,

I

caused a bit of excitement with the
gcash buyers, who. brought up^ the!

gross just a bit above that of the|
week before. .

maker last week with the Elinor.
Glyn product, "The Only Thing.’?
This is the first time in several
months that the house got out of the
“red" column.

Estimates for Last Week
Metropolitan—"American Venus”

(F. P. L.). (3,700; 25-65.) Too
many of the "Venus” type In this
community to cause people to be
curious enough to see how. they look
on screen. Poor week. $21,600.

Million Dollar—"Don Q" (U. A.).
(2,200; 25-85.) This Doug Fair-
banks picture in third week did
very well. $21,000.
Grauman’s Egyptian—"The Big

Parade" (M-G-M). (1,800; 60-
$1.50.) Sid Grauman carried this
piettire through its 14th week to
very healthy returns. $20,900.
Loew’s State—“Auction Block”

(M-G-M.). (2,300: 25-85.) Great
ballast in Rube Wolf and orchestra,
with result that it brought most
pleasing gross. $22,700.
C r i t e r i o n

—“The Only Thing”
(M-G-M.). '(1.800; 15-35.) That,
Olinor Glyn name on piece of cellu-
id means great deal more (.hair

iim^
Forum—"Lady Windermere’s Fan"|

(Warner). -0,800; 15-50.) Held up I

amazingly well for second week. J
$10,700.

Ha Pegu to skid.

Denver Changes
Denver, Feb. 16.

rack Eaton has taken charge ns

nager of the local State, succeed

-

r J. Q. Clemmer, who has gone
the Coast.
Cuuene Gerbaae, for several years
•hangc manager for Universal
ns, has resigned to manage the

nver exchange of Associated Ex-
bitors.

Figueroa--"The Jazz Bride” ( War- j
net). (1,650; 25-75.) Title and I
type picture as well as featured I
players liked here. Result satlsfac-.J

Ltory.^$5J00^^^

SCREEN STAR SUBBING
Salt Lake City, Feb. 16.

Mary Newton, leading woman of
the Ralph Cloninger Players (Wilkes
theatre), has been forced out of the
company through a minor opera-,
tion and may be out indefinitely.

Helene Millard, formerly In pic-

tures, has been called here to sub
for Miss Newton. Miss Millard
opened In “Silence.”
Another new Wilkes company

member is Fana Whitney, seconq
lead.
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WILLIAM FOX presents

J Temperance
Town

First time on any screen

!

The comedy-farce genius of Charles Hoyt
at his best—now to be visualized for the

entertainment of millions*

The entire country raved about this triumph
of yesterday—the world will shout its praises

as a master screen comedy of tomorrow*

Another publicly sold, proved box-office

story success,— another big money making
picture for the powerful Fox New Season

line-up*

Fox has the big go-getters!

Fox Film Corporal! oil

CHARLES
HOYT’S

astounding

comedy
success

Watch for

No. 17



e Smiles

He Cries

He Walks

He Siahs



SamuelSHutchinson Presents

,

It’s a
HUTCHINSON
COMEDY



Harry Myers
ThomasRicketts

Martha Mattox

George Kuwa
Katherine Lewis

Albert Priscoe

GeorgePeriolat

From the Popular Novel by Frederick S./sham

Of Course, it'sfrom

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,/^
Oscar A. Price Pres.



He's A N(yT

Its a Comedy

SPEO/U

OAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON,
^ veteran producer of pictures

with that touch of “class,” un-

canny discoverer of coming big

stars, has struck it again. Edward

Everett Horton, already a well

known player, with this one pro-

duction becomes a top-line STAR.

Popular Mae Busch rises to new

heights as a comedienne. And the

sum total is a series of smiles,

chuckles, and LAUGHS that will

play the finest theatres in the land.

Of Course, it'sfrom
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS./*

Oscar A. Price Pres.
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JOHN C.FLINN PRESENTS

a ROBERT G.

VIGNOLA
SPECIAL

WITH
MARGUERITE
De La MOTTE

and

ALLAN FORREST
ScreenUnionbyAnthony Coldewey

Suggested byArthur Stringer's
Saturday Evening Post story

PRO D UCE 0 BY
A. H. SEBASTIAN
for BUASCO PRODUCTIONS, he.

title
“No street in the world so fascinates the imagination as

New York’s famous Fifth Avenue, and under this allur-

ing title, Producers Distributing Corporation is offering

an exceptionally interesting human document of what
happened to one little girl from the outside who sought

fame and fortune along this celebrated thoroughfare.”

M. P. WORLD.



“As suggested by the title, the atmos-

phere is one of glamourous luxury, with

a neat contrast obtained by a sudden

switch to Bohemian quarters in Wash-
ington Square, and there’s a gorgfeous

gown display that is bound to win ad-

miration from women patrons.”

M. P. NEWS.

“The title ‘Fifth Avenue’ offers a world of

suggestions for exploitation, and when you
add to that the excellent cast’s and direc-

tor’s names, and the fact that the picture
represents real entertainment, you have a

real offering to make a noise about."

THE SPOTLIGHT.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America* Inc. WlLLH. HAYS, President

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation 130 West 46th Street N. Y.



World



THE AMAZING
BOX OFFICE RECORD

OF

THE MERRY WIDOW
FROM EVERYWHERE THE
GREAT NEWS POURS IN

We print with pride what exhibitors are saying

about this marvelous attraction

—

THE MERRY WIDOW.
All praise to those who made it, to its director,

VON STROHEIM, and its stars, MAE MURRAY
and JOHN GILBERT.

-To METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER, its pro-

ducers, who have given the world a brilliant enter-

tainment

—

A showman’s picture that is equally important in

big cities, small cities, towns, hamlets

—

Because it has the appeal of tender romance, of

thrilling action, of sensitive beauty

THE MERRY WIDOW is deserving of the

phenomenal support the public is giving it.

Read how showmen are profiting with this picture.

It is a picture that sooner or later—because the

public demands it— must find its way into every

theatre in the world

!

HOUSE SOLD OUT HALF
HOUR BEFORE SHOWING

(Wire)

“THEMERRYWIDOW opened today Columbia

Theatre. House sold out half hour before show
started. Thousands turned away. Public acclaimed

this production greatest they have ever seen. Look-

ing forward to record-breaking week.”

N. W. Pyle, Washington , D. C.

(Wire)

“THE MERRY WIDOW pleased a packed house

here at each performance. This is the best picture

we have had since we opened. Pleased a hundred
percent.”

Clyde Homes, Mgr., Imperial Theatre,

Williamsburg, Va.

(Letter)

“We just closed the engagement of THE MERRY
WIDOW at the Roosevelt Theatre and did a re-

markable business. The picture caused quite a sen-

sation in Chicago. I believe this picture will be a

national success.”

Max Balaban, Balaban & Katz,

Chicago , Ih.

HELD ENTIREWEEKWHERE
THREE DAYS IS USUAL RUN
(Letter

)

“We showed THE MERRY WIDOW last

week at the Cameo Theatre, our special run thea-

tre, where only the biggest pictures are presented

and had an exceptional business with this production.

“It held up for the entire week in this town where

three days is the usual length of run and gave us

one of the biggest weeks in the history of the

theatre. £ T. Crall, Cameo Theatre,

Newport News , Va.

(Wire)

‘
‘ Last week was the best week we have had this year

in the Strand.”

Phoenix Amusement Co.

Lexington, Ky.



THE MERRY WIDOW IS

MAKING HISTORY
( Wire)

“MERRY WIDOW opened today to biggest busi-

ness we ever played to on an opening Wednesday.

If there is a better picture in the world I have

never seen it and the best of it is the public is of

the same opinion. I confidentially believe all of

our records will be smashed. Please accept my
heartiest congratulations on a real triumph and a

sure fire fortune getter.”

Eddie Diamond, Mgr., Pantages Theatre,

Salt Lake City , Utah.

(Letter)

“THE MERRY WIDOW finished week of phe-

nomenal business last night in face of Don Q, two
vodvil bills, a stock company, two miserable days

of rain, and the infantile paralysis ban on children

under sixteen. THE WIDOW lends itself to unlim-

ited exploitation. Hundreds of complimentary state-

ments received from those who saw the picture. It

is one of the finest productions we have ever had

the pleasure of showing. THE WIDOW can

justly be classified a gem. It is a masterpiece in its

entirety. Heartiest congratulations to Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer.”
Strand Theatre,

Lexington , Ky.

HE BOOKED IT THREE
CONSECUTIVE TIMES

(Wire)

“I think you would be interested in knowing that

we have just completed a series of the most unique

engagements with THE MERRY WIDOW in

the movie annals of Canton. Our first run of the

picture played to turnaway crowds daily. Brought
it back for second run and again packed them in

and then was forced by overwhelming demand to

play a third engagement and still they came, thus

establishing a record for return engagements un-

paralleled in my years of experience. It seems that

there is no end in sight even now and but for other

bookings preventing, would like to play THE
MERRY WIDOW another week.”

L. B. Cool, Grand Opera House,

Canton. Ohio.

(Wire)

“The returning of the print of THE MERRY
WIDOW to the exchange was to us like parting

with a good friend and provider. We say this in

spite of the fact that THE MERRY WIDOW cost us

twice as much as originally bought for.”

August & Ann Milg, Ohio Theatre,

Lorain
, Ohio

(Letter

)

“More than pleased with the manner in which our
patrons praised the production.

“Hope we may have the pleasure of running more
pictures of the qualityofTHEMERRYWIDOW.”

R. F. Plank, Lyric Theatre,

Blacksburg
, Va.

(Letter

)

“THE FRESHMAN had atentative booking date

set for the Stillman Theatre, starting week of Nov-
ember 22nd; in fact it was already advertised in the

Cleveland newspaper for the picture to start that

date, but as a result of the wonderful showing made
by THE MERRY WIDOW on the second week,

absolutely forced to hold it over and therefore in-

stead of putting a new picture in for a holiday week
THE MERRY WIDOW is held over and THE
FRESHMAN set back.”

C. E. Almy,
Cleveland

,
Ohio.

(Wire)

“Tonight previewed Mae Murray in MERRY
WIDOW to largest audience the house has ever

had. Three hundred and ninety-five people stand-

ing. Absolutely your greatest picture this year.

Congratulations on such a masterpiece. Audience
unable to praise it enough.”

De Luxe Theatre,
West Coast Langley Circuit.

BROUGHT THOSE WHO
NEVER CAME BEFORE

(Letter)

“We went to great expense on advertising this

production in three counties in this section; we
brought in people who had never before been in

our house.

“You have a great production in THE MERRY
WIDOW. It is a 100 percent screen entertain-

ment. rp
g Kehoe, Athens Show Shop,

New Bern. N. C.



EVERY EXHIBITORSHOULD
RUN IT/’ SAYS E. D. HINES
(Letter

j

“THE MERRY WIDOW was a real box office

surprise and is a real picture. Every exhibitor

should run it as it is sure fire at the box-office and

will please all patrons.”

E. D. Hines, Jefferson Theatre,

Roanoke , Va.

{Wire )

“Everyone was pleased with it, regardless of age.

Everyone will praise this picture.”

L. G. Little, Palace Theatre,

Pocahontas
,
Va.

( Wire)

“THE MERRY WIDOW we are holding over

for the second week. It speaks a language that the

box office understands.”

P. F. Schwie, Mgr.,

Friedman’s Tower Theatre, St. Paul
, Minn.

M-G-M GREAT. THEWIDOW
SHOULD BE ROADSHOWED
(Letter)

“THE MERRY WIDOW is one of the really

and truly great pictures of all time to my esti-

mation. Just as soon as it was booked to the New
Strand I told my patrons what to expect when it

came to Duluth. I have found from experience in

the past that honest advertising is productive of

results and am proud to say that my patrons have

taken my word when I have suggested unusual

attractions they should not miss seeing. Duluthians

will remember THE MERRY WIDOW long

after other photoplays are forgotten. I have seen

many pictures in the past 14 years (yes, been in it

that long), but, THE MERRY WIDOW-words
fail me. Suffice to say, it should be roadshowed.

Any exhibitor who plays it is giving his patrons an

outstanding production, one of those rare, once-in-

a-long-time treats, and they’ll come to see it again.

Let us have more like it. Been raving a long time

about METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PIC-
TURES-but THE MERRY WIDOW-Oh,
Man!”

Leo F. Ressler, Mgr., New Strand Theatre,

Duluth, Minn.

( Letter)

“THE MERRY WIDOW is head and shoulders

above any picture we have played in many, many
weeks. I do not believe that we have ever played a

picture that has received such splendid comments
as this one. I am not spreading salve when I say

that we actually had patrons who came to see it

three times.”

U. K. Rice, Capitol Theatre,

Salisbury , N. C.

SURPASSEDALL PREVIOUS
BOX-OFFICE RECORDS

(Wire)

“MERRY WIDOW has surpassed all previous

box office records at Madison Theatre. Its popu-

larity has greatly exceeded all expectations; should

be big money maker for all exhibitors.”

G. W. Trendle,
Detroit

,
Michigan

.

(Letter)

“I am attaching herewith invitation and two tickets

to the special De Luxe showing of THE MERRY
WIDOW at the Liberty Theatre of Zanesville, on

Saturday November 28th, at 11 P.M.

“You will note the entire lower floor is $1.00 ad-

mission and it is the first time in the history of

Zanesville that any stunt such as the Liberty is using

on THE MERRY WIDOW has ever been tried out.”

C. E. Almy, Cleveland, Ohio

( Letter)

“We compliment your organization on this pro-

duction. It is one of the best pictures that we
have shown during the present season, and our

audience was enthusiastic over the picture.”

F. W. Twyman, Kendler Zimmerman Co.

Charlottesville
, Va.

(Letter)

‘ ‘THEMERRYWIDOW held over at Allen Theatre,

Akron. As a result of the showing made the second

week it was held a third week, which is the first

time in the history of Akron any picture played

more than two weeks. Allen Theatre is thoroughly

elated over the successful engagement of THE
MERRY WIDOW.”

Almy, Akron, Ohio



SCALPERS SELLING SEATS
AT ALDINE BOX-OFFICE

( Letter)

“THE MERRY WIDOW at an admission price

of $1.65 at the Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia is

doing a tremendous business.

“Last Saturday night, for the first time in the his-

tory of Philadelphia, scalpers were selling tickets

at the Aldine Theatre box office.’'

B. Lynch, Philadelphia
,
Pa.

(Wire)

“Easily the big outstanding picture of this season.

Mae Murray reincarnated; John Gilbert at his

best; Roy D’Arcy new find, cleverest screen villain

in long while.’’

Harry Bernstein, Mgr.,

Wells Interests, Richmond', Va.

USED S. R. 0. IN FACE OF
WORST WEATHER OF YEAR
(Wire)

“Von Stroheim’s MERRY WIDOW opened at

my Paris Theatre yesterday with weather man
against it; the worst weather we have had this year.

In the face of this had to use S. R. O. Today, with

weather not much better, we topped opening day.

Congratulations to you and THE WIDOW.’’

Don Nichols, Mgr.,

Durham Amusement Co., Durham
, N. C.

( Letter)

“THE MERRY WIDOW at the Avon Theatre,

Utica, N.Y., the opening day broke every existing

record of the house. On the last day of the en-

gagement, people were standing in line, filling the

lobby right out to the street. And now THE
MERRY WIDOW will play second run at the De
Luxe Theatre, a house whose policy is also first run

pictures.”

E. K. O’Shea,

Utica, N. Y.

(Wire)

“MERRY WIDOW splendid production; let’s have

more like it.’’

Strand Theatre,
Cumberland

,
Md.

“YALE BOWL NEEDED
TO HOLD OUR CROWDS”

(Wire)

“I anticipated a profitable week with THE
MERRY WIDOW, but little did I dream that it

play to such a tremendous crowd. The Yale Bowl
seats about seventy-five thousand and that is exactly

what was needed to hold the crowds. Like a well-

known line in a popular ad there’s a reason. All

of Mr. Webster’s adjectives fail to properly describe

just how good THE MERRY WIDOW is. Mae
Murray, John Gilbert and Roy D’Arcy deserve

unlimited praise.’’

James F. Powers, Mgr., Bijou Theatre,

New Haven
, Conn.

MERRY WIDOW
Erich Von Stroheim's production. Starring Mae
Murray and John Gilbert. Henry IE. Savage's
stage success by Lehar-Leon-Stein. Screen adapta-
tion and scenario by Erich Von Stroheim and
Benjamin Glazer.

is the Talk of the Industry

*The Quality 52

is one of the

*52 REASONS WHY
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More Proof— Exhibitors Everywhere Say

“You have the pictures
priced right that make big money
for every exhibitor. The exhib-

itor is your friend. This year’s

product looks better than any
on the market.”

G. R. Norman,
Hostettler Amusement Co.

Omaha, Neb.

“I believe that Universal
was the most profitable buy I

made this season. I helped your
salesman sell a neighboring
exhibitor.”

L. L. Levy,
Palace and Grand Theatres

“I have used ‘Universal*
since May 14, 1917* That ought
to be enough of what I think of
Universal pictures and service,
without saying any more.”

E. W. Mahan,
Regale Theatre

Salem, So. Dakota.

“17 years ago I started using
Universal, and a great deal of

the ‘Pastime’s growth and pop-
ularity is due to the uniform high
standard of Universal Pictures.”

Ike Berney,
Pastime Theatre

Lewistown, Pa.

•

“I have used Universal serv-
ice for two and one- half years
and have always made a nice
profit and my patrons are al-
ways pleased with Universal
pictures.”

John J. Northcutt,
Queen Theatre

Frisco, Texas.

“You cannot help but suc-
ceed, because you are giving the
exhibitor the product that he
can make money on, and nothing
can stop you.”

N. Rosen,
Model Theatre
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nacogdoches, Texas.

“One record after another
has been smashed with this
year’s Denny pictures, and to

top all records we played ‘The
Phantom of the Opera.’ We are
making our bread and butter off

your pictures.”
William H. Creal,

Beacon Theatre

Omaha, Neb.

“There has never been a
week in fifteen years I haven’t
used Universal including every
unit of your service. Yours 100%
Universal.”

Brichetto Bros.,

Crystal Theatre

Knoxville, Tenn.

“For eight years I have got-
ten my best results with Univer-
sal Pictures. The force must be
in the product.”

Maurice Klein,
Golden State Thea. &l Realty Corp.

San Francisco, Calif.

Current
Bigger'Money Hits!

The COHENS and KELLYS
with George Sidney, Charley Murray

and Vera Gordon
Produced in Assoc, with Faultless Pictures Corp.

E. M. Asher, Pres.

A HARRY POLLARD PRODUCTION

THE STILL ALARM
The greatest fire drama ever made with

William Russell and Helene Chadwick
An EDWARD LAEMMLE PRODUCTION

WATCH YOUR WIFE
with Virginia Valli and Pat O’Malley

A SVEND GADE PRODUCTION

HIS PEOPLE
with Rudolph Schildkraut, George Lewis,
Blanche Mehaffey, Virginia Browne

Faire, Rose Rosanova.
An EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION

REGINALD DENNY
in

ROLLING HOME
A WILLIAM SE1TER PRODUCTION

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

“Since starting your service
there is a marked increase in the
attendance, and my patrons are
very much pleased.”

C. F. Taylor,
Theatorium Theatre

Greenup, Ky.

“Congratulations to Univer-
sal’s splendid pictures received
on the Second White List.”

Wm. Raynor
?

Reade’s Hippodrome
Cleveland, Ohio.

“We used your productions
because we have done very good
business on them. They are
consistent money-getters.”

H. C. Congleton,
Phoenix Amusement Co.

Lexington, Ky.

“I have run 1484 Universal
programs in the last 14 years to

700 of all others.”
A. S. Parkin,
Bijou Theatre

Saskatoon, Sask. Can.

Universal*s White List Miles and Miles Ahead of All!
AC- VCA-' *

_ _ , j



Directed by HARRY O. HOYT

Produced Under the Personal

Supervision of

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN

Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

1560 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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|peakslouderthanwords
And this is the kind of action we’re getting every
day-EXHIBITOR ACTIONFROM THEMOST
PROMINENT CIRCUITS AND THEATRES IN
THE COUNTRY

!

It’s a showman’s picture if there ever was one!

EVERYTHING ABOUT IT SPELLS BIG
RECEIPTS -the sensational and unprecedented
amount of publicity the star is receiving - the

wonderful gowns which she brought from Paris -

the prominence of the author with millions of

women throughout the country! It’s already sold

to the public!

NATACHA RAMBOVA

JU VALENTINO
SUPPORTED BY CLIVE BROOK AND A DISTINGUISHED
CAST IN LAURA JEAN LIBBEY’S WORLD FAMOUS STORY

“WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD”
will incite the curiosity of every woman - and
every man - EVERYBODY wants to see the most
talked-aboutwoman in the land! They’ll come in

droves! The picture will PILE UP A GROSS
THAT WILL MAKE YOU PROUD OF YOUR ^ <2— BOX-OFFICE

!

Don’t let it get away! Don’t let

your competitor get ahead of you! IT’S SURE-
FIRE FOR ANY THEATRE

!
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Right cmthe Main Street
of HOT WEATHERrRrofits

The crowds soon find out where
it’s cool during the scorching days
of summer.

They’ll turn a side lane into Main
Street if it’s cool in the lane.

Put your house on the Main Street of

hot weather profits. Already there are

more than 600 theatres there—all Arctic

Nu-Air cooled.

When the Arctic Nu-Air poster ap-

pears in front of the box office the ticket

machines go so fast they fairly tear them-
selves apart.

There’s no reason for slack summer
business. This system is moderately
priced. It’s guaranteed to do all we claim.

It has never failed to surpass these claims.

Don’t let people start that disastrous

rumor that your house is “hot.”

Use the coupon now.

QDeve got^s* of letters likclhis

For Cool Profits

in Hot Weather

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
813 State Lake Bldg.

Chicago, 111.

Tell me how I can put my house (seating )

j

right on the Main Street of Hot Weather Profits, for a moderate

j

down payment and easy terms.

Building

CHICAGO HOUSE Name
DIMENSIONS:

Length Theatre.
Width

Height Address
Balcony?

Ye.< No
City —State-

'S
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HEY’RE dazzling; they’re

gorgeous — Colleen Moore and
Hollywood’s Hundred Beauties, re-

vealing modes to amaze you! Even

the artist who has pictured just a

few ofthem here from life, couldn’t

mirror the shimmering, silken thrill

the color and eye-delight— of

“Irene’s ” indescribable style-revue!

If there were only that, “Irene”

would be a sensation— but there’s

more. It’s THREE GREAT
SHOWS IN ONE!



oorc
In her greatestcomedy achievement

IRENE
cidapledjrom thefamous musical comedy triumph

ciuthor
;
James Montgomery Composers, HarryTierney

andJoseph McCarthy
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T/ie
cBest-Known Show

in America Today
fJ^'WO years on Broadway; season after

season throughout the country —
in every city and town capacity audiences
await “Irene.”

Colleen Moore’s Hit of Hits

is Tippity-Witch Irene O’Dare—out of a

shanty into a mansion ; out of heaven
into your heart. “She’s sure-fire in this

rib-rocking version of the stage success,

abetted by gags that bomb the audience
with laughter,” says Exhibitor’s Review.

Irene” Scores Phenomenally

!

What happened in the forty-eight key-

cities that played “Irene” simultaneously ?

Wires and letters spread the big news.

Records broken! Audiences wildly

enthusiastic! First National registers

another knock-out !

Broadway never gave go



7mksIrene*
a comedy wow and j
a dramatic atml/

ORE

with

HOYD HUGHES
GeoifieKArthm

uiicty
Directed by

AIMEDE.GREEN
JUNE MATHIS

6ditonalViredor
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- the vayFirstNational
ispullinginmillions to see "IRENE
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National advertising,
appearing now in Saturday

Evening Post, Liberty, Photoplay,
Motion Picture, Screenland, Classic
and Film Fun will be carried into
farm and rural publications to build
“Irene’' for big cities and small
towns with equal power.

S
YNDICATED NEWSPAPER
FEATURES and daily comic

M AGNIFICENT ACCESSORIES
include special style-show

posters and original fashion sketches
for department stores and theatre
fronts; FREE fashion trailer in colors;
unusual novelty lobby hangers and
display enlargements—everything to
put a big show over BIG! See them
at all First National exchanges.

Radio exploitation from
Coast to Coast—and every new

box-office idea that showmen can
create when they’re going after a

showman’s picture in the real show-
man’s way!

1\Yaav
* V-N

,,;
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HERALD
Editorial

by

Carl Laemmle

ON February 26th I had been in the motion picture

business twenty years. It was on Feb. 26, 1906,

that I opened the Whitefront theatre on Milwaukee
avenue, Chicago, a small store-front house, containing

seats, the seats being folding chairs rented from a

nearby undertaker.

A lot of water has gone under the bridge since that

day. The moving picture business then was only a

small eddy in the tide of human affairs. Today it is

a mighty current upon which float the dream-ships, the

pleasure barges of all nations.

When considering the present world importance of

the screen and the immense commercial organization it

now entails, credit is usually given to the motion picture

itself—to its inherent value as public entertainment.

The great strides in the screen world are due to other

factors, however, and one of the most important is the

determination and far-sightedness of the rank and file

in the industry.

As I look back over the past twenty years I realize

that pioneering in the motion picture business has been
similar to the pioneering of a nation. In the early days

of the great West, the pioneers—most of them men of

hardihood and great vision—forged ahead in the un-

known, beset on all sides by dangers and hardships.

* * *

I
T was the same way in motion pictures. The pioneers

suffered every conceivable hardship and discourage-

ment. They faced dangers and financial destruction on
all sides. Instead of Indians and wild animals, they

combatted unscrupulous methods on the part of other

forms of popular amusement. They withstood insults,

ridicule, unfair competition and even force. They
fought their way against prohibitive maladministration

on the part of the authorities in many places. And they

struggled and succeeded even in the face of dissension

within their own ranks.

As in the case of any war, or any army, it is the front-

line man who deserves the most credit. The front-line

man in the motion picture battle for success has always

been the small exhibitor. Without in the least detract-

ing from the credit and glory of the other pioneers in

this great industry of ours, I want to emphasize the

large part played in its upbuilding by the small theatre

owner. He is the foot-slogging infantryman of the in-

dustry and his persistent plugging along, week in and
week out, year in and year out, in spite of hell and high

water, is what gives the business a solid foundation to

stand on.

The mighty superstructure we have reared rests on

the staunch footing of the country’s small exhibitors.

Those who would militate against him are undermining
the industry. Those who made it hard for him to

keep his head above water, are weakening their own
underpinning.

I’ve often heard people wonder why I always lay so

much stress on the status of the small exhibitor. It is

because of this fundamental truism, which seems to

have escaped from the consciousness of many people:
The progress of the motion picture industry depends
upon the prosperity of the small exhibitor. The nature
of the motion picture makes this so.

* # #

I
STARTED as a small exhibitor, and by the grace of

Heaven, I am still a small exhibitor. Many of the

houses I have acquired since my original Chicago house,
are small houses, and I feel that I am keenly in touch
with the small exhibitor field, and exceptionally aware
of the problems and difficulties they constantly face,

from within the industry and from without.

You hear many opinions these days as to the future

of the industry. We have always heard flocks of

opinions as to the future of the industry—and despite

the varied assortment of predictions, the industry has
rolled along. That’s why I do not take any stock in

foolish predictions concerning the “cloudy” future of

the small exhibitor.
* * *

TRUE, the small man has been over some rocky
places during the last few years. But then, he

always had rough going and he’ll have more of it. His
ability to get over the rough spots has contributed
largely to the stamina of the entire industry. But he
can always use a little help and a friendly hand.

I instituted the Complete Service Policy, the market-
ing of the entire Universal output on a weekly rental

basis, for the benefit of the small exhibitor. He needed
this help and that he appreciates it is attested by no
less than two thousand letters I have received commend-
ing this policy.

It makes a fellow feel good when he reads these

letters and realizes that he has been able to do a good
turn for an old friend—for a fellow exhibitor. As I

celebrate my 20th anniversary, the knowledge that I

occupy a warm spot in the hearts of so many of the
industry’s pioneers and pluggers, is, in itself, reward
enough for the days, months and years of struggle and
achievement.

All hail the small exhibitor, the doughboy in the
great advance of filmdom.

CARL LAEMMLE.

(During the absence of Martin J. Quigley who
is abroad a series of articles for this page is being

written by a group of leaders in various branches

of the motion picture industry.)
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Sol Lesser to Quit
Industry, Confirms
Sale of West Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—-Sol Lesser, one
of the industry’s most colorful personal-
ities, successful as a distributor, producer
and exhibitor, and
still in his early

thirties, will soon
retire from the

motion picture in-

dustry.

Lesser, who has
been active in the

business for over
17 years, and has
been one of the

guiding forces in

the uphuilding of
the West Coast
chain since its in-

ception, is about
to complete a deal

whereby his inter-

est in the West Coast properties will be

purchased by a syndicate of bankers

headed by Hayden Stone & Company, act-

ing in concert with a group of franchise

holders and important officials of First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc.

Lesser’s holdings in the West Coast

chain comprise 25,000 shares of stock, of

an outstanding amount of 140,000 shares.

Fox Film Corporation owns approximately

one-third interest in the theatres. The
management of the West Coast chain will

hereafter be vested with the First Na-
tional interests and will be personally con-

ducted by Gore Brothers. West Coast

owns and operates 169 theatres, incorpo-

rated about five years ago by Sol Lesser

and the Gore Brothers. Signatures will be

affixed to the final documents this month
on the coast. Lesser also will resign from
about 40 different corporations in which he

is now acting in some official capacity, and
take an extended vacation in Europe with

Mrs. Lesser.

Jack L . Warner Signs
Schrock as Associate

Executive of Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2.—Jack L.

Warner, production chief of Warner
Brothers, has signed Raymond L.

Schrock to a long-term contract as as-

sociate executive of Warner Brothers’

West Coast Studios. Mr. Schrock was
former manager of Universal Studios,
and recently associate producer with
Joseph M. Schenck. He will start at once
on preparations for the Warner Brothers
1926-1927 schedule.

Million DollarBlowout Waits
Conventioneers of M. P. T. O.

All Studios, With Stars and Executive Officers, Are Getting Set

to Give National Exhibitors Biggest Time of Their

Lives at Los Angeles June 1 to 5

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 2.—One of the most pretentious and diversified

programs of entertainment ever offered convention visitors will be that devised
for the 2,000 or more who will attend the next national convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, which is to be held in Los
Angeles, June 1 to 5 inclusive.

A Million-Dollar Blowout
It may well be termed a million-dollar blowout, for all the studios, including

the stars and the executive departments of the production division of the in-

dustry, are getting together to give delegates and guests of the convention the
most enjoyable and memorable time they have ever had.

It will be a week crowded with events
that will make the conclave stand out as
the most notable gathering of the kind
ever held in Los
Angeles, a city fa-

mous the world
over as having
staged some of
the most brilliant

convention fetes

ever devised.
In addition to a

trip to Catalina
Island, trips to the
seaside, bathing
parties, dances,
private entertain-
ments and other
social functions,
herewith is a brief
review of the pro-

Glenn Harper

gram that has been somewhat definitely
arranged by the entertainment committee,
of which Glenn Harper, secretary of the
California Division of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, is chairman

:

Tuesday, June 1.—Gala night at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Culver
City, at which all the stars of this great
production unit will appear as hostesses
and hosts in a feature program, the de-
tails of which are now being worked out.
Wednesday, June 2.—Universal Night,

to be held at the extensive plant of that
organization at Universal City. It has
been tentatively arranged to put on a
series of stellar boxing matches, and also
to feature Reginald Denny and other
stars in the squared circle in fighting
togs. This event will be unique and
many surprises are in store.

Thursday, June 3.—DeMille Night, to
be featured by a banquet served on the
spacious lawn in front of the colonial
studio building fronting on Washington
boulevard at Culver City. All the De-
Mille stars will act as hostesses and
hosts at the banquet, and after the lawn
fete there will be a grand ball on one
of the large stages of the lot.

Friday, June 4.—Paramount Night,

which will be held on the ranch property
of this establishment and will be fea-
tured by the shooting of a great mob
scene in one of the large productions,
all the convention visitors participating
as actors. A barbecue banquet will be
served on the lot and each guest will

be given a copy, or film, of that part
of the picture in which the visitors
appear.

Saturday, June 5.—Warner Brothers
Night—which will be a big radio frolic

extending through the entire evening,
and during which the guests will be per-
mitted to broadcast so that their friends
throughout the country can hear their
voices. It is probable that R. F. Wood-
hull, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, will select
this occasion for the broadcasting to the
nation of a message from the organiza-
tion. There will be a general carnival
in the Warner studios, including dances
and other entertainment features.
These are but the high lights of a pro-

gram that it is promised will never have
been equalled in the annals of the or-
ganization. Los Angeles, appreciating
the opportunity that presents itself of
making a lasting impression upon the
exhibitors of the country, is bending
every effort to put on a show that will

really do the industry proud. The
Chamber of Commerce, city, county and
state officials, civic and social organiza-
tions and leading citizens are giving
generous assistance.
So it is up to the exhibitors of the

country to descend upon Los Angeles
en masse and take part in the big pro-
gram arranged in their honor.

Mabel Normand Signs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2.—Mabel
Normand who has been away from the
screen for three years has signed a con-
tract to appear in Hal Roach comedies for
Pathe release. She is to begin work
March 5.

“Flaming Frontier" Release Marks
50th Anniversary of Custer Death

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.
—“The Flaming Frontier,” Universal’s epic of

the West, will be released on the fiftieth anniversary of the world famed
Battle of the Little Big Horn, popularly known as Custer’s Last Stand. The
premiere at the Colony theatre early in April will also mark one of the high-
lights of the twentieth anniversary of Carl Laemmle’s entrance into the in-
dustry.

“The Flaming Frontier” tells the story of the ttail-blazing pioneers who
“ made the West. Hoot Gibson plays the role of the express rider.
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N EW YORK—Howard Dietz knows a

man who bought a ticket for “The Big

Parade” and then stood at the curb waiting

for it to go past. . . . Charlie Einfeld de-

nies that he attended Earl Carroll’s bath

tub wine party and says it must have been

two other fellows. . . . Aaron Jones,

brown as a berry, blew into the big town
last week from Biloxi, Miss., where he

has been sampling the brand of golf sup-

plied by that blizzardless resort. . . . El-

mer Pearson returned Friday to Pinehurst,

N. C., to finish up a golf match he left un-

completed the week before. . . . Bert En-
nis, now on his own as a publicity expert,

is writing a series of good paragraphs on
“Them were the happy days,” and proba-

bly means the good old summer time when
coal strikes don’t bother. . . . Pete Wood-
hull says that Cathcart girl may be a nice

kid, BUT

—

Charlie Cohen is now in charge

of the exploitation department of Fox
Films, vice his former boss, Ned Holmes
who has been transferred to the West
Coast studios. . . . Watty Rothaker, now
touring the world, radioed friends as he
passed Sandy Hook; “we are now four
quarts out.” . . . Charlie O’Reilly is so

busy building new theatres that he is un-

able to devote more than ten hours a day
to the T. O. C. C. work. . . . Jimmy
Grainger, the traveling kid, is off an an-

other trip to the Middle West and South.
. . . Erich Pommer, former UFA potenate,

sailed last Thursday for Berlin, after a

two weeks stay in New York. . . . Hiram
Abrams returned last week from Havana
and says he notices a distinct difference

in the climate of the two places. . . . Dave
Weshner, long a fixture with Charlie Burr,
has left the Johnny Hines organization and
joined Lester Scott on the Coast. . . . John
Hammell of Paramount who has been seri-

ously ill for some time past, has so far

recovered that he has been removed from
the hospital to his home in Freeport. . . .

R. T. Cranfield sailed last week for London
to open offices for Cranfield and Clarke.

. . . Mysterious Harry Field, long missing
from his accustomed haunts, turned up one
day last week at the Astor .Hunting Room
and held a noonday reception. . . . Henry
Ginsberg, driving to his country club, wait-
ed at a railroad crossing 20 minutes for a
“Stop, Look and Listen” sign to change
so he could cross in safety. . . . E. Lloyd
Sheldon has gone to Miami, Fla., to help
supervise Bebe Daniels’ “The Palm Beach
Girl.” . . Eddie Klein, handler of Ameri-
can films abroad, sailed Friday on the
Olympic for an extended trip. . . . Harry
Warner is due to arrive from Europe early
this week with important announcement of
details of his British production plans. . . .

Arthur Friend, now a theatre magnate, is

getting ready to open his new million dol-
lar New Haven house on March 15. . . .

Irving Thalberg who has been in New
York for the past two weeks left Sunday
for Hollywood, after signing up a few
new directors for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
. . . Dick Weil says the industry is not
keeping close tab on him as he resigned
from Arrow several months ago, and
they’re just now finding it out. . . . Joseph
Schenck arrives early this week for a six
weeks stay in New York. . . . Nat RotR-
stein says the sign he will erect on the
Colony for “The Flaming Frontier” will
make all other Broadway signs look like a
kerosene lamp. . . . Roxy Rothafel sang
his radio swan song over WEAF last Wed-
nesday, giving up broadcasting until fall to
devote his time to his new theatre project.

—SPARGO .

Bess Flowers, Tom Santschi and Fred Thomson appear in the above scene from the Film
Booking Offices picture, “Hands Across the Border,” the latest to be produced by the Star.
Bess Flowers is Thomson’s leading woman in the F. B. O. picture.

Hands

Across

the

Border

F. B. O.

Fred is fast with the gun in
this scene from the film now
in production.

Tyrone Power is in this
scene with Thomson in
“Hands Across the Border.’

This scene with Thomson and
Bess Flowers is in the midst of
a masked ball where a gunman
suddenly halts the hero.

Fred Thomson, right, is well
known as a world champion
athlete, having annexed many
honors before entering pictures.
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Haugen’s Action Brings Hope
of Getting Fairer Music Tax

Places Suggestions from Hinds Before Patent Committee with

Appeal for Friendly Consideration—Finds Con-

gressmen Favor Aiding Exhibitors

Hope for passage of a copyright bill more equitable than the present meas-
ure is seen in a recent offer of cooperation with the industry by United States

Representative Gilbert N. Haugen of Iowa.

Haugen Appeals to Patents Committee
To a letter of suggestions from Fred C. Hinds of the Cresco theatre at

Cresco, Iowa, Congressman Haugen replied that he had referred the matter to

the committee on patents with a personal recommendation that the suggestions

be given friendly consideration. Mr. Haugen declared he had spoken to a

number of members of Congress regarding the apparent injustice to exhibitors

in the present law and found that all agreed the matter deserved consideration.

Photoplay Starts

Nationwide Film
Contest for Fans

Twenty-two cities have been lined up for

the “Movie Lovers Contest” which has been
launched by James R. Quirk, editor of
Photoplay Magazine, and Edward A. Mac-
Manus who was promotion man for the

Hearst interests for several years. It is

to be conducted in each city in the coun-
try and will have the cooperation, it is

planned, of the best newspaper in each
community.

Prizes totalling $10,000 will be awarded
in each city; the judges in each city will

include the motion picture writer of the

newspaper
;
men and women are invited to

compete
;
pictures used will be of good box

office quality. Post office regulations are

being complied with.

It is planned to print in the daily paper
a series of 40 cartoons, representing dif-

ferent pictures released during the past
five years, at the same time that the

theatre will be running “photoplaylets,”

with scenes from these pictures. A list

of the theatres will be run in the paper in

each city contracting for the service, and
the exhibitor should have a good run on
his box office during the life of the contest.

Camera Could Not Get
Pictures of Smartest
Gowns Under New Bill

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 2.—
Representatives of the Hays organiza-
tion February 18 appeared before the
members of the house committee on
patents to urge adoption of provisions
in the pending Vestal bill which would
exempt the motion picture industry from
its restrictions.

The Vestal bill provides for the copy-
right registration of designs, such as
those used on wall paper, in rugs, dress
goods, etc. Arthur W. Weil declared
that provision should be made to ex-
empt the industry from possibilities of
prosecution under the bill, pointing out
that in the filming of pictures it was
quite possible a rug or gown might be
photographed in which a copyright de-
sign appeared. He was assured by mem-
bers of the committee that provision
would be made to relieve the industry
from any danger along that line.

Incorporations Increase;
9 Get Charter in Week

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 2.—More mo-
tion picture companies were incorporated
in New York state the past week than in
several previous weeks, and a larger capi-
talization also was shown. There were
nine new companies with capitalization
ranging from $10,000 to as high as $100,-
000. These companies were :

Hempsted Operating Company, Inc., capitalized
at $20,000; Calderone Rivoii Operating Corpora-
tion, Hempstead, $20,000; Intellectual Film Co.,
Inc., $15,000; Embassy Finance and Service Corp-
oration, $100,000; Oxford Producing Company,
Inc., $30,000; Just Life, Inc., $25,000; Ansonia
Pictures, Inc., $10,000; The 1034 Second Avenue
Corporation, and The 235 East Fourteenth St.
Corporation.

Still Suspended
The Audit Bureau of Circulations Mem-

bership List published under date of Feb-
ruary IS, 1926, names Motion Picthre News,
New York City, as one of three “Publica-
tions Under Suspension” in the Business
Division. Modern Mining, Pittsburgh, and
American Directory, New York City, are
the other two.

The following is a part ot Mr. Haugen’s
letter to Mr. Hinds

:

“I have deferred answering your letter

in regard to the apparent injustice to thea-

tre owners until after conferring with
members as to advisability and possibility

of passing a bill more equitable and just

than the present copyright law. All whom
I have conferred with agree that the mat-
ter is worthy and deserving of considera-
tion.

Hopes New Bill Will Be Drafted

“I am now referring your letter to the

committee on patents, which has jurisdic-

tion over copyright legislation, supplement-
ing it with my letter urging that your
suggestions be given due and friendly

consideration. While no definite assurance
can be given as to a wise solution of the

matter, I trust that the committee may
draft and report a measure that will give

the desired results.”

Mr. Hinds, in a letter to the Herald, sees

concrete evidence in Mr. Haugen’s letter

that definite action at last is in sight. Mr.
Hinds, a veteran exhibitor and well-known
in the industry, writes the Herald in part

as follows:

“It seems to me that our Iowa repre-

sentative has done just a little more than
many toward eliminating the doggone
music tax. They finally hooked me and I

wrote to our members of Congress and
gave them all the horrid details. Acknow-
ledgment from the others—some real action

from Haugen.

Congressmen Favor Change

“Man, that thing is in the hands of the

very committee who can correct it now

—

with a recommendation by one of the old-

est members of Congress that a new law
be passed relieving us of this ‘collecting

at both ends’ proposition. That’s about the

most action I’ve ever heard of, coming as

it did merely from a letter. Note that he
says every Congressman he has talked with
agrees that this law should be changed.
“Haugen has made a real move for us.

That boy don’t pigeonhole stuff from his

constituents. This whole thing is merely
a matter of putting it in the proper place,

because it’s so ridiculous on the face of it,

that Congress will eliminate it once it is

properly brought to their attention. It

looks as if it now would be brought to

their attention properly and it’s only a

matter of all theatres explaining the thing

to their congressmen at this time to elimi-

nate it. I should think a man would write

three letters to save himself $30 to $300.

Naturally, I thanked Mr. Haugen very
much on behalf of the motion picture in-

dustry.”

Seider Attacks Amendments
Meantime the M. P. T. O. A. headquar-

ters are directing what Business Manager
Joseph M. Seider describes as its most in-

tensive legistlative compaign against pro-
posed amendments to the copyright law
which would give the American Society of
Authors, Composers and Publishers prac-
tically free reign in dictation of a levy on
taxable music. Attorney Fulton Brylawski
of Washington, retained by the administra-
tive committee of the M. P. T. O. A., says
the proposed amendments are so astutely

compiled that if they were passed the
whistling of more than four bars of a copy-
righted tune in public would make the

whistler liable for taxation.

Ohio M. P. T. O. Sends
Protest to Legislators

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS, OHIO, March 2.—Mem-
bers of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, through
President W. M. James, have protested
against the proposed amendments to the
copyright law in a letter to all Ohio con-
gressmen and senators. “In order to pre-

vent the further taxing of this industry
and a positive elimination of the small
exhibitor.” Mr. James quotes the objec-
tions of Attorney Brylawski to “this ob-
noxious bill.”

Canadians Will Fight
Proposed Amendments
OTTAWA, ONT., March 2.—Members

of the M. P. T. O. at Montreal held a
special meeting recently at which the
amendments to the Canadian Copyright
Act, now before the House of Commons
at Ottawa, were condemned, the decision
being reached to oppose the second
reading of the bill. The M. P. T. O. has
decided to send a deputation to the

Canadian capital. It was argued that all

rights in sheet music should be covered
by the purchase price. It was intimated
that, if the bill goes through, exhibitors
would have to raise admission prices.

Walter Reade Jailed

in Blue Sunday Fight;
Will Test Law Relics
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PERTH AMBOY, N. J., March 2.—
Walter Reade, owner of 29 motion pic-

ture theatres in this state, was jailed yes-

terday in default of $15,000 bail for run-

ning his three theatres here on Sunday.
Reade refused to plead. His counsel asked
postponement pending application for a

writ of habeas corpus to test the law, en-

acted shortly after the Revolutionary War.

Heath Back to F. B. O.
HOLLYWOOD.—Percy Fleath, scenarist, has

returned to F. B. O. to take a position as Sce-

nario editor. .

1
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Re-Takes
KingVidorAbility Shown Again
At Premiere of “La Boheme”

John Gilbert and Lillian Gish Do Exceptionally Praiseworthy Work
in Pantomime of Dueling Scene

By JOHN SPARGO

NEW YORK, March 2.—King Vidor’s ability to direct is again ably
demonstrated in “La Boheme,” which opened at the Embassy thea-
tre last Wednesday. While the film version is fairly similar to the

operatic “La Boheme,” the screen story is really an original treatment by
Fred DeGresac, based on a collection of short stories, “Life in the Latin
Quarter,” from the pen of Henri Murger.

T A BOHEME is pure romance. The
story is told in a simple way and

while a strain of sadness is uppermost,
there are snatches of gaiety, tender-
ness and humor which relieve the trag-
edy.

Old Paris Settings Beautiful

The settings of old Paris are beauti-
fully done and contribute much to the
enjoyment of the picture. The story
is chiefly concerning the lovers, Mimi
and Rodolphe, who live in the Latin
quarters happily content in the face of
poverty because they have found each
other.

Lillian Gish as Mimi is sweet, sad
and wistful. She is a little seamstress
who loves Rodolphe and sacrifices her-
self unceasingly to put over his literary
talents. John Gilbert as Rodolphe, the
lover, is lighthearted, tempestuous and
gay, but very sad in the final sequence
in which Mimi creeps home to die.

Dueling Pantomime Well Done
One of the best features in the film

is the pantomime of a dueling scene,
taken from one of Rodolphe’s plays and
enacted on different occasions by both
Mimi and Rodolphe. The work of both
John Gilbert and Lillian Gish is excep-
tionally praiseworthy in this scene.
The rest of the cast was very much

subordinated to the two principal play-
ers. Renee Adoree, as Musette, was
as adorable as usual, and the audience
could have stood much more of her.

Roy D’Arcy as the villian, Count Paul,

did the little he had to do in his usual
capable manner. The rest of the cast
included Edward Everett Horton, Gino
Corrado, George Hassell, David Mir,
Gene Pouyet, Karl Dane, Matilde Co-
mont, Catherine Vidor, Valentina Zi-
mina and Frank Currier.

Howes, Perrin and
Sullivan Signed by

Rayart for 8 Each
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, March 2.—W. Ray
Johnston, president of Rayart Pictures
Corporation, last week announced the
company had signed contracts for the
release of productions starring Reed
Howes, Billy Sullivan, and Jack Perrin,
each to appear in eight pictures on next
year’s program. The Howes pictures
will be produced and directed by Harry
J. Brown.

Rayart has also closed with H. H.
Van Loan for three stories to be used in

the series of Rayart Superior Melo-
dramas. Billy West will appear in four
comedy dramas on the 1926-1927 Rayart
schedule.
Balancing the Rayart program for

1926-1927 will be 26 Rayart-Radiant
comedies produced by Morris R.
Schlank, featuring Bobby Ray and four
serial plays. Johnston will go to the
Coast soon to confer with Rayart pro-
ducing units on continuities and sup-
porting casts for the first productions.

ONE of the mysteries of the world is

what becomes of all the stories se-

lected by the dear, indulgent Ameri-
can public for the screen idols.

* * *

If placed end to end these stories would
probably reach the full length of two
Hollywood blocks which is quite some dis-

tance if you know Hollywood.
* * *

An optimist is a story-fan who submits
stuff to a film company and then expects

to get a check by return mail.
* * *

Off With Whiskers
Harry Langdon and his entire company

are out of the brush once more. And
Hollywood barbers declared a holiday.

Harry, the star of “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp”
wore a beautiful set of red whiskers for

the final scenes of his picture.
* t- *

Bill Tells ’Em
Will Rogers came to town last week and

gave the natives the lowdown on Florida.

He wasn’t sent out by the chamber of com-
merce and he doesn’t write the ads for
Florida. He writes the Bull Durham ads.

He says one of the great mistakes Florida

will ever make is to allow itself to become
annexed to the U. S.

* * *

Bill Hart and ten of his cowboys attend-

ed the show to hear Will Rogers and in

lieu of a bouquet sent the Follies comedian
a bale of straw. So Will repaid them by
advertising “Tumbleweeds.”

* * *

Modest Violet
They discover all sorts of things in Cali-

fornia. A University professor has re-

cently learned that flowers get drunk. He
saw a violet slap a tiger lily in the puss,

he says.
** *

Mixing
Just to show you that the exhibitors are

getting in closer touch with the actors, we
saw Charlie Lamb of Rockford, 111., and
Charlie Murray, the First National star,

hobnobbing together last week.
* * *

I Wonder
Do you suppose if the Bread Trust buys

up all the bakeries they’ll have the crust

to double prices?
* * *

Ain’t Nature Grand
I see by the papers they are feeding cat-

tle on onions in Colorado and it is said the
steaks are so nicely flavored they no longer
have to be smothered. It helps irrigation

too for the cows cry so much the coming
season looks good for a big hay crop.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“We’ll star you but there’ll be no close-

ups.”
s|c jjs

The papers say bobbed hair is going out.
Well, I saw a bald spot in one bobbed head
last week, so I guess it must be so. R.M.

Columbia Grows; Myers
Heads Technical Staff

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 2.—An-
nouncement of promotions in the expan-
sion of the Columbia organization here
was made yesterday as follows:
Harry L. Kerr will act as general production

manager; Amos Myers will have charge of tech-
nical and art work; Bert Wayne will have charge
of electrical equipment; George Scarborough,
Douglas Bronson, Thomas Hopkins and Paul
Gangelin have been added to the staff of writers;
E. A. Patterson has been appointed in charge of
studio publicity.

WHAT EXHIBITORS ARE SAYING ABOUT-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
“Long live the HERALD, a great friend of the exhibitor, and why

should we not be a friend to the HERALD.”—W. L. LANDERS,
Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

“I would not think of being without the HERALD at any price. I

need only this great paper to convince me that I would be a very
poor showman without it.” ERNEST F. INGRAM, Ingram theatre,

Ashland, Ala.
¥ ¥ ¥

“We can’t do without the HERALD. It is the best trade paper
published.”—C. F. CRAIG, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.

¥ ¥ ¥

“Wouldn’t try to run without the HERALD.”—F .R. MEIER-
BACHTOL, Elysian theatre, Elysian, Minn.

¥ ¥ ¥

“The HERALD is the very best paper that I have ever received.

No fooling! It’s all there, and your ‘What the Picture Did For Me’
section is well worth the subscription price.”—F. D. Moore, Liberty
theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.

¥ ¥ ¥

“We understand that a new BOX OFFICE RECORD is coming out
soon. Please insure our copy for about $25 when you send it.”—C. A.
SPAINHOUR, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kans.
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ARCHITECTS’ DRAWING of the $1,500,000 studio at Burbank, Cal., construction of which has just been
undertaken by First National.

Michigan Holds
Business Meet;
Discuss Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, March 2.—Approximately
200 exhibitors and their wives attended the

Washington’s Birthday luncheon business

meeting held under the auspices of the

M. P. T. O. of Michigan, this constituting

a record for a meeting aside from the state

conventions.

Judge Alfred J. Murphy of the Wayne
County circuit court and Edgar A. Guest
were headliners. Later in the session

David Palfreyman, manager of the film

board of trade, and H. M. Richey, man-
ager of the exhibitor organization, went
into detail with the delegates regarding the
uniform contract and an open discussion
cleared up many stickers.

Manager H. M. Richey announced that

copies of the new uniform contract were
to be mailed to every exhibitor in the
state, with a postal card reply on which
the exhibitor could denote paragraphs on
which he desired further information.

Schad Picks Committee
For Eastern M. P. T . O.

For Third Presidency
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 2.—H.
J. Schad, president of the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylavnia, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware, upon being elected to
office for the third successive year, ap-
pointed the following committees to serve
during the ensuing year

:

Executive committee—Geo. Bennethum, Phila-
delphia, chairman; M. E. Gomerford, Scranton;
Ed Fay, Philadelphia; Frank Keeney, Williams-
port; Walter G. Stuempfig, Philadelphia; Michael
Steifel, Philadelphia; Herbert R. Effenger, Phil-
adelphia; W. C. Hunt, Wildwood, N. J. ; L. J.
Chamberlain, Shamokin, Pa.; Walter Vincent,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Chas. C. Hildinger, Trenton,
N. J., and P. Mortimer Lewis, Atlantic City, N. J.
The following chairmen were also named; Jack

Rosenthal, entertainment; A. E. Altman, fire
marshal and operator; D. Barrist, publicity and
propaganda; M. W. Brenner, Elmer Prince, Wil-
liam Cohen and William Laportes, finance com-
mittee; Elliott J. Goldman, sergeant-at-arms com-
mittee; Clarence Hexter, carnivals; M. J. Lessy,
membership; Lew Pizor, arbitration; I. Perlin,
posters and supplies.

A board of managers will be the na-
tional convention committee.

Fox Staff Adding Many
Good Scenario Writers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 2.—Sol M.
Wurtzel, general superintendent of the
Fox studios, and Edwin C. Hill, scenario
editor, are assembling what looks to be
one of the most important staffs of sce-
nario writers in the business to prepare
next season’s productions for the screen.

$1,500,000 Work Starts on
FirstNational Burbank Studio

Spanish Background Will Be Retained at Plant Near Los Ange^

les, Says Rowland—Largest Wardrobe Buildings

in West Outlined, Declares McCormick
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.-—Construction is getting under way on the new
First National Studios at Burbank, Cal., to cost over $1,500,000 and designed
to be the finest in the world. Architect’s plans have been completed.

Close to Oldest California Missions

On a site three miles from the heart of Los Angeles, but a few miles from
one of the oldest California missions and nearer still to the Church of the

Angels, California’s ancient and picturesque place of worship, there soon
will rise a studio plant of surpassing beauty and affording every latest mechan-
ical device that can contribute to the making of motion pictures.

As befits the traditions of that section,
the studios will maintain uniformity in
their Spanish architecture. While
equipped with every technical improve-
ment requisite for production efficiency,

the architects plan to have the whirl of
the production machinery muffled in the
serene quiet of the old Spanish missions.

Forty Structures Planned

“We aim,” said Richard A. Rowland,
general manager of First National Pic-
tures, “to keep the old Spanish back-
ground throughout, but within the exte-
rior walls everything that is modern and
complete for the making of motion pic-

tures will be installed.

RICHARD A. ROWLAND

JOHN McCORMICK

“Under the personal supervision of C.

P. Butler, one of First National’s officials,

the buildings soon will take shape.
There will be some 40 structures cover-
ing the acreage we control. Five of the
main buildings will face the principal
road, the others being within the walls
of the plant and including ten stages,

wardrobe buildings, prop buildings,

dressing room buildings, executive build-

ings and workshops.

“The stage space that First National
will control will be the greatest in the

world. Each stage will approximate 135

(Continued on page 39)
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WESTERN STARS to appear in Associated Exhibitors releases through a con-
tract just signed. They will make six Westerns each. Left to right: Buddy
Roosevelt, Buffalo Bill, Jr., and Wally Wales.

Associated Gets 18 Westerns
From Lester E. Scott, Jr.

Releases Will Include Three Groups of Six Productions Starring

Buddy Roosevelt
, Buffalo Bill, Jr., and Wally Wales

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, March 2.—Associated Exhibitors will distribute 18

Western features to be produced by Lester E. Scott, Jr., under the

terms of a contract signed last week. The 18 pictures will be
divided into three groups—six starring Buddy -Roosevelt, six starring

Buffalo Bill, Jr., and six starring Wally Wales, the “cowboy prince.”

Independents Are
Holding Their Own
in Number; Elliott

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Frederick H.
Elliott after completing a compilation of
the independent exchanges and state rights

buyers of the country announces that there

has been no falling off in the number of

members of this important branch of the

industry. The survey was made by Elliott,

in his capacity of general manager of the
Independent Motion Picture Association of
America and the official details of the sur-

vey will soon be distributed to members of
the association.
According to Elliott’s figures there were 254

independent exchanges and state right buyers in
the United States with the beginning of 1926,
operating in 45 cities scattered throughout 32
States and the District of Columbia. Canada has
15 exchanges distributed' among six cities making
a total of 269 exchanges in both countries.
Of the 254 exchanges in the United States,

the empire state heads the list with 35 of which
21 are in New York city. California is second
with 26 of which 14 are located in Los Angeles
and eleven in San Francisco. Pennsylvania is

third with 25 of which 15 are located in Phila-
delphia and nine in Pittsburgh. Massachusetts
is fourth with 14 all located in Boston. There are
11 exchanges in Chicago while Detroit and Min-
neapolis have nine each and Oklahoma City and
Milwaukee have eight each. Cleveland, St. Louis,
Atlanta, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Dallas and
Washington, D. C. have seven exchanges respec-
tively.

Famous Players

Announces New
THE signing culminates negotiations

progressing for several weeks with Mr.
Scott, who is head of Action Pictures, Inc.

Acquisition of these three Western stars,

together with the recent signing of Bill

Cody, gives Associated a lineup of Western
stars to provide exhibitors with a constant
supply of slam-bang action Westerns.

Production Starts at Once
The Lester E. Scott, Jr., productions will

be produced at the Associated Studios in

Hollywood, starting immediately, and it is

expected the first will be ready for release

early in May.
The three new Western stars under As-

sociated’s banner are in themselves of
proved ability not only to draw but to

build even bigger followings.

Buddy Roosevelt is a college-bred cow-
boy who has won his spurs on the range.

He has a likeable personality. He has
appeared in many Western features for

State Right companies, for whom his pic-

tures have rolled up record sales.

Ability Already Proved

Buffalo Bill, Jr., needs no introduction
to exhibitors. Although he has already

“arrived” he still is growing in popularity
with fans and exhibitors alike.

Wally Wales, the “cowboy prince,” while
more or less of a newcomer to stellar

honors, already has proved his popularity
and, as with Buffalo Bill, Jr., and Buddy
Roosevelt, has earned the highest praises.

Capitol, Butterfield

House, Opens Mar. 4
OWOSSO, MICH., March 2.—W. S.

Butterfield’s new Capitol is rapidly nearing
completion and will open its doors March
4. Harry Easton, formerly manager of

the Blackstone theatre, South Bend, Ind.,

is the manager.

Miss Talmadge Wed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2.—Constance
Talmadge, star, and A. W. Macintosh
of London were married last Saturday
at San Mateo, Cal.

At left is a
still from
“Here H e

Comes,” a
Sierra Pic-
t u r e s re-

lease,
show ing
star taking
a Saturday
night bath
on Wednes-
d a y after-

noon.

Producing Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

)

NEW YORK, March 2.—B. P. Schul-
berg and Hector Turnbull, associate pro-
ducers for Famous Players-Lasky, have
just announced the recently formed pro-
duction staffs created as a means of insur-
ing direct and special supervision of every
picture coming from the studios.
William Shea, Ruth Brenner and Alfred

Hustwick form Schulberg’s staff. Turn-
bull's aides are Garnett Weston, Dorothy
Cams and Ethel Doherty. Sam Jaffe is

retained as Schulberg’s personal assistant
and William Griffith will serve in the same
capacity for Turnbull.

Guard Routs Gunmen
at Capitol, Montreal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA, ONT., March 2.—A sensa-
tional attempt to rob the Capitol theatre,
Montreal, last week was frustrated by
the watchman, Frank Simonie, who was
fired at several times as he rushed to
the street to give the alarm.
Shortly after midnight, Simonie heard

the telephone bell ring in the office of
Manager Harry Dahn and proceeded to
the office to answer the call. There he
was met by two gunmen who ordered
him to throw up his hands. He ran in-

stead, the robbers firing at him as he
darted through the lobby to St. Cath-
erine street where he fired his own gun
to attract attention. Several motorcycle
policemen rushed to the scene. Manager
Dahn found the receipts intact. The
gunmen escaped.

Kugel Now Heads Ad
Department of Arrow

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Lee Kugel who
has been in charge of publicity for Arrow
Pictures Corporation has become adver-
tising and exploitation manager.
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Ruling Gives Missouri Worst
Blue Law Menace in History

Repeal of Law Is Lone Solution, Attorneys Agree, But Legisla-

ture Won’t Meet Until Next January—Catholic Bureau
Director Calls Censorship Unfair

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, Mo., March 2.—Missouri motion picture exhibitors today are

face to face with the most serious blue law menace that has ever presented

itself.

Theatre Owner’s Conviction Upheld
It has been discovered that the Kansas City Court of Appeals, which on

December 7 handed down a decision upholding the conviction of Jack Ken-
nedy, a motion picture theatre owner of Howard county, held that under
previous Missouri Supreme Court decisions “it must be held that the operation

of a picture show, selling tickets, and requesting and permitting persons under
the management thereof to operate a picture machine and piano do not con-

stitute such household offices of daily necessity as the statute contemplates. In

this view of the case we can hold the judgment of the trial court was proper.”

K-M Meet Set for

April 20; Biechele

Says He Won ’t Run
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 2.—The
annual convention of the M. P. T. O. Kan-
sas-Missouri, the date of which has been
set as April 20 and 21 at Joplin, Mo., prob-
ably will see the passing of a man who has
been a national figure in the industry.

R. R. Biechele, president of the organiza-
tion, a national director and one of the

pioneer leaders in the Allied organization,

announced last week that he would decline

to run for office again. Biechele has served
two years as president of the M. P. T. O.
K.-M. and his reign has been marked by
unusual success.

The organization of which he is the head
has gained 50 per cent more strength since

he took over the reins. Biechele’s two
terms have been terms of self-sacrifice and
hard work. Always has he kept in close

touch with national affairs, participating in

a majority of the more important meetings
of national character.

He is owner and manager of the Osage
theatre, Kansas City, Kan.

Burkey to Take
Film Board Plea
to Supreme Court

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 2.—His
application for a writ of prohibition against
the joint board of arbitration in Kansas
City denied Thursday by the Jackson Coun-
ty court of appeals, W. O. Burkey, man-
ager of the Admiral theatre, announced he
would file a similar application with the su-

preme court of Missouri the following day.
The application sought a writ to prohibit

the rendering of decisions by the Arbitra-
tion Board in film cases, growing out of a

case in which Paramount was the plaintiff,

and Burkey the defendant.

Burkey who has been prominent in Kan-
sas City film circles for a number of
years delivered an open tirade against the
present uniform contract as well as the

proposed standard exhibition contract, this

week.

Riesenfeld to Compile
Score for “Frontier”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Dr. Hugo
Resienfeld has been engaged by Universal
to compile an elaborate musical score for
the presentation
of “The Flaming
Frontier,” epic of
the West made by
the Laemmle com-
pany. It will have
its premiere a t

the Colony theatre
in April.

The New York
public library has
already placed at

his disposal some
of the rarest'
American musical
material, embody-
ing airs popular Hue° Retsenfeid

with the American
army of the ’70’s, the period during which
the action of the picture takes place.

Kennedy had been fined $25 and costs
for violating Section 3596 of the Revised
Statutes of 1919. The section reads:
“Every person who shall either labor

himself, or compel or permit his appren-
tice, or servant, or any other person
under his charge or control, to labor or
perform any work other than the house-
hold offices of daily necessity or char-
ity, or who shall be guilty of hunting
game or shooting on the first day of the
week, commonly called Sunday, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
shall be fined not exceeding $50.”

Club in Blue Noses’ Hands
This section is reinforced by a long

list of Missouri Supreme Court decisions
holding the law constitutional and with
the new interpretation by the Kansas
City Court of Appeals places in the
hands of the reformers a club with which
to inflict their narrow views on all of

Missouri. They hope to close all the-

atres, baseball and other amusement
parks, dance halls, soft drink parlors,

newsstands, tire repair shops, gasoline
filling stations—in fact, everything but
churches.
Under strict interpretation of the law

not even street cars, trains or motor-
buses could operate.
Attorneys agree that the only way

Missouri can extricate itself is to repeal
the law. The Missouri legislature does
not meet until January, 1927.

Smaller Towns Hard Hit

While it is probable that no serious
attempt will be made in Kansas City or
St. Louis to inflict the effects of this

measure on the people until the reform-
ers take legal steps to force the police
to act, it is certain that in hundreds of

the smaller towns of the state the blue

law advocates will insist upon their

pound of flesh and shut things down
tight on Sunday.

The first Missouri blue laws were
passed in 1825 and have been lying dor-

mant on the statute books since. Now,
however, the Kansas City Court of Ap-
peals has given carte blanche to the re-

formers to go full speed ahead.

Censorship Attacked by
Catholic Bureau Director

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Fault-finding
criticism of motion pictures was deplored

by Charles A. McMahon, director of the

motion picture bureau of the National

Catholic Welfare Conference, in a recent

address from Station WLWL.
William Allen White’s recent article in

Collier’s, entitled “Are the Movies a Mess
or a Menace” upon which Martin J. Quig-
ley commented in the Herald, was attack-

ed by Mr. McMahon as “serving to illus-

trate the type of unfair and undependable
criticism of the screen.”

Irish Get 5,000,000
Feet of Film in

925
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 2.—
Harold M. Collins, American consul at

Dublin, reports that the footage of films

submitted to the Free State censorship

authorities during 1925 was 5,451,326, be-

ing an increase of 507,526 feet over the

1924 figure.

“Billboard” and M. P. P. D. A. Praise

Herald’s Biggest Money Makers List
The HERALD’S list of “The Biggest Money Makers of 1925” is the sub-

ject of commendatory articles in the “Billboard” issue of February 27 and
“The Motion Picture,” monthly publication of the M. P. P. D. A.
“The Motion Picture” in the current issue says that the HERALD list

indicates “a great victory for those who have labored in and out of the
industry for the betterment of motion picture production” and that “in pre-
senting this list the EXHIBITORS HERALD takes occasion to say that
these pictures afford a real guidance for both producer and distributor.”

Stating “the list has just been made available through the Hays office,” the
“Billboard” declares: “That the public is not supporting socalled sex pic-
tures, society dramas, stories of beer-drinking revels, petting parties and
whatnot overloaded with Boccaccio frankness is borne out in blazing proof
by the list of 104 motion pictures selected by exhibitors throughout the
country as the best moneymakers during the past year.”
Both the “Billboard” and “The Motion Picture” closed their articles by

reprinting the HERALD’S list.
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Tony Sudekum, president of Crescent Amusement Company at Nashville, Tenn.,
called in his managers and assistant managers for a get-together at the Princess
theatre, and Kenton Franklin, Famous Players exploitation representative, ad-
dressed them. A banquet followed. Attending were:
(Starting at bottom , left to right) Robert **Red f

* Longhurst, Princess ; Will Sudekum and Alfred Aldrich

,

Elite; Elmo Jackson , John Lawrence , Rex; Harry Sudekum , secretary of Crescent Amusement and man-
ager of Princess and Orpheum; Lewis Jones, Fifth Avenue; Abe Rothberg , mascot; B. McKinney Stratton,
traveling representative; C. D. Dean

,
general manager; Ernest Dubois

,
Alhambra; Chas. Steadman

,

Princess stage manager; Blankenship , Strand , Tuscumbia
, Ala.; Eugene Ray,

Strand; H. G. Judkins

,

Strand and Elite , Nashville ; C. J. Ross
, Sheffield, Ala.; G. P. Banniza, Fifth Avenue and Rialto, Nash-

ville; Thomas, Capitol; C. R. McCown, Belmont; L. C. Potts, Princess and Strand, Morristown, Tenn.;
Jas. Stewart, sign artist; Louis Rosenbaum, Princess and Majestic, Florence, Ala.; J. L. Hatcher, Howard,
Lebanon, Tenn.; T. O. Ratliff, Princess, Albany, Ala-, and Star and Delite, Albany and Decatur; W. E.
Harmon, Gay, Harriman, Tenn.; Vernon Rinehart, Princess, Springfield ,

Tenn.; Oscar Altman, Princess,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Wm . Elliott , Princess and Rex, Hopkinsville, Ky.; J. P. Masters ,

traveling representa-
tive in Kentucky and manager of Bowling Green theatres ; Lee Castelberry, Imperial, Gadsden, Ala.; Jas.
Clardy

,
Hopkinsville ; A. E. Shortley, Princess, Columbia, Tenn.; Russell Masters, Capitol and Diamond,

Bowling Green, and C. G. Joyner, Capitol, Paris, Tenn.

FP-L Graduates Junior Stars

At Ritz-Carlton Banquet
Diplomas of Paramount Picture School Assure $75 W eekly Initial

Salary to Each Player—Lasky Addresses Students

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, March 2.-—How would you like to be graduated from
school and have the principal hand you a diploma which would
assure you a job with an initial salary of $75 a week? That, last

night, was the unique experience of 16 young men and women, students
of the Paramount Picture School, in whose honor 300 guests gathered in
the grand ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton hotel. New York City.

THE eight young women and eight
young men have been learning to be-

come motion picture actors and ac-
tresses. They had
completed an in-

tensive six-
months’ course
and had wound
up that course by
taking part in

their first pic-

ture, “Fascinat-
ing Youth,” and
the “diplomas”
were in the form
of contracts. Im-
mediately after
dinner this pic-
ture was shown
and the round of

applause each
student received when he or she first

appeared on the screen was reminiscent
of other graduation exercises in high
schools and colleges the world over.

Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was
chief speaker of the evening. It was his

vision that had made the school possible.
Besides the hundred newspaper and

magazine writers, there were gathered
executives of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation and many other notables in

the screen world who had watched the

progress of the Paramount School with
keen interest.

“One of the constant problems in the
rapidly changing business of motion pic-
ture production is the need of skilled
players,” said Mr. Lasky.

“The establishment of the Paramount
Picture School, Inc., was the first real
step toward putting on a practical basis
the industry’s efforts to augment the
number of its artists. It was our hope
that, by means of this school, young men
and women of real talent might win
their opportunity in pictures without the
heartaches, the privations and the de-
feats which faced the beginner under
conditions which obtained previously.
“Our aim in founding the Paramount

Picture School, Inc., embraced more
than teaching how to act. It was hoped
that the students, in the course of their

studies, would become imbued with a
lofty conception of the screen artist’s

opportunities and responsibilities. We
believe, so far as this first class is con-
cerned, that hope has been realized.

These students have been taught the

great responsibility which is placed upon
them as public figures; they have been
shown the pitfalls that lurk in the path
of the young and popular player; they
have been taught those principles of

right-living and right-thinking that will

make them worthy to be a part of the

greatest force for enlightenment and
recreation that the world has ever seen.

“And so we dedicated this school to

those thousands of young men and
women who were seeking fame and
fortune in motion pictures; to the mil-
lions all over the world who find pleas-
ure and happiness in screen entertain-
ment; and to that splendid company of
artists who found the motion picture a
toy and made of it an art.

“These students of our first class have
given their time, their energy, their

brains, their youthful enthusiasm in an
earnest effort to acquire the knowledge
and art that were deemed essential to
their success as screen players, and to

live up to those high principles laid

down by the founders of the school.
Both we and they have done all that
is humanly possible to this end. It is

for you, the public, to determine the
measure of success.”

Charles Brokaw, president of the class,

responded for the graduates, voicing the
thanks of the class to Mr. Lasky, the
executive council and the instructors of
the school.
The sixteen students are Ivy Harris of

Atlanta; Josephine Dunn,, New York;
Iris Gray, Wichita; Thelda Kenvin,
Brooklyn; Jeanne Morgan, Medford
Hillside, Mass.; Dorothy Nourse, Rox-
bury, Mass.; Mona Palma, New York;
Thelma Todd, Lawrence, Mass.; Charles
Rogers, Olathe, Kan.; Robert Andrews,
New York; Greg Blackton, Brooklyn;
Charles Brokaw, Columbus, Ohio; Claud
Buchanan, Boston; Walter Goss, New
York; Irving Hartley, New York; Jack
Luden, Reading, Pa.

Fox Lists Net
Earnings for 11
Mos. --$2,527,241

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Fox Film
Corporation earnings for the first eleven
months of 1925 were $2,527,241, accord-
ing to a statement issued last week by
Jack G. Leo, a vicepresident of the
company. The statement was issued, ac-
cording to Mr. Leo, to counteract mis-
leading rumors in regard to the com-
pany, supposed to have been set afloat
by a recent action of the New York
Stock Exchange in rejecting an appli-
cation to list additional shares of non-
voting common stock of the Fox
company.

Following is Mr. Leo’s statement:
“Allowing for the increase in common stock

authorized in 1925 to provide working capital,

earnings for 11 months on the average amount of
stock outstanding were more than $8.33 a share.
“When earnings for December are available the

company will show earnings for 1925 of between
$9.50 and $10 a share on the average amount
outstanding and $5.50 to $6 a share on the total

now outstanding. Since the beginning of the new
theatrical season in September earnings have in-

creased rapidly. Net income for September, Octo-
ber and November, the latest months available, was
$964,652 against $400,422 in 1924, an increase
of 140 per cent.

“Gross business in the United States and Can-
ada from Sept. 1 to Feb. 13 last was 39 per cent
greater than in the same period a year previous.
Gross business in other countries showed an in-

crease of 19.3 per cent in the period. These
figures reflect little or none of the possible earn-

ings from the almost $7,000,000 of new money,
about 25 per cent of the total assets of the com-
pany, obtained by the new financing in 1925.
Total current and working assets are now more
than three-fifths of the total assets of the com-
pany and are 18 1/2 times current liabilities.”

Tent Ban Brings Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HASKELL, TEX., March 2.—After get-

ting a city ordinance passed banning tent

shows in Haskell, the owners of the Has-
kell theatre will now construct a new the-

atre to cost $40,000.
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F. B. O. Month Opens After
Record Drive Prepares Way

Selling, Advertising and Producing Forces All Keyed Up for

Campaign, Says Brown—Another Record Year Forecast

—

Sales Convention Follows at Los Angeles April 1, 2 and 3

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—One of the biggest sales and production cam-
paigns has just gone into action with the opening of F. B. O. Month. For
weeks the preparatory measures have been taken with the keynote “Salesman-
ship, Performance and Legitimate Profits.” It is a drive for an overwhelming
increase in business and good will.

Sales Convention Opens April 1

Furthermore, Film Booking Offices also announces that it will terminate the

most successful selling season in the organization’s history immediately after

F. B. O. Month when the selling staff of the entire company will meet at a
rousing sales convention in Los Angeles April 1, 2 and 3.

75 CentExemption
Tax Law Goes Into

Effect March 28
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, March 2.—The new
admission tax, exempting all admissions not

exceeding 75 cents, will become effective at

midnight, March 28, under that clause of

the revenue bill which provides the change
shall go into effect 30 days after approval

of the measure.
The bill was signed by President Cool-

idge February 26.

While the bill was before the senate for

adoption of the conference report, an un-

successful effort was made by Senator

Neely of West Virginia to have it referred

back to the committee with instructions to

insist upon elimination of the tax on ad-

missions and dues. His motion was un-
successful because the house had dis-

charged its conferees, and his efforts to

have the measure sent back for creation of

a new conference committee were voted

down.

Bill for Foreign

Budget Up, Now
Cut to $15,000

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 2.—
Only $15,000 is provided for the estab-
lishment of a film section in the bureau
of foreign and domestic commerce, in

the bill making appropriations for the
department of commerce for the fiscal

year 1927, as reported to the house Feb-
ruary 26. $25,000 was asked.
Need for this appropriation was ex-

plained to the committee during its hear-
ings by Dr. Julius Klein, director of the
bureau, who pointed out revenues from
$90,000,000 a year. Discrimination
against American films has made neces-
sary the establishment of a division
which could assist the American pro-
ducers to protect themselves abroad.

Author of Indigo Bill

Leads Attack on Films
on Floor of House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. €., March 2.—

A

bitter attack upon motion pictures was
launched in the house of representatives
February 17 by Congressman Lankford of
Georgia, author of a measure now before
the house district committee which would
close local theatres on Sunday.
Answering an editorial in a local paper,

Representative Lankford denied that his
bill was a blue measure and declared it

provides only for a “reasonable, sane, de-
cent observance of Sunday in the District

of Columbia, such as is now the case in

most of the states of this Union.”

Englert to Be Rebuilt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IOWA CITY, March 2.—Rebuilding
of Englert theatre is assured, according
to L. Robert Brager, publicity director
for A. H. Blank Enterprises. The house
was destroyed by fire the second week
in February. The loss was estimated at

close to $200,000.

Borzage’s Brother Advanced
NEW YORK.—Lew Borzage, brother of Direc-

tor Frank Borzage, will be assistant director on
“Early to Wed,” his next production for Fox
Film Corporation.

Regarding F. B. O. Month Colvin W.
Brown, vice president in charge of dis-

tribution, says that as far as the organ-
ization is concerned, there has never
been so much honest enthusiasm and
riotous good will evinced as at the open-
ing of this national campaign.

All Keyed Up, Says Brown
“The sales and advertising forces of

F. B. O.,” says Mr. Brown, “let alone
the production end, which is always on
its toes, are now more than ever keyed
up to a high point of mass enthusiasm.
There is the feeling within the trade
that F. B. O. is putting across essen-
tially good pictures, and that the whole
industry is realizing this fact. The fact
that the tendency in the growth of
F. B. O. to climb up the ladder of suc-
cessful production has spread to the per-
sonnel is one of the livest elements to

which we look for the success of the
movement.”
An example of this is the straightfor-

ward, vigorous way in which F. B. O.
exchanges throughout the country have
been carrying on their shgre of the
campaign. There is a gala spirit every-
where. Thomsons, Brents, Flynns,
Tylers, Talmadges, the serial-comedies,
and so on—all the wealth of pictures on
the F. B. O. list are more than ever at

the service of the exhibitor.

First Meeting in Los Angeles

Executives of the home office and the
34 branches in the United States and
Canada will meet for the F. B. O. sales

convention at the Ambassador hotel,

Los Angeles, the first time at Holly-
wood, as the company’s sales meetings
formerly have been held in Chicago.
A special train will carry the New

York contingent, including:

Jos. P. Kennedy, chairman of the board of
directors; Major H. C. S. Thomson, president and
managing director of F. B. O.; Colvin W. Brown,
vice-president in charge of distribution; Lee Mar-
cus, general sales manager; John Brownell, Head
of the scenario department; Charles Rosenzweig.
New York branch manager; Hyatt Daab, director
of advertising and exploitation; S. M. Katz, as-

sistant sales-manager; P. C. Taylor, general man-
ager of F. B. O. Ltd., Toronto, and Edward
McNamee, director of publicy and sales pro-
motion.

The production department, headed by
J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident in charge
of production, who will act as host, are
making elaborate plans to entertain the
visiting throng. The F. B. O. star family
will comprise a special welcoming com-
mittee while the producers will also
shoulder part of the entertaining respon-
sibilities.

Others who will attend are the follow-
ing division managers and their staffs:

C. E. Penrod, of Indianapolis; M. J.

Weisfeldt of Minneapolis, Cleve Adams

of Chicago and A. A. Schmidt of Los
Angeles.
The following branch managers will

also attend:
Herman Stern, Albany; C. L. Peavey, Atlanta;

I. L. Walenstein, Boston; H. T. Dixon, Buffalo;
Wm. Conn, Charlotte; J. J. Sampson, Chicago;
H. J. Michalson, Cincinnati; Lou Geiger, Cleve-
land; L. E. Harrington, Dallas; Sid Weisbaum,
Denver; N. C. Rice, Des Moines, A. M. Elliott,

Detroit; H. H. Hull, Indianapolis; C. B. Ellis,

Jacksonville; R. E. Churchill, Kansas City; J. L.
Franconi, Memphis; H. C. Cohen, Los Angeles;
S. H. Abrams, Milwaukee; Eph Rosen, Minne-
apolis; T. Jacocks, New Haven; Paul H. Tessier,
New Orleans; Sam Benjamin, Oklahoma City;
S. W. Fitch, Omaha; Jerome Safron, Philadelphia;
A. H. Schnitzer, Pittsburgh; H. F. Moore, Port-
land; Bill Matthews, San Francisco; Tom
McKean, St. Louis; A. H. Huot, Seattle; Able
Davis, Salt Lake City; Harry Wineberg of Sioux
Falls and F. L. McNamee of Washington.

Plans for distribution of F. B. O.’s
most pretentious product for the coming
season will be formulated. So enthusi-
astic is the entire sales personnel that
the coming season is regarded as an-
other certain record breaker.

Blue Noses Fight Bill

Letting Unaccompanied
Children into Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 2.—Stiff op-
position was shown at the state capitol
here to the Freiberg bill which allows
any city or village in New York state,

outside of the Metropolis, to pass ordi-

nances permitting unaccompanied chil-

dren being admitted to motion picture
theatres on Saturdays and legal holidays,
with the exception of Sundays, between
the hours of 2 and 6 p. m.

A half dozen or more reformers from
various parts of the state lined up solidly

against the bill at the public hearing
held before the assembly cities com-
mittee. Nearly all these declared pas-
sage of the bill would break down pres-

ent restrictions and become the entering
wedge toward wiping out the present law.

Among those speaking against the bill

were Rev. O. R. Miller, of the New York
Civic League; Nathaniel J. Walker, of

Albany, representing the Society for

Prevention of Cruelty to Children;
Ernest K. Coulter of New York City,

and Philip J. Snyder of the Bronx, rep-

resenting the same organization

Attorney Valentine E. O’Grady, of

Buffalo, appeared as the representative

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New York State outside of the met-
ropolis, and was the only one present

who spoke in favor of the bill. It now
looks as if the bill would die in com-
mittee.
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Sheehan on Coast to Supervise
Pretentious Fox Program

Lasky Product This Year to Be Increased $5,000,000—Company
Formed to Make Greek Epics—‘'Tramp* Tramp , Tramp” Completed

By RAY MURRAY

I
OS ANGELES, March 2.—Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of

William Fox Film Corporation, arrived here from New York
Wednesday and announced that he will launch one of the most

pretentious programs of picture making in the history of Hollywood.
Mr. Sheehan will have personal supervision of all Fox product.

T7IFTY or more features are to be made
during the coming year. Production is

to start at once on “What Price Glory?”
an adaptation of
Lawrence Stall-
ings’ stage suc-

cess. Raoul Walsh
is to direct. Other
big plays for the

new season, to

which Mr. Shee-
han will devote
his attention, will

be “The Return of
Peter Grimm,”
“The Auctioneer,”
and “The Music
Master,” famous
Belasco plays, as
well as The

Winfield R. Sheehan
Grand Army
Man,” “The Comedian” and “The Lily.”

Production will also start soon on an elab-

orate and spectacular screen play of the

Napoleonic era, entitled “Josephine.”
H4 * *

Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pic-

tures Corporation, arrived last week from
New York for a conference with Harry
Cohn on the 1926 schedule of pictures to

be made by that concern.
H4 H4 *

Holly-Vine Opens House

The La Mirada, Hollywood’s newest film

theatre, opened last Thursday night and
many stars turned out. This is the first

of a series to be built by the Holly-Vine
Theatre Corporation.

Officials of the company are : Frank A. Grant,
president; Alice Calhoun, vice-president; Mark M.
Hansen, secretary; J. Leslie Swope, treasurer, and
John M. Young, director. This concern’s second
house will be the Marcel at 6025 Hollywood
Boulevard which is scheduled to open April 3.

sjc

George W. Weeks, general manager of
distribution for Famous Players-Lasky, ar-

rived last week for a brief inspection of
pictures in production here. “Paramount
will spend in Hollywood $5,000,000 more
in the production of pictures this year than
last,” said Weeks.

. * * *

The Colonial theutre in the heart

of the business district of Monrovia
has been sold by Frank Alexander to

the Associated Theatres, Inc., a new
chain of theatres being organized by
C. L. Langley ivho recently sold his

large holdings in the West Coast
chain. H. A. Albright, vice-president

and general manager, announced that

Associated Theatres will spend $50,000
in remodeling and enlarging the
building, giving it a seating capacity

of 1,000.
* * *

As soon as Edward Sloman finishes “The
Old Soak” at Universal City he will direct
Laura La Plante in “Butterflies in the
Rain,” adapted from Andrew Soutar’s fa-

mous story.
* * *

Edward Thomas, publicity director for
Sebastian-Belasco productions for more
than a year, has resigned to enter the free-

lance field. He was formerly in charge of
publicity and advertising for the Forum
theatre.

* * *

To Make Greek Epics

With the formation of the Grecian Art
Kinema Corporation new international
prominence of films made in California is

indicated. This company will produce an
epic of the time of Pericles at a Culver
City studio and will spend in the neigh-
borhood of $500,000, according to Costes
Brania, general manager. Mr. Brania states
he has canvassed the country regarding a
series of pictures on classical Greek sub-
jects and finds a demand for productions
of that sort.

“There are not less than 4,500 Greek
theatre owners in America and I inter-
view 1,100 of them in 18 different states

before undertaking this production. We
also naturally expect to have a large sale
in the foreign market.”

* * *

Thomas Santschi who has just completed
a role with the Fred Thomson unit at
F. B. O., has left for Tacoma, Washing-
ton, where he will work in an H. C. Weav-
er Production, at present entitled “The
Totem Pole Beggar.” W. S. Van Dyke will
direct.

:jj % ^

Henry Victor, popular English actor, has
been engaged by Universal to play a promi-
nent part in “The Star Maker,” being di-

rected by Lois Weber. Mr. Victor ap-
peared opposite Betty Compson in “Royal
Oak” and “The White Shadow in Eng-
land. He has been starred in films for
several years in Europe.

* * *

Richard Wallace is in the midst of pro-
duction at Hal Roach’s studio, directing
Ethel Clayton in her first Roach starring
vehicle.

* ^ *

Harry Garson Productions, starring
Lefty Flynn, recently established at the
Fine Arts Studio moved to the Sunset
Boulevard leasing plant upon the comple-
tion of that studio’s fourth new stage, said
to be the largest in the world.

* * *

Phil Goldstone and his Tiffany company
have started production of “Vindicated,” a
story by Arthur Stringer, at the Fine Arts
Studio.

sfc sfc sgc

Goudal to be Starred

Jetta Goudal has been made a star by
Cecil B. DeMille. She has just finished
the principal role in “Paris at Midnight.”
“Her Man” is to be her first starring ve-
hicle.

* * *

Dorothy Howell Aids Kerr
Dorothy Howell, former secretary to

Harry Cohn, vice president of Columbia
Pictures Corporation, has been made as-
sistant general production manager of the
Columbia corporation. Harry L. Kerr is

general production manager.
^ ^

Clive Brook, who has been with Warner
Brothers for the past year, has terminated

his contract and will become a free lance

player.
H4 H4

Charlie Chase returned from New York
last week and is busy on his second com-
edy release, a story with a mythical king-

dom background.
* * *

Louise Fazenda has just entered on her
fourth busy week in a featured role in

“The Old Soak” at Universal.
H4 H4 H4

Lubilsch Prepares Story

Ernst Lubitsch’s next production for

Warner Brothers will be an adaptation of

the French farce “Reveillon” by Meilhac
and Halevy. Lubitsch himself is preparing
the initial draft of the story, a not un-
usual procedure for him. He not infre-

quently has the entire picture adapted,
filmed, cut and assembled to the last detail

in his own mind before a camera crank is

turned.
* * *

Langdon Film Completed

Cameras ceased grinding on “Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp,” Harry Langdon’s initial

feature comedy for First National at

2 o’clock in the morning last Wednesday
at the United lot. Work of assembling
sets and picking the cast for the next
Langdon production has been started by
General Manager Jenner.

* * *

West Coast Opens Belmont

Tonight marks the opening of another
handsome West Coast theatre, the Belmont
on Vermont avenue at First street. The
opening was delayed one week due to the
fact that several West Coast Theatres,
Inc., officials were out of town and unable
to attend Feb. 24. The feature picture for
the opening week is “The First Year,” a
William Fox production. A West Coast
presentation staged by Fanchon and Marco
and personal appearances by many promi-
nent stars put the house over with the im-
mense crowds. It was one of the most
brilliant openings ever staged by West
Coast.

'I
4 H4

Charles Emmett Mack, now starring in

“The Unknown Soldier,” a Renaud Hoff-
man production for P. D. C. has decided
to remain in California, refusing an offer

to return to New York to make a picture.
* * *

It is dangerous to grab anyone around
the studios by the arm these days, as
wholesale vaccinations have been the rule

at all studio lots for the past few weeks,
due to an epidemic of small pox. To safe-
guard the employes entire companies have
been vaccinated on all the lots.

* * *

Paramount has a new director. He is

John Waters, recently promoted from as-

sistant director. His first picture will be
“The Deer Drive,” a story by Zane Grey.

* * *

William Beaudine will direct Douglas
MacLean’s third Paramount picture,

“Ladies First.” The Warner Brothers di-

rector is just completing “That’s My Baby,”
starring MacLean.

* * *

Monty Banks and his business manager,
Arthur MacArthur, will return to Holly-
wood March 5, having completed a new re-

leasing arrangement in New York for
Banks’ future product.

A. A. Elliott Retires
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 2.—A. A. El-
liott, of Hudson, N. Y., who has been
running the Rialto and Playhouse theatres
in that city, retired this week as an ex-
hibitor when the two theatres were taken
over by New York city interests. He will

devote his entire time from now on to his

bill posting business.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of March 6

by

the Camera

Above: Richard Barthelmess
appears with Richard A. Row-
land, general manager of First

National, where he signed a

contract for eight F. N. pro-

ductions. Standing, 1. to r.,

Ned Depinet, Southern sales

manager, Dennis F. O’Brien,

A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales

manager, Ned Marin, Western
sales manager, and Robert
Perkins, attorney. Seated,

Samuel Spring, Barthelmess
and Rowland.

Above: On his arrival in

Hollywood Dick Barthelmess
was given a big welcome. At
the train were, 1. to r., John
McCormick, general manager
of F. N. Coast production, J.

Boyce Smith, Dick’s manager,
Barthelmess, and his director
Sidney Olcott.

Left: Usherettes were also on
hand from Loew’s State thea-

tre. In the baskets they car-

ried oranges to the star.

So the North Pole came to Amundsen! When the Nor-
wegian explorer, Roald Amundsen arrived on the Coast he
was greeted by Anna Q. Nilsson, First National star, who
is likewise of Scandanavian birth. She presented him with
this miniature glazed pole as an emblem of the North Pole
he so heroically tried to reach.

Harry Langdon is third in line in this group of misused
Americans. It is a still from his picture, “Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp,” which he has been making for First National. All

shooting has been completed and it is planned that by the

end of this week the picture will have been entirely com-
pleted.
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Charles Van Enger, A. S. C., First National
cameraman was in Chicago a few days ago en
route to New York where he will photograph
“Puppets” which is under the direction of

George Archainbaud. His family with him.

“Congratulations and best wishes! May your
troubles all be little ones,” said Lige Conley,
Educational star, to the Stephen Roberts, newly-
weds, while working on their last picture for

the 1925-1926 Educational program.

Renee Adoree is

in an important
role in Metro’s
now untitled pic-

ture.

Will Lambert de-
signs clothes for

Hal Roach’s stars

recently signed
for Pathe.

Mrs. Jean Browne Scott, owner of a string of
nine good horses in the National Horse show,
visited Clarence Brown and Mrs. Brown, left, on
the set where he is directing “Kiki,” starring
Norma Talmadge for First National.

Doris Hill, Warner Brothers’ new star, is trying
to convince Willard Louis to change his career
by joining the army, telling him it would put
him “into shape.” “Aw, look,” says W. L., “at
what my shape has done for the screen.”

Bess Meredyth, one of the screen’s most well
known writers, who adapted the Warner
Brothers’ picture, “The Sea Beast,” now drawing
crowds at the Warner theatre, New York. She
also wrote the next Barrymore picture, “Don
Juan.”

Bess Flowers is

opposite Fred
Thomson in F.

B. O.’s “Hands
Across the Bor-
der.”

Katherine MacDonald who was called the
“American Beauty” when she played on the
screen a while back will return to films as a
vampire in Marion Fairfax’s production of “The
Desert Healer” which is being directed for First

National by Tourneur.
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Ann Rork though but 17 years old is cast in “The Desert
Healer,” film version by Marion Fairfax of the E. M. Hull
novel for First National production. She is the daughter of
Sam Rork, producer. He was surprised at her decision to
accept a film debut rather than a social debut.

Patsy Ruth Miller has been signed to a long term contract
to star in Warner Brothers pictures. She will be starred in

four productions during the coming season. She has just

completed “The Fighting Edge,” opposite Kenneth Harlan
is the feminine lead in “Hell Bent for Heaven.”

Dolores Del Rio has just been made
co-star in “Pals First,” First National
production. She is said to be one of
Mexico’s richest daughters. In her
next picture she will be in an Amer-
icanized role.

BEFORE
When Ray Rockett left Hollywood’s

First National studios for the clamor-

ing metropolis he had a full head of

hair. He was filled with the desire for

success. But

—

AFTER
When he got there he found success
and paid the price for it. He now
appears without the full head of hair
because he says he shaved it for his
hair’s sake.
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Carey Wilson who has been engaged by
E. M. Asher to prepare the continuity

for Conway Tearle’s first vehicle, “Good
Luck” for First National. Wilson may
also write vehicles for Corinne Griffith.

Corinne Griffith’s present to her husband, Walter Morosco, a few days ago was
this megaphone and wheel chair which he discovered on his arrival at the

Warner Brothers studio to take up the work on “Silken Shackles.” This is

his first directorial effort although he has been in motion picture work several

years. Right is a portrait of the young director.

Aw, Molasses

Here is P. C. Schram, big Michigan
exhibitor and charter member of the
Molasses club from Kalamazoo, Mich.
He’s just takin’ a look into that
molasses jug. One look and your
salary jumps $1,000 a week.

M. C. Levee, First National producer,
is not only an Elk and Mason but is

great mogul in the Molasses Spreaders
which he has founded for men whose
conversation trickles with million dollar
figures.

Mike Levee, left, and Benny Leonard
display their badges which identify

them as molasses spreaders. Leonard
got his membership when he disclosed

what his salary had been while with
the Orpheum Circuit.
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Lillian Knight who was Miss Los Angeles
in 1923 is a model in her role in “Mile.
Modiste,” First National film. Director
Robert Z. Leonard and Willard Louis,
right, Corinne Griffith, star of the pic-

ture, at left.

Mae Busch, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer player with her pet

poodle. She was reported to have scored well in “Time
the Comedian,” directed by Robert Z. Leonard. The story

is by Kate Jordan and was adapted by Frederic and Fanny
Hatton. Lew Cody has the featured role with Miss Busch
and Gertrude Olmsted.

Roy D’Arcy poses with his bride who
was Laura Rhinock Duffy. D’Arcy be-
came suddenly popular in “The Merry
Widow,” Metro-Goldwyn film, at the time
of his marriage.

June Mathis, noted writer and now heading four productions for First National
obtains her ideas they say in the gardens of her home. Be it known also that
it is Miss Mathis’ name appearing opposite the credit line for “Ben Hur.” With
her here is her director-husband, Sylvano Balboni discussing an idea for his
forthcoming production for F. N.
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Woodhull Denounces Countess
As Film Job Seeker

A. M. P. A. on Record Opposing Widely Publicized Woman—Wine
Bath Party Draws Fire—Cooperation Ashed

By JOHN SPARGO

N EW YORK, March 2.—The members of the A. M. P. A. say they
are not much interested in moral turpitude, whatever that is, but
only over their corpus delecti will Lady Vera Cathcart even look

as though she was going to get a job in motion pictures.

'T'HEY went on record per such at last

week’s regular session at the suggestion
of R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, president of
Motion Picture
Theatre Owners
of America. Be-
fore appearing at

the A. M. P. A.
the genial Pete,
who is holding
down Joe Seid-
er’s office while
Joe is trying to
regain his health
at Atlantic City,
got himself all

het up reading of
the Earl Carroll
bath tub-wine-girl
stunt, and put R F Woodhull
the national or-
ganization of exhibitors on record as be-
ing against the countess, who figured
prominently in the stories of the bath
tub party.

The A. M. P. A. sessidlfi was a closed
meeting but Mr. Woodhull was invited
over after he had sent word that he had
something important to communicate.
Pete’s communication was the following
which he spoke to the advertisers right
off his chest:

The reason for this Ear! Carroll bath
tub party centres around the Countess
Cathcart and if this is just another case
of advance publicity to warrant the belief
that her name and the attending publicity
would be a great attraction at the box
office I speak now for the members of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America that we make every endeavor to
prevent her from appearing on any of our
screens.

I am here before you this afternoon
as the president of the theatre owners’
association to request you in the name of
this organization to discourage your em-
ployers, the producers, from even contem-
plating the extending of a contract to the
Countess Cathcart unless what she has to
offer evidences beyond the question of a
reasonable doubt that she possesses real
talent. Keep the Countess or any other
publicity made person out of pictures for
the general welfare of the industry unless
they possess what film folk call artistry.

Just because publicity keeps an indi-
vidual in the limelight of the daily press
for several weeks or a month is no reason
why that person should be heralded in the
motion picture industry as a Barrymore
or a Sarah Bernhardt. Remember that
Barrymores and Bernhardts are born and
not made by sensational episodes that oc-
cur during their lifetime.

This Carroll party is especially to be
regretted from the angle of the entertain-
ment world. It is just one of those things
which adds to the zeal of some reformer
who is susceptible to a soft job with a

high salary. At this time I can imagine no
one being so shortsighted as to stage such
an orgy as this of Carroll's as it was de-
scribed in the newspapers, even in Alaska.

I have, however, such an abiding faith

in the fairness of public opinion that I

am sure the amusement part of our daily

life will not be judged by such an incident
which is surely unfortunate when one con-
siders the tremendous good and the joy and
happiness entertainment fields have brought
into the homes of the entire country.

The advertisers voted to uphold Wood-
hull in the matter and a committee con-

sisting of Charles Barrell, C. L. Yearsley
and Arthur James was appointed to draw
up a sort of a code of ethics covering this

and other possible similar cases. This

committee will make its report at this

week’s session of the A. M. P. A.
* * *

The Prince Is Entertained

The Paramount Long Island studios last

week entertained royalty and royalty en-
tertained royalty. The some-day-maybe-
king is Crown Prince Paul of Greece, who
wanted to know how American pictures
were made before he sailed for home which
he did on Saturday. They have had many
kings, princes, and other exponents of the
purple blood working on the sets in the
make-believe kingdom’s pictures at the big
studios but here was the real blown in the
bottle stuff and the result was that every-
one connected with the plant wanted a peep
to see how the genuine stuff differed from
the makebelieve.

Prince Paul is tall and blonde and looks
like a college boy which he is, being an Ox-
ford graduate. This was his first visit to

a motion picture studio and he was as in-

terested as a small boy at a circus. D. W.
Griffith was working on a set for “The
Sorrows of Satan” but the prince appeared
much more interested in some of the actors
than he did in the director.

He also visited the Gloria Swanson com-
pany, directed by Frank Tuttle, in “Fine
Manners” and again showed keen interest

in the acting end of the work being done—
for which no one really blamed him.

* * #

“Roxy” Off the Air

S. L. Rothafel, popularly known as
“Roxy” to thousands on hundred of thou-
sands of “listeners-in” throughout the land,

has bid a temporary farewell to his many
radio friends. Last Wednesday evening
from Station WEAF he broadcast for the
last time until the opening of his new
Roxy theatre next autumn.
Mr. Rothafel announces that he finds it

a physical impossibility to combine any
longer both his radio activities and the
work involved preparatory to the comple-
tion of the most ambitious undertaking of
his career—the erection of the new Roxy

Two Houses Sport

New Decorations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Pa-
trons of the Rivoli theatre con-
tinue to express admiration of the
new cloth-of-gold stage curtain
that was recently installed. The
curtain, which measures 44 by 35
feet, was made in France. Ac-
cording to the lighting used, the
curtain appears silvered, vari-
colored or golden hued.
At the Capitol a new drape that

will cover the proscenium arch,
the sounding board and the side
panels of the stage is in process
of installation. The drape, de-
signed by Alfred J. Knorr, chief
of the Capitol art staff, will per-
mit of new and varied lighting
effects.

theatre at 50th and 51st streets and Seventh
Avenue.
During the next six months he will de-

vote his time exclusively to the plans, speci-

fications and the contracts for the new
theatre which are now being awarded.

* * *

Then Nat Believes in Signs

Nat Rothstein says the electric sign he
intends placing over the Colony theatre
during the run of “The Flaming Frontier”
will be one of the largest of its kind in

the United States. Nat has lived up to

his promises in the past and we look for-

ward to being partially blinded by the bril-

liance of the flickers atop the Colony in the
near future.

* * *

Major Edward Bowes sailed for Florida
last week on the S. S. “H. S. Alexander.”
The Major was inspired by sentimental rea-

sons to take passage on this boat because
of his friendship and association with Mr.
Alexander, owner of the Admiral Line, in

San Francisco many years ago. The entire

Capitol “Family” was at the dock to wish
the Major “bon voyage.” He took with
him a high powered receiving set so that

he can be informed of the “Family’s”
broadcasting activities during his two-week
vacation at Palm Beach.

sj*

Jack Gould, well known in theatrical and
vaudeville circles, announces the opening of
an independent publicity bureau, at 114
West 16th Street, New York. Gould will

handle well known theatrical and motion
picture stars, directors, producers, etc. He
is a brother of Paula Gould, of Universal.

Robertson Signs
Contract to Make
Series for Metro

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—John S. Rob-
ertson, generally recognized as one of the
front rank of motion picture directors, last

week signed a contract with Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer to produce a series of features.

Mr. Robertson leaves for the West Coast
within a week.
The last eight pictures made by Mr. Rob-

ertson were with Dick Barthelmess, and the

eight were made within a period of two
years. Just what will be Mr. Robertson’s
first picture under the new alliance has not

yet been decided.

Among the many pictures made by Mr.
Robertson are ‘Sentimental Tommy,”
“Thirty-nine East,” “Tess of the Storm
Country,” “Classmates,” “The Enchanted
Cottage,” “Shore Leave,” “The Bright

Shawl,” and “The Fighting Blade.”

Lumas Closes Foreign

Deal for 20 Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Lumas Film
Corporation and the Inter-Ocean Film
Company have just closed a deal under
which the latter company takes over world
distribution outside the United States and
Canada of Lumas’ entire product. Final

papers were signed by Budd Rogers, vice-

president of Lumas, and Lacy W. Kastner,

president of Inter-Ocean.

Included in the distribution arrange-

ments are the forthcoming series of 12

Gotham productions that include. six

Greater Gotham Specials, and a series of

eight action pictures starring William Fair-

banks. Inter-Ocean already has been
handling 12 Gotham pictures. It is now
handling 32.
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Warners Will Produce in

England, Declares President
Harry M. Warner, Home, Decries English Authors’ Refusal to

Cooperate with American Makers of Pictures—Tried to

Get Shaw Play—Three Stories Bought
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Warner Brothers will produce pictures in Eng-
land, President Harry M. Warner announced this week on his return on the
Berengaria from a six weeks’ trip in England, France and Germany.

Tried to Get Shaw Play

Mr. Warner decried the fact that English authors will not cooperate with
American producers who wish to make pictures of their novels and plays.

He declared he had tried in vain to induce George Bernrrd Shaw to lend
his name to motion pictures.

M. P. Commission
Now Bureau of
Education in N. Y.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 2.—The New
York state motion picture commission is

transferred to the state department of edu-
cation, according to recommendations em-
bodied in the Hughes nonpartisan reorgan-
ization commission which made its report
to the legistlature tonight. Under the pro-
visions of the recommendations the terms
of present members of the motion picture
commission are to end December 31 of this

year. If the recommendations are adopted
the motion picture commission will be a
single headed body subject to the rules and
regulations of the commissioner of educa-
tion.

The commission has been headed by
three commissioners each of whom receives
a salary of $7,500 a year, maintaining head-
quarters in New York City with a branch
bureau at the State capitol. The Hughes
committee has been working for the past
two months on a plan of consolidation
which would combine something more than
100 departments, commissions and bureaus
into 20 distinct departments.
Although Gov. Alfred E. Smith has long

fought to have the censorship commission
abolished he will no doubt sign any bill

which would transfer the commission to

the education department.

British Import Over
179,000,000 Linear

Feet of Film in *25
(Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ March 2.—
British imports of film in 1925 advanced to

179,297,380 linear feet, valued at 1,279,801
pounds. Which represents a footage in-

crease of more than 56 per cent compared
with 1924. However, the value rose only
one per cent.

The blank film imported in 1925 totaled
126,322,578 feet or more than 70 per cent
of the gross imports.

Although the increase in the aggregate
of British exports in 1925 over 1924 was
far from being as extensive as in the case
of imports there was a net advance of
nearly 12,000,000 linear feet. In value the
rise amounted to little more than 6 per
cent.

Motion Picture Library
of Marine Corps Voted

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, March 2.—A his-
torical motion picture library of the Ma-
rine Corps has been ordered by Major
General Lejeune, commandant, and pic-
tures of all places where Marines serve
will be taken, both for the purpose of
making the proposed library, and also
that copies of the pictures may be shown
Marines stationed elsewhere, thus ac-
quainting each member of the service
with its varied activities.

Two camera parties have been pro-
vided, one to work out of San Fran-
cisco, the other out of Philadelphia. All
films will be sent to the Recruiting Bu-
reau at Philadelphia for printing and
preparation, and distribution.

Marie Prevost to Star
in “Up in Mabel*s Room**

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2. — Marie
Prevost has been obtained for the cast of
the forthcoming A1 Christie special “Up
in Mabel’s Room.”

“I told the English press before I

sailed,” said Mr. Warner, “that I had been
trying to see Bernard Shaw and had used
every diplomatic source at my command,
but he will not even talk about turning his

plays into films. If England’s great au-
thors would cooperate with the producers,
it would help their country a great deal
more than making pictures in England.”

Three Stories Purchased

The producer announced purchase of
three important stories : “Black Ivory,”
from the novel by Polan Banks

;
“The Bet-

ter ‘Ole,” from the stage play of Bruce
Bairnsfather, English writer and illustra-

tor, and “Reveillon,” French play by
Meilhac and Halevy. Syd Chaplin will
play “Old Bill” in “The Better ’Ole,” the
character made famous on the stage by Co-
burn.

“Black Ivory,” story of Jean Lafitte, the
man behind the victory of New Orleans,
will be made into an elaborate special, Mr.
Warner said, as will also the other two.

Last-minute changes have been made in
the plans for the next production of Ernst
Lubitsch, director. Everything was set for
the

_

making of “The Doormat” as
Lubitsch’s first all-American comedy-drama
and the last of this type of story before
the big spectacle he is scheduled to direct.
It was decided that “The Doormat” be laid
aside temporarily and that he begin on
“Reveillion.” Thus he will not handle an all-

American subject until he makes the big
spectacle, the title of which is not yet an-
nounced.

Mr. Warner stated he soon will announce
the signing of a famous German director
and a well-known foreign writer.

Carl Laemmle*s 20th
Anniversary Banquet
Postponed Indefinitely

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 2.—The ill-

ness of Carl Laemmle was the cause for
postponement of a banquet scheduled for
last Friday night. The Universal presi-

dent who was to celebrate the 20th anni-
versary of his entrance into the film

business was being doctored for ear
trouble.

Eight Houses Sold in

Oklahoma Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA CITY, OICLA., March 2.

—Theatre activity has included a number
of towns in this territory in the past week.
The Royal theatre, Minco, Okla., has

been bought by B. C. Moyse
;
the Log Cabin,

Sulphur, Okla., has been bought by A. Lied-

man ; the Grand, Collinsville, Okla., has
been bought by L. H. Luckett; the Lyric,

Pawnee, Okla., and the Senate, and Osage
at Shidler, Okla., have been bought by
Delcamp and Fraley; H. E. Steetmund will

open his new house at Chandler, Okla.,

April 15. Grace and Isley will open the

Chickasha theatre, Chickasha, Okla., soon.

J. W. Carter is the new owner of the Al-
hambra, Tulsa. The Mystic, Fort Smith,
Ark., has been opened. Smithy and
Schultz plans a new house in Hammon,
Okla. The Crystal, Dallas, Tex., has been
bought by W. G. Underwood from the

Publix Theatres Corporation.

Hochreich’s New
Enterprise Called

$5,000,000 Firm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—David R.

Hochreich, who organized Vital Ex-
changes and was its head when the or-

ganization was forced into bankruptcy
last week, has organized a new company
which, he says, will work along the

general lines intended for the defunct
Vital company.
The new company is called the World-

Wide Film Corporation, and has its of-

fices at 25 Broadway, New York City

—

far removed from the film section. Ac-
cording to Hochreich’s official statement
which covers many typewritten pages
the new company is a $5,000,000 concern
and will become operative at once.
Hochreich states that he will be pres-

ident of the new company and as he will

hold the controlling interest he will be
able to carry out his plans without mo-
lestation or interference.

De Mille in East to

Confer with Pro-Dis-Co
and Financial Chiefs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Cecil B. De
Mille expects to divulge a list of his

stories for production within a few days
and before leaving here to return to the
Coast.

Accompanied by his daughter Cecilia,

Bertram Millhauser, production editor,

and Lou Goodtadt, assistant general
manager of the De Mille studio, he ar-

rived Washington’s Birthday to hold
conferences with Pro-Dis-Co executives
and with Eastern financial men inter-

ested in his activities. His arrival here
marks the close of his first fiscal year
as an independent producer.
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Ferguson Shows Importance
of Posters to Exhibitors

Bright Light of All Exploitation, Declares Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer
Manager—Says Dietz Instills Living Ideas—Calls Rainbow

First Poster, Caesar Next Big User
Follozving is another article iinspired, by Martin J. Quigley’s editorial in “Ex-

hibitors Herald,” issue of January 30, regarding, the importance to the exhibitor
of a consistent program of advertising and exploitation by him for his usual run of
pictures. The article bclozv is by William R. Ferguson, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
exploitation manager.

By WILLIAM R. FERGUSON

TO me, the bright light of all exploitation is the poster—irrespective
of how big a campaign you plan or launch on a picture, without the
billboards it’s a “flop.” The poster is your greatest medium in adver-

tising your attraction to the passing crowd, and this constitutes at least 95
percent of the population in your city. Remember, it cannot be thrown
into the waste basket or just given the onceover; the public sees it time
and again without the additional printing cost to the exhibitor.

O UT of the ordinary poster designs,
which are furnished the exhibitor to-

day, do not just happen, nor do they merely
make a loud noise. It takes more than
three months to create the poster that the
public glances at for a few seconds.

Dietz Instills Ideas
Howard Dietz, director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, sets the pace in the develop-
ment and perfection of box office posters.

He instills vital, living, compelling ideas

into them that give power to influence the

public’s mind.
He points out that the public takes de-

light in good posters and their advance,
which includes the broadening and simpli-

fying of pictorial designs, and we cannot
refrain from pointing out that the exhib-
itor has recognized the value of his poster
designs, and they have established an en-
tirely new standard for poster requisition,

bringing increased orders for paper on
what we call “good pictures” as well as

“super-productions.”
Very often this poster superiority arises

at the studio, where special stills are cre-

ated for poster designing. These are sent

to the home office director, who incorpo-
rates his ideas, enlisting the aid of expert
poster artists to encompass the obstacles

which burden the proportion of the twenty-
four, six, three, and one-sheets. It is this

problem of creating designs that not only
justifies greater attention value, but bigger
sales orders for posters.

Rainbow First Poster

The rainbow was the first poster—it had
position—it had color—it held out a prom-
ise in effect

—
“I shall not drown you again

-—if you behave”—and then it had its value
of repetition—it is repeated in the same
position, color and promise after every
rain.

The next big poster-user was Caesar,
when he placed inscriptions on the walls

of Rome for the people to read just what
the senators were doing in the senate

chamber.
These announcements of old contained

just what is necessary in all photoplay
posters—it must be seen—it must be read

—

it must be believed—it must create a want.
Posters must make a man stop thinking

as he thinks—and make him think as you
think. If the poster convinces him that it

is good for himself—you have him sold.

This is what we mean by vital, living, com-
pelling posters.

Don’t take things for granted — fixed

ideas are ruinous in this industry—-the sur-

vival of the newest and most unusual
thing is our keynote of progress.

Cites Loew Theatres

One of the greatest examples of poster
value may be attributed to the Loew thea-

tres. This organization has been grow-
ing—growing—steadily, successfully, and
is the greatest user of paper in the world
—and if the facts were known, the success
of this organization, from its head Mar-
cus Loew down to the prop-boy, can be
attributed to showmanship. They go after
the program pictures, almost as big as they
do the super-success.
Take for example Marshall Neilan’s

“Mike”—a picture that had weird box of-
fice possibilities that required a real show-
man to visualize. It did not shape up with
“The Big Parade” or “Ben Hur,” but for
money expended it is turning out to be
one of the biggest cleanups of the year for
the exhibitor—and a good part of its suc-
cess is due to unusual promotional activi-

ties, which included one of the greatest
out-door poster campaigns ever given a
photoplay.
Don’t worry so much about theatre com-

petition and their methods of using very
little paper on program attractions—your
most serious competition comes from out-
side the theatre—you must compete with
the “Stay-at-home” feeling, which occa-
sionally grips a good percentage of theatre
patronage—and striking posters, which
these people pass by each day, will assist

you in combatting this outside competi-
tion.

Increased Use in Summer
When other theatres are cutting down

their poster expense in the summertime,
the Loew Theatres increase theirs. They
know that the majority of their patrons
are amusement-loving people, and they
seek recreation out-doors at the beaches,
parks, auto trips, car rides, etc., but in
order to get to these various destinations,
they must pass the billboards. They often
see attractions that they do not want to
miss, regardless of the hot weather. Also
the poster acts as an entertainment mem-
orandum, when unsettled weather condi-
tions prevail during the summer. This is

a valuable tip for theatres which are now
preparing their campaigns to meet the com-
ing hot-weather competition.
Add the children to your sales forces.

This is a vast army of little workers who
are watching the boards to see what you
have to present. Tell them with posters.
The color attracts and their outdoor frame
of mind is wide open to impressions that
are far superior to the newspapers for
juvenile treatment. They carry your mes-
sage home to the parents.

D. W. Griffith’s Showmanship

Nothing strikes home more forcibly than
the statement by D. W. Griffith—that every
successful showman, distributor or exhibi-

tor must still retain a certain amount of
childhood instinct, in order to properly
meet the entertainment desires of his pa-

trons. There isff^a man in this industry

who doesn’t admit©, an attractive poster of
his competitor when shown on the boards
—just the same as -when it made his heart
jump when a boy. Don’t forget that, most
important of all, these children within five

years will be the backbone of your exist-

ence, because the greater percentage of
motion picture patrons are from the ages
of 10 to 30 years.

The exploitation pages of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer service books carry strik-

ing designs for reconstructed poster cut-

outs. These displays are created for the

theatre lobby and mercantile window tie-

ups. The poster artists, when making their

designs, keep in mind the cutout value.

New devices for perfect compo-board cut-
ting have greatly increased the number of
poster cutout displays now being used.

During a recent record-breaking run of
“The Merry Widow” at the Roosevelt
theatre, Chicago, Balaban & Katz, for the
first time, placed massive cutouts on the
marquee. This innovation did not mar the
beauty of this theatre front. The cutouts
were made properly.

Dignify Shopworn Method
The most shopworn method of promo-

tion is—dignity. These tactics appear the
same, and after a while, they are ignored
by the majority. It fails to find a point
of contact. The term “exploitation” brings
today a special message of hope to the
theatre owners—because it is one solution
of the reconstruction period of promotion,
which brings new customers to the thea-
tre—and keeps the old ones interested. It’s

a broader sense of advertising and pub-
licity that includes every old phase of pro-
motion, and gives it a much-needed modern
twist.

Whether you are an active user of ex-
ploitation, or only a reader, it’s one of
the present forces of the industry. There
are thousands of ways of interesting the
public to come to the theatre, and of
course, there are limitations, but if you do
not even try to glimpse into the possibili-

ties of each feature—large and small—
you are not fair to yourself.

The only sure way is to exploit all pic-
tures within reason and go the limit on
super-attractions. And above all bear in
mind the best possible means of human
contact is posters. Use more of them. It

means money for everybody.

12 Films Announced by
Ginsberg-Kann, Plan
Book Now Off Press
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Announce-
ment has been made by the Ginsberg-
Kann Distributing organization recently
formed of a series of 12 big Sterling pro-
ductions during the company’s first year.
The company’s plan book for the com-
ing season is off the press and offers the
exhibitor an opportunity to study the
program offered.

The season’s 12 pictures follow: “In
the Third Degree,” “Unknown Treas-
urers,” “Red Signals,” “A Woman’s
Heart,” “Tongues of Scandal,” “Bank-
rupt,” “Her Next Step,” “Closed Gates,”
“The Cruel Truth,” “Men of Night,”
“Wolves of the Night,” and “She’s My
Baby.”

“3 Faces East" Opens
Well Despite Weather

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Despite the

blizzards and zero weather last week the

Pro-Dis-Co picture, “Three Faces East,”

scored a splendid hit at its opening at the

Rialto theatre on Broadway.
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Midland Plans
Expanded for

K. C. Theatre
Reports were received yesterday of

the opening of a number of large thea-

tres together with reports of newly
planned construction of theatres.

The Midland circuit will erect a 12-

story building which will include a

theatre seating 4,600 in Kansas City.

The house had been planned for some
time but on a smaller scale. The new
Embassy in Baltimore, a 2,500 seat

house, was opened Feb. 28 by Len Ber-
man of the Independent Film company.
The Ardmore theatre of Philadelphia

was taken over by the Stanley Company,
March 1. The Blank Enterprises will

build a second theatre in Burlington, la.,

according to an announcement of Harry
Weinberg, general manager, last week.
Erection of a $500,000 theatre has been
announced by Edward C. Beatty, general
manager of the Butterfield Theatrical
Enterprises, in Saginaw, Mich.
Rob and Rowley have purchased the

Cotton Palace at Robstown, Tex., from
P. A. Preddy. The new P. D. C. theatre
in Portland, Ore., is to be called the
Broadway. The Palace theatre, Shiner,
Tex., was opened gayly recently by
Kunath, Garbade and Wolters.

Jack Cohn Denies
Columbia Joining

Producer Combine
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Columbia Pic-
tures Corporation is not in any merger or
combine of independent producers, Jack
Cohn, treasurer, declared last week.
“You can deny that rumor as strongly as

you wish,” he said. “In line with our pol-
icy of organization building, expansion and
independence, we have purchased one of
the largest independent studios on the West
Coast and have already started to increase
its capacity. A new stage is being built and
new and improved lighting equipment is

being installed at a cost of over $250,000.
“Ours is the largest and strongest of the

independent producing and distributing
companies. We have bought books, sto-
ries, plays and popular song titles for the
coming season’s enlarged schedule. Colum-
bia is able to stand alone on the merits of
its own productions. No mergers for us.”

Negotiations Begun for
Studio at Victoria, B. C.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OTTAWA, ONT., March 2.—An echo

of an announcement that a British film
company was interested in establishing
a studio in Canada to make pictures to
qualify under the proposed British quota
plan was seen last week in a dispatch
from Victoria, B. C., that negotiations
were under way for opening a studio
there.

It is the announced intention to have
the studio on the Pacific Coast in Can-
ada so that as close a touch as possible
can be kept with Hollywood in Cali-
fornia for obtaining special talent there
as well as experienced technical men
from time to time. First intimation that
a Canadian studio was being considered
came through Canadian government
channels at Ottawa, a statement being
issued by Raymond S. Peck, director of
the Canadian Government Motion Pic-
ture Studio, which produces short
features.

Ticket Sellers Ask
Children’s Ages Now

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y March 2.—
Police of Troy, N. Y., are keep-
ing close watch of the motion pic-

ture theatres in that city these
days, in seeing that children under
16 years are not admitted. Ticket
sellers are now inquiring the age
of all children applying for ad-
mission.

Big Booking With
Libson, Grainger

Says in Chicago
Fox Film Corporation has completed

a deal for 100 per cent showing of Fox’s
1926-27 product on I. Libson’s circuit in

Cincinnati and Dayton, James R. Grain-
ger, general salesmanager of the Fox
company, announced in Chicago last Sat-
urday. Libson signed for the entire Fox
product last season also.

Mr. Grainger also confirmed the report
that Fox Theatres Corporation will build

a 5,000 seat house in St. Louis opposite
the Missouri theatre on Grand avenue.
“Jimmy Grainger Month,” which was

decided upon by the home office staff

while the salesmanager was in the South,
is bringing in the largest amount of

bookings on record of the Fox corporation
the salesmanager announced. Likewise on
“Sandy,” which Fox has just completed, the

largest booking total for three weeks has
been recorded, with the 2,000 mark ex-
ceeded.

Mr. Grainger also announced that
George Dembow, former manager of the
Fox Exchange, in Chicago, who was
transferred to the home office when
Clyde Eckhardt took charge of the dis-

trict comprising the Chicago, Milwaukee
and Minneapolis branches, has resigned
to become associated with Robert T.
Kane, producer, effective February 27.

Grainger and Mac Roth, home office

representatives, left Chicago Saturday
night for New Orleans, while Max Mild-
er, traveling representative, was also with
Grainger, was to leave for other centers
in the middlewest.

/. E. Chadwick Is

to Enlarge Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2.—I. E. Chad-
wick, president of Chadwick Pictures
Corp., has let contracts for the remodeling
and enlarging of his studios at the corner
of Sunset boulevard and Gower street.

Included in the improvements and addi-
tions will be a new building to house dress-
ing, prop, cutting and projection rooms, a
greatly enlarged stage, new electrical ap-
paratus and other equipment to insure
speed and close continuity in production.

Columbia to Produce
Berlin9

s “Remember”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Columbia Pic-
tures Corporation has bought the screen
rights to Irving Berlin’s recent song hit

“Remember” and will produce it as a fea-
ture picture on the 1926-27 program.
Columbia has announced the film version
of the song will be a lavish production.

Von Stroheim Becomes Citizen
LOS ANGELES.—Erich Von Stroheim, actor-

director, recently took the oath of allegiance to
the United States before Federal Judge Henning
here, becoming a naturalized American citizen.

Valentino Begins Work
on “Son of the Sheik

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2.— Rudolph
Valentino has begun production of “The
Son of the Sheik,” his second picture for
United Artists release. George Fitzmaur-
ice is directing.

Opposite Valentino in the leading femin-
ine role will be Vilma Banky.

Begin Work on
Burbank Studio

(Continued from page 25 )

x250 feet or about 35,000 square feet to
each stage.
“Heating will be mapped out in unit

system and will be controlled by a giant
control board that will heat the largest
or smallest part of any building or
stage.”

Last Word in Efficiency

“The main administration buildings,”
continued the executive, “will be the last
word in office efficiency and manipula-
tion. Telephone connections for every
desk are provided and one of the biggest
switchboards in the West has already
been ordered.

“Trackless trains will be a feature.
Flat cars will be used to haul materials
as well as players and workmen from
one stage to another by electricity.

“The stars will be housed in bunga-
lows of Spanish design and the other
players will be furnished duplex bunga-
lows, also Spanish. A huge center court-
yard will be one of the features, with
arcades leading from every building.
“Much time is being devoted to the

landscape details. A corps of the finest
garden experts has been retained. It is the
purpose of the First National Organ-
ization to make the new studios the most
beautiful in design as well as the most
perfect in equipment.

“Careful consideration is being given
the rooms for the extra people to make
up and dress in. Special mirrors and
lighting equipment will be featured. We
have plans for the largest extra dress-
ing room in the world. There will be
approximately 125 rooms set aside for
the extra talent of the studio.”
John McCormick, general manager of

production activities on the West Coast,
is highly enthusiastic over the new plant.

Huge Wardrobe Buildings
“The largest wardrobe buildings in the

West have been outlined for the new
studio,” Mr. McCormick said. “They
will be equipped with wardrobes cover-
ing every period. Likewise the property
buildings will be the best equipped in
the country. There are 275,000 square
feet in the property building alone, ac-
cording to specifications.
“The buildings for the scenario de-

partment and the directors will offer
everything in comfort and convenience.
Directors will be given five room suites.
“We will operate our own generator

plant. We will have six huge generators
in service at all times.
“Our water facilities are ideal. We

have more water supply on the prop-
erty than in the entire Beverly Hills
district. Already plans for a giant water
tower have been accepted. A pool will
be installed in which we can film a storm
of any degree. Depth bombs can be
utilized with ease and any manner of
water explosion can be given a full
demonstration.”
A lighting switchboard that can easily

handle 30,000 volts has been ordered.
Occupancy is scheduled for June. Day

and night shifts are planned to erect the
buildings in time for moving.
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WHAT’S BESTALL-SHORT BILL?
What Kind of

Program Wins
At Box Office?

What constitutes the best All Short

Features program?
Distributors of Short Features de-

clare that bookings in February and

the beginning of March have main-

tained the record pace set during

Laugh Month. Reports show the ad-

vertising of Short Features by exhib-

itors is now developing from a spurt

into a combination of spurt and mara-

thon, with no letup and, if anything,

rather greater speed.

Tying up the facts of increased

bookings and increased advertising by

theatre owners is the conviction of a

large number of exhibitors that Short

Features have made the ticket wheel

in the box office spin faster.

So far so good—decidedly good, say

these theatre owners. But many have

gone much farther than that. That

step has been the development of the

All Short Features bill.

Getting beyond the experimental

stage after finding their patrons tak-

ing to it, some exhibitors have made
the All Short Features program a reg-

ular bill at least one day a week.

Then comes the question : What
kind of All Short Features bill brings

the best results? Or doesn’t it make
any difference?

Some are using the all-comedy bill,

with sometimes as many as five two-

reel comedies, perhaps more. On this

bill the newsreel may be the only pic-

ture that is not a comedy, although

there may be touches of comedy in

that also.

Others have adopted for frequent

showing the All Short Features pro-

gram in which single-reel features are

sprinkled generously among the two-

reel numbers.

How many and how tasty courses

are served on the best All Short Fea-

tures menu? Which type brings the

best response at the box office?

A blank for replies is printed on
the next page.

Ring Lardner

Ring Lardner, American humorist, is

the author of the “You Know Me A1

”

stories which have been purchased by
Stern Brothers for a series of two-
reel comedies to be released next

year by Universal.

EVERYBODY’S BOOKING
St. Patrick's Day Special
Week of March 14th

Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

“HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY?”
Hand Colored by Brock

DISTRIBUTORS

Beauty Contest

Tieup Made for

“Green Archer”
Every exhibitor realizes the exploitation

possibilities of a beauty contest, but not
every exhibitor knows how to make one a
success. A clever tieup made recently by
the manager of Loew’s Dayton theatre
with the Dayton Herald demonstrated how
effectively the Patheserial, “The Green
Archer,” featuring Allene Ray and Walter
Miller, could be advertised by getting local
beauties to compete for prizes.

Hundreds of girls submitted photographs
and many more were sufficiently interested
to attend performance at Loew’s Dayton,
to see if there was any resemblance be-
-ween the popular star and themselves, the
basis for awarding the prizes.

Prizes were offered to the ten girls who
most resembled Allene Ray. The first prize
was $20, the second $10, and the third $5.

Then there were five prizes of $1 each and
two prizes of theatre tickets for the entire
run of “The Green Archer.” An additional
prize of $5 was awarded to the girl whose
picture was printed first. All contestants
received tickets to Loew’s Dayton theatre
for the duration of “The Green Archer”
showing.

The contest was held at the same time
as “The Green Archer” was playing at
Loew’s and the original story was running
in The Dayton Herald. The first an-
nouncement appeared in a three-column-
head story on the first page of the Dayton
Herald.

Shortly after the contest was announced
a front page spread was used, arousing still

more interest by publishing the photo-
graphs of the local girls who had already
submitted their names and pictures. The
judges decided only large photographs
would be accepted. The contestants were
permitted to have their pictures taken free

of charge by getting an order for a photo-
graph from the city editor. At the conclu-
sion all photographs were sent to Miss Ray,
who autographed the winning pictures.

They were then returned to their owners
to be kept as a remembrance.

The fortunate ones were Helen Sekyra,
Frances Schraml, Evelyn Swango, Alice
Wells, Mrs. Nettie Humbarger, Mrs. E. D.
Watkins and Margie Timmons.

Beside getting the various prizes the

girls were given screen tests on the stage

at Loew’s. A packed house turned out to

see the winners and to watch them being
photographed. Then the moving picture

camera was turned out across the foot-

lights and a picture of the audience was
taken. Both these pictures were shown on
the screen the following week, lending lo-

cal interest to the usual program.

All postoffice regulations were complied
with.
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News Reel Equals Any Unit

In Importance, Roxy Holds
Drawing and Holding Power Proved, Declares Signer for Fox News

for New $10,000,000 Theatre—Personality of

Organization Will Be Injected

T HE news reel is equal in importance to any other unit in the
theatre program. That is the creed of S. L. “Roxy” Rothafel, as

expressed in commenting on his recent signing of Fox News as the
first picture contract for the $10,000,000 Roxy theatre now nearing com-
pletion in New York.

What’s Best Bill of

All Short Features

What kind of All Short Features program
draws best at the box office? Is it the two-

reel all-comedy bill or one in which one-reel

pictures have a prominent part?

Below is provided a blank for expression

of the exhibitor's preference.

Short Features Department
EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, 111.

I find that the following com-
bination brings the best results

at the box office in All Short Fea-
tures programs:

(Exhibitor)
(Theatre)
(City)

“Big Boy 2-Year-Old

Juvenile Comedy Star,

Signs for Next Year
Jack White’s announcement that “Big

Boy,” two-year-olcl star of Educational-Ju-
venile Comedies, has been signed up for

next year’s series, will receive hearty re-

sponse from the increasing numbers of his

well-wishers throughout the country.

“Big Boy,” who has crowded an eventful

career into his brief life, first appeared
in pictures when only three weeks old, as

the baby in Elinor Glyn’s “Three Weeks.”
Since then he has been seen in baby roles

in a number of releases, and just as soon
as he could walk he was signed up for

the Juvenile Comedy series produced at

the Educational Studios.

“Big Boy” is everybody’s friend, and he
has a naive way of obtaining the goodwill
of the youngsters in the Juvenile cast. He
can sense a fake friendship overture be-

fore it advances very far, and should the

annoyer get troublesome “Big Boy” calls

to his constant canine friend, “Pal,” who
proceeds to make it unpleasant for the in-

truder.

The first subject in which “Big Boy” ap-

peared was “Baby Blues.” Since then he
has been seen in “Baby Be Good,” “Bach-
elors’ Babies,” and “Sea Scamps.” His
next picture will be “Raisin’ Cain.”

Ralph Ceder Back
on Coast, Directs

“Fighting Hearts
’

’

Ralph Ceder has returned to the West
Coast from New York to resume direction

of “Fighting Hearts,” new Film Booking
Offices series. The “Fighting Hearts”
company is headed by Alberta Vaughn.

Harold Rodner Gets

Two Novelty Series

Harold Rodner has obtained for his One
Man Exchange two new series of two reel

novelties. One includes the “Shadows of
Jungle” stories featuring the Selig
Wild Animals and the other a series of
twelve subjects called the International De-
tective Stories and co-starring Eileen Sedg-
wick and the police dog known as Lightnin’
The Great.

“ IX/T Y act in making Fox News the ob-
-‘-’’-t ject of the first motion picture con-

tract for the Roxy theatre is my tribute

to the value of news reels in the making
up of a program. Imagine, if you can,

a motion picture program without one. It

cannot be done.
“News reels are no longer speculative

propositions. They have proved their

drawing and holding power, and any ex-

hibitor trying to get along without a news
reel will not, in my opinion, go very far.

Can’t Be Left Out of Program
“In all my experience as an exhibitor I

have only left the news reel out of my
programs twice, and this only after an
inward struggle. What’s more, I’ve never
quite justified the omission to my own
satisfaction. Now, the news reel is the

last thing I will consider leaving out, and
it is hard for me to try and imagine an
emergency great enough to warrant this

step.

“The policy adhered to in the making
up of Fox News coincides exactly with
mine. Fox News never has subjects offen-

sive to women or children. It is also

free from the taint of propaganda. Its

editorial arrangement of subjects and titles

is distinctive and has created for it an
enviable reputation. The fundamentals of

its editorial makeup are such that to turn

out a poor reel is next to impossible.

Ten Elements Required
“The ten elements that its editors insist

be incorporated in each and every release

are the same that guide me in making up
my composite reel. I absolutely insist that

my composite reel contain news interest,

human interest, amusement interest, sport

interest, a woman feature, a foreign fea-

ture, a beauty feature, some comedy, a

novelty and some shots of at least one
interesting personality. Like Fox News I

use, whenever possible, pictures of chil-

dren, pretty girls, animals and water scenes
because I have found the public likes

them.”
Rothafel announced he would have a

surprise for the public and the industry in

connection with his presentation of the

news reel at the Roxy theatre.

Must Reflect Personality
“A newspaper,” he explained, “must re-

flect its owner’s or editor’s personality.

Take any of your really influential jour-

nals and analyze their greatness. It was
Greeley’s Tribune, Bennett’s Herald, Dana’s
Sun, etc. I intend to inject into the Roxy
theatre’s news reel the personality of the

organization in back of it. We have given
personality to our radio programs and we
intend to give it to our news reel.”

Besides James R. Grainger, general sales-

manager of the Fox corporation, and
Rothafel, those at the ceremony attending

the signing were Fred C. Quimby, Fox
short features salesmanager, and Truman
Talley, managing director of Fox News.
“There could be no more forceful en-

dorsement of Fox News’ merit or service,”

said Grainger, “than the fact that ‘Roxy,’

the greatest showman in the world, has
selected Fox News for the theatre which
will be the greatest motion picture theatre

in the world.”

Reubenson Is Foreign

Agent for Red Seals
Max Fleischer, president of Red Seal

Pictures, announced at the time of R.

Reubenson’s sailing for London that the

latter has associated himself with Red Seal

to act as foreign agent for this organiza-
tion’s product. “We had a conference which
lasted two days,” Fleischer stated, “at

which time Mr. Reubenson was authorized
to close a number of specific deals, and to

handle our forthcoming specials.”

“Silvery Art” Books in

68 Chicago First-Runs
“The Silvery Art,” one reel Red Seal

skiing special, has caused a flood of book-
ings to come into the home office, accord-
ing- to General Salesmanager Harry Bern-
stein. Balaban & Katz’s Chicago, Uptown
and Tivoli have booked this featurette, as
well as 65 other important first-run houses
in other sections of the country, in one
week.

JOSEPH LEVERING
is now directing

“HER FIRST NIGHT IN THE BEAUTY PARLOR”
with

VIOLET MERSEREAU as Molly May
An Arthur J. Lamb production

For further information apply to

Cranfield and Clarke, Inc.
Distributors for the World

1476 Broadway New York City
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Mack Sennett at

Work on Biggest

Comedy Schedule
Mack Sennett has started out on one of

his biggest comedy years, which is saying

much, as much of the history of motion
pictures is involved with some of his other

big comedy years.

His activities will again be under the

banner of Pathe. He has just signed a big

contract with that company for the release

of the product of his studio for a period

of two years.

Prominent on his comedy program will

be a series of two-reel comedies in which
Ben Turpin will be starred. Ben has been
off the screen for a long time owing to the

long illness of his wife. Having taken on
the work again, Mr. Sennett has laid plans

for a series of pictures which promise to

be the best and funniest of Ben’s long
career.

A brand new series of Sennett comedies
which will be seen this year will be “The
Smith Family”—a delightful running series

of little homely quaint plays that concern
the adventures of a typical American fam-
ily—the kind that commute. Several of

these will soon be ready for release. They
have something of the same flavor that

have been in some of Sennett’s famous
box-office record breakers, like “Mickey”
and “Molly O.” Raymond McKee, Ruth
Hiatt, the adorable little “Mary Ann Jack-
son” and Cap are featured in these come-
dies. “Cap” is the big spotted Harlequin
Dane dog, grandson of “Teddy,” the once
famous Sennett dog.

Alice Day, who seems likely some day to

follow in the footsteps of Gloria Swanson,
Louise Fazenda, and other famous Sennett
graduates, will be starred in another series

of comedies. In a single year, she has won
a niche for herself as a star.

The All-Star Comedies with Billy Bevan,
Madeline Hurlock and Andy Clyde will be
continued throughout the year.

Mack Sennett has always been successful
as a “picker” of stars. He has pinned his

faith to several new ones, prominent among
whom is Eddie Quillan, whom Sennett re-

gards as one of the greatest “finds” of his

career; also Danny O’Shea, Ruth Taylor
and a new bevy of bathing girls of charm
and pulchritude.

Fox Series Used

in Plea for Full

Short Reel Bills
“The Married Life of Helen and War-

ren” comedies, in which Hallam Cooley
and Kathryn Perry are featured by Fox,
are being used by students of the picture

business as an argument in favor of thea-
tres devoted to programs made up ex-
clusively of well-selected short features.

These sound a new note in short-reel
production, and at a recent showing by
Fox of such a program in New York,
the latest one, “His Own Lawyer,” was
said to have shown remarkable entertain-
ment value, and to have “as much plot
as many of the six and seven-reel pro-
ductions seen on Broadway.”

Desmond Back on Lot
William Desmond, Universal’s popular

serial star, has returned to the studio after

an extended vaudeville tour, and is doing
work on “The Return of the Riddle Rider,”

a chapter play to be filmed as a sequel to

his production of last year, “The Riddle
Rider.”

First Crossing of

Mountain Barrier

Snapped by Lamb
That news reels cameramen constantly

are opening up unexplored places to the

world is shown in a recent issue of Kino-
grams, the news reel released by Educa-
tional. In it are carried pictures of the
first crossing by white persons of the

mountain barrier lying between China and
Northern Tibet known as the Alexander
III range.

The pictures were taken by Gene Lamb,
staff cameraman for Kinogram in the

Orient, who led the Trans-Asia Photo-
Scientific Expedition into Northern Tibet.

The feat was undertaken by three men and
one woman, Mrs. Lamb. The fact that the
Lambs were on their honeymoon gives the

picture a romantic tinge.

The trip across the mountain range took
five weeks and was very difficult. There
were but few trails, and at high altitudes

the snow was very deep. Two ponies load-
ed with supplies were lost over precipices,

but in spite of the danger and hardships
Lamb obtained pictures of untold beauty
and magnificence. The end of the subject
shows the party’s tent, 17,000 feet up,

with the Stars and Stripes flying at the
top.

Bunny Dull Starts New
0. Henry Comedy for Fox

The latest O. Henry comedy to be made
by Fox Films, “A Social Triangle,” was
started this week under the direction of
Bunny Dull, a newcomer to the Fox West
Coast Studios. George Marshall will su-

pervise production. The scenario was writ-

ten by John Stone and the cast includes
Hallam Cooley, Olive Hasbrouck, David
Mir, J. Clifford Rice, Marjorie O’Neill and
Clarissa Selwyn.

Reel Shown Archbishop
Tom North, home office exploiter of

Pathe, was in St. Louis recently. He ar-

ranged for a private showing of the Pathe
Vatican pictures to Archbishop Glennon of

St. Louis.

Duffy Completes First

As Featured Comedian
in Christie Comedies

“Dancing Daddy” is the title of the first

Christie Comedy in which Jack Duffy,

young old-man, appears following his re-

cent elevation to a featured comedian in

this series in which he has been appearing
for several seasons as a stock player. The
new comedy, just completed under the di-

rection of Harold Beaudine has Vera
Steadman as leading woman, Natalie

Joyce and a large cast of well known
Christie players, in support of Duffy.

Duffy has been one of the outstanding
players of the Christie Comedy series. His
best known character is that of a rather

peppy old man. This year is Duffy’s elev-

enth in pictures.

Donna Barrels Signed

As Educational Writer
Donna Barrels, one of the mo.;t suc-

cessful feminine writers of screen come-
dies in the industry, has been added to

the staff at Educational Studios. Her
first scenario, “Home Cured,” will be
produced at once with Johnny Arthur in

the featured role under the direction of

William Goodrich.
Miss Barrels was scenarist with the

late Mr. Sidney Drew when with his

wife they were producing what were the

most popular comedies of the time. She
has been recently with feature produc-
ing companies and was at one time
scenario editor of Realart Productions.

Hutchison in Serial

Charles Hutchison, the stunt king, is

busily engaged completing a ten episode

serial which will bear the title of “Light-

ning Hutch.” This will be distributed

by Arrow Pictures Corporation. Mr.

Hutchison is being supported by an un-

usually strong cast of serial favorites.

His leading woman is Edith Thornton.

Others prominent in the company are

Virginia Pearson, Sheldon Lewis, Ben
Walker and Eddie Phillips.
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Cambria’s Show Takes Broadway
Ash Bubble
ThinningAs

Bills Wobble
Classic Instrumental Trio Best

Offering on Long Bill;

All Others Sag

Paul Ash, “Red Grange of Pres-
entation,” looked like a very tired

young man last Friday night and
his show, “The Evolution of Jazz,”
sagged badly. Despite a pretentious
production effort, a pronounced
lethargy seemed to have the outfit

in its grip and, as if the condition
had been somehow sensed by the
populace, seats were to be had after

a short wait at any time and for the
most part immediately.

Nothing was wrong with the weather
(Ash has stood them out in zero bliz-

zards) and folks who watch and com-
ment upon such things are wondering
if the phenomenal Ash bubble is near-
ing the bursting point, an eventuality
involving the heartbreak of flapper Chi-
cago and something similar of the Mc-
Vickers box office.

Snap Is Lacking

The show was rigged up in the fash-
ion of the thing Ash excels in. There
was a rhyming page in one telling the

yarn, which took jazz from the nymph-
and-fawn era to an indefinitely placed
period well down the ages, hence to
Chicago in 1892 and thence to McVick-
ers now. A lot of folks worked in it,

altogether, but the three supposed aces

were veterans whose stuff no longer
peps up the flaming youth in the front
rows.

Peculiarly, the biggest hand went to

an instrumental rendition of a classic in

the classic manner by a trio in one, the
first straight musical effort Ash has used
since his discovery that the McVickers
clientele wanted hot stuff. Coupled with
the likewise unprecedented surrender of

his baton to the clarinet player, who led

the closing number and took the bows,
this may or may not have bearing upon
the jazz demon’s rumored ambition to

step over into the great new Oriental
theatre which B. & K. soon will dump
into the Loop’s ample and generous lap.

Close Weakens Fair Turn

The nymph-and-fawn thing was good
for a few giggles but lacked a snap
finish. The classic episode was more
in the B. & K. style than anything Ash
has done and it hit hardest, perhaps par-

(Continued on page 52)

LOOK AT THUS

Cobra

It'. Valentino in a Fiery. PuUating and
Romantic Drama—That Kind of Role
the Whole World Demandi of Him!

~ AND ~ ;— ON THE STAGE —
iolhtr “Wow" of o Show f

Firad Sftritt

Herb Bunch
HUGHIE O’DONNELL

BIG SPECIAL OFFERING OF
MIRTH. MUSIC AND NOVELTY

j

Marguerite Werner MERLE CLARK

tVc Mammoth Organ

JLAST TIMES TODAY
i

THE ENCHANTED HILL” !

FRED STRITT
HERB “s BUNCHI

About half and half here, between
the stage show and the screen bill.

The ad is for the State, Detroit;

good use of space is made.

Stuart Sees
Presentation

on Up-Grade
Buddy Stuart, whose intimate his-

tory of presentation as developed in

America was an important contribu-

tion to the early issues of this de-

partment, dropped in the other day
to talk about this, that and presen-

tation, which he says is on the up-
grade even though it may not look
like it in spots. Buddy taught the

embryo impresarios of the Publix
Theatre Managers’ School until irk

of the class room made him seek the

wide open spaces of a special repre-

sentativeship, and Buddy knows.
Buddy’s knowledge of presentation as

she is practiced is as broad as the present
continent. He was “presenting” in Texas
at about the same time Roxy began fuss-

ing with footlights and such, and in the

interim he’s spread his stuff hither and
also yon, even selling it to Boston, which

( Continued, on page 52)

First Genuine
B. & K. Stage
Act Success

Difference Between Picture House
and Revue Technique Becomes

Apparent at Rivoli
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Some-
where, sometime, we’ve read about
a young person named Lochinvar
who came out of the West and
stirred things up in a style pecul-

iarly his own. That’s ancient his-

tory, or fiction or something. Now
we have history, or fiction or some-
thing repeating itself, and leave it

to Broadway that it isn’t fiction.

Another Lochinvar has come out

of the west and stirred things up.

The particular Lochinvar in this

case is Frank Cambria.

Cambria hails from Chicago, where for

a long time past he has conceived and
staged the Balaban & Katz stage enter-

tainments, which have grown to be con-

sidered the real thing in motion picture

presentations.
Cambria has come to Broadway, and

what he has stirred up is the entertainment

world insofar as picture house presenta-

tions are concerned. His first show was
put on at the Rivoli last week, and it is

real blown-in-the bottle B. & K. stuff, not

the imitation with a brand as bogus as

that found on what your b. 1. whispers to

you is of pre-war vintage.

“Great Moments from Grand Opera” is

the program name given to the first of

these Cambria offerings, and the crowds
that flocked to the Rivoli all last week will

readily agree that “Great Moments” is no
misnomer. Broadway, which is always
willing to pride itself on being very much
there in the matter of stage entertainment,

opened its eyes in surprise when it got a

peep at the wonderful staging and lighting

put on by this man from Chicago.

George Dayton Opens

The Cambria show opened with George
Dayton introducing himself as the prologue
from “Pagliacci” and explaining the idea

in such a way that people who had never
attended a grand opera performance could
easily understand the meaning of every
scene.

The opening, the prayer scene from
"Cavalleria Rusticana,” was sung by a large
mixed chorus, the women kneeling. It was
very effective and the singing was excel-
lent. It was the only appearance of the
chorus on the stage, and from comments
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JOEL LAY
Barytone Soloist

This Week at

VIRGINIA THEATRE,
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

NAN BLACKSTONE

Singer of

Popular “Blue” Melodies

AT MAJESTIC THEATRE,
KANKAKEE, ILL.

LUCILLE MIDDLETON
Sensational Fan Dancer

Formerly with **Rose Marie** Company

LINCOLN SQUARE THEATRE,
DECATUR, ILL.

t
These Are a Few

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS ARTISTS

Now Knocking ’Em Dead in Presen-

tation Houses Throughout the

Middle West and East.

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS, INC.,
Auditorium Building, Chicago, 111.

’Phone: Wabash 2692

\
HINES & SMITH

Banjo and Harmony Team

This Week at Capitol Theatre,

Toledo, Ohio—Soon with Paul

Ash at McVickers Theatre,

Chicago.

LOOS BROTHERS
Nationally Famous

Song Artists

AT PALACE THEATRE,
HAMILTON, OHIO,

Week beginning March 7.

LEONARD & BARNETT
Piano and Harmony Team

Snappy Song Specialists

with Paul Ash at

McVickers Theatre,

Chicago.

heard the audience would have been glad

to hear them again and again.

“Miserere” Next
Dayton then introduced the “Miserere”

from “II Trovatore.” The scene disclosed

the tenor Maurico in a tower cell. His
sweetheart Leonora hearing the chanting
of the priests and the tolling of the bells

which betoken his death, hurries to the

prison and together they sing their fare-

well song. This scene is very intense and
impressive.
Again Dayton appeared and announced

that the next and last would be the fa-

mous prison scene from “Faust.” The
singing of Marguerite, Faust and Mephisto
was very good ;

but what brought the
“bravos” was the ascending of Marguerite
to heaven and the descending of Faust to

hell, Mephisto accompanying him. The
staging and effects used in this scene
would have done credit to any stage.

ARTHUR SPIZZI
Booking the Better Picture Theatres

NEW YOKE OFFICE

1587 BROADWAY

Bernadine De Grave
Will Be Featured in

New Presentation Act
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 2.—
Bernadine De Grave, former star of

Ziegfeld’s “Sally,” in which she replaced
Marilyn Miller, is to be featured in a
new act, “Help Wanted,” which Nicholas
Boilla is producing for presentation
houses. Miss De Grave closed with
Boilla’s “Syncopation from Musical
Comedy” act after its successful engage-
ment at the Alhambra, here, last week.
A new team, as yet unannounced, will

replace her and Serge Leslie in the lat-

ter act.

Miss De Grave is a dancer of rare at-

tainment and still more rare personal
charm. Her artistry undoubtedly ac-

counted for a great measure of the suc-
cess enjoyed in picture houses by the act
she has just left, and with a new act
designed especially to bring out her best
qualities she should go far. Four boys,
who will try out for the place of her
partner and eventually all be hired, will

round out the cast of “Help Wanted.”

Charles Previn New
Missouri Conductor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—Charles
Previn, for four seasons musical director
of the St. Louis Municipal Theatre Asso-
ciation, has been engaged as conductor
of the Missouri theatre orchestra. He took
over the baton February 27. The orchestra
has been increased to 35 pieces.

Previn is known as the “scoreless conduc-
tor” from his ability to direct light operas
from memory. He graduated from Cor-
nell in 1909 and entered the musical field

in New York. He has since directed a long
list of musical shows. He formerly was
director for Ziegfeld’s “Louie the Four-
teenth.” For his opening overture he se-

lected Wagner’s “Rienzi.”

Publix Shows, Bernie
Orchestra for Newman

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 2.—Be-
ginning March 6 the Newman theatre will

book John Murray Anderson stage spe-

cialties exclusively in this city, according
to Bruce Fowler, manager of the Newman.
The Newman for several years has fea-

tured stage specialties and elaborate pro-
logues, but this is the first instance in

which the house has been on a regular
circuit.

The Ben Bernie Hotel President orches-
tra, widely featured in the Kansas City
Star as one of that newspaper’s radio en-
tertainments, also has been booked in, for

two performances daily, the Newman
thereby benefiting from the publicity.

Bryant 2712

FRED C. CURTIS
(Incorporated)

The Finest Artists and
Biggest Box Office Attractions

Available at All Times for

Motion Picture Theatres.

Cable Curtvaud

1560 Broadway New York City
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PresentationDrawingMoreNames
Presentation

Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman
By WILLIAM R. WEAVER

Original B & K Show
Success on Broadway

T HE following, concerning the original

Balaban & Katz type of entertainment

as differentiated from that which has been
paraded as such in New York, is quoted
from this column of last week’s issue

:

“Broadway will get its first glimpse of

the real thing when the shows produced
here and taken East by Frank Cambria,
father of the entertainment form which
made Chicago the cinematic culture center

of the world, are revealed at the Rivoli

.... Unless the cards are stacked per-

manently, which is doubtful, the real

B. & K. shows will take Broadway in a

walk.”.

The first of Mr. Cambria’s presentations

was staged at the Rivoli last week and
the results were as anticipated. A report

in this issue to that effect is in agreement
with the unanimous press verdict. The
original Balaban & Katz production not

only “took” Broadway but put a new com-
plexion upon the presentation situation

generally.

The structure of the original B. & K.

stage entertainment is something for the

John Murray Andersons and others to

study. It is very simple, which is one

reason it succeeds. It has no plot—and
that is the big fact which presentation peo-

ple in general have overlooked—and what-

ever talent is involved is the best. And a

Frank Cambria production is so right,

technically, that even the technically un-

informed recognize its merit.

Mr. Cambria’s big secret is that one

about the plot. Until now it has been held

inviolate to the end that it might encounter
the Broadway test fairly and on its own.
There is no reason for withholding it

longer. Mr. Cambria is the single pres-

entation producer of prominence whose
grasp of his subject includes the knowledge
that there is place for but one plot in a

performance and, in the case of the film-

show, that one should and must be the

plot of the motion picture.

Simple showmanship proves the point.

Of two plots in a single performance, one
necessarily is considered by the patron to

be the better. The less meritorious one,

which in the filmshow naturally is that of

the stage production, sustains the con-
demnation which ticket buyers inevitably

bestow. Mr. Cambria prevents conflict be-

tween presentation and picture by the

simple expedient of removing the basis of

comparison—the plot. This done, his pres-

entations are judged upon their merits and
the record of their merits is known.

Publix Chicago Billing

Puzzles Theatregoers

C HICAGO theatregoers are recovering

gradually from the abrupt change in

billing methods employed for Publix shows
brought here, the recovery having its chief

influence in a reviving box office. The pro-

cedure followed in billing these shows is

something of a lesson, the nature of it

depending upon the viewpoint of the stu-

dent.

“Publix” is as yet a name unknown in

Chicago. Publix shows were advertised as

“Super Balaban & Katz Entertainment”
and, as previously noted, the public knew
them for other than that at sight. In ad-
dition, use of performer names was dis-

continued and the name of John Murray
Anderson given exclusive prominence. Chi-
cago people, who had learned to respect
B. & K. shows above all others without
being told who produced them, knew not
what to make of this and so made noth-
ing, Mr. Anderson’s name meaning little

or nothing to the main body of picture

theatregoers. Add the fact that in other
cities the names of players in the Publix
shows were billed in the customary man-
ner and you have a close-up of the policy
which was not but now is Balaban & Katz.
It affords, as stated, a lesson in billing, the

nature of which depends upon the view-
point of the student.

Performer Personalities

Questionable Values

THERE is considerable reason for ques-

tioning the value of the Paul Ash type

of performer personality. This comes into

focus with the prospect of that sensational

leader’s possible fade-out at McVickers,
which he has made to make much money
during the past year.

Mr. Ash is undeniably a great attraction.

Just as undeniably, he is not a great band
leader. His personality has made Mc-
Vickers a vogue and during the period of

his ascendency a certain class of theatre-

goers has kept box office receipts at a high
figure. The unpleasant aspect of the situa-

tion is that very few of those who attend

McVickers care what motion picture is be-

ing exhibited between Mr. Ash’s appear-
ances, a fact reflected in the advertising

done by the theatre.

While a vogue of this sort continues,

based upon personality and not upon per-

formance, there is little occasion for con-

cern. It is when the vogue dies and
attempt is made to replace the trick

attraction that difficulties arise. The shift to

a personality basis is made readily enough,
but in the shift back to a foundation of

merit the problem is encountered. No
wholly satisfactory solution of this has

been brought out to date.

Gilda Gray Playing
Capitol in Montreal

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTREAL, QUE., March 2.—Gilda
Gray, internationally famous dancer, is ap-

pearing this week, at the Capitol theatre

in conjunction with the Canadian pre-

miere of “Moana of the South Seas.”

Manager Harry Dahn of the Capitol made
the arrangements for Miss Gray’s date.

Stephen Boisclair and
Roy Kieffer Broadcast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y„ March 2.—Stephen
Boisclair, organist at Harmanus-Bleecker
hall, broadcasts two nights a week as a
regular part of his work, and T. Roy
Kieffer, conductor of the Troy theatre or-

chestra, Troy, broadcasts every Sunday.

Missouri Has Charleston Meet
ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—The Mis-

souri theatre in cooperation with the St.

Lows Star held a national Charleston con-
test the week of February 20. Champion
pairs from eight large cities entered.

Sissle, Blake
to Do Return
Picture Tour

Internationally Famous Musical

and Harmony Duo to Return
From London Soon

Sissle and Blake, internationally
famous colored musical and har-
mony team, will soon return to the
United States from London and
will tour the larger motion picture
theatres under the management of
Phil Tyrrell, Chicago booker, Sissle

and Blake last year did a 21-week
picture house tour. They are the
biggest colored name act in the
business and were as highly suc-
cessful in their picture house work
as they have been in productions.

Names Still Swinging In

The intention of this team to enter
presentation work again is directly in

line with the recent swing of production
and variety names into the new field,

which began only a few months ago and
seems certain to continue until picture
houses large and small will offer only
the highest type of other-than-screen en-
tertainment.
John Murray Anderson, producer of

presentations for Publix Theatres, was in
Chicago last week. His visit at least
in part concerned booking acts. While
in the city he booked Gus Mulcay and
Banjoland, two Tyrrell attractions, for
forthcoming Publix presentations. Both
acts are scheduled for work in the same
unit.

Conley-Silverman
Form Corporation

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—Dave Sil-

verman and Dan Conley of the Conley-
Silverman orchestra, Grand Central thea-
tre, have incorporated their musical
activities as the Conley-Silverman Enter-
prises, Inc., $60,000 capital half paid up.
The company is authorized under its

charter to own and operate stores for the
sale of music, phonographs, phonograph
records and musical instruments, to buy
and sell musical compositions, make phono-
graph records, etc.

The stockholders are D. H. Silverman,
120 shares

;
Larry Conley, 165 shares

; and
E. A. Jeffers, 15 shares.

Don Alvin’s Violin
Raises Music Sales

Villa Moret, publisher of “Moonlight
and Roses,” reports the biggest sales in
the history of that song in the Chicago
territory during the past month due to
Don Alvin’s featuring it as a violin solo
in Chicago B. & K. theatres. It was con-
sidered a back number for some time
previously to Alvin’s Chicago advent.
Alvin has been appearing as a featured
soloist while drilling a band that is

slated to open a big Chicago picture
theatre in the near future.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
“Skylarks” More Like
Chicago Balaban-Katz
Entertainment; Clicks

“Skylarks,” fourth of the John Murray
Anderson Publix shows to reach the
home of original and incomparable
“Balaban and Katz Entertainment,” is

much more like that thing and shot up
the stock of the proposition consider-
ably. In conception and execution this

is more like the presentation Chicago
knows, and Chicago theatre audiences
let it be known they liked it.

As before, no name save that of the
producer is revealed to the onlookers,
which must be a hit with the many ca-
pable folks in the show. The soprano
and tenor do most of the singing, and the
quartette who back them up, merit more
than a program line, not even which
they got. And the Six Pashas, whose
act didn’t really jibe with the lineup but
whose ability made it seem to, shouldn’t
be made to do their stuff under blankets.
However

—

The thing is all about the moon and
opens in front of a cloud scrim which
gives way to the old planet itself. There
are lots of dancers in it, all good, and
a medley of old familiar moon songs
which, in itself, would sell a less worthy
performance. Into 15 minutes is crowded
enough stuff to run an Orpheum road

Albert Don and Orchestra

—

Loeic’s State
,

St.

Louis.
Albertina Rasch Ballet—Stanley, Philadelphia

.

Alvin, Don Harding
, Chicago.

Barrie, Stuart—Grand Central , St. Louis.
Barto—Loewr

s Warfield , San Francisco.
Bennett, Charles—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Bernie, Ben and Orchestra—Newman, Kansas

City.
Boland, Harry—Capitol^ Chicago.
Buck, Verne—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Bullock, Wynne—Loew*s State, Los Angeles.
Bunchuk, Yasha—Capitol, New York.
Burke, Lucille—State, Detroit.
CapitoI-^Abbott Ballet—Capitol, Chicago.
Chappie and Libby Kay Rialto , New York.
Chin Toy Sisters—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Cleveland, Florence and Albert Mac Gillivray
Loew*s Warfield, San Francisco.
Cole, Lionel—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Connor Twins—Granada, San Francisco.
Dancing Duo—State, Detroit.
De Grave and Leslie and Co. Alhambra

, Mil-
waukee.

Delara, Lanore—Loew*s State
, Los Angeles.

De Pace, Bernardo Mark Strand, New York.
Desha, Mile.—Capitol, New York.
“The Dime Museum”—Uptown, Chicago.
“The Melting Pot”—Missouri, St. Louis.
Dixie Jubilee Singers—Capitol, New York.
Doyle, James—Colony, New York.
Eagen, Babe and Hollywood Redheads—

Granada , San Francisco.
Farnum, Frank and Company—Loew’s State,

St. Louis.
Forbstein, Louis and Syncopators Royal

,
Kan-

sas City.

Fourteen Dancing Dollies—Colony, New York.
“Garden Gate Idea”

—

Loew*s Warfield
,

San
Francisco.

‘‘Garden of Girls”—Granada^ San Francisco.
Geis, Hy C.-^Rialto, New York.
Gioia, John Rialto , New York.
Hall, Billy and Company—Capitol, Chicago.
Herman, Johnny—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Herron, Marie Wisconsin , Milwaukee.
Jacobsen, Sascha—Fox, Philadelphia.
Judnich, Frank Metropolitan , Los Angeles.
Karenoff and Maree—Grand Central

,
St. Louis.

Kay, Dolly—Fox, Philadelphia.
Keeler, Ruby—Colony, New York.
Kelly, Nell

—

Loew's State, Los Angeles.
Klemova, Mile, and M. Daks—Mark Strand ,

New York.
Kreuger, Benny—Chicago, Chicago.

show, but this time it’s done without
apparent hurrying and there was fre-

quent applause. The act even took a
curtain which simply isn’t done in B.

& K. houses.
Earlier, Adolphe Dumont had led the

orchestra in a bracket of American
“folk songs” with good results. Then
Bennie Krueger played three saxophone
numbers as a single, which is two more
than most singles are allowed in this

house. Edward K. House played “Some-
time” on the organ and finished singing
it, his good voice getting its usual toll.

Bernardo De Pace,
Rasch Ballet, Band

Please at Stanley
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 2.—

Bernardo De Pace, wizard of the man-
dolin, who already had made a hit with
Stanley audiences, was back at the house
in an entirely new and pleasing reper-

toire the week of Feb. 15-21. Dressed
in effective Pierrot costume, he plays

Rossini’s “Semiramide” with the assist-

ance of the Stanley orchestra, followed

by a medley of operatic and popular fa-

vorites. He is not only an accomplished
musician but a clever actor as well, with

a style all his own. His popularity with
the public does not flag.

Albertina Rasch’s ballet “Rythmic

Lang and Davenny—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Lee, Dorma—Loew*s State, St. Louis.
Lee, Hilda—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Lewis and Kellogg

—

Loew*s State , Los Angeles.
Lichter, Joie and Band—Strand, Milwaukee.
Lowenstein, Sidney and Orchestra—Stanley.

Philadelphia.

Lyon, Velma Newman , Kansas City.
Maryland Collegians—Mark Strand

,
New York.

Miller, Pauline—Mark Strand, New York.
Murray, David^—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Myers, Charlotte—Madison. Detroit.
Niles, Doris and Ballet

—

Capitol
, New York.

O'Donnell, Hughie State
, Detroit.

Owin, Rita—Mark Strand
,
New York.

Paley, Ben and Orchestra Harding
,
Chicago.

“Paradise Isle”—Capitol, Detroit.
Pontius, Walter—Rialto, New York.
Quinlan, John—Mark Strand, New York.
Racette, Ruth—Harding, Chicago.
Radja Troupe

—

Loew's State, Los Angeles.
Ray, Joey—Loew*s Warfield , San Francisco.
Reagan and Orr—Palace, Dallas.
Restivo—Rialto, New York.
Richter and Fitch—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Roesner, Walt and Orchestra Loew*s Warfield ,

San Francisco.

Rome and Dunn—Fox, Philadelphia.
Ross, Joe—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Runkel, Alex—Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Schiller, Nora—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Scoville, Marie and Dancers—Newman, Kansas

City.

Senter, Boyd Harding, Chicago.
Silverman, Dave and Orchestra—Grand Central,

St. Louis.

Six Brown Brothers—Stanley, Philadelphia.
Six Pashas—Chicago^ Chicago.
“Skylarks”—Chicago, Chicago.
Small, Paul Grand Central

, St. Louis.
Stockwell, Harry—Newman^ Kansas City.

Stritt, Fred State , Detroit.
Taylor and Hawks—State, Detroit.
Tudor, Mary—Madison, Detroit.

Vanity Fair Orchestra

—

Colony , New York.
Waddell, Ruth and Ballet—Loewy

s Warfield ,
San

Francisco.

Wainwright Sisters—Colony, New York.
Williams, Kenneth Royal, Kansas City.

Wolf, Rube and Band—Loew*s State, Los
Angeles.

Woodruff, Charlotte—Grand Central, St. Louis.
Wright, Helen—Granada, San Francisco.

Toes,” featuring Harold Day and Aileen,

was a show in itself. In a twilight set-

ting a number of gypsies were grouped
in the background with spot on a girl

in colorful gypsy costume playing a vio-
lin while 10 girls dressed as gypsies
danced to castanet accompaniment.
A graceful tango by Harold Day and

Aileen in black and gold costumes was
especially well done. This was followed
by a dance by six girls dressed in green
and white, in marked contrast to the
black background. Four girls then gave
a charming butterfly dance.
This is an exceptionally well trained

ballet with a great number of beautiful
and artistic dances in its repertoire, and
these added to the rich costumes of the
dancers have made it extremely popular
with Philadelphia audiences.

Allen White’s Collegians played and
sang a number of jazz compositions in

snappy style and a novelty “A Day at

the Circus,” in which the members of
the cast represent different animals, de-
lighted the audience to such a degree
that the program was delayed for sev-
eral minutes by the enthusiastic ap-
plause, which lasted well into the start

of the film.

An interesting exhibit, the first in this

city, of the new color picture process
was a plastic film novelty presented by
Renown Pictures with surprisingly life-

like effects. A fable cartoon, “The
Wicked City,” and the Stanley Maga-
zine complete the bill.

The long feature was “The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter.”

“School Days” Show,
Old One Made Over,

Is Joie Lichter Hit
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 2.—No

idea seems to be too timeworn to be suc-

cessfully rejuvenated by Stanley Brown
and his aides at the Strand. Last week’s
presentation, featuring Joie Lichter and his

band, was none other than the ancient and
honorable “School Days” gag, worked out
with some brand new twists that made it

a wow, even when compared with some
of the other knockouts that have packed
the seats in front of the Strand’s eight-foot

stage.

The band members made their entrance
in front of the curtain in a wide variety

of comedy costumes, each getting laughter
from the house, which at this period of
history has reached the point of registering

delight at most anything Lichter and his

“gang” perpetrate.

Curtain finally parted revealing a school

room set that used up every inch of the

stage. The boys struck off a parody, “Clap
Hands, Here Comes Teacher,” which even-
tually ended in the appearance of Joie him-
self in a clever characterization of an old

time teacher. The part fits the boy so well

that one assumes when his hair has left

his pate and wrinkles appear on his face

he’ll look just about as he did on the stage

last week.
Plenty of brand new gags and a few

old enough to have been forgotten were
introduced with great success. As usual

the band played well, quite a few comedy
effects being incidentally introduced by var-

ious musicians playing from their places at

the school room desks. Also as usual,

Lichter’s clowning won numerous laughs.

Acts Reported This Week
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MARGARET — ELLEN

KING SISTERS
“Two Little Bits from Songland”

Playing the Larger Cinema Theatres of the Middle West
* * * Now Playing * * *

WISCONSIN THEATRE, Milwaukee, for Eddie Weisfeldt, with
the Finkelstein-Ruben Circuit to Follow.

Thanks to A. G. Stolte for His Kind Offer of an Immediate Return
Engagement Over the A. H. Blank Circuit of Theatres.

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

PHIL TYRRELL ATTRACTIONS
705 WOODS THEATRE BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

BOOKING OFFICES:

611 CHAMBERS BLDG. (Amy Cox in charge) KANSAS CITY
701 GEORGIA SAVINGS BANK BLDG. (Joe Spiegelberg in Charge) ATLANTA

“BOOKING MORE, LARGER PICTURE THEATRES THAN ALL OTHER MIDDLE-WEST BOOKING OFFICES COMBINED"

Broadway Presentations
By T. E. Leahy

Pontius, Kays, Restivo

and Gioia Go Over Big
NEW YORK, March 2.—The Rialto

came through with a better than ordinary
presentation show last week, putting on
two new acts, both of which received good
hands at every performance. These in ad-
dition to the old standby, Hy Geis, whose
work on the organ has become such a
popular feature that he bids fair to be-
come a fixture, and deservedly so, for he
has won for himself a large following.
The Rialto, while one of the Publix

Theatres houses, has not yet gone in for
such elaborate presentations as has the sis-

ter house, the Rivoli, farther up the street.

But while small in number of features and
short time of presentation, the Rialto shows
are making themselves felt as real enter-
tainment.
Walter Pontius, one of America’s finest

lyric tenors, fired the opening shot and hit

the target, the audience. Pontius has a
voice of excellent quality. He sang two
numbers, “Someone to Love,” and “Roses
of Picardy.” His singing of “Roses of Pi-
cardy” was put over with such feeling that
it proved a gem and an encore was cer-
tainly in order. This was Pontius’ first

Broadway appearance in six years. That
long ago he sang at the Strand for a num-
ber of weeks.

Restivo, an accordionist who not only
knows how to play his instrument but at

the same time has a way of keeping the
audience in good humor, appeared with
John Gioia, Chappie Kay and Libby Kay,
charleston endurance champs, in “'Charles-
mania.” Gioia, who holds the Charleston
endurance record of 22 hours, appeared on
the stage as a single, and was followed
by the two Kays, who did a very clever
Charleston. For the finale the three
Charlestoners got together and for several
minutes the audience saw the Charleston
coming and going. Even Restivo while
playing the accordion couldn’t resist the
temptation of joining in the dance. A round
of applause greeted the closing.

Joe Plunkett’s “Frolic”

Makes Them Applaud, Laugh
NEW YORK, March 2.—Joe Plunkett’s

“Frolic” at the Mark Strand still continues
to be the talk of Broadway, and so popular

have some of the individuals on his recent
bills become that his presentation show
last week was somewhat in the nature of
an “Old Home Week.”
Four acts which he has introduced to

Broadway recently went so well that he
played them back last week, and judging
from the reception they received, they will

be good drawing cards for still more time.

Two of these acts were holdovers from the

week before and two were repeats.

The holdovers were Pauline Miller and
John Quinlan; the repeats, Rita Owin and
Bernardo De Pace. Pauline Miller started
the ball rolling by singing “Tulip Time”
which served as a very good introduc-
tion for what was to follow. The follow-
up disclosed some tulip beds and a drop
upon which were painted Dutch scenes.

Mile. Klemova and M. Daks, appearing in

Dutch costumes, immediately went into a
wooden-shoe dance. Then the ballet, also

in Dutch costumes, followed and all joined
in the ensemble, which drew hearty ap-
plause.

The next scene, a blackout, showed Ber-
nardo De Pace sitting on a crescent moon
playing his mandolin. After a couple of
selections from his exalted position he ap-
peared before the curtain to give the au-
dience some more. DePace is among the

best attractions playing picture houses.
Following De Pace a ballet of four girls

appeared doing a short dance which paved
the way for Rita Owin, so that she could
sing “Why Do They Die at the End of a
Classical Dance.” During this Miss Owin
went through some eccentric dancing which
caused a lot of laughs.

John Quinlan, popular tenor, sang “Don’t
You Remember,” which introduced the
Maryland Collegians, 12 boys who opened
up by giving a couple of college yells.

After some large college banners had been
raised a classroom was shown with a large
blackboard in the rear, gags such as, “So
Is Your Old Man,” etc, being written all

over it. The boys sat at their desks but
instead of playing with paper and pencil
they played instruments. Three jazz num-
bers were played during which several
vocal and dance numbers were offered.
For playing and pep the boys proved the
life of the party.
A clever piece of staging was shown

when the lights were brought up in the
rear of the blackboard (which was scrim)

and showed six girls doing a clever Tiller

style dance.
The finale again brought forth Miss

Owin, this time straight. She danced
everything from a Charleston to a classical

dance and did not “die” at the finish.

As George M. Cohen was wont to say
“Always leave them laughing when you say
goodby,” So does Joe Plunkett figure

along the same lines in having his “Frol-
ickers” always leave them applauding
when they say goodbye.

Doyle, Wainwrights,
Keeler, Band Click

NEW YORK, March 2.—The presenta-
tion at the Colony theatre last week was
called “Just Girls,” and it was just that, ex-
cept for the presence of James Doyle, form-
erly of the well known dancing team Doyle
and Dixon, an “Officer of the Law,” who
felt duty hound to sing “The Law Must Be
Obeyed,” after which he went into one
of his famous dances. That Doyle has
lost none of his dancing ability was quickly
shown by the amount of applause he re-

ceived.

The opening portrayed a beautiful scene
in a girl’s college with the Vanity Fair
Orchestra present. The Orchestra of 11

girls not only added to the beauty of the

scene. The girls also knew how to play
and sing. The opening number, Irving
Berlin’s “Always,” was followed by “The
Fourteen Dancing Dollies,” who worked
hard to put over a Tiller routine of danc-
ing but showed a bad lack of cadence.
The three Wainwright Sisters, “Queens

of Melody,” sang two numbers, the last,

“Sitting on top of the World,” going over
big.

Ruby Keeler, a tap dancer, might have
stretched her time allowance and the au-
dience would have been very well satisfied.

After the orchestra played two more
numbers, the “Officer of the Law” ap-
peared. Then the entire company got to-

gether and gave a slam bang finish, singing
“Bam, Bam, Bammy Shore.”

Jubilee Singers Big Hit;

Other Numbers Go Over
NEW YORK, March 2.—As a sort of

a farewell before leaving on an often
postponed and well earned vacation,
Major Edward Bowes gave to the pa-
trons of the big Capitol theatre last

week one of the smoothest running and
most entertaining presentation shows he
has evolved since he relieved the re-
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doubtable Rothafel in the management
of that house.

The big feature of the show was the
Dixie Jubilee Singers so far as the sched-
ule of events frames up, but discriminat-
ing visitors to the house did not fail to

take notice of the elaborate lighting and
staging.

The presentation opened with the
showing of a short feature presented by
A. B. Carrick. It showed some beautiful
Southern scenes, during which voices
were heard singing ‘Dear Old South-
land.” The raising of the screen showed
a levee scene with the Dixie Jubilee
Singers, a mixed octet of colored singers,

just lazing around. This scene was very
well done and brought forth big applause.
The octet then sang a cycle of negro
spiritual and Southern melodies, opening
with “Deep River” and closing with “Dis*

Boat Am Bound to Go.” From the re-

ception received the audience plainly

showed that the singers were “Bound to

Go” over as far as they were concerned.

The playing of “Traumerei” by Yasha
Bunchuk, solo cellist, proved a real treat

to music lovers and plenty of them must
have been present.

“Spanish Rhythms,” with Doris Niles

and the Capitol ballet, proved excellent

atmosphere for the picture “Ibanez’ Tor-
rent” which followed. “Spanish
Rhythms” opened with Miss Wynne and
Mile. Desha doing a neat little dance,
followed by Miss Niles dancing ‘Flamingo.”

It is doubtful if any other dancer could

put this over any better than Miss Niles

did at the Capitol last week. Miss Dallet
and Miss Southgate, with castanets,

danced a tango as it should be danced.
Their teamwork was just about perfect.

The “Valse” with Miss Niles and the

Capitol ballet was danced as a finale and
then we went to Spain with the “Tor-
rent.” An excellent presentation.

“Garden of Girls” at

Granada Is Aided by
Hollywood Redheads

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 2.—
More than 40 beautiful maidens, who sing

and dance participated in the presentation

“The Garden of Girls” at the Granada
theater, Publix house, during the week of

February 20 to 27. They danced and sang
on the automatic stage in conjunction with
the long feature picture “The Girl From
Montmarte.”

This creation, which was composed of
girls only, was headed by the Connor
Twins, original song singers and late stars

of the “Ziegfeld Follies.” Helen Wright
whose golden voice has won the esteem of
many San Franciscans, was among them.

A distinct novelty was worked into this

act with the introduction of Babe Eagan’s
Hollywood Redheads an all-girl jazz band.
Each member did a special number in ad-
dition to playing her instruments in pep-
ful fashion. The Redheads all had the

real thing in red hair. Many remarked
how well the girls were routined.

Rodemich Orchestra
Makes Recording Trip

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—Gene Rode-
mich and his Missouri theatre orchestra
recently made a flying trip to Chicago to

make two new phonograph records. They
left the Missouri immediately after the last

evening show and were in Chicago the next
morning. They left Chicago on a noon
train and were in the house again for the
evening performance. Thus it was by way
of a record recording trip.

“Dime Museum” Hits
Hard in Last Week

of Its Chicago Run
“The Dime Museum,” on view at the

Uptown, Chicago, last week, showed to

good advantage and tumbled over a large

section of applause the night this scribe

caught it. The mounting of this Anderson
effort is submerged sufficiently to cause
the performers to stand out more impor-
tantly than they do in at least one other
Publix show that has made Chicago.

The show opens with Harold Browne
playing the part of the barker who tells

what it is all about and urges “Come one,

come all.” This is a good comedy bit and
Browne seems to win a large amount of
fun for himself from his work. Browne
yawns and steps off, and the museum fig-

ures come to life and do their turns.

From here on the piece moves rapidly,

as do all the Publix performances Chicago
has seen to date. The dancing in this

show is good, the performance of one of
the girls who does a dignified solo turn
being of high order. The chorus of six

little beauties also is good.

If they worked under clown white the
two tumblers would be even funnier than
they are. Besides being clever tumblers
they are obviously lovers of fun for its

own sake and could do a very laughable
turn. Their work evoked a loud clatter

of applause.

Ahead of and leading to the finale, Helen
Yorke does a song number that did not
fail to move the house to applause at any
time during the show’s three-week Chi-
cago run. Others in the cast build a vocal
melodic background for the last part of
Miss Yorke’s footlight offering and the
whole thing goes over big. During the
last half of last week Miss Yorke worked
under a handicap of illness, but it did not
seem to affect the quality of her singing.

Strand Patrons Like
Delhi Dancers; Act

Well Set, Dressed
OMAHA, NEB., March 2. — “The

Dancing Girls of Delhi” was the offering
of Manager Art Cunningham at the
Strand last week, with stage settings
brought from the “Ak-Sar Ben” den.
The girls were under Margaret Beck-
man. Not only their dancing, but their

gorgeous costumes and elaborate electri-

cal effects were well received.

Among the dancers were May Gibson,
Lois Fink, Catherine Benson, Jack
Kerschner.
The long feature film was “The Reck-

less Lady.”

Forbstein Orchestra
in Indian Vestments
Has Another Big Week

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 2.—It

would be difficult for Bruce Fowler,
manager of the Royal theatre, to think

of anything more effective and popular
for the Royal Syncopators than the In-

dian costumes and program used last

week. Therefore, when the feature pic-

ture required a second week of showing,
the Royal Syncopators, directed by
Louis Forbstein, came right back at the

patrons with the same and more of it.

And large audiences continued to ap-
plaud all week.
Garbed in Indian vestments which ac-

tually lend a real atmosphere to the

scene, the syncopators played, as well as

sang, Indian selections in truly admir-
able style. “The Indian Love Call,”

played by Forbstein, won a lion’s share
of the applause, Forbstein proving him-
self a violinist of exceptional merit and
ability.

Kenneth Williams also continued in

the limelight of popularity with his tenor
voice.

“The Vanishing American” was the

long feature picture.

Rome and Dunn Are
Held; Yvette Rugel

Also Does 2 Weeks
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 2.—

Novel exploitation of the long feature

picture, “The First Year,” was offered

by the Fox theatre, with gratifying re-

sults, week of Feb. 15-21. A Sunday
evening performance was given to

which all married couples who presented
wedding certificates dated since Febru-
ary, 1925, were given free cards of ad-

mission.
Bert Rome and Henry Dunn, “Green-

wich Village Follies” songsters, were
back for a second week in an entirely

new repertoire of “Harmony As You
Like It.” Sandwiched in between their

songs, “Sittin’ on Top of the World,”
and “I Never Knew,” were a few jokes
and as an encore they sang “Bam Bam
Bammy Shore.”
Yvette Rugel, Philadelphia’s own

prima donna, who made such a hit the
preceding week, was held over by pop-
ular request and presented a musical
novelty of three versions of “Little Gray
Home In the West,” that of a singer in

a country town, a jazz variation in a

cabaret, and an operatic interpretation.

Her next number was “Old Folks at

Home” in minor key, followed by “The
Last Rose of Summer.” All three com-
positions are particularly adapted to her
range and created a favorable impression
on her hearers.

A thrilling film feature, “The Run-
away Train,” which gave the audience
the impression of being aboard a train

dashing madly down a mountain side at

the rate of a mile a minute and left

them dizzy and gasping at the end of the
reel, was next.

The Fox Theatre Grand Orchestra
played the overture “Southern Rhap-
sody” in excellent style.

“Paradise Isle” Has
Good Week; Lei Leni,

Thelma Harvey Hit Hard
DETROIT, MICH., March 2.—The

John Murray Anderson-Publix Theatre
Corporation presentation at the Capitol

last week filled the stage with Samoans
and a colorful musical and dancing act

resulted. It would hardly be amiss to

say that these Samoans have brought
the Island with them for in their number
is a wealth of native scenery, costumes
and atmosphere.
This presentation is radically different

from the other Publix numbers, the pro-

gram being confined mainly to “native”

tunes, with steel guitars forming the

backbone of the instrumental props.

The title of the act is “Paradise Isle”

and among the principals, Prince Lei

Leni, song leader, and Thelma Harvey,
with an unusual hula dance, bring down
most of the plaudits. The Royal Samo-
ans, to the number of 24, sit in the back-
ground and strum the native tunes while
the action goes on in front.
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“Garden Gate” Idea
Attracts with Song
Stepping and Music

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 2.—
Fanchon and Marco’s “Idea” at Loew’s
Warfield Feb. 20 to 27, named “A Garden
Gate Idea,” was shown in conjunction with
the picture “Irene.” It was highly success-
ful. Florence Cleveland and Albert Mac-
Gillivray sang reminescent songs that all

liked. Joey Ray, a boy singer with a double
voice; Barte, a dancer, Ruth Waddell, a
ballet artiste and the Sunkist girlies were
also featured in the cast.

Behind the Garden Gate, a tall gilt af-

fair, Walt Roesner’s orchestra discoursed
Tschaikowsky’s “Andante Cantabile” and
“Paddlin’ Madelin Home.”

Hughie O’Donnell, Boy
Dance Eccentric, Best
Add to F. Stritt Revue

DETROIT, MICH., March 2.—A lively

youngster, Hughie O’Donnell, with a
face full of freckles, captured all honors
at the State last week during the presen-
tation of Fred Stritt’s variety program.
Several other good acts were offered in

the Stritt revue, but the young O’Don-
nell stopped the show every time he ap-
peared.

_

Dressed in an exceptionally
large pair of balloon pants, the boy gave
a clever exhibition of ecentric dancing
and offered a line of comedy patter that
scored heavily.

Other acts included Lucille Burke,
singer; the Dancing Duo, a pair of fairly

good steppers and an unprogrammed vi-

olinist.

The State chalked up another big box
office week as a result of this bill.

Bernardo De Pace
Mandolin Artist

Peer of Them All

Played his fifth engagement
last week at Mark Strand The-
atre, New York City.

Booked to open New Embassy
Theatre, Baltimore, Maryland,
for a four weeks’ engagement.

Management

:

WM. MORRIS
1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.

5 Singles and Girl
Team Work in Show

Led by Verne Buck
LOS ANGELES, March 2.—Verne

Buck got away to a flying start at the
Metropolitan theatre last week with his

peppy musical organization and Jack
Partington’s flying stages. The Met
changed its bill on Friday instead of Sat-
urday, which is to be the policy here-
after. Buck heads one of the jazziest of

jazz orchestras and not only plays well
on his violin but also dances and sings

a bit. He has a very pleasing person-
ality and with his ingratiating smile won
Met audiences from the start. The four
flying stages, an innovation of Jack Par-
tington’s, proved quite a novelty. The
orchestra sits in an enclosed platform
which rises and moves forward and back-
ward, to allow the various acts to occupy
the stage at the same time they are

playing.
The program opened with an ultra

modern ballet interpretation of George
Gershwin’s “Rhopsady in Blue,” featur-

ing Nora Schiller. This act was staged
by Partington and proved a pleasing bit

of diversion to start off the new policy.

An Aesop Fable, “The Wicked City,”

followed, and then came the main event
with Verne Buck and his band in “Hello,
Los Angeles.”
The Chin Toy Sisters sang several

numbers before a Chinese set with the

orchestra raised above their heads. Sev-
eral dancing specialties were staged and
a complete fashion show, staged by Par-
tington, finished the presentation. David
Murray, Hilda Lee, Frank Judnich and
Lionel Cole sang and danced in the final

number.
“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter”

was the long feature.

Rasch Dancers, Lang
and Davenny, Brown

Brothers at Stanley
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 2.—

Amusing entertainment abounded at the
Stanley theatre last week. There was a

magnificent specially arranged “Wash-
ington Presentation” by the Albertina
Rasch dancers. Colonial settings with
brilliant flame colored lights and pictur-

esque colonial costumes combine to

make this one of the most beautiful and
artistic of the Albertina Rasch produc-
tions.

The first number was a stately minuet
executed with dignity and grace. In the
next act, Hollis Davenny, tenor, and
Gertrude Lang, soprano, also in Colonial
costumes against a rose colored arch,
carried the audience back to the days of

chivalry by singing “Drink to Me Only
With Thine Eyes,” “Madame, Will You
Walk and Talk with Me” and “Song of
Love.” Then the members of the Al-
bertina Rasch ballet, in spic and span
military uniforms, executed a march with
snap and precision. The drills success-
fully combined grace of movement with
military rhythm.

At the close of the scene the line of
cadets wheeled, lined up at the side of
the stage and saluted a brilliantly lighted
tableau, “The Spirit of ’76,” staged by
the Stanley staff.

The six original Brown brothers
dressed as clowns, cleverly lived up to

that character while proving their ability

as saxaphone players. The end man,
dressed as a blackface comedian, kept
the audience in an uproar.

The Stanley Symphony Orchestra,

with Sidney Lowenstein conducting,
played the classic “Symphony No. 4”

by Tschaikowsky.
The long feature was “Mike.”

Kelly and Bullock,
Tumblers, Steppers

Featured with Wolf
LOS ANGELES, March 2—Down-

town theatres patrons are getting their

fill of jazz orchestras and dancing pat-

onists. At Loew’s State Rube Wolf con-
tinues on his popular way assisted by
Nell Kelly. The act beginning the week
of Feb. 19 was called “Venetian Idea,”

a Fanchon and Marco number staged
with a unique back drop showing a Vene-
tion scene and with the chorus dressed
in dresses typical of the city of canals.

Rube picks his numbers to suit his

audiences. He opened the bill with “Di-
nah,” played by his lively artists and
featured next a saxophone soloist. The
orchestra offered “Five Feet Two” as a

Charleston, with Rube doing his stuff.

Wynne Bullock, late of the “Music Box
Revue,” sang “I Never Knew” and
walked right into the hearts of his au-
dience. They couldn’t get enough of

him and he is due for a long stay at

this house. Nell Kelly and Wolf work
well together in Miss Kelly’s numbers
and always get a great hand. This is

Miss Kelly’s final week at Loew’s.

Lanore Delara did a gypsy dance and
Florence Lewis and Adele Kellogg
danced a carnival dance. The Radja
Troupe with their posing and whirls
made a wonderful finish for this elab-

orate presentation.

“Ibanez’ Torrent” was the long fea-

ture.

LUCILLE
MIDDLETON

combining

Youth - Beauty • Finesse

Showmanship
in

“THE FAN DANCE”
The Perfect Presentation

Appearing this week (Feb. 28) LINCOLN
SQUARE Theatre, Decatur, 111. SHEA’S
HIPPODROME, Buffalo, week of March 14.

Eastern Representative—Mrs. A. K. Bendlx,
New York.

Western Representative—Hazel Brown, Chicago
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Prologue to “Irene/’

Working 4 Singles, Is

Nearly Perfect Show
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 2.—The

100 per cent prologue came into its own
in its best form at the Wisconsin last week,
when Ed. J. Weisfeldt applied his pro-
duction talent to a presentation to pre-

cede “Irene.” Capable talent and a well-

nigh perfect set made for the success of
the offering.

Excellent perspective was the principal

virtue of the set, which depicted the fire

escape side of a brick tenement building,

through the open windows of which interior

furnishings (real props and not just a
painted drop) were seen. The fioor of the

stage was made up as the roof of a some-
what lower building on the near side of the

alley from the brick tenement, with the

top of a telegraph pole and wires show-
ing above the parapet. Clever lighting ef-

fects created the illusion of considerable
width between the “front building” and the

structure in the rear, the general impres-
sion being that of the light coming from
the alley lamps below the roof level.

Johnny Herman, blackface comedian,
cast as janitor of the building, and Marie
Herron, soprano, together with several

other tenement dwellers occupied the fire

escape and windows of the rear building,

while Joe Ross, dancer, had his place on
the “roof” of the building, supposedly
in the fore.

Herman indulged in considerable clever

wire-cracking and repartee with Ross,
across the alley, and finally scored his big

hit in singing “Take ’Em to the Door
Blues,” which he put over in an A1 Jolson-
esque manner. Miss Herron sweetly sang
about “Alice Blue Gown,” singing from the
fire escape. Eventually Ross, who had been
razzing his neighbors across the alley suc-
ceeded in quieting them down long enough
for him to “practice his dance.” He really

didn’t need the practice, though, judging
by the skillful way in which he put his bit

over.

The act closed with the voice of Charles
Bennett, tenor, unmistakably floating up
from the alley below. It may have been
the lighting effect or it may have been some
other clever device that made this illusion

perfect. Toward the end of his song a
scrim dropped in front of the set, and the
first feet of the feature film were thrown
on this.

Tschaikowsky’s “Marche Slave” was well
interpreted as an overture. “Just Around
the Corner,” played by Art Richter and
Eddie Fitch on the twin organs rounded
out the other-than-film part of the pro-
gram.

Frank Farnum with
Step Company Tops

Loew’s State Bill
ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—On the

stage of Loew’s State, February 20 to

26, inclusive, Frank Farnum flitted

through the steps he introduced a few
years ago and which now have the
country by the ears—the mania stepper-
ania popularly known as the Charleston.

Fortunately or unfortunately—depend-
ing upon the point of view—Farnum was
not molested by those who have felt the
wrath of his imposition on the nerves,
tranquility and marital happiness of the
country at large.

On this tour he had surrounded him-
self with a very good aggregation of mu-
sicians and two teams of dancers, and
on the whole is offering a very enter-
taining act.

Dorma Lee sang the “Carmena Waltz”
and “When the One You Love Loves

You.” She was accompanied by Don
Albert’s orchestra.
The orchestra also played an overture

of sundry national airs, while a tableaux
on the stage showed George Washington
crossing the Delaware.

Albert’s men and Tom Terry at the
organ also played a novel Gallagher and
Shean number.

Scoville Dancers,
Bernie, Stockwell,
Lyon Make Big Show

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 2.—

A

program of variation in novelties was
featured by Bruce Fowler at the New-
man theatre last week and large audi-
ences all week liked it, judging from
applause.

Marie Scoville and Her Glorified
Girls were featured in ballet numbers
which were replete with color and life.

The dance numbers measured up to a
standard seldom surpassed on any stage.
The dancers’ part of the program was
a major one, consuming most of the
time, which was about thirty minutes.

Then came Ben Bernie’s Hotel Pres-
ident orchestra, which departed into the
fields of jazz in such manner that the
lowering of the curtain proved a difficult

feat to accomplish. Their time on the
program was limited, but highly appre-
ciated.

Last, but far from least important,
were Velma Lyon and Harry Stockwell,
local couple who have been proving a
decided hit for the last several weeks at

the Newman, in musical and dance num-
bers.

“Behind the Front” was the long fea-
ture pitcure.

Don Alvin Featured
Ahead of Jazz Bill

at Harding, Chicago
Ben Paley opened the show at the

Harding, Chicago, last week with the
overture “Cavalerria Rusticanna,” put
across in the usual good Paley style.

Don Alvin, solo violinist, given a bet-
ter spot than he has been accorded at

other houses lately, worked before a vel-

vet drop in one and went across to good
returns. His muted delivery has not
failed to win a big hand at any time
this reporter has caught his offering.

Following Alvin the newsreel was run
off. Stage went through a series of fo-

liage drops to full and Ruth Racette
came on the sing “Dear Old Crinoline
Days” as the lead to what was billed as
a “Crinoline vs. Charleston” show. Miss
Racette was in good voice, but the cus-
tomers did not go wild about her.

Next on was a dancing chorus of six

girls, three attired as men of the crin-

oline age, who stepped a dainty minuet
to someone’s “Minuet.” The dance was
better than a number of similar offerings
recently seen in Chicago houses. Miss
Racette closed this part of the show
before a drop in one, singing a chorus
of her song.

Stage went to full again revealing a
spangled piano beside a weird cornuco-
pia of flowers and electrics, about as
poor a set piece as has been seen at the
Harding or any Chicago house in long
months. From this stepped down a girl

who did a difficult acrobatic novelty
dance. The house broke into spontane-
ous applause several times during this

number.
Boyd Senter with his sax-clarinet

combination accompanied by Jack Rus-
sell at the piano tore off two hot num-
bers, after which the seven girls romped
on for a fast Charleston close.

Sascha Jacobsen and
Rome and Dunn Click

;

Dolly Kay Near Flop
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 2.—

Sascha Jacobsen, eminent European violin-

ist headed the surrounding program at

the Fox theatre last week in a farewell

American engagement. In “Rondo Capric-

cioso” by Saint Saens he demonstrated
what a wizard he is with the bow and was
enthusiastically applauded. His second
selection was a masterly interpre-

tation of “Les Millons d’Arlequin,” which
was also much appreciated by the audience.

Dolly Kay, recording artist, added her
melody to the bill in “Sittin’ on Top of the

World,” “Poor Papa” and “Cecilia,” which
met with rather lukewarm applause.

Bert Rome and Henry Dunn, former mu-
sical comedy stars, whose “Harmony as

You Like It,” has retained them for three

successive weeks at the Fox, sang “I Miss
My Swiss” “So Does Your Old Mandarin”
and “In Shadowland.” Their selections are

always entertaining and clever and hold the

attention of the audience. They met with
a splendid reception.

Prizma Pictures presented a very enter-

taining and instructive “Rainbow of Color”
showing some of the wonders of nature.

The overture “Capriccio Italienne” by
Tschaikowsky was rendered by the Fox
Theatre Grand Orchestra.
The long feature was “The Outsider.”

Karenoff and Maree,
Woodruff, Small and

Rockets in Big Show
ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—The Six-

teen Missouri Rockets were visitors of the

week at the Grand Central theatre the week
of February 20, having moved across the

street to make room on the stage of the

Missouri for the national Charlestoners.

“Bits of Irene” was the tableaux offering

of these Tiller-like dancers, and they went
across in good style. In their number they
had the assistance of Paul Small, tenor,

Charlotte Woodruff, soprano, and Karenoff
and Maree, Russian dancers. All of them
were in good form and pleased generally.

They are regulars in the Skouras organiza-

tion.

Dave Silverman conducted the playing of

“America” as an overture, during which a

picture of George Washington and the

“Spirit of 76” were flashed upon the screen.

Stuart Barrie at the organ also worked in

some patriotic lyrics with a composition he
styled “George Washington.”
On the screen “Irene” was the long fea-

ture and “My Swedie” the short feature.

Lillian Bernard and
Flo Henrie Top Bill;

Victor Scores Lightly
OMAHA, NEB., March 2.—Lillian

Bernard and Flo Henri constituted the

principal stage attraction at the Rialto

last week. They are two deter singers

with a knack for putting over a popular
song with a catch. The other enter-

tainer was Victor, piano-accordionist.

He plays a Stradella with a “vox hu-
mano” attachment which is very effec-

tive.

Harry Brader’s orchestra found the

old time classics still in favor, as Web-
er’s “Oberon” won much applause.

Manager Harry Watts presented as his

long feature film “Behind the Front.”
An innovation which has been started
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by Mr. Watts is a period from 11 to

1 o’clock which he has set aside as

“Shoppers’ Show Hours.’

First Publix Show,
“The Melting Pot,”

Reaches St. Louis
ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—-Skouras

Brothers ushered in the full policy of the

Publix theatre national circuit at the Mis-
souri theatre on February 27, when John
Murray Anderson’s production “The Melt-
ing Pot” held the boards.
This gorgeous extravaganza will be fol-

lowed by more Anderson shows, including
“The Dime Museum,” “Gypsy Follies,”

“Skylarks” and others.

However, the advent of the New York
produced shows does not mean that
Skouras Brothers will abandon the wonder-
ful organization they have built up in re-

cent years, and the talent and ability of
this group of entertainers will be still of-
fered to the patrons of the Missouri and
the Grand Central, the companion houses.
On February 27 Charles Previn, formerly

conductor for the St. Louis Municipal
Opera orchestra, took over the baton in the
Missouri’s orchestra pit, while Gene Rode-
mich went back to the Grand Central.

“An Evening at Home,”
Vocal, Musical Show
Good Madison Offering

DETROIT, MICH., March 2.—The
Madison provided a well-received musi-
cal number this week by combining Tay-
lor and Hawks, two well-known song-
sters who have been playing at the
State, with Charlotte Myers and Mary
Tudor, two prominent local singers and
musicians.
The act was billed as “An Evening at

Home,” and was confined exclusively to
solo and instrumental numbers, with
Miss Tudor at the piano. The Misses
Myers and Tudor are well known locally
as radio entertainers.

De Grave, Leslie and
Company Score; House
Conductor Is Featured

MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 2.—
Honors in the audible part of last week’s
bill at the Alhambra were carried off
by Heinz Roemheld’s orchestra in an
original overture conceived by Roem-
held, and featured himself at the piano.
The selection was cleverly titled “Revue-
lette of the Season’s Revues” and con-
sisted of artistically interwoven bits
from the biggest current musical com-
edies and revues.
A feature of the interpretation was

Roemheld’s surrender of the baton to
take his place at a piano adjoining the
director’s stand in the pit. Large por-
tions of the offering were simply piano
solos by this finished artist,—but there
wasn’t anything simple about them. Or-
gan accompaniment of the piano by
Fred Beck added a novel effect.

The stage number featured Bernadine
De Grave and Serge Leslie with a com-
pany of four girls in “Syncopation from
Musical Comedy.” The act had a de-
cided aroma of vaudeville, but Miss De
Grave, who, incidentally, had the distinc-
tion in the past of supplanting Marilyn
Miller in “Sally,” is such a charming en-
tertainer that she is to be welcomed to
picture houses in any vehicle. Her part-
ner, Leslie, is a juvenile dancer of gen-
uine merit and did his share to make
the act click.

The most obvious and serious defect
in the act was the opening, in which
Leslie introduced the four-piece ensem-
ble “before the curtain” in typical vaude-
ville style, that is, with the aid of a some-
what cute but meaningless set of rhymes.
Once the act got under way, however,
with its full stage setting and De Grave
and Leslie had an opportunity to show
their ability in a series of dances, the
weak opening was easily forgotten and
forgiven.

Alex Runkel, custodian of the percus-
sion division of the house orchestra, was
featured in a xylophone solo, “Poet and
Peasant,” which preceded the big act.

He played in a spot in the pit, and was
accorded rounds of applause.

“Laff Week” Is Funny
From First to Last;

Orchestra Makes Pace
Last week was “Laff Week” at the

Capitol, Chicago, and laugh the custo-
mers did. This reporter caught the
show during the afternoon of an off day,
but the crowd was of good size and gig-
gled, tittered, guffawed and otherwise
expressed delight.

Opening the show, Albert E. Short
conducted the orchestra through a delib-
erately mangled overture that was a
knockout. The orchestra made a false

start that was good for a laugh, and then
the flutist stood up to do a solo. He
passed out on a sour note. Followed
trombone and cornet solos, equally bad
and very funny. To close, the concert-
master undid “The Last Rose of Sum-
mer.” This overture was cut off at just
the right time for the purpose of amuse-
ment. Had it gone longer it would have
been poor. Showmanship made it click.

Following a “Spirit of ’76” tableau
that was effective, Leo Terry organed
“Five Feet Two,” which took a big hand.

Before drapes in three the Capitol-
Abbott ballet came on, each girl with her
skirts turned up over her head to form
a Jack o’ Lantern top-piece. Half way
along the skirts were dropped and
formed the longer half of attractive crin-
olines, in which the seven stepped out
the remainder of their offering.

Following the girls a team of clown
tumblers who offered nothing particu-
larly new but dressed up their act with
good bits of funny business went
through a not-too-long routine of ground
and table-pile stuff that won hearty
laughter. The old one of tipping the
high pile of tables was made funnier

than this reporter ever had seen it made
before.

Next on was Harry Boland, piano-
song-step comic, colored. He started

slowly and ended at a run. His first

offering was a character song to his own
piano accompaniment. Next he threat-
ened to recite “Gunga Din,” but the

syncopations of the orchestra so affected
his feet he began dancing. Some of the
gage he vented while stepping were duds
and others highly explosive. All were
clean. The hit of Boland’s turn arrived
with the arrival of a skeleton that stood
beside him and finally chased him out
of the pictue. Boland’s work was spotty,
but the fast close kicked down a big
hand.

Billy Hall and company, next out,

were funnier than the precedes. Hall’s
Swedish chambermaid act is well known
to the variety house public and is not
out of place on a picture house fun bill.

It is a gag-lined piece that would be
merely talky were Hall not so clever at

dialect and delivery. His “Kin yu
’machun” line would make a window full

of clothing dummies laugh.

Baxter, McCormick,
Join Miller in Miami

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, IND., March 2.—
Leo Baxter, leader of the orchestra at

the Liberty theatre, and Gene McCor-
mick, trombone player in the orchestra,
have left for Miami, where they will

join “Fat” Miller, formerly of Terre
Haute. Baxter will assume a managerial
position with Miller's organization of

six jazz bands and McCormick will

manipulate the sliphorn in the premier
band of the organization. Baxter’s place
at the Liberty will be filled by Claud
Thornhill.

Allister Wylie Makes
Hit With Radio Work

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—Chief
among the entertainers on Skouras
Brothers’ Sunday night program from
Radio Station KMOX February 21 was
Allister Wylie, pianist of the West End
Lyric and conductor of the orchestra of
that house. Shortly after Skouras Brothers
started their Sunday night radio program
Wylie was permitted to do his stuff, in-

cluding his own composition “Pettin’ the

Keys.” His numbers were the most suc-
cessful of the evening and radio bugs and
bugettes from all parts of the country
have been clamoring to hear him again.

James Doyle
Formerly of the Famous Dancing Team

Doyle and Dixon

Now Playing an indefinite engagement at

THE COLONY THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY
Management : Batchelor & Kemp
745 7th Ave., New York City

ROY DIETERICH
Popular American Tenor

Management: Wm. Morris Phone: Bryant 1637

1560 Broadway, New York City
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Set for and players in “Oriental Bacchanal,” staged by Manager Ed. A. Smith of

the St. Francis theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

Dallas Palace Puts
on Elaborate Style

Show in Store Tieup
DALLAS, TEX., March 2.—The Palace

theatre cooperated with the Neiman-Mar-
cus store in presenting the semi-annual
style show, titled “The Fountain of Fash-
ion.” The presentation has three gorgeous
sets, and is lavish and beautiful in every
detail. One of the features was a repro-
duction of the famous painting, “Youth in

Art,” by models wearing the latest modes
for spring. The models were imported
from New York to wear these gowns.
They are Jessie Moller, Adolphia Sharpe
and Kiki Coleman. Alexander Keese di-

rected the musical program for the revue.
Little Reba Jack Reagan, Dallas’s clever,

child dancer, gave an original number titled

“Danse de Leon” with Kennedy Orr, a
Ft. Worth prodigy. Miss Reagan always
appears on the program in conjunction
with the Neiman-Marcus-Palace style show,
and Dallas patrons look forward to her
clever numbers. She won a salvo of ap-
plause.

“Lady Windermere’s Fan” was the long
feature picture.

Don Albert Becomes Citizen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 2.—Don Al-
bert, musical director at Loew’s State, has
returned from Dallas, Tex., where he be-
came a United States citizen, having re-

ceived his final naturalization papers from
Federal Judge William H. Atwell. Albert
is a native of Italy. He took out his
second papers in Dallas while director at
the Palace theatre there.

Ash Bubble Thinning
as Bills Wobble

{Continued from page 43)

tially by contrast. For 1892 Ash did
his frequently repeated Sousa burlesque
and it flopped for no apparent reason.
The main section opened with the band
playing “Sweet Child” and tightened the
show for a brief spell.

Then the regulars came on. Peggy
Bernier (or something like that) did
fairly well with a new first number but
had to be sold by Ash for the last two.
This was her third week and they

seemed to have enough of her. Harry
Barris followed with his nervous piano
and gusty songs (one that they wanted
—two that they didn’t) and then Lydia
Harris trudged into the spot to do her
stuff again. Miss Harris used to have
their number at this house, but she’s

back again so often and learns so little

new stuff that they’re tiring of her. She
had to deal ’em from down deep to get
anything this time.

Ash Yields Baton

Ash has swung in on worse layouts
than this and generated steam enough
to carry the outfit, but this time he
seemed not to worry much. When the
cab songstress had finished her stuff he
brought out his clarinet player (a young
man whose quiet comedy in bits has been
hitting the buyers favorably—and whom
Ash announces as the son of some con-
gressman or other) to direct the band in

“Five Feet Two,” which proved the fin-

ish and left the youngster in the center
spot with Ash in a secondary one point-
ing him out for the flowers. They like

this young fellow, but the band see-sawed
badly during his number for whatever
reason.
Thinning of the Ash bubble, as it is

lovingly termed by his competitors here-
abouts, looms as nothing less than a

calamity. His type of show has become
an institution of a sort and it’s a money-
getter. If it flops, something should be
done to the members of the “How long
will it last?” chorus, whose constantly
swelling refrain without doubt will have
been principally responsible.

Stuart Sees Presentation

on Up-Grade
{Continued from page 43)

folks who’ve tried it before and since

know isn’t done with an idle gesture. He
says, backing up his points with two-fisted

facts, that current blunders at worst are

vigorous if blind efforts in the right direc-

tion and the result cannot be other than
eventual arrival at the desired destination.

Buddy’s out here as special representative

of Associated Exhibitors handling “The
Skyrocket,” and by force of habit he
knocked out a prologue for it. Here it is

:

SCENE I

Street scene in “middle-class” neighborhood.
Girl seated or edge of “gutter,” clad in tattered

gingham dress. Girl of medium stature, able to

sing semi-high-class song. Boy dressed in “work-
ing clothes,” as used by milk-drivers. Boy must
be Irish type and very mannish looking and able
to sing light tenor songs.

At opening boy is standing over girl singing the
following song:

“Wonderful pals are always hard to find
“Some folks have none
“But I have one
“Though you’re a tomboy, you’re my pride

and joy
“A pal that’s true
“Blue, through and through
“And though you’re not a pretty sight to

see
“You’re more than all this great, big world

to me.”
CHORUS

“Dirty hands, dirty face
“Lead the neighbors a chase
“But to me you’re as sweet as can be

—

“Making noise, breaking toys—
“Though you fight with the boys
“You’re an angel from Heaven to me
“And though they say you’re bad
“You’re the best pal I ever had
“Cheer me up when I feel sad
“You’re a precious pearl
“Dirty hands, dirty face
“Little devil; they say
“But to me you’re a wonderful girl.”

SCENE II

Garden party. Spacious lawn set with tables,

thairs, hung with Japanese lanterns. Center space
for dancing. Platform at rear for dance band.
At opening, band is playing and everyone dancing
except “heroine.” At finish of dance, dancers
resume seats and are entertained by dancing team,
ballroom type, man and woman, doing either
tango or foxtrot. At finish of specialty, band
plays another dance, in which everyone takes part

except “heroine.” At finish of the dance all

leave the stage except the girl, who then sings the
following song:

“Once we built castles like sweethearts do
“But fate was so unkind
“Fortune is smiling and still I find my

life is always empty.”

CHORUS
“Now that sunshine is here
“And the blue skies are clear
“Where are you? Where are you?
“Now that winter is spring
“And I have everything
“Where are you? Where are you
“After all that we planned for together
“And at last when our dreams could come

true
“Now that we could be glad for the heart-

aches we’ve had
“Where are you? Where are you?”

At start of chorus of above song lights fade
out to leave singer in baby spot. At opposite side

of stage a baby spot reveals her boyhood sweet-

heart, whom she is singing about. At finish of
song, behind scrim, lights slowly come up to show
man seated in breakfast room, about to be served
with breakfast by Jap butler, who is entering the
room carrying tray with food. Butler sets food
on table and is about to pour cream into coffee

when girl rushes in and takes pitcher away from
him, thereby spilling some cream on table. But-
ler exits in a hurry. Girl sits at other end of
table and lays her head on table, weeping. Man
arises, walks over, patting her shoulder, and sings

the following songs:
“No use crying over spilt milk now
“Lift your chin and try to grin somehow
“Life’s not so dark as it appears to be
“Beter times will come, wait and see.”

CHORUS
“Poor little butterfly
“Caught in the rain
“Troubles will flutter by
“You’ll smile again
“When shadows gather ’round
“Bringing you gloom
“Bear in mind soon you’ll find

“Flowers in bloom
“Poor little butterfly
“Drooping your wings
“Wait for the bye and bye and better

things
“Poor little butterfly
“Caught in the rain
“The sun will shine again.”

Both segue into

“Soon we’ll be
“Looking at the world
“Through rose-colored glasses
“’Cause everything is rosy now
“Looking at the world and everything that

passes
“Will be of rosy hue somehow
“Though for others it’s raining
“And they’re complaining
“The sun will always shine for us
“They may be quarrelin’
“But listen, my darlin’
“We’ll never even have a fuss
“Will our family circle be happy
“Why ask us?
“Soon we’ll take that marriage vow
“And we’ll be lookin’ at the world through

rose-colored glasses
“’Cause everything is rosy now.”

After song, entire company enter singing last

half of chorus, as follows:
“Will their family circle be happy?
“Why ask us?
“Soon they’ll take that marriage vow
“They’re looking, etc.”
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THE THEATRE
oMSDepartment ofPracticed Showmanship

L& T NEWS CHICAGO’S 1stTABLOID
“What’s Right

With the Movies”
(A portion of an article prepared by Fred

S. Meyer of the Palace theatre, Hamilton,
Ohio, for the local paper as an answer to

William Allen White’s charges in Collier’s

Weekly.)
Now no one has ever called us “Sage of

Hamilton" and no one ever will. We profess to

be no better nor any worse than the average
theatre-manager.

But as a reader of Mr. White’s article, and as

a man who has spent enough time in this motion
picture business to at least know “what it’s all

about" we can not resist the temptation of enlight-
ening the Kansas Cyclone on a thing or two, which
may or may not be news to him. We have neither
the flow of language nor the literary ability to

rank with Mr. White, but ours is the power of
conviction to know that our statement is based
on facts, not theory. 2600 years ago, Aesop
said, “when you’re right, fight ; when you're
wrong, admit it!" We subscribe to this philosophy,
and believing ourselves to be absolutely in the
right, we submit the following to “The Sage."

Hamilton is the average American city. As a

“show-town” it compares with any of like popula-
tion. It has its rich and poor, its “highbrows,"
and its masses. Any theatre that thinks it can
exist without catering to the tastes, likes and de-

sires of the latter, will find its existence short-

lived. The public is a peculiar conundrum. Thea-
tre Managers never know how vox populi will

respond. This not only applies to motion pictures
but to the “legit" as well.

As we write this, we see in front of us the
slogan, “he profits most who observes best."

Theatre managers of today must be Rotarians in

spirit, if not in reality. They must, and they do,

ever so often present this, that or the other pic-

ture, “for the good of the cause," knowing at

the time that the pocketbook will suffer consider-
ably. Neither the clothing nor the shoe merchant
will buy merchandise for which there is no de-

mand, and all talk about “business code of
ethics," if applied in this connection, is nothing
more or less than a lot of bunk. But the theatre

manager books pictures, knowing at the time that

only a handful of people will come to see them,
necessitating a loss that at times runs into a small

sized fortune.

Inventor

G. A. Peterson, Hollis, Okla., has in-

vented a one sheet holder which he
expects to patent for theatremen. A
letter from Peterson appears in this
issue.

House Organ
Now a City
Institution

E ffective with its March i

issue, the “L. & T. Illustrated

News,” originally published as house
organ of the Lubliner & Trinz thea-

tres in Chicago but become in effect

the city’s first tabloid newspaper,
introduces a line-up of special fea-

tures supplied by the Wheeler-
Nicholas Service, Inc.

Coincidentally, the Cuneo Press,

printers, take over mechanical pro-

duction of the paper and the first is-

sue under this arrangement is being
hailed by those who have seen it as

a great stride forward.

The publication, familiar to show-
men throughout America by reason
of Editor Louis P. Kramer’s co-

operation with other members of

this department’s “House Organ
Exchange,” is without question the

most sensationally successful peri-

odical of its kind.

Marks Brothers Put
Over Razing Stunt

ACOMMUNITY took part in a

. house “razing” last week much
in the spirit that communities of an-

other day took part in house warm-
ing or a quilting bee.

The daughters of officials and
members of the West Town Cham-
ber of Commerce, Garfield Park
Club and Garfield Kiwanis Club
turned out in overalls to make a

carnival occasion of the beginning
of ground clearing for the Marks
Brothers’ $3,000,000 Paradise thea-

tre in Chicago’s West Side.

Picks and crowbars were wielded
by the girls in razing the buildings
which occupied the ground. Some
operated the steam shovel.

The community is this week cele-

brating a program of street dancing,
music, Charleston contests and so-

cial affairs of a public nature.

The plans of the new house call

for a seating capacity of 5,000.

Exploits Opening with
Newspaper Edition
"PHE Burrus Amusement Com-
J. pany has opened the Isis thea-

tre in Crete, Neb., which is quite an
ordinary news item.

With the opening, however, was a

publicity aid used which brought the
theatre to the attention of the whole
community.
By an arrangement with Crete

News the paper is printed in two
sections, the second of which is de-

voted to the theatre. It is called

the Crete Vidette, consisting of

eight pages of regular house organ
copy.

Meyer Radios in Ohio
Newspaper Tieup

FRED S. MEYER, of the Pal-

ace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio,
continues to exploit his theatre and
its offerings by arrangements with
the Hamilton Daily News.

Examples of that kind of tieup

which he contributes are compara-
( Continued on page 56 )

Abe’s Double

The impersonator of Lincoln is Law-
rence Caughlin who stands by Lin-
coln’s monument in Lincoln Park,
Chicago, previous to the showing of
“The Iron Horse,” Fox Films picture,

at the Capitol, Chicago, where he
took part in the presentation. The
others are Louis Anderson, right, and
B. A. Ulrich.
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United Beauty Contest Ends in Gotham
with Fox Films Tieup

MONTREAL.—The United Amusement Company, which operates eight leading
theatres here, has recently completed an unusually successful beauty contest with
regard to box office receipts.

Post office regulations were complied
with.

The contest ended in New York last

week, when the five winners thereof, as
the guests of Fox Film Corporation, were
shown all the sights of the big town and
given the additional treat of having their

picture taken with Raoul Walsh, as that

director was making screen tests of na-
tional theatrical celebrities for roles in

“What Price Glory,” which he will direct,

and other plays which Fox will transfer
to the screen next season.

Revelation in Showmanship
The contest as it was conducted by the

United Amusement Corporation was a rev-
elation in showmanship. Its chief object,

of course, was to discover the most beau-
tiful girl in the city for the title of “Miss
Montreal.” To give it sectional interest

and stir up some good-natured rivalry the

keen showmen of the Canadian city also

sought to find the most beautiful girl in

each of the five sections of the city. It

was from these five girls that the winner
of the title of “Miss Montreal” was chosen
in the finals, which witnessed the entire

city in the throes of excitement regarding
the result.

The contest was carried on over a period

of 13 weeks and attracted 439 registered

entrants. Eight weeks were devoted to the

organizing preliminaries and five weeks to

the elimination ceremonies. The audiences

of the five theatres, chosen for their sec-
tional location, were the main arbiters of
the contest until it narrowed down to three
from each section. From this point beauty
judges were added, but only in an advisory
capacity. All final decisions were made by
the theatre patrons who followed every
step of the contest with the most avid
interest.

Gets Good Display

When each section had made its selec-

tion the finals were started with the eyes
of the entire city focused on them. The
announcement of the winner was carried
in front page, banner lined stories in the

Montreal press. Every newspaper in the
city, incidentally, reported the progress of
the contest with as much detail as it would
a national election.

The cost of this contest was negligible

when compared with the results. The
award to the winners was the trip to New
York, with a diamond ring supplementing
this for the girl who won the “Miss Mon-
treal” title.

During the course of the contest record
after record was shattered and reshattered
at the box office of the five theatres in

which the contest was held. On final

nights standing room was at a premium,
with great crowds standing outside of the

theatres watching a bulletin board which
the management erected in order to inform
those who could not get in of the progress

Exhibitors House Organ Exchange
Entry of name in this list signifies willingness to exchange theatre publications

with other theatre publishers for mutual benefit.

BAIR, E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
BENDER, A. R., Olympia, Cleveland, Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD E., Kelso Amusement Co.,

Kelso, Wash.
BROWNELL, OSSIE, Carthage theatres, Glovers-

ville, N. Y.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.

BUBERT, E. H., Metropolitan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises, Or-
lando, Fla.

CHRISTENSEN, C. R., Twin City, Chehalis,

Wash.
COX, ED. F., Princess, Bristol, Colo.

DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin City Opera House,
McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS, E. L., Photo Phone, Graford, Tex.

GARDNER, HUGH T., Orpheum, Neosho, Mo.
GAULT, J. C., American, Oakland, Cal.

GILL, R. A. Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.

GLASER, WILL J., Grand, Faribault, Minn.
HAMBURGER, F. M., Circle, Portland, Ore.
HARLEY, ALONZA, Valentine, Defiance, Ohio.
JUDD, FORREST E., Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.
KOBLEN, M., Scout, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz The-

atres.

Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

LITTLE, T. L., Majestic, Camden, S. C.
LUKACHIE, A. J., Hauber, Camden, Ark.
MacLEOD, M., Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
MASSEY, EARL D., Texas, Killeen, Tex.
MILLER, CARL F., Miller theatre, Fremont,

Ohio.

MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR A., Marion Theatre News, Glass

Block, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD S., Woodlawn, Chicago.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company,
Durham, N. C.

O'ROURKE, JACK, Laurel, Laurel Springs, N. J.

OLSON, H. G., Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis.

OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum, ScottsblufT, Neb.
PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky, Lexington

Ky.
PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical Ent.,

Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T. & D., Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL, E. H., Liberty, Condon, Ore.
RIVERS. EDWIN B., 1718 South Main street,

Royal Theatre, Los Anoeles, iiai.

SACHS, S. M., Masonic, Clifton Forge, Va.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth, Duluth, Minn.
SHARPE, PHILIP B., Strand Theatre Publishing

Co., Portland, Me.
SNYDER, E. A., Rialto-Virginia, Champaign, 111.

SOLOMON, H., Strand, McComb, Miss.
SORG, J. H., Jefferson, Fort Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.
STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,
The Dalles, Ore.

WALLACE, H. JIM, Lincoln Square, Decatur,
111 .

WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric, Lexington, Va.
WHEELER, ED A., Ohio, Cleveland, O.
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

134 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Cal.
WILSON, T. S., Seelye, Abilene, Kan.
WOODWARD, KENNETH V., Penn-State Amuse-

ment Co., Uniontown, Pa.

State.

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre) .

(City)

Vivian Oakland, Tyler Brooke and Jimmy Finlay-
son have the leads in Hal Roach's “Your Hus-
band's Past,’’ Pathe.

of the finals. Loud speaking megaphones
supplemented the bulletin boards in keeping
the crowds informed.
An idea of the great interest created may

be gleaned from the fact that La Presse,
Montreal’s leading paper, had its dramatic
critic A. Arcande accompany the winners
to New York and wire daily stories of
their doings. It was Mr. Arcande’s wife
who was official chaperone of the party.
The Montreal theatres operated by the

United Amusement Corporation are the
Papineau, Belmont, Plaza, Corona, Regent,
Mount Royal and Strand. It was in the
first mentioned five that the contest was
conducted. The Papineau’s district pro-
duced “Miss Montreal” in the person of
Miss Irene Pare, a striking beauty of the
French type.

Stanley Puts Radio to Use
for Nilsson Film

PHILADELPHIA.—First National’s
“The Splendid Road” opened a two weeks’
engagement with a flying start at the Stan-
ley Company’s Stanton theatre. For the
engagement the Stanley Company elimi-
nated its usual specially prepared type bill-

ing and instead used 75 lithographed 24-
sheet stands. The variation from routine
made the panels scream their message of
appeal.

In addition Stanley used trailers in the
largest of their central theatres, another
departure from custom. Radio also con-
tributed to the cause. Two stations were
used—WIP (Gimbel Brothers department
store) and WL1T (Lit Brothers depart-
ment store).

Emo, motion picture expert of WIP,
read communications to his listeners-in
from Anna Q. Nilsson and others of the
“Splendid Road” cast, answered queries
from fans about the picture and its cast
and in addition promised 600 photos of
Miss Nilsson. The six hundred requests
were in by nine o’clock the following morn-
ing. WLIT devoted its “Splendid Road”
talks to descriptions of the filming of the
picture, personal anecdotes about the play-
ers’ adventures on location and reading of
scenes from the novel by Vingie Roe.
Two Mondays and two Tuesdays before

the opening were devoted to this radio co-
operation, the value of which was demon-
strated by a line a half block long when
the Stanton theatre opened at 10 a. m. for
its “Splendid Road” engagement.

Cohn and Brandt Get
Praise in “Round Robin ff

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Columbia Pic-
tures franchise holders throughout the
United States have united in sending a
“round robin” telegram to Joe Brandt and
Jack Cohn congratulating them on com-
pleting the program of 18 pictures in ad-
vance of schedule.
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To Exhibitors Herald:
Chicago, 111.

Since I broke into publicity I have not had time

to take a deep breath. Letters are still pouring in

and I hardly know what to expect next. I have had
mash notes, proposals, valentines, requests for loans,

donations, speeches and a dozen and one other

things. But the pleasing thing is that I have re-

ceived hundreds of wonderful letters from all over

the world and in every case the individuals have evi-

denced their faith in truthful advertising.

I should like to say to the exhibitors who may
wonder how my advertising policy has worked out

that I have found it to be THE ONLY WAY.
C. J. Latte, Empress Theatre, Shenandoah, Iowa.

Don t Think
Your Public

Is a Lot
of Fools

IJ P. T. Barnum May Have Been Right in

His Day but I Would Rather Believe in

What Lincoln Said. Suckers Are Not Born

Every Minute in This Day and Age and

There Is No Use Trying to Fool All the

People All the Time. Phrases of Exaggera-

tion Arc So Rampant in the Movie Business

that They Have Lost Their Forcefulness.

By C. J. LATTA
The Man Who Told His Patrons

When a Picture Was a Bum Film

I
HAVE been in the motion picture busi-

ness about eight years and to me it is

one of the most interesting businesses

a man can be in. To succeed in any line of

endeavor a man must be so interested in

his business that he can talk, eat, sleep and

dream it.

The motion picture business is no differ-

ent to day than that of the mercantile busi-

ness. When a merchant adopts the policy

of always protecting his own good name in

his advertising, as well as in his dealings

with the public his store becomes known as

a safe place with which to deal. It is with

this thought in mind that I endeavor to run

my theatre.

No man should measure his success by

dollars and cents alone. In fact I disre-

gard almost entirely the dollars and cents

and seek friends, goodwill and confidence

for with these three I know the dollars

and cents are bound to come.

I do not claim to be an outstanding

critic of motion pictures and neither do I

claim that I can foretell every one of my
patrons just which pictures they are going

to like and dislike. Most every one likes

ice cream but all do not agree on flavor

regardless of quality and so it is with mo-

tion pictures. Some like society dramas,

some like comedy while others like West-

erns only.

I study my patrons and try to keep post-

ed on their likes and dislikes. Then I en-

deavor to give a variety of program that

will keep them all happy.

P. T. Barnum may have been right in his

day but I would rather believe in what

Lincoln said. Suckers are not born every

minute in this day and age and there is no
use trying to “fool all the people all the

time.” It can’t be done. It is time for a

more concrete system of doing business.

I guess I use about every form of ad-

vertising known to

theatre owners but

I leave out all

phrases of exag-
geration. Phrases
of exagger a t i o n
are so rampant in

the movie business

that they have
lost their forceful-

ness. I know it

must be a big joke

to the public to

observe how some
advertise their

product. Each pic-

ture is supposed to

be still greater

than the last, if

not the greatest
thing ever made. You might just as well

pour water on a duck’s back as to use such
expressions.

As stated above I do not claim that I

can judge every picture to the entire satis-

faction of my patrons and do not attempt

it. It is impossible for me to see every

production in advance so I must base my
judgment of a picture on the story, the au-
thor, the cast, the director, and anything
else that may be of value.

Now supposing I should book a produc-
tion which was just released by a capable

producing company with a story which was
written by a well known author, a story

which was one of the best sellers of 1925,

directed by a man who most always hits the

mark and with a cast of unusual merit.

Would it not only be natural that I would
feel I had something to exploit?

This was just the case with the picture

which I took action on recently. I did not
use a lot of phrases of exaggeration but

did put over quite a campaign. After see-

ing the picture through three times and
getting the opinion of all my employes as

well as several of my patrons I was satis-

fied I had overadvertised so I took imme-
diate steps to correct my mistake.

I ran an ad in a local paper under a

heading of “AN APOLOGY AND FAIR
WARNING.” To make sure my patrons
would not take this as a publicity stunt to

get business I placed a bulletin in front of

my theatre and a man in the lobby to ex-
plain we were sincere and that we did not
wish their money unless they were per-

fectly willing to accept what we had to

offer.

True enough we killed business that

night but the few dollars lost has long since

been made up to say nothing of the confi-

dence and good will gained. My friends

and patrons have evidenced their approval
of my policy and I have received letters

from all over the world commending my
action.

In my program ads as well as all ads I

( Continued on page 56)
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Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

CHILDREN AND CRIMINALS

A FORMER warden of Sing Sing
prison, now head of the department

of criminology of the New York school
of social work, says: “In my ten years
experience in dealing with the criminal

I have never heard of an authentic case

of any person who committed a crime
because of the influence of a motion pic-

ture. In so far as motion pictures have
any direct effect they do not encourage
crime, they discourage it.”

Brother Paulian, director of Lincoln
Agricultural school, Lincolndale, N. Y.,

says:
“Our question is the homeless child.

To whom can moving pictures mean
more than to a child; such as a found-
ling who has seen nothing of the life

enjoyed by the average child in his or
her home, the life that is lived in cities,

country places and rural communities?
“Is not this ‘outside’ life depicted to

such a child so that he is as familiar

with it as if he were a part of it? Does
not such a child absorb from the man-
nerisms and actions of the players what
is the best of etiquette, personal car-

riage, and correct conduct?
“Are not many morals, and lessons of

life brought to the attention of such a

child which lessons could not otherwise
have been learned unless by personal
contact and experience?
“A lengthy essay could not begin to

contain all of the advantages which the

Motion Picture brings to the child who
has spent his youth in an institution.”

THE THEATRE

SOFT shadows fall across the glassy sur-

face of a bay—the distant splash of oars
—rustle of swaying palm trees o’er head
—soothing strains of a guitar

—

Though outside are drifts of snow

—

whistling, biting winds—let nothing take

the place of those few precious minutes
spent in the “Land of Make Believe.” Go
to the theatre tonight

!

VALUABLE IMITATIONS

THERE is only one kind of imitation

that is worth while. It is the kind of

imitation that is found in the theatre. The
theatre is the one place in the world where
imitation becomes a valuable, salable prod-
uct because it is an imitation.

A man imitates A1 Jolson, a woman
imitates Mary Pickford, another imitates

Calvin Coolidge and people are entertained
more than the presence of the originals

would have appeared.
A great deal of imitation is done on

the theatre rostrum but the imitating is

called such, demanded as such and en-
joyed as such.

Trailer Exploits “Lady Who Lied”
For “The Lady Who Lied,” a First National

picture recently run at the Belmont theatre,
Nashville, Tenn., Manager McGowan ran in ad-
vance of the showing, a film trailer with an
advertising slide. In the front lobby of the thea-
tre, posters were displayed. A medium sized
cut-out was placed beside the box-office. Some
3,000 heralds were distributed.

By George!
Children Be Seated!

C

i

r
|
">EN Thousand More Pupils to

Get Seats May 1,” reads a

newspaper headline. Another
crying argument in favor of the two-
pants suits.

* * *

Out in Los Angeles, according to

newspaper reports, people are rushing
to the sea shore because of the exces-
sive heat. The rumor that they are “het
up” over Florida is denied.

* * *

What Price Baths

And now the girl hero of the famous
New York wine baths is suing for $1,000
which she says she was promised for the

submersion. Gosh, do they get paid for

that?
* * *

Congress has been appealed to to

settle the gunman situation in Chicago
which ought to give that body some new
ideas about the World Court.

* * *

Washington Society Note

Mrs. Sargent called at the White House
tuh take Mister Coolidge to a dinner
and got him back home safe ’n’ sound.

Calvin paid fer th’ rig.

* * *

Suzanne Lenglen, according to reports,

appeared on the tennis courts this week
a “ghost of her former self” which prob-
ably means she’s going in for shadow
boxing.

* * *

Like Postum

Gov. “Ma” Ferguson of Texas says

she’ll run again because “Pa” Ferguson
hasn’t been sufficiently vindicated which
is the first intimation we had that there

had to be a reason for running for gov-
ernor.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53)

tively wide in scope, consisting of a

radio tieup over WSRO, mention
of which literally fills the paper’s

pages, special articles prepared by
Meyer, and other methods.
A recent article of Meyer’s au-

thorship is under the heading,

“What’s Right With the Movies?”
and briefly replies to many gross

exaggerations made by William Al-

len White, an Emporia, Kan.,

“Sage” in an article about motion
pictures in Collier’s Weekly.
The text of a portion of Meyer’s

article appears in another column.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 55)

endeavor to give all details and facts as

near as possible that my patrons may be
the judge of whether or not they want to

see a picture. They are shopping nowadays
and are going to keep it up so the theatre

manager had just as well start giving facts

for they are more apt to keep coming.
Destroy confidence and good will and you
have destroyed a perfectly good business.

The public is perfectly willing to over-
look a mistake now and then if they feel

you are at least sincere and endeavoring to

be square.

I might add in closing for the benefit of

interested parties that I have found abso-
lute frankness in advertising to be very
profitable.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

SHAFFER USES CALENDAR
IDEA FOR ADVERTISING
The Theater,
Exhibitors Herald

:

The B'ebruary 20 issue of the Herald I

noticed in “The Theatre Department,” a

column devoted to a program calendar
published by the Plain view theatre, Plain-

view, Neb.
Attached you will find a copy of the style

of program calendar that I have been using
for the past year. If this is published in

the Herald I would appreciate it if you
would notify me what issue and will thank
you in advance for any courtesy shown.

F. Kinsloe Shaffer, Palace Theatre Co.,

Inc., Frostburg, Md.

PETERSON PREPARES TO
OPEN ANOTHER GOOD HOUSE
The Theater,
Exhibitors Herald

:

I will open a new theatre at Cordell,

Okla., on or about April 15 which will

seat about 600 and which will be equipped
with new equipment; Powers machines,
Reproduco Pipe Organs and the latest

equipment on the market today. Find en-
closed a circular letter. I am using to get

the merchants behind me from the word
“Go.” Also some new advertising boards
I use for road work, four one sheets. I

have applied for a patent for this great
advertising one sheet board which I en-
close.

G. A. Peterson, Cozy and Folly Theatres,

Hollis, Okla.

Tagging Along

The usherettes were clothed in overalls
as railroad engineers when Warner
Brothers’ “The Limited Mail” played
the Princess theatre, Boone, la.
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Grove Exploits Picture

by Auto Show Giveaways
DES MOINES.—Hundreds of folders

advertising “The Wanderer” were issued

at the Des Moines Auto Show the week
ending Feb. 20 by Manager Herbert Grove.
It was estimated that 50,000 persons
attended.

The folders were four and half by six,

four pages, the front in color, and the in-

side double page partly in color. On the
back under the head, “Don’t Be a Wan-
derer in Traffic,” were printed rules for
traffic.

Below is an example of the back page

:

Don’t Be a Wanderer
in Traffic

Don’t—Try to beat the “other fellow”
to the crossing. He probably is try-

ing to do the same thing.

Don’t—Drive out of a parking place
without watching for cars coming
behind you.

Don’t—Fail to learn the parking rules
in your own city and in any other
city you may visit. It will save
time, money and ill feelings.

Don’t—Dash madly by school houses.
Little children engrossed in their

childish play are our most priceless

possessions.

Don’t—Try to “sneak” by a street

car which is loading or unloading
passengers.

Don’t—Fail to see “The Wanderer,”
a Paramount picture, at the

DES MOINES THEATRE

Columbia Asks Showmen
to Report Stunts

Because its productions, stories and
release titles all lend themselves well
to exploitation the executives of Colum-
bia Pictures Corporation are making ex-
hibitors special offers for stunts used on
their pictures.

When the exhibitor puts over a stunt
on any Columbia picture he sends photo-
graphs to the national trade papers.

It is with the idea of stimulating ex-
hibitors to make a record of the exploita-
tion that they have done. Many theatre
men put over their pictures but do not
take the trouble to send information on
how it was accomplished to the trade
press. Columbia executives will make
a note of every exploitation stunt pub-
lished and will see that the exhibitor gets
a free booking from the nearest Colum-
bia Franchise Holder.

“Volga Boatman” Tie Up
With Song Company
NEW YORK.—Under a deal made

with G. Schirmer, Inc., one of the largest
and most reputable of music publishers,
a new edition of the famous folk song
classic, “The Song of the Volga Boat-
men” will be issued under a remarkably
attractive cover design from stills of
the De Mille production and illuminated
in four eye-catching colors.

“The Song of the Volga Boatmen” is

established as a classical number. It is

sung by all of the celebrated opera stars
and the tie-up of a song of this calibre
is the first of its kind for the promotion
of a motion picture.

M. O. Allen of the Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Canada, executed this simple but
attractive theatre front for the Warner Brothers picture, “The Limited Mail.”

Fox Finds Public Becoming Interested
in Workings of Industry

Fox Film Corporation points to an article appearing in the Cleveland Times recently
written by Edward A. Wheeler, motion picture writer, as evidence that the public
is becoming interested in the inner workings of the motion picture industry.

The “story” was devoted to an explana-
tion of “Jimmy” Grainger month now be-

ing sponsored by the film company.

Wheeler’s article which appeared in the

issue of February 9, is as follows

:

Who says there is no sentiment or real friend-
ship in the movies?

Who says there is no gratitude among theatre
owners of the country?

Well, there are all these wonderful things in

this world of silent entertainment—and this fact

emphasized itself yesterday when it became known
that at the insistent demand of theatre owners
throughout the country Fox Film Corporation
had designed February as “Jimmy Grainger
Month.”

James R. Grainger

To the laymen this probably doesn’t mean much,
yet, this designation is evidence of the esteem
in which this Jimmy Grainger is held by exhibi-

tors, particularly in Ohio. Long after many of
the stars of today have been forgotten and rel-

egated to the hall of “has-beens,” Jimmy Grain-
ger will rule supreme, for he has seen many
stars come and go and he has “made” not a few
of them.

Jimmy Grainger is none other than the general
sales manager of Fox Film Corporation. He is

the chap who sells the owner of the movie house
in your neighborhood those pictures that furnish
you with such a wealth of entertainment. He is

the “man behind the guns.” At best his is a
thankless job—for there is little glory in his

position. Yet, he is indispensable. Without his

careful planning and hours on hours of manipula-
tion there would be no pictures, for a general
sales manager’s position in the movie world is

as important as a cabinet officer’s in the Presi-

dent’s administration body.

Jimmy is, perhaps, the most popular film execu-
tive in the country. His rise in the movies reads
like the life of an Horatio Alger, Jr. hero. Jimmy
started at the very bottom of the ladder. There
isn’t a motion picture theatre owner or manager
in this country or Canada who doesn’t know Mr.
Grainger well enough to call him by his first

name.

So it’s Jimmy Grainger month all over the
country—exhibitors are showing him just what
they think of him, how much they love him—and
by booking the Fox pictures that he is so ably
sponsoring the entire country’s movie population
is paying homage to this man, about whom they
hear nothing in the public prints, but whose office

is indispensable in the matter of continuous sup-
ply of pictures for their entertainment.

Magazine Cover Exploits

“Keeper of the Bees”
An interesting' tieup has been accom-

plished with “The Keeper of the Bees,”

F. B. O. production, by the film company
and the magazine Bees and Honey. On
its cover for the February issue is a re-

production of the lobby of the Columbia
theatre, Seattle, Wash., on which appears
a facsimile of the front cover of Gene
Stratton-Porter’s book “The Keeper of the

Bees,” from which the story is taken.
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Advantage was taken of the Want Ad section of the newspaper when the Liberty
theatre in Seattle, Wash., played First National’s “Classified,” starring Corinne
Griffith.

Wells’ 25th Anniversary Aids Metro’s
Campaign for “Masked Bride”

NORFOLK, VA.—The Metro feature, “The Masked Bride,” was presented at

the time of the celebration by the Wells brothers of their 25th anniversary,
resulting in a well managed exploitation campaign for both picture and theatre
company.

It was decided to get out an Anniversary
section in the Virginian Pilot, and all the
high grade merchants and trade folk ad-
vertised. The biggest feature of this sec-

tion as far as “The Masked Bride” was
concerned was a co-operative advertisement
with the House of Worth, a ladies’ wear
shop. A photograph was taken of a live

model, who was billed in the ads as “a
perfect sixteen.” A simple problem was
made up on the idea, the solution of which
was her correct measurements, and a page
ad was run on this in the Wells’ section

of the Pilot.

Appearance Draws Crowd
The afternoon of the day of the opening

of the picture the model
—

“the perfect six-

teen”—appeared in the wi'ndow of the dress

shop, wearing a mask, and displayed

clothes. Despite that it was snowing heav-
ily the crowd gathered to watch her was
so large that it blocked traffic. Large an-

nouncement cards on either side of her

heralded the coming of “The Masked
Bride” to the Wells theatre.

Other window displays were with shoe

stores and a beauty shop, and the town was
extensively billed and posted. This pro-

motional work, with double advertisement
space in the papers, put the show over to

a capacity business.

Here Is Copy Most Suitable for House Organ
Publishers

M OTION pictures are beneficial to the eyes, according to Dr. W. H. Bates,

widely known eye specialist and discoverer of Suprarenal extract, com-
mercialized as adrenalin.

In his recent book on “Perfect Sight Without Glasses,” published by the

Central Fixation Publishing Company, New York, Dr. Bates said:

Such practices as reading alternately

in a bright and a dim light, or going
from a dark room to a well-lighted
one, and vice versa, are to be recom-
mended. Even such rapid and violent

fluctuations of light as those involved
in the production of the moving picture

are, in the long run, beneficial to all

eyes. I always advise patients under
treatment for the cure of defective vis-

CLOSED
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Pasts

When First Nationals “The Lost World” showed at L. T. Lester’s Ideal theatre,
Columbia, S. C., lithographs were plastered on the front of an old opposition
house to guide the patrons to the other theatre.

All A-bored

Dressed in “Mike” costumes these two
girls tagged people on the streets of
Akron, O., preceding the showing of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film star-
ring Sally O’Neil.

ion to go to the movies frequently and
practice central fixation. They soon be-
come accustomed to the flickering light,

and afterward other light and reflec-

tions cause less annoyance.

“Quo Vadis” Gets Back-
ing of Pulpit and Press
HARRISBURG, PA.—“Q u o V a d i s,”

First National’s special with Emil Jannings,
chalked up another record breaking en-
gagement in Pennsylvania during its week’s
run at Wilmer and Vincent’s Colonial thea-
tre. Prior to its opening arrangements
were made with the Harrisburg Telegraph
to have a special showing under its aus-
pices, to which the entire ministry of all

denominations of Harrisburg and sur-
rounding territory were invited.

The newspaper sent personal letters to

each minister, on its personal stationery,

inviting each with a guest. The response
was almost 100 per cent. The audience
endorsed “Quo Vadis” and adopted a reso-
lution thanking the newspaper, Wilmer and
Vincent and First National Pictures. Four-
teen ministers announced they would use as

sermons the story of sacrifice which is the

keynote of “Quo Vadis.”

Teaser Campaigns Back
Talmadge’s “Goldfish”
LAREDO, TEX.— Teaser campaigns

were a part of the liberal backing given
Constance Talmadge in “The Goldfish”
during its engagement at the Royal theatre,

Laredo, Tex. In all three of the theatres

owned by the R & R Concern, the picture

was exploited for many days in advance
of the showing with slides reading, “You
Poor Fish,” “Do You Like Goldfish?”
“Poor Little Fish,” etc. These slides pre-

ceded the screen announcement of the title

of the picture.
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B & K Tivoli Put on Big Advertising
Campaign for 5th Anniversary

When the Tivoli theatre, Balaban & Katz house of Chicago, celebrated its fifth

anniversary a campaign was carried on by Ben Serkowich of the B & K organiza-
tion which resulted in an amount of box office publicity comparable to that

received by the Uptown upon its opening a few months ago.

“Keep Cordell Money at

Home,” Asks Peterson
(Below is the letter written by G.

A. Peterson of the Folly theatre,

Cordell, Okla., to patrons and mer-
chants.)

February 17, 1926.

Dear Sir:
I am writing you this with the

hope that I can prevail upon you
to be a booster for a campaign
that we are undertaking to induce
everyone to make Cordell the

“Queen City of the West.”
Do you own real estate, a home,

a business house, a city lot or a

farm

?

Do you realize that if your lo-

cal business firms are not a suc-
cess, Cordell cannot be a success

?

If Cordell isn’t a success, in

time your property will have no
value. Some people are laboring
under the wrong impression. They
have an idea that they can buy
merchandise or spend their money
in larger towns and get more
value for same. Surely you real-

ize that business people of Cor-
dell have less rent and less oper-
ating expenses. They pay the
same prices for merchandise as

other cities. So naturally they
can sell for the same prices or

less, and do. If your merchant
hasn’t what you want in stock,

have him order it for you. Trade
with your local merchants. As
a proof of this being true, we will

open up the Folly Theatre at Cor-
dell about April 15th, and will

show you the latest and best pic-

tures on the market today. Show-
ing you pictures ahead of Tulsa,
Oklahoma City and the larger
cities at less admission prices.

We hope by sending these letters

to everyone in the county that

you will derive some benefit from
same.

Please join us in being a booster
to keep Cordell Money at Home.

FOLLY THEATRE,
G. A. Peterson, Manager.

“The Best Show in the Best City
in Western Oklahoma”

Pioneer Pete Shoots a Red
Hot Circular

“Pioneer Pete” of the Pioneer theatre,

Amasa, Mich., has contributed another
of his special direct-by-mail cards he
uses to stimulate business. It follows:

Good Mornin Pardner:
I C Spring politiks has broak

loos again wich reminds me of my
friend Ole’s speech in his plee for

re-elekshun wen he sed. “A wote
fer me an my friend Snoos-Bux
Pederson meens a kleen adminis-
trashun becoz ve are for the pee-
puls and against the public!”

Don’t get so excited about pol-

itiks that U fergit Harold Lloyd
Wensday in “Why Worry,” Agnes
Ayres and Tony Moreno in “The
Story Without a Name” on Sat-
erday and Anna Q. Nilsson in

“Vanity’s Price,” Sunday together
wid them Go-Getters in number
nine wich always makes you laff

even if U don’t wanna laff they’re
so eese tu laff at.

Ef U’d like a carnashun blotter

go to the stor ofis and ask Mabel
or Elen fer wan. Yer Welcum,

Pioneer Pete.

The campaign promoted by Serkowich
received newspaper stories nearly every
day. But the big point of interest was the
fact that merchants were induced to con-
tribute nearly $2,000 to decorate the street

with flags, pennants, buntings and banners.
In addition to this daylight flash, festoons
of colored electric bulbs were strung along
the street for eight blocks.

On every trolley wire was a big banner
announcing, “Tivoli Anniversary Week.”
It was planned to “shoot the opening gun”
on Monday noon, and the U. S. army fur-

NEW YORK.—A nation-wide ex-
ploitation campaign has been started by
Universal Pictures Corporation on “The
Flaming Frontier,” which will make its

world debut at B. S. Moss’ Colony the-
atre early in April.

An electric sign of gigantic proportions
will grace the entire front of the Colony
theatre during the run of the picture.
Plans are afoot for an unusually bril-

liant opening night and it is expected
that the premiere will be one of the big
openings of the season.
Universal officials are convinced that

the bigness of the production merits an
exploitation campaign of this calibre.

“The Flaming Frontier” has been pro-
nounced by leading educators who have
previewed the film as one of the greatest
epics of the West that has reached the
screen.
The action of the picture takes place at West

Point and in the West in 1876 and concerns a
young pony express rider who secures an ap-
pointment to West Point but who is forced to
leave the academy as a result of a political in-

Birthday

The fifth anniversary of the Tivoli
theatre was celebrated by community
activities in the Englewood district

of Chicago a few days ago. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s production, “Lights
of Old Broadway,” was featured on
the bill.

nished a 75 millimeter cannon, but after

the campaign was over to find the pretty

girl to shoot it the police stopped the bom-
bardment for fear that the concussion
would break all the plate glass on Cottage
Grove avenue.
The big 25 mile army searchlight at

night, however, drew attention to the Tiv-
oli all week, and the festivities were capped
by the business men presenting John Bala-
ban, general manager of the B & K thea-

tres, with a set of congratulatory resolu-

tions and a gigantic loving cup.

trigue stirred up by enemies of General Custer,

the young express rider’s friend. The hoy re-

turns to the West and joins Custer as his scout.

The Indians aided by the renegade whites

unite under Chief Sitting Bull for an
attack on the whites. General Custer, mis-

led as to their numbers attacks on the

Little Big Horn. He has 400 men; the In-

dians number thousands. The young express rider

is sent by Custer for help; it does not materialize,

the command is slaughtered and the young rider

is the only man who escapes death. The love

interest is woven around the boy’s romance with

the daughter of a Western Senator who is back-

ing Custer’s handling of the Indian situation.

Fiddlers Bring Crowds
to Gopher Theatres

MINNEAPOLIS.—Old fiddlers set new
attendance marks for Minneapolis and St.

Paul motion picture theatres when they ap-

peared in contest for the fiddling honors

of the two cities.

Increased business was shown each night

during the preliminary contests and on the

night of the finals crowds stormed the

theatres in such numbers that it was nec-

essary to put on extra midnight perform-
ances to handle the people who wanted to

see the act.

In St. Paul the preliminary contests were
held in the residence district houses with
the finals at the Aster where all attend-

ance marks for the house were shattered.

So popular was the contest in St. Paul that

Minneapolis’ managers decided to stage

their preliminary showing in downtown
theaters, the Lyric, Garrick and State, with
the finals at the State.

Six cash prizes were given the winners,
ranging from $100 to $10 and the grand
winner was given 10 weeks’ contract

over the Finkelstein and Ruben theatre

circuit.

So great was the interest in the contests

that the Minneapolis Tribune and the St.

Paul Daily News carried daily stories

about their progress. For 10 days the
Tribune carried a first page story on the
winners,, a total of 2,000 inches of space.

Edward Gallinagh booked the attractions

and handled all the publicity for the con-
tests in Minneapolis.
Post Office regulations were complied

with.

Effort to Find “Venus”
Puts S. R. O. on Door
The net result of a campaign to find an

American Venus in East St. Louis by the
Majestic theatre was that on the opening
night the box office stopped selling tickets

at 7:15 because all available space had been
sold.

Exploitation Drive Begun by Universal
for “Flaming Frontier”
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You laughed at

Potash & Perlmutter
in cloaks and suits

You laughed again
and longer at them

cloaking beauts
in Hollywood

NOW
in theirlatest,they start in

the automobile business
but finish in an aeroplane

For longer laughs

and bigger thrills

Partners
Again with

Potash & Perlmutter”
adapted from the stage hit by

Montague Glass

World’s Premiere
Starting This Sunday

^ MARK

StranD
Broadway at 47th Street

Today, at the Mark Strand Theatre, New
Yorkers will see the world’s premiere pre-

sentation of the latest Potash St Perlmutter

screen production,

“PARTNERS AGAIN”
Recall, how you laughed at these fa-

mous Montague Glass characters in “cloaks

and suits”!

Then how you laughed more heartily at

the partners “cloaking beauts” as motion

picture magnates?

Now you’ll see Abe andMawruss in their

newest venture, selling something that

looks and smells like an automobile. The
picture is crammed with Laughs and Thrills.

“Partners Again,” is sponsored by Sam-
uel Goldwyn, as an annual institution of

laughter. Henry King, the genius respon-

sible for “Stella Dallas,” directed if.

Frances Marion wrote the scenario from

the stage play by Montague Glass and Jules

Eckert Goodman.
George Sidney plays Potash, and Alex-

ander Carr plays Perlmutter.

Yes, they start as “Partners Again” in

the automobile business, but they finish in

an aeroplane.

Besides the feature, Joseph Plunkett,

managing director of the Strand, has

The Mark Strand theatre, New York, advertised “Partners Again” as an “Annual
Institution of Laughter” before its opening. It is a Samuel Goldwyn produc-
tion released by United Artists.

Mark Strand Bills Goldwyn Film As
“Annual Institution of Laughter”

NEW YORK.—In the advertising and publicity campaign for “Partners Again”
the element stressed preceding its opening at the Mark Strand theatre here was the
basic thought that the film is the third of the Potash and Perlmutter series. It was
billed as such with the line that it is one of the “Annual Institutions of Laughter”
that Samuel Goldwyn presents each year.

Mention was made that “Partners
Again” first appeared in cloaks and suits,

then filming “beauts” as motion picture
magnates and now as their latest ,the

famous partners were in the automobile
business.
Another angle concentrated on was

the laughter plus the thrills.

Oil Paintings Used
For lobby display, four distinctive oil

paintings were used which played up the
partners in automobile sequence, the
romance angle and George Sidney and
Alexander Carr arguing with each other.

A novelty lobby display consisted of
an automobile from the regular six-sheet
in cut-out form, hung in a conspicuous
place in the lobby, with the following
lines

:

THIS CAR ON DISPLAY
HERE NEXT WEEK
THE FAMOUS SCHENCK-

MANN SIX—
1. Races 80 miles an hour—on the level.

2. Positively noiseless—including the
horn.

3. Guaranteed 50,000 miles of tires

—

perhaps per set.

4. Absolutely 50 miles on one gallon of

gas—or what have you?
Demonstrated by Abe and Mawruss in

their latest—“PARTNERS AGAIN,” Be-
ginning Sunday.

Special tieups were affected with the
automobile sales rooms all about Broad-
way. A sign was prepared with the fol-

lowing copy and placed on the running
board in display windows:
“The Overland Car is for service.
“But the Schenckmann Six

—

“Is for laughing purposes only.
“SEE it in ‘Partners Again—with Potash

and Perlmutter’

—

“Mark Strand theatre Next Week.”
Specially prepared advertisements were

used in the Automotive Daily, the one
newspaper that goes to every automobile
dealer and accessory man in New York.
The ads invited the automobile men to

see the greatest automobile sensation of
the age, at the Mark Strand.

Special copy was also placed in the
Jewish newspapers and in the German
press.

The advertisements which ran in the
daily papers used some of the Montague
Glass subtitles.

Billy Bevan in Mack Sennett’s “Trimmed in Gold,”
Bathe comedy.

mAtuiiE.
F\V\DEP

Here they are in “Buried Treasure,” an Our Gang
comedy for Bathe.

Glenn Tryon stars in “Long Pants,” Hal Roach
comedy for Bathe.

A Number of Numbers

The switchboard girl at Loew’s Valen-
tine theatre, Toledo, O., called all

residence phones in the city to inform
theatregoers that “Mike,” Metro pic-
ture, was playing at Loew’s.
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THIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of

bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

B ack in “What the Picture Did
For Me” and “Letters From

Readers” exhibitors are comparing
notes as to the number of pictures in-

cluded in the Herald’s list of 104

“Money Makers of 1925” which they

have exhibited. Letters on the sub-

ject mention that a little later better

records will be made, due to booking
for future exhibition such money
makers listed as had not been shown
previously.

The Herald’s list continues a live

topic of interest more than two
months after publication. In addition

to the exhibitor correspondence on it,

periodicals in this and other fields con-

tinue to reproduce the list and draw
editorial conclusions therefrom.

Nothing like this has happened to

other lists, the “Ten Bests” and such,

for the simple reason that the Her-
ald’s list was genuine and founded
upon box office performance. As has

been announced, the Herald will

provide a similar list, identically as-

sembled, each year.

This Norma Shearer Person
gets better and better. In “His

Secretary” she clinches the fact of

stardom. Possibly there are others

who might have done her part as well,

but it is doubtful if a call for volun-

teers to guarantee improvement upon
it would bring a deluge of applicants.

Norma Talmadge and others have
done the caterpillar-butterfly thing

pretty well, the mere cosmetics of the

transformation being comparatively
simple, but Miss Shearer’s metamor-
phosis is a thorough one. It involves

gradual relinquishment of little man-
nerisms adopted for the dowdy stage

yet made to seem part of the star’s

very fiber. It also involves resistance

of the urge to make the butterfly the

peppy thing a flirtatious secretary of

these days is held to be. Her single

wobble is in the final episode, and
that is a wobble of the story and un-
important.

Willard Louis is next best in the

cast, and next best mainly by reason
of assignment. He’s busy doing the

light comedy character he does so

well and has not done better in pre-

vious parts. (I shall never cease to

Concerning:
His Secretary

Sea Horses

Mamma Behave
The Cave Man

Torrent

The Iron Horse
Behind the Front

His People

regret missing his “Babbit,” which
must have been a classic.) Lew Cody,
still a bit strange to me as the upright
young man, also gets across, as does
Mabel Van Buren. Bits of acting

shared by these four rank second to

nothing of the same kind pictures in

these many months.
Chicago people attending the Chi-

cago theatre last week got a great

kick out of the picture. The laughs
came with the captions, good in them-
selves and spotted with practically

perfect timing, and this brings up a

point. At the finish of the picture it

would have been a service to flash the
name of the title writer on the screen.

Instead, it had gone before, with the

rest of the credit lines, and of course
no one can remember all of them.
Several years ago Metro made a few
pictures with the credit lines at the
finish and it worked out great so far

as the public was concerned, which is

far enough. It is suggested that the
custom be revived and made general.

Perhaps “Sea Horses” is One of
those pictures which are good if

seen from the first, as all pictures

should be. It doesn’t do so well seen
from the middle and then (after a

lot of intervening entertainment of
various kinds) coupled up with the

beginning. There’s a lot of action
and a spectacular typhoon, but there
isn’t anything to effect a very close

link with here and now.
The typhoon in this picture is un-

doubtedly its greatest asset. Reverse
and miniature figure in its construc-
tion, but upon the screen it is the real

thing. Suitably scored, it crashes
down upon the procession of inci-

dents as the single one among them
worthy in itself.

Florence Vidor is in the picture and
tries hard to make it stand up. Jack
Holt is there also, a sea captain this

time and therefore not the Westerner
he was just beginning to seem to be.

And there’s Mack Swain!
It’s one of those stories about the

wife who goes to the torrid zone after

the husband who went there and to

the dogs, etc.

C harles Chase and Mildred
Harris in “Mamma Behave”

prove beyond doubt which may linger

in any quarter that Hal Roach knew
what he was about in signing up long

feature players for his short feature

casts. Miss Harris never did so well

in any of her long pictures, and Mr.
Chase never did better in any of his

short ones. The comedy is quite the

funniest thing seen hereabouts re-

cently, if ever.

The story is a timely yarn about a

wife who Charlestons and a husband
who does it better but prefers to stay

home nights. He’s a twin, and
there’s a blonde who lives across the

hall, but these and other factors fig-

ure differently in the cunningly con-

trived scenario. The expected doesn’t

happen, at any time, not even the

laughs arriving on the accustomed
schedule, but the comedy is one laugh
after another until the biggest of

them all which comes at the finish.—

-

T. O. Service.

T HAVE JUST SEEN LEWIS MILE-
stone’s second picture. Here is a di-

rector with apparent ability to make big
pictures. “The Cave Man,” however, is

not a big picture. It starts out well, and
Warner Brothers gave it some lavish
sets, a good cast and plenty of footage,
but the play by Gellette Burgess just
doesn’t click as screen fare. It left here
with that feeling, at a preview given at

The Writers, Hollywood, last week, that
there were a couple of wheels missing.
The story concerns a very wealthy

girl, bored by her Fifth avenue friends
and not knowing what she wanted. She
tears a hundred dollar bill in two, pins
a note to it and throws it out of her
window. The finder is to return the torn
bill and get the other half.

A coal heaver presents it, and she
dresses him in immaculate attire and in-

troduces him to her social set. He’s a

great hit for a while and imagines all
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the ladies in love with him like him for
himself. Then he’s disillusioned and
they drop him when they find out he’s

nothing but a coal heaver. He tanks up
on cheap gin and determines to get even
with the girl. In the end she capitulates
to her cave man.

Matt Moore was the dumb brute, but
he overdid the dumb stuff. I doubt if

in all New York City there’s one coal
heaver quite so thick. Marie Prevost
was splendid as the bored society lady
in search of a thrill. Phyllis Haver,
Hedda Hopper and John Patrick helped
fill out the cast. Rupert Hughes wrote
the titles and in them was most of the
fun.
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“Torrent” is Monta Bell’s latest direc-

torial effort for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and throughout it shows the work of a

master hand. The flood is the most
thrilling bit of screencraft the flickering

celluloid has caught in a long time.

Audiences at Loew’s State, Los Angeles,
gasped at its realism.

It is a cosmopolitan film with Greta
Garbo making her initial American bow,
and her work as the prima donna shows
promise of greater work to come.

The whole atmosphere of the picture

is Spanish. The costumes and sets are
in keeping with Ibanez’ play and, al-

though the ending is not exactly a happy
one, it is logical and very satisfying.

Ricardo Cortez appears opposite Greta
Garbo in the role of a Spanish youth
dominated by his mother, excellently

played by Martha Mattox. She is the
personification of severe parental dis-

cipline.

Gertrude Olmsted pleases in the role

of a dutiful daughter, in love with Don
Rafael, the role played by Cortez. Mack
Swain added his bit as Gertrude’s father,

who talked in terms of pigs. Lucien
Littlefield scored as the town barber,
and Edward Connelly and Tully Marshall
were both well cast.

The story, briefly, concerns a poor girl

in love with a wealthy Spaniard. His
mother wishes him to marry into a wealthy
family. The girl Lenora, goes to Paris,
becomes a grand opera star, and then
returns home. The lovers meet and
their love is renewed. Again they part
and years later they meet, but he has
grown old while she has retained her
freshness and beauty. He has married
and, although he declares his love, she
leaves with the memory of her youthful
lover still in her mind.—-Ray Murray.

* * *

AFTER HAVING HEARD ABOUT
“The Iron Horse” for 12 months I

have now seen it and now realize why I

have heard so much about it.

It is rather conclusive evidence that

most people like Westerns, even if many
of the same people repeat they dislike

them. They do when the Western is as

well made as “The Horse,” because that
picture is a Western.

It is as conceivable that other West-
erns would be as well liked were they
as well made as it is that other pictures
of any kind would be well liked if they
were well made. But it is not altogether
the perfection that determines “The
Horse’s” success. The success of “Abra-
ham Lincoln,” “The Birth,” “Intoler-
ance” and a list of others remind me
that here people have taken to histor-
ical drama. They are keen about hear-
ing the tales retold of the growth of

America, reflecting in the public a dom-
inating spirit of patriotism or a pride
in the fatherland, something at any rate

which is quite analogous to patriotism.
They are not so keen about hearing

tales of another nation’s history and
when you give them such a kind the
picture is branded a “costume.” “The
Horse” is not to us a “costume” picture
but to a Teuton it could well be called
such.

Then people want a story about Wash-
ington, Hamilton or Aaron Burr, but
they shrink from stories of Richelieu,
Disraeli or Marie Antoinette. The do-
ings at Brandywine are much more to them
than the War of the Roses or the af-

fairs of Marguerite de Valois and Henry
of Navarre. It is more real to an Amer-
ican public to see an Indian scalping a
pioneer than to see a Rochambeau mas-
sacre a whole regiment of Spanish dons.

It is not true that America dislikes

costumes except that America prefers
stories of America (if historical the mo-
tif) and it happens that such stories do
not consist of what is commonly called

Costume drama

—

Douglas Hodges.

* * *

THE THEME OF “HIS SECRE-
tary” is not new, by several human

eras, and the development of the plot of

the piece is not heavy with surprises;

but brilliant acting made the picture for

me among the best long ones I have
seen in recent weeks. So far as I am
concerned the contrasts—especially those
in which Norma Shearer is the principal

figure—are too broad. For instance,

when she wears cotton hose and heavies
she can read clearly written notes only
with difficulty. A marcel, silk hose and
dainty unmentionables so far correct her
faulty vision that never again, during the
life of the picture, does she need pince
nez. Remarkable!

That aside, her work is very well

done. Her carrying over to the “all

dressed up” half of the picture little

mannerisms that jarred on me during
the dowdy half is art. The psychology
of the work is correct.

If Willard Louis has ever done better

work than he does in this picture it has
escaped me. He is the “broad-minded,”
that is to say not too uxorious, married
man of business, one of whom, the story-

tellers tell us, is to be found in every
office, even though the office have but
one masculine occupant.

Lew Cody also is in fine feather in

“His Secretary.” His too is a comedy
role, not as broad as Louis’, and he
handles it neatly. His feigned indisposi-

tions, at the office, on tour and at home,
are good for gales of laughter. The en-

tire picture is more satisfying than were
many others these eyes have recorded
recently.
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“Behind the Front”—there’s a picture!

Funny? My sides ached for a day after.

Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton and
the world war—the lighter moments of

that fracas. Hardboiled captains and
worse top cutters. Brown’s biscuits,

adoring, adorable girls of Flanders. Mis-
directed shots and incorrectly inter-

preted orders. Escapes from the guard-
house and escapes from the enemy. All

these and the comic ability of Beery
and Hatton are welded into a comedy
than which none I have seen in a twelve-
month was funnier.

I think I never shall forget the part
of the picture in which, following deso-
lation over the non-arrival of a long-
waited and greatly-desired letter from
his beloved—supposedly—Beery at last

is handed a neat, scented-with-some-

thing envelope. He smiles, writhes
coyly, gloats. The man is in love. This
means nothing in type. But this in con-
junction with his appearance is good for
side splitting laughter. Hatton has the
more mentally alive of the two roles,
and he handles it to perfection. He does
all of Beery’s thinking and most of his
fighting. And in the end not all is well,

for each takes up his before-the-war
role of pursuer and pursued.

* * *

Who cannot laugh over “Mamma Be-
have” needs repairing. The picture is

two reels of swift fun that made me
laugh from the opening shot to the clos-
ing. It concerns Charley Chase as a
husband who will not Charleston though
he can and as a twin who suffers, in his
wife’s esteem, by comparison with his

alter ego.

The plot of the picture centers upon
the husband’s decision to test his wife’s
affection. He dresses himself flashily,

announces to his mate that he is his

brother, and suggests a cabaret party.
This adventure leads to a comic-passion-
ate love scene from which some of our
heavier lovers should draw a lesson. The
wife clouts her enamorata in the eye
and escapes. Immediately the husband
is set upon by the wife’s girl friend, but
he snubs her and goes home.
The next difficulty is to enter his own

home, which he is supposed not to have
left during the evening. Finally he
makes an entrance, but the situation is

immediately complicated by the blonde
vamp. This difficulty is overcome by
the arrival of the husband’s brother, who
takes the final knockdown.—Al Barr.

* * *

A HOMELY STORY, OF A
homely family, told in a homely

way but, withal, a homely bit of sheer
loveliness. A symphony of the life of

a Jewish family played on a muted vio-

lin, with a counter-melody presented

by a friendly Irish family—the proper
atmosphere being supplied by the ming-
ling of the odors of succulent ham and
cabbage with gefulte fish!

The pattern of this picture is “Hu-
moresque” in style, maintaining its dig-

nity throughout. It is unalloyed with
slushy sentiment, and gleams with the

sincerity of the actors (every one of

whom deserves special mention). There
are no crashing crescendos. Nothing but
the simplicity that goes with a Jewish
family living in the Ghetto, and the self-

sacrifice of a loving father.

The story concerns a Jewish father,

portrayed with vivid intensity by Ru-
dolph Schildkraut, who idolizes his son,

Morris, who is studying to become a

lawyer. The other son, Sammy, sells

newspapers as an aid to the support of

the family, but earns his father’s dis-

pleasure by becoming “Battling Roo-
ney,” a champion boxer, and is told to

leave home. The genial Irish family

across the court from the Cosminsky
flat are constantly in the background
offering sympathy and comfort. Sammy
is saving his money to marry the Irish

lass. The picture ends in a cheery note
with the whole family reunited.

I think the picture was more enjoyable
because of that sorrowful tune, the “Eli-

Eli” (the sobbing of the persecuted
race), which was rendered as a bit of

atmospheric prologue, and which makes
one visualize the sufferings of the Jews.
The picture seemed to be permeated
with its brave and mournful appeal.

—

F. Kauders.
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NEW PICTURES

Scene from “Mare Nostrum,” Rex
Ingram production for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.

Mare Nostrum
Distributor: Metro-Goldwyn

Producer: Metro-Goldwyn
Length: 11,000 feet

DIRECTOR REX INGRAM
Scenarist Willis Goldbeck
Cameraman John F. Seitz

PLAYERS
The Triton Uni Apollon
Don Esteban Ferragut Alex Nova
His Son, Ulysses Kada-Abd-el-Kader
Caragol Hughie Mack
Freya Talberg Alice Terry
Ulysses Ferragut Antonio Moreno
Count Kaledine Fernand Mailly

TYPE: Tragic drama.
THEME: Submarine warfare and ro-

mantic love.

TIME: During the late war.

LOCALE: Mediterranean sea.

STORY : A Spanish seaman falls in

love with a beautiful German spy, and
under her influence aids in carrying sup-
plies to German submarines. When the
U-boat causes the death of his son both
he and his sweetheart are remorseful,
but the girl is shot as a spy, and the
seaman drowns, victim of the submarine
he aided.

HIGHLIGHTS : Sinking of the ship.
. . . Execution of the heroine as a spy.

Alice Terry and Antonio Moreno in

“Mare Nostrum,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer production.

The Far Cry
Distributor: First National

Producer: First National

DIRECTOR BALBONI
PLAYERS

Claire Marsh ..Blanche Sweet
Dick Clayton Jack Mulhall
Louise Marsh Myrtle Stedman
Julian Marsh Hobart Bosworth
Max Fraisier Leo White
Helen Clayton Julia Swayne Gordon
Eric Lancefield William Austin
Count Filippo Sturani John Sainpolis
Yvonne Beaudet Dorothy Revier
Margaretta Mathilde Comont
TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: Paris and Venice.

STORY : An American girl is divorced
from her worthless French husband be-
cause marriage interferes with her free-
dom. She falls in love with a young
American but refuses to marry him. The
young man becomes jealous when a rival
makes love to the girl, who flees to
Paris. Numerous incidents occur be-
fore the girl decides to give up her ideas
of freedom and marry the American.

HIGHLIGHTS: Color scenes. . . .

Marionettes. . . .Venetian scenes.

Jack Mulhall, Blanche Sweet, and John
Sainpolis in a scene from “The Far
Cry,” First National production sched-

uled for February release.

The Auction Block
Distributor

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Length: 6,200 feet

DIRECTOR HOBART HENLEY
Cameraman John Arnold

PLAYERS
Bob Wharton Charles Ray
Lory Knight Eleanor Boardman
Berenice Lane Sally O’Neil
Carter Lane Ernest Gillen
Homer Lane Charles Clary
Robert Wharton, Sr David Torrence
Mr. Knight James Corrigan

TYPE: Comedy drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: South Carolina.

STORY: A millionaire’s son weds a
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Scene from “The Auction Block,” from
the Rex Beach novel, produced by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

beauty contest winner, who leaves him
because he does not work. He makes a
success as a shoe salesman, but is com-
promised by another girl, who finally

admits her trickery, and the married
couple are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS Artistic settings.

. . . Scene where hero is compromised.

... The dance-fest.

Sea Horses
Distributorv Paramount
Producer: Paramount
Length: Seven reels

DIRECTOR ...ALLAN DWAN
Author ...Francis Brett Young
Cameraman James Howe

PLAYERS
George Glanville... Jack Holt
Helen Salvia Florence Vidor
Lorenzo Salvia William Powell
Cochran George Bancroft
Bimbo-bomba .Mack Swain
Senor Cordoza Frank Campeau
Harvey Allan Simpson
Marx - George Nichols

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: Africa.

STORY : A deserted wife tries to find

her husband in Africa. A Captain falls

in love with her, and buys her release
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Charles Ray and Eleanor Boardman in

a scene from “The Auction Block,”
Metro-Goldwyn film.
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Scene from “Partners Again,” a Samuel
Goldwyn production for United Artists

release.

from the husband. The woman resents
this and returns to her husband. But
when she flies into the jungle she is

saved by the Captain, and the two start
to England to wed.

HIGHLIGHTS : Christmas party on
ship. . . . Meeting of wife and husband.
. . . Rescue of wife by Captain. . . .

Jungle scenes.

The King of the Turf
Distributor

:

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. O.

DIRECTOR JAMES HOGAN
Author Louis Joseph Vance
Adaptor John C. Brownell

PLAYERS
Colonel Fairfax George Irving
Kate Fairfax Patsy Ruth Miller
John Doe Smith Kenneth Harlan
Tom Selsby A1 Roscoe
Letitia Selsby Kathleen Kirkham
Martha Fairfax Mary Carr
Martyn Selsby David Torrence
“Red” Kelly Dave Kirby
“Soup” Conley William Franey
“Dude” Morlanti Ed Phillips

TYPE: Romantic Melodrama.
THEME: Romantic racetrack story.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: Small Southern town.

STORY : A bank shortage is framed
on the Colonel, the shock making his
mind blank. The guilty man writes a

' deathbed confession, which is hidden by
his wife. The Colonel returns from
prison with three prison mates, one of
whom falls in love .with the Colonel’s
daughter. He trains the Colonel’s horse
for a race. Numerous exciting incidents
occur regarding the signed confession
with which a rival for the girl’s affec-
tions tries to bribe her. The confession
is obtained, the race won by the Colonel’s
entry, and the girl and her lover are
married.

HIGHLIGHTS : The Steeplechase.
. . . Another horserace. . . . Convic-
tion of the colonel. . . . The fight. . . .

Return of the Colonel with three crooks.
. . . Marriage of girl and her lover.

George Sidney and Alexander Carr in

a scene from “Partners Again” which
is a United Artists film.

Partners Again
Distributor: United Artists

Producer: Samuel Goldwyn
Length: 5,500 feet

DIRECTOR ...HENRY KING
PLAYERS

Abe Potash George Sidney
Mawruss Perlmutter Alexander Carr
Hattie Potash Betty Jewel
Dan Allan Forrest
Schenckman Robert Schable
Rosie Potash Lillian Elliott
Pazinsky Lew Brice

TYPE: Comedy.
THEME: Fooled by a stock swindle.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: An American city.

STORY : Potash and Perlmutter, who
are in the automobile business, are fooled
in a stock swindle and flee in an airplane.
They are brought back by Potash’s
daughter and her sweetheart, the latter
having made a fortune in chemicals.

HIGHLIGHTS : Court scene. . . .

Airplane flight.

A1 St. John in the Educational-Mermaid comedy,
“Hold Your Hat.”

Combat
Distributor: Universal

Producer: Universal

Length: 6,700 feet

DIRECTOR LYNN REYNOLDS
Scenarist J. G. Hawks

PLAYERS
Blaze Burke House Peters
Ruth Childers Wanda Hawley
Milton Symmons Walter McGrail
Red McLaughlin C. E. Anderson
Half-Breed Steve Clemento
Jerry Flint ..Charles H. Mailes
Sheriff ..Howard Truesdale

TYPE: Action melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: A Western lumber camp.
STORY : A lumberjack has his job of

camp boss, his life’s ambition, taken
away from him and given to the weak-
willed nephew of the owner of the lum-
ber company. The lumberjack falls in
love with the nephew’s sweetheart, who
is saved by the lumberjack from a for-
est fire. She gives her love to him when
she sees her fiance is a coward.

HIGHLIGHTS: Lumber camp
scenes. . . . Forest Ere.

Hold Your Hat
Distributor: Educational Film Ex-

changes, Inc.

Producer: Christie Comedies

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR STEPHEN ROBERTS
Author Staff

Scene from “The Cave Man,” Warner
Brothers production which was released

recently.

PLAYERS
A1 A1 St. John
Virginia ..Virgian Vance
Her Father Otto Fries

Her Mother. Eve Thatcher

TYPE: Romantic comedy.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Small American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A young couple eloping are

chased by the girl’s father and mother.
Their automobile rolls to the edge of a
precipice and the young man saves the

girl. The parents are so pleased they
give their consent to the marriage.
HIGHLIGHTS : Chase over mountain

roads. . . . Car suspended over cliff.

Keep Trying
Distributor: Educational Film Ex-

changes, Inc.

Producer: Jack White Corpcmation

Length: One reel

DIRECTOR ZION MEYERS
PLAYERS

Cliff Cliff Bowes
Zelma Zelma O’Neal

TYPE: Comedy.

THEME: Defeat of villainy.

LOCALE: Small American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The hero, a small town bag-
gage master, is given permission to at-

tend a show providing he will return in

time to meet the mail train. He is given
a part in the show, and while driving

a Ford across the stage he hears the

mail train and drives off stage to meet
it. Villain steals cash box and leaves

on train, but finds box is empty.

HIGHLIGHTS: Scene in theatre

Hero’s Eirtation. . . . Villain’s defeat.

Marie Prevost and Matt Moore in a

scene from “The Cave Man” Warner
Brothers production.
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The Cave Man
Distributor: Warner Brothers

Producer: Warner Brothers

Length: Seven reels

DIRECTOR LEWIS MILESTONE
Author Gelett Burgess

Cameraman David Abel

PLAYERS
Myra Gaylord Marie Prevost

Michael Smagg Matt Moore
Brewster Bradford John Patrick

Mrs. Van Veet Hedda Hopper
Her daughter, Dorothy Phyllis Haver
TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Adventurous love.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: An American city.

STORY : An orphan with a large in-

heritance, seeking adventure, throws half
a $100 note out of a window, offering
the other half to finder. A coal heaver
finds it, and the girl grooms him for
society. His caveman tactics attract the
women, but he finds that when they
know his identity they ostracize him.
He goes back to his old haunts, but
eventually returns, kidnaps the girl, and
rushes her away on a coal wagon to be
married.

HIGHLIGHTS : Coatheaver’s train-
ing for society. . . . Society dance
scene. . . . Kidnaping of Myra.

Charles Ray and Eleanor Boardman
share the leading honors in Rex
Beach’s “The Auction Block,” a

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer producti on
directed by Hobart Henley.

International News No. 17

CHICAGO CUBS COMMENCE SPRING TRAINING.
MARTY KRUG’S HOPEFULS CET DOWN

TO INTENSIVE WORK
*

International News No. 18

COMMANDER RAMON FRANCO ENDS RECORD
FLIGHT FROM SPAIN TO SOUTH AMERICA

Watch Your Wife
Distributor: Universal

Producer: Universal

Length: 6,900 feet

DIRECTOR SVEN GADE
Author Goesta Segercrantz

Cameraman Arthur L. Todd

PLAYERS
Claudia Langham Virginia Valli

James Langham Pat O’Malley

Benjamin Harris Nat Carr

Gladys Moon Helen Lee Worthing
Alphonse Marsac Albert Conti

Madame Buff Aggie Herring

Maid Nora Hayden

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

TIME: The present.

LOCALE: An American city.

STORY : A couple are divorced, and
a Coufit wooes the former wife. The hus-
band hires a girl from an agency, who
is compelled to remain overnight be-

cause of a storm. The divorcee, repent-

ing, comes home, but flees at sight of

the woman. The husband pursues her

and gets her off the train on which she

is about to leave with the Count.

HIGHLIGHTS: Agency scene. . . .

Wife’s return. . . . Husband's pursuit.

Kinograms No. 5164
NEW ORLEANS MARDI GRAS OPENS IN WHIRL

OF SPLENDOR. GREAT CROWDS
ATTEND ANNUAL CARNIVAL

*

Pathe News No. 17
THUNBERG WINS SIX OF IIIS LAST SEVEN
RACES IN U. S. IN SPECIAL SKATING COM-
PETITION WITH CHARLES JEWTRAW;

SETS FOUR WORLD’S RECORDS
*

Pathe News No. 18
FORTY DEAD, FIFTEEN INJURED AS UTAH
SNOWSLIDE BURIES MINE HAMLET. SCORES

WORK TO RESCUE VICTIMS
*

Fox News No. 42
SCENES RIVALING ARMISTICE CELEBRATION IN

LOWER BROADWAY, NEW YORK, ATTEND
ROOSEVELT CREW RETURN

*

Fox News No. 43
VERA, COUNTESS OF CATHCART, BARRED FROM

U. s. AT ELLIS ISLAND. WINS A TEN
DAY “LEAVE”

Billy Bevan in Mack Sennelt’s “Whispering
Whiskers,” Pathe.

Rudolph Schildkraut in “The Proud
Heart,” a Universal production pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle who cele-

brated his twentieth anniversary in

the industry February 26.

Beyond the Rockies

Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: Independent Picture Cor-

poration

DIRECTOR ...JACK NELSON
PLAYERS

Con Benteen .Bob Custer

Flossie Eugenie Gilbert

Cottle David Dunbar

Monte Lorin Bruce Gordon

Tex Marcy ..Milton Ross

Sartwell Eddie Harris

Dune James Max
'

Holcomb

Dave Heep Roy Laidlaw

Mayer Smithson.... ... Max Asher

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A Western town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A young man is sent as se-

cret operative of a stockmen’s associa-

tion to break up a mysterious band of

cattle rustlers. After exciting incidents

he joins the band, the members of which
after discovering he is their betrayer

tie him in a shack filled with explosives.

He escapes in time to save the girl he

loves from the gang.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene in puma in-

fested country. ... The stampede. . . .

Rescue of girl.
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THE FILMMART
Paramount

Four in Cutting Room
“The Crown of Lies” is in the cutting

room, as are “The Lady of the Harem,”
“Miss Brewster’s Millions” and “The Blind
Goddess.”

Four in Production

“Padlocked,” “Wet Paint,” “The Flight

to the Hills” and “The Cat’s Pajamas” are

now in production.

Stories Prepared for Filming

The screen story of “The Rough Riders”
is now being prepared to film, as is that of

“Beau Geste.”

“Blind Goddess” Completed

“The Blind Goddess,” directed by Victor

Fleming, has just been completed.

Lane Signed for “Padlocked”

Charles Lane has been signed for one of

the big roles in “Padlocked.”

Pro-Dis-Co

“Mabel’s Room” New Christie Comedy
“Lip in Mabel’s Room” has been selected

to take the place of “The Champion
Lover,” previously announced.

Public Opinion Guides Cutting

“Opinion Cards” were handed out at the

previewing of “The Volga Boatman,” which
will be used to guide the cutting of this

feature.

Louis Natheaux in “Silence”

Louis Natheaux has been added to the

cast of “Silence.”

Virginia Pearson Signed

Virginia Pearson is Rupert Julian’s lat-

est addition to the cast of “Silence.”

Cast for “Wild Oats Lane”

Viola Dana and Robert Agnew head the

cast of “Wild Oats Lane,” directed by Mar-
shall Neilan, and are supported by John
MacSweeney, Jerry Miley and Scott Welch.

F. B. O.

“Isle of Retribution” in Production

“The Isle of Retribution” is now in pro-

duction under the direction of James Ho-
gan.

Gertrude Short Signed

Gertrude Short has signed a five year
contract to be featured in two reel sub-

jects which are tentatively called “Bill

Grimm’s Progress.”

Contest Awards Given

Final awards have been made in the “On
the Stroke of Three” contest. “The Fatal

Stroke” was the winning title.

“Retribution” Being Shot

The cast and technical staff for “The Isle

of Retribution” are on their way to Mt.
Kaiser, Cal., to film snow scenes for this

production.

“Sea Scamps” is an Educational-Ju-
venile comedy, the cast including
Big Boy, Bonny, Spud, Ginger,
Bobby and their dog Pal.

Crew Members in Cast

Otis Stantz and Skiles Ralph Pope, mem-
bers of the crew of the U. S. navy plane

PN-9, have important parts in “The Non-
Stop Flight,” and play the same roles they

had in the actual flight of this airplane.

Pathe

“Bar-C Mystery” Release Set

“The Bar-C Mystery,” feature version of

the Western Pathe serial, has been set for

release March 14, in advance of the serial

release date.

All-Pathe Program Given

An All-Pathe program was given at the

New Paris, Paris, 111., which consisted of

six subjects, which covered drama, news,
wit, wisdom and travel.

Five Comedies in Production

Five two-reel comedies are in production
for release in the next few months headed
by Ralph Graves, Ben Turpin, Alice Day,
Raymond McKee, Ruth Hiatt and Billy

Bevan.

“Dog’s Life” Bookings Increase

“A Dog’s Life,” Charlie Chaplin comedy
brought back to the screen, is increasing

its bookings into first-run theatres.

Cunutt in “Devil Horse”

Yakima Canutt, world famous horseman,
appears in “The Devil Horse,” which was
directed by Fred Jackman.

Warner Brothers

Four Releases for March
“The Little Irish Girl,” “The Honeymoon

Express,” “Other Women’s Husbands” and
“The Sap” are productions to be released
in March.

Varconi in “Silken Shackles”

Victor Varconi is working with Irene
Rich in “Silken Shackles.”

“Jazz Bride” Held Over

“His Jazz Bride,” with Matt Moore and
Marie Prevost, is to be continued for a
Second week at Warner’s Orpheum, Chi-
cago.

Dolores Costello in Stellar Role

Dolores Costello is to play in “The Little

Irish Girl,” her latest starring vehicle.

“Other Women’s Husband” Cast

Monte Blue and Marie Prevost are the

stars of “Other Women’s Husbands” and
are supported by Huntly Gordon, Phyllis

Haver, Marjorie Gay and John Patrick.

Educational

“Raisin’ Cain” for “Big Boy”

“Big Boy,” juvenile star, is to have
“Raisin’ Cain” for his next picture.

Duffy’s First as Featured Comedian

Jack Duffy appears in “Dancing Daddy,”
his first Christie comedy since his elevation

to a featured comedian in this series.

“Dancing Daddy” Completed

The new comedy, “Dancing Daddy,” di-

rected by Harold Beaudine, has just been
completed.

Vera Steadman in “Dancing Daddy”

Vera Steadman has the feminine lead in

“Dancing Daddy,” in which Natalie Joyce
also plays.

“Big Boy” Signed

Jack White has announced that “Big
Boy,” two year old star, has been signed

up for next year’s series.

First National

Pauline Frederick Signed

Pauline Frederick has been signed to

make four specials.

“Men of Steel” Completed

“Men of Steel,” written by Milton Sills,

who stars in it, and directed by George
Archainbaud, has just been completed.

Gertrude Olmsted in “Puppets”

Gertrude Olmsted has been chosen to

play the feminine lead in Milton Sills’ next
starring picture, “Puppets.”

Jobyna Ralston Signed

Jobyna Ralston has been borrowed to

appear in “Molasses,” which is now in

production.

Tourneur Directing “Desert Healer”

Maurice Tourneur is directing Marion
Fairfax’s first venture as a producer, “The
Desert Healer.”
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International Newsreel claims a beat on its pictures from Tientsin of the new civil war in China, of which two scenes are
shown. Ariel Varges, International cameraman, jeopardized his life in taking the pictures amid flying bullets. Machine
guns and barbed wire entanglements in the streets, of Tientsin are shown in the picture on the left, while sandbag breast-
works are noted in the other.

Fox
“Rustling Cupid” in Production

Following the completing- of “The Johns-
town Flood,” Director Irving Cummings
launched “Rustling for Cupid,” with George
O’Brien and Anita Stewart in leading roles.

“Hardboiled” New Mix Pictre

“Hardboiled” is a new Tom Mix west-

ern story, and is being directed by J. G.

Blystone.

“
Siberia” Scenes Being Shot

Exterior scenes for “Siberia,” which Vic-

tor Shertzinger is directing, are now being

shot in Ashton, Idaho.

“Shamrock Handicap” Being Filmed

Filming of “The Shamrock Handicap,”
directed by John Ford, has commenced.

“Early to Wed” for Screen

Frank Borzage is transferring “Early to

Wed” to the screen, with Matt Moore and
Kathryn Perry in principal roles.

Lumas
“Thrill-O-Dramas” in Work
Work has started on a series of eight

melodramas featuring William Fairbanks,

to be known collectively as “Thrill-O-

Dramas.”

Arrow
“Lightning Hutch” April Release

“Lightning Hutch,” an episode serial be-

ing directed by Charles Hutchison, who is

also the star, will be released early in

April.

Rayart

“Phantom Police” Completed

“The Phantom Police,” a Herbert Raw-
linson serial, written and directed by Rob-
ert Dillon, has been completed.

Fourth of Series in Work
Work has been started on the fourth of

a series of melodramas, the current release

being called “Perils of the Coast Guard.”

United Artists

Chaplin Signs New Leading Woman
Charlie Chaplin has engaged Miss Merna

Kennedy for his new leading woman in his

forthcoming comedy, “The Circus.”

King to Direct “Barbara Worth”

Henry King will direct “The Winning of

Barbara Worth” for Samuel Goldwyn.
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky will play

the leading roles.

World Premiere of “Partners Again”

“Partners Again,” with Potash & Perl-

mutter, is having its world premiere at the

Mark Strand, New York.

Vilma Banky in Three Releases

Vilma Banky, Hungarian screen actress,

is to play in the following three forthcom-
ing releases: “A Son of the Sheik,” op-

posite Rudolph Valentino; “The Winning
of Barbara Worth” and “Beauty and the
Beast.”

Montagu Love Signed

Montagu Love, known on both stage
and screen, has been signed to play the role

of the villain in Valentino’s “A Son of the

Sheik.”

Universal

Cohens and Kellys Make Debut

The two families in “The Cohens and
Kellys” made their screen debut February
21 at the Colony theatre, New York.

Greta Nissen Signed

Greta Nissen has been signed to play op-
posite Norman Kerry in “The Love Thief.”

Tivo Features Completed

Production of “Perch of the Devil” and
“The Runaway Express” has been com-
pleted, as has “The Frontier Trail.”

Start on Two Pictures

Work is to start soon on “The Star
Maker” and “Prisoners of the Storm,”

Ralph Graves stars in Hal Roach's “Funnymooners”
for Pathe.

while the ^filming of “Oh Baby” and “The
Big Night” has begun.

Andrews Directs Humes
Del Andrews, engaged to direct Fred

Humes, new Western star, in “The Yellow
Back,” has started production.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Artificial Sun Constructed

An artificial sun, said to generate 325,-

000,000 candlepower, has just been com-
pleted and is being given its baptism in

Lillian Gish’s “The Scarlet Letter.”

“Free Souls” Purchased

“Free Souls,” a novel by Adela Rogers
St. John, has been purchased.

Sharp Signed

Henry Sharp has been placed under con-
tract and is to give his exclusive services

as cameraman.

“Auction Block” Opens at Capitol

“The Auction Block,” featuring Charles
Ray and Eleanor Boardman, and directed

by Hobart Hanley, has opened at the Capi-
tol, New York.

Chadwick
“Winning the Futurity” Nears Completion

“Winning the Futurity,” which Charles P.
Rogers is producing, under the direction

of Scott Dunlap, is nearing completion.

Harlan in Comedy Part

Otis Harlan is playing a comedy part in

“Winning the Futurity,” which is being
headed by Cullen Landis and Clara Horton.

Columbia

Seventeen Listed

Columbia Pictures Corporation’s 1925-26

releases are

:

Six Columbias—“The Danger Signal,” “The
Unwritten Law,” “Steppin’ Out,” “Perils of the
Sea,” “Lure of the Wild,” “Ladies of Leisure”;
five Waldorfs—“Enemy of Men,” “Price of Suc-
cess,” “Sealed Lips,” “When Husbands Flirt,”

“Fate of a Flirt”; and six Perfections—“Fighting
Youth,” “New Champion,” “Speed Mad,” “Fight
to the - Finish,” “Plandsome Brute,” “Great Sen-
sation.”

Tennek
Davis Directing Gordon Series

Jim Davis is directing the Eddie Gordon
series of two reel comedies, and has just

completed the second of the set of twelve.
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PORTLAND
PORTLAND, ORE.—Ed I. Hudson,

salesman for Universal, says that the au-

tomobiles going to Southern Oregon should
be equipped with oars and oarlocks to

make the grade. Due to recent rains the

highways have been flooded. . . . The
new building for Warner Brothers is go-
ing right ahead. . . . Mr. Henderson,
owner of the Laurelhurst, is redecorating
his house and claims to have as pretty a
lobby as there is in towm. . . . Tibbets
of the Highway has purchased a new Pack-
ard sedan. . . . Sam Whiteside of Cor-
vallis was a visitor on Film Row recently.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

—

Victor
Foote, who is leaving for San Diego, has
sold his Venice at Nephi to Louis Strike
of the Kinema and Star here. . J C.
DeWaal, traveling auditor for Pathe, has
left for Los Angeles after spending some
time here. . . . Pathe has sent a camera
man from San Francisco by airplane to

cover the disastrous snow slide at Bing-
ham. . . . IV. H. Rankin, local manager
for Warner Brothers, is now in the Great
Falls section of Montana. . . . The
Peery Brothers of the Egyptian, Ogden,
and R. L. Wilson, owner of the Hub, Mid-
vale, were recent visitors here. . . . John
Ruger, owner of the American and Or-
pheum, Park City, reports that all stage
traffic there has been stopped due to the
snow slides. . . . Alexander Neilson
has taken the place of Peggy Totro as
booker stenographer at First National here.
. . . Lee Stallings, owner of the Kinema,
Richfield, and Clifton Pierce of Brigham,
have closed negotiations for a neighbor-
hood house to be built in the western part
of this city. . . . Jimmy Kelts has re-

turned from the coal camps of Southern
Utah. . . . Weir Cassidy has resigned
his position as exploitation manager for
the American here to join the offices of
the West Coast Theatres, and is succeeded
by Dave Schayer, who is managing the
Dansante, a ball room, in connection with
the American. . . . According to re-

ports, a five hundred seat house is to be
built on 9th South and 9th East.
The Paramount Express celebrated its

tenth anniversary. . . . George Carpen-
ter, manager, Paramount Empress, turned
the house over to the Disabled Veterans
of the World War on February 18, calling

it D. A. V. Day, in connection with “Be-
hind the Front.” . . . Manager Fish,

Fox exchange, made a flying trip to Eph-
raim in a blinding snowstorm to deliver

“The Ancient Mariner,” which had been
undelivered through error on the part of

the railroad. . . . J. B. Roden, formerly
assistant manager at local Preferred, has
resigned to take charge of his theatre, the

Orpheus, Evanston, Wyoming. . . . A

l

O’Keefe is now in charge of the Pro-Dis-
Co exchange here. . . . Tony Hartford
has been assigned the Utah territory in

place of the Idaho section, which he for-

merly covered.

Oh, What a Boy!
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA, NEB., March 2.—So
thinks Nate Frudenfeld, who is

the beaming father of a nine
pound boy born at the Methodist
hospital.

Frudenfeld, who formerly re-
sided in Omaha, is now a resident
of Cedar Rapids, la., and is man-
ager of the Majestic and Isis

theatres there.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Carod

Nathan and his assistants are planning a

big reception to their chief upon his visit

here April 8, in

honor of his twen-
tieth anniversary.

Paul J

Gray, exploiteer, is

headquartering at

the local Pathe of-

fice, and will han-
dle all Pathe’s two
reel comedies on
the Coast.
Wallace Beery,
star in “Behind the

Front,” was a re-

cent visitor here,

and entertained by
press reviewers,
film men and Chief
Dan O’Brien, one of his old friends. . . .

Joe Friedman of New York, in charge of

the future Reginald Denny productions, re-

cently visited here. . . . E. Newman, man-
ager of the Mary Pickford Company, was
here for a visit also. . . . Branch Manager
M. E. Cory of Pro-Dis-Co entertained his

general manager, W. J. Morgan, the sec-

ond week in February. . . Sidney
Weisbaum, local F. B. O. manager, is again
making short trips up and down his dis-

trict. . . . West Coast Theatres has
placed an order for Preddy Reflector

Lamps for their Criterion at Los Angeles.
Dorothy Taylor, formerly of the

local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office, and later

of the Los Angeles branch, has returned
to take the place vacated by Nadine Amos,
secretary to manager G. C Parsons for

the past five years. . . . W. G. Preddy
has been appointed local district distrib-

Salt Lake City

First Runs
( Week Beginning February 13)

AMERICAN : “The Reckless Lady,” First

National

:

“The Live Wire.” First Na-
tional; Cartoon, F. B. O.; Fox News.

KINEMA: “The Desperate Game,” Universal;
“Cold Turkey,” Pathe; Fox News.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “Behind the
Front,” Paramount; “Fares Please,” Edu-
cational.

VICTORY : “The Splendid Crime,” Para-
mount

;

“Giddap,” Pathe; Pathe News.

ulor of the Enterprise Optical Manufactur-
ing Company of Chicago. . . . C. L.

Theuerkauf is back as manager of' the

Cameo, which position he once gave up to

become district manager of Associated Ex-
hibitors. . . . Kenneth Means has been
appointed house manager of the Granada.
. . . Eugene Karlen has been promoted
from house manager of the Granada to

manager of the Portola.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—C. L. Pendell, owner

of the picture house at Fairfield, 111., was
kidnaped and robbed by two bandits. . . .

Bids are being taken on the new theatre

to be erected on Edmond Avenue, St.

Joseph, Mo., by/. H. Cooper of New York
and Eli Shire of Lincoln, Neb.
G. IT. Peart joined Nat Steinberg’s Asso-
ciated Exhibitors sales staff recently. . . .

Special Representative Max Meiler of Fox
Pictures has gone to Kansas City and
Omaha. . . . Ben Berg of Kansas City

is the new manager of the Fourth Street,

Moberly, Mo. . . . C. L Hickman has

announced his resignation from the local

Universal sales staff. . . A. Boswell,

who had charge of the Memphis office for

Pro-Dis-Co,. is said to be planning the open-

ing of a roadhouse in St. Louis County.

. . . Sam Inger is finishing work on the

new theatre on Union Boulevard, which
will seat about 1,500 people . . . The
new Columbus on Southwest Avenue has

opened, in charge of Mrs. Bessie Fnedland
Schuler. . . . The Committee on Pub-
lic Morals now being organized here will

confine its immediate efforts to “a cam-
paign against such salacious publications

as magazines, postal cards, pamphlets
and posters, the direct result of which
is to corrupt the mind of the reader,” if

the recommendations of its committee
of nine appointed to determine the scope
of the organization’s operations are car-

ried out. . . The safe in the office

of the Famous Players-Lasky exchange was
blown open recently. . . The Gem
Theatre building was damaged by a fire.

. . . St. Louis film men lost a warm
friend when death claimed W. K. Mat-
thews, editorial director of the St. Louis

Times. . . . Louis K. Sidney, district

manager for Loew’s, Inc., has added a new
theatre in Cleveland and one in Boston.

. . . Frank Galvin, formerly director of

publicity for William Goldman’s string of

motion picture palaces, is now exploiteering

for the San Francisco exchange of Pro-

Dis-Co.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.—Associated Exhib-

itors has joined the Denver Film Board
of Trade. . . . William Osterberg, Jr.,

who operates the Star, Scottsbluff, Neb.,

as well as theatres in Bayard and Minitare,

arrived here to complete arrangements for

service in his theatres. . . G. E Rosen-

wald, Universal manager, made a long trip

into the Southern part of the territory.

. . . /. H. Ashby of First National has

returned from the Black Hills of South
Dakota. ... J. A. Krum of United Art-

ists made a trip to Colorado Springs and
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Pueblo. . . . Charles Gilmour, Warner
Brothers manager, is down in New Mexico
visiting exhibitors. . . . Exhibitors seen

recently around film exchanges were : M.
W. McFarland of the Gem, Golden

;

Charles Halverson of the Jewel, La Fayette,
Colo.; and C. E. Blauer of the Isis, Wel-
dona, who has just taken over the man-
agement of the theatre from M. O. York.
. . . Denver will soon have another
new exchange building. Negotiations
have nearly been closed for a new build-
ing to be erected across the street from
the present exchange building.
L. O. Lukan, district manager for First

National, visited /. H. Ashby, manager of

the local branch Sidney D. Weis-
baurn arrived here February 28 to resume
management of the local branch of F. B.

O. . . . Dave Frasier, special represent-

ative for Pro-Dis-Co, arrived here for a

visit with J . S. Homrnel, local branch man-
ager. . . . R. J. Garland has returned
from a rather extended trip into the south-
ern part of Colorado.

OTTAWA
OTTAWA, ONT.

—

R. J. Romney, presi-

dent and general manager of the Canadian
company, whose head office is at St. John,
N. B., announced that the financial diffi-

culties encountered in New York by Vital

Exchanges, Inc., will have no direct effect

upon Vital Exchanges of Canada, Ltd.,

which is a separate organization.
Flarry S. Dahn, manager of the Capitol,

Montreal, entertained his staff at a ban-
quet February 20, in recognition of the
services of the theatre employes in aiding
the Capitol to win second prize in the re-

cent managers’ bonus competition staged by
Famous Players Canadian Corporation.

. Manager Walter F. Davis of the
Empress, Edmonton, Alberta, has gone to

Mobile, Ala., to spend three weeks with
his aged mother, who has been ill. . . .

The hockey team of the head office of
Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
Toronto, is battling for championship hon-
ors in the Toronto Hockey League. . . .

Complete motion picture shows are now
being supplied at any time and in any
place by a downtown business firm of
Ottawa, namely Photogranhic Stores,
Ltd. This company provides a projec-
tion machine, operator, 3,000 feet of pic-
tures and other necessities for a moving
picture entertainment at a stated price.
The slogan of the firm is “Brighten Up
the Program With Motion Pictures.”

. . /. H. Coleman, president of Cole-
man Electric Company, announces his com-
pany has again been appointed distributor
for Columbia projector carbons, and has
installed two deluxe Motiograph projectors,
including the new reflector arc equipment,
in the Opera House at Owen Sound, On-
tario. ...PC. Taylor, Toronto, gen-
eral manager of F. B. O. of Canada, Ltd.,
has announced that March will be F. B. O.
Month in Canada, and has arranged a
special booking drive for the feature.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—-The new Stan-

ley, Camden, N. Y., was formally opened
February 19. This theatre has a seating
capacity of 2,200, and will be managed by
John McGinn. . . . Arrangements have
been completed for the annual spring sales

conference of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, to be held at the Ambassador
hotel, Atlantic City, from March 23 to 27
inclusive. . . . Henry Lewis, assistant-

manager of the local Pathe office, has been
ill with the grippe. . . . Easton’s new
theatre, which cost approximately $600,000.
is practically completed, and will probably
be opened the first of March, under the
supervision of J. Fred Osterstock. . . .

John Bethel, Associated Exhibitors’ repre-

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning February 20)

STANLEY : “The Grand Duchess and The
Waiter,” Paramount

;

News: Stanley
Magazine; Cartoon: “The Wicked City”;
Film Novelty: Plastic Scenic Film (Re-
nown Pictures) ; Mandoline Solos

:

“Semiramide” (Rossini), Medley of
Operatic Favorites, Bernardo De Pace;
Dance Divertissement : “Rhythmic Toes,”
Albertina Rasch and Ballet, Allen White's
Collegians.

FOX: “The First Year,” Fox

;

News: Fox
Theatre Screen Magazine; Cinema Novelty:
“The Runaway Train”; Bert Rome and
Henry Dunn, Greenwick Village Follies
Songsters, Yvette Rugel, International
Prima Donna.

ARCADIA : “Mannequin,” Paramount.
KARLTON : “Memory Lane,” First National.
PALACE: “Bluebeard's Seven Wives,” First

National.
VICTORIA: “Steel Preferred,” Pro-Dis-Co.
CAPITOL: “The Only Thing,” Metro

-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
ALDINE : “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer.
STANTON : “The Tower of Lies,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.

sentative, has been transferred to Phila-

delphia. . . . Firefly, a Philadelphia
horse, formerly the property of Assistant

Superintendent of Police Souder, will be
used by Rudolph Valentino in his next pic-

ture. . . . The Our Gang Club of the

local Pathe exchange held its quarterly

party February 12. Herbert Ef-
fenger, who is operating the Leader,
Strand and 69th Street theatres in Phila-
delphia, the Embassy in Jenkintown and
the Glenside, Glenside, has leased the the-

atre now being built in Lansdowne by
Philip Harrison, and expects the new house
to be ready for operation in September.
. . . The new Globe on the site of the

old Grand Opera House in Bethlehem,
which has been remodeled at an approxi-
mate cost of $225,000, has been formally
opened. It is owned and operated by Aaron
Potruch.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.

—

Morris L.oewenstein of
Oklahoma City has changed the policy of

his Majestic from a Western house to

second run pictures, and is redecorating

it. . . . /. W . Carter, former manager
of theatres in St. Louis and Moberly, Mo.,

which he recently sold to Universal, has
now leased the Alhambra, Tulsa, which
after being redecorated, will be reopened
soon. . . . Tom Boland of the Em-
press, Oklahoma City, was operated upon
for appendicitis the first of the month.
. . . B. Isley, father of Phil Isley, owner
of the Midwest Film exchange, and Mr.
Grace of Chickasha, Okla., are to open
their new Chickasha soon. , . . E. M.
Peel, former Universal salesman, has now
joined Enterprise Distributing Corporation

Los Angeles
First Runs

BOULEVARD: “The Wheel,” Fox.
CRITERION : “As No Man Has Loved,”

Fox.
FIGUEROA: “Rose of the World,” Warner

Brothers.
FORUM: “Lady Windermere's Fan,” (third

week), Warner Brothers.
GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN : “The Big Parade,”

(15th week), Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
LOEWS STATE: “Just Suppose,” First

National.
METROPOLITAN: “The Song and Dance
Man,” Paramount.

MILLION DOLLAR: “Don Q” (fourth
week), United Artists.

RIALTO: “That Royle Girl” (fifth week),
Paramount.

as booker, replacing Brownlee, who intends
to return to the exhibition field.

Mrs. M. E. Arthur, who formerly operated
the St. Denis at Sapulpa, Okla., has re-

turned from Cleveland, Ohio, and an-
nounces that she intends to re-enter the
theatre business. . . . W. P. Moran’s
friends extend him their sincere sympathy
upon the death of his mother. . . . J . D.
Ramsey of Sulphur, Okla., has recently sold
his Log Cabin to A. Liedman.
Dudley Tucker has reopened the Holly-
wood at Stillwater, which he recently
purchased. . . . L. H. Luckett has pur-
chased the theatre at Afton, Okla., and re-

named it the Grand. . . . H. E. Stett-
mund, visiting Film Row at Oklahoma City,

announced that he was building a new the-
atre at Chandler, to be completed around
the middle of April. . . . The Palace,
Melba, the Capitol, Old Mill, the Pantages,
and the Majestic, all of Dallas, gave a
midnight show for the benefit of the widow
of a policeman who was shot while arrest-
ing speeders. . . . The Gulf Breeze Sales
Company of Dallas has announced that the
following have recently purchased cooling
systems : Dent-Musselman, Inc., for their

new house in Abilene, Tex.
;
Rob & Rowley

Theatre Enterprises, for their new house
in San Angelo; A. C. Moore, Palace,
Georgetown, Select, Mineola, Tex.; Sunset,
Dallas, which has already been installed,

and Kindel and Courtney, for their new
show under construction in Weatherford,
and Victory, Carthage, Tex.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—According to H.

J . Fitzgerald, general manager of the Saxe
circuit, the Bijou at Racine, recently ac-

quired by the Saxe Amusement Enter-
prises, will be managed by Walter League,
late of the Strand at Memphis, Tenn., and
prior to that for five years house manager
of the Rivoli at New York. . . . The
closing of a deal for the erection of a
new $750,000 theatre in Oshkosh for the
Fischer Paramount circuit, which will

contain 3,000 seats, has been announced.
Construction work is scheduled to start

soon, and the building is expected to be
completed by Fall. . . . Frank Cook
of the Bijou at Appleton paid a visit here

recently. . . . Saxe’s new Tower, the

second of four huge neighborhood theatres

that will cover all sections of the city, is

to be completed by April 1, according to

the contractor’s schedule. . . . Sam
Therion of Green Bay dropped in at the

local exchanges on a periodical booking
tour. . . . J. Aik, secretary to Henry
Goldman, exhibitor operating several houses

in Green Bay, spent a day here recently

on a booking tour. . . . Sam Miller,

booker for Fischer’s Paramount Theatres,

stopped over on a tour of the Fischer

houses of the state.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. Y.

—

Uly S. Hill, manag-
ing director of the Strand houses in Al-

bany and Troy, and one of the officers in

the Albany Zone, was busy sending hun-
dreds of copies of the bill introduced in

the New York State Legislature abolishing

the New York State Motion Picture Com-
mission, which is still in committee. . . .

T. Roy Kieffer, leader of the orchestra at

the Troy, broadcasts every Sunday night,

while Stephen Boisclair, organist at Har-
menus-Bleecker Hall, Albany, is also heard
on the air. . . . Herman Stern, man-
ager of F. B. O. exchange here, purchased
land in Jacksonville several years ago, and
received an offer the past week many
times over what he had paid, but stated he
may erect a motion picture theatre on the

site. . . . The Grand, Scotia, which has
been run by Mrs. Fonda, has been sold to
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Captain George Broome, who was asso-

ciated with the Farley interests in Schenec-
tady. . . . There was a report along
Film Row recently to the effect that George
Roberts had disposed of his theatre in

Kingston to New York parties. ... It

is reported that J. S. Kallet, Rome, has
purchased a piece of property there and
will erect an 1,800 seat house this spring
at a cost of $500,000. . . . Jack Krause
and George Goldberg, who look after the
interests of Associated Exhibitors here,
were in Utica recently. . . . Bob Moch-
rie, local manager for Pro-Dis-Co, will

leave on March 15 for the West Coast.
. . . Amos Leonard, district serial sales
representative for Pathe, is back in town
after four weeks in New Haven. . . .

Herman Vineberg, manager of the Albany,
has a new Masonic pin, the gift of friends
following his initiation into the order. . . .

Hal Hodes of New York City, was recently
in town. Mrs. Walter Roberts, wife of
the manager of the Troy, is still on
the sick list. . . . Oscar Perrin, now
handling the Capitol, former manager of
the Buckley houses, co-operated strongly
with the various committees obtaining
funds for Carillon bells here, the “Big
Parade” having been given a special show-
ing following the regular nine o’clock show.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Few exhibitors

in this territory are more excited over
business than “Doc” Mead, Kingman, Kan.,
exhibitor, for a big oil boom has just
started in his town, and he hardly knows
what to give his patrons in the way of
entertainment J. P. Deo, suburban
exhibitor, is the first in the Kansas City
territory in 1926 to sign a Universal com-
plete service contract, according to Harry
i aylor, Universal branch manager. . . .

The Standard, Mankato, has been pur-
chased by Sam Blair of Belleville, from
K. L. Gaston, who will go to California.
. . . The National, a suburban house,
has been opened by George Christman.
• . . The Regent, Pleasanton, has been
purchased by P. F. Sterling from W. A.
Stepp. The Ellsworth, a suburban house
which has been closed for some time, will
be reopened. . . . The Palace, Anthony,
has been taken over by Ashton & Schmidt.

The Queens, another suburban
house, was purchased by H. Streng from
J. T. Wilson. . . . The Liberty, Hia-
wathe, has been opened by W. L. Schen-
kelberger. . . . Among the out-of-town
exhibitors here were : B. Hawkins, Main-
street, Lexington; C. S. Woellner, Mary-
ville

;
Mrs. Charles Barren, Kansas the-

atre, Wichita
;
Hugh Gardner, Orpheum,

Neosho; Carl Cummings, Gower, Mo.; W.
P. Cuff, Strand, Chillicothe

;
M. IV. Hub-

ble, Hubble, Trenton; T. H. Lauck, Col-
ony, Garden City; Mrs. Charles Bull, Hol-
land, Wichita; A. B. Crandall, Sedan, Kan.;
Frank Weary, Farris, Richmond; Earl
Peeler, Pastime, Protection, Kan.
Pathe apparently decided there should be
girls in Kansas City who would be willing
to indulge in a snowball battle and a
plunge into the lake, as a newspaper ad-
vertisement was inserted and twenty girls

responded, with Billy Andlauer, Pathe cam-
eraman, doing his duty. G. T.
Wassell, newly appointed Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer district auditor, arrived here to be-
gin work. . . . Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
held a special screening of “Soul Mates”
and “The Auction Block” for Herbert
Woolf and M. B. Shanburg of the Midland
Circuit. ... A locally made reel show-
ing the screen critics of Kansas City re-

turning to their respective newspapers to

write reviews of “The Vanishing Amer-
ican,” showing at the Newman, put Bruce
Fowler, manager, decidedly on the good
side of the press.

San Francisco

First Runs
IMPERIAL: “Conhens and Kellys,” Uni-

versal.

PANTAGES : “Oh ! What a Nurse Warner
Brothers (Opening Night).

WILKES: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Cold-
wyn-Mayer (Continued).

ST. FRANCIS: “Behind the Front,” Para-
mount (Third Week).

LOEWS WARFIELD: “Irene,” First Na-
tional.

GRANADA: “The Girl From Montmartre,”
First National.

CALIFORNIA: “A Dog's Life,” Pathe;
“The Goose Woman,” Universal.

GOLDEN GATE : “The Scarlet West,” First
National.

CAMEO : “Everlasting W’hisper,” Fox.
UNION SQUARE: “Prince of Pep,” F. B. O.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA.

—

A. H. Blank left
here for New York City February 20, for
three weeks on business connected with
First National, of
which he is an ex-
ecutive.

Fifteen towns in

Iowa, Nebraska
and Illinois will

inaugurate “Op-
portunity Week”
soon. . . . El-
mer Berger, Para-
mount exploitation
man from Los An-
geles, visited here
during the week
ending February
20. . . . L. Rob-
ert Brager, public- A . H . BIank
ity director for A.
H. Blank, returned here from Burlington,
Rock Island and Davenport, in the interest

of the “American Venus” contest. . . .

An old-fashioned waltz contest will be
held in many Iowa towns with the show-
ing of “Dancing Mothers.” . . . A. G.
Stotle, manager of the Capitol here, took
several hundred feet of film the morning
after a heavy snowfall, showing bushes
laden with snow, and the film was made
to run in his own theatre. . . The
Capitol, in co-operation with WHO, Bank-
ers Life, and the Harris Emery Company,
put on a free morning matinee Saturday,
February 20, for children. The Rialto

closed February 20. . . . Harry Mitch-
nick, manager of the Lincoln and Strand
at Chariton, visited here recently.

R. A. Eckert of the Star, Clay Center, vis-

ited the Des Moines Film Board of Trade.

. . . The Strand at Jewell was purchased
by John Foresman from F. G. Fuller. . . .

Frank Shipley, former manager of the Ri-

alto, left for Vicksburg, Miss., to take

charge of the Walnut, a vaudeville and
picture houses operated by the Saenger
Amusement Company.

Due to a similarity of names
and confusion attending the re-

laying of the news to Detroit, it

was announced in this column a

few weeks ago that William Peek
of Fowlerville had died as a re-

sult of gunshot wounds when in

reality it was Marc Peck of Fen-
ton, who was the tragedy victim.

Incidentally, Mr. Peek has sold

his Fowlerville holdings to Ver-
non Locey, of Howell, and hence-
forth will devote his time to his

printing business, which has
grown tremendously during the

past two years.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.

—

Frank Drew, man-
ager of the Fox exchange, was recently in

Chicago and closed with Fitzpatrick &
McElroy to play Fox pictures in all their

theatres this spring and summer.
Miss Thelma Knight, secretary to George
IV. Trendle, general manager of the Kun-
sky Theatrical Enterprises, was married a
few days ago, her successor being Miss
Lillian Russell. G. Lote Silver,

formerly in the theatrical business in Trav-
erse City, has arrived here with his brother
to take over the operation of the Mack.

George Ranshaw, who has been
covering state territory for Fox, has taken
the city salesmanship position left vacant
by the resignation of Hal Smith, who re-

signed to go to California.

Simone Plans Exchange
Chain for Independents

in Italy; Goes Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Charles Simone,
one of the real pioneers of the film in-

dustry and a steadfast advocate of inde-

pendence, has just completed an exhaustive
survey of the independent field here and
abroad and has closed several deals with
American producers for the exclusive

rights in Italy and Italian dependencies,
where every arrangement has been made
promptly to establish a chain of distribut-

ing offices. Headquarters were opened in

Rome some months ago with Eugenio
Mancini, Mr. Simone’s chief associate, in

full charge, and the success already at-

tained has surpassed every anticipation.

Mr. Simone, who at various times has

managed laboratories, studios, production
and distribution, is thoroughly familiar

with the situation in Southern Europe, par-

ticularly Italy, to which country he has

been commuting since 1923, when he or-

ganized the Fox Film Corporation of Italy

and established offices for Fox in Rome,
Naples, Milan and Bologna. Italy, he says,

is the stronghold of independence and
judiciously selected American independent

pictures and properly applied Independent

methods should make a lasting hit in Italy.

Mr. Simone sailed for Italy February 27

and will be gone for several months.

Sheehan Starts Four
Productions ; Four Near

Completion on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 2.—Winfield R.

Sheehan, vicepresident and general man-
ager of Fox Films, has just put four

stories into production : “The Shamrock
Handicap,” “Rustling for Cupid,” “Hard
Boiled” and “Early to Wed.”

In addition to the four new productions, there

are four nearing completion. These include

“Sandy,” “Siberia,” “Hell’s Four Hundred” and
“Yellow Fingers.” Four more—“The Johnstown
Flood,” “Tony Runs Wild,” “The Dixie Merchant”
and “The Fighting Buckaroo” are in the cutting

room.

Bernays Made Official

of League Film Congress
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 2.—Edward L.

Bernays of New York has been appointed

film commissioner for the United States

by Frederick Cornlesser of Paris, secretary

of the International Film Congress, organ-
ized under the League of Nations, Bernays

has telegraphed friends here. The con-

gress will be held in Paris next June.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor

is invited to express his opinion

on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Attention J. C. Jenkins.

SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editors

Attention J. C. Jenkins, in the State House
or out, dead or alive!

Say, J. C., did you read the Letters From
Readers, page 74, February 13 issue,

wherein one R. S. Wenger of the Hoosier
State digs up the subterraneon methods of

our old friend Bill Brenner of Cozy Four
Corners? The old double barreled he-vamp
has been quietly trying to get on the in-

side track with these queens of the silver

sheet. Who knows what kind of a beauty
contest he is pulling off by himself, getting

candy, handkerchiefs, pictures and perfume.
Ye Gods, what a Valentino he turned out

to be

!

Say you don’t suppose our Viola sent him
a vial of Attar of Roses do you? I can’t

believe it, but J. C., you had better write

Miss Dana (you nominated her first, darn

yer) and see if Little Willie is trying to

cut us out. Of course I know he can’t but

just see if he is flirting around the Dana
lassie a bit and if you find out that he is,

and if your Game Warden duties are so

numerous that you can’t unlock your long

legs and get away, then I’ll just mosey on
down to Cozy Four Corners and let out an
Idaho warhoop that will put Bill plumb
into the State Funnyhouse.
Write soon, while I’m in the mood.

—

PHILIP RAND, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

How Many Have YOU Played?

EAGLE RIVER, WIS.—To the Editor :

I can’t get Mr. Armstrout’s idea of raising

Mr. Benson’s ante on the number of pic-

tures played from the first 50 best of the

year to 52. He states he has played all but

four of the first 52. Well, he has then
played the same of the first 50. As I wrote
you last week, I have played 48 of the first

50, fifty of the first 52 or fifty-two of the

first 54.

Six of the last 52 pictures are old pic-

tures and had been played in my theater

before I got it last year, 1925. Of the bal-

ance I had not played, I expect to play sev-

eral of them yet, including the two of the

first 50 I had not as yet played.—N. M.
Emmons, Eagle Theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

How Many Have YOU Played?

HOMER, MICH.—To the Editor: Your
paper has been very valuable to me in the

past in selecting my pictures, the pictures
that get the money and please the people.

Was very much interested in the list of
104 Box Office Winners. Out of this list

I’ve played 43, and I only use about 80
pictures during the year.

I’m trying to put in force a policy of
buying for my theatre, which I believe is

the only solution to the theatre problem
of the small town, which is as follows

:

Buying in as small groups as possible from
the three or four most prominent pro-
ducers. In these groups, to buy four or
five new pictures and as many older pic-

tures which have been proven winners. This
buying policy has practically doubled my
receipts for the past year.

In regard to the percentage pictures, have
played three, and I am not at all satisfied

with the results. With best regards, I am

—

Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.

“The Flaming Frontier” (“The Indians
Are Coming”) is soon to be released
by Universal.

Reports Money Getters

PAOLI, IND.—To the Editor: Having
been ill in the hospital for eleven weeks, I

was unable to send in my usual reports.

Here is the “low down” from the gross
at the box office. The period covered is

from December 1 to February 15

:

“Wild Horse Mesa,” “The Freshman,”
“The Railbow Trail,” “Robinhood,” “Street
of Forgotten Men,” “Wild, Wild Susan,”
“A Girl of the Limberlost,” “Son of His
Father,” “The Bandit’s Baby,” “Lovers In
Quarentine,” “Night Life In New York,”
“Hearts of Oak,” “White Thunder,” “The
Lucky Devil,” “In The Name of Love,”
“Rugged Waters,” “Galloping Vengeance,”
“It Is The Law,” “The Trouble With
Wives,” “The Human Tornado,” “Not So
Long Ago,” “The Scuttlers,” “Flower of

the Night,” “The Texas Bearcat,” “New
Brooms,” “A King On Main Street,” “Speed
Wild,” “The Coast of Folly,” “The Golden
Princess,” “The Man Who Came Back,”
“Champion of Lost Causes,” “Curly Top,”
and “Marriage In Transit.”

The first ten drew big business, the next

Jack Moore Does Not
Know What Opposition Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KIRKSVILLE, MO., March 2.

—A good example of how opposi-
tion can be harnessed was illus-

trated by Jack Moore of Midwest
Film Distributors’ theatre. A
symphony orchestra was billed for
the town recently and the outlook
for the night’s gross was anything
but pleasant for Moore. Then he
awoke to the fact that there was
no train out of town until 12

o’clock that night, also realizing
that there would be no place for
the orchestra patrons to go after

the concert. He proceeded to

book and advertise the orchestra
for an “after the concert” night
event. The orchestra cost him
$20. The profit was big.

nineteen drew average business, and the
last four failed to gross the film rental.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand Theatre, Paoli, Ind.

Our Mistake

POCAHONTAS, IOWA. — To the
Editor: In the February 20th issue of the

Herald on page 100 in the lower right

hand corner, second paragraph from the
bottom is a recent criticism we sent in

anent “The New Commandment.” If you
will look on the original report sent in

you will note that the word “inoffensive”

was used instead of “offensive,” the latter

being used in the published report. The
love scenes referred to were not offensive
in any way. Will you please correct this?

Thanking you for your attention, we are—
Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas,
Iowa.

Welcome and Thanks
PEORIA, ILL. — To the Editor:

Through the courtesy of Henry Stickamier,
manager of the Theatre Operating Com-
pany here in this city, he handed me a
copy of the Exhibitors Herald. In look-
ing over it thoroughly I recommend it to

be the most interesting magazine I have
ever read that is devoted exclusively to mo-
tion picture news. Am enclosing you here-
with a subscription. Best wishes for your
continued success

—

John Rijia, Peoria, 111.

Winter Exercises

BOGOTA, N. J.
—-To the Editor: Have

been very negligent. Here is a bunch of
reports and will catch up shortly. Run-
ning down cellar to keep up heat, fixing

leaky roof and shoveling snow keeps a
fella busy.'—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,

Bogota, N. J.

“Suppression versus Education”

Commenting on the recent censorship

conference in Chicago and Judge Ben B.
Lindsey’s statement that “Pontius Pilate

zms the first great censor and Christ was
his victim,” Yug Bewster of Chicago
zvrites to the Herald in part as follows:

I think the important difference of
opinion is not so much, censorship or no
censorship, but what censorship is to con-
sist of, in what directions its force is to be
used. Speaking generally, if used as an
arbitrary suppressing instrument, it be-
comes a Pontius Pilate means; if used to

see to it that matter is presented in its best

light, in the way that will give the child,

the adolescent and the adult the knowledge,
with the least harm and most benefit, that

they are entitled to, then it is functioning
as a Christ means, going forth into the
highways and byways preaching the truth

that all may know
A motion picture must be interesting to

be efficient.

In the November-December issue of

“Exceptional Photoplays,” published by the

National Board of Review (the home of,

the heart of censorship). One of the ex-
ceptional pictures for the issue is “The
Tower of Lies,” and their reasons for its

selection can be found in their review from
which I quote:

“. . . . It is an attempt to tell a story
largely through the power of suggestion and calls

upon the audience to use its imagination instead
of anticipating the obvious.
“The net effect of this treatment is to raise the

seduction from a banal adventure to a tragedy
with fresh human values. The old father, insane
and stumbling blindly into the river, becomes the
symbol of faith breaking itself against sordidness,
of a precious ideal shattered.”

For details of this picture see the
Exhibitors Herald, Oct. 24, page 55, and
Dec. 19, page 67.

I watched this picture with more than
ordinary interest; I not only gave the pic-

ture, but the audience as well, my closest

attention
;

to me it is super-refined and
thereby made inefficient.

To the child it was uninteresting.

To the adolescent there was a befogged
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“The Devil’s Circus,” Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer production, was written and
directed by Benjamin Christianson.

message.

To the adult it was not convincing.

What do 1 mean by super-refined ? Those
writing about our health, tell us not to eat

white bread, that the flour used in it has
been so refined as to remove the things
nature intended us to have—super-refined.

The salts of life, the bran and husks
have been refined out of, “The Tower of
Lies,” leaving an uninteresting, uncon-
vincing, super-refinement.

Dramatic effect is brought about by the
meeting of two well built up and thor-
oughly impressed forces. From this action
comes reaction, in which lies the dramatic
effect. You might as well attempt to build

a fire with the one, the match or the wood,
having the other absent, off in another
town, as to attempt dramatic effect with
only one force. In details, it can be ac-

complished to a sufficient degree but not
in the main dramatic effect of a story.

In “The Tower of Lies,” the one force
is the father’s love for his daughter and
his idea that she will do no wrong. Most
of the picture is used to build up and to

impress this force upon you.
The other force is the girl’s fall. Of

this you know or see nothing.
To effectually bring out the dramatic

effect of the major plot idea of a story,

say nothing of the lesson to the adolescent,
the two forces must be brought out into

the open together, into unobstructed view,
building to, and using the full value of
each.

When censorship, or the fear of it as

I presume is the case in this picture, so

refines a story as to make it uninteresting,
out of character with life, inefficient, either

the story is not worthy or censorship has
gone too far.

Use education not suppression, mystery,

and ignorance as your weapons to com-
bat bad. Give the good in life a chance.
A word about national censorship. We

have enough centralization of power in
Washington. Censorship is a police mat-
ter, rightfully belonging to the State.

I am offering this, hoping to induce
others to give us their views, so we may
have the combined argument to us% against
bigoted censorship.

—Yug Bewster.

Gives Small Town Viewpoint
Arlington, Iowa.—To the Editor: Am

writing a few lines from the viewpoint
of a small town exhibitor in regard to
the film game here. Have been in the film
game about fourteen years and have been
up against all kinds of propositions. The
first thing to learn is to take no film agent’s
talk seriously, or you will regret it.

I know of but one film salesman whom
I would bank on. That is Ray Stewart
of Minneapolis Fox exchange (if Mr.
Stewart sees this I expect it will cost him
something).

Another thing, the Film Board of Trade
is one of the most obnoxious things we
have to contend with. Organized by and
for the producers and exchanges absolutely.
A poor exhibitor has about as much chance
as a snowball in a hot place with them.
As to block booking, when I am through

with my contracts that I now have in

force, I want to see some smooth tongued
film peddler, who wants to make me a lot

of money, sell me a bunch of pictures. I

shall go to the one who will sell me the
pictures I want, not force a lot of junk
on me by using the club ' of some star

that you know will make you money, to sell

you the rest of their program.
You don’t see the big theatres running

that kind of bosh.

Some of the small companies have some
really good pictures that don’t cost a mint
of money to run. For instance, Producers
Distributing Corp. has some good ones. I

ran “The Crimson Runner” with Priscilla

Dean not long ago. One of the finest pic-

tures I ever ran. If Paramount or Fox
had it, it would be on their special list

and cost more than you could probably
make on it. F. B. O. had a real bet in

Fred Thomson, but just as soon as they
found out that he made the small guy a
nickel—wow—up goes the price ’til you
can’t touch him. They all do it and it is

a short time ’til all small town theatres
will close, and the producers don’t seem to

get wise that this is where a lot of their

bread and butter comes from.—A. B. Bud,
Arlington, Iowa.

Doesn’t Like Block System
Hardin, Mo.—To the Editor: Just fin-

ished reading Philip Rand’s letter on “block

booking” and wish I was in Salmon, Idaho,

to give him a pat on the back, as he cer-

tainly voices our sentiments.

We are not in a position to comment
on the methods of the Big Three, but be-

lieve they are all alike when you start

playing their product. Every contract has

a few more pictures than the last one.

In regard to Fox, we have a letter and
contract now on file, the letter explaining

that you can select pictures you desire, as

it is their intention to sell only the produc-
tions our patrons wish to see. We have
never shown a Fox picture on our screen

in the fourteen years we have been in

business, which may account for this offer.

If we would go ahead and select only Mix
from this list, granting they would stand

by their letter, when we had played out

the six or seven and our patrons began
to ask for Mix, then they would have us

where we would have to buy other pictures

to get his. I don’t believe Fox is any dif-

ferent from any other exchange in that

way.
Universal asks you to buy other pictures

Claire Windsor and Conrad Nagel in

“Dance Madness,” a Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer production, which recently had
its £rst showing at the Capitol, N. Y.

to get Gibson, but they have given us bet-

ter treatment than any exchange we have
dealt with for some time. We have been
using their Complete Service Contract for
four months and believe it is a life-saver
for the small towns.

We were told by salesmen that Universal
would go just like Selznick, as they could
not afford to furnish pictures at the prices

they were asking. That is up to Universal.
We have all we can do to keep our own
little houses going.

“Block booking” has caused us more
grief this winter than all the bad roads,

basketball games and epidemics combined.
We have one contract we bought on the
strength of the previous block and Oh,
how we got stung. Sex stuff from be-
ginning to end, and we sure hear about it

every time we play one of them. Recently
we wrote a comment on one of them for

“What the Picture Did For Me,” immedi-
ately after showing and suppose our opin-

ion was too strong, as it never was pub-
lished. Now that we have had time to cool

off a little, expect the editor knew best.

One picture of this kind can do more dam-
age than a dozen good ones can build up.

From now on, we are buying what we
want and if the exchange does not care to

sell that way, it is up to them. There are

others that will and we have no fears about
not being able to buy all and more even
than we can use.—H. H. Walden, Hardin
Entertainment Co., Hardin, Mo.

(NOTE: It is not the policy of “What the

Picture Did For Me” to withhold publication of
printable reports and Mr. Walden is invited to

rewrite the missing comment for use in a future
issue.)
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F. B. 0.
THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Very good

Western picture. Fred Thomson and Silver King

are sure putting Tom Mix and Tony in the shade.

Only wish he would make more. Six reels.—J. J.

Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE WALL STREET WHIZ: Richard Tal-

madge—This was a real good picture but have

seen Dick do more stunts in other pictures. Five

reels.—D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland,

Ind.—General patronage.

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt—This was
a good Western. In fact we thought it the best

Canutt which we have played. Nell Brantley,

leading lady, does very well and the mysterious
White Rider and the ace of spades act as some-
thing to keep the interest at a high pitch. We
find that Canutt can act the sap part as well as

the hard riding cowboy. Five reels.—W. T. Davis
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TEXAS BEARCAT: Bob Custer—A good
Western with a new subject, altogether different

from the kind I have been running. As a general
rule it is a cowboy saves a girl’s ranch, etc., but
this one was well liked. Thanks to the fellow

that reported this a good one. Five reels.—Au-
brey Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—Dandy
Western. This is the first of F. B. O.’s surprise

star and if they are all as good as this one, I

will be more than satisfied. The kid and the dog,

plus Uncle Bendy, help the picture wonderfully.
Five reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

THE BLOOD HOUND: Bob Custer—A good
Northern story that drew a little better than
average business. Five reels.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE COWBOY MUSKETEER: Bob Custer-
Good Western. Honestly advertised and sold to

the exhibitor. To my mind a producer should be
held responsible for delivering the kind of a pic-

ture sold the exhibitor. F. B. O. makes good. I

cannot say as much for some of the others. One
in particular sold me specials at special prices

and are delivering the poorest pictures I am get-

ting.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE CLOUD RIDER: Ben Wilson—Big title.

Nothing to it. Paid too much for same. Good-
night, F. B. O. Five reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty
theatre, Lynden, Wash.—General patronage.

GALLOPING VENGEANCE: Bob Custer—An
up and at ’em Western. Full of fights, thrills,

etc. Custer sure made a hit in this one and drew
good. Five reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—

A

very pleasing picture and can be bought at a
price that will give you a good profit. A great
picture to tie up with some society, which I did.

Good story, good cast and good acting.—Thomas
V. Lewis, Town Hall Westboro, Mass.—High class

patronage.
,

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
I want to say this is just wonderfully good paper.
Good story. Everything to make a good picture.

Eight reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE AIR HAWK: A1 Wilson—A great thriller

of the clouds that made them sit up and take
notice. Any house is safe in playing this one.

Special to

Contributors
It’s a long time between Christmas

in Chicago and the same in Bombay,
India, which accounts for the tardi-

ness of this letter from S. B. Kal-

gutker, of that place, who writes:

“Duly to hand, your popular
Holiday Number.
“Wishing a Happy and Pros-

perous New Year to the Herald
and its staff.”

It’s something to know that a re-

port written in this department is

read and appreciated not only in

Bombay but also all the other distant

and near places where the English

language penetrates.
* * *

There’s more “argument” this week
about “The Iron Horse” and “The
Covered Wagon,” agreement to the

effect that both are great pictures

continuing. It’s a good argument,
anyway.

* * *

Phil Rand is indisposed, says his

reports in this issue and a note ac-

companying him. It’s a good idea to

drop Phil a letter and this has been
done.

* * *

A new and startling addition has
been made to the “Box Office

Record,” details of which will be
made known in due season. Mean-
time, the reports continue to pour in

and the best of all issues to date is

assured.
* * *

Additional entries in the “Who
Played the Most Money Makers of
1925?” race are printed this week in

“Letter From Readers.” Who’ll be
first to complete the first 52? The
first 104? And who’s ahead now?
Geometricians present are invited to

lend their good offices toward answer-
ing that last one. W. R. W.

Five reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S., Canada.—General patronage.

TEARING THROUGH: Richard Talmadg^
When it comes to acrobatics, this good looking
guy has got it over the rest of ’em like a tent.

This is good entertainment throughout and has
two gorgeous bursts of speed in it.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—

-

Another good action picture. Different from the
general run of Westerns. Silver King sure struts
his stuff. .Ml my patrons ask me when we will

have another Thomson. We have a good house
on his picture, regardless of weather, and F. B. O.

sure treats you right. Be sure and book the
Thomson’s. Six reels.—C. E. McClain, Liberty
theatre, Tryon, Okla.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson-
Well, sir, this man Thomson take this here bovine
gentleman by the horns and lays him just like

linoleum, and Silver King steals the dude’s pants
and we had more darned fun. In other words, a
mighty good action picture with lots of comedy
touches.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

JUDGMENT OF THE STORM: Special east—
Fine clean entertainment. In a lot of ways this

picture resembles “Way Down East.” It is the
kind of a picture that gets under your skin. Price
right. Ran this Xmas. Made a dandy show for
this day. Eight reels.—F. H. Gatcomb, Arm-
strong’s theatre. Vanceboro, Me.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—For
entertainment this is a dandy picture. Good all

the way. Fred and Silver are hard to beat. Will
please everybody. Just tell them Fred’s coming
and you will get a crowd. Five reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—I have
played all of Thomson’s and found them good.
Silver King is wonderful. All you have to do is

to let your patrons know you are going to play
Thomson, and you will get a packed house. Five
reels.—James LeRiche, Arcade theatre, Camden,
N. Y.—General patronage.

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent—Since
Christmas, when this lady sent me a Christmas
card, I have been anxious to see what she could
do on the silver. Somehow I felt that this lady
who would think of having a card sent to an
exhibitor up here in the woods on Christmas must
be worth seeing, and I am here to say that she
didn’t disappoint anyone in our audience for one
split second. Come again, Miss Brent. Crook
picture, and a good one. It had more suspense
crowded in a few minutes than any picture we
have played for a long time, and a lot of pep in

it. Six reels.—Pioneer Pete, The Pioneer theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
Two farmers came to blows over which was the
most capable horse. Silver King or Tony. Of
course, Silver King won, with the approval of
over four hundred rainy night patrons. Everyone
liked this picture and told us so. Six reels.—

-

Pace & Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—

-

Mixed class patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson—
This is one of the best Thomson’s we have shown
and the remarkable work of Silver King in this

one would make any picture good. We wonder if

producers ever thought about this boy and his

horse in a real story. A Zane Grey perhaps. Five
reels.—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greens-
burg, Kan.—General patronage.

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST: Special cast
-—With heavy exploitation drew above average at-

tendance, but don’t know how the picture set with
them. Have heard no praise or kicks, so that
means 50 per cent at least. Though Freckles is

omitted from the film version, the picture as a
whole is good. Gene Stratton Porter’s name
proved a great drawing card. We knew the pic-

ture to be old but it will be a fitting inducement
ahead of “Keeper of the Bees,” should we use
that one. Six reels.—Ralph K. Russell, Pastime
theatre, Cushing, la.—Small town patronage.

THE MASK OF LOPEZ: Fred Thomson—Al-
though this is pretty old, I grasped at the first

chance to get this feature, as Fred is a knockout
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every time. Played this feature New Year’s to
big houses. Had to have special ushers the open-
ing day to handle the merry seekers. The kids
nearly put us out of luck when they wouldn’t
leave the theatre until the theatre closed. Five
reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S., Canada.—General patronage.

THE SILENT STRANGER: Fred Thomson-
One of the best thrill and fun pictures ever made.
Thomson never made a better one, doubtful if he
ever will. Well, boys, if this Thomson don’t
knock them cuckoo, there’s something wrong
somewhere. Advertising matter of the best. Be-
fore it’s too late, Silver King is great. Wait un-
til you hear what ‘‘The Bandit’s Baby” is going
to do for Silver and Fred. We play it this week-
end. (This is the picture that Silver seems to be
almost human in.) Six reels.—G. Khattar, Khat-
tar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.—General pat-
ronage.

O. U. WEST : Lefty Flynn—Nice Western that
pleased mostly all and drew good. Flynn is get-

ting popular and his pictures always get extra
boosting, why not extra business ? Five reels.

—

G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.

Canada.—General patronage.

AT THE STROKE OF THREE: Special cast—
Poor entertainment. Salesman of F. B. O. over-
charged me on same. Good title, poor picture.

Five reels.—J. Hollenbak, Liberty theatre, Lyn-
den, Wash.—General patronage.

First National
BLUEBEARD’S SEVEN WIVES: Ben Lyon—

A dandy picture for me personally and find that
it pleased nearly everybody. Not a big comedy
but a real enjoyable picture that will keep you
chuckling. Romeo and Juliet episode should be
cut just half in two however.—P. S. Stallings,

Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

JUST SUPPOSE: Richard Barthelmess—Fair
picture to fair business.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

PLAYING WITH SOULS: Mary Astor—This
is a great picture. Gripping and interesting with
a message.—E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre,

Aurora, Ind.—General patronage.

INFATUATION : Special cast—Good picture to
good business. Played all classes. No kick on
First National.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Mor-
rison, 111.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Wonderful
picture. Would have done a good business on it

but struck bad weather, rain and snow all day
and evening. Satisfied my patrons 100 per cent,

those that came to see it. Brother exhibitors,

don’t be afraid to book this. Will bring real

money. Seven reels.—H. J. Pieruccini, Stockton
theatre, Stockton, 111.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—Very good,
but not good attendance.—H. V. Smoots, Vine
theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

THE GIRL FROM MONTMARTRE: Special

cast—Good picture. Good business. Pleased all

classes.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison,
111.—General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Consider
this an extra good comedy drama. Book it for

sure entertainment.—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium
theatre, Carthage, Ind.—Small town patronage.

MEMORY LANE: Special cast—Here is a
dandy picture and went over big. A good clean

picture. Eight reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

MEMORY LANE: Special cast—Very good
picture. Pleased all.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric thea-
tre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Errol
—Good business. Pleased big majority.—G. J.

Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE: Leon Errol
—This one should be funny but it isn’t. It al-

most gets funny but never quite makes it except
in a mild way. It is O. K. as a program picture
but don’t charge extra or brag too much. Leon
Errol himself was O. K., but it just fell down
somewhere.—P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre,

Bowie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Special cast—A real

good production that seemed to satisfy better than
average program picture. A just rental, so every-
body pleased. Eight reels.—Frank G. Kresler,
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.—General patron-
age.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Special cast—Excel-
lent picture to good business. Pleased all classes.—G. H. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE SPLENDID ROAD: Anna Q. Nilsson

—

If Frank Lloyd did personally direct this, as it

claims, then he’d better quit. Weakest continuity

Special to

Johnny Hines
RAINBOW RILEY: Johnny Hines

—Boy this is a knockout, if you ever
made one. If this won’t get compli-
ments of the very best from the
public, they might as well out and go
to Florida. I had the honor to set

through the picture and there is not
a draggy moment in the whole pic-

ture. My theatre was packed to

capacity the second night of this pic-

ture. Seven reels.—R. E. MITCHELL,
Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.

—

General patronage.

and directing I have seen for some time. For me,
personally, the picture was downright rotten. If

you will enjoy seeing Anna Q. chasing around
with work trousers on and uselessly carrying a
baby in her arms, and seeing covered wagons,
prospectors and gold hunters with nothing to do,
you may like it, and some people do. So some
liked it and some did not, but it is not a bit

more than a fair program feature.—P. S. Stall-

ings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—A very good picture.
Will please older people 100 per cent and a big
percentage of the younger ones. The picture did
not draw any extra business for us, though it is

far above the average movie. Nine reels.—M. G.
Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—The most
wonderful picture I have seen in a year. Your
people who know real pictures will like it and
rave over it and all the rest of them will like it

also. It is sure to please everyone.—P. S. Stall-

ings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—A very
well produced picture and will please 90 per cent
of the people. Eight reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—I did not knock them
cold with this one. It is just a good program
picture and you can get by if you buy it right.

Nine reels.—Ed. Malhiot, Monarch theatre. Medi-
cine Hat, Alta., Canada.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Robert Frazer—-Most
of your people will like it but it is no big special.

Fine in detail of old West and Indian fighting
but story rather weak. There is no heroine. Clara
Bow playing a silly, flirtatious girl is in no way
a heroine. Her acting is O. K., but her part has
no appeal to an audience. She acts the part of a
very foolish girl. Better not raise price much.

—

P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Special cast—This
picture went over good to the few who came to
see it. Eight reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Special cast—
I consider this one of the best pictures I have
played this year. Cast does great work. Also
a well directed picture. A little comedy pro-
duced by Cooper goes over great. Seven reels.

—

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—
General patronage.

SOUL FIRE : Richard Barthelmess—I can ex-

press the comments of my people in one word
for this, rotten. Eight reels.—E. H. Brechler,

Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General patron-
age.

ANNA CHRISTIE : Special cast—A nice pro-
gram picture that pleased mostly all. Cannot
class it as extra but still it’s a good one. Eight
reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N.
S. Canada.—General patronage.

THE LADY : Norma Talmadge—Very fine pic-

picture but Norma does not draw for me. “Grau-
stark” is the only Talmadge picture that made
expenses in our house in two years.—-C. R. Mc-
Henry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: George Billings—Was
a little late in running this and didn’t quite real-

ize the business I expected. But what a picture

!

I think it is the finest thing I have ever seen.

Can easily be classed as one of the greatest pic-

tures ever produced. Ten reels.—Ben Rovin,
Amuse-U theatre, Springfield, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—Barthel-
mess will sure be a back number if he makes

many more like this. Did a good business on it,

even though there isn’t anything to the picture.
Nine reels.—Ben Rovin, Amuse-U theatre, Spring-
field, 111.—General patronage.

I WANT MY MAN: Milton Sills—Certainly
were pleasantly surprised with this program. Had
a completely modern touch, yet was not so full
of the jazz as most of this type of picture are
now-a-days. Six reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.—Small town patron-
age.

TARNISH : May McAvoy—Good business two
days. Better second day and had many favorable
compliments, although it is a little old. Good
moral for young men. Seven reels.—Aubrey
Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE WANTERS: Marie Prevost—Thought I

was taking a chance when I played this one, as
so many have panned it. Our patrons told us
they thought it fine. Very entertaining. Pleased
about 85 per cent. Seven reels.—C. J. Paul,
Pepperwood theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.—General
patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Al-
though I thought this a dandy little picture, for
some unknown reason it did not click. They
simply did not come to see it. As a matter of
fact, this drew the poorest of any of Colleen’s I
have ever shown and I think I have run most
of hers. It is a mild Western and may be the
ladies would not come to see it for that reason.
I still think it is a good picture. Seven reels.

—

Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore-
Good entertainment. Not as good as “Sally” and
did not draw as well, but fine program if you
can buy it right.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin thea-
tre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—This
seems to give good satisfaction and a very good
drawing picture. Did not like it as well as
“Sally.”—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre,
Carthage. Ind.—Small town patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES : Special cast—Good pro-
gram picture. Very dramatic and well put to-
gether. Pleased about 75 per cent. Business fair
for bad weather and roads. Photography good
and film better than the average from this pro-
ducer. Eight reels.—E. W. Long, Long’s Com-
munity theatre, Cadiz, O.—County seat and coun-
try patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—Do not think
much of the name, but the picture is good and
will please if you can get them in. Eight reels.—
J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.
—Small town patronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith—
Corinne, last month I lost $150 in two days on
one of your pictures. I lost $49 on this in two
days. You don’t play at Rosewin any more, if

you fall flat in “Infatuation” next month. This
picture worth minimum in my house for one day.
—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

SUNDOWN : Special cast—We expected a
heavier attendance on this, as it had been ad-
vertised as good. It fell flat both nights and those
that saw it didn’t appreciate it. It is good from
the production standpoint, and leaves a good im-
pression on the old folks. No good for a theatre
catering to young people. Eight reels.—H. C.

Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor, Mich.—-General
patronage.

DECLASSE: Corinne Griffith—Very good pic-

ture. A little long, but we can’t have every thing
that we want. My people all liked it real well,

and that is the place to judge from. It pulled
real good at the box office. Eight reels.—Walt
Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—This picture

has got the right name. Sure is a knockout for

action and stunts. Sure gave good satisfaction.

—

J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma Talmadge—
Norma gives satisfaction. I believe this was her
best to date. The storm scenes are extra good.

—

J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.
-—Small town patronage.

CLASSMATES: Richard Barthelmess—A good
picture that pleased everyone. Bucked a blizzard
with it to losing business.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

A SELF MADE FAILURE: Lloyd Hamilton—
A little old, but on a comedy they eat it up here.

Had a jolly crowd and you could hear them yell-

ing a block away. Eight reels.—Aubrey Swear-
ingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—General
patronage.

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND: Sylvia Bren-
ner—One of the best comedies we have ever
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played. It’s old but good. If you want to hear
some good laughs, book this one and boost it.

Seven reels.—C. J. Paul, Pepperwood theatre,

Pepperwood, Cal.—General patronage.

THOSE WHO DANCE: Blanche Sweet—No
fault of the picture, but it did not draw for us.

Book it and boost it. A very poor title for such
a good story. Also poor paper. Personally, one
of the best pictures we have played for a long
time and was very entertaining. Enjoyed by all

who came. As a rule you can’t go wrong on
First National program pictures. Eight reels.—C.

J. Paul, Pepperwood theatre, Pepperwood, Cal.

—

General patronage.

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess—An ex-

cellent picture. Barthelmess exceptionally good
as gob. Box office very good.—H. W. Bruen,
Arabian theatre, Seattle, Wash.—Suburban pat-
ronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Owing to

the fact that this picture was sold to me right,

I made some money. It is a great novelty picture
and should make money if properly advertised as
being a great novelty and having a long run at

high prices in cities. Eleven reels.—Thomas V.
Lewis, Town Hall, Westboro, Mass.—High class

patronage.

THUNDERGATE: Owen Moore—Owen Moore,
Sylvia Bremmer, Robert McKim in a drama with
Chinese setting. Just one of those pictures that
come and go without comment one way or the
other. If you are looking for good features with
a real punch, then eliminate this one from your
list. Seven reels..—Pioneer Pete, The Pioneer
theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE MADONNA OF THE STREETS: Special
cast—Very good picture. Pleased about 80 per
cent. Poor business, but no fault of picture.
Eight reels.—James LeRicheux, Arcade theatre,
Camden, N. Y.—General patronage.

Fox
THANK YOU: George O’Brien—After read-

ing several adverse comments on this, was agree-
ably surprised. When you play this be sure and
write all the preachers. They will like it, espe-

cially if they are underpaid. It's a picture every-
one will like. Seven reels.—J. J. Hoffman, Plain-
view theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

THE FIRST YEAR: Special cast—If I were
paying a program price for program pictures,

I would think this a nice little picture. But this

was sold me for a special at a special price and
what I think is not printable.—L. M. Jones, Ar-
cadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patron-
age.

THE YANKEE SENOR: Tom Mix—Our first

Mix of the new series. Disappointed, as it was
not a Western. Some great Technicolor in this

picture but our Mix fans do not come to see his

wardrobe. We hope they don’t start calling him
Thomas. Five reels.—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight
theatre, Greensburg, Kan.—General patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Special cast—I liked

this a great deal. It seemed to be logical all the
way through and yet it portrayed the backwoods
life of Kentucky just as the people want to have
it shown. I sincerely hope it was not educational,
but it did show that ignorance is the basis of
most evil and carried a worthwhile moral along
in the interesting story which goes to make a pic-

ture worthwhile.—Chas Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—A very
good action picture. This is my first Jones but
if they all please as well as this one, I am tickled
to death. Run it Saturday night and it sure hit

the spot. Five reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon the-
atre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien—
While this rises in spots to the very pinnacle, it

has some weak spots. However, it serves as satis-

factory entertainment. The opening scenes of the
old soldiers’ parade is very good and done in a
most realistic way. George O’Brien, you are not
growing so fast in popularity, but I think you
are sure and you will arrive and be a big box
office bet very soon. Business good two days.
Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING HEART: George O’Brien-
Splendid program picture but drew smallest crowd
on Sunday in my house in seven weeks. Fell flat

Monday, also.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,
Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Special cast—I did not
do so well with this one. It is not very strong
and just a fair program picture. It fell off

instead of building. Five reels.—Ed Malhiot,
Monarch theatre, Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada.

—

General patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Special cast—Splendid

Special to

Carl Anderson
May I take up a little of your time

in telling you what I think of that

“important debate” about the merits
of certain pictures from the pen of

Carl E. Anderson, of Kalispell, Mont.
Gee, I didn’t know that any ex-

hibitor ever got so het up as to have
such a helluvaspell as that man An-
derson out in Kalispell, Mont., did
because F. J. O'Hara wrote an en-

dorsement of “The Iron Horse,” and
I don’t remember of seeing it, but he
must have thought it was better than
“The Wagon,” which caused Mr. An-
derson to call the ice man for some-
thing to cool off on, and delivered
himself of a terrible brain storm that

used up nearly a column of your
valuable space.

Glad I don’t live out in that “neck
of the woods” if it causes such erup-
tions. It uses up too much brain
power and energy, and I'll bet F. J.

O’Hara (he must be a Swede) is now
so darned scared over this terrible

panning that you couldn’t get him
into the state of Montana with a

warrant.

Good thing “The Wagon” got so

badly worn in all its travels that

Paramount had to withdraw it and
put it up for repairs, or after seeing
this wonderful article on their won-
derful child, they would surely

double the price for a ride. And poor
old generous Bill Fox is still running
“The Horse,” and it is still going
strong, and any exhibitor can drive

it without having to place a mort-
gage on his last year’s best suit for

the privilege.

I believe we can find about as many
exhibitors, outside of Montana, who
think “The Horse” is about as good
entertainment as “The Wagon.”
Now listen, boys, they are both

epics of American history, both darn
good entertainment and educational
as well, and both will give your
patrons satisfaction and put a few
dollars in your old pants—if you can
buy them right.—N. M. EMMONS,
Eagle theatre, Eagle River, Wis.

I

program picture. Pleased all very well. Drew
fairly good, too.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin the-

atre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE ANCIENT MARINER: Special cast—I’ll

be a mariner too, and not so ancient, if I ever

show another one like this. Six reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix-
Good scenery in this one. Story too weak. If

Mix was not in it I would say lay off. Seven
reels.—Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre,

Guttenberg, la.-—General patronage.

EAST LYNNE: Special cast—This drew well

for me and, although many had seen the play,

they came to draw a comparison. It is well

acted and should go over well in any house. This
held up well in spite of many counter attractions.

You can’t go very far wrong if you buy it right.

Nine reels.—Ed Malhiot, Monarch theatre, Medi-
cine Hat, Alta., Canada.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—This is a

fair picture and it has some good acting in it.

It is just an average Western and not wholly
Western. It is just a good Saturday program.
Five reels.—R. E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre,

Plainview, Tex.—General patronage.

HAVOC: Special cast—We are getting quite

a number of war pictures and "Havoc” is one
of the best of them, although my business was
below normal tonight. The war shots are a
little dark. It would seem that the night shots

could be lighter without any injury to the pic-

ture. Most of them are too dark to distinguish

clearly what is happening and the public does

not want to guess what happens. Also "Havoc”
could have had less footage and still be as good
a picture. The picture craves action and less

stress put upon the love scenes would suit them
better. They get restless through the long

clinches. A little cutting of them would get the

love scenes over just as well as the additional

footage they take up. The picture would move
faster and for that reason would be better for it.

9,283 feet of film is too much for the average
production. 6,000 to 7,500 with the same action

would suit both the schedule of the average house
and the public better.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—This is a good
picture for those who like this kind but it didn’t

go over at the box office. Ten reels.—R. E.

Mitchell, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE DESERT’S PRICE: Buck Jones—A real

high class Western. A good story and some real

acting as well as action.-—P. S. Stallings, Ma-
jestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones—A very

good Western. Jones is a pleasing actor and
gives good satisfaction. Give this one a trial.

Five reels.—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre,

Carthage, Ind.—Small town patronage.

MY HUSBAND’S WIVES: Shirley Mason—
Absolutely nothing to it. The poorest picture I

have run for four years. Played this on a

stormy night to 29 people. I was glad for once

to see it snow. Five reels.—F. II. Gatcomb,
Armstrong theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small town
patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—This is a

very fine picture and it broke my house record

in the increase of business done the second night

over the first night. Play this picture longer

you play any other picture, as it is the kind that

people talk about and find better than they ex-

pect. I did not like the advertising paper on
this and believe that is one reason it did not do

the business it should have done, but I am more
than satisfied with the production and don’t

blame Fox for the fact that I couldn’t get to my
patrons with the right kind of a message.—Chas.

Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General

patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special cast—
This is an exceptional picture and should be run

in every community. It carries a wonderful
patriotic appeal and makes the ideal tieup. It

is much better than the other picture of “A
Man Without a Country,” as I remember it. I

showed it three years ago.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Gi-and theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones—A good
Western picture. Plenty of action. Some said it

did not follow the book, but mostly all were sat-

isfied. Five reels.-—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's
theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small town patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—A dandy
Western that pleased everyone. Jones is a win-

O
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ner here and always pleases. This drew extra
good. Six reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER: Special cast—This
was the cause of many fine comments by our
regular Saturday and Sunday patronage. Reed
Howes does fine work, as does Alma Bennet. The
picture is crowded with action, humor and good
photography. If the print had not been in such
miserable condition we would feel grateful to
Fox for this unusual thrillodrama. Lincoln J.

Carter's stories usually have plenty of action, in

fact so much that they are difficult to picturize.
Seven reels.—Ralph K. Russell, Pastime theatre,
Cushing, la.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—Let me tell you exhibitors that this one
is Buck's very best. Buck, let Fox give you the
story and you can do the rest. Seven reels.

—

A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—A good
Western romance that pleased everyone and drew
good. Tom sure supplies the fun. Six reels.

—

G. Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—This sure
was a knockout at the box office. Stood ’em up
Saturday night from seven till ten p. m. The
S. R. O. sign was needed all evening. Not too
much credit can be given Lucien Littlefield for
his wonderful performance as Joe Lake. Six
reels.—D. M. Spade. Majestic theatre, Portland,
Ind.—General patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—A good Western that did fair for me for the
weekend. Buck Jones has not had much chance
here but is getting better. This should go good
in a Western audience. Five reels.—Ed Malhiot.
Monarch theatre. Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada.—
General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
Good, and that means it pleased the majority.

Even the manager was pleased. Six reels.—Frank
G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kentland. Ind.-
General patronage.

OH YOU TONY : Tom Mix—A pretty good
Mix picture. Not enough action, except in the
last reel, to suit Mix fans. When we have Tom,
we want him in strictly Western action pictures.
When he makes any other kind, we don’t want
them. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre,
Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

CURLY TOP: Shirley Mason—Just a program
picture. Not a Sunday picture. Nine reels.—A.
O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello,
la.—General patronage.

DICK TURPIN: Tom Mix—A Mix that is as
good as a special. If Tom made a better picture
than Dick Turpin,” then I have yet to see it,

and I ve played all of Tom’s pictures. 100 per
cent pleased, also full house. The biggest crowds
in months. Eight reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S„ Canada.—General patron-
age.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
HIS SECRETARY : Norma Shearer—Person-

ally I think this is the best picture I have seen
in a long time. Norma is wonderful. Not a
big picture but a dandy. The best I have ever
had Miss Shearer in. Has a world of sly humor
and directing by Hobart Henley is great.—P. S.
Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

BRIGHT LIGHTS: Charles Ray—This is a
very good Charles Ray picture. Very good for
Sunday. Pleased all. Seven reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.—
General patronage. *

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY: Special cast

—

Very good.—H. V. Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt.
Vernon, O.-—General patronage.

SOUL MATES: Edmund Lowe—Aileen Pringle
is also in this and is very fair, but don't forget
that Edmund Lowe puts this picture over. Our
people sure like him. They liked the picture,
too. It is real good, although no special. Sub-
titles a little risque but not too much so for our
people.—P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie,
Tex.—Small town patronag^.

DON'T: Sally O’Neil—Don’t book it, don’t buy
it, don’t advertise it, don’t show up the night
you show it. Nothing to this one, no story, no
title. The only good thing about it is Sally
O’Neil. Watch this little girl come if they give
her stories like the ones Colleen Moore makes
famous. She has everything that goes to make
a star and, if they will give her proper direction

Special to

Philip Rand
COMING THROUGH: (Para-

mount.) Thomas Meighan—While
this picture is not Meighan’s kind, it

pleased very well. Pleased 80 per
cent, but everybody of the opinion
that both stars were miscast. I’ll

second Philip Rand’s motion to give
Meighan a Zane Grey story. If it

don’t go big. I’ll buy the film. Seven
reels.—LESTER N. LEEK, Club
Hou se theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

and stories, she will be a star, but don’t put her
in any more “Don’ts.” Six reels.—Steve Farrar,
Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW : Mae Murray—This
picture went over big here and there is no doubt
that it is one of the biggest of the year. You
can’t go wrong with this one, as my patrons are
even asking for a return. Boys, step on this
one, and by all means, get all the best music
you can for it and you will not be sorry. Ten
reels.—Ed. Malhiot, Monarch theatre, Medicine
Hat, Alta., Canada.—General patronage.

THE ONLY THING: Conrad Nagel—Very
good. It is a story of the Russian Revolution
with good comedy touches. The business was
off but no fault of the picture. Six reels.—John
Stoll, Lion theatre, Bellevue, O.—General patron-
age.

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast—Pretty to look
at and I enjoyed it. But this kind of picture is

not much for a family or neighborhood. Did not
draw either.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Van-
dergrift. Pa.—General patronage.

TIME THE COMEDIAN : Special cast—Not
much of a picture for the average fan. Some
will like it. Time jumping around it is quite a
novelty, I think, but some did not. Would class

it as just a fair program feature.—P. S. Stallings,

Majestic theatre. Bowie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE WIFE OF THE CENTAUR: Special cast

—Mush, dirt and kisses. Poor business. Nuf
sed.—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong theatre, Vance-
boro, Me.—Small town patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—A K. O. comedy,
in fact many thought Buster’s best. A good pic-

ture to better than average business and to a

100 per cent pleased audience.—H. W. Bruen,
Ridgemont theatre, Seattle, Wash.—Suburban
patronage.

THE MASKED BRIDE: Mae Murray—Our peo-

ple, nearly everyone, liked Mae Murray in this

and declared it a good picture. It has a real

good story, I think.—P. S. Stallings, Majestic

theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

MARRIED FLIRTS: Paulina Frederick—

A

good society picture, but did not draw. Price

too high. Seven reels.—F. H. Gatcomb, Arm-
strong’s theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small town
patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT: Special cast—A good
clean outdoor picture. My patrons told me they

liked it. The snow scenes are good. If Metro
would make more outdoor pictures like this the

small towns could make some money with them.
Lost on “The White Desert” but no fault of pic-

ture. Metro charges too much for their pictures

and they have too many sex pictures. Eight reels.

—F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong’s theatre, Vanceboro,
Me.—Small town patronage.

CHEAPER TO MARRY: Special cast—Really
liked by our patrons. Nice story and entertain-

ing. Lewis Stone is a strong favorite here.

Seven reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.
THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—A fine

picture to better than average business.—H. W.
Bruen, Arabian theatre, Seattle, Wash.—Suburban
patronage.

EXCUSE ME: Special cast—This much touted

laugh feature was a disappointment to us. We
like it, sure, but we were led to believe it would
be as good as “Charley's Aunt.” Not much. Good
program feature and no more. Seven reels.

—

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
-—Small town patronage.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE: Special cast—This
is a good picture and covered the modern mar-

riage battlefield in good shape. It is very nicely

handled and the Biblical parallel is very nicely

colored. Believe this picture will go over well

with any audience composed of married people.

Good title, good print. Drew more than average
crowd on night it was played. Seven reels.

—

Pioneer Pete, The Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK: Marion Davies-
Had the film been better on this, it would get

100 per cent from me. The only unfavorable
comments were on the short titles. Much too
short to read. If you can get a good print, play
it and tell them to write home. Can be bought
right. Eleven reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House
theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED: Lon Chaney—

A

very fine picture of the kind, but my patrons did
not enthuse over it, as it is far from a pleasant
story and, while the acting is fine, people here
prefer a different type of story. Business good.
Norma Shearer is very beautiful and can act

and will greatly help in putting any picture over.

Lon Chaney’s work is perfect. Of course, that
is always understood. Seven reels.—M. G. Price,

Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE UNINVITED GUEST: Special cast—
While this one is very old, it pleased everybody.
The colored part the best I have ever used. Good
scenery, lots of action and story. Very good pa-
per. Seven reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club House
theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

RED LIGHTS: Special cast—A very good pic-

ture feature. Marie Prevost, Alice Lake, Ray
Griffith and Johnnie Walker supported by a
strong cast gave general satisfaction.—H. G. Is-

bell, Casino De Luxe theatre, Kiowa, Colo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—The men
and children roared over it. Ladies stayed away.
Lost money due to big basketball game. Price of

picture too high for this town. Metro-Goldwyn
fixed it so they couldn’t lose but forgot to guar-
antee me against loss. Funny, when they say it

will guarantee you big profits.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH : Marion Davies—The
best picture of this kind since "The Birth of a

Nation,” and superior in many ways. Will stand
a raise in price and Metro-Goldwyn sold it very
reasonable. Eleven reels.—F. A. Millhouse, Star

theatre, Sumner, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast—An
ideal play for popular entertainment. People have
repeatedly told me that they enjoyed this much
better than "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
“Light of Western Stars” or any of our big

specials. If I were to do it over again, I would
run this as a big special at 40-20 (with a good
comedy) and clean up. Go after this strong and
make some money. This will certainly please your
patrons and your box office. Claire Windsor,
Frank Keenan, Lloyd Hughes, John Sainpolis,

Otis Harlan. Paper extra good.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Paramount
THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix

—A big picture. Step heavy on exploitation and
don’t forget good music will help you put it over,

thereby adding prestige to your house for the

presentation of one of the best pictures thus far

in the industry. Ten reels.—Pace & Bouma,
Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed class pat-

ronage.

THE VANISHING ARMENIAN: Alberta
Vaughn—“Mazie” No. 8. Very good. Doing me
more good than any comedies I have ever run.—

-

L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—

General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
-—A good Indian picture but not what it is

cracked up to be, as the picture lags in many
places. The story is not logical, for it shows the
Indians using bows and arrows after the war.
My patrons sure picked this one to pieces, and
business fell off from the first day. I did a lot

of special advertising, too. Ten reels.—Ed.
Malhiot, Monarch theatre. Medicine Hat, Alta.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—Fine entertainment. A very good picture. Did
not draw in comparison with film rental. Ten
reels.—Frank G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kent-
land, Ind.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard Dix
—Wonderful production. Pleased 100 per cent.

Good box office attraction, but Paramount takes

all the dough. Ten reels.—W. M. Obrecht, Scenic
theatre, Rolfe, Iowa.—General patronage.
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THE AMERICAN VENUS: Esther Ralston—
A very good picture that has everything that goes

for good entertainment. Just one fault, rental

too high. Paramount takes the cream as usual
and leaves you with the empty sack. Eight reels.

—Frank G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kentland,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Esther Ralston—
This picture was satisfactory entertainment, al-

though the story could have been stronger. Fay
Lanphier’s work suffered by comparison with Es-

ther Ralston, who added new laurels to her crown
in this one. She was very good, just the deft

touches of the right kind to her work made it

stand out to the detriment of the new girl, who
undoubtedly was suffering stage fright and lack

of old campaigners aplomb. Color work was de-

lightful, the gowns and ladies were a complete
eyeful and the picture should go over on account
of the beauty of the sets, gowns and ladies. They
can get further in the display of the ladies with
Technicolor that they can without it. I mean,
what would be a display in common sepia photog-
raphy is a work of art in Technicolor.—A. E.

Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—Good
picture. Seemed to please majority. Style show
beautiful.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison,
III.—General patronage.

THE AMERICAN VENUS: Special cast—Big
business for two days.—H. V. Smoots, Vine thea-

tre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—This
is a good picture and will please. Not big but en-
tertaining and well handled all the way through.
—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—Not
up to this star’s past performances. Just fair and
nothing more. Film rental too high. Seven reels.

—Frank G. Kresler, Kentland theatre, Kentland,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—Just
fair picture. Business only fair.—G. J. Burkitt,

Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—Ash
Wednesday. A good program picture with thrills

galore. Paramount seems to be getting into the
Western class entirely of late. Six reels.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed
class patronage.

THE ENCHANTED HILL: Jack Holt—Only
fair picture.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morri-
son, 111.—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—An A-l
show. The title was wrong in that the most of

the picture was with Western settings and the
title indicates a society picture. Good flashes of
comedy relieved the story and made it well worth
showing and satisfactory entertainment for every
class.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Colum-
bia City, Ind.—General patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—Equally as
good as his previous pictures and drew better than
“The Lucky Devil.”—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin
theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix—Fair pic-

ture. Business fair.—G. J. Burkitt, Lyric thea-
tre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou
—Splendid picture, sad ending. Drew extra well
in my house.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,
Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Menjou
—Good picture. Pleased all.—G. H. Burkitt, Lyric
theatre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—Not so

good. Would have been all right at about a
program figure. Got lots of laughs in my house.
—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.
—Neighborhood patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—This is

one of Gloria's best and the photography is the
best we have ever seen all the way through.
We did very good business on this picture be-

cause it was staged on the Ohio River near our
town and a great many people were down there
while it was being filmed. You have to hand it

to Paramount when it comes to real photography
because they are in a class by themselves. Play
this one and please everybody. Seven reels.

—

E. W. Long, Long’s Community theatre, Cadiz,

O.—Town and country patronage.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson—She tries

-

to get Bebe Daniel’s place but she can’t do it.

This is different from the other Swansons.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri—
A very weak production. Nothing to it. Poor
box office picture. Pleased about 1 per cent. All

Special to

Richard Dix

WOMANHANDLED: (Paramount.)
Richard Dix—Include this one in

your next bookings and then step on
it, for you are sure going to please
them all. As I write this report they
are laughing fit to kill. My hat is olf

to you, Mr. Dix. Keep up the good
work.—C. J. LATTA, Empress thea-
tre, Shenandoah, la.—General pat-

ronage.

others complained.—W. M. Obrecht, Scenic the-
atre, Rolfe, Iowa.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri
—Only fair. Lost money on her as usual.—G. J.

Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.—General
patronage.

A WOMAN OF THE WORLD: Pola Negri
—This one went over good here and pleased
99 per cent, as I had but one complaint.
Many favorable comments. One lady said she
was disappointed because Pola did not wear more
fine gowns, but you just can’t please them all

at the same time it seems. Chester Conklin
does his stuff and keeps the audience in good
humor. I never liked Pola Negri before and
have said a lot of unpleasant things about her,
but I take it all back and sincerely hope she
does not hit an open switch somewhere now that
she is on the right track.—C. J. Latta, Empress
theatre, Shenandoah, la.—General patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson
—Rotten. Lost money in spite of extra adver-
tising, extra showing and extra effort.—G. J.

Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison, III.—General
patronage.

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA: Betty Bronson
—Mush and rot. If this is a “meritorious pic-
ture,’’ thank the Lord I like the other kind. Tire-
some and boresome. Pleases the kiddies under
eight but that is all. A great big lavish beauti-
ful production wasted on the worst bunch of
drivel we have had. Won’t producers ever learn
that the public and the exhibitor do not want
fairy stories. They might do on the radio at

6 :30, but not for the night crowds at the movies,
Fair business but all disgusted.—Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.-—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—

A

good picture but somewhat too long. Seven or
eight reels are long enough. Rental twice as
much as it should have been. Result, Paramount
got it all. Ten reels.—Frank G. Kresler, Kent-
land theatre, Kentland, Ind.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—If

you want “jazz” get this one. A big production
that will please about 50 per cent, balance will

criticize. Ten reels.—W. M. Obrecht, Scenic the-

atre, Rolfe, Iowa.—General patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—You
will have to take your hat off to Griffith when
you see this picture. It has the right idea of

entertainment and will please 100 per cent. The
cyclone in the last reel will take you off your
seats, especially if you have a good organist on
the job. Don’t miss showing this one or be
afraid to spend some money in advertising. Ten
reels.—E. W. Long, Long’s Community theatre,

Cadiz, O.—County seat and country patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—Good
picture but lost a nice pile on it. Business way
off in spite of extra advertising.—G. J. Burkitt,

Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

The CROWDED HOUR: Bebe Daniels—Why
Paramount ever put this out as a program picture

is out of line with them, as it certainly pleased

our patrons and some consider it one of Bebe’s

best, as her work was exceedingly good from
start to finish and the war scenes fine, and came
on so unexpected from the title that indicated the

usual drama. Seven reels.—C. H. Thompson,
Opera House, Plattsburg, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CROWDED HOUR: Bebe Daniels-
Played to good business and pleased 90 per cent.

Seven reels.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fen-
nimore, Wis.—General patronage.

MANNEQUIN : Dolores Costello—This one is

a Sunday treat. Lent is with us, but would not
know it by the lineup at the box office. Story
opens in 1907 with all details to perfection and
then flashes to the present day with orchids, style

show, a dash of paprika, courtroom scene and a
beautiful ending. Nothing big, but better than an
ordinary program offering. Seven reels.—Pace &
Bouma, Rialto theatre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed
class patronage.

MANNEQUIN : Dolores Costello—Don’t make
the mistake I did, booked it only two days, and
while I promised a lot I did not say near enough.
I should have played it three days and honestly
believe it would have stood up four. I have
been catching it from those who did not get to

see it and have been grieving myself for not

arranging a longer run at the time I booked it.

Miss Costello is a winner. Book this and then

boost as you never have before.—C. J. Latta,

Empress theatre, Shenandoah, la.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WANDERER: Special cast—This one
has me guessing. Many of my patrons liked it

better than “The Commandments” and yet I am
not getting the crowds. I have special music for

it and unless I have a record smashing day today
(the last day) I’m going to lose out. It is not

the fault of the picture as it contains some of the

biggest scenes that I have ever seen on the screen.

The acting is extra good. Ten reels.—Ed Malhiot,

Monarch theatre. Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada.

—

General patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt-
Some of the fellows are reporting this as a good
program picture. If this is only a “good pro-

gram,” where in Heck do you get your features?

This is a regular picture. Scenery is wonder-
ful and the log jam is worth the price of ad-

mission alone. As a rule the folks here don’t

like Holt, but in this picture they did. Seven
reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

COBRA: Rudolph Valentino—Only fair pic-

ture. Lost money with extra advertising.—G. J.

Burkitt, Lyric theatre, Morrison 111.—General
patronage.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT: Pola Negri—

A

very poor picture, to poorer business. No excuse

for this one. Pola Negri n. g. so far as subur-

ban business is concerned. A high priced star

that is a flivver.—H. W. Bruen, Ridgemont the-

atre, Seattle, Wash.—Suburban patronage.

YOUNG WIVES: Special cast—Just an aver-

age picture that will do to fill in a date that you
may have.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,

Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—Some
liked it and some did not. A fairly good pro-

gram offering which drew a fair crowd and
would rate about 60 per cent. Some were dis-

appointed, as it was not what they expected from
the advertising. I wonder where Paramount gets

the shots for their advertising, as they hardly

ever have any connection with the picture. Seven
reels.—Ross & Miller, Community theatre. Sur-

prise, Neb.—Country patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—Very
good comedy in this one. A good auto race. Is

sure to please any audience. Seven reels.—Hun-
stad and Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.

—General patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—A nice clean

little picture that pleased. Good photography.

Six reels.—Geo. W. Conover, Maroa theatre,

Maroa, 111.—General patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—This is a Zane Grey story and gave satis-

faction. Fine scenes and a good action picture.

—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—This is what the people want and will turn

out to see. The play is very good, I was told.

This is the type of play Paramount excels in

producing. Famous-Lasky would do well to cut

out the society program pictures altogether and go

in whole heartedly for big out-of-door, big action,

big comedy dramas and a few big audience

dramas. Their domestic dramas, sex dramas,
are killing their reputation, and hurting the

business of the small exhibitor to a marked de-

gree.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt—This is a good Western that does not' fol-

low the book. If you run this do not raise ad-

mission price as it is no special by any means.
Did not draw very well for us. Seven reels.

—

Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre, Patriot, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—This
was a real one and certainly did please. The
kind of a story that fits Meighan and carries a

little comedy along with it, so that it makes an
ideal program picture. Play it, by all means.

—
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Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
-—Small town patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—One
of Tom’s good ones. Pleased a fair attendance.

Seven reels.—Geo. Conover, Maroa theatre,

Maroa, 111.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast

—This is the second time I have shown this

picture. I showed it last September to capacity

business for a solid week. This time I played it

three days and did very good with it. Even the

last day of the repeat, which was the ninth day
of showing, was just about a capacity house. So
no more need be said of this. Twelve reels.—
Ed Malhiot, Monarch theatre, Medicine Hat,

Alta., Canada.—General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast

—More business than “The Covered Wagon.” Was
used fair and square on this deal, so they made
money and so did I. Played it strong with lots

of advertising, and tied up in papers for full

page. Ten reels.—Thomas V. Lewis, Town Hall,

Westboro, Mass.—High class patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDENTS: Special cast—
Played this three days to the best business that

we have ever had. I think that it met with favor.

The prologue was especially pleasing to all. Play

it by all means, and bill it big, as it will get the

business for you. Eleven reels.—Paul B. Hoff-

man, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt-
Good picture. Does not compare with “The Pony
Express.” On par with “North of ’36” wi
more action to it. Picture was not strong enough
to pull crowd from basketball game which re-

duced receipts to almost nothing. Would classify

as a good program picture. Seven reels.—Pioneer

Pete, The Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small

town patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—Fair picture

to fair business. Lost money.—G. J. Burkitt,

Lyric theatre, Morrison, 111.—General patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO: Betty Bronson—Lost

half my crowd on walkouts ; the other half dozen

stayed to see what it was all about. Seven reels.

-—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—We
showed this at increased admission and they were
pleased. Scenery great. Far above the average

Western. Buy it and boost it. Eight reels.—

Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre, Gutten-

berg, la.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—This is an exceptionally good picture

and grips the interest to the end.—E. W. Swarth-

out. Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY : Gloria Swanson

—

Not the picture for Gloria Swanson. Her por-

trayal of the mother in this got more laughs

than the comedy. That doesn’t say much for

Gloria. Eight reels.—Ben Rovin, Amuse-U the-

atre, Springfield, 111.—General patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Lois Wilson—This pic-

ture gave very good satisfaction. Due to the

author, the reading club here indorsed it, which

boosted the box office. Seven reels.—E. H. Brech-

ler. Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

THE LITTLE FRENCH GIRL: Special cast

-—Most of the women enjoyed it. All the men
panned it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Idaho.-—General patronage.

THE AIR MAIL: Special cast—Rather old

picture but very good. Very fine shots of air-

planes in flight and flight. Eight reels.—C. A.

Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.

—

General patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—If
Paramount doesn’t start “coming through” with

some honest-to-goodness stories for Tommy, he is

going to be done with us. Very weak story to this

and accepted just so-so by our patrons. Seven

reels.—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Neb.—Small town patronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK: Special cast—Just

a program picture that might get by on some

off night. It doesn’t carry a great deal of action

and is rather far fetched.—Paul B. Hoffman,

Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Wallace Beery—
Drew a good crowd Saturday night. The people

liked the picture and said so. Eight reels.-—G. E.

Wendel, Opera House, Smithland, Iowa.—Small

town patronage.

MANHATTAN: Richard Dix—I expected

many favorable comments. Star popular here.

Special to

Rod and Lillian

BRAVEHEART: (P. D. C.) Rod
LaRocque—I can not say enough for

this picture. It could not be pre-

sented more perfectly. Rod and Lil-

lian Rich took their parts excellently.

Here’s hoping they keep these two
actors in good pictures. Never be-

fore did we receive so many com-
ments on a picture as we did on this

one. Seven reels.—BURT PAR-
SONS, Grand theatre, Springfield,

Minn.—General patronage.

Film in good condition. Seven reels.—Lester N.
Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

MANHATTAN: Richard Dix—A fair picture

that pleased 80 per cent. Seven reels.—Geo.

Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa, III.—General pat-
ronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE: Esther Ralston—A so-

ciety comedy drama with an excellent cast. Some
very clever comedy. Drew fair Saturday night
business with a basket ball game for opposition.

Six reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paola,
Ind.—Small town patronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN: Special cast—A real

good South Seas melodrama that registered big
and pleased extra. One of the best buys in sight.

Quite old but the drawing power is always there.

Dix and Daniel’s are great. Advertising of the
greatest value. Six reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Antonio Moreno

—

A good Western picture with plenty of action,

also some beautiful scenery. Drew a good crowd
on a bad night. Did not hear any bad reports

on picture, but a few who had read the book
said it did not follow the book closely enough.
However, I found no fault on that score, but it

seems most people who read the. book expected
the picture to show it all which, of course, is

impossible. Seven reels.—Ross and Miller, Com-
munity theatre. Surprise, Neb.—Country pat-

ronage.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Special cast—
This serves as passe entertainment and will not

create any comment either way. Folks see it

and cannot even tell you the title of the thing
after they are one block from the theatre. No
box office value. Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-

ronage

THE MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE: William
Farnum—A fairly good love story that pleased

65 per cent and drew good, as Farnum is a draw-
ing card. Six reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s the-

atre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.—General patronage.

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson—This is fine

entertainment, especially for the children. It

pleased 100 per cent for grownups and 200 per

cent with the children. They all came two nights.

We had good business and that is what deter-

mines the worth of a picture with us. Ten reels.—
Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PRIDE OF PALOMAR: Marjorie Daw

—

This is worth going back after if you haven’t

played it or are able to play second run showing.

A Peter B. Kyne story made into a good picture.

It doesn’t say nice things about the Japs but

shows the attitude that the Californian actually

has towards them and thus it is all right. It is

actually something of an education as well as

being first rate entertainment.—Chas. Lee Hyde,

Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

EMPTY HANDS: Special cast—The best work
Jack Holt has done. Pleased all. Norma Shearer

1 00 per cent. Let’s have this pair in another

outdoor action picture. Seven reels.—Lester N.

Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

ADVENTURE: Special cast—Just an average

picture that will get by and that is about all.

—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

—Small town patronage.

WELCOME HOME: Thomas Meighan—Lost

money on this one and the few who did turn out

didn't seem to care a great deal for it.—Paul B.

Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels

—This one pleased 95 per cent. A good box office

attraction. Lots of good comments. We will

give Paramount credit for making one good pic-

ture and selling it at a right price.—W. M.
Obrecht, Scenic theatre, Rolfe, Iowa.—General
patronage.

THE CALL OF THE CANYON: Special cast

—Good House. Patrons pleased. As a whole
Paramount has the pictures. Seven reels.—J.

Hollenbak, Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Wallace Beery-
Dandy picture with plenty of good comedy by
Beery. He is the whole show. Registered well at

the box office, which is all that is necessary. Eight

reels.—Ben Rovin, Amuse-U theatre, Springfield,

111.—General patronage.

COMING THROUGH: Thomas Meighan—

A

fairly good picture of the Alabama coal fields. A
little slow in spots but drew fairly well, and
pleased the majority. Nothing to get excited

about and will not stand any boosting or raise

in price. Seven reels.—Ross and Miller, Com-
munity theatre, Surprise, Neb.—Country pat-

ronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice

Joy—A pretty good picure. Had a few report

it nearly as good as “Charley’s Aunt.” Others
did not like it at all. The majority, however, re-

ported good and that is the way I would rate it,

although not as good as the reports in the

HERALD indicated. The press sheets greatly exag-
gerated the Fashion Show, which lacked a whole
lot of being as big as they claimed. Seven reels.

-—Ross & Miller, Community theatre. Surprise,

Neb.—Country patronage.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan—A fairly

good Northern picture with some nice scenery
and quite a bit of action at the end. Several
reported the story not well connected and hard to

follow. No extra business, although roads and
weather fine. Advertising gave impression that
it was a dog story, which it is not. About in

the same class with "The Shock Punch” and
“Coming Through.” Seven reels.—Ross and Mil-

ler, Community theatre, Surprise, Neb.—Country
patronage.

Pathe

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—One of

Lloyd’s best. Good crowd. All well pleased. Six
reels.—Geo. Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa, 111.

—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—No ques-
tion but what this went over as Lloyd’s greatest
comedy. However, did not make a penny, be-

cause Pathe demands it all. Lloyd fans are not
so thick here. Seven reels.—H. C. Monroe, Re-
gent theatre, Bangor, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—While
this star has never made any money for me, his

pictures have always pleased those who did come.
I will say that on this picture he showed them
he could make it, and at the same time, like

a lot of other reports, they found out how to take
it away from us and let us have the pleasure of
working for the Lloyd corporation, gratis. Well,
it’s never too late to learn, and those that want
the next one can have it, as I don’t. I’m from
Missouri.—Thomas V. Lewis, Town Hall, West-
boro, Mass.—High class patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Pathe got
the money and I have the glory. I played "The
Freshman.” Goodbye Pathe. Seven reels.—J.

Hollenbak, Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—This is even better

than “King of Wild Horses.” It pleased every-

body. Here is a real horse acting picture and the
two horses take real parts. I saw the picture be-

fore buying and, even though it was a little old,

I played it to good business. Feature the horse
and you will be giving your patronage the real

dope. Six reels.—Ed Malhiot, Monarch theatre.

Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Stepped on this

one and secured excellent results. An unusual
picture that pleased immensely and held up well

for two nights. Six reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town patronage.

GIRL SHY : Harold Lloyd—Another good
picture from Lloyd. No matter how much they

cost, an exhibitor must say they are good when
his audience sits through them with one con-

tinual howl of laughter. When they laugh like

this we know that they are surely satisfied. It

will pay you to book the Lloyd’s as you can be

sure that your patrons will be satisfied. Eight
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reels.-—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.—General patronage.

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—A comedy rage

that knocks them out. Pleased 100 per cent.

Good crowds. Play it and you’re safe. Six reels.

-—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.

Canada.—General patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
THREE FACES EAST: Special cast—This is

a remarkable picture of the secret service in

the time of the World War. Jetta Goudal and
Clive Brook do some wonderful work. Miss Gou-
dal is a corker. Some of my patrons are still

talking about it. Of course, there were a few
who did say they did not like it. Film rental

was right. Seven reels.—F. H. Gatcomb, Arm-
strong’s theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small town
patronage.

STEEL PREFERRED: Vera Reynolds—Very
good. A real attraction. People talked about

this and the second day’s business beat the first.

Brother, book this one sure. Seven reels.—I. T.

Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General

patronage.

MADAME BEHAVE: Special cast—Very sat-

isfactory picture. Business light. But the

weather and streets very bad.—-L. M. Jones, Ar-

cadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

HELL’S HIGHROAD: Leatice Joy—The
heroine was skidding and she slipped almost, but

you can’t get very naughty in the “Saturday
Evening Post” (Captain Billy). A blind man
could tell from the opening of this just how the

story would turn out. Neither the title, the paper

or the picture had any appeal for my people.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast—
A very good and well produced picture, but

showed to poorest business since opening house.

—

H. W. Bruen, Arabian theatre, Seattle, Wash.

—

Suburban patronage.

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY: Special cast—
Very fine picture from an artistic standpoint but

• too deep for small towns. I did fairly well at the

box office. Railroad wreck makes ’em gasp. Ten
reels.—H. J. Pieruccini, Stockton theatre. Stock-

ton, 111.—General patronage.

THE PRAIRIE PIRATE: Harry Carey—Good
action picture. In fact about the best I have

ever shown of this star but have not shown
many, as the first two I ever ran were worse

than nothing, on the Universal program, and
have been off of him since. Five reels.—W. L.

Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.—General

patronage.

MADE FOR LOVE: Leatrice Joy—The title

is poor, the paper is just so so, story cast, acting

and production are very good. The final fade-

out is a passionate love scene which I wouldn’t

want my little children to see, if I had any.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Lillian Rich—This is a good

farce comedy and, although it did not have any
side splitting situations, it kept my audience well

amused, and they walked out satisfied. Many
thought it was real good. It did fair business

for me. Seven reels.—Ed Malhiot, Monarch the-

atre, Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada.—General pat-

ronage.

SEVEN DAYS: Special cast—A corking good
farce comedy with a perfect cast. My people pro-

nounced it fine entertainment.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patron-

age.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—This
pleased the Saturday night crowd. Five reels.

—

E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—

General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—One of

the best drawing cards ever in my house. Played
to good business after my competition had used

it. Played one day.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin
theatre, Dallas, Tex.-—Neighborhood patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—A comedy
getter that knocks ’em out and drew big. Play

it and your safe. Syd Chaplin is sure some com-
edian. Eight reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s the-

atre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General patronage.

BARBARA FRIETSCHIE : Special cast—This
was drama. Pleased everyone and brought good
crowds out on stormy night. Would advise you

to play it and you’re safe. Eight reels.—G.

Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.
—General patronage.

BARBARA FRIETSCHIE: Florence Vidor—We

Special to

Mary Pickford

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY:
(United Artists.) Mary Pickford

—

Mary, you are my sweetheart again,

and when you make another like this

one I want it, if you don't ask the

impossible. They like you in this.

—

C. R. McHENRY, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

ran this on Lincoln’s Birthday and it was highly
appreciated. Lincoln appeared in the beginning
and at the very end of the picture and brought
loud applause from the audience. With patriotic
music this is a good program. Seven reels.—

-

M. C. O’Toole, Star theatre. Crystal, N. D.

—

General patronage.

TROOPING WITH ELLEN: Helene Chad-
wick—Below the average program picture. Would
say it is about as rotten as they make ’em.
Absolutely no action. A lot of cut and dried
stuff that simply would not go over. Seven reels.

—H. C. Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor, Mich.

—

General patronage.

United Artists

THE EAGLE: Rudolph Valentino—Best Val-
entino since “The Four Horsemen,” so my audi-
ence commented.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin the-
atre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
This style of picture takes her back to the old
days where the theatre made money and gained
Mary the title of “America’s Sweetheart.” I

hope that this star will cut out the high brow
stuff and produce pictures for profit instead of
art. And this picture will get the coin and gain
Mary friends as well as making money for the
exhibitor, providing he buys it right and adver-
tises it properly. Ten reels.—Thomas V. Lewis,
Town Hall, Westboro, Macs.—High class pat-

ronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford—
A very cleverly made picture. The kind the
small town likes to see. Two days to good busi-

ness. Then reels.—W. L. Landers, Gem the-

atre, Batesville, Ark.—General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE: Peter the Great—A very
good dog picture but have seen many others
much better. But business was very good for

two days. Is worth playing. Six reels.—W. L.

Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.—General
patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—A good picture

but do not think it is worth the price they ask
for it. I hit bad weather and lost money on it.

Eleven reels.—Walter Hohlfela, Elite theatre,

Greenleaf, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Peter the Great—
A dog picture that is hard tobeat. A real pic-

ture that pleased 100 per cent. Lots of comments.
Play it and you’re safe. Six reels.-—G. Khattar.
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Carol Dempster
—This picture would have been fine entertain-
ment had it not been for three or four unneces-
sary vulgar scenes. Two days, fair first day to

poor for second. Ten reels.—W. L. Landers,
Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.—General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special cast—
A good entertaining picture with lots of action

and a, good story. A bit overdrawn. Paid about
five times what it was worth and could not get

patrons out when we charged a little more than
our regular prices. United Artists will certainly

have to change their policy and sell their product
for what it is worth outside of the larger towns
or lose out with the exhibitor. Ten reels.—E. W.
Long, Long’s Community theatre, Cadiz, O.—
County seat and country patronage.

RICHARD THE LION HEARTED: Wallace
Beery—A corking good costume play that went
over great. Play it and you’re safe. Extra busi-

ness on this. Eight reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General pat-

ronage.

RICHARD THE LION HEARTED: Wallace
Beery—Lost money on this due to an outside

attraction. It is just as well, as it did not

please those who did come out to see it.—Paul
B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

A TAILOR MADE MAN: Charles Ray—This
is an old one and it failed to get the business

for us, so we lost money on it. Can’t do much
for it, as the story doesn’t amount to much.

—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

GARRISON’S FINISH: Special cast—This
picture carries plenty of action and is a good rac-

ing story. I think that it pleased the majority
of those who saw it.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

ORPHANS OF THE STORM: Special casfi-
A whale of a special that pleased 100 per cent.

Many good comments. Had good house. Play it,

boys, it sure is some picture. Twelve reels.

—

Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—General patronage.

ROSITA : Mary Pickford—A very good pic-

ture that pleased. Good crowds and many com-
ments in return. This was Mary’s first picture to

be shown at our house and sure let them know.
Eight reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Sydney, N. S., Canada. —General patronage.

AMERICA: Special cast—One of the big
good productions. Paid too much. Lost money.
High school basketball got the crowd. Eleven
reels.—Geo. Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa, 111.

—

General patronage.

Universal
WHERE WAS I: Reginald Denny—Don’t

think this is quite up to some of Denny’s pic-

tures, but it is good and will please them.—-P. S.

Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE MAD WHIRL: Jack Mulhall—Just a
fair program picture. Seven reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.—

-

General patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—Denny is getting better and better in

every picure we see him in. This is farce comedy
with deft touches of hokum that keep the mirth
going from start to finish. Zasu Pitts has a
small bit and she certainly gets away with it in

fine style. As support in comedy she can’t be
beaten, she gets her share of laughs, although
her role is not big. This is the type picture

that is clicking with the entertainment seeking
public. They don’t seem to want to think, they
want entertainment, apparently without taxing
their brain. “What Happened to Jones” is a
tailor-made fit for their needs.—A. E. Hancock,
Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General
patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—This is a very clever comedy. Everyone
enjoyed it and it made some new friends for the

star. It is what I would term slapstick, but it

is good slapstick and has a lot of pep and action,

so it goes over in nice shape.—Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.
THE DEMON: Jack Hoxie—Jack has done

better. Not enough action for a Western. Five
reels.—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Car-
thage, Ind.—Small town patronage.

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Not as good
as some of Hoot’s others, though not bad at all.

Just that we look for better stories from Gibson
than this. First half in placing the story is very
tiresome, but when it gets into the story it fairly

hums for a bit, and then slumps off. Gibson
was afflicted with a very poor leading lady in

this.—Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,

O.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—The usual race climax, but otherwise it is

good, because of the underworld theme. The
three kids and Kate Price supply some excellent

comedy. Five reels.-—Pace & Bouma, Rialto the-

atre, Pocahontas, la.—Mixed class patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-

son—A good one with good business. Hoot car-

ries the punch to put them over. One day. Six

reels.—W. L. Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville,

Ark.—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedg-
wick—Very poor. We had this picture with a

two reel Century comedy and both together

weren’t quite 4 reels. If Carl expects to keep his

old customers he better improve the Westerns.

The time is over when we could give not quite

an hour’s show. This spoiled my business for

the next two weeks. Lay off of that.—John
Stoll, Linwood Square theatre, Norwalk, O.

—

General patronage.
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THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—This
held them every minute. Rather slow at first

but it’s going strong at the finish.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General

patronage.

HIS PEOPLE : Special cast—Great picture

and well liked. Plenty of action and human in-

terest. Played it three days and should play

it a week. Capacity every night. Hope to get

more of this type. Eight reels.—Joseph Con-
way, Cedar theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—General
neighborhood patronage.

YOUNG IDEAS: Laura LaPlante—Can’t say

that this was much of a success. It carries some
mighty clever titles and that is the only thing

that saves it. If it weren’t for that, it would
be a complete flop.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRET: Baby Peggy—

A

good, clean, wholesome picture for your family

trade. Great stuff for the mothers and kids. The
old bucks will not be so keen for it. They rate

this as a Jewel. There are many grades of

Jewels. You can walk into Woolworth’s and pick

up a jewel for 10 cents. However, it is a good

picture for a tie up with the preachers, the

Sewing Circle, the Victrola Club, or anything

that is looking for one of those free for all

benefits. Six reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Special cast—This
is real entertainment and will fit into any pro-

gram or theatre. It is clean and lots of action

and a fair story. I enjoyed it and the rest of my
crowd seemed to.—Chas Lee Hyde, Grand the-

atre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN: William Des-

mond—A fair picture which seemed to please the

majority. A big woods picture. Not as rough
as the usual run of Westerns. However, Bill does

not seem to have any draft at the box office.

Personally am for him. Six reels.—Wm. E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN : Louise Dresser—It’s

a wow. I saw it in the city and liked it but was
afraid my people would not. But now I have
shown it and everyone pleased. I knew they

would at least like it, but they enthused over it

very much and this I was afraid of.—-P. S.

Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.—Small

town patronage.

ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin—Most re-

ports on this picture have been rather Iuke

warm. I found it quite a satisfactory offering

and had some comments on it. Better enter-

tainment than many I have played. Six reels.

—

H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

BUTTERFLY: Laura La Plante—This story

by Kathleen Norris is made into a fine picture.

As good as you can get. The star is great, like-

wise supporting players are all star. Our print

was new from Cincinnati and not censored. Some
two or three scenes should have been left out

and it would have pleased better. Business off.

Seven reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Pat-

riot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

RIDIN’ THUNDER: Jack Hoxie—As good as

the average Hoxie. Pleased 75 per cent. Nothing
extra to holler about, but will please. Five reels.

—G. Khattar, Khatar’s theatre, Sydney, N. 3.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE TEASER : Laura La Plante—A dandy
picture. Not a big one, but pleases the people

and brings in a different crowd. Six reels.—

•

I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.-
General patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters—This held patrons

throughout entire show. Will go over as a good

picture providing you use plenty of short sub-

jects with it. The feature itself will not rank

more than 80 per cent. Six reels.—H. C. Monroe,

Regent theatre, Bangor, Mich.—General patron-

age.

HIT AND RUN: Hoot Gibson—Good comedy
in this one and the best baseball story I have

ever seen. Six reels.—Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo
Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.—General patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald

Denny—This one was a good picture from every

standpoint. Held up 3 nights to good business.

Eight reels.—H. C. Monroe, Regent theatre, Ban-
gor, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING AMERICAN: Pat O’Malley
—Good program, worth the money. Some very
good comedy supplied by Ray Hatton as the
Hong Kong Napoleon. Has some thrills also.

My audience enjoyed it. Seven reels.—H. G.

Special to

Carl Laemmle
WHERE WAS I?: (Universal.)

Reginald Denny—Sure is a dandy and
everyone said so. Was a riot. An-
other gift from Carl, the exhibitors’

friend. Seven reels.—I. T. BRISCO,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth
Miller—The lions have merely a walking part.

The gorilla is the star and he has good support
from the rest of the cast. Patsy Ruth Miller,

whether in a rhinoceros fur bathing suit or an
evening gown, is very easy to look at. The pic-

ture is just a bunch of hokum, but it moves fast

and pleased a fair crowd.—-Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ROARING ADVENTURE: Jack Hoxie
—A fairly good Western, but not up to Hoxie’s
usual Westerns. Will pass if supported by good
short stuff, such as Larry Semon and Hiers.

Five reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S„ Canada.—General patronage.

THE SUNSET TRAIL: William Desmond—
A picture with plenty of pep. A story somewhat
different and wonderful scenery. It is quite a lot

better that the average Western. Fair business.

Five reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot,

Ind..—Small town patronage.

SIEGE: Virginia Valli—High class drama
that moves leisurely but seemed to hold every-

one’s attention.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—This is one of Lon Chaney’s best. For
those who like this mysterious and gruesome
kind of a picture, it has it all there and then
some. Pleased about 50 per cent of our patrons
generally. Print was only fair ; business was
poor on account of weather and print getting in

one day later than we had advertised it. Play
it when you can afford it. Universal will treat

you right if you work with them. Ten reels.—

-

E. W. Long, Long’s Community theatre, Cadiz,

O.—County seat and town patronage.

SPORTING LIFE: Special east—Positively a

knockout. A real attraction. Plenty of action

and sports. Another Universal Jewel vehicle

which was worth the money. Book it. Brother.

Universal should be patronized by all exhibitors

on pictures like these. Six reels.—I. T. Brisco,

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patron-
age.

THE DARK STAIRWAY: Herbert Rawlinson
—While this is a fair picture, it won’t get you
anything. Some good acting but no comedy. Very
poor story. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel the-

atre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

BIG TIMBER : Special cast—This is a pretty

good program picture. It carries plenty of action

and that is what they want to see.—Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

PURE GRIT : Roy Stewart—This has some
good acting by Lucille Ricksen, also the boy and
dog, but the story is weak here. Very little com-
edy and ends poor. Five reels.—J. W. Ryder,
Jewel heatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—
Oh boy. A sure fire attraction. Now this is

what people want. A different Western but oh
how they sure eat it up. Universal is certainly

giving us good stuff at live and let live prices.

Six reels.—I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Special cast—Heard
a lot of favorable comments on this one prior

to showing, and while it is a good picture and
had everything that makes for a good picture,

this one fell down with its background, which
was railroad. I believe it would have been a
better picure if it had a bigger background.
Everyone seemed to be pleased with it, however.
Seven reels.—Pioneer Pete, The Pioneer theatre,

Amasa, Mich.—Small town patronage.

A ROARING ADVENTURE: Jack Hoxie—
Used this as a feature along with a serial, 2

reel Western and comedy and made a splendid

combination and drew for Saturday night. Don’t
overlook the many good short subjects that will

help put your show over nine times out of ten.

Five reels..—H. C. Monroe, Regent theatre, Ban-
gor, Mich.—General patronage.

BEHIND THE CURTAIN: Special cast^Sup-
posed to be a detective story, but it is just a
picture with no appeal as entertainment value.

Five reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Vern-
dale, Minn.-—Small town patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRETS: Baby Peggy—

A

very good picture. Peggy is sure some cute kid.

Six reels.—Geo. Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa,
111.—General patronage.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN: William Des-
mond—A nice program feature. Entertaining
story, good moral, not big but will please. Five

reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—Good clean

Western that will get you by very nicely. Six

reels..—Hunstad and Becker, Princess theatre,

Guttenberg, la.—General patronage.

Vitagraph
STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert

Lytell—Fair, no comedy relief. Will just get by.

Six reels.—L. P. Charles, Grand theatre, Chetek,

Wis.—General patronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert
Lytell—This is an old one but I had a few re-

quests and played it to fair business. It is a

typical Curwood story. Six reels.—Ed Malhiot,

Monarch theatre. Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada.

—

General patronage.

THE ONE SHOT RANGER: Pete Morrison—
About the best Pete has made for a long while.

Plenty of action. Drew fairly good. Five reels.

—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE REDEEMING SIN : Nazimova—A fairly

good crook story that pleased about 60 per cent.

Could be improved upon. Played a Semon com-
edy with this that made the show go over good.

Business only fair on this. Six reels.—Geo. Khat-

tar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

General patronage.

CAPTAIN BLOOD: J. Warren Kerrigan

—

This is a very good picture. Pleased all. 100

per cent. Best Monday’s business in months.

All small town exhibitors should buy this and
boost it. Can be bought right. Ten reels.

—

James LeRieheux, Arcade theatre, Camden, N. Y.

—General patronage.

Warner Brothers
HIS JAZZ BRIDE: Marie Prevost—Played up

adaptation of story from “The Flapper Wife”
and to record breaking business despite opening
of Lent. Broke all house records. Exceptional
exploitation possibilities which, together with the
serialization of story in newspapers, makes it a
true box office picture. Seven reels.—H. W.
Foerste, State theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Down-
town patronage.

THIN ICE: Tom Moore—-Very good picture.
Enough action to put it over. Zaneck, the sce-
nario writer, lived here at one time and that
helped to put it over for me. Good small town
picture. Seven reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon the-
atre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HOGAN’S ALLEY : Monte Blue—A mighty
good comedy drama with plenty of action. Seven
reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre, Greenleaf,
Kan.—General patronage.

SATAN IN SABLES: Lowell Sherman—This
picture is hard to beat. Had more business on
second night. Patrons spoke of it as the best
yet. Lowell, give us some more like this. Seven
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, la.—General patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Have read
adverse criticisms but do not believe the small
town fellows need worry a minute, for it is full

of action and comedy. That seems to be what
they want. Book it and tie up with your tire

man. He will gladly stand part of your adver-
tising.—C. J. Latta, Empress theatre, Shenandoah,
la.—General patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Special cast—A comedy-
drama that is above average. Can be bought
right. Seven reels.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite the-

atre, Greenleaf. Kan.—General patronage.

SEVEN SINNERS: Special cast—Very satis-

factory picture.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre,

Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

THE DARK SWAN: Helene Chadwick—Very
fine acting in this picture and good 6tory. One
that was enjoyed. Marie Prevost can sure take

the part of a reckless wife. She's very good.
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Tom Webster (standing), London Daily Mail cartoonist and creator of “Tishy
the Horse,” animated cartoon series, was master of ceremonies at a luncheon
given at the Savoy, London, to Pat Sullivan (seated , left), creator of the Educa-
tional—Felix the Cat cartoons, and Mrs. Sullivan (seated, right). John Hassall
(standing, extreme right) world-known poster artist and cartoonist, helped honor
the Sullivans.

Seven reels.—C. J. Paul, Pepperwood theatre,

Pepperwood, Cal.-—General patronage.

BOBBED HAIR: Special cast—-This is a real

picture. It didn’t do so well at the box office

but it is one of Warner Bros, best pictures. You
can’t go wrong on this one.—R. E. Mitchell,

Plainview theatre, Plainview, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin-Tin-Tin—A dandy.
My first Rin-Tin-Tin. I think he is better trained
than Strongheart. Business quite good. Am
looking for better business on “The Lighthouse
by the Sea.” "Find Your Man” will please all

who like dog stories. Seven reels.—F. H. Gat-
comb, Armstrong theatre, Vanceboro, Me.—Small
town patronage.

CONDUCTOR 1492: Johnny Hines—Didn’t see

it ; was sick ; but from all reports this was one of

those sure fired double headed comedy cannon
crackers that go off with a bang and tell the

whole town that there are big doings just around
the corner. Many said that they liked it far

better than lots of our big specials. Price 25-10.

—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—

-

General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—Very
good. The best comedy since "Charley’s Aunt.”
Paper has no drawing power. Eight reels.—John
Stoll, Linwood Square theatre, Norwalk, O.

—

General patronage.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin-Tin-
Tin—Rin-Tin-Tin is at his best in this one. His
actions border upon those of a human. Advertise
it and you will not be disappointed. Seven reels.

—M. C. O’Toole, Star theatre. Crystal, N. D.

—

General patronage.

COMPROMISE: Lillian Rich—Very good pic-

ture and star, but the title almost spells stay

away. Louise, you did some good work in this

one. Seven reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre.

Polo, 111.—General patronage.

HIS MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN: Matt Moore
-—Warners would do themselves credit if they
would pull this out of their product and not force

us to take it. My advice, if you can afford it,

pay for it and put it on the shelf. All wasted
film. Awful flop. Seven reels.—R. D. Young,
Polo theatre, Polo, 111.—General patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Rin-
Tin-Tin—Splendid dog picture which drew good
business.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre, Dal-
las, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

State Rights
THE BOOMERANG: Special cast—This is a

fair picture. It has a plot that is based on
psychoanalysis and a little too far fetched to get

over with my crowd. Nothing disagreeable about
it. Nothing outstanding to recommend. One we
would call average, which is the same as saying
below the average.—Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand thea-

tre, Pierre, S. D.—General patronage.

THE SADDLE CYCLONE: Buddy Roosvelt—
This boy draws just as good for me as most any
of the Western stars and personally I think he is

just as good. His punch is there more ways
than a farmer comes to town. Five reels.—-W. L.

Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.—General
patronage.

SUPERSPEED: Reed Howes—Very good pro-
gram picture. Good many thrills and some
comedy spots.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

TEARING LOOSE: Wally Wales—This is our
first Wally Wales picture and it pleased a good
Saturday night house. If he can keep up the

pace he should be in the front ranks soon.

Patrons highly pleased. Five reels.—C. H.
Thompson, Opera House, Plattsburg, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

TWO FISTED JUSTICE: Dick Hatton—A very
good Western. Fighting overdone, but the acting

of the horse makes up for it. Five reels.—W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

SERIALS
THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal.) William

Desmond—A real serial. Keeps the crowd coming.
Boost and play it. Two reels.—I. T. Brisco,

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal.) Jack
Dougherty—A good start and it’s bound to hold

up. Would recommend it to any exhibitor. Plenty
of good stuff in the first chapter. Two reels.

—

G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal.) Spe-

cial cast—Poor old precipice 1 For the past 10

chapters they have flung folks off you and to-

night, for fear we had forgotten how the old

hill looked, they toppled a house off your abused

shoulder. Only 5 more to go. Two reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE FORTIETH DOOR: (Pathe.) Special

cast—A nice serial all through. Would not run
it on Saturday. This one pleased patrons and
held up good. Two reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General pat-

ronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal.)

Joe Bonomo—Started this one with a bang. It’s

good and has plenty of drawing power. Exploit

it and you won’t be sorry. Two reels.—H. C.

Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor, Mich.—General
patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal.) Joe
Bonomo—While this star had not shown any in-

terest in the last serial, he made up for it in

this one, as the story and the children, especially

the little boy, frames together with the pirate.

It finished strong and was well liked.—Thomas V.
Lewis, Town Hall, Westboro, Mass.—High class

patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William
Desmond—I actually read where one of the boys

put in a squawk about this. That ought to make
it 100 per cent. It reminds me of the moving
mother who was watching little Oswald prance

down Fifth Avenue with the Did Nothing “27th.”

She says, says she, “Everybody is out of step, but

Oswald.” Maybe all the rest of us are wrong.

But I don’t believe it. When they come through

20 feet of snow and 40 below zero to see any-

thing, it must be pretty good. Two reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William

Desmond—Gave satisfaction. Patrons like it. Full

of pep, comedy. A good story and plenty of

action. If you haven’t played this, do so and
make money. Two reels.—Thomas V. Lewis, Town
Hall, Westboro, Mass.—High class patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal.) William

Desmond—Just finished No. 10 and for the first

time we ever ran a 15-episode serial we were glad

this was not the end. Holding up fine. Two reels.

—Horn Sc Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET STREAK: (Universal.) Jack

Daugherty—A good serial. Plenty of action.

Pleases. Two reels.-—I. T. Brisco, Princess thea-

tre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

THE WAY OF A MAN: (Pathe.) Harold

Miller—A serial that’s pleasing all and holding

up good. Full of action and thrills all through.

Get It and you’re safe. Two reels.—Geo. Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

AIR TIGHT: Bobby Vernon—Did not think

much of this. Got a few laughs. Bobby has done

better. Two reels.—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium
theatre, Carthage, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE CLOUD HOPPER: Larry Semon—

A

funny that pleased all. Larry is good as usual
and pleased. Play Semon, boys and you’re always
safe, at least your show is. Two reels.—Geo.
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can-
ada.—General patronage.

CRAZY QUILT OF TRAVEL: Here is some-
thing distinctly novel. It is a cross between a
cartoon comedy and news reel. Have run quite a
few of these and have not been disappointed with
one of them. One reel.—Ben Rovin Amuse-U
theatre, Springfield, 111.—General patronage.

CURSES: A1 St. John—The best Educational
comedy we ever showed ; is a burlesque on the
average run of Western features and serials.

Don’t miss it because it is a whole show within
itself. Two reels.—E. W. Long, Long’s Com-
munity theatre, Cadiz, O.—County seat and coun-
try patronage.

THE DOME DOCTOR: Larry Semon—

A

funny that sure did bring the laughs and drew
extra business on play days. Play Larry, boys,

and you’re safe. Two reels.—Geo. Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FIRE AWAY: A1 St. John—Better than an
average comedy, if you know what that means.
Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

FUN IS FUN : Cliff Bowes—Good. About the

best one reel comedy to date.—D. M. Spade, Ma-
jestic theatre, Portland, Ind.—General patronage.

HALF A HERO: Walter Hiers—If you want
to laugh get these Educational Comedies and make
your patrons laugh, thrill and shout. Two reels.—

-

G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—General patronage.

HIGH GEAR: Bobby Vernon—A laugh getter

that had them in roars. Pleased everyone. You
bet we feature Bobby as good as our feature on
programs. Two reels.—Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General patron-

age.

HIGH GEAR: Bobby Vernon—Very good.

Bobby Vernon usually pleased my audience. Two
reels.-—Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jack-

son, Wyo.—General patronage.

HODGE PODGE: These one reel features are

all good.—E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fenni-

more, Wis.—General patronage.

HODGE PODGE: A good filler for a short

feature. Good comments. One reel.—J. F.

Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

HOLD EVERYTHING: Bobby Vernon—Very
good. We really like Christie comedies best of

all from Educational. Two reels.—Horn & Mor-
gan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

HOOKED: Lloyd Hamilton—A dandy comedy.

The best Hamilton I have ever used. Two reels.
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“Santa Claus” presentation staged by Manager Nat Holt and Conductor Max
Dolin of the California theatre, San Francisco. This was a stage offering that
pleased the patrons of the house.

—Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson,
Wyo.—General patronage.

IN DEEP: Just another comedy. This one
doesn’t have the laughs in it that it should. One
reel.—R. E. Mitchell, Plainview theatre. Plain-

view, Tex.—General patronage.

KILLING TIME: Lloyd Hamilton—Deliver us!

Never again will we buy Hamilton comedies. So
silly, and not liked by our people. Two reels.—

-

Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

LONESOME : Lloyd Hamilton—By far the

worst comedy I have had from Educational. An
absolute dud. Two reels.—Lester N. Leek, Club
House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.—General patronage.

OFF HIS BEAT: Walter Hiers—A laugh
grinder that makes ’em laugh and shout. Hiers

is popular here. Two reels.—G. Khattar, Khat-

tar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—General
patronage.

OH TEACHER: Good! Good print. Two reels.

—C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg,

Kan.—General patronage.

ON EDGE : Mermaid—Very good comedy that

seemed to please grownups as well as youngsters.

Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

SLIPPERY FEET: Bobby Vernon—Pleased 100

per cent. Vernon is always a safe bet. This stole

away honors from the feature. Two reels.—G.

Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—General patronage.

TENDERFEET: Walter Hiers—Only fair. Two
reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—Small town patronage.

WAITING: Lloyd Hamilton—Laugh, and the

house was full of it. Pleased all. Hamilton is

good. Funny as they make ’em. Two reels.—G.

Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Can-
ada.—General patronage.

YES, YES, BABETTE: Bobby Vernon — Too
much rough stuff for a comedy. Apache location,

Paris cafe, tough gang. Had to apologize to

patrons. Two reels.—L. P. Charles, Grand thea-

tre, Chetek, Wis.—General patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn—

The very best 2 reelers on the market. Better

than most of the features. We are on the 10th

episode and they are getting better every week.
Two reels.—C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon,
Okla.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE GOING OF CUMMING: George O’Hara—
“The Go-Getters.’’ These have never brought a
grumble yet and have produced more laughs than
anything we have played so far, and that’s only

eight years. Two reels.—Pioneer Pete. The
Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HEEBIE JEEBIES: Jimmie Aubrey—This will

please a few but it won’t make you any extra
patrons. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,

Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

HE WHO GETS CROWNED: Jimmie Aubrey—
Can’t give this much. Will pass but wouldn’t
advise anybody to buy it. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

MERTON OF THE GOOFIES: Very good sub-
ject. A change from a regular comedy and they
seem satisfied with it. Two reels.—C. R. Mc-
Henry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: George
O’Hara—Not as good as some of his, but will go
over. Two reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello
Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: George O’Hara—This
was just as good as No. 1. The title of this is

“He Who Gets Rapped’’ and all the players did
well with their respective roles. Two reels.

—

W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
—General patronage.

PIKE’S PICQUE: Alberta Vaughn—These last

series are not up to the standard of the former
ones. Alberta seems to be getting tired. Cook
is the whole show in this one. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

PIE EYED : Stan Laurel—This is too silly for

entertainment. F. B. O. have some No. 1 series

of comedies, but their other comedies are very
poor. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,

Verndale, Minn.—Small town patronage.

FOX
FOX NEWS—A feature which your program is

incomplete without. One reel.—C. J. Latta, Em-
press theatre, Shenandoah, la.—General patronage.

THE GUEST OF HONOR: Earle Fox—These
are very good two reel comedies. They are clean

and original with plenty of laughs in them. Two
reels.—Ben Rovin, Amuse-U theatre, Springfield,

111.—General patronage.

THE HOUSE OF FLICKERS: Imperial comedy
—Very good comedy, so my employees report.

Credited because it was different from some.

Titles saved it, say I. Two reels.—C. R. Mc-
Henry, Rosewin theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

NEPTUNE’S STEP DAUGHTER—Just a fair

comedy. A few laughs. Two reels.—A. O. Lam-
bert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.

—

General patronage.

NOBODY WORKS BUT FATHER—A good
snappy thrilling comedy. Book it. Two reels.

—

J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.

—Small town patronage.

PAUL JONES, JR.: Earle Foxe—Our first of

the Van Bibber series. This is Number 4. Though
not a whale of a laugh provoker, it gets away
from the sameness of slapstick. Richard Harding
Davis’ name proves a good drawing card. Two
reels.—Ralph K. Russell, Pastime theatre, Cush-

ing, la.—Small town patronage.

ROARING LIONS AT HOME—This is the

berries. Those trained lions get the laughs where
some so-called comedy stars get the razz. Two
reels.—H. C. Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor,

Mich.—General patronage.

UP ON THE FARM: Lee Moran—Very good.

The best yet. Two reels.—H. C. Monroe, Regent

theatre, Bangor, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE
AESOPS FABLES—There is something wrong

with the fellow who does not get a kick out of

these little subjects and it is time he was seeing

a doctor. I have run them the last five years
and have yet to find anything of their kind that
will beat them, and they are getting better all

the time. One reel.—C. J. Latta, Empress thea-
tre, Shenandoah, la.—General patronage.

AMUNDSEN’S POLAR FLIGHT—Not so much
except as a scenic. A good comedy will beat it.

Three reels.—P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre,
Bowie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE CARETAKER’S DAUGHTER: Charley
Chase—Plenty of comedy in this one. Two reels.

—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-
cello, la.—General patronage.

CHRONICLES OF AMERICA -The day is

gone by with anyone trying to run pictures to
educate the public. I hear that they are being
put over and would like to hear from someone
in this column who can do it. I’ll say, however,
they are very good and deserve support, and I

intend to stick to them. Should have come out
in one or two reels.—Thomas V. Lewis, Town

1 Hall, Westboro, Mass.—High class patronage.

CLEVER FEET—A little different than some
of the previous ones. After you show these as a
steady diet, it begins to dawn on you that they
are running out of new topics. One reel.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

DARKEST AFRICA—Fables always good.—Geo.
Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa, 111.—General
patronage.

DEEP STUFF—The kids do come to see the

Fables.—Geo. Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa, 111.

—General patronage.

DERBY DAY : Our Gang—Good ? I should say
so. These kids sure do please. This made a hit

and went over fine. Two reels.—G. Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DERBY DAY : Our Gang—One of the Gang’s
best. Two reels.—Geo. Conover, Maroa theatre,

Maroa, 111.—General patronage.

FAST COMPANY : Our Gang—Extra good
Gang comedy. Better than some of the older

ones. Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin thea-
tre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE HANDSOME CABMAN: Mack Sennett
comedy—This is an excellent comedy which
brought out the laughs. Pathe has good short

subjects. Two reels.—M. C. O’Toole, Star theatre.

Crystal, N. D.—General patronage.

HE WHO GETS SMACKED: Ralph Graves-
Better than his usually are. More laughs than
usual. Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin thea-

tre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

HIS NEW MAMMA: Harry Langdon—The best

Langdon I have run. Two reels.—E. H. Brechler,

Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—General pat-

ronage.

HOLD MY BABY: Glen Tryon—Extra good
comedy. Got the laughs. Lots of comedies do not
do that. Two reels.—J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium
theatre, Carthage, Ind.—Small town patronage.

LAUGHING LADIES—Good.—H. V. Smoots,

Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

LOVE AND LIONS—They nearly wrecked the

place when they saw this. It’s great. Two reels.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

MADAME SANS JANE: Glen Tryon—People
said this was the best comedy they had seen.

It’s a corker. Book it. Two reels.—-I. T. Brisco,

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS—The best news on the market.

One reel.—H. C. Monroe, Regent theatre, Bangor,
Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS—Always goes good. — Geo.

Conover, Maroa theatre, Maroa, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

POLITICAL PULL: Spat Family—Poor.—H. V.
Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General
patronage.

PRINCE RUPERT OF HEE HAW; THREE
FOOLISH WEEKS; HIGH SOCIETY — Three
comedies of two reels each and also Pathe News
to make a Carnival Comedy program. This is the

first time we tried this stunt, using crackerjaek

for the youngsters free. It went over with a

bang and seems to be what the folks are looking

for, at least once in awhile. Business good.

—

Pioneer Pete, The Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.

—Small town patronage.

RIDERS OF THE KITCHEN RANGE—Not
extra good, but will pass. One reel.—Walt Brad-

ley, Moon theatre, Neligh. Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

A SAILOR PAPA: Glen Tryon—Very poor, but

they laughed at it, and that must be what they

wanted. Two reels.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin
theatre, Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE SKY PLUMBER: Arthur Stone—This was
as good as any feature comedy I ever ran. I
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Alice Day in “Goose-land,” Mack Sennett comedy
for Pathe.

thought that people would bust themselves laugh-
ing. Two reels.—Walt Bradley, Moon theatre,

Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

SNEEZING BEEZERS—A rip-snorting good
comedy. One of their best. Don’t miss playing
it. Two reels.—E. W. Long, Long’s Community
theatre, Cadiz, O.—County seat and country pat-
ronage.

SUNDAY CALM: Our Gang—Laugh or don’t
play these Gang comedies. Drew extra business
and pleased 100 per cent plus new patrons. Two
reels.—G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S., Canada.—General patronage.

SUPER HOOPER DINE LIZZIES: Mack Sen-
nett comedy—Really a funny comedy and got
many laughs.—C. R. McHenry, Rosewin theatre,

Dallas, Tex.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE WILD GOOSE CHASER: Ben Turpin—
Would consider this a poor comedy. Turpin is

a dead one with us. Two reels.—J. F. Tweedy,
Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

A YARN ABOUT YARN: Aesop Fable—We
like all of these. I think that they are the best
short reels on the market.—Walt Bradley, Moon
theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patronage.

YOUR OWN BACK YARD: Our Gang—Good
comedy but not as good as some of their older

ones. Two reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello
Opera House, Monticello, la.*—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ALMOST A HUSBAND: Buddy Messinger—My

first Century comedy and, if the rest are like it,

Universal can just shelve them as far as I am
concerned. One of the poorest comedies I ever
ran. Two reels.—Ben Rovin, Amuse-U theatre,

Springfield, 111.—General patronage.

THE BIG CITY : Edna Marian—This is a dandy
little comedy, but why do they dress this clever

little Wampas girl like a hay shaker? I have
had her in 3 or 4 pictures and so far as I can
recall they always try to make her look like a
damnphool. If they need any daisies who look

like a hedge fence, why don’t they go out in

the middle of the road and pick up one and not
pick on Edna? Here’s hoping that her next one
will show her as a human being and not a brush
ape. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BUSTER BE GOOD: A good comedy but
nothing extra. Children will like it. Two reels.

—M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

BY THE SEA: Charles Puffy—A few laughs.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHT WITHIN: These two reel

Westerns are all good and are always bound to

please. Short and snappy and plenty of action.

Two reels.—Ben Rovin, Amuse-U theatre, Spring-
field, 111.—General patronage.

HAREM FOLLIES: Neely Edwards—A good
comedy. Don’t approve of so much shimmy
dancing, even in a comedy, but when you’re be-

yond that absurdity some really funny comedy
situations develop. The colored gent especially

good. Two reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

A HASTY" MARRIAGE: Wanda Wiley—

A

scream. Had audience laughing from start to fin-

ish. Two reels.—I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre,

Elwood, Ind.—General patronage.

HELEN’S BABIES: Baby Peggy—Old, but
one of the best stories I believe the kiddie has
ever had. Has human interest, good people, in-

cluding Clara Bow. A story that is worth while
and some real honest-to-goodness laughs.—Ben L.

Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.—General
patronage.

HIS FIRST DEGREE: Buddy Messinger— A
comedy that is above the average. Thought it

okay. Had numerous laughs in my audience.
Two reels.—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Coctia, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

ON THE GO: Wanda Wiley—Not much to
this except plenty of chasing around. It is hard
to get good comedies nowadays at medium prices.

Two reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot,

Ind.—Small town patronage.

PAGING A WIFE: A good comedy. Plenty
of laughs and action. Two reels.—H. C. Monroe,
Regent theatre, Bangor, Mich.—General patronage.
PRESENT ARMS: Wanda Wiley—This is bet-

ter than the general run of comedies. Two reels.

—H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

THE SCANDAL HUNTERS: Al Alt—I do
not suppose it will make any difference to Uni-
versal, but I want to air my opinion, and I be-

lieve it reflects our crowd, about this class of

comedy. Why not put a little sympathy in it?

Why make a boob of the lover all the way ? It

would have been a knockout if, after the re-

porters thought they robbed him of his interview
with the mayor, he could have taken his story

on his cuff back to the editor and won a job and
his girl. Instead, they fade them out in a cloud

of dust or being chased out of the story for no
reason at all. The movie crowd likes success and
likes its heroes to win and its villains to lose.

—

Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

STRANDED: Edna Marian—This is a fine

comedy. Just as many laughs as you could want.
Two reels.—Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre, Pat-
riot, Ind.—Small town patronage.

TAMING THE EAST: Buddy Messenger—Ex-
cellent comedy of a Western type. Plenty of ac-

tion. Two reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello

Opera House, Monticello, la.—General patronage.

TOO MANY BUCKS: Pee Wee Holmes—
They called this a Mustang. It is no more Mus-

THEATRE WANTED
WANTED: To buy good motion picture theatre.

About 500 seats. State conditions and terms. Ad
dress “M” Exhibitors Herald, 407 South Dear-
born Street, Chicago, 111.

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Only picture show in town of

2000 population. Three railroads, three factories
and a good community to draw from. Box office

trial given. $6500. Address Box 505, Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn Street Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre in town of six thousand
(6,000) population. Located in East Tennessee.
Equipment new and up to date iii every respect.

Write or wire R. D. Fulks, Rockwood, Tenn.

FOR SALE: Only motion picture house in

city of five thousand. Will stand full investiga-

tion. Eugene Pellettieri, Oconto, Wis.

POSITIONS WANTED
DESIRE POSITION as Theatre Manager. Ex-

perienced buyer. Understand publicity and ex-

ploitation. M. L. Freedman, 600 Main Street,

Forest City, Pa.

NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST at liberty on
or after March 30. Also capable of managing
house. References if desired. Married, steady,
reliable. Prefer New Mexico, Oklahoma, Colorado
or Wyoming. Address Box 504 Exhibitors Herald,
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

PROJECTIONIST sixteen years experience.
Handle any equipment. Best references. Capable
of managing house. Address J. C. Granbury,
P. O. Box 627, Sand Springs, Oklahoma.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
WHETHER YOU want to hire some one or be

hired; buy or sell a theatre; trade, buy or sell

equipment, or do almost anything else in the
motion picture business, an ad in this department
will get you results. If you want us to word
the ad for you, the services of our advertising
experts are at your call. Simply tell us what
you want to do and how many words you want
used. Rates and address above.

tang than I am curly tailed wolf. Why do they
wash off this stuff on us under false nomencla-
tures ? I am for Pee Wee and his old college

friend “Dirty Shirt.” Say Pee Wee, you
getaell back on the lot with Tom Mix. You arid

Tom and Tony were pretty good. If Tom won’t
have your stuff, you let me know, because Tom
is one of my chosen favorites. No heiferdust.

Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

VITAGRAPH
THE SAWMILL: Larry Semon—Everybody

pleased with this one. Some of them said it was
the best one they ever saw Larry in. Two reels.

—D. M. Spade, Majestic theatre, Portland, Ind.

—

General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
CONQUEST OF THE FOREST; PILLARS OF

SALT; BITUMINOUS: Got one more of these

than we needed but everyone enjoyed them. They
are pictorial education of the highest calibre.

Have used many of these General Electric Edu-
cational and have never had one that lacked in-

terest. Further, the Chicago office of the G. E.

treat you right. Three single reels.—Ralph K.

Russell, Pastime theatre, Cushing, la.—Small
town patronage.

FAST AND FURIOUS: Special cast—A thrill

and laugh producer that registered 100 per cent.

One of the best comedies ever made. Two reels.

—

G. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

Canada.—General patronage.

FLYING FISTS: Benny Leonard—A dandy in

every respect. Two reels.—W. A. Doerschlag,

Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

KRAZY KAT: A dandy reel of nonsense that

pleases the kids from 6 to 60.—W. A. Doerschlag,

Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th St., Kansas City,
Mo.

FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-

built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR S/LE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Theatre chairs, any amount, im-
mediate shipment, lowest prices. Also equipment
of every description. Address Theatre Seating
Company, 845 South State St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less

than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Double 50 Hertner Transverter;
500 Veneer chairs; 2 Rectifiers; 2 Motiographs.
United Theatre Supply Company, 845 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago.

ORGANS FOR SALE
D’ART RIDGE factory personnel will sell or

trade automatic or hand played organs. Also
music rolls. Have you a Reproduco or Foto-
player to sell? I can sell it. D'Art Ridge, 845 S.

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

CLASSIFIED
Advertising

Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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r IV FI TT Y TO THE product
L 1 1 li Ju A ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.

Title of picture is followed by date of issue and number of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors
Broadway Boob, The :Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense :Jan.30-8, 9.
Hearts and Fists :Feb.l3-6,7.
How to Train a Wife:Feb.l3-6,7.
I Do :Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling:Jan. 16-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Jan. 16-Ins.Feb.6-20, 21.
Play Safe:Jan. 16-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Jan.. 16-18-Ins.Jan. 23-12, 13,

Bland Bros.
Passion Play, The:Feb.27-96.

Capitol
Lost Chord, The:Jan.2-98.
Plastic Age:Jan.2-98.

Chadwick
Prince of Broadway, The :Jan. 16-16.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An:Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth:Jan.9-72.
Great Sensation, The:Jan.9-72.
Ladies of Leisure: Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The:Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz : Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea:Jan. 9-72.

Sealed Lips:Jan.9-72.
Steppin’ Out:Jan.9-72.
Thrill Hunter, The :Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The :Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt:Jan.9-72.

F. B. O.
Beyond the Rockies :Feb.6-86,87.
Dead Line:Feb.6-86,87.
Devil’s Gulch :Feb.6-86,87.
Flaming Waters :Jan.9-10, 11. Feb.13-17.
Last Edition, The:Jan. 16-17.
Man Rustling:Feb.6-86.87.
Midnight Flyer, The:Jan. 9-8, 9.Jan. 16-7.Feb. 13-11.
No Man’s Law:Feb.6-86,87.

“The Night Cry,” Warner Brothers
production with Rin-Tin-Tin, canine
star.

Riding Streak, The :Feb.6-86,87.
Tough Guy, The :Jan.9-Ins.
Valley of Bravery :Feb.6-86.87.
When Love Grows Cold:Jan.9-12,13.Feb.l4,15.Feb.

20-6,7.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Jan.23-Ins.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives:Jan.2-21.Jan. 16-26.Jan.23-

Ins.
Clothes Make the Pirate:Feb.6-22,23.
Dancer of Paris, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24, 25.Feb.

13-23.
Desert Healer, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Far Cry, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.13-23.
Girl from Montmartre, The :Jan.9-26.Jan.30-24,25.
Good Luck:Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
Her Sister from Paris :Jan. 23-Ins.
Infatuation :Jan. 16-Ins.
Irene: Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.6-22,23.Feb.27-

16,17.

Joanna:Jan.23-Ins.
Just Suppose :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24-25.
Kid from Montana, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Kiki:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.20-26.
Lost World, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Lunatic at Large, A :Jan.23-Ins.
Memory Lane:Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.

13-24.Feb.27-18.
Men of Steel :Jan.23-Ins.
Mile. Modiste :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.
Molasses:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Pals First :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24.25.
Rainbow Riley :Jan.23-Ins.Feb.l3-23.Feb.20-23.
Reckless Lady, The:Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Feb.20-24,

25.
Savage, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Second Chance, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Too Much Money :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp :Jan.23-Ins.
Viennese Medley, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Winds of Chance: Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Auctioneer :Jan.23-19.Feb.6-19.
Cradle Snatchers :Jan. 16-11. Feb. 6-19.
Dixie Merchant, The :Feb.13-14.
Family Upstairs, The:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
Going Crooked :Feb.6-19.
Grand Army Man, The :Jan. 30-7.Feb.6-19.
Hell’s Four Hundred :Feb.20-17.
Holy Terror, A:Feb.l3-13.
Johnstown Flood, The :Jan.2-9.Jan.9-20.Jan.16-12,

13.Jan.23-Ins.Feb. 13-14.
Married Alive:Jan. 16-11.Feb. 6-19.
Monkey Talks, The :Feb.27-ll.
Music Master, The :Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
My Own Pal :Feb.20-16.
One Increasing Purpose:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
Outsider, The :Jan.9-20.
Pigs :Jan. 16-11.Feb. 6-19.
Return of Peter Grimm, The:Feb.20-15.
Road to Glory The :Feb. 13-15.

Sandy :Jan.30-6.Feb. 6-Ins.
Siberia :Feb.27-12,13.
Three Bad Men : Jan.2-10.Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The :Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11. Feb.

6-19.

What Price Glory ?:Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19.
World of Promise :Feb.6-19.

Greiver

Passionate Adventure, The :Jan. 16-97.

Lee-Bradford
She :Jan. 23-2.

Lumas
Speed Limit, The:Feb.20-14.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Auction Block, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Barrier, The :Jan.2-Ins.Jan.9-22, 23.
Beverly of Graustark:Jan.2-Ins.
Black Bird, The:Jan.9-l.Feb.20-l.
Bright Lights: Jan.2-Ins.
Dance Madness :Jan. 2-Ins.
Exchange of Wives, An:Jan.2-Ins.

Go West :Jan.2-Ins.
Great Love, The:Jan.2-Ins.
He Who Gets Slapped :Jan.2-Ins.
His Secretary : Jan. 2-Ins.Jan. 16-7.Jan.30-16, 17.

Lights of Old Broadway :Jan.2-lns.
Masked Bride, The:Jan.2-Ins.
Mike: Jan. 16-1.Jan.23-1, 6,7 .Jan.30-l.Feb.6-l.Feb.

l3-l.Feb.27-l.
Midshipman, The:Jan. 2-Ins.
Money Talks :Jan.2-Ins.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Jan.2-Ins.
Old Clothes: Jan. 2-Ins.
Only Thing, The :Jan. 2-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Jan.2-Ins.
Rag Man, The:Jan. 2-Ins.

Sally, Irene and Mary :Jan.2-Ins.
Slave of Fashion : Jan. 2-lns.
Soul Mates :Jan.2-Ins.
Sun U p :.!an. 2-Ins.

Torrent, The :Jan.2-Ins.Feb.20-6,7.
Unholy Three, The :Jan.2-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The :Jan.9-4.Jan. 23-4,5.
Because I Love You :Feb. 13-5.

Behind the Front :Jan.9-4.Jan. 30-3.Feb.6-3, 4.Feb.
13-5.Feb. 20-3, 5. Feb.27-3.

Blind Goddess :Feb.27-4.
Covered Wagon, The :Feb.l3-3.
Dancing Mothers :Jan. 30-3.Feb. 13-5.Feb.27-3.
Enchanted Hill, :Jan.9-4.
For Heaven’s Sake :Jan. 9-5.Feb.13-5.
Fresh Paint :Feb. 13-5.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The:Jan.2-3.Jan.

16-3.Jan. 30-3. Feb. 13-4.Feb. 20-4, 5.Feb. 27-3.
Hands Up :Jan.9-5.Feb.6-5.
Irish Luck :Jan.9-4.
Kiss for Cinderella, A : Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.

King on Main Street, The:Jan.9-4.
Lord Jim:Jan.9-5.
Mannequin : Jan.2-3.Jan.9-4.Jan.16-3.Jan.23-3.Jan.

30-3.

Moana :Feb.20-4. Feb.27-3.
New Klondike, The:Feb.l3-5.
North of 36:Feb.l3-3.

Marion Davies, Antonio Moreno and
Roy D’Arcy in “Beverly of Graus-
tark,” a Cosmopolitan production for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
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Scenes from “Partners Again,” with
Potash and Perlmutter, a Samuel
Goldwyn production for United
Artists, which opened at the Strand,
N. Y.

Rainmaker, The :Feb. 13-5.
Sea Horses :Feb. 13-5. Feb. 27-4.
Song and Dance Man: The:Jan.2-3.Jan.9-5.Jan.

16-3.Jan. 30-3. Feb.13-5.Feb.27-4.
Seven Keys to Baldpatc:Jan.9-4.
Ten Commandments, The :Feb. 13-3.
Thundering Herd, Thc:Feb.l3-3.
Untamed Lady, The :Feb. 13-5.
Vanishing American : Jan. 2-3.Jan.9-4.Jan. 16-3.Jan.

30-3.Feb.13-4.
Wanderer:Jan. 2-3.Jan. 16-3.Jan. 30-3.Feb. 13-4.

Womanhandlcd:Jan.9-4.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Feb. 13-10.
Madame Behave :Jan. 16-8, 9.
Made for Love:Feb.20-19.
Million Dollar Handicap :Feb.6-16,17.
Rocking Moon :Feb.27-6,7.
Silence: Dec. 19-1 4, 15.

Steel Preferred :Jan. 9-6.Jan.23-17.Jan.30-18.
Three Faces East:Feb.20-20,21.

Rayart
Midnight Limited, The:Jan.30-10.

United Artists
Bat, The : Jan. 2-18.Jan.9-24.Jan.l6-22.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:

Jan. 2-19.Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.

Tumbleweeds:Jan. 23-11.Jan.30-19.Feb.6-18.
Feb,13-12.Feb.20-22.

Universal
Arizona Sweepstakes, The :Jan.9-17.Feb. 6-9.

California Straight Ahead:Jan. 16-20,21.Feb.6-9.
Calgary Stampede, The:Feb.6-8.
Chip of the Flying U :Feb.6-9.
Cohens and the Kellys :Jan.9-17.Jan.30-20, 21.Feb.

6-8.Feb,13-18,19.
Combat: Feb. 6-9.

Fast Worker, The:Jan. 16-21.
Flaming Frontier, The :Feb.6-7,8.

His People: Jan.9-17.Feb. 6-8.Feb.27-14, 15.
Hunchback of Notre Dame :Feb. 6-8.
Hurricane Kid:Feb.6-9.
I’ll Show You the Town :Jan. 16-21.Feb. 6-8.
Let 'er Buck :Feb. 6-9.
Midnight Sun:, The : Jan. 2-11,12, 13,14, 16, 16,17.Feb.

Oh Doctor:Jan,16-21.Feb.6-8.

Outside the Law :Jan.30-22, 23.
Phantom of the Opera:Jan.9-15.Jan.28-8,9.Feb.6-8.

28-8.9.Feb. 6-8.
Reckless Age, The :Jan.16-21.
Rolling Home:Feb.6-8.
Saddle Hawk, The:Feb.6-9.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20,21.Feb.6-8.
Sporting Life, The:Feb.6-8.
Sporting Youth:Jan. 16-21.

Still Alarm, The : Jan.19-17.Feb.6-8.
Taming the West :Feb. 6-9.

Under Western Skies :Feb.6-S.

Watch Your Wife:Feb.6-8.
What Happened to Jones :Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20-21.

Feb.6-8.
Where Was I?:Feb.6-8.

Warner Brothers
Hogan’s Alley :Feb.13-8.

Lady Windermere’s Fan:Jan. 16-14, 15.Feb.20-18.
Sea Beast, The :Jan.2-Ins.Jan.30-ll, 12,13, 14.Feb.6-

12, 13.Feb. 13-9.Feb.20-11.Feb.27-8, 9.

Pathe
Casey of the Coast Guard :Feb.6-82, 83.

Driftin' Thru :Feb.20-116.
Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features
Educational

Big Boy : Jan.9-14.
Cheap Skates :Jan. 2-57.

Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.Feb. 27-51.
Framed :Jan. 2-56.

Fire Away :Jan. 2-57.
Live Cowards :Jan. 2-57.

Marionettes :Feb. 13-20.Feb. 27-51.
Maid in Morocco:Jan. 16-25.
On Edge :Jan.2-57.
Parisian Modes in Colour :Feb. 27-46.

Wild Beasts of Borneo :Feb.6-11.

Cranfield-Clarke, Inc.

Her First Night in Philadelphia :Feb.6-47.Feb. 20-

49.

Molly May Series :Feb. 27-50.

F. B. O.
Adventures of Mazie :Jan.2-60.
Fighting Hearts :Jan. 2-60.Feb. 27-53.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition :Jan.9-92.
Casey of the Coast Guard :Feb.27-100.

Charlie, My Boy : Jan.2-Ins.
Good Cheer:Jan.2-Ins.
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The :Jan. 2-Ins.

Green Archer, The :Jan. 2-100.

Hot Cakes for Two:Jan.2-Ins.

Long Pants :Jan.2-Ins.
Pathe News :Jan.23-20.

Pathe Review: Jan.23-108.
Punch in the Nose, A:Jan.2-Ins.
Saturday Afternoon :Jan. 2-Ins.

A Universal Western production, “Sky
High Corral,” with Art Acord, pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle.

Norma Shearer, Carmel Myers, and
Charles Emmett Mack play the lead-
ing roles in “The Devil’s Circus,” a

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

Wide Open Faces : Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.
Whispering Whiskers :Jan.2-Ins.

Red Seal
Daisy Bell :Jan.2-43.
Dolly Gray :Feb.6-46.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly :Feb. 20-48.Feb.27-45.
Ko-Ko Steps Out:Jan.16-43.

Universal
Buster Brown Comedies :Feb. 27-44.
International Newsreel :Feb.27-48,49.

Sax Completes Story
Lineup; 24 on Schedule
for 1926-27 Production

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Word has been
received here from Sam Sax, head of
Gotham Productions, that the lineup for
the 1926-27 stories has been completed and
production schedules are being planned. A
total of 24 feature productions will be
scheduled.

Hirsh Says Aywon Will
Release “Meal Ticket

”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 2.—Nathan Hirsh,

president of the Aywon Film company, an-

nounces that a full length comedy called

Meal Ticket” which has been re-edited and
and adapted from “Tillie Wakes Up” will

soon be realesd by his company.

Forming Oklahoma Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLIS, OKLA., March 2.—G. A.
Peterson, manager of the Cozy and Folly

theatres here, is forming a chain of houses
in this state, the next unit of which will

be a new theatre in Cordell, opening April

15. It will seat 600 and be equipped with
Powers machines and Reproduco organ.
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of rSetter

c
jfheatres"

Grubel Brothers Will

Remodel Four of

Tlieir Theatres
A huge improvement in the entire chain

of theatres of Grubel Brothers is planned
for this spring, according to A. F. Baker,
manager of the Electric theatre Kansas
City, Kas., owned by Grubel Brothers. The
Electric theatre in Springfield, Mo., will

be equipped with all new seats, furnished
by the American Seating Company, while
a new Wurlitzer organ, a new electric

sign, new decorations, furnishings and
carpets to cost more than $60,000.

In Joplin, Mo., the Electric theatre there
will have its mezzanine floor re-arranged
and modern lounging and rest rooms in-

stalled, while a new Wurlitzer organ and
seats from the American Seating Company
also will be included in the improvement,
which will cost about $75,000. New dec-
orations, carpets, furnishings and lighting
effects also will be included.

The entire front of the Electric theatre

in St. Joseph, Mo., will be torn away, as

well as the balcony, and a modern lobby,

mezzanine and balcony constructed, as well

as decorations, furnishings and new seats.

Howell Company
Moves to New

Quarters
Howells Cine Equipment Company, New

York City, of which Joe Hornstein is

manager has moved into new and larger

quarters at 1560 Broadway.

+ BETTER +
THEATRES
9he onlyMagazine devo-

tedExclusively to Theatre

Construction, Equipment
and Operation, is pub-
lished as Section II of
every fourth issue of
"Exhibitors Herald

Over 200 Theatres

Use Stop Charts
Stop Charts, widely acclaimed aid

to better projection which are issued

free to Herald readers are now being
used by more than 200 theatres

throughout the country. Scores of let-

ters have been received during the

past months praising the Stop Chart
idea as a practical measure towards
reducing screen interruptions.

Through use of the charts causes

and duration of stops are noted by the

projectionist. Such a record imme-
diately isolates disturbing projection

conditions and focuses attention on
responsible causes of inferior screen-

ing which might otherwise be ne-

glected.

The “Better Theatres” coupon
which may be used in obtaining a

free supply of these charts is repro-

duced at the bottom of this page.

Robert Morton in New
Los Angeles Office

The Los Angeles offices of the Robert
Morton Organ Company are now lo-

cated in new quarters at 1914 South
Vermont avenue.

JOHN JACOB BAUSCH
Founder of the firm of Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y., who
died at his home in that city on February
14 at the age of 95 years.

Stop Record Plan
Is an Old One

to Boyer
At least one enterprising projec-

tionist has beat us to the idea behind
the “Better Theatres” Stop Charts.

He is Earl Boyer, of the Kemp and
Hughes theatres, Poteau, Okla.

An excellent example of how stop

records reduce projection interruption

is furnished in Boyer’s Stop Chart
sheet. In the several months he has

been using the charts he has had only

five stops, the longest one being 20

seconds.

“I received your Stop Charts some
few months ago and as I haven’t had
very many stops in the last year I

thought I’d send you a copy of my
record for the year of 1925. I have
been projecting pictures for about
seven years and I have always kept a

record of all my stops. I certainly

do like the Stop Chart idea.”

Editor, “Better Theatres”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 S. Dearborn street,

Chicago, Illinois

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture
projection.

Name

Theatre

City

State
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You are confident

When the picture is printed on Eastman

Positive Film you are confident of photo-

graphic quality on the screen.

Eastman Film is subjected to exacting tests

in the Kodak Research Laboratories that prove

it right.

And it is identified throughout its length

by the black lettered words “Eastman” and

“Kodak”.

Lookfor the identification

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
- By D. H. ~

W ITH preparations under way last week in Chicago for national
conventions, announcements were made by Clyde Eckhardt, dis-

trict manager of Fox Film Corporation, and Neil F. Agnew,
branch manager of Paramount, as to activities Chicago organizations are
planning. The Fox Film Corporation here is now active in plans for
an excursion made up of 250 Fox people from Chicago and points East.
/T' HAT train will be headed for the Cali-
-J- fornia convention April 18.

Agnew stated that a special train will

Clyde Eckhardt Neil Agnew

be made up in Chicago to carry Mid-West
Paramount people to the Atlantic City con-
vention.

* * *

Margaret Livingston, Fox player en
route to New York, stopped a few minutes
changing trains February 26.

* * *

Aaron Jones, Jr., returned last week
from a several weeks’ stay in the South.

ANNOUNCE rowA
PRESENTATIONS^ >

FILMACK TRAILERS
ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
'®ORK—LOW PRICES.

All orders reed, in morn-
ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO.
S. WABASH -CHICAGO.

TLT A. ROSS, district manager of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky, reached Chicago

March 1 from Los Angeles, where he has
spent three weeks. Glad to get back de-
spite the warm Coast air.

* * *

James R. Grainger, general sales man-
ager for Fox Film Corporation, reached
Chicago February 27 from Cincinnati to

spend a day or two at the local exchange.

* * *

L. A. Roselle, formerly manager of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange, will be in

Chicago several days before accepting of-

fers, his resignation from his Metro posi-

tion having taken effect March 1.

%

Mark Silver, country salesman for Fa-
mous in Chicago, is back at the exchange
after four weeks’ illness. And H. J. Jak-
niac and Bill Danzig are making great
plans for the startoff for the Paramount
sales convention March 22. To say noth-

ing of the plans Bill Washburn, John Ry-
der, Fred Hamm and some of the others

are making.
* * *

And you know that attempt of Irving

Mack’s to learn to smoke—well, it’s all off.

Irving has decided that the banquets and
smokers have about ended for the season,

and as occasional guests did not supply

enough stogies to keep him in trim he has

called off all bets.

* * *

The Gotham exchange announced
last week that it has closed more con-

tracts in the past ten days than in all

the time of its existence. Which
means that Jerry Abrams is hustling.

Not only that, but so is “Mrs. Jerry.”

Even Pal is doing his level best to

bring home the bacon.

Plans are now being nmde to en-

large the Gotham exchange staff with

the addition of salesmen and office

help.
* * *

0. J. Campbell has joined Henri Ellman’s

staff of salesmen at Capitol exchange.

Do You Want to
Pack Your House
During Lent?

Book "THE PASSION PLAY”
—The Life of Christ

—

(5 Reels)

BLAND BROTHERS, 738 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Exclusive Distributors for U. S.

35 Prints Available—Wire, Write or Phone for Dates and Prices

Bill Brimmer, they say, was kept at home
February 26 as result of a little “heart

attack” he encountered the night before
while with Oscar Florine, Pathe salesman,

and Perc Barr, Educational salesman.
* * *

Richard Hildreth of Preferred Pictures,

New York, was in Chicago February 26

with his reel of Charlestonners.

* * *

Frank Ishmael now sits “on top of the

world.” He registered at the last reading

as the high point getter in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s seasonal drive. His climb has
reached 90.42 . . .

points, per cent or miles

—it’s hard to say which.
* * *

Ned Marin of the First National sales

cabinet was in Chicago a few days last

week visiting with Jack Howland, Carl
Leserman and R. C. Seery. He is in the

Western states this week.
* * *

Jack Cooney and Ben Cooney of the

National Theatres Corporation arrived

home March 1 after having put in a holi-

day in Biloxi, Miss., mostly on the golf

course.
* * *

Julius Lamb has bought the Orpheum
theatre, Waukegan, 111., bringing his hold-

ings up to two.
* * *

Dale Henshaw, president of Sierra Pic-

tures, was in Chicago last week en route

to the Coast.
* * *

Sam Ludwig of the Premiere Film Ex-
change, Milwaukee, was in Chicago last

week and left the general impression that

he plans to open an exchange on the Ave-
nue.

* * *

Mannie Gottlieb, manager of the Uni-
versal Des Moines exchange, spent a day
in Chicago last week to visit Johnny Med-
nikow, Associated Exhibitors branch man-
ager, and to meet Leroy W. Alexander, big

Universal chief of the West, and proceed

to New York with him and B ill Brumberg.
* * *

H. B. Frank, who owns the Royal thea-

tre, MacComb, 111., spent a day in Chicago
last week visiting the boys along the Ave-
nue.

* * *

Richard Salkin, who has been long in

the Fox Film sales organization, has joined

Meyer S. Boog, sales chief of the Theatre
Equipment Company, seeing that Boog is

at the head of a fast growing organiza-

tion. Salkin was one time with Selznick,

following his experience as a theatre owner.
* * *

Any of you ’member Merna Ken-
nedy, who ten years ago left Chicago
with a shotv troupe? Memo’s in the

studio now. She was chosen by
Charles Chaplin for leading woman
in “The Circus,” United Artists pro-

duction. She’s but 19 now.
* * *

Dorothy Kitchen, 17, winner of the

beauty contest in New York sponsored by
Universal, was in Chicago last week for a

few hours en route West to take up her
role just awarded her in “Peg of New
York.”

* * *

Announcement was made by Harry Gra-
ham, manager of Illinois and Indiana
branch of Pathe, that bookings have been
closed for the entire B & K circuit on the

Amundsen expedition film outside Chicago.
* * *

W. Van Gelder, Fox road salesman,
leaves March 13 for a trip to Europe. It

was not disclosed how long he will be

gone or what will be the nature of the

trip.



DALE HANSHAW
presents

Sierra's

HERE HE COMES
The First of Sierra’s Speedy Series of Corking Comedy Dramas

Starring

EARLE DOUGLAS
That Whirlwind of Speed ! /

A Frank Yaconelli Production

ANIMAL NOVELTY BEDTIME STORIES SERIES IN 2 REELS, NOW READY—
“The Baby and the Bear” “The Baby and the Tiger”

A Unique Variation from the Ordinary Run of Shorts

All Sierra Productions Supervised by

HORACE B. CARPENTER

NEW YORK
729 Seventh Ave.

CIERRA PICTURE C
I nearjut rated

Foreign Rights Controlled by

HOLLYWOOD
316 Taft Building

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING CO., Inc. Cable Address, PIZORFILMS, New York, N. Y.
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Pafhepicture
TRADE f \ MARK.

CHARLES R. ROGERS presents

HARRY CAREY
DRIFTIN’ THRU

The drifter; you wouldn't expect him to be it, but
he turned out to be all man.

The prospector; one of the screen's finest char-
acters. If you don’t love him, see a doctor
about your heart.

The girl; as sweet as you could ever hope for.

The picture; finer than anything Carey has yet

done. A Western that tugs at the heart

and puts a tingle into your spine.
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2 WEEKS
Capitol (N. Y.) —Smashed Matinee
Record of World’s Largest Theatre.

Columbia (Wash., D. C.)

—

Phe-

nomenal Business.

State, (Los Angeles)—New Attend-

ance Record.

Opens Roosevelt, ( Chicago ) for

long run March 15th.

Cosmopolitan
Picture

production

RICARDO CORTEZ
GRETA GARBO

Scenario by Dorothy Farnum.
Titles fcv Katherine Hi Hiker

and H.H. Caldwell

It'S Metro-Goldwyn-MayerOf Course
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President

Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,

1879. Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.ol. XXIV, No. 13 March 13, 1926

AND THAT'S JUST
THE BEGINNING
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is never, accidental
prestige is the reflection of Extraordinary
Merit the recognition of cllriusiial
i-AchieVemenb . . . . . *

Robert Morton, fPrestige is evidencedm its

selection by foremostExhibitors
,
great Organists,

great Educators
,
Performers and distinguished

individuals in theatrical andpublic lire ~

‘Universal Pictures 6orp.

SamgerAmusement So.

Alexander Pontages

Vest (boast theatres, Inc.

Vilmer &, Vincent
Pryor Bros. 6v deitch,

t?eo Breakers ‘Jkeatres

Ghas. V. Aunz,, Detroit

Dean V.J.Skede,
UniV. ofSo. Gallfornla.

Dr.Mauro Gotbne, ‘featured

Organist, CapitolJheatre,N.Y.

John Eberson,
Chicago'sArchitectGenius

(Charles Chaplin
UnitedArtists Corp.

ENU/NE DEACON
PERCUSSIONS USED

are a feni ofthe endorsers andpurchasers o£
Pobert JMorton Oryans ,

A Robert Morton Organ
in your theatre, gives you
the prestige, of offering
your patrons

Mail to
NEAREST

ADDRESS FOR.

NEWSELLINGPLAN

S
r7HEATRE-
0 RGAN

o<=>

JJevYork~ 1560Broadti'j

Chicago ~ 845 So. Wabash

San7rancisco~168 Golden Gate

£osAngeles ~ igi4So.Vermont

Theatre

Seating- Capacity

City ami State
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It got $25,000 and broke the house
record at the Rialto, New York!

It got $1,866 m three days at the

Imperial, Asheville, North Carolina.

Establishing a new record !

It broke all receipt and attendance
marks at the Arcade, Jacksonville,

Florida—with no exceptions !

It doubled the average business on
opening day at the Stratford, Pough~
keepsie, New York!

It did 25% more than average busi-

ness at the Majestic, Austin, Texas

!

It s different. They like it. They rush
to see it. And they tell their friends

to be sure and come too.

We’re proud Robert Flaherty s great

epic romance of the South Seas is
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booked everywhere

JOHN BAR
m
"Me SEA

vn « XA/sItri

cAdapted by BessMeredyth

xrom Herman Melvillels

"moby dick"
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WARNER BROS.^ PRODUCTION



Takes on aNew and
Significance in these

-rZThe

Danger
'Wti
GIRL

JOHN BOWERS -

A METROPOLITAN PRODUCTION
Adapted btj FINIS FOXfrom"TH E BRIDE

”

^GEORGE M IDDLETON««<iSTUART OLIVIER

DIRECTED BY EDWARD DILLON
PRESENTED BY JOHN C. FLINN

Here’s 100% Entertainment

With a 100% Box Office Star

1

Two bachelors and a woman"-who meet uncon-

ventionally in the bachelors’ apartment—a crook

butler, a fortune in jewels, an automobile chase

and a wreck, a thrilling escape—mystery and

romance. All the elements that make for audi-

ence entertainment and a box office success.

IT’S A GREAT STORY WITH A GREAT CAST—
WITH PRISCILLA DEAN IN A

NEW AND DELIGHTFUL ROLE!

Memher of Motion Pit~riirp Ettdutfii



la Dean
Greater BoxOffice
Two Great Pictures

A METROPOLITAN PRODUCTION
Adapted by CHARLES LOGUE from the story by

PERCY HEATH
DIRECTED BY ALAN HALE
PRESENTED BY JOHN C.FLINN

Priscilla Is An Emotional Dynamo

In This Qreat Box Office Picture

!

She fought to win him—she fought to divorce him

—she fought to win him back! She won every fight

while hopping out of the frying-pan into the fire.

A sparkling comedy-drama of a wife who rescued

her ex-husband from a pretty blonde, after hitting

the high spots of Reno and the speeders* court.

HERE’S ONE THE FANS WILL HAIL WITH
DELIGHT AND CRASH YOUR DOORS TO SEE!

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation
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Double Your Booking Time on

“HIS PEOPLE”
t

Everyday-at everyshowing—we qetnew proof
that none of us realized, what a gigantic box-office picture we had

in “His People” If you have hooked it for three days— play it a week.

If you ordinarily play a picture one week arrange to show this two weeks.

There is not a single casewhere “His People” has failed to make a tre-

mendous hit. It builds up at every house where it has played. It's a cinch

to gross record money with it if you get behind it right. Read the reports

below and you’ll realize that we could not give you better advice than to

DOUBLEYOUR BOOKINQTIME ON “HIS PEOPLE ” The UniversalHarry
Pollard Production with RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT, Qeorge Lewis,

Blanche Mehaffey, Virginia Browne Faire and Rose Rosanova. From
the story by Isidore Bernstein. Qet that extra profit: DOUBLE YOUR
BOOKINQ TIME ON “HIS PEOPLE”

“Has broken all rec-
ords of this house. There
was a line-up practically all

the evening six abreast,
extending for one block.11

Wabash Theatre, Los Angeles.

“Without question or
doubt, the finest feature
that 1 have looked at this
year, barring none. It is cer-
tainly an audience picture. 11

Jules Berinstein,
William Berinstein Theatres,

Elmira, N. Y.

“It has been some time
since we have played a
picture on which we re-

ceived so many favorable
comments. 11

Elite Theatre,

Appleton , Wise.

“House packed* Long
lines waiting for seats. It
willmake box office records
hard to surpass. 11

New Figueroa Theatre

,

Los Angeles, Calif.

“Pittsburg, 4His Peo-
ple 1 Cameo and Camera-
phone. The hit of the week.
Had the town talking.
Proved excellent entertain-
ment. Business: Very good,
withanincreaseeveryday. 1

1

Motion Pictures Today.

Astor, New York*
“Playing to capacity houses
for two weeks. 11

Motion Pictures Today.

Astor, New York*
“Can’t miss. Its heart
appeal is universal. 11

Variety.

Astor, New York*
“Has all the earmarks of
a box office wow. 11

N. Y. Telegraph.

“A marvelous picture,
so true to life. A picture
which should be run at
advanced prices. 11

Antlers Theatre, Helena , Montana.

“Just closed biggest
week since ‘The Phantom
of the Opera. 1 Management
highly enthusiastic. 11

Rialto , Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

“Congratulate you on
your wonderful picture.
If you keep feeding the
hungry public with this
kind of mental food I’m sure
us poor exhibitors will be
able to spread the butter a
little thicker on our bread. 11

Liberty Theatre , Plainfield, N. J.

“Pittsburg, Cameo*
Second week. Businessheld
up well. This one made a
big hit in Pittsburg. 11

Motion Pictures Today.

“Columbia Theatre,
Seattle. Very highly praised
and greatly enjoyed. Busi-
ness: Very good. 11

Motion Pictures Today. *

Universal's White List— Miles and Miles Ahead of All

!



F*B*0« will dedicate its

efforts during
March more than ever to the
cause of Practical Showmanship.

Because F.B*0* has established

itself conclusively as a Trade
Leader in Consistency and Diver-

sity of Product —with attractions

geared flush for the Box-Office!
— Pictures that make money.

Because F*B«0* is sitting in the

swift-moving Show Game with a

Handful of Trumps, all of which
are right now available to Show-
men everywhere.



want reasons-

The Keeper of
The Bees

The magic name of Gene Strat-

ton-Porter—plus real circulation
— is right now the greatest box-
office author name draw in the
picture world.

Keeper oS the Bees is smashing
records everywhere, eclipsing the
gross business of many of the
screen’s greatest star attractions.

Not only is it piling up profits

for exhibitors but it is building a
mighty volume of good will that
girdles the world. Play it in March
and capitalize the current word-
of-mouth advertising!

Produced by J. Leo Meehan a distinguished
cast including Clara Bow, Robert Frazer, Joseph
Swickard, A lyce Mills and little Qene Stratton.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

V’V'

\p

If Marriage
Fails..?

A showman’s natural that simply
oozes class. Still battering down
performance records with its

pump-guns of big drama.

C. Gardner Sullivan’s big bid for

fame as a producer and how it

has hit . . how it has carried the
torch of F.B.O. through this

great showmen’s campaign.

A Money Cast and a Money At-
traction that aims at the heart of
Womankind and hits the mark
with a vengeance.

Revealing in terms of scathing
drama the secrets of the Society
Crystal Gazers!

Produced by C. Qardner Sullivan from his own
story. Directed by John lnce with Jacqueline
Logan, Jean Hcrsholt, and Belle Bennett.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND



Drusilla With
A Million

Another towering monument to

F.B.O. Showmanship . . One big

money attraction of the year, to

which F.B.O. points with pride.

A great human novel picturized

with supreme artistry . . A per-

formance proposition ifthereever
was one. Play it now while the na-

tion lauds it . . while its record-
blasting achievements are fresh

in the minds of alert showmen.
Drusilla is more than a pro-
duction. It has become a great
human force blazing from the
screens of many theatres.
Directed by Harmon Weight from the novel by
Elizabeth Cooper and presenting the follou ing
box-office cast: Mary Carr, Kenneth Harlan,
Priscilla Bonner and others.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

When Love
Grows Cold

A Showmen’s Sweep of Distinc-

tion and Miraculous Timeliness.

Riding high on the greatest vol-

ume of newspaper and magazine
publicity ever accorded a woman
in the Show World.

Presenting in a drama of terrific

power the most discussed woman
of the day . . the most Romantic
Lady of the Ages . . Natacha
Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valen-
tino) in Laura Jean Libbey’s great

human story “When Love Grows
Cold”.

Already rearing performance re-

cords that establish it definitely

as a Sure-Fire Box-Office Bet
for March.
Supervised by Daniel Carson Qoodman, directed
by Harry Hoyt with Clive Brook, Sam Hardy
and other distinguished players in the cast.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

The
Last Edition

Another great exploitation cham-
pion from the box-office wizard,
Emory Johnson. A Showmen’s
Paradise with more show angles
thanadozen average productions.
Cut and patterned for box-office

by a man who knows how to turn
’em out for you to bring ’em in.

A thundering melodrama of the
newspaper world . . roaring press-

es . . fire scenes that dwarf any
others on the screen today . . as big

as the memorable “Third Alarm.”

You couldn’t find a safer bet for

March than this melodrama.
Produced by Emory Johnson from the original

story by Emilie Johnson with a big attraction

cast including Ralph Lewis/star of all the great

Johnson melodramas.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

The
Midnight Flyer

If performance means anything
nail this baby now!

It’s grinding out a record of per-

formance against the combined
opposition of blizzards, gales and
numbing temperatures!

A show that gets right down to

brass tacks and drives home its

story with a smash in either fist!

The greatest last reel climax you
ever saw in a railroad drama . . .

everything moving . . . pounding
. . . thundering!

Don’t take our word for it. Watch
the flood of exhibitor reports that

laud it to the skies!

Directed by Tom Forman from the stoi y tv

Arthur Quy Empty and featuring such noted

players as Dorothy Devore, Cullen Landis anil

Buddy Post.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

Flaming
Waters

A snorting melodrama of the oil

fields . . blazing a trail of dollars
across the nation . . .

Directed by the man who filmed
“Drusilla With a Million”.

Hitting Now with a resounding
smash in all territories.

This type of show is bread and
meat to hundreds of box-offices

that depend on vigorous action

melodramas turned out with
distinction.

And how F.B.O. cap do it!

Directed for Associated Arts by F. Harmon
Weight, from the original story by E. Lloyd
Sheldon and presenting among others in the cast

sttch famous personalities as Kenneth Harlan,
Mary Carr and Pauline Qaron.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

Parisian
Night*

Jazz-mad couples dancing. . .the

roar of artillery in the streets of

Paris . . . the gendarmes storming

the stronghold . . . the smooth,

sinister waters of the Seine!

Paris as it has been seldom dram-
atized on the screen . . . with

punch upon punch tumbling to-

ward a prodigious climax!

A great Money Show for any
clientele . . . action for the masses

. . . sophistication for the serious

thinkers!

With performance written in

dollar signs all over it!

Directed by Alfred Santell with Elaine Ham-
merstein and Lou Tellegen in star roles.

IT’S AN F.B.O. GOLD BOND

$et your share in March /
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F.B.O. stars are fix

FRED THOMSON
Fred and Silver King have
become, more than mere
figures on the screen.

They embody a very defi-

nite ideal to which millions
of people the world over
are paying homage!

Be sure to play Thomson’s
latest release

—

The Tough Guy

EVELYN BRENT

Let this little stick of

dramatic dynamite Blow

you to big profits with her

superb action melodramas,

the current one of which

Secret Orders

and AlbertaVaughn in “Adventures ofMazie”and “FightingHearts" by Sam

F.B.O. makes Showmanly



- hot from the studio oven

ed in the heavens - -

DICK TALMADGE
Dick and the Grim Reaper
go hand in hand! Stunt

man supreme, comedian
par excellence, showman
down to the ground, Dick
Talmadge is going like a

cool million right now.

His most recent release is—

The Blue Streak

TOM TYLER
Don’t overlook Tom Tyler
and his jubilant pals— the

Kid, The Dog and The
Horse!

One for all, all for one and
how they are delivering in

the Western show field!

Nail their newest comedy-
melodrama

—

Born to Battle

LEFTY FLYNN
Rugged, two-fisted citizen

that he is, Lefty Flynn is

coasting blithely to new
peaks as a box - office bet.

He has that note of whole-

some vigor that appeals to

young and old alike.

Hop aboard his latest

—

The Traffic Cop

BOB CUSTER
Rarin’, tearin’ Bob is beat-

ing up the trail.

Bob is staple, like good,
wholesome^bread and sus-

taining meat.

You can’t go wrong on his

great Western attractions—

the most recent of which is

Beyond theRockies

Heilman
1

1

Also StandardComedies • • BlueRibbonComedies • • Bray Cartoons

Shows for Showmen/





DramaJ
Thrills!

Excitement.

From theSaturdayEveningPostStorjr

by GeraldMygatt~ Directed by

Nattfoss
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Just glance over this brief resume

of the five months' record of

Lupino Lane
Then you'll know why those show-
men who were lucky enough to get his

first series of Lupino Lane Comedies
consider him one of their best

box-office bets.

MOTION PICTURES TODAY — “Lupino Lane with

one leap has placed himself on the top rung of the

ladder as a movie comedian.”

MOTION PICTURE NEWS — “It is hard to imagine

anything of a humorous nature Lane cannot do well ....

One of the best all-round comedians on the screen.”

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE — “I’m certain that he

is one of our best funny men.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD — “He is a finished

artist in his work and gets the most out of every situ-

ation.”

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW — “This chap Lane is a

pantomimist par excellence .... put him down as one

of the biggest box-office attractions in the next two

years.”

DETROIT NEWS — “Not only is Lane funny, but he

is an exceptionally clever acrobat as well.”

FILM DAILY —“Lane is Funny.”

You’ll say he’s funny, too, if you’ve seen “MAID IN
MOROCCO,” “THE FIGHTING DUDE” or “TIME
FLIES.” And you’ll say he’s getting funnier when you

see his next, “FOOL’S LUCK.”

For foreign rights address:
^ FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
New York, N. Y.

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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For Season a big one

No*
'

17

1926—1927

William Fox presents

The Internationally known stage success

ZAL&Q2
by James Gleason and Richard Taber =

Where laughter runs wild ! Dull care

takes the count l Qenuine entertainment

!

Appeals to both sexes

!

Gorgeous romance for the

women

!

Punchy melodrama for the

men*

Round after round of hilari-

ous mirth for all*

Original ! Different ! Satisfy-

ing ! This battle of wits and
fists, with beauty and fortune

as prizes, is the year’s greatest

sensation*

Another marvelously big

FOX box-office mop-up!

Next week

Fox Film Como ratio it,

No.

18
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A stupendous ad-

vertisingcampaign
has prepared over
16,500,000 people
for the coming of

this thrilling, true

drama of modern
married life.

Cast—Edna Murphy, Gaston Glass, Arthur\

Donaldson , and a strong supporting hill

True Sto
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Some Theatre In Your Town
Will Reap This Harvest-Why Not Yours?

“WIVES AT AUCTION” has cap-

tured and placed upon the screen all of the

lure, all of the charm, all of the drama, all of

the realism that have gained for the MAC-
FADDEN TRUE STORY MAGA-
ZINES the following of over sixteen and a

half million people who read them every

month.

It is one of the series of TRUE STORY
PICTURES that should bring regularly

to your theatre the hundreds or thousands

ofTRUE STORY followers in your local-

ity—about one in every six people in your

town.

For months we have prepared this mam-

moth audience for the coming of TRUE
STORY PICTURES. Each month a

full page advertisement acquainting them

with the progress ofTRUE STORY PIC-

TURES has run in each of nine great Mac-

fadden magazines. Now “WIVES AT
AUCTION” is ready and the audience, of

whom over ten million have already read

the story, is waiting, eager, anxious to see it

on the screen.

We doubt if any other producer has ever

been able so thoroughly to prepare so tre-

mendous a body of people for the coming

of a great production. Can you afford to

miss this opportunity?

Directed by Elmer Clifton ,
producer of

66Down
To The Sea In Ships 99

ry Picture
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Capihol ...Detroit

^hand .Omaha
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g time showmen know
j bank on the genius of

i Balboni—the tremen-
*e play— and here it is

it looks a million dollars

cs.

about values
a picture that
wives over pleas-

and shows

presented by Hui national Picture* Inc.

CAdaptedjromARTHUR RICHMANS Play

KATHERINE KAVANAUGH

Sweet

Mulhall
MyrdeStedman

HobartBosworth

‘Directed by BellbOil!

JuneMathis
Sdibrial Dire&or

PARK DIVORCEE
cArl Director E.J.SHULTCIV
tpholoqmplieir JOHN BOYLE
tylmiditor AL.HALL
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(xAnd millions read him)
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CONWAY TEARLE
(Ofever Better)

DOROTHY MACKAILL
(A Revelation)

AN ALFRED 5ANTELL PRODUCTION
(cHemadeBluebeardsSeven Wives)
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ROBERT KANE
presents if

Qhere neverwasaline-up Jbiqqer than that
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ND God said. Let us make man in our own image,

after our likeness; and let him have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the

air, and over the cattle, and over the earth, and over
every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.”

(Genesis: C. I: v. 26.)

We mortals, blessed with the highest degree of in-

telligence with which the animal kingdom is possessed,

indeed have dominion over the earth. What, however,
is happening in the process of our perfection? Are
we not destroying the animal that God made in His

own image and likeness?

God does not intend that stronger man shall annihi-

late weaker man.
“And now art thou cursed from the earth which hath

opened her mouth to receive thy brother's blood frotm

thy hands.” (Genesis: C. 4: v. 11.)

In our industry “big man’" is devouring “small man.'

The day of reckoning must come.

The reckless over-building and over-seating of com-
munities already well served: the monopolization of

product—they will be paid for.

Man himself, though recognizing that the fittest will

survive, made man laws to protect the weak—so that

the strength of the strong shall not be used wrongfully.

The Federal Trade Commission has been for a long

time investigating certain methods in the motion picture

industry. A decision will be handed down sooner or

later. Were the theatre owners to have assisted the

f ederal attorneys there would now be less doubt as to

the nature of the forthcoming decision.

A1 so bear in mind that Congress represents the

masses, not the classes. If the existing laws do not pro-

vide against the form of dishonesty prevailing in the

motion picture industry, our solons will create new
laws.

But, for obvious reasons, let us defer this method ot

solving our dilemma, for the present.

We must combat power with power. We must build

a backfire to the conflagration if we are to stem its

growth and force it to smolder out.

* # *

THE material side of this metaphor is the immediate

solution which we presented in the January fifteenth

issue of the “Official Bulletin” of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, our national organization,

wherein we said, “We must have a counter-balance to

the encroachments on the exhibition branch of the busi-

ness by those producers who are making use of the

money they are realizing from us to compete with us.

We Independent theatre owners must also build the-

atres—better theatres—larger theatres. We must make
the move before our competitors do so.

The producers and distributors whose future is de-

pendent upon the future of the Independent theatre

owners, must produce bigger and better pictures.

They will have an outlet for bigger and better pic-

tures.

All of the producers in this category must desist from
their present method of combatting those “after his

kind.” They must collaborate and co-operate with
each other. They must mobilize their product.

Because of an assured outlet they will be enabled to

obtain the big stories, which we are told are “cornered.”

They will be enabled to obtain the services of the big

stars who, we are told, are controlled by the so called

“big business” of the industry.

* * *Jf

THESE producers must organize themselves to pro-

vide the money to the loyal theatre owner (who is

threatened by a producer with the building of a theatre

in opposition to him, unless the exhibitor purchases the

producer's product) with which to meet the threatened

unwarranted competition, and thereby avert annihila-

tion.

An imposing triangle: (1) Finances, (2) Quality

Product, (3) Modern Theatres.

Where can large amounts of money necessary for so

big an undertaking be raised?

Where do the other fellows get it? Why not?

Certainly it means the further reckless use of the pub-
lic’s money and further over-building.

Yet we (the Independent Exhibitors, and the Inde-

pendent Producers)
,
must fight fire with fire. It will

safeguard our holdings. Additionally, it will in reality

be a boon to the public, for it will the sooner bring to

them the realization of the hazards of their unwise
investments.

There may be no conflict since a bully never fights.

He is a great guy when the other kid is scared—but
show him fight and he quits.

The question undoubtedly will be raised:—will the

Independent Theatre Owners act in unity?

“Harmony is possible when men become willing to

put aside their personal prejudices and opinions and
align themselves with one harmonious cause, thereby
supporting each other, even as colors which blend in

nature. Ungoverned human nature, knowing no right

law, seeks only for itself and cannot unite with another
of its kind. There being no permanent point of unity

at which to unite or meet, it must rend itself. Jealousy,

self-seeking, desire for place, having no foundational
principle must yield to unselfishness, brotherly regard
and a common cause.”

Summarily speaking, there need he slight worry over
the theatre owners’ acting in unity on this vital problem.

The motion picture business is a good business. Our
business lives are threatened. The plan we advance to

avert extinction is feasible. It merits the great effort

and tremendous investment, that may become necessary.

Carl Laemmle, William Fox, John C. Flinn, Oscar
Price, I. E. Chadwick—we have given you a big order.

We are urging a bold move. Does not the seriousness

of our situation -yours and ours—warrant the working
out of our joint problems together?

(During the absence of Martin J. Quigley who
is abroad a series of articles for this page is being

ivritten by a group of leaders in various branches

of the motion picture industry.)
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West Coast Will Expand
Chain Over Eleven States

Officials of Pro-Dis-Co
Dicker for N. W. Houses

North American Theatres Negotiating with Jensen &
Von Herherg—Fox Buys Two in Baltimore

West Coast Theatres through a co-operative combination of independent

theatres will expand its chain throughout eleven Western states. A. L. Gore,

vicepresident of West Coast Theatres, has just completed a transaction by
which a number of theatre owners and important banking interests have ac-

quired a substantial stock interest in West Coast Theatres. First National is

heavily interested in this corporation.

North American Theatres Corporation, several of whose officials are also in

the official family of Producers Distributing Corporation, is dickering with

Jensen and Von Herberg relative to the taking over of theatres in the Far
Northwest.

C. P. Cohen Heads
Fox Exploitation,

Holmes on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Charles P.

Cohen, well known as an exploitation

expert, has been appointed director of

exploitation for Fox Film Corporation
by Sales Manager James R. Grainger to

replace Ned Holmes who has gone to

California to fill an important position

in the production department under W.
R. Sheehan, vice president and general
manager.

Forming of Companies
Take Spurt When 15
Are Announced in Week

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 9.—There was
a sudden spurt last week in the number of

motion picture companies incorporating in

New York state, with the result that the

total of 15 for the week became the largest

in several months. Several of these com-
panies are capitalized for substantial

amounts.
The companies and the amount of the capi-

talization follow: United Protestant Motion Pic-

ture Society, Inc., $200,000; The Emerald Photo-
Drama Studio, Inc., $200,000; N. W. Amusement
Corporation, $5,000; Sunshine Plays, Inc., $10,-

000; Wafilms, Inc., $2,500; A. and G. Picture
Corporation, $5,000; G. and C. Enterprise Pic-

ture Corporation, $1,000; Karp Amusement Com-
pany, Syracuse, $50,000; Sport of Kings Produc-
tion, $ 1 0,000 ; the First Jewish American Theatre,
Inc., $25,000. The following companies incor-

porated without stating the amount of capitaliza-

tion: Marwaldean Productions, Inc.; Enterprise
Jerome, Inc..; Exhibitors Holding Corporation,
Buffalo; Martin Sampter, Inc.; Reade’s Kingston
Theatres Co., Inc.

March 19 Is Date Set
for 20th Anniversary
Banquet for Laemmle

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—The Carl
Laemmle twentieth anniversary banquet
will be held at the Ambassador Hotel
March 19.

The banquet was postponed previously
when it had been fixed for February 26.

Laemmle had been taken ill.

Burkey Takes Case to

Supreme Court Against
Arbitration Board

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 9.—True
to his assertion, W. O. Burkey carried his

battle against the Arbitration Board into

the supreme court of Missouri.

Seeks Permit to Fix
New Express Charges

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Notice has
been made by the American Railway Ex-
press Company that it will file with the

Interstate Commerce Commission a plan

for the fixing of storage charges on un-
claimed and refused shipments following
three days “free time.”

These are the highlights of last week’s
activities in theatre chain acquisitions. A
resume of other important recent develop-
ments follows

:

Fox Theatres Corporation will build
in Atlanta as part of its plan to have
a theatre in every key city. Fox has
already begun construction or closed
deals in Detroit, Washington, St. Louis,
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Fox
interests also are buying the Century
and Parkway theatres in Baltimore.

Robb & Rowley bought its 51st thea-
tre, the Odeon at Whitewright, Texas.

A new chain looms in St. Louis, with
David Fishman and Jacob Inger putting
finishing touches to the new Palm thea-
tre after taking over the Southampton.

Famous and Fox are also reported
planning to invade Portland, Ore., and
Seattle, Wash.
Samuel and Nathan E. Goldstein of

Springfield, Mass., have consolidated
their $3,250,000 properties as Goldstein
Brothers Theatres Corporation.

Marcus Loew Theatre Enterprises has
bought the Jefferson Hotel property in

Syracuse, N. Y., from Julian Goldman
and will build a $2,000,000 theatre and
office building.

The Stanley Company has taken over
the Ardmore in Philadelphia, and
broken ground for a $1,000,000 theatre at

West Oak Lane.

W. S. Butterfield of Detroit plans a

$500,000 house for Saginaw, Mich.

The Saxe circuit in Wisconsin will

build a $450,000 house in Oshkosh and
will open the Tower in Milwaukee
April 1.

Hoffman Circuit has bought the Gem
at Willimantic, Conn., the chain’s four-
teenth theatre.

Careers of Uncle Tom
and Little Eva Endangered

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS , March 9.—
Sheiks and vampires were not the
only characters that came in for
disapproval by the Indorsers of
Photoplays, but even old Uncle
Tom and Eva, the angel child, at

the last meeting of the Indian-
apolis organization.

The banking group in the West Coast

Theatres deal is headed by Hayden, Stone

& Co., members of the New York Stock

Exchange, and Banks, Huntley and Com-
pany, investment bankers of Los Angeles.

Mr. Gore, who has just returned to Hol-
lywood from New York in company with
Thomas W. Banks and John Dinkens of

H. M. Lewis and Company, declined to

comment on the possibilities of the new
affiliations except to say they afford a na-

tional outlet for the pictures of Independ-
ent producers, and particularly those of

First National Pictures, Inc. Mr. Gore
also stated William Fox retains his stock

interest acquired some time ago.

The West Coast chain has been built

up by the Gores so it now is the largest

of its kind in the United States. With
the additional Independent theatres, it will

be a formidable rival of the theatre ohains

controlled by Famous Players-Lasky,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Universal and
Warner Brothers. The affiliation of

Hayden, Stone & Co. brings Wall Street

money to another California enterprise.

In addition to the bankers, the groups

and individuals now interested in West
Coast Theatres, Inc., are:

Robert Leiber, president. First National Pic-

tures; Moe Mark, operating theatres in New York
city and state; Jacob Fabian & Son, operating in

New Jersey; John Kunsky, Detroit; Balaban &
Katz, Chicago and Middle West; Abe Blank,
Omaha and Des Moines; Skouras Bros., St.

Louis; Saenger Amusement Company, New Or-
leans; Sam Spring, treasurer, First National;
Richard A. Rowland, general manager, First Na-
tional; Rowland & Clark, Pittsburgh, and Finkel-

stein & Ruben, Minneapolis. The foregoing thea-

tre owners are all franchise holders for First
National.

Rumors that Fox will build a large thea-

tre in Camden, N. J., have been denied by
Vicepresident Jack G. Leo. At Kansas
City the Midland Investment Company,
erecting a 4,600-seat Metro house, has be-

come owner in fee of the site. It is also

rumored that another big theatre is in pros-

pect for Kansas City, following a visit of
Spyros Skouras and others. At Albany,
N. Y., it has been decided not to open
until next fall the theatre being erected
there by Strand interests. It has also been
rumored that the Mark Strand corpora-
tion is planning a huge theatre and office

building on the site of the present New
York Mark Strand, in competition with the

new Roxy and Paramount theatres. Lew
Fischer of Fort Edward, N. Y., became the

partner of A. M. Barton in taking over the

Plaza in Chestertown, N. Y.
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N EW YORK.—Artie Stebbins, deep

delver in many things besides insurance,

has discovered that the Ovus Poli found
by the Roosevelts has no connection with

the Poli circuit of New England. . . .

Dgug and Mary (or vice versa as you
please) reached New York in time for the

showing of “The Black Pirate,” which both

admit is a pretty good picture. . . .

Joseph M. Schenck, Norma Talmadge, Sid

Grauman and Eddie Loeb have arrived from
the Coast and will spend several weeks in

New York. . . . Henry Ginsberg says that

a really good theatre manager must have a

head of hair like Sid Grauman or one
like Joe Plunkett. . . . Marcus Loew
returned from a Florida vacation in time

to greet Joe Schenck et ux., et al., etc.

. . . Abe Carlos got in from the Coast

last week and his former partner, M. H.
Hoffman, is expected this week.
Paul Gulick wants to know who is the

Paul Glick whose name appeared in this

publication where Paul Gulick’s name
should have been, and is willing to ship a

“u”out to Chicago if needed. . . . Bert

Adler, the silver-tongued exploiteer, spoke

last week before the Publix Theatre Man-
agers Training School on ‘The History of

Exploitation.” . . . Joe Seider, not fully

recovered but a whole lot better, has re-

turned from a health trip to Atlantic City

and is on the M. P. T. O. A. job again.

. . . Al Lichtman says there was a lot

of bunk printed about the hundred extras

getting their eyes badly burned while work-
ing on his “Oh Baby” picture. . . . Irving

Mandel, Chicago film man, spent part of

last week in the Big Town. . . . Sol

Raives, arbitration expert, occasionally

takes enough time off from that work to

buy or build a theatre. . . . W. IV. An-
derson, Pathe Atlantic branch manager,, was
in New York last week. . . . Fred Mc-
Connell says “There’s An Audience For
Every Picture” but some producers are un-

reasonable enough to figure they should

have more than one per. . . . Cecil

deMille, ill with the flu, took time out from
this to spend 20 minutes broadcasting from
WEAF and then went right back to bed.

Howard Deitz left for the Coast
last Thursday, and Oh, how he hates it.

. . . Arthur Lamb says his Mollie May
picture, “Her First Night In a Bath Tub,”
is not based on the Earl Carroll party.

. . . Arthur Lucas, head of Educational
in Atlanta, and well known in New York,
spent last week here visiting with friends

and enemies. . . . Anne Nichols wants
some of the money Universal is making
with the “Cohens and Kellys” and says
she will sue for it because “Abie’s Irish

Rose” had the stuff first. . . . Dave
Hochreich and Charlie Davis are blaming
it on each other and someone suggests that

Tex Rickard be called in to get the matter
settled. . . . George IV. Weeks, Par-
amount sales general manager, returned
last week from the Coast all pepped up
after a peep at new West Coast produc-
tion. . . . Matt Taylor has quit the film

business and Tom Garrity has taken his

place at Warner Brothers. . . . Max
Fleischer, president, and Harry Bernstein,
sales manager of Red Seal, are back from
establishing exchanges in Chicago and Min-
neapolis. . . . Sam Rork is due this

week from the Coast. . . . Wallace
Ham has resigned from Motion Pictures
Today to accept a position in the publicity
department of F. B. O. . . . Earl
Gulick says he has not played golf for so
long that he questions, if he would know
how to hold the caddy. —SPARGO.

The San Carlos Opera company entertained the Universal celebrities at the
studio, where the artists were entertained at lunch. Some of the vocifer-
ous vocalists are (left to right, rear): Raymond Cannon, Jean Hersholt,
Directors William A.. Seiter and Edward Sloman

; and Director General Henry
McRae (extreme right).

Evelyn Arden and Mrs. Louis Borzage, mother of Director Frank Borzage,
compare notes on styles of bobs on “The Dixie Merchant” set at the Fox
studios just after Mrs. Borzage has yielded to the popular fad of a

“shingle.” Louis Borzage, Sr.. Jack Mulhall, Madge Bellamy, Claire Me-
D owell, Frank Borzage and Frank Good, cameraman, are the audience.

Cecil B. De Mille, who is now in New York to confer with Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation officials, broadcast over the radio last week. Here
he is shown with Oscar M. Bate (left), Lou Goodstadt (2nd from left),

Cecilia De Mille, Mrs. De Mille, and Raymond Pawley (right).
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Blue Noses Fight Each Other
at Hearing on Lankford Bill

Hot Words Fly Before Congressional Committee—Hays Pledges

Producers to Cooperate with Church at New York Meeting

—

Organizations Praise Improved Standards of Screen

Spokesmen for a puritanical observance of Sunday in the District of

Columbia tweaked each other’s blue noses at last week’s sessions in

Washington of the congressional committee conducting hearings on the

Lankford bill. The hearing last Saturday closed with two ministers hurling

personal charges at each other so vociferously that members of congress
warned them that this is a Christian country.

Co-operation Meeting in New York
At the same time, at a meeting in New York, the church and the theatre

decided to cooperate for mutual benefit, at a meeting called by the com-
mittee on drama of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in

America, with Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A., as a prin-

cipal speaker. Headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A. also announced receipt

of communications from the National Catholic Welfare Conference and
the Council of American Patriots, commending the heads of the motion
picture industry for “commendable progress in the elevation of the moral
and artistic standards of the screen.”

Harding Boosted
for

926 Head of

K-M Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO„ March 9.—There

is a movement afoot to boost David Hard-

ing, vice-president of Capitol Enterprises,

controlling a large string of theatres in the

Middle West, as a candidate for president

of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri at

the annual convention in Joplin, Mo., April

20 and 21.

R. R. Biechele, present head of the M. P.

T. O. K-M, still clings to his assertion

that he will not run for office again. Hard-

ing and his brother, Samuel Harding, own
the Liberty theatre, first run down town

house of Kansas City which at present is

under lease to Universal.

30 Die in Fire;

Picture Theatre

in Siberia Razed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MOSCOW, March 9.—-Thirty are report-

ed to have been burned to death in a fire

which destroyed a motion picture theatre

in Novonikolayevsk, Siberia.

The fire started during a performance,

the dispatches stated.

Six Arrested in

Fake Studio Quiz;
Police Win Fight

Kingston Motion Picture Company of

Chicago is no more. Michael Costello, chief

promoter, was arrested with five others as

conspirators in a bogus motion picture

company.
When two policemen went to the studio

of the Classic Film Production Company
to investigate the disappearance of a cam-

era, Costello asked what they wanted. The
sergeants said they wanted to be actors.

Costello said they were splendid types and

for $100 they could be made actors. But

when Costello saw the policeman’s star of

one of his visitors he struck at the ser-

geant and the latter led with his own right,

knocking off Costello’s hat, in which were

half a dozen checks, which the police say

were forged.

Costello confessed.

Hogan Unit Back from
F. B. O. Location Trip

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—James P.

Hogan, directing the F. B. O. feature “The

Isle of Retribution,” has just returned from
the Sierras, East of Fresno, Cal., with his

company, where exteriors were made.
Twelve! feet of snow greeted Robert

Frazer, Lillian Rich, Mildred Harris and

Victor McLaglen when they stepped from
the train.

Sigmond to Tour U. S.

to Visit Music Folk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—It is the pur-

pose of Harry Sigmond, general manager
of American Composers, Inc., to encourage
orchestra leaders to do business with their

local music dealers directly while on the

five months tour of the sixty largest cities

in the country to call on dealers and
leaders.

Demands of the spokesmen for the
Lord’s Day Alliance for passage of the
Lankford bill brought editorial protest in

the Chicago Tribune March 8. Charging
that the measure would “prohibit the pleas-

ures and relaxations of the common man,”
the editorial writer, under the heading “A
Special Sunday for the Poor,” declared
that, as for the man of means “unlike the
poor man he could desecrate the Sabbath
in the eyes of the Sabbatarians to his

heart’s content and stay well within the
law. The discrimination is so apparent
that we cannot doubt it was intentional.

The alliance appears to know who butters
its bread.”
Trouble began early for and within the

ranks of the church bodies’ delegation and
its escort of 500 vehement supporters when
they appeared before the congressional
committee. Two of the spokesmen ex-
pressed their horror at seeing one of the
committeemen smoking a cigar. But the
smoking increased. The next shock came
when Rev. Charles Wood of the Church
of the Covenant, Washington, turned his

back on the congressmen to exhort his

bodyguard. Representative Robert G.
Houston sharply advised the speaker to

address the committee. Representative
Clarence J. McLeod forced Colin Hamilton
Livingstone, president of the National
Council of the Boy Scouts in America, to

admit that not all creeds observe Sunday
as their Sabbath.
The real storm broke at the Saturday

session, when Rev. Harry L. Bowlby,
general secretary of the alliance, asked if

Rev. Albert H. Zimmerman, founder of
the Universal Helpers from the Hills, was
not the same man whose name had ap-
peared on letterheads of “the defunct Anti-
Blue Law League, which the Lord’s Day
Alliance had put out of business for ob-
taining money under false pretenses.”

“Jesus Christ violated 450 local
Sunday observance laws which
the scribes had heaped upon the
fourth commandment. Jesus never
founded his kingdom on such a
law as is here proposed (the
Lankfort bill). He made his re-
ligion inspirational, not legalistic.

And the preacher today who
makes the police club and not the
cross of Calvary his symbol is not
fit to be a preacher.’’—REV. C. S.

LONGACRE, representing the
Seventh Day Adventists.

Reverend Zimmerman resented the insinua-
tion and demanded proofs.

Rev. R. H. Martin of Pittsburgh con-
ceded that a picture “like ‘Quo Vadis’
might be exhibited on Sunday, the ex-
hibitors taking up a free will offering.”

Rev. C. V. Leach, speaking for the
Seventh Day Adventists, said “the con-
scientious scruples of the minority are as
sacred as those of the majority” and
“where Sunday laws are enforced and not
enforced conditions are about the same.”
Representative Thompson of Ohio then
brought in bundles of petitions against the
bill from his constituents.
At the dinner of the Federal Council of

Churches of Christ, Hays commended the
proposed affiliation of church and theatre,

declaring that “acting with the Federal
Council of Churches, our association of
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
has moved forward definitely towards the
ends of interest and consequence to us all.

... It is the one method to bring about
better and still better pictures. Political

censorship is as utterly un-American in its

conception as it is absolutely ineffective

in execution. No picture will be made
by members of our association which will

not square with the proprieties as interp-
reted under all circumstances by this com-
mittee on drama of the Federal Council of
Churches.”
The commendations of the industry re-

ceived by the M. P. T. O. A. are a sequel

to President R. F. Woodhull’s plea before
the A. M. P. A. for a screen devoid of
notorious characters.

New Jersey must not have laws which
would classify the public and the theatre

owners as lawbreakers, President Joseoh
M. Seider of the New Jersey M. P. T. O.
declared in urging exhibitors to use their

influence in connection with the Williams
bill for revision of blue laws in that state.

Hopp Gets Writ Against
Cooney Organization

Judge Ira Ryner of the Cook County cir-

cuit court issued a restraining order March
1 upon members of the National Theatres
Corporation requiring them to surrender
possession of all papers, documents and
contracts which belonged to American
Theatres Corporation, a booking organiza-
tion, headed by Joseph Hopp. Hopp had
alleged that his organization had been un-
able to obtain instruments necessary to its

business.
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Johnson Raises First National’s
Foreign Exchanges to 42

Individual Psychology of Each Nation Studied, Says Foreign Manager
—W inners Announced in F-I\ Exploitation Contest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—E. Bruce Johnson, foreign manager of

First National Pictures, has opened new branches in Bombay,
India; Singapore, Federated Malay States; Seerabaya and Ba-

tavia, Java and Shanghai, China, in order to give foreign buyers and dis-

tributors the best possible service. These branches were installed after

an exhaustive survey of the territory to be served. Branches now oper-

ated by First National in foreign countries total forty-two, eight of

which have been opened in the past year to meet the growing demands
of the international film market.

''HE policy of First National in operat-
ing in the foreign field is consistently

one of co-operation and service,” said Mr.
Johnson. “As the trail of the motion pic-

ture leads around tha world, First Na-
tional establishes supply and service sta-

tions something as an exploring expedition
maintains bases of supplies.

“From its inception, First National has
been an exhibitors’ organization and be-
hind every policy is a realization of the

need for meeting the requirements of the
exhibitor. Certain principles of showman-
ship are, of course, basic, but beyond this

fundamental psychology there is the in-

dividual psychology of each nation to be
considered. My experience with for-
reign field leads me to believe that a sales

executive must learn a lot before he can
lead He must learn the habits and tastes

of his customers
;
he must have a thorough

knowledge of his product and how it has
been handled in other countries, and he
must have the wisdom and discrimination
to adapt this previous experience.

Exploitation Contest
Winners Are Announced

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—The judges
have selected the winners in the First Na-
tional Month Exploitation Contest which
attracted entries from exhibitors in all

parts of the United States and Canada.
Checks totaling $2,000 have been mailed
and those on the Honor Roll will receive
parchment testimonials in recognition of
their showmanship.
Winners were announced as follows

:

CLASS A—Theatres above 1,500 seating capac-
ity: First prize, most complete campaign, $250,
Joel Levy, Capitol, Reading, Pa.; second, $150,
Leroy V. Johnson, Liberty, Seattle, Wash.; third,

$100, Pete Egan, Capitol, Calgary, Alta.; best
newspaper ad of Class A, $50, Frank Steffv.

Coliseum, Seattle; best lobby, Class A, $50, David
Schaefer, Central, Jersey City; most original
stunt. Class A, $50, H. B. Wright, Loew’s State,
Los Angeles.
CLASS B—Theatres seating 1,000 to 1,500:

First prize, most complete camoaign. $250. Harry
E. Brown, California theatre, San Jose, Cal.; sec-

ond, $150, A. S. Wieder, Rivoli, Portland, Ore.;
third, $100, B.

,
W. Bickert, Old Mill, Dallas,

Texas; best newspaper ad, $50, A. S. Wieder,
Rivoli, Portland; best lobby, $50, Harry E
Brown, California theatre, San Jose; most original

stunt, $50, M. W. Korach, New Broadway, Cleve-
land. Ohio.
CLASS C—Theatres seating under 1,000: First

prize, most complete campaign, $250, R. S.

Touney, Rialto, Fort Dodge, la.; second, $150,
L. T. Lester, Jr., Ideal, Columbia, S. C.; third,

$100, P. A. Boone, Broadway, Mt. Airy, N. C.

;

best newspaper ad, $50, L. T. Lester, Jr., Ideal,

Columbia, S. C. ; best lobby, $50, John de Marce,
Viking, Benson, Minn.; most original stunt, $50,
W. A. Lanagan, Palace, Beaumont, Texas.

Most effective newspaper stunt of the month
for any class of theatre, $50, Leroy V. Johnson,
Liberty, Seattle, Wash.
Honor Roll: Aubrey Keil, Palm, Pueblo, Col.;

J. Jones, Palace, San Angelo, Tex.; Don Alex-
ander, Garrick, Duluth, Minn.; A. F. Battiston,

Lyric, Yukon, Pa.; T. Miller Davidge, Queen &
Liberty, Durant, Okla.; Bert Rakestraw, Electric,

Galena, Kans. ; John Scanton, Alhambra, Tor-
rington. Conn. ;

Montague Salmon, Rialto, Macon,
Ga. : O F Glass. Mason;-, Tn-no'e. McCook,
Nebr.

;
Mr .Triller, New National, Winnipeg, Man.,

Can.; C. E Wagner, Rex. Elk City, Okla.: Frank
Newman, West Coast, Long Beach, Cal.; Dan
Burgun, Garden, Des Moines, la.; J. E. Newell,
Sumter, York, Ala.; Jack Cross, Capitol, Carthage,
Mo., and Manager, D. & R., Aberdeen, Wash.

In the number of entries received and
the quality of the contributions, this con-

test, covering the advertising, publicity and
exploitation on First National Month
(January), was one of the most success-

ful ever conducted.
The judges were unanimous in their

opinion that the entries indicated a marked
advance in showmanship, especially in

smaller houses. Another fact commented
upon was the increasing influence of press

books in newspaper advertising.

To Act Against Thieves
of Gotham Ad Posters

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Stoll Picture
Productions, Ltd., of London have advised
the local office of Lumas Film Corporation
that they are taking vigorous action to pro-

tect the poster designs of the Gotham Pro-
ductions.

Far East “Exhibitor”

Praises “Herald’s” 104
The Exhibitor, an Australian

picture paper, in a recent issue
praises the “Herald’s” list of 104
best pictures of 1925 with the fol-

lowing statement: “Time and
again it has been set forth that
the only worth while voice in a

picture's or a product’s estima-
tion is the stern but entirely
truthful voice of the Box Office.

Makers and screeners of films
alike realise this. And it is for
this reason that there is more than
an unusual amount of significance
attached to this box office verdict
on the product of 1925.

“These are not organization’s
placings nor the comments and
appraisals of newspaper critics;

nor are they even the individual
views of exhibitors themselves.
They are the real and undeniable
facts proven at the box office.

And after all good old Mr. Box
Office is the judge in whom most
reliance can be placed.”

U Reports Net
Earnings of Year
at $ 1,925, 506
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Net earnings

for dividends reported for the Univer-
sal Pictures Corporation up to Novem-
ber 7, 1925, amount to $1,925,506, it was
stated yesterday. Which is more than

eight times annual dividend require-

ments on the First Preferred stock out-

standing; and after allowing for annual
dividends on the First and Second Pre-
ferred stocks is equivalent to $6.18 per

share on the common stock compared
with $5.62 per share in 1924.

The expansion in its production pro-

gram announced early last year is said

to be reflected in the balance sheet and
by an increase in inventory from $6,057,920

in 1924 to $8,030,769 in 1925.

“Siberia ’’Finished,

to Be Released to

Exhibitors Direct
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—The ac-

tual shooting of the melodrama, “Sibe-
ria,” has been completed following
several months of production work in

the snow country, according to word
from Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president
and general manager of the Fox Film
Corporation.
For a number of years the stage has

been selling the title to the public first

as a New York success, then as a road
show and a stock company product. It

will have no Broadway run, however,
before it is released direct to exhibitors.

Koppin V. P. Dies at 60
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANN ARBOR, MICH., March 9.—Capt.
Enos J. Burke, vice-president of the Koppin
Theatrical Enterprises, died recently at

Anti Arbor following three operations. He
was 60 years old and unmarried. He had
been connected with the Koppin association
nearly 12 years.

Seider to the Independents

An appeal to Independent theatre owners and independent producers
to act in unity for mutual protection is sounded by Joseph M. Seider,

business manager of the M. P. T. O. A., in an article printed on the

editorial page of this issue of the EXHIBITORS HERALD. During the

absence of Martin J. Quigley abroad a series of articles for the editorial

page is being written by a group of leaders in various branches of the

industry.

Mr. Seider in his article urges the Independent exhibitors to build

better and larger theatres before their competitors do so and the Inde-
pendent producers and distributors to make bigger and better pictures.

He also warns of “reckless overbuilding and overseating of communities
already well served” and “monopolization of product.”
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Special Writers

Working on Mix
and Jones Tales
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

nouncement at the

West Coast Fox
headquarters, fol-

lowing the return
of W., R. Sheehan
here.

Preparations are
Under Way it is Buck Jones

said for the great-
est season of production of Westerns for
Fox Film Corporation. By the new policy
the writers have been signed to weave
stories about the stars.

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—Adela Rog-
ers St. Johns is working on a special story

for Tom Mix while such writers as J.

Allan Dunn, Ger-
ald Beaumont,
Shannon Fife,

Charles Darnton
and John Stone
are preparing sto-

ries for both Mix
and Buck Jones,

according to an-

Tom Mix

Beauty in Doug’s
“Black Pirate ” Is

Seen in Premiere
By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, March 9.
—“The Black

Pirate,” Douglas Fairbanks’ 1926 epic, was
given its premiere at the Selwyn theatre
last night before an audience which con-
sisted of about everyone who is anyone in

the film business or official life in New
York. The presence of Doug and Mary
brought the usual crowd which blocked
the streets for a block on either side of
the theatre.

The picture, which is done throughout
in technicolor, is generally conceded to be
the most beautiful thing Fairbanks has yet
done and the wonderful blending of color
effects, handled in a manner so remarkable
as to give no hint of being overdone, sets

a new pace for this class of cinematog-
raphy.

The story travels through the 8,600 feet
on a rather slender thread but there is

enough romance in the love story of the
pirate and the captured princess (Billie

Dove) to satisfy.

The production is typically Fairbanksian,
and while much of the usual massive set-

tings and spectacular effects are conspicu-
ous by their absence, no opportunity is

overlooked in giving the athletic star full

play of his wonderful agility; and the
spirit of adventure furnished by thrilling

sea battles carries entrancingly throughout.
That “The Black Pirate” will please wher-
ever shown goes without saying. That’s
the kind of pictures Fairbanks makes, and
this latest effort is bound to be enhanced
in value by the color effects, while retain-

ing all usual Fairbanks values in the mat-
ter of fast action, holding interest and
exciting incident.

Reservations Flood M.P.T.O.
for Special to Convention

Exhibitor Flyer from New York to Los Angeles Increased to

13 Car Maximum—Calls for Accommodations Point

to Largest Convention Ever Held
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—The flood of reservations being made by Eastern
conventionees to the Los Angeles conclave has made it necessary for national

headquarters to enlarge the “Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
Special” leaving New York for the Coast May 23. The transcontinental Ex-
hibitor Flyer, according to the latest plans, will be a train comprised of 13 cars.

This number is the maximum, according to George Stanton, passenger expert

for the New York Central Railroad. There are sleeping accommodations for

135 individuals on this train.

Four Cars Already Completely Booked
Business Manager Joseph M. Seider of the national organization says that

if this demand for reservations continues within the next few weeks there may
not be even standing room on this train.

Already four sleeping cars have been
completely booked, 90 persons having
made reservations. The train will be
made up of four cars, each containing
6 compartments; 2 diners; one car con-
taining two drawing rooms; three cars

containing compartments and an ob-
servation room; one club car; four cars
containing 7 drawing rooms, and one
car to accommodate trunks. Theatre
owners as far south as Virginia have
already obtained their compartments on
the New York flyer.

Largest Convention Waited

National headquarters believe the en-
thusiasm being evidenced at this early

date will witness the exhibitor get-to-
gether on the Coast as the largest and
most significant of any convention ever
held by the national organization. The
trip provides an individual with all the
luxuries of a compartment and covers
all expenses on the road for $585.

Physician Sends Seider
Off Again to Take Rest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Joseph M.
Seider, business manager of the M. P. T.

O. A., returned to his office Monday, but

was so far from recovered from his recent

breakdown that his physician ordered him
away again for a protracted rest. Con-
trary to his physician’s orders to rest up
for at least three weeks at Atlantic City

to recover from what was diagnosed as a

breakdown from overwork, Mr. Seider

had spent but five days at a health resort

when an important conference necessitated

his appearance in New York City Febru-
ary 27.

Admission Levy
Loses in Virginia

Senate 14 to 24
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

RICHMOND, VA., March 9.—The 10

per cent admission tax bill has been re-

jected by the. Virginia senate by a vote

of 14 to 24. Jake Wells of the Colonial

theatre led the fight as the contact man
between the Virginia organization and the

M. P. T. O. A. It is considered unlikely

that the measure will come up for a vote

in the assembly.

News Reels Freed

from Censorship

byN. Y. Assembly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y, March 9.—The bill

eliminating news reels from the necessity

of censorship in New York state was
passed last night by the state legislature

by the overwhelming vote of 109 to 13. Its

passage is absolutely assured in the senate

and Governor A1 Smith will sign the bill.

United Artists to Move Offices

to Los Angeles by October 1
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—United Artists’ headquarters will be centered

in Los Angeles by October 1, according to officials of the corporation, who
left last Friday for New York to complete arrangements for the transfer.

The removal of the headquarters to the West Coast will mean an additional

$20,000,000 annually in film revenue to Hollywood, and will afford work for

hundreds of workers in all branches of the industry.

All phases of United Artists’ activities, including the printing of films,

advertising, lithographing and the manufacture of various accessories used
in exploiting the productions will be centered here. Plans have already
been drafted for a large building for the exclusive use of United Artists. A
definite site has not been selected, but the proposed structure will undoubt-
edly be erected at the Pickford-Fairbanks( studio on Santa Monica boulevard.
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board of United Artists, together

with Sid Grauman and Edmund J. Loeb, Schenck’s attorney, left for New
York Friday.
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GRADUATING EXERCISES of the first Paramount Picture School, March 1, at which 16 young men and women students
were given diplomas assuring them each a $75 a week initial salary. They appeared in “Fascinating Youth,” which was
shown at the dinner, at the Ritz-Carlton hotel. New York. In the center of the speakers’ table and to the immediate
right of the group of young women are Sidney R. Kent, general manager of Famous Players-Lasky, Jesse L. Lasky, vice-
president, and Adolph Zukor, president. Will H. Hays, president of the M. P. P. D. A., is sixth from the right at the table.

“Stop, Look, Listen,” Seider
Warns on New Contract

Deletions or Additions Can Be Made Only in Warranty Clause
,
Ex-

hibitors Told—Urges Thorough Trial of Play Date Provision

NEW YORK, March 9.—If the railroad crossing’s axiom of “Stop,
Look and Listen’’ is utilized by the exhibitor in his contractural

dealings with the producer and distributor, the new Standard
Exhibition Contract should prove a real boon to every theatre owner in

the country, according to an article by Joseph M. Seider, business man-
ager of the M.P.T.O.A., in the Official Bulletin.

A GREAT advantage of the Standard
Exhibition Contract formula, Seider

points out, is that theatre owners familiar

with its general structure need read only
one clause and then be assured of ab-

solute legal safety. This is Clause One,
or the Warranty Clause. Under the con-

tract agreement, a deletion or addition to

any of the other clauses would constitute

an act of fraudulence on the part of the dis-

tributor, Mr. Seider declares.

Watch for Written In Provisions

Seider adds the following information
for exhibitors

:

“Watch for and read carefully the provi-

sions that are written in.

“Watch the allocation of prices. A lump
sum for the entire contract would not be
dangerous if all the pictures contracted for

were delivered.

“Have your protection clearly set down,
your run, what theatres you follow, the

number of days of protection, the number
of days after your preceding run that you
are entitled to receive the photoplay for

exhibition.

“If you want to make sure that a certain

theatre will play the picture (exploitation

reasons) have the following words written

in
—

‘The distributor warrants that all the

photoplays described in the schedule here-

in will have a first run showing in the

theatre of this city’.”

Make Exhibitors Copy Conform

“Make sure that the exhibitors copy that

you receive conforms with the other copies

that you sign and with your understanding.
Do not take anyone’s word, not even the

district manager’s.

“If you give a date for a picture desig-

nated in the application and the date is

accepted or if you play a picture, even

though the contract may not formally have
been accepted, you may consider the con-
tract accepted because of the partial per-

formance. Likewise you are bound through
the partial performance.

“If you are in doubt on any point at any
stage of the process, consult with the M. P.

T. O. A. units or directly with head-
quarters.

“You have the right to challenge two
exhibitor arbitrators and two exchange
arbitrators.”

Concern for the operation of the new
Availability of Play-Date clause is ex-

pressed by Seider. Unless this clause is

given a thorough trial and its mechanical
structure is operated from a practical point

of view, certain hardships may be en-

countered by the theatre owner, he said.

Mary and Doug Stop in

“Chi” to Say “Hello”;

Schencks Pass Through
Mary and Doug were visitors in Chicago

during the week ending March 7, when they
were en route to New York to take passage
for Europe. The visit of the Fairbanks’
was followed by a visit of the Schencks
when Norma Talmadge and her husband
Joseph Schenck stopped on their way to

New York, March 9. Theda Bara was also

in Chicago between trains.

Going West at nearly the same time were
Creighton Hale and Ethel Shannon,
Gotham players.

Walter Hiers is in Chicago for personal
appearances at the Harding and Senate the-

atres for two weeks.

“Sky Rocket ” Sales
Reflect Credit on
E, J. Smith ofA. E.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—That E. J.

Smith, general sales manager of Associ-
ated Exhibitors, Inc., within three
months has es-

t a b 1 i s h e d the
company’s sales

staff on a smooth
running basis is

reflected in the
report that many
circuits have
been closed and
an unusual num-
ber of exhibitors
have been signed
for the company’s
big picture, “The
Sky R o c k e t.”

During the na-
tional sales cam-
paign such ac-
counts as the following were added to

the buyers for first runs:
Skouras, St. Louis, closed by E. J. Smith and

Nat E. Steinberg, entire Finkelstein and Ruben
Circuit ; entire Balaban and Katz Midwest Cir-
cuit, entire A. H. Blank circuit, Chas. Olsen’s
Ohio theatre, Indianapolis ; the Libson Houses,
Cincinnati, Dayton, Louisville ; Alexander Frank
Circuit, Iowa : Wilmer & Vincent Circuit ; Jen-
sen and Von Herberg, Portland and Seattle

:

Famous Players Southern Enterprises ; Capitol
Dallas, closed with Manager Charminsky ; Hos-
tettler Circuit: Bijou, Richmond and Wells, Norfolk,
with Otto and Jake Wells and Harry Bern-
stein ; Rialto, Fort Worth, with Manager Phil-

lips ; Palace, San Antonio, Texas ; Strand, Akron,
Ohio : Valentine, Canton, Ohio ; Famous Players
St. Francis Theatre, San Francisco ; Colony, New
York City : State, Cleveland ; Rialto, Tulsa, Okla.

;

Edul, Syracuse ; Martini, Galveston, Tex. ; Rialto,

Butte : Stanley Interests, St. Louis, Mo. ; Saxe
Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Strand, Hart-
ford : Strand, Atlantic City ; Victory, Providence,
R. I. ; Bijou, New Haven ;

Eastman’s Piccadilly,

Rochester, N. Y. ; Temple, Toledo, Ohio : Rialto,

Oklahoma City, and Franklin, Oakland, Cal.

Ufa Opens Swedish Unit
( Special from Department of Commerce)

BERLIN, March 9.—The Ufa film com-
pany here has recently formed a subsidi-

ary company in Stockholm with a capital

equivalent to $26,800 as a result, it is re-

ported. of an agreement between the Swe-
dish Film Trust and Ufa.

E. J. Smith
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F. B. O. Announces 56 Features
for ’26-’27 with 12 Specials Listed

Star Series of
24 Is Arranged
After Best Year

Formidable Array of Gold Bonds
Promised

—
“Bill Grimm’s

Progress” Series of

Short Features

F
B. O. announces that its prod-

• uct for the season of 1926-27

will include 56 feature productions,

12 of which will be “super-specials,”

with a formidable array of Gold
Bonds, in which star, cast and story

value will be the most pretentious of

any Gold Bonds heretofore.

Every unit of the new product will be
made with a rigid adherence to the pol-

icy adopted by this company some time

ago that stars, stories, casts, and every
item of production have been subor-
dinated to the one idea that the new sea-

son’s product shall contain nothing but

showman’s pictures. With this end in

view, a series of production conferences
have been held both at Hollywood and
in New York for the past several

months, to determine the availability of

subjects that offered a substantial han-
dle, by which exhibitors of every sized

theatre in every sized city should have
definite and concise exploitation angles
on which to lift the picture up for the
greatest amount of box office action.

TT OUGHT, therefore, says the F. B.

0. home office, be a matter of grati-

fication to the trade generally, to know
that at least one organization in the in-

dustry is not satisfied to merely offer

them a star of proven value or a vehicle

penned by some literary light, or a cast

of ponderous proportions. Rather the

F. B. O. idea is that it is not concerned
nearly as much with turning out artistic

successes, as it is with releasing nothing
but downright common-sense commer-
cial successes for showmen.

Production Plans Shaping

A few of the productions on which
production plans are now being consum-
mated are “Bigger Than Barnum’s,” a

melodramatic special of circus life from
the pen of Arthur Guy Empey; “The
Roaring Crowd,” a big city prize fight

special from tbe scenario of John C.

Brownell; “Her Honor the Governor,”
a story of women in politics by Hy Daab
and Weed Dickinson.

Fred Thomson will appear in a series

of Super-Westerns, which will comprise
the very best vehicles available for this

up and coming star. Thomson will have
a production budget back of each pic-

ture unit, which will insure his being
launched along among the biggest box
office sellers in the business. The prod-
uct which is more than justified by
Thomson’s tremendous popularity with
all classes of fans, has been increasing
by leaps and bounds during the past few
years. No less a writer than Stewart
Edward White will supply three of

MAJOR H. C. S. THOMSON
President of F. B. O.

Thomson’s vehicles. The novels pur-
chased for Thomson are White’s “Ari-
zona Nights,” “The Two Gun Man” and
“The Desert Legion.”

/\ STAR series of 24 pictures will in-

elude six productions each for Eve-
lyn Brent, Richard Talmadge, Lefty
Flynn and Alberta Vaughn. Heretofore
the star series consisted of eight produc-
tions throughout the season, but in or-

der that the quality of this series be de-
veloped to the utmost with plenty of
time for production details, it has been
deemed advisable to reduce the star se-

ries from eight to six productions.

Alberta Vaughn, a new addition to this

group, has earned her entrance into

screen comedy drama by reason of the
very excellent box office results that have
followed throughout the past season the
“Comic Girl of the Movies” in whatever
vehicle she appeared.

The Evelyn Brent productions will be
on a plane with her offerings of the past,

and a production budget commensurate
with her box office performance has been
allotted to each of her six new pictures,

in order that her popularity with fans
be not jeopardized.

Tom Tyler and His Pals, and Bob
Custer will be seen in just the type of

productions their admirers demand of

them, and special attention will be ex-
ercised to insure of these stars being pre-
sented only in the very best Western
dramas available.

'T' HE short features for the coming
season will embrace some very pre-

tentious material, among which will be
the launching of the “Bill Grimm’s Prog-
ress” stories which are now appearing in

Collier’s Weekly over the signature of
H. C. Witwer, the noted humorist. A1
Cooke, Kit Guard and Gertrude Short,
all F. B. O. comedy favorites, will ap-
pear in the series offerings, which will

consist of 24 comedies and 52 one-reel
subjects.

The current season has been F. B. O.’s

most successful year since the inception
of the organization, and Joseph P. Ken-
nedy, the chairman of F. B. O.’s direc-

torate, is enthusiastic over the lineup
for the coming season.

Joseph I. Schnitzer, vice president in

charge of production on the West Coast,
has the production department on its

toes, with the entire studio personnel
anxious to execute another record break-
ing year for F. B. O.

Additional production announcements,
in which the names of some of the big-

gest authors of the screen are involved,
will be released shortly, it being not pos-
sible to announce them now while nego-
tiations are pending.

F.B.O. Transfer in

Effect; Kennedy
Board Chairman

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Control of

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., and
affiliated corporations was formally trans-

ferred from Lloyd’s Bank and the Gra-
hams of London to Joseph P. Kennedy,
Boston financier, last week. The transfer

affected R-C Pictures Corporation, Film
Booking Offices of America, Inc., Film
Booking Offices of Canada, Ltd., and F.

B. O. Studios, Inc.

At the first meeting of the directorate under
the new ownership Kennedy was elected chair-

man of the board, formally headed by George
Wigham. E. B. Derr was made a director in

the chair held by H. J. Yates. Other members
now are Benjamin P. De Witt, general counsel
of the company, Major H. C. S. Thomson, presi-

dent and managing director, and W. W. Lancas-
ter, American representative of the Lloyd’s inter-

ests in London.

E. B. Derr was elected to fill the office

of treasurer which office D. A. Poucher had
resigned.

N . J . Exhibitors Vote to

Give Seider Testimonial
NEW YORK, March 9.—Joseph Seider,

president of the organization, was voted a
telegram of sympathy and well wishes at

the meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New Jersey last week. It was
also voted to tender a testimonial dinner
to him later.

That non-theatrical units in New Jersey
should be unable to obtain film for at least

one year after its release was the gist of

a motion unanimously adopted at the meet-
ing.

Scandinavians to Meet
May 20 on Film Confab

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, March 9.—Rep-
resentatives of Scandinavian film producers
and motion picture theatres will meet at
Copenhagen May 20 to discuss problems of
the industry such as censorship, taxation,
unfair competition, advertising, and the
cultural influence of pictures.
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$750,000 West Coast Theatre
Opened with Cody M. C.

Producers Emphasize Eagerness to Entertain Exhibitors—Lloyd Com-
pany May Build Near Netv F. N. Studio Site—Independent

Merger Denied

By RAY MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—West Coast Theatres, Inc., opened The
Belmont, newest addition to their evergrowing chain of theatres

last night. The opening was attended by many celebrities of the

film world as well as executives from the various producing companies.

OT HE new theatre is of Spanish archi-
-* tecture and is luxuriously equipped.
It seats 1,800 and represents an invest-

ment of $750,000. It will be under the
personal supervision of Arthur L. Bern-
stein. C. C. Chellew is manager of the

house.

Stars Are Introduced

Richly appointed lounging and rest

rooms, roomy upholstered seats, beauti-

ful tapestries and carpets are but a few
of the comforts provided for the patrons
of the new Belmont. The opening night

was a brilliant affair and an elaborate
program followed the introduction of

stars.

Lew Cody acted as master of cere-

monies, introducing Bryant Washburn,
Karl Dane, J. Warren Kerrigan, little

Muriel Frances Dana, Alice Calhoun,
Phyllis Haver, Kathleen Clifford, Alice
Lloyd, Roy Stewart, and many others.

The long feature was the Fox produc-
tion, “The First Year.”

* * *

Colony to “Show Off”

Exhibitors will be given the best that

Hollywood has in the colony’s effort to

“show off” its best manners and means,
it was emphasized in the announcements
of the producer-hosts this week that fol-

lowed the plans already revealed to en-

tertain guests at the national convention
of the M. P. T. O. A. June 1 to 5, in-

clusive.

The showmen will see the “inside” of

everything that goes to make Hollywood
a Hollywood. They will be actors in

a picture, they will watch the stars

emote, and they will hear speakers who
are big guns in the film colony.

j|C jjc j|c

Metropolitan Studios is further extend-
ing its facilities by the erection of a new
covered stage and the paving of all its

streets. It now has five large stages.
* * *

Henry MacRae will continue as direc-

tor general of production at Universal,
having signed a long term contract with
Carl Laemmle. Henry Henigson, who
was appointed general manager, will look
after the financial end of the organiza-
‘ion.

* * *

The Fred Thomson unit of F. B. O.
has just announced the purchase of

rights to Stewart Edward White’s novels
and work will start at once on the film-

ing of “The Two Gun Man.” The com-
pany will go to Jackson’s Hole, Wyo.,
and Convict Lake, Cal., for exteriors.

Thomson will take his horse, Silver

King.
* * *

Langdon and Party Go East

Harry Langdon, William H. Jener,
Tim Whealan and Frank Capra of the
Langdon unit, First National Pictures,
left Sunday via Santa Fe for New York
City with print of “Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp.”

* * *

Sam Taylor, who has directed Harold
Lloyd’s successes for several years, has
left that organization. He just finished

“For Heaven’s Sake,” a Paramount pro-
duction.

* * *

Ann Nichols of “Abie’s Irish Rose”
fame, is suing Universal Pictures, claim-
ing “The Cohens and Kellys” is a paral-

lel story to her play.
* * *

Irving Thalberg of the M. G. M. exec-
utive staff returned here last week with
a large production schedule. He had
rights to several New York stage plays.

* * *

“Tumbleweeds,” William S. Hart’s
United Artists’ production, has been held
over for a second week at the Forum
theatre. The Universal production,
“Stella Maris,” will follow “Tumble-
weeds.”

* * *

Fred Kley, formerly general manager
of the De Mille Studio, has become vice

president of the West Coast Mortgage
Securities Company.

¥ 'I* ¥

Work is progressing rapidly on the

Pathe Circle theatre of the Far West
Theatre Corporation which will cost

about $500,000.
* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller, Warner Brothers
star, and her mother, Mrs. Sadie Miller,

were taken ill in San Francisco. Both
returned home and are out of danger.

* * *

Lloyds May Build in Lankershim

It is said negotiations with the Harold
Lloyd Corporation for the sale of a 45-

acre tract in Lankershim are now be-
ing consummated. The site is one-half
mile from the new First National site.

The Donald Parker Productions, making
a series of Nick Harris short features,
has also purchased a large tract of land
on Sherman Way upon which will be
erected several studio buildings.

* * *

A. Carlos has returned to New York.
* * *

Clarence Brown is this week choosing
his cast for “The Trail of ’98” which he
will direct for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

* * *

Harry Cohn, vice president of Colum-
bia Pictures Corporation, has denied the
report that he will combine with two
other independent film producers in Hol-
lywood. He has just started building a

new stage measuring 70 by 150 feet. Joe
Brandt, president of the company, has
just arrived in Hollywood.

* * *

Estelle Taylor has just returned after

several months in Florida, New York,
Wilmington, Delaware, and Denver, Col-
orado.

* * *

L. W. Lincoln, father of Myrtle Sted-
man and grandfather of Lincoln Sted-
man, has arrived here to make his per-
manent residence with his daughter.
Lincoln is a veteran of the Civil war
and is hale and hearty at 82.

*1* *}» H*

C. H. Roach, secretary and treasurer
of the Hal Roach Studios, and father of

Hal, has just returned from the Panama
Canal and Havana.

* * *

Signs Charlie’s Aid
H. D’Abbadie D’Arrast, for the past

three years assistant to Charlie Chaplin,
is to be given an opportunity as a direc-

tor in his own right, it was announced
by Louis B. Mayer, who has signed a

contract with him.
* * *

Horace Miller New, former business
manager for Rockett Productions and
the Frank Lloyd Productions, has left

for New York where he will join Ray
Rockett at the East Coast studios of

First National. New has for years been
identified with some of the largest film

companies in the business.

Thomson Pictures Kept
House Open, Says Owner
Fred Thomson pictures, distributed by

F. B. O., kept a theatre open after the

exhibitor had practically decided to quit,

according to a let-

ter from Dr. Ed
F. Cox, owner-
manager of the

Princess theatre,

Bristol, Col., to

Manager M. D.
Gradner of Fred
Thomson Produc-
tions.

“I consider my
success in the

theatre line due
largely to Thom-
son pictures,” Dr.

Cox wrote. “I

purchased the Fred Thomson
showhouse here
after it had gone to the wall and tried

several classes of pictures in an effort to

revive it. When I had just about decided

to quit, F. B. O. talked me into trying out

the first series. They put my theatre on

its feet, started people to coming and I

have kept them coming ever since. I can’t

get enough Fred Thomson pictures.”

“The Street of Good Cheer 99

Martin J. Quigley’s “The Street of Good Cheer,” first printed in

the Holiday Number, 1924, of the EXHIBITORS HERALD, is re-

printed in full in a special press and exploitation sheet issued by
Famous Players-Lasky for Paramount’s “Greater Movie Season,”

covering the entire month of March, in Australia.

The press sheet includes an exhibitors’ application for an essay

contest conducted by newspapers in connection with the Paramount
campaign.
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Film News PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

in

Pictures
of Exhibitors Herald

Issue of March 13

by

the Camera

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reichenbach greeted Mar-
cus Loew, president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
who is now visiting in Florida. Photo was
taken on the Breakers beach at Palm Beach,
February 20. Loew, left.

Mema Kennedy, who is but 19 years old, has been chosen by Charlie

Chaplin as leading woman for his forthcoming comedy, “The Circus,”
it has been announced by Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists

Corporation. Miss Kennedy is a former Chicago girl, having received
her first theatrical experience there 10 years ago.
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Dorothy Phillips,

recently signed by
Metro - Goldwyn -

Mayer, is in “To-
to” with Lew
Cody.

Reginald Denny and Marion Nixon are in the

big parts of “Rolling Home,” which is about
ready for release. The picture has been di-

rected by William A. Seiter, Universal director,

who has returned from the East.

Monte Blue has received a new contract with
Warner Brothers under which he will star in

a series of outdoor productions similar to “The
Limited Mail.” The pictures will be begun
early for the season’s schedule.

Gertrude Short has been
j

j

signed by Film Booking Of-
|

*

fices to play in a series oft

two reel featurettes. She ; J

has a five-year contract. 1

Dustin Farnum is coming back. Here he is with his

family which consists of Mrs. Farnum and little Estelle,

who was but four weeks old on the day the photo was
taken. Farnum will appear in a role in “The Flaming
Frontier,” to be released by Universal Pictures.

Emory Johnson is in action

here. He is the young di-

rector-producer of “The
Non-Stop Flight,” F. B. O.
picture.
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Greta Garbo scored her first Amer-
ican triumph in “Ibanez’ Torrent,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release. She
was formerly a popular Swedish
actres^.

Little Bill Hart, Jr., was one of the guests who helped Thomasina Mix celebrate her
fifth birthday. Bill and Tommy (the little daughter of Tom Mix) are the heirs of

two Western stars and are fully conservative with horses. Neither seems afraid of

the one in the picture. The saddle and other paraphernalia are duplicates of those
worn by the famous Tony, Tom’s horse in Fox pictures.

Mary Pickford and Doug Fairbanks leave April

3 for Naples. They will be in Europe almost

two years. Photos here show them returning

from their last trip abroad less than two years

ago. At Doug’s left in each photo is Charlie

Chaplin, another of the famed trio of United

Artists stars.
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Marion Davies arrived in New York a few
days ago on the 20th Century of the N.

Y. C. to spend a vacation. “Beverly of

Graustark” in which she starred has been
completed and will be released by M-G-M.

“Oh Baby!” is the first of a series of pictures to be made by the company
newly formed by A1 Lichtman, right. Left is Harley Knoles, director, and
center, Little Billy, featured player. The picture is also the first in which
Little Billy appears as a screen player. It will be released through Uni-
versal Pictures Corporation.

When. Donald Kerr became a screen comedian he imme-
diately sought the “Herald” for first hand information
of the film business. Kerr is at right, Bryon Foy, direc-

tor, left. Kerr is starred by Cantor Comedies in “Some
Baby,” his first comedy.

Bill Hart visited Mayor Rolph and also visited one of his In-

dian ancestors upon his arrival in San Francisco for the

Western premiere of his new picture, “Tumbleweeds.” The
picture was directed by King Baggot and is strictly a Western
film for United Artists.
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Above: Anna Q. Nilsson and John W. Boyle
with the new device camera which Boyle has
invented.
Left, above: Miss Nilsson and Charlie Mur-
ray in the outfit used in scenes for “Her
Second Chance” for First National. Charlie

is the well appearing “old lady.”

Left: And Charlie Murray is here seen with-

out the flag of Old Erin.

Rudolph Schildkraut has

signed to appear in De
Mille and Metropolitan

films for Producers Dis-

tributing Corporation.

Kathleen Key plays “The Vampire of

1876,” in the Universal production, “The
Flaming Frontier.” The picture will make
its debut at the B. S. Moss’ Colony the-

atre early in April.

Erin go bragh! Dorothy Dwan (Mrs. Larry Semon) can trace her ancestry

back, she says, to the first Gaelic kings. In “Spuds,” Larry’s next feature,

Dorothy will portray an Irish girl, her costume for which is appropriate at

this St. Patricks’ Day season. The most recent picture to be made by
Semon is “Stop, Look and Listen,” Pathe release.
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U. A. Gets Shapiro; Goldwyn
Closes Eastern Offices

Morgan Joins Burr-Hines Organization—Matt Taylor Resigns Warner
Post—A. M. P. A. Goes in for Negro Spirituals

By JOHN S. SPARGO

NEW YORK, March 9.—Samuel Goldwyn who some time ago trans-

ferred his distribution affiliations from First National to United
Artists last week closed his New York offices, and this gave other

companies a chance to obtain the services of two of the best men in the
industry in their respective lines.

'T'HESE men are Victor Shapiro and
Guy Morgan, and both of them were

snapped up as soon as it became known
that their services were available. Sha-
piro has gone to United Artists as direc-
tor of advertising and publicity. Mor-
gan has joined Charlie Burr and Johnny
Hines as general manager of the B. & H.
Enterprises.

Following is the official announcement
issued by United Artists on the Shapiro
appointment, and every man in the in-

dustry who has watched the hustling
young advertisers work will agree that
the compliment paid him by Hiram
Abrams is well deserved:

In line with his policy of expanding his
fast-growing organization, Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists Corporation, has
announced the appointment of Victor M.
Shapiro as advertising and publicity man-
ager.

For the last six months Mr. Abrams has
been adding to the personnel of the organ-
ization to provide for the handling of
added product which is coming to the
theatres of the country through United
Artists.

His newest appointee, Mr. Shapiro,
brings with him an enviable record in the
advertising and publicity field of the pic-

ture industry.
For more than ten years, with the excep-

tion of his services in the United States
army over seas in the war, Mr. Shapiro has
continuously been identified with advertis-
ing and publicity and sales promotion work
with several of the biggest distributors in

the business and with a number of impor-
tant producers. His selection by Mr.
Abrams to supervise United Artists adver-
tising and publicity departments is a direct

result of Mr. Shapiro's record of accom-
plishment.

Mr. Shapiro's work has merited the at-

tention of the entire industry and in seek-
ing a man to fill this important post in his
enlarged organization, Mr. Abrams chose
Mr. Shapiro by reason of the consistent re-

sults he obtained for the several producers
and distributors in whose behalf he has
labored. It is felt that Mr. Shapiro's ap-
pointment is a decided asset to the organi-
zation that he is joining and a tribute to

his ability and splendid record.

While the official announcement from
United Artists does not say anything
about Charlie Moyer, who almost since
the formation of United Artists has held
down the job now taken by Shapiro, it is

understood that he will devote his time
and talents to special exploitation, in

addition to being the right hand of Sha-
piro.

* * *

Matt Taylor Leaves Warner

Another change among the advertis-
ing men was the resignation last week of

Matt Taylor who has been associated
with Warner Brothers for the past year
in the advertising department. Taylor
leaves the industry to devote his time
to the preparation of special feature ma-
terial for one of the leading newspaper
syndicates, a work at which he is espe-
cially adept. Taylor’s place at Warner
Brothers has been filled by the selection
of Tom Garrity who moved over from
Universal.

Taylor is one of the most popular
young men in the industry and has been
associated with motion picture advertis-

ing and publicity for the past five years.

He came to the industry after a brief

but successful career as a newspaper
man. Prior to joining Warners he was
with First National where he handled
that company’s national advertising.

5*C

The A. M. P. A. has gone in for negro
spirituals or spirituelles, whichever way
you want to spell it. At least they did

go in for this last week. Not that that

bunch which eats each Thursday at the
Hoffbrau Haus is trying to sing. They’re
not, for that would be too terrible for

even Broadway which stands for a lot.

They just listened to ’em.

For the delectation of the advertisers
last week the famous Southern Jubilee
Singers, and the inimitable colored
dancer, Clarence E. Bradley, put on
some of their choicest numbers. Negro
spirituals, humorous selections and love
songs were rendered with more than the
ordinary measure of feeling and effec-

tiveness which is characteristic of even
negro offerings of this kind. Such ex-
ceedingly catchy numbers as “Scandaliz-
ing My Name,” “Low Down Moses,” “If

You Love One Another” and a novel
version of “Follow the Swallow” were
played and sung by the Southern Jubilee
singer so well as to elicit repeated en-
thusiastic ovations from the listeners.

The singers accompanied themselves on
banjos and guitars.

Lawrence Lomax, the negro tenor
vaudeville headliner, sang in a voice,

rich and expressive, a number of negro
spirituals, and an exceptionally fine new
composition by Peter E. Brown, who ac-

companied Mr. Lomax on the piano dur-
ing his recital.

Clarence E. (Buddy) Bradley, instruc-

tor of a number of the currently popular
Broadway dancing stars, gave conclusive
proofs of his right to be listed with
America’s foremost dancers in an exhi-

bition of the buck and wing, the triple

tap Charleston and the straight fast

Charleston. Jack Moore, celebrated col-

ored pianist, assisted Mr. Bradley at the

piano.

The A. M. P. A. was so favorably im-
pressed by the offerings of the enter-

tainers, that it is seriously considering
entering into an agreement with the

Southern Jubilee Singers for their serv-

ices at the next Naked Truth Dinner, and
engaging Mr. Bradley to prepare a special

act for the occasion similar to the one
staged by himself and Billy Pierce for

the present edition of the Greenwich
Village Follies, which is stopping the

show at every performance though en-

acted by beginners.

In appreciation of their kindness in

performing for them, the A. M. P. A.

body is endeavoring to procure a place

for these entertainers on the programs
of the leading first run houses of the

city, as they fully meet the requirements
of this type of theatre.

Over 1.000 Attend FPL Social

The fifth annual reception of the Para-
mount Pep Club, comprised of home of-

fice employes of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, was held last Friday night
in the grand ballroom of the Hotel As-
tor. Between one and two thousand per-
sons were in attendance.

From 10 o’clock until dawn those present ate,
danced and enjoyed one of the finest programs
of entertainment ever assembled for a Pep Club
affair. Helen Ford and Charles Purcell of “Dear-
est Enemy,” Roger Wolfe Kahn and his society
orchestra, Gene Austin, Sylvia Froose, Harry
Gerard and his California Ensemble, Orville &
Patti Harrold, A1 Herman, Tevis Huhn, Irwin
Sisters, Aunt Jemima, Vincent Lopez and his
orchestra, Rita Owen, George Stickney, Allan
White’s Collegians, Victor Arden, Max Kotlander,
Phil Ohman, Captain F. G. McPherson, Banjo-
land, D’Andre & Walters, Gus Mulcahy, Stuart
Sisters and Edward Michael, were billed to ro-

vide the evening’s entertainment which was ar-

ranged under the supervision of President Palmer
Hall Stilson.

A feature of the evening was the introduction
of the 15 hostesses chosen at a recent club elec-

tion. There were: Agnes F. Mengel, chairman:
Julia Jordon, Sadie Spitzer, Helen Winston, Irene
Scott, Adelaide Miller, Helen Swayne, B’elle

Goldstein, Lillian Stevens, Sally Wood, Mar-
guerite Baurdette, Evelyn O’Connell, Marie
O’Hagen, Daisy Weiss and Tess Aronstamm.
The entertainment for the evening was staged

by Harry Lenetska, Abe Meyer and Earl San-
ers.

* * *

Gotham Pressbook a Wow
One of the most beautiful and artistic

press books which has reached this writ-

er’s desk since Hector was a pup arrived

last week from Gotham Productions,
containing the annual announcement of

Sam Sax’s thriving company. The pro-

duction book—it’s really too fine for the

commonplace name of press book—was
designed by and prepared under the di-

rection of Lon Young. And when Lon
sets out to spread himself on something
of this sort, the result is always a work
of art. In the present instance, how-
ever, he has even outdone all his former
efforts.

“Quality and not Quantity” is the key-
note of the book’s description of the

Gotham product which shows 12 pic-

tures scheduled for distribution, six of

them being features from the books of

famous authors and six thrilling melo-
dramas.

* * *

Lois Wilson has been about the busi-

est girl in all screenland during the past
week. She delivered a speech before
radio fans via WGBS Saturday evening,

February 27, and Sunday attended the

opening of “Let’s Get Married” at the
Rivoli theatre in which she appears in

the lead opposite Richard Dix. Then
Monday and Tuesday came theatre en-

gagements. On Wednesday she attended
the hockey match in Madison Square
Garden, and was guest of honor, and put-
ted off for the opposing teams. After
attending one or two receptions and one
or two other theatre performances on
Thursday or Friday, Lois went back to

the Rivoli theatre Saturday morning
last, at a special performance given for

children and addressed the meeting.
She is resting up this week.

* * *

Spence Goes to Coast

Ralph Spence, title writer, is speeding
westward from Florida, to keep his word,
given Harold Lloyd several months ago,

that he would title the comedian’s first

production for Paramount release.

Spence was combining business with
pleasure in Florida, where he received

word from John L. Murphy, production
manager for Harold Lloyd, that “For
Heaven’s Sake” was about finished and
would be ready for his title work by the
time he arrived in Los Angeles.
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Re-Takes

ANOTHER director declared that sex
pictures are passe last week. In

.. other words, the “Flaming” films

are burning out.
jjc i|c jfc

Great Idea
Why doesn’t someone write a play in

which the rich father whips out a check
book and tries to buy off the actress who
is about to marry his son.

JjJ %

Hurrah for West Coast
It's a punk week in Hollywood when the

West Coast doesn’t open a new theatre. As
one actor said at the Belmont opening last

Tuesday, “Soon there’ll be one on every
corner.” Well, then the fans won’t have
to walk a mile and they satisfy.

* * *

A Great Machine
A1 Cohn, one of our rising young writers

of screen plays, is working on a continuity
typewriter that will not only space, indent,

capitalize, roll the paper, shift, punctuate,
spell correctly and turn out a perfect con-
tinuity in 30 minutes but will also occasion-
ally furnish a few gags, plots and what-
not used extensively in making fillums.

* * *

Help! Help!
I see Fox is protesting because M-G-M

claims to have exclusive rights to our U. S.

Marines in pictures. And I don’t blame
William. That’s terrible. What will be-
come of our best rescue scenes if we can’t

get the Marines at the last moment.
* * *

Ah Something New
Have you ordered your pink silk vest,

speckled with blue embroidered rosebuds?
This is to be the fashion in vests this year,

we are told by the fashion makers. By
the way, what becomes of all the fancy
clothes these f. m. design?

:j< iji

Everything’s Explained
Perhaps you’ve been in doubt as to just

what the Ancient Order of Molasses
Spreaders means. A lot of people are.

Well, here’s the low-down on it, furnished
by F. G. Sliter, First National Exchange
manager, Seattle, who, by the way, is

Spreader in Local No. 25 : He sez

:

Contrary to opinion this Order is in no way
connected with the political activities of the famous
Sen. Sorghum and it is not an offspring of the
equally famous Black-Strap Rebellion wherein, as

you will remember, Col. Degree forbade Uncle
Tom to use Molasses on his Aunt Jemina pan-
cakes. The slaves generally took up the cause of
Uncle Tom and refused to use molasses excepting
on “long sweetening” and slept in the same suit

of underwear for a period of three years. The
rebellion was ended when it became necessary to

use a cold chisel in removing the underwear.
This also gave origin to the term “onion suit”
because it brought tears to the eyes when it was
peeled. However, common usage later changed
this term to “Union suit,”. which incidentally, had
nothing to do with the civil war.

* * *

Oh What a Dumb Bell
Some men never keep abreast of the high

cost of living. A Los Angeles woman is

divorcing her husband because he gave her
a nickel and told her to go out and have a
good time. It takes a dime at least, even
in L. A.

* * *

Famous Last Words
“I think, Mr. Director, it ought to be

done this way.”
R. M.

Exhibitors’ Friend Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY, N. Y., March 9.—Exhibitors
lost a friend when death claimed Mayor
William S. Hackett, in Havana, following
an automobile accident that occurred on
February 16.

Twelve Gothams Announced
for ’26-’27; in Two Series

Six Greater Gothams Include Tivo Starring Peter the Great
,
Dog Actor

—Six Gotham Productions from Original Scenarios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N EW YORK, March 9.—Twelve Gotham pictures will be released in

1926-27, the 12 being divided into series of six each to be known as
“Greater Gothams” and “Gotham Productions,” Sam Sax, producer

of Gotham Productions and president of Lumas Film Corporation, an-
nounced last week. Production plans are 100 per cent complete, all

upon, and preliminary studio workstories and titles have been decided
has started, Sax said.

rPHE six “Greater Gothams” will all

be from the works of authors inter-

nationally famous. Included will be two
pictures starring the canine actor, “Pe-
ter, the Great.” Among the authors
are E. Phillips Oppenheim, Rida John-
son Young, George Chester and Regi-
nald Wright Kauffman.
The series of six Gotham Productions

will be original scenarios by well known
screen writers, the stories being espe-
cially written and produced ground a cer-

tain given theme.
The productions will be released at

the rate of one a month, one subject
from each series on alternate months.
A number of well known screen stars

have been engaged, and others are be-
ing contracted for rapidly. The “stock
company” idea has been discarded and
each picture will be cast according to

the requirements of the characters of
the stories.

Sax, now in California speeding up
production, states the following titles of

the entire Gotham lineup will be strictly

adhered to and that the entire 12 sub-
jects will be available far in advance of

release dates, thus enabling the exhib-
itor to take advantage of screen exam-
ination.

The Greater Gotham series of six sub-
jects will consist of the following titles:

“The Golden Web,” a recent novel by
E. Phillips Oppenheim, popular and pro-
lific author of melodramatic mystery
romances; “The Woman Who Did Not
Care,” from the novel by Rida Johnson
Young, author of “Maytime” and “Little

Old New York”; “The Silent Avenger,”
by Ed. J. Meagher, in which Peter, the
Great will be featured; “Quarantined
Rivals,” by George Randolph Chester,
a farce comedy; “King of the Pack,” by
Edward Faust, a story of the great out-

doors, starring Peter the Great, and
“Money to Burn,” a recent and popular

novel by Reginald Wright Kauffman, au-
thor of “The House of Bondage,” and
“Free Lovers.”
The following subjects comprise

the series of six Gotham Productions,
all of which are constructed along the
same lines as. the present season’s
schedule: “Sinews of Steel,” by E. J.

Meager; “Heroes of the Night,” a com-
bination of fire and police melodrama
written and directed by Frank O’Connor
whose “One of the Bravest” was one of

the present season’s Gotham hits; and
“Mountains of Manhattan,” which pic-

tures the drama and dangers in the lives

of the men who construct our gigantic
skyscrapers. The story is based on
actual occurrences and will be prepared
by Ed. J. Meagher; “The Silent Power,”
a drama with the principal action oc-
curring in a modern electric power plant,

an original story by Delos Sutherland
based on the title and theme suggested
by Lon Young; “The Black Signals,” by
T. Oakley Crawford, a railroad story,

and “The Final Extra.”
Production on the new program will

be started immediately.
Two more pictures remain to be re-

leased on the current Gotham program
and the April and May releases of “The
Sign of the Claw” and “Racing Blood”
will clear the slate for the new series.

Sam Sax will remain in California for

at least another month.

Hampton Counsel Denies
Report of Damage Suit

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Attorneys for

Hope Hampton deny reports in New York
dailies of last week that she is suing

Charles Dillingham, theatrical producer for

$58,000 damages. It is declared that she is

suing for salary.

WHAT EXHIBITORS ARE SAYING ABOUT-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
“I expect to open my new house with ‘The Iron Horse’ about March

25 and so I am a very busy man at present, but I still take time to pick

the good things out of the HERALD every time it comes to me. The
HERALD is the only trade paper I take. I don’t need any other, as

the HERALD has in it everything I want to know about pictures.”

—

C. H. SIMPSON, Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.
¥ V

“I tried to do without the HERALD a few weeks and just had to

come back, as no other trade paper fills the bill. —GRAFTON
NUTTER, Royal theatre. Republic, Kans.

* ¥ ¥

“The trade paper with an unbiased reports department is an in-

valuable aid to us small town exhibitors. —RALPH K. RUSSELL,
New Pastime theatre, Cushing, la.
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PIONEER IS FOR ALL-COMEDY
Tells How He
Arranged Bill

for Box Office
Know Your Comedy Bill as

Thoroughly as Your Big Fea-

tures, Says Amasa, Mich.,

Exhibitor

Pioneer Pete has fired the first gun
in the All-Short Features survey and
it’s a double-barreled shotgun loaded
with arguments for a program of two-
reel comedies and news reel.

But the enterprising manager of the

Pioneer theatre at Amasa, Mich., also

sounds an appeal for clean entertain-

ment, tells how his own experience
taught him the value of “knowing
your comedy bill,” how to arrange
the program to get the best results at

the box office and how to study the

audience. He adds a caution against

too frequent use of the All-Short
Features bill and then concludes with
some philosophizing on theatre ideals.

Here are the highlights of Pioneer
Pete’s reasoning:

A full comedy bill is particularly
good and timely after a steady diet

on heavy features.

A full comedy bill has no place
for any questionable innuendoes
because such a bill caters to chil-

dren to a large extent.

Know your comedy bill as thor-

oughly as your big features.

Place news reel first, weakest
comedy next, best comedy last.

Card index the preference of

your regular patron, get your figure

on majority preference, then step

on it.

•Your theatre is not a laughing-
gas factory; it is a social gathering
place, a place of entertainment and
institution of learning.

When the Federal Motion Picture

Conference met in Chicago recently,

for its bluenosed sessions a member
of the W. C. .T. U. made the charge

from the convention floor that good
long features “usually” are spoiled bv
“obnoxious” short features following.

Every one in the trade knows she fell

“PIONEER PETE”

into the customary rut of mis-state-

ment and exaggeration of the so called

reformers when she used the word
“usually.” But that there is a bit of

truth in the criticism is reflected by
this sentence from Pioneer Pete

:

“Our experience with ,a good many
comedy features is that they border

on smut to get a giggle out of the

audience.”

Pioneer Pete has presented the case

for the all-comedy bill.. What about

you theatre owners who favor use of

single-reel novelties? A blank is

printed on page 44.

Edward F. Todd Is Father
UNIVERSAL CITY.—Edward F. Todd, chief

comedy and serial cutter for Universal, announces
an increase in the Universal staff in the person
of a 7^2-pound daughter, Todd says she was
born with silver shears in her hand.

EVERYBODY’S BOOKING
St. Patrick's Day Special
Week of March 14th

Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

“HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY?”
Hand Colored by Brock

N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

Timely After
HeavyDiet on
LongFeatures

Program Has No Place for Smut,

Declares Pioneer Pete— Pref-

erences of Patrons Card In-

dexed.

By PIONEER PETE
Pioneer Theatre, Amasa Mich.

A full comedy bill is O. K. once a

week, but not oftener. I would say

that once or twice a month would be

often enough in a one or two nights

a week small town.

There is no question in my mind
that a full comedy bill is particularly

good and timely after a steady diet

on heavy features. On the other

hand, the tendency to go to the other

extreme requires caution.

Our experience with a good many comedy
features is that they border on smut to get
a giggle out of the audience. In order to

get this laugh this way the patrons who
come for clean entertainment are obliged
to swallow their embarrassment and hang
tight only because they are too courteous
to disturb their neighbors by getting up
and leaving with a feeling of resentment
toward the exhibitor.

Of course, we know that there are
people and people, but I firmly believe
that a full comedy bill has no place for
any questionable innuendoes for the
simple reason that a comedy bill caters
to children to a large extent.

My advice to any exhibitor that has any
number of highminded, clean thinking
patrons is to know your comedy bill as
thoroughly as your big features. Knowing
this you are in an excellent position to go
to your patrons with advertising on a full

comedy bill and make a “killing” at your
box office with money that you will not
and need not be ashamed to deposit at the

bank the next day.
I know I am moralizing a bit strong

and so I’m going to lay off and say that a

program containing one news reel, three

two-reel comedies and a cartoon is well
chosen. The order of playing is also im-
portant. You know what particular com-
edy your people most enjoy. Show that

last. With your newsreel first put in

the weakest comedy next, etc.

Of course, there are people, and not a

few, who do not care for a full comedy
bill at any time and there are others who
want nothing else. The solution to this

problem is a full comedy bill not oftener
(Continued o<n page 44)



Hal Roach
presents

CHARLEY CHASE
in

“MAMA BEHAVE”
A perfect panic of laughter. As big on your bill as any feature

you can get. The tale of a wandering mama and a wondering papa.

GLENN TRYON
in

“THE HUQ BUQ”
What a fellow gets if he makes love

to a 1927 girl in a 1912 way.

“DIZZY DADDIES

”

with

JIMMY FINLAYSON, TYLER BROOKE
and GERTRUDE ASTOR

This daddy wasn’t really dizzy, but a vigorous

vamp made him look as though he was.

OUR GANG
in

“MONKEY BUSINESS”
Farina is adopted by a monkey,

and there is the devil to pay.

YOU CAN’T BUY BETTER ENTERTAINMENT ANYWHERE
F. Richard Jones, Supervising Director

Pafh^comedy
TRADE MARK



Casey of the
with George O'hara

Produced with the co-operation

A big idea put into a big serial.

The greatest title imaginable, for it gives

you the benefit of column after column of

first page newspaper stories.

Get the inside of the rum running traffic;

of alien smuggling, of the perpetual battle

between the Coast Guard and the lawless.

2000 volt action on land and sea.

Produced by Schuyler Grey Directed by Will Nigh

Pafheserial
TRADE T ujjk \ MARK.w



Coastguard
and Helen Ferguson

of the United States Coast Guard



Mack Sennett
presents

“CIRCUS TODAY”
a MACK SENNETT COMEDY, with

Billy Bevan and Madeline Hurlock

If there were no laughs in this one except where Miss Hurlock

tries to duck the lion, it would still be a 90% comedy.

RALPH GRAVES
in

“MEET MY QIRL”
Does the poor but worthy hero get his?

He does! You get yours in laughs.

ALICE DAY
in

“SPANKINQ BREEZES”
A honeymoon on a yacht with all the wife’s relatives along.

A rough party that only a mother-in-law could enjoy.

“WANDERINQ WILLIES”
a MACK SENNETT COMEDY
Better than a spring tonic to tone up a sour dis-

position brought on by winter sniffles and snuffles.

Path6comedy
TRADE MARK
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Felix the Cat Has 10 Lives

in Capitol Ballet, Vancouver
Children from Gladys Attree School of Dancing Stage “The Wedding

of Felix” and Manager Ruffner Gets Such a Hand He
Plans Similar Stunts

A NOVEL Felix the Cat Ballet was presented recently by Ralph
Ruffner (“Ruff”), livewire manager of the Capitol theatre, Van-
couver, B. C., that drew more than usual comment from patrons

and press and was considered by the management to have sufficient pat-

ronage-building merit to warrant the staging of several additional epi-

sodes of a similar nature in the near future.

Leo Maloney to

Make Series of
Pathe Westerns

Leo Maloney becomes a Pathe star on
completion of a contract calling for one
more picture, according to an agreement
consummated be-
tween the Western
star-producer and
Elmer Pearson,
vice-president and
general manager
o f Pathe Ex-
change, Inc.

Acquisition o f

Maloney marks a

return to the fold,

for the star has
previously made
some of his best

pictures for the

house of Pathe.

He makes his pic- i.eo Maloney

tures at his own
studios at Skyland in the heart of the

San Bernadino mountains in California.

With twenty years’ experience as an

actor, director and producer, Leo Maloney
ranks as a pioneer in the motion picture

business. He was born in San Jose, Cal.

His “break” into pictures was made with

Thomas H. Ince in the old “101” Bison

productions, perhaps the most realistic

Westerns ever staged. Next he joined Uni-

versal as a director. Later he co-starred

with Helen Holmes for the Signal Film

Company. When Maloney entered produc-

tion for himself, his first series of eight-

two-reel Westerns produced under contract

with Clark Cornelius, led to his first

Pathe contract. Maloney is now completing

his contract with the Clarion Photoplay
Corporation.

Short Feature Is

Coming Into Own
Now, Says Mack

A two weeks tour during which he vis-

ited exchange centers in ten cities has

convinced W. A. V. Mack, short features

salesmanager of Pathe, that at last the

socalled “short” has stepped out of the

filler and chaser class and is now consid-

ered by exhibitors in its true guise as an
important unit of the theatre’s screen pro-

gram.

In conjunction with the recognition of

the short feature as an entertainment as-

set, Mack noted greatly increased advertis-

ing on this part of the program. This he

attributes to the excellent “missionary”
work of the Pathe field exploitation men
and the complete advertising and exploita-

tion aids provided in the press books from
Pathe on every two-reel comedy from the

Hal Roach and Mack Sennett Studios.

When Editor Emanuel Cohen of Pathe
News compiled the “Flashes of the Past”
reel in honor of the fifteenth anniversary
of the pioneer newsfilm, little did he real-

ize this short feature would figure in thea-

tre anniversaries throughout the country.

Numerous cases came to Mack’s attention

where exhibitors, in celebrating the tenth

or fifteenth anniversary of their theatres,

had booked “Flashes of the Past” as a

fitting highlight of the program. When
the Mark Strand theatre in Albany, N. Y.,

played “Flashes of the Past” the New
York press declared it the hit of the bill.

Mack found exhibitors very much inter-

ested in the “Famous Melody Series” of
single reel features,

''"PHIS was the first elaborate presentation
to be staged around the Educational-

Felix cartoon character following an-
nouncement that Pat Sullivan would waive
his royalty rights and grant permission to

exhibitors for the use of this interna-
tionally known feline for the staging of
special prologs in conjunction with show-
ings of Educational-Felix the Cat subjects.

All In Black Except Bride

The Capitol theatre presentation, an en-

tirely original one entitled “The Wedding
of Felix,” made use of a number of spe-

cially trained boy and girl dancers of vary-
ing heights. With one exception, the

bride, they were all garbed in black cos-

tumes so cleverly conceived that their

identification as Felix characters could not
possibly be mistaken. The bride’s costume
was white.

Let Mr. Ruffner tell the story of the

staging of this novelty presentation him-
self :

“After endless experimenting in our Art
Department here we were finally successful

in creating a head out of light-weight

material that would stand the gaff,” wrote
Ruffner. “To make the heads turn naturally

with the body was a tough nut to crack,

and when that problem was solved the act

was ready to organize.

Lone Cat in Pulpit

“Ten kiddies of various sizes and ages
were trained by the Gladys Attree School
of Dancing in a ballet number to the tune
of ‘Nola.’ The act, billed as ‘The Wedding
of Felix,’ opened with a lone cat in a

pulpit with a lighted church window behind,

awaiting the arrival of the wedding party.

To the tune of “Here Comes the Bride,’

the procession started. In came the bride-

groom and best man followed by the bride
and her escort (the smallest cat followed
the bride at a respectful distance carrying
the end of the bride’s long veil), with four
wedding guests bringing up the rear. Every
cat moved into place to the slow music
and as the organ played ‘Oh ! Promise Me’

in chills and fever style, the wedding
ceremony was performed in pantomime.
At the finish, as the preacher raised his

paws and all heads were bowed in catlike

prayer, the orchestra oozed in with ‘Nola’

and every kitten hopped to it. Time 5

minutes, to a crash

!

“This was our major contribution to

Laugh Month. Other episodes in the life

of Felix, the Cartoon Kitty, are planned.”

“Songs of Ireland” for

St. Patrick Celebration
That many holidays, national and local,

celebrated in honor of the birthdays of

patriots, heroes and poets are excellent oc-

casions for the exhibitor to show one of

the numbers of Pathe’s “Famous Melody
Series,” built around the songs of different

nations, has been shown through the tieups

made with Caledonia Clubs on the birth-

day of Robert Burns. In connection with
Bobbie Burns Natal Day, “Songs of Scot-

land” was featured in the theatres of many
cities and various Scottish societies co-

operated with exhibitors in exploiting the

short feature.

This one-reel novelty, featuring Peggy
Shaw, was produced entirely in Scotland
by James Fitzpatrick, who wrote and di-

rected the entire series. The picture was
produced to synchronize with a musical ac-

companiment of Scottish folk music, such
as “Annie Laurie,” “Cornin’ Thro’ the

Rye,” “Flow Gently Sweet Afton,” “Robin
Adair,” “The Campbells Are Coming” and
others well known and loved.

Tennek Series by Goldburg
Jesse Goldburg, who has been giving

most of his attention recently to produc-
tion, is making a series of two reel com-
edies for Tennek Film Corporation star-

ring Sid Smith. The first of the series, en-

titled “North of 6%,” has just arrived in

New York and the second is now in pro-
duction.

Gorgeously colored scenes,

beautiful girls and much novelty in

“Her First Night In A
Beauty Parlor”

the fifth of the

MOLLY MAY SERIES (INC.)
an Arthur J. Lamb production

featuring Violet Mersereau
direction Joseph Levering

CRANFIELD AND CLARK, INC.
Distributors for the Moils- Mays

1476 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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Fox News Claims

Beat on Lenglen

Match with Wills
Fox News wanted to beat its competitors

with the film of the singles of the tennis

match between Helen Wills and Suzanne
Lenglen. When the steamer bearing the
negative dropped anchor in the bay, a tug
was chartered to expedite the delivery.

Another news reel company had decided
on the same course. The two tugs raced

down the bay with every available pound
of steam churning the propellers. It was
one of those close affairs with the result

very much in doubt. Then the little god
of fate threw his monkey wrench into the

works. The competitor’s tug lost way and
finally stopped. It was apparent that some-
thing had gone wrong with the engines.

Fox News picked up the negative, rushed
the printing and developing and, was first

on Broadway with the event. Many cities

across the country received the benefit of
this fast service, the film being sent by train

and in several instances by airplane to the
first run houses. The Fox News had
beaten the field with the scenes of the
Wills-Lenglen singles tennis match.

Pioneer Pete Finds

All-Comedy Bill Tonic

for Heavy Features
(Continued from page 42)

than once a week. The average good fea-
ture has any number of good laughs in it.

Your theatre is not a laughing-gas
factory; it’s something more. It is a so-
cial gathering place, a place of enter-
tainment and an institution of learning.

Know your people, their likes and dis-

likes, card index the preference of your
regular patron, get your figure on the
majority preference and then step on it.

What’s Best Bill of

All Short Features

What kind of All Short Features program
draws best at the box office? Is it the two-
reel all-comedy bill or one in which one-reel

pictures have a prominent part?
Below is provided a blank for expression

of the exhibitor’s preference.

Short Features Department
EXHIBITORS HERALD
407 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, 111.

I find that the following com-
bination brings the best results
at the box office in All Short Fea-
tures programs:

(Exhibitor)
(Theatre)....

(City)

With H. E. N.
Gus Meins and his staff at Big Bear, Cal.,
shooting real snow scenes at an elevation
of 7266 feet above sea level for Buster
Brown-Universal pictures. Below P. C.

Schram, Kalamazoo, Mich., exhibitor, is seen
taking a trip on location with Gus. That’s

Tige pulling Mr. Schram. In the third
view little Arthur Trimble is playing his

role as Buster, incidentally getting his neck
full of snow. Next Harry Forbes, camera-

man. and Mr. Meins, director, are snapped
while preparing for the day's work to be-
gin. In the last photo is Mary Jane.

F. B. O. Claims
Pioneer Record

in Clean Comedy
The recent smash with which January,

designated as Laugh-Month, went over the

top is an indication of a new tendency,
according to Alberta Vaughn, star of “The
Adventures of Mazie” and “Fighting
Hearts” series for F. B. O.

“People,” she said on the Coast, “are all

for good, clean, lively comedy. I get
scores of letters from fans every day telling

me how much they prefer the spirit of fun
in pictures to the heavier type of cinema
entertainment.

“People want to smile, to laugh, to feel

happy, to be pleasantly entertained at the
theatre after the rush and worry and con-
fusion of a modern American working-
day.

“F. B. O. has long been established in

the minds of the public as purveyors of
clean, humorous entertainment, especially in

comedies. We have Alice Ardell with her
Blue Ribbon Comedies, and those three
funny fat men in Standard Comedies, and
the whimsical cartoonical screen creations

of Walter Lantz, the Bray Cartoons, be-

sides the comedy-serials I’ve been working
in.”

Miss Vaughn is now working on a new
series, Sam Heilman’s “Fighting Hearts,”
with the same cast and the inclusion of
Grant Withers as villain.

“Marty” Solomon
Named Red Seal

Manager in N. Y.
Max Fleischer, head of the Inkwell

Studios and president of the distributing

body, Red Seal Pictures, has just appointed
“Marty” Solomon as manager of this or-

ganization’s most important exchange,
New York.

Solomon was engaged several weeks ago
by Sales Manager Harry Bernstein as

special representative in the metropolitan
territory. This exchange includes the en-

tire state, taking in Buffalo, also all of
Connecticut and Northern New Jersey.

The new manager, when first engaged,
made a Hying trip throughout the territory

and brought in a large amount of business,

according to Fleischer.

Sterns to Make Series

from “Let George Do It

”

Negotiations between the Stern Brothers,

makers of two-reel comedies for Universal
release, and George McManus, comic artist,

have just been completed whereby the

Sterns get the screen rights to the famous
cartoons “Let George Do It,” which will

be made into 12 or more two-reelers.

This is the second George McManus car-

toon acquired by this comedy firm, the

first, recently announced, being “The New-
lyweds and Their Baby.”

The 1926-1927 schedule of releases for

the Stern Brothers product now embraces
six series of comedies. They are “The
Buster Brown Comedies,” “Let George Do
It,” “You Know Me Al,” “The Newly-
weds and Their Baby,” “What Happened
to Jane” and “The Excuse Maker.”
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STERN BROTHERS UNIVERSAL

more like them!”
Says—Mission Theatre—Santa Paula, Calif.

“Are the best comedies

we have to play”
Valley Theatre, Spring Valley, 111.

“Give us

“So many unsolicited fa-

vorable comments we bill

them every week.”

Palace Theatre, Ashtabula, Ohio

Included in the list of

big theatres which have

booked the Buster
Brown series are

:

Rialto, Capitol, Hippo-

drome, Loew Circuit

—

New York; Balaban &
Katz, Lubliner & Trinz

—Chicago; Metropoli-

tan—Boston; Granada

—San Francisco; Am-
erica n—S alt Lake
City; Colorado—Den-

ver
;
C a p i t o 1—D e s

Moines; and Columbia

—Seattle.

From the famous car-

toons by R. F. Out-
cault, featuring Buster
Brown, Mary Jane and
Tige.
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“U” Begins Presentation Service

NIVER/AL PRESENTATION.
“THE FLAMING FRONTIER"

Devised by
Jack Savage
Directions:

(Right and left are from audience)
(Music—optional)

COSTUMES
Cadet: Regulation West Point uniform of

1876. White duck trousers, blue grey coat,
wine sash, white cross belt and black head
piece, white gloves.

Girl: Any dress of the type worn during
the period of 1876. Color blue and old rose.

Indian Warriors: Use any number of
girls, plenty of bells and bright colored deco-
rations. The head piece and skirt can be
made of colored crepe paper or netting. The
colors beginning at the head and waist and
running out, should be blue, yellow, white
and red. The jacket can be either white or
tan. The male dancer’s costume consists
of a bright red blanket, beaded belt and
apron. Bells and decorations on the ankles
and calves of all dancers. Use any acces-
sories available such as knives, hatchets, bow
and arrows, tomahawks, spears, shields,
tomtoms, etc.

General Custer: Broad brim black hat,
white jacket with black fringe, black gaunt-
let gloves and belt, cavalry saber, blue
trousers with two-inch yellow stripes on the
sides, black hip boots slouched at the top,
big spurs, red shirt.

SETTING
Full stage moonlight scene with black or

blue drop, preferably the latter—moon box,
cutout with transparency and two profiles.

Note design. Immediately in front of pro-
file on right, off center, set a small camp
fire. This can be constructed with a small
electric fan, some red lights, a few pieces
of chopped logs and about a dozen strips of

red and yellow ribbon of various lengths,
fastened to the logs and blown upward by
the fan.

Profiles right and left representing the
hills can be constructed of beaver board
painted in blue and purple with black trees.

The cutout representing a canyon should be
painted in a lighter blue and lavender. Tack
painted scrim in center using lights for
action on the falls. Place a platform in

back of scrim. Moon box to hang above
water falls.

ACTION
The opening of this scene is optional with

the ballet master. However, it is suggested
that the cadet and the girl do a turn in

a sentimental love song under a spotlight.

At the finish flood stage with moonlight.
They walk to center and are spied by male
Indian who comes in on canoe. In a dance
movement he immediately signals warriors
offstage with a big red blanket.

1 f

Will

Girls dressed as Indian warriors make en-
trance same as first Indian. They encircle
the girl and cadet in a very spirited war
dance which goes on until a visionary figure
of General Custer appears in the back of the
painted falls. He draws his sword and slashes
imaginary opponents on all sides of him.
Frightened and screaming the Indians scatter
off stage. The rescued lovers embrace.

The title of “The Flaming Frontier” is

flashed on the falls. General Custer salutes.
The scrim is dropped picking up the title

and going into the picture.

Press Books
Will Contain
Full Scripts

Jack Savage of “Follies” Named
Chief of New Universal

Service Department
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.-^-Jack

Savage, known for his part in the

production of last year’s “Follies”

and this year’s “Night in Paris,”

has been signed by Universal Pic-

tures Corporation to design pres-

entation acts and settings for Jewel
and super-Jewel productions. Mr.
Savage is to establish a new de-

partment at Universal for this

branch of service, which will bring
to each exhibitor with his press
book complete plans and scripts for

production of a suitable presenta-
tion.

Mr. Savage will devote his time exclu-
sively to the new service, which a Universal
statement says is inaugurated “in order to

satisfy the desire of moving picture thea-

tres to take advantage of the present craze
for artistic presentations in connection
with big pictures.”

Will Use Own Theatres

Leo Brecher, manager of Llniversal’s

chain of presentation houses, is devising a

department for the adaptation of Mr. Sav-
age’s prsentations. A1 Fair, manager of
Universal’s chain theatrical enterprises, will

do likewise. In this way it is planned to

keep the presentation service on a tho-
roughly practical basis and to scale the
scripts in such manner that the acts may be
staged in large or small theatres with equal
facility.

Theatre owners adopting the Universal
presentation scripts will find practically all

of their work done for them except 'the

employment of professional talent neces-
sary. The scripts will be planned in keep-
ing with the class of the Broadway produc-
tions with which Mr. Savage has been
identified and with professional talent of
real ability it is expected that excellent re-

sults will be obtained.

“Flaming Frontier” First

Mr. Savage’s first script, which has been
completed, is for presentation of “The
Flaming Frontier.” The production script

is to be included as a special insert in the

press book for that attraction.

Welsh Fusileers Will
Play Shea’s Buffalo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BUFFALO, N. Y., March 9.—The Royal
Welsh Fusileers, an aggregation of 16

Welsh singers who opened their American
tour at the New York Hipp and played a

successful engagement on the Chicago B. &
K. circuit recently, have been booked to

appear at Shea’s Buffalo here the week of

March 22. The date was obtained through
the Arthur Spizzi office. New York City.

Jack Gross Works 2
Bands; Show Is Hit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CARTHAGE, MO., March 9.—Jack
Gross, manager of the Crane theatre re-

cently learned that two “hot” jazz bands
were billed for Carthage on the same night.

He booked both units for stage specialties

and billed the show as a “jazz battle,” the

orchestras playing in competition with each
other. Gross packed his house and what
at first had looked like opposition turned
out to be profit, and big profit.
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Stage Act Good Receipt Stimulant
Vaude Gives
Its Best to

Presentation
K.-A. “Doubling” Edict Is Partly

Responsible for Swing of

Names to Picture Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Van and
Schenk have instructed William
Morris, booker, to date them wher-
ever dates are available, and have
been signed for the Brooklyn Strand
for the week of April 3. The instruc-

tions to the Morris office were given

as a result of the edict in two-a-day
vaudeville that no performer may
double while doing a big-time vaude
date. The performers feel they
should be permitted to take their

money where they find it, and as a

result of this edict and for other

causes vaude is losing more of its

best draws.

The Morris office also has booked Ben
Bernie and his band into the Brooklyn
Strand, for the week of March 27. Ber-
nie will play this and other time while
his unit is a permanent feature of the

Hotel Roosevelt. Bernie’s Hipp date
has gone the way of many other dates
in the two-a-day recently.

A1 Shean Takes Picture Time
A1 Shean and his new partner, Carson,

have lately taken to presentation time,

and one of the recent wonders of the
business is Gilda Gray’s presentation
house success. Vaude gave Gilda the

go-by because of salary. She stepped
out on her own and has been knocking
over fabulous money ever since. Sissle

and Blake are preparing for a presenta-
tion tour and motion picture theatres do
not find anything wrong with the draw-
ing power of Eva Tanguay.

Broadway’s musical comedy and revue
producers also are paying their toll to

the picture houses. Former production
players who have the brains to alter

their business sufficiently to make it

conform to the best presentation pro-
ducer’s ideas— and presentation is no
place for those who cannot alter—are
finding the new field profitable and
pleasant.

A. Spizzi Is to Move;
J. Cargill Joins Him

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—After being lo-

cated at 1587 Broadway for a number of
years, Arthur Spizzi, one of the best known
bookers of presentation acts, has decided

to move to 1650 Broadway, where he will

have much larger and more commodious
offices. He expects to occupy his new of-

fices about April 15.

Jerome Cargill, one of the best known
of New York bookers, who for years has
booked name acts for picture presentations,

has become associated with Spizzi.

Blank Houses Conduct
“American Venus” Contest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLINTON, IA., March 9.—The
“American Venus” contest was
planted in the Rialto here by L.

Robert Brager, publicity director

for the A. H. Blank theatres,

while he was out covering the cir-

cuit recently. A. L. Easterly, man-
ager of the house, is working hard
on the contest. He runs in addi-
tion, the Strand, and Family. The
contest started March 7. Daven-
port and Rock Island sponsored
the same contest the week begin-
ning Feb. 28.

Edna W. Hopper
Reengaged for

Earle Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C„ March 9.—Edna
Wallace Hopper, “the eternal flapper,” will

return to the Earle theatre for a one-week
engagement beginning March 14. Miss
Hopper’s reengagement so closely follow-
ing her last appearance here was forced
by the clamor of those who were unable
to gain admittance to the house during
her last engagement.

In view of the close proximity of the
two appearances, Fred J. Hand, manager
of the Earle, has arranged for Miss Hop-
per to present an entirely new act, which
is being specially rehearsed in Washington.

During the coming engagement the box
and log seats will be reserved for Miss
Hopper’s special morning women’s matinee,
and the entire seat sale will begin well in

advance of the opening.

King Sisters to Play
Detroit, Minneapolis

Margaret and Ellen King, harmony duo
appearing in the larger presentation houses
of the Middle West, closed a successful
week at the Wisconsin, Milwaukee, and
have opened at the Madison, Peoria. Their
date following the Peoria date will be the
State, Minneapolis.

Scotch Artists Featured
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAULT SAINTE MARIE, ONT.,
March 9.—Manager W. P. McGeachie of
the Algoma theatre presented an interest-

ing “special night” on the anniversary of
the birthday of Robert Burns, Scotch ar-
tists offering special numbers and appro-
priate music being played by the orchestra.

Dolin Features Herbert Suite
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, March 9.—
At the forty-third Sunday morning concert

at the California theatre, Max Dolin pre-

sented for the first time in a San Francisco
theatre Victor Herbert’s “Suite of Ser-

enades.”

Gonsior Puts
Price Up for

Presentation
Champaign, 111., Showman Finds

Audiences Appreciative at

Increased Admission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHAMPAIGN, ILL., March 9.—
A. N. Gonsior, manager of the Vir-
ginia theatre here, states that “film-

shows” at his house always merit an
increase of admission price, even
though his town is considered by
many theatrical men one of the most
difficult show towns in the country.
This assertion is one of the out-
standing proofs that the presenta-
tion art is sending figures in the mo-
tion picture theatre to new levels of
prosperity.
To exhibitors who are unfamiliar with

show conditions in Champaign, it might
be well to impart that this town, owing
to its being a
university town,
has the reputa-
tion of sheltering
an unusually self-

assertive audi-
ence. “Hooters,”
collegiate rooters,
and the users of

catcalls often
find their way
into the cinema
houses of this

city, it seems.
This makes alto-

gether interesting
the statement of

Manager Gon-
sior.

He has found through much experi-
ment that shows arriving at a happy
medium between typical variety and big
stage productions make the most satis-

factory presentations for his theatre.

And his shows have been so successful
that his patrons, composed largely of

an enthusiastic collegiate audience, are
even willing to pay a higher price when
he brings added entertainment to the
Virginia.

Prologues “Phantom”
Last week Manager Gonsior staged a

prologue to “The Phantom of the Op-
era.” In this three operatic singers put
on the “Prison Scene” from “Faust.” This
venture proved so successful and the au-
dience at the Virginia was so apprecia-
tive, that Gonsior, through Premier At-
tractions of Chicago, is making arrange-
ments for the securing of more high
class talent to take part in presentations
at his theatre from time to time.

The three singers taking part in the
operatic prologue were Hazel Eden,
prima donna soprano, formerly of the
Chicago Civic Opera Company, who
played “Marguerite”; Joel Lay, barytone,
who gave an able and finished perform-
ance in the role of “Mephistopheles,”
and Emil Rousseau, tenor, formerly of
the Opera Comique, Paris, who took the
part of “Faust.”
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‘‘Presenting the Presentation”
A. E. Short
Puts Capitol

Show Across
Popular Chicago Leader Not

Changed by Weight of Capitol

Responsibilities

By FANCHON KAUDERS
Chicago’s most popular musical director,

one of the world’s leading cornetists, known
the country over for his compositions, and

withal a regular fel-

low and just plain

A1 to his thousands

of friends and co-

workers, seems like

quite an order to be
filled by one young
man. And it would
be quite some bill

to fill for any one

with a lesser sense

of equilibrium than

is possessed by Al-

bert E. Short, who,
even though he is

treading the heights,

still retains the com- Albert E. Short

mon touch.

A wonderful man of triplicate talents,

Short possesses a super personality, and at

33 has the modern musical world literally

at his feet. Limitations are to him an en-

tirely unknown quantity. But best of all,

he is such a regular fellow you never for-

get his winning smile or hearty handshake.

His men not only respect his musical abil-

ity, but also adore him personally and are

at all times ready to fight for him; which,

after ah, is the final analysis of a real man.

^ s{: ^

Being the son of a famous father has its

drawbacks, inasmuch as the name made
famous by a great genius seldom descends

to a son with equal greatness. History

is replete with the mean, ignoble and insig-

nificant descendants of illustrious fathers.

However, there are outstanding examples

to the contrary. Mr. Short is the son of

T. ; V. Short, who a decade ago was one

of the greatest living cornetists, and the

son has carried on, using not only the cor-

net, but also the baton to perpetuate the

family name.

As a composer his fame is accepted by

musicians and laymen everywhere. Some
of his best known compositions are : “Blue

Bird Land,” “Down in Sweetheart Town,”
“Mobile Blues,” “Broken Hearts” and
“Looking for the Rainbow.” A new num-
ber,' “By a Garden Wall,” as yet unpub-

lished; will be added to his list of successes

in the near future.
i|s i*c

Mr. Short has been with the Copitol

theatre in full charge of production and
music since its opening, and in a great way
has J been responsible for the tremendous
success achieved by this beautiful movie
palace.

The importance of music properly inter-

preted to fit the changing mood of the

modern motion picture is nowhere demon-
strated with greater effect than at the Cap-
itol.; v Mr. Short views a picture many
times; while arranging his score and the re-

sults- are quite obvious.

Mr. Short is only started musically, and
it does ; not take a prophet

, to predict his

future. - r o

Lucille Middleton, featured presenta-
tion dancer, visited the “Herald” of-

fice recently. She looked up from
“Presentation Acts” long enough to

smile for a “Herald” staff camerman.

Elaborate Style

Show Is Staged
at Toronto Hipp

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TORONTO, ONT., March 9.—Probably
the most elaborate and comprehensive
fashion show ever presented in a Canadian
motion picture theatre was that staged in

the Hippodrome by Jack Arthur as a
“Spring Fashion Display” during the week
of March 1, along with the picture “The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter.”
About 50 models were used for the dem-

onstration of French gowns and othei

wearing apparel, these being presented in

no less than 12 scenes. These scenes had
appropriate settings for which nothing had
been spared. They were called by such
names as “The Vanity Dance,” “At the
First Tee,” “Wedgwood Dance,” “Parisian
Salon,” “Children’s Maypole Frolic,” “The
Rainbow Staircase,” “The Bride of Spring,”

etc. The general setting for the fashion

revue was as elaborate and smart as the

latest musical extravaganza. Special music
was provided by the Hippodrome orches-
tra in gems from recent musical offerings

and other pieces that were in keeping with
the scenes.

Of particular interest also was the fact

that two extra performances were given at

11:00 a. m. on Tuesday and Thursday, the

management catering specially to women at

these shows. Regular matinee prices were
charged for the morning displays, at which
a specialty was made of lingerie demonstra-
tions.

Jack Smith Playing
D. C. Metropolitan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C, March 9.—Jack
Smith, Victor recording artist, known as

“the whispering barytone,” appearing in

person for the first time in Washington
as a special attraction at the Metropolitan
this week, is as sensational a performer
on the stage as he is on the discs. Em-
ploying a unique style that is completely
and unequivocally his own, he sings first

at the piano, accompanying himself
;
then he

does a tricky bit of vocalizing in conjunc-
tion with the simultaneous rendition on
one of the new orthphonic Victor machines
of one of his own records and closes with

a group of numbers with full orchestral

accompaniment.

Presentation
Concerning the Stage Phase
OF THE FlLMSHOW FROM THE
Viewpoint of the Practical
Showman
By WILLIAM R. WEAVER

Presentation Raises
General Admission

A N. GONSIOR, Virginia theatre,

Champaign, 111., states that he in-

creases admission prices when presenta-
tion acts are staged in connection with
picture attractions and finds that policy

profitable. Mr. Gonsior’s experience is

that of showmen in big and little cities

throughout the country in the past year.

Increasing the general admission rate

has been the big job of the motion pic-

ture industry since the days of the nick-

elodeon. With each step upward has
come expansion all along the line from
ticket wicket to studio. Each circum-
stance or agency contributing to the ad-
vancement of the average admission rate

has had its part in bringing about the
building of bigger and better theatres
and the production of bigger and better
pictures for them.

Double Feature
Bills Supplanted

TVOUBLE feature film programs, a no-
toriously cheapening influence, are

giving way to the “filmshow” in New
England, stronghold of the double fea-

ture, and elsewhere. It is found that a
single long feature, combined with one
or more presentation acts and a suitable
number of short features, not only gives
better satisfaction but makes it possible
to accommodate more patrons daily at

a higher admission rate.

The double feature film bill had many
faults. Almost invariably it contained
one inferior feature, which reacted to
the detriment of the meritorious picture
on the bill and cheapened the picture
show idea as a whole. While proving a
temporary attraction on the “bargain
buy” basis, it inevitably worked toward
a lowering of admission charge and ex-
haustion of creditable product supply.
Expanding the show as to running time,
it practically barred short features from
the majority of programs.

Passing of the double feature policy is

due in part to the development of pre-
sentation and in part to the great ad-
vancement made in the short feature
division of film production. With pre-
sentation talent of the best calibre and
strong short feature material available,
houses struggling along under the dou-
ble feature cloud are enabled to accom-
plish at one stroke the dissipation of
that menace and inauguration of the
most popular and profitable type of mod-
ern entertainment.

“High Brow Stuff,”

Yells Broadway

"DEPORT from New York is that
Broadway interprets Frank Cam-

bria’s second Publix show, displayed last

week at the Rivoli, as “high brow stuff.”

Inference is that Broadway resents it.

Several years ago Sam Katz intro-

duced stage entertainment at the Cen-
tral Park theatre, Chicago. The people
who saw it called it “high brow” and

(Continued on page 53)
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
“Take a Chance” Show
Is Seven-Day Success;

Every Performer Hits
MILWAUKEE, WIS, March 9.—Phe-

nomenal success from every point of view

attended Eddie Weisfeld’s “Take A Chance
Week” at the Wisconsin last week. Box
office records were shattered by crowds
that blocked pedestrian traffic before each

of four daily deluxe performances.

Not a word was mentioned in any of the

advance publicity that might reveal the

identity of the “names” on the big bill,

despite the fact that such, luminaries as

Walter Hiers, screen comedian, and others

were included in the program.

Curtain parted showing an immense
roulette wheel painted on a drop, with John
Meana, as the spirit of chance, standing

before it, reciting lines in keeping with the

air of mystery and adventure that sur-

rounded the coming entertainment. Dis-

covering the absence of Rudolph
,

Kopp,

musical director, from the conductor’s stand

Meana admonished the orchestra to take a

chance and play their overture, “William

Tell,” without a leader, which they did in

great style.

This was followed by a short reel (and

for once a “home-made” film was good)

. showing the ushers in their comfortable

club and dressing rooms, discussing the

probable identity of the famous screen play-

er who was to be on the bill that week.

The picture ended with the boys falling in-

to formation for drill and was immediately

followed by their appearance on the. stage

as a detail of fourteen ushers seen in the

film, marching in single file. Hiers, who
was a big laugh in an usher’s uniform,

stepped from the center curtain and joined

thet boys in their parade across the ex-

pansive stage. At “right dress” the. boys

discovered him, and after exclaiming

“Walter Hiers!” joined the audience in a

hearty laugh.

From there on there wasn’t a dull mo-
ment for the full hour, the bill working up

to climax after climax, each greater than

the preceding, and provoking alternating

rounds of applause and laughter from the

packed house.

Curtain then parted again revealing an

heroic sized silk hat which was raised until

it formed a canopy for the piano and two

artists who had been concealed under it.

The duo were Marie Herron, soprano, and

Myrtle Leonard, contralto, who put over

several catchy song numbers.

Sammy Lewis then burst from the wings

on his educated legs and went through. one

of his apparently unlimited dance routines,

making a might hit with the mob out

front. Hiers then reappeared in. a tuxedo

and indulged in the first of a series of rib-

rocking monologues in his capacity of

Master of Ceremony, a part he was ap-

parently born to play. For the remainder

of the show he reappeared after each bit,

introducing each entertainer after spinning

a roulette wheel at the side of the stage and

invariably remarking : “It doesn’t really

matter what number it stops, on, you’ll get

number So-and-so next,” which got a big-

ger laugh each time he pulled it.

Arthur Richter and Edmund Fitch were

next presented at the twin organ, and after

playing an original arrangement dubbed

“Take A Chance” passed the buck to the

audience, which sang several popular songs

from slides flashed on the screen. No
number on the bill demonstrated so con-

vincingly how actively the house was in-

terested in the goings-on as did the response
to Fitch’s request for them to sing.

After that Hiers held the boards for

another side-splitting spell which wound up
in his introducing “Down On the Farm,”
the major number on the bill.

Arthur Turrelly, who has followed his

harmonica around the world, opened this

unique lay-out with several selections on his

Hohner, which particularly suited the at-

mosphere of the barnyard set. After his

first contortions no one present would have
disputed his title to being world’s champion
harmonica player.

Sammy Lewis then came forth to put
over an eccentric rube dance, and put it

over he did. His many bows might aptly

be termed a “Haberdasher’s Delight,” for

he wore a different hat each time.

After that the King Sisters, two ador-
able girlies perched atop the hay stack that

formed the center of the set delighted the

ear with their “cutey colored” harmony
If there is a team anywhere that does this

particular thing better than these lasses this

reporter craves to hear them. Their offer-

ing was one of the high spots of the bill

and received proper recognition from those
who paid to see and hear.

The Lomas Troupe, nine European
comedians, followed with an act centering
about a “horse” consisting of two dancers
under a screamingly realistic make-up,
which couldn’t have been given a more
favorable set than Eddie’s barnyard. The
adventures of the quadruped, which insisted

Albert, Don, and Orchestra

—

Loew’s State ,
St.

Louis.
Andreini Troubadours Stanley ,

Philadelphia.
Ash, Paul, and Band McVickers

,
Chicago.

Ashbaucher, Herman—Rivoli, New York.
Bennett, Charles Lincoln Square

,
Decatur.

Bernie, Ben, and Orchestra Newman
,

Kansas
City.

Bernier, Peggy—McVickers, Chicago.
Bitterl, Carl Rh>o/i, New York.
Bowers, Harry Old Mill , Dallas.
Brader, Harry, and Orchestra Rialto , Omaha.
Bruce, Robert E. Metropolitan , Atlanta.
Buck, Verne, and Band

—

Metropolitan
,
Los An-

geles.

“The Bughouse Cabaret" Capitol ,
Detroit.

Calhoun, Helen Rivoli
, New York.

Campbell, Tom Rivoli
, New York.

Carter and Burke State
,

Detroit.
Chandler, Gladys—Lincoln Square

,
Decatur.

Claudius and Scarlet—Fox, Philadelphia.
Crane, Alpha and Delta—-Strand, Omaha.
Dempsey and Leveaux—Newman, Kansas City.

Dooley, Billy—Belmont, Los Angeles.
Do wney, Morton Grand Central , St. Louis.
Dunn, Jimmy——Grand Central

,
St. Louis.

Eight Blue Devils—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Elkins, Eddie, and Melody Mixers

—

Rialto ,

New York.

Forbstein, Louis, and Syncopators Royal

,

Kansas City.

Frank, Perle—

-

Rialto
,
Omaha

.

“A Garden Festival" Rivoli
, Netc York.

Geis, Hy C. Rialto
,
New York.

Givot, George Metropolitan
, Los Angeles.

Goetz, Coleman—Metropolitan, Los Angeles.
Good, Dave, and Orchestra Belmont

, Los An-
geles.

Happiness Girls and Boys——Rialto, New York.
Harris, Lydia—

-

McVickers
,
Chicago.

Harrold, Orville and Patti Strand , New York.
Haupt, George—-Rialto, Omaha.
Herron and Leonard—Wisconsin, rMilwaukee

.

Hewes, Mile. Theo-

—

Egyptian
,
Indianapolis

.

Hicks Brothers—Grand Central
,

St. Louis.
Hiers, Walter—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Holland and Barry Stanley

,
Philadelphia.

Howe and McShane—Egyptian, Indianapolis.

Huhn, Tevis—Strand, New York.
Kelly, Nell—Loew’s State, Los Angeles.
King Sisters Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Klemova, Mile., and M. Daks Strand ,

New
York.

Landsman, Benjamin—Rivoli, New York.
Larina, Zena, and Ballet—Stanley, Philadelphia.

Lee, Dorma—Loew's State ,
St. Louis.

on getting twisted in the middle and going
through every conceivable contortion, and
of the other members of the troupe who
tried to subdue it, nearly brought down
the roof.

Followed Urban’s Accordion Band, also

consisting of nine people, in rube attire, and
they too ran through their routine in credit-

able fashion.
The finale was a real flash, or rather a

series of flashes. The Lomas troupe com-
ing out §n stilts, each higher than the pre-
ceding.

wEach performer came out alone
and joined those who preceeded him on a

walkaround to loud music from the pit,

augmented by the accordions on the stage.

Shrieks of laughter came from the audience
as another and yet another taller and more
grotesque figures stepped out. The final

climax was reached when the tallest of the

nine, rising almost the full height of the

stage, dropped his hat and it was handed
back to him passing from the smallest to

the next higher until it was finally back on
his head. The masked heads were then re-

moved and the entire cast, including all pre-
ceding performers took a series of bows to

the accompaniment of uproarious applause
(Milwaukee picture patrons ordinarily are
famous tor their reluctance to use their

hands to any audible purpose).
Hiers finally quieted the mad mob by

spinning the wheel and announcing that
“Memory Lane,” the long feature picture,

would be the next big surprise, and thank-
ing the patrons for their patronage.

Lee, Frances Belmont
, Los Angeles.

Leoni, Mme. Eva Stanley
, Philadelphia.

Lewis, Sammy Wisconsin
,
Milwaukee.

Lichter, Joie, and Band Strand
, Milwaukee.

Lomas Troupe Wisconsin
, Milwaukee.

Marguerite and Le Claire Belmont , Los An-
geles.

Martin’s Models Rialto , Omaha.
Mason, Jim Granada

,
San Francisco.

Matthews, Eddie—State, Detroit.
Meana, John—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
“The Melting Pot" Missouri ,

St. Louis.
Middleton, Lucille Lincoln Square , Decatur.
Molitore, Edward Stanley

, Philadelphia.
The Mosconis—Fox, Philadelphia.
O'Hara. Fiske, and Company World

,
Omaha.

Owin, Rita Strand
,
New York.

“Paradise Isle"—

—

Chicago ,
Chicago.

Peabody, Eddia, and Band—Granada, San
Francisco.

Pontius, Walter Rivoli
,
New York.

Prevein, Charles, and Orchestra-

—

Missouri
,

St.

Louis.
Pryor, Ruth, and Ballet Alhambra ,

Milwaukee.
Purcell, June—

-

Belmont , Los Angeles.
Ramsay, Harold Rivoli , New York.
Richter and Fitch^—Wisconsin, Milwaukee

.

Rome and Dunn—Rivoli, New York.
Rossini, Marie—Capitol, Dallas.

Shean and Carson Loew’s State, St. Louis.

Sixteen Missouri Rockets'—Grand Central, St.

Louis .

Small, Paul Grand Central
,

St. Louis.

Soli’s Marimba Band Newman ,
Kansas City.

Stockwell, Harry-

—

Newman ,
Kansas City.

Straub, Herb, and Band—State, Detroit.

Stritt, Fred State, Detroit.

Swedish, Michael Strand ,
Milwaukee.

Tabor, Desiree Grand Central
, St. Louis.

Taylor and Hawks—State, Detroit .

Terry, Tom—Loew*s State , St. Louis.

The Troubadours Howard
,

Atlanta.

Turrelly, Arthur—Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Urban’s Accordion Band Wisconsin, Milwau-

kee.
“Volga Visions" Victory, Denver.
Waring’s Pennsylvanians—Madison, Detroit.

Watson, Donald (Monk )-—Lincoln Square, De-

catur, _
Watson, Milton—McVickers, Chicago.

Welsh Gleemen Loew*s State, Los Angeles.

Williams, Kenneth Royal, Kansas City.

Wilrick, Genie—Grand Central , St. Louis.

Wolf, Rube, and Band

—

Loew*s State ,
Los An-

geles.

Yurieva and Svoboda—Rivoli. New York.

Zastrow and White Alhambra, Milwaukee

.

Acts Reported in This Issue
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Broadway Presentations
By T. E. Leahy

Harrolds, Huhn, Owin
Make Great “Frolic”
NEW YORK, March 9.—Orville Har-

rold, the internationally known operatic

tenor and his daughter, Patti, were the

features in Joe Plunkett’s Frolic at the

Mark Strand theatre last week.

Mile. Klemova and M. Daks opened

the Frolic with a gypsy dance, during

which a tent was raised, the ballet com-
ing from within and joining in the en-

semble. This proved a very fine opener

for the good things which were to fol-

low.
The applause which greeted Mr. Har-

rold when he appeared to sing “M’Ap-
pari,” Flotow, developed into an ovation

such as is seldom accorded a singer in

a motion picture theatre. Patti Harrold

followed and immediately she stepped

on the stage she must have realized

that she was in good hands. Her open-

ing song, “Lo! Hear the Gentle Lark,’

was very well received.

Tevis Huhn played three popular num-
bers on the banjo and he proved popu-

lar with his audience.

As no presentation is complete with-

out comedy, Rita Owin, who was held

over for a second week, got the audience

in a laughing mood when she sang

“Somebody Loves Me,” then going into

one of her famous eccentric dances.

The next, “The Shop window,” dis-

closed Miss Harrold and the ballet por-

traying models. Mr. Harrold entered,

Patti stepped from the window, and
they sang “Falling in Love with Some-
one”.

Rita Owin appeared, carrying her own
prop, a chair, and sitting on same, did

a tap dance, during which the audience

roared. Then a fast dance by the bal-

let, followed by Miss Harrold, who sang
the famous “Alice Blue Gown” from
“Irene.” This fit in nicely, as the pic-

ture to be shown later on was “Irene.”

The finale again brought forth Miss
Owin and the ballet corps. In answer
to the applause at the finish the two
Harrolds appeared and the audience
seemed to double up on its efforts.

Eddie Elkins, Mixers
Best on Rialto Bill

NEW YORK, March 9.—Eddie Elkins

and his Happy Go Lucky Melody Mix-
ers gave a warm atmosphere to the

Rialto theatre last week not only in set-

ting but from the amount of applause
received. The setting was “somewhere
in Florida” and the boys worked in their

shirt sleeves to carry out the illusion

of balmy summer breezes.

The Happiness Girls and Boys, who
from the billing looked as though they
might be an “added attraction,” appeared
several times during the Mixers’ rou-
tine and presented such a poor offering

that any in the audience with an in-

clination to practice arithmetic would
likely give a verdict favoring “substrac-
tion” instead of “addition.”

Two of the most popular radio enter-

tainers in and about New York are Billy

Jones and Ernest Hare, who have for

several years worked together as “The
Happiness Boys.” Any Jones and Hare
fan who went to the Rialto with the ex-
pectation of seeing their favorites would
figure the work of the Happiness Girls

and Boys was sufficient cause to make
strong men weep and weak women throw
things.

The girls danced several numbers and
worked hard to put them over, but they
just did not seem to fit in their spot on
the bill. The boys—well, the less said

the better.

Hy C. Geis, the popular Rialto organ-
ist, played “Burning Questions.” This
number was novel in idea. Cards with
questions on them were shown long
enough for the audience to read and Hy
answered them on the organ. One or
two, such as “What Did Count Salm
Say When He Saw His Child?” “Yes,
Sir, He’s My Baby,” went over big but
the majority of them seemed to fall flat.

From an audience viewpoint, Eddie El-

kins and his Mixers were the presentation
act at the Rialto last week.

Cambria’s Second Good,
But Too Like First

NEW YORK, March 9.—After having
opened the eyes of Broadway with his

first presentation, this same Broadway
is now wondering if Frank Cambria is

not human enough to make mistakes the
same as ordinary mortals who have not
gained world wide fame as a presentation
maestro.
The theatregoers of the city near the

stock yards may be keen for the classical

stuff as a regular diet, but the impres-
sion prevails here that Broadway wants
its high brow entertainment provender
leavened with a little more appeal to the

men and women who travel in the sub-
way, and a little less for the limousine
clientele.

In other words the feeling prevails

that Cambria, after getting off to a great
start, made a mistake in following this

up with a second show that could well
serve as a part of an evening’s entertain-
ment for a grand opera crowd.
“A Garden Festival,” devised and

staged by Cambria, was the presentation
offered to Rivoli theatre patrons last

week. This, the second Cambria presen-
tation on Broadway, is very artistically

staged, the lighting effects being as near
perfect as possible.

The scene, portraying a beautiful paint-
ing with Watteau, a famous Parisian
artist of the 17th century (played by
Tom Campbell) with easel and brush,
touching up here and there, was a feast

for the eyes. Watteau, retired to a chair
and falling asleep, dreamed that his fa-

mous painting had come to life and sure
enough it did, much to the pleasure of

the audience. During the “life” of the
painting the following numbers were pre-

sented: Flute solo, “Call Me Thine
Own”; Helen Cahoun, coloratura so-

prano, singing “Shadow Song” from the
opera “Dinorah”

;
quartette (Walter Pon-

tius, tenor; Herman Ashbaucher, tenor;
Benjamin Landsman, barytone; Carl Bit-

ter!, basso) singing Schubert’s “Seren-
ade”; Gavotte,” danced by Yurieva and
Svoboda, assisted by ballet; violin solo,

Chopin’s “Nocturne.”
Two other numbers on the program

certainly deserve special mention. Rome
and Dunn, two boys who can harmonize
with the best of them, sang three num-
bers, each going over with a bang. The
audience wanted to hear more from the

two boys than the boys had time for.

Harold Ramsay, Rivoli’s organist,

played “A Berlin Review,” consisting of

a number of Berlin’s songs. The offer-

ing proved popular and was very well

received.

Southgate, McCarthy
Featured at Capitol

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Ruth South-
gate and Dan McCarthy are dancing the
famous “Merry Widow Waltz” as a pre-
lude to the picture of the Capitol theatre
this week.

Fiske O’Hara Easily
Best on World Bill;

Songs, Stories Hit
OMAHA, NEB., March 9.—Fiske

O'Hara sang, joked and smiled his way
into the hearts of a large audience at the
World here as he did for a score of years
on more pretentious stages and usually at
the head of his own company.
O’Hara opened Friday night for a week’s

run. Instead of going to hear the old
favorite the opening night this reporter
waited until the following evening in order
to watch a typical Saturday night audience
greet the veteran.

Even before he appeared on the stage
O’Hara was accorded a tribute not given
to any other act on the program. When
his name flashed a ripple of applause swept
over the house. His actual appearance
brought a round of applause.

Dignified in a black costume and white
wig of colonial style, O’Hara filled the

stage with his presence. Ruth Turner was
at the piano and Marie O’Hara appeared
as pictorial embellishment for two of her
husband’s numbers.
O’Hara sang “Beguiling Eyes,” “After

the Rain” and “Molly Malone.” His voice
filled the theatre when occasion demanded
and was soft and sweet when sentiment
called for it.

Applause followed each number, but not
the applause which could be expected. It

was not that the songs were not liked, but
that most of the audience did not really

know what it was all about. It was not
an O’Hara audience. There were scores

of O’Hara followers who had come on
purpose to hear him once more, but a

great many of the theatregoers had not
heard him and knew little about him. To
them he was only one of the performers
and they gave him the customary applause.

Then O’Hara sprang one of his Irish

stories in his inimitable style and with his

wonderful smile. He sang a quaint song
or two, rendered “Nora McNamara,” writ-

ten by himself. There was a transforma-
tion in the audience. The applause
changed from indifferent handclapping to

hearty tribute. The listeners wanted en-

cores.

The “grand old man” had won his audi-

ence again, as he had done so many thous-
ands of times before ! He responded to

curtain calls and sang more songs and
told more stories. Among his songs were
“Just a Cottage Small by a Waterfall,”
and “My Man.” He closed by coming out
and speaking to his audience.
Following his Omaha date O’Hara will

do a Western tour of Pantages combina-
tion houses. The length of the tour has
not yet been definitely set.

Marie Rossini Sings
at Capitol, Dallas;

Offerings Hit Big
DALLAS, TEX., March 9. — Marie

Rossini appeared last week at the Capitol in

a presentation of selected songs. She has a

beautiful voice, and with her pleasing per-

sonality, she went over big.

The orchestra, directed by Hyman Char-
ninsky, presented Echoes from the Metro-
politan Opera House, which was enthusias-

tically received.
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EVA TANGUAY

“Eva Tanguay Is Still the BEST BET in Show Business.

She Broke Records for Us—(Week Jan. 31
)”

—Bill James, JAMES THEATRE, Columbus, Ohio.

EVA TANGUAY
The Dynamic Comedienne

A Record Week at the Del Monte, St. Louis, Last Week. Watch
Records Go Sky High at MADISON THEATRE, Peoria, 111, This
Week.

If You Want a Record-Breaking Week
Write or Wire

PHIL TYRRELL ATTRACTIONS
“Special Attractions for the Motion Picture Theatre”

705 Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago, 111.

SATISFIED MANAGERS USE PHIL TYRRELL SERVICE—ASK HARRY WATTS, RIALTO THEATRE, OMAHA

Eddie Peabody’s First

Granada Show Is Well
Received; Finale Novel

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, March 9.—
Eddie Peabody, in making his debut at the

Granada theatre, week of Feb. 27, together
with J. A. Partington and manager Nat
Holt, introduced a novel presentation,

which was called “California Bound.” Songs
relative to California were featured.

To open, the curtain rose with the Gran-
ada orchestra playing and singing a wel-
come to their new director. A curtain to

the back was raised, disclosing a gigantic

banjo with Peabody seated on the bridge.

He was lowered to the stage and then a

whirlwind of action started. He dances,
prances, directs, plays and acts as master
of ceremonies. All this in the native show
was executed with Peabody in a grotesque
costume of blue silk coat and while “blimp”
trousers measuring about 40 inches about
the feet.

First he played a banjo solo, one of his

record successes. Then he directed the or-

chestra in a number. Next he introduced

a pretty girl singer and sang portions of

the song with her.

Introducing a bit of community singing,

Peabody had the audience select its favo-

rite, he leading and playing the banjo. The
J. A. Partington fashion girls, gorgeously

costumed, were escorted by Peabody to

their positions. The finale was headed by

a banjo quartet in which Peabody and Jim
Mason, another banjoist, did a novelty
stunt, each assisting in playing the other’s

banjo.

“Volga Visions,” by
Awan, Clicks ; Radio
Show Well Received

DENVER, COL.. March 9.—“Volga
Visions” was the presentation offiering at

the Victory theatre the week just ended.
The act, put on by Awan Premier Pre-
sentations, was beautiful, attractive and
cleverly arranged, typical of the numerous
presentations offered by the Victory under
the personal supervision of Ad Awan.
“Volga Visions” portrays a man of ad-
vanced age, a native of Russia, reclining in

a large easy chair in the drawing room of
his home. His daughter is playiing on the

piano. The father requests a native tune
and immediately strains of the song “The

Volga Boatmen” are heard. The old man
falls asleep. The vision was produced by
means of a window scrim through which a

Volga boatman passes close by singing the

well known song while he directs the course
of his craft. Lighting effects were perfect.

Ad Awan played the part of the father

;

Mary Holiday, the daughter, and Lawrence
Bowen the boatman. The whole presenta-

tion occupied a period of six minutes, but
during its enactment the audience sat en-

tranced. Interesting also is the fact that a

stage of only eight feet depth was used.

Contrast is Awan’s idea of a presenta-

tion, and from the way Denver audiences
greet his offerings he seems to have the

right idea. Awan will be remembered by
old showmen as one of the greatest charac-
ter impersonaters who ever helped put over
a good picture entertainment. He has been
in the game six years and his best are those

characterizing old men. Since the rapid

growth of presentations as we know them
he has been using his talent in this line of

work.

A presentation entitled “On the Air with
KLZ” went over big. The act was a repro-

duction of the studio of the local KLZ sta-

tion. A tieup with the station was made
and resulted in some good advertising for

the theatre.

“Mike” was the long feature picture.

Crane Sisters Please
Patrons of Strand in

Harmony and Step Act
OMAHA, NEB., March 9.—Alpha and

Delta Crane, who came here from Chi-

cago to entertain at the Strand theatre,

seem to know the entertainment game
from Alpha to Omega. The sisters, who
formerly lived in Omaha but who had
not been here for several years until

their appearance here last week, sing,

dance and play. They are billed as the

“Blue Bells of Harmony.”
As singers they stayed pretty well

with the popular songs, one of them
playing the piano accompaniment. Both
strummed ukuleles and both danced.
Their act took well with the audience.
The neatness of their costumes was re-

marked upon.

The Cranes were on the program with
the long feature picture “The Far Cry.”
Manager Art Cunningham filled out the

program with comedies, news and or-

chestra and organ numbers.

How Do People Know
Ash Is Out of Show?
MeVickers Line Down

Friday must not be the night to go to
McVickers. A week ago it was a dull,

dreary show on Friday night, and last week
even Paul Ash wasn’t there. Nor his

heavily touted aide, Harry Barris. Nor

—

even in such numbers as the precediing
Friday—the box office line out front. Ap-
parently the Ash devotees know Friday as

the vacation day, or perhaps the devotees
are decreasing numerically.

Under these circumstances, this is hardly
a complete report of the “Hot Tamale”
show advertised for McVickers last week.
Milton Watson and the clarinet player
subbed for Ash, the former announcing
and the latter leading the band. Be it

known here and now that this congress-
man’s son with the name that doesn’t get

past the foots can do anything with a
band that Ash can and is the young person
to take over the McVickers baton if Ash
is successful in laying it down for that

of the Oriental.

There was pratically nothing about Mex-
ico in the show, save the costuming, but

nobody minds this sort of thing at Mc-
Vickers. What’s in a name in this case is

pretty much nobody’s concern. The jazz

is the thing.

Peggy Berniere got the best response,

singing three numbers and kidding with

Watson and the leader. Watson got his

usual big hand on his one number but

killed the applause to announce the next

performer. This was, of course, Lydia
Harris, hold-over from the week before

and repeat from many weeks previous.

Lydia plodded unsensationally through her

stuff and the show closed with the pianist

(often boosted by Ash for his musical

arrangements) leading the band in one of

his own orchestrations.

Colorado Music Broadcast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COL., March 9.—Broadcast-

ing by Schuerman’s Colorado theatre or-

chestra is creating wide comment among
theatregoers of Denver and surrounding
territory. This orchestra, generally recog-

nized as the best in the first run houses,

is getting to be a real drawing card. Ten-
minute concerts are broadcast direct from
the theatre three times each week over the

KOA station.
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Dance Team, Bernie’s
Orchestra and Marimba
Band K.C. Newman Hits
KANSAS CITY, MO., March 9.—An-

other varied program was arranged by
Bruce Fowler of the Newman theatre,
ranging from bands and orchestra to opera-
tic soloists.

The dancing team of Dempsey and La-
veaux, late features in ‘The Passing Show”
and “Stepping Stones,” stood out brilliantly.

Few more capable dancers have been seen
on the Newman stage in many months. And
the audiences all week were not backward
in showing their appreciation. Their part
of the program, which is in three scenes,
lasted about eight minutes.

Then came Soli’s Marimba band en-
semble, which offered a widely varied selec-
tion of numbers, all of which were met
with hearty applause. The band consumed
about ten minutes on the stage. As a
soloist Pauline Acuff proved popular.

Ben Bernie’s Hotel President orchestra
again hit a popular chord with patrons,
getting the same enthusiastic applause
which has featured the orchestra’s appear-
ance the last three weeks.

Harry Stockwell sang in connection with
the orchestra’s final selection, the concert
lasting about ten minutes.

The long feature picture was “Mike.”
The weekly attendance was about normal.

Ruth Pryor, Ballet,

Zastrow and White
Make Fine Dance Show

MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 9.—Dainty
Ruth Pryor, her1 Rendezvous Girls, and
Zastrow and White doubled in two beauti-
ful dancing acts at the Alhambra theatre
last week. Miss Pryor’s routine “butterfly”

dance was somewhat augmented and
worked up into a pleasing prologue for
“The Gilded Butterfly,” long feature picture
of the week.
By virtue of her own ability as a

danseuse and the versatile talent of her six

ballet girls Miss Pryor’s act lends itself

beautifully for presentation work, and in

the hands of an original production man-
ager should be a real knockout. Pleasing
in both personality and appearance and
further endowed with a! well developed
dancing gift, Miss Pryor has all the essen-
tials of a great dancer. Her toe Charleston
climaxed the first act, while the “butterfly”

dance around which the second offering

was built seemed to have been conceived
purely as an outlet for her talent.

Zastrow and White, two very clever boy
dancers, also did their share to make the

acts click, taking an important part in each.

Several of the six ballet girls show promise
of someday attaining quite a reputation for
themselves.

heads. A freshman enters and provides
opportunity for some comedy and then
the Pennsylvanians do their real stuff.

Popular numbers made up the entire
program and the novelty injections of a
chorus of voices to the tunes of the in-

struments pepped up the proceedings to
such an extent that several encores were
demanded at every show. The college
medley number, concluding with the
Michigan song, made a tremendous hit

at every performance.

The last four nights of the week a
complete sell-out and on two of these
occasions extra shows were given in the
evening. The matinees also played to
business far above normal.

Robert Bruce, Indian
Musician, Featured at

Metropolitan, Altanta
ATLANTA, GA., March 9.—Robert E.

Bruce a Chippewa Indian and international-
ly known virtuoso, offered a pleasing mu-
sical program on the cornet, as the featured
stage attraction at the Metropolitan theatre
last week.

Bruce is generally conceded to be an
artist of exceptional musicianship, and one
newspaper reviewers styled him “one of the
greatest musicians ever to visit the city.”

His two numbers, “American Gem Polka”
and “Farewell to Thee,” were offered in a
ten-minute sketch. The feature of his pro-
gram was offered in the latter number, in

which he held one note for two minutes.

A Charleston contest introduced by this
theatre several weeks ago with much suc-
cess was adopted by another theatre here
this week. But this idea seems to be on the
wane in this city.

Los Angeles Belmont
Inaugural Show Big;

Dance Team Is Best
LOS ANGELES, March 9.—For its in-

augural the Belmont theatre had a very
pleasing program. Unit one on this bill was
Marie Rambo, a well-known organist, at
the console of the Wurlitzer. Unit two
was a current news event. Unit three was
Billy Dooley in his act called “The Goofy
Gob,” a Christie comedy.

Unit four, staged by Fanchon and Marco,
featured several popular numbers, namely:
Billy Dooley, assisted by Frances Lee, sing-
ing several songs and dancing with the
rope a la Will Rogers

;
Marguerite and

LeClaire, interpretive dancers, who got a
big hand; June Purcell, of the Lafayette
theatre, who sang several numbers, and
Dave Good and his orchestra, who rendered
a classical and several jazz numbers. Good
is also a versatile dancer and can sing a bit.

The long feature was “The First Year.”

Mosconis Head Show
with Steps; Claudius
and Scarlet Go Over

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 9.—

A

surrounding bill of much excellence set off

the long feature picture “The Road to

Glory” at the Fox last week.

Dane Claudius and Bernice Scarlet, in

the “Refrains of Long Ago on the Banjo,”
were accorded an excellent reception.

Dressed in Colonial costumes, they walked
slowly across the stage, seated themselves
in the spotlight and played such old time
favorites as “Long, Long Ago,” “Spanish
Cavalier,” “Little Brown Jug” and “I Wish
I Were Single Again.” The words of the

songs were thrown on the screen and the

audience joined in the singing.

The Mosconis, Charlie, Louie, Willie
and Sister Verna, Philadelphia’s dancing
family of international fame, who have just

returned from a triumphant European tour,

were the main attraction on the bill and
created a sensation with their marvelous
acrobatic dancing. They are masters of
terpsichore and are as skilled in the tango
as they are in ballroom and acrobatic
dancing. Louie’s eccentric dance, which
has brought him world-wide fame, was fol-

lowed by a storm of applause lasting sev-
eral minutes. The members of this brilliant

family attribute their success to the fact

that they are the descendants of five gener-
ations of dancing men and women and are
living examples of what 250 years of con-
centrated effort can accomplish.

Verdi’s “II Trovatore” was played in de-

lightful style by the Fox orchestra, with a

stage version of the prison scene adding
to the enjoyment of the overture.

“Moving Day,” a clever comedy, a color

picture by Prizma Pictures, and the Fox
Theatre Screen Magazine completed the

bill.

“Paradise Isle” Is

Vaudeville and They
Didn’t Care for It

“Paradise Isle,” John Murray Anderson’s
fourth Public presentation opening at the

Chicago theatre last week, proved to be
vaudeville and the folks didn’t care for it.

Differing from other Samoan (or Hawaian)
acts mainly in number of participants and
splendor of adornment, the act didn’t fool

the audience that goes to the B. & K. ace
house to see “Balaban & Katz Entertain-
ment.”

There were bursts of applause when the

natives did their drills, exhibiting dexterity
in extremely simple gestures. The bombas-
tic native tenor got less satisfactory results,

for at this house they’ve heard a Persian
play the piano and the fact that a Samoan
can sing does’nt startle them. The Hula
dancer (or whatever the Samoan duplicate

of the same may be) wiggled more than is

commonly permitted on this stage but the
effect was to embarass the audience rather
than to exhilerate it. They may like this

sort of thing at the Chicago (probably do)
but they never admit it by their applause.

John Murray Anderson’s stock went up
several points in Chicago with his “Sky-
larks.” It went down again with “Paradise
Isle.” “Bughouse Cabaret,” this week’s
show, ought to put him over or out.

Gilda Gray Playing Stanley
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 9.—Glida
Gray, whose beauty, originality and daring
as a dancer have made her name famous
the country over, makes her first per-
sonal appearance in Philadelphia) at the
Stanley theatre this week, March 8, in the
“Gilda Gray Follies.’

Pennsylvanias Do
Great B. O. Week at

Madison in Detroit
DETROIT, MICH., March 9.—The

Madison all but reached a new box office

heighth this week with Fred Waring’s
Pennsylvanians as the stellar attraction

on its stage bill. “The Song and Dance
Man” was the long feature picture at-

traction, but it was Waring’s company
that was featured in the advertising and
it was Waring’s name that was heard
on the lips of all those going in arid

out of the theatre.

The act presented by the Pennsylva-
nians was entirely new to Detroit. The
curtains parted to reveal the boys .

singl-

ing on a gaily, decked campus, with jack7

o-lanterns swinging merrily over their

Fobestein Syncopators,
Kenneth Williams, Turn
in One More Good Week
KANSAS CITY, MO., March 9.—Louis

Forbstein and his Royal Syncopators got
away good on another week of jazz selec-

tions last week, although the entire pro-
gram by no means could be called “jazzy.”
Kenneth Williams, the vocal member of

the Syncopators, gets a big hand virtually
each time he appears now. His selections
last week were “I Wonder Where My Baby
Is Tonight?” and “Yes Sir, That’s My
Baby.” Despite the fact that his numbers
were far from new, he made them appear
new by the manner in which he sang them.

Forbstein also won hearty applause with
his violin solo “Always.” The Syncopators’
program ran a little longer than usual, last-

ing .virtually half an hour, .... .
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“Bughouse Cabaret” Is

Funny; Patrons Prove
It with Convulsions

DETROIT, MICH., March 9.—“The
Bughouse Cabaret” is the title of the lat-

est Publix Theatre Corporation act,

which was presented at the Capitol last

week. It seemed to please the audience,
judging by the outburst of applause that
greeted the grotesque and unusual turns
of the players, numbering about 25.

The act is all that its name implies.
The stage setting represents a padded
cell and the scene is generously sprin-
kled with all manner of grotesque deco-
rations. The players also accomplish
seemingly impossible things, such as one
man dancing upside down on a chan-
delier; another finishing an artistic se-

lection from “Aida” only to do a hand-
spring; a ballet dancer toppling over in

the midst of a classic; two merry mu-
sicians playing “The Stars and Stripes
Forever” on a bicyle pump and an in-

ner tube, while two acrobats went
through such grotesque tumbling stunts
that the audiences were fairly convulsed
with laughter.
There are also songs and dances, in

addition to a ballet of six girls who drill

and glide with Tiller-like precision. It’s

a half hour of wholesome fun with the
proper title.

Request Show with
Vocal Features Is

Winner at Strand
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 9.—The

ideal of every showman is to give his
audience just what it wants in the form of
entertainment, and a literal adherence to

this theory by Stan Brown, manager of the
Strand here resulted in the first “request
program” which has been presented by Joie
Lichter and His Gang, Strand musicians.
The program of musical selections was

worked out after thousands of requests for
popular and old-time numbers had been re-
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ceived by the management. The arrange-
ment of these selections into groups, the
staging of the performance and the intro-

duction of vocal numbers was accomplished
with a sufficient degree of stage artistry to

make the current presentation at the Strand
one of the most popular in recent months.

Michael Swedish and his rendition of
“The Garden of Tomorrow” may be listed

as one of the most noteworthy numbers of
the entire performance. Some of the other
vocal selections, including the much-used
Prisoner’s Song, stand out prominently on
the program. While this last named selec-

tion has probably been heard by theatre-

goers more often during the past several
weeks than any other selection, an innova-
tion in the form of a dialogue behind the
wings while the first bars of the piece were
being played, prevented it from sounding
like just the same thing over again. The
voices backstage were those of a jury fore-
man and a judge as the former returned a
verdict of guilt}' and the latter pronounced
the sentence.

Another clever bit of stage artistry was
evidenced when Lichter and his gangsters
played “Moonlight and Roses.” The stage
was darkened and the lighting effected rep-
resented a shower of roses which from the
center of the house appeared surprisingly
realistic.

Lucille Middleton
Tops Bill; Watson

and Singers Click
DECATUR, ILL., March 9.—Heading

the stage bill at the Lincoln Square theatre
here the week just ended, Lucille Middle-
ton, unique dancer, was a knockout. The
town had never seen work similar to hers,

and the result was big takings all week.

Donald (Monk) Watson, master of cer-

emonies for the stage end of the bill, also

has been a sensation since he opened here.

Watson and his Serenaders shared honors
with Charles Bennett, whose “Rose Marie”
went over for good returns, and Gladys
Chandler, whose “I Want a Little Loving”
also is a hit number.

Watson is giving the town something
new, and the town is eating it up. He
and his melody unit will build up a back-
ground for the work of the others on the

Lincoln Square bills.

Hines and Smith at Temple
Hines and Smith, booked by Premier

Attractions, Chicago, worked the Tem-
ple theatre, Toledo, O., last week instead
of the Capitol, as erroneously stated in

last week’s issue.

Presentation
(,Continued from page 48)

said it wouldn’t last. It grew into the
thing known as “Balaban & Katz Enter-
tainment” and became world famous.

Mr. Cambria may not be permitted to
hold the Rivoli stage for the period nec-
essary to demonstrate the power of the
shows which he produces. If he is per-
mitted to do so, and if Broadway isn’t

prejudiced beyond even the degree ex-
pected of that place, it is a good 10 to 1

bet that what happened at the Central
Park, Riviera, Tivoli, Chicago and Up-
town theatres will happen there also.

The Cambria type of show does not
demand understanding. It does not seek
appreciation at the hands of the simple.
It holds the rank and file by sheer weight
of impression and it reaches over their
heads to attract and hold the “class”
patronage that the lesser presentation
producers do not interest.

Leaders Sparring for

Oriental Directorship

"DAND and orchestra leaders sparring
for directorship of the new Oriental

theatre, which Balaban & Katz are to
open shortly in Chicago, include prac-
tically everyone who makes his living
by waving a baton. Strongest bid for
the job is being made by Paul Ash, saith
the grapevine, but there is considerable
uncertainty as to whether he will be per-
mitted to risk his peculiar popularity by
making the change.
Reasons for and against awarding the

Oriental pit to Mr. Ash are interesting
but too numerous for rehearsal here.
For the general body of theatre own-

ers the situation holds a double lesson:
1. There’s a lot of money to be made

with a Paul Ash personality—as per
McVickers.

2. Personalities, as major attractions,
have their disadvantages.

Earl Cook Publicised
for “Different” Show

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., March 9.—A two-
column cut layout and story was the fruit
reaped by Earl Cook manager of the Pan-
tages theatre, through a simple tieup with
the Kansas City Star this week. TedMeyn,
organist at the theatre, taking his cues
through ear phones at the theatre from
the radio studio of the Star, furnished the
organ music for the WDAF Players in a
play, there being remote control of the mu-
sic at the theatre.
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Featured Players’
Offerings Set Off

by New Style Revue
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 9.—The

Stanley-Gimbel Spring Fashion Show was
the principal attraction on the bill at the

Stanley theatre the week just ended.
The Stanley augmented Ballet Corps ap-

peared in connection with the Fashion Show
with special music played by the Stanley
orchestra. The Fashion Show is a semi-
annual offering of four gorgeous scenes

with 25 beautiful living models.
The first scene was a display of sports

suits and morning costumes against a silver

and rose background.
During the interlude between the first

and second scenes the Stanley Ballet Corps
with Zena Larina danced a “Flower Ballet”

in which each girl represented a flower.

Zena Larina did some graceful toe dancing
to the notes of Tschaikowski’s “Kutcracker
Suite.”

The second was a flower scene with
each gown representing a flower coloring.

As an interlude Mme. Eva Leoni, colora-

tura soprano, sang “Caro Nome” from
“Rigoletto,” while the models posed grace-
fully in the background, and Jack Holland
and Jean Barry, in black and gold Spanish
costumes, accompanied by the Andreini
Troubadours, danced a graceful Spanish
tango.

Scene three consisted of gowns in pearl

and gray tones, and following this scene
Edward Molitore, tenor, formerly with the

Geraldine Farrar Opera Company, sang
“Flower Song” from “Carmen.”

Scene four was the Boise de Rose, fol-

lowed by a “Ballet of Roses,” in which
Zena Larina, whose rose-colored skirts rep-

resented petals of a rose, danced to the ac-
companiment of the “Swan Song.” As the

notes faded into silence she slowly drew
the petals of the rose together over her
head and sank to the floor.

There was also a bridal party grouped
on a wide marble staircase while Mme. Eva
Leoni and Edward Molitore sang Irving
Berlin’s “Always,” as a fitting close to the
bridal scene.

The Fashion Show was a brilliant and
popular presentation and proved an irre-

sistible attraction to the women who
thronged the house all the week.
The long feature was “The Masked

Bride.” An “Our Gang” comedy, “Mon-
key Business,” and the Stanley Magazine
completed the bill.

George Givot Is Big
Hit in L. A. Debut;
Works with V. Buck

LOS ANGELES, March 9.
—

“Insulting
the Sultan” was the big presentation act
staged by Jack Partington at the Metro-
politan beginning the week of February 26.

Verne Buck and his gang of Music Alasters
on the flying stages played many snappy
numbers during the 35 minutes of the mu-
sical part of the program.
George Givot made his initial bow to

Los Angeles audiences, and was an instant
hit. Givot was the Sultan and kept up a
running fire of wise cracks with Buck.
Later he appeared in his green Oxford
bags, sang several numbers, and danced
his way into the hearts of the Metropoli-
tan crowd.
Coleman Goetz also added his bit to the

breezy program, while the Eight Blue
Devils proved to be marvelous tumblers.
Members of a large Metropolitan chorus
were nattily dressed and carried out the
atmosphere of the Sultan’s palace. A beau-
tiful set representing the harem embellished
the act.

The long feature was “Behind the
Front,” and an Aesop’s Fable was the
short feature.

Nell Kelly, Wolf and
Band, Welsh Gleemen

L. A. State Features
LOS ANGELES, March 9.—West Coast

Theatres presentation at Loew’s State, week
starting February 26, consisted of Rube
Wolf and his band, Nell Kelly and the
Welsh Gleemen. Wolf gets better each
week, and he is a wise enough showman to

let his artists share in the encomiums. He
opened with a classical number, “Hun-
garian Rhapsody,” played in two tempos.
Nell Kelly, who is billed now as “the orig-
inator of pep,” danced her peppiest, assisted

by Wolf. Loew’s State audiences can’t get
enough of Miss Kelly, and she stopped the
show again last week.
The Welsh Gleemen, internationally

famous choral organiaztion, are making
their second appearance in America in Los
Angeles, having come direct from the old
country here. There are 14 of them, and
their singing was greatly enjoyed.
The long feature was “Infatuation.”

Winners in a recent Charleston contest ap-
peared in person on the State stage and
strutted their stuff. “The Fighting Dude”
was the short feature, and this got a good
hand. All in all it was one of the best
balanced bills Loew’s State has had in some
time.

Troubadours, Harmony
Four, Sing Prologue

to Long Feature Film
ATLANTA, GA., March 9.—The Trou-

badours, a quartet, offering a prologue num-
ber, made the stage presentation at the
Howard theatre the week just closed, and
they proved highly popular with all

audiences because of the appropriate ar-

rangement of their program, which accom-
panied the long photoplay showing.
Costumed in army uniforms, they offered

a typical army song program. Their num-
bers included “Gee Whiz, I’ve Got the
Rheumatiz,” “Show Me the Way to Go
Home,” “Carry Me Back to Ole Virginny,”
“Tipperary,” and a medley of war songs as

a finale, including “Where Do We Go from
Here, Boys?” “Ain’t Goin’ to Rain No
More,” “Rose of No Man’s Land” and
“Over There.”
An attractive and realistic stage setting

formed a background for this number. The
drop represented a wood scene in France
during the war, and a tent was pitched in

center stage, with the quartet standing in

front. The finale was featured by a tenor
solo, the soloist accompanied by other
members of the quartet humming.
The long picture was “Behind the Front.”

E. Cummings Puts on
“Opportunity” Shows

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCK ISLAND, ILL., March 9.—

A

series of “Opportunity Nights” has been
inaugurated at the Fort Armstrong theatre

here. The first one was advertised for Feb.

21. These will be Saturday night events.

Evert Cummings, manager, says that good
business came with the first stunt night

performance.

Console Lineup Changed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 9.—Irv-
ing Kahn, who was formerly organist at

the Earle theatre here, has been transferred

to the Stanley theatre, Camden, N. J., and
has been succeeded at the Earle by Joseph
Glasner, formerly at the Imperial. Miss
Bonniwell, who has played for some years

at the Capitol, has been named to succeed

Glasner at the Imperial.

Music, Step, Song
Show at State Does
Big Box Office Week

DETROIT, MICH., March 9.—Sailor
costumes bedecked Herb and his Bunch
and Fred Stritt, headliners in the State’s

weekly presentation hodge-podge and
another successful entertainment and
box office week was chalked up to the

credit of this unique gang of enter-

tainers.

Stritt as master of ceremonies led in

the comedy and tried out several new
songs with good effect. Taylor and
Hawks, those snappy songsters who
have been singing in the Kunsky thea-
tres for several weeks, appeared with a
couple of new numbers which went over
good and on several shows demands
were made for two encores. Eddie Mat-
thews, a newcomer on the State bill,

offered some neat dancing, including one
specialty that offers some Araby Patrol
drill of a unique and interesting calibre.

Bob Carter and Lucille Burke sang
lustily, and with good effect, as they
are very popular with State audiences.

Herb and his Bunch contented them-
selves during the proceedings with play-
ing some of the newest jazz numbers
in the manner that has made Straub fa-

mous hereabouts as a leader.

Mile. Hewes Toplines
at Egyptian; Mystery

Player Act Is Novel
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 9.—

Mile. Theo Hewes offered a novel dance act

at Zaring’s Egyptian theatre here last week,
in which she was assisted by Charles Howe
and Florence McShane. Mr. Howe sum-
moned an invisible accompanist for Mile.

Hewes from the audience. No person sat

at the keyboard of the grand piano used,

but the piano played any selection at the

request of Howe. It was with the assist-

ance of this invisible assistant that Miss
Hewes did a graceful waltz to the strains

of “The Midnight Waltz.”

The ghostly visitant also played “Nola”
while Miss McShane demonstrated her skil-

full toe dancing ability. In addition, the

piano played snatches of a score or more
melodies in full view of the audience and
with no apparent attention from any hu-

man agency.

Harry Bowers’ Cycle
of Popular Songs Is

Hit of Old Mill Bill
DALLAS, TEX., March 9.—Harry

Bowers thrilled the “moderns” and pleased

all in his rendition of popular numbers last

week. He is billed as the “entertainer de

luxe” and is rightfully named, as he took

down the house with his “Tie Me to your
Apron Strings Again.”

“The Golden Princess” was the long fea-

ture picture.

Paul Johnson In Pit Again
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TERRE HAUTE, IND., March 9.—Paul
Johnson, conductor of the American theatre

orchestra, who has been invalided for three

weeks with a sprained wrist, is at work
again. He replaces Medeline Fox, who sub-

stituted during his absence. While conva-

lescing Johnson arranged several new or-

chestrations.
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A Chicago Institution—
National Theatres Corporation

CAPITOL
Halsted At 79th St.

THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

PRESENTING ENTERTAINMENT INCOMPARABLE

With

ALBERT E SHORT
The Prince Of Directors

In Full Charge of Music and Production and
Generalissimo of Chicago’s Finest Musical Organization

The Capitol Grande Orchestra
Comprising A Group Of The Finest
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P. Renzi
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J. Grant
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P. Di Lecce

C. Holter
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A. Gamble

C. Dickinson

Trombone

R. Summerhill
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E. Metz,enger

Drums

H. Schreyer
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R. Delbridge
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F. De Bona

Organ

L. Terry

R. Farley

Librarians

A. Allsop

D. Kavanaugh

Conductor

C. C. Manning

Musical Director

Albert E. Short
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THE THEATREl
0^4jT)epa>iment o/~ Practical Showmanship ^

MAKE IT LIVELYWITHAHEARSE
Bugg Theatre Turns Disaster into Good
Fortune When Sense ofHumor Prevails

Prophecies Their House vv oulcl Be a “Dead One Provide Show-
men with Idea That Turns into Dollars

By C. F. WAGNER
When the North Center theatre opened in February the merchants in the

neighborhood organized a pretentious parade, formed of floats and bands. The
parade was proposed to stimulate interest in the welfare of business as well

as to provide entertainment and enthusiasm for the prospective patrons of the

Woodlawn Amusement company which had built the theatre.

Now one of the popular houses of

that section, the Bugg theatre, was the sub-

ject of ill omens when the neighborhood
populace discussed the competition that the

big North Center would cause. Then
Charles Bugg, proprietor and myself, man-
ager, of the Bugg theatre conceived the

idea of the entering of a float in North
Center’s parade.

Hearse Prepared

It took sporting blood to attempt the

plan
;
but all showmanship takes that. The

float was chosen—a Hearse. It was
trimmed with crepe and wax lilies with a

large sign across the top reading on both
sides, “Bugg Theatre.” Behind this sign

was painted a large bug lying on its back,

dead as a doornail.

Throughout the parade a spotlight was
carried by a car behind the Bugg float and
playing the light on the dead bug.

Wagner was dressed as chief undertaker
with plug hat and saddened face, appro-
priate for the event.

Stunt Unexpected

No one had been told of the plans. When

the float passed the spectators it created

a hilarious yet wonderful impression. -They
screamed with laughter, they cheered and
complimented us on the originality of the

scheme. It was the greatest piece of adver-
tising that could have been achieved.

The most well decorated float was to get

a silver loving cup. Of course our float was
not the best decorated but every man,
woman and child said that we should have
been awarded the cup.

Wins an Award
To carry the joke still further and to

award the Bugg theatre with something
James Stauber of the Stauber Hardware
company and president of the North
Center Business Men’s association sug-
gested the presentation of the solid tin

loving cup which appears in the photo at

hand.
The loving cup was given a good write-

up in neighborhood papers, inviting the

populace to view it while on exhibition in

the Stauber hardware store window. It

is now on display in the foyer of the

theatre.

C. F. Wagner is shown beside the hearse which played a big part in the

exploitation of the Bugg theatre although it was used as a float in the

parade for the opening of the North Center, an opposition house.

The people have gone wild over the
whole affair. It was a small way of ad-
vertising but it certainly hit its mark.

Buster Brown Cutouts for

Stern Features
CONEY ISLAND.—Drogin and Shiell,

who manage the Mermaid theatre, have
discovered that exploitation pays on
Buster Brown comedies made by the
Stern Brothers for Universal release.

They have made a cutout figure of Bus-
ter and Tige which is stationed in front

of the ticket booth each day that Bus-
ter is in the house. Over Buster’s head
is a slate on which is written one of his

famous resolutions, a different one ap-
pearing with each comedy.
For the showing of “Buster Be Good,”

the lobby was decorated with pennants
announcing the comedy. One said:

“Buster Brown will drive away your
frown.” Another: “See Buster and you
will roar.” In addition to this display,

heralds were given away.

Do Motorists Believe in

Signs? Yes, Says Schade
Exhibitors! Be careful that you don’t

run into the difficulties which confronted
George J. Schade, owner of the Schade
theatre, Sandusky, O., when he adver-
tised “One Way Street.”

Schade plastered some of the streets

with signs reading “One Way Street”
until police were called by argumentat-
ing motorists. Newspapers picked up
the item however, and made it worth
while for Schade despite the runin with
the police department.

Here is the tin trophy in the
manner of a loving cup that was
awarded Wagner and Bugg.
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Copy Service

For Exhibitor

HouseOrgans

House organ or newspaper
publication rights to this copy
is granted exhibitors by the
“Herald” herewith.

CLOUDS OF BLUE
/^LOUDS of blue descended upon the

District of Columbia when spokes-
men for the Lord’s Day Alliance visited

Congress recently to support the Lank-
ford bill and help make Washington a
model city on Sundays.
An appropriate prologue for their self

righteous gesture was displayed when
the spokesmen and their 500 vehement
cohorts beheld one of the congressmen
to whom they had planned to make their
plea, smoking a cigar.

“That cigar,” one of the spokesmen
is quoted as saying, “looks out of place
here.” “It is pathetic,” added another.
Smoking in the congressional group

then increased.

Soon the meeting of the spokesmen
ensued. They contended that all activ-

ities which men participate in on Sun-
day should be stopped when the activ-
ities are for personal gain. But when it

was cited to them that their Sunday is

not the Jewish Sabbath and that it is

likewise not the Sabbath or Holy Day
of many other highly respectable citi-

zens of America they were at a loss to
continue in their logic. Their conclu-
sions were thrown out of gear.
They offered that Sunday is the Sab-

bath for the majority of people and
therefore it should be thrust upon the
remainder by compulsion.
Which is the kind of suggestion that

one'would expect.

FILMS FOR THE INJURED
T'' E. BREWER, commissioner of the

department of recreation, Detroit,

recently stated that the value of motion
pictures is incalculable.

“The department of recreation,” he
said, “gives its shows to shut-ins at the
various hospitals, homes for the poor,
penal institutions, etc.

“Try to imagine a little girl running
free and happy and then comes a fatal

crash and the child in the hospital in a

plaster cast unable to run and romp as
she did formerly. Then comes the re-

creation “Movie Man,” sets up his ma-
chine and gives her and all the individ-

uals injured in traffic a real treat.”

“Picture also a mother growing old,

the ingratitude of the children and the
final confinement in the poor house, with
no opportunity to go out and see things
and do as she had done in her prime.
Then comes the recreation Movie Man
showing them reels of real amusement
as well as the other things of life which
she has seen and enjoyed.
“Then take the young man desolate

and forlorn, driven because of circum-
stances to commit a crime for which he
is sentenced to the house of correction
with no opportunity for amusement or
recreation other than what he finds from
his fellow prisoners which is never the
right sort.

“These are examples together with
children in the poorer neighborhoods of the

city who are given free shows by the de-
partment.
“The value of motion pictures is incal-

culable.”

By George!
LOVE SETS

/% CCORDING to newspaper re-

L\ ports, an American dentist is

jL jL very attentive to Suzanne
Lenglen, dating probably from the

dav she showed her teeth to Helen
Wills.

ijs ^

President Coolidge says the recent
slump in the stock market signifies a
healthy business condition which ought
to give a lot of comfort to the boys
who have just pawned their shirts.

* * *

A Federal judge has ruled that what-
ever Countess Cathcart did it was not
a crime in South Africa and conse-
quently not one here.

* * *

Oh, if you would be, indiscreet,

South Africa’s the place to meet.

The natives there zvould think it

rude
To mention “Moral Turpitude.”

* * *

“YES—WE HAVE NO—”
A young bride drank liniment because

the star boarder in her home ate five

and one-half of a half dozen bananas
she had on the table. We think at that
she got the best of it.

:|C i-J

Jazz music of the present day had its

counterpart in the complicated tone sys-
tem of Chinese music in the life time of
Confucius, according to Dr. Wesley La
Violette, which explains satisfactorily

for the first time the meaning of “Yel-
low Peril.”

* * *

SIGNS OF SPRING
EXCHANGE: Seal Lined Overcoat,

size 42, and some furniture for a Ford.
P. Gustafson, 4826 No. Moyne avenue.

^ ^ ^

Advocates of a strict blue law Sunday
for the District of Columbia are opposed
by the Seventh Day Adventists who
worship on Saturday and paint barns
and such on the Sabbath. Another case
of mental indigestion.

A TIME OF ROMANCE

SPRING! A musical word in itself.

A musical thought accompanies it.

With the season that brings out the
small animals from their hibernian
haunts come plans for trips into the
playgrounds of nature. With thoughts
of spring come thoughts of a holiday.
The time is .at hand when one may

spend hours from dawn to twilight gam-
boling through the meadows and long
winding lanes. Inspired by the stimu-
lant of new life abounding a fresh view
of all creation is born.
But it is the time of the extemporane-

ous showers which pour from the heav-
ens in a thunderous volume. And
after the shower the earth is again
sparkling with the freshness of new life.

Romance is felt in each beat of the
pulse. And nowhere is found a better
place to witness the doings of that
strange malady than at the theatre.

Stories of romance are shown which are
full of the spirit of Spring eternal.

What Showmen
Are Doing to

Get Business

A phototype survey of current
exhibitor business effort, with
pictures upon the accompany-
ing pages.

HOLLAND COMMENDS USE OF
TRUCK SERVICE FOR PRINTS
The Theatre:
Exhibitors Herald.

I want to tell you about the wonder-
ful service we have had from the film

truck service.

At first due to a slight misunderstand-
ing we did not tr,y to work with this

service, but they kept on bringing our
film until one day the writer had a long
chat with Mr. Robinson and from that

time on we have had service even bet-

ter than one would expect.

Each week on Thursday we fix up a
list of the following week’s service

which we leave with our film in the
lobby, and I understand it is the ruling
that the film truck does not leave Chi-

cago until they have all of their prints

which guarantees us our show and to

date they have never failed to get a

single print to us which is very good.
We do not have to worry any more

about our shows being in. We do not
have to worry about getting the ship-

ping labels on ji|pt so and carrying the

cans to the post office or the express
office.

Besides getting service that is 50 per
cent or more better than we used to we
find that the film truck rates are less

than express and parcel post.

Another point that is worth consider-
ing is the fact that Mr. Robinson is just

the same as a personal representative
in Chicago. Just last night I discovered
that I had overlooked ordering a trailer

for a week from tomorrow’s picture so
I left a note with our film last night
and tonight this trailer will be left here
for us. We would have mailed in this

order for the trailer but our last mail
in the evening leaves at 5:55.

If there is any one along the film

truck route that is not more than satis-

fied I believe it is no one’s fault but
their own, because experience has taught
us that if we will only help a little that

the film truck will do the rest, and if

one wants real service he has to also

be considerate.

Here’s hoping that the film truck serv-

ice grows, and soon covers the entire

state, because with their service the ex-

changes can get more play dates out of

prints and it is possible that we can
then buy our pictures maybe a little

cheaper, which won’t make any of us
mad.

E. S. HOLLAND,
Valley Theatre, Spring Valley, 111.

HOAG SENDS GOOD ADVICE ON
MAKING A 24 SHEET CUTOUT
The Theatre:
Exhibitors Herald.
Under separate cover I am mailing

you a photo of 24 sheet cutout that I

used on the stage to advertise “The
Coast of Folly.” The weather was so
bad that we couldn’t post this 24 so
we cut it out and then made a lath

(.Continued on page 60)
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The Johnny Hines driverless automobile in the salesrooms of the Stumb-
Cawthon Motor Company, Nashville, Tenn. On the hood is the owner of
the Mystery car. Standing is W. R. Arnold of First National’s exploitation
staff who arranged the stunt.

Police in Stunt

to Boost Pathe ’s

“The Green Archer"
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Burt Jour-

dan, manager of the Majestic theatre,

has included a police department stunt

in his extensive exploitation campaign
for Pathe’s “The Green Archer,”
serial.

Through the co-operation of the police

department a series of advertisements are
being inserted in the Memphis newspapers
calling Jourdan’s attention to the fact Chief
Burney has been invited to send his most
efficient detectives to solve the mystery of
“The Green Archer.” The newspaper ads,

printed in the form of a letter to Jourdan,
are signed by John J. Breslin, field exploita-

tion representative for Pathe.
In order to get the attention of adults

for the Patheserial, Jourdan had 2,500 tele-

grams, announcing the run of the serial,

sent out the day before the opening of the

first episode. These telegrams were all de-
livered through the local telegraph com-
pany.
A distinctive lobby layout was arranged

which included a shadow box display of
the articles of mystery used in “The Green
Archer.”
Here is the copy of the unique adver-

tisement which called upon the police de-

partment to solve the mystery of who the

Green Archer was

:

CAN THE POLICE OF MEMPHIS
SOLVE IT?

Memphis, Tenn.,
Feb. 17, 1926.

Mr. Burt Jourdan, Manager,
Majestic Theatre,
City.
Dear Mr. Jourdan:

I have invited Chief Burney, of Mem-
phis, to send his most expert and efficient

detective to the Majestic theatre to try and
solve the great mystery as to whom is “The
Green Archer” in the thrilling Pathe mys-
tery serial that will be shown at your the-

atre Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 24th
and 25th, and every Wednesday and Thurs-
day thereafter.

Edgar Wallace, the author of “The Gre
Archer,” has so cleverly covered all tra-.

of the real criminal in this thrilling story,

it is almost an impossibility to discover w >o

“The Green Archer” really is until the
tenth and last episode. We are wondering
if Chief Burney’s detective will be able
to solve this mystery, that has so far baf-

fled everyone that has tried to tell who is

“The Green Archer.”
Very truly yours,

JOHN J. BRESLIN.

DIXIE SHOWMAN TAKES
ADVANTAGE OF RACING SPIRIT
MOBILE, ALA.—The management of

the Crescent theatre in this Dixie town
took good advantage of the love for horse
racing prior to the opening of the Pathe-
sial, “Galloping Hoofs.”

“Don’t wait until March to see the horse

races in Mobile,” ran the headline over

copy tised in Mobile papers.

Plant Rings the Register

with 11th Hour Stunt
MILWAUKEE. — A hurried eleventh

hour exploitation stunt of Jack Plant,

owner of the Merrill theatre, brought
big business to his house during his

showing of “The Masked Bride.”

At five thirty of the day before the

opening of “The Masked Bride,” Plant

sat in his office trying to figure out a

stunt to exploit the picture. His eye
lighted on an announcement in the eve-

ning papers of a “Movie Star Masquer-
ade” being held that night. So he up
and out and got a pretty flapper, a bri-

dal veil, a white satin dress, and a rib-

bon bearing the slogan, “Mae Murray in

‘The Masked Bride.’” He let the young
lady entangle herself in the rest of the

paraphernalia and took her to the ball.

She won second honors for her costume,
and a front page story and two column
cut in the Milwaukee Leader. It was
just enough publicity to push the feature

over to capacity business.

And, strangely enough, first honors
were given to a girl impersonating Mae

Murray in “The Merry Widow.”

j

Dayton Booster
Vot I KENOSHA, WI6Q0NSIN lTHUUSDaY. FEBRUARY ll >

Repeat Merchants Ball Saturday

WHAT THEY ARE DOING TO GET BUSINESS: Left is the house organ now being published by

Charles Ryan who has joined the Irving theatre, Chicago. Note his house organ copy. At right is a

portion of the front of Hauber’s Fort-O-Grafs, Camden, Ark., which is managed by A. J. Lukachie.

Above it is a house program originally on a light blue stock used by the Monarch theatre, Medicine

Hat, Alta. Remainder of the reproductions here are from Edward and Fred Dayton of Kenosha, Wis..
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k. Pencil ~d Ruler
Take a Saturday Morning and Just a Little Patience and Make Your
Own Streamers—Letters Are Easily Made—Expense Involved Is

a Minor Consideration.

A THEATRE man may not
pull nickels and dimes into the

box office if he permits his the-

atre front to resemble a church.

Churches do not (or did not use to)

advertise by decorating their fronts.

Why they do not it is unnecessary
to explain.

A sign, a message of some kind,

or a picture is needed to tell the pub-
lic to come in. A streamer is the

most desirable kind of advertising

for your front if you do not use the
streamer with flagrant effects, bring-

ing the appearance of the front to

one of chaotic eruption.

The following suggestions do not
apply only to the smaller exhibitor

who wishes to maintain a streamer
board but also to the showman who
maintains one which is served by
sign makers regularly. There are
times when the sign makers do not
deliver the streamer promptly and
there are times when they make er-

rors that cause the sign to be unus-
able.

First, “blank” out your streamer
board.

The paper for the letters may be
purchased from a stationer in dou-
ble crown size, that is, sheets 20
inches by 30 inches, in color. When
folded and cut these sheets will pro-
vide you with paper for two letters

The accompanying suggestions
have been carried in a recent issue

of Bioscope, an English paper.

trated. When opened you have the

two V’s.

Next take the two E’s. The L is

likewise shown.
Or for the word “Vaudeville” sev-

eral of the same combinations ap-

pear. The two L’s here are made by
one fold. The A, U, and D are

shown.
Now suppose that your streamer

board has been “blanked” with the

use of brown paper. Then if you
have selected a blue for your letter

colors you may get a three colored

effect by holding white sheets with
the crown sheets while cutting out
the letters. A small edge of white
shading may thus be effected for the

letters.

Now have the sign board cleanly

pasted and place upon it the white
letters. Paste these over again, be-

ing careful not to change their align-

ment, and place the colored letters

upon the white, one inch higher and
one inch to the right. If carefully

done this will result in a shaded
color scheme of blue letters with
white edging on a brown back-

Or better, after you have obtained

an entire double alphabet, you are in

a good position to create all your
signs by the stencil method. In do-

ing this, pin firmly your stencils to

the blanking and place the streamer
board on the floor. Then mix a

bowl of color or stain (break down
printer’s ink to a “wash” point) and
spatter the whole by means of a nail

brush dipped in the color. By spat-

tering it is meant to draw a stick

across the hairs of an upturned brush.

The flying specks of color will stain

the background, leaving the letter

spaces white or the color that the

blanking had been originally.

It is always best to refrain from
embellishing the streamer or banner
with trimmings or “gingerbread.”

In the use of paste it is a good plan

to buy a half pound of caustic soda
(not lump soda).

To six tablespoonfuls of flour

beaten into a thin batter with cold
water, add a solution of half a pint

of water in which has been dissolved
one tablespoonful of the caustic

soda powder. Add it slowly in

drops, alternating with drops of

fresh water, beating meanwhile. It

will be seen that the resultant mix-
ture has a tendency to solidify

;
pre-

vent this by adding additional wa-

V Fold skeel" vertically and
col" down heavy linec.

1 -“1—

E Fold hori’xonlally

And cut" an heavy
lines

Fold diagonally and
cut as indicated.
Shorten bar if desired.

'A'.

H*^ vertical

fold and cut

as indicated

'll”
Half vertical

fold and cut
as indicated

"Di-
Half horizontal
fold and cut as
indicated.

^ One half ®

Horizontal
fold-

C 0

Half -fold

and cuT
on keavu
lines.

Second horizontal

When opened
ifou Rave figure

fc, Cot au>ay
Shaded portions
and qour letter

S. remains

from each sheet, considering that

your letters are to be 20 inches by
15 inches.

The paper may be purchased in

various colors, to be selected accord-
ing to appropriateness.
For example in cutting your let-

ters suppose your title is “The Vel-
vet Gown.” Since there are two V’s
you may fold the two sheets as illus-

ground. But you may select any
colors you wish to suit your own
conditions.

The letter “S” is the letter that

confronts all designers learning to

make letters with the most difficulty.

When once you have obtained a

good “S” mount it on heavy paper
and use it for a stencil for making
future signs.

ter. Continue until paste of the

requisite strength and clarity has
been arrived at.

This paste requires no boiling and
is absolutely weatherproof, and a

gallon may be made in one minute.
Paste made with a moderate use of

soda may be kept sweet for weeks
by the addition of a drop of oil of

cloves.
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When First National’s film “We Moderns” played at the Liberty theatre,

Seattle, Wash., a ballyhoo was effected by two girls doing the Charleston
while a young man played the harmonica.

Big Sports Figures Add Atmosphere to

Fight Scenes of Universal Film
NEW YORK.—A score of sports writers and others connected with the

Friars Club attended the filming of boxing sequences under the direction of

Harley Knoles for “Oh Baby,” which is scheduled for Universal release.

Damon Runyon and Sam Hall of the New York American were among
the press representatives who were in the ringside closeups as well as long shots.

Others were: Sid Mercer and Frank
O’Neill of the Evening Journal, Wilbur
Wood and Alfred Dayton of the Evening
Sun, Murray Lewin and Fred Keats of
the Mirror, Homer Thorne of the Amer-
ican, Jack Farrell and Harry Newman of

the Daily News, Jimmy Dawson of the

Times, Ed Van Every of the Evening
World and Jimmy DeForrest, Dempsey’s
former trainer, now writing for the Morn-
ing World.

In the first rows were Dan Hickey, Bob
Fitzsimmons’ former manager, now man-
ager of Paul Berlenbach

; Jess McMahon,
matchmaker at Madison Square Garden,
who has arranged many championship
fights : Doc Bagley. well known manager
and the second in the business

;
Billy Mc-

Carney, former manager of Jess Willard;
Senator “Wild Bill” Lyons and Tammany
Young, characters of the ring, who never
miss a title fight and know all the cham-
pions. “Three Fingered Jack” Daugherty,
who has managed boxers for 40 years, also

turned actor out of friendship for Little

Billy. Solly Seeman, noted lightweight, sat

next to Joe Jacobs, who has managed many
crack fighters.

The scene being shot the day of the cham-
pionship fight between Greb and Tiger
Flowers at the Garden, Greb’s manager,

“Red” Mason, came directly from the

weighing at 2 p. m. to make this picture

atmosphere for his pal, Little Billy, fea-

tured in the picture.

Other well known managers present were
Tom Fahey, Pete Reilly, Maxie Waxman
and Paddy Mullins, manager of Harry
Wills.

Participating inside the ring were David
Butler, featured player, vs. Jim Savage,
who has distinguished himself in many ac-

tual heavyweight bouts. Joe Humphries,
official announcer of Madison Square Gar-
den, was on hand to make his bow as the

announcer of the celluloid combat. The
trainers and assistants appearing in the

scene were also drafted into service from
Tex Rickard’s colossal new arena at Eighth
avenue and Fiftieth street. More than 500

extras were employed in the audience which
crowded the great main stage.

This glimpse of real ringside atmosphere
will be the climax of this Lichtman com-
edy, in which Little Billy plays a fight man-
ager who masquerades as a little girl to

help out a pal—and then almost misses

being on hand to see his boxer carry off

the championship.
Besides Little Billy, Madge Kennedy,

Creighton Hale, Ethel Shannon, Flora

Finch and David Butler are featured.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 57

frame behind it so that it would stand
on the stage using a sky drop behind it.

I used this about five days in ad-
vance of the showing and used a radio

mat slide with just the dates and “Coast
of Folly,” showing through on the sky
drop. I find that this makes a very
good way of using a 24 sheet; and when
the stage lights are used on the setup-

it is very effective.

H. E. HOAG, Momence Theatre, Mo-
mence, 111.

P. S.— I pasted the 24 sheet on to-

cheap building paper, let it dry and
then cut it out for if you cut them too-

quick the paper will curl up and be hard
to handle. H. E. H.

SLATTERY MAY WELL BOAST
OF THE LODI CALENDAR
The Theatre

:

Exhibitors Herald.
Each manager of our circuit is at liberty

to supply ideas to change the style of our
calendar we use to satisfy his personal
taste.

We believe our calendar is a much better

one than the one submitted recently to you
although that manager may be well satisfied

with his calendar and the results it brings
hint

;
but if a manager is going to use a

medium of this nature why not come as

near as possible to representing a real cal-

endar and which can be used for chrono-
logical purposes as well as keeping the

residents posted as to what attractions are
to be offered.

We have them printed on heavy stock,

adaptable for hanging.
William J. Slattery, Manager,

T. & D. Jr., Theatre, Lodi, Cal.

Note: A calendar has been received
from Mr. Slattery which is all that has
been said of it. It is perhaps one of the

most carefully designed calendars that has
come to our attention. However, in view
of the fact that the contribution last week
from F. K. Shaffer, Frostburg, Md., and
one previously from Mr. Hoffman of
Flainview, Neb., were likewise virtuous
relative to the use of calendars the sub-
ject has been well taken up. The
“Herald” will be glad to receive more of
these calendars for inspection. Many of
them which have been coming in such as

that of Mr. Slattery’s indicate keen show-
manship. It is impossible for us to repro-

duce but a few of them in the “Herald”'
however.

STURDIVANT BACK AMONG
US RUNNING CHARLESTONS
The Theatre

:

Exhibitors Herald.
I am now manager of the Pearl theatre.

Highland Park, 111. Perhaps you recall

that I was manager of the Hoyburn thea-

tre, Evanston, for eight years and used to-

send in a good many communications to

the Herald.
I have always regarded the Herald as

the best trade paper published.

I have had the Deerfield-Shields high
school of Highland Park band, and the

glee club and orchestra on our stage from
time to time. Have been running a chil-

dren's harmonica contest Saturday matinees.

I am now starting a Kiddie’s Charleston
at the Saturday matinees.

I will write more later.

W. G. Sturdivant,
Pearl Theatre, Highland Park, 111.

Combines Shadow Box
and Donkey for Front
DES MOINES.—An animated donkey in

a shadow box run by a motor and placed

outside the building at the Spencer
Square theatre in Rock Island attracted

much attention during the showing of

“Rainbow Riley.” Fred Slinker is manager.
•
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Gallinagh Directs Junior

League Production
MINNEAPOLIS. — Edward H. Galli-

nagh, a member of the publicity department

with Finkelstein and Ruben, is directing the

annual show which the Junior League of

Minneapolis is staging at the Loring thea-

tre, Minneapolis, March 13 and 20.

The league is composed of the younger
society women of Minneapolis and their

annual show is a part of their movement
to foster the Little Theatre movement in

their city. A cast of 25 has been selected

from the members of the league, and the

play, “The Sleeping Beauty,” will be staged
with elaborate costuming and scenery.
Gallinagh has been connected with the F.

& R. publicity work for the last five years
and assisted C. P. Murphy, production man-
ager of the F. & R. theatres, in directing

two of the Kiddie Revues put out by the

State Studios in Minneapolis. Gallinagh
took the leading adult role in both produc-
tions which, after a successful showing in

the Minneapolis and St. Paul theatres, went
on tour over the F. & R. chain of picture

houses.

Prior to his connection with Finkelstein
and Ruben, Gallinagh was connected with
the Shubert unit shows and opened the
Garrick Players production in St. Paul
which was the start of the Little Theatre
movement in that city.

Change Randolph Policy;
Ad Campaign Begun

The Randolph, Chicago loop house, has
been put under new policy, dating from
the opening of “Flis People,” Universal pic-

ture. It has been announced that a very
high grade of pictures is to be run regu-
larly in the theatre to compete with its

nearby neighbor, the Chicago, a B. & K.
house.

More than a score of pictures by Ru-
dolph Weisenhorn, president of the Chi-
cago No Jury Society of Artists, have been
hung in the State street lobby. If there
is a line of patrons waiting for admission
they are given an opportunity to view the
paintings. Portraits of Chicagoans prom-
inent in art and letters are those hung.
The features of Attorney Clarence Darrow,
criminologist and philosopher, have drawn
much attention.

A new campaign of advertising has been
begun under the direction of Bruce God-
shaw, also connected with Universal Pic-
tures Corporation.

“My Old Dutch” Revived
in U Film Exploitation
The revival of “My Old Dutch,” one-time

popular song, is the result of a tieup ar-
ranged by Sidney C. Davidson of LTniversal
with Pioneer Music Publishing Company
in connection with the release of Univer-
sal’ production, “My Old Dutch,” based on
the song and play. The tieup inculdes
special window display material which will

be sent to over 4,000 music dealers.

The song carries scenes from the produc-
tion, and on the cover : “A new edition
of the famous character love song revived
and rearranged in conjunction with the

presentation by Carl Laemmle of the fea-

ture photoplay, ‘My Old Dutch,’ starring
May McAvoy, Pat O’Malley, Cullen Landis
and Jean Hersholt.”

A large window strip in colors for music
store windows and ideas for tieing up song
dealers with theatres have been suggested
in the press book. These include singing

in the theatre in advance of playdate, per-

mitting the local music dealer to plug the

number in the theatre lobby during the

showing of the picture.

ROLAND WES'
PRODUCT! PROg

Roland WEST5 Production oP Z"

. * , / v n

a?~

If a comedyAiystery drama
& Mary Roberta Riheharc*& Avery Hopwood-

Fttor* lur iXMt.* «*.»« U«ualw.> "»&.«•%** *4.

ROLAND WEST’S^
PRODUCTION OP

THE BAT*
jr Comedy -Mystery-Drama -

i,,MaryRobertsRinehartsAm/Hopwood
FROM THE STAGE PUY PRODUCED BY WA6CHHUS r.KEMPER

ADAPTED C. DIRECTED BY ROLAND WEST
a United artists Picture.

-s< Comedy-Mystery- Drama
tr MaryRoberts Rmharh’a/h/eryHopwood

- ' z't-yvfiy j;>r

a2apt so Directjo, p,y RoWywDWtsr

Comedy Mystery-Drama

irMa/yRobertsRinehart Aver/Homed
FROM THE STAGE PIAY PSODUCEDBV WA££N|ttt$(; KEMPER

ADAPTED AND DIRECTED BY ROUND WEST
a United Artists Picture

The stage play which thrilled the hearts of thousands of people

not long ago has been picturized by United Artists producers

with what appears to be a pretty thrilling effect. Designs

shown here are those made by the advertising artist for future

use in posting the film.
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Cecil B. De Mille
personally directed
this picture from
the Konrad Berco-
vici story.

The Volga

Boatman

Pro-Dis-Co

Heading the cast

are William Boyd,
Elinor Fair, Victor
Varconi, Julia Faye,
Theodore Kosloff.
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rpHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

pictures and picture personalities—and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.—EDITOR’S NOTE.

ONE Thing and Another Keep-
ing me away from the pictures

this week, I am submitting instead of

my priceless observations those of

such fellow-workers as have been
more fortunate. But, before doing so,

I insist upon mentioning—of all

things—a proper announcement

!

Product announcements come to

this desk frequently and from varied

sources, the great majority of them
elaborately printed and more or less

informative. The announcement of

twelve Gotham Productions for 1926-

27 distribution by Lumas Film Cor-
poration is different.

Of the twelve attractions listed and
described, six comprise the Greater
Gotham series and six are described

as thrilling melodrama. All are

grouped under the company slogan

:

“Built for the Box Office.” Under
this is the direct statement which sums
up the whole of the brochure. It

reads

:

“The sentence above summarizes
Gotham productions.

“Into each of the pictures briefly

described on the preceding pages ev-

ery effort has been made to create real

audience appeal and to anticipate, as

far as humanly possible, the public

Scenes from “The Bat” by Mary
Roberts Rinehart and Avery Hop-
wood, released by United Artists.

Concerning:
Gotham Productions

Just Suppose
Dance Madness

The Phantom of the Opera
The Merry Widow

trend toward screen entertainment.
Strong, wholesome pictures every one
—each with an individual exploitation
angle and each with a title that needs
no explanation.”

I do not recall reading in any simi-

lar announcement a summary of pol-

icy sounding so little like bunk and so

much like business.—T. O. Service.

A WIG makes a great difference in a
woman.

A jazzy little story and a good role may
do as much for a man who has played one
kind of roles for a number of years. In
“Dance Madness,” which picture’s bene-
ficiaries as well as benefactors are Claire
Windsor and Conrad Nagel, those two
items lend their impression as indelibly as
any other two.
Miss Windsor appears in much of the

picture an naturel, effecting the dark
transformation after she has already proved
herself a suitable cast for the role of a
dancing teacher who weds an attractive
connoisseur. It is when the connoisseur
has been married a year and turns back
to the habits of yore that she disguises
herself to teach him a lesson.

And she not only acts unusually well
while in the wig but she is a surprise in

the balance of the picture. However, it

is as the Madame Valentina that she be-
comes. a veritable Negri, dancing through
fast bits of acting with grace that demands
expert skill.

Although the acting of Nagel and Wind-
sor are in these ways accountable for so
much entertainment, it is possible in tracing
back cause and result that the picture
would have been less good had not Mr.
Leonard done his job so well.
For what else could have been here than

an exertion of that influence? It is a story
of extremely light motivation. It is a com-
edy if done subtly, and it is. It is not a
piece for heavy acting but one for the exe-
cution of the lightest touches.

—

Douglas
Hodges.

T’M GETTING pretty well fed up on
these prince stories. There isn’t

enough variety to them. Each one is about
a nice young fellow, betrothed to a dowdy
princess, who is in love with a lovely Amer-
ican girl. “Just Suppose” is about as light

—and short on entertainment—as its title.

It is just a series of pictures with Richard
Barthelmess in various striking uniforms,
and many soft focus pictures of little Lois
Moran. A few of the settings look like

painted drops—-which is no way to treat

our Dick.

In an interview with Barthelmess, upon
his arrival in Los Angeles last week, he
said his last two pictures were not good
pictures, and one is forced to agree with
him after viewing “just Suppose” and
“Beautiful City.” Here’s hoping his Holly-
wood pictures bring back the old verve and
spirit of his former successes.—Ray Mur-
ray.

A PERFECT portrayal of horror that

I would have preferred not to have
seen—this is my impression of “The Phan-
tom of the Opera.”
A la Poe, its gruesome atmosphere is

gripping. It is fantastic and weird—

a

thing which, written for its imagery or as a

sketch creating an atmosphere of fear,

might have been a masterpiece, such as

“The Fall of the House of Usher.”

As a picture some of its savoriness was
lacking. It smacked of yellow covers,

which it would not have done if read.
:js *

The picture exhaling the breath of a

beautiful waltz is “The Merry Widpw.”. It

is an exotic bit of perfumery that tantalizes

and lingers in the mind.
It is a breath of Spring air whose dewi-

ness left me gasping in sheer ecstacy, and I

left the theatre wondering why similar pic-

tures are not produced more frequently.

The acting throughout the picture is

splendid and vivid. John Gilbert, Mae
Murray and Roy D’Arcy live their charac-

ters, and play with emotions at random.
The shadow actors take on a realism, while
the spectators dwindle to mere shadows,
submerged by the powerful acting.

—

Fan-
chon Kauders.

“The Barrier,” a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production, with Lionel Barrymore.
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Ibanez ’ Torrent
Distributor

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Producer: Cosmopolitan

Length: 6,790 test

DIRECTOR ...MONTA BELL
PLAYERS

Don Rafael Brull Ricardo Cortez
Leonora... Greta Garbo
Remedios Gertrude Olmsted
Pedro Moreno Edward Connelly
Don Andreas Tully Marshall
Cupido Lucien Littlefield

Dona Brull ..Martha Mattox
TYPE: Melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: Town in Spain.

TIME: The present.

STORY: The mother of a young man
opposes her son’s marriage to a poor
Spanish girl, who goes to Paris and
becomes a famous opera star. She
returns to her home town where she and
the girl to whom her lover is engaged
are saved from a flood by him. Eight
years pass and the couple meet again,
the young man having married the girl
of his mother’s choice. The girl con-
tinues her operatic career and the man
remains with his wife.

HIGHLIGHTS: Flood scene . . .

Unhappy ending.

White Mice
.
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Wilson-Wetherald
Productions

Length: 5,412 feet

DIRECTOR....EDWARD H. GRIFFITH
Author
Adaptor

Cameramen

Richard Harding Davis
Randolph Bartlett
1Marcel Le Picard
(Lester S. Lang

PLAYERS
Inez Hajos Jacqueline Logan
Roddy Forrester William Powell
Colonel Vega Ernest Hilliard

R. B. Forrester Bigelow Cooper
General Rojas Lucius Henderson
The general’s wife Marie Burke
MacKildrick Harlan Knight
Peter de Peyster Riginald Sheffield

Dr. Vicenti F. Vaux Wilson
Sylvanus Codman William Wadsworth
TYPE: Revolutionary drama.

THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: South America.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An American aids a Spanish
girl in trying to free her father, who
alone can quell the revolution, but who
has been imprisoned by rival interests.

A man who aspires to the presidency
orders the assassination of the father,
but the girl and the young man find a
secret entrance to the prison and free
him.

HIGHLIGHTS: Escape from the
prison.

A Spanish scene from “Ibanez’ Tor-
rent,” with Ricardo Cortez and Greta
Garbo, which was directed by Monta

Bell.

Scene from “Ibanez’ Torrent,” a

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

Ricardo Cortez and Greta Garbo in

“Ibanez’ Torrent,” a Cosmopolitan
production released by Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.

The Miracle of Life
Distributor: Associated Exhibitors

Producer: S. E. V. Taylor Productions

Length: 4,757 feet

DIRECTOR S. E. V. TAYLOR
Author Olga Printzlau
Adaptor Elizabeth L. Musgrave

PLAYERS
Janet Howell Mae Busch
Blair Howell Percy Marmont
Helen Chasten Nita Naldi

TYPE: Society drama.

THEME: The marriage problem.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A husband w'ants a family,
but his wife prefers freedom and gaiety.
She has a dream of being aged, alone
and childless, and decides her husband
is right after all.

HIGHLIGHTS: The dream.

Page Me
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Christie

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR ..WILLIAM WATSON
PLAYERS

Bobby Bobby Vernon
Sally Frances Lee
Manager Bill Irving

Detective Bill Blaisdell

Janitor Hank Mann
TYPE: Comedy.

THEME: Financial difficulties; roman-
tic love.

LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A hotel guest cannot pay
his bill so he works as a bellboy. A
scientist arrives at the hotel with a
laughing- gas invention. The gas
escapes and numerous exciting incidents
occur because of its effect on the people.

The bellboy receives a check from his

uncle made out to his wife, so imme-
diately marries his sweetheart after
several mishaps.

HIGHLIGHTS: Escape of laughing
gas . . . Arrival of check . . . The mar-
riage.

Dont
Distributor

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Length: 5,500 feet

DIRECTOR ALF GOULDING
Author Rupert Hughes
Cameraman Max Fabian

PLAYERS
Tacey Moffatt Sally O’Neil
Gilbert Jenkins John Patrick
Uncle Nat Bert Roach
Abelt James Morrison
Jane Estelle Clark
Mr. Moffatt Dewitt Jennings
Mrs. Moffatt Ethel Wales

TYPE: Comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The girl resents her father
selecting the man she is to marry, so

seeks one herself. She dodges her
family at an outing to go riding with
him. Numerous exciting events occur
before the family allow her to marry
the man of her choice.

HIGHLIGHTS: The girl’s flirta-

tion . . . Kidnaping scene . . . Comical
situations during auto ride.
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Scene from “The Cohens and Kellys,”
a Universal release which recently had

its premiere at the Colony, N. Y.

Scene from “The Cohens and Kellys,”
a Universal release.

Vera Gordon and George Sidney in

a scene from “The Cohens and Kellys,”
a Universal release.

The Cohens and Kellys
Distributor

:

Universal

Producer: Universal

Length: 7,770 feet

DIRECTOR HARRY POLLARD
Adaptor Aaron Hoffman

PLAYERS
Patrick Kelly Charlie Murray
Jacob Cohen George Sidney
Mrs. Cohen Vera Gordon
Mrs. Kelly Kate Price
Tim Kelly Jason Robards
Nannie Cohen Olive Hasbrouck
Milton Katz Nat Carr

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME: Romantic love; financial

difficulties.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : An Irish and a Jewish family
are neighbors in the East side, and the
latter fall heir to a sum of money. The
Jewish daughter and the Irish son have
secretly wed to avoid parental opposi-
tion, but the young wife is cast out by
her family. It develops that the money
really belongs to the Irish family, but
they share it with the Jewish family,
and all ends happily.

HIGHLIGHTS : Fortune falling to
Jewish family . . . Marriage of young
couple . . . Girl cast out by family
. . . Discovery that fortune belongs to
Irish family.

Oh, What a Nurse
Distributor

:

Warner Brothers

Producer: Warner Brothers

Length: 6,900 feet

DIRECTOR CHARLES REISNER
PLAYERS

Jerry Clerk Sydney Chaplin
June Harrison.. Patsy Ruth Miller

Clive Hunt Gayne Whitman
Captain Kirby Mathew Betz
Jerry’s Mother Edith Yorke
Big Tim Harrison Dave Torrance
Eric Johnson Ed Kennedy
TYPE: Comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A cub reporter substitutes
for a love expert writer, and is forced
to impersonate her. He goes through
numerous exciting incidents, and finds
it necessary to play the role of a nurse.
More adventures follow and he finally
emerges engaged to marry.

HIGHLIGHTS : The reporter as the
love expert ... The reporter as a
nurse.

The Non-Stop Flight
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR EMORY JOHNSON
Assistant Director Jerry Callahan
Cameraman Gilbert Warrenton

PLAYERS
Lars Larson Knute Erickson
Anna Larson Marcella Daly
Marie Larson Virginia Fry
Jack Nevers C. Ogden
Jan Johnson Frank L. Hemphill
Capt. Holm David Dunbar
Olga Nelson Peggy O’Neil
Eric Swanson Bob Anderson
Skiles Ralph Pope Otis Stantz

TYPE: Drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An island in the Pacific.

TIME: Twenty years ago and the
present.

_

STORY : A Swedish sea-captain finds
his wife and daughter have been kid-
naped. Twenty years later the U. S.
Navy starts the PN9 for a non-stop
flight to Hawaii. The crew is forced to
land on an island where they find an
old man and a young daughter, who had
been shipwrecked twenty years ago.
The girl, daughter of the kidnaped
woman, falls in love with one of the
crew. The sea-captain is on his way to
the U. S. with a cargo of coolies, one
of whom offers him money to get him a
white girl. The captain sees the girl on
the island and when she and the avia-
tors come aboard the young officer saves
the girl from the Chinese, and the
captain discovers she is his daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS : The kidnaping . . .

The Non-Stop Flight . . . Discovery of
girl and sailor . . . Fight between avia-
tors and sea-captain . . . Discovery by
sea-captain that girl is his daughter.

The Taxi Mystery
Distributor: Henry Ginsberg

Distributing Corporation

Producer: Banner Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR FRED WINDERMERE
Scenarist Tom J. Hopkins

PLAYERS
Nancy Cornell) Edith Roberts
Vera Norns j

Harry Canby Robert Agnew
Mrs. Blaine Jameson Virginia Pearson
Willoughby Thomson Phillips Smalley
Fred Norris Bartram Grassby

TYPE: Melodrama.

THEME: Mystery; romantic love.

LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A millionaire saves a girl

from thugs by acting as driver of her
taxi. The girl disappears and he meets
her again at a party, and finds out that
she is a musical comedy star. She re-

fuses to recognize him. He again saves
her when the manager and the husband
of a rival star has her kidnaped so his

wife can play her part and so he can
produce someone to get the girl’s money
in her stead. The girl plays her part,

and comes into her inheritance, and finds

her father.

HIGHLIGHTS : Fight with thugs
. . . Murder of the taxi driver . . . Kid-
naping and rescue of girl . . . Restora-
tion to her father.

The Mile-a-Minute-Man
Distribzitor

:

Lumas
Producer: Camera Pictures, Inc.

Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR JACK NELSON
Assistant Director Rudolph Bylek

Cameraman Art Reeves

Author Edward J. Meagher

PLAYERS
S. P. Rockett William Fairbanks
Paula Greydon Virginia Brown Faire

C. I. Rocket George Periolat

Mrs. J. P. Greydon Jane Keckley
James Brett George Cheeseboro

Joe Weeks Barney Furey
Bob Paul Dennis

Eleanor Hoyt Hazel Howell

TYPE: Racetrack melodrama.

THEME: Romantic love; business

rivalry.

LOCALE: An American city.

TIME: The present.

STORY : The owner of an automobile

factory loves his business rival, and his

son loves his rival’s daughter. The rival

concern gets out an improved motor, so

the man has his son try to retain his

car’s supremacy. Before the big race

the son’s rival, who is also in love with

the girl, has him kidnaped. The boy
escapes after numerous exciting inci-

dents in time to enter the race. The
rival cars race to a tie. The man mar-
ries his business rival, while his son
marries her daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS : Auto bandits’ attack

. . . The race . . . The kidnaping . . .

The race . . . Double marriage.
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Scene from “Light Housekeeping,”
recently released by Educational, and

starring Lige Conley.

Light Housekeeping
Distributor: Educational

Producer: Educational

Length: Two reels

DIRECTOR STEPHEN ROBERTS
PLAYERS

Lige Lige Conley
The Princess Estelle Bradley
The Pretender Otto Fries
Lighthouse Keeper Phil Dunham
TYPE: Comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: An ocean.

TIME: The present.

STORY : Conspirators kidnap a prin-
cess in order to make her marry the
pretender to the throne. She changes
clothes with the Chinese steward, is

thrown overboard, and rescued by an
assistant lighthouse keeper. The pre-
tender discovers his mistake and at-
tempts to kidnap her again. After
numerous exciting incidents the light-

house keeper has the captain marry him
to the princess.

HIGHLIGHTS : Princess thrown
overboard . . . Rescue of Princess . . .

Kidnaping of Princess . . . Marriage
of lighthouse keeper and Princess.

The Broadway Boob
Distributor

:

Associated Exhibitors

Producer: Oscar A. Price

Length: 5,683 feet

DIRECTOR JOSEPH HENABERY
Author Monte Katterjohn
Cameraman Marcel Le Picard
Subtitles E. V. Durling

PLAYERS
Daniel Williams Glenn Hunter
Mary Abott Mildred Ryan
Jack Briggs Antrim Short
Queenie Martine Beryl Halley
Mabel Golden Margaret Irving
Ritzi Scheff Gitana Kamp
Hiram Williams W. T. Hays
Theophilus Barrett William Black
Mrs. Hiram Williams..Marion Stephenson
The Dancers Bishop and Lynn
TYPE: Comedy.
THEME: Bank failure.

LOCALE: A country town.

TIME: The present.

STORY : A country boy leaves home
and gets a comic dancing part in a
Broadway show, with big publicity but
little money. He rushes home in time
to save his father’s bank from failure
by pretending great wealth.

HIGHLIGHTS : Argument between
father and son . . . His return home as
wealthy man.

Charles Ray and Duane Thompson, in

“Some Punkins,” presented by Chad-
wick.

Brooding Eyes
Distributor: Henry Ginsberg

Distributing Corp.

Producer: Banner Productions, Inc.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR EDWARD LE SAINT

PLAYERS
Slim Jim Carey Lionel Barrymore
Joan Ayre Ruth Clifford

Phillip Mott Robert Ellis

Pat Callaghan Montagu Love
Slaney William V. Mong
Bell Lucien Littlefield

Drummond John Miljan

Maria De Costa Dot Farley
Agnes De Costa Alma Bennett

TYPE: Society melodrama.

THEME: A titled crook’s love for his

daughter.

LOCALE: London.

TIME: The present.

STORY: A titled nobleman also the

leader -of a band of crooks is reported
dead, and leaves proof of his daughter’s
claim to the estate with his henchmen.
Not trusting them he spies on them
from behind his own portrait. With
the aid of the man who loves his

daughter he frustrates their plots to get
the money, and is caught by the police

just as he is shot. Dying, he reveals

Scene from “Light Housekeeping,”
with Lige Conley, an Educational

release.

his identity to the young man, but not
to his daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS: Nobleman’s spying
from his portrait . . . Fight to regain
money . . . Death of nobleman.

Chip of the Flying U
Distributor

:

Universal

Producer: Universal

Length: 6,590 feet

DIRECTOR LYNN REYNOLDS
Author B. M. Bower

PLAYERS
Chip Bennett Hoot Gibson
Della Whitmore— .Virginia Browne Faire
Duncan Whittaker Philo McCullough
Dr. Cecil Grantham Nora Cecil

J. G. Whitmore De Witt Jennings
Weary Harry Todd
Shorty Pee Wee Holmes
TYPE: Western comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A Western town.

TIME : The present.

STORY : A woman-hating cowboy falls

in love with a ranch owner’s sister. He
fakes an accident and she nurses him,
but quarrels with him when she finds
he. is not hurt. He attends a party
uninvited and carries off the girl and
marries her.

HIGHLIGHTS : Scene where cowboy
is dragged by steer . . . Elopement.

Fox News No. 44
SOJOURNERS ON THE SUNNY RIVIERA, CANNES,
FRANCE, SEE “SAID” WIN THE GRAND STEE-

PLECIIASE FOR 125,OOO-FRANC PURSE.

*

Kinograms No. 5165
DARING ITALIAN DRIVER SETS NEW MARK OF

129.29 MILES AN HOUR IN 300-MILE RACE
IN FULFORD, FLORIDA. BARNEY OLD-

FIELD IS OFFICIAL STARTER.

*

International News No. 19
ANNAPOLIS CREW SHOWS “PEP” IN FIRST

SRING TESTS. NAVY OARSMEN DISPLAY
ENCOURAGING FORM IN TRIAL SPINS.

*

Kinograms No. 5166
PIRATES SHOW SPEED AS TRAINING STARTS
AT PASO ROBLES, CALIFORNIA. VANGUARD
OF WORLD CHAMPIONS FULL OF PEP

AS THEY COMMENCE PRACTICE

Kinograms No. 5166
$300,000 OIL FIRE THREATENS TOWN AT
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. FIREMEN HAVE
HARD TIME SAVING RESIDENTIAL DIS-

TRICT FROM SURGING FLAMES.

NEWSPICTURES
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INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—The safe in

the office of the Liberty at Terre Haute
was attacked recently by bandits and dam-
aged to such an extent that it took two
days for experts to open it. This is the

fifth time the safe in the office has been
attacked, and each time it was after a

phenomenal day’s business. Only once was
any money taken. . . . W. W. Willman,
branch manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
is in a hospital recovering from an opera-

tion. . . . Letters signed by members
of the W. C. T. U. at Indianapolis are

to be written producers of motion pic-

tures asking that smoking and drinking
scenes be eliminated from screen dramas.
“The drinking scenes are an invitation

to every person viewing the picture to
violate the constitution of the United
States,” asserted Mrs. Grace Altvater,

president, “and the encouraging of smok-
ing among young girls is not only de-
moralizing, but will injure their health.”

.... “Treasures of the Vatican,” a seven-

reel motion picture of the Pope’s palace at

Rome, had an exceptional week’s run here
at the auditorium of the Knights of Colum-
bus. . . . Two new projecting machines
have been installed by Frank Rembnsch,
owner, in the Whynot at Greenfield, Ind.

. . . The recent marriage of Miss
Marion Harlan, screen actress of Holly-
wood, and Walter Kennedy, Jr., was of
interest to people of Martinsville, Ind., as

the bridegroom’s father is the principal

owner of two health resorts there.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Leon Behai,

formerly associated with the De Luxe Ex-
change, has recently entered the inde-

pendent distributing field and has opened
a short feature exchange operating from
the Capital Film Exchange. . . . Ben
Amsterdam and Lewis Korson, of Master-
piece Film Exchange, have acquired the

franchise in this territory of Red Seal
product, and will distribute the output of

that company from their own exchange.
. . . Eli M. Oroivitz, of the Emo Com-
pany, handling a great deal of exploitation
for local theatres, who broadcasts through
Station WIP every Tuesday night, will

open an office in New York City, and has
closed a contract with Gimbel Brothers
Store to broadcast motion picture news
from their station in New York every
Saturday night at ten o’clock. . . .

Alleged attempts on the part of Famous
Players in this territory to compel exhib-
itors to purchase all their paper and ad-
vertising accessories from the exchange
at the time of issuing pictures are meet-
ing with decided opposition by exhibitors
here. A committee recently conferred
with Percy A. Bloch, branch manager
here, voicing the objection of the M. P.
T. O. to such a practice. Mr. Bloch
promised to present the matter to home
office officials. A clause in the new
uniform contract provides for the pur-
chase of all paper and advertising acces-

Philadelphia

First Runs
(Week Beginning February 27)

STANLEY : “Mike,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

;

News: Stanley Magazine; Overture: “Ca-
priccio Italienne” (Tschaikowsky) ;

“Washington Presentation,” Albertina
Rasch Ballet; tenor and soprano solos,
Hollis Devenny and Gertrude Lang; saxo-
phone selections, Brown Brothers.

FOX: “The Outsider,” Fox; News: Fox
Theatre Screen Magazine; Overture: “Ca-
priccio Italienn e” (Tschaikowsky) ;

“A Rainbow of Color,” Prizina; violin

solos : “Rondo Capriccioso,” “Les Mil-

lions cl’Arlequin,” Sascha Jacobsen; pop-
ular songs, Miss Dolly Kay; “Harmony
as You Like It,” Bert Rome and Henry
Dunn.

STANTON: “The Tower of Lies,” Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer,

ARCADIA: “Lady Windermere’s Fan,” War-
ner Brothers.

KARLTON : “Clothes Make the Pirate,”

First National.

PALACE: “Infatuation,” First National.

VICTORIA: “Merry Widow,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

CAPITOL: “Seven Sinners,” Warner Broth-
ers.

ALDINE: “The Big Parade,” Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

sories from the exchange renting the

pictures. This clause has never been
enforced by any of the companies doing
business here, and it is claimed by them
that the enforcement of this clause will

result in an increase in the cost of paper
to them of 150 per cent.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.

—

Roy Slentz of the

Capitol, Ft. Worth, expects to leave for

New York soon to study theatre managing
with Publix Theatres, Inc. . . . Joe
Luckett recently opened his Palace in Little

Rock, Ark. . . . Hank Hearn, a recent

visitor here, appointed C. D. Touchon,
branch manager. . . . Henry Ford and
his brother, L. V . Ford, came here to pur-

chase equipment and service for L. V.

Ford’s new Queen in Wichita Falls, which
is to open about April 1. . . . The the-

atre at Cotter, Ark., has been remodeled
extensively. . . . Redecorating has been
finished by Ed. Brady for his theatre at

La Faria, Brady and Betancourt for the

new house in Brownsville, Roy Kinz, for

his Palace in McAllen, and Jack Pickens
for his new Rex in Harlengin. . . .

The Lyric at Port Neches has been re-

opened and is operated by A. B. Rhodes.
. . . Paul Lazarus, general sales man-
ager for the Southern and Western
divisions for United Artists, visited here
on his way to New Orleans. . . .

Theatre managers of Dallas were invited
to meet at the Adolphus hotel at lunch-
eon to discuss the organizing of a
Luncheon Club to discuss their common
problems. . . . The Riverside Improve-
ment Company of San Antonio has an-
nounced it will erect a theatre and office

building in that city, to cost $600,000. .

Tom Wilson of the Wilson Grocery Com-
pany has announced he will open a new

theatre in Grandfield, Okla. ... A
new organ has been installed in the Victory
in Rogers, Ark. Mrs. R. G. Brooks and
Blanchard Tuall will be the organists.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Two column ad-

vertisements in italic type, consisting of
personal invitations to prominent men here,

greatly boosted the weekly attendance at

the Pantages recently, according to Earl
T. Cook, manager. . . . The installa-

tion of a $20,000 Wurlitzer organ at the
Apollo was made a formal affair by R. and
M. Finklestein, managers. A recital was
given by Lloyd Smith, organist, preceding
the afternoon performance, and the event
given liberal publicity in newspapers. . .

The cash drawer in the box office of the
Gem, managed by G. M. Shriner, was pried

open, and $100 taken. . . . The new
Ritz, Baxter Springs, will be opened about
April 1 by C. A. Rehm. The house, which
will cost $20,000 will seat 500. . . .The
Miller, Manhattan, will be opened in a few
weeks by George Kuch, and will seat 500.

. . . Recent visitors here were: L. Bren-
ninger, Topeka, Kas.

;
W. H. Weber, Great

Bend; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka;
Edward Peskay, Penn, St. Joseph, Mo.

;

A. R. Zimmer, Royal, Atchison, Kas.; Mrs.
H. Moore, St. Joseph, Mo. ; C. L. McVey,
Dreamland, Herington, Kas. ; H. Block,

Odessa, Mo.
;

Walter Wallace, Orpheum,
Leavenworth, Kas.

;
H. Townsend, Leaven-

worth
;
Frank Weary, Farris, Richmond,

Mo.; John Egli, St. Joseph, Mo.; W. S.

Winship, Majestic, Phillipsburg, Kas.
. . . Black and Parkhurst, Pro-Dis-Co,
won the ol’ Stetson in the ad sales contest

just completed by the local branch. . . .

Pete Carroll, special representative for
Mack Sennett comedies, stopped off for a
visit to the Paramount branch. . . .

Dan B. Lederman, Associated Exhibitors
district manager, also visited here. . . .

C. A. Schultz, Pro-Dis-Co branch man-
ager, made a hurried business trip to St.

Louis. . . . J. A. Epperson, Pathe
branch manager, has been succeeded by
F. W. Gebhardt, formerly Pathe branch
manager at Omaha. Mr. Epperson has not
announced his future plans. Mr. Gebhardt
has been succeeded in Omaha by R. O.
Pearson. ... It has been announced
that the distribution rights of the “first

move,” including “The Great Train Rob-
bery,” produced by Edison, have been
purchased by Midwest Film Distributors,
Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

Manager C.
L. Tlieuerkauf of the Cameo has won
praise for the manner in which he has
refinished his theatre. . . . W. S. King
will erect a $200,000 house on the site of
the old Star. The new theatre has been
leased for a long term to the Golden Gate
Theatre and Realty Corporation. . . .

Rosa Rundani, actress in Cecil B. De Mille
productions, was a visitor and while here
was with her cousin, Josephine Lucchese,
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star of the San Carlo Opera Company.
. . . Don Meaney, originator of the “233
Club,” a Masonic organization for motion
picture and theatrical men, recently was
the master of ceremonies at a special
affair given here by the Shriners. . . .

Announcement has been made that the
Pantages organization has signed a con-
tract with Morgan A. Walsh, represent-
ing Warner Brothers, for the purchase
of features for the screen in San Fran-
cisco. The contract calls for showing
Warner Brothers product in other cities

also, and the deal amounts to $250,000
for rentals annually. . . . Manager Ed-
ward A. Smith of the St. Francis kept
“Behind the Front” over for a fourth week
because of the result of his advertising.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IA.

—

Saw Blair, Pathe
publicity man, New York, was here in the
interest of “Our Gang,” and was able to

get some feature stories in local papers
with pictures of the youngsters.
Walter R. Liebmann, New York City, suc-
ceeded Abe H. Kahn as branch manager
for Pathe, February 21... . Mannie
Gottlieb, branch manager for Universal, is

in New York City on business.
h. Matthews of the Regent at Buffalo
Center was here February 27 to visit local
exchanges. . . . C. C. Clifton of the
Olympic at Cedar Rapids was also a visitor.

. . . Edward Gommersoll, district man-
ager for Fox, Minneapolis, was here.
... A big campaign for “Irene,” which
is being made by the A. H. Blank circuit
begins March 6 in Omaha at the Rialto, in
charge of Harry Watts, manager. . . .

C. W. Hill, district manager for Pro-Dis-
Co, St. Louis, was also a recent visitor.
. . . The seats of the old Rialto, which
has been closed, were put into the Majestic,
which is managed by Omer Kenyon, and
the organ was sent to the Rialto in Newton,
la., where George P. Hundling is manager.

DENVER
DENVER, COLO.

—

Sidney D. Weis-
baum has returned from San Francisco,
where he was manager of the F. B. O.
office to his old position as manager of the
local F.B.O. branch. . . . James Lynch,
President of Wyoming Theatre Managers
Association, and owner and operator of
the theatres in Laramie, Wyo., was here
for another visit. . .

.’ Peter Leo
Carrol, special representative for Mack
Sennett, was a visitor at the local Pathe
exchange. . . . Harry Helmar, man-
ager of the Rourke, La Junta, Colo., arrived
here for a short business visit. . . .

Seth Perkins, district manager for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer branches in Salt Lake City
and Denver, is here to meet the bunch at
the Denver branch of his organization.
H. L. Burnham, former manager for Asso-
ciated Exhibitors, who was succeeded by
Eugene Gerbase, former Universal man-
ager, has left for San Francisco. He ex-
pects to announce a new association very
shortly. . . . Ole Nelson, manager of
the Curran, Boulder, journeyed here to do
a little booking. . . . Dave Hess who
owns the Iris in Monte Vista has an-
nounced complete plans for erecting an-
other new theatre there, construction to
start immediately. . . . Charles R. Gil-
mour, manager of Warner Brothers, has
returned from a four weeks trip into New
Mexico.

ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS, MO.—The Delmonte closed

on Friday, February 26, and the lessees
Jack Weil and Ray and R. M. Miller of
Mexico, Mo., are undecided when it will

San Francisco

First Runs
(Week Beginning February 27)

IMPERIAL: “The Cohens and the Kelleys”
(continued ) , Universal.

ST. FRANCIS: 4 Behind the Front” (fourth
week), Paramount.

CALIFORNIA : “The First Year,” Fox.
LOEWS WARFIELD : “The Devil’s Circus,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
GRANADA : “Fifth Avenue,” Pro-Dis-Co.
CAMEO : “The Home Maker,” Universal.
UNION SQUARE: “The Traffic Cop,” F.

B. O.
GOLDEN GATE: “The Place That Thrills,”

First National.
WILKES: “the Big Parade” (fifth week),
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

be open. . . . On February 25 the Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corporation filed suit in

the St. Louis Circuit Court to collect $6,705

alleged to be due from Fred E. Cornivell,

who formerly operated in Delmonte. . .

Fire from an acetylene torch of an iron-

worker, making improvements to the stage

of the Missouri, spread to the drapery.
The fireproof curtain was dropped and
the fire quickly extinguished, the damage
being estimated at $3,000. . . . Work
on the new Grand will start immediately,
as George IF. Sparks has let contracts.

. . . The Community, Raymond, 111., will

close for the summer April 1. . . . Joe
Lyman, manager of the Princess, White
Hall, 111., and his entire family, are just

recovering from the flu. . . . On ac-

count of a protracted prayer meeting in the

community the Princess, Earle, Ark., closed

for several days. . . . The Southamp-
ton has opened under new management.
. . . William Desmond appeared at the

Grand Opera House in his stage skit, “The
Dude Bandit.” . . . The National
Charleston Contest at the Missouri has
been completed. . . . The Josephson
Amusement Company plans to build a thea-

tre in Clinton. . . . L. E. Goldhammer,
former assistant manager, has succeeded
Lou Hess, who is going to Germany, as
manager of the St. Louis branch of Uni-
versal Pictures. The St. Louis Universal
Boosters Club tendered a dinner-dance in

honor of Hess and Goldhammer, and pre-

sented the former with a wrist watch and
g’old pencil. . . . L. E. Goldhammer has
named F. W. Kraemer as assistant man-
ager, and Jack O’Neill as city salesman.
. . . C. T. Charack, Universal exploiteer,

has two good newspaper tieups running
here on Universal releases—-“Where Was
I,” a Reginald Denny production at the

Grand, West End Lyric and Capitol, and
“The Cohens and Kellys” at the Kings
and Rivoli. . . . Progress Pictures Cor-
poration has moved into larger quarters
at 3320 Lindell boulevard. Tom Leonard,
manager, reports that since taking over the

24 Golden Arrow special features business

has increased to such an extent it was
necessary to obtain more room.

Los Angeles
First Runs

(Week Beginning February 19)

CRITERION: “Joanna,” First National.
FIGUEROA: “The Sea Beast,” Warner

Bro 'hers.

FORUM: “Lady Windermere’s Fan” (fourth
week), Warner Brothers.

GRAUMAN’S EGYPTIAN: “The Big Parade”
(16th week), Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

LOEW’S STATE : “The Torrent,” Metro -

Goldwyn-Mayer.
METROPOLITAN : “The Grand Duchess and

the Waiter,” Paramount.
MILLION DOLLAR: “Don Q” (fifth week).

United Artists.

RIALTO: “That Royle Girl” (fifth week),
Paramount.

MILWA UKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Comparatively

few exhibitors were in Milwaukee last

week because of the heavy snowstorm.
. . . Pete Romain of the State at Rhine-
lander, is installing a new Barton organ.
. . . Wisconsin filmdom was saddened
by the death of Mrs. Jack Hickey, wife of

the manager of the Opera House and Mer-
mac at New London. . . . F. O’Neil-
son, former feature sales manager in Chi-
cago for Universal, has been transferred
here, where he will concentrate on short
feature sales in George Levine’s territory.

. . . Thomas Nelson has sold his Grand
at Newberry, Mich., to A. J. Shimmens.
. . . The Grand at South Milwaukee has
been sold to James Boden by Jack ITow-
dek. . . . John Lorentz, manager of
the local Fox office, announced the resigna-
tion of salesman Joe Hickey. . . . The
entire feminine contingent of the local

F. B. O. is wearing natty smocks as a
work-a-day costume. . . . The Garrick
inaugurated a new policy of pictures and
musical stock at a fifty cent top price,

starting February 27. . . . Frank Cook
of the Bijou, Appleton, dropped in on
the exchange recently. . . . Mrs.
George Herzog, who aids her husband in

the operation of the Strand at Manitowoc,
was another of Film Row’s visitors. . .

A. M. Beglinger of the Majestic, Appleton,
and his son, Carl, paid a brief visit here.

. . . Morris Abrams, exploitation expert
for the local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office,

put in his appearance at local headquarters
after successfully putting over Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s masked players contest
at the Strand at Madison, and the Rialto
at Racine. . . . G. G. Bandy, manager
of the Majestic at Rhinelander, dropped
into transact business with local film ex-
changes. . . . J . P. Druwell, manager
of the Ideal at Wisconsin Rapids was an-
other out-of-town visitor.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—California social

notes reveal the presence in the West of
John H. Kunsky, president of the Kunsky
Enterprises, Detroit, and P. C. Schram,
who operates several theatres in Kalama-
zoo. . . . Lou Cohen, William Harris and
Maurice Caplan, all identified with things

theatrical in Detroit, have returned after

several weeks spent in New Orleans. . . .

Harry Easton, formerly manager of the

Blackstone in South Bend, is in Owoso,
preparatory to his taking over the manage-
ment of the new Capitol, opening early this

month. . . . George Roberts, special repre-

sentative for Fox, is here to acquaint
himself with local conditions. . . .

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Theatre

Managers Association, of which Carl A.
Porter is president, recently elected officers.

All officers were retained except George E.

Carpenter, who has resigned the office of
secretary and been succeeded by Edward
C. Mix, manager of the Kinema. . . . The
Theatre Managers Association made a do-
nation to the Bingham disaster fund. . . .

Manager George E. Carpenter of the Para-
mount Empress here, Manager Carl A.
Porter of the local Victory, Matiager Em-
mit Sorg of the Paramount at Ogden, and
Manager Joe Koeller of the Paramount at

at Twin Falls, Idaho, were to leave on the

twelfth for the convention at Atlantic City.

. . . W. G. Seib, who has been branch man-
ager here for Pathe for the past five or six

years, has resigned, and expects to leave

for California. . . . The motion picture

projectionists staged their annual motion
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‘‘The Danger Girl” with Priscilla Dean,
a Metropolitan picture released by
Pro-Dis-Co.

picture ball here March 4. . . . Joseph F.

Samuels, local manager for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, is still in Montana
Edward Ryan, owner of the Liberty at

Brigham, was an exhibitor visitor recently.

. . . Sam Woodhead, owner of the Au-
ditorium at Kenilworth, sent word to the

local exchanges that his theatre burned
down. . . . E. L. Wharton of the Or-
pheum at Glasgow Mont., is reported to

have given up his theatre there.

The Universal salesmen, who were all com-
ing in this week, will remain in their re-

spective territories because of the banquet
for film men being called off. . . . John
Huger, owner of the Orpheum and Ameri-
can at Park City, was in lining up new
business recently. . . . Al O’Keefe will

leave his managerial desk at the local Pro-
Dis-Co exchange to make key cities in

Montana. . . . Dave Fraser, district

representative of Pro-Dis-Co, has gone to

Denver. . . . Lou Peery of the Egyp-
tian at Ogden was checking over contracts
along the Row. . . . L. J. McGinley,
local branch manager for Famous, is now
making them sign for his “Galloping Tin-
types” in Montana. . . . George Mayne,
owner of the Preferred Pictures exchange
here, has left for Idaho.

ALBANY
ALBANY, N. T.—Automobile shows in

many of the cities in this part of New
York are causing havoc to the motion pic-

ture theatres. Some of the exhibitors de-
clare their receipts show a perceptible de-
crease. . . . John L. Myers of the Star
in Schenectady is planning to increase the
size of his theatre this spring.
Hickey and Roach opened the Albany in
Schenectady recently. . . . W. W . Far-
ley of Albany is listed among the contrib-
utors of the Carillon Bell fund here. . . .

Salt Lake City
First Runs

(Week Beginning February 20th

)

AMERICAN : “His Secretary,” Metro-Gold-
icyn-Mayer

;

International News.

KINEMA : “Over the Hill,” Fox; “Excuse
My Glove,” Pathe; International News.

PANTAGES : “Monte Carlo/’ Metro-Gold-
wyn- Mayer.

PARAMOUNT EXPRESS: “The Goose Wom-
an,” Universal; “A Misfit Sailor,” Educa-
tional; Pathe News.

VICTORY : “Red Hot Tires,” Warner Broth-
ers; “Your Own Back Yard,” Pathe;
Pathe News.

The death of Mrs. John J. Carmichael,
whose husband is connected with the Van-
Curler in Schenectady, took place recently.

. JAoyd Wills, special representative
for Warner Brothers, was here recently.

. . Mrs. Jack Matthews is now doing
the booking for her husband’s house. . . .

H. B. McNamara opened his new theatre
in Valatie. . . . Carl A. Phillips, who
recently bought the Antique in Watertown,
has changed the name of the house to the
Liberty, and is spending about $15,000 on
improvements. . . . Michael Thomas of
New York City, has succeeded Ted Hayes
as salesman for Warner Brothers. . . .

Thomas Dwyer has just been made assist-

ant to Alec Sayles, manager of the Buckley
houses here and in Glens Falls.

George Ames, manager for Pathe here, is

spending some time in New York City.

Clayton Eastman, local salesman
for Famous Players-Lasky, was at an Al-
bany hospital undergoing a minor opera-
tion. . . . Herman Stern, manager for
F. B. O., announces that Vincent Fisher,
former booker and later salesman, severed
his connection with the exchange recently
and is now booking for Fox. . . . Alex
Herman, manager for First National here,

is back from New York City, where he
went to celebrate his wife’s birthday. . . .

Joe Saperstein will continue old fiddlers’

contests at Harmanus-Bleecker Hall here
for several weeks. . . . Several of the
motion picture theatres here and in Troy
were resplendent in the national colors on
Washington’s birthday. . . . J. H. Mac-
Intyre, manager of the Famous Players-
Lasky exchange here, has a poster which
was used in Japan in advertising “Peter
Pan,” received from Robert E. MacIntyre,
brother of the local manager, and who rep-
resents Famous Players-Lasky in the
Orient. The poster has attracted much at-

tention.

OTTA WA
OTTAWA, ONT.—Considerable atten-

tion is being paid by members of the mov-
ing picture business here to the published
reports of 'proceedings in the British
House of Commons, London, regarding the
move for legislation in the British Isles to

regulate the showing of motion pictures,

including the proportion of British-made
pictures to be shown. . . . The Capital
has adopted the Saturday opening plan for
weekly programs. ... It has been
revealed that quite a number of motion
picture players have a financial interest in

one of the newer of the gold fields here.

. . . . Pete Egan, house manager for the
Capitol, Calgary, Alta., has obtained at-

tention for both the theatre and himself
through his boosting of amateur sport.

. Manager D. C. Brown of the Re-
gent had a big tieup with a large taxicab
company of Toronto for the presentation
of the British war picture “Ypres.” Each
of the fifty cars carried a circular card
over the rear spare tire announcing the

Jack Mulhall, Blanche Sweet, Myrtle
Stedman, Hobart Bosworth and Wil-
liam Austin in ‘‘The Far Cry,” a

recent First National release.

showing. ... A Film Board of Trade
has been organized for the Maritime Prov-
inces with headquarters at St. John, N. B.,

of which R. G. March, district manager of

Fox, is president, P. J. Hogan, represent-

ing Famous Players, is vice president, and
W. A. Sault, with Canadian Universal, is

secretary treasurer. . . . John Myers,
proprietor of the Imperial at Sarnia, On-
tario, has installed two DeLuxe Mono-
graph projectors with De Luxe reflector

arcs and Gundlach lenses. . . . Some-
thing of interest occurred here recently.

“The Last Laugh,” because of its origin
in Germany, has been permanently con-
demned by the censors in Ontario.
Donat Paquin, proprietor of the Lsurier,
Hull, Que., obtained this feature for

presentation. As Hull is just across the
boundary from Ontario, Paquin lost no
time in announcing through Ottawa
newspapers that he had the production
on hand for Ottawa as well as Hull the-

atre fans. No mention was made that

the feature was condemned in Ontario,
but every body knew it.

Sax Calls This Age of
Film Specialization

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—Sam Sax,
president of Lumas Film Corporation, and
producer of Gotham Productions, declared
last week that the motion picture business
is now in an age of specialization. In their

struggle for survival, he said, film men
have learned to specialize in various kinds
of production work.
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THE FILMMART

“The Million Dollar Handicap,’’ with
Vera Reynolds, Edmund Burns and
Ralph Lewis, a Metropolitan produc-
tion released by Pro-Dis-Co.

Universal

“Runaway Express” Completed

Final scenes for “The Runaway Ex-
press” were filmed by Edward Sedgwick.

House Peters at Work
House Peters has started work on

“Prisoners of the Storm,” directed by
Lynn Reynolds.

Marion Nixon to be Starred

Screen rights for “Spangles” have been
purchased, and Marion Nixon and Pat
O’Malley will be co-starred.

Three Westerns Started

“The Phantom Bullet,” with Hoot Gibson,
directed by Cliff Smith, “Dude Ranch,”
with Art Acord, directed by A1 Rogell,
and “The Yellow Back,” with Fred Humes,
directed by Del Andrews, are three
Westerns in production.

Players Loaned

Svend Gade, director, and Elinar Hanson,
Swedish star, have been loaned to E. M.
Asher for Corrine Griffith’s next picture.

Chadwick
“Futurity” Completed

“Winning the Futurity,” directed by
Stromberg, has just been completed.

Special Edition of “Donald Norton”

It has been arranged with Grosset &
Dunlap, publishers, to publish a special

edition of “The Test of Donald Norton,”
which served as George Walsh’s latest

picture.

Fox
“Polar Baron” in Production

“The Polar Baron” has gone into produc-
tion with Gladys McConnell and Gene
Cameron in the leading roles.

“3 Bad Men” Retained as Title

The original title, “3 Bad Men,” for the
film epic which for a time was known as
“The World of Promise,” will be retained.

Stoloff Directs Latest Van Bibber

“The Mad Racers,” latest Van Bibber
comedy, has gone into production at the

West Coast Studios under the direction of
Ben Stoloff.

“Siberia” Feature March Release

“Siberia” heads the list for March re-

leases as the big picture of them all.

Zasu Pitts in Irish Part

Zasu Pitts makes her debut in an Irish

part in “Early to Wed.”

Red Seal

Nine Week Run
A run on nine straight weeks on Broad-

way for Red Seal terminated when the

Rialto played one of the Reelview series,

produced by Urban-Kineto and edited by
Max Fleischer.

Levine-Bischoff

“Silent Flyer” Being Cut

“The Silent Flyer” is now being cut and
edited, and the entire serial is expected
to be completed within four weeks.

Sierra

Releases for 1926
“Vanishing Millions,” a serial; “Here He

Comes,” comedy-drama; “Trapped,” drama;
“Who’s Your Husband,” comedy; “Favor
Me,” comedy; “Bedtime Stories,” animal
novelty; “Just Travelin,” “Ridin’ Fool,”
“Eyes of the Desert,” and “Gasoline Cow-
boy,” all Westerns, have been announced as

releases for 1926.

Gotham
Sax Adds Scenarists

Sam Sax, producer of Gotham, has added
Edward J. Meagher, Delos Sutherland, T.
Oakley Crawford and Russell J. Bidwell
to his staff for new productions.

Associated Exhibitors

“Play Safe” Previewed

“Play Safe,” the next Monty Banks fea-

ture comedy scheduled for release, was
previewed at the Bunny theatre, New
York.

Mae Busch Borrowed

Mae Busch, under contract to Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, has been borrowed by
Samuel B. Hutchinson for a role in “The
Nut-Cracker,” which is to be an early

comedy release.

Judy King Starred

Judy King has signed contracts whereby

“Rocking Moon,” a Metropolitan pro-
duction released by Pro-Dis-Co.

she is to be co-starred with a male player,

as yet unnamed, in a series of comedy
dramas to be produced by Thomas L.

Griffith.

Another Chain Books “Skyrocket”

The Saenger chain has contracted for
“The Skyrocket,” in which Peggy Hopkins
Joyce plays the lead.

Pro-Dis-Co

Sharkey in “Eve’s Leaves”
Sailor Sharkey, oldtime pugilist, has

been chosen to support Leatrice Joy in

“Eve’s Leaves,” his part being that of a
tough seaman.

Beaumont Signed

Marshall Neilan has signed Gerald
Beaumont to title “Wild Oats Lane,” which
was recently completed.

“Young April” Purchased

Cecil B. DeMille has purchased “Young
April,” which is to be filmed soon with
Joseph Schildkraut in the leading role.

Faye and Gribbon Together Again

Julie Faye and Eddie Gribbon are play-

ing together in “Bachelor Brides” for the

first time since their Keystone days.

Gorgeous Wardrobe Lacking

Leatrice Joy, who appears in the role of
a sixteen-year-old tom-boy, in “Eve’s
Leaves,” wears boy’s pants throughout the

picture.

Paramount
“Fine Manners” in Work
Photography has commenced on “Fine
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Manners,” which is being directed by Frank
Tuttle, in which Gloria Swanson and
Eugene O’Brien have the leads.

Eight Productions in Spotlight

“Padlocked,” “Wet Paint,” “False Steps,”

and “The Cat’s Pajamas,” are in work on
the Coast, while sets are being made for

“The Sorrows of Satan” and “Take a

Chance,” “The Palm Beach Girl” and
“It’s the Old Army Game” are on location

in the South.

Beery in “Old Ironsides”

Wallace Beery has been chosen for one

of the leading roles in “Old Ironsides,”

which is scheduled to begin late in March.

“Runaway” Final Title

“The Runaway” has been selected as the

final title for William DeMille’s new pro-

duction now being filmed with Clara Bow,
Warner Baxter, George Bancroft and
William Powell playing the featured roles.

Moore Opposite Negri

Tom Moore will play opposite Pola

Negri in her forthcoming production, as

yet untitled, adapted from the stage play

“Naughty Cinderella.”

Pathe

New Serial Released March 14

“The Bar-C Mystery,” Western serial in

which Dorothy Phillips makes her return

to the screen as star, will be released

March 14.

Novak Opposite Tryon

Eva Novak is appearing opposite Glen
Tryon in a new comedy Hal Roach has in

the making under the direction of Fred
L. Guiol.

“Coast Guard” Directed by Nigh

Will Nigh directed “Casey of the

Coast Guard,” which was produced by
Schuyler Grey in co-operation with the

U. S. Coast Guard.

Peggy Shaw in Song Films

Peggy Shaw, late of the Follies, is the

“girl” in several of the “Famous Melody
Series” of song films.

F. B. O.

Dunlap Signed

Scott R. Dunlap has signed a contract

to wield the megaphone on Richard Tal-

madge pictures.

“Retribution” Being Completed

The cast of “The Isle of Retribution” has
returned from location to complete the pro-

duction.

Final Scenes of “Non-Stop” in Work
Emory Johnson is shooting the final

scenes of “The Non-Stop Flight” in San
Francisco.

Western Nearing Completion

The closing scenes of “Hands Across
the Border” are now being shot.

Gertrude Short Signed

Gertrude Short has signed a five year

contract and will be featured in two-reel

subjects.

United Artists

“Barbara Worth” to Be Started

Henry King, director, and Robert Mc-
Intyre, business manager of Samuel Gold-
wyn productions left for the Imperial

valley seeking locations for the filming of

“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” which
is to be started soon.

Vilma Banky Turns Brunette

Director George Fitzmaurice believes

Matt Moore and Marie Prevost star

in “The Cave Man,” a recent Warner
Brothers release.

that no actress can play the role as well

as Vilma Banky in “The Son of the Sheik,”

but believes the role demands a brunette,

so is testing her out in dark wigs.

“Gold Rush” in Buenos Aires Run
“The Gold Rush,” with Charlie Chaplin,

has played three months in one theatre in

Buenos Aires with the end of the run not

yet in sight.

First National

New Picture for Connie Changed

“The Duchess of Buffalo” is to be the

next picture for Constance Talmadge,
instead of “Silky Anne,” as previously an-

nounced.

“Miss Nobody” in Work
“Miss Nobody,” with Anna Q. Nilsson,

in the lead, and directed by Lambert
Hillyer, has just been put in work.

Rockett Makes Two
A1 Rockett is to make “Sadie” and “The

Sheik of Florida” following the completion

of “Puppets,” both pictures to be directed

by Alfred Santell.

Title Changed

M. C. Levee’s feature comedy, originally

titled “Molasses,” will be released in May
under the title “Sweet Daddies.”

Rogell to Direct Rogers Pictures

A1 Rogell has been selected to direct the

series of Western pictures featuring Ken
Maynard, which Charles R. Rogers will

produce for First National release.

Warner Brothers

Patsy Ruth Miller Signed

Patsy Ruth Miller has again been signed

on a long-term contract.

Monte Blue Signs

Monte Blue has been signed to a new

starring contract by Jack Warner, and
under his new contract he will be seen in

a series of outdoor productions.

Three Completed

“Hero of the Big Snows,” with Rin-Tin-
Tin, “Silken Shackles,” with Irene Rich,

and “Hell Bent Fer Heaven,” with Patsy
Ruth Miller, have been completed.

“Oh! What a Nurse!” Has Premieres

Sydney Chaplin’s latest picture, “Oh!
What a Nurse!” opened in the East at the

New York Strand, February 21, and in the

West at the new Pantages in San Francisco.

Moore Loaned

Matt Moore has been loaned to F. B. O.
for the leading male role in “A Poor
Girl’s Romance,” to be directed by Harmon
Weight.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“Bardelys” To Be Started

King Vidor and John Gilbert will

start work on “Bardelys the Magnifi-
cent” soon.

To Go Into Production

“The Temptress” and “The Red Mill”,

two Cosmopolitan pictures, will shortly
go into production.

“Beverly of Graustark” Completed

Sidney A. Franklin has finished cut-

ting “Beverly of Graustark”, in which
he directed Marion Davies.

Cast of “There You Are”

The cast for “There You Are,” being
directed by Jesse Robins, is being
headed by Conrad Nagel and Edith
Roberts, who are supported by George
Fawcett, Gwen Lee, Eddie Gribbon,
Phillips Smalley and Gertrude Bennett.

Walthall in “Scarlet Letter”

Henry B. Walthall has been engaged
to play an important role in Lillian

Gish’s new picture, “The Scarlet Let-
ter.”

Educational

Holdridge Heads Expedition

Another photographic expedition has
sailed, organized by Kinograms, headed
by Desmond X. Holdridge. The expedi-
tion is heading into the unexplored por-
tions of British Guiana to search for
diamond and gold fields.

Sullivan Has Returned

Pat Sullivan, daddy of Felix the Cat,
has returned to his studios after an ab-
sence abroad of over four months.

Fire at Universal City
Costs $20,000 Damage

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—-Fire at

Universal City destroyed a street set and
several small buildings Saturday night,

causing $20,000 damage. The set repre-

senting Main street at Rawhide, Mont.,
was just recently built and was one of

the most extensive on the Universal lot.

Edwin Carewe, Father
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—A daugh-
ter was born to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Carewe, First National director, recently.

Miss Sally Ann Carewe is to be her name.
Her mother, Mary Akin, is well known in

pictures.

Sunday Closing Here
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SULLIVAN, MO., March 9.—City au-

thorities have closed the motion picture

theatre here on Sundays.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor
is invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.

Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will

not be printed.

Who Can Beat THIS Record?
BJ RLE\, IDAHO.—To the Editor: In

your “Letters From Readers” column I

have noticed reports of exhibitors who
claim to have played a good portion of the
104 best money makers of the year.

I believe that I have the best record so
far published, and wish to report that I

have run 99 out of the 104, with “The Birth
of a Nation” one of those counted as not
run

; but this picture has played the town
several times in previous years. The other
four that I did not play were “America,”
on account of playing “Janice Meredith”

;

“Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,” on ac-
count of it being a costume picture, and
the two Harold Bell Wright’s “The Mine
With the Iron Door” and “The Recreation
of Brian Kent.” These two were priced
too high at the time I had open time for
them.

If anybody has a better record, would
be pleased to hear of it.—I. H. HARRIS,
Bowen Theatre Co., Burley, Idaho.

Our Apologies to Both of You
ALMA, MICH.—To the Editor: En-

closed find another bunch of reports. I

note that in printing the last lot I sent in
you have them all signed “Mrs. C. A. Mil-
ler.” I will give you a free ticket to my
show if you will tell me just why you
put petticoats on me. My wife is a very
charming lady, and I think a lot of her, but
her husband is still in the land of the liv-
ing and running the show. And he cer-
tainly did not sign himself “Mrs.”—C. A.
MILLER, Strand theatre, Alma, Mich.

To Walter Hiers and the Boys
SALMON, Idaho.—To the Editor: I

would like to call the exhibitors’ attention
to a real good sport in one of our jovial
friends, Walter Hiers.

In the February 13 issue of the Herald,
in reporting “Excuse Me,” I roasted Walter
Hiers for not affording entertainment as
the “darky” porter. Walter wrote me a
bully letter which runs in part as follows

:

“Dear Mr. Rand

:

“Am on a little vacation trip to New
York and have just read your report on
‘Excuse Me’ in the current issue of Exhib-
itors Herald.

“Wow ! What a crack you took at me.
However, I’m going to live in hopes that
you really do like me sometimes but just
took exception to my work on this one pic-
ture, Excuse Me.’ Okay?

“I try very hard to make my pictures
clean and funny, and please the boys who
own the theatres and the public who fill

them. Please accept this letter in the spirit

it is sent.

“If you are out West at any time I will
be very happy to see you and prove to you
my sincerity in all the above.

“Cordially yours,
“WALTER HIERS.”

Now I felt rather cheap after that dandy
letter, so I started my long legs down the
street and decided to get the public’s reac-
tion to Walter’s acting (which I should
have done before sending in my reports).
Every answer was “good” or “fine” : every
member of the Rex staff said that Walter
was “good”

;
my son voted “fine”

;
daughter

voted “fine”; wife, “good”
; mother “funny.”

Gee, I was glad to hear 'em say it, too.

So, Walter, please “excuse me” ! What
I like and don’t like amounts to nothing.
You were pleasing the public in this and
that is the great thing after all. You are a

real sport and a regular fellow and I know
that all the boys will agree with me, in this,

after reading your letter. Best of good
luck.—PHIL RAND, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

“A Voice From the Grave”

BATESVILLE, ARK—To the Editor:
A voice from the grave. I guess that will

be the way you feel about it, as it has been
so long since I made a report. Yes, I will

admit that I am ashamed of myself, as my
religion is the “golden rule,” and I have
been slipping for some time.

The boys have been working for me and
I sit here like a knot on a log and do not
give as I receive, but you might as well
make room for my reports, for they are
coming in the future, and I am not going
to lay off any more.

Long live the Herald, a great friend to

every exhibitor, and why should we not be
a friend to the Herald? With the very
best wishes to the Herald and staff, I beg
to remain—W. L. LANDERS, Gem theatre,

Batesville, Ark.

Thank You
WESTBORO, MASS.—To the Editor:

I am enclosing check for two years’ sub-

scription because, as I once said before,

every theatre owner should have it, as I

consider it his friend. I have often raised

my prices on reports from your book and
often lowered them after buying some as
specials, as the small town theatres do not
want to fool their patrons and have to run
a consistent line of real entertainment. My
idea is the only way to accomplish this is

to look in the Herald, in “What the Pic-

ture Did For Me,” which I estimate as

being a very valuable aid to small towns,
and that’s why you have my check for

your paper, as actions speak louder than
words. Yours for a prosperous 1926.

—

THOMAS V. LEWIST, Town Hall thea-

tre, Westboro, Mass.

Strong for Coogan
KING CITY, CAL.—To the Editor:

Just dropping you a line to let other exhib-

itors know what I think in regard to certain

type pictures. I operate a 450-seat house
in a small town and after playing all types
of pictures would like to express my views.

Jackie Coogan in “Old Clothes” pleased
my patrons more than any picture I played
in the past two months. My patrons and
I think most all picture-goers would like

to see Coogan and Davidson as Ginsberg
and Kelly continue on in their partnership
and help another couple or two to get ac-

quainted, and maybe married. I would like

to say that this Coogan picture “Old
Clothes” comes nearer pleasing the average
American crowd than nine-tenths of the so-

called big specials.

If the firm of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
want my signature on next year’s contract
in a hurry all they have to do is to include
plenty of Coogan pictures. Anybody play-
ing “Old Clothes” should let the people
know they are going to get an evening’s
entertainment that is good, clean wholesome
amusement. I thank you. — LESLIE
HABLES, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.

Wants Footage in Press Sheets

CRANDON, WIS.—To the Editor: I

have just spent half an hour looking up
a feature to try and find out something
about its length and have finally ended up
by writing a letter to Milwaukee to try

and learn how long or short the thing is.

Seems to me that the press sheet could well
contain this information and drop out a lot

of useless stuff that they are all full of,

which is of no value to anyone. True, a

press sheet now and then does have this
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information, but for the most part it seems
they try to hide this information, which I

feel is very important when making up a
program.—H. D. McCHESNEY, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.

Two Houses Are Better Than One
METROPOLIS, ILL.—To the Editor:

My experience with “The Road to Yester-
day” and with Buck Jones was so amusing
I thought I would write you at a little more
length than your little report slip permits.

“The Road to Yesterday” is a great pic-

ture, as a picture, just as Homer’s “Iliad”
or Milton’s “Paradise Lost” are great epics.

It’s a classic. Personally I enjoyed it

hugely, so did my friend the professor.
But there was not one person in twenty
in that audience who understood it.

“Say,” said one, as the people were filing

out of the theatre, “vat is it all about?”

“Oh!” said I. “it’s about the Reincarna-
tion of the Spirit.”

“The vat?” said he. “Vat is that?’
’

“It’s a transcendental idea. Transcen-
dentalism,” said I.

This only made the matter worse, for
the questioner turned away from me to his

neighbor and asked: “Vat does he mean?”
“Transubstantiation,” said the next, and

then the babel of questions and answesr
were lost to me until someone said, “Con-
stantinople.” As I went into the box office

and looked at the thin lining of the till,

“The Road to Yesterday” took on a new
meaning, going backward.
As the professor shook his head, in de-

preciation of the public taste, he asked me
this question : ‘If,” said he, “the population
of this world is a billion and a half, how
many of them do you suppose are fools?”

“I can vouch for two,” said I, “Cecil De-
Mille and me.”
But this was Monday night, at a loss.

There was still Tuesday night, which would
be a greater loss.

However, I had another theatre a few
yards lower down the street which is dark
except on Saturdays, when we run West-
erns. So, as a race-track gambler who bets

on the big horse and gets a hunch he’s

going to lose, he “hedges” by betting against
himself. This was how I came to run Buck
Jones against “The Road to Yesterday.”
Next morning the handbills were scat-

tered around the town that Buck Jones in

“Gold and The Girl” would be at the Kozy
theatre that night, and, by quick work, we
got the feature and all was ready.

Naturally you will ask how did Buck run
at one theatre while ‘The Road to Yester-
day” was running at the other. Personally,
I couldn’t tell. Being a Transcendentalist,
I couldn’t spend my time looking at Buck
Jones, so I spent the second evening admir-
ing ‘The Road to Yesterday.” There were
only a few people and everything was so
quiet that you could hear a pin fall. But
my wife, who is eminently practical, volun-
teered to take charge of the Kozy while I

was at the Elite, and here is what she said,

“The house was full to overflowing. The
applause was deafening, and as it reverber-
ated from side to side, and rolled into the

street, the people came flocking in. At the
end of the second reel we had to run the

slide ‘no whistling or stamping of feet al-

lowed in this place,’ and here,” said she,

holding up the bag well filled with coin,

“here is the Road to Tomorrow.”—A. J.

GIBBONS, Elite-Kozy theatres, Metropolis,
111 .

Irma Kornelia Signs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, March 9.—Irma Kornelia,
Hungarian dramatic actress, has just signed
a long-term contract with Famous Players-
Lasky, according to associate producers
Hector Turnbull and B. P. Schulberg. Ern-
est Vadja, noted playwright, is credited

with “discovering” Mile. Kornelia.
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“What the Picture Did For Me”
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

Copyright, 1926

This is the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,” EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407 South Dearborn

Street, Chicago, III.

Associated Exhibitors
THE SKY ROCKET: Peggy Hopkins Joyce.

—

Proved the biggest disappointment of the past

year with me. One of the poorest pictures from
every angle I believe released during the past

year. As a star Peggy is decidedly a failure. If

I had seen the picture before I bought it I

would not have run it if it had been supplied

gratis.—T. L. Little, Majestic theatre, Camden,
S. C.—General patronage.

RAGING LUCK: Monty Banks—As funny as

they make them. Plenty of thrills and fun in

this one. “Racing Luck” pleased better than the

average Harold Lloyd. Six reels.—G. Khattar,

Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE SKY RAIDERS: Special cast—Not bad
action picture. Too much introducing of Capt.

Nungesser.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota,

N. J.—General patronage.

RACING LUCK: Monty Banks—Very good
comedy. Poor business not the fault of the picture.

Stormy night. Six reels.—Nicolaides Brothers,

American theatre, Scofield, Ut.—General patron-
age.

Chadwick
THE PRINCE ON BROADWAY: George Walsh

-—Better than average program picture. Have
run “Blue Blood” and "American Pluck” with
the same star and they are all up to the Walsh
standard. They are good for a change and are
sure to please in the small towns, especially. Six

reels—Basel Ferrari, Crown theatre. Cedar Point,
111.—Small town patronage.

TRANSCONTINENTAL LIMITED: Johnny
Walker—Good entertainment. However, no spe-

cial. Drawing power good. We had “The
Phantom of the Opera” as opposition still had
good business. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace theatre,

Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—Good patronage.

BLUE BLOOD : George Walsh—This went over
big. A good story and a lot of action. Clean
and will go with the best. My audience is very
critical. A big house for this one and the price

is right so make something. Good comedy strain

throughout. 200 seats 10 and 25 cents. Six reels.
-—H. A. Woodward, Woodward Hall theatre, Hill,

N. H.—High class patronage.

SOME PUNKINS: Charles Ray—This is a good
Charley Ray picture. He sure can act a country
boy. You won’t go wrong if you book “Some
Punkins” if your patrons like this boy. Six

reels.—Walter Gerrit, Eagle theatre, Westville,
111.—General patronage.

THE FIRE PATROL: Special cast—Real
melodrama of the deep that made a hit here and
brought lots of comments. Seven reels.—G.
Khattar, Khattar's theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada.
—General patronage.

THE MASKED MARVEL: This was called a
regular kids comedy and we got it from Celebrated
Players Film Corp., of Milwaukee. It’s a good
comedy that is very pleasing. Two reels.—W. T.

Davis & Son, Rilato theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—

General patronage.

F. B. O.
THE TOUGH GUY: Fred Thomson—Dandy

picture. Pleased all. Plenty of action and
comedy. Pleased a large Saturday crowd. Six
reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens.
O.—General patronage.

THE TOUGH GUY : Fred Thomson—First of

Special to

Contributors
The debate about “The Wagon”

and “The Horse” continues and
generates heat. Arguments brought
forth are interesting beyond their

application to the pictures concerned,
both of which are big enough to

survive whatever assault may be
launched upon them.

It is a sign of general industrial

health that two such pictures are

available and a tribute to exhibitorial

sincerity that such a debate goes for-

ward of its own momentum.
* * *

In “Letters From Readers” this

week more exhibitors tell how many
of the “Biggest Money Makers of
1925” they have played, I. H. Harris
filing the remarkable report of 99

of the 104 pictures played and giving

reasons why the other 5 were not.

How many have YOU played.
* * *

This week this department contains

more reports than have ever been
printed in a single issue of any other
paper.

Count ’em.

There are 600.

Then count the reports in any pub-
lication seeking to imitate “Herald”
service.

W. R. W.

Fred’s 1925-26 we have used. If Fred will con-
tinue in good stories of the Western type, he will

soon outclass Mix, especially if Mix continues
“Lucky Horseshoes,” etc. Six reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

LADY ROBINHOOD: Evelyn Brent—Here is

a dandy program picture by a new star that is

making a hit here. Have played six or seven of
them, all good. Six reels.—C. E. Kuhn, Alamo
theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General patronage.

MAN OF NERVE: Bob Custer—A usual
Western picture. No better and no worse than
hundreds of others. Five reels.—W. J. Shoup,
Deluxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Smalltown
patron age.

THE RIDIN’ STREAK: Bob Custer—Good
little Western. Some real good riding in it, also
a good fist fight. Bob can put up the most
realistic looking fist fights of any. He has ’em all

beat when it comes to that, and he can ride,

too.—E. C. Aceola, Bonham theatre, Prairie du
Sac, Wis.—General patronage.

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS: Evelyn Brent-
Patrons somewhat disappointed with this offering.

Not so good. Evelyn, stick to more action. Six
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre. Mt. Pleasant, Tex.

—

General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—Good
film. Tyler looks quite promising, but this was
not as good as we expected. Frankie Darro and

the dog are good but why doesn’t that fine looking
horse of Tyler’s do something? Tom, you had
better teach him a few tricks. The camera work
was a little bad, but we hope that his next picture
will be better. Maybe a different director would
help. Five reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto

theatre, Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

LET’S GO GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—Good
action picture for Saturday. Not much of a
crowd.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—This one
will go over good. Last two reels full of action.

Appeal 85 per cent. Seven reels.—J. E. Draginis,
Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

THE LAST EDITION: Ralph Lewis—I ran this

Saturday night to good business. This is a very
superior program picture that any house can run
at regular prices and feel that you have given
your patrons their money’s worth. Picture in
good condition. Price fair and worth buying.
Seven reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,

Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE LAST EDITION : Special cast—This is

one of the best of the Gold Bonds I have used so
far. Really a good entertainment, but you’ll have
to work it hard to get ’em in.—Guy S. Abbott,
Homeline theatre, Estelline, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER: Cullen Landis-
Dandy good railroad melodrama. Plenty of thrills.

Seven reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,

Athens.—General patronize.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—Keep at ’em, Fred. This title creates a good
feeling of outdoors, and the picture pleases. Five
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—
General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson—-Very good. Thomson pictures seem to get
better right along.—Harold Youngren, State
theatre, Two Harbors, Minn.—General patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—Excellent. One of the best Fred has made.
Usually this boy gets me the money, but this one
failed to get it owing to too much "flu” in town.
Thanks for the “spiffy” photo, Fred. Six reels.—

-

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

ALL AROUND FRYING PAN: Fred Thomson
—Nothing unusual for Fred, but good enough to

draw ’em in and send ’em away pleased so what
more is necessary. Five reels.—Guy S. Abbott,
Homeline theatre, Estelline, S. D.—Small town
patronage.

THE PRINCE OF PEP: Richard Talmadge

—

Good story and plenty of action. If they don’t
like this one they should make a date with an
undertaker. Five reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Young’s
theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General patronage.

VANITY’S PRICE: Special cast—Very good
melodrama. Society play. Six reels.—Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Ut.—General
patronage.

THE WYOMING WILDCAT: Tom Tyler-
Broke all Saturday night records in seven years
with this one. This star is coming big here.
Five reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,
Athens, O.—Central patronage.

LIFE’S GREATEST GAME: Special cast—Lots
of comedy. Also sad. Anyone interested in ball

games will like it, though a little old. The ball

game is an old time game between Chicago and
New York. Everyone seemed to enjoy it. Seven
reels.—Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre. Sea-
drift, Tex.—General patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—

A
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player ray community would rather see than Tom
Mix. Fred will have to watch out or Silver King
will cop all the glory. In this picture he does
some great stunts. No exhibitor will make a
mistake booking Thomson pictures. They are all

good and clean entertainment. Five reels.—C. E.
Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General
patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow—
It broke our house record and no exhibitor should
overlook this. It is sold to the public in advance.
It is a pleasing, clean story. Congratulations,
F. B. O. on this mortgage lifter. Seven reels.

—

Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow-
Wonderful picture, best box office attraction we
have had for a long time. You can’t go wrong in
booking this. Seven reels.—Maloney & Wey,
Orpheum theatre, St. Bernice, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow-
Well, they don’t make ’em any better. School
kids sponsored it and we actually got away with a
little money for a change. Good print, photo-
graphy, fine scenery, but it doesn’t follow the story

very closely. Many good comments.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.—
General patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow—
This is one of the best drawing pictures we have
shown this year. Picture well made and second
night very good. Seven reels.—Wilcox-Miller,
Lake View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General
patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow—
Oh boy, what a picture. Stood them out in the
rain for two days on this one and everybody was
pleased with it. F. B. O. certainly has the pic-

tures. Seven reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Youngs
theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—I have
run five Brent’s and they are all good. She looks
like a comer. Six reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia
theatre, Athens, O.—General patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Special cast—This pic-

ture is good. I consider the acting of Mr.
Telligan far above the average.—S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Elaine Hammerstein

—

For an underworld story it is as good as any I

have ever played and it seemed to please the
majority. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING DEMON: Richard Talmadge
—We had this on a Saturday and it entertained
our crowds fine all the way through. Some dandy
stunts in this and quite a few humorous situa-
tions. Six reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre,
Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER: Richard
Talmadge—Not up to Richard Talmadge standard.
He makes so few bad ones, this will pass as okay.
Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex.—General patronage.

STEPPING LIVELY : Richard Talmadge—Good
action picture ; bad weather and roads.—A. F.
Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent—Had
the subtitles been anything but bunk, this would
have been a dandy. This star too good for a
picture like this. Six reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BREED OF THE BORDER: Lefty Flynn—The
best Lefty Flynn to date, and has a very good
plot all the way through. If you want a good
Western buy it. Five reels.—W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, Iowa.—General patronage.

THE MASK OF LOPEZ: Fred Thomson—Very
good. Everybody pleased. Silver King is a fine

horse. Anyway, the kids think so. Your picture
received and many thanks, Fred ; it’s fine. Hope
some more stars send us theirs.—A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Neb.—General
patronage.

ALIAS MARY FLYNN : Evelyn Brent—Good
Saturday picture. Plenty of action. Semi-crook
picture.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE: Richard Tal-
madge—Another of the impossible class. Gets
some going but others it sends “going out." Six
reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

IN FAST COMPANY: Richard Talmadge—Fair
picture, enjoyed by those who like action and
don’t demand plot and probability. Six reels.—

-

Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GALLOPING ACE: Special cast—Very
punk. Five reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Special to

The Cast
THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:

Special cast—This is the best balanced

light comedy of married life it has

been our lot to show in some time.

Florence Vidor looked as lovely in

this one as she did in the canoe scene

in “Lying Lips” some five years ago.

Better than she has appeared in some
time. More success to her. Ford
Sterling does a great bit of pantomine
that seemed to not get over with the

audience last night, but it was the

best bit of acting without words that

we have seen in a long, long time.

Esther Ralston and Tom Moore were
great. Tom’s Irish smile is a hit any

time and Esther Ralston is very, very

easy on the eyes, together with nice

judgment in her role. She should go

far. I hope she does. It has been a

pleasure to show her last three pic-

tures. An autographed photo, please,

Miss Vidor and Miss Ralston, for the

gallery.—A. E. HANCOCK, Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.

THE SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A.: Johnny
Walker—Good picture. Lots said best they ever

saw. A little old. Seven reels.-—Mrs. L. M. Bier-

man, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—General

patronage.

HIS FORGOTTEN WIFE: Madge Bellamy

—

Good picture. Liked by all the grown people,

especially the ladies. Lots of love romance. Six

reels.—Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Palace theatre. Sea-

drift, Tex.—General patronage.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE: Madge
Bellamy—Holds interest throughout.—Mrs. L. M.
Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—General

patronage.

THE FIGHTING DEMON: Special cast—Tal-
madge does about as well for me or better than
Tom Mix.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota,

N. J.—General patronage.

FLAMING WATERS: Mary Carr—This one
went over fine for two days and pleased 90 per

cent. Seven reels.-—F. E. Byrne, Columbia
theatre, Athen, O.—General patronage.

THE RIDIN’ COMET: Yakima Canutt—This

one is the best picture of Yakima. Satisfies a
hundred per cent. Five reels.—Nicolaides Brothers,

American theatre, Scofield, Ut.—General patron-

age.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—Plenty kick

and a red hot Western. Five reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THAT MAN JACK: Bob Custer—Bob Custer

going better all the time and this one “That Man
Jack” was the best good Western and plenty of

action and good act. We play these together with
“The Go Getters” No. 6 and the International

Newsreel and have good program. “The Go
Getters” go fine, hold up good. We play these

programs on Tuesday night, Feb. 9th. Five reels.

—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield,

Ut.—General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
The best Thomson we have had. But get the kids

on this and run it two nights. The horse does
very good in this. Six reels.—C. W. Docter, May
theatre, Mayville, Wis.—General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson-
Sure, this one was good. Satisfied one hundred
per cent in this town. Good Western play and
go fine for small towns. We play this picture

on Sunday to a good house. Six reels.—Nicolaides

Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Ut.—General
patronage.

LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge
—A good snappy picture with plenty of action.

Public well pleased with this kind of picture.

Five reels.—C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville,

Wis.—General patronage.

LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge—
This one was very good comedy and plenty of

laughing. Satisfied all who saw it. Not very
much business for the reason, stormy night. Six
reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre,

Scofield, Ut.—General patronage.

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson—This is

another good one from Thomson, but say, this is

the fifth Thomson picture we have shown con-

secutively and have run into a storm each time,
which caused our box office to look sick on each
one. We have been wondering how he would draw
at the box office with good weather conditions.
Six reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Speaville,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Very
good. My patrons liked this one. —S. H. Rich,
Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr-
Fine. Everybody pleased. Not as good as "Over
The Hill.” Mighty good entertainment. Good
comments.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Neb.—General patronage.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Special cast—
Copyright 1925. Rating 90 per cent. Played
Saturday. Films good. Drama, adventure,
charity and love stories. This is a regular show
made from a novel into a picture. Eight reels.

—

J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre Verndale, Minn.

—

General patronage.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY : Evelyn Brent—Good
program and very poor business on account of
storm night. Six reels.—Nicolaides Brothers,
American theatre, Scofield, Ut.—General patron-
age.

BROKEN LAWS: Wallace Reid—This picture
is above the average and has good moral. Rather
instructive and good romance story. Extra good
for small towns. Eight reels.—O. C. Brauch,
Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—General
patronage.

TRIGGER FINGER: Bob Custer—This one was
a good Western play and plenty of action. Bob
Custer makes some good Western pictures. Don't
be afraid of this one. The best picture for small
towns. Five reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, Ameri-
can theatre, Scofield, Ut.—General patronage.

WHITE FANG: Strongheart—A good picture;
good story and Strongheart is as good a star as
there is going. Pleased 100 per cent for me. Six
reels.—O. C. Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo,
Okla.—General patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADA: Fred Thomson—

A

regular Thomson picture liked by those who like
this kind. Five reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

A BROADWAY LADY : Evelyn Brent—1925
film good. Rating about 85-90 per cent. Most of
our patrons were well pleased with this serial.

Six reels.—J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn.—General patronage.

JIMMY’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge—The
first I have run of Talmadge and find this to be
above the regular programs. A fine looking fellow
and has plenty of pep. Pleased here. Six reels.

—

C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

JIMMY’S MILLIONS: Richard Talmadge—

A

regular Dick Talmadge picture which pleased all

his fans. Six reels.-—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—
•Although this play pleased a goodly number of
our patrons it was generally conceded that if

Silver King (the horse) and the baby had been left

out of the pisture there would not have been much
to it, or in other words. Silver and the baby did
not need the rest of the cast. Five reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

O. U. WEST: Special cast—This one was not
as good as the other pictures of Flynn. An
ordinary program. Five reels.—Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Ut.-—General
patronage.

THE AIR HAWK: Special cast—Just a fair

short entertainment. Mostly airplane stunts ; with
good filler it goes over fairly good. Five reels.

—

Guy S. Abbott, Homeline theatre, Estelline, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER: Richard
Talmadge—All of Dick’s pictures are good. Grown
folks liked this one best. Five reels.—Mrs. L. M.
Bierman, Palace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—General
patronage.

LILIES OF THE STREET: Special cast—Very
good picture. My patrons said it was a corker.

—

S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

FOOLS IN THE DARK: Special cast—If they
want comedy, mystery, thrills, crooks all in one,

this is it. Pleased all who saw it, but that was
but very few, as I ran it during one of our famous
Kansas blizzards. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photo-
play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

AMERICAN MANNERS: Richard Talmadge—
Good Saturday picture. Played at Bellwood show,
well liked.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Neb.—General partonage.

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson—Good
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picture and good business, as all Thomsons are
good.—James LeRicheux, Arcade theatre, Camden,
N. Y.—General patronage.

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST: Special cast
—Good picture. Good story by Gene Stratton
Porter, enough said. Pleased all. Seven reels.

—

O. C. Braucn, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.

—

General patronage.

FLAMING YOUTH: Colleen Moore—Little

Colleen is all right. This was a good picture liked

by everyone.—Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall,
Loxley, Ala.—-Small town patronage.

First National
INFATUATION: Corinne Griffith—Very good

picture. Should please the average audience.

—

C. E. Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.

—

General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines—Very good.
Will please any audience.—Harold Youngren,
State theatre. Two Harbors, Minn.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne Griffith

—First real cold snap in Dec. knocked this fea-

ture for me. Not the best Corinne made.

—

G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—

General patronage.

JOANNA: Dorothy Mackaill—This is a good
one. Well acted and produced. Eight reels.

—

W. G. Sturdivant, Pearl theatre, Highland Park,
111.—General patronage.

JOANNA: Dorothy Mackaill—Very good pic-

ture, drawing excellent crowd in spite of bad
weather. Played on Sunday night to a better

than average crowd. Seemed to please all. Seven
reels.—C. McDonough, Auditorium theatre, Liber-
tyville. 111.—Surburban patronage.

THE LADY WHO LIED: Special casl^Did
about usual for Saturday.—G. J. Ritter, Regent
theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.
THE LADY WHO LIED: Lewis Stone—This

is a very good interesting picture that will

please. Title does not draw. Picture too long.

Story could have been told in six reels nicely.

Eight reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre.

Beach, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet
—Yes, this is a wonderful picture. One of those
kind that goes over with them all. Ben Lyon
goes over big and balance of cast do excellent
work. Direction right up to First National
standard. First National is now hitting her
stride and all h’ll can’t stop her. They are
delivering the biggest pictures ever on her list,

so if you are not showing them, you better get
on the wagon. Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE NEW COMMANDMENT: Blanche Sweet
—A very good show. Story new and of the kind
that takes very well. However, one love scene
is over-done. Picture would be better if it

were only about half as long. A little colored

photography sets it off. Seven reels.—Wilcox-
Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake View, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—If you have this picture bought, don’t
be afraid to advertise it big for it will please
most of your picture fans. Seven reels.—W. J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Tal-
madge—Just about what all the boys say it is.

Had many favorable comments and was surprised
that it took so well in a small town. Pretty
spicy in places but that didn’t seem to hurt it

as many people that I thought would object to
it said it was good. I had a good snappy orches-
tra and I believe that helped to put over. Seven
reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore

—

This is a most satisfactory attraction and the
charming Colleen again proves that she is a real

actress, no matter what the role may be. She
sure wins friends every time you show her pic-

tures, and this is the kind for small towns. Seven
reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre, Beach, N. D.
—Small town patronage.

WHY WOMEN LOVE: Special cast—In the
first place the title is wrong for a country town
house. The sooner the producers learn the farther
they keep away from the word love in the titles

the better they will draw. The public has been
surfeited with mush, long drawn out shots of
caressing until the very suggestion of it in the
titles tends to hold the men away and many of
the women. At least that is the case with our
audiences and I believe they are average. This
picture is well directed but only a fair average
program with the type of a story that no one
seemed to care for. In fact had more walkouts
on this picture than we have had in three months

Special to

Richard Dix
WOMANHANDLED: Richard Dix

—What’s the use for me to say any
more except Richard Dix? If he
isn’t a real star, I never have seen
one. I think he is the best among the
men. He is a real he man and that

is what the folks want to see. We
have had enough Vaseline heroes;
what the public want is men. He
looks real and acts real. His smile
is worth a million to the box offices

of the American theatres. Seven reels.

—WALT BRADLEY, Moon theatre,

Neligh, Neb.

on all we have shown. It is now 8:45 on the
first night show and the lobby has more going
out than are coming in two to one. That’s the
way it hit here. The public does not want to

watch them suffer and emote. It wants enter-
tainment. I can’t give the picture a thing. It

has not hit at all.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia the-

atre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Boys, this

is a dandy picture with lots of action. Sills is

always good. Some complain that this is too
rough, but my crowd did not think so. Several
ladies complimented it. The prize fight is the best

I have ever seen in pictures. A knockout is

right. Boost it and it will be, at the box office.

Eight reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach,
N. D.—General patronage.

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Good fight

picture. Pleased the fans.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General pat-
ronage.

THE HALF WAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—

A

corking good melodrama very well presented.
The shipwreck is excellent and a decided relief

after the innumerable fakes the screen usually

has. The trailer on this picture does a lot in

making them want to see it. Eight reels.

—

Henry Reeve. Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Special cast—This is a
wonderful picture. Owing to season Dec. 17-18

business off.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota,
N. J.—General patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL: Ronald Colman—Good
story, photography and acting, drew well.—
Harold Youngren, State theatre, Two Harbors,
Minn.—General patronage.

SO BIG: Colleen Moore—We have read so
many reports on this picture that I feel that I

must not be a judge of good pictures, as we can-
not report this as others have. It was a very
poorly connected story and not the type that made
Colleen. My patrons certainly like her in “Flam-
ing Youth” and “Sally” type pictures. Nine reels.

—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Viola Dana—Satisfied

everybody. A good picture. Drew fair attend-
ance on Ash Wednesday.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

AS MAN DESIRES: Milton Sills—As usual,

this old reliable star pleases the audience. Story
is a good one, so is supporting cast.—Louis A.

Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

Van Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WINDS OF CHANCE: Special cast—One of

First National’s so called specials which proved
to be the greatest flop of any of my pictures this

year. Well advertised but no business. Would
consider it a mediocre feature but might please

in some localities. Personally I liked the fea-

ture. Nine reels.—C. McDonough, Auditorium
theatre, Libertyville. 111.—Suburban town patron-
age.

NEW TOYS: Richard Barthelmess—Just a
picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

FLIRTING WITH LOVE: Colleen Moore-
Good picture but not what they want to see

Colleen in. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FLIRTING WITH LOVE: Colleen Moore-
Much better than we expected this one to be after

reading many adverse reports on it. While it is

not Colleen’s best, it is far from a poor picture.

Business fair. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty

theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE UNGUARDED HOUR: Milton Sills

—

Picture good. Weather bad. No business. Nine
reels.—C. McDonough, Auditorium theatre, Liber-

tyville, 111.—Suburban patronage.

MY SON: Special cast—Didn’t think much
of this one.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota.

N. J.—General patronage.

MY SON : Nazimova—This is one of the best

pictures I ever ran. Pleased 100 per cent. The
first reel is fine and gets better all the ' way
through. Can be bought right and make money
on it if you keep it long enough. The longer

the better. It advertises itself. Seven reels.

—

O. C. Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.

—

General patronage.

SALLY : Special cast—This did very good
for me on Thanksgiving Day and the following

Friday. Colleen popular here.—G. J. Ritter, Re-
gent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—If you want a knock-
out, book this one. Best we have had in ages.

Rental little high for us, but good biz. Nine
reels.—Maloney & Wey, Orpheum theatre, St.

Bernice, Ind.—General patronage.

SALLY : Colleen Moore—If the proper sphere
of the cinema is to entertain, then "Sally” is the
highest development of that art, for here is high
grade entertainment. Colleen was entrancing and
the part could not have been better done. This
picture carries our okay. Nine reels.—Clarence
C. Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley. Ala.—Small town
patronage.

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME: Helene Chad-
wick—Good title. Good puller and pleased. A

[TRAILERS SELL SEAT'S
NATIONAL SCREEN Service

Iyour most EFFECTIVE, SALhSMAN
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great picture to exploit.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

GRAUSTARK: Norma Talmadge—A good
picture well presented and acted but not a special

for all that. Have had many features from
same company that were better. Seven reels.

—

C. C. Ervin, Paramount theatre, Okanogan, Wash.
—Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET WEST: Special cast—Not
what it is advertised to be. Costs too much for

small towns. Pleased 65 per cent. Nine reels.

—O. C. Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.
-—General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY: Milton Sills

—I selected this and played it for benefit of the
high school basket ball team. Could not have
selected a better one for that purpose, as Dorothy
Mackaill plays the part of a school teacher and
there are many school kids in it. Just right if

you are playing in connection with a school

benefit. A good picture for Family Night any
time. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American the-

atre, Wauton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CHICKIE: Dorothy Mackaill—Good business.

Delighted those who never read the book. Dis-

appointed the book readers. However, it will

register at the box office and no one will kick

hard.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,

Iowa.—General patronage.

IF I MARRY AGAIN : Doris Kenyon—Good
picture that pleased most of them. Viola Dana
the real star of the picture.—Louis A. Van Al-
styne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Another
big First National flop.—Louis A. Van Alstyne,

Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED: Milton Sills-
Old and good. Enjoyed by most.—Clarence C.

Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.—Small town
patronage.

DINTY : Wesley Barry—Pretty good picture,
old but well liked by our people. Six reels..—

-

Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE BAD MAN : Holbrook Blinn—This is a
good picture well worth playing. It’s old but
it’s good entertainment.—Clarence C. Fuller, Lox-
ley Hall, Loxley, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma Talmadge

—

Twice as good as “The Lady” at half the money,
one of the inexplicable things about the film
companies’ way of doing business.—Louis A. Van
Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, III.—General pat-
ronage.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS: Corinne Griffith—
A very good picture but no business. Eight reels.

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

FOR SALE: Special cast—Just average pro-
duction. Ordinary heavy drama. About 50 per
cent. Some comedy relief would have helped it.

Ordinarily Menjou is very good but this vehicle
not suited to his talents.—C. C. Ervin, Para-
mount theatre, Okanogan, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

HER REPUTATION : May McAvoy—Boy !

what a dandy. Played this Honor Roll Night.
180 kids. All the school Marms and the Minis-
tral Association came to see what kind of pic-

tures we were giving the children. They mis-
understood the title

—“Praise” I’d say great flood
scenes, etc. It’s great, work anything but get
them in.—Dr. F. M. Childs, The Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la.—General patronage.

THUNDERGATE: Special cast—Reports had
me confused on this picture, so I didn’t advertise
or push it as I should. I certainly got busy the
second day for it pleased my people. Owen
Moore and a great cast. Some great Chinese
sets and a pleasing story.—Dr. F. M. Childs,
The Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General patron-
age.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—Business
good. Very fine picture. It will not please
all the fans. It will get a great deal of praise
from people who seldom come to the show and
will please 99 per cent of the better class. It

has good drawing power. I charged 35 and 15
cents and just packed them in. Ten reels.

—

Phil Billet, Coliseum theatre, Annawan, 111.

—

General patronage.

TARNISH : Special cast—Just a program pic-

ture made a special (in rental only) by being
added with an all star cast. Harry Myers was
great as a barber. He was also good in “The
Connecticut Yankee,” if you remember.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

FRIVOLOUS SAL: Special cast—Good clean
picture showing bar room scenes without vul-

garity. Wonderful scenery. Eight reels.—H. B.

Special to

Carl Anderson
I wish to humbly beg Mr. Carl

Anderson’s pardon for the gross
mistake I made in suggesting that

"The Iron Horse” could be compared
with "The Covered Wagon,” for I

know just how it is with those Mon-
tana hoys when they form an idea.

You can’t change it no matter how
you try.

I spent several years in Montana
myself in the employ of Bill Clark
Marcus Daily and Cyoutie Brown.
That was in the Eighties and I had
about made up my mind that I was
some judge of what an historical pic-

ture ought to be. I had an idea that

a picture to be an historical picture

should have actual history for a back-
ground. And I was fool enough to

think that “The Iron Horse” had a

background of history, and it seems
to me yet that it has, as the road is

still there, and if you will take the

trouble to inquire of the U. P. officials

I think that they can tell you where
you could find the original engine,
which was shown in the picture.

"The Covered Wagon” was not
taken from history. It was taken
from a story which ran in the “Satur-

day Evening Post” about two years

ago. It was not history and it was the

historical part of “The Iron Horse”
that I dwelt on. I will admit that

“The Covered Wagon” was a more
entertaining picture than “The Iron
Horse,” and so are hundreds of

others; but don’t you think that a

good historical picture built upon
actual facts is worth showing to your
people once in awhile?

As to me sucking my thumbs while
’The Covered Wagon” was being
shown here, will say that it is so long
since I left Montana and that I kinda
got out of the habit.

I ran “The Covered Wagon” three
days and it netted me more money by
double than I grossed on “The Iron
Horse,” and if you will refer to my
article, you will see that I said that

I did not make as much as I should
have done on two program pictures.

You state in your article that they
could have had a real herd of long-

horns if they wanted to pay the price.

I would like to know where they
could get them. The only pair of

longhorns that I know of hangs over
the entrance to the Exchange building
in Omaha and they are only nine
feet three inches from tip to tip.

In my article I stated that if “The
Iron Horse” had received the public-
city that was given “The Covered
Wagon” it would have topped “The
Covered Wagon,” and I am still of

that opinion. And I want to impress
this on your mind that there was no
spite of any kind in writing the
article. My relations with the Para-
mount people are of the best and
they will back me up in that. I do
not have grudges with the producers.
If they do something which I think
is not right, I sure tell them, and in

a way that is clearly understood.

When I write a report on a picture

it is the picture that I am thinking
of, not some grievance. I note that

several other exhibitors think that

“The Iron Horse” is the best. Again,
begging your pardon, I remain.—F.

J. O’HARA, Community theatre,

Elgin, Neb.

Osborn, Community thatre, Mt. Hope, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THOSE WHO DANCE: Blanche Sweet—
This is a splendid program picture but the name
killed it for me. Title should be “Those Who
Dance Pays the Fiddler.” Eight reels.—O. C.
Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

CLASSMATES: Richard Barthelmess—A very
good picture that pleased nearly all our patrons.
The best we have had from this star for a long
time. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty the-
atre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Aileen Pringle—

A

good program picture. However, had many kicks
on the fact that after Aileen was informed that
she only had “one year to live” she acted about
like the rest of us would if someone told us we
had 500 years more to live. Eight reels.—Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—

-

Small town patronage.

THE WHITE MONKEY: Barbara LaMarr—
As a passing tribute to the beautiful Barbara,
I will report this good for your adult trade.

Seven reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

LILIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith—
There is good acting and that’s all I can say for

it. It’s just the kind of a picture that the
people don’t care to see. No picture for a small
town. Eight reels.—C. W. Docter, May theatre,

Mayville, Wis.—General patronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS: Lewis Stone-
Good picture bffi I’ve never run one of John
Stahl’s pictures yet that made me a dime. Eight
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

BORN RICH : Bert Lytell—I see where a lot

of the fellows “panned” this so I was afraid of it.

But was surprised by the good reports my pa-
trons gave on it. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde Pho-
to play theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE HEART OF A SIREN: Barbara LaMarr
—Just another society noise with no appeal what-
ever. Six reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community the-

atre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

FLAMING YOUTH: Colleen Moore—Little

Colleen is all right. This was a good picture

liked by everyone.—Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley
Hall. Loxley, Ala..—Small town patronage.

Fox
THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—Very good.

Buck is getting better all the time. Say, Buck,
send us a photo to hang in the lobby ? It sure
helps patronage and everybody likes to look at the

stars’ pictures. Especially the kids. Good com-
ments.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BEST BAD MAN: Tom Mix—The usual
Mix Western. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Special cast—Another
stage play proven a flop. As a picture though
it’s good entertainment at that. Fox product
consistently good but try and get ’em in. I can’t.

They’re not sold to the public.—F. G. Roberts,

American theatre, Ada, Okla.—General patronage.

WAGES FOR WIVES: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture but it’s three thousand four hundred and
ninety eight miles from being a special. Fox’s
special stuff is the bunk.—Jack Davis, v State,

theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—General patronage.

GILDED BUTTERFLY: Alma Rubens—Only
fair. Six reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
Rather weak for Tom but beautiful scenery. Not
as good crowd as usual. Good comments.—A. F.
Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE WHEEL: Harrison Ford—Fairly good
picture. No special. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

HAVOC: George O’Brien—This is a good pic-

ture and will please. I consider it a special of

the first class. Step on it.—S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

WHEN THE DOOR OPENED: Jacqueline
Logan—This is a fair picture, but at that the

poorest Curwood I ever ran. Miss Logan does

fine work and is most beautiful. The flood scene

good, but short. Another Fox special that is a
good program offering. Seven reels.—C. H.
Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.—General
patronage.

THANK YOU: George O’Brien—A remarkable
picture and will be liked by patrons if you can
get them, but Oh boy, they gave it the best letting

alone that any picture has had in my house in
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two years. Alex Francis does one of the best

portrayals that he has done since “Smilin’

Through” and you will love him in this character-

ization.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy-
Very good picture. Seven reels.—Kreighbaum
Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

THUNDER MOUNTAIN: Madge Bellamy—
Here is a picture that is pleasing from every
point of entertainment. Eight reels.—Anthony A.
Zeimis, Helena theatre, Rockdale, 111.—General
patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones—The best Buck Jones I ever played, and
I’ve played a bunch of 'em. Really something to

this one. You can put on the loud peddle. Hank
Mann sure shoots the fun. The monkey is a

scream and Buck sure does his stuff. Get out for

the dough, boys. Here’s a real one and I don’t

mean maybe.—Dr. F. M. Childs, The Cozy theatre,

Villisca, la.—General patronage.

LAZYBONES : Buck Jones—I agree with

Philip Rand that there is too much art and not

enough brains in pictures. In this picture you
would think that Jones didn’t know what it was
all about, and honest, I don't think that he did.

Picture was a regular flop. If I had not run a

“Gang” comedy I would have felt like giving the

folks back their money. Keep Jones in his own
line and he will make good. Eight reels.—Walt
Bradley, Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Very
good Mix. A little different type Mix, but pleased

all our fans. Five reels.—Kreighbaum Bros.,

Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patron-

age.

THE LUCKY HORSHESHOE: Tom Mix—Here
is another Mix picture gone to the dogs. If Tom
keeps this up, his well built drawing power will

be lost. Five reels.—Anthony A. Zeimis, Helena
theatre, Rockdale, 111.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Is a real

special. Fox has in this picture a real box office

attraction. Eleven reels.—Kreighbaum Bros.,

Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—General
patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—This is a
wonderful picture. The best of its type I have
ever played on my screen. Book it and boost it,

it’s a wow and a money getter. They will come
to see this one twice. Eleven reels.—C. A.
Warner, Warner theatre, Circleville, W. Va.

—

Small town patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—This is

a masterpiece and my patrons enjoyed it, but why
in thunder didn’t Fox sell it to the public ? He
seems to leave that to the exhibitor. Eleven
reels.—Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien—A won-
derful production, but we did not break any
records with it. Fox made a masterpiece and then
failed to sell it to the public. Would have been
a big success if they had spent a few dollars ad-

vertising it. You can’t make money on it, but

it won’t do you any harm to run it. Ten reels.

—

Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.

—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN: Madge Bellamy—It
was all strain and no gold for us. Six reels.—J.

S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN STRAIN" : Kenneth Harlan-
Good program for Saturday. Plenty of action.

Many good comments. Nothing big.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—A picture that
will long remain in the memory of everyone who
sees it. Excellent. Ten reels.—W. G. Sturdivant,
Pearl theatre. Highland Park, 111.—General
patronage.

THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones—Good
Western picture. Jones is a good bet for small
towns if kept in Westerns. —A. B. Bud, Opera
House, Arlington, la.—General patronage.

DICK TURPIN : Tom Mix—A good story and a
good star both ruined at the same time. Would
have been a wonderful picture for Fairbanks.
Tom sure did look pitiful. Business off 75 per cent
on this one. They want Tom in Westerns and
refuse to come to see him in highbrow pictures.

Six reels.—Fred M. Elkins, Youngs theatre,
Lexington, N. C.—General patronage.

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED: Special east—
Good picture but no drawing power. Ran it in

connection with school and just got by. Of
course, it’s another Fox special.—Jack Davis,
State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

Special to

Carl Anderson

I have been a silent reader of the

’’Herald” for a long time, but just

couldn’t help taking a hand in the

debate on “The Iron Horse” and
“The Covered Wagon.” Now you
have jumped Mr. F. J. O’Hara, one of

our brother exhibitors, because he
compared the two pictures. Well, I

say there is a comparison, both
similar and dissimilar.

“The Covered Wagon” shows the

hardship of blazing the first wagon
trail from east to west, and “The
Iron Horse” shows the hardships and
thrills of the blazing and building a

still greater trail and that was the first

Continental railway from east to west.

Now you have tried to knock “The
Iron Horse” by boosting “The Cover-
ed Wagon.” You talk as though Para-
mount must be paying you to boost
for them;for my part I think they had
better pay yon to keep still.

There’s no foundation to your argu-

ment at all as to which is the better

picture. You are just giving the
opinion of few of your patrons and of

your seemingly partial self. I have
played both pictures and I had more
satisfied patrons atid more good com-
ments on “The Iron Horse” than I

had on “The Covered Wagon.” Al-

though I had a much better run on
“The Wagon,” due to better and
more favorable conditions, in my
opinion no picture was ever given
the publicity that “The Covered
Wagon” was given. There has a

greater number of people seen “The
Wagon” than has ever seen “The Iron
Horse,” but still that doesn’t say it

is the best picture of the two. People
have bought more Ford cars than
any other car ever invented, but
that doesn’t say they are the best

car ever made, by any means. Let us

see why. Because Ford got the start

and the publicity, so it is with the

pictures in comparing the two, “The
Wagon” got the start and the public-

ity, being the first picture made of

that character.

For myself I think “The Iron

Horse” is more entertaining than
“The Covered Wagon” and all my
patrons thought so, so there you are.

Different pictures take to different

localities. Three cheers for ‘The
Iron Horse.” It cost more to build
an iron horse than it does to build a

wagon with a canvas cover. Come on
boys, let’s make this interesting.—C.

A. WARNER, Warner theatre, Circle-

ville, W. Va.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—
Fair.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—General patronage.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—
One of the poorest we have ever run. No story ;

no stars; poor print. If Mix and Jones would
leave Fox he would have to close shop and go to
work. Brother, lay off this one unless you have
a strong bank aceount. Six reels.—Fred M.
Elkins, Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General
patronage.

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA: Special cast
—This story of the last days of the Civil War
gave general satisfaction. Seven reels.—George
Benson. Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA: Special cast
—This picture is not what Fox would try to make
you believe. Probably will take with a high class

patronage, but not with ours. Lots of walkouts
on this and that sure doesn’t help business. Would
advise small towns to lay off this one. Seven

reels.—Basel Ferrari, Crown theatre, Cedar Point,

111.—Small town patronage.

THE HUNTED WOMAN: Special cast—Used
this picture on a Saturday night and flopped. No
drawing power in the title. Patrons did not like

it. Did not help name of James O. Curwood.—

-

Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.

—

General patronage.

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS: Buck Jones
—Another good one from Buck. He never makes
a poor one, it seems.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—The same
old story, Tom Mix and a Zane Grey and a packed
house. Outdrew "The Gold Rush” two to one and
left us a nice little sum for ourselves. Picture

business is a pleasure when they turn out like they
did on this one without giving the exchange all

the receipts. Seven reels.—Gunther & Metzger,
Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

TROUBLES OF A BRIDE: Special cast—Usual
Fox junk. Business nil. Misleading title and
posters.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N.
J.—General patronage.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones—A fair

Western. Five reels.—Giacomo Bros., Crystal

theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE ROUGHNECK: Special cast—Did just

ordinary on this.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,

Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

GOLD HEELS: Special cast—A fair race track

picture, but no special. Fox does not know what
a special is, but they make you pay for them.
Eight reels.—A. B. Bud, Opera House, Arlington,
la.—General patronage.

GOLD HEELS: Special cast—This is one of the

best on the 1924-25 grade of Fox specials. It has
everything for a Saturday night in a small town.
The last reel shows an exciting horse race that

made them yell long and loud. Six reels.—E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

TEETH: Tom Mix—I did not see all of this

one myself, but from reports of patrons it pleased

better than the average Mix and it drew extra
business. Seven reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty
theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

DANTE’S INFERNO: Special cast—An excellent

picture but way over their heads here. About
ninty per cent of them wanted to know what the
h— it was all about. Drew a little better than
average business for two nights. Six reels.—E.

M. Biddle. Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

OH YOU TONY: Tom Mix—Tom is way be-

hind some others for me in drawing power.—G.

J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General
patronage.

EAST LYNNE: Lou Tellegen—This good old

standard play went over as usual. So you can’t

fail with this one. Nine reels. Giacoma Bras.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—One of

the best Tom Mix pictures ever made. Pleased
fine, acting fine, story great, book it and boost

it and you will make no mistake. Did not draw
very well but is certainly no fault of the picture

Seven reels.—Basel Ferrari, Crown theatre, Cedar
Point, 111.—Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
HIS SECRETARY: Norma Shearer—Very good

Here is a picture that will please everyone and
it will keep them laughing all the time. Each
of the three principals do some mighty good work.
This is the best light comedy that we have played
in some time.—James D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre,

Indianapolis, Ind.—Down town patronage.

DON’T : Salley O’Neil—This name don’t mean
anything to the public, but say, if you can get
them in they will be entertained. They yelled ’till

they raised the roof about an inch. A ripping
good comedy.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

David City, Neb.—General patronage.

DON’T: Salley O’Neil—Very good comedy
drama. Something different than usual, but none
of the comedy dramas draw for me, not even
Harold Lloyd’s, so if any of the brother exhibitors
make good on comedy-dramas here is a knockout.
Keeps the folks in an uproar most of the time.

That shows they like it, but very few came to see

it here. Ran two nights. Seven reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW: Mae Murray—This one
is great. All pleased that saw it. Mae Murray
and John Gilbert do great acting. Step on it.

Ten reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE BLACK BIRD: Lon Chaney—Here’s a
crook drama that holds them spellbound 'til the
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last fadeout. Ran this same time as New York
Capitol and got in a few extra that hardly ever

come to my show for fear they will not see a new
show. So I advertised that it is running at New
York Capitol and got a few of those that want the

latest, although they never get interested in any-
thing older. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

OLD CLOTHES: Jackie Coogan—Drew excel-

lent business and gave the best of satisfaction.

Jackie Coogan sure good in this. Very good
comedy-drama. Good cast. The kind of pictures

that the whole family can enjoy. Six reels.—R.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

OLD CLOTHES Jackie Coogan—Picture very

good. As good as anything Coogan has made.

—

Harold Youngren, State theatre, Two Harbors,
Minn.—General patronage.

THE TOWER OF LIES: Lon Chaney—Poorest
Chaney yet. Good picture but way below the

average for these stars. Chaney and Shearer
acting good. Plot not pleasing. Seven reels.

—

Kreighbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester,

Ind.—General patronage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Extra good program
picture. Acting of stars fine. Pleased my.
audience Many compliments on picture. Held
interest from first flash to fadeout. An excep-
tionally interesting picture which is true to life,

portraying life and habits of Eastern Mountain
folk. Print in best of condition. Interesting story

unfolds as picture progresses. Six reels.—C. E.

Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General
partonage.

SUN UP: Conrad Nagel—Someone reported
that this picture was below Metro-Goldwyn's
standard. Perhaps it is, but our patrons were
well pleased. Story is different from average run
and deals with the rough people of the hills in

the days of the World War. Price right and film

okay. Seven reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace
theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Best Keaton ever
made. Couldn’t get ’em out to see it, though.
Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

GO WEST: Buster Keaton—Buster always gets
me the money. I run every Keaton I can get hold
of because he gets the money. “Go West” is a
comedy drama you will never forget if you run it.

Something new in comedies. Buster is good on
his new tricks and he sure can find them and the
public likes them.—Walter Gerrit, Eagle theatre,

Westville, 111.—General patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
Stewart—Peter B. Kyne’s famous story wonder-
fully portrayed on the screen. Follows the book
closer than the average book picture. Anita
Stewart’s acting great. Some very pretty south
sea sceneiy. Metro-Goldwyn product pleases.

Eight reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT: Claire Windsor—This
picture went over big. An exceedingly clever
production. Step on this, get them in and you’ll

get in good with your patrons. Seven reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

ZANDER THE GREAT : Marion Davies—

A

very good picture that went over good. Seven
reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Busi-
ness very good on this and the patronage was
warranted, as it was a splendid picture well pro-
duced and well acted. Pleased 100 per cent.

Seven reels.—George W. Lee, Paramount theatre,

Okanogan, Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—Fel-
lows, here’s a “pippin.” Drew well and pleased.

Will stand a hike in price. Seven reels.—S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton—Very poor
on Tuesday and Wednesday. Very good, six reels

of Buster Keaton’s fun, but seems when I get a
good show they try the worst way not to see it.

That’s the way it came out with this one. Some-
thing different in comedy drama and it is a real

one at that. Six reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre,

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MIDSHIPMAN : Ramon Novarro—An ex-

cellent production and a picture that holds the

interest from start to finish. If you have not

run this one, do so. Eight reels.—W. G. Sturdi-

vant, Pearl theatre. Highland Park, 111.—General

patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Special cast—Played it

Feb. 21-22. A wonderful picture for Washington’s

Birthday or any other day. Pleased all. Many
came back second night. Every exhibitor should

play it for two reasons : A duty to your coun-

Special to

Al Christie

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin
—A good comedy drama. You don't

have to be afraid to book this one,

and when you run it, follow it up
with uMadame Behave” and you won’t
be sorry. Al Christie is sure coming
to the front with his comedy-dramas.
Lead them, Christie; the others will

follow, as comedy-dramas are what
the public wants just now. It may
not last long. Seven reels.

—

WALTER GERRIT, Eagle theatre,

Westville, 111.

try ; a money maker for yourselves. Eleven reels.

—Edward Lawlor, Harriet theatre, Hardin, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies—This is

one of the best shows I ever screened. With
proper music it can be put over any place, and
everyone should see this production. It pleased
for me 100 per cent. Nine reels.—W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa.—General patronage.

JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies—An out-
standing feature filled with historical events.
Educational, instructive and filled with high moral
and a good romance story. Advertise it big and
reduce the price of admittance to all school chil-

dren and you will win. Ten reels.—O. C. Brauch,
Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—General pat-
ronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION: Norma Shearer-
Day after Xmas. Not so big. Picture O. K.

—

G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION : Norma Shearer—

-

One of the most pleasing comedies we have shown
in months and one that was thoroughly enjoyed
by the audience. Had many favorable comments.
Norma Shearer very good but Cody was in a part
not usual for him. Seven reels.—George W. Lee,

Paramount theatre, Okanogan, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE RAG MAN : Jackie Coogan—A very good
Coogan and will bring out all the kiddies. Six
reels.—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, Iowa.
—General patronage.

UNSEEING EYES: Special cast—A big nine
reel show. A Canadian picture. I didn’t see it

but friends told me it was fine, had action and a
fine climax. My operator, an old showman, said

it was a real summer feature, as it contained
great snow scene6. I can't say whether this is

big enough to run as a special at raised prices

or not. We ran it Friday, Saturday at 25c-10c to

under normal attendance due to other local enter-

tainment.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon.
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast^A
splendid entertainment. Fine story ; great cast

;

clean entertainment that pleased them all.-—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Alice Terry—Now here

is what I call a real good picture. Not as big as

some but better entertainment than 90 per cent

of the so-called super-specials. This picture has

a cast of real stars who do their work in fine style.

The scenery is very beautiful, but it hasn’t a thing

on Alice Terry. Don’t pass this one up if you
haven’t played it. Drew extra business for us

and pleased all. Eight reels.—M. G. Price, Nov-
elty theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

OUR HOSPITALITY: Buster Keaton—One of

Buster’s best. Always sure of a good house when
we advertise a Keaton feature. Seven reels.—H.

J. Wardwell, Dinslow theatre, Stockton Springs,

Me.—Small town patronage.

ROMOLA: Special cast—A great picture.

While it is a costume picture, it is great enter-

tainment and will please church people, as it is

an historical play. Wonderful scenery and acting

of a large cast of players. Eleven reels.—C. E.

Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General

patronage.

THE RED LILY : Ramon Novarro—A very

good picture. Pleased our people very much.

Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

ALONG CAME RUTH: Viola Dana—The poor-

est presentation we have ever seen the clever

Viola do. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal the-

atre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE RAG MAN: Special cast—Did fair on

Xmas Day.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota,

N. J.—General patronage.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE: Special cast—Good
picture with some laughs. Will please average

audience. Six reels.—Kreighbaum Bros., Char-

Bell theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—General patronage.

Paramount
THE WANDERER: Special cast—I believe

the best Biblical story that has yet been filmed.

Massive in production. True to life, a heart in-

terest story all the way. Done by characters who
act and look the parts. A credit to the industry

and to Paramount pictures. It is hard to imag-

ine that a company that can make a picture

like “The Wanderer” would be responsible for

such stuff as “A Kiss For Cinderella” and “Hands

Up.” Run it three days to pretty good business.

It is a picture that will more than please the big

class that like this style of story.—Ben L. Morris,

Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard

Dix—Boys, when I say this is very good, I haven’t

said nothing yet. The acting of Dix is marvel-

ous. Ending rather sad. If you can’t put this

one over close up. Ten reels.—J. E. Draginis,

Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard

Dix—A big picture, nearly as good as "The Cov-

ered Wagon,” and much better than “The Pony
Express.” You can make some money on this

one. Ten reels.—Geo. Marlow, Washington the-

atre, Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Richard

Dix—It’s everything they told us it was. Played

against “The Merry Widow” and am perfectly

satisfied with the results from a box office stand-

point. Ten reels.—Guy S. Abbott, Homeline

theatre, Estelline, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—

A

whale of a picture when it comes to a produc-

tion and the fine way the subject matter of

story is handled, and say, the cast is sure on

the job right straight through, and the storm is

probably the biggest ever shown. But they did

not come out to see it. Less than average busi-

ness, three days. Ten reels.—W. H. Brenner,

Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patron-

age.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—Ex-
cellent picture to poorest business I have ever

had on a special. The paper they sent out was
rotten. Ten reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,

Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—Well,

the legs were grand. Everyone that saw it liked

it very much. It made me think of my old tab-

loid show days. It was a hard picture for me to

get over to the public. 1 didn’t get them in, and

it was not the fault of the picture, either. The
cyclone scene was worth the admission price

alone, and believe me we could get along with

Miss Dempster if she would move out to our

town. I think she is wonderful, and I think it

is universal in Neligh. Ten reels.—Walt Bradley,

Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town patron-

age.

THAT ROYLE GIRL: Carol Dempster—“A
jazz picture now and then is relished by the best

of men.” So thought my patrons, who voted this a

rip snorter. (I didn’t see it, being in bed). True

it nearly caused angina pectoris for the Rex
staff, fearful of what Mrs. Grundy might say :

but up to date no arrests have been made and
if the ministers don’t burst forth in song next

Sunday all will be well. We put on a seven

piece jazz orchestra which kept all on their toes

during the dance scenes and then the cyclone act

knocked ’em cold. This took like small pox in

an Injun camp and the second night was extra

good, despite a 50-25 entrance fee. Evidently

Dave knew how to mix the hokum medicine.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—
Curwood’s novel made into pleasing picture.

Drew good business. Seven reels.—P, G. Estee,

S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE PASSIONATE ADVENTURE: Alice

Joyce—A good picture, well mounted. Eight

reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
-—Small town patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—Fair scenic.

Story very ordinary. Neither star was given

opportunity to show their ability. Why doesn’t

Paramount give us more pictures like “Back
Home and Broke” with Meighan? Comments
from patrons only fair, and in Irish community
at that. Seven reels.—R. M. Bernau, King the-

atre, Ida Grove, Iowa.—General patronage.

IRISH LUCK: Thomas Meighan—This is a

k
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very good show with wonderful scenery. It will

please where Meighan is liked, and has a good
Irish story. Seven reels.—W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, Iowa.—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—
This is another case of just a fair Western, but
Paramount makes a yell about it being a special.

Also got all the money. Not a special by any
means. Eight reels.—A. B. Bud Opera House,
Arlington, la.—General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special casL-
Barely made me price of feature. Bad weather
and season no doubt contributing their share
(2nd week in Dec.) Feature nothing to rave
about.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—General patronage.

A KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe Men-
jou—A good comedy drama that seemed to please
everyone. Six reels.—Geo. J. Kosatka, Grove the-

atre, Fox River Grove, 111.—Small town patron-
age.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE: Greta Nissen—
Enjoyable light drama of young mechanic who
returns to home in France after ten years.

Bulwer Lytton’s play “Lady of Lyons.” Six
reels.—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, parker, S. D.
—Small town patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—Good for

the Westerns fans and some beautiful Western
scenery. Not to be compared, however, with
“The Thundering Herd,” “North of ’36” or “The
Pony Express.” Just a good average Paramount
Western, Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoam Wis.—Small town patronage.

EAST OF SUEZ: Pola Negri—I consider this

a very poor picture. Pola Negri is not liked here.

I advise all small town exhibitors to pay for this

and leave it in the exchange. Played this as a
double feature with Jack Hoxie in “Daring
Chances” and saved my business. Seven reels.

—

James LeRicheux, Arcade theatre, Camden, N. J.

—General patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—
was a good picture that pleased but did not draw
as well as it should. Folks did not get the title.

Had they known it was an out-of-door drama
with comedy and action, business would have
been better. Seven reels.—G. G. Estee, S. T.
theatre, Parker, S. D.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson

—

A very good Western picture. Should have had
a good Western title and would have drawn the
men in more. Six reels.—Geo. J. Kosatka, Grove
theatre, Fox River Grove, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—
Here is one of the best of the Greater Forty.
In fact one of the best small town bets of the
year. This will please 100 per cent if you can
get them in. Paramount spoiled the advertising
from the 24 sheet down. The title will draw
them away, as will the advertising, but the pic-

ture will please if you can get them in. Step
on this one and you will please them all. Seven
reels.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,
Idaho.—General patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniel—Consider-
ing Saturday before Christmas this did very well.

Bebe is liked here.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,
Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

MARRY ME: Florence Vidor—We showed this

on Saturday night and pleased the grownups, but
the youngsters did not like it, due to its lack of
action. It is a good comedy feature. Six reels.

—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

—

General patronage.

HANDS UP: Raymond Griffith—Rot, rot. Mr.
Lasky, who told you the public ever wanted such
nonsense as this? It is miles over the heads of
the movie mass, who do not know what it is all

about. Raymond Griffith, Mack Swain, Montagu
Love, Virginia Lee Corbin, real actors wasted to
boost a lot of drivel. Barring one or two clever
tricks by Griffith it is dry, monotonous rot. Had
more people walk out on this than any picture
we have shown in many months.—Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.—General patronage.

IN LOVE WITH LOVE: Special cast^Fairly
good.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN: Richard Dix—Just fair.

Story of bank cashier, his wife and an assistant
cashier who, successful on the stock market,
spends money on the cashier’s wife. The cashier
to keep his wife in the style she demands steals
some bonds from the bank. Everybody concerned
is unhappy. Sympathy is divided between men.
The men and women of our town kept away caus-
ing a total loss. Some day perhaps I will get
it firmly planted in my head that my people do
not like society program pictures and I should not
buy these pictures. I need either an infusion of
iron in my blood to make me hard boiled when the

Special to

Carl Laemmle
TELE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli

—This one is certainly a fitting

tribute to Carl Laemmle’s “20th Ani-

versary” of fair dealing to the ex-

hibtor. Naturally, the usual com-
plaints from those who had read the
book. The actors all took their parts

well. Have heard nothing but favor-

able comments from our particular
class of patrons. Thanks, Carl. Ditto
to Lefholtz and Strickland at Omaha
exchange, even if the latter did switch
comedies on us. Eight reels. —
RALPH K. RUSSELL, The Pastime
theatre, Cushing, la.

film peddler heaves in sight, or perhaps a guar-
dian. I am absolutely sure that I am an E. Z.

mark and if the “Herald” ever starts an E. Z.

mark club, put me down as No. 1.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Slamon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Special cast—-Fair entertaining domestic comedy.—G. J. Rit-

ter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—This
pleased large per cent. Seven reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE SPLENDID CRIME: Bebe Daniels—

A

good program picture. Bebe is getting better all

the time. I have no trouble in putting her pic-

tures over. It is just a program picture with a
good star and priced right. Six reels.—Geo.
Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

LORD JIM: Percy Marmont—A good program
picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO: Betty Bronson—Fairly
good entertainment.—G. J. Ritter, Regent thea-

tre, Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO: Betty Bronson| Per-
sonally I liked the picture. My patrons just so-

so. Just another picture. Did not draw.—S. R.
Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—General
patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels—
unusually well made comedy drama. Kept our
house laughing all the time. Seven reels.

—

Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre. Lake View,
Iowa.—General patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe Daniels—

I

have seen quite a number of good reports on this

picture and I had seen the picture before I run
it. Consider it only fair. It did not draw an
ordinary business.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre,

Montpelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

EVE’S SECRET: Special cast—My patrons
seemed to like this one. Nothing big but good
entertainment.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—-General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Special
cast—Not too strong a vehicle for Tom. Off sea-

son, business light.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,

Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan—Very good. A real picture. Will please
all classes of people. Seven reels.—C. W. Docter,
May theatre, Mayville, Wis.—General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—This
picture went over big two days. A 100 per cent
picture. They all raved about it. Book it and
advertise it strong. You will fill all your seats

to capacity. Good box office bet. Ten reels.

—

Phil. Billiet, Coliseum theatre, Annawan, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Ricardo Cortez—

A

truly wonderful production from every angle, but
it pulled only about 25 per cent as many admis-
sions as “The Covered Wagon” and I worked
hard on the advertising too. Am not kicking at
that as I showed a profit and that’s always bet-
ter than red ink. I’ll say so. Ten reels—E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—Small town
patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: Special cast—Al-
though I read a good many praise this very much,
I barely made expenses in two days. Good West-
ern.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
-—General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—One of
the best I’ve ever seen this star in. Six reels.

—

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze—Good
high class Western but not as good as “The
Covered Wagon.” Did not draw half the busi-
ness that "The Wagon” did. Rental entirely too
high. Ten reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan.

FLOWER OF NIGHT : Pola Negri—It was
a good picture, but sure flopped at the box
office. I don’t believe that my patrons figured
that it would be an outdoor picture or it would
not have flopped so bad. I wish that Para-
mount would can her and Gloria Swanson or get
their pictures down to where a small town can
afford to run them. Six reels.—Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

NEW BROOMS: Special cast—The picture is

fair but like many other pictures of this type
it did not draw.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier, Idaho.—General patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES: Richard Dix-—A fairly
good picture but not the kind for Dix. Too much
foreign stuff to make the picture go over well.
Six reels.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre.
Union, Ore.—Small town patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?—Betty Bronson—

A

very amusing picture in which Betty Bronson
qualifies as a clever little actress. Seven reels.

—

George Benson. Community theatre, Minneota,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?: Florence Vidor—
You will be surprised how good this picture is.

Nice clean comedy. Everyone pleased. Seven
reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—We ran
this two days and pleased our audience very
much. Esther Ralston made a very pretty female
lead and I certainly want to see more of her.
Miss Ralston and Dix made a good couple. The
auto race set the kids wild. Seven reels.—C. A.
Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General
patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix—-Very
good. Our house sounded like a country fair
when the old constable got into action. Book it

and your people will like it and you will be sat-
isfied with box office. Seven reels.—Phil. Billiet,

Coliseum theatre, Annawan, 111.—General patron-
age.

MADAM SANS GENE: Gloria Swanson—

A

complete flop for us. Did not make film rental
appeal. 20 per cent. Ten reels.—J. E. Draginis,
Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Lois Wilson—Not much
to this one. Patrons expected more action. Rath-
er drags. Don’t promise much. Seven reels.

—

J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.

—

General patronage.

RUGGED WATERS: Special cast—I don’t
think this a credit to the producer or the direc-
tor. Ran it for a Boy Scout benefit so cannot
tell what business it would bring.—G. J. Ritter,
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General patron-
age.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK: Special cast—
Some time ago I saw an item in a trade paper
saying brains were needed in the industry and
after seeing this I thoroughly agree with the
writer. Of all the silly, crazy stuff in this.
Might make a fair two reel comedy but nothing
more. Receipts not up to expenses.—G. J. Ritter,
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General patron-
age.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK: Esther Ralston—Lavishly staged, well acted, but overshot the
heads of audiences. Seven reels.—Kreighbaum
Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A good
comedy drama. Griffith getting funnier with each
picture. Good luck to you, Mr. Griffith. Seven
reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Anna Q. Nils-
son—Fair picture but rotten film. Paramount
sure takes the fur lined bath tub when it comes
to rotten prints. Seven reels.—A. B. Bud, Opera
House, Arlingtton, la.—General patronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD; Anna Q. Nils-
son—Just a fair picture. No compliments nor
criticisms either. Pleased about 50 per cent.
Slim attendance. Eight reels.—Paramount Thea-
tres Company, Okanogan, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan—Busi-
ness poor on account basketball games. Person-
ally I think Tom has made much better pictures
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than this. Didn't hear any comments on it.

Seven reels.—S. G. Hide.—Photoply theatre, Ash-
land, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond Griffith—
Our patrons like this star. Picture has plenty of
action. Betty Compson very clever in her part.

—R. M. Bernau, King theatre, Ida Grove, Iowa.

—

General patronage.

THE SWAN: Special cast—A fair feature pic-

ture but not of a kind to please our patrons.

Quite a few walked out. Royal lovemaking not
relished by our audience. Slim attendance both
nights. Six reels.—C. C. Ervin, Paramount thea-

tre, Okanogan, Wash.—Small town patronage.

NEW LIVES FOR OLD: Betty Compson—
This is a good picture, good plot, well acted,

about 75 per cent pleasure. Poor drawing power
on account of title. Betty Compson sure did some
real stuff in this one. A story based on the
World War. Seven reels.—C. A. Warner, War-
ner theatre, Circleville, W. Va.—Small town pat-

ronage.

ADVENTURE: Tom Moore—This is a fine pic-

ture and took well with our patrons. Acting ex-

cellent. story great, and a real drawing card.

Would advise small towns to book this one and
step on it. Seven reels.—Basel Farrari, Crown
theatre, Cedar Point, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Antonio Moreno—
Not as good as many Zane Grey pictures we
have had. Seven reels.—Giaeoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION: Special cast—This is

a real good Western, one that will draw for

small towns. Zane Grey’s productions always
draw for me. Did some business on this one,

despite the cold weather. The story has been
widely read and they all want to see it. Book it,

and boost.— C. A. Warner, Warner theatre, Circle-

ville, W. Va.—Small town patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Owen Moore—Here is

just the picture I wanted. Has a little of
everything. Comedy, thrills, etc. It has plenty
of comedy and fine story. Had a 2 reel comedy
run with this picture and would call it a 100

per cent program picture. It made me some
money and had to pack ’em in two nights. Seven
reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines Circuit theatre,

Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast. Pos-
sibly this would have been good if I could have
had a decent print as it was my patrons didn’t

like it. Seven reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST: Tom Moore—A dandy
good Western on the higher class type. Plenty
in this picture to make it 100 per cent. Seven
reels.—A. H. Roper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt—

A

good small town picture. Everybody knows we
exhibitors say too much about the good pictures

and forget to report on the bum ones, like

“Tiger Love” and “The Sainted Devil." Eight
reels.—C. A. Warner, Warner theatre, Circleville,

W. Va.—Small town patronage.

LOST, A WIFE : Adolphe Menjou—A silly lot

of nothing. People walked out on this one and
remarked it was the silliest thing they had ever
seen for a long time. If it had not been for
Felix the Cat we would have been razzed to

death. All like Felix, and thanks to him—he
saved the day. Six reels.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds
theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—
Did very very good for me 3 days. Still I could
tell the difference between this and “The Covered
Wagon.” One was run as a roadshow in next
town at $1.50 top 3 days. This at 50 cents top
for 5 1-2 days—difference to me about $100. (less).

—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—

General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—
Great picture, splendidly staged and liked by
everyone. Made some real money on this one.
Ten reels.—Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall,
Loxley, Ala.—Small town patronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK: Adolphe Menjou—

A

dandy good picture. Menjou is well liked by our
people. Many favorable comments on this one.
Pleased 99 per cent. Six reels.—A. H. Roeper,
Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Special
cast—A Zane Grey of about the average of his

pictures. They are all good and draw good at
the box office. They have been so good for my
town that I went back on the list and bought
all of them. I find this about them, they please
my “died in the wool” western fans, and that
they also please my high brows, so I get them
all in at once.—Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre,

Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Special by

Request

OUTSIDE THE LAW: Special
cast—The best crook drama that I

have ever seen, and I have been look-
ing at them for twelve years. Brother
Exhibitors, if you like this kind of
a picture, let me tell you I think it

is great. Just head and shoulders
above anything in this line.—J. W.
SCHMIDT, Grand theatre, Breese,
111 .

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas Meighan—Far
below Meighan’s Usual standardi Seven reels.—

•

S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:
Jack Holt—One of Paramount’s best. The beau-
tiful coloring won applause. Don’t miss show-
ing this feature. Seven reels.—J. H. Wardwell,
Dinslow theatre, Stockton Springs, Me.—Small
town patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL: Bebe Daniels—This is

very good entertainment. It was a good story
with a part that suits Bebe Daniels to a “t”.
Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minnesota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE ALASKAN : Thomas Meighan—Not so

good. Some nice scenery but not a Meighan pic-

ture at all. Did not please here. Seven reels.

—

C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

OPEN ALL NIGHT: Viola Dana—Poor pic-

ture and poor business. In fact, I think this is

about as poor as you can get. If you have it

for your patrons, play this and they will stay out
for awhile. Eight reels.—C. A. Kelley, Rex
theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—Just town

business. Roads bad. Played too many small
towns around us. If you haven’t played it yet,

buy it cheap. You will get by. Seven reels.

—

Frank C. Bartels, Community theatre, Heyworth,
111.—Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Nothing new
or original in this report. Good business, good
comedy, high price, split-pay Pathe. Nobody but
Lloyd could induce me to sign contracts like his

and it does sound pretty good to hear the old

house rocking with merriment. I do think,

though, that he or his company would get al-

most as rich if they had a heart, but if we
fall for it, why should they worry ? Seven
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN : Harold Lloyd—3 days to

just good business. Owing to a smart percentage
contract the exchange got what I was rightfully

entitled to after the risk I took and expenses and
work involved.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,

Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Real good picture

of its kind which failed to draw for me. Story
pretty weak. Six reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia
theatre, Athens, O.—General patronage.

KING OF WILD HORSES: Rex—Good picture
but not very much kick to it. Pleased about 75
per cent. Six reels.—O. C. Braunch, Community
theatre, Fargo, Okla.—General patronage.

DR. JACK : Harold Lloyd—A good feature
comedy at the right price. This one will bring
them back twice.—G. A. Warner, Warner theatre,

Circleville, W. Va.—Small town patronage.

Preferred
FAINT PERFUME: Seena Owen—We had a

faint crowd on this one. It certainly is no pic-

ture for a Saturday night in a small town, or
any other night for that matter. A very poor
show to my way of looking at it. Seven reels.—

-

C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa..

—

General patronage.

THE VIRGINIAN: Kenneth Harlan—Picture
old but print in good shape. Used on Friday
and Saturday and seemed to please regular fans.

Not much action and about two reels too long.

Heard no complaints from our patrons so we are
satisfied. Eight reels.—Gunther & Metzger, palace
theatre, Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

Pro. Dist. Corp.
BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRoque—Good picture.

Drew fairly well and pleased 95 per cent.—L.
M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—

General patronage.

BRAVEHEART: Rod LaRoque—You can’t go
wrong on this one. It’s a peach. Splendid cast,

beautiful scenery, fine story. Seven reels.—W. G.
Sturdivant, Pearl theatre. Highland Park, 111.

—

General patronage.

MADAME BEHAVE : Special cast—-A very
good comedy-drama. If your patrons like comedy
dramas you can't go wrong in booking this one.
Six reels.—Walter Gerritt, Eagle theatre, West-
ville, 111.—General patronage.

SIMON THE JESTER: Special cast—First rate
program picture. Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod LaRoque—

A

splendid picture in every way. We flopped at
the box office on account of weather but the
picture is O. K.—Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

HELL’S HIGHROAD: Special cast—Not so
good. Just a fair program picture. Hard to sell

to the customers. Seven reels.—Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—This
was my first Harry Carey and he brought the
house down. The Western was above the aver-
age and the customers are calling for more.
Five reels.—L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre, Kilgore,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

BEYOND THE BORDER: Harry Carey—This
boy Harry can still shake a wicked six and this

is a real Western action go with good comedy
relief. Five reels.—Guy S. Abbott, Homeline
theatre, Estelline, S. D.—Small town patronage.

STOP FLIRTING: Wanda Hawley—A very
good comedy drama. A picture that will please

them. Jack Duffy plays a good part. You’ve
got to give it to Christie for comedy dramas. Ran
it for a high school benefit and they were pleased.

Six reels.—Walter Gerrit, Eagle theatre, West-
ville, III.—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—Extra good
comedy ; although old it sure pleased our crowds
for two nights. Eight reels.—Wilcox, Miller,

Lake View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General
patronage.

THE CRIMSON RUNNER: Priscilla Dean—
Monday night poor business owing to very cold

weather. This picture is a very fine little pro-

gram. Better in fact than many of the high
priced pictures with special tacked onto them.
More real action in these five reels than in

many of the eight reel specials. Buy “The Crim-
son Runner.” Five reels.—P. W. Quinlan, ideal

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—This
comedy is as good as any Lloyd comedy, but
don’t draw as well. Every show man should
run this for two nights. If you get any kind
of a crowd on the first night they will go away
satisfied and advertise for the second night. Nine
reels.—C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis.
-—General patronage.

WITHOUT MERCY: Special cast—Mighty
good picture. Pleased my patrons.—Jack Davis,

State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—General patron-

age.

TROUPING WITH ELLEN: Helen Chadwick
-—Pretty good program picture. Six reels.

—

Kreighbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester,

N. Y.—General patronage.

STOP FLIRTING: Special cast—Very good
comedy. Many pronounced it funnier than
“Charley’s Aunt.” If you want to give them a
good laugh, show them this one. Six reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minnesota.
Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT HAWK: Harry Carey—Fair pro-

gram picture. I’ve run better pictures of Carey
but my patrons enjoyed it very much. Seven
reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Milwau-
kee, Wis.-—General patronage.

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—This one
is a scream from start to finish. Played it sec-

ond run in town to the best business for a long
time.—Bob Wood, Garden theatre, Portsmouth,
O.—General patronage.

NOT ONE TO SPARE: Special cast—Held ’em
out on this picture. The rental price was fair.

It’s the cleanest mother picture I’ve ever shown.
Five reels.—Frank J. Sutter, Lincoln theatre,

Milwaukee, Wis—General patronage.

ROARING RAILS: Harry Carey—Many fav-

vorable comments on this. More in fact, than
for many moons.—Louis A. VanAlstyne, Quality

theatre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.
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SILENT SANDERSON: Harry Carey—Monday
night to splendid business. Carey’s pictures al-

ways get the crowd here. In my opinion Harry
Carey comes as near the old time Western cow
puncher as anyone who plays the part. It is safe

to recommend any picture he plays in. Six
reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

United Artists
TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart—I just

can’t understand it folks. Here is a reproduc-
tion of the opening of the “Cherokee Strip” that
is great with Bill at his best. Played two nights
at 10 and 35 cents, about $40. Just one more
United Artists to play. No more for me.—Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, Iowa—Gen-
eral patronage.

TUMBLEWEEDS: William S. Hart.—A good
historical picture with plenty of action to please
the most of your Western fans, and history

enough to please the others. Every show in

Oklahoma should show it, it is Oklahoma history

put into a mighty interesting picture. The price

is a little high, so buy it right and step on the
advertising.—Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre,

Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—We ran this two
days at increased admission to poor attendance.
I don’t know why, as it is a dandy picture all

the way through. I thought it was his best.

Eleven reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Naz-
areth, Pa.—General patronage.

DON Q: Douglas Fairbanks—A great picture.

Nothing better made. Story fine. Douglas the
same always. Just one step ahead of the best

of them. The picture gave 100 per cent satis-

faction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford.—
Saturday night to crowded house. The years
don’t seem to rob America’s sweetheart of any
of her charms. She is still the same captivating
kid that won her way into the great heart of

American filmdom years ago. Ten reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

Special to

Harry Langdon
THE SEA SQUAWK: Harry

Langdon—It is not often that I report

on a comedy subject, as I still believe

that a comedy is just a comedy. How-
ever, I show a two reel comedy on
every program, but right here we have
a scream. One of those kind that

makes you laugh right out loud.

Harry Langdon, you sure go over big
in this and here’s my best wishes.

Two reels.—W. H. BRENNER, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

two more to play.—Dr. F. M. Childs, The Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY: Douglas
Fairbanks—Thursday to a nice business. This is

one of Doug’s old ones, but better than many
of the new ones. It has the pulling power of

porous plaster and that is all an exhibitor needs
to know about hny picture. Six reels.—P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

THE LOVE FLOWER: Richard Barthelemess
—A little old but new in this section so got good
attendance. Why not omit the year of copyright?
This is misleading and makes the audience think
it is an old picture. Excellent production and
well done but the posters were almost indecent.

200 seats 10 and 25 cents. Seven reels.—-H. A.
Woodward, Hall theatre. Hill, N. H.—High class

patronage.

SUDS: Mary Pickford—Not very much to this

picture. No action. Nothing. I call these regu-

lar program. Not for special as the United
Artist sell them to me as. Five Reels.—Nicho-
lases Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Ut.
—General patronage.

A SIX SHOOTING ROMANCE: Jack Hoxie—
This is another one of Jack Hoxie’s good ones.

He is very popular with my clientele. It’s a
dandy Western. Five reels.—W. G. Sturdivant,

Pearl theatre. Highland Park, 111.—General

patronage.

STELLA MARIS: Mary Philbin—Very good
acting and not so good to look at. In some
places a little too gruesome, but what can you
do if you have to bring out the characters in

the story ? Business poorest this winter. Not
much of the Jewel kind is this one. Fair pro-

gram for anyone. Seven reels.—R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE: Art Acord—Went
over big. Plenty of action and different from
the usual Westerns. If your patrons like West-
erns you can’t go wrong on this one. Admis-
sion 10 and 25 cents. Five reels.—Fred M. El-

kins, Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General
patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—Poor business. An elaborate melodrama
well produced, but a frost with us. One third

of a house the first night and less the second.

Did not take in enough both nights to pay film

rental. Lost more on this much touted picture

than on any other in two years. We confess

to paying twice what it was worth for which
we blame only ourselves. We are getting very
tired of paying long prices for alleged specials

and then turning over the gross receipts to

some producer that our vaunted prestige may not
suffer. Since showing “The Phantom of The
Opera” have made up our weak mind that if

we can’t buy a picture at a price that will give

us a chance to at least break even we will prefer

to lose a little prestige rather than any more
money. Seven reels.—George W. Lee, Paramount
theatre, Okanogan, Wash.—Small town patron-
age.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Sunday
night to good business. This one is a rip snorter.

Free of action. Full of everything to make the
kids howl their heads off. It will please many
of the older ones also. It is a good small town
buy. Six reels.—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,

Chateaugay, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Not up
to Hoot's usual standard. Failed to draw. Six
reels.—S. G. Ihde, photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES: Hoot Gib-
son—A fair Hoot picture. Not as good as he
makes them, but it will get the money. The star

alone can’t make a picture. You got to give them
stories also or you will kill the star. Six reels.

—Walter Gerrit, Eagle theatre, Westville, 111.

—

General patronage.

WESTERN PLUCK: Art Acord—Come on
Art, You didn’t even get the kids. Snap ’em
up or the other seven will flop. Dr. F. M. Childs,

Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

WINE: Clara Bow—I thought this was a dandy
picture, or what there was left of it. Print we
received on this picture was terrible and the

picture seemed disconnected and incoherent. It

went way over the heads of our patrons be-

cause it was hard to follow due to bad shape.

Let’s have better prints, Universal. Seven reels.

—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

BUSTIN’ THROUGH: Jack Hoxie—A fairly

good Western. Not much drawing power. Five
reels.—C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE GOOSE WOMAN : Jack Pickford—A dandy
Rex Beech story made into a pleasing picture.

Eight reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre,

Athens, O.—General patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Josie Sedg-

wick—Best we have had of Josie’s. She is abso-

lutely no good as an actress. Her long features

and 2 reelers are all on the same order. When
you see one you see them all. Five reels.—C.

W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters—Not much to this

one. It did not seem to please at all. Seven
reels.—E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens,

O.—General patronage.

BUTTERFLY : Laura La Plante—A good pro-

gram picture. Seven reels.—Kreighbaum Bros.,

Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—General

patronage.

SIEGE : Special cast—For me a poor drawing
card. No one seemed to have read the story and
I asked several book readers so as to find out.

It is the poorest Jewel I have played. It is not

a poor picture, there are lots worse, and it will go
over for one night. Seven reels.—H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE: Hoot Gibson—

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford.—
Goodby Mary. “Little Annie” was great but
United and Mary got the receipts. I wish you
much joy with your $100,000,000 adventure, but
you are not the Mary you used to be, not for me.
—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—

General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford.—
Mary in her old fashioned and best way of acting
puts this over in good shape. Pleased 80 per
cent. Ten reels.—Karl B. Gast, Argonne theatre,

Akron, Ind.—General patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Pickford.—
Very good but I barely made expenses. There is

no use in the village picture house trying to

put on a picture when the price is too high. A
person’s time and energy should be worth some-
thing. Ten reels.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre. Union, Ore.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—The big-

est flop in recent years. Makes a sick box office

have a back-set. No good for small towns at
outrageous prices United Artists are asking. Did
not take in anywhere near rental price in three
days. Advertised heavy, roads and weather fine,

but people failed to show up. Nine out of every
ten reports in the “Herald” stated that “The
Gold Rush” didn’t register, and yet we let a
salesman talk us into buying this picture when
we almost knew it was a flop for a small town.
Paid too much and unless they come across with
an adjustment it’s goodbye United Artists as

far as the Palace theatre in Syracuse is con-

cerned. When these big stars get so they want
to hog it all, then it is time to look elsewhere
for entertainment. The public is getting wiser.

Ten reels.—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH: Charley Chaplin—If you
can buy this cheap play it. I have run continu-
ous in this City since 1908 and this was the first

big loss I ever had. It’s a flop. Absolutely don't

let ’em kid you.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,

Villisca, la.—General patronage.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford—Very good picture, but too old. It

pleased 90 per cent. A good Educational pic-

ture. I charged 25 and 10 cents. Played it

on a Sunday night. Ten reels.—Phil. Billiet,

Coliseum theatre, Annawan, 111.—General patron-
age.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST: Special cast—Be-
ing an old trooper and army man, I enjoyed
Fields and the old army game, but the people
couldn’t see it. Another time United Artists
and Griffith got the receipts. It flopped. Only

Universal
HIS PEOPLE: Rudolph Schildkraut—Boy, oh

boy, here is a picture that con not be beat for

good wholesome entertainment. The acting of

Schildkraut and balance of cast the finest ever
run on my screen. My patrons raved about it.

Brother Exhibitors, don’t miss this one. If you
don’t have it bought, be sure and get it and
don’t be afraid to boost it to the limit. The
picture will back you. Can be bought right. Take
a tip and run it. Nine reels. C. E. Kuhn,
Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General patron-

age.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—A riot ! Best Denny yet, was the opin-

ion here, and it certainly is there and over. Otis

Harlan does his share and more in this one, too.

Should be a box office tonic in any sort of town
or house. Seven reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES: Reginald
Denny—A very peppy and unusually entertain-

ing comedy drama. Didn’t make money be-

cause Universal did not give us any exploitation

helps. We didn’t know what we had until we
saw it. Seven reels.—Karl B. Gast. Argonne
theatre, Akron, Ind.—General patronage.

THE LITTLE GIANT: Glenn Hunter—Cannot
recommend too highly Universal’s 1925-26 product.

“The Little Giant” keeping up the good work
set by its precedents. Their products a life

saver to us this year. Seven reels.—C. M. Mc-
Donough, Auditorium theatre, Libertyville, 111.

—

Suburban town patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney—A very gruesome but interesting play.

I consider it only a fair box office attracion,

while the sellings are expensive and elaborate.

Eight reels.—Karl B. Gast, Argonne theatre,

Akron, Ind.—General patronage.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES: Norman Kerry—
Here is one of the new Jewels which pleased

all. I heard comments on it. One lady said she

did not know the time she enjoyed a picture

as she did this one. Not a big production but

one that will please a mixed crowd. Clean all

the way through. Seven reels.—C. A. Kelley,

Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

THE CALL OF COURAGE: Art Acord—If
Acord will just use his horse and dog he will

sure please. None of the boys have anything over

this pony and dog. Seemed to please all. Five

reels.—C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City,

Okla.—Small town patronage.
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Hoot sure made one that ranks with the higher-

ups in this one. Hoot going strong here. Print

good. Six reels.—R. D. Young, Polo theatre.

Polo, 111.—General patronage.

THE DARLING OF NEW YORK: Baby Peggy
—Baby Peggy is wonderful in the picture. Filled

every one of my 500 seats. Book this picture

and you won’t go wrong. Did a wonderful
business on second run. Six reels.—Frank J.

Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SAWDUST TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—Good
Six reels.—Geo. J. Kosatka, Grove theatre. Fox
River Grove, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN IN BLUE: Herbert Rawlinson—
Good film. Another bad one from Universal. It

seems that the last bunch we bought are terrible

so far. A lot of crazy Italians running around
in this with no entertainment value to it. Raw-
linson and Madge Bellamy play their parts well

enough but the story is terribly weak. Nothing
to it, so lay off, unless you have a Catholic

community, as it leans toward the Catholic re-

ligion, which hurts the picture of course. Six

reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.—General patronage.

THE MAN IN BLUE: Herbert Rawlinson—
A good action picture, above the average. Six

reels.—Geo. J. Kosatka, Grove theatre, Fox River

Grove, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—Here is

another picture I set ahead until I either had to

play or lose my advance payment. Reports con-

fused me. My people liked it and I was sur-

prised at my second night’s business. It pleased.

—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—

General patronage.

THE FIGHTING AMERICAN: Pat O’Malley-
Good program picture. Plenty of action. Pleases

in most cases. Six reels.—Kreighbaum Bros.,

Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, N. Y.—General

patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Norman Kerry
—A good program picture which did excellent

Saturday business. Good for Saturday. Not a
Sunday picture. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Prin-

cess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler—Pleased everyone. This is a peach, interest-

ing from beginning to end, as it is different

from the ordinary run of pictures. Patsy Ruth
Miller is a ringer in everything she attempts.

—

R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.—-General

patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler—This is a good picture. Something different

from other makes of pictures. It went over good
for me. The ape plays a good part. You don’t

go wrong in booking this one. Six reels.—Walter
Gerrit, Eagle theatre, Westville, 111.—General
patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—

A

real good story of the high seas that holds the
interest from start to finish. The two girls in

the story do not seem to come up to the re-

quirements and do not help it a great deal.

—

Ben. L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

General patronage.

THE STORM BREAKER: House Peters—This
is the best from Peters in some time. A good
interesting drama, well done. Seven reels.

—

C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D.

—

General patronage.

THE TEASER: Laura La Plante—Here is a
doodle. One of those absorbing offerings that

please old and young. The butler was a rib

tickler. Step on it.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.—General patronage.

THE TEASER : Laura La Plante—A fair

comedy drama with several amusing situations.

Good for Sundays if fans are satisfied with a
light comedy. Business only fair. Seven reels.

—

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—My last

Gibson and I’m glad of it. Every time I run one
of Hoot’s pictures my patrons say, "This one is

worse than the one you had just before this,”

so if I keep on using his stuff, they sure will

be mighty poor pretty soon. Six reels.—S. G.

Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—

A

dandy good comedy drama and seemed to please

all that saw it. This being the Lent season and
about two-thirds of my patronage Catholics, our
crowds are not any too large, but Reginald pulled

them in anyhow, in spite of Lent and the un-
favorable weather we had. Don’t be afraid to

book this one, as it is a scream from start to

finish. Seven reels.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre,

Leeds, Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

FORTY HORSE HAWKINS: Hoot Gibson—
This is old and the poorest Gibson I have ever

used. If you are as late as I have been leave

it alone. I used it on my complete service.

Five reels.—Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre.

Union, Ore.—Small town patronage.

I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
Denny—This is a good comedy but did not do any
extra business for us. We pay extra money for

Denny but have never got extra business with
his pictures. However, we like him and have all

his new pictures bought and here’s hoping we
do better business with them. Eight reels.

—

M. G. Price, Novelty theatre, Paris, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

LET’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson—This is not so

new but we got a good print at that. It made
more of a hit than the new “Calgary Stampede.”
Marion Nixon better in this stuff than as a lead
for Denny, I think. A darn good picture, all

in all, that drew and pleased a lot of people

that usually lay off the horse operas. Six reels.—
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE TORNADO: House Peters—Got this one
on S. C. S. C. Played it on Saturday, pleased

80 per cent. A dandy good picture that is good
for any day in the week. Priced right will go
over in any house. Seven reels.—Geo. Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—-Small town
patronage.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Virginia Valli

—A good program picture that some would class

as a special. Seven reels.—Geo. J. Kosatka, Grove
theatre. Fox River Grove, 111.—Small town patron-
age.

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie—Nothing extra.

Will please some. Indian story with Hoxie
playing Indian part. Five reels.—C. A. Kelley,

Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: James Kirkwood
—Another hop-skip-jump. Condition of Universal
films are terrible. Acting was okay but not
much of a plot.—Harold Youngren, State theatre.

Two Harbors, Minn.—General patronage.

THE LAST LAUGH: Emil Jannings—This pic-

ture certainly took the prize. About the poorest

picture ever produced, no story, no subtitles. Six
reels—Harold Youngren, State theatre. Two Har-
bors, Minn.—General patronage.

K—THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—A fair

program picture. Would probably have been im-
proved if they had cut it down a couple of reels.

—Eight reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—Good for

Hoxie, but that doesn’t mean very much. Five
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

LOVE AND GLORY: Special cast—This is a
good picture but has a very sad ending. It is

a story of France during the Algerian war and
ends in 1921. Seven reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER: Virginia Valli—

A

dandy picture. Splendid photography and direc-

tion. Beautiful scenery ; good story. Don’t be
afraid. If you hide when they come out they
will stay 'til you come back to tell you how
good it was. 100 per cent.—A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity theatre, David City, Neb.—General patron-
age.

Warner Brothers
THE GOLDEN COCOON: Helene Chadwick-

Fine picture that went over good two days. Good
acting and just enough comedy to satisfy. War-
ner pictures are all good. Seven reels.-—E. E.
Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens, O.—General
patronage.

LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN: Irene Rich—
This is a good picture of its kind. A fancy
dress up picture with good acting, and good
directing. Not suited to my house. Too fancy
and not enough action. But I do not knock the
picture on that account. Just one more demon-
stration that block booking is bad.—-L. M. Jones,
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General pat-

ronage.

ROSE OF THE WORLD: Patsy Ruth Miller—
This picture will surprise you as to drawing
power, and will please also. Seven reels.—Fry
Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE CAVE MAN : Marie Prevost—This is a
dandy little comedy drama, somewhat improbable
but good entertainment. Marie Prevost very
pretty and attractive, but Moore runs away with
the picture. Seven reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou
theatre. Beach, N. D.—General patronage.

PLEASURE BUYERS: Special cast—A splendid

program picture. Clean and entertaining. Gave
satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

HIS MAJESTY, BUNKER BEAN: Special cast
—Some said this was the funniest yet. A few
said it was silly but I noticed the whole house
laughed out loud through the whole picture. The
finale of the picture was worth the price of ad-
mission. Eight reels.—L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre,
Kilgore, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Irene
Rich—This picture was good and it seemed that
all the customers wanted to tell me so. I believe

that this new Warner contract is not going to
be as miserable as the old one. Seven reels.

—

L. N. Crim, Dixie theatre, Kilgore, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—A good comedy
drama. Not as good as “The Limited Mail.” Sev-
eral of my patrons told me that they did not like

it, but I believe the majority did, especially the
younger generation. Seven reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

RED HOT TIRES: Monte Blue—Darn good.
If it’s entertainment people will come, and this

picture is entertainment.—Frank C. Bartels, Com-
munity theatre, Heyworth, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE CLASH OF THE WOLVES: Rin Tin Tin
—Good. Much better than "Below the Line.” Did
excellent business on Monday and Tuesday. Seven
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

SATAN IN SABLES: Lowell Sherman—Splen-
did society picture that will please your bet-

ter class of patronage. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE LOVER OF CAMILLE: Monte Blue—
Did not go over second night. Was shown to
empty house. Lay off. Seven reels.—J. E. Drag-
inis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.—General pat-

ronage.

BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—Fine picture.

Plenty of comedy. It drew a large crowd in

a college town. Seven reels.—E. E. Byrne, Co-
lumbia theatre, Athens, O.—General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin-
Very good picture, with excellent drawing power.
This one is a bear cat and a business builder.

It will pay big dividends if advertised. Be sure
and have a doctor on hand, for some are liable

to a cracked rib from laughing. Eight reels.

—

Phil Billiet, Coliseum theatre, Annawan, 111.—

-

General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—As
good or better than "Charley’s Aunt,” although
it will not draw as well. Step on the gas and
cash in. Some comedy. Seven reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE MAN ON THE BOX: Syd Chaplin—Drew
well and pleased 100 per cent. It’s just as good
as “The Freshman.” It is undoubtedly one of
the very best comedies of the year. Eight reels.

—

M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.
—Small town patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—Mighty
good R. R. melodrama that rang the bell. The
print a little dark but at that you did not need
a pair of specs to see the picture. Plenty of
action. They all went out well pleased. Seven
reels.—Phil Billiet, Coliseum theatre, Annawan,
111.—General Patronage.

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monty Blue—Here’s
one I take my hat off to. Splendid picture. One
everyone will enjoy and not last nor least it will

make money for you. More power to Warner’s.
—Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas City, Mich.—
General patronage.

GEORGE WASHINGTON, JR.: Wesley Barry
—While this picture is old, it is a very good pro-
gram picture.—James LeRicheux, Arcade theatre,

Camden, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE DARK SWAN: Monte Blue—Can’t say
anything for this picture as I don’t know when
my print was so bad and short. There wasn’t
enough left that would run through the machine
that I could get an idea what it would be like.

If I had had a decent print perhaps my report
would sound better. No compliment on this. Pa-
trons left theatre looking disgusted. Seven reels.

—C. E. Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.

—

General patronage.

THREE WOMEN: Lew Cody—A real good
picture. A good moral and lesson. Pleased all

the women, and in fact everybody. It is a little

old, but if you have it bought, advertise it well.

We ran a trailer on this two weeks before play
date and I am convinced that it helped a good
deal, as our attendance on Monday and Tuesday
was about 35 per cent better than average. Eight
reels.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre, Iowa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
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ON THIN ICE: Special cast—Fair program
picture. Seven reels.—Kreighbaum Bros., Char-

Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

BELOW THE LINE: Rin Tin Tin—Fine pic-

ture with plenty of action, showing how they

live in the South. True as to characters and
good entertainment. Good comments.—A. F. Jen-

kins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.—Gen-

eral patronage.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: Spe-

cial cast—With a big matinee one day and fair

business two evenings this helped out a little

during Christmas vacation.—-G. J. Ritter, Re-

gent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

State Rights
THE CANVAS KISSER: Special cast—Just

fair.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING EDGE: Special cast—No
drawing power. Quite a little action and some
good comedy. Pleased about 75 per cent. Busi-

ness off.—Walter Hohlfeld, Elite theatre. Green-

leaf, Kan.—General patronage.

FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE: Art Acord—
Usual independent Western. So so. Held up on
account of serial.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,

Bogota, N. J.—General patronage.

GIRLS MEN FORGET: Patsy Ruth Miller-
Much to our surprise, patrons all liked this one
and business held up exceptionally well. Six

reels.—Bob Wood, Garden theatre, Portsmouth, O.

—General patronage.

GIRLS MEN FORGET: Patsy Ruth Miller-
Just fair. Not good for a small town. Good
acting done by the cast. Six reels.—Anthony A.
Zeimis, Helena theatre, Rockdale, 111.—General
patronage.

LIGHTNING ROMANCE: Reed Howes—The
best this young man has yet shown us. Plenty of

good action and a pretty fair yarn behind it.

The dog in this one made a big hit. First good
word I’ve had for this series after running three

of them, but this one is okay. Film good shape
out of Specialty, Dallas. Five reels.—Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

MAKERS OF MEN: Kenneth McDonald—This
is a good war picture. Not much war scenes,

but just right to make the picture good. J. P.

McGowan is good. If any American Legion
wants a benefit show and you want to please

them, just book “Makers of Men.” I know what
I am talking about, as I have run many benefit

shows for the American Legion. The picture is

a comedy drama and it will go good. Six reels.

—Walter Gerrit, Eagle theatre, Westville, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE MAN FROM GOD’S COUNTRY: Special

cast—Should have shown it to the blind insti-

tute, but hated to play a dirty trick on them.
They walked in and ran out.—Frank C. Bartels,

Community theatre, Heyworth, 111.—Small town
patronage.

MY NEIGHBOR’S WIFE: Special cast—Very
poor : people did not like it and told me so.

Nothing to it, just a picture. Seven reels.—-E. E.
Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens, O. — General
patronage.

ON THE GO: Buffalo Bill, Jr.—-Played Family
Night. Good Western. Five reels.—Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, Iowa.—General
patronage.

SCARLET AND GOLD: A1 Ferguson—Abso-
lutely nothing to this star or picture. It is easy
to understand why the Independents can’t get

the business when they release product like this.

Take a tip and lay off of this one. Five reels.

—

Bob Wood, Garden theatre, Portsmouth, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SCARRED HANDS: Cliff Smith—Good pic-

ture. Oil wells look natural. Lots of action.

Cliff is a good actor.—Mrs. L. M. Bierman, Pal-

ace theatre, Seadrift, Tex.—General patronage.

THE SPEED DEMON: Kenneth McDonald—This
is a good program picture and will get by. Plenty
of action but acting of the cast isn’t much. Five
reels.—Anthony Z. Zeimis, Helena theatre, Rock-
dale, 111.—General patronage.

THE SQUARE DEAL: Big Boy Williams—The
worst picture I’ve had in a year. Many kicks.

Very poor.—F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada
Okla.—General patronage.

TESSIE: May McAvoy—Very good comedy.
Comedy drama which is mostly comedy. The
sub-titles are Very good. Seven reels.—E. E.
Byrne, Columbia theatre, Athens, O.—General

patronage.

TESSIE: May McAvoy—Good picture. My pa-

trons liked it. Plenty of comedy to put it over.

Robert Agnew was good. Seven reels.—Walter

Gerrit, Eagle theatre, Westville, 111.—General
patronage.

WANDERING FIRES: Special cast—Here is

a dandy little picture that everyone liked, al-

though business not what it should be. Picture

is adaptable to a very nice musical setting, which
all helps to put it over. Six reels.—Bob Wood,
Garden theatre, Portsmouth, O.—General patron-

age.

WOMEN AND GOLD: Frank Mayo—A very

good picture. Mayo does not pull here, but that

is no reason that I can see. The picture is good.

Mickey Darrow, the boy, is the kid star. Six

reels.—Walter Gerrit, Eagle theatre, Westville,

III.—General patronage.

Serials
ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William Des-

mond—Chapter five, “Thundering Hoofs,” is sure

filled with action but they stopped and did not

come to see this. Showed to about one half of

the people that used to come, in two nights, and
I sure wish that it was over. They just don’t

like serials and I can’t educate them to like them,
even the best is no good. Two reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William Des-
mond—Chapter 6. Another good chapter. This
is sure a knockout where they like serials, but
not here in Kimball. They want a show like

“Ace of Spades,” but all in one, not in chapters.

So I guess I’ll call off the serials after this one.

Two reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
—General patronage.

ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William Des-
mond—Now on the 8th chapter. A fine dandy
serial. Twenty chapters.—W. G. Sturdivant,

Pearl theatre. Highland Park, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William Des-
mond—This serial is just fair. Desmond is

burned out here. Hope “Scarlet Streak” is bet-

ter. Two reels.—J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre,

Yoakum, Tex.—General patronage.

ACE OF SPADES: (Universal) William Des-
mond—Absolutely the rottenest serial ever made.
Nothing to it at all. Loads of rough stuff. No
story of any kind. No drawing power. Leave
it alone. Two reels.—C. W. Docter, May theatre,

Mayville, Wis.—General patronage.

THE EAGLE’S TALONS: (Universal) Fred
Thomson—Was afraid of this, as I run only
Western serials but it has Fred and therefore

it’s holding up fine. A reissue but just as good
as the new ones. Maybe better, as serials go.

—

F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.

—

General patronage.

GALLOPING HOOFS: (Pathe) Special cast

—My matinee picked up with this serial. A nice

race in each chapter. Just the thing for the

kids.—C. W. Docter, May theatre, Mayville, Wis.
—General patronage.

THE GHOST RIDER: Pete Morrison—A serial

holds these up for me on Mondays. Not much
to it.—G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)

Joe Bonomo—Have run four chapters and it is

going strong and gaining interest with my serial

fans. That is what we want. The girl has taken
the lead away from Joe and that is another good
thing. Plenty of mystery. Ten chapters.—Geo.

Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal)

Joe Bonomo—This is about as good a serial as

we have ever had. Not doing a great big busi-

ness, but as we are getting it on the C. S. C., it

is making us more profit. Two reels.—Gunther
& Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING RANGER: (Universal) Jack
Daugherty—Not going over good with me. Most
of it is too impossible and too much of the same
thing. Fifteen chapters.—Geo. Marlow, Washing-
ton theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE FLAME FIGHTERS: (Rayart) Herbert
Rawlinson—A real good serial that’s different

from the usual run. Holding up fine and has
plenty of action. Two reels.—Fred M. Elkins,

Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C.—General pat-

ronage.

FLAME FIGHTERS (Rayart) Herbert Raw-
linson—Good serial. Something unusual in this

line.—R. B. Maxwell, Illinois theatre, Sullivan,

111.—Small town patronage.

IDAHO : (Pathe) Special cast—We have
played the eighth chapter to poor business. Two
reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Sco-

field, Utah.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—I'm proud to run Universal serials. They

get me good business. Ten chapters.—Frank J.

Sutter, Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD: (Universal) Joe
Bonomo—Here is a jim dandy serial based on the
well known book, “Swiss Family Robinson.” It’s-

well produced, acted and full of punch and pep-
Get it if you have not run it. Twenty chapters.

—W. G. Sturdivant, Pearl theatre. Highland Park,
III.—General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Through with Chapter 14 and but one
more to go. That’s good news for us. Two reels.

—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—Just finished No. 14. Had the Isaak
Walton League as guests, and expected to show
them the trailer on “The Fast Express,” which
I start next week. Of course, the trailer did not
show up, which left me sitting here like a wart
on a pickle. Two reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small town
patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—At last he rides no more ; ’tis over,
praises be, and the damsel knows that he is the
Riddle Rider at last. Why it took her fifteen,

weeks to find out is nobody’s business I guess.
Never was so glad to see a serial end before.

Been looking forward to it for the past three
months. Two reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre,
Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe) Special cast—
Don’t take a chance on this one unless you know
your patrons like a spooky serial. After run-
ning the first chapter my matinee dropped off

about one-third.—C. W. Docter, May theatre,

Mayville, Wis.—General patronage.

WILD WEST: (Pathe) Special cast—Can’t
say much for this. Too slow moving for a serial!

and does not hold interest.—R. M. Bernau, King:
theatre, Ida Grove, Iowa.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

BACHELOR BABIES: If you are looking for
a clean high class comedy here it is. You can’t
get a better one. Laughs from start to finish.

Two reels.—W. G. Sturdivant, Pearl theatre.

Highland Park, 111.—General patronage.

BACK FIRE : Lige Conley—Fine, lots of ac-
tion. Two reels.—-Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall,
Loxely, Ala.—Small town patronage.

BLACK AND BLUE: Jimmie Adams—Good!

two reeler.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spear-
ville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

CHEAP SKATES : Lige Conley—Pretty good
comedy that has quite a number of laughs. Two
reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach, N. D,
-—Small town patronage.

CRUSHED: Lloyd Hamilton—No business or
did not have any comments on Hamilton. I never
do. Does not seem to draw any extra business.

Personally this comedy pleased me. Two reels.

—

C. McDonough, Auditorium theatre, Libertyville,

111.—Suburban patronage.

DANDY LIONS: Neal Burns—Not much to it.

Just a few laughs. Two reels.—Anthony Z.

Zeimis, Helena theatre, Rockdale, 111.—General
patronage.

DOG DAZE: Cameo—Good. One reel.—S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—-Small

town patronage.

EATS ARE WEST: Felix—Have played two of
these so far and are liked very well. Many
patrons stay and see them twice. Felix can’t

be beat for a cartoon reel. Book them by all

means. We play them on Sundays and we no-
tice that it helps our box office. One reel.

—

A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—
Neighborhood patronage.

FELIX KEEPS ON WALKING: Good. One
reel.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

FIGHTING DUDE: Lupino Lane—If they
don’t get a kick out of this, they are hard to>

please. Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou the-

atre, Beach, N. D.—General patronage.

FOR SADIE’S SAKE: Jimmie Adams—This is

a very good comedy. Everyone seemed to enjoy
it. Two reels.—James D. Kennedy, Apollo thea-

tre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Down town patronage.

FRAMED: Lloyd Hamilton—This was a very

good comedy for us. It had young and old

laughing at the funny gags in it. Two reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FREE AND EASY: Lige Conley—Good. All

Mermaids are good that we have run. Two reels.
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Scene from “Ibanez’ Torrent,” Cosmopolitan picture for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
which had its premiere at the Capitol, N. Y.

—Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

GOING GREAT: Eddie Nelson—A fast mov-
ing comedy that kept our audience in an up-
roar all through the showing of it. Two reels.

—

C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—

•

General patronage.

GOOD MORNING NURSE: Good comedy. Two
reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre,

Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

HIS FIRST CAR: A1 St. John—Here is an-

other good comedy from Al. Two reels.—Anthony
A. Zeimis, Helena theatre, Rockdale, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HODGE PODGE: Always good. Two reels.

—

Guy S. Abbott, Homeline theatre, Estelline, S. D.
•—Small town patronage.

THE IRON MULE: At St. John—One of the
best 2 reel comedies viewed in a long time. Two
reels.-—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
-—Small town patronage.

THE IRON MULE: Al St. John—A fine com-
edy and some clever stuff. The last was a bit

silly though. You won’t go wrong on this one.

Went over big with the audience. 200 seats 10

and 25 cents. Two reels.—H. A. Woodward,
Woodward Hall theatre. Hill, N. H.—High class

patronage.

KINOGRAMS: This newsreel has been used
by us for over two years and we find it good.

We play it every Satui'day night and have many
patrons that look for it. One reel.—C. A. Angle-
mire, Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa. — General
patronage.

KINOGRAMS: Not in same class with Pathe
or International News. One reel.—S. G. Ihde,

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

LIVE COWARDS: Splendid: the house liked

it fine. Works two or three lions, an alligator,

two tigers and a leopard with Al St. John. It

has got what the people are looking for and that’s

a chance to laugh and that’s all a comedy is for.

Mack Sennett had better pep up on his line of

productions. What we are running at the present

time are far below his old standard. No more do
they rock in their seats at his line of two reel-

ers. They have been below par for some time
and unless there is a change for the better soon

I shall not buy him again.—A. E. Hancock,
Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General
patronage.

LIVE COWARDS: Mermaid—This is a scream,
starts off fast and never slows up, full of laughs.

A real comedy. Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou

theatre. Beach, N. D.—General patronage.

MY SWEEDIE : Neal Burns—Good comedy
with plenty of laughs. Two reels.—C. E. Kuhn,
Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General

patronage.

OH BRIDGET: Walter Hiers—A fine comedy.
Julian Eltinge has nothing on Walter as a fe-

male impersonator.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PARIS CREATIONS IN COLORS: Hope
Hampton—Excellent fashion reel that did not
draw any extra business. One reel.—S. G. Ihde,

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

PARISIAN MODES IN COLOR: Hope Hamp-
ton—Here is a reel that is a distinct novelty.

All fashion being in color, it took very well with
our patrons. One reel.—Wilcox Miller, Lake
View theatre. Lake View, Iowa.—General patron-
age.

PLEASURE BOUND: Lige Conley—Good.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

ROBINSON CRUSOE, LTD.: Lloyd Hamilton
—Print in bad condition. Two reels.—Clarence
C. Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.—-Small town
patronage.

SIT TIGHT : Nothing to this but a little mo-
torcycle racing. Got a few laughs at the last

but rather poor. Cannot boost this one, but most
of Educational’s are good and are liked here.

200 seats ; 10 and 25 cents admission. Two reels.

—H. A. Woodward, Woodward Hall theatre, Hill,

N. H.—High class patronage.

SKY HOOKS: Cameo—Mighty good. One reel.

—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—

-

Small town patronage.

SLOW DOWN : Cliff Bowes—This was a good
Cameo comedy. We used this with a Hamilton
comedy on our comedy night. We play a news-
reel, two comedies and a feature about once a
month. One reel.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

STEP LIVELY : Mermaid—Good. Two reels.

—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

STEP THIS WAY : Lige Conley—Good. Two
reels.—Clarence C. Fuller, Loxley Hall, Loxley,
Ala.—Small town patronage.

STUPID BUT BRAVE: Tuxedo—The first

word of the title describes this correctly. Two
reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Min-
neota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SWEET AND PRETTY: Cameo—Average one
reeler.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE TOURIST: Johnnie Arthur—This was
our first of this series. There were some novel
gags pulled off in this that pleased our crowds.
Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire, Y. theatre, Naza-
reth, Pa.—General patronage.

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE: A
most beautiful reel. If you have not run it, do
so by all means. It’s a beauty and will be en-
joyed by all. One reel.—W. G. Sturdivant, Pearl
theatre. Highland Park, 111.—General patronage.

WATCH OUT: Bobby Vernon—Another laugh
maker from Bobby. It is his first for us from
his new group. Two reels.—C. A. Anglemire,
Y. theatre, Nazareth, Pa.—General patronage.

WHALES UP: Cameo—Very good. One reel.

—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.—

-

Small town patronage.

YES, YES BABETTE: Bobby Vernon—We have
always found Educational’s line of comedies
average about the best we run, but this comedy
of Bobby Vernon’s is the absolute limit. There
is not a laugh on the 2000 feet of it. Ordinarily
the ridiculous is funny in comedy but this one
consists of a lot of hard work and not a laugh
to it. Vernon’s comedies are below his last year’s

standard and we are rapidly getting to the point

where he will not figure in our next year’s con-
tract. This one is set apparently in an Apache
den and the public got through with Apaches with
Pola Negri. Now Vernon is taking up the
Apache stuff to the injury to his popularity.

—

A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City,

Ind.—General patronage.

F. B. O.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn—
They all call these a serial, and seem to enjoy
them. Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community
theatre, David City, Neb.—General patronage.

ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn
-—How beautiful this series would have been with
our friend O’Hara therein. Book ’em anyway

;

his successor is okay. Two reels.-—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

ETIQUETTE: Okay. Two reels.—Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—Good
comedy. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers, Ameri-
can theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: George O’Hara—Have
just run two of these, but think they will please.

Some good comedy in them. Two reels.—C. A.
Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn—We are
on No. 4. Held up business good. We play on
Tuesday every other week and knockout my
Thursday serial “Idaho.” Two reels.—Nicolaides
Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HE WHO GETS CROWNED: Jimmie Aubrey
-—Only fair. Not a good laugh in it. Plenty of

walkouts. Two reels.—Phil Billiet, Coliseum
theatre, Annawan, 111.—General patronage.

HIGH BUT HANDSOME: Very good. The
best comedies I get.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia the-

atre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

HOLD TIGHT: Joe Rock—A real honest to
goodness comedy that kept the audience in a
continuous roar. Two reels.—Fred M. Elkins,

Youngs theatre, Lexington, N. C. — General
patronage.

ON THE LINKS: Three Fat Men—A fair

comedy. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe the-

atre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS: George O’Hara—These
are proving to be good subjects. This, No. 3,

entitled “Merton of the Goofies,” has a good
amount of comedy and they please. Book them.
Two reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,

Sharon, Wis.—General patronage.

SALUTE: Blue Ribbon comedy. 100 per cent
comedy. Always book F. B. O. comedies and have
something. Two reels.—Robert W. Hines, Hines
Circuit theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

SEA TAR TOMMY: Alberta Vaughn—Copy-
right 1925. Rating 85 per cent. Film good.

There is not much comedy to these any more.
The pep for a comedy is lacking. Two reels.

—

J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.

—

General patronage.

THE VANISHING ARMENIAN: Alberta
Vaughn—1925 films good. Rating 90 per cent.

This series of comedies are not so good as others.

Lack comedy and drama. Two reels.—J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.—General
patronage.

FOX
THE BRAINLESS HORSEMAN: A-l comedy.

Lots of laughs and lots of pep.—C. A. Warner,
Warner theatre, Circleville, W. Va.—Small town
patronage.

BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT: “Married Life of

Helen and Warren” series. Fairly good enter-

tainment and different from other comedies.

More high class than average comedy. Two reels.

—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—Gen-
eral patronage.

CUPID A LA CARTE: This is a good comedy,
one of the O’Henry stories. High class. Two
reels.—W. G. Sturdivant, Pearl theatre. Highland
Park, 111.—General patronage.

FAILURE: This O’Henry story was well put
on, good people in the cast, and really makes an
exceptional short feature on your program. Per-
sonally I enjoyed it very much as against the

usual run of slapstick riots they dish out in most
so-called comedies. Two reels.—Henry Reeve,

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—-Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FLYING FOOL: Imperial—This is the
first good Imperial comedy on this season’s list.

Two reels.—C. H. Moulton, Bijou theatre. Beach,
N. D.—General patronage.

THE GUEST OF HONOR: Earle Fox—These
Van Bibber comedies are good, but the people

get tired of seeing the same type over and over.
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Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon entertained contestants for beauty prizes in

Montreal following a contest held by the United Amusement Corporation. The
girls who had a week’s holiday in New York were entertained at a tea by the

First National Players. Miss Kenyon is at Sills’ left.

Two reels.—Anthony A. Zeimis, Helena theatre,

Rockdale, 111.—General patronage.

NOBODY WORKS BUT FATHER: A good

comedy full of laughs and plenty of action. You
can bank on this one. It will bring them in

twice. Two reels.—C. A. Warner, Warner the-

atre, Circleville, W. Ya.—Small town patronage.

ON THE GO : Imperial—Here is a comedy that

will help put over a poor feature. Two reels.

—

Anthony A. Zeimis, Helena theatre, Rockdale, 111.

—General patronage.

A PARISIAN NIGHT: Funny comedy.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

SWEET MARIE : Fairly good comedy. Not

rip to Fox previous years comedies though. Two
reels.—Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.

—

General patronage.

WHEN DUMB BELLS RING: This is a knock-

'em-down, drag-’em out kind. Fox gets more
action and more variety to their comedies than

any other producer. We are almost through with

Fox for this year and are sorry we cannot have

any more comedies until next Fall. Two reels.

—Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,

INeb.—Small town patronage.

PATHE
BIG BUSINESS: Our Gang—Our Gang always

goes over good.—Jack Davis, State theatre, Tawas
City, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BUCCANEERS: Our Gang—Two reels.—

Nicolaides Brothers, American theatre, Scofield,

Utah.—General patronage.

COOK’S LOVE: Glen Tryon—Very good. Two
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

CRADLE ROBBERS: Our Gang—A very good
Gang comedy. Two reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty

theatre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

DERBY DAY : Our Gang—A knockout. Two
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

DOG DAYS: Our Gang—Funny and mighty
good. Two reels.—Jack Davis, State theatre,

Tawas, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FIRST ONE HUNDRED YEARS: Harry
Langdon—A comedy with plenty of laughs, al-

though a few told me it was a little bit too raw
in spots. Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay the-

atre, Ashland, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FROM RAGS TO BRITCHES: Only fair.

Pretty raw in some places. Would not recom-
mend it for Sundays. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer,

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THE GOOFY AGE: Just a comedy. A few
laughs but rather silly. Two reels.—O. C. Brauch,
Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—General pat-

ronage.

HARDBOILED TENDERFOOT: Spat Family
—Good comedy. Two reels.—Nicolaides Brothers,

American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

HIGH SOCIETY: Our Gang—Oh, Gosh! Words
fail me. These kids are just so darned good that
I can’t express it on this typewriter. They sure
do bring them in. Two reels.—Walt Bradley,

Moon theatre, Neligh, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HIS WOODEN WEDDING: Charley Chase—
Here is a comedy that will sure please.—C. E.

Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HOLD MY BABY: Glen Tryon—A real com-
edy that everybody will enjoy. Even the Missus
laughed at this, and she thinks all comedies are
the bunk. Two reels.—Louis A. Van Alstyne,
Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.—General patronage.

HOLD MY BABY: Glenn Tryon—This is a
dandy comedy. Glenn’s long suit seems to be
the babies ; plenty of funny situations.—A. F.

Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE HOLLYWOOD KID: Sennett—Not so

much ; good shots of various stars in it. Two
reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland.
Kan.—Small town patronage.

HURRY DOCTOR: Ralph Graves—Very good
two reel comedy. Plenty of fast action. Two
reels.—Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake
View, Iowa.—-General patronage.

IN BAD THE SAILOR: Good two reel. Sent
them all home with a smile. Two reels.—O. C.

Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

IN BAD THE SAILOR: Just another two reel

comedy probably a little better than the usual
run.—Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

LAUGHING LADIES: Billy Bevan — Good

comedy. Should please the average audience.

Kids will get a lot of laughs out of this one.

Two reels.—C. E. Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron,
W. Va.—General patronage.

LAUGHING LADIES: Silly. Two reelers for

1926 are no better than 1924 or 1925. Distribu-

tor raised prices promising better product but can

see no difference. The good and bad divided

about 50-50.—F. G. Roberts, American theatre,

Ada, Okla.—General patronage.

LODGE NITE: Our Gang—This Gang with a

Thomson Western made a dandy show and this

Gang stuff sure works on old and young. Two
reels.—Guy S. Abbott, Homeline theatre, Estelline,

S. D.—Small town patronage.

LOOKING FOR SALLY: Charley Chase—This
is guaranteed to get a good bunch of real deep

seated laughs out of the grown up kids and is

one reason comedies pay.—Guy S. Abbott, Home-
line theatre, Estelline, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

LUCKY STARS: Harry Langdon—One of the

Langdon special comedies. It’s good, but not

worth any more than his regular lineups. Two
reels.—Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre, Lake
View, Iowa.—General patronage.

NIP AND TUCK: Rated about 85 per cent.

Two reels.—O. C. Brauch, Community theatre,

Fargo, Okla.—General patronage.

OFFICIAL OFFICERS: Our Gang— Fine.

There is no better. Two reels.—A. F. Jenkins,

Community theatre, David City, Neb.—General
patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: Pretty good filler, but I

always draw dirty, greasy film on these subjects.

One reel.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PICKING PEACHES: Harry Langdon—Never-
had a bad Langdon comedy. Two reels.—O. C.

Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

POOR FISH: Charley Chase—Good one reeler

that my audience seemed to enjoy. One reel.—
C. E. Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.

—

General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE COWS: This com-
edy was extra good. Two reels.—Nicolaides

Brothers, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SKINNERS IN SILK: A fair comedy. Tickled

the kids. Two reels.—M. G. Price, Novelty the-

atre, Paris, Idaho.—General patronage.

SMILE PLEASE: Harry Langdon—Excellent.

Two reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ash-
land, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SMILE PLEASE: Harry Langdon—Ran this

with "The Air Hawk’’ and the comedy was the

big feature. This is a riot and you want your
furniture all insured against mirth quakes. Two
reels.—Guy S. Abbott, Homeline theatre, Estelline,

S. D.—Small town patronage.

STARVATION BLUES: Good comedy.—C. E.
Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron, W. Va.—General
patronage.

TELL IT TO THE POLICEMAN: Glen Tryon
-—This was a good one. Many good laughs. Two
reels.—A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David
City, Neb.—General patronage.

THERE GOES THE BRIDE: Good comedy.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

WATER WAGONS: Mack Sennett—Here is a
very good two reel comedy. It has some new
stuff in it.—Wilcox-Miller, Lake View theatre,
Lake View, Iowa.—General patronage.

WHAT PRICE GOOFY: Just as good or a
little better than the average Chase comedy.
Good any place. Two reels.—O. C. Brauch. Com-
munity theatre, Fargo, Okla.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WHAT PRICE ORPHANS: Our Gang—Fully
as good as any of Our Gang. Two reels.—J. H.
Wardwell, Dinslow theatre, Stockton Springs, Me.
—Small town patronage.

THE WHITE WING’S BRIDE: Harry Langdon
—Only a fair comedy. Several good laughs. Two
reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
—Small town patronage.

WILD PAPA: Spat Family—Dandy comedy with
many funny situations that kept my audience in

a roar. I notice many kicks on the Spat come-
dies, also understand there have been so many
kicks on them Pathe is going to stop making
them. Always liked here. Many of them high
brow and went over their heads, yet they like

them here. Two reels.—C. E. Kuhn, Alamo the-

atre, Cameron, W. Va.—General patronage.

WITH DANIEL BOONE THROUGH THE
WILDERNESS: These epics are good, but not up
to expectations of Western fans. If you have
them booked do not worry. They will net you
above average. Six reels.—Fry, Palace theatre,

Mt. Pleasant, Tex.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ANDY’S STUMP SPEECH: Any Gump—Sure

gets the laughs out of them with this one. Two
reels.—O. C. Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo,
Okla.—General patronage.

BUSTER’S BUST UP: Buster Brown—Buster
and the dog kept them laughing. Kids screamed
at his high and dizzy stuff. Two reels.—Karl B.

Gast, Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind.—General
patronage.

BUSTER’S NIGHTMARE: A real comedy. I

read a good many reports on Our Gang comedies
from brother exhibitors. Well, you had better

look them over. In my estimation these are
much better made. I have played two of them
and if they still grow in popularity nothing In

the kid line will beat them in this locality. Two
reels.—C. E. Kuhn, Alamo theatre, Cameron,
W. Va.—General patronage.
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BUSTER’S NIGHTMARE: Arthur Trimble—

A

splendid comedy with Tige almost stealing the
honors from Buster and Mary Jane. Two reels.

—P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.—
Small town patronage.

DISCORD IN “A” FLAT: A fair comedy.
One reel.—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds,
Iowa.—Neighborhood patronage.

DRY UP: A good two reel comedy.—A. H.
Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

EDUCATING BUSTER: Good. The best bet
of the Century comedies ; in fact, this was the
first that really was okay. Two reels. —
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—-Small
town patronage.

THE FIGHT WITHIN: Very poor. People
didn’t know what it was all about. Two reels.

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.—
Small town patronage.

FRESH PAINT : Blue Bird comedy—Pretty
good one reeler.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

GREEN HORN : Just another one reeler. Geo.

Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

CROWNING THE COUNT: Eddie Gribbon—
Pretty good slapsick. Two reels.—Wm. E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—-Small town
patronage.

HERE’S YOUR HAT: Arthur Lake—Poorest
piece of junk we have had for some time. To
sell this for a comedy is a sin ; it is just a
waste of film. One reel.—W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS: Good as a rule.

One reel.—C. A. Kelley, Rex theatre, Custer City,

Okla.—Small town patronage.

JUST COWBOYS: Pee Wee Holmes—I was
told the Universal comedies, etc., were poor but
we find them a little above the average. This

one good. Had an awfully dark print. Two reels.

—R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.—General
patronage.

KICKED ABOUT: Eddie Gordon—Slapstick

most of the way. Went over only as the average
comedy. Nothing great about it. Honest. We
did get more laughs out of “K The Unknown”
shown on the same program. Two reels.—Ralph

THEATRE WANTED
MOVIE THEATRE WANTED: Small town

in Wisconsin preferred. Want to lease. What
have you? Address Louis C. Shimon, 1020

Eighteenth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

THEATRES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Only motion picture house in

city of five thousand. Will stand full investiga-

tion. Eugene Pellettieri, Oconto, Wis.

POSITIONS WANTED
DESIRE POSITION as Theatre Manager. Ex-

perienced buyer. Understand publicity and ex-

ploitation. M. L. Freedman, 600 Main Street,

Forest City, Pa.

PROJECTIONIST, 8 years. Powers, Simplex
Motiograph. Must have work. Go anywhere.
Clarence Conklin, Maryville, Mo.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
CLOTH BANNERS: $1.40, 3x10 feet, 3 colors,

any copy up to 15 words; one day service; sent
anywhere; also Bargain Paper Banners. Asso-
ciated Advertisers, 111 W. 18th St., Kansas City,

Mo.

FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs. Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

Helene Chadwick, Marcin Asher, Mary
Carr and Hedda Hopper in “Pleasures
of the Rich,” a Tiffany-Truart pro-
duction.

K. Russell, The Pastime theatre, Cushing, Iowa.
—Small town patronage.

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD: Baby Peggy-
One of the best and cleanest comedies I ever ran.

Everybody will like it. Good to fill in with a bad
feature. Six reels.—O. C. Brauch, Community
theatre, Fargo, Okla.—General patronage.

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Re-
built, absolutely guaranteed. Bargain. Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2 Simplex latest Style Type S
lamphouses—perfect condition. Bargain. Atlas
Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: 2,000 heavy five and seven ply
veneer chairs, brand new, at 40 per cent less
than factory price. Very good bargains in used
upholstered and veneered chairs and other theatre
equipment. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

WE BUY AND SELL used theatre chairs,
all makes of machines. Generators, Frames and
other theatre equipment. B'e sure to get our
prices before you buy or sell. United Theatre
Supply Co., 845 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111.

ORGANS FOR SALE
D’ART RIDGE factory personnel will sell or

trade automatic or hand played organs. Also
music rolls. Have you a Reproduco or Foto-
player to sell? I can sell it. D’Art Ridge, 845 S.
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Seeburg Photoplayer. Good
condition. Just overhauled. At your own price.
W. H. Norton, 3I6J4 Main St., Watertown, Wis.

LOVE SICK : Edna Marion—A good comedy
which also was in bad shape. Two reels.—A. H.
Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.—Neighbor-
hood patronage.

LOVE SICK: Just a silly puppy love comedy.
No worse than most of the Century brand. Two
reels.—Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

MARRIED NEIGHBORS: We consider this a
poor comedy. Two reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town patronage.

OHMA KHAYYAM: So rotten that it was
good, even got a laugh out of me, and that is
hard to do. I have been running Universal one
reelers on my C. S. C. and I find them as good
or better than the common run of comedies. I
have not run any of their late comedies ; that
is, Buster Brown or Andy. Start them in April.
One reel.—Geo. Marlow, Washington theatre,
Atoka, Okla.—Small town patronage.

OH MIN : Fay Tincher—An Andy Gump com-
edy. Satisfactory. Two reels.—C. McDonough,
Auditorium theatre, Libertyville, 111.—Suburban
patronage.

PAPA’S PET: A fair one reeler.—W. J. Shoup,
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

POWDERED CHICKENS: Wanda Riley—Say
boys, they don’t make them any better than this
one. Saved my long feature and gave satisfac-
tion to most of them. I hardly ever hear any
comments but they told me about this one. Two
reels.—R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

QUEEN OF THE ROUNDUP: Josie Sedgwick
—A good two reel Western that seemed to please.
No comments on this one either way. Two reels.
—A. H. Roeper, Leeds theatre, Leeds, Iowa.
—Neighborhood patronage.

RAISIN’ CAIN : Century Follies Girls—Good
film. Just another comedy. There are only a
few funny scenes in it, but then it is silly, so
perhaps we should be thankful for this. Two
reels.—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis.—General patronage.

SLICK ARTICLES: Century—Just 2000 feet of
wasted film. These Century comedies are mostly
all punk and Carl certainly should do something
about it. Put more money or effort into the
comedy department, as it certainly needs it. Two
reels.—H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma<
Wis.—Small town patronage.

SPEED BOYS: Oh boy, here’s a comedy that
will meet the Gang comedy any day. It is a
bunch of kids similar to the Gang. Freckled
faced boy, fat boy, Negro and all. If you get
this comedy better feature it as it is there. Two
reels.—W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

TEMPEST CODY TURNS THE TABLES: Pete
Morrison—Very good two reel Western which
gave better satisfaction to my patrons than the
comedy feature. Had a good combination pro-

gram, just the same. Two reels.—R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

TOO MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW: A fair com-
edy. Two reels.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WESTWARD HO: A good one reel comedy
with a Western setting.—R. Pfeiffer, Princess

theatre, Chilton, Wis.—Small town patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCOUNT OF MONTE CRISTO: Fair comedy.

Nothing to brag about.—Walter C. Gerrit, Eagle
theatre, Westville, 111.—General patronage.

CURED HAMS: Gosh darned awful. I can
remember seeing stuff like this when I was a kid

and slipped off after school to blow a dime at the

Bijou Dream. These come cheap and are made
that way, so I guess it would be okay if nobody
had to look at ’em. Two reels.—Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE GOAT: Buster Keaton—A dandy comedy.
Two reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

POP BE GOOD: Good comedy. Will help a
bad feature. Several laughs. Two reels.—O. C.

Brauch, Community theatre, Fargo, Okla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Frank Currier III
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, March 9.—Frank Cur-
rier has returned to his home here to re-

cover from illness that forced him to give
up his role in a picture in which he was
working on location in Birmingham, Ala.

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Five cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad
Dept. Exhibitors Herald, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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TO THE PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product

announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and number of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”

An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Associated Exhibitors

Broadway Boob, The :Jan. 16-Ins.
Counsel for the Defense:Jan.30-8,9.
Hearts and Fists :Feb. 13-6, 7.
How to Train a Wife:Feb. 13-6,7.

I Do :Jan. 16-Ins.
Keep Smiling:Jan. 16-Ins.
Never Weaken :Jan. 16-Ins.
Nutcracker, The :Mar. 6-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Jan. 16-Ins.Feb.6-20,21.
Play Safe:Jan. 16-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Jan.. 16-18-Ins.Jan. 23-12, 13,

Bland Bros.

Passion Play, The :Feb.27-96.Mar.6-90.

Chadwick
American Pluck :Mar.6-14.
Bells: Mar.6-14.
Blue Blood :Mar. 6-14.
Count of Luxembourg, The :Mar.6-14.
Paint and Powder :Mar.6-14.
Perfect Clown, The :Mar.6-14.
Prince of Broadway, The : Jan. 16-16.Mar.6-14.
Some Punkins :Mar.6-14.
Sweet Adeline :Mar.6-14.
Test r>f Donald Norton, The :Mar.6-14.
Transcontinental Limited, The :Mar.6-14.
Unchastened Woman, The :Mar. 6-14.
Winning the Futurity :Mar.6-14.
Wizard of Oz:Mar.6-14.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Jan.9-72.
Enemy of Men, An:Jan.9-72.
Fate of a Flirt, The:Jan.9-72.
Fighting Youth:Jan.9-72.
Great Sensation, The:Jan.9-72.
Laities of Leisure: Jan.9-72.
Lure of the Wild, The:Jan.9-72.
Penalty of Jazz : Jan.9-72.
Perils of the Sea:Jan.9-72.
Sealed Lips :Jan.9-72.
Steppin’ Out:Jan.9-72.

Scenes from “Made for Love,” a Cecil
B. DeMille presentation released by
Pro-Dis-Co.

Scenes from “The King of the Turf”
F. B. O. Gold Bond Production with
Patsy Ruth Miller and Kenneth
Harlan.

Thrill Hunter, The :Jan.9-72.
Unwritten Law, The:Jan.9-72.
When Husbands Flirt:Jan.9-72.

F. B. O.
Beyond the Rockies :Feb.6-86, 87.
Dead Line:Feb.6-86,87.
Devil’s Gulch :Feb.6-86,87.
Flaming Waters :Jan.9-10, 11.Feb. 13-17.
Last Edition, The:Jan. 16-17.
Man Rustling :Feb.6-86, 87.
Midnight Flyer, The :Jan.9-8,9.Jan.l6-7.Feb.l3-ll.
No Man’s Law :Feb.6-86,87.
Riding Streak, The :Feb.6-86.87.
Tough Guy, The : Jan.9-Ins.Mar. 6-78,79.
Valley of Bravery :Feb.6-86, 87.
When Love Grows Cold:Jan.9-12,13.Feb.l4,16.Feb.

20,-6,7.Mar.6-16,17.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :Jan. 23-Ins.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :Jan.l6-26.Jan. 23-Ins.
Clothes Make the Pirate :Feb. 6-22.23.
Dancer of Paris, The :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.

13-23.
Desert Healer, The :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.
Far Cry, The :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,25.Feb. 13-23.
Girl from Montmartre, The:Jan.9-26.Jan.30-24,25.
Good Luck : Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Her Sister from Paris :Jan. 23-Ins.
Infatuation :Jan.16-Ins.
Irene: Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24, 25.Feb.6-22,23.Feb.27-

16, 17.Mar. 6-Ins.
Joanna :Jan.23-Ins.
Just Suppose :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24-25.
Kid from Montana, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Kiki:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.20-26.

Lost World, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Lunatic at Large, A :Jan. 23-Ins.
Memory Lane :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.Feb.

13-24.Feb.27-18.
Men of Steel :Jan.23-Ins.
Mile. Modiste :Jan.23-Ins.Jan. 30-24,26.
Molasses :Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,25.
Pals First :Jan. 23-Ins.Jan.30-24.25.
Rainbow Riley :Jan.23-Ins.Feb,13-28.Feb.20-28.
Reckless Lady, The:Jan.9-26.Jan.2S-Ins.Feb.20-24,

25.
Savage, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Second Chance, The :Jan. 23-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:Jan.23-Ins.
Too Much Money :Jan.9-26.Jan.23-Ins.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp : Jan.23-Ins.
Viennese Medley, The :Jan.23-Ins.
Winds of Chance:Jan.23-Ins.

Fox
Auctioneer: Jan.23-19.Feb.6-19.
Cradle Snatchers :Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Dixie Merchant, The :Feb,13-14.
Family Upstairs, The:Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Going Crooked :Feb. 6-19.

Grand Army Man, The :Jan. 30-7.Feb.6-19.
Hell’s Four Hundred :Feb.20-17.
Holy Terror, A:Feb.l3-13.
Johnstown Flood, The : Jan.9-20.Jan. 16-12,13. Jan.

23-Ins.Feb. 13-14.
Married Alive:Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Monkey Talks, The :Feb.27-ll.
Music Master, The:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
My Own Pal :Feb.20-16.
One Increasing Purpose:Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Outsider, The :Jan.9-20.

Pigs :Jan. 16-11.Feb.6-19.
Return of Peter Grimm, The:Feb.20-16.
Road to Glory The :Feb. 13-15.

Sandy :Jan.30-6.Feb. 6-Ins.
Siberia :Feb.27-12, 13.

Temperance Town, A:Mar.6-10.
Thiee Bad Men :Jan. 16-11.
Trip to Chinatown, A:Jan.9-21.
Way Things Happen, The:Jan.9-19.Jan. 16-11. Feb.

6-19.

What Price Glory ? :Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19.
World of Promise :Feb.6-19.

Dorothy Mackail, Henry Vibart and
Robert Cain in First National’s “The
Dancer of Paris,” soon to be released.
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Malcolm MacGregor in “The Silent Flyer,” Levine-
Bischoff serial.

Greiver
Passionate Adventure, The :Jan. 16-97.

Lee-Bradford
She : Jan. 23-2.

Lumas
Speed Limit, The:Feb.20-14.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Barrier. The:.Tan.9-22,23.
Black Bird, The :Jan.9-l.Feb.20-1.
His Secretary :Jan. 16-7 .Jan. 30-16, 17.
Merry Widow, The :Mar.6-Ins„l.
Mike :Jan. 16-1.Jan.23-1, 6. 7.Jan. 30-1.Feb. 6-1. Feb.

13-l.Feb.27-l.
Torrent, The :Feb.20-6,7.

Paramount
American Venus, The : Jan. 9-4.Jan. 23-4,5.
Because I Love You :Feb. 13-5.
Behind the Front:Jan.9-4.Jan.30-3.Feb.6-3,4.Feb.

13-5.Feb. 20-3, 5.Feb. 27-3.Mar. 6-3, 4, 5.
Blind Goddess :Feb. 27-4.
Covered Wagon, The :Feb.l3-3.
Dancing Mothers :Jan.30-3. Feb. 13-5.Feb.27-3.Mar.

6-3,4, 5.

Enchanted Hill, :Jan. 9-4.
For Heaven’s Sake :Jan.9-5.Feb. 13-5.
Fresh Paint :Feb.l3-5.
Grand Duchess and the Waiter, The :Jan.l6-3.Jan.

30-3.Feb. 13-4.Feb. 20-4, 5.Feb.27-3.Mar. 6-3, 4, 5.
Hands Up :Jan.9-5.Feb.6-5.
Irish Luck :Jan. 9-4.
Kiss for Cinderella, A:Jan,16-3.
King on Main Street, The:Jan.9-4.
Lord Jim:Jan.9-5.
Mannequin :Jan. 9-4. Jan. 16-3. Jan. 23-3.Jan. 30-3.
Moana :Feb.20-4.Feb.27-3.Mar.6-3,4,5.
New Klondike, The :Feb.l3-5.
North of 36:Feb.l3-3.
Rainmaker, The :Feb. 13-5.
Sea Horses :Febl3-5.Feb.27-4.Mar.6-3,4,5.
Song and Dance Man, The:Jan.9-5.Jan.l6-3.Jan.

30-3.Feb. 13-5. Feb. 27-4. Mar. 6-3, 4, 5.

Seven Keys to Baldpate : Jan.9-4.
Ten Commandments, The :Feb. 13-3.
Thundering Herd, The :Feb. 13-3.
Untamed Lady, The:Feb.l3-5.
Vanishing American :Jan. 9-4. Jan. 16-3.Jan. 30-3.Feb.

13-4.Mar.6-3, 4, 5.

Wanderer : Jan. 16-3.Jan.30-3.Feb. 13-4.Mar. 6-3, 4, 5.
Womanhandled : Jan.9-4.

Producers Dist. Corp.
Braveheart :Feb. 13-10.
Fiffh Avenue :Mar 6-12,13.
Madame Behave:Jan.l6-8,9.
Made for Love :Feb.20-19.
Million Dollar Handicap :Feb.6-16, 17.
Rocking Moon :Feb.27-6,7.
Steel Preferred :Jan.9-6.Jan.23-17.Jan. 30-18.
Three Faces East:Feb.20-20,21.

Rayart
Midnight Limited, The:Jan. 30-10.

United Artists
Bat, The :Jan. 9-24.Jan. 16-22.
Partners Again, with Potash and Perlmutter:

Jan.9-25.Jan. 16-23.
Tumbleweeds :Jan.23-ll.Jan.30-19.Feb.6-18.

Feb.l3-12.Feb.20-22.

Universal
Arizona Sweepstakes, The :Jan.9-17.Feb. 6-9.

California Straight Ahead:Jan. 16-20,21.Feb.6-9.
Calgary Stampede, The:Feb.6-8.
Chip of the Flying U :Feb.6-9.
Cohens and the Kellys :Jan.9-17.Jan.30-20, 21.Feb.

6-8.Feb. 13-18, 19.Mar.6-15.
Combat :Feb.6-9.
Fast Worker, The :Jan. 16-21.
Flaming Frontier, The :Feb.6-7.8.
His People : Jan.9-17. Feb. 6-8. Feb. 27-14, 15.Mar.6-15.
Hunchback of Notre Dame :Feb. 6-8.

Hurricane Kid:Feb.6-9.
I’ll Show You the Town :Jan. 16-21.Feb. 6-8.
Let 'er Buck :Feb. 6-9.
Midnight Sun, The:Jan.l2,13,14,15,16,17.Feb.6-8.
Oh Doctor :Jan. 16-21.Feb. 6-8.
Outside the Law :Jan.30-22,23.
Phantom of the Opera:Jan.9-15.Jan.28-8,9.Feb.6-8.

28-8,9.Feb. 6-8.
Reckless Age. The : Jan. 16-21.
Rolling Home : Feb. 6-8.Mar.6-1 5.

Saddle Hawk, The:Feb.6-9.
Skinner’s Dress Suit : Jan. 9-17.Jan. 16-20, 21.Feb.6-8.
Sporting Life, The:Feb.6-8.
Sporting Youth :Jan. 16-21.
Still Alarm, The :Jan. 19-17. Feb. 6-8. Mar. 6-15.

Taming the West :Feb. 6-9.
Under Western Skies :Feb.6-S.
Watch Your Wife :Feb. 6-8. Mar. 6-15.

What Happened to Jones:Jan.9-17.Jan. 16-20-21.

Feb.6-8.
Where Was I?:Feb.6-8.

Warner Brothers
Cave Man. The :Mar.6-8.
H is Jazz Bride :Mar. 6-8.

Hogan’s Alley :Feb. 13-8.

Lady Windermere’s Fan : Jan. 16-14, 15. Feb. 20-18.
Mar. 6-8.

Oh, What a Nurse :Mar. 6-8.

Sea Beast, The :Jan. 30-1 1,12, 13,14. Feb.6-12,13.Feb.
13-9.Feb.20-ll.Feb.27-8, 9.Mar.6-8.

Pathe
Casey of the Coast Guard :Feb.6-82, 83.
Driftin’ Thru :Feb.20-116.
Stop, Look and Listen :Janl6-100.

Short Features

Educational
Big Boy :Jan.9-14.
Cheap Skates :Jan. 2-57.
Fighting Duke, The :Jan. 16-25.Feb.27-51.
Marionettes :Feb. 13-20.Feb.27-51.
Maid in Morocco:Jan. 16-25.

Parisian Modes in Colour :Feb. 27-46.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Feb. 6-1 1.

Cranfield-Clarke, Inc.

Her First Night in th« Beauty Parlor :Mar.6-41.
Her First Night in Philadelphia :Feb.6-47.Feb.20-

49.
Molly May Series :Feb. 27-50.

F. B. 0.
Fighting Hearts :Feb. 27-53.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition : Jan.9-92.
Casey of the Coast Guard :Feb.27-100.
Pathe News :Jan.23-20.
Pathe Review :Jan. 23-108.
Wide Open Faces :Jan.2-Ins.
What Is the World Coming To?Jan.2-Ins.
Whispering Whiskers :Jan.2-Ins.

Red Seal
Dolly Gray :Feb. 6-46.

Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly :Feb. 20-48.Feb. 27-45.

Mar. 6-40.

Ko-Ko Steps Out :Jan. 16-43.

Sierra
Baby and the Bear, The :Mar.6-91.
Baby and the Tiger :Mar. 6-91.

Here He Comes :Mar.6-91.
Vanishing Millions :Mar. 6-91.

Universal
Buster Brown Comedies :Feb. 27-44.
International Newsreel :Feb.27-48,49.
Radio Detective, The :Mar.6-11.

Edna Marian in “A Honeymoon Squab-
ble,” Century comedy made by Stern
Brothers for Universal release .

Lupino Lane in “Time FIie9,” comedy released by
Educational.

Chicago Notes
Harry Graham was host to members

of his sales force February 27. Among
the guests were Charles Keppler, Clint

Vidor, L. Whitmore, Eddie Casanave,
Charles Filkins and Warren Rutter.

* * *

/. L. McCurty, who was formerly gen-
eral manager of Gregory houses, has ac-

cepted an offer to manage the North Cen-
ter theatre, which was opened a few weeks
ago by the Woudlawn Amusement com-
pany.

* * *

Marks Brothers held a big celebration
for the coming opening of the Paradise
theatre at Crawford and Madison streets

March 4. The fun consisted of dancing
and street carnivals.

* * *

First National salesmen and their fam-
ilies gathered at the Cooper-Carlton hotel

in Hyde Park February 27 for a dinner
dance. Among the F. N. Chicago chiefs

in attendance were R. C. Seery, branch
manager

;
Carl Leserman, city sales man-

ager, and Jack Elowland, country sales

manager.
* * *

A number of people on the avenue
have probably heard the report that the

“James Murtaugh,” named in a Chicago
news item last week, was the James Mur-
taugh who manages the Progress ex-
change. The item reported the closing of
a motion picture school on Chicago’s
North Side. Of course it was not the

Jimmie Murtaugh we all know, which was
confirmed by Murtaugh’s denial that he
was connected with the school.

* Jfc *

In an effort to reach Irving Thalberg
and John Gilbert, who were watching “The
Big Parade” on the afternoon of their

arrival in Chicago, we called the Garrick
theatre to ask if we could speak to Mr.
Thalberg.
“What is his first name, please?”
“Irving,” we told the young lady.

“Irving Thalberg,” she meditated. “In
what part of the theatre does he work?”
What should we have done?

Mrs. J. Hickey, Jr., Dies
Exhibitor readers and contributors of

the Herald join in extension of sym-
pathy to J. Hickey, Jr., Grand theatre,
New London, Wis., in the loss of Mrs.
Hickey by death February 15, following
an operation performed in the hope of
alleviating an illness of but five days’
duration. Mrs. Hickey, who took an ac-

tive part in the operation of the theatre,

was stricken while at her husband’s side

directing affairs of the business.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
1
L — ===== By D. H.

-
1 sJ

RETURNING from New York where they had attended the premiere

of “La Boheme,” starring Gilbert and Lillian Gish, several Metro
- lights visited Chicago March 2. In the party were Irving Thal-

berg, associate producer, King Vidor, director, Tod Browning, director,

Norma Shearer, star, Mrs. Thalberg, mother of Irving, and Mrs. Shearer,

mother of Norma.

THALBERG stated that while the re-

cent success of “Big Parade” and
“Ben Hur” has been expected by the pro-

ducers the hit made by “La Boheme” had
not been counted on. The youthful pro-

ducer also intimated that Louis B. Mayer
may be in Chicago within a fortnight, ac-

cording to his plans for another trip to

Europe.
Of the company’s program of produc-

tion “Bardelys the Magnificent” and “The
Temptress” are yet to be finished by the

production heads, which include Mayer,
Thalberg and Harry Rapf.

* * *

Bill Lyman of Warner Brothers ex-
change says Rin-Tin-Tin’s visit in New
York is for the purpose of signing a new
contract and to shop some new Easter
regalia.

* * *

F. B. O. Month has been such a suc-

cess, it appears, that a general dolling up
has been administered at the Chicago of-

fice with everything cleaned from the win-
dow shades to Sam Gorelick’s hat.

* * *

Famous Melody Series, which consists of

13 pictures, has been put into the Senate,
Tivoli, Uptown and Chicago theatres. The
deal was announced by Jimmie Gillick.

t- * *

Frank Conklin, who has been associated
with I^ewis Moomaw in production work,
stopped in Chicago a few days ago to

break a New York to Hollywood trip.

Frank is now connected with Bernarr
Macfadden Pictures, being enroute to the

Coast for the beginning of production
there.

* * *

Lee Duncan came through March 4
Eastward bound from the Coast. With
him was the “gentleman of them all,”

Rin-Tin-Tin, who seemed as glad to be in

Chicago as to be anywhere else. Rin-Tin
greeted all the reporters with a friendly
nod, called them all the squarest men he
had ever known, partly due to the fact

that he has never been subjected to slander
or malicious libel by them in his life.

Among other Chicago friends to meet him

Irving Thalberg and other Metro person-

ages were in Chicago recently on their way
to the West Coast.

at the station was Earl Silvermann, assist-

ant to Eddie Silvermann, district manager
of Warner Brothers.

* *

Allan Burke has been added to the sales

staff of Associated Exhibitors by John
Mednikow, branch manager. Burke hails

from Omaha.
* * *

Leo Adler, traveling auditor of Pathe,

has left Chicago after seven weeks trav-

eling through the accounts and ledgers of

the local office. He went directly to Wash-
ington, D. C.

* * *

Reports from the Chicago Film Board of

Trade, where the genial Joe Abramson
plays host, reveal the selection of a new
board of directors and the addition of a

new name on the roster. The new mem-
ber is Reelcraft, more familiar in mind as

Morris Heilman.
The directors now include James Gillick,

Pathe exchange manager; Jack Sampson,
F. B. O. branch manager; Neil Agnew,

Do You Want to
Pack Your House
During Lent?

Book “THE PASSION PLAY”
—The Life of Christ

—

(5 Reels)

BLAND BROTHERS, 738 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Exclusive Distributors for IJ. S.

35 Prints Available Wire, Write or Phone for Dates and Prices

Famous Players-Lasky branch manager;
Harry S. Lorch, Producers Distributing

Corporation branch manager; William
Brumberg, Universal branch manager;
I. W. Mandel, Security, and Joseph Fried-

man, Celebrated.
5k 5fC *

Now farther on up the Avenue at a

popular place called Renown exchange.

A. H. {Mac) MacLoughlin has installed

a thing-a-majig on his telephone named
the “Hushophone. Its purpose is to silence

the voice of the speaker. One salesman

can’t tell what the other salesman is say-

ing on the phone. There’s a mighty good
pun there for someone so we’re not going

to spoil it.

* * *

S'. A. Shirley, district manager of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, went to Indianapolis for

a few days March 4.

* * *

Mrs. Loren Bennett, the Mason City,

111., exhibitress, was in Chicago a part of

last week shopping around for pictures.

She and her husband, Loren Bennett, are

owners of a theatre in Delavan also.

5k * *

Charlie Lundgren, new manager of the

new Real Seal exchange, has been a busy
man these past two weeks. If Red Seal

doesn’t click in this territory it won’t be

because of a lack of initiative on his part.

He returned March 6 from a plugging trip

around through the country.
* * *

Just to show a few directors a thing or

two about making pictures, Henry Ellman
has gone to Hollywood for a couple of

weeks. While he’s gone Carl Harthill will

be executing the executive offices at Cap-
itol.

ANNOUNCEJKour^l
PRESENTATIONS^/
FILMACK TRAILERS/

ELABORATE BORDERS FOR
EVERY SUBJECT AND OC-
CASION — HIGH GRADE
WORK—LOW PRICES.

AH orders reed, in morn-

ing shipped same day

FILMACK CO.
^K750 S. WABASH --CHICAGO.^

tfjigxT

Now—
you may get your equip-

ment from a company
formed to serve every

need that a showman has

in the line of supplies.

Our rapid growth is evi-

dence of the demand for

our equipment. Prices and
quality that suit you.

Theatre Equipment
Company
Neiv Address:

Blum Building

624 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, 111.

(Telephone—Harrison 2468-2469

)

From Thumb Tacks to Organs
Meyer S. Boog- Max B. Slott

Albert E. Berger
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THEATRE BETTERMENT
AWeekly Extension of fBetterCJheatres”

Bennethum’s $350,000

New Playhouse Opens
in Pottstown, Pa.

NVOLVING an expenditure of approxi-
mately $350,000 the new Strand theatre

in Pottstown, Pa., erected by Pottstown
Theatres, Inc., of which George W. Ben-
nethum is President, John A. Snyder, secre-

tary and treasurer and J. Luke Gring, Vice-
president opened its doors last month to a
large and enthusiastic audience.

The new theatre is of fire-proof con-
struction, built of brick, buff in color, steel

and concrete, and it represents the very
latest in theatrical house design. It has
a frontage of 60 feet on High street and
extends back 165 feet on Charlotte street.

The ticket booth is placed in the vesti-

bule, the floor of which is terraza, laid by a

new process with twelve-inch squares out-

lined in brass. On both side walls there are

large display frames. Large plate glass

panel doors separate the vestibule from the

lobby, the glass being of the V cut design

and making a very effective appearance.

* * *

There are two store rooms off the vesti-

bule, fronting on High street, each 18x37
feet in dimensions.
The lobby and foyer are spacious and

there is a manager’s office off the foyer,

which is a large room, attractively furn-

ished and equipped with necessary con-
veniences, such as telephone, etc. The deco-

rations are a real work of art in the Italian

renaissance period and the color scheme is

rose, gold and blue, with ceiling done in

buff, gray and blue. There are many panels

in rose and gold with an imitation silk

damask finish. The proscenium arch and
opening are things of beauty and the deco-

rations are especially pleasing. The light-

i BETTER +
THEATRES
9he only Magazine devo-

tedExclusively to Theatre

Construction, Equipment
and Operation, is pub-
lished as Section II of
every fourth issue of
"Exhibitors Herald

ing fixtures add materially to the general
attractive appearance of the theatre.

There are six grilles in the ceiling for
general ventilation. In the centre of the

proscenium arch is a large grille for use in

connection with the typhoon ventilating sys-

tem. The American automatic heating and
ventilatiing system has been installed. The
first floor is of solid concrete. The stage

is 27x60 feet in size and the stage equip-

ment a most modern switchboard for light-

ing control. There are five dressing rooms
under the stage and a music library.

* * *

There are four exits on Charlotte street,

one being a double exit, and a fire escape
extends from the sidewalk to the top of the

building. This is enclosed with wire.

There is an exit off the stage and an en-
trance especially for receiving scenery, etc.

There are two exits off the balcony to the

fire escape.

The seating capacity of the theatre is

1082, including that of the balcony. The
chairs are of the latest improved type, be-

ing nine box spring chairs, covered back
and seat with maroon leather. The floors

are carpeted with Wilton carpet of pretty

design.

The balcony will also be an attractive

revelation for its appointments and attrac-

tive appearance. The color scheme of the

house is followed out in the decorations

here most pleasingly. There are Italian

renaissance panels on the wall and which
greet the eye as one ascends the stairway.

The floors are of marbleoid fire-proof con-

struction and all woodwork is covered.

There is a promenade floor. There are

two entrances to the balcony, two ramps
leading to the front of the balcony. Two

stairways lead to the back of the balcony.
There are two grilles in the balcony ceil-

ing. There is a ladies’ rest room and a
men’s rest room, equipped with all con-
veniences.

There is a handsome drinking fountain
on the promenade floor, the design of which
is original with Paul Keiser, of the F. H.
Keiser Company. It extends from the
floor to the ceiling and the background is

of hardwood with a polychrome finish. The
design is Pompeiian.

There is an art glass canopy with solid

bronze cresting. Between the canopy and
the bowl, which is of marble, there is a
V-cut mirror in a statuary bronze frame.
A similar fountain is provided on the main
floor.

The picture booth is 15x16 feet and is of
fireproof construction, equipped with the
latest Simplex machines, Morlite lamp
house and automatic fireproof shutter de-
vices. There is a separate generator room.
The lighting fixtures were designed by

Cliff Parkhurst for the Falkenbach Com-
pany, of New York, and represent the very
latest lighting design furnishings.

Publix Theatres Corp.

to Hold Convention
March 16 to 18

Executives and manager of Publix
Theatres Corporation will gather at the
Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City on
March 16, 17 and 18 for the first annual
convention of the organization. Among
those who will be present at the three
day session will be Adolph Zukor, Jesse
L. Lasky, S. R. Kent, George W. Weeks,
John Kunsky of Detroit, Spyros Skouras
of St. Louis, William P. Gray of Bos-
ton, Michael Shea of Buffalo, John Bala-
ban of Chicago and others.

The first morning’s session will in-

clude addresses by Harold B. Franklin,
and Sam Katz and the introduction of
the personnel of the Publix production
department headed by Herschel Stuart,

John Murray Anderson, Boris Petroff,

Frank Cambria, Nathaniel Finston and
others.

Definite problems of theatre manage-
ment, booking and buying, projection,

advertising, exploitation work and other
subjects will be discussed during the
convention.
A banquet will be held March 18.

Editor, “Better Theatres” Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your "Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

EXHIBITORS HERALD projection.

407 S. Dearborn street, Name

Chicago, Illinois
Theatre

City

State .



You are confident

When the picture is printed on Eastman

Positive Film you are confident of photo-

graphic quality on the screen.

Eastman Film is subjected to exacting tests

in the Kodak Research Laboratories that prove

it right.

And it is identified throughout its length

by the black lettered words “Eastman” and

“Kodak”.

Lookfor the identification

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Fast and funny.

Adapted from a famous stage

success*

Previewed at a large New York

Theatre before a blase New York

audience.

They laughed long and loud.

So will your audience

Pafhepicture
""""""trade™/
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JOHN ADAMS presents

LARRY EMON
TOP,LOOK&LISTEN!

A FEATURE COMEDY
Adapted From the Musical Comedy by Harry B. Smith

Directed by Larry Semon
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